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oe chosen. — conditions which have
ON THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUC- weight would be equivalent to the pressure, and are then ne
reduced to various other measures :—
no
in
4
accompanying profile ma:
TION OF MASONRY DAMS.
be summed
up as
follows: A: The verlien! pressure ob
By W. J. Macqvonn Rayxiyz, C.E., LL.D., F.B.S.
the
inner
face
not
to
exceed
160ft.
ofmasonry. B: Ss
Feet of water 4. ... «+ «+ ae oh
aD
250
vertical pressure at the outer face not to exceed 125ft. of
* 1. Subjects of Report.—I have carefully considered the
Pounds on the square foot ( ly) -- 20,000
—-15,625
—
at the point where it is most intense, and to
letter of Captain Tulloch, R.E., Executive Engiveer of the
Metres of masonry (nearly) ... Ge?
38
diminish in going down from that point. C: The lines of
Metres of water (nearly)
dist ae. one
98
76
Municipality of Bombay, dated the 10th December, 1870,
resistance wheu the reservoir is full and empty respectively,
Kilog. on the square centimetre (nearly)
98
76
on the subject of masopry dams or reservoir walls of great In choosing these two limits I have been guided by the to lie within or near to the middle third of the thickness
height, and also the papers on the same subject by M. consideration of the following facts. As regards the inner of the wall. These are limiting conditions, and do not
form. In
ing a form
Graeff and by M. Delocre, which appeared iu the “ Aunales face, where the deviation of the direction of the stress prescribe “ro any —
il them without any practically important
des Ponts et Chausseés.” These Jast I have studied both in from the vertical is unimportant, it is certain, from prac- i
in the expenditure of eaertal bases what is
the original and iu the very faitbful translation by Mr. J. G. tical experience, that rubble masonry laid in strong excess
mortar, and on good rock foundations, will safely necessary, I have been guided by the consideration that
Fife. I have also made mathematical investigations as to hydraulic
a
form
whose dimensions, sectional area, and centre of
bear a vertical pressure equivalent to the weight of a
the proper figure and dimensions of such dams, which are column of masonry 160ft. high, if not higher. As regards gravity under different circumstances are found by short
given in an appendix to this report.
the outer face, the practical data given by M. Graeff show and simple calculations, is to be preferred to one of a more
2. Material.—As regards the material best suited for a that masonry of the same quality in the sloping outer face complex kind, when their merits in other respects are
;and I have chosen logarithmic curves for both the
reservoir wall or embankment, I consider that it must be of a dam will safely bear a pressure whose vertical compo- equal
as found by the ordinary rules, is equivalent to the inner and the outer faces.
determined by the nature of the foundatiov. That founda- nent,
14. Rule as to Thicknesses.—The constant subtangent
tion should be sound rock, if practicable ;»nd shoulda rock weight of a column 125ft. high.
10. Diminution of Vertical Pressure towards Foot of common to both curves (marked A D in the cant is
foundation be unattainable, firm impervious earth. It may
he doubted whether any earthen foundation is thoroughly Slope.—The same reasons which show that the intensity of 80ft.; this bears relations to the vertical pressures which
stated in the appendix. The thickness C B at 120ft.
to be relied on where the depth of water exceeds 100ft. or the vertical component of the pressure ought to be less for are
120ft. It is not advisable to build a high masonry dam on a battering than for a vertical face show also that this in- below the top is 84ft.; and of this one-fourteenth, A C =
6ft., lies inside the vertical
an earthen foundation ; for the base of the dam must be
axis O X, and thirteen-fourspread to a width sufficient to distribute the pressure, so
jul
teenths,
A B = 78ft., outside
that it shall not be more intense than the earthen founda- OROTE.TO OUTERS.~
CRDINATES TO INNER FACE
that axis. The formula for
ee
a
1740 P FEET
tion can bear ; and this involves the use of a quantity of FAGE ites
the thickness ¢ at any depth x
material which would lead to immoderate expense, if the
below the top is as follows :—
material used were masonry.
Pr of »39 a POFEcr °
z—2
3. Mode of Building.—1n the case of a rock foundation
t=t@
a 3; + +s (1)
the proper material is unquestionably rubble masoury
laid in hydraulic mortar; and the opinion of M. Graeff,
or,
in
common
logarithms,
that continuous courses in building that masonry are to be
log.
¢ = log. t, +
avoided, is fully corroborated by experience; for the
.
\
bed joints of such courses tend to becowe channels for the
04343 =— "+ i. te
e
Sat —
leakage of the water.
ift
| \
4, Precaution. — The very fact, however, of the irin which a denotes the subai.
sass
ji --.-,
regular structure of that masonry renders necessary
tangent (80ft.) and ¢, the
unusual care and vigilance in superintending its erection,
given thickness (84ft.) at the
B21 iLa oe ‘. : z
in order to insure that every stone shall be thoroughly and
given depth (x, = 120ft.) below
,
i ARCA, SOUARE FRET.
ax
firmly bedded, and that there shall be no empty hollows
the top. The thickoess at,the
AYNTICcaL3.64)'_leo
se hates
Eo
\- << iT,
in the interior of the wall, nor spaces filled with mortar
pas
q
:
=
top is 18°74ft.
ow . ..2....3 ie th
alone where stones ought to be placed. The practice of
15. Horizontal Ordinates.—
|
ie
4
“ grouting,” or filling hollows by pouring in liquid mortar,
In the profile, horizontal ordi4.671 inaSee oe
On
should be strictly prohibited. Should it be resolved tu
nates are drawn at every 10ft.
insert in the face of the wall, headers, or long bond-stones,
of depth from the
down
3 -——
$29]. io.
WO. \a ae CX
=
a};]
with or without projecting ends to form corbels, as iu the
to 180ft., and their engthe,
»
—
dam of the river Furens, thoee stones ought to be laid z]
from the vertical axis O X to
c. hoo
‘a 5,271
4
with their lengths not horizontal, but normal to the fuce of P ee; oi ae
the inner and vuter faces res
the wall.
spectively,
are marked in feet
\
679]. -js0----—- ‘ee.
5. Principles determining Profile—With respect to the
and decimals. In each case
|
'
a
profile of the wall, its figure is in the main tu be deterthose ordinates are respectively
FIO.
— Ie8D — — — = — 4B,
0} —
\6- ea
mined by principles nearly the same with those Jaid down oO)
one-fourteenth and thirteene
7H __hso_____ \Sno78
by the French engineers already referred to, and put in 5>
fourteenths of the thickness.
sa |
‘aa %
practice in the dams of the rivers Furens ane Ban: that is to “|
\ Intermediate ordinates at in“
OS
ae
\
say, the intensity of the vertical pressure at the inner face
) tervals of 5ft. can easily be
|
4
\
of the wall should at no point exceed a certain limit when
calculatedifrequired by taking
'| Se ee
the reservoir is empty, and the intensity of the vertical
mean proportionals
ween
pressure at the outer face of the wall should at no point
the adjacent pairs of ordinates
ee
\
exceed a certaiv limit wheu the reservoir is fuli.
at the intervals of 10ft.
6. Limits of Vertical Presswre.—In the theoretical inves16. Sectional Areas. — The
tigatious of M. Delocre, and the practical examples given
sectional area of the wall from
by M. Graeff, the same limit is assigned to the intensity of tensity ought gradually to diminish at the lower part of | the top down to any given depth is found by multiplying
the vertical pressure at both faces of the wall. But it the outer face, where the batter gradually increases. In the the constant enbtanyeut (a = 80ft.) by the difference (¢ — ¢,)
appears to me that there are the following reasons for resent state of our knowledge we should not be warranted between the thicknesses at the top and at the given depth ;
adopting a lower limit at the outer than at the inner face. in forming any definite theory as to the Jaw which this that is to say, “‘tdz=alt—t,)
Sata.
ae
The direction in which the pressure is exerted amongst the diminution ought to follow ; and, therefore, in a
the
o
particles close to either face of the masonry is necessarily accompanying design, I have thought it best to be guided
17. Line of Resistance when Reservoir is Empty.—The
that of a tangent to that face; and, unless the face is ver- in this, as in the previous case, by practical examples, and |Vertical
through the centre of gravity of the part of
tical, the vertical pressure found by means of the ordinary to consider it sufficient to make the law of diminution such, |the wall line
a given horizontal plane stands midway beformula is not the whole pressure, but only its vertical that at the depth of 150ft. below the surface the intensity |tween theabove
middle
of the thickness at the given horizontal
component; and the whole pressure exceeds the vertical of the vertical component of the pressure at the outer face | plane and the middle
of the thickness at the top of the
pressure in a ratio which becomes the greater, the greater becomes nearly equal to what it is at the same depth in the wall; and thus have been
found points in the curve marked
‘the “batter,” or deviation of the face from the vertical. outer face of the dam across the Furens, viz., 107ft. of | “Line of resistance, reservoir
empty.”
The outer face of the wall has a much greater batter than masonry, or about 6} kilograwmes on the square ceuti- | 18. Moment of Pressure of Water.-Supposing
the reserthe inner face ; therefore, in order that the masonry of the metre.
|
voir
filled
to
the
level
of
the top of the wall, the
outer face may not be more severely strained when the re11. Tension to be avoided.—I have kept in view another moment of the pressure exerted horizontally by the water
servoir is full than that of the iuner face when the reser- principle, not referred to by the French authors, viz., that against
each unit of length of wall from the top down toa
voir is empty, a lower limit must be taken for the intensity there ought to be no practically appreciable tension at any given depth
is found by multiplying the weight of a
rsthe vertical pressure at the outer face than at the inner point of the masonry, whether at the outer face when the cubic unit of (x)
water by one-sixth of the cube of the depth;
ace.
reservoir is empty, or at the inner face when the reservoir and if we take, for convenience, the weight of a cubic unit
7. Weight of Wal to be Thrown. Inwards.—The proposal is full. Experience has shown that in structures of brickas the unit of weight, and suppose the masonry
of the Executive Engineer to throw the weight of the wall work and masonry that are exposed to the overturning of masonry
have twice the heaviness of water, this gives us, for the
further inwards than in the French designs tends to realise action of forces which fluctuate in amount and direction | to
the principles just stated, and so far I fully approve of it, (as when a factory chimney is exposed to the pressure of |moment of horizontal pressure
aud have carried it out in the profile which accompanies the wind) the tendency to give way first shows itself at |
M= = Sulicants exile
this report.
aD"
that point at which the tension is greatest. In order that | 19. Line of Resistance when Reservoir is Full_—The mo8. Wall not to Overhang Inuards.—I do not, however, this principle may be fulfilled, the line of resistance should |meut
of horizontal pressure, expressed as above stated,
concur with the Executive Engineer in the proposal to not deviate from the middle of the thickness of the wall to | being divided
the area of cross-section above the mg
throw the weight of the wall so far inwards as to make it an extent materially exceeding one-sixth of the thickness. | depth, gives thebyhorizontal
distance at the given dep
overhang, for the following reason—the additional stability In other words, the lines of resistance when the reservoir tween the lines of resistance with the reservoir empty and
against the horizontal thrust of the water gained by giving is empty and full respectively should both lie within, or| full respectively ; that is to say
the wall an overhanging batter inwards, is not that due to but a small distance bevond, the middle third of the thick- |
x?
M
the whole weight of the overhanging masonry, but only to ness of the wall.
|
aes
Se
the excess of
weight above the weight of water which
fide
120(¢-+,)
@)
12. Horizontal Curvature of Wa'l.—As regards the effect |
it displaces; in other words, about half the effect of the of giving the wall a curvature in plan, convex towards the
weight of the overhanging mass of masonry in giving reservoir, I look upon this as a desirable, and in many | and thus have been found points in the curve marked
stability is lost through its buoyancy, and hence the addi- cases an essential precaution, in order to prevent the wall | “ Line of resistance, reservoir full.”
tional stability gained by making the wall overhang in- from being bent by the pressure of the water into a/| 20. Vertical Component of Water-Pressure neglected.—
wards is not proportionate to the additional load thrown curved shape concave. towards the water, and thus In the preceding formule the pressure of the water against
upon the lower parts of the inner face ; and mure stability having its outer face brought intoa state of tension hori- the inner face of the wall istreated as if it were wholly horiwould be gained by placing a given mass of masonry, so as zontally, which would probably cause the formation of zontal (as in the investigations of M. Graeff and M. Delocre).
to form an uniform addition tu the thickness of the wall, vertical fissures, and perhaps lead to the destruction of the In fact, however that pressure, being normal to the inner
face of the wall, has a small inclination downwards, and
than by making it overhung inwards.
dam. I consider, however, that calculations of stability therefore contains a small vertical compovent, which adde
_ 9, Limits of Vertical Pressure, how Fixed.—In choosing which treat the dam as a horizontal arch are so uncertain to
the stabilityof the wall. The neglect of that vertical
limjts for the intensity of the vertical pressure at the as to be of very doubtful —e and I would not rely component
is an error on the safe side.
inner and outer faces of the wall represented by the accom- upon
them in designing the profile. In fixing the radius
21.
Intensity of Vertical Pressure in Masonry.—To find
bering. ree I have not attempted to deduce the ratio ofhorizontal curvature, I consider that the engineer should the mean
intensity
of the vertical
on a given
which
quantities oughttobearto each other from the be guided by the form of the gorge in which the dam is to horizontal
in the masonry, ex
d in feet of
theory of thedistribution
in a solid body; for the be built,
ing that radius as short as may be consistent pomanage divide the sectional area by
thickness at the
data on which any such
tical determination would with convenience in execution, and with making the ends
‘ have to be based are too uncertain, The limits whichI of the dam abut normally against the sound rock at the given plane; that is to say
have chosen are as follows, and they are given in the first sides of the gorge.
fis=a(1 -e)
place in fe: of a vertical columa of masonry whose
13. Summary of Conditions to be fulfiled by Profile: |

Zz:
To find the
test intensity of that vertical pressure,
according to the ordinary assumption that it is an wniform/y
varying stress—in other words, that it increases at an
uniform rate from the face furthest from the liue of resistance to the face nearest to that line. the mean intensity is
to be increased by a fraction of itself expressed by the ratio
which the deviation of the line of resistance from the
middle of the thickness bears to one-sixth of the thickness;
that is to say, let p denote that greatest intensity, expressed
in feet of masonry, and x the deviation of the line of resistance from the middle of the thickness ; then,
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are not to exceed. Then we have, as another pair of equa, tions to be satisfied.

5, 1872.

TANK

LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE RHYMNEY
RAILWAY.
In August, 1871, the Rhymney Railway Company re(D)
pi = (1+ or feta? wer
quired six tank locomotives, for which they requested tenders. We are indebted to the engineer and locomotive
superintendent of the line, Mr. Cornelius Lundie, for the
p=(l+ or), t4* coe
-.?
following specifications and the drawings from which our
own working drawing has been copied. Cross sections,
IL. Principles Relating to the Logarithmic-Curve Profile— &c., of the engine we intend to publish in an early impresAsa meansof satisfying theequations of condition to adegree sion. We have no doubt that the specification and drawof approximation suflicient for practical purposes, let the ing will prove useful and interesting to many of our
inner and outer boundaries and the centre line of the profile readers, the engines being very favourable specimens of
=e(1-4)(1+8)
be all three logarithmic curves, with the vertical axis O X the heavy tank type.
..
When that deviation is appreciably greater than one-sixth for their common asymptote, and having one common conThe barrel of the boiler, the fire-box case, the tube plate at
stant
subtangent a. It may be remarked that one reason smoke-box
of the thickness the preceding rule is no longer applicable;
end, and all rivets, and angle irons, shall be made of
but this case, as already explained, ought not to occur in a for adopting the logarithmic curve is its giving a thickness best approved Yorkshire iron. The boiler shall be cylindrical,
reservoir wall. The assumption on which this rule is at the top of the wall sufficient for the formation of a 1lft. din. long and 4ft. in external diameter. The barrel of the
boiler shall be riveted to the fire-box case in the manner shown,
based, of an uniform rate of variation of that component of roadway; and that another reason is, its giving values to and
the smoke-box by 34in. angle iron }Jin. thick at the hole.
the pressure which is normal to the pressed surface, is the intensity of the pressure at the outer face below the The toplates
in the boiler and fire-box case shall be jin. thick,
int of maximum pressure, which diminish as the batter riveted together
known to be sensibly correct in the case of beams, and is
with fin. rivets 13in. apart between the centres.
probably very near the truth in walls of uniform or nearly increases. Let the ratio borne by the deviation y of the All the seams to be butt-jointed with covering strips outside 5in.
uniform thickness, Whether, or to what extent, it deviates centre line of the thickness from the vertical axis to the wide by gin. thick. In arranging the plates all the plates shall be
brought well together before any rivets are put in, and all the
from exactness in walls of varying thickness is uncertain |thickness ¢ be expressed by c =2
holes must perfectly correspond with each other. All the joints
in the present state of our experimental knowledge.
shall be perfectly caulked, care being taken in doing so that the
22. Profiles
for Different Depths.—The range of different |Then we have the following equations :—
plates are not in the least injured. The front end of the boiler
shall be stayed with double angle iron of the size and in the
depths to which the same profile is applicable without any
manner shown. The back end of the fire-box case shall also be
ai
ors
waste of material extends from the greatest depth shown
stayed with angle iron of the size and in the manner shown. The
,
on the drawing, 180ft., up to 110ft., or thereabouts. For
boiler
and fooler case shall be clothed with well-seasoned wood,
.
©)
yoct=ct,ea*
*
depths between 110ft. and 80ft. or 90ft., or thereabouts, the
except a space for the slot links to work ; and the whole neatly
waste of material is unimportant. For depths to any concovered all round with sheet iron, No. 13 wire gauge, the angles
at front of fire-box being protected with brass, All the sheets
siderable extent less than 9O0ft. the use of a part of the
FE vtewns, (, a
a eee
(H)
are to receive two coats of paint on the inside before being put
same profile gives a surplus of stability. For example, if
on.
the — be 50ft., the quantity of material is greater than
(K)
;
oe
The fire-box case shall be 5ft. long by 4ft. lin. wide, outside
Pe
(,
oo
r, =
that which is necessary in the ratio of 14 to 1 nearly. For
dimensions, made flush with the boiler at the top, and 2ft. Gin.
the shallow parts, however, at the ends of a dam that is
below the under side of boiler at the lowest part. The front and
back plates of the fire-box case shall be bent to form the angles of
‘=
sia
ct— to)
deep in the centre, I think it preferable to use the same
the box, with a curve of not less radius than 3jin. All the plates
6wa (¢— to)
2
profile as in the deep parts, notwithstanding this expendiare to be din. thick.
ture of material, in order that the full advantage of the
vc”
c
The inside fire-box shall be made of best selected copper }in.
abutment against the sides of the ravine may be obtained.
=
me
a), (L)
thick, with the exception of that part of the tube plate in which
In the case of a dam that is less deep in the centre than
the tubes are fixed, which is to be jin. thick. The whole shall
be riveted together with the best ‘‘ Low Moor” iron rivets jin. in
120ft. thefollowing rule maybeemployed: construct a profile
diameter and 1#in. apart between the centres. The inside fire-box
similar to that suited toa depth of:
120ft., with all the thicka
>
=
.
&
and fire-box case shall be stayed together on every side with
hesses and ordinates diminished in the same porportion
copper stays jin. in diameter, well screwed into both pa the
pedie
rtae(,_,
*)f- cn
with the depth. The intensity of the vertical pressure at
screws having eleven threads to the inch, and riveted over the
each : int will be diminished in the same proportion also ;
heads ; these stays shall not exceed a distance of 4in. _— from
centre to centre. The crown of the box shall be well and securely
but this does not imply waste of material, the whole weight
(N)
stayed with eight wrought iron roof stays placed on top of the box
wt, Ff
of the material being required in order that there may be no p=ali—e * —tai—— : yy§)*%*
formed of two plates 5}in. deep by fin. thick, except the two side
appreciable tension in any part of the wall.
When the vaiues given above are substituted in the ex- stays,
which shall be 5in. deep by fin. thick. Each stay shall be
pressions of conditions, A, C, D, and E, the formula ob- secured to the top of the box by ten studs jin. in diameter; the
tained are of a kind incapable of solution by any direct studs shall be screwed into the copper plate, and shall have
APPENDIX.—MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES OF THE
process, They can, however, be solved approximately hexagonal collars forged on each, and a nut tightly screwed on the
PRoFILE CuRVEs.
without much difficulty by the process of trial and error; under side. Great care must be taken to make the roof stays bed
1. Principles Relating to all Forms of Profile—Let t, and such is the method by which the dimensions of the well on the end plates of the fire-box. The roof stays are to be
as before, be the thickness of the wall in a horizontal plane profile sent with the report have been obtained ; the con- liin. clear of the top of the box, except the two side stays, which
are to be 1}in. clear; the fire-box top shall be attached to the top
at the depth x below the top; then taking the weight of a stants employed being w= 2; P' = 160ft.; P = 125ft. of
boiler by six sling stays. The fire-box shall be joined to
cubic unit of masonry as the unit of weight, the weight of The general nature of the process of approximation followed the the
case at bottom by a bar of best Yorkshire iron, 2}in. by 3in.,
each unit of length of the wall above that plane is expressed
and Zin. rivets ljin. pitch. This bar shall project }in. below the
may be summed up as follows :—By making = = Om
b
plates, and the ashpan shall be secured to it by four square studs
y
SJ, tae
with cotter holes, which studs are to be screwed into the bar. The
0
tube plate shall be secured by six T head stays riveted to the
equation
is
obtained
involving
the
value
of
—
which
makes
barrel
of the boiler, two copper stays being used to unite the T
In order that there may be no appreciable tension at the
a
heads to the tube plate, and a space of lin. shall be left between
outer edge of the given plane when the reservoir is empty, pamaximum, That equation shows that as a first ap- the
plate
and the T heads. The water space between the fire-box
nor at the inner edge when it is full, the centre of resistance
and fire-box case to be 2}in, at the bottom and other distances, as
of that plane ought not to deviate from the middle of the proximation to that value, we may take ; This first ap- shown. Two fusible plugs set in brass shall be placed in the
thickness by more than about one-sixth of the thickness ;
crown of the fire-box.
The fire-bars shall be laid in the manner shown in the drawing.
—
when the reservoir is empty, outwards when it is proximation isinserted in equation K; and by makingr'= )
The tube plate at the smoke-box end shall be fin. thick, and
ull,
shall stand 44in. above the barrel of the boiler at the top and proLet y denote the deviation of the centre line of the thick- there is deduced from that equation an approximate value ject
below the boiler at bottom, so as to be fixed to the cylinders.
ness of the wall outwards from a vertical axis O X ; so of c. Then, in equation M, by inserting the approximate
The smoke-box shall be made of best Staffordshire B.B.H.
values
of
=
and
of
c,
and
making
p'
=
P'
(the
limit
iron
; the top and side plates shall be ;%in. thick, and the front
that y —! and y+ ‘are the ordinates of the inner and
plates %in. thick ;the door shall be of the form shown, shielded
2
2
inside
with iron plates ;;in. thick, to prevent the heat injuring
of
p')
there
is
obtained
an
approximate
value
of
a;
and
outer faces of the wall respectively ;and when x = 0,
let y= y,. The line of resistance when the reservoir is by making r = in equation L, an approximate value theThedoor.chimney shall be made of the best Staffordshire B.B.H.
9
empty cuts the horizontal plane at the depth x ina point
plates. _The outside case shall be jin. thick. The inside cone
vertically below the centre of gravity of the part of the of ¢,. The several first approximate values being then in- shall be jin. thick, with jump joints and countersunk rivets, the
bottom
to be of wrought iron, yin. thick, carefully fitted to the
wall above that plane ; and in order that the weight of the serted in a ’ = 0, there is obtained a corrected value of
top of the smoke-box, so that a good joint can readily be made,
wall may be thrown as far inwards as is consistent with
awxr
The
chimney
shall have a bell top of malleable iron (black). A
there being no appreciable tension at the outer face when
conical spark arrester shall be fixed in the smoke-box as shown.
the reservoir is empty, the deviation of that line of resist- < which is found to be about Ss’ and thence,by meaus of The height of the tops of the chimney shall not exceed 13ft. from
ance from the middle of the thickness of the wall ought equation N, the actual maximum value of p is computed, the level of the rails.
The cylinders shall be placed inside the smoke-box ; they shall
not materially to exceed one-sixth of the thickness; hence, and found to fall slightly within the prescribed limit.
be bored out to 16in. in diameter, and made sufficiently long for a
if r' be taken to denote the inward deviation in question,
Finally, as a test of the approximations, equations K, L, stroke
of 2ft. They shall be of a very fine close-grained toughened
M, and N are applied to a series of values of 7 extending iron, as hard as it is possible to fit them up—so hard as to be
f ytde
from
the
top
to
the
bottom
of
the
wall.
As
to
the
degree
with
difficulty
bored ; all the joints shall be well and truly faced,
t
r=—y—
= or
rs nearly . (A)
of approximation obtained, the greatest values p' and p are metal to metal. The cylinder shall be bell-mouthed at each end,
l1fin. beyond the travel of the piston, and gin. larger in diameter,
ida
respectively
154ft.
and
124ft.,
instead
of
160ft.
and
125ft.;
0
the working of the piston rings may cause no ridge to be
and there are, as the drawing shows, some small deviations soleftthat
at either end. The cylinders, when bored out, shall be lin.
Let w be the ratio in which the masonry is heavier than of
the
lines
of
resistance
beyond
the
middle
third
of
the
thick.
They are to be secured to the inside frames with -lin.
water. Then the moment of the horizontal pressure of thickness, but not sufficient to be of practical importance.
bolts, the holes to be rymed out, and the bolts turned and driven
the water above the same plane on each unit of the length
in
tight.
The steam ports shall be 14in. by 1jin. The exhaust
of wall is,
ports 14in. by 4in. ; the bridges shall be lin. wide. The exhaust
ports to be widened at top behind steam ports to 9in. The
ENGLISH MECHANIC, SCIENTIFIC, AND MECHANICAL SOcTeTY, centres of the cylinders shall be 2ft. 6in. apart, and the centres of
MANCHESTER. — A meetingof this Society was held on December 28th,
spit Jles 5in. The front cylinder cover shall have fourteen
The vertical cenpesens of that pressure is neglected, as in the Angel Hotel, Market-street; Mr. Tolhausen, vice-president, valve
bolts jin. in diameter. The back cylinders cover shall have eight
explained in the
body of the report. ‘The exteut to which in the chair. The business of the evening being a discussion upon bolts jin. in diameter, The steam chest cover shall have bolts inthe centre of resistance at the given horizontal plane is boiler-feeding apparatus, the discussion was opened by Mr. Hilde- dependent of cylinder covers, All glands and bushes shall be of
brandt, who described from drawings most of the different best gun-metal, except where otherwise shown. The valves shall
shifted outwards by the pressure of the water is
methods that have been employed for the purpose. The automatic be placed on edge and back to back in the same steam chest
Fd
feeding apparatus of our American cousins, and several other between the cylinders, and shall be got up perfectly true. The
ferme patents on the same principle, came in for a very sharp criticism, bolts of cylinders and steam chest covers shall be so placed that
(B)
and
the experience of the members showed that even if their action one cin be removed without interfering with the bolts or joints of
JS.
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were unerring there would be no economy in their use, as they the other. A tallow cup of the form shown, with = 3fin. in
in which + denotes the outward deviation of the line of re- waste an my volume of steam (at boiler pressure) to the water diameter, shall be placed on each side of the smoke-box outside,
The donkey pump was pac ok the most economical clear of the sand-boxes, and a }in. copper pipe shall be attached
sistance from the middle of the thickness when the reser- injected.
for feeding large boilers, even in preference to a pump on the leading to the centre of the cylinders, as near to the smoke-box as
voir is full, and the condition that the centre of resistance engine,
advantage of having an independent feed being allowed convenient, to convey the tallow into the cylinders, A drain cock
when the reservoir is full is not to deviate from the middle to more thethan
counterbalance the small amount of steam rebe placed at each end of the cylinders, and one at the steam
of the thickness by more than about one-sixth of the thick quired to keep going. The donkey pumps of Tangye, Gwynne, shall
chest of the size and made in the manner shown. All the cocks
Wilson, John Cameron, and others, were described by members shall be coupled together, arranged to blow forward, and to be
ness is expressed by the following formula.
acquainted with them, and preference given to Cameron’s pump, worked from the left side of foot plate.
x?
a7
as being the easiest to understand and keepin working order. Giffard’s
A Roscoe’s lubricator (size 3) shall be fixed on right hand side.
and
several other injectors were described,
and their peculiar action of smoke-box, with pipe connected to the steam pipe.
.
ra Sw of vieiah = y= or <j nearly. (C)
scientifically explained; the superior economy of the injector, comThe pistons shall bemade of best toughened cast iron turned
> “tde
pared with the donkey pump, was contested very sharply; but and fitted with two cast iron packing rings Jin. thick, The piston0
considering the large amount of steam that is condensed by it, rod shall be made of Bessemer steel hardened, 2in. in diameter.
and its not being able to inject water at the boiling point, with
The tubes shall be of bi
solid drawn, of the best quality
The formule A and C express the condition that there the
of keeping it in order by a common stoker, it was Green’s patent. To be 170
ber, 2in. in outside diamet
shallbe no practically important tension in the masonry voteddifficulty
not to be equal to the pump for stationary boilers, but They shall.be 11ft. 10in. long, No. 11 wire gauge at the fire-box
at any horizontal plane. Let p' and p be the vertical allowed to be superior to it for locomotives, where the feed-water end, and No, 14 wire gauge at smoke-box end, gradually tapered
—
at the inner and outer faces respectively at the is—— above the injector and the facilities for keeping it in down and firmly secured by turned steel ferules.
pth x; and P' and P the limits which those pressures order are greater,
About the middle of the barrel of the boiler there shall be placed
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an iron steam dome 2ft. in diameter and 2ft. Gin. high, made of
din. best iron plates of the same make as the boiler; the top and
bottom flanges to be fin. thick. A neat malleable iron casing shall
be placed over the steam dome.
Each engine shall be provided with two safety valves (Ramsbottom patent) over centre of fire-box, graduated up to 140 lb. per
square inch, Each engine shall be provided with Bourdon’s steam
gauge graduated to 200 lb. pressure on the square inch,
The steam regulator shall be in the dome made in the manner
shown (two valves, one on the back of the other). The pins in
connecting rod to be secured by two split pins, one through the
point and one in the thickened jaw, the hole drilled half in the pin
and half in the jaw.
The steam pipe in the boiler shall be of copper, solid drawn,
3jin. inside diameter, of No. 6 wire gauge. The branch steam pipe
to cylinders shall be of cast iron, 34in. inside diameter. The
exhaust pipe shall be of cast iron, the orifice at the top 4jin. above
tubes and 4}in. in diameter.
A manway shall be placed over the centre of the fire-box,
lft. 2in. in diameter, with cast iron cover to suit valve seats as
shown. Both this cover and the dome cover to be secured by jin.
studs and nuts at 2}in. pitch. The joints shall be faced true and
made tight, metal to metal.
The fire-door shall be of an elliptical form, 15in. by 12in., the
mouth being formed by a wrought iron ring inserted between the
two plates. The fire-door to be formed of two square plates sufficiently large to lap lin. over aperture, both sides to work simultaneously with the same lever (as shown).
The ashpan shall be made of yin. iron plates fitted air-tight to
the bottom of the fire-box, and dampers shall be fixed at front and
back, worked from the foot plate (as shown).
The framing shall consist of inside and outside frames made of
the Parkgate Company’s iron, John Brown's, the West
Cumberland Hematite Iron Company’s, or Monk Bridge iron, to
be perfectly solid and straight throughout. The outside frames
shall be 13in, deep between the horns and 1l5in. over centre of
axles gin. thick.
The inside raming shall be 13in. wide and lin,
thick. The inside and outside framing shall extend the whole length
of the engine between the buffer beams, each in one solid piece.
The inside and outside frames shall be securely stayed to each
other by plates jin. thick, joined by 3 X 3 X 4in. angle iron frames,
Also 2 X 2 X din. angle iron shall be riveted along the top edge
outside for the foot plate to be riveted to, A stay plate shall be
fixed between the trailing and the driving wheels, not nearer than
5in, to the fire-box case. The centres of the inside frames to be
4ft. 2gin., and the centres of outside frames shall be 6ft. 2}in.
apart. The framing shall be bolted to the cylinders and riveted
to the motion bar stay plate, to which a strong angle iron
3 X 3 X 4 saddle shall be riveted and well fitted to the barrel of
the boiler (not secured), and on the sides of the fire-box case angle
irons shall be placed as shown, with expansion allowance in the
holes. The bottoms of horns shall be secured by stays 1}in. thick
by 3in, wide, with ends made to clip and fit the frame between
the horns (as shown).
The foot plate and gangway round the engine shall be made of
ribbed iron plate jin. thick, and all neatly and well fitted.
Arrangements shall be made at the fire-box end to admit of the
expansion of the boiler. The gangway shall be made entirely
round the engine, covering over the space between the smoke-box
and buffer beam, and on the same level as the foot plate. A
small iron lid is to be fitted in the gangway in front, so as to admit
of the outside of the valve spindles being oiled and packed; this
front piece of foot plate shall be so arranged as to be easily taken
out to give access to the cylinders and steam chest cover joints.
The foot plate and gangway shall be above and clear of the
connecting rods,
.
The sand-boxes and springs shall be situated above the gangway.
A footway of no less than 3in. must be kept all around the coal
bunker, palisading, sand-boxes, &c.
The buffer beams shali be made of the best well-seasoned
English oak, 7ft. 9in. long, 18in. deep, and 5}in. thick, and both
outside and inside shall be faced with plates in thick.
The engines shall be fitted at both ends with John Brown and
Co’s., Cammel and Co’s,, or Spencer’s 9}in. patent conical spring
buffers; diameter of rams Gin., with wrought iron heads 13in. in
diameter. The buffers to be set at Sft. 10in. from centre to
centre, and at a height of 3ft. din. from level of rails to centre of
buffers (loaded),
The engines shall have six wheels 4ft, Tin. in diameter on the
tread, all coupled. The wheels shall be entirely of the best scrap
iron, free from dirt, to consist of a solid inner whéel complete,
upon which a flanged tire is to be secured to the rim in the
manner shown, The wheels shall be of the following dimensions,
viz.:—Diameter of inner wheel band, 4ft. lin.; form of band (see
drawing); thickness of rim at centre, lgin.; thickness of rim at
edge, 1jin. The wheels shall have thirteen flat spokes, each
3ysin. broad at top by gin. thick, and 4in, broad by Min. thick
near the boss. Diameter of holes for axles, 8in. Diameter of
boss, 14in. by 6}in. deep.
The crank axfe shall be made of cast steel of approved quality
and make, neatly fitted. The crank webs shall have a wrought
iron band 3} X 1fin., neatly made and firmly shrunk on each.
The leading and trailing oe shall be of Bessemer steel. The
wheels shall be securely pressed on the axle by hydraulic pressure,
and firmly fixed and keyed on with two keys at right angles to
each other, The grooves in the axle and wheel to be jin. deep by
1din. broad. The key being 1}in. broad by lin. thick.. Dimensions of crank axle:—Diameter at middle, 6jin.; diameter at
wheel; 8in.; diameter of crank journal, 7in.; length of crank
journal, 4in.; diameter of outside bearings, 64in.; length of
outside bearings, 8in.; diameter of inside bearings, 7in.; length of
inside bearings, om cross section of crank arms, 10in. X 4in.;
centres of inside bearings, 3ft. 11jin. apart; centres of outside
bearings, 6ft. -. apart,
The tires shall be of cast steel of approved quality and make,
4ft. Tin. in diameter on the tread, 5}in. wide and 3in. thick when
finished, made in the form and secured to the wheel in the manner
shown, Gauge inside of tires to be 4ft. 58in. of leading and
trailing, and 4ft. 5zin. of driving wheels. The springs shall be
eight in number, and to be made of the best steel.
The springs
shall be secured to the framing by sixteen links of the form shown
on the drawing. The springs shall have the two top plates as
follows, gin. and }in. thick, and shall be sufficiently strong to
bear the beeee load without injury. The draw spring at the
trailing end shall be of the form and size shown in drawing, with
2hin. of action, and provided with a stop riveted to the buckle.
The valves shall be of gun-metal, with faces lin. thick, to have a
lap of lin, outside, and to be line and line inside ; to be set with
fem lead when in full gear. The valves shall be worked by the
ink motion. The link, and all of the gearing connected with it,
shall be of best scrap iron, well steeled, and perfectly hardened at
all the working parts. The pins shall be of hardened steel, and all
parts shall be exactly fitted, and bright. The die shall fit accurately at the ordinary working parts of the link, and the link shall
be tapered towards the centre till it has a clearance of ;yin. The
slot in link shall be 2in. broad, and the whole of the valve gear shall
be made according to 7. The strap and spindle are to be forged
solid in one piece, and to have two spiral springs recessed into the
buckle to act on the valves. The valve spindles to be lin. in
diameter, and to work through both ends of the steam chest. The
eccentric rods are to be coupled to top and bottom of links on
centre line, and to be ry ay top of Fink, supported from below,
All the bolts and pins to be14in, in diameter. ‘The bolt through
the die to be not less than Ijin. in diameter. Wherever practicable all joint pins aretohave heads and washefs, and split cotters
through the ends ; where this is not practicable the pin holes are
to be drilled one half in the side of the pin, and the other half in
the side of the pin hole, according to dra
The whole of the
aw pins, and motions, to be case-hardened, truly fitted, and
t,
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Templates will be supplied by the company for the various parts
of the link motion, and for various other parts of the engines,
where it may be thought desirable for the purpose of duplication.
The connecting rods shall be of best scrap iron made in one solid
piece ; the strap to have the oil cup forged on it. The large and
small end straps of the connecting rods are to be bolted on, as per
drawing, by means of bolts slightly tapered, with one cotter to
tighten up the brasses. The length between the centres is to be
5ft. llin. The steps to be of best gun-metal, perfectly sound,
lined with “ Babbit’s” or “‘Tangye’s” white metal, as per drawing. All the cotters shall be made of best scrap iron. The crosshead shall be of best scrap iron, diameter of boss for piston-rod
4}in., connecting rod bearing-3in. in diameter by 3in, long. The
slide blocks to be of chilled cast iron, 10in. long, with 3in. bearing
on the slide bar by 3in. thick, and to have gin. flanges. The cross
shaft to be of steel hardened on the brass bearing surface, 1{in.
in diameter where it passes through the slide block. The motion
bars shall be secured to the back of the cylinder covers, and to the
motion plate brackets by two lin. bolts recessed in the bar and
secured with two nuts and split pins. The bars to be eight in
number, 3in. wide, top 2in. thick, and bottom 2}in. thick throughout, to be of best forged steel. At the end of the stroke at the
front end clearance must be left for the slide block to pass over.
The small part of the eccentric sheaves shall be of wrought iron,
and the larger part of cast iron, and both are to be firmly secured
to the axle by a key with head and two set bolts, and fitted, with
straps of best wrought iron lined with brass. The whole to be
made accordingto drawing. Two No. 9 Giffard’s injectors shall be
provided and properly fixed, as shown, with a cock on each overtlow pipe to turn steam into the tank, and two feed cocks with
packing glands. All to be worked from the foot plate. The
supply feed pipes shall be copper, No. 10 B. W. G., having 1jin.
water way. The discharge pipes to be the same size and thickness
as feed pipes, the union pipe for equalising the water in tank to
be 2in. inside diameter, No. 12 B. W. G. ; this pipe is to have an
l1hin. plug screwed into a boss, brazed on for that purpose to the
lowest part of the pipe. The injector steam and overflow pipes to
be 1jin. inside diameter, No. 10 B. W. G. Behind each driving
wheel shall be placed a wrought iron pipe for watering the rails,
jin. inside diameter, stayed at bottom, and connected at top toa
brass cock, fixed to the bottom of the tank. The cock to be fitted
with a rod to be worked from the foot plate. The cranks to be
made of the best scrap iron forged solid, to be shrunk on to the
axles, and well keyed on by a steel key on the side of the crank
nearest pin, lin. wide, and lin. thick, one half the thickness of
the key to be in the axle and the other half in the crank. The
cranks to be 12in. from centre of axle to centre of pin. The crank
pins to be of steel, 3}in. in diameter, and 34in, long, and hardened
on the bearing surface. The pins to be provided with solid collars
lin. larger in diameter than the crank pin. The steps to be of
hard gun-metal fitted into solid ends of rods, with one cotter
and block to each end. Nuts are to be provided on the crank
pins. A joint pin to be in back coupling rod on each side.
The coupling rods to be of the same material as the connecting
rods, fitted up bright at the ends and painted or rough bright
on the body. The ends of rods to have oil caps forged upon them
and fitted with iron tops screwed in, as shown. The axle-boxes
to be of tough cast iron, fitted with hard gun-metal bearings
ljin. thick at the crown, and of the form shown, lined with
* Babbit’s ” or “ Tangye’s ” white metal gin. thick on crown, and
to have wrought iron covers ,*;in. thick, ; rovided with a projected
lip for lifting the same. The trailing boxes are to have }in. side
play in the horns, and the top fitted with sliding covers working
in reverse inclined planes on *‘ Cartazzi’s” or other approved plan,
to be submitted by the contractor. Each gland is to have an oil
cup, cast solid, and each oil cup is to be furnished with a flap cover
to prevent the oil from being jerked out or dirt entering. The
reversing lever shall be fixed to the frame on the right-hand side of
the engine, as shown, and the whole shall be clear of pipes, wheels,
&c. The drop bolt of the lever to fit truly in each notch of the
quadrant, The quadrant shall have thirteen notches for reversing
lever to allow for small changes in travel of valves, the distance
vieces to form a stop for the lever at each end. Each engine is to
os provided with a very strong centre coupling and two side
coupling chains at each end, of the sizes and torms shown, Each
engine is to have two strong wrought iron safety guards or ploughs
at each end securely bolted to the frames. The guards to be
vlaced directly over the rails. Each engine is to be sepplied with
Cate as under, viz.:—The brake apparatus is to be of sufficient
power and worked from the foot plate,the brake rod ends coupling
with the levers are to have 6.1in. holes of ljin. pitch. The
screw to be of steel, 1jin. in diameter, the brake blocks are
to be placed at the front of each wheel secured by three
Bin. coach screws 3hin. long. Two cast iron sand-boxes, with
watertight covers, self-acting disc valves, &c., for dry sand,
are to be placed close in front of the leading wheels, one
on each side of the smoke-box, to be worked simultaneously
with the same lever from the foot plate. Two sand-boxes
are also to be placed close behind the trailing wheels, one
on each side of the engine, and to form part of splashers. The
wrought iron pipes from the front sand-boxes to be Lin. in diameter
(inside) and to lead down directly over and near to the surface of
the rails close in front of the leading wheels, as shown. The trail
ing sand-boxes will not require valves. The pipes to be Lin.
diameter (inside). The lid to be arranged with hinges on the side
of the box, so that the cover shall lift entirely, and no water can
enter when shut, This cover to be made of same material as foot
late.
' Each engine shall be furnished with two whistles. The shrill
whistle to be placed next to the reversing lever. One whistle is to
give a very sharp shrill sound, and the other a loud full deep tone,
br distinct from the shrill one. Each engine shall be furnished
with three gauge cocks, and a water gauge of glass with cocks
complete. The glass to be of the best quality, not liable to break,
Sin. in external diameter. The gauge cocks and glass gauge to have
bright copper or brass pipes conducting below the foot plate. The
gauge glass to be so fixed that when the water is on a level with
the bottom of the glass when the engine is not in motion with the
bottom nut screwed down, there shall be 2in. of water on the top
of the fire-box. The gauge cocks to be set to 3in., 5in., and Jin.
above fire-box top. Each engine is to be provided with two blow-off
cocks, as shown, one on each side of the fire-box case, to be fixed
in the most convenient places, and to be easy of access to the
engineman. A steam blower shall be fitted on the left-hand side
of the fire-box case, between tank and weather board. The inside
pipe is to be turned up into the safety valve dome. The outside
»ipe to be carried along under the tank and through the smokex, and turned up into the chimney, as shown.
Each engine shall have two mud plugs in the smoke-box end of
the barrel of the boiler on line of bottom row of tubes, so as to be
easy of access at side of blast pipe, and four plugs round the
bottom of the fire-bex, one at each angle, to act both ways, so as
to admit of access to all the sides of the fire-box case for cleaning
out the whole er between the fire-box and case. The mud
plugs to be so placed as to be easily accessible from the outside.
The plugs to
of brass, 1}in. in diameter, with ten threads
to the inch, and to be made to screw firmly into fire-box case.
The fire-box case to be l}in. thick round the plugs. A mudhole is also to be placed at the back end of the fire-box case
(central) 14in. from bottom, and fitted with a door secured by a
flanged head bolt, as shown ; two plugs are also to be put in the
top front of the fire-box case, as shown on drawing. The splashers
shali be of plate iron No. 10 gauge, neatly moulded and formed
with 14in. X lin. X jin. angle irons. The splashers to cover the
wheels so that no dirt can be threwn upwards,
Weather boards shall be provided front and back of foot plate,
fixed as shown, and connected overhead by curved plates, forming
a ag
The front board to be fitted with two look-out glasses
12in, diameter, bound with brass, 3ft. 8in. from centre to centre,
and 5ft, 7in, from the foot plate to centre, The back board to be
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fitted with three oval look-out glasses I6in. long and 12in. wide,
bound on both sides by wrought iron rings lhin. wide and }in.
thick. The whole to be constructed and stayed as per drawing.
A weather screen shall be fixed around each side of the foot plate
of each engine 3ft. high, with wrought iron hand railing, and tops
of pillars secured with nuts : the railing and screen to run round
to join the tank, wae spaces being allowed for the hand to pass
in getting on or off the engine. A hand railing shall run along the
sides of the tank and back of weather board and front of smokebox, of polished iron tubing, not less than 1j;in. in diameter,
secured by wrought iron globular brackets, as shown. A bras
frame with letters and numbers, according to sketch, is to be fixed
on each side of the engine, with Rhymney Railway No. 23 to 2
Also a plain number shall be fixed at back of coal bunker, and one
on the front of chimney of each engine. The lamp irons shall be
made according to plan. Each engine to have a lamp iron in front
for the head lamp and one on the coal bunker for tail lamp, and
one on the fire-box case for the gauge-glass lamp. All the glands
and working parts are to be provided with suitable syphons with
flaps or covers. Each syphon and oil hole to have a small quantity
of worsted in it to prevent the oil being jerked out of the syphon
or oil hole by the motion of the engine, and to prevent dirt, coal,
&c., getting on to the bearings. All oil-cup screw-tops to be of
malleable iron. The cock-fittings shall be of the form and description shown. All the joints throughout the engine shall be metal
to metal, scraped and faced so as to be steam and water-tight
without any packing or paint. A wrought iron tool box shall be
provided of the size and description shown, and suspended from
the transverse stay plate, beneath the foot plate , and fitted with
wooden partition and shelf, and fastened by padlock.
The tank shall be made of Staffordshire b.i3.H. iron »;in. thick,
the end bottom plates shall be jin. thick, made of the form
shown on drawing, extending back (from the front tube plate)
14ft. 9in. The tank shall be securely stayed, as shown, and
shall be capable of containing about 1000 gallonsof water. A hole
2ft. Gin. diameter is to be provided for the dome and lagging to
pass through. Over the centre of fire-box a U-shaped opening is
to be left 24in. clear all round the safety valves, seating, and
covers, The opening for filling the tank is to be 1ft. Sin. in
diameter and raised din. above top of tank. A hinged door is to
be provided, and on the tank a stop shall be placed to prevent
injury to the hinges and to support the door when open ; also a
padlock and fastening shall be provided to secure the same. The
opening round the safety valves shall be cased in on top and end
with sheet iron jin. thick. The tank is to be supported by six
angle brackets with a bearing 10in. long by Gin. wide each; four of
these are to be riveted to the barrel of the boiler, the other two to
the fire-box case. Stiffening plates jin. thick by 1ft. Gin. long, and
as wide as the tank will admit of, are to be riveted inside the tank
over the bearing brackets, and outside of the tank fin. plates with
tapered ends, as shown, are to be riveted through the tank to the
inside stiffening plates, into which two lin. studs are to be screwed
Gin, apart. Care must be taken that the leading end studs and
brackets are made to fit well and without play, but allowance for
expansion is to be left din. in the middle and 4in. in the trailing
stud holes. Stiffening plates gin. thick shall also be put wherever
there are any pipe-jointsor cocks. A copper strainer jin. thick, of
the form and size shown, is to be placed in the centre of the tank
over the feed supply pipe, perforated with jin. holes, Zin. centre
to centre. Four foot steps shall be provided, two at each end, as
shown.
The coal bunker shall be 7ft. 4in. long by 2ft. Gin. wide and 3ft.
jin, deep, made of B.B.H. Staffordshire iron, jin. thick, with
angle iron 2 X 2 X jin. in the corners and bottom, and put
together with jin. rivets throughout. An opening Ift. Gin. high
by 2ft. wide is to be made in front opposite the fire-door, and
properly stiffened to prevent the coal forcing it out. A door shall
be provided sufficiently large to cover the opening, and to slide up
and down. All bolt heads and nuts shall be made to the company’s
gauges, duplicates of which will be supplied.
Each engine shall be supplied with two fitter’s hand hammers,
one copper and one lead hammer, three chisels and drifts, a complete set of fire-irons, oil cans, and screw keys ; large and small
shifting wrenches, a shovel, a pinch bar, two traversing screw
jacks, warranted to lift 15 tons, a jack bar, a 25ft. fin. short link
tail chain, with a hook at each end, and one iron bucket.
The inside of tank and boiler inside and outside to receive two
coats of red paint before the clothing is put on; the clothing
afterwards to receive two coats of lead colour, to be well filled up,
then one coat of lead colour, two coats of green, and two coats of
body varnish (where seen). The tank, palisading, coal bunker,
wheels, sand-boxes, and weather boards, to be done in like manner,
but to receive three coats of varnish. Outside cranks, springs,
splashers, and framing, to receive tlie same (two coats of chocolate
brown being substituted for green). The buffer beam to be vermillion, The whole tobe painted and picked out of pattern. The
smoke-box, gangway, fire-box, and chimney, to be blacked and
japanned.
LAUNCH OF H.M.S. Hypra.—On the afternoon of the 28th ult.
H.M.S. Hydra was successfully launched from the premises of
Messrs. John Elder and Co., Fairtield. Govan.
ANCIENT GuN CARRIAGES.--Complaints
are rife in the smaller
ships of war, armed with 64-pounders rifled guns'of 3} tons
weight, as to the difficulty of working these weapons rapidly and
efficiently in steaming round targets at high speeds, and with
great helm movement. These converted guns are mounted on
common wooden four-truck carriages, if not of the same pattern as
was used in the Ark, at least of theidentical
one employed a couple of
centuries before ‘‘the reign of Queen Anne.” They require
fourteen men to manage them, or the same number that is
commonly employed with the 12-ton gun on Scott’s mechanical
slide carriages. And the men find it impossible to change the
direction of the gun with sufficient rapidity to follow the move
ments of the helm and of the ship. Thus the opportunity of firing
whilst the target is in bearing being let slip, the gun becomes
practically useless unless, the tactical movements of the ship be
stopped for atime. Whereas the heavier guns workingon long
pivoted slides turn not only rapidly but with an even mechanical
motion which can be instantly stopped when the sights are aligned,
so that if necessary six men can manage the 12 gun more easily and
quickly on the modern low carriage and high slide than fourteen
men can the 3}-ton gun with ropes and handspikes on the ancient
four-truck carriage. As modern improvements have been applied
to the anti-torpedo carriage for the little 20-pounder on the upper
deck of ironclads, why cannot our navy be saved from the reproach
of such a clumsy Old World contrivances for working rifled 64pounders? Nor is this the only mischief which these antiquated
gun carriages do, for when by stopping the ship they do happen to
be fired the whole force of recoil is concentrated on four trucks
which stand near one another, conveying a severe concussion to the
deck and beams ; whereas the Scott gun slide spreads the shock
over a large area, and traverses on strong metal racers which serve
to strengthen the deck and beams beneath, Some importance
attaches to this matter, as we have several ships of 1100 tons
burden mounting only four guns, two of which are partially disabled
by bad mounting, whilst the other two are 7in. 6}-ton guns mounted
on very inefficient slides, which, though better than the anti
quated truck, are inferior in facility and regularity of working to
that used with guns from twice to nearly six times their weight.
The class of ships to which we allude are reduced to a very help
less, inoffensive state in the matter of armament; and this is
rendered even more deplorable by comparison with the ease and
safety experienced in working the 348 ze guns of from nine tons
to 35 tons weight which are mounted either a
wholly
according to Captain Scott’s mechanical designs.
y should
the more ponderous weapon be the easier to control, the quicker
to aim, and the more rapid in its fire when used at sea in lively
vessels in devious turning motion ?
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on the body of the spectroscope,
asshown at A on Dingram2. B
isthe red-flame spectroscope with a long train of prisms of high
dispersive power. C is the spectroscope with a single prism of
very low dispersive power of large field. This portion of the
apparatus is so arranged on the body of the reflector that the
slit of either
roscope can at pleasure be brought opposite
the eyepiece of the telescope K, the spectroscope of high dispersive power being used for the purpose of viewing the solar
prominences, while the spectroscope C, of very low dispersive
power, is used during the total phase for the purpose of observing
the spectrum of the corona.
Fic.2
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Mr. Lockyer also tuuk out some glass vacuum tubes for the
ignition of attenuated hydrogen, iron-vapour, and other gases,
under various pressures, the ignition of course being produced
by electrical discharges from an induction coil. The object of
this was to throw the lines produced by the ignited gases into
the same field of view as the lines expected to be thrown by the
corona, so that the two might be directly compared, and all
mistakes as to their absolute coincidence in position or otherwise
avoided,
Although telegrams have been received from other observers,
no news has yet come to hand from Mr. Lockyer, he having
been stationed too far from any telegraph station. By the time
these lines are printed the results he has obtained may or may
not be known in Englarid, but all must wish him success in his
anxious and responsible two minutes of work. When he went
to the Mediterranean last year the weather prevented him from
seeing the eclipse, and it would be hard indeed if the same
fate awaited him in Ceylon.
THE PATENT BANGOR SLATE RIDGE.
Messrs. THOMAS AND Son, of Bangor, North Wales, have
patented the slate ridge shown in the annexed engravings. On the
advantages of slate ridges we need not dwell. They are indestructible, and can be made ornamental as well. Some yeais

The telescope is shown in the accompanying engraving. It
THE TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE SUN.
Tne total eclipse of the sun of the 12th of December began | has a silvered mirror reflector 9}in. in diameter, and only 6ft.
in the Arabian Sea to the east of Arabia, and the central line of | in focal length, the object being to get a very bright though
the eclipse passed through Ceylon, Java, Sumatra, and the north | small image of the sun, so as to concentrate the light in the slit
of Australia. The eclipse was visible throughout India and| of the spectroscope. The reflector was specially made for the
Australia, though not in all parts of these countries as a total | purpose, and a reflector possesses considerable advantages over a
one, It ended in the ocean to the south-east of China. For refracting lens for this particular work, because of its short focal
the most part the shadow of the moon fell upon the sea and but | length as compared with large diameter. The slit of the spectrolittle upon land, the two places most favoured with a view of the | scope is the whole diameter of the telescope of the spectroscope,
| and no eyepiece is provided for the mirror at all, the object being
phenomenon being India and Australia.
The work of observing the eclipse was divided into photo- | not to see the eclipse, but to make spectroscopic observations of
graphic, spectroscopic, and polariscopic sections. The chief the light of the corona more especially. The eyepiece of the
interest, however, centres upon the spectroscopic observations. spectroscope is made to include a very wide angle, so that the
Nearly as much information as photography can reveal has whole field of view is filled by the spectrum. Thus, on looking
already been obtained, and polariscopic indications are not only | into the spectroscope, a circular field filled by the spectral
feeble in themselves, but susceptible of a great variety of || colours and lines is seen, instead of the usual band-spectrum.
Two great rings are made to slip upon the tube of the telescope,
interpretations, since the polarisation produced by the atmosphere
of the earth introduces considerable complications. Major which rings carry two spectroscopes, namely, the spectroscope
Tennant and Mr. Pogson did very good polariscopic and photo- just described and another for observing the red flames. Mr.
graphic work in India, as their telegrams have already an- Lockyer intended to use the latter before the totality, in order
nounced. Some good photographs have been obtained, and to sweep the whole disc of the sun with it, and to draw a map of
Young’s important spectroscopic observation has been confirmed, the solar flames, as they appeared all round the sun just before
namely, that at the instant of total obscuration all the dark the total phase. This would give him about two hours’ work.
lines of the spectrum suddenly change to bright ones. There Of course some of the flames would change during these two
are differences of opinion as to the cause of this phenomenon, hours, but not perhaps so very much. Taney ave pretty perand we have no space to enter into the various speculations re- manent, as the appearance of the “great horn” seen during one
of the past eclipses proves, since that horn was seen at different
lating thereto at present.
In past eclipses a vast amount of work has been done tending | parts of the world and at very different times. After the eclipse
|
to unravel the nature of the red flames of the sun, but little has was over Mr. Lockyer would probably map the solar prominences
been done to ascertain the nature of the corona. Consequently once more, though we do not know that he had any intention to
the British Association urged the Government to grant it the do so when he left England.
sum of £2000 to devote to the special work of observing this | Just at the moment before totality he arranged to swing
eclipse. The sum was allowed, and a Committee of the British round the iron rings to bring the other spectroscope for obAssociation expends the whole amount to defray the cost of an serving the corona into its proper place instantaneously.
On reference to the engraving it will be seen that the whole
expedition in charge of Mr. J. Norman Lockyer, to find out, more
especially, as much as possible about the corona. Mr. Lockyer of the telescope, with the polar axis, is carried -by centres at E;
accordingly left England with five or six assistants and some large plates are attached to the sides of a cradle which carries
thirty instruments for Ceylon ; the instruments were lent by | the polar axis; A A is the polar axis, B B the cradle in
members of the Royal Society and the Royal Astronomical which it is carried, C C an are with a clamping arrangeSociety. But Mr. Lockyer himself took out a powerful in- ment, fitted with proper adjusting screws. A clamp screw is
strument for his own use, made especially to observe the hidden by the spur wheels. When this screw is released the
| angle of the polar axis of the instrument may be changed from
corona,
The solar flames being intensely brilliant, have to be observed | the horizontal to a nearly vertical position, or permitted to
with spectroscopes containing many prisms, sometimes fourteen | remain in any intermediate position between these, then reor more, that the light may be so reduced by dispersion as not clamped, and finally adjusted by the capstan screws. D is
to injure the eye. But as the light from the coronais very much the clock, which by means of a bevelled spur wheel gives motion
feebler than the light from the flames, it follows that the said | to a wheel which revolves.round the centre on which the polar
spectroscope is of no use when applied to the corona, as then it | axis turns at E. This wheel, through the intermediation of two
weakens the light too much. Hence the necessity for the con- other wheels, turns the driving screws on ‘the hour circle,
struction of. a special instrument to observe the corona, and one and thus drives the instrument; as the wheel E runs loose on
was made for the purpose by Mr. John Browning. ~ It the spindle, and the distance between the wheel driven by E and
consisted of a large mirror reflector of short focal length, and a the main driving screw on the hour circle remains unaltered, it
pee
with one large prism, and an eyepiece so constructed is evident that a-change in the angle of position of the polar
that all the rays should be brought into a pencil about jin. in axis does not interfere so as to prevent the instrument -being
diameter, so that they should all be able to enter the pupil of | freely driven by the clock.
the eye of the observer.
A A, Diagram 1, represents the plan of two rings which revolve
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since a slate ridge was brought™out in which the roll was fixed
only to one side. To improve upcn this Messrs. Thomas and Son
make the roll and both sides or wings virtually in one piece, and
there are no points horizontally where the wet has the least chance
of effecting an entrance. Instead of a A on the under side of the
roll, a square groove is made, into which the sides or wings turn

up and fit in, The threads of the screws
fixed the roll is independent of any screw,
laid on the roof,
e wedged up in the
we understand, be easily and rapidly made
Son’s patent process.

iake into lead. When
as the wings, when once
roll. These ridges can,
by Messrs. Thomas and

Tue Liresoat Work 1x 1871.—During the past twelve months
the lifeboats of the National Lifeboat Institution rescued a total
of 658 lives, in addition to 31 vessels saved from destruction.
During the same period the Lifeboat Institution granted rewards
for saving 230 lives by fishing and other boats, making a grand
total of 888 lives saved last year mainly through its instrumentality. Altogether the Institution has contributed from its formation to the saving of 20,752 shipwrecked persons, for which services
915 gold and silver medals, and £36,673 in money have been given
as rewards. When we remember that nearly every life saved by
lifeboats has been rescued under perilous circumstances, the crews
often incurring much risk and exposure throughout stormy days
and nights, it is gratifying to know that not a single life has been
lost from’ the lifeboats of the institution during the past three
years, in Nese taper they have been manned on all occasions, including q'
ly exercise, by upwards of 30,000 persons. It is
also a remarkable
fact that during the past twenty years the
institution
has not lost from all causes more than twenty-two
persons. from its own lifeboats. We will only add that contribu‘tions
are received for the Lifeboat Institution by all the London
‘and country bankers, and by its secretary, Richard Lewis, Esq., at
14; John-street, Adelphi, London.
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original position clear of the table, which is free to be moved forward another third of a revolution, thus bringing the mould containing the pressed and moulded brick over and opposite toanother
plunger placed in the lower bed of the machine and called thedelivery
plunger, and also a fresh charge of clay is submitted to the
ing p —, Simultaneously with the pressingof abrick theddivers
of an already pressed brick is accomplished, the already pressed
brick being forced out of the mould by a wntenestentall plunger
to thesurface of the table, whence it isremoved for burning
ordrying.
The return motion of al the plungers is effected by the water pressure which is always retained constant in annular spaces formed by
the difference in area of the pistons and rams in their respective
cylinders, so that on the pressure being removed from the larger or full
area of the pistons, the constant pressure on the small area or
annular space forces the water from the opposite side of
the cylinder into the waste pipe, and thus brings the rams and
plungers to their original position. The mould thus emptied by
the delivery plunger is again filled with clay from the hopper, so
that three bricks are moulded, pressed, and delivered, during one
ae revolution of the machine. Kegulation nuts are placed
on the rams for regulating their respective strokes, thus controlling
the thickness of the moulded article. The water pressure is conveyed to the different cylinders in passages formed in the castings.
This machine appears to us to possess numerous advantages,
recommending it to the attention of all interested in the manufacture of bricks,
NORTON AND HAWKSLEY’S BEATER MILL.
THs mill is one of that comparatively novel kind—such as
Carr’s well-knowh “‘ Disintegrator,” in which, for the rubbing and
cutting action of a pair of stones and its furrows, there is substituted a succession of blows ; beaters, revolving at a high speed,
impel, by centrifugal force, the material to be triturated against
projections on the enclosing case. A comparatively simple and
c‘\eap machine results from carrying out this she ; and we should be
sua to vee a strict comparison, based on accurate experiments, betveen this mill and a pair of French burrs, as regards the indi-
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THE engine we illustrate above was exhibited at the ‘gts.
tural Hall during the last show of the Smithfield Club. It will
be remembered that an engine by the same firm, somewhat similar
in construction, all but took a prize at Oxford. The principal featureisMr. Paxman’s boiler, which we have already fully described
and illustrated in our impression for October 14th, 1870. Since
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| that period the firm have improved the design and proportions of
| the boiler and engine, which we now look on as ‘among the best in
the market. The boiler has proved itself, we are happy to say, a
| thoroughly efficient and economical steam generator, thus support|ing the favourable opinion we expressed concerning it almost
eighteen months since. All dimensions can be had from the scale.

PATENT
HYDRAULIC
BRICKMAKING
MACHINE.
CONSTRUCTED BY MP. CG. W. Hick, ENGINEER, COMMERCIAL-COURT, PRIGGATE, LEED*.
THE machine above represented
in’ the woodcut consists of a revolving table containing three
moulds, and also of as many
pressing cylinders with their accompanying rams and plungers.
This table is made to revolve intermittently in the direction
shown by the arrow. This intermittent motion of the table is
effected by means of a loose rin
fitted so as to work freely roun
the circumference of the table.
This ring has three cam-shaped
notches cut in it, which fit on to
three anti-friction rollers mounted
on pins fixed in the table. This
ring has a reciprocating motion
imparted to it from a small water
cylinder and ram—not shown in
engraving — the cam - shaped
notches being so formed that on
a reciprocation of the ring in one
direction they cause the table to
be moved forward one-third of a
revolution; whilst during the
return movement of the ring
the notches cause the ring to
be forced upwards or elevated
by the ring riding upon the antifriction rollers attached to the
table, which is held fast by a
ratchet pawl entering into one
of three notches in the table.
This upward motion of the ring
ri
actuates the distributing valves
for admitting the water to the
¢
working parts of the machir e.
_ These working parts consist of
|
direct- ing pistons and rams
onrens plungers or pre
perrs > om, TS aan
it
cylinders being kept water-tight
by hydraulic leather
“
The action of the
e is
as follows :—On the feed mould
charged with clay from the
hopper or pug mill p
over
the table, it is carried forward by
the ring one-third of a revolution,
thus accompa |the contents to
the pressing
action
of two plungers
actuated by separate pistons and
rams—one plunger” being forced
downwards upon the upper surface
|
brick, whilst the other is
ep
oe ag perien
of the brick, both situated and working in a cylinder cast The fall of the ring closes the inlet valve and opens the outlet
the bed of the machine ;thus the brick is Ctlectually pressed. |valve, and the pressing plungers are brought back again totheir
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LONCITUDINAL SECTION
sated horse-power per ton of, say, coprolites. Besides these hard
substances, an extraordinary number and variety of things can be
manipulated by these mills. Among these figure, gorse, hay,
straw, bean, and pea haulms; bones, quartz, shale, coals, coke,
charcoal, gipsum, oyster shells, myrobolans, nuts, bark of every
description, acorns, locust beans, linseed, linseed cake, oat-husks,
wheaten chaff, mustard, pepper, dry colours, cork, logwood,
nize, beans, peas, tares, lentils, and some kinds of grain.
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The leading novelty in this particular mill is the mode of forming the projections against which the material to be
und is
tirown, in the form of toothed discs, easily removable when
worn. The engravings show a transverse section and a longit: dinal section of the mill, with a plan of one side, with the r newable discs, and an enlarged end view of a spiral cutter, used
partly for cutting the materials, and partly for propelling it forward towards the beaters. The two sides of the case, boltet
together, can be separated to renew the cast discs, The discs are

=ENLARCED DETAIL
formed with teeth on both sides, and when one side is worn they
are turned over. There are grooves round the periphery of the
discs to receive
— ( for the escape of the ground material.
The gratings are }
in segments. Grinding segments may sv
be substituted for the discs, and they are then, together with the
sratings, received into grooves formed for them in the case. The
gratings are sometimes formed of sheet metal perforated in such
manner that the piece displaced to form a perforation remaing
attached at one side and forms a lip guarding the
and
reventing the escape of the snatental until it is s
tly re—_, oe consists of two or more
of arms, set
obliquely at a short distance apart
arm consists of a length of rectangular bar steeled on the edges. Toa
boss keyed on the axis cover plates are bol and the arms are
received into radial grooves in the boss and cover
clamped. When the working edges of the arm become worn
can be changed in position so as to b
othe
5 Sz
turning the arm round or turning it end for end,

THE
RAILWAY MATTERS.
A REPORT is mentioned in railroad circles that the consolidation
of the Missouri and Pacific railroads will soon be made.
Ir is understood that the North-Eastern Railway ni ay d has
been making ‘arrangements for adding 150 trucks weekly to its
rolling stock—‘“‘until further notice.”
THE traffic receipts on the Great Eastern Railway for the 26
weeks ending the 3lst of December amounted to £1,139,753, and
for the corresponding period in 1870 to £1,079,273, showing an
increase of £60,480.
TuE total receipts from the end of June to the 25th of November
last on the Bahia and San Francisco Railway, 76? miles in length,
amounted to £13,284, and for the corresponding period in 1870 to
. £12,631, showing an increase of £655.
THE traffic receipts on the London and North-Western Railway
amounted on 1516 miles, for the 26 weeks ending the 5lst of
December, to £3,876,480, and for the corresponding period in 1870
to £3,599,429, showing an increase of £277,051.
THE North-Eastern Railway authorities have at length discovered
the advantage of cultivating third-class passenger traffic. They
began on Monday the issue of third-class return tickets, available
by all trains having third-class carriages attached.
COLONEL W. Minor Roperts, the engineer-in-chief of the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company, has been engaged in surveying
the main line and western branch of that road from Puget Sound
to the Yellowstone River, and reports coalin abundance all along
the line.
THE new direct railway between Shields and Neweastle was not
opened for traftic on Monday, as was expected. It will, however,
be ready for the running of trains in February or March. Mr.
Prosser, architect of the North-Eastern Railway, is pushing on plans
for a new station at South Shields.
THE first sod of the Minehead Railway was cut on the 28th ult.
The line forms a junction with the West Somerset Railway at
Watchett, and has its terminus at Minehead near the beach. The
contractor, Mr. Furniss, engages to complete the line by the end
of the present year, and it will afterwards be leased to and worked
by the Bristol and Exeter Railway Company, with whom satisfactory terms have been arranged,
Tue traffic receipts on the Mexican Railway from Mexico to
Puebla, for the 41 weeks ending the 14th of October, amounted on
116 miles of railway to £105,702, against £100,675 for the corresponding period of 1870, showing an increase of £5027. The traffic
receipts on the Lower Section from Vera Cruz to Fortin, for 42
weeks ending the 14th of October, amounted on 70 miles to
£42,745, and for the corresponding period in 1870, on 47 miles, to
£28,135, showing an increase of £14,610.
At a meeting of railway directors, which will probably be held
in the middle of next week, it will be resolved, in order to increase
the safety of the public, that no pointsman, guard, or enginedriver shall ever be on duty much more than six-and-forty hours
at a stretch, and that every such servant shall always, when on
duty, be allowed at least four minutes, no less than three times
daily, for the enjoyment of his meals. With the like view of
security it will also be resolved that porters shall on branch lines
be required to act as pointsmen, signalmen, and ticket clerks, and
' that due and timely notice of the changes in the time bills shall on
no account be furnisned to the drivers of goods trains. —Punch.
At the Glasgow Circuit Court, on Friday, Peter Kirkman,
station-master, Maryhill; Robert Stewart, telegraph officer or
signal porter, Maryhill ; and John Mayberry, labourer, Springburn,
were again placed at the bar charged with culpable homicide in
connection with the railway collision there. Further evidence was
offered, at the conclusion of which the jury found as follows :—
The prisoner Mayberry not guilty, by a large majority ; the charge
against Stewart, by a majority of eight to seven, not proven (eight
being for not guilty and seven for not proven); and the prisoner
Kirkman, by a majority of fourteen to one, guilty
of culpable neglect
of duty, but strongly recommended him to the leniency of the
court. Kirkman was sentenced to four months’ imprisonment.
AT a meeting of the Liverpcol Town Council, held yesterday,
resolutions were passed stating that in the opinion of the council
the proposed amalgamation of the London and North-Western and
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway companies, by establishing
in the hands of those companies a monopoly of the means of transit
for passengers and goods between Liverpool and many of the
principal inland towns, will, if accomplished, be injurious to the
welfare of the town, unless at the same time adequate securities
are given for the protection of the public interests, and instructing
the Finance and Estates Committee to take the question into consideration, and to report to the council what steps they recommend
the council to take for the protection of the interests of the inhabitants of the town, The Mayor was also requested in the mean time
to forward a memorial under the corporate common seal to the
First Lord of the Treasury, praying her Majesty’s Government
would take such precautions as would protect the public interest
from any injury by the proposed amalgamation of the companies.
COLLECTIONS were made on Monday at all the railway stations
in aid of the accident fund of the Railway Benevolent Institution. Every railway servant contributing 1s. will, in the event of
injury by
accident, be
assisted out of the fund raised, but no
applicant is to receive more than £5, and if the sum realised is insufficient to grant them this amount, whatever is collected will
be equally divided among the sufferers. Last year 29,220
became subscribers, and 1055 persons were assisted. This
i
furnishes an opportunity to any who may be so disposed to give a
small contribution to the station masters to supplement this useful
fund, or subscriptions may be sent direct to Mr. Mills, the secretary, at 57, Drummond-street, Euston-square. The casualty fund
increases in usefulness, as will be seen by the following particulars:
The numbers of members subscribing 1s. in 1870 was 26,330; in
1871,. 29,220. The number killed by accident in 1870, 60; in 1871,
81. The number of those injured by accident in 1870, 731; in
, 899. The number who died from illness in 1870, 70; in
71, 75. The total number of persons relieved in 1870, 863; in
1871, 1055.
Mr. R. W. Crawrorp, M.P., the chairman of the Mexican
Company, in moving the adoption of the report, on Friday, said he
trusted they would consider the report satisfactory, because they
would see by it that the company was assured so far as the raising
of the money was concerned, and that they would have sufficient
to complete the works. The construction of them was proceeding
with rapidity and energy. An account of the progress of the
works was fully given in the report of Mr. Samuel, the company’s
consulting engineer. It was very satisfactory that the Mexican
Government were fulfilling their agreement with the company, and
the result was apparent in the progress of works, The works on
some parts of the line were exceedingly heavy, and required both
skill and energy to execute them. They opened the portion of the
line to Fortin some time after the suntel mentioned at the last
meeting, although very little net revenue had come from that
source, The contractor claimed use of the line for carrying the
materials to the works further on. The company got no money
for carrying materials for the contractor, and of course they had
to pay the expenses of carrying the materials on the railway, which
had ‘increased their working expenses very considerably. The
works at the Metlac ravine and the ascent by the Maltrata Pass
were being carried on with great energy, and also on other portions
of the line on its way to Mexico. As soon as possible additional
rails\would be forwarded, with a view to complete the line as the
works proeeeded to the foot of the great incline ascending to
Puebla.- There were some difficulties to solve in the way of bridges
over the heaviest portion of the main line. Orders had been
given for eight powerful locomotives of the “ Fairlie ” class ; one
of them had already arrived in Mexico, two others weye shipped,
and five more of the new engines would soon follow.
P
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
THE finding last year of the actual winter quarters of the Dutch
navigator Barents, in the north. end of Nova Zembla, by a
Norwegian fisher, is one of the most curious episodes in the history
of Arctic exploration. Barents wintered there in 1596-97 after
his discovery of Spitzbergen, and before East Greenland, Baffin
Bay, or Behring Straits were known, or any European had seen
Australia, The log-built house filled with ice, etic hermetically
sealed up the objects it contained, was found well preserved, and
many interesting relics, old weapons, tools, cooking utensils, and
books scarcely touched by time, have been carried back to Norway.
FRENCH reports reach the Academy from Italy of the efficacy of
the Abbate Maloezzi’s method of permanently refreshing the colours
of fresco destroyed by exudations of saltpetre. The Academy of
Milan has already twice recognised the merits of the discovery, and
now the fr
f G
io Ferrari, at Varallo, esteemed the
best of all his works, have been submitted to the action of the
restoring liquid invented by the professor. The results are described as quite magical, on one wall alone, where the eye could
only trace a few faded lines, eight large figures appeared, shining
with all the fulness of brilliant colouring which distinguished the
master.
Ir appears from official Belgian documents, just published, that
the production of coal in Belgium, which was 12,926,894 tons in
1869, was raised, in 1870, to 13,697,118 tons, which may be thus
divided :—From the Hainaut basin, 10,196,530 tons ; from that of
Namur, 338,407 tons; and from the Liége basin, 3,162,181 tons.
In Hainaut there are 129 collieries, of which only 85 are actually at
work ; 274 shafts, 78 of which are in reserve ;104 steam pumpingengines ; 456 steam winding-engines, of which only 243 are working ; 79 steam ventilating-machines ; and employ 68,831 workmen,
of which 53,327 work underground. Of the 39 mines in the
province of Namur there are only 19 in work, employing 36 steam
engines and 2193 workmen, of which 1530 work underground,
Lastly, in the province of Liége, there are upwards of 20,000
miners and workmen depending on the collieries of that district.
Of the 13,697,118 tons extracted in 1870, 9,967,524 were consumed
in the country, and the remainder exported.
Ar a recent meeting of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, Mr. John Hopkinson, B.A., D.Sc., detailed some
experiments on the subject of the rupture of iron wire by a blow,
the results of which are—(1) That if any physical cause increase
the tenacity of wire, but increase the product of its elasticity and
linear density in a more than duplicate ratio, it will alee it
more liable to break undera blow. (2) That the breaking of wire
under a blow depends intimately on the length of the wire, its
support, and the method of applying the blow. (3) That in cases
such as surges on chains, &c., the effect depends more on the
velocity than on the momentum or vis viva of the surge. (4) That
it is very rash to generalise from observations on the breaking of
structures by a blow in one case to others even nearly allied, without carefully considering all the details.
A new test for alcohol has just been published by M. Berthelot.
The liquid suspected to contain alcohol is mixed with water,
and a little chloride of bonzoyl is dropped in, the whole being
then mixed and gently warmed. When cold, a few drops
of a solution of caustic potash are then added; if the liquid
remains turbid, and an agreeable aromatic odour be evolved,
alcohol is present; but if, on the contrary, the liquid become
clear, or lose all odour, or merely give that of a benzoate, no
alcohol is’present. ‘he actiun is as follows :—Benzoid ether,
which possesses a fragrant odour, is formed by the action of the
chloride of benzoyl upon the alcohol. This ether is but very
slowly affected by caustic potash, whereas the excess of chloride
of benzeyl used is at once decomposed by the caustic alkali into
benzoate and chloride of potassium. The ether remains and can
be identified, while the reagent employed in the first instance is
removed completely. The test is exceedingly delicate.
THERE were filed in the United States Patent-office during the
year ending September 30th, 1871, 19,429 applications for patents,
including reissues and designs; 3337 caveats, and 181 applications for the extension of patents. 12,950 patents, including
reissues and designs, were issued, and 147 extended ; 514 applications for trade marks were received, and 457 trade marks issued.
The fees received during the said year amount to 671,583°81 dols.,
and the expenditures for the same period were 560,041°67, leaving
a surplus of 111,542°14 of receipts over expenditures. The appropriation asked for the next fiscal year is 606,400 dols. The
number of applications for patents, including reissues and designs,
received during the said year, is a small increase over the
number received the preceding year, while the number of patents
issued is not quite so great. It is worthy of remark that the
labours of the clerical force of the office are increased proportionally
more than the number of applications would seem to indicate,
inasmuch as each year’s operations add about 20,000 to the number
of patented and rejected applications, with which the examining
corps must become familiar, in addition to those previously filed.
The examiners are, generally, men of distinguished ability and
untiring industry, but their number is inadequate to properly and
promptly discharge the increasing duties demanded of them,
AN expedition is on the point of sailing from the navy-yard at
Charlestown, Massachusetts, on a voyage of exploration, the results of which will be looked forward to with much interest by the
scientific world. According to the ‘‘ Journal of the Society of Arts,”
the object of the expedition is to investigate the bottom
of the
ocean in its deepest parts, to trace the sources of the currents, and
to compare the Atlantic with the Pacific, in order to ascertain,
among other things, whether the one is higher than the other,
whether the temperature is the same, and what are the currents
that come into conflict. The transparency of the ocean will also
be determined, as well as the specific gravity and chemical constitution of sea water. The nature of the animals inhabiting the sea
bottom, and of the fishes of the deep sea will also be ascertained,
for the purpose of deciding whether the oceans communicated with
one other at any past epoch. The expedition is sent out by the
Navy Department, at the suggestion of the superintendent of the
Coast Survey, and the naval officers composing it have been selected
with special reference to their fitness for the work. Professor
Agassiz is at the head of the scientific corps, and the general supervision of the operations is entrusted to Count de Portales, who has
had extensive experience in deep sea-dredging. The plan laid
down for the expedition is, in the first place, to explore the South
Atlantic, and to proceed thence to the West Indies, to investigate
the origin of the Gulf Stream. The next task is to discover the
greatest depth of the Atlantic, and thoroughly examine its bottom,
after which the expedition will put into Rio. From Rio it is to
explore the east coast of Patagonia and the Falkland Islands, ascertaining and tracing the course of the South Pole currents,
whether they enter the Atlantic or the Pacific. The expedition
will then continue its course through the Straits of Magellan, and
pursue the same system of exploration in the Pacific. Its attention in that ocean is especially directed to the shore currents and
open currents, the depth of the water and sea-bottom, and the
visiting and examination of the islands off the coast of the Continent, as well as that coast itself as far north as San Francisco,
where the scientific corps will leave the vessel. The vessel—the
Hassler—has but just been built, having been designed sare
for this service. Her internal arrangements have been p
y
the Chief Hydrographer of the Coast Survey, and her construction
has been carried on under the immediate’ supervision of the
Superintendent of the Survey. Professor Agassiz, it appears, intends to pay special attention individuallyto the fishes of the deep.
sea, and to enable him to preserve the specimens he may obtain,
10,000 dols. have been subscribed in Boston. Another 10,000 dols.
*was still required, but no doubt was felt that this would be forthcoming,
*
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MISCELLANEA.
THE Elmira rolling mill oSeniting the Erie Railway with a
steel cap;
rail, which is pronounced
in America the
best rail
made in the world.
Tue “‘ Western Chronicle of Science” for December reaches its
twelfth number. It contains a valuable paper on “‘ Machinery for
Dressing Ores,” aad other general notices of interest to the
miner.
Messrs. COLEMAM, RAHM, AND Co., of Pittsburgh, are using a
steel for plough work, made from York county ore as it comes from
the mine, which is said to possess great superiority for plough
purposes,
Tue Cheshire magistrates are taking steps to appoint a county
analyst. One argument used in support of the appointment (the
Liverpool Mercury says) is that it would diminish drunkenness b
wreventing the mixture of drink-provoking ingredients wit
iquor.
A PROSPECTUS is issued of the Rosario and Cordova Water
Works Company, Limited, with an influential directory, for the
purpose of supplying water to the cities of Rosario and Cordova,
in the Argentine Republic, under concessions specially granted for
that purpose,
M. Guyor proposes the use of parchment instead of paper in
the material of the cartridge cases made for containing d
ite.
It has been found that paper absorbs the njtro-glycerine from that
composition, and becomes dangerous, With parchment no such
absorption takes place,
THE new air power is said to have been successfully applied at
Brunswick, Maine. The air is compressed by a water-wheel, and
connected through a 24in. pipe underground three-quarters of a
mile, and furnishes the motive agent for an engine at the railroad
station used for sawing w:
Two shelters for cabmen were opened in Liverpool on Friday
last, at a cost of £130 each. One similar structure was erected a
year ago, and the results have been very satisfactory. How much
such provisions are needed for the London cabmen all who have
seen their pitiable condition in bad weather must know.
Ir is now satisfactorily proved (says the. Swiss Times) that the
asphalte bed in the Val de Travers projects regularly and uninterruptedly into the mountain, thus fully confirming Professor
Desor’s suppositions. The contents of the bed have thus risen to
,000,000 tons; and according to the Bund, will rise to two more if
—
shaft now being sunk should confirm the theoretical
profile.
THE number of hands employed in the prima
roduction of
iron in the United States is roughly estimated at 1 ,000 ;58,000
of whom work in rolling mills, 42,000 in preparing
ore and
fuel, 25,000 in preparing fuel for rolling mills, 12,
in blastfurnaces, and 2500 at forges and bloomeries, Add the 800,000
engaged in manufacturing articles of iron, and we have a total of
940,000.
AN ore is found in York, Pa., which is said to be composed of
quartz and mica mixed with micaceous hematite and
etic.
A process of smelting it has been adopted which prefers the use
of the ore as it comes from the mine; and it is charged into the
puddling furnace with the cast iron, For the improvement of
iron only 10 per cent. of ore is said to be sufficient, but to produce
steel in the puddling furnace from 15 per cent. to 20 per cent.
of the ore is required.
A LARGE steamer, the Ville de Havre, having had her machinery
taken out in the Tyne Dock, where she has been about three
months, will be removed to Messrs. Leslie’s building yard, at
Hebburn, on Saturday, where she will be lengthened 45ft. Her
present length is 375ft. She will have new engines put on board
by Messrs. Maudslay, Field, and Co., and she will be transformed
from a paddle into a screw steamer. The Ville de Havre is the
property of the Havre and New York Steam Navigation Company, and she was originally named the Napoleon IIL
Messrs. JOHN ELpER and Co, have given notice to the Clyde
Trustees of their intention to construct certain new works at
Fairfield, and that for this purpose it would be necessary to make
certain openi
in the river wall. The engineer states that in
justice to the interests of the Clyde navigation and of the public
he could not give the plans his approval. The committee agreed
to allow the court, under the statute, to decide whether the
openings proposed to be made in the river walls were such as
contemplated by the Act of 1858, or such as the parties under
their titles could make,
A NEW screw steamer, named the Student, 700 tons burthen,
built by Messrs. Bowdler, Chaffer, and Co., of Seacombe, for
Messrs, T. and J. Harrison, of Liverpool, has made a favourable
trial trip. Both vessel and engines worked satisfactorily. The
engines are on the compound principle, and of 100-horse power
nominal. They were supplied by Messrs, J. Taylor and Co., of
Birkenhead. They are stated not to have caused vibration in the
vessel, even when she was running at full speed. This is attributed
to an arrangement by which the entire weight of the main pistonrods and attachments is taken off the main bearings.
Mr. Boxton, of the St. Helens Works, Swansea, has voluntarily
conceded the nine hours to his men, commencing on the Ist inst.,
and as a further ind
t to steadi
and attention to
duties, has inaugurated a system of annual rewards to all who
show themselves deserving. ‘This Christmas each man who had
kept good time oe the past ‘ received as a present not less
than a day’s pay, and many had awarded them special marks of
favour. It is intended that the rewards shall increase in proportion to the length of service. We understand the works at present
employ 150 hands, and the business is greatly extending.
THE engineers employed at the Cyclops Works, the Atlas
Works, the Bessemer Works, the Sheaf Works, and the Brightside Works, Sheffield, went on strike on a morning. When
the agitation commenced in this branch in Sheffield for the adoption
of the fifty-four hours per week system, and the other concessions
demanded by the nine hours’ league, deputations of workmen
waited upon their several employers on the subject, and the men
have since been working under the impression that all they asked
for was conceded to them, and that the new system would come
into operation on the 1st of January. It is stated, however, that
notices were posted in each of the works named on Saturday
morning proposing other terms. °
A NEw butchery cart for commissariat service has been approved
of by the Director of Artillery and Stores and the Director of
‘Transports, and will be forthwith sealed as a pattern for future
guidance. It is a strong spring two-wheeled cart, constructed,
upon the plan approved of by Colonel Erskine’s committee, of
angle iron and wood, with a third transverse spring running in a
line with the axletree. Attached to the floor of the cart is an
iron tank, containing over 100 gallons of water. Accompanying
it are: A a
patent pump, for filling the water tank when
required,
together with two lengths of india-rubber hose; a box
for butchers’ knives, poleaxe heads, and various other implements
of butchery; a grindsto
gri
me and box for sharpening the same;
tethering ropes of formidable dimensions for tying up the bullocks;
also blocks'‘and running gear for suspending the carcases. Polepickaxes, and spreaders, are arranged along the
axes,
ross) spades,
of the cart, whilst water cans and buckets find room
beneath it. A canvas tilt covers the whole. The utility of such
an arrangement for service in the field can hardly be over-estimated. During the Crimean war, and the late campaign in New
Zealand, nothing of the sort was in existence, and the want of
organised means for supplying the troops with meat upon the line
of march or in camp
was often severely felt, It is proposed to
attach a certain proportion of butchery carts and implements ta
each brigade and division, during active service,
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—MM. Xavier and Boyveav, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. AsHER and Co., 11, Unter den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. Gero_p and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—A.pnonse Diirr, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.—Wi.iMer and Rocers, 47, Nassau-streei.
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TO OORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ; we
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all
cases be accompanied by a large envelope leyibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with
these instructions.
W. L. C.—We have alvewiy stated that we ave unable for the moment to say
where you can obtain asbestos, Posailly some of our friends may be able to
assist you. We understand that a company is being formed for the supply
of asbestos packing.
W. P. (India-rubber Rings).—A letter lies at our office for this correspondent.
G. P. R.— We hove not the least doubt that you will receive duc attention and
a courteous veply if you address Captain Tyler, R.E., Board of Trade,
Whitehall.
P. N. C.—Thenks. We do not see that the quotation is of much service, however.
R. A.—We shall endeavour to supply you with the information you require in
a@ little time.
M. 8.—We vegret that we are unable to supply you with any Surther information than that contained in the paragraph.
G. B. N. @alisbury):—A aote addressed to Mr. C. Hodgson, 21, Greshawmstreet, City, will obtain yor you the best available information on the subect.
H P. H.—Your best plan will le to apply to Mr. Ladd or Myr. Apps,
mathematical instrument makers. The address of the latter gentlemen ix
433, Strand.
G. H.—The launching of the Great Eastera was completed on Sunday, the 31st
of January, 1858. Her keel was laid about tivo years before, but we are
unable to supply the precise date.
J. B.—We do not waderstand what you mean by “ Polytechnic Colleges in
Great Britain.” There ave the Universities and Queen's Colleges. You can
obtain the best engineering education which a college can impart at Trinity
College, Dublin, ov Glasgow University.
P. R. N. (Swansea).—Jt is generally assumed, in making valuations, that
the sloping field ix only of the same value as a horizontal field, and this
principle is carried into effect by manu surveyors working with the chain as
horizontal aa possible, the chainman dropping a stone Jrow the high end to
mark the point of departure for his superior.
J. N.—The total quantity of heat contained in steam at atmospheric pressure
is a little greater than the whole heat contained in steam of, say, 1 lb. pressure,~ but the difference is very swall. Air can only be thoroughly
expelled from water by prolonged boiling, and the air contained in water,
used a8 you propose, would rise and injure the vacuum.
Inquirer.—IJf your present chimney is too large you way replace it with one
of less area, but it must not be shorter unless you hace more draught than
you want,. Chimneys working under the conditions
you name require a good
deal of management to get the best result, and if you have Jound the propor- of the old chimney answer, we strongly advise you not to depart Jroum
then.
MEETING NEXT WEEK.
Tue Instirution or Crvit ESGinrers.—Tuesday, January (th, at
8 p.m. : Mr. Hawkshaw, President, will deliver his inaugural address.
Tue EnGIneer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
Jrom the office on the following terms (paid in adcance) :—
Half-yearly (including dowble number) .. «2 «¢ £0 14s. 6d.
Yearly (including two double numbers)... . +. £1 9a. Od.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will
be made, Tur ENGINEER is registered
for transmission abroad.
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the paper
are to be addressed to the Publisher, M:. George Leopold Riche ; all other
letters toge addressed to the Editor of Tae ENctneer, 163, Strand.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless delivered before six o'clock on Thursday evening in each week. Thecharge for four lines and under is three
shillings ; each line afterwards, ninepence. The line averages eight words ;
blocks are charged the same rate for the space they fill, All single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by stamps in payinent.
DEATH.
On the 5th November, at Yokohama, Epmunp Moret, Enyinecr-in-chief
of the Japanese Imperial Railways, of consumption, aged 30. At the
— place, Harrier, his wife, aged 28, who survived her husband twelve
jours.
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1872.
Once more the task devolves upon us of placing on record
some of the more prominent engineering events of the past
year, and of indicating the direction in which progress is at
once wanted, and to be confidently expected. Not many
years have a
since, anomalous as it may appear, the
writing of such an article asthis would have been an easy
task because of the paucity of material about which to
write; but in this year of grace, 1872, the case is difterent.
It is not easy to condense within such moderate limits as
are of necessity at our disposal an account of all the work
executed by engineers, and claiming the attention of their
fellow-labourers, within even so limited a space of time as
twelve months. The difficulty is races
increased by
the fact that works which would years ago, have startled
the world by their magnitude, their novelty, or their cost,
have c
to
in any sense startling. To pick out
the most remarkable where all are remarkable, is no easy
task; and we approach our subject. with hesitation, certain
that, say what we may that ought to be said, we shall leave
much more that ought to be said unsaid. Indeed, the
temptation to speak rather of the future than of the past
is all but overwhelming. During the past year our pages
have contained the record, from week to week, of all that
we deemed most worthy of notice, most deserving of the
attention of our readers, It would be simply impossible to
condense even within the compass of forty or fifty pages
such as this, the most interesting of the many facts, statements, and theories connected with engineering science that
have appeared in our last two volumes. It is, by comparison,
far more easy to speak of what will be and what ought to
be dorie in the year on which we have just entered; and
there is at least the
ibility attending our labours in this
direction, that we fa pe something to say novel, and,
we venture to hope, useful to some of our readers. If we
ean supply one good suggestion, if we set on foot one
promising
experiment, if we can call into existence one
scheme likely to result in the material progress of our pro-
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fession, we hold our task well performed; we shall look posed by geologists to have formerly united the two seas.
back with satisfaction on the moment when we took up The canal, which would pass through several lakes, and
our pen to address our readers in this, the first week of run for fifty miles alongside the river Don, would be 450
miles in length; its cost is estimated at £11,000,000, and
1872.
It has long been the practice to place the civil engineer its completion would occupy six years.
M. Putiloff, the great Russian iron manufacturer, pro
higher in the social scale than the mechanical engineer,
and in deference to this theory we have given, and give the construction of a new port at the mouth of the Neva,
now, precedence to the civil engineering works of the past which would involve the construction of very extensive
and the present year. But we do so, in a sense, under engineering works, and an outlay of at least £3,000,000.
for goods from the Upper
protest. There should be uo rivalry between the civil and The plan is to open a =
mechanical engineer, and no false distinctions should be Neva to the Gulf of Finland, without transshipment, by
drawn between them. Yet it is the practice to regard the cutting a canal twelve miles in length from Alexandrovski
art of mechanical engineering as a trade, while civil to M. Putilofi’s factory, on the shore of the Gulf beside
engineering is looked upon almost in the light of a learned Voloni Island; to construct a harbour, traversed by a
profession. Briefly stated, the sole difference between the custom-house quay two miles in length, and containing
civil and the mechanical engineer is, simply, that the three basins—one for outward-bound shipping, another for
former deals principally with statical, the latter with dy- vessels arriving from abroad, and a third for lighters, as
namical science; and it is certain that the difficulties to be also a floating dock for repairs; to cut a canal through
overcome in applying the laws of dynamics in oe are, on the Gulf in the direction of Cronstadt from the extremity
the whole, greater than those overcome by those who of the harbour, a distance of nearly four English miles;
have to deal with statics alone. It is not too much to say that to lay a railway parallel, or nearly so, with the. overland
the mechanical engineer could get on better without the canal, from Alexandrovski to the Putiloff factory, and thence
civil engineer than the latter could do without the former; in three branches along the custom-house quay and the
indeed, there is not a single great work in existence carried outer embankments to the extremity of the new harbour,
out by civil engineers in which mechanical engineering has connecting itself en route with the Moscow Tsarskoe-Selo,
not taken an active part. Railways would be all but Warsaw, and Peterhoff railways, and also with the Alexuseless without the steam engine—the very rails could not androvski mechanical works and the great warehouses at
be produced without his indirect aid. A striking instance, the mouth of the Obvodni Canal. The harbour works are
if one be wanted, of the value and importance of to include two quays, three sets of warehouses, a custommechanical engineering, even in carrying out purely civil house, an hotel for the reception of passengers, a complete
engineering operations, is atforded by the Mont Cenis tunnel. apparatus of cranes, &c., for the loading and unloading of
It is absolutely a fact that without the boring machines goods, a system of gas, and a quenching apparatus in case
such a tunnel could not have been made ; but the construc- of fire. In his contract with the Government, M. Putiloff
tion of boring machines is clearly beyond the province of binds himself to complete the undertaking within three
the “pure civil” engineer. A glance at the past will years from the day of its commencement.
A project somewhat similar in character, though of less
suffice to show that even at a period when the art of civil,
or, as we may call it, statical engineering, had made very importance, is for the construction of new docksatAntwerp.
considerable progress, comparatively little had been done Before the late war broke out an arrangement had been
to cheapen production, extend the power of locomotion, or made to purchase the citadel, covering about 500 acres,
develope the resources of nations. The art of dynamical and to transform it into docks. But the war disarranged
engineering lies at the root of our national greatness, all the plans for that purpose, and the matter has since
The mechanical engineer, in the true sense of the been taken up by a local company, who propose not only to
term, must be a man of as good education, and of as carry out the original scheme, but to construct a coast port
much resource as the civil engineer; and that man at the mouth of the Scheldt, with direct railway commuwho combines in the fullest sense, a competent know- nication to the docks and city of Antwerp, so that when
ledge of both branches of the profession is best qualified to the river is frozen up traffic may be uninterrupted. At
take a high position, and most entitled to such honours as present, when the frost closes the upper navigation, vesWhile on the subject
engineers receive, And we earnestly impress on our younger sels are discharged at Flushing.
readers just beginning their professional studies as civil of docks and harbours, we may add that a proposal for
engineers, the importance of devoting a certain proportion the improvement of Calais and Boulogne harbours has
of their time and their abilities to acquiring at least : been put before the public. The intention is to improve one,
moderate knowledge of the practice of mechanical engi- or both, of the harbours so that it may be rendered availneering, and of the laws on which that practice is based; able for very large steamers intended to take railway trains
and we may add, for the benefit of the young mechanical across. The scheme finds no great favour in our eyes. All
engineer, that unless he possesses a fair knowledge of that is really wanted at present is such an improvement in
statical science, is able to work out the strains in a bridge the French ports that vessels could be used as large as those
or a girder, is thoroughly well up in the strength of which maintain a postal communication unrivalled in its
All the
materials, the composition and resolution of forces, can regularity between Holyhead and Kingstown.
level a few miles of easy country, make a fair map, plot a discomforts of the Channel passage are due to the small
section, tell whether a brick is a good or a bad one, and size of the steamers, which are much too short to span a
what a few yards of excavation or a mile of railway should couple of waves at a time, and as a result pitch fearfully.
cost, he is not entitled to style himself a compctent engiIn Great Britain few engineering schemes of much magneer, however well up he may be in the routine of shop nitude are on foot, the whole energies of the civil branch
work. The truth is that civil and mechanical engineering of the profession being devoted to sanitary measures, of
are inseparable ; no one can say accurately where one leaves which we shall speak ina moment. In the port of London,
off and the other begins. The true secret of the prece- Mr. Hawkshaw on during the year carried out some exdence which is given to civil engineering is that it isa tensive works at the docks, but they involved no peculiar
resultof the fact that the civil engineer spends millions, constructive difficulties,
while the mechanical engineer spends thousands. As to the
As regards civil engineering work in France, all the availacquirements of either, there is nothing to choose. As able energiesof the nation are required to repair the
to the importance of the influence they exert in the world, damage done by the war. It is far too soon to think of
it is sufficient to say that neither can dispense with the new projects. The cost of rebuilding the bridges around
services of the other.
Paris alone will be something very serious, It is said that
Although we give civil engineering the first place for the sixty have been destroyed,
and thisis probably true; for the
reason we have stated, the work accomplished during the river being in many places divided into two streams, thenumpast twelve months in this direction is small, and presents ber of bridges is very large. Of course some of these are of
little worth special notice. The opening of the Mont Cenis very small span, but others are of great length, such as the
Tunnel was
the most noteworthy performance of the year; but new one only finished just before the war, between Clichy
asa careful and voluminous report on this subject from the and the plains of Gennevilliers, on which was laid the
pen of our Special Correspondent has recently appeared in great pipe which carried the sewage—at least a portion of
our pages, it would be simply waste of time to say more it—over to the plains, the soil of which is about as bad as
wssible, and which the sewage water rendered quite prolific,
about the matter. A work of a similar character—known
as the St. Gothard Tunnel—has been projected, and will This bridge was restored in wood, and we passed over it
probably be commenced at no distant period. The com- the other day in the train very slowly ; the masons were
parative success of the Suez Canal has lent vitality to then at work replacing the stone abutments. This is a
schemes for other canals of a like character. Among these double bridge, with a viaduct on the large island in the
may be mentioned that for the construction of a canal river, but only one side was destroyed as faraswe remember,
across the Isthmus of Darien. The United States Govern- To give some little idea of the sum required for the restorament have spent considerable sums in explorations intended tion of the bridges, it may be mentioned that the estimate for
to determine the possibility of constructing such a canal. rebuilding the bridge at Choisy-le-roi is £7400, and this is
Nothing but failure attended the first efforts of the ex- certainly a small bridge, below the average ; but taking it as
plorers, one proposed route after another having to be an average example, and multiplying by sixty, we have a
abandoned; but recent advices state that a district has total of £444,000,
Many of the bridges—such as that of
been examined in Panama through which it may be pos- St. Cloud, for instance—were not wholly destroyed, but
sible to drive a ship canal to be worked by the aid of locks, only had one or two arches blown out. Had they all been
necessarily of colossal proportions. We
do not ourselves re- completely ruined the amount would certainly have been
gard the scheme as one of much promise; but it is quite pro- very much larger. It is impossible even to guess at the
Dable that a sufficient number of capitalists may be found to total value of the public a private buildings destroyed
render its construction possible. The old idea of con- in and around Paris; the principal edifices burnt represent
structing a Niagara ship canal has been amplified and alone an enormous sum. First, there is the Tuileries, all
resuscitated. A convention of the governors of the the front ruined, the stones calcined, and a large portion
New England and Western States was held at Detroit of one side in the same condition; in the Rue Rivoli the
on the 27th of November, for the purpose of promoting immense building which contained the whole of the offices
the formation of a continuous water and steam navi- of the Ministry of Finance gutted, and the stonework
gation route from the Mississippi to the Atlantic. It probably ruined also; facing it, over the Seine, the still
is proposed to excavate a canal round Niagara. Vessels larger building known as the Conseil d’Etat and Cours
after passing this canal could then proceed joey
des Comptes, utterly ruined; the Palace of the Legion
Lake Ontario, the St. Lawrence, Lake Champlain, and the d’Honneur close by it much damaged; on the Isle de
Hudson, to New York. The aid of Congress is to be in- la Cité the Prefecture of Police burnt, and the Palais
voked in carrying out this work. A proposal for the con- de Justice much injured, though not seriously; crossing
struction of a canal to connect the Black Sea with the Cas- the Seine again there is the noble old Hotel de Ville
pian has also attracted a certain measure of attention at all utterly ruined, except the brick wall. Opposite to ita
St. Petersburg. Capt. Blum, of the Russian Engineer very large building also devoted to public offices burnt
Corps, has recently explored the district, and presented a out; and near it the new Théatre Lyrique, in the same
report to his Government advocating the work. All the condition, and the walls said to be a
To these ma:
necessary calculations have been made, and it is proposed be added the Column Venddme, and the great granaries
to carry the canal threegh the Valley of Manitch, sup- by the side of the river, called the Greniers d’A bondance,
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What will all these cost in time and money to rebuild? To
say nothing of the barracks, mairies, and other public
buildings destroyed, the churches injured, and the thousands of houses in ruins, not only in Paris, but in St.
Cloud, Sévres, Belleville, Auteuil, Passy, St. Denis,
Asniéres—in fact, ‘all round the city.
en we reflect
on the accumulation of debts of the Empire, the War,
and the Commune; on the comparatively small commerce
of France; on the proposed new fetters on that and industry
in general; on the state of taxes on raw materials ;and on
the rate at which money is now being borrowed to tide
over the myorapaog ohfor a eS
financial —appears to us as
as it is possible to imagine.
ree
tate Ministry might lift the cloud at once. Protection
cannot fail to render it more dense even than it is at
present.
The progress during the year, of works bearing directly
on public health has been neither considerable nor well-defined. It has consisted almost wholly of the extensions of
the existing systems of water supply and drainage, and no
new works have been executed of such a magnitude as to
render the record of them worthy of perusual. Whatever
has been done in the interest of sanitary improvements has
taken the shape of inquiry into existing evils, with a view to
their abatement. At the beginning of the year the members
of the Royal Sanitary Commission presented their report on
the “ Administration of the Sanitary Laws of England and
Wales, and the Constitution and Jurisdiction of the Authorities charged therewith.” The existing legislation relating
to the supply of water, sewerage, drainage, removal of
refuse, control of streets, &c., has been ae
ee
by the Commission, but they have necessarily
been obliged
to defer questions of engineering and sanitary science.
Those alone who have had opportunities of studying the
operation, or rather the inoperativeness, of the fifteen Acts
under which the country has hitherto been ruled, can form
any idea of the confusion and ambiguity of the code. The
several statutes are, for the most part, simply permissive
in their provisions, and, when they happen tobedirectory,
the Home-office has, either from inaction or some other
reason best known to the heads of that department,
failed in the duty of coercing corporations and local
boards into a state of activity. There were at the beginning
of the year “upwards of seven hundred districts, urban
and semi-rural, which, by councils, commissions, or elected
hoards, exercise the powers of the Public Health and Local
Government Acts,” and there, therefore, remain “ many
places with very defective sanitary government, and still
more, practically, with none at all.”
It is impossible to deny that much, and very important,
sanitary improvement has taken place in our towns since
1848, but very little of this is due to the activity of the
Home-office. Under the existing system any town, however
defective its sanitary arrangement might be, was suffered
to pursue its own course of inaction without interference
on the part of the central office. Many local boards have
been formed, and have adopted suitable bye-laws for the
control of their district, but, for want of stimulus from the
Home-office, the parish has remained in the same unwholesome and insanitary state as before the formation of the
board. It is true that, on the application of aggrieved ratepayers, due inquiry has been from time to time instituted
into existing evils in certain districts, and works have been
carried out by the Home Secretary; but it is beyond question that if any parishes—and many have done so—should
resolve to pursue a sordid and inactive policy, they have
hitherto been suffered to doso, The report of the Commission says with perfect justice :—“ Great is the vis inertia to
be overcome, the repugnance to self-taxation, the practical
distrust of science, and the number of persons interested
in offending against sanitary laws.” The one thing needful—if the
guardianship of the public health is to be
vested in self-interested and ignorant communities—is a
competent central office, ruled by a Minister of Health
and an efficient staff, possessing powers of the most ample
“kind to set local life in motion, and this, we trust, the
pending Public Health Act will provide for.
Soon after the presentation of the report by the Sanita
Commission, but with fatal precipitation, a Public Healt!
Bill was introduced, which fell so far short of the requirements of the country, that the House of Commons rejected
it summarily; but later in the session the Local Government Bill was brought forward and passed, providing for
the establishment of a Health Department, wholly distinct
from the Home-office, and governed by a permanent president. This Minister, with the several Secretaries of State,
ex officio, form the controlling body; and provision is made
thatthe president and one of his secretaries
may sit in Parliament, which probably means that either, or both of them,
shall do so. In this council is vested the administration
of the Medical Department of the Privy Council, the
Local Government Act Office, and the Poor Law Board;
in fact, the sole direction of the sanitary operations of the
country. So far as the Act of Parliament goes, the directive powers of the Health Department have received little,
if any, augmentation; but it may be hoped that the office,
as now constituted,
will avail itself of such powers as the present Sanitary Acts confer more fully than the Local Government Act Office has ever done.
Under this department, or,
wroperly speaking, under the Home-office, local boards
Cn received little, if any, actual guidance as to the
engineering and technical discharge of their duties; indeed,
the uniform policy of the office, hitherto, has been simply
to sanction or negative proposals submitted to them,
without doing anything whatever for the guidance of those
seeking aid or instruction. So effete, indeed, has the
department become, that any change must be received with
favour.
An exhaustive and able report has been prepared, under
direction of the Corporation of Liverpool, . Drs. Parkes
and Sanderson, the subjects of the investigation being—
(1) The present practice of filling up with refuse, land
intended to be built
ge (2) The state of drains and
sewers, especially with regard to their ventilation,
privies, water-closets and ashpits. (3) The system of
scave ging. The second part of the report deals with
the mortality of Liverpool and the social condition of the
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people that contribute to the high death rate in that city, done is next to nothing, and what proportion of the work
concluding with certain pro
remedies, The care and that so urgently demands execution will be performed
research
bestowed on the investigation render the report within, let us say, the next half-dozen years, it is impossible
of great value, not only to the community, for whose to predict. That the Government are inclined to insist
benefit it has been prepared, but for the metropolis and somewhat more stringently than formerly upon that proper
other large towns where the practice of filling up buildin
regard for sanitary measures which should be manifested b:
sites with decomposable refuse continues, and the question of the members of town councils and local boards there is no
ventilation has hitherto been disregarded. The recommenda- doubt; and the dangerous illness of the Prince of Wales will,
tions regarding the disposal of the ordinary refuse are of con- perhaps, still further stimulate them toa proper discharge of
siderable importance, and demand the attention of those the serious duties devolving upoa them.
It cannot be too
interested in the conservancy of the public health. No carefully borne in mind that the importance of a dutyis
excavation, it is suggested, should be used for the recep- measured by the consequences which will inevitably
tion of crude refuse unless it be efficiently drained, and accompany the neglect of it. One of the most important
that places filled up with such refuse shall not be built sanitary enterprises that remains to be accomplished is
upon for at least two years from the date of the last the thoroughly efficient drainage of the towns lying in
deposit, the examination of the excavations having the valley of the Thames. Many projects have
n
shown that after about three years all the organic matter - forward at various times for effecting this purpose, and
in the house refuse had decomposed. It is further recomly Mr. Bazalgette has proposed to bring them all within
mended that road scrapings should not be used with the range of the metropolitan system. Whether this can be
cinder refuse for the filling up of excavations, and that all done without constructing an entirely new set of sewers
use of refuse from chemical manufactories should be pro- in London depends upon the margin originally left
hibited by the Corporation.
in those which we have for receiving an extra
With regard to the ventilation of the sewers, the report quantity of sewage. A more important point is—
affirms that “The prevention of the entrance of sewer air Where are the funds to come from? It would be
into houses is paramount to every other object in import- obviously unfair to tax the inhabitants of the metropolis to
ance;” that the sewers should be kept free from deposit, pay for the drainage of towns and districts with which
and that perfect trapping is an essential provision. Special they have nothing whatever to do ; and it would be equally
reference is made to the Archimedian screw ventilators in unjust to lay so heavy a burden upon
the ratepayers of the
general use; and whilst the report shows that their effect in towns themselves, if the same end could be accomplished
removing the deleterious emanations is but trifling, it recom- nearer home at a less cost. However this matter may be
mends the erection of large vertical shafts, the sectional arranged, one thing is certain, that the Thames ought to be
area of which shall be at least half as great as that of the kept free from pollution, and there is only one plan by
sewers with which they are connected. Taking the report which this can be effected, and that is not to permit a drop
as a whole, it is one of great value, and if its reeommenda- of sewage or town refuse to enter its stream from its source
tions are adopted by the Corporation of Liverpool there is to its mouth.
little reason to doubt that a marked diminution in the
Towards the latter end of last year the construction of
high rate of mortality will follow.
the Albert Bridge over the Thames at Chelsea, which had
Towards the solution of the great irrigation question but remained for some time in abeyance, was commenced
little progress has been made during the past twelve months. under new auspices, and at the present time the cylinders
The sewage and irrigation farms which were in active constituting the north pier are being sunk The cylinders,
operation at the commencement of last year have held which are the largest ever cast, have been already
their ground, and fully demonstrated the truth of the illustrated in our columns, and, unless some unforeseen
rinciple involved in their establishment and maintenance. difficulties should arise, the present year will witness the
ut it must be admitted that the successful example which completion of another thoroughfare across the river.
they have displayed of this method of utilising the sewage There is yet a great deal to be done in bridge building in
of towns, has not been followed to the extent that might connection with the Thames. It is quite time that all the
have been reasonably anticipated. Very few additions old timber structures were abolished, and new, more
of any consequence have been made to the number convenient, and more secure bridges substituted for
of sewage and irrigation farms. Experiments, trials on them. The proposed central railway station at Holborn
a small scale, and the purchase and appropriation Circus is the only indication of any very extensive
of a few dozen acres in various localities, represent the operations being carried on in station and roof buildaverage amount of work done in this particular branch ing, although, should the projected line from Charing Cross
of sanitary engineering. Among these localities may be to Euston-square be commenced, it will involve a considerincluded one or two towns the authorities of which have able amount of work both in design and execution. With
become converts to the irrigation principle. There is no one or two notable exceptions, the general arrangement of
doubt that the last year has seen the death of the greater our London stations is good, but the extension of large,
number of the deodorising and disinfecting schemes which open, lofty roofs to some of the principal suburban junce collection of timber
for some time deluded local boards with vain hopes and tions is urgently demanded.
promises, induced them to launch into a considerable ex- sheds at Clapham Juiiction is a disgrace to the different
penditure, and severely taxed the patience and the pockets companies whose trains run through it almost incessantly,
of the unfortunate ratepayers. A very
few of these methods— and a continual source of trouble and extreme annoyance
those which are presumably the best—are still on their trial to the passengers who use the station. There is a greater
here and there, and it is probably the lingering doubt inducement to construct durable bridges and roofs &t home,
which remains in the mind of some respecting their because when well built they are really permanent strucpossible utility has delayed the definite adoption of any tures, very different from what occurs abroad. As an
particular system in most of our large towns and cities. instance of the instability of bridges
in India, we quote an
One of the
test obstacles to be overcome in carrying out example which is afforded by the last Indian mail.
any irrigation scheme is the
acquisition of the necessary bridge in the Madras Presidency, which occupied three
quantity of land. Unfortunately for the promotion of years in construction, was opened on the Ist of November
schemes of this description, experience has proved that a and swept away on the 20th of the same month.
far larger acreage is now required than was formerly
From the estimates that have been deposited in relation
deemed sufficient. On the other hand, if the principle of to the several schemes for the construction of bridges
cubical irrigation, which has already been alluded to in over the Severn which have been brought forward,it* peng
our columns, be adopted, the land difficulty is very mate- that the lowest estimate in connection with any of the six
billsis for £227,972. Severn Bridge Railway No. 1 is for
rially diminished.
Briefly reviewing what has been recently done, or at- an 8 miles 3 furlongs of newline single, including a viaduct
tempted to be done, towards solving the sewage problem, we across the Severn, and is estimated to cost £600,000;
must not omit to notice the task undertaken at Crossness Messrs. Yockney are the engineers. Severn Bridge Railwa
by the Native Guano Company to accomplish, by their No. 2 is for 5} miles of single line and a viaduct—estimate, £227,973 ; Mr. T. E. Harrison is consulting engipatent process, the defcecation and utilisation of the sew
neer, with Mr. G. W. Owen. {Severn Bridge
Railway
of the southern portion of the metropolis. The wor
have been established now for some months, but there has No. 3 —
4} miles of double line—estimate, £783,346;
W. Low and G. Thomas engineers. The Severn
been no appearance of those conclusive results, which Messrs.
every one interested in the question anxiously look for. tunnel of 4 miles in le
» with a
making the
Liverpool, the most —
city in the kingdom, ex- total length 7 miles 7 furlongs of double line, is estimated
cluding the metropolis,
commenced irrigating opera- £750,000; Mr. C. Richardson engineer.
The Western
tions upon a farm of sixty acres. Bearing in mind that the Junctions Bill, also for a railway connection across the
population of the place is close —_ half a million, it Severn, pro
6 miles5 furlongs of single line—estimate,
must be acknowledged
that the authorities are cautious to £368,758;
Mr. E. Wilson engineer. The South Midland
the last degree in the matter of expenditure. It is to be line, also across the Severn, is designed for through route
hoped this small venture may prove the harbinger of a between Southampton and the North, to abridge the dismore extensive undertaking.
Both at Warwick and tance between pe
and the South Wales coalRugby sewage farms are in operation, but with respect to fields, to give the South-Western Company access to South
the latter the results are not what they ought to be. The Wales, to diminish the distance between the South Wales
farm is not well
d, and, moreover, there is not a coal-fields and London, and to open up new country by
to be constructed
sufficient quantity of land available for the utilisation of railway. The new double line pro
1100 acres of land
the sewage of the town. Progress has been made in the is above 100 miles in all; moret
right direction at Cheltenham, at Carlisle, Bedford, and will be required in the first instance; the estimates amount
Banbury.
The system of: cubical filtration has been to £2,350,000. Messrs. Brunlees and M‘Kerrow and
recently put on its trial at Merthyr Tydfil, and this Arthur Pain are the engineers.
It is not a rare occurrence for promoters to petition for
instance constitutes one of those cases in which the
functions of the local authorities have been usurped private bills, to obtain the powers they ask for, and afterby the Government. It is fortunate that the power of wards to pray for powers to abandon their authorised works.
superseding these gentlemen is vested in the officers of This is not to be the case with the railway station proposed
e bill, it may be
the Board of Health, as occasions sometimes occur when to be erected on the Holborn Viaduct.
it is indispensable for the board to exercise their prero- remembered, was promoted independently. The London,
gative.
It is a hopeful sign
of the
genuine sound- Chatham, and Dover Company interposed in committee,
of the project. The representation
ness of the irrigation —s. « that noblemen such as but not as opponents
of the company was to the effect that
the scheme
was unthe Earls of Essex and Warwick can be found willi
objectionable,
and that the erection of a station on the site
to take upon themselves the whole responsibility and ri
roposed would be a great public convenience, but that,
of schemesof sewage utilisation. Watford and een
{ntimatel as
oolstation as be eo the
are instances where
its of this nature have
s traffic, an
nt uponit for existence inentered into. Hitherto nothing has been done in Man- com
chester, a city which has been described as “ built — duel oes not for cutie pasties to provideor to own
ee that,
dunghills,” nor in Leeds and numerous other populous such a station. The ee
towns, to improve the condition of sanitary affairs. Com- subject to certain conditions, theChatham tay oe
the erection and ownership of the proposed
station.
pared with
that which has to be done, that which has been undertake
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This the company have done, and Messrs. T. Marr Johnson,
and Mills, the joint aeoem, have received their instructions to sheet with the works forthwith. Tenders for the
works have been invited, and a commencement may be
expected to be made on an early day. A degree of
alarm
is entertained, and has found public expression, that the
proposed station is to be another of the “huge, ungainly
glass halls that are a sore disfigurement to the metropolis,”
and “a public nuisance.” We believe that this alarm is
groundléss, and that the engineers, while careful to avoid
the erection of a structure that will be “ungainly,” have
no ambition to provide a hall that will be “huge.” It
would be much to be regretted, indeed, if an erection were
to be put up in such a commanding situation—it will be
the most central station in London—that should present
as its most clamorous feature for observation long hard
lines rising high above the neighbouring buildings. The
engineers have no desire, we learn, to construct a station
that will have vastness and loftiness as its principal
characteristic, but rather to provide ample without superfluous headroom, abundant light, thorough ventilation,
and the largest amount of accommodation and convenience available for the traffic in the space at their
disposal.
The roofs of the lines and platforms will
not be on the single-span principle, but coverings of
sufficient height, filled in for the greater part with glass,
and louvre-glazed, to afford free ventilation. The street
frontage will be appropriated to the erection of an hotel, constructed with all the best modern appliances, and in
general design and ornamental details worthy of the site.
The ground floor of the hotel and the station will
be on a level with the top of the viaduct, from which
both will have direct entrances. It may be mentioned
that an important ays is to come before Parliament
this year fer a railway connection between the SouthWestern system, at Waterloo, and the London, Chatham,
and Dover, at Blackfriars. The construction of this link
would, as one of its important results, give the SouthWestern Company a City terminus, which habitual travellers on that line cannot but feel to be greatly needed, the
awkwardly-connected and inconvenient so-called junction
at Waterloo with the Charing Cross line being at best a
—_ substitute.
e past year has not left much to be chronicled with
respect to important railway communications or stations
completed or opened for trattic, although important projects
have been in hand, and more or less vigorously prosecuted
in different parts of the United Kingdom.
In the far
north the extreme communication to the wltima thule of
Great Britain by the Duke of Sutherland’s final extension
of the great trunk line from south to north is making progress. The important works in connection with the joint
companies’ new line and central station at Liverpool are in
a forward state. The Midland Company are pushing forward the works between Settle and Carlisle that are to
complete an additional and through route to Scotland;
and almost all the other more important companies have
their junctions, loops, widenings, sidings, new stations, and
other works in hand.
Among the new lines and stations opened during the
year the following may be mentioned.
1e Carnarvon and
beris Junction, of a mile in length; the Dizzle and
Marsden second line of 3 miles and 16% chains; the
Barnoldswick line, of 14 miles; the London and Blackwall Extension to Millwall, of about a mile in length;
the Neilston and Stewarton section of the Glasgow,
Barrhead, and Neilston line, of 94 miles in length ; the
Rotherham and Mexborough branch, of about 54 miles
in length, of the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire
line ; the Rhymney, Cardiff, and Caerphilly branch of 84
miles of double line ; the Woodfield and Enfield Green
branch of the Great Northern, 3 miles in length; the Dollar
and Rumlin Brigg branch of the Devon Valley (North
British), 4 miles in length, single ; the North London, an
additional = third) line, for 3 miles at Hampstead;
3 miles of the Duke of Sutherland’s line from Golspie to
Dunrobin, part of the main line; 74 miles of the Devon and
Somerset, being the first portion opened; the East and West
Junction from Fenny Compton to Kington, 6¢ miles ; the
Breiddam branch of the Potteries, Shrewsbury, and North
Western Junction line, 5 miles;the London and North Western, second line, of 14 miles on the Redford and Cambridge
branch; the Brighton Company’s Tulse-hill and Streathamhill branch, and the Eastbourne Junction of a mile; the
Wigston curve of the Midland Company’s line near East Ret+
ford; the Manchester, Rollington, and Maple curve of half a
mile, at Macclesfield ; the Metropolitan District Company’s station, at Earl’s Court; the Smithfield curve of
the Metropolitan line, to take the London, Chatham, and
Dover Company to Moorgate-strect station ; the London,
Chatham, and
Dover Company’s branch from Blackheathhill to Nunhead, the works of which lay dormant for four
years; the Rhymney Northern Extension; the North
rn, Gilling, and Helmsley branch, and the Ferryhill
Extension ; the Okehampton line of the Devon and Cornwall ; and the Wainfleet and Firsby. A new station at
Grove-park, between New Cross and Chiselhurst, has also
been opened upon the new Tunbridge line of the SouthEastern Company.
The most important event of the year, in connection with
additional railway accommodation in London, was the
opening on the Ist of July of the Extension of the Metropolitan District Company’s line from Blackfriars Bridge to
the Mansion-house station ;and the opening, at the same
time, of the District Company's enla
station at
South Kensington.
In connection with these openings it may also be mentioned that the working
arrangement
between the Metropolitan and the Metropolitan District companies having
expired at Midsummer, the
latter company have from that time provided their own rollin
oom, moe? pe the accomadation and repair of such stoc
as erected
spacious
shops, engine stables, and sheds at
West Brompton, the walls of which are entirely of concrete,
and are probably the largest buildings ever erected in that
material.
The Metropolitan Company are under statutory obligation
to carry their line onwards from Moorgate-street to Liver-
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pool-street, Aldgate, and Trinity-square, Tower-hill ; but
there is no further p
to report for the year except
concerning the enla
station at Moorgate-street, which
is now used as a terminus by the Metropolitan and Metrovolitan District companies, the Great Western, the Great
orn ating the Midland, and the London, Chatham, and
Dover companies, Another year, probably more, will
elapse before it can be reported that the Metropolitan has
been extended beyond Moorgate-street, or that the Great
Eastern station has been built at Liverpool-street, or that
the East London line has been continued to that point, or
that the great station of the Midland Company at St. Pancras has been finished at last.
In mechanical engineering it is but right that the first
place should be given to the steam engine. As regards the
past year, it may be stated with perfect truth, that no imwrovement whatever has been effected in steam machinery.
nis may appear to be a very sweeping assertion, and it is
therefore necessary to explain our meaning as precisely as
possible, to avoid any misapprehension.
What we intend
to convey is that the most economical engines built during
the year are not more economical than engines built long
since; but it is probable that a greater number of really
excellent engines have been built in 1871 than were
ever constructed in any previous year. This is, of course,
in a sense, progress, but it is not progressin the highest and
truest sense; and it is worth while to place a few facts concerning the theory of the steam engine in a proper light,
in order to show in what direction we must seek for
improvement.
n the first place, then, it is impossible to take up a
good text-book on the steam engine without finding a more
or less elaborate “ theory of the steam engine” enunciated;
nevertheless, we hold that something concernivg the true
theory of the steam engine has yet to be decided, and we base
our belief on plain facts. All the knowledge which we possessof the properties of steam, the laws of expansion, liquefaction in fem work, condensation, &c., is founded upon the
investigations of a very limited number of experimenters,
among the most important of whom may be named Regnault, Fairbairn Tate and Unwin, Siemens, Dulong and
Petit, and a few others. All the experiments conducted
by these gentlemen were performed in the laboratory, or at
least on a very small scale. The results they obtained
have formed subject-matter for elaborate disquisitions by
numerous mathematicians, who have —
the world
with plenty of numerical examples of the work which
ought to be got out of a given quantity of steam. One of the
best treatises on the steam engine that has ever been published* lies before us. At page 33 we find a table showing
the number of pounds of steam required to produce one
horse power according to theory.
The figures are as follows :—
Pressures in Atmospheres. |Condensing. Non-condensing. Temperature.
Ib.
Ib.
2
ll2
50-4
249
4
92
248
wl
6
}
8
1s?
Bis
8
77
19
340
In the case of the condensing engine it is assumed that the
feed is thrown into the boiler at a temperature of 100 deg.,
and in the case of the non-condensing engine that it is
introduced at a temperature of 212 deg., derived from the
exhaust steam. We have every reason to believe that these
figures are quite correct; it will be seen that they refer
to the quantity of steam passing through the engine, and
they have nothing to do with the efficiency of boilers or of
fuel. Now, as a matter of fact, in practice no engine in
existence gives out anything near y approaching this
result. There is not, and never has been, an engine constructed which, with any pressure or rate of expansian,
has developed 1-horse power by the use of 11:2 Ib. of
steam. It 1s quite true paged Mr. Cotterell very properly
points out, one main cause of the difference between the
results obtained in practice and those which in theory ought
to be had lies in the fact that we cannot carry expansion
sufficiently far to reduce theory to practice ; but this being
granted, there still remains a large margin of wasted
efficiency to be accounted for; and an explanation is also
sendieed of the reasons why expansion cannot be carried
far enough. As to the first pomit, it will suffice to —
out that if a steam engine working with eight atmospheres
—or say, in round numbers, 120 Ib. on the square inch—
will in theory give a horse power for every 7°7 Ib. of steam
passed through it per hour, we might expect that in practice it would perform as well as a theoretical engine
working at a —_ in round numbers, of 30 Ib. per
mass inch, and so give out one-horse power for every 11°21b.
of steam going through it per hour ; but, as we have said,
such a result has never been obtained from any engine in
practice. As regardsthe second point—that isto say, thelimitation of the degree of expansion—information is required
as to the limiting causes. It will not do to urge that they
originate in the difficulty of getting machinery to stand a
high initial strain and to maintain an invariable speed. It
has been proved that long before the limit is reached in
this direction economy ceases, that is to say, nothing is
gained by expanding steam beyond a certain point, and
this point is reached long before much trouble is incurred
from irregularityof action due to varying pressure; and this,
strange as it may seem, holds true whether the cylinder is
jacketed or not. The fact is that the experiments carried
out with so much care and skill in the laboratory, do
not apply accurately to the case of the steam engine
in which enormous volumes of steam are used; and,
as it has been pointed out before this, it is quite possible
that the results obtained in the laboratory are vitiated
by the small dimensions of the apparatus employed.
ot a single instance can be cited in which the results
of elaborate experiments with steam engines of considerable dimensions tally even approximately with the
laws laid down in text books. Either the laws are erroneous or there is some peculiarity about steam which causes
it to differ much more widely than is‘generally believed in
® “Notes on the Theory of the Steam Engine,” by F. H. Cotterell, M.A.
London : Spon. 1871.
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its behaviour from that of a permanent gas. Lest it should
be thought that in saying this we speak “ without book,”
we may cite a few facts to which our readers will attach
the importance they deserve. Mr. Isherwood, while chief
of the Cited States Bureau of Steam Engineering, carried
out an elaberate and exhaustive series of experiments on
the use of steam im various ways. We have before now
had occasion to criticise Mr. Isherwood’s theories ; but it is
next to impossible to dispute some ef his facts. One of
these is, that by using superheated steam he obtained a
measure of economy, saving something like 30 per
cent. in fuel; but he also found that if when uring saturated
steam with a certain measure of expansion, and without
expansion, the difference in the total cost per horse-power
was a certain percentage in favour of expansion, then when
he used superheated
steam in the same way withoutex pansion
and with expansion, thete was a difference in favour of
expansion,
but this difference was precisely the same, whether
the steam was or was not superheated. Now, seeing that
superheating prevents condensation in the cylinder, and
that cylinder condensation is the great enemy of expansion, it seems to be clear that the comparative
efficiency of the steam—in other words, the economy
of fuel—should augment as the expansion increases
in the case of superheated steam; but, as we have
said, no such result was obtained. If this were an isolated
case we might reject it; but we can produce corroborative
evidence from a totally different quarter. MM. Nolet et Cie.,
of Ghent, have for many years been celebrated as successful builders of engines for driving cotton mills with extreme
economy. Within the last few days we have been favoured
with a letter from M. Nolet, the contents of which we do
not feel ourselves at liberty to make public. It will suffice to
say that M. Nolet carried out some time since an elaborate
series of experiments to test the value of the steam jacket.
The results at which he arrived satisfied him that there is
no advantage to be derived from the steam jacket, and that,
further than this, his engines without the jacket are more
successful than those with it. With or without, the engines
rank among the most economical in existence ; so that it
cannot be argued that they were such large coal consumers
from other causes that a jacket here or there made no
difference. We may also point out that we have received
letters from one of the most influential builders of
compound engines, stating that the results obtained at
sea when steam was shut off from the jacket differed
very little indeed from those obtained with steam in
the jackets as regards economy of fuel.
Indeed,
one leading mechanical engineer building compound engines for ocean steamships regards the jacket as an
unnecessary refinement.
In the case of the Cornish
engine, jacketing the lid has been abandoned, because the
saving m fuel due to its presence was not found to be
worth the trouble of making and unmaking a joint every
time the lid had to be removed; and, finally, we may
point out that the large cylinders of compound engines are
rarely jacketed, as it has been discovered that little or no
condensation takes place within them, although they are
exposed to the full action of the condenser, and present
the largest surface to steam of the lowest pressure.
It may be urged that in writing thus we are inconsistent;
that we have recently devoted much space to maintaining
the value of the steam jacket against all comers; and that,
in a word, we blow hot and cold. There is no real inconsistency, however. Our advocacy of the steam jacket is
based on the received theory of the steam engine, and, until
that theory has been demonstrated to be susceptible of
modification, we shall continue to maintain that the steam
jacket is right in principle and essential to economy.
At the same time, however, it is our duty to call attention
to the fact that in certain cases for resons not clearly
understood practice is directly opposed to the theory of
the steam engine, even though such a statement militates
against our own views; and this leads directly to an exreg
as to what our object is in writing as we
ave just done about the steam engine. It is our task
just now to indicate the direction in which progress
should be made during the coming year, and we earnestly
desire to see some competent individual, or firm, or society,
set on foot a series of experiments with a good steam
engine of not less than 100 horse-power indicated, which will
determinein the first place,and if possibleonce for all, what is
the true value of the steam jacket,a point about which no one
is able or willing to supply a scrap of accurate detailed information derived from practice; in the second place, the true
value of different measures of expansion and piston speeds;
and, lastly, the value to be obtained from different systems
of lagging cylinders and steam pipes, and the true amount
of condensation which takes place within unclothed steam
pipes and cylinders as a result of conduction to the bedplate, &c., and radiation and conduction to the atmosphere.
Such a series of experiments would cost a considerable
sum, but they would be well worth the money. Let us
suggest that the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in
Birmingham take the matter up. We have no doubt that
they could easily secure the co-operation of most of the
leading firms of engine builders in the country, and thus
the expense of the experiments being divided, it would not
press 7 on any individual or firm.
Turning back to the past, the marine engine first claims
a word. During the last vear there has been an unparalleled demand for compound engines. Every house in
the trade is overwhelmed with orders. But the fact in no
way alters the opinions we have long since expressed. For
low measures of expansion we hold the compound engine
to be a mistake, and few even of the most enterprising
modern builders venture to expand their steam beyond
six or seven times. The truth is that there is a fashion in
steam engines as in everything else, and, compound
engines being for the moment the rage, they are supplied
at, we hope, remunerative prices. Already, however, we
begin to hear complaints that the wear and tear, and comeen and trouble incurred at sea, more than countervalance the advantage gained in economy of fuel. Of
course the compound engine working with 60 1b. steam
expanded five or six times, is more economical than
the now old fashioned type of engine working with 201b,
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or 25 lb. boiler pressure, and cutting off at one-half, or at steel guns, not excepting Herr Krupp himself. As
most three-eighths stroke. But the economy of the new to the ordnance now finding favour in the United States,
— is not due to compounding, but to the high pressure we cannot do better than quote the following passages
and measure of expansion, and also to the improved t
from the recent report of General Dyer, Chief of Ordnance
of boiler which, in addition to offering more surface for the to the Secretary of State :—“In January, 1867, a board
power developed, is fed with distilled water, and as a con- composed of artillery, engineer and ordnance officers, was
sequence, always practically clean. The compound engine —
by the Secretary of War to fix the armament for
will run its course, and then settle down into its proper the fortifications. The board unanimously reported that
place, which is hot at sea.
805 smooth-bore guns (20in., 15in., and 13in.), 810 rifle
In locomotives nothing remarkable has been done during guns (10in. and 12in.), and 300 mortars (13in. and 15in.),
the year; our own working drawings have kept our readers would be required in addition to the guns which were then
well posted up in the most recent practice. Mr. Stirling’s on hand, and recommended their procurement from time to
great engine, with drivers 8ft. lin. in diameter, and cylin- time. There are no seacoast rifle guns of the calibres
ders 18in. by 28in., can not be said to have originated recommended by the board on hand, and with my present
in 1871. We this week publish a working drawing and knowledge I am unwilling to recommend the purehase of
specification which supply the best possible information any rifle guns of the calibres recommended by the board
concerning recent practice ‘in a totally different type for the armament of the fortifications. It is of the highest
of locomotive.
We cannot resist the temptation to importance that we should have heavy rifle guns for the
avail ourselves of the opportunity to thank the various fortifications, and it can only be determined by actual exlocomotive superintendents of different lines, English, periment how, in what manner, and of what material they
American, and Continental, for the courtesy with which shall be made. The experiment must necessarily be costly,
they have placed their working drawings at our disposal. but the information to be derived from it will be worth
As regards American locomotives in particular, we shall at more than tenfold its cost, and I earnestly recommend that
an early date supply some elaborate engravings of certain authority to begin the experiment be asked of Congress.
examples of the United States locomotive illustrative of the The principal nations of Europe, fully aware of the necessity
most recent practiceon one of the mostimportant lines in that of having heavy rifle guns for their coast defence, have
country. We have no small pleasure in stating that a type of spent millions in their experiments in search of a reliable
engine first brought before the public in this journal, and rifle gun for coast defence. We have confined our experipersistently supported by us through evil report and good ments to the trial of one or two cast iron rifles. The results
report, as being correct in principle and likely to supply a obtained will not warrant me in recommending that any
great want, has during the year taken the position it deserves. cast iron rifle guns be procured for arming the forts. We
We allude to Mr. Fairlie’s double bogie engine. Locomo- must try some other material for heavy rifle guns. A plan
tives of this type are now being built, principally at the submitted to the department by a Dr. Woodbridge, of
Avon Side Engine Works, for the Pesaqua, the Iquique, New York, by which the rifle made of bronze, and iron or
and the Mexican Railway to 4ft. 8tin. gauge; for a railway steel wire, impressed me so favourably that I had a small
in Switzerland, with grades of 1 in 25, also 4ft. 84in. guage; gun which had been madeby the Navy Department tested,
for the Arica line, 2ft. 6in., gauge; for the Dunedin and and its strength and endurance were so great that I subPort Chalmers Railway, 3ft. Gin. gauge; for the Cape Breton mitted the result to a board of ofticers, who recommended
Railway, 3ft. gauge; for the Toronto, Gray, and Bruce line, that a 12in. rifle should be made on the plan and tested.
3ft. Gin. gauge; for a railway in Rio, 3ft. 74in. gauge; The recommendation received the approval of the Secrewhile in America, Fairlie engines are being built by Porter, tary of War, who authorised the experiment, and the gun
Bell, and Co., and by W. Mason for the Taunton and Maine was ordered. The Act of July 12, 1870, which took effect
line. In Russia the system has been fully adopted. Mr. a few days before the order for the gun was given, stopped
Fairlie has had much up-hill work to overcome prejudice, the experiment by withdrawing the money which was neand he fully deserves his success,
cessary for the experiment from the control of the War
The use of steam on common roads has made great Department. I have estimated for funds for making the
strides during the past year, and it is but fair to Mr. experiment, and I earnestly hope that it will be authorised
Thomson, of Edinburgh, to state that much of this progress by Congress. It ought to be made, and without delay.”
ix due to him. Let what will be said on the subject of indiaOur friends in the United States have taken some time
rubber tires, it is day by day becoming more evident that to find out what was well known to every other military
an elastic wheel of some kind is essential to the full success and naval power, namely, that rifled guns were a necessity,
of the traction engine or road locomotive. One of the great ;and that rifled guns could not be made from cast iron,
objections to its use hitherto urged against it has been the ; The wire gun alluded to is obviously a revival of Mr.
extremely slow speed at which alone it could travel. A | Longridge’s well-known invention tested years ago in this
nominal velocity of four miles an hour really means when |country with much success,
all deductions are made for the delays incurred by stopping
Of recent additions to our fleet it is unnecessary to say
for horses, taking in water, &c., a rateof not more than two much, The Glatton and Hotspur are, in their way, sucmiles an hour. This does not tell heavily in one sense against cessful, and so probably will be the Hydra. We hear no
loaded engines, but it greatly increases the cost of working more of seagoing turret ships, the fate of the unfortunate
them, in that, in returning light for a second load, the Captain having disposed of their chances of favour for the
duration of a trip is umecessarily prolonged. A traction present. Such remarkable advances have been made of
engine, to be really efficient, should be competent to travel, | late in the power of heavy guns to punch plates that we
when it gets a chance, at six miles an hour ; more is un- _ believe the time is not distant when the use of armour
necessary for ordinary work. This speed cannot be ob- will be confined solely to ships intended for coast defence;
tained without springs of some sort. It is, however, very | but this subject is far too large to be dealt with here.
inconvenient to apply springs in the ordinary way to the | In regard to electricity we may here glance at one of the
driving wheels, for reasons too obvious to all builders of most neglected of its modern developments, which is now
such machines to require comment ; and it must further beginning to attract attention in certain quarters. The
he remembered that, even if this were not the case, the sisterhood of chemistry and electricity has been recognised
duties of a spring are but half performed when the ever since the latter became a science; but the close relationspring is located between the engine and the axle. A 6ft. ship of both to mechanical dynamics, although known in
wheel of sufficient breadth, to be strong enough will weigh theory, hasin practice received such scant recognition that very
about 18 ewt., in some cases as much as 22 ewt. It is not many scientific engineers might at first almost regard as an
too much to say that the dead weight, unaffected by the impertinence such questions as—* How many horse-power
use of springs, will therefore amount in a 12-horse power would be required to convert in sixty hours a ton of lead
traction engine to rather more than two tons, which is into 1 ton 2 ewt. 57 Ib. of plumbic peroxide ?” or “ How
highly objectionable. The only way out of the difficulty many foot-tons of work might it take to reduce electrically
lies in placing the spring at or in the tire of the wheel, and the metal in a ton of malachite /” Yet from the direction
the success which has attended Mr. Thomson in his labours which electrical theory has taken, more especially during
ix due to the fact that his india-rubber tire exactly com- the past year, and from that which practical endeavours
plies with this condition. The great objection to india- are now taking, it appears more than probable that the
rubber lies in its enormous cost—over £100 for a moderate dictum which asserts that all physical science is one will resized engine—and the uncertainty of the material. Thus ceive a verification in the future by the constant reference
the Ravee on her wonderful trip from Ipswich to Edin- to engineering authority upon questions which would until
lurgh and back, recorded in our pages, rendered one now have been regarded as utterly beyond the province of
leading tire useless on her journey to the north, and she the engineer. We know, in fact, that whilst the steam endisabled another on her journey to the south. As these gine is a device for the conversion into mechanical work of
tires cost about £50 each, we have an outlay of about the potential energy of chemical separation stored up in
£100 for a journey of 900 miles, or a cost of 2s, 21d. per coal and other fuels by solar agency, the beautiful and
mile for tires alone. The ruin of the tire in this case was, comparatively recent magneto-electric machines of Wilde
no doubt, mainly due to the heating of the rubber caused in England, and of Gramme and others on the Continent,
ly the high speed maintained.
are contrivances for the conversion of mechanical work
As regards ordnance matters, we have kept our readers into electrical energy. But the practical physicist is moreso fully apprised of all that has been done during the over now beginning to understand with what facility, and
year, that we cannot say much more without repeating with what probable economy in certain cases, the electrical
ourselves. The 35-ton gun, known as the “ Woolwich energy thus obtained may be converted into chemical work
Infant,” has been a complete success under the conditions —how the steam engine can, by means which are dependent
laid down for Col. Campbell and Mr. Fraser’s guidance. upon the correlation of all modes of energy, tear asunder
lt has often been stated that the gun would have done and rearrange the atoms and molecules of compounds, so
much better if it had been a foot or two longer, but it as to convert them into others, or to resolve them into eleshould be borne in mind that, as the weapon is to be ments of higher utility and value. Not very many years
worked in a turret, it was limited in length by the ago it was attempted to do this by means of the oxidation
diameter of the turret. The gun was made as long as it of zinc in a voltaic battery under economical disadvantages,
could be made. Extensive works are in progress at Wool- which may be estimated from the fact that the indirect
wich for the extension of the gun factory, and when these electrical work of a pound of coal consumed in the furnace
are complete our facilities for the production of heavy of a Cornish engine is, or should be, with a well constructed
ordnance will be unrivalled. We have got the best guns magneto-electric machine, about equal to that of one pound
and the best gun carriages in existence. The only thing of zinc consumed in a Daniell’s battery, z.e., to one million
wanted is a good system of rifling. We have so recently foot-pounds nearly. With this datum and Faraday’s law
pointed out the defects of the existing systems, however, of definite electro-chemical action, the engineer will require
that it is unnecessary to dwell on the subject now. Mr. only to know, in terms of Daniell’s cell, the electromotive
Vavasseur, at one time a partner of the late Captain force necessary to effect a given chemical reaction, in order
liiakeley, has recently manufactured a large number of to be able to calculate the expenditure of mechanical energy
steel guns at the factory in Bear-lane. If steel’ is ever to requisite to apply this reaction to a given weight of matesucceed, we believe it will owe its success to Mr. Vavas- rial ; and he may thus determine what chemical operations
seur’s skill and energy. He has a far keener appreciation may profitably be carried into effect by the combined agency
of what a big gun Should be than any other maker of of the steam engine and the magneto-electric machine,
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FOREIGN PERIODICAL LITERATURE.
THE current number of the “Bulletin de la Société d’Encouragement,” nominally the one for April, 1871, is principally
made up of extracts and translations from other periodicals. It
commences with a report by M. Tresca on Hamon’s press for
making tin-coated lead pipe. As this machine formed the subject
of an English patent four years ago, we need not describe it.
The tables of strengths of pipes made of lead, tin, and lead
coated with tin, as determined at the Conservatoire des Arts et
Métiers, may, perhaps, be useful. Ramon de la Sagra’s report on
the cultivation of China grass (urtica utilis), which appears at
p- 230, is worthy of perusal, but we fancy that it has done duty
already in some form or the other. The author enlarges upon
the advantages and possibility of cultivating this plant in France,
Algeria, and Corsica. Nearly twenty pages of the “ Bulletin”
are devoted to biographical notices of members recently deceased+
Partly in consequence of the war the losses of the society by
death have been very severe of late.
The last number of the “ Zeitschrift” of the Association of
German Engineers opens with a paper by A. Winkler (p. 609),
on the theory of the steam jet pump, otherwise the injector.
H. Heinemann follows with a memoir on hydraulics as an exact
science, in which he discusses the numerous formule hitherto
put forth relating to the flow of water. The next article consists of a description of Klein, Schmoll, and Gaertner’s improved
pneumatic system of sinking foundations. By the use of a chain
of buckets, hand labour is, to a great extent, dispensed with,
and the work is rendered continuous by the use of two intermediate chambers, into which the buckets alternately discharge.
One of these chambers is emptied while the other is being filled.
When the foundation has been carried deep enough the chain of
buckets is taken away, and a sheet iron tube, provided with
valves at top and bottom, is put in its place. This tube
serves for discharging the concrete necessary for forming the
foundation. Itappears from the annual report of the Association
(p. 656) that the number of members is about 2000, the
income from all sources being nearly £2000. Of this sum more
than £800 is absorbed by the expenses of publication of the
“ Zeitschrift,” the organ of the Association, of which 2200 copies
are issued. Next follows a long report of a discussion on patent
law, to which we shall again allude when the concluding portion
appears. The current of opinion is by no means in the direction
of Mr. Macfie and his friends, the principal object being +o introduce a general patent law for the entire German Empire. Herr
Kugel (p. 670) gave an account of a simple method of obtaining
vitriol salt from waste “pickle.” It consists in evaporating the
solution in cast iron pans, which are very slightly attacked by
the acid, and then running the concentrated liquor into casks to
crystallise.
In Dingler’s “ Polytechnisches Journal,” vol. ccii, No. 3,
Professor Gustav Schmidt treats of the useful effect of water
wheels and turbines (p. 202). This is followed by a description
of a floating dock, designed by B. Morell, of Berne, Switzerland,
and shown at the Maritime Exhibition at Naples. It consists of
two ship-like hollow structures furnished with the necessary
propelling power, connected at the lower part by a strong
framing, which forms the floor on which the vessel to be repaired
is to rest. The two floating pontoons are not fixed, but may be
moved closer together when a small ship is to be docked. We
need not say anything more of such a thoroughly impracticable
scheme. W. Banson, director of the Bubna Ironworks,
Prague, gives an account, at p. 218, of the method of making
wrought iron disc-wheels in the establishment under his care. At
p. 228 wefind adescription of a method of obtaining printing surfaces
called “ planotype.” The design to be engraved is transferred to
a block of lime-tree wood, which is then placed in a machine
having somewhat the appearance of a sewing machine, but instead of the needle we find a steel pin (the shape of which varies
considerably according to the nature of the work) kept red hot
by a gas jet. By means of this appliance the design is gradually
burnt into the wood. Figures, or letters of reference, are
impressed by means of suitably-cut punches. When the whole
design has been burnt into the wood a cast in type metal is
taken direct from the block; without any further preparation
the cast may be used for printing from, like an ordinary stereotype plate. It is stated that the wood does not suffer in the
slightest degree from the heat of the molten metal, and that
even the finest details are faithfully reproduced by Klemm, of
Dresden. The process is carried out on a large scale, and is found
to give most satisfactory results. E. von Paschwitz (p. 235)
describes
his improved distance measurer for military purposes,
which depends upon the commonly-used principle of measuring
the two angles at the base of a triangle, the length of such base
being invariable—in this case 25 metres. No calculations or
tables are required, the distances being read off on a graduated
staff. F. Springmiihl (p. 242) gives the details of a very simple
method of applying electro-magnetism for the purpose of regulating temperature and pressure. For the former purpose a
platinum wire is
down the bore of a thermometer, into
the bulb of which is soldered a similar platinum wire. These
two wires are connected respectively with the positive and negative pole of a battery. It is obvious that when the temperature
is sufficiently elevated to cause the mercury in the tube to rise
so as to touch the platinum wire which has been passed down
the bore of the thermometer, a galvanic current will pass, and an
alarum, placed in the circuit, may be set in motion. ‘The pressure
regulator is on precisely the same principle. Von Bolzano's
smoke-consuming furnace is noticed at p. 246, and C. Schinz
brings his elaborate researches on the use of the blast furnace for
the production of cast iron to a conclusion a little further on.
P. Neumann (p. 272) proposes to manipulate explosive compounds, especially fulminate of mercury, in vacuo—at all events,
in a partial vacuum—with the view of reducing the risks of accidental explosions to a minimum. A long statistical paper on
Austrian breweries commences at p. 287. As asimple method of
employing carbolic acid, C. Homburg, of Berlin, proposes (p. 309)
to saturate sheets of coarse millboard with the disinfectant in
question. The sheets may be hung up in the rooms requiring
purification, or a small piece may be torn off when a small
quantity only of carbolicacidis wanted. Sheetsof millboard, having
an area of about seven square feet, and containing about one-fifth of
a lb. of carbolic acid, are sold in Berlin for a shillinga piece. On
the same page Dr. Hager gives the composition of his disinfecting
paste for use as washing powder. It consists of 100 parts of
white clay, 1000 parts distilled water, and 35 parts of ordinary
nitric acid. The mass, thus obtained, is allowed to stand for a
few days, being stirred frequently. The supernatant fluid is
then to be poured off, and the clayey mass thoroughly washed
with distilled water. Five parts of permanganate of potash are
now to be added, and the composition, when dried, is made up
into tablets and wrapped in paper saturated with paraffin,
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250-HORSE POWER OSCILLATING ENGINES OF
H.M.S. SALAMIS AND HELICON.
Our double-page illustration this week shows the arrangement
of the engines and boilers of 250 nominal horse-power, fitted by
Messrs: Ravenhill, Salkeld, and Co., in H.M. Despatch ships
Salamis and Helicon. These engines are the oscillating types, with
injection condensers, and the cylinders are fitted with exy
valves and gear.
The longitudinal elevation shows the boilers fore and aft of the
engines, with an end view of the latter. First to be noticed is
the expansion gear, which is of the cam kind, fitted with a lever
roller and carriage, with an adjusting spindle and pin, the roller
being kept to the cam face by the spring and box that are attached to the side frame.
The expansion valve is a circular
throttle valve situated directly over the trunnion branch, and above
it is the valve worked by a lever and rod, the latter extending
above the starting wheel to the entablature.
The feed and bilge pumps are secured to the sides of the foundation framing, and their plungers are worked by the motion of the
cylinders.
The —_ oe empties the bilge by the rose boxes,
and discharges overboard through valve boxes secured to the ship's
side,
The air pumps are fore and aft of the condenser, and receive
their motion en the intermediate shaft. Each air pump
discharges into separate air chambers that are situated fore and
aft of the pumps, and between those chambers is the starting platform which surrounds the engine cylinders also; and access to the
platform is had by ladders as in the usual way.
The starting wheels are at the side of each engine, near the
right-hand air-chamber, and the gear is the single-eccentric and
lift lever motion.
The boilers are the return tubular high boiler type, and the
steam pipes are well arranged to supply either engine separately
or combined. The fittings are the usual kind, and will be best
explained from the front elevation, which shows the superheating
valves, boxes, and pipes better than in the other view. Their
arrangement is thus :—The supply pipe is the highest connection on
the boiler front—as seen in the side elevation also—and is'connected
to the supply stop valve in communication with a steam-chest in
the up-take; and the steam, when coming from another chest at
the other end, passes to the engines ; while, should the steam not
be required to be su + water the chest stop valves are closed,
and the one over the horizontal pipe opened.
The paddle-wheels are the feathering kind, with wooden floats
and outside eccentric gear, with the usual mode of securing the
boss on the paddle-wheel shaft.
The length of the ship is 220ft; breadth, 28ft. 2in.; depth,
14ft, Gin. ; and 837 tons burther,
The speed of the Helicon is, on the average, about 14°5 knots
per hour; revolution of engines, thirty per minute; pressure of
steam, 231b. ; and vacuum in condenser, 25in. We may add that
the Salamis is the elder sister ship, and her average speed is 13°68
knots per hour.
As we shall illustrate these engines and boilers in detail, we
reserve further description for the present.
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months.
2463. Ricnarp Rexxin Unperwoop and Davin Tromsoy, Denbigh,
North Wales, “‘ Certain improvements in the manufacture of spindles
and other parts of cotton machinery.”
244. THomAsS Henry Drew, Walsall, Staffordshire, ‘‘ A certain new or
improved apparatus for clipping horses and other animals.” — 19th
September, 1871.
2542. Jonyx Hucors, Birmingham, ‘ Improvements in machinery for the
manufacture of open-jointed tubes, applicable to the manufacture of
tubes generally.” —27th September, 1871.
2720. Samvuet INetis Repratn, Berwick-upon-Tweed, Northumberland,
“Improvementsin knitting socks, stockings, and other similar articles,
— in the machinery or apparatus employed therefor.”—14th October,
S71.
3031. Jouw CLarkson, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “Improvements in
steam pumps and engines.” —lith November, 1871.
3100. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘The treatment of wire gauze to render it applicable for various useful purposes.”
-\ communication from Edmond Antoine Gaston d’Argy, Paris. — 16th
November, W871.
31%. THomMas AtrktNsox, Lower Turnings, Straffan, Kildare, “ Improved
treatment of cattle suffering from pleuro-pneumonia and foot-andmouth disease.” —25th November, 1871.
3203. Henry Geerinc and Samvet Tipmarsn, Birmingham, ‘“ Improvements in the joints of metallic bedsteads, which said improvements
ar2 also applicable to other metallic furniture.”—27th November, 1871.
3212. Henry BowsHer Wess, Charlton Park-terrace, Old Charlton, Kent,
“* \ new and improved machine for cleaning cotton and other seeds,
and to remove the cotton adhering to certain descriptions of seed, for
further operations, or otherwise.”
3215. HANDEL Moore, Liverpool, “Improvements in tubulous steam
boilers.”—28th November, 1871.
3255. WittiaM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Improvements in machinery for sawing stene.”—A communication from
Hugh Young, Stamford, Connecticut, U.S., and James Learmouth
Young, New York, U.S.
3258. Fenner Battovu Tayior, Vowler-street, Walworth-road, Surrey,
“Improvements in grappling apparatus, chiefly designed for raising
sunken ships.” —Lst Decesnher, 1871.
324. WitttamM Roperr Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ An
improved tie or fastening for securing bales of cotton and other
merchandise.”—-A communication from John Tredwell Butler, New
Orleans, Louisiana, U.S.—2ud December, 1871.
5267. Aaron Freystapt, Berlin, Prussia, “An improvement in the
manufacture of hats, caps, and head coverings generally.”
3200. Duncan Stewart, London-road Ironworks, Glasgow, Lanarkshire,
N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in sugar-cane mills.”—4th December, 1871.
3279. Davip Hart, Staining-lane, London, ‘An improvement in or
— to travelling bags and other similar receptacles.” —5th December,
871.
3287. ARTHUR GILBERTSON, Pontardawe Tin-plate Works, Swansea,
Glamorganshire, ‘‘ Improvements in the manufacture of tin and terne
plates, and in machinery therefor.”—6th December, 1871.
5247. THomas Cuartes Espy, Durham, “ Improvements in stoves for
warming, ventilating, and disinfecting buildings heated by gas, coke,
mineral oils, or other fuels.”—7th December, 1871.
3324. JuRGEN Perersen, Frederiksberg, Copenhagen, Denmark, “ Improved means of protecting submarine telegraph cables, pipes, or hose,
partly applicable also for protecting sea walls or shores and river banks,
and for reclaiming lost foreshores.” —S8th December, 1871.
3357. JAMES MARSHALL and WILLIAM Bisnor Harpe, Gainsborough,
Lincolnshire, “* Improvements in portable and other steam engines.”
9th December, 1871.
8374. Ropert Barretrr and Samvet Wricut, Turnmill-street, Clerkenwell, London, ‘Improvements in and applicable to hand-stamping
machines.”
3377. Pau. Schurzenpercer and Feiix pe LaLanpr, Rue des Ecoles,
Paris, “‘ Improvements in employing certain preparations of indigo in
printing and dyeing.”—13th December, 1871.
3381. Witttam Henry Oates and RicHarp Jones, Manchester, “Improve‘ ments in carding engines.”
$332. Joun Matruew, Mintlaw, Aberdeenshire, N.B., “ Improvements in
couplings
railway carriages, wagons, and trucks.”
383. GrorcrforHenry
Extuis, High Holborn, London, “ Improvements in
: asphalte roads, ways, and floors.”
3334. Joun Dence, Gracechurch-street, London, “ Improvements in railway carriages and means of turning them into travelling buffets or
refreshment saloons.” — A communication from Cavalier Francesco
Martorelli, ~— Italy.
3385. WiLLiAM BrictamM Farwett, Moorgate-street, London, “ An im‘
i
proved watch protector.”
2336. ArnrHurn Waryer, Lee, Kent, “1
ents in the
facture
of iron and steel, and in apparatus emp yed therein.”
3387, Anget Vasquez and Jost Epwunp OSENBERG, Fleet-street, London,
on oP or improved mode of preparing meat, poultry, game, and
o388. Wrtutam Henry TaycLer, Tudor House
“Improvements in the construction of drains, = Mgaoe, Sarre, a
3389. Francis SELFE, Worcester, “ Improvements” in safety fastenings,
particularly applicable to articles of jewellery.
3300, JoserH Simpson, Walsall, Staflordehioe “Certain improvoments in
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the manfacture and construction of iron fencing, applicable to all pur- 3234. Matruew Ti_pesiey, Willenhall, “ Annealing cast iron to produce
malleable iron.” —6th December, 1871.
where fencing is required.”
3391. ALrrep Muytoy, Victoria Ironworks, Hackney Wick, London, 3307. Epwarp Hammonp Bentavt, Heybridge, near Malden, ‘Screw
bolts and nuts.”—7th December, 1871.
“ Improvements in water-closets.”
3392. Hexsry Woopcrorr Hammonp, Southampton-buildings, Chancery- 3366, Wittiam Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Galvanic
batteries.”—A communication from James Smith.—12th December, 1871.
lane, London, “‘A new movable stamp.” — A communication from
3386.
AnTrHuur Warner, Lee, “ Iron and steel.”
Francois Henri Jullien, Laecken-lez-Bruxelles, Belgium.
Sate _”..
7. Anger Vazquez and Just Epmuxp Rosexsers, Fleet-street, London,
3393. Grorce Prince, Birmingham, * Imp rr
t ny
Preserving meat, &c."—14th September, 1871.
3396. CHarLes WeicuTman Harrison, South Kensington, London, * Im- |
3398. Jou~ Penner, Ar
street, London, and Marrix Rag, Uphall,
pr
ts in gas burners.”—l4th December, 1871.
N.B., * Artificial asphalte."—15th Deeewber, 1871.
3397. Patrick Apter, Pall Mall, London, “ Improvements in lanterns for
3446. WituiamM Hexry McELcneran, Cross-street, Finsbury-place, London,
hydrocarbon oils.”
“Ornamenting and lettering hard and uneven surfaces.” — 20th
3398. Joun Perper, Arlington-street, London, and Martty Rar, Uphall,
December, 1871.
Linlithgowshire, N.B., ** Improvements in the manufacture of artificial
| 3468. Jomw~ Wavon Dawson, Wellington Mills, Pollard-street, Manchester,
asphalte.”
“Burning off the loose fibres adhering especially to fine yarns or
3300. Joun Micnaet Zamoyski and Witiiam Jackson, Great Georgethreads.”—22nd Decemler, 1871.
street,.Westminster, “‘ A novel mode of constructing (with reference to
independent axles and crank shafts) railway locomotives, paddle-wheel
steamer engines, traction and other engines, railway carriages, vans,
All — having an interest in Pposins any one of such application
and trucks, as well as tramway carriages.”
leave particulars in writing of their objections to such application®
3401. ALEXANDER James Ext, Bedford-square, London, “Improved appa- atshould
ratus for stopping bottles and vessels, and for drawing off liquids date.the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its
therefrom.”
3404. Revsen Coorer, Manchester, “‘ Improvements in wagons to be List of Specifications published during the week ending
used on common roads for carrying and discharging minerals and other
30th December, igi.
materials.”
923, Is. 2d.; 1125, 10¢.; 1160, Sd.; 1167, Is. 4d.; 1191, 10d.; 1196, Sd.;
ts in looms for weaving.” 1198,
3405. Samue. Suaw, Manchester, “ Impr
1s 10d.; 1200, lud.; 1205, Ll ; 1209, Sd.; 1221, Is.; 1222, 101., 1230,
—Lith December, 1871.
10d.;
1236,
Is.
4d.;
1237,
Sd.; 1247, Gd; 1248, 10d.; 1249, Sd.;
3407. Rosert PuwsHox, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, “Improvements in pre- 1251, 10d.; 1252, Sd.; 1254,10d.;In; 1239,
1253, 10d.; 1259, 1s.: 1268, 2s. 6d.; 1272,
serving meat, and in apparatus employed for the same.”
1275, Gc; 1230, Is. 4d.; 1285, 84.5 1293, lod.; 1301, 8d.; 1391, 104;
3408. JoHN MACREDIE oe, Newtownards, Down, Ireland, “‘ Auxiliary Sd.;
1356, 4d., 1358, 4d.; 1366, 44.; 1363, 4¢.; 1372, 4d.; 1374, 4d., 1875, 44.;
sights for fire-arms.”
4d.; 1378, 4d: 1385, 41.; 1301, 41.; 1992, 44; 1998, 445° 1397, 4d;
3410. JosepH Warreneap and WitiiaM Foster, Blackburn, Lancashire, 1377,
1390, 4d.; 140", 8d.; 1403, 41; 140d. 4d.; 1405, 4d.; 1406, 4d.; 1407, 44;
“‘ Improved hydraulic mains used in the manufacture of coal gas.”
1408,
4d.;
3412. Jown WiLkrxson, jun., Leeds, Yorkshire, “ An improved mode of 2599, 6d. 1400, 4d; 1413, 4d.: 1415, 41; 1416, 4d 5 1425, 4c; L799, 64.;
manufacturing pile fabrics.”
3413. Jonn Jones JENKINS, Swansea, Glamorganshire, ‘‘ Improved apparatus to be used in the manufacture of tin and terne plates.”
*,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on
3414. Ricuarp Loya, Liverpool, ** An improved governor for regulating receipt of the amount of price and postage. Sums exceeding 5s. must be
and controlling the speed of steam and other motive power engines, remitted by Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High
particularly adapted for marine steam engines.”
Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty's Patent-office, South3415. Cant Frieprice Hemricn Botte, Manchester, “ Improvements in ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
or applicable to machinery for winding yarn or thread on to bobbins or
spools.”
=—
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
Inventions Protec’'ed for Six Months on the Deposit of
Complete Specifications.
The following Abstrncts are classified and arranged from those published by
3446. Witttam =Hexry McEvcnerayx, Cross-street, Finsbury-place,
the authority of the Commissioners of Patenta,
London, “ Improvements in ornamenting and lettering hard and
uneven surfaces.”—20th December, 1871.
Class 1.-PRIME MOVERS.
3465. Witutam Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Improved apparatus for supplying fuel to furnaces.”—A communication Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and
from Samucl Danks, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.8.—21st December, 1.
Water
Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, dc.
46s. Joun Waven Dawson, Wellington Mills, Pollard-strect,
chester,
8. Moornouse., Heaton Norris, Cheshire, “ Construction of steam
“An improved apparatus for burning off the loose fibres adhering 1620. boilers,”
—Dated 20th Jane, 1871.
especially to fine yarns or threads.”—22nd December, 1871.
First, the novelty consists in placing within the flues of steam bvilerr,
so as to fourm the bridge, a cylindrical chamber, around which and the tue
there is an annular space, the junction for circulation of water between
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid. the
and the said chamber being made by means of pipes above ard
3930. Witt1aAM Hesxry Waceny, Talbot-road, Tufnell Park West, Holloway, belowboiler
said chamber, in the lower one of which an expansion disc
Islington, London, “Electric deposition of copper and brass.”—24t/ joint istheprovided
in order to compensate for the contraction and expanDecember, 1868.
sion of the connection forming the points of junction, Secondly, the
21. James
McKewsxy,
Dublin,
Ireland,
‘‘
Horseshoes,
&c."”—1th
January,
novelty
consists
in reducing the space of the return or bottom flue underi.ane
the boiler, so as te contract the radiation of heat and make it mure
3051. Hexry Yoratn, Molton Penmark, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire, neath
effective in the generation of steam,
“Elevating corn, hay, and other crops on to stacks.”—2sth December, thoroughly
list, W. Borrerwortu end J. Howartn, Kochdele, Lancashire, “ Appa1568.
ratua for consuming smoke,” — Dated led Jane, US71.
3952. CHARLES Denton Apet, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane,
The inventors fit or build in the “ fire-bridge " an air channel, preferLondon, “* Wrought metal pipes.”—20¢/ December, 1868.
ably formed of cast iron or of fire clay, through which air flows from the
18. Henrt Aprien BowyevitLe, Sackville-street, Piccadilly, London, ashpit
and mingles with the preducts of combustion entering the flue
“ Refining iron, &c.”—4th Janvary, 1869.
the fire-bridge. The said channel is preferably curved or bent in
3971. Grorce Davies, St. Ann’s-square, Manchester, ‘‘ Separating ores, anbeyond
upward
direction, and the entrance thereint» is fitted with a regula&c.”—30th December, 1868.
door or damper, and the exit end with a grid or perforated plate, or
3064. Samson Fox, Wituiam Fox, and Josern Rerrirt, Silver Cross ting
said end is leftentirely open.
Works, Leeds, Yorkshire, and Grorce Grance, Pateley Bridge, York- the
1659. B. Hunt, Loadon, © Cylinders af stein cagines” A communication,—
shire, *‘ Cutting and shaping wood, &c."—10th December, 1368
Dated 2th Jane, WT,
3084. Danie, Sprit, Paradise-terrace, Hackney, London, ‘Compounds
This invention consists principally in constructing the cylinder of a
containing xyloidine.”—Sl«t December, 1868.
3035. Grorce MiLes Wes, Belitha Villas, Barnsbury, London,‘“Wrenches. * steam engine so as to admit steam inte the opposite ends of the cylinder
through pipesor passages which are open to the air and through which
Slat December, 1868.
steam ix exhausted. And the invention further consists in utilixing a
60. ReoixaLp Wicram, Leeds, Yorkshire,“ Horse ploughs.” Sth January, the
portion of the exhaust steamf om one side of the piston of a steam cylinder
1869.
3930. Wiitiam Henry WALENN, Talbot-road, Tufnell Park West, Holloway, by causing it to unite with a jet of live steam, which will be directed into
Islington, London, * Electric deposition of copper and brass.” —24th the cylinder at the opposite side of the piston.
3405. W. R. Lake, London, * Appocates for anpplaing Joel to Sarnaces”
December, 1868.
A communication Deted 2t Deceuter, UF
2. THOMAS. SINGLETON, Over Darwen, Lancashire, ‘‘ Preparing yarn for
the manufacture of textile fabrics." —1«t January, 1869.
This invention relates to supplying coal to afurnace or grate requiring a
high temperature, by means of one or more revolving augers, in such a
manner that, First, the combustion of coal so fed is far more perfect than
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid. when the coal is fed in the ordinary way, and by this more perfect com3236. Tuomas Ricuarvs Harpinc, Leeds, Yorkshire, “ Pins, &c.”—20th bustion heat is cconomised. Secondly, slack, or fine coal, as well as coarser
coal,
mey be fed to the furnace, and with equally good results. Thirdly,
December, 1864.
19. Epwarp Kerrey, Rochdale, Lancashire, ‘‘ Elastic packings for pistons, a continuous supply of coal may be kept up. Fourthly, much labour is
saved in putting the coal inte the grate, In these respects the said
tc.” —4th Januar, 1865.
$233. MatrHew ANDREW Murr and Jame. McIuwnam, Glasgow, Lanark- invention is greatly superior to the methods of firing furnaces and fireplaces now in use,
shire, N.B., ‘‘ Fastenings for railways.”-—20th December, 1864.
26. Georce Kent, High Holborn, London, “Cleansing and polishing
knives."-—4th Junnary, 1865.
Class 2. TRANSPORT.
Tncluding Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, MaNotices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
chinery
and
Fittings,
Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
2224. Hven Greaves, Abingdon-street, Westminster, “‘ Carriages.” -2ith
Harness, dc.
Auguat, 1871.
2227. WittiaM Apo._pnus Acory, Bagshot-street, Albany-road, London, 1627. St. J. V. Day, Glasgow, ** Rolling stock for railings aad tram tye.”
—Dated Wat Jane, W871.
*rotecting bottles, &c.”
2228. Freperick ARTHUR Pacet, Seymour-chambers, Adelphi, London,
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the arrangeand Jonn Wits Asver, Brooklyn Villas, New Wimbledon, ‘ Abstract- ment of the carriages upon trucks having each a pair of wheels, the
ing heat.”
trucks being attached near to cach end of the vehicle by a pivet or pin,
2230. WittiaM Cross, Westbromwich, “‘ Cutting or surfacing the faces of whose axis is at or near to the centre of the axle, so thit the axle with
sad irons, &c."—25th August, 1871.
its truck may swivel thereon, in order to radiate the axle conformably tu
2242. Perer Hype Astiey, Carolina Villas, Maryland Point, Stratford, the contour of the rails.
* Lifeboats, &c.”
H. 8S. CoLeman and A, G. E. Montos, Chelmsford, Esaer, “ Traction
2245. James Amos, Ashford, “ Ventilation apparatus, &c.”—26th August, 1630, engines.”
—Dated 2lat Jews, S71.
S71.
invention consists, First, in employing two self-propelling engines
2253. Anprew Betts Brows, Cannon-street, London, “ Slide valves for of The
unequal
power in cultivating or ploughing, the more powerful cuyine
stopping and reversing engines, &c.”
used to draw the implement in work, while the smaller engine is
2254. Geonce Hasectine, South
ton-buildi as, London, “ Utilising being only
for the back draught ef the implement retarning from work.
the explosive force of gas as a motive power.” A communication from used
Further, in order to prevent the naves or bosses of the front or steering
William Augustus Legyo.
wheels
of the engines or of traction engines wearing out, the inventurs
2255. Paut Nestor Priqvecer, Rue des Vinaigriers, Paris, ‘‘ Heading or mount one
wheel loose on a revolving axle, to facilitate turning, instead
punching pins, &c.”
the axle being fixed as usual, and beth wheels lwse therem. tu
2250. CHARLES Deyxton Anet, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, ofimplements
used for hop cultivation chietly, they make the axle at the
London, “‘ Dyeing woollen waste.”—A communication from Theophile front part cranked
and capable of being oscillated to rezulate the depth
August, 1871.
of the implements in the soil.
MyGrison.—28th
70. Ropert Saunpers, Croydon, “ Steering ships and vessels.”
1646.
J.
H.
Jownsonx,
London, “ Spark arresters.” A communvation,
3. Joun Wricut, Rochester, ‘* Constructing tunnels below water."-Dated 2lad Jawe, 1371.
20th August, 1871
a tapered case extending from the chimney to the lower
FFERSON THompson, Wimbledon, ‘‘ Permanent way of partTheof usethe ofsmoke-box,
and having perforations therein, or made of wire
railways and tramways.”
or of metal bars forming a grating, such casing receiving the bhist
2284. WittiamM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Spin- gauze
lower end, and being surrounded by an outer sleeve or casing open
ning wool.” -A communication from Juln Gilbert Avery.—30th August, atat its
the top and bettom and flaring outwards below, whilst its a edye
1871.
has perforations made round it. The lower half of this outer sleeve or
2203. FrepertcK Ransome, Queen-street-place, Cannon-street, London, casing
is made adjustable in height by a set screw or otherwise. The
** Millstones.”—Partly a
ication from Benjamin Krips.- lt sparks are
battled and broken up between the two casings by striking the
Auguat, 1871.
of the inner casing.
2204. Gustav Lupwia Benrns, St. Peter's-road, Mile-end, London, “ Mill- surface
1655. J. Saxny, Kilbura, “ Lacking appareatas for the points aad signals as
stones,""—Ilst September, 1871.
reiliecgs.” —Dated Bard Jeune, VTL.
2347. Awrorne Ray, Castle School, Guildford, ‘* Dyeing machines.”—5th
This invention consists in constructing and arranging a novel apparatus
September, 1871.
2440. Grorce TeweLe CHAPMAN, Southampt huildt:
London,**Form- which is interposed between the spring catch red of a lever handle and
of the sprin «
ing a hard, protective, or ornamental covering of india-rubber or gutta- the locking gear, for the purpose of utilising the movement pparatus
con| catch rod prior to the movement of the lever handle. Th
percha upon the surface of metal, &c.”—ltith September, 1871.
of a rocker or vibrating carriage mounted on a pivot situated mid2461. TuHepor Hur Mewke, Aeter Wall, Hamburgh. Germany, “ Sewing sists
e rocker is free to
hi "—A
tion from John Braundhbeck. —10th September, way or nearly so in the stroke of the hand lever.
| oscillate in a vertical plane, and may either have one slot, in which a pro1871.
2508. Wititam Lowman, St. Mary.street, Melcombe Regis, Weymouth, | jection from the inp. catch rod works and traverses, in which case it is
mounted by the side of the ordinary notched quadrant or sector bar, and
“ Motive power.”——22ud September, 1871.
may be connected by means of a rod with the Lochdtotg gear; or the rocker
2736, James Scott, Buchanan-street, Glasgow, N.B., ‘‘ Floating docks.”
slots, in which case «a projection from the spring
14th October, 1871.
have
may
rod oftwothecurved
lever works in one of those -lots, and a stud projecting
2985. Francis WittiamM Wess, Crewe, “Injectors, &c."—ith November, catch
from the lever itself works in the other slot, which has notches on its
1s71.
upper
side
for
the
reception
of the stud of the lever; « notch in the quad3011. Jousx Wart, Birkenhead, ‘*Water-tube steam boilers.” —sth November,
runt when facing the lever stud on letting go the spring catch falls on to
Isl.
it and engages it, and so holds the lever fast. The recker, instead of
3135. ALerep Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Hoisting appa- having
curved slots for receiving the two studs or projections, may
ratus.”—. communication from Charles Roliin Otis and Norton Prentiss have onetwocurved
slot; the lever stud must be made sho:ter than the p oOtis.—20th November, 1871.
t
and engines."—2lst jection from the spring catch rod, and the notches for holding the lever
3147. James Dopce, Eccles, “Steam g
in position of such depth as to take the lever stud, but not to admit the
November, 1871.
3211. Tuomas ENGLIsH, Dulwich, ‘Screw bolts and nuts.”—28th November, * projeetion from the spring catch rod. On grasping the spring catch the
rocker is caused to rise, and on letting it go it depresses the rocker, and
1871.
3256. WiiuiaM Ropert Lake, 8 +h r + hoitldd gs, London, “ Sawing so effects the releasing of the lever fom or securing it in its proper
stone.”—A communication
from Hugh Young and James Learmouth position, and by being connected to the locking gear may operate it as ree
quired,
Young.—Il«t December, 1871,
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1677. P. W. Parkin, Ridge
Sor shafts of carriages.”
Mak: tug stop or a
T-sha or other sha
lating equivalent, for
firmly when adjusted.
prevent chafing.

THE
Mount Basset, Sovthampton “ Harness tug stops
— Dated 27th June, 1871.
ce for shafts with sliding stop piece on
or frame, and with fastening screw or reguadjusting position of stop piece, and holding it
lier sometimes to be carried by stop piece to

Class 3.-FABRICS.
Iucluding Machirery and Mechanical 0,
ions connected with
Preparing, Manufacturing, Dyeing, rinting, and Dressing
Fabrics, &c.
1593. G. Exmen, Manchester, ‘‘ Polishing and finishing yarn.”—Dated th
June, 1871.
This invention
ists in an imy
d mode of constructing machines
for polishing and finishing yarn and thread, whereby the cost of the machinery is reduced and the space in the mill and the labour are also econoinised,
is invention
reference to the machines patented on
the 17th June, 1851, and on the 22nd October, 1856, and consists in applying two or more circular brushes on one main shaft, which brushes in revolving act upon two or more sets of hanks of yarn or thread distended
on rollers.
15.4. M. STELL, Bradford, Yorkshire, “Spinning, twisting, and doubling
worsted, dc." —Duted With Jane, 1871.
This invention consists, First, in having each top roller mounted on a
lever hin
on a stud pin in position for the top roller to be in contact
with the bottom roller, with an adjustable weight to cause the top roller
to rise out of contact with the bottom roller when one of the ends or
threads break. Secondly, in the application of a lever hinged to the back
part of the spindle rail, so that when the bottom part is pressed backwards
the top part will come forward and press — the wharle and stop it.
Thirdly, in fastening the guards to metal brackets screwed to the beam
or
Fourthly, in having the bottom end of the caps tipped with
stcel.
1600, A. M. Ciark, London, * Weaving."—A communication.—Dated lth
June, 1871.
The ordinary shuttle is dispensed with and the weft is wound on
bobbins on either side of the warp, the weft being carried through the
warp by means of a picker or needle slightly grooved at its point to catch
the thread. The weft threads so introduced ure beaten up by the reed as
usual. The pickersor needles are mountedat either side of the loom, and
are driven to and fro by suitable mechanism.
1602. P. P. pe Granvcnamp, Rue de Mawheuge, Puris, ‘‘ Loows.”--Dated
17th June, 1871.
This invention relates to apparatus patented by J. B. Acklin under the
No. 1224, and date of 29th May, 1855; the improvement consists, First, in
giving mobility to the box containing the needles and other pieces, so
that the said box may be removed for repairs or readjustment of its
contents without the necessity of taking the whole frame tv pieces as
hitherto. Secondly, in substituting for the plate used in the original
arrangement to lift the needles and permit the paper to travel onward, a
vertical frame provided with small pins intended to support the needles,
these supporting the hitting rods, suitably shaped for this purpose,
instead ue being supported by them, so that the sliding box can be
removed when required without fear o' —— falling from it. Thirdly,
in superseding the plate over which the paper runs in the original
arrangement by a plate laid over the driving shaft carrying the trundle
and paper-catching wheels, and swinging so as to,permit a very easy and
pees mtroduction or removal of the sheet of paper. The process of
preparing the paper consists in strengthening the sheets of paper
intended to
punched according to the design, by pasting narrow
parallel pieces of stout or bristol paper at their ends and in the middle,
punching them at proper distances with holes, into which wheels on the
driving shaft take to carry the paper forward.
1610. D. Parrisn, Threadncedle-atreet, London, “ Towelling, &e.”—A cow
munication.—Duted 19th June, 1871.
The inventor takes ‘‘ water leaf” or paper while as yet only half formed
and dries it. He then cuts it into pieces of various sizes.
1623. J. Foster, jun., Milathorpe, Westmoreland, “* Grinding and cleaning
the teeth of cards.” —Dated 20th June, 1871.
The inventor constructs an apparatus which has a number of small
steel wires placed
ther in the form of a flat brush. The inner ends
of the wires should
securely united, and he prefers to solder them
together. The said wires are then placed in a a stock or holder made flat
and smooth tu slide upon a rest or guide bar placed in front of the card
cylinder or roller. The said stock must have a flange or rib to guide it
upon the said
, and must also be provided with a long handle
cual it maybe moved and controlled. He keeps the points of the
wire supplied with emery powder. He places over the apparatus an
inclined plate. The emery powderis deposited on this inclined plate,
and descends thereon to the wire points ; or, if desired, the said inclined
plate may be provided with a small box or hopper to contain the emery
powder.
1625. C. G. Witsos, Bayswater, London, “ Machineryfor pressing cotton,
dc.”— Dated 21at June, 1871.
These improvements refer to the construction of portable presses of
short length (horizontal preferred), worked by or from traction or portable — power, carrying the hydraulic press pump or pumps, or other
motor for working and driving the presses, such arrangements being
capable of being employed, when required, for any other useful purpose,
such as driving cotton gins, cottor
ing
1 'y, hullers, or other
machinery for which a power of this nature can be usefully employed.
It is to be observed that Mr. Wilson has a patent for cotton presses dated
August, 1863, No. 2056, which should be referred to.
3468, J. W. Dawson, Manchester, “ Apparatus for burning aff the loose
fibres adhering especially to sine yarns or threads,” —Dated 22nd December, 1871.
The features of novelty in this invention are the employment of a
Bunsen's burner constructed and used in the following manner :—The
outside of the end of the injection pipe for g-s is screwed, and the point
at which gas and air
to be mingled together is thereby rendered adjustable. The gas is admitted through a common burner. An
admixture chamber is constructed of an enlarged section of pipe, in the
bottom of which are placed two or more cross slots for the admission of
air, which is regulated by arevolving shutter. On the top of this chamber
is placed the perforated plate, through which the mixture is discharged,
and on the y aedside of which it is ignited and a suitable flame produced,
over which the yarn is drawn by pulleys suitably placed and drawn at a
woper speed. A modification of the mingling chamber is produced,
Ita which the air and gas are forced by suitable pumps driven at a
proper speed. The mixture may be drawn off at pleasure to supply any
uinber of burners.
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flat upon the ground and made concave on the underside. The strawFi runner cutter consists of a steel wheel and knife, and they are so
fixed that the latter enters the ground outside of the wheel, but clear
from it, sothat when the wheel is cut
down the knife runs under and
cuts up, the edge pees5bye the upper side. The seed sower is fui
ed
with a hopper secured by suitable means to the brace, and can be removed
when the machine is used as a cultivator, weeder, or strawberry runner
| cutter.
Class 5.—_BUILDING.
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, &c.
1611. A. C. Morrart, Leicester-square, London, “ Door springs.” —Dated
19th June, 1871.
The object of this invention is to effect an uniform closing of a spring
door in the central position of movement, although the sole plate may
have changed its original situation by the 1}
ing of the screws or the
stress of the leverage. In order to effect this result, the axis on which
the door swings is provided (beneath the sole plate in the recess of the
metal chamber) with a crank set or keyed horizontally, such crank having
a disc or circular bearing plate thereon, the two opposite surfaces of the
disc bearing on two curved levers set on a fulcra near the centre of the
Spring. When the sole plate is in its true position, all points of the
curved levers are equidistant from the centre of motion, and are kept so
- an adjustable bar with a projection thereon ; but when the plate isout
of line the bar is shifted so as to compensate for the variation from the
medial line. The main spring is connected at each extremity with the
outer arm of each curved lever; or if the spring is of large diameter its
points may be brought into contact with the curved portions of the lever.
The stems of the curved levers may be notched or serrated to receive the
points of the spring at suitable distances according to the power required.
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Implements of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, &c.
1617. E. Jones, Birmingham, ** Manufacture of cartridge cases.”—Dated
20th June, 1871.
One part of this invention consists of a machine for contracting or producing the required neck at the open ends of metallic cartridge cases,
and also tapering the cases. The essential parts of the machine consist of
a horizontal reciprocating hollow tool or die for effecting the contraction
and tapering, and a reciprocating feeder for feeding the cartridge cases
into the machine. The acting end of the tool or die has the same internal
shape as the neck or contraction and taper to be given to the case. The
feeder consists of a pair of spring fingers carried by a lever. By the action of the feeder the cartridge cases are brought one at a time, and are
supported in a line coincident with the axis of the hollow tool or die, the
open ends of the cases being presented to the tool ordie. On the advance
of the tool or die it passes or slides on to the end of the case, contracting
it and giving it the reyuired figure. On the retiring of the tool a fixed
rod in its axis prevents the necked cartridge case being brought with it.
Another part consists of a machine for indenting or forming the cap or
priming chamber in the ends of cartridge cases before heading the same.
The cartridges are fed by a rotating table having pegs, on which the cases
are supported, their closed ends being upwards. ‘he cases are brought
in succession under a movable indenting tool. Before the indenting
tool descends a collar or tubular tool descends upon the closed end of the
case, fixing it, and so surrounding it that the subsequent descent of the
indenting tool cannot bulge it or disturb its cylindrical figure. The indenting tool on its descent works through the collar or hollow tool, and
makes in the closed end of the case the required indentation or cap or
priming chamber. The collar or hollow tool described, besides fixing
and ——— the case, also guides the indenting tovl, and thereby
secures the pertect centrality of the indentation or cap or priming chamber.
Another part consists of a machine for fixing percussion caps or primings
in the cap or priming chambers of cartridge cases. The essential novelty
in this machine consists in making the capping tool capable of sliding and
yielding in its holder for the purpose of forcing the caps flush with the
top of the heads of the cases, although the level of the heads of the
— cases iniy not always be situated at the same height in the machine.
1647. W. R. Lake, London, ** Breech-loading rifles.” —A communication.
Dated 22nd June, 1871.
The barrel may be of ordinary construction, and made in one piece,
with a box or breech shoe. The said box is provided with extensions for
attaching the stock, and has two flat sides with a space between them in
which the trigger and other parts are placed. The topedges of the sides of
the box are curved upward at the rear, to form a projection and a resistance for breech block. The breech block is raised to cover the end of
the barrel, and depressed to open the breech. Through the body of the
breech block a hole is bored for a needle. A pin projects from the side of
the breech block to act on the extractor. The needle is actuated by a pin
so situated that its inner end will act on the needle when its outer end is
struck by the |
fhe b
is actuated by a spring; the
tumbler is slotted to allow it to work upon a fixed pin, and provided with
a pin which works in a slot in a flange on the breech block. The trigger
is secured on fp pivot pin, and pressed by a spring against the front side
of the hammer. <A spring is let in flush with the top of the breech to hold
the breech block in place during the explosion of the cartridge, and to
throw out the shell. The extractor works on a pivot, the back is cut
away to fit the end of the barrel, and the sides are provided with projections to catch the rim of the cartridge. The extractor has a tongue to be
acted upon by the end of the tumbler.

Class 7._FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, cc.
1594. A. Z. House, A. Guinet, and V. E. Lemarcuann, Villette, Frovce,
“Cutting and shaping wood.”— Dated 16th June, 1871.
This invention relates, First, toa
bination of
i
for working, cutting, and shaping tools, by which planing, rabeting, grooving,
and the making of mouldings or beadings may be effected at one operation. Secondly, to such an arrangement of cutting and shaping tvvls,
each of which is to take off part of the piece of wood operated upon, that
when the piece to be shaped has passed through the machine it is coupletely tinished. This invention offers the advantage of effecting at a
single stroke work which hitherto necessitated as many partial strukes as
there were cutting tools to the instrument employed. ‘Ihe machine may
be worked by hand, by steam, or by any available power.
1638. D. Sprout, Glasgow, “ Caps.”— Dated 22nd Jeune, 1871.
This invention consists in the construction and use of a double-cased
waterproof flexible and elastic cap, fitting closely round and over the
head, above the ears, of patients and persons afflicted with infl
tion
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
and
other ailments of the head requirmg to be kept cold, as a substitute
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour for the
ordinary ice cap and wet cooling cloths heretofore used, for soothils, dc.
ing and cooling the head by a circulation of cold water, air, or other fluid,
through an inlet pipe, into and through winding passages formed in the
1591. J. Gray, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘* Ploughs.”—Dated 16th June, 1871.
In carrying out the invention the front wheel is connected to the beam thin space between the two linings or thicknesses of the cap (by wateror frame by « long lever arran, with a universal joint or its equivalent, proof seams or cemented divisions, which would also hold the two linings
ther) and out through a discharge tube, either the inlet or discharge
as described in the specification of letters patent granted to the present
applicant, and dated 22nd April, 1570 (No. 1169); but the position of this tube being furnished with a regulating tap. The current maybe supplied
lever in the vertical plane on which the relative depth of the front wheel from ordinary service pipes or cisterns, by gravitation or by the syphon
depends is adjusted by means of a screwed rod on the underside of the action, or ordinary water or air forcing apparatus, or when not delivered
lever, the point of the rod bearing against the forked piece uf the lever cold enough from these, conducted from refrigerating vessels or supply
joint. The lever has also jointed to it a pawl or catch, which can be ac- chambers, previously supplied or charged for the purpose, in an ordinary
tuated by a light wire or rod from a small lever at the back end of the manner used for supplying cold currents for other purposes.
main lever, sv as when required to take the catch out of a notch ina 1640. E. T. Hucnes, London, “ Custors yor furniture.”
—A communication. —block, which is adjustable upon a segmental bracket. The landwheel is
Dated 22nd June, 1871.
mounted on an axle formed at the bottom of a vertical spindle arranged
This invention relates to an improvement in the construction and applito swivel in the end of the lever — connecting that wheel to the cation of furniture castors, especially designed for sewing machines, but
plough frame or beam. The vertical spind e hus a short lever fixed on its applicable to other articles of furniture, and it consists, First, in the
7 end, and this lever is
cted by an adjustable link to the lever application of castors to the legs of furniture, so that when the furniture
of the front wheel. In a similar way the moving of the front-wheel lever stands upon a level the feet or ends of the legs will bear upon the floor,
= —_ to alter the draught, so as to assist the desired movement of the but when one end or side of the article is raised the weight will be thrown
plough.
upon the castors on the opposite end or sides. Secondly, in an adjustable
—_ G. A. F. Fowke, Westminster, London, “ Wire fencing.” —Dated 20th castor to be applied to the opposite end to which the fixed castors are
attached, so that when raised that end may also be supported on the castor.
une, 1871.
The chief features of novelty in this invention are, First, the use of Thirdly, in a modification for securing the castor wheels to the legs of
machines. Fourthly, in the adjustment of a fixed castor wheel, so
vertical standards or uprights of a triangular section, having slots for the se
reception of the wire, and wedges, bolts, or keys, for iocking and ean | that the proper relative position may always be maintained. Fifthly, in
the construction of castor wheels so that the wheel may be set at different
the'same. Secondly, the fuot or base piece for maintating the verti
position of the uprights, having a strap piece
through the slot in angles to govern the direction of movement of the furniture. Sixthly, in
the upright, and riveted at each end to the sole plate, a vertical piece the arrangement of castors whereby, when desired to move the machine,
titting into the standard. Thirdly, the use of a grooved friction dise in the castor wheels may be made to take the bearings or weight of the
the vertical stundards when the fencing is required to go round a curve, machine, and at other times the machine stands firmly on the floor.
so a8 to admit of the free
of the wire. And, Fourthly, in the sume
case when struts are wu in a means of securing them in the standard
Class 8.--CHEMICAL.
with a tongue formed at end of strut, and entered into standard fixed Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
with a locking piece and wedge, bolt, or key.
and
Lighting
Materials,
Preparation and Preservation of Food,
1637. J. M. Mactnrosn, London, “‘ Seed sower, &c.”—A communication.-Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
Dated 22nd June, 1871.
Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, dc.
The machine is constructed in the form of a common cultivator, but 1598.Glass,
G. Currrorp, Rue Condorcet, Paris, “* Crucibles."—Dated 16th June,
with a slotted, frame with stationary arms swelling out towards
rear
to hold teeth and rakes in place, and so shaped as to hold the ns geeof This1871.invention refers to the composition of the mixtures employed in
the seed sower when used combined. The teeth are adjustable, and
designed to work close to the drills, at such an angle as will best take out the manufacture of clay and plumbago crucibles, by the addition of
the weeds without throwing earth over the plants. The cultivator teeth emery, corundum, or other forms of anhydrous alumina, to the mixtures
are steel-plated, with nearly right-angled points, with the cutting edges |usually employed in manufacturing such crucibles,
we

Jan, 5, 1879.
1619. J. Duncan aad J. Srennovuse, London, “ Treatment of saccharine
solutions.” —Dated 20th June, 1871.
This invention relates to the separation of iron from sugar and from
saccharine solutions. and consists in the employment for that purpose of
sulphuretted hydrogen, either in the gaseous state or in solution, in water
or syrup, and also in the employment of the sulphides and the hydrosulphi les of potassium, of the sulphides and hydrosulphidesof sodium, of
the sul es and hydrosulphidesofammonium,of the sul:
h
sulphides of strontium, of the sulphides and hydrosulphides of calcium,
or of the sulphides and hydrosuiphides of magnesium, or of mixtures
of the same, in order to precipitate the iron therefrom. In carrying
out this i
tion the i
tors, First, dissolve the s
in water, and,
should the solution be acid, they neutralise the same by the addition of
carbonate of lime or whiting, or of carbonate of strontium, or of carbonate
of magnesium, or of carbonate of potassium, or of the carbonate of sodivm, or
of mixturesof the same. They then pass a currentof sulphuretted hydrogen
gas into the syrup, or add thereto a solution of sulphuretted hydrogen
in water orin syrup, taking care not to employ more than is sufficient tu
precipitate the iron ——— in the aforesaid syrup, or they add to the saccharine solution either one or more of the sulphides or of the hydrosulphides before mentioned, or of mixtures of the same, and in such quantity
as shall insure the precipitation of the iron, care, however, be’ taken
that no excess of the before-mentioned sulphides or of the hydrosulphides
be employed. Should the solution of the sugar or of the saccharine solutions to be operated upun be alkaline or neutral, or only faintly acid, then
the sulphuretted hydrogen, or the sulphides, or the hydrosulphides or
mixtures of the same, as above mentioned, may be at once added without
any preliminary treatment. In applying this invention to the precipitation of iron from either saccharine solutions or from syrups they may be
either at once treated as before mentioned, care being taken should they
be acid to neutralise any free acid that may exist in the same, or the solutions may be previously diluted to any desired extent. The solutions of
sugar, or the other saccharine solutions or syrups before ref:
to, may
be treated at the ordinary or at such an elevated temperature as may be
found desirabl
The sulphides or hydrosulphides of potassium, of
sodium, of ammonium, of strontium, of calcium, and of magnesi may
be a
either in the solid state or in solution, but they prefer to employ them in the latter form. After having effected the precipitation of
the iron in the manner before mentioned the saccharine solutions or
syrups are separated from the insoluble compounds of iron, either by decantation or filtration, and the clear solutions or syrups may then be
submitted to the usual process in order to obtain sugar therefrom.
as aia Sheffield, ** Depositing nickel on metats.”—Dated 21st June,
aa.
The improved method consists in depositing the nickel on er coating
all kinds of metal with nickel by means of an electro-magnetic machine,
instead of by a galvanic battery, as hitherto used for that purpose. The
deposit will be made from a solution of nickel com
of, say, about
two parts oxalate of potash and about three parts of sulphate of potash
dissolved in about ten gallons uf water, with about one pound of nickel
metal dissolved, with nitric acid added to the whole.
1628. G. B. GaLLoway, George-street, London, ‘‘ Homogeneous metal, &c.”—
tted 21st June, 1871.
This consists in proportionate mixtures of scrap iron, metal, zinc, tin,
and other suitable substances, to act asa flux. ‘The metal is then, in a
molten state, run into suitable moulds or frames as required, to make
plates, curves, angles, bolts, and shield armour, to obviate the use of
steam hammers. It further consists in mixing the refuse of combustible
substances with petroleum and other liquids to form a fuel by which the
inixture of metals becomes purified in its manufacture, and thus partakes
of the nature of steel, being denominated iron-steel.
1642. E. Konies, Maryhill, Lanarkshire, and J. Henxpersonx, Glasgow
** Sulphate of soda, dc.” —Dated June 22nd, 1871.
A mixture of common salt and peroxide of iron is placed ina muffle
furnace and heated to dull redness. Over the heated mixture sulphurous
acid is passed and dry air, these mixed gases being heated by preference
by passing them through flues or chambers kept at a dull red heat. The
common salt is gradually converted into sulphate of soda, whilst chlorine
is given off. When hydrochloric acid is wanted, a mixture of air and
steam is used instead of the dry air. The proportion of oxide of iron in
the mixture may be reduced and pyrites in course powder may be sub
stituted yielding the required sulphurous acid, the mixture being heated
and acted on by dry air ~
air and steam, and yielding the sume
prolucts. The sulphate of a is extracted by washing with warm or
hot water, and crystallising, salting out, or evaporating to dryness. The
hydrochloric acid is condensed in the usual way. Burned cupreous
|Ag sag may be used instead of mere oxide of iron, allowance being made
or the proportion of sulphur usually remaining in it. Unburnt pyrites
containing copper may also be used. When copper and similar metals
occur, ins
of trying to obtain all the copper in solution with the
sulphate of soda, the mixture is heated until dl or nearly all the copper
or iron present is rendered insoluble in water. If after continued heating
there is still a small amvunt of metal soluble, it is made insoluble during
the extraction of the sulphate of soda by the addition of lime or other
suitable base.
1666. G. Sincvarr, Leith, N.B., “ Treating spent or used ley resulting from
the preparation of wood or other tibrous substances smployed in the maneJucture of paper stock.” —Dated 24th June, 1871.
The invention consists in blowing the hot ley and steam (after the
fibrous substance has been boiled in the ley) into a cylindrical or other
shaped vessel, which is situated in an oblong, square, or other shaped
trunk having a water-tight division or partition, connected both to the
central part of the tank and the central part of the vessel. This tank is
filled up with liquor, which may consist of new ley in one computment
of the tank and water in the other compartment, so that the vessel contained in the tank is thus immersed in the liquor and receives heat from
the hot ley, and steam blown into the vessel from the boiler. In this
manner hot liquor is provided for the next charge of the boiler, thereby
saving time and fuel. The spent ley after having thus parted with its
heat is discha:
from the vessel into a distilling ae. when the
oils and temperature are taken off, or in place of distilling the spent ley
it may be taken direct from the vessel to the evaporators, which consist
of a shaft or towerof square, oblong, polygonal, oval, or circular form,
ontaining one or more winding flues. The spent ley is evaporated by
means of suitable roasters or hearths.
Class 9.-- ELECTRICITY.
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Maqnetic Apparatus,
Electrical Apparatus, and Galcanic Batteries.
1635. C. W. Harrison, South Kensington, London, “ Electrvicity.”—Dutel
21st June, 1871.
The noveltyof this invention consists, First, in imparting to a living
hody electric impulses or waves, the intensity, duration, and frequeucy
of which are regulated either by a lever taking its motion from the pulsations of the living body, and the other end of such lever to which motion
is thus imparted being arranged so as alternately to complete and break
the current circuit of the electric current passing through such body, or
by the employment of suitable mechanism to thus complete and break
the electric circuit independently of the pulsations of such body, and as
frequently as required, in a given time. Secondly, in the construction
and use of suitable apparatus for visibly and audibly indicating the speed
and power of successively passing electric impulses or moves, and iu the
employment of chronometrically working mechanism for showing and
recording the number of the same that has passed through a living body
in a given time. Thirdly, in the construction and use of a floating water
battery or electro-ozone generator for charging the water of a bath with
electricity, such battery being provided with a properly insulated wire
with suitable handle to be taken hold of by the bather if he should desire
the electric current to pass through him, the said wire being so arranged
that the current of electricity can pass through the bather only in cue
direction. Also in the use, when prudewel, instead of the above
arrangement, of two or more electrozonia plates or perforated electrodes
slaced in the water of the bath, opposite to one another, and
arised
by being connected outside with any suitable source of electricity.
=. H. Hicuron, Putney, “Guleanie batteries.” —Dated 22nd June,
S71.
This provisional specification describes, First, providing cheaper or
more convenient materials fur oxidation or similar chemical change on
one side of the battery, which may be called the positive side. Secondly,
cheaper or more convenient materials on the other side of the battery, to
supply the oxygen or otherwise
to such af
id change; and,
Thirdly, means to prevent injurious local action in the battery.
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
1595. T. Fawcett, Dewsbury, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Machinery for sawing and boring
tenber, de., in combination with engine and boiler for driving the same.”
— Dated 16th June, 1871.
This invention consists in combining machinery or apparatus for sawing timber or deals, or other materials, either in right or curved lines,
and for boring holes in timber or other materials, in combination with an
engine aud bviler for driving same, ull being erected upon « portable bedplate.
—, D. Greia and W. Danie, Leeds, “‘ Compressing air.”—Dated 16th
une, 1871.
This provisional specification describes the so arranging the outlet or
delivery valves from the cylinders of machinery for compressing air that
the piston working in the air cylinders can be caused to travel the whole
length of the cylinder between the covers without any allowance for
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‘clearance, and by this means to force out the greatest
ible amountof The machine may be worked by hand, by steam, or by any available increase in wages will take place throughout the district about the
‘air at
stroke. This isaccomplished
by making
cylinder covers motive power.
time that the Patent Shaft Company’s advance will come into
the outlet valves, and allo’
them to open or move away 1651. R. Movsray, Cambrus, Clackmannan, N.B., “ Treating maize to ob- operation,
for although there is a kind of understanding that no
from the ends of the cylinder sufficiently to pass the compressed
air into
tain spirits.”— Dated 23rd June, 1871.
change should be made in wages until the end of June, the un‘cofapressed
air chambers.
expected
improvement
in selling prices has placed the district
1604. S. TerLey and W. Smitu, Keighley, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Preventing waste in compar.
ti
expensive
process pe = hy pty substiba ried
hme
in a position to pay higher wages, and as the price of
* lapping.’”—Dated 17th June, 1871.
tuting therefore a process of simply crusting’thegrain by means of generally
This invention relates to means or apparatus appli
rollers or other suitable a:
the grain being previously softened iron has always been taken as the standard by which wages shall
machinery for sto;
the action thereof when slivers of wool
or other b applying moisture by steeping in cold or heated water or by steaming. fluctuate, the leading members of the trade appear to think that
fibre, insteadof
clear between the front rollers or the rollers
e Second pert of the invention relates to the distilling process, and
the men should have higher wages now that prices have increased
employed for drawing forward the slivers, ‘‘lap” upon one or other of applicable where what is known as Coffey’s still is used. ‘There is intro- so much.”
and thereby produce waste ; and the said means consist in applying duced into the
lyser, in addition to the wash which has been
It should be explained that the arrangement between the
to the top or pressing roller or lever
or pair of levers,
er heated in the rectifier, a
rtion of wash which has not been through directors
Patent Shaft Company and their men comes into
and hinged in such manner that when either or both ends of
top the rectifier, such sdditional wash being heated by passing through operation ofin jthe
February. At the same time the puddlers in North
roller are lifted above their usual position by increaseof the thickness of pipes heated externally by the spent wash.
the fibrous substance passing between them, the said lever or levers will 1652. J. R. Onp and H. Mappisos, Darlington, “‘ Breaking stones.”— Dated Staffordshire are to have an advance if the recent rise in the
operate to liberate a spring catch, which will act on the ordinary strap
finished iron of that district should then be found to have been
23rd June, 1871.
guide, and thereby throw the driving strap on to the loose pulley, and so
This invention relates to certain improved apparatus to be used in con- maintained.
stop the action or motion of the machine.
The practice that has recently been adopted by the manufacnection with ‘“ Blake’s stone breaker,” or other similar machine used for
breaking stone or metal, as it is called, for roadmaking purposes, and turers in and about Birmingham, of making Midsummer the
1605. T. Craic, Glasgow, ‘‘ Sweeping streets.” —Dated 17th June, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the applica- consists principally in the employment, in combination with such ma- annual stock-taking time, is found to work with much advantage
tion of a series of elevators in connection with the sweeping apparatus, chine, of one or more
of re — of Near mp iron or — just now. The books of nearly every firm are full of orders, most
whereby the sweepings are elevated into a box by sj
arrangements through w
e steam
ter being broken by the machine, anc
them remaining over from last year, but not a few the result of
of pulleys and belts; thus the machine not only sweeps the street, but by which it becomes ice Gee or macadamised, and is rendered of
specifications sent in since the year begun. Wherever, therefore,
peculiarly fit for roadmaking purposes.
lifts and carries away its own sweepings.
the
operations have again started, they are beginning upon plenty
1607. W. McNass, London-road, London, “ Preparing the ends of bale 1653. W. R. Lake, London, “ Disintegrating machine.”
—A communication.— of work.
The wire mills are much busier than they were a short
hoops.” —Dated 19th June, 1871.
Dated 2rd June, 1871.
time
ago; in truth, they have as much to do as they can
A novel arrangement of ‘‘ bear” more particularly intended for preparing
The said machine is designed for use in a process of making washers,
The iron tube makers ‘were never so
the ends ef bale hoops and other bands or hoops wherein slits are made, insoles and heels for shoes, from scraps of leather. Part of this process conveniently manage.
and the parts between them or bounded thereby are curved or oth
consists in reduc
the leather to shreds by tearing it, and before the pressed with orders as they are now. They have put up
bent, and the ——— parts of the two ends of the hoop are made scraps can be torn it is necessa1y to form them into a compact mass, and prices, but that step has not checked the demand. The makers
to overlap and take into or fit one another. The several cutters or tools so keep them while being acted upon by the tearing teeth. The said who were in this district, and likewise those of Scotland,
are combinec together in parts, and employed either singly or as is machine has a feeding box, a follower or piston, and a set of revolving have generally agreed upon a uniform scale of prices for tubes, but
described, or in a set of three, one in advance of the other, or sideby side,
i teeth, such teeth having intervals between them in the direction
is not universal with respect to all the different
where the one end of the hoop is prepared by placing its edge against the of their axes of revolution, and the combination of parts being such that poo ee
nds,
one side of the die, whilst for the opposite end of the hoop it is placed the teeth tear over the whole exposed surface of the material acted upon.
against the other side of the die. The top die or instrument is caused to In combination with the feeding-box, a follower, and set of revolving tearing
The malleable ironfounders have put up their casters 4d. per Ib.
rise and fall whilst the lower die is secured to the bed plate, and both are teeth, the inventor uses a set of revolving clearers, acting to clear out the to compensate for the increased value of the raw materials,
mounted and accurately fitted together in true line. The use of three said tearing teeth. He also employs a contrivance for
wing streams
As was to have been expected, the recent considerable difficulty
instruments in a longitudinal line, the parts of which are combined within of water upon the teeth.
in securing the means of locomotion upon railways and canals has
the machine, enables accuracy of adjustment to be effected and a proper
given an impetus to the iron boat trade, which is now exceedingly
fitting of the parts obtained. The taking off the hoop from the faces of
the dies, after each operation is effected, by means of cross rods
for acti
active.
against the faces of the hoops and removing the hoops therefrom, su
The steamer Ino, from Hull to Riga, has run ashore near GothenIRON, COAL, AND GENERAL
TRADES
cross rods passing up or down between the dies or below the surfaces THE
burg, and become a total wreck. She was loaded with many conOF
BIRMINGHAM,
WOLVERHAMPTON,
AND
of the operating parts. The plunger or moving block for holding the die
signments from Birmingham and the district.
at its lower end may be worked by a lever, cam, eccentric, or screw, but
OTHER DISTRICTS.
Mr. J. 8. Wright, of the firm of Messrs. Smith and Wright,
when a lever is preferred a swivel action is employed, so that the handle
(From our own Correspondent.)
button manufacturers, of Brierley-street, West Birmingham, is now
may be used on either side of the machine.
from £1 each every woman, to £3 or £4 every man,
— J. S Sanne, Armagh, Ireland, ‘‘ Sewing machines.” —Dated 19th On CHANGE IN BIRMINGHAM: Will finished iron
be put up another dividing
by the firm as their share, upon a scale laid down by Mr.
une, 1871.
£1: The indications of the market—FINISHED IRON VERY FIRM employed
Wright himself, upon the profits of the concern, in 1870. The
This invention has reference to improved arrangements of the mechaAT
£10
FOR
MARKED
BARS—GREAT
ACTIVITY
AT
THE
WORKS—
nism for producing the lateral motion of the needle and shuttle-box in
workpeople
who are included in this kind of industrial partnerCONTINUED INCONVENIENCE FROM SHORT SUPPLIES, AND THE ship arrangement
machines for making hem stitch work, such as described in patent
those who were above twenty-one on the Ist
RAW AND FINISHED ARTICLE—OLD ORDERS STILL ON HAND— of January, 1869, are
No. 2720, of 1870. One improvement
ists in
cting the needle
and who have continued to work for the firm
UNEASINESS AS TO SUPPLIES OF FUEL—THE COLLIERS AND
guide and the part of the shuttle-box in which the needle works to one
that date.
and the same cranked arm, to which is connected a second arm actuated
THEIR WAGES—RISE IN THE PRICE OF COKE—ARE PUDDLERS’ since
Mr. Sanders, brassfounder, and Messrs, Gutch Brothers, pin
by a cam or cam groove, the needle guide being made to turn on a fixed
WAGES TO BE AGAIN PUT UP ?—THE FACTORIES IN BIRMINGHAM manufacturers,
Birmingham, were each fined £4 and costs for
pin at the upper end as a centre. In another arrangement the entire
ALL BUSY—RISE IN MALLEABLE CASTINGS—ITEMS OF LOCAL having,
shuttle-box is carried by a sliding frame having a bent arm to which the
in two instances, infringed the provisions of the Factory
TRADE
NEWS—THE
NINE
HOURS—THE
NUT
AND
BOLT
FORGERS
needle guide is fixed, motion being imparted to the sliding frame by the
Arts, by allowing two “* young persons” and two females to work
—THE NAILERS—THE LOCKMAKERS—THE WORCESTER ENGINE after
before mentioned cam or cam groove.
seven o’clock in the evening. The Birmingham Hollowware
CoMPANY—THE WORCESTER AND BIRMINGHAM CANAL Com1618. C. Breirenpacu, Soho, London, “ Scouring and cleaning floors.”—
were also fined £10 and costs for three offences under
PANY—THE BIRMINGHAM TOWN COUNCIL PRAYING FOR A UNI- Company
Dated 20th June, 1871.
same Acts.
FORM RATE OF POSTAGE TO THE CONTINENT—BOILER EXPLO- theMessrs,
The features of novelty of this invention consist in constructing an imP.
D. Bennett and Co., of Spon Lane Ironworks, have conplement for scouring surfaces by combining together endless belts and
SION AT AN IRONWORKS.
ceded the nine hours; and so too have Messrs. J. and 8. Roberts,
imparting alternate movement thereto; one belt scours, and two other
belts covered with sponge take up the dirty water and place it in a filter, WHETHER or not the finished iron firms who rule the trade will, ironfounders, of West Bromwich.
out of which it ope on to the surtace that is to be scoured. The imple- next Thursday, advance their prices to £11, remains to be seen.
The operative nut and bolt forgers are carrying things with a
ment is to be held by one hand and movement imparted to the mechanism If they should, the step will be regretted by nearly all the other tolerably
high hand in their negotiations with their employers.
by the other hand.
houses in the district who produce iron, and certainly by everyone The latter have conceded the nine hours, but they decline to
1622. M. L. Somze, Brussels, “‘ Pipe joints.” —Dated 20th June, 1871.
who
occupies
the
position
of
aconsumer.
Nevertheless,
so
greatly
approve
the
of prices which the men desire to have adopted,
This invention consists in forming a perfectly water-tight and gas-tight have materials and labour advanced in price that hardly any one and they havelist compiled
a list of their own. This list was subjoint between two tubes by introduc
between the end of one pipe will be surprised if the advance of £1 should be declared upon all
mitted to a meeting of the men on Friday last, when the men
tween the tubes or pipes and the inside of the socket of the pipe to the
varied products of the mill and forge.
which the first is to be connected an india-ruber ring or washer.
resolved, in connection with it, ‘‘That the list of prices received
On ’Change in Birmingham this (Thursday) afternoon the proba- from the Employers’ Association by the Nut and Bolt-makers’ Pro1624. A. Guatrari, Euston-road, London, “‘ Telegraph apparatus.” —Dated bility
of such an advance was discussed and transactions were in- tection Society be discountenanced and rejected with contempt
20th June, 1871.
fluenced
by it. Producers of finished iron would not book orders by this meeting.” It was further resolved, ‘‘ That the rules apThe improvements are based on a former patent, No. 1855, 1870. The
apparatus comprises a reservoir of conde’
air with pump, and com- except at prices that may rule after next week. The quotations of pended to the list be also rejected, if intended to come into force
municating by a pipe with another station. The
of the air is the houses to which we refer will henceforth stand in the relation- with the nine hours’ system,at the commencement of the year.”
regulated
a stop cock and a plug or cylinder, operated by a lever
to prices that was previously occupied by the preliminary
The nailers in East Worcestershire. have demanded an advance
handle, and havinga port or passage made to coincide with the tube when ship
a jet of air is to be forced through by the t
itting app
to the meeting, at which the Ironmasters’ Association was accustomed to of 10 per cent. on ‘‘ thousand” nails, and they threaten to strike
receiving station. The transmitting apparatus consists of an alphabetical declare the prices at which the members should sell in the ensuing unless their demand should be conceded on the first weigh-day in
dial and index, having a ratchet wheel corresponding with the signs, three months.
the new year.
which wheel is operated by the lever handle and pawl, for acting on the
The prices that Al, firms may be able to demand are not those
over sixty lockmakers who carry on business in what
plug as before mentioned, and allowing of an escape of air to give the which the bulk of the trade will be able to secure, yet the higher is Thesomewhat
the Wolverhampton district are not prepared to concede
signal. The receiving instrument is provided with a similar dial, prices will regulate wages and become the guide of the majority of theknownas
demand of the workpeople fora rise of 10 per cent. in their wages,
ratchet, and index, which is moved round one tooth by a lever, operated the makers who have evermore quoted prices near upon or much coupled
with a reduction of time. The men have twice solicited
by the air valve on the air passing through the tube. For short distances
ting-firms, according as business has their masters to meet them in conference upon the proposed alteraa compressed air chamber and pump is dispensed with, and the signals lower than those of the
are transmitted by a slight compression of air in the tube acting on a been brisk or dull. Until it is known for certain what the few tion, but the masters have not responded. The men are now re
diaphragm at the receiving instrument. For shi; yy
By ~ of houses of note will do, transactions are almost entirely
susy
1
1, by what is termed the Operatives’ Committee, not to
command are substituted for the letters on the dicts, e ratchets being Buyers generally
are unprepared to order subject to rates ygt to be carry out the resolution to which they had come, declining to take
arranged to suit.
declared ; this afternoon not many purchasers were ready to give out any work this year at other than the terms they desire to im= 8S. Cones, Great Prescot-street, London, “ Pencils.”—Dated 21st out orders upon such terms, but some were compelled to do so in pose, and are advised not to strike at present. They are encouraged
wne, 1871.
This provisional specification describes a tubular pencil point protector, order tosecure supplies withas little delay as practicable ; and all are to believe that they will shortly find some relief in co-operation,
with internal projections locking into holes formed in the pencil, at clamorous for advo of what they have already ordered, whether even as by co-operation the stocklock makers have secured what
of minerals or metals,
short distances apart.
they some time ago desired. Another effort is, however, to be
Masters are still working, some of them, upon orders obtained made to induce the masters to give what the men ask, and it is
1632. W. WaLcKer, Boulevard de Strasbourg, Paris, “ Transmitting sounds
in October. Their position is not to be envied, for the prices at
and signals.” —Dated 21st June, 1871.
that next week the Lockmakers’ Union will be started
ese improvements relate to certain essential organs, which receive which some of them are now delivering the completed article re- announced
a roll of 350 members.
directly the action of a column of air to produce the transmission of present a sum at which puddled bars are quoted this afternoon. with
Persons
who
interested in the Worcester Engine Works
signals ;and, Secondly, to various
ical arrang
its to suit the And puddled bars are simply pigs that have passed the refining of Company will beare gratified
to learn that negotiations are going
various purposes to which the invention can be applied.
the
puddling
furnace.
forward
which
promise
the transfer of that concern into the hands
1633. I. Liesicu, Brighton, and W. W. Paterson, Herne, Kent, “‘ PianoThere is a remarkable contrast between the stocks in hand now of capitalists in London and elsewhere, on terms favourable to
Sortes.” —Dated 21st June, 1871.
The novelty consists in interposing at will between the hammers and as well at the pits and the blast furnaces as at the finished iron the existing shareholders.
ts’
h
Everywhere there is At a meeting of the proprietors of the Worcester and Birmingthe wires tongues made of various substances, by which additional as works and the
well as improved ordinary effects are produced.
hardly anything but bareness. Coal is in limited supply, except- ham Canal Company, on ‘Tuesday, an agreement to transfer the
1639. W. R. Lake, London, “ Sewing machines."—A communication.—Dated ing at the last day or two of the week, when to make up for doing canal to the Midland Railway Company was unanimously adopted.
22nd June, 1871.
little in the early part of the week, the miners labour so assidu- The substantial points in the agreement, apart from the necessary
This invention relates to a sewing machine treadle in which a reciproPig iron is cleared away from the furnaces in this district legal provisions are, that the Midland Company shall ‘secure to
cating motion is even toa balanced lever by the feet of the operator, the asously.
fast as it is made. and the foreign iron cannot be got in with each shareholder in the Canal Company a dividend of £1 per
foot treadle, which has an alternate up and down motion, being pivoted at other
than inconvenient tardiness. The store places at finished share per annum, as from Ist January, 172, in case the Act conthe heel. Bars are secured to the feet of the table near the floor, a central
iroa works where supplies of bars and rods in frequent demand firming the agreement is passed in the session of 1872; or from
lever. On the front bar are bearings in which the heels of the foot treadles are usually to be found in considerable quantities are without a the Ist of January, 1873, in case the Act is not obtained until the
are suspended. To one end of the lever a pitman is secured by a toggle cwt. of iron ;and the merchants cannot supply the place of the following session; the arrangement to be at an end unless the
joint; this pitman connects the said lever to the driving wheel.
iron they have sold, notwithstanding that they have long ago pur- Act is obtained in the session of 1873. The report of the com1641. E. T. Hucres, London, “‘ Valve for stopping and regulating
chased more than enough for the purpose.
mittee, adopted by the meeting, states :—‘* We consider the terms
supply of water, &c.”—A communicetion.—Dated 22nd June, 1871.
The consumption of everything keeps more than equal to the to be mutually advantageous, as, while securing to_the proprietors
The valve
ists of two opposite cones with cylindrical ends, which supply.
supply is less than it ought to be. Coal and stone of this company a fixed guaranteed income, the arrangement will
can be moved nearer to or farther from each other, and the seatings of oan be The
less restricted in output if the miners would only work afford the Midland Railway Company the opportunity of acquiring
the cones are formed in a circular sheet, having at each side a flange conmore time. They were working little time enough before. On an excellent position in the centre of Birmingham, to the great
nected to the flanges of the conduit pipes.
1644. J. C. MacDonatp, Waddon, Surrey, and J. CALVERLEY, Camberwell, Thursday last week the sixty coal masters who assembled in Bir- accommodation of the trade of the town and the public generally.”
mingham declined to accede to their application for the nine hours.
Surrey, *‘ Pronting.”—Dated 22nd June, 1871
At the meeting of the Birmingham Town Council, held on
This provisional specification describes improvements in printing But they will be doing less in the ensuing fortnight. Certain of Tuesday,
the General Purposes Committee were instructed to premachinery, such as described in No. 3222, in the year 1866. The
e them have given notice of their intention to leave work at the pare and present
to the Postmaster-General a memorial praying
is made capable of printing and as into sheets rolls of paper of difof that time if their demands should not be met. At for the adoption of a uniform rate of postage to the Continent
ferent widths. The uptake roller and first distributing roller of the expiration
apparatus are mounted in a bracket hung on a centre concentric present their demands are various ; but it is the habit of the men, from all the towns in England.
axis of the next inking surface, this permits of the up-take after having given notice, to do as little as possible until the notice
An old balloon boiler, situated near to a ball furnace at the
roller being adjusted without involving a separate corresponding adjust- has expired.
Eagle Coal and Iron Company’s Works, West Bromwich, started
ae the distributing roller ; the w r surface of the paper as it enters
Uneasiness at the fuel prospects this week and next were from its bed on Friday, and fell some twenty or thirty yards away,
dam)
expressed on ‘Change here this afternoon. Certain consumers upon two canal boats, which thereupon sank. The roof of the
terial;
roller con’
absorbent material, which is supplied with Pm
pce that they were already very much straitened for furnace was blown off and the bricks scattered. But there were
water
h
w axes, upon which
the rolleris mounted. To insure
e
only few workpeople about. The only man hurt was the fireman,
that the cy’
ting
shallbeperf cylinThecolliers
in the thin coal,
as well as those in the thick coal who was going from this boiler to another at the time of ihe acci
it is essential
that the fe Sep
a
to be formed
the papier
which
the stereo
is cast should district, have now begun to move for better terms, but they have dent, and who has been scalded.
repaid
level on its
surface
imperfection is not yet given notice. They have adopted a memorial to their
cast from
im quicklyprin
and appointed a deputation to support the memorial.
the result. To enable
the page type
to beit,
wsand and
locked upis 7If theyarns
men should persist in their demand,
the masters should
Tue InstrruTion or Crvi EnNGrngers.—During the past
resist, then almost the whole trade of the district will be brought
of type; the wedges are of a
to a stand. If the men should get only a part of what | month the deaths have been recorded of Henry Johnston Wylie,
and each moving wedge is
to and fro by a screw.
demand, then there will have to be an advance in fuel that wi member, and of Charles William Dixon, and Thomas Dunn, asso1645.»
W. E. Gepor,
ciates ;and twoassociates
and one student have resigned. In the
London,
hamper trade.
Dated
Sed Fane
hark. “Comjits
mits orsugar plums.”—A
"— communication.
icati
Durham coke, used by the founders, has just been put up to same period seven associates have been transferred to the class of
This invention relates to
bers, two
b
and twenty-eight associates have been
26s. 6d., and South Wales to 22s. 6d. per ton, in Wolverhampton.
elected, and twenty students have been admitted. There are now
The coke here mentioned is chiefly that used in the foundries.
open
pan or basin turning
above a hot air
carried
bers, 732
bers, 1067 assosame
aethe basin, the mochamiaun bywhich the inuin iotasde The eg mr ey Chronicle of yesterday (Wednesday) is on the books fourteen bh
to revolve also driving a horizontal fly-wheel working a fan, the cold air responsible for the following : we find it in its usual weekly article ciates, and 217 students, together, 2030, being an effective increase
upon the iron and coal trades:—‘‘It is probable that a further of ninety-four in the last twelve months,
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Mining operations in Cleveland are going on satisfactorily. The Company, at Liverton; Messrs. Downey and Co., Chatham; the
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
hematite trade is good.
‘ Tees Bridge Iron Company, Stockton ; and others.
The extension of Workington Pier is progressing rapidly. Some
The River Tees Commissioners have received from the Public
(From our own Correspondent.)
Works Commissioners their, last instalment of the loan of woodwork washed down recently has been atsod to the full
THE SCOTCH PIG IRON TRADE—STATISTICS OF SHIPBUILDING ON THE £100,000
extent
the pier. The contractor’s portion of the works is being
for
river
improvements.
The
Commissioners
will,
in
the
CLYDE FoT 1871—THE TRACTION-ENGINE BOILER EXPLOSION ON course of a few years, make the Tees a re river. They are pushed offorward
we Mr. T. Rosebury, who has been appointed by
Patstey Roap.
the executors of the late Mr. J. Blain ‘to carry on dhe sontract
aes
yp
the
channel,
widening
one
part
of
the
river,
reclaiming
THE Glasgow pig iron market goes on strengthening, and prices land, constructing lights, and carrying out engineering improve- undertaken by that gentleman. It was in contemplation still
continue to advance. A good deal of business is now being done ments.
further to extend the pier by an addition of 50ft. of concrete blocks
at 73s. cash and 73s. 9d. onemonth. No. 1, g.m.b., 74s. 6d. ; No. 3,
to the end of the present structure; but it has beén decided to
The prices of iron are the same as those last quoted.
73s. Some parties connected with the iron trade are of opinion
adhere after all to the original plans. The blocks for the upper
that the pig iron market has now reached about its highest, and
course of the pier, and for supporting the wooden structure with
that while iron may be dear for some time to come, prices
which it will be surmounted, are being got ready, and will shortly
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
will ere long recede. On the other hand it is evident that the
be placed in
ition. The whole extension is expected to be
(From
our
own
Correspondent.)
present high price of iron is not caused by undue speculation, but
completed early in the spring.
is purely the result of a legitimate demand ; and while the raw THE IRON TRADE: The holiday season over: Resumption of activity
The iron trade of West Cumberland continues to display a very
at the ironworks: Fresh transactions: Large orders on makers’ large measure of activity. At Maryport two additional furnaces
material continues so scarce and labour so dear it is not likely that
books: Makers evince little anxiety to book orders: Higher prices will shortly be completed by the Solway Hematite Company, and
any serious reduction will take place for a considerable time. We
are just beginning to pass through the usually dullest season of expected to prevail—THE PROGRESS MADE DURING THE LAST will be at once brought into operation. By this means the proYEAR: Prospects for the new year—THE HOME DEMAND—THE ductive power of the company will be doubled. The Marythe year, and if prices are maintained for another month there is
TIN-PLATE TRADE—THE STEAM AND HOUSE COAL TRADES—THE pe Hematite Company, which has four furnaces in blast, is
every chance in favour of a still further rise when the spring shipARBITRATION : Dissatisfaction among the colliers—THE WAGES
ments begin.
uilding two more, one of which is in a forward state, while a conQUESTION—THE NINE HOURS’ MOVEMENT—THE BRISTOL AND siderable portion of the lining of the other is finished. The West
This being a holiday time in Scotland, all public works and
SourH WaLes Raitway Wacon Company (LimiTep)—THE Cumberland Hematite Company, at Workington, has the whole of
shipbuilding yards are silent, and there will be very little done at
Van Mine Company.
the ironworks, forges, or engine works till Monday next.
its furnaces, five in number, in blast; the company’s mills are also
The shipbuilding trade on the Clyde was never in a higher Ir may now be said that Christmas has again passed, and the in full operation, and its extensive new steel works are being rapidly
state of prosperity than at present, not even excepting the holiday season is over. Most of the men have returned to work at proceeded with. New works of the Mossbay Hematite Company,
well-remembered “blockade running” year. From the begin- the ironworks, «nd something like the former activity is to be at Salter Beck, are progressing satisfactorily. At Harrington,
ning of 1871 till the end there has been steady progres- witnessed. Not, however, until the new year was fairly entered Messrs. Bain, Blair, and Patterson have the whole of their four
sion, and now all shipbuilding firms have their hands filled with upon were operations resumed with regularity, so that more than furnaces in blast. The works of the Lonsdale Hematite Company,
numerous and extensive contracts that bid fair to place the a week went by with comparatively little work done, and the at Bronsty, Whitehaven, are advancing slowly, The coal trade is
present year in a still higher position. But for the shipwrights’ quantity of iron cleared from the local ports has been, as a conse- prosperous.
strike, which occurred during the past summer, the returns might puence, very small for several days. Things will, however, begin
On Monday the price of steam coal in the north-eastern district
have looked even more satisfactory. Excepting in respect of war now to present the wonted activity, and a year of prosperity, it is was advanced 1s, per ton, and in some cases 2s, perton. The past
steamers and sailing vessels, the tonnage launched during the past hoped, has been commenced.
year was the most prosperous which the Northumberland steam
year has been the highest yet reached. There were 245 vessels
As regards transactions there is but little fresh to report. coal trade has known for a lengthened period. Important works
completed on the Clyde, having an aggregate tonnage of 191,800, Makers, without an exception perhaps, have some large orders on are in contemplation which will facilitate the shipment of steam
being an increase of twelve vessels over 1870, and of five vessels their books, which could not be executed before the year closed, coal from the Tyne. Extensive coal staithes, which are to be
over 1869. The most noteworthy increase has been in iron screw but which will afford employment for the next two months. As erected at Whitehill Point by the River Tyne Commissioners, are
steamers, which may be accounted for by the large demand forsteamers might be expected, therefore, makers evince but little anxiety to expected to be ready for use early next year, The Blyth and T'yno
for the Eastern trade vid the Suez Canal, and the almost entire with- book new orders just yet, especially as it is generally believed that Railwa: Conpeny is about to apply for an Act of Parliament to
drawal of sailing vessels in that trade. There were 127 screws higher prices will be obtainable in the course of a‘month or so, make docks at Blyth, which when completed are expected to be
launched, with a tonnage of 160,000, 25 paddle steamers (of which Buyers on the other hand, for the same reason, would give out largely used by steamers of from 1000 tons to 1600 tons burthen.
only one was composite), with a tonnage amounting to 13,242, and contracts freely at current quotations.
The Warkworth Harbour Commissioners also propose to deepen
5 war vessels, with a total tonnage of 3037. Besides these a large
It is very pleasing to look back upon the progress which has and improve the navigable channel of the Coquet, and the Nortitrade was done in dredgers, hopper barges, tugs, and other craft. been made during the last year, and if things improve so much in Eastern Railway Company is about to make new docks upon its
There is a steady decrease in the manufacture of sailing vessels, this year the trade will have attained unusual prosperity. Per- land between Old and West Hartlepool for coal shipments prinonly 37, of 10,567 tons, having been launched in 1871, against 70, of haps this cannot reasonably be expected, yet prospects at the open- cipally.
39,320 tons, in 1870, which shows a decrease of 33 vessels and 28,753 ing of the year are such as to justify the belief that much advanceThe. North Shields Water Works Company is increasing iis
tons, Subjoined is a comparative summary of the results of the ment will be made. The consumption of finished iron will, if storage at Whitley Quarry, by carrying water through large pipes
past three years :—
yeace
continue,
be
even
greater
than
has
been
the
case
during
the
from
the neighbourhood of the Shere Moor down to this reservoir,
1869.
1870.
1871.
six months, and the production of the works will have to be and by establishing other feeders.
Vessels. Tons Vessels. Tons. Vessels. Tons. fast
increased considerably. Engagements will shortly be renewed with
Mr. R. Thubron retired on Monday from the general superintenWar-venscls.. « «- 8... 9,100..
2,640... 6... 8,06 North
position
American and Canadian buyers, and several continental dence of the Tyne Docks, after having held that important
Paddle steamers
o Wie O80...
10,150 ..
markets will take heavy supplies of railway and other iron.
for thirteen years. Mr. Thubron is about to commence business
Screw steamers.. .. 96... 85,600 .. 1
Sailing vessels .. .. 114... 89,900.
The home demand is likely further toexpand. Rails, both steel on his own account.
Barges, Dredgers, &c. 12... 1,100...
and iron, will in all probability be in brisk request for some time to
Messrs. Allan are about to and some new steamers to their aland large quantities of iron suitable for bridge and ship- ready splendid fleet.
240 194,000 234 189,800 220 191,414 | come,
building will be required. Pig is readily sold, and alarger proSeveral new steamers will be launched this month for Tyne
The public of Glasgow is very much shocked and concerned duction might without difficulty be disposed of. Quotations will, owners ; and there is a large amount of steam tonnage on the
more stocks at Sunderland, and upon the Tyne, building for Newcastle
with the calamitous boiler-bursting accident which occurred on it is expected, continue to advance as finished iron b
and North Shields partnerships. The general manufacturing
Saturday last, whereby ten persons have been killed and about valuable.
In the tin-plate trade also there has been a large measure of trade of the Tyne was never brisker than it is at present ; the iron
fifty ye
more or less seriously injured. The boiler was
part of a large traction carriage, the property of Messrs. John improvement during the last year, and there is reason to believe trade especially is extremely busy.
The Leeds Town Council have resolved tooppose an application to
Yule and Co., and hired out by them for drawing heavy loads, | that prosperity will be continued ia this branch of trade in the
ing. Thed
1 for tin-plates is such as to Parliament for a tramway to the People’s Park, at Roundhay,
euch as marine boilers and large castings and forgings. It was an | year now
satisfactorily on macadaupright annular boiler of about 11ft. high and 4ft. diameter, with give steady employment at all the works, and prices are firm. The alleging that tramways cannot be worked
cross tubes in the fire-box, and had stopped a short time on | high prices of block tin and the other raw materials, however, still mised roads.
|
narrows
the
margin
of
profits
on
tin-plates,
and
there
is
no
doubt
So
great
has
been
the
improvement
of
trade in the Rotherham
Pai: ley-road, while on its way back for a fresh load to the yard of
Mersrs. Elder and Co., for the purpose of raising steam and filling | that makers will have to use economy to make their business district during the past few months that several of the large iron|
wv
remunerative,
notwithstanding
the
activity
which
may
works
have
found
it
necessary
to
considerably
increase their proup with water, Like all other accidents of this kind, no one can
ductive
power. At the works of the Parkgate Iron Company
verture at first to say what was the cause of the calamitous | prevail.
explosion, but two Glasgow engineers have been appointed by the |: In connection with the steam coal trade, things are not so satis- (Limited) several new cupolas are in course of completion; and
Procurator-fiscal to examine the boiler and report, and in all like- factory as might be wished. The colliers are dissatisfied, and the it is stated that the company intend adding to their establishlinood it will be found that the boiler was so short of water at | result is that work is not attended to with regularity, and supplies ment an entirely new branch for the manufacture of Bessemer
tiie time of the explosion that the plates had become red-hot, and | of coal are becoming scarce, The wages question is still the cause steel. The Northfield Ironworks, which had lain idle for a conse the worst result followed the introduction of cold water to fill |of unsettledness. The men are anxious to get the arbitration siderable period, are now in full working order, under the manageup. It is extremely doubtful if the report of the engineers will | over, which is to decide the rate of wages they are entitled to, ment of a new and energetic company. A new colliery has lately
ada anything to our knowledge of the causes of these accidents; 'and much dissatisfaction is evinced at the delay on the part been sunk at Roundwood, on the new line of the Manchester,
that they Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company, to Mexbro’, and a
but surely there was some culpability somewhere in allowing a lof the coal owners, the latter a
boiler to traverse the crowded thoroughfares of Glasgow, and to | have not had sufficient time to get up their evidence, few weeks ago the sinkers were successful in reaching the coal
!
while
the
former
have
been
prepared
with
their
case
for several seam, which is a thick and prolific one, of excellent quality. It
work at a pressure of not less than 100 lb. per square inch, without
some regular and stringent public supervision and control being | weeks. It is difficult to perceive what prevents the colliery pro- is also in contemplation to sink a new colliery at Mexbro’, in the
|
prietors
from
being
ready
for
the
arbitration,
as
now
something valley of the Don, where no less than four valuable seams of coal
exercised towards it. This accident will naturally shake the confidence of the public in regard to steam locomotion on common like four months have elapsed since the arrangement to refer the are known to exist.
dispute
to
arbitration
was
come
to.
It
is
to
be
hoped
that no
roads,
further delay will be allowed by the masters, and to avoid any
=
PRICES COR, OF METALS AND OILS.
further troubles with the men, who are clearly determined to
have the question settled, and many of them threaten to
\end1 £24.)
end1872. £8 4,
THE CLEVELAND DISTRICT,
— British — cake |
Steel, Swedish faggot . | 14 00..15 0
turn out unless the arbitration immediately proceeded Copper
(From our own Correspondent.)
per ton....
$9
0
0.91
0
0.
soseeseeee|
14 00..15
with. Both steam and house coals are in active demand, but the
| 0 0. 93 0 0}
09..164500 00
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: The past year—Prospects of trade : outpit of the colliers falls far short of the requirements. Prices are
1 0 0..96 0 0)
09..1460 0
90 0..98
0
0)
|
00..160 6
GREAT DEMAND FOR SCREW STEAMERS—MINING—THE RIVER high and firmly maintained.
0..95 0 6)
TEES — PRICES,
00.000
neprenne apy
532 00..0
00..0 00 00
Among the house coal colliers there is a better feeling prevailing.
0 0..87 0 0)
Refined, in blocks.. 154 00..0 0 0
For many years past the prospects of the iron trade have not been Meetings have been held to receive the replies expected from the
0 0..930 008© | Tinplates,
prbx, 225 shts
eee |27 00.00%
0 0..30 0
so bright as they are at this, the beginning of 1872. During the masters as to an advance in wages, and it is very satisfactory to Iron,
ton || 0815
311ty 0..9
Igcash. 0 0 | IG. coke ....
past twelve months a great deal more work has been accomplished find that a large number of the employers promised to give the
Bar, Welch,
in London
6 0..35 0 0
Wales.| 8 0 0..8
5 0)
0 0..0
0¢
than was expected in January last. At that time the Franco- advance of 2d. per tonin the price of cutting coal as applied
Staff
lo 0 9.1010 0)
;o.2:% 2
Prussian war-cast a gloom over the commercial world, and fears for, and the rise was to commence from the Ist inst. A resoluRail,
in
Wales
....../
8
0
0..
8
5
0||
00,10
6
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THE VENTILATION OF UNWHOLESOME
MANUFACTORIES,
Some time ago M. Charles de Freycinet, Ingénieur des
Mines, was directed by the then Imperial French Government to visit the most important manufactories in England, France, Germany, and Belgium, in order to report
upon the means actually adopted in the more unwholesome
mae for main woes, | the health of the people employed. .The results of his lengthy examination, apparently
extended over several years, have been given in four very
important reports, to which cur attention has only lately
n directed, and from which we propose to make some
extracts, more particularly referring to ventilation, or renewal of the air, as a means of getting rid of injurious
pee
and gases, or also of substances in a state of minute
subdivision. A general and elementary means of preventing the infection of the air by deleterious vapours consists
in the use of very high chimneys, which are generally
acknowledged to be all the more efficacious for this purpose the higher they are; and that this is the case, not
nerely at a given a but in the entirety of the circle of
their action, all the new coke ovens erected in Belgium
are now officially required to disengage their gases into
chimneys at least 45ft. to 60ft. in height. The application
of tall chimneys receiving the gas from a group of coke
ovens has notoriously effected quite a change in the county
of Durham, where sometimes as many as one thousand coke
ovens are found congregated together. In the wine districts of France the smoke from lime and brick kilns has
been found to injure the quality of the grapes, giving the
wine made therefrom a sooty taste ;so that unfortunate
burners have been adjudged to pay considerable damages to
the owners of neighbouring vineyards. Tall chimneys have
thus been made a necessity, and the nuisance caused to the
town of St. Etienne by the numerous coke ovens has been
completely obviated simply by their use.
Ventilation by means of fans, acting either in the buildings or directly on the apparatus for manufacture, is in
general use in French factories for the preparation of
white lead, the torrification of tobacco, dressing of leather,
and in woollen or cotton manufactories. The infection of
the general atmosphere is prevented by the use of chimneys and of condensation by water of noxious gases.
In the preparation of soda, high towers of masonry, filled
with coke, are employed for condensing the fumes. It is
well known that workmen silvering mirrors are liable to
mercurial trembling produced by the vapours. At SaintGobain, Cirey, and ng near Paris, the men are only
employed at this work twice, or, at the most, thrice a
week, All the windows are kept open in the wide and
well-ventilated workshop. The flannel rubbers by which
the mercury is spread over the tinfoil are fitted with
handles nearly 4ft. long. The mercury is kept in close
cases, and the cloths through which it is passed in order to
get purified are not beaten in the open air, but by a beater
contained in an hermetically closed casing. Gilding with
mercury, as is done by Messrs. Bonin and Co., of Paris, is
rendered safer by covering the fire intended to vaporise
the mereury by means of a glazed dome surmounted by
an open chimney. The man works by passing his hands
under the casing, which extends below his chest. The
workshop is also kept well supplied with fresh air. No
means are said to have yet been discovered for rendering
the manufacture of chromate of potash a wholesome operation. At M. Clouet’s, of Havre, most of the men suffer
from an actual perforation of the nasal membrane, which
seems to be due to the suspension of particles of chromate
in the air. Another very unsalubrious manufacture is that
of quinine, which causes singular effects on persons
brought within its influence. In both cases, however—and
certainly in the latter, as we shall see by an instance
further on—preventive means can be adopted. Another
unwholesome and laborious operation is that of dressing
millstones by hand—a process now much facilitated by
the use of the modern diamond dressing machines. The
working population of La Ferté-sous-Jouarre, the wellknown quarry of French burr millstones, is said to be
decimated by the considerable disengagement of stone and
steel-dust which takes place in dressing the stones. Ten
years or so of work of this kind is said to often result in
immortal disorders. The very fine charcoal powder used by
bronze metal founders to dust their moulds is another instance of the insalubrious effects of fine dust mingling with
the air; but for such moulds for bronze metalwork the
use of potato-flour instead of charcoal-dust has generalised
itself in Paris with very happy results in this way. The
mills of M. Leroux, of Rennes, for grinding up bark, are
fitted with exhaust fans and a sort of stive-room for gathering up the dust, which is considered, at equal weights, to
be more
powerful than common tan of the ordinary
size. In the cotton-spinning factory of M. Octave Fauquet,
at Oisel, the principal room, 9000 metres in area, devoted
to carding and spinning, is built in a peculiar way, with
the triple intention of obtaining a uniform temperature,
carrying off the impurities, aud keeping up a certain
moisture in the air. In order to prevent variations in the
temperature of the roofing, due to changes in the weather,
the surface of the arches forming the ceiling was built up
with ordinary glass bottles, placed alternately with the
bigger and the smaller ends in the direction perpendicular
to the surfaces of the arches aforesaid. The empty spaces
were filled in with mortar; and, on drawing out thebottles,
there only remained a light and, so to say, spongy shell.
On this was laid a continuous covering
of plaster, and by
this means a double ceiling was obtained, consisting of a
mattress of air confined in a multitude of cells. All the
double skylights are set in this ceiling, The air is renewed and the impurities are expelled by means of two
large fans placed in a subterranean gallery. It is the fan
near the carding machines that is most used to expel the
dust. The circulation of the air is obtained by means of a
system of conduits arranged under the flooring and opening
into thirty gridded orifices. The moisture is obtained by
introducing a spray of cold water into the gallery used for
injecting the air. The arrangement is stated by M. de
Freycinet to be a perfect success. In cigar factories
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it is not required to keep up a uniform temperature;
and there is also much less dust than in cotton-spinning
factories. It is, however, necessary to get rid of the emanations from the moistened tobacco = from the me
rsons engaged in manufacturing the cigars. In wor
YtBercy, Nantes, and Chateauroux, the air is sucked by
fans from the outside; it circulates between the joists of
the flooring on traversing the casings of the stove,
where it gets heated in winter. Eight cubic metres
of fresh air per hour are allowed per person. Each
workshop has four heating stoves. Other conduits,
similar to those of admission, are led to exhaust chimneys
over the roof. At M. Orsat’s, of Clichy, white lead is
ground between pairs of stones, the casing of which communicates with an exhaust fan. At Messrs. Engler and
Krauss’, of Paris, who use lead paste for enamelling insulating brackets of telegraphic wires, the enamel is ground
up in hermetically closed mills. The chambers for manufacturing chloride of lime at the works of Mr. Charles
Kestner, of Thann, communicate by a leaden pipe with the
chimney. One or two hours before the entry of the workmen a valve is opened at the same time as the doors.
Suction sets up, and the gas is carried off by the chimney.
The crucible furnaces for melting copper at the works of M.
Maurel, of Marseilles, are placed in communication with
the chimney of the steam boilers, which very effectually ventilates them. At the lead foundry of M. Lepau, of Lille,
each of the melting furnaces is covered by a hood, fitted
with a register, leading to a conduit opening under the ashpit of the steam boilers, so that communication can be cut
off when not at work. The metalliferous vapours are thus
thoroughly exhausted away. A somewhat similar process
it employed by Messrs. Eschgar, Mesdach, and Co., at
Biache Saint-Vaast. M. Lepau also condenses the fumes;
as the different exhaust tubes open into a chamber underground in communication with the steam boiler ashpits.
Speaking generally, very happy effects result in factories
for treating mineral oils, and other fatty substances,
varnishes, or for distilling wood, or sulphuretted hydrogen,
by leading the vapours to the steam boiler furnaces to be
there consumed. This is applicable in nearly all operations exercised on organic substances, and a considerable
saving of fuel is often the result. For instance, at the
soap-boiling works of M. Evrard, at Douai, the pans are
fitted with a cast iron semi-cylindrical cover, movable
round a hinge, which can be raised more or less as required. This cover is pierced with a hole by which the
vapours can escape under the furnaces of the steam
boilers; and at its end, the exhaust is intensified by a jet
of steam. During the greater part of the time the cover
is down, but when it has to be slightly raised for the introduction of the workman’s stirrer, a cloth is lowered over
the opening.
In Germany, and often under the stimulus of govermental
interference, some very scientific mechanical and chemical
means are adopted for preventing or carrying off injurious
emanations. At Aix-la-Chapelle, the Prussian authorities
have absolutely prohibited the grinding of needles unless
the apparatus be furnished with a fan for exhausting away
the fine particles of metal and stone thrown off in dry
grinding. The Government requirements have also evolved
two new machines for holding the needles mechanically.
In the works of M. Schumacher, of Aix-la-Chapelle, for
making steel pins, all the grindstones are fitted with fans.
At M. Merck’s pharmaceutical works at Darmstadt, where
the poisonous belladonna is ground up in large quantities,
a large bell, tightly jointed, suspended by chains from the
ceiling, is lowered down on the mill after it has been
charged with the belladonna, and is only raised up again
when the grinding operation has been completed, and all
the dust has had time to settle. Experience has shown
that this bell should be even without doors in its sides,
as, whatever care may be taken, the fine powder still
manages to pass through. At the works of M. Piret
Pauchet, of Namur, Belgium, tan bark for tanners is ground
up in three horizontal pairs of stones. The substance is
introduced by a hole in the thickness of the upper stone,
and each apparatus is contained in a metallic casing, to
which is fitted the supply tube for the bark. Another
tube communicates with a powerful fan, which exhausts
the fine dust and propels it into a funnel on an upper story.
At chemical works at Mannheim,
d by M. Gundelach, the men required to repair the leaden chambers
for the sulphuric acid, or for chloride of lime, are covered
with a sort of close helmet, supplied with air from an air
pump through a flexible tube.
This is also done at Worms
and at Heilbronn.
The great extension of manufactures in Belgium, also
coupled with ‘a pretty stringent Government interference,
have forced factory owners to have recourse to many ingenious means for obviating nuisances to the adjoining
neighbourhoods. At the works for the concentration of
sulphuric acid, held by M. de Hemptinne, of MolenbeckSaint-Jean, near Brussels, the platinum retort is cased
in with masonry. The dome is pierced with a large hole
covered by onbatinietieali closed plate of lead.
ithin
the space thus formed between the retort and its covering
is inserted a leaden pipe carrying off the vapours into the
chimney. At the large paper mill of M. Godin, of Huy,
where the coarsest rags are bleached by means of chlorine
gas, the gas is led into stone cases, air-tight, which can be
put into communication with a central chamber about
30ft. high, and by which a powerful suction can be set up.
At Ghent, and also at Diisseldorf, whitelead is ground up
with oil or water, in order to prevent the evolution of
its injurious dust. Whitelead is used in bleaching lace,
and so much disease was thus caused amongst the lace
workers, that the Belgian Government raised the question
whether its use for this purpose should be abolished. One
process now used consists in beating the lace inside a casing
Resmnstionlly closed.
In the manufacture of ultramarine, by M. Leverkus, of
Opladen, it is ground up within closed apparatus containing
fans. As already observed, a si
i
affects the
workmen preparing quinine and its sulphate—so much
used as a tonic medicine. Herr Zimmer, at Sachsenhausen,
near Frankfort, grinds up the bark in a moistened state, the
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und up materials being afterwardstreated in closed casings.
f parifying the raw sulphate, the evaporating pans are
kept in a distinct workshop, and under a covering
fitted
with an exhausting chimney. Generally, the
erent
operations are carried on by self-acting machinery. At
the establishment of M. de Roubaix, near Antwerp, for the
manufacture of phosphoric matches, the five separate buildings in which are carried on the successive operations are
all ventilated by means of a large central chimney, receiving the fire gases from the steam boilers, and, if necessary,
from a special furnace. A large underground channel
runs along the opposite sides of each building, and o
into the chimney. Wherever the phosphorus 1s placed, an
opening in the wall is made to communicate by a pipe with
the subterranean channel, and thus leads away the deleterious vapour; the arrangements made for taking up the
vapour vary with the nature of the operation. Thus, a
large flat bell, set near the ground, is placed over the spot
where the paste is formed. In the woollen factory of
MM. Hauzem, Gerard, and Co., of Verviers, the combin
machines are set up in a separate building, and are provid
with fans. In the spinning mill two powerful fans exhaust
the air from the two ends, while several openings in the
flooring allow the entry of fresh air. The woollen stuffs
are spread on a grid covering a large casing closed
up at its
other sides. A fan powerfully exhausts from the inside of
the casing, while a current of hot air is led against the
ceiling of the building. By this ingenious plan the workmen are quite free from the unwholesome atmosphere
generally present where the vapours are allowed to disengage freely. At Ypres, the lime which has served for
purifying lighting gas is, on cleaning out the cases, immediately mixed with the ashes from the fires, which process
at once destroys all smell ; and the mixture, kept in a well
ventilated passage, causes no inconvenience, and is sold as
manure.
:
In England, the manufacturers themselves holding,
in many instances, the local government in their
own hands, sanitary ventilation is too often neglected;
though more favourable cases can be cited. Thus,
fans are used at Messrs. Joseph ey
and Sons, of
Sheffield, and at Messrs. Thomas and Sons, of Redditch,
to exhaust away the fine particles of metal produced in the
process of dry-grinding cutlery and needles respectively.
The exhaust of the factory chimney is used for the same
purpose at some other places. At the candle factory of
Messrs. Price, of Battersea, the storehouse for the manufactured goods is ventilated by means of a cylindrical roof
of thin plate, opening at the top into anumber of small
chimneys. The plate roof, getting heated by the least sunshine, a very powerful draught is created.
The resulting effluvia on the river
Thames are, however, sometimes very powerful.
Manure factories in England
are generally ventilated by chimneys of extraordinary
height.
In glue factories the vapours are burnt in
the furnaces. At the manufactory of Mr. Crossfield,
of St. Helens, the chambers wherein the chloride of
lime is made are in communication by an exhaust pipe
with the chimney of the works. On opening an opposite
door a current of air is set up, and the chlorine in excess
is quickly exhausted. At
Messrs. Elkington’s, of Birmingham, the air of the workshop where the silvering 1s
carried on is sometimes filled with the considerable amount
of hydrogen disengaged by the decomposition of the water
by the galvanic piles. It is got rid of by means of a
column ventilator opening above the roof of the building.
In the shops where the silvered or gilded articles are
cleaned the acid vapours are disengaged under domes in
communication with one of the large chimneys, or with a
pipe within which burns a strong gas flame.
Generally, it is by artificial ventilation that the preparation of leather, the grinding of needles, the manufacture
of phosphorus matches, the spinning of textile fabrics,
the grinding of bark, and in general operations giving
rise to the evolution of vapours or of dust, have been
rendered much more wholesome.
In other instances,
such as the manufacture of fulminate of mercury and
the concentration of sulphuric acid, preventive modifications in the manufacture have rendered actual ventilation unnecessary.
Enamelling iron plate, for instance, is a very unwholesome operation,
y when
the enamel embodies lead, and even arsenic; but metal
enamelling pastes and powders quite free from lead are
now getting into use. Analogous to this is the substitution of amorphous phosphorus for the white kind.
THE MANUFACTURE OF LARGE MASSES OF
IRON IN INDIA.
Mr. Matter’s article in Toe Encrverr of the 15th ult.,on
the very singular iron column within the mosque of the
Kutab, near Delhi, is one which cannot fail to be particularly
interesting to all students of the history of iron metallurgy,
and is certainly in great measure exhaustive and complete.
Mr. Mallet, however, whilst coming to the conclusion that
this monument is of malleable metal, seems yet inclined to
su
the
ibility that at some distant date the iron
workers of India may have had a knowledge of iron in its
liquid form which at present they do not seem to
and of which knowledge history affords us no record. Mr.
Mallet’s great difficulty—and at first sight there can be no
question that it is apparently an insurmountable one—is
that—assuming the column to be of wrought iron—of forging such a mass of metal at a welding heat by the mere
manual
power within reach of Indian iron workers at the
sup
date of its manufacture. The experience of many
years spent in charge of an iron works in Southern India,
where cast iron was produced by the European method,
but which experience also comprised constant intercourse
with the native smiths of the country and a knowledge of
the material they used, and of the method of its production
and capabilities in manufacture, may perhaps entitle the
present writer to offer what he ventures to believe will be
considered by practical men a satisfactory explanation of
how such material, labour, and capabilities might have been
used to produce the column now under notice.
In the first place, then, the writer would record his
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decided opinion that the column of the Kutab is of wrought,
or at all events of malleable iron; for during the whole
course of his Indian experience, which included many
vitits to the native smelting furnaces in the Salem and
Malabar Collectorates, together with the constant practice at
his own works in the production of edged, not chipping
tools, of the native steel; he never found anything
approaching an attempt to tap one of these furnaces,
nor heard any Indian workman speak of cast iron but
as of a material utterly useless to him, and beyond
his ken.
The process of smelting, as pursued in Southern India,
is probably sufticiently well known not to require any
further description here, than, that in a perpendicular
circular furnace about 6ft. or 8ft. in height, and of a
diameter at its greatest width of about 18in,—the Hast to
which is supplied by the alternate inflation and compression of four or six goat skins worked by hand, as in the
ordinary smiths’ fires of the country—the black magnetic
oxide so common in the laterite formation is converted
not into cast iron, but rather into a mass somewhat
similar to the loup of the Catalan forges, presenting in parts a crystalline and in others a fibrous fracture. The removal of these lumps—mootees they are called
by the natives of Malabar—or loups necessitates the breaking open of the wholeof that part of the little furnace
which corresponds to the timp and fore hearth of
an English blast furnace; and in order to prepare for this
the charging at the top is stopped, as is also the blast, and
the whole contents allowed gradually, as combustion exhausts itself, to sink down into the hearth, whence, when cool,
itisremoved. These loups or mootees (the writer must object
to Mr Mallet’s term “ pig,” as applied either to these or
any result of the cementation process, as the term certainly
conveys, to English ears at least, the idea of cast iron) are
generally from 80 lb. to 112 1b. in weight, and it is from
the building up of lumps of metal, such as these, one upon
the other, with such reheating and hammering as may
have been found necessary to effect cohesion, that the
writer conceives the Kutab column to have been produced.
He cannot think that there is anything impossible in such
a mode of proceeding, nor anything in the actual working
of the material—which is of a most malleable nature, and
weldable at a very low comparative heat—which the native
smiths are unequal to performing. Fifteen inches diameter is certainly a very, very large bar; but it should be recollected that in the process just suggested it would only
be the surface of each successive mootee (previously, of
course, heated and hammered to the proper section) which
would require to be at welding temperature, and that such
a temperature for such surfaces might readily be produced in good charcoal fires without much injury to the tron
so treated. The writer has himself seen shafting of between Gin. and Sin. diameter heated in open fires composed
of charcoal and “bratties” (sun-dried cowdung),
and welded
to good joints by native smiths in the Madras Presidency.
Conceiving, then, that the column may have been thus’
built up—and of course this supposition is directly opposite to the idea that it might have been composed of
longitudinal bars welded together—we find the capital left to be accounted for; and the very form of
this, is one which could readily have been produced
by swaging, and finishing with such chipping (but
this only to a small extent, the writer believes), as may
have been found necessary. It is also to be recollected that the column itself has never, save, of course,
in the act of raising it, been submitted to any severe
strain, and that its cohesion has never in any way
been tried in tension, as is ordinary shafting. Further, the
extraordinary amount of quiet perseverance with which the
natives of India are endowed, and the illimitable amount
of mere manual labour which any great Eastern ruler
vould bring to bear upon such an object of ambition as the
construction of a trophy or monument as this column may
be considered, would all go to help us to the conclusion
that this huge rod of iron may have been manufactured in
such manner, and with such material and appliances as the
writer has described. Again, it may be remarked that,
even supposing other similar columns to exist, as Mr.
Mallet seems to think, yet even this very existence, in so
confessedly small a number, proves them to have been
quite exceptional productions, and not in any way portions
of a systematic manufacture of large iron forgings. It is,
too, a point well worthy of notice that there would seem to
be no examples Ipft of what might be described as the intermediate stages of iron-working; éd. est, examples of forgings
which, whilst exceeding greatly in size and weight the
present ordinary productions of the Indian iron smiths,
would yet be of far smaller dimensions in every way than
this column of the Kutab ; for the large beams mentioned
Mr, Mallet can scarcely be classed in this category.
The writer is, therefore, forced to the conclusion that
this, and also the similar columns spoken of, must
be regarded as purely exceptional productions
— types
of no manufacture ever extensively or usefully existing in India, and indicating neither the possession
of machinery calculated to produce such types in any
number, nor ever much smaller forgings. Exceptional,
however, as they appear to be in every way, he yet
ventures to believe. he has pointed out the process by
which, in all probability, they were manufactured; and if
they can be regarded but as mere monuments of some
now nameless ambition, they are yet wonderful examples
of that ant-like perseverance and patient industry which
in many ways mark the metal workers of India.
Grorce M, Fraser.
».S.—May not the words “mixed metal” mean a mixture apparently of wrought and cast iron, which is clearly
the characteristic of the crystalline and fibrous fracture
of the native loups or mooties; and has the great depth, and
consequent weight of the column under ground, been used
as a counterpoise in raising it inte a perpendicular position ?
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STEEL SPRINGS.
WE are indebted to a paper on springs by Mr. J. H.
Cooper, published in the “ Journal of the Franklin Institute, Us. for the following rules:—
Rule 1st.—“*To find elasticity of a given steel plate spring:
Breadth of plate in inches multiplied by cube of the thickness in
one-sixteenth inch, and by number of plates ; divide cube of span
in inches by product so found, and multiply by 1°66. Result,
equal elasticity in one-sixteenth of an inch per ton of load.”
Rule 2nd.—“ To find span due to given elasticity, and number
and size of plate: Multiply elasticity in sixteenths per ton, by
breadth of p ate in inches, and divide by cube of the thickness in
inches and by the number of plates ; divide by 1°66, and find cube
root of the quotient. Result, equal span in inches,”
Rule 3rd.—‘* To find number of plates due to a given elasticity,
span, and size of plates: Multiply the cube of the span in inches
by 1°66 ; multiply the elasticity in sixteenths by the breadth of
the plate in inches, and by the cube of the thickness in sixteenths;
divide the former product by the latter. The quotient is the
number of plates,”
Rule 4th.—‘*To find working strength of a given steel plate
spring: Multiply the breadth of plate in inches by the square
of the thickness in sixteenths, and by the number of plates;
multiply also the working span in inches by 11°3; divide the
former product by the latter. Result, equal working strength in
tons burden.”
Rule 5th.—‘* To find span due to a given strength, and number,
and size of plate: Multiply the breadth of plate in inches by the
square of the thickness in sixteenths, and by the number of plates;
multiply also the strength in tons by 11°3; divide the former
product by the latter. Result, equal working span in inches,”
Rule 6th,--‘* To find the number of plates due toa given strength,
span, and size of plate: Multiply the strength in tons by span in
inches, and divide by 11% ; multiply also the breadth of plate in
inches by the square of the thickness in sixteenths ; divide the
former product by the latter. Result, equal number of plates.”
** The span is that due to the form of the spring loaded. Extra
thick plates must be replaced by an equivalent number of plates of
the ruling thickness before applying the rule. To find this,
multiply the number of extra plates by the square of their
thickness, and divide by the square of the ruling thickness ; con7 the number of plates of the ruling thickness to be removed for a given number of extra plates may be found in the |
|
same way.”

PROGRESS OF THE PNEUMATIC TUBE
SYSTEM.
Durie the past year the postal authorities have largely increased
the length of tubing under the streets of London, by means of
which they transmit small packages of messages from station to
station by compressed air. Perhaps we cannot do better than
briefly summarise what has been done in this comparatively new
branch of engineering from its commencement to the present
time.
Soon after the introduction of the electric telegraph Mr.
Latimer Clark laid down about half a mile of small tubing, through
which little packages of letters were ‘*sucked” from an outstation, an exhausted air chamber being connected with one end
of the pipe, while the normal pressure of the atmosphere acting
through the further end propelled the carrier, Thus messages
were sent in one direction only. Next, Mr. Varley called in the
use of compressed air, with which he drove carriers to the outstation ; and he brought the carriers back again by means of the
exhaust. He also devised a very clever system of self-acting
pneumatic valves, which saved the assistants, who started and received the carriers, a great deal of time and labour. On this improved system Lothbury telegraph station was connected with
several other stations in the neighbourhood of the Bank, Royal
Exchange, Mincing-lane, and the Stock Exchange. Theapparatus
has
worked well ever since, and is in active daily use now. Messrs,
Siemens and Halske devised an improved system in 1863, by means
of which intermediate stations could be placed on one of the tubes,
and these stations would be enabled to pick out their own carriers
without stopping the carriers to other stations which might at the
same time be flying through other parts of the tubes. A *‘ circuit”
is necessary with this system, that is to say, two street pipes have
to be laid instead of one, but the carrying power of these two
pipes is perhaps equal to that of three or four worked on the old
system, as the circuit is a closed one, with compressed air pro= the carricrs from behind, at the same time that they are
helped along by the exhaust in front. The Central Telegraph
Station and the Exchange at Berlin were joined together on Messrs,
Siemens and Halske’s system in 1865, It was found to work well,
so more pipes were laid down in 1867. The total length of pneumatic piping laid down in Berlin is now 32,000ft. In Paris the
Government tried a plan of its own, in which large air-chambers
were in communication with the water-mains of the town, in order
to obtain pressure, and the waste of water by this plan was
enormous. Mr. R, 8S. Culley also invented and tried a plan at
Telegraph-street, whereby the force was obtained from water, but
it failed, and the waste of water was almost unlimited. In 1869
Messrs. Siemens Brothers laid some pipes on their system from
Telegraph-street station, to the General Post-office, in St. Martin’sle-Grand ; this line was opened in February, 1870, and found to
work so well that an extension to Fleet-street office, and to the
West Strand office at Charing Cross was resolved on. We have
already fully described the system and all the machinery connected
therewith in these pages, so now wil cull a few additional
statistical particulars from a paper read a month or two ago before
the Institution of Civil Engineers by Mr. Carl Siemens. Mr.
Siemens stated that the total length of line now working in
London, from Telegraph-street to the West Strand office and back,
is 6890 yards, as follows :— From the instrument room on the third
floor of the Central Telegraph Station to the General Post-office,
852 yards ; from the General Post-oflice to the Fleet-strect oflice,
1206 yards ; and from the Fleet-strect office to the West Strand
office, near Charing Cross, 1587 yards. The following results as to
speed were obtained during experiments made with the two
sections first opened, The mean pressure during those experiments
was 7 Ib, per square inch at one end of the circuit, and the vacuum
at the other end of the circuit was Llin, of mercury ; under these
conditions, the circuit being worked with both pressure and
vacuum, the times were :—
Yards. min. sec.
Telegraph-strect to General Post-oflice eis So. ok cic
General Post-oftice to Temple Bar.. .. .. .. .. 1206 2 28
Temple Bar to General Post-office.. .. .. -. «. 1206 2 WW
General Post-office to Telegraph-street co oo of 853 1 18
4166 7 45
These experiments proved that the speed of the carrier was much
greater as it approached the vacuum end of the tube than it was at
the other end. Mr. Carl Siemens further stated that ‘‘ where so
large a traffic was not expected asin London, the tubes, instead of
being laid side by side in the same trench, could, at a trifling additional cost, be laid in a large circuit, and so be made to include
many more intermediate stations, each station in that case having
only one sending and receiving instrument. .Experiments made at
Berlin prove that, in very long lines of tubes of small diamet , a
sufficient velocity of the column of air could be obtained with the
pressure atthe two ends differing within quite practicallimits. Ifthe
Society or ENGINEERS,—
The annual dinner of this Society will carrier was made so as to move with very little friction its speed
take place at the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon-street, on Friday, would be nearly equal to that of the air by itself. The momentum
the 19th inst., at six o’clock, p.m,
of the carrier and that of the column of air might be entirely dis-
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regarded, as both were infinitely small when com
with the
prevailing friction of the air in the tube. As under equal conditions of pressure at the two ends the pret in the tube increased
as the square root of the diameter, and decreased as the square
root of the length of the tube, the length of a pneumatic system
might be extended with similar results as to s§
, in the
same proportion as the diameter of the tubes could increased ;
that was, the same speed as was obtained through a tube of a certain diameter and length might be obtained through another of
double the length and double the di
ter, the diff
of the
pressures at the two ends of the tubes remaining identical. Upto
the present time, as far as the public was concerned. the pneumatic
tubes in London, Berlin, and Paris, had only been used for the
conveyance of telegraphic messages ; but the British Post-office
authorities had already
idered the question whether it would
not be advantageous to have the letter-post service in London
executed by means of pneumatic tubes.” Of course in a plan of
this magnitude the question of cost has to be very carefully considered,
ImproveD WooDEN PAVEMENT.—With the permission of the
Commissioners of Sewers of the City of London, 400 square yards
of Bartholomew-lane, (south end) have during the past week been
laid with a wooden pavement of somewhat curious construction.
A similar system has been adopted now for some years in the
principal cities of the United States, and so well established
is it in the larger cities, that towns of small population are
beginning to avail themselves of its advantages. It is only
within the last few months, however, that it has been introduced
into Europe, and in Paris, St. Petersburg, Vienna, and
Pesth, specimens of it have been laid, and given great satisfaction. This pavement claims, among other advantages,
absence of slip, elasticity, noi
ness, durability, and an even
surface at all times to the wear. The construction of the pavement varies according to the traffic and other circumstances. In
3artholomew-lane it is laid on a bed of sand, of depth sufficient
to form a good grade, say from lin. to 2in,; on that a flooring is
laid, which consists of two thicknessess, one laid horizontally, the
other transversely, each thickness consisting of a fin. board prepared
with tar. Upon these boards, blocks of wood measuring
Yin. X Bin, X Sin, are laid, and between each row of blocks ,a
strip of wood lin. X jin. is nailed to the flooring, the object being
to steady the blocks in their places during construction ; after
being thus laid the spaces or joints are filled with hot gravel, upon
which hot tar or pitch is poured. This is rammed tight home, and
again repeated until the spaces are filled up. Subsequently,
another application of tay is made over the surface, on which a
dressing of fine gravel is thrown; when dried the pavement is
complete.
toryAL Potytecunic InstituTion,—At the present time some
good novel Chrigémas entertainments both of a scientific and semitheatrical character are drawing large audiences at the Polytechnic
Institution. Professor Pepper has a lecture on “The Battle of
Dorking,” in which he describes the autumn military manceuvres
and the camp at Aldershot, illustrated by photographs on glass;
the lecture contains much solid information. The same may be
said of an excellent lecture on ‘*The South African Diamond
Fields,” by Mr. Tobin. In an entertainment called the ‘‘ Arabian
Mystery,” a lady is seated in a chair with her back to the audience,
whilst another lady walks about among the listeners, who give her
scraps of writing or anything they please. She takes the object
in her hand, not a word is spoken by her, yet in from one to two
minutes afterwards the lady on the platform names the objects,
or repeats the words as the case may be. There is no collusion
with people in the audience, as the word “Franklin” which we
selected, was transmitted by this silent telegraph within a minute
after we, unexpectedly to her, pushed it into the hands of the lady
“magician.” She did not utter a word, so no clue could be given
to the lady on the platform by framing a remark or question in a
peculiar manner. Moreover, Mr. King, the lecturer, announced
that there was no collusion of any kind, that the two-ladies did it
all by themselves, that if the one lady was in another room
altogether the results could be obtained just the same, that he
was not permitted by the managers to explain how it was done,
and that if it were permitted it would require a long scientific
lecture to do justice to the subject. Mr. King has a very amusing
lecture on Christmas customs, and Mr. Buckland gives an entertainment called the ‘‘Ghost of the Toll House.”
Tue Lonpon ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS AND
DrAUGHTSMEN, —The nineteenth annual meeting of the members of
this institution was held on Saturday last, at the City Terminus Hotel.
Mr. Joseph Newton, C.E.,of H.M. Mint, president, occupied the
chair, and the spacious assembly room was well filled. As usual, the
lection and
ination of new members constituted the first business of the meeting. Mr. Hugh Gray was duly elected, and Messrs.
Norman and Hood were proposed as ordinary associates, The
chairman next requested the auditors—Messrs. Welch and Sissons
to produce their report for the half-year ending on the 31st of
December. This they did, together with the balance-sheet for the
same period, The two documents were of the most —yeereee A
character, and demonstrated the fact that both in regard to fun
and the number of
bers a
iderable augmentation had
taken place. It is not necessary here to give the details of the
balance-sheet, but they may be summarised thus :—Invested for
current expenditure of the institution, £566 10s. 10d. ; for the
superannuation of aged and necessitous members, £1160 17s. 1d.;
and for the assistance of widows and orphans, £21 4s., making a
total of moneys invested for all purposes £1748 1s. 11d., or an increase of about £60 over that recorded in the last half-yearly report. The number of ordinary ear Gp en foremen and
principal draughtsmen—is 126, and that of honorary members,
employers, and other scientific gentlemen, 81; in all 207, or an increase of 15. Some little discussion followed the statements of
the auditors, and these bore reference mainly to the monthly
journal of the Association. The great success which had attended
the publication during the first year of its existence was the theme
of general congratulation, and its maintenance was unanimously
agreed to. The report and balance-sheet were then formally approved by the
ting, the auditors receiving a vote of thanks,
The chairman then introduced a subject upon which Mr, Henry
Grissell, C.E.,-had had an interview, and which referred to the
practicability and advisability of offering a series of money prizes
to workmen for excellence in designing and skill in executing
works in metals other than the precious metals, Mr. Grissell’s
plans were avowedly not fully matured as yet, and it was determined that they should be more fully considered at a future meeting. He (the chairman) next proceeded to deliver his annual address, which was a lengthy résumé of the progress of the institution during the past year, with observations on its present position
in respect to the engineering trade, its usefulness as an educational
appliance, the advantages which must ensue if masters and foremen co-operated yet more cordially in the promotion of scientific
and practical investigations, with other matters of interest. Mr.
Newton concluded by acknowledging the great kindness he had
received from members of both classes at
times, and he then,
in accordance with the rules of the Association,
resigned the office
of president, and vacated the chair. On his departure, pro tem.,
from the meeting, Mr. Briggs and Mr. Hosken, the two old
members. pro,
and seconded a resolution to the effect that
Mr. Newton be for the thirteenth time re-elected. This was put
and carried unanimously, and a deputation invited the late president to resume office.
ith extreme reluctance the request was
ded to, and amidst demonstrations of approval Mr. Newton
reoccupied the chair. Mr. J. Irvine was subsequently re-elected
as deputy
i
Messrs, Gibbon, agg ps and Bullough
were chosen as a junior committee, and Mr. Hedley (of the firm of
Yarrow and Hedley) was appointed auditor. Soon afterwards the
proceedings, which were throughout of a cordial nature,
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
MISCELLANEA.
Tue scheme for a new line of railway
to "Brighton, will, it is | _R®CENTLY a microscopic lens was made in London at the cost of
THE nine hours’ system is to commence at the Neath Abbey
understood, be withdrswn for the forthcoming session of Parlia- | £250 sterling, from a diamond, its magnifying power being an Ironworks on the first Monday in April.
| increase over that of glass as eight to three.
ment.
THERE is considerable agitation in the Belgian coal districts,
A cROWDED meeting of railway servants, chiefly of those | THe soldering of copper and lead has been regarded as a and a general strike is being attempted by the agitators,
employed on the Great Northern line, was held on Saturday | mechanical impossibility. The American Manufacturer states,
Mr. SAMUEL SHARPE has presented £4000 to University
evening, with the object of advancing the movement
for ten hours’ however, that a perfect union may be effected between the two College,
London, towards the completion of the much needed
labour, payment for overtime, diminution of Sunday duty, and metals by fusing them together with the oxyhydrogen blowpipe.
new
buildings. The late Mr. Felix Slade’s executors have preweekly payment of wages.
Dr. Lex has communicated a new test for ammonia which is said sented the College with £1600 for the same purpose.
A SPECIAL general meeting of the Rhymney Company was held to be extremely delicate. If a solution poe of containing
Mr. M’Namara, barrister, has been selected to act as‘umpire in
on Tuesday at Wood’s Hotel, Furnival’s-inn, Holborn; Sir T. this substance be treated with phenol, and chloride of lime be subarbitration in the steam coal trade, which will be proceeded
Dakin in the chair. On the motion of the chairman a resolution sequently added, a green coloration will appear; even where the the
with
on the 29th inst. Mr. Bidder will act as arbitrator for the
was adopted for raising £100,000 on preference shares to complete quantity of ammonia is extremely slight, the reaction will ensue masters,
and Mr, Macdonald, president of the Miners’ Union, for
the remaining works of the company.
after the lapse of a few minutes,
the men.
THERE is a decided competition between the several railroad
In order to grow large crystals of such substances as sugar,
Ir is stated that a general meeting has been called at Copenlines running east from Chicago for the carrying of the tea which borax, alum, and the like, Professur Schulze recommends the use
of the shareholders of the Great Northern and of the China
reaches there from the Union Pacific Railroad. The business has of gelatinous solutions, such as gelatine. The crystals separate, hagenJapan
Extension Telegraph companies, in order to unite the
grown into vast magnitude, as it would seem that a considerable suspended in the mass, and go on growing uniformly on all sides. and
two
associations
and transform them into one new company witha
portion of the tea for all the world outside of Asia now crosses the In this way irregularities and distortions are avoided. The capital of £1,500,000.
United States. At present over 100 car loads of tea go through determination of the amount of gelatinous matter to be added
THE
largest
iron
casting ever attempted has been successfully
Chicago, destined for the east, each month.
| must be the result of experiment. The chief advantage appears to be
at the Elswick Ordnance Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
On the Ist inst. the London and North-Western Railway | to make the liquid of such a specific gravity as will hold the achieved
under
the
direction
of Sir William Armstrong and Capt. Noble.
Company opened for passenger traffic the new line of railway crystals in suspension.
It was a huge anvil block, weighing 125 tons, to be used with a
between Huyton and St. Helens, which was completed and
Tue Chinese are supposed to use a combination of rice gluten 20-ton
double-action
for performing the necessary
opened for goods traffic some time ago. Theopening of the new line and fresh shell lime in their inimitable white work ; indeed, they forging for the 35-ton forge-hammer,
Armstrong gun.
will establish direct communication between Liverpool, St. Helens, | use rice paste, made by pounding boiled rice into a sticky mass,
PLANS are being made at Elswick of some powerful hydraulic
Wigan, Preston, and Scotland. The branch is five and a-half for a great number of purposes. Rice, when pounded as above, machinery
which is to be used in Mr. John Fowler's be ne of
miles in length, and has stations at Prescot and Thatto Heath.
with a little plaster of Paris, is a capital substance for inlaying.
locomotives and railway carriages across the Channel
A NUMEROUSLY attended meeting of landowners in the western In Europe, isinglass, dissolved in strong white spirit, and any pale carrying
from
Dover
to Calais. Sir William Armstrong has calculated that
colouring
ingredient
added,
constitutes
artificial
ivory.
The
dust
parishes of Jersey was held on Monday night, to consider a
the machinery will hoist train and all from the rail into the ferryproposal for the formation of a line of north-western railway| of ivory, bone, box, or holly, made up with gelatine into a paste, boat
in
the
short
space of 4 min. 37 sec.
is
also
usec.
running through those parishes, joining the line from St. Aubin’s
AT a meeting held in the chambers of Sir Antonio Brady on
to St. Helier’s. The project was very warmly received, and
From the tabulation of the Austrian Consul at Port Said, it ap- Saturday,
at
which
Mr. Scott Russell, Captain Mercier, and Mr.
several proprietors, over whose property the line is to run, agreed pears that the number of vessels which passed through the Suez
to concede the land required. About one-fourth the capital was | Canal in the direction of Suez during the year just passed R. M. Latham were among the speakers, a united gommittee of
professional men, and independent persons was formed
subscribed, and a bill is to be prepared for securing the necessary | amounted to 292, while in the opposite direction 19 made the mechanics,
the establishment of a national system of technical,
working powers.
passage. Representing the nationality, the 491 vessels would be “* for promoting
and trade education of the English people.”
THE steamboat train on the Hartford and Erie Railroad met | divided as follows:—English, 314; French, 74; Egyptian, 33; industrial,
Messrs. More and CLINKSKILL, C.E., who made an official inAustrian, 26; Turkish, 18; Italian, 10; Portuguese, 5; Spanish,
with a serious accident on the 24th ult. The train was thirteen |
the boiler which exploded in Glasgow with such fatal
hours late owing to the storm. When near East Douglas the 3; Dutch, 2; American, 2; Russian, 2; Danish, 1; Greek, 1; spection onof Saturday,
the 30th of December, have reported that
engine struck a large rock which had been washed on to the Zanzibar, 1. The total receipts of the canal company amounted results,
“in
their
opinion
the accident was occasioned by a defect in the
to
5,070,
093f.
centre of the track, breaking the cow-catcher in two, breaking the
safety valve, and by a portion of the boiler being too weak to
axle of the tender, and smashing every brake of the train. The
Ir has been recently discovered that gelatine, in the presence of sustain
the pressure of steam to which it was subj
re
train consisted of a baggage-car and a smoking and passenger-car, salt of chromium, is rendered insoluble by the chemical action of
Some workmen making excavations the other day at the foot of
which fortunately was not thrown from the track, Where the light. The most important action of this ‘‘ chromatised gelatine,”
accident happened the embankment was full 30ft. high, and if the thus far, is in what is called the “‘heliotype process.” This is the Buttes Montmartre came upona spring of water at the bottom of
train had gone off serious loss of life would probably have resulted. virtually a new art of lithography, which promises wholly to which were found some remarkable petrifactions. M. Massen,
of the Ponts-et-Chaussées, has since analysed the water
On Monday Mr. Thorley, traffic manager of the Lancashire and supersede the old method. If paper coated with a solution of | engineer
and discovered that, owing to the calcareous earths which compose
Yorkshire Railway, received a delegation of railway employds at bichromate of potash and gelatine is exposed to the light, the gela- nearly
the
whole of those ridges, it possesses to a remarkable
the Victoria station, Hunt’s Bank. Mr. Thorley jiromised the tinous film becomes to all intents and purposes a lithographic
men some advance in wages. He also proposed that sixty hours stone, from which an indefinite number of copies of a photogra- degree the quality in question.
A
SERIOUS
objection is raised against Mr. Bazalgette’s Thames
should constitute a week’s work, and every ten hours a day, over- phic negative may be printed.
time as time and a-half being allowed for Sunday work. Should,
M. Testrxi announces the fact that the red variety of phos- Valley drainage system, as it will, by means of brick culverts, take
however, Saturday’s work extend beyond twelve o’clock on phorus possesses, like porous carbon, the power of absorbing many the sewage direct from'the various eighty townships to Woking
Saturday night, this is to be included in the week’s work. With substances without acting chemically upon them. Iodine, sul- Common, there again discharge it in a concentrated form inte the
this proposition several of the delegates were dissatisfied, ex- phur, rosaniline, &c., are thus absorbed in quite perceptible quan- Bourne Brook, and carry straight to the pumping stations of the
pressing their determination to accept no compromise ; but the tities. To show this property by experiment, he shakes up a great London water companies, to be sent through their mains into
majority ruled that they would await the decision of the directors; quantity of the powdered phosphorus, in the violet coloured solu- | the water cisterns of London’s three millions of inhabitants.
and that, provided they would grant what Mr. Thorley promised tion of iodine in bisulphide of carbon; when, if sufficient material
THE annual meeting of the North of England Iron Trade Board
to propose, it should be accepted by the general body of the is present, the solution becomes colourless. A solution of rosani- of Arbitration and Conciliation took place on Monday at Darlington.
company’s employés.
line in ether is similarly affected; and may be, in part, recovered The board confirmed the sliding scale arranged before Mr. Hughes,
M.P., in October, by which wages will rise or fall according to the
A SPECIAL meeting of the Glasgow and Cape Breton (N.S.) from the phosphorus unchanged, upon treatment with alcohol.
Company was held on Tuesday, at the offices, Great WinchesterA crvuciB_e for melting metal has been invented, which consists realised prices of iron. It was stated in the report that there are
street-buildings, Mr. H. L. Micholls in the chair. The chairman in providing the ordinary crucible of plumbago or other substance thirty-three works and above 15,000 operative members connected
stated that the meeting was convened to take the opinion of the with a flue or passage from the bottom to the top, for allowing the with the board. Arrangements were made for lessening the
shareholders as to the propriety of applying to the Legislature of heat to act upon the centre of the mass of metal contained in the expenses of the board, which have been nearly £1000 a year. Mr.
Nova Scotia for a concession to make a line of railway from the crucible more directly than it otherwise can. This passage is sur- Waterhouse, London, was appointed accountant to examine the
Reserve Coal-field to Louisburg Harbour. The new line would rounded by a shell or tube of the same material of which the masters’ books quarterly.
enable the company to ship their own coal and the produce of crucible is made, The inventor also grooves, or indents, or conMr. JosEpH G1LLoTt, the steel-pen manufacturer, died of pleurisy
other collieries all the year round, and considerably increase the structs the sides of the crucible, both inside and out, so as to form last week, at his residence, Westbourne-road, Edgbaston. Mr.
value of the undertaking. It would give the command of the projections, to interlock with the paste, or clay, or other substance Gillott was the first to use machinery for making steel pens. Origiwhole of the Cape Breton coal traffic to the company. Mr. with which the crucible is coated, to cause the coatings to be re- nally a grinder at Sheffield, his first employment was that of steel
Gisborne, the company’s agent in Nova Scotia, explained that the tained much longer than they now are, thereby preserving the toy or tool making. His attention, however, was soon directed
application for the concession had already been made; and, crucible much longer, and reducing the cost of melting steel or to steel-pens, which were then made by hand in very limited quanprovided the necessary capital was voted, there would be no doubt | other metals,
tities, at a cost of about 3s. 6d. each. The present annual producabout the concession being obtained. He gave a favourable
increasing use of bromide of potassium would have been all tion at Mr. Gillott’s factory is estimated at 150,000,000 per anuum.
account of the prospects of the Cape Breton line, which was now butTHEimpossible,
His manufactory is a model of skilful organisation, whilst his
were
it
not
for
the
extraordinary
discovery
of
an
nearly finished, and of the value of the coal reserve. A resolution
evaporated sea water bed in Germany. The amount workpeople evince an air of easy comfort and self-respect very
to increase the capital of the company by the creation of new apparently
marked to a visitor.
of
bromide
consumed
in
medicine
is
now
enormous,
and
most
of
it
shares of £10 each, to be offered at par to the present share- is derived from this source. The same mines have also completely
is many years since the supply of coal in North Staffordshire
holders, was agreed to unanimously; and the proceedings con- changed our sources of potash ; they produce far more than all hasITbeen
so inadequate to the demand and prices so high as at the
cluded with a vote of thanks to the chairman, and also to Mr. the
other sources of England and France put together, and haye present time. Both the iron and pottery trades are unusually
F. N. Gisborne for his valuable services.
,
so reduced the price that carbonate of potash is now largely made active, and at all times the consumption of coal in these manufacTHE Minister of Public Works publishes in the Turkish papers in this country at a price which competes most favourably with tures is enormous. The scarcity is caused by the flooding of some
the following official note on the subject of the railways in Asia American pearlash, and will ultimately drive it out of the market. ten
which have been standing still tor more than a year,
Minor :—*‘ The railway in course of construction between Scutari Bromide of potassium is an instance of a substance long used in | and mines,
for the same reason prices have gone up from 20 per cent. to
and Ismidt is one of the numerous public benefits whichdo honour medicine before its valuable properties were discovered.
30
per
cent.
To many manufacturers, who have large contracts
to the spirit of initiative of his Imperial Majesty the Sultan. His
In order to preserve the bright metallic appearance of the rare on hand, the rise of prices means heavy losses, amounting in some
Majesty, gratified at the progress made with this line, and acting metal
cases
to
as
much
as from £40 to £50 a week. The difficulty will
thallium,
which
oxidises
in
the
air
with
great
readiness,
a
upon the regenerating ideas with which he is ever animated, has number of methods have been suggested, but all, it appears, were be removed when the
bill to be presented to Parliament in the next
further ordered the Minister of Public Works, through the Grand unsatisfactory.
session
for
clearing
drowned out mines is passed, and in the
Some
years
ago,
Bittger
proposed
the
use
of
a
Vizier, to establish a network of railways throughout the whole of concentrated solution of grape sugar, and he now announces that meantime efforts arethebeing
made to make up for the deficiency by
Asia Minor by means of branches communicating with the his suggestion has turned out well. The sole objection to this the extension of some existing
collieries and the opening of new
Scutari and Ismidt line. In conformity with the Sultan’s order, fluid being the formation, in the course of time, of a slimy sedi- fields, Mr. C. J. Homer has lately
purchased two collieries, the
engineers have been sent to Ismidt to examine Mount Seugud, and ment, from which the solution becomes turbid. In searching workings of which he is much enlarging,
has also opened a
to make all necessary surveys with a view to the extension of the about for a fluid which should be free from this objection, he new mine containing valuable seams of coal.and From
these sources
line to Eski-Sheir as a first instalment of his Majesty’s splendid
now that he has found that distilled water answers the the supply of the district will be increased by from 10,000 to
scheme. As the works on the Scutari to Ismidt line are com- announces
12,000
tons
a
week.
Lord
Granville
is
also
laying
down
purpose
perfectly.
It
is
necessary,
however,
that
the
water
should
paratively far advanced, considering the time employed upon them, first be thoroughly boiled to free it from air, and allowed to cool machinery to get rid of the water which has found its extensive
way into
there is reason to believe that this section will be completed by in a closed vessel. He states that a mass of thallium fused some of his mines,
next September, that the extension to Eski-Sheir will be in beneath
cyanide
of
potassium,
and
preserved
under
the
conditions
THE first of the Gatling guns ordered from Sir William
readiness during the following spring, and that both lines can
then be joined. The important subject of the branch line named, lost nothing of its brilliant lustre, even after three years.
Armstrong and Co. was received on Tuesday at the Royal Arsenal,
is now under earnest consideration at the Ministry of Public
Kruvpr’s establishment at Essen, as the following figures will Woolwich. It is of a somewhat similar description to the two
Works. These instances of solicitude on the part of our august show, has now reached gigantic dimensions. There are 514 received from America, with slight modifications. The calibre of
master for everything connected with the development of the smelting, roasting, and cement furnaces ; 160 forges ; 249 welding the barrels is equal to that of the Martini-Henry rifle, viz, *45in.
public resources clearly prove that his Majesty desires, by the and heating furnaces ; 245 coke furnaces ; 120 furnaces of various Four thousand cartridge cases for this gun arrived some days
construction of railways, to add to the illustrious titles he already other sorts ; 340 turning lathes ; 199 planing machines ; 91 grind- since from Elswick, and) have been dispatched to the Royal
possesses that of the true founder of the prosperity,of his empire; ing machines ; 65 grooving benches; 114 boring machines ; 120 Laboratory to be filled. The breech elevating arrangement is of an
and we pray the Almightyto preserve his life to enable him to various other machines ; 150 steam boilers; 256 steam engines entirely novel character. Two screws of opposite threads, upon
realise all his generous designs.’
having a total of 8377-horse-power ; 56 steam hammers having an the same shaft, which is turned in the ordinary manner by a small
THE Mid-London Railway is a scheme for a double line of
te weight of 3091 cwt. The number of workpeople is 7100 ; | hand-wheel, impart motion to the ends of an apparatus very
railway from a junction with the London and North-Western an dd the
i" amount of cast steel produced last year was 130,000,000 Ib. similar to that used by children for moving toy soldiers upon,
Railway, near Willesden, to the Marble Arch, and thence east- Of the steam engines, one was driven at 1000-horse-power, thus lengthening or shortening it as required, and elevating or
wards in the direction of Oxford-street and Holborn, but not three at 800, one at 200, one at 160, three at 150, one at 120, three | depressing the breech of the gun. The “double V screw,” for
under them, to the eastern end of the Holborn Viaduct. From at 100, with 242 of a smaller power. Of the steam hammers one | traversing the gun by a simple movement, has also been applied,
the angle formed by Giltspur-street and Newgate-street it is weighed 600 cwt., one 400 cwt., two 110 cwt., one 200 « rt., one ikewise the opening in rear of the lock-cylinder casing for withintended that a new street should be made about one and a-quarter 150 cwt., one 140 cwt., three 300 cwt., with forty-six smaller drawing a damaged cartridge. Upon the summit of the
mile long, in nearly a straight line, to the junction of White- ones,
| “‘ carrier ” is a gun-metal disc, forming a support for the “ drum
chapel High-street with Commercial-street and Commercial-road,
containing the cartridges. This can be revolved at pleasure by
At the last meeting of the Franklin Ihstitute Mr. Coleman || the
the railway to be constructed under the new street. The Sellers
hand, — 7, its contents one by one into the grooves of the
exhibited
a
sample
of
a
material
which,
we
believe,
is
now
length of _double line is proposed to be about nine miles; for the first time about to be manufactured and applied to useful carrier beneat
Tpon the front of the gun-carriage,
to
the quantity of land required is 54a, 3r. 6p.; the estimate purposes in the arts. The product possesses a general resemblance | iron standards secured to the axletree-boxes, is a steel screen jin.
for land and buildings is £1,955,000, or at the rate of £36,200 to cotton-wool, for which it may, doubtless, in certain cases be | thick, entirely protecting the gun-carriage and gunners. It is
so as to fold up for packing. Eight drums for feeding the
per acre, but about twenty acres are estimated to cost from
with advantage, but on closer examination seems more hinged
gun can be carried with the
iage
and limber,
two within the
£62,000 to £68,000 per acre. The estimates for works and con- substituted
a spun glass, which, in reality, it is. It is formed by allow- || axletree-boxes,
and six within the limber-boxes.
Each drum
oe py amount to
£1,411,616; for the new street, £1,400,000, like
a jet of steam to escape through a stream of liquid slag, by contains when full
400 cartridges, consequently 3200 rounds can
m
a total of £4,766,616 for the nine imiles of railway, or at ing
which it is blown into the finest threads, sometimes 2ft. or 3ft. in be
carried with the gun, irrespective of any ammunition wagon.
the rate of nearly £530,000 per mile. There are to be 143 bridges, length. These threads, though somewhat elastic, readily break up
and £347,000 is the estimated cost for stations, which it is intended into much smaller ones, and, the colour of the substance being Both carriage and limber are constructed in the lightest possible
has at the same time been combined with great
to ard near the Marble ee
Bond-street, near the end
the appearance of a compacted mass of it makes the name manner, but this
strength. The wheels are upon the “ Madras
of Tottenham-court-road, in
*s-inn-fields, at the Holborn white,
—mineral cotton—under which it has been described a very appro- || proportional
principle, with excessively slender
es and felloes.
Viaduct, the Post-office, Moorgate-street, Bishopsgate-street, priate
one. The admirable non-conducting property of the | Itpattern”
is understood that an objection has been
the authorities
Whitechapel, and Commercial-road East. It is also intended that material for heat, as well as that of the great quantity of air
” for field service, and
willbe
the proposed line should form junctions with the authorised which it retains in its interstices, would seem to fit it very well |to using “‘ Gatli
London Central, the London, Chatham, and Dover, and the East for a non-conducting casing to steam boilers and pipes, an appli- condemned to ¢ the place of light field guns for serviceou
London line. It is intended to be
throughout. ,
board ship.
cation for which it is at present being tested,
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As we promised last week we now give above, and at page 26, a preponderance of fh id pressure downwards, and a consequent the water in the boiler sinks to t! e danger leve’ t'1 cpening of
sectional,and complete elevations of the engines of her Majesty’s , detlection of the diaphragm. The valve shown as connected with | the pipe connecting with the lower +o npartment ot th» unt.ca‘Or
ships Helicon and Salamis. The following fare {the principal
dimensions ;—
|
Diameter of cylinder, 6lin. ; stroke of piston, 4ft. 6in. ; depth |
of piston, 12 in. ; diameter of piston rod, Yin. ; diameter of capbolts, 5in. ; diameter of crank pin, llin. ; stroke of slide valve,
8hin. ; width of opening caused by the valve lin. ; length of
ditto, 20gin. ; outside lap of valve, 2jin. ; diameter of valve rod,
1gin. ; diameter of air-pump, 2ft. 10}in.; stroke of bucket,
1ft. 9in. ; diameter of trunk, 104in. ; diameter of
ting rod,
3in, ;diameter of injection pipe, 5in.; number of foot valves, 7 ;
number of bucket valves, 7; number of disc
e valves, 8;
throw of eccentric, 10in. ; diameter of ditto, 2ft. 14in. ; diameter
of crank shaft, 134in. ;radius of counterce, 13fin. ; diameter
of eccentric rod, 2jin.; radius of link, 2ft. 44in.; diameter
of pin, 2}in. ; inner length of lever, 158in. ; outer aig 18{in. ;
length of hand lever, 39in, ; diameter of starting wheel, 2ft., with
handles 6in. long.
The disengaging gear consists of two discs secured on the paddle
shafts and pam a by hoops or rings, and the mode of fixii
is by two transverse keys, so that at their removal the disc an
ring can revolve free from eachother. Diameter of disc, 3ft. 23in.;
diameter of shaft paddle, 12}in.; width of ring, 9in.; thickness,
2in.; width of fixing keys, 2in.; and thickness, lin. We shall
supply further particulars of these fine engi in a
ling
impression,
MILLWARD’S PATENT WATER LEVEL ALARM
INDICATOR FOR STEAM BOILERS.
ArTeR the thousand and one inventions in connection with
steam boiler fittings, it may have been thought that almost all
pens improvements in this branch of engineering had been exausted.
owever, we have this week briefly to direct the attention of our readers to a new low or high-water alarm indicator, invented by Mr. Frank Millward, of Cincinnati, U.S., and recently
patented in England and America,
The construction and operation of this indicator will be easily
understood by reference to the accompanying engravings. Fig. 1
is a general view in section of this indenter, as applied to a
steam boiler; Fig. 2, the same, only differing in general arrangement in relation to the boiler. This arrangementis more applicable to boilers of the Carnish, Fairbairn, and vertical types.
~ 3 is an enlarged section of the main partof the indicator.
+ will be seen that the indicator case is divided into two compartments by an elastic or flexible diap!
When the water
in the boiler is at its proper working level the lower compartment
of the indicator case is filled with water, and the upper compart- the diaphragm, and governing the alarm vent to steam whistle, is |case is uncovered, and the water in the latter discharges int» the
ment with steam, the hydrostatic columu on the lower side causing by this deflection kept tightly closed to its seat, When, hewever, boiler, The diaphragm is then immediately exposed toan equal steam
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pressure on both sides, and, of course, at once “‘ retracts,” or re
sumes its normal shape, thereby opening the valve and giving an
alarm. With slight modification thisindicator may be adapted to
high water indication, but the most important application of the
invention is, of course, to the alarm indication of low water. The
diaphragm may be made of sheet metal, either plain or corrugated
radially or concentrically, or of any known simple or compound
construction, A slightly dished metallic plate is found to operate
excellently. All condensed water is thrown off the upper face of
diaphragm. A 6in. diaphragm |
in connection with hydro
static column of about Bt. will give—after deducting forthe slight
counter-pressure of steam on valve—a preponderance of pressurc
for closing valve of 25 lb. From this it will easily be seen how to
wroportion the indicator and connections to suit any class of boilers.
t is obvious that there are no frictional surfaces, and that the
only bearing surface is that of the slight facing to valve governing
alarm vent, and the stem of this valve is quite free to permit passages of steam. No incrustation can
ibly take place, and the
diaph
, valve, and seat are made of non-corrosive materials, or
plated therewith.
The object of the inventor has been to produce an indicator free
from friction and incrustation, and more certain in action or less
troublesome than fusible plugs, or indicators operated by floats
and levers either inside or outside the boiler.
is indicator is in
ful use in America, and took a grand
gold medal at the recent Industrial “‘ Exposition ” at Cincinnati.

qualities give the greatest satisfaction. The engine will, with coke
alone, take 28 tons gross up 1 in 16, at rather less than three miles
per hour, and when well on the incline will blow off heavily at
200 Ib., even with the pump on, unless the door be partially opened.
This result is, however, greatly assisted by working expansively
with the heavy —_ as the“engine will manage the above lead
four notches in from full gear. The cylinders of this engine are

7in. by 10in., and the nozzle 1*4in. diameter, giving a very stronS
| blast, so that the combustion on the small grate area is extremely
intense, precluding the use of any soft coal for heavy work ; the
| hanging tubes also are iron, as no softer metal oomel A stand the
| cutting action of the particles of flying coke. The boiler for its
special work gives the most complete satisfaction, we under|| own
stand,

! AMMONIA AS A MOTIVE POWER FOR STREET
|
CARS,
In our impression for August the 25th, 1871, will be
found an article on the ammonia engine possessing a good
deal of interest. We are indebted to the Scientific American
for the following paper on the same subject :—

no way by which they can be made to combine when placed
directly together, but when the hydrogen is presented to nitrogen
at the moment of its liberation from water, the oxygen of the
latter being abstracted by the oxidation of some other substance,
the combination takes place and ammonia is formed.
This reaction takes place in the decomposition of various vegetable and animal substances, and in the progress of many industrial operations, of which latter the most notable, in this respect,

|

TODD'S VERTICAL BOILERS.
Fig 1 shows asectionof an 8-horse power boiler, designed by Mr. L. J.
Todd. The boiler is 32in. diameter, by 7ft. 9in. high.
e fire-box |
contains 91 hanging water tubes, 14in. diameter by 27in. long, the ;
necessary circulation in which is secured by means of an internal! ,
pipe formed as shown in the enlarged section. It is in these in- |
ternal circulating pipes that the patent consists, There are three
smoke pipes rising to the funnel so as equally to divide the draught.
Stays
are not required, and the arrangement of having a red-hot |
metal baffle box with only a small exit, into which the exhaust |
is injected, is avoided, which Mr. Todd considers a considerable |
advantage, holding that in it the damp exhaust and priming water
are
lally re-evaporated, and thus cause a continuous increase of
the
back pressure. Our views do not coincide witb Mr. Todd’s in
this respect, The boiler contains 4ft. of grate, and 120ft. of heating surface, being }ft. of grate and 15ft. of surface per nominal
horse-power. The boiler is perfectly‘accessible in every part, and
is constructed for ordinary work.
Fig. 2 shows a section of a 10-horse power boiler specially constructed for some experiments with direct traction ploughing. It
was designed to give the greatest power with the least weight,
while at the same time, possessing the power of standing continuous work. It is 30in. diameter, by 7ft. 3in. high ; the shell is
formed of three ,4in. steel rings, the furnace being of iron welded.
The top plate is made light and secured by an outside angle iron to
allow it to yield upwards as the tubes expand. The furnace
contains 108
ing tubes lgin. diameter, interspersed amongst
which are fifty-five fire tu
l}in. diameter, screwed into
the lower tube plate, which is copper, 1jin. thick; the bridges
between the tubes are only ,%in., which has, it is claimed in
za
wie proved the advan
of the improved circuting
which the down
current is taken in below,
while that ascending
above, the currents not
ing each
other; so that Mr. T
claims that the tubes may be pitched
much closer than is
le by any other means, as not even in
the most intense
can the currents become confused. The
grate is 3%ft., and the surface 150ft., and notwithstanding
the very
ited water area, we understand that the boiler supplies perfect]
The use of ammonia as a motive power,involves some very nice
drys
which isin great measure due tothe antipriming
pipe roun scientific and mechanical principles. That the general reader may
the top of boiler perforated on the top side only with yyin. holes. om ogo the peculiar difficulties met with in the attempts to
pee ayy A rng ae Aympnear ona Cade not so ac- render this substance available for the propulsion of machinery we
cessible as the boiler in
1, yet it is more so than an ordinary will enumerate its leading characteristics,
A
ia is
posed of three parts—by weight—of hydrogen
locomotive. The top tube plate is secured by = studs, 2in,
pitch, so that if occasion requires it can be removed.
and fourteen parts of nitrogen. These substances do not directly
The boiler in every part keeps perfectly tight, and its steaming | combine to form ammonia ; that is, there has yet been discovered

is the manufacture of illuminating gar. In distillation of coal at
the gasworks — quantities of ammonia are enor combined
with sulphur and carbonic acid;and, the resulting carbonate and
sulphide of ammonium being treated with sulphuric or hydxochloric acid, sulphate or muriate of ammonium is formed, the conimercial name of the latter being muriate of ammonia, or sal am' moniac,
Frou the two latter salts ammonia may be freed by heatirg

24
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either of them in contact with a paste made of water and quicklime, sal ammoniac being the salt principally used for the purpose.
The ammonia passes off as a gas, is collected in water, for which it
has such a strong affinity, that, when the temperature of the water
is maintained at 59 deg. Fah., it will absorb 727 times, and at
32 deg. 1050 times, its volume of the gas.
The solution of ammonia in water, containing about 670 volumes
of the gas, forms the aqua ammonia of commerce, and it is this
substance that inventors have sought to utilise in ammonia engines, it pomening panes advantages for the purpose, as well as
presenting many difficulties, to such an application, which we will
point out.
This solution is colourless and strongly alkaline, is acrid to the
taste, and so caustic that it blisters the skin if applied to it. It
freezes into a gelatinous mass at 40 deg. below zero of the Fahrenheit scale, and liberates ammoniacal gas rapidly when exposed to
the air, the escape being greatly accelerated
by heat, so much so
that ebullttion is produced at 122 deg. Fah, A solution of the
strength of 20 deg. Beaumé boils at 140 ~~
Its capacity for heat is only one-fifth that of water, and three
unds of coal will produce four gallons of the liquefied gas, which,
eated to 232 deg. Fah., affords a pressure of six and one-half
atmospheres, To obtain the same pressure from steam requires a
temperature of 320 deg., the relative volumes of the ammoniacal
and the,steam, at this pressure, being 983 for the former and
295 for the latter.
The same amount of coal that will convert three volumes of
water into steam at 212 deg. will produce four equal volumes of
efied ammonia,
“To those familiar with these facts, it has long been evident that
this gas possesses great theoretical advantages over steam as a
motive power, but in its use the following difficulties have been
met 7 ta
The material is much more expensive than water, and, consequently, it is not permissible to allow it to escape as waste after it
has performed work, as steam exhausts into the open air, or is
condensed by contact with water, and then allowed to waste.
More than this, small leaks that, in the use of steam, are of little
or no importance, in ammonia engines are sources of great loss,
as every atom that escapes is not merely a waste of heat, as in the
steam engine, but a waste of a costly material. Besides, when
steam escapes it is harmless and bland, while ammonia is acrid,
and acts corrosively on all brass or copper attachments or ornaments, This last property forbids the practical use of any metal
but iron and steel in the construction of ammonia engines,
As high pressures are necessary, it has been difficult to prevent
deakage, and, in most devices of the kind under consideration, the
waste has been so great as to render them useless for practical purroses,
: Another difficulty has been the liquefaction of ammoniacal gas
in large quantities; but, in the application of ammonia to icemaking machines this part of the problem has been practically
solved, a pressure as, high as sixteen atmospheres having been
maintained in some of them, while, for a raotive power, it will not
be necessary to exceed ten pounds.
:
The principle upon which the theoretical utility of ammonia, as
a motor, is based, may be thus stated :—As the gas is absorbed by
water its latent heat becomes sensible, and the temperature of the
solution consequently rises. The heat may again be used for the
expansion of liquid ammonia into a gas, under great pressure—the
pressure thus generated being converted into work behind the
oan of an engine. The heat thus transformed into work cannot
recovered and utilised as heat, and, consequently, to maintain
the efficiency of the combination, additional increments of heat
must be supplied from external sources, to be again converted into
work, and so on,

This is accomplished in a very effective manner by Dr. Emile
Lamm, of New Orleans, who has also attacked the practical difticulties of the problem with great success.
We give, herewith, engravings illustrating the application of his
ammonia engine to a street car, which, itis asserted, was successfully propelled by it for a distance of seven miles, with an expenditure of only one and sixteen one hundredths cubic feet of ammonia, notwithstanding the somewhat unmechanical and clumsy
mode of transmitting the power from the engine to the wheels,
rendered necessary by the fact that the engine and car were not
made for each other, and were simply brought together for the
purpose of demonstrating the practicability of the method.
Dr. Lamm states that, on the trip mentioned, the gauge registered at the start 120 lb., and was the same at the end of the trip,
at no time indicating a variation of more than ten pounds to the
square inch ; and this has since been confirmed by over 300 trips.
The detailed drawing, Fig. 2, is simply a duplicate of the engine
and generator, and is lettered for reference.
Let the reader now bear in mind that when heat is employed for
liquefying ammonia the latter possesses, through its intense affinity for water, the property of reproducing, at a distance from the
furnace and still employed in its condensation, a force equivalent
to the heat used in such condensation, the latent heat of the gas
appearing anew as sensible heat in the water of reabsorption, and
being again transferred to the liquefied gas,
In the mode of effecting this circle of interchanges the essence
of Dr. Lamm’s invention lies. To obtain the full dynamical effect
of the expansion of vapours or gases, it is necessary to add as sens:ble heat the same amount which may be extracted from them as
latent heat.
Now the liquefied ammonia, which, parted with its latent heat
rer | condensation by pressure, is placed in the inner shell
A, through which tubes traverse, the whole being enclosed
in an outer shell B; the fountain communicates with the valve
chest of the cylinder C, in the same way as the steam induction
pipe of a steam engine connects the boiler and the cylinder. In the
outer shell B is placed some of the water, or weak solution of
ammonia that was left in the boiler of the still, of a suitable temperature to generate the required pressure at starting. This heat
exists when in the liquefied ammoniaas expansive force, and passes out
with the gas to the cylinder, when a portion having been converted
into work, the remainder
es with the exhaust gas back to the
weak solution in the shell B, where the exhaust gas becoming
instantly condensed the heat is again rendered conaiile and passes
through the walls of the tubes to generate expansive force, and so
on, the total -loss of heat in’a given amount of water being the
equivalent of the work performed plus that radiated from the
svell during the performance of work, while the loss of
ape material itself is only that due to leakage; this is prevented by
e use of oil-packed stuffing-boxes, The oil is converted slowly
jnto soap, but this does not interfere with its lubricating qualities
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
WE have received the last report of the Institution of
Civil Engineers. Thedocument is extremely voluminous, but
the following digest will be found to supply most of the
information possessing interest for our readers:—
The report commenced by stating that, in the past session, an
address had been presented by a numerous ry !of members and
associates, recommending that the number of the council should
be increase from seventeen to twenty—the maximum permitted
by the charter—that two of such additional councillors should be
from the class of members, and one from the class of associates,
and that each and every year two of the members and two of the
associates of council should become ineligible for re-election until
after the expiration of one year. The result of the deliberations
of the council on this proposal was in [effect that the suggested
increase in the number of their body was neither necessary nor
desirable for efficient administration, and that the compulsory
retirement every year of the two senior members would—for that
must have been the ultimate result of the measure as proposed—in
their opinion be prejudicial and disadvantageous to the interests
of the Tnstitution: A requisition having been made for a special
meeting of members only to
ider the question, such meeting
was accordingly convened, A full report of the proceedings at
that meeting, which was continued by adjournment, as well as at
another meeting, had already been issued to every member and
associate. Only the more salient points discussed at those
meetings were therefore alluded to in the report, and a summary
was given of the modifications finally adopted.
A subsidiary question remained, however, to be disposed of—
that was the eo , or otherwise, of recording on the balloting,
lists the number of the attendances of the members of council in
council and at the ordinary meetings. Such a record had been
kept for many years; it was only, however, at the annual meeting
in 1865 that these attendances were ordered to be printed. Having
been so ordered, it was not in the power of the council to make
any alteration in the practice. But as it seemed desirable that
the custom should not be continued, and as its continuance would
be the means of individualising the old from the new names on the
balloting lists—which it had been in part the object of the changes
lately made in the bye-laws to plac! —the council recommended
that the attendances should not in future be printed.
As a means of judging how far the Institution had facilitated
the acquirement of professional knowledge, and aided in promoting mechanical philosophy during the past year, the ordinary
meetings were next referred to. Of these there had been twentyfive, when eighteen papers were read, on very diverse subjects,
which were saanpiialalied. These communications and the discussions upon them had been embodied in two octavo volumes
(already issued to all the members), which it was believed must be
regarded with unqualified satisfaction. To the authors of several
of the memoirs the council had had peculiar gratification in
awarding out of the special trust funds, bequeathed or assigned for
the purpose, Telford Medals and Premiums to Messrs. B.
Samuelson, M.P., A. Beazeley, T. D. Ridley, and J. Price; a Watt
Medal and a Telford Premium to M. Gaudard; Telford Premiums
to Sir F. C. Knowles, Bart., and Messrs. W. R. Browne, H. E.
Towle, G. B. Rennie, and A. Jacob; and the Manby Premium to Mr. W. Airy, B.A. There had likewise been six supplemental meetings for the reading and discussion of papers by
students, and for the essays so contributed Miller Prizes had been
bestowed upon Messrs. F, H. Mort, G. G. M. Hardingham, A. T.
Atchison, B.A., H. F, Joel, W. Tweedie, F. Wilton, H. O. Smith,
and K. W. Hedges. It was stated that the accessions to the
library had been more numerous than usual, and that the additions
included many valuable official reports on public works in India
and in the colonies, On the occasion of the president’s conversazione, several changes were made which had been regarded as decisive improvements. Thus, instead of a miscellaneous collection
of works of art, only such machines and water colour drawings
were received as represented some engineering works or matter of
interest. - Again, in regard to the models, small machines, contrivances and instruments exhibited in the meeting room, two or
three special subjects were illustrated in a more or less complete
series, besides miscellancous objects. The members generally were
urged to continue to make the Institution the depository of accurate information on the existing condition of knowledge and practice in different branches of engineering, in ail countries, and with
’ regard to machinery and manufactures connected with the professlon,
Owing to the increased number of applications for admission into
the Institution, and for transfer from the class of associate to that
of member, the council had had under consideration the rules and
regulations respecting the qualifications of candidates, These
seemed to be amply sufficient, if strictly adhered to, to insure the
election only of those whose avocations and antecedents were such
as to render them worthy of the privilege. It had, however, been
pointed out that in every case the statement of qualifications
must embrace a full and consecutive narrative of the career of the
candidate, and that the proposer and seconders must have a personal knowledge of the details of the qualifications upon which the
application was based. During the past session eleven associates
had been transferred to the class of members. The elections had
comprised twenty-six members and 102 associates, together 128,
while the deductions due to deaths, resignations, and erasures,
amounted to forty-five, leaving an effective increase of eighty-three,
being at the rate of 5 per cent. in the twelve months. There had
been fifty admssions to the class of students attached to the Institution, and twenty had been removed from the list from various
causes, so that the net increase was thirty, or 17 per cent. There
were on the books on the 30th November last fourteen honorary
members, 724 members, 1048 associates, and 203 students, together
1989, as against 945 ten years ago.
The deceases announced during the year included two honorary
members, F.M. Sir John Burgoyne, Bart., and Sir John Herschel,
Bart., both of whom had been born on the register for thirtythree years ; eleven members (these deaths being at the rate of fifteen per thousand), viz., Yman D. C. Suermondt (49), Josiah
Parkes (48), Philip Hardwick, R.A. (47), Thomas Wicksteed (34),
Robert Benson Dockray (28), James Newlands (23), Albinus Martin
(22), Samuel Power (21), John George Blackburne (16), Joseph
Hamilton Beattie (14), and Herbert Louis Augustus Davis (4)—
who had belonged to the Institution for periods varying from fortynine to four years, as recorded against each name - the average of
the whole being nearly twenty-eight years, Also twenty-two associates (these deaths being at the rate of twenty per thousand), viz.,
Lieut.-Gen. Sir William Denison (34), Col. J. R. Western (29),
Edward Mosely Perkins (28), Ohanes Dadian (27), Robert Ritchie
(26), Octavius Henry Smith (26), Charles Frodsham (25), Joseph
Freeman (21), Thomas Brassey (19), Edward Price (15), Capt.
George Baillie (10), Alfred Stansfield Rake (8), Samuel Tate Freeman (5), Thomas William Gardner (5), Henry George Hulbert (4),
Henry Beadon Rotton (4), Samuel Thomas Cooper (4), Henry
Yarker Richardson (5), John Hastings Babington (2), Arthur Field
(2), Clement Wilks (2), and Henry , la Poire Murphy (2). The
average number of years that the associates had been on the books
was thus less than fourteen.
An analysis of the abstract of receipts and expenditure for the
year ending the 30th November last, when compared with the
similar statement for the preceding twelve months, showed slightly
diminished receipts, due to a smaller number of elections ; while
the disbursements had been considerably less, although the liabilities were all promptly paid as they were incurred. On the credit
side of the account £6022 93. had been received from annual
subscriptions, interest on investments not in trust, and miscellaneous sources, £1201 4s, from fees on admission and life compositions, and £411 16s. 4d. from dividends on trust funds, together
£7635 9s, 4d, The dishursements had included on the general
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account £5019 3s. 11d., in respect of the new building, a further
sum of £214 13s, 10d. (making the total outlay already incurred
£18,491 13s. 2d.), and for premiums under trusts, £261 1s. 8d.,
together £5494 19s, 5d. A sumof £2179 10s. 8d. had been invested
in the purchase of £1500 London, Brighton, and South Coast
Railway 44 per cent. debenture stock on the general account, and
of £275 17s. and £442 6d. 3 per cent. annuities representing the
balances of unexpended income during the last five years, arising
from the Telford and the Miller Trust Funds respectively. The
nominal or par value of the funds belonging to the corporation
was £12,156 1s, 8d., and of the trust funds under the
rge of
the Institution, £12,837 18s. 8d., and the cash balances amounted
to £379 3s., together £25,373 3s. 4d., as against £23,145 14s. 9d.
at the date of ‘thelast report. This was irrespective of the value
of the lease of the premises, of the books in the library, of the
portraits, of the stock of minutes of proceedings, or of other
property and effects.
It was mentioned, in regard to the Indian Civil Engineering
College at Coopers Hill, that the council had submitted to the
Secre’
of State for India their reasons for thinking that such a
mode of recruiting the engineering establishment of the Public
Works Department was neither necessary nor politic. A copy of
their minute, with the correspondence on the subject, is given at
the end of the report. In reply to this communication the Duke
of Argyll had expressed regret that the course he had felt it
his duty to take in the matter had not met with the approval of
the Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
At a meeting held December 19th, 1871, the scrutineers of the
ballot (to whom a vote of thanks was accorded by acclamation)
announced that the following gentlemen had been elected to fill
the several offices in the council for the ensuing year :—Thomas
Hawksley, president; Joseph Cubitt, Thomas
iot Harrison,
George Willoughby Hemans, and George Robert Stevenson, vicepresidents; James Abernethy, Sir William George Armstrong,
C.B., William Henry Barlow, John Frederic Bateman, Joseph
William Bazalgette, C.B3., Nathaniel Beardmore, Frederick Joseph
Bramwell, George Barclay Bruce, James Brunlees, Charles William
Siemens, Sir Joseph Whitworth, Bart., and Edward Woods,
members; Isaac Lowthian Bell, Henry Bessemer, and William
Cawkwell, associates.
The following Telford Medals and Premiums, Watt Medal, and
Manby Premium have been awarded :—
1. A Telford Medal and a Telford Premium, in Books, to Bernhard Samuelson, M.P., M. Inst. C.E., for his ‘‘ Description of two
Blast Furnaces erected in 1870 at Newport, near Middlesbrough.”
2.* A Watt Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books, to Jules
Gaudard, C.E., Lausanne, for his paper on ‘‘The Theory and
Details of Construction of Metal and Timber Arches.”
3. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books, to
Alexander Beazeley, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on ‘Phonic
Coast Fog-Signals.”
4. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books, to
Thomas Dawson Ridley, Assoc, Inst. C.E., for his ‘‘ Description of
the Cofferdams used in the Execution of No. 2 Contract of the
Thames Embankment.”
5. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books, toJames
Price, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on “‘ The Testing of Rails, with
a Description of a Machine for the Purpose.”
6. A Telford Premium, in Books, to Walter Raleigh Browne,
Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his paper on ‘“‘The Strength of Lock
Gates.”
7. A Telford Premium, in Books, to Sir Francis Charles
Knowles, Bart., M.A., F.R.S., for his paper on “‘ The Archimedean Screw Propeller, or Helix, of Maximum Work.”
8. A Telford Premium, in Books, to Hamilton Ela Towle, of
New York, for his ‘“‘ Account of the Basin, the Balance Dock, and
the Marine Railways at the Austrian Naval Station of Pola, on
the Adriatic.”
9. A Telford Premium, in Books, to George Banks Rennie,
M. Inst. C.E., for his ‘* Aecount of Floating Docks, and more especially of those at Cartagena and at Ferrol.”
10. A Telford Premium, in Books, to Arthur Jacob, Assoc, Inst.
C.E., for his paper on ‘‘ The Treatment of Town Sewage.”
11. The Manby Premium in Books, to Wilfrid Airy, B.A.,
Assoc, Inst. C.E., for his paper on “‘ The Archimedean Screw for
Raising Water.”
The council regret that only seven communications were received from students of the Institution. These papers were read
and discussed at six supplementary meetings, and to the authors
of these essays, as an encouragement to them and to the other
students, Miller Prizes have been awarded :—
1. A Miller Prize to Frederick Harry Mort, Stud. Inst. C.E., for
his paper on “ Prussian Railways ; their Construction, Cost, and
Financial Results.”
2. A Miller Prize to George Gatton Melhuish Hardingham,
Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper on *‘ Practical Aeronautics.”
3. A Miller Prize to Arthur Turnour Atchison, B.A., Stud.
Inst. C.E., for his paper on ** The Theory of Energy, and its Application in the form of Heat to the Steam Engine.”
4, A Miller Prize to Henry Francis Joel, Stud. Inst. C.E., for his
paper on *‘ Bricks and Brickwork.”
5. A Miller Prize to William Tweedie, Stud. Inst. C.E., anda
Miller Prize to Francis Wilton, Stud. Inst. C.E., for their paperon
“*The Calculation and Designing of Girders.”
6. A Miller Prize to Henry Oliver Smith, Stud. Inst. C.E.,
for his paper on ‘* Materials employed in Sewer Construction.”
7. A Miller Prize to Killingworth William Hedges, Stud. Inst,
C.E., for his “‘ Description of the Pumping Machinery employed
at the Works of the Amsterdam Canal.”
On Tuesday evening, the 9th inst., the first meeting of the
members of this Institution after the Christmas recess was held,
when the newly-elected president, Mr. Hawksley, delivered his
inaugural address. He commenced by alluding to the recent
illness of the Prince of Wales. Allow me (he said) to
discharge with heartfelt satisfaction, the most agreeable
duty of congratulating the assembled members of this Institution on the providential restoration of his Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales, to a state of apparently assured recovery from
that imminent danger by which, one short month ago, the life of
his Royal Highness was hourly threatened. On no other occasion
has the nation manifested so unequivocally, and so unanimously,
its entire sympathy with and for our beloved Queen, and with and
for that estimable lady, the Consort of his Royal Highness. It
will be a lasting satisfaction to us that, by a solemn adjournment
of our usual meeting, we recorded, in the only way open to us,
our sorrowful appreciation of the magnitude and gravity of what
then appeared to be an impending national calamity.
Referring to the momentous events of which we had been the
passive spectators, the President observed that they were accomplished not more by the peculiar military organisation of one of
the belligerents than by the superior manner and extent to which
that belligerent had, by previous preparation and by sudden application, utilised the art and resources of the engineer. As the
disasters which had befallen our friends and neighbours might, in
turn, befall us, unless we prepared against them, Mr. Hawksley
felt no restraint in expressing the <istinct opinion, and the
warning it might be, that the future safety, and possibly, also,
the national existence, of this kingdom would depend upon the
judicious, wise, and far-seeing policy with which the Government of the day, and of every day, should be guided to the timely
and effectual efforts to avail itself, for the purposes of national
defence, of the devising and constructing ability of the experienced
and practi
agineering professi
The recent conflicts in
Russia, Denmark, Italy, America, Austria, and France has
taught that the wars of the nineteenth century had been equally
* Has previously reecived a Telford Medal.
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remarkable for the suddenness with which they had been com- | tubes and for ventilating mines, the improvement of rivers|tion. It was of interest to
s to know that year by
menced, and for the ey with which they had been carried on and estuaries, the r
tion and
of land from year gas undertakings were increasing both in number an magnito a termination. Invariably, too, we had seen, in the case of the sea, the drainage of fens, and the collection and ap- tude, and that the consumption of gas in nearly all large manuotherwise equally matched antagonists, the victory has been plication of water for use in irrigation, besides rendering facturing towns had become dup\jcated in about every eight years
realised by the combatant that was best soouiel with the its assistance to the determination of the suitable form and from 1840 to the present time.
Saw and munitions which, notwithstanding the existence of the mechanical power to be given to a ship to enable it to
vernment arsenals, had been devised in and had been largel: fulfil the conditions im
tby the needs of commerce and the
At the meeting of this society on Tuesday, the %th inst., Mr.
drawn from the offices and workshops of the non-military on obligations of war. We
of late years, remarked the President,
neer. Nor could we exclude from our convictions that nations had b
acquainted, within narrow limits of error, with the extent Hawksley, President, in the chair, H.M. Son Pedro Il. de
latterly become relatively smaller, exactly as the means of locomo- and effects of the periodical fluctuations of observed rainfalls and Alcantara, Emperor of Brazil, was elected by acclamation an
tion and facilities for the exchange of ideas had become relatively the influence of elevation on the amount of water capable of being honorary member, Ten candidates were balloted for and declared
greater, and that, consequently, there had forsome time past existed utilised for the supply of cities ;so we knew what allowances to be duly elected, including one member, viz., Mr. Bradford
Raila general tendency to the disappearance of the minor States by their were to be made for the losses of evaporation from differing sur- Leslie, late Chief Resident Engineer of the Eastern Be
absorption in the already major nationalities. Now discrediting the faces of land and water. ‘In like manner we could now estimate way, and nine Associates, viz.:—Lieut. Osbert Chadwick, R.E.,
pular notion that
England was invincibly strong within, and with considerable precision the magnitude of the floods for which Assist. Eng., P.W.D., Aden; Mr, William Drake-Brockman,
hat her “‘ streak of silver sea ” was sufficient for her effectual pro- srovision must be made in the construction of weirs andfbye-washes. Ex. Eng., P.W.D., India ;Mr. John Fenwick, Dublin ; Mr. John
tection from without, and seeing, too, that her people were Ve had also gradually attained to rules of construction more satis- Edwards Fraser, Assist. Eng., P.W.D., India; Mr. Alfred Edward
seriously dependent on other and distant countries for their daily factory than the ‘‘rule of thumb” and the “‘scowl of brow” methods Garwood, St, Petersburg ; Mr, Alfred Kitt, Superintendent of the
supply of food, and equally so for their employment in the manu- of our predecessors, and finally had become acquainted with the true Horseferry-road Station of the Chartered Gas Co.; Mr. Arthur
facture of exchangeable commodities, the President ventured measures of the wants and requirements of various populations, and Pye-Smith, East Greenwich ; Major William Swainson Stuart,
to ask whether the engineering skill and resources of this even with the limits within which waste might be controlled. In R.E., Chigwell; and Captain Edmund Charles Webber, R.E.,
country had been sufficiently availed of for the defence regard to the system of constant supply of water, which was to Divisional Engineer, Postal Telegraph Service, G.P.O.
It was announced that the council, acting under the provisions
of our coasts and for the maintenance of our undoubtedly come into operation in the metropolis on the 21st of February next,
needful power at sea. Looking at the question from an entirely Mr. Hawksley observed that the fittings in use in London were of a of the bye-laws, had transferred Messrs. Peter Paterson, Leveson
non-aggressive standpoint, and with the fullest desire to discoun- kind and were in a condition so unsuited for the reception of the Francis Vernon-Harcourt, and Frederick Minshull Weedon, from
tenance any wasteful expenditure of public money, he was never- constant supply that the greatest care and caution must be exercised the class of Associate to the class of Member ; and had admitted
theless —— to answer in the negative; for, although it might in its introduction—on the one hand, to prevent an unsustainable the following as Students of jthe Institution :—Messrs. Arthur
be admitted that we had of late accomplished something valuable amount of waste, and, on the other hand, to avoid the destruc- Lloyd Cochrane Bamber, William Boyd Fitzgerald, Richard Wilby way of instalment for the defence of our hearths and homes, tion of property which would otherwise result from the bursting lett Hurst, R.A.; John Hamilton Johnson, William Joshua
Pole, William James Purvis, William
and that we were still prosecuting this good work in a hesitating of pipes and the overflowing of cisterns. Not only were the con- Mason, George He
and perfunctory manner, and that we might at some future day, sumers’ pipes and fittings of a very unsubstantial character, but Edwards Shaw, and Alexander Siemens,
if we were let alone long enough, bring the operation well-nigh in too many cases they were built into walls, and were carried beto an end, yet Mr. Hawksley thought all would agree that the hind plastering, and were laid within ceilings to which no means
means of protecting our distant colonies and of securing the of access were afforded. Again, as a rule, the water-closet apparatus
BELGIAN RaIts.—(Fromour Correspondent.)—The exports of rails
safety of our world-wide commerce, without which commercial was, to say the least, in a very imperfect and unsatisfactory state,
Belgium show a considerable depression. The official returns
and manufacturing England was nothing, did not at this moment as were all the overflows, which, for the most part, communicated from
upon the subject do not extend beyond September; in that month
exist. The articles so much needed could, however, be furnished with the soil pipes or drains, and so operated to introduce the 4943
tons
exported, against 12,643 tons in September, 1870,
by the combined efforts of our numerous engineers, shipbuilders, noxious sewer gases into the apartments in which the apparatus The exportswere
of the first nine months of last year were 64,574 tons,
and machinists in re|eg but not, as many assumed, at was placed. A provision was usually made (which, however, not against 106,532
tons
in the first nine months of 1870.
any moment, provided the opportunity were afforded to them, unfrequently failed to prevent this mischievous consequence) by
SoutH KEenstncton Museum.—Visitors during the week ending
by the prudent withdrawal of those official, and it might even trapping the air and overflow pipes with water from the periodical January
6th,
1872:—On
Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
be parliamentary, impediments by. which the way to the speedy overflowing of the cistern; but as this system of waste, which from 10 am. to 10 p.m.,Monday,
Museum, 13,848; Naval and other
attainment of so grand an object as the establishment of an was now only in temporary operation, would become ruinous if Galleries, 2719; on Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday, admiseffective oceanic police was now barred. The numerous ships the water were constantly overflowing, it follows that, along sion 6d., from 10 am. to 4 p.m., Museum,and2182;
Naval and
which had distinguished themselves by their speed, their with the alterations due to the introduction of the conGalleries, 157 ; total, 18,906 ; average of corresponding week
seaworthiness, their capability of making and sustaining the stant supply, other alterations, in many cases of a still other
strain of long voyages and of encountering the vicissitudes of more extensive character, would need to be effected. The in former years, 11,107. Total from the opening of the Museum,
weather and climate, not to say of occasionally undertaking war- success or failure of this well-intended measure would de- 11,029,902.
like operations, were all the work of private builders. Towards pend, then, not so much upon the water companies, as upon the
DEATH OF Mr. CRAWSHAY BaiLey.—We regret to announce the
the proper construction of a floating policeman attention should discretion with which the public authorities might proceed to put death of Mr. Crawshay Bailey, the ironmaster. The deceased,
be directed to the best means of obtaining the four following it into operation. If due caution were exercised by the selection who was 84 years of age, died on Tuesday morning at his residence,
essential properties, among others:—First, moderate draught; of small districts, and by preference those in which the dwellings
second, great stability; third, high speed when under steam; and, of the industrial classes most abounded, and so, after reforming the Llanfoist-house, near Abergavenny. He was for many years confourth, a competent stowage for fuel. These qualifications were fittings of one district, advancing to another, a successful issue nected with the large ironworks at Nantyglo, Beaufort, Brynmawr,
not inconsistent; but a heavy armouring would, Mr. Hawksley might be anticipated; but, on the other hand, if the authorities and other places in Monmouthshire, and was related to the first
thought, be incompatible with and be unsuited to the uses to which allowed themselves to be actuated by injudicious and impetuous re- Mr. Crawshay, who, with his successors, have done so much to
such ships would in time of war be put—namely, those of pro- presentations, a sudden revulsion of feeling, and a consequent extend the manufacture of iron in South Wales. Mr. Bailey was
tecting our colonies, of convoying our merchantmen, and of scour- collapse, would beinevitable. Amongst the questions involved in the also largely interested in the construction of local railways, and,
ing from the seas the ships of our enemies. For home pur- discussions relating to the measures proper to be adopted for sup- indeed, took part in the promotion of railways both in this country
voses it was obvious that few, if any, large armour-plated plying towns with water, was that of the selection of the fitting and America. Mr. Bailey had retired from active life for some
vessels could successfully withstand the attack of a cloud of source. Of late years some theoretical chemists had gone so far years. He leaves a princely fortune to be divided between his
as to assert that the presence of nitrates, nitrogen, organic carbon, surviving son and daughter.
rapidly moving sea hornets each armed with a single heavy gun.
Turning to more peaveful topics, the President firstalluded to the and common salt in potable waters, were infallible indications of
THe ATLANTIC CaBLE.—The directors of the Anglo-American
successful completion of one of the greatest, though not, perhaps, matters injurious to health, and not improbably dangerous to life Telegraph
Company state that their attention having been called
the most difficult, of the many important undertakings of the pre- itself. Nay, even the unwarrantable phrase, “previous sewage to certain rumours
the condition of the company’s cables,
sent age—the Mont Cenis tunnel. The conception of this noble contamination,” had been invented to Pighten her Majesty’s sub- they consider it theiraffecting
the shareholders that, accordwork was distinguished by a grandeur which at one time seemed jects from the use of some of the purest and most agreeable de- ing to the results of thedutyteststo inform
reported by the company’ s superinto imperil the realisation of the scheme; and it was believed that scriptions of water the world could furnish; whilst the phrase, tendents at Valencia and Heart's
Content,
the insulation of the
if the Emperor Napoleon had not himself fully appreciated the ** solid impurity,” had been used to represent the ordinary saline
both of 1865 and 1866 shows a considerable decrease,
importance and the practicability of the project when others ingredients, which more than 95 per cent. of the waters available cables
although
at
present
not
such
as
to
interfere
with the regular and
doubted both, and thus brought the two Governments of France for the use of mankind contain. Again, on the occasion of an rapid tr
g
With a view of ascertaining more
and Italy to the support of the undertaking, it would not have been epidemic alighting, as epidemics were accustomed to alight, on any accurately theissionexactof condition
of
the
cables,
the directors have
proceeded with. Another great work of foreign origin, the Suez of our English cities, an official medical man was sent down determined to send Mr. Willoughby Smith to Valencia
to suppleCanal, had also been very recently completed, after nearly ten years and in the majority of instances, forthwith charged the temporary ment
the
tests
made
by
the
company’s
superintendents.
of indomitable perseverance and the expenditure of many lives and prevalence of disease upon the character of the water supply.
Woo wich Dockyarp.—That portion offWoolwich Dockyard not
much treasure. For a time the project languished, but at length, On this the President remarked, in the first place, that the towns required
by her Majesty's War Department was sold on Wednesowing to the untiring exertions of M. Lesseps, the undertaking in which the highest death rates had occurred were precisely those day
public auction at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, by Messrs.
had been carried out. The canal having been made, the English towns in which the commended waters were supplied; in the Fox by
Bousfield. The portion of the dockyard thus disposed of
and other commercial countries were freely availing themselves of second place, that in the towns in which the lowest death rates is on ool
east side, adjacent to the centre of the town, and comthe opportunities it afforded as a water highway from the Mediter- had prevailed the discommended waters were habitually drunk; prises the
of four acres, including wharfage and warehouses,
ranean to the
Sea, the Indian Ocean, the shores of the Pacific, in the third place, that in the cases in which the character of the with a upwards
frontage
the river of 800 feet. The property was divided
and the continent of Australia, and were thus practically testify- water supply was unvarying, as, for instance, where the water was into four lots. to
first was sold for £6750 ; the second was withing to its present utility. It was to be hoped that, ahether or derived ed deep shafts sunk in the open country, and in situa- drawn, as there The
were
no offers ; the third realised £3950 ; and the
not a commercial success was found to follow upon the realisation tions quite remote from population, the death rates of the towns fourth, a leasehold detached
house, formerly used as a residence
of this great adventure, the means would be always forthcoming thus supplied exhibited, when plotted on a diagram, precisely the in
connection
with
the
Observatory, was sold unreservedly
to prevent it lapsing into decay and consequent desuetude. Rail- same cniialions and transitions from the minimum to the maxi- at the nominal sum of Compass
£40.
way construction abroad had been greatly interfered with, and in mum, and again from the maximum to the minimum, that were
Tae
MeraL
TRADE
OF
1871.—It
is satisfactory to observe
some parts of Europe almost arrested by or as a consequence of exhibited in the instances of those towns in which the supply was,
the recent wars. Influenced by such events, quite as much as by and must necessarily be subject to extreme variations in the very that the same steady apes which has marked the exports
the financial collapse of 1866 in England, various suggestions had particulars upon which the theorists based these untenable, but, of iron from all the different districts throughout the year
i
iron is the
been disregarded for some years for improving the means of nevertheless, truly alarming doctrines; in the fourth place, the has been continued to the close,
communication between this country and France, for ex- noxious compounds, for the presence of which the water supply only branch in which any decline is manifest; but last
tending the European system of railways to or towards our and the water suppliers were endeavoured to be made re- year it must be borne in mind there were exceptionally heavy
Eastern possessions, for uniting the Swiss and German network of sponsible, were actually furnished by rain or the atmosphere, orders from Russia. In pig and puddled iron the increase in the
railways with that of Italy, and for completing by private enter- and sometimes by both, or they were actually existing, more month of December was £62,841; and that for the year,
prise rather thanby governmental action inne ramification of iron or less abundantly, as ordinary mineral constituents of the £1,041,361. The United States and Holland show the largest
iron the month’s increase was £52,024,
which were required in India for the civilisation, the good strata from which the water was withdrawn. Whilst, then, he excess. In bar and
government, and the general advantage of 150,000,000 subjects of was led by a diligent investigation of comparable results to the irre- and that for the twelvemonth, £309,997. The United States
the British Crown. On the last-mentioned of these matters Mr. sistible conclusion that the doctrines in question rested on no solid again shows the largest share to this district, Germany coming
Hawksley had to remark, with considerable anxiety, that our foundation of ascertained fact or inductive theory, he did not on next. In railroad iron, as we have stated above, there has been a
Government had of late manifested a very unwise disposition to dis- that account rush to the opposite extreme, and declare his opinion decline throughout the year, The increase in the month’s exports
courage private enterprise, which, with its admitted defects, had to be that the hydraulic engineer might therefore ignore the che- of hoops and sheets was £59,410, and for the twelvemonth,
made England the great nation she is, and to amass to itself all that mical inquiry, and in general accept any source from which a com- £278,638 ; the States, North America, Australia, and Germany
most dangerous and necessarily ill-used, if not misused power and petent supply could be obtained. On the contrary, it was the contributing to this surplus. In cast or wrought iron the
influence which were created by the possession of many places, much first duty of the engineer to investigate every available source, month’s increase in the value exported was £94,547, and that for
patronage, and the distribution of large funds, raised not forthe few and to recommend that one which, under the special conditions of the twelvemonth, £264,435, There is also an increase of nearly
and comparatively uncomplicated purposes incidental tothe careand the case, would, on the whole, be the most suitable for the gene- £97,000 in the year’s exports of unwrought steel. The following
protection of the people, but for the purpose of entering into an ral purposes of the population. Thus, for the supply of a manu- are the figures :—
Month of December.
Twelve Months.
unnatural and depressing competition with the persons, sole or facturing town in which water was to be largely used for business
Tron.
1870.
1871.
1871.
870.
aggregate, from whose pockets the pecuniary means employed by purposes, a soft water collected from moors, although it might
the Government were derived. Again, the existing railways in not be colourless, would prove to be the most advantageous; Pig and puddled =. . £127,976 .. £190,817 .. £2,229,045
angle, &c. .. .. 189,764 .. 941,788 .. 2,615,245
India, now both extensive and important, at present
essed the whilst for the supply of a non-manufacturing town, a coloured Bar,
623,678 .. SO8,118 .. 8,756,552
advantage of an uniform gauge of 5}ft. Would it be believed that water, whatever might be its other useful properties, would Railroad ..-+... +..
33,054 .. 42,028 ... 439,546
444,04
this existing uniform gauge was to be departed from, and that upon not be tolerated. In the manufacturing districts of York- Wire
Telegraphic
ditto
104,431
16,732 . 2,522,593
1,517,704
the obviously crotchety suggestion of some unknown individual the shire, the brilliant water with which Brighton was satisfactorily Cast or wrought.. .. 220,400
$14,947 .. 3,334,372
224,963 .. 2,119,629
French metric gauge of
3gin. was in future to be
loyed
?
ied would be contemned on account of its
ess, whilst, Hoops, sheet, &c._ .. 165,558
Dviiesis6¢ Seen. oe | Seen
501,536
666,269
Thus in India the Government were about to introduce the evils in Brighton, the softer waters with which many districts of York- Old
1,103,936
1,199,107
consequent — the absence of uniformity of gauge, as well as to shire were also satisfactorily supplied, would be repudiated on Steel, umwrought ., 989,896 .. 104,157
initiate one of the worst founded and most perplexing measures of account of their peaty colour. On the subject of the removal
our exports of railroad iron have declined, so also have those
length,—a measure which based its claims to universal acceptance of the sewage of towns it was remarked that in house construc- of Asrailway
on the intangible ground that its length was, by its own un- tion it seemed desirable to abandon the use of earthenware figures :— plant, such as carriages and trucks. These are the
provable assertion, exactly one ten-millionth part of a quadrant tubes, with numerous and imperfect joints, and to substitute
Month of December.
Twelve Months.
of the earth’s equatorial circumference!
e introduction of the use of iron pipes, with few and perfect joints. By this simple
1870.
1871.
1870.
1871.
the French metrical standard into India might
ibly be arrangement the escape of foul water and fetid gases from the Carriages(railway passenger) £4110 .. £10,350 . £87,864 .. £111,608
justified on the ground of expediency if England had pre- drains into the lower stories of our dwellings might be effectually Ditto (railway wagon .. . 10,6385
31,786
387,887
291,905
viously adopted it; but till then the President ven’
to prevented. The question of the best means for effecting the puriThe copper trade maintains the position which has characterised
assert that the ry he force upon the Oriental mind a fication of sewage water and for the utilisation of sewage matter was
throughout the year. In unwrought copper the month’s innovel system, and the abour of acquiring what would be to it an still unsettled. Mr. Hawksley admitted that liquid sewage in aid itcrease
£21,736, and that for the twelve months, £259,214.
uncouth jargon, was as injurious as it would certainly be unsuc- of the cultivation of land was sometimes applicable to the needs of Looking wasat the
for the year, we find that France took more
cessful. Mr. Hawksley next passed to that branch of engineering small communities, but he had not as yet seen any evidence of its than £120,000 totals
of this increase, Belgium £70,000, and countries
—hydraulic engineering—in the practice of which he
been general availability in the cases of large communities. On the not specified about
£149,000.
Holland and British India
1 there was a . falling off. TheWith
most engaged, and upon which he could therefore speak with such other hand, the process of purification by chemical means
wrought copper reports were less
confidence as a long and varied experience might justify. This oe |peculiarly it - Bo d pe Ps those " uent cases in in
the
month
by
£8682,
and
in
the
twelve
months by £205,734.
branch embraced and for the most part restri
itselfto the prac- which the utilisationof the sewage
e process
of irrigation was
decline is owing to a diminished trade with France, India,
tical application of those of the physical sciences which related tothe infeasible. No impeoveehtiite ofim:
had been recently This
and
Turkey.
properties, conduct, and treatment of fluids, whether inelastic or effected in the manufacture and distribution of gas for the pur‘onth of December.
Twelve Months.
gaseous. It therefore comprehended within its scope the provi- poses of illumination; and it seemed improbable that, so long as Copper and Brass.
1870.
1871.
1870.
isvl.
sion and distribution of water and gas for the supply of towns, the an abundant supply of coal could be commanded, the use of gas Unwrought copper... £59,061» ., £80,797
795,868 .. £1,055,082
collection, conveyance, and utilisation of sewage, the em- produced’ from that article would be superseded, or that the Wrought, &e... .. . 75,309 . 83,991
1,228,283
1,022,549
BN
as
en
we
24,441
25,205
247,075
..
—318,998
ployment of atmospheric air as a means of impulsion in methéds of distillation by heat would undergo much altera-
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER,
PARIS.—MM. Xavier and Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. Asuer and Co., 11, Uater den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. Gerop and Co., Booksellers.
EIPSIC.—A.rnonse Dire, Bookseller.
EW YORK.—Wi.uMgr and Rovers, 47, Nassau-streei.
a
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
Next week will be published a double number of Tue ENGINEER
containing the Index to the Thirty-second Volume, including a
complete classified list of the patents issued during the paat six
months, Price of the double number, 1s.

©
a
a
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TO OORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ;we
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications.
D. H. B.— We are unable to say at present where asbestos can be obtained in
any quantity. Write to Mr. St. John Vencent Day, care of lhe Secretary
of the Institution of Bagineers in Scotland, Glasg
J. L.—Your frat question we do not understand, What engineers’ society do
you mean? In reply to your second question, it is certain that the jitter
must make up his fifty-four hours before he can claim overtime ; that is,
he must
do his nine hoursaday. Your third question we are unable to
answer, because the point has not been settled yet, but there can be no doubt
that the tendencyis to the universal application of the nine hours’ movement,
An OLp Supscriper.—
Take a stout sheet iron bor, and put on the bottom a
layerof bone ashes, not too much burned ; put on this the articles to be
hardened, and fill up the box with pairings of horse hoofs, such as come
Srom a shoeing forge, bits of old leather such as shoe soles; fill all the interstices with bone ashes, put the lid, which should
be a good ft, on the box,
and expose the whole to a low red heat for about twelve hours. The articles
to be casehardened should be taken out and quenched at once, an operation
in which, however, they are liable to warp.
EL A. H.—We hold that the roots have nothing to do with the matter, because
it might be quite possible to grow carrots, for example, at right angles to the
Jace of the inclined plane, and this being granted, “ M.” is right. The
practical question is how much corn can be grown, and the universal agreement on this subject is that the alope is only equal in efficient area to the
base. Weare at a loss to see what mathematics have to do with the questi
the useofBuelid’s 47th proposition in determining the length of
the
and of the hypothenuse of the triangle.
Errata. —IJn “Rankine on Masonry Dams,’ pagel, in the woodcut, at the
top of the cut, for “ outer” read “inner ;” ditto, ditto, for inner” read
“outer ;" at right-hand edge of profile, at the depth of 100ft., for “60°57”
read ‘60°75;” at bottom of right-hand edge of profile, for ‘‘182'" read
**321;” page 2, column 2, in the equation marked (N),
‘or = 3 ie = read =ae 2a:
f Fett
a
+ wt
NORTON AND HAWKSLEY’S MILL.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Can your correspondents inforin us where there can be seen at
work one of Messrs. Norton and Hawksley’s beater mills ? G. H. R.
CROSSLEY’S POINTS.
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
S1r,—Will any correspondent oblige me by supplying the name of a
firm making Crossley’s patent railway points?
Cc. N. W.
CLEANING REFLECTORS.
(To the Bditor of The Bhgineer.)
Srr,—Can any of your correspondents inform me how to remove quicksilver from copper without heat, as I have rubbed a large reflector with
it, which made it look bright atfirst, but now it looks dull? l amthinking
of resilvering it with Hasselby's silvering fluid.
E. B.D.
Glanville’s Wootton, Sherborne, Dorset,
Jan, 6th, 1872.
MEETING NEXT WEEK.
Tne Institution or Civit Enoineers.—Tuesday, January 16th, at
& p.m. : Discussion, ‘‘ Stresses of Rigid Arches.”
Tae Enainesr can be had, by order, yrom any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
Srom the office on the soliowing terms ( paid in advance) :—
Half-yearly (including double number) «2 «2 «2 £0 14s. 6d.
Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
+» £1 9a. Od.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will
be wade, Tar Enainesr is registered for transmission abroad.
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the paper
are to be addressed to the Publisher, M.. George Leopold Riche; all other
letters to beaddressed to the Bditor of Tat Enctyeer, 163, Strand.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless delivered before siz o'clock on Thursday evening in each week. Thecharge for four lines and under is three
shillings ; each line afterwards, ninepence. The line averages eight words ;
blocks are charged the same rate for the space they fill, All single advertisewents from the country must be accompanied by stamps in payment.
DEATH.
On the 28th ult., at his residence, King’s-road, Clapham Park, London,
Mr. H. E. Moss, shipbroker, of London and Liverpool, aged 57.
THE
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MARINE ENGINES IN THE NAVY.
“Tue Annual of the Royal School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering,” just published, contains
two remarkable articles which possess no ordinary interest.
The names of the gentlemen forming the committee under
whose auspices the annual is published, afford an ample
arantee for the accuracy of the information it contains,
1owever little known to fame the authors of the various
papers may be. The first of the two articles we propose
to consider is one on “Compound Engines, with especial reference to those in Ships of War,” by W. J. Pratten,
Fellow of the School, and late
ineer R.N. The second
is from the pen of Mr. A. E.
ton, a Student of the
School, on “ The Marine Cylinder as fitted in the Navy.”
We shall deal with Mr. Pratten’s remarks first.
Mr. Pratten begins by briefly describing the best known
of the many t
of compound engines which have been
tested, and he then deals briefly with certain of the causes
which have retarded the adoption of the com
d system.
Mr. Pratten, on the whole, is in favour of the compound
engine, but he writes very fairly, and what he writes
:
special value as he
furnishes certain facts,
erived from experience at sea, which have hitherto been
kept secret in whole or in part. It appears from the evidence supplied by both Mr, Pratten and Mr. Seaton that
the engines in use in our ships of war are, to say the
least, extremely unsatisfactory. Indeed, it is difficult to
draw a more deplorable picture than that with which we
are favoured by Mr. Seaton. The number of compound
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engines fitted in British men-of-war is comparatively very
small, but the range in power is very considerable. Thus,
we find engines of the compound type fitted in ships varying in tonnage from 4000 to less than 300, the nominal
pore ht varying from 700 to 60, and the greatest indicated horse-power
being nearly 4200. In the frigate class
we have four vessels fitted, or formerly fitted, with compound engines. These are the Crocodile, 700-horse power;
the Serapis, 700-horse power; the Pallas, 600-horse-power;
and the Constance, 500-horse power. The engines of the
first three—two of which are the well-known troop ships—
were constructed by Messrs. Humphrys and Tennant.
The Constance was engined by Messrs. Randolph and
Elder. The engines of the first three are horizontal, the
high-pressure cylinders being fixed behind the low-pressure cylinders, each my of pistons being carried on the same
rod and separated by a distance tube, their weight being
p= ame by a single trunk at the midship side, and by a
oe ongation of the piston-rod at the wing side. In the
allas the small cylinders are 5lin., and the large cylinders
102in. in diameter, the stroke being 3ft. 3in.
The trunks
being 2ft. Gin. diameter. In the <p ships the cylinders
were respectively 57in. and 102in. diameter, the stroke
being 3ft. 9in., and the diameter of the trunk 3ft. The
relative capacities of the cylinders, allowing for the trunk,
are, in the case of the Pallas, as 4: 15, and in that of the
troop ships as 1:3. Thesteam pressure was 30 Ib., and the
cut off at full seven-eighths of the stroke in both cylinders.
The jackets were supplied with superheated steam ; the
surface condensers were of ample size, and no trouble or
expense was en to make the engines perfect; the
reputation of the makers guarantees this fact. As to consumption of fuel in the troop ships, Mr. Pratten tells us
that no exact estimate was made of the quantity of fuel
consumed, but he is certain that it was never less than
3lb., which is not inconsistent with a statement which
appears a little further on, that on long voyages, with a
speed of ten knots, the consumption was 23 lb.—the first
statement referring of course to measured mile trials,
when the engines were hard pushed.
The results obtained with these engines supply a remarkable confirmation of all that we have written against the
compound system. Mr. Pratten is the first to reveal
the true facts—the first to draw aside the curtain
which has hitherto shrouded marine engines in our
navy from the observation of the public. Hitherto
marine engines resembled nuns taking the veil, in
that once they entered the hulls of her “Majesty's ships
they were lost to the world. We owe no small thanks to
Mr. Pratten and Mr. Seaton for letting a little light into
what has been hitherto a very dark place. We beg the
careful attention of our readers to the following facts supplied by Mr. Pratten. After the compound engines of the
Crocodile and Serapis had been a few months at work it
was found that the high-pressure cylinders were rapidly
wearing out because the thrust of the connecting rod
“exerted an upward pressure on the large piston, throwing
the whole weight on the small-piston and rod.” These are
Mr. Pratten’s words, but the meaning they are intended
to convey is not specially clear. As a consequence, however, of the rapid destruction of the small cylinder, it was
found necessary to replace the piston-rods with small
trunks, and to rebore the cylinder three-quarters of an inch
larger. This did some good, but not much, and a great
deal of trouble was incurred from leakage due to unequal
expansion and contraction, &c. After much tinkering and
repairing, the compound engines had to be taken out as
complete failures, and replaced with single engines with
96in. cylinders. As regards economy of fuel, the compound
engines burned 23 Ib. per horse per tesa the simple engines
341b.; but the cost of supervision and repair after each run
more than counterbalanced the saving of fuel. The words
are Mr. Pratten’s, the italics are ours. It is impossible ‘to
find a more complete illustration of the truth of statements
which we have made over and over again. As regards the
Pallas, the deterioration of the engines has not been so
marked, but this is only because she has done very little
steaming, and that at slow speed.
Mr. Pratten next briefly describes the compound engines
of the Constance, the general features of which are no
doubt familiar to our readers. It will suffice to say that
they had two yet oecme cylinders 60in. diameter, and
four low-pressure cylinders 78in. diameter. This ship never
was in commission but once, and then her engines failed at
more than one critical moment. Our author disposes of
them with the statement that “an ordinary amount of
steaming must have dismissed them to the scrap heap.”
So much for the frigate class of ships. Now let us see
what can be said of the compound engines in the sloop
class, which use a much higher pressure of steam. First,
we have the Sirius, 350-horse power, engined by Messrs.
Maudslay and Field; the Spartan, 350-horse power, with
Allen’s patent engines by Rennie and Sons; the Briton,
350-horse power, by the same firm; the Tenedos, 350-horse
power, by Messrs. Randolph and Elder; and the Thetis,
350-horse power, not yet finished, by Messrs. Rennie and
Sons.. About the engines of the Sirius little or nothing is
known except that they worked well at the trial, no
experience being had with them yet. They have two
high-pressure cylinders 34in., and two low-pressure cylinders 75%. diameter; boiler pressure, 541b. The consumption of fuel was very moderate. As regards the Spartan,
it will suffice to use Mr. Pratten’s own words: “They
bear the palm for inefficiency among the compound
type in the navy,” and to say that they burn 43 [b. of
coal per indicated horse-power per hour.
The Briton has but two cylinders, placed side by side,
57in. and 100in. in diameter, the large piston being supported by a trunk at the back. The volumes are as 1
to 3; both are jacketed, as are the pistons, with superheated steam.
e steam, on its way from one to the
other, passes through Cowper's reheating apparatus. The
Tenedos has two cylinders only, 57in. and 9Vin. in diameter, the volumes being as 2 to 5. The steam, on its way
from one cylinder to the other, enters a large receiver
which is placed round the small cylinder, making it of the
same size a8 the other. The steam in the receiver takes *
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heat from the outside of the jacket round the small
cylinder, Inall other respects the engines are very much
alike. The boiler pressure is 601b.
During a trial of a
few hours made to test the engines for economy, the Briton
burned, at eight knots, 1°6 Ib., and the Tenedos 1°55 Ib.; at
ten knots the Briton burned 1°55 Ib. and the Tenedos
1°35 Ib.; while at full speed, over thirteen knots, the first
burned 1°98, and the latter 2°3 Ib. per horse per hour. Mr.
Pratten adds a pa
ph, however, with which we fully
agree, to the effect that the conditions under which these
trials were carried out deprives the foregoing figures of
trustworthiness. As to the wear and tear of the engines
nothing can, of course, yet be known. As regards the
gunboat class, it will suffice to say that seven of the new
type are to be fitted with compound engines—60-horse
power—by Messrs, J. Watt and Co. These engines will be
similar to those of the Tenedos, As the engines have
never been officially tried, nothing is known about their
performance. Mr. Pratten concludes, we are sorry to see,
with an abstract from the log of the Tasmanian, which
shows that on her thirty-fourth voyage, with vertical
trunk engines, she burned 1088 tons of coal in running
3674 miles in 359 hours; while on her fifty-first voyage,
with compound engines, she burned 466 tons of coal in
steaming 3687 miles in 388°5 hours; and it is claimed from
these figures that the compound system has effected a
saving of one-half in fuel. The compound engines, however, work with 40]b. steam; the single engines worked
with 151b. only, and it is, therefore, impossible to draw
any comparison between the two performances, Besides
this, the speed of the ship with the old engines averaged
10°23 knots, while with the new engines it averaged but
95, Bearing in mind the fact that, other things being
equal, the required horse-power will vary as the cubes of
the speeds, it will be seen that the comparison is not quite
so unfavourable to the old type of engines as appears at
first sight. This log is just one of the traps to catch the
unwary which abound at the present moment, and should
not have been published by Mr. Pratten without a word of
criticism.
We intended to speak of Mr, Seaton’s paper here, but
this article has extended to such proportions that we must
postpone what we have to say about it till next week. It
must suffice to say that it would be impossible to do justice
to the facts it contains—many of them startling enough—
without extending this article to unwieldy dimensions.
UNARMOURED SHIPS.
Tue construction of efficient ironclad ships presents a
problem the solution of which becomes day by day more
difficult. The battle which has raged between guns and
plates since Sir Joseph, then Mr., Whitworth drove a shot
through four inches of solid plate on the side of H.M.S.
Alfred in 1858 has for the present resulted in the triumph of
the guns. It is certain that we have not a single ironclad
afloat that cannot be penetrated by shot and shell at close
range, while the majority of our ironclads are not invulnerable save at a range of at least a mile and a-half. Such a
thing as an absolutely impregnable ship or turret has at
this moment no existence. Nor has anything like the limit
of destructive power in our guns been reached. Recent
improvements in the manufacture, and, if we may use the
word, in the construction of gunpowder, have opened up
quite a new field for progress, and enabled us to use with
success charges of heretofore unheard-of weight. The
35-ton gun is an accomplished fact. That it can be manufactured with certainty, and worked with efficiency, no one
doubts. Mr. Fraser long since expressed his conviction
that he could make a 60-ton gun which should be as successful as the largest gun then in the service, weighing eighteen
tons ; and there can be no doubt that if he gets the chance
he will keep his word, provided he is supplied with proper
ant. In a word, although we already possess guns which
augh at the heaviest targets afloat, these guns are not
nearly the most powerful guns it is possible to construct
and to use. But how stands the case with our ironclad ships?!
The limit of thickness in plates which can be carried on any
hull of reasonable size has been practically reached long
since, and we have been compelled asa nation to reduce the
area to be protected by adopting the turret system and cutting down the freeboard of our ships of war, the Glatton representing the best that can be done in the wayofcombining
defensive with offensive powers. Even though it were possible to coat our ships or monitors with plates which would
defy guns used in the ordinary way, we should be as far
from the desired end as ever. A new danger, which,
beginning like a cloud as big asa man’s hand, has gradually
loomed up till it covers the whole face of the sky, Teo to be
dealt with. The torpedo has risen from the rank of a
scientific toy to that of one of the most powerful implements
of naval warfare, and no one in his senses can doubt that but
little stimulus is required to inventors to set them at
work ——— on existing designs and scheming new
ones, with the result, and that not a distant result, of
rendering the torpedo the most deadly enemy of an ironclad fleet. Nor does the force of the attacking party
terminate here. There is yet another danger to be dreaded
by the ironclad, namely, the action of submarine ordnance.
A gun of very moderate size fired under water would at
close range punch and send to the bottom the strongest
ironclad we have afloat. The experiment was tried years
ago with the most perfect success—a success so great, indeed,
that it is only matter for wonder that the experiments
were not continued.* Thus it appears that our best ironclads can be penetrated by shell both above and below
water, while they are liable at any moment to have great
chasms blown in their bottoms which would send them to
the bottom almost in the twinkling of an eye. We are
not alarmists; we do not wish tomake facts appear worse than
~
but we venture to say that there is not a a
of this journalin existence, possessing a competent knowledge of the subject, who will not aaimit the accuracy of
our statements and the truth of the deduction which we
draw, to wit: that armour plating totally fails in the
object for which it was intended. It can secure the safety
® “_— Evidence of House of Commons Committee on Ordnance, 1863
page 107.
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of either crew or ship only for such a time as an enemy
refuses to avail himself of the means of attack placed at
his disposal by modern science.
Is it not time for the shipbuilder and the designer of
ships to pause under these circumstances and set their
houses in order—to consider whether there is not a way
of escape—to determine whether it is or is not possible so
to design the fleet of the future, that if they caunot defy
the gun and the torpedo, they may at least render them as
pe as possible? The problem is enormously difficult,
ut, within certain limits, it is not, we think, absolutely
impossible of solution. The solution, we believe, will lie
not in the extension of armour practically useless, but in
the abandonment of armour almost altogether, and the construction of a different type of ship from any of those now
in fashion. As regards the attack of guns firing shells, it
is obvious that unless armour keeps out such projectiles
altogether it is worse than useless, simply because it renders
the explosion of shell a matter of certainty. If ships were
constructed with very thin and tough upper works they
would offer so little resistance to shells without fuzes, that
the shell would pass in at one side and out at the other
without exploding ; of course the projectile would carry
ruin in its track, but then its track would be so limited
that the ruin would be of little moment. Ironclads cannot
mount many big guns, and as a consequence the effect
they would produce on an unarmed foe, by even a prolonged
cannonade, would be less than that done by one of our old
120-gun ships in a single broadside. It will be urged that
ag rege fuzes would be used; but the percussion fuze
or big shell is still « very imperfect affair, and the chances
are that a large proportion of the shells used with such
fuzes would either explode prematurely or not at all; in
in any case, nothing is porch in this respect by the use of
armour,
On the other hand, the suppression of armour
plates would enable us so much to augment the engine
power and coal space of our ships that they might maintain
an unparalleled speed for days together, while they might
carry guns of enormous power.
Under these circumstances they could simply set torpedo boats at defiance;
they could choose their own distance, and keep just so far
out of danger as they thought proper, disabling an enemy
with their great long-range guns, while he would be powerless to inflict any injury. It is useless tourge that the enemy
might be not only armoured, but fast, and provided with
big guns as well. This is impossible; we cannot combine
immense speed, heavy armour, and huge guns in the same
hull, We have not a ship afloat, which could not be
defeated by an unarmoured man-of-war capable of
steaming seventeen knots, and mounting a couple of 50ton guns of sufficient length to enable them to burn all
their powder in a bore of moderate diameter.
As regards torpedoes anchored, there is not so much
to dread after all as some people think. It is known
that the range of the torpedo is very limited, and the
use of booms and torpedo nets would probably allow
any fleet to pass without much loss through a channel
protected with torpedoes alone. In any case the unarmoured ship would be quite as well off in this
respect as the armoured ship. The floating or missile toro is the really dangerous weapon ; and the best protection against this engine of destruction is probably great
speed in the ship attacked. But the wmmarmoured vessel
has further an element of safety at her disposal which the
armoured ship cannot have. There is so large a margin
of buoyancy left at our disposal by the suppression of the
plating, that it becomes easy to divide the whole bottom of
the ship into numerous water-tight compartments. A
vessel built, as it is quite possible she could be built, might
receive the attacks of even two or three torpedoes with
comparative impunity, while an ironclad—and especially
a monitor—would go to the bottom like a stone.
All things considered, we believe that the day for ironclads has passed away. That a few will still be used for
attacking ports and defending harbours is almost certain,
but these ironclads will not be in any sense sea-going ships.
The ocean battles of the future will, for anything we can
see to the contrary, be fought by ships as free from armour
as a Cunard steamer. The moment it is demonstrated
that armour will not absolutely repel shot it must be
regarded as an objectionable incumbrance. So long’as it
really fulfils the purpose for which it is intended it confers
advantages which are worth obtaining, even at the sacrifice
of almost every other qualification a ship of war should
ss except the power of fighting heavy guns; but it
ias been proved, as plainly as any fact can be proved, that
such armour as a sea-going ship can carry will not keep
out the projectiles of guns of even moderate power, while
it leaves the whole question of dealing with submarine
attack absolutely unaffected, except in so far as it is a
positive evil.
LITERATURE,
Intuitive Calculations ; or, Easy and Compendious Methods of performing the various Arithmetical Operations required in Commercial and Business Transactions; together with full Explanations of Decimals and Duodecimals, several useful Tables, and an
Examination and Discussion of the best Schemes for a Decimal
Coinage. By DanteL O'Gorman. The Twenty-fourth Edition,
revised and enlarged by J. B. Younc, formerly Professor of
Mathematics in Belfast College. London: Lockwood and
Co., Stationers’-hall-court. 1871.
:
aig
:
Tue value of the volume under notice, which is unquestionably a work of great and peculiar merit, turns in some
degree upon the question whether it is preferable to adapt
general rules to special cases, or to employ special rules
which are suited only for particular cases, It will be seen
that it is altogether a matter of practice. When general
rules are applied to particular cases a considerably greater
amount of labour and time is required than if a special rule
were employed which is applicable only to each single case.
But on the other hand, the tax on the memory becomes
seriously increased with every additional rule it is charged
with remembering. The following example, selected from
the volume, will be interesting as bearing upon our
meaning. “To multiply by any number of nines. Rule:
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Add as many ciphers to the right hand of the multiplicand
as there are nines in the multiplier, and from the result
subtract the original multiplicand ; the remainder will be
the product.” In mathematical language, let a equal the
multiplicand, and sup
the multiplier consists of three
nines, equal 9 9 9, then if. P be the product we have
P=ax999=ax(1000—1). While there is no question
that the ordinary operation of multiplying by three figures is
very much shortened by this method, yet it must be borne
in mind that unless those figures are three, or any number
of nines, the rule is worthless for any purpose. The
practical conclusion to be deduced is, that as a consecutive
series of nines rarely occur in ordinary arithmetical calculations, it is scarcely worth while to endeavour to fix a
particular rule in the memory when the general one is all
sufficient.
Independently of the syncopated forms of calculation
Mr. O’Gorman adopts in his treatise, there are numerous
rules which may be learned with great profit to the student.
The section devoted to duodecimals should be carefully
studied, and the same attention may be advantageously
bestowed upon “compendious calculations.” One feature
in the work, and one which enhances its value, is that
separate chapters are devoted to the consideration of such
questions and calculations as arise in the different branches
of trade. These are undoubtedly proper subjects for special
rules, as persons are continually engaged in performing
calculations of this description. To them any special rules
which shorten their labour are of the greatest importance,
as the constant practice they have in them prevents their
becoming any tax upon the memory. With respect to
some of the higher arithmetical problems which are solved
in Mr. O’Gorman’s work, we are always of opinion that
they belong more to the sphere of algebra than arithmetic.
There is no advantage gained in making a question complicated by the means adopted to solve it. A chapter on the
“Theory of Decimals,” followed by one on a suggested new
monetary currency, brings to a close this excellent treatise.
Mr. Young has ably performed his part as editor in a
careful revision of the original manuscript, in the expunging of whatever defects existed in previous editions, and
in retaining everything that is meritorious and likely to
prove of use to the student and calculator. The whole
get-up of the book does great credit to the publishers, who
have evidently spared no pains to render the text as clear
and intelligible as senile, which is not an easy matter
when figures constitute a large portion of it.
Seales for the Ready Compariscn of British Metric Weights and
Measures. Arranged by A. L. Newpecate, M.A. London:
E. and F. N. Spon, 48, Charing Cross.
Ix the dozen scales which Mr. Newdegate has arranged
may be readily found, by any one who has had a little practice with them, the value of any weights or measures of
the metric system corresponding to those of our own. The
scales possess all the advantages of the most elaborate
tables, with the additional one that the proportion between
the relative quantities is perceived at a glance. They comprise measures of length, area, solidity, and capacity, together with the reduction of fractional parts of different
measures to their corresponding decimal value. Similarly
to all methods of performing arithmetical problems without
actual calculation, the degree of accuracy which can be obtained depends upon the more or less minute attention bestowed upon the scale. For approximate results, sufficiently
accurate in many instances, one operation suffices to give
the answer reqired. When greater precision is desirable
a second or supplementary operation is needed, but in any
case the great labour that would be involved by a numerical
calculation is entirely obviated. The engineerand architect,
especially those who are engaged in designing works where
metrical dimensions are used, will find these scales exceedingly valuable in the office. The use of them can be at
once understood from the simple directions attached to
them, and they moreover are presented in a form with
which all professional men are well acquainted, The figuring and lettering are both clearly done, and the material is |
a good stiff cardboard, which will stand the wear and tear
of an office, which is sometimes no trifle,
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takes place, or that the total volume is less than the sum of the
volumes of the water and the salt, the author refers to a paper
published in the “Comptes Rendus” of November 13th, which
showed that the heat disengaged by the solution of anhydrous
sulphates increased regularly with the contraction which took
place. W. de Fonvielle (p. 1394) makes some observations on
the acoustic phenomena observed during balloon ascents. He
regards the silk of the balloon as a stretched membrance which
may be thrown into vibration, and cites observations which prove
that the sounds produced by the meeting of different currents of
air have been heard. He also explains why it is more easy to
hear the voices of persons on the earth than it is for them to
distinguish sounds proceeding from the balloon. Dubrunfaut
(p. 1395) discusses the question of the absolute incombustibility
of charcoal in the absence of aqueous vapours. Although it has
been known that carbon burns with great energy in oxygen
reputed to be pure and dry, the author suggests that there
is no such thing as an absolutely pure and dry gas, and
refers to Angstrém’s researches on the spectra of simple and
mixed gasses in proof of his theory. F. Jean, in the next
article, proposes a new method of determining glucose. At
the meeting of the 18th ult., MM. Becquerel gave the results of
their experiments on the temperature at various depths below
the surface when the ground is covered with snow, and which
show in a very striking manner the great protection which snow
affords to the roots and seeds of plants. A considerable difference
was, however, noticed in ground which was not covered with
grass, or quite bare of vegetation. In these cases the underground temperature was much lower than in the turfed soil. We
have next three papers on that well-disputed point, the theory of
fermentation, which arose out of a memoir read by Liebig before
the Bavarian Academy of Sciences, and recently published in a
French periodical. H. Resal (p. 1434) gives a very complicated
formula for determining the dimensions of fly-wheels. P. Bert
(p. 1444) has a paper on the influence of coloured light on the
growth of plants. As might have been ex
, there are
several references inthese numbers of the “Comptes Rendus ”
to the very extraordinary cold experienced in France during the
last month.
There are very few original articles in the current number of
“ Dingler’s Polytechnisches Journal” (No. 4, vol. cii.), and the majority have already been noticed by us when they first appeared.
F. Schott (p. 355) has a memoir on the hydraulic properties of
plaster of paris calcined at a red heat. In the concluding
portion the author calls attention to the importance of determining the effect of subdivision in the properties of Portland cement,
and whether the coarse particles might be replaced or not by
sand without injury to the quality of the cement. J. Stingl
follows with an account of Bérenger’s process for softening water
by means of lime, as used on the Southern Railway of Austria
at Vienna. The analyses of the water before and after the
softening process, and also of the boiler scale deposited, show
that nearly the whole of the carbonate of lime and magnesia
were removed, as also a portion of the sulphate of lime. The
proportion of organic matter was also considerably lessened.
About 13,000 cubic feet of water are operated upon daily at the
Vienna Railway station, from ten to fifteen filters being used.
M. Ballo (p. 377) states, in opposition to the generally received
facts, that naphthalene when quite pure has a faint and not disagreeable odour, and that the tarry smell usually observed is
due to the presence of a characteristic hydrocarbon which the
author calls “leucoline oil,” corresponding to “ aniline oil.” All
the samples of reputed pure naphthalene were found by the
author to contain leucoline oil. M. Reinaun, in the next article,
enlarges upon the advantages of using starch for fixing aniline
dyes on cotton goods. F. Springmiihl (p. 382) gives the particulars of a method of colouring paper and leather by means of
aniline colours mixed with a kind of resinous varnish. A. Miiller
(p. 390) has a short note on the use of phosphate of baryta for
preserving timber ; and A. Kriwanck follows with an analysis of
the composition used for tipping safety matches, and also of the
material with which the striking surface is ereated.

THE DERBYSHIRE INSTITUTE OF MINING, CIVIL, AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.—On Saturday last the second meeting in connection with the above Instjtute was held at Chesterfield, under
the presidency of Lord Edward Cavendish. In addition toa large
number of mining, civil, and mechanical engineers, there were present :—Capt. the Hon. F. Egerton and the Hon. H. C. Strutt, the
members for the Eastern Division of Derbyshire; T. W. Evans,
Esq., her Majesty’s Inspector of Mines, &c. It was stated that
not fewer than twenty-one new members had just been admitted. Papers were read by Mr. E. Bromley, ‘On Hydraulic
Engines;” Mr. R. Howe, ‘‘On the Guibal Fan Experiments;”
and ‘*On Machinery for Washing and Separating Coal and
Mineral Ores,” by Mr. Howard. An animated discussion
followed the reading of each paper, but as the subjects contained in the two last papers had not been rages |ventilated
the discussion was adjourned. The desirability of erecting a
FOREIGN PERIODICAL LITERATURE.
hall to the late George Stephenson was introduced to the
THE “Comptes Rendus” of the Paris Academy of Sciences for memorial
meeting by Mr. C. Binns, of. ClayCross, one of the vice-presidents
the 11th ult. opened with the third part of Becquerel’s memoir of the Institute, who showed the _— necessity of erecting such
on the decoloration of flowers by the electric discharge. P. P. a building in a town near to which Stephenson once resided, and
Dehérain (p. 1352) communiiaated the result of his experiments in which he was interred. He, however, intimated that, as an
on the supposed power possessed by plants of assimilating atmo- effort was being made for obtaining funds to enlarge the accommospheric nitrogen. The most remarkable paper in the present dation at the hospital, the council had thought it better to let the
rest for twelve months, until the hospital scheme was comnumber is undoubtedly that presented by Merget (p. 1356) on matter
The Hon, H. Strutt, M.P., coincided with the suggestion,
the diffusion of mercurial vapour. In opposition to Faraday’s pleted.
and added that he should be only too happy to do what he could
results, which date back nearly half a century, the author finds towards
carrying out the object named. The matter, it was
that the vaporisation of mercury is continuous, not ceasing even
when the metal has assumed the solid condition, and that the agreed, should stand over.
CompounD ENGINES.—The Scientific American has the followvapour possesses a considerable diffusive power. As a test for
:—-‘‘Mr. J. W. King, Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering,
the presence of mercury vapour, Faraday employed strips of gold ing
United
Navy, recommends in his report that ‘all navat
leaf, but M. Merget makes use of far more delicate re-agents, viz., engines States
now in store be sold, and that all our naval vessels be
paper saturated with nitrate of silver, the chloride of gold, supplied with compound engines.’ Almost every engineer has
platinum, palladium, or iridium. The effect of mercury upon his preference in favour of some particular engine. Isherwood
these salts is to reduce them, the paper being blackened to a had his, ani so had Dickerson and Ericsson.
course, the
greater or less extent. The permeability of leaves to mercurial hobby each one happens to be riding is considered the best horse,
vapours has enabled the author to obtain permanent impressions and so a series of costly experiments and changes and repairs are
by simply placing them on sheets of sensitised paper, and ex- undertaken, for which the country pay, and the service is but
if any better off. Our navy wants the best omcod and also
| posing them to the action of the fumes. He also mentions the little,
most economical, since frigates cannot tow a coal yard around
| fact that in a looking-glass manufactory where the ventilation the
with
them.
But changes should only be made after a series of
od were almost 4 perfect the atmosphere |
and sanitary arrangements
experiments demonstrate the fallacy of the rule that
was nevertheless saturated with mercury vapours. The entire | successful
‘the
old
way
the safest.’ Commenting on Mr. King’s remarks
| memoir is well worthy of perusal. Following this we have three the National isGazette
says :—‘ Until something more definite and
papers on the discovery of deposits of phosphate of lime in satisfactory is known in relation to this type of engine, we think
various parts of France. J. Boussinesq (p. 1368) presented a very | it would be a false economy to introduce them by wholesale into
elaborate memoir on some peculiarities in the slopes of mountains. | onr naval vessels. We see no objection to having one or two
nd engines built for the navy, but to
M. de Jastes (p. 1371) gives the result of his experiments on a experimental sets of
new form of fish-tail propeller of his invention. A. Barthélemy, ; make such a sweeping change as recommended by Mr. King is
impolitic
and
unwise.
The
truth
is that compound engines are by
in the next article, discusses the vibration of mercury and other | no means as economical as their admirers
have us believe.
liquids caused by a tuning-fork. A magnified image of the sur- | An engineer who is running one of them atwould
present time, in a
face of the liquid is projected on a screen, and the author shows | e transatlantic steamer, informed us that the
he would like to have
y di
how the form of the vibrations is affected by the| the difference of the price of coal said to be consumed
each vovage
shape of the vessel. C. A. Valson follows with a paper on the |and what is actually paid for and consumed. Compound engines
effect of space in the phenomena of dissolution. Starting from were given a fair test on our lakes and rivers a quarter of a century
the fact that when a salt is dissolved in water contraction usually ago, and did not prove a success,’ ”
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|consists of two small metal rollers, up to which the seed eotton outside of the building. This firm showed two gins of different
THE COTTON GIN TRIALS.
delivered by an endless belt working over two pulleys, sizes, fitted with Jones’ revolving beater ; the leather covered
In our issue of December 18th we gave a few particulars of || is
covered over with little spikes. On the top of the machine roller and fixed knife all the same as in an ordinary Macarthy’s ;
these interesting trials, which were then being carried on in | and
there
is a fan, as shown, which delivers a current of air upon the but the beater shown in Fig. 8 consists of a series of knives
Manchester, under the superintendence of Dr. Forbes Watson two rollers
keep them cool. The ordinary Indian machine
and Major General Frederick Cotton, C.S.J., the representatives worked by to
FIC.8
hand turns out but a very moderate quantity of
of the Indian Government. The first series of trials termi- cleaned cotton per day—although the qualityis excellent—and it
nated about the 23rd of last month ; but as we before intimated is being superseded by modern power gins, attempts having
they were only preliminary to more important trials that will be been made to apply power to this class of machines, but there
commenced on the 15th of this month. It was at first intended are many difficulties to be surmounted. In jthe first place the
that, the results obtained from the past trials should be decisive ; rollers must be small in diameter or the
js would be drawn
but Dr. Watson soon observed that, as a public competition was into them, and crushed going through with the fibre, and the
a new feature to the manufacturers of this class of machine, it bearings must not be far apart or the rollers would spring in the
would be unwise to settle a question of such magnitude until a centre and admit the seed between them. In running quick, fitted diagonally on to wrought iron rings, two in the circle.
rings are fast on a small shaft, which, when it revolves,
second trial had been made, from which far more satisfactory which they must do if driven by power, and to get through The
the knives, bringing them into contact with the
results would unquestionably be derived. It was clear to a man any reasonable amount of work, the rollers are apt to get hot, takes asround
it was held by the fixed knife. A half circle grid is
of the Doctor's perception that after the machine had gone and to prevent this M. Chaufourier has devised the simple fan seed
placed
at
the
side of the beater, and through this the
through elaborate and somewhat severe tests, and an opportunity which surmounts the machine. The arrangement is ingenious, seeds fall when bottom
of their cottun. As stated, there were
was given for the several makers to see the various advantages or but as to its working, or capabilities, we reserve all comment ; two machines on cleaned
in one the grid was of cast iron
failure of the competing gins, improvements would be suggested, and, in fact, this course we shall pursue in every instance until and all in a piece,thisandprinciple;
one
prong being broken would render
and this has proved correct ; so that we look forward to the the appearance of the official report.
the
whole
thing
useless
;
but
in
the
other the prongs were made
future trials with the expectation of seeing, if not entirely new
separately, and fixed in such a way that any one could be easily
FIC.2
machines introduced, those alrealy tested very much improved.
replaced
when
necessary.
A
third
gin
with the same class of beater
It is now our purpose to describe the gins that were worked at the
Ollie
was shown by Dobson and Barlow, the only difference existing
recent trials, and the accompanying rough sketches will matebetween
them
being
the
direction
of
the knives on the rings ; in
rially assist in this. They are not drawings of the working
those we have described the knives all inclined the same way, but
pen
( oN \
parts of the machines, but merely sketches showing plainly
FICS
in this one, Fig. 9, the blades between
the principles of the gins they represent. It will, perhaps,
each pair of rings were set in opposite
be well here just to notice briefly the general arrangedirections, rendering it rather more
ments, A plan of the building has already appeared in
difficult
to feed. This firm also exour pages, and it will be remembered that one end is partitioned
hibited
a regular Macarthy gin. The
off as an opening and mixing room. Here was kept a large
next gin is Cowper's lock-jaw, made
quantity of the seed cotton, of which there had been provided a
by Messrs. Curtis, Parr, and Madeley. There isthe roller covered
stock of something over 70,000 lb. consisting of the following
with
common
leather—much
less expensive material will answer
varieties :—Broach, Dhollerah, Candeish, Madras (two kinds),
the purpose than for most of the other gins with rollers of this
Dharwar, American, American Uplands, and Egyptian, together
description—a
moving
nipping
blade, and a beater. The top
with smaller quantities of Sea Island and Brazilian. This cotton
knife is not fixed as in other gins, but rises and falls through a
is all weighed, some of it being opened by a machine employed
very
small
space
on
to
the
surface
of the roller, with an interexpressly for the purpose, and to prevent the possibility of there
mittent nipping motion, holding the fibre in a positive manner at
being any difference in the quality of each kind of cotton it was
the moment when the beater comes up and detaches the feed.
completely mixed, the contents of each bag being placed in
Fig. 10 shows a section of the roller with
layers in a large bin, one on top of the other, and in filling the
nipper, beater, and a fixed blade against
FIC 10
bags again a portion of each layer is taken up, so that each conwhich
the latter works.
tained as near as possible the same as the other. This cotton
Fig.
11
is
a
section
of
Messrs,
Peter
and
was weighed, and then placed in bags on the right-hand side of
Fig. 2 is Messrs. Evan Leigh, Son, and Co.’s improved
the principal room. From these it was delivered to the machines, Macarthy double-roller gin. In this there are two rollers Charles Garnett’s toothed roller gin. In
but was previously weighed a second time in the presence of the covered with hide or leather, and close to the top of these are the centre is the toothed roller which catches
oO
agent for the firm whose machine was to use it, and some of the the fixed blades, and on the top of each a grid. The fibre of the the seed cotton, taking it round, the seed
other agents, for their mutual satisfaction. As far as possible cotton is drawn round by the face of the roller, the seed being being detained and detached by the fluted
roller
at
the
top.
At
the
bottom
are
the
reeach machine was tried with every variety of cotton ; this was detained by the fixed blade, whilst the beater (which is pivoted
quite necessary, as a Macarthy gin might work remarkably well on a small shaft at the bottom of the machine, and receives its volving brushes which clear the centre roller
with long staple cotton, but very badly with that of a close, short motion from light horizontal wooden connecting rods, attached of the cotton and blow it outside the machine. The teeth are
staple unopened. The gins were ranged up the centre of the to cranks on a driving shaft), moving rapidly backwards and made in wire, fastened to the face of the roller, which can easily
room, each one having a separate compartment of its own, com- forwards, strikes it, and when detached it passes through the be replaced when injured,
posed of timber frames covered at the bottom with canvas, and at grid on to the floor, whilst the fibre is carried round and falls
the upper portion with wire netting, so that visitors or other from the roller at another place. This machine requires a man
FIC.il
competitors can see the machine at work, but no one enters the to carry cotton to it, as the one working it cannot leave it, and
enclosure but the agent, his assistants, and the Government must have the cotton given him; but at the same time the deofficials, without the permission of the responsible agent. The livery might be done by machinery, or one man would perform
gins are worked by the employés of the makers themselves, and this office for six machines, which would then only require seven
they are at liberty to do what they like to their gins ; but Dr. men. The same firm had at work a single roller gin with a
Watson, who is ever on the watch, makes a note in the “ Daily similar action.
Record,” a book—there is one to each gin—in which is noted
Fig. 3 is a single action Macarthy gin, by Messrs. Platt
full particulars of each day’s trial, including the description of Brothers and Co., and consists of acompressed leather covered roller,
cotton used, quantity, time occupied, quantity of cleaned cotton having the top knife fixed, the cotton going between it and the
and seed, power exerted, &c., of any circumstance that may roller, and the bottom knife or beater working vertically against
have affected the trial either beneficially or otherwise, and this the fixed one, and knocking off the seed. This machine has
the maker’s agent has to sign before leaving the factory each also a self-feeding apparatus, a board worked horizontally by
evening ; and he may also make remarks of his own in explana- rods fixed to cranks which deliver the seed cotton up to the
tion of any statements therein contained made by the officials roller. The next machine, a double-action Macarthy gin, by the
which are likely to prove detrimental to his interests. A book
is also kept for general remarks, in which competitors or visitors
may make any suggestions or comment they think fit upon the
trials. ©When a gin has received a quantity of seed cotton
it commences its work, and the time is taken both at the
start and the finish The products of the experiment, the cotton
tibre, and the seeds, are placed in two separate bags, and a card is
attached to each, having upon it the number of the gin and the
numberof the test. They are then placed in a bag, of which
there are several on the left-hand side of the room, and are same firm, Fig. 4, is similar in construction to the former one,
locked up by two locks, the key of one being kept by the agent, with the exception of the moving knife or beater, which, as will be
and that of the other by Dr. Watson, so that neither could seen in the front view of it, is composed of two strips connected
enter without the sanction of the other. At the conclusion of | together at intervals, so that in motion the upper edge of the
each day’s work the ginned cotton and seeds were brought out, | lower strip or knife strikes the seeds in the up-stroke, and the
weighed in the presence of the several agents, one of whom had | lower edge of the upper strip or knife strikes in the descent,
to check it with the person to whose gin it belonged ; the cards | giving the double action. The next gin by the same firm is
were then taken off, and in their place there was stitched to each |titted with Henderson’s diagonal knife, and this is the only feabag a portion of a card containing twelve numbers, all alike, but | ture in which it differs from the two former ones. The shape
of the knife is shown in
entirely hidden by thick opaque paper securely gummed over
‘ig. 5. The knife works vertiFICS
them. One of these numbers having been attached to each of
Messrs. Dobson aud Barlow exhibited oue of Brakell's knifecally, and the diagonal edges roller
the bags, the remainder were placed in a large envelope, with the |
gins, of which a section is shown, Fig. 12; it is supplied
of the openings act on the
cut card and a sample of the cotton, and when made thoroughly
(QOD
seed as it is held against the
FIC.I2.
secure were scent to the Branch Bank of England. The bags [0
fixed knife. The next gin, a
when a quantity of seed and cottoa were taken from them, to |
double
Macarthy,
is
also
by
prevent identitication by weight, were sealed up with the Indian |
Messrs. Platt Brothers and
Government stamp upon them, and then all thrown together. |
When the whole of the trials are concluded the many samples of | Co., and has a forked knife. The two gins are placed in a line,
fixed
together
in
the
centre,
and
are
both driven by the same
cotton will be several times valued by the best known authorities, and put to every conceivable test to prove their quality. belts. Each has the leather covered roller with the fixed
The number of each bag will be ascertained by the paper being | knife against it. The forked knife, as shown iu Fig. 6, is worked
Fic 6
taken from the face of the card, and to this number the remarks horizontally against the
ot the valuers and others will be affixed ; but as all the bags are | fixed one, the forks dis|
engaging
the
seeds,
which
|
lAnnn
alike it will be impossible to know to which gin the cotton
{|
belongs till the envelopes are brought from the Bank, opened, | fall through the grid comwnd the numbers exposed upon the cards from which those | ing up to the roller below.
attachedto the bags have been cut. With this system no one |Mersrs. Dobson and Barlow
ew have the slightest suspicion of favour or partiality; in fact, if had several machinesat the
<verything is carried out as arranged, as no doubt it will be, this trials ; the first being a
is totally impossible. The room during the whole of the trials double cylinder saw gin,
1.a3 been kept up to 80 degrees, to be somewhere near the Indian | having one series of saws above the other, and thus doing with the usual Macarthy roller, and the fixed pressing knife, but °
temperature ; so that with the heat and dust it is far from being |
double work (Fig. 7). The saws are placed instead of a vibrating kuife or beater, it has a knife roller. This
comfortable for those who
|
on a shaft with metal discs between consists of a spindle or shaft, over which plates about bin.
have to work in it. The
them, the edges of the saws protruding diameter are slipped and held im their places by ferules, not at
power required by each gin
from a grid, through which the fibre ot right angle to the axis, but diagonally across it, the plates being
was ascertained by the dyOo
the cotton is drawn, the apertures being grooved instead of round, although their diagonal position gives
namometer, under the sutoo small to allow of the passage of the a circle to the edges. These knives or plates draw the seed right
|
an nen
pervision of Mr Amos, who
FIC |
seeds. The cotton is cleaned from the and left alternately along the edge of the pressing kuife till it is
ety,
has for so long conducted
edges
of the saws by revolving brushes released from the fibre going round with the roller. Dr. Watson,
n al wo
had at
similar experiments for the
at the back of them, but is not delivered the superintendent of the Government Factory, Dharwar,
the
Royal Agricultural Society.
intermixed with the dust into blowing work two saw gins; these were of the ordinary type, with.
%
In describing the gins
rooms, as with ordinary saw gins, being saws working through a grating, and the revolving brushes
behind,
blowing
the
cotton
fibre
into
4
room
partitioned
off
to
we take first the “Churka”
thrown on to perfurated metal rollers en|
of M. Chaufourier. Tuais
a C)
cased in the covering of the machine. receive it.
MAUtet
tg,
js the only representative
The cotton is taken over the rollers and
oWn,
of the original Indian maOC)
falls on to an endless band, comA TELEGRAM from Rome says the mail for India passed through
chine in the room.
posed of wooden staves, and may be the Mont Cenis tunnel for the first time, and arrived on Monday
As will be seen in the
dropped into any receptacle. The dust passes through the per- morning at Brindisi, taking for the journey twenty-four hours less
sketch, Fig. 1, showing a section of only the working parts, it forations in the rollers, and is blown through a trough to the than by the ol@ route.
eC)

CC)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of aur
correspondents.)
THE KUTAB PILLAR,
Srr.—Since your publication of the 18th ult., I have been
favoured with a communication from a friend, who informs me
that water wheels of a rude t
are not unknown in the hilly
country of Northern India, and that he has seen them employed
for grinding corn in the district of Chumba, which I find is in
Gurwal, upon the Upper Ganges.
I enclose you my friend’s sketch, which appears to me of sufficient interest to deserve a place in your columns. The existence
of these diminutive water wheels in the hills of Northern India
seems to me to throw little if any additional light upon the still

unsoluble question of how those hug: ancient forgings were produced, Still it is important to know that some form of water
power is now, and may have been anciently (that is, 1500 years
ago) known, if not in the great Indian plain, at least in one of the
hill districts south of the Himalayas. An additional interest appears to me to be given to this communication from the fact that
the arrangement of oblique-vaned water wheel driven by the
impulse of a rush of water from a shoot appears to be one of the
most ancient known to have been used in Europe, where it is
stili in use in many parts of the Alpine chains,
ROBERT MALLET.
THE LIQUEFACTION OF STEAM.
Srr,—The questions raised in the discussion of your article on
jacketed cylinders are so important, and involve such essential first
principles, that I hope you will not conclude the subject until the
points at issue are made so plain as to be comprehended by the
most obtuse of your readers.
It appears to me that when steam is not used expansively no
condensation will result from work done in the cylinder, because
no work is done in it. The steam would be in the same condition
as when it passed from the boiler, it having done no more than
transmit the work done in the boiler to the piston, just as the
connecting rod would again transmit it to the cran
The loss of heat due to the work done in the boiler would be the
difference between the quantity required to produce the steam,
under the given pressure, and that remaining in it after ——.
If the steam expands in the cylinder the loss of heat occurs
there, but if it is only forced out of the boiler into the cylinder
the loss of heat occurs in the boiler.
AvGUSTUS ALEXANDER.
6, Loughborough-villas, Brixton-road,
27th December, 1871.
a
NEW FORM OF PROPELLER FOR WATER AND AIR,
Sir,—In the ‘‘ Proceedings ” of the Royal Institution of Great
Britain for March, 1867, I pointed out that the wing of the insect,
bat, eva bird, was a screw structurally and functionally. In other
words, that the wing, when at rest, was twisted upon itself, and
that when it was made to vibrate or reciprocate it twisted and untwisted, figure of 8 fashion. The wing was shown to be as effective in water as in air ; and the tail of the fish was represented as
lashing from side to side, after the manner of an oar in sculling.
In June of the same year (1867) I read a memoir on the subject to
the Linnean Society (London), in which I described,
» and
compared the movements made by the fins and tail of the fish in
swimming and the wing of the bird in flying and diving. The
movements shown were reciprocating movements,
uced by
helicoidal surfaces which were mobile and plastic, ak acted at a
great variety of angles, so as to obtain a maximum result with a
minimum of slip. The fish was represented to throw its body into
figure of 8 curves in swimming, and the wing of the bird into similar curves in flying and diving ; the figure of 8 curves, when the
animals were progressing at a high speed, being opened out or unravelled to form first a looped, and then a waved track. The following quotation from my memoir will explain the relation :--‘*The water and air are acted upon by curve or wave pressure,
emanating in the one instance from the body of the fish, and in the
other from the wing of the bird; the reciprocating and opposite
curves, into which the trunk and wing are thrown in swimming
and flying, constituting in reality a pow.Fy helix, or screw, which,
during its action, produces the precise kind and degree of pressure
adapted to fluid media, and to which they respond with the
greatest readiness.” I also contrasted the screw formed by the
wing with that at present employed in navigation ;and showed
that the latter, which is rigid, cannot be compared in point of efficiency with the former, which is flexible and elastic. The chief
difference consists in this :—The rigid screw of the ship is made to
revolve, the one blade a
other in rapid succession, and
all striking at a given angle, which never varies. One blade, as a
consequence, virtually performs all the work. From the fact that
the one blade, which may be taken to represent the whole, moves
in only one direction (it revolves round a given axis), it cuts out, as
it. were, the portion of water which corresponds with its area of
revolution—a circumstance which greatly increases the slip, while
it correspondingly diminishes the poe |propelling power of the
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screw. It is otherwise with the screw formed by the tail of the
fish and the wings of fi
animals. They are flexible and elastic,
and when they are
le to vibrate they are also made to reverse
the direction of the stroke, and reciprocate in such a manner that
the stroke from above downwards, or from right to left, as the case
may be, is made to produce a current which, being met by the wing
or tail, when it a a counter oe from below upw: 2 or os
left to right,
augments the propelling power.
is ho!
true opm Pomel hetstroke made ; the wy |or tail, The
power is rom a augmented by the elasticity and flexibility which
contribute to the continued play of the natural screw, and by the
fact that the wing of the bird and the tail of the fish strike at a
great variety of angles, this circumstance enabling them to diminish the slip to a minimum, and to increase the Fam omer power
toa maximum. The artificial wings and propellers are made to
resemble the wing of the insect, bat, and bird, and the caudal fin
of the fish, They are composed of flexible and elastic materials
which vary in thickness, the
thicker portions, which are consequently the more rigid parts,
corresponding to the root an
anterior = of the wing, and
the root and lateral margins to
the tail of the fish, When made
to vibrate or reciprocate, the
margins of the propeller formed
on the wing oa fish-tail model
are thrown into double or figure
of 8 curves, from the fact that the
propeller twists and untwists
during its action. This twisting
movement enables the propeller
to wave and seize the water or air
alternately, with wonderful rapidity an power, the efficiency of
the propeller increasing in a direct
ratio to the velocity with which
it is made to vibrate. I arrived
at these results from a careful
study of the extremities and
travelling surfaces of a large
numberof animals fitted by nature
to move in water and air, and from
numerous experiments with artificial fish-tails, fins, and wings,
which I made to vibrate with steam
by a direct piston action.”
My memoir, in which the
foregoing views are set forth, is
published in the vol. xxvi. of
the ‘‘ Transactions” of the Linnean Society of London.
It
is illustrated by seventy-eight
eagravings and nineteen woodcuts, representing the flexible
reciprocating screws formedby the
tail of the fish, the wing of the
insect, bat, and bird, and the
extremities of a em number of
quadrupeds and amphibions.
Continuing my researches, I
presented a second memoir on the
subject to the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, on the 2nd of August,
1870. This is published in the vol. xxvii. of the ‘“‘Transactions” of that society, and in it T give the details on which the conclusions I arrived at in my first memoir were based. It is illustrated by five plates and seventy-three woodcuts, representing the
peculiar form and movements of the flexible reciprocating screws
found in nature, and how they may be imitated and applied to the
purposes of civilisation.
4s g my inquiries into experiI am actively
1 in pr
ments upon these and kindred subjects, and have been induced to
bring the matter under your notice from a belief that they will,
ere long, inaugurate important changes in the form and application of screw propellers ; and from finding that in a recent number
of Galignani, M. de Fastes and M. Ciotti have been advocating
similar views as original, I send you copies of my memoirs in
corroboration of the above, and have only to add that as these
memoirs have been freely circulating in the libraries of Europe and
America since the date of the publications, the views
contained
in
them must be well-known. I hope you will allow me to claim for
Britain what certainly does not belong to France.
J. Bett Petricrew, M.D., F.R.S., &c.
Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, December 28th, 1871.
[We have examined the memoirs referred to by our correspondent
and can recommend them to the attention of all persons interested
in screw propulsion. They are simply the best treatises extant on
a most difficult subject.—Ep. E.]
THE INVENTION OF THE SCREW PROPELLER.
Srr,—You will oblige me by inserting the following in your valuable paper :—My father, an Englishman, by name Samuel Owen,
born in Birmingham, 1774, and who worked with Boulton and
Watt for several years, came over to Sweden in 1803, and after
having established his own works at Kungsholmen, near Stockholm, commenced building both wooden and iron steamers, On
the 22nd of July, 1816, he tried a screw propeller, according to the
enclosed sketch, in a small sailing craft, called the Witch of Stock-

holm, length 28ft., beam 10ft.; but being very full-lined fore and
aft, she made very little way, 4} miles, and therefore he did not
consider the screw to be of much promise. In 1822 he applied the
peller toa sch
ee
ee
ee
e Crown
Prince, afterwards Charles the Fourteenth, King of Sweden, with
better results, making 64 miles an hour. Therefore I would point out
toyou, that — Psohn Ericson, nor merpecen, after that =
can assume to
@ person who app!
e screw propeller for
the first time ;and I may be allowed toadd that John Ericson, as
you are aware, is from Sweden, and he took his idea from my
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father’s propeller, which was shown to him at that time. You will
perhaps excuse me ety bow but my only plea is that “‘the
truth must
be known,” If
er particulars
are required I will
give them with great pleasure.
SAMUEL OWEN,
Abo, Finland, December 22nd, 1871.
EQUIVALENCE OF HEAT AND WORK.
S1r,—I hasten to seize my first leisure moments to endeavour
to give some arithmetical proof of the truth of the principles I
advanced in your impression of December 22nd, concerning the
equivalence of heat and work. I hold that the equivalence is
shown as follows :—Not by the disappearance or ‘ transformation” of heat into work, but that the heat taken up by any body,
solid or
ous, is the equivalent of the work which must
done by the body whilst takingup that heat, and of course this
equivalent heat would be found by condensation.
I will consider the case, given by yourself, of an engine worked
entirely without expansion. Let the pressure per square inch of
the steam in the boiler and cylinder be kept constantly at 701b.
pressure, including atmosphere. Then no work can be done till
the piston moves. Let it move one stroke. Suppose the cylinder
to be 60in. diameter by 12ft. stroke, one stroke will have caused
to be generated 19°633 cubic feet of steam at 701b. pressure, and
the work done = 2,375,016 foot-pounds.
Now, if my theory is correct, the units of heat taken up in the
eneration of these 19°633 cubic feet of steam should be equiva= to the work done by that steam.
Steam at 701b. pressure per square inch is 302°9 deg., and the
latent heat is 900°9 deg; and 19°633 cubic feet of steam, at 70 lb.,
is 3°55 Ib, oe oa —_ of heat taken up are—
‘
. X 3°
Se dog + Or a dee
= 427349 + 1:42= 3009'S units of
heat, But the mechanical equivalent of one British unit of heat is
772 foot-pounds. Therefore, the work equivalent to the heat taken
upis 30005 X 772= 232,334 foot-pounds, which agrees so nearly with
the work actually done as to s ciently prove the principle in the
opinion of
Jno, C, Fett.
8, St. John’s-terrace, Regent's Park, N. W.
December 30th, 1871.
P.S.—I must just add a few words as to the bearing of the
above principle on our primary subject, the liq
ction of expanding steam. It is evident from above that steam generated at
a high pressure takes up only the equivalent of the work due to
its pressure at the time, and that if afterwards additional work is
sought to be obtained from it by expansion, away from the boiler,
the heat equivalent to that additional work, not having been
given to it in the boiler, must be taken up at the expense, and to
the liquefaction, of some of the steam itself; and therefore that
liquefaction is the measure of the work done during expansion.
THE PUBLIC POLICY OF A PATENT LAW.—SIR R. PALMER’S
EVIDENCE,
Sir,—Although, as is well-known to your readers, my opinions
on the above subject are just the reverse of Sir Roundell As me
I nevertheless have found great interest in
ing the evidence of
this eminent opponent of patents. It is true that the result of my
own reasoning, from the facts within my own knowledge and
experience, is a conclusion diametrically opposed to that of Sir R.
Palmer, but I am by no means certain that if my experience in
relation to patents had been similar to his my conclusions would
have materially differed from those expressed by him.
I think the answer to the objection in principleto patents, urged
with so much force by this eminent lawyer, is to be found in the facts
supplied by the experience of a patent agent, by which he is enabled
to trace many instances of analogy
in principle between patent
law and some other departments of law admitted to be defensible
on grounds of public policy.
It is a common remark that distinguished lawyers are especially
narrow in their treatment of subjects that require a knowledge and
experience of special facts in order to qualify a person to form an
accurate —
on nice points of practice. It is natural that
perfection of legal theory should in such cases be exclusively
regarded, without due attention being paid to practical modifying
circumstances.
Sir R. Palmer, with characteristic candour, gives us an insight into
his experience of patent cases that goes far to account for his
opinions. He says: ‘I have been much more frequently engaged
in important cases for defendants, and what I have seen in those
cases has, to a certain extent, contributed to the formation of the
ions which I have expressed.”
And he tells us what is the objection in principle to patents
illustrated by these cases—‘‘ Now, in every one of these cases I
think I can perceive something which really intercepts from the
public more than the public gain by it; and also these and
other cages show how very nearly impossible it is to prove any
patent, which is
ci
ful, bad on the ground of its
not being new.” It would appear, however, from what is said in
other parts of the evidence, that “ a
the public ” in
the above statement
y means intercepting from persons engaged
in the same trade as the patentee, the exercise of whose previous
knowledge is alleged to be interfered with when it leads only to a
point “‘short of the patentee’s knowledge,” because of the commercial value of his further step.
This, if it be so, alters the character of the objection, sinceit isnot
the general consuming public, but the particular manufacturing
public, from whom more is said to be intercepted than is gained by
patents. And the question may arise as to whether this does contitute any real objection to patents on grounds of public 7
The premium that is~_ on the further step of the patentee may
for the interest of the consuming public, which is a much larger
interest than that of the manufacturers who have been distanced
in the knowledge and practical skill by the patentee.
And this is how it happens that commercial success affords such
strong evidence of novelty. Commercial success means purchase
by the general public, and if this occurs on the appearance of a
particular patented article it is a sign that the article isa por 4
and this in proportion to the extent of its adoption by the public.
The public in such a case
ise a new supply of a want that
was previously ——— and yetdesired, and the consequence of
such recognition is thatthe public are ready to pay the patentee a
reasonable price in order to obtain the article which they were
previously unable to get at all. They believe, atanyrate, thatthere
is real novelty in the page introduced by the patentee, whatever
may be the abstract idea of its novelty.
And as to the patentee’s legal right, it really does not cover more
than his invention, in the sense of withdrawing any thing either
from the public or from prior patentees; for the public are at
liberty to use all they
before the date of a patent, and
prior patentees enjoy their right of licence for any part of their
patent that may form a part of a su’
uent patent. j
There is a sense, undoubtedly, in which a successful patent of
the kind referred to may be said to ‘‘ cover more ground than the
precise discovery of the patentee,” but that is common to commercial success generally, as resulting from the possession of
capital or of high social position. Any man favoured in this way
is really in
ion of advantages accruing to him from the
advanced state of society which he may have contributed to bring
about. And it is thought advisable on public grounds to protect
him in the enjoyment of these advantages. The law of primogeniture is a conspicuous instance of this principle. As between
members of a family it seems unjust to give such advantages to
the first born, but on public grounds it is desirable to prevent the
undue division of territorial estates. By the abolition of such a
law the general public would lose much of their present enjoyment of —
and pleasure grounds to which they are now
freely admi
by the owners of them. I venture on the broad
grounds of social consideration to which I have thus ‘referred, to
question the force of the objection so feasibly urged against the
principle of patents.
There is also another consideration not sufficiently taken into
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tively assure them they are all more or less mistaken on that
V/b
EB—AB
,
%
“b - AB
sp’ AB=EB
int. The
positiveness with which Mr, A. Alexander states that eS —SS
alee
EB
EB
(2 Texas)
is chief object in paten
his invention ‘‘was to render in- / gauge
dubitably his claim to priority in proposing a system which ma:
And asEB=2¢c x gauge.
yet aay become a regular branch of military art,” would,
Heel of switch should, therefore, be placed at the distance of
perhaps, have amused me, if I had not been some years ago some- |
vb
what in the same
ition as it appears to me he now occupies. 2¢ X gauge (1->—)
from the
ing. This probl
gauge
The truth of the oldproverb, “That there is nothing new under
the sun,” is well illustrated in Mr. Robert Mallet’s admirable can also be used for finding the angles of the crossings where a
“Unwritten Chapter in the Metallurgy of Iron,” and by the fact a—s passes over several parallel lines of rails. To exemplify
that General Paixhan’s proposed, upwards of fifty years ago, a
is.
method of attacking ships by means of submarine shell rockets
For a 4ft, 8hin. Gauge—Let length of switch= 11ft., 6°’= 4°
precisely similar to that patented by Mr. A. Alexander, in July,1864. ' angle of crossing = 1 in 8. Then heel of switch shouldbe placed at
I trust I shall be pardoned for destroying the illusions of your
correspondents, for I do not think they are at all to blame in
2x 8 x 48} (1— MF = 55°2ft. from the crossing,
Tear)
believing themselves to be original inventors when they cannot |
Yj
find
any
previous
patents
relating
to
their
discoveries
;
but
it
has
and total length will be 55°2 + 11= 662. Let angle of crossing =
Y,
unfortunately happened to me, after I have incurred much labour lin 10. Then heel of switch should be placed at
Wide . 4}
and expense, to find a supposed discovery of mine not patented
4 é
but published years before it occurred to my mind—and I have
2 x 10 x 4,8} (tS )= 69'Oft. from the crossing,
every reason to know they are in a similar position.
I wish to say one wo! in favour of our Admiralty and War- |
total length will he 690 + 11 = 80°. Let angle of crossing
office, as a warning to over-sanguine inventors. Both those de- and
—___..-,
partments are so continually flooded1 with inventions and proposals | =1in 12. ‘Then heel of switch should be placed at
of the greatest apparent ingenuity (which never reach the Patent9 12
v4
office) that the
vernment officials are quite justified in not
ainda (: 56" )- 82°8ft. from the crossing,
entertaining a
which has not, at least been tried, on a
small scale. I would also point out that it is not the proposal of and total length from the switch to the croesing will be 82 8 +
11 = 93°8; and, generally for that gauge, heel of switch is to be
a principle, or the ne mereof the application of a principle to any placed
9°4 x angle of crossing x ‘734 = angle of crossing
x 6°9.
certain thing—as, for instance, the proposal to use steam for pro- | ‘or aat 5ft.
Gin. Gauge.—Let length of switch = 11ft., b = 4’,
pelling vessels through the water, or of balloons through the air-angle of crossing=1in 8. Then heel of switch should be placed at
that
is
of
value,
but
the
actual
perfecting
and
design
of
all
the
3ecm
le
infinitely small detail which obtains the result sought for. This
2x 8x56 (1
va) 66°9ft. from the crossing,
perfection of detail can never be obtained without actual practice
and experiment, involving unlimited labour and expense ; hence
those who take the trouble to work out an invention practically and total length will be 66°9 + 11 = 77°ft. Let angle of cross
———
°
are more deserving of honour and reward than mere schemers, ing = lin 10. Then heel of switch should be placed at
who do not advance beyond the preparation of a speculative
/f 5
sketch or drawing.
A. M.
2x 10 x 5,6 (1 - va)™ 83 6ft. from the crossing,
Southsea,
——
and total length will be 83°6 + 11 = 946. Let angle of crossing.
= 1in 12. Then heel of switch should be placed at
GREENWICH TIME.
Sir,—In your issue of Dec, 29th I have read an interesting
nk = 100°Sft. from the crossing,
2x 122x5
x 56 (1 ~ Wee"
article on Greenwich time. Allow me, however, to correct a mistat
t with regard to the
aS
[~
_——
a
ap pe gpg as and total length will be 100°3 + 11 = 111:3ft., and, generally for
y
Fy
having. clocks controlled or cor- that gauge, heel of switch is to be placed at 11 x angle of crossing
Y
Yj
rected by the Greenwich Observa- x ‘76 = angle of crossing x 8°36,
For a 7ft. Gauge.—Let length of switch = 11ft., b = 4", angle
yy
yy
tory. After mentioning the time
Uy
y
balls fixed at the top of Green- of crossing = lin 8. Then heel of switch should be placed at
Uj,
wich Observatory and Strand
>
vr) 87°5ft. from the crossing,
2x 8x7
(1 - Ja)™
WY
Telegraph-office respectively, you
Yyy
say that “In 1852 a third ball
YY
was fixed at Liverpool. Clocks and total length will be 87°5 + 11 = 98°5ft. Let angle of crossing
Then heel of switch should be placed at
YY
<<
were constructed and placed at =1in10.
Y, ~
Liverpool, Manchester, Birming2 x10x7 (2 Fig
a/4" ) 1003tt. from thecrossing,
~
—
Z|}
!
'
ham, Glasgow, and Edinburgh,
|
|
=
| —!l|
‘“\ /
To SEWER
which were corrected every day at
a
ae
UL.
et _~—
Bel
al
=~} one o'clock by the electrical cur- and tot»1 length will be 109°3 + 11 = 120°3ft. Let angle of cross
=
rent starting from Greenwich at ing = lin1Z. Then heel of switch should be placed at
tracing of a “‘ ventilator ” for same, which seems to me to answer the that hour.” Probably this piece of information has been derived
a/ 4"
purpose required, i.¢., preventing sewage gases gaining admittance from an article which appeared in Nature, May 19h, 1870,
2x12x7 (2 Vegi) 71S Mt from the crossing,
where it is stated ‘‘as a matter of hard fact, that the time guns
into houses, Xe.
H. ALEXANDER JAMES,
at Newcastle, Edinburgh, and other northern towns, have been and total length will be 131°2 + 11 = 142-2ft., and, generally for
4, Storey’s Gate, S.W., 14th December, 1871.
[Mr. James’ device is not new to us, but it may be to many of ignited for some years past from Greenwich Observatory.”
that gauge, heel of switch ix to be placed at 14 x angle of crossIn defence, therefore, of the honour of the Edinburgh ing x “781 = angle of crossing x 1005.
our readers, The great point against it is that a hard frost renders
Royal Observatory, I am obliged to state that the grand and
The next case is, where, as in the figure, a curved siding
it useless, —Ep, E.
excellent Greenwich Royal Observatory has never had the branches vut of a main linc «lso onacurve. And first, when they
THE SMOKE NUISANCE IN THE NAVY.
smallest share in firing the Edinburgh time gun. The Edinburgh
Sin,—You publish this week a letter on ‘‘The Smoke Nuisance Observatory
has long been famed for its accurate and uninterin the Navy,” from the pen of Mr. 8. 8. Prideaux. About the rupted observations
of clock stars, which are kept up throughout
first part of this letter I have nothing to say, as it is well known the year, together with
of the position of the transit
that complete prevention of smoke is only attained by an increased instrument. Therewithexaminations
true local time has been daily
consumption of fuel, and, I would add, what is absolutely essen- obtained, then reduced totheGreenwich
time, and disseminated
tial, but often neglected, a careful and trained fireman. But throughout the city, partly by aid of electric-controlled
and
about the latter part of this letter I will, with your permission, sartly by the two simultaneous signals of time-ball and clocks,
time-gun.
say a few mand
Baxter’s mixture has been burnt without
he
gun,
which
is
located
in
the
Edinburgh
Castle,
is
fired
by
a
smoke in the Crocodile’s furnaces; the means employed for
friction fuze, pulled by a clock close to it, such clock being
attaining this desirable end being Josiah Parkes’ simple air slides, double
electrically
controlled
by
the
normal
mean-time
clock
of
the
adjustable by hand. Mr. Prideaux wishes, re naturally, to Edinburgh Observatory. Not a day nor a night passes without
bring forward once more his Venetian blind furnace fronts,
or more comparisons and corrections being made within the
shelved, as he thinks, so unjustly by the engineering department one
Edinburgh Observatory to secure the Castle clock showing true
of the Admiralty. But any one having any experience in stoking, time
to the nearest tenth of a second; and the methods of so constokers, or stokeholes, looks with very
t suspicion on all
and correcting the Castl* clock are carried out by having
so-called self-acting inventions for smoke burning, Knowing well atrolling
wire
from the Observatory to the Castle, exclusively employe:
how objectionable they are when a ship is rolling and pitching in in conveying
currents, positive and negative, at every
a storm or heavy sea, Prideaux furnace fronts are unmanageable alternate secondelectrical
throughout the twenty-four hours.
on board ship, being heavy and inconvenient in rough weather,
Similarly
with
the
Liverpool
it is not fired from
in opposite directions with equal radii. Let the angle of
and have been known to require an extra fireman to attend to Greenwich, but from the Liverpool time-gun;
Observatory itself, and through curve
the crossing = 1 in C; then, as the curves are the same radii,
them, at the same time to yield no saving in fuel. Simplicity and the
same
practical
method
of
electrically
controlling
a clock which
1
freedom from accident are so requisite at sea, that any inventions works a trigger on the gun battery.
AC =2 (C x gauge )= C x gauge
not possessing these points, however useful they may be on land,
I am totally unacquainted with the time services of Manchester,
will justly be shelved for marine use.
Orron.
AM*?:AC?::MF:CD
Birmingham, Glasgow, and other towns you mention, but from
January Ist, 1872.
andAM?:AC?::ME:BC
what I have said with
1 to Edinburgh and Liverpool the
COAL IN THE NAVY.
AM?:AC?::MF+ME:CD+BC
public may rest assured that the time-gun in neither of these adding
:: EF=b:
BD = gauge,
S1r,—I have just been reading a paper in ‘‘ The Annual of the towns has ever yet been fired from Greenwich, or is very likely to
Royal School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, by be so, so long as there exists in each an observatory able of itself
A M? _ (AC
: b
- MO}
E. J. Reed, C.B., and I came across this passage :—‘*‘ When we to compute correct time, without the aid of any other similar
gauge
AC?
AC?
'
ALEX. M, Mackay,
remember that the barbarous system of my sag bee into fur- institution in the kingdom.
_“b
_AC-MC_,
MC
The Grange, Edinburgh, January Ist, 1872,
naces by hand still obtains, it can hardly be doubted that great
/ gauge
AC
AC
improvements even in economy of coal consumption yet await us.”
ow I was sorry to see a thing like that written by a man of his
ON CURVES FOR SIDINGS,
A)
vb )
standing. I can understand the quack with some patent furnace
Str, —I have noticed one or two letters at times in your valuable
MC=AC-AC-,a’gauge =ac(ito sell, which is self-feeding, saves ninety per cent of the coal, paper on the best or easiest methods of laying in the curves of
+ guuge
burns the ashes, and sends the clinkers up the funnel, besides sidings from the switch to the crossing.
a/b
trimming its own coal—calling a stoker and a shovel a barbarism ! As some years ago I worked out and often used in practice the
=
1
But Mr. Reed ought to know better. A good stoker and a
i following methods of doing he beg leave to enclose them, as they
hte (
Touuge)
shovel have produced steam economically at sea, and are likely to have the double advantage of being simple and also strictly correct.
For a 4/t, 84in. Gauge. - Let angle of crossing = 1 in 8, then
continue to a so as long as coal is used for that purpose, simply beI would observe that a siding seems to work best, when the
Ns
a
cause no machine can do what they can, A
stoker can see where switch is laid in at that point on the curve, where the siding rail
MC =8x 4,8) (1 . Jey) 275.
the coal is wanted, and with a good shovel he will put it there.
would be the same distance from the main or stock rail, that the
But the worst effect of writers who ought to know better using = iof the switch is, generally 4in.
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 10, then
the term ‘‘ barbarism” about stoking is, that they have produced a
the engine and train
to enter a siding easiest, or
barbarism which sea-going engineers suffer from, namely, a bar- do not receive so sudden a lurch to one side if entering at too great
MC =10x 4,8} (1~ =
barian stoker. The powers that be, having heard that stoking is as a speed—as will happen sometimes with the most careful of
barbarous a work as anyone could do, have come to the conclusion drivers—when the switch is placed there, than if (as I have seen it
that it is no use supplying good men to go to sea to do work that done) the curve is carried further on, and the switch set where the Let angle of crossing = 1 in 12, then ST:
may be done by men who can be made no use of in any other way. curve would be tangential to the straight line.
MC =12x 48} (1 Jeuy)™ 414,
If the writer of the passage in question had stated that the
shovelling of coals into furnaces at the present time is performed
For a 5ft, Gin. Gavge.—Let angle of crossing = 1 in 8, t!.en
in a barbarous manner he would be about right.
eo
‘There are a good many first-class stokers left yet, but how it
=
5.6 noev4
will be in three or four years I don’t know. Perhaps before that
wick aban (1 Fea)
time some of the super-scientific fellows may produce the furnace
Let
angle
of
crossing
=
1
in
10,
then
Mr.
has
his mind’s eye; in the meantime we
in
———_
*
might as well try and make good stokers, because we might not
MC =10 x 56 (1 —- FS5)=
get the furnace, and even if we did it might be like the Yankee’s
Let angle cf crossing = 1 in 12, then
me em motion, which required a good stro’ nigger to work it.
e furnace when found might regtire«good to r to work it.
“4 )= 496.“a
MC =12 x 5,6 (}—-—.—
This is a subject I could say a
w
having superintended
‘ (1 a)
the
ing of a few yom theet of oatof an aan sometimes
For a 7ft. Gauge.—Let angle of ong > 1 in 8, then
economically,
other times not so, But, fearingmy letter would be
oT ... 437.
sed
too long, I shall finish,
sunlions
uy
G.
mo=8x7 (1-5)
Asin
this figure, let thee an; ref the crossing g = linc. Length
in
this
ath
|
TORPEDOES.
of switch FA=a,
eel of ditto from main
a
Sir,—Having
read the letters of your correspondents on this =A = =o
| Let angle of crossing = 1 in 10, then
subject with much interest and
sympathy,
brother
inventor I Then EA? :6:: EB* : BD=gauge.
*\= t7.
0
x7(;——
mc=1
|
bogleaveto ator wane
er
\
vse]
one of your co
dents imagines my to be the
_b _ Eat _ (B-Ab
Let angle of crossirg = 1 in 12 then
gauge ~ E Bt =
Be
real original inventor of self-propelling torped joes, but I can posi> arg
account on behalf of patents, that is - say,the number of inventions given to the public through
patents. A fourteen
years’ patent is, ye fact, only a egal fiction in nine-tenths of
. the agg? age , and a seven years’ patent in one third of the
number.
e public have the inventions in two-thirds of the
number granted at the end of the third year, and in nine-tenths at
the end of the seventh year.
WILLIAM Spence, Assoc. Inst. C.E.
8, Quality-court, Chancery-lane,
19th December, 1871.
THE VENTILATION OF HOUSE DRAINS.
S1r,—As there is so much said just now about the “‘ ventilating ”
of house drains, I have done myself the pleasure of sending you a

——_
f;— ve") = 65°6.
(Fer)
When they curve in opposite directions with different radii,
NO=13.x,7
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aa
hs ae
2C x gauge §=R-R’
‘ gszep
1
onto, a
te
vb \
B-k
2:0 x gauge (1Sat Fae :)
gauge
ati
=
MCxR
nip
b
MC—2C x genes (1-5
peed

R(MC—2¢ x gauge (1 74)
~ypugo
R =
—
MC
Let R =800ft., M C=350ft., angle of crossing=1 in 12, gauge=7{t.
es
,
VS 4"
800 (39
2x12x7
(2 za
Then R ==
>
=f 00.
350
Let the angle of the crossing = 1 in C, BC and C D being in thWith regard to laying in a thrcugh crossing from one line of
inverse ratio of their radii,
rails to another, as itis asefal to know the radii of the reverse
R +R’ : BD = gauge: : R’ :BC:: R: CD
curves required for that purpose, I here give simple rules for
BC = gauge +R’
finding them.
This has often to be done at a few hours’ notice in a station yard
CD = gauge a
with engines and trains rushing here and there in all directions,
R+R’
~
and no doubt it will be much better to be able to know at once,
after afew measurements easily taken on the ground, what the
co zt
——__.)s
AC = =2C x CD =2C
=20 (ganze
curvesof the new crossing or siding are likely
to be, so as to be
then as before,
able to alter them if they do not suit, than to have the platelayer
pulling it over and tugging at it, to bring it into the best line he
mo=ac (1
i]
20(
mY
eee
;as the engineer at present has generally after all to leave it
a
Temas) ii
iat R+K )( V5 -) can
to him to fit it in with his practised eye. Where also a longituLet R = 800ft., R’ = 500ft.
dinal sleeper road is used, the timbers have to be framed together
exactly first of al], and the centres for the through crossing must
For a 4ft. 84in Ganye.—Let angle of crossing = 1 in 8, then
be correctly given, as little or no alteration can be afterwards
made,
As the use of the rules Baker gives in his very useful
MC=2x 8 (4,83 arena) (1 i = 3101.
book, requires a table of sinez, &c., and which an engineer is not
Let angle of cros<ing = 1 in 10, then
likely to always have by him, I think simple rules that depend
only on a few measurements, and can be used anywhere, will be
800so) (1- Jor)
a = 125
MC =2‘ x 10 (4,83 giyy
much preferred by the generality of engineers.
And first, when the lines are parallel, as AB, CD. When the
Tet angle of crossing = 1 in 12, then
“f
radii are to be the same,
800
7.
4 eee
A
MC=2x 12 (4.83 5 945.0) (! ; Joa) hrvig
For a 5ft. Gin. Gauge. —Let angle of crossing = 1 in 8, t’.en
one
UR, susan)
ae
v4" = 307.
MC=2* 8(56
( ~Sas)
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 10, then
[
‘)
MC =2 x 10 (5,6 a9 +500) (1 we) = 497,
AD
AD
_C
2 * cos,
— ADC
> *AD._ AD?
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 12, then
V
Relies =
i FADO
“540, OD “TAO ,
”
_ 800 |
7
MC=2x 12 (5,6 aaa
(1 a
596.
AD
AD
and AD = 2 “AC x radius,
For a 7ft. Gauge.—Let angle of crossing = 1 jn 8 then
Let AC = 5.6 + 66 bind12.0, A D = 196, then the radii of both
_ 800
MC=2x
8(7 suv
ver) = 338
curves will
+500) (1 V8F
= x V7 = 800, anl AD = 2 12 x 800= 196,
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 10, then
But if the radii are to be as R an! N R, then radius
800
MC=2x 10 (7 guys ius) (.—
iil
5
me
|
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 12, then
|
|
MC=2x 12 (7 gos
s50) (1 |
‘
|
|
ee
c
nt)
AD
AD
cD
teu ee
eeO
440" ss.
A
sin. 2<7 ADU
“ga
eb ™“ ZAC (I+N)
AD * AD
anl AD = 2 AC (L +N)X radius,
LetA C = 12, AD =180, N = >
1R0?
o = 640,
then one radius=
exi(i+3)”
Tet the angle of the crossing = 1 in'C, BC and C D being in the and the other sadius = 549 x : = 819,
inverse ratio of their radii,
AD = /2x 12 (1 . . ) 40 = 180
R':BC::R:CD =CB
+gauge.
v (CB + gauge) = R x BC, R x BC-R’ x BU=R
gauge.
S condly, when the lines are not parall 1, Measure BE perpendicular to EC, and C D to BD, alo BC, Then, of the rad i are
BC= Re’ gauge,
to be equal,
_
v
AC=2C x BC=20 (gauge a»)
D
then as before,
R’
Ni
+
MC=AC (1 ~ od a ) =20 auge —F_
weil
‘‘
~ gauge
(s - R-RK (1 v gauge
Let R = 800ft., R’ = 500ft.
i at
‘
For a 4ft, 8hin. Gauge.—Let angle of crossing = 1 in 8, then
ill Men
™
‘
’
ig
‘
800
a/4"
H
Ri
.
MO=2x 8 (4,8) 5x)
(1 “5p )=MT2.
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 10, then
:
an}
800
J 4"
:
E
on
MC =2 x 10 (4,8) 359-500) (1 —Fegy) 718 9.
BC
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 12, then
radius = CD+BE>
i
B+C Ky?
«
800
i =220°8,.
BC
+271—
IBC )
MO =2x
12 (4,8) aa)
(2 om)
Let
B C= 200, B D= 128 5, C D= 1532 C E=178 2, B E=90°8.
For a ft. Gin. Gauge.- -Let angle of crossing = lin 8, then
20
— 704
SE
Radius = lig 24
MC=2x 8 (56 aimed (1 = eg) =1768.
ae
>
ow
Vi
-. (leh + ey = 79°87.
z
2% Lv
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 10, then
But if the radii ave te be unequal. ard one of them is given,
measure BC, BD, KC, CD perperdiculas to BD, LE tu EC,
\cam,
MC=2~x
10 (5,6 Wo£00tu0) (1_ UF
Jeg)
222 0.
BFtoBD. Then if Ris geven
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 12, then
800
MO=2x 12(5.6 gqoame)
(1 ~ ..
req) =203For a 7ft. Gauge.—Let angle of crossing = 1 in 8, then
v4" #2333.
aa
MC=2x 8 (7 800800
— boo (1 —~y_q:)
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 10, then
bait
800
v4
;
MC =2x 10 (7 99_ 500) (1 —yage
)= 2007.
Let angle of crossing = 1 in 12, then
v4 com
800p00) (a Vag)
MO . 2% 12(7. g59—
73000.
If MC is given, and either R or BR’, to find R’ or R. Then, as
R
vb
MC=2C (gauge R_K) (1 rn

JAN.

|
|

12, 1872.

Let R = 82°22, B C = 200, B E = 68°4, B F = 75°47,
CD=BD =141°42, Then
14l-4z? + 141-43
MEE 9~ be — en-22 x 141-42
pz in
Bas
= 110
rays
er (1 me 75a)
82°22
* 68°4

Or, if R’ is given,
C D? + BD?
BC?
Bo _pxBE
R xBE
=
= ——— — ~~
R= os =
,
;
Pes
BE
R— = R'+eD
=)
+¢D
R (1141-422 + 141-422
.
110 x 68°4
s 68-4
Rs
= 82°22
a
110(1 ~ 347)
+ 14142
I think the formulz I have now given will suit nearly every case
likely to occur in practice.
James 8. TaTE, C.E,
THE SoutH KENSINGTON Museum.—At the South Kensington
Museum the average yearly number of visitors during the last
five years has been 905,084,
THE DIscovERY OF DIAMOND IN ITs MATRIX.—Professor
Gustav Rose, of Berlin, has made a communication to the Chemical
Society of the Prussian capital on the recent discovery of diamonds
in situ, to which attention has already been briefly directed in THE
ENGINEER for October 6th, 1871. The venerable mineralogist
made the announcement as one of very great interest ; it was a
case where the diamond was found not loose and detached in
alluvium, but actually enclosed in another mineral; and though of
but microscopic size, had not on that account been the less surely
identified. They were found by Professor von Jereemjew, of St.
Petersburg, in a mineral first described by Professor Rose during
his journey through the Urals, and named by him Xanthophyllite.
This rock occurs in yellow tabular crystals, cleaving along the
principal face, or radially segregated in rounded masses in the
talcose slate of Achmatowsk, in the neighbourhood of Statoust, in
the Southern Urals. It was examined at the time in the laboratory of the late Professor Henrich Rose by Dr. Meitzendorf, who
found it to be a silicate of alumina, lime, and magnesia, with some
water. The spherular segregations often enclose a nucleus of the
talcose schist. It is in these crystals of Xanthophyllite that the
crystals of diamond are met with lying in parallel positions in
respect to each other, and in a definite position as regards the
crystals of their matrix,in a similar way to the minute crystals of
iron mica in felspar or oligoclase ; the diamond crystals, however,
are smaller than these, and are not visible to the naked eye. On
placing a thin plate of Xanthophyllite under the microscope the
diamonds are recognised by their peculiar form, hexakistetrahedra,
with somewhat rounded faces, and are seen to have their tetrahedral
faces, which are also frequently visible, parallel to the cleavage
face of the Xanthophyllite. The discoverer did not content himself with an examination of the form of the enclosed crystals, but
associated with Professor Lissensko, of the Berg Institute, investigated their chemical characters. The rock was pulverised, digested
with hydrochloric acid for the removal of any calespar that might
be present, gently ignited, and then burnt in oxygen, during which
last operation carbonic acid was evolved. In a more recently
written communication from Dr, V. Helmersen, Professor Gustav
Rose has received the intelligence that by a modified treatment of
the rock with acid a fine powder was obtained which burnt awa
leaving no residue, and scratched and rendered dull the smooth
bright surfaces of the hardest minerals, such as those of corundum,
The diamonds are not in equal abundance in all parts of the
Xanthophyllite. In the adiew transparent crystals they are
sparsely found, or not at all; the greenish, less transparent varieties contain them more plentifully, and are often filled to excess
with them. In its bearing on the questions of the formation and
origin of the diamond, the occurrence in the Urals is very interesting. There, as in Brazil, it occurs with crystalline schists, in the
so-called metamorphic rocks, which are supposed to be Neptunian
rocks that have been deposited from water, and have subsequently
undergone certain changes, amongst others that of taking crystalline
characters, whereby all the organised constituents have been removed. Why carbon has separated in the itacolumite of Brazil as
diamond, and at Strehlen, in Silesia, as graphite, is a phenomenon
demanding explanation. Prof. Rose asks whether we may trace
the cause to the far greater diffusion of itacolumite in Brazil than
in Silesia, where it only occurs as beds in gneiss?
RAILWAY TIRES AND THE COMMUNICATION CorD.—The railwa:
department of the Board of Trade have issued Colonel Hutchinson’s
report on the accident that occurred to a mail train near Killingworth station on the North-Eastern Railway on the Ist of November. On that
ion seven p
gers complained of having been
shaken, and one of the guards of the train and a mail messenger
were thrown down in their vans, and a good deal injured. The
principal feature in the accident was the breaking of a tire, and
upon this Colonel Hutchinson says :—‘‘ The tire which broke had
been supplied to the Stockton and Darlington Company in June,
1863, by Messrs. Butcher and Co., of Sheffield. It was made of
steel cast in a ring about half the diameter of the finished tire, and
then rolled out, a process at that time adopted. It was put on the
horse-box wheel, 3ft. in diameter, in February, 1866, and secured
by four fin. countersunk bolts. It had a notch projecting fin. over
the rim of the wheel on the outside. The tire when new had been
2in. thick, and had worn down only about a quarter of an inch.
The fractures at either end of the shortest piece were bright and
crystalline ; but at the junction of the semicircular piece and of
the next large piece a flaw, apparently an original one, extended
over the whole surface, with the exception of the lip, where alone
there was any ieoy metal, not one-tenth of the whole sectional
area. None of the fractures occurred at bolt holes. Two of the
bolts were sheared off. The pieces when put together showed that
a very slight change of form had taken place, denoting considerable
hardness of metal. The probability, therefore, is that the tire gave
bey at the flaw just described (not perhaps discernible by the eye
or by tapping), and opened sufficiently to enable it to leave the rim
of the wheel on the inside at the point 750 yards north of Dudley
station, where the first mark in the four-foot space was perceptible;
that then, after running loose on the axle for about a mile, it
broke in two other places, one of the pieces striking the trailing
axle of the fourth horse-box, and injuring it so that it broke shortly
after ; that the train then held together with the wheels of some of
the horse-boxes and Post-office van off the rails until the crossing
at Killingworth station caused the break up of the train as before
described. The occurrence of this accident adds another testimony
to the extreme importance of securing tires to wheels by a method
which shall prevent their leaving them in the event of fracture,
this being more needful than ever now that the use for tires of so
comparatively uncertain a metal as steel is becoming so general.
It was shown that the mail messenger was in a most perilous
position for three miles. He thought of the communication cord,
but did not attempt to use it, ‘“ knowing that it was never connected through his van at Berwick.” On this Colonel Hutchinson
remarks :—‘‘It is highly probable that had the communication
cord been put into gear throughout the train at Berwick it might
have been used by the mail messenger in time to have had the
train stopped before it reached the Killingworth crossing, and thus
the worst results of the accident would have been avoided. It
seems really extraordinary that to save the trouble of making the
connection across the Post-office van, as on the present occasion,
or even across one or two more vehicles, as may be the case on
other occasions, a
ible safeguard against accident, even if not
absolutely required by Act of Parliament, shouldbe dispensed with
for one-fifth of a journey, on the remaining four-fifths of which it
is available,
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WILLIAM ANDERSON, pee aa Fifeshire, NB, “TmproveWituiaM ; = RSTONaa Salisbury-square, London, “Saccharine
eo *"—8th ifanveth Be
Seely in domestic apparatus for rendering sewage gases innocuous.
Carey, ‘Material for decorative purposes.”
3458. STEWART PETERS and Joun Perers, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., 2632. Jesse Rust, Lam
—19th September, 1867.
"
** Impr
in
ic water-supply apparatus for waterclosets.”
Jonw Unwry, Sheffield, “Improvements in the method or means of Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £10U has been Paid.
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months. 3459.
depositing nickel upon metals, and in the preparation of the articles to 27. NatHan THompson, Abbey-gardens, St. John’s-wood, London, “ Stopbe coated for the reception of the nickel coating.”
3417. Jonny Russet Taper, Southampton-buildings, London, “An imfor bottles, &c.”—4th January, 1865.
proved coupling for carriage shafts or poles.”--A communication from 3460, Wittram Pawson, Westgate, Grantham, Lincolnshire, ‘‘ Improve- 38. pers
Gustav ADOLPH Bucuuo rz, Alfred-place, Brompton, London, “ Hullments in water-closets.
Isaac R. Potter, Dartmouth, Massachusetts, U.8.— 16th December, 1871.
grain, &c.”"--5th January, 1865.
3419. JosErH Woop, Manchester, ‘‘ Improvements in bedsteads, spring 3461. Tomas Fawcert and James COULTER, Dewsbury, Yorkshire, “ An 55.ingGrorce
Bett Gattoway, Liverpool, “Motive power, &.” —7th
improved governor for motive power engines.”
mattresses, and other articles for sitting or reclining upon, and in the
January, 1865.
$462. ALFreD Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, * Improvements
seats of omnibuses, railway carriages, and other vehicles.”
in valve gear for motive power engines. *”\ communication from |
53420. W ILLIAM Wiyter, Leeds, Yorkshire, “Improvements in sewing
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
Johann Radinger, Vienna, Austria,
tnachixes.”
3463. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLark, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improve- 2238. Wittiam Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London,“ Electric3421, Henry Harrison, Leigh, |
hire, ‘‘
ts in
hi
motor engines.”—A communication from Maurice Howell Utley and
ments in cupeete for reefing and furling ships’ sails.”—A communior apparatus for pulping, stripping, and “alichn turnips and other vegeAlexander Ross.—25th August, 1871
cation from cJohn Edward Worthman, Mobile, Alabama, U.S.
table substances.
Wittiam Henry CHase, Southampton- buildings, London, “‘ Moving
3423. Joun Henry soem, Mey pant s-inn--fields, London, ‘ Improve- 8464. Wriiiam Roperrt Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ** Improve- 2248.
ments in the manufacture of metal rods and wire, and in apparatus | railway carriages and trucks.”
ments in steamg
t
tion from Joseph Alexandre
therefor.” —A communication from Benjamin Augustus Mason, New 2240. WILLIAM Prosser, Corporation-street, Manchester, ‘‘ Pulverising or
Westerman, Panis.
mixing mineral and vegetable substances.”—26th August, 1871.
3424. WILLIAM Fern, Cullingworth, near Bingley, Yorkshire, ‘‘A means
+ hhnildi
London, “An } 2268. James Epce, Bolton-le-Moors, ** Boilers or steam yenerators, fuel
of and apparatus for decarbonising smoke or the products of combustion 3466. Wititast Ropert Lake, South
improved method of manufacturing copper-covered iron or steel wire.” | economisers, &e.”
from furnaces.”
-A communication from Selah Hiler, New York, U.8.—2lat December, 2272. Esenezer Apram Siater, Wood-street, Cheapside, London, and
3426. Perer Brimetow, Accrington, Lancashire, ‘‘Improvements appli| GEORGE Wittiam ScHouiar, Ball's Pond-read, Islington, London,
1871.
cable to warping or beaming mechanism.”
August, 1871.
3427. Josepa Exvxicorr Hotmes and Fenner Batitov TayLor, Vowler- 3470. Friepricn Leonarpt, Birmingham, “‘ Improvements in lubricators 2282.* Umbrellas."—20th
Hiram ANDRE JOHNSON, Lothbury, London, “* Compound solutions
for lubricating the shafts and a of machinery and other rotating
street, Walworth-road, Surrey, ‘*An improved brake and starting appato mix with pigment, &c., for preparing paint.”—A communication
bodies.” —A communication from Melchior Klosak, Vienna.
ratus for tramway and railway carriages and other vehicles.”
from Porter Smart.
3429. Jonny CHAPLIN WILLSHER, Gracechurch-street, London, “ Improve- 3471. WituiaM Henry Yeomans, Astwood Bank, near Redditch, Worcestershire, ‘‘ An improvement or improvements in sewing machine needles.” 2283. Isaac Morris MIcpank, Greenfield-hill, Connecticut, U.8.,“* Breech— in the construction of thrashing machines.”—18th Dect uber,
loading fire-arms and cartridges.
3472. Joun Sreruen Jarvis, Wood-street, London, ** liuprovements in
187
2285. ARCHIBALD SaMveLs Camppett, Wharf-road, City-road, London,
shirt fronts.”
3431, FrRDERICK Hvurp, Albion Foundry, Wakefield, Yorkshire, “Tm* Changing the direction of the flow of steam for purposes of evapora3473. Epwarp THomas Hvaenes, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Improvements
provements in m¢ wchinery for chopping or breaking loaf sugar.
tion.” —A communication from Tomlin©ampbell — With Auguat, 1871.
in machinery for drawing or rolling rods or bars into straight or conical
3432. Frepertck Hurp, Albion Foundr y, Wakefield, Yorkshire, “ ImA
com21.
Hesker HuGHes, Homerton, London, **Screwing and unserewing
forms for shafting, axles, spindies, and analogous purposes.”
provements in the construction of main pipes for air, gas, water, and
the bolt nuts of railway rails.’
munication from Henry Kel , Milford, New Haven, Connecticut,
other purposes, and in the pavement of streets and roads.”
305, RoLLo James BuLKeLey, Portrane, Ircland,** Loading railway cattle
U.S.
3435. JosepH Frazer, Westbourne-grove, Paddington, Jondon, and
trucks.”
ConRAD ADDERLY DILLon, Clarges-street, Piccadilly, London, “An im- 3476. Epwarp Tuomas HucHes , Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements
in silk reels for dressing fi 3 A communication from William Dun- 2306. Epenezer THORNTON, Sradford, ‘ Cooking apparatus or kitchen
proved construction of convertible camp bedstead.”
ham, Rouen, France.
3436. James ALFRED WANKLYN, Harringt n-street, Hampsteod-read, LonDoperos and Bo.tros Batpwix, Burnley, “Looms for
3477. JonN WILLIAM WILLANS Sitaw, Rochdale, Lancs ashire, “‘An imdon, “ Improvements in the manufacture of ammonia salts.
weaving.” —lst September, 1871
proved depilatory composition for hides and skins.”—A communication
3457. JAMES ARCHIBALD JAQuEs, Tottenham, Middlesex, and Lovis STERNE,
2315, Sir WitttiaM Fotsercitt-Cooker, Branksea Lodge, Tooting, “‘ Workfrom Jules Watteau, Autwerp, Belgium.
Victoria-chambers, Westminster, ‘‘ Improvements in the manufacture
ing railway trains.”
Jesse Ascoven, Handsworth, Staffordshire, ‘‘ Improvements in the
of bags and pouches.”
2314. Anruur Hesry Baremay, Seething-lane, London, “ Arttficial
anufacture of candles and in apparatus to be “employ ed therein.”
3438. Jonn ALEexanpeR, Gartsherrie Ironworks, Lanarkshire, N.B.,
fuel.”
Wiiu1aM Bex and Ext Morris, Northampton, ‘* Improvements in
* Improvements in m¢ whinery or apparatus for cutting or getting coal
making and fixing the heels of boots and shoes, and in apparatus 2317. Cart Joman Lavrentz Lerrier, Sheffield, “ Spieveleisen.”
or other minerals.”
Matruew Poivock and Joun Po.tock, Leith, N B., “ Chairs, sofas,
therefor.”-—22ad December, 1871.
3459. Wirt1am Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘“Im—2nd September, 71.
provements in een for supporting and adjusting the seats, and 3480. Luke Woopwarp, Awkwright-street, Nottingham, “ Improvements
James ANDERSON, Newbuik lings, Ireland, “ Producing currents or
in apparatus for the manufacture of stockings and such like articles.’
parts connected therewith, in sulkies and other vehicles.”—-A communiotherwise developing motive power.
3481. Wrnviam TatHaM, Vulcan Works, Rochdale, Lancashire, *‘ lmprovecation from Jesse Jenkins and Lambert Jenkins, Maryland, U.S.
2331, ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLark, Chancery-lane, London, * Saws."—A
ments in carding engines and drawing frames.”
2440. Joun CLEGHORN and ALEXANDER Retp, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.D.,
**Improvements in treating asbestos, and in the machinery or appa- 3485. Davip Hunrer Branxpon, Rue Gaillon, Paris, “ Improvements in communication from George Benison Green.
Brapronp Lestir, Surbiton,
easels for wer railway
the construction of water meters and motors or engines.”—.A communi- 2
ratus employed therefor.”—10th December, 1871.
arriages and wagons across navigable channels,
4th Se; tember,
cation from Valentine Fogerty, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.
3441. Henry Herapatru Sieve and Wit.iam Avcustus Gorman, Den1s71
mark-street, Soho, London, and Tiromas Curisty, jun., Fenchurch DASA. Henry Barrett and CHARLES GeorGe Evers, Dacre-street, Westminster, ‘* Improvements in stoppers for bottles for gaseous or aérated 2343. James Gowans, Edinburgh, N.B., “Boring holes in the rails and
street, London,** Improvements in the construction of vessels for raising
sleepers of tramways and railways.”
sunken ships or other bodies.”
iquids.”
3443, JOHN GREENSLADE, Southminster, Essex, ‘*Improved apparatus to sunt Henry James Fexner, Park-place, Greenwich, Kent, and Freperick 2346. Witttam Epwarp Newros, Chancery-lane, Lamson, “ Furnaces." —
A communication from Philip Wallace Mackenzie.
heSeptember, W371.
VERSMANN, Fenchurch-street, London, “Improvements in obtaining
he used in the cultivation of the soil hy power engines.
354. Ropert Patrerson and Sutton PaTrerson, Somes istle-upon-Tyne,
3445. Henny Asnwortu, Rochdale, Lancashire, ‘ improvements in the
anthracene.”
‘ Millstone
tith Septemper, 1871
3487. Georce WicnTay, Elksley, near Retford, Nottingham, “ Improveconstruction of shuttles.”
262.
‘
CHARLES
Denton
ABEL,
South
unpton-buildings,
ments in pumps and hydraulic, steam, and other engines
Chancery-lane,
347. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane London, “ Improved
‘Imitating fancy patterns on cloths by printing.” A communication
apparatus for the production of gas for lighting and heating purposes. 3488. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, C hancery -lane, London, ‘‘An imfrom Theophile Grison
vement in infants’ head dresses. "4 communication from Louise
A communication from Raphaél Cols wiechi, Boulevart St. Martin,
234. Grorce Warre, Queen-street, Cheapside, London, “ Candles, &c.”
Elvira Love, New York, U.S8.—23rd Decem bev, 1871.
Paris.
A communication from Messrs, Christian Beurle and Henri Ujhely.
39. James Eciinton Axperson Gwynne, Essex-street Works, Strand, 3489. Wittiam Zexas WiNsLow ‘CHAPMAN, New York, U.S., “ ImproveTth September, 1871.
ments in fastenings for carriage curtains and other like purposes.”—
London, Bexsamin Beate, Elizabeth Cottage, Parnell-street, New Cross,
2381. WittraM Parpnam GouLpine, New Broad-street, London, “* Packing
26th December, 1871.
Deptford, Kent, ** Iinprovements in the construction of rotary engines,
for joints.”
which said improvements are applicable for lifting, forcing, and ex- 3490. Ropert Purpy TIcKLEe, Sherborne-strect, Blandford-square, London,
“4 new iron bed for mounting stereotype or other plates, and for 2387. Hexry Bay iss, Birmingham, “‘ Nipple wrenches or ad keys for
hausting. ’
breech and muzzle- loading small arms.” —0fh September,
securing such plates in the position required for printing from.”
S451. Rot RT ALLEE Porkis, Cheam, Surrey, “‘ Improvements in refrige3491. He Nry CROWLEY, Manchester, ‘* Certain improvements in looms for 2304. Matrnew Mirrieip and Joun Scott, Holme-lane Mills,_— near
Bradford, ** Extracting or recovering grease an | vil from seapsuds, &c."
weaving.” — A communication from William Grninder, Reutlingen,
> Heturer, Bramah House, Bramah-road, Brixton,
llth September, 1871,
Wurtemberg.
Improvementsin apparatus for stirring the contents of sauceJames Tiropore Grirrtx, Upper Thames-street, London, “ Lawn
3492. Turopore Grace, Bristol, Gloucestershire, “Improvements in
pans
0th December, 1871.
mowers
2367. Grorce FREDERICK KNoWLAND and James Smitu, Bristol, ‘ ImA communication from George L. Chadborn and Thomas
apparatus for raising weights.”
Coldwell.
James ANDERSON, New-buildings, Londonderry, Ireland, “ Improved mechanical arrangements, especially useful in compressible f
2401,
WILLiaAM Henny Bartow, Old Palace-yard, Westminster, ** Pumps,
provements in reducing oxides, and in obtaining iron, sodium, potasspring mattresses, cushions, and seats." —7th September, 1871.
water meters, &c
sium, phosphorus, chlorine, or their compounds, and in apparatus
2405, Ronert FREDERICK MILLER, Hammersmith, Middlesex, ‘‘ lmprove2406. Wittiam Ropert L AKE, Southampton-huildings, London, ** Comtherefor.”
ments in omnibuses and other public vehicles.” -12th September, 1871.
2486. CHarRLes Henry Garpyver, West Harding-street, Fetter-lane, 3494. Jonn CLayton MEwsury, Fleet-street, London, ‘* Improvements in pressing cotton, hay, &c.”—.A communication from “Augustine Baldwin.
llth September, 1s7].
the manufacture of dolls and other like figures for the amusement or
London, “‘ Improvements in apparatus for holding parcels and other
instruction of children or for artistical purposes.”—A communication 2414. ALEXANDER MELVILLE Ciark, Chancery-lane, London, * Spinning
articles while being tied or otherwise acted on, and in the means of
machines.”
A communication from Samuel M. Williams, Henry
from Gabriel Benda, Coburg, Saxe-Coburg.
securing parcels.” — A communication from Marie Amelia Mauger,
Main Williams, and Daniel A. Douglass.—l4th September, WS71
3495. Jonn Mspson, Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ lmprovements in sewing maReade-street, New York, U.S.
chines, and in embroidering, cloth-cutting, and other attachments for 2478. Acexayper WILson and Grorce Barrucn Woop, Sheffield, ‘* Bes2488. CHarnLtes Henry Garpner, West Harding-street, Fetter-lane,
semer stecl."”—20th September, 1871
the same, some of which improvements are also applicable to actuating
London, “Improvements in composing and distributing type, and in
Wittiam Harpy Kent, Kirby-street, Hatton-garden, London,
or driving other machines.”
type and other apparatus employed therein.”—A communication from
Plaiting textile and other materials.”—A communication from G. E,
Victor Eugene Mauger, Reade-street, New York, U.8.—2lst September, 3496. WiLLIAM TempLe, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, “ Improvements in stench
traps.” —27th December, 1871.
_King. 22nd September, U871.
1871.
3. Wrenta NEWELL, Birminghs um, “‘ Metallic handles for teapots and
2779. AXDREW BLackWooD Dick, Eden Quay, Dublin, “‘ A new combined 3498. Epwarp Watson Ke.iey, Boston, Suffolk, Massachusetts, U.S.,
‘coffee--pots.""— 23rd September, 18
shirt front and scarf."”—18th October, 1871.
“* Improvements in horse nail machines.”
2593. THomas WALLER, Fish-street- hill, London, “ Ventilating buildings.”
2007. JuLius Roperts, Seaford, Sussex, “‘ Improvements in the construc- 3499, Josian Mason, Birmingham, **lmprovements in penholders.”
2ad October, 1871.
tion of floating swimming baths, and of the approaches to be used in 3500. CuristorpHer Brxks, Parliament-street, Westminster, ‘*lmprovements in treating a certain residual matter left in manufacturing 2632. ALEXANDER Metvitce CLark, Chancery-lanc, London, ‘ Treadles.”
connection therewith.” 30th October, 1871
aniline dye for the manufacture therefrom of valuable products.”
3051. Ropert Wo.stTENHOLME, HENRY BUCKLEY, and Ropert WuHiteA communication from James William Washington Gordon.—4th
October, 1871.
HeAD BucKktey, Oldham, Lancashire, “Improvements in the mode of 3501. WiLLiaM ApoLpHus ALCoRN, Bagshot-strect, Albany-road, Surrey,
“An improved method for the protection of bottles and other fragsile 26%. JAKoB LicuTscnemnpt, Battersea, Surrey, Bpring mattresses,
manufacturing velvets and velveteens.”—11th November, 1871.
substances.”
sofas, &c.""—A communication from Delos V. Crandall. — 10th October,
3148. Tuomas Roberts, Bromley, Kent, “ ~‘_——_s in the construction of closed stoves.” —21st November, 1871.
3503. Wittiam Epwarp Newton, Chancery “lane, London, “ Improve1871.
ments in apparatus for generating p= -A communication from 2816. JomN SeLiers, Cleckheaton, and Epwix Hopkinsos, Bradford,
3207. Davip ParseEt1, Saundersfoot, Pembrokeshire, ‘‘ Improvements in
steam engines and boilers.” —27th November, 1871.
Professor Henry Wurtz, New York, U.S.
* Calculating machines, &c.” —2ist weno y Powi
3223. MARIE-GUILLAUME Raov Lt, Comte de Favieres, Boulevart St. 3504. Wittiam Denny Ruck, Greenwich, Kent, “ Improvements in the 3048, James Mackew, Leicester, ‘* Looped fabrics. “th No. rember, W871.
Germain, Paris, ‘‘ An improved process of preparing colours.”—29th
3170. Ropert Surciirre, Castle Mills, Idle, meres Leeds, ad tilising the
manufacture of gas.”
3505. Janne Wiporcu, Sheffield, ‘ An improved air or blast accumulator
November, 1871,
waste heat from steam beilers."”-——2vrd November, 1871.
for furnaces or apparatus used in the manufacture or smelting of 3227. CHARLES GALLAND, Cecil-street, Strand, Londen, “* Leather cloth,”
3298. Rosert Bootu, Gorton Corn Mills and Gum Works, Manchester,
‘* Improvements in apparatus employed in the manufacture of British
metals.”
A communication from Christoforo Muratori.--204h Nove ster, W871
3506. CLaupE Desire Gouset and Jean Noe. Mownroce, Boulevart de 3263. WritttaM Many, Gasworks, Dorset-street, London, * Purifying gas.’
gum and other artificial gums.
$310. Jonn Turney, Trent Bridge Works, near Nottingham, “ ImproveStrasbourg, Paris, “Improvements in lithographic printing machines,
2ad December, Vi 7
ments in apparatus for treating split and unsplit skins and hides in the
parts of which improvements are applicable to other machinery.’
269. Duncan STEWART, London-read Ironworks, Glasgow, N.B., “ Sugarmanufacture of leather.”—7th December, 1871.
3507. Jounn Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ” improvecane mills.”—4th December, 1871.
3326, Jonny Ricnarpson WicHam, Albany House, Monkstown, Dublin,
ments in apparatus for carrying and discharging loads ”"—A communi- 3287. ArtHur GiLpertsox, Pontardawe Tin-plate Works, Swansea, “ fn
iimprovements in fog and other signals.”
cation from Franklin B. Colton, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, =_
and terne pli
ith December, 1571.
3335. JoHN SOMERVILLEand Jonn Roninson, Gasworks, Dublin,“ Improve- 3508. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn- fields, London, “ Improve- 3310. Joun Turney, Trent Brix ie Works, near Nottingham, “ Leath or
ments in the jaws of mac pened or apparatus for breaking stones and
ments in machinery or apparatus for charging, discharging, and scurfTth December, 1371
other hard
ation from Hugh Junor Broune, 3335, JOHN SomervVILLE aud Jonn Roptinson, Gasworks, Dublin, * Charging retorts and furnaces.”--0th Deceinber, 1871.
3347. Isaac BELL Cook, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Northumberland, “ ImproveMelbourne, Victoria, and “Arthur Ilope, Prahran, Victoria. 28th
ing, discharging, and scurfing retorts and furnaces.”—('th Dicember,
ments in boats.”
Decewber, 1371.
4 1,
$348. Georce Eve.eion, Asylum- road, Peckham, “‘ An improved means 3512. Wituiam Asucrort, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire,‘*Improvements 3 Jonn WituiaM Layer, Bristol, “Stays or corsets.”-—11th December,
in mechanism or apparatus for making, cutting, and staining or
of purifying gas from ammonia.”
1871.
3352. ALFRED Davis, Liverpool, * Improvements in theatrical and fancy
colouring cardboard.”—29th December, 1871.
3362. Jutivs WHirenean, pre, “Moulding of sanitary tubes or
costumes, applicable more
ly to stage armour.”—11th December,
pipes."—12th December, 1871
1s71.
JouN MICHAEL ZAMOYSKI and WiitiamM Jacksox, Great Georgefor Six Months on the Deposit of 3300.
3304. Davip Kitpatrick and Ropert Henry Cooke, London, “ Improve- Inventions Protected
street, Westmiuster, ‘‘ Railway locomotives, paddle-wheel steamer
Complete Specifications.
ments in applying galvanism to the human frame, and in the means
engines, &e."-—L5th December, 1871.
used for suc! ispurpose.” —l4th December, 1871.
3502. Hyactntnue Gaprie. Gouvernetr, Stebbington-street, London, 3415. Cart Friepricn Heryricu Boute, Manchester, “ Winding yarn,
3400, ALFreD Morris, Royal Exchange, Londen, “ Improvements in the
&e.”—1th December, Vo71.
“Improvements in the construction of reeds for harmoniums and other
calcination and manufacture of kelp, and in furnaces,therefor.”—A com3445. Henry Asuwortn, Rochdale, *Shuttles.”
similiar reed instruments.”—28th December, 1871.
munication from Joseph Pellieux and Albert Maze-Launay, Kerhuon, 3516. Cuartes Jorpan Goopwriyx, Hampden, Massachusetts, U.S., ‘ Cer- $454. Apo_tpnie Hvucenrosier, Gresham Park, Brixton, Surrey, “ PreFinisterre, France.
serving fresh meat and vegetables, &c.”—A communication from Dr.
tain new and useful machinery for carding cotton or other like material,
3402. Tuomas Scorr, Edinburgh, N.B., “ Improvements in rails for tramand separating from it certain motes or matters.”—29th December, 1871.
Frederick Saac.— 20th December, 1871.
ways and railways.”
3518. Bensamin Tanner, New Brighton, Cheshire, “* Improvements in 3458. Stewart Perers and Jouyn Perers, Glasgow, N.B., * Supplying
3403. THomas Scott, Grassmarket, Edinburgh, N.B., “Improvements in
water to water-closets."—21l«t December, 1871.
the manufacture of phosphates of soda and other alkaline bases.” —30th
tramways.”—15th December, 1871.
3478. Jesse Ascoven, Handsworth, “Candles.” of
December, 1871.
3416. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improved 3526. JAMES GREAVES, sen., Stockport, Cheshire, “The application of a 3479. Wititiam Bex and Exit Morris, Northampton, *‘ Boots and shocs."—
apparatus for generating and purifying gases for lighting and heating
double-acting moving blade to cotton gins.”—A communication from
22ad December, 1871,
Sm ag —A communication from Xavier Moussard, Boulevart St.
George Cotton, Bombay and Broach, East Indies, —30th December, 1871.
artin, Paris.—16th December, 1871.
All
having an interest in eyeiee: any one of such ae
3418. Aucuste Lucien Le Harivet, Tweedmouth, Northumberland, Patents on which the Stamp Du
Duty of £50 has been Paid. should a
leave particulars in writing of their objections to such applic:
** Improvements in the construction "of
steel wheels.
3428. Georce Lamp Scort,
ts in ventilating 9. Fraycis Perry, Fenchurch-street, London, “ Preserving animal and at the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its
date.
vegetable substances from decay, &c."—Ist Janwary, 1869.
mines and tunnels, = in apparatus * cummasted therewith, applicable
13. ArTHUR BarcueLar, Brockham, Surrey, ‘* Kilns for burning bricks,|
also to ventilating buildings.” —18th December, 1871.
List of Spectientions paptished cuctes the week endinz
&e.”—2nd January, 1869.
BA: a8. Joun: Burier in and THOMAS EDLINGTON, Gainsborough,
RopERt Craic, Newbattle Mills, near Dalkeith, Midlothian, N.B.,
January,
in
an
grain in com- 138. Paper.”—16th
January, 1869.
binedthrashing machines.”
mac
—191h December, 1871.
1147, 6d.; 1184, 8d.; 1195, 10d.; 1204, 1s ; a 84; 227, Sd.; 1234, $1;
Wit LIAM Dawes, Kingston-grove, Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Steam engines.” 1240,
3444. Nicnoias Voice, eae Sussex, “ ‘Improv ements in the means
1263, Is, 24,;
is.; —_ ls. 2d.: 1245, 8d.; 1256, la. 21; 1200, ms
or apparatus for
6d ;1274, Sd; 1277, Sd’; 1281, Sd.; 1287, Je. 2d; 1200, Is, 4d.; 1201,
3448. ALFRED Morris, RevalExchange, London, “‘Improvements in the 45. ‘Grora & Eve.eien, Tredegar-road, Bow, Middlesex, ‘‘ Purifying gas, 1205,
4.3
1292,
8d.;
1206,
2s.
ad.;
1297,
le.
10).;
1300,
104
;
1312,
Is, 4d; 1315,
production of iodine and bromine, and in apparatus therefor.”——A com- a. Tth January, "i300.
'8d.; 1321, 1s. 4d.: 1324, Is, 41; 1325, Is W0d.; 1828, 8d.; 1340,
Epwarp Parsons Norrn, Birmingham, “Pocket railway reading is.5; 2d.;149,1317,
munication from Joseph Pellieux and Albert Mazé- -Launay, Kerhuon,
Sd; 1352, 1s. 6d.; 1362, 8d., wy _ 1420, 4.; 1422, 44.5 lds,
Finisterre, France.
ptr "—M4th January, 1869.
1445, 4; 1447,
1420, 4d; 1480, 44.¢ 1431, 4c; 1432, ; 1444, 4d.;
3450. WiLtiaM Cross, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘Improvements in 88. FreperIcK Lipscompe, Strand, London, “ Purifying and storing | 4d;
4d; 1461, 41; Lads,
41.5 1451, 4d; 1454, 40.5 1457, 4d.; 1458, rh 1459, 1484,
vater, &c.”—20th January, 1869.
the manufacture of woven fabrics.
4d., 2426, Sd.;
1487, 4d.; 1468, 4d.; 1470, 10d.; 1477, 44.;
3452. CHaRLes DENTON pega: South
Dbuildi
Chancery-lane, 36, SAMUEL | = INoTON, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Breech-lood- | 4d.;
2625, 4d.
London, “I
t
regulating the admission of ing fire-arms.”—5th January, 1869.
——
steam to the cylinder of a aan
e. the action of the governor.” 61, Anprew Berrs. Brown, Cannon-street, London, “Raising and con- | *,* Specifications will be forwarded by post frem the Patent-office on
veying weights, &c.’ "Sth January, 1869.
—A communication from my oteyex, Ghent, a og
exceeding 5s. must be
-street, Somers Town, London, “ Casts, | receipt of the amount of price espayable Sums
3454. ADOLPHE HUGENTOBLER,
Surrey, “Im- 41. Epwiy Ropers, Stibl
at the Post-office, 5, —
| remitted by Post-office =
slabs, &c.”—6th January, 1869.
the eepain the p
meat and vegetables, and in
her Majesty's Patent-office, Sow
tion of extract of mas ey communication from
54 Henry Georce Farrparrn, Goswell-road, London, “ Compressing and | Holborn, to Mr. BennetW
| ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
i solidifying coal, &c."—7th January, 1869,
Sace, Neuchatel, Switzerland.—20t December, 1871.
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the pinion
with a great wheel loose on its axis, which is that of the
resulting from the recoil or “ kic
” of the gun on
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
lower cylinder. Behind moapeet wheel, and connected with it, is a pinion shoulder,
The elastic heel cap or recoil block is fixed to the butt end of the stock
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by turning another wheel, keyed to the same axis as that bearing the spur screws.
wheel
and
pinion
;
and
on
the
same
axis
is
also
fixed
another
gear
wheel
T. T. Macnert, London, “ Apparatus or instrument for making
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents,
commanding four toothedjwheels, two of which are loose on their axes and 1704.
* cigarettes, also applicable as a cigarette holder.” —Dated 30th June, 1871.
the others fixed: the two former act as intermediaries between the comTnis invention consists in constructing an instrument for mak!
manding wheel, and the two latter are fixed to the axes of the upper and cigarettes,
Class 1.—_PRIME MOVERS.
of a thin metal tube open at both ends, into whic
cylinders ; this rotary reciproca
motion is indispensable to the the on composed
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and lower
pe the Par ——— — in which it is comlinders for producing a —endering of the material.
‘o pressed = eintroduced
necessary degree by means
of a plug,
r, or piston
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c.
the
movement
the
ane:
removed
from
one
ley
to
another
;
fitting
the
tube.
Upon
outer surface of the tube is rolled the cigarette
1659. B. Hunt, London, ‘* Cylinders of steam engines."—A communication.— this is effected automatically by aid of a projection fixed on one of the paper in such a manner the
as to leave a portion thereof projecting from one
Dated 24th June, 1871.
wheels,
which
never
makes
a
complete
turn
;
this
projection
on
coming
end is then closed by twisting or folding, and the
This invention consists principally in constructing the cylinder of a
contact with a fork causes the strap to
from one pulley to the end of istheheldtube.close This
upon the tube by ar india-rubber ring, or by
steam engine so as to admit steam into the opposite ends of the cylinder in
other. Besides the rotary reciprocating motion, the upper cylinder may paper
or wetting. The tobacco is then forced out of the tube into the ck
through pipes or passages which are open to the air and through which be
raised
or
lowered
to
ulate
the
pressure
and
admit
of
fresh
material
of the paper by means of the plug, and by such forcing out of the
the steam is exhausted. And the invention further consists in utilisinga being placed beneath when d
. The raising and lowering of the end
tobacco the — is at the same time drawn off the tube and over the
portion of the exhaust steam from one side of the piston of a steam
is effected by aid of fixed and loose pulleys at the side of the tobacco,
whereby the formation of the cigarette is completed. By percylinder by causing it to unite with a jet of live steam which will be cylinders
machine,
on
each
of
which
a
strap
passes,
imparting
to
them
alternately
forating
the plug and providing it with a mouthpiece the instrument may
directed into the cylinder at the opposite side of the piston.
an opposite direction.
be
asa
tte holder. A half tube sliding into the tube may be
1681. J. W. Me.uine, Wigan, Lancashire, ** Engines.”—Dated 27th June, 1778. P. J. Livsey, Manchester, ‘‘ Construction and winding or manufacture ae for receiving
the charge of tobaeco and for introducing it into
1871.
of thread spools for and in adapting them to sewing machine shuttles.”—.
e tube.
This invention consists, First, in the mode of varying the position of the
A
communication.—Dated
7th
July,
1871.
1789.
T.
BatLey,
Birmingham,
“ Breech-loading fire-arms.”—Dated 8th July,
eccentric crank or other mover that actuates the cut-off valve. Secondly,
It consists in constructing or manufacturing spools and filling them
1871aa
in placing under the control of the governor the regulation of the throw with
thread, so that they may be used as they are supplied by the thread
According to this invention the breech is opened and closed by a block
of eccentrics or cranks, or the travel of the cut-off valve where a slotted manufacturer
in the sewing machine shuttle, the ordinary thread spool . sliding
in, but not jointed to the body orshoe ofthe gun. This
link is used. Thirdly, in the mode of regulating the position and dist
and the imperfect hand winding by the sewing machine operator being block isvertically
worked, the hammer cocked, and the empty case of the cartridge
apart of cut-off valves by the governor. Fourthly, in the mode of adjust- thus
with. The said shuttle spools are constructed of wood or
by the motion the guard lever. Within the hollow of the
ing the admission cams or valve lifters by the governor. Lastly, in the other dispensed
cheap material, so that temporary axes or pivots may be applied extracted
block
is
the
hammer,
the said h
being situated between the
application of locking apparatus to eccentrics.
to them, or the pivots are formed by short pins or out of the solid wood
upper :rm of the guard ‘ever. The hammer turns on the same
of the spool and in some cases pivots are formed in the shuttle to enter forked
centre
as
the
rd
lever.
On
depressing
the
guard lever the block is deshallow holes in the ends of the spools, The spools are made of cheap
and the breech opened, the hammer at the same time being cocked
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
material, so th«t they may be cast aside when the thread is wound from yressed
means of a shoulder on the joint of the guard lever bearing against a
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma- them.
It also consists in filling these spools with thread by a machine shoulder
the joint of thehammer. On raising the guard lever the block
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts, somewhat similar to the ordinary spooling head so far as the winding and closes the onbreach,
the cocked hammer being left behind. By means of atwo
distribution of the thread by a guide, but the spool is not rotated on : branched safety bolt
Harness, &c.
lever at the rear of the sliding block the t
r
spindle but in cups or centres, and the heads of the spools are smoothed may be locked and theor discharge
1653. J. Srorer, Biriminghan, “ Wheelbarvows.”—A communication.—Dated and
of the gun prevented, and the block at
stamped
with
letters
or
figures
it
the
same
time
when
required.
24th June, 1871.
the same time locked. The extractor is worked by the guard lever on the
One part of this invention consists in making the frame and handles of 3516. C. J. Goopwin, Hampden, U.S., “‘ Machivery for carding cotton and opening of the breech.
separating from it certain motes or mattters.”—Dated 2th December,
wheelbarrows and hand trucks of side and transverse tubular pieces of
1s71.
iron or other hard metal, the said tubular pieces being connected together
Class 7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
The nature of this invention consists in a mote receiver or receptacle,
by tie rods passed through the transverse pieces and fixed by screw nuts.
Another part consists in making the hubs of the wheels of wheelbarrows or such and a deflector combined wioh a carding engine and arranged Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Inof « metallic tube provided at its end with bushes, the said bushes between the feed rolls and lower of its top flats, the same being so as to
struments, Lamps, Manufacture of Drese, dc.
working upon a fixed shaft secured to the frame or to lugs on the frame. intercept the motes as they are thrown upward in the space between the 1649. F. Taytor,
Westfield, Higher Broughton, Lancashire, “‘ Spring
Another part consists in making the side bars of the frame and handles front board and the main card cylinder ofjthe engine, and prevent them
mattresses,”
—Dated 23rd June, 1871.
of wheelbarrows and hand trucks of one continuous tubular piece of iron from being thrown upon the cylinder or cotton, or fibrous material thereThe novelty of this invention consists in constructing an adjustable
or other hard metal bent into the required shape, the front ends of the on, and carried between such cylinder and the top flats.
expanding or tracting frame work for distending and regulating tho
side pieces being connected togetherby an arch in which the wheel works,
tension of a yielding metallic surface employed as a mattress or seat that
and which serves to support the front end of the body, pan, or tray of the
formed the subject of a patent granted to Henry Gardner and others on
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
wheelbarrow.
1st of February, 1871, No. 276, the method adopted for regulating the
1676. A. M. CLark, London, “ Rail or trameay and rolling stock.”—Dated Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour the
adjustment of the fi ings according to the novelty of the present inven26th June, 1871.
being through the medium of screws forming the terminations of
This improved system of transport comprises the carrier and tramway 1660. T. Laws, London, “ Machinesills,Jorde.forking and pulverising lend.”— tion
the
side stretchers which pass through slots formed in the top and
on which it runs. The tramway is composed of a series of ladder-like secbottom stretchers, the
t of tension and position of the said top and
Dated 24th June, 1871.
tions of tramway, united end to end by pins, so that they may be readily
stretchers being
ted through the medium of nuts upon the
The machine consists of a suitable frame, carrying forked, pronged, or bottom
disconnected or laid. The sections being jointed adapt themselves to any spiked
said
screws
acting
upon
and
against
the same.
wheel,
composed
of
a
number
of
discs,
with
forks,
prongs,
or
spikes
unevenness of the ground. The carrier consists of a train of trucks mounted on the edges, and a pulverising wheel constructed of plates with toothed 1674. G. Grover, London, “* Invalid bedstends,”—Dated
26th June, 1871.
on two flanged wheels at one end and connected by draw bars, which or saw like edges. Bars and levers are provided for lifting the above
A swinging frame for carrying the mattress is fitted within the bedstead
serve to support the other ends of the trucks. The trucks are of special mentioned wheels from the ground when required.
and sajenel'to any desired position by a windlass barrel and cords.
construction and of small size, so as to distribute the weight of the produce after a great length of rail, to avoid damaging the latter.
1672. A GiLes, Rugeley, Staffordshire, “ Agricultural implementfor plough 1712. J. Lewis, Birmingham, “ Metallic bedsteads, cots, couches, and other
articles of like manufacture.” —Dated lat July, 1871.
ing, &e.”—Partly a communication.—Dated 2th June, 1871.
1673. W. CAMPBELL, Aberdeen, N.B., “Putting out and lowering lifeboats, &e.”
This invention refers to the joints of metallic bedsteads and other
This machine has two handles held together below by a block, and
Dated 2th June, 1871.
the side and end angle bars to the
up by a “rundle” or other stay, the lowest parts of the frame articles, and consists in connect
This invention consists in providing the cleets at the bulwark rail of a higher
the fork for the wheel. The axle carries a brace connected to corner blocks by making in the corner block a vertical slot having at its
ship or vessel with internal rollers. The upper parts of the cleets are forming and
adjustable brace. The ploughshare or other tool is carried by middle a taper semicircular or angular rib, and making upon the vertital
se formed like ratchets, and on these work pawls attached to the davits, another
web
of
the
angle
bar
a
vertical
depression
or concavity of a corresponding
the
brace,
such
tool
being
used
as
may
be
applicable
tu
the
varying
purposes
and these prevent the boat coming back when being put out. The putting
By placing the angle bar in the slot of the corner block, so that
out of the boat is perfurmed by means of a lever placed in a socketed arm of agriculture. Sometimes the front of the plough is fitted with a figure.
its depression or concavity is opposite the rib in the slot, and lowering
and into holes in the davits, and these are then turned out by actuating revolving disc, or it may be made a double plough.
bar, it enters the slot, the cavity or d
ion fitting upon or enthe lever. The means of lowering the boat are as follows:—At either end 1673. A. GiLes, Rugeley, Staffordshire, “ Horse rakes.” —Partly a commenica- the
gaging with the rib and forming a secure joint. The horizontal web of
tion.—Dated 26th June, 1871.
of the boat is placed a spiral screw block and rope leader for the lowering
angle bar rests upon the top of the corner block, a recess being made
According to this invention there is a ratchet-shaped wheel on the nave tothereceive
rope, and at about the centre is placed a suitable holdingor gripping —
it.
ritus, which enables one man to eftectually control the speed at which of the travelling wheel, which by a lock bolt is brought, when required,
the lowering ropes are let out by himself holding one of the lowering by a lever into gear with the axle to which the tines are attached. There
is a bevelled guard on the shaft whereby the lever receives a receding
ropes in each hand.
Class 8.-CHEMICAL.
motion, and disengages the locking bolt. The driver's seat is pivoted,
1603. Sir J. Bernune, Loodon, © Wheels for traction engines.”"—Dat-d 28th and
is provided with slotted plates for the lever to take into. The tines Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
June, TL.
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
This invention relates to wheels with clastic bearing surfaces. Metallic are by preference made of steel wire, bent round at their upper end.
springs are employed.
1694. W. MacKINDER and G. Jonnson, Lincoln, “* Ploughing and cultivating
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
land.” —Dated 28th June, 1871.
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
This
provisional
specification
describes
so
constructing
ploughs
and
1675.
G. Gwyxne, London, “ Treating fatty, oily, waxy, and hydro-carbon
Class 3.—FABRICS.
cultivators, and coupling them to a traction engine, that the turning of
bodies.” —Dated 26th June, 1871.
Lucluding Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with the engine at a headland causes the ploughs or cultivating implements to
The
invention
sists in the thinning or dilution of the fatty and other
be
raised
out
of
the
ground
;
the
turning
of
the
implement
with
the
engine
Preparing, Manufacturing, Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing is thus facilitated,
bodies by some volatile solvent, and submitting the same when diluted to
Fabries, de.
a charcoal or other filter.
1699.
8S.
Corpett,
Wellington,
Salop,
‘
Ploughs
and
cultivators.”—Dated
lsh. J. Peacoen, London, © Printing patterns
and devices on woven fabrics.”
1682. H. Deacon, Warrington, Lancashire, “ Apparatusfor the manufacture
20th June, 1871.
Dated 24th June, 71.
of chlorine and of sulphuric acid.” —Dated 27th June, 1871.
of this invention consists in forming prongs or cutters on the
According to this invention the patterns are to be printed in a reversed topOneof part
invention relates to improvements upon apparatus containing acthe ploughshares (or points of shares of cultivators) for digging up tiveThischemical
series, so as to present the apex or narrow end of a skirt or apron to the and
in a state of division, through which heated gases
loosening
the
maiden
soil
before
it
comes
in
contact
with
the
breast
widest end of the next series, and so on throughout the piece to be or mouldboard of the plough. Another part consists in making the are passed forsubstances
the purpose of obtaining chlorine or sulphuric acid thereprinted. The rollers, consequently, are engraved to suit these require- bottom edge of the mouldboard project further from the upright line of from, and consists
providing apertures in such apparatus through
ments, and thus when the fabric is cut to form guasets, pockets, strings, the frame than the top edge of the said mouldboard, and placing or fixing which the chemical insubstances
may be withdrawn and fresh ones supor tlaps (all which are printed), the operator is enabled to cut out all the on the said top edge of the mouldboard a skim for lifting and spreading plied without cooling the apparatus,
making provision for
puts to form or make up the garment without the necessity of the maiden soil on the surface of the ploughed land, or for working loose cleansing such chemical substances fromanddustalsoor inother
foreign materials
measuring the various parts.
whilst
in
the
apparatus.
top or glazed edge of the furrow for making a seed bed at one opera1668. E. Bazin, Rue Tuitbout, Paria, ‘ Automatic elevation of textile the
1700.
B.
E.
R.
New.anps,
Charlton,
Kent,
“
Production
of
manure.”—Dated
tion.
Another
part
consists
in
connecting
the
fore
end
and
*
copsell”
to
matters.” — Dated 26th June, 1871.
of ploughs by a sliding box travelling on a transverse bar con29th June, 1871.
hae
This invention consists in either annulling the action of the centrifugal the beams
In the production of alum from the native phosphates of
by
to the beams, the box being capable of being fixed at any required
force (common to all bodies gifted with a quick rotary motion) which nected
treatment
with
sulphuric
acid,
and
by
the
employment
of
ammonia
—on
the
said
bar.
Another
part
consists
in
making
a
series
of
causes a breakage of the thread on account of its increasing length as the 10les in the beams of double ploughs, so that one of the bodies can be or of potash, or of salts of the same, a residual product is either
obtained
which
coiler empties, or by employing it as a means of aiding the regular placed in advance of the other. The land wheel of the plough is adjusted contains in solution a large proportion of phosphoric acid. Now this
delivery of the thread at an equidistant point from the head of the coiler. in a similar manner. Another part consists in making the off beam in invention relates, First, to the utilisation of such residual products for
In the first instance a movable plate is made to rise automatically by
piece with the transverse bar which carries the fore end or copsell and the production of manures, and consists in the employment of such
means of a spiral spring beneath it, so that as the thread is payed out the one
containing phosphate
arm for furrow wheel of double ploughs. The transverse bar is screwed residual products, in conjunction with a subst
plate bearing the material rises. In the second, the plate is raised by and
with nuts for regulating the distance between the beams of lime; such, for example, as bone ash, Peruvian guano, or coprolite,
the action of the centrifugal force on a jointed lever similar in forin to whichprovided
the plough bodies, so that the plough can be altered to take together with carbonate of gnesia, or of gnesia and lime, such, for
the lazy-tongs, and admitting of the development of the levers increas- wider orcarry
ple,
as
dolomit
i
t
i
o
n
further
ists
in the employment
narruwer
furrows
at
pleasure.
ing as the coiler empties.
of such solutions as result from the action
of sulphuric or hydrochloric
T. Rew, Monkton Miln, Ayr, ‘* Ploughs.”—Dated lst July, 1871.
1679. T. W. Parker and J. Greenwoon, Roach, Lancashire, “ Mules.”— 1711.
acid, or sulphurous acid, upon phosph +
ds, such, for example,
The
First
improvement
cunsists
in
arranging
a
-vheel
to
run
in
the
Dated 27th June, 1871.
bones, coprolites, or native phosphates of lime in conjunction with a
forward share, and within or behind the forward mould- assubstance
containing phosphate of lime, such, for example, as bone ash,
The novelty of this invention consists in being able to cross the yarn furrow ofof athedouble-furrow
plough, such wheel being connected to the Peruvian guano,
or coprolite, or with mixtures of the same, together with
over the body of the cop at every ten or twelve draws of the mule with- board
plough
body
or
frame
by
a
lever
extending
aft
conveniently
for
the
ploughout the aid of the minder, thereby making a firm cop that will not nick man’s hand. The Second part of the invention relates to an implement carbonates of magnesia, or with carbonates of magnesia and lime, such,
for example, as dolomite. This invention further relates to the employor break in weaving.
formed with a horizontal framing fitted with five grubbing tines or shares, ment
of
sulphuric
in conjunction with either of the before-mentioned
1683. J. Crorts, R. Dawson, end J. Kina, Leeds, ‘* Apparetus for combing two of which are attached to the outer side pieces of the framing, whilst solutions, together acid,
with
substances containing phosphoric acid,
wool, &e.”— Dated 2th June, 1871.
other two are attached to a tranverse frame piece, so as to be a little
tenia
or any
sian , and“ithe
also with either carbonate of magnesia or
The invention relates to that class of combing apparatus known in the behind the outer two. The fifth tine or share is atached centrally to ancarbonate
magnesia and lime. In conjunction with any of the products
trade as Noble’s, and consists in the application of a mouthpiece to another tranverse frame piece, so as to be forward of the two outer tines, or manuresof obtained
by
any
of
the
p
hereinbefore mentioned,
the feed or delivery end of the feed troughs or boxes, to act in place of the and the whole five are equally spaced or separated from each other laterordinary lids or covers to them, which bear continuously on the fibres, the ally. Wheels are applied immediately behind or within the middle and salts, or compounds of either ammonia and potash, or mixtures of the
size of the opening through such mouth bearing relation to the weight or two outer shares or tines, allthree being connected to the bodies or framing same, may be added.
character of sliver for the time being operated upon. Rigid mouthpieces by levers, the handles of which extend to the back of the implement.
are preferred, but if the upper or lower parts are movable, spring or other The implement is made with movable parts, which maybe shifted or
Class 9.-ELECTRICITY.
substituted by others to adapt it for other operations.
pressure should be applied capable of algestasenh.
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Apparatus,
1687. A. MercaLr and W. Gippons, Preston, Lancashire, ‘‘ Reliever Joi
Electrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries.
acl f-aeting spinning mules.” —Dated 28th June, 1871.
Class 5.—BUILDING.
This invention is specially designed to relieve the faller rods from
W. A. Lyre, Hammersmith, “ Telegraphic signalling apparatus.”
sudden jerks, which break the yarn when the change is made ; and keeps Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes 1657. Dated
24th June, 1871.
‘
the mule steady during the whole of its work.
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, &c.
The features of novelty of this invention are :—First, the production of
1088. F. Ratu, London, “ Fabrics.”"—A communication.—Dated 28th June, 1690. P. Jensen, London, “ Materials for roqfng.”--A communication.— sound
for
ing purposes by causing the needle or other indicator or
1S71.
lever
of
a
telegraphic
instrument
to
strike
against
one or two sittings
Dated 28th June, 1871.
This invention relates to improvement in the means and apparatus
upon a resunant case like the body of a violin; Secondly, the
Best quality pasteboard is boiled in anhydrous coal tar, Limmer strained
—— for making plaited or folded fabrics applicable for trimmings asphalte,
application of this principle to the single ncedie ;Thirdly, the correction
powdered
silicate
of
soda
and
potash,
and
liquid
flint
or
other
and other purposes. The plaits are first formed by heated crimping siliceous soluble earth. It is then passed through rollers, then sanded, ofcumabede or other electric causes of disturbances in the signals by
rollers, then laid and “onmil down, and finally secured by stitching with and then rolled again. When fastened to the
rds it is coated with meaus of permanent magnets.
an ordinary sewing machine.
*‘Erichsen’s Indian mastic,” consisting of anhydrous coal tar, Limmer
1689. R. SHEPHARD, Bradford, Yorkshire, “ Looms for weaving.” —Dated 28th asphalte, Portland cement, Farnham rock, or other soluble siliceous
Class 10,_MISCELLANEOUS.
June, 1871.
all boiled together and well stirred.
This invention consists, First, in the construction and application of
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
H. Larce, London, “ Making bricks, de.” —Dated 28th June, 1871.
two iron bars or cross rails placed in such relative positionsto the “ taking 1692.
1761.
J.
Farrer,
New York, U.S., “ Fire and burglar-proof safes.”—Dated
This
invention
consists
of
various
improvements
upon
the
machine
up ” roller that the fabric being passed over them will lay nearly upon the
6th July, 1871.
whole circumference of the said roller. Secondly, in casting pivots on the patented June 27th, 1868.
The
inventur
constructs
the outer metallic wall and the door of the safe
Feccore levers and bearings or steps in brackets to be affixed to the
of several plates of welded high and low steel, or steel and iron, frankliClass 6.—_FIRE-ARMS.
raming to —— the levers, or in casting pivots or studs on the bearing
or spiegeleisen and
ht irop. He also makes the bolts and
brackets and holes in the levers to fit the same. Thirdly, to the picking Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Im- nite
spindles
of
franklinite
combined
with steel or iron. To
against the
shafts, and consists in casting each footstep bracket in two parts to receive
introduction
of
explosi
he
ks all seams and joints with elastic
a
pac
plements
of
Wer
for
Coast
Defence,
Gun
Carriages,
dc,
hall foot which is formed on the shaft.
packing.
The
hinge
pin
of
the
door
is
made
to
so
move
that
one
tongue
Harpine, Penge, Surrey, “ Cartridge pouches.” —Dated 24th June, and groove will not bind. To prevent injury of arty of the contents
1702. A. J. Desion, Fives-les-Lille, Nord, France, ‘‘ Machines for calender. 1662.1874
the
ak.
ing stuffs.” —Dated 30th June, 1871.
door is lined on its inner surface with wood or like non-heating subThis
invention
relates
to
improvements
in
cartridge
pouches
either
for
This invention relates to improvements on a former patent, granted on military or sporting purposes, whereby cach cartri
stances,
is delivered there- 3409. W. 8. Amies, Guerney, “ Artificial manures."—Dated 16th Decem
June 23, 1869, No, 1918, and relates to machines having three or more from separately as required, the opening at which the
cartridges are
cylinders (having a rotary reciprocating motion), between which the delivered being so
1871.
that only one cartridge can be delivered at a Theber,invention
material is sinael ; the two lower cylinders have an invariable position on time,
consists in mixing sulphate of iron and carbon intimately
each
sapeunive
being
presented
ready
for
delivery as the togeth
their axes, but accomplish a ro
reciprocating motion in the following Pp
The
may be used in the liquid or powdered state.
one is withdrawn.
manner. On the lower horizontal axis three pulleys are mounted, two
3446. W. H. McEx.cueran, Finsbury, Lon
“ Ornamenting and lettering
loose and one fixed ; to one of these a bevel pinion is fixed, governing a 1691. W. Scorr, Birmingham, ‘‘ Guns.”—Dated 28th June, 1871,
hard and uneven surfaces.” —Dated 20th December, 1871.
bevel wheel when the driving band circulates on that pulley; but when
This invention consists in adapting the heel of the butt end of the stock
The chief features of novelty in this invention are cutting or engraving
the band is placed on another pulley, this latter tu:
the shaft causes of the gun, or that part which bears against the shoulder when in use, an
, or device, somewhat in the manner known tv
a second pinion to move, which in turn governs the bevel wheel, the axis elastic heel cap or recoil block, made
erably of
india-rubber, of the pattern,
x
the sameizi type metal, gutta-percha, or
of which supports a spur wheel and pinion, both loose on the same axis ; for the purpose of preventing or
injury or shock to th. wood engravers ;

ee~~weA@

JAN.

12, 1872.

other plastic substance suitable to form a matrix, from which another
cast
is made. This last cast is made of ingredients which when com!
ther constitute a flexible pattern sheet f
a
‘ting surface, by
which various useful articles, such as i fone Jgn 4 machines,
furniture, and other goods, may be imprinted and decorated.
1648. °G. Ware, London, “‘ Producing figured designs on metal plates.”—
—A communication.—
Dated 23rd June, 1871.
This improvement
sists in producing
designs from an
embossed plate or plates as dies of an engraved plate, and applying the
same to the smooth surface of plates to receive the impression by means
of suitable rolling presses.
1650. F. W. Coits and T. W. Kwicut, Belvidere, Kent, and H. ATKiNson,
and. J. J. Micnag., London, “ Making paper dc.”—Dated 23rd June,
1871.
The novelty of this invention consists in the use of a farinaceous
substance or material combined with caustic alkali to destroy or render
ineffectual the resinous and other substances which unite the fibres of
wood, &c., and
quently
tes such fibres without injury.
1656. J. B. Payne, Chard, Somersetshire, and W. E. Newton, London,
“ Twines, lines, cords, and strands for ropes.” —Dated 23rd June, 1871.
The twines, lines, cords, and strands are damped with a gelatinous
pre
tion and passed over and in contact with fixed and rotary rubbing
surfaces, which will lay the loose fibres. The twines, lines, cords, and
strands then pass into a drying chamber, and afterwards to another
polishing and a straining process.
1658. M. Benson, London, “‘ Organs.”—A communication.—Dated 24th June,
1871.
This invention relates more particularly to improvements in portable
or parlour organs, though a part of it is applicable to pipe organs of any
size. A portion of the improvements relates to a device for preventing
any but the full pressure of wind from the bellows to act on the instrument, by which all unmusical sounds are prevented at commencing and
stopping the instrument in playing. The other portion of the invention
relates to the arrangement of parts for increasing the efficiency and tone
of the instrument.
1664. H. Lipsey, New Bedford, Massachusetts, U.S., “ Glass blowers’ moulds.”
—A communication.— Dated 24th June, 1871.
The object of the said invention is to remedy an evil incident to the
formation of glass articles by means of a press or statio:
mould, viz.,
the a
of seams or ridges in such articles at each joint of the
mould, such seams or ridges not only
ing the appearance of the
articles but being objectionable in other respects. By means of the said
invention a —
smooth and even surface is imparted to the external
face of the glass.
e said invention
sists in the peculiar construction
and arrangement of the devices by which this result is attained. In
carrying out this invention, the inventor employs, First, a stationary bed for
supporting the glass while being acted on ; Secondly, a mould made in
two sections or parts, either smooth or having a series of rollers or other
forming devices disposed on their inner surfaces; Thirdly, mechanism or
means for opening and closing the mould; and, Fourthly, mechasism or
means for putting the mould or forming devices in rotation.
= Repem tonyLondon, PyEffecting calculations,” —Dated 24th June, 1871.
s invention
ists of a calu ting
apparatus composed of a square
tablet and sliding rule
bined in one apparatus, but each ca) able of
separate use. The tablet is divided along one side into fracti
parts,
and along two other sides into equal parts, and lines running at right
angles to each other corresponding to these divisions cross each other on
the face of the tablet. The
are taken off by means of the intersections of a ‘cord with the said lines, such cord being by preference elastic
and attached at one end to the angle of the tablet and at the other to an
adjustable slide. The sliding rule is like the tablet, also divided into any
desired fractions of its length, and has the bulk of the groovein which the
slide works also divided into two columns of equal parts. An adjustable
index in a groove in the sliding part serves to indicate the particular
fraction required, and the top of the slide indicates the result on the two
equally divided columns.
1667. T. Wess, Bridgenorth, Slop, “ Creel frames.”—Dated 24th June, 1871.
The inventor dispenses with the usual creel peg or bobbin spindle and
simply places the bobbin in the creel frame, to work against a small wire
or rod — across it in front of -each bobbin, which rests on a cross bar
as usua
1669. W. BentTLEY, Birmingham, “‘ Adininistering medicine balls to horses,
dc.” —Dated 26th June, 1871.
According to this invention, the instruments consist of a long tubular
body, having at one end a tubular chamber of
e di ter, in which
the medicine ball or
is or are placed. The outer end of these
chambers is open, and a piston or ejector works therein, being fo
outwards by a strong coiled s
around a rod connected to the piston
and [sliding in the tubular
y. By pulling the handle of the rod
the piston or ejector is withdrawn to the rear of the medicine chamber
and the a
or ejector is locked in that position by a stud and
cross slot.
medicine ball being placed in the tubular or medicine
chamber, and in front of the ,
or ejector, the instrument is
introduced into the animal’s mou
By releasing the spring sliding rod
the piston or ejector rapidly advances in its chamber, ejecting the
medicine ball therefrom into the throat of the animal. The medicine ball
is thus administered with ease, certainty, and safety.
1670. H. Borromiey, Low Moor, Bradford, “‘ Treatmentof yarn.”—Dated
26th June, 1871.
The object of the invention is to remove the loose fibres from the
surfaceof the yarn
and improve the app
. For this
the yarn is subjected in >
from the delivery rollers to the
bobbins and flyers or other f toa singe process obtained from jets
of lighted gas. The gas is conveyed by suitable pipes to the jets.
1680. J. Davis, Southwark, J. A. IuBery, Islington, B. Isanck, Kennington,
and J, SULLIVAN, Southwark, “‘ Construction of apparatus
for recording
graphically the pressure, specific gravity, and velocity of steam, dc.” —Dated
Gebiek a paper is fitted. A dull point conOn a ieet
drum ctutet ayy clockwork
nected with, or worked upon by, the instrument or a
ce, The variations of which are to be recorded, places a carbon’
paperin contact
with the paper on the drum at stated intervals, and thus produceson this
paper a series of dots which together form a diag
recording the variations of pressure or speed or such other changes in the instrument or appliance as are to be registered.
1684. H. D. Rawwinos, London, “‘ Filling bottles, dc., with aerated liquids,”
—Dated so gm 1871. le tot
The object of the invention is to facilitate the filling of bottles or vessels
with aérated liquids. The filling apparatus is provided with a series of
valves and valve passages capable of being opened in the order desired for
effecting vacuum in or exhaustion of atmospheric air from the bottle or
vessel to be filled, for introducing therein the aérated liquid and other
liquid if desired, as well as with the plunger for the cor
. Three
valves are found a convenient number to employ, but this may be varied,
each of which is borne to its seat by india-rubber
or other spring
re;
and they are opened in the order desired by cams or tappets applied to a;
shaft worked by a winch handle or otherwise, and provided with disc or
other wheel and ratchet and tooth, to effect
or prevent back action, the tooth being removed by a lever, by preference connected to the
handle when a handle is used. By these means vacuum in or exhaustion
of air from the bottle or vessel may be obtained, atrated liquid supplied,
a further vacuum or exhaustion of atmospheric
prod
by an easing,
or escape, or passage from one of the valves, and further aérated liquid introduced, and so on in the order desired, but all in succession, according
to the order of action of the cams or tappets, by the simple rotation of the
cam or tappet shaft.
1685. J. J. Perry, London, “ Window tickets, d&c.”—A communication.—
Dated 27th June, 1871.
For this purpose the inventor takes sheets of paper, cardboard, or board
made fromany suitable pulp, or scale board, end ieoane them (in the usual
way of Le amageey various articles) to any desired colour.
e inventor
then applies to the back of these sheets gum or other suitable cement,
and by means of dies or cutters he cuts out letters, figures, or other signs
from these japanned sheets.
1695. M. Pinper, Walworth, London, “ Joints for pipes.” —Dated 29th June,
1871
The ends of the pipes are widened out or made of bell-mouth shape, the
edges being rounded; they are pressed together, and for lead and other
soft pipes an ordinary union is used to hold the two together, or a kind of
stuffing-box joint is used, the screwed gland pressing
on the pipe and against the back of the bell-mouth
0
For nipple
soft metal pipes a screwed nipple is inserted into the elbow or T-piece,
the
forming half et meet For flexible pipes a flange with a cupsha) before,
projection on each side is inserted, the joint pieces
connected
as
or sometimes the fi
is
with.
joining is applicable to all metallic
pipes as well as to soft metal and
flexible pipes.
1698. J. R. Greaves, London, “ roe he
lights.” —Dated 29th June, 1871.
The invention relates to f
wicks of nigh:
orsted.
Cenuine, <p ene ee,
sud eotinn an sacaian, ws
y
si
b
material,are preferred
as the holders of such night light.
of cork, wood, or other suitable non-conductorof heat, is applied
bottom of the wrapperor holderof such night lights, to prevent
connecting omy é
ds of the heat of the flame. ‘The details
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THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: Quarterly meetingatMiddlesbrough :
The returns and comparative statement for 1871: The scarcity of
(From our own Correspondent.)
fuel—ENGINEERING AND SHIPBUILDING—RAILWAY FACILITIES—
YESTERDAY'S QUARTERLY MEETING OF IRONMASTERS : ConsiderTHE BoaRD OF ARBITRATION—PRICES.
able prices: Further advance in finished iron —MARKED BARS DECIDEDLY the best quarterly meeting which I have known for a
£11 a TON—BARREN STOCKS—AS TO THE FUTURE—THE COL- long time was held at the Royal Exchange, Middlesbrough, on
LIERS AND THE IRONWORKERS: Their wages—IRONMASTERS’ Tuesday. There were the usual facilities given for exhibiti
CONSIDERATE ACTION AS TO THEIR MEN’S WAGES: Proposed models, machinery, &c., but one gentleman only availed himsel
representative meeting — LARGE ORDERS AT OLD PRICES YET IN | of
this mode of advertising. Models of the hot blast stoves of
HAND—GREAT DEMAND FOR RAILS—PIG IRON MUCH SOUGHT
Thomas Whitwell, of Stockton, were shown, and attracted
AFTER—Mk. GERHARD’S CONTINUED EXPERIMENTS IN THE Mr.
some attention. The attendance was large and included gentlemen
MAKING OF FINISHED IRON — THE NEXT ANNUAL GENERAL from
London, Birmingham, Sheffield, Liverpool, Manchester,
MEETING OF THE IRON TRADE.
Leeds, Darlington, Stockton, Sunderland, Newcastle, and Glasgow.
Tue chief of the current series of ironmasters’ quarterly meet- A fair amount of business was transacted, but owing to the
ings was held this (Thursday) afternoon in Birmingham. More scarcity of iron prices were high, the large makers quoting 65s. 6d.
than customary interest was displayed in the proceedings because and 66s, for No, 3. All the smelters are sold up to the autumn of
of the very unsettled state of the trade, in respect as well to the present year, consequently any purchaser requiring iron
demand as to prices and wages. The quotations have run up with for early delivery must pay a higher price for it. There
astonishing rapidity.
iron-producing materials and the are now 131 blast furnaces in the North of England, 124
finished article have been equally affected.
of which are in full operation. There are eight new fur
At the end of September prices had just advanced to £9 for | naces being built, and it is exceedingly probable that in the
marked bars. Only the most sanguine in the trade believed that | course of a month or two several others will be started with. The
those would be maintained in the ensuing nine months, yet so gigantic dimensions the Cleveland iron trade is assuming will be
anxious were the masters to be able to anticipate settledness seen from the following returns, which show the make of pig iron
throughout that period as to the rates of — that they con- | during the month of December, and a comparative statement for
here to give their men wages (9s. 6d. per ton for puddling) based the year 1871:—
on that quotation. Further, they had at the same time filled their
Tons
Month ending December 31st, 1871 a
ae ae
books for many weeks forward at £8, and some of them at less.
Month ending December 31st, 1870 .. .. «. «. «+ 149,602
Hardly more than three months have, however, elapsed before the
Month ending November 30th, 1871... =«. «. «. +. 180,307
same masters find it desirable to quote at £11 the bars which on
that earlier occasion they believed og ee J risen to £9.
Increase upon December, 1870... .. «. 13,858
These higher quotations were those by which the business in
Increase upon November, 1871
ay
3,163
every commodity offered on ’Change were this afternoon reguShipments
of
Pig Iron Foreign from Port of Middlesbrough.
lai
Makers of finished iron were not generally in a position to
Month
ending
December
31st,
1871
o
e
ae
eee
19,706
accept new specifications to any considerable extent even on those
Corresponding
month last year .. .. «. «se « a 10,886
terms, because of their existing orders. But, inasmuch as the
Increase ..
es
8,910
bulk of the buyers were indisposed to give those rates, they had
Shipments Coastwise of Pig Iron from Port of Middlesbrough.
no great trouble in keeping off further business. At the same
time, there were sales pw. Bo at £11 in a larger vroportion of
Month ending December 31st, 1871
instances than would have been possible if consumers, as well out
Corresponding month last year
of this district as in it, had not been utterly bare of iron.
ES
ee ee eee
2,770
This barrenness of stocks materially contributed to-day to the
Makers’ Stocks.
firmness which even at the very high terms quoted characterised
CIEL
5: a iy. as ae ee Oe e . 0s
the transactions. Whilst this was the most gratifying aspect of
ee
ee e e
eee
the future to the iron and coalmaster, still there was another
which tended to the same issue, The labour market, it cannot be
Increase upon November, 1871
o. 00
630
hid, is not overstocked either at the ironworks or the collieries ;
Warrant Stores.
and the operatives in both industries alike are more than prompt
oe
er
ee
3,230
cg
ee
ee ee ee ee
2,730
to avail themselves of their advantage. They are unreasonable in
certain of their demands, The miners are as for concesee
ae ee e ee ee
500
sions to which they can show no claim, and the ironworkers are,
Abstract.
many of them, pressing their leaders to demand more than the
Increase
in
make
upon
November,
1871
..
..
..
..
3,153
pound of flesh in their case.
Increase in makers’ stocks upon November, 1871 .. ..
630
As to the latter, wiser counsels it is hoped will prevail, when
Decrease in warrant stores upon November, 1871 .. .
WO
men and masters meet to discuss the difference next Wednesday.
Comparative
Statement
for
the
Year
1871
This meeting will be altogether due to the readiness of the masters
Make of pigiron, 1868 3 . .. 1. oe + «+ os
to avert a collision—indeed to prove that, although they may have
”
1869
been most successful in the recent bargaining, yet that they are
1870
not anxious to unduly press that advantage.
=
ee
|
Seepage
Makers’
stocks,
December
31st, 1868
Respecting the colliers, they are serving their employers with
”
1869
”
”
notices, some for a rise in wages, but the majority for the conces1870
”
”
”
sion of the nine hours. Some of their masters are disposed to
‘7
”
”
EEUS. 0s 2s «2 os 00
meet them upon similar terms, and point blank refuse to concede
Stock in Middlesbrough warrant stores, Dec. 3ist, 1868...
the shorter hours. If they should grant the demands now made,
”
”
1869...
”
”
”
what is taking place in North Staffordshire is tolerably conclusive
1870..
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
1871..
upon what they may have to meet only a short time hence. In
North Staffordshire the iron and coal masters have recommended
It iscalculated that the make is now at the rate of 2,000,000 tons
the adoption of nine hours at the collieries and in the
hanical
ly. To maintain this enormous make the requirements of
branches of the iron trade, This the men denounce as paltry, and the district
are very
t. There is always a good supply of ironaver that they will be satisfied with nothing less than eight hours ! stone, h
tites, Ay:
tone, but the ot and coke is often
The quotations of the great majority of the finished iron firms are short, and lately
has been so irregular and deficient, that both inconsiderably under £11, and very little iron is being made, even at convenience and loss has been sustained at some of the works.
the £10 list, at the first-class works. In truth, there are very few It is earnestly a that the supply of fuel will be increased as
instances in which many tons have not still to be rolled at £8 and quickly as possible.
£8 10s. The prevailing very high quotations do not therefore
The stoppages which often occur after holidays have ceased, and
mean proportionate profits to the ironmasters. On the last occa- the works are now as busy as possible. There is a good inquiry for
sion upon -_ as now, prices ran up with great rapidity, some rails, which are now quoted at £8 5s. and £8 10s. Throughout
o a ds were lost in South Staffordshire ; and if a the district there is plenty of work for the mills, although some
similar state of things does not accompany the a
> of the makers, owing to their large plant, get through their connatural condition of the market the most experienced wi
tracts very quickly. The plate trade continues remarkably brisk.
mistaken in their expectations.
are in
emand.
All the rail houses, alike in this coun
and in Belgium, afe Bars
I am
to be able to state that on the 25th of the present
tons, that is now month
just now so full of orders that an order for
Mr.
Harrison,
C.E., and some of the directors of the Northin the hands of representatives of a foreign line in this district, Eastern Railway Company,
meet the members of the Middlescannot be placed, although the terms are not more than usually brough Town Council in the will
iron town, and discuss various points
restrictive either as to time or money.
connected
with
the
pro;
increased
railway facilities which will
Pig iron of a good quality is much sought after. The part
afforded by the making of a new line from a portion of the
hematite pigs of the Workington Company, and also of the Cleator be
Durham coal-field to Middlesbrough. I trust both parties will do
Moor Company, are firm at terms which make them £6 a ton long- all in their power to hasten the accomplishment of this project.
weight delivered into this district. Very hea quantities might
The annual meeting of the North of England Iron Trade Arbitrabe sold at that rate, but the pro rietors will sell only small lots at tion Board was held at Darlington on Monday. The statement of
the price. Home pigs of all kinds are proportionately firm.
accounts
showed that there was a balance of £500 in the hands of
Mr. Gerhard, a mineralogical chemist, of Wadham’s Hill, the bankers.
The president and vice-president were re-elected,
Wolverhampton, has in the past day or two completed experiments and
a
standing
was pode’ 4 The secretaries, Messrs.
which he is satisfied will result in a saving of more than 20s. a Jones and Kane,committee
were re-elected, and were thanked for their past
ton in finished iron, and much less original outlay for apparatus.
services. The total number of works now connected with the
The annual general meeting of the Ir
ters’ A
tion will board
is thirty-three, and the number of members who have paid
be held in Birmingham on Thursday, the 25thinst. It is desirable contributions
is 13,784.
that ironmasters ey make their appointments in the light of
The prices of iron are as follows :—No. 1, 69s.; No, 2, 67s.;
this announcement.
No. 3, 65s.; No. 4, 64s.; mottled, 63s, 6d.; white, 63s. ; refined
The various rolling stock works in the vicinity of Birmingham
77s. 6d. ; common bars, £8 15s.; best do., £9 5s. ; best best,
are all well engaged, chiefly on foreign orders, as the home rail- metal,
5s.; cable iron, £9 5s. ; angles, £9 15s.; nail rods, £9; sheets,
ways for the most part are now their own carriage and wagon £10
£11
15s.;
ship plates, £11; boiler plates, £11 15s,; rails, £8 5s.;
builders. The local rolling stock works have been suffering for puddled bars,
£5 17s. 6d.; girders, £6 10s.; wrought iron
some time past from a scarcity of timber as well as iron, but both
the difficulties are now in a fairer way of being surmounted at a girders, £14.
pecuniary sacrifice.
The gun trade is fairly busy on sporting-arms. Military work is
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
at present monopolised by the local small-arms factories. The new
(From our own Correspondent.)
Russian gun in course of manufacture at Small Heath is attracting a great deal of attention from German as well as other con- THE SCOTCH IRON TRADE—THE ITON AND SHIPBUILDING TRADES
—THREATENING ASPECT OF THE SHORT TIME MOVEMENT—A
noisseurs, and it is not improbable that an order may shortly be
NOVELTY IN DREDGING MACHINES—THE BOILER EXPLOSION
placed here by the German Government. It is reported that a
ON PAISLEY-ROAD.
new company for the manufacture of improved military smallarms, upon the interchangeable —— is in course of forma- THE G
w pig iron market during the past week has been chation, under influential auspices, and wil shortly be made public. racterised by great activity, and prices have gone on advancing.
Among the promoters named are a former Goverment official of Warrants are now quoted at from 74s. 6d. to 74s. 10d. cash, and
large experience in the manufacture of military weapons, and 75s. 6d. one month. No. 1, g.m.b., 76s.; No. 3, 75s. 6d.
a noble duke who has held office under a previous administration.
So long as the present extraordinary demand for all kinds of
The exports of small-arms and ammunition have resumed their manufactured iron and the high rates for coal continue there is
wonted ave
, the impetus of war no longer aiding them. The | little probability of prices faling ; but looking at the disturbed
figures are subjoined :—
state of the labour ee
nny as connected with the iron
Month of December.
Twelve Months. | trades—it is
whethere the run of prosperity may not
1870.
1871.
1870.
1871. | receive = chodfereionable
long. The shipbuilders are still very ion.
Arms (small) .. .. .. «.-&l 58,192 ..£32,772 ..£871,419 .. £873,888 |and they have numerous contracts on hand, but it is said that
Ammunition
(notnae
gunpowder) 123,170‘ .. 22,797 .. 675. »259 .. 1,082,506 | tenders are not now being 80 readily accepted, owing tothe high
t that iron
All the engineceing and machine-making firms in and around prices which builders are obliged to ask. It is e
Birmingham keep
fully occupied, and they report good prospects vessels must at the present time cost at least one-half more than
as to the future.
the amount they could be built for a year ago.
The ironfounders have hardly so much to do in the pipe line, | The holidays being now ended, business is resumed at all the
but they are otherwise active.
| public works with the usual vigour. The marine engine builders
es are quite fullMessrs. Henry Mills and Sons, of the Pleck, Walsall, have are exceedingly busy and makers of
lately erected par meh ne 9for commencing in the corru- handed. Messrs. Neilson have orders on hand that will keep
ting and gal
le. All the
i
been manu- them going for two
, and Messrs. Diibs are in a similar
factured by Thomas Bridges,engineerBayironfounder,
wee
of Wolver- position.
ta
ae
,
.
operative dime on
s, ir
ld ~~
i corrugating
i
hampton, It comprises a horse horizontal engine,
Zee maven)t cmaaee theae
ers, and
and carving machines, and dies and rolls complete.
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at present being agitated throughout the whole of Scotland, and best charcoal
tin-plates be advanced
to 36s. per box for LC. at the
2. The last weekly return presents an augmentation of
already a strike has taken place in Dundee and some other parts, shipping ports. It was further agreed that the price of ordinary
which, it is feared, is only the beginning of a general battle that cokes should be fixed at 30s. per box for LC. qualities in truck or
In South Yorkshire
there are large orders on hand
for rails,
will soon be fought between the employers and all workers in f.o.b. at the nearest shipping ports in Wales. Altogether a more plates, sheets, and merchant iren generally. The Bessemer Works
iron. Not content with a fifty-four hours’ week and other large cheerful tone pervaded the meeting
than “has been noticed for a at Penistone are very
‘
concessions which were offered by the Association of Master Engi- long time, the whole of the makers present evincing every confi- of tires being made weekly, besides rods, &. Engine fuel is in
neers and Shipbuilders, the workmen of the North are aiming at dence in the p
ss of the trade.
facerequest
for Lancashire, and the coal trade generally is very
terms far in advance of the conditions
eed upon by their
An enormous demand for steam coals continues, and it might be ris
brethren of Newcastle and the South quel. Meetings of the said that if the output were increased by one-third the whole
The make of pig iron in the Cleveland district in December preShort Time League are being held every week in Glasgow, and could be disposed of without difficulty.
ces are almost entirely sented an increase of 3173 tons, as compared with November.
nothing short of fifty-one hours per week, with no corresponding in the hands of the colliery proprietors, there being scarcely any
Mr, C. Seely, jun., M.P., who is proprietor of
collieries
reduction in wages, ‘‘time and a-half,” and weekly payments, are contention on the part of consumers as to the rates asked. The near Alfreton, refe
in a speech on Monday to the proposed
stated as some of the terms of the programme which is being great aim is to obtain supplies, and in not a few instances this amalgamation of the London and North-Western and the Lancaannounced. In Dundee the employers offered to submit the cannot be done at any price. The colliers are somewhat quieter as shire and Yorkshire Railway companies. If this great fusion were
dispute to arbitration, but this was refused by the men. They to the arbitration since last week, the masters having definitel permitted, he did not see that other amalgamations could be
then endeavoured by friendly conference to bring about an amicable fixed the first sitting for the 29th inst. Although the house col- refused. The country would have to consider, however, whether
arrangement, but this also proved unavailing. Thereafter a fifty- liers are working more steadily since the rise in wages was granted it was right to allow these great corporations to amalgamate to
four hours’ week without any corresponding reduction of wages to them, still the supplies of coals are far below the requirements an et treeyy
—
was offered, but also rejected, ana in this condition the matter of consumers, Prices are advancing.
i
e total num
passengers leaving the Merse:
stands. Meanwhile the employers are uniting and organising
Coke is in extensive request on Staffordshire account, and prices was 155,852, showing an increase over 1870 of 3154.
d
means for meeting the demands with a most determined resistance; are more remunerative than for a long time past.
The work of construction on the new Hu
and St. Helens
and from the disposition manifested on both sides there is every
The nine hours’ movement continuesto spread in all parts of the section of the London and North-Western
Railway has been one
aprobability of the question being fiercely and stubbornly contested. district, and in all branches of labour. At Cardiff the shipsmiths, of considerable difficulty. The section comprises thirty-one bridges,
It is rumoured that the masters contemplate a general lock-out as shipwrights, carpenters, &., have held
tings in
ction with an iron viaduct of eleven spans, and a tunnel fifty yards long cut
a means of bringing the men to more reasonable terms; but the movement, and without an exception the menseemed determined through sandstone.
Messrs. P. Thomson and Co. were the conwhether this be resorted to or not, it is clear that a shorter week to press for the adoption of the system. Circulars are being tractors, under the superintendence of Mr. Footner, district
than fifty-four hours will be most obstinately opposed even at the received b a tng ers from various bodies of men asking engineer,
expense of mealculable damage to the trade, and serious conse- them to reduce the hours to nine per day, and in most cases the
The steamboat firemen in the employment of the Manchester,
quences ultimately to the workmen.
masters are likely to follow the example of those employers who Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Company have memorialised the
A novelty in marine architecture has just been launched by have already acceded to the request. The colliers, miners, and directors for an increase of
from 26s. to 30s. a week, and also
Messrs. W. Simons and Co., Renfrew. It is a vessel combining in ironworkers of the Merthyr district held a mass meeting this week for the abolition of the ‘ice clause” under which they sail, and
itself the respective properties of a dredger, a steam hopper barge, in furtherance of the movement. These men seem to be under the by the provisions of which, when a vessel is ice-bound in a foreign
and a screw steamer. It is the property of the Canadian Govern- impression that their district will prove an exceptional one—that port, they are put on lower wages. The company have, we hear,
ment, and is intended to keep the harbours and rivers of North the employers will be averse to their wishes, and therefore the so far modified the “‘ ice clause” as to agree to the men having
America clear of silting and obstructions at a moderate expense. speeches of the leaders were made the stronger. They urged the full pay till landed at Grimsby, but they refuse to give more
The vessel propels itself to the place requiring dredging. It is men not to rest until the masters agreed to adopt the nine hours’ wages.
then moored, and the dredging girder is lowered to the bottom by system throughout the works, and it was agreedthat representaThe working of the Northumberland Central Railway has been
steam. The machinery connected therewith is then set in motion, tives from the various pits and works should endeavour to elicit undertaken by the North British Company, and the line will
and drives a range of steel-mounted buckets which lift and deposit the feelings of the whole of the men upon the matter, and report henceforth be wrought in connection with the Wansbeck Valley
into the vessel’s own hopper cavity about 200 tons of spoil. The the same to a future meeting. At an adjourned meeting of the Railway, the trains on which will soon be run into the Northgirder is then raised level with the deck, the moorings discon- colliers and others, held at Aberdare, a resolution was passed to Eastern station at Morpeth, instead of the Blyth and Tyne ternected, and the vessel assumes the properties of a screw the effect that the masters should be allowed till the Ist of February minus, the ——
for enabling them to do so being
steamer. The vessel then steams away to deep sea-water at to consider the matter, and if they failed to come to terms by that nearly completed.
is ch
will only carry out an original ina speed of eight knots per hour, when by another arrangement of time a month’s notice would be given by the men, and if the tention of the Wansbeck Valley Company.
the machinery the bottom hopper doors open and the 200 tons masters refused ultimately to comply with their request a general
A machine tunnelling company, formed to work a patent of
cargo is dropped in thirty or fifty fathoms depth of water. The strike would be the result.
Capt. Beaumont, M.P. for South Durham, have just completed a
bottom doors are again closed, and the steamer returns for anThe trade of the local ports for the last month shows very satis- top bore-hole of 689ft. 4in. on the estate of the Stanghow Ironother cargo, when the process is repeated. Messrs, Simons have factory returns. The coal exports were as follows:— Cardiff, works
pany.
e work was
on the 7th October, and
patented the arrangements of this vessel, and after a trial on the 219,556 tons, as compared with 194,349 tons in December, 1870; continued during the short days up to the 14th of December, hen
Clyde it will shortly steam itself across the Atlantic to its destina- | Newport, 24,406 tons,
against 38,358 tons; Swansea, 52,842 tons, the bore-hole was completed. In the first fifteen working days a
tion.
| a — 46,817 tons; and Llanelly, 7431 tons, against 3165 tons, depth of 107ft. was reached, 86ft. of which was driven through
Messrs. More and Clinkskill have examined the boiler which ex- | The coal shipments coastwise for the month were as annexed:— hard sandstone and another
rock, thickly studded with
jloded so disastrously on Paisley-road on the 30th ult., and have | Cardiff, 63,851 tons, against 73,997 tons; Newport, 59,126 tons, crystals of quartz. Another twelve working days brought the
are their report to the Procurator-Fiscal, but as yet the public against 67,334 tons; Swansea, 15,307 tons, against 18,308 tons; and bore-hole down to the well-known shale overlying the ironstone
have no information beyond the fact that the safety valve 1s said Llanelly, 9991 tons,
inst 12,042 tons. Cardiff exported also which was the object of search. During those twelve working
to have been defective, and the portion of the boiler which gave 21,425 tons iron, and 3945 tons patent fuel; Newport, 12,487 tons days the bore-hole
been sunk 220ft., and the shaft was reached
way too weak. But it did not need experienced engineers to tell iron; and Swansea, 2165 tons iron, and 11,846 tons patent fuel.
at a distance of 368ft. from the surface. Unfortunately, at this
us that, and if no further light is thrown on the causes of the exMr. Crawshay Bailey, until lately one of the mage of the period, the weather became unpropitious, the pumps were frozen,
plosion little good will result from the investigation,
Blaina, Beaufort, and Nantyglo Iron and Coal Works, died last and considerable delay consequently ensued. bn operations being
week, in the 84th year of his
. Bie.
ey was for, half a cen- again resumed, however, the remaining depth of about 300ft. was
tury the largest employer of labour in Monmouthshire and South satisfactorily completed on the 16th December. An excellent
Wales.
sample of valuable ironstone ends the nearly 700ft. core.
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
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evince dissatisfaction as to the rate of wages they are receiving, stopping the traffic.
All the shipbuilding yards on Tyneside are as active as they well
and the hours they are working, so that there are various indica«4
tions that labour and raw materials will become more and more can be. Messrs. Palmer and Co. (Limited), at Jarrow, want some
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valuable as the year goes on, and the manufacture will consequently 400 more men in their yard. Mr. Joseph Utringham, shipbuilder,
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It is stated that some forty more new steamers building for
months, and although, as far as the demand is concerned, there is
|
every reason to think that activity will prevail, still it must be Tyne partnerships will be ready for sea by the end of March. A
expected that the course of the trade will not be all smooth. Higher new association for insuring iron steam s| ipping exclusively has
wages and shorter turns will have to be conceded to the hands been commenced in North Shields, A similar association is ex- WEEKLY CHEMICAL, MINERAL, AND METAL
before the twelve months has passed, and if makers are to render pected to be established in Newcastle.
REPORT.
Arrangements are being made for the importation of very large
their manufacture remunerative they will undoubtedly have to fix
(Contributed byJ.Berger Spence and Co.)
qnantities of copper ore into the Northern ports from Spain this
values on a higher scale.
Mancuester, January 8th, 1872.
ear.
The demand for rails, bars, and plates continues brisk on home
caustic, firm, at £15 10s. to £16, 60 per cent. ; white,
account, and American requirements are quite as large as for some r The forge labourers at the Bessemer Steel Works, Sheffield, to £16Soda.—Cream
10s. to £17. Soda ash, 24d. to 23d. Soda crystals, £5 15s. to £6, Biweeks past. Advices point to extensive inquiries from the the number of fifty, struck work on Tuesday afternoon, in conse- carbonate,
£14 10s. Salt cake, £4. Glauber salts, £3 10s. to £4.
Northern States and Canada towards the opening of the shipping quence of the refusal of the manager to concede the nine hours’
Borax,—Refined, £95.
season, «nd in the spring it is generally expected that the produc- system. The men met the masters yesterday week, when a proNitrate of Soda.—Moderate Gemand, 16s. 34. to 16s. 64.
Potash.—Muriates, 80
cent., at £10 15s, to £11, f.0.b. Prussiate :
tive capacity at the works will be tested to the utmost. Pig is mise was given that if other firms adopted the system, Messrs.
sold as rapidly as produced, and rail and bar makers are complain- Bessemer would oe agree to the request. As the labourers red, 3s. 8d.; yellow, Is. 10d.; chlorcte, 1s, 6d.; bichrome, 10j4.; potashes,
pearl
48s. ‘to BOs.
ing in every direction of the inadequacy of the supplies.
ices at the Cyclops and Atlas Works have since received the concession, 44s.;
Saltpetre.—Foreign, £30 to £33 ;refined, £37 to £38.
are quoted high, mainly because pigmakers have their produce the Bessemer Works’ labourers again waited on the manager, who,
") a £6 10s. to £7 for loose lump; in export barrels, £7 ; ground,
however, declined at present to
t their demands.
sold for some time to come.
£7 10s.
>
A
large
and
continued
demand
is
experienced
at
Sheffield
for
In regard to the tin-plate trade it may be said that improvement
Iron Salts.—Green and rust
55s. Dry Copperas, 52s.
Copper Salts.—Sulphate of
is still to be noticed. The quarterly
ting of the
bers has armour-plates for ships and fortifications, and both at the Atlas
Oils.—Spindle,
loom,
and
@énse
oils,
4s,
6d.
to
6s.
Olive,
£47
to
£52.
and
the
Cyclops
Works
extensions
have
been
made
to
meet
it.
been held at Newport, Mr. Woodruffe, of the Machen Works, in
white Norw
cod liver oil, 4s. 6d. to 6s. per gallon.
the chair. There was a numerous attendance of manufacturers, The boiler and ship-plate mills are in fall work, while every de- Pure
P. vitea Spaniae yet to 84d.; non-cupreous, 10d.
way trade is unusually brisk. There is no
and the buyers represented were Messrs. Nash and Co., Bolitho artment of the
laviganese.—Ores,
to 130s, for 70 percent. Demand
good for all
off in the inquiry for all descriptions of steel.
and Sons, Headley, Naylor, Benson, and Co., and Dickerson and alling
‘
Sunderland shipbuilding returns for 1871 show a rapid falling off qualities.
Co. Although pig iron and the other raw materials used have
Tron Ore.—Hematite, 20s. to 25s. Oolitic, 6s. 9d. to 7s. 6d.
Tron.—*
” ¥ Yorkshire
tron, nominal F nines No. I, 69s.;
been largely Fo Boe in value, business was reported as in a in the number ofwood vessels constructed. The composite plan
4(Foun
64s; No. 4 (Forge), 648. net cash,
more satisfactory and hopeful position than for several years past. is also paleing before iron and steam power, only two wood-and- No. 2, 67s.; No. 3,65s.; No.
months.
nig, 8a. Staffordshire
>ars, £10 to
with fifteen or£101s.1ts.extra four iron,
The demand has increased considerably, without any accumulation iron vessels having been built in 1871, as
£10
10s.
to
£11.
Gas tubes, 50 per cent. to 60 per
inereased from cent. off new
of stocks, and there is every probability that the year just entered in 1869, and three in 1870. The iron vessels b
Boiler ‘tabes, 35 per cent. to 40 cent.
upon will prove appreciably prosperous. American pu
upon fifty in 1869, to fifty-six in 1870, and seventy-seven in 187i, and
Tinplates. —Best coke, L.C., 288. to 308. ;
1.C., 828. to 84s. per
which the paths rte so largely depends, are fully equal to anti- excepting five, they were all screw steamers in the latter year.
; Spelter.—Silesian, special brands, £22 10s. to£23. English, best brands,
cipations. It was unanimously resolved that, owing to the greatly The two composite vessels were sold to owners on the Mersey.
;
The traffic of the North-Eastern Railway is still increasing at a ' £23.
vanced prices of all materials used in the trade, the price of
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without disadvantage, but with absolute immunity from
change, so far as experience has gone.
In expressing satisfaction that the War Department has
seen fit to
e this useful investigation, and that the
issue of it is so reassuring, we only echo the testimony of
all who have experienced the power of gun-cotton for its
own legitimate use, when we say it would have been a
subject of deep regret had the manufacture of this agent
been summarily abandoned in deference to unreasoning
public clamour. Considered as a projectile agent for gun
, ordnance, or smal! arms, we believe gun-cotton to
be practically useless, and this is asserted under full acquaintance with the fact that a gun-cotton battery of field
ieces was set on foot under the auspices of Baron Lenk,
- who introduced the substance to Messrs. Prentice, at
Stowmarket, and induced the commencement of the factory which blew up last year. Whether as a charge for
artillery or small-arms, gun-cotton has invariably proved
too immediately shattering for the due exercise of propulsive force, combined with safety to the gun. But the
time, if it has not yet come, is near at hand when naval
ordnance at least are to be of less account than formerly.
Obviously, to common apprehension, the most promising
way to demolish a floating structure is to hit her somewhere below the line of floatation. Ordinary artillery
cannot effect this. Submarine artillery may do so, but, all
evidence taken into account, a propulsive torpedo would
accomplish this result better. Now, the requisite for the
best torpedo explosive is not the same as for an ordinary
fire-arm propulsive, where extreme shattering power is, as
already stated, a defect. For a torpedo charge the more
immediately shattering an explosive is, the more vis viva it
has, by so much is it better to promote the end desired.
Of course the use of it must be brought within the limits
of safety, or else it could not be employed. Gun-cotton is
demonstrated to be within those limits, and, so far as we
know, only gun-cotton. Chloride of nitrogen would be
wholly unmanageable, and, as for nitroglycerine, it is only
just one shade more practicable. In the interest of our
future torpedo service, then, we say it is fortunate that the
War Department Commission on the practicability of guncotton has been instituted, has delivered its preliminary
report, and that the report is so reassuring.
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Crawshay saw the usefulness of a bank so strikingly, that before many years were passed he had one of his own. His notes
were of a most primitive character, and bore his signature
written as with a stick at the foot. That they were easily
counterfeited seemed a matter of course, but one case of counterfeit only. came under our notice. This was taken in the way of
trade by a Jew, who, on being done, wrote to Mr. Bailey, warning
him that if he did not recoup him for his loss he would ruin
the circulation of the notes in future. It was a foolish thing to
threaten a Crawshay, almost as foolish as endeavouring to compliment one. Crawshay Bailey refused, and the Jew framed the
note, and exhibited it ir his window for a long time.
Having realised an enormous fortune at Nantyglo, our ironmasters bought Aberaman Works, in the Aberdare Valley, but
this speculation did not succeed so well. The day was gone by,
his vigorous manhood past, so that even under his active
superintendence great results were not attainable, and he retired
to his old quarters. Finally his Nantyglo Works were sold to a
limited company but a short time ago, and he retired with, it is
estimated, four millions of money, into the enjoyment of private
life. But retirement to him was more significant than it is to
many. It was only when failing nature bade him halt that he
stepped aside from the iron track, and let the whirl of iron life go
on unaided by his own strong arm. Retirement to him meant
the seclusion, not of the manorial estate, but of the grave, and
but a brief period of inaction followed from the time of his resigning his works, until he was borne forth to his last home.
With him dies the last of the old iron kings. The Hills of
Plymouth are gone, and the Formans of Penydarran; Guest is now
represented by a youthful family, William Crawshay sleeps, the
Waynes are dead, Fothergill of Hensol is gone, and now the
Baileys. The pioneers of the iron era are numbered with the
past, but vast establishments, vigorously carried on, are their
mementoes. Where we saw youthful efforts, humble essays, conducted by men of little means, but of great energy and ability,
we now behold success and splendour. It is the old story of
small beginnings and great results. The close of the eighteenth
century is typified by the small rill of the mountains, the middle
of the nineteenth by the ample streams and broad useful rivers
to which they have expanded.

THE WAR DEPARTMENT REPORT ON GUNCOTTO.
- Pustic opinion, bearing upon the majority of manufactures, displays its wisdom in keeping steadily in view, as a
purpose to be achieved, the rendering of manufactures harmless tothose engaged in them. Mostly this can be done, ora
point of perfection arrived at corresponding to nearly done.
But some manufactures may be cited to which the observation does not apply, manufactures wholy exceptional,
the conduct of which can neither be brought within absolute safety to those engaged, nor, as an alternative, abandoned, seeing that the result of many such manufactures
represents an improvement. Gunpowder is in this category, and in a way still more pronounced, a long list of
chemical explosives, some too violent for the best control,
others though terrible, still less violent, and, under certain
risks, to be calculated and dared, utilisable. Despite the
best precautions observed, or capable of being observed,
guapewier mills and storages blow up from time to time;
in like manner mercury fulminate factories, not to speak of
dynamite, nitro-glycerine, and its congener, known as
lithofracteur. Nobody ever proposes abandonment of the
manufacture of gun-cotton or mercury fulminate on hearing
of an accident; and in Germany both dynamite and nitroglycerine are made both on the large scale, without the
Government—so stringent when deemed needful—having
seen fit to put the manufacture down. But when in the
late summer of last year an explosion of gun-cotton occurred at Stowmarket, a section of the public, scared and
excited, raised clamours for the Government to step in,
preventing the manufacture of gun-cotton in bulk in this
country at all. And on what ground? Because of the
terrible nature of the substance, and the accident, said the
rome because of the large number of killed and wounded;
use gun-cotton when made and stored is known to
explode spontaneously sometimes, and when not exploding spontaneously is known not to keep without deterioration, or it may be utter spoliation. As to the two first
Ir it be a true remark that a “bad workman always com
reasons, they positively have no weight at all as an indictplains of his tools,” it is equally undeniable that good work
ment
inst the commercial manufacture of gun-cotton.
cannot
be done with bad tools. The ingenuity and skill of an
Like other explosives, the preparation of it on the large
artisan may enable him to compensate, in some measure, for the
scale is obviously “we dinaed =
with the manufacturer
disadvantages arising from the use of defective implements, but
arriving at that point of absolute safety which philanhe will never be able to compete, in style of work, with others
CRAWSHAY BAILEY.
thropy would desire. To be an explosive means being a
who are supplied with tools and instruments of the best descripWE announced lately the death of this remarkable man, and tion.
source of instantaneous danger; for dependent on the instanRegarding artillery as the most important implement of
taneous elimination of force is the pure projectile function. now add to the simple obituary notice some few details of his warfare—if the term may be so employed—it would almost follow
career.
The substance is terrible, is known and meant to be terrible.
@ necessary consequence that of two opposing armies, the one
Richard Crawshay, the old Iron King, of Cyfarthfa, may be aswhich
was the best provided in this respect would have a decided
An explosion of it occurring in proximity to human beings said,
without exaggeration, to have trained, under his personal superiority
over its opponent. It is to this circumstance that M.
must well-nigh of necessity prove destructive to human life. guidance,
the
future
rulers
of
the
iron
world.
Nicaise
attributes the success of the Prussians in the late camBut the third and fourth allegations, namely, that gunPicture him as described in the “ History of Merthyr,” a tall,
cotton had been known to explode spontaneously, and well-built Yorkshireman, deeply marked with small-pox, standing paign and he proves that in every point the French artillery
that it could not be kept and over a practically on the steps of the big house at Cyfarthfa, his hands deep in was very inferior to that of its rival.* It must be remarked that
Belgian artillery is essentially the same as the Prussian. It
short space of time —these allegations, once satisfactorily the vast breeches pockets, rattling the spade guineas, whose the
is based upon the designs and data of the Prussian Government;
made out, would, or at least should, have led to the aban- metallic ring he loved to hear. Picture him there, surveying the
are constructed on the same pattern, and furnished
donment of the gun-cotton manufacture. With respect to the gradually increasing works, and the constant passing to and with guns
similar shells and arrangement of fuze. Manifestly, thereso-called ——
explosion, we have already main- fro of the men he had gathered around him, the youth and fore, a comparison between the results of the firing of French
tained in these columns that the phrase, though very usual, the greybeard, all assisting in the development of a huge guns and those of Belgian will be the same as if it had been
is self-contradictory. Until the recognition is granted of undertaking. There was George, a simple carpenter, but a instituted between the former guns and those of Prussian
an effect without cause, there can be no such thing as spon- man of grist, who, having turned out the largest water-wheel manufacture.
to the war the French field
the world had seen, left Cyfarthfa with substantial tokens of his artillery consistedPreviously
bronze muzzle-loading rifled guns, the
taneous explosion or combustion. All that the word “ spon- employer's
gratitude, and founded the tin-plate trade of Mon- grooves of which of were
helicoidal
and received the zinc
taneous” really in this application of it can be held to mouthshire.
was Wayne and his brother, who also left
signify is the happening of a result determined by an with Cyfarthfa There
gold, and began ironmaking, first of all in Mon- studs which were attached to the larger half of the conihitherto occult cause. Practically, however, it matters not. mouthshire, and then in Aberdeen, where eventually they cal-shaped shell. The object of these grooves, M. Nicaise
Were it demonstrated or demonstrable that gun-cotton was prospered and originated the seacoal trade. There was Benjamin somewhat unnecessarily informs us, is to impart to the shell
motion upon its longitudinal axis, so as to preserve
explodable under the influence of conditions unknown, or, Hall, the youth, afterwards Lord Llanover ; Hill, afterwards of ait rotary
line of the trajectory with 1 the point in advance. In
if known, irremediable, then, for this reason alone, the ma- Plymouth ; Forman ; and amongst the rear guard, the two lads Fig.in 1theis shown
an elevation of “the shill
gin
| piece of
nufacture of it should be abandoned, on the very sufficient Joseph and Crawshay Bailey, both of whom received not only
ground of being unfitted to fulfil the purpose for which their practical knowledge at Cyfarthfa, but the means also by
its manufacture was carried on. If, again, demonstration which to carve out their own great fortunes.
Joseph Bailey, or Sir Joseph, possessed the family eccentricities
should be made that gun-cotton at not be preserved
without change over a competent space of time within the in a special degree. His yearning, after a successful career as
ironmaster
in Ronmestiekinn was to own the greatest possible
bounds of practical need, then, likewise, its manufacture extent of freehold.
look over a wide expanse of meadow and
would have been useless, A thing so circumstanced would wooded land, and sayTo“ That’s
mine,” was his dream by night and
have been totally unfitted for all ends required of an en- day, and he realised it. Several
characteristic anecdotes were
gineering explosive. Happily a Government Commission related to us of him by an old servant. He hated smoking.
Ei
of Inqu
been issued, and is satisfactory. Dealing Seeing a man in his park one day indulging in the weed, he went
with the two allegations, it has disposed of them in the up to him in a passion, took the pipe out of his mouth, trampled
wae
{
negative, and, consequently, in a sense favourable to the it to dust under his feet, and then the fit over, talked rationally
resumed manufacture and engineering employment of gun- as if nothing had happened. He liked the early dishes of peas
Mi
oe
cotton. “The Committee, after a careful review of the and other vegetables to such a degree, that, no matter what
documents in their
jon, and of the evidence of the company he had at table, he could not restrain the exhibition of
Oe
officers above mentioned and others, respecting the use his “liking,” and having been well served with a supply of his
and application of compressed gun-cotton, principally as favourite edible, he would say, keeping his eye, on the dish,
more of them after you, please.” One time his son-inregards its employment for military
purposes, consider “some
complained of the quality of his beer, and he ordered the
that its use is not only unattended by either uncertainty law
butler
up.
said he, “here is a complaint about the
or peril, but that the material as an explosive agent is beer ;Mr. ——“Jones,”
says the beer you give him is poor stuff; is it
effective, certain, safe, portable, and easy in employment. the same that I drink?’ “Precisely, Sir Joseph.” “Then,”
The committee therefore feel that they are warranted in turning to his son-in-law, the old man added, “I don’t object to
the expression of a strong opinion of its great value for it, and what is good enough for me is for you ?”
Yt
military ogy purposes generally and for submarine
Crawshay Bailey, the younger brother, was a blunt man like Yj
Sif,
mining.
e Committee therefore feel no hesitation in his brother, and, indeed, like the Crawshay race. Outspoken,
recording their opinion that there is no reason why the fearless of the society he was in, a man of the Cobbett stamp,
without
his
literary
ability,
apt
to
speak
as
he
thought,
to
do
War Department should relinquish the manufacture of
compressed gun-cotton. The only part of the manufacture strange things, and over all his actions, personal and political, to four, drawn to a scale of one quarter; and Fig. 2 represents a
cast a strange, whimsical eccentricity. By one class of men, the horizontal section taken through the line AB in Fig. 1. It
of gun-cotton to which danger attaches is the drying. Up givers
the builders of churches, the endowers of will be seen on inspecting the Figs. that the surfaces of the studs
to that stage the material contains from 15 per cent. to 20 schools,of hesubscriptions,
was thought mean until they knew him better. Like and
the grooves are chamfered or bevelled off, in order to prevent
per cent. of water; but the Committee express an opinion the Crawshays,
who form a railway, and sink a hundred thousand windage,
and the deviations which result in consequence, at the
that the
operation as carried on at Stowmarket is open to pam in doing so, without shares or prospectus list, Crawshay
the shell leaves the gun. Experience has demonstrated
objection, and that no difficulty will be experienced in deiley would give an order for a church or a school, and pay the moment
that,
in
spite
of this precaution, the desired end is but very
vising a safe and simple method of
drying, which may be bill with the greatest unconcern. If he gave a subscription of
attained, and that the projectile leaves the gun w ith
easily applicable to any locality.” One of the most valuable £5 or £10, he would add a penny to it; if he borrowed a aimperfectly
considerable
of deviation, both horizontally and
points comprised in the Government preliminary report is sovereign of a workman, which was not seldom, as he never vertically. This amount
due to the fact that the shell being of cast
a
durability of gun-cotton when manufactured carried money about with him, he would keep the man in sus- iron, its diameter ismust
necessarily be less than that of the bore
d sto
The War Department has in its possession spe- pense a month or two and then give him a bank note for £5, of the gun, exactly as in the case of the spherical shot. The
cimensof gun-cotton ni e years old, and still
asgood asever. with a sound rating for not asking him to pay up before.
shells
are
charged
with
and the fuzes are time fuzer,
Crawshay Bailey, his brother Joseph, and Mr. Wayne
started which will be referred to aspowder,
Now nine years is, practically considered, a long time—quite Nantyglo
we proceed.
:
;
‘
Works. Wayne sold out, and left the
ers to
long ‘€
to warrant continuance in
the use of a struggle alone,
The
field
artillery
of
the
Belgian
and Prussian armies consists
and
to
sink
at
one
time
very
near
bankruptcy.
material
engineering utility of which, in its un- In fact, it was a question one payday whether the bank at Aber- only of rifled guns, pieces of four and six, loading by the
and constructed of Krupp’s steel. In both examples the
a
teed ees ee
Nothing
in the gavenny would advance the money necessaryto pay the men,
for loading, as well as ‘the principle of rifling, are
evidence tendered goes to show
the gun-cotton already and Crawshay Bailey was jogging along thitherto
the diffi- arrangements
nearly
identical.
In Figs. 3 and 4, drawn to a quarter scale, are
nine years stored might not remain uninjured ninety or cult experiment, when an event occurred which lifted
above represented elevation
and section of the pattern of the shell of a
even nine hundred, which is much more than can be |all fear of disaster. A messenger overtook him on the road with
aVerred of gunpowder, a material far from indestructible the joyful news that coal had been struck on their property! piece of four which is common to both nations. It iscovered
when quite dry, and rapidly destructible when moistened; Then, said the old ironmaster, “gold began to rain; and
* For a full account of the subject see “ L’Atillerie de Campagne Belge,”
par M. A. Nicaise, Bruxelles.
Whereas gtin-cotton may not only be flooded with water hasn’t it poured ever since !”
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with a coating of lead, having four projecting rings parallel to its greatest destruction at this range will be superior to any other.
tranverse diameter, which are tightly wedged into the grooves of In applying this test, with regard to vertical deviation, in our
the gun by the pressure of the gas. In its passage the shot, comparison between the relative power of Belgian and French
which has twelve little grooves cut on its leaden coat by the guns, we shall find that at ranges of 1100 yards to 1700 yards
rifling of the gun, coincides almost hermetically with the bore of the useful, or rather the destructive, power of the latter is barely
the cannon, all windage is obviated, and it leaves the mouth half that of the former, and at distances of over 2200 yards it
without the slightest deviation whatever. It follows the trajec- diminishes to a quarter. Table II. shows the comparative
tory due to each discharge with a rigorous precision. In Fig. 4 | chances a Belgian, French, and Austrian rifled gun have of
are shown the twelve grooves and indentations traced on the hitting a target equal in height to a rank of infantry. This
projecting rings of the shell by the rifling of the cannon in its table confirms the results of the former, and demonstrates that,
passage through it. It is unnecessary to remark that a projectile | except for ranges of insignificant lengths, the Prussian system of
of this description is only adapted for breech-loading pieces. The ! artillery maintains its great superiority over the French. Under
fuzes employed in the armies of both of the Belgian and these circumstances is it to be expected that in fair fight the one
Prussian nations are on the percussion principle. In order could contend with the other ?
to point out the relative efficiency of the different guns
Besides the conditions indispensable to the efficiency of artilTable I, has been carefully computed by M. Nicaise from lery which have been described there are some others which
actual experience.
It shows the mean deviations, both| deserve equal attention. Among these is the depth to which a
vertically and horizontally, at various ranges of smooth-bore shell or ball will penetrate in a body of cavalry or infantry.
and rifled Belgian and Fyench guns, and an attentive perusal This depth M. Nicaise designates as the dangerous distance, or
of it will well repay the reader, as it will serve to explain useful length of the trajectory which is equivalent to the horiin what particular arm of the service the Prussians were im- zontal projection from the point where it meets a body of troops
measurably superior to their late antagonists. Independently of to the point where it touches the ground. The first of these
other results which are rendered manifest by Table L, there are points is estimated to be at a height above the ground of &'9uft.
two which are specially worthy of notice. One is that no smooth- for infantry, and 9°18ft. for cavalry, The “dangerous distances”
hore gun can compete for accuracy of fire with a rifled one; and | of different guns are given for various ranges in Table IIL. The
the second, that the French rifled gunz were vastly inferior to gims are supposed to be firing on infantry. — From the evidence
the rifled gunsof the Belgian or Prussian. To select one example : afforded by the tables it appears that when a French projectile
at a range of 2200 yards a Belgian pieceof four, loaded with strikes a body of infantry its destructive effect in the depth of
shell, gave a vertical deviation to the extent of 5°28ft., and the ranks is only two-thirds of that of a Belgian or Prussian
horizontally to that of 6Y2ft.; the corresponding deviations shot. Passing on to the shell and the effect of its explosion, the
for a French piece of four, fired at the same range, also with inferiority still manifests itself on the same side. In firing
TABLE I.—Showing the Mean Deviations Vertically and Horizontally
for Rifled French and Belgian Cannons.
Belgian rifled | French rifled
Belgian rifled
French rifled
|Belgian smooth-bore
Belgian mooth-bore;
cannon of 4, tired | cannon of 4, fired
cannon of 6, | cannon of 6, fired cannon of 12, fired
cannon of 12,
with shell.
| with shell.
fired with shot.
with shell.
with shell.
‘fired with shot.
Distances
— <a
;
——
aa
a
2
in
Mean devi itions in | Mean deviations in | Mean deviations in ; Mean deviations in Mean deviations in | Mean deviations in
yards,
feet and decimals, | feet and decimals. fect and decinnals. fect and decimals, feet and decimals. fect and decimals.
Hori- | yasVertie:
Hori:
ioesrtical. Hort|...
a
eertical.
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me
Horirtica
rtical. zontal,
Vertical.
zontal, ||| Vertical.
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Vertical
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07402
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+
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0-000
0-000
O21
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4°757
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2°232
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4° S54
0° 000
0-000
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47650
0-000
0-000
"3
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0-000) | 90°000
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o-ooo
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o-oo
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0°000
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0-000
18°373
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0-000 } o-oo0 | rOs2 | ooo
0-000
0° 000
0-000
0-000
0-000
0-000
0°000
o-000 | Grit
6rl21
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0°000
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0°000 | O° 000 | o-o00
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15°001
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O° 000
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* Not recorded.
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intervals were reduced to two. The shells could be fired at a
distance varying from 1500 yards to 1700 yards, or from 2000
yards to 3000 yards, but, as the intermediate distances were
exempt from the consequences of an explosion, it is evident
that their effect was very limited, The shrapnel is fired with
the same description of fuze, and consequently is exposed to the
saine disadvantages. The Prussian and Belgian fuzes are on the
percussion principle, and cause the shell to explode at any range
80 soon as contact is produced.
lt the Prussian artillery is to be regarded as the model, it
posseses three features which are indispensable to its efficiency.
These are loading by the breech, firing the shells by percussiun,
and the employment of steel in the partial if not the entire
manufacture of the gun. Experience has shown that the
deterioration of a bronze piece frequently commences after the
sixth or seven hundredth round, and that it becomes nearly
hors dz combat when the firing is prolonged to the twelve or
fifteen hundreith. Besides, the friction between bronze and lead
is productive of bad results, The rifling becomes affected, and
the accuracy of the shooting seriously diminished. It has been
asserted on good authority that during the last continental campaign
a week's coutinual firing was more than sufficient torendera bronze
gun perfectly useless. A material which will resist the action of the
injurious friction is to be found in Krapp’s steel. A Belgian gun
which is constructed of ‘that metal is enabled to be fired from
six to eight thousand times without evincing any signs of weakness or damage. M. Nicarse says so, at least, to our no small
surprise. There is no doubt that the French would be very
much disinclined to draw upon a German establishment for
a supply of steel to manufacture their cannon from, but there is
no other resource, unless they are prepared to make the material
themselves. itis not too much to assert that a considerable
time must necessarily elapse before they could rival the productions of the great workshops of Essen. Had the French guns
been based upon the same principle as their small arms, they
would never have displayed the manifest inferiority they have
done. The Chassepot is superior to the needle gun, both in
accuracy of fire and length of range. But while the Prussian
and Belgian guns and shells are merely enlarged imitationsof
the Chassepot small-arm and ball, the French guns resemble
equally closely the needle gun, with the additional misfortune of
magnifying its disadvantages. With regard to small arms the
Belgians are better off than the Prussians, since their infantry
rifle is nearly identical with the Chassepot. The principle of
rifling and the length of bore of the barrel are the same, and the
same similarity prevails with respect to the weight of the arm,
the charge, and the shape and size of the ball. It is to be hoped,
in the interests of peace and humanity, that the last continental
struggle may never be repeated, but should future years cause
the strife to be renewed, it is evident that the French must remodel their field artillery before they can expect to cope with
their no:thern neighbours.

CoMPARATIVE DEADLINESS.—The Elberfeld Gazette publishes
some curious statistics of the comparative deadliness of the
different weapons used in the Franco-German war. According to
them, of 3453 Germans wounded before Metz, no fewer than 95°5
per cent, were struck by Chassepét balls ; 2°7 per cent. only were
wounded by projectiles from heavy guns, and there were only 0°8
per cent. of wounds from cold steel. As to the French wounded,
it is calculated that as high a proportion as 25 per cent. were
wounded by artillery projectiles, and about 70 per cent. by the fire
of the zundniidelyewehr. No fewer than 25,000 Frenchmen in all
were struck by the projectiles of the German artillery. This gives
.
an average of one effective shot in every three fired from the
|}
67°91
German batteries, a result which appears to us to be hardly
credible. The losses in the different branches of the German army
|
Am
are estimated as follows by the Elberfeld Gazette :—Of every 100
41°01
men put hors de combat, 90 per cent. were in the infantry, 5 per
:
cent. in the cavalry, and only 3 per cent. belonged to the artillery.
i
The total number of cartridges fired by the Germans in the late
war is said to have been 25,000,000, or about thirty per man. The
war having lasted—for fighting purposes—just six months, this
TABLE IT, —Showing chances of Hitting an Obstacle at the Height of TABLE V.— Si howing the Proportions between the Chord and the Rise gives
only an average of five cartridges per man per month for the
of the Trajectory at different Distances.
a Rank of Iufantry.
whole army. Taking the total number of French killed and
wounded at 100,000, this would give an average of 250 cartridges
Belgian.
|
French.
Belgian.
Distances
Breech-loaders
Muzzle-loaders.
fired to each man struck,—Pall Mall Gazette.
Piece of Piece of | Piece of | Piece of Piece of | Piece of
ENGLISH MECHANICS, SCIENTIFIC, AND MECHANICAL Soctrety,—
y aii
Belgian
|
French
Belgian
|
4,
ti,
|
6,
smooth
|12,
smooth
4,
|
12,
The usual fortnightly meeting of this Society was held at the
—
rifled cannon of 4. | rifled cannon of 4. | rifled cannon of 4.
bore.
bore.
rifled.
rifled. |Rerifled. | rifled.
Angel Hotel, Market-street, on Thursday, 11th inst., Mr. D. T.
Per cent.
Per cent.
Per cent.
Feet and Feet and Feet and Feet and Feet and | Feet and Batty in the chair, A paper was read by Mr. Anatole Tolhausen
rt
8)
i
decimals. decimals. |decimals, | decimals. decimals. |decimals. on the ‘‘ Application of the Lever,” illustrated by numerous
oe
F
so
leverages supplied by Messrs. Henry Pooley and Son. The sub70
|
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sa
"Ho ..
0 32
‘si
2 00 | 3°12 |} 1°00 | Os
ject condensed from awork, to appear shortly, on ‘* The Mechanical
,
a0
Powers and their Application,” by the same author, was intro”
*
35°5
875
17°70
20°40
23°62
30°18
23°62 | Iv7l
mw
93
99
duced by the historical notes and general definitions of the lever;
1")
12
re
the investigation of its application followed, and these were con40.
49°2
54°11
O76
85°38
73°00
us'2
sidered, firstly with regard to their simplicity, and secondly with re16”
=t
me,
1750
105°10
107°61
14702 | =180°14
’
spect to their peculiar arrangementof construction. Mr. Hopkins,
Messrs. H. Pooley and Son’srepresentative in Manchester, explained
on working models and actual machines the action and construction
TABLE IV. —Showing Initial Velocitics and Velocities remaining at against troops, the effect of shells evidently depends in & great of
the sack machine, the proportional counter scale, the platform
measure
upon
the
number
of
separate
pieces
into
which
each
is
certain Distances.
weighing machine, and Pooley’s. patent railway weighbridge and
shattered by the explosion of its charge. The shell of a Belgian engine
table; an essential property of the latter is that the entire
gun
of
four
bursts,
on
an
average,
into
forty-three
fragments
;
Belgian
Belgian
French
French
Belgian
weight of the engine, and the weight imposed on the rails by each
rifled gun rifled gun rifled gun _ ritled gun |smooth-bore that belonging toa similar Austrian gun into forty ; and that of pair
wheel, is ascertained at one operation, and this
4
of 4.
of 6.
of 4.
of 12.
gun of 12. a French into twenty-four. The shell of an Austrian gun of servesor asseparate
an invention for regulating the springs of locomotives in
rj Weight of Weightof Weight of | Weight of | Weight of eight gives sixty pieces ; that of a Belgian six gives forty-five,
case
they
are
disproportionally
weighted. Cordial votes of thanks
= jshell 10 Mb. shell IS‘131b. shell 10)b. shell 31°251b}shot 14°25)b. |
and that of a French twelve but twenty-two pieces. The velo- having been returned to Mr. A. Tolhausen for his excellent paper,
aon
Feet and
Feet and
Feet and
Feet and
Feet and
and to Mr. Hopkins for his attendance and loan of requested
city
of
shells,
supposing
the
weights
to
be
equal,
may
be
regarded
decimals. | decimals. | decimals. decimals. | decimals.
as a measure of their power of penetration into any obstacles machinery, the proceedings of the meeting were closed, and the
they may encounter in their flight, that is, of their destructive customary vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. D, T. Batty, as
S “<s
1220°5
Ll4s"4
eer
1007 °2
1607°2
action.
Table IV. demonstrates that the velocity at all ranges, chairman.
875...
997°4
097°7
S6o°9
ST6°1
790°7
New Rep Cross Live SteamMer.—On Monday evening the
commencing with the initial velocity, is greater in the case of the
1100,
0581
obeeo
$17°1
$13°2
682°4
latest addition to the Red Cross line of steamers between London
selgian
than
of the French artillery. Ata range of 4400 yards and
1310 ..
MS8'7
Od
7776
si9-2
593°8
arrived in the Victoria Dock from Sunderland. The
the power of a Prussian or Belgian gun is greater than that vessel,Calcutta
named the Bertha, has been built by Messrs. Oswald and
“7a
850°0
s62°9
TO4°4
7448
=
of a similar French gun at the lesser range of 3300 yards, and Co., Pallion,
Sunderland,
especially for the trade between London
2200 ..
784°2
Slo‘4
G38
680-2
~
the same comparison holds good when the relative ranges are and Caleutta, rid the Suez Canal. She is of the following dimen3300 yards and 2200 yards on the Prussian side, against 2200 sions : -Length over all, 313ft.; between perpendiculars, 302ft.;
2730.6
TUS '7
THES
5578S
623°4
yards and 1350 yards on the French, So far as regards rapidity extreme breadth, 35ft.; depth of hold, 25ft. 4in. Her tonnage is,
3300 =.
O45°1
672
wee
557°8
s
builders’ measurement, 1825 tons; gross register, 2220 tons;
of firing and easy manipulation of the guns, a perusal of the
THO ke
TS
[Dae
work of M, Nicaise will satisfy the reader that the advantage is net register, 1423 tons; deadweight capacity, 3000 tons. The
ee. .c<
51's
iT es
still with the Teutons. From what has been already stated with vessel has been built under special survey, ani is classed twenty
respect to the useful length of the trajectory, combined with the years Red in the Liverpool Lloyds’ Register. She is also classed
shell, are 18°37ft. and 9°S4it. Although the comparative results given in Table 1V., it is evident that the French projec- **A A 100 ” in the London Lloyds. The Bertha has been constructed with a view of combining large carrying capacity with a
discrepancy varies with the range, yet the table shows that, tiles describe a sharper trajectory than those belonging to the good
rate of speed and moderate draught of water, On deck, for
whatever may be the range, the superiority rests with the Prussian service. Witha minimum angle of fire which is fixed the rapid
and loading of cargo, there is a most complete
weapon designed on the Prussian principle. With respect to the by the exigencies of warfare, the greatest range is obtained by system of discharge
steam winches and cranes. The ship can be steered
nature of the deviation, the French guns evince greater inferiority the projectile which describes the flattest trajectory, and Table V. either aft or amidships, as circumstances require, and both the
in the vertical than in the horizontal or lateral direction, which | has been compiled to afford a further comparison in this steering apparatus and the engine-room are under the immediate
is still more unfortunate for them, since the former is far more respect between the rival systems. The ordinates are measured control of the master by the system known as Gisborne’s patent
important than the latter. Jn warfare the targets are generally | from a horizontal line drawn at the height of a body of infantry, telegraph. The saloon is 50ft. long, and the ladies’ cabin 20ft.
of sufficient breadth to render lateral deviation of somewhat secon- ' that is, at a height of 5°90ft. above the level of the ground. The long. Altogether there is accommodation for fifty. first-class
“dary importance, The practical value of the information given in results prove that the French fire is not sufficiently rasant, and passengers. The engines, which were designed by Mr. W. Oswald,
are of 250-horse power nominal. The Bertha left Sunderland on
Table I. will be more apparent when we consider the differences ‘ consequently inferior, in point of destructive effect, to that of the | her
trial trip on Saturday evening, in the face of a strong southerly
between the two systems of gunnery at long ranges. It is eyi- Prussian. In 1859 the French artillery used time fuzes, which
which towards midnight increased to a gale which lasted
dent that unless cannon be protected by earthworks or shields of | were arranged to firea charge at different lengths of range. The breeze,
several
The vessel behaved most admirably. The first
some kind they cannot be used with advantage, so long as the | shells of pieces of twelve and four could be fired at six different measuredhours.
on the Thames, with a dead tide, she steamed in
gunners are within range of small arms. tf we put this dis- | distances, but, a year afterwards, four of these were considered 5 min. 52 mile
sec., and the second in 5 min, 30 sec, The voyage was
tance at about 1100 yards, the artillery which can effect the | to possess no practical advantage in warfare, and so the bursting most satisfactory.
|
TABLE III. —Showing the Dangerous Distances for different Rifled Cannons.
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
THERE is every indication that the Denver narrow gauge scheme
will be extended to the city of Mexico.
Thr Team Valley Extension Railway was opened on Monday for
the use of express trains between London and Newcastle.
A CHANNEL Tunnel Company, with a capital of £30,000, has been
registered. That sum is required to make a trial shaft and driftway near Dover.
THE Times has authority for stating that the Government of the
Dominion of Canada are about to construct a railway through
British territory to the Pacific Ocean.
TuHE South London Tramways Company’s cars will commence
running on Monday over the new line from Camberwell-green to
Greenwich vid High-street, Peckham.
THE directors of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company
have decided to grant the demands of the goods guards on the
line for shorter hours and an increase of wages,
THE goods guards of the London and North-Western Railway
have had their hours of labour shortened, and have also received
an increase of pay, without any application on their part.
Ir is stated that the completion of the network of railways
designed for the kingdom of Hungary will require the construction of 1600 additional miles of line, and that the work will involve
a general appeal for capital to the principal money markets in
Europe.
M. La Ricca, the Alpine engineer, affirms, iff the Libre Rhétien,
that the Gotthard and Splugen railways together will cost 222
to 284 millions, whereas the line proposed by him, vid the Gotthard and Oberalp, would render the same services, and only cost
156 millions,
Mr. Henry MEIGs, the great South American railroad buiider,
has received a contract to build a road from Honduras to Chimboza,
at a cost of 20,000,000 dols. Mr. Meigs is, we believe, a native of
New York, but has spent the last twenty years of his life on the
Pacific coast.
THE workmen engaged in laying down the tramways in the
principal streets of Dublin struck on Tuesday for an increase of
wages, Nearly one hundred of them attacked in Stephen’s-green
a batch who continued to work, and took their shovels and implements from them. Arrests were made.
Fi
Tue Central Uruguay Railway Company has decided upon an
issue of 15,940 Seven per Cent. Preference Shares of £50 each.
The minimum dividend is secured by the guarantee of the Government for forty years, and the new issue will be further entitled to
equal participation with the ordinary shares in the surplus profits
ter the latter shall have received 7 per cent.
THE contract for grading the Northern Pacific Railroad from
Red River to the Missouri is let ; the road is to be completed to
the river by the Ist of July, 1872, and Montanans will then travel
to Fort Benton in the stage, down to the Missouri river to the
crossing of the road by the boat, and thence east by the Northern
Pacific. The prospects for the completion of the road through the
territory are good,
THE Baltimore, Pittsburgh, and Chicago Company, it is reported, is likely to find an entrance into Chicago over the track of
the Illinois Central, forming a junction with it at Calumet station,
fourteen miles below Chicago and close to the Indiana line, and
will unite with that company, the Michigan Central and the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, in a union passenger depdt on the
lake shore, provided the ground can be secured.
ACTIVE operations have been commenced at Preston for the construction of the new railway station, in lieu of the old and defective
one which for years has been a source of danger and inconvenience
to the public. A large building, used for some time as the volunteer rifle dep6t, on the northern side of the station, has been pulled
down ; the principal case, referring to the purchase of adjoining
property, is to be settled by arbitration one next month, and by
the beginning of March all the arrangements for property necessary for the site of the new station will be completed.
THE Taurus Passes seems to be the “‘ great unknown” which
stands between Lord Dalling and the execution of his project, viz.,
a through line from Constantinople to Bussorah. Mr. Skene, a
well-known traveller, and English Consul at Aleppo, proposes to
cross the Taurus by the classical Alician Gates ; and as he knows
the country well his opinion is worth something. Sir Henry
Elliot, on his report, has arranged with the Turkish Governmentto
send an able engineer, Mr. J. L. Haddan, the Director of Public
Works, thoroughly to examine the question. This looks like
business, and we may, therefore, soon hope to see the Euphrates
Valley Railway an accomplished fact.
THE result of the whole year of 1871 on the Brighton Company’s
lines shows an increase of £98,388 in gross revenue over 1870, with
a decrease of £8905 in working expenditure. The charge for compensation has been less by £31,827 in 1871 than in 1870, so that,
apart from this fluctuating element, the working expenditure has
increased by £22,922. In other words, an increased gross revenue
of £98,388 has been earned by an increased expenditure of £22,922,
or 23} per cent, The total working expenditure for the year has
been 46°8 per cent. of the receipts, and 2s. 84d. per train mile,
The balance of revenue over expenditure amounts to £428,144, to
which is added £2048, the balance from the previous half-year,
making £430,192, on which the interest on debentures requires
£106,507, and on preference capital £176,984, together £283,791,
leaving a balanee of £146,401. This enables the directors to recommend a dividend of £2 2s, 6d. per cent. for the half-year on the
ordinary stock, payable on and after the 12th of February, leaving
a balance of £1056 to be carried forward to next half-year. The
a account shows that £17,840,257 had been expended, leaving
a balance against the account of £212,979,
THE past year has not been particularly distinguished by the
opening of new lines in Yorkshire, as have some of its predecessors ;
still a good deal has been done and is still being done in the way
of improved station accommodation, and other improvements, and
should the new lines be
tioned as promoted during the ensuing
session of Parliament a fair amount of work would be provided for
contractors, masons, &c. The works connected with the new loop
line from the Great Northern at Laister Dyke to the Midland at
Shipley have just been commenced. The ground has been broken in
several places. The new line will cross Calverley Moor, and will
pass along the low side of Eccleshill and Idle, and descend by
lackley and Windhill to the junctionf{at Shipley. During the
year the Midland Company has made extensive alterations at the
radford station, in order to meet the great increase in the traffic,
whilst much has been done by the company in the erection of new
engine sheds, &c., outside the town. The Lancashire and Yorkshire
Company have, during the year, done a
1 deal to improve
their station accommodation. At Tanshe f, an improving part
of Pontefract, they opened a new station in J uly, which not only
provides for the wants of the people resident in the immediate
vicinity, but it accommodates the rge traffic which is created by
the meetings held at Pontefract, near to which racecourse
it is
situate. At Barnsley a new and spacious station is in the course
of erection, but little progress has been made owing to the strike
of bricklayers, The company are, however, just completing a
large
goods warehouse esorle of storing a large quantity of goods.
In the same town the Midland Company are busy transforming
the old county-court into waiting-rooms, booking-offices,
&c.,
whilst the post-office authorities are husbanding part of the lower
portion of the same building. A new station is also in the course of
erection at Brighouse, near Huddersfield. During the year new
waiting sheds, &c., have been put up at Cudworth, on the ‘Midland,
whilst a new station has been provided at Stairfoot,
on the
Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire line, the scene of the
fearful collision in 1870,
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NOTES AND MEMOR ANDA.
In the oxhydrogen light, the use of cylinders of burnt dolomite,
Tue City authorities have thoroughly tested the asphalte pavein place of ordinary lime, is recommended as increasing the ment, and pronounced it non-inflammable,
regularity of the light.
Ir is reported that Mr. Ruskin is to be the architect of Mr.
THE most complete tool and vice works in the United States is New man Hall’s new chapel in the Westminster Bridge-road.
said to be located at Trenton, N. J., where almost all of the labour
Tue Italian Minister of War pro
s the construction of a
is performed by machinery—forging, welding, forming, polishing, manufactory of small arms in Central Italy, and the fortification
&c.—the tool, or its parts being }
from one machine to of Elba, Sardinia, and Sicily.
another until it is completed in an incredibly short space of time.
A STRIKE, on a somewhat large scale, of compositors has taken
THE analysis of nitro-glycerine is accomplished in an eudio- place at Stuttgardt, 300 men having left work. A strike has also
meter. A mixture of hydrogen and oxygen is first introduced into taken place at the collieries of Charleroi.
the eudiometer ; and afterwards, a weighed and a minute quanTue following appointments have been made at the Admiralty :
tity of nitro-glycerine. By passing the electric spark through the James Bannerman and John Runnalls, engineers, to the Coquette ;
gas the mixture explodes, and the percussion detonates the nitro- and Henry J. Coope, first-class assistant-engineer, to the Coquette.
glycerine, and the analysis of the results is conducted in the usual
is petitioning for a new silver coinage. The prayer
way. The gases produced by the explosion of a small quantity of is CALIFORNIA
for a new coin to be stamped two dimes, and that all half
nitro-glycerine were found to be :—Carbonic acid, 45°72 ; binoxide dollar
coins
be
stamped five dimes, and that all quarter dollars be
of nitrogen, 20°36 ; nitrogen, 33°92; total, 100°00.
called in,
Grove has shown that when melted platinum is poured into
A
conTRACT
for
a direct Atlantic cable has been signed between
water the elements are dissociated, and a mixture of hydrogen the Telegraph Construction
and Maintenance Company and an
and oxygen produced, in the same way as by electrolysis. The influential
combination
represented by Messrs. Bischoffsheim and
experiment must be performed with caution, as an explosion may Goldschmidt,
be occasioned by the ignition of the liberated gases. The discovery
Hayrwoon, the City engineer, states that it is not intended
was recently made, at some steel works in Germany, that a few by Mr.
the municipal authorities in Paris to put down asphalte there
pounds of melted steel will also decompose water with explosive generally,
but, regarding it as ‘“‘ a pavement of luxury,” to confine
violence. Five pounds of fused metal were poured into a cast iron
trough filled with water, and the fragments of the trough were it to the principal streets.
From Brussels it is reported that a rather considerable strike
blown about the foundry, doing considerable damage and seriously
injuring some of the workmen. The water was dissociated by the has broken out at several collieries of the Charleroi mining district,
but so far there has been no sign of violence. The masters have
melted steel, and the gases fired by the heat,
Wuat is the best form of a lightning conductor? Professor resolved to close the pits as long as may be necessary.
THE Belgian iron trade is remarkably active. Many industrials,
Henry, in an essay on metecrology, answers this by stating that it
should consist of a round iron rod, of not less than three-quarters anticipating a fresh advance in the price of iron in consequence of
of an inch in diameter. Other forms of rods, such as flat or the enormous demand which now prevails throughout Europe,
twisted, will answer nearly as well, although a drawback attend- hesitate to accept important contracts which are proposed to them.
THE St. Louis people regard the project for the construction
ing their use is that they are liable to give off lateral sparks from
the sharp edges at the moment of the passage of the electricity of iron barges at that place as a settled thing. They believe
through them, which might set fire to very combustible materials. that their works will be in full operation by May 1st, 1872, and
It is a commonly received opinion that lightning rods need not be that by August they will be able to launch their first two iren
continuous, as it is supposed that the electricity will leap over barges.
short distances; but Professor Henry recommends that it be
Two hundred tons of Chicago scrap have been received at the
throughout its entire length in perfect metallic continuity, and ironworks of Reis, Brown, and Berger, Newcastle, Pa. It is the
that it be coated with black paint. As a general rule, he advises most singular scrap pile ever seen, consisting of safes, gas and
that large masses of metal within the building, especially those water pipes, doors, gratings, &c., which lie like brush heaps around
which have a perpendicular elevation, be connected with the rod. a camp meeting.
M. Bouman, of Holland, has proposed some modifications of
THE City Commissioners of Sewers have determined at once to
Leclanche’s celebrated galvanic battery that are said to be of
the cl
ing of the footpaths along with the carriageconsiderable value. In the flat bottomed glass jar a plate of gas ways of the City. It is to be hoped the example will be widely
carbon and a rod of amalgamated zinc are placed upright, a short followed, the old plan for the cleansing of the footways having
distance apart. The intervening space and the surrounding parts proved itself quite inefficient long, long ago.
of the vessel are then two-thirds filled with the usual mixture of
THE Great Northern Telegraph Company state that information
coarsely pulverised coke and black oxide of manganese. In order has been received that a regular daily postal service has been
to prevent the zinc pole from comingin contact with the black opened between Nagasaki and Yokohama, and that telegrams for
mass it is protected by a cover—a sort of muff—of woollen cloth. the latter place will therefore be regularly forwarded if handed
As soon as the coarse powder is in place water is poured in until in at any postal telegraph station marked “‘rid Russia,” and
it rises a trifle above the surface; and a few crystals of sal directed ** Post Nagasaki.”
ammoniac are laid in, which can be renewed as often as they
CoLONEL HENDERSON, the Chief Commissioner of Police, has
disappear, as well as the water removedby evaporation. Leclanche applied
the Westminster District Board of Works for permisproduced the connection with the carbon plate by means of a sion to toerect
cabstand at Knightsbridge, at the top
covering of sheet lead, but as this was liable to oxidation complete of Sloane-street.a covered
stand will be roofed in with glass, and at
contact was often destroyed. Bouman remedies this evil by one end (the west) The
there
will
be a refuge for the cabmen ; while at
cutting a slit in the gas carbon pole, and inserting a platinum wire,
other end there will be coffee and newspapers sold, and a
on the end of which are clamps for connection with the outer the
for passengers waiting for the omnibuses. The expense of
circuit. Thus modified, the elements were found to run without refuge
stand will be about £700. The board have decided to grant
interruption for a year sufficiently strongly to drive an electric the
application so far as they legally can or may; the police
clock, and to sustain an alarm clock for two years. For the the
authorities
all responsibility, and to remove the stand if
renewal of the battery it is only necessary to wash out the coke it should be toat take
any time necessary.
and manganese with weak muriatic acid, and to replace such
Tue
old
and
familiar
for starch is the blue colour which
portions as have been consumed. Under the new arrangement, free iodine produces when test
brought in contact with it ; but this is
this is said to be the work of a few minutes. The chief modifica- not the only reagent by means
of
which we caa detect the presence
tions appear to be the omission of the sheet lead and the covering of starch in combination with similar
bodies, Bromine is nearly
of wool or felt for the zinc plate.
as good as iodine, and tannic acid is said in some instances to be
THE Scientific American has the following:—‘‘E. Lommel has better. A solution of 3°5 grammes tannin in 300 C.C, distilled
devised three very simple instruments, called the erythophytoscope, water will answer for making the test. A drop of this tannin
the erythroscope, and the melanoscope, which can be advan- solution will cause a precipitate in extremely dilute solutions of
eously used, instead of the spectroscope, for the detection of starch; the precipitate ye
when warmed and reappears
substances by their colours and coloured flames. Two coloured when the solution cools ;and where the starch paste is old, the
plates of cobalt blue and dark yellow oxide of iron glass are laid reaction is said to be more sensitive than that of iodine.
upon each other, and, by inserting them in black pasteboard, with
THE interest taken by Earl Fitzwilliam, Lord Lieutenant of the
a slit for the nose, something like a pair of spectacles is made of West
Riding, in the miners employed at the Elsecar Collieries, has
them. The combined glasses are only transparent for the ujtra long
been a subject of remark, on it may be cheering to know that
red, for yellow green, for blue green and blue rays; and they cut his lordship’s
agent has intimated to the workmen that in future
off all other colours, Substances, known to possess these colours their wages will
weekly instead of fortnightly,
or to impart them to the flame of a spirit lamp or Bunsen burner, as has been the casebefortendered
years. In addition to the payment
can be detected by viewing them through such spectacles. The of their wages weekly, many
they
are
receive an advance of 5
erythroscope consists of a cobalt glass and ruby glass, which only per cent., and as trade is very briskalsoandto orders
the men
admits the ultra red, beyond Fraunhofer’s line B, to pass. The third are requested to lose as little time as possible. numerous
The majority of
combination, called the melanoscope, consists of a dark red and the men have been in his lordship’s employ for
the
greater
clear violet glass which only allows the middle red tints to pass, art of their lives, and no better illustration could perhaps
— Aone who possesses the facility of alternately using the right | Souteen than the following facts:—At arecent gathering of the
and left eye could employ two combinations at once, and thus cover workmen it was found that the ages of 21 of those present
nearly the whole length of the spectrum. For the use of stu- | amounted
to 1470, and of that number they had spent in the service
dents in laboratories, we should think that the simple arrange- | of
ment described above could be frequently employed to advantage | the present or late Earl Fitzwilliam 1172 years, or an averag> of
for the detection and separation of a large class of bodies which | nearly 53 years each,
In relation to the Leeds tramways, the Master of the Rolls on
give characteristic colours to flames; and by practice the learner
would soon be able to assign the true position to each colour nearly Wednesday last week granted the injunction applied for by Messrs.
as well as if he used the seale usually attached to the spectro- Busby andCo. By it the Leeds Corporation, their servants, workmen, and agents, are restrained from interfering with the tramscope.”
to stop or materially interfere with the traffic.
Messrs. LAWs AND GILBERT have discovered that, taking the ways, soofasthethereby
injunction was given to the town clerk. There, will
average of seventeen years, the gross amount of produce removed Notice
therefore,
be
no
interruption
to the running of the tramway
from one acre of
ti
ly u
ed land, in the case of
At a meeting of the Highways Committee, held in
wheat was 2434 lb., and that when from this gross produce they cars,
the
afternoon,
it
was
decided
to give notice to the
subtracted the amount of water it contained, and of ash which it Tramway Company. to pave with granite
road between
yielded, there remained 1963 Ib. of dry o
ic matter ;and when Leeds and Headingley, portions to be done the
different times.
they came to analyse these 1963 lb, of dry organic matter, they In the event of a refusal the work will be at executed
7 the
found them to contain 880 Ib, of carbon. And this, it should be Corporation,
and the, company charged with the expense. Should
borne in mind, is the average produce of seventeen years’ continu- payment be refused,
the council will apply to a competent court
ous growth of wheat on land to which nothing whatever was for a decision as to the
meaning of the Act, this decision being
added. Now to a similar strip of land the same experimentalist sought before much expense
has been incurred. Acting in accordadded every year a certain quantity of mineral matter, correwith the injuction, the council will, if necessary, put the road
sponding to the ashes yielded by each successive crop removed ; ance
into
good
repair
during
the
night-time.
and on the strip so treated, the amount of
produce was found
From a letter in the Norwich (Conn.) Bulletin we (Globe) gather
to be increased from 2434 lb. to 2912Ib., the amount of dry organic matter to be increased from 1963 1b. to 2347 Ib., and the that the'party which went outsome months agoto Cumana Bay with
amount of carbon to be increased from 8841b. to 10521b. Now, the mission of fishing upthe treasure from the sunken frigate San
to another slip of land they added year by year exactly the same Pedro are doing as well as can be expected. Their principal inquantity of mineral matter, and in addition a considerable quan- convenience arises from the superabundanice of fish, which much
tity of ammonia salts—the ammonia salts and mineral matter impedes the divers in their submarine excursions. The smaller
in a solid body as far as the eye can
being alike absolutely free from carbonaceous organic matter, fry, we are assured, lie almost
And in the case of this strip, they found that the amount of gross reach under water, while the larger ones, some of which are 16ft.
produce was increased to the surprising extent of 63941b., while in length, float about like logs, and show no disposition to
agreeable
the amount of dry organic matter was increased to 5149Ib., and get out of the way of the divers. Among other of the
“‘sharks 25ft.
the amount of carbon to 2308 lb. These results are fully as high institutions of the bay, the correspondentthe mentions
men call the devil-fish,
—in most cases, indeed, somewhat higher—than are results > in length,” and a cheerful native which
tained on a fourth strip of land, supplied year by year with an though it somewhat differs in appearance from Victor Hugo's
abundance of farm-yard manure, containing not cae the mineral acquaintance, being nearly square in shape and measuring 20ft.
matter, and ammonia added to the third strip, but rich also in each way. This creature is noted as havingan unpleasant habit of
carbonaccous organic matter. Professor Odling says it is incon- clutching whatever it happens to touch with itsflappers, and then
ceivable, then, that the plant should acquire its carbon from making off with its prize ikea young steamboat. Notwithstanding
these organic matters of the soil, seeing that the amount offearbon ry ng difficulties, wee i - oes pt neos
have been successfully fixed, and are now im
o
’
in the crop may be increased twofold, and in some cases nearly the
average weekly selvage being 30 dols, The divers had also
threefold, by adding to the soil substances, such as mineral salts
and ammonia, which are entirely free from organic matter. It is commenced the exploration of the wreck, and had dug down near
forward hatch through a mass of timbers, cannon, musket-shot,
inconceivable, too, that the original humus in the soil could fur- the
endeavour to get at the vast treasure-trove
nish the carbon contained in a succession of crops for seventeen shell antl cordage, in thepacked
below,
believed to be securely
years consecutively,
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W, W'. When the ring and weights are made torevolve by the
handles M and M!, they swing through nearly half a turn, and the
FIG. 3.

NY a
WN
Witt

MH
weights come into fcontact with the stops L, L’, either tightening
up the cap or loosening it according to the side of the stops which
have been struck,
PRIVATE BILLS OF THE SESSION.
Prior to trial and
ting their opy
ts, the promoters of
private bills have a series of important acts to perform on or before
certain dates ; the last of these is on the 15th of January, when
the deposit of 5 per cent. upon the estimates has to be lodged in
the Court of Chancery. This date fell on Monday last, and all
bills on behalf of which the deposit was not made on that day are
ipso facto dead, with the exception of the bills promoted by
companies already incorporated, which have paid dividends in the
preceding year upon their ordinary share capital. Among the
most important bills promoted by new companies already defunct
are the South Midland of 110 miles from South Wales across the
Severn to Southampton, and the proposed new line to Brighton.
A number of other bills promoted by unincorporated projectors
connected with the metropolis and other localities are in the same
category. The deposit has been duly lodged, however, on the most
important new railway scheme of the coming session—the MidLondon—the estimates for which, including the western section,
amount to the large sum £4,766,616. The deposit of £238,000 is
pretty good evidence that the promoters mean business, and are
determined to persevere with their bill.
The Examiners on Standing Orders, Messrs, Frere and Robinson,
commenced their duties yesterday, with the first sixteen bills on
the list, none of which are of sufficient importance or involving
conflicting interests likely to provoke contests of much duration
or intensity. In some instances the promoters and opponents of
bills agree to waive contention until the bills reach committee, and
to pass the examiners without dispute, always provided that all
necessary formalities have been observed ; but in others the bills
are opposed before the Examiner upon every tenable ground of
opposition, set forth in memorials often containing enormous
numbers of allegations, all of which are gone through seriatim.
In the course of the week it may be expected that a considerable
number of bills will be disposed of by the Examiners, and got ready
for further stages of progress,
I)
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Iv is well known that in the United States chilled cast iron
wheels are used for all carriages, or, as they are called by Americans, “cars.” We illustrate above a fine tool, designed expressly
for boring car wheel bosses, Its construction and mode of action
are too obvious to require any further description,
GRAHAM’S BREECH-LOADING GUNS.
THE invention consists in closing the breech end of the cannon,
which is bored through, by means of a slab of metal, a horizontal
section of which may be a very sharp wedge or a parallelogram
made of steel or other suitable metal, which slides transversely
across the open breech of the cannon in a slot-way or mortice, cut
in a cap or breech block, also madeof steel or other suitable metal,
which is screwed by means of a screw thread or screw threads cut
in the inside of the said breech block or cap, upon a screw thread
Fic.t.

or threads cut upon the outside of the rear or breech end of the
gun, and works easily upon it. This cap or breech block extends
some distance behind the termination of the chase of the gun,
so that after the transverse slot-way or mortice has been cut in it
there shall still remain the necessary thickness of metal behind
this mortice, which may be as great or greater than the width of
the mortice. The slot-way or mortice is made of such dimensions
as to allow of the slab or wedge being introduced of sufficient

breadth to more than cover the bore of the cannon, and so cut
that when the slab is pushed in it shall just slide freely past the
breech end of the gun. Through that part of the breech
block or cap which projects beyond the rear or breech end of the
gun, and lies behind the slot-way or mortice, is bored a hole
somewhat larger than the bore of the gun and in continuation
fre2

of the same, so that when the slab or wedge has been pulle| tr: ns
versely from across the breech of the guna cartridge may be
introduced into the gun through this hole. When the slab has
been returned to its place a rotary motion round the axis of the
cannon is given to it, and the cap or breech piece, by means of a
suitable tappet motion, or by means of a handspike screwed into
the end of the slab, which serves also asa handle with which to
move the slab backwards and forwards, The result of this rotary
movement is that the cap or breech block is made to travel
forward up the gun by means of the screw thread or threads,
and is brought to rest by jamming the slab tight against the rear
end of the chase of the gun.
Fig. 1 represents the side elevation of a cannon with the breech
mechanism actuated by the tappet motion, and Fig. 2 the end
elevation of the same arrangement closed for firing; Fig. 3 is a
section of the same through the line AB, In
1, 2, 3, K is a
wrought iron or a steel ring moving freely round the cap D, but
kept in'its place by means of the two stops L, L', which are
screwed on to the cap D, Upon this ring are fixed two weights

A ProsBLeM.—We find the following neat little problem, which
will interest many of our younger readers, in the American Railroad Gazette :—‘* Suppose a perfectly level and straight track a mile
long, with a smooth board fence on one side close to the track,
and that it were possible to put a pencil in the centre of the crank
pin of an engine with driving-wheels 5ft. in diameter and outside
cylinders of 2ft. stroke, and that the pencil would describe a line
on the fence from one end to the other, how long will that line
be if the driving-wheel do not slip ?”
DeatH oF Mr. Stpney E. Morse.—Sidney E. Morse, a w ellknown inventor and journalist, widely known and respected _
his benevolence and philanthropy, died on December 23rd, “
his residence in New York city, in the 78th year of his age. H®
was a native of Charlestown, Mass, and was educated at Yale,
afterwards studying law and theology. For many years he was
the editor and proprietor of the New York Observer, having, at
the early age of 16, connected himself with journalism by writing
on various political subjects. His inventions were ingenious and
useful, and comprised, among others, the flexible piston for
pumps, patented in 1817, a process of printing maps on an
ordinary press, patented in 1839, and a batl
ter, an ingeni
device for making deep water soundings. In the latter invention,
he was aided by his son, and up to the day of his death it
engrossed his attention. He was three years younger than his
distinguished brother, Samuel F, B, Morse, and, like him, has
lived a long life of hard work for the benefit of his countrymen
and humanity,
TESTIMONIAL TO MR. BrpDELL.—On Monday, January Ist, the
workmen at the Orwell Works, Ipswich, presented a very handsome testimonial to Mr. George Biddell,
who has been manager of
the works for over twenty years. During the whole period he has
retained and increased the confidence and respect which both employers and men have always entertained for him; and several
months since a desire was expressed among the men to present him
with some token of their regard. The idea once started was
received with enthusiasm by the men, and a committee was formed
of which Mr. Samuel Felgate, of the pattern shop, the oldest foreman in the works, was appointed chairman, and Mr. Garrard,
foreman of the plough shop, treasurer and secretary. It was
determined that the subscriptions should be entirely voluntary,
not a single man being canvassed to join, and that they should be
confined to the workmen and to the employés in the drawing office,
those engaged in the commercial part of the works not being so
intimately connected with Mr. Biddell. Subscriptions flowed in
quickly and a large sum was soon in hand, and the next question
was to determine on the form the testimonial should take. A
silver inkstand was decided upon. The inkstand is of solid silver,
weighing 65 oz. Mr. Biddell expressed his thanks to his friends in
a simple and appropriate speech,
GEOGRAPHY AND TOPOGRAPHY IN FRANcE.—It is said that the
French Government, impressed by the want of thorough geographical instruction, have under consideration a plan for a Geographical
Institute, on a scale which has never before been attempted. The
proposed institute is to include all the means and accessories of
geographical education in its widest acceptation—books, . maps,
charts, globes, instruments, collections of natural objects, &¢ —and
to include a staff of professors and teachers of the highest grades,
The naval depét of charts and plans will form one of the departments of the new institute, which promises to be of eminent
service, not only to France but to the whole of Europe, for should
it be established on the scale proposed, there is little doubt that it
will give an impulse to geographical study throughout the civilised
veal, In connection with this subject may be mentioned the
reconstruction by the Minister of War of the corps of Geographic
Engineers. This corps will be employed in conjunction with the
Etat-Major, in topographical works, and as guides in time of war.
Orders have been given for the complete revision of the cadastra,
which has not been corrected since. 1810, and during sixty years
the changes that have taken place in the face of the country are of
course considerable. The work is to be begun on the 15th of the
present month of January,
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| whole construction. Even Lord Lindsay’s name (who designed the
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
| apparatus, and at whose cost it was constructed) is only mentioned
en passant. If any one person has distinguished himself more
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
| than Steinheil and Cooke, excepting Lord ——s that one is
correspondents.)
| undoubtedly John Browning, whose name is indissolubly con| nected with spectroscope and optical instruments of great preciEXPANSIVE WORKING OF STEAM.
ASTRONOMER,
Srr,—In considering the subject of the liquefaction of steam sion.
during expansive working, it is to be remembered that the disap- | London, 29th December, 1871.
pearance of heat produces two effects on a vapour—lowering of
COMPOUND ENGINES IN THE NAVY.
temperature, and liquefaction; so that the liquefaction of a vapour
through expansive working in a non-conducting cylinder is due to
S1r,—My attention has been called to an article on “ Marine
the difference between two quantities of heat: that which cdisap- Engines in the Navy” in your paper of the 12th inst., in which you
pears in driving the piston by expansion, and that which is, so to quote some remarks made in two papers published in the “ Annual
spank, set free by that fall in the total heat of evaporation which |' of the Royal School of Naval Architecture,” by two students of
corresponds to the fall of temperature. For full details on this that school.
subject I may refer to THE ENGINeEx of the 21st of February, 1868,
It may be interesting to your readers to know that the Admiralty are
page 123; and for some remarks on the effects which the liquefac- so satisfied
with the good results obtained with the compound engines
tion and re-evaporation of steam produce on the diagram, to THE of the Briton, that Messrs. Rennie received orders, and are now fitting,
ENGINEER of the 5th January, 1866.
exactly similar engines on board the Thetis, at Devonport, and
Glasgow, 13th January, 1872, W. J. Macqvorn RANKINE,
have just received orders to fit engines, from the same patterns, to
the Encounter and Amethyst, and were offered those for the
Modeste, but from other press of work they did not consider they
EQUIVALENCE OF HEAT AND WORK.
Sin,—I must trespass on your space once more to call attention would be able to complete them by the stipulated time. I think
to an evident error on the part of your compositor, which appeared these facts sufficiently indicate that the results obtained in the
in my last letter on the above subject. 3000°5° X 772 is 2,523,354 Briton were most satisfactory. I observe that you omit mentioning
foot-pounds, not 232,334 foot-pounds, as printed. The mistake the trial of the Briton, on June 10, 1870, when, at a ten knot
was no doubt facilitated by my not having divided the figures into speed, the coal consumed per horse-power per hour was only
millions, &c., by commas.
Jno, C. FELL. | 13lb. The trial of ten knots you mention, where the coal consumed was at the rate of 1°551b., was made with an inferior class
8, St. John’s-terrace, 15th January, 1872.
of coal,
GeorGE 5, RENNIE.
CLARK AND SABINE’S ELECTRICAL TABLES AND FORMUL-E.
Si,—Will any of your readers help me out of the following
LEVEL CROSSINGS,
difficulty? In Clark and Sabine’s “ Electrical Tables and Forthe much-needed reforms of our railway system is
mul,” page 188, they give the specific gravity of hydrogen, 0°069; thatSin,—Among
of level crossings on main lines—not so much as a question of
nitrogen, 0°72 ; oxygen, 1°102; sodium, 0°972 ; potassium, 0°865; whether
they
are,
humanely speaking, admissible at all, but as to
magnesium, 1°750.
the means adopted by the various companies for the safety
Is it true that the specific gravity of oxygen is greater than that whether
of those whose way frequently lies across them is in any degree
of the metals sodium and potassium, and that nitrogen and sodium adequate to the requirements of the various localities in which
have each the same specific gravity? I was always under the
are situated, especially in the districts thickly populated, or
impression that hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen were hundreds of they
where the railway traffic is very great. Level crossings may be
times lighter than potassium, sodium, and magnesium. I am divided
into several classes : Firstly, those in which ordinary care
equally puzzled to understand the very first and fundamental on the part
of the companies might render them comparatively
formula in the book, i.¢., units, They give, page 1,
safe, either by bridging over or tunnelling under the railways;
(length) 2 x (mass)
secondly,
those
which, not being open to eitherof the above remedies,
work =
might be more efficiently watched. Why are some of our large
(time) 2
companies
to
be
allowed year after year to sacrifice « number of
I always thought that to transport a body two miles was twice
simply because they omit to provide proper or a sufficient
as laborious as to transport it one mile ; nor can I suppose that to lives,
number
of
watchmen
or gates? The answer, perhaps, will be,
lift a hod of mortar 30ft. is nine times as laborious as to lift it 10ft. ** Are not the people whom
or pleasure may take across
Why the “time” is squared, and what it has to do with the our lines as capable of lookingbusiness
out for passing trains for themselves
amount of work, is beyond me altogether.
as we for them, especially when it affects their own personal
On referring to standard works by engineers such as Rankine safety”
but because people can always walk along the
and Molesworth, [ find that according to them my original ideas of middle of Truc,
a bridge or a pier, are we not expected and compelled to
work are correct, Who is right? I enclose my name and address. provide a railing
at each side? Even for the sake of full-grown
London, 29th December, 1871.
A STUDENT.
and capable persons it should be provided; and how much more,
[In Ure’s dictionary, page 323, the specific gravity of oxygen iS then, is it not called for on behalf of the deaf, the infirm, and the
given as being, according to Regnault, 1°1056, and as being accord- child, as well as for the railway passenger, who, temporarily at
ing tu Berzelius and Dulong, 11026, If ** A Student” had taken the the mercy of the companies’ arrangements, is so often in dangerat
trouble to refer to any good table of specitic gravities he would find these places ’
that, for convenience in dealing with gases, the specitic gravity of
Your readers will see that I have not included in the above
water is taken as 1000, while in dealing with metals and heavy category the lunatic or the drunkard, as the railway companies
substances, it is taken as unity. The statement made by Messrs, very reasonably expect them to be in charge of proper persons, or
Sabine and Clark is therefore substantially correct, and can, we left to their deserved fate respectively. Of course, let it be from
think, mislead no one who possesses the smallest acquaintance the first clearly understood that I am neither able nor willing to
with natural philosophy. —Ep. E.]
allude to particular companies or places, though, perhaps, when I
call to recollection the case of coroners’ juries returning the verdict
of ‘* Accidentally run over and killed,” so often seen in our proTORPEDOES,
Srr,—Would you kindly allow me a few words in reply to the vincial papers, it will be granted that the now famous Duddeston
remarks of your correspondent, ** A, M,,” on the above subject ? crossing carries off the palm in respect of numbers.
I have often been struck when I have had an opportunity of perNothing is more common in the history of invention than to find,
after ~atged pons results have been obtained, by some plan, that a sonally inspecting the immense traflic on some of the mineral lines,
number of persons have been apparcutly not only on the brink, both in South Wales and the great iron districts of Cleveland
but in actual possession of the same notion, who, nevertheless, traversed by that rich and powerful system the Darlington section
had not thought fit to divulge it. This tendency has been so fre- of the North-Eastern Railway, that the number annually killed or
quently noted, that I believe I am correct in saying that of late wounded at these places is not greater than it now is, Certainly,
years the act of undoubted first publication is held to justify the with growing trade, and consequently growing traflic, we must be
claim to first invention. Now, it was precisely with this in view prepared to hear of a large number of lives lost by the shortsighted
that I patented, as a means of rendering indubitable, my claim in policy of some of our great companies—shortsighted, because, view
the matter referred to by ** A. M.” If he can prove as his the un- the case how you will, the railways are speculations, more or less
doubted publication of the plan previously to July, 1864, giving dependent upon the fares of passengers and the charges on their
date and manner of publication, he is entitled to the claim, and I property conveyed from place to place, What shopkeeper or
will readily concede it ; if not, the statement ‘* that he occupied merchant would think of letting the pavement before his door be
somewhat the same position as I do several years ago,” must be slippery with orange-peel or dangerous to passers-by, with holes or
considered simply as untenable. I think he is mistaken in what ruts, and say the while, ‘* Well, do as I will, people must buy of
he says about General Paixhan, and would be obliged by a refer- me or my neighbour;” and would not consider that, buy though
ence to the authority from which such information is derived. I they must, yet they might still do so, little and cheaply, even to
have read, certainly, that Paixhan proposed to use submarine their own discomfort? Would he not rather keep his premises or
rockets for breaching ships below the water line--a proposal which pavement clean and safe, and thus gain the goodwill of the
«loes not seem a very practical one, considering the enormous loss passers-by? Take as an example a district I have mentioned,
of energy due to the water resistance at anything like the speed that traversed by the former Stockton and Darlington Railway.
Years ago, when the line was first planned, what are now busy and
necessary for penetrating the hull of a ship. But this is not my
plan at all. The final remarks of your correspondent opened up frequented crossings were only bye-roads, green-lanes, or even did not
a very wide field for discussion ;and I hold it quite impossible then exist at all. Thisis evident when we remember the high reputo determine the relative merits due to the man of idea and the tation the founders of that system bore for sound sense, clear thought,
man of action, supposing the former incapable of carrying out his and regard for human life and safety ; and this not only there, but in
idea, unless in connection with a consideration of the precise similar cases of the older lines over all the country. What would
nature of the invention. When this involves but a simple idea, have been thought of him who, thirty years ago, would have made
but requires possibly the design of intricate arrangements, I should provision for the road traffic across some of the parts of these lines
agree with your correspondent. On the other hand, there are on the scale that is now absolutely requisite? The responsibility
many cases when the idea is nearly everything. Ido not suppose of better provision for this traffic is thus brought home to the
** A. M.” would assert that more credit is due to the designer and enginecrs and others in charge of these matters at the present time.
Mianufacturer of a cast iron pot and pipe than to Watt for his The faculty of adapting oneself day by day to the increasing wants
idex of separate condensation, It is nut for me to say what is of the time is one of the most necessary qualities of the railway
dae to the novel ideas embodied in my patent (to which, I may engineer. Whatever may be the difficulties attendant on adopting
wld, were appended drawings showing the details of arrangements better precautions against this kind of accident on existing lines,
proposed), but Ido not see why a rule should exist (according to this cannot be urged on behalf of the projected schemes for new
“A. M.”) which virtually excludes all except the comparatively lines now forming or awaiting the sanction of Parliament. Let
few having means and time to carry out experiments of no com- me urge upon all concerned the advisability of providing proper
mercial value ; nor do I understand why an inventor might not accommodation before existing traffic or plant be adopted such as
be furnished, under official supervision, with means of developing may interfere with arrangements which most ultimately be made
his plan in preference to paying a large sum for liberty to use a with a regard to the value of human life. I fear, however, that I
shall have done but little service in thus directing public attention
subsequent one, theoretically much less effective.
to this want, unless others, each on his ewn behalf, endeavours to
Worcester, 15th January, 1872.
A, ALEXANDER,
bring about such a state of public opinion as will compel the companies to do their best to remedy an evil so general, so immediately
LORD LINDSAY’S GREAT SPECTROSCOPE.
affecting
the public safety, and so crying for reform.
B.D.
Sir,—I perceive in your issue of 3rd November last, page 304, a
January 16th, 1872.
_
description of a ‘spectroscope for the Government eclipse expediON
CURVES
FOR
SIDINGS.
tion, constructed by Messrs. Whieldoa, Lecky, and Lucas, engineers,
Westminster Bridge-road.” It is only fair to others to observe
Sir,—In your issue of the 12th instant I noticed a letter from
that the stand only was constructed by Messrs, Whieldon, Lecky, Mr. James 8. ‘Tate on the above subject. He commences by referand Lucas, Themost important part of a spectroscope is the battery ring to some letters which appeared in your columns certainly
of prisms, next in order come the achromatic object glasses, and more than two years ago, and then states that some years ago he
last, and least of all, the stand, the latter bearing about as much worked out and often used in practice the methods he is about to
importance to the former as Von Moltke's coat to Von Moltke’s describe, which, according to his letter, have the double advantage
brain. Great prominence has been given to the names of Messrs, of being simple and strictly correct.
Whieldon, Lecky, and Lucas, who made the stand, a passing
In two somewhat unintelligible paragraphs he gives his opinion
notice only being given to Steinheil, of Munich, and Cooke, of as to where the switch ought to be placed in order to make the
York, who made the achromatic object glasses; while the name of easiest siding, the conclusion he ultimately arrives at being that
Jno. Browning, who made the large prisms (which are of unusual the siding curve will answer its purpose best when the heel of the
excellence, of very dense but uniform glass, and which are 3in. by switch is put in its proper position.
in.) is omitted altogether. To polish the surfaces of such large
He then proceeds to give the position of the crossing relatively
prisms sufficiently flat is the most difficult problem that can be set to the heel of the switch of a single line, leaving a single line in
uefore an optician,
each of the three cases which can occur. Unfortunately, instead of
The readers of the account given in og journal, unless practi- instructing your readers how to find the position of the crossing,
culy acquainted with the subject, would be led to infer that the which ene would have imagined to be the main object of his comwrisms were mere trifles, the object glasses matters of some im- munication, he simply takes it for granted that your readers know
portance, while the stand was a thing requiring the greatest skill, all about it.
jad the makers thereof deserving of the highest credit for the
Thus in each case (I refer to figures and explanations of the
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19, 1872.

symbols in his letter), after stating the well-known relations which
subsist between the tangents and offsets to curves, he adds, in each
case :—Ist. Curve leaving straight line: ‘“‘And as E B = 2C X
gauge. ” 2nd. Curve leaving curve curvature in opposite directions:
‘And as A C=2 CXCD.” 3rd. Curve leaving curve curvature in the same direction: ‘And as AC = 20 X BC;” and in
additition, after statement No. 1, ‘‘This problem (viz., the one
which he has taken for granted every one knows) can also be used
for finding the angles of the crossings where a siding passes over
several parallel lines of rails.”
Will Mr. Tate oblige me, and possibly more of your readers,
by giving the proofs of the propositions which he assumes to be
self-evident? I am myself firmly convinced that he is wron;
As your readers seem to be at present unusually affected with
the cacoéthes seribendi, it may therefore be not amiss to state my
claims for a small share of the space you have to spare for correspondence,
During last year I published two books on the subject of Mr.
Tate’s letter, one giving a thorough investigation into every case
almost that ean occur, and the other numerical tables, calculated
from the formula in the first applicable to all the ordinary cases
for every gauge, English and colonial. I feel sure Mr. Tate cannot
have seen either of these ; I shall therefore be most happy to
present him with copies, if he will forward his address under cover
to Messrs, Spon,
Although one of these was published early last year, neither of
them has as yet been so fortunate as to receive any notice either
from yourself or your contemporaries, a neglect of your duty as
recorders of progress in scientific engineering for which I hope you
will both soon make amends,
WILLIAM DoNALDSoN,
January 16th, 1872.
[If our correspondent will take the trouble to look at THE
ENGINEER for October 6th, 1871, he will find that, at page 238, we
have noticed, and at some length, the first of the books he has
referred to. Mr. Donaldson should read THE ENGINEER with more
care, or speak of what it does and does not contain with more
caution.—Ep, E.]
ENGINEERS IN EGYPY,
Sin,—Having been a resident for several years in Egypt, and
also employed under the Government and private firms, I wish
here to state a few common truths to engineers about emigrating
to Egypt. In the first place, engineers’ wages are decidedly higher
than in England, in some cases being more than double or treble.
The unskilled native labour is very cheap, and they do very little
for what they get, but foreigners earn much more according to
skill and capacity, although the reverse in some cases. A knowledge of the language and a smooth flattering tongue are what is
needed when dealing with native Beys and Pachas; yet with the
European class it is different; a sober and industrious man will
always get ou in Egypt. In general estimation the Englishman
comes first, then the French, German, and Maltese. Italians and
Greeks are little thought of. The working educated Arabs are
principally confined to Cairo, Alexandria, and a few other large
towns, except dyers, weavers, and wood spoilers, who carry on
their vocations in nearly all the villages of the interior. I will now
enumerate the different rates of wages as near as possible of
foreigners and natives of different callings. For engineers
employed for railways and steamships, from £14 to £30 per month;
platelayers and fitters, 10s. per day; firemen, 5s. ; French and
German engineers get less, and are the principal cause of the
reduction of wages throughout Egypt. Native drivers on the line
get from £6 to £10 per month. Native foremen carpenters, blacksmiths, &c., from 5s. to Ss, per day from private firms, but
far less from the Government, being to a_ certain extent
under the power of the Pachas of the said Government.
The cotton pressing, ginning, sugar, and oil manufacturers give
high wages, and in almost all cases employ Europeans, and the
greater part English. A chief engineer in a cotton press place
gets £25 per month, except from Messrs, Tod, Rathbone, and Co. ;
they have a contracting engineer at a certain rate per cantar
pressed, and he has to keep the place in repair and good working
order. A good European carpenter gets from £7 to £10 per month.
The natives employed in the presses take it piece work, the leading hand making the bargain; they can earn from 4s. a day. Now
the next thing is house rent. House rent is very expensive, and
houses inferior, and run in general very large, and are Ict out in
furnished rooms with no convenience for cooking ; the cheapest
very badly furnished room is £2 8s. per month, and then you are
obliged to go out to an eating-house for meals, and most all at a
great distance from any factories or works. But to find a small
unfurnished house clean and comfortable is out of the question,
But at present Alexandria is being well drained and paved with
Trieste flagstones, and the natural warmth, dryness, and purity
of the atmosphere compensate in a way. Doors and windows
seldom fit ; there is always plenty of ventilation. When engineers
go out under contract their lodgings are usually found for them,
although they should be very particular in having a clause inserted
mentioning the style required and provision made in case of sickness, and of their passage being paid back to England at the
expiration of their agreement or at any time, and proper notice
given on either side. This should be particularly noticed when for
a native or Government employer,
The English engineers on the
Egyptian railways are well treated in the way of dwellings, there
are several suites of cottages, and any one entering into them might
fancy themselves back to old England again, with the general
arrangement of fire-grates, kc. This is a luxury in Egypt, except
in the houses of the wealthy merchants. Although, withal, an
Englishman has little to fear of his health with strict sobriety,
cleanliness, attention to diet and clothing, and not too much exposure
to the noonday sun or the night dews. But children are reared
with difficulty, what with teething, mosquitos, and heat. Also
women suffergreatly in Egypt, and medical assistance is hardly to be
had, except in Alexandria and Cairo, oronly from native barbers and
old women. The food is good and cheap; it comprises articles that
are seldom seen except on the tables of the wealthy in England.
Beef and mutton are about the same price, poultry and eggs far
cheaper, also French wines, ‘coffee, macaroni, and milk; bread and
all vegetables are dearer, fruit of all descriptions is very chea.
All engineers going out on contract to Egypt I would advise not tu
go except it be about the month of June to August, or else they
will mostassuredly beleft to their own resources; and in Egypt without money is like a ship without a rudder; and those that have
contracts should clearly stipulate that their passage is to
be paid home and their wages to continue till they arrive in
England, in the event of their employers not requiring their
further services, or through illness; and also a clause apart and well
stipulated if for a native or Government employer only, that for no
offence ever so culpable flogging shall be resorted to or administered, or else under a heavy penalty; for it did happen, and very
strikingly, on the high seas to one of the engineers of the Khedive
Company, and nothing material was done by the staff of English in
Alexandria. To compensate for such a disgrace—and it must be
well remembered that, after leaving the shores of England and
arriving at Alexandria, all justice is gone—the weaker party goes
to the wall. Money is the reigning power in Egypt. But, on the
other side, a steady man can save money sooner than in England. A staff of engineers sent out by Mr. J. Fowler, C.E., lett
England some time ago to survey and lay out the Soudan Railway,
beginning from the second cataract as far as Kartoom. The line,
when finished, will open up a vast country, and most likely afford
very good appointments for engineers; although any one
going there should get more salary than in Lower Egypt, as it is
far hotter, and very subject to intermittent fevers. ‘The main
thing to observe to enjoy good health, both in Upper and Lower
ot, is moderate eating, plain and good French wines diluted
with water; brandy only as a medicine or tonic. Beer or porter
is injurious to the liver—in fact, all spirits are bad for it—and liver
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complaints are very prevalent amongst the European colony. By ob- purpose in view, and asserted this as a principle of universal appli- without winding. The fast-moving train runs one hour and 36
serving this I think all will fare well, and.be content both with cation, attributing the lower examiner's error to his non-appre- minutes ; but since this train can be stopped at pleasure, without
hension of this principle. I have on many occasions observed this changing the zero of the type, its comparatively brief running is
country and employers.
C. H. Jounson, Engineer.
error in lawyers, who have tried the subject matter of a patent by not a serious inconvenience,
To recapitulate, we claim the following';—
looking only at the often apparently insignificant thing described,
‘
UNARMOURED SHIPS,
(1) Separate movements for the integer seconds and the hunof looking first at the object or purpose to be accomplished
Srr,—After reading your article on ‘‘ Unarmoured Ships” in instead
dredths
; (2) the method of regulating the hundredths
by
it.
But
why
is
the
administration
of
an
important
branch
of
the last number of THE ENGINEER, it oecurred to me that there law to be prejudiced by such or similar defects in its administra- of secondsof seconds
wheel by an electro-magnet in connection with the
was stil a way of using armour that you do not seem to have tors ’
standard
clock;
(3)
the method of printing double or single
WILLIAM
Spence,
Assoc,
Inst.
C.E.
noticed—I mean putting a heavily armoured turret into an un| numbers without stopping the type wheels; (4) the method of
8, Quality-court, Chancery-lane, 18th January, 1872,
armoured ship. It would be too dangerous to leave the guns
striking
the
blow
indirectly,
usmg the spring of the hammer ;
entirely without protection, for they are so few in number that a
(5) the method of elevating and locking the hammer. The minor
THE PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTEM.
few lucky shots might disable the ships’ whole battery. Now if we
for paying off the paper fillet, &c., may be accompanied in
Sik, —It is not very pleasant to see one’s plans condemned as details
get rid of the side armour and trust to water-tight compartments
ways.
for the safety of the ship, and apply the armour solely to the pro- ** failures” in so widely circulated and influential a journal as THE various
The battery power required is about the same as for an ordinary
tection of the guns, it will be possible to increase its thickness ENGINEER. You will, therefore, I am sure, permit me to say a chronograph.
Three Grove elements, or six Hill’s elements, me
almost indefinitely. Take for instance the monitor Glatton; word on my behalf respecting the water pressure system tried at the electro-magnets well. A separate battery of about the same
getting rid of her side armour will save about 650 tons; it would be Telegraph-street, It always did the work it was intended to do size is used for the hammer and fillet magnets.
possible to put another foot of iron on the turret, which will well and easily. .At first the quantity of water used was cerIn point of accuracy this machine leaves nothing to be desired,
weigh, say 110 tons; then if the sides of the ship are raised to tainly large, but it was very greatly reduced by improved arrangeis much beyond what we thought possible. From a vast num
level of the top of the breastwork (which need not add more than ments and better management; and, finally, though expensive, it and
ber
of experiments made by recording automatically the beats of
300 tons to the weight of the ship—including deck and extra was not so costly as to be abandoned on that account.,
the
standard
clock, both at the middle and end of the oscillation,
28, Coleman-street, Jan, 18th, 1872.
R. S. CuLLEyY.
water-tight compartments), there will remain some 240 tons still to
the mean error for a single print is found to be about 0°015 sec.,
the good for increasing thecoaland steam power. The best arrangeequal
in
this
respect
to the recording chronograph. The maximum
ment of water-tight compartments in a ship of this kind will be
difference in the records of the beats seldom exceeds 0°03 sec. ;
an interesting question. But I have already written too much.
DESCRIPTION OF A PRINTING CHRONOGRAPH
and, we believe, this is as much due to the irregularity in the
F. M.
| clock connection as in the running of the machine, since the same
By G. W. Hoven, Director of the Dudley Observatory.
P.S.—Doyouknowthenameof «plant that they are tryingto grow
Apovt the year 1848, the idea of recording astronomical observa | thingis found in ordinary chronograph records, where the measures
somewhere near Liverpool to produce fibre for spinning? I believe tions by the use of galvanic electricity was put in successful are made from second to secoid,
During the building of the machine, which was accomplished by
it is an Indian plant of the nettle tribe, and the fibre something operation by different individuals. Since that time chronographs
assistant, Mr, Foreman, and myself, in the past winter, as we
like flax.
of various forms have been constructed for recording in a my
could find the time, a great many experiments were tried in the
legible manner, on a moving sheet of paper, the time of any method
TODD'S BOILER,
of regulation, printing, &c. The fast-moving train was
phenomenon
observed.
The
great
superiority,
in
point
of
accuracy
Str,—Referring to the boiler designed by Mr. Leonard J. Todd,
used to propel the integer seconds and minute type wheels dissaving of labour, over the old eye and ear method formerly pensed
and illustrated in your valuable journal of Friday last, I beg and
with the auxiliary movement ; but disturbance of its moused,
led
to
the
almost
general
adoption
of
the
new
plan.
leave to inform you that notice has been sent to the above-named
During the past ten years the idea of constructing a chronograph, tion was considerable, especially at the end of every minute, when
gentleman on behalf of my clients, the “‘ Field” boiler proprietors, which
had double duty to perform,
should print with type the time of observation, has been it The
that they consider the boiler in question to be an infringement of entertained
of time and labour by the use of a printing chronoby a number of persons. About five years since Prof. graph issaving
their patent, and will claim damages from all parties making, Hilgard, of the
very considerable. At the lowest estimate it does work
Coast
Survey,
read
a
description
of
an
apparatus
using, or selling such boilers.
W. Lioyp WIsE.
equivalent
to
the
of one person where three are employed at
designed for this purpose, and about the same time Prof. C. A. the same time. Inlabour
Chandos Chambers, Adelphi, W.C., 18th Jan., 1872.
work in former years, when the zone
Young, of Dartmouth College, published a proposed plan for one. extended two hoursour inzone
right ascension, it usually required the
Sut, so far as we are informed, the mechanical construction of labour of two persons a whole
day to convert the chronographic
PUBLIC POLICY OF A PATENT LAW. — SIR R. PALMER’S such an apparatus has not heretofore been attempted by any one.
into numbers and copy them on the blank forms. With
EVIDENCE.
The construction of a machine which shall carry a type wheel, records
the
observations
printed,
this
labour
is dispensed with; since the
Srr,—By the omission of the word “‘ not” in one sentence of my capable of giving impressions, with uniform velocity for a number
” is at once deduced from the printed records.
letter, published in your paper of the 12th inst., my argument was, of hours together, without sensible variation in its motion, is a ** mean
The
machine
is
readily
adjusted
to
indicate
the same numbers as
to say the least, seriously impaired. I meant to say that every problem which is not easy of solution.
clock’s face, the type being so set as to print zero-hundredths
Some five or six years ago, in a paper read before the Albany the
successful man, whether patentee or not, ‘‘is really in possession
when
the
pendulum
is
at
its
lowest
point,
the magnetic
of advantages accruing to him from the advanced state of society Institute, I gave an account of the method I proposed to adopt, circuit is completed. In the construction of where
apparatus, pro
and in the construction of the machine, now to be described, the vision was made for attaching engraved rings the
which he may not have contributed to bring about.”
to
the
wheel
I venture to offer a few more remarkson the very able evidence plan then proposed has been generally followed. My plan, which is shaft, showing at « glance the time. But these are type
not found
of Sir Roundell Palmer, by way of analysing his comparison of radically different from any other proposed, is based on the prin- essential,
as
they
would
but
little
facilitate
the
setting
of
the
type,
copyright and patent right, with his acceptance of one and re- ciple of using separate systems of mechanisms for the fast-moving which is accomplished as follows :—The minute type wheel, which
type wheel, and those recording the integer minutes and seconds,
jection of the other.
is
free
to
move
in
either
direction,
is
revolved
to
correspond
to
the
regulating
each
with
electro-magnets
controlled
by
the
standard
After questioning the propricty of acknowledging abstract right
correct minute ;an imypression nay then be taken, and the machine
as of *‘ any right which is in the strictest sense a mere creation of clock.
when the clock indicates the same; the seconds being
the law,” including therein both eopyright and patent right, he | For a clear understanding of the mechanism, elaborate drawings started,
proceeds: ‘‘ But it is most reasonable, when a man has really would be necessary. We shall, therefore, merely give a general readily counted from the beats of the magnet regulating the fast
moving train. The whole time for this adjustment need never
created and brought into existence a thing which nobody else account of its construction and peculiarities :
Ist. A system of clock-work carrying a type-wheel, with fifty exceed two minutes,
could by any possibility have brought into existence, such as it is,
In the observation of zone stars; the type may be set to give the
and when he is really in that sense the author and creator of the numbers on its rim, revolving once every second : one, two, or integer
seconds of mean right ascension, so-that the final reduction
thing, I say it seems a very reasonable thing to give him that right parts of two numbers being always printed, so that hundredths of
be a small quantity.
of property in it. If an imvention could be brought into strict seconds may be indicated. This train is primarily regulated to | willThealways
constant
use of this mechanism on every day and observing
analogy with that, if you could predicate that by no reasonable | move uniformly by the Frauenhofer friction balls, and secondarily
night, for more than four months, during which time more than
possibility could two minds hit on the same thing, then logic by an electro-magnet acting on the fast-moving type wheel, and ten
thousand
records
have been made, enables us to speak with
would lead you to the same result.”
;
|controlled by the standard clock. This train is entirely indepen
of its suecess, both as regards correctness in printing
Now, it appears to me that the question fairly arises—Why is it dent, and can be stopped at pleasure without interfering with the confidence
and
in
saving
of
labour.
right, as a matter of principle, that every ont right over a new other type wheels.
Other things being equal, it is found that for three observers
2nd. A system of clock-work, consisting of two or more shafts,
invention should be strictly analogous to copyright in a book?
The test proposed by Sir RK. Palmer is appropriate enough as a carrying the type wheels indicating the minutes and seconds. The twice as many observations can be reduced in the same time as
when
a recording chronograph is employed.—American Journal of
reply to those who insist on the strict analogy between a book and motion of this train is also governed by an electro-magnet, conan invention, but is it so to those who, like myself, acknowledge trolled by the standard clock, operating an escapement, in a Science and Art,
a difference in some respects, while we contend that there is a manner analogous to the action of an ordinary clock; every
KeEITH’s IMPROVEMENT IN NICKEL PLATING, —The object of this
resemblance between them in others, and that the latter is suffi- motion of the escapement advancing the type one number,
There are three type wheels, indicating minutes, seconds, and invention is to prepare solutions for depositing nickel by electri
cient to constitute a reason for a patent law on grounds of public
hundredths of seconds, The integer seconds are advanced at every city, to be used as a coating to other metals, and which will pro
policy?
The extreme narrowness and mere legal technicality of the dis- oscillation of the standard pendulum ; and the minute, at the end duce a deposit sufficiently flexible and tenacious for practical use.
The objection to‘nickel plated goods thus far has been that the
tinction drawn between an invention and a book are very remark- of each complete revolution of the seconds wheel.
The type wheels are constructed of brass discs, around the cir deposit is so brittle that it tannot be bent, nor, on many articles,
able. In answer to a question in the following terms:—‘‘ An
author embodies his ideas in a book, whereas an inventor embodies cumference of which is soldered a strip of electrotype copper, hold- stand necessary wear even if not bent, and that it will also
his ideas in thé specification (which may be called a book) and in ing sixty numbers,
scale or peel off. AT] these objections the inventor of the
Presuming now we have this system of type wheels in operation, process under consideration claims to have overcome by his
the drawings; can you show that the one is not as much a creation of the man’s mind as the other?” the reply was as follows :— it is necessary to print without disturbing their motion; especially improvement, which produces the nickel plating so elastic
‘* That is a very happy illustration for my purpose, because it is this true for the fast-moving type wheel. After a long series of and, at the same time, adhesive, that it may, he states, be ad
enables me to make my meaning clear. What he has embodied im experiments, during which the fast-moving wheel was detached vantageously employed even on the blades of knives or tools,
the specification and drawings might properly be the subject of and stopped in various ways, we finally made the impression ffom The nature of the invention consists in adding to the various
copyright ;nobody might pirate the specification and drawings, the spring of the hammer only, not allowing the blow to fall | solutions of nickel, whether formed of single or double salts,
or send them out into the world as his own description or his own directly on the type, but arresting it about half an inch before it materials which, by their presence, prevent the decomposition of
drawings. . . . . The ideas of an inventor are not his ideas reached the top ot the type. By this device, which is regarded of the solution of the plating bath, and the decomposition of oxide
in the sense in which the specification and drawings are his, and the greatest importance, the motion of the type is not disturbed of nickel and other impurities upon the articles receiving the coat
the author’s book is his book. The ideas of the inventor are an appreciable amount. Any number of impressions following ingof nickel. The greatest care is necessary in the management
matters of science.”
each other in rapid succession does not disturb the fast-moving of the solutions of nickel now used for plating, and in graduating
Toa patent agent it sounds somewhat ludicrous to hear of a whee! the one-hundredth of a second. By this plan none of the the strength of the electric current to prevent decomposition of
specification and drawings being the subject of copyright, because type wheels are stopped or locked in the act of printing, and records the solution, and consequent failure of the deposit. Even with
the particular form which the specification takes is in most in- of observations may follow each other as fast as the hammer can the greatest care the coating of nickel is always brittle, and
stances, the result of his own work. The protection against be made to deliver the blow.
easily cracks and peals off when exposed to usage, on account of
piracy of the particular form of the specification and drawings
If the record is made while the type wheel indicating integer decomposition of the solution by the electricity causing the deposit.
would not be worth the acceptance of an inventor, because it seconds is in the act of escaping, two numbers, or one number and For prev enting this brittleness and otherwise improving the
would yield no commercial result, and, therefore, the offer of it to part of another, is printed, so there is never any ambiguity about deposit, there is added to the solution of nickel one or mored
him would be simple mockery. And yet it is to be remembered the record ; this condition, of course, only occurs when ‘the fast- salts, either single or double, acid or neutral or ussocnhite,
that both in English and American law the specification is regarded moving wheel indicates
0°05s to0°00s, If two numbers are printed formed by the union of organic acids, acetic, citric, and tartaric,
as the consideration furnished by the inventor for the grant of a when, for example, the hundredths read 98, the smaller of the with the alkalies and alkaline earths, ammonia, soda, potassa,
patent, But then it is understood in a very different sense from integer seconds is the correct one. ‘The time required for the ac- magnesia, or alumina. These additions will, it is asserted, coun
either of those suggested in the foregoing quotation. That is to tion of the escapement is about 0°06 sec.
teract the tendency to decomposition of the solution by action of the
say, neither in the sense of the particular form of the document,
The blow for printing may be struck directly by means of a electric current. ‘fhe result is a deposit possessing elasticity, tough
nor of the ideas of science on which it is founded, but in the sense strong electro-magnet ; but the cost and trouble of keeping up a ness, and all the hardness, brilliancy, and other qualities of pure
of the special embodiment of ideas in the development of a new large battery for this purpose led us to do all the work mechani- nickel, with the property of adhesion, to the article upon which «de
manufacture.
eally, only using the electricity as the governing power. Accord- posited, not possessed by nickel deposited from solutions not con
I think there is an important distinctien te be observed between ingly, a heavy running gear was built for raising the hammer, taining these additions. The deposit made is particularly suited
ideas that are matters of science or common knowledge and ideas capable in its present form of delivering 2000 blows without rewind- to polished steel and iron surfaces ; for instance, cutlery and
embodied in a description and illustrations of means for carrying ing; and it can be readily modified to give five times the number, tools, though equally good for all other metallic surfaces.
into practical effect a new manufacture. To ignore this distinc- if desirable. This gearing is entirely detached from the hammer These various organic acid salts may be added interchange
tion is to do an injustice to inventors of particular applications of when elevated, but is unlocked just before the hammer reaches the ably and collectively, though the inventor prefers to use, in case
science, But may it not also be a loss to society at large by re- type, immediately raising it again. The time consumed for this of the double salts of nickel and alkalies and alkaline earths, the
tarding improvements in manufactures? Granted that it would operation is about three-tenths of a second, allowing, therefore, organic acid salts, which have for their bases the alkali or alkaline
not be just to give an individual the exclusive right to appropriate observations to follow each other at a minimum interval of one earth which is associated with the nickel in its double salt. -Thus,
ideas already known and acted upon by others, yet for all half second. When the hammer is elevated it is locked by an when using a solution of nickel and ammonia, an organic acid salt
this it may be just, and on public grounds politic, to give him a electro-magnet, the operation of this magnet allowing it to fall and of ammonia is preferred, though the similar salts of soda and potash,
temporary legal right sufficient to induce him to open some new print. The armature time of the hammeris about 0°07 sec., being or soda or potash will answer very well. In case of using a solu
channelof industry by a new practical application of the ideas but little in excess of our ordinary chronographic recording pen ; tion of a double salt of nickel and potassa, or double salt of nickel
held by him in common with others. As to the notion that there and since the hammer is acted on by gravity alone, the armature and soda, an organic acid salt of soda and potash is selected. Of
would
be a sufficient inducement without a patent law, inventors time will be sensibly uniform.
the salts which can be used to accomplish the desired effect, the
repeuiee it utterly,
The types are inked by means of small rollers, covered with tartrates are preferable. A comparatively small quantity of the
f the principle of a patent law be so fundamentally wrong as is cloth, resting against their rim, rnd revolving with the wheel by organic salts is necessary to be added, though more will not change
alleged, how is it that so many distinguished judges do not seem friction. These rollers require inking every two or three days. If the character of the deposit. The following is an illustration, which
to have found this out? As an instance of this Chief Justice desirable, the inking rollers may be dispensed with, and impression the experienced electro-plater can apply to all solutions of nickel:
Erle, in the case of Foxwell vr. Thomas, said to the jury :—‘‘ Now, paper used instead. After numerous experiments made with both To twenty gallons of a solution in water of the double sulphate of
to have a clear conception of that which is claimed as the inven- methods, we have preferred the ink.
nickel and ammonia, of a gravity of 7 deg. Beaumé, add about one
The paper fillet, two inches in width, is wound an a small spool, gallon of a solution of an equal gravi.y of neutral tartrate of am
tion, I offer to you, gentlemen, as a suggestion, in point of fact,
the course that my mind has always gone through in trying these holding about GOft., and drawn between two rollers, the same as a monia in water. Mix well, and the bath will be ready after stand
patent cases, The mechanical combination claimed as a patent Morse register. Every time the hammer falls the fillet is ad- ing a few hours. More or a little less of the addition does not
invention has its value if it succeeds in effecting a useful purpose ; vanced about one quarter of an inch, by the action of an escape- injure the solution. This solution may be reduced, if necessary,
and I therefore always begin in trying the subject of a patent ment driven by a weight. One spool of paper will hold about 1200 by the addition of solutions of sulphate of ammonia and tartrate
with what was the purpose which the mechanica) combination was observations, including the spacing for different objects. This of ammonia. The other organic acid salts—namely, the acetates,
the process of effecting?”
same escapement is also operated by an electro-magnet, under the citrates, and tartrates cf the alkalies and alkaline earths--may be
_ This is the real test to apply, the real key to the right apprecia- | control of the observer, who, by pressing the key, is able to make used instead with beneficial results. These solutions may, for
tion of a patented invention. In a recent case in America this | spaces of any width between the prints.
some purposes, be made alkaline by the addition of an alkah : for
;
point was strongly urged by a higher examiner before whom an in- | The train carrying the minutes and integer seconds will run instance, in the electro-plating of brass and iron, wherein local
vention was brought on appeal from a lower examiner.
He vight hours ; the gear for elevating the hammer will deliver 2000 action would interpose, provided the solutions were left in an acid
recognised a patentable invention by looking first at the object or blows; and the train for moving the paper fillet will go 1200 times condition.
JAN.
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—MM. Xavier and Borveau, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. Asuer and Co., 11, Unter den Linden,
VIENNA.—Mesasrs. Geroup and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.— ALPHONSE ys
3
N YORK.—WILLMER
Rocers, 47, Nassau-street
———— SSS
PUBLISHER'S NOTIOE.
With this week's impression is published a doubli
mber
of THE
—li pte: leteteeclassified
theIndes
Thirty-second
list tte
0
:
1Volume,
duri
Gis pnt de ania. Price of the double number, 1a,
ae
TO COORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ; we
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
*,* Allletters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, mustbe accompanied by the name and address of
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
whatever will be taken of anonymous
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to pemee pene bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with
these instructions,
A. J.—We think the arrangement must have been perfectly intelligible to
every one. We camnot reopen the subject.
G. P. (Bradford).—The idea is not novel, but there is no reason why the
scheme should not work very well as‘you have traced it.
W. B. (Penzance).—We have no time to spare for auch puerilities, Nothing
of the kind ever appeared in THE ENGINEER 80 far as we are aware.
Aspestos.— We are happy to state, in reply to numerous correspondents, that
asbestos can be obtained, in any quantity, from Mr, J. Foster, 22, Torrianoavenue, Camden-road,
P. W. (Hawarden).— We have already replied to the same question. Glass is
being used ona tolerably large scale in America for bearings and in the
crossheada of
tives, we are told with very good results,
J. W. 8.—There is no cheap book on the screw propeller worth reading. The
tro standard works on subject are one by Mr. J. Bourne and one by Mr.
N. P. Burgh. You can obtain either from Messrs, Spon, Charing Cross.
W. 8. B. (Brick-making Machines). --Jt is against our rules to recommend
particular makers of very well-known machines, You will no doubt obtain
dozensof replies if you advertise, and you will then be able to select for
raelf.
T 'D,(Meyrick -street).—Overman's “ Tronfounders’ Guide,” Grahan’s “* BrassSounders’ Manual.” You can obtain the works, which are not expensive,
Jrom Messrs. Lockwood, Stationers’ Hall-court, or Messrs. Spon, Charing
Cross, London.
R. A. (Paris.)\—You will And a mass of information concerning hydropropulsion, with complete engravings of the machinery of the Waterwitch, in the twenty-second volume of Tue Enoineer. Unfortunately
nearly all the numbers making up that volume are out of print, 80 that we
are unable to comply with your request,
R. L.—Mr. Isherwood used various arrangements for superheating. We are
be 7eally at a loss to see what the method of superheating has to do with the
theory of the use of superheated steam, and we fancy that the greater
! number of our readers ave familiar with the construction of the superheating appuratus used,by most of the eminent marine engineers of Great
Britain.
. R. (Cleveland-terrace).—We hardly understand your question ; there is
no formula, nor any necessity for a formula, The preponderance has
simply been ascertained for any particular type of gun by experiment, and,
if found too much or too little in the first _ made, a slight alteration in
the position of the trunnions will correct the error in future guns.
W. B. anv Orners.—The paragi aph stating that several agents had arrived
ia this country from South Wales to engage men to carry out some extensive
engineering works appeared in the Times, We have since been overwhelmed
with applications for further information on this subject. We beg to state,
therefore, in reply to n
correapondents, that we have failed to obtain
any further information. If any of our readers are better informed we
shall be obliged if they will communicate the facts to us for publication.
GIRTH WEB LOOMS.
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
§ Srm,—Can any of your readers supply me with the names of makers
of power looms or machines for weaving girth web, and webbing for bed
and chair stretchers ?
A SUBSCRIBER.
MOUNTFORD'S PATENT LINKS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Srr,—Will any correspondent kindly tell us the name of the maker or
makers of Mountford’s patent chain links for repairing broken chains?
January 12th, 1872.
G. H. H.
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
Tae InstiruTion oF Crvit Enainerers.—Tuesday, January 23rd, at
8 p.m.: “*On the Somerset Dock, Malta,” by Mr. Charles Andrews,
M. Inst. C.E.
Royat Unrrep Service Instirvtion.—Monday, January 22nd, at
8.30 p.m. ; “‘On the Employment of Mitrailleurs during the recent War,
and their use in Future Wars,” by Licut.-Colonel H. C. Fletcher Mr.
Conrad A. Dillon will exhibit a camp bedstead, convertible into a table
and two stools, of his invention.
Tae Enorveer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
Srom the office on the following terms ( paid in advance) :—
Half-yearty (including double number) 4. «2 «2 £0 14s. 6d.
Yearly (including two double numbers)... .. «- £1 9a. Od.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will
be made, Tar Enoineer is registered for transmission abroad.
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of Ue paper
are to be ressed to the Publisher, M.. George Leopold Riche ; all other
letters to beaddressed to the Editor of Tae Exatneer, 163, Strand.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless delivered before six o'clock on Thursday evening in each week. The charge for four lines and under is three
shillings ; each line afterwards, ninepence. The line averages eight words ;
blocks are charged the same rate for the space they fll. All single adverbisements from the country must be accompanied by slamps in payment.
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MARINE ENGINE CYLINDERS IN THE NAVY.
In our last impression we called the attention of our
readers to an interesting paper on compound engines in the
navy by Mr. Pratten, and published in the Annual of the
Royal School of Naval Redkitestne and Marive Engineering. We now propose to deal with a paper in the same
uublication, “On the Marine Cylinder, as fitted in the
avy,” to which we have already alluded. We stated, it
will be remembered, that the author of this paper—Mr.
——
a very deplorable picture of the —
ition of marine engineering
as regards
our navy; an
ve cama better introduce our subject than by cxphlithe
that Mr. Seaton’s paper goes from magcameg beyend to show
that nothing can be more unreliable than the cylinders of
our largest men-of-war. He begins, curiously enough, b
pee that “Perhaps the most important iaquewraate
e
during the last ten years in the marine engine have
been made in the design and construction of the cylinder,”
but
a few lines further on he says, that
“ No one will deny
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the need of still further improvement—no one at any rate The Fpull of the valve chest is taken in the line
acquainted with the |
y catalogue of cylinders broken of the axis of the cylinder insteadof at right angles
ear by year in her Majesty’s navy.” Now, any one who to the piston-rod. In a word, a great number of cross
is in the habit of
ing the naval andmilitary
intelligence strains are got rid of, and the metal
is, so to speak,
of the 7'imes, must have found mention made occasio
of left more at its ease; while last, and not least, as the cylind =
cracked cylinders or condensers, but it is equally certain
that is secured only at the lower end it is free to ex
and
every engineer of experience will attach little importance to contractas it thinks proper, and it is almost entirely spared
statements of the kind made in a way to convey the from any strain due to the working of the ship. Tt is no
impression that the cracking of a cylinder is a very wonder, therefore, that we hear little or nothing of cracked
unusual event. Indeed engineers whose experience has cylinders in the mercantile marine. In the navy, however,
been confined altogether to the mercantile marine,
are not in a position to realise the astonishing freuency of the occurrence in the navy. Judging from what direction, then, shall we look for immunity from
their own practice they will be certain to attribute the eracked cylinders? We think the answer is sufficiently
cracking of a cylinder to priming, and possibly to negli- obvious. It is to be found, first, in reducing the size
nce on the part of the engineers in charge. Mr. Seaton, of the cylinders within reasonable limits and augmenting
10wever, puts the matter in a very different light. He their number. Thus, two pistons, 70jin. diameter, have
shows that cracked cylinders are the rule rather than the the same area as one of 100in. in diameter. Of course, by
exception. “Experience,” he tells us “teaches that mere increasing the number of cylinders from two to three or
thickness of metal will not suffice, for Messrs. Maudslay’s four, we introduce more complication, and slightly increase
heavy castings are no more infallible than Messrs. Penn’s the weight and the space occupied by the engines. On
light ones,” and he cites numerous instances in proof of this the other hand, however, we could dispense with one or
pea.
Thus he tells us of one new ironclad of 800- two objectionable features—such as the back piston-rod
10rse power which arrived at the port where she was to be absolutely essential to prevent scoring in large engines,
fitted out immediately after launching with both cylinders and we might considerably simplify the framing, and
cracked. The Constance cracked one of her cylinders on one adopt superior methods of fixing the cylinders, The threeof the very few voyagesshe ever made, namely, the competitive cylinder type, introduced by Messrs, Maudslay and Field,
run toMadeira, The radial ribs in the reservoirof the engines gave sufficiently good results in many cases to render it
of the Tenedos —described in our last impression—are probable that it could be used more generally with advancracked. The engines of the Black Prince suffered much tage. We frankly confess that we see no way, in the present
during her first commission, the forward cylinder being condition of the arts of construction, of avoiding the fraccracked extensively in a line parallel to the axis. The ture of cylinders in engines of enormous power, other than
Lord Clyde had to come home from the Mediterranean arranging them vertically, or increasing their number and
with both cylinders cracked. The cylinders were rebored reducing their size within reasonable limits. We cannot
and fitted with bushes at
great expense. These bushes adopt the first plan; the second is open to certain obcracked on the trial trip, and the cylinders had to be taken jections; but anything is better than the incessant breaking
out and replaced by others of somewhat different design. down of machinery on the permanence of which in time of
The unfortunate Megera, it will be remembered, had war the whole safety of the nation might hang. The
both cylinders cracked. One of the cylinders of the question becomes daily more serious, inasmuch as many of
Hercules has been cracked within the last few weeks. our most powerful ironclads are to be without masts and
“More instances might be given,” Mr. Seaton adds, sails. What, for example, would become of the Glatton if
“all tending to show that cast iron should not she split her cylinders, even in going from one port to
be used alone for the immense cylinders required another! It may yet happen that reliable steel castings,
for our steamers.” Even when the cylinders do not break, weighing twenty-five or thurty tons, can be made, but until
they score. As an instance we may cite the Agincourt, then there is little to be hoped for from steel as a material
whose cylinders were deeply scored by merely steaming for marine engine cylinders.
from Liverpool to Devonport, and making a few trial trips.
THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS,
Mr. Seaton makes one or two suggestions as to the
arrangements to be adopted in future for getting over the
We have for years persistently put before our readers
difficulty, but they are not very satisfactory. One is that the fact that nothing is so much needed for the advancethe cylinders should not be bolted down too rigidly, so ment of engineering science as experiment. A great Irish
that they might not only be free to expand and contract, political leader of the people once made “ Agitate!
but also be relieved from the chance of strain due to the agitate! agitate!” his watchword. In like manner, we use
working of the ship. He adds that the usual plan is to the word “Experiment! experiment! experiment!” Nomake a firm connection to the front bearers, oval bolt holes thing can be added to our existing stock of knowledge
at the other end of the cylinder allowing for expansion; without it, and those who experiment most frequently and
but he admits, almost in the same breath, that fracture of most thoroughly best appreciate the value of the practice,
the cylinders takes place in spite of this arrangement. His In nothing are we more deficient than in our knowledge of
great remedy, however, is the use of some material other the properties of iron and steel. We have much yet to
than cast iron. Unfortunately he has not settled what learn about steam and the steam engine; about fuel, about
this material is to be. He is not enterprising enough to boilers, about ships, roads, railways, bridges; about stone,
venture to think that we can make cylinders 120in, or so in timber, and cement; about, in fact, every subject with
diameter, of steel; but he ventures to suggest a more which an engineer, civil or mechanical, has to do, But
extensive use of wrought iron in framings and jackets. We about nothing are we more ignorant than of the properties
reproduce a striking paragraph which puts his views on and qualities of iron and steel; and it is not difficult to find
the subject very clearly :—“‘ We cannot go on much longer the cause of this ignorance. It results simply from the
without making some decided alteration in construction, fact that the varieties of iron and steel in the market are
for even cracking cylinders become monotonous after a almost endless, and the processes of production are numetime, and it would be a disgrace to the profession to wait rous and diversified, while the records of experiments made
until a coroner’s jury had taken the matter in hand. It with the materials under different forms, and produced and
does not seem such a difficult task to place a cast iron, or used in different ways, are comparatively few and far beeven steel, bush in a wrought iron shell, and still,“by a tween. On the importance of possessing accurate injudicious arrangement, maintain all the requisite stiffness. formation concerning the properties of materials used
not dwell. Every one
Until something of the kind is done we may expect to hear in construction we need
more of cracked cylinders than will be pleasant, and the admits it; but, unfortunately, the number of those
delay
be the means of stopping more than one improve- who endeavour by direct experiment, to increase
their knowledge of the subject, is asyet extremely limited.
ment still required to make the engine perfect.”
Mr. Seaton’s paper is a startling commentary on the This is not as it should be, and it is with a strict regard
conditions and prospects of marine engineering, and it is for the best and truest interests of science that we wish
worth while to consider to what cause the repeated failure here to call the attention of our readers to the fact that in
of cylinders in the navy is due. It will not do to attribute the heart of London may be found a very modest estait wholly, or, as regards our latest vessels even in part, to blishment, conducted by a gentleman whose principal fault
the working of the hull in a heavy sea. Our ironclads are is that he refrains from putting his work more promimuch too stiff, thanks to their doubie bottom, to work nently before the eyes of the world, where more may be
appreciably. The true source of the mischief is to be found learned about the properties of iron and steel in a few
in the fact that the cylinders are too large and too complex hours than can be acquired by any amount of study, or by
regarded as castings, and the horizontal type of engine is ap- years of practice with these materials in construction. We
rently unsuitable for use under the required conditions. speak of Mr. Kirkaldy’s testing works in Southwark, and
e hear little or nothing of cracked cylinders in the mercan- we propose here to say something of what Mr. Kirkaldy
tile marine firstly because the cylinders, as a rule, are much has done and is doing. Several years have elapsed since
smaller than the monstrous structures in the navy; and, he published a treatise on the “Strength of Iron and
secondly, because they are by preference always arranged Steel,” which at once made him, in a sense, famous. His
vertically, this last statement holding peculiarly true of extraordinary care and foresight enabled him, with commodern compound engines. We shall be called heretics if paratively imperfect apparatus, to obtain a series of exwe say a word in condemnatien of the horizontal type of
rimental results which, in a manner, revolutionised existengine, but we cannot help that. The horizontal engine is ing theories on the subject. But the author of this work
excellent in its way, but it is attended with serious disad- was not slow to perceive that, with improved appliances,
vantages when made of great dimensions. There is not a he could extend his range of observation, a obtain
portion of the cylinder in equilibrium, so to speak. It is still more valuable results,
He spent two years
exposed to an endless variety of complex strains, due to its in investigating the principles which should be obown weight, that of the valve chest and valve hung on to served in the construction of a thoroughly efficient
the side, and those of the various attachments, such as testing apparatus, and two more in working out
steam pipes and exhaust pipes; besides, it is continually the details. The result may be seen in the magnificent
traversed by a piston weighing several tons, always tending testing machine at his eatablishment in Southwark. It
to settle down to the lowest point, and beyond question exer- forms no part of our purpose to describe this machine in
cising a certain tendencyto alter the shape of the compara- detail. It will suffice to say that in order to get over a
ear oameentiy urged against testing machines, to the
tively thin and weak cylindertosuititself. It issimply im
t different apparatus gave different results, Mr.
sible, again, to make oo
covers so stiff t they effect
will
not spring. Thus the load broughtto bear on the lid Kirkaldy designed a machine capable of aS heavy
of a cylinder 100in. diameter, and working steam of 40 Ib. girder, or a half-inch bar; of
puling asunder a thin wire,
total pressure, will not be much short of 80 tons. The lid or the shank of a best bower anchor; of crushing a great
in springing tends to draw the cylinder sides inwards, and cube of cast iron, or a common brick, and yet in all cases
sets up,
besides, very awkward strains through the flanges. giving results strictly comparable and accurate. This
When a cylinder is di
vertically much of the machine has been in constant operation for over six
were Dg got over; the weight of the piston, in the years, and Mr. ree they in the light of the expefirst place, in no way affects the cylinder; again, rience acquired during that space of time that it is imposthere is no tendency to distortion due to position, sible to introduce any substantial improvement. As to its
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capacity for work, it will suffice to say that it can exert
either a compressing or tensional strain of over 350 tons
with perfect safety. It will take in bars or columns of
greater Iength than are generally used in construction, and
it will test girders for transverse strain of any depth and
any length up to 30ft., provided they are not more than 13in.
wide, measured across the flanges, the length between
the supports while under test being 26ft. The arrangements for measuring and recording the stretch, and load on
nny specimen are extremely simple and ingenious, and
heavy as the machinery is, the finish is so good, the knife
edges so accurate, and the motion of the more massive
portions so slow and so easy, that practically perfect
accuracy is obtained.
But it is not our object so much te speak of Mr.
Kirkaldy’s testing machine as of the work he has done
and is doing. Unfortunately, as we have stated, the value
of his labours is not yet fully appreciated, and engineers and
ironmasters are still slow to avail themselves of the facilities for acquiring information which he places at their
disposal. Within the last few months, however, the
Barrow Hematite Company, the Russian, and the Italian
Governments have each put up a machine constructed under
Mr. Kirkaldy’s patents, but each only one fourth of the
power of the Southwark apparatus. Still this is a step in
the right direction, We are happy to add that the Indian
Government, alive to the advantages that can be derived
from the testing of materials, have given Mr. Kirkaldy a
e»mtract for the examination of all the materials to be used
on the new Indian railways. One of the first steps taken by
Mr. Kirkaldy was to prepare a table for the Indian Government, in which various qualitiesof iron are classified under
different letters. Thus, first quality iron must comply with
one set of conditions, second quiuity with another, and
so on. The Government have then actual figures to go
on, the purchasers know what they ought to get, and
the sellers what they are expected to supply, and no
chance of dispute can arise. Thus, for example, plate
iron in Class D must sustain a tensile strain of 23 tons
per square inch, and elongate 15 per cent. with the
grain, and 9 per cent. across the grain. This is not a
hard-and-fast rule, however, for if the iron broke with
22 tons, yet elongated 16 per cent., it would not necessarily
be rejected. If, on the contrary, it stood 24 tons, but elongated only 12 per cent., it would not be considered to comply
with the conditions. ‘The first error would be on the safe,
the second on the dangerous side. A glance at Mr. Kirkaldy’s museum of specimens will show that the application of his tests has proved of the greatest utility. We
shall not refer to any particular instances as regards the
Indian railways, but it will prove interesting to give here
a few examples of the work recently done by Mr. Kirkaldy
and the results he has obtained.
A very large roof was not long since erected over an important railway station, The span is not much less than
that of St. Pancras roof, but the construction is totally
different, heavy wrought iron flat tie bars being used
to take the thrust of the principals. Nineteen samples
of these links were selected at haphazard and sent
to Mr, Kirkaldy to be tested. It was understood
that the links were all to be of excellent iron. A
proportion, however, of those tested were no better than
puddled bars. It would be hardly fair to blame the manufacturers for this. No doubt they believed that they
were supplying good iron, but such is the general ignorance
of ironmasters of the properties of good iron, or the best
methods of obtaining it, that, as we have said, bars little
better than if they had been rolled off straight from the
bloom were sent in. Of the many hundred tons used in
the structure, of course the greater proportion must have
complied with the specification; but the fact that even a
few bad bars got among the rest shows how invaluable the
system of test is. As an example of the value of practical!
tests, we nay cite another instance. Two or three heavy
links for the chains of a suspension bridge were recently
tested by Mr. Kirkaldy. These had large flat eyes. In
every case the iron, which was of fair quality, tore
asunder through the eye; and a very simple | calculation proves that these links, which were designed
by an eminent engineer, if strong enough in the eye,
have no less than IS per cent. too much iron in the
body. When we consider the important part played by
the chains of a great suspension bridge, it will be seen that
this error is one of enormous proportions, entailing great
additional cost in the structure, and absolutely introducing
un element of weakness in the shape of 1S per cent. extra
weight, which it was highly desirable to avoid. If the
designer of the links had taken the trouble to get half a
dozen of various proportions made and tested, he would,
ut the outlay of a few pounds, have ascertained what was
the proper shape to give his chain links, and hundreds, if not
thousands of pounds would have been saved by the experiment, One more example of the value of such tests and
we have done. A railway company, much troubled by
the breakage of axles, ordered a lot of round charcoal bars
to get over the ditticulty. These on examination did not
appear of very good quality, and one or two, taken
haphazard, were sent to be tested. But a single experiment was required to prove that there was not a
particle of charcoal iron used in carrying out the order if
t..e sample was a fair specimen, as no doubt it was, of the
1.t. Here again we have a case where the outlay of a few
pounds, beyond question averted an accident which might
have cost the railway company some thousands. Before
leaving this portion of our subject we must narrate a little
anecdote which Mr. Kirkaldy tells with no small humour.
Certain individuals, who shall be nameless, applied some
time since to the Government, stating that they had dis-covered a chemical process by which the strength of cast
iron could be augmented 20 per cent. The authorities
asked for proof, and referred them to Mr. Kirkaldy to
supply it. So one day a cart was driven up to Mr. Kirkaldy’s. door, in which lay two bars of cast iron about
ix inches diameter and a couple of feet long. The tensile
strength of these Mr. Kirkaldy was asked to test.
Ife was told all the cireumstances.
One of the bars
was good ordinary cast iron, the other was made by
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the new process, The common bar was first put into
the machine and broken; the results were registered. The
second bar was then put in and the owners watched with
anxiety till a similar strain had been put upon it. They
then requested to be informed when a strain of 20 per
cent. greater than that which broke the common bar had
been reached. As the pumping went on their excitement
became intense ; 15, 18, 20 per cent. was reached. The
moment the latter point was attained they called on Mr.
Kirkaldyto stop, This, however, he refused to do, notwithstanding frantic protestations on the part of the
owners that they did not want their bar broken, Mr.
Kirkaldy assured them that it was “a point of honour
with him either to break any specimen put into his
machine, or the machine itself.” In a moment more the
bar broke. The section was remarkable. In the centre
was a2 wrought iron bar about 2in. diameter, and arranged
near the edge were six $in. round bars all cast into the
block, and partially converted into steel by the action of
the hot cast iron! Of course the intention was to obtain
a certificate from Mr. Kirkaldy that the improved (?) cast
iron bore more than the common iron by 20 per cent.
The breakage of the bar defeated the fraud. This strange
story is literally true, and Mr. Kirkaldy has one half of the
compound bar in his museum to verify its accuracy.
But it is‘not to be supposed that Mr. Kirkaldy’s labours
are confined to testing iron. His work includes every
conceivable material of construction. His recent experiments with steel tires are especially valuable. It would
be impossible, within reasonable limits, to detail these experiments, but we may mention one interesting fact. Some
time since a steel locomotive tire broke, and a good deal of
mischief was done. Small specimens cut from the broken
tire were sent to him for examination. No two gave the
same fracture, and the engineer of the line stated his conviction that the reason lay in some defect in the system of
test. To this Mr. Kirkaldy replied that the true cause
lay, not in the machine or system of test, but in the want
of homogeneity in the tire, and he undertook to demonstrate this if he were supplied with larger test bars. This
was done, and the facts came out exactly as Mr. Kirkaldy
stated. We ourselves examined three broken specimens.
One had a close tool steel fracture; another, a tough,
almost fibrous, fracture; while the third specimen showed
both, the line of demarcation across the bar being clearly
detined.
Here a very few experiments proved beyond all question, to what cause the breakage of
the tire was attributable.
Mr. Kirkaldy has recently
experimented with some very remarkable specimens of
soft Bessemer steel made by the Bolton Iron and Steel
Company circular dises of steel Zin. thick and 12in,
diameter being forced through an orifice 10in, in diameter
into the form of a cup 3°38in. deep, the pressure reiyuired to
perform this feat amounting to 294,350 Ib., or 131°4 tons.
We have stated that Mr. Kirkaldy’s experiments are not
contined to iron and steel. He has, on the contrary, carried out some most valuable investigations on the strength
of building materials, alloys, springs, india-rubber, tubes,
malleable cast iron, belting,
and ropes; but of these we cannot speak at present. We shall return to the subject.
Meanwhile, we may add that Mr. Kirkaldy’s museum is
open to any engineer interested in the strength of materials; and we can assure our readers that they will find in
its glass cases much food for reflection, and convincing
proof that about the strength of materials we have oue and
all a great deal yet to learn.
FOREIGN PERIODICAL LITERATURE.
Tue “ Organ fiir die Fortschritte des Eisenbahnwesens” for
the present year opens with a memoir, by H. Von Stavenhagen,
on Russian railways, which contains information of great value,
When the concluding portion of the memoir appears we shall
give a short abstract. A modification of Heberlein’s self-acting
continuous railway brake is illustrated at p. 19. C. Grosse
follows on the same page with a paper on the explosion of locomotive boilers and the means of preventing the same. F. A.
Volk (p. 23) has given himself much trouble in devising an
instrument which he calls a “Thermomanometer,” to indicate
on one and the same scale both the temperature and pressure of
steam. Seeing that the pressure and temperature of steam
have always a definite relation to each other, it is difficult to see
what is the use of a complicated apparatus like the present to
tell us that which we already know. A. Rodieux gives a description of a six-coupled locomotive with outside cylinders used
on the West of Switzerland Railway. No drawing is given, but
the engine is stated to be very similar to the goods engines on
the Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean line, which we have
already fully illustrated. Seli-Rowsky, of the Northern
Railway of Austria, describes 2 compact arrangement of
signal lighted with gas for showing the position of the points
at railway stations. The two following articles, treating respectively of warming apparatus for carriages on the Breslau,
Schweidnitz, and Freiburg Railway, and the sleeping carriages
ov the Hanoverian State Railway, we have already noticed in
det ail. At p. 28 we find a short article on wire rope railways,
consisting of a description of that at Osterode, in the Hartz,
which was erected during May and June last; of that at the
Broun Silver Mining Company’s Works, Clear Creek County,
Colorado; and also of one on Hodgson’s system at Bubna,
Bohemia. At p. 31a method of using Tudor’s differential fishplate bolt for fastening rails to iron sleepers is described. Siehr
proposes on the same page, as a substitute for the drain pipes or
culverts at local crossings, to use pipes cast in cement or concrete. Passing over a number of articles taken from ovr own
columns and from those of our contemporaries, we have at p. 39
a description of the rigid tender-couplings for the exprers locomotives on the Austrian State Railway. A report of experiments on the strength and endurance of Ganz’'s chilled wheels,
carried out on the Emperor Ferdinand Railway, appears at p. 42.
We gather from statistics, at p. 45, that whilst on German sailways one fatal accident happevs for each 6,999,761 travellers,
and one injury for every 8,062,295 travellers, on Austrian lines
the deaths are in proportion of 1 to 391,204, and partial injuries
happen to 1 out of every 222,685 passengers.. On English railways tke figures are respectively, 1 to 3,410,000, and 1 to 281,499,
THE BupA-PestH COMPETITION.—We understand that
Klein and Fraser, civil engineers, of Cannon-street and
street, have taken one of the three prizes awarded by the
politan Board of Works of Buda, in Hungary, for plans
improvement of that city.
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COAL MINE VENTILATION.
THE ventilation of coal mines is a subject of such general interest to all who have the well-being of our miners at heart that
we are glad to have an opportunity of describing a new steam ventilator which has recently been invented and patented by Mr. G.
L, Scott, of the Crown Ironworks, West Gorton. It was success fully tested on Saturday, at Messrs, Mayall and Seddon’s LoweT
Moor Colliery, Oldham, in the presence of a small party of gentlemen interested in such matters. The mine at odry the experiment was tried is one that has been worked about ten years. It
depth at the shaft is 296 yards, and the seam of coal being worked
is about 4ft. thick. The formation of the coal bed is one that is,
perhaps, as unfortunate for an owner as any coal mine can well be,
seeing that it is full of faults in nearly every direction, The coal,
however, is good enough in quality to have encouraged the proprietors to face the ditticulties presented; and they have prosecuted
their operations successfully till they have now reached a distance
of one mile from the shaft in their most distant workings. The
broken nature of the seam, and the length and intricacy of the
workings, require a strong ventilating power to convey the necessary quantity of air throughout the whole mine, and the friction
caused thereby offers considerably more resistance to the air than
would be the case in more straightforward workings.
The system of ventilation in use at the colliery is that of the
ordinary furnace, which is placed near the bottom of the upcast
shaft. By rarifying the air the heat causes an upward draught or
current, thus producing a flow of about 11,000 or 12,000 cubic feet
of fresh air per minute through the mine. The area of the furnace
grate is about twenty-nine square feet, and the usual effect of a
furnace is estimated as equal to the supply of about 1000 cubic
feet per minute ; but under the circumstances of this mine, with
its numerous small divisions, only rather more than half this quantity seems to have been rexched, On the occasion of the trial of
the new ventilator the furnace was first tested. It was thoroughly
well fired with good coal, so as to do its best duty, and careful measurements of the quantity of air passed through the mine were
taken, The measurements, which were taken at intervals of a few
minutes during about an hour, showed an average flow of air
through the workings and up the upcast shaft of about 16,000 cubic
feet per minute. The furnace was then put out and left to cool,
while the visitors, the patentee, and the proprietors examined the
new apparatus, which is fixed at the top of the upcast shaft, and
not, as several other mechanical ventilators have been, at the
bottom of the pit.
The new apparatus is a steam ventilator, in which the steam. is
made to act by induction directly upon the atmosphere with which
it has to deal, and not through the intervention of any engine or
other mechanism, It consists ef seventy-two vertical cast iron
pipes, each about 5ft. long and Tin, internal diameter, and formed
with a bell mouth at the lower end. These are placed upon and
fixed to some suitably perforated iron plates, forming a cover over
a brick chamber built close to the top of the upeast shaft, and communicating with it. Each vertical pipe is fitted with a small internal vertical steam pipe, terminating with a small orifice threesixteenths of an inch diameter, at about 2ft, below the top of the
Tin. pipes. The whole nest of pipes occupies a space about 10ft.
square, The steam pipes for the supply of the jets are carried
round three sides of the rectangle which the whole arrangement
forms, and are connected with every vertical pipe from a series to
cross pipes placed between the rows and passing from one side
to the other, The whole is supplied by one 4in, steam pipe led
from the boilers belonging to the winding and pumping engine,
which in this case are about twenty-six yards distant.
Sufficient time having elapsed for the furnace to have cooled
down considerably, the top of the upcast shaft was covered and
carefully closed by puddled clay, in order that no air might leak
in when the steam jets were set to work; for any leakage there
would weaken the effect of the air in the mine. When all was
thus prepared the greater number of those present descended the
pit to re measurements, as before, while some stayed at the surface to watch the apparatus, The first particulars taken by the
party down the pit were to ascertain the effect which was being
produced by the heat still remaining in the neighbourhood of the
furnace and in the shaft above it. It was found that the speed of
the flow of air was rapidly diminishing. The measurements taken
indicated 12,000, then 7860, then 6720 cubic feet per minute. ‘The
natural ventilation having fallen off to this point, the signal was
given from below to start the steam ventilator at the top, which
was at once done. An immediate effect was produced thereby, the
speed of draught being increased at the next measurement to
16,800 cubic feet per minute. Five other measurements were subsequently taken at intervals, the average of which equalled 22,792
cubic feet. It is just possible that a small effect was still being
wroduced by the warmth of the furnace ;_ but, if so, it must have
en less than the 6720 cubic feet given above as the last measurement taken before starting the ventilator. But, deducting this
from the total, there was an actual result of 16,072 cubic feet, or
somewhat more than was produced before by the furnace when
extra well fired, as we have stated,
The action of the steam jets in the vertical pipes appears to be
simply that of a continuous fluid piston moving outwards with a
very great velocity, and thus sucking out the air; but its theoretical principle involves a totally different action, The speed
with which the steam issucs varies according to the pressure
in the pipes, which, in this case, was only about 38 Ib. per square
inch, though constructed to use 70 Ib, if needed. ‘The latter pressure would vastly increase the ventilating power. No attempt
was made in this instance to find out how great an effect could be
produced by the ventilator, the inventor having been requested to
supply such an apparatus as would produce the same effect
throughout the mine as that caused by the furnace as usually
worked, and no more.
At the conclusion of the trials, Mr. Seddon, one of the colliery
owners, said the apparatus had done all he wished it to do, and he
was satisfied that it could be adapted to the requirements of other
pits with equal facility and success,
Beyond the mere record of the above facts, we think it right to
point out how far it ceems to be a step in the right direction to
place the mechanical arrangements for the ventilation of a coalpit
at the surface, and under complete control, instead of down in
thé mine, where, if’ accident takes place, it is often impossible cf
access, and consequently is almost sure to be at once rendered useless. Many instances have occurred in which, had there been
means of continuing, or, still better, of increasing, the flow of air
through the workings, the results of accidents would have proved
much less destructive to human life. The steam ventilator is extremely simple in its construction, and can be under complete
control at all times while there is steam in the boilers, while, from
its construction and the moderate amount of boiler power needed
to work it, it must be much more economical than the ordinary
furnace, while the ventilation may be increased or decreased at
pleasure. There are, we believe, many pits now closed, but not
worked out, which might, by the use of this ventilator, be re-opened
and safely worked ; and what is of equal importance to many prorons greater depths will, with safety, be made workable. We
iave no doubt that the attention of coal proprietors will be quickly
drawn to this experimental application of the invention, and that
before long we shall hear of further trials of its powers. We can
but hope that the results will be such as to confer lasting benefits
upon those men who spend their lives in providing fuel for our use
and comfort.— Manchester Guardian,

Giascow GrRaviInc Dock.—We understand that Messrs. MarMessrs,
Brook- quis Brothers, of London-road, Glasgow, have secured the conMetro- tract for the Greenock Harbour Trustees for a pair of combined
for the centrifugal pumping engines, to be used in connection with their
| No, 2 graving dock.
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When white light is decomposed by a coloured body, the reflected coloured ray is complementary to that part of the white
light which is transmitted or absorbed ; if a coloured body be seen
both by reflected and transmitted light, the colours so seen should
be complementary, or an approach to being so.
These statements seem to have many exceptions, as, for example, the coloured transparent salts of metals show the same colour
by reflected as by transmitted light. But I am persuaded that a
careful discussion of the case would show that such exceptions are
not well taken, and that tnis ae discrepancy with the statcments may be consistently explained away ; thus it may be shown
that the supposed reflected light of the exceptions is really a
part of the transmitted light which has been returned by internal reflection; such mixture of the transmitted with a reflected
light implies a considerable degree of transparency of the sub
stance under test. The lustre and whiteness of metals have a
close relation to their opacity and density; perhaps the relation is
that of effect and cause. If the opacity and density of metals be
progressively decreased, the optical metallic character will in
the same ratio be diminished; the true colour by reflected light
would become brighter and freer from white light till it came to
be contaminated with more and more of the returned transmitted
light. Such changes are beautifully exemplified by the gradual
additions of « solvent to fuchsin or other aniline colours in
crystals, Aniline colours, Prussian blue, indigo, carmine, and all
other dye stuffs which have very great tinctorial powers, have the
metallic lustre, and their colour by transmitted light is nearly
complementary to that by reflected light.
| In their relation to light, I suggest that metals are closely analo| gous to those dye stuffs which show a bronzed surface by reflecte.
| light. Metals are more perfectly bronzed because their opacity
| and density are greater, or, in other words, their tinctorial powers
are greater.
It will be seen that the above theory requires for its demonstra
tion a transparent diluent or solvent of metals which shall have
no chunteal action on them. Such a solvent, for a few of the
metals, is anhydrous liquid ammonia, If this menstruuin be
gradually added to the silver white alkali metals, the whiteness
disappears, and is replaced by copper —
which at last gives
place to the blue of transmitted hght.
1e changes of tint in this
case from copper redness to the transparent blue may be exactly
repeated by treating pure aniline blue with alcohol. The alkali
metals are then copper-red in reflected light, and by transmitted
light blue. In this connection, the fact that the salts of copper
are blue is, perhaps, of some significance. The solution of metals
without definite chemical action is almost a new idea in chemistry.
Faraday made the first approach to it by showing that the colour
of ruby glass is due to metallic gold ; and it received a final and
definite shape in a demonstration of the solvent properties of an
hydrous liquid ammonia, which I made at the late Troy meeting
of the American Association for the Adv ancelment of Science.
The tinctorial power of metals appears to be vastly greater than
that of any known «lye stuff, and the colours they should yield are
very brilliant. There is reason, then, to hope that these facts
about metals may some day receive some useful application.

Cooper will be interested in the following letter written by him to
LOCOMOTIVE BUILT IN TH
Mr. Brown, the author of ‘‘ The History of the First Locomotive
UNITED STATES.
in America,” and to whom we are indebted for the engravings and
from
book we have made the quotations herewith. The
WE are indebted to our contemporary the American letter whose
was written to explain the cause which led the writer to deRailroad Gazette for the following interesting paper on the viate from the path of his legitimate business to become a builder
first locomotive built in America :—
of locomotives :—
“New York, May 1sth, 1869.
The engine was constructed by Mr. Peter Cooper, in the
dear Sir,—In reply to your kind favour of the 10th inst., | write
summer of the year 1829, for the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. to **My
say that I am not sure that I have a drawing or sketch of the little
Of this engine Mr.'John H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, who witnessed locomotive
placed by me on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, in the
its trial, gave the following description in a lecture before the summer of 1529,
to the best of my recollection.
Maryland Institute in 1868 :
“The engine was a very small and insignificant affair. It was made at
“Mr. Cooper was satisfied that steam might be adapted to the a time when I had become the owner of all the land now belonging to the
the value of which, I believe, depended almost entirely
curved roads which he saw would be built in the United States ; CantontheCompany,
success of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.
and he came to Baltimore, which then possessed the only one upon
“At that time an opinion had become prevalent that the road was
on which he could experiment, to vindicate his belief, and he built ruined
for
steam
locomotives, by reason of the short curves found
an engine to demonstrate his belief. The machine was not larger necessary to get around
the various points of rocks found in their course
than the hand-cars used by workmen to transfer themselves from Under these discouraging circumstances many of the principal stockplace to place ; and, as the speaker now recalls its appearance, the holders were about abandoning the work, and were only prevented from
stock by my persuading them that a locomotive could be
only wonder is that so apparently insignificant a contrivance could forfeiting as their
to pass successfully around the short curves then found in the
ever have been regarded as competent to the smallest results. soread,madewhich
only extended thirteen miles, to Ellicott’s Mills.
But Mr. Cooper was wiser than many of the wisest around him.
*
When
I
had
the engine I invited the direct »rs to witness
His engine could not have weighed «a ton, but he saw in it a an experiment. completed
Some thirty-six persons entered one of the passenger
principle which the 40-ton engines of to-day have but served to cars, and four rede on the locomotive, which carried its own fuel and
water, and made the first passage, of thirteen miles, over an average
develope and demonstrate.
grade of 18ft. to the mile, in one hour and twelve minutes. We
“The boiler of Mr. Cooper’s engine was not as large as the ascending
the return trip in fifty-seven minutes
kitchen boiler attached to many a range in modern mansions ; it made
“|
regret
teapmake such a sketch of the engine as I would
was of about the same diameter, but not more than half as high. be willing to mysendinability
you at this moment, without further time te do so
It stood upright in the car, and was filled above the furnace, which
* Yours, with great respect,
occupied the lower section, with vertical tubes. The cylinder was
“ Peren Coopers
but 3hin. in diameter, and speed was gotten up by gearing. No
Of the trial of this engine Mr. Ross Winans made a report to the
natural draught could have been sufficient to keep’ up steam in
so small a boiler; and Mr. Cooper used, therefore, a blowing president of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, from which we
apparatus, driven by a drum attached to one of the car-wheels, make the following extracts :
“Mr. Cooper’s engine has but one working cylinder of 3jin. and
over which passed a cord that in its turn worked a pulley on the
shaft of the blower. Among the first buildings erected at Mount diameter and I4}in. stroke of piston, with a boiler proportionably
small, or nearly so, The wheels of the engine to which
Clare was a large car-house, in which railroad-trucks were laid at
right angles with the road track, communicating with the latter the motion is communicated are 2}ft. in diameter, making it
necessary
to
gear with a wheel and pinion to get speed, by which
by a turntable, a Liliputian affair indeed compared with the
means a considerable consumption of power is experienced.
revolving platforms, its successors, now in use.
**Mr.
Cooper's
engine has to-lay moved a gross weight of 44 tons
“Tn this car shop Mr. Cooper had his engine, and here steam |
was first raised ; and it seems as though it were within the last from the dep6t to Ellicott’s Mills and back,in the space of two hours
week that the speaker saw Mr. George Brown, the treasurerof the and ten minutes, which, as you are aware, the distance being
company, one of our most estimable citizens, his father, Mr. twenty-six miles, gives an average spced of twelve miles to the
Alexander Brown, Mr. Philip E. Thomas, and one or two more, hour, As the engine returned with its load to the same point
watch Mr. Cooper as with his own hands he opened the throttle, whence it started, the acclivities and declivities of the road were,
admitted the steam into the cylinder, and saw the crank substitute of course, balanced ; and at least as much time and power (if not
operate successfully with the clacking noise, while the machine more) were required to traverse the whole distance as would have
moved slowly forward with some of the bystanders, who had been on a level road ; therefore Mr. Cooper's engine exhibited an
stepped upon it. And this was the first locomotive for railroad average force during the time it was running of 1°43-horse power,
purposes ever built in America ; and this was the first transporta- | or nearly one and a-half, which is more than three times as much
tion of persons by steam that had ever taken place on this side of | power as the Rocket exhibited during the experiment above
described, .2 proportion to the cylindrical capacity of the respective
the Atlantic on an American built locomotive,
engines, This, no doubt, originated in a considera
ble degree from the steam being used in Mr. Cooper's
engine at a higher pressure than in the Rocket.
We are, however, not able to come to any very
250-H.P. OSCILLATING ENGINES OF .H.MLS.
correct conclusion as to what extent this cause pre
SALAMIS AND HELICON.
vailed (Mr, Cooper's steam gauge not being accuON page 44 we give a half-sectional and complete plan of thes
rately weighed), which prevents a more minute
comparison being made, It may be said that engines, and on page 41 are shown two elevations, one being an end
subsequent pr actice and experience with the view, and the otuer a section of the slide valves and starting gear.
Rocket have enabled her constructor to produce As we have reason to believe that, especially among many of our
more favourable results, which is no doubt the younger readers, the starting and stopping of a pair of oscillating
case ; but we have every reason to expect a similar engines not fitted with the link-motion constitutes an inscrutable
effect with regard to Mr. Cooper's engine, judging problem, we take this opportunity of explaining the whole process.
The eccentric is, of course, loose on the shaft, and held in position
from what we have witnessed, each exhibition of
its power being as yet an improvement upon the one by the strain on the stop pin when the engines are working ; but
that preceded it. It is, however, too small and too suppose they require to be stopped, the hand lever, level with
temporary in its construction to expect a great the top of the starting wheel, is pushed towards the eccentric rod,
deal, from the friction of the parts; the heat lost and as the lower end of the lever is cranked into the slot in the rod,
in a small engine being much greater in proportion it forces the rod from its bearing on the quadrant pin ; and while
to the power than in a larger one. But to ioe expe the cranked part of the lever is in the slot, it prevents the rod from
riments must, I think, establish sbyond a doubt returning on the pin. The quadrant pin is now separated from the
the practicability of using locomotive steam power rod and works in a loop at the back, and the slide valves being
on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad for the con motionless the passage of the steam is arrested, and thus the en
veyance of passengers and goods at such speed gines stop. ‘To start them the starting wheel is pushed forward
and with such safety (when compared with other and then its pinion gears with the rack on the quadrant rod ; and
modes) as will be perfectly satisfactory to all parties on turning the wheel motion is given te the quadrant, and thence to
concerned, and with such economy as must be the levers, and finally the slide valves ; and steam is then admitted
highly flattering to the interests of the company. into the cylinders on which the crank-shaft moves round, the
It has been doubted by many whether the un hand lever is pulled back, also the starting wheel, and eccentric
avoidable numerous short curves on the line of rod gears again with the quadrant pin. The action of reversing
your road and inclined planes would not ren being but stopping and starting we need not repeat that to exder the use of locomotives impracticable
;. but plain it.
The slide valves are the single ported type, each packed at the
“Mr. Cooper's success was such as to induce him to try a trip to the velocity with which we have been propelled to-day by
Ellicott’s Mills, on which occasion an open car, the first used upon steam power round some of the shortest curves (to wit, back with a six-tongued spring and packing-ring ; and a commucast in the
the road already mentioned, having been attached to the engine from fitteen miles to eighteen miles per hour) without the nication with the condenser is effected by a 2
and filled with the directors and some friends, the speaker among slightest appearance of danger, and with very little, if any, cover amd casing of the valve and a pipe euling therefrom,
the rest, the first journey by steam in America on an American increased resistance, as there was no appreciable falling off | also a stop or plug-cock is inserted in the passage to cut off the
1
itive was
1
he trip was most interesting. The in the rate of speed, and the slight diminution in speed in passing communication when required.
We shall continue our illustrations of these engines, with the
curves were passed without difficulty, at a speed of fifteen miles an up the inclined places, some of which were nearly 2Oft. to the
hour, and the grades were ascended with comparative ease. The mile, must, I think, put an end to such doubts, and at once show paddle-wheels and boilers, in an early impression.
day was fine, the company in the highest spirits, and some excited the capability of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to do much
gentlemen of the party pulled out memorandum books, and, when more than was at first anticipated or promised by its projectors
THE Benxnwar Coat Company.—A limited company has been
Ross WINANS.”
at the highest speed, which was eighteen miles an hour, wrote and supporters. — Very respectfully,
formed for acquiring and working the well-known Benhar coal
their names and some connected sentences, to prove that even at
fieli,
comprising more than 2000 acres, in Lanarkshire and
that great velocity it was possible to do so. The return trip from
Linhthgow. The field presents the advantages of a superior coal
the Mills, a distance of thirteen miles, was made in fifty-seven
ON THE COLOURS OF METALS.*
at very moderate depth ; little water in the workings ; favourable
minutes. This was in the summer of 1830, but the triumph of this
Or all the metals, two only, gold and copper, are distinctly situation for railway accommodation; easy access to many
Tom Thumb engine was not altogether without a drawback. The
and a widely-established reputation.
The purchase
great stage proprictors of the day were Stockton and Stokes ; and coloured. When nicely polished, the surfaces of all metals markets,
become
nearly perfect mirrors, reflecting almost all the light, money for the entire property, leases, and plant is the sum cf
on that occasion a gallant grey, of great beauty and power, was
£170,000 (to be paid partly in shares and partly in cash in propor
driven by them from town, attached to another car on the second whatever be its tint, which falls upon them; and the chemically tions
be arranged with the directors), but £50,000 thercof will
track—for the company had begun by making two tracks to the clean matte surfaces of all metals except gold and copper appear be in todeferred
shares, taking no dividend in any one year, unless
Mills—and met the engine at the Relay House on its way back. white to the eye. Yet the white light from such surfaces is inva
net profits be sufficient to pay 15 per cent. on the whole called
From this point it was determined to have a race home ; and, the riably contaminated with a small amount of coloured light, and the
up
capital
of
the
shares. But when, and as soon as the
start being even, away went horse and engine, the snort of the this coloured light is without doubt the result of a normal and net profits amountordinary
to this for two consecutive years, or in any two
ordinary decomposition of the incident white light. If the greater
one and the puff of the other keeping time and time.
such
years
together
make
an
aggregate of 30 per cent. on the same,
“* At first the grey had the best of it, for his steam would be part ef the incident white light were in the same way decomposed, the distinction between ordinary
and vendors’ shares will cease.
applied to the greatest advantage on the instant, while the engine the metals, instead of appearing to us white, would shine with The
incorporation
of
the
compaay
will admit of their extending
splendul
colours.
The
colours
of
natural
objects
are
always
had to wait until the rotation of the wheels set the blower to
operations to other fields, if the company so resolve. A youd
work. The horse was perhaps a quarter of a mile ahead, when the mixed with wuite light, that is, the white light falling on the sur- their
board
of
directors
has
been
obtained,
and the enterprise possesses
faces
of
natural
objects
is
never
completely
decomposed
;
and
in
safety valve of the engine lifted, and the thin blue vapour issuing
deal of promise.
from it showed an excess of steam. The blower whistled, the this regard the case of the metal shows a difference in degree ant | a good
New
Deron
ators.—Two
electric
detonators
have been approvid
not
in
kind,
To
the
eye
of
the
scientist,
then,
all
the
metals
may
steam blew off in vapoury clouds, the pace increased, the passengers
for mining purposes, and sealed at the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.
shouted, the engine gained on the horse, soon it lapped—the silk be coloured ; the colours are ordinarily invisible simply because The
first,
which
is
for
land
service,
consists
of
a
tin tube filled with
they
ure
diluted
or
overpowered
by
the
white
light
with
which
was applied—the race was neck and neck, nose and nose —then the
mercury, surmounted by a spherical head of beeclengine passed the horse, and a great hurrah hailed the victory. they are mingled, With the explanation thus given, I assume in fulminating
wood. Through this head, and embedded in gutta-percha to insu
that all metals are coloured.
But it was not repeated, for just at this timc, when the grey's thisThepaper
most satisfactory method of rendering the colours of | late them, run the electric wires, separated at their extremities by
master was about giving up, the band which drove the pulley,
short interval. In a small space left between the fulminating
which moved the blower, slipped from the drum, the safety valve metals apparent heretofore proposed consists in repeatedly re- amercury
and the extremities of the wires some loose gun-cotton is
to scream, and the engine, for want of breath, began to flecting a beam of white light trom the metallic surface under
So soon as connection is made between the other ends of
wheeze and pant. In vain Mr. Cooper, who was his own engineer exunination. A convenient arrangement is two parallel plates of | placed.
the
insulated
wires and the galvanic battery a current of electricity
the
metal,
between
which
the
light
is
reflected
from
one
to
the
and fireman, lacerated his hands in attempting to replace the band
darts down into the detonator and across the points of the wires,
«pon the wheel ;in vain he tried to urge the tire with light wood : other at a small angle of incidence.
At each incidence the white light is partially decomposed, and if generating sufficient heat in its passage to ignite the gun-cotton.
the horse gained on the machine and passed it, and although the
explodes the fulminating mercury, which blows the tin tube
band was presently ae, and steam again did its best, the the number of incidences be sufficiently multiplied, all the white This
fragments and occasions a jet of flame. The second detonator
lorse was too far ahead to be overtaken, and came in the winner light will have disappeared, and only the pure coloured rays be to
intended
mining 1s a modification of the old platinum
of the race. But the real victory was with Mr. Cooper, notwith- visible. In this way the colours of most of the metals have been | wire fuze. for Itsubmarine
consists, like the other, of a tin tube filled with ful
standing. He had held fast to the faith that was in 1im, and had exactly determined. The actual experiment, however, is not a minating mercury
and
a
beeclhiwood head, but the insulated wires,
brilliant one, inasmuch as the larger part of the light with
demonstrated its truth beyond peradventure. All honour to his very
of being imbedded in gutta-percha to their extremities, are
name ! In a patent case, tried many years afterwards, the boiler which it begins is lost bygradual diffusion ; especially the coloured | instead
freed
to
a
certain
extent
and drawn down over a piece of cork. To
light
is
lost,
probably
for
the
reason
that
the
decomposition
of
of Mr. Cooper's engine became, in sonic connection which
thes: ends, which are about 3-10ths of an inch apart, a small piece
had been forgotten, imporgant as a piece of evidence. It was the white light takes place within the reflecting surface.
found among some old rubbish at Mount Clare. It | Another methodof developing the true colours has recently oc- of platinum wire, 003 of an inch thick, is attached. Around the
hunted for
wire some loose gun-cotton is placed. When the amount
curred to me, and it is the main purpose of this paper to describe platinum
was difficult to
imagne that it had ever
of electricity descends into the detonator it generates sufficient
to drive a coffee mill,much less that it had
h: performed the feats |it- 1 present first a few theoretical considerations.
heat
to
make
the platinum wire red hot, consequently igniting the
here narrated.”
* Read before the New York Lyceum of Natural History, by Professor
n-cotton and exploding the fulminating mercury, as in the case
Those acquainted with the character and reputation of Mr.
C. A. Seeley.
of the first-mentioned fuze.
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THE machinery which we illustrate in the accompanying engraving lowered, to suit the material to be cut, by a rack above, and a
has been for some time in successful use at Melbourne, over five corresponding a and lowering of the rack c ¢ below; inside the
miles of side walkin that city being covered with flags sawn by its aid. || tube is an agitator, kept in constant motion by a segment wheel
The machinery is now being introduced into this country by dd, and it is supplied with sand and water by a pipe at the line of
Messrs, Sears and Co., Leodeleest, Liverpool. The following eefrom the hopper above. The débris and water from the cuts
fall into a cistern, which is then raised by elevators toa shaking
description will render its construction and mode of action clear,
Fig. 1 is a ground plan ; Fig. 2, a longitudinal elevation ; Fig. 3, | table, where the silt is separated from the grit, the latter passing
an end elevation; Fig. 4, face of driving disc ; Fig. 5, section to an agitating cistern above, and thence to the feed pipe.
These improvements have been found by the inventor to reduce
through centre of ditto; Fig. 6, top view, showing direction of
to a very important extent the cost of cutting stone, which he
screw and manner of working.
Ais a saw frame of the ordinary description ;B, a connecting | claims will be clearly proved by comparing this invention with the
low :—
;
rod with two joints CC; D, a pendulum for driving the saw old system, as descri
(1) The self-feeders by machinery without balance weights. _
frames suspended at E, and working at lower end in guide F, by
Diagram A shows the action of the frames by this system; a is
friction rollers or otherwise, and driven by connecting rod G, attached to the motive power ; H, axle for suspending saw frames ; the fixed point of suspension, bb the extreme length of stroke,
II, pulleys from which the saw frames are suspended by the and the line ¢c the material to be operated upon. It follows that
hangers J ; K and L, pulleys, which may be attached or separate, when the frame is raised by the backward or forward motion to
and placed in any position on the axle, the one being for balancing the extreme point b it is lifted considerably above the material,
the frames, the other for lifting them from or lowering them into and can only touch it at or near the point d, the remainder of the
their cuts ; M, the point to which the axle H is extended from the stroke bein a
lost; and immediately upon coming into
main framing Z, and connected by an endless chain or belt to the contact with the bottom of the cut, having no — or elasticity,
upper pulley N ; these two pulleys should be the same diameter it crushes the sand at once by the stroke, instead of by gradually
as II; O, cog wheel placed on the same axle as N, and rolling it on the surface of the cut, the cutters afterwards running
of equal size, works the connecting rod suspender P by without much pressure on the stone without sand.
the rack on the =e end Q, which, being secured on. con(2) The trolley motion in which the frames run with sweeps, cn
necting rod B, and working in guides up the pendulum, rollers attached to hangers, but having suspending weights, and
keeps the connecting rod on the same level as frame, and travels driven by disc, wiper, or crank motions,
.
up and down guides R at the same speed as frames; the pulleys
Diagram B shows the inequality of the thrust or draw at various
IL and K L taking the rise and fall of the saw frames at each points; the frame is shown level with the driving axle, which is
stroke, but conveying the motion no further than their own axle. the best position for cutting; yet on the disc revolving in the
Pulley M, having a loose clutch, may be keyed to allow the axle to direction of the arrow, at points ee and ff, the thrust and draw
work freely to the lift of frame (which is considerable) at each is downwards, acting against the balance weight by giving addistroke, and communicates no motion to pulley N or cog wheel O, tional weight to frame, while near the two centres no pressure
which works the connecting rod suspender, except as the cut pro- takes place; this pressure or lift is greatly augmented when much
gresses ; the hangers J suspend frame by direct action ; pulleys K above or below the level of the axle, in which case, acting alterand L being on the same axle as I I, working in vertical guides S 8, nately, the balance of the frame is destroyed so as to reduce to a
with the friction rollers T T T T ; these are adjusted, when worn, great extent the work done, until something like the level of the
with set pins ; the suspending rods U U can also be altered at V axle is attained, yet the same fuel and labour are required.
to regulate the sweep, Attached to the side of a pulley, or other(3) The pendulum motion, which has less defects than the other
wise, on main axle H, a small brake is placed, to regulate the lift of two, but is still deficient.
the frame at each stroke, and is regulated by the amount of weight
h h in diagram C shows the frame, ¢ i the pendulum, kk the
attached ; W W are friction rollers secured by brackets at each connecting rod, and / / the a of stroke. When set in motion
end, and can be adjusted, when worn, by set pins X X. Y Y are the circle shown is described, and on the frame lifting to its
brushes to keep the friction rollers clean and prevent wear.
balance weight, by a thrust or a draw of at least six tons, in
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 represent the method of shortening or lengthen- ome working, the connecting rod slides at each stroke up and
ing the stroke when in full motion, so as to give the saw frame the down the pendulum with enormous friction, ange se, ag
same swing or stroke when lifted to its utmost height as at the ing the power required ; and at the same time, when li 7
S
lower part of the cut, The face of disc (Fig. 4) is strengthened at frame retards it b: ae,
ey overcoming the
ce
upper side, and revolves on axle g ; » is the slot in which a block weight, and, when the frame falls to the stroke, partially suspendis fitted with overlapping flanges, holding driving pin i, and sliding ing it, so the weight
uired to cut effectually can only be
up and down in slot; k, a ven rod which passes through the attained at one point of the stroke ; and, at the same time, the
block, secured above and below, but allowing it to revolve. This friction of the connecting rod with the pendulum causes it to slip
rod is screwed at upper end, passing through the rim of disc, which by jerks, preventing a higher speed being attained than from forty
is tapped, and terminates with a small wheel /, By applying fric- to forty‘ive strokes per minute, while the inventor has proved to
tion at side m, Fig. 6, this wheel will, at each revolution of the his own satisfaction that amuch
er speed cuts quicker in prodisc, revolve in the direction of the arrow o, pressing down the portion to the difference of the
e.
block, and shortening the stroke; applying friction to the side n,
The inventor claims for his system superiority over others iu the
the wheel will take the direction of the arrow p, and lengthen the following points : First, in the connecting rod
always at a level
stroke, in either case as the machinery is in
motion.
ith
on joints, there is no upward or
The sand feeder aa is a hollow tube extending across the cuts,
so that the frames can be balanced
to the
with perforations for the discharge of sand and water, driven by greatest niicety, Ww
is maintained through all points of the cut,
connecting rod bb attached to the pendulum; this can be lifted or and with an equal quantity of cutting plates is perpetual, the

"|
ts

stroke being, by the use of the regulator, the same throughout,
The friction at the end of the connecting rod is also very slight, as by
thepresent system the connecting rod, having no joint, works up and
down the pendulum at each stroke (say forty-five times per minute),
while by theimproved system the friction only amounts to the dep
of the cut per day, the direct gearing causing the frames to be so
sensitive as to po hethem to rise and fall to the back weights
nearly the whole — of the cut, and they can be so peed by
a brake on the shaft H as to permit the frames in conjunction wi
the sensitive position of the back weights to lift and take in sand
during the progress of the stroke. Secondly, the
ement of the
guide rollers W lessens the friction when comp:
with slides,
the friction being on steel points instead of two plain surfaces
rubbing together. The wear is prevented by brushes, and the
saw frame is kept running perfectly true, preventing the cuts
being vertically out of truth, while the fixing of frame suspenders
U U at V regulates the sweep to the speed driven.
Thirdly,
the working of the sand feeder requires little attention and dispenses with a great amount of labour. Finally, the frames, in
their position to the driving point, remain the same, and the
stroke being one uniform length, they are always at the best
cutting point, and will do an immense amount more work than any
of the old machines, in addition to the important saving of time,
labour, and steam power,
The
ting rod susp
, Fig. 2, is shown on the front side
of the perdulum, to convey a clearer idea of its operation, but it
may be placed on the other side, which will prevent the crossing
of the band or endless chain. The axles of pulley N and wheel O
can be lengthened to the main framing Z, when the pulley M will
work by the side of pulley I.
Sovutn KENnsINcTON MusEvM.—Visitors during the week ending
January 13th, 1872:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
from 10 am. to 10 p.m., Museum, 12,051; Naval and other
Galleries, 2100; on
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Museum, 1984; Naval and
other Galleries, 104 ; total, 16,239 ; average of corresponding week
4 aes
12,134. Total from the opening of the Museum,
’ , 41,
RaILWays IN ASIA Minor. —The Turkish Minister of Public Works
publishes the official following note on the subject of this enterrise :—‘‘ The railway
in course of construction between Scutari and
smidt is one of the
public benefits which do honour to
the spirit of initiative of his Imperial Majesty the Sultan. His
Majesty, gratified with the —- made with this line, and
oan m the regeneratingideas with which he is ever anima
hasfurther ordered the Minister of Public Works, thro
Grand Vizier, to establish a network of railways throughout the
whole of Asia Minor, by means of branches communicating with
the Scutari and Ismidt line. In conformity with the z Ea
order, engineers have been sent to Ismidt to examine Mount
Seugud, and to make all necessary
surveys, with a view to the
extensionof the line to Eski-Sheir, as a first instalment of his
Majesty’s splendid scheme, As the wogks on the Scutari to Ismidt
line are comparatively far advanced, considering the time employed
upon them, there is reason to believe
pleted bynext September, that the extension to Eski-Sheir will be
in readiness di
the f
, and that both lines can
then be joined.
« important su eek the branch
line is now
under earnest consideration of the
Minstry
of Public Works,

Jan. 19, 1872.
ON THE APPLICATION OF ENCIRCLING HOOPS
TO THE FURNACE TUBES AND FLUES OF
BOILERS ORIGINALLY MADE WITHOUT.
Tue last report of the chief engineer, Mr. L. E. Fletcher, to
the Manchester Steam Users’ Association, contains the following
elaborate and useful paper on the use of angle iron hoops for
strengthening boilers :—
;
‘
It is very frequently found to be desirable to add encircling
hoops to the furnace tubes and flues of boilers alreadyin use,
either toadmit of their wee
e being i
d or to render
them safe at the one to which they may have been hitherto
subjected. With this view a considerable number of encircling
hoops have from time to time been added to the furnace and flue
tubesof boilers belonging to members of this Association. As
these hoops if not rightly applied give rise to considerable inconvenience, instructions as to the right mode of fixing were given in
the Association’s monthly report of June, 1862, while in addition
it has been the practice to send to those members requiring it a
detailed description in each case, accompanied with an explanasketch.
is information is in such frequent request, that it
is th
t it would be well to make another reference to the
subject in the oa report, entering upon it with somewhat
fuller detail, and adding illustrations.
Fig. 1 gives a cross section of a furnace tube with an encircling
hoop attached, while Fig. 2 gives a horizontal section, and Fig. 3
an external plan view. A consultation of these sketches with the
others, which will be referred to in due course, will, it is trusted,
make the following description clear.
The hoops should be of angle iron section, about 3in. by 3in., by
half an inch. They should be made in halves so that they may be
passed in at the manhole, and then riveted to the furnace or flue
tubes in position, thus rendering it unnecessary either to remove
the tubes or cut any opening in the boiler. The angle iron should
not be brought into direct
contact with the plates of
the tube, but a clear space
of not less than an inch
should be left between the
two; the hoop for this
purpose having a diameter some 2in, larger
than the furnace tube.
The hoop should be secured to the furnace tube
by rivets, spaced about
Gin. apart; blocking
pieces, through which the
rivets should pass, being
inserted between the tube
and the angle iron, so as
to give a solid abutment
for the riveting, while the
ric.2
halves of the hoop should
—
be connected together by
butt strips, riveted to
their ends at the back.
Sometimes these blockin
70 Oo 8.0
8 @
pieces are made by rm
ting off a piece of bar iron,
and ery a hole
through
g it for the inserFiG.3.
tion of the rivet, and thus
ee
‘| forming a description of
=
.rough and thick washer.
SS
So
This plan is very objec0
tionable, as it forms too
|
great a lump of metal
round the rivet, and promotes the overheating of
:
:
_ the plate. The blocking
pieces should be made of a strip of iron not more than three-sixteenths of an inch thick, bent round into a circular shape, the
ends being welded
together so as to form a short tube or ferule.
These ferules should be well fitted into the space between the
hoop and the plating of the furnace and flue tube, while the ends
of one half-hoop should be firmly butted against the ends of the
other half-hoop, so
that the whole may
be tightly drawn together, as much of
the support afforded
by these hoops depends upon their
being made one with
the furnace and flue
tubes, and not put
in so as to act merely
as separate hoops
from which the
plates are hung.
_ Fig. 4 gives a fullsized view of the
mode recommended
of attaching the
angle iron hoop to
the furnace and flue
tube, showing the
ferules in position
between the angle
A iron hoop and
gy the plate, with the
rivets
passing
through them.
Ps. object of
owing a water
8
between the furnace tube and the angle iron ring is to admit
of the circulation of the water between the two. Iftheangle iron
and the tube plate be brought in direct contact one with the other,
or the space ) too contracted, the plate becomes overheated and
cracks at the rivet holes, in consequence of which this system
of hooping has in some cases been unfairly condemned.
Where, however, a suitable water space has been left, and
not allowed to become choked wit deposit, no injury has
been found to arise. A hoop of angle iron is preferable to one of
T iron, as the single flange of the angle iron, being narrower than
the double flange of the T iron, offers less impediment to the
escape of the steam generated within the annular
water s ace,
and also less harbourage for deposit, and is therefore not so likely
to keep the water from contact with the plates, and to lead to
~— coomentng, It is nermnes the practice to put two angle
rons back to back,
owever, is quite unnecessary,
single
iron isall that is required. sgt:
as
: In some
boilers the water space between the shell and the
oe
as
well
as
between
the
furnace
tubes
themselves,
is
e
ted to allow of the angle iron being preserved in its
mee In such cases a ogg of the flange
of the angle iron may
acashire
off, veda in Fig. 5, which gives a cross section of a
er with hoops applied
the two furnace tubes.
Should this not be sufficient to meet theto difficulty,
the clearance
between the furnace tube and the hoop may be contracted
at
the narrowest part of the water space, between the side just
the
furnace tube and the shell of the boiler, as that point falls ofbelow
the level of the fire-bars, but the water space should never be
contracted above that level. The hoops should not be allowed to
touch the shell of the boiler, or the furnace tubes
andleakagebe induced, since furnace and flue
and fall with variations of temperature, and thus grind against the
sides of the shell, or against one another where in contact,
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In fixing hoops in pairs, one hoop should be set alittle out of
line with the other, as shown in
6, 7, 8, 9, so that the flanges
om ag come in contact, orbe so
to one another as to form a
harbour for incrustation.
The number of hoops which it may be necessary to add to a
furnace and flue tube would have to be decided in each case as it
arises, after a careful examination of the boiler, since it depends
on so many conditions, viz., the pressure of steam at which the
boiler is to be worked ; the length and diameterof the furnace and
flue tube, as well as its circularity, which has a most important
influence on its strength ; also the thickness and condition of the
plating at the time of applying the hoops; in addition to the
proportions of the boiler, and the circumstances of the case
generally, It is, however, recommended that in every boiler of
ordinary dimensions one set of hoops should be applied to the
furnace tubes, at about 5ft. from the front end, as shown in Fig. 6.
The object of placing the hoops in that position is to guard the
furnace tubes against the strain induced by the action of the fire,
and also to act as a precaution in the event of the furnace crowns
becoming overhea

BARTON’S FEED-WATER HEATER.
WE illustrate in the accompanying
engraving a simple and
well designed feed-water heater, Which ey=, for — time
in successful operation at Messrs. Laird’s Works, Birkenhead, the
Birkenhead Gasworks, and several other establishments. It is
the invention of Mr. James Barton, 89, Church-street, Birkenhead. The action will be understood in a moment,
se
STEAR OUTLET

coLo
WATER
SUPPLY

Fic.5.

LONCITUDINAL
SECTION
a0T, WATER SUPPLY
A is a tank for the heated water ; B, pipefor conveying exhaust
steam into the water; C, tap for cold water supp ; D, float;
E, test rod; F, hot water supply pipe for the feed pump; G,
pipe for conveying away the surplus steam ; H, gauge showing
the height of water; I, thermometer showing the temperature
of water; J, manhole; K, lever for open tap C; L, cold water
supply pipe ; C, tap of which is coupled to a lever K, and float D,
where the water in the heater raises the float D, and closes the

When two strengthening hoops are required to each furnace
tube, it is recommended that they should be placed in the position
shown in Fig. 7, the first set of hoops being placed within about 5ft.
from the front end, and the second midway between the first set
and the back end of the boiler.
Where greater strength is required, and three sets of hoops are
necessary, it is recommended that they should be spaced as shown
in Fig. 8, the first set being placed, as before, within about 5ft.
from the front end of the boiler, and the other two so as to divide
the remainder of the furnace tube into three equal portions,
Some boilers are made originally with a diaphragm plate stay,
fixed midway between the two ends of the boiler. In such cases,
where three sets of hoops are required, it is recommended that
they be spaced as shown in Fig. 9, in which the first pair of hoops
is placed as before, at about 5ft. from the front on the second
midway between the first and the diaphragm plate stay, and the
third midway between that stay and the back end of the boiler.
The positions given above are not absolute, but approximate, as
adjustments will sometimes be required to prevent the hoops falling on the ring seams of rivets. Wherever it is practicable the
angle iron hoops should be kept six inches free of the ring-seams
of rivets,
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tap C, and so reduces or shuts off the supply; and when the
water-line is lowered by increased withdrawal through F, the
float D falling, and opening the tap C, augments the supply of cold
water flowing onan C. The nozzle of the tap C is arranged to
deliver into the bell-mouthed steam pipe B, directing the cold water
into steam, heated to boiling point. E, test rod, whereby it can be
ascertained, without removing the manhole door J, whether the
tap C is working freely. It is impossible for the tap C to get
out of order, for every stroke the engine makes it moves the plug
of the tap C,
ON A FORM OF GALVANOMETER SUITABLE
FOR THE QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF
THE ELECTRO-MOTIVE FORCE AND INTERNAL
RESISTANCE OF TELEGRAPH BATTERIES.*
By W. E. Ayrton, Esq., Indian Government Telegraph
Department.
THE efficiency of a galvanic battery depends on the magnitude of
two properties it possesses—its electro-motive force, or power to
send a current, and its internal resistance or power to impede a
current. The greater the electro-motive force the greater the current sent if the whole resistance in circuit remains the same, and
the greater the internal resistance of the battery the less the current sent, other things remaining the same.
It is, therefore, of great practical importance in telegraphy to be
able easily to measure the electro-motive force and internal resist-
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It must be clearly understood that the above recommendations
refer simply to the application of angle iron hoops as afterclaps to
boilers originally made without them. Angle iron hoops of the
description explained above are by 10 means recommended for new
structures, which should be strengthened either with flanged joints
or hoops of T iron, bridge, rail, or other approved section, applied
to each of the ring seams of rivets in the furnace and flue tubes,
the hoops being used as covering strips for'connecting the adjoining belts of plating, and being ected directly thereto without the
intervention of ferules. Should water pockets or water pipes be
introduced in flue tubes, the ring seams of rivets in the neighbourhood of the furnace, if not throughout the entire length of the flue
tube, should nevertheless be strengthened by flanged joints or
encircling rings.
In conclusion, attention may be drawn to the importance of
keeping the annular water spaces between the angle iron hoops and
the furnace tubes clear from incrustation, in order to prevent overheatingof the plates, For this purpose the boiler attendant should
be —
with a cranked chisel, for cleaning these spaces out,
and instructed to use it regularly.
WE have to record a new discovery which is scarcely a week
old. Reproductionsof designs, such ar portraits and landscapes, have
long existed on porcelain and eiamel; we have numerous
specimens of them on old crockery; but we believe it is the first
time photographs have been
ily fixed on such substances by
means of violent heat estimated at 1200 deg. Centigrade. This
»rocess is due to M. Geymet, who not only makes no secret of it,
ut invites all who take an interest in photography to visit his
laboratory, No. 8, Rue Neuve des Augustine, where he explains
the different manipulations requisite for the success of the operation. We have before us a specimen of this new art in the
portraitof a lady reproduced on the small signet part of a ring,
and we have no hesitation in
ing that we never saw anythin
of the kind presenting a greater delicacy either of outline or o
shade, —Galignani,
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ance of a battery, so as to see from day to day that the former does
not diminish and that the latter does not increase.
:
I will first examine the way in which this has been practically
there
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exists to this method.
A galvanometer was employed, on the bobbin of which were wound
two coils—one of a comparatively high resistance,
ed the “in.
tensity” coil, and the other of a comparatively low resistance,
called the “‘ quantity” coil. The electro-motive force was measured by observing the deflection produced when the coil of high
resistance was inserted between the battery poles ; and the internal
> From the Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for September,
18 71,
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resistance could be found by comparing the deflections produced
when the coils of high and low resistance were respectively used.
In some instruments the low resistance galvanometer coil was
tlispensed with, and instead the high resist
coil was shunted.
The reasoning being in both cases virtually the same, I will,
therefore, only deal with the first case—the galvanometer wound
with two coils.
Let d be the deflection produced on any particular galvanometer
by a current C, then for small deflections
d=nxC xa;
where » is the number of convolutions, and @ a constant depending on the form of the galvanometer and the size and power of the
magnetic needle. Let this current C be produced by a battery having
an electro-motive force E, and an internal resistance R, then
C= R mb Ohm’s law
G being the resistance‘of the galvanometer
E
“ d=nXxXp Gg Xa be!

es

or if we consider n and @ constant
Evariesas(R+G)d ..... . (2)
Now if, G be very large compared with R then
EvariesasG@ Xd. . . very nearly;
that is to say, the electro-motive forces of battcrics are directly
rroportional to the deflections they produce on a galvanometer
ae te a very large resistance compared with the resistance of the
batteries. This method will, therefore, answer with batteries of
anall internal resistance. But in the case of batteries consisting
of a large number of cells joined in series (such batteries, in fact,
#3 are necessarily in use in the Indian telegraph on account of the
gveat length of the lines) the internal battery resistance is itself
large. Consequently, with such batteries it is impossible to use
any cheap galvanometer, that is, a galvanometer not containing a
large amount of wire, which will fulfil the condition that the
yalvanometer resistance shall be large compared with the battery
resistance, The electro-motive forces, therefore, of such batteries
can only be very roughly compared by using the so-called ‘“intensity ” coil, unless the internal resistance of the batteries be in some
way previously ascertained,
The internal resistance, if high, could be found in the following
way :—
Let d be the deflection given by the battery when the ‘intensity ”
coil of resistance G is used, and let d’ be the deflection given when
the *‘ quantity ” coil of resistance G’ is used, then from equation
(1) we have, since both the coils are wound on one bobbin and the
magnetic needle is the same in bothE cases,
nih
d
R+G
¢
wWBE
R + G
where n and n’ are respectively the number of convolutions in the
coils
<8 a" * G xd
nxGXd
n Xd—nXd'
The resistance of different batteries, or of the same battery on
tlifferent days, can be found in this way, and then the ratio of
their electro-motive forces from cqyuation (2), This isa very roundubout way of comparing clectro-motive forces, but is nevertheless
the only way in which it can be done with the so-called ‘ intenity ” and “ quantity ” galvanometer coils if the battery resistance
be large,

SB.
If now the question be to determine simply the resistance of a
battery when the resistance is small, that of one cell for example,
then it is impossible to get an accurate result with the ‘‘intensity”
and “‘ quantity ” coils, for we see from equation (1) that if R be
small compared with G, then a small percentage of change in R
will produce no practical change in d, that is to say, when using
the ‘intensity ” coil the deflection will be practically the same
whatever the resistance of the battery may be, as long as it is
small compared with the resistance of the ‘‘ intensity ” coil.
Therefore, with the “intensity” and ‘‘ quantity” coils we cannot find accurately the resistance of a battery if small; and,
secondly, we cannot compare the electro-motive forces of two batteries without previously determining their internal resistances if
the internal resistances be large. Such an instrument, therefore,
for battery testing as Latimer Clark’s shunt galvanometer, which
is arranged virtually on the principle I have been describing, does
not at all meet the requirements of the Indian Telegraph Department. And besides, the instruments of this description that have
been received are exceedingly unsensitive for small differences,
and also with the ‘‘ intensity ” coil 30, 40, or 50 cells all produce
nearly the same deflection (90 deg.) so that it is impossible practically with this galvanometer to compare the electro-motive forces,
or to find the internal resistance of large batteries.
What, therefore, is required is an instrument which will give
independent accurate measurements in «hso/ute units of the electromotive force and internal resistance of avy battery. Such an instrument will be still more valuable if it be simple, portable, and
tolerably cheap, All these requirements have been fulfilled in the
little galvanometer arranged by Mr. Schwendler, and which,
therefore, I have considered of sufficient interest to bring before
the notice of this society. This galvanometer that I have on the
table is a tangent galvanometer, the bobbin of which is wound
with two coils, one of thick wire, and having a resistance of about
one Siemens’ unit, and the other of thin wire, and having a resistance of about 100 Siemens’ units. Forming part of this instrument are two resistance coils of 200 and 2000 Siemans’ units re
spectively. The 200 coil can be placed or not at pioseee in circuit
with the thick galvanometer coil, and similarly the 2000 resistance
coil with the thin galvanometer coil.
To (1) is attached one end of each of the coils.
To (2) the other end of the thick coil.
To (3) the other end of the thin coil.
To Measure the Resistance of a Battery.—Join the two poles of
the battery to the two binding screws respectively of the galvanometer, and make the following observations, in each case the mean
of the readings with + and — currents to be taken. Plug up
holes marked A and 200: then the battery and the thick coil only
are in circuit, Let the deflection of the needle be a®. Remove
plug from hole marked 200, but leave plug in hole marked A: then
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the battery, the thick coil, and a resistance of 200 S. U. are in
circuit. Let the deflection be 6°. .Let R be the internal resistance
to be found of the battery, then
L”6 —_1 Siemens’
2
R= tan200a’ X — tan
tan
units.
To Measure the Resistance of a Non-Electro-motor.— Insert this
resistance in the battery branch, and repeat the preceding observations obtaining respectively deflections a,” and b,° then if 7 be the
resistance to be found
200 X tan b,? — 1 Siemens’ units.
et a tan a," —- tan b,°
Eliminating R from this and the preceding equation we have
tan b,°
tan b”
soni
¥
7 tan a° — ': tan b°3 ) weat le
— s=' 9 (antan a,° — tan » b,°
The most constant electro-motive force that can be practically
made use of is that of a new Menotti’s cell with clean zinc and
copper, a standard cell as it is called. The electro-motive force of
po a cell is therefore taken as our unit of electro-motive force,
Y'o Express the Electro-motive Force of « Battery in Termsof that
of Stansard Cell,—Join the two poles of the battery to the two
binding screws respectively of the galvanometer, and plug up holes
marked B and 2000: then the battery and the thin coil only are in
circuit, Let the deflection be U’. Remove the plug from hole
marked 2000, but leave plug in B : then the battery, the thin coil,
and 2000 8.U. are in circuit, Let the deflection be m’. Repeat
these two tests with the standard cell substituted for the battery.
Let the two deflections now obtained be p’ and 7”. Then if E be
the electro-motive force of the battery, and ¢ that of the standard
cell,
ore tan rx tan me x tan v tan v. m
tan p° X tan q
tan / tan m
This galvanometer can also be used as a telegraphic receiving
instrument, but then the two copper stops, 8, 8’, shown in the
diagram attached, should be placed one on each side of the
aluminium needle. If well adjusted, signals can be read which are
produced by ten Menotti’s cells at the other end of a line about
400 miles long, consisting of No. 55 wire and having an insulation
of two millions per mile.
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2341. Freperick Broventon, Hanover Cottages, Regent's Park, London,
and Rospert STEPHENS, Green-street, Paddington-green, London, *‘ An
improved brake block for locomotive engines and railway carriages,”—
5th Septemoer, 1871.
238... Waiter WeLpon, The Cedars, Putney, Surrey, “ Improvements in
the manufacture of chlorate of potash and other chlorates.”—11th
Septenber, S71.
2475. Henry Grorce Srevier, Craven-street, Strand, London, ‘ Improvements in the manufacture of umbrellas and parasols, and in the machinery to be employed therein.”—20th September, UST1.
2721. GEMINIANO ZANNI, City-road, London, * Improvements in magnetic
bells and signals to render the same more simple and economical for
telegraphic and domestic purposes.” —15/h October, 1871.
2755. Grorce RypiLi, Maze Pond, Borough, Surrey, ‘* linprovements in
275
apparatus and machinery and method or methods for extracting vegetable substances from and preserving the colour and staple of wool,
woollen rags, and animal substances, and re-using certain agents
cmployed in the process, also removing dark shade.”--l7th October,
Is7l.
2830. Jomy Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ An improved
combined pencil and eraser,”—A communication from Joseph Reckendorfer, New York, U.S. —23r! October, 1871.
3327. Henry Groroe Bosros, York, ** An improved mode of and apparatus for igniting cigars, cigarettes, and other similar articles.”—9th
December, S71.
3373. Josern Jones, Stockport, Cheshire, ‘‘ Improvements in the arrangements of the driving parts of machinery or apparatus employed in
felting.”-—Lith December, S71.
33M
3305. Heskera Hucnes, Homerton, London, “ Improvements in the
manufacture of chenille and other similar fabrics.” 14th December,
Is7 1.
3406, Jonn Box, Newton House, Newton-road, London, “A new or
improved machine for compressing dust coal."”—-A communication from
Severin Surowiez, Rue d’Angouléme, Paris.—15th Decew er, 1871.
3430, ALFRED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ lmprovements
in hoisting apparatus, and engines for operating the same, parts of
which improvements are also applicable to other purposes.”—A communication from Charles Rollin Otis and Norton Prentiss Otis,
Yonkers, New York, U.S8.-—ISth Decewher, 1871.
3485, FREDERICK CLINCH, Brook-street, Grosvenor-square, London, “ Improvements applicable to the feet of horses and other animals.”—23rd
December, 71.
3509, Josepu WiLpe, Guide Bridge, near Manchester, ‘‘ Improvements in
heating apparatus for stoving or proofing felt hats and for other
ustus Bryant CHILps, Mark-lane, London, *‘ Improvements in
w hulling and polishing rice and other seeds, and all kinds
of grain.”
3513. Joun Stace, Birmingham, ‘Improvements in the manufacture of
lockets.”
3514. Ronerr Smrtn, Longridge, near Preston, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in weaving fancy goeds, and in the apparatus to be used
therefor.”
3515. Henry Youna Darracortr Scorr, Ealing, Middlesex, ‘‘ Improvements in the treatment of sewage water.
3517. JOHANNES AVETICIAN CALANTARIENTS, Scarborough, Yorkshire,
“Improved arrangements for goveting Pipes or vessels containing
water or liquid from bursting by the effects of frost, or similar force
suddenly brought into operation.” —29th Decewber, 1871.
3510, Thomas WILLIAMS, Stoke-upon-Trent, Staffordshire, *Improvements
in the construction of quarry presses.”
3520, AnTHUR CHARLES HENDERSON, Charing Cross, London, ‘ Improvements in cigar cases for effecting the simultaneous and automatic
cutting and lighting of the cigars.”—A communication from Léon
Courtchoux, Sedan, Ardennes, France.
3
Grorce Lione, LecLancue, Paris, ‘‘.. new electrical contact for
clockwork or other applications.”
$522. Tuomas Woop, Manchester, *‘ Improvements in the construction of
omnibuses to be used upon tramways and upon common roads.”
3523, ARCHIBALD MCKEOHNIE, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘ Improvements in fixing boiler tubes.”
3524. Carter MILLBouRN, Clyde-terrace, Deatrice-road, Blue AnchorSurrey, ** Improvements in the process of and apparatus or machinery for making paper.”
3525. EMite Bocquet, Paris, ‘ An improved apparatus for making coffee,
1, wand other beverages.”
3527, CHARLES AmBprosE McEvoy, Ryder-street, St. James’, Westminster,
“Improvements in apparatus for lubricating the axles of railway
carriage
Partly a communication from William Painter, Owings
Mills, Maryland, U.S,
NDER CHARLES Morratt, Princes-street, Leicester-square,
‘Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of wire
and other rope, and for spinning and twisting silk, cotton, wool, and
other fibrous material.” —30th December, 1871.
1, JouN Surv, Soyland, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improved self-acting temples used
in looms for weaving.”
3. Pau TorPLer, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘‘ An improved method of
treating and cleaning all kinds of animal and vegetable fibrous
materials containing grease.”
4. Hexry Hicuton, Putney, Surrey, ‘‘ Improvements in electric telegraphs.”
5. ALLEN SILVESTER, Edgware-road, London, ‘An improvement in
carriage wheels.”—A communication from Henry Silvester, St. Louis,
Missouri, U.S.
7. WILLIAM Steppins Fish and James Wornerspoon, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in yarns, threads, twines, cordage, or
ropes, and in the employment or application thereof.”
8. Jonn Ker Tuts, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.L., ‘Improvements in
punching holes in leather and other similar materials, and in the machinery or apparatus employed therefor.”
9. Stanyus Geocuecan, Dublin, Ireland, “Improvements in apparatus
for marking names or consecutive number branding casks, cases, boxes,
and other like receptacles.”
10, Witu1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “Im-
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rovements in looms for weaving narrow fabrics.”—A communication
rom William Day, Newark, New Jersey, U.S.—lst January, 1872,
ll. THomas Irvine, Gracechurch
¥
, ‘Improvements in
apparatus for contro!
the draught of steam boiler furnaces.”
12. Josern Lampert DE Montotson, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements in means and apparatus for.removing the hair or fur from skin*,
and applying the same to various useful purposes.”
13. JosepH LAMBERT DE Montoison, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in tanning and in apparatus connected therewith.” — 2ud
January, 1872.
15. HesketH HuGues, Homerton, London, “ Improvements in the manufacture of trimmings and in apparat
ted
ith.”
17. CuarLes Henry Sreser, lrwell Springs,
p, Lancashire, and
Joun Furnevatt, Haslingden, I
hire, ‘ Imy
ts in machinery for dyeing yarns in the hank.”
18. WILLIaM Gitmour, Gateside Mills Company, Gateside, Fifeshire, N.B..
‘Improvements in shuttles for weaving, and in apparatus to be used
in making the same.”
19. Henry Epwarp Lester. iun., Victoria Docks, Essex, ‘Improvements
in vessels’ steering apparatus.”
as
20. HENRY MAYLER, Liverpool, * Improvements in ships’ berths.
21. Paut Girrarp, Rue de la Pepiniére, Paris, ‘‘ Improvements in compressed or liquefied air or gas cartridges and fire-arms, and in apparatus employed therein.”
22. ALPHONSE Nouricé and WittiaM CHartm@ Wi.p, Hatton-garden,
London, “A new or improved method of heightening the colour of
various gems or precious stones, and of manufacturing artificial gems
or stones,”
23. Henry Watton Wutreneap, Ilolbeck, Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘* Improvements in machinery for combing wool, cotton, flax, silk, and other
fibrous substances.”
24. Samuet Ecman and Harris Leon Brown, Sheffield, “An apparatus
for cutting or finishing cigars.”
25. THappeus Hyatt, Gloucester-gardens, Hyde Park, London, ‘ Improvements in fire and burglar-proof illuminating roofs, skylights,
windowlights, and gratings, and in glasses for the same.”—rd Jenaary,
1872,
Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of
Complete Specifications.
32. Wittiam Rozert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Improvements in anchors.”—A communication from Thomas Thomson,
Bluff Harbor, Otago, New Zealand.—4th January, 1872.
’
33. Joun Low, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘* An improved magnetic
binnacle for counteracting the effects of local attraction on ships’
compasses,” —4th January, S872.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has teen Paid.
65. MaRMApUKE WILKIN, St. James’-terrace, Paddington, London, and
Jounx Ctark, Chippenham-terrace, Paddington, Loi.don, “ Railway
brakes.”—Sth
January,NewrTon,
1869. Chancery-lane, London, ‘* Net
e machines. a
3603,
HENRY Epwarp
—13th Deceuber, 1869,
a.
88. ALEXANDER Henry, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., “* Fire-arms and
ammunition.” —12th January, 1869.
114. Aurrep Vixcent Newrox, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Reaping and
mowing machinery.”—14th January, 1869.
7
121. Cuar irs Henry Lea, Stafford, ‘‘ Opening, closing, and locking railway level crossing gates, &c."—15th January, 1869.
131. Tuomas Howcrorrt and ALEXANDER MoGrecor, Bedford Leigh,
Lancashire, *‘ Reaping and mowing machines.”—15th January, 1869.
99. ParricK Moi Barnett, Aberdeen, N.B., “ Fixing and securing
wooden keys in railway chairs.” —13th January, 1869.
,
1]l. Tuomas MortLock, Singleton-street, Hoxton, London, “‘ Levelling,
furrowing, and dressing millstones.”—1l4th January, 1869.
132. EpwaRD CRrappock, Camberwell New-road, Surrey, ‘‘ Punehes.”—
15th Juvuary, 1869.
142. Hvcu ADAM Sitver, Bishopsgate Within, London, “‘ Cooking.”—16th
January, 169.
208. THomMas Cook, Old Kent-read, Surrey, and Joun Watson, Victoriachambers, Westminster, ‘* Motive power, &c.”—22ud Jaavary, 1869.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £10U has been Paic3603. Henry Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Net machines.”
13th December, S64.
127. James Younc, Limefield, Midlothian, N.B., “ Producing gases and
vapour in a heated state. "—lith January, 1865.
‘
790. RicHarp Jorpan GatLixe, Indianopolis, Marion, Indiana, U.8.,
“ Fire-arms.”—21«t Mareh, 1865,
142. Seay James Best, Bermondsey-street, Surrey, and James Jonn
HoLpeN, Single-street, Bow, Middlesex, ‘‘Charging and drawing gas
retorts, &c."”—l7th Januaru, 1865,
197. Joun BLANp Woop, Broughton, Manchester, ‘‘ Floorcloths.”—23rd
Janvary, 1865,
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
3480. Luke Woopwarp, Awkwright-street, Nottingham,
“‘Stockings, €c.’”
3483. Davip Hunter Braxpon, Rue Gaillon, Paris, ‘* Water meters, &c.”
A communication from Valentine Fogerty.
3484. Henry Barretr and Cuartes GeorGe Evers, Dacre-street, Westminster, “‘ Stoppers.”
3487. GrorGe WicutTman, Elksley, near Retford, ‘‘ Pumps and hydraulic,
steam, and other engines.”
3485. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Infants’
head dresses.” - A communication from Louise Elvira Love.—23rd
December, 1871.
3516. CHARLES JoRDAN Goopwix, Hampden, Massachusetts, U.S., ‘‘ Carding cotton, &c.”—20th December, 1871.
3518. Benvamin TANNER, New Brighton, ‘* Phosphate of soda, &c.”
3526. JAMES GREAVES, Stockport, ‘ Double-acting moving blade to cotton
gins.” —A comgnunication trom George Cotton. —30th December, 1871.
2170. WaLrer Wevpon, The Cedars, Putney, Surrey, ‘* Chlorine.”—18th
August, 1871.
2325, Jomun ZENGELER, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘* Colouring and
staining marble, &c."—-2ud September, 1871.
2327. Henry BaLpwun, Cross-street, Essex-road, Islington, London,‘ Preventing inciustation in stcam boilers, &e.”—4th September, 1871.
2341. Freperick Brovcnton, Hanover Cottages, Regent's Park, London,
and Rospert SterHens, Green-street, Paddington-green, London,
** Brake blocks for locomotive engines, &c.”—5th September, 1871.
2350. CHARLES Henry Garpner, West Harding-street, Fetter-lanc,
London, ** Cylinders of printing presses.” — A communication from
Victor Kugene Mauger.
2251. Ricuanp Laybourne, Rhymney, “Straightening or curving metal
uils, bars, &c.”
2355. Epwarp Tuomas Hugues, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Valves.”—A
communication from Francois Windhausen.
2358. CHARLES Henry GaRpNER, West Harding-street, Fetter-lanc,
London, ‘‘ Cylinder printing presses.”—A communication from Victor
Eugene Mauger.
WitiiaM Soper. Friar-street, Reading, ‘‘ Cartridges for breechloading fire-arms.”—th September, 1871.
2361. Epwarp HuLMe, Kingston-upon-Hull, “Loading or discharging
grain, &c.”
2303. THomMas JaMes Situ, Flect-street, London, “Clips or shears.”—A
communication from Auguste Lengelée, Leon Bouttier, and Charles
Vincent.
2365. MARIANO BILLincuurst, Tavistock Hotel, Covent-garden, London,
Harrowsor clod-apparatus.”—A communication from Estevar. Ojeda.
2366. Louis Vicrorn Anpre, Rue St. Appoline, Paris, “‘ Shuttles for
sewing machines.”
2367. GEORGE Frepertck KNowWLaANpD and James Smits, Bristol, “Spring
mattresses, cushions, and seats.”
2369. Tompkins DELAVAN JeERMAIN, Chancery-lane, London, “ Printing
machinery.” —A communication from George P. Gordon.
2370. Freperick Ropert AvGcustus GLover, Brading, ‘‘ Hoisting, lowering, &c., heavy articles.”
2371. Apranam RipLey, Southwark, Surrey, ‘‘ Punches.”—7th Septenber,
187S71.
2378. Wittiam Brookes, Chancery-lane, London, “ Filtering presses.”—A
communication from Ernest Jules Jean Baptiste Desiré Du Rieux and
Charles Edward Roettger.
2379. Ramsey Briakemore, Leadenhall-street, London, and WittiaM
ALEXANDER SHERRING, and Henry Horstman, Mile-end, London,
“ Locking or unlocking nuts for bolts, &c.”—8th September, 1871.
2384. THomas Rowan, Glasgow, N.B., ‘‘ Utilising bye products obtained
in the manufacture of alkali, &c.”
2386, James Vartey and Sam Warburton Vartey, Bradford, “Cleaning:
and separating the fibres of waste silk, &c.”—9th September, 1871.
2389. WaLtrer WrLpon, The Cedars, Putney, Surrey, ‘‘ Chlorate of potash,
&e.”—1ith September, 1871.
2396. Joun Haw, Birmingham, ‘ Breech-loading fire-arms.”
2404. Canto Minast, College-place, Camden Town, London, “ Closing and
opening bottles, &c.”—12th September, 1871.
2413. MicnAcL Henry, Fleet-chambers, Fleet-street, London, “ Desilvering lead, &c."—A communication from Charles Just Felix Raoul de
Jaunel de Vauréal.—13th September, 1871.
2422. JosEru Bower, Hunslet Chemical Works, Leeds, “ Iron.”—14th
September, 71,
430, EDwARD CHAMBERS NicHOLsoN, Herne Hill, Surrey, and AsTLey
Paston Price, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ ‘Safety gun-cotton,”
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or disturbed, or previous to rains, and which in filtrating int?
2437. Henry Davin Furyess, Whickham, “ Lubricating the cylinders air bottom is perforated to allow the air to pass to the coals and the air ' tilled
bottom itself has recesses to receive the slag, with shutters to draw and the earth destroys all larve, worms, or insects infesting vines, fruit trees;
ad valvesof engines.”—L5th Seplewber, 1871.
let the slag out when desired. The air used for combustion is led into the cereals, and other vegetation.
i
eEsLes, Fountain Bridge Works, Edinburgh, N.B., air
chamber for the first described arrangement or into the air bottom iy the 1726.. J. Surru, London, “Reaping and mowing muchines."—A communi?
described arrangement,and from thence it will escape throug#the
cotlion Dated 3rd Jela, WIL
2449. «Hitary Nicoias Nissen, Mark-lanc, London, ‘ Preventing fraud in second
blast pipes or perforations into and among the coals for the purpose of The machine is composed of two frames superposed, and with the upper
printing "—16'h Se, tem‘er, 1871.
ene pinned t» the lower one, so that it can be raised by screw nuts w
2456. James Grarron Jones, Park Villa, Pershore-read, Birmingham, combustion.
1724.
E.
N
.
Scumrrz,
Pavis,
“
Gas
engines.”
—Dated
3rd
Jul,
1871.
“Sewing machines." —18th September, 1371.
vary the draught and to suit the crop to be acted upon. The rear of the
2473. Witttam Crees Tayior, Liverpool, ‘Spring safety valves.”—20th
=i va a es to the employment of compressed air and gas in an engine lower frame carries a jointed bar, which stretches acrors the machine tu
September, 1871.
for } cing various mechanical operations. The two clements are support the inner shve, in conjunction with straps or hars xpringiny from
2538. Jonn Harrinctox, Cambridge Villa, Swanmorc-road, Ryde, and admitted, and the gas deflagrated at the same instant, when the volume other parts of the frame, and these are connected by rods and chain» tw a
Witttam Fraycis Ricuarps, Birmingham, “ Producing initation increases and causes the piston to move. The piston-rod is connected to hand lever fur the purpose of regulating the height of cut. Uprights are
a block working in an oscillating strap to establish the rotation of the arranged on the frame, and levers or struts are convected t»
morocco, &c.”
shaft. A refrigerator is used to condense the spent vapour and to create | deterinine the anyle of the machine for cutting purposes, the struts being
| raised or lowered by gearing within reach of the driver. As the uprights
a vacuum, the water being supplied by pipes leading trom a reservoir.
raised or depressed the reel chain is kept taut by a sprocket whecl
1736. G. F. Grirrix, Westminster, London, “Obtaining ad applying moles are
workiag in a grooved bar, the sprocket wheel being aevel by a rod m
13th October,
power.”
—Dated
Ath
July,
1871.
with a depending bar, on which the wheel is mounted. There
2745. Ropert Pris
This invention consists in conducting steam into and through a tight connecuion
is a trictiou roller toe the reel chain to bear against, fitted on the frame,
lth October, 18
cylinder, through which passes a grooved, chambered, recessed, spiral, aud
the strap or supporting plate is reversible, so that when the machine
2753. Gporce Rypiet, Maze Pond, Borough, Surrey, “ Extracting vege- | or
screw
shaft
of
on+
or
more
diameters.
The
steam,
forced
through
and
for newing purposes only the plate can be turned round, aml «
table substances from wool, &c."—17 th October, 137
the grooves, chambers, recesses, spirals, or screws, presses upon is used
on it serves fur hulaing a hand lever in place, which hand lever acts
2797. Ave to Guatrart, Kennington, Surrey, “‘ Pneumatic telegraph || over
them with its full force, and is led by them round the shaft until it pin
through a chain and a quadrant-shaped plate for lifting the knife bea»
apparatus," —10h October, 1871.
escapes
ata
distance
from
its
entrance.
A
stream
of
water
may
be
forced
The
hand
lever is provided with a catch bolt, the spring of which taxes
2830. Jonn Henry Jonson, Lincoln’s-inn-ficlds, London, ‘ Combined through the cylinder and over the grooved, chambered, recessed, spiral,
straia of shoe and beam, and prevents sudden shocks being yives to
pencil and eraser.”—A communication from Joseph Reckendorfer.
or screw shaft, as in an ordinary turvine, und great motive power be j the
them when travelling over the ground. The driver's seat is adjustable in
2rd Ociober, STL.
thereby
obtained
for
working
locomotive,
marine,
and
other
engines,
a grooved Imume or plate attached te the topof the machine for bakurciny
Joun Rickerrs, Liverpool, ‘Com >incd inkstands and pen trays, 1740. J. Ramsportom, Leeds, Yorkshive, “ Engines.”— Dated 4th Joly, 1871.
.
||
es, and to permit of it being se fitted that the driver can reach the
&e." 22nd November, 1871.
This invention relates to the construction of a triplicate cylinder
with facility
3254. ALoert Marctus Stiser, Wood-strect, Cheypside, London, and hydraulic
engine; the cylinders are faced on cach side and an orifice 1774. W. versHovanros,
Freperick Warrr, Camberwell, Surre;, * Heating, covkinys, &c."—last male through
Great Grimey, Lincola, © Ce twiag avain.” Datel tk
cach, ia which orifice is received an clongated valve
December, W714.
July, isil
|
divided
by
a
midfeather
and
having
six
orifices,
two
for
cach
cylinder,
so
3204. Joun OLproyp and Mark OLprovp, jun., Dewsbury, “ Carpet.” | as to admit and earry off water employed for actuating the said cylinders,
The beaters are mounted spirally on a vertical shaft within a revelvin ;
tith December, 1871.
drum .or perivrated cylindrical backing contained within an inner petrare each connected by a triplicate crank at eyuidistant centres.
324). Joun PriestMax and Tuomas Priestman, Preston Brook, ‘* Un- |which
cyunder, which is surrounded vy a casing. The air enters the
1741. A. S. Dixon, Leeds, Yorkshive,* Water gaeyes.’ Dated 4th Jela, 1871. forated
hairing, fleshing, and scudding hides and skins.”
beaters at cithor end of the drum, and is discharged through horizontal
The
gauge
is
fitted
with
a
valve
for
opening
it
and
cutting
it
off
from
3513. Epwarp Tuomas Hucues, Chancery-lane, London, “ Interlaced the bviler, and the use of the plug cock is dispensed with
petssages at top and bettom of the machine to a suction tan mounted
wire work for chair seats, &c.”—A communication from Samuel Coit.
vertically on a separate spindle. Air openings are alsu made at opposite
1752. F. J. Cuarrietp, Norwich, “ Fire-grates of steaue boilsrs.”—Dated sides
7th December, 1871.
of the outer case. An upper and lower exhaust box ix also placed
3336, Eire Beret, Rue de Venisc, Reims, “ Imparting motion to re5th Jaly, W71.
intermediate
or simutter and fan, from the first of which the
Closing the space at the ends and sides of the fire-bars of steam boiler small grain andof thedirtdrum
volving shafts.” —0lth December, 1571.
is discharged through valves at either side of the
3379. Wittiam Epwarp Newrtoy, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Generating furnaces by means of fire-clay or other material, thus rendering it machine, while the heaviest
yrain falls down into the lower exhaust.
inflammable gases from coal, &c."—A communication from William
aad R. Burton, Leeds, * Transport
of agvice!lteral produce,
« Furnaces.”—Dated 5th July, 1782. de." D. Grew
Elmer,.—13th December, 1871.
—
Dated
Fth
July,
W871
3419. Josepn Woop, Manchester, ‘* Bedsteads, &c.”
provisional sp eitication describes engines which wind up a r ye
RED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘* Hoisting appaThe invention consists principally in the use of a hollow cast iron or This
chain,
aml
wages
so
constructed
that
they
can
steered by the
-A communication from Charles Rollin Otis and Norton Prentiss chamber forming a bridge across the flue. The hollow brid se is open to attendant vut of the actual line of draught, thus enablingbe them
tu clear uff
Sth December, 1
the ashpit beneath, and perforated with a number of holes or slots tor the or distivate over a greater b eadth of land.
Southminster, Essex, “‘ Cultivating the soil by | purpose
Joun GREENS
of admitting a divided current of air to pass through, so as to
power engines.
prevent the great heat of the flames and gases at this point from
3452. CuarRLes Denton Ase, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane,| destroying the metal, and which has also the effect of greatly improvin ;
Class 5.—BUILDING.
London, ‘‘ Apparatus for regulating the admission of steam to the the combustion of fuel and prevents the formation of smmvke.
cylinder of a steam engine by the action of the governor.”—A comm- 773.73. W. Bovcn, Sheldon, Derhaw, * Locomotive engines.” —Dated 6th Jaly, Including Brick aud Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
munication from Alphonse Rycx. —2Wh Mecember, S71.
and
House
Fittings,
Warming, Ventilating, de.
187
3477. Joun Wittiam WIL LANs Saaw, Rochdale, “ Depilatory composition
pipes, branches, or perforated plates are arranged or grouped in
Hornsey, Middlesex, “ Pre “tron «ff water weale.”for hides and skins.”"—A communication from Jules Watteau.—22// | anySeveral
convenient manner in the uptakes of engines tu divide the exhaust 1716 drttet.P. J. 3 dDavirs,
Jala,
W71.
December, 1871.
A novel arrangement of a cylinder wherein which ix fixed a hydro34%. Rosertr Porpy Tick.e, Sherborne-street, Blandford-square, London, steam into jets.
statical pellows, a bucket or other apparatus to rise in the same and
* Mounting stereotype plates, &c.”—27th December, 1871.
carry Upon its top a locomotive clack to a seating in the top of the swil
3504. Wittiam Denyy Ruck, Greenwich, * Gas.”
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
3507. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-tield, London, “ Carrying and Tacluding Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Mea- cylinder, sv as t» form and complete a shut-off valve. Also a retardin¢
valve is used to retard the water and counterpoise the weight of the
discharging loads.” —A communication from Franklin B. Colton,—2sth
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts, hydrostatical
bellows or carrier and the shut-off valve in the top of the
December, 1871.
cylinder.
Harness, &e.
3511. Aveustus Bryant CHitps, Mark-lane, London, “‘ Hulling and
1701.
J.
Lipperp,
Meachester,
“
*
Railiees
cha
Dated
30th
Jene,
1871.
1740. M. Wiisosx, London, “ Sink tee ya.” —Dated 5th Joly, 1871
polishing seeds and grain.”
The
novelty
of
the
invention
consists
in
coastructing
**
railway
chairs
”
3515. Hexsry Younc Darracortt Scott, Ealing, ‘ Treating sewage water.” in two parts, or duplicate halves connected together underneath the
For making the trap self-acting by the following means, namely,
Mh December, UST 1.
inverting the range R and the valve or cover P referred to in said patent,
ARTER MILLBouRN, Clyde-terrace, Beatrice-road, Blue Anchor- longitudinal centre of the rail by means of wedge-shaped keys or bolts No, 3108, and placing it beneath the flange R. Beneath the valve is
and
nuts,
or
by
allowing
the
inner
jaw
to
slide
in
a
dovetailed
groove
$
* Paper.”
affixed, in any convenient manner, a perforated basin; beneath the basin
3 Amprose McEvor, Ryder-street, St. James’, Westminster, formed in the foot or base of the outer jaw ; the two jaws when in their a spring, spiral or otherwise, sutticiently strong to uphold the basin and
ing the axles of railway carriages.”— Partly a communication position against the rail may be forcibly retained in contact therewith by valve and teree the soft surface, as before described in patent Nu, 31s,
means of a wedge-shaped key.
jamin Painter.—30th December, 1571.
against the flange R; the spring rests upon a circular plete, with four or
25. THappeus Hyatt, Gloucester-gardens, Hyde Park, London, “ Fire and 1717. R. Lone, Liverpool, “ Twin screw paddle-wheel.”—D ited 3rd July, more arms resting upon a ledge round the trap. Beneath the plete is
burglar-proof illuminating roofs, &c."”—3vd January, 1872.
1S71.
atixed the bell, as in an ordinary trap; the top or receiver of the trap is
32. Wittiam Rospert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, *‘ Anchors.”
A twin screw paddle-wheel according to this invention is constructed to be made of sufficient dimensions to contain a sufficient weight of
A communication from Thomas ‘Thomson.
of a boss and cylindrical casing. On the inside of this cylindrical boss water to ferce open the valve P; the water then runs rapidly through
33. Jonny Low, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Magnetic binnacles.”- and casing the inventor bolts or attaches radial arms or blades set with into the perforated basin, and as it runs but slowly out of this, will keop
4th January, 1872.
a right-hand screw pitch, and of the outside of the boss and cylindrical the valve open sufficiently long to enable the whole of the water in the
casing he bolts or otherwise attaches radial arms having a left-handed top of the trap to escape. In place of the valve as hereinbefore described,
All persons having an interest in opposin; any one of such applications screw pitch, thus forming what may be termed « twim screw radial the inventor purposes, if convenient, to usea ball of india-rubber, or any
should leave particulars in writing of their objections to such applications paddle-wheel, that is the propeller is formed of twin radial arms springing other suitable material, attached in any convenient manner to the end of
at the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its from a common centre or boss, and being set at a right and left-handed a lever, or otherwise, beneath the flange R, the lever sufficiently weighted
date.
screw pitch to the boss respectively. The radial arins or blades may be at the end furthest from the ball te close the valve effectually, until «
stayed together by outside rings or in any other practical manner if sufficient weight of waterisin
the trapabove to force
the ball down and allow
List of Specifications pment during the week ending necessary. The cylindrical casing formed on the boss may be about one the water te escape; also with the lever, or otherwise, he may use a ball,
third the diameter of the wheel, or as found most convenient in practice, half sphere, or any other shape of rubber or other suitable material,
13th January, 1872.
object being when partly, immersed to throw the water by centri- filled inside with sponge, rub er, or any other suitable material that will
1206, 4d.; 1°69, 8d.; 8, Sd.; 1208, Is 4d.; 1316, 1s. 24.; 1318, 10d the
fugal ferce on to the radial blades. The twin radial arms or keep the said sphere or spheres, or other shape, expanded to its proper
1332, 10d.; 13:
vl; 1339, Sd.; 1340, 10d.; 1343, 10d.;
blades may be merely straight blades set at about angles of forty-five shape; this is supported in its position by a spring, as hereinbefore de1350, 1s. 41.5 1351, Is.; 1354, 8d.; 1557, lud.: 1360, 1s. 24.; 1361, 6t.; 1363, degrees
the boss right and left-handed respectively. The blades scribed, and acted upon in like manner by weight of water from above
Is.; 1473, Is. 2d.; 1376, Is. 2d.; 1387, Sd.; 1306, de.; L40z, l0d.; 1414, 8d.; being setfrom
at opposite pitches, converge towards each other at the upper Instead of the above, sometimes he may use a hollow washer made of
1423, Is. 24; 1449, 1s. 4.5 1463, 6d.; 1430, 4d.; 1487,
1194; 4d.; 14 5, edge, forming
an angle to each other. In some cases where deemed non-porous rubber, or a washer made of sponge rubber, covered or par4d.; 1496, 41.; 1500, 4d.; 1501, 6d; 15 - 35 ~ & — * = 3 L614, 4 5 1515, expedient
blades can be arranged to feather on edge upon leaving the tially covered with non-porous rubber, to be used instead of the ball or
4d.; 1517, 4:1.; 1520, 4d; 1422, 41; 1525, 4d.; 1530, 44.5; 1531, 4c; 1535; water and the
resume
their pitch upon entering. The bosses are mounted on washer befure described. The object of the trap before described is to
4d.; 536, 4d.
4d.;
1541,
4d;
1544,
4d.;
1545,
4d.;
1563,
6d.;
1603,
™
the paddle shaft in the ordinary manner, but it is preferred that the j make it self-acting, and to prevent any stink or smell coming up from
10d.; 1639, 6.1.; 2582, Sd.
brackets supporting the shaft shall be fitted close to the ship's side, thus | the drain below, in connection with which the trap is laid on.
enabling the wheel to come as close to the ship as possible and offering | 1750. 8. R. Exauisu, Nottingham, “ Sash fastesiags.” Dated Sth Jal»,
*,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on slight resistaneé to the water when deeply immerged.
Is7l.
receipt of the amount of price and postage. Sums exceeding 5s. must be 1737. 1. Bessemer, London, “ Asphalte pa cement.” — Dated 4th Joly, ik
This invention consists in so arranging the parts of sash fastenings that
remitted by Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High
According to this provisional specificatic asphalte or such like subare self-locking. The sash fastening consists of a lever fixed un the
Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty's Patent-office, South- | stance is highly heated and mixed with limestone, sulphate of lime, | they
bottom
sash and a jointed spring arm or tongue fixed on the top sash
ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
either raw or burnt chalk, burnt clay, sand, cement, or other such like | On the inner
of the lever is a knob
to lift the said lever. Between
material. The mixture is ground to eee i and in this state it is laid the tail*end end
of the lever and the bottom of the upright in which it
to form a pavement ; it is sufficiently heated, rammed, or rolled to con- works is a recess
sufficient to receive the tail end of the arm or tone
solidate it.
on
the
other
sash.
The
arm
or
tongue
projects from its sash, a sprin ;
1756. H. E. Newrtow, London, “ Railiray wheels.”"—A commenication.— tending to lift it, the said arm or tongue,
when the sash is raised, reABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
Dated 5th July, V7.
tiring into its upright; when the top sash is depressed to open the
A wheel composed of a steel tire, a solid wooden web with an india- window the arm or tongue takesa vertical position by bearing against
The following Abstracts ave classified and arranged from those published by rubber
strip
or
ring
interposed,
and
side
plates
arranged
sv
as
to
clamp
the bottom sash. On raising the Me sash te close the window the ann
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents.
the
and brace the whole together.
or tongue retires into its upright, and on completely closing the sash the
arm or tongue is projected outward by its spring, and its nose made te
1757. G. B. Gatuoway, Loudon, “ Roads and ytths.”"—Dated 5th July, engage
under the nose of the lever on the bottom sash, and the two sash
ST
Class 1.—PRIME MOVERS.
Roads, trams, or paths are made of a compressed or solidified composi- are thus self-locked or fastened together. The same action takes place
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and tion composed of fibrous material, calcareous matter, and tar, rendered when the bottom sash is closed. By lifting the knob of the lever ou one
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c.
liquid by acid. In some cases ordinary roads or paths are covered with sash its tail passes off the tail of the arm or tongue on the other sasir,
the mixture. The foundation for the road is preferably madeof iron and either sash may be opened.
1709. R. Lone, Liverpool, ** Steain boilevs.”—Dated 1st Juty, 1871.
1768. G. GuLLIiveR, Baraasley, “ Securing knobs, dc.” — Dated 6th July, 18 1,
The improvementsin bridges for the furnaces of steam boilers consist in plates to prevent rinks or slush holes on the surface.
This invention consists in securing the ordinary knobs or handles of
forming what is known as a water bridge in the following manner : he
door locks on to plain or smooth square split spindles by inserting a
inserts between the end of the furnace and the smoke chamber two
Class 3.—FABRICS.
plates of about Lin. apart, forming a water space between the end of the Iucluding Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with wedge transversely through the knob and through the slit in the spindle,
furnace and the combustion chamber. Between the furnace and the
two sidesof which being thus wedged or forced outwards cause the
Preparing, Manufacturing, Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing the
knob to be firmly held thereon by frictional contact only. The interior
combustion chamber he places short tubes leading from the furnace to the
Fabrics, &c.
of the knob and the surface of the spindle being both smooth, it follows
combustion chamber, and through which tubes the heat and gases pass
from the furnace. In front of the tubes he places a lining of fire-bricksor 1746. J. Ropertson, Nitshil/, N.B., “ Textile febvics."—Dated 4th July, that the knob can be secured at qny given distance along the spindle,
which cannot be accomplished when rack teeth or screw threads are
tiles having holes corresponding with the tubes. Below the tubular
S71
bridge, and in the water space below the fire-bar level, he forms a mudThe feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the employ- employed for engaging the spindle with the knob
hole door for the purpose of cleaning the tubes and bridge of any sediment ment of a jet or jets of compressed air in combination with a jet or jets of
that may collect. Under the water bridge and between the bottom of the carburetted hydrogen gas for heating the metallic surface or surfaces emClass 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
water bridge and the ground line, he forms a door entering into the ployed for effecting the finishing or dressing operations,
combustion chamber, which may be used for the admission of air and for
J. Swit, Ashkton-le- Willows, Lancashire, “* Spinning and doubling.” Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Imcleaning purposes. This door may be perforated or fitted with any 1751. —Dated
oth
Jaly,
W371.
plements
of
War
for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc
known means for regulating the admission of air to the combustion
This improved machinery unites the advantages of the mule and the 1718. G. C. Winsoy, Birmingham, “* Metallic cartridge cases."—A commu
chamber. That part of the invention which relates to improvements in throstle;
that is to say, the yarn is stretched during the operations of
nication.—Dated
3rd
Jely, W871.
furnace doors consists in forming such doors with a slot or aperture at the spinning and
winding on, as in the mule, and the production is or may
topof the door and as high as convenient. At the back of the door he
The features of novelty which constitute this invention are, First, the
continuous, as in throstles. Jn the improved machinery the yarn in forming
of a solid-headed cartridge case having an external flanve ut its
boits, rivets, or otherwise attaches a hood or bonnet, formed so that it be
passing
from
the
drawing
rollers
to
the
spindles
is
taken
over
a
rod,
covers the back and sides and the top of the door, and is a slight distance
from one piece of metal, of such a thickness that after the body of
or creel, supported in vibrating arms or other movable bearings, base
from it, forming an air passage or chamber. The bottom of the hood or roller,
case has been drawn to the required degree of thinness the formation
it is deflected from the straight line in passing from the rollers ofthe the
bonnet has a similar slot or aperture to that in the top of the door, and is towhereby
cap cavity from the remaining thick metal of the base shall cause
the
spindles.
bevelled ont, and comes within a short distance of the furnace bars and 1758. W. Dewar, Kellis, Fovfurshire, “ Digging potatoes, &e.”—Dated 5th the said thick metal to be folded upon itself. Secondly, the forming a
nearly on the same level. The hood or bonnet may be cast on the door
| solid-headed cartridge case from one piece of metal in such a manner as
July, 1871.
instead of attached, or can be made of welded or wrought iron.
to produce an annular spzce around the hub in combination with a -old
The featureof novelty which constitutes this invention is the attaching
flange of a lesy thickness than the base of the cartridge case.
1710. July,
A. Linney,
of a bracket to the rearward end of the digging machine, in the lower external
1871. Stockton-on-Tees, Durham, “Steam greasers.”—Dated 1st part
1755. G. 8S. Hxcnuré and C. P. L. Coapwas, London, “* Orduvcnece aud
of which bracket one end of a guiding lever is tixed.
Jirve-trus.”
—A cotemanication,—
Dated 5th July, 1871.
In forming a vessel with a narrow neck or orifice, which is fixed on the
Srnana, Glasgow, “ Loows for weaving.” —Dated 6th July, 1871.
These improvements as applied to cannon consist of two conical pieces
steam pipe or steam chest. ‘he vessel is filled with oil or other lubricant, 1765. W.invention
relates to improved ornamental fabrics similar to what | brought into contact at their points at the same — height as the urdinary
and the action of the steam earries off through the orifice minute portions areThisknown
as leno curtains and figu gauzes, and it consists in pro- sight, and the improved sight is employed with a flap containing an cye
of the lubricant in its passage to the cylinders or steam chest, thereby ducing the figuring
usual to such tabrics by loom mechanism modified or sight hole. For rifles and guns the double point sight is applied to the
lubricating those surfaces. ‘The water formed by the condensation of a
portion‘of the steamin the vessel, being of greater specific gravity, falls to from a kind in use for weaving a “full gauze” cloth without figuring. ordinary flap and slide, a hole being formed under the ordinary sight
applicable for weaving “half gauzes.” A notch to allow of a sight being taken underneath.
The
improvements
the bottom, thus raising a proportionate quantity of the lubricant to the reed-heddic is used areof also
the kind employed for the plain gauze, but is
orifice, and taking the place of the lubricant displaced.
A reed is used to impart the requisite cross movement to the
1719. J. Jornpan, Liverpool, “ Furnacesfor burning coals.” —Dated 3rd July, inverted.
Class 7.-_FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
1871.
‘ loose warp threads, instead of the bar or comb hitherto employed.
| Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical InThis invention relates to improvements upon the invention for which
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
letters patent were granted to the inventor on the 14th day of October,
struments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, dc,
1870, No. 2717. First, instead of making an air chambered furnace, as
B. Sawpon, Kingston upon-Hull, * Sewing machines.”--Dated Wth
described in the specification of tle previous patent, he takes the lower Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasss, Imp'ements, Flour 1696. June,
1871.
:
Mills, &c.
portion only, and ins'
of ‘firing the ‘fa rnace outside the fireplace he
and worked upon one crank, so
the motions are connected t therbackwards
laces it in the fireplace and leads the coals from the feeder into the 1723. W. E. Gepar, London, “ Destroying the larv@ of may-bugs.”—A com- thatAll the
or forwards, while the
driving pulley will run ei
munication.—Dated 3rd July, 1871.
‘urnace by means of a pipe. Secondly, instead of ha
the air chamber
'
machine
cannot
be
driven
in
the
wrong
ia
Improved
This
invention
relates
to
powder
composed
of
coal,
chloride
of
sodium
at the sides, he takes an air bottom furnace and makes it the desired sha;
to fit the fireplace to which it is to be adapted. The upper surface of the or rough salt, and_the waste of sulphur, to be sprinkled over land when .re provided for the better adaptation of inventi ‘on,
JAN.

19, 1879.
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JAN.

19, 1872.

caused to make an electric contact, and so to
ite the position
of a
Class 8.—_CHEMICAL.
or tube which governs the destina‘ of the coin or piece.
Tacluding Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel 1708. W. edge
R. Lake, London, “‘ Ripping instrument and wrench.”—A comand Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
munication.—Dated 30th June, 1871.
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
The said invention consists in a:small flat instrument with a wide
extra
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
notch
in one end, in which
an oblique knif:
cutter
and a clearance forced back by prev
the inclined toe of the presser foot or pad.
oe Se See eee ee
=
a.
1715. W. R. Laxe, London, “ Lubricating compound.”—-A communication.— prongs
at the sides
notch form guidesfor keeping the seamon the 1745. J. Hitprep, Batley, ‘‘ Apparatus for ventilating and trapping sewers
Dated 1st July, 1871.
edige ; the handle ofthe instrument is
ded with a notch ‘ and for affording access thereto.” —Dated 4th July, 1871. _
He takes one pound of caustic soda in a liquid form at about 15 deg. said Emife
for use as a wrench, also a hook and a ni
One of the prongs This invention consists
B2aumé, two pounds of tallow, four agp of petroleum oil, These adapted
a guide and forms a projection beyond the point of the blade,
ingredients are subjected to heat until the mixture ceases to foam, which constitutes
the heel of the blade. An eye
it will do at a temperature of about 500 deg. Fah. He then places the other prong is a guard projecting e from
blade with the guard prong.
tray
the mixture inbags and subjects it to pressure which iscontinued until the is formed at the junction of the
tray and trap are made to out bodily, either separately or together,
oil or liquid substance is removed.
s oil or liquid and the compound 1713. W. R. Lake, London, “ Water meters.”—A communication.—Dated lat and
thasalte’ fueeensues +0thesewer.
,
12ft may be used for lubricating purposes. To this P
compound he
July, 1871.
adds animal hair in the proportion of 5 Ib. of hair to 100 Ib. of the
This invention has for its object the
uction of mechanism for
N. F. Tayzor, Stratford, “‘ Lamps for burning mineral oils, &c.”—
—— the valve of a water meter, which mechanism shall be capable 1747.Dated
compound, and thoroughly mixes them together.
4th
July,
1871.
being
to move the valve by means of the pressure of the water
For this purpose the inventor forms the main reservoir for the oil with
1725. T. J. Surrn, London, “ Recovery of potush.”—A communication.—Dated itself,
and
ists in the employ t of a flexible or moving diaphragm
through the
Srd July, 1871.
or piston forming the exterior, or a portion thereof, of one side of a water
is relates to certain means of recovering the cleansing
properties
or case,
r
t
e
peta
g
r
, or division in connection with suitable devices for moving
elements from spent soap waters and lyes used in
ig
ng the valve.
fabrics, threads, and filaments, so that they can be employed again for
the purpose. The process consists in throwing down the elements to the 1714. G. C. Cuipman, London, “ Postal
lope.” —A
ication.—
bottom of the waters by acids, bicarbonates, &c. The sediment is afterDated 1st July, 1871.
wards treated by boiling or otherwise with other acids to separate the
This invention relates to a suitably shaped sectional envelope open at the this rod comes upon the false bottom
gummy or resinous bodies which issue from the threads or filaments.
longest side or hypothenuse, so as to admit the corner of a folded letter chamber, ane Ge valve is opened, and free communication estabetween
two and a constant level maintained in the second.
1733. J. Haroreaves and T. Ropinson, Widnes, Lancashire, “ Manufac- sheet to be inserted within the same. The corner sections may sometimes blished
To fill the main reservoirit is only necessary to remove the rod and turn
= of sulphates and in apparatus employed therein.” —Dated 4th July, be attached to each other, so that the envelope thus formed will protect canoe
S
apg = pas its 6 Span
three
of the folded letter. The secti
lopes are attached
to a
871.
throug! e valve opening.
supply pipe is provided
a
This invention consists, First,sulphurous acid, air, and water vapour folded letter sheet by gummed edges in the usual manner.
peculiar form of swivel joint, in the lower half of ybic heforms an annular
are caused to pass in a downward direction through or amongst chlorides 1720. A. Nussgy, A. Pitiina, and C. Haut, Leeds, ‘ Sewing machines.”— recess
to receive a similar shaped piece
of fine me ery eel
of soda or potassa, or either of them, for the pu
of insuring more uniDated 3rd July, 1871.
somewhat above the
; the centre pin of the joint is fo
to
form heating and reaction upon the said chlorides. Secondly, the chamThese impr
ts are applicable to the;]Wheeler and Wilson machines jects
ermit of the free flow of the oil from the one part to the other, but is
bers containing the chlorides, or either of them, are made of metal. The inventors use a curved or tapered slot instead of a straight slot in the ‘ormed
and not conical. The upper end of the centre pin is
Thirdly, the
flues and the passages connecting the chambers are made cloth plate. Thus with these slots or needle holes the thread can pass furnishedcylindrical
with another annular piece of cork, through which a screwed
of metal, cman arranged that they duct the sulph
air, acid, and more freely 10und the rotating hook, and materials of varying thicknesses
centre pin
The centre pin is screwed into a suitwater vapour into the chamber at the top and the evolved hydrochloric can be sewn without varying the tension. They use a plate in the cloth portion of the
formed for it in the w
half of the joint, the screwed
acid and other gases away at the bottom, When a series of chambers is plate which is reversible, whereby the slot may be made larger or smaller ablertionreeess
passes
the centre
reof, and the two halves of the
used the connections are from the bottom of one chainber to the top of the to suit the varying sizes of thi . The improvements also relate to the joint are bound through
together firmly so as to compress the two or more
next. Each of the chambers may become in its turn the first, interme- slide ring known as the relief, which is cut away a
more at the of cork around the
has an upright tube fixed to the
diate, and last of the series, the gases being made to descend through ur top than the bottoms so as to allow the loop to pass from the loopjcheck supply tube, so that the topTheof burner
the burner is about 2}in. above the level
amongst the chlorides or either of them in every chamber. Fourthly, a without friction.
of the oil in the centreof the burner ; instead
of an
button
movable flue is used which can at pleasure be made to connect the outlet 1721. J. Jervis, Sheffield, ‘‘ Cutlery.”—Dated 3rd July, 1871.
he fixes a hollow inverted bell-shaped “‘ button,” with perforations the:
from the bottom of any of the chambers to the flue leadingto the conThis invention relates toa mode of casting the holsters and tangs or just
above
the
top
of
the
burner
;
the
outer
tube
is
provided
with
ery
densing towers or elsewhere.
hafts or handles on to the blade or blanks of table and other like knives to support a chimney which curves out
ually from a short
ee
1735. W. T. WALKER, Newport, Shropshire, “Cleansing and purifying gas.” or on to the bodies or blanks of forks, or to the casting of the handles of above
to the bottom, which is supported on the gallery at a
scissors or shears on to their blades, in combination with a mode of annealing distancetheofburner
—Dated 4th July, 1871.
about
2in.
below
the
top
of
the
burner.
In
order
to
prevent
This invention consists of improved self-acting undamageable ma- the cast iron portions of such articles without damage to the quality of
flowing out through the opening through which the spindle passes,
chinery for receiving, spreading, and distributing the water or ammo- the steel. According to this invention as applied, for example, to the the oil
raising and lowering the wick, he forms at such
a stuffing-bo:
niacal liquor in scrubbers, so that the gas shall nut escape from coming in manufacture of table knives and forks, the inventor proposes to cast for
with an annular piece of fine grained work, w!
is firmly comperfect contact with it, and being perfectly purified with the least pos- either a round or flat tang and bolsters in one piece on to the blade or provided
pressed
by
the
stuffing-box
binding
screw.
By
simply
—
the
sible back pressure. Also improvements in the interior shape and forma- blank, and to run the metal into that end of the mould which is nearest
tu
from the main and supplemental reservoirs,
distion of scrubbers, in the formation of a conical bottom, either concave or the blade or blank, in order to maintain a high temperature at that part central
msing with the swivel joint, he is enabled to provide a lamp for
convex, with the other arrangements described for rapidly at once dis- of the said blade or blank and thereby prevent chilling and undue oating
light ships and for other purposes. In some cases he a
charging the strong ammoniacal liquor out of the scrubber directly it hardening of the cast iron at the bolsters, or that part where it will subse- two perforated
cylinders below the gallery, connected together
an
reaches the bottom, avoiding the recontamination of the gas after it has quently be “4 to receive the greatest amount of labour. If desired
perforated disc, thereby affording an extra check to the air
been purified, by ascending volumes of ammoniacal gas from the volatile the complete handle may be cast on in the same way, the metal being annu
on
its
way
to the burner.
poured in at the end nearest the blade or blank for the purpose above set
strong ammoniacal liquor hitherto lying in the bottoms of scrubbers.
The partly manufactured article is then submitted to a process of 1748. J. Oxiey, Frome, “* Washing machines.”—Dated 5th July, 1871.
1777. J. Brovan, Litchurch, and G, Fiercner, Derby, “Vacuum pans.”— forth.
annealing for the purpose of imparting toughness or increased strength to The feature of novelty which constitutes the invention in this case is
Dated 7th July, 1871.
cast iron portion, and of allowing, by reason of the greater softness of the production of two motions in the cask at the same time, and the
These improvements consist, First, in an imy
arrang
t of the the
it of the pulleys and chains by which these motions are prometal, of a better finish. In effecting this
ling it is
y to arrang
heating tubes; Secondly, in drawing the water from the condenser by the
protect the blade or blank or steel portion of the article from the injurious duced.
one pump and the air by another; Thirdly, in employing direct-acting action
of the heat thereon, or to counteract such action, for which purpose 1754. J. Baker, Southampton, “ Water-closets.”—Dated 5th July, 1871.
air and water pumps; Fourthly, in constructing the injection nozzle sv he embeds
the cast iron portion into the material in the ann
pan,
The features of novelty of this invention consist in constructing wateras to discharge a solid sheet of water across the condenser; Fifthly, in and he protects
steel portion by coating it with coal, tar, pitch, or closets with self-closing air-tight lids or covers made hollow, or with a
employing a lense and reflector on the top of the pan ; Sixthly, in making other equivalent the
material, and enclosing or surrounding the part with perforated receptacle, to contain animal charcoal or other deodorising
the high and low-pressure steam valves self-acting ; Seventhly, in coating powdered wood charcoal,
the lattertotend in supply or make good any loss of and disinfecting substance.
the inner surface of vacuum pans with any suitable metal by any known carbon in the steel under
the temperature to which it is of necessity
clectro-metallurgical process,
J. Taytor and J. Prest, Sheffield, “ Glazing and polishing sare blades,
By this invention cutlery can be produced at a lower cost and 1759.&c.”—Dated
3518. B. Tanner, Brighton, Cheshire, “ Phosphates ofsoda, dc.” —Dated 30th subjected.
65th July, 1871.
of
a
better
quality
or
finish
in relation to the price than has hitherto been
December, 1871.
This invention consists in employing a circular glazer driven at a high
This invention consists, First, in the production of mono-sodic, practicable under the ordinary modes of manufacture.
velocity, and covered with leather or other suitable material, and situate
bi-sodic, or tri-sodic phosphates or mixtures thereof, by the aid of steam 1722. 8. Mason, Manchester, “‘Lined vacuum-kiers, d&c.”—Dated 3rd July, above the saw blade or other article to be glazed or polished, such articles
or superheated steam, or mixtures thereof with heated air; Secondly, in
1s71.
being held up to the glazer or polisher by a roller or stationary curved
the production of the corresponding salts of potash or of ammonia, by the
This invention relates to lead-lined kiers, and has for its object to bar, or surface covered with india-rubber, leather, or other suitable
aid of currents of steam, or superheated steam, or mixtures thereof with prevent the liquids og
from getting behind the lead lining at the material, and driven at a slower speed than the glazer or polisher. A
heated air ; and, Thirdly, in the production of tribasic phosphates having same time that the said lining is prevented from bulging when a vacuum jes ly or receptacle for emery or other po!
powder,
vided,
more than one of the before-mentioned alkalies (namely soda, potash, or is formed. For this purpose the said lining is fitted within the kier in having an adjustable deliv
mount for
the distribution of
ammonia) as bases thereof by the aid of currents of steam, or superheated an air and water-tight manner, so that liquids cannot get between the ae over the surface of the article under treatment. Adjustable
steam, or mixtures thereof with heated air.
said lining and the y of the kier, although the said kier may be com- t ings are employed, consisting of a solid board
, in combinapletely filled, and a
ication is established between the space or tion with an adjustable hollow conical bush of hard metal, into and by
spaces between the lining, and the body of the keirc and the suction pipe which the
dingly tapered ends of the spindle enter and are
Class 9.—_ELECTRICITY.
which is in connection with the air pump by means of a tube or pipe partly supported, the
el or cylindrical portion of the journal of the
which is connected at one end with the said suction-pipe and at the spindle being supported in the cylindrical part of the solid bearing.
Class 10._MISCELLANEOUS,
other end with the said space or spaces.
1760.
R.
C.
Munson,
Southwark-ctreet,
London, “‘ Lubricating apparatus.”—
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads,
1727. A. M. Crark, London, “ Coffeepots."—A communication.—Dated 3rd
A communication.—Dated 6th July, 1871.
1607. J. 8. Starnes, London, “ Filtering and aerating water.’ —Dated 20th
July, 1871.
e
This
invention
relates
to
novel
apparatus
which is more es; dally
June, 1871.
According to this invention the body of the coffeepot and the y lat
ig for automatically lubricating the bearings of loose
leys or
The chief features of novelty in this invention are the use of the steam are combined in one, the percolator or strainer being disposed vertically
and other revolving partsofmachinery that cannot beconveniently
pressure in condensers in order to force the condensed water through a against one side, so that the filtration is effected in a lateral instead of a wheels
lubricated
in
the
nary
manner.
The
inventor
provides the pulley or
filterin
di
tained in one chamber and thence upwards into the downward direction. and there is no liability to clog in consequence.
part to be lubricated with an a!
tus so constructed
applied
atmosphere in the form of small or minutely divided drops of spray, 1728. W. J. ScuLesincer, London, “Clip or file."—A communication.— other
thereto that the action of centrifugal force g
ted by the revolution of
which drops of spray, thoroughly aérated, fall by gravity into another
Dated 3rd July, 1871.
the said pulley or other part causes a weight to force the oil or other
chamber, descend through another filtering medium (in the second
According
to
this
invention,
an
oblong
slab
or
plate
of
wood
or
other
lubricant
from
the
reservoir
of
the
apparatus
to
the
none
the
supply
chamber) provided, and can thence be drawn off as may be required suitable material has a slot cut out of each side at the transverse medial oil ceasing when the said pulley or other part stops revolving. He placesof
thoroughly aérated and ready for use.
line, which helical springs are fixed, having a connecting wire between a ball within the tube which communicates between the reservoir of a
pair of springs, extending at the side and across the plate to form lubricator and the
to be lubricated, which ball is slightly less in
1706. J. Birncu, Newton Heath, Lancashire, “* Manipulation of steel.”— Dated each
the clips, and thus bills or papers may be passed between the clips and diameter than the diameter of the
. The said tube or passage
30th June, 1871.
must reach to the shaft or bearing and the
be kept in close proximity
It is usual in the
facture of B
and other kinds of steels to plate from end to end, and held securely.
allow the ingot after casting to become cold and afterwards to be reheated 1738. J. Cuarves, London, and C. Taytor, Manchester,““Manufacturecffloor- thereto by its own weight or by a spring.
in furnaces before hammering or rolling. The object of this invention is
cloth,
&c."”—Dated
4th
July,
1871.
=
>
sen,
Radcliffe,
Lancaster,
“‘
Rugs
and mats.”—Dated 6th
to dispense with this reheating and to preserve the heat in the ingot and
According to this provisional specification, boiled linseed or other
uly, 1871.
utilise it (the heat) fer its after
ipulation. The patentee was aware
oil is again boiled with caustic lime and borax. The boiling is The novelty mainly consists in weaving threads into mats or rugs in
that attempts had been made to work the ingot direct trom the converting drying
continued
until
the
oil,
when
cold,
is
nearly
as
stiff
as
putty.
Caustic
imitation of the healds usually first knitted and then stitched on to a
pit: but these have failed in consequence of the outside of the ingot lime is then kneaded into the mass, or the mass is kneaded in lime water fabric,
woven in the fabric forming the back by the use of rods woven
being too cold, while the inside has been too hot. He proposes to remedy or milk of lime; ground cork is then kneaded in, and the compound is into theorthreads
of the size required to give length in imitation of healds.
these defects by enclosing the ingot immediately it is taken from the spread with rollers upon a woven fabric and rubbed down with a pumice- After the rods are
withdrawn, and the loops formed by them cut, the
mould in a suitable chamber or furnace made of fire-resisting and non-con- stone roller,
ducting substances, such as fire brick, powdered charcoal, graphite, 1739. W. J. Scuiestncer, London, “ Soap dishes.”—A communication.— rugs or mats resemble those made in the ordinary manner.
1763.
A.
Frey,
Lambeth,
“* Improvements in candles.”-— Dated 6th July, 1871.
asbestos, lava, pumice stone, small coke, orany other suitable substances, to
Dated 4th July, 1871.
This invention consists in making candles with hollow passages by first
prevent the heat from radiating from the external part of the ingot, and
The dish or holder consists of a metal receptacle provided with three forming
a
cylindrical
outer
shell, and then introducing into such shell an
thus preserving its temperature until the interior is properly set and the short
or rests; it has a slanting bottom ck
the lower side
core or candle having a triangular, square, polygonal, fluted or
time arrives when its further manipulation or treatment can be more of the standards
dish being perforated with apertures. In applying the dish to the inner
ribbed transverse section, so that the edges of the core fit against the
uccessfully carried out.
“eer
edge
of
a
tub
or
pail,
the
lower
slant
is
placed
so
as
to
be
within
the
of the shell. These passages may be filled in with coloured
1707. T. Baker, Basex, ‘‘ Covering the heads of the riveta in the stretcher forks
ge; and beneath this part of the dish one standard is set, and on the inner surface
for ornamentation. For making the cylindrical shell, the mould
of umbrellas, sunshades, and parasola.”—Dated 30th June, 1871.
other side two are set; and consequently the legs form a tripod, which material
has a cylindrical core fixed centrally therein, and the shell when made is
The chief feature of novelty in this invention is the mode of protecting adapts
itself
to
the
edge
of
the
pail
or
tub,
holding
the
dish,
and
perpushed
out
by
an annular piston at the lower end of the mould.
the silk or other covering material of umbrellas,
hades, and y
Is,
of drainage of water through the apertures,
from injury by means of ears, caps, or shields covering the heads of the mitting
1769. H. R. Marspen, Leeds, “‘ Breaking stones, dc.”—Dated 6th July, 1871.
J. A. Hoa, London, *‘ Safety lamps.” —Dated 4th July, 1871.
rivets in the stretcher forks. The ears, caps, or shields may cither be 1742.
This
invention
to certain improvements in the jaws of what are
The parts of the lamp are locked or secured by means of a spring bolt, known as Blake's relates
portions of the stretcher fork turned back over the rivet head or may be which
stone breakers, and consists in curving forward slightly
can only be drawn back and unlocked by means of a strong magnet. the lower ay of the
made and applied separately each to a rivet head.
hen
gtog 80 as to present a concave surface at that
E. Newton, London, “ Construction of roads, street pavements, part, and in row’
off
1841. H. Eaton, Swansea, * Construction of coke ovens.”—Dated ith July, 1743. sideW. walks,
floors, &e.”—A communication.—Dated July 4th, 1871.
1871.
Broken
pieces
of
iron,
or
alloys
of
iron,
or
other
metallic
substance
are
the fixed jaw when
t
This invention
ists in the peculiar formation of the oven, which
acting faces of these jaws are inclined sideways at a slight angle at the
enables the inventor to make a hard dense coke, for melting or other spread as a layer or coating on roads, pavements, and side walks.
purposes, by a strong concentration of heating power, and a slow mode 1744. J. Wittcox, London, * Sewing machines.”—A communicaton.—Dated concave and convex portionsof the ——— jaws, so as to cross each
nrg
emg
,
and
thereby
lea’ ve
pasiage 2lor the broken
4th
July,
1871.
of carbonisation, By this process a great saving is effected in the labour
W
ie concave
of the fixed jaw effectually preven’
us well as in the construction of the oven, and there is scarcely any loss This invention relates, First, to an improved spool holder wherein ments,
the bobbin spindle is in a line with or inclined towards the nearest he peay of slates or other thin flat subst. aayA igh aie hi
of the carbonic power contained in the coals used.
thread-receiving eye, the said spindle being provided with a disc at its without being broken, whilst the stone is broken into a shape which
3502. G. H. Gouverneur, London, “ Reeds for harmoniums.”—Datea 28th lower
end having a flange which projects over the end of the reel, whereby renders it peculiarly applicable for road making purposes.
December, 1871.
is more freely unwound and is not liable to become twisted
This invention consists in forming the frame of the reed by stamping onthe tothread
(ea, See, Reading, ‘‘ Coloured lenses for spectacles."—Datel 6th
spindle. Secondly, to an improved automatic intermittent — uly,
1871.
it out of a sheet of suitable metal in a trough shape, the trough being tension the
wherein the thread’is subjected to a conti
but gentle
eomewhat wider than the orifice formed in thebottom thereof for receiv- pressure device
The
consist in graduating the alloy or colouring matter
from fn annular weight, and is also subjected to intermittent oftheimprovements
glans0 thatthetintof
thethickglaweoF
higher magultyty power
ing the tongue or vibrating part of the reed.
pressure
from
surfaces
acted
upon
at
the
proper
times
by
an
eccentric
will
be
the
same
as
of a lower magnifying power, in whi
e glass
1703. E. Quinn, Brooklyn, New York, U.S., ‘ Double cranks.”—Dated 30th and connecting rod, the nip on the thread yelt produced by a spring,
is thinner. The inventor casts the glass composition instead of bi
June, 1871.
and
the
release
of
the
same
by
the
lifting
of
%
it as usual _
and a
as _ fay a flattens iti=
This invention has relation to means for communicating motion to
wise, 80 as
e@ grain a’
es
with
+ hafts, and it consists in the construction and novel arrangement of a
are interposed
object of aemagiie eye when Seas ited asa —
double crank. He places the arm of the double crank at a distence from materialwould
otherwise be liable to jar and make a noise when
cach other of ene hundred and twenty degrees ; or the two wrists of the which
tion.
Thirdly,
to
a
double
action
“pull
off”
for
off
from
the
1775.
H.
Harrison,
Blackburn,“
Sizi
vn.”
—Dated
Tth
J
u
l
y
,
1871.
double crank te which the pitman heads are attached have their position
thread required to form the stitch con
three pins or In
machines Pad | scan Tuction when the’ ~
e
coincident with two of the apices of an equilateral triangle, whose centre spool the
e accumu!
and hardens w the surface of the
one being stationary and fixed in the fixed bracket arm, and the 8
coincides with the centre of the shaft. In order to construct one form of eyes,
, thereby
Sedu
other
two
movable
and
placed
one
on
each
side
of
the
stationary
pin Sa cok nee te demte he ane
the double crank the shaft is bent or shaped so as to form parallel arms. and carried by the vibrating needle arm. The thread from the spool
adhere
to
the
yarn;
now
in
order
to
remedy
the
al
From the upper ends of these arms extend outward and downward in
yee ed aien perforated
steam pipes near theLf
first =e pin or guide eye, then over the the inventor
opposite directions, other arms lying in a plane perpendicular to the passes from under
— a , allow
steam to act on the roller and yarn when the
+haft.. The outer arms
¢ with the inner angles of sixty degrees.
tension before referredto. ‘ourthly, to a
and
‘she outer arms turn at their ends, and running parallel with the shaft the
arrangement
of
four-motion
f
a
single
eccentric
T. Burrerwortn, Oldham, “ Spinning, rolli com, ing, and
: r sufficient be eeAn admit of tne
ofae (ape Fees acts
ly upon the feed bar to give the up-and.
motions, and 1793.winding
tobacco.”—Dated 8th suis iene
snide
rag
send again,and runny upward an ward parallel
outer
In this invention the tobacco is twisted
aims, join,
an
le of one hundred and twenty degrees
cuties
auch
oosieg
tover
Soke
by
ant
ndjustable
inks
to
the
motion,
such
roc
ver
an
caused to slide
cach other. The conn
-rods or pitmen are pivoted to a lever lower end of the feed bar. The lengthof stitch is
r&
cam
lespectively above and below its fulcrum, and are connected with wrists.
‘hese rods are pivoted at about equal distances from the fulcrum and
they are about
same length.
F z 8 Hl a 2 F
a_i of figures
- > z
1705. Z. M. Naver, London, “ Weighing machixes.”—Dated 80th June, is also permanently fixed gto or5 engraved
u
the c!
plate showing
1871.
the number of silk and cotton and size bepoo = to be used
According to this provisional specification the beam of the balance is different sizes of stitches shown in the opening of the cloth plate.

Jaw.

19, 1872.

1813. F.8. Cote, Thorneliffe, Hampshire, ‘“ Hydraulic motive power engine.”—
Dated 12th July, 1871.
This machine is set in motion by water or other power acting on two
or more wheels enclosed in water-tight cases su
by reservoirs, the
whole enclosed in and supported by framework revolving on axletrees
supported on trestles or otherwise, so that the reversal of the machine
suffices to renew its action, and it may possibly be made a self-acting
machine, although with proportionate loss of power.
3526. J. Greaves, Stockport, Cheshire, ‘‘ Cotton gins.” —A communication.—
Dated 30th December, 1871.
The feature in this invention is that by a longitudinal slot or series of
slots in one line a space is made through which the cotton is drawn, and
the blade divided into upper and lower ribs, so that the underside of the
upper rib and the upper side or edge of the lower rib both strike the
seedsat each oscillation or reciprocation, and by this means a greater
effect is produced in clearing the seeds from cotton than can be done by
either one or two blades, as at present practised.
Sir G. Bowyer, Radly Park, Berks, “* Tramways.” —Dated 19th July, 1871.!
This provisional specification describes forming tramways with lines or
rails of asphalte supported on concrete, and with a broad but shallow
trough-like hollow or depression running along each rail sufficient to
guide wheels running along it without interfering sensibly with the
wheels of carriages crossing the line at any angle.
32. W. R, Lake. London, “ Anckors."—A communication.—Dated Ath
January, 1872.
This invention is designed to make the anchor cant more readily, and
to decrease their liability to foul or be thrown out of the ground ‘>
chain. The crown is made with a straight or very nearly straight back,
with an arm at each end. On the inner side of each of these arms is a
fluke. This crown may be made in two pieces, having a joint in the
centre like a rule joint, so that each can fall inward independently of the
other, but not outward. The double-fluked crown is made from a flat
slab of iron, and may have holes cut in it to lessen its weight. The
shank may be described as a double one, or it may be said that there are
two shanks, one attached to each end of the stock, converging ie 4
so as to form with it a triangle. The two
el
are bolted
together. The stock to which this double sh: is at
consists of a
flattened beam having circular extremities to fit into corresponding holes
provided for them in each end of the double shank. In the centre of this
stock a common shackle is attached, to which the chain is connected.
33. J. Low, London, “* Ships’ compasses.” —Dated 4th January, 1872.
The object of this invention is the production of a bi
le for iron
ships or vessels, whereby the disturbande of the compasses in such vessels
hy local attraction is effectually counteracted. The inventor constructs
the binnacle to receive two compasses. Between the two compasses is an
adjustable platform whereon he places a magnet, which, when properly
adjusted between the compasses,will counteract the local attractions.
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL
TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
CONTINUED GREAT DEMAND FOR IRON: Makers full of orders—
DIFFICULTTY IN GETTING SUPPLIES—HIGH PRICES OF FINISHED
TRON: The prevailing quotations given—THE MARKETS AND
WHAT THEY ARE DEMANDING—-HIGH PRICES OF PIG IRON—
QUOTATIONS GIVEN—FUEL AND MINERALS: Their short supply
and high prices
— CONFERENCE BETWEEN IRONMASTERS AND IRONMAKERS IN WOLVERHAMPTON: A new basis of wages payment
offered by masters: Its advantages to the men—THE NorTH
STAFFORDSHIRE IRON TRADE: Zhe orders received — THE
ENGINEERING AND OTHER BIRMINGHAM TRADES : Competition of
Germany in tubes—FURTHER REDUCTION IN TIN—THE STEEL PEN
TRADE-THE OLDBURY CARRIAGE MEN—THE DEATH OF AN
IRONMASTER.
THERE is no abatement whatever in the considerable demand for
all the materials required by the ironmaker on the one hand, and
for the product of the ironmaker on tlte other. Unless, however,
t
s will
t to give prices that are exceptionally high,
no orders can be placed. Vendors of minerals and metals are all
full of orders, and they don’t care to have more specifications for
the present.
Hence the quotations of finished iron firms of standing, in the
few casesin which they can be prvailed upon to quote, are bars,
£11; plates, £13; sheets, £12 10s. to £13; nail sheets, £10 10s. to
£11; strips, £9 10s. to £13 10s. ; tees, £11 10s, to £12 10s. ; angles
(best), £11 to £12; seconds, 10s. to 20s. cheaper. Now although
these are the prices quoted, orders for very few tons only have as
yet been received at them ; but we have little hesitation in sayi
that consumers will have to give them if they are to have the iron.
I see no real prospect of the prevailing demand falling off for
some months to come. Upon every hand there is a consumption of
iron exceeding all former times. The two great consumers at
present are the railway companies and the shipbuilders. In
neither of these directions does it seem that relief in the current
pressure is likely at present to come. The open season thus far
this winter has kept the consumption to above the usual season
requirements, even in a time of brisk trade ; but all that the ironmills have produced has been much within the requirements of the
market, either as to rails or ship plates. In res
of the more
miscellaneous kinds, all that has been made has gone immediately into
consumption, and nowhere either in this or other districts in this
country, or in any of the leading markets abroad, can we hear of the
existence of stocks. From abroad inquiries continue to arrive.
Canada is still buying ; so, too, are the United States. Russia is
again purchasing, not for her railways only, but also for roofing
and other purposes, for delivery in spring. Southern Europe is
likewise ordering ; and the wide South American States and our
antipodean
dependencies are anxious toget many moresheets, chiefly
for roofing purposes, than they are likely to get, either galvanised
or black. The briskness of the enterprise market is stimulating
all such work as that of the bridge and girder builder, the gasholder maker, and the other branches of the constructive engineering establishments, alike here and in every other district where
iron is so manipulated. There is every reason, therefore, to believe that so soon as the proprietors of the mils and forges have
in the ensuing two months succeeded in working off old orders,
they will begin to realise alittle of the advantage that should follow
tothem, as well as tothe workmen, upon the present very excellent
demand. But all this time they are not greatly to be envied. The
are working it much under pone quotations, but have to givef
price for Sag and, without being able to secure a sufficient
supply, have to give very high prices for coals and pigs.
As to the latter, these are the current quotations: Best brands,
the make of this district, £5 to £5 10s. ; second brands, £4 10s. to
£4 15s. ; cinder pigs, £4; best hematites produced elsewhere,
£6 10s.; second quality, £6; oolites, £3 10s. to £4; cold air,
£5 10s. to £6 10s. per ton. These prices, the reader who has any
knowledge of the iron trade will perceive, are extraordinarily high.
As compared with three months ago, they are both, as to finished
iron and pig iron, quite 30 per cent. in advance.
Semen ave likewise gone up in equal proportion. Hematite
ore is now from 32s. 6d. to 35s. ; ont teak native stone from 20s.
to 21s. ; Spanish ores are 28s.to 30s.; and oolites,
6s. 6d to 9s.
Fuel, alike as coal and coke, is no easier. Worse than all, neither
fuel nor pigs can be got in quantities large enough to enable the
work to be carried on full time.
On Wednesdayan important conference was held in Wolverhampton between the committee of the I
ters’ Associati
for South Staffordshire and d
chosen by the ironworkers.
At a previous similar meeting held at the close of September both
sides averted a collision by agreeing upon a scale of wages which
gave the men a rise, and secured it to them for nine months, the
agreement terminating next Midsummer.
in of the men
demurred somewhat to the undertaking, and the chairman of the
iron trade (Mr. George J. Barker), desirous of affording them an
opportunity of stating their views, called this representative
mee}
All the leading houses of the trade were represented in the
masters, who, with the
, numbered a dozen, and the
workmen’s representatives were in the same force, the whole district being divided into six localities, with two representatives to
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each. Mr. Barker presided, and after a consultation, extending
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
with an adjournment over three hours and a-half, the masters
submitted the following proposition to the men:—That the
(From our own Correspondent.)
standard rate of pu
’ wages shall be based upon a scale of 10s. THE PIG IRON TRADE—THE MALLEABLE IRON TRADE — THE
per ton ; that each advance or reduction of 20s. a ton in the price
ORES— THE NEW DyNnamire WorksS—STRIKE OF
of bars shall be met by an advance or reduction of 6d. per ton in SPANISH
DUNDEE IRONWORKERS—THE CLYDE SHIPPING TRADE—COALthe price of puddling. That millmen’s wages be fixed upon the
AND RAILWAY PLANT—THE COAL TRADE.
proportionate scale now existing as compared with puddlers’ A MASTERS
FAIR amount of business has been done on Change this week at
wages, and shall be subject to an advance or reduction of 5 per quotations
in advance of last week’s prices. Monday's
cent. with each advance or reduction of 20s. in the price of bars. market was slightly
9d. cash, closing easier; sellers at 73s. 7d.,
That the selling poe of iron shall be ascertained by a sworn and buyers atfirm73s.at 6d.73s. On
Tuesday a number of parcels changed
accountant, who shall examine every six months the books of twelve hands at 73s, 6d. cash, and 74s,
closing rather buyers;
members of the iron trade ; and the average selling price for the and at Wednesday's market the onesamemonth,
prices prevailed. It is one
last six months shall govern the — of
for the following of the most healthy and encouraging signs
of
the iron trade that,
six months. That the rate of puddling
be 10s. per ton from
spite of the feverish and excited state of the labour market,
and after the first Monday in February till the end of June next ; in
the value of pig iron is so well maintained. Under ordinary
and that the average price at which iron has been sold in April, circumstances
the agitation which has been going on fo
May, and June, si
govern the price for the next six months.
months past for “shorter hours and larger pay” would
The men received the proposition with much favour, but could not some
have
paralysed
all the energy of trade. As it is, the un
off-hand pledge themselves or their constituents to accept it. It ciel one distracting
of the labour market does
will therefore be submitted to the whole body of men at meetings not keep masters from influences
booking fresh orders at rates which,
yet to be held, and the decision at which they may arrive upon it in the worst event, can scarcely
remunerative. The de
will be communicated to the chairman of the iron trade, who will mand for special brands is so greatfail asto tobe preclude
possibility
thereupon take steps to convene another similar meeting of of supply, unless for forward delivery. Gartsherrie the
No. 1, is
masters and men, thus —
representative gatherings a now realising the unprecedentedly high figure of %0s.,iron,
while
Sumkind of standing court of conciliation for the adjustment of dis- merlee brands are at 87s. and 76s. 6d.
putes in the iron trade of South Staffordshire and East WorcesterThe
malleable
iron
trade
is
buoyant
and
active.
All
the
rolling
shire. The men expressed their very great satisfaction at the mills and puddling furnaces are at work, with one or two excep
prospect of such a court being in this —~ constituted, and very tions, in the Coatbridge district, where plant is being repaired.
warmly thanked their masters for the frank and cordial manner in The
engineers and ironfounders of Clyde are doing an immense
which on the one hand they had listened to the arguments and business,
but they are still cramped for lack of adequate hands,
views of the men, and on the other had expressed their own views. and in many
instances workmen have distinctly declined to work
In these last the masters, while they did not give up their claim to overtime, except
at a considerable advance on the usual rates.
the observance of the agreement entered into in September, still Shipbuilders’
involve a constant strain on makers of
were not determined to compel its enforcement. Hence the offer plate and anglerequirements
iron, and within the last few weeks one or two
as above, which is manifestly in favour of the men, as compared a
shipbuilders
have
been compelled to decline orders, their
with the scale hitherto in vogue, and which it will be remembered
being so full.
gave the men as many shillings for puddling as bars sold at £’s per hands
Messrs.
A.
and
J.
Ingles,
shipbuilders, Pointhouse, are now
ton. Bars have been as low as £5 per ton; but it may be assumed building several large vessels, representing
an aggregate of nearly
that h
forth the mini yy will be about £7. The men’s 10,000 tons, for the Spanish ore trade.
wages are never, however, to fall below 8s. 6d.; but they will go
The rich blackband deposits of the Scotch mineral districts are
up in proportion to the height of the price per ton of bars. being
so rapidly reduced that it has become absolutely necessary
Further, the men get 6d. a ton advance during five of the nine
them by the importation of Bilboa ores, and it is
months over which their agreement to accept 6d. less extended. tonot supplement
too
much to predict that within a short period this will be
It is fairly argued that £10 is really the highest price at which come a trade
of
very considerable magnitude
between Spain an
bars are now being sold, and the masters in this offer express their Scotland.
willingness to pay the men upon the old scale of so many shillings
The
works
of
the
British
Dynamite
Company
Ayrwages per ton according to the price of bars in £’s, almost at once, shire, will soon be in operation. A site of from at80 Ardeer,
acres to 100
notwit
ding that if the prices had gone down they would acres of land in the middle of a moor several thousands
of
acres
have regarded themselves as bound to continue the pay to the men in extent has been acquired for the new works, and the manuthroughout the whole nine
ths of the agr
t
promises to be a source of large profit. The company in
Comparatively few orders have resulted from the quarterly facture
cludes the names of several influential manufacturers, such as Mr.
meetings in the North Staffordshire iron trade. This is due to the Charles
Jennant,
St. Rollox, and Mr. Baird, of Gartsherrie. Some
fact that manufacturers of all descriptions of iron, having as many experiments were oflately
with dynamite in the merchant
orders as they can well execute for at least three months to come, quarries near Glasgow, to made
satisfy the railway companies as to its
have raised prices to a high nominal figure, at which few transacThe experiments were witnessed by Herr Bischof, the
tions are made. The quotations, as far as they can be ascertained safety.
professor in the Andersonian University, who presented
with the qualification stated above, are as follows :—Crown bars, chemical
report as to the qualities of dynamite, and satis£9 15s. per ton; grey forge pig iron, 75s. to 80s. aba at works; afiedverythefavourable
railway officials that they might undertake its transit
furnace ironstone, 14s to 16s. 6d. into trucks or
boats. There is, with perfect
safety.
are several dynamite works in America
however, very little speculation in the trade, and a feeling of regret and on the Continent,There
but by the Nitroglycerine Act of 1869 its
prevails among the manufacturers that prices have been forced up manufacture in this country
not be carried on without a
to this exceptional
ition. Work has in many instances been special licence from the Home could
Secretary. This licence, however,
impeded by the flooding of the mines, and by the stoppage of some the
company
were
successful
in
obtaining,
having also
works to repair the damage to their boilers occasioned by the acquired from the inventor the sole right to carryandon the
manufacingredients from the water incrusting them.
ture
in
this
country,
their
business
may
come
to
be
of large exMr. Gerhard, of Wadham’s Hill, Wolverhampton, who, as I
Indeed, they have already received orders that willkeep
stated last week, has for some time been prosecuting a series of tent.
going for some months after the works are fairly started.
experiments with a view to the making of finished iron at less cost them
strike of ironworkers in Dundee is causing quite a panic on
than hitherto, and without the interposition of the puddler, has theTheClyde,
where it is expected there will next be a general
now brought his trials to the point at which he can satisfy himself attempt to establish
nine hours’ movement. As yet there are
that he can produce balls of 801b. each in furnaces, the original no signs of the strikethecoming
to an end. Many of the men have
cost of which, when forming one of a series, will not be more than left, and obtained ready employment
in Newcastle, Glasgow, and
£5 ; and that exclusive of the considerable saving in the original elsewhere. None of the Dundee foundries
are absolutely closed,
outlay, the daily working will be effected at a reduction of some but
several
of
thein
are
all
but
“*
struck
” for want of men. Those
20 per cent. on the finished article. He runs the iron into his fur- who are ‘‘out” have obtained pecuniary
assistance from their
nace either direct from the blast furnace or from the cupola. Mr. fellow-workmen in other parts of the country.
The West of
Gerhard is now hesitating whether to associate himself with
Iron Trade’s Short Time League is organising measures for
others, or to proceed with the manufacture and the sale of iron at Scotland
supporting
all
who
demand
the
nine
hours’
movement,
and for
the stage at which his method leaves it. I pronounce no
the workmen, if need be, to offer a prolonged resistance.
opinion upon the practicability or otherwise of Mr. Gerhard's plan enabling
The shipping trade, both for coals, pig iron, and machinery,
of iron making. I simply place upon record the information continues
very large for this season of the year; and there is every
that he has communicated to me. If it is all he believes it to be,
that it will reach an unprecedentedly high figure as the
he will not, I imagine, experience any difficulty in securing that likelihood
spring
advances
when the Baltic and other ports are opened.
aid—if he needs it—-which will enable him to demonstrate its adThe Caledonian Railway Company are erecting new wagon
vantages.
works
for
their
mineral
traffic. As the company have now taken
All the miscellaneous trades of Birmingham and the district over the whole of the coalmasters'’
rolling stock, their plant is greater
keep very busy. In addition to the heavy engineering branches than
it
ever
was
before
at least 10,000 wagons, and to keep
mentioned in the foregoing, we may notice the tube makers, and these in good repair and bysupply
new ones will require all the
the galvanisers, and the metal rolling mills. All are very busy; additional facilities which they contemplate
providing. For some
but in the first-named the German competition is beginning to ap- time past there has been a complaint that the wagon
ar, the high prices of iron having enabled the German tube was insufficient, but the company having recentlyaccommodation
into
ouses to make at 10 to 16 per cent. under the Birmingham and large contracts for the supply of additional wagons,entered
I am in a
Staffordshire houses.
to state that in the course of a few months the facilities
By two falls of £3 each within the last week the standards of oryosition
the transit will be equal to the utmost requirements of
tin are reduced to £133 for common tin, £134 for superior common, mineral
traffic.
£135 for fine, and £136 for superior fine.
The
coal trade remains in statu quo, but prices have still an
As to the origin of the steel pen trade in Birmingham, Mr.
Michell, New Hall-street, Birmingham, writes to a Birmingham upward tendency.
paper to the following effect :—‘* Sir,—The remarks which have
appeared in a local paper, on the death of Mr. Joseph Gillott, that
THE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
‘the steel pen owes its existence to him,’ and that ‘the adaptation
rt)
hi
to the
ture of metallic pens’ was his inven(From our own Correspondent.)
tion, lead the public to wrong conclusions. It is due to the THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: Continued activity —DANKS’ PUD
memory of my late father, John Michell, that I should state that
DLING FURNACE—THE IRONWORKERS AND THEIR WAGES
he not only made steel pens but used machinery in their producENGINEERING AND SHIPBUILDING—MIDDLESBROUGH CHAMBER
tion for some time before Mr. Gillott commenced in that branch
or COMMERCE—THE MINES— PRICES.
of business.”
On Thursday last week the carriage builders at the Oldbury Errorts are being made to push forward as rapidly as possible th:
Carriage Works struck work. They objected to a foreman who new blast furnaces in course of construction on Teesside. People
had made himself obnoxious to them by, as they allege, taking who have recently put their capital into the iron trade are most
steps with a view to diminish the rate of wages paid, at the same anxious to reap the advantages of the present remunerative prices
time that he had misrepresented them to their employers. The which are being paid for all kinds of pig iron. Many of the
matter has been adjusted, after several interviews between the smelters have,
ortunately, heavy contracts yet to work off at
manager and the disaffected men, and work was resumed on prices which they accepted months ago, and are therefore not in
Monday last.
the happy position of makers just entering the trade. At the
Mr. James ae of Meyrick House, West Bromwich, died Middlesbrough market, on Tuesday, there was only an average
somewhat suddenly on Friday morning. The deceased gentleman, attendance. There were plenty of inquiries, but very little business
who was Deputy Lieutenant and a Justice of the Peace of was actually transacted. As much as 67s. 6d. is now being paid
Staffordshire, was one,of the wealthiest ironmasters of the district. for No. 3. There is a great demand for pig iron. If the produeHe was the proprietor of Golds Hill, Toll End, Sea Brook, and tion was much larger it would be readily bought. It is really
Imperial Ironworks, trading under the title of ‘John Bagnall and difficult to account for the consumption of the enormous make of
Sons,” and was the principal proprietor in the numerous collieries Cleveland.
In the finished trade there is continued activity. Rail makers
of the same firm. Mr.
commen
business with his
father in the early days of the South Staffordshire iron trade, and are fairly supplied with contracts, and are quoting higher prices
they were a fortnight
There are more indications of
ened fn a ie,perenne,
it, and development. He was a
man of thorough business
its, and a considerate employer,
t gg
for the oak tale during the summer. The
maintaining a large school and church establishment
for the
t lemand for plates and shipbuilding iron is still very brisk, and
the production has been increased by the starting of
of his
ple. He has been a widower for many years, and altho
new works during the
t few months, the supply is yet
has left no family. His taste
for music and art was considerable sev
and he possessed a valuable collection of paintings. All the unequal to the requirements. Bars are in good request.
deceased gentleman’s ironworks will be ate oF pnyas heretofore.
In connection with the finished iron trade, Danks’ puddling
furnace is naturally attracting a good deal of attention. At
Middlesbrough a firm is
ing one of those furnaces, and it will
soon be ready for use.
e advantages claimed for these
THE Sheepbridge Coal and Iron Company have summoned 102 furnaces are very great. More than this, the commissioners who
of their workmen for absenting themselves from their work on the were sent out to America to examine the working of the furnace
2nd January. Only one case, that against Benjamin Milner, was give a most encouraging account of what they saw in the United
heard. The def
nt was ordered to return to his work, and to States. If this furnace will really do in Cleveland all that is
pay £3 as compensation,
claimed for it, I expect that after the Middlesbrough firm has satis
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fied the trade on the subject the system of puddling in the North
of England will be revolutionised in a very short time. I expect
that the men will object to the introduction of the furnace, but
that difficulty will, I think, be got over. In the Middlesbrough
district new works are constantly being started, and if the Danks’
furnace proves such a great success, nothing but those kind of
furnaces will be built. Trained labourers can work the furnace,
and when it is started at one or two places the puddlers will be
powerless.
I hear that the ironworkers of the North of England intend asking for an advance of wages. This report, I am glad to say, occasions no uneasiness, as it is generally expected that an arrangement will easily be made by the Board of Arbitration which will be
accepted by both masters and men.
Engineering and iron shipbuilding remain in a thoroughly
sound condition. ‘The makers of marine engines are full of work
for many months, and all the shipbuilders have orders for as
many vessels as they can build this year.
On Tuesday the annual meeting of the Middlesbrough Chamber
of Commerce was held in the Royal Exchange, and after the transaction of routine business the Chamber resolved to send to the
Associated Chambers of Commerce, for discussion at their forthcoming meeting in London, a resolution which the Middlesbrough
Chamber had passed some time ago urging the desirability of the
English Government taking the railways of the country under
their control. The chamber added an expression of approval of
the proposed amalgamation of several large railways.
The people
of Middlesbrough feel that the iron trade would be developed at
an even greater rate than it is now if proper railway facilities were
given for the carrying on of that stupendous industry, and they
helieve that the Government would see the necessity of making
uniform rates for carrying iron to all parts of the kingdom, and
making such other equitable arrangements as private companies
are not likely to concede.
The ironstone mines of Cleveland are working admirably, and
the production, owing to the extensions in various parts of the
hills, is fast increasing.
The prices of iron are as follows:—No. 1, 71s. 6d.; No, 2, 69s. 6d.;
No. 3, 67s. 6d.; No. 4, 66s, 6d.; mottled, 66s.; white, 65s. 6d.; refined
metal, 77s. 6d. ; common bars, £8 15s.; best do., £9 5s.; best best,
£10 5s. ; cable iron, £9 5s.; angles, £9 15s,; nail rods, £9; sheets,
£11 15s.; ship plates, £11; boiler plates, £11 15s.; rails, £8 5s.;
puddied bars, £5 17s. 6d.; girders, £6 10s.; wrought iron
girders, £14,
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WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE IRON TRADE: Heavy contracts under execution : The works in
full employ : Comparatively few new transactions to be reported :
Southern American demand : The expectations entertained three
months ago being realised : Prospects more encouraging than for
many years past—THE LABOUR QUESTION—RAW MATERIALS—
EXPECTED RENEWAL OF BUSINESS WITH NORTH AMERICA AND
CANADA—HOME AND CONTINENTAL DEMAND—THE TIN-PLATE
TRADE—STEAM AND HOUSE COAL TRADES: The arbitration: The
nine hours’ movement.
Most of the ironmasters of the district still have heavy contracts
under execution, and every department of the works is kept in
full employ. This being the case there are comparatively few new
transactions to be reported since the opening of the new year. The
Southern States of America continue to be the principal
recipients of the finished iron turned out in this district, and
rather heavy supplies have still to be manufactured for that
quarter. The make chiefly in request in that direction is railway
and bridge iron, and advices point to a continuation of the demand
for some time to come.
In all respects the expectations entertained two or three months
ago are being realised, and, without doubt, the prospects of the
iron trade are more encouraging this year than for several years
past. There is no lack of orders offered from any quarter, but the
great difficulty that manufacturers experience is their inability to
undertake new engagements, As I have hinted in previous reports,
there is considerable uncertainty as to the attitude the men will assume in regard to wages and the number of turns to be worked in
a day, and all the raw materials used in the manufacture are continually increasing in value, so that makers are quite unable to
accept orders of any considerable magnitude until they can clearly
calculate the cost of the manufacture. The hands just at present
are working with average steadiness, but there is evidently a
strong movement on foot both for higher wages and for shorter
hours of labour per day. In the next two or three months this
movement will probably be more fully developed than at present,
and the cost per ton of finished iron turned out will be appreciably
higher than it has been hitherto, For this reason makers are not
at all desirous of booking new engagements at present, and since
the year opened but few contracts have been accepted.
The spring will bring with it, undoubtedly, a renewal of business
on an extensive scale in several directions. Although Russia is
not looked upon as likely to be anything like so large a purchaser
this year as formerly, there are indications of very extensive inquiries being made from the northern markets, Steel and iron
rails are expected to be in large request on account of the North
American States and the Canadian Dominion, and manufacturers
are preparing themselves in every possible way for a brisk business,
As the spring approaches there is every reason to believe that
heavy supplies of railway, bridge, and shipbuilding iron will be
required, and many of the ironmaking establishments will have to
extend their productive powers considerably.
There is an active demand for bars and plates both on home and
continental account, but owing to the heavy engagements already
in hand, the ironmasters are quite unable to accept the orders
offered. Prices are firmly maintained, and in many instances
pagan advances are obtained. Pig iron and other raw materials are in great request, and much larger supplies than are now
obtainable might be disposed of. The scarcity of fuel is much
complained of.
The tin-plate trade continues to show an upward movement, the
demand on American and French account being active, and prices
are somewhat more remunerative since the reductions were made
in the price of tin.
For steam coal the inquiry continues particularly brisk, and
consumers still complain of the inadequacy of the supplies. The
colliers are working with something like the customary regularity
at present, and the output is largely increased as compared with
a week or two ago. High prices are obtainable for the best qualities, but little opposition being offered by buyers to quotations provided they can secure supplies in anything like reasonable time.
There is also an extensive inquiry for house coals, and although
the output of the pits has increased since the advance in wages
was granted to the men, the supplies are yet short of the local as
well as West of England and Trish requirements,
An important meeting of colliers’ delegates was held at Capcoch,
near Mountainash, on Tuesday, to consider further the continued
delay in commencing the arbitration. There is, undoubtedly, widespread dissatisfaction felt in regard to this delay, and the men
are not likely to work satisfactorily until the arbitration is concluded. According to the
eement come to between the men
and the colliery proprietors the arbitration has to be finally concluded within six months, but now only some five weeks of that
time remains, and the reference has not yet been commenced.
After some discussion the following resolution was passed by the
meeting:—‘‘
That in the opinion of this meeting the case of arbitration in connection with the steam coal of Glddhorganshire is
pom apmee|put off, and this meeting strongly disapproves of the
conduct
the proprietors in so doing, as it provokes
an unpleasant f
in the minds of the men, believing that
on the part of e mastersit is an unnecessary delay.” Another
resolution was
carried:—‘*That in the opinion of the
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meeting the delay is an act of injustice both to the arbitrators
and the umpire, for the
eement specifies that the dispute
must be settled within the six months; but only five weeks remain unexpired to do all the work in. The delay has damaged the
confidence the men had in the sincerity of the masters, but they
hope that, late as it is, the masters wil delay no longer in carrying
the agreement into effect.” A resolution was also passed to the
effect that all the colliers in Monmouthshire and Glamorganshire
should take into consideration the advance of wages due, and hopes
the men will use their best judgment to obtain the same not later
than the 1st of February next.
The nine hours’ movement is still going on in all parts of the
district, and one by one the employers are acceding to the wishes
of the men. The Taff Vale Railway Company have adopted the
system in the locomotive department, where there is a largenumber
of men employed. A meeting of smiths, masons, carpenters,
plasterers, enginemen, and fitters was held at Treorki, Rhondda
Valley, this week, when a report from deputations who had waited
on the employers was received, and, without exception, the employers who had been asked had agreed to adopt the system. Resolutions were passed conveying the thanks of the men to the
masters who had so willingly granted the concession.

Messrs. Cammell, Wilson, and Co. are about to establish new
works at Dronfield. The extent of land purchased is 29a. 3r, ae
and preliminary operations will be commenced immediately.
e
ironstone fields in the Dronfield district are certainly at present
undeveloped, and it is expected that the above scheme will lead to
the introduction into the locality of blast furnaces and ironfoundries.
Messrs. Fairbairn, Kennedy, and Naylor, have turned out a new
tool—a locomotive frame slotting machine, by which frames 33ft.
long by 4ft. wide are disposed of at one sitting. These machines
have been supplied to several great railway and other locomotive
workshops.
Orders for railway goods cannot be executed fast enough at
Sheffield. The steel trade is remarkably brisk. For Bessemer
steel a
there is a great demand, and although the means of
supply have of late been largely increased, the supply has been
inadequate to the demand. In the engineer branches, which
— partake of the general activity, a difficulty has lately arisen
with regard to the time at which the men should commence work,
and also with regard to the remuneration for overtime. A strike
occurred at the principal works, but it was not of long duration,
as the majority of the masters consented to the demands of the
men.
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b a c & » a
Copper
Briti: cake
per —ton.
0.9% 00
Best
Selected
0.:3 © 00
Sheet.....
0..J010
Bottoms
..........+|
100%
0..1030
Australian, perton .. 5 0 0..1000 00
SpanishBarsOake......../&8
0..0 00
Chili
.......... 57 @#0 0..89
0 0,
Do. Metal,
refined per
ingotIb. .... |960 00 8}..
9..970 00 8;0
Yellow
Tron, pig in Scotland,ton | 3 13 Gcash.
Bar, Welch,
in London | 9 0 0..910 0
Wales. 115 0© 0..8
Staffordshire
9.12130 76©
Rail,inWales ......; 810 0..0 0 0)
Sheets, single in Lond |12 lv 0..14 0 0
Hoops,
first
quality .. |12 05 0.0..1310
0
Nailrods
........+.+.|11
Swedish
"..13i2100 00
Lead,
Pig,
Fore’
0..19
2
English, W.B.
0.000 6
Other
brands
....
6..19
7 6
Sheet,
milled
0.000
Shot, patent
0.09 00
Red or minium
0..0 00
White, dry
0 000
ground inW.B.
oil -| 0 0.000
Litharge,
0.000
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(From our own Correspondent.)
SEVERN VALLEY EXTENSION RAILWAY—PROPOSED CO-OPERATIVE
ENGINEERING COMPANY —SHIELDS BUSINESS TOPICS — THE
SouTH YORKSHIRE ENGINE TENTERS—GaAS AT PRESTON—TYNESIDE INDUSTRY—TRADE IN SOUTH AND WEST YORKSHIRE—
Mersey Docks AND HARBOUR BoOARD—SUNDERLAND SHIPBUILDING—LEEDS STEAM PLOUGH WoRrKS—LIVERPOOL HEALTH
COMMITTEE — TRADE OF THE TYNE—LEEDS TRAMWAYS — A
LARGE FRENCH STEAMER TO BE LENGTHENED IN THE TYNE—
Messrs. CAMMELL, WiLsoN, AND Co.— Messrs. FAIRBAIRN,
KENNEDY, AND NAYLOR—TRADE AT SHEFFIELD, &c.
THE promoters of a proposed Co-operative Engineering Company
at Sunderland have called a meeting of workmen to confer as to
the basis upon which the concern shall be established.
The business of the old-established ironworks of Messrs.
G. Tyzack and Son, of North Shields, is being transferred to a
limited liability company. A large slip has been laid down at
Whitehill Point for repairing iron steamers ; and Mr. (hristie has
opened the extensive premises in Reed-street, North Shields,
recently occupied by Messrs. Pow and Fawcus, where he intends
to carry on engineering, boiler making, and foundry work. Messrs.
T. and W. Smith are extremely busy in their iron shipbuilding
establishment at the high part of North Shields, and they have
orders on hand which will keep them going most of the year. They
have some fine vessels—one or two of large size—ready for launching, and are busy fitting-out two or three more alongside the quay.
Messrs Redhead and Softly, at South Shields, are also full of
work, with vessels of large tonnage ; and Messrs, Eltringham have
several vessels of a smaller class under way.
The quarrymen of Morley, near Dewsbury, have asked for an
advance of 2s. per week, with a time limit of 494 hours per week.
The directors of the Preston Gas Company have just issued their
half-yearly report. The usual dividend of 10 per cent. willbe paid
for the past half-year,
The open weather has been favourable to all kinds of employment on Tyneside, and most of the graving docks and patent slips
are kept busy in repairing iron steamers and large sailing ships.
The open season is likewise enabling iron shipbuilders to get on
with more rapidity with work, and the large manufactories of the
district have some difficulty in keeping them all fully supplied with
the material necessary for the production of vessels. There is the
same abundance of work in the engine shops.
On Monday several directors of the North-Eastern Railway Company will meet the Corporation of Middlesbrough, to discuss a
proposed railway which will place the several collieries in Durham
in direct communication with the great iron town.
The iron trade in West Yorkshire has experienced no diminution of activity. The demand both for new material and also for
all descriptions of finished and merchant iron is very large.
Mr. Grave, M.P., at the last meeting of the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board, moved the appointment of the special committee
to consider the dock accommodation of the port, and nominated
as its members the chairmen of the several committees of the
board, with the addition of Mr. Laird, M.P., and Mr. Torr. A
long discussion took place as to the constitution of the committee,
and amendments were proposed to the original motion ; but it was
eventually carried by a majority of 21 votes to 4.
The iron trade is extremely active in South Yorkshire, there
being plenty of orders on hand for mill, forge, and foundry work.
In Bessemer steel business continues very active, not only in rails
and forgings, but also in sheets for boilers. The coal trade is very
brisk.
Messrs, Oswald and Co., shipbuilders, engineers, and iron manufacturers, of Sunderland, have been placed on the Admiralty list
for shipbuilding and marine engine manufacturers. They have
already a contract from the Government to be completed this
year.
At the Leeds Steam Plough Works (Messrs. J. Fowler and Co.),
business in traction engines has increased considerably since the
Royal Agricultural Show at Wolverhampton. The firm is continually making them to meet both home and foreign orders,
They are now, as they have been for some months past, sending
out from six to eight ploughing machines per week ; and one of
their earliest customers has written to them for another 12-horse
power set, costing more than £1500. They have also in hand
engagements to supply steam ploughs to districts in South America
and the West Indies,
In reference to the proposed appointment of a public analyst,
the Liverpool Health Committee adopted a report on Thursday
to the effect that it was not at present practicable to arise at any
definite conclusion as to the method of appointing such an officer
under the existing Act of Parliament. The report at the same
time recommended, as a tentative measure, that an arrang
t
should be made with a person qualified to make analyses, and to
give evidence in respect of articles sent to him by the medical
officer of health or the inspector of nuisances.
The arrivals of ore from Spain by steam shipping continue to
increase. The North-Eastern Railway Company LS now got
some very acceptable additional supplies of rolling stock upon the
system, and it is remarked that the company discharges vessels
more rapidly ;the management has a number of new cranes under
way.
On Thursday evening, last week, a large meeting of the operative
weavers, employed at the factories at Barnsley and the surrounding district was held for the purpose of discussing the desirability
of joining the Lancashire operatives in gaining the nine hours’
system.
There has at present been no interruption to the running of
tramway cars at Leeds, although the Corporation is at war with
the Local Tramway Company. The Highways Committee of the
Town Council has decided to give notice to the Tramway Company
to pave with granite the road between Leeds and Headingley.
portions to be done at different times. In the event of a retu:
the work will be executed by the Corporation, and the company
arged with the expense. Should payment be refused the
council will apply to a competent court.
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her engines taken out, and to be lengthened some 35ft. When
this is done she will have new engines put into her by Messrs.
Mandslay, Sons, /and Field, of London, and will be transformed into
a screw steamer,
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CHEMICAL, MINERAL, AND METAL
REPORT.
(Contributed by J. Berger Spence and Co.)
MANCHESTER, January 15th, 1872.
Soda.—Cream caustic, at £16, 60 per cent.; white, £16 10s. to £17.
Soda ash, 24d. to 23d. Soda crystals, £6 to £6 5s. Bi-carbonate, £14 10s.
Salt cake, £4. Glauber salts, £3 10s. to £4.
Borax,—Refined, £95 to £100.
Nitrate of Soda.—lé6s. 3d.
Potash.—Muriates, 80 per cent., at £10 10s. to £10 15s., f.0.b. Prussiate: red, 3s. 3d.; yellow, Is. lvd.; chlorcte, 1s. éd.; bichrome, 104d.;
potashes, 44s.; pearl ashes, 48s. to 50s.
Sallpetre.—Foreign, £30 to £33 ; refined, £37 to £38.
Alum—aAt £6 15s, to £7 for loose lump; in export barrels, £7; ground,
£7 10s.
Iron Salts.—Green and rusty copperas, 55s. Dry Copperas, 52s.
Copper Salts.—Sulphate of copper, £32.
0ils.—Spindle, loom, and dense oils, 4s. 6d. to Gs, Olive, £47 to £52.
Pure white Norwegian cod liver oil, 4s. 6d. to ts. per galloa.
Pyrites.—Spanish, cupreous, 8d. to 8}d.; nun-cupreous, 10d.
Manganese.—Ores, 140s. to 150s. for 70 per cent.
Iron Ore.—Hematite, 20s. to 25s. Oolitic, 6s. 9d. to 7s. 6d.
fron. — ** Ayresome” Yorkshire pig iron, very firm, No. 1, 71s. 6d.;
No. 2, 69s. 6d.; No. 3, 67s. 6d.; No. 4(Foundry), 66s. 6d.; No. 4 (Forge),
66s. 6d., net cash, or 1s. extra four months. Scotch pig, 73s. 6d. Staffordshire bars, £10 to £11. Hoopiron, £11. Gas tubes, 50 per cent. to 55 per
cent. off new list. Boiler tubes, 25 per cent. to 30 per cent.
. Tinplates. —Best coke, I.C., 28s. to 30s.; charcoal, [.U., 328. to 34s. per
0X.
Spelter.—Silesian, special brands, £22 5s. to £22 10s. English, best
brands, £23.
Bleaching Powder.—At £13 10s. to £14.
Ammonva.—Sulphate: white and grey, £22 10s. to£2310s. Brown, £15.
Carbonate, 7d. Muriate, £28 to £30. Sal ammoniac, firsts, 46s.; seconds,
45s.
Arsenic.—At £6 15s. to £7 for white powdered.
Acids.—Tartaric, firm, at 1s. 6jd. to 1s. 7d.; oyalic, 1s. 1}d.; sulphuric,
£3 10s. to £3 15s.; carbolic, 1s. 2d. to 1s.°3d.
Magnesia.—Epsom ‘salts, £4 17s. 6d. for refined.
Pitch.—At 13s. to lds.
Benzole.—30 per cent., 3s. to 3s. 6d.; 50 per cent., 3s. Gd. to 4s.; 90 per
cent., 4s. 6d. to 5s.
Disinfectants.—Patent, £5 ; carbolic, £10.
China Clay.—22s. per ton.
Phosphates.—Super-phosphates: 25 to 80 per cent., £3 10s.; Precipitated
T hosphate
of lime: 40 to 50 per cent., £5 10s. to £6 10s.; Estramadura,
1s. 3d.; ordinary, 50 to 60 per cent., 11d. to 1s. per unit.
Copper.—English tough ingot, £94 to £96. Chili bars, £87 10s. to £89.
Tin.—English ingot, £149 to £151. Straits, £143 to £144.
“ wa—
English soft pig, £19 to £19 5s. Refined red lead, £21 to
Antimony.—French Star, £50 to £51.
THE manager of the South-Eastern Railway contradicts the
statement made by Mr. Abernethy, that the promoters of the
Ch
1 Ferry sch
were “‘in perfect concord with the railway
companies having their termini at Dover.”
Borax.—The Carson Reyister of D
ber 13th gives this
account of the borax mines in the State of Nevada :—The only
borax mines, so called, that we know of in this State, are situate
in Esmeralda County, not far from Columbus, and near the
California line. These deposits have been located, surveyed, and
tested, and extend over an area of several thousand
acres, in detached
s of considerable size. The mineral (borate
of lime) is found quite extensively in the salt marshes of
Esmeralda County, principally in layers from 2in. to din. thick,
alternating with layers of salt, and first occurring from lft. to utt.
below the surface. It is also found in the shapeof balls 3in. or
4in. in diameter, scattered about the salt
deposit. The deposit
have never been worked
i
, though a large quantity of
pe some years ago and tested was
i
from Asia and South
America in the manufacture of the borax of commerce. ‘here is
believed to be enough of this mineral in the locality named to supply
the world for half a century.
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designing the Loch Katrine Works in 1853-4, and it was | MANUFACTURE OF GUNPOWDER DURING TEE
then considered to be much in excess of actual requireSIEGE OF PARIS.
ments. Subsequent, however, to the introduction of the
Towarps the end of the summer of 1870 it became evident
Loch Katrine supply, the consumption rose considerably
above 40 gallons per head per day; and so rapidly did to the most enthusiastic partisans of the French cause that the
the increase continue that in 1864 the quantity of water | almost unparalleled reverses which had attended it would culmidrawn by the city from Loch Katrine was 19,000,000 nate in the siege of the capital by the victorious enemy. Und
gallons a day, and the average consumption per individual these circumstances prompt and urgent measures were at once
was 47 gallons per day. The extension of the water-closet necessary in order to insure to the anticipated besiegers an
system throughout the city has greatly contributed to this adequate supply of the material of war. Obviously gunpowder
increase of consumption; but there are other causes occupied a prominent place in the deliberations of the defenders
scarcely so apparent. Of the three largest cities in the em- of Paris, and it was at once determined to bring within the
pire, we find that London had in 1868 441,000 water- walls of the city as large a quantity of that indispensable artic:
could be collected on short notice. There existed several
closets, or one for every six persons; Liverpool had 25,000, aspowder
manufactories and
ines in the neighbourhood oi
or one for every twenty-four persons; while Glasgow had the capital
which would inevitably fall into the hands of the
28,000, or one for every seventeen persons. During the enemy on his advance upon the city. These, it was resolved,
three years that have elapsed since that time we believe should be evacuated, and their contents transferred where the)
the water-closet system has been extended more generally could be rendered available during the impending siege. By
in Glasgow than in either of the other two cities with these means the supply in the manufactory of Bouchet, a milithe area of opening of each of the valves to be equal to which it is here brought into comparison. The great in- tary establishment devoted to the production solely of cartridges
that of the feed-pipe, the valves to be as light and as near crease of consumption involved the necessity of taking mea- and powder for war purposes, was removed out of the reach of
each other as possible, the air-vessel to have a capacity sures some four or five years ago to provide an additional the foe. Similar foresight insured the safe removal to Paris and
equal to that of the feed-pipe.
supply. The extension of the water-pipes to a number of Lyons of the contents of the magazines of Saint-Ponce and
When these rules are observed, the efficiency, as found outlying villages and districts operated in the same direc- Vonges, which included a considerable quantity of mining
by Eytelwein’s experiments, is given for values of 4 + H, tion. Indeed, since 1860 the Water Commissioners have { sporting powder. When these removals had been su
ranging from 1 to 20, by the following empirical formula:— extended the Loch Katrine supply to Maryhill, Spring- fully accomplished there was upwards of two thousand ton
available for the use of artillery, about forty-five tons for
gh an 23 .. 2
rh )s
burn, Thornliebank, Nitshill, Barrhead, and Harlet; and powder
the purposes of mining and military engineering, besides a
—
vig :
further extensions have been made to Rutherglen, Shettle- gertain quantity of sporting powder which was regarded in the
I have found, besides, that when 4 + H does not exceed ston, Cathcart, and other suburbs of the city. An addi- light of a reserve, and only to be employed when matters came
12, the results of Eytelwein’s experiments are very well tion of two and a-half feet was made to the cast iron tothe worst. It was calculated that, owing to these precautions,
represented by the following more simple formula for the troughs forming part of the aqueduct bridges at the time the citizens of Paris had powder sufficient to enable them to
counter-efficiency (that is, the reciprocal of the efficiency) : already mentioned, making the total depth of these struc- stand a siege of three months ; but when the capital was actually
tures six feet six inches, while the breadth is eight feet, so invested, and the forts maintained an almost incessant cannonQH _
ae
that they are now sufficient to convey the full 50,000,000 ading, serious doubts began to be entertained whether a consumpgh
+? 10 H’
tion so excessive would not speedily exhaust the supply,
gallons a day.
in which the second term represents the worl: wasted for
The following tabulated statement will show the gra- abundant though it was. Again, the duration of the siege was
uncertain, and might be prolonged to a period that
each unit of useful work.
dually increased supply of water sent into the city from extremely
render it indispensable to procure a fresh stock of ammuFrom practical trials it appears that if a feed-pipe of less the commissioners’ works during the period in question
:— would
nition
at
all
risks. In the face of this contingency the wisest
diameter than that given by Eytelwein’s rules is employed
Quantity sent into the city daily. Daily consumption plan was clearly to set to work to utilise such materials as might
the length must be increased, in order that the horizontal
Year.
Gallons.
per head.
be
available
for
the manufacture of gunpowder. There could be
column of water may have sufficient momentum.
For
se
se en ee 6s ED
ae’ Se cs ome on GG
no harm in having an excess of that article, but a deficiency
instance, in a case described to me by an eminent firm of
a
.
oo oe 429
would be attended with the most disastrous results. There was
BOSB ce ce ce ce «(ce STORED nc ce ce ce ce BS
mechanical engineers the diameter of the feed-pipe was
plenty of saltpetre in Paris—one of the essential ingredients—
|
a
ne ee
50,000 2. ce oe oo oo 68
about one-fourth, and the length about double, of the rene
ee
Mee es <«s cs «s a FO
capable of being utilised at once. Moreover, since the comae «sa ws os en) Se
os se os cs oe SO
spective dimensions given by Eytelwein’s rules.
mencement of the siege, several workshops had been established
4c
a6 46 ae. ao” SE. Se we ce oe oe BD
It is probable, moreover, that when a longer and narfor the manufacture of cartridges, which afforded a considerable
tre}
er
i
rower feed-pipe than that given by Eytelwein’s rules is
amount of employment to men and women, who without such
It will be remembered that the population had increased employment would have become objects of public charity. A
employed the work wasted is increased nearly as the
length directly and as the diameter of the pipe inversely, from 436,900 in 1861 to 518,960in 1868, and at the present real advantage thus resulted from the maintenance of those
such being the approximate law of the resistance of pipes. time, with a population of 550,000, the quantity of water workshops, which would cease directly the store of powder which
In the case just referred to, the counter-efliciency with sent into the city daily is 28,000,000 gallons, or about 50 was used in the preparation of the cartridges became exliausted,
unless means were provided for insuring afresh supply. It is
Eytelwein’s dimensions, and according to his rule, would gallons per head per day. The steady growth of consump- true
genpowder manufactured in what might be fairly
have been 1°29. It was actually about 3°15 ; so that the tion has called forth in several quarters animadversions as termedthatan improvised
establishment, and under very exceptional
to
the
waste
of
the
supply.
Mr.
Gale,
the
able
engineer
circumstances,
could not be expected to be of so good a quality
loss of work was increased in the proportion ee = 7°4:1; of the Glasgow Waterworks, in a paper “On the Distrias the same article produced under the normal state of affairs.
which nearly agrees with the before-mentioned suppo- bution of Water in Glasgow,” read at a meeting of the In- Nevertheless there was no choice in the matter, so it was ultistitution of Engineers in Scotland, on the 16th of March, mately decided to commence the undertaking in premises
sition.
1864, after showing that the quantity of water used daily situated on the Boulevard de Phillippe-Auguste, in the neighfor domestic purposes in pene
was just 26 gallons per bourhood of the Barriére du Tréne.
Before proceeding to describe further the method of manuhead daily in 1838, as compared with 35 gallons in 1852, and
WATER SUPPLY OF GLASGOW.
to argue that the great increase facture carried on in this particular instance, it will be interesting
Tue extent to which the literature bearing upon the water 39 gallons in 1863, proceeds
to
review some of the methods that have been adopted, when
consumption of water in Glasgow is due in a great measupply of large cities has accumulated during the last of
sure to waste from imperfect fittings; that, in fact, a quan- the ordinary one has, for some cause or another, been unavailthirty or forty years is one of the most convincing and tity amounting to 15 gallons per head per day runs to able. Numerous explosive substances are known to chemists and
pyrotechnists the action of which is very analogous to that of
practical illustrations of the importance of the subject that waste without benefiting any one.
gunpowder, and the effect of which is in many instances conWe have reason to believe that measures will be adopted siderably
could be adduced. Sanitary reformers and civil engineers
more violent. The majority of these substances are of
are more and more accustomed to turn their attention to before long to get rid of this extravagant waste, and recent date. Gunpowder made with chlorate instead of nitrate
the necessity of a pure, wholesome, and sufficient water thereby to reduce the water assessment of the city. It isa of potash is ‘an exception, and it is with this that we shall
supply, and the means whereby it can be provided. When noteworthy fact that the average consumption of all the commence. It is much stronger than ordinary powder, but,
apy epidemic breaks out the quality of the water used by large cities in England, representing a population of owing to its great disruptive power, is unsuitable for the use of
those infected is the first subject of investigation; and 6,000,000, is under 30 gallons per head per day, ay fully artillery or small arms. But this feature does not constitute
exactly in proportion as the water supply is pure and abun- 20 gallons per head per day less than the average of Glas- a defect when it is otherwise employed, and thus we find that
dant, will the liability to diseasebe found to diminish. It is gow. The average consumption of the large towns of the department of military engineers, on discovering that their
not surprising, therefore, that municipal corporations vie Scotland is considerably over that of the large cities in supply of mining powder was becoming rapidly exhausted, and
with each other in securing the best possible facilities for England. Edinburgh and Aberdeen average about 40 being unwilling to draw upon the store reserved for the artillery,
the possession of this indispensable adjunct to health and gallons ; Greenock runs up to between 60 and 70 gallons ; accepted a contract in the month of October, 1870, for a supply
chlorate powder wherewith to charge their torpedoes. This
comfort; and it is gratifying to find, also, that measures are while Glasgow, as we have already indicated, comes in of
material answers admirably fer this purpose, and would no
being proposed and carried out for acquiring a pure and between with an average of 50 gallons per head daily. doubt
have been used in large quantities, had not a terrible
plentiful supply, regardless of cost.
The waste in Greenock is easily accounted for, there being accident occurred at the very commencement of its manufacture,
Glasgow was long destitute of anything like a proper a superabundant supply for the wants of a limited popu- which effectually put a stop to any further prosecution of it.
water supply, a large proportion of water used previous lation.
About mid-day on the 6th of the above mentioned month a
to the completion of the Loch Katrine scheme, having been
The consumption of water in Glasgow is increasing at tremendous explosion threw into consternation the whole of the
obtained from the Clyde—then, as now, one of the most such a rapid rate, that in order to meet the wants of the quarter of Grenelle, and completely shattered to pieces the
polluted rivers in the kingdom. The evil under which the population it has become necessary to make further pro- premises of M. Deplazanet, a inanufacturer of chemical products,
citizens of St. Mungo so long laboured in this respect was vision for increasing the supply, and tenders are now being situated in the Rue de Javel. Thirteen dead bodies and six
all the more inexcusable, seeing that an almost illimitable advertised “for the laying and jointing of two lines of wounded testified to the violence of the explosion. The cause
after a careful examination into the facts of the
source of supply lay at their very doors. Ultimately, 36in. cast iron pipes from the self-acting valves near Mug- was attributed,
to a serious imprudence committed in the drying of the
although not for some time, that source of supply was made dock Reservoir to a point opposite Chapelton Farm-house, case,
material. The powder which M. Deplazanet contracted to
available, and from thenceforth Glasgow enjoyed the pri- near Canniesburn Toll-bar.” At present there are only supply
was composed of two parts of chlorate of potash, one
vilege and credit of having the most ample and efficient two lines of 36in. pipes from Mugdock Reservoir, which is part of prussiate of potash, and one part of powdered sugar, a
water supply of any town in the three kingdoms. With about seven miles from the city. These pipes are calcu- mixture which had been long known as one which involves
the circumstances which led to the projection of the Loch lated conjointly to deliver 25,000,000 gallons per day, great danger in its preparation. What renders the occurrence
Katrine Waterworks our readers are no doubt familiar. being one-half the quantity of water which the commis- the more to be deplored isthat there was no absolute necessity for
The magnitude of the scheme may be estimated by the sioners are empowered by Act of Parliament to draw from employing these ingredients, which were comparatively of a high
fact that the works were originally designed on a scale Loch Katrine.
During last summer these pipes were price. The same end, so far as the effect of the powder was
sufficient to supply the city with 50,000,000 gallons a delivering 28,000,000 gallons per day, or 3,000,000 gallons concerned, could have been attained by the use of other comday. The built portions of the aqueduct, with all the in excess of their due capacity. So that it has become ponents. The proportion of chlorate of potash might have been
tunnels and bridges on the line, were constructed at necessary to lay additional pipes from Mugdock Reservoir, reduced, and the sugar replaced by charcoal, without in the least
practical value of the powder for mines and
first of sufficient dimensions to pass this enormous which will be done under the parliamentary powers impairing theIt is,
however, of no consequence to discuss the
quantity. From the first the storage provided in the lochs obtained when the works were originally designed. torpedoes.
matter,
as
the
one
explosion put an end to any further manufacwas suilicient to insure the constant supply of 50,000,000 In the mean time, the extra mains will only be ture of the compound
containing chlorate of potash. The next
gallons a day to the city, and of 40,500,000 gallons a day carried as far as Canniesburn toll, or about half way
was made shortly afterwards at Grenelle, and in this
of compensation water to the river Leith—making a total between Mugdock and the city, leaving the prolongation attempt
instance gun-cotton was the subject of trial. This substance
of 90,500,000 gallons per day. The cast iron troughs of the work to be executed as the requirements of the is capable of being used in fire-arms, but not unconditionally.
which form portions of the bridges on the first eleven city may demand. It is estimated, however, that the In order to make it available during the siege of Paris certain
miles of the aqueduct, and the ipes across the Valleys of works to be undertaken during the ensuing summer will, modifications and alterations must have been made in both the
the Duchray, the Endrick, ned|the Blane, on the line considering the high price of pig iron, cost not less than cannons and rifles, which were impracticable under the circumof the aqueduct, were, however, put down of a size £50,000, while the completion of the mains to the city, stances. The explosive was not intended to charge either cartridges
to supply only 20,000,000 gallons per day, because which will probably be undertaken in the course of two or on a small or a large scale. The object was to fill shells with it,
—_ ge of the works were capable of easy ex- three years hence, will involve an additional £80,000. so as to economise as much as possible the ordinary powder; and
nsion as
the requirements of the city expanded. We may add that it will shortly be necessary likewise to| there is no doubt, from the experiments undertaken, that hollow
When the Glasgow Town Council first resolved in 7852 to lay some additional pipes across the valleys of the line of | projectiles charged with it were exceedingly destructive in their
Although this attempt was of a far more promising
take the water supply into their own hands the quantity aqueduct from Loch Katrine, but this work, which will effect.
character than its predecessor, it met with no better result. Qn
of water supplied to the city by the two companies then in certainly not cost less than £50,000 more, can afford to trhe
27th of the same month that witnessed the former cataexistence was 14,000,000 gallons per day, being somewhat wait for some years yet, even although we take into con- | tophe a second explosion occurred, which destroyed the worksless than 40
ons per head per
This al owance was sideration the startling fact that the population of the shops at Grenelle, where the cotton was prepared. The cause of
adopted as the basis of Myr,
Bateman’s calculations when city is increasing at the rate of 1000 per month.
this accident was accurately traced, and found not to arigiaate
ON THE HYDRAULIC RAM.
By W. J. Macquorn Ranking, C.E., LL.D., F.R.S.
. Tae most complete body of information respecting
hydraulic rams is that contained in a treatise on the subject
published by Eytelwein, about 1808, and stating the results
of a very long series of experiments. The conclusions at
which he arrives may be summed up as follows :—Let 4
be the head-of pressure, in feet of water above the level of
the pond, — which the water is to be forced into the
air vessel, H the depth of the waste-valve below topwater
in the pond, Q the volume of water run to waste in a
second, g the volume of water lifted per second, L the
length ofthe feed-pipe in feet, D its diameter in inches, d
the diameter of rising pipe ; then the best dimensions are
2h
D
D=¥235Q+q;L=A+ H??= 33
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from any mismanagement or error in the preparation of the for ordnance or for small arms. In France the question has been as the density of the Phillippe Auguste powder was greater
compound. A workman had gone upon the roof to solder some raised whether powder intended for the heavy marine guns than what there was any necessity for, the initial velocity of the
parts of it, and in some manner or other set it on fire. The should not be prepared independently of the kind used for artil- ball could be increased by diminishing it and making the grain
damage in a pecuniary point of view was not great, but four lery, so that there would thus be three distinct kinds of gun- finer. On the whole, the attempt was decidedly successful—so
persons were badly burnt. For the rest, the coup de grace was powder employed in warfare. Considering the conditions under much so that the question will be asked why this mode of
given to the manufacture of gun-cotton for the future.
which the establishment of Philippe-Auguste was erected, it is manufacture could not be universally employed, since it is much
The two substances that have been considered, that is, gun- not to be expected that it could enlist in its service the aid of simpler and more rapid than the methods usually adopted for
cotton and gunpowder containing chlorate of potash, do not costly and elaborate machinery. It was, therefore, at once felt the preparation of the same material? In order to give a satisoccupy the first rank in the scale of explosive compounds. This that the method of manufacture must be a simple : process, easily factory reply to this question, the behaviour of the powder with
distinction belongs to others, such as nitro-glycerine, dynamite, manipulated, rapidly got into productive order, and answering all other weapons than the Chassepot must be taken into account,
picrate, and the cartridges of compressed cotton invented by: Mr. the actual requirements of the emergency. For these reasons the such as rifles loading at the muzzle, and also smooth-bore guns.
Abel.* These cartridges are very little known in France, but old method, as well as that of mills by which the powder for the The difference at once becomes manifest. The initial velocity of
tluring the year 1870 several experiments were conducted by Chassepot rifles and mitrailleuses was prepared, were excluded. the ball decreases in the muzzle-loading rifle, and becomes very
the engineers of “Les Ponts et Chaussées,” which directed The system of round barrels, used specially in the preparation of much reduced in the smooth-bore. The explanation of these
attention towards them. When used for blowing up walls and mining powder, might have been modified to suit, as its advan- facts is simple. The initial velocity of the ball depends, accordother ebstacles they proved eminently successful. Their manu- tages were evident, so far as rapidity and economy were con- ing to the nature of the weapon with which it is fired, upon the
facture presents no more difficulty than that of the ordinary cerned. But it presented some difficulties with respect to the absolute strength of the powder, and its “vivacity.” The first
unscotton. The cartridges are formed of cotton prepared as production of powder of a fine grain, which is indispensable to of these will to a great extent suffice for rifles similar to the
usual and strongly compressed, and fired by means of a ful- small arms. This objection was fatal to it, as the most urgent Chassepot, in which the ball is completely forced into the
minating cap, which is exploded by either the electric spark or a demand was for powder for the Chassepot rifles. For the same grooves of the bores, in consequence of the loading taking place
safety fuze. As considerable advantage would have resulted reason, powder prepared by agglomeration was rejected. Finally, at the breech. But in rifles which load at the muzzle the ball
from possessing a supply of these cartridges, their manufacture M. Mauronard, who was appointed by the Minister of War the is only partially compressed in this manner, and the vivacity of
was proposed to the Minister of War during the first week of chief of the new establishment, adopted the method of “ Formes the charge comes into play. This attains its maximum in the
the siege by a committee of engineers. The idea was at first et Presses.” This was not a novel process, as it had been smooth-bore gun when there is no compression whatever, and
adopted, but for various reasons was subsequently abandoned, employed during the first revolution, when matters were pretty consequently a good deal of windage. Thus the powder preand the whole proposition fell through. Passing on to the much in the same state. It then earned the name of the “ revo- pared by casks and presses, although suitable for needle-guns,
subject of picrates, their nature and properties have never been a lutionary process,” or the “ Grenelle process,” since it was at that would only answer indifferently well for arms of another dequestion of any doubt. Many attempts have been made to utilise place the first manufactory was erected. A violent explosion scription, especially fowling-pieces. Gunpowder manufactured
them for fire-arms, but their disruptive tendency has defeated
shortly afterwards destroyed not merely the whole of the manu- by the usual processes have in these instances an incontestable
endeavours to so apply them. Their actual destructive effe
4 facturing premises, but a large portion of the neighbouring superiority, Apart from all other considerations, the great
probably less than that of other explosives, although it is diffic®it quarter as well. This part of Paris seems to have been a general merit of the undertaking commenced in the premises of Philto determine this in an accurate and conclusive manner. The victim to this kind of accidents, A full description of the lippe Auguste was undoubtedly the power of manufacturing in
cnly superiority they appear to possess is that of greater stability, method will be found in “L’Art de Fabriquer la Poudre-~a- so short a period any gunpowder which should have been of
but this is more than counterbalanced by the difficult character Canon,” by MM. Botée et Riffault, and also in the “Guide real service to the besiegers. The daily production at first
of their preparation. As an explosive compound of any vaiue for Pratique de la Fabrication des Poudres,” of Major Steerk. By amounted to between two and three tons, and afterwards
warlike purposes nitro-glycerine may be altogether omitted, utilising some recent discoveries the old Grenelle process was reached between five and six. Had circumstances required it,
since its preservation and transport are attended with dangers rendered available for the production of powder during the recent a greater quantity could have been provided. We trust that the
that few would be willing to incur. It might possibly be used siege of the French capital. The first step in the operation is to necessity for establishing a powder manufactory in the heart of
were it manufactured on the spot.
triturate separately the several ingredients, and to reduce them Paris may never again occur.
We are indebted to our contemporary the Bulletin Mensuel
The same disadvantages do not attend the somewhat similar to the most complete state of subdivision, which was accomcompound dynamite, which may be regarded in some degree as plished by the “ Broyeurs Cars.” This was the first time the for the information contained in the preceding article.
nitro-glycerine solified by its admixture with aporous description machine had been employed for powder, and unfortunately the
of sand, while at the same time it possesses an equal amount of only ones that could be obtained were originally adapted for the
explosive power. Although dynamite cannot be used in fire- grinding of bones, or other substances infinitely more refractory
CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
arms, yet it might certainly serve for filling hollow projectiles. than the components of gunpowder. Although the result cannot
Thursday, 18th January.
In crder to ascertain this, experiments were conducted at Mont be stated to have been perfectly satisfactory, yet it was suffiDr. FRANKLAND, President, in the Chair,
Valérien in presence of the Minister of Public Works, which ciently so to warrant the expectation that the success would be
succeeded in establishing the fact that shells filled with dynamite perfect, when proper grinders or crushers were procured, adapted
As, unfortunately, both the secretaries of the Society wero
could be exploded with all the facility desired, but that there for the trituration of saltpetre, sulphur, and charcoal. The second absent through illness, Dr. Odling kindly acted in their place.
Messrs. Martineau, Page, Munroe, and Child, were formally
the merit of the explosive ended. It is well known that besides phase of the process consists in the intimate mixture of the inthe mere explosion there are other conditions to be fulfilled gredients, after their thorough trituration, so as to render them admitted members of the Society, and after the donations had been
before the proper effect of a shell is produced.
completely incorporated. Instead of bringing at once the three announced the names of the following gentlemen were read for
first time :—Liidwig Mund, Edward Packard, jun., John
There are two principal conditions attached to the bursting of ingredients into contact, the plan adopted in the preparation of the
Frederick John Bassett, Edward Handfield Morton, and
a shell, the fulfilment of which can alone insure its success in a mining powder was followed, namely, that of binary and ternary Ruffle,
Ross
Scott, M.A. For the third time :—Messrs. Julian Louis
destructive point of view: one is, that the shell should be trituration, which allows of a more effectual admixture, with a Vanderstraaten, John Millar Thompson, Charles W. Vincent,
shattered into as many fragments as possible, and the other that corresponding diminution of danger. The compression of the Robert Barton, David Watson, William Thompson, William
those fragments should be scattered in every direction to as great substance, or the formation of the cake, which presents no Forster, Henry James Helm, Thomas W. Fletcher, George
a distance as the charge will allow. The former of these condi- features demanding especial notice, is the third part of the Thomas Glover, and Thomas Eltoft, who were then balloted
for and declared duly elected.
tions is fulfilled by the enormous tension of the gases which are process.
Dr. Odling exhibited several specimens of rare chemical subThere have been some improvements introduced recently into
developed at the moment of explosion, and the latter by the prostances, which had been lent to him by Dr. Richter and Dr.
gressive action of the same gases. When this action is almost the manufacture of gunpowder which considerably simplity the Theodor
Schuchardt, amongst which were two samples of metallic
loading
and
unloading
of
the
presses.
Instead
of
enclosing
the
instantaneous, as happens in all explosives whose disruptive
indium, the larger weighing 200 grammes ; also a specimen of the
power is very great, the dynamical effect is little or none. The powder in frames, it is placed in successive layers upon the plate zinc
blende
of Friburg, in which this element was first disexplosion itself may be terrific at the spot where it actually of the press, each layer being separated as usual by a sheet of covered.
occurs, but there it ends, It does not travel to any distance. copper and a rag slightly wetted. The frames are thus abolished
Mr. David Howard then read a paper ‘‘On Quinicine, and CinThere is no question but that by the aid of dynamite, blocks of altogether. The proportion of water that should be mixed with chonicine, and their Salts.” The author stated that further ingranite and metals can be shivered to pieces, upon which ordinary the ingredients of powder is a very important element in its vestigation had convinced him that the alkaloid from cinchona
powder would produce no effect whatever; but on the other preparation. In the powder made at Paris during the siege this bark, which he briefly described in the journal of the Society in the
hand, where substances which offer less solid resistance are to be proportion was extremely small, and did not exceed above four early part of 1871, is identical with the quinicine of Pasteur. He
examined and compared the quinicine and its salts
operated on, a powder possessing an inferior degree of power is per cent. This was not, however, a matter of chcice but of had carefully
both from quinine and from quinidine, and found them
to be preferred. It is an error to imagine that it is always ad- necessity. As there were no drying rooms nor apparatus it was toprepared
ve
identical.
It is not merely the action of heat which causes
essential
that
as
little
water
should
be
used
as
possible.
The
vantageous to employ in mines the most violent explosives. The
transformation of these alkaloids into quinicine, for their salts,
explosive force of the compound should be proportional to the ingredients were nearly dry, the small quantity of moisture pre- the
when
heated
with
water in sealed tubes, even to a considerably
resistance to be overcome. It is thus readily perceived that sent, which was just sufficient for the formation of the cake, higher temperature than would effect their complete conversion
dynamite would not answer so well as ordinary gunpowder in was driven out at the finish of the process. After leaving the under favourable circumstances, were but slightly affected. Most
the case of mines intended to be sprung in such a manner as presses the cake was first broken up by mallets, and the frag- of the salts of quinicine crystallise with difficulty ; the chloroplatiwould destroy an enemy’s works and overwhelm him with the ments transferred to the “ Grenoirs-t-cylindre,” above which nate C,, H,, N, O., 2 H Cl, Pt Cl,, the oxalate 2 (C,, Ha, N,
débris. The one particularin which the incontestable superiority were fixed sieves or strainers to separate the large grains from O,) C, H, O, + 9H, 0 and the acid tartrate, however, are excepof this compound is apparent is that in which walls, gabions, the powder. This cylindrical apparatus has been rarely used tions, being readily obtained in a state of purity.
Cinchonicine and its salts, whether prepared from cinchonine or
entrenchments, and other obstacles are to be removed. In this in France, and is no longer so now. The example put up on
are identical, and closely resemble those of quinicine
respect it is unrivalled. A good deal has been stated respecting the premises at Phillippe Auguste was taken from the English cinchonidine,
in
properties. The alkaloid is soluble in ether, and its salts
the value of dynamite as an agent for placing cannon hors de workshops, and gave very good results. The whole process ter- are their
generally somewhat more soluble than the corresponding quiniminates
with
the
polishing
of
the
powder,
which
operation
not
service, but opinions differ on this point. It must be borne in
cine compounds, The chloroplatinate C,, H,, N, O, 2 H Cl, Pt
mind that the object aimed at is not so much the permanent only polishes but dries the grains as well. It is performed, as is Cl,, the oxalate 2 (C,, H,,4 N, O) C, H, O, + 7 H, O and the
destruction of the guns of an enemy as the rendering of them well known, by placing the powder in a closed cask or barrel, acid tartrate all crystallise well. The action on polarised light
temporarily useless. Artillery which loads by the muzzle is and turning it about for a certain period, by which motion the exerted by quinicine, from whatever sourceit is obtained, is39deg. to
“spiked” with a rapidity which cannot be surpassed, and those grains acquire solidity and the consequent formation of dust is the right for the yellow ray, the base being dissolved in spirit ; for
which are breech-loaders are equally readily rendered incapable prevented. Some years agoa M. Laville, having remarked that cinchonicine it is 48 deg. The author concluded by discussing the
of the identity of the resinoid quinoidin with these alkaof being fired by the breakage or abstraction of any of the in the course of the operation of polishing the cask became —
movable parts of the breech. In any case it is far preferable appreciably heated, proposed to utilise the heat thus developed oids. president said that he had listened with great interest to
to let a soldier carry a hammer with him into action than to in drying the grains. For this purpose it is only necessary to Mr.TheHoward’s
on these isomeric alkaloids. Their
encumber him with explosive materials, which are of no use. to employ a cask closed at one end and opened at the other, in such properties, and communication
those of their compounds which he had so carefully
him as ammunition. From the “Transactions of L’ Academie a manner as will allow the moisture to escape. This plan examined, would form points of comparison for future workers on
des Sciences,” in which the results of some of the trials made answers very well when there is but a small quantity of water the cinchona alkaloids, of the aninine and cinchonine series, and it
with dynamite are recorded, it does not appear that very much mingled with the powder, as occurs in the case of sporting would be of interest to the members if the author could give them
has been done with it. With the exception of the attack on powder. It would be impossible to thoroughly dry powder by any particulars about the nature of this isomerism.
Mt. Howard having answered that he was at present unprepared
Buzenval, where it was employed to blow up the walls of a park, this operation, but even if it could be accomplished it is not
it has scarcely passed the experimental stage, and cannot be said needed. The powders that are the best dried invariably absorb to offer an opinion on this subject, Dr. Wright said that some experiments on which he was now engaged, although in a different
to have reached the practical. The definite point arrived at is about one per cent. of water on coming into contact with the series
of the alkaloids, might perhaps tend to throw some light on
that a given effect can be produced with a comparatively small atmosphere, so that there would be no advantage derived in the question.
By the action of phosphoric acid on codeia, two
quantity of the material. It would, however, be forming a very pushing the process to a complete desiccation. The powder bodies
the same percentage composition as codeia are
unfair opinion of this powerful explosive were we to judge of its made in Paris at the time we write of was dried in the polishing formed. having
These differ from codeia especially in the following
casks,
and
it
now
remains
to
mention
the
tests
applied
in
order
properties solely from the evidence afforded by the examples
property : codeia is precipitated from its solution by carbonate of
manufactured in Paris during the siege. The descriptions of to arrive ata correct estimate of the value of it when applied soda only after some time, whilst both the new compounds are
dynazuite prepared by the Prussians are very superior in quality. to the purposes of warfare. Gunpowder made with saltpetre immediately Lage 3 pray the first, however, is amorphous and
The French kinds contained a small proportion of nitro-glycerine, is not endewed with the great disruptive force of that into the soluble in ether, whilst the second is insoluble. By the action of
and the porous medium which was used, probably for want of composition of which chlorate of potash enters, and therefore hydrochloric acid on codeia he had obtained a compound C,, H ,
something better, was not so well adapted for absorbing the the two principal qualities to which attention must be directed Ci N,'O,, showing that the real formula for codeia was C,, H,.
N, O,, being double that usually assigned to it. In the same
explosive oil as the Kieselguhr, or siliceous ingredient of M. are cleanliness and durability. In other words, it must not foul way
he had found that the first of the new compounds had
Nobel. From the above remarks it is evident that the part the gun, and it must be easily kept in a state of good preservation
the formula of codeia containing C,,, and the second
played during the siege of Paris by what might be termed, in and efficiency. The latter consideration may be neglected in double
double
that again, so that thenewsubstances were dicodeiaand tetracomparison with ordinary gunpowder, extraordinary explosives, instances similar to the one under notice, where but a short codeia respectively. They were therefore not isomeric, but polywas of little or no practical value, and consisted simply in blowing period intervened between the manufacture of the article meric with codeia. Perhaps the relation in the cinchona series
Cleanliness, or the pro- may also be that of riyaeren and not isomerism.
up some twenty persons engaged in their production, together and its subsequent comsumption.
perty of non-fouling, is an indispensable one in all powders
Mr. Howard observed that from the very different action which
with the premises in which they were manufactured.
intended
to
be
used
in
small
arms.
In
fact, the old description quinicine had upon
polarised light, when compared with quinine
We may now return to the powder manufactory of Philippegunpowder could not be employed in the breech-loading and quinidine, he should be inclined to believe that the pom.
Auguste, which, it had been decided, should be vigorously set of
which
had
taken
place
something more than a simple
rifles
of
the
present
day.
The
new
powder
was
tried
by
firing
to work directly the precise method of manufacture to be adopted one hundred consecutive rounds with the same Chassepot, and ing apna particularlywasas the
saturating power was identical.
had been determined upon. At present there are numerous pro- was found to behave equally well as the ordinary mill powders. What he considered especially interesting
was that the action upon
cesses existing for making gunpowder, and under ordinary cir- The strength was tested by means of the balistic pendulum, polarised light of the new isomeric quinicine from either source was
cumstances each particular kind, whether cannon, mining, or upon which a Chassepot was mounted. The initial velocity absolutely identical, notwithstanding that the quinine and quinisporting powder, is prepared by distinct varieties of machinery. of the ball, with a charge'of 89°5 grains of powder, was 1250ft. dine from which it was derived
possessed in one case a powerful
Of late years it has been the custom to vary the manufacture of per second, while that produced with the ordinary powder under loevorotary action, and in the other a dextrorotary, and the same
might be said of cinchonicine. It would also — that the
powder intended for war purposes accordingly as it is intended similar
conditions was 1390ft. per second. The difference was not uinicineis presentin the original bark, being probably
the first
* To these should be now added “‘ Krebb’s explosive,” better known sufficient to indicate any great inferiorityinthe new preparation, or — alkaloid which is subsequently converted into quinine and
to render it unsuitable for using in rifles and artillery. Moreover, quinidine,
under its more familiar title of ‘‘lithofracteur.”
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE Financier anticipates that the Great Eastern dividend will
not be less than2} per cent.
THE Sheffield » Aad Council have resolved to construct street
tramways on their own account, the offer of a private company
being rejected.
THE Swiss Times says the projected railway for uniting the two
lakes of Thun and Brienz is : matter determined. It is; expected
that the line as far as Interlaken will be finished by the 1st of
July.
EarLY on Tuesday morning the night mail which left London for
Manchester included among the carriages a large van containin
Messrs. W. H. Smith and Son’s weekly publications intende
for delivery in Manchester and other towns in Lancashire.
Before the train arrived at Rugby the van caught fire,
it is supposed, from the friction of the wheels, and the greater
portion of the contents were destroyed or seriously damaged by
fire and water. At Rugby the van was detached from the train.
Messrs. Smith and Son sustained serious loss, and many of the
public who obtain their copies of Punch, Fun, Judy, and other
weekly papers through this source were disappointed in not receiving them. In order to remedy as far as possible the inconvenience consequent upon such an occurrence arrangements were
promptly made to send a fresh supply from London, but there will
bee, of course, considerable delay in the delivery.
THE report of the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire directors states that the competition between the Midland and Great
Northern companies has resulted in the reduction of the differential rates between the Derbyshire and South Yorkshire coal-fields
and London from Is. 4d. to 8d. per ton. Although the rates from
the South Yorkshire districts are less than previous to such competition, the directors are of opinion that the recent advances made
by the coalowners in the price of coal justifies a higher rate for its
conveyance, The effect of the reduction in the differential rate
is shown by the fact that 250,601 tons had been conveyed from the
South Yorkshire coal-field to London in the past half-year as
against 116,986 tons in 1870. The directors ask the sanction of the
proprietors to an expenditure of £75,000 for sidings and works at
certain stations. The directors think it right for the protection of
the company to introduce bills in the ensuing session for the following new lines :—From Doncaster to Worksop, from Worksop to
Market Harborough, from Kiveton Park to Chesterfield. The
works on the Liverpool line continue to make fair progress, considering the scarcity of labour. The works of the Chester Extension line have been commenced, and will be vigorously prosecuted,
A suspicious affair occurred on the North British Railway,
between Berwick and Edinburgh, on Thursday night. A goods
train which left Berwick for Edinburgh had two guards in one van.
The train had to stop at intermediate stations, and when at
Reston station the guards quarrelled. When about a mile and ahalf south of Grant's House station the first guard, John Douglas,
knocked off the hat of the second guard, Andrew Bennet.
Although the train was running rapidly, Bennet jumped out for
his hat. Douglas signalled to the driver to stop, and also leaped
from his van. When the train was brought to a stand, the fireman
went back to look for the guards, but could not see them, and
the train proceeded. While the train was at Grant's House
station Bennet walked up to it, carrying Douglas’ lamp. He could
not say where his own lamp was. He reported that he had left
Douglas on the road, and that he would not come on unless the
train went back for him. The train went back, but Douglas
could not be found at the place where Bennet said he had left him.
Later at night the body of Douglas was found lying near where
Bennet said he had left him. Douglas had been run over by some
train ; his head was severed from his body. Bennet is in custody.
Kennet’s lamp has not yet been found. After they leaped from
the train both guards were seen carrying lamps. Bennet was taken
to Dunse on Saturday.
Ar the half-yearly general meeting of the London, Brighton,
and South Coast Company held on Wednesday at the Terminus
Hotel, London Bridge station, Mr. S. Laing, the chairman, in
moving the adoption of the report, said they
an increase during
the year of about £100,000 in the gross receipts, and the working
expenses were moderate ; the charge for interest had been reduced,
securing a dividend as an earnest of further improvement. They
had carried the additional traffic during the year without additional
outlay of capital on stations, sidings, and rolling stock. They
had carried above 2,000,000 —_ passengers and -43,000 more tons
of goods than in 1870, and had added also to the safety of the line
by a further extension of the block system. No doubt they would
have to expend additional capital for those purposes, and to
accommodate a further increase of traffic. The wee stations
would require extensions and improvements, but the board did not
think there was any immediate necessity to issue ordinary stock of
the company to provide the necessary funds. The additional expenditure would be spread over several months, and he trusted
there would be no occasion to call upon them for the issue
of additional stock until it reached i
They could
go on very well till they came to the end of 1872, and then
they could raise money by other means than the issue
of ordinary stock to carry them over. They were told in the
report that the working expenses of the past year were compared with those which include | cochaetidiatien = the New-cross
accident, showing a saving to some extent. They had carried
£98,000 of adk litional traffic, at a cost for working expenses of
about 23 per cent. They had also done a large amount of work and
made improvements, as well as carrying the additional traffic,
adding to the rolling stock, and mi iking the engine power more
efficient. <A grees deal had been done by their general manager
Mr. Knight, and also by Mr. Bannister, and they deserved
a
credit for what they had done for the company. ‘He could say of
his board what they could not say of themselves, that from the
great attention and zeal of his colle: igues a great deal had been
done in keeping down the ex ‘penditure of the company. The charge
for debentures and preference stocks was now less than it was two
years ago, Also as regarded the future their affairs looked well.
The traffic would be increased by the Volunteer Review on
Easter’ Monday, and they were to hi:ave the mecting of the
3ritish Association at Brighton. The ad lditional traffic fiom these
sources would probably be conduct ted at_a very small percentage of additional working expenditure. ‘The whole scheme for a
new line from Brighton ~to Beckenhum and London with which
they had been for some time threatened had collapsed, and so far
had come to an end. He hoped they would not be.molested by
competing schemes in future. That scheme had been withdrawn
on the ground that it was wenty impossible to be remunerative,
and he could give them a few figures that would show that no
competing line to Brighton could pay. The company had to do
many thing 8 years ago to earn a dividend. In 1869 they reduced
the fares to the extent of 124 per cent. in ‘some cases, and to the
extent of 20 per cent. in others, exte nding third-class accommodation between London and Brighton. When ‘they looked at the
result they would find that in 1869 the number of passengers
carried
on the line was 16,560,000, and in 1871 21,377,000, being an
increase of 4,817,000 passe ngers, or about 30 per cent. in two
years. They had established twenty-nine trains for working men,
and had carried 722,000 passengers by them without disturbing or
reducing any of the other traffic; On the Ist of January last the
directors had reduced the price of the season ticket between Brighton
and London. This, which at one time was £50 per annum, had
been subsequently reduced to £40, and was now £30 per annum,
They hoped to improve their traffic aecommoilation on the
suburban ~~ s and to do what they could in eve ry way to develope
the traffic. If only let alone they had not by any means arrived
at the end of what they would do for the public. "They
had leased
the Hayling line for £2000 a year, wlhich had cost £80,000, aand he
had no doubt that Hayling would become a considerable watering zplace. The cost of working the line would be about £1500 a year.
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
ACCORDING to Salet, the presence of phosphorus in iron and
steel may be detected by examining with spectroscope the flame
obtained by burning the ‘hydrogen producedon dissolving the metal
in hydrochloric acid.
Or the 593,586 tons of iron rails rolled in the United States in
1869, 319,653 tons, or nearly five-ninths, were made in Pennsylvania ;and in the year, 1866, of the 595,311 tons produced of rolled
or hammered iron (other than railroad) 242,921 tons, or nearly
three-sevenths, were gsanufactured in this State.
Some repairs having been required to the stone steps leading to
a garden, a French mason used Portland cement mixed with finely
| divided cast and wrought iron filings, and broken up borings, instead of with sand. The result has been that the mass has become
so hard as not to admit of being broken either with hammer or
pickaxe.
Dr. Emerson REYNOLDS submitted to the British Association
the result of an analysis of a singular deposit from well water. He
stated that in the examination of a sample of well water used
in mashing paper pulp, in a mill near Dublin, he had found that a
black deposit formed in the water consisted almost wholly of an
oxide of manganese. This deposit he found arose from the gradual
oxidation of manganous carbonate, present in extremely minut
proportion in solution in the water.
Proressor C, A, SEELEY recently called the attention of the
Lyceum of New York to a property of gun cotton which he cou
sidered new, or at least unrecorded. It was well known that gun
cotton was soluble to a ve ry considerable extent in alcohol which
held gum camphorin solution, A knowledge of this fact had been
made use of in the arts, for the manufacture of an arti
] ivory,
which was reported to be fully equal, if not superior, to the
genuine article. In making this substance, the gun cotton is
| ground up with the gum camphorby means of water into pulp, and
| then pressed into a solid mass whilst being heated to a temperature
of about 300 deg. Fah. Taking this fact into consideration, he had
thought of ascertaining what would be the effect of exposing gun
cotton totheaction
of the vapourof gum camphor. Therefore, a small
quantity was thus exposed in a glass tube; the camphor being
heated to a temperature just high enough to volatilise it. He was
surprised to find that after a short time the tube became filled with
red vapours, and ultimately the gun-cotton exploded. Now, as in
the manufacture of the artificial ivory mentioned, the mixture of
gun cotton and camphor is exposed to a much higher heat than
that he had made use of, it wasa fact worth taking into considera
tion, as to whether there might not be danger of exp Hosion result
ing. It is true that ordinarily there is water present, but towards
the end of the process this is all pressed out, and a dry mass is left.
Therefore, as a precaution, it is as we 1] to remember this fact thus
ascertained,
THE cavse of thermal springs has been considered by Mr. Henry
Woodward in the Geological Magazine. He thinks that water
descending to deep levels in the strata meets at some point with
steam at a high temperature, which, being converted into water by
contact, raises the temperature of the water, which in turn as the
store of heat is accumulated, rises by rents and fissures to the sur
face in the form of ther
springs. There seems no doubt that
hot springs have a direct connection = volcanoes. (1) Hot
springs are present in all volcanic areas. (2) Where not connected
directly with volcanoes they are found A. & d, as in the Pyrenees,
the Alps, and the Himalayas, upon lines of dislocation
7
turbance where volcanic force, if not visible at the surfac
been in operation far down beneath.
Hot springs distant from
volcanic disturbances are neve rtheless affected by them. Thus the
Source de k
at the » baths of Luchon in the Pyrenees, wa
raised suddenly yo
the great earthquake of Lisbon in
D,
from a tepid spring to 122 deg. Fah., a heat which it has since ré¢
tained. Although springs as a= rule, carry a carbonate of lime
and sulphate of lime in solution, the hotter thermal springs
alone contain large quantities of silica in solution. For example,
the hot springof St. Michael, in the Azores, having a basin 3vft.
in diameter, is surrounded by layers of travertin many feet in
thickness, composed of siliceous matter deposited on wood, reeds,
ferns, Xc. The hot springs of New Zealand are, perhaps, the
finest, exceeding even the Great Geyser in Iceland, which also
deposits enormous quantities of silica from its waters on cooling,
originally held in solution,
THE Committee on Science and the Arts, of the Franklin
Reet have made the following report on the artiticial fuel made
by Mr. R.
Loiseau’s _process : (1) Anthracite small coal and
dust were mixed with 7 per cent. of clay, and compressed into
», or else
cylindrical moulds about 44in. in diameter and 4in.
into spherical masses about 3in. in diameter. (2) The moulded
masses are placed for a few minutes in a bath of benzine in which
resin has *
dissolved, and from which they are removed and
dried by an exposure to the current of air. The object of coating
them with a film of resin is to prevent the absorption of moisture
and cousequent softening of the clay; the solution in benzine
penetrates the mass of coal and clay to a depth of about fin., and
so efficiently closes the crevices that samples immersed in water
for twelve hours were found dry in the interior, when broken up
for examination. Both the anthracite and bituminous fuels were
burned in a furnace measuring Sin. in diameter, and Jin. in de Ith.
Each variety of fuel burned freely and was completely ashed, but
the intensity of the combustion was less than that produced by
anthracite or bituminous coals of small size burned in the same
furnace. These comparisons were made with a moderate, and
also with a strong draught. The average amount of ash obtained
from the anthracite artificial fuel was 16 per cent,, and from the
bituminous artificial was 15°5 per cent. The percentage of ash is
larger than in crdinary coal as the clay is not consumed, but the
other advantages of the artificial fuel in point of durabili
cleanliness, and cheapness, more than compensate this small dis
advantage
THE Italian Government is greatly interested in the introduc
tion of beetroot into Italy; and during last year one of the Ministers of Public Works visited all the sugar manufacturing districts
of Germany, France, Belgium, and Austria, with the view to
learn how this industry was carried out in those nations, and,
in short, to study the various exigencies connected with the
manufacture of beetroot sugar. There have also been various
societies formed in Italy to further the progress of this important
industry. <A society of this kind has recently been established .in
Turin, ‘the object of which is to introduce the manufacture of
sugar; and similar associations with analogous ends in view have
been formed at Céza (in Tuscany), Riéti, and other places. The
beetroot which has been yet produced in Italy has Am proved to
possessgreat saccharine richness, and is in every way suitable for
the purpose to which it is to be devoted. In order, also, to stim:
late the cultivation of this industry, it is stated that the Italian
Government has concluded an arrangement by which the
manufacture of beetroot sugar in Italy is practically mono
polised, the Government having already promised a privilege
for twenty-five years, and granting complete exemption from
duty and other advantages, even the partial prohibition
of the entrance of foreign sugar into the country. It may
be mentioned that italy has only recently given attention
to the subject of the cultivation of beetroot sug
In the
year 1868 a gentleman named Montanari, a proprietor in the
Pontifical States, made some attempts to cultivate beetroot,
which resulted most successfully, the roots yielding, upon analysis,
undoubted saccharine properties, The } apal Government granted
great privileges to M. Montanari, and it is stated on good authority
that the Italian Government, having annexed the States of t!
Pope, is inclined to confirm these privileges, but only as far as th
Pepal States are concerned, From this and other circumstances
it will be seen that the manufacture of beetroot sugar in Italy is
likely to become an industry of great importance.

MISCELLANEA,
WE are sorry to learn that Mr. Samuel Smiles is retiring from
the secretaryship of the }National Provident Institution through
ill-health.
WE understand that Messrs. Alex. Chaplin and Co., Glasgow,
have just concluded a large contract for steam cranes, Xc., for
Belgium.
Tue letters of allotment of the Lydney and Wigpool Iron Ore
Company, Limited, were posted on “Monday evening. The share
had been fully subscribed, and business transacted at 4 to 1prem.
INTELLIGENCE has been received from Cagliari of the safe and
satisfactory opening of the principal line of the Royal Sardinian
Railway Company—namely, that from Cagliari to Oristano, ninety| five kilometres.
WE are informed that Mr. Bridges, who has been the secretary to
the Midland Wagon Company for the past ten years, has resigned
that appointment, it being his intention to go into business on his
own account, or as partner in some well ests sblished concern.
THE sewerage of Berlin has thus far been carried out to a small
| extent, and has been in private hands. A company is now in
| course of formation to complete the system, and to turn it to
profit by the use of phosphate of alumina and irrigation processes.
Tue Highways Committee of the Leeds C orporé ation, preferring
to have their interests in the matter ascertained and their rights
forced, have refused the offer of the Tramway © ompany to pave
lingley triagin J for Yin, on either side of the rails at one

|

|

|
|

EWARD ‘of £2000 has been offered in the name of Lady
lin, for the whole of the journals or other records of the ex
pediti on of tl1e Erebus and Terrot. These records are believed to
have been deposited near Point Victory, on King William’s Land,
by the survivors of the expedition in 1548.
A PROSPECTUS has been issued of the Berlin Phosphate Sewag«
and Manure Company, with a capital of £300,000 in sharesof £10,
half to be first subscribed. The } rice to be paid for the concession
and the exclusive right to use in Berlin the process of the Phos
phate Sewage Company is £30,000.
Tue Belgian iron trade continues as active as ever. The
demand for rails and railway material is increasing throughout
Europe, and the future presents itself under such encouraging
auspices that the establishment of several new metallurgical and
mechanical works is anticipated. Contracts for plant for the
selgian State railways have just been let at high aie,
WE are informed that an Association of Foremen Engineers
similar to that in Londo Li, under the same name and for the same
purposes, has been successfully started in Newcastle. The first
general meeting was held in December, when about forty-five
gentlemen were enrolled as members, and nine gentlemen on the
list of honorary members. <A course of lectures by W. T. Rowden,
Esq., B.S., is being delivered,
vements were much traduced « luring the few days
iately succeedin the great Chicago fire, it being declared
that they were ch ice fuel for the flames and assisted in spreading
them more
It is now ascertained that the wooden pave
nents were
fire-proof than the iron and granite buildings,
being sound and uninjured for miles where every structure on
both sides were swept away.
A younG German architect in Chicago has drawn a plan whereby
the great fire shall be commemorated. His design is to erect in
one of the public parks a tower about L00ft. in heiight, which shall
be surmounted by a phenix—the tower to be built with blocks of
stone or bricks taken from the prominent buil tings destroyed by
tire. On each of these blocks the name of the building from the
ruins of which it was taken is to be conspicuously engraved. That
all these names m ty be seen by the curious of future years, the
top of the tower is to be reached by an exterior winding stairway.
We understand that on Wednesday next, the 31st inst., it is
the intention to try one of the Mexican Fairlie engines. built by
the Yorkshire Engine Company, on inclinesof one in fifty, in the
neighbourhood of Sheffield. This we think is an opportunity that
those interested in the question of railway economy should not
miss. Full particulars can be obtained from Messrs. Hunt and
Sacre, 26, Parliament-street, Westminster ; Mr. R. F. Farlie, %,
Victoria-chambers, Westminster; and at the works of the York
shire Engine Company, Meadow Hall, Sheftield. *
A VALUABLE seam of coal has been discovered on the estate of
the Duke of Devonshire, by the Wingerworth Colliery Company,
while sinking a new shaft near Chesterfield. The sinkers found the
hed on Monday last, at depth of 4150 yards from the surface.
The pit, which is the deepest in Derbyshire, will be worked by the
above-named company, under the style and title of the Hardwick
Colliery Company. The coal in quality and quantity quite fulfils
the expectations of the directors. Powerful machinery, constructed
on the best principles, and embracing modern improvements, is
being laid down for the purpose of working the mine.
AN immense gun has arrived in Tophanch (says a Constantinople
paper) from America, which, if the makers do not overrate its
jualities, rivals the famous Woolwich gun in endurance. It is a
35-ton Rodman cast iron gun cooled by a peculiar process while in
progress of casting, and it is said that it will stand one thousand
rounds, It is mounted on a carriage of novel construction which
enables it to be easy manipulated by one man by the aid of steam
machinery. Great difficulty was, of course, experienced in landing
the monster. Astill larger one, however, is coming from America,
but as yet no steamer has been found capable of carrying it.
Tue Journal de Touloise relates that on Friday evening, about
ight o'clock, a railway passenger was murdered in a third-class
carriage by an old sailor named Guirvarch, a native of Rostoff
(Finistére), and without the slightest provocation. Eight other
travellers, horrified at the act and at the sight of the rg forced
open the door and precipitated themselves on the way, by which
act one of them was seriously injured. In the meantime, the
servantsof the train came up and secured the aggressor, who, on
being interrogated as to his motive, replied that he had so acted
in order to save France from an immense cataclysm. He is sup
pose dl to be insane.
In reference to: statement which appeared in the Times of the
18th inst. under the heading South Mi lland, it appears that the
committee of the proposed South Mic
1 Railway C ompany have
reluctantly withdrawn the bill from Parliament this session; and, in
order to correct a misapprehension which has existed in the minds
of some, they state that every step required by the standing orders
of both Houses of Parliament was duly taken up to the time for
making
the deposit of £117,500, and that so far as such deposit
Was ce meerne d eve ry arrangement was made for its transfer to the
Accountant-General, when, from circumstances set forth in a
cireular addressed to the sl areholders by the committee, it was
decided to postpone the introduction of the bill for one session.
AccorDing to the Gazette of India there is no further excuse
for doubt as to the intentions of the Indian Government with
regard to the State Railw: y from Agra to the Sambhur Lake.
This line, we are now assured, is to be constru cted, not only for
the easier conveyance of salt from the Sambhur Lake to Bnitish
territory, but also as “an im vortant section of a railway which
should eventually traverse Rajpootana, and unite with the existing
railways of the Bombay P resid ency.” It is te be a narrow gauge
line of
_ Of the nineteen’
tenders received only twe ex
ceeded
eh lakhs of rupees, or say £353,000, The tender
accepted is Mr. Glover's fe 25,44,181 rupes %, which includes
wiainteraunce for tro vears, hut no rolling stock, sleepers, or
Enalish materials, which will be supplied hy Government. Tt i
recKone d 1at the whole line of 185 miles may be “* completed and
stocked we < within £5000 per mile." Estimates for the extenston
from Sambhur Junc nto Nusseerabad are te be sent in without
delay.
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MATHEW’S PATENT GAS CONNECTION.
WE illustrate below a new form of joint for fixing outside shop
lamps to the facia-board, the upper figure shows the new arrange| ment, and the lower figure the old plan. It would be impossible
| to reproduce all the particulars of the advantages claimed for the
| new joint. It will suffice to state one or two. In the first
er va it a
a strong invisible fixing, the receiving plate
| being entirely level with the surface to which it is attached.
| Secondly, any one of the pendant or bracket connections can
| be securely fixed in any of the receiving plates, without misplace| ment or the escape of gas. Thirdly, it can be securely fixed
| without loose screws or fastenings in a second, without the aid
| of a ladder. It can be fixed at any angle, on ceiling, wall, or
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Wi: present our readers with illustrations above of the batteries ships. It has been recently proposed to utilise the Armstrong
of the ships of the Vanguard class, which carry six 12}-ton guns breech-loading 64-pounders by mounting them in a similar mauner
in a central battery on the main deck, and four 124-ton guns in a upon the upper decks of the Agincourt and other vessels.
sma'ler central battery on the upper deck, with four 20-pounder
inevch-loading guns mounted on Captain Scott’s anti-torpedo
carriages outside the armour plating. These vessels, with their
THE New GaTLInG MITRAILLEUR.—The new “ Gatling Battery
heavy midship batteries—powerful fire right ahead and right
astern, and light ends—-have proved themselves on the whole to be | Gun,” which was received from Sir William Armstrong and Co.'s
good sea boats, fulfilling the expectations of Mr. Corry and the | factory, at Elswick, a short time since, was dispatched on Monday
Board of Admiralty, by whom six vessels of this class were ordered to |from the Royal Arsenal to the United Service Museum in London,
be built. The Vanguard, Iron Duke, and Audacious are already in | there to be inspected by his Royal Highness the Duke of
commission, and it is probable that the Swiftsure and Triumph | Cambridge with a view to its introduction into her Majesty's
service. On Thursday and Friday last a series of experiments was
will likewise be tested, when ready, with the Audacious.
There are some slight differences of detail in the fitting of these conducted at the proof butts of the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich,
vessels, a portion of them being propelled by single screws, the | under the supervision of a special committee selected for this
others by two screws; and the Swiftsure and Triumph are | purpose, Colonel Wray, C.B., being the president of the same, for
sheathed with wood. These vessels have a speed varying from 14} the purpose of ascertaining the range and varied capabilities of the
to 15} knots, and are found to be very handy under steam. Their | new gun, The first experiment was made within a short distance
124-ton guns are of the Fraser pattern, and, being rifled with the | of an earthern butt, and a “drum” containing 352 cartidges
Woolwich or gaining twist, fire studded projectiles of about 2601b. | having been placed upon the summit of the apparatus containing
weight, with a powder charge of 60 1b. of ordinary rifle grain |the locks, the crank was turned as rapidly as possible. The balls
powder. All the guns are mounted upon carriages fitted and “thant out at the velocity of about four per second. It was stated,
arranged by Captain Scott, and worked by his mechanism, by owever, that as many as five and a-half per second had been
which a large are of training and great precision of fire is attained, obtained on a previous occasion. This would nearly empty the
An outline of the gun carriage slide is given in our illustra- drum in one minute. The effect upon the butt was most destruction, The crown wheel pinions and handles at the rear of the tive, funnel-shaped holes being torn in its surface as the mitrailleur
slide actuate the pinion which gears into the rack, and thus give traversed from side to side. The gun was then withdrawn to 300
motion tothe slide, which revolves or is trained round the axis of yards distance from a target 30ft. square. An elevation of 40
its pivot at the port. The handles at the side of the slide im- minutes being given, and the traversing arrangement having been
mediately in advance of the training handles work pinions which disconnected, single shots were fired one after the other, all
gear into suitable wheels, and give the requisite motion to the striking the target upon or in the vicinity of the bull’s eye as soon
endless chain to which the carrige is temporily connected when as the proper range was obtained. At 500 yards distance, with one
degree of elevation, at 800 yards with 1°57 deg. and at 1000 yards
the gun is required to be either run in or run out.
Besides carrying ten 12}-ton Fraser guns, each of these vessels with 2°33 deg. of elevation, the results were correspondingly good,
is provided with four 20-pounder Armstrong breech-loading guns, both with single shots and eight or ten fired in rapid succession,
for the special purpose of sweeping an enemy’s tops or all striking the target within a very short radius from the bull’s
clearing the crests of fortifications, and for repelling eye. There were no misfires, The feeding arrangement from the
shallow draught monitors or torpedo boats. These guns “drum” appeared to require some slight modification to render
are provided with special carriages designed by Captain it more easy in working; otherwise this new ‘“‘ machine
Scott, R.N., to give 30 deg. of elevation and 30 deg. of gun ” may be pronounced to be a success, The steel screen does
depression. This great extent of depression is given to enable the not appear to be of much service. A portion of it was placed at a
anti-torpedo guns when mounted upon the upper decks of lofty short distance from the gun during the firing, and was penetrated
vessels to be fired down through the decks Tflow-sided turret in a moment,
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floor, with equal dispatch and security. The pendant iron not
being as long as usual with this arrangement, greatly reduces the
leverage, and allows more head way for the foot passengers,
The principle involved will be understood in a moment.
Buttons on the upper end of the lamp pendant take into slots in
the fascia plate. The end of the gas ye opens in the face of the
plate, and there is a corresponding hole in the face of the pendant,
which is always kept in contact with the fascia plate by its own
weight and that of the lamp. The joint can, of course, easily be
kept tight by a little washer of leather or india rubber. It
appears to us that this invention is a substantial improvement on
the old plan.
—E=E
DD
Socrety oF Arts.—A course of lectures on ‘‘ Mechanism ” will
be delivered by the Rev. Arthur Rigg, M.A., commencing on
Monday evening, the 5th February, at 8 o’clock, and continued on
following Monday evening. Members are entitled to atten:l
these lectures and introduce two friends to each of them.
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Orr illustration above represents side and sectional viewsof the
paddle-wheels fitted to the engines which have appeared in three
~
i
of our previous impressions this year.
The wheel is made of wrought iron bars, bolted together in such
lengths as most convenient for construction. The centre boss is
made of cast iron, and the arms are connected by bolts and nuts,
and adjusted by side keys. The driving arm is secured to a slot in
the eccentric ring, the eccentric being of cast iron, made hollow to
receive the float lever rods which are bushed at each end with
gun metal, the pins being covered with the same material, so that
the bearings are gun-metal on gun-metal ; the eccentric bearing is
similarly fitted also. The levers are secured to the backs of the
floats, and clamps are also fixed to them to further secure rigidity.
The diameter of the wheel is 20ft. Gin. Length of float, 8ft.; anc
width, 3ft. Gin. ;and the immersion of the upper edge is 14in. when
the hull has a mean draught of 10ft. 44in. The speed of the
wheels is thirty revolutions per minute.
The illustration on page 62 shows two of the boilers in complete and sectional elevations. The boilers are the high type, so
that any priming due to excessive ebullition shall not reach the
engines, and the proportions of the water and steam spaces, as
shown, readily illustrate that fact. The fittings are the usual
kind, and therefore need no comment, except that the safetyvalves are loaded to 25 Ib. on the square inch.
The following are the principal dimensions :—Length of boiler,
10ft. ;length of tubes, 6ft. Sin. ; inside diameter, 2}in. ; outside
diameter, 24in.; vertical and horizontal pitches of tubes, 3¥in.;
number of tubes in each boiler, 176 ; length of fire-grate, 6ft. Gin. ;
breadth, 2ft. Gin. ; depth of fire-box, 3ft. ; water spaces at sides of
fire-box, 5}in. ; total height of boiler, 16ft.; height of boiler
front at ends, 11ft. Gin. ; height of steam space above, 4ft. Gin. :
breadth of steam space, 4ft.; width of boiler front, 9ft. Gin.
Superheating apparatus:—Number of tubes, 68 ; internal diameter,
1gin. ; total length, 6ft. 2in. ; diameter of steam pipes, 8in. inside; breadth of opening at top of uptake, lft. 7in. ; length,
3ft. 9in. ; diameter of main feed pipe, 2}in. ; diameter of auxiliary
feed, 14in. ; diameter of brine cock, 14in. ; diameter of blow off,
3in. The superheaters are wholly of brass, and can easily be removed for repair when required.
|
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IMPROVEMENTS IN WIREDRAWING.—Some days ago we had the |
opportunity of inspecting
inery in actual operation drawing |
wire from No. 14 to No. 19 gauge at one operation—in other words, |
doing at once what has hitherto been done at four times, and at a |
saving in wages of one-half. Messrs. Woods of this town are the
patentees, and on looking at the essential elements of the patent
the wonder, as usual, is why it has not been in eperation before.
Most of our readers know that wire is “‘drawn” in this country, |
and in the interior of Africa, the Rev. R. Moffat tells us, through
** dies,” one at a time, which reduce its thickness by elongation.
Thepresent action of drawing is very simple, rapid, and satisfactory;
but still far from perfect. To reduce say, No. 14 to 19, requires |
the wire to be four times put upon a “fusee,” or horizontal reel, |
led four times through dies, one at a time, and four times coiled
in the condition ready for sale. Three of these operations are now
sed with by means of intermediate “dies,” each with its |
own driving power. To “ draw ” through four “ dies ” without this |
driving power would be impossible. No wire would bear the
’
a
ar
strain.
But Messrs. Woods have so accurately calculated the
BL
*
, = sl }
My ©
elongation which each “die” secures that the wire comes through
eS 3: ‘nf h
all four ‘‘dies” with such a gentle pull as the visitor can give.
, I} v The theory of the whole tent isa ethomentiesl pmee oA va te
Nil!
tt accuracy. Each section
which seems to be worked out with
goes at its {own speed, and the whole combined are marvels of
mechanical triumphs. We may add that the whole being selfacting, even to the lubricating, the workman is able to get ready a
second coil while the first isworking off. The quantity of work | WE illustrate above a very neat form of oscillating pump, manu- | a central nut, Fig. 4, acting on
an elastic washer; the wear of the
produced is, of course, in proportion to the number of times the | factured by M. A. Schmid, of Zurich. The construction of the | port face can thus be taken up with
great ease. —
quality
the wire
will bear of
reducing
by the oldwillor be
the most
new | machine
shownimprovement
that scarcely a word of description is | Some experiments have recently been made
with this_ pump with
systems ;ofhence
the invention
Messrs.,,Woods
necessary.is soTheclearly
essential
on previous pumps of the | excellent results, and we understand that the well-known Provaluable where four sizes may be drawn at once. As the wire |same type lies in the arrangement for keeping the movable port | fessor Zeuner has expressed himself in very favourable terms of an
trade the
is now
beco' of one
enormous with
magnitude,
we cannot
but ||Figs.
face down
port face.
is verywhich
clearlyis hinged
shown at
in |
invention
which ofhasconstruction
much to commend
it. Itapplicable
is obvious tothatsteam
the
hail
invention
our oftownsmen
very great
pleasure.—
1 and to3, theThefixed
trunnions
turn inThisa frame
|same
method
is equally
Warrington Guardian,
the crank shaft end, and can be screwed down at the other end by | engines,
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INSTITUTION

OF CIVIL ENGINEERS OF
IRELAND.
At the meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland,
on January the 10th, the president for the ensuing year, Mr.
Bindon B, Stoney, M.A., M.LC.E., Xc., delivered the following
inaugural address:
The profession of civil engineering, having sprung into existence
within the present century, cannot claim that prestige or those
prescriptive rights and influence which appertain to the older
professions, and the line of demarcation between the engineer and
other men is so loosely defined, both by law and custom, that
anyone who wishes to claim the title of civil engineer may
do so’ without check or remonstrance. This is not a desirable
condition of affairs, aud though the members of the profession
themselves may have an ide al sti undard, it wants the authority
and sanction which appertain to the various titles of other professions. There are , however, certain marks or guarantees that a
man is really a civil engineer which are now pretty well understood, and which are applicable to nearly all who, of late years,
have entered the profession. These qualifications are one of the
following :—(1) Holding the diploma or degree of a recognised
school of engineering, such as those connected with the universities; (2) having been a pupil for at least three years with an
engineer of acknowledged standing; (3) being a member or the
Institution of Civil E oe.
The time has gone by when practical sagacity formed the sole
qualification of an engineer, and though there were during the last
generation some memorable names on the roll or of
i
generally self-taught men, whom great natural ability, and special
aptitude for their work, had raised to pre-eminence in ther profession, such men would now have a poor chance of competing
with their more highly educated brethren who com! rine
training with practical knowledge. It is, indeed, of the
importance carefully to consider what is essential for the educ ition
and training of an engineer. Hitherto
i
iti has been too much the
practice to consider that ordinary mechanical tastes are enough to
stamp a boy as being suited for the profession, andffond parents
are sometimes apt to think that because their son pre fers making
rabbit hutches, boats, or such like toys, to learning his lessons
diligently, that therefore his tastes mark him out as a future
Rennie or a Stephenson. There can be no greater mistake than
this, and in no profession perhaps, now that competition has
hecome excessive, is there so little prospect that men whe are
mentally deficient, or who are averse tu intellectual Iubour, vvill
succeed in obtaining
high position, It is true that the prizes in
the engineering profession are few, and therefore there is little
inducement for men of talent to select it as their profe ssidn,
especially in Treland, where their services are so poorly recom
pensed, nor has the treatment of civil engineers in the Public
Works Department in India been hitherto caleulated to draw men
of ability mto that se evioe. In the carlicr stages of educating for
the profession we find also that, while other professional schools
have prizes of various kines offered to stimulate youthful ardour
and reward merit, to the School of Engineering of ‘Trinity College,
Dublin, which has now been established for some thirty years,
no prize or scholarship of any kind is attached; and this
neglect of their interests has been much felt by successive students.
Up to a comparatively late period the usual method of entering
the profession was by nh et a pupil of some engineer in
practice, and having what was called the run of his office. This,
perhaps, was well enough for the simpler kinds of railway
engineering, which had become more or less stereotyped, and
required little more than a knowledge of earthwork, surveying,
and masonry of the simpler kinds; but when iron structures came
into fashion, and when anything outside the ordinary routine had
to be designed or carried into operation, we find that this amount
of knowledge failed, and a demand arose for higher attainments.
As the field of engineering adventure became enlarged, and
harbour, hydraulic, and marine engineering became more and
more important branches of the profession, it soon became evident
that scientific training was quite as essential as practice, and there
are few now who will venture to dispute that both combined are
essential for the rising generation of engineers. Complaints have
been made not unfrequently, and in some cases not without
justice, that the preliminary theoretical tr: lining was superiicial,
and that math
te for students had led the schools to give
diplomas or certificates to unworthy men. This, I fear, is not
confined to the engineering schools alone, but more or less pervades
much university education. In some cases it may, perhaps, be
partly attributed to requiring men to go through too extensive a
curriculum of study; but I believe the one great fault which
pervades nearly all the higher branches of education in this
country—and I would confine my observations to the education
of the average run of mankind, for Iam not treating of prize-men
and honour examinations —is this, that a very low standard indeed
is sufficient to pas an examination and qualify the student for a
further step in sshis college course. A loose and slovenly method of
mental work 18 the result, and a confirmed disinclination to
grapple manfully with any difficulties which may arise, but which
it is easier to let slide than overcome by an accurate process of
reasoning. Incompleteness and an unsatisfactory way of halfdoing things is the consequence, and I know of no greater annoyance than having to depend on the untrustworthy efforts of a mind
thus enfeebled. “The true remedy for this seems = be to insist on
an exact knowledge of whatever is professed to}»e learned, he it
ever so small, and if men are unable to compete for honours, that
is no reason why they should be allowed to pass ordinary examinatious with a mere smattering of that knowled ge the acquisition
of which the examination professes to test. f the ; werayge man is
unable to cope with an extended course, it woul Ibe far better to
shorten the cour
nud compel him to ac — a really thorough
know led ze of a few subjects, than let vyretched skirmishing over
a Wider range qualify him for pa
:
higher
clas .
There is no doubt that in teel a al educ i
© miMy Use fully
borrow much from our continental neighbours. In the Central
School in Paris, for example, we find what appears to be an
excellent system of testing the comparative merits of the pupils,
who are subject to frequent compuls ry ey unination, not only at
the end
of each year’s studies, but also during th:ect yurse, and attheir
close. At first’ the council of the school, when
defiinitively classing
the pupils according to their merits, took into account only the
masirks obtained at the final competitive ssemination 1at the end of
the third year, when each pupil had to present a project on a given
subject. ‘But experience soon showed thata pupil ywho answered
correctly the questions put at the examination was not unfrequently a very indifferent pupil favoured by a lucky chance. It
was, therefore, decided that the average marks of the third year
should be added to those of the competition in appreciating the
merits of the candidate. As pupils were often found to be somewhat negligent in the second year, it was subse juetly deemed ¢ ulvisable to carry this principle still furth« ry anc d take into pesos
the
marks of the second year in awarding the diploma or cer tificate of
capacity, and in assigning the pupil his place in the list published in
the Monitenr. With all these precautions, it is se ar possible
that there should be any great mistake in appreciating the merits
of the pupils, and M. Pe rdonnet, from whose report I have
extracted the foregoing information, adds, further, that this fact
seems to have been well understood by manufacturers, for most of
them require candidates for employment to produce cither a
diploma or certificate; and as the latter is of less value than the
former, we every year see old pupils who have obtained certificates
only present themselves again to Sompe te for the diplor a.
As I have often been asked what I consider rel the best method
of learning engineering, I shall devote a short space to this con
sideration, First and foremost, let the embryo engineer, after
having had a liberal school education, be well instructed in those
branches of science which directly bear on his future penrenmea;
and here, again, I may observe that the usual curriculum might
probably be curtailed with advantage by omitting, or at least not
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making compulsory, some few subjects, mls as aihilaaiie.
and possibly mineralogy, which, though no doubt very desirable
branches of knowledge in their way, are in no respect essential to
the practice of ordinary engineering. The human mind being
limited in its capacity, it is not desirable to make obligatory those
subjects which are not absolutely necessary for the ordinary
exercise of the profession—-far better, as I have already urged,
would it be to demand a higher standard in the essentials, If a
man is intended for the profession of a mining engineer or a
geologist, by all means let him learn these exceptional studies, but
that is no reason why ordinary engineers should spend time over
matters that are, to a certain degreee, irrelevant at the expense of
more vital subjects. The sy stem in some of the continental polytechnic schools and universities seems in this respect one worthy
of imitation, viz., to allow men to take up and thoroughly work
out particular branches of study, and not waste their powers over
a diffused course, much of which is dropped the moment the pressure of having to pass an examination ceases to act. Provision
somewhat similar to this exists in the Glasgow University and in
the Queen’s Colleges in Ireland, and in the former it has been
found to answer in cases where the winter can be devoted to study
and the summer to the practice of engineering or industrial pursuits. There are also numerous instances, especii ally iin a large
city, where men would gladly attend special courses for the sake
of acquiring kn: owledge, without expecting any certificate of
attendance; and it seems properly within the functions of a great
teaching institution like Trinity College, Dublin, to afford enlarged
facilities of this kind to any one who. wishes to avail himself of
them on payment of a reasonable fee, without requiring such
students to matriculate. In order to gain the theoretical knowedge required for the profession of a civil engineer, it will be
advisable to become a student in one of the University schools of
gineering, and this course of theoretical training cannot be conidered completed in less time than three years. Besides scientific
knowledge the student in the schools should learn surveying,
drawing, and such technical knowledge of his profession as can be
acquired from lectures and books. In drawing of details, especially, should accuracy be insisted on, and to cach school should
be attached a first-class mechanical draughtsman, one who has
been through the workshops himself, and has practised his calling
successfully for some years in extensive mechanical establishments,
This draughtsman should teach daily in the drawing-office, guing
round from desk to desk, and, being under the directions of the
professor of engineering, he would relieve the latter of much
techanical labour, which should not occupy his time to the
exclusion of more important professorial duties, After the
student has gone eos gh his aes years of the school he would
he qualified to become a pupil cither of a civil or mechanical
eng ineer, and having already a correct soubeciaiies of theory and
a then tl training of a kind likely to develope habits of industry,
application, and observation, he would in two years’ apprenticeship learn more than an ordinary pupil raw from school would in
five, and when thrown afterwards on his own resources would not
display that lamentable ignorance which is occasionally exhibited
by those purely practical men whose scientific education has been
altogether neglected. The time thus occupied in learning his
business will be five years, or six yearsif the student takes out
his B.A. degree, a thing he will have no reason to regret in after
years; and ifrhe enter colle ge at seventeen, he may expect, with
due diligence, to become an engineer who can hold his own, and
be useful as an assistant, at twenty-four years of age. Of all the
qualities most essential to a young engineer, and one in which a
large number are very deficient, is exactness.
A want of
thoroughness and completeness in that they have to dois the bane
of many a young man, who, in many other respects, may possess
qualities calcul: ited to be useful to his e mployer ; but nothing can
supply the want of accuracy, and this is chietly to be obt: ined by
a patient grappling with the difficulties of each little matter that
may arise, and not letting it go till he has mastered all the details,
The practice of this goes far to insure success—the reverse to
entail failure. The idea that matters will shake themselves right
in the long run is very fine in theory, and no doubt, to a great
degree, true in reality; but it generally will happen that the
indolent and inexact assistant engineer will also find himself
shaken out of employment by this natural process of rectification
in which he blindly trusts.
Connected with this subject of technical education a matter has
frequently strongly impressed itself on my mind when witnessing
the wasteful application of power by the labouring classes,
namely, the great want of a certain amount of practical | technical
knowledge beising taught in the primary schools, The working
classes are perpe ‘tually engaged in operations which require them
to move about heavy materials in various ways both by manual
and mechanical labour, but few indeed have any intelligent idea
of the use of the lever, the pulley, the wedge, or the screw.
s
to friction, most of them seem to have no conception whatever of
it, or how to relieve or mitigate its effects; and I am fully convinced that a little practical education with experimental apparatus of a very simple character, and instruction in the working
of ordinary machinery, would be quite as useful and apt to awaken
intelligence in the attendants of the primary schools as their book
knowledge, and probably quite as interesting to the young
learners. Now that machinery for agricultural purposes is
coming into everyday use, this kind of knowledge would be quite
as important for the agricultural labourer as for the navvy or
builder’s labourer; and it cannot be doubted that to the soldier
also a sound practical acquaintance with elementaiy mechanics
would often prove of extreme value in time of war. Having
regard to the competition which we sustain from abroad in all
the industries which have hitherto distinguished the United
Kingdom, it seems more than ever necessary that we should
endeavour to let nothing escape us which may aid in maintaining
that supremacy which was so hardly won, and which is now so
stoutly attack from every quarter.
Of the ffuture prospects of engineering in Treland it is difficult
to speak with any certainty. Much work doubtless remains to be
done, but, with some few exceptions, chiefly hy —
the deficiencies and filling in the shadows of the bro
lines of
enterprise which have already been opened up. As reg er railways in Ireland, it seems clear that there cannot be. any very
rapid extension of either main or branch lines in the future, for
the industry of the country is not sufficiently manufacturing to
make it likely that such enterprises will meet with much encouragement. There is, however, a certain ope prs rd cheap railways, and
this subject has much engaged the attention of engineers and
ee since the success of the Fe wtiaciagsline has awakened attention to the subject. The action of the Indian Government in
determining to make the metre a standard gauge in India seems
certainly a move in the right direction, for it appears very absurd
to introduce costly wide gauges into poor countries when narrower
ones have been found sufficient for the wants of the richest and
most industrious nations in the world. It is now becoming
gradually understood that a frequent service of light trains
affords greater accommodation to the public and a greater inducemont to them to encourage railway traffic than heavy trains
at long intervals; and as it generally happens that a great
portion of a railway staff must be employed, whether the trains
run frequently or not, and as a large proportion of the cost connected with the railways is in no respect, or scarcely at all,
dependent or the number of trains, it follows that the expense of
a railway worked with frequent light trains, compared with that
of one worked with few and heavy trains, will bear a very diffe| rent ratio indeed from that of mere relative number of trains.
| There are few intelligent minds that have considered the subject
| carefully who will uot acknowledge that a metre gauge, similar to
that which is now so wisely introduced into India, where it will
| probably ultimately supersede all other gauges, would, if originally made the gauge of Ireland, have given all requisite facilities
| for traffic, and have paid a considerably larger percentage of
dividends to the shareholders, as well'as have been further extended
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Direaghetit the country, than the present gauge of 5ft. 3in. It
may be too late to go back on the past, but it is probable that
future branch lines will, to a great degree, be constructed either on
a narrow gauge, or, if the standard gauge is maintained, with a
much lighter permanent way and lighter rolling stock than those
adopted on the main lines. Both systems have their able advocates among the members of this Institution, and I trust they will
bring the question forward, illustrated by statistics and acquired
experience, which alone can render material assistance in deciding
he relative merits of such questions. A few general considera
tions, however, may not be devoid of interest. The ete noir of
the narrow gauge 1s the alleged difficulty of breaking bulk—an
evil, I believe, more imaginary than real. As regards passengers
and parcels, thisis already done wherever a junction occurs between
a branch and main line, and, as regards heavier goods, there are
several ways of overcoming the objection. For instance, with such
traffic as coals there is no great difficulty in making the bodies of
the narrow gauge coal trucks to lift like boxes off the frames,
to be hoisted by suitable cranes on board the larger trucks, as was
formerly the practice with the diligences in France, when passengers were conveyed partly by rail and partly by a diligence that
was separated from its wheels and then mounted bodily on a railway truck in the course of a very few minutes, without disturbing
either luggage or passengers during the operation. For bale goods
this may not be equally desirable, and they may, perhaps, be better
transmitted, as passengers’ luggage and parcels now are, by hand
from wagon to wagon; and the expense of this will be less than at
first sight may appear, for there must always be a certain staff of
men available at junctions who might just as well be employed at
this wor
in doing nothing, which frequently forms their principal occupation for several hours every day.
Some persons have imagined that it would be necessary to have
a special local repairing shop for narrow gauge engines and wagons,
but this is altogether a mistaken notion; nothing can be easier
when a heavy repair is required than to hoist the little
engine on a broad gauge truck and run it up to head-qu
where the principal work shops are situated. The great thing to
dread with a light branch line of the ordinary gauge is the ten
dency of traffic managers and directors to work it with the heavy,
worn-out, rolling stock and engines, which are not considered good
enough for the main line, and
gradually the system will drift into
that adopted on the latter, when nearly all the advantages sup
posed to be derived from the che aper kind of railway will «lisap ear,
and the state of affairs will gradually become much the same as we
find along our present branch lines, with this additional demerit,
that the unfortunate engineer will come in for a large share of
obloquy from every side : from the traffic department and directors
because special rolling ste
i
l, when this objection
because the com
is removed, from those
mercial result fails to meet theivin
Few circumstances afford stronger evidence of the increasing
prosperity of this country than the development of traftic, and
this is shown in « marked degree by the increased tonnage and
demand for improvement in some of our principal ports. In
Belfast we find that the tonnage which entered the port has
doubled in about twenty-one years, in Dublin in about twenty
three years, whilein the port of Liverpool it has doubled in twenty
five years. The respective tonnages entering these three ports and
Glasgow for one year were as follows, those of Belfast and Dublin
being made up to the end of the year 1870, and those of Liver pool
and Gl: isgow being made up to Mideunnmer of the same year
Belfast, 1,2
65 tons; Dublin, 1,506,011 tons ;Glasgow, 1,95
tons ; port of Liverpool, 5,728,504 tons.
It thus appears that the tonnage of Dublin is about threefourths of that of Glasgow, and a little over one-fourth of that
of the port of Liverpool, which includes Birkenhead. This
increased tonnage
is also accompanied by an increase in the size
of ships, and the demand for accommodation is not merely for
additional length of quay space, but for deeper water alongside.
Vessels drawing 22ft. of water are now sufficiently common in the
port of Dublin, and all experience shows that as soon as any
accommodation or facilities are provided so soon will they be
eagerly seized and create a demand for more. ‘These facts cles arly
prove the fallacy of the statement so often repe ok, like the
cuckoo’s cry, that we have now come to the limit of extension of
trade and industry, and that we should therefore rest and be
thankful. With minds addicted to this class of thought it is
difficult to reason effectually, for arguments based on logical inference or experience have little or no weight with them, and they
regard the well considered opinions of more enlightened and more
experienced people as the lucubrations of over-sanguine and
enthusiastic fancy. On the other hand, we find a different type of
mind, which, rashly jumping to conclusions, claims public support
for its visionary crotchets and ill- considered schemes , and, if this
is not conceded, represents itself as being in advance of the age,
and therefore somewhat ill-used, though it may console itself w ith
the hope that posterity will do it tardy justice. Now it is the
business of the engineer to steer clear of either of these extreme:.
His mind should be calm and free from bias or partisan views on
the questions with which he has to deal ;and thor igh he should be
prepared when necessary to infuse a fair share of enthusiasm into
the expression of his carefully matured ideas, he should trust to
logic and sound common sense carrymg the day, rather than
appeals to the imagination or speculative tendencies of his
clients.
This leads me to consider that most important branch of the
engiaeer’s profession which consists in preparing plans, statistics,
and other evidence for parliamentary committees. A frequenter
of the committee rooms of the Houses of Parliament cannot but
be struck with the immense labours of those members who devote
not only their evenings and nights to legislation, but spend from
four to five hours in the daytime in “the investigation of the
merits of local or private bills with rare patience, and, generally
speaking, great tact and an intelligent recognition of the duties
they have to perform as combined judge and jury. Though the
chairmen of these committees are selected for their high qu: alities,
yet one cannot sometimes feel that their want of “professional
training and experience often leads not only to great waste of
public time and expensive and_ protracted contention between
opposing interests, but that occasionally there is a certain
of justice owing to the absence of an unbiassed professix
assessor who would at once detect inconsistent or partial evidence,
and confine the professional witnesses to their proper functions of
stating facts and not becoming advocates.
It may, perhaps, be said that under the present
tem any
loose points on either side will be detected by the cross-examina
tion of the opposite party. This, no doubt, will often occur, but
it also sometimes happens that one side fails in procuring such
weighty evidence as the other, either from poverty of means,
or what is, perhaps, fully as common a cause, the question being
one of little interest to private individuals, and then it hiappens
that that which is every one’s business is neglected by all. An
assessor such as that described should hold a very hi;gh rank in
his profession for intelligence, experience, and rectitude of purpose; and as it would be incompatible with his duties as assessor
that he should continue his private practice, it would be necessary
to attach such a salary to the appointment as would compensate
for this loss, and render the post one desirable of attainment b
the highest members of the profession. Two such assessors with
well selected committees would probably be sufficient to get
through the more important private business of each session, and
there can be little doubt that the result would be beneficial to the
profession at large. We should find less special pleading and a
disregard for strict veracity t han is now unfortunately often found
in the advocacy of profession: il men, and stich appointments would
be very beneficial in consolidating the influence and elevating the
status of the engineering profession. The relief to members of
Parliament would be very great indeed, for the vast expenditure
of time and labour in morning committees, which now form so
heavy a tax on their energies, wouldbe greatly diminished, and
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= work would not only be quicker but it would be better tunnel, until at some short distance the full pressure of glad to hear if anyone has found that the present type of commer
one,
400 tons per square foot is attained. Tresca’s experiments on cial compound engines wears out more rapidly than the ordinary
Of late years sanitary engineering has taken a very conspicuous the flow o solids lead us to conelude that even rock may slowly type of surface condensing engines. The fact that nearly all the
place, both on account of the vital importance of the subject in a close in under prolonged excessive pressure, provided the latter be makers in the North of England, and indeed, all through the
public point of view, and, perhaps, to a certain extent in con- sufficiently great. Possibly rock will not flow ; it may rather be country, have almost ceased to build any other, seems, I think, to
ents and then made
ag in to cohere by point to the contrary. With regard to the Tasmanian I quite
sequence of the diminution of railway construction leaving the first crushed to f
fertile minds of the profession freer to seek new paths for their ae within a limited space, just as certain kinds of compressed agree with you that it is unwise to just state the plain facts from
enterprising skill. At present we see isolated and desultory ricks are formed by forcing powdered clay into moulds. This the log without giving the prae gwen indicated, as of course the
efforts to free the great centres of population from the dangers question may possibly meet a farther solution in a large practical comparison would not be fair to the common engines as it stands ;
arising from concentrated masses of mankind; and as villages way should tunnels be formed beneath much higher Alps than although any way it shows a large economy in favour of the comcreep into towns, and towns into cities, along the valleys of the Mount Cenis, and nearer home the question attains a certain pound engines.
In conclusion I would just ask, what are the great objections
sister -isle, we find the question perpetually giving rise to parlia- amount of interest in connection with our future deep mining for
mentary and royal commissions, hasty legislation but half en- coal; for where clay or soft shaly matter occurs in very deep mines to vertical engines in the navy? Surely engines could be designed
forced, injunctions, and cross purposes, each little township or there can be no doubt that serious difficulties may arise from the which would be out of reach of shot, and the advantages of the
district looking to its own interests only, and generally ignoring “creeping” of the floor or roof, which is at present sometimes hammer class are so many and so apparent that I cannot but
NAvricus.
those of more distant populations, while vast expense is incurred, very sensible in comparatively shallow mines. To the geologist wonder they are so seldom used.
Middlesbro’, 19th January, 1872.
and abortive attempts are made to palliate the evil in place of such speculations are replete with interest. They lead to the
boldly grappling with the question and facing the difficulty at its inference that large win cannot exist far beneath the earth's
source. The method, then, which seems to recommend itself as surface. It is conceivable, however, that the contraction of solid
ARE HEAT AND MOTION COMPOUND FORCES!
the most likely to succeed in producing general guod results is to or fluid matter may leave spaces of considerable area filled with
Sir,-—When Newton discovered that white light, on being passed
form a drainage board or commission for each main river valley, gases or vapours in a high state of tension, and that this tension through
a
prism, was apparently separated into several «different
extending from its source to its outlet in the sea, and embracing slowly diminishing may cause the equilibrium between the gas coloured lights,
he tacitly assumed that white light was a com
within its jurisdiction the whole of the tributaries and the area pressing up and the superincumbent earth pressing down to be pound,
and
was really separated into its constituents. Ever
which discharges its waters therein. This board might be formed destroyed, and thus large areas of the earth’s surface might cave in since his timethattheit same
view seems to have been held; but are we,
of representatives of the various interests concerned, and have one suddenly. It would be a necessary condition of this phenomenon with
our
present
knowledge,
with facts in our possession that
or more paid commissicners appointed by Government to prevent that the gas or vapour filled space should not be in connection flatly contradict it, justified inandholding
this opinion any longer ?
the weak from being overtaxed by the majority. Where, as with a lofty volcano, for the liquid head of lava in volcanoes such
If
we
take
the
red
ray
of
the
spectrum,
the obscure heat ray
occurs in many valleys in the manufacturing districts in England, as those in the Andes cannot be much less at the level of the sea beyond the red, and concentrate either ofor them
produce
village after village and town after town rise along the banks of than from 1000 to 2000 tons per square foot; and if lava be as intense heat, and then apply the heat thus obtainedso asto tosubstances
the same rivers and its tributaries, it seems probable that it will dense as or denser than the average mineral matter of the globe
such
as
blackened
platinum,
we
can
raise
the
temperature
these
be found necessary to construct a great main drain or sewer and we are told that stones float on lava—this excess of pressure substances till they emit white light. By this process theof red
parallel to nearly the whole length of each stream, and inter- will extend downwards with an eruptive pressure throughout the obscure rays are converted into white light, which can be, and hasor
cepting in its course all the sewage which would otherwise pollute whole area of the molten lake or internal reservoir from whence
apparently separated into all the colours of the spectrum ;
the water. At suitable places along its course this intercepting the lava issues forth. From this consideration we might deduce a been, the
same as the original white light, of which the rays we
sewer should be tapped for purposes of irrigation, and thus greatly minimum thickness of the earth’s crust, supposing that it were a just
used, formed, as was supposed, component parts.
diminish, or under favourable conditions altogether remove, the ag mee shell with a fluid centre, for the outward pressure due to have
Should
we choose to do so we could convert the other rays of
sewage in the best method hitherto devised. If hereafter any the liquid head of lava above the earth’s surface would be balanced the spectrum
white light, as well as those we have dealt with.
lan of deodorising or otherwise manipulating the sewage be by the tensile strength of the spherical shell ; and if we knew the Such being theintocase,
we contend that white light is a
cals to perfection, it can also be adopted at suitable places density of lava as compared with that of the earth’s crust, and the compound, consisting ofhowthecanvarious
rays of the spectrum in a state
along the intercepting sewer remote from the thickly peopled tensile strength of the latter, we could readily find the thickness of
combination?
for
if
so
the
red
ray is only part of that compound,
of the shell requisite to balance the bursting effort due to the
localities,
could not be converted into white light except by admixture
In mechanical engineering three things have occurred during the head of molten matter. We may extend our speculations still and
the other rays of the spectrum. Yet we have seen that the
past year which are of vital interest to a great manufacturin further, and conceive that the sudden upheaval of large portions of with ray,
when separated from the other rays, can be converted
and commercial country like England, First, the diminution o' the earth’s surface, such as that which occurred in Chili in 1522, red
light.
the hours of labour among the working classes, Secondly, the and which raised the ground over an area estimated at 100,000 intoNow,white
if
the red ray is only one of the elements, only one part
enormous extension of the iron manufacture, and the great square miles, and to a height of 3ft. on an average, was due to the
white light, then to change red into white light is equal to
demand for hematite ores for Bessemer steel. Thirdly, the liquid head of lava in the adjacent volcanoes overcoming the of
the whole from a part, which is impossible. Should
increased cost of coal and the growing feeling that the supply cohesion and weight of the earth’s crust, either by forcing itself in producing
not say it was absurd to class water as a compound if it were
may possibly not equal the future demand, and that there will a horizontal direction through solid ground beneath the raised wewossible
to
it from one of its elements, either oxygen or
result a future increase in prices that may render some branchesof area or, if a large lake of molten matter exists beneath those Leones produce
As well might we say that carbon was composed of
manufacture unprofitable.
regions in connection with the volcanoes, by the liquid pressure charcoal, graphite,
or
diamond, when we know these substances
The improvement in the material prosperity of the working over the area of this lake overcoming the superincumbent weight
in different forms, as assert that light is a
classes, especially those exercising skilled labour, has been very and cohesion of the ground around its edges. In either case the are only carbon
force.
;
marked during the last quarter of a century; and the shortening movement would cease as soon as the volcanoes were relieved by composite
There are, I believe, few physicists who would willingly admit
of the hours of labour, which has been lately so successfully the discharge beneath of their molten contents; and as the mass
or heat to be compound forces ; and yet they must be so,
established, is another step in the same direction. Part of this thussadded to the continent has been calculated to have contained ifmotion
white light is not a simple force, as either of them can be
prosperity may, no doubt, be attributed to the influence of large fifty-seven cubic miles in bulk, which would be sufficient to form a
into white light. A dozen planets coming into collision
gold discoveries on the price of labour; but still, comparing their conical mountain two miles high (or about as high as Etna), with converted
might
produce a very respectable sun, and their destroyed motion
relative position with that of other classes of society, the balance a circumference at the base of nearly thirty-three miles, it must
supply of white light.
on the whole seems in favour of the operative. Now that educa- have taken the fluid contents of several volcanoes in the Andes to a goodly
Dr. Tyndall, in his experiments on what he (I cannot help
tion is within the grasp of all, and that we see constantly fresh effect the upheaval. A similar hypothesis might explain the thinking
calls “filtering ” of the rays of the electric
facilities given for a lad of talent to work himself up by his sudden caving in of large volcanoes such as that of Papandayang, light, has erroneously)
that the obscure heat rays can be converted into
abiljties ffom ane grade to a higher one in the ccale of )Fa Frome in Java, in 1772, when the greater part of the mountain fell in and white lightshown
capable of showing the entire spectrum. Here, then,
we find that competition in the professions and the higher branches disappeared over an area fifteen miles long by six broad, in con- we
have seen that motion, or heat, can be changed into white
of business will greatly increase, while incomes derivable from sequence possibly of the liquid core being suddenly removed by
professional toil have not at all augmented in the same ratio as discharge foo below, and thus leaving the interior of the mountain light, which must certainly be a simple force unless motion and
heat are compounds.
those derived from manual skill, On the other hand, we find the without its ordinary support.
I have said I think Dr. Tyndall is wrong when he speaks of
cadets of noble houses contending in the same arena with members
‘filtering
” the invisible from the visible rays of the electric light,
of the learned professions and men of business; so that on the
“ “sifting”
by
through ridised solutions. It is evident from his
whole we may conclude that what are sometimes called the upper
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
language that he considers white light is a compound, consisting
middle classes in society are those whose relative position has
(We
do
not
hold
ourselves
responsible
for
the
opinions
of
our
of
the
various
rays of the spectrum. The carbon points of the
least altered for the better within the last quarter of a century.
correspondents.)
electric lamp have heat associated with them as well as light ; but
The stagnation of trade which succeeded the year 1866, having
this
heat
is
not
part of the light. They can radiate this heat just
passed away simultaneously with the expiration of the Bessemer
as other bodies can, without the aid of special appliances, and do
UNARMOURED SHIPS,
patents and the termination of the Franco-German war, has given
not
need
the
intervention
of iodine cells to enable them to do sv
Str,—The
article
on
‘‘
Unarmoured
Ships,”
which
appeared
in
an immense stimulus tothe manufacture of iron. To the engineer
‘‘ Filtration” through iodine of obscure from luminous
everything connected with iron is replete with interest, but we your issue of the 12th inst., has brought to mind the etforts made freely.
rays must mean partial decomposition; much the same thing, in
fear our long-cherished hopes that steel plates may be manyfac- ten years ago, with the object of inducing the Admiralty to adopt fact,
as passing white light through red glass, when it is usually
tured in large quantities of g yeljable and uniform character has submarine ordnance as an arm of attack and defence in the navy. supposed
decomposition occurs and the red rays only ave transThe experiments at Portsmouth with submarine ordnance, so
not yet been realised.
far
as
then
tried,
were
thoroughly
successful.
At
that
time
all
mitted.
In shipbuilding steel is still regarded with distrust, and must be
To state succinctly my own views on this matter, I hold that no
so longas its tendency to fly without warning has not been over- that remained to fully test this mode of warfare was to have a decomposition,
by filtration or refraction, takes
come by the manufacturer’s skill. Iron, therefore, still reigns in gun fitted on board ship, and experiment, as nearly as could be, place in any case,no butseparation,
that white light light as a simple force is
the construction of ships, and in no other branch of trade is org the same conditions as might occur in an actual naval con- converted into red, blue,
or
obscure
rays, as much as motion is
ict.
greater activity at present displayed. Long screw steamers, highThough this was contemplated, the country has not been anade converted into heat, or electricity, or any other form of force.
pressure steam, and surface condensers, are now the fashion, and
I
consider
white
light
to
be
one
form
of the force, of which
aware
that
such
trials
were
carried
out.
On
the
contrary,
it
seems
a new timber ship is quite as rare as an iron one was twenty-five
motion, heat, &c., are other forms, and coloured lights as forms
ee since. Among other causes the opening of the Suez Canal that this important matter was quietly shelved, while the inter- of
the same force in all its entirety, and not merely parts
1as contributed to increase the length of screw steamers, and we vening period has been burthened with costly games of building a
find vessels from 350ft. to 450ft. long becoming very numerous, certain type of ship and fortification, when it might easily have thereof,
fear of trespassing too much on your space, and want
and one of our most experienced shipbuilders has informed me been ascertained whether a power existed which could readily and of Through
time, I am obliged to leave much unsaid that I might have
destroy the one and in great measure supersede the
that he anticipates that vessels of 500ft. will be required before —
adduced in support of my views, but I think I have shown that I
aig for ocean routes. Thus we find the old-fashioned docks in other.
Well may you say that it is only “‘ matter for wonder that the am not altogether without justification for the opinions I have
some of pyr greatest ports daily becoming inadequate for the
HYRAB SEN.
increased size o ships —an instructive Jesson to A
engineers experiments were not continued.” It is patent to anyone to here expressed.
25, beroeed-cteet, 20th January, 1872.
perceive
that should experiments on shipboard prove as destrucnot to provide merely for the immediate wants of the present
moment, but look into the future and design their works so that tive as those tried on the beach at Portsmouth, now nearly ten
at all events they may be capable of extension without destroying years ago, that no known method of maritime warfare can be so
LIQUEFACTION IN STEAM CYLINDERS.
cheapily brought into play, or be as certain in its effects. Ships
or rendering useless work already done.
Sin,—Mr. Fell stated in your last impression that I made a
The increased cost of coal is one of the most vital interest to constructed for coast defence, armed with submarine guns, would mistake
in
his
figures, and so 232,334 came to be printed instead
England, and some persons think we should not be so liberal in more surely protect us from invasion than any number of land
23.334. Permit me to say that the first figures are strictly
supplying foreigners with a commodity of which we have a certain works. No enemy that could cross the sea would stand a chance in accordance
with
copy, and therefore the mistake is not mine
with
them,
and
these
defence
ships
could
be
speedily
moved
to
the
kind of monopoly, as well as a limited supply. They propose placing
THE COMPOSITOR.
-——
an export duty on coal, similar to that which the Peruvians have point of danger. Let it be demonstrated that cannon can be but Mr. Fell’s.
Sir,—If
you
are
not
completely wearied by the numerous comworked
on
board
ship,
some
10ft.
or
12ft.
under
the
water
line,
placed on guano, and from which the latter derive a very considerable revenue. Without going into this question, we can clearly almost as handily as upon deck, then what of our fleet of war munications on the above and similar subjects, I think that of
see that the cost of fuel in England must greatly increase as the ships? They would have to give a wide berth to an enemy so your correspondent, Mr. Rankine, requires a few words,
mere easily won coal becomes exhausted, and we have to work armed. But this would not be the traditional mode of fighting of ” It seems to me that in his statement :—‘*The disappearance of
(leeper, and peshape thinner seams, 4000ft. appears ta be the the British tay. Whatever result the introduction of submarine heat produces two effects on a vapour—lowering of temperature
limit of depth at which those who haye investigated the matter ordnance may have on British prestige, the early prospect of its and liquefaction,” an important fact has been overlooked, viz.,
consider we may mine for coal. Raising the mineral from so great adoption stares us in the face; it would be but equal to an imita- that the sum of the sensible and latent heat of saturated steam is
a depth must, however, be attended with a vast increase in cost. tion of ostrich sagacity, with a like fatal result, were we to shut as near as possible constant for all pressures; therefore in the case
of expanding steam the lowering of temperature does not repre
For example, a wire rope of this length, and of uniform size, would our eyes to the danger,
Our fleet in its present state, with this peril in view, would be a sent so much of the original heat being set free, but merely so
not safely carry its own weight in regular work, much less support
a heavy box of coals in addition. The total lift, therefore, must frail reed to lean on were this country so unfortunate as to get much of the large sensible heat of the steam at high pressure
converted into latent heat, of which there is a proportionately
be subdivided into perhaps three or more separate lifts, and this into difficy:‘ties with an enterprising and energetic foe.
We long for the good time coming when war shall cease, but at increased quantity in steam at low pressure. Since, therefore, as
alone will inevitably add considerably to the cost of fuel.
The most memorable event in the progress of foreign engineering present we must follow—or better, lead—in the art of defensive the pressure and sensible heat of steam diminish, an exactly produring the past year is the completion of the Mont Cenis tunnel, war. Have our naval officials forgotten the adage, ‘‘'To be fore- portionate amount of latent heat is taken up, to keep the sum
constant, no heat whatever is disengaged or set free; and
R. B
which is mainly due to the enterprise and intelligence of the Italian warned is to be forearmed?”
Glasgow, 23rd January, 1872.
therefore, also, the slightest loss or absence of the necessary heat
Government and their engineers, The construction of a tunnel
produces liquefaction equivalent to that absence. This is well
beneathgo great a depth o superincumbent rocks opens out some
grasped
interesting spaiens fe the geologist as well as to the practical
figured to the mind by a sponge, ey very wet when
COMPOUND ENGINES IN THE NAVY.
disappears,
engineey. The greatest height of the mass of Alps oyer the tunnel
Smr,—In_your editorial which appeared in THE ENGINEER for by the hand; as the grasp relaxes the water apparently
of the
body
the
into
absorbed
merely
but
free,
set
not
is
it
is stated to be 5307ft., and at the rate of 13 cubic feet to the January 12, your prejudice against the compound system very but
ton this is equivalent to a pressure of a little over 400 tons per visibly shows itself in the unfavourable manner in which you sponge, and could be again reproduced visibly by pressure. It
square foot at the level of the tunnel, which is greater than the criticise the results obtained from the various vessels you mention. is just possible I may have mistaken the drift of Mr. Rankine’s
generally well
—
strength of yey |rocks, and closely approaches that of Now I think that no one can fairly blame the compound system letter, as I thought the above phenomenon was Jno,
C, FELL.
the hardest granites, At first sight it might be supposed that this for the unfortunate results to the high-pressure cylinders of the known.
8,
St.
John’s-terrace,
Regent’s
Park,
N.W.
enormous pressure would cayse the tunnel to collapse, or, at all Crocodile and Serapis, which are manifestly due to the particular
events that the lining rock would be very apt to splinter, just as design of the engines in question, and even in these engines the
occurs with samples in aproving machine, long before the absolute economy in point of fuel was } Ib. over the new engines per horseweek ending
limit of crushing is reached. There can be no doubt that before power, which is certainly a considerable saving. As to the Briton
Sourn KENSINGTON MusEumM—Visitors during theSaturday,
free,
the tunnel was pierced the rock was subject to a very enormous and Tenedos, the extremely successful result which was obtained January 20th, 1872 :—On Monday, Teonieg, andNaval
other
ressure, but it seems highly probable that as soon as a hole was from their engines gannot, I think, fail to commend them to any- from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Museum, 12,834 ; Frida y,and
admission
and
Thursday,
‘ormed through the rock a aig t motion took place, the rock ex- one who looks fairly at the subject.
Wednesday,
on
;
Galleries, 2001
panding into the tunnel where the pressure was relieved, so that
I for one entirely fail to see why there should necessarily be 6d., from 10 am. to 4 p.m., Museum, 2022; Naval ngandweekother
in
there is a tube or annular portion of rock around th
more wear and tear in compound than in other engines, and in Galleries, 90 ; total, 16,947 ; average of correspondi
interior of the tube being comparatively free from strain, those instances where it has occurred I believe it is almost always former years, 11,950, Total from the opening of the Museum,
which gradually increases the further it recedes from the traceable to the particular design of those engines. I should i 11,063,088,
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE*SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—MM. Xavier and Boyveav, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. AsHER and Co., 11, Unter den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. GEroLp and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—A.reunonse Diizr, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.—Wi.imer and Rocrrs, 47, Nassau-street
- PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
With this impression we publish as a Supplement a Dictionary
of Technical Terms relating to Iron and Steel in English, French,
and German. Each copy, as issued from our office, will contain
this Supplement, and subscribers are requested to notify the fact to
us if they do not receive it.
TO OORRESPONDENTS.
*.* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
*.* Allletters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with
these instructions.
Ixquisitive.—We ave not aware that the Board of Trade have any rules on
the subject.
H. A.—The drawings and particulars re erved to in yours of the 23rd inat.
have not reached us.
J. H. C.—We regret that we ave unable to supply you with any further
information than that contained in our pages.
but it is very dificult to anawer
G R.—You are probably right whout Creme,
unable to say where you can get workmen's tickets
nour
made. question. Weare
Gas.— You ought to have no dij ulty (a procuring a photometer, similar to
those used in testing the que y oF Lonion gas, by applying to any good
mathematical instrument wit . Write to Mr. Apps, 433, Strand.
H. B. (Middleton-road).—The pressure of steam is the same on every portion
of a boiler. The portion below the water line has, in addition, to support
the pressure of the water due to its weight and depth. We could not spare
space to explain the principle of
ector here.
A. B.—The velocity remaining th
nd the average pressure being unaltered, the area of the pistons must veuain unaltered ; therefore, the small
cylinder of the compound engine ould be less than in. in diameter, and
the large cylinder would be more than Win. in diameter. The precise
diameters we cannot fix in the absence of all information as regards the
degree of expansion you conteuplate using, but it is a very common practice
to wake the low-pressure cylinder about double he diameter of its fellow,
the stroke being the saine. We cannot see that you would gain any adcauntage
by the change.
INFUSORIAL EARTH.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Can any of your correspondents inform me where infusorial
earth is being extensively used in manufacturing processes, and which
place it hitherto has been generally supplied from ?
Aw OLD SuBSCRIBER.
REGISTERING WEIGHING MACHINES.
(To the Aditor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—I am engaged in a chemical works here where parts of my duties
1s to take charge of vitriol chambers. I have much difficulty in ascertaining what our true “make” is, consequent upon the carelessness of
our workmen, who will not always take the pains to weigh their sulphur
or pyrites with moderate exactness.
It would be a vast aid to me were there some weighing machine so constructed that it would necessitate the weigher passing overita given predeterminable amount of material, or one that would record with approximate
truth the quantity of ore weighed. Of course a necessary quality of the
instrument would be the immunity of the index or “‘ setting” appliance
from being tampered with, or that, if the arrangement should be subjected to ‘* manipulation,” recognition of the fact would be palpable.
Should such a weighing machine exist, and be known to any corre- |
spondent, his kindly referring me to where I shall find some account of
it will much serve and oblige
G. C.
Edinburgh, January 21st, 1S72.
BARTON'S FEED HEATER.
(To the Lditor of The Bnguneer.)
Srr,—Seeing a feed-water heater in your last week’s Enctneer, which
Mr. James Barton claims as his invention, I beg leave to say that a friend
of mine, Mr. John Baker, made one, and had it working at the North of
England Railway Carriage and Lronworks, Preston, Lancashire, in 1867.
If Mr. Barton had his working previous to this, let him have the credit
for it.
E. Taylor,
sheffield Moor, Sheffield, January 23rd, 1872.
[Mr. Taylor supplies a sketch of Mr. Baker's apparatus, which it is unneceasary to reproduce, the arrangement being practically identical with that.of
Mr. Barton.—Ep, E.]
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Six,—In your last week’s paper, p. 49, you favour your readers with a
sketch of a “ feed-water heater” said to be invented by Mr. James
Barton, 89, Church-street, Birkenhead. I beg, therefore, to inform you
that I devised similar means of heating water for boilers on a very large
scale several years ago at Messrs. Bass and Co.’s breweries, Burton-onTrent, and the same system is in use now. We feed our boilers at
boiling heat.
Wo. Cannina.
Burton-on-Trent, January 24th, 1872.
THE LOG OF THE TASMANIAN.
(To the Editor of The Bngineer.)
Srr,—My attention has been called to an error of addition in the
abstract of the Yasmanian’s log, published in the recently issued
* Annual” of the Royal School of Naval Architecture. This error has, I
regret, been reproduced in your leader of the 12th inst. The number of
hours’ steaming with the new engines is given in the “ Annual”
as 388}, whereas it should be 338}. This makes the average speed
10°9 knots per hour, and not 95, as stated in your article. I shall be
glad if you will allow this correction to appear in your next number.
ADRIAN VIZETELLY,
Editor of the “‘ Annual.”
9, Adelphi-terrace, W.C., January 24th, 1872.
GLAISTER’S STONE SAWING MACHINERY.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—In your description of my patent stone sawing machinery, in
ae A ney issue, a slight error has occurred which I shall be glad to have
rectified.
It is stated that over five miles of side walk in Melbourne have been
covered with flags cut by the machinery illustrated in your paper, whereas
the great bulk of the amount was cut by machinery previously patented by
me in Victoria, upon which the present is an improvement of such a
nature as to have caused the company in Melbourne, working the old
machinery, to purchase the royalty of the new.
Tuomas GtaisTER, the Patentee.
Carlton House, Holland-street, Fairfield, Liverpool,
January 24th, 1872.
MEETING NEXT WEEK.
THE INSTITUTION or Civit Encineers.—Tuesday, January 30th, at
Sp.m.: ‘*On the Value of Water and its Storage and Distribution in
Southern India,” by Mr. Geo. Gordon, M. Inst. C.E.
Tue ENcINerr can be had, by order, srom any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations ;or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
Jro the office on the following terms
(paid in advance) :—
Half-yearly (including double number)
.. .. .. £0 14s. 6d.
y ow... (including two double nwmbers)..
.. .. £1 9. Od.
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Letters relating to advertisements ’and the publishing department of the paper
«« George Leopold Riche ;all other
‘Sater Laem 168,Sirend.
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;
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ninepence.
line averages
eight words ;
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that the enormous cost of the existing Victorian Railway
was unD
or avoidable, but he does tacitly admit
THE
ENGINEER.
that much lighter lines would answer the requirements of
the colony, and he gravely proposes to construct the future
lines on a light system, but of 5ft. 3in. gauge, at an outlay
FRIDAY, JANUARY 2%, 1872.
of but £4855 to £6710 per mile, or at a cost of, say, from
one-ninth to one-seventh of the existing lines! If this be
VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.
Tue colony of Victoria at present possesses about 254 possible, we have a right to ask under what conditions
miles of railway opened and working. We say working, were the old lines constructed? We have no hesitation in
because it has happened before now that lines have been asserting that Mr. Higinbotham’s evidence on this point
opened, worked for a short time, and closed again; as a involves a proposition which is absolutely without a
matter of fact, however, the 254 miles of line opened in Vic- parallel in the history of railways; it is little short of
toria are being worked at present, but under such conditions a direct libel on the engineers who first broke ground in
that it would not be matter for surprise if their operation Victoria, and still less short of absolute proof that Mr.
ceased at any moment.
Very naturally the people of Higinbotham does not possess a competent knowledge of
Victoria are not satisfied with the existence of only 254 miles his subject. Under the circumstances, we frankly conof railway. They, on the contrary, want a great deal fess that we attach no value whatever to his estimates,
more railroad accommodation, and proposals were recently inasmuch as we believe it to be simply impossible to
laid before the Legislative Assembly for the construction construct the new lines on a 5ft. 3in. gauge for the
of four lines—one from Ballarat to Ararat, a second from sum he has named. Mr. Higinbotham does not supply
Geelong to Camperdown, a third from Ballarat to Mary- one scrap of evidence to show that the cost of the
borough, and a fourth from Castlemaine to Dunolly, repre- original lines was needlessly great; and it is quite certain
senting in all a length of 220 additional miles. The exist- that no reduction effected solely in the weight of the pering lines are laid to a gauge of 5ft. 3in. It will be seen manent way and rolling stock could secure a saving of
at a glance that for a country so extensive as Victoria 254 some £35,000a mile. Iron, and in short every material
miles of line represent but a very small instalment indeed of railway construction, is excessively dear. What grounds
of the railway accommodation that must be provided have we then for believing Mr. Higinbotham’s estimates to
within the next few years. Mr. Higinbotham, the en- be correct!
We now come to Mr. Higinbotham’s second argument,
gineer in chief to the Victorian Railways, holds that no
better gauge than 5ft. 3in. can be adopted, and that any which is that if a new gauge be introduced the existing
lines
must be altered to suit, and that the rolling stock ot
alteration in the gauge of future Victorian railways will
be simply ruinous, for reasons which we shall state pre- the lines will become useless. And here we are met by
sently. A large party in the colony, however, differ from the almost incredible statement that the rolling stock in
Mr. Higinbotham, and maintain that the proposed lines which question is worth £800,000! We say incredible, because
we have named, and all future lines, should be made to a the particulars of this stock lie before us. It consists of
gauge of 3ft. Gin. or thereabouts. They will not grumble ninety-one engines, which, at say £2000 each, come to
with the adoption of the Indian gauge—3ft. 3in.—but they £182,000; carriages of all kinds, 143, which, at £300 each
regard 3ft. 6in. as the maximum gauge. The question, it —a very high estimate—come to £42,900; wagons of all
will be seen is, narrow gauge versus broad gauge, and the kinds, 1347, which, at £100, represent £134,700; vans,
merits and demerits of the two systems have recently been horse-boxes, and carriage trucks, 115, which, at £120 each,
keenly contested in Victoria. A large body of evidence come to £13,800; the total reaching, not £800,000, but
was taken at the Bar of the Legislative Council last Octo- £373,400. If the rolling stock of the Victorian Railway
ber, but it does not appear that any definite decision has ever cost anything like £800,000, we can only say that
everyone connected with its manufacture, sale, and debeen pronounced as yet.
It is foreign to our purpose to reopen a discussion in livery must have made a very excellent thing of it indeed.
our columns of the merits of broad and narrow gauge However, we absolutely refuse to take Mr. Higinbotham’s
systems, but we cannot resist the temptation to consider estimate as being at the present moment even half correct,
some of the remarkable arguments which have been and the argument based on this statement is weakened in
brought up by Mr. Higinbotham in favour of the broad just the same proportion.
Mr. Higinbotham’s third argument is extremely simple.
gauge scheme. A copy of the “Minutes of Evidence taken
at the Bar of the Legislative Council on the Railway Bill” The saving to be effected by a reduction in the gauge
lies before us, and from it all, or the greater portion of our to 3ft. 6in. will be, he states, just £350 a mile, which
information, is drawn. We have, in addition, received a amounts, for 220 miles, to £77,000. Against this are to
copy of a Victorian Blue-book, containing a portion of the be put three breaks of gauge, involving an annual expenparliamentary debates on the same subject, to which we diture of £3900. If you capitalise this at 5 per cent., the
have had occasion to refer. It would prove at once use- amount is £78,000; add to this £18,000 for three changing
less and uninteresting to our readers to go into any details stations, and £22,000 for additional rolling stock, rendered
concerning the population of the districts to be traversed necessary by the break of gauge, and you have a dead loss
by the proposed railways. It will suffice to say that for of £41,000 represented by the adoption of the narrow
some time to come it is more than probable, nay quite gauge. Will it be believed that such nonsense as this is
certain, that the traffic cannot reach in amount anything accepted by a party in Victoria as sound argument?
like that on a second-class English line. It will not bear Mr. Higinbotham manifests a total want of power to
a minute’s comparison with the trattic on our own Great realise the true conditions of the case. If the future railNorthern or Great Western.
It is, therefore, fair to way system of Victoria were to be represented by the conassume that a gauge which satisfies all the requirements struction of the 220 miles of line proposed at this moment,
of our enormous railway system should suflice for Victoria. no engineer in his senses would advocate a break of gauge.
In the plenitude of the wisdom, however, of the gentle- The tact is, that within the next ten years it is quite posman who planned the Victorian Railway nothing less sible that over a thousand miles of new line will be wanted,
than a 5ft. 3in. gauge would do, and Mr. Higinbotham and twice as much would be made if it could be proved thatit
now asserts that because the first 254 miles of line con- would pay. To this question we shall come in a moment.
structed in the colony were made to this gauge all the rest Mr. Higinbotham does not pledge himself that the lines
must follow suit. This much stated, we are in a positi6n to they have got have been constructed on the best gauge for
consider the merits of Mr. Higinbotham’s arguments. the colony; but he is so shortsighted that he canOur readers are in possession of the main facts concerning not perceive that, a mistake having been committed,
a controversy now engrossing so much attention that it the best way to get rid of its consequences is simply
to ignore its existence as a precedent, and begin at
has been made a political question.
Before going further, we may state that, in our opinion, once with the railways of the future, constructing them
on
the gauge, whatever it may be, best suited to the wants
the extension of the 5ft. 3in. gauge in Victoria would be a
stupendous mistake; but it is not essential that we should of the colony. We believe this gauge to be somewhere
explain why it would be a mistake on abstract grounds. about 3ft. 3in., but we are not now dealing with the merits
It isquite possible—as we know from the evidence afforded or demerits of any gauge, but simply with Mr. Higinsome time since by our own correspondence columns—to botham’s arguments, if they deserve the name. The Great
prove anything about railway gauges by theoretical figures. Western Railway on the broad gauge involved an outlay
in dealing with the gauge question as it affects Victoria, of not a few millions. It was demonstrated before many
over that the 7ft. gauge was a mistake.
we shall simply assume that Mr. Higinbotham is the most years
able advocate of the broad gauge system that its partisans Would it have been good policy to perpetuate this gauge
can produce; and we shall content ourselves with exa- and extend it, simply because 200 or 300 miles of firstmining how far his evidence goes to show that he not only class line had been already laid to it?’ Public opinion said
possesses a competent knowledge of his subject, but is other- “No,” and public opinion was right. Here we have ina
wise qualified to pronounce a really valuable opinion. To large and flourishing colony a railway system about twice
begin with, we find that the 254 miles of railway open in as extensive as our own London, Chatham, and Dover main
Victoria cost the enormous sum of £11,623,888, or £46,000 line, doing lessthan one fourth of the traffic, and theexistence
per mile! Weare unable to say to what causes this col- of this line is alleged as a reason for extending over imossal outlay was due. But the fact is as we state. No mense districts of thinly peopled country a system of
doubt it will be urged, and with truth, that the cost of construction which even Mr. Higinbotham only maintains
labour and material in a colony is very great, and the engi- to be right because it exists. Such arguments as his should
neers who constructed the existing railway will shelter not carry weight, and we hope will not be allowed to weigh
the interests of the colony, which will
themselves behind this assumption. The advocates of the for a moment against
narrow gauge, point to this enormous expenditure as a be best represented by that system of construction, whatstrong argument against the perpetuation of the 5ft. 3in. ever it may be, which will supply the wants of the popugauge; and it can be legitimately urged in their favour lation most efficiently at the lowest price. Some very valuquestion will be
that the cost of materials and labour being greater in a able arguments on the break of
colony than in England, a much larger absolute saving can found in Mr. Stoney’s address to the Institution of Engibe effected by reducing the gauge in Victoria than could neers of Ireland, published in another page. Mr. Stoney’s
be realised by a like reduction of gauge in England. In high standing in the profession imparts additional weight
other words, suppose that for argument’s sake, we assume to statements which are perfectly sound.
One word more before dismissing the subject. The
that the difference in cost between a line 3ft. 6in. and
5ft. 3in. would amount to 5 per cent. only, then in Eng- existing Victorian railways are worked at a heavy loss,
although
the tariff for goods is about 6d. per ton per mile,
land the wide gauge line might cost, say, £15,000 per mile,
and 5 per cent on this being £750, the narrow gauge line and otee items are in proportion. The loss amounts to
is is due, of course, to the
would cost £750 per mile less than its rival. But in Vic- £165,460 per annum.
toria the cost of the broad gauge has been £46,000 per enormous cost of the lines, the interest on the debentures
amounting
to
£523,000
per annum, while the net
mile, and 5 per cent. on this amounts to £2300 per mile;
or, on the 220 miles proposed, to not less than £506,000. revenue is but £364,000. In the face of such facts specuWe are at a loss to discover a single weak point
in this lation stands aghast; no one in Victoria cares to have
argument. However, let us see how Mr. Higinbotham much to do with railway property. Let it once be proved,
deals with the question. In his evidence he does not asser; however, that lines can be made to pay in the colony, and
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though it is hoped that supplementary reports will be
made by each member of the commission, dealing fully
with the scientific, practical, and commercial
ts of the
inquiry. The samples of English iron brought back by the
commissioners will be exhibited at the annual meeting to
be held in London, on March 19th, and following days;
and arrangements will be made for testing these sansples
at the same time. It is hoped that the analyses and supplementary reports will also be laid before the annual
meeting.
“The investigation has necessarily involved the expenditure of a considerable sum, to meet which the Puddling
Committee made a special appeal to the iron trade of the
whole country. This has already been very liberally responded to. A full statement of the contributions and
expenses in connection with this fund will be presented to
the next general meeting.
“The committee have arranged with Mr. Danks that
the royalty to be paid in Great Britain shall not exceed
two shillings per ton on machine-made puddled iron.
“The report of the commissioners is appended :—
GENTLEMEN,—
In accordance with the instructions received from you, we have
made an investigation into the working of the Danks’ rotary
puddling furnace in America, and we beg to report as follows :—
We caused the whole of the material sent out by you to be forwarded to the Cincinnati Railway Iron works.
We propose to make the report in the order laid down for our
guidance in your printed form of instructions, Proceeding accord
ingly, we begin with your first instruction.
** A general description of the furnace and accessories.”
Danks’ rotary puddling furnace consists of a horizontal revolving chamber, which chamber intersects the fire-grate and an elbow
flue leading to the uptake of the chimney. The shape of this
chamber, when fettled, partakes of an ellipse. The two ends are
brought in by means of two cast iron rings forming a portion of
the outer framework or structure. This structure rests by ita
periphery on four cast iron friction wheels, fixed in framings, and
it revolves between the fixed grate or fireplace and the elbow
joint before referred to. The furnace is driven by a pair of vertical reversible trunk engines, the spur wheel on the crank shaft
heing geared direct into a toothed wheel forming the periphery of
the rotary furnace, The rotary portion referred to is formed of
several cast iron segments, which are held together by means of
two cast iron rings hefore named, one at each end slipping over
the ends of the said castings. The inner shape of the castings
which form the chamber is a series of dovetails running longitudinally, which are for the purpose of mechanically holding in the fix
or fettling.
The fire-grate is similar in construction to that of an ordinary
furnace, the bridge being built in the end of the grate. It is provided with a pair of folding doors, which, when closed, and dabbed
with clay, form a closed chamber. Air is provided by means of a
fan, or blower—a portion is taken horizontally above the fuel, but
the bulk is driven in underneath the bars.
The elbow-joint, above referred to, forms the flue end of the
whole apparatus, and it makes a short turn at right angles leading
to the uptake of the chimney. The object of having this elbow
connection is to allow of its being readily removed, in order to get
at the interior of the revolving chamber. The piece, or connectioy,
is suspended to a way above by means of a chain attached to a
pinion, which pinion runs into a rack ahoye. A pulley and chain
are fixed on the same axis as the pinion, by means of which the
apparatus is rergoved and replaced at will.
he two rings, forming the ends of the revolving chamber, are
provided with water pipes, cast in them, by which means they are
kept cool. The fire-bridge and chamber end of the elbow-joint are
also kept cool in like manner.
This description is intended only as a very general one. For
details of furnace, see drawings attached, and also Mr. Danks’
paper, printed in the “‘ Institute Journal,” No. 4, vol. ii., 1871.
The tools, by means of which the furnace is charged, and the
product removed, consist, firstly, of a charging pan. This pan is
capable of holding the full charge of pig iron, together with the
squeezer slag, and isas in Fig. 1. The pan is of scoop shane, and

a new system would be inaugurated, before which Mr. given out again when it is being brought to rest. If the
Higinbotham’s narrow-minded arguments would vanish work of starting the car from a state of rest to one of
motion be performed in 10 seconds, it follows that during
like chaff before a whirlwind.
each second 1456 foot-pounds of work must be done, or
STEAM TRAMWAY CARS.
say, 2°6 horse-power. From which it will be seen that on
Ir is indisputable that the tramway system is on the a level the engine should exert about 25 times more
whole successful in London ; so successful at least that its power at starting than will be required when the normal
extension is simply a question of time. Of course, there are velocity has been attained. All this is perfectly consispeople opposed to tramways who write to the 7vmes, and tent with working conditions. There is not, in a word,
tell its readers that the wheels of their broughams are the slightest difficulty in designing engines and boilers,
broken, and that their horses are lamed by the grooved which will comply perfectly with the required stipulations
iron track laid in some of our metropolitan roads. But as to weight and power. If any proof of the truth of this
tramways are not intended to please the owners of statement is required, it may be found in the fact
broughams and horses, but an infinitely more numerous that Messrs. Shand and Mason’s light Brigade engine
class ;and the members of this class like the tramways weighing complete, with carrying wheels, framing, hosevery much indeed, and advocate their extension to dis- reel, &c., 35 ewt., has indicated 33-horse power with ease.
tricts in which nothing but the omnibus or the cab is new There is no trouble, therefore, in producing an engine and
to be found. Successful as the tramway system is, it is boiler alone weighing more than the fire engine complete,
nevertheless obvious that it is open to Improvement, and it which would, if needful, work up to 13-horse power, while
is certain that the improvement will be effected. We shall their normal power would not necessarily exceed from 2-horse
to 5-horse power indicated. As regards the nuisance
have better rails better laid, and improved cars, and more power
comfort, and cheaper fares, and larger dividends for the question, we have already shown that the “ beat” of the
engine
would be almost entirely got rid of. It would be
shareholders ; but about the rails, the cars, or the dividends, it is not our purpose to speak at present. Instead, quite removed by turning the waste steam into a large
we propose to consider the possibility of getting rid of cast iron hollow deflector, as is done in Field boilers, from
horse labour altogether, and propelling our street tramway which it would escape continuously, highly superheated,
cars by steam power. A great deal of misapprehension and completely invisible. If good selected coke was used
exists on this subject, whisk is not confined to the minds as fuel, no one in the street or in the car need be aware
of the general public. On the contrary, men who ought to that a steam engine was used at all. In proof of this stateknow better have not hesitated to say that the thing is ment we may refer to Messrs. Moreland’s steam rollers, in
impossible. That this opinion has no sound basis we shall which the waste steam is superheated as we have described.
eadeavour to show. The principal objections urged against Nothing whatever can be seen coming from the chimney#
the use of steam on our tramways are, firstly, that it even when the engine is working to its greatest power.
The danger theory does not deserve a word of refutation,
would render the cars a nuisance, because the steam
and smoke would escape into the air, and annoy foot in so far as it refers to the chance of accident to
passengers, householders, and vthers ; secondly, that the those within or upon the cars caused by a failure of the
engines would make a great noise; thirdly, that they boileror machinery. As regards the chance of accident
would frighten horses ; and, lastly, that they would be very by collision, that is purely a question of brake power. To
dangerous.
Every one of these objections was urged stop the car would require precisely the same expenditure
against the use of steam on railways thirty or forty years of energy as was needed to impart a velocity of six miles
ago, but they did not impede the progress of the railway an hour—or, in other words, 14,560 foot-pounds, The cosystem. We think it can be proved that they would not efficient of friction on a tram rail—which is always more
or less gritty—cannot be much less than one-sixth of the
apply at all to properly constructed steam tramway cars.
The best tramway cars now running in London weigh load. The load in the case we are considering is 6%
about 2 tons 5 ewt. empty, but we shall be nearly correct tons, or 14,5601b., and one-sixth of this is 2426-6 1b.
if we take the average weight at 2 tons 10 ewt. Forty Each foot therefore traversed by the vehicle with
passengers may be taken to weigh as much more. We the brakes hard on will represent 2426 foot-pounds of
have then a gross load of five tons as representing the ordi- energy expended in overcoming the friction between wheel
nary net weight to be propelled. An average velocity of and rail, in round numbers, and dividing 14,560 by this,
six miles an hour will meet all requirements, and at this we find that the car can be stopped on a level in a
speed the resistance per ton cannot exceed 10 Ib. on a dead space of about 6ft., which is less than that in whichan
level with the rails clean and dry. As, however, the rails are existing car or a common omnibus can be pulled up. With
usually anything but clean, and the wheels are small, we shall common care on the part of the driver no accident whatever
take the resistance at 20 lb. per ton, and therefore assume could oceur from collisions.
We believe that we have made out a good case so far as
that a dead pull of 100 1b. will be required to keep a loaded
tramway-car in motion at the rate of six miles an hour on we have gone for the steam-propelled omnibus; although
a level. On inclines the resistance will, of course be in- we have not said a syllable concerning the advantages it
creased. On a rise of 1 in 40 the tractive force must holds out to sharehelders and others, These and one or
reach 380 lb., while on an incline of 1 in 30, which is the two other points we shall probably deal with in future
very steepest hill on which a street tramway is, in our articles.
opinion, admissible, it must amount to 473 1b. It is just
possible for two good horses to take a tramway-car weigh- REPORT OF THE AMERICAN COMMISSION ON
ing with its load five tons up an incline of 1 in 30 at a very
DANKS’ ROTARY PUDDLING FURNACE.
moderate pace. Any motive power in the shape of an
WE have much pleasure in placing before our readers
engine which will exert a tractive force of 100 Ib. per ton
will much more than meet all the requirements of the the following report of the commission appointed by the
Iron and Steel Institute to investigate the merits of Danks’
most difficult case which it is possible to imagine.
Now a velocity of six miles an hour is 528ft. per minute, rotary puddling furnace in America, We cannot hetter
and this, multiplied by 1001b., gives 52,800 foot-pounds introduce the subject than with the following quotation
as the work required to take one ton of tramway car up from the “ Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute :’—
“ At the general-meeting, held at Dudley, in August,
an incline of 1 in 30. We have seen that the net weight
of the tram-car and its load would be five tons, conse- 1871, a paper was read by Mr. Samuel Danks, describing
quently the total work to be done would be 264,000 foot- his patent rotary puddling furnace, as it was then in opepounds per minute, or exactly 8 effective horse-power. <A ration at several ironworks in the United States. Acting
suitable steam engine, boiler, &c., will probably weigh upon suggestions made after this paper had been dis- the length of the handle is about 10ft. It is raised from the
1 ton 10 ewt.; add this to the weight of the loaded car, cussed, the Puddling Committee undertook to send a duly ground by means of a fixed jib crane (Fig. 8), one being erected for
use of each furnace. The hook in the chain is attached at A
and we have 6 tons l0cwt. The additional power re- qualified commission to investigate the merits of Mr. the
man in charge seizing the handle B. _ It is raised, swung round,
quired to deal with the weight of the engine amounts to Danks’ puddling apparatus. Immediately after the meet- the
and the contents deposited in the revolving chamber.
79,200 foot-pounds, or 2°4-horse power. The indicated ing this matter was taken in hand. The committee
Seéondly, the charge is withrawn by the aid of a fork, whigh is
horse-power ought to exceed the effective by about one- selected the following gentlemen to form the com- suspended by means of the before-mentioned crane, and is in
fourth; and, making this allowance, we find as the result mission: —Mr. J. A. Jones, Middlesbrough ; Mr. shape asin Fig. 2. When the charge is ready to be withdrawn
of our calculations, that the maximum power which can G. J. Snelus, Dowlais; and Mr. J. Lester, Wolver- the fark is inserted on edge in the chamber. The machine is then
by possibility be required in a street tramway-car, pro- hampton ; and arrangements were forthwith made with caused to move about one-third of a revolution, and the ball is
pelled by steam, is 13-horse power indicated. An engine them to carry out the inquiry—in the case of Mr. Snelus,
and boiler weighing 30 cwt. would with ease, exert double the Dowlais Iron Company kindly allowing that gentleFiG.2
¢
this power for an hour at a time. We need scarcely man to serve upon the commission. The committee constate that it is quite within the reach of the most ordi- sidered that it was highly desirable that the commissioners
be
Ses —_
nary practice to provide an engine and boiler which shall should take out sufficient materials from this country to
not weigh more than 30 cwt., and yet will suffice to meet thoroughly test the apparatus, so that their report might
the most extraordinary demands that could be made on afford data from which to judge how far the American mabetween the prongs of the fork. The fork is then raise
its powers of propelling a tramway-car. Now let us see chine might be used with the pigiron and fettling available deposited
by means of the crane, the chain of which js hooked on at
how much power would be required wnder ordinary cir- in this country. Forty tons of pig iron (selected from Dow- slightly
the man in charge manipulating the handle R, and it is withdrawn
cumstances. The answer is ready to our hand. Two lais, Conegree, Butterley, and Cleveland) were sent to A,
from the furnace, the jib of the crane swinging round for this
good horses do the work; and, allowing that each of these America, together with the following varieties of fettling purpose,
animals exerts 75 per cent. of an indicated horse-power— materials—Marbella, Spanish, Lisbon, and purple ores,
which is over the mark—we still find that an engine Pottery Mine, and Ilmenite. The committee prepared
working up to a little over 2 indicated horse-power, would detailed instructions for the guidance of the commissioners.
do all that is generally required. The steam engine fitted When the proposal to appoint a commission was first made
to the tramway-car should therefore have cylinders so large Mr. Danks undertook to accompany the gentlemen sethat at six miles an hour it might exert 13-horse power lected, and guaranteed that the necessary facilities should
if a short bit of incline had to be surmounted, as, for ex- be afforded at the Cincinnati Railway Ironworks fer
ample, in crossing a steep bridge; but under ordinary making the requisite experiments—these works being
circumstances these cylinders would be worked very partly owned by Messrs. Worthington and Butler, the joint
expansively by the aid of the link motion. The result holders, with Mr. Danks, of his patents. Mr. Danks went
would be that the blast would be so far softened that the with the commissioners, and, as will be seen from the
Thirdly, a receiving-fork, suspended to a way above leading to
escaping steam would make little or no noise. Another and report of these gentlemen, they have had full opportuni- the squeezer, is now brought into proximity to the fork on which
most important advantage conferred by the large cylinders ties of investigating the working of the puddling appara- the ball is deposited, and, by turning the handles of the latter the
of the receiving fork. (Fig. 3.)
would be the power of starting the car rapidly into motion. tus, not only at Cincinnati, but also in other parts of the ball is thrown across the —
men regulate the handle B, and the ball is run along the
A speed of six miles an hour is 88ft. per second, and United States where it is in operation. The commissioners wayTwosuspended
at
A,
and
oust
into the squeezer.
this is very nearly the velocity which would be sailed from Liverpool early in October. They wrote their
The squeezer (Fig. 4), by which the ball is manipmlated, is known
acquired by the car in falling through a distance of one joint report at Washington on December 12th, and it was as Winslow’s, and, with additiens and improvements made by Mr.
foot. Most of our readers will, we think, understand us ready for the consideration of the committee on the 12th Danks, is specially constructed for a heavy mass of iron, such as is
when we say that these figures prove that to get the car January. The committee, feeling that the members are produced in the rotary furnace.
It consists, firstly, of two corrugated rollers of about 4ft. long
into motion at the rate of six miles an hour 14,560 foot- desirous of having the report of the commissioners as early
the barrel and about 18in. diameter. These are horizontally
pounds of energy must be expended over and above the as possible, have decided to issue at once what has been inlaced,
occupying one plane, and the journals fixed in strong
force required to overcome frictional resistance, this received, though the chemical analyses of a number of rames,
ese rollers are made to move in one direction at the
14,560 foot-pounds; remaining stored up in the car, to be selected samples cannot be ready for some time, and | rate of about from 15 to 20 revolutions per minute, Above these
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rollers is geared a large eccentric or cam, the periphery of which nipulation after coming from the puddling furnace ;but we do not | also receive careful attention, and you should make such compariexpect that the sponginess in the bloom, to which we have before sons, and obtain such facts as will enable you to report upon the
moves at the same rate of speed
alluded, will have disappeared by that improvement. It may be commercial bearings of the machine puddling apparatus, and upon
FIC.4
as the circumference of the two
| necessary, in order to get a close and compact fracture in the bloom, the relative cost of puddling by the machines as against the cost
rollers before named. The shape
to resort to hammering ; but on this point we cannot at present of hand puddling.”
of the cam is as in sketch. At
offer any decided opinion. It may be, and it is probable, that the
We are of opinion that we have collected facts sufficiently to
the side of the squeezer frame is
sponginess of which we have spoken, is no detriment to the quality enable the committee to form a decided opinion upon the comahorizontal steam hammer which
of the iron, after having been worked in the subsequent progesses. mercial bearings of this invention. With coal, fettling, and repairs
hammers the end of the bloom
Whether the re-heating from the squeezer will be found to be indis- given, and yield of puddled bar from pig, and quantity turned out
up as it is being rotated. When
pensable is a matter we cannot well determine now. On rolling in a given time, it will not be difficult for anyone engaged in the
the bloom is sufficiently squeezed,
off a few pieces, the result was not satisfactory. It may have been manufacture of iron to determine the bearing of this matter. The
which is done in two revolu| due, and probably was, to the somewhat imperfect manner in which machines we experimented on are in an early stage of the rotary
tions of the cam, it is removed
the bloom had been squeezed. Samples at various stages have process of puddling, and immense strides can rapidly be made in
from its position by means of a
developing the process, which strides will materially affect the
been taken for your inspection.
neat lever arrangement, and
6. “ Particulars of quantity and quality of slag run off from commercial bearings of the matter as it now stands. At present
rolled upon the floor.
we are agreed that the rotary furnace as it now is offers advan
each charg
Jt is now seized by a pair of
tages commercially over the old process.
See Statements Nos. 4 and 5; and Diaries Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
tonge (Fig 5), and lifted by
If necessary, a further report will be provided by the members
7.
**
The
weight
of
iron
charged
in
each
heat
should
be
carefully
means of a crane, used for chargrecorded. Also particulars of weight of hammer scale, or other of the commission separately, on the chemical, commercial, and
ing and drawing at the reheating ‘a
practical
aspects of rotary puddling.
|
materials
put
in
with
the
iron.
Your
attention
is
specially
directed
furnace, and placed on a fork,
‘“*Samples of the American pig iron and fettling materials used
to the statements that a greater weight of puddled iron is brought
by which means the bloom is
should
be
brought away.”
out
of
the
furnace
than
is
put
in
as
pig
iron.”
charged and drawn. (Fig. 6).
Attended to.
See Statements Nos. 1, 2, 3, 10, and 11.
When drawn it is placed on a bogie (Fig. 7), and taken to the
“You
are
requested to dispose of the iron you do not require
8.
**
Looking
at
the
number
of
furnaces
at
work,
you
are
rerolls,
quested to report particulars as to the percentage that are kept in on the best terms you can obtain on the spot.”
4
None to dispose of.
regular operation each shift, with the view of affording data for
i) Fics
*“* After completing your investigations the committee wish you
estimating the amount of work to be expected from a whole forge
to agree upon a joint report, giving the particulars you: have
fitted up on Danks’ system.”
On referring to Statement No. 10, you will perceive that of nine recorded from time to time in appendices, under the various
furnaces which were lit for work, eight worked more or less con- headings given above. It will be also open to each one of you to
make an independent report upon any matters that cannot be
tinuously throughout the week.
9. ** Particulars as to the numberof men employed in connection included in the general statement.”
** You are requested to make your inquiry a complete record of
with each furnace and with squeezer; class of workmen, whether
all facts bearing upon the subject, but your report will have to
ordinary iron workers or mechanics, *’
There are two men who directly control the working of the embody the opinions you deduce from a careful consideration of
furnace, viz., a forehand and underhand. There is, secondly, a those facts.”
This has been fully attended to.
labourer between two furnaces, whose duty it is to take away the
In closing their report the commissioners desire to return their
slag, to assist in charging the furnace, and to work the crane in the
| manipulation of the tools. Thirdly, there are two men who run thanks to all those gentlemen in America who have so kindly
the balls from the furnaces to the syueezer by means of the fork | assisted them in their undertaking, and particularly Messrs.
and way as before described. These two men also remove the| Hewitt and Cooper, Messrs. Perkins, Livingstone, and Post (the
bloom from the squeezer, lift and deposit it on the charging fork Dowlais Company’s agents), who very kindly undertook all the
for the re-heating furnace. An additional labourer works the shipping arrangements in regard to the material taken to and sent
horizontal hammer.
|from New York, the proprietors of the Chattanooga Works, Mr.
About one-half of the men, at the rotary furnaces, were old | Blair, Messrs. Jones, Laughlin, and Co., of Pittsburgh, and Mr,
puddlers—the other half were young men, who had had nothing Kinsey, of Cincinnati.
Signed this 12th dayof December, 1871, at the city of
whatever to do with puddling. One of them, a fitter, was the best
Washington, U.S. of America.
puddler at the works.
Geo, J, SNELUS
10, ** Royalty paid per ton in America.”
JOHN A. JONES,
So far as we could ascertain, the royalty paid in America is one
(To be continued.)
Joun LESTER.
dollar per ton of puddled bar.
11. ** Particulars as to the number of works where the apparatus is in operation, and number of furnaces ateach place ;opinions
THe Nive Hovrs’ Movement.—All the stationary or mill
of American practical men on the machine ; detailsof classes of forge engine-drivers in South Staffordshire and East Wor
finished iron for which the machine-made puddled iron is used ; cestershire are moving for nine hours. At a meeting at
whether used alone, or mixed with scrap or old rails when being Oldbury they adopted a petition to the ironmasters, which
converted into finished iron.”
they resolve! to present at the meeting in Birmingham to
At the Cincinnati Railway Ironworks, there are nine rotary day (Thursday). In that document they drew attention to the
puddling furnaces erected, and one in course of erection. Eight fact that the nine hours’ movement has been extended to nearly
furnaces are kept in constant work, and one used as a reserve; so every part of the kingdom, and that ‘‘it is generally acknowledged
that, should a breakage occur, the men can be transferred to the that the calling of an engineer is one involving a very large amount
idle furnace. There are no other puddling furnaces in the forge.
of responsibility, and that to him is often entrusted the lives as
At the Roane Ironworks, Chattanooga, Tennessee, nine furnaces well as the valuable property of others. Mr. M. Bass, M.P., has
are erected: seven were at work during our visit. Both the above conclusively proved that a considerable loss of life has resulted
works have the Winslow squeezer, with Danks’ improvements.
from the overtaxed strength of engineers and others.” The memo
At the Indianapolis Rolling Mills, Indiana, two furnaces were rialists then intimate it asa ** well-known fact” that among the
completed and ** initial” lined, two others nearly completed, and ancients a day of twenty-four hours should be divided into three
six more in course of preparation. A Winslow squeezer was || parts, and that eight hours was the limit for labour.
nearly finished.
THE SovTH STAFFORDSHIRE AND EasT WORCESTERSHIRE
Jones, Laughlin, and Co., at Pittsburgh, have one furnace, which | INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS.—A very successful annual
they worked for about three months (up to the hot weather of meeting of this Society was held on Monday, at Dudley,
last summer), making iron for small sections, but having no when about 160 members were announced, with a balance
squeezer the results were not altogether satisfactory to them. The | in hand of more than £250. Mr. Henry Johnson, mining
yields were good, as will be seen from the annexed statement, engineer, the late hon. sec., was chosen president. The president
Wo. 11, which they kindly allowed us to copy from their books. elected made a sensible and practical inaugural address in
Mr. Jones expressed the opinion that, with the squeezer, the results which he dwelt in particular upon the necessity there was for a
would have been improved. We had several heats worked in the similar arrangement being made for the draining of the drowned
machine,
and treated under the hammer, but it was quite evident out mines in South Staffordshire to that which had been come to
\
that the appliances at their command did not enable them to deal in North Staffordshire, where it will be remembered that the
w)
with a large ball in a satisfactory manner. For details of the colliery proprietors have determined upon going to Parliament for
worked, see Statement No. 11.
an Act to drain their colliery district, at a pro rata tax levied upon
2. “The mode of fettling the furnace; full particulars of heats we saw
Fort Pitt Foundry, Pittsburgh, which we visited, they the coal produced. Papers were afterwards read by Mr. H. M
materials used; quantity of each kind; how long the fettling wereAt the
making the castings for ten furnaces and a squeezer, for Morrison, M.E., of Manchester, upon Shaw's American compound
stands in the furnace; the amount of repairs done to lining Graff,
Bennett, and Co., who, we understand, were guided in their propeller pump, which is of American invention; and by Mr.
between the charges. ‘This should include a considerable number
by the recommendation of Jones, Laughlin, and Co. ~*
Thomas Parton, F.G.S., of Willenhall, upon science in the mine.
of charges, in order to get a proper average, and full particulars of decision
At New Albany, near Louisville, one furnace was at work for a At the same meeting there was an interesting collection of exhibits
each should be given.”
short
period,
but the works were burnt down some time ago, and, appropriate to the occasion.
See diaries Nos. 1, 2 and 3; and statements Nos. 4 and 5,
EDINBURGH AND LEITH ENGINEERS’ SocieTy.—At last meeting
3. ‘* The quantity of fuel used ; quantity consumed per ton of although rebuilt, the rotary furnace has not been put in operation
Mr. Ritchie’s paper on ** Machinery employed in the Manufacture
puddled bar produced for periods extending over a whole week's again.
We found the general opinion of American practical men upon of Sugar” was discussed in detail. A paper on “‘ Reservoir
work of each furnace under examination.”
the subject to be, that the machine was a success, Some few Embankments ” was read by Mr. Robert C. Reid, C.E. The
See statements Nos. 4, 6, 7.
4. “‘ Details of each stage of the process. Time occupied in modified their statement by stating that they ‘“‘ thought it would author confined his attention to the case of a water-tight earthen
do
very well for rails, but would not make sufficiently clean and embankment in a natural gorge or valley. As earthwork has no
fettling ; time in melting iron; time in working before cinder is
tapped off, and revolutions of machine at each change of speed; regular iron for small sections.” The evident reason for this cau- permanent cohesionin itself it could not be formed into a steep
time of working from tapping off cinder to balling up; time in tion, on their part, is to be found in the following statement. bank, but for every unit of length the slopes must be made such
The only class of finished product for which the machine-made as to give a cross section whose area would equal twelve times the
preparing for next charge.”
puddled iron has been used at works when the complete apparatus area of the triangle of fluid pressure. The principal difficulty
See diaries Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
5. “* Quality of iron produced. Samples of each kind of iron is erected, is rails. That the machine is quite capable of making consisted in making the embankment absolutely and lastingly
worked should be kept for analysis, and samples of puddled bar good iron for other purposes is evident from the results of our ex- impervious to water at all points; the failures being chiefly due
produced from each charge containing English materials should periments at the Globe Works, Cincinnati, where English and to slips in the foundation and in the bank itself, caused by leakage
also be taken, and carefully marked, so as to admit of easy identi- Welsh iron wasj rolled into various small sections, plates, and from the reservoir either through the bank or under the founda
sheets. For details of these experiments, see Statement No. 8. tion, or by natural landslips or springs. During the execution of
tication.”
With regard to the quality of the iron produced, we are aware The machine-puddled iron is generally piled with old rails, but in the work ample provision should be made for occasional floods by
that this is amost important part of our inquiry, and we have, our experiments very good rails were made from piles of puddled means of a bywash able to carry past at least twelve cubic feet per
therefore, undertaken to bring back to England samples of iron bar alone. <A few rails were subsequently made from Welsh minute for every acre of gathering ground. Iron pipes through
produced at each stage of the process—from a bloom, weigliing white iron (crystal and bar pig), with No. 2 iron for head and the puddle wall formed the worst kind of outlet, a stone culvert
being preferable, while the best method was to drive a tunnel
between 6001b. and 700 Ib., down to wire rods and other finished flange, and puddled bar for the middle of the pile.
12. “Particulars as to the production of steel blooms in the through the adjacent rock or hill. In sinking the puddle trench a
iron—as well as samples of the intermediate stages. You will
foundation was to be sought alike safe and impervious to water,
thus have the opportunity of testing the various irons, and rotary furnace.”
Three puddled steel blooms were made. Two of these were fissures and springs being plugged up or their yield provided for
forming your own conclusions thereon. With regard to the
by
separate pipes. The best methods of puddling were disputed
impression made upon the minds of the commissioners, we beg to rolled into rails, which, on fracture, exhibited fine crystalline
say that we are satisfied, on the whole, that the quality of the iron heads, but the flange in each case was finely fibrous. The third by engineers ;the author's experience had led him to adopt the
following:—The
clay when dug to be mixed with a little
was
hammered
and
broken,
but
did
not
show
a
good
steel
fracture.
produced is materially improved by this process.
On fracturing the squeezed bloom we found it presented an The attempt to make puddled steel was not very satisfactory, but sand, and then thoroughly soaked with water; after
open spongy mass, as though it had not received sufficient com- this is no doubt to be attributed to the fact of the men not being having then been exposed for some time to the action
of the atmosphere, in heaps, to be carted to the embank
pression, and also presenting tokens of the presence of a quantity accustomed to work puddled steel.
of cinder. There can be no doubt that this is the case. On the x13. ‘* Particulars as to loss on the machine-made iron in the ment and tipped in layers of three or four inches deep,
thereafter to be well poached and tramped. The embankment on
bloom, however, being reheated and rolled into a bar, it parts secondary stages of the manufacture.
both sides of the puddle wall should be formed in layers of not more
See Statement No. 8.
freely with its cinder, and in the fracture of the bar we were not
able to detect the presence of more of it than is found in any
14. ‘* How far the squeezer is an essential feature of the plan, than 6in. thick ; a most objectionable plan being to have materials
other puddled bar. The bar in fracture presented the appearance and whether the machine-made iron can be manipulated under the of different kinds in large masses by themselves, ¢.g., a mass of
clay beside another of sand. The overflow had better be kept off
of that of an ordinary puddled bar.
ordinary steam hammer.”
_In the various blooms which were fractured, we searched for
We do not think the squeezer is an essential feature in the work- the embankment if possible, one foot in width being allowed for
pieces of unreduced fettling, and we discovered several pieces in ing of machine-made iron. If a means can be devised for the every forty acres drained. Allusion was made to the Bradfield
one bloom, but only in one. The others seemed in the fracture to handling of such a heavy mass of iron as a ball weighing from 600 catastrophe of 1862. The author differed from the opinion of
be free from it. We had anticipated that this ugly fracture to 1000 lb. under a steam hammer, and getting it worked in rea- Messrs. Rawlinson and Beardmore, who were appointed by Governwould have presented itself more freely, but we are compelled to sonable time, it will do probably so far as the quality of the iron is ment to investigate the matter, and who attributed the disaster to
admit that in the subsequent working of the iron it did not bear concerned somewhat better than the squeezer ; but obviously the a sinking of the outlet pipe as well as to deficient thickness of
out our anticipations.
squeezer is a handy, expeditious, wl simple tool by which to puddle wail. The views of Messrs. Fowler, Hawkesley, and Bateman, who assigned the failure to a'landslip, he likewise rejected ;
It is our duty to remark here that the machinery for squeezing manipulate the ball.
and rolling at the Cincinnati Works, was too weak to deal effectively
15. “ Particulars of the heat at which the furnace is worked at | while he supported the opinion entertained by Messrs. Leslie,
Stevenson, Vignoles, and Rennie. According to these last the
with such a heavy mass of iton as 600 pounds in weight. The size different stages of the process.”
failure in the embankment was ascribed to bad material, combined
of the train is 18in,, and it certainly would not ‘have taken a
See Diaries Nos. 1, 2, and 3,
hammered blgom of 12in. diameter without risk of breakage.
“Tt is requested that a detailed daily report be made during the | with inferior workmanship—the earthwork having been built in
In order to meet this contingency, the squeezer but partially did whole time of your investigation, embracing full particulars of tips of five or six feet thick. Accordingly, when the landslip
its duty ; and to the rolls, after a re-heat of the blooms, was dele- everything connected with the working of the rotary furnaces that | occurred, the outer slope slipped out at its base, leaving the puddle
| wall unsupported, which, being too thin, immediately cracked and
gated the work of removing a large portion of the cinder. The gear comes under your notice.”
By referring to diaries and statements, you will perceive that | fell. The inner slope was now the only thing left to sustain the
a‘tached to the squeezer was also light, and that tool had also to
pressure of the water, but it being composed of porous materials
be humoured. With strong squeezing and rolling machinery, no your instructions have been attended to.
doubt the cinder can be more effectively removed on its first ma“The commercial aspects of the matter under inquiry should at once gave way.
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The mechanism is as follows :—
DFSCRIPTION OF A NEW ANEMOMETER FOR
THe Direction CoNTACT APPARATUS,
INDICATING AND REGISTERING THE FORCE
| On the axis (Plate 1, Fig. 1) of the fans is a crown cog-wheel
AND DIRECTION OF THE WIND.*
|
with
256
teeth,
which gear into a wheel of sixteen teeth, giving a
By Mr. J. E. Gorpon,
THE object of this instrument is to do away with the necessity |multiplying-power of sad = 16, thus causing a horizontal axis to
of the shaft hitherto required for a
ters
ig a ta revolve once every time the hand moves a point—that is, counting
distance. Several anemometers for communicating force by | 16 points to the com
; the instrument can, however, be made
electricity have been invented in the last year or two ; but this is, to give 32 or 64 if required. On this axis are two contact
1 think, the first time that direction also has been communicated breakers ; one makes a contact for each complete revolution in
and printed by the electric current. +
one direction, the other for each complete revolution in the other
The best direction-instrument at present in use is that invented direction.
The contact breakers consist of two ebonite discs, Fig. 2 is
by Messrs. Beckley and Casella, in which a moving chain is substituted for the shaft. In this, however, there must, I think, be a front view of one of the discs. In the surface of it are turned
some momentum, and the chains must pass in an approximately two grooves—one concentric with the axis of the disc, the other
straight line from the vane to the printing instrument. In the eccentric and of larger radius than the first; the two grooves
electrical anemometer there is no momentum whatever. The (four) run into each other for rather more than half their circumwires being stationary, can pass anywhere where most convenient; ference. In the grooves are two slides or valves; these move on
for instance, they can come down outside the house and enter | a pin at one end, the other end has a piece of wire fastened to
passes through a little curved slot at the bottom of
through a gimlet hole in the window-frame. The cups and fans it; this wire
can be placed at any distance from the printing instrument. For the groove (the radius of curvature equals the length of the
instance, the vane might be at Portsmouth and the printing instru- valve) ; the wire projects right through the slot, and is pressed
on by a spring fixed on the back of the disc. In one of the
ment in the meteorological office in Westminster.t Very si
battery power 1s required ; six Walker cells are used, with acid discs the valves are Pap » AL: springs into the positions
diluted 14 to 1, equal to rather less than one Grove’s cell. The shown in Fig. 2; in the other disc the springs press them in the
direction apparatus is moved by a set of Beckley fans, the force by opposite direction.
ear the discs are slips of thin brass fixed on little upright
a set of Robinson’s cups,
pillars and insulated from one another. The ends of the brass * From the “‘ Philosophical Magazine,” January, 1872.
are fixed at right angles to them, and dip into the grooves.
e
+ Since the above was in type the Rev. 8. J. Perry has had the kindness
circular, and can revolve so as to lessen the friction
to send me a description of Padre Secchi’s Météorographe, which contains endsinstare themade
of the grooves. When the disc a revolves in the
an electrical anemometer. In this (to quote Padre Secchi’s description) direction of sides
the arrow the point of its brass slip is caused by the
. . ._. “La direction du vent est enregistrée par quatre télégraphes.
Elle est obtenue au moyen d’une girouette a la proue de laquelle on donne valve to travel in the concentric inner groove and no effect is
une forme angulaire afin de diminuer les oscillations. Au pied de la produced. When, however, the disc turns in the direction opgirouette, et placée a lair libre, est un rose du quatre secteurs métalliques posed to the arrow the point travels in the eccentric outer
garnis de piatine, contre laquelle vient s’appuyer une languette fixée sur groove, the brass slip is ye rae a platinum button on it
Yabre de la girouette.
“L’appareil est muni de quatre télégraphes dont les électros sont presses on a corresponding platinum point on a spring placed
respectivement en communication avec les quatre secteurs; chacun des | just below the brass slip, and a current passes between the points.
that the direction of
quatre télégraphes, en faisant osciller son levier selon la direction dans he valves of the two discs are so
laquelie la girouette ferme le circuit, donne l'un des quatre vents princi- motion which makes contact by one disc does not make contact by
MMU. Les vents intermédiaries aux quatre principaux s’obtiennent | the other, and vice versa.
soem la combinaison des deux voisins. Cette combinaison se produit
weight at the left-hand side of Fig. 1 is most important.
soit par Voscillation de la girouette, soit par l'indication simultanée de |It The
revolves with the discs, and prevents the vane ever stopping
deux télégraphes.
it were not fdr this the points
“L’expérience a prouvé que dans la pratique ce syst?me satisfait aux | with either point in contact.
besoins de la science naycane
actuelle.”--Etudes Religieuses, Histo- | might remain in contact, and a battery which ought to last six
riques et Litteraires, par les Peres de la Compagnie de Jésus.
| months would be worked out in an hour or two, It also prevents
In this it will beseen that five wires (four line and, of course, a return)
making a contact and then going back without passing a
are employed to give eight points of the compass. My instrument gives |the vanepoint.
sixteen or thirty-two points with three wires. The paper on which the whole
In order that the weight may work the crown wheel is not
wind is recorded in Padre Secchi’s instrument has to be changed every rigidly
keyed on to the axis, but has two stops fixed on it({a
ten days. The instrument also, as far as I can understand, works with a
closed circuit. The contact-breaker, however, is no doubt simpler than | short distance = 3 a pin fixed to the axis projects between
mine, and has the advan e of using a vane instead of Beckley fans.— |the two stops,
e crown wheel has a play which is made equal
J. E. H. G., December 16, 1871.
; to half a revolution of the discs,
When the wind changes the pin fixed on the vertical axis
t In the instrument lately erected at Eton the fans and cups are fortyfive yards from the registering instrument,
moves forward till it comes to one of the stops; then, pushing

on the stop, it moves the crown wheel and causes the discs to
revolve and raise the weight. As soon, however, as the weight
has passed the top it falls over, moving the crown wheel and
causing the stop to gain a little on the pin ; the discs then remain
at rest till the pin has again overtaken the stop.
e discs are so adjusted that contact is always commenced
after the weight has began to fall, and finished before the weight
has quite done falling.
Thus a perfectly uniform and steady contact is obtained.
THE DIAL AND REGISTERING INSTRUMENT (FIGs, 3 AND 4).
The Dial.—On the stand of the dial instrument are two electromagnets placed horizontally. Opposite the poles of these are
armatures hinged to the base; these form parts of levers, the
upper parts of which are of thin brass, At the top of each lever
is a kind of brass claw hinged so that it can rise a little, but
revented by the hinge from falling below a certain position.
ixed rather lower down on the lever is another brass claw of the
form shown ; opposite to the claw is a ratchet wheel with sixteen
teeth (as shown). When a current passes in the magnet the
armature is attracted, the point moves the ratchet wheel on one
tooth, the hinge allowing it to rise over the top of the wheel ; at
the same time the stop (or lower claw) prevents it moving more
than one tooth. When the current ceases the armature is drawn
back by a spring; a set screw prevents the armature going back
too far.
he two wheels poh the hand are fixed on one axis,
the wheels being placed as near together as the thickness of
the magnets will allow. A slight spring with a fraction roller at the
end of it is so arranged that the roller rests between two of the
teeth of one of the ratchet wheels ; this keeps the wheel always in
the right position for receiving the pushon the lever. The elle
are made adjustable on the axis by means of set screws, partly
that the roller in putting one wheel into —
may also adjust
the other, and partly that the hand may be made to rest at the
even points. One magnet drives the hand in one direction ; the
other drives it in the other direction. This is the indicating part
of the instrument; it can be used without the registering part.
When registration is required the following arrangement is used.
The Printing Apparatus.—The axis of the hand is prolonged
backwards, and a type wheel embossed with the sixteen points of
the compass is fixed on it in such a position that the point to
which the hand is pointing shall be at the bottom of the type wheel.
Close behind this, and with its lower edge coming a little below
the lower edge of the direction type wheel, is a wheel embossed
with the hours from I. to XII. This is fixed on the hour axis of a
rather powerful clock ; a wheel of unpolished boxwood is kept by
a spring pressed up against its lower edge.* Underneath the
direction wheel, but not touching it, is a little stamper faced with
boxwood; under the stamper is a lever, to which is attached an
armature which rests over an electro-magnet. Inside the clock
on one ofthe axes (which revolves once in an hour) is an yw |
wheel with two small platinum studs on its edge opposite to e
other; a little spring with a platinum point
on its edge,
This is prem
to the stamper magnet, and at each half hour
* See note at end of paper.
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sends through it a current of about two seconds’ duration, which
presses the stamper up against the direction type wheel.
e
por is wound on two large reels; it consists of a continuous
and of white paper, and a similar band of black copying paper.
The two papers were at first wound together on one reel; but it
was found, when they had been together for some time, that the
oil from the black paper soaked into and dirtied the white paper.
To avoid this Mr. Apps has arranged to wind the papers on
separate reels, the ol of black paper being placed immediately
above the reel of white paper. The papers pass between the hour
type, wheel and its spring roller. The clock as it turns draws the
napers through (the black being uppermost), and prints off the
hours on the white paper. Each half hour the stamper is raised
and prints off whatever letter on the direction wheel is at the
bottom at the moment.
The stamper, however, continues raised for nearly two seconds.
If the wind were to change during that time the lever would not
be able to move the hand, as it would be jammed by the stamper.
Toavoid this source of error, the current which works the driving
magnet is made, on its way, to pass round another little magnet;
the armature of this magnet is kept by a spring against a platinum
point. The current which works the stamper magnet has on its
way to pass from this point to thearmature. Suppose the stamper
to be raised and a current to pass round one of the driving
magnets; it passes round the safety magnet, pulls the armature
away from the platinum point, breaks the current in the stamper
magnet, releases the stamper, and allows the hand to move (see
Fig. 6).
THE Force APPARATUS.
The contact breaker is shown in plan, Fig. 5. It consists of a
set of Robinson’s cups, connectel by the usual gearing to a boxwood wheel which revolves once for every mile of wind. This
wheel has a deep rectangular grvove cut round its circumference;
in it at one part is placed an inclined plane or wedge of gentle
slope and square at the end; as the wheel revolves the pointed
end of the wedge goes first. The height of the plane is a little
less than the breadth of the groove. Just beyond the wedge, at
the square cud of it, a little picce of platinum is let into the
bottom of the groove and connected through the axis of the disc
to a binding screw on the base.
Fixedon an upright isa lever (shown broken in the drawing)
carrying # platinum pin, which dips into the groove and can play
from side to side of it. An armature is attached to the lever, and
a small electro-magnet is placed near in.
In the registering instrument is an electro-magnet, whose armature can slide up and down in vertical guides. A bar passes
downwards from the armature, and terminates in a point just
above the paper and between the two type wheels. It is kept off
the paper by a spring.
When the contact disc revolves the platinum dot travels forward till it reaches the pin attached to the lever; a current then
passes through both electro-magnets. In the registering instrument a dot is made on the paper, while the contact breaker
magnet draws the lever across the groove and pulls it out of
contact. When the disc has nearly completed another revolution
the pin comes to the inclined plane, and is by it pushed back
across the groove ready for another contact. By this method no
work is expended in raising a weight or spring to prevent the points
remaining in contact; each dot on the paper thus represents one
mile of wind. Thus, the time, force, and direction of the wind
— er side by side. A specimen of the record is shown in
ig. 4.
instead of the two papers coming out together (in which case
the record is hidden by the black paper for two days after being
printed), the black paper immediately after leaving the type
wheels is carried upwards back over the top of the instrument and
down behind the reels, where it passes out through a slot in the
base. The papers are kept tight by little weights attached to
their ends by clips.
I cannot conclude this paper without expressing my obligations
to Mr. Apps for the skill and care which he has displayed in the
manufacture of the instrument.
July, 1871.
Note added November 12th, 1871.—Four of these instruments
have now been made, two printing and two simply indicating.
They all act exceedingly well. Of the printing instruments, one
was erected in July at the new laboratory at Eton College; the
other, made for Lord Lindsay, has not yet been erected, but has
been at work for six or eight weeks at Mr. Apps’. In the lastnamed instrument a clock face has been placed in front of the
force printing-magnet, showing the hour being printed; and a
lever handle with a catch has been added for pressing down the
spring roller beneath the hour wheel for the purpose of introducing new papers easily. The reels hold « supply of paper for
three or four months.
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filled to the level B, D, with tepid water, which charges the air
While speaking of the fantastic figures sometimes formed by ice
with aqueous vapour. This warm damp “ wind,” as it may be and snow, the lecturer called attention to the ice-figure on the
exited, passes on Snough thepipe E into theflaskF ; the cork in | Glacier des Bois, shown in Fig. 5, and to a sketch of a snow-laden
F fits loosely so that the surplus air can escape. ThevesselN, P, pine tree, near Montanvert, shown in Fig. 6.
is filled to the level H, K, with a freezing mixture of ice and salt;
consequently the flask F represented a cold region into which the
warm wind blew, and the cold condensed the aqueous vapour,
so that in.time a thick coating of frost or snow was deposited
inside the flask F.
The lecturer next explained that the dark invisible rays of the
sun, and not the visible rays, do most of the work of melting ice
and snow, and raising some of the water of seas and rivers into the
state of aqueous vapour. He allowed parallel rays A, B, Fig. 2,
from the electric lamp, to fall upon the silvered reflector D, which
brought the rays to an intensely brilliant focus E. When a test

tube containing water was placed at E, the water soon began to
boil. A glass trough H, containing water, was then interposed ;
this absor
the dark rays, but allowed the visible rays to pass to
Eas before; when cold water was again placed at E it was not
warmed because of the absence of the dark rays of heat. When
the trough H was taken away, and the trough K filled with
solution of iodine in bisulphide of carbon substituted, though no
light reached E, water placed at E was considerably heated, and
hoar frost placed there was melted. When the trough of water H
was interposed hoar frost placed at E was not melted. Hence
the invisible and not the visible rays of the sun act most potently
in the melting of snow.
The lecturer proved by experiment that when air expands it
chills itself by its own expansion, and then often deposits its
aqueous vapour as cloud, rain, or snow. When a warm wind
laden with aqueous vapour blows against one side of the Matterhorn it is tilted up as shown by the curved line A, Fig. 3. By
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the time it has reached E it has become chilled by its own expansion and by the cold top of the mountain B, so that a cloud D is
often seen streaming Tike a banner from the top of the Matterhorn, in consequence of the aqueous vapour in the air having been
chilled into cloud by the cold. This is how and why mountains
act as condensers, and why districts on one side of mountain
ranges usually receive more ti the normal quantity of rain.
Professor
dall, by the aid of photographic magic-lantern
slides, then very clearly described the physical Sateen of glaciers,
telling how they began high up among the snowy regions of the
mountains, and how they usually end down in the valleys in icy
* snouts,” or caverns, out of which rivers start on their course.
He explained how and why, at particular parts, they are bréken
up by dangerous crevasses, and how long parallel lines of rock,
dirt, and débris, called ‘‘ moraines,” run along the surface of the
glacier. The moraines by the sides of the glacier are evidently
formed by bits of rock which roll down the sides of the mountains,
and are stopped by the edge of the ee. The central moraines
cannot be so aby accounted for by a superficial observer ; they
must be traced to their source, and it is then found that they
always begin where two glaciers meet. Fig. 4 will help to explain

TYNDALL ON. ICE, WATER,
VAPOUR, AND ATR.
Dr. Jonny TYNDALL, F.R.S., opened the Royal Institution
session for 1872 by the delivery of six lectures on “Ice, Water,
Vapour, and Air.” There was avery large attendance at all of them
the theatre being always full to overflowing. The Prince Imperial
f France attended several of the lectures, and among the listeners
were also Sir Henry Holland, Bart., F.R.S, Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S., Col. Lane Fox, Mr. C. F. Varley, F.R.S., Professor E. Frankland, F.R.S., Lord Lindsay, Professor H. E.
Roscoe, F.R.S., and many other leading men of science of the
day, as well as a large proportion of ladies and children. The
greater portion of the lecturer’s work was devoted to the explanation of the philosophy of the physical ph
presented by
glaciers.
Professor Tyndall began by saying that during his last visit to
the Alps he had taken many notes while among the glaciers to
furnish matter for the six lectures he was then commencing, and
he should often have to refer to those notes. He then explained
the nature of steam, pointing out that steam is a transparent gas,
which, on being cooled by the air or otherwise, condenses into the
white cloud ordinarily called steam, which, however is not steam,
but an enormous ualer of little particles of water. As the steam
issues from a locomotive it is invisible close to the funnel, but a
few inches higher up it condenses into visible clouds. He next
explained how the air always contains a certain proportion of
aqueous vapour, and that the frost upon window panes in winter
is caused by the freezing of this vapour upon the glass ; the cold
changes the vapour first into mist, and then into ice orsnow. This
may sometimes be done suddenly. Professor Dove tells how snow
once fell inside the Winter Palace, at St. Petersburg, because of
the sudden admission of cold air from without into a hot ball-room
full of air charged with aqueous vapour.
Professor ‘Tyndall then made some hoar frost in the lectureroom, by filling a blackened tin vessel with a freezing mixture of
ice and salt ; in course of time the cold sides of this vessel had
enough of the aqueous vapour of the room condensed upon them,
Fic. 4
to form frost enough to make into a snowball. He also made hoar
frost in much the same way thatitis made innature, by means of the this. As the ice of the glacier flows slowly onwards like a river
two lateral moraines join each other, and
rwards pass on as a
central line on the top of the glacier. The bits of rock on these
moraines stand on a ridge of ice, higher than the rest of the surface of the glacier, because =
the ice from the rays of
the sun, and thus it is less melted in their immediate vicinity.
Professor
dall gave tables of
showing the rate of
motion of the ice of the Mer de Glace, from which it was seen that
the motion varied in different places from about 10in. to 30in. per
twenty-four hours. The centre moved more rapidly than the
sides, and where there was a curve in the path of the glacier the
point of quickest motion was not exactly in the centre of the
apparatus shown
in Fig. I. In this cut A is a glass tube
i
ed in fact, the ice moved much as water would move pnder
a steady current of air from
a large gas bag into o flask, which is| ike conditions, but far more slowly,

Fic. 6.
After explaining the nature of moraines, he told how creva
are born, as follows :—
** BIRTH OF A CREVASSE : REFLECTIONS.—Preserving the notion
that we are working together, we will now enter upon a new field
of inquiry. We have wrapped up our chain, and are turning
homewards after a hard day’s work upon the Glacier du Géant,
when under our feet, as if coming from the body of the glacier, an
explosion is heard. Somewhat startled, we look inquiringly over
the ice. The sound is repeated ; several shots being fired in quick
succession. They seem sometimes to our right, sometimes to our
left, giving the impression that the glacier was breaking all round
us. Still nothing is to be seen. We closely scan the ice, and
after an hour’s strictsearch we discover the cause of the reports.
They announce the birth of a crevasse. Through a pool upon the
: glacier we notice air bubbles ascending, and find the bottom of the
| pool crossed by a narrow crack, from which the bubbles issue.
| Right and left from this pool we trace the young fissure through
| long distances. It is sometimes almost too feeble to be seen, and at
| no place is it wide enough to admit a thick knife-blade. It is
difficult to believe that the formidable fissures among which you
' and I have so often trodden with awe could commence in this
| small way. Such, however, is the case. The great and gaping
chasms on and above the ice-falls of the Géant and the Taléfre
begin as narrow cracks, which open gradually to crevasses. We
are thus taught in an instructive and impressive way that appearances suggestive of very violent action may really be produced by
processes 80 slow 23 to require refined observations to detect them.
n the production of natural phenomena two things always come
into play, the intensityof the acting force and the time during which
it acts. Make theintensity great, and the timesmall, and you have
sudden convulsion ; but precisely the same apparent effect may be
—
by making the intensity small, and the time great.
is truth is strikingly illustrated by the Alpine ice-falls and
crevasses ;and many geological phenomena, which at first sight
suggest violent convulsion, may be really produced in the self-same
almost imperceptible way.”
In speaking of other »
presented by the glaciers, Professor Tyndall said :“Here upon the Mer de Glace we have flat slabs of rock
sometimes lifted up on pillars of ice. These are the so-called
glacier tables. They are produced, net by the growth of a stalk of
ice out of the glacier, but by the melting of the glacier all round
the ice protected by the stone. Annexed (Fig. 7) isa sketch of
one of the tables of the Mer de Glace. Notice that a glacier table
is hardly ever set square upon its stalk. It generally Cans to one
side, and repeated observation teaches you that it so leans as to
enable you always to draw the north and south line upon the glacier.
For the sun being south of the zenith pours its rays against the
southern end of the table, while the northern end remains in
shadow. The southern end, therefore, being most warmed, does
not protect the ice underneath it so effectually as the northern
end. The table becomes inclined, and ends by sliding bodily off
its pedestal. Here (Fig. 8) is what may be called an ideal
table. The oblique lines represent the direction of the sunbeams, and the consequent tilting of the table here shown
resembles that observed upon the glaciers. A pebble will not rise
thus :—like Franklin’s single bit of cloth, a dark-coloured pebble
sinks in the ice. A spot of black mould will not rest upon the
surface, but will sink ; and various parts of the Glacier du Géant
are honeycombed by the sinking of such spots of dirt into the ice.
But when the dirt is of a thickness sufficient to protect the ice
the case is different. Sand is often washed away by @ stream
from the mountains, or from the moraines, and strewn over
certain spaces of the glacier. A most curious action follows: the
sanded surface rises, the
on which the sand lies thickest
rising highest. Little peaks and_eminences jut forth, and when
the distribution of the sand is favourable, and the action sufficiently prolonged, you have little mountains formed, sometimes
singly and sometimes grouped so as to mimic the Alps themselves.
The sand cones of the Mer de Glace are not striking ; but on the
Gérnor, the Al
the Morteratsch, and other glaciers, they
reach sometimes a height of 10ft. or 20ft.”
He also told how in northern regions great glaciers sometimes
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end in the sea, and vast masses of ice break off from the ends of of flattering recognition. But though, asa matterof fact, Rendu’s You may — it as proved that slate rocks have suffered great
them occasionally, so as to form icebergs, which sometimes sail ideas were there to prompt him it may be doubted whether he pressure at right
les, or at all events at a high angle to the
thousands of miles to the south before they are melted.
ese slate rocks were once a plastic mud,
needed their inspiration. Had Rendu not preceded him, he would planes of cleavage.
—
none the less have grasped the idea of viscosity, executing and they may by grindin, be converted into their original form.
When
such
mud
is
carefully
squeezed so as to flatten in one direction
is measurements aud applying his reasoning powers to maintain
it. Be that as it may, the appearance of Professor Forbes on the and spread out in another it is reconverted into slate. Various
Unteraar glacier in 1841, and on the Mer de Glace in 1842, and his other substances, white wax for example, when properly comlabours then, and subsequently, have given him a name never to be pressed shows a cleavage still more Spenaped than that of slate.
‘*But what bearing have these facts upon the ice of glaciers?
forgotten in the scientific history of glaciers. The theory advocated
by Prof. Forbes was enunciated by himself in these words :—‘ A This bearing. The ice of the higher regionsis whitish through the
glacier is an imperfect fluid, or viscous body which is urged down diffusion of small air bubbles within it. At the sides of the
slopes of a certain inclination by the natural pressure of its parts.’ glaciers, and at the bottom of the cascades, this ice is sometimes
In 1773 Bordier wrote thus :—‘ As the glaciers always advance upon subjected to enormous pressure. It yields laterally as the slatethe plain, and never disappear, it is absolutely essential that new mud has yielded, and a laminated structure is the consequence.
ice perpetually take the place of that which is melted ; it must, On the surface of the glacier, under the medial moraines, and on
therefore, be pressed forward from above. One can hardly refuse the sides of the crevasses, the lamination reveals itself as clear blue
than to accept the astonishing truth that this vast extent of hard veins or streaks drawn through the whiter ice. This is the veined
and solid ice moves as a single piece downwards.’ In the passage structure, or the ribboned structure of glacier ice. It was first
already quoted he speaks of the ice being pressed as a fluid from described by M. Guyot, but our knowledge of it, and our interest
above downwards, These constitute, I believe, Bordier’s contribu- in it, have been mainly derived from the labours of Professor
tions on this subject. The quotations show his sagacity at an early Forbes.
date ;but in point of completeness his views are not to be compared with those of Rendu, still less with those of Forbes.
LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
“T must not omit to state here that though the idea of viscosity
has not been espoused by M. Agassiz, his measurements, and maps
of measurements, on the Unteraar glacier have been recently and In VicE-CHANCELLOR Mavtys’ Court. —Saturday, 20th Jan., 1872.
rightly cited as the most clear and coticlusive illustrations of the
ROLLINS v. HINKS,
doctrine. But why, with proofs before him more copious and
TuIs was a motion by the plaintiff for an injunction to restrain
characteristic than those of any other observer, does M, Agassiz defendant from continuing to issue certain circulars, in which he
hesitate to accept the idea of viscosity, as applied to ice? Doubtless warned the trade and the public from buying certain lamps made
because he believes the notion to be contradicted by our everyday with burners which were, as the circulars alleged, an infringeexperience of the substance. Take a mass of ice ten or even fifteen ment of a patent held by the defendant.
cubic feet in volume ; draw a saw across it toa depth of half an
The plaintiff was an American merchant domiciled and carrying
inch or an inch ; and strike a pointed pricker, not thicker than a on business in London for many years, and he imported and sold
very small round file, into the groove ; the substance will split from to the retail dealers large quantities of the lamps with the burners
top to bottom with a clean crystalline fracture. How is this in question, The lamp burnérs so imported were alleged by the
| brittleness to be reconciled with the notion of viscosity ? We have, plaintiff to be made under an American patent, and a printed
| moreover, been upon the glacier and have witnessed the birth report of the specification of that patent was lodged in the Great
of crevasses. We have seen them beginning as narrow cracks Seal Patent-office Library of this country, and was open to public
suddenly formed, days being required to open them a single inspection, so that, in fact, the American invoice was published in
inch. In ‘many glaciers fissures may be traced narrow and this country, and that was in 1861.
profound for hundreds of yards through the ice. What does this
The defendant’s patent was dated in 1865,
prove? Did the ice possess even a very small modicum of that
The plaintiff produced evidence by affidavits to show that the
power of stretching which is characteristic of a viscous substance, American invention was sufficiently described in the above-men| such crevasses would not be formed, Still it is undoubted that tioned report to enable any person to practise it, and to show
the glacier moves like a viscous body. The centre flows past the that it was substantially the same thing as the defendant's, and
sides, the top flows over the bottom, and the motion through a the defendant produced evidence of the same kind to prove that
| curved valley corresponds to fluid motion. Mr. Matthews, Mr. no one could make the lamp burners sold by the plaintiff from the
Froude, and above all Signor Bianconi, have, moreover, recently American description and that in fact, so far as that description
made experiments on ice which strikingly illustrate the flexibility could be understood, the two inventions were substantially dif
of the substance. These experiments merit, and will receive, full ferent; and the defendant’s affidavit went further to show that in
attention at a future time and in another place.
fact the burners sold by the plaintiff were not made strictly accord
“*T will now describe to you an attempt that has been made of ing to the description of the American invention, but were a copy
Fig, 8.
late years to reconcile the brittleness of ice with its motion in of the defendant’s. The bill prayed merely an injunction, and
Itis founded on the observation made by Mr. Faraday in did not ask for a decision as to the validity of the defendant’s
In conclusion, while speaking of glacier theories, Professor glaciers.
1850, that when two piece of thawing ice are placed together they vatent.
Tyndall said :-—
freeze together at the place of contact. This fact may not surprise , In this state of things the Vice-Chancellor, at an early period in
““We have seen the branch glaciers coming down from their you,
and I cannot go fully into the reason why it surprised Mr. hearing the case, intimated that he would not decide the question
névés, welding themselves together, pushing through Trélaporte, Faraday
and others, or why men of very great distinction in science whether the American specification did or did not anticipate the
and afterwards moving through the sinuous valley of the Mer de have
differed in their interpretation of the fact. The difficulty is defendant’s patent. In other words, his Honour declined to decide
Glace. These appearances alone, without taking into account
explain where, or how, in ice already thawing the cold is to be whether the defendant’s patent was a valid patent or a void
subsequent observations, were sufficient to suggest the idea that to
found requisite to freeze the film of water between the two touching vatent.
glacier ice, however hard and brittle it may appear, is really a surfaces,
The word Regelation has been invented by Dr. Hooker ’ In consequence of the circulars issued by the defendant the
viscous substance, resembling treacle, or honey, or tar, or lava.
to express the freezing together of two piecesof thawing ice observed dealers refused to buy the plaintiff's lamps, and his trade was
“* Still this was not the notion expressed by the majority of by
Faraday.
Without entering upon the cause of regelation, greatly injured, Correspondence had passed between the plaintiff
writers upon glaciers. Scheuchzer, of Zurich, a great naturalist, you may certainly
it as as afact, Saw two slabs from and the defendant through their solicitors, in which the defendant
visited ice-glaciers in 1705, and propounded a theory of their a block of ice andaccept
bring their flat surfaces into contact, threatened the plaintiff with legal proceedings if he continued to
motion. Water, he knew, expands in freezing, and the force of
immediately freeze together. Two plates of ice, laid one sell the lamps; and the plaintifi’s reply was that the defendant's
expansion is so great, that thick bombshells filled with water and they
the other, with flannel round them overnight, are some times patent was void by reason of the American specification having
permitted to freeze are shattered to pieces by the ice within. uponfirmly
frozen in the morning that they will rather break else- disclosed an invention similar to that for which the defendant held
Scheuchzer supposed that the water in the fissures of the glaciers, sowhere
along their surface of junction. If you enter one his patent, and he challenged the defendant to bring an action on
freezing there and expanding with resistless force, was the power of the than
dripping ice-caves of Switzerland you have only to press for his patent. The rival specifications were produced to the court,
which urged the glacier downwards. He added to this theory a moment
a
slab
of ice against the roof of the cave to cause it to but, as above stated, the court refused to go into the question of
other notions of a less scientific kind.
freeze there and stick to the roof. Place a number of fragments the validity of the defendant's patent.
**Many years subsequently, De Charpentier, of Bex, renewed of
ice
in
a
basin
of
and cause them to touch each other ; Mr. Glasse, Mr. Aston, (Common-Law Bar) and Mr. Ingle Joyce,
and developed this theory, but it was abandoned when this notion they freeze together water,
where they touch. You can form 2 chain of appeared for the plaintiff.
of glacier cold was proved to be incorrect.
such
fragments
;
and
then
by taking hold of one end of the chain
They contended that the defendant’s patent was void, and there“In 1760 Altmann and Griiner propounded the view that
the whole series after it. Chains of icebergs are fore the acts of the plaintiff could not be an infringement ; that
glaciers moved by sliding over their beds. Nearly forty years you can drawformed
in this way in the Arctic seas.
in that state of things the circulars issued by the defendant were
subsequently this notion was revived by De Saussure, and has sometimes
what follows trom these observations. Snow con- in fact simply attempts to intimidate the public and the trade, by
therefore been called ‘ De Saussure’s Theory,’ or the ‘ Sliding sists**Consider
of small particles of ice. Nowif by pressure we squeeze away a person who had no right, and who was apprised that he had no
Theory’ of glacier motion.
|
the
air
entangled
and bring the little ice granules into right. That the plaintiff ought not to be put to try the question
‘*By none of these writers is the property of viscosity or plasti- close contact, they inmaysnow,
be expected to freeze together ; and if the by scire favias to repeal the patent--a course of proceeding not
city ascribed to glacier ice ; the appearances of many glaciers are, | expulsion
of
the
air
be
very
complete the squeezed snow may be only very expensive, bnt subject to great technical difficulties ; and
however, so suggestive of this idea that we may be sure it would |
to assume the appearance of compact ice. We arrive at that if the defendant meant to insist on his patent right, it was
have found more frequent expression, were it not in such apparent | expected
this
conclusion
by
reusoning
; let us now test it by experiment, his duty, as the plaintiff set him at defiance, to prove his right by
contradiction with our everyday experience of ice.
a suitable hydraulic press, and « mould to hold the bringing an action against the plaintiff, especially as he had threat**Still the idea found its advocates. In a little book published | employing
snow.
In
exact
accordance
with
expectation we convert by ened to do so; and that he the defendant had no right to keep the
in 1773, and entitled ‘ Picturesque Journey to the Glaciers of pressure the snow into ice. Placeoura compact
mass of ice in a public in suspense, under a claim which he could not support.
Savoy,’ Bordier’ of Geneva, wrote thus :—‘ It is now time to look proper mould, and subject it to pressure. It breaks
:
Mr. Cotton and Mr.-Lawson, for the defendant, argued that the
at all these objects with the eyes of reason ; to study, in the first squeeze the pieces forcibly together; they re-unite intoby picces
defendant was not at all bound to bring any action ; at any rate
place, the position and the progression of glaciers, and to seek the | tion, and a compact piece of ice, totally different in shaperegelafrom he had a right to choose his own time, and to select his own opposolution of their principal phenomena. At the first aspect of the | the first one, is taken from the press. By means of suitable
nent ; aud that there was no obligation cast on him to procee:l
ice-mountains an observation presents itself, which appears suffi- | moulds you may in this way change the shape of ice to against
the plaintiff in particular. They argued that the Queen's
cient to explain all. It is that the entire mass of ice is connected, |j any extent, turning out spheres, and cups, and rings, and grant must
be taken in point of law to be primd facie a value grant;
and presses from above downwards after the manner of fluids, | twisted ropes of the substance; the change of form in these and that assuming
that to be so, then, until the patent was deLet us then regard the collection of ice, not as a mass entirely | cases being effected through rude fracture and regelation. By clared by a competent
court to be void, the defendant’s circulars
rigid and immobile, but as a heap of coagulated matter, or us| applying the pressure carefully, rude fracture may be avoided, were perfectly proper, and
such as he had a right as patentee to
softened wax, flexible and ductile to a certain point,* Here | and
the
ice
compelled
slowly
to
change
its
form
as
if
it
were
a
make,
probably for the first time the quality of plasticity is ascribed to | plastic body.
Mr. Glasse replied.
the ice of glaciers.
‘*Now our first experiment illustrates the conversion of the
The Vice-Chancellor, after referring to the facts (and offering to
“* Bordier was succeeded by a man of far greater scientific grasp
of the higher Alpine regions into ice. A similar experiment the defendant to make no order, if he would undertake to bring
and insight than himself. This was Rendu, a Catholic priest and snows
was made by M. Schlagintweit prior to the discovery which an action within a limited period, an offer which was refused),
canon when he wrote, and afterwards Bishop of Aunecy. In 1841 explains
it. The deep layers of the névé have to bear the weight observed that the circulars undoubtedly injured the plaintiff's
he laid before the Royal Academy of Sciences of Savoy his ‘Theory
all above them, and are thereby converted into more or less trade, and were certainly unjustifiable, if the defendant’s patent
of the Glaciers of Savoy,’ and his communication is printed in the of
perfect
ice.
And our last experiment illustrates the changes of was bad. His Honour declined to accept the doctrine that a
tenth volume of the ‘ Memoirs of the Academy.’ Rendu seized the
observed upon the glacier, where, by the slow and constant patent must be presumed primé facie to be valid, observing upon
idea of glacier plasticity with great power and clearness, and fol- form
application
of
the ice gradually moulds itself to the the immense numbers of trumpery patents that were annually
lowed it resolutely to its consequences. It is not known that he valley, which itpressure,
fills. In glaciers, however, we have also ample taken out. He was of opinion that the defendant, if he really relied
had ever seen the work of Bordier; probably not, as he never menof rude fracture and regelation. The broken cascades on his patent, ought to take proceedings, as he had threatened to
tions it. Let me quote for you some of Rendu’s expressions, which illustrations
mended at their bases; and when two branch glaciers lay do, against the plaintiff; and that his refusing to do so looked
fail, however, to give an adequate idea of his work :—‘ Between are
their sides together the regelation is so firm that they begin very much as if he, the defendant, had himself very little opinion
the Mer de Glace and a river there is a resemblance so complete that immediately
to flow in the trunk glacier as a single stream. The of the validity of his patent, and, ultimately, his Honour made an
it is impossible to find in the glacier a circumstance which does not
morain gives no indication by its slowness of motion that it order for an injunction to restrain the defendant on the terms of
exist in the river. In currents ef water the motion is not uniform ismedial
derived
from
the sluggish ice of the sides of the branch glaciers. the prayers of the bill (a).
either throughout their width or throughout their depth. The The gist of the regelation
is that the ice of glaciers changes
We venture to observe, with unfeigned respect for the learned
friction of the bottom and of the sides, with the action of local its form and preserves itstheory
continuity under pressure which keeps judge, that to support the decision, it would seem that it must te
hindrances, causes the motion to vary, and only towards the middle
particles together. But when subjected to tension, sooner than assumed that the defendant’s patent was bad ; for, if it was val'd,
of the surface do we obtain the full motion.’ This reads like a pre- its
it breaks, and behaves no longer as a viscous body.
the defendant’s circulars were usual and proper on the part cf a
diction of what has since been established by measurement. stretch
“This power of yielding to pressure produces another effect of the patentee, and the plaintiffs had no legal right to despoil and resist
Looking at the glacier of Mont Dolent, which resembles a sheaf in
interest ;but to understand it we must first know some- them. But the learned judge had refused (as he was, in fact,
form, wide at both ends and narrow in the middle, and reflecting highest
thing of what is called slaty cleavage. Go to the slate quarries of bound to do by the practice of the court in a suit so constituted)
that the upper wide part had become narrow, and the narrow Bangor
and Cumberland, and observe the quarrymen in their to decide on the validity or invalidity of the patent, so that the
middle part again wide, Rendu observes :—‘ There is a multitude sheds splitting
rocks, Witha sharp point struck skilfully into case stood thus : that no presumption could arrive either way as
of facts which seem to necessitate the belief that glacier ice enjoys the edge of the theslate,
cause it to divide into thin plates, fit to the validity or invalidity of the patent.
a kind of ductility which enables it to mould itself to its locality, for roofing or ciphering,they
as the case may be. The surfaces along,
to thin out, to swell, a1.d to contract as if it were a soft paste.’
the rock cleaves are called its planes of cleavage. 4
** And here the merivs of a celebrated glacialist, already named, which
the quarry you will notice the direction of these planes to
At the Easingwold petty sessions on Tuesday, before the Ven.
rise conspicuously to~iew. From the able and earnest advocacy of through
perfectly constant. How is this laminated structure to be Edw. Churton and Messrs. Stapylton, Walker, and Strangwayes,
Professor Forbes, the vublic knowledge of this doctrine of glacial be
accounted
for?
You
might
be
disposed
to
consider
that
cleavage
the
York District and East Riding Steam Cultivation Company,
plasticity is almost wholly derived. He gave the doctrine a more is a case of stratifraction or bedding ; for it is true that in various Limited,
charged with working a steam plough within twentydistinctive form, and scught to found upon precise measurements a parts of England there are rocks which can be cloven into thin flags five yards were
of the public highway and not having a person on the
* Viscous Theory’ of glacier motion. I am here obliged to state along the planes of bedding. But when we examine these slate road to signal
to the driver on the appreach of carriages and horses,
facts in their historic seyuence. Professor Forbes, when he began rocks we verify the observation, first I believe made by the &c. Police-constable
Smith, who proved the case said the plough
his investigation, was ac.juainted with the labours of Rendu. In eminent
and
venerable
Professor
Sedgwick,
that
the
planes
of
was
working
on
the estate of Major Stapylton, of Myton Hall, and
his earliest work upon tl e Alps he refers to those labours in terms bedding usually cut across the planes of cleavage.
the men with the locomotive had been previously cautioned, but
“‘This continued a puzzle to geologists till the late Mr. Daniel they had taken no notice. Supt. Hunter stated that the secretary
* I am indebted to my distinguished friend Prof. Studer, of Berne, for
made the discovery that shells and other fossils and bodies of the company was present and admitted the charge. This was
directing my attention to Bordier’s book, and to my friends :t the Sharp
British Museum for the great trouble they have taken to find it for me.— found in slate rocks were invariabl flattened out in the planes |the first case which had arisen in the district. Fined 2s. 6d. and
of cleavage, This observation was ably followed up by Mr. Sorby. costs.
John Tyndall,
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Leopold Lopez de Gonzalo and Silvin Grisei, Sanpierdarena, Italy.— 2652. Brisrow Hunt, Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London, eeneet
boilers.”—-A communication from James Stone.—6th October, 1.
10th January, 1872.
86. ALEXANDER Rosson, Lude, Blair Athole, Perthshire, N.B.,‘* Improve- 2683. Jean MeTHopios JoaNnipes and Leon Marco Apurr, London,
ments in straining the wires of wire fences, and in apparatus emPreserving packed goods 10th October, 1871.
ployed therefor, the same being applicable to straining telegraph 2785. James Sway, Seymour, New Haven, Connecticut, U.S., “ Augers
Fg ce
and bits.”—19th October, 1871.
Grarits and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months.
. JoHN Hopcart, T, Milliken Park, Renfrewshire, N.B., ‘“‘Improvements 2842. Pierre Lectoux, — France, “ Bolt or fastening for windows,
3130. SterpHeEN Henry Emmens, Gresham-buildings, London, ‘* Improve&c.”"—24th October, 1871
presses for compressing cotton and other similar substances into
mentsin purifying distillates from carbonaceous or bituminous sub- ‘in
bales.” —Partly a communication from Charles Jones, Bombay, British 2888. WALTER Brows, Abbey Mills, Romsey, “‘ Manufacturing leather.”—
stances.” —18th November, 1871.
7th Ocvober, 1871.
Indi
3167. Henry LarceE, Judd-street, Euston-road, London, ‘‘ Improvements 90. Grorce Kent, Buckland, Hants, ‘“‘An improved arrangement of
ABEL Epcar SAMELS
4 astening zy door knobs or handles
in the manufacture of coloured bricks, tiles, and other analogous
apparatus.”
to lock spindles, &c.
articles, and in the machinery for moulding the same.” —22nd November, 92 smoke-consuming
* Improvements 3006. Freperick Lt RMANS, Georg Maric on Hiitte, Prussia, “ Bricks of
Casimir
ScHEMIOTH,
Finsbury-place
South,
London,
Sth
1871.
Nor nber, 1871
blast furnace slag.”
the valve gear of steam engines.’
3359. Henry Prxxus, Camden-road, London, ‘‘ New or improved methods 96. in Freverick
Greorce Morrosx, Lynton-street, Bermondsey, Surrey, 3087. Daxter Joun WoLre, Water- strect, Liverpool, * Governors.” —15th
of constructing and using railways, tramways, and other ways, and in
“Improvements in machinery
apparatus for feeding and holding
the combination and manufacture of materials by processes and —paper
or
other
materials
to
“be
operated
upon
by
brushes
or
other
SELL,
Saundersfoot,
Steam engines and boilers.”—27th
nical means suitable for the construction and use of such rail, tram,
¢ nber.
4
apparatus for colouring or otherwise treating such materials.”—11th
other ways.”—12th December, 1871.
3209
Sanpers
Trotman,
Stowmarket,
*‘ Regulating the motion of steam
January,
1872.
3372. FrRaNKLIN HockinGc and Joun PINKER, Liverpool, ‘‘A new or im- 98. AUGUSTUS ARNOLD ScHLESINGER, Finsbury-street, London, ‘A new
gines, &c.”
proved slide valve.”—13th December, 1871.
w improved combined tvol or household implement "—A communi- 2: Joun Van Dus
Bloomsbury, London, * Circular looms for
3434. Henry Rerp, Herne Bay, Kent, “Improvements in the manufacweaving
re
cation from Joseph Dixon, New York, U.S.
ture of Portland and other cements.”—19t December, 1871.
ARRINGTON SELLARS, Bir kenhead, ( ‘heshire,** Improvements
HEINRK H Witzs NMANN, Pforzheim, Baden, “ Linked chains,"—2sd
3456. Witt1am Anperson, Inverkeithing, Fifeshire, N.B., ** Improve- 100.in Joun
artificial fuel.”
, 1871
ments in treating skins or hides.” —21st December, 187
veLeion, Asylum-road, Peckham, “ Purifying gas from
102.
Joun
Epwarps,
Cassland-crescent,
South
Hackney,
London,
Grorai
bE
3510. Avausres BRYANT CuILps and. Davip Monroe Cups, Mark-lane,
ammonia."”—11t/ Decewber, 1871
prove ments in the manufactu om garters or belts, and fastenings for
London, ‘‘ Improvements in machines for excavating, grading, ditch135. Henry P Pinkt
amden-road, London, ‘* Railways, tramways, &c.”
the same. "12th January, 187!
ing, and conveying pur}
A communication from Sidney Sweet,
12¢ - cen
Deansville, New York, U.S
9th December, 1
dS,
GE
High Holborn, London, “‘ Asphalte roads,
. THomas James Smiru, Fleet-street, London, “* Improvements in the Invention Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of
14 Decen
treatment of lyes and wash waters resulting from the preparation of |
Specification.
Wirasa Resear Lax, Southampton buildings, London, *‘ Supply
woody and other fibres, filaments, and fabrics.”—A communication 121. Winuiam RopertComplete
ing
fuel
to
furnaces
A
communication
from Samuel Danks.—2lst
Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “Im from Cyprien Marie Tessié du Motay, Paris.
December, 1871
vemnents in pipes and pipejoints for gas, water, and other fluids.”—
6. WiLLiAM Srepeins Fisu, Buchanan-street, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B.,
Tomas
James
Suiru,
Chancery-lane,
London,
“ Treating lyes, &c.”
New
York,
U.8.—15th
January
A
communication
from
William
Radde,
“Improvements in the construction of packing for piston-rods, pipe
A communication from Cyprien Marie Tessié du Motay.—lst January,
joints, and other similar purposes.” —1st January,
26. THomas Burt, Northampton, “Improvements in ‘that portion of Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid 2 1872ALPHONSE Novrick and WILLIAM CHARLES Wiip, Hatton-garden,
floating dredgers used in loosening sand, gravel, mud, or other material
* Heightening the colourof gems, &c
vd January, 1872
to be dredged or removed.”—A communication from James Burt, 15). Grorce Kricn aRD PostLeruwaite, Birmingham, ‘Screw nuts, &
Les
WHEATSTONE, Park-crescent, Regent's Park, London, and
Nelsen, Holland.
Jonvery,
AveustTus Srrou, Tolmer’s-square, Hampstead-road, London,
27. Josian Latimer CLark, Westminster *hambers, Victoria-street, West- | 175. 18th
Wittiam
R
Lake,
Southampton-buildings,
London,
‘
Railway
il instruments.”"—4thJe aru, 1Ss2
minster, ‘‘ Improvements in drain traps
carriages.” —19h Jani , 1s.
Ilvarr, Gloucester-gardens, Hyde Park, London, “ Re28. Hans WILHELM CASPERSEN, Newcastle-on-Tyne, ‘‘ Improvements in 186. Henri ADRIEN sane viLLe, Sackville-street, Piccadilly, London, | volving shutters.”-5th January, Isr?
high and low-pressure or compound steam engines.” —A communication
“ Tiluminating gas.”—-20th January, 156%.
6
3
.
Joun
For
, Carsh ult n, “Fire-irons, and kindling of fires
from John Blair, Aarhws, Denmark.
| 8th Ja
141.
Joux
Hexry
Jounsoy,
Lincoln’s-inn-fields,
London,
*‘
Casks,
&&«
29. ALFRED GILMORE, Tandragee, Armagh, Ireland, ** An improved drag
|
16th Janvary, 1869.
or brake for the bobbins on spinning frames.’
Wittiam Thomas ELey, Gray’s-inn-road, London, “ Cartridge cases.” | _All persons h
an interest in opposing any one « f such applications
30. Wittiam Asucrort, jWolverhampton, Staffordshire, “An improved 166.—lS8th
January , 186 ’
leave sustie ulars in writing of their objections to such ay ee
construction and arrangement of buckle or fastener.”
Rowvert Gittes Lownpes, Auldhousefield and Crofthead, Renfrew- should
at the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen¢ ays of its
31. WILLIAM ALEXANDER LytrLe, The Grove, Hammersmith, Middlesex, 226.shire, N.B., and Ma.tcorm M’Cattum, Barrhead, Renfrewshire, N.B., || date.
“Improvements in the preparation and laying down of bituminous
‘ Finishing textile fabrics, &c.”—25th January, 1869.
asphalte for pavement.”
Cuartes Hout, Phoenix Japan Works, Wolverhampton, Stafford- | List of Specifications
ne puytished curing the week ending
34. THomas Morttock, Shafton-road, South Hackney, London, “ Tm- 311.shire,
*‘Screens or shields for closing or partially clusing or covering
January,
proved machinery for dressing and furrowing millstones.”
fireplace
openings "Jad February, isd
1163,
1s.
4d.;
1165,
1s.
2d.g 1172, Is. 8d.; 1176, 8d.: 1185, 1s.; 1207, 10¢.,
35. Joun Hartiey, Colne Field, Colne, Lancashire, ‘“*Improvements in 174. NicHoLtas
Sparta, Liverpool, ‘“ Propelling vessels.” | 1217, 1
; 1502, 1s. 104.: 1304, 8d.; 1330, 1s. 4d.; 1341, 10d.; 1342, 10d.;
shuttles employed in looms for weaving.”
| 19th January, DeMerrivs
180y.
1347, 1s.; 1348, 8d.; 1367, 2s. 4d.; 1369, 10d.; 137 6d.; 1371, 10d.; 1179;
36. Grorce Dominy aud James Russe Weymouth, Dorsetshire, ‘* Im- 184. Poitip CHARLES Evans, Brimscombe Mills, Gloucestershire, and || lod.;
1380, 10d.; 83; 10d.; 1384, 6 -.; 1888, Is.; 1389, 8d.;1 | 8d. 1395,
provements in apparatus for securing w indow sashes and sliding ¥ ames | Henry James Hooe Kine, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “* Feeding
8d.; 1401, 10d.; 1410, 1s.; 1412, 10d.; 1417, 28 104.; 1426, 84; 1433, 8d;
_of cases, &c.”
wool,
&c.”—20th
January,
1869.
14
1436, 6d.; 1437, 1s. 6d.; 1438, 1s. 4d.; 1443, 6d.; 1446, Sd.; 1448,
37. Witti1am Epwarp Newroy, Chancery-lane, London, ** Improvements
JosEPH
ARMSTRON
brins
sworth
Ironworks,
Masbro’,
near
Rother1450, 8d.; 1452, 8d.; 55
; 1472,
1s. 2d.; 1474, Ss. 8d;
in preserving edible animal and vegetable substanceés.”—A commounim, Yorkshire, “ Switches.’ loth Jane
1860.
78, Sd.; 1479, 1s. 2
2, 4d.; 5585 4d; Rm ay 4d.;
cation from Raymond Marie, Jean Baptiste Honoré, Henri Barre-Pin,
GEORGE
ARTHUR
CROW,
Newcastle
spon
tyne,
°
*
Drilling
machines
1569, 4d.;
‘ 3
» a3 1582, 4d.;
. 4a
and Jean Baptiste Marie Ernest Barre-Pin, Paris.
,
1869
583,
4d.;
1539,
44.;
1590,
4d.;
1591,
4d;
1592, 4d;
4d.;
38. Henry Younc Darracotr Scort, Ealing, Middlesex ** Improvements
OHN SIppELEY and Freperick Nort Mack Ave Live rpool, *‘Cooling,
00, 4d; 1604, 4d.; 1658, Is.; 2289, Sd.; 2133, 10d.; 2583, 8d.;
in the purification of coal gas.”
refrigerating
apparatus,”
—2¢
,
1869
i9. Sir CuHarLtes WHEaTsTONE, Park-crescent, Regent's Park, and Joun 195, CHARLES
leigh-street,
Pa
wis
ah
a
are,
London,
MarTHIAS Aveustus STrou, Tolmer’s- square, Hampstead-road, London,
holes in coal, &c 2lat
Jonua 1st
“ Improvements in musical instruments in which vibr: iting tongues i 2 * Boring
Henry Law, Essex-street, Stry und, ILondon, “Connecting soft metal | +* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on
Pe
upon by air are employed.”—4th January, 187
&c.” ith Jaw
so
| rec ipt of the amo u t of price and postage Sums exceeding 5s. must be
THappevus Hyarr, Gloucester-gardens, Hyde Park, London, “*Im- | 3o.pipes,
Lours
ALEXANDRE
g
E
CALLeY
St.
Pau
pe Stxcay, Boulevart St. Martin, }| remitted by Post~«
*r, made payable at the Post-office 5 High
«ae in revolving shutters, and in actuating the sale, Z
** Metallic tiles.” —0th Februa 1869.
Holborn, to Mr a ret Ww. oxdcroft, her Majesty's Patent-office, South41. WiLtiaM ARMAND GILBEE, South-street, Finsbury, ‘Improvements 620.Paris,
Rorert
James
Goopsopy,
Charlville-square,
Tullamore,
King’s
ampton-buildings,
Chancery-lane,
London.
in steam water heaters.” A eommunnteation from James Argall,
County, and Ricnarp Epwarp Doxovax, Ashgrove House, Upper
Mineral Point, lowa, Wisconsin,
Dublin, Ireland, ** Tobacco.” —l«t March, 1869
2. WILLIAM MIDDLEDITCH ScorTt, "Missed, “Improvements in | 202.Rathmines,
Bryce Craic, Branthwaite Cumberland, ‘*Communicating and
breech-loading small arms.”
signal) ling bet ween passengers, guart
i drivers of railway train
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
42. JouHN SuTCLIFFE
asgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “A new or improved
=
anuary, 13869.
racts are classified and arranged from those published by
apparatus for preventing collisions on railway 8.
215
pth
Beatriz, Surbiton, Surrey, “Railway buffers.” — 22rd
ty of the Com nissionersof Patents,
44. Epwarp HoLp
Bradford, Yorkshire,‘‘Improvements in means or
apparatus employed in preparing and combing wool and other fibres.” 259.JanuaiJames , 1860
Sitmay,
Birmingham,
“
Knives
for
cutting
out
the
sole
f
46. ALFRED VINCENT Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Improvements
Class
1—PRIME MOVERS.
boots
and
shoes.”—27th
January,
1869.
in lubricators for railway axles.” — A communication from Charles
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and
ew York, U.S., and John Sexton Sanson, Morrisania, New
Water
Mills,
Boilers, Fittings, dc.
k, U.S.
on which the Stamp Duty of £10U has been Paid. 1796. W. R. Lake, Loudon, Gearing,
48. Right. Hon. James Earl of Carruness, Hill-street, London, “ Im- Patents
* Steam boilers.” —A communication Dated 8t!
Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ** Breech-loading
provements in cleaning railway rolling stock, and in the m: a or 152.fir Wiirms AM Epwarp
J
187
Sth January, 1865
apparatus employed therein.
The said invention relates to steam boilers or generators in which the
Roperr MALvert, Bric street, Westminster, “ Permanent way of water
49. JoHN Spencer PEARSALL, jun., Clapham-common, Surrey, “Improve- 164.railways,
is contained in a number of tubesor narrow compartments con
January, 1565
ments in the treatment of certain vegetable fibres, and in the ma- 165. James &e.”-—-10thk
ted together so that the water will circulate in them, the said tubes
ALFRED Suipton and Ropert Mit —, Ww ase om,
chinery or apparatus employed therein.” — A communication from
arranged
over a fur
, from which the heat passes between the
** Shaping and forging mietals.’ th Jani
ibes or «
s. The inventor forms at each end of the
Howard Devenish Pearsall, Bankepore, Behar, India.—5th January, 143.Staffordshire,
Joun Ropinson and Joux Ssrru, Roch tale, Lance shire, Shaping
187
thes as
ead, and he thereby attaches a screw cover to each
wood.”"—17th
January,
1865.
every tubs He forms near the ends of each water tube holes
50. Tie Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Improvements 154. James CovuLTer, Hud: jerstield, Yorkshire, and Hi RBERT Bano,
in the regeneration of heat for furnaces, and in the apparatus or means
to receive screwed pipes, whereby each tube is connected laterally
Yorks hire, * Facing flags, &c.”—18th Janva 18
to be employed therein.”—A communication from William Sellers and 189.Holmfirth,
se adjacent to it. In the construction of sectional water tube
MatrHew Rosinsoy, Globe Works, Accrington, Lam sashire Shaping
George H. Sellers, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.
m is fe rmed of tubes titted inte tube plates at each end
51. Georce WiLuiamM Garroop, Twickenham, Middlesex, and CHARLEs | the elastic dents of expanding and contracting combs. Zilst January,
Ww iter ind steam chambers. A tubular steam chamber
Harpmet, Richmond, Surrey, ‘‘Improvements in apparatus for com- | 188.1865.. 8 SNIDER, jun., Strand, London, “‘ Fire-arms and ammunition.” r
iver is placed in the uptake to the chimney and connected to the
municating signals to the engine-drivers or guards of railway trains in
foresaid end chambers by suitable pipes. The boiler is made with a
Gist Jemen ¥, 1865.
.
motion, or to stations in case of accident or otherwise.”
of thin 1
late, the parts nearest to the fires being lined with
Georcre Disiey, Fitzroy Works, Euston-read, London, “‘ Fixing casing
52. Wotr Basu, Samvue Basu, and Gustav Basu, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, 232.plates
fire-brick.
1
ses thin flat compartments or sheet water spaces
or sheets of metal.”-—26th Janvary, 1865.
’
PR a ** Improvements in bobbins.”
arranged
over
xaces. The intercommunication of these comWoopwarp, Rosert Woopwarp, JoHnN Woopwarp, and
James Hepworth and Hexry Hepworth, Batley Carr, near Dews- 209.ApaMWittraM
or she
spaces is effected through openings formed in
Woopwarp, jun., Queen's Foundry, New Islington, Manchester partments
“hae Yorkshire, *‘ Improvements in machinery or apparatus for spintheir
sides,
“Furnaces 24th Ja nuary, 1865,
ning woollen yarns.
1803.
D.
i1ve,
London,
*
Governors
and governor valves.” —Dated 10th July,
54. Henry CHOLMONDELEY PENNELL, Down-street, Piccadilly, London,
1N7
* Improvements in skates:”
The improveme
rst, in the construction and application
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
WILiiaM Jonny Cunnincuam, New Oxford-street, London, “ Improvea governor
of
ifety check ; Secondly, in the combination
” mente in means and apparatus for cutting type, and carving, moulding, 2383. Joux Fuetcuer, Bridgewater-street, Broughton-road, Salford, towith
a governor of a peculiar regulating device to allow the engine to run
* Packing — rs for steam engine piston-rods, stuffing boxes, &c.
planing, and ornamenting wood, ivory, bone, stone, metal, and other
at any desired speed ; Thirdly, in the novel construction of the valve and
materials.”
Septemoer, 187
its
chamber;
and,
Fourthly,
in
the peculiar arrangement in a marine
56. Henry Grant Spence, South Stockton-on-Tees, Yorkshire, ‘ ImHENRY oreAD, Moorgate- street-chambers, Moorgate-street, London, rovernor of four balanced balls around
a spindle in combination with a
proved arrangements for connecting the various pipes, cocks, and
Stringed musical instruments.
lth Septenb r, 1871
counteracting
spring
According
to one arrangement of the safety check,
valves to the bottoms and sides of ships or vessels, with the view to 2398. Ric HARD Lone, Liverpool, ‘ Latches or fiistenlngs for gates, the valve spindle is divided inte two
parts, one of which is connected to
afford greater safety to ships and v
the
pendulums
and
the
other
to
the
valve,
and which at their adjacent
®7. THomas PaRKeER, Pilgrim-street, ewcastle-on- Tyne, “‘ Improvements 2405. Ros ER t Freperick MILLER, Hammersmith, ** OOmnibuses, &
ends are connected to a crosshead with two arms hinged together, so that
in heating apparatus.”
imber,
they
will
open
and
close
like
a
pair
of
jaws.
as these jaws are
58. ArTrHuR HaMmiILTon GiLmore, Junior ( — Club, Pall Mall, London,
r Wituiam Tuomson, Edinburgh, N.B., ‘‘Guiding road opened or closed the valve stem is lengthenedAccording
or y=
The cross
“Improvements for preventing noise, breakage, and other incon13th September, 1871.
head is provided with a spring latch to hold the lower jaw up, and a
venience arising from bringing jugs, decanters, and other vessels or
»Denton ABEL, uthampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, strong
spring
which
throws
the
said
lower
jaw
down,
when
released
articles into contact with hard substances.” —6th Januar y, 1872.
London, “*Screw propellers.” A communication ery Adolphe Aubert from the said latch ; a spring top is so arranged as to trip theit *latch
59. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “Tmprovements 2417. Wittiam Roser Lake, Southampton- buéldings, London, ** Stuffing- release the lower jaw and close the valve, when the pendulums fallandto
in melting furnaces.” — A communication from George H. Sellers,
boxes, &c.”—A communication from Edwin Webster Brown.
lowest position. He modifies the said apparatus by so arranging
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S
2418. Jostan Latimer CLARK, Westminster-chambers, Victoria-street, their
parts that when the governor is disconnected or stopped the
60. Georce Lewss, Hassall, near 8.Sandbach, Cheshire, “‘ Improvements in
Westminster, and Joun MUIRHEAD, jun., Crescent, Camden-road, the
pendulums
drop below the lowest point occupied by them while revolving
plough
London, *‘ Telegraph instruments.’
thereby close the valve. The valve stem is extended above the point
61. Bensamin JosePH BARNARD MILLS , Southampton-buildings, London, 2421. Joun Epwin Woop, Kensington Park-gardens, London, “‘ Paint or and
of the pendulums, and the latter are formed with arms
**An improved self-releasing hook.”—A communication from James | varnish for preserving the bottoms of ships, &c.”—A communication ofpr suspension
ting
inward
into a flanged ring fitted to slide upon the stem ; above
Leander Cathcart, Mosely Ezekiel, and Earnest Francis Maurice | from Benoni Horace Wood.
and below this ring are lock nuts. Projecting outward from the
Faehtz, Washington, Columbia, U.S.
| 2425. Witt1amM Epwarp NewrTon, Chancery- -lane, London, ‘‘ Furnaces or ;} pendulur
us
are
other
which is attached a yoke. Below the
62. THomas MacDonatp and Cyrus Eskretr, Hull, Yorkshire, “An | fireplaces and boilers for generating steam.”-—-A communication jon pendulums is a weightedarmsleverto which
bears the rod upward. When the
os: relieving apparatus for preventing the sticking of safety ! John Martin.—l4th September, 187 i
are driven outward the short arms of the pendulums depress the
valve:
GILLEspre, Woodhead, N B., “‘ Fire-clay.”
Eere : la| balls
| 38.29. James
anyved ring and spindle, thereby closing the valve. When the balls
63. Joun ForHercitt, Carshalton, Surrey, ‘ Improvements in fire-irons, | 24 WILLIAM Prosser, Manchester, “Conducting and distributing drop
the said flanged ring rises and the spindle and valve are raised by
| fluids.” —15th September, 187
whereby gas can be applied to the kindling of fires.”
the weighted lever, the valve being thereby opened ; if the governor is
Joun AmsBrose Correy, Bucklersbury, London, ‘‘ Improvements in 2441. Aprien VeiLver and Cu “aLes VeRNY, Rue Joséphine, Lille, France, discomected
or stopped the balls drop lower and the yoke depresses the
the manufacture, sublimation, and distillation of otighur, «salts, tar, | “ Electric signals for preventing railway accidents."
or spindle and immediately closes the valve. It is sometimes
oil, fat, quicksilver, and other substances of a similar nature.”
2442. Jonn Wi_pe and Henry Sinciair, Liverpool, * Level and angle stem
necessary that the governor should be capable of “os to permit
65. James Woopwarp Hiit, Kimbolton-road, Bedford, ‘‘ Improvements | indicators.”
engine to work at a faster or slower speed. The adjustment is
in double-furrow ploughs.”
| 2443. CHARLES Nay.Lor, Liverpool, “Commodes or closets for sanitary the
effected in the following manner \ lever is caused by a strong springto
66. James Brswick and THomas Ports, $Stockport, Cheshire, “*Improvepurposes.”
bear against a shoulder on the valve stem. This spring is placed very
— in apparatus for tilting barrels or casks.” —8th January, 1872
2447. Wittiam Brooke, Leeds, “ Washing bottles.”
near the fulcrum of the said lever; by means of a screw the tension of
Cart Prerer, Southampton- buildings, London, “Improved towing, 2448. FELIX ALEXANDRE ANDRE Manier, Inverness House, Iffley-road, the
said spring and its resistance to the closing of the valve is diminished
as >
and hoisting machinery.”
Oxford, ‘‘ Pneumatic telegraphy. —léth September, 187
or increased. The improved valve is placed within a box or casing con: 2453.
69.
PIERRE
SAMAIN,
Blois,
|
Loir
et
Cher,
France,
“Improvements
in
HERBERT
HaLiiwew.,
Long
Hope,
‘*
Round
bands
for
driving
the
sisting
of an inner and outer chamber. The outer chamber has a double
__ breech-loading fire-arms.”
grooved
pulleys
or
spindles
of
spinning
machinery.’
passage from the inlet aperture which communicates only with the inner
ape CLARK, _
Victoria-street, Westminster, || 2459. Epwarp Hernson Huoen, Royal Hotel, Bridge-street, Blackfriars, chamber
through two ports. The said valve has two pistons fitted to
Improvements in hydraulic lift apparatus for dry docking vessels.”
London, *‘ Keeping off flies, &c.”—18th September, 1871.
slide in the top and bottom of the inner chamber ; the aforesaid ports are
Epwakps, Lincoln-terrace, Willesden-iane, London, * ImWiLtiAM Ropert LAKE, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Torsion between
the two pistons. The inner chamber communicates with the
* Ernest
aes in apparatus for shoto-mechanical printing, parts of | 2467.
springs.”—-A
communication
from
Benjamin
Hersh
Edward
Geer,
central portion of the outer chamber, and the outlet aperture through
— apparatus are also applicable to other purposes.”—9th January, | Richard Dudley, and Richard Francis Gaggin.—19th September, 1871.
the circular apertures in which the pistons work. Fora marme governor
72,
2471. Jon~ SHanks, Barrhead, N.B., “‘ Bath fittings.”
he places four balls around the spindle ; each pendulum is hung upon an
74.ments
Henryin Joseru
Francis
Hupert
Foveav,
Strand,
London,
2474.
Josern
Stanprinc
Dronsrieip,
“Grinding
the
cards
with
which
**
Improveindependent
the two pendulums which are diagonally opposite
scissors.”
September, each other are spindle,
portions of carding engines are clothed or covered.” —20th Se
connected bya link, so that these balls halance each othet
76. ConsTaANTINE De Necri, Hornsey Ironworks, Hornsey-road, Islington,
He uses a spring as the means for opposing the centrifugal action of the
a
“Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of paper 2487.1871.JoHN Waker McCarter, City Saw Mills, Foyle-street, London- said
balls arranged to act in one direction upon the valve spindle, and the
derry, ‘‘ Sawing machinery.’ "—21st September, 1871.
have short arms whereby they act in the opposite directions
80.io
Jones
Henry orJounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Improvements 2514. Joun Oates GREENWOOD, DaNIEL MILLs, and Mason Pearson, pendulums
coms _ said spindle.
diehenging
tapping oer from fu:juseen or wradibies, and
Bradford, ‘*‘Weaving.” —23rd September, 1871.
1907.
.
R.
Lake, Loudon, * Compensating mecha rism for the governors of
ne same into moulds.”—A communication f, Ww
2579. ALFRED Vincent Newrow, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Thrashing and
£2. payer engines.” —A communication, —Dated 20th July, 1871
Selene Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.
+t gg Arar
screening corn, &c.” -A communication from Filippo Grimaldi.
This invention is designed to afford a simple and certain means for aute82. ALEXANDER Horace Branpon, Rue Gaillon, Paris, “The treatment 2580. WitL1am Epwarp Gepor, Wellington-street, Strand, London, matically
governors, while preserving their freedom and “senand —— of the a
for upholstery purposes, and more | “Screening apparatus. "—A communication from Matthieu Felix Devil: sitivencss.”regulating
He may adopt two arrangements based on the same principle.
particularly for making oating mattresses.”—A communication from | laine.
—29th September, 1871.
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He calls the first a differential motion automatic compensator ; and the
second an inverse motion aut ti
p
tor. In the first arrangement
a screw and nut and two wheels are arranged in combination with the
governor. The nut has a tooth, and each wheel has a tooth or number of
teeth. So long as the engine runs at its normal velocity the nut will
remain midway between the wheels, and its tooth will not come in contact with their teeth, but as soon as the speed is either increased or
diminished, the tooth of the nut will come in contact with that of one or
other of the wheels, and the balls will either rise or fall, and close or open
the throttle valve. In the second arrangement he employs two bevel
wheels driven by a single pinion in o posite directions. Each wheel has
a tooth designed to act on a nut which actuates the throttle valve. A
screw rod provided with a ring passes through the nut and the two
wheels. This ring, when the engine runs at its normal speed, lies between
the two wheels; when the speed varies the ring engages with one or
other of the wheels, and the nut is thereby raised or lowered.
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Machinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
Harness, ce.
1780. E. and H. Haynes, London, “ Reels for hose.”—Dated 7th July, 1871.
This provisional specification deseribes a carriage like a wheelbarrow,
which carries apparatus for coiling up or uncoiling the pipe. The
apparatus is driven from the wheel of the carriage
1784. H. E. Brown, Redimans-hill, Dublin, “ Carriages.”—Dated 7th July,
1871.
This invention relates to what are known as broughams and carriages of
a similar construction, and consists in the employment of half doors only
on the class of carriage above referred to. the lower part alone of the door
being retained, whilst the glasses or windows which hitherto formed the
upper half, and which have been made to rise and fall between the door
pillars, are now caused to slide horizontally into the “quarter,” thus dispensing with the door pillars. These glasses are suspended from and
slide along metal rods, and do not engage with the half door, so that the
accidental opening or shutting of the door whilst the glasses are in their
closed position or slid outwards will not injure the glass in any way.
Class 3.—FABRICS.
Iucluding Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
Preparing, Manufacturing, Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing
Fabrics, de.
1765. W. StRANG, Glasgow, “ Looms.” —Dated 6th July, 1871.
This invention relates to improved ornamental fabrics similar to what
are known as leno curtains and figured gauzes, and it consists in producing the figuring usual to such fabrics by loom mechanism modified
from a kind in use for weaving a “ full gauze ” cloth without figuring. The
improvements are also applicable for weaving ‘‘half gauzes.” A reedheddle is used of the kind employed for the plain gauze, but is inverted.
A reed is used to impart the requisite cross movement to the loose warp
threads, instead of the bar or comb hithert® employed.
1786. L. A. Brope and G. Basu, Glasgow, “ Bobbins.”—Dated 7th July,
1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the employment of paper, cardboard, millboard, or other similar material for the formation of bobbins on which cotton, thread, silk, yarn, or other materials
are wound, the bobbin being formed of a tube shape.
1791. E. and A. Prigst, Huddersfeld, ‘ Carding engines.”—Dated 8th July,
S71.
The object of this invention is to improve the working of carding
engines, or render them capable ot doing their work better than heretofore ;
and it consists in applying a rotary stripper or card roller to the under
angle betwixt the first doffer and the swift, to strip the fibre from the
sid doffer, and transfer it to the swift, which then takes it forward into
contact again with the said doffer, where it receives additional working.
This angle stripper is also arranged so thatatraverse is given to it (in addition to the ordinary rotary motion), so as to regulate or equalise the fibre on
the card surfaces. Also the licker-in breast, swift, and first doffer are
mounted upon slide plates or bed plates, resting upon the frame of the
carding engine, and capable of sliding or being moved thereon by screws
or otherwise, so that the card surfaces of the said doffer and swift can be
readily set in suitable relative positions or in near contact with each other,
and from time to time adjusted, according to requirement.
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
ills, de.
1798. R. Hornspy end J. E. Purves, Grantham, ‘* Reaping and mowing
machines.” —Dated 8th July, 1871.
This provisional specification describes improvements relating to the
carrying wheels, the frame, the raking apparatus, the means of supporting
the platform, the finger bar, the fingers, and the knife of reaping and
mowing machines,
Class 5.—BUILDING.
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Implements of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
1770. W. E. Newton, London, “ Breech-loading ordnance.”—A communication.—Dated 6th July, 1871.
The breech of the gun is closed by means of a screwed block which is
screwed from the rear into the body of the gun, in which is cut a female
screw to receive it.
_
A. Ermen, Lancaster, ‘‘ Breech-loading fire-arms, d&e.”—Dated 8th
uly, 1871.
The cartridge chamber is enlarged, as described in a patent granted to
the inventor on the 5th April, 1869, No. 1020, and the breech block is
jointed to the end of the barrel, a needle passes through the breech block
to explode the cartridge, and the hammer in rising forces the needle
forward ;when the hammer is up it holds down the breech block. The
torce of the discharge is resisted by projections on the breech plate.
Class '7.—-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, dc.
1767. W. BuackBuRN, Manchester, ‘‘ Brackets.” —Dated 6th July, 1871.
In one arrangement, at or about the middle of each side of the bookcase
or other enclosure, the inventor fixes a bar or strip of metal, so as to leave
«u space between the back of the bar and the inner side of the case, the
bar being perforated with holes at any required distances apart in a
vertical direction. On each bar is placed a bracket capable of oe |4
and down, and having hinged to it an arm carrying a stud or pin whic!
can be entered into any of the holes in the bar to keep the bracket firm or
removed from them, to allow the bracket to slide up and down, and thus
each bracket can be placed at any — position and held firm by the
stud, and thus enable ‘the shelves to be at any required distances apart.
This arrangement is modified when desired by fixing pins on the bars and
forming holes in the hinged plates, or the bars may be formed with
ratchet cr other shaped teeth, and one or more teeth of a corresponding
shape formed on the hinged plates and indentations may also be formed
in the bars.
1800, A. Bennett, Birmingham, “ Door and other bells.”—Partly a commu
nication.—-Dated 10th July, 1871.
According to one part of this invention the bell is made double-acting,
the bell being rung whether the bell handle be turned to the right or to
the left. Two hammers consisting of cranked levers are used. These
hammers are operated by a three-arm lever, and the latter by a
rotating socket piece, motion to which is given by the square spindle of
the bell handle. The socket piece has pins or tappets on its oes. By
turning the bell handle to the right or left, the rotating socket piece gives
motion to the three arm lever and causes one of the hammers b be lifted
from the bell. On the socket piece escaping from the three-arm lever
the hammer is released, and by the action of its spring is made to strike
the bell. Instead of ringing the bell, by rotating the bell handle the bell
muy be rung by pulling forward the bell handle. In this case one striker
only is used.
Class 8.-_CHEMICAL.
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, dc.
1776. B. Tanner, New Brighton, Cheshire, ‘‘Superphosphate of lime.”—Dated
7th July, 1871.
This invention consists in the treatment of phosphates of lime by means
of various chemical agents, and whereby superphosphate of lime is
obtained in a more or less soluble condition according to the requirements
of the soil to which it is to be applied for the purposes of manure,
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Class 9._ELEOTRICITY.
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Apparatus,
Electrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries.
1792. H. A. Mattock, London, ‘‘ Electric conductors.”—Dated 8th July,
1871.
The i Pp d electric
duct is
p dof a single copper wire,
round which any convenient number of iron wires (say six) are wound or
twisted so as to form a strand.
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
1734. J. Dickson, Chester, “‘ Harrows.”—Dated 4th July, 1871
Tue harrow bills are made of grooved or fluted iron, and to them are
fixed spikes and knives of different lengths and shapes. The shafts and
handles are made of tubular iron, and riveted to bosses hinged to the
arched arms of the implement, so that they can be held at different distances apart, according to the widths of the drills or rows. The arched
arms with their quadrants and
ting rods are held together by bolts
having winged nuts, and the draught chains are linked to hooks riveted
to the front quadrants. The whippletree if made of angle iron with
turned up ones, the angle iron affording strength and lightness, and the
turned up ends preventing catching in the soil when the harrows are
being turned. For leveling the tops of potato or other drills, small chain
harrows are hooked on to the hind quadrants, and for enabling the harrows to be carried over the growing crops on the headland, jointed handles
are attached to the back part of the bills and connecting rods.
1764. E. Epmunps, London, “‘ Ties for bands or hoops.”—A comimunication.—
Dated 6th July, 1871.
This invention consists in making the webs which connect together
the two ribs in ties used for fastening together the ends of hoops or bands
which fasten bales of cotton or other substances taper in thickness
instead of parallel, the metal of which the ties are made being thus
distributed so that with a given strength they are of less weight than has
heretofore been the case.
7166. L. Ducommun, Geneva, Switzerland, ‘Winder for musical boxes,
clocks, de.” —Dted 6th July, 1871.
This invention consists in an improved mode of employing friction for
the purpose of winding instead of using the ordinary ratchet wheel and
catch, and thus procure a winder which is noiseless and comparatively
indestructible. On the ordinary arbor of the winder is firmly fixed a
disc, between which and a washer is placed an actuating handle which is
at liberty to move freely on the cylinder part of the washer, the handle
being held in position laterally between the flanges of the latter and the
disc. The handle has a piece of metal projecting on the side towards the
disc and fitting against the cylindrical part of the same. This piece, on
its edge next to the cylindrical surface of the disc, has a tapering cavity
or recess forming a chamber to receive a smatl loose roller, and another
similar piece of metal with a chamber to receive a second roller is attached
to the frame which carries the arbor. By moving the handle in one
direction it wedges the first roller between the metal piece and the disc,
and carries the latter and arbor round with it. When moved in the
cont
direction this first roller is released and passes to the larger part
of the chamber, to allow the handle to be moved in that direction without
actuating the disc, the latter being held firmly by the wedging of the
second roller between it and the second piece of metal
1771. J. J. Brock, Mosely, Worcestershire, ‘ Moustache protectors.”—Dated
6th July, 1871.
This invention consists in making these protectors separate from the
drinking vessel, and capable of ready attachment and adjustment to
various sized vessels by means of spring clips.
tas J. Harve, Sunderland, Durham, “‘ Cutting metal.”—Dated 7th July,
871.
A hollow rose cutter or ring is employed with teeth formed within it.
The ring is bell-mouthed, and rests on the top of the work, that is to say,
on the roughly shaped cylinder which is to be reduced to a true form.
The cutter is pressed against the part to be cut by a screw and is rotated
by a lever handle. ‘The lever handle terminates in a fork-like frame
which has a ratchet wheel or ring of ratchet teeth fitted into it, so as to be
= “ turn, and a spring pawl fixed to the lever takes into the ratchet
eth.
1794. P. E. Karurrer, Brixton, Surrey, “ Freezing and refrigerating
machines.” —Dated 8th July, 1871.
This relates to apparatus designed for compressing and expanding air
for freezing and refrigerating purposes, and consists of a double-acting
cylinder provided with suction ane ejection valves for forcing the air first
into
a surface or other condenser to deprive it of heat, and afterwards
into an expansion cylinder in which a piston is fitted, the piston being
attached to the main cylinder piston by chains, pulleys, and crossheads.
In some cases the air in a compressed heated state is put in contact with
a vessel containing volatile liquid which is ignited thereby, and is used
for driving machinery in general; the air after this can be sent through
the condensers into the expansion cylinder before it is used for refrigerating or freezing purposes.
1795. R. Skinner, San Francisco, U.S., ‘ Artisicial stone for pavements.”—
Dated 8th July, 1871.
The First part of the invention relates principally to anew combination
of materials to form a concrete block, ped consists mainly in the employment of earthy bituminous and pithy substances combined with calcareous rock, the whole being subjected to a calcining or granulating
process by heat, after which the material is formed into blucks by being
laced in moulds or dies, and subjected to a high degree of pressure.
he Second part of the invention relates to the mannerof forming the
said blocks and laying and cementing them where cementing becomes
necessary. In constructing pavements the blocks are bevelled at their
top edges and fluted at the sides. After a section of the blocks have been
laid down in position the inventor cements them together by pouring in
the heated material prepared as above described, but somewhat reduced
in strength by adding a greater portion of the pulverised or granulated
calcareous rock.
1797. T. Wiitrwew, Stockon-upon-Tees, ‘ Valves.”—Dated 8th July, 1871.
The invention consists in improvements in valves for regulating the
passage of airs, gases, or fluids, where there is danger of such valves
being injured by the action of the heat of such airs, gases, or fluids. The
valve is made hollow, and constructed with a hollow spindle, so that
water may circulate through both the valve and spindle, and the valve is
so constructed that all liability to injury through deposition of mud
within the valve is removed.
1799. G. H. Exuis, London, “‘ Garden and field rollers.”"—Dated 8th July,
1871
The essential feature of novelty is to construct garden and field rollers
of burnt clay, glazed pottery ware, or artificial stone.
1801. J. A. WANKLYN, Hampstead, and ‘W. Easste, Child’s Hill, Hendon,
“ Preservation of milk.” —Dated 10th July, 1871.
The invention consists in mixing glycerine with milk in suitable
proportions, and concentrating the mixture by evaporation if required,
and in employing glycol or mannite as a substitute for the glycerine.
1802. E. Epwarps, London, “ Apparatus for mixing and kneading.”—Dated
10th July, 1871.
This invention consists in that form of mixing apparatus in which the
mixing vessel is inverted for the a “eeof emptying it, of an improved
method of forming and constructing the mixing vessel and hollow centres
upon which it turns, and of frames and stands carrying it, and improved
bolts and catches by which it may be fixed either in an erect or inverted
position. Also of improvements in the driving handles of the mixing
apparatus, by which they may be lengthened or shortened as greater or
less power is required. Also of novel arrangements of mixing arms
attached to a bar of spiral form, which scrapes the substance mixed from
the bottom of the vessel, or of which in some cases the mixing arms
themselves are curved spirally for the same purposes. Sometimes the
spiral bars and mixers are made to revolve backwards and forwards
ag a segment of a circle, instead of being made to revolve com
pletely.
1805. J. Purvis, Liverpool, ‘‘ Ashes hoist.”—Dated 11th July, 1871.
The object is to provide an efficient, simple, and durable hoist for
elevating ashes from the stokeholes! of steamers and from sunk stokeholes. A cylinder with piston, piston-rod, and two, three, or more sheaves
attached to the latter is used. A chain of rope is wove around the
sheaves, and around like sheaves in a stationary frame. One stroke of
the piston raises the bucket or load of ashes the full height.
1806. I. Baaas, Zondon, “ Ice safes,”— Dated 11th July, 1871.
This invention consists in certain arrangements for promoting a
circulation of refrigerated —
air in ice safes, and in ventilating
the same by means of simple and effectual arrangements.
1807. W. Spence, London, “ Roasting pyrites.”—A communication.—Dated
11th July, 1871.
The object of this invention is to roast pyrites in a furnace or furnaces
constructed or arranged so as to cause the heat generated in one part of
the furnace or in one of the furnaces, inwhich
the crude pyrites isroasted,
to pass into the other part or furnace, so as to utilise the heat, and more
completely remove the sulphur. The furnace
be constructed with a
body or lower part, with a fireplace, and floors above it, through which
the heat therefrom may circulate, or separate furnaces may be contiguously arranged to produce the same effect.
1808. F. J. Rowan, London, “Cars or carriages for tramways.”—Dated
11th July, 1871..
’
This invention.consists of the application of an under-carriage or
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bogey, with wheels of different sizes under one end of a tramway car in
such a manner as to form, at one and the same time, a sup;
for the
car and a bed or base for a steam, air, electro-magnetic, or other engine,
which may be used for the purpose of propelling the said car, while the
said bogey carries also a cylinder, or part of a cylinder, of wrought iron
or other suitable material, so
as to cover and conceal the engine,
and to have the appearance externally of being a portion of the car itself.
1809. G. H. Bacuuorrner, London, “ Lamps.” —Dated 11th July, 1871.
The inventor so constructs the lamp as to prevent the escape of oil
when upset, making it with an inner wick chamber supplied witha smajl
quantity of oil only by means of a reservoir surmounting the same, tlie
wick tube exten
downwards sufficiently in the wick chamber to
prevent the escape of any oil thercin, which is supplied to it ‘by a coiled
tube or tubes from the reservoir ; air is admitted to the reservoir by,a
similar coiled tube or tubes, which prevent the escape of the liquid. THe
lamp is extinguished, when overturned, by the aid of a sliding tube or
casing on the wick tube, which tube is weighted so as to fall and enclose
the burning wick.
1810. A. Strauss, London, “‘ Keeping tobacco and other materials moist.”—
Dated 11th July, 1871.
This consists in making such jars or vessels with a space between
them to contain water or other cooling liquid.
1811. F. J. Manceaux, Paris, ‘* Cartridges.” —Dated ith July, 1871.
This consists in making the cartridge in two parts, the first containing
the bullet and powder, and a greased wad enclosed in a paper envelope,
which is ejected from the gun, together with the bullet; the second,
of a metal base or cup containing the cap which is held In a metal chamber itself, held in place by a concave metal washer ; and the rest of the
metal base or cup is filled by a hollow cylinder of paper, the top of which
is broadened out to form an air chamber beneath the powder.. The metal
base or cup alone remains in the barrel chamber after the discharge, and
has to be extracted.
1812. W. F. Swirn and A. Coventry, Salford, ‘ Tools or machines for
turning and planing metals,” —Dated 12th July, US71.
First, it consists in a lathe more especially designed for turning up
the journals of railway wheel axles, formed by a bed and two forcing
or following heads, between the centres of which the axle to be turned is
placed, and it is driven by the friction of pulleys on a shaft parallel to the
axle oscillating in arms from a driving shaft, the frictian pulleys working
in contact with the peripheries of the wheels on the axle being operated
upon. Secondly, it consists in arranging two or more wheels to slide on
a fixed key on a driving shaft, so that any of the required wheels may
be brought into gear with a corresponding wheel on a driven shaft that
actuates a planing machine, by which means the cutting speed of the
table may be varied as required, while the back speed remains constantly
the same.
1814. T. Harrison, Lincoln, “ Drills or distributors for wanure."—Dated
12th July, 1871.
The roller or distributing barrel forms the bottom of the box. On or
near the centre of this roller or barrel the sced or manure falls, and,
thereby, it is at once delivered without undue friction.
1815. A. H. Brannon, Purvis, “‘ Floating mattresses.” —A communication. —
Dated 12th July, 1871.
For this purpose ‘tipha latifolia is submitted to a proper treatment
which increases its natural floating qualities, and is then manufactured
into suitable forms, preferably into usual ships’ mattresses, which are
furnished with cords or other attachments by which the persons to be
saved can hold to the same as they float upon the water.
1816. E. O’Brien, Liverpool, “ Turning over the sheets or leaves of music.”—
Dated 12th July, 1871.
Thin light frames are placed between the sheets or leaves. A coiled or
other spring is fitted to each frame. A bolt holds all the frames while
the springs are in compression or tension. A pedal and levers, or a tap
piece and connections, are arranged to act on the bolt and withdraw.it
the
uired distance to release a frame, thercby the spring is automatically moved and a frame caused to turn over a sheet or leaf.
1817. J. C. Seiars, Birkenhead, ‘‘ Metal founders’ blacking.”—Dated 12th
July, 1871.
The said blacking is produced from, First, decomposed sea ware mixe1
with charcoalor coke ;Secondly, the gummy or gelatinous liquor from
sea ware mixed with charcoal or coke; Thirdly, decomposed sea ware,
charred and ground after the gummy liquor has been removed ; Fourthly,
sea ware mixed in the newly cut state with charcoal or coke, and after
decomposing of the ware grinding the mass ; Fifthly, a weak solution of
gummy liquor added to hot charcoal or coke to cool the same, and afterwards grinding.
1818. W. WALKER, Bosham, Susser, “ Coverings for ricks of hay, &e.”—
Dated 12th July, 1871.
This invention consists in covering ricks or stacks with separate shects
of galvanised, corrugated, or plain sheet iron made to overlap cach other,
each sheet being secured at its upper end by pins driven through into
the rick, while the outer edges of the end rows of plates are tied down
by links or chains secured thereto and to the sides of the rick by pins or
staples. Angular ridge pieces, also tied down by pins, are Se ege we at
the ridge of the rick so as to overlap the uppermost edges of the plates.
For circular ricks the plates are made tapering from the lower to the
upper end, and the upper ends are covered with a cap.
1819. J. D. T. Sparrow, London, “ Darning or mending socks, &c.”—Dated
12th July, 1871.
This invention relates to the arrangement of apparatus whereby
articles, such as socks or stockings, may be quickly repaired or
strengthened in parts which require strengthening, and consists in the~
preparation of a wooden or metallic surface, on which the sock or other
article to be strengthened or repaired is drawn, the part requiring repair
or strengthening to be brought over the surface, which is in regular lines
or co
tions. The part of the article to be repaired or strengthened
is then forced into the lines or indentations by means of a series of pins
or wires mounted in a handle or frame, by which means a series of ridges
will be held so exposed that they can be passed through by a needle or
row of needles at one operation without any difficulty. ‘The surface is
then reversed, the same operation taking place in opposing lines, when
the needle or needles having been again employed, the article will have
the two series of stitches taken into each other and the material to be
operated upon in the usual way, much time and trouble being thus saved
in the operation, and a more regular effect being produced than is usually
attained by ordinary hand labour.
1820. G. F. Harrincton, Ryde, Isle of Wight, “ Propelling ships.” —Dated
July, 1871.consists, First, in taking acontinuous stream of opposing
|
This12thinvention
water from the vessel's line of passage from the surface downwards, and
forcing such stream aft, so as to drive the vessel forwards whilst it is desired to continue the vessel in motion. Secondly, in forcing atmospheric
air into the water which sustains the vessel or is immediately in the rear
thereof, for the purpose of propelling the vessel. These improvements in
propelling may be used either in one vessel in combination or separately,
us may be desired.
1821. 8. C. Lisrer, Bradford, Yorkshire, “ Looms.”—Dated 12th July, 1871.
This provisional specification describes employing compressed air for
actuating the shuttles of looms for weaving narrow fabrics. Also throwing the ttles by
P
d from circular change shuttle boxes, or
— shuttle boxes which have a rectilinear to-and-fro motion given to
them.
1823. J. WALKER, Birmingham, “Attaching
door and other knobs to spindles. ”
—Dated 12th July, 1871.
According to this invention the movable knob of a pair of knobs
is adjusted on and attached to its spindle by the following combination of
parts :—On the screwed end of the spindle is a taper key capable of being
adjusted thereon. The ends of
key are curved and screwed. In
the flange or shoulder of the neck of the knob is a cross recess to receive
the taper key described. The periphery of the flange or shoulder is
screwed, a movable screw collar ing on to the screw of the flange.
The screwed end of the spindle being passed through the door and lock,
the taper key is screwed upon it and made to abut against the lock. The
knob is next
by a sliding motion on to the screwed end of the
spindle and the taper key made to enter the recess in the flange of the
knob. By then screwing the collar on to the screwed flange of the neck,
the said collar covers the said flange and the taper key therein, and thereby securely attaches the knob to the spindle.
1824. J. Wau, Birmingham, ‘‘ Fasteningsfor shirt studs, dc.” Dated 24th
July, 1871.
‘
According to this invention the stud, solitaire, or dress ornament is
made in two
8, a button and a-shank, the said shank having a cross
baratone end. A cross slot is made in the back of the button, and in its
interior are inclines and stops. The shank has a spi
sliding collar,
To fasten the two parts together, the button is presented to and pressed
upon the shank, the cross bar of the shank entering the button. On turning the button through a quarter rotation, the ends of the cross bar slide
up and snap or engage behind the inclines in the interior of the button
and thus fasten the two parts together. ‘ToSeparate the parts the button
is pressed inwards and then partly rotated. The slot in the button is
thereby brought opposite the cross bar of the shank, and the button may
be withdrawn from the shank, The connecting parts are also made
tubular, one part having within it a spring tongue with a hooked end and
e other part an internal annular shoulder.
— the two parts
together the spring tongue snaps behind the shoulder and
the two
together, pressure on the stud of the spring tongue releasing the
wo parts.
ides dress fastenings, this invention is applicable to the
connecting and
of the knobs or handles of dish covers, tea
and coffee pots, and the parts of other articles which require to be reinayvable for cleaning.o> ether purposes,
.
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It is easy to understand that the ironmasters anticipate this determined to continue the strike and to appeal for support from
shortened supply and advance in price of fuel with some the general public.
The colliery engineers announced that they have obtained from
apprehension, if not dismay, and that the aspect of the fuel
of 3s. 3d., 3s. 6d.,
market, combined with the considerable foreign and home demand their masters a concession of 4s. a day ins’
for every kind of iron made here, or elsewhere, the world through, and 3s. 9d. as previously paid, from the following firms:—The
is not calculated to permit of any reasonable ex
tion by Earl of Dudley, Messrs. Dixon and Burne, Mr. Jona’ a. Howl the
and Messrs, Grazebrook and Aston.
consumers that for some months to come they wil be able to Moat Colliery Le
Messrs. Williams had offered the men less than their demand,
obtain supplies under the
ili
uotations.
The yiel of the collieries this week in the thick coal district is and, therefore the offer had been respectfully declined. At the
not so large as it might be, because, although the colliers who meeting on Saturday night at which this announcement was made
work by the day have accepted the shorter time compromise it was determined that the winders should continue to agitate
offered
their masters, there are men who work by the piece, until all of them had the wages they asked for, and it was
d that an
iation of their order had been started at
and are known in the trade as the pikemen, who are not yet
satisfied. They hold that the measurement hitherto regarded as a Princes’ End upon the principles of the Amalgamated Engineers’
day’s work for them, and which is called a “stint,” should be and that the members already numbered fifty.
uced in equal proportion to the diminished day conceded to
the time workers.
For this concession many pikemen are upon strike, with the
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
result to the ironworkers, that a few works are altogether stopped,
(From our own Correspondent.)
and some stopped in part, wanting fuel. Nor is this unsatisfactory
state of things confined to the thick coal district. In the thin coal THE GLASGOW PIG IRON MARKET—NEW FOUNDRY NEAR FALKIRK
or Wolverhampton district there are pits wholly standing, and the
—THE DUNDEE WATER SUPPLY—MINERS’ CONFERENCE—THE
attached ironworks partially stopped, though the men have not
Stopcross RaiLwayY—THE DUNDEE IRONWORKERS’ STRIKE
given notice. They have ceased work, v say, till the result of
GRAVING DOCKS ON THE CLYDE—THE BENHAR COAL-FIELDS
a meeting held yesterday (Wednesday) afternoon, to consider a
SHIPMENTS.
memorial from the men, should be made known by the masters.
The memorial was presented at the last quarterly meeting of Suvce the date of our last report the pig iron market has been unironmasters in Birmingham, when it could not of course be con- usually strong, with a large amount of business doing in all brands.
sidered, because it was only a meeting for business, and yes- On Wednesday the market was firm, and several large transactions
terday was subsequently fixed. The masters met in considerable took place at 75s. to 75s. 7}d. cash, and 76s. one month; closing
force in the afternoon at the Swan Hotel, and there was a buyers over, and sellers at 75s. 9d. cash. The only feature about
lengthened discussion. The deputation said that they represented the trade that calls for any remark is the continued upward
the South Staffordshire Branch of the Miners’ Amalgamated Asso- tendency of prices, and the increased local and foreign demand.
ciation, whose head quarters were at Bolton. Their memorial was } consumption in local foundries is greater than ever it was bethat the hours of labour should be reduced to nine per day. The ore.
Messrs. Smith, Fullarton, and Co., of the Camelon Foundry,
masters ultimately resolved that a reduction in the miners’ hours
of labour should be made two hours per day on Monday and Satur- have opened new works at Kilns, near Falkirk, between the Forth
day, and one hour on the other four days, work to begin every and Clyde Canal and the Stirlingshire Midland Junction Railway,
morning at six o’clock. The concession was made upon the under- which connects the Caledonian and the North British Junction
standing that the men should work regularly six days a week, it Railway. The new works, which cover a large area of ground, are
being stated as a fact by the masters that at the present time the constructed on the most economical and approved system. The
working hours at the pits do not average above forty-five hours main building is 200ft. in length, by a breadth of 152ft. The
per week. In reply to the masters, the deputation, stated that moulding shops are supplied with water for the use of the work
there was no desire on the part of the men to ask for a rise of men in testing their casts and wetting their sand, and the arrangewages, but only for a reduction in-the working hours. The depu- ments for lighting are such that the moulders will always have gas
tation expressed their belief that these terms would be accepted by at their hands by flexible tubes. At their new foundry Messrs.
Smith, Fullarton, and Co., will carry on the manufacture of cast
the men whom they represented.
iron gas and water pipes, with their connections, on a large scale.
The question of the prices of coal was not raised at this ey
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL
TRADES but toler in Birmingham fuel was dearer than last week at all Nearly 200 hands wil be employed.
The good folks of Dundee have for some months past been sorely
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND the sale collieries in the Wolverhampton district, to the extent in
Two rival routes
most cases of 1s.aton. Much of the coal in the district, however, exercised in reference to their water supply.
OTHER DISTRICTS.
are
before the commission. The one route, advocated by Messrs.
is consumed in iron-making by the colliery owner, who, in his turn,
(From our own Correspondent.)
was influenced in his quotat
by the
ion he had made Leslie and Hall, the local engineers, makes provision for drawing
8,000,000 gallons per day from Linbrathen, and 2,500,000 gallons
UNSATISFACTORY CONDITION OF THE IRON TRADE: Short supply the day before to his miners.
No pig iron transactions calling for note were reported yester- daily from Monikie, at a cost of £118,200. The other route.
of materials and fuel—THE WAGES OF THE IRONWORKERS : The
recommended
by Mr. Bateman, provides for the same supply of
with which the
question unsettled —CONTINUED GREAT DEMAND FOR FINISHED day, but consumers complained of the a
by alternative routes. The two plans were under discussion
IRON: Belgian and other makers equally busy — IRONWORKS article in all its diversified qualities is rising. Men who had held atwater
the
meeting
of the Water Commission held on Tuesday last,
STANDING FOR WANT OF COAL HERE—MEETING BETWEEN COAL- aloof from vendors a few weeks ago have just had to give 7s. 6d. a when it was agreed
to lay the whole of the communications from
MASTERS AND COLLIERS — Colliers’ working time reduced eight ten more than they could have got the iron at at the earlier time.
the
engineers
before
Mr. Hawksley, and that the direct route be
The Ironmasters’ Association met this afternoon at the Great
urs a week: Effects of this upon
prices — MEETING OF THE
to. At the same meeting a letter was read from Messrs.
RONMASTERS’ ASSOCIATION—THE ENGINEERING, THE FOUNDRY, Western Hotel, holding their first annual general meeting under adhered
Leslie
and
Stewart,
speaking
in very condemnatory terms of Mr.
AND OTHER SIMILAR INDUSTRIES : State of the order-books—CurR- the new code of laws adopted towards the p sosof last year. The Bateman’s plan.
RENT TENDERS FOR ENGINEERS’ WORK—THE SHORT TIME MOVE- committee reported the result of the conference with the delegates
A
conference
of
miners
representing
the district round about
MENT : Firms mentioned—THE DISPUTE AMONGST THE NUT AND last week in Wolverhampton, and the subsequent offers of the
was held in the Moulders’ Hall in the latter city on
BOLT MAKERS : Mass meeting in Wolverhampton on Wednesday men. After much discussion, the committee were empowered to Glasgow
Wednesday
afternoon
last.
A
number
of reports favourable to
— INCREASED PAY TO COLLIERY ENGINEERS — MOVEMENT hold another conference next Wednesday to arrange the wages to agitation for the eight hours’ system was given
in by the delegates,
AMONGST MILL AND FORGE ENGINEERS—THE SouTH STAFFORD- be paid to end of June and fix a scale for future time; and the and
the meeting, after listening to a lengthy harangue from the
ir
ters bind th
lves to abide by the arrangements that president
SHIRE AND EAST WORCESTERSHIRE MINING ENGINEERS.
of
the
association,
Mr.
Alex.
M’Donald,
resolved to take
THE trade to-day (Thursday) was in a condition most unsatisfac- may be agreed upon.
measures for the establishment throughout the Maryhill and
is
no
falling
off
in
the
d
d
at
the
leading
engineering
Glasgow
districts
of
the
eight
hours’
system.
tory to nearly everyone doing business here as ironmasters or as iron- There
+, lieh
ts and foundries and factories in and about BirmingThe Stobcross Railway is making tolerable progress, but it is not
consumers. No one can get what he wants within r
time, even at prices that are excessive as compared with the quota- ham. All are fully occupied, and are likely to remain so cutably likely to be ready for opening until towards the close of next year.
tions of a few months ago merely. The great demand recently for a few months. Most of them are, however, complaining of the The new line when completed will be of immense advantage to the
reported keeps up, and there is no sign of abatement in any difficulty they find in getting sufficient fuel, and of the short supply shipbuilding yards on the Clyde, and it will provide facilities
quarter but that which embraces the manufacturers of small and of the raw material when iron is used either for casting or for never hitherto possessed for the conveyance of goods to and from
cheap hardwares of which the fabricis iron. The difficulties that riveting, or in the iron-braziery and japan and other light the harbour of Glasgow.
surround the maker are, however, greater than ever. He cannot industries.
The strike of the Dundee ironworkers came to a close on SaturAmongst the tenders now sought from manufacturers in this day last, when the masters
dd to concede the terms sought by
fix a price for any time forward, because he is unable to state definitely what will be his expenses either in materials or labour. The district is one from the company who have the construction of the their workmen. On this understanding the great majority of the
former are rising almost every alternate day, and the latter cannot railway in Santander in Spain. They want a wrought iron bridge, workmen resumed operations on Monday morning, and of those
yet be fixed for any definite time. The finished ironworkers are to be erected with cylindrical columns over the river Paz, situated who had gone to Glasgow, Newcastle, and elsewhere in search of
not generally content to accept the terms that their masters offered twenty-one kilometres from the port of Santander. The Irish employment, not a few found their way back to ‘‘ bonnie Dundee.”
at the conference last week. Some of the men require 1s. more North-Western Railway Company also want 780 tons of rails and The Newcastle delegates brought back a message that inspired
per ton, whilst others, without knowing what the others asked, 204 of fish-plates. The Gas Committee of the Southport Corpe- their fellow workmen with renewed hope and confidence, although
said that they should be content with a rise of half that amount. ration want an iron roof for a retort house, together with annular it was far from gratifying to the masters, being to the effect that
d
, ex exhauster, and engine scrubbers, steam pumps puri- they had made arrangements for securing employment for nearly
It seems likely, therefore, that another conference between the
ironworkers’ delegates and the committee of the Ironmasters’ Asso- fiers, station meter, governor, large travelling crane, large iron all the men who had come out on strike. Equally favourable
roof for purifying house, two cast-iron cisterns, connection pipes, reports were brought back from Glasgow, and the masters found
ciation will have to take place.
Very little business was done to-day. No one will give out an and other iron work. They likewise require a 20-horse steam it quite impossible, in the face of so much pressure, to maintain
order unless he is absolutely compelled to get the iron for imme- boiler and the customary valves, gauges, and fittings. The Nagpur an attitude of resistance. The fifty-one hours’ week will now,
diate consumption ; whilst the makers on the other hand do not water-works in the Central Provinces, India, want a pair of con- therefore, be general in Dundee.
The engineering and shipbuilding works of Messrs. Tod and
care to book orders in the present state of their sheets. Makers densing engines to be worked expansively, with two boilers,
are encouraged in the firmness with which they quote by the know- umps, and the like, in all respects complete. Each engine with Macgregor-—one of the oldest firms on the Clyde—are about to be
ledge that not themselves alone but likewise the makers upon the its pump or pumps, when working separately with the boiler only, transferred toa limited liability company, of which the Earl of
Continent are all full of work, for the delivery of which customers must be capable of raising 24 cubic feet of water per minute from Airlie will be president. The most noteworthy fact about the
are pressing. Orders have been offered in this district at customers’ a shallow well, and discharging it into a service reservoir through transference is that the new company propose to construct one or
prices. When they were refused makers were informed that a pipe 7in. in diameter and 1320ft. in length. The Landore more additional graving docks on the land they have acquired
the iron could be got in Belgium on the terms that were Siemens Steel Company, Swansea, want a strong three or four along with the works. It will excite the surprise of many to
rejected. The customers reckoned without their host. They could tons steam travelling crane with quick and powerful gear, so that learn that there is at the present time only one graving dock.on
no more place their orders in Belgium on the terms that were re- it may be occasionally used for shunting. It will have to be the Clyde above Port Glasgow, and this solitary dock belongs to
jected than they could in England ; and the same was found to arranged to travel, swing, and raise or lower the jib by steam and the firm of Tod and Macgregor. Constructed at a cost of
apply both to Germany and to France. The upshot was that the = the load on, The maximum radius of the jib must he 15ft. to £120,000, this dock measures 500ft. long within the gutes,
56ft. wide at the entrance, and 18ft. deep at ordinary
specifications have come here upon producers’ own terms, as well bt.
Messrs. Mapplebeck and Low have granted the nine hours per spring tides. So far back as 1819 a graving dock, as an
as to prices as to deliveries. Those terms now are £11 for bars and
adjunct to the other harbour works of the Clyde Naviga£12 10s, for sheets and plates, with deliveries at indefinite periods. day request to their workpeople.
Messrs. E. Lewis and Son, of the Britannia Boiler Tube Works, tion Trustees, was proposed by Telford; but its construction
The outcry for the means of producing iron, whether in a raw Ettingshall,
adopted the nine hours’ system in compliance has been delayed because of other and more necessary works, and
or finished state, is something extraordin
It is hardly so with arequesthave
made some time ago by their workmen.
it was not until within the last three years that the trustees proloud here asin the North of England; but it was never before
Mr. John Brotherton, of the Imperial Tube Works, Wolver- jected the construction of a public dock for Glasgow. The pro
heard hereabouts with the distinctness that now prevails. Matters hampton,
had
before
made
a
like
i
licited
gress
of the latter dock has, however, been greatly delayed in con
have not been improved by the strike last week throughout most
In reply to the
requisition of the moulders employed at Olent- sequence of a dispute between the contractors and engineers.
of the colliery districts surrounding Dudley. Not only were the moor
Foundry,
Kidderminster,
Mr.
F.
Bradley
has
issued
a
notice
After
the work had proceeded some distance it was almost entirely
iron works inconvenienced, and certain of them partially stopped, stating that he has decided on trying the nine hours’ movement destroyed
by the water welling up through the sand and gravel
by the dearth of fuel : householders likewise could not get allthey with the hope that it may prove beneficial to employers and from springs
in the bottom, and the building, so far as it has
needed, even after supplies had been obtained from other districts. employed.
r. Bradley says :—‘‘ Much depends upon yourselves, already advanced, was condemned by the engineers. Mr. Bateman,
So scarce was the commodity that even in the e:ainent collie
by
steady
attention
to
your
duties
you
will
be
able
to
offer
your
who
is
the
constructing
to the Clyde Trust, was calle:
neighbourhood mentioned coal is said to have been sold at as high master a fair day’s work, and by suitable recreation during your in to arbitrate on the causeengineer
of dispute, and he has issued an interim
a figure as 25s. a ton.
increased leisure fit yourselves to cope with the business you Sore award in favour of the contractor. Meanwhile, however, the
Whether the inconvenience will be diminished by the arrangeThe alteration is totake effect from the 3rd of February. work is at a standstill, and it is impossible to say when it will be
ment just come to between the colliery owners there and their in hand.”
nut and bolt makers, to the number of about one thousand, in completed. It is rather a notable fact that whereas Liverpool
workpeople does not ampere. By that arrangement the time theTheBirmingham,
Darlaston, and Wolverhampton has built upwards of twenty public docks, Glasgow at the present
of certain of the colliers
been reduced eight hours per week. districts are now uponSmethwick,
strike. The operatives object to the adop- time has not a single one—all the graving docks both at anil
Under ordinary circumstances it would
infe:
that
to
tion
of
a
list
of
prices
by
the
manufacturers
is a reduction above Greenock being private property.
reduce the hours of labour at the collieries must be to diminish upon the original scale, and to regulations in which
which the employers
A company has just been formed for acquiring and working the
the supply. Hitherto, however, the habit of the men has been to propose to deduct from the workmen’s wages 3d. for every hour Benhar
comprising more than 2000 acres, which is now
work but little on the Monday ; but inasmuch as the new arrange- the men lose over two hours’ per week, and 3s. per blast, where held on coal-field,
coa Imast
lease by Mr. George Simy
The Benhar
ment, which makes Monday two hours shorter than heretofore, is fan blast is used, and 6d. per week for
ing breezes.
e coal-fields are situated nearly equidistant between Glasgow an|
between the masters and the leaders masters have consented to reduce the hours of labour to fifty-four Edinburgh; and we learn from the prospectus of the new company
based upon the understan
the colliers shall work full time
of the men that henceforth
week, but as the men say that when the working hours were that the quantity of coal of the No. 1 seam (depth 25 to 35
to the revised hours the week through, the hope is in- per
acco’
sixty per week they could not then obtain a livelihood, they con- fathoms) is estimated by Mr. Geddes at upwards of 4,350,000 tons,
dulged by the ironmasters that the output may in coal b>larger sider that the fewer hours and a reduction of one tenth upon their and of the No. 2 seam (depth 30 to 50 fathoms) at upwards of
in time to come than in time past.
e colliery proprietors are wages will make their
ition altogether unsup
le. The 4,840,000 tons, and there appears no difficulty in providing an
hours of labour was manufacturers have published
not so sanguine. Hence, diminishi
notices in which theyinsist as a output from these two seams av
ing 300,000 tons a year.
accompanied with the rise of a apr y bape in the price of
condition
of
men
commencing
their
employment
that
they
shall
e shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports for the week ending
and sixpence per ton in the price of
coal, together with . individually subscribe to the rules of the Manufacturers’ Associa20th January amount to 8887 tons, as compared with 8533 tons for
abolition of certain overweight and what is termed “s
-g
and disconnect themselves from the Nut and Bolt Makers’ the corresponding period of last year.
e imports of Middlesallowances, against which the representatives of the Earl of Du ey tion,
Protection Society, or any other society or union of such opera- | brough pig iron into Grangemouth for the week ending Saturday
have for some time past been ponees, and which in their case tives.
At
a
mass
meeting
of
the
wor
le
from
the
various
|
last
amount
to
1550
tons,
or
a
decrease
of
100 tons as compared
they have resolutely abandone:
districts held yesterday, (Wednesday) in olverhampton, it was with the same week of 1871.
1825. W. E. Newton, London, “ Letterpress printing.”--A communication.—
Dated 12th July, 1871.
This is a t cylinder perfecting machine, and prints on both sides of
i
. a
tin; ‘linder — on both rolls of
iaper,gygne of which
RA passes overoe itif
and
and thethe oother un erit. The othersides
the paper are printed by two other cylinders. There is also a machine
for wetting the paper.
1826. G. and T. SHaw, Dukinjleld, Cheshire, “‘ Treatment of vegetable
JAbres.”—Dated 12th July, 1871.
This invention relates to those vegetable fibres which are now used in
the manufacture of brushes,
, and for other purposes as substitutes for horsehair or bristles, and consists in giving them a lustre by
the use of rotary brushes and sizing.
1827. W. B. Morratr, Essex, and G. M. Hentey, London, “ Burning bricks,
dc.” —Dated 12th July, 1871.
This invention
ists of an im
d method of burning bricks, tiles,
and all articles employed for building purposes manufactured from clay
or other analogous substances in which alumina forms the basis, whereby
they obtain a grey colour, varying from a light to a dark tint.
1828. J., W., and F. W. Epmonpson, Manchester, ‘‘ Etching, &c., dies.”—
Dated 12th July, 1871.
This invention consists of an improved combination of
'y for
giving motion to the diamond points or other instruments by which the
design or pattern is produced, being an improvement upon former letters
patent granted to the inventors on the 8th day ef April, 1870, No. 1033.
This invention consists also in improved machinery for giving partial
rotary motion to the cylindrical dies used by engravers to calico printers.
This invention consists also of an improved
ement of levers connected with the ordinary treadle motion of pentagraph engraving machines
for actuating the punches.
1829. J. J. Franks, &troud, Gloucestershire, “‘ Flushing.”—Dated 12th July,
1871a
The novelty of this invention is that by reason of the guard used the
water is fully and fairly distributed over the whole surface of the vessel
which is soiled, and it is self-acting, and the water only flows when it is
wanted.
1830. W. R. Lake, London, ‘Knitting machines.”-—A communication,
— Dated
12th July, 1871.
This invention relates to a machine provided with a disc or wheel
which carries sliding pins that receive the loops from the needle, the said
loops being received in a —y 4 for retaining the stitch upon the slidin,
pins while the needle passes rough the loops. The said disc or whee
is provided with a radially grooved revolving ring for holding the pins in
position, and a recess into which the said pins pass when being withdrawn to allow of the passage of the needle past their points. A drivin,
wheel provided with a reversible portion is combined with a feed whee:
and the said revolving ring having pins or projections on its upper surface. The cam wheel and a sliding lever are combined with the stitchretaining pins. A needle having a reciprocating vibrating action is employed in combination with the stitch-retainer and the sliding pins, and
in combination with the supporting disc he uses reciprocating stitchholding pins.
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THE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: Higher prices—DANKS’ PUDDLING
FURNACE — THE IRONMASTERS’ ASSOCIATION — SHIPBUILDING
AND ENGINEERING—-MARINE ENGINEERS— PRICES.
For several months past the Cleveland iron trade has been steadily
improving. At present the entire trade is in a healthier condition
than ever. Every maker has contracts on his books which will
keep his plant fully occupied for many months. Every available
blast furnace is at work, and although the iron which is being
made now is being delivered on account of contracts entered into
when No. 3 was sold at 45s. and 46s. per ton, the makers are perfectly satisfied, and are booking orders at 69s. for No. 3. There is still
a very heavy demand for iron, Buyers are numerous, and, convinced that prices will be further increased, they purchase readily
whenever they have an opportunity. On ‘Change at Middlesbrough on Tuesday there was an average attendance and a fair
amount of business was transacted at high prices. Some makers
were quoting as much as 70s. for No. 3.
he supply of fuel is
more regular. Rapid progress is being made with the new blast
furnaces in course of.construction on Teesside.
There is great animation in the finished iron trade. The
demand for rails, plates, angles, and bars is excellent. Good
prices are being obtained, and there is no doubt a capital year’s
work in this branch of industry will be done before next January.
Last week I called attention to Danks’ puddling furnace.
Since then I have seen one of the commissioners, who has just
returned from America, after having with two other gentlemen
thoroughly investigated the working of Danks’ furnace. I have
no doubt the furnace will prove a success in Cleveland, The
commissioners sent out to America by the Iron and Steel Institute,
it will be remembered, were Messrs. J. A. Jones, Middlesbrough,
G. J. Snelus, Dowlais, and J. Lester, Wolverhampton. Those
gentlemen have made a careful report to the Institute. They
deal elaborately with all facts connected with the furnace, and in
one part of the report they say, ‘‘ The machines we experimented
on are in an early stage of the rotary process of puddling,
and immense strides can rapidly be made in developing the process, which strides will materially affect the Prnsehare 3 |bearings
of the matter as it now stands. At present we are agreed that the
ro
furnace as it now is offers advantages commercially over
the old process.” Iam glad to be able to add that Mr. Jones is
preparing a paper on the Danks’ furnace. Messrs. Hopkins,
Gilkes, and Co., are getting on as fast as possible with the erection
of Danks furnace at their ironworks, Middlesbrough. I understand Mr. Danks’ will return from America in February
to superintend the erection of several of his furnaces in the North of
England.
On the 30th inst. the annual dinnerin connection with the Ironmasters’ Association, will be given at Middlesbrough.
Shipbuilding on the Humber, Tees, Wear, and Tyne, continues
most active. On the latter river there are no fewer than thirtytwo steamers, with a tonnage of upwards of 1000 tons each, in
various stages of construction. Six of these are upwards of 2000
tons. The well-known dockyard of Messrs. T. and W. Smith, at
St. Peters, is being transformed into a great boiler-making
—
by Messrs. R. and W. Hawthorn and Co., of Newcastle.
me
in all its branches is in a most satisfactory condion.
There has been another meeting of iron steamship owners at
North Shields, to consider the present relation of the engineers
employed on board their steamers to the masters and owners. I
am sorry to say that many of the owners of steamships have very
extraordinary notions about engineers. The meeting referred to I
understand decided to memorialise the Board of Trade to do away
with engineers’ certificates altogether, and throw the trade open. I
should think that our Tyneside friends will find that the Board of
Trade will not be willing to forward free trade views to such an
extent as that. Engineersin steamboats have heavy responsibilities,
and thanks to the Board of Trade, who insist upon a most strict
examination, they are at present a thoroughly efficient body of
men. The shipowners on the Tyne will probably find that if they
substituted men without certificates to take charge of marine
engines the underwriters would have something to say in the matter.
WALES

AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE IRON TRADE : No tendency to fluctuation : Unprecedented prosperity in every branch: The demand increasing for all descriptions of iron: Fresh engagements being entered into : Cautiousness
exercised by manufacturers in booking new transactions: The
scarcity of raw materials : The South American demand ; North
American and Canadian inquiries
— THE HOME TRADE— THE
WAGES QUESTION—THE
TIN-PLATE TRADE— THE STEAM AND HOUSE
COAL TRADES — THE FIRE-DAMP EXPLOSION AT MAESTEG — THE
NINE HOURS’ MOVEMENT- BREACH OF COLLIERY RULES : A manager fined —NEW TIN-PLATE WORKS AT LLANTRISSANT—THE ARBITRATION IN THE COAL TRADE.
Wirxovt the slightest tendency to fluctuation, the state of the
iron trade is one which is only the more fully realised as week
after week passes = In every branch unprecedented prosperity
has set in ; and as far as can be seen the progress of weeks and
months will add to the measure of activity rather than diminish
it. Although no material change has taken place since last week,
one cannot help expressing satisfaction at the pleasing condition
of things, and a feeling of congratulation seems to pervade the
whole district, while all connected with the trade are reassured in
their expectations in regard to the future by the successful realisation of those of the past.
The demand is increasing for all descriptions of iron, but makers
are quite unable to attend to all inquiries. Many of the establishments are still engaged on orders taken before the end of the
year, but those are now gradually disappearing, and more fresh en—
are being entered into. The same caut
is,
however, exercised by manufacturers in booking new contracts,
as, although appreciably advanced quotations are obtainable, the
are not disposed to commit th
ves to tr
tions which will
bind them down for any length of time. Values of manufactured
iron cannot long remain stationary under existing circumstances,
and therefore the most advisable course for makers to pursue undoubtedly is to strive only to meet current and legitimate requirements on the best terms offered. Coal, coke, iron ore, and pig
iron are all materials of which it is now most difficult to obtain
anything like adequate supplies, and as a matter of course the
more pressure is put = producers the higher they fix their
quotations. Consequently the cost of raw materials is gradually
en
and will probably reach a higher quotation shortly
than has been known before for many years past.
Railway and bridge iron is in extensive request on South
American account, and the clearances from the local ports continue larger in that than in any other direction. For a few weeks
more this is a. to be the case, but as the spring approaches the
iron exports will begin to turn gradually in Northern directions,
and the great markets of the Northern States of America, Canada,
and Northern Europe will again be taking heavy supplies of rails
and other descriptions, and such a demand wil then have commenced that probably has not yet been experienced this year.
Some of the smaller establishments of the district are largely enin executing rail, bar, and plate contracts for home purposes,
and the hands are kept in full work. In quotations there is no
advance to report.
The movement for an advance in wages has commenced among
the ironworkers, and shortly, no doubt, it will become general.
With a view to avoid cessation of operations, which would no
donbt be the case, it is pleasing to find that the proprietors of the
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Blaenavon Ironworks have announced by notice posted up at the
works that an advance of 10 per cent. in wages will be given on and
after the beginning of March. This company having taken the
initiative, and as such a course will sooner or later have to be
adopted at all the works, the other i¢onmasters will in all probability follow the example of the Blaenavon Company.
Tin-plate makers continue to keep a good number of orders in
their books, and their works are a |employed.
Work at the steam coal collieries has
m carried on more
regularly since the
itive announcement was made that the
arbitration to settle the rate of wages to be paid has been fixed to
commence on Monday next. The demand continues brisk from all
the principal foreign markets and mail-packet stations ; but as the
output has increased, there are fewer complaints of the difficulty
of obtaining adequate supplies. In the house coal trade there is not
much change to note.
on is a good demand, and the colliery
proprietors have no difficulty whatever in disposing of the get of
their collieries,
The inquiry into the explosion of firedamp, by which eleven men
were killed, at the Oakwood Colliery, the property of the Maesteg
Merthyr Steam Coal Company, which occurred on the 11th inst.,
has been concluded. The evidence of several witnesses and the
statement made by Mr. Wales, the Government inspector of mines
for the district, went to show that the colliery was well ventilated
and the colliers worked by locked safety lamps. Shot-firing was
allowed in the workings, but when it was necessary men were
selected by the overman for doing so. In a heading worked by a
collier named Caleb Davies, shot-firing had been expressly prohibited by the foreman some days before the explosion occurred,
but it was clear that a shot was fired there on the morning of the
disaster, and it was believed that this had ignited a sudden discharge of gas, and hence the explosion.
The jury returned a
verdict that the deceased were killed by an explosion of gas, but
the evidence was not sufficient to enable them to say how, or by
whom the gas was ignited.
The nine hours’ movement is continued. The Taff Vale Railway Company having considered a memorial from their
employés have declined to reduce the number of fhours to be
worked per day until they see what other railway companies are
going todo.
They also decline to give the men 1 pence advance
until their wages reach 25s. a week, but they wil grant them a
rise of 1s, per week each, and each man will be allowed three
days’ holiday every year. Resolutions were passed at a meeting
of the men expressing their thanks to the company for the concessions made. The question of the hours of labour remains in
abeyance. The nine hours’ system has been adpoted at several
small establishments, where smiths, carpenters, masons, Xc., are
employed, during the week. Among the iron companies the
sroprietors of the Rhymney Ironworks and the Llynvi Ironworks
on agreed to adopt the nine hours. The system will also
be adopted at the Llandore Steel Works on the 1st of March.
James Wilson, manager of the Hook Colliery, Haverfordwest,
has been fined £20 by the magistrates of that district for a violation of the Act of Parliament in not providing sufficient ventilation in the colliery. An explosion had occurred by which two
men had lost their lives.
It is understood that extensive new tin-plate works are shortly
to be started at Llantrissant. The company has been in formation
for some time past.
At a meeting of the steam coal colliers it was agreed to make a
levy of 6d. per man at every colliery to defray the expense of the
arbitration which is to be commenced on Monday.

.
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cases were adjourned until the 26th of February, the defendants
being advised to serve out their legal notice.
At present there are thirty-two iron steamers building on the
Tyne, with a tonnage considerably exceeding 1000 tons each.
Six are over 2000 each. The doc
d of Messrs. T. and W.
Smith, at St. Peter’s, is being transformed into a boiler-making
establishment for Messrs. R. and W. Hawthorn and Co., who
will shift that branch of their factory to St. Peter's entirely. It
is being also fitted up with machinery for boiler-making, and
shears are being e'
to lift forty tons on board new steamers,
which will have their engines placed on board there, instead of
alor gside the building yards, or by the large crane at Newcastle
Quay. Messrs. R. and W. Hawthorn and Co. are also re-fitting
an engine establishment in the Close, where it is anticipated they
will do most of their screw-shafting and other heavy work.
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WirH regard to the proposed Northern Pacific Railway, it
appears that this great ae of constructing a line from Lake
NORTHERN AND EASTERN Superior, right across the United States, to Puget Sound on the
COUNTIES.
Pacific Coast, south of Victoria, Vancouver’s Island, has lately
undergone a very thorough and
ing investigation by a group
(From our own Correspondent.)
important financial houses on the Continent, at the head of
THE BENGAL (s.S.)—TRAMWAYS AT SHEFFIELD—MARINE ENGI- of
which,
it
is
understood,
is
the
Union
of Vienna, in conseNEERS—STATE OF TRADE IN WEST YORKSHIRE—PRESTON NEW quence of proposals made to them for Bank
in Europe half the
RAILWAY STATION — TRADE AT THE HakTLEPOOLS — DaANks’ bonds of that line, to the amount of placing
millions
of dollars, the
PUDDLING FURNACES—ANOTHER COAL DISCOVERY— WHITEHAVEN other moiety being reserved for America, The inquiry
has brought
WET DOCK—ROLLING STOCK ON THE NorTH-EASTERN—SHEEP- out objecti
to the sch
as it now exists, and considerable
BRIDGE Coat AND Iron CompaNny—TRAMWAYS AT LEEDS— modifications must
be
made
before
the
continental
capitalists
take
TYNESIDE INDUSTRY-—TYNE DREDGING —THE VENTILATION OF it up.
MINES—A NEW STEAM VENTILATOR.
THE two conditions upon which the directors of the SouthTHE Bengal steamer (of about 2000 tons) has been fitted with new Eastern
Company advised the Hythe and Sandgate
compound engines of 300-horse power, by Messrs. Laird Brothers, a= ageRailway
to make this branch line three and a-quarter miles in
Birkenhead, for Messrs. Edward Bates and Sons. On her trial ength, for which
the
land had been bought and paid for, were an
trip she attained a speed of nearly twelve knots per hour.
with the War-office in the matter of the military canal,
A private meeting of iron steamship owners belonging to the agreement
and an assurance that land would be available at moderate rates
Tyne was held at North Shields yesterday evening week. The for
the extension of building. The directors have now reason to
meeting was called to consider the present relation of the engineers
that the question of the terms and conditions upon which
employed on boa’ d those steamers to the masters and owners. The hope
her
Majesty’s Secretary of State for War and the company should
conclusion come to by the meeting was that the Board of Trade
upon the acquisition of the north side of the military canal,
should be memorialised to do away with engineers’ certificates, and agree
a point near the intended ‘‘ Shorncliffe Camp Station” on
throw the trade open. Some gentlemen argued that as engineers fromproposed
Hythe and Sandgate line, to Ham-street, where the
and stokers employed on railways are not certified, therefore the
canal
crossed under the Hastings line, by the company, and the
engineers on board steamers should not be.
upon which the company might make a railway along this
Railway iron of all kinds continues in great demand in West | terms
may be considered as on the point of decision. The use of
Yorkshire. The Midland Railway Company having given an order land,
canal bank and contiguous property for a line of rails will
for forty locomotives to Messrs. Dubs and Co., of Glasgow, Messrs. the
enable troops and stores from Shorneliffe and Hythe to be conTaylors, of the Clarence Works, Leeds, have contracted to supply veyed,
to all parts of England, Wales, and Scotland,
the cranks, Messrs, Fairbairn, Kennedy, and Naylor, of Leeds, without continously,
marching and transport. And should the War-office and
have constructed another important machine tool; it is a radial the companies
having
railways in the district co-operate, a short
drill, with Crow’s patent balance table.
of line three miles from the end of the Hythe and Sandgate
Active operations have been commenced at Preston for the Homes
ine
to
Folkestone,
and
another short piece of land nine miles from
construction of the new railway station, in lieu of the old and Dover to Deal, would complete
a direct
coast line,
for
defective one, which for years has been a source of danger and | operations of defence, all the! way
from London
to available
Portsmouth,
inconvenience to the public.
4
At the Hartlepools, the ironworks continue to turn out large and, with a detour herethe way and there, all to Penzance.
THE Cost oF TUNNELS.—The cost of existing tunnels has been
quantities of rails and bowl chairs, and other materials, considerable shipments being made. Several large iron screw steamers | governed by such various conditions of locality and soil that they
| can have little bearing upon the present question. It may be
are building or fitting o ut, and orders continue to come in a
to cite a few prominent examples.
A valuable seam ofcoal has been discovered on the estate of t e worth while, neverthe
cost £195 per linear yard, which
Duke of Devonshire, by the Wingerworth Colliery Company, while The Mont Cenis tunnel
sinking a new shaft near Chesterfield. The sinkers found the bed would amount for a length of twenty-two miles to £7,450,400.
at a depth of 450 yards from the surface. The pit, which is the The three most costly tunnels made in England have been the
leepest in Derbyshire, will be worked by the above-named Kilsby, the Saltwood, and the Bletchingley, each of which was
company, under the style and title of the Hardwick Colliery executed in treacherous strata, giving out
e quantities of water.
Company. Powerful machinery is being laid down for the working In making the Kilsby tunnel a hidden quicksand was discovered,
by which the works were b terre , For 4 owe time
of the mine.
The Whitehaven Harbour Trustees have received offers as
pum
apparatus a
insufficient, but by the employfollows for the construction of a new wet dock :—F. Nowell, Ham- ment oF tosemen. 200 ‘horses, and thirteen steam en; ow dl
mersmith, £90,222; Hodgson and Ridley, Workington and Mid- working night and day for eight months, 1800 gallons per minute
e cost of the work was
dlesbrough, £93,636; Barnett and Gale, Victoria-street, West- were raised from the quicksand alone.
estimate, to £350,000, or £145
minster, £138,500; J. Chappell, Holbeach, Lincolnshire, £115,364; raised from £90,000, the origi
e same rate of expense for twentyH. Jackson and Co., London, £65,232; W. Scott, Newcastle-on- per yard for 2400 yards.
Tyne, £69,743; T. Nelson, Carlisle, £93,751; W. J. Doherty, two miles would amount to £5,646,620, The Saltwood tunnel cost
Dublin and Belfast, £101,220; J. Durden, Northfleet, Kent, porte eo the
, £72; or, for twenty-two miles,
eg ere anti
The cost of the railway
£82,000; and J. Phillips, Westminster, £75,869. Mr. Brunlees, £4,568,960
C.E., recommended the tender of Mr. Walter Scott, which was tunnels in France has
from
per yard, being that of
the lowest but one, and under £70,000, be accepted. The trustees Terre Noire, on the Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean Railway, to
adopted the following amendment :—‘‘ That the matter of the wet en
ard, that of Batignolles,
near Paris,on the Cheminde
dock be referred to the Wet Dock Committee, for them to con- Fer © POuest. In Belgium, Braine le Compte tunnel cost £46
sider all matters connected therewith, and that they report to the per metre, and the tunnels
on the Li
erviers
line £50 per
board, with the least possible delay, with Mr. Brunlees’ recom- metre. in Switzerland the very difficult Hauenstein
Basle and Berne, cost
mendation, that the tender of Mr. W. Scott be considered as the between
, through mica slate mixed with
one to be
ted, but that before oes any tenders money Hoosac tunnel, in Massach
en
ee dot nee he ee
ee
be advertised forthe constructionofthe dock, say £50,000.
—
Sa
lava
and beds of tufa,
The man
of the North-Eastern Railway are very rapidly t
es
stock of new trucks, and the forwarding of intersected
by vertical dykes of phonolite, cost £68 15s. per yard.
~Gay ot tag wy"eae se me et beg nt
minerals from the vo Dock is improving visibly.
represent
very near a
The Sheepbridge
and Iron Com
summonsed 102 of their if we remember that
i
for the tulntp4ue miles, Any estimate
for the
workmen employed at the Norwood
, for absenting themit be purely
conjectural,
and an
selves from their work on the 2nd of January. A demonstration Channel tunnel must at
ved
:
was made outside the court-house on behalf of the men, and on estimate professing to em
tingencies must be more conthe cases being called up, only one of the summonses—that against jectural than any other, but it is reckoned that the work, if
Benjamin Milner—was heard. The defendant was ordered
at all, could be completed within five years of time and
return to his work, and to pay £3 as compensation. The other for five millions of money.— Times.
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sultant pressure cuts any section. How can this possibly and any attempt to realiseahigh piston speed would entail
ON THE STRENGTH OF LONG STRUTS.
Fic |
a rapidity of rotation which is inimical
be discovered? It may vary to any extent, and ym |
to the successful action of the abutfrom
two causes—want of straightness in the strut itself,
Some weeks ago a correspondence appeared inin THE|
ment valve or its equivalent. A theore|
and
bad
bedding
at
the
ends,
bringing
the
pressure
on
one
Enotneer on the breaking strain of long struts of timber,
tically perfect rotary engine must have
in which the wide divergence of the different existing for- side instead of in the middle.
a very small piston, and the centre of
We might assume that each of these is greateras the strut
mulz, both from each other and i - sone 4 ae
effort must be located as far as posexperiment, was forcibly pointed out. It is theobject o is longer. In that case p would be proportional to
sible from the shaft.
The two acthe present paper to show that this divergence is inevitable
companying diagrams will make our
x PE,
—in fact, that the question is one to which no exact (length)*; and greatest strain = C (lengt =i
meaning clear, Fig. 1 shows the old
formule can or ought to be applied.
:
form of rotary engine ; Fig. 2 shows
-When short pieces of any material are subjected tocom- where C is some constant. Hence the strength would be
proportional
to
that
which
we
propose
as being in theory infinitely
pression they yield by crushing or splitting equally in all
e? 1
superior. - Let us suppose that the diameter of the
directions.
But with long pieces, such as timber struts,
outer ring in Fig. 2 is 10ft. the diameter of the
1 (length\*— 2—
the case is different. They are found
inner ring 9ft. 4in. The piston P will will then be
depth
depth’
to give way by crippling on one
4in. deep, and let us further suppose that it is 2ft. wide,
side, and tearing on the opposite
side, much as if they had been laid With this we may compare Mr. Hodgkinson’s formula, with semicircular ends. The area of such a piston will
be in round numbers 86 square inches, Let us suppose
horizontally and broken by a vertical
depth \*
load. To this the name of cross- which makes strength proportional to (Tength) ’ or that that steam of 100 Ib. pressure is cut off at one-eighth of the
stroke
—what a stroke means we shall explain presently —and
breaking has been given, and very
that, deducting back pressure, the effective avera@@ pressure
eo
justly; for it is clear, on reflection, of Mr. Gordon, which makes strength proportional to
is 30 Ib. Then we have for the whole pressure on the piston
|
that such a fracture can only
1
due to the fact that the line of
Fic 2
«
(length
ie
resultant pressure does not
. (depth
through the centre of the section,
as in ordinary crushing it is supBut it is clear that this assumption is far too vague to be
oe
a
todo. This deviation (caused trusted. Empirical formule are valuable where we are
y want of straightness, or other dealing with unknown laws of nature, because we are sure
defect in the strut) must produce that there is a rigid rule if we only knew it. But here
a bending moment on the section, variations are due not to any natural laws, but to defects
which will break it exactly as in of material or workmanship, and these no formule can
the case of ordinary transverse cover. The practical outcome seems to be, that all rules
strain.
are misleading, and that each strut must be judged on its
The effect may easily be examined own merits. Ascertain first how far it deviates from a
theoretically. Let A BC D repre- straight line. If necessary, bevel off the ends at the consent a very thin slice or element of cave side, so as to bring the pressure nearer to the other or
the strut (supposed rectangular) convex side. Then, making allowance for shakes, &c., you
when free from the action of any must form your own judgment how near the strut may be
forces, and then let this element be expected to come to the full strength of the material to
comp
between two opposite resist crushing in the ordinary way, and this being a known
forces, each
equal to P, and acting quantity the strength of the strut is given as nearly as 86 x 30 = 2580 lb. Now, the circumference of a circle
not through the centre of the sec- seems likely to be attained in practice.
9ft. Sin. diameter—that described by the centre of effort of
tion, but along some other line whose
Wa ter R. Browne.
the piston
— measures 29ft. 3%in., or in decimals 29°3.
distance from the further edge A B
If our engine makes sixty revolutions per minute we shall
= p. The effect must clearly be to
have
a
piston
speed of not less than 1758ft. per minute,
shorten the element and at the same
ROTARY ENGINES.
and 158 x 2580— 137 LP. Thus we have an engine
time to spring it into a curve; but as this curvature will be
33,000
in our case exceedingly small we may safely neglect it, and
No. L
occupying little more space than the fly-wheel alone of an
with it also the resistance to flexure which depends upon it.
RoraTiveE
engines
are
those
in
which
the
energy
of
the
ordinary 10-horse engine, which may nevertheless give out
The altered form of the element may then be represented
by a trapezium such as A bc D, the pressure, and, there- steam produces the continuous rotation of a shaft through 140 indicated horse-power with ease. Into questions conthe
medium
of
a
crank
and
reciprocating
piston.
Rotary
nected with the arrangements required for packing such
fore, the shortening of the fibre, being greatest along C D
are those in which the continuous rotation of a an engine and keeping the joints tight we shall not now
and least along A B. The neutral line, where there is no engines
shaft
is
caused
by
the
action
of
steam
on
a
piston
or
its
enter.
We are dealing at present with principles, not with
compression, will be beyond A B, in some such position as
continuously rotating within an annulus or details. We shall, instead, proceed to examine a most
E F. Take any fibre p g rand let A p=y.
Then, if equivalent,
be positive, A E must be negative. Let A E=—A&. steam-tight casing. Reaction and impact engines—an important feature, namely, the means to be adopted in
tb cand AD meet in O,and lett AO=R. Let the example of the latter is furnished by Schiele’s steam fan— providing an abutment for the steam. In very many rotary
length A B of the element be s, and the depth A D be d. are also sometimes classed as rotaryengines. The rotary engines of the old type a simple flat-sided sliding valve
engine is a very old invention.
One was designed, for is used as an abutment, and the consequence is a great loss
Then, by Hooke’s law, the strain on the fibre pq mS x example, by James Watt. The records of the Patent- of useful effort. Move this valve as quickly as we will, it
office show that at least 200 separate schemes for eens is simply impossible: to get it out of the way of the adE (where E = modulus of elasticity). But by similar motion by the direct action of steam on a piston, have been vancing piston and into position again behind the piston
triangles
patented at one time or another. We have no intention of without leaving a very considerable space between the
describing any one of these engines, but we may refer two. Even if we suppose the sliding abutment to have
vg
BF
rq _rF
g—s
rF™- EO
pr~
EO
p—é
such of our readers as are interested in the subject, toa the same velocity as the piston, we find that it cannot in
very able and exhaustive review of the best of such inven- such.an engine as we have described be completely closed
Hence the strain on pg rv= a x E.
tions which recently appeared in the shape of a series of until the piston has moved 4in. away from it. This
The total strain on A BC D is found by integrating this ee in a French technical publication, “ La Propagation 4in. represents clearance, and all clearance is waste in a
expression between the limits O and d, and this total ndustrielle.” The object we have at present in view is rotary engine, because, unlike the reciprocating engine,
simply to explain the principles which should guide in- there is in all rotary engines hitherto designed no comstrain = P. Hence
ventors who direct their attention to the production of pression. It is obvious that the abutment should not be
E
dt
efficient rotary engines, and to point out the true nature of withdrawn till the last moment, and that it should be re~~ —-ek
Ss ad )
the advantages which would attend the use of such a placed as quickly as possible. Suppose that the withdrawal
Again, the moment about A of the strain on
machine if perfectly successful.
and replacement are effected whilst the piston—including
re are very few treatises on the steam engine in its own length—has moved over 2ft.; then as the piston is
y—k *®
Pq? = exc;
existence which do not contain an allusion to rotary moving at the rate of, in round numbers, 30ft. per second,
engines, but the writers, one and all, take parti- ouly the fifteenth part of a second will elapse while it is
Integrating this from O to d, we get the whole moment of cular pains to warn inventors that nothing would running over two feet ; and it follows that a heavy mass
the strains on A BC D about A, and this moment be gained by the substitution of rotary for recipro- of metal must be jerked out, brought to a dead stop,
= Pp. Hence
cating rotative 7.
This statement is perfectly suffered to pause while the thickness of the piston is
ds
dtk
true in one sense, but it is not wholly true. There is passing, and jerked in again through a distance of about
det
= 3 i ane oe
practically no loss of power as a consequence of reciproca- 5in. in the fifteenth part of one second, and this operation
tion alone in the normal steam engine; and it is quite is to be repeated every second. We have no hesitation in
From these two equations we obtain
d*
-ea
1 sa? dk
certain that no economical advantages would, within well- saying that this is practically impossible.
defined limits, attend the use of rotary engines. But it
But it is not impossible to contrive a form of abutment
: maaan
3°” 3
can easily be demonstrated, on the other hand, that which shall be either a sliding valve or its equivalent, and
whence
Ea 3P d— 2d
advantages could be derived from the use of a good rotary yet comply with the required conditions; and it is to
6p—3d
engine which would well repay the trouble, expense,
such an abutment inventors of rotary engines
Now the value of the strain on p g r as given above, is and skill required to make it. The great point in favour scheming
should direct their attention. We may throw out the hint
y= x E. And it is evident that the point where of the rotary engine is that it will permit large measures that, by prolonging egiten backwards and forwards, and
of expansion to be used to the utmost possible advantage, sloping it off, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2, much of
soalin is greatest is D, for which y = d. ” Hence the strain simply because it _ at our disposal a piston speed the clearance may be saved, and a modification of the form of
without
any parallel in existing engines.
This will be- the valve or abutment may also be adopted to produce like
atD is given by aa x E. Substituting the value of
k
come more*apparent as we proceed. Strangely enough it results; but in a succeeding article we shall consider this
k found above, and for p — &, the expression =
_k a) is a point which has hitherto been overlooked by all point more at length. The ordinary remedy is to provide
inventors.
two abutment valves, one remaining closed during half
To enter on a long exposition of the defects which exist a revolution, while the other is opening and closing again;
we have for the greatest strain at any point of the section
in all the usual designs for rotary engines would only prove but a moment’s reflection will pe that this plan is only
the expression
tedious; we therefore propose to explain here the principal applicable to engines working absolutely without expanCp—2)
xPyy
features of a theoretically perfect engine, and to point out sion, and would entail enormous waste in engines in whieh
the difficulties which present themselves when we attempt steam was cut off much before the end of a stroke, a stroke
If p =-4, this becomes + x E, which is the correct to reduce this theory to practice. It remains to be seen being represented by the travel of the piston from abutwhether the admirable workmanship of the present day ment to abutment.
expression for the strain when it is rendered uniform by will enable these difficulties to be overcome.
the pressure acting through the middle of the section. If
The principal feature in all rotary engines hitherto
THE exports of tin-plates from the United Kingdom presented
p be greater than this, say p = d (> + : ) then the proposed consists of a piston or its equivalent rotating in a
case, the piston being of a length equal or nearly equal to a very great increase last year, having amounted to 2,395,082 cwt.,
Te
6
against
1,997,019 cwt. in 1870, and 1,934,034 cwt. in 1869. The
the
radius
of
the
circle
which
it
describes
in
its
revolution.
expressionis = x Ex (2 ++)
continued to the close of last year. the exports in Decem
The edges of this piston must be packed in some way to increase
ber
having
been 187,322 cwt.,
inst 115,306 cwt. in December,
The form
of this expression shows how rapidly the keep them tight. There are three edges to be packed, the 1870, and 103,568 cwt. in December, 1869. In the exports for the
—
strain increases as the line of pressure deviates fourth is sti up by the shaft. Buta moment’s reflection whole of last year the shipments to the United States
for
rom the middle of the section. Thus, if the deviation be is required to show that the nearer any portion of the pack- 1,738,588 cwt., against 1,507,455 ewt. in 1870, and, 1,472,445 ewt.
1869. The exports to Australia amounted last year to 106,197
only one-sixth of the diameter, the strain on the outside ing is to the centre the less rapid will be its wear. The con- in
ewt., against 63.006 ewt. in 1870, and 41,680 ewt. in 1869. The
of the strut is twice as great as it would be if there were sequence is that the packing nearest the edge suffers value
the tin-plates exported last year was £2,900,610, as
more than that nearest the shaft, and leakage very quickly against of£2,362,872
no deviation.
in 1870, and £2,304,820 in 1869, the United
It thus appears that to determine the strength of long ensues. Again, the piston area in such engines is very con- States figuring in these totals for £2,075,600, £1,762,914, and
The centre of effort is not far from the shaft £1,744,279 respectively.
struts we must know the point at which the line of re- siderable.
Fes.

2, 1872.

THE
THE WOLF ROCK LIGHTHOUSE.
In the course of the last session of the Royal Institution Mr.
J. N. Douglass, C.E., Basinger to ths Trinity Hous, delivered a
lecture on the Wolf Rock Lighthouse, one of the most important
engineering works of its kind which has been exesuted in recent
years, A paper on the same subject was also read a few wecks ago
at King’s College, by the son of Mr. Douglass. We now give Mr.
Douglasa’ description of this interesting work, with engravings,
which we copy by permission from the ‘* Minutes of the Proceedings
#f the Institution of Civil Engineers.” Mr. Douglass said :—
Before entering upon a description of this work, it is desirable
to notice briefly some others which have been, from time to time,
xecuted in its immediate neighbourhood, and with which it is
intimately connected. In consequence of applications, from the
foreign and coasting trades navigating the English and St. George’s
Channels, for lights and beacons to mark the dangers of the coast
near the Land’s End, a lighthouse on the Longships Rock and
beagons on the Wolf and Rundlestone were erected under licence
granted to the Honourable Corporation vf Trinity House in 1795,
In the year 1841 a light-vessel was moored by the same authority
off the Sevenstones Rocks, nearly midway between the Land’s
End and Scilly, in forty fathoms of water. These were all works
of considerable difficulty ; and the latter may fairly be considered
as the boldest undertaking up to that date with a floating light.
The group of rocks included under the name of Longships lie
about one mile westward of the Land’s End, and 7} miles N.E.
from the Wolf. They are composed partly of killas and partly of
granite; the division running through the eastern part of the
lighthouse rock in a north-easterly and south-westerly direction.
The Longships Lighthouse is a granite structure, from which is
exhibited a catoptric fixed light, and it has rendered good service
to the mariner; but, owing to the terrific seas to which it is
exposed, the lantern, with its centre at an elevation of 79ft. above
high water of spring tides, is so much under water during
stormy weather that the character of the light cannot be determined with certainty. It is not considered safe to raise the
present tower to a sufficient height to render the lantern free from
the heaviest seas ; it has therefore been determined to erect in its
stead a granite column 110ft. high, surmounted by a first-order
dioptric light, and which was commenced last year. The apparatus to be installed therein will admit of an arrangement being
carried out for marking by sections of red light the dangers of the
Rundlestone Rock and its surrounding shoals to the southward,
and the Brissons Rocks to the northward. The Rundlestone lies
S. by E. # E., at a distance of four miles from the Longships, and
is three-quarters of a mile from the shore. It is about 17ft. Sin,
in length, Sft. 9in. in breadth at the level of low water of spring
tides, and the highest part is 5ft. 3in. above the same level ; but
the only available space for the base of a beacon is a portion of
the top of the rock, 4ft. tin. long by 4ft. broad, at a level of 7ft.
above tow-water spring tides, The rock, composed of hard grey
granite, forms part of a dangerous group of shoals, and is the
only portion visible above low water of spring tides. The beacons, referred to as having been erected on the Wolf and the
Rundlestone Rocks in 1795, were merely bare poles of wrought
iron, about din. in diameter, sunk into the rock and run in with
lead, That on the Wolf was about 20ft. in height, and was supported by six wrought iron stays. The beacon on the Rundlestone
was not so high, as stays could not be used, owing to the small
size of the rock. Both of these were soon carried away by the
sea. In addition to the
beacon on the Rundlestone, the position
of the rock was indicated by day by two marks of rubble masonry,
erected on the land, at a distance of one mile. These are 2204ft.
apart, and when brought in line they lead over the centre of the
rock. The second beacon placed on the Rundlestone was designed
by the late Mr. James Walker (Past-President Inst. C.E.), the
Engineer to the Honourable Corporation of Trinity House. It
was erected during the years 1841-3, under the direction of the
author’s father, who was superintending engineer to the Trinity
House. The work was one of great difficulty and danger to those
employed, owing to the small dimensjons of the rock, and the
difficulty of landing, which could only be accomplished at spring
tides ; and then the sea was seldom smooth enough to admit of a
footing on the rock, as a strong tide runs to the westward during
the whole of the time that the summit is uncovered. The beacon
was designed with a globe 6ft. in diameter; but it fortunately
happened that after the mast was fixed, and before the globe could
be attached, the most violent storm occurred that had beén experienced during the progress of the work, when heavy seas were
observed from the shore to completely submerge the top of the
mast, The globe was, therefore, with the sanction of the Trinity
House, reduced to a diameter of 4ft. Sin. The beacon was coinpleted on the 27th June, 1545, and withstood the storms of the
succeeding winter ; but during a gale in October of the following
year the wrought iron mast of 6in. in diameter was broken off
at about 2ft. above the socket. In the month of January following, and before any repairs could be effected, a vessel struck the
beacon, and carried off the stump and a portion of tlhe cylinder
into which the mast had been stepped. ‘The vessel, with a hole in
her bottom, fortunately succeeded in getting into the port of
Hayle.
During the next summer
the beacon was reinstated by the author’s
father, the globe being further reduced toa diameter of 5ft. Soon
after the completion of the work, « vessel was observed to strike
the beacon, but without doing it any damage, although several of
her timbers were driven in, proving that the blow was not a trifling
one. The mast, as thus reinstated, withstood the gales of several
winters, but during a storm in 1854 the upper portion of the
beacon was carried away; and when an examination could be
made, it was found that the cone remained firmly attached to the
rock, but that both sides of the connecting flange at the top of the
cone-jacket were broken off. In the spring of 1856 the author was
instructed by the late Mr. James Walker to superintend the
reinstatement of the beacon, which he succeeded in completing by
the 30th June; but during a severe storm, in .the following
December, the Rundlestone beacon was once more entirely swept
away, the holding-down bolts and mast being broken off at the
surface of the rock. The dangers of the Rundlestone have since
been marked by a bell buoy, designed by the author. The bell,
weighing 3 cwt., is fixed on a wrought iron stand attached to the
deck, and is rung by four long pendulum-clappers, which are
Y-shaped, and thus have two points of suspension, rendering
unnecessary the use of the ordinary guides. The length of swing
is limited by india-rubber buffers, attached to the iron plate
surrounding the superstructure, and on which the name of the
station is painted. The buoy is constructed with a central watertight compartment, large enough to float it, in the event of a
vessel fouling and driving in the outer plating. A second water-tight
compartment is formed at the bottom, which is used for water
ballast in cases where the buoy may be required to be placed in
shallow water. The weight of the buoy complete is 65 cwt., and
its cost about £185. That at the Rundlestone is moored with
thirty-two fathoms of long-link mooring chain and a 24 cwt. sinker;
sixteen fathoms of the chain at the lower end is of 1}in. iron, and
the remainder, or upper part, of lin. It is moored in sixteen
fathoms of water, 5.W. Pw: from the rock, at a distance of
a cable and a-half, on a rocky bottom and in a strong tideway. It
is found to ride well, and to ring efficiently in all states of the
weather.
Having thus briefly referred to the previous labours of the
Trinity House near the Wolf Rock, the author proceeds to describe
the later and more difficult work which is the subject of this
vaper,
. The Wolf Rock, which we show in plan and section, is situated
in latitude 49 deg. 56 min. 41 sec, N., and longitude
5 deg. 48 min. 30 sec. W. From it the Lizard Lighthouses bear
E.S.E. twenty-three miles; St. Agnes lighthouse, Scilly,
W. by N. 4 N. twenty miles and three-quarters ;Longships Lighthouse N,E. 4 N, seven miles and three-quarters, The rock is
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composed of a hard, dark, felspathic porphyry ; its highest part is |mixing all the cement required for the landing platform and
17ft. above low water of spring tides, which rise 19ft. The | the solid portion of the tower; above this only fresh water was
| surface is rugged, rendering a landing upon it at all times difficult. used,
In spite of the precautions taken for the security of the stones
The depth of the water close to the rock is about twenty fathoms
on allsides, except the S.E., where a shoal extends for a consider- | in the lower portions of the building, thirty-four stones of the 5th
able distance, having only four fathoms and a-half to five fathoms course (which course it was found impossible to complete at the
on it at low water at a distance of a cable’s length from the Wolf. | and of the season of 1865) were carried away during a heavy storm
At a distance of one mile from the rock the depth of water on this which raged on the 24th and 25th of November of that year.
as
reef is about fourteen fathoms, but in other direction it is not less It is supposed that the damage was caused by floating
|marks of the cutting of a chain over the edge of the masonry
than thirty-four fathoms.
Between the periods of high water and the following low water were observed when an inspection could be made of the work.
the tidal stream runs south-easterly, southerly, and south-westerly; | It was also ascertained, soon after the storm, that the ship Star
whereas from low water to the succeeding high water it sets north- of England, of 1544 tons register, from Calcutta bound to London,
westerly, northerly, and north-easterly. This peculiarity is sup- was nearly lost there during the storm, and the vessel, which was
posed to extend to a radius of four leagues from the rock. Situated said to have been within 100 yards of the rock on the weather
as the Wolf Rock is, in deep water, and exposed to the full force side, was only canted clear of it by cutting away her mizenmast.
of the Atlantic Ocean, a terrific sea falls upon it, as may easily be |It was, therefore, concluded that this mast with its gear must
| have driven against the masonry, and caused the damage,
surmised, and of which there are abundant proofs.
The general internal arrangements and fittings are shown in the
There is reason to suppose that the question of building a lighthouse on the rock was a subject of discussion between the Ad- section of the tower. The step ladders for ascending from floor
miralty and the late Mr. Robert Stevenson (M. Inst. C.E.), the | to floor, and the partitions between the rooms and staircase, are
Engineer to the Commissioners of Northern Lights, as early as the | of cast iron, and the use of wood for the fittings has been limited
year 1823, as a rough plan exists of a stone structure designed for as much as pesewing as a precaution in case of fire. The doors,
the purpose of that date, with an estimate of its requiring fifteen windows, and storm shutters are constructed of gun-metal. The
years to build, at a cost of £150,000. The large amount of this windows of the watch or service room immediately under the
estimate was, probably, the reason of the idea being abandoned, lantern are ———- arranged for admitting air to the lantern,
and a beacon being proposed instead, which was afterwards and for regulating the ventilation in all ordinary weather. The
erected, An iron beacon was designed by the late Mr. James supply of air is admitted by a valve at the upper part of the
Walker, and was erected during the years 1836 to 1840, under the window, so as to pass above the head of the light keeper on duty,
superintendence of the late Mr. John Thurburn, a pupil of Mr. and upwards through an iron grating surrounding the lantern
floor. The lantern is one of the cylindrical helically-framed type,
Walker’s.
The difficulties of the undertaking may be estimated from the designed by the author, and adopted by the Trinity House, a
number of hours actually worked on the rock during each season, description of which had already been given at the Institution.*
which were :—In 1836, 39} hours ; 1837, 65 hours ; 1838, 85 hours; This lantern was manufactured by Messrs. 8. Hodge and Sons,
1839, 685 hours; 1840, 444 hours ; total, 3025; or thirty and a- and was exhibited in the Paris Exhibition, 1867 ; while the curved
quarter working days of ten hours each during the five years. reg for glazing it and the dioptric apparatus were manuThis beacon was executed at a cost of £11,298 4s, ld. The mast, actured by Messrs. Chance Brothers and Co. The instrument
| which was of selected English oak, 12in. in diameter, was carried is probably the most perfect for the purpose that has yet been conaway as early as November of the last mentioned year. Imme- structed.
With the view of giving the Wolf light a perfectly distinctive
diate steps were taken for replacing it by one of wrought iron,
72in. in diameter, but no opportunity occurred for effecting its | character a revolving dioptric light of the first order, showing
erection during the following summer. It was, however, carried ' alternate flashes of red and white at half-minute intervals, was
out, under the superintendence of the author's father, in August, | r-solved upon, This arrangement involved the consideration ef
1842. This mast was bent during the succeeding winter about 3ft. the important question which does not appear to have been prefrom the perpendicular, the bend being in the direction of the | viously determined with accuracy, of disposing in each beam the
heaviest seas, viz., from the westward to the eastward. During a | relative proportion of light to allow for the loss in the red beams
storm in October, 1844, the mast was again broken off, at about | by passing through a ruby glass medium, and produce at all dis4ft. above the top of the cone. In July of the following year a | tances at which the light can be seen, with variable states of the
second iron mast was fixed. In this case the mast was increased | atmosphere, flashes of nearly the same strength. The investigation
to 9in. diameter, and the globe was reduced to 4ft. in diameter. | of the subject was entered into by Professor Tyndall, the scientific
This mast stood until the early part of 1548, when it was carried | adviser of the Trinity House ;and as it was one which could not
away. In August, 1850, another wrought iron mast was fixed. | be determined with accuracy by photometric measurements, he,
It was $in. in diameter at the lower part, and had a globe only | with the author, paid a visit to the Rock Lighthouse, near Liver3ft. in diameter. The mast withstood the force of the sea until it pool, which has a catoptric revolving light showing one red flash
was taken down during the progress of the construction of the pre- | succeeded by two of white at intervals of one minute, and
sent lighthouse. The ironwork of the beacon, after an exposure inquiries and observations were made on this light at the Point of
| of thirty years to the corrosive action of sea-water, is in a good Air Lighthouse, at a distance of eleven miles and a-third, and
| state of preservation, having been protected by a coat of red-lead at the Great Orme’s Head Lighthouse, at a distance of thirty
| paint, renewed annually. Some of the internal cement rubber miles and a-half.
| filling was removed for the purpose of affording space for the stowExperiments with red and white lights were also made at the
age of the workmen’s tools during the erection of the lighthouse, experimental lighthouse of the Trinity House at Blackwall, and
| when the. threads of the screw stays that were embedded in the observations on these were taken from a station in Charlton, at a
| cement were found to be as perfect as when first made.
| distance of two miles. From these practical tests it was deterThe success which had attended the efforts of the Trinity House mined that the quantity of light to be appropriated to the red
|in the erection of lighthouses on the Bishop Rock, Scilly, the beam should be to that of the white in the ratio of 5275 to 2250,
| Smalls Rocks, at the entrance of the Bristol Channel, and the| or as twenty-one to nine nearly.
| Hanois Rock, at the west end of Guernsey, induced the corporaThe apparatus has sixteen panels of refractors and lower prisms,
| tion to undertake the erection of a lighthouse upon the Wolf Rock; and eight panels of upper prisms, to the circle. Eight panels of
and, in the year 1860, the late Mr. James Walker, their engineer, refractors and lower prisms of 18 deg. each are appropriated to
was instructed to furnish a design for and an approximate esti- eight beams of white light; and eight panels of refractors and
mate of the cost of the work. These having been approved, the lower prisms of 27 deg. each, together with the eight panels of the
author, who was then completing the Smalls Lighthouse, was ap- upper prisms of 45 deg. each, to eight beams of red light. The
pointed to carry out the work as resident engineer. Inthe autumn colour is produced by ruby glass placed in front of the panels, and
of 1861 a site for the workyard was taken at Penzance, seventeen revolving with the apparatus. The illuminating power of each
miles from the Wolf, and the necessary arrangements were made beam sent from the apparatus is estimated at 2250 Soonch units,
| for commencing operations at the rock in the following spring. It
A 5 ewt. fog-bell is fixed on the lantern gallery. It is struck by
was determined that the craft that had been used at the Smalls two hammers worked by machinery fixed in the pedestal of the
Lighthouse should be employed at this work, viz., a steam tug of illuminating apparatus, but independent of that Kr rotating the
sixty nominal horse-power, and five barges, each of 40 tons burthen, latter. For the purpose of giving the signal adistinctive character
for the conveyance of the stone and other material from the yard for the station, the machinery is arranged for striking the bell three
to the work. In addition to this, a schooner of 100 tons register blows
in quick succession at intervals of fifteen seconds,
was built and specially fitted for service as a barrack for the workIn consideration of the great difficulty that would be experienced
men when afloat. Special moorings were laid down for these | in landing upon the Wolf, which can onlybe effected on the northvessels near the workyard at Penzance, and a timber jetty was | east side, and even there the surface is rugged and without any
erected for loading and unloading them.
vertical face for a boat to approach, it was determined to construct
The form and dimensions of the tower differ but little from |!
platform. As the material for this platform could only
those of the Bishop, the Smalls, and the Hanois. Its exact height abelanding
landed from boats, small granite ashlar, set in cement, similar
| is 116ft. 4ifin., its diameter at the base 41ft. Sin., and near the to brickwork in old English bond, was adopted. The stones, with
top, at the springing of the curve of the cavetto under the lantern the exception of the larger ashlar in the steps and coping, and
gallery, the diameter is 17ft. For a height of 39ft. 44in. from the some rubble filling obtained from the foundation pit for the tower,
base the work is solid, with the exception of a space forming a are each 24in, by 12in., by Gin. in thickness, rough pick-dressed,
tunk for fresh water. At the level of the entrance door the walls and are laid in fresh Medina Roman cement. Frequent tides,
are 7ft. 9}in. thick, whence they gradually decrease throughout which did not ebb low enough to admit of working at the foundathe whole height of the shaft to 2ft. 3in, at the thinnest part near tion a for the tower, were worked at this platform; and so
the top. The shaft of the tower is a concave elliptic Codeen, rapidly did this portion of the work progress that the platform was
the generating curve of which has a major axis of 256ft., and a nearly completed before the foundation pit was prepared for setting
minor axis of 40ft. It contains 44,506 cubic feet of granite, the first stone of the tower. The platform greatly facilitated the
weighing about 3296} tons ; and its centre of gravity is 36ft. 2}in. erection of the lighthouse, and will prove of value hereafter, from
above the base. In consideration of the exposed position of the the convenience it will afford for landing and embarking at times
work, it was determined to dovetail each face stone vertically and when it would be impossible to effect this without it. The landing
horizontally, in accordance with the system suggested by the platform contains 14,564 cubic feet of masonry, making together
author’s father, and first adopted at the Hanois Lighthouse, with the tower a total of 59,070 cubic feet, or about 43754 tons.
Guernsey. This method of dovetailing is shown in engraving. It Season of 1861,—The first survey for the purpose of determining
consists in having a raised dovetailed band, Sin, in height, on the the exact position of the a. a tower was made on the Ist July,
top bed and one end joint of each stone. <A corresponding dove- 1861. The weather had been very unpropitious, and on this, the
tailed recess is cut in the bottom bed and end joint of the adjoining only opportunity which had occurred for his leaving the Smalls
stones, with just sufficient clearance for the raised band to enter Lighthouse, then — , the author landed upon the rock, and
it freely in setting. From expgriments made upon blocks of made the best use he could of the short time which the state of the
granite put together in this manner with Portland cement, it tide allowed ; but the sea getting up meanwhile put a stop to his
is found that the work is so homogeneous as to be as nearly work ; and as a boat could not, from the increased swell, approach
as possible equal in strength to solid granite. This system of the rock with safety, he was hauled on board through the surf bya
dovetailing also affords great protection to both horizontal and line
fastened round his waist. This mode of embarking was frevertical joints against the wash of the sea, when the work is first quently resorted to afterwards for getting the workmen off the
set. The author is of opinion that by its application, in cases where a when caught by a sudden change of weather and increase of
Portland cement blocks are employed for work exposed to heavy
seas, much additional strength would be obtained, and safety surf,
Season of 1862.—On the 17th March, 1862, the working party
during the progress of the work, with probably some reduction in got upon the rock, and began to cut out the foundation pit. The
the cost. In addition to the security afforded by the dovetailing, insecurity of the foothold, and the constant breaking of surf over
each stone of the first and second courses of masonry is secured it, rendered great precaution necessary for the safety of the workto the rock by two yellow metal bolts, 2in. in diameter, each bolt men. Heavy iron stanchions were sunk into the rock around the
being sunk 12in. into the rock. and fox-wedged at each end; a site for the foundation, and each man worked with a safety-rope
portion of the hole at the top and the bottom being made conical for lying near him, one end of which was attached to the nearest
thepurpose. From the third to the twentieth courses inclusive, each stanchion. An experienced man was always stationed on the sumface stone is secured to the course below by two yellow metal bolts, mit, as “‘ crow,” to look out for the sea, who would give warning
2in. in diameter, and each internal stone by two bolts of galvanised of such waves as were likely to sweep the rock, when the men
puddled steel, also 2in. in diameter. Each bolt in these courses is would held on, head to the sea, while it washed over them ; picks,
sunk Qin. into the course below. All the holes for the bolts hammers, and jumpers, some exceeding 20 lb, in weight, were
were bored on the platform in the workyard, and so accurately frequently found to have been washed away, when the waves had
was this executed, that no instance occurred where the lower part passed and were followed by alull. These circumstances are related,
of a hole was found to be out of position for properly inserting and not to magnify the difficulties of the work (which are familiar to
wedging up the bolt at the rock.
The masonry, to the level of many members of the Institution), but in order that attention may
high-water spring tides, were set in fresh Medina Roman cement, be directed to the precautions taken, and to the fact that they
part of which was supplied from the Government stores at were successful in preserving life. On the 29th September the
Chatham, and part was manufactured by Messrs. Francis and Co., last tide of the season was worked. Only twenty-two landi
from which firm the Portland cement was obtained for the work had been effected, and eighty-three hours of work obtained on the
above high-water. All the cement used in the work was mixed rock for the season, although not a single opportunity had been
with an equal portion of clean, sharp, granitic sand obtained from lost when it was possible to work even half an hour, The season
the stamps refuse of the Balleswidden tin mine, near Penzance. was altogether a very unfavourable one for such an
i
This sand is of excellent quality for such work, every grain in
it being hard, angular, and rough. Salt water was used for
*Vide Minutes of Proceedings Inst. O.E., vol. xxviii, p. 37.
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During these eighty-three hours considerable progress was made in | In the workyard the dressing of the twenty-sixth course was finished. very usefully in connecting all the termini of the great lines, as
blasting and cutting out the foundation pit for the tower, and in During this season the wrought iron setting crane was erected on well as the Chemin de fer de Crinture, with this grand central
the erection of the landing platform. On the death, in October, the tower, and used for setting the work. At the close of the market, one of the most remarkable features in the city. The
1862, of the late Mr. James Walker, the Engineer to the Trinity season the bare post of this crane—a wrought iron cylinder 16in. monopoly of the omnibus company stands in the way of this plan,
House, the author was appointed by the Elder Brethren to that in diameter, and the metal of which was I}in. in thickness —was which emanates from an English association; but there is fittle
office ; and his brother, Mr. William Douglass (M. Inst. C.E.), who left in position standing 20ft. above the masonry, and 23ft. above doubt that as soon as the Government is somewhat more at liberty
was then completing the Hanois Lighthouse, succeeded him as high water of spring-tides ;but during the winter it was broken than it is at present some such general system of communication
off flush with the surface of the work. When an exatui
amination was will be carried into effect, and spare English capital would be well
Resident Engineer of the Wolf.
Season of 1863,—The first landing for this year was effected on made of the material at the fracture it was found to be of employed in the undertaking. The matter is in good hands,
At present the Ministry and the Assembly are preoecupied with
the 20th February, and the last on the 24th October. During the excellent quantity.
Season of 1867.—No opportunity occur d for landing on the the important questions of increased taxes, tariffs, and shipping
season thirty nime landings were effected and the work on the
rock was proceeded with during 2065 hours.
At its close the rock until the 6th May, and the last for the season was on the dues, the resolution of which will have an important effect on
cutting
the foundation-pit and the erection of the landing 5th November. During this time forty landings were effected, and general, and especially English, trade, shipping, &c., and a very
platform were about half executed, and the dressing of the sixth 3135 hours worked on the rock. At the close of the season, the serious one, for good or for evil, as regards France.
The fact of M. Thiers having been compelled to give way on the
twenty-third was completed, and eight stones were set in the
course of masonry in the workyard was completed.
Scason of 1864.—The first landing for this season was effected twenty-fourth course. In the workyard, the dressing of the thirty- question of import duties on raw materials is in itself of great importance,
but the means by which it was produced exhibit a new
ninth
course
was
completed,
At
the
commencement
of
this
on the 9th April, and the last on the 5th Nevember. During this
year forty-two landings were effected, and 267 hours’ work season’s operations at the rock a new mast for the setting crane and satisfactory state of things. The argument of the Governobtained on the rock. On the 6th August the first stone of the was fixed ; a topmast was also fitted to it, and the hoisting and ment in answer to the opponents of the proposed duties
tower was set. At the close of the season thirty-seven stones of setting of this portion of the work was carried out. On the 13th “We want between six and seven millions sterling more income,
the first entire course, or second course of the tower, were set ; June, the sea very smooth, all hands were able to remain on and therefore we must tax raw material.” The great manufac
the landing platform was nearly completed, and the dressing of the rock for the first time over high water, on the top of the turing towns took up the subject in a determined manner, and
Lyons and five others deputed a representative to say: ‘*The
the tenth course was finished in the workyard. An iron derrick eleventh course.
Scason of 1868.—Between the first landing, on the 31st March, proposed duties would be ruinous to trade and defeat their own
landing crane, shown in the engraving, was erected on the end of
the landing platform. It has a solid wrought iron mast, 10in. in and the last, on the 1ith October, thirty landings were effected, ends, and as to the six or seven millions, we will undertake to
diameter, fixed in a cast iron well, into which the machinery, and 2764 hours worked onthe rock. At the close of the season the supply thatsum.” An attempt was made to throw discredit on
and inthe workyard the offer, but it signally failed, and it is to be remarked that M.
when not in use, is lowered by a rack and pinion, and is there forty-seventh course of the tower was completed,
secured by strong wrought iron hinged covers. The wrought iron the dressing of the masonry was finished. On the 17th and 18th Brame, one of the staunchest of Protectionists only a year or two
derrick, when not in use, is lowered into the long protecting June the steam winch, with boiler, shown on Plate 4, having a since, declared, in answer to the assertion that certain manufacchamber, and is secured therein with strong iron covers, The pair of Sin. cylinders, and 12in. stroke, was fixed, and on the turing towns had been ruined by the imperial tariffs, that they
lower hold of the stone barges is fitted with elm rollers, running 29th was used for the first time; this was doubtless the first never had been so prosperous as they were at present.
The above facts es the most promising indications that have
on iron gudgeons, on which the stones are stowed in the order in occasion of the employment of a steam engine upon a tidal rock.
which they are wanted for the work. Each stone, as required to It worked successfully to the completion of the tower, and appeared in France since July, 1870.
But the battle is only begun, and it will be a tough one, It has
considerably
facilitated
the
process
of
construction,
The
average
be landed, is rolled on to one of the trucks at the stern of the
and the opening is
barge, and is drawn up to the level of the deck by a chain led time occupied in raising each block of stone from the landing commenced in the Committees of the Assembly,
from the winch on the deck ; the chain from the landing crane is platform to the top of the work was only two and a-half minutes, not satisfactory ; of fifteen members in one committee nine have
then shackled to the lewis fixed in the stone ; the single block of a while te perform the same duty by manual labour would have voted for notice being given to terminate the Anglo-French treaty,
not with the view, as they say, of recurring to the old Protecstrong rope veering tackle is also attached to the lewis as shown ; required fifteen minutes.
Season of 1869.—The first landing was effected on the 16th March, tionist system, but merely of revision. Now, this sounds well,
one end of this tackle is secured to one of the windlass bitts, and
the other end to a brake barrel on the winch. As the chain of and on the 19th July the last stone of the tower was laid by Sir but it is delusive ; already the duties on a considerable number of
the landing crane draws the stone from the truck over the roller Frederick Arrow, the Deputy Master of the Trinity House. To British products are all but prohibitory, and revision can scarcely
at the stern of the barge, with the heave of the vessel, the veer this date there had been twenty-one landings, and 1944 hours of mean anything else than rendering those, and others, quite so;
ing tackle is eased away by the brake, and the tackle is kept just work on the rock, making a total for the eight working seasons of fortunately Bordeaux and many other districts have tasted the
sufliciently taut to prevent the stone being driven by the sea 266 landings, and 18094 hours, or nearly 101 working days, of ten benefits of comparative free trade, and will certainly not be
willing agents in carryingout reactionary measures. It remains to
against the rock. Blocks of stone have frequently been landed, hours each, for the erection of the tower.
Since the completion of the tower the heaviest seas that have be seen how the various interests are balanced.
without damage, in this manner, with a rise and fall of wave of
The Assembly is now engaged in a question of vital importance
12ft. The relative positions of the mooring buoys, barges, and been experienced were on the llth September, during a violent
landing boat, when engaged at the rock, are shown. Each barge, gale from the westward, when large quantities of water went over with respect to the British commerce and carrying trade, namely,
when at the landing crane, was moored as shown, stem and stern, the tower; but the residents state that although the shock was the repeal of the navigation law of 1866; or, in other words, the
with 10in, coir hawsers; and the stern hawsers even of this size, distinctly felt with each wave stroke, scarcely any tremour was re-enactment of protective port and tonnage dues against foreign
flags. The shipbuilders and shipowners of Marseilles, Bordeaux,
which being shorter than those at each bow, had not so much to perceptible.
The light was first exhibited on the Ist Janu ary, 1870, and Havre, Nantes, Dunkirk, St. Malo, and other ports are most active
give and take, were frequently parted. The barrack schooner, for
the accommodation of the resident engineer, his assistants, and has since been continued with regularity every night from sunset at Versailles, and will use every means to get back the protection
working party, was moored E.N.E. from the rock, at a distance of to sunrise. Before the light could be shown the services of Mr, under which they formerly languished in the most remarkable
three-quarters of a mile, and remained there as long as there was W. Douglass, the resident engineer, were required for the erection manner. The law of 1866 is denounced in unmeasured terms as a
an opportunity of doing any work. When this was no longer of a similar work on the Great Basses Rock, off the south-east cheat and an injustice; it is declared to have nothing whatever to
possible, and there was no immediate prospect of better weather, coast of Ceylon; the charge of the completion of the Wolf was, do with the principle of free trade, and lastly it is urged a it
t is
the moorings were slipped, and the vessel was taken to Penzance, therefore, intrusted to Mr. M. Beazcley (M. Inst. C.E.), the wil. l bring ten millions of francs (£400,000) to the Treasury.
there to await another opportunity. The landing boat, which is assistant-engineer at the work, who is also proceeding with the sii to see that cur neighbours are trying to cut their own throats
alt
w back their commerce to its old miserable condition, but
admirably adapted for the purpose, is built diagonally, of two erection of the Longships Lighthouse.
It is a source of thankfulness to the author to be able to state, w- must look at the matter also frem our own point of view ; the
fin. thicknesses of elm plank, without timbers or floors, and is
provided with a landing-deck and mast forward. The deck and that this difficult and di erous work has been brought to a moasure now )roposed is specially aimed at British shipping, and
gunwale forward are covered with rough rope-matting, for the pur successful termination without loss of life or limb to any person the Protectionists feel that Parliament will not retaliate ;
pee of affording a good.foothold in jumping from or into the employed. This success is mainly due to the steady perseverance but the, forget that there is a natural retaliation which no one
oat. Each workman was provided with a cork life-belt, which he of the resident engineer, his assistants, and their workmen ; anc can prevent, and that in proportion to the amount of the new
surcharges will be the diminution of the trade of England with
was compelled to wear while landing on or embarking from the the author would desire to record the personal interest ind wi
rock ; and it was frequently necessary, for the safety of the men, heartiness exhibited by those employed upon this and similar
Admiral Saisset, in the Assembly, defended the law of 1566
that they should wear these belts during the whole of the time works that have been carried out by the Trinity House.
As this is a matter of the utmost importance, affecting as it does against his brother admirals with great energy ; he said that his
that they were engaged upon the rock. The moorings laid near
the rock for the vessels were as follows :— Those for the sailing the success of similar undertakings, a somewhat detailed account fear was that the proposed law would have the effect of increasing
barrack vessel were laid about three-quarters of a mile E.N.E. of the system under which the workmen are employed may not b« the foreign rather than the French mercantile navy, that the surfrom the rock, in a depth of thirty-six fathoms, on a bottom com- considered uninteresting. Each workman is engaged at a daily charges would drive foreign vessels from French ports to Genoa
posed of coarse sand and shells. The moorings consisted of a rate of wages at the commencement of each year, and signs an and Antwerp, and that Havre and Marseilles would find them30 cwt. mushroom anchor, ninety fathoms of 1jin. chain (with a agreement for one year ; the wages are paid monthly, from which selves deserted to the profit of the former. This effort of the
swivel and riveted shackle at every fifteen fathoms), and an iron is dedected a sum equal to twopence per day as a reserve until Admiral had its effect, for while the general discusion closed with
spherical mooring buoy 5}ft. im diameter. As it was necessary the end of the season, which reserve is forfeited in the event of a majority of nearly 350, the first clause, after the Admiral’s
that the vessel should be securely attached to the mooring, anc the man’s leaving the employment without giving a month’s notice. speech, was passed with a majority of about 100 less votes. The
yet be free to slip from it readily under canvas, in such a manner When at sea an allowance of 25 per cent. is added to the ordinary Government has virtually carried its measure, and France is about
as to avoid drifting on the rock, the following method was wages, and as a further encouragement for good conduct and to return to the old inhospitable system of driving away the trae
wlopted :—A piece of chain, of the same size as the mooring perseverance a gratuity of sixpence is allowed for every hour of friendly nations whose ports are freely open to their vessels.
chain, and about three fathoms in length, was shackled to the worked upon the rock. This gratuity is not payable, however, in By these surcharges every import will be taxed more or less;
mooring chain at three fathoms from the buoy. To the upper end case of misconduct, or in the event of the man leaving the foreign-built ships, and marine engines, by a special clause, are to
of this chain was shackled about the same length of Jin. chain, employment during the working season. The sum of one penny pay from forty to sixty fran per ton.
All this is indicative of the small progress which political
and the end was carefully stopped to a mooring ring at the crown | per day 7 is deducted
C from the wagesps ofof each workman for a d sick
of the buoy. In mooring the vessel the end of the small chain | and accidental insurance fund, which is managed by a committee economy and the experience of commerce have made in French
was detached from the buoy, and was passed over an iron roller of four of the workmen, elected by the whole of the subscriters, minds, and the only bright spec in the prospect is that many of the
manufacturers who in 1570 voted a silver statue to M. Pouyer
at the bow, and twice round the windlass. The end of the moor- the resident engineer acting as treasurer.
In case of sickness, or accident, each subscriber is paid two (Juertier for his exertions in favour of protection are now opposed
ing chain, when hove in, was stopped to a strong eye-bolt in the
to his views, and have prevented the re-enactment of duties on
shillings
per
day,
and
is
provided
with
a
medical
attendant.
At
deck abaft the windlass ; the end of the small chain was then
passed back over the windlass and roller at the bow, and secured the close of the work a balance of £48 §s. Sid. remained in the the imports of raw maternal.
Next to those who are urging the Government to the re-estahands
of
the
treasurer,
which
was
distributed
amongst
six
persons
in the same manner as before to the buoy, which was hoisted on
to the bow of the vessel, and there lashed. When it was neces connected with the works, viz., two who were then on the sick blishment of public gaming-houses, on the ground amongst others,
sary to slip from the moorings the buoy was first thrown over- list, three who had met with accidents on the works, and the ** That the poor man would be better reconciled to his hard lot if
he had an opportunity of becoming rich by risking the product of
board, and then the chain was slipped from the windlass, the widow of a workman who had recently died.
The total cost of the undertaking, including lantern, illumi afew days’ labour,” these Protectionists are certainly the most
whole operation being easily performed in one minute. Each
of the three moorings close to the rock, for securing the stone nating apparatus, cost of workyard, vessels, and all incidental insidious and dangerous enemies that threaten the future of France.
barges, was laid in about twenty-five fathoms water; each mooring expenses, may be taken at £62,726. This cost, considering the When the entries begin to fall off at the ports, and especially
consisted of two 24 ewt. cast iron sinkers, thirty fathoms of Ljin. exceptional diffculties of the work, compares favourably with any when the already high price of coal is augmented by the surcharges
on british shipping, the mischief will become painfully apparent.
ground chain, and fifteen fathoms of lin. upper chain, to which was similar work that has yet been executed.
The average number of persons of the various classes employed There is this consolation for the British merchant and shipowner,
shackled a 54ft. iron spherical mooring buoy, with a strong
mooring eye at the crown, to which the craft was secured. These at the Wolf Lighthouse was as follows, viz.:-——One resident that in proportion as France exerts her efforts to diminish her
moorings, laid on a rough, rocky bottom, in a strong tideway, and engineer, one assistant, one clerk, one storekeeper, one foreman trade with us, so much greater must be the efforts of our own
with a continuous swell, were subject to great wear, especially the mason, one master of steam-tug, one mate of steam-tug, one Government and others to increase the flow of commerce ; it is
portion dn the ground, They were usually laid between the latter master of sailing-tender, one mate of sailing-tender, two en France that will be the sufferer,
It is pleasant to turn from the proceedings of the Assembly to
part of February and the early part of March of each season, and gineers of steam-tug, two firemen of steam-tug, one millwright,
were taken up between the latter part of October and the early twenty-two masons, six carpenters and shipwrights, six smiths, those of the Municipal Councilof Paris ; in spite of the financial
part of November, It was generally found that the iron in the fourteen seamen, two miners, six labourers, making a total of difficulties of the moment the city government exbibits energy and
determination ; for instance, during the completion of the subterchain was reduced in diameter during the above period nearly seventy.
as follows, viz., from the buoy to twenty fathoms ,'; of an inch;
In the engraving at page 77 A is the service room; B, the ranean canal of St. Maur a spring of water of excellent quality
this portion of the chain, where the links were not in contact, bed-room ; C, the living-room ; D, the oil-room ; E, the store-room ; was discovered, and the authorities immediately proposed that
being coated with short sea-weed and crustacea. From twenty F, the.coal cellar; G, the entrance; and H, the water-tank ; K, the water of this spring should be brought to the great reservoirs at
fathoms to thirty fathoms the chain was quite bright, and nearly high-water mark spring tides ;L, low-water mark spring tides ; M, | Menilmontant to increase the supply of potable water. The
uniformly reduced in diameter jin. From thirty fathoms to the gallery, lantern, and illuminating apparatus at the level of the | council, after a short discussion, voted a sum equal to £17,400 for
sinkers, forty-five fathoms, the chain was rather bright, and reduced service stage; N, elevation of crane and section of protecting the purpose.
The rebuilding of the Hotel de Ville is also now under consideraabout i of an inch. No shackle, even with its pin well riveted in chamber ; O, a plan of the same; P, lifting and setting gear.
tion, but this being a semous undertaking cannot be decided on
when hot, could be trusted in the part of the chain where the
instantly. The cost of the reconstruction of the edifice is esti
greatest wear occurred ; the incessant hammering on the rock soon
mated at nineteen m Ilioas of francs (£760,000); the questions
loosened the pin, and_yendered it unsafe. All the mooring chains
under discussion are two: (1) What portion of the existing walls are
used were long linked, and without studs, Each mooring was
NOTES
FROM FRANCE.
still
available ; and (2) whether the edifice should be re-erected in
lifted and carefully examined once or twice during the season as
(From our own Correspondent.)
fuc-simile, or with such changes as the altered cireumstanees of the
opportunity offered; and when taken up at the end of each
season they were thoroughly overhauled, and the worn parts cut
A prorosaL has been made to the Government for a railway site demand, With respect to the former it is declared on the one
out and replaced by new.
from Paris to Marly. The starting point of the proposed line is hand, but denied on the other, that the value of the walls remaining
Season o, _ 5.—The first landing for the season was effected on placed in the Faubourg Montmarire, a much more central point is equal to £360,000, and the discussion on that point has termithe lith April, and the last on the 17th December. Between these than has yet been reached by any railway touching the capital. nated in the appointment of a committee of inquiry, consisting of
dates forty-one landings were effected, and the work on the rock The line itself is planned to pass beneath Montmartre to join the ten members of the council. The other question is one of general
was carried on for 250 hours, At the close of the season the Chemin de fer deCemniure at LaChapelle or Clignancourt, pass across interest and taste; when the Hétel de Ville was built the open
fourth course was completed, and thirty-four stones were sct in the the Bois de Boulogne, and by the banks of the Seine to Marly.
space before it was much smaller than it is now, and conseque ntly
fifth course. In the workyard the dressing of the eighteenth course
Another project which has been seriously entertained by the the elevation became dwarfed by the change; and again the elevawas completed. It was fully expected that the fifth course would Government for some months is of far more general importance, tion of the soil has been so gre at that it is argued that it would le
have been completed at the rock before the works were closed for and would effect a great change in the means of communication in absolutely necessary for proper effect to raise the foundation walls
the winter ; but the state of the weather rendered this impossible, and around the city; this is a plan for a compléte system of tram many feet. The question of enlarged area and elevation of ground
and those stones which were set, thirty-four in number, were ways, which might eventually be worked by steum, on all the are so important with respect to architectural works that the dis; settlement of the question by the architects and
carried away, as previously stated, during a severe storm in boulevards and avenues sufficiently wide tu admit of the construe cussion and
November.
tion of the lines without interfering with the general trafiic. This builders of the Municipal Council of Paris must have special interest
Season of 1866, —The first landing for the season was effected on plan includes the completion of the scheme of the general market, for all engaged in construction and public improvement. If, as
the 5th March, and the last on the 13th October. During the or Halls Centra/es. 1t may not be generally known tliat bencath asserted by one party in the counci', the value of the ruins is not
summer thirty-one landings were effected, and 2244 hours worked the markets is a complete subterranean railway termim
. more than £S0,00U, it would, indeed, be a pity that, to save that
um, the edifice should bbee reconstructed without the modifications
on the rock. At the close of the season the ninth course of the propose d lines were never executed on acer untof the lai
tower was completed, and ten stones were set in the tenth course. they would have entailed ; the tramway system may here come in pointed out,
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P\TENT RAILWAY CARRIAGE
WHEELS.
THE accompanying drawing shows in
cross section a railway carriage wheel
constructed according to this invention,
which comes from America, and is worth
notice here. It appears, indeed, that
' with properly prepared paper a very
excellent wheel could be made in this
way. Aisa shell of any preferred metal
and form, with an interior filling of paper
B; C, C, represent two metallic discs or
side pieces; D the nave of the wheel,
and E the tie between which the paper
filling B is securely clamped by the bolts
F, and to facilitate the tightening of the
tire upon the paper filling the face of the
paper filling is made conical, and the interior of the tire is shaped to correspond,
so that the parts will wedge tightly together when the side plates are clamped
up to the tire and the paper filling B.

| placed in any convenient position to govern the inlet and outlet of
igh-pressure water received from an accumulator or other
source through the supply pipe. Any suitable arrangement of
hydraulic valves may be employed for the purpose of handling the
|
A
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PUNCHING AND RIVETTING
MACHINE.
¥ THE following description and engravings of this machine designed by Messrs.
McKay and MacGeorge, Engineers,
Birchin-lane, E.C., will make its construction quite intelligible :—
A, B, and A', B), are levers standing
DAIL
vertically and working upon a centre O
supported by cast iron girders over the
pit, which contains hydraulic or other
Wom
machinery for working them. These
levers are of a circular form behind—
that is, on the side furthest from the
centre O, and are held in position by
circular slides or bearings E, F, E', F',
which are adjusted and retained in
their places by bolts C, D, C!, D',
&e. By opening the lower jaws, B, B',
the upper jaws A, A}, will close, and by closing B, B,
A, A!, will open. The upper ends of these levers, A, B, A', BY, , |
carry punches or dies, between which are placed plates to be
unched or riveted together. G and H are the rams of a compound
1ydraulic press which may be used for working this machine.
These rams are separate, each being connected by links or rods
with the lower ends B, B', of the levers A, B, A', B', and as they
»ass out of opposite ends of a single cylinder any pressure received
G will be equally felt by H, and their movement being communicated to the levers actuates the punches or dies.
In order to start, reverse, or stop the machinery valves are

| which communicates between supply and M and a valve which com|municates between M and L. When one of these valves opens the
| other remains closed, being held down by its loaded lever. In the
| position shown on the drawing, the handle P standing vertically,
|both valves are shut, but by moving P away from the machine the
valve N opens, the other being unaffected because of the slotted link
} moving¥freely downwards. Thus high-pressure water enters the
| hydraulic inion, and forcing out the plungers G and H gives
| motion to A, B, and A!, B'. Plates standing between the dies are
| punched or riveted as required. By reversing the handle P—that is,
|by pushing it towards the machine—N closes and its fellow is raised,
| opening an exit for the water from under the plungers G and H.
The weight of the levers A, B, and A', B!, may be found sufficient
| to force the water out, but if not further weight may be added to
| accelerate their movement.

Rumrorp MEepAL.—The American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, on the 9th of January, presented the American Rumford
to Mr. J. Harrison, jun., of Philadelphia, for his invention
| medals
of safety boilers. The medals are provided for by an endowment
fund or gift of 5000 dols. in the United States Funds, to the
|| Academy, made by Count Rumford in 1796, By the conditions of
this endowment the interest of the fund is to be applied “‘ every
second year ” to the procuring of two medals, one of gold and one
| of
silver, in value equal to the amount of two years’ interest of
the fund (600 dols.), and these medals (or their equivalent in
| money) are to be awarded to the author of the most important dis| covery or useful improvement in the application of heat or light,
| which shall, in the opinion of the Academy, “‘tend most to promote the good of mankind.” Although the fund was provided at
AOi4AiH
GAA
AN
that early day no discovery or improvement of sufficient importance, in the opinion of the Academy, appeared until 1839, when
the first award was made to = Robert —- of Philadelphia, Lg
his compound oxy-hydrogen blowpipe and improvements in
vanic potent Y ieee then the awards of the medal have been
as follows :—1862, John B, Ericsson, for his caloric engine ; 1865,
Professor Daniel Treadwell (Harvard College), for improvements in
the management of heat ; 1867, Alvan Clark, for improvement in
lens of refracting telescope ; 1870, George H. Corliss, Providence,
for improvements in the steam engine ; 1871, Joseph Harrison,
jun., Philadelphia, for ‘“‘the mode of constructing steam boilers
invented and perfected by” him, which ‘‘secures great safety in
the use of high-pressure steam, and is, therefore, an important
improvement in the application of heat.” Mr. Harrison, in acknowledging the award, says :—‘* In what I have done I claim but
little merit, beyond having called attention for the last twelve
to the great importance ot the question, and in having, in
Hyp years
some degree, demonstrated the fact that a steam generator can be
NSS
EE
eR
RTT
TCEETET
made secure from destructive explosion. I think that this idea has
now takensuch afirm hold upon the public mind, both in this country
SIDE ELEVATION
and in Europe, that it may be fairly inferred that in the future
mc'ine. L is a pipe leading to a waste tank, and M another the use of cteam under pressure, no matter what form the apleading into the hydraulic cylinder, which latter.contains plungers paratus may eventually assume, will not be attended with the
G and H. Slotted links connect the handle P with a valve N | disastrous results that are recorded in the past.”
¢
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obtained, but as the onus of obtaining it rested always upon small scale will not be found to pay; and scanty as the
the shoulders of the party
ieved, it is not to be won- examples of such experiments are, there are one or two
dered at that they hesitated to avail themselves of its aid, which bear out this statement. At Liverpool sixty acres of
until the state of affairs became too grievous to be any land were taken some time ago to try an experiment, and
longer endurable.
the result was not satisfactory There is in reality no scope
or some years the Thames has been in a great to test the principle fairly, within so limited an area.
measure purified, and free from any large influx of than a hundred acres of land will rarely be found to ‘yield
TO OORRESPONDENTS.
sewage during that portion of its course which runs any profit worth talking about, and if companies or local
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ; we through the metropolis, and for a few miles above Boards desire to make a sewage farm pay well they should
and
below it. This may perhaps be considered as not be content with less than five hundred acres. In the
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
*," All letters intended for insertion in Tot ENGINEER, or contain- a bold statement, when it was announced a short time case of small towns it is evident the necessary quantity of
ing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of ago at a meeting of the Commissioners of Sewers, that no sewage to properly irrigate this acreage could only be obthe writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of less than thirteen London sewers still discharge their tained by their collective drainage. A joint scheme seems
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous amg
contents into the river. We are inclined to on the whole to be the best adapted to meet the requirecommunications.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to ope that this statement possibly may be exaggerated, and ments of the case of a nest of towns situated similarly to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the that the discharge of the sewers in question may consist of those we have alluded to.
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all nothing more t
effluent water. Probably the water
MARINE ENGINES IN THE NAVY.
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the is not so pure as to render it fit to be discharged into a
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that river, but, on the other hand, it may not be of so
So long as our ships of war were provided with masts
answers received by it may be foi-warded to their destination. No
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with foul a character as that which issues from an ordinary and sails, the failure of their engines might be looked upon
The Warrior,
sewer. But the real danger to the purity of the river is not to as a matter of second-rate importance.
these instructions.
A. M.—Your scheme would effectually deprive the sewage of its most valuable be expected from this quarter, but from another, far higher Bellerophon, and other ships of what may now be reconstituent, ammonia,
garded
as
an
old
type,
enjoyed
peculiar
advantages
in this
up
the
stream.
It
is
from
the
sewage
discharged
into
the
J. 8.—You will find full particulars of Dr. La.an’s ammonia engine in THe
Thames by the towns lying along its banks that any future respect. In the mercantile marine we seldom or never
ENGINEER for August 25th, 1871, and January 12th, 1872.
G. C. (Self-registering Weighing Machines).—/f this correspondent will vollution of the river will arise. All these towns have meet with ships at once full powered and full masted,
addvess Mr. A. Lafargue, engineer, 7, York-terrace, Accklaad-roud,
een long warned of the necessity for taking some mea- Either the engines are everything and the sail power of
Notting-hill, he can obtain the information he vequires,
J. B. (Mataro, Spain).—We have received the dingvams. There is nothing to sures to dispose of their sewage otherwise than by allowing the ship little or nothing, or the masts and sails are
be said about them except that they ave neither very bad nor very good. We it to flow into the most convenient natural watercourse of regarded as the essential means of propulsion, the engines
have seen some much worse and a great many auch better,
But pleading either their inability to devise being merely auxiliaries to be used with discretion in
Pueenix. —The action of Mayer's gear is too complex to be described here ; the country.
wou will find it illustrated aad incestigated ia Zeaner’s “ Treatise on Valve an efficient scheme, or the impossibility of carrying into calms and light winds. A break-down in the engine room
Gears.” If you will refer to our ipression for October 2st, 1870, you will execution any of those that have been proposed, the autho- of a full powered Atlantic steamer leaves her practically
see an engraving of @ locomotive jitted with it,
rities have from time to time stayed proceedings, and useless for the time being, though not quite helpless. The
nothing has yet been actually Paes %
The period failure of auxiliary engines, on the other hand, can do
TOBACCO PIPE MAKING MACHINES.
for preliminary action has, however, at last arrived, and a little more harm than is represented by the duration of a
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Can any correspondent favour me with information concerning comprehensive system of drainage and sewerage proposed given voyage being possibly prolonged by a few days,
the machines used in England for making wooden tobacco pipes in shape which
includes within its limits more than thirty towns Our first steam war ships, however, were not only full
resembling the well-known meerschauin bowl, and, like it, titted with a
distinct stem and mouthpiece? The pipes I mean are large and coarse. situated in the Thames district. The author of this pro- masted but full powered, and if one means of progression
They find their principal market abroad.
J. L.
ject, which, it is needless to remark, is based on the collec- failed the other was always available. But our new mentive principle, is Mr. Bazalgette, whose name is quite of-war of the type represented by the Glitton and DeSWISS EMBROIDERY MACHINES.
sufficient to guarantee its soundness in an engineering vastation are absolutely dependent on their engines and
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
point
of view. The engineer who has designed sewerage on their engines alone. A Cunard steamer breaking a
Sir,—Can any of your readers give me the names of the makers of
the Swiss embroidery machine ?
J. Y.
works for a city containing three millions of people, is un- paddle shaft in the middle of the Atlantic could still
January 30th, 1872.
doubtedly competent to undertake a similar task for a manage to get to a port, because she could show something
WINDMILLS.
population of only one-tenth of that number. It may be like a fair spread of sail; but ships of the Glatton type
(To the Editor of The Eagineer.)
safely assumed that whatever engineering difficulties would become helpless logs upon the waterif their machinery
Sir,—Can any correspondent tell me where I can get windmill ma- may exist in the practical execution of the works will gave way. In a word, not only the efficiency, but the
chinery for export? I shall be much obliged to any one who will put me
in communication with a maker of windmills of the best type, such as be readily surmounted, and therefore the only point very safety of the ship and crew absolutely depend on the
are to be fuund in Kent.
J. McL.
to be taken into consideration is the ultimate disposal integrity of the engines by which they ought to be proof the sewage.
It is gratifying to find that in this pelled. It has frequently been argued for this very reason
MEETING NEXT WEEK.
that the construction of mastless ships was a great misTue Institution or Civit Exoineers.—Tuesday, February 6th, at instance it is to be utilised and turned to a productive take;
but in reply it has always been urged that so long
account, instead of being merely transferred from one part
8 p.m. : Discussion, “On the Value of Water in India.”
as
machinery was carefully protected from shot the chance
the Thames to another, as occurs in the case of the
Tue Enaineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country of
of
a
breakdown
was too slight to deserve attention. This
metropolitan
sewage.
It
cannot
be
denied
that
while
the
at the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
Srom the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
London drainage and sewerage works are as near perfection argument was good as far as it went, but men must be
as possible, so far as the rapid and effectual transport of blind to passing events if they are content to accept it any
Half-yearly (including double number) .. «2 «2 £0 14s. 6d.
Yearly (including two double numbers)... .. + £1 9s, Od.
Unfortunately the breaking down of marine
the sewage from the habitations of the people is con- longer.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will cerned, they have also no parallel for the enormous waste engines in the navy appears to be becoming the rule instead
be made. Tur ENGineer is registered for transmission abroad.
of
the
exception.
We have recently called attention to
they
exhibit
in
the
final
disposal
of
it.
To
prevent
a
repeLetters relating to advertisemenrs and the publishing department of the paper
are to beaddressed to the Publisher, M.. George Leopold Riche ; all other tition of this it is intended, under the “Thames Sewerage the repeated splitting and cracking of the great cylinders
letters to beaddressed to the Editor of Tak Exotneer, 163, Strand.
of
our
largest
irenclads,
and as if to confirm the accuracy of
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless delivered before six o'clock on Thurs- Commission” Act, to apply compulsory powers, if necesday evening in each week. The charge for four lines and under is three sary, for the acquisition of a sufficient quantity of land to our statements, and to lend force to our arguments, the news
shillings ; each line afterwards, ninepence. The line averages eight words ; form a sewage farm upon which to utilise the drainage of comes to us this weck that the Swiftsure—a very recent
blocks are charged the same rate for the space they fll. All single advertise- the included district.
addition to our navy—cracked both her cylinders on her
ments from the country must be accompanied by stamps in payment,
Neglecting the subject of the actual construction of the first run from Jarrow to Keyham. This is bad enough, but
and it was believed
MARRIAGE.
necessary drains and sewers, the whole question of the it isnot all. The cylinders were patched,
January 25th, at St. James’, New Brighton, Cheshire, by the Rev. F. collective versus the individual drainage of a nest of towns that no further failure need be feared ; but the belief was
Salter Stooke, M.A., Vicar of Wellington Heath, Herefordshire, brother evidently
turns upon the possibility of obtaining the land unfounded, and, as we report in another column, the cylinof the bridegroom, THomas SuULLocK Strooks, C.E.,ofPrescot, Lancashire,
to Lititz, only daughter of Henry Tanner, Esq., of New Brighton.
required, supposing always that irrigation is the mode of ders have again given way and are to be patched again.
utilisation proposed. This condition will hold whether There is an old sea-phrase about “ patch upon patch, like a
the utilisation be conducted on the superficial or cubical sand barge’s mainsail.” The new version will run “ patch
principle, but in a lesser degree if the latter be adopted. upon patch, like an ironelad’s cylinder.” Patching a mainIn the case before us it appears that over three thousand sail is all very well for the owners of sand barges, but we
THE
ENGINEER,
acres of land, suitable for irrigation purposes, can be cannot look upon the presence of patched cylinders in our
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1872.
obtained upon which the farm willbeformed. But this must unmasted navy with anything like contentment. And yet
be regarded asa very exceptional instance indeed. Asarule, the marine engineers are in this dilemma :—If they take out
THE THAMES SEWERAGE COMMISSION.
instead of thousands,itis with the utmost difficulty that even a pair of cracked cylinders and replace them with others
Wuewn a number of towns of some pretensions to size, hundreds of acres are obtainable in the neighbourhood of precisely the same, as like causes produce like effects, it is
importance, and population are situated in the same valley, towns requiring drainage. In fact, had it not been for the certain that the new cylinders will quickly follow those
within easy distance of one another, the question that arises land difficulty, sewage irrigation would before now have which they replaced to the scrap heap. If, on the contrary,
with respect to their efficient drainage
and sewerage iswhether been universally adopted, and we should never have a different design is adopted in the new cylinders, then the
it is more advantageous to drain them individually or col- heard of the various disinfecting and deodorising schemes makers tacitly admit that they made a mistake in designing
lectively? There is obviously a strong analogy
between which have from time to time been put forward with such the first cylinders, and so far they imperil their reputhe laying out of a drainage scheme of this character and confidence, and which have terminated so unsuccessfully. tation ; and besides it must be remembered that the
that of a railway. In the latter case it is preferable to The greater facility with which comparatively small areas of new cylinders may not be a bit more durable than
cause the proposed main route to deviate from the shortest land can be acquired clearly favours the system of drain- their predecessors.
However, whether a reputation
line separating the termini, and by means of a detour in- ing towns separately, but there are, on the other hand, does or does not suffer, it is clear that we cannot go on
clude in its course as many adjacent towns as possible, rather many objections to this plan. In the first place, the ex- making our cylinders in the old way. There is not a pin
than to adopt the shortest line and construct separate
nse is greater. Each town or drainage district must have to choose among the firms who supply our men-of-war
branches to effect intercommunication with them. The its own farm, its separate system of sewers, separate pump- with engines. No matter where the cylinders come from
detour must be limited by the amount of divergence it ing engines—asssuming pumping to be necessary, as it will they split, and it is evident that the cause of these reentails upon the originally straight route, the importance generally be found to be—and a distinct staffof officials and peated failures must be investigated and dealt with on
of the towns it effects communication with, and other local workmen would also be needed for each town. There are, scientific principles. No rule-of-thumb scheming, no
circumstances depending upon no general rule. Regarding moreover, other reasons why the establishment of separate putting a bit more metal here and a bit less there, as best
a main sewer in the above light, it should be laid out so as sewage farms should be as limited as possible. Many suits the fancy of the designer, will overcome the diflito act in the same manner during thé length of its course, people consider them as unmitigated nuisances, and hence culty. We must first learn all about it; and this done, it
and thus obviate the necessity for constructing a large the general disinclination of proprietors to sell or let their is certain that there is sufficient talent and skill available
number of branch sewers and drains, Thus far the analogy land for that purpose. It is true that the statistics of dis- among our marine engineers to enable them either to elude
may besaid tohold generally, butthere are in many instances tricts in which sewage farms are established prove without the difficulty or to beat it by main force.
a variety of conditions to be taken into account, which are the least doubt that their existence is not injurious to the
There is not a firm of marine engineers in this country
not common to both cases, which prevent the comparison health of the people living in their vicinity, or of the work- who could not legitimately plead want of experience as
being pushed further. The difficulty which will in future men and theirfamilies who live sometimes on the very farm their excuse for the failures.
The particular kind of
invariably attend the collective draii
and sewe
itself. Still, in spite of this assurance, a prejudice does breakdown under consideration is confined almost altoof any given large district is that of finding an outlet for exist, and althoug’ we have no fears on sanitary
grounds, gether to engines of the largest size. Of these engines
the sewage itself. It appears that at last the threats which yet it must be admitted that no one would select the really very few have been built; and it is just as well that
the Government have for years held in terrorem over | immediate neighbourhood of a sewage farm upon which to this fact should be made to assume its proper importance.
It is almost true that the largest cylinders in existence are
local boards and sani
authorities have some chance of | build a country house.
being enforced. Long since it was officially announced that | There is one more reason which would induce us to to be found in the navy; and it is quite true that the
largest
horizontal engines ever built propel our war
our rivers and streams were not to be polluted by either believe that the collective drainage of a district would be
The cylinders of the Hercules, for example,
town sewage or manufacturing refuse, but the enactments likely to prove more advantageous, especially in a pecu- ships.
of the Legislature were practically a dead letter. Although niary sense, than the same operation performed in detail. are 127in. in diameter, 4ft. Gin. stroke. A few figures
no evidence could be stronger or more impartial respecting It is founded on the experience and results obtained from about cylinders will not be altogether out of place.
the poisonous condition of the natural watercourses of the ordinary farming. Small farms, as a rule, do not pay. The Persia had cylinders 100in. in diameter, with a pistoncountry than that of the Royal Commission appointed to Sewage irrigation is farming, and will be the farming of stroke of 10ft. The Arabia had 103in. cylinders, 9ft.
investigate the whole subject, yet no really ale teaneunee future years. Consequently, apart from engineering and stroke. The Golden City—Pacific mail—had a single
were taken to remedy so serious and so scandalous an evil. other considerations, the
r the scale upon which it is cylinder 105in. diameter and 12ft. stroke. We could,
It is true that when the cause of complaint was so eet conducted the better the chance of success. In fact, we if it were necessary, easily give a long list of enormous
that it was impossible to ignore it an injunction could be have no hesitation in stating that sewage farming on a cylinders; but it will not be disputed that engines with
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—MM. Xavier and Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. AsHER and Co., 11, Unter den Linden.
VLENNA.—Messrs. Gerowp and Co., Bookseilers.
LEFPSIC.--ALPHonse Diizr, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.—Wiimer and Rocers, 47. Nassau-street
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cylinders 120in. in diameter are extremely rare. It is constructed of hollow tiles connected together by a light to 80,000f. In some parts there is a custom of send”
quite true, nevertheless, that as far as mere weight of cast iron framework. In the next article M. Payen treats ing a much greater weight of ore than that mentioned in the
metal goes, heavier cylinders than any to be met with of the various methods of drying wood, either as a preliminary invoice, which has the effect of making the ore appear much
in our navy have been successfully used for years, operation to impregnation with preservative solutions, or for use richer than it really is. The mechanical treatment of the ores
fuel. The memoir before us is.mostly deyoted to a descrip- previous to smelting is also described by the aid of drawings.
but they were always fixed in a vertical position. Engi- as
of Blythe’s oven for drying wood, which was first erected at The author points out that owing to the small diameter of the
neers are, in a word, only learning now of what the tion
Bordeaux
in 1863. By way of introduction, the author dis- circle traversed by the mules which work the arastras, or edge»
horizontal type is and is not capable; and as not more cusses the economy
of drying wood previously to being employed runners employed for grinding the ore, from 15 per cent. to
than a dozen horizontal engines of the dimensions there- as fuel. M. Tresca’s report on the strength of lead and tin pipes 17 per cent. of the power exerted is lost. The concluding porabouts of those in the Hercules, for example, have ever (p. 102), from experiments made at the Conservatoire, has been tion of the memoir is to appear in the next number of the
been made or used, it is certain that engineers must lack already noticed in this column. It appears that in the case of “ Annales.”
experience in the construction of such colossal machines.
tin pipes the whole surface, as the pressure increases, becomes
It will be seen that we have placed particular stress on tarnished and wrinkled, and at the same time a number of
PRIVATE BILLS.—_STANDING ORDER
the horizontal position of the cylinders, and this we do small protuberances appear. Nothing of the kind is observed
EXAMINERS.
because We believe that to it, and to it alone, the whole of with lead pipe, the rupture of which is, moreover, undistinguished
Up to yesterday the Examiners had embraced upon their daily
the mischief is due. It remains to be seen whether the by the peculiar noise heard in the case of tin, Although thin lists no fewer than 170 of the bills on the general list of petitions,
obstacles which exist to the use of very large horizontal tin pipes are more than double the strength of those of lead, this and on the 13th of February they will have reached to the last
disappears when the thickness attains 5 millimetres. number—304— upon the list. It must not be supposed, however,
cylinders can or cannot be got over; but meanwhile we advantage
that case the strengths are about equal. The resistance of that Messrs. Frere and Robinson had up to yesterday afternoon
have the broad fact to go upon, that whereas cylinders In
Hamon’s
tin-coated
piping is given in a supplementary note. disposed of the whole of the 170 bills referred to, or that they
larger in one sense and heavier than those in use in the The only other paperleadis by
A. Delaire on the diluvial phenomena have cleared off the whole of the 304 named. Occasions for postnavy have been worked for years without failure, we find of the basin of the Seine. It is geological and paleontological ponement ct arise, in connection with unopposed as well
other cylinders with very much in common with the suc- in character, with a slight reference to the water-bearing strata as opposed bills, and the postponed cases are in many instances
that occupy most time.
cessful ones splitting almost the moment they are put to of the district. The author does not profess to give any new these
it may safely be stated that fully the
work on their sides. Is it too much to assume that if facts, but only to present an epitome of M. Belgrand’s learned halfUp oftothenow,wholehowever,
of the bills that the Examiners have to deal
the cylinders of the Persia had been bolted down in a work on “ The Basin of the Seine in Prehistoric Ages.”
with have been cleared off, and are ready for the Committee of
The “ Annales des Mines,” No. 3, vol. xix., opens with a long Selection and the Committee on Standing Orders, that deals with
horizontal position on a rigid framework that they would
memoir on the working of the petroleum beds of the Car- the Examiners’ reports, and as such committee may think fit,
have split? We think not.
to the House that in particular instances the standWe have said that it is essential to success in any pathians, in Galicia. The facts were collected during a visit to recommends
orders should be dispensed with. This recommendation is in
attempt to get over the difficulty, that the causes of the the district made in the year 1869, but the author has to deplore ing
many
cases
very
proper. The allegations in memorials are often of
absolute want of mining records. No account appears to the most trumpery
failure should be carefully investigated, and this assertion the
such as that a ep should have
been kept of the numerous unsuccessful or abandoned been described as acharacter,
house and shop, and not as a house simply;
requires a word of explanation. We assume that the have
undertaken by private owners. The paper is illustrated that a field should have
been
described
as a field and a stackyard,
most obvious cause of fracture is the position of borings
by a map and theoretical sections of the district under considethe part of the field on which the stacks stand has no
the cylinders on their sides, and this we do simply ration, and the processes of distilling petroleum and refining |aalthough
fence round it; that John Jones should have been James Jones;
because, as we have been at some pains to show, paraffin are described in supplementary notes. In the next paper and
that in the survey there is a departure from accuracy by at
vertical cylinders as heavy do not break. But the hori- (p. 265) H. Résal discusses the mathematical theory of the least Gin. in relation to the datum line. The Examiners have to
zontal position will not alone explain the causes of failure. equilibrium of elasticity and strength of spiral springs. M. reject or sustain particular allegations according to the rigid letter
It is only one condition of failure, one link in a chain. Combes follows with a brief investigation of the theory of of the Standing Orders, and doubtless in many instances accomthe technical finding ‘‘ Standing Orders not complied with,”
The reason why large horizontal cylinders split must be Amsler’s ingenious planimeter, which is stated to be rapidly pany
y a wise and discreet qualification that the orders have been
sought in the unequal strains set up in a great body of coming into use on the Continent. At p. 294 A. Henry com- complied
with in all essential particulars.
mences
a
very
elaborate
memoir
of
over
one
hundred
pages
in
metal irregularly shaped by contraction and expansion.
The bills that have up to this time appeared on the lists have
From the way in which these cylinders are fixed the top length on the mechanical preparation of lead and zinc ores in included twenty seven opposed cases, of which six have been
and in Rhenish Prussia. ‘he first portion is devoted postponed from time to time, some of them to such a distant
side is always more free to expand than the bottom side, Belgium
a description of the various operations through which the date as the 26th of February, to suit the convenience of parties.
and, as a consequence, the cylinder tends to assume the form to
material passes, the latest improvements being specially noticed.
have been expected a number of the bills that appear
of an arch, and this will bring an enormous strain on the The second part treats of the arrangement of the various ma- on Asthemight
lists are mere empty names of stillborn schemes. The
metal. It must not be supposed that the cylinders always chines with respect to each other in the works, and concludes by promoters may have done everything else that the Standing
crack Jongitudinally ; on the contrary, the crack may run a detailed description, illustrated by drawings, of several esta- Orders require except paying the deposit, and when the case is
in any direction, usually taking its rise near the corner of a blishments visited by the author. At p. 421 we have a tabular called there is ‘‘no appearance.” There are instances, however,
which the parties may have been quite prepared to make the
port. It is a complete mistake again to imagine that the statement of the various boiler explosions which occurred in in
but have withheld it from the feeling that they were not
cylinder is uniformly of the same temperature throughout ; France during the year 1869. The iron ores of the Department deposit,
yet
quite strong enough for the hosts they would have to encounon the contrary, every portion of it changes its heat more of the Meurthe are described with much detail at p. 430, from a ter, and their scheme not yet ripe enough for successful parliaor less throughout the progress of each stroke. As an pamphlet by M. Braconnier. The deposits now worked are ex- mentary action. We have reason to believe that the South
Hlustration of our meaning, we may cite the case of clusively those occurring in the oolitic formations. The total Midland project belongs to this category, and that although it has
raised during 1869 amounted to 425,091 tons, the aver- been withdrawn now, it will be revived in the next or a
Cornish engine cylinders. As they are single acting the quantity
future session. Of the other Severn schemes, the promoters of
at the mines being not more than about 4f. per ton.
top of the cylinder is always hotter than the bottom, and ageThepricetwentieth
of the “ Annales” opens with a memoir Severn Bridge Railway (No. 1) will be reported upon as not
it is therefore the practice to bore large cylinders as much by L. Moissenet volume
on montebrasite, a new fluophosphate of having complied with Standing Orders, Another of the Severn
as jin. smaller at the top than the bottom, so that alumina, soda, and lithia, found in the tin mines at Montebras Bridge Railway schemes has been dropped, and the third will
the cylinder may be all of the same size when under (Creuse). We have already noticel this mineral in our report come before the Examiner next week. Standing Orders have been
steam. In the same way the cylinder of a double acting of the proceedings of the Academy of Sciences. This complied with in the cases of the Severn Tunnel and the Western
bills,
expansive engine is no doubt larger at each end than in is followed by a paper on some new minerals which ac- Junctions
Among the other important bills that have passed the Exa
the middle on the average, but it is equally certain that it company Smithsonite in the calmine deposits of Nador, pro- miners as having complied with Standing Orders are the two Mid
is in continual motion, expanding and contracting at each vince of Constantine, Algeria. Neither of these papers are London Railway bills and the bill for the Amalgamation of thc
end with each stroke of the engine, while the central of practical importance. Some time ago M. Laur was despatched London and North-Western and Lancashire and Yorkshire Comportion remains pretty much of the same - size. on a scientific mission to Mexico, and the first part of his report panies, the latter unopposed before the Examiners, but destined
to meet with tremendous opposition in future stages. The amalLarge horizontal cylinders are virtually so weak on the metallurgy of silver in that country is given at p. 38. gamatior
bill of the Midland and the Glasgow and South-Western
The value of the silver annually produced in Mexico is, accordthat they must be bored in a_ horizontal position if ing
has also passed the Examiner unopposed, there being no foothold
to
the
official
statistics,
ninety
millions
of
francs,
but
this
they are to be true. And when we tie down what are is far below the actual amount. This quantity is almost en- for opposition at this stage, unless through culpable /aches on the
virtually huge rings of cast iron with heavy excrescences tirely obtained from the five great mining districts of Pachuca, part of the agents, solicitors, or others charged with attention to
on them to a massive framing, a prediction that they Guanjuato, Zacatecas, Fresnillo, and Catorce, where operations the necessary forms and observances, Numerous other important
bills have passed the Examiners unopposed, as the additional
will break when heated is in strict accordance with the have been carried on for three centuries, and which all contain powers
and other bills of the London and North-Western, the
laws of science. The chanceof failure is beyond question unexplored tracts. It would seem impossible to obtain any accu- Midland (three bills), the North-Eastern, the South-Eastern, the
increased by the use of hard metal. It is of course desir- rate account of these rich argentiferous deposits, as the external Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincoln, and the Metropolitan comable that a cylinder face should be as hard as possible; but topography of the country has yet to be done, and the panies,
The opposed Manchester Hydraulic Power Bill is put off till
it is not an easy task to combine hardness and toughness author hazards the assertion that there is not a single
mine in Mexico which possessess a plan of workings or February 26th, but the Liverpool Hydraulic Power Bill has passed
in the same cylinder.
Standing
Orders. There are other two bills of the same class for
any
written
record
of
former
operations.
The
age
of
the
More than one radical cure for the evil fortunately sugBristol and Hull. They are of a new order, their objects being to
gests itself. In the first place, as we have already pointed | argentiferous veins is considered by M. Laur to be sub- obtain power to take water from the rivers, construct the necesto the deposition of the upper jurasoic formation, sary works, and supply their impounded water to the users of
out, the best plan will be to use more cylinders than two, sequent
the veins in almost every case become poorer as the depth Soaentie
power,
and so keep them of reasonable dimensions. Whether this | and
increases,
is most important in regard to the proposed replan is or is not adopted, a very radical change must be opening andThisdeepening
of abandoned mines. The labour of
InstiTvTION OF Nava ArcuHiTEcts.—The thirteenth annua’
introduced in the design of framing, the cylinders being mules is almost exclusively employed for raising and preparing
meeting of the Institution of Naval Architects will take
only secured at one end, and supported but not fixed at the the ores and for draining the mines. ‘There are only two steam general
lace on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, the 21st, 22nd, and
other. To carry out this arrangement effectually will engines, viz., at Pachuca and Fresnillo, but on account of the 23rd of March next.
require no small amount of talent and skill on the part of high price of fuel, the economy in seasons when the harvests are
TECHNICAL Epvucation.—The Joiners’ Company has placed at
the designer. The most radical remedy of all would be abundant and the cost of food for the mules is consequently the disposal of the Birkbeck Literary and Scientific Institution,
the resort to vertical cylinders, and there is much less low, is not very marked. The salt used during the amalgama- Southampton-buildings, three prizes for the encouragement of
technical education, Last year the same company was pleased
to be urged against this than may appear at first sight. tion of the ores is mostly obtained from the various lagoons to
two prizes for a similar purpose. The Birkbeck instituIn our earlier steam frigates it was essential that the which occur frequently in certain parts of Mexico, the origin of tionpresent
has, from its foundation in 1823, continued to impart instrucmachinery should be kept below the water line, to secure which the author discusses at some length. For nearly two tion in the arts and sciences. In so doing it has carried out the
centuries
the
mercury
employed
was
obtained
from
Almaden,
in
immunity from the guns of an enemy, but this considera- the mother country, and the price, as fixed by the Spanish Go- design of its benevolent founder, Dr. Birkbeck, whose efforts in
tion is of no weight in the case of ironclad ships. Nothing vernment, was 82:7 piastres per quintal. After the ‘War of Inde- this respect will be remembered by many, The council hopes that
other of the City companies will be led to follow in the steps
indeed would be more easy than to provide, even in an pendence, free trade was established in that article, and in 1826 many
of the Joiners’ Company by instituting prizes for the extension of
otherwise unarmoured ship, the most efficient protection the price fell to 60 piastres, but soon afterwards it again rose to technical
education.
for such of the machinery as might chance to stand 20ft. 170 piastres, when the discovery of Cinnabar in Mexico renIMPORTANT PATENT CasE.—On Wednesday, the 31st January,
above the keel, in the shape of a few armour plates, dis- dered the miners independent of foreign supply. The price of 1872, judgment was given in the Court of Exchequer in the Sittings
posed box-battery fashion on the main deck.
mercury must necessarily influence the cost of extracting silver in Banco, in the important patent case of Saxby and Farmer vv.
Easterbrook and Co, Mr. Saxby, of the firm of Saxby and
when the amalgamation process is employed. The author next Farmer,
the well-known railway signal manufacturers, obtained a
treats of the cost of fuel, which is, generally speaking, excesof the 20th July, 1867, No 2119, for what is popularly
FOREIGN PERIODICAL LITERATURE,
sively high. The organisation of the works above ground is said ned
nown
as
the spring-catch actuation for locking purposes in railway
A very important report presented to the Minister of Agricul- to be very good, some of the officials being of European origin, signal apparatus.
Messrs. Easterbrook are also railway signal manuture on the verification of the French standard. weights and in which case the wages are high ; but the ozogneros, or amalga- facturers,
and Messrs, Saxby and Farmer alleged that in the appameasures is contained in No. 1, vol. ix., of the “Annales du mators, are almost always Mexicans, the traditions of the ratus which they have been making for certain railway companies,
Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers.” The commission was ap- operation being handed down from one generation to the they have been infringing this patent of Mr. Saxby. An action
pointed in 1866, and consisted of General Morin (president), next. The modes of transport are very primitive, and con- was brought by Messrs, Saxby and Farmer against Messrs. EasterRegnault, Foucault (since deceased), Grenet, engineer in the De- sist solely of mule or bullock carts, and the roads being broox and Co. to try the question of these infringements. It was
partment of Bridges and Roads ; Jacquot, engineer in the Depart- mostly excessively bad, the cost of carriage is very great—so tried before the Lord Chief Baron in the Court of Exchequer and a
on the 20th, 21st, and 22nd June, 1871, when a verment of Mines ; and Tresca, the well-known curator of the Con- much so, indeed, that it forms a most serious item in the erection specialwasjury,
taken for the plaintiffs, with leave for the defendants to
servatoire. A circular having been addressed to the prefets of of steam engines at points distant from the coast. In fact, it dict
the Court on certain points reserved. On the 6th November,
the various districts, requiring them to forward the whole of cost a thousand pounds to convey each of the cylinders of the move
a rule for this purpose was obtained by the defendants, and
their standards to Paris, about 368 sets of weights and measures steam engine at Fresnillo from the port of Vera Cruz. Again, it1871,
was argued on the 17th, 2ist, v3rd, 24th, and 25th November,
were received at the Conservatoire. In cases where it was pos- an expenditure of ten thousand pounds was necessary before the in Mic
Term, 1871, and again on the 16th January in
sible, the standards were altered so as to bring them to the right pumping engine at Pachucha could be removed from the ship Hilary Term, in this year, and at the close of the argument the
dimensions, but occasionally new ones had to be supplied. The and set to work at the mines. The second chapter treats of the Court took time to consider its judgment. Judgment was- proost of verification amounted
to 126,000f.,
and by the law of July 4th, metallurgy of the ores, the various systems of amalgamation and nounced yesterday morning upholding the verdict which was given,
837, this verification of the local standards is to take place every smelting being described in detail. In many cases, it appears, it poe ea! the rule which was obtained by the defendants ; thus
en yearr. Towards the end of the paper we find some valuable is customary to purchase the ores without any assay or without establishing Messrs, Saxby and Farmer’s contention that the apcomplained of were infringements of the patent in quesections to the custodian of the standards. In the same being weighed. At stated times a functionary called a resca- paratus
tion, We believe other actions are pending for similar i
mber General Morin publishes the results of his experi- tador attends, and makes an offer for the entire stock of ore. ments.
doubt, after the full inquiry in the present case, the
mrents with Mu'ler and Co.’s stoves. The body is made of Occasionally grievous mistakes are made, and the author companiesNowho
are
defendants
in
these
actions
will
see
the
expexeclay (thus avoiding the risk of the presence of carbonic gives an instance in which a lot of ore was purchased —- of not expending money upon what appears to be useless
ide in the apartment) surrounded by a light casing for the sum of 175,000f., the loss upon which amounted
gation,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
MISCELLANEA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
Ruby glass is produced by the addition of suboxide of copper to
A coMPANY has been formed for the purpose of making a railTur ‘indicator ” at the end of Parliament-street has disappeared,
way on the narrow gauge from Ballymena to Bed Bay. It would the glass. This ingredient can be got by adding grape sugar in ge removed the other night, and its place filled by a lampbe twenty-two miles and a-half in length, and would run through solution to sulphate of copper, then adding caustic potash in side,
the,principal iron ore district of the county of Antrim, and thus excess, then boil. The deposit of suboxide of copper is separated
THE South Western Railway Company commenced yesterday
ing those mines into connection with the port of Belfast by by filtering and washing.
the issue of third-class tickets by nearly all the trains on their
THE first dam which was entirely built of concrete is the suburban
means of the Belfast and Northern Company’s ay
lines,
Joseph dam on the Danube, in Hungary. This work
On Sunday evening a gang of audacious lads tore up some Francis
Tue Melbourne eclipse expedition has proved a failure, the
forms
a
reservoir,
the
bottom
and
the
sides
of
which
consist
of
one
palings a short distance from the Great Western Railway station at
Its length is 560ft. and width 50ft. Its construction, unfavourable state of the weather rendering it difficult to make the
Newbury, and laid them across both lines of metals. ‘Two trains piece.
begun in 1854, was completed within ninety days, the work being necessary observations.
were due in the course of the evening, but before either arrived pushed
At a meeting of naval officers, held on board H.M.S. Excellent,
forward
both night and day.
the police were made acquainted with the wicked act, and the
Portsmouth, it has been resolved to establish an association to
A CORRESPONDENT writes us from Forres, in Morayshire, with atpromote
palings were removed. Two of the gang have admitted their
the scientific culture of the junior branches of the navy.
reference
to
the
remarkable
depression
of
the
barometer
mentioned
guilt, and the matter is in the hands of the Great Western UomIr is stated -locally that iron ore of excellent quality has been
in the 7'imes of the 25th inst., that it was surpassed in the northpany’s police,
discovered
in the neighbourhood of Abbotsbury, in Dorsetshire,
east
of
Scotland,
He
says
that
during
a
period
of
about
thirty
THE extension of the United States railway system goes on
observation he never knew the mercury so low as it stood on A conipany has been established to work the mines, and a railway
apace. From the returns for 1871 it appears that the increase in years’
along
the
Chesil Beach, between Abbotsbury and Portland, will be
the
morning
of
the
18th
inst.—viz.,
27°08.
<A
small
aneroid,
by
New England was 560 miles; in the Middle Atlantic States, 872 Negretti and Zambra, stood at 27°75, and a larger one at 27°85, formed.
miles ; in the South Atlantic States—Maryland to Georgia inclu- The
place
of
observation
is
between
120ft.
to
150ft.
above
sea
THE
demand
for rails is now so active in Belgium that some
sive—422 miles; in the Gulf States, 447 miles ; in the Southern level.
Belgian firms have deemed it advisable not to accept contracts
Central States—Arkansas, Tennessee, and Kentucky—179 miles; PENDULUM experiments for determining the gravity of the proposed
to
them
on Russian account, the increasing dearness of
in the Northern Central States—Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana- earth are about to be made in the Mont Cenis Tunnel by Father
labour and new materials renders Belgian ironmasters very
992 miles ; in the North-Western States—including all the other Secchi, M. Diamiller-Miiller, and M. R. P. Deuza. These will be cautious,
States east of the Rocky Mountains —3116 miles; in the Terri- made tirst in a lateral chamber about the centre of the tunnel, and
the news brought by the Cape mail it is mentioned that
tories, 225 miles ; in the Pacific States, 170 miles.
will be afterwards repeated at the corresponding vertical point on twoAMoNnG
diamonds, weighing over a thousand carats each, have been
THE report of the Belfast and Northern Counties Company the
mountain, the difference of level being about 1600 metres. In found. It should be added, however, that at the Cape the story is
states that the Londonderry and Coleraine (Sale) Bill received the addition
to these observations, they propose to determine the disbelieved. The diamonds exported during the year are valued at
royal assent on the 24th of July last, since which the line had
magnetism and the temperature of the strata to which they a million and a-half sterling.
been worked as part of the company’s undertaking, and the earth’s
can
obtain
access. By preliminary observations they have
Messrs. CAMMELL AND Co., of the Cyclops Works, Sheffield,
receipts and working expenses are included in the company’s ascertained that
the passage of the trains will not, to any have
succeeded in rolling, without the slightest defect, the
accounts, The directors propose the continuance of the double serious
extent,
with the precision of the observations, largestjust
armour plates ever made. The plates are intended to proline of rails from Carrick Junction to Ballyclare, the length Telegraphic wiresinterfere
will
be
laid
down
for
the
purpose
of
chronobeing seven and three-quarter miles, and the cost £13,000. The graphic registration, and the observing chamber will be ventilated tect the turrets of the great war ship Devastation, which is being
built at Portsmouth. Each plate weighs 24 tons, and measures
Dublin and Antrim Junction Railway was opened for traffic on by special air conduits,
20ft. in leygth, 9ft. in breadth, and Sin. in thickness. The time
the 13th of November last ; it came into the company’s station at
M. JANSSEN writes to the Perpetual Secretary of the Paris occupied in rolling one of these plates and bending it to the reAntrim, and was worked by the Ulster Railway Company.
of Sciences, from Sholoor-Neilgherry :—** I have just, a quired form was under two hours,
THE report of the Carnatic directors states that since the last Academy
few instants since, observed the eclipse with an admirable sky, and
annual general meeting of the 6th of February, 1871, the engineering now,
Tue work of draining Oxford has been again deferred, an
while still feeling the emotions caused by the splendid amendment
the ex-sheriff, at the Oxford local board meeting
staff in India has been engaged in further surveys, with a view to phenomenon
have witnessed, I address these few lines to you by on Wednesdayby week,
having been carried to the following effect:
the decision of the route of the line and its termini. Those the Bombay I carrier,
who
starts
at
once.
The
result
of
my
surveys and accompanying estimates have been deposited with the observations at Sholoor indicates, without any doubt, the solar
“That it is desirable before commencing the main drainage
Government of Madras, and the directors are therefore in expecta- origin of the corona and the existence of matter beyond the works of this city, and before finally deciding on the site for the
pumping station, to take the opinion of some eminent and respontion of early instructions to proceed with the necessary details.
To M. Faye, the President, M. Janssen writes :
engineer as to whether it is best to place the said pumping
The works and rolling stock of the open line, nineteen miles from chromosphere.”
*“*T have observed the corona, which I was unable to do in 1868, sible
on the north or the south side of river, an | above or below
Arconum to Conjeveram, are in good working order, A reduction when
attention was given to the prominences, station
had been made in the working expenses, and the line now yields Nothingmycouldwhole
Iffley.”
The amendment was carried nem. dis,
more beautiful or more luminous, with special
a profit of between 2 and 3 per cent. on the capital invested in it. configurations, bewhich
ANOTHER strike has commenced in Belgium. The carpenters
exclude
all
possibility
of
a
terrestrial
With a view to a further reduction of the working expenses, the atmospheric origin. The spectrum contains a very remarkable and joiners of Brussels demand an advance of wages, and as the
Government have ordered a reduction of the train service to one
movement appears to have been instigated by the International
ray, already announced, which is not continuous, as has been Society,
train a day each way, commencing from the Ist of January, 1872, green
who insist on an advance of 30 per cent, the master
stated, and I find indications of the dark lines of the solar carpenters
as a tentative measure for three months, when a report was to be spectrum,
have raised the wages of their workmen 10 per cent.
notably
the
well-known
double
line
of
sodium
D,”
made with a view to further consideration. A communication
At
the
same
that if the men do not return to
GvETTIER, in his treatise on the manufacture of alloys, says :— work by the 30timeinst.theytheintimate
has been received from his Grace the Secretary of State for India
workshops shall be closed. The colliery
on the subject of a proposed amalgamation between the three **In general it is advantageous to introduce into the alloys a strike at Charleroi is dying out, and the men are returning to
railway companies in Southern India, viz., the Madras, the Great certain number of elements, even in small proportions for many of work,
Southern of India, and the Carnatic, which will be submitted for them, and although several of these elements would not appear to
Ir is generally understood, says the Broad Arrow, that a royal
the consideration of the shareholders. The views of the Govern- possess an appreciable utility, or have an important effect. The commission
will be appointed, when the Megwra investigation is
results of affinity obtained by the new elements favour the over, to inquire
ment are favourable to the amalgamation.
of the various departments of the
mixtures, increase the density and the homogeneousness, at the Admiralty, with intothe theviewworking
of securing uniformity, and of comAT an early hour on Monday morning an extensive landslip same
time that they sometimes counterbalance, with great
occurred on the Great Western Railway near Old Oak Common, advantage, the tendency to liquation or separation in the melted pleting the reforms already commenced. It is even stated that
Acton, and a short distance from the Victoria and Paddington mass. ‘Thus, for instance, a statuary bronze, which could be Admiral Sir Alexander Milne, G.C.B., has lately had several interviews with Mr, Goschen, at Whitehall, on the subject. There is
Junction, by which it is calculated that upwards of 50 tons of made
entirely of copper and tin, acquires new and indispensable some
reason to hope, therefore, that Admiralty organisation will
earth were displaced, and the entire traffic of the line suspended qualities
by the addition of zine and lead, even in small proporfor some hours, For months past large numbers of workmen have tions. As another example, the alloy of copper and zine, which at last be placed on a settled footing.
been engaged at this part of the line ‘erecting bridges under the as such might be suitable for certain uses in the arts, becomes
A MOVEMENT has been started for the purpose of constructing
Great Western and North London rails, in order to connect the
for these same uses, and is improved and docks at Milford of such a size as will provide accommodation at
two for goods traffic, and it is supposed that, in consequence of the much more byvaluable
the addition of a small proportion of tin or lead. neap tides for a class of vessels similar to the Spain and other new
recent heavy rains, the embankment, which is here about 30ft. completed
**The
more
complex
an alloy is to be the more important is it steamers belonging to the National Steamship Company. It is
above the level of the surrounding land, gave way, completely
its preparation should be effected by the union of more simple stated that vessels of this class could make to New York two more
destroying the down metals, and forcing the earth and large blocks that
alloys,
previously
made.
Outside of the considerations which voyages per annum from Milford than from Liverpool. The necesof timber used in the construction of the bridges into the adjoining
the founder as to the order in which the metal should be sary parliamentary powers by which the construction of the works
meadow, As soon as the accident was discovered a gang of about guide
melted,
such
as
the
peculiar
conditions of affinity, the similitude in may be proceeded with are in existence, The cost, as estimated
thirty men was at once set to work, but it was eight o’clock before
specific gravities and the points of fusion, it is proper to by Mr. Hamilton Fulton, the engineer, is about £600,000,
the damage was sufficiently repaired to allow trains to pass on the
examine the means and processes by which we add to the final
THE net result of last year’s trading by the India-rubber, Guttaeither line. After that hour the entire traffic, both local and main
those metals whose proportions in the alloy are compara- percha, and Telegraph Wo ks Company
isa profit of £73,09918s. 10d.,
line, was worked on the up metals between Ealing and the junction melting
small*”
to which is to be added £5202 10s. 3d. brought from 1870,
until a late hour in the day, causing considerable inconvenience tively
SomE
experiments
for
showing
an
improved
quality
of
gunan available total of £81,302 9s, ld. Of this sum £16,533
and delay to the hundreds of season-ticket holders who daily use cotton, as made by Mr. Punshon, took place within the last few making
was distributed in August last, leaving £64,769 9s. 1d., which the
this line. The slip was fortunately discovered in time to prevent days at Wormwood Scrubbs. Mr, Punshon claims to be able to directors
propose to appropriate by writing off £30,000 from
a serious accident with the down passenger train.
produce a gun-cotton of any required explosive quality, so as to patents, goodwill, and depreciation account, applying £18,264 4s.
LaTE on Saturday night a great fall of earth occurred on the suit any purpose for which it may be wanted, and at the same time to the payment of a dividend of £2 5s. per old share and 16s. per
Midland Railway, near the Clay Cross station, by which a con insure perfect uniformity of manufacture. He also claims that by new share (being at the rate of 10 per cent. for the year), and
siderable portion of the permanent way was totally blocked. his treatment the difficulty of stowage is got rid of, and that his carrying
forward to the credit of the current year the balance of
The line at this point passes through a very deep cutting, the gun-cotton may be stored dry without any liability to decomposi
5s. ld. The directors deem it prudent not to diminish
sides of which are made up mostly of loose earth, which had been tion and consequent spontaneous explosion. He accomplishes his £16,505
the reserve below this amount; and due care has been taken
disturbed by the recent heavy rains, Fears were entertained for objects by covering the particles of gun-cotton with sugar, with not
to overstate the assets or to understate the liabilities of the
the safety of the line there, and men were stationed near to raise chlorate and potash, or other salts, so as to separate the particles
an alarm in case of accidents. The fall occurred very late on of cotton, and by varying the proportions and quantities of these company.
Tue
Commercial Bulletin states that it has been deterSaturday night, and was so extensive that fully 100 yards of the materials to suit the special explosive quality required. These ex mined Boston
to erect in that commercial capital of New England a
down line were covered. Sixty men were at once procured, and periments, however, were simply to test the quality of the cotton building
of
proper
for great meetings. ‘“‘The ground plan is
they continued hard at work throughout Sunday, but the line will as prepared for rifle shooting as compared with gunpowder. The to be a parallelogramsize822ft.
in length by 422ft. in width, measuring
not be clear for a couple of days. Precautions were taken to cartridges contained fifty grains of cotton, and were tried against 347,506
square
feet
in
area, or a trifle less then eight acres,
prevent mishaps, and the whole of the traffic is now being carried gunpowder cartridges containing fifty, seventy,
and eighty-four
the space not a single post, pillar, or support of any
on by means of the up-line alone. The telegraph wires were grains. The first trial was against a target composed of fourteen Throughout
will obstruct the view from end to end, The roof, consisting
damaged, but were soon repaired. Late on the same night, as a pine boards, of lin. thick, clamped together, and at twenty-five ofkinda double
system of self-supporting trusses, wil spring in a gentle
luggage train from the Midland station, Northampton, was passing yards’ distance. In this case the bullets in each instance passed curve directly
from the foundations constructed on piles driven
over the Nene Bridge, near Castle Ashby, the bridge gave way, through all the boards, and splashed against the iron target behind; 35ft. into the ground,
meeting at the ridge and
owing to the floods, and the tender and a number of carriages, but at longer distances, up to two hundred yards, the gun-cotton forming a graceful arch,the attwoan segments
elevation above the floor of 172ft,
some laden with timber, fell into the river, others across the line, still penetrated, while the gunpowder cartridges, containing seventy Similar
segments
will
spring
from
the
at either end,
and the traffic generally was stopped. The guard was slightly and ultimately eighty-four grains, had to be used to effect the uniting with the side segments, forming ground
Mansard
hurt. The permanent way bees to the North-Western, same amount of penetration. At five hundred yards the shooting pavilion, with the graceful lines peculiar to antheimmense
style
architecbut the Midland Company have running powers over it to from the shoulder with the gun-cotton cartridges was regular and ture. ‘The trusses supporting these end segments of theof roof
will
Wellingborough.
good.
the entire length of the building, having a clear span of over
M. Mercet has made some further interesting researches into the run
A NUMEROUSLY attended meeting of railway guards, ticket col800ft.
and
knitting
the
whole
roof
into
a
substantial
self
suppertin,
lectors, signalmen, policemen, porters, and others employed on the vaporisation of mercury. The following processes have arisen out
From the foot of the arches on either side and end wil
North-Eastern Railway, was held at the Pineapple Inn, Newcastle of his experiments :—Trace upon a sheet of paper a drawing of structure.
a high, at which elevation the
rise perpendicular buttresses 53ft.
on-Tyne, on Sunday afternoon, to consider the long hours they any kind, with a solution of either nitrate of silver or chloride of curve
of
the
trusses will leave a space of 18ft. between the outer
gold
;
the
drawing
or
writing
thus
made
will
be
invisible.
If
the
have to serve, and what they deem the inadequate pay that they
line
and
the
line
of
the
buttresses,
This space will be floored,
receive from the company. The following resolutions were agreed paper be placed over a vessel containing mercury, sufficient vapour
an outside promenade, with an elevation of 50ft. a width
to, to be submitted to the directors :—‘“‘ (1) That all guards, assis- will be generated, even at an ordinary temperature, to communi- forming
of
18ft.,
and
a
total
length
equal
to
double
the combined length
tant guards, and ticket collectors be advanced 3s. per week ; (2) cate to the previously invisible drawing a black tint. One would
of the building, or half a mile.”
that six working days at ten hours per day constitute a week’s scarcely have expected that a brilliantand heavy metal like mercury andTHEwidth
following
table
supplies
particulars
of
the light field guns
work, overtime to be paid at the rate of six days per week, in- would emit a vapour, yet of the fact here mentioned there cannot of the principal European Powers :—
stead of seven as at present; (3) that all Sunday duty be paid at be any doubt whatever. It was the accidental oo of a little
the rate of a day and a-half; (4) that all porters be paid 18s, mercury in a drawer, in which M. Daguerre had stored away one
Breech-loaders.
Muzzle-loaders.
aa week for the first year, and 20s. per week afterwards, hours to of his experimental photographic plates, that led to the discovery
be the same as guards, time and a-half for Sunday duty ; (5) that associated with his name; and M. Berget’s recent applications of
Dimensions,
&c.
BritPrus|
RusBritAusguards, porters, and ticket collectors have one week holiday yearly, this almost insensible vaporisation bid fair to assume great importish. sian. sian. ish. Frnch trian.
4-pr. 9-pr. 4-pr. 4-pr.
wages being paid as usual, each having a free pass for his wife and ance. One of these applications is as follows :—‘* Expose a sheet
family ; (6) that each emp/loyé, in case of sickness, receive full pay of paper or a piece of wood above mercury. The vapour will
The Gun.
during six weeks, and half-pay afterwards, providing he holds a insinuate itself within the pores of the paper or wood, and when a Calibre—inches
.. .. .«.
8°42 3°0 8°41 3°17
doctor's certificate that his illness has not been brought on by his sheet of eo mew paper is placed against the sheet or the wood Length of bore—calibres
..
17°0 21°72 WS 15°0
misconduct; (7) that no man be discharged from the company’s the details of vegetable construction, however delicate they may Weight—cwt.
se
643 80 65S) 518
Ammunition.
|
|
service till his case be brought before the directors.” The engine- be, will be seen reproduced upon the paper with scrupulous fidelity;
drivers and firemen employed upon the northern section of the in fact the sensitiveness of the process is such that it will indicate Weight of shell, filled—Ib. al 85' 90 '125 90 8s9 80
Bursting charge—oz... .. ..
5 5°9 70: 75 T°O 70
North-Eastern Railway also held a meeting on Sunday afternoon, the slightest traces of mercury, either in the bodies of animals or Service
charge—Ib.
..
..
-|
1°13
1°]
1°35) 1°75 «12h 1°2
to consider their grievances. Upwards of one hundred engine- in the atmosphere. In looking glass manufactories, no matter how
..
| 1,058 1,184 1,004 1,381 1,006 1,093
drivers and firemen were present. A memorial to the following large and well ventilated they may be, it has been proved that from Muzzle velocity—feet
Gun-carriage.
tantly saturated with Weight—ecwt.
effect was drawn up, which will be submitted to the manager, Mr. the floor to the ceiling the atmosphere is
Te ee et oe,
9°35 8°39 11°0 8°42 8°6
|
Fletcher :—‘‘ That the wages of drivers and firemen be unaltered ; mercurial vapour, Workmen who only remained for four hours a Number of rounds carried on |
—/
1!—4
4
8
that the wages of coal guards be 3s, 6d. a day, and that the day day in such a place, have their skins, beards, hair, and clothes, Totallimber.
packed—cewt. .. | 15°0 | 15°75 8°95 15°25 Wl 9-86
consist, as at present, of ten hours ; that each driver and fireman impregnated with mercury, so that even outside of the workshop Numberweight
of roundsin.. .. ..
48 | 34
18 36 40
36
be admitted into the shop to attend to his own engine, not to be they remain under the influence of the deleterious emanations
Miscellaneous.
|
laid off ‘not wanted ’ on the ‘shed day,’ or the day following the from this metal. The hands of a workman in one of these Weight, of gun, &c., behind team | 31°5 |30°5 |24°4 35°0 |-25°8 | 23-6
‘shed day,’ unless the engine be laid off as well ; that in all cases factories, when placed over a sheet of prepared paper, left a Number of horses in team
6
4
4 an
where any man should work beyond ten hours a day, the time faithful image of it. In connection with this subject, it is proper Weight for each horse in draught 5°2 51 | 61) 58 64) J 59
of rounds per gun and
worked to be counted by the hour and paid for by the hour, in- to observe that it has been known for some time that the vapour Number
one wagon... «. oe «+ | 126
1390 148 | 15% 156
of sulphur is an antidote for that of mercury.
stead of by the quarter or half day as in the past,”
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ENGINEER.

or else I should have beyond question first examined them to see
if they contained any of the formule I gave in my letter.
Iam much obligedto
him, I am sure, for his courteous offer of
the books, which Ishall be most happy to accept. The formule
I gave, that he refers to, I worked out in India about twenty years
ago, and the idea of doing so was first originated from seeing the
HYDRAULIC RAMS,
Srtr,—I wish to correct a numerical error in my communication difficulty at times of getting in a crossing, &c., amongst a perfect
on the Hydraulic Ram, which appeared in THE ENGINEER of the labyri th of lines on the mixed gauge in a station-yard in the West
of
land. I merely mention this to show that Iwrote the letter
26th January, 1872, page 55,
It has been pointed out to me that in the practical example thinking that the formule might be useful to some of your readers,
mentioned near the end of the communication, the actual diameter and certainly not with any intention or idea of trespassing on anyof the feed-pipe is not one-fourth, but six-tenths of that given — else’s domain.
The formule I gave were for finding the correct distance from
by Eytelwein’s rules.
This shows that the loss of power probably increases much the switch to the crossing, the position of either of them being
fixed, and the angle of the latter being given ; so that from knowfaster than the reciprocal of the diameter of the pipe.
ing the position of the one that of the other can easily be found,
Glasgow, Jan, 30, 1872.
W. J. Macquokn RANKINE.
With regard to what he mentions about the three formule, I
would observe that as the length of the tangent of the siding
PISTON-ROD PACKING.
at the crossing is practically = angle of crossing X gauge,
Srr,—I beg to call your attention to the following plan for curve
and the other tangent must be equal to that one, the distance
stuffing-boxes of all descriptions. First,
from
the
crossing to the tangent puint of the curve will be (suffian ordinary cover bored taper fitting pistonciently near for all practical purposes) = 2 angle of crossing
rod at the inside end, thus. A brass bush
X
gauge.
turned to fit taper cover, within, say, din.
ROO
0
As, let the gauge = 5’ 6", and angle of crossing = 1 in 10, then
of the end, and split through, the bore c
the tangent at the crossing will = V55? + 576" = 55°27, and the
being parallel, thus—
distance from the tangent point to the crossing will = 55°27 + 55
10°27.
Now, 2 angle of crossing X gauge = 2 x 10 X 5’ 6” = 110,
So the difference is so trifling as to be not worth noticing.
As to the position of the heel of the switch that he alludes to,
9
[
af)
though I am as well aware as he is where it should rightly be
placed, yet perhaps some of your readers may not have had so
much experience in such matters, and therefore I mentioned it.
I think, and have no doubt most of your readers will agree with
simpler rules of this kind are the more they will be
A small piece @ is let in across the split. A numberof brass - or me, thatbythe
practical men, and that a short and practically accurate
any other metal--rings made to fit piston-rod, and likewise fitting valued
formula
is
of
more use than a long though theoretically
inside of bush, ‘These rings are cut, strictly accuratemuch
one, where sine follows cosine in tangled conleaving jin. space, thus. The
fusion.
James 8. Tare, C.E.
<A
:
outer gland has a projection {
London, January 24th, 1872.
SS
SSS
which fits cylinder cover, and
Le
forces the cone or bush forTODD’S VERTICAL BOILERS.
S
wards, This closes the bush, which,
eee
—
acting ina like manner on the rings,
Srr,—With reference to the illustrated article that appeared
|
Rop
forms a steam-tight metallic packing under the above title in your journal of the 12th inst., and also to
\
on the rod. You will see the advan- the letter of Mr. W. L. Wise—for the proprietors of the “‘ Field”
tages of this plan over the usual boiler patents—of last week, upon the same subject, I desire here
way better than I can describe, and any further information you only to point out—as this department of your paper is hardly, I
or any of your numerous readers may want I shall be happy to take it, the one for advertising legal notices—that a reference to
alford,
IL, JouNson,
the English specification, No. 2774, 1868, will show that the boiler
33, Bridport-place, Hoxton, N.
in question is an obvious infringement — the ‘‘ Nason” boiler
patent taken out by myself as agent for the inventor, Mr. Joseph
Nason, of New York.
STRAINS IN IRON ROOFS.
I need hardly add here, that the degree of importance to be
Sir, In reading your article on this subject in a recent number attached
to the letter of Mr. Wise, so far as it may be supposed
of Tik Exaineen, and in considering the straining action or stress from
to have any bearing upon the ‘‘ Nason” boiler
exerted in the various parts of the frame, as illustrated, I remarked patent,themayabove
be judged of best after a comparison of the specificathat this strain in the lower flange or ‘‘tie” increased from the tion above mentioned
with the specifications of the ‘* Field ” boiler
point of support to the centre of span; by using the following
On behalf of the proprietors of the English patent for the
method I find that these strains decrease from the point of support patents.
**
Nason”
boiler.
JOHN MILLWARD,
to the centre,
Curson-chambers, 27, Paradise-street, Birmingham,
January 25rd, 1872,
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
correspondents.)

CLARK AND SABINE’S ELECTRICAL TABLES AND FORMUL.Sir,—I have to thank you for your reply to the first part of my
letter of the 29th ult., and am sorry that it was not at the
time in my power to refer to ‘‘ any good table of specific gravities,”
instead of the one given in Messrs, Clark and Sabine’s book,
With regard to the second part of my letter, I have, since
writing you, been referred to the British Association Report for
1863, on ‘Standards of Electrical Resistance,” where I find in the
Appendix C, by Professors J. C. Maxwell and Fleeming Jenkin
the equation given in Messrs, Clark and Sabine’s book, page 1,
vis. :—
W = work
In the diagram, let BC represent the half load (the load is supL = length
posed to be a uniformly distributed one) laid down to scale ; then
M = mass
by drawing radiating lines parallel to bars of frame as A B parallel
T = time
to 1, and A 4 to 5, we will be able to find the strains on the variwork = W = 4M
ous parts of which the frame is composed—i.e., by measurement
applied to the scale—and the line A C will represent the hori- sut, on page 132, Maxwell and Jenkin give the following qualifizontal thrust outwards at the point of support and crown of rib, cation, of which Messrs, Clark and Sabine take no notice : ‘* The
The strains in the * braces
"—9, 10, 11, 12, &e.—may be found by
force adopted in this treatise is that force which will protaking the vertical component of the strain upon the contiguous unit ofa unit
of velocity in a free unit mass by acting on it during a
bar in the lower flange or tie; ¢¢., the vertical component of the duce
unit
of
time.”
They then give, subject to the foregoing qualifistrain on 5is represented on diagram of forces by b C (i.e., the cation,
components of the strain on 5 are the horizontal pull AC, anda
Force = F = LM
downward vertical force, represented by b C), this pull
T?
will be transferred to the braces 9 and 10, and distrib
buted by resolution of force thus:—'The lines 9 and 10
Work = W=FL= Lt M
T?
representing the same braces, and when measured
and applied to scale will give the strains exerted upon
Velocity = V = i
those braces in resisting the downward pull at G.
9
10
By investigating the question in this manner,
With their qualification of the nature of the force and work under
consideration, the above formule are intelligible—without it,
the strains are not found to be so great as by the
c
manner illustrated in ENGINEER of 22nd inst.
utter nonsense. But further on, in speaking of absolute units,
Glasgow, January, 1872.
W. J. MILvar, C.E,
Maxwell and Jenkin say, one absolute unit of work = 0°0310666
grains
x 1ft., and thus they confirm the formule adopted by
|The strains upon the various bars of both the upper and lower
w= work
flanges depend in a great measure upon the angle of the several engineers, where
h = height
braces. As a rule there is not much difference in the strains
m = mass, or weight,
throughout the entire flange. ‘The method you propose is not well
A STUDENT.
adapted for girders in which both the upper and lower flanges and w = hm, vide Rankine’s tables, page 238.
are curved, Check your results by the polygon of forces.—Ep, E.} London, 22nd January, 1872.
A NEAT PROBLEM.
TORPEDOES.
Sir,—I beg to offer the following graphic solution to problem in
Sir, —I must beg a little space in your next issue to correct a
page 40 of THe Encrneer of 19th inst:—Let A, B, C, D, E, F, G, mistake into which Mr. A. Alexander has fallen in supposing that
and H, in the diagram represent positions of the crank pin I claim to be a rival or prior inventor of any plan of submarine
during one revolution, and let these be taken at distances each equal attack similar to his. And yet I reassert that “T was, some
to one-eighth of a revolution. Draw the straight line AK=the years ago, somewhat in the same position as, it appears to me, he
distance travelled over during a revolution of the driving wheel, now occupies.” When I wrote that, I was referring only to the
and =3'1416
x 5’; divide this line into as many divisions as the position in which Mr. A. Alexander stands as regards Mr. Warsop,
circle A, E, H—viz., eight—and draw vertical lines through these whose claim to priority over Mr, Alexander cannot for an instant
points; now draw parallel lines as A K, HN, and O G M (the be disputed, for Mr. Warsop not only proposed the same ‘‘ system,”
line O GM being the path of the axle), and where these lines but actually constructed the means of carrying it into effect in
intersect, as at 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., will be points in a curve called a 1862. That Mr. Alexander's “‘claim to priority in proposing a
system,” &c., is blown to atoms is self-evident, for, according to his
Tr
own letter, his method was “ precisely similar” to the Austrian
fish torpedo, Mr. Warsop’s invention was undoubtedly “ precisely
similar ” to the Austrian fish to:
o, and hence—as, according to
Euclid’s first axiom, things which are equal to the same are equal
to
one
another—Mr,
Alexander’s
proposal
or method must be pretrochoid; the points being taken at close intervals and joined by cisely similar to Mr. Warsop’s. Therefore,
A. Alexander's
straight lines will give the form of the curve approximately. The claim, taken in conjunction with Mr. Warsop’s Mr.letter,
have
distance gone over by the crank pin during the time that the axle amused me, if I had not suffered similarly in regard towould
appliis advancing through a distance equal to one mile, or 1760 yards, cation of superheaters to steam boilers in the year 1846,thewhence
will be approximately 1830°6 yards,
3
, my sympathy for your correspondents.
Glasgow, Jan, 22, 1872.
I may furthermore explain that I mentioned the pro
of
General Paixhan, not because he was the only proposer of such a
CURVES FOR SIDINGS.
method of attack, but because he was the first, to my knowledge
Str,—I should wish, with your kind permission, to make a few todo so, But I may add that at least three different persons and
remarks on Mr. Donaldson’s criticisms on my letter in your issue there may have been several more, a similar systems of subof the 12th instant. The former letters I then referred to ap- marine attack previous to 1860. But was not one of the three.
peared in your paper of Oct, 8, 1869, and Jan. 7, 1870, and which — I have to repeat, what I stated in my former letter, both the
gave some long and rather complex rules, &c., for the same Admiralty and War Office are favoured with inventions and prorapes, requiring the use of logarithms and trigonometrical posals which never reach the Patent-office nor the public press.
abies,
I may add, for Mr, Alexander’s information, that my authori
I most certainly never saw, and I do not remember ever hearing for my statements respecting General Paixhan was a French wor
of, Mr, Donaldson’s books on the same subject that he alludes to, on artillery, entitled, if I recollect right, ‘‘ Traité des Fusils de

2, 1872.

Guerre,” but I have not the work by me just now to refer to thé
With regard to the latter part of Mr. Alexander’s letter, it is
unn
for me to my Ate further than to observe that, although I am neither an
i
nor a War Office official, I consider it is quite preposterous to expect Government to find money
for the development of inventions.
Finally, I wish to state that I had, and have, no animus or interest in writing on this subject.
Southsea, 22nd January, 1872.
A. M.
THE VENTILATION OF SEWERS.
Sir,—As the subject of the proper ventilation of sewers is occupying considerable attention at the present moment, I beg to
submit to you (for publication if you think fit) a tracing of rather
a novel and ornamental
kind of ventilator which I have recently
erected at my residence, and which appears to answer admirably.
You will see by the enclosed tracing that the ventilating shaft
looks like the lower mast of a vessel, although in reality it isa
hollow shaft made of four pieces of inch boarding, leaving an
—
of 3}in. square at top, and 5}in. square at base, andi s
about 25ft. high, well tarred inside, and nailed together like a box,
the topmast being attached by caps in the ordinary manner, as
shown in sketch. Itis for the purpose of ventilating the tank
which receives the drainage from the w.c. in the house, and which

:

WZ

{ WALL
HOUSE
VENTILATING
HOLLOW
SHAFT

CESSPOOL
has an arched roof with an aperture in it for emptying or pumping
up the liquid manure for gardening purposes ; this aperture is
covered over with a stone slab, which of course is made air-tight.
It will be readily seen that in the case of an air-tight tank
receiving drainage from a w.c. or other trap-drain, without some
ventilator, the only escape for the gases and air displaced by the
water, &c., deposited would be up such drain into the closet or
house, the escape occurring at the time of flushing the pan or
drain, by the same principle that pouring water into a bottle must
force the air out.
This kind of ventilator will be found much superior to any
ventilation opening on a level with the ground, and I have contidence in recommending it to the consideration of all those interested in proper sanitary arrangements.
J. BE. PHtiiies,
Spittlegate Lodge, Grantham, January 26th, 1872.
THE CHANNEL PASSAGE,
Str,—As it appears, through glimpses in the newspapers, that
the French Government are seriously considering how to bring the
English from Dover to Calais, and vice versa, more comfortably
than is done at present, perhaps you will allow me space for a few
remarks upon one feature of the more favoured schemes, as to
which it appears to me that engineers, or, at all events, the public,
are somewhat astray. The matter to which I allude has not, that
i am aware of, been as yet described. I offer it for the benefit of
all whom it may concern—for what it may be worth. That the
primary object is of great importance is certain. But are we going
about it in the right way? By all means let us get over, or under,
somehow. The public, however, seem to be losing sight of the
real pt eee by the magnificence of the proposed means.
Engineers seem to be trying with each other as to who can suggest
the plan most different from the others.
To bridge the straits, whether on tiles or boats, would seem to
be as wild an idea, as the winds and waves, which scattered that of
Xerxes, and which would, no doubt, do so again in like case, if
they had the opportunity. There seem to exist but two rational
ways—either to cross by a tunnel down below, or by ships up
above. That the underground j
ge is possible few can doubt,
It only requires three essential elements—engineering skill, time,
and money. Of these we have as yet only got the first. We can
of course /- the second if we wait long enough. But we might
have to wait for ever for the third ;the scheme would not pay.
Living people are not likely to invest in a project of such tedious
and doubtful returns—namely, that the sea might toss over the
heads of posterity, as it now tosses under our feet. The motive
power is too weak, it is not one pound to the inch.
Let me turn then to the more hopeful plan of improving the
upper passage. For this purpose it seems to be assumed that we
must carry, not only ourselves, but a certain number of railway
carriages across with us at each passage. The proposed “‘Mammoth ” steamers are to carry the whole train. This seems to me
about as useless an expenditure of power and means as it is possible to conceive. I wonder some one has not, for the sake of
distinction, proposed the counterpart case—namely, that the
steamers should be sent down from London to Dover by rail, and
when across, then from Calais to Paris, in the same way. Something of this sort seems wanting to complete the circle of all
imaginable ways.
But even if mammoth, or any other vessels of primeval proportions—even a Noah’s ark—could do this, what would be the
use? Would one person in a hundred k
in his seat when
being shunted down the shipping slides?
Would one in a thousand
use it when on board? What is suited to travel by landis
quite unsuited to travel by water. The project reminds me of the
case of the Irishman, who walked to court in a
chair without a bottom—all for the honour of the thing ; of course he kept
his seat. The sole gain to thepassenger
wo' be that
he would
preserve his right to the same identical cushion for both i
and also for the vessel, if he so desired, But why not do this for
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in a far simpler way? The present rush for seats, now one
of the greatest of hardships, could be easily obviated. Again, be
it observed that the above small gain would be available to the
full only for through passengers from London to Paris. What
about those going from intermediate places, or branching off at
Galais or elsewhere ? Is it worth while to have a through train
for the through portion of the
ngers?
Again, would not a train on
il be rather in the wrong place?
Might not its required space be utilised for a better Se oly To
run the hk
, the mails, and the parcels on
in vans
would be well worth the trouble, but to run the people down
seems costly surplusage, where every possible advantage which
coticerns them would be attained by having the train from London
to Dover the fac simile of the train from Calais to Paris, and the
accommodation on board the vessel as near a fac simile of them as
alterations, to suit the altered circumstances, would admit. The
then available space between the decks of the mammoth—free
from wheels and rails, and fasteners—could be divided into suitable cabins—one for each person, if desired. A proper system of
tickets and proper conductors would do the rest. The passenger
would find his chosen equivalent place secured to him just as
surely as if the identical one were carried with him. The passages
from train to ship, and ship to train, could be most easily effected
by covered ways, even with the addition of mats or carpets, should
the public require more luxury than they do in our theatres or
concert halls. The difference in cost of apparatus would be
enormous, if we only allow the passengers to shunt themselves in
confidence and comfort.
In the train the passenger might be enabled to recline, or at all
events to sit, with more room for his knees than is usual now,
even in churches, In the ship he might be enabled to assume any
attitude or any action he might desire for his comfort. What
more is wanting? Steadiness. This opens a very different subject, as to which I may hereafter ask leave to trespass further, in
the hope of being able to suggest to re sleten,
of grasping
the details—some novel consideration, which might prove
ceable to the pockets of shareholders as well as to the stomachs of
pane. We have now to deal with winds and waves, and the
est methods of counteracting their natural effects—to convert
motion into rest. Having thrown the railway train overboard, we
have made some little progress towards this. The greater lightness of the load would correspond with shallower bottoms, and a
very different construction of vessels.
At present it seems to be taken for granted that we must, by
means of large vessels, outweigh the waves, meeting weight by
weight—that is, force by force. But Sir Boyle Roche’s maxim
that “‘ the best way to avoid danger is to meet it plump,” does not
apply in Eves. Our object should be to out-manceuvre the
waves. This I think can be done, not by any new-fangled plan,
but by a somewhat new combination of admitted principles. This
is a subject to be designed, not in the tranquillity of the study, but
on the spot, that is, in the Dover packet, on a dark night, in a
rolling sea, with heavy rain, sitting on a wet rug, watching all the
forces in action around.
Ws. TicHE HaMILTon,
Upper Rathmines, Dublin, Jan. 29th, 1872.
FEED HEATERS.
Srr,—In your last week’s issue of THE ENGINEER I find a letter
on “ Feed Water Heaters,” said to be devised by William Canning.
I beg to say that I alone not only devised the means of the said
feed-water heater, but practically carried out the whole arrangement, which has been working satisfactorily for above three years.
P. RAWLIneGs.
Messrs. Bass and Co., Burton-on-Trent,
P.S.—I fitted a similar apparatus to a non-condensing engine in
London twenty years ago.
ON UTILISING THE FORCE OF TIDAL RIVERS.
Srr,—I had recently the opportunity of hearing an account of
the method of embalming which is now occasionally practised upon
the bodies of persons of wealth or distinguished rank, and being
curious to compare it with the method adopted among the ancient
Egyptians, who were eminent proficients in the art, I referred to
Herodotus, who has left us a detailed description of it in the
second book of his yey 4 After reading the passage I went on
to peruse the rest of his description of the manners and usages of
the same remarkable people, and it struck me that there is another
art which may prove no less worthy to be resuscitated than their
custom of embalming the bodies of the dead. The art to which I
refer is the method they adopted of availing themselves of the
current of the Nile to carry their boats down the stream, and it
seems to me worth an experiment to try whether the same plan
might not be tried with the view of utilising the force of our tidal
rivers for conveying barges more rapidly and in a less laborious
manner than is now done. The following is the account given by
Herodotus :—
“*These boats (the barges of the Nile) are unable to sail up the
stream unless a fair wind prevails, but are towed from the bank.
They are thus carried down the stream—there is a hurdle made of
tamarisk wattled with a band of reeds, and astone pierced through
the middle of about two talents in weight ; of these two, the
hurdle is fastened to a cable and let down at the bows of the vessel
to be carried along by the stream, and the stone by another cable
at the stern. Now the hurdle, from the stream pressing upon it,
moves quickly and draws along the “‘ baris ” (for this is the name
given to those vessels), but the stone being dragged at the stern,
and sunk to the bottom, keeps the vessel in its course. The
Egyptians have very many of these vessels, and some of them carry
many thousand talents.”
It would not be difficult for the mechanical engineer were he to
try his hand at reviving the Egyptian method of river navigation, to
improve the thuré—hurdle, door, or ‘‘shutter,” as Isaac Taylor
translates it—and so to fix it that it could be raised or lowered at
pleasure ; while for the stone which is
at the stern a mass
of iron might be substituted, and this might be attached to a rod
along which it could be moved by means of a tiller or horizontal
bar, such as is used to turn a boat’s rudder. These, however, are
details upon which it is unnecessary to dwell.
My object inwriting is to call attention to a practical application
of science which has long been forgotten ;and it is for any one who
has the “en to test and determine by practical experiment
—-(1) how far the ot
art of navigation has been faithfully
described by Herodotus ; and (2) what would be its advantage to
commerce if the art were reviv
JAMES M, MENZIES.
St. John’s Wood, January, 1872.
THE MACHINERY OF A Paris NewsPparer OrFice.—A visit of
the Emperor of Brazil to the office of the Moniteur Universelle
has produced a description of that establishment which will have
an interest to our readers. The proprietors of the well-known
journal, which dates from the first Revolution, print also four other
journals, namely, the Petite Presse, Petit Moniteur, Monde Illustré,
Revue de la Mode. The whole of the composition, together with
the stereotyping and other subsidary processes, are performed on
the premises ; the wetting down is effected by means of special
machinery invented by the director of the printing office.
There
are twenty steam printing machines, driven by four engines. The
two small papers, the Petit Moniteur and Petite Presse, are printed
at the rate of 12,000 copies per hour. It is not stated at what rate
the larger papers are produced, but we are told that engineers have
been engaged for about three months in putting up a great machine
which is to print no less than five times that number of copies—
1000 per minute—and that without the aid of either layers-on or
takers-off. This will be progress indeed, and will set our typographers thinking
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ON THE STRENGTH OF CEMENT.
By Mr. G. F. CHANTRELL.*
In undertaking to bring this subject before the society it
was understood with the secretary that it was (considering the
short time given me to prepare this paper) to be only a short sketch,
and more for the purpose of initiating a valuable discussion on a
very important subject. It is to be regretted that there yet exists
a great deal of ignorance in this part of the country of the value
of Portland over Roman cement, the latter being still, in this
town, the most commonly used. The great distinction between
these two cements is that the former is an artificial product and
the latter a natural one, being simply ca/cined limestone, ground
to fine powder, containing in general a variable quantity of about
60 per cent. of carbonate of lime or magnesia, with from 30 to 40
per cent. of clay, with small portions of oxides of iron and
magnesia, The clay is highly ferruginous in character, which
accounts for the quick setting of this class of cements, The
Roman cements used in this market are mostly from the neighbourhood of Glasgow, from Holywell, South Staffordshire, and in
a minor degree from London and neighbourhood, such as the
Harwich, Southend, Isle of Wight, Medina, Atkinson’s, &c., and
the various imitations made from lias lime. The earliest Roman
cement was brought out and patented by Mr. Parker, near the
close of the last century. A very good example of this cement
may be seen in perfect preservation on the west front of Lichfield
Cathedral, which is coated entirely with it. This cement was
made by the firm of Wyatt and Parker, and the work was done
under the directions of Mr. Wyatt, the architect, an ancestor of
Mr. T. H. Wyatt, president of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, and architect of the Live
1 New Exchange. The
natural cements cannot be relied on for regularity in strength,
but the property of quick setting has great attractions to the
plasterer for running cornices. Portland cement, if good, is much
slower. In London, the use of Roman cement is on the decline,
owing to the superiority in the strength and decided economy of
Portland, and partly that the stone of which the original
“Parker's” cement was made (that from the Island of Sheppy) is
not to be had in quantity; formerly it was to be got easily, being
a shingle which was well water-worn, only the hard kernel of the
stone was left, the softer and more worthless being washed away.
As this stone became scarce the cement makers were driven to
use the Harwich stone, which is quarried out of the rocky shore ;
the surface stone being to a considerable extent perforated by that
remarkable boring bi-valve, the ‘‘ Pholas Dactylus,” or, as our
friends the Germans call it, the “‘ stein bohrer,” the stone borer.
Occasionally this stone may be seen landing in the Liverpool
Docks, being used as a ballast for the grain vessels coming from
Harwich, and is always secured by the local cement makers to mix
with the Holywell stone. It is easily recognised by its perforated
appearance.
Many years ago the Scotch cement stone was
imported here for the same purpose, the combination making a
very superior cement, but the ‘ cannie Scot” found it more
profitable to manufacture it than to ship the raw stone.
Portland cement, of which I shall have more to say, is an
artificial preparation, consisting of varying proportions, according
to quality, of chalk and clay intimately combined. The chemical
ingredients of the best selected materials are :—
Chalk: lime, 56°5; carbonic acid, 43°0; water, 0°5.
PS
Clay: silica, 68°45; alumina, 11°64; carb. lime, 0°75; oxide
of iron, 14°80; soda and kali, 4°0.
The ysual mode of preparation is to reduce these, by different mechanicalarrangements, with the aid of water, andthe quality of the
cement depends on the care with whichthisisdone. The mixture is
runinto reservoirsto settle, the water carefully decanted off, and as
soon
as it is sufficiently solidified it is in this plastic state made
into small balls or bricks, and dried on a hot floor, the space below
being coke ovens. These bricks are then placed in suitable kilns,
where they are highly burnt with coke to what is technically
called clinkers. These are then passed on to the grinding mills.
The intimate combination of the raw materials is one of slow
and tedious operation ; attempts have been made to accomplish
this by a dry process, but the success is uncertain and variable.
It is sometimes called the German process, and is not confined to
chalk lines merely. A so-called Portland cement is made in the
lias lime districts. I am glad to say that this market is now
pretty bare of these, what I may term, bastard Portland cements.
The manufacturers have had no scruples in grinding up heavy
materials purposely to add to the weight and not to the cementitious qualities, so as 1o bring it up to the weight of genuine Portland. Natural cements, such as Roman and Bath, weigh from
70 Ib. to 80 Ib. per bushel, and London Portland 100 Ib. to 125 Ib.
There are manufacturers in these districts who have turned out
Portland cements quite up to the London in strength, but I do not
find that they are cheaper.
°
We have had works established in this neighbourhood, but they
do not seem to have succeeded financially.
The Thames and Medway manufacturers have great advantages
in having their raw material close at hand, and having cheap water
carriage.
It is to the foreigners we are indebted in the first instance for
the very great improvement made in the quality of Portland
cement, and this is due to the superior technical education of
foreign engineers. They take infinite pains in testing all the
cement used by them on public works, a certain standard of
strength being specified, and rigidly enforced. The manufacturers
who cultivated this export trade found themselves compelled to
pay increased attention and care in the manufacture, and the
result has been an encrmous increase of the trade.
The extensive character of the main drainage works, carried
out for the Metropolitan Board of Works, under the direction of
Mr. Bazalgette (the well-known engineer), led to the adoption of
a regular and careful system of testing of all the cements used on
these works, which were commenced some twelve years ago.
I have the advantage of the tables of results, carefully made by
Mr. John Grant, M. Inst. C.E. (who was associated with Mr.
Bazalgette), and published by him in the 25th vol. of the ‘‘ Transactions of the Institution of Engineers,” and also in the more recent ones in the 32nd vol., session 1870-71.
The following is the first specification as to the quality of
cements used on these works :—‘‘The whole of the cement to
be Portland cement of the very best quality, ground extremely
fine, weighing not less than 110 lb. to the striked bushel, and
capable of maintaining a breaking weight of 400 Ib. seven days
after being made in an iron mould of No. 1 form, and immersed
six of these days in water.”
e last specification used is as follows :—‘‘The whole of the
cement shall be Portland cement of the very best quality, ground
extremely fine, weighing not less than 112 Ib. to the striked
bushel, and capable of maintaining a breaking weight of 250 Ib.
per square inch, seven days after being made in a brass mould,
and immersed in water during the interval of seven days. The
contractor shall at all times keep in store upon the works a supply
of cement equal to at least fourteen days’ requirements, and teh
each delivery of cement shall send to the clerk of works a
memorandum of the number of bushels sent in and the name of
the manufacturer.”
The moulds used were of the form shown in drawing as No. 1,
being 1}in, X 1}in. in the centre, or breaking point, and = 2}
square inches, A lever testing machine on the principle of the
steel yard, and similar to the one I have brought here to-night,
was used. I believe this machine is the only one in Liverpool, and
I shall be glad to allow any one to use it, as I firmly believe the
more
testing b
the better and more regular this
cement will be made. The sale will increase the more its good
qualities are known and appreciated.
I am glad to see that manufacturers are making the result of
* Read before the Liverpool Polytechnic Society.
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tests a marked feature in their circulars ; but unless buyers have
testing machines they will still be in the dark, as gauging small
ats of cements and testing with the point of a Knife is very
allacious,
At the Southern High Level Sewer (1859) every precaution was
taken by Mr. Grant (the resident engineer) to have the apparatus fixed in testing houses on the works ; access to these premises
could only be obtained by the proper officers :ordinary workmen
were soon trained to the work of gauging and testing. In six years
more than 70,000tons of Portland cement were used, and 15,000 tests
made, It is a singular fact that the manufacturers strongly urged
that only a standard of 300 Ib., instead of 400 Ib., would in practice
be found attainable, but luckily for the trade the higher standard
was maintained, and before long without difficulty. At first a few
parcels were rejected, but the same manufacturers persevered, and
soon turned out a higher quality, and the tests show that in
practice the standards fixed from time to time were, as a rule, far
exceeded.
To the French and German engineers, in the first instance, are
we indebted for initiating the process of tensile testing, which was
followed by the engineers of the Metropolitan Board ; and one of
the most valuable contributions to the engincering world is the set
of tables published by Mr. Grant.
The very marked increase in the manufacture of this cement is
due to the increased confidence of engineers and contractors, who
were aware of the precautionary measures adopted, and the very
satisfactory increase in the standard of strength made during the
progress of these important works,
The adoption of great care in the testing of cement is of little
avail, unless the same rigid care is observed in selecting the sand
to be used, and also in the proper amount of water.
Great mistakes are made in this neighbourhood in using too fine
sand; it is very common to hear of North Shore sand being specified to be used with cement. Cement is very frequently condemned
when it is perfectly good, and this may be solely attributed to
using improper sand. Not many months ago I had fault found
with some Portland cement, which the architect prefaced his
appreciation of by condemning before any of it was even gauged,
and then he subsequently allowed the contractor to use the fine
drift sand of Formby with it, showing his utter ignorance. A
sample of the gauged stuff was brought to me, when I immediately
saw what was the matter—it was quite soft and crumbly; I threw
a portion into water, and it soon hardened, as shown in the sample
submitted ; the setting in water showed the cement was good, but
it had been impoverished by the immense surface it had to cover.
The setting of cement is the chemical action of crystallisation.
The cement must cover the whole surface of the contained sand ;
if the sand be too fine it has no chance of surrounding each
particle ; the coarser the sand the less surface there is to cover,
and the cleaner it is the more perfect the crystallisation will be.
If these facts were always borne steadily in mind we should hear
less of failures, and the merchant and manufacterer would be
spared many undeserved condemnations,
It is much to be deplored that it is so commonly entrusted to
unskilled labourers to mix cement. Very frequently cement that
has set is wetted up again, and for this, if any harm result, the
quality of the cement is called in question. The marked difference
in this respect to be seen on the Continent is due, I suppose, to
technical cheastien in contrast with the too general rule of thumb
in this country. Proper mixing boards are still very rare ; but on
the Continent they are used as a rule, and the utmost care is taken
in incorporating the sand and gravel with the cement before adding
the water, as also in having the sand and gravel well washed.
To show the carelessness in this respect, a cement dealer in a
neighbouring town plastered his office inside with the best Portland
cement asa sample. Shortly afterwards, treacly stains were seen
in patches all over the wall. On investigation it was found that
small bits of coal had got into the sand ; these stains were due to
the coal. I have known several instances in which Minton’s buff
tiling has been ruined by sand in which peaty lumps have occurred ;
the chemical action of the cement on these has resulted in black
stains in the tiles. A more recent instance—the proprietor for
whom the work was done stipulated to find his own sand, and
the tiler, being a young hand, laid the tiles, and peaty stains were
the result.
In a discussion on Mr. Grant's first paper, Mr. G. F. White, in
calling attention to the weight of Portland cement, and the tendency of manufacturers, in making heavy cements, to combine an
increased proportion of lime to enable them to push the calcination
toa higher degree, to increase the density, said that it was ata
risk of an imperfect amalgamation of the lime and clay, causing
the fatal disintegration which many engineers have had to complain
of. No doubt, for general builders’ purposes, a Portland cement
of alighter gravity, say from 104]b, to 108 Ib. per bushel, would suit
better, on account of its quick setting ; but ir engineering works
of extensive character, and where time can be given for setting,
the higher specific gravity must be both cheaper and more reliable.
The very fact that the specified standard of test was raised from
400 lb. to 787°5 in something like twelve years, and that Mr.
Grant's experience during the progress of these important works,
as evidenced in the tables published by him, shows that, as a rule,
the manufacturers were exceeding the specified strength considerably, and tells its own tale.
I will read you a few of the results I have gathered from Mr.
Grant’s valuable tables, and I trust, in the discussion that will
follow, we may be able to add some of our local experience to the
list. I hope, on some future occasion, to give you a more carefullyprepared paper on this most important subject—this being a mere
sketch. |must also leave another branch of this subject, that of
“concrete constructions.”
When the nature and value of Portland cement is more and
better understood we shall find the remarkable saving that may
be made in the construction of cheap dwellings for the working
classes, and the easier adaptation of this material for sanitary
appliances, such as ventilation, &c. As far as engineering 1s
concerned, you may remember a fact stated a short time ago, that
Mr. Bazalgette has, by the adoption of concrete backing for the
granite walls of the Chelsea embankment, effected a saving of
£25,000. In the construction of sewers a like economy is found.
One sewer at Earl-street, Deptford, is 7ft. lin. in diameter, the substance of the upper part of the sewer being only 9in. and the lower
half only 4in. to 5in. Our local engineers would tremble to attempt
anything of the sort; but I trust in a few years to see Portland
cement better understood in this town. There is no reason whatever that it should not be as extensively used here as it is in
London and on the Continent generally. Several tables extracted
from Mr. Grant’s well-known work accompanied this paper. We
have not thought it necessary to reproduce figures with which
most of our readers are more or less familiar.
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County Surveyorsuips (InELAND).— Mr. C. B. Jones, Licen
tiate in Civil Engineering, T.C.D., has been appointed to the
vacant surveyorship, having obtained first place at the last exwmination.
ENGINEERING Society, Kine’s CoLtece, Lonpon.—At a meeting of this Society, held on Friday, January 26th, Mr. Hunter,
»resident, in the chair, Mr. Kirkby read a paper ‘On Hydraulic
Machinery.” The author began by describing the centrifugal
pump, explaining the principles which guided its construction in
its different parts, and showed its superiority over the common
force pump for particular purposes. He next described the
hydraulic ram, and the arrangement of it, so as to ay | clean
water at the expense of dirty. He cursorily alluded to the fluxmotor, and then described Mr. Ramsbottom’s picker up for locomotives, used on the London and North-Western ee. A
discussion then ensucd, in which Messrs. Brittle, Baldwin, A.K.C.,
Hunter, and Baynes took part. A vote of thanks was unanimously
accorded to Mr. Kirkby for his paper, and the mecting then
adjourned.
ia|sre
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cement for water-tight purposes. A series of experiments was of plate, the pitch should be 44 diameters, and the width of the
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
made upon the strength of the puzzuolana mortar, of which the lap should be 54 diameters in chain riveting and6 diameters in
January 23rd, 1872.
zigzag riveting. For butt-joints with a single-cover strip the
letails were given in an appendix to the paper.
As to the excavation of the entrance, the centre line of the dock proportions are the same as for lap-joints ; and with double coverT. Hawksley, Esq., President, in the Chair.
THE paper read was on the construction of ‘‘The Somerset ' formed an angle of 28 deg. with the old wharf line of the French strips, the thickness of each strip being only half that of the
creek, The north entrance wall was thus 345ft. in length from the plates, the diameter of the rivets should be 1} times the thickness
Dock at Malta,” by Mr. Charles Andrews, M. Inst. C.E.
3t
The author referred, in the first place, to the original dockyard outer invert, and the south wall 136ft.; the skew width across being of plate, and in single-riveted joints the spitch should
at Malta, which belonged to the Knights of St. John, and 240ft. Toenclose this within a cofferdam, to enable the rock to diameters, and the width of the cover-strips 6 diameters; in
was commenced under the administration of the Grand Master | be removed to the depth of 33ft. Gin. would have been very expen- double-riveting the pitch should be 5 diameters, and the width
Emmanuel Pinto, in 1765, The island came into the final possession sive. The dam was, therefore, placed on the sloping rock where of the covering-strips 11 diameters in chain riveting and 12
of the British in 1814, when steps were taken to improve the its surface was about half that depth. The rock was then exca- diameters in zigzag riveting. A calculation of the proportionate
dockyard, a small graving dock being then commenced on the east vated in the usual manner up to the dam, It was now determined strength of these different joints, as compared with the strength
the solid plates themselves, shows that but little advantage is
side of the dockyard creek, but this had to be abandoned on account | to excavate the rock under the dam, and twenty-three drifts were of
obtained by the employment of butt-joints in place of lap-joints, so
of the character of the rock and of the leakage of sea water, and driven in the rock. These drifts were connected by cross cuts, faras
mere strength of joint isconcerned; and even in the best instance
leaving the dam and the bed of the creek supported on a series of
was subsequently converted into a boat slip.
strength of a double-riveted butt-joint with two cover-strips
The next attempt was made in 1841, when the present dock No. 1, pillars. Upon the completion of the caisson the sea was admitted, the
and
drilled
holes is less than four-fifths of that of the plate, while
the
dam
was
removed,
and
the
mud
was
dredged
from
the
rock.
A
or old dock, was constructed at the head of the dockyard creek. series of 5in. holes was drilled from a floating stage into the in common single-riveted
lap-joints with punched rivet holes the
The foundation stone was laid by Sir Patrick Stua:t on the 28th of
strength
is
little
more than half that of the plate, thus involving
villars,
into
which
charges
in
tin
cylinders
were
placed,
and
fired
June, 1844, and the dock was opened on the 5th of September,
a serious waste of material. In the case of cylindrical
1848, when, for the first time, a British vessel of war was re-fitted y a Wheatstone exploder. The rock was then slung by divers, »ractically
ilers, constructed with the ordinary longitudinal and transverse
for sea service at Malta. It was designed by the late Mr. W. and hoisted by steam power.
The caisson was constructed by the Butterley Iron Company, and joints of the plates, the strain produced upon the longitudinal
Scamp, M. Inst. C.E., and was of the following dimensions :—
joints
by the internal pressure of steam is double that upon the
was
upon
the
sliding
principle,
a
camber
for
its
reception
being
Length over all, 310ft.; length on the floor, 230ft.; width between
circular joints; and two modes of remedying this
the copings, 82ft.; depth on the cill, 23ft.; and depth on the floor, provided on the east side of the entrance. The caisson was S3ft. transverse
inequality
strength of the joints have been adopted. The
long,
41ft.
high,
and
12ft.
4in.
wide.
The
lower
water-tight
deck
|
25ft. The cost of this work was about £60,000, In 1856 this dock was 21ft. below the top, and under this the water passed freely, the first consistsin the
in arranging the joints diagonally in spiral lines
was lengthened 294ft. at the head, making the total length on the
the boiler, whereby the effective strength of the joints and
floor 524ft., and the cill was lowered 2ft., while a sliding caisson ends being open. The upper deck had a vertical movement of 2ft., round
and the handrailing was connected with it in such a manner that it of the boiler is increased in the ratio of four to five. In the other
was put in at the middle so as to form two separate docks if re- fell
upon the deck when the latter was lowered. The deck was lan the boiler plates are rolled with thickened edges along the
quired. The cost of these works amounted to about £00,000,
supported
by seven pairs of vertical legs, hinged at the top to two Coteedieel joints, by which means, and by double-riveting the
The requirements of an ironclad fleet rendered it imperative,
longitudinal girders, which carried the cross girders of the deck, longitudinal joints, the strength of the joints is brought up very
however, that a still larger dock should be constructed, and the and
moved
longitudinally at the bottom like pendulums, but sup- nearly to that of the solid plates themselves, without the necessity
Admiralty were led to negotiate with the local government for the ported on the
second deck on two rollers attached tothem. The either of butt-jointing or of drilling the rivet holes ; the thickened
possession of the French creek, which at the time was fully occurollers
were
connected by two T irons, which, on being pushed or edges have also the advantage of obviating the ordinary corrosion
pied by the Maltese merchant shipping. In order to arrange for
the transfer of this trade the head of the great harbour was ex- pulled from the end, caused the legs to assume an inclined posi- occwring at the joints, which is so fruitful a source of boiler
explosions. The importance of the subject investigated in the
te ided about 88 acres, £250,000 being expended on this work, from tion when the deck had to be lowered, or a vertical position when paper
is sufficiently shown by the serious consequences which have
it had to be raised. The draw bars were attached at one end to
the designs of Mr. Scamp. A graving dock was commenced in 1862, two
arisen
from defective construction of joints, both in boiler work
endless
chains,
working
on
each
side
of
the
camber,
set
in
in the new harbour extension; but, at a very early stage, strong motion by gearing, driven by shafting from the drainage engine.
im iron shipbuilding.
we
local opposition was encountered, and, as great difference of opinion | The floatation of the caisson was adjusted by 35 tons of water andAfter
the meeting a number of the members and their friends
existed as to other sites, the Lords of the Admiralty visited the ballast beneath the upper deck, which was increased or diminished dined together,
in celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of
island in September, 1864, to decide the question, The several sites as required,
the Institution.
were examined by Lieut.-Colonel Clarke, R.E., C. B., Association
The pumping machinery for emptying the dock was supplied by
Inst. C.E., the director of works to the Admiralty, who advised
the abandonment of the dock in the harbour extension, and selected Messrs, J. and E. A. Gwynne and Co., and consisted of two
COMPANY is in course of formation with the object of acquirpower high-pressure horizontal engines, working three ingA and
a site in the French creek for the dock, which was the subject of 60-horse
working the mining property known as the Esk Valley
the present communication. The works were commenced in 1865, centrifugal pumps, by means of a large spur wheel, gearing into Ironworks, at Grosmont, near Whitby. This property belonged
from Colonel Clarke’s designs, under the superintendence of the three pinions keyed upon the three pump spindles. The pumps to the late Mr. William Watkin, and has been disposed of by his
all driven together when the dock was full, but after the executors. The company anticipate large returns from their inauthor. The length on the floor was 423ft.; the length over all were
was 468ft.; the width of the floor was 42ft. 6in.; the width be- water was lowered 11ft. one of the pinions was thrown out of gear, dustry, the estimate of profit announced in the prospectus being
at 23ft. another was detached, the pumping being completed 27 per cent.
tween the copings was 104ft., and the width of the entrance was | and
83ft. The depth of the invert, floor, and entrance below the average with one only. The quantity of the water pumped out was
Newry WaTERWORKS.—The works for supplying the town of
sea level, was 33ft. Gin. The cost of the dock, inclusive of the 7,077,115 gallons in four hours and three-quarters, ‘The drainage Newry
with a constant high service supply of water have just
caisson, was about £120,000. The entrance cost £30,000, exclusive of the dock while in use was effected by a 30-horse power engine, been
commenced, and the first cargo of pipes has been delivered
which
also
worked
the
machinery
for
the
caisson
and
the
hydraulic
of clearing the rock from the site. The work was partly executed pump for the penstocks,
by the founders, Messrs. Allan and Son, of Glasgow. ‘The bill for
by local contractors, and partly by day-work, under the direction
this water supply was warmly contested in two sessions of Parliaof - author; and the dock was opened en the 16th of February,
ment, various other schemes being proposed in opposition to this
1871,
one,
which was projected by Mr. Hassard.
INSTITUTION
OF
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS.
In regard to the preliminary works, excavation, &c., it was reSoutH KENSINGTON MusEUM—Visitors during the week ending
marked that the site was occupied by an old fortification, the
THE twenty-fifth anniversary meeting of the members of thi$ January
27th, 1872 :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
demi-bastion St. Raphael, and formed a plateau 55ft. above the Institution was held on Thursday, the 25th January, in the
sea level, bounded on the margin of the creek by a bastion wall lecture theatre of the Midland Institute, Birmingham ; the chair from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Museum, 17,791; Naval and other
Galleries,
1377 ; on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admission
72ft. high, and on the side adjoining the dockyard by an elevated was taken by the retiring president, John Ramsbottom, Esq., who
roal, There being no communication between the two sides of this was succeeded by the president elect, C. William Siemens, Esq., 6d., from 10 am. to 4 p.m., Museum, 3036; Naval and other
Galleries, 86; total, 22,200; average of corresponding week in
road, a tunnel & ft, in length was driven through the solid rock to of London.
convey the exc: va‘ed materials to barges for removal to sea. A
The secretary (Mr. W. P. Marshall) having read the minutes of former years, 11,889, Total from the opening of the Museum,
second tunnel wa; also made, and 250 cubic yards of rock were the previous meeting, the annual election of officers took place, 11,085,378,
removed daily, When the site was sufficiently cleared to the and several new members were also elected. The annual report of
A Facr wortn BEARING IN Minp,—We extract the following
wharf level 6ft. above the sea, the dock pit was proceeded with. the council was then presented, which showed the prosperity of passage from an articleon ‘Patent Lunacy” in the American RailA trial shaft had been sunk to ascertain the water-bearing character the Institution during the past year, and referred to the very road Gazette: — ‘It is a very curious fact that many people—
of the rock; but no fissures were met with, and the water arising interesting and successful meeting held in Middlesbrough last capitalists especially—have an impression that invention and
from slight cracks and partings only amounted to about four summer,
mechanical design are somehow outside of the range of the
gallons a minute. An 8-horse power engine, with one of Gwynne’s
The first paper read was a ‘ Description of the Disintegrating reasoning faculties, and that it is a sort of inspiration or afflatus
centifrugal pumps, was put into use, and a 10-horse power engine Flour Mill, and Machine for Pulverising Minerals, &c., without which comes over a man in an inexplicable way, and that probably
was held in reserve. A large temporary pump well was formed Grinding, Crushing, or Stamping,” by Mr. Thomas Carr, of Bristol. the less common sense or wisdom a person may have regarding
40ft. outside the caisson groove, for receiving two 20in. barrel In this process of disintegration the particles of the material other matters the better must he be as an inventor. Many who
pumps, to be worked by a 35-horse power marine engine. At this operated upon are shattered in mid air by a succession of blows have entertained such impressions have had bitter reasontomowrn
time the leakage from the sea was 300 gallons per minute, which delivered with extreme rapidity in opposite directions, and are that they based their faith on so insecure a foundation. The
was easily kept down by one small portable engine. The 35-horse thus pulverised by the force of the blows alone, without being successful application of an invention requires, in fact, an exercise
power engine being ready by the end of February, 1867, the water subjected to the compression or friction which accompanies the of the reasoning faculties quite as much as or perhaps more than
was kept down to 34ft. below the sea level without the other pumps. ordinary processes of grinding, crushing, or stamping the material a lawyer’s argument in court ; and the conclusions of the inventor
In the following month the pump well was 43ft. deep, and a great between two surfaces. The disintegrator consists of a pair of circular should be as carefully sustained by evidence as is the lawyer's
increase of water took place. An additional engine of 12-horse discs rotating in contrary directions upon two shafts situated in case.”
power was used, and another of 20-horse power was ready in the the same line ; the opposing faces of the discs are studded with a
Tue American Navy.—The United States Army and Nary
following May, the latter being attached to one of Murray’s chain series of short projecting bars or beaters, arranged in successive Gaztte, speaking of the existing ‘“ difficulty ” with Spain, and the
pumps, capable of discharging 1600 gallons per minute. In July concentric rings or cages ;and the rings of beaters fixed in one state of preparation in which the United States would be found
the flow was gauged, and the total quantity was found to be 5725 disc intervene alternately between those fixed in the other disc, and should war be declared, says :—‘ Our navy makes a poor enough
gallons per minute. The cost of pumping was much increased on revolve in the opposite direction. The matcrial to be pulverised show in all respects, even in the ‘Navy Register,’ and the
account of the scarcity of fresh water, Dr. Normandy’s condensing is supplied through an opening in the centre of one of the discs, showing there is most deceptive. Of the twelve first-rates not
machines having to be used, The temporary pump well in the and receives from the innermost rings of beaters a centrifugal more than one-half are really available ; of the second-rates only
entrance, from which the greatest leakage proceeded, was filled up motion propelling it towards the circumference of the dises ; in one-third ;of the twenty-three third and fourth-rates, fifteen or
with concrete; and another was sunk upon the wharf 20ft. behind its course through the machine it encounters successively the sixteen ; and of the nineteen fifth-rates, not one-half. The list of
the coping, and was worked by the 35-horse power marine engine. several ringsof beaters revolving alicrnately in opposite directions ironclads will have to be cyphered down one-third to allow for the
In August the site of the invert and caisson groove was excavated at a high speed, and the particles are thus dashed violently by unfinished vessels and the still four unfortunates which were
for setting the masonry. The largest fissures were found near the such beater against the beater in the next outer ring running in unable to keep their heads above water when launched. It is well
centre line of the dock, 50ft. within the caisson. Two lines of 12in. the contrary direction, whereby the material is effectually broken that the real condition of our navy should be understood, though
cast iron pipes were laid below the masonry to lead the water from up and reduced to powder. In this mode of action, by the free we need not fear but that our strength is sufficient to disappoint
the fissures to the pumps. The outlets were provided with vertical blows of the beaters upon the material, the friction and compres- the impudent boasts of the Spanish organ, El Cronista, which
disc-valves with screw adjustments. In February, 1468, the re- sion between the machine and the material, which are involved in thrives upon our toleration.”
moval of the rock round the main fissures (which had been left all grinding, crushing, or stamping processes, are avoided, as the
SreamM CYLINDERS IN THE Navy.—The ‘‘ Naval and regex |
34ft. below the sea until the invert was set) was again proceeded material is not acted upon between a pair of surfaces ;and the
Intelligence” of the Times of Friday last contains the folwith, but the discharge under so great a head continued to increase, whole force of the blows given by the revolving beaters is usefully lowing
statement : — ‘On completion of the series of official
and the engines were again overpowered. Wedges were then driven expended in pulverising the material, Disintegrating flour mills
trials of the Swiftsure, that ship was moved into the
in, but new openings were formed, owing to the rotten nature of the upon this construction have now been a year in regular work with steam
south
basin
at Keyham for examination of her machinery,
sock. A 20-horse power horizontal marine engine was obtained to complete success, a single machine of seven fect diameter being
was discovered that the cylinders which were found
work a centifrugal pump, and two additional lines of 12in. pipes found to do the work of twenty-seven pairs of millstones, and to towhenbe itcracked
on the ship’s arrival from Jarrow-on-Tyne, and
were laid under the floor to draw the water from the main fissure. produce the same percentage of flour from the wheat, with a re- were, as was supposed,
effectually repaired at Keyham, were
The pumping power now available amounted to 143-horse power, markable saving in cost of production ; the quality of the flour again defective, and accordingly
an official survey was held on
while the leakage was 7500 gallons per minute. The labour in moreover is decidedly superior, owing to the absence of the com- board yesterday, at which the following
officers were present :—
keeping so many engines in repair, and the time that would have pression that accompanies grinding by millstones ;and in consebeen occupied in obtaining additional pumping power from Eng- quence of the bran being scaled off in larger flakes than in grinding, Mr. James Wright, Engineer Assistant, from the Admiralty,
Whitehall
;
Mr.
Bardin,
C.B.,
and
Mr.
R.
Nicoll,
chief inspectors of
land, induced the author to adopt the following expedient : The it is more perfectly separated from the flour in the subsequent machinery afloat, at Keyham; and Mr. Warriner,
representing
water was allowed to rise to 28ft. to relieve the pressure, and a dressing process. Smaller sizes of the disintegrating machine Messrs. Maudslay, Sons, and Field, the builders of the
engines.
stage was formed over the main fissure. A guide box was then have been several years in use for pulverising various mineral It was ascertained that the crack in the after.cylinder
had
lowered upon the fissure, and within the box a long chisel was substances, such as artificial manures, calamine and blende ores,
fracture had appeared in
worked by a ringing engine, by which means a pit was cut in the auriferous quartz, and rock asphalte ; also for breaking up cattle extended Ift. each way, and that a new 9in.
in the same direction
rock to a level of 43ft. Yin. below the sea. This, ork levelled, re- food, such as oil cake, &c., and for mixing in sugar factories the forward cylinder, extending about
to repair
ceived a slab of limestone, 6ft. Gin. by 3ft. 6in. by 1ft. 5in., having different shades of moist sugar, and for mixing the materials for as the original fracture in that cylinder. It isif ke
cylinders in such
a thick bed of puzzuolana under it secured to the slab. This being making mortar; and the machines have proved very successful these further defects, but it is questionable
a condition can ever be deemed efficient.” We have in this
carefully set, the edges were filled in with wedges, and the leakage for these purposes. Models were exhibited of the machine, with passage
an admirable illustration of the truth of the statements
passed freely below the masonry to the pump wells. In July the specimens of a variety of materials pulverised by it, and samples
which we published in a recent impression concerning the repeated
masonry was sufficiently set to permit of the partial closing, by of the flour produced by the disintegrating flour mill.
failure
of
cylinders in her Majesty's navy.
means of the screws, of the outlet valves, which were ultimately
The next paper was ‘On the Strength and Proportions of
successsively closed, and, on the completion of the works, the Riveted Joints, with the Results of some Recent Experiments,” by
A Mutirary CoMMItTEE is now sitting at Berlin to inquire into
leakage was less than seven gallons per minute.
Mr. Walter R. Browne, of Bristol. The four different modes of the results of the employment of railways during the late war in
With respect to the masonry, mortar, &c., it being desirable that fracture possible in riveted joints were described, consisting in— the conveyance of troops, ammunition, provisions, &c, It is found
the dock should be available as soon as possible, the setting of the shearing of the rivet—crippling of the plate or elongation of the that when the distance is short, and a considerable force has to be
masonry was conducted with that view, the caisson groove and rivet hole in the line of strain—fracture of the metal between the conveyed, it will proceed more rapidly on foot than by railway.
camber, the invert, and 40ft. of the floor being completed first. rivet hole and the edge of the plate in the line of strain- or An army corps of 36,000 men will go a distance of eighteen Ger-The floor stones were set by a low traveller, and on + aa courses tearing of the plate along the line of the rivet holes, at right man miles in less time than if it were conveyed by a double line of
a staging was formed 48ft. high, to receive two of Taylor's steam angles to the line of strain. From the consideration that a perfect railway, and a distance of twenty-seven miles in lesstime than if it
travellers, which continued the masonry to nearly the water line, joint would be one offering equal resistance to each of these modes were conveyed by a single line, A saving of time is only to be obwhen ordinary sheers were used, The inner lining of the dock was of fracture, the proper proportions were deducted for the various tained in forwarding large bodies of troops by railway when the proformed of the hard, crystalline limestone of the island, in blocks descriptions of riveted joints, with the aid of data furnished by portion of troops to German milesisas 2000to Lonadouble line, and
varying from three tons to eight tons in weight, the backing being different experiments previously recorded, and by a series of ex- as 1333 to 1 on asingle line. The French frequently suffered great
of an inferior quality of the same stone. The lime burnt on the periments recently made for the purpose by the writer. The losses from not observing this rule, while, on the other hand, they
works cost 4s, 6d. per cubic yard; it was obtained from the best proportions. thus obtained for single-riveted lap-joints are that the surpassed the Germans in employing railways for the conveyance
crystalline limestone, and was not hydraulic. The puzzuolana was diameter of the rivets should be twice the thickness of the plate, of provisions, For this purpose so-called ** Magazins Mobiles
supplied from the caves of St. Paul, Civita Vecchia, and weighed and the pitch of the rivets and the width of the lap should each were formed, each of which contained ten days’ provisions for an
70 lb. per cubic foot, its average price being 7d. The mortar | be three times the diameter of the rivets. For double-riveted lap- army corps, and was always kept readyon the line to be despatched
weighed about 1 cwt. per cubic foot, but was inferior to Portland joints, the diameter of the rivets being again double the thickness wherever it might be wanted.—Pall Mall Gazette.
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and apparatus therefor.”
Jon Hewny JoHNson, Lincoln's-inn-fields, London, “‘ Wedges for
This invention relates to condensers in which a toricellian tube or the
87. James Gowans, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., “‘ An improved cess- 256.railways,
27th
January,
1869.
system of action is employed in maintaining or nearly mainpool for preventing the escape of sewer gases into houses or other 422. Joun AL :XANDER Fores Suter, Hereford, and THomas CALLENDER toricellian
taining the vacuum, and it consists in a novel construction of condensers,
buildings.”
Hixpve, Fownhope, near Hereford, ** Producing heat for heating the whereby they may either wholly be made surface condensers or combined
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&c.”—10th
February,
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finger protectors.”
1868. A. Zipser, Biala, Austria, “ Incrustation in steam boilers.”— Dated
93. Casimir ScnemioTH, Finsbury-place South, London, “ Improvements
18th July, 1871.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £10U nas been Paid.
in wheels for traction and other similar engines.
This invention consists in introducing into the water space of steam
95. AxNoLv BupEeNBERG, Manchester, “ Improvements in liquid meters.’ 286. Joun Hucues, Millwall, London, “ Armour-plated ships, forts, &c.” boilers
an apparatus, consisting of a closed oblong metal vessel, on the
“4 communication from Bernhard August Schiffer and Christian
lst February, 1365.
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of which are one or more apertures communicating with verFrederick Budenberg, Buckau-Magdeburg, Prussia.
tical nozzle-shaped pipes inside the vessel, which pipes are curved down97. Ricuarp Wagcoop, Newington Ironworks, Falmouth-road, Surrey, 204. James Bat, Sheffield, ‘‘ Sheep shears.”—2ad February, 1865.
wards at their upperends. At the topof the vessel isa hinged cover
“‘ Improved means of subduing or extinguishing fire, and in apparatus
formed of fine wire gauze, As the water circulates through the appaNotices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
connected therewith.”—1l1lth January, 1872.
ratus, passing in through the tubes and out through the wire gauze cover,
90. WILLIAM WarRD ANDREWS, Kingsland-road, London, “‘ Improvements 2469. CHARLEs Pryn, Friars-green, Exeter, ‘‘ Preventing waste of water.” the
solid matter held in suspension is deposited in the casing.
in wet gas meters.”
—10th
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1871.
101. Georce Linpsay, Liverpool, “Improvements in gearing or apparatus 2470. Jonn Owen, Bowdon, “ Constructing high-pressure filters.” —20th 1s72. T. Canrwricur, West Bromwich, Staffordshire, “‘ Preceating or diminishing injury to sted engines.” —Dated 18th July, 1871.
for transmitting motion.’
September,
This invention consists in shutting off steam from the cylinder of the
103. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln'’s-inn-fields, London, “ Improvements 2483. Joun Ne 1Lsson, Glasgow, N.B., “‘ Enamelling metal articles, &c.”
in the treatment and utilisation of acid gas tars.” *—A communication 2485. WILLIAM Roser T Lakes, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Cutting engine whenever, by the breaking of the crank pin ur other like accident,
the piston-rod rises higher or descends lower than is compatible with the
from Ferdinand Blondin, Paris.—1l2th January, 1872
the soles, &c., of boots and shoes.”—A communication from Joseph proper
working of the engine. This is effected by causing a safety rod to
105. Rosert Brown, Albion-street, Leeds, Yorkshire, “An improved
Woodley.
be raised or lowered by a ring connected with the topof the piston-rod
ventilating stove.”
Cuartes Henry GarDNER West Harding-street, Fetter-lane, striking
one or other of the two stup collars secured on the said safety rod
10%. Joun PoLtLarp Seppo, Park-street, Westminster, “ Improvements 2486.eamantang
A
communication
from
Marie
Amelia
*
Holding
parcels,
&c.
at
the
reguired
positions. The motion given to the safety rod is transin the means of ventilating the sewers, soil pipes, and cesspools of M er.
mitted by a series of connecting rods, levers, and a crank to a slidin
dwellings, and deodorising the gases evolved therefrom.’
Garpner,
West
Hz
urdingstreet,
Fetter-lane,
2488.
re
a
Henry
wedge, which wedge props or supports an arm, and the latter a weighted
103. IsuaM Baces, High Holborn, London, “Improvements in ma"—A
communication
from
London,
**
Composing
and
distributing
g
y
type.
valve rod. When this sliding wedge is withdrawn from the arm dechinery and apparatus for cutting, marking, stamping, and producing Victor Eugene Mauger.”—21 st September, Is71.
the valve rod is pressed down by its weight and closes the valve,
lines, indentations, and devices on metallic and other surfaces.”
Epwarp THomas Hucues, Chancery-lane, London, “ Lubricators scribed
thereby shutting off the steam and bringing the engine immediately to
109. WiLttiaM ALEXANDER LytTLe, The Grove, Hammersmith, Middlesex, 2494.
for
steam
engines.”
—A
communication
from
James
Harper.®
‘‘ Improvements in telegraph poles, and ip the means and apparatus 2496. Tueopore Derrits, Rue Richer, Paris, *‘ Glass lights.” —A com- rest
for fastening and securing the telegraph wires thereto, which improveis7é. H. Vauonan, Lincola, “ Self-acting escape valve.” —Dated 18th July,
munication from Victor Eugene Mauger.
ments are partly applicable to other purposes and to existing telegraph 2498.
1s71.
CHARLES ATwoop Harpy and AvuGustus Epwarp Stayyer, Shefpoles and insulators.”
This invention consists in the construction of a self-acting escape valve,
field, and JonarHan Harrison, Eastwood, ‘“ Picks, hammers, axes,
110. Joun Fiecp Swinsury. Birmingham, “‘ Improvements in breechwhich
is actuated by the expansion and contractiun of a pipe placed in
adzes,
&c.”
loading small arms.”
Wittiam Epwarp Gepce, Wellington-street, Strand, London, communication with the pipe or vessel to which the apparatus is applied.
113. Freperic PeLHam WarRev, East-court, Cosham, Hants, ‘‘ Improve- 2502.“ Cleansing
grain.
A
communication
from
Charles
Vigreux
2011
P.
Girrarn, Paris, “ Pistoas.”—Dated 31st July, 1871.
ments in tins, canisters, or cases for containing preserved meats or 2503. WittiamM Epwarp Gepue, Wellington-street, Strand, London, “ A
invention consists in constructing pistons with a flexible packing
other substances.” —13th Januar y, 1872.
combined shoe and gaiter.”—-A communication from Pierre Marie Le ringThisfitting
loosely in a groove in the piston, which is made of a less
114. Ricnarp p vine John-street, ‘Adelphi, Westminster, “ ImproveGoffie and Leon Emanuel Jouan, jun.—22ad September, 187
than its cylinder. This tlexible ring is made to act either as a
ments in feed apparatus for machines, such as thrashing machines and
James Verity, Charlton-road, Kentish Town, London, ‘‘ Chimneys diameter
packing only or both asa packing and asa valve. In the former case
others requiring the feed or materials of whatever kind to be fed or 2511.
a
gas
burners,
&e
ed
delivered into them with fairly or generally a disposition of its 21. Craistororo Muaatori, Park-road, London, “‘ Substitute for wood the tluid against which the piston acts first forces the ring against one
edge of the grovve and then finds its way into the groove at the back of
or their several straws or members respective
115. Tuomas RicHarp Cowarp, North Brixton, Surrey, “ Improvements ‘i187).the construction and decoration of buildings, &c."—2srd September, the packing ring so as to press this outwards against the cylinder. When
in appliances or apparatus for opening and shutting the heads of 2527. CHARLES ATWooD Harpy and Avucustus Epwarp Stayner, Shef- the ring is to act both asa packing and as a valve, the one side of the
piston is pierced with holes communicating with the groove at the back
landaus and other carriages.”
field, *‘ Shafting picks, &c.
the ring, so that when the piston is moved in one direction the ring is
116. James Jones Aston, Pembroke-gardens, Kensington, London, ‘‘ Im- 2531.
ERNEST Bau kot aud Epw ARD Roerrcer, Place Philippe de Girard, offorced
by the fluid against the perforated side of the piston, and the fluid
provements in mac’ hinery for propelling vessels on the water.”
Lille,
France,
*
Motive
power.
2th
September,
1871.
117. Witutam Henry France, Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘ Improvements in 2537. ArTuuR WaLLis and CHARLES JAMES Streevens, Basingstoke, finds its way from the one side of the piston to the other, first between
the ring of the groove and the packing ring into the groove, and thence
machinery for combing wool and other fibres.”
**
Heating
the
feed-water,
and
partially
condensing
the
exhaust
steam
through the perforations. On the return stroke of the piston the ring is
113. James Mappey, Leadenhall-street, London, “Improvements in in portable engines, &c.”—26th September, 1871.
against the non-perforated side of the piston and is made to act
cotton gins.”—A communication from Theodore Bourne, New York,
Joun Freperic Cooke, Cannon-street, wr. “ Pocket pencils.” pressed
simply as a packing by the outer pressure of the fluid in the groove as
US.
James
Youna,
Kelly,
Renfrewshire,
N.B.,
‘*
Carbonic
acid.”—“28th
first described.
11. Sacues BevEN, Wards-end, Loughborough, Leicestershire, “ ImSeptember,
1571.
provements in means or apparatus for uniting parts of looped fabrics.”
CuristorpHER CATLow, Burnley, “Looms for weaving.”—30th
12). WittiaAmM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ** An im- 2580.September,
1871.
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
proved reflector for facilitating the threading of needles "—A com- a 2 | Nicwo.as
Demetrius SP. ARTALI, Liverpool, “Apparatus for promunication from Sophia Letitia Mercer, Washington, Columbia, U.8S.—
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Mayelling vessels.”
15th January, 1872.
chinery
and
Fittings,
Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriayes, Carts,
ALFgep Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Sad irons.”—
123. Henry Cooke, ‘Sheffield, “Improvements in the manufacture of 2598.A communication
from Robert A. Van Reusselaer.—2nd October, 1871.
Harness, &e.
finished ironnapplicable for ship boiler, tank, and other plates, and 2631. ALEXANDER MELVILLE
CLARK,
Chancery-lane,
London,
“
AliE. Tatitent, Dulwich-road, Surrey, “‘ Working signals.”—Dated
merchantbs
mentary preparation “* communication from Jean Marie Onésime 1831. 13thT. July,
1871.
124. ALBERT Rare Litre WortH, Rochdale, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements
Ociober, 187
The chain or line leading from the lever to the signal post, one end of
applicable to machinery for preparing, spinning, and doubling cotton 2646.Tamin.—4th
JAMES BALL, Shotield, “Reaping hooks and sickles. "—5th October, which
is
loose,
is griped by a pair of clamps attached to the lever, one onl,
and other fibrous materials.”
1871
125. Epwarp Louts Pa.alre, Mornington- crescent, Regent's Park, London, 2654. Granam Stevenson, Airdrie, N.B., “ Iron and steel.” 6th October, being fixed on the lever the other worked by the trigger rod, whic’
raises the loose clamp out of a sunken part on to a higher part of a quad“ Mie ae. for the compression of air by the medium of water.
1871.
127. Henry WituiamM Dez, Sherwood-street, London, ‘ An improvement Qt Joun Henry Jonunson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ Lanterns.”— rant, on which the loose clamp travels. The other part consists of a
casting with a slide, which, being worked to and fro by a crank, receives
in cigar cases and other like articles, and in fastenings for the same,
A commu ation from Alonzo French. —9th ¢Ietober’, 1871.
signals placed above it, ‘and t ereby passes them on to the metals, to
wivhich fastenings are also applicable to other purposes.”
Rose Wues.e, Cockspur-street, Westminster, “‘ Skates.”—-12th fog
be cmntaiel by the pressure of the wheel passing over it.
123. Atrrep Lex, Hyde, Cheshire, ‘ Improvements in apparatus to be 2704.Octoher,
1871.
applied to pipes used for heating buildings by steam
27 28. Henry WILLIAMs, ae street, London Bridge, Surrey, “ Tents, 1835. R. SaunperRs, Croydon, Surrey, “ Hovseshoes.”— Dated 13th July, 1871.
12”. George Henry Wi.son, Ebenezer Cottages, Warne: -road, CamberForming recesses, sockets, or grooves in horseshoes, and lodging in
&e."—14th October, 1ST
well, Surrey, ‘‘ Improved self--acting safety appliances for fire-arms.”
Situ, Ci on un-road, London, “‘ Artificial manures.”— them materials suitable for securing a good footing and grip. Also for
131. Joux Hayton GREENHILL, Belfast, Antrim, Ireland, “‘ lLmprovements 2784.19th Ricwarp
shoes and boots for pedestrians a prepared independent outer sule, having
October, 1571.
in disintegrating machinery.”
projections
to take the bearing of the foot.
2836.
Tuomas
Kemp
Mace,
Birmingham,
“
Hats.”
133. WiLLiaAM RoBert. Lake, Southampton buildings, London, ‘‘ An im- 2840. WaLTerR RANKIN WuireLaw, Glasgow, N B., “‘ Furnaces.”
J. Brown, London, ** Protecting ships. "—Dated 13th July, 1871.
»roved horse collar.”—A communication from Zenas Coleman Robbins, 2852. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Traction 1838.
The
invention
relates to improvements in protecting the bottoms and
Vashington, Columbia, U.S.
communication from Louis Adolphe Herrmann.—24th sides of ships and other entirely or partially submerged surfaces, and conRicharp NoppINGs, Cowley, Oxfordshire, “Improvements in engines.”—A
October, 1871.
sists, First, in so shaping or forming the enamelled iron or other metallic
vheeled ploughs.”
ALrrep Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “Sawing ma- jlates employed for such purpose, as that they may be made to adhere or
135. George Gorvoy Pace, Gray’s-inn, London, “ Improvements in the 2895.
chinery.”—A communication from Pierre Emile Counord. —28th October, | > retained in position by tongueing the same into and with the adjacent
construction of piers and breakwaters "—16th January, 1872.
1871.
plate or plates. Secondly, in the employment of a cement composed of
135. Ricuarp Howson and Jonny James Tuomas, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, 3061.
Tuomas
BuRRELL, Stockton-on-Tees, “‘ Washing machines.”—13th asphalte, pitch, or oils, in combination with silicates of magnesia, such,
Yorkshire, “‘ Improvements in puddling furnaces.”
November, 1871.
for example, as tale or French chalk in a fine state of division. Thirdly,
133. WitttaM SPENC E, bg: gg Bact Chancery-lane, London, “ Improve- $139.
Josern BETTELEY and Georce Witiiam Bremyer, Liverpool, in the preparation of enamelled iron or other metal enamelled plates to be
ments in the joints of the permanent way of railways.”—A communi“ Ships or vessels.”— 20th November, 1871.
employed for protecting the bottoms and sides of ships and other entirely
cation from Frederick Oakley, Toronto, Canada.
James Leetcu, Broadley terrace, Blandford-square, London, “ De- or partially submerged surfaces, by firstly ones through or causing the
139. Jonn WALTER More, Market-street, Finsbury, London, and Jonn * $244.
tergent compounds "—30th November, 1871.
enamelled surface to be
»ved or incised by means of a diamond or
Norman, Hoxton-square, London,“ Improvements im means or appa- 3298.
Ropert Boors, Gorton Corn Mills and Gum Works, Manchester, other cutting instrument, so that the plate may be bent and be so
ratus for clipping horses and other animals.”
December, 1871
moulded as to fit the curved surface of ships’ bottoms without destroying
14). CampsBeELL Morrit, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Improve- 3372.*‘Gum.”"”—7th
Frankury
Hockiye
and
Jonny
Pinker,
Liverpool,
“Slide
valves.”—
the
enamel,
and
after
having
so
moulded and adjusted the same, filling
ments in the method of refining fat oils, and more particularly the
13th December, 1871.
the insterstices in the plate with either the before-mentioned cement or
crude oil of cotton
James Ecotinroy AnpEerson Gwywne, Essex-street Works, Strand, with other adherent and impervious compoun
142. Lorenzo Dow New ELL, Castle and Falcon, Aldersgate-street, London, |3449.
eg and BenJaMIN BEALE, Elizabeth Cot’ ,5 Parnell-street, New 1869. H. Witkerson, Eversden, Cambridgeshire, ‘* Fastening or securing and
“ A new marine state room.
Cross, Deptford, ‘‘ Rotary engines.”—20th December, 1871.
tipping or tilting trucks or wagons.”—Dated 18th July, 1871
143. Joun Grey Cranston, Low Byer, Alston, Cumberland, “ Improve- || $459.
Jonn Unwin, Sheffield, ‘‘ De ting nickel mondly metal,&
The improved means consist of a metal bar pivoted at one “end to the
ments in apparatus for holding rock drills in 'mines and tunnels.”
WittiaM ROBERT Lake, Southampton-buildings, ae **Metallic truck,
on provided at its other end with a recess, which is held bya
a — HENRY JOHNSON, Lincoln’ 8~v-inn-fields, London, “* Improvements,| $464.
rods
and
wire,
&c.”
—
A
commen
cation
from
Benjamin
Augustus
catch.
When it is desired to tilt the truck the bar is moved from the
idge boxes andk\
—A
ication from Joseph| Mason. —2lst December, 1871.
catch, which causes the truck to tip in the direction required, the bar
Wellington Frazier, New York, U.S.
|
3502.
Hyacinrne
Gaspriet
Gouverneur,
Stebbington-street,
London,
sliding in a suitable guide.
145. ArrHur McDovuaa.t, Manchester, and London, “ Improvements in | *“* Harmoniums, &c."—28th December, 1871
the manufacture of sulphuric acid.”
AveTiciaN CALANTARIENTS, Scarborough, ‘“‘Preventin, | 1877. B. J. B. Muis, London, “ Hollow axles for,cars.”— A communication.—
146. SAMUEL Snupson, Tottenham-court-road, ‘‘ Improvements in water- | 3517.»ipesJonannes
Dated 18th July, 1871.
and vessels containing liquid from bursting by the effects o
close’ ts.”
The invention consists, First, in the production of axle sections ? any
&c.”—29th December, 1871.
149. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘“‘ Improve- 6. rost,
WittiaM
Srespins
Fisn, Buchanan-street, Glasgow, N.B., ‘* Packing form, of wrought iron or steel, in such a manner that pairs of said
ments in applying colours or tints to photographs, albumenised aud
sections may be united longitudinally and welded and swaged into
piston-rods, &c.”
other surfaces.”—A communication from Henry Vander Weyde, New 7. forWituraM
Srepsins Fis and James Wornerspoon, Glasgow, N.B., perfect hollow axles by a simultaneous welding and swaging process.
| “ Yarns, threads,
York, U.8S.—17th January, 1872.
Secondly, in the production of hollow axles or analogous hollow articles
&c.”—lst January, 1872.
28. Hans Witnetm CasPersen, Newcastle-on-Tyne, “‘High and low- from longitudinal sections of wrought iron or steel, by a combined
or compound steam engines.”-A communication from John shapins, welding, and swaging process. Thirdly, the arrangement of the
Inventions Protegted for Six Months on the Deposit of pressure
furnace and die press for welding and a. ing articles without removing
Blair.—4th January, 1872.
mplete Specifications.
them from the heat of the furnace. Fourthly, in the bending apparatus,
83. Bristow Hunt, Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London, “ Meters.”
of a matrix and divided convex die, with their connections,
communication
from Gerard Sickels and John Hill Thorndike.. Siok —
147. CuarLtes Henry — Portland, Multnomah County, U.S., “An
ployed tobend ribbed plates into sections,
January, 1872.
improvement in artificial teeth.”—17th January, 1872.

’
;
i
;
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1878. R. Tunnpotr, London, “ Floating docks.”—Dated 18th July, 1871.
The inventor constructs the dock of metal plates as usual, but without
a central bottom or floor, and connects one end of the two sides, say, the
stem, in a rigid manner. The lower parts of the inside surfaces of the
dock are formed with longitudinal recesses or grooves for the sides of
the pontoons to slide in in a loose manner. The compartments of the
dock may be isolated from one another, so that water can be let into any
of them for the purpose of submerging it to the proper depth to permit
of the pontoons being drawn into the grooves, and the water can be expelled from them by an engine, so that the whole of the structure can
rise with the vessel and the pontoons if the dock is being used for docking purposes. The after part of the dock may be temporarily connected
by « transverse girder of metal or of timber, and the end can be closed
by a gate or caisson, which can be held in close connection by bolts, keys,
or hinges. The dock can be made so that the fore end piece or connection can be removed and the two sides brought together to form a vessel
of itself, which can, when provided with screws or other auxiliary means
of propulsion, be taken to any part of the world, the end connection with
the pontoons being stowed on or between the two sides in any convenient
manner. Felt or other material may be used to make a water-tight seam
where the pontoons touch the dock. The pontoons are constructed of
arched form either at the top or the bottom, or at both top and bottom,
to obtain strength ; they are made with sides to slide into the groove for
the dock. When the pontoons and the dock are to be lifted they are
connected by flexible hose for removing the water. In lieu of forming
recesses or grooves at the side of the dock walls, projections or ribs may
be formed for the pontoons to rest upon or for keeping them down.
Iss2. B. J. B. Minis, London, ** Wheels for railway carriages."—A com
munication — Dated 19th July, 71.
The First part of the invention consistsin constructing a hollow wheelby
welding together within dies separate parts previously formed in proper
shape. insome cases a contral web or diaphragm isapplied. Another partof
the invention relates to the mode of applying a box made separately from
the main portion of the wheel. Under this part of the invention the said
box is formed of a metallic tube with external screw threads at its ends
to receive nuts, between which the web of the hollow wheel is securely
chunped. Another part of the invention relates toa mode of journaling
the wheels upon the axle, and the axles within stationary bearings, so
that the wheels may be free to rotate independently, but may also turn
with the axle. Another part of the invention relates to means wd appliances for lubricating the journals of these wheels. ‘To lubricate the
journal within the wheel, the wheel is employed as a reservoir for vil
supplied to the journal through perforations in the hub. To insure a
constant and clean supply of oil, the hub is surrounded within the wheel
with «a body of fibrous material, which is connected with webs or discs of
like material of sufficient diameter to be always in contact with the body
of oil. The outer journals are protected in like manner to prevent the
p wsage of impurities,
1ss3. 6B. 7. B. Minus, London, “ Veutilating vessels,"—A comimunication.—
Dated 1th July, U71.
The invention consists in a method and apparatus for ventilating
vessels by means of chambers communicating at their lower parts with
the water in which the vessel floats, and at the upper parts with air pipes
controlled by valves, Also, in an air chamber, in combination with a
water chamber, employed in connection with a valve te prevent the retlux
of air into the said water chamber, or for use in connection with a horn
to sound a continuous alarm.
5. SirG. Bowyer, Rudly Park, Berkshire, “ Tramuways.”—Dated 19th
July, 1871.
This provisional specification describes forming tramways with lines
or rails of asphalte supported on concrete, and with a broad but shallow
trough-like hollow or depression running along each rail sufficient to
guide wheels running along it without interfering sensibly with the
wheels of carriages crossing the lines at any angle.

THE

ENGINEER.

of the moulding blade is convex, and when in use turns the soil on
either side of its path. The share or cutter is situated at the base and a
little in advance of the moul
blade, and the said share
the
soil and cuts the roots of weeds.
handle is connected to the upper
edge of the moulding blade. In using this hoe it is placed between two
rows of vegetables to be hoed. The workman stands in front of the hoe,
and by means of the handle draws it after him. The horizontal share or
cutter first cuts the roots of the weede and loosens the soil, and the
moulding blade, following it, moulds up the soil on the adjacent sides of
the two rows of vegetables between which it travels.
1884..J. Wray, Bedale, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Reaping machines.”—Dated 19th July,
1871
oh.
The features of novelty in this invention consist in enclosing, inside of
the running wheel of a reaping machine, all the driving gear or wheelwork employed to work the knives; also of an arrangement for discharging the cut corn at the side of the machine, and in the manner of
arranging and actuating the knife-bar so as to get rid of projecting rods
or levers, and in working the knife-bar nearly in a line with the centre
of the running wheel.
1904. C. Prircnarp, London, “Land scarifiers or cultivators.”—A communication.—Dated 20th July, 1871.
The First part of the improvements consists in a new arrangement of
the framing of the implements. The inventor has two zigzag bars, one
shorter than the other, the shorter one being on the inner side. The
foremost end of these zigzag bars is connected to the centre bar and the
hinder end to one bar running across the back of the implement. The
Second part of the improvements consists in the use of a movable
collar adjustable by means of a set screw passing through it into small
cavities in a vertical spindle. The Third part of the improvements consists in a peculiar
ical arrang
t for counteracting the effects
produced on agricultural ‘implements when some of the wheels are
travelling over an unequal surface. In some instances one side or one
half of the implement is from this cause lifted from the ground to such
a height as to preclude its working. In order to prevent this as much as
possible he provides an axle having a wheel on each end; this axle has a
vertical slot underneath the central part of the axle. He constructs a
semicircular
bar, also having a vertical slot in the centre. These two
Slots act as guides to a spindle, the end of which passes through them
and rests upon the axle. This spindle is kept from shding in the slots
by a bolt, and it supports ene end of the implement to equalise the
draught. He attaches two links to the axle at equal distances on either
side of the centre bolt, and connects them together as well as a third one
proceeding from a collar on the upper portion of the vertical spindle by
means of a pin.
1910. W. E. Genar, London, “ Ploughing by steam.”--A communication.—
Dated 21st July, 1871.
This invention relates to a novel method of operating a gang or series
of ploughs by means of a steam traction engine, and to a mechanical
device for staking the engine in order to accomplish the ploughing. In
ploughing according to this invention any steam engine of sufficient
oa er is used and a gang of suitably mounted and arranged ploughs.
linged or otherwise secured upon each side of the engine is a suitably
shaped leg of sufficient length to trail upon the ground when the engine
is moved forward; but when the engine is halted and started backward,
in the act of hauling the ploughs, these legs dip into the ground and
brace it against a strain from behind. The gang of ploughs, which is
connected with the engine by a rope, is then drawn through the ground
until it has been brought near to it, when the engine is again moved a
short distance forward, say 50ft. or 100ft., and the ploughs again drawn
up to it over the same ground that the engine has previously travelled.
This alternate moving forward a short distance and drawing the ploughs
up to it is repeated by the engine until the entire field has been
ploughed.

Class 5.—BUILDING.
Class 3.—FABRICS,
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
Tucluding Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, &c.
Preparing, Manufacturing, Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing 1844. H. Suruirre and W. Surcuirre, Halifax, Yorkshire, ‘ Forming or
Fabrics, de.
moulding syphon and other bent pipes.” —Dated 14th July, 1871.
1848. J Hoipine, Manchester, “ Looms for weaving.”—Dated lith July,
This invention consists in the use of moulds for casting bent or syphon
Is71.
pipes used as “stench taps.” The moulds are made of metal in duplicate
The novelty of the invention consists, First, in providing the loom to the form of one-half a pipe, and rest on a bed plate, a space equal to
the
thickness of pipe required being left between the two, which is filled
with a guard that prevents the shuttle flying out of the shed when
picking between box and box, and consists in actuating from the brake with lead, levers being attached to one of the moulds for drawing the same
lever of the loom a bar running parallel with the reed over the race of the apart, corresponding halves being wade in like manner; the two are
shuttle, in a manner that when the loom is in action the bar will be at its | svldcred together and the pipe is complete.
greatest distance from the reed over the shuttle, and when the loom is at 1847. F. N. Tarcet, Lowlon, * Dry closets and commodes.”—Dated ith
rest the bar will fall close to the reed ; Secondly the novelty consists in
July, 1871.
constructing pickers of buffalo hide and metal, that is, the lower portion
The invention essentially consists in arranging beneath the ordinary
thereof of metal and the upper of buffalo hide; Thirdly, the novelty opening
seats of the closet or-commodes boxes which open or
consists in constructing pickers of buffalo hide or other suitable move asideof the
a person sits on the seat, and again close when the
material in folds, that is, making the outer body of the picker of one person rises,when
the boxes at the same time sprinkling an absorbing,
doubled piece of buffalo hide, and inserting between such fold separate disinfecting, or deodorising powder upon the excrement just received by
folded pieces, the combined outer and inner hide forming four the closet or commode.
thicknesses that give strength and durability. Lastly, the novelty 1859. A. G. Brown, Southwark, London, ** Disinfecting.”—Dated 17h July,
consists in forming metallic healds on a suitable framing out of one
continuous spiral wire or wires, the distance between the dents being | A Is7L.
or deodorising liquid is commingled with the water in
obtained by the employment of forming such spiral on a screw-cutting the disinfecting
downtlow pipe, by means of a small pipe passing out of a reservoir
lathe or other similar tool.
into
the
downtlow
pipe.
1855. W. Burstem, Cheadle, Cheshire, “Looms.”—Dated 15th July, 1871.
W. E. Gepce, London, * Bricks for constructing pipes.” —A communiThis invention consists in forming the inside or lining of the body and 1sé4. cation.—Dated
17th July, 1871.
leg of the picker of a short thick piece of hide or other material, a conThis invention relates to curved bricks havingon one face a rectangular
structing the foot of a continuation or elongation of the piece, whether groove
at one end in a mortise, and on the other a rectansingle or double, which forms the outside or casing of the body and leg. gular ribterminating
or projection terminating at one end in a duvetail tenon. In
The two thicknesses are brought together beneath the bottom of the joining
these curved bricks they are so placed that the tenon of the rib
piece which forms the lining, and are riveted or pegged together to pro- takes into
the mortise of the groove, the next layer of curved bricks
duce the foot. In this manner the whole of the outside of the picker-- breaking joint
with the first, and soon, This system of brickwork is
body, foot, and leg—is made of one piece.
intended for the construction of pipes or tubes of any diameter, and
1865. L, B., and H. Situ and C. Bravery, Bradford, “ Combing of silk eurved and circular brickwork generally, and is specially recommended
and cotton,” —Dated Vth July, U7.
sy
for large syphon pipes,asbeing much cheaper than the metal syphon pipes
The invention relates, when combing silk and cotton, in combing appa- in ordinary use.
ratus of the character of that known us ‘* Nobles,” to forming the outer 1831. A. H. Srorr, Oldham, Lancashire, ‘* Fiveproof flooring.” —Dated 19th
circle in two rings or circles of teeth, one of which is fixed to the travelJuly, 1871.
ling circle as heretofore, and the other or outerof which is formed in
object of this invention is to construct a fireproof or other flooring
segments, capable of working as part of the fixed portion, and also of of The
an equal strength throughout, the weight and strength being properly
separating therefrom, so that the fibre may be in part cleansed by the distributed,
with a less weight of metal and a lighter brick arching
separation of these two parts or rings with the fibre on them, and the than hithertoandemployed.
uses cast iron columns of a
part thus cleansed laid to pass over the part between the teeth of the suitable height and thickness,The andinventor
near the top of each column he
combined outer circle and those of one of the inner circles, by which casts on an arched bracket at each atsideor thereof
projecting from the sides
a second combing of the fibre is rendered unnecessary.
of the column from, say, one-quarter to one-third of the span between
1871. T. Heciiwetr, Buttershaw, Yorkshire, “‘ Operating the warps in the the columns, and he connects each opposite pair of brackets by bolting,
production of cross weaving by power.”—Dated 18th July, 1871.
riveting, or otherwise jointing to the ends therecf a wrought, rolled, or
The object of the improvements is to obtain ease to the warp threads in cast iron beam, forming, as it were, a continuation and completion of the
the manufactureof cross weavingby power. In carrying out the improve- arch between the two brackets.
ments there are employed the ordinary doup healds and a pair of shedding
J. Dovatas, Fife, N.B., ‘‘ Heating buildings.”
— Dated 19th July, 1871.
healds. One of the shedding healds acts to form the upper half of the shed, 1892.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the employand the other the lower half thereof when operating for the plain or
of a stove combined with an arrangement of hot water apparatus
uncrossed shed. But in carrying out the improvements the tappet for ment
operating the heald that operates the lower half of the shed operates to fur heating buildings generally.
ease the part of the warp operated thereby by raising it into or nearly into
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
a middle position after the opening of a shed, whereby the strain being
relieved from those warp threads they are far less liable to breakage in Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Imthe weaving.
plements
of
War
for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, &c.
1874. F. Witktnson, Manchester, “ Treatment of cotton previously to its being 1806. J. Aston, Hythe, Kent,
“ Breech-loading fire-aris.”—Dated 17th July,
spun into yarn.” —Dated 18th July, 1871.
Is7l
ae
This invention consists in giving an improved white appearance to The breech block has a slot for the hammer to move in, and a small
cotton by diffusing a blue powder over the fibres.
through the centre of the face of the breech for the hammer to
1875. J. Kurrner, New York, U.S., “ Looms for weaving corsets and other hole
strike through the cap. On each side of the breech block is a strong
articles having gores or quasets.”—Dated 18th July, 1871.
for a claw lever to act on when opening or closing the breech, and in
The First part of this inven*ion relates to means for taking up the stud
the
breech
are two grooves for the studs or hammer to move in
irregular slack of the fabric as woven, so as to kecp the goods straight at when openingblock
the breech, which are so made as to bring the hammer to
the point of weaving ; and the Second part of the invention relates to the full
cock
and
to
cause
the block to be in its proper position when firing.
shuttle which is made so as to wind up the slack weft thread, and pre- On the top of the breech
block is awide groove to allow the cartridge
vent the same being delivered from the bobbin except where the weaving
to pass freely
in and out of the chamber. The h
has one stud
is being performed, thereby the gores or gusscts can be woven without oncase each
side, by the action whereon the downward movement of the
the weft thread being left in loose loops.
breech
block
brings
the
hammer
to
full
cock.
One
end
is
made hook1887. J. McGLASHAN, Dundee, ‘* Apparatus
for testing the size and weightof shape, to act on the swivel, to cock or release it from the trigger;
the
yarn.” —Dated 19th July, 1871.
end or point is made to pass through the small hole in face of
An index or measuring apparatus is adapted to the machine for malzing other
and strike the cap. It can be made to suit either hook or swivel
cops, pirns, rolls, or spools, by means of which the quantity of yarn that breech
mainspring, and the toe of mainspring to act as sear spring. The mainytsses round the drum will be measured and recorded.
spring is fitted on trigger plate at the end of the lever that passes through
1900. W. E. Gepor, London, “ Framework knitting.”—A communication.— the body, and the claw lever has a stop pin or some other suitable catch
Dated 21st July, 1871.
to prevent the lever coming out when in use; and on the right side is a
This invention relates to improvements by which hosiery framesor spring or catch to keep the side lever in its place when firing or not in
knitting looms are made to present the advantage in the production of use. The claw lever has an opening cut through each side to fit the studs
« single mesh web, of having a much less complicated mechanism, of on breech block; the other end is fitted with a swivel, and is divided to
making a much handsomer web than ordinary circular frames, and allow the end of hammer to move in to bring it to full cock. Through
further, permit the manyfacture of a single mesh web with good sel- the body of the claw lever is a hexagonal hole, and in it is fitted part of
the side lever, which by pressing down opens the breech and throws out
vedges upon both circular and rectilineal frames.
the case, and by lifting up closes it.
!
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
Class '7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
| Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical In- |
ils, de.
struments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, dc.
1856. G. and W.G. Moin, Banbury, Oxfordshire, “ Hand hoes.”—Dated 15th
July, 1871.
| 1861. J. H. Prarr, Birmingham, “ Finishing buttons.”—A communication.
—Dated 17th July, 1871.
This invention consists of a hand hoe in which a nearly vertical mould- |
ing blade and horizontal share or cutter are combined. The acting side ' The novelty of this invention relates, First, to bottoming and back-

Fes.
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the buttons
ing pearl buttons, and consists of an eee for hol
ited
to sui!
in such a position that the backs may
apparatus for removingany inequality and make them uniform in thick= Secon: Mer entine bolleas yy the use of an incline
, suitably arranged with divisions or compartments so constructed thatbuttons
of a given size only are allowed to escape into a receiver provided for
t purpose. Thirdly,
to carding buttons by the use of a
orated
metal plate with recesses for receiving the buttons, the card
on them and held down bya frame, which permits the buttons to be
sewn tothe card. And in some instances the card may be punctured or
embossed in the same order as the perforations in the plate to save
trouble to the carder, and in some cases the card so
or emsed may be used without the perforated plate and frame before mentioned.
1862. W. Capman, Holloway, Middleser, ‘‘ Window blinds, d&c.”—Dated
17th July, 1871.
Accord:
to this invention the window blinds, screens, and other
articles are made of paper, calico, or other textile fabrics, and transparent
by colour
ting in oil colours, body colours, transparent colours, inks,
and other colouring matter.
,
1870. R. Eastman, Islington, London, “ Castors and antifriction rollers.” —
Dated 18th July, 1871.
This invention consists of a spherical ball placed in a frame attached to
the leg of a piano, table, or other article of urtfiture. A suitable piece of
metal or other hard substance is fixed in the frame and has a convex, flat,
or concave surface which presses upon the top of the ball. Three or more
knobs or projections are formed inside the frame or inside arms attached
to the frame, and are arranged at a level above the horizontal diameter of
the ball, and at such a distance apart that not more than two of them can
touch it at the same time. By their being arranged above the horizontal
diameter of the ball it is impossible for the latter to become jammed or
fixed. The arms or the frame are continued downwards, and are then
bent inwards, so that if the castor be lifted they raise the ball from the
ground. Inantifriction rollers to resist great pressure he forms the three
or more knobs or projections themselves of balls supported or guided in
the manner just described.
1889. H. E. Newton, London, ‘‘ Lounging chair."—A communication.—
Dated 19th July, 1871.
f
The invention consists of a lounging chair for use in railway carriages,
or on boarg ship, or in the house or garden. The chair is mounted on a
pillar, on either side of which are divided racks to receive a pawl connected with a foot rest hinged to the under side of the chair frame, so
that the rest can be supported when the chair is turned round.
Class 8.-CHEMICAL.
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
1833. J. and T. Torrance, Bitton, Gloucestershire, “ Bleaching and draining
fibres.” —Dated 13th July, S71.
:
Bleaching by the application or assistance of an agitator for thoroughly
stirring up the pulp cr material during the bleaching process, and in a
vat or vessel into which the pulp or material and the bleaching fluid
are placed or are passed from the pulping or breaking-in engine, and
draining by means of a centrifugai drainer.
1837. W. G. VALENTIN, London, “ Improvements in the p&oxidation ofoxide of
manganese recovered from chlorine residues.” —Dated 13th July, 1871.
This invention consists in bringing atmospheric air, either cold or
heated, into intimate contact with hydrated oxide of manganese suspended
in water in the presence of free alkali andan alkaline ferro or ferri-cyanide,
such as yellow or red prussiate of potash, or of a mixture of the two, or
also in the presence uf some other metallic ferro or ferri cyanide or a
mixture thereof, such, for instance, as the corresponding lime, magnesia,
manganese, and other salts.
1840. E. E. Couiins, Bermondsey, “ Treating skutch.”—Dated 14th July,
1871.
Treating skutch with sulphuric acid or other suitable acid in such a
mode as to obviate any nuisance and to make useful products therefrom.
1846. A. M. CLARK, London, “ Compounds for the treatment of cancer and
other diseases.”— A communication.—Dated lath July, 1871.
The inventor prepares*a compound from the plant known as
Cundurango, a native «f South America. The bark or other part of the
lant is finely divided and then stee
or boiled in water or alcouol, to
‘orm an extract of the desired strength. Solid extracts of the Cunduranyo
are obtained by evaporating the liquid contained in the compound.
The plant may also be ground very finely and mixed with the paste or
other ingredients of which pills are to be compounded.
1851. J. T. Way, Kensington, London, “ Munufucture of soluble phosphate of
lime.” —Dated 14th July, 1871. ie
The claims to this
plete sp
tion are:—The manufacture of
soluble phosphate of lime in the state of chlorophosphate (either for use
as such or for further treatment) by acting upon the insoluble or natural
phosphate with hydrochloric acid, preventing the preponderance of
chloride of calcium by converting a portion of the base into sulphate, or
by the addition of a further quantity of phosphoric acid or acid phosphate
of lime. Also the processes therein set forth substantially as described.
1854. J. HARGREAVES and T. Ropinson, Widnes, Lancashire, ‘* Absorption
of gases,” —Dated 14th July, 1871.
An apparatus is used containing a series of shelves. The solid to be
treated is placed on the uppermost shelf, a series of scrapers scrape
the solid over the shelves and make it fall from one shelf to another
till it reaches the bottom, when it falls into a vessel placed to receive it.
The action of the scrape: s also serves to continually expose fresh surfaces
to the action of the gas. Jhe yas is passed upward through the apparatus,
entering at the bottom, and such as is not absorbed, or any gas which is
evolved, passes out at the top. The apparatus may be made of any suitable form, but one of cylindrical form having circular shelves and rev: pms |
scrapers is preferred. A series of two or more apparatus may be used, au
the said gas used or being treated may be passed through them, the gas preferably being made to pass ina contrary direction to that of the solid. The
shaft which moves the scrapers is kept cool by means of a current of water
passipg through it.
1857. F. J. Evans, Brentford, Middleser, ‘‘ Purification of illummating
gas.” —Dated 15th July, 1871.
A jet of superheated steam is admitted into the gas main and decomposes the sulphur in the gas. The resulting sulphuretted hydrogen is
afterwards removed by the ordinary purifiers.
1863. G. Demattty, Lille, France, “ Separating and obtaining fibrous
matter.” —Dated lith July, 1871.
The principal features of novelty in this invention are the employment
of either hot air or an alloy of fusible metals as vehicles of heat for separating the fibrous matter. The hot air apparatus consists of a sheet iron
or steel boiler capable of bearing a pressure of twenty atmospheres; the
top is closed and the bottom pierced with holes for the reception of tubes
for the circulation of the air. The apparatus is furnished with a safety
valve, manometer, and mud cock for evacuating the water and steam
after each operation. Combustion is adduced by a slight jet of steam
thrown from the apparatus on the stove by a conduit Pipe: The plants
being placed in the double bottom of the apparatus a sufficient quantity
of
e liquor is poured on them to immerse them; the lid is then
fixed and the temperature is raised to,from 200 to 210 degrees Centigrade
in two and a-half hours, at the end of which time the operation is comleted and the liquid and steam emptied by the mud cock; the double
Bottom is removed and the produce o
ed is washed and bleached and
is fit for use for the manufacture of paper or for spi!
When fusible
metals are employed as a calorific an additional set of tubes communicating with the others is used; these plunging into the stove, the particles of the alloy becoming heated, they carry with them all over the
apparatus the amount of heat they have absorbed.
1879. J. CasrHetaz and C. Depoutty, Paris, “Size or preparations for
woven fabrics.” —Dated 19th July, 1871.
This invention — a ng tan sama size oe eee for
size em: ed
e stiffening, quae, ying, or
ingof warps,
arns, oth,skins, and other
or fibrous materials. The inventors
nm aqueous solutions of sh
, copal gum, or other resinous gum, and
in some cases linseed oil or other drying oil, by separately dissolving the
said substances in diluted ammonia, and they employ the said solution
cither separately or mixed together in various combinations or proportions. The sizes so formed may be coloured with pigments or colouring
matter which becomes fixed, or the goods, after being sized, may be
dyed, the size acting as a mordant.
1897. F. Fenton, Dewsbury, Yorkshire, “ Utilisation of sewage.”
— Dated
20th July, L871.
This invention relates principally to the purification, treatment, and
utilisation of sewage and other refuse matters, whether in a liquid, semifluid, or solid state, and to the production therefrom of various marketable commodities, part of the invention (viz., the aération used as an
adjunct in the purification of liquid sewage) being also applicable to «
variety of other useful purposes where the agitation or aération of
liquids is desirable, such as in heating, cooling, and evaporating liquids,
and for the amalgamation of oil or grease or the extraction
dye
matters and grease, ‘ magma,” or “ seak,” from the spent liquors or
sewage of dye works, woollen mills, bleach or silk works,
jouses,
wool or sheep washing mills or pools. The invention also relates to the
making of soap direct from su —- ** magma,” or “‘ seak,” and to
pre
such dye matters and other products of sewage for re-use or
tor the market by the methods or ¥
hereinafter described, and is
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an im;
upon the subject matterof letters
t
ited
foths inventor and’&Hollins, of Bolton, Lancashire, dated
21stSept
A.D. 1870, No, 2534.
as
eer
Lancashire, ‘‘ Sulphate of soda, &c.”—Dated
at
5
Thihiventionconsistsip
cusing heated§ O (sulphuric anhydride or
teh hostel obketdent
with air or ox;
to pass over or
of
um. A
chlorideof sodium or heated
substances, , and a sul;
—
reaction ensues between
sponding to the chloride employed, and chlorine is libera'
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The operative locksmiths of Wolverhampton to the number of
about
engaged
in what is known as the rim and mortice
and
the cabinet branches, are, with the exception of the hands employed by Messrs. Chubb and Sons, who have no connection with
the movement, upon strike for 10 per cent. ; and as some of
the employers are conceding the point there seems a probability
of their getting what they ask. It is made known that a
tive
and key manufactory is now in operation at W
and will be carried on in connection with the kindred
lishment which is now successfully worked at Wolverhampton, The men who have combined together at Willenhall are
efficient
and steady workmen, and there is every reason to believe
that os eames ty om with
| asa
a A
ton
locks are made
the co-operative workmen, while at
Willenhall
the skill of the men will be applied in the manufacture
of rim and mortice locks. Large premises will speedily be taken
at Willenhall.
,
The improved trade of the country generally is having its effect
upon the rolling stock companies. A half-yearly meeting of the
Rolling Stock Company {Ualvechnngten) was
at the offices of
the concern, in the borough, on Tuesday afternoon, and the followingreport was presented and
pted:—‘*
When yourdirectors
resented you with the last report, they informed you that several
ee contracts had been entered into, the effects of which would
be visiblein the future. In accordance with these anticipations
the balance-sheet now exhibited is much more satisfactory,
Sai 2pees of £7130 18s. 6d., as against £6233 1s. 1d. in the
former
-year, The extra profit arises from the full ment of the capital of the company instead of a large
ce
remaining at the bank at a low rate of interest. As there
is now a greater demand for wagons and carriages than
for some years past, the directors trust they shall have
no difficulty in getting new contracts during the present year.
362 wagons have been sold during the half-year, and 135 carriages
and wagons have been bought, leaving 3824 in the possession of the
company. As the purchases have been chiefly in passenger carriages, the stock is of considerably higher value, though in diminished numbers. The directors propose to pay the usual rate of
dividend on the ordinary and preference shares as below: Dividend on ordinary shares at 12 per cent. per annum, £4200 ; ditto,
redeemable interest at 6 per cent. per annum, £877 10s. 2d.; ditto,
irredeemable, at 6 per cent.
per annum, £2291 16s, 9d.; total,
r
After payi
ese amounts, and giving credit to
the reserve
fund for dividend on its shares, such fund will be increased
by £98 19s. 1d. In the past
be taken from the reserve
to be kept
up at 12 ~ cent.” The chairman and secretary expressed their belief that now, however, the profits will enable the
reserve fund to be increased instead of diminished for some time

a spirit ofconcession
it may be accede to certain terms to meet the
views of the delegates,
bulk of the men at their meetings
take advantageof those concessions to make further claims, as if
the terms had been spontaneous offers. The delegates felt the
incompleteness of their legislative power, and promised to urge
their constituents to give them similar authority to that
bythe masters, so that terms having been laid before the conference
of which committee
and delegates can a)
, theymay be made
those by which
both sides
be
ee ee ee ee
ref
to the whole body of men, and discussed at
te meetings, where all sides of the question cannot
Class 9._ELECTRICITY.—None.
ly debated.
By and by, we have me Sait, Rip wi ~<4 eras lei is in
z
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
ev. saapeh tifying
so m
rogress towards
legitimate
qtiioutiia aolccnaitilien cheek bole been made as these conIncluding all patents not found under the preceding heads.
ferences indicate. The chairman of the iron trade and the other
1822. L. Perk:
* Steam engines.”--Dated 12th July, 1871.
The invention
in this provisional specification has for its ob- members of the committee of the Ironmasters’ Association have
ject impr
its in |
tive and portable steam engines, and relates much confidence that these conferences will develope into the
a"
engines where steam, under a very high pressure,is desired tribunal, and that henceforth masters and men in
employ:
South Staffordshire and East Worcestershire may be able to
1850. W. E. Newton, Lendon, “ Condensers for steam engines, de.”—A com- settle their differences at much less cost, but quite as
munication.—Dated 14th July, 1871.
This invention relates tocondensersin which
a toricellian tube or the ——- as similar adjustments are made in the North of
toricellian system of action is employed in maintaining or pouty. maint me add that in North Staffordshire also an important step
taining the
, and it
ists in a novel construction of condensers,
whereby they may either wholly be made surface condensers or com- is being taken in the same direction by the coalmasters there conbined surface and jet condensers.
senting to meet and discuss with their colliers the claim of the
1832. J. M. Joannipes, London, “‘A new anti-mildew grain and seed pro- latter to eight hours as a day’s work.
tector.” —Dated 13th July, 1871.
I may mention that great regret is being expressed that
The conveyance (by means of perforated cylinders, perpendicular and theHere
promoters of the movement for going to Parliament for a bill
horizontal) of pure atmospheric air to places or compartments where to
carry
out mine drainage in North Staffordshire has fallen
grain or seed is stored, especially on board ship, and during transport,
through. Colliery proprietors in South Staffordshire and East
with a view to its preservation from mildew, rotting, and heating.
1834. A. Tessier, Granville, de la Manche, France, ‘* Manufacturing soda Worcestershire had desired that the project might be successful
there, so that they might have the experience of that district to
Srom wrack.”—Dated 13th July, 1871.
5 J
’
This process consists in boiling down the wrack, leaving it to drain, guide them in similar work in the Birmingham district. Whilst
then compressing it, burning the wrack thus compressed, treating the unanimity is delayed mischief is effected, and the value of
ash as heretofore, and evaporating and calcining the liquid obtained by the mineral is increasing in equal ratio. As the water extends
the compression, soda being thus obtained from both operations, and in the mineral rapidly rises in value; and it will be impossible for
any season.
the district long to remain without some sch
being
pted,
which shall go far to meet the circumstances of the case. The
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL
TRADES rapidity with which the price of coal is advancing in Staffordshire
without precedent.
This has arisen in great part from the exOF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND iscessive
demands of the men. But these demands could not
OTHER DISTRICTS.
have been sustained if there had not at the same time
been a great inquiry for fuel.
The out-put at present is
(From our own Correspondent.)
enough, but when the water shall have extended the diffiREMARKABLE CONDITION OF THE IRON TRADE: High priceof iron, small
culty
will
be
felt
to
a
degree
that
will
render combined pumping
and very small profits—GREAT RISE IN CoaL: Its effect upon action absolutely imperative. We cannot
think that before
tronmasters— WORKS STILL STANDING WANTING COAL— that time shall have arrived the gentlemenbut more
immediatel
FURTHER DIFFICULTIES AHEAD AS TO COLLIERS—ANOTHER in
will
have
been
able
to
arrive
at
some
method that shall
CONFERENCE OF IRONMASTERS AND IRONWORKERS : Advance in meet the pressing exigencies of the case.
ironworkers’ wages till June—WHAT SHALL BE THE WAGES
The first month of 1872 is now closing with an abundance of
AFTER JUNE: A new scale proposed— PROGRESS OF CONCILIATION business
at nearly all of the hardware manufactories and
in SouTH AND NorTH STAFFORDSHIRE—MINES DRAINAGE IN workshopsdoing
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
around Birmingham. The state of things is
NorTH AND SovuTH STAFFORDSHIRE—THE GENERAL MANUFAC- not, however,in soandsatisfactory
as it ought to be. Truly there is a
(From our own Correspondent.)
TURING TRADES OF BIRMINGHAM AND THE SURROUNDING DIS- great demand, but materials are scarce and dear, and there is an
Tricts : How the first month is closing: Branches specified— absence of sufficient skilled labour. The scarcity and dearness of THE GLASGOW PIG IRON MARKET—SHIPMENTS—THE DUNDEE
FAVOURABLE EFFECTS OF INCREASED TRADE UPON THE ROLL- materials is brought about in respect of those goods that are next
WATER SCHEME—THE REMOVAL OF THE WEIR IN THE CLYDE—
inG-Stock CoMPANY, WOLVERHAMPTON—ANOTHER CO-OPERA- to the condition in which Nature leaves them by the growing
ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERS IN GLASGOW—FORMATION OF A
TIVE LOCKMAKING FIRM.
DRAUGHTSMAN’S ASSOCIATION — NEW SMOKE CONSUMING GAS
demand for them, owing to the revival of industry in nearly al
STOVE—TRADE DISPUTES AND THEIR EFFECTS.
THe meeting of ironmasters held in Birmingham yesterday was parts of the world, and the want of enough materials of the class
marked by the intense dissatisfaction of the proprietors of mills that has had some considerable amount of labour expended upon SHAKSPEARE has said that
and forges with their position at this time in respect of the ex- them is due to these causes, combined with the fewer hours that it is
- = and progression are inscribed
nses incidental to the executing of the orders that they have in now becoming general —- the artisans to work from day to day.
On theface of all earthly things.”
mr Whilst orders as low even as £7 5s. for bars are still being These last circumstances wil become increasingly felt as the short
executed, they have to pay for pigifon, for wages, and for coal, time movement extends, and it will continue to operate until trade But of nothing in the world is this more true than the Glasgow
thing like quietude.
Meanwhile, pig iron market. It is easily depressed, and it is as easily raised
prices that necessitate an outlay
more than £7 5s. before the has again settled down into
iron has reached the stage of a puddled
bar ; whilst
so great are the scarcity of clever artisans will likewise be experienced. Nor up again. The fluctuations to which it is liable are really astonishhis difficulties in getting the requisite supply of fuel and pig iron, are the shortness of materials and the under supply of labour the ing. A rumour of war or failure of a broker will naturally affect
past, however, the pig iron market
that he is losing much money by unproductive plant and ma- only impediments. Makers have to give high prices for both its tendencies. For some time
materials and labour, Yet the market will not bear that addition has been strictly consistent. It has held on its way rejoicing,
chinery.
Thepikemen amongst the colliers are generally dissatisfied that to the quotations which these greater expenses would justify. The without taking a single backward step. Prices have headil imisi
wares pores, until from 70s, at the close of 1870, pigiron is now
their “stints” were not reduced when the working time of the advances that have been made in the prices of most
7s. per ton, and at Tuesday’s market 77s. 3d. was touched. This
bandmen was shortened, and many of them are therefore remain- recently are only a part of what under
ordi
cir
t
ing out of the one
be
can
ne
we would follow.
ence makers’ profits are cut down to a finer is the highest price reached since March, 1866, when 78s. 2d. was
uoted for mixed numbers, and it presents a striking contrast to
ence, ironmasters cannot get coal enoug
carry on the margin than os to prevail at a time of so excellent a demand.
of last year, which was 51s. 6d. It
ina the average price for Jan
works, certain of _— = not on that —— begin pe mens Happily much of the competition that is usually a
it, should nothing unforeseen occur
till last night in any of the departments,and others began
in time of bad trade has been got rid of. When it wil return is un- is confidently anticipated
their mills. Genet aunioty is, therefore, expressed that the differ. certain. But that it will is beyond much doubt, for the present to interrupt the pcan of the trade, the average price for the
ence between the colliers and the coalowners may be adjusted considerable inquiry is encouraging small men to commence, and is current year will be higher than that of any previous year since
inducing others to add to their productive capacity, that will 1845, while the consumption both local and foreign promises to
with all possible despatch.
There were ironmasters on ’Change at emapny oy yesterday prove very tempting when there is not the opportunity for its exceed that of any other year in the history of trade.
The shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports for the week
(Thursday) afternoon who have this week given as high a
as exercise that is now experienced.
The travellers out report fair sales and punctual payments, ending Saturday last amounts to 12,070 tons, being an increase of
15s, a ton for works’ coal this week; yet they have contracts
running
at as low a price
as 6s, 9d. a ton. Inthis one item there- pretty much the whole country Gap. An exception in the 4405 tons as compared with the corresponding period of 1870.
fore the cost of producing a ton of sheets is advanced 24s, a ton. matter of ordering is perhaps found in Ireland, whence the The total ~~ 4 <y of pig iron since the 24th December last, when
The rise of 2s. a ton in large, and 1s. a ton in slack
as the re- travellers’ reports are not favourable. Better, however, than the returns for last year were made up, amount to 60,663 tons, or
sult of the alterations in their price-lists made by the colliery travellers’ reports, are the indications of the market that are «ig- 16,506 tons in excess of the same period in 1870. The imports of
it week
proprietors in the Dudley districts, when they reduced the work- nified morning by morning, as the letter orders are delivered. Middlesbrough pig iron into Grangemouth for the
ing time of the bandmen, is not unlikely to be all the advance for These are now very encouraging, and indicate a lowness of stocks exhibit an increase of thirty-nine tons as compared with the same
which ironmakers must look. The bandmen declare that they will that will occasion a demand for some time to come. All the — of 1870, while the pig iron shipments from Grangemouth
not be satisfied till their hours are reduced to nine per day; and different goods produced hereabouts are in immense demand ; and ‘or the week ending Saturday last reached 1392 tons.
The Dundee water scheme is still a questio vexatio. The two
the pikemen demand a reduction of one-sixth in the extent of the specifications embrace goods of a reliable quality in a larger
rival schemes proposed to the commissioners were referred, in so
proportion than has for some time been seen.
their “stint.”
far
as the recommendations made by the engineers are concerned,
e japanners and tin-plate workers are all busy upon nearly
If these demands should be conceded another considerable rise
will be declared in fuel, with a co
uent marked advance in the all the goods that they produce. Makers who are renowned for the to the opinion of Mr. T. Hawksley, who, in a letter, declining
emphaticall
bbed the
excellence of their quality, and who, a short time ago, were com- acceptance of the invidious task, has
quotations for iron, both pig and finished.
Meanwhile much satisfaction is expressed at the prospect plaining very much of the want of orders, are now as busy as are cominission. He has felt it right, he says, both to the water comafforded by the conference between ironmasters and ironworkers those whose products do not occupy so high a position in the mission and to himself, to return the ee in the matter of the
in Wolverhampton on Wednesday, that the wages question at the market. All alike, however, complain of the dearness of iron and proposed investigation, and he adds, “‘It would be undignified to
mills and forges
will soon be adjusted on a basis which will enable of block-tin. As will be seen by what is stated above thére is no make any comments on the unwarrantable and wholly unjustified
ers at the last meeting of the commission.”
diate relief in respect of iron ;and though quota- remarks of some
makers to anticipate settledness in that department for some time prospect of i
tions have somewhat descended in the matter of tin, still it re- It is, therefore, evident that the latter will have to get out of the
to come.
muddle without Mr. Hawksley’s —
That conference was the third that has been held. It arose out mmains at a price which is not encouraging as to future rates.
At the meeting of the Glasgow Water Committee on Monday
The galvanisers and the iron braziers have their order books all
of the ironworkers having proposed a modification of the offer
quite oppressed with work. Certainofthem last a pratense note was read from the harbour department of
made by the masters at the second conference. Mr. George J. full. The galvanisersare
Barker, the chairman of the Ironmasters’ Association, again pre- have orders enough on hand to keep them employed for eight months. the Board of Trade, complaining of the delay of the commissioners in
sided, and the other members of the committee of the Ironmasters’ In the present state of the iron market they don’t care to add to executing the works authorised under ‘‘ the Glasgow Corporation
Association were again represented pretty much as before, nor their list ; and, on account of the marked advance that has been de- Waterworks Act, 1866.” The complaint was specially directed to
was there any
e in the delegates. There were two points to clared in prices by the makers, consumers are not forward to purchase. the non-removal of the dam or weir across the Clyde, above the
which attention
to be directed. First, it had to be ascertained There is, however, an everyday consumption which must be met, Hutchesontown Bridge. This weir, which was first condemned by
what, if any, advance the ironmasters would concede upon the and there is now a better inquiry on account of the Baltic and Mr. Golborne in 1781, has been twice removed higher up the river;
and Canadian markets than has been before experi- but wherever placed, its existence has been declared injurious to
9s, 6d. a ton of dling thattheemployers hadthought men Antipodean
had acce;
colinilieg upon both
ies, up to the
of June enced for many months past. Some of these orders have ~ the navigation, and it has been condemned by every engineer who
next,
men sought
the advance should be 1s, 6d. ; but given out at prices very much in advance of those which the has examined and reported upon it since the time of Golborne.
to preserve the foundations of the
they ultimately lowered their claim to 1s, This the masters were customers at first thought they should have to give. Hence the The weir was first constru
isposed to concede, and thus make puddling half-a-guinea a ton inference is, that when replies have been received to inquiries first bridge built across the Clyde opposite Jamaica-street. In
ings were taken to have the river declared navigable
up to the close of June, provided the men would accept the most recently sent out by agents and manufacturers here the 1809 p
above the bridges, and consequently to declare the weir ill
but
will be an addition to the current high rates.
following scale as to the future :—
by the 7. A" of Glasgow, who had
been
ilway wheels and axles are being made with freedom, and this was .
Bars £7 10s. and under, puddling
to be 8s. 6d. per ton.
advised
by
Rennie
in
1804
that
the
removal
of
the
weir
would
high
prices
are
being
obtained.
Permanent
way
fastenings
are
not
Over 7 10s.
to £8 0s. ” n
9%. 0d. ,,
aon fila outa, not from want
of orders, but because
of a
endanger the foundations of the bridge. From that time until the
,.
ee Va
eS
9s. 6d. ,,
io 8 10s. to 9 10s. 9 ”
10s. 0d. ,,
between the employers and the workpeople. The latter have present hour the weir has been an endless source of annoyance and
» 9108. to 10108.
4 ,
l0séd ,,
complaint, but it is comforting to think that the energetic and
btained
a
sion, reducing the hours of labour, and th
» 10 10s. to 11 10s. 9 9
NN
remptory reminder from the Board of Trade will compel the
submitted
a price list to govern the remuneration in the future.
» 11 10s. and over
is ey, lis. 6d. ,,
That list the masters cannot accept ; they submitted one of their Water Commissioners to take action in one form or another, and
own, to this the men demur ; an whilst the masters on their
that s
ily.
At
last meeting of the Association of Engineers in Glasgow,
ef be the price of
decline to em:
men who are connected with the Operatives’
(Mr. John Sutherland) in the chair, a lively disto however low a level
Union, the men are resolutely striking against both the list and Se
©
m took place on the reading of a short paper di
with
the conditions which have emanated from their masters.
steam-jacketed cylinders and superheated steam. The
The boiler
ers and the constructive engineers are a
cause for —_ in respect of the amount of work doing, evolved were various, but their ag tendency was to the effect
if an
is to
gained by the use of steamsaid that the new orders are coming
in wit that little,
when iron could have been had at from jacketed cylinders, and that superheated steam causes an excessive
rates. Lancashire is still a good amount ofdeterioration on the surfaces under friction.
boilers,
and some excellent work for railPngad shipbuilding
~ ¢draught
a society ofae
engineering
t dg
ways in distant countries, as well
as on accountof substantial home G cen ofdean
.
i
is under execution at the bridge and girder builders. It is calculated that there are connected with the various
on the Clyde
no fewer than
to 500
The different
tool firms are mostly very busy, the demand i and engineering works
cnochdeat, who,
as they have hi
been without adirectly
on export account
very large.
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representative organisation of their own, have been compelled
to attach themselves either to the Association of Engineers or to
the Association of Shipbuilders in Scotland, when bef wished to
engage in the discussion of subjects connected with their profession. Seeing that there is scope and verge enough for such an
association, it will be the fault of the promoters if it fails to succeed. We believe that upwards of fifty have already given in
their names as members, and the inaugural meeting of the association will be held on the first Thursday of February next.
A very ingenious smoke-consuming gas stove has recently been
»atented by Mr. Morrison, an officer of inland revenue in Glasgow.
he stove requires no flue, its top being hermetically sealed. The
fumes descend on each side of the stove, and enter a reservoir at
the bottom filled with water, and over which they pass, previous
to being reintroduced into the flame where they are re-burned,
thus getting rid of deleterious fumes common to other gas stoves.
The stove stands about 3ft. high. In firing it the greatest care
requires to be taken not to overcharge it, otherwise combustion
will be choked, and the action of the stove will be interfered
with. The stove throws out a great heat, and the results of exponer have proved that it can raise the mercury 11 deg. in
1alf an hour. Mr. Morrison is now working on a regulator by
means of which he expects to be able to keep the gas at one uniform heat.
The West of Scotland enjoys at the present time a comparative
immunity from serious trade disputes. There are one or two
small movements on foot for the nine hours’ day, and a higher
rate of wages, but the engineering and ironfounding trades have
been in a quiescent state since the settlement of the strike at
Dundee. In consequence of the general and threatened universal
adoption of the nine hours’ system, without any corresponding
reduction of wages, iron, coal, and chemical products of every
kind have increased in value. The price of coals, indeed, is
higher than it has been for many years, and there are good
grounds for believing that it will rise still higher. Malleable iron
of every description has been advanced in price to such an extent
as to prevent engineers and shipbuilders from undertaking contracts that would have paid them well at this time last year.
WALES
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ENGINEER.

Abersychan to Blaenavon, and demanded that they all should strike
unless the advances were immediately granted. The majority of
the oldest and most respectable of the colliers employed by the
Blaenavon Iron Company
desired to continue working, but such
was the coercion of the strike party, that the whole of the men
turned out, and a serious riot was apprehended. Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday were
nt in idleness, but there was a
strong hope entertained that the men would be prevailed upon to
return to work before the end of the week.
e ironworks in
this district have only been but partially employed, owing to the
lack of coal supplies.
The nine hours’ movement still continues to occupy a good deal
of the attention of the working classes of all
es throughout
Monmouthshire and South Wales, and where the system is not
already oa the men are persevering to induce the masters to
comply with their request. The an men employed at the
coal pits, the Aberdare and Rhondda Valleys, are now seconding
the colliers by moving for the reduction of the hours of labour.
A shocking accident has occurred at the New Place pit, which
is being sunk at Blackwood for the Messrs. Protheroe.
e
sinkers had just returned to their work after firing a shot, and
thought everything was right, when the timbers fixed to support
the sides of the pit suddenly gave way, and by the masses of
débris that fell four of the unfortunate fellows were immediately
buried and crushed to death. Another was caught by the legs,
and all the efforts of the persons on the top of the shaft could
not extricate him from his perilous position before the pit filled
with water, and he was drowned.
THE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE : Higher prices7—THE FINISHED IRON
TRADE—THE SHORT TIME MOVEMENT—ENGINEERING,
Great activity prevails in every department of the Cleveland iron
trade. Every available blast furnace is being worked to the fullest
extent, and although the production is so heavy it is far below the
actual requirements. At some of the works there is still a scarcity
of materials, and the total make is consequently rather less than it
ought to be. It is creditable to the ironstone miners as
a body that the yield at the various mines in the Cleveland
Hills is satisfactory. Unfortunately the same remarks cannot
be applied to the pitmen at the collieries in Durham. Many of
those men some time ago resolved to restrict the yield, and they
are continuing that policy. I hear of arrangements being made
for sinking new collieries in different parts of Durham, so that
the inconvenience arising from the insufficient supply of coal and
coke will in a little time be obviated. At the weekly iron market
at Middlesbrough on Tuesday there was a large attendance, and
the amount of business transacted was larger than it has been for
the past few weeks. It is now .very difficult to furnish an accurate list of the prices of iron. Exceptional prices are constantly
being paid for pig iron of every description. I have heard that
during the week as much as 72s, 6d. has actually been
paid for No. 3. No. 1 can scarcely be had for money. All the
makers have their order books full for months to come, and are
now booking heavy contracts at very excellent prices. How long
the prevailing high rates will continue is questionable, but
certainly there are no immediate indications of a reaction.
In the finished iron trade all that need be said is that all the
branches are as brisk as possible.
The short time movement still occupies the attention of some
sections of the engineering trade of the North of England. A few
days ago a meeting of railway employés was held in Newcastle, and
a series of resolutions was adopted, not only asking for a reduction
in the hours of labour, but an advance in wages. There is
no doubt that many railway servants are obliged to work longer
than they should, and in all probability the directors will do their
best to alter such a state of things, but whether the shareholders
will be disposed to make any material advance in wages is another
matter.
Engineering and shipbuilding on the northern rivers continue
good, and the prospects are most satisfactory.
I shall give a list of prices"next week.

AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE IRON TRADE: Jmmediate business not brisk: Buyers not
willing to submit to quotations: Makers not anxious to book
new contracts: The short supplies of fuel and raw materials
checking operations at the works; Average quantities of finished
iron turned out : The scarcity of skilled workmen, and the wages
question again beginning to give ironmasters trouble : The demand
—THE HOME TRADE—THE TIN-PLATE TRADE—STEAM AND HOUSE
COAL TRADES : The arbitrator at Cardiff : Partial strike of house
coal colliers in. Monmouthshire—THE NINE HOURS’ MOVEMENT—
COLLIERY ACCIDENT AT BLACKWOOD,
IMMEDIATE business in the iron trade cannot be pronounced
brisk, although the trade is in so flourishing a condition, This
apparently anomalous state of things is not very difficult to explain,
the fact being that quotations having gone up so much of late,
buyers are not willing to submit to the prices, and will only give
out orders when it is really urgent that they should do so, This
was the result anticipated by the majority of makers when the
advance in prices was made, and as they have yet many important
engagements on their books uncompleted, they are in no way
anxious to undertake new orders except to meet actual requirements,
and such orders consumers cannot well avoid placingin the market.
The scarcity of fuel and raw material has still the effect of checking operations, although the works are as well employed as they
can be under the circumstances, and large quantities of finished
iron are turned out. Added to the difficulty of obtaining adequate
supplies of fuel and raw material is the rye |which is feing
more and more felt in some departments of skilled workmen, and
also the unsettledness of the wages question, which is again
beginning to give the ironmasters a good deal of trouble. Makers
have still to be very cautious in entering into transactions, and to
avoid above all things committing themselves to engagements that
would be likely to take some months in execution. Prices of
materials cannot be fixed for any length of time, and while so
much uncertainty exists business cannot be carried on freely.
The inquiry for railway and bridge iron on South American NOTES FROM THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN
account, and the clearances to the Southern markets are likely to
COUNTIES. |
continue Jarge, until the opening again of the shipping season to
(From our own Correspondent.)
the North, which will not be long hence if there be a continuance
of the present mild weather. The exports of: steel and iron rails Norru-Eastern RatLway: Continued progress of the trafic—
will then, in all probability, be very large, and makers need preMANCHESTER, SHEFFIELD, AND LINCOLNSHIRE RAILWAY: Liverpare themselves for the demand. In fact, advices from various
pool Extension—MERSEY Docks AND Harpour Boarp: The
quarters point to extensive requirements of rails, bars, and plates,
great railway amalgamation—LORD FITZWILLIAM’S COLLIERIES
and there is every reason to believe that the trade will be brisk
—THE BRADFORD LAMPLIGHTERS—ROLLING STOCK FOR THE
throughout the year, if not for a longer period.
GREAT EASTERN—-VENTILATION OF SEWERS: Experiments at
As stated last week some of the works are largely employed
Leeds —NortH CENTRAL WaGoN ComMPANY—THE LABOUR
on home orders, the demand on home account being more active
QUESTION ON THE NorTH-EASTERN—STATE OF TRADE AT
than has been the case for some time past, and rail, plate, and bar
SHEFFIELD— MINERAL TRAFFIC ON THE NORTH-EASTERN RAILmakers are pressed with orders, I think it ought to be stated
WAY—TERMINATION OF A TRADE DISPUTE—NEW WORKS ON
distinctly, that the reports which have been circulated to the effect
THE MANCHESTER, SHEFFIELD, AND LINCOLNSHIRE—WATER
that as much as £8 and £9 per ton has been offered in London for
AND GAS AT LeEDS—NortTH British Rattway: Wansbeck
rails are not to be relied upon as showing the position of the trade;
Valley Branch—StatE OF TRADE IN SOUTH YORKSHIRE.
and if the average of the orders on makers’ books were taken it THE increase of traffic upon the North-Eastern Railway still conwould be found that the prices obtained do not exceed £7 per ton. tinues very large. The progress established in the week ending
It is true that for contracts to be delivered immediately exceptional
27 was £9282.
prices have been offered, but only a very few of the manufacturers January
The works of the Liverpool Extension of the Manchester, Shefof this district have been able to undertake such orders owing to field,
and Lincolnshire Railway continue to make fair progress
the pressure of engagements Jalready in their books, Pig makers considering
the scarcity of labour, The works of the Chester Exwere making every effort to turn out the supplies required, but
have been commenced, and will be vigorously prosecuted.
their endeavours were seriously frustrated by the lack of coke and tension
The
directors,
in conjunction with the Midland Company, have
coal,
works of the Manchester and Stockport line.
In reference to the tin-plate trade there is not much that is new letThethe Mersey
Docks
and Harbour Board discussed yesterday week
to report. The works are still well employed.
report on the amalgamation bill promoted by the
The position of the steam coal trade has not varied much during their solicitor’s
and North-Western and Lancashire and Yorkshire Railthe week. The demand is as active as for several weeks past, London
way companies.
Mr. T. B. Forwood proposed that the report
and there is perhaps but little improvement in supplies, The should
referred to the ee age committee of the board;
arbitration to determine the rate of wages to be paid was com- and thatbe memorials
the Premier.and the Board of Trade, and a
meénced on Monday at Cardiff, Mr. M’Namara, barrister-at-law, petition to the Houseto of
should be presented, praying
sitting as umpire, and the arbitrators are Mr. Bidder, bar- that the bill might not be Commons
to proceed until full inquiry had
rister, for the colliery proprietors, and Mr. M’Donald, pre- been made into the wholeallowed
question of railway and canal amalsident of the Miners’ Union, for the men. The case is gamation. An amendment was
proposed by Mr. Hubback, to the
conducted by Mr, Aston, barrister, Mr. B. Mathews, solicitor, |
that, having regard to the objects of the trust, it was inexand Mr. T. W. Lewis, mining engineer, on the ion of | effect
for the board to interfere in the matter. The original
the masters ; and Mr. 'T. H. Stephens, solicitor, and Mr. Halliday, pedient
president of the Amalgamated Association of Miners, on the side motion was carried by a majority of twelve to five.
of the men. For the first few days, however, little or no progress | About 400 men employed at the collieries of Earl Fitzwilliam,
was made in the inquiry, the time being taken up in discussion as Parkgate, met at the Star Inn, Rawmarsh on Tuesday night, for
to whether the masters or the men should open the case. For the purpose of discussing the advisability of joining the South
the masters it has been held that inasmuch as the men demand a |Yorkshire Miners’ Association.
vise in wages they should prove how far the trade has im- | The Bradford lamplighters, whose duties have been considerably
proved to warrant the employers in granting the advance increased by the addition of a large number of lamps in the
asked for. The colliers, on the other hand, maintain that the coal- borough, are agitating for an increase in their wages and an
owners are secking to establish a state of things quite new to the addition to their number. There are 2162 corporation lamps in
steam coal trade by identifying the rates of wages to be paid with the borough, averaging from eighty-six to eighty-seven for each of
those prevailing at the ironmasters’ pits. It ‘is as yet
cult to the thirty men employed, and in some of the out districts a lamptell whether the issue of this arbitration will be a satisfactory one lighter has to traverse six miles every time he lights and extinor not. As might have been expected, the contention just alluded guishes his lamps. The men have to keep the lamps clean and see
are 17s. 6d. a week. They
to has caused some unsettledness among the colliers, and work that they are in order. Their
ask for
a week, and that each man should not have more than
has been neglected by a large number of them for several days,
ing more
Serious complications have arisen in the house coal trade. The eighty lamps under his charge, the men in the town
demand continues brisk in every direction, but supplies are shorter than this number to lessen the labours of those in the out
than ever. This is the case more particularly in Monmouthshire, districts. The corporation offer 19s. a week, but no increase in
but little work having been done at any of the collieries during the force.
The Great Eastern Railway Company have given out contracts
the week. At a mass meeting held last week it was agreed to
s. Of these trucks it is
accept the masters’ promise to grant the advance of 10 per cent. for 800 wagons for minerals and
on and after the Ist of March, and to continue in work. On understood that 500 will be built at Beverley and 300 at Bradford.
A special meeting of the Leeds Town Council on Monday was
Monday, however, some hundreds of men and boys marched from
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engaged
in considering the report of a committeea!
tedw
the subject of the ventilation of sewers. The pi-bonr
Rad
come to the conclusion that it was desirable, where feasible, to
make openings in the streets to allow the gas from the sewers to
escape into the atmosphere, that where this was not practicable
the committee should beempowered to adopt such other methods of
ventilation as they might think desirable ; and that to enable them
to accomplish this a sum of £5000 should be granted, Mr. Alderman Tatham moved that the subjectbe referred to the Streets and
Sewerage Committee, and said they would be able to carry out an
effective system of ventilation for less than £5000. After a long
discussion Mr. Tatham’s amendment was carried, the committee
being empowered to expend £5000, if necessary, for the experiment,
The directors of the North Central
Wagon Company (Rotherham) recommend a dividend at the rate of 10per cent, per annum
on the paid-up peg’ share capital, together with a bonus —
the same capital at the rate of 2% per cent. per annum.
The
demand for wagons during the latter part of the past half-year was
very active, and the directors have secured contracts for a very
large number of wagons during the current
-year.
A short time since the engine-drivers and firemen e
in the
goods, coal, and ballast
ic of the North-Eastern Railway asked
that their hours of labour might be reduced, the change they
sought being a day of ten hours in place of one of twelve hours.
The request was granted without any apparent objection, and the
new system commenced a fortnight ago; but during the past fortnight certain alterations have been made in the mode of working
which the men consider calculated to neutralise the advantageous
effect of the concession,
All descriptions of railway material continue in very brisk
demand at Sheffield ; this is especially the case with axles, tires,
and rails, The works of the Yorkshire Engine Company are
actively employed both upon home and foreign orders for engines.
Steel is in great demand. Large quantities are being shipped for
America and the Continent, and despite the largely increased and
increasing means of supply, it is found almost impossible to keep
pace with the demand, The armour-plate mills are all in full
work, and nearly all the rolling mills are running night and day.
At the half-yearly meeting of the Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire ae Company, held at Manchester on Wednesday,
the directors asked the sanction of the proprietors for the followin;
expenditure of capital during the ensuing half year :—Sidings an:
works in connection with the extension of the block system,
£6000 ;works at Grimsby, £12,000; ditto Sheffield, £5000; ditto
Guide Bridge, £15,000; Darnall curve, £3000; Penistone new
station, £4000; and rolling stock, £30,000; total, £75,000,
The sum of £25,000, proposed to be expended in the provision of
an additional lock pit to the fish dock at Grimsby, and other
accommodation in connection with the fishing trade, will be
charged against the dues received from that source. This is an
addition to the sum of £16,107 previously expended and paid out
of revenue, or in the course of liquidation out of that account.
The mineral traffic of the Stockton and Darlington section of
the North-Eastern Railway comprises 400,000 tons of coal and
coke per month, and 350,000 tons of ironstone, limestone, &c.
A great strike of miners at the Butterley Iron and Coal Works
and villages adjacent may be said to be satisfactorily settled. The
whole of the workmen on strike, to the number of 3000 or 4000,
resumed work en masse on Friday morning at six o'clock. The
question in dispute was whether the men, who have already been
raised 4d. per ton, should be paid at the same rate on the new
weighing machines as the old ones; or, in other words, whether
they should be paid short weight and money in proportion. Sir
John Alleyne (one of the proprietors) suggested that the men on
strike should send a deputation to him, and on Thursday morning
it was decided to divide the twopence in dispute, the men agreeing
to accept a penny per ton.
The Needed de t of the Leeds Corporation at the close of
August, 1871, was £867,270. The bonded debt of the Leeds
Corporation Waterworks at the same date was £679,929. The
| rough receipts of the gasworks last year were about £135,000;
those of the waterworks a little over £47,000.
Continued activity prevails at the Hartlepools as regards ship| building
and the manufacture of iron, Mr. J. Eltringham, of
L
Stone Quay, South Shields, has launched a fine screw steamer
named the Whittington. Her dimensions are 140ft. by 22ft. and 12ft.
Messrs. Cole Brothers, of Willington Quay, have conceded the
system of weekly pays to their workmen, commencing March 28,
For some time ES Mr. Bell, the traffic manager of the North
British Railway, has been engaged in taking over the Wansbeck
Valley Railway, and all arrangements having been completed
under the supervision of that gentleman, the line from Scot’s
Gap to Rothbury will be worked in future by the North British
Company. Arrangements are being made for working the branch
in connection with the North-Eastern system, the junction of the
two lines to be formed at Morpeth.
A good business has been passing in South Yorkshire in rails,
plates, and sheets. Metallic pistons have been in rather brisk
request ; colliery castings have also been in fair demand. Steam
coal has been in good demand for London and other places, and a
fair trade has been done with France. The railway wagon works
in South Yorkshire are very active. Mr. Mitchell, of Worsbro’
Dale, has a large order on hand for some French lines to replace
losses during the late Franco-German war.
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start
was
made
with
great
ease,
and
the
engine
then
ing to a little roadside station known
LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE MEXICAN RAILWAY. train then p
as Lane’s-lane, on a branch of the Manchester, Sheffield, ascended the remainder of the line, gaining speed and
On the 16th of December, 1865, that is to say, as nearly and Lincolnshire Railway. Here is a junction with what is |steam. Part of the ran—over the incline of 1 in 32—was
as may be six years ago, we witnessed the first trip of the known as the Grange Colliery line, a road running up toa made at fully ten miles an hour. No success could be more
first large engine constructed under Mr. Fairlie’s patents. place called Dropping Well, where there is a coal conclusive. This second experiment effectually settled all
This engine was named the “ Progress.” She was built at mine, for the use of which the branch has been) cavilling about the power of the engine to keep steam.
the St. Helen’s Locomotive Works, by Mr. Cross, and the specially constructed. As it was on this road the expe- The fireman had acquired experience, and the injectors did
test of her powers took place on the St. Helen’s Railway, a riments were carried out, we must describe it in detail. their work as they ought. It must be borne in mind that
portion of the old Manchester and Liverpool line. The The whole length of the branch is 3344 yards. It is) the blast nozzles are large, while the diameter of the
engine had eight wheels, 4ft. 6in. in diameter, arranged in laid to two principal gradients, the first, beginning at | funnels is in our opinion too small at the base. To maintwo groups of four, di
in two bogies, the centres Lane’s-lane, rising 1 in 50 for 1880 yards, which is followed | tain a proper draught it was essential that the engine
being 5ft. ,wan Each
bogie had a pair of outside cylin- by other gradients, one 396 yards long rising at the rate | should move at considerable speed, in order that the
ders 15in. diameter and 22in. stroke, and the total weight of 1 in 32. The curves are very numerous, and many of puffs of steam should be thrown into the chimney
of the engine with coal and water was 42 tons. We shall them are as sharp as 7Bchains radius. It would not have in rapid succession. Thus, although the engine had
not recapitulate the particulars of the trials made with this been easy to select in England a bit of road better suited difficulty in making steam at four or five miles an
engine on the day we have named. They will be found to test the capabilities of any locomotive.
hour, the moment a speed of ten miles was reached
recorded at length in Tue Encineer for December 22,
The experimental train was ready at Lane’s-lane, and the difficulty was disposed of, and, as we have stated,
1865. The engine was not very well built, and she was the experiments commenced soon after the arrival of the the engine reached the Grange Collieries with steam
turned out to work before she was complete. But the special train. The day was beautifully fine, and the rails blowing off. The descent of the incline was accomplished
results obtained, even under these circumstances, were suf- in excellent order, except just at and about a crossing at | with perfect ease, and those present after a short run at
ficient to satisfy impartial witnesses that Mr. Fairlie Dropping Well. The usual defect of all experiments of high speed on the engine, during which she ran as easily
had really done that which many held to be impossible. the Rind we are about to detail lies in the fact that the as a first-class carriage, returned to Sheffield.
He had effected a decided improvement on the existing weights moved are given approximately. To avoid this
We have thus placed on record particulars of the most
type of heavy goods locomotive. We shall not follow up objection in the present case, we have taken special precau- remarkable performance ever accomplished by a locomotive
the history of the progress of the invention. It will suftice to tion to verify our figures, which may therefore be relied in England. On no previous occasion has a locomotive
say that Mr. Fairlie has had to fight a very hardly contes- upon as being correct within a small fraction. Two expe- engine taken anything like a load of 371 tons up two inted battle with existing prejudices and conflicting interests, riments were made. In the first instance, a train was inclines of 1 in 50 and 1 in 32, utterly unassisted by the
while all his inventive energies and those of his assistants made up consisting of a brake van, a third-class passenger momentum to be gained by a run. So far from being
were engaged in overcoming such defects in detail as are carriage and brake combined, and seventeen trucks, aided by what is popularly known as “impetus,” it will
absolutely inseparable from novelties in engineering. No some loaded with coal, some with pig iron. The weight have been seen that on each trial the engine stopped on
invention ever yet sprung complete from the brain of man; of the engine in running order is 62 tons. The total tare the inclines, and started again without assistance ; while
and the more novel the ideas involved, the greater is the weight of the train and engine was 153 tons 5 cwt., and | the pressure employed, far from being excessive, is 20 Ib.
existing necessity for experiment to determine their true its actual weight, which is the really important question, less than that employed on many important British lines.
value and their proper place. The six years which have was 303 tons l0cwt. Considering the great weight of the | To render the facts clear, we cannot do better than place a
elapsed since the “ Progress ” made her first run, have only train, and the nature of the road to be traversed, Mr. | short investigation of the performance in figures before
just sufficed to enable Mr. Fairlie to demonstrate the value Sacré very prudently determined that the engine should our readers.
We shall, to simplify matters, deal only
of his ideas, and to enable him to overcome those defects in push the train up the hill instead of hauling it, thereby with the second experiment, in which the greatest power
desi,
and construction common to new machinery. eliminating the risk of breaking a tie bar, which, seeing was exerted.
In the review of the advance of engineering science and that over forty passengers were carried on or about the| The resistance of the train including engine friction, in
practice which appeared in our impression for the 5th of engines, trucks, and brake vans, might have led to fatal conse- | moving over the 1 in 32 portion of the incline—bearing in
January we gave a list of the railways which are now being quences. The engine started its load with great ease at mind that the road was sharply curved, and that the train
supplied with Fairlie engines. Our readers, bearing that 11.8.30 a.m., steam blowing
off at 141 Ib.,and proceeded until | was pushed, not pulled—cannot have been less than 10 Ib, a
list in mind, will require no proof from us that Mr. Fairlie the train had got well in on the incline of 1 in 32, when ton. Be it remembered that it was wagon stock with
has at last succeeded in rendering the peculiar advantages she stopped for want of steam, the pressure having grease, not oil, axle-boxes, and mounted on stiff springs,
of his system of construction patent to numbers of com- fallen to 901b.; running time,9 min. 30 sec. We shall and we believe most cngineers will be disposed to think |
petent engineers. In the list will be found the Mexjcan refer presently to the causes which led to the fall in pres- our estimate under, rather than over the mark. The gross
Railway, and, as Mr. Fairlie is now supplying no fewer sure. At 11.24.30 the engine had steam blowing off at | load was, omitting fractions, 371 tons. The frictional and
than fifteen engines of the largest class to this line, we be- 141 1b., and with this pressure she easily started the train rolling resistance, therefore, was 37101b. Reducing 371
lieve that what we are about to write concerning the first on a sharp curve up an incline of 1 in 32, a performance tons to pounds, we have 831,040 1b. This, divided by 32,
of the fifteen completed and tested within the last few which has never yet been equalled by any locomotive built gives us 25,9701b.; and, adding this to 3710, we have
days will prove very interesting to the larger number of in England, and she accomplished the remainder of the 29,680 lb. as the gross tractive effort which the engine
our readers, while it brings down the record of loco- distance to Dropping Well with perfect ease, reaching the must have exerted. Now, the whole weight of the engine
motive improvement kept in these pages to the last top of the incline at 11.26.30, the steam blowing off freely is available for adhesion, and this weight is 138,880 Ib.
moment.
immediatetely afterwards.
It was obvious that the
468 as
The Mexican Railway is of the ordinary, or 4ft. 8}in. engine was not yet loaded up to the maximum power, and D‘v cing by the resistance, we have ——
29,6
gauge. It is essentially a surface line in many respects, it was therefore resolved to descend the incline, add five the coefficient of adhesion, or considerably more than oneafounding in steep inclines and sharp curves, and, as the more loaded trucks to the train, and ascend again if pos- fifth of the insistant load on the driving wheels. This is a
ties to be executed by the locomotives working it are sible. Jenny Lind, speaking of her own marvellous voice, Ligh factor for wheels loaded to little more than five tons
very heavy, an unusual amount of power is required. The once said that getting up was easy enough, but that getting each, and of small diameter. By the well-known formula
following table gives the principal dimensions of the down again was quite another thing; and the gentlemen D? PL
, the tractive force of the engine for each pound of
engines now being supplied by Mr. Fairlie :—
in charge of a train of 300 tons at the top of an incline of
W
Cylinders, number of oe
eee
4
1 in 32, with only two brake vans, must have realised pressure on the pistons is 2351b, Dividing 29,680 by this,
9
a
a ee
Oft. 15in.
Jenny Lind’s feelings very thoroughly. But the train we have 126°25lb. as the average piston pressure
*
stroke
a
a a ee
Oft. 22in.
was there, and it must be got back to Lane’s-lane. throughout the stroke. Making the necessary deductions
Boiler, diameter inside . . ... .
3ft. 10#in.
Several
gentlemen, who had no objection to being carried for back pressure, Xc., it is evident that a boiler pressure of
° length, each 2. . 1 1 te
10ft. Qin.
up, thought discretion the better part of valour, and 140 lb. was very nearly the least that would suflice for the
Wheels, numberof ...... -.
12
9 diameter
: * <.« © © * «
3ft. 6in.
walked back.
However, Mr. Lasenby was equal to the accomplishment of the required work.
Wheel base
Sor ie ae
ae ee
8ft. in.
occasion, he had provided plenty of sprags, and half-aWe cannot conclude this article without bestowing a
ee bs
Ss 8 ee
we Se
20ft. 5S4in.
dozen
of
these
inserted
in the wagon wheels aiding the few words of praise on the workmanship of the engine.
Valve, awelef . 2 tw te te ee
Oft. 4in.
powerful brakes on the engine, a descent to Lane’s-lane It is simply as good as locomotive work can be, and reflects
SE,
ie a eee
eS
oft. gin.
was easily and safely effected in precisely fifteen minutes, the greatest possible credit on the Yorkshire Engine
oo MME sc
ete te wwe
Oft. jin. and jin.
Area of steam ports
is
16°0 square in,
the train being under perfect control the whole time.
Company and Mr. Sacré.
If the remaining fourteen
-— Se
.% « « « 2 4 6 «+ See
ps
We have stated that the engine stopped on the incline locomotives for the Mexican Railway are as well built, it
» Weestm@eeie . « « 6 « ot le UBS
-_
for
want
of
steam,
and
this
is
the
proper
place
to
explain
will
be
long
before
the
repairing
shops of the railway comTubes, number of Ss ee eS eo
286
why the full pressure of 140 lb. was not maintained. In pany are troubled by the Fairlie engine. Mr, Fairlie is
eo WE
0s ese 5 ©»
oft. fin.
the first place, the fireman was quite inexperienced, and fortunate
o Qe
& = 4 ws aw 8
11ft. jin.
in meeting at last with anengineer in Mr. G. Sacré,
he was, no doubt, put out by having two distinct “furnaces who is at once competent and willing to test the new
” thickness
a a a
12 and 14 B.W.G,
Fire-box. Width, middle . .. .
2ft. 62in.
to attend to. In the ‘second place, several visitors were system without prejudice, and to make his experiments
”
» @Mde. . - « «
Sft. 5}gin. —
very injudiciously allowed to stand on the foot-plate, and thoroughly efficient, practical, and, therefore, satisfactory
*»
Length, eaeh 44 ws
3ft. 11;}in.
Z seriously
embar
his movements; but the principal to the fullest extent.
”
Height et oe e
5ft. in.
cause is to be found after all in the very imperfect action of
Heating surface, tubes
.
1547 square ft.
”
o» Mve-boxmes . . + « « 141
=
the feeding eg
The engine is fitted with two No. 10
Ligut RamLways.—A wooden railway, 4ft. Shin. gauge, is being
~» Sm. © «© «© 2 «. 6 eee
ee
injectors, and these throughout the early part of the day, constructed
in the province of Quebec, Canada, ‘The rails are of
Grateemea . 1s s we ew ew wo te sw ow HOS
”
from
some
reason,
worked
badly.
We
need
hardly
say
maple,
4in. by 7in. and 14ft. long; the ties are of hemlock and
SR.
2° «. a. eo ao & 8
oft fin.
that the consumption of water was enormous, because tamarac, The cost of the line, thirty miles long, including nine
oa GE.
ee &- Gee
oft. ,%,in. and jin.
the
wer developed by the engine was enormous; stations, car and locomotive depdt, engine and repairing shops,
” tank eet ae ae ae oe oe
oft. gin.
and tender, two passengers cars, eight grain cars, and
a earrier-frame
a
a a
oft. 3in.
but the injectors would not work save by fits and starts; engine
wood cars, is 8500 dols. a mile, including all damages.
we ae, +. 4
eo eee
oft. }2in.
at one moment the water got quite low in the gauge, at twenty-five
An experimental trip has been made on the completed portion of
Capacity, water. . 1 . « «© « 6+ «62200 galls.
another
both
injectors
caught
hold,
and
threw
in
a
torrent
the
road,
the
train going at the rate of twenty-five miles an hour
o coal
. ow we oe a e
30 cwt.
of cold water, which effectually pulled down the steam. and with remarkable smoothness, — 7'echnologist.
weed ..+ee
180 cubic ft.
There was no choice, the water must be got into the boiler
Exp.osions.—From a parliamentary return, made at the
It will be well to state here that the order for these somehow, and it was got in with the direct result of request of Mr. Alexander Brogden, member for Wednesbury, it
fifteen Mexican engines is being carried out by the York- running down the pressure. For these reasons we look appears that in the years 1868, 1869, and 1870, there were 77
explosions in powder mills and magazines, and manufactories and
shire Engine Company (Limited). This company was upon the want of pressure during the first experiment as depositories
of other compositions of an explosive nature. In
formed some years since, and possesses a very valuable strictly abnormal ; and the accuracy of our views on this | these explosions
148 persons lost their lives, and 94 persons were
property close to Sheffield. The works have been well laid point will be perceived presently when we come to give injured. Upwards of 40 of the accidents were at powder mills.
out, and are properly furnished with recent machine tools, particulars of the second experiment. On the cated a including seven accidents at Government establishments. In one
and under the management of Mr. E. Sacré and Mr. Hunt the train at Lane’s-lane it was found that both injectors | terrible explosion at Witton-lane, Handsworth, on the 9th
December, 1870, no fewer than 53 persons lost their lives, of
they are now turning out really excellent specimens of the had sulked once more, and nearly half an hour was wasted whom
17 died on the spot, and the othersin Birmingham Hospital;
best type of modern locomotive workmanship.
before they could be coaxed to act. Nearly all the water there were in addition nine other persons injured. The reThe first of the Mexican engines was, if not quite com- in the tank had been used, or wasted at the overflow pipes, maining explosions were chiefly in firework manufactories and
pleted, yet deemed ready for trial last week; and on Friday, and the engine had to return to the Yorkshire Engine stores.
LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FoREMEN ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTSthe 2nd inst., a large party of engineersassembled at Sheffield Works for more water. This caused a considerable delay, MEN.—The
monthly meeting held on Saturday, the 3rd inst., was
to witness the tests to which it was proposed to submit the enlivened by a keen discussion among some of the engi- remarkably
well attended, and was presided over by Mr. J. Newton,
new locomotive. Among those present were the Duke of neers present as to the relative resistance of trains pushed C.E., of her Majesty’s Mint. Messrs, Hood and Norman were duly
Sutherland ; his Excellency Nicholas Novosselsky, Mayor of and trains pulled—a subject which deserves an article to elected in the first instance as ordinary members, and Meersrs.
Odessa; Mr. Charles Sacré, engineer-in-chief of the Man- itself, and the discussion of which, though not out of place Knox, Crook, and Aubrey, were nominated for future election.in
progress made by the committee
chester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway; Mr. Under- here, would take 7 more space than we can devote to the Mr. T. Haughton reported theanniversary
celebration (on the 17th
respect of the approaching
down, the general manager; Mr. Bradley, the traflic super- proper treatment of the questions involved at present.
inst.),
and
from
his
statement
it
be inferred that the affair
t 1.30 p.m. the engine returned to Lane’s-lane with will be in all ways successful. may
intendent; Mr. Lasenby, district superintendent; and
Mr.
The chairman read over a long
Sharp, assistant locomotive superintendent of the same four loaded trucks, which were added to the train used in list of distinguished guests who would attend, and = a sketch
line; M. Illimoff, of St. Petersburg; Messrs. Price Wil- the first experiment, already augmented by a loaded truck of the highly interesting programme for the evening o the festival.
Afterwards Mr. Galloway read a paper on improvements in the
liams, Samuel, Perkins, Crossley, Hunt, E. Sacré, A. dropped at the station by a Sheffield goods train which manufacture
of iron, or “ iron-steel,” as he termed it. This led to
through about one o'clock. The
load a very spirited
Sacré, Fairlie, and many other engineers of position.
and practical discussion, sharedin by Messrs.
A special train left Sheffield at 10.35 am. for the then amounted to 371 tons 10cwt. With this the engine Gibbon, Vinicombe, Ives, Hedley, Coates, and Briggs, and which
Yorkshire Engine Company’s Works, close to which started at 1.43 p.m., but stopped for steam at 1.50 p.m. on the fasted till a very late hour, and was finally adjourned. It was not
a stoppage of but a couple of minutes was made, the incline of 1 in 50 ona sharp S$ curve. At 2 p.m. a second ar from midnight when the sitting was brought to a close.
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result of the most recent scientific inquiries on this subject, the removal of which is the chief difficulty in the sewage problem—is
THE SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.
following announcements of the Rivers Pollution Commissioners— thus more than twice as effective as any of the processes of preciTHE following inaugural address was delivered by the men whose verdict most certainly deserves attention and respect : itation and of upward filtration. It is scarcely so complete,
—‘‘That no process has yet been devised for cleansing surface 1owever, as the method of intermittent downward filtration, for
president for the year, Mr. Jabez Church, C.E., on water
once contaminated with sewage, so as to make it safe for by this latter process there is removed on an average of dissolved
Monday evening, February 5th, 1872:—
drinking.” And further, in reference to the self-purification organic carbon 72°8 per cent., of dissolved organic nitrogen 87°6
In reviewing the present condition of the Society, and its of rivers :—‘‘There is no river in the United Kingdom long per cent., and of suspended matters 100 per cent. But the issue
transactions of the past year, I must express my regret that the enough to effect the destruction of sewage by oxidation.” These must not be tested solely by the analysis of the effluent water. We
number of its members has not increased. When I consider, are important words, and I give them emphasis because they were have the atmospheric nuisance to consider, and _this, irrespective
however, the depression from which the engineering profession has adopted only after careful observations and inquiry. I cannot, of the question of cost, of which I must speak directly, turns the
ee long suffered—(owing, without a doubt, to the past panic and however, help expressing regret that, throughout the several balance in favour of irrigation. This is, perhaps, best accounted
the consequent paralysation of all undertakings requiring capital) official investigations into matters of such paramount importance for by supposing that the disadvantage of the far larger evapora—I think we may fairly account for the state of things in this way. as the various conditions of natural waters and their fitness for ting area of the irrigation process is more than counterbalanced by
Happily, the clouds have been for some time breaking, and we may human consumption, the powerful inquisitorial agency of the the powerful absorbing and deodorising qualities of the same large
hope that as confidence becomes gradually restored the sun again microscope should have been so quietly discarded. With all due area. True it is that to deodorise is not necessarily to disinfect,
will burst out with all its brightness, once more bringing prosperity deference to the ability, ingenuity, and dexterity of such men as and the abundant evidence of the freedom of sewage farms from
upon a profession whose noble function it is to minister to the Professors Frankland, Wanklyn, and others, chemistry cannot give the objectionable vapours detectable by the sense of smell, goes,
wants, health, convenience, and comfort of the whole civilised us the all-precise information we require concerning the organic therefore, only half way. But, fortunately, the experience of
world. During the past session several important and valuable matter found in various waters. We thank chemistry for telling such cases as Edinburgh and Croydon goes the other half, and
papers have been read and duly discussed. Among others, I us the minute quantity of organic matter a water contains, and nowhere can it be said that the fanciful and once popular
would mention that of our past president, Mr. Baldwin Latham, also the still more minute quantity of the organic matter which is objections to sewage irrigation have been satisfactorily estaon “‘ The Ventilation of Sewers ;” one on “‘The Machinery and in an albumenoid form, and, therefore, possibly in a dangerous blished by facts.
Utensils of a Brewery,” by Mr. Thomas Wilkins, to whom a form. But this important point is the very one which remains to
If we desire to go further there is yet a combination of the
premium has been awarded ; then followed an instructive paper on be determined. The albumen may be perfectly harmless ; but, on precipitating and irrigation processes which would appear to be the
‘The Timbering of Trenches and Tunnels applicable to Sewerage the other hand, it may contain or be itself the very centre of ne plus ultra of the sewage question. This end would be arrived
and Railway Work,” by Mr. Charles Turner ; and one from Mr. disease and death. I can but express my confident hope that the at by first deodorising the sewage at the sewer’s mouth, and preciPerry F. Nursey, on ‘* The Recent Improvements in Explosive elucidation of this important problem will soon be classed among pitating the solid matters into a manure of such a value as would
Compounds,” which was most deservedly awarded a premium. I the proud achievements of science.
pay for the cost of its manufacture and cartage, leaving at the
would also mention another to which a premium was awarded,
Having, as we will suppose, provided a city or town with a liberal |same time an inoffensive supernatant liquid not materially deprived
that of Mr. Thomas Cargill, on ‘Floating Breakwaters.” The supply of water whose quality is beyond suspicion, our attention of the soluble fertilising matters originally found in the sewage.
Society has been privileged during the past year in making several must be directed to its removal after becoming —whilst fulfilling A process recently introduced by Mr. Forbes will perhaps meet
most enjoyable and instructive excursions to various works. The | its end—polluted and poisonous; for great as are its utility and this case, The agent—phosphate of alumina—has hitherto been
first of these was to the Phcenix Paper Mills at Dartford ; then in convenience in a pure state, so much greater are its nuisance and a costly material, but the sewage is deodorised, and the solid
August a visit was made to the Abbey Mills Pumping Station of | danger when, having done its work as as a scavenger and as a manure—as stated by the patentee—is of high value, and _the
the Metropolitan Main Drainage Works, and also to the extensive vehicle for carrying solid matter, it still stagnates in our midst. fertilising power of the fluid is considerably augmented. This
telegraph works of Mr. Henley, at North Woolwich ; and in Tf the public health is to be maintained human excreta must be process is being experimented upon at Tottenham, but its applicaSeptember an excursion was made to the Sewage Lodge Farm at at once removed. We may deodorise it by simple means, but there tion on a large scale is necessary before a true estimate of its value
sarking, and to the Works of the Essex Reclamation and Sewage | is not yet known to science a method or system by which, on a can be formed.
Company. It needs no arguments of mine to show what golden large scale, disinfection can be guaranteed, or practically carried
Before leaving this subject I would have you understand that I
opportunities are afforded by these inspections, especially to our out ; and if the germs of disease are here so subtle that we cannot do not wish in what I have said to bias your minds in favour of
younger members—opportunities which ought not to be lost, as | insure their destruction by powerful chemical agents, nothing any one system, On the contrary, I would urge upon you the
they afford the means by which those members may become remains to be done but to immediately remove them, as the only necessity of estimating the relative values of the different systems
acquainted with the practical working of departments of the| safe course. The question then arises as to which is the best which have been, or may yet be, introduced, solely upon their
profession which possibly they as yet only understand theoretically, method of doing so. Water is the most convenient, the most respective merits. You will most likely find moreover that while
It may be said that all the works which are visited are not perfect. decent, and, from its more satisfactory results, in the end the one system will be best adapted for one case a different system
What then? No one can fail to derive some benetit and experience cheapest vehicle ;but we must be careful so to design and arrange may be more suitable for another. We should hold ourselves prealike from the study of failures : s of successes,
our sewers that they do not become elongated cesspools, but pared, therefore, to support that method which will, all things
But concerning these periodical examinations I would venture to rather the means through which the sewage may be conveyed away considered, be likely to achieve under the special circumstances
make a suggestion, viz., that in connection with each of them an with all possible dispatch, and, at the same time, be thoroughly the most satisfactory results. Upon the important subject of land
evening convenie ntly selected should be devoted to the reading of self-cleansing. Against the neglect of careful sewer ventilation I transit it is my pleasurable duty to record the completion during
a brief paper upon what has been seen, and to the discussion upon presume there is now scarcely any necessity to utter a warning. the past year of a work which stands unrivalled in its department.
that paper. Members would have opportunities at the time of the The attention of the public has been painfully drawn to this To the foreign engineers who conceived and carried out so grand
visit of aking notes for the discussion, and there would scarcely subject of late, and I venture to think that but very few intelligent a scheme we would tender our most hearty congratulations. They
be one who after « personal inspection of any works would not Englishmen have not been enlightened upon the importance of this may well be proud of their handiwork. The more important
have some comiucnts to make, either in the way of defects to matter. Much has been said concerning the necessity of providing features and principal dimensions of the Mont Cenis tunnel, which
point out or merits to acknowledge and applaud. Many, again, proper means of escape for the noxious gases generated in our was commenced on the 3lst August, 1857, and completed on the
who could not join the inspecting party would have the opportunity sewers, instead of taking such pains as I am reluctantly compelled 14th September, 1871, are no doubt perfectly familiar to you ail.
of gaining from the discussion information of a valuable character to confess has been done to conduct them directly into our I need not, therefore, repeat them. I cannot forbear, however,
which they otherwise might lose; and, lastly, our transactions very habitations, there to spread broadcast pestilence and death. giving you one or two figures which will assist in forming an idea of
would be greatly enriched by the record. This is a matter of con- The exclusion of these vapours from our houses, and their general the magnitude of this work. The correspondent of THE ENGINEER
siderable importance to the Society, and in a marked sense to those diffusion into the external atmosphere, is without a doubt one says, ‘‘The number of boring rods that were utterly smashed or
members who are unavoidably prevented from giving that frequent step in the right direction ; but although the chances of evil effects put hors de combat during the progress of the tunnel is simply inand regular attendance to the meetings which is so highly are thereby diminished, as their dilution with the atmospheric air credible. In 1863 for every yard of progress on the French side no
desirable. On the last-named point—the attendance at our is considerable, and the organic impurities of the vapours are less than 150 rods were destroyed, and on the side of Bardonneche
meetings—I should like to speak with some emphasis, It is vain destroyed by the oxygen in the air, still the dilution is only a the rate was considerably higher; accepting the lower number
to profess a strong regard for the interests of ourSociety if we donot partial remedy, and the oxidation requires time. Our duty is as an average, it follows that 2,100,000 were used up during the
make a practical manifestation of it, and I would, therefore, ur e clearly, therefore, to strain the vapour and oxidise its impurities execution of the tunnel.” These, I am aware, are mere matters of
upon you all that it is of the utmost importance to atten !. even before it is permitted to escape, just as we ought to purify the detail, but we must remember that, while a single blow of the rod
if it may be at some slight personal inconvenience, the meetings sewage before it flows into the stream, and not leave it to be would seem to do but little towards driving the seven and a half
and excursions that take place during the year, so that every purified by the stream.
miles of tunnel, an accumulation of them had to be relied upon for
member may be ready to contribute some resulting information.
The sewage having thus far been safely conveyed beyond the enabling the vast agency of gunpowder to be brought into play.
Tt may be only # mite, yet if all do that—recollecting that ‘ unity boundaries of the town, its ultimate disposal has to be provided Think, again, of so accurately steering the workmen in their
is strength”—it follows not only that we as an institution shall be for. With the various modes of treating town sewage which have course through the bowels of the mountain from a point ten
gainers, but that very important advantages may accrue to society been put to the test most of you, no doubt, are more or less thousand feet above them—the height of the observatory above
at large. Concerning the writing of papers, too, I would urge that acquainted, There are methods of precipitation, of filtration, and the formation level. And again, what laurels the science of
members do not refrain from reading a paper because they may of irrigation. Of the first there is the lime process, which has geology has reaped, in that its predictions of the structure of the
not have time to write a long and elaborate treatise. Short papers been applied at Tottenham, at Leicester, Blackburn, and other mountains were verified within a few insignificant feet! Such
are often better than long ones; they frequently lead to interesting places. This method has hitherto failed both in purifying the things require no praise. We cannot but look upon this work as
and profitable discussions; and the more we have of these the sewage so as to render the effluent water fit for admission into an evidence of the almost irresistible power and indomitable
more are our several spheres of usefulness increased. I am pleased streams, and also in producing a deposit of fair value in relation energy of the mind of man. We must not, however, forget the
be able to inform you that the transactions for 1869 and 1870 are to the cost of its manufacture. Lime has been used in conjunction successes on the other side of the Atlantic. A work which enables
now in the press, and will, I hope, be shortly issued. I will now with chloride of iron, and perchloride of iron has been used alone, us to step into a car at New York and alight at San Francisco,
ventureto draw your attention to some of the more recent events but with no better permanent results. In the same category may after a journey by railway of which more than a thousand miles
and achievements which are of interest to our profession. Highest be classed the treatments with the sulphates and carbonates of are at an elevation of four thousand feet above the level of the sea,
in importance must always be considered those departments of lime and magnesia. No better results can be credited to Blyth’s and of which long lengths are over tracts where the savage still
engineering which are devoted more immediately to matters oflife expensive method with the superphosphate of magnesia. There hunts the buffalo—a work, too, which enables us to perform this
and health. Indeed, we mustever regard those amongst the greatest is also Bird’s sulphate of alumina process, formerly tried at Croy- journey of 3300 miles across prairie, mountain, river, and valley,
benefactors of mankind who have provided large and densely-popu- don and Cheltenham, but now abandoned forirrigation. Numerous in six days, with comparative safety and certainty, must assuredly
lated communities with abundant supplies of pure and whole- others have been introduced to the notice of the public, but none be ranked amongst the first achievements of the age. At the
some water, and at the same time ample and well-arranged drain- have attracted so much attention as the A B C process—indeed, a present time the attention of engineers is largely directed to the
age, thereby reducing, as they do, the death-rate, making the special report of its working and results has been issued by the completion of long international lines of railway communication,
population of a town strong and healthy, and saving valuable lives, Royal @ommission on the Pollution of Rivers. The ingredients of and we may look forward to the completion at no very distant
which, had it not been for the successful efforts of the engineer the compound which is applied tothe sewage are, as you all date of an almost unbroken road of iron from London to Calcutta.
must almost inevitably have perished. A large number ‘of the know, chiefly composed of «alum and clay, but small quan- Concerning the railways of our own country, the following figures,
cities and towns in this country can now boast of water derived tities of blood, charcoal, and certain salts are also introduced. gathered from the returns to the Board of Trade for the year 1870,
from the purest sources which liberal expenditure can command, The process, although precipitating most of the suspended may prove interesting :—The total authorised railway capital of
and many are the works of extension that have been carried out of impurities, does not render the effluent water sufficiently the United Kingdom amounts to more than £596,000,000. The
late to meet the wants of a rapidly-increasing population. The pure to be admissible into running streams. As to its com- capital actually raised amounts to £530,000,000, or about £34,000
water supply of the metropolis has lately been the subject of legis- mercial value the Commission report that it “‘cannot repay the per mile, being an increase in the total of £11,000,000 over the
lation, the professed object of which, to use the words of the Act cost of manufacture.” I must not leave the A B C process, previous year. The total receipts amount to £45,000,000, showing
is ‘‘to make further provision for securing a constant supply of however, without referring to the experiment now being conducted a balance of more than £23,000,000 over the expenditure. The
ure and wholesome water.” To the principle of a constant supply, by the Native Guano Company, at Crossness, upon 500,000 gallons working expenses are 48 per cent. of the gross receipts, as against
it may fairly be assumed that very few disinterested opponents of London sewage daily. In a short time this experiment will 49 per cent. of the prévious year. In 1867 it was 50 per cent., and
could now be found. The arguments in its favour are conclusive, have been thoroughly tried, and we shall then be able to finally in 1864 and 1860 it was 47 per cent. More than 330 millions of
and its superiority over the intermittent or cistern storage system judge of its merits, So far then as purification by precipitation is passengers were carried during the year, not including season
is admitted by overwhelming majorities. We can, therefore, well concerned, none of the processes with which we are as yet ac- ticket-holders, being an increase of 24 millions as against 1,500,000
understand how it was that the prospect of a constant supply quainted can be regarded as perfectly satisfactory in their results. for the previous year’s increase. In the conveyance of passengers
given by the passing of the Government bills through Parliament The Rivers Pollution Commission, indeed, went so far as to say and goods nearly 300,000 vehicles are employed. The passenger
was welcomed by the general public; and it may almost as readily that the present resources of the science of chemistry hold out no trains ran more than 86} millions of miles in the year, and the
be understood why the metropolitan water companies should offer hope of a successful result in this direction, Next there is the goods and mineral trains nearly 824 millions, making a total of
strong opposition to anything but a limited interference with their process of simple filtration, which acts not only mechanically but more than 169 millions of miles. It is true that our ears have
long-standing privileges. The result of this contest between the chemically, by oxydising the organic matters contained in the become accustomed to the mention of large numbers in connection
companies and the public was the passing of a measure by which sewage, and which are thereby converted into harmless inorganic with railway matters ; but those I have just repeated must strike
the former are bound to give a constant supply when duly re- salts. As far as the effluent water is concerned the process may be every one as simply marvellous.
uested by the local authorities, unless it can be shown that more made thoroughly effective, although, as might well be supposed,
Of the improvements and changes that have been brought about
than one-fifth of the premises to be thus supplied are not provided different soils vary greatly intheir efficiency as filtering media. The in relation to internal communication, amongst the most imwith fittings in accordance with regulations made by the companies objections to the system are—and here I feel bound to reverse the yortant is the introduction, or rather more general adoption, of
and approved by the Board of Trade. These regulations are still order of the conclusions arrived at and recorded by the Rivers light narrow-gauge lines. The extravagance of the past has
under the consideration of the companies, and it is to be hoped Pollution Commissioners—first, the nuisance arising from the taught its lesson, and year by year the necessity is more clear]
that, when finally authorised, they will be as lenient to the con- removal of solid fcecal matters, especially in very hot weather ; and, seen of redeeming some of the sunken capital—without much
sumers as the reasonable prevention of waste will allow. With secondly, the unremunerative character of the results, inasmuch proportionate outlay—through large additions to traffic and
regard to the latter part of the preamble of the Act, referring to as — “the whole of the manurial ingredients would be absolutely revenue, secured by means of branch feeding lines of cheap
the water to be supplied as “‘pure and wholesome,” the committee wasted,’
construction. In this direction there is yet much to be done both
of the House of Commons which sat upon the bill adopted the
n connection with the subject
We have in the last place irrigation—a process which has now in this country and our coloni
opinion of the Royal Commission on Water Supply, viz., that the undergone the test of extreme practical application under greatly of railway gauges, I may remind you of a curious feat which was
water supplied to the metropolis from the Thames isgenerally varying conditions, but with an almost uniformly satisfactory
rformed on the Ohio and Mississippi Railway not very long ago.
= and wholesome. The important question of purity was, there- result. To the all-important question, “‘ Does the system effec- he line is about 300 miies long, and was originally of the 6ft.
ore, virtually left untouched, except in so far as that London has’ tually remove the sewage nuisance?” I think we are in a position gauge, which it became necessary to reduce on account of certain
now water examiners, acting under the Board of Trade, whose to answer with confidence in the affirmative. An average of the arrangements made by the company. In order to interfere as
office is permanent, and whose duties are to inquire into and numerous cases included in the report of the Rivers Pollution little as possible with the traffic, Sunday was selected for the
report upon the grounds of complaints made against any of the Commissioners gives of impurities removed from the sewage, dis- work, ny all the hands available were enlisted in the undercompanies as to the quality or quantity of the supply. I will solved organic carbon 68°6 per cent., of dissolved organic nitrogen taking. In about seven hours from the time of commencing
not upon the present occasion discuss the reasons for the con- 81°7 per cent., and of the suspended organic matters 97°7 per cent. operations, the rails on the entire length of 300 miles had been
clusions to which the Royal Commission arrived concerning But the analysis given by the Commissioners is somewhat mis- taken up and replaced to the narrower gauge of 4ft. 9in., upon
the waters of the Thames; but I feel constrained to draw your leading, the purification being greater than they show, as which trains began to run the following day.
Of the several schemes that have been brought forward for
attention to the fact, that above the point where the Thames impurities are concentrated in effluent water owing to evaporation
water is taken for the use of the inhabitants of London there is a and absorption whilst passing over the surface of the land—which ‘ improving the passage across the Channel which separates us from
drainage area of more than 3600 square miles, within whose limits is never less than 30 per cent., and in some cases experiments have the Continent but littie progress seems to have been made towards
is found a population 860,000 human beings. Now, whatever may proved the loss to be as much as 80 per cent. The purification of realisation, except in the case of Mr. Fowler’s steam ferry. This,
be done to secure the purity of the Thames, we have, as the the sewage by irrigation in respect to its soluble constituents—the the only project which is likely to be seriously entertained, a
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m+ for some time to come, has ‘ons otvenead a stage, and we
hope for it the success it deserves.
With tramways much progress has been made of late, and there
are at present being worked in London and its suburbs alone no
less than 26 miles, while 33 more are already authorised by ~~
Legislature, making a total of 59 miles. Of the tramway bills and
the application for orders deposited last November, those relating
to the metropolis are for powers to construct nearly 30 miles of
way. The revival of this mode of transit has thus been as prolific
as it has been rapid, and there seems to be a mania for tramways
which is searcely justified even by the sucgess that has already
attended them. It is, perhaps, to be regretted that Parliament
did not act with somewhat greater caution before allowing the
wholesale introduction of a system of which even the merest
details are matters of concern to the public. There is much, indeed, in connection with tramways, as we find them now in
London, which is capable of great improvement, and of which the
weak points and errors might have been discovered and remedied
on one experimental line, It is to be hoped that the evils will in
future be overcome, and I think, also, that we may look forward
to the introduction before very long of suitably designed locomotives in the place of horses, especially on the more strictly
suburban lines, Closely allied to the subject of street tramways
is that of street paving. Macadamised roads have in certain parts
of the _—
7 recently made considerable progress towards perfection. By the use of steam rollers the road surfaces have been
most efticiently consolidated and brought to a regular form and
degree of “ finish,” so to speak, which is in every way most satisfactory. The tedious process of consolidation for the ordinary
traffic of the road, accompanied by all the inconveniences of noise,
increased frictional resistance, wear and tear of vehicles, the
trying demand upon the muscles of the horses and the equanimity
of the drivers, will, it is fervently to be hoped, soon be numbered
among the things of the past. For apart from the luxury of a
good smooth road made ready for comfortable use in a few hours,
there is at the same time a most desirable economy not only to th
users but to the trustees of the road. A reliable authority on
these matters has given it as his opinion that one-third of the road
material is lite rally wastedby being pulverised by the traftic before
the surface is consolidated. “Indeed, as the road is for the convenience of the traffic, and not the traffic for the road, the road
as it has been tersely put—should be consolidated not by the traffic
but for the traffic. On the question of economy, Mr. Frederick
Paget has shown that on an average of cases in different parts of
Great Britain and the Continent there is by the employment of
simple horse rollers a saving of 40 per cent. in the cost of
maintaining the road. And further, it is fully within the
mark to estimate that a saving of 50 per cent. of the cost of maintenance is effected by the employment of heavy steam rollers.
Indeed, the French engineers sat down steam rolling as 50 per
cent. more economical than even horse rolling. Butthere are many
thoroughfares where even steam-rolled macadam would not
economically resist the concentrated and destructive traffic,
and
for such situations the orthodox granite paving has of late years
found a rival in asphalte. In Paris this material has been extensively used for roads since 1854, but it is only withiin thee past yeal
or two that it has been put to the test in some of the hb
treets of
our metropolis. About 25,000 square yards of aon Ite carriage
way are already laid within the City proper, and
portion of this we have had the oj portunity of o
round of the seasons, so that some idea may
be f
behaviour in different states of the weather
very wet or dry the asphalte is less slipp« ty l
is but little moisture, however, the asp!
disadvantages, especially if it be not clean, $
immediately after rain,
id, scattered upon
obviate the inconveniences and dangers likely to be otherwi
incurred. On this subject, in which we must all feel more or less
interest, I cannot forbear quoting snongy J from the recent and
able report of Mr. Haywood, engineer to the city of London.
Speaking more particularly of the compressed asphalte of the Val
de Travers Company, that gentleman says:—‘‘ Upon careful consideration of the various facts and vpinions brought under my
notice, as well as from much personal observation, I re no doubt
that compressed asphalte in a proper condition of cleanliness is
not upon the avera “ more slippery than granite, but that ther
are times when it is much more slippery;ta that oe s falling upon
it are less injured but have ees
ulty in getting up;
if
asphalte is extensively laid down, ordinary traffic upon it
as expeditious as upon granite, but speed must be slackened in
streets where there is much traffic or wher it may be needful t
stop suddenly; and that it is less fitted for - it speed and for
exertion of strength in drawing heavy loads.” Upon the question
of the relative comfort and convenience of asphalte and other
road surfaces there can scarcelybe a difference of opinion; the
absence of noise and dirt, the diminished 4bour to the horses,
wear and tear of vehicles and harness, are all that can be desired.
For its durability and ultimate cost of maintenance we must abide
the test of time.
At the present period the consumption of gas throughout the
United Kingdom §is regarded as a subject of considerable importance, not only on account of the large capital employed in gas
manufacture, but also because it represents a correspondingly
important consumption of that nationally valuable material—coal.
The consumption of gas is rapidly increasing, and its usefulness
is daily extending, not only for lighting, but for heating and
culinary purposes; it is in many cases being used also as a motive
power in competition with steam. During the past year the
colossal works of the Chartered Gas Company have been completed, and are now in full operation.
Through the kindness of the company’s engineer, Mr. F.
Evans, the members of this Society had an opportunity 7
minutely inspecting the works, and were much gratified and
instructed by the engineering skill displayed in the construction
of the apparatus and machinery of this enormous manufactory.
The site purchased for the Becton Works is about 213 acres, The
retort heme four in number, are fitted with 1080 through retorts,
equal to 2160 mouthpieces. The gasholders, four in number, are
equal to the storage of about four millions of cubic feet. Thi
works, with the number of retorts named, are capable of pro
ducing ten millions of cubic feet per day, and for this purpose it
will be necessary to consume the enormous quantity of 1000 tons
of coal during the same period. The provision made for the dis
tribution of this 1:urge quantity of gas is of corresponding mag
tude, and consists of an arterial main eleven miles long, mors
than three-fourths of which is 4ft. in diameter, the remaindei
being 3ft. in diameter. This is connected to the old stations of
the several companies that have been bought up by the Chartered
Company, which latter now supplies over one-fourth part of the
total gas consumed in the metropolis.
Vast as are their resources they are equalled in extent of
supply by the Imperial Gas Company, by whom also building
operations of great magnitude are at this moment being carried
on. Without }oarticularising the operations of the gas companies
in detail, I wil give you the total result of the past year’s work
=< all those which are included in the Metropolis Gas Act of
Total capital, including borrowed moneys upon which interest
and dividends are paid, cg,272,816
The total gas receipts from meter rental and public lamps con
sumption were as follows :Common coal gas ..
oe
ee
Canne
Public lamps, inei h iding light ing same
"
;
Thus showing total receipts for gas to be £2,045 31 3. In addition
to these sums the meter rental received amounted to £31,558 ; and
the residual products, £424,952. The total quantity of gas manufactured was 11,890 million cubic feet, and the quantity of coal
used to produce this was 1,225,815 tons, The gross profit made
amounted to the sum of £732,829,
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interest to the profession, it is true, aa , I must confess that on
From the above figures, captains as they do to the metrop
feel should most concern us as an
only, some idea may be formed of the importance of this branc 0] this occasion the topic whi
ass ciated bod y is our Society's
future welfare. It is only natural
engineering and manufacture in the U nited
om gener!
that to some extent we should be
I
oyant or more depressed
Yet, large ‘as is the co sumption of g s, the el
y of incre all
coording as the profession
18 In a state of activity or
demands is scarcely less surprising, aaa we may
it that asiz
average with the whole of the gas companies throughouon an depression, But we must take courage and we must work, I, for
kingdom the annual increase in manufacture is from 7 to t¢ th | one, will use my best endeavours, not only while I hold this oftice,
| but
remain a mel!
r, to secure * * Prospe rity to the
cent.
So ety of Enginee1
From the importance of gas
ting, the
bject ever
large scope for improvements both in its manufacture and di I
tion. In connection with giis lighting two inventions have during
GENERAL CHESNEY.
the past year been introduced, which, according to the views of
their respective promoters, are likely to bring about a radical
Iv may be truly said that of the majority of those who have the
change in the manufacture of ¢
The first is a process by whic!
Dr. Eveleigh, the inventor, proposes to ggreatly improve the illumi sagacity to foresee and the energy to demonstrate the advantage
of any great natural enterprise or project, but few live to witn:
nating power of gas without additional cost in its manufactur
most desirable object, if it can be satisfactorily effected. A com its accomplishment. The delay that intervenes between the propany has been formed for the purpose of ascertaining whether or jection and the execution of any work of magnitude, the origin of
not the proce ss of manufacture, carried out on a large practical and
prolonged
commercial scale, will justify the anticipations founded upon the which is due to the genius of one man, is frequent]
laboratory experiments. We hope soon to be made acquainted that the best years of his life are spent in unavailing attempts to
with the results of this method
has lately effect the practic: il realisation of his object. Had this class of men
The second invention to wl h I refer fs om
lace, at Sydenl am,
is known to whom the world owes so much existed in the days of the
been tested at the C1
was introduced at the Paris Augustine poet, xe would certainly have added a fifth line to his
as the oxyhydric tk
Exhibition, 1867, but was not tried in England before the well-known distich—* Sic vos non vobis.” It will be seen that,
occasion just mentioned. The method consists of introducing as we proceed with our brief memoir, the officer whose death is to
oxygen gas at the point of combustion with the ordinary coal be so much regretted, although living to an age beyond that
gas. The prine iple has been well known for many years, but the allotted
to most men, wasnot fortunate enough to sce the fulfilment
cost of mal ing oxygen has been hitherto so grcat as to exclude of his h« pes. General ¢ hesney, wl was born in 1779,
in the north of
that gas from such applications, although it insures perfect com ' Ireland, was destined at an eal
ge for a military career, and
bustion, and hx
greatly improved light. Phe chief object of after passing through the usual curriculum
at Woolwich, was ap
the present invention is to generate oxygen under a new prot
pointed to a commission in the Royal Artille ry, at the age of six
by Thich its cost is materially reduced. No doubt it possesses teen. Buti
i traveller and « xpl rer that the ye g officer
great scientific merit ; but whether its commercial value will be was to win future distinction, rather than by a display of purely
equally good remains to be determined.
]
. That the love of exploring, the instinct
t cannot fail
to | noticed as a tendency of the times that local
, and the desire to penetrate into countries either totally
thorities are des
s of shesshing all gas and water con pan s
unknown, were strong in him, may be inferred from
interests, It is also evident that the Legislature is favor ring su h the fact that when st: itioned at Gibr: Itar, he had serious thoughts
‘ policy, and judging from the transfers now taking place it may
a journey with the view of tracking the Niger
be fairly anticipated in a few years all these undert kings will be ofto itsundertaking
source. "There is no que tion that a certain love of adven
purchased and worked by the municipal or other exi sting local ture must
exist in the breast of every man who undertakes expedi
authorities.
tions of the dangerous or hazardous nature which characterised
I cannot conclude without a word or two concerning the recent the descent of th« Euphrates by General Chesney. But this must
report of the Coal Conumission. The exhaustion of our coal-fields is be modified by an earnest intention to make the results of the d
a contingency the discussion of which must in no way be shunned coveries ar d explor itions.subservient to the interests and welfa (
indeed it is forced upon us—and it is our duty to the nation as of menkin The man who pursues his explorations into unknown
engi eers to give the several practical bearings of the question
lands, i cites ] soleliy by the charm of shooting elegl nts ard tigers,
earnest consideration. Inthe ort pleas the miner must be en
may My a mighty hunter, but anne he brings back with him
to work at increased depths down in the bowels of the earth with some thing besides the skinsof the beasts he has slai he cannot
ae and comparative comfort, for upon this depends, in dir
be regarded either as a pioneer of civilisation or as a benefactor
ratio, the quantity of coal that will be available for our use.
his fellow creatures.
tlecpest coal mine in England is at the Roscbridge Colliery, which to After
two years
visiting the Continent, and spending 1
has attained the depth of 2500ft. It may be mentioned that pene , Captain
Chesney proceeded to Constantino]
nd subs¢
the Simon ma apery Pit in Belgium reached a depth of 3489ft., juently to Asia Minor, with his mind intent upon the great project
but the mine is not at present being worked. The Coal Commis of establishing direct steam communication with India. In this
8
;
assumed a depth of 4000ft.—about four-fifthsof a mile
preliminary voyage he journeyed, rid Haouran and Decapolis,
fair limit on which to base an estimate of the quantity o
l |t
rds the Huphrates, traversed the Syrian desert from
labl
oO
umption the probable
ntity of coal 1D
cus to El Raim, and followed the river as far as Ana,
(
1 coal-fields of the United 1
lom is | 7
crossed the Persian Gulf to Bushire, and ascended and
I
\issioners
i
f
7 |
descended the river Karoon. He extended his travels into Persia
]
bly «
s at workable d
m
. close examination of the countries bordering u | the
I superincun
t
leul
| Uper E hrates. Returning, he travelled by
rerum
Tre
I
275 millions
of tons
astern Hymettus, and through Asia Minor to the
is thus an aggregate quantity of 146,480 millions of t
the Mediterranean. It may be mentioned here, as @
y be calculated upon at a depth not exceeding tl
t Chesney's determination, that the dangers he had
1ormous as this quantity is, it has to be meas
11
|
t first exploration «lid not in anywise deter him from
tion pre portionally great. The total quantity raised in the
ecution of his design. His life was on several
1869, when the last returns had been made up, 1
milli
preserved only by the exercise of tact and good sense,
of which ten millions were for exportation ; so that tl
uan
1en
y recourse to physical violence would have ended fatally.
of coal just mentione ¥as available (146,480 millions) would
sust
It is about forty years ago now since
practicability of the
our present production for 1273 years.
}
scheme wi
uched for by General Chesney, and the
But the main question is, what will the future
consumption
statement rendered indisputable by the success of the
a is one of the most important offic: *s of engineering science
to
‘ at
he
juently conductedin person. A full and «
wut reductior
> consumpti ion of fuel
lto ect
n < _ sly interesting account of the wl
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i
ement in the economy of coal has, as far as tl together
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I
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by the Commission Tt
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merged. It is
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of this to be a
ter « neers, who have ¢
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conjecture—the 360 yea
uatters of this kind, should have fallen into so great an
will he altered
to 433 years. The 276years b:
t |} error. M. Ferdinandde Lesseps always considered Chesney as the
metical increase of three millions of tons per annum will becor
father of the Suez Canal, in consequence of his having discovered
324 years, while should the consumption remain constant at its the mistake fof his predecessors, and thus removing the only insu
present rate of 115 millions, tl prend rt al nearly 00,000 | mountable obstacle
to the accompaniment of that great undertaking.
Wy
millions of tons would meet our
However long it may be before the overland route to India be mad:
or say, to about the year
0.
vailable for the transport of mails, passengers, goods, and me
But we must not be led away by
figures as these. Indeed,
l —, the name of General Chesney will be indissolubly con
the commissioners themselves do not hesitate to remind us thai
nected with it as the original promoter, and the first man who
the depth of but 3400ft. the temperature of the air would be al
practically demonstrated its unquestionable feasibility. Since his
equal to the heat of the blood ; while of the vast quantity regarded
turn from the Euphrates the dk sed officer was employed in
just now as being available, more than 16,000 millions of tons a1 China, and, on his return home, he held for some time the com
at depths of between 6000ft. and 10,000ft., at which latter the mand of the artillery in the south of Ireland. He published severs!
temperature would in all probability be 215 deg. Fah., or more
t
works, besides the one alluded to, bearing more intimately
than 3 deg. above the temperature of boiling water.
ipon the duties of his ] rofession, was created an honorary D.C.L.
Should the advance of science enable us to work coal at thes | of Oxford, and a member of numerous learned and scientihe soci
prodigious depths the cost of work will most assuredly be pro- ties. He obtained his full
k as general about four years pre
portionately increased, and when fuel has thus become dearer its viously te hisdeath. Being mn in the year 1789, he consequently
consumption will be checked, and the stock will therefore hold ont attained the rather unusual age of 83 years. Of such men, it may
correspondingly longer. But this implies the crippling of the be truly said, their works live after them.
strong arm which earns our national wealth. True it is that ther:
are vast and almost inexhaustible coal-fields in 6ther parts of the
world yet untouched, and while coal is to be had there would be the
opportunity of purchasing it. But—in the words of the Coal Com
uTH KI
TON Musevm—Visitors during the week ending
missioners —‘‘ It may well be doubted whether the manufacturin 5 Nicene 3rd, 1872:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
supremacy of this kingdom can be mi 1intained after the importa- from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., — n, 27,054; Naval and other
Galleries, 2014 ; on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admission
tion of coal has become a necessity.
There are many other subjects of importance to which I could |Ga, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Y seusoumn, 3883 ; Naval and other
have wished to refer, but I feel that I must not now longer dk tain| Galleries, 102; total, 33,053; average of corresponding week in
former years, 11,411. Total from the opening of the Museum,
you.
I have this evening touched upon one or two matters of general 11,118,431.
|
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MACHINE.

CONSTRUCTED BY MESSRS, W. FURNESS AND CO., ENGINEERS, GLOBE WORKS, LIVERPOOL,
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THIS machine, the invention of Messrs. William Furness and Co.,
wood working machinists, Liverpool, is for the purpose of cutting
mitre or secut dovetails on timber used in the manufacture of
drawers and other cabinet work, and is also applicable in all cases
where the ordinary “‘ pin” dovetail is used, the great advantage
being that the work is much stronger, and the objectionable “ pin
ends” are done away with, _It is entirely self-acting, and consists
of a strong bed plate, on which stand the four upright carrying
the cutter heads, The two fixed uprights have on the inside ‘‘V’s’
I\
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in which slide a frame carrying the cutter heads for making the
female end of the dovetail. These work in compound slides in the
usual way by means of screws, and are adjustable to the various
thicknesses of timber used. They are set to the required angle
and are driven by means of round leather bands, working in

grooved pulleys, one of which, a friction pulley, is movable
for the purpose of tightening the bands,
The two movable uprights are bolted to a slide frame, working
in “ V’s” on the bed plate, by means of a screw and handwheel.
It can be moved to and fro to suit any length of timber, up to
4ft. Gin. long. On the inside of these also are ‘‘ V’s,” in which
slides a frame carrying the cutter heads for making the male end
of the dovetail. The whole of this side of the machine can be
moved to and fro by means of a screw and handwheel, to work
any length of timber up to 4ft. 6in. long and 26in. wide, both
ends being cut at once. The frames carrying the cutter heads on
both sides of the machine can be lowered out of the way by means
of a screw and handwheel, so that any length of timber can be
worked by doing one end at a time. The table on which the
timberis fastened works in slides, and is moved to and fro b
means of screws actuated by bevel wheels. The timber is hel
firmly to the tables by pressure bars, an eccentric at the end of Po
e
lever giving the required pressure. This method of f:
timber is at once firm and expeditious. There are three rates of
feed, 6ft., 9ft., and 12ft. perminute,’and a quick return motion for
bringing back the table
after the timber has been operated on.
The motion to and fro is communicated through a friction clutch,
and stops are placed on the table for throwing it out of gear at
the end of both the forward and return motion,
THe SovurH MIDLAND INSTITUTE OF MINING, CIVIL, AND
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.—At the last meeting of this Institute
held at its rooms, in Wolverhampton, on Monday afternoon, the
secre
, Mr. David William
3s, of Willenhall, read a paper
upon ‘‘ The Produce of Coal Seams.” The subject was treated in
respect of its bearing upon our national coal supply, whilst it was
made specially adaptable to an institute of colliery engineers. To
secure the largest practicable support, colliery managers should

first ascertain what weight of coal they possessed in the first
instance. Experiments that he had himself made as to the specific
| gravity of the coal in the northern ow of the South Staffordshire
him that
acubicfoot of the coalexperimented
| coal-field had convinced
| upon weighed 82¢;lb. Having shown how from this datum the
number of tons of coal per acre might be calculated, the author demonstrated that the contents of every acre of coal one foot thick
possessing a specific gravity of 1°317, was 1600 tons. Such might be
regarded as the uot oyper foot thick per acre of most of the coals
of the South Staffordshire district. A want of such knowledge led to
much coal being left underground. Colliery managers should carefully
compare the yield of a ary by the known cubical contents of
the deposits so ascertained.
Again giving the result of his own
experience, Mr. Lees showed that in a colliery now closed very
much coal had been wasted or left underground. The seam was
| 3ft. 2in. in thickness, and its contents per acre were, therefore,
6965 tons ; but the ge
of the colliery yielded only 4988 tons,
thus showing a deficiency of 1977 tons, or at the rate of 1438 tons
per acre left underground, for the area to which the calculations
extended
was 1 acre 1 rood 20 perches. Mr. J. P. Baker, her
| Majesty’s inspector of mines, the president of the Institute, who
was the chairman, entered at length into the discussion that
followed. In his remarks he further elucidated the subject, and
generally concurred with the author, but thought that great difficulty would be experienced in making the case cited by the
secretary applicable to the bulk of the collieries. Nevertheless the
resent tendency was in the direction that Mr. Lees had indicated.
| Messrs. T. Rose, Bromley, Laxton, Fenn, and Skidmore, joined in
| the discussion, after which the author was warmly thanked for
h‘s paper, and the discussion was adjourned.
| THE death of M. Combes, Director of the School of Mines of
| Paris, is announced. M. Combes was a member of the Institute
| of France, the Inspector-General of Mines, and is well known to
the world by his works on mining.
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Ir is surprising that the largest maritime nation should be so which the whole of the compartments can be emptied simultadevoid of any means of a
numerous sunken wrecks lying | pee = if necessary, by the lift pumps which this vessel will be
around our coasts. Hitherto the underwriters have been perfectly specially fitted with, both for that p
or for the purpose of
satisfied if they have been enabled to save the cargo of any sunken pumping out wrecks. It will be seen that this vessel is also availvessel, nor have they attempted to form those companies so suc- | able for the raising of vessels lying in shallow water :when pumped
cessfully carried out in the United States, where they are
generall out she will draw a very few feet of water, when she can be backed
known as Coast Wrecking Companies, which are supplied with over the sunken wreck stern on. Besides, we believe it also the
every possible appliances and novel inventions to aid them not intention of the designers that she should be fitted with two
only in the salvage of sunken property, but also for the recovery | screws driven by auxiliary steam engines of sufficient power to
of the vessels themselves. There have been many devised schemes | navigate her in the vicinity of our own and neighbouring coasts;
for raising vessels, such as pontoons, derricks, air bags, &., but the same steam power will also be made available for driving the
the whole of these were more or less objectionable, and it remained | lift pumps, working windlasses—or the inventors my to use
with Messrs, Siebe, Gorman, and Christy to design a vessel con- | —
wer, on a similar eon as employed by Mr. Edwin
Clark, C.E.—for driving the hydraulic pumps connected with that
system. It will be seen that this invention combines all the
—- requisites for the Pom gen she is entrusted to fulfil:
firstly, the power of moving
from place to place as an ordinary
vessel ; secondly, the power of raising and receiving in its inner
the sunken vessel and removing same to the nearest harbour
or repairs ; and, thirdly, which is very important, its capability
of standing a stress of weather, being one vessel and com
in
itself ; and, fourthly, the power of immersion to within about a
~ +
+:
foot of the deck, which will give a relative lift of more than
—ts
twenty feet without using the chains as lifti
wer. This is all the
more important where there is no rise and
of tide ; it is also
suggested that she should be fitted with all necessary diving
ap
tus and appliances that are required for the purpose she
7 esigned, and to have a complete staff of the most experienced
vers,
END ELEVATION
taining all the requisites for the purpose of the recovery of sunken
vessels. Our illustration represents the vessel they propose to
build;it is in fact a pontoon constructed with a hollow centre, the
bow being joined as the bow of an ordinary vessel, and two parts
starting off
el, —- a ship with two sterns, the two sterns
being united by means of a bridge, so designed as to enter
into the
general construction of the v
obtaining the utmost possible
rigidity. The whole of this vessel will be constructed in a
compartments, not only adding materially to its strength, but
giving an enormous available lifting power; the water-tight compartments will be fitted with valves for the entry of
water,
and they will be joined together by means of pipes and valves, by

BILGE PUMPS.
THE loss of the M
suddenly directed attention to a mecha—— |—— which hitherto eon
hilosattention —_
any but the marine engineer. Wes;
of the bi
jumps, whi
not only constitute a great element of safety in atsa
hip
springs a leak, but are absolutely essential to keeping her clean
and sweet. Bilge water is
proverbially known as offensive, and
out regularly. In fact, the importance of the
duties performed by bilge gg Lins not be measured by their
size or the space they occupy.
ere are so many different
of bilge pumps in use that it would be impossible {0illustrate em

all, but we have much pleasure in placing before our read: rs in
this and
ling impressi
engravings of those which enjoy
most favour with marine engineers and shipbuilders, the subject
sessing an unusual interest at this moment, while the loss of
the Megera is still attracting a large amount of public attention.
The illustration on page 98 represents various vertical bilge
pumps at present in use with different classes of engines. Figs. 1
and 2 show two sectional elevations of a hand pump with two
single-acting plungers, the suction valves being directly under
them and the discharge valve above in chambers at the sides, the
main discharge chambers being centrally situated. The actions of
the valves are such that by their arrangement a continuous
stream is taken and given, so that the pumps become in practice
double action when combined, or as a double-acting piston pump.
Our next example is shown by Figs. 3 and 4, which are a sectional elevation of the sump-ealive and box, and a plan of the
latter. This is a common single-acting plunger, connected to the
crosshead of the air pump of side lever and vertical engines.
The valve box is conned about midway of the length of the
stroke, and the valves are two disc spindle valves with hollow
guides formed in the top cover and discharge valve.
The illustrations, Figs. 5, 6, and 7, are next to be noticed; they
consist of a sectional elevation of the pump—double-action—
piston, valves, and boxes. The section of the latter and a plan
are also shown. The action of the piston is to cause a simultaneous suction and discharge above and below, while the valves
are similarly affected on each side of the pump. The piston-rod
is connected
the same as the previous example. |
,
Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11, are elevations and sections of a single-action pl
r pump and valves, particularly adapted for oscillating
engines ; thy lengthening the rod, and casting a base plate with
the casing, the same arrangements will do for any engines with
eccentric pump motion. The action of valves are, that on the
down ane of the plunger the lower valve opens, and at the up
stroke the valve closes, and the upper valve opens.
Similarly also is the action of the hand pumps shown by
Figs. 12 and 13, which is the general kind for auxiliary purposes.
‘The last illustration on the page is Fig. 14, which is a sectional
elevation of a vertical si posing eunew pump with the valves
situated helow the barrel. The
valves are the flat hinged flap
kind, with guard stops at the back ; the plunger derives its motion
as in Fig.
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RESULTS OF r THEa ECLIPSE OBSERVATIONS.
Mr. JoHN Browne, F.R.A.S., gave a public lecture at St.
George’s Hall, Regent-street, on the 4th of February, on ‘‘ Solar
Eclipses, ” in the course of which he made known some of the
results of the observations of the last eclipse. Towards the
beginning of the lecture he said:
7 Although the moon is only 2000 miles in diameter, while the
sun is $00,000 miles in diameter, yet the moon is so close to us,
and the sun so far off, that the image of the moon is just
sufiiciently large to hide ‘the disc of the sun whenever the centres
of those two bodies correspond. Had it not been for the close
correspondence in apparent diameter of these two bodies very few
of the oe
which I shall describe could have been
successfully undertaken, and very little of the knowledge we at
present possess could have been obtained, Time was when ry
approach of an eclipse of the sun was regarded with awe and dread
as portending war, plague, and the direst calamities. Even in
compar: tively recent times the Astronomer H: illey tho
necessary t ) publish a letter to the follow ring effect :—{April, 171:
‘The like eclipse not having for ms wny ages been seen in the southern
parts of Great Britain, I thought it not improper to give the
public an account thereof, that the sudden darkness, wherein the
stars will be visible about the sun, may give no surprise to the
people, who would, if unadvertised, be apt to look
m it as
ominous, and to interpret it as portending evil to ow sovereign
lord King George, whom God preserve.” But the clouds of
superstition having been dis] pe Hed by the sun ot science, we are
enabled now to look forward to the occurrence of a solar ecli ipse
a 1. feelings of intense interest arising from the idea that the
observations which are taken during the occurrence of an eclipse
enables astronomers to add to our knowledge of the constitution of
the sun, and thus to wrench from nature some more of what were
recently considered her most inscrutable secrets.

After deserlbing the _ xp s of spectrum a
to the stars and sun, he gave a des ri pt ion of a remark uhle solar
storm as follows: The most “wonde srful solar storm of which we |
have any account was witnessed on September 7th, 1871, about '
noon, by Professor Young. He had been examining with a spec- |
troscope an enormous prominence on the eastern limb of the
sun, Fig. 1; it had remained, he says, with very little ch:
since the preceding noon; it was mostly made of filan
nearly horizontal, and floated about, its lower surface being at
a he ight of some 15,000 miles above the chromosph re; it wi
100,000 miles long and 54,000 miles high. Professor Young w:
called away from his telescope, and, returning to it in less than
half an hour, he found to his great surprise that in the meantime
the whole thing had literally been blown to threads by some
ag wry le uprush from beneath; in place of the quiet cloud
he had left the solar atmosphere was fille 4 with flying masses of de
tached vertical fragments, Fig. 2, some of them nearly 50,000 miles
above the cloud he had previously seen, and while he was watching
them they rose with a motion almost percep stile ¢to the eye, until
in ten minutes the uppermost were more than 200,000 miles above
the surface of the sun; the velocity of the conan was 167 miles
per second, the greatest velocity yet recorded,”

Of the last eclipse and its results, so far as at present known,
Mr. Browning said:—-‘‘ In many of the observations I have
referred to, where I have spoken of the use o
prism, I have
really meant the use of a spectroscope. Whena prism is used for
viewing any luminousor illuminated object that object is seen
fringed with colour; no distinct spectrum with the various pure
colours, such as [ have shown you, can be made out unle sa
narrow slit be used as a part of the apparatus, ‘The reason of this
is that the prism produces 8 a number of images of the object of
various colours, and those images overlap and confuse each other.
But when the luminous object is very narrow, as in the case of a
side view of the flame of a broad wick lamp, then the slit may be
dispensed with, and a tolerably pure spectrum can be obtained by
means of a prism alone.
“*Inobserving the recent eclipse, that is, the eclipse of December,
1871, Professor Respighi took advantage of the fact that che sun,
when almost eclip sed, presents a narrow ring of ligt which
appears fringing the dark body of the moon. He looked at the
partially eclipsed sun through a prism which was placed on the
end of his telescope, and he thus obtained several coloured images
of the sun in the field of view of the telescope at the same time.
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‘* Professor Respighi says :—‘ At the very instant of totality the
field of view of the telescope exhibited a most astonishing spectacle. The chromosphere at the edge, which was the last to be
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eclipsed, was surmounted for the space of about 50 deg. by two
groups of prominences, one on the right, the other on the left of
the point of contact. These were repradue xd in the four spectral
lines C, D3, F, and G, with extraordinary intensity of light, and
the mos st surprisin, x contrasts of the hi ightest colours, so that the
spectral im
scould be perfectly compared, and their minutest
difference easily made out. All these images were well defined,
and projected in certain coloured zones with the chromatic im: ages
of the corona.’
““We must wait for the discussionof these results
by astronomers
before we can form an idea of their full value, but it is already
certain that their vai ule will be very great.
‘Photographs of the eclipse which occurred last December have
been successfully taken by Mr. Poyson and Colonel Tennent, and
also by Mr. Davis, the photographer sent out to Bekul by Lord
Lindsay. Mr. Davis’ photographs show an extensive corona with
persistent rifts, contirming our previous conclusions, and M.
Janssen telegraphed that the spectrum of the corona demonstrates
the existence of matter outside the solar atmosphere.
‘When two of the photographs Mr. Davis has takenof the eclipse
are ‘placed in a stereoscope the corona is distinctly seen to lie
behind the dark body of the moon. This simple fact will prove
to anyone, however unversed he may be in science, that the
corona 1 is not a ° result of the action of the sun’s light on our
atmosphere
hor In any way connec xd with the moon. We must,
fore, perforce,as sume thine, like the prominences, it belongs to
the sun.
‘Tam glad of this opportunity of directing attention to the fact
that nearly all the results obtained by recent eclipse observers
have been confidently predicted by my friend Mr, Proctor, whose
1ame is so well known to you. I regard his prediction (the
result of a careful analysis of previous observations) as one of the
most marvellous intellectual feats of modern times. All of you
who wi h for the most complete information on the subject which
I have so imperfectly treated to night should refer to Mr. Proctor’s
wna thle work ‘ The Sun.’
*} must nowconclude this brief and necessarily imperfect sketch
of what we know about the sun, so far as regards the teachings
of a solar eclipse. How imperfect and incomplete my treatment
f the subject has been no one can be better aware than myself,
. Proctor, in the w rk «on the sun to which I have previously
a volume of 500 pages, finishes the last chapter with the
foll ywing rem
‘Not a ak but alibraryof books, is needed
to dealadequately
even with only what is at present known about the sun. Not a
few students of § science, but all the astronomers and physicists
now living, might «levote their powers to the study of solar phenomena, and yet find that army of labourers neededto be largely
She ul {my le cture t} ich appear incomple te and imperfe Ct, cithe I
to those who know but little of the subject, or to those who know
more than myself, I must plead that not one lecture, but at least
a dozen lectures, each arranged with more ability than I possess,
would of necessity be required to do any kind of justice to the
subject T have chosen this night: “The Teachings of a Solar
Eeliy
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
correspondents.)
A NEAT FROBLER,
Sir,—Your Glasgow correspondent, ‘‘W. J. M.,” has given you a
false solution to your neat little problem of January 19th. The
total space passed over by the centre of the crank-pin in one mile
run is obviously equal to the number of revolutions of the drivingwheel in one mile, multiplied by the space passed over by the
centre of the crank-pin in one revolution. Number of revolutions
5280
19 Now
+ if: the radius
. of
of 5ft, wheel in one mile = 15°708
336°13,
the crank were equal to the radius of the wheel, the path of the
centre of the crank-pin would be a cycloid, and the space described
by the centre of the crank-pin in one revolution would be = 4 X 5
= 20ft. Thus in one revolution the difference of the spaces described by the centre of the driving <= and the centre of the
crank-pin would be = 20 — 15°708 = 4°292ft. But if the crank
be supposed to have no radius, then the difference of the spaces
would be = 0, the excess of space described by the centre of the
crank-pin being directly as its radius. So when the radius of the
crank is Ift., and the diameter
of the wheel 5ft., the excess in one revolution will be = * x 4-292 = 1°7168ft., and the entire space de”
scribed by the centre of the crank-pin in one revolution will be
= 15°708 + 1°7168
17‘4248ft. Therefore, total space in one
mile run = 17°4248 X 336°13 = 5856 99ft.
Feb, 3rd, 1872.
A CREWE WORKMAN.

STEAM TRAMWAY CARS,
Sin,— Your interesting and opportune article in the previous
week's ENGINEER on the advantages to be derived and the practi
cability of introducing and applying steam power as a substitute
for horses in the drawing of tram cars in our streets and thorough
fares, has induced me to forward you the enclosed observations as
a contribution to assist the realisation of your proposal.
It is unnecessary to dilate to any great extent on the many advantages to be derived from the —
of steam power where
the exigencies of street traffic will permit. For though the profitable character of tramway enterprise is now fully recognised, it is
certainly high time that the present slow and cumbrous mode of
; car propulsion should give place to a more rapid and convenient
means of street locomotion more suited to our requirements and
of a higher economic and commercial value. That the introduction of steam power would accomplish this object there cannot be
a reasonable doubt, and that its fultilment is not far distant is
likewise clear and certain.
I should propose to construct and lay down between the
present rails a central hollow rail, composed of two maileable iron
angle-shaped bars joined together
at intervals by means of distance
pieces, which would also act as
spindles for pulleys, over which
would run an endless wire rope
of
proper section and strength,
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
which would derive its motion
AT a meeting on Thu irsday, the Ist of February, the first paper
from a stationary engine placed at
read w a conti
tion of one “On the Solar Variations of the most suitable and ‘convenient terminal of the line, driving a
Magi
> Declinati
at Bombay,’ by Mr, Charles ¢ nbers, clip pulley of large diameter and of sufficient tractive power for
The «
ssion is
coutined to lunar variations of the years 1561 to the requirements of the line and the traffic. This rope, travelli: g
long one line, and after passing round another pulley capable of
1863 only
the point of principal interest is that whilst the mean
ijusted to follow up the slack of the rope pues strain, relunar-diurnal variation is of the ordinary character, having as its
the other line ; and as each car would be possessed
principal featin
double oscillation in the lunar-day, its range
angement of clip carriage supported by two pulleys
is very small as compared with the several ranges of the lunar- running on the edges of the middle “rail, working by means of a
diurnal v
when the sun and moon have several specific series of levers, and set up by aright and left- hand screw under the
and management of the ‘drive r, and as the motion of the
ve position ; and, moreover, although in those control
rope would be continuous, starting and stopping to be effected by
wiations the double oscillation is generally preserved as a laying hold or letting go the rope—a matter of little difficulty, of
main feature, correspondence of phasein the representative curves ease and simplicity it furnished with the required means of overis as generally absent, and in some cases the curves are, whilst coming the inertia of the car at rest, the brakes, on the other hand,
ystematic, alte
r different in character from the mean lunar- gi adually bringing it to rest again.
whal variation
curve. The half-yearly inequality in the lunarI have purposely abstained from the monopoly of your time
nal vari ition, whilst it is as definitely systematic, hes twice by entering more minutely into its anes nical details, I trust,
the range of the
an lunar-diurnal variation ; and it is also however, enough has been written to be sufficie ntly plain and unsubject to remark: b le modifications, which accomp: ny changes of derstood, And as it is a subject upon “Orich a considerable numphase of the moon.
ber of your readers discuss and are interested in, the publication
The second paper read was one by Mr. C, Piazzi Smyth, the well- of these observations may elicit from some of them an expression
known author of works on Egypt, especially the pyrainids. It is of their opinions on the desirability and practicability of using
entitled, ‘‘Note on a possible Ultra-Solar Spectroscopic Pheno- steam power on tramways,
ALEXANDER LAIRD.
menon.” ‘The author says that one great object with the solar
London, Fe). 3rd, 1572.
eclipse expeditionists is to trace spectroscopically the existence of
BARTON’S FEED-WATER HEATER.
any faint solar luminous appendages toa further distance from
the sun than the brighter parts of the corona hitherto so identified.
Sir,—In you os , page 63, January 26th, you insert a few
But much further they cannot go, on account of the large amount lines from Mr. E4 ‘aylor, supplemented by an editorial note, stating
of general atmosphi eelillumination during every luna-solar Mr. Taylor’s sketch of Mr, Baker’s apparatus as being practically
eclipse. The matter
, however, be taken up again during a identical with that of Mr. Barton’s, as illustrated on p. 49 of THr
terrestrial solar ec pec,i é., an ordinary sunset below the horizon, Encinerr. I have this morning had returned to me a letter
if the sun be suff
, far below to terminate i aérial twilight. forwarded to Mr. Taylor, referring to his note in THE ENGINEER,
Under such ci
ces, too, it is that the z
ht, histori- ma
“Cannot be found at Sheffield Moor, no such person
cal y called the sun’s atmosphere,
is occasionally»
retchingaway| liv
there.” As I am anxious to have a sketch with de
to distances of G0, 90, and even more degre
the sun. ‘The | tails of Mr. Baker's invention, perhaps Mr, Taylor would kindly
author goes on to state that he made observations
when the> sun | forward the same to my address, should this notice meet his obwas more than 18 degrees vertically below the horizon. He found servation,
JAMES BARTON,
that the spectrum he obtained might have been that of the very | 89, Church-street, Birkenhead, February 7th, 1872.
] of the twilight; but there was a remarkable difference in the
curves of intensity as compared with Fraunhofer’s results. He
perusing your paper of last week I was surprised to
accordingly tested Fri vunhof« er’s v ulue for the solar spect _— inhis realSir,—In
the letter signed “‘ J. P. Rawlings.” Will you, therefore, allow
its objective to aT bu apg
own nil ght'apparatus, by darker
me
to
say
that
was employed as a foreman under me at Messrs.
tion with four thicknesses
of
n cloth. in the middle of a dull Bass and Co.'s hebreweries,
and that his duties were to carry out my
grey day, and found the valu
yen by Fraunhofer, to be instructions ?
WILLIAM CANNING,
The
author's
res
spectrum,
how
ever,
about correct.
Engineer to the said Firm.
we 5300, a the question :
; “anomaly is to be
Burton-on-Trent, 7th February, 1872.
au
nted for, Comparing this va lue with that of the maximum
[This correspondence must end here.—Ep., E.]
li; of the corona spectrum, viz
22, it would seem that there
is some connection between them, ’ which leads the author to think
that what appeared to him as the last of the twilight might in
reality have been the direct light of some solar appe ndage outside
STEAM ENGINES FOR THE PRUSSIAN GOVERNMENT, — Messrg,
of the corona, The fact of the sky being of a faint b Tue would Merryweather
and Sons have just completed their third steam fire
appear to show that the lig’ht examined by Mr. Smyth was derived engine for the above
Government. The engine is similar, in many
from regions very high u
The maximum of intensity of this respects, to those previously
by this firm, At a recent
ight, which is @ priori me ore refrangible than ordinary sunlight, trial steam was raised to 105 supplied
in nine minutes, one jet of water
must necessarily differ from Fraunhof r’s values for a continuous 2in. diameter was thrown toa Ib,distance
of 280ft. : two jets, each
soli spectrum,
lhin. diameter, to 200ft., whilst four jets, for which this engine is
The third paper read was one by Mr. C. Schorlemmer, ‘‘ On the well
adapted,
were
discharged
180ft.,
measurement
all instances
Normal VParatiins.” This paper being of an entirely chemical being taken to the body of water; quantity per inminute,
1150
nature is not well suited for this report.
gallons.
A letter on the eclipse expedition was received from M, Janssen,
ENGINEERING Soctety, Kine’s CoLLece, Lonpon.—At a general
It was translated and read out by the secretary.
meeting of-this Society, on Friday, February 2nd, Mr. Hunter,
president, in the chair, the minutes of the last meeting having
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL EN
EER
The
peror of been read and confirmed, a discussion was held * On Intern: ation: I
Brazil, who was recently elected an honor: wy member of this Communication between England and France.” Mr. BR. W.
Institution, having expressed a desire to receive his diploma and Baynes opened the discussion ‘by touching on the various schemes
to sign the register, so as to complete his admission before leaving from time to time proposed to effect this object, such as by a
Europe, was waited upon in Paris, on Tuesday last, by a deputa- bridge, by a mammoth boat to receive and carry over a train
tion consisting of Mr. Charles Hutton Gregory, Past President, bodily from one country to the other, by a tunnel to connect both
Mr. C. B. Vignoles, F.R.S., the late President (represented by shores, &c. The last-mentioned Mr. Baynes considered to be the
his son, Mr. He nry Vvignoles), Mr. Hemans, Vice-President, Messrs. most practicable, and more likely to maintain communication
Brunlees and Woods, Members of the € ‘ouncil, and Mr. C. Manby, without interruption. The president (Mr. Hunter) disagreed
Honorary Secretary. On this occasion his Majesty, in accepting with the first speaker on some points, expatiating on the enormous
the diploma,1, Was graciously pleased to express the gratification he expense and danger which would attend the construction of a
felt in joining a society, in the proceedings of which he had tunnel. Mr. Rebsch then described with some minuteness the
always taken a lively interest, and with many of the members of hydraulic machinery proposed by Mr. Fowler for lowering a
which he had become acquainted in the course of their professional into the gigantic boat above mentioned. After an animated discussion the meeting was adjourned,
labours,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
the first self-righting lifeboat was stationed on the coast
THE first line of tramways in Dublin was opened for traffic on in Since
1852
there
have been thirty-two boats of that class upset, on
Thursday.
board of which were 367 men, and of that number fifteen only
. In the railway system of the United States there are no less lost
their lives, being in the proportion of only one to every
than nineteen different gauges, ranging from 3ft. to ft.
lives risked. On the other hand, since the year 1849,
THE inspectors, foremen, shunters, and assistant shunters em- twenty-four
when the Shields lifeboat was upset, there have been eight lifejloyed on the north-eastern division of the London and North- boats
of
other
kinds upset, on board of which there were 140 men,
Vestern Railway have memorialised the directors for an advance no less than eighty-seven
of whom have been drowned, being in
of wages,
the proportion of nearly two out of every three lives risked.
THE Swiss Times says the directors of the Turin railways by way
At
Wocheina,
in
Krain,
a substance has lately been found
of ‘Mont Cenis have recently established two new night trains to which promises to become of
considereble importance in the
and fro from Turin, which perform the transit between Geneva manufacture
of
crucibles,
&c.,
for cast steel works. It is called
and Turin in ten hours.
Wocheinit,
after
the
place
where
it was found, and its chief
Supsrct to the audit of their accounts, the directors of the
lies in its large percentage (50°52) of alumina.
Great Eastern Company have declared a dividend on the ordinary recommendation
Richster
has
demonstrated
that
the
of crucibles to the
stock at the rate of £2 10s. per cent. per annum for the half-year influence of heat depends largely resistance
on the amount of alumina
ending the 31st of December last, carrying over about £18,000.
contained in the fire-clay. By itself the Wocheinit may not prove
THE Bolton Chronicle says that a movement is on foot to promote plastic enough for moulding, but Dr. H. Schwarz sajs that two
a new line between Bolton and Manchester. Such a line by an parts of Wocheinit with one or two parts of ordinary fire-cl: ty gave
independent company like the Midland, who have it in contempla the best results.
tion, would (the fool paper says) be of the utmost benefit to the
M. LABoRDE has made
some experiments on calefaction. He
town,
a thin thread of water pass through the jet from the blow-pipe,
THE Atlantic and Great Western Railway Company have com- let
ind
he
found
on
examination
that the water which had thus
menced refurnishing that road with rolling stock, The compa
1 heat capable of melting almost any metal wasM
as contracted wi
sNarry, Claflin. :
’
Vevel:
.| passed throv
difference was but 3deg. Ifa
the
fact,
in
;
warmed
slightly
but
|
-“F
—
o
wel
ws
.
Claflin,
emp
=
pwents
nundred vom
and thirty new cars to be used on the Mahoning! . t is passed through an ordinary flame the increase mm temdivision,
|i 4 perature is considerably higher, probably owing to the incandescent
AN accident occurred on Monday, near Moor Kow station, on the | particles carried away by the liquid from the smoke. A sheet
é of
}
Whitehaven, Cleator, and Egremont Railway. While a mineral water presents similar evidence. If the jet from the blow-pipe
is
train was standing there the locomotive engine exploded with directed against it it is not pierced, nor is there any sensible
fearful violence, scattering the fragments a distance of 200 yards, heating effect. The finger can be brought to within a few
The engine-driver was killed on the spot.
millimetres of the flame, and yet there is no sensation to indicate
Ir is now asserted that the long talked of, but untractable, pro- the close proximity of an otherwise so patent source of heat. It
the metallic curtain used in
ject of building a narrow gauge road from New York to St. Louis is suggested that if, instead
has taken form and shape. It is to run up the west side of the theatres in the case of fire,: heet of running wat ter were inte:
Hudson and diverge westerly in competition with the Erie and posed, so ¢ totally or partly to enclose or shut out the fiery
New York Central powers, The reason given for not divulging element, ha would be an improvement upon the] systems at
the scheme is the plea that the right of way has not been secured, l resent adopte dd.
THERE are now three lines of railroad from ¢ hicago to the beTue art of pressing flint glass, or shaping it into the required
ginning of the Union Pacific road at Omaha—the Chicago and form by means of a metal mould and plunger, was, according to
North-Western, the Rock Island, and the Burlington —each Mr, Samuel Timmins, the invention of an American mechanic.
making about the same time and giving nearly similar ac- Messrs. Richardson were the first to introduce it into this ceuntry,
commodations. They do not run in opposition to each other, about the year 1832. Soon afterwards, Mr. Rice Harris, then
but by agreement make a division of their receipts from through perhaps the largest flint ¢ s maker in Birmingham, adopted the
travel.
process with considerable success, Pressed glass by this pr
is
WE are informed that the Spanish and Portuguese railway com- still largely made in Birmingham, but not nearly so extensively as
panies have made arrangements with each other for establishing a in the Newcastle district, where raw material is cheaper, and
re in consequence the purchaser of the finished article has an
system of circular tours through Spain and Portugal at reduced
fares. The system was to come into operation on the Ist inst. advantage in price. On this subject no one is a better authority
than
Mr, A. F. Osler, who remarks that the partial loss of this
Its object is to enable all who wish to do so to visit the principal
cities of either country, and to enjoy whatever is picturesque in particular department of manufacture is not to be regretted
either from an artisticor a commercial point of view, Fire-polish,
their scenery or agreeable in their climate.
at the best, is an unsatisfactory substitute for the clear, even
THE new iron bridge across the Housatoni
polish of the wheel, and the direct finish of the workman’s hand
York and New Haven Railroad Company, wa
tameness of a moulded
satisfactorily tested on Tuesday, January 9th. It is a truss bridge, is always preferable to the mechani
copy.
1091ft. long, divided into five spans, averaging 177ft. each, and a
draw of 206ft., and was patented and built by L. C. Lathrop, of
THREE tests are employed in assaying gold to ascertain tl
‘Trenton, N
The total cost, including the alteration of the road fineness of the metal, by which accuracy is secured at the Mint t
grades, is a little over 300,000 dols.
the ‘‘minimum of one-tenth of a milliéme.
They are fully
AN engineer named Ford has just recovered 6833 dols. from the described by Mr. Roberts, the chemist of the Mint; the first is
Fitchburg Railroad, of Massachusetts. His engine exploded in hy a simble addition of the requisite alloy of copper to the rav
; and the coi
April, 1570, just after starting from the Fitchburg station, severely material ; the cond takes piace alte i
work
is subjected
to a final ordeal bef
sued, The gold-cop;
injuring him. The case has been tried three times. The dam:
alloy must be pure, and even minute particles of lea
awarded the first time were 4000 dols., and the second til
5376 dols. Both these judgments were set aside as excessive, anc antimony make the mixture brittle and untit lor
for colhage,
coinage. Silver
is assayed more simple by the ancient method of cupellation, by
the third trial was ordered which has resulted as above.
the alloy is mixed with a certain quantity of lead, and the
THE York Corporation passed a resolution on Monday declaring which
which resists oxidation at once indicates the
it to be desirable, for the due protection of the public interests, weight ofof silver
precious metal originally present in the assay piece.
that the Government should be requested to withhold its assent amount
Usage,
however,
conceded a margin to Mint
to the second reading of any bill for the amalgamation of two rail- Masters in the shapehas ofcharitably
the *‘ remedy of fineness,”’ fixed at two
way companies, or of a railway company and a canal company, parts
per
thousand
for
gold
and
four
for silver ; but the extre:
until the whole subject of railway legislation has been reported on accuracy of the automaton weighing machines,
which appear
by a royal commission or a select committee.
reject
20
per
cent.
of
sovereigns,
las
restricted
the “* remedy of
THE report of the North Staffordshire directors states that the
Market Drayton line is gradually developing a bett€r traffic. The weight” to 1°6 per thousand pa
A NEW mould has made its appearance during the past
Audley mineral line already produces a fair return, and is, more
over, a good feeder to other portions of the railway. The Burslem autumn on the spent he so conimon about Burton-on-Trent. It
mineral branch is now open for traffic. The works of the Pot formed large dense patches of a bright salmon colour, sometimes
teries loop line are fairly progressing. The Great Northern Rail- several inches in length and breadth, upon the sombre hops, and
way Company have deposited a bill for connecting their system could not have escaped notice had it appeared in previous y«
with the North Staffordshire Railway at Marsden, which cannot The structure of tlis mould seems to be closely allied tg that of
Oidium, whilst in m ny res pects it reminds one of Sporcnd
t
fail to prove advantageous to this company.
The creeping mycelium gives rise tu branched thi
Mr. FowLer writes from Cairo respecting the Channel ferry casei,
which
become
divided
into
strings
of
oval
conidia
or
spores.
d
j
scheme, which he contends would create new and very large sources
ref s to develope itself artificially, so that th
of traffic. He states that for the scheme of through communica mould
which the beaded spores were produced was not absolutely dete:
tion the capital would be readily found, as the two essential con mined.
the threads come in contact with fluid of any
ditions for capitalists and investors are complied with—viz., a kind they Directly
are resolved into a mass of oval cells or spores. Sy
thorough and complete work, and a satisfactory basis for calcu
lating upon a fair return on the capital invested. With regard mens of this mould have been published and distributed in Cooke
of British Fungi,” under the name of Of
to the practicability of through communication, no person, he ‘Fifth Century rather
unfortunate specific name, since anoth
says, with the slightest claim to give an opinion has ever ex aurantiv,
member of the same genus which appeared nearly simultaneous|ly
pressed a doubt on the subject.
on
the
Continent
has
been
called Ojaium aurantiacum,
A SPECIAL meeting of the Northampton and Banbury Junetion
A norice for an Act to incorporate the Interoceanic Railroad of
Company was held on Friday at the offices, Victoria-street, Westminster, Dr. Beattie in the chair, to consider a bill empowering Canada is published in the @azefte of the Dominion Parliament.
the company to make an indedendent line from their junction at It authorises the construction of a railway from a point at or nea
Blisworth to Northampton, which, if constructed, would enable Lake Nipissing, or some other point in the province of Ontario, to
their passengers to proceed from Blisworth to Northampton with- unite with the railway system of Canada to Fort Garry or Win
thence westerly through any
out the inconvenience of changing carriages to which they are now nipeg in the province of Manitoba,
subjected. A poll having been demanded and taken, the chairman pass of the Rocky Mountains in Canadian territorytoHowe Sound
|
or
to
some
other
p
int
on the Pacifie Ox nm
or
Burrard
Ini
announced that the bill had been approved by a considerable
the province of British Columbia, with power to extend the
‘
majority, and the proceedings terminated.
railway
to
Victoria
or
Nanaimo,
or
some
other point in \
Wa. H. Brown, a railway engineer, | filled an important
Island, and to cross the said island to Barclay Sound or t
niche in mechanical literature by producing *‘ The History of the ver’s
point on the coast of the said island as may be found
First Locomotives in America, from Origin! Documents, and the such other together
with branch lines from or near Winnipeg River
Testimony of Living Witnesses.” It is the only authentic record, expedient,
to
the
Lake
of the Woods, and from Fort Garry or Winnipeg to
in acollected form,of this important subject, and is a valuable and
or to any other point on the boundary line of the province
deeply interesting work. ‘These facts,” says the author, ‘ have ofPembina
Manitoba, so as to join with the railway system of the
been obtained from witnesses who were the actors in those early United
States of America, with power to build, own, and operate
events, and are presented in their own language. He claims to steam
other vessels in all Canadian lakes, rivers, and tle
have embodied the early history of locomotives in such complete waters and
lying
between Lake Nipissing and the Pacific Ocean.
form as to satisfy the most sceptical. To Mr. Peter Cooper and
THE ultramarine manufacture, up to the present time, has
Mr. Jackson 8. Schultz, of New York, in an especial manner, is he
indebted for their assistance in enabling him to bring his task to laboured under two difficulties, first, the uncertainty of producing
completion.” —American Manufacturer.
particular kinds, and, secondly, the quantity of inferior material
Ar a meeting of the members of the Chamber of Commerce and which is produced, owing to the slightest negligence of the
of the trading public of Liverpool, on Monday, it was resolved, workmen, particularly in the heating. Carl Fiirstenan states that
“* That in the opinion of the council the proposed amalgamation he has got rid of. both these drawbacks by fixing the chemical
of the London and North-Western and the Lancashire and York- compounds of the two known sorts of ultramarine, the so-called
shire Railway
panies will establish a virtual monopoly in the Nuremberg, that is, clear blue, and the alum-holding sorts. He
hands of those companies of the means of transit for goods and pas- then states that, by discovering the right silicates which both
sengers between Liverpool and many of the principal towns in the contain, and also the limit to which reducing material can be used,
interior of the country.” Resolutions sereaie paved declaring it he has not only so far increased the variation in temperature in
to be “‘inexpedient that such a monopoly should be created unless heating that it can easily be held in check by an ordinary
at the same time adequate securities were given for the protection workman, but also entirely prevent the formation of other than
of the public interest and the prevention of abuse.” ‘‘That one indis- blue compounds. He has also obtainedan increase of 27 per cent.
pensible security appeared to be the revision of the maximum rates in the produce by employing the right proportion and kind of
and tolls now authorised on the lines of the London and North- sulphide of soda in the manufacture of the different kinds.
Western and Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway companies, with Finally he has obtained by this means all dark, clear, strong
a view of securing a reduction of the rates in those cases where coloured, and alum-holding sorts that have come under his notice.
they were proved to be excessive, and an assimilation of the mazi- The ultramarine is placed in ovens, which contain about 600 pots,
mum rates authorised by law with the rates now existing as fixed or about 28 ewt. of mixture ; these are finished in twelve hours.
by competition.” Memorials tothe First Lord of the Treasury and The duration of the mannfacture, from the first grinding of the
the President of the Board of Trade in furtherance of these views raw material until the packing of the finished ware, is twenty-one
were
upon,
days,
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MISCELLANEA.
Ir is reported that the Japanese Government contemplate contracting a further loan for the extension of their railways.
THe designs for the restoration of St. Martin’s Church,
Birmingham, have been submitted to Mr. J. Street, who has
awarded the premium to Mr. Cl win, of Dirmingham,
At a public meeting held in Glasg
on Wednesday it was
resolved to establish a technical college in that city, and to raise a
fund of £50,000 to carry out the purposes of the institution.
Tue Dartfield Main Colliery, one of the largest in the South
Yorkshire district, where 400 men are employed, is on fire, It is
expected that it will be necessary to seal up the pit in order ‘to
extinguish the flames,
On T
a meeting of the l’addington vestry, at which
tenders w
watering, slopping, &c.,it was resolved
by al
!
pt Mr. Co
tender for watering the
parish
wi
patent salts for the «
ng twelve months.
Ir is believed at Chatham garrison that there will be siege
operations on a more extensive scale that those of last year at the
chool of Military Engineering during the ensuing summer, The
works that were used for the last grand display are now
molished.
Tue platers, riveters, holders-up, and helpers in the boiler
department of Messrs, Sharp, Stewart, and Co,’s Atlas Works,
Manchester, went out on strike on Thursday, because they objected
to the nt
yer, or fore
, Keeping an account of the time
occupied by
m lndivi
y on their respective jobs.
THe Leeds Mei
t that the Barrow Shipbuilding
Company have entered into a contract with the New Ocean
Steamship Company of that port tor the construction of a new
f
of steamers, of 4000 tons and 500-horse power each, for the
Canadian trade. Four of , these steamers are to be laid down at
nce, and completed as soon : sp »ssible.
rue total value of the metals, coals, and other minerals raised
1 Kingdom, is given in the Mineral Statistica for 1870
0. Of coal we produced 110,431,192 tons, an increase
of 3,003,635 tons upon the production of 1869, Of pig iron we
smelted 5,963,515 tons, being an increase of 517,758 tons ; and our
exports of coal in 1870 also increased by 742,933 tons,
\
ATa special meeting of the Isle of Wight (Ne Vport Junction)
Company, held on Wednesday at the office, Bush-lane, Cannonstre_t, Mr. J. W. Batten in the chair, a bill to enable the company
to extend their line to a junction with the aut
l
» of the
Yarmouth and Ventnor Railway and Pier ¢
and to
uthorise the construction of certain othernew 1
works,
Was approver
EXTRAORDINARY activity is still the
order of the day in connec
tion with the Belgian iron trade. Contracts for 10,000 tons of rails
tobe delivered in the course of this year and the spring of 1573
have been refused
during the last few days by some of the principal rolling mills of the country, st
s the Monceau, the
Sclessin, the Couillet, the Thy-le-Chateau, the
Chatelineau, and
the Seralng companies,
WITH view ol
king t public vare at the earliest period
pr
of t ai
1 likely to be declared by the London
orth-Western ¢ pany at the
ing general meeting, Mr.
yw the past halfve
i gh hot }
r
i by the board of
directors, shoW
balance s
lent to
t dividend at the
te Of S¥ pel
| (
8
!
I l,
‘
l
foll
mme
I
‘ se 4
few months new forts will be con
K
Chati
i)
tout, and Hautes Bruyeres. At
Garelhe
ilin &
t smaller works will be established.
Bicétre will be «
i und become a military hospital. Mont
rouge will be cntirely ce
ished,
THe bridge near
tibes, the scene of the late accident between
Nice and Cannes, is not yet (Feb. 4) repaired; and, they say, is not
likely tobe for s
ime, as they must prepare the materials at
Paris. Passengers to Nice are recommended to book only to
Cannes, At present it takes about three hours to get from Cannes
Nice, a8 passengers are t
erred into shaky old omnibuses for
t
id
‘
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I
\
t
eml
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i
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M rs. Disc isheim ar (
j
t a company
I been I isterea to t ‘
« Peleg: m
( pany,” on the
wiple «
to £1 for ten
words, and of ‘*«
re
é
tes, and that
mong the directors are Messrs. J
i Bibby, E. W.
Watkin, Swire, N. Buckley, M.P., &<«
P
HERE was placed last w
t !
at the new
Manchester Exchar
5
. J. Ritchie
i Son or } ALLL ~
I tt
and
pr
i frou
in Vv
parts
wb hlilg, &@ number V
ased mn tl < irse of
to nine or ten, Phese «
neitl
springs nor
weights,
and therefore re
» : they
are worked by
the communication of electricit
t i the pendultns
i he
result is that all the clocks in
iilding indicate the same
second of time.
telegraph
at t o'clock
every morning,ar
CLOCK 18 Set act
A NUMBER of w
pl
e been poisoned |
exhalations
from a drain at the millof Messrs. Woods and | pson, Swill
brook, Preston, A few days ago the whole of the persons em
ployed in the winding-room became suddenly very ill, and were
compelled to cease work. An examination of the premises was
then made, and revealed the existence of a drain which emptied
itself into an adjoining watercourse
hich tlows into the river
Ribble, but when there is a “fresh” in the river, arising from
heavy rains, as during the past week, the sewage is backed up the
drain, and prevented from getting away. Four of th: workpeople
three of them young women—have already died of typhoid fever
in a virulent form, two or three others are not expected to live,
and seven more are suffering severely from the deadly effects of
the poisonous exhalations from the drain.
Krupp seems determined not to suffer himself to be outdone by
us in calibre of guns. Our ** Woolwich Infant” has already been
all but matched by his latest production— a l2in. gun, with a
barrel weight of 36,600 kilogrammes, throwing 606 1b, shot with a
charge of 114 lb. of prismatic powder ; and the great guntoun ler
has now in contemplation a piece wlu shall throw heavier shot
still than our 35-ton ggun, and which is desti i to take a Conspicuous place in the defence of the new harbour works at Kiel,
Other heavy guns are in making at Berlin by order of the Naval
Ministry—viz., a speciality of 21-ton guns, to be used on board the
large ironclads, throwing shot of 41 lb. weight by a charge of 70lb,
of powder, the width of the barrel being 10.253in. ; and 27-ton
guns for coast defence, throwing shot of 513 lb. weight by a charge
of 88 lb, of powder, the barrel width being 11,025in,—Pall Mail
Garettle,
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means toeducatethem properly. Itis pretty much thesame as which the course should continue; but supposing a lad
thoughaman,afteracknowledging thathe was unfitfora post, to have reveived a fair liberal education at a good school,
complained that means were
taken to appoint a man who he cannot expect to qualify himself theoretically and pracwas fit. It must be borne in mind that the education tically for the duties which are now demanded of a civil
necessary to constitute a man a member of a profession is engineer in a less period than five years. Moreover, on
in a great degree, a measure of the status of that profession. this supposition, he should not leave school until he has
Until recently a civil engineer had little or no education, attained the age of seventeen. Every one will acknowas
the word is now understood; and even at present num- | ledge that it is essential that a properly qualified engineer
PUBLISHER’S NOTICE.
bers belonging, rightly or wrongly, to it, cannot in any be now a man of education and considerable attainments ;
With this impression we publish as a Supplement our Portfolio sense be regarded as educated men, either generally or but this is not sufficient. So long as the unqualified man
of Working Drawings, No. LII., End Views of Tank Engine,
Rhymney Railway. Each copy, as issued from our office, will technically. But a change for the better has commenced, can enter the profession by the same door as the qualified,
contain this Supplement, and subscribers are requested to notify a change rendered unavoidable by the spread of science, take the same standing, compete for the same emoluments,
and the absolute necessity for having regard to scientific and be virtually on the same footing, just so long will
the fact to us if they do not receive it.
| the status of the profession and the social standing of its
rules and data in every detail of engineering work.
It will be observed in all recognised professions, | members remzin in their present anomalous and unsatisfacTO CORRESPONDENTS,
or those which are protected by law from the in- | tory condition. It is here that civil engineers find them*," We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we trusion of impostors or outsiders, that a person dves| selves placed at a great disadvantage in comparison with
not attach himself to it by a spasmodic effort. A cer- their military confréres, not only at home, but abroad as
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
*,* Allletters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or contain- tain probation is required before he can qualify himself | well. Aud why! Not because the duties of the latter
ing questions, must be accompanied hy the name and address of for admission within its ranks.. There are exceptions, | demand a higher degree of education or ability, but simply
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of but as a rule when a recognised profession is once selected |because the letters R.E. attached to a man’s name are a
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous by
a young man of eighteen or nineteen years of age, he | guarantee that he has passed through a certain course of
communications.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to at once becomes in some measure connected with it. Any study and technical training, and has besides been eduinform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the one who is articled as a pupil to the medical or legal pro- cated as a gentleman. We do not intend to assert that by
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all fession must be registered as such. It will scarcely be virtue of his training the Royal Engineer is necessarily well
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the believed that no registration of any kind is required from
to discharge his duties. There are not wanting
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that a young man who is articled to an engineer. This fact qualitied
instances where the contrary has been but too painfully
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No
was
brought
prominently
under
our
notice
not
long
manifested;
but, on the other hand, no one can undertake
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with
since. A gentleman was desirous of articling his son to a their duties without having gone through the prescribed curthese instructions.
J.P. R.—Muany thanks for your letter.
firm of well-known engineers, and as he was at some dis- riculum. Did the profession occupy the position it ought to
GuILtaMe.—Write to General Scott, International Exhibition, South tance
from the town in which they resided, he requested do in the eyes of the public, it would have been spared the
Kensington.
W. W. (Hunslet).— Write to the Editor of the Labour News, Greek-street, that they would be so good as to get their own solicitors to insult offered to it some time ago in India—an insult
Soho, London.
prepare
the articles or indenture.
The first question which, to the honour of the Institution, that body most
J. R.—Your solution is much more involved than it need be, and has, in a
demanded by the solicitor was, where the indenture was indignantly and resolutely resented. We should be glad
simpler form, already appeared in our puges.
G. R.—You can procure workmen's checks from T. Ash and Co., Birmingham, to be registered, and the astonishment of the legal gentle- to see the Institution take up some other matters in which
in either zinc, copper, or brass. Zine is by far the best.
M. G. M. (Bristol). —Any publisher of scientific books will supply you with a man was almost ludicrous when he was informed that in the interests and prestige of the profession are deeply conlist of the best works on beet sugar machinery. Cail et Cie., Paris, ave the the engineering profession there was no such thing as the cerned; and, in fact, we have no hesitation in saying that
best makers.
J. MeL. (Windmills).—
This correspon-ient can obtain what he requires by registration of a pupil. It was not until his clients had the position occupied by the body enforces the propriety
addressing Messrs. H. Paine and Sons, millwrights, Burritt-street, assured him over and over again that the Institution of of its interference.
Rochester, Kent.
Engineers took not the slightest cognisance of such
F. W. 8.— We regret that we are unable to furnish any further information Civil
RAILWAYS AND THE STATE.
on the subject at present. No doubt when matters ere ripe the company will trifles as young men joining the profession that the solicome prominently before the public.
We tell our readers nothing with which they are not,
citor could be brought to believe the truth of the assertion.
J. Y. (8wiss Embroidery Machinery.)—We are requested to inform this He no doubt imagined that the Institution of Civil we presume, already acquainted when we say that a procorrespondent that Mr. Bourry’s new Swiss embroidery machine is made by
Messrs. J. J. Rieter and Co., Winterthur, Ct. Zurich; he can also pro- Engineers tilled among engineers the same position that posed amalgamation of the London and North-Western
cure such machinery from Mr. Blonegger, Maschinenfabrik, Ruti, Ct. the College of Surgeons and the Inns of Court represent and the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway compauies has
St. Gallen, Switzeriand.
A Constant Supscriper.—IJn theory any one can take out a patent in the so ably and so conscientiously with respect to the collateral long been under discussion. The union of these two great
United States, whether he is the inventor or not, at any time he pleases. Ja professions. We have little doubt that this is not by any companies — possessing 1927 miles of railway, and a
wractice, however, it is extremely dificult to effect « fraud of the kind you means a solitary instance in which the want of some autho- nominal capital of £88,000,000—is a matter of great
allude to, because all inventions undergo
a strict examination before patents
ritative professional recognition of the indentures of pupils importance to a large section of the community. But the
ave issued for them.
Lelters are lying in our publishing department
for the vundermentioned correbeen very much felt. This is a matter with which the subject has been very properly invested with still greater
spondents :—P5, P16, A Supscriper (Girth and Web Looms), P48, has
Institution
of Civil Engineers might easily and happily importance, because such an amalgamation would conM.S. M., C. N. W., Esq., G. and C., W. P., G. C., T.,.E.B., P8, P4s, J.Y.,
X..4. 2 SX ic
deal. The expense would be nothing, and the trouble stitute a precedent, certain to exert an enormous inwould be confined to the keeping of a book in which the fluence on the future policy of railway companies. The
RAINFORTH’S SCREEN.
names of all pupils articled to engineers and the names of capital invested in British railways may be taken roughly
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
the latter should be entered. A small fee might be charged as representing about £530,000,000. Whether our naSir,—Would any of your readers inform me where Rainforth’s new if considered desirable, which parents and guardians would tional railway property is or is not absolutely worth that
patent adjustable rotary corn screen is to be got ?
8.
only be too willing to pay in order that the indentures sum at this moment is beside the mark. It is certain that
might receive that authoritative sanction which at present the owners of the property possess influence which cannot
MEETING NEXT WEEK.
is wanting. In order to enforce this necessary regulation be over-estimated, and if they thought proper to combine
Tue Institution oF Civit Enoingers.—Tuesday, February 13th, at among
those who intend to adopt the profession of an and exert this influence to secure any given object,
8 p.m.: “Account of the Bridge over the Gorai River on the Goalundo
Extension of the Eastern Bengal Railway,” by Mr. Bradford Leslie, engineer, it could be made a sine gud non that in after such as a general augmentation in the prices charged
M. Inst. C.E.
life, when they presented themselves as candidates for be- for the transport of passengers and goods, they would
It would
HE ENGINEER can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country coming members of the Institution, they should be ineli- be practically certain to carry their point.
at the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct gible it their names were not recorded in the book of regis- avail nothing that particular Acts of Parliament existed
Jrom the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
tration. It isa mistake to imagine that there should be no which regulated the national railway tariff. The comHalf-yearly (including double number) «6 «s «. £0 14s. 6d.
restrictions placed upon persons desiring to enter upon a bined railway interest would probably be _ sufficient
Yearly (including two double numbers)... .. + £1 9a. Od.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will profession, that there should be no forms, regulations, or to obtain any modification of the existing Acts
be made. Tar ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad.
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the paper conditions to comply with, but that the path should be which might be deemed needful. The capital invested in
are to be addressed to the Publisher, M.. George Leopold Riche; all other swept perfectly clean of everything in the shape of an ob- railways is private property. British railways are private
letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tue Encineer, 163, Strand.
whether it be of a legal, moral, or pecuniary property, and within somewhat ill-defined limits the
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless delivered before six o'clock on Thurs- ligation,
day evening in each week. Thecharge for four lines and under is three nature. Proper restrictions are essential to the preserva- owners of British railways have a perfect right to do what
shillings ; each line afterwards, ninepence. The line averages eight words ; tion and maintenance of the prestige of every profession, they like with their own. Hitherto competition has kept
blocks are charged the same rate for the space they fill. All single advertise- and, in fact, the more stringent these are, so long as they down fares, and has increased facilities for transport—at
ments from the country must be accompanied by stamps in payment.
accord with the spirit of the age, the higher do they raise least such isthe popular belief. But railway companies have
the tone of the profession to which they are attached. discovered at last that competition is simply a form of
We are the last to insist upon the observance of rigid and gambling, worse than any other because both parties must
THE
ENGINEER.
vexatious conditions and formalities, but, on the other lose. Practically, railway competition is at an end, and
hand, we do not consider that the door of a profession there is reason to believe that a reaction is just setting in,
which may, perhaps, lead to an ultimate amalgamation of
ought to be left entirely unguarded.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1872.
Simple as the proposition respecting the registration of all the railway companies in the kingdom, who will then
constitute
an unassailable federation, competeut to dictate
pupils appears, its importance will be evident upon a little
THE STATUS OF THE PROFESSION.
Wuite each succeeding year enlarges the sphere of action consideration. In the first place, it is beginning at the its own terms to the nation. The entire prosperity of the
for the engineer, and lays additional burdens upon him by right end. A young man who finds it necessary, at the kingdom, its trade and its finance, would to a great extent
increasing his duties and responsibilities, and making very outset of his entering upon a profession, to register be ruled by the confederated railway boards, which might
heavier demands upon his ability, his education, and his himself at head-quarters so to speak, feels at once that he settle as they thought proper every question concerning
training, it leaves him socially and professionally in the same has selected one the approaches to which are guarded with the use of their lines. lt is urged by those who favour
anomalous condition in which he has always hitherto existed. some degree of care and circumspection. He is thus led to the existence of such a federation that it would, from
What a civil engineer is, or what acquirements, qualifica- expect that the same protection against the pretensions of motives of self-interest, only exert its vast power for
tions, certificates, diplomas, or public or private virtues are the ignorant and the unqualified will be continued to him good; that railway rates would be reduced, because
necessary to constitute a bond fide member of the profes- as he advances in his career. It is manifestly the interest working expenses would be diminished; and that, in
sion, no man alive can tell. To put the question to any of all engineers that there should be some line of demarca- few words, the public were never yet so well served as they
one is simply to propound an unanswerable conundrum. tion between themselves and any outsider whe chooses, would be under the new régime. There is much to be
In his excellent address delivered to the Institution of perhaps for the nonce, to adopt their title and calling. At urged, no doubt, in favour of this view of the case; but it
Civil Engineers in Ireland, the president, Mr. Stoney, present there is no real distinction whatever, and the ideal is none the less certain that many able and thoughtful men
referred with regret to the want of some definition, some one is so loose and undefined that it virtually amounts to look with apprehension on the scheme for universal
standard by which the members of the profession should none at all. A more unsatisfactory state of affairs could amalgamation, and hold that the evils we know are as nobe gauged. Some time ago a great outcry was raised scarcely exist. It is not to be wondered at that when so thing compared with those which may arise if the gigantic
respecting the general deficiency of young English engi- much ambiguity respecting their qualifications prevails project should be carried into etiect.
Every dispassionate observer will admit that it is quite
neers in scientific and technical knowledge. A forcible among the members of the profession themselves, the
contrast, very much to their disadvantage, was drawn be- public should entertain very vague notions on the same possible a universal amalgamation of railway companies
tween them and their confréres abroad. The Institution point. Thus a general idea, especially among ladies, is that may be effected within the next few years unless Parliaof Civil Engineers published a book on the subject, with there must be a necessary connection between a civil engi- ment takes steps to prevent it. It is also clear that, the
what object in view it is impossible to divine, unless to ex- neer and an engine. They can no more imagine an amalgamation once effected, the nation will be bound hand
pose their own indifference to the whole matter. Atany rate, engineer without associating him with an engine than they and foot to the existing railway companies. Can any man
it gave the Secretary of State for India the argument he can a coachman without connecting him with a carriage assert that Parliament will interfere to prevent amalgamation, or that, if disposed to interfere, the House of Comrequired to enable him to justify the establishment of the and horses.
It is not too much to assert that, if the statement already mons could establish a satisfactory case against the railway
Cooper’s Hill College, which argument wasthat he wasunable
interest
which could be brought to bear? In our opinion
made
be
correct,
namely,
that
the
higher
and
more
severe
to obtain civil engineers for the Public Works Department
in order to be- Parliament will never vetoan amalgamation bill the conduct
of India, properly educated and trained for the duties the the ordeal through which a man must
of
which
is properly managed through all the different
would be called upon to discharge. The Council of the In-} come a member of a profession the higher is the status of
stitution forwarded to the Secre’
of State for India a that profession, the prestige of the profession of engi- stages of possible opposition. Let the railway companies
protest against the establishment of the new ener | neering ought to be very high indeed. The course once come to the belief that they would serve their own incollege, stating that, in their opinion, it was not needed. of educational and technical training that a young terests by amalgamation, and amalgamation will follow.
In other words, after promulgating to the whole world the man intended for an engineer ought to go through Not in one year or in two years, perhaps, but none the less
fact that the younger members of the profession are embraces a far greater variety of subjects than the curri- certainly for all that. Whether such 5 pony would
o man can; but
lamentably deficient in the knowledge demanded of them, culum appointed for the collateral professions. It is not operate for evil or good we cannot tell.
the Council assert that there is no necessity for organising opened here to lay down any rule for the time during we do know this, that a universal amalgamation will con-
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stitute an irrevocable step; once it is taken, we must as a
nation abide by the consequences, be they beneficial or
hurtful to the commerce and trade of the nation. That a
great risk will be incurred no one can deny. The question
is—is it worth while to run the risk? That the railway
companies would reap considerable advantages no one disputes; but cannot equal advantages be conferred on them
without incurring any risk?
Assuming, then, that if the railway companies are left
to themselves we shall have sooner or later a universal—or
nearly universal—amalgamation, it remains to be settled
whether, such an amalgamation being right in law, it can
he right in principle? The immediate etfect of the union
will be the establishment of the most gigantic monopoly
the world has ever witnessed. Monopolies, as a rule, are
against the interests of a State, and this monopoly would
from its enormous magnitude be especially dangerous.
Let us examine for a moment what should be the policy of
the nation in dealing with this question. It is quite true
that railways, having been constructed by private capital,
are private property; but it is equally true that property
has its duties as well as its rights. Property may accumulate in the hands of individuals to such an extent as to
confer on the individuals the power of ignoring all consideration of its duties, and of enforcing its rights, or socalled rights, without regard to the interests of the nation.
What is commonly called the Feudal System affordsa popular
though not strictly accurate illustration of our meaning.
The great body of the nation—in other words, the people—
have, however, the indefeasable right to prevent such an
accumulation of property and exercise of the powers conferred by it as may be prejudicial to the interests of the
nation as a whole. If, therefore, it could be reasonably
shown that an amalgamation of the railway companies of
Great Britain was likely to injure the prosperity of the
country, Parliament would be justified in interfering to
compel the companies to fulfil their duties by running
suitable trains at suitable prices. This being granted, we
may goa step further, and point out that the magnitude
of our railway system, the importance of the functions
which it discharges, and the legislative enactments with
the aid of which it has been built up, really take it out of
the category of private property; and from this follows
the deduction that the railway system of Great Britain might be acquired with propriety by the State, and so
removed from the hands ef private companies altogether.
A case in point is furnished by the purchase of the telegraphs by the Government. Of course we shall be asked
where the money for the purchase is to come from; but we
are not dealing now with details, but with principles. If
the nation thought proper to purchase the railways of the
United Kingdom, these very railways would supply security on which the purchase money might probably be raised
with little difliculty. This is a question, however, which we
deem it unnecessary to discuss now. It may be right that
the nation should purchase the railways if it be possible,
or it may be wrong ; we are not discussing the possibility
of the purchase, but whether the purchase would be right
or wrong—whether, in a word, it would be good policy
or bad policy, and to this point we shall confine our attention, ‘Taking the broad ground that the good of the
nation is to be considered before that of private individuals,
we believe that on the whole it would be advisable for the
State to purchase the railways rather than to interfere, by
special legislation, to prevent the construction of a great
and dangerous monopoly by the process of amalgamation.
On the other hand, however, it must not be forgotten that
British Governments appears to possess peculiar powers
of going astray and muddling matters. If for example,
the purchase of the railways were to be accompanied by
the establishment of a Railway Board similar in its
character to the Board of Admiralty, the results would be
simply disastrous. If, again, the appointment of members
of this board was to become a pure question of government patronage we should be no better off; it would be
much safer to risk the consequences of amalgamation than
those of transferring the whole control of our railway
system to the Government. We are disposed to advocate
a transference of the railway system to the State ; nothing
could reconcile us to any scheme which could transfer it
to the Government. The railways being the property of
the State could, with certain modifications, be worked as
they are worked now. Existing engineers and _ traftic
managers would continue to discharge their duties, and
under proper arrangements, no “places” would be put
at the disposal of « Minister. It is possible that this
view of the matter may be looked on as Utopian, but it is
none the less true that some of the ablest authorities on
railway finance now living, hold that the scheme is perfectly
practicable ;and that it may yet be carried into successful
operation ; and we confess that their arguments bear so
much weight that we are almost, if not altogether, persuaded that they are right.
PRIVATE BILLS—THE EXAMINERS’ COURTS.
THE Examiners have had a short week, but have got through a
good deal of business in the days on which they have held sittings.
Saturday, early in the session, and Sunday are non dies, and on
Tuesday there was no sitting, presumably because the Examiners
had to “assist” in some way at the opening of Parliament. On
Friday and Monday the two gentlemen had each a short innings
in which they made long scores; the summary of the two days’
business was to pronounce the standing orders complied with in
relation to forty-nine bills, nut complied with in two instances,
to draw the pen through the names of three dead bills, and to
postpone further hearing of seven cases.
The business since our notes of last week has included some
important cases opposed and unopposed. It does not follow that
because a bill is unopposed on standing orders it is safe to pass.
It is the duty of the Examiner to inspect the proofs that the
orders have been complied with; he has to examine copies of the
Gazette and other papers in which the notices have been published,
the copies of the plans, sections, books of reference, bills, petitions, Xc., deposited, the Chancery Receiver’s certificate that the
deposit money has been paid, and all other necessary documents,
and it isa sight to see the loads of rolls and papers with which
oJ—— groan, even when he has only unopposed cases to deal
with,
There was a sharp contest before Mr. Frere on Friday, in the
case of the Windsor and Ascot Bill, a project that was defeated
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last session. It is for a railway of about seven and a-half miles one of the boxes was measured, and showed a good pint exclusive
in length, from a junction with the Great Western at Windsor to of the quantity, not inconsiderable, that adhered to the extensive
Ascot Heath. The memorial against the bill was by William internal surfaces of the box. The consumption of oil per box
Vansittart and others, but whether the memorialists had any thus appears to have been one and three-quarter pints, against
company behind them it would scarcely be safe to say. There seven and three-eighths pints per box consumed by the ordinary
were a great many Berkshire rustics in attendance to give evidence boxes.
The principle of Beuther’s axle-boxes has been repeatedly
that certain plots of land and holdings were misdescribed ; and
we noticed that there were a great many orders for railway passes referred to and explained in our columns. An illustration of the
about in the room when the yokels were mustered for their return box will be found in THE ENGINEER for Nov. 4th, 1870, and it can
home. Mr. Frere intimated that he must report some of the only be necessary now to recall the salient points of the system. It
allegations sustained, and the bill-will accordingly be reported isa high testimonial to its merits that the series of illustrations of
axle-boxes and modes of lubrication, embracing a series of 200 or
against— standing orders not complied with.
There was a similar contest, with a like result, in the case of the more, set forth in the celebrated prize work of Ed, Heusinger
Walmer, Deal, and Adisham Railway Bill, for a short line to von Waldegg, culminates with Beuther’s box, which introduces
connect the places named, This bill was opposed on standing the all-important novelty of oiling the sides, not the top or
orders by the South-Eastern Company, and on a memorial from bottom of the journal. Lubrication at the sides is one
other parties. Many of the allegations were of a trivial character ; feature of the system, capillary attraction and the condione of them, which was argued at considerable length, should tions under which it is taken advantage of is another.
have been discarded as soon as read. It was to the effect that a The bottom of the axle-box has space for a reservoir of oil, about
certain piece of ground should have been described as a field and three pints, and is so divided that metallic particles, mineral and
a ‘* shaw,” instead of as a field simply. People in East Kent may foreign matters, are collected in one part of the bottom
know what is meant by a shaw, but the standing orders should of the box, while the clean oil for lubrication is taken
deal only with good Queen’s English. The Examiners finding was from others. The bearing brasses are on the top of the journals,
and under the brasses are concave brush pads, kept in contact by
against the bill.
The Hoylake Railway Bill (No. 1), the Devon and Somerset, and being bedded upon carefully adjusted plates, upon which they
the Kingsbridge Railway Bills, opposed in each instance, were rest, and gravitation. Interlaced in the pads are, on each side,
three wicks of suitable material, the loose ends of which rest in
also sent upstairs, with reports of non-compliance.
An attempt to obtain full information as to the bills in connection the reservoirs of oil beneath, and convey the necessary supply of
oil
to the pads. The top, bottom, and sides of the boxes are all
with which the deposits have or have not been paid involves a
pursuit of knowledge under difficulties, A solicitor, as an “‘ officer perfectly close and secure against leakage, but the back of the
rily an opening through which the axle passes.
of the court,” may obtain information at the Receiver’s office in box has
Chancery-lane, but other persons are refused the information. Leakage at this opening is effectually prevented by an ingenious
t, consisting of a pair of twin slides
It is obtained, however, by inference when the bill is called in its |}and simple arrang
order by the Examiner and there is no appearance. Among the coupled, which in their normal condition have round openings of
abandonments thus disclosed during the week are the cases of the equal size exactly opposite each other. To give the necessary
London and South-Western and London, Chatham, and Dover play to the axle these slides are operated on by a spring that conJunction Railways Junction Bill, for connecting Waterloo and stantly keeps the one slide close up to the bottom and the other
Blackfriars stations; the Metropolitan and Wimbledon line, of close down to the top of the journal, the spring being strong
two miles five furlongs, from South Kensington to Barnes; the enough to effect this object, but not so strong as to produce in an
Lowestoft and Yarmouth Tramways, and the Banbridge Exten- appreciable degree retarding friction upon the axle.
Mr. Stroudley, locomotive superintendent of the Brighton Comsion railway bills.
The bills that have been passed by the Examiners include the pany, exhibited a box on Beuther’s system with a modification
International Communication, Aberdeen District, and Dundee that he had introduced which consisted of a method of fixing the
Street Tramways, Dublin Bridges and Quay Walks, Caledonian | pads on bent steel hoops acting as springs. If we mistake not, the
Railway (additional powers), the West Lancashire Railway, the use of springs for adjusting the pads and keeping them in position
Mersey Railway Bill, &c. ‘The West Lancashire Bill is for six | is covered by Beuther’s patent, but contact with the journal by
short junctions in Penwortham, near Preston; estimate £45,000. |eanalieg has been preferred. Mr. Stroudley stated that the box
The European Assurance Society Bill (No. 1), which was opposed, | shown had run 19,000 miles with the consumption of half a pint of
and the hearing adjourned from the 29th ult., was passed by Mr. 0
Robinson on Monday. There are no engineering works, it need
In the conversational discussion that took place among the scarcely be said, involved in this bill, but much complicated work | gentlemen present there was agreement as to the excellent and
of another kind, in which many thousands of bitterly disappointed | important results that had been obtained. It was considered a
assurers have assured only loss through what they believed were | conclusive answer to the objection that on the Metropolitan line
provident investments. It appears from the copy of the bill | Beuther’s boxes ran under exceptionally favourable conditions as
before us that there were as many as forty assurance associations to distance and speed, that they had been proved equal to the run
absorbed by the European.
at high speed between London and Brighton. Great stress was
The Continental Communication Bill, called by Mr. Robinson laid upon the fact that these boxes would not, under ordinary
on Monday,y; stood on the list for hearing3 on the 22nd January,) | circumstances, require to have anything done to them between the
from which it was adjourned. It was again postponed to the 21st times that carriages came into the workshops for repair. Another
inst. Much less has been heard concerning this bill than of Boutel’s advantage admitted to attach to their use was that oil could not be
bridge, Hawkshaw’s tunnel, or Fowler's steam ferry across the abstracted, nor the boxes and their contents tampered with.
Channel, but it is well entitled to attention, If the promoters can There was not any formal resolution proposed or adopted, but the
cury out their intentions independently, or by the help of the concurrent opinion expressed may be fairly stated to have been in
railway companies interested on this side of the Channel and the support of that of Ed. Heusinger von Waldegg, that Beuther’s boxes
other, they may be able to establish a line of communication that are worthy of high commendation for the qualities of safety, durawill hold its own in any case. As compared with the ferry scheme bility, and economy.
the boats from Newhaven to Dieppe have much better water than the
Among the gentlemen present we noticed the following civil
sluice flood that runs through the strait; and with first-class packets engineers:—Messrs. Rendel, Longridge, Kingsbury, Tijou, Halpin,
the route via Newhaven and Dieppe would with many travellers be | Carr, &c. Captain Neuhaus and Mr. James Bulkingham, C.E.,
the favourite, especially in the summer season. The intended F.R.A.S., received the visitors aud furnished any information
works and estimates are for alteration of harbour basins and asked for.
quays at Newhaven, £6158 ; widening, deepening, and improving
believe that Beuther’s axle-boxes are now in use on twentythe river Ouse, £24,424; quay or river wall (No. 1), £27,810; sixWeforeign
railways, and, either in actual use or ordered at home
(No. 2), £1154; (No. 3), £3387; lengthening and extending piers, for the Metropolitan,
the North London, the brighton, the Lanca£107,065; railway (No. 1), £12,908; (No. 2), £1591; total, shire and Yorkshire, and
South-Eastern systems.
£184,500. The promoters also take powers in the bill to make
agreements with Government or other authorities to effect similar
improvements at the port of Dieppe or other foreign ports. The
estimates for the International Communication Bill works are,
THE SouTH CLEVELAND IRoNWORKS Company, LimiTED.—The
for harbour and water station at Dover, £766,813; railway A, share
list of this company will be closed on Monday next. The
being a junction with the London, Chatham, and Dover line, company
formed to work a very valuable mining property in the
£1182 ; railway B, being a junction with the South-Eastern Rail- Cleveland isdistrict,
within seven miles of Whitby. A good board
way, £49,700; roadyay, Stroud-street to Clarence-place, £72,968 ; of
directors
has been got together, and the company appears to be
total, £890,665.
The Examiners will have reached with to-day’s business to as established on a sound footing. The shares are 1} to § premium.
high a number on the list as 264, and on Tuesday next they will
New MicroMaTic GONIOMETER EYE-PIECE FOR THE MICROSCOPE.
have got to the end of it, with only about a dozen of remanets left -~Dr. H. T. Porter and J. P. Southworth have succeeded in making
to dispose of. The committee for selection and grouping of the an eye-piece micrometer and goniometer which equal in accuracy
bills in readings for committees will accordingly be able to enter and surpass in simplicity and cheapness any we have seen. The
objection to the eye-piece micrometers in use is the want of boldupon their work at once.
ness in the division-lines, which makes them fatiguing and hurtful
to the eyes. To overcome this objection Messrs, Porter and
Southworth were led to experiments in making micrometers by
BEUTHER’S PATENT AXLE-BOXES.
the aid of photography, which have resulted in success, The steps
RAILWAY companies have to look mainly to two sources for of the process are these :—(1) A scale of 100 heavy India ink
improved dividends—increased traffic, and a reduction of working lines about 1-Gth of an inch apart are drawn on a dead white surface
expenses, It may not seem likely, at first sight, that any appre- of Bristol board. The lines marking every ten divisions are six
ciable reduction in working expenses may be expected from a inches long and extend one inch each side of the scale; those
saving in the consumption of oil or grease, but railway engineers marking every five divisions are five inches long and extend one
know well the importance of this item of expenditure, especially half inch beyond the scale ;the remaining lines are four inches
those who have charge of large quantities of rolling stock that long. (2) By photographic process for copying engravings a
make high running mileages, The arithmetical problemof reckoning negative is taken, on which the scale equals about two inches in
the number of axles to be lubricated, and the cost of keeping each length, and is intensified by mercuric chloride and potassium cyanin running order, is an important although a simple affair; but ide. (3) With a copying camera and lens for taking transpathere is more than this involved in the matter. Some methods of rent positives for the magic lantern a transparent positive of this
lubrication require constant watching, necessitating the employ- negative is taken on micrometer glass, reducing the scale to the
ment of a considerable number of men, A system of applying oil length of one-half inch. In this the lines are g}5 of an inch
or grease, or a form of axle-box that will effect a large saving in apart. After intensifying, washing, and drying, a cover of thin
oil, and that will run, barring accidents, for two years or more, glass is cemented on with Canada balsam, and the slide cut to fit
without requiring watching, adjustment, or addition to the oil or the slit in the micrometer eye-piece. It can be also mounted with
grease, must, among other advantages, possess in a very decided a spring and micrometer screw, like Jackson’s micrometer. In this
degree that of economy. The axle-boxes for railway carriages, micrometer the lines appear to stand out in relief, and are jet
patented by M. E. Beuther, profess to offer the advantages black, while the spaces between them are translucent enough to
admit of the accurate measurement of the details of minute alge
indicated.
In October, 1870, a number of professional gentlemen were and fungi. to the gz4n5 of aninch. Regarding the goniometer:
invited to the engine shed of the Metropolitan Railway Company (1) A circle about eighteen inches in diameter is drawn with
at Edgware-road to witness the opening of two of Beuther’s axle- India ink, divided into degrees. The centre is indicated by a dot,
boxes that had been running daily on the Metropolitan line for and one diameter is drawn. Every five and ten degrees are indinine months, without any addition to the oil with which they had cated by longer lines than those indicating single degrees, Every
been originally charged, and to see the oil remaining in the boxes ten degrees of each quadrant are numbered from 0 to 90, (2) A
measured, A much more interesting inspection of a similar kind negative two inches in diameter is taken by the process referred to
was made at the same place on Friday last, when other two of above, and from this a transparent positive is taken on a circle of
Beuther’s axle-boxes, running with the same carriage, were opened. micrometer glass cut to fit the tube of the microscope. It is
These had run 80,807 mileson the Metropolitan line between January covered with a circle of thin glass cemented with balsam, and
17th, 1870, and January 31st, 1872, during which time they had mounted to fit the tube at the focal point of a positive eye-piece.
been watched indeed, but had received no addition to the oil with A cobweb is drawn across the diameter of the lower lens. When
which they were originally charged, nor had they been operated upon a — is to be measured the stage is moved till the apex of the
in any other way whatever. These boxes were fitted upon carriage angle coincides with the centre of the goniometer and the diameter
No. 175, and on the other side of the same carriage the four wheels with one side. The eye-piece is now turned till the cobweb
were fitted with axle-boxes supplied with Blackburn’s lubricators crossing the diameter at the centre coincides with the other side of
acting from above the pac
The four ordinary axle-boxes the angle. Now the number of degrees of the angle can be read
were at the outset charged with three pints of oil. From January at the circumference. The advantage of this over the ordinary
17th to October 27th, 1870, there were ten and a-half pints of oil microscopic goniometer is that the angles of the crystal
added, and from October 27th, 1870, to January 31st, 1872, there and the degrees of the goniometer are on the same line of sight
was added, from time to time, sixteen pints, making in all twenty- within the tube of the microscope, while in the ordinory gonionine and a-half pints, or seven and three-eighths pints of oil sup- meter the degrees are marked outside the tube. The photographic
plied to each axle-box. Beuther’s four boxes were charged at the processes by which the above are made can be learned by consultcommencement of the trial with eleven pints of oil, or two and three- ing any of the standard works on photography, under the
quarters
pints toeach box, to which nosubsequent addition was made sections that treat of copying engravings and taking transparen
s regards the two boxes opened on Friday, The oil remaining in positives,
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
January 3@th, 1872.
JosEPH Cusitt, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.
THE paper read was ‘‘ On the Value of Water, and its Storage
and Distribution in Southern India” by Mr. George Gordon,
M. Inst. C.E.
After premising that the object of the paper was to deal with
the probable results of works of irrigation as commercial speculations, and not with the undoubted advantages to the people and
the indirect profits to the Government accruing from such undertakings, the author proceeded to give an account of the ancient
native and the modern systems under the two heads of tank and
channel irrigation.
The existing tank irrigation was chiefly ancient, and comprised
innumerable tanks of all sizes, from what might be termed lakes
downwards. These might be divided into three clauses :—First,
those formed by the closing of the passage of a considerable river
through a narrow gorge, in a range of hills, by means of a high
dam or “‘ bund.” Secondly, those formed in the plains, by embankments carried across the drainage of the country, and impounding
the water of one or more streams ; these tanks being often of great
superficial area but shallow. Thirdly, tanks which might be con
sidered intermediate between the other two, having in general a
greater length of dam than the first, and a greater depth of water
than the second. Few examples of the first kind remained entire.
A description was given of the ruined Mudduk Masoor tank, one
of this class situated on the borders of Dharwar and Mysore, of
which the following were the principal dimensions : Length of the
main bund on the crest, 550 yards ; present height, from 90ft. to
108ft. ; width at the base, from 945ft. to 1100ft. ; area of the lake
at 90ft. depth, forty square miles; contents about 1400 million
cubic yards of water. The area of the drainage basin, which was
on the inner slopes of the Western Ghats, was 500 square miles.
The author was engaged on a proposed restoration of this ta k ;
but it was found that the present average rainfall would not suffice
to fill much more than one-half of its ancient basin, and it
suggested that the depth should be reduced from 90ft. to 70ft.
diminution in the supply was supposed to be attributable partly
to the diminished rainfall and partly to the construction of small
tanks on some of the feeders, at a date subsequent to the comple
tion of the Great Tank, which was assigned, by tradition, to the
fourteenth or fifteenth century. The main bund vas supplemented by two smaller ones, placed on saddles at some distance from
it in the range of hills; and it was by the breaching of one of these
that the tank was ruined, as the principal embankment remained
entire. There were no traces ofa waste weir or bye-wash of any
kind. The second and third classes of tanks were then described,
some ancient ones of great dimensions being noticed, such as the
ruined Poonairy tank, in the Trichinopoly district, of w!
embankment was thirty miles in length, and the Veeranum
still in action, with a bund twelve miles long.
Under the head of channel irrigation, it was stated that only
rivers of the larger class, which had a continuous flow for several
months, were available for extensive irrigation projects. The
smaller rivers were merely torrents, which quickly carried off
heavy falls of rain, and then became dry again. ‘The water,
however, was in many cases intercepted by chains of tanks, of the
second or third class, built across these torrents.
The deltas of large rivers, being the most easily irrigated lands,
hal beca so treated for ages, and the works had been much extended and improved under the British Government, by the construction, by their able engineers, of -permanent weirs of great
lengths, at the heads of the deltas,
such weirs being built on the
sandy beds of wide rivers subject to heavy floods, This seemed to
have been beyond the skill of the ancient native rulers. They,
however, built many weirs on the large rivers in the middle part of
their courses, the situations being sk i] lly chosen; but the
construction was rude and imperfect.
y were generally built
on a reef of rocks, with loose rubble, faced with large blocks of
granite laid dry, and sometimes fastened with iron clamps. The
modern weirs in similar situations were of masonry, with a vertical or slightly battering face on the down-stream side, and with
heavy copings. In rivers having sandy beds it was usual to build
the body of the weir on a foundation of brick wells, sunk to the
low-water level, and filled with concrete. On the lower side there
was an apron, having a slope of lin 12 from the crest, with a toe
wall ; and if the slope was long, intermediate walls were also built
on wells, and below all there was a broad layer of rough rubble of
large dimensions.
The ancient irrigation channels were generally defective in de
sign, being too small, and having much too great a fall. In consequence of these channels being so near the river the y irrigated
only a narrow strip of land ; and the current being too great, excessive annual repairs were required. This system necessitated
numerous offtakes from the rivers, involving the expense of many
weirs, and a great aggregate length of unproductive channel, from
the offtake to the point where the channel reached such a | vel as
to command the surface of the country. On the other hand, a canal
of large dimensions, taken off from one head, having a slower current and les fall, would soon so gain on the level of the river that
it would reach districts remote from it, and conseque ntly more in need
of artificial supplies of water ; and it would also command a much
ger extent of country than it could entirely supply with water.
This was an advantage, because it would be many years before a
district could be completely changed from dry to wet cultivation, as
it would require to have its population trebled. It also afforded
means of assisting dry crops in years of drought, and thus preventing famine. > many districts complete failure of the crops
now grown occurred every few years, and a good crop was a
vccurrence, There should, therefore, be facilities for com
irrigating detached areas at considerable intervals, and of giving
occasional irrigation to dry crops.
Distribution was effected from the second class of tanks directly,
by means of sluices in the bund. From the third, and more especially from the first class,it was commonly effected indirectly;
thus, the natural channels of the river or rivers, which had been
dammed to form the tank, were used to carry part of the water for
irrigation, weirs being built across them at suitable places, and artificial channels taken off from above them. By these means the
surplus of the water, which was generally wastefully used by the
ryots, was saved, being collected by drainage into the stream,
and redistributed at the next weir. Distribution was most
economically effected from a canal, when the latter ran along
a ridge; but as this could rarely be accomplished in the case of a
canal taken off from a main drainage, it was next best effected by
leading the main distribution channels down the ridges crossed
by the canal. Distribution could be carried out in the ceded districts for 5s. per acre, including sluices in the main canal, and all
necessary road and water crossings, but excluding the cost of
terracing the land to prepare it for wet cultivation, this being
done by the occupier. The nature of the ground was such, that,
in the districts to which the paper referred, the drainage was
effected naturally, no works being required for that pur
beyond small open trenches in the rice fields,
The vatue ot water to the cultivator was shown, first, by con
trasting the yield of dry crops with that of rice and sugar cane,
from actual experiments. From these it appeared that the net
profit per acre on dry crops was 8s. 24d., on rice £4 16s, 104d.,
and on sugar cane, £18 6s, 6d. In the two last cases a very low
rate for the water was assumed, viz., 12s. per acre for each crop
of rice, and 24s. per acre for each crop of sugar cane, as provision
ally paid by Government. A comparison between dry crops and
rice, and dry crops occasionally flooded, was then made, based on
the average price of grain extending over five years, and deducting
one-fourth from the gross value of the crop in the case of dry crops,
and one-sixth in the case of wet crops, to cover loss in bad years,
Without deducting the water rate, the difference in the net value
of the crops was as follows: — Between dry crops and
rice, taking the most unfavourable comparison, 25s, 7d.; between
:
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dry crops and the same occasionally irrigated, 30s. 8d.; and be- ciate the theory, and to show how far it accounted for these facts,
tween two dry crops and sugar cane—which occupied ten months proceeded to give definitions of the terms employed, a “‘ relative
of the year— £8 2s. 8d. But if water was stored, so as to allow a vapour volume unit,” or, more briefly, a ** volume,” being defined
second crop of rice to be grown, the advantages were nearly doubled. as the volume occupied by one gramme of hydrogen under given
The author then showed that, provided a water rate proportion to conditions, whilst the terms “‘ spec. grav. of vapours” referred to
to the value of the water were fixed, irrigation would benefit the hydrogen, ‘* element,” ‘* compound,” and “ allotropic modification
cultivator to the extent of 8s. 6d., or 50 per cent., and yielding of an element,” are taken in the usual sense. The ** combining
a gross return on the outlay of 14s. 9d. per acre; and if water number” of an element is the smallest number of grammes of
were stored for a second crop the gain to the cultivator would be that element contained in two volumes of the homogeneous
19s, 9d., or more than 100 per cent., and the return to the agency vapour of any of its compounds, and the collocations of symbols
supplying the water 37s. 3d. per acre, the cultivator not having and suffixes which express the quantitative composition of «
to expend any capital on improvements, Of the 37s, 4d. per acre compound by weight as well as by volume are termed formule.
profit, 22s, 6d, was about the sum due to the storage of water, sup In the case of most elements, moreover, it has been ascertained
posing such storage works to be added to distribution works that their combining numbers are approximately inversely pro
already constructed. It was shown that the cost of large works of portional to their specific heats, so that it may be said that the
| irrigation might be safely reckoned at £7 per acre on an average, formule of bodies are fixed from considerations of their quantitaor £8 15s, if 5 per cent. on one-half the capital for ten years during | tive voli imetric composition in the case of volatile compounds,
construction were added. If the profits made by the application | specific } tof non-volatile elements, and generalisations, analogues,
of water were divided in the proportion of one-third to the culti and conventions of various kinds, occasionally leading to higher
vator and two-thirds to the agency supplying the water, works of formule than the simplest integral formule. The author then
wphism and the relation between
channei irrigation would benetit the cultivator, as above stated, to discussed the question of i
the extent of 50 per cent., and yield a net return of 7*4 per cent. the spec. grav., specific refractive energy, and boiling point of a
body and its formula, and went on to say that chemical reactions
on the capital expended.
With respect to the cost of tanks, the author gave some figures might be expressed by equations, in which one or more formule
to show that the construction of flat country tanks of the second occur on each side of the sign of equality : the most general form
AC + EBD, where
class, or even of the third class, would offer a very doubtful return, of such equation being: AB + CD
although in some cases it might pay the cultivators to construct | A, b, CU, D, represent portions of fc rmuli which are associated
them. Great profits had been made by Government in several | together differently in the resulting products from what they are
cases by restoring or repairing tanks, and also channels which had | in the generators. If AB, CD, AC, BD, are the formule of two
ors and two products respectively, the reaction is said to be
become ruined, such net profits amounting to from 10 per cent. to ge
45 per cent., and in one instance, which was cited, to 200 per cent. one of double decomposition, and the portionsof formulz A, B,C, D,
| The construction of larg storage reservoirs would, the author con- are termed groups or radica/s, so that the radical is one or more
sidered, return a very large percentage on the outlay. Although symbols and suflixes capable of being transferred from one
none of large c upacity had yet been constructed, it appe ared pro formula to another, the process in licated by this transfer being a
bable that, in the most favourable localities, 7000 cubic yards of chemical reaction. Before, however, it can be asserted that two
water could be stored for £1, and in others 4250 cubic yards, while bodies contain a common radical a reaction must be formed
the restoration in part of the ancient tank of Mudduk Masoor, whereby one of them is converted into the other; thus water,
caustic soda, and acetic acid are all said to contain the radical
already mentioned, would yield 9600 cubic yards per £1.
The loss by evaporation in the reservoirs of 70ft. and upwards in hydroxyl because of the following reactions
2HeO +2Na= H:+2Na0H
depth would vary with their depth and the time in which they
NaO H + C,H;0 Cl Na Cl + C2 H,O, OH
were emptied. It was found by observations of the evaporation
Ca H,O Cl + He0 = HCl + C+H,0,OH
in the location of three proposed reservoirs to vary from 5 per cent.
| to 74 per cent. of their contents. A further loss from the same and similarly, since the action of ace tyl chloride on alcohol pro
source would occur in the passage of the water to the country to be duces hydrogen, chloride, and acetic ether, it is inferred that the
irrigated, varying of course with the distance, &c. For the pur- latter compound contains Cz H,;O, O and Ca Hs, which may be
poses of calculation, the correction for evaporation was assumed represented by the dissected formula C2 H,; O — O — C: H,.
at 12 per cent., and the quantity of water required for the cultiva- Again, the action of water on acetyl chloride gives rise to the
tion of an acre of rice at 5000 cubic yards, At the most unfavour- dissected formula C: H, O, O H for acetic acid, whilst the produc
able rate of storage (4250 cubic yards per £1, and adding, as in the tion of this acid from methy] cyanide gives rise to the differently
case of the channel works, 25 per cent. for interest during con dissected formula C H;, C O2 H, but both these are expressed by
struction), 3400 cubic yards per £1, the prime cost after all deduc- the dissected formula C H;, CO,OH. It is usually found, theretions would be £1 %s, 5d. per acre, for giving a second crop of rice, fore, that formule thus dissected into very simple groups are
or a crop of sugar cane ; while the cost at the rate at which the capable of expressing all the reactionsof the body in question.
In the latter part of his paper the author treats of the relations
restoration of the Mudduk tank was estimated would be 14s. 10d.
per acre. Reference to a table in the paper showed that an of the atomic hypothe sis to the facts just mentioned, as summed
outlay of £1 9s, Sd. would yield a net return of about £1 Is. up in the symbolic expressions termed: dissected formule, and
This allowed a large margin for the construction of reservoirs in shows how far these facts may be accounted for by the atomic
still less favourable situations than the least favourable one which hypothesis, distinctly stating, however, that the dissected formula
theauthorhadexamined, This statement supposed the reservoir to be of a compound does not represent, in space, the relative positions
constructed in addition to a system of distribution works already ex- | of the compound atoms, his endeavour having been to express, as
isting. The author had
excluded th subject of navigation from his briefly as possible, all the principal chemical facts involved in the
paper, asno general rule could be laid down as to whether it could or discussion in language unconnected with any theory, and then to
could not be economically combined
withirrigation. With regard to show how far the atomic hy pothesis is in accordance with these
t!
se and very remunerative works
in the Kistna, Godavery, facts; and that as the language of this hypothesis is not necessary
and
jore Deltas, it was mentioned that the works in the lattes for the enumeration of chemical facts, it would be desirable that it
place in text books, i.e., after the
yield
ifter deducting repairs and 5 per cent, on the capital, 255 | should be kept Imi its proj
per ce
direct pront, and those on the Godavery from oJ per enumeration of fundamental facts, in language independent of
cent. to G0 per cent. These examples were only incidentally theories, the atomic hypothesis should be mentioned as accounting
alluded to, because all the deltas were so occupied as to offer no for certain of these facts, and then dismissed from consideration
On the conclusion of the paper a long and very interesting
opportunity for new undertakings on a large scale, while in othe:
discussion ensued,
districts such enterprises would necessarily be more expensive.
The president said that it was quite unnecessary to ask the
The author submitted the following conclusions :—First, that
irrigation would benefit the cultivator to such an extent as to Society to return thanks to Dr. Wright for his paper, as he knew
enable him to pay a water rate equal to two-thirds of the increased they would all agree with him how necessary it was to recur to
value of his crop and still leave his own profits from 50 per cent. those fundamental facts upon which the huge superstructure of
to 400 per cent. in excess of those derived from dry cultivation. chemical science rests ; but he thought that the atomic theory had
Secondly, that the most profitable application of capital would be assisted in clearly placing before our minds certain facts, and it
found in the construction of storage reservoirs as an addition to was probable that without it we should not have made the progress
we had done, considering the facility with which it lent itself to
distribution works already in existence, and that these ws
yield a net return of 46 per cent. after paying one-third of the | the expression of the various reactions of chemical compounds.
gross revenue to the existing works, and increasing the revenue of He agreed with the author as to the loose and inaccurate manner
such works by 4} per cent. Thirdly, that the arbitrary wate? rate in which the term atom was frequently employed, not only to
of 12s. per acre was, on the data assumed by Government, indicate the smallest portion of an element, but also groups of
insufficient to yield a fair return directly on the average of new elements; it was moreover unnecessary, and he proposed to
irrigation works, unless these included the storage of water for a substitute in those cases the term ** semi-molecule,” which was
second crop. Fourthly, that the profitable employment of capital somewhat longer certainly, but otherwise preferable.
Dr. Debus then made some remarks in favour of the employ
in irrigation depended chiefly on the recognition of the principle
that the water rate should be fixed with reference to the value of ment of the atomic theory, and said that, although it was not now
masters in
the crop produced by and the cost of the works in each case, the fashion to read the old standard works of the great
and that otherwise many very beneficial projects would remain classical science, he would like to go back son sixty or seventy
years, to the year 1806 or 1807, when one of the greatest chemists,
unexecuted,
Berselius, was engaged in the examination of salts, and found that
when neutral salts decompose each other the resulting salts were
neutral ; with regard to an explanation of this he said he was in
CHEMICAL
SOCIETY.
utter darkness until the intelligence reached him from England of
Thursday, February 1st, 1872.
Dalton’s theory, which came upon him like a flood of light.
Dr. FRANKLAND, F.R.S., President, in the Chair,
Dr. Mills agreed with the author as to the possibility of doing
AFrrer the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and without the atomic theory, but it had been considered a difficulty
confirmed, Messrs. Eltoft, Gerstl, Helm, and Martindale, and that if we discarded it we had nothing to put in its place. In the
| ordinary affairsof life, however, weacted differently ; whenanything
Lieut. Abney, were formally admitted m-.nbers of the Soci ty.
The following names were then read for the first time: Messrs. had came in our way we endeavoured to remove it, without at all
Henry Barden Pritchard, James Ballantyne Hannay, J. Vincent considering what we should put in its place. So with the atomic
ylor, Robert William Atkinson, and Walter William Fisher, theory ; it was much better, in considering any reaction, simply to
For the second time: Ludwig Mond, E. Packard, jun., look at the facts as they stood. Although what Dr. Debus had
Ruffie, F. J. Barrett, E. Handfield Morton, Ross Scott, M.A., said about Berselius was gtatifying to our national feelings, it
and Edward Kinch. For the third time: Professor William H. must be remembered that both Berselius and Dalton were of a
Chandler, Professor Charles F. Chandler, Ph.D., Benjamin P. mechanical turn of mind, and that the great illumination which
Medcalf, and John Watts, D.Sc., who were then balloted for and the former had received from Dalton’s theory was not so much
inherent in the theory itself as an accident of Berselius’ mind.
duly elected.
Dr. Gutlirie, after draw ing attention to the resemblance in the
A ‘* Note on the Crystalline Principle of Barbadoes Aloes ” was
read by the author, W. A. Tilden, D.Sc., who, after referring to manner in which the term atom was employed to that of catalytic
Dr, Stenhouse’s examination of aloin, stated that he had succeeded force, referred to the use of the term dissociation, which he under
in obtaining from it a crystalline chlorine substitution compound, stood to mean that the atoms of some compounds in a vaporous
by following the method employed by Stenhouse in chlorinating state were supposed to be related in some way not absolutely in
orcin, viz., by means of potassium chlorate and hydrochloric acid, chemical union and yet not disunited ; this also strongly reminded
The formula of the chloraloin was C,, H,; Cls O, 3 HsO, which bears him of the term catalytic action. Dr. Wright had said that one
a temperature of 120 deg. without decomposition, but loses the element could replace another, or was equivalent to it. Now, in
three of water. It is somewhat more soluble in boiling water than a strict sense, no case of this kind was known, as if it were
the corresponding bromine compound, crystallising out on cooling exactly equivalent the compounds must be identical.
Dr. Wright, in reply, said that with respect to what Dr. Debus
in long silky yellow needles, When treated with nitric acid and
silver nitrate it furnishes oxalic and picric acids but no chrysamnic had said he fully admitted that the atomie theory had been
acids, whilst the original aloin, when acted on by nitric acid, useful in illustrating facts, but at the same time was inclinedto
yields besides oxalic and picrie acids, nearly 40 per cent. of agree with Dr, Mills that the illumination which Berselius
chry
ic acid. As the reactions of aloin, as well as its bromine received from it was due im @ jrcat measwe ty the nature of taut
und chlorine derivatives, show a marked analogy to those of orcin, chemist’s mind; for his own part he was disposed toregard its proper
use asan algebraical expression of facts rather thanas an hypothesis.
the author intends extending the investigation.
The president thanked the author, in the name of the Society, With regard to what Dr. Guthrie had said about replacement, he
for his interesting paper, and hoped that he would continue his regarded chemical formule as expressions of facts, and not as
researches on aloin, as it would be very advantageous that this indicating any particular theory of replacement. | When the
compound, which had, as it were, been wandering about so long vapour of any compound, as N Hy Cl or Hs Soin a state of
dissociation was submitted to physical tests such as diffusion, it
without a place, should be classified.
A paper was then real by C. R. A. Wright, D.Sc., ‘‘On the was found not to be homogeneous ;no doubt the term decompositelations between the Atomic Hypothesis and the Condensed tion could be employed instead of dissociation to indicate this
Symbolic Expression of Chemical Facts and Changes known as state.
er
Dr. Wright remarked farther, in reply to an objection made by
Dissected (Structural) Formule.” <As it is impossible in the space
at our disposal to give anything like a complete abstract of this Dr. Guthrie, that diffusion might itself decompose the vapours as
elaborate paper, we must be content with placing before our it did in the case of certain salts, that in these salts the decomreaders a brief outline comprising the principal points. The position was caused by their solution, so that the phenomenon of
author, after stating that the natural method-of discussing any diffusion was an effect and not the cause of their decomposition.
The meeting then adjourned until Thursday, February 15th.
given hypothesis was first to enumerate facts and then to enun-
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No. 1L.—This statement shows the order in which the iron was worked, and the number of charges each turn.—Those from
No. 4 FURNACE.
No. 5 Furnace.
No.
i
| oe
|
L
| 4 |Ae | g No. fda
2 | No. caus
2? | No. Ca | ee | 3 : |
Date and Day.
3a
S |43g
3* |43
3
_
= | Remarks. ||| 3
2
aun of pig. |4 | Zz
2 ausd7 pig.
4 || z | 2
c otpig.

!
ii
42

:

j
]

}

|j

U

,

t
:
4
{
i)
'
‘

'

|
4

if
‘4
i
7
f

,
i

FURNACE, ALSO THE FETTLING EMPLOYED

which samples for analysis were taken are indicated by Roman capitals.
6 FurNAcE.
Orner FuRNACEs.
f
.
Z No. of charges 2 3 7
2 3.
3q 633
Remarks,
3
and
3 ($33) Remarks.
4
Z
2 class of pig.
4
z

| >
.8 w | 1 Cleveland.
600 | 540
| 38 oe
600 | 615
| ERE | 3
a
600 | 607
H
600 | 591
| 25 B| 4
|
600} 614
a
}g4,/5
601} 611
~
BBS |6
—
—|
2
—
|
. . | saoi |2578
Total .. .. |2400 2700 |£9 |Total
|
| 1200) 160
"5
—|
a
|
Fix put in. |
a>]
| 1 Coneygree.
600 | 620| No. 9 furnace.
Nov. 8.—Wednesday.
| 600
545
1 Cleveland.
600 | 678
:Cleveland.
600 | 648
£ | 2 Derbyshire. | 600| 595| No.9 ,,
_
| 600 | 631
} 2
ia
600
600 | 652
| & |8 Coneygree.
600 | 635 | No. 10 ,,
y
si
| 600|
714
I
3
2
597 | 680 ||
3 Coneygree. | 600| 687
| & |4 Derbyshire. | 600
No. 10 ,,
I
4
| Cobbled.
No.2
600 so i}
5 | 5 Coneygree.
606 | 660
4
600 | 677 |)
a
4
I
676 | A
| 600
‘
Pa
|
|
;
&
pt A, ‘guide
»
} 588) 672 |B
| 5 Coneygree.
600 | 670 | t | 5 Derbyshire. | 600 | 656
6 Derbyshire.
600 300 |No. 8 furnace.
600 | 624| No.l ,,
£ 7 Coneygree.
600 | 665
| 6 Cleveland.
600 | 635 |
6 Cleveland.
I
| 620; 700 | C
~
‘as
| 600 | 680 | D
i
7 Coneygree.
500 | 666 | = | 7 Coneygree.
600 | 676
& | 8 Derbyshire. | 600| 590} No.1 ,,
|
Fix.
i}
|
|
— ——— em
”
.
|Total . .. | 4208| 4618
!
Total .. .. |4197 |4636 | ES | Total
4206 |4594
Total .. .. |4800 |4936 |
|
=o
=
==
—
Nov. 9.—Thursday.
to | 1 Derbyshire. | 600; 690
|
1 Derbyshire. | 600| 657 |} &3 | 1 Derbyshire. | 600) 640
v°
”
g/2
»
| 600) 640
3
on
eisai:
2
oo; &
:
2
zis
?
| 600 | 698
,
oe
2
cov} 672] ee
|8
,,
600 | 668
;
2
g/4
st
600 | 673
i
4
ie
600 | 676 I
4
”
600
| 664
709
600 |
oo2| 665) BS |5
5
6 | F|B
600} | 677
;,
9;
=bis
|6
ee ~~ | 600
Ii 6
v2
600 | 660] of | 6
i
600 | 685
4
$|?
i
602)
665 |G
7
i
600 | 660) BR |7
pe
600 | 633
ee |
| Fix.
| z
e248
600 | 685
600 | 660 | Ep —
ha
ie
655 |
| Goo!
,,
gels
i.
zs
3b |
|
5
a
__—
@ss
‘
'
So |
| Total
Total .. . | 4802 | 5359
Total .. .. |4802 | §325 | 2k Total .. .. | 4800 |5364
4 £3 5
z
ees |
Dn
Thursday night
ae Derb:
7] Derbyshire, _/600 |a 657
mM,
|| 25
600
6cae
& 3 =
665
| 635
600 |
|21 Coneygree.
>
w02) 3
| 600 | ,, 657
fA
23\2
:
ie
;
;
Beit
«
600
|,,657 | 749f BE3 |
|| aq“B | 3|4
or)
733°
‘oe
600 | 660
i”
600 | ,,657 | 711>*
“3
o3\4
”
i
fs
és
2 |5
pa
600 |,, 657 | 689( 35 ||
| o |5
as
600 | 660
ya S:
;
5,
S316
ss
600 |657 | 7a) Es |
2
aeae
600
|728
Steel {15
a.
2 4
ses
628 |
ja €63
600 |
G2
v
».
ys
hc} |7 Coneygree. | 600 |,,628 | 77 < ||
|2
8
snd
600 |@ 62 700
eeéing
Es
=
Fix.
|
eia3
ms| Toted ..
||
o
a2
(4200 4570 |4974
||
Total .. .. |—|
4800 | 5207
=2 3 zee ]
P| }
.
|
-——_S ||
to
a |
Nov. 10.—Friday
3% |1 Derbyshire. | 600| 665
| £1 Cleveland. | 600/ 539 }
1 Coneygree. | 600| 590
7a:
Ae& 13 Crystal.
600 | 601
630 ‘
a|2
600 || 683
575 | ||
600 || 684
680
eee
EF
3a
oSa
-_
i3|3
Aet
600
32
is9»
600
_g08
E
2 |
|
|
ix
=
*
ty
~s s a
&
r
;
b/4
,
|| 600
im
coo|
(4,
600
#3n%%
5 S 5 Fa :
| 676
600 |
vi
5
¢
600} 6055||| £
i
/8i5
60 |H
600! 605
ie
o |5
”
»
be
re
3/6
| 600; 592 | I
a |6
is
600} 575 | 3
|6
»
600 | 655
683
Beg
so] Sa>
600 |
‘a
7
4
600 | 595
ia
12/7
} 600 | 615 _.
”
a|7
”
a
ix.
.o
|
g5 3 Z
< -62+
600 | 650
ie
8
600 | 665 |
8 Coneygree.
H
8 Derbyshire. | 600 | 620
”
99
=
o
e
”
Total .. .. |4800 | 4933
| Total .. .. |4800 |4842
Total
4800 |5262
te E zs +
——
—
2
——|———
Re
S
Friday night.
701)
|
|| § | 1 Coneygree. | 600| 683
3 Bae £8
se, |} Cleveland, |9609 | a 634 |Fix.
|2
i; w
G2
sE"*%
33/3 |2
.es
| 701}
Sa ||
|
|| 88 |%{2
”»
600
| 664
SErg.
:re
ns»
|,,» 600
600 || ,,,, 634
6384 |
7I7\9E
||
600 |
653
ac)
Ss8
i
|
Fix. [#3|
|
|| &8
2O FESS
82348
ms
‘»
B |4
», 600 |,, 684 | 724)'33 |
|
| e@&/4
»
| 600| 680
nm
PELE 5
age rast |ee)
|
| EE|S
mnoi ne
| $6
fe
Ss |e
a ,iifs
”is
|»
5 ©g|
Tin-plate,
50 |
|a 620
zsm
t oe
”
aT»y 65
|
Ea 6 nie
| 600
|{Steel reheated and
aac a SS 2sF
3 7 23 =
hammered.
| BS 8 Coneygree. | 600 | 620
|
| |
z
”
”
‘6
7
g | Total
. || 3600 | 3804 | 4312
|
|Pa
8& Total
- ros
| 4800 |5188
ef esSav
3
3
is
|——
S} 3 ae $83
se
Nov. 11.—Saturday.
B 11 Cleveland.
600 | 695
1¢
. | 600) 665 ||| 88Zo | 1 Tin-plate. “ro
600 | 645>
et
ie
aie
| 695
gree | 00 | 667 | a> —
| 600 |a 640 bas}sent home.
on & eae
na
a
& | 3 Crystal.
600} 640
|
3
nA
600) 683 | Aa |3
val
| 600} 660
:
2 BEB Sy
j
S
3 | f Bar pig.
000 | 615
4 Crystal.
600 | FA605| 5 |4
se
00 || 655 |6
Skt eo
|
|
”
”
ah
+9
;* ae
,
5
BE
600 | 585 | Z 5
”
|
Brickwork of door |
> , eS
*
5s
= | 6 Crystal.
600 a 602 | 6s0( 28
“oo
600 | 585
|
|
gave way.
|
e*@8 3
= |7 Barpig.
|
|
SZES?
vs
|| 600/ a 604 | 630) g§°4
+»
600 |al
595|
“nae
}
penne
|
—
|
_————]
Sao
‘
”
_ | Total .. .. |4200 | 4446
Total .. .. |4200 | 4385 |
| Total .. .. |3000 |3220
32 |
q
1
|
|
oo
Nov. 13,—Monday,
1 Bar pig.
600 | 627
|
10 Bar pig.
600 | 580 |
1 Tin-plate,
| 600
4aga°%
”
3 |2
3
600, 620 | P
}
2
mS
600} 615|
a
600 |
| 630
675
awe £2
Fo
R
=
*
ro
A ls
600 | a 604 | 655 broken
3
600 | 565
3
es
600 | 610
| & g 3s
>
4
# |4
&
600 | 590
4
cs
6ov| 600 |} g |4
.
600 | 665
Has FE
8
ve
E15
Me
600 | 615
5
~
600} 590 || S
|5
4
600 | 655
5
”
”
e@5 | 6 ea
”
600 |Re
615
6
os
600 |Beewialt
625 | §
y,
2)
cts
3
g | Total .. .. |Besacel
8600/ 3671
Total .. .. |8600) 9575) §A Be
Total
3000 |Benen
3235
faced!
Nov. 14.—Tuesday.
2
|
| g
1 Cleveland
600 | 629 | Steel.
~
o»
EB
|
|
g 2 Coneygree.
600 | 660 | Steel.
=
a
|
- ase
Total
1200 |PBvcendt
1289
ssll
Trceosad
Nov. 16.—Thursday.
=
| |
1 Tin-plate.
600 | 640
eee
ee See
eeae
ee
—
OG
ee
—
=
——
No, II. —Statement of Pig Iron used and Puddled Bars Produced.— Weight of Charge, 600 lb.
No, III.—Statement of Yield of Puddled Bar fromPig
P Tron.
>
”
“ DERBYSHIRE.” | “1 N-PLATE”
WeLsH Pio.
ae
|| «¢@cannon |e CoNEYGREE.
“— = ”
Wetsu a “ Crystat.” » | |
Pia Usep.
| Bars MADE.
| Pra To A TON> OF _—:
Nov. 7.—Tuesday.
“
“
cs
a
”
”
”
9”
”
am
”
je

| 1 Cleveland.
|2
3
ss |
5 |
gS |
BE |
5
“5 “Total .. ..
S
pe e
23 1 Cleveland.
a7 2
pa
aPi 3
a
as
m
S| 4
|
1-5
| 6 Coneygree.
|7
its

600 560
600 | 600

Bars ||Pig used. | made.
Bars
| >Pig used. | made.

;

9, 1872.

Pig. used.|

1 Cleveland.
oo
3
a
»
4

Bars
Jide.

|
600 681
600 | 728
600 | 655
600 | 705

| made.
Sie ||Pigused. made.
Bars |Pig used.|
| Pig used. |

ib. | Wb
Ib.
Ib.
Ib.
»~ | &
Ib.
Ib.
Ib.
Ib.
600 | 560
620
700
600
690
600
640
600
615
600
600 | 600
600
680
600
640
600
620
600
595
600
600
545
600
628
602
698
600
645
600
604
600
600 | 631
600
670
600
673
600
640
600
627
600
600
714
600
660
600
661
600
660
600
620
600
600
| 676
600
665
600
677
600
655
600
604
600
588
672
606
637
600
665
600
620
600
590
600
600
634
600
660
60
655 | 600
630
600
615
600
600
624
600
676
600
657 | 600
675
600
615
600
600
634
600
635
600
657
600
610
600
580
600
600
634
600
665
600
657
600
665
600
615
600
600
634
600
668
600
657
600
655
600
565
—600
634
600
660
600
657
600
640
600
600
—
600
681
600
660
600
657
—
_
600
590
—600
728
600
663
600
665
o
o600
625
600
655
600
628
600
630
a
~_
a
poe
an
600
705
600
628
600
620
ses
a
sins
=a
oe
600
678
600
590
602
657
aa
se
oe
2
om)
600
630
600
680
600
675
ies
~
ad
aaee
a
597
680
600
684
600
672
_
-pe
=
ow
600
677
600
670
600
676
ie
a
ne
nd
oo
600
635
600
650
600
665
me
oi
sie
an
ae
600
639
600
683
600
660
=
we
es
sis
ne
600
575
600
655
600
660
<
et
a
aa
an
600
683
600
650
600
660
=
~
jan
es
as
600
605
600
683
600
656
—
ia
~
on
600
605
600
680
600
640
at
-—
ee
aa
a
600
575
600
664
600
680
ae
aes
ae
=
ne
600
595
600
653
600
668
oa
=
on
a
i
600
540
600
665
600
664
as
a
si
=
as
600
615
600
667
600
709
met
pan
die
ee
ia
600
607
600
683
600
685
‘in
sai
si
~
_
609
614
600
628
600
633
on
one
ia
a
600
591
600
620
600
685
~
~
a
a
ey
600
611
600
660
600
595
a
Su
a
rs
=
601
648
600
620
600
612
=~
eH
Me
aa
Ps
600
652
600
635
600
630
_
Se
om
ee
in
600
665
600
630
600
590
=
io
‘ais
ea
600
695
600
624
=—
=
an
as
fas
oe
a
600
695
_
=
~
ome
=
=f
a
2
600
62
|. —
a
in
nts
ue
ia
<
2a
24,595 | 26,010 | 23,496 | 25,563 | 25,563 | 24,988
7800 | 8855
9000
9060
6600
Total
pig used, 94,225 Ib,
Bars made, 100,606 1b,
Pig to a ton of bars, 18 cwt, 2 qr. 261.

1
aaa
2:
|
oe
*
|
S .
a
||
7.
Ti}
s
9
10
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
1
<a
22
23
24
25
26 ..
27 .
,
29 2.
Be xe
81 .
Be iii
Oe es
84...
el
ee
6
j
eee
88
es
389
uk
40
PA
41
. «|

Ba:
iodo.
b.
sor
605
605
692
615
| 640
| 605
602
| 685
| 685
| 595
| —
| w«
| —
|
hos
Beem
a
mi
oe
va
ai
a
a
;
ea
oo
es
pes
ial
en
va
“
sal
ars
ae
ite
a
oe
6630

-

|

Ib.
CLEVELAND:
||
24,595
||
CONEYGREE :
23, 426
:
DERBYSHIRE:
%
22,804
WEISH :

|
7,800

WELSH :

|
9,000

WeLsH:
6,600

Total

94,225

|
|
j

Ib.

|

ewt, qr. Ib.

26,010

i337

25,563
‘

13 1 8

24,988

18 0 27

Tin-plate pig.
.
6,066

18

Bar pig.
9,060

9

Crystal.
6,630

1

100,606

laa
618

18 2 2%

Fes.
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No. IV.—Abstract showing Materials Used and Produced for one
ee
Iron
}
mountain | Blue Billy. | yn nd
ore.
»
ee
1237
| «= 1168
_
ae? Sc, we
_
~_
2655
|
|
|
| —
_
| 797
| 1237
1168
3452

Date anv Day.
November 6.—Monday
pat
7.—Tuesday
’
9
8.—Wednesday..
Total for three days

-—

FURNACE.
Week (in pounds.)

No. 4 Furnace.—Turere Day Turns.
LT
ee
ere le
pee ete
|
| Bilbao
| Squeezer
,
Coal.
Iron scrap. ta
and
Ilmenite. | Spanish | Lisbon ore.| Marbella
| ore
|
|
roll cinder.
‘
—
| 6
| —
| =—
—
3050) Hock| 3018 | ~
_
|
_
1329
195
548
8219}
ing
|
|
|
1710) Valley
| as
_
-|
3812
92
1261
3721 (P.)
3018
926 | —
—
5141
287
1809
16,700

a a
ee
_
1160
4618
5778

Pig.
_
1200
4208
5408

Five Consecutive Turns (Day AND NIGHT).
November 9.—Thursday te
ce i
ies
Same «6s ee 6s
ve 10.—Friday ..
a3
»
10.—Night ..
i —Seburdey
Total for five shifts .. .._
=
Totals for whole week ..

—
_
_
_
a
1168

—
_
~
sei
ae
1237

|

|

_
—
—

=
—
<
—3018

=
3452

|
670
870
|} 1845
513
| $15
| a
4637

|
|
|

—
_
=_
om
-

1380
_
500
—
_
1880
1880

2614
2731
1260
1379
13
| 7997
=| «12,138

108
129
=
41
165
443
730

|
=|
|
|
|

~_
2003
1000
«(2634
5637
=|) = (7446

8138
4160
8770
_
3740
24,808
41,508

=
1610
1610

(See note
a
_
}
| oad
-

309
235
94
638

~
oa
4234

(See note
a.)
--__
_
_
_
~
-

7
198
245
96
160
sis
1454
2184
~
_-

(See note |
b.)
_
_
—
—
|
_
|
|
|
_—

4802
4200
4800
3600
4200
21,602
27,010

5359
4570
4133
3804
4446
23,112
28,890

|
_
| 3610
|
| 4206
7816

”
83578
4594
8172

No. 6 Furnace.—Turee Day TuRNs
November 6.—Monday
a
a,
November 8.—Wednesday..
Total for three days

ee
ee
.. .. .. «

Initial
lining.
—
—
_

|

216
940
1334
2490

350
_—
—
350

504
_
-504

_
—_
-

_
—
_
-

:
3170) Hock9190
ing
1650) Valley.
4380 (P.)
18,390

Five Consecutive Turns (Day AND N1GHT).
-

November 9.—Thursday
Po
9.—Night . .. .. «ja a
9
10.—Night .
° ee
9
11.—Saturday
Total for five shifts
Totals for whole week ..
Total material on both furmaces .. .. .. ..
in following week, and also pig used in
oe
ee
ee
ee
Total material brought from England ..

-.
—
—
-—
~
1237
—
~

—

ee

485
_
743
—
o>
| 128
| 3718
4886
|
—
| 4886

a

|
|
|
|

_
—
—
_
_
“
350
$782
-3782

_
_
_
—
—
504
3522
836
4358

iei

_
430
_
_
-| «40
|
430
5067
338
5405

aa
—
|
941
4124
| 1lll
| 6176
6176
6176
6176

1100
—
_
_
—
1100
2710
4599
4590

762
8904
4510
6730
1470
6608
8, 084
47,374
88,882

|
|
|
|
|

_

4800
4850
4800
4800
3000
22,200
30,016
57,026
37,199
585 (c)
94,810

61,303
~
—_

(c.) 585 Ih. Cleveland pig was not worked.

(«.) Squeezer slag (cinder) used in No. 5 and 6 furnaces to puddle 84 charges, 30,365 Ib,

No. X.—Statement of Puddled Bars Made, and Number of Heats Made at the Cincinnati Railway Ironworks, at all their Furnaces, for the week ending
November 11th, 1871.
There were nine furnaces erected fit for work, and one furnace partially erected, making a total of ten.
No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3°
1871
Monday, November 6th ..
Tuesday, November 7th °
)seam gg November 8th
hursday, November 9th ..
Friday, November 10th :.
Saturday, November llth ..
Total for week .. ..

No. of heats.
.. 1.
.°
.. ..
:. ..
.. ..
..

os
+a
+.
«.
cc
..

es
o8
2. ls |
oe
|

8
8
7
8
3
s
42

Pig charged.
Ib.
4800
4800
4200
4800
1800
4800
25,200

Bars made.
Ib.
4775
4900
4249
4937
1800
4800
25,461

No. of heats.
|
eet
seas

7
8
7
7
3
8
40

Pig charged.
Tb.
4200
4800
4200
4200
1300
4800
24,000

Bars made.
Ib.
3800
4725
4240
4542
1890
5303
24,410

* No. 3 was the spare furnace kept for an emergency, should anything befall one of the other furnaces.
No. 4.
No. of heats. |Pig charged. | Bars made.
|
Ib.
Tb.
Monday, November 6th .. .. «. «_
—_
_
Tuesday, November 7th .. .. .. os
Py
| 1200
1160
Wednesday, November 8th .. ..
7
| 4208
4618
Thursday, November th .. .. ..
8
4802
5359
Friday, November 10th
“
8
| 4800
4933
Saturday, November llth .. ..
7
4200
4446
Total for week
22
19,210
20,516
pg
ee
ee ee ee
7
4200
457!
DURE GS ow ce e600 ce ce ce ce 0s
6
3600
3804
aa
a
13
7800
8374
Aggregate total
:
45
| 27,010
28,890
No. 8.
1871.
No. of heats. |Pig charged. | Bars made.
:
Ib.
Ib.
Monday, November 6th
uo.
8
4800
4740
Tuesday, November7th .. .. «. ..
8
4800
52u5
Wednesday. November 8th |. .. —
s
4800
4790
Thursday, November 9th .. .. .. .«.
7
4200
4435
Friday, November 10th |
3
1800
1770
Saturday, November llth ..
8
4800
4905
Total for week .. .. ..
42
25,200
25,865
1871.

7

:
oy

—
—
—
~
—
7

,

Pig charged.
Ib.
4200
_
_
os
—
4200

Bars made.
Tb.
4754
_
_
—
~
_
4754

It worked but one shift.

No. 5.
No. of heats. |Pig charged. | Bars made.
Ib.
Ib.
S
4800
507
4 7
{ =
}
4 }
Ka
7
4197
4636
A
}
8
4802
5325
|
8
4800
4842
7
4200
4385
45
26,999
28,877
A
_
-a
—
__
—
—
|
_
_
-| ~~
_
_
No. 9
| No. of heats.
Pig charged.
Bars made.
|
Ib.
Ib.
8
4800
4985
8
4800
4945
8
4800
4790
Short of
7
4200
4205°
{ oe}
on
ae
~
_
a
31
18,600
18,925
|

No. of heats.

No. of heats.
8
6
7
.
8
5
42
8
8
16
58
No. of heats.
s
8
6
8
3
8
41

No. 6.
Pig charged.
Bars made.
Ib.
Tb.
4800
4890
3610
3578
4206
4594
4800
5364
4800
5262
3000
3220
25,216
26,908
4800
5207
4800
5188
9600
10,395
34,816
| $7,303
No. 10,
Pig charged.
Bars made.
Tb.
Ib.
4800
4850
4800
5010
3600
3600
4800
4955
1800
1810
4su0
4935
24,600
25,160

A

}A
.

Short
of coal

=

* The puddler here left off in order to work at night at No. 7.
Norzs.—It wiil be observed that on Friday the works suffered from a coal famine, a matter of frequent occurrence here when the Ohio is not navigable. The returns on this sheet were taken from the books of the
Company. Those portions marked A are what we specially looked after, weighing all material in and out.
TOTAL OF PIG CHARGED
Pig used.
210,625 lb.
tons. cwt. qr. Ib.
94
0 2 9

|
|
|

AND BARS MADE.
Bars made.
219,636 Ib.
tons, cwt. qr. Ib.
98
1 0 4

‘Pig
—

to a ton of bars.
ewt. qr. Ib.
19 0 2

Ss
tet
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No. 5.—Yteups or Ferruine, &c., pepuCED From “ ABSTRACTS OF MATE™
RIALS USED.”
No. 4 Furnace.
Initial lining mye
Lb.
Lb.
Iron ore
es
on 00 se #e 06 @F _¢9
3331
Thick lime cream’
eo 00 « eo 510
Squeezer slag, to gla we lining4 eo «oe cs OS
Interior lining or fix required
a
ee
ee ee
1292
Ilmenite lumps
ee ee
ae a
1512
Iron scrap
os 00 68 oe se ve co 110
Total ore used for lining ..
6135
Coal used for drying and fixing furnace
ee
69938
No. 6 Furnace.
Initial lining.
An old one of Iron Mountain ore, worked as bare as possible.
Coal used for fixing and keeping in on Monday night
. 3170
Results of five Consecutive Shifts, worked in No. 4 Furnace.
Puddled bars made.
Ore used. oo used per 2240 lb. puddled bar,
23,112 Ib.
Bilbao - - 371
ewt. qrs. Ib,
Marbella - 1880 ,,
4 8.669
5591 ,,
Scrap used.
Scrap per ton puddled bar.
443 Ib.
21b
Squeezer slag used. Squeezer slag B.r ton puddled bar.
Ib.
ewt. qrs. Th.
7997
6 3 19
Tap cinder produced. Tap cinder per ton puddled bar,
ewt. qrs. Ib.
5637
4 3 14
Five Consecutive Shifts in No. 6 Furnace.
Puddled bar made.
Ore used.
Ore used per ton pmiddled bar.
24,241 Tb.
Blue Billy - 1228 Tb.
ewt. qrs.
Bilhao
- 430,,
7
13
Lisbon
- 6176 .,
Marbella - 1100 ,,
8934 ,,
Serap used.
Serap per ton puddled bar.
816 Ib.
75 Ib.
Nore.—The fettling use in No. 6 furnace is excessive, in consequence
of the Lisbon ore being unsuitable for the purpose. Although containing
no more silica than Bilbao and Marbella, its soft and irregular nature
causes it to crumble and waste away. No. 6. furnace did not work as
well as No, 4 at any time.
No. 6.—SraTreMENT OF COAL USED AT Nos. 4 AND 6 DURING THE WEEK
ExpinG Nov. 11, 1871.
No. 4.
Coal used.
Burs made.
Coal to a ton of bars.
b.
Ib.
cwt.
qr.
Ib.
11,508
28,800 .. os vo
28
2
2
No. 6.
47,374
oo ee 32,413 2. oe oe
29
0
25
Total Coal used.
Bars made.
Coal to-a ton of bare.
Ib.
lb.
cwt.
qr.
.
88,852
oo ee 61,303... o
29
0
Note 1.—The coal includes that consumed for lighting up and fixing
No. 4 Ae the bar plates, and that used for keeping furnaces alight on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights. In fact, all the coal used at the two
furnaces named.
Nore
-In addition to the coal used at the puddling furnaces, there
is to be added the coal consumed in reheating, which averages about
5 ewt. to the ton of puddled bars, one furnace reheating about 16 tons
per shift.
No. 7.—STareMENT OF ConsuMPTION oF CoaL at “Nos. 4, 5, AND 6,
FOR PUDDLING, FOR FIVE CONSECUTIVE SuirtTs at Nos. 4 AND 6, AND
THREE Sairts ror No, 5, THE LATTER DOING NOTHING FOR TWO
NIGHTS,
No, 4 Furnace.
Coal used.
Bars made.
Coal to a ton of bars.
Ib.
’.
ewt. qr. Ib.
24,808 oe
oe 23,112 oo se ee
21
1 au
No. 6 Furnace.
7 mm we ve 24,241 eo ce ve
23 0 2%
No. 5 Furnace
15,150 oe oe oe 1,5
oe os we
20 3 S
Total, 68,110 2... oe =61,905 vo 00 ce
22 0 0
Nore.—The above experiment was made in order to show what coal
was used during the actual puddling of the iron, as in another statement will be found included the coal used for keeping the furnaces alight
during the night, as wellas lighting up and fixing.
No, 8.—S?TaATEMENT OF YieLtps FROM PuppLep Bars to RaILs AND
OTHER CLASSES OF FINISHED IRON,
5” Blooms
13” Billets
Bloom toa
hammere
made,
ton of billets.
Ib.
ewt. qr. Ib.
Coneygree
rr rr WOW «se oe WD 3 12
_
«¢ ws ow A
es
20 3 21
n
YSb
20 3 18
‘ puddled
Plates, including
Bars to a ton
bars.
shearings.
lb.
lb.
Coneygree ..
206 2c so oe
ee ee e
Ww. me
oe
288
Cleveland
300
Derby
00
J
H
T
300
ae
‘eae
1484
i
Billets
Wire rods.
Billets
toa ton
No. 4 gauge.
of rods.
Ib.
Ib.
ewt. qr. Ib.
Coneygree
eee
Oh ect ue
* 2 ‘23 .
109 oc ce 00
2 7
206
23 0 il
Coneygree
Cleveland
Derby ..
Tin-plate
Crystal 2
Bar pig es

ee
..
ce
os
o

7” puddled
bars
Ib.
3) e s ©
1400 oe
4384
i) ee
ee
715
eo
18,535

Rails including
ee
e
ee
ee

Bars
to a ton
of rails.
ewt. qr. Ib.
oe «so Oe 2 8
os oc ae 3 4
ae
2 6
ee oe
2 9
se
3 12
o
2 0
21 2 16

Nore.—All the above rolled well, except some of the rails. The C oneygree, Cleveland, and tin-plate rolled off at one heat, and were sound in
head and flange. The Derby, crystal, and bar pig made good heads, but
tore up in the flange. Draught of rolis irregular and severe.
No. 9.—SrareMent or REPAIRS DONE TO THE 9 FURNACES AT THE CINcrynatt Raitway [Ronworks, WEEK ENDING November 111TH, 1871.
Ib.
No. 6.—Replacing a ring at flue end ..
384
(Two men, half a diuy each. _
No. 6.—Replacing a ring for elbow-joi
a
(Two men, half a dey each )
No. 1.—One frame replaced at elbow- joint oo 6e 8s
80
No. 10.—Putting in four rivets in flue ring.
Nore. —The only brickwork to repair is that over and around the grate,
and that in the elbow-joint or flue. The repairs to brickwork, as compared with an ordinary furnace, are exceedingly small. In other respects
= repairs are small, so far as we could judge by three weeks’ observaon,

Fes. 9, 1872._

Witt1am WALTon, * Haughton Dale Works, Denton, near Manchester,
No, XI.—STATEMENT OF RESULTS OBTAINED WITH RoTary Fur- 176.“Improvements
in coating or preparing the surfaces of cylinders or
NACE AT OTHER WORKS,
rollers used in carding cotton and other fibrous substances.”
ALGERNON SypNEY Ayre, High-street, Kingston-upon-Hull, “ ImNo. 1.—Jones, Laughlin, and Co., Pittsburgh. Mr. Jones very 177.provements
in apparatus to facilitate the weighing of corn and other
kindly had the furnace put in order and worked a few heats
specially for us, from American iron of Various classes, The results 179.grain,
Epwarp THomas Huaues, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Mechanical
obtained were as follows :—
clutch to be used for converting rotary to reciprocating motion for
friction brakes and for other purposes.”—A communication from
1st charge.—‘‘ Douglas iron” grey pig, made from % Lake
Francis Gordon Bates, Springfield, Hampden, Massachusetts, U.S.
| Superior, 4 Lake Champlain ore and raw coal; pig, 520 Ib.; Rufus
Baker, Middletown, ee Connecticut, U.S., and Peter
bloom made under hammer, 520 1b, 210 Ib. of this charged into
Ferguson,
New Haven, Connecticut, J,
heating furnace gave 196 Ib. merchant bar.
THomas HvuGHEs, “onto lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements
2nd charge.—" Eliza iron” mottled and close grey, made from 180.in Epw
locks for fire-arms.”—A communication from William Fisk Parker,
all Lake Superior ore with coke. Charge put in at 10.45, brought
Meriden, New Haven, Connecticut,
out at 11.55. This ball was too hot in centre, and cold on outside, 82. AARON SMITH, Batman’s-hill, Bilston, Staffordshire, ‘‘ Improvements
in apparatus for ‘pud lling iron.’
and went to pieces under hammer.
MrtcHeEL., Dyson-street, Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘* Improve3rd charge.—‘‘ Douglas iron.” Mr. J. A. Jones caused this heat 183. JONATHAN
in furnace bars and bearers.”
to be worked in a slightly different manner, whereby the quality 184.ments
Witt1am
Henry
Sheffield, ‘“‘ Improvements in securing
yas much —— but the yield was not so good—d515 Ib. pig and ornamenting the ANprReEw,
handles of table cutlery and other articles.” 19th
January, 1872.
| gave 433 Tb. 1ammered blooms. The iron from this heat stood
185. WiLt1AM BRACEWELL and Epmunp RILey, Waterside, Colne, L ancathe most severe hot and cold test admirably.
shire, and JAMEes BRACEWELL, Marsden, near Colne, Liancashire, “TmFrom the books of the company we extracted the following
provements in machinery for distributing y manure.
results of charges worked in the rotary furnace :—
186. RoperT SAMUEL Wricut, Inner Temple, London, “ Tmprovements
in setting hydraulic ram
187. SAMt EL RICHARD
yTH, Ethelburga House, Bishopsgate-street,
Results.
Charges Pig charged. ——
_
Ore
London, *‘ A new self-acting machine or a pparatus for working sewing
or other similar machines that are worked =" foot treadles, or by hand,
6
$200
600
or by other power.’
6
4220
10
715
188. JoserH Boorn, Gamble-street, Nottingham, “ Improvements in the
135
} 742
manufacture of fabrics in twist lace machines.”
5
10
Noturnings. 485
190.
Perer GasKELL, Stafford-street, Birmingham, ‘ Improvements in
3600
apparatus for drawing off liquids.”
2160
191. Epwarp THomas Hucues, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements
in the preparation of wool either pure or mixed with other fibrous
materials intended to be spun into threads or yarns to be used for
weaving.”
A communication from Emile de Labarre, Ensival,
Belgium.
} 193. SamueL Lioyp, Sparlbrook, Warwickshire, ‘* New or improved
apparatus for lighting fires and promoting combustion in fires.”
195. Wittiam Hutse, Birmingham, “ Improvements in metallic bedsteads, cots, couches, and chairs, and in machinery or apparatus to be
Yields per ton hammered blooms.
employed in the manufacture of the said articles, parts of which improvements are also ap plicable to the manufacture of metallic railing
Pig iron to a ton of blooms.
Jron turnings.
Tron ore.
for other purposes.”—20th January, 1872.
ewt. qr. Ib.
qr. Ib.
ewt. qr. Ib.
196. GrorGe WALKER, Newtownards, Down, Ireland, ‘‘ Improvements in
9 2 3
3 22
4 0 9
the manufacture of coarse textile fabrics.
No. 2.—At the Roane Ironworks, Chattanooga, we watched 197. Tuomas BILLINGTON, Bamber Bridge, Lancashire, “ Improvements
for spinning
the working of the furnaces for several days, and found that good 198.in mules
Ramon BANOLA
sau, Torrington-square, London, ‘ Impreve| results were being produced from an inferior quality of iron. We
ments in apparatus f regist ering the qu untitie s of liqu ids withdrawn
had several rail piles made from puddled bars alone, and all the
from
casks
or other receptacles.
rails were clean and good, and showed a good fibrous fracture.
19%. Davip Joy, Middlesbrough, Yorkshire, “Improvements in the
The books at these works showed that 2820 Ib. coal were
means and apparatus for the removal of slag from blast furnaces.”
required per 2240 Ib, puddled bar at the puddling furnaces, as 201. Howarp Busspy Fox, Oxton, Che: shire, “An in yproved filtering
an average over the three months August, September, and October. 202.ug. ANDREW HicGrnson, Liverpool, “Improvements applicable to
This includes the coal required for keeping the furnaces in during
motive power engines, engine governors, and pumps.”—22nd January,
the night, as they are only worked single shift.
1872.
205. Evan Leicu, Manchester, “ Improvements in the cons structio m and
propelling of ships for railway ferries and other purposes.
207. Bensamin BurRKLEY Horcukiss, New
rk, U.S., ‘“‘ Improvements
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
in wood pavements and in machinery for laying the same.”
208. Vincenzo Count pt Tercouina, Bernard-street, Russell-square,
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
London, ‘ Improvements in the construction of bits for horses and
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months. 209.animals.”
James Dixon Asquitn, Morley, near Leeds, Yorkshire, “ Improve2611. Jonn Evetyy Liarpet, Cockspur-street, Charing Cross, Westments in machinery for fulling or milling and washing woollen and
minster, ‘‘ Improved mechanical arrangements for work ing and proother woven or felted fabrics.
tecting ordnance and other fire-arms, and for the defence of the men 210 Wu. LIAM BRADBURN, Wednesfield, near Wolverhampton, Staffordin charge of the same.”—3rd October, 1871.
shire, “‘ A new application of the gases and vapours or fumes resulting
WiLtiam Naytor, Mildmay Park, London, ‘Improvements in from the burning of pyrites, cinders, and of the acid liquid produced
retarding and stopping railway trains, and in the machinery or appaby the absorption thereof.”
ratus employed therein.”—15th Novcinber, 1871.
211. ALEXANDER Woop, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., “ Improvements
THOMAS SinGLeTon, Over Darwen, Lancashire, ‘ An improved
in cleaning tramways, and in apparatus employed therefo r.
system and apparatus for signalling on railways, in passeng rer trains, 212. Ropert James Woop, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., ‘*Improvements
lugg: ige warehouses, and other re yuired places ”_tth December, 1871.
in sweeping streets or roads, and in the m: wchinery or apparatus
3411. Evan Leion, Lancashire, “Improvements in the construction of employed therefor.”
harbours, breakwaters, and floating docks for railway ferries or other 213. ALE XANDER Woop, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., ‘“ Improvements
purposes.” —16th December, 1871.
Ly ."
25. Joun Exce, Jersey-street, Manchester, and WILLIAM MacpueErson, 214.int FRet RICK
WILtiaM SALMON Bishopton, Stratford-on-Avon, WarManchester, **An improvement in the apparatus known as ‘ Smith's
wickshire, ‘‘ Improvements in incubators. .
stripper’ in carding engines, the same being a brush for stripping or 215. Joun WHITTINGHAM,
Cross, Willaston, Nantwich, Cheshire,
clearing the main cylinders. 18th December, 1871.
‘Improvements in ro ad-rolling engines, whereby they are made suit3442. Francis Witiiam Wese,
Crewe, Cheshire, “ Improvements in or
able also for other purposes.
applie: thle to locomotive engines and boilers, parts of which improve- 216. AurrepD Vixcent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ A self-acting
ments are also applicable to other boilers and to railw: ay carriages.” — device for regulating the tension on the warps of ribbon and other
20th December, 1871.
looms.”—A communication from Julius Reimann, Dresden, Saxony.
3475. THomas Dav 1s, Warrington, Lancashire, “Improvements in furnaces 217. ARNoLD Tuomas, Cinderford, Gloucestershire, ‘‘ An improved drying
for heating metals.” —22nd "December, 1871.
apparatu
hed
3497, CHARLES Farrparrn, Edinburgh, Midlothian, e., *‘Imp rovements 218. WwILLI AM
RoBER? L AKE, Southampton- -buildings, London, ‘‘ Improvein apparatus for guiding tramway c: urs or railw: ty rolling stock from one
ments i ists or elevators.”—A communication from Thomas Silver,
line of rails to another, past points, or for shunting to sidings.”—27¢/
Ne
York,
U.S.
Decen ber, 1871.
219, Winnram Rorerr Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Im47. ALEXANDER MELV ILLE Ciark, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘An improveprovements in mechanism for changing shuttle-boxes in looms for
ment in neck-ties.”—A communication from Madame Klotz, jun.,
weaving.” —A communication from James Brierly, Worcester, Mass
Eugtne Klotz, Victor Klotz, and Hippolyte Meyer, Boulevart St.
chusetts, U.S.
1 James Brierly, Millbery, Massachusetts, U.S.
Martin, Paris. - -5th January, 1872.
1), ALEXANDER Mi LVILLE CLARK, Chanec
ine, London, “* Improve72. Henry Vace, Birming sham, se Improvements iin the manufacture of ments in railway carriage axles and wheel
A communication from
the frames of eye protectors.”—9th January,
Ellis De
a Geo
Washington Miltimore, Janesville, Rock, Wis
Joun Hitpesnem, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N B., A new method of consin, U.S., and Reuben Mickel, Chicago, Cook, Illinois, U.S., and
ge salt from the ice of sca water, and "ts lining fresh water
Ira Mickel, New Lisbon, Otsego, New York,
therefrom.”—10/h January, 1872.
221. ViraL pe Tivowt, Brixton, Surrey, eens in the manu89. Bast, Ronatp and Jonn Farmer, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B.,
facture wd ange brus h rollers or inders, and brooms, and in
“ Improvements in water-closets and their valves, which are applicable
machine
for
same.”—A communication from Luigi Giacomini,
to other purpos 28,
jun., Trevriso, italy, 23rd January, 1872
94. Casimir Scuemiora, Finsbury Jace, South, London, ‘‘ Improvements 22%, ALFRED Forp, Elgin-crescent, Notting-hill, London, ‘‘ Improvements
and in parts applicable thereto, to
in steam boiler and other furn:
in the mode of treating linseed and other seed and vegetable oils, so
facilitate the combustion of s aw or other light matters as fuel.”—
us the better to fit them for employment in the arts and mantllth January, 1872.
107, WrmLtiaM Epwarp Kocus, Mancheste **Improvementsin means for
1s FLoyp, Adam-street, Adelphi, London, ‘‘ Improvements in
effecting the transference of railway tre 1ins to and from ferry boats or
for the head, whereby a refrigerating or cooling effect is
floating vessels. i
11. Joux Sv LLIVAN, Thornton, Simcoe, Ontario, Canada, ‘* Improvein ordnanc«
oTT RUSSELL, Sydenham, Kent, “ Improvements
ments in apparatus for administering pills.” —13th January, 187
in projectiles and cartridges for the same.
130, Wittiam Davis, Lancaster-read, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, ‘An
GARET Harris HOLLINGWORTH, Girlington, near Bradford,
i roved self-acting vent peg or valve.”
on gaa in boots and shoes and other coverings or
rk
rorce Wrirtaker, Breightmet, near Bolton, Lancashire, ‘ Im- protecto
rents in machinery and apparatus for damping fabrics.”—16th 231. Joun~n SucpEN Craprer, Broad-strect, Hanley, Staffordshire, *‘ 1mvery, WT2
provements in ¢
atus for eeconomising and ‘admi nistering nitrous
nocu Bassett KrEeLinc, Verulam- -buil dings, Gray’s-inn, London,
oxide or other g
dental or surgical purposes.”
“Certain improvements in signal leamps.
3. FREDERICK ALBI Garry, Accrington, Lancashire, ”“ Improvement
153. CARL Preper, Dresden, Saxony, ‘* Improvements in channel comin
ventilating
sewers,
cesspools, and soil pipes.
munications, the mode of towing and hauling vessels, and in the 235. ARNOLD BUDENBERG, drains,
M: anchester, ‘ Improvements in sug yar refining
machinery employed therein.”
and
in
the
centrifugal
machines
employed therein.”—-A communication
155. CHARLES DENTON ABEL, Southampton- buildings, London, ‘‘ImproveHermann Priew, Magdeburg, Prussia.
ments in governors.”
communication from Wilhelm Rudolph Proell, 237.fromHenri
ADRIEN BoNnNEVILLE,
Piccadilly, London, ‘A sw and
es.
Aix-la-Chapelle, Prus:
improved bellows for forges, furnaces, or any other works.”—A com153. Henry Witiiam Dee, Sherwood-street, London, ‘‘ An improved
munication from Charles ‘Alexandre Furon, Belleville, Franc:
combined fastening and hinge for cigar cases and other like articles.”
Joun Parry, Manchester, ‘ Improvements in furniture castors x
160. Henry Witiiam Der, Sherwood-street, London, “ An improved 239.
Upper Norwood, Surrey, ‘‘Imp rrovements
241. CHARLES JoHN N GeNEsTE,
fastening for cigar cases, hand bags, or other articles.”
in
pump pistons.”- 24th January, 1872.
162. Wintiam Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ An improved process of waterproofing leather, paper, textile fabrics, felt,
cordage, and other like substances, and compounds to be used there- Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of
for.”—A communication from William Morris, Philadelphia, PennsylComplete Specifications.
vania, U.S.
Henri AprRIEN Bonnevit_e, Piccadilly, London, “ Certain improve
163. Witt1am Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Im- 238.ments
in copying presses. ""—A communication from Arthur Le Clercq,
provements in relief valves and apparatus connected therewith, chiefly
New York, U.S8.—24th January, 1872
designed for fire-engines, force-pumps, and hydrants.”—A communi243. Henry CHARLES Bosse, Lay's Hotel, Surrey-street, Strand, London,
cation from Albert Francis Allen, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.
“A new mode of making cast steel at one operation of a homogeneous
164. Puttip Henry ASHBERRY, Sheffield, " Improvements in machinery
character, and of any desired quality. "A communication from Louis
or apparatus for casting articles in tin, ‘lead, or other similar metals or
La Breche Viger, Montreal, Canada.—25th January. 1872 2.
alloys.
WULLIAM ROBERT LaKE, Southampton- -buildings, London, ** An im165. Joun Cock11t, Robert Town, THomas SHAw, Jonn Kerr, and Jonn 251.proved
apparatus.”
A com munication from William
Craven, Brig house, Yorkshire, ‘Improvements in machine or Alanson lubricating
New Haven, Connecticut, U.S8.—25th Janvary, 1872.
apparatus sor scouring and setting hides, butts, or other kinds of 264. WituiamClark,Ropert
Lakr, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Imleather.
provements in machinery for nailing or pegging the soles of boots and
167. Joun OLpRoypD and Mark OxpRoyp, jun., Dewsbury, Yorkshire,
shoes to their vamps or uppers.
A communication from Lyman
“A new or improved textile fabric.”
Reed Blake, Fort Wayne, Indiana, U.8.—26th January, 1872
169. WittiaM Ropert Lake, Southampton- -buildings, London, ‘‘Improvements in printing presses. tls communication from Andrew
Campbell, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.
170. Winttam Dyxe and Taomas Reep Dynr, Bishopsgate-street With- Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid
out, London, “‘ Improvements in the mode of and arrangements for 289. Tuomas Wurmster, Perth, N.B., “ Exhausting, washing, and forcing
cleansing street pavements or ways.”—18th January, 1872.
or atriform bodies.”—30th January, 186)
171. Tuomas Wuitweth, Thornaby Ironworks, Stockton- on--Tees, 820.gaseous
Joun Birp, Kingswinford, Stafford, Staffordshire, ‘‘ Kilns or ovens. ”
Durham, “ Improvements in apparatus for heating air:and gases.’
—2ad February, 1869.
173. Joun GranTHamM, King’s Arms-yard, London, “ Improvements
315. Davip Joy, Saltburn, Yorkshire, ‘Extracting oils, &c.’ -—-2nd
wa, carriages.”
1809.
175. Joun Jenkinson and Atrrep Dickson, Leicester, ‘‘ Improvements 340.February,
HENRY Brycesoy, Joun Bryceson, and Toomas Honor MoRrEn,
in the manufacture of compressed leather.”

Fes.

9, 1872.
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-street, Euston-road, London, “Organs, &c.”—4th February,
389.aaa Howarp, Bedford, ‘‘Turn-wrest ploughs.”—3rd February,
1869.
370. Witi1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London,‘‘Furnaces.
—6th February, 186%
885. Wituiam Rosert (Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Lining
for furnaces.”—8th February, 1869.
326. Jacop Grocurcan WILLANs, St. Stephen’s-crescent, Paddington,
London, “‘ Iron and steel.”—3rd February, 1869.
349. Epmunp Morewoop, Rock Cottage, Briton Ferry, Glamorganshire,
“Tin and terne plates.” —4th February, 1869
419. Perer Taysen, Leith, N.B., “ Stearic and oleic acids.” 10th
February, 1869.
361. Jomn Henry Jonwson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “‘ Mounting and
working ordnance.” —5th February, 1869.

parts, the fire-box end of the tube being of great substance or thickness
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
of metal, the remaining portion being of less substance. The one
of
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by the tube passes into the other by a shoulder, which gives to the abe a
slight longitudinal elasticity or yielding power. The tubes made by this
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents.
invention are not of greater weight than tubes of the ordinary kin
Class 1.—PRIME MOVERS.
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, an |
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c
| Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma121. 8 Rockns, Loudon, “A new motive powerapplicable to clocks, «
s, | chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts
and other machines.” —Dated 21st July, 1871.
}
ac.
.
.
This invention consists of two wheels of the same diameter, between | 1924.Harness,
8. Rocers, London, “ Self-acting couplings.” —Dated 2lat July, 1871
which the 1
ing is connected with one of the said wheels, and the
At the centreof one end of the carriage or vehi le he joints a coupling
other end of the ain spring is connected to the second wheel, and both link
or eye for the reception of a hook at the centre of the adjoining car
the said wheels on one pinion, whereby, the inside end of the Ba rin
or vehicle, there being a spring in connection with the link to keep
having more power than the outside end, will, in uncoiling itself, wo rk riage
it in its horizontal or coupled position. The hook is fixed toa pivot in
the wheel to which that end is fastened, and, acting on the pin on, will connection
with a helical or other spring, and in the bearing of the pivot
communicate
the
same
motion
to
the
second
wheel.
By
this
eon
m
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £10U has been Paid. the necessity of winding up the watch or clock is dispensed with
there is a slot containing a bolt which can be moved to and fro by a ees
at ea hsside of the vehicle in order to keep the hook firm or leave it free
310. Jonn Arntuour Puauitps, Earl's-court-terrace, Kensington, London, |
W.
G.
Roruwe.,
Liverpool,
‘‘
Obtaining
motive
power.
'—Dated
22nd
pte
Wh n the ho k is ited and the ends of two
** White lead, &c.”—4th February, 1865.
187 1.
I
> hook raises the lin}
i couples itself to
$30. ANATOLE AuGusTEe Hv or, Imperial Mint, Paris, “‘ Typographic ink.” || ThJuly,
oo
here is to obtain power economically for operating
the shafts
down by its spring, and th ] oupling i
—b6th February, 1865.
|
of
yu
liers
in
ships,
and
for
other
purposes.
For
this
purpose
the
it
manner, but to un
ke
nnect th
418. ALFRED Fryer, Manchester, “ Treating for evaporating and concen ; ventor r employs a steam engine or other prime mover to give motion to a
the It is drawn back, and the
le the ca
trating purposes, cane juice, &c.”—1l4th F: bruary, 1865.
| rotary or other
, to move and force a column of water in pipes or
Epassages, and he «
the force or pressure of the said water to n
d
**Self-acting lock.”
22nd
July, 1871.
pistons place i within |cylinders, when the said pistons are collapsi
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
kes the said lock so that “the positior
the carriage door handle
centres, and are connected to the + mai
2463. Richarp Rennie UNDE RWOOD_ and Davip THomson, Ruabon, ual‘ litate
ate whether the door is fastened
t 7 tumbler by it
ac] passin g istheplaced
in
t
tinst¢ the door-staple io foveed fre tho position given
to it by
a
&c.” —19th Septem ber, 18
that is to say, acylind
‘
1 fitte
t
Joun Bartey, Dublin, ‘Joints for screw piles.”—-25th September, to~—whiel re te¢ equan ari other
chaste fluid :at pressure ‘is admitt d on one si
| by
a — oe
SeETing? Cock, ane ss then Cares
is71.
1930. G. , S
,
Edinburgh, “ Construction of . boilers, ’ «
1 | 1927. Pg8 Ro ERs,ee
. JAMES SHEPHERD, Manchester, ‘‘ Separating water from steam.”
Lon , “Brakes for carriages,
&c."—Dated 22nd Ju
ith September, 1871.
|
ts substantiallyin the construction and ad
!
I e+ haft of tl
P
.
Jonn Hvecrys, Birmingham, ‘ Open-jointed tubes ”
|
casing
(which
is
by
preference
partly
mad
+
svar
AES
O8
the
vehicle!
e
fixes
he
aFENgs
CAI
yeNg
an ax having at its
ANDRE Pecaup, Narbonne, Aude, France, “ Railway brakes.”
|
$ material)
within the
said main
heating
vessels | ©@@S,t™bler
levers
linked at traces,
one partand byin chains
to brakewith levers
and at
7th Septem ber, 1871.
but
somewhat
smaller
in
size,
and
wheth
?
t
t
o
the
ordinary
connection
the bearings
1. SicismunD ScouMAN, G sgow, N.B., “ Fulling or walking and felt- |
, or fixed
to it, isso placed and maintaiz j | there are bolts which can keep the tumbler levers fast or leave them free,
_ing woollen and hair fabrics.”
|
(
Jents)
that
a
new
narrow
space
is
left
}
|
the
bolts
being
moved
by
arms
or
levers
worked
by
hand
or
foot
When
9 Henry Prirtig Armstrone, Caledoni: un road, London, “ Teaching | tween the casing and the boiler at the bottom and sides, for the new ]
the brakes are to be applied the tumbler levers are unbolted, and th
” pe rsons te play upon musical instruments
of causing the cur
water
or other liquid heated withi
pu
the traces, puts or
brakes to the
ud to pre
2561. NATHANIEL CLayTon Unperwoop, West Gorton, Manchester, and | pose
(and whicl
e boiling and treatment of the 1
acer
kcaving the veh unattended,
ts
always
WILLIAM ADSHEAD, Eagle Mills, Reddish, near Manchester, Felting space
veing tre ated, v1
c
i kept within the inner cas ing) to
"
.
208 Will be appued & ¢
ould start or
__hat bodies, &c.’
|3
‘
up the sid f this narrow spa und then out at | ,
.
2563. Ricnarp Lone, Liverpool, ‘* Freezing machines and refrigerator
perforations or interstices near the t op f the casi
i
v.1
» L
i
28th September, 1871.
spread out and down through and amongst tl
att |
7. CHARLES DE CHaASTELAIN, Caprera Lodge, Wandsworth,
1in the inner
casing, towards the centre and bott m, thu
t wing hot o1
wu
railway «
“Intercepting, collecting, and filtering foecal and sewage or drai
a downward return current of the e liquid at the centre towar
} engers | u is Of pipes or tubs
matters.”
e narrow space at the bott« m an i lower sides, so as to receive the fresh
1¢ train, which are fitted with bell mout
2572. HuMPHR y Turner, Sheffield, ‘‘ Forming plastered ceilings
he it imparted to it, a1
yor maintain the sai
current in
he engine. The speed of the engine will
cornices.
Ww space at the es, ttherwise ; tl ut
rd current
box or fire of the engine, through which
2581. E DWARD Tuomas Hucues, Chancery-lane, London,
rin
aintained downt yugh one or more perfor
s inserted
is heated, and thence into the carriages
threads or yarns into skeins or hanks.’ ”_A communication from Allert
entral part of tl
aterial, by preference close at the top and
i into the carriages by means of similar
Snoeck.” —29th September, 1871.
1e bottor
train, without passing through
2604. Tuomas Jackson, Orchard-street, Portman-square, London,‘ Pian
1
» 6
engines.” —~—Partly aco
tion. —Dated
mpartment to be supplied wi
forte actions.” —3rd October, 1871.
or cold air pipes passing through,
2627. James Lee Norton, Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludgate-hill, Lond
|
ivention
consistsin applying an adjustable valve
pleasure of the passengers
“Stair treads.”
262°. Lewis Pocock, jun., Gower-street, London, ‘‘ Drying guano, &
n
mdenser, and thereby caus
rease of pre
Street
tramways.”
—Dat
hd
ween the cylin ler and «
or i feed
4th Ociober, 1871.
2610. ALEXANDER Browne, Gracechurch-street, London, “ Revolving
such p ssage and injecting into the feed heater
pers
granite, stone, or slate; railway sleey
}
» to condensation in the
main condenser By
ete Sleepers whenof granite stone, slate, or brick
pistol toys.”—A communication from Claude Francois Anatole Basset
oF ai vo or feed heater is array 1 in connec n
n
seating for each rail, and with fastening applied
2648. Henry Waker, Gresham-street, London, ‘‘ Button holes.”—A se
with the c}
r, but not forming part of the PRISSit et
|
it Wheels dished or with the centre recessed away from
communication from John G. Powell.—5th October, 1871
main con
port with pass
leading tothi
|
ist
ymentof axles wit!
Joun Daruincton, Coleman-street-buildings, London, * Engines
li
idk
inder port fac
outside
whi
‘
yond
the extren
7th October. 1871.
in
n
outer faces of th wheels
1 seating on the tw
2671. Wittram Ropert Lak Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Boots | th
| cation at
f
1ediately opposite each
und shoes.”—A communi
on from Ira J. Saunders.
wcre
to each other And
2679. ALEXANDER MELVILI
Ciark, Chancery-lane, London, ‘Self heaters
the
tion with central
cros
acting fanning apparatus.”—A communication from Joseph Menonval entrance
reference
e or
And with body to turn
Beclour.—9th October, 1871.
(on pivot
And with lifting motion to permit
2743. Joun Ropert Breckon, Sunderland, and Davip Joy, Middles- water
y
‘
wdy
wher
1d
with
lifting
and
lowering
motion
brough, “‘Screening and cleaning coals.”—16th October, 1871.
to body
ting wrangement And with two
2748. HucH Suaw Dvwn, Riccarton, N.B., “ Boringy and winding provement co
instead of
bod
machinery.”
?
C4
7
1
i
1
'
; Dated
759. ALFRED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Electric with
batteries.” —A communication from Louis Bastet and Henry Seligman. comy*
|
second Vv
nN
1
I f
ply grooved section,
—l7th October, 1871.
2782. Joun James Cousins, Allerton Park, C hapel Allerto
r Leeds
.
in steal ply
ive th
a af te tram carriage,
“Raising and lowering window sashes.”—15th Octol
/
Dated
j
1
|
ie to cause any considerable obstruction
2318. Lorrus PERKINS, Seaford- street, Gray’s-inn-road, London, “ L
i
it
» th
l
rdinary carriages, and pasting over such rail. Tl
motive and traction engines.
is
‘
¢
‘ improved tram carria consists of a wheel with a tir withon
2819. Lorrus Perkins, Seaford- street, Gray inn-road, London, ** Marine
hora 4 thes being n
to enter
team | flange, but having on or about the centre of its periphery a projection tu
and stationary engines.”.—21st October, 1
chamber
where
the
steam
separates,
while
the
w
usses
down
a
verthe groove of this improved tram rail.
2908. Joun Henry JOHNSON, Lincoln’s-inn “fick is, Loudon, ‘Paving and tical tube outside the boiler, and again enters the wanna ef the | Work wi
asphalting roads, &c.”—A communication from Charles 1‘elix Sebill
inclined tubes. A mud collector is provided at the lower enti of the
.
30th October, 1871.
vertical
tube.
A
safety
valve
is
provided
for
the
boiler,
consisting
of
a
Class 3.-FABRICS.—NONE.
! Joun Avery Branton Wituiams, Cardiff, ‘‘ Artificial fuel, &c.”"— casing havingan escape aperture provided with a val and a cylindrical
3rd November, 1871
in which fits a piston connected with the valve, in such manner
ia
=
3071. Joun Mircwett and Jonn Hirst Mircue.t, Thurstonland, near cavity,
the pressure of the steam on the piston will effect the opening of
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
Huddersfield, ‘‘Utilising the waste heat from furnaces.” —14th November, that
the valve. The piston is held against the pressure of t
i | Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implonents, Flou
8
spring. A water level indicator
is also provided to the boiler, wherein a
Mills, de.
'
3088. Wituiam Naytor, Mildmay Park, London, “ Retarding and stop- tube
is cont nected to the water space of the bviler terminating in an
2
: ¢
ping railway trains."”—15th November, 1871
bend, v
nother tube is carried down from the steam space | |
W. Lt
B l
¢
R
$
hated 2
3408. Joun Macrepie Mure, Newtonwards, ‘ Auxiliary sights for fire toupward
within
a
short
distance
of
the
other
tube,
and
an
ordinary
gauge
gla
J
1871
arms.” —16th December, 1571
is fitted between the t tu s, into which gauge glass, as also into the
l invent
nsists in delis
gt
. in hea} at certain
3434. Henry Rerp, Herne Bay, “ Portland and other cements.”—10th bend
water
tube,boiler sufficient mercury is placed to counterbalance t
dist to the ground
jxurt in ly theto form edup
i
eaves
lustead
of ivering
December, 1871
headof
of the
water
in the
of swathe,
for ne twy
purpos
series ioft
81. WiturAmM ALEXANDER L YTTLE, The Grove, Har mme rsmith, ‘* Bitu- 1934. A. Bupenserc, Ma
. “* Reversing
li 25th tionJ
bar
fingerswhichare fingers
made twill travel
whic!
minous asphalte my teenage
J
8
Pe
end other cagine,”"—d4
¢
acai or Dated
re
the cut arryingcorn, and
deliveruntler it ontheto tuble
the ground
43. Jony Sutciirre, Glasgow, N.B., cnmmmaine ciliatanben railwrys
isT]
A>
in
l t 1 forward under the top casing or table
—5th January, 1872
T
feature
«
n
ention
con
in
mnecting
the
l
]
L
w
k
,
NB.
“A
-"
digging
,
ethcs
52. Wor Basn, Samvet Basu,
and Gustav Basu, Glasgow, N.B., “* Bob- outer extremities of
slot links to two opposite arms of
Dated 2st July, 1871.
.
bins.” —6th January, 1872=)
oscillating 1
tal stud, and their inner extr
This
relates to Hanson's digger, patent 1732, of 1855, and
61. Bexnsamin JosepH BarNnarD MILLS, Southampton-buildings, London, v1
the eccentric rods, the other | con
ratchet-wheels and
ng pawls on the axle in
“ Self-releasing hook —A communication from James Leander n s rodj being 1 jointed, t
2 armsof the lever hereinbefor:
’
on with the wheels, and in fitting the pinion on tl
Cathcart, Mosely Ezekiel, and Earnest Francis Maurice Faehtz.—sth eccentric
mentioned. T1 1€ eccentrics for w
his invention being arranged at
ing blades so as to slide on ithat shaft and be easily
January, 18
Joun Hi_pesnem, Glasgow, N.B., “Separating salt from the ice of oremployed
nearly toat aright ite angles
r
1 single eccentric bein
handi¢ lever into gear with or out of gear from the bevel wheel
both toeccen one alI
sea water, &c.”—1L0th January, 1872.
1958. G. B. GaLttoway, London, “ Applying motive power.”"—Deted Wt
91. GreorGe Price, Brixton-road, Surrey, ‘‘ Muffs or finger protectors.”
July, 1871
1lth January, 1872.
This consistsin applying hydro-pneumatic motive power by means of
11° Joun SuLiivan, Thornton, Simcoe, Ontario, Canada,‘*Administering
Class 5.—BUILDING.
and qi
direct acting air pumps for the purpose of pr opelling, reversi
pills.” —13th Junuary, 1872.
ling Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
oe eg OLpRoyp and Mark OLpRoyp, jun., Dewsbury, “ Textile steering ships, by being fitted with accumulators, pipes, and v
effe that object, and in applying motive power for the purp
of
tnd House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, &
fabrics.”
pliances as described in
169. Wrttsam Rosert Lake, Seetbemnpten delldings, London, “ Printing driving sewing and other machines, be air
Dempster, Liverpool, ‘‘ Hasp or latch.” —A co un
Dated
”"-A communication from Andrew Campbell. —18th January, specitication
t July, 1871
1962. D. G. Davipson, Glasgow, N.B.,
‘* Steam boilers, « ... » 1 26th July,
s invention consists in constructing a hasp or latch, called *the
$ Jose pu Bootru, Gamble-street, Nottingham, “Fabrics in twist lace
1871.
re
ifety
hasp
or
latch,”
of
a
combination
of
three
principal
purts,
First,
a
machines. "—20th January, 1872.
latch piece proper of the usual hook or other form; * nd! t
In carrying out the invention according to one modification with ex2. ANDREW Hicornson, Liverpool, ‘‘ Motive power engines, &c.”
thed
to
that
part
of
the
hasp
or
latch
which
extends
between
ternal
furnaces
an
arch-shaped
casing
is
placed
over
each
furnace
at
the
Tuomas James Situ, Fleet-strect, London, “‘ Knitting frames or front end of the !
1d the hook or the equivalents of the eye and hook
ither of
and from the back ends of the casings tubes are
machines.”—A communication from Charles Poron and Amand Poron. carried
Thirdly, a spiral or other spring, to act on the above men
along the flue below the boiler to the back end, where they are
~22nd January, 1872.
up and made to enter the boiler. The after parts of the tubes are
and keepit pushed out, but also allowing it, when pressur
243. Henry CHARLES Bosse, Surrey-street, Strand, London,
“‘ Cast steel.” turned
to recede. To facilitate the passing of the hook over the
by preference made smaller in the bore than the forward parts. The
—A communication from Louis la Breche Viger.
fire-bars of the furnaces are made to consist of wrought iron tubes having | staple or fixed piece, the end of the bolt is formed with a curved lip
their ends fixed in casings which may be connected to the casings | y90g § Rocens, London, ‘‘ Window sashe
Dated 22nd J . 1871
All persons having an interest in opposing any one of such applications hereinbefore referred to, or separate therefrom; and the feed water is
the pulley stile is let a case containing a ratchet wheel with a
should leave particulars in writing of their objections to such ¢applications made to pass through these tubes before entering the main boiler steelIntospring
and
a
pawl
working
in
the
teeth
of the said ratchet wheel
at the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its The fire door is made hollow, and with internal flanges to lead the air »onnected by a rod to a handle, around which rod
is coiled a spiral spring,
by a zigzag course, so as to become heated on its way upwards to an and projecting from the said case and leading to the
date.
inside lining is an
aperture
or
apertures
on
the
inner
side,
through
which
it
enters
the
fi
A
]
fitt
tl
t
f
eact
rane
i
arm.
Into
the
back
of
the
sash
is
fixed
a
rod
of
other material,
List of Specifications published during the week ending urnace
nozzle is fitted in the centre of each aperture, and steamis | . i+), teeth thereon
to corresspond to the teeth on theiron
ratchetor wheel.
Whe
supplied thereto by a flexible tube for the purpose of inducing the requi- | ¢ he window is required to be opened, pull the said handle or knob, which
3rd February, 1872.
site
ingress
of
air.
r
eleases
the
ratchet
wheel,
and
raises
the
sash
upwards,
sash being
734,* 6d.; 2058,* 6d ; 2542*, Gd; 1165, 4d.; 1279, 4d; 1981, 4d; 1418, 2001. N. Crayron and J. Saurrtewortrnu, Lincoln, ‘ Construction and | stopped at any position by the handle or knob being let gothe The
sash i
2s.; 1456, 10d.; 1471, 2s. 6d.; 1173, ls. 4d.; 1475, 10d.; 14!
-; 14*2, 18.5
mode of fixing the brackets which carry the crank shast bearings of | lowered by hand in the usual way.
1490, 8d.; 1493, 10d.: 1499, 10d.;'1505, 10d.; 1507, 10d.; 1510, Sd.; 1521,
engines. Dated 29th July, 1871.
1938. J. L. Norrow, Lo don, “ P 1g or flooring for the stalls ately
1s. 10d.; 1529, 10d.; 1548, 84.; 1551, 10d.; 1585, 4d.; 1660, 4:.; 1661, 4d.;
This
invention
relates
to
certain
improvements
in
the
construction
and
1663, 4d.; 1667, 4d.; 1669, 4d.; 1670, 4d., 1671, 4d.; 1673, 4d.; 1674, 44.;
Dated 22nd Ju 1871
1675, 6d.; 1679, 4d.; 1685, 4d.; 1687, 4d.; 1689, 4d.; 1690, 4d.; 1691, 4d.; 1693, mode of fixing the brackets which carry the crank shaft pedestal or
Accordingtothis provisional specification metal frames are employ
Ided
4d.; 1697, 4d; 1700, 4d.; 1703, 44.; 1708, 4d.; 1715, 4d.; 1744, 1s. 8d.; bearings of ports uble, fixture, and traction engines, whereby greater | haying cells in them to be filled up with asphalte, wood,
lightness, a more rigid connection between crank shaft and cylinders, blocks, bricks, or tiles. Between the cells or through the blecks hole
1851, 4d.; 2221, 8d.
and due provision for expansion and contraction are obtained, and con- are formed for the passage of moisture or dirt
sists in forming such brackets of one or more plates of wrought iron or
*,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office of other
metal, so constructed as to extend transversely across the
recei t of the amount of price ans pone
tage. Sums exceeding 5s. must be boiler, suitable
to which they are firmly riveted or otherwise secured, and are
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS. —NONE.
remitted by Post-office Order,
payable at the Post-office, 5, High further
secured by being connected by strong longitudinal stays to the
Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty's Patent-office, South- steam cylinder
and boiler or cylinders, whereby a rigid connection is
ampton- -buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
Class 7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHIN
made between them, whilst at the same time the flexibility of the
transverse plates forming the brackets will admit of due expansion and Including Cooking Utensils, Upholster’ y, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
CuaTHAM Docks.—We learn that at the International Maritime contraction.
W. E. Everitt, Birmingham, “ Manwfacture of tubes.”—Dated 1st 894. ¢ D. ABEL, London, ‘*An improved hat. "_ Dated 20th July, 1871
Exhibition held at Naples last summer, amongst the several models 2020. August,
1871.
} his invention consists of a covering for the head, composed of a rounded
exhibited by our naval authorities there was a very elaborate
This invention consists in making the fire-box ends of boiler tubes of | onical
of felt, straw, or other material, helda certainfitting
distance
above
model of one of the four new graving docks built at the Chatham aed strength or substance of metal than can be conveniently obtained | © he headbody
the head.
band
and soto asa head
thereto, joint,
straps
head byband
has secured
an adjustable
to fit the head accurately.
dockyard extension works by Mr. Gabrielli, according to his con- by the ordinary method of manufacture. According to this invention The
the
cast
hollow
cylindrical
ingot
of
copper,
brass,
or
other
metal
or
alloy
textile
fabric,
and
be
ornamented
tractwith the Admiralty. We are glad to say that the jury ap- is drawn upon a cylindrical plug or taper mandril, but at the final draw- The body may be covered with any
&c
inted by the Italian Government awarded a silver medal of the
the tube is operated upon only through part of its length, so as to with ribbon,
D. W. Frssev, Shejield, ‘ Connecting loose heels to boots or shoes.”
Postclass to Lieut.-Colonel Clark, R.E., C.B., director of engineer- ing
leavea foot or other portion of the tube unoperated upon by the final | 1 946. Dated
24th July, 1871.
ing and_architectural works to the Admiralty, as designerof these drawing. The tube thus made has a taper or cylindrical figure internally,
The features of novelty of this invention consist in connecting loose
and a cylindrical igure externally, but of different diameters at different
docks,

a—

THE
heels of the ordinary shape (and not intended to revolve) to boots and
shoes by means of a screw passed from the inside of the boot or shoe, and
screwing intoa hole in a plate fixed to the aforesaid loose heel at the
centre thereof. A stud or pin in the plate keeps the heel in its place; as
the heels become worn they may be removed from one boot to the other,
and the boot be thus kept level.
1947. E. G. Brewer, London, “ Belts to be worn to prevent sea sickness and
Sor other purposes.”
—A communication.—Dated 25th July, 1871.
The belt contains oxide of iron or other magnetic mineral; it is made
by preference of a tapered form, and is secured to the body by a strap
and buckle or otherwise. Its use prevents sea sickness, affords protection
from contagious diseases, and it is useful if worn in mines.
2036. R. B. Sanson, London, “ Apparatus for pressing, smoothing, and
Jinishing garments,”
—A communication.—Dated 2nd August, 1871.
A new method of lifting pressing board parallel by levers and links.
The swivel frame of new form by which great strength and mobility is
attained ; and an improved ventilation to gas-heated smoothing iron.
Class 8.-CHEMICAL.
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fue
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calice-Printing, Smelting,
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, dc.
1002. V. Werorrs, Liege, Belgium, “ Bvaporating apparatus.”—Dated 20th
July, 1871.
The object of this invention is to produce an apparatus in which the
Waste waters and liquors resulting from various manufactures may be
evaporated rapidly and economically, and useful: chemical products
obtained therefrom. The apparatus comprises a fireplace for generating
heated gas; a chamber in which soot, cinders, and other svlid matters
are deposited ; an evaporating chamber ; and a drying chamber.
1917. J. Forprep, Blackheath, Kent, “ Treating and purifying yeast.”—
Dated 21st July, 1871.
Yeast is mixed with water and strained, a saturated solution of borax
is added and the mixture stirred till it curdles or partially solidifies ; it
is then pressed. The product is again mixed with water and borax, and
pressed. These operations may be repeated. Traces of borax are
removed by washing the yeast in plain water.
1920. J. HarGReaves, Appleton-within-Widnes, Lancashire, and T. RosrnSON, Wades, Lancashire, “ Manufacture of acids and sulphates.”—
Dated 21st July, 1871.
First, the object under this part is to obtain sulphuric acid and
sulphates by utilising alkali waste. They prepare the alkali waste by
mixing it witha liquid, preferably chloride of calcium, then running the
mixture into a closed decomposing vessel and admitting hydrochloric
acid. Sulphide of calcium is thereby decomposed, and sulphide of
hydrogen liberated. A portion of the chloride of calcium formed in the
above operationis used to prepare more alkali wasteforbeingactedon. The
cylinders and coarse particles from the alkali waste are strained out, or
prevented from passing into the decomposing vessel. It is preferred to
use sulphide of calcium in excess, and to pump back into the decomposing vessel the excess which settles out, The sulphide of hydrogen is
heated previous to being burnt for the production, by ordinary means, of
sulphuric acid, or is used directlyin the production of sulphates; Secondly,
this relates to burning sulphur
and pyrites in the manufacture of sulphuric
acid and sulphates, and consists in adding steam or moisture to the air
admitted to effect combustion of the sulphur or pyrites; Thirdly,
sulphuric acid vapouris caused to pass through, amongst, or over chloride
of sodium or chloride of potassium for production of sulphates ; Fourthly,
chloride of sodium or chloride of potassium used in the production of
sulphates are dried on hollow plates heated by steam; Fifthly, when
sulphate of soda is produced by the direct action of sulphurous acid
or sulphuric acid vapour, they use chloride of sodium in the condition
known as pan scale ; in consequence of its compactness they break it into
small pieces,
1923. J. HARGREAVES, Appleton-within-Widues, Lancashire, and T. RopiSON, Widnes, Lancashire, “ Treating metallic ores to obtain products.”—
Dated 21st July, 1871.
The objects are, First, to completely oxidise or decompose sulphides,
and to utilise the greatest possible quantity of sulphur contained in
me tallic ores ; and, Secondly, to convert the oxides and sulphides of certuin of the metals contained in the said ores, such as copper, zinc, tin,
lead, silver, and gold, into chlorides, or to renderthem otherwise available
by the action thereupon of chlorine or hydrochloric acid gases at elevated
temperatures, Pyrites is referred to as the metallic ore to be operated
upon ; others are suitable. Burnt and spent pyrites are referred to under
the second part ; other metallic oxides are suitable. Under the first part
(A) the pyrites is maintained at a high temperature in tall, vertical, or
other retorts or burners until the whole of the sulphur is oxidised. (B)
The pyrites is burnt in series or sets of retorts or burners, so arranged
and connected that each retort or burner in its turn becomes the first,
intermediate, and last of the series as regards the passage of the air and
gases therethrough. (C) The retorts or burners consis st of vertical, circular, elliptical, or square tubes, preferably heated on the outside. Under
the second part the spent pyrites is maintained at asuitable temperature,
say from 700 deg. to 900 deg. Fah. in the above or any convenient vessel,
and a current of chlorineorhydrochloric acid gas or vapour passed through,
over, or amongst the mass.
1928. J. HARGREAVES, Appleton-within-Widnes, Lancashire, and T. Ropinson, Widnes, Lancashire, “ Manufacture of sulphates.”"—Dated 22nd
July, 1871.
First, when making chlorides by the direct action processes, they fuse the
chloride and cast it into hollow rings, cylinders, corrugated plates,
spheres, or other forms, so as thereby to expose, at the proper time, a
large surface to gases or vapours passing through or amongst them, or they
mix the fused chloride with powdered or granulated chloride, so as to
form an open or porous conglomerate for the action of the gases or vapour.
Secondly, they fuse the chlorides in a tower or chimney communicating
with a bed resembling the hearth of an ordinary reverberatory furnace,
from which it is withdrawn and cast. Thirdly, when fusing chlorides
under the above first and second parts, they use pyritous coal, shales, and
also the pyrites rejected in washing coal as fuel, so as thereby to produce
sulphurous acid to react upon chloride and convert a portion into sulphate. Fourthly, when fusing chloride under the above first, second, and
third parts of this invention, they allow steam to pass into the furnace so
as to afford water, and promote the evolution or formation of hydrochloric
acid from the chlorides. Fifthly, they heat the chloride before placing it
ju the chambers.
“
1955. J. D. Morrison, Edinburgh, N.B., ‘‘ Purifying water.”— Dated 25th
July, 1871.
A filter is arranged in the main supply pipe, and a die impression valve
is used instead of the ordinary ball cock for the cistern, such valve being
also fitted at the ends of all pipes branching from the cistern. By this
mechanically pure water is secured. Boiler and cistern stills and condensers are also used to procure water chemically pure for various scientific and other purposes,
1959. C. W. Siemens, Westminster, London, ‘‘ Iron ores.” —Dated 26th July,
1871.
This invention consists in calcining the iron ore inside the upper part of
the blast furnace itself by the introduction of air blast at the point which is
made to enter into combustion with the blast furnace gases. The air is
by preference forced in through a vertical pipe passing some distance
down through the centre of the mass of ore, the upper part of which
- is enclosed in a heating cylinder or chamber into which the air is
orced in the first intance, so as to become heated. The blast may be
produced by the apparatus described in patent No. 3255, of 1870.
1963. W. Love, Dumbarton, N.B., “‘ Manufacture of pulp.”—A communicat.on.—Dated 26th July, 1871.
The straw after being chopped has added to it a cold solution of caustic
alkali, in which it is allowed to steep for about four hours, the vessel
being made to revolve at intervals, at the end of which time the alkaline
liquid is drained off by pumping. The straw is then transferred to a
boiler, which is of a cylipdrical form, mounted to turn about an axis at
right angles to its axis of figure. Steam of about 60 1b. pressure per
square inch is admitted through one of the trunnions, and by a system
a internal perforated piping. The steaming is continued’for about five
hours, after which the straw is thoroughly washed in the same vessel.
The straw is next bleached by the wo |treatment, such treatment,
being, however, applied as well as the subsequent washing in the same
vessel as the steaming. After being washed the straw is passed through
a pair of millstones adjusted to exert a rubbing, but not grinding or
pulverising action.
1969. E. Taytor, Rochdale, “ Treatment of human excreta, &c.”—Dated
27th July, 1871.
This invention consists, First, in preparing manure from human excreta
as follows :—A small portion of a mixture composed of sugar, chloride of
lime, water, and alum is placed in the receptacles of the closets, in
which the feces and urine are collected. These are removed from time
to time, and are mixed, first, with the small refuse ashes from the
houses, and then with sulphuric acid, which mixture is allowed to stand
for some time, being turned over at intervals to prevent charring, the
result being a damp, powdery manure. The deposit from boiler and furnace flues may also be mixed with the manure. Secondly, separately
collected urine is also mixed with the first-mentioned compound, and is
then evaporated to a great extent, and mixed with the above manure.
Thirdly, blood from slaughter-houses is mixed with commercial alum,
whereby it is solidified, and can either be mixed with the above manure
or it can be used as a manure by itself with an admixture of clay.
——
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1978. W. LorBerG, Cricklewood, Middlesex, “‘ Manufacture of soap.” —Dated
27th July, 1871.
This invention consists in the preparation of a certain solution of
gluten in caustic alkali, and in the incorporation of this solution jwith
the soap during the re-melting process, or in the process of manufacture,
immediately after saponification has taken place.
8
rr, = om, Putney, ‘‘ Manufacturing soda and potash.”—Dated 31
uly, 1871.
The invention consists in a new method of obtaining sulphur from sulphuretted hydrogen, and in the application of this method to the
recovery of the sulphur employed in the manufacture of soda and
potash. The sulphuretted hydrogen is caused to re-act upon oxide of
iron or oxide of manganese more readily and more completely than by
any method hitherto employed by injecting the sulphuretted hydrogen
into water holding the metallic oxide in suspension. Into the product
us obtained atmospheric air is then injected, whereby a mixture of
metallic oxide with free sulphur is produced. Into this mixture more
sulphuretted hydrogen is sent, and the product is then treated with air
as before. These alternate treatments, first with sulphuretted hydrogen,
and then with air, are repeated until a mixture is obtained containing a
very large proportion of free sulphur. This sulphur can then be separated by any one of a variety of ways. Soda and potash are manufactured by forming sulphides of sodium or potassium, decomposing these
by carbonic acid, and treating the resulting sulphuretted hydrogen as
above described. What is known as “alkali-waste ” is also decomposed
by any suitable acid or by steam, and the resulting sulphuretted hydrogen
treated as aforesaid. The invention is also applied to nascent sulphuretted hydrogen.
Class 9.-ELECTRICITY.—None.
Class 10.—MISCELLANEOUS.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
1842. J. R. Croskey, Paddington, London, “ Pavements, roofing, dc.” -A
communication.— Dated 14th July, 1871.
According to this invention a composition is made by a combination,
by means of heat, of various proportions of »itumen, refuse gas, houselime, and clay, and other argilaceous or calcareous earths or substances
for the purposes svecified.
1843. J. Towxsenn, Glasgow, N.B., “ Lubricating oils from mineral and
ea) th oils.”—Dated 14th July, 1871.
In carrying out the invention atmospheric air or other suitable oxidising body is mixed with the oil, by preference in conjunction with
steam, and has the effect of rendering the oil much more suitable for
lubricating purposes. When, however, a lubricating oil of extra quality
is wanted, it is desirable, before oxidising the oil, to treat it with an
alkali or alkaline earth, with the view of first separating acid ingredients.
1852. J. H. Jounson, London, “ Spectacles, eyeglasses, &c.”—A communication. —Dated 14th July, 1871.
The invention consists in mounting achromatic lenses in spectacles and
eyeglass frames, so as to form their glasses by forming a groove round
the periphery of the glasses, and inserting therein a small band of indiarubber so as to hold them tightly in the frame, the rings being provided
with small bow springs for the purpose of causing the india-rubber band
to bind tightly upon the glasses.
1853. J. H. Jounson, London, “ Extracting resinous matters from wood.”
— A coimunication.—Dated 15th July, 1871.
This invention consists in extracting resinous and gummy matters from
wood by the application thereto of hydrocarbons, substantially in the
manner hereinafter fully described, the product of this treatment being
available in the manufacture of different articles of commerce, and also
in converting wood and other fibre bearing vegetable substance into
paper stock by subjecting it, substantially in the manner hereinafter
described, to the action of hydrocarbons by preference naphtha, bhenzine,
benzole, gasoline, or other equivalent volatile product of the distillation
of petroleum, coal, or schiste ; the object of the invention being to obtain
from wood or other fibrous vegetable matter, at a cheap rate, paper stock
of a superior quality.
_ H. Eaton, Swansea, Glamorganshire, “Coke ovens.”—Dated 14th
uly, 1871.
This invention consists in the peculiar formation of the oven, which
enables the inventor to make a bard dense coke, for melting or other
purposes, by a strong concentration of heating power, and a slow mode
of carbonisation. By this process a great saving is effected in the labour
as well as in the construction of the oven, and there is scarcely any loss
of the curbonic power contained in the coals used.
1845. F. P. Preston, J. T. Prestige, KE. J. Preston, and W. A. PresticEe
Deptford, Kent, ** Waste water preventer taps.”
—Dated 14th July, 1871.
This relates to taps from which a limited quantity of water will flow
after the key has been turned off. The tap has two valves and a piston,
which rises under the pressure of the main supply, and upon which some
of the water can get to act upon the piston and force it down with one of
the valves upon the seating. The turning of the key in one direction
releases only one valve at the time by means of a screw thread on its end.
1849. H. Sreap, London, “Stringed musical instrument.”—Dated 14th
July, 1871.
Musical tones are produced by causing strings to vibrate by bringing
rubbing surfaces in contact with horizontal lock or tufts of bristles or
hairs attached to each of the vertical strings.
1858. E. A. Heatu, New York, U.S., ‘‘ Cuspadores.”—Dated 15th July, 1871.
The inventor constructs a metallic cuspadore having a heavy base and
a light upper portion. He may use a cast metal base of much thickness
and weight, and an upper portion of sheet metal, permanently joined.
The cuspadore has such an excess of weight in its base that it will right
itself when overturned. The cuspadore may be composed in part of
light material, with a weight of lead or analogous material embedded in
its base.
.
1860. T. Bassnett, Liverpool, ‘Compass correctors.”—Dated 17th July, 1871.
Consists mainly in a transverse horizontal bar turning on the centre of
its length above the compass card, carrying on top a vertical semicircular
guide bar or plate, to the radius of which is jointed a lever having on top
a swivel joint, a stile or sight, above a semicircular bar to which it is
connected. This semicircular bar at the lower ends is pivoted at the
points of the radius of a pair of vertical time dials, graduated right and
left from the apex, and on the faces of which it travels, with semicircular
bar pointers, tor guiding the setting of the instrument to the time of the
day, when the stile or sight lever being traversed on the arched bar to the
position required, when the deviation can be read off from the scale on
the edge of the compass card.
1367. A. M. Crark, London, “ Penholders.”—A comimunication.—Dated
17th July, 1871.
The improvements relate to novel means of detaching the nib without
soiling the fingers. The nib is placed between two concentric tubes
turning one on the other (one being attached to the holder), and each
having an opening at one end, and when these openings coincide the nib
will be held, but will be released on partially rotating one or other tube.
The penholder also has projecting lugs for securing the nib or releasing
the same, and other lugs are affixed to form a support for the penholder,
and prevent its rolling when laid down.
1873. F. Hurp, Wakefield, Yorkshire, “‘ Chopping or breaking loaf sugar.” —
Dated 18th July, 1871.
This improved machinery consists of a knife worked by a treadle or power
to cut the loaf into discs, also two sets of knives to chop the discs into
lumps, the lower set being opened at intervals to allow the lumps to fall
on to a sieve ; also in the use of two sets of knives placed at an angle to
form a hopper; one set of knives is movable ; also in the use of a travellingbolt or chain of receptacles to traverse the broken sugar in the wareouse.
1880. J. M. Goopaut, London, “‘ Machinesfor cutting and arranging cards,
dc." —A communication.—Dated 19th July, 1871.
For ‘‘ pointing” cards on a cutting machine springs are used through
which the points work, and when the table moves forward the springs
are raised by wedges so as to free the sheet as it is engaged by the rollers.
To bevel the edges of cards, suitable rolls are used to compress the sheet
in a line with each cutter. To arrange the cut strips or cut cards in
regular or consecutive order when they leave the cutters the following
apparatus is employed :—The card strips, on leaving the cutting machine,
are received upon a table composed of gradated inclined surfaces. They
are then carried by a traverser to one end of the table, and in this
movement the strips in passing from one gradatipn to another become
superposed in regular order. The strips are then cut by another cutting
machine into separate cards, which are in a similar way received upon a
gradated plate and then carried by a traverser to one end thereof, where
they are superposed in regular order.
1886. R. Arrken, London, “‘ Construction of breakwaters and piers.” —Dated
19th July, 1871.
This provisional specification describes employing concrete blocks of a
globular form in the construction of breakwaters and piers.
1888. J. Parkins, London, “ Regulating the width of coloured borders on
rds.” —Dated 19th July, 1871.
The object of this invention is to construct a machine in which sheets of
letter paper, cards, or envelopes may be arranged in order, so that black
or coloured borders may be made thereon with greater accuracy as to
width and facility of execution than heretofore.
1891. C. ANDREWS, Brentford, “‘ Drawing off beer from casks.”—Dated 19th
July, 1871.
’
This invention consists in drawing off beer and other fermented liquids
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by introducing
P
d air into the cask or vessel, which will cause
the beer to flow from the top of the cask through a pipe leading from the
bottom of the cask to the tap above.
1893. W. MorGan, Ayr, N.B., “ Derrick cranes.”—-Dated 19th July, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is, First, the
employment of a double jib in this class of cranes in lieu of one jib as
hitherto; Second, the employment of revolving gearin connection with
derrick cranes, whereby they are slewed or turned by the working of the
engine.
1896. A. K. Irvine, Glasgow, “ Safe combustion of inflammable gas.”—Dated
20th July, 1871.
As applied to alamp, the invention consists in forming an inlet for air
in the bottom of the flame chamber, such inlet being covered with wire
gauze or other suitable permeable material, whilst the sides of the
chamber are made close and impermeable, or nearly so. The flame will
burn silently in the ordinary way as long as air ur an inexplosive mixture
of air and gas surrounds the lamp; but when an explosive mixture of
air and gas is present, the combustion whilst proceeding quite safely will
be attended with a loud sound. Apparatus may be made‘like the lamp,
and with or without lenses or glass sides, of any convenient size, and
may be used for burning off inflammable gas, for indicating danger, and
for signalling.
898. J. M. Rarwrortu, Dishforth, Thirsk, Yorkshire, “ Steam ploughs.”—
Dated 20th July, 1871.
This invention consists in certain improvements in the construction of
turn-over ploughs, actuated by direct traction engines, and which turn
round at the headlands, the arrangement of ploughshares and mouldboards
being such that one set thereof is retained above, and give their weight to
another set when at work, the whole being capable of being turned by the
attendant by means of suitable gearing.
1899. S. SANDERSON, Aspley, Hudderafleld, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Extinguishing
fire.’
—Dated 20th July, 1871.
Apparatus in which mercury or other substance, expanded by the heat
of the fire, makes or breaksan electric circuit, causing an electro-magnet
and battery (or permanent magnets} to act on a cock or valve, to allow
steam, water, or other suitable fluid to escape, for the purpose of extinguishing the fire, or in which the expansion acts directly on a valve
or cock for that purpose.
1900. W. Harrison, Highjield, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Fixing door handles.” —Dated
20th July, 1871.
The features of novelty of this invention consist in fastening
the spindle
of a door knob by one end to one of the knobs of a door, and fixing a slotted
piece of metal to the other knob, also in placing a revolving washer in the
said slot, and fitting the screwed part of the spindle in the said washer,
and making a square hole through the centre of the aforesaid slotted piece,
so that by turning round the screwed washer with the thumb and finger,
or otherwise, the knobs may readily be brought closer together or removed
farther apart to suit the thickness of the door to which they are to be
affixed. Also in using a clip instead of a rivet or screw for connecting
keyhole escutcheons to the plates by which they are to be fixed to doors,
and this method is especially adapted for escutcheons made of glass,
porcelain, and such like material.
1901. S. S. Ronson and G. Berwick, Sunderland, Durham, “ Preserving
metallic, de., surf ces.”"—Dat d 2th July, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the combination
of car. olicacie with coal tar, silica, alumina, calcium, red oxide of iron,
white arsenic and calamide, for the purpose of forming a composition for
preserving metallic, wooden, and other surfaces.
| 1906. W. N. Hurcuinson, Wellesbourne, Devonshire, ‘‘ Obtaining iinfusions
and decoctions from cojfee.”—Dated 20th July, 1871.
According to this invention a temporary cap or cover is placed over the
perforated bottom to retain the liquid in contact with the solid substance
for any length of time, for the complete extraction of the aroma or flavour
from them.
1912. C. Winson, Accrington, Lancashire, “Warping machines.”—A communication.—Datel 21st July, 1871.
This invention consists in the use of wire “‘detectors” suspended by
the warp threads. On a thread breaking, the detector falls into a hopper
or trough extending across the machine ; immediately under the mouth
of the trough is a roller revolving, having a groove cut longitudinally
therein ; the detector on entering this groove is forced against one side of
the trough, the side being hinged or pivoted is carried outwards, and
thus causes a crank to act on the stop handle, throwing the same from
the notch, and the machine is arrested, the momentum being the more
readily overcome by means of friction plate, ratchet-wheel, and pawl
placed on the beam shaft for that purpose.
1914. A. De Bercve, London, and R. De Bercue, Manchester, ‘“ Veneer
cutting machines.” —Dated 21st July, 1871.
:
:
Circular semi-rotating cutter formed by a disc with steel ring sometimes in segments applied at edge and sometimes fitted in a recessed
seating. Application of grindstone (to edge of cutter) driven by the
machine to act while machine is working. Another grindstone or scraper
to clean lower surface of cutter is also contemplated. Also sliding
carriages to carry the logs to be cut, the movements to be in directions
opposite to that of the cutter. A reversing motion contemplated. Cutter
provided with a vertically descending motion to provide for and adjust for
thickness of cuts. Also are included jets for steam to be applied to edge
of cutter; and also any convenient combination of the several improvements.
1915. R. Bricut, London, “Construction of lamps.”—Dated 21st July,
1871.
This invention consists in detaching the chimney holder from the concentric tube extinguisher, so that each of these parts may be able to act
independent of the other.
1916. R. Herrine, London, * Printing telegraphs.” —Dated 21st July, 1871.
This invention consists of improvements in that class of printing or
recording telegraphic instruments which is provided with two styles,
and relates to an improved mode of operating the feed rollers for the
purpose of feeding forward the paper on which the signals or marks are
made by printing instruments.
1918. W. Hunt, Castleford, Yorkshire, “Chlorate of potash.”—Dated 21st
July, 1871.
This invention consists in making chlorate of potash vy the use of
dilute chlorine passed through a tower filled with bricks, over which
milk of lime, alone or mixed with chlorideof potassium, trickles. The
chlorine is absorbed, and when milk of lime alone is used chlorate of
lime is formed, which on being boiled with chloride of potassium produces chlorate of potash, which is obtained by crystallisation. When
chloride of potassium is mixed with the milk of lime in the tower,
chlorate of potash is directly formed and is obtained by crystallisation.
The dilute Seno is obtained in the roasting with common salt of the
burnt ore, which is a refuse produced in the manufacture of sulphuric
acid. The said roasting has for its object to facilitate the extraction of
the copper in the said ore. Dilute chlorine from other sources may,
however, be used instead of that obtained as described.
1919. J. WARNER and J. Brooke, London, “‘ Pumps.”—Dated 21st July,
871.
This provisional specification describes the so constructing a _— as to
obviate the use of solder in attaching the leaden suction pipe of a pump.
1932. H. J. Mavce, Swansea, Glamorganshire, “ Utilising the spent pickle of
tin-plate and kindred manufactures.” —Dated 22nd July, 1871.
The improved process consists in running the spent pickle, after it has
been separated from the sawdust or other material used in the pickling
rocess, or substitute for sawdust, into a vessel or vessels heated by the
direct action of the fire, or by steam, or by waste heat from an adjacent
furnace, and charging these vessels with scrap iron or shearings from the
plates or ground cinders.
1933. J. M. Clements, Birmingham, “ Needle setter and threader.”—Dated
22nd July, 1871.
The said apparatus has a body of brass or other suitable metal and of
flat or other convenient shape or size to be held in the hand formed with
a groove to receive either a straight or curved needle, and provided with a
flat spring to hold the needle in the said groove. A taper hole is formed
in the body, its small end meeting the part of the groove where the needle
eye is to be placed, and a slit is made from this hole outward to allow the
thread to be removed therefrom after the needle has been threaded. The
flat spring is secured on the body by small screws or rivets, and is arranged
to bear upon the needle in such a manner as to secure it firmly when the
same is placed in the groove. The epring is provided with a projecting
piece behind the screws or rivets, which is depressed to open the apparatus for the admission or removal of the needle.
1934. G. E. Quin and J. Esst, Gratz, Austria, ‘‘ Lamps.”—Dated 22nd July,
1871.
This invention relates to lamps for burning petroleum or other mineral
oils, and consists in the improvements hereinafter described in the construction and arrangement of such lamps ,whereby security is obtained
from accident and such perfect combustion of the oi] that the use of a
lass or chimney may be dispensed with. Upon a suitable tubular or
follow stand or holder, in which are formed suitable apertures or air
, a reservoir or oil vessel is mounted, the lower end of which is
o preference made tubular to fit into the said holder. The said oil
vessel is traversed from top to bottom by a tube, which tube is soldered
or otherwise fixed to the bottom of the said oil vessel, and extends above
the top of the same ; the said tube allows a free passage of air through the
oil vessel to the top of the wick and flame. Upon the outer surface of the
said tube towards the top thereof is formed or fixed @ spiral thread.
Upon the said tube a cylindrical wick is passed, and by turning the said
wick upon the said spiral
it readily descends to the bottom of the
reservoir, extending from the top to the bottom of the said tube. Around
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a white heat in a current of cold water, which purifies it and facilitates | branch of our industries has not, therefore, been much affected by
the said wick, and outside the above-mentioned tube, is passed a second its
crushing, the inventor makes an intimate mixture of the metal so | the high prices of the materials. Indeed, the makers’ lists have
and larger tube encasing the wick, and extending downwards from the crushed,
assures himself of its homogeneousness by taking small not all been advanced, but where they have the effect has not
top of the inner tube to withina short distance of the bottom of the quantities andof the
from different parts of the mass, and make a
oil vessel, thus allo ving only the lower part of the wick to come into separate analysis ofmetal
serious. This, unfortunately, cannot be said of the goods in
them, which he compares. When there is a too sen- been
direct contact with the oil, and preventing the said oil from rising to the sible difference he adds
mixturea sufficient quantity of carbonising which the prices of material and not the labour is the great item
point of combustion, except from the bottom of the oil vessel.
e said or decarbonising mattersto the
obtains the desired quality, and from of expense. Some manufacturers have upon these goods raised
outer tubé is provided with a projecting collar by which the said tube that time he can operate ontillthehelargest
masses with the certitude that their lists 10 per cent. to 15 per cent.
The effect has been that
may be turned, and the said collar fits upon the top of the oil vessel and the metal manufactured will be always identical.
since the revised Jists have been sent out hardly any new orders
closes it, suitable apertures in the said collar or cover a airto
penctrate into the said oil vessel. and any oil flowing over from the wick 1974. J. Spracve, Pendleton, Lancashire, “ Portable drilling machines.” —A have been received. It may be that the usual efforts made by
to re-enter the reservoir. The said reservoir is provided with a suitable
merchants is being pursued now ; and that when they have re27th July, 1871.
opening for the introduction of oil, which opening may be closed by any | Thecommunication.—Dated
invention consists of a portable drilling machine, the spindle of frained from ordering as long as is possible, they will then be comsuitable stopper. The spiral threads upon the inner tube, by pressing which can be set at any angle under 30 deg. with its base or post, and =
again to purchase, even at the higher rates that may at the
against the wick, prevents the passage of too great a quantity of oil tothe which can be driven by belting from grooved pulleys rotating on a stud atier period
Time will show. At that later period
burner, and also enables the wick to be raised or lowered by t ng the
a manner that the delivery e of one of the pulleys will always they will havebe into vogue.
r
ise the rise in quotations which must
outer tube in one or other direction. When the lamp is lighted, oil having inbe such
in line with th» receiving edge of the driving pulley, the arrangebeen previously supplied to the reservoir, and the wick properly adjusted, ments
follow upon the master focbbenaihess in Welvesinensten having in
for
driving
being
applicable
to
driving
other
portable
machines.
a strong current of air passes up to the flame turough the oil reservoir,
the past few days
d to advance the wages of their operatives
producing combustion without smoke. When not in use, the top of the
in the rim and mortite, and the carbinet branches 10 per cent. in
tubes and wick should be closed by a suitable cover to prevent evapora- THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES March.
tion.
The bolt and latch makers and the producers of the numerous
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
1935. B. Hunt, London, “‘ Egg-beater or liquid mixer.”—A communication.—
small cast malleable iron wares required by the builders are more
Dated 22nd June, 1871.
OTHER DISTRICTS.
than
fairly off. They are experiencing the effects of the revival of
This apparatus is composed of a metallic rod provided at its lower end
(From our own Correspondent.)
with beaters of any convenient*form, and at its upper extremity with a
building operations on the Continent, in our colonies, and in
screw thread, which, working in a tapped nut and maintained by a spiral Ow ’CHANGE IN BIRMINGHAM YBSTERDAY : Effects upon the market South America ; whilst the nearer approach of spring, and the
spring set within the handle, imparts to the beaters a reciprocal rotary | of higher wages to ironworkers and colliers—CONTINUED INSUFFI- consequent prospective activity of that period at home, is leading
motion.
CIENT SUPPLY OF RAW IRON AND FUEL ~-FURTHERADVANCE IN THE to transactions on account of Great Britain that are a striking
1937. F. P. Preston, J. T. Prestice, E. J. Preston, and W. A. PRESTIGE,
PRICES OF COAL—THE ENGINEERING AND MACHINE MAKING FIRMS : contrast to those of a twelvemonth ago.
Deptford, ** Waste water preventer cisterns.” —Dated 22nd July, 1871.
The nail makers, both forge and cut, are tolerably well off for
All
busy : The fuel difticulty : The North of England ironmasters
This relates to cisterns fitted with taps of special construction. The
still ordering -HOLLOW-WARE FOUNDERS, LOCK MAKERS, BOLTS orders, but the very considerable advance on sheets is checking
inflow and the outflow taps are of the valve class, and one of them is
fitted with a socket to give a certain freedom of action, so that the outAND LATCHES, NAILS, STEEL TOYS, CHAINS AND CABLES, TIN transaction in cut nails, and is exercising an unfavourable influflow can be opened to empty the cistern without influencing the inflow
PLATES—FORESHADOWED ADVANCES IN PRICES OF BIRMINGHAM ence upon the forge qualities. The workpeople at the cut nail
one. By this means the cistern is filled and emptied alternately in a perfactories have secured the nine hours, and this tends to strengthen
GENERAL GOODS.
fect manner.
THE
market was to-day (Thursday) in a very unsettled the quotations because of the diminished output. The operatives
1939. C. W. Curtis, London, “‘ Gunpowder for heavy ordnance.”—Dated state. iron
who
produce the forge nails are not now agitating.
Very
high
prices
were
quoted
for
all
descriptions
of
pro22ad July, 1871.
Steel toys are in better demand than they usually are at this
The improvement consists in splitting the cylindrical pellets (made by duce, whether mineral or metal, and for all classes of labour
compressing meal powder in moulds) longitudinally into halves forming employed in connection with either. The wages that are paid to time of the year. A fair supply of work remains over from the
grains of semi-cylindrical form, the result obtained in use being a higher the puddlers and to millmen at the finished ironworks are under- close of last year.
velocity of the projectile without increasing the strain on the gun.
The demand for chains and cables is well sustained, and most
stood to have been mutually settled, until the end of June, on the
1940. I. Brown, Bdinburgh, “ Irrigation of land, &e.”"—Dated 22nd July, basis of 10s. 6d. per ton for puddling; which is an advance, of the makers are busy.
1871.
Tin-plates are in undiminished request. All the mills are busy,
beginning
this
week,
of
1s.
per
ton
upon
puddling
and
10
per
The invention consists in protecting perforated pipes of soft metal used cent. upon the wages hitherto paid to millmen. As to the period and makers experience no difficulty in securing their quoted rates,
for irrigation, &c., by means of shields applied over the perforated por- | subsequent
June, the men have elected to work at wages which high as those are in comparison with the prices of a few months
tions of such pipes, such shields being provided with slots for the shall be 1s, to
a ton in advance of the number of pounds per ton at back. Ali the leading foreign markets are buying steadily, and in
passage of the jets. The pipes are sunk in the earth which protects the
unperforated parts of them. The pipes are buried under furrows turned which it may be ascertained, on an examination of the books, some instances fairly. There is no falling off in the demand from
over by a plough, which at the same time cuts a groove for the reception | marked bars are selling at the works of a certain number of iron- the States or from Canada.
of the pipe. For watering roads a continuous perforated shieldc of strong | masters hereafter to be denominated.
The metal rollers have given notice of an advance in the price of
material is made to cover the whole length of the perforated pipe.
By this last decision the men reject what were decidedly rolling. Similar advances are about to be made in other heavy
1942. J. Lewtas, Manchester, ** Construction of lamps.”—Dated 24th July, better
terms offered by their masters. Thereby likewise they industries, whilst altered “lists” by other manufacturers will
1871.
show similar steps in higher industries. All this results not
The feature of novelty in this invention consists in the adaptation and practically declare that what they had previously said as to desiring soon from
the higher prices of materials, and fuel and labour, but
application to lamps of a globe or funnel, the base of which is closed in, to have a uniform rate of wages was not altogether that which they only
with the exception of a slot or opening which is supported at a little dis- really wished. Leading masters have been at much pains to devise also from the continued great inquiry.
Amongst the inquiries in this district is one from the Metrotance above the orifice or opening where the flame is emitted.
a scale which would, as far as practicable, meet their previously
1943. R. C. Munson, Londo», “ Jastrument for opening envelopes, &c.”— expressed wishes. But inasmuch as the masters’ proposition con- politan Board of Works, who have given notice that they are preA communication.—Dated 24th July, 1871.
templated a maximum as well as a minimum, and the men would pared to receive tenders for the supply of about 250 wrought iron
For this purpose a cutting blade is fixed in an inclined position in a lose some few months’ wages at the tip-top prices, they rejected it; hurdles of the best quality.
holder, having a slit, groove, or opening therein, the nose or point of the insufficiently
that over the average of years low
cutter being near the upper edge of such slit, groove, or opening, and prices prevail, remembering
and that during the prevalence of these low prices
protected by the holder. The cutter may be fixed in its holder by means |
of a tang, or by means of a flange or rib on its back. By introducing the | the masters’ rates were most in their favour. However, a settleNOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
edge of an envelope into the slit, groove, or opening, and pushing it along ment upon any conditions for a given time is gratifying, and so it
against the cutter, the edge of the envelope will be cut open, or thread, was felt this afternoon.
(From our own Correspondent.)
twine, or other similar material may be cut thereby. For cutting twine,
Prices are now quoted as here :—Common marked bars at the
thread, or other similar material, the holder is preferably formed with works
range from £9 10s. to £11 5s.; sheets from £12 to £13; THE PIG IRON TRADE—SHIPMENTS— THE MALLEABLE IRON TRADE
wire doubled and bent into somewhat the form of the letter N, and books from
—THE
SHORT
TIME MOVEMENT—WARRANT STORES—-VALE OF
£10
10s.
to
£10
10s.
per
ton,
and
all
other
sorts
in
formed at its ends into pins, hooks, or eyes, so that it may be readily
THE CLYDE TRAMWAYS—ADDITIONAL HARBOUR ACCOMMODATION
proportion.
attached to any article of clothing.
WANTED
FOR
GLASGOW—REMOVAL
OF THE WeIR—THE MownrtThere
seems
every
prospect
also
of
the
colliers
soon
settling
down
a
1944. W. Sumyver and E. H. Wacpenstrom, Manchester, “ Machinery and
ROSE HarBouR—NEW STEAM ROAD ROLLER—THE GLasGow
apparatussor boring.” —Dated 24th July, 1871.
little. The small amount of work they have been doing has led to
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
This invention relates to former letters patent granted on the great inconvenience throughout all the week. There have been
24th December, Bas1869 (No. 3726), and in the
of a current of
: application
in which whole mills have been standing, as well as por- Dvrine the past week the amount of business done on ‘Change
water
or other liquid under pressure passing
through the centre of the || instances
of forges. Next week, it is believed, will be an improvement has been eminently satisfactory. If possible the state of trade
spindle and boring tool, so as to keep them cool and to remove the borings. tions
upon
this,
for then, the masters having yielded nearly all that the in all branches continues to improve, and although quotations for
1948. S. Mason aad J. W. Dawson, Manchester, ‘* Combing machines.” — men have demanded,
work will be more generally resumed at the mixed brands have not made any advance since the date of our
Dated 2th July, 1871.
In the thick coal district the pikemen who were hold- last report they still continue to show an unmistakeably upward
This invention relates to Heilmann’s combing machine, and consists in collieries.
ing
out
have
been
pacified
the present by having their stint tendency. Owing to the wild and sensational articles that
the employment of two or more top combs or sets of top combs, instead reduced one-eighth. The “‘forstint”
of the thick coal pikemen west appeared towards the close of last week in some of the London
of only one top comb or set of top combs, as hitherto used.
1949. R. M. Marcnant, London, “ Utilising exhaust steam.”—Dated 25th of Dudley in the bottom coal is for a day's work 35ft., that is 5ft. papers, touching the probability of a serious rupture arising out
in by 6ft. wide. This is the basis which regulates the ‘* stint” of the Alabama difficulty, warrants fluctuated to a greater extent
July, 1871.
This invention relates to means of continuing the use of any manufac- in all the measures that form the ten ‘“‘yard” coal, the stint than usual, but the tone of the iron market is again confident and
tured or heated steam, air, or other gaseous body, instead of discharging varying according to the thickness of each measure.
assuring. At Wednesday's market a fair amount of business was
it into space after that expression of its direct pressure and elastic power
When the employers decreased the hours of labour to the time of done at 76s. 6d. to 76s. 4d. eac!:, and 77s. to 76s. 10d. one month.
which is represented by the power obtainable from any steam, ‘‘ white
cloud,” or other engine in which any gaseous body or mixture thereof the colliers in the same district they put up the price of coal 2s. per Towards the close a fraction less was accepted, closing buyers.
is made to provide the motive power. Generally it consists in the ton, and otherwise increased the rate by declining any longer to
The shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports for last week reached
provision of an exhaust chamber to receive the exhausted steam, air, or allow certain surplus quantities in every boat load. Now that 10,203 tons as compared with 9349 tons for the corresponding
other gaseous body, which exhaust chamber is retained at pressures they have decreased the “‘ stint ” of the pikemen they have put up period
of 1871.
below that of the gaseous body, which is so expanded during the exa further ls, At the collieries west of Dudley the prices
The malleable iron trade in all its departments continues very
pression of its power by pumping such expanded gaseous body forwards prices
were yesterday advanced to best thick coal, 15s. 6d.; common, active. There is, however, no change to report in quotations.
to the pressure required for its repeated use.
lls. 8d.; lumps, 10s. 6d.; and slack, 5s. per ton of 2240 Ib., loaded Several works in the Coatbridge and Motherwell districts contem1951. J. C. G. Du Vatton, Birmingham, “ Punches.”—Dated 25th July, either
into boats, trucks, or carts, for works purposes, or to coal plate an early and considerable extension. The tin-plate works
1871.
but into carts for domestic purposes. The prices will at Coatbridge—the only establishment of its kind in Scotland
A punch with a single lever acting in combination with two knuckles, merchants,
be:—Best
thick coal, 16s.; common, 13s.; lumps, 12s,; and slack, have recently made some ad‘itions to their plant and premises.
connected respectively with the upper and under sides of the lever, the
upper knuckle having its bearing in the solid part of the frame of the 5s. 6d. per statute ton.
Messrs. J. and G. Thomson, engineers, have prepared plans for
instrument, and the other being connected to the punch. The lever at
Corresponding advances took place in other coal districts when
extension of their large engineering works in Finnieston-street.
the beginning of the stroke is in a horizontal position with the knuckles the colliers there had to be propitiated with shorter hours. Now the an
Glasgow.
Curle, Fyfe, and Roberts, bolt and rivet manufacturers,
inclined obliquely to the pin of the lever, but at the end of the stroke
in the same localities have been obliged to have their stints are about to build works in Dundee-strect, Glasgow.
the lever is brought down by means of a screw into an inclined position, pikemen
The Short Time League in connection with the West of Scotland
and the knuckles are brought into a vertical line with the pin of the reduced. Terms which the pikemen are generally accepting in the
thin ooal neighbourhoods were offered them by the “ butties” iron trade is now an established institution. The main object of
lever.
1956. R. 8. Craic, Richmond, Surrey, “ Farinaceous compounds.”’—Dated yesterday (Wednesday), and they went to work at them. As a the league is to afford pecuniary and moral assistance to all efforts
result prices of thin coal are to-day quoted at 13s. for large, and made to obtain a reduction of the hours of labour. The league
25th July, 1871.
The said invention consists in the combination of pea-flour or other the other sorts in the same proportion.
held a meeting on Saturday afternoon, at which a letter was read
farinaceous substance with the material known as inoxidisable fat or
the whole business closed to-day with less dissatisfaction as from the secretary of the Clyde Shipbuilders’ and Engineers’
cooking buttcr. It also consists in placing the compound in a band or to On
the near future than had been before expressed all the week. Association intimating, on the part of the employers, a desire to
frame in which it is condensed so that it may be conveniently packed for Consumers
who must have goods purchased at vendors’ prices, but meet the workmen at a conference to discuss the question of hours
transport.
the sales were few because of the positive inability of producers to of labour. The league agreed to accede to the request of the
1957. J. F. Bropie, Fife, N.B., “* Deepening tideways.”—Dated 25th July, deliver.
These prices, it is believed, cannot last long. A few tons employers, and the conference is expected to come off on an
1871.
‘
An embankment is constructed between the tideway and the ground of finished iron in a large undertaking were not of great importance early day.
to be reclaimed as nearly water-tight as possible, and sufficiently high to when bars were £8 per ton, but now they are £11, with a prospect
The associated ironmoulders of Glasgow, at a meeting held on
prevent the water from flowing over it at high tide. In this embank- of still further advancing, it is a different matter. Comparatively Saturday afternoon, resolved that the fifty-one hours’ limit should
ment are made openings near low-watcr mark for the passage of troughs common pigs may now
regarded
as
worth
one
halfpenny
per
commence
on the Ist of March instead of the Ist of June next,
or tubes, furnished with regulating sluices, to be worked by ordinary pound, and finished iron from a penny to three-halfpence!
as proposed by the employers.
means or by a float rising with the tide. Inlet troughs, each furnished
engineering and machine making firms are all busy. All
he workmen employed by Messrs. Wingate and Co., Whitewith a valve or sluice at the foot, admit water from the outside in such a theThemarkets
are in need; and the < e -- embrace nearly inch, have resolved to accept the limit of fifty-four hours per
manner as to allow the outgoing water to flow out freely, but that coming in
to enter only through the inlet troughs. And the outlet troughs have each every kind of product from an iron rolling mill or a blast engine week, proposed by their employers as a settlement of the short
a valve at the foot to allow the free outward flow of water, but to restrict down to a casting of only 2lb. There are few firms that are not ~~ eee until the contracts now on hand have been comits entrance.
refusing orders. Prices have had to be put up, yet consumers pleted.
1960. J. C. Bowser, St. John’s Wood, “ Printing newspapers.”— Dated 26th still order. Producers are the less dis
to accept specificaThe largest merchant vessel that has ever been built in Dundee
July, 1871.
tions
because of the great difficulty that is still experienced in was launched yesterday from the shipbuilding yard of Messrs.
The inventor prints newspapers of large size (such as the ordinary
pig iron, coal, and coke in sufficient quantities.
Stephen. The chipbuilding trade on the Clyde is unusually active,
daily journals) with a verti and horizontal division or blank space getting
So high is the price of fuel at this moment that there are ma- but the arrangements of the masters have been a good deal discon
across each page at or about mid-with and length. Newspapers thus
printed have each page divided into four portions of convenient size for chinists and ironfounders who are giving 16s. 6d. aton for coal certed, owing to the agitation now being carried on in almost
reading without the necessity of frequent folding and unfolding. The delivered into their works, notwithstanding that the mineral is every department of labour for shorter hours.
extra margins thus formed serve to give pdm |prominence to adver- obtained from collieries only a few miles distant. With every rise
Messrs. Laidlaw and Sons, gas engineers and ironfounders,
tisemeuts inserted therein or in proximity thereto.
the price of fuel and finished iron pigs advance, and inasmuch Glasgow, propose to make considerable additions to their works in
ee
M. Jones, Denbighshire, ‘‘ Dressing hides, &c.”—Dated 26th July, in
as the product of the blast furnace is in demand wherever finished Mile-end, Bridgeton, known as the “ Barrowfield Ironworks.”
a
The chief features of this invention consist of two spirally-grooved iron is rolled or castings produced, the supply is not equal to the This firm is exceptionally busy at the present time, having on
rollers, between which the hide, skin, or leather is made to pass, and by demand. Whilst this lasts it would be in vain to look for lower hand several large contracts for the supply of gasworks plant.
—
That, however, the existing consumption will continue They are also the contractors for the new pier at Hastings, which
which various skin and leather
ing processes are performed.
1965. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Vessels for converting steel, dc."—A com- or many months is doubted by the most experienced of the engi- is expected to be ready for opening shortly.
neering firms in this district. They don’t believe that the market
During the past week 1300 tons have gone out of the Messrs.
munication.—Dated 27th July, 1871.
The improvements consist, First, in so attaching the lower section that will long bear thestrain that is now, and the greater strain that may Connal’s stores. Since Christmas the stock in their warrant stores
its surface or face across the top of the tuyere forms a plane, or nearly even yet be placed upon it. Notwithstanding that the ironmakers has been reduced by 12,840 tons, and there is now in stock
so, in line with the base and lining. A further improvement in the above- in the North of ey have been amongst the largest purchasers 348,743 tons, with warrants in circulation for 336,750 tons, while
described vessel consists in form
the joint or joints of the sections
machinery for a long time past, they are still foremost of those in the stores of the Forth and Clyde Canal Company there are
composing the vessel so that the lining of the vessel shall be prevented of
ing new contracts accepted.
11,142 tons, with warrants in circulation for 9650 tons.
from adhering to the bed of the said vessel when the sections
uire to who are desirous of
The
hollow-ware founders keep fully occupied upon orders
e prospectus of the Vale of Clyde Tramways Company
be separated, and at the same time make a close tight joint when the
sections are together.
wanted, as well for export as for home, with a growing demand has been issued since the date of our last report. It states that
1967. P. A. Dormoy, Paris, “ Manufacture of steel and iron.”—Dated 27th from the leading foreign markets. The constantly increasing the object of the company is not only to afford tramway facilities
July, 1871.
prices of pig iron and coke, and the lessened supply of both, is for passengers, but also for the conveyance of coal, iron, and other
The object isthe
ical
facture of
homog
steel and
complained of by the hollow-ware makers.
materialsto the shipbuilding
and other public works along
iron, tempered, pulverised, ey forged with coke or coal by means much
lock-makers are all well to do for the present. Upon the its route. From
the fact that there
are on the main line the
of apparatus having hearths,
flames of which are inverted, double bestThearticles
neither
the
price
of
iron
nor
that
of
brass,
which
with
largest
shipbuilding
establishments
in Scotland, employing an
ites, a canal
tor, and reg lator of the gases,
and a fusing basin.
ed. In respect
of such
te of over 20,000 workmen, the company look forward to
The same caloric is employed in the ap} tus whether for the fusion or iron continues to rise, ‘is greatly
refining of metal. Having separated e grain metal in projecting it at articles the labouris the great cost. The demand for best goods
in this thereceipt of a large revenue from passenger traffic,
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Two very important subjects came up for discussion at the meeting of the Clyde Navigation Trust on Tuesday. The first was a
memorial, presented by an influential deputation of engineers and
shipbuilders in Glasgow, praying for increased crane and harbour
accommodation.
A
The next subject referred to the removal of the weir above the
Albert-bridge on the Clyde, to which we referred last week. One
of a deputation, who came from Rutherglen, and prayed for the
removal of the weir, stated that a great deal of coal couldbe
sent down the river if it were done away with. Several leading
members of the trust expressed themselves favourable to the
removal of the weir, and it was ultimately resolved “that this
Trust call on the Water{Commissioners to ‘‘implement” their portion of the Glasgow Waterworks Act of 1866 by bringing in water
from the upper reaches, so that the weir may be removed, and
that the Trust petition against the bill of the Water Commissioners.”
;
tf
The Montrose harbour is not in a very flourishing condition,
and it has been determined to carry out certain improvements,
including a new line of rails on the east side of the dock, with a
view to render it more accessible and useful.
Messrs, Aveling and Porter’s new patent steam road roller has
just been introduced into Scotland. Mr. G. S. Caird, of Dundee,
as adopted the plan of letting out the road rollerto all the towns
and villages round about for a small consideration, so that they
may possess the advantages which it offers without incurring the
expense of purchasing one for themselves.
fr. John Phillips, C.E., of London, read a paper on Thursday
evening before the Sanitary and Local Economy Section of the
Philosophical Society of Glasgow, ‘‘On the Drainage and Sewerage of Towns,” a subject which, in view of the measures proposed
to be taken for the purification of the Clyde is excitingagreat deal
of attention in Glasgow.
There is nothing new to report in reference to the coal trade.
The demand is still increasing, and prices still show an upward
tendency.
THE CLEVELAND
DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: New blast furnaces: The finished
iron trale—COAL AND COKE—MINES SHIPBUILDING AND EN
GINEERING—PRICES.
HARDLY a day pases over without indications that the prices of
iron will yet be higher. At the Middlesborough iron market,
on Tuesday, there was a good attendance. The demand was as
heavy as ever, and makers or brokers who were fortunate enough
to be in a position to dispose of pigs for early delivery obtained
exceptional rates. Out of the 152 blast furnaces in the North of
England, there are now 125 in operation,
Rapid progress is being made with the new works. The
Lackenby Iron Company, Middlesbrough, are building one new
blast furnace; Cochrane and Company, Middlesbrough, are
building one; Gjers, Mills, und Company, Middlesbrough, are
building two ;B. Samuelson and Company, Middlesbrough, are
building one; the North of England Industrial Iron Company,
Stockton, are building one ; and the Rosedale and Ferry Hill Iron
Company are building two.
The finished iron trade continues in a prosperous state. There
is a good demand for rails, and prices are stiffer. Plates are in
great request. Bars, hoops, sheets, and rods are readily bought
at remunerative prices.
At some of the ironworks there is still occasionally inconvenience felt from the scarcity of coal and coke.
High-class ores are in great request. All the Cumberland hematite mines are busy, and excellent prices are being obtained. |
There is a good demand for Spanish puddling ores too. If the |
Danks’ puddling furnace makes superior iron out of ordinary
Clevelad stone, it is difficult to conjecture the great changes
which will be made. In that case both the Cumberland and |
Spanish iron ore speculators would be seriously affected.
The greatest activity prevails in the shipyards on the Humber,
Tees, Wear, and Tyne. All the builders are in arrears with their
orders. For all classes of steamers the demand is extraordinary.
In the various branches of engineering there is a good deal of
work. Marine engineers are still so busy that they cannot accept
any contracts before autumn.
The prices of iron are quoted as follows :—Pig iron, No. 1,
£3 17s. 6d. ; No. 2, £3 15s, ; No. 3, £3 12s, 6d. ; No. 4, £3 11s. 6d.;
M, £3 11s. ; W, £3 10s. 6d. Refined metal, £45s. Manufactured
iron : rails, £8 15s. to £9; common bars, £9 10s. to £10; best,
£10 to £10 10s. ; angle and bulb, £10 to £10 10s. ; sheets, £12 5s.
to £12 10s. ; ship plates, £11 15s. to £12; boiler plates £12 10s. to
|
£12 15s,
WALES

AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE IRON TRADE: Prospecis more certain: The works well
employed ; Manufacturers improving and extending their works :
Fresh transactions not increased in number: Clearances to the
American marke's: Orders on the books —-THE FUEL SUPPLIES:
Scarcity of pig iron: Lack of skilled hands—HomMe anp
CONTINENTAL DEMAND—RE-STARTING OF IMPORTANT WORKS—
THE TIN-PLATE TRADE—THE STEAM AND HOUSE COAL TRADES :
Conclusion of the arbitration and settlement of the wages question—
NEW COLLIERIES —PROPOSED COLLIERS’ ACCIDENTAL FUND.
THE general siate of things in this district is more satisfactory thi§
week than for some time past, and prosperity in all the industries
is more certain. In the iron trade a large degree of activity is
still to be witnessed, all the works being well employed, and there
is nothing to cause any apprehension that they will not continue so
for a considerable time to come. Manufacturers are evidently of
this opinion, as they are yet improving and extending their establishments, as time and circumstances allow, and the quantity of
finished iron turned out this year is almost certain to be larger
than has ever been the case in one year before, as the productive
capacities of the works will be greater than formerly.
he fresh transactions entered into do not yet show much increase in regard to number, owing to the causes which have already
been pointed out. The large clearances continue in the direction
of the Americ:n markets, and makers jJiave orders un their books
for that coun\iy that will take several more weeks to be completed.
Probably by that time important contracts will have been placed
on account of the Northern States and Canada, and the demand
for the make of the district will have attained to something
approaching the magnitude which, it is expected, will be experienced this year. Some misgiving is, doubtless, felt as to the state
of matters Petween this country and America, but there is scarcely
sufficient ground for believing that there will be any rupture of
trade connections.
,
Owing to the better understanding which now exists between
the colliery owners and their men it is satisfactory to find that
there is not quite so much difficulty experienced this week in
obtaining supplies of fuel. , Yet coke or coal is not obtainable in
anything like the quantities required, and until the last day or
two there were some departments of nearly every ironworks but
indifferently employed. The partial suspension of some of the
blast furnaces caused pig to be scarcer than was the case previously,
and operations at the mills were curtailed in consequence. The
lack of skilled hands is complained of more and more at nearly all
the ironworks, and the probability is that the want will be still
more acutely felt as the year goes on.
There is a good demand for rails, bars, and plates, on home
account, and good prices are obtained, but as makers continue
largely Fn on contracts taken when quotations were lower.
they are not in a position to undertake home or continental
specifications with much freedom. For pig iron unusually high
|}
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ENGINEER.

values are quoted, and rail makers cannot have the required
supplies at any price.
‘Two important establish
ts in Gl
ganshire, which have
been at a standstill for years, are expected soon to be re-started,
and a large degree of activity is likely to prevail there. The
works alluded to are the Penydarren; the property of Mr. R.
Fothergill, M.P., and the Treforest, lately purchased of Mr.
Francis Crawshay, by an influential company.
The demand for tin-plates is much about the same, and the
state of the trade gives little room for complaint. Prices are
fairly maintained.
The condition of the steam coal trade is improving, and prospects
for the future are encouraging. The arbitration as to the rate of
wages to be paid was, happily, brought to a much earlier close
than was expected. After a few days’ discussion as to which side
should open the case, a compromise was agreed to by the representatives, and the masters consented to grant an advance of 124
per cent, to their men. This settlement of the matter, which had
begun to cause such hostile feelings among the colliers, gave the
greatest satisfaction throughout the district. It is, therefore,
thought that for some time at least the men will now work with
steadiness, so that the output of the pits will be largely increased,
and with a continuation of the extensive foreign demand the
trade wili attain a very prosperous state.
A better state of things exists also in the house coal trade. The
strike among the men was of short duration; the masters, with
but one or two exceptions, having acceded to the men’s demands,
and granted a1 advance of 10 per cent. to be commenced at once.
The Ebbw Vale Company decline to give the advance at present,
and the men are out on strike.
The ironmasters are gradually advancing the wages of their
wor<ers when any signs of dissatisfaction are observed. A rise of
10 per cent. has been granted to the men employed by the Plymouth Iron Company.
Capitalists continue to extend their speculations in pit sinking
in various parts of the district, and in the course of a little time
several new collieries will be opened. An influential company
have just purchased an extensive tract of land in the Aberdare
Valley for the purpose of working the coal lying under it.
At alarge meeting of steam coal colliers to consider whether
they would accept the masters’ proposal to form the nucleus of an
accidental fund with the 25 per cent. advance due to them from
August last, the following resolution was passed :—‘‘That the
masters be requested to hand over to the men the 24 per cent. due
to them. and that a week’s time be allowed to the masters to do so.”
The proposition was made to the men at the close of the arbitration lust week, and 1t was generally agreed with by the arbitrators
and che representatives of the men, and it was scarcely expected
thet the men would not agree to it also.
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(From our own Correspondent.)
THE IRON TRADE IN WEST CUMBERLAND—THE DUKE oF SUTHERLAND AT SHEFFIELD—THE GuION ComPpaNy— LABOUR AT
HUDDERSFIELD—THE SMOKE QUESTION AT DEWSBURY—COAL IN
SoutH YORKSHIRE—THE SOUTH YORKSHIRE IRON TRADE—
WAKEFIELD WATERWORKS COMPANY— STATE OF TRADE AT SHEFFIELD—NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF MINING AND MECcHANICAL ENGINEERS—SHIPBUILDING AT THE HARTLEPOOLS—THE
FACTORY INSPECTORS—TRADE OF THE WEAR—STEAM CULTIVATION
ON THE BorDeR -YoRK Raitway PLANT WorKS—NoRTHEASTERN RaILwaAy—TRAMWAY FROM NorTH SHIELDS TO HowDON—THE SOUTH CLEVELAND IRON TRADE—A NEW East INDIAMAN, &C.
THE iron trade of West Cumberland still continues in a very
prosperous condition. The Maryport Hematite Company have four
furnaces in blast, and the two additional furnaces which they are
building are almost completed. The two new furnaces which the
Solway Hematite Company are erecting are also nearly finished,
and both companies have plenty of orders on hand. The Workington Hematite Company have four furnaces in blast ; and at
the extensive works of the West Cumberland Hematite Company
the whole of the furnaces, five in number, are employed; the
rolling mills are in full operation, and satisfactory progress is being
made with the construction of new steel works. The works of the
Mossbay Hematite Company, at Salter Breck, are making rapid
progress ; those of the Lonsdale Hematite Company, at Bransty,
near Whitehaven, are only getting on slowly. The iron trade both
at Cleator Moor and Harrington is very brisk ; and the iron ore
raised in the district has now reached an enormous price. The
demand for finished iron is very active and prices are good. Undiminished activity prevails in the coal trade.
On Friday the Duke of Sutherland, accompanied by a distinguished party of engineers and several Russian Government
officials, after visiting the Cyclops Works, Sheffield, for the purpose
of witnessing the rolling of one of the ponderous turret plates for
the Devastation, now building at Portsmouth, paid a visit to the
works of the Yorkshire Engine Company, to be present at a
trial of a Fairlie locomotive. Mr. Fairlie, the inventor, was present. At the trial the engine drew twenty laden wagons up an
incline of 1 in 32, while ordinary locomotives could not have drawn
more than nine wagons up the same incline. The engine was
made by the Yorkshire Engine CompanyA few days ago a rumour was current that the Guion Company
had lost the United States mail contract for carrying the mails
from New York to this country. A cable message authoritatively
contradicts this rumour, and states that the contract has been renewed with the Guion line for two years.
On Tuesday morning several hundred men employed by the
Huddersfield Corporation in the construction of reservoirs at
Blackmoorfoot and Darhill struck work, because the Corporation
had refused to accede to their demand that they (the excavators)
shall be allowed to work during the summer months the same
number of hours as during the winter months—namely, fifty and
a-half hours per week. The executive committee of the Corporation have offered to meet the men by allowing them fifty-five and
a-half hours per week, but this the men object to.
On Monday, at the West Riding Court-house, Dewsbury, several
manufacturers from Soothill and Osset were summoned for permitting the issue of dense black smoke from their mill chimneys.
The prosecutions were at the instance of the West Riding Association for the Suppression of the Smoke Nuisance, and the cases
were proved by the local inspectors, Mr. Smith Terry and Mr.
Richard Greenwood. Orders for the abatement of the nuisances
within three months were made by the magistrates.
The South Yorkshire Steam Coalowners’ Association have been
doing an excellent trade since the commencement of the year from
Hull, France being amongst their best customers. From Grimsby
also the shipping business for the season has been very good. To
Lancashire and Cheshire a considerable quantity of engine fuel
is being forwarded from South Yorkshire, and prices have a
rising tendency.
The fourth steamship of the Oceanic Steamship Conpany’s
White Star Line has been completed, and took her first departure
from Liverpool for New Yor cows
week. Having been
launched on the 4th July last, her owners have named her the
Republic. Her model is similar to that of the other ships of the
company, and her dimensions are as follows :—Length over all,
432ft. ; breadth of beam, 41ft. ; depth of hold, 31ft. ; measurement, 3707 tons, of which 1520 tons are occupied by her engines,
boilers, and coal bunks. The engines, built by Messrs. Forresters,
of London, are constructed on the compound principle, and are
nominally of 600-horse power, but they can
worked up to
3000-horse power.
Business continues active at the ironworks in the South Yorkshire district. At Elsecar some necessary repairs have been
taking place in consequence of the breaking down of an engine.
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There are some extensive orders on hand for plates and sheets as
well as for every description of foundry material.
The Wakefield Waterworks Company have declared a’dividend at
the rate of 9 per cent. per annum.
Almost every branch of Sheffield trade continues in a prosperous
state. All the heavy branches are very fully employed, with
every prospect of being so for some months to come.
At a meeting of the North of England Institute of Mining and
Mechanical Engineers held at Newcastle on Saturday, a paper was
read entitled ‘‘A Description of Air-compressing Machinery as
applied to underground Haulage, &c., at the Ryhope Colliery.” It
was from the pen of Mr. W. N. Taylor.
Shipbuilding industry continues very active at the Hartlepools.
In consequence of the additional amount of work thrown upon
the factory department by the Act of last session transferring the
administration of the Workshops’ Regulation Act to the inspectors,
some important additions to the staff have been resolved upon. Jt
is proposed in future to appoint younger men as sub-inspectors than
has hitherto been the case, and the salary to start with has becn
reduced from £300 to £200 per annum. Officers of this class, however, will be promoted as vacancies occur in the present staff, and
it has been arranged that their salaries will increase more rapidly
than hitherto.
The annual report of the River Wear Commissioners gives some
satisfactory details in illustration of the commercial activity of the
port.
A meeting of gentlemen connected with the agriculture of Cum
berland and Dumfriesshire was held in Carlisle the other day with
the view of forming a company for steam cultivation like the companies which have proved successful in Northumberland, Durham,
North Yorkshire, Kent, and other counties.
A strike has taken place among the workmen of the Railway
Plant Works at York. The smiths employ “strikers,” and the
latter have hitherto been paid wages according to the time worked.
They demand an alteration of this system, and an allowance cf
8d. in every 20s. earned by thesmiths. The latter refuse the concession, and as one class cannot v ork without the other both are
thereon out of work. The masters have nothing to do with the
strike beyond the loss they will sustain by the stoppage of work.
The declaration of a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent. per
annum by the North-Eastern Railway Company is a striking proof
of the commercial activity of the district accommodated by the
company.
There is a prospect of satisfactory arrangements being arrived
at with the agents of the Duke of Northumber!and in regard to a
proposed tramway from North Shields to Howdon,
Some new patent fuel works in the Wear districts are producing
100 tons of fuel daily. The company owning the works propose
to extend them,
A new limited liability company, with a capital of £200,000,
has been commenced in connection with the South Cleveland iron
trade. The property is at Grosmont, in the valley of the Esk, and
is situated seven miles from the port of Whitby. The works are
disposed of by the executors of the late proprietor, Mr. W.
Watkin. The company will enter into the possession of the
roperty, which comprises an area of 400 acres, and is held ona
ease of sixty-three years from the Ist of October, 1859, of which,
therefore, nearly fifty-one years are unexpired, subject to a
royalty on the ironstone obtained of 6d. per ton of 224 cwt.
A large iron East Indiaman will be launched in a few days by
Messrs. T. and W. Smith, for Messrs. Elliott, Lowry, and
Dunsford, She will be fitted up in a superior manner for the
goods and passenger trade to Bombay, by way of the Suez Canal.
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CHEMICAL, MINERAL, AND METAL
REPORT.
(Contributed by J. Berger Spence and Co.)
Manchester, January 22nd, 1872.
Metals.—An extraordinary activity Fog tear in the metal trades. There
has been no abatement in the demands for iron at the highest rates ; but
Scotch pig, being a great medium for speculation, it is naturally expected
to be more subject to fluctuations in price than any other kind of iron;
the tone of
market,
, is
dingly strong. Warrants
changed hands freely at a lower figure, receded to 72s. 9d., afterwards
rallied to 74s. 4d., closing at 74s. 4id. Coltness, No. 1, 90s.; No. 3,
78s. 6d. The trade of the north of England and Cleveland shows continued activity. In Middlesbrough higher prices rule, and No 3 is not
obtainable under 70s., No. 1 being 74s. to 75s. Enquiries are numerous,
and ironmasters can sell at their own quotations. There are just now
some large continental orders. The demand for rails, plates, angles, and
bars is very
t. Rails quoted at £8 10s. ; eee, 413 10s. Welsh
bars firm aod hightes most makers advanced 2s. 6d.
e hardware districts have received heavy orders for Australia and New Zealand. Co
has fluctuated. Smelters adhere to their advance for English, and
7
are reported. Imports rather large. Furnace material is very scarce,
and only small sales or
Jron,—“ Ayresome” Yorkshire pig iron, very firm, but nominal, No. 1,
Tls. 6d. ; No. 2, 69s. 6d. ; No. 3, 67s. 6d. ; No. 4 (Foundry, 66s. 6d. ; No.
4 (Forge), 66s. 6d , net cash, or 1s. extra four months.
ia
tough ingot, £94 to £96. Chili bars, £86. 10s. to
Tin.—English ingot, £146 to £148. Straits, £141 to £142 10s.
+ Tin-plates.— Best Coke, I.C., 28s. to 30s. ; charcoal, 1.C., 32s. to 34s. per
OX.
we
English soft pig, £219 to £19 5s. Refined red lead, £21 to
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subject. Some form of cam, worked from the main shaft, varied. The packing of this joimt constitutes, im onc
ROTARY ENGINES.
suggests itself at once ;and it would probably be well to word, the great problem to be sdiechthe great difticulty
No. II.
compress a strong spring in the act of
abutment to be overcome in constructing a thoroughly efficient retary
WE wish our readers to understand, without the
i- out, whieh, being suddenly released at the
engine. The working of the abutment is a matter requivhility of mistake, that we are dealing purely with the would drive the abutment in again in the shortest moment,
ing much careful thought, but ft presents no insuperable
obitie¢huntical theary of the rotary engine in these articles, time. The Corliss valve gear supplies an illustrationpossible
of
the
stacle to the competent engineer. We wish we eoult say
aiid that 110 engirle precisely similar in construction to that principle involved.
as much of the annulus joint. How to make this tight
Which we have selected] as
tically the best form which
A favourite device with many inventors for getting over without excessive friction is the question, and we have no
& rotary engine can assume has ever been patented or the abutment difficulty consists in making the abutment doubt but that in proper hands its satisfactory solution
iiade., As to Whether stith dn engine could be made rotate, that is to say, it consists of a wheel with a notch in would prove a very remunerative speculation. It is, to
Stitcessfully we have serious doubts; but these doubts do the circumference, into which notch the piston enters when say the least, highly probable that an engine, occupying
fet refer to the theory of the mathine, which we hold to prsting
There are some good points about no more space than a fly-wheel, and simply bolted vp
16 absclutely soiind, but to the difficulties which would he plan,thebutabutment.
entails so mtich friction, and such difficulty against a wall, would become extremely popular, especially
liemy
in carryjng the theory into practice. All is met With in itmaking
the
joints tight, that we believe as the engine would be eminently economical and efficient.
these ifcblties would be due to imperfections in worksliding abutment is on the whole to be preferred. The | We have endeavoured to do nothing more, it will be
manship and material, but if it were possible to overcome the
reason sliding abutments have not found favour hitherto seen, than direct attention to certain points in the theory
these difficulties then it would follow as # matter of course, must
in the fact that they were always made of the rotary engine which have hitherto been completely overthat a type of steam engine very much superior fer many nearty be assought
long as the radius of the engine; but | looked by the very few authors who have written about the
purposes—though not for all—to that now in use, woiild there is nothing
in common between a sliding abut- | machine. Not a year elapses without the so-called invenbe placed at the disposal of employers of steam power. meut, say 2 couple
of feet deep, and having of tion of half a dozen rotary engines. The inventions are in
As We proceed we shall explain the objections which exist course a stroke still longer;
in a machine working with due time patented, some money is perhaps spent in making
+ each feature of the machine, leaving it to the ingenuity a very moderate velocity of piston,
abutment not one or two, which fail on trial, and so nothing more is heard
Hf otir readers to devise means of overcoming them should more than 3in. or 4in. deets, workingandin an
a machine giving of the scheme. There is a remarkable family resemblance
they think proper.
a
power, simply because of the enormous space in these devices. We find the same features patented over
Tn our last article we explained {hat th working of the out great
and over again, the inventors almost invaribly manithrough by the piston at each revoltition.
abutment constituted one of the most impottatit problems gone
We may now proceed to consider the nature of the festing total ignorance of the real nature of the difficulties
with which we have to deal ; and it may be well to explain mers
to be overcome. We have written this and the preceding
to.
be
adopted
in
connecting
the
piston
with
the
here that the reason for making the piston so narrow as main shaft; the method of making the joints tight without article in the hope that the explanations we have given
4in. for an engine of nearly 150-horse power, lies in the
friction; and the way in which steam is to be got may serve to keep some inventors from wasting their time
fact that by so doing we reduce the travel of the abutment. undue
into and out of the engine. The latter point may be dis- and money, while they may, perhaps, serve to direct the
jt will be seen that the abutment cannot begin to close in missed
at once. The exhaust cah cpén just behind the abut- thoughts of others to the direction in which alone success
‘Hind thé piston until the piston has passed it a little ment, the
port being so made that the piston packing can be found.
twiy, The lit of losing cannot be instantaneous, and, cannot
get entangled with its edges. The steam will best
therefore, while the alutintnt is rioving through, say, 4in., be brought
in through the main shaft and pistoi ; i is
the piston will also have advanced oii its doitrse; and as its quite unnecessary
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
to explain how.
As regards th
velocity is enormous, it will have passed over a very ton- connettion of the piston
At the meeting on the Sth ef February, the Astronomer Royal,
the main shaft, no better
siderable space unless the velocity of the abutment is also device can bée adopted thanwith
and
afterwards
Mr.
Spottiswoode in the chair, the first paper read
a disc. We give a cross section
enormous.
If the velocity of piston and abutment are
a rotary engine to illustrate our meaning, and this was an elaborate one by Mr. Walter Noel Hartley, F.C.S., giving
identical, then 4in. will intervene between the abutment of
brings us directly to the most important part of all, an account of protracted and interesting experiments on ‘‘ The
and the — at the moment the first is home. Steam is namely,
the means of making the jomts tight, involving Evolution of Life frm Lifeless Matter.”
adinitted at the same moment, and we have 4in. of clear- as
Evolutionists will lear with regret that im no case has there
does a difficulty which has never yet been got over in
ance, The waste of steam in this space will be con- anyit rotary
been a sign of life perceptible in fluids carefully guarded from conengine, so far as we are aware.
;
siderable if the engine is worked very expansively, for if
will be seen that make what disposition of the parts tact with the atmosphere. The scrupulous manner in which the
‘ve suppose the diameter of the circle described by the we Itwill,
there are four edges of the piston, or their equiva- experiments were carried out leaves little hope for refutation of
tehtre of effort, to bé, say; 9ft: 8in.; and the circumference lent,
be packed. If we adopt the arrangement shown the validity of the facts advanced by the author. Some of the
to be 29°3ft., then if the steani is citt off at 0-1, it will in Fig.to 5,
it is true that only three edges of the piston, tubes under examination had been sealed up for oy! six months,
he admitted for but in round numbers 3ft.; and 4in. would A, B; C. have
unusvel precautions were taken in filtering the liquids. The
to be packed; the fourth, D, being part and
author mentions that ordinary Swedish filtering paper allows
he one-ninth of this, and therefore an enormous clear- and parcel of the
the wide flange of which is made myriads
of minute fibres to pass, gor
treating of the
ance; not all dead loss it is true, but still a loss to be tight at E, F, by disc,
rings, In the same way the paper with sulphuric and nitric acids, It is well known how rapidly
avoided, above all in an engine intended to be theoretically abutment will restpacking
on a scraped face, the section of life is developed in liquids exposed to the atmosphere, and Mr.
perfect. One mode of reducing the loss, as we have already A, B, C, and will require
no packing; but its inside edge E. Blanchard’s recent remarks on the subject before the Académie
explained, consists in sloping off the back of the piston so must rest against the turned
Sciences throw some light on the subject ; but the author
the flange G, and, des
that a portion of the waste space will be filled up; by this therefore, it must be fitted withfacetheof packing
mentions that in solutions of eertain phosphates even exposure
saved
from
to
the
air fails to evolve animalcuke,
hieans the clearance can be reduced one-half. The arrange- the piston. Now on the whole it willbe found the best
The next subject brought before the Society was ‘‘ Experiments
nent will be understool from the aecompauing diagram.
plan to concentrate the packing in the piston and the on the Directive Power of Large Steel Magnets, of Bars of Magscraped face joints in the abutment, as much as possible; netived Soft Iron, and of Galvanic Coils, in their Action
Fic.3
Fic.4
on External Small Magnets,” by George Biddell Airy,
therefore, the annulus may be made of the form shown Astronomer
C.B., P.R.S., with an appendix by James
in cross section in Fig. 6. The abutment will then have Stuart, M.A. Royal,
a/
/
‘hese investigations are of a novel kind. They
‘7dig J
a fixed bearing, except the small portion of its length show the distribution of force in the sphere of magnets, and the
points ascertained open a new field of inquiry. The author
observed a marked difference between the behaviour of an
ordinary steel magnet and that of a galvanic coil without a core ;
'B
for whereas in the instance ef the steel magnet the focus lies
c
within, and some distance from, the end of the bar, the focus of
the coil was found to be as exactly as possible at the centre
5 —SLeIF
c
| ef the end of the coil, It would be interesting to know if this is
j
absolutely correct, for it might be supposed that the focus is a
little distant from the flush end, perhaps little more than ometwelfth part of the diameter of the coil’s wire from it. The presumption would be that the rings of the coil have, unless clasping
a core, each a magnetic action of their own, besides their com
bined action, and that it is the last ring which determined the
focus alluded to.
‘
\\
The author, after adverting te some imperfect experiments made
by Coulomb in the last century, describes the apparatus which he
had himself used. He employed a bar magnet, fourteen inches in
length, placed in one series, with its edge towards the small
' 3, A is‘ a portion of the annulus, B is the piston ’
compass on which its directive power was estimated, and in
Tu Fig.
another series with its flat side towards the small compass ; also ofa
with sides nearly in the plane of the radius of the angalvanic coil 13°4in. in length, animated by a battery
nulus; C is the abutment:
The abutment begins to close
iron coil.
three cells, and the same coil, with the insertion of a soft
tt the moment the back eélge of the piston passes the point
sensibly
In the field of experiment the earth’s magnetism was with
the
E; but while the abutment is moving from E to F the from A to B, representing the thickness of the disc, iieutralised
observations
The
by external large magnets.
piston has advancetl from DtoG. This is the clearance say, 3. By adopting this plan we are able to dis- small compass were taken in thirty marked stations in one oval
of
stations
thirty-eight
in
and
magnet,
Spaice, et 4 it will be seth that the back of the pense with a rectangular cross section, and adopt that shown ring surrounding the
piston is sloped off at such a rate as just to keep out of the way in Fig. 7, which gives a form of piston as easily packed another oval ring’ outside the first one. The following specific
points
are
remarked
:—
of the slide, and thereby the clearanée is réduced one-half. as though it were made of the ordinary cylindrical form.
a constant distance from the steel the greatest forcetheexerted
Supposing this piston and by Ata magnet
If we also slope off the abutment and make it very thick,
trans
is not the longitudinal force at the end, but
tight,
made
be
to
abutment
we may virtually get rid of the clearance difficulty altoverse force near the end. In going round the magnet there are
A
:
we have next to make the six maxima and six minima of force.
gether. It may, therefore, be laid down as a principle that
f coil is not very
a galvanic
The law of attraction of the core,o
dise tight with the casing or
it is possible so to shape an abutment working vertically
by the core
from that of a magnet. The force —
annulus, and this is no small different
and a piston working circumferentially that clearance will
produced by the
that
than
greater
much
very
the coil is
undertaking. The length of within
be done away; and, furthermore, this principle can, within
it is about
coil alone. In some positions of the small compass and
seventy
joint to be made tight in a forty times as great, and in some about one hundred
reasonable limits, be so applied that it will beunnecessary
Fees
10ft. engine is about 60ft., or times as
t.
to impart a very high velocity to the abutment, because
atly
differs
coil
the
of
parts
different
at
force
twat
The
as much as would be reprethe piston may be supposed to travel a couple of feet
In the coil
that at corresponding parts of,the magnet or core.
sented by the piston of an fromis proportionally
while the-abutment is moving through not more than 4in.
the end, and its direction is
at
greater
far
it
ordinary engine with := different. Near the end of the magnet or core the directions of
There is a grave practical difficulty tobe got over here, howcylinder 120in. in diameter. force converge to a point within it distant from the end by about
ever, which is that as much of the outer ring of the annulus
Nothing is more easy than to one-twelfth part of its length. Near the end of the coil the atdirec
must be removed as the abutment is long—or rather thick
the
make
a good job with pack- tions of force converge to a point as exactly as possible
—and as this space is not filled up when the abutment is
:
of the end of the coil.
withdrawn, the ary. ring of the piston would be de- ing rings, but it unfortunately happens as a result of the centre
from France was read relating to some paper
ion
communicat
A
stroyed by flying out and catching the edge of what we may action of these rings that the frictional resistance is enor- n the proceedings of the Royal Society.
term the abutment port. Therefore, it is only safe to mous. We have stated that the success or failure of such
assume that one-half the clearance could be saved, and that an engine as we are considering is simply a question of
by the prolongation of the piston in the rear. There is workmanship, and in making that statement we had theconno difficulty, we may explain, in getting the abutment out struction of tight joints specially in view. We do not believe
CAPTAIN BEAUMONT’S ee ad 7 *MACHINERY. _ he;
‘ormance 0
referred to the
of the way soon enough; for let us suppose that we it to be
ble to arrive at a satisfactory result if any recently
completed at
We learn that its work has beenwas
Cleveland
determine to expand the steam ten times, then in such an attempt is made to pack the joints between the disc and the Stanghow, district.
I
at a depth of 689ft. the
where
=
engine as we have sketched, steam would be admitted for annulus in the ordinary way. The solution of the problem The machines are in great requisition in the bygra ng
a
me
A
purposes.
”
prospecting
“
for
such time as the piston was passing over a distance of, say, probably lies in making the disc for a considerable portion Furness districts
Ne
oy
geologists
Abbey ;
2ft. If it were cut off when the piston had travelled of its breadth, say at least a foot from the edge, abso- coal has been made near Furness
wha
:
but
sandstone,
red
new
the
underlies
coal
that
18ft. more the piston would have got round, but two- lutely true. The cheeks of the annulus must be made opinion
is to take up t ome
is not known. The diamond borertools
thirds of the circle. The abutment might then bewithdrawn, equally true, and we must rely on a series of grooves turned depth
=Aae _
—
ordinary
where it has been left by the Beaumont’s
e —=
eye!
the steam would rush to the condenser, and the process in the cheeks to keep the joint tight as inthe ordinary tomery
method. By Captain
de,
is to
of withdrawing the abutment might last during such time solid piston. With first-class workmanship the thing be continued to an enormous de; t. A similar triformations
exist.
geological
same
the
where
as the piston took to get over, say, 5ft. of its course. The may be done; and the |
may be still further we hear, near Belfast,
the
of
one
rock is pierced constitutes
difficulty lies, not in getting the abutment out of the way, reduced b enclosing the whole engine in a case The rapidity with ofwhich
this system. The Cleveland bore-hole twoof
t+ advan
but in getting it back
again in good time. We have said filled with ie fro, the boiler. The leakage would then
than two mo’ mths would have required
i
There are now about a
nothing as to the mode in which the abutment is to be put be from this jacket into the engine, and would varyin sed oneot=- ordinary metho
i d. at work,
or about to start.
d ing
im motion, nor shall we enter into any particulars on the amount, of course, ;°8 the pressure inside and outside ene of the di
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lowers do not, that the science of electric telegraphy is one pecu- |work out the desired result ; but to the inquiry, “How or wh
PRACTICAL PAPERS ON TELEGRAPHY.
liarly dependent on an advanced state of perfection in other } is this?” there isno certain answer. And it would seem as y
No. I.
sciences. For its excellencies and improvements have sprung} the ruling minds among the followers of thescienge considered
An impartial consideration of the present condition and pro- from the teachings and experience of various departments of such explanation eithertobe unnecessary or else beyond the
bable future prospects of electric telegraphy will lead the candid physics; so much so, that it could not have preceded them in the ability “of 'the majority of employés to comprehend. The proobserver to the conclusion that it has not hitherto received the history of human progress. If this fact be cited as an argument bability of this hypothesis may be shown by the following facts :
the views here set forth by anyone who may oppose them, A certain treatise on electrical phenomena, and more;particularly
attention which it merits. As a most important social, political, against
or if it be claimed as an excuse for the state of opinion among on the laws. governing the results of the most careful observaand commercial improvement, and one singularly adapted to fur- telegraphic operators, we will content ourselves with saying that tions on the subject, was written by a gentleman thoroughly
ther amicable intercommunication throughout the world, as a from this moment the excuse ought no longer to be allowed. Let competent for the task. The matter was intended, we believe,
science belonging in a peculiar manner to the nineteenth the true state of the case be thoroughly made known; and, for the to consist of two small volumes. The illustrations and mathecentury, being entirely founded on the accumulated stores of encouragement of those concerned, let them understand that, in matical diagrams were perfectly adapted to the text, and
the learning and research of modern times, and as the latest endeavouring rightly to comprehend and excel in their profession, this was so carefully written, and the arguments so elaborately
link in the chain of wonderful inventions, all of which are vastly they will acquire an amount of information in other branches of demonstrative, that any person who should study the work with
increased in their means of usefulness by the services they re- learning which cannot fail to be greatly for their advantage.
a desire to learn would secure the most complete and trustceive from it, this noble science is well worthy of more serious
The objection has been offered against seriously according any worthy information possible at the present time. But, unforappreciation than it has yet generally secured.
prominence to this particular study amongst other departments of tunately, the book was not properly appreciated. One small
How it has come to pass that the subject of these remarks does knowledge that telegraphy is not only of very recent introduction, volume only has been published, and the author has experienced
not in many respects, hold the position in which it deserves to but that the ground covered by it is very scanty; that, in fact, the reception often accorded to the ablest imtroducers of imstand, may not, perhaps, be easily determined, but a review of the there is “ not enough in it” to render it worthy of much con- provements beyond the intelligence of those whom he desired to
circumstances attending its existence will guide us to the means sideration. Such an opinion is, to say the least, hasty. The study benefit. We have no personal interest in stating the fact that
of improving an undesirable condition of affairs. Without syste- of electricity, on which the system depends, is acknowledged by the publisher has a large number of these neglected volumes on
matically dividing our thoughts into separate paragraphs, we pro- those best qualified to. decide on its merits to be in its infancy. his shelves, for which no sale has been effected during several
pose in this cpening paper to suggest a few arguments in favour So far the objectors appear, as to the first part of the objection, to years.
of a change, hinting at the apparent reasons for the want of appre- be in some degree right. But that it is to be undervalued ‘on ‘ We earnestly hope that the writers on electric telegraphy
ciation common among telegraphists and the public generally ; at this account is opposed to the opinion of the late lamented above alluded to will not suppose that we desire to condemn
the same time recording the objections which we imagine prevail Faraday, the very highest authority on the subject. It is well their writings. Nothing is further from our intention. We
in the minds of persons influentially concerned in the science; known, and has been repeated scores of times, viz., that, though only wish to point out that they are not sufficiently compreand, in short, endeavouring to ventilate the subject with a view he had studied the science all his life, he confessed he knew hensive to supply the requirements of the day, though the
to excite an improved feeling among those who claim an interest little about the real nature of electricity, and was every day less highest praise is their due, as far as their authors have gone.
in its well-being.
Our remarks would not be complete without adding
a few
and less confident in his knowledge of the subject generally. We
In the first place, what is the state of affairs as to a general do not forget that he was not alluding to telegraphy when this lines in favour of the scientific study of this profession based on
acquaintance with this department of science? Not very pro- opinion was recorded. But the application of electricity to this the intrinsic value of this aspect of the matter.
mising, we believe. And surely no one will deny that such a subjectis the most important of its uses—at least, in our day—and
To whatis its fairly earned character owing! What is it that
confession is not one in which to glory. In our day every edu- its bearing in this direction cannot be omitted from a proper con- may justly claim to have furnished telegraphy with its most
cated person is expected to know something about scientific sideration of the topic. And if we think for a moment what useful and best endowments? In what direction are we to look
matters; and among these how many are there who have the electric telegraphy embraces we must confess that it is sufficiently for future improvements in this department of social progresfaintest idea of the philosophy of telegraphic phenomena? It is comprehensive. A knowledge of mathematics is indispensable sion? Let experience give an answer to these questions. The
true, they are aware of the fact that electricity is the source of for an advance beyond the merest elementary acquaintance with past history of the subject of discussion plainly shows that if we
the results which are so obvious; but of the conditions on it ; and chemistry is no less essential in some considerable degree. would avoid the serious difficulties which have caused the loss of
which these results depend they have little or no knowledge. A knowledge of physics generally is also involved. So compact valuable time and the wasteful expenditure of money, we must
Now people are, for the most part, familiar with the rationale of a substratum as this is not to be underrated. And if the objec- invariably at the outset make a respectful appeal to scientific
steam locomotion, for example, and it is certainly quite tions to the serious study of telegraphic science fail when it is education.
reasonable that the electric telegraph should not be excluded examined on its merits, they have no weight when employed to
Those who have opposed or neglected the claims of philosofrom the number of subjects of general information in which oppose its prosecution beyond a certain limit. If we may pursue phical teaching, who, in familiar language, have esteemed handthe steam engine is included. In saying this we are far from it so far, we ought to do so to the furthest possible extent.
work superior to headwork, have really in so doing condemned
intending the slightest censure on any person or body of persons.
The peculiar feature of telegraphy just alluded to, namely, its their own course of action. The difference between the two
We can only deplore the state of the case at this point. And, intimate relation to and dependence on other sciences, is not methods is, after all, one of degree, and not merely of fact;
indeed, we might be met by the objection, “ How or where could sufficiently known among the employés ;and, indeed, we gather and they cannot defend the cause they advocate without followwe have acquired the knowledge?’ The question is pertinent. from persoval experience that many are totally unacquainted with ing the lead of the object of their dislike. To illustrate our
It is undoubtedly a fact that the means for repairing the omission, the fact that algebra and Euclid are concerned in the study of its meaning more clearly, we will refer to one memorable example of
if omission we may term it, are extremely scanty. There are details. They have no idea of any means of regulating its appli- the superiority of “ mind over matter” as evidenced in the proabundant opportunities for obtaining information in regard to cation or of investigating its capabilities beyond the employment gress of submarine telegraphy. We allude to the enunciation by
other scientific subjects; but it is not so in the case of electric of the eye and hand; and hence one reason for their erroneous Sir William Thomson of his celebrated formula, ang D Before
telegraphy. All the various departments of physics, hydraulics, views on the subject of the “higher branches.”
os, ~..
acoustics, optics, &c., are invariably included in a course of lecThe postal telegraphs are now entirely under Government
. d
tures or of studies on natural philosophy. But the only ap authority, and are considered as included among the departments the discovery of this rule the question as to the best
means of
proach to the science under discussion is seen in the introduction controlled by the Civil Service Commission. If these high powers securing a satisfactory rate of signalling in a long submarine
of electricity and magnetism. Their application to t-legraphic would condescend to take a hint from an unpretending adviser, cable was undecided. With the exception of Professor Wheatoperations is omitted altogether, or, if referred to, is less regarded we would counsel them to authorise a preliminary examination stone’s formula, electricians had no sufficient expression for their
than the relation of these two branches to medical purposes.
in rudimentary mathematics and chemistry, not forgetting ele- guidance, and it was acknowledged that this was, at best, an
Thus much as regards the public generally. But we are more mentary physics, in the case of a part, at least, of the employés
to the existing requirement. Practical men of the
iminediately concerned with those who have embraced telegraphy such, for instance, as are recommended for promotion ; and approximation
highest standing in their profession might construct cables of
as a profession ; and it is with reference to their interests that thus, by degrees, a more worthy estimation of their profession great
excellence
to workmanship and material, with copper of
we feel more particularly anxious, whilst desiring to see general might be spread among these most useful servants of the public. the purest qualityas and
insulating covering of the highest inducimprovement in the prospects of the science.
They would then be in a condition to study the science of electric tive resistance, considered
separately ; but even if they could
Everybody knows that there are thousands of telegraphic telegraphy, and to understand the “formule ” which, at present, produce a cable that afforded
satisfactory results under certain
employés in the service of the Post-office and the various submarine are to them a dead letter.
conditions,
they
could
not
give
a reliable specification for other
and other companies. It is a fact which experience daily confirms
It is apparent that since a certain knowledge of mathematics is cables to be employed under other
conditions. The discovery of
that the vast majority of this body of persons are almost en- indispensable to the comprehension of those formule, the tele- the true guide to success was a triumph
investirely ignorant of all but the purely mechanical portion of their graph operators who have no such acquirement cannot be ex- tigation ; and from no other source than theof mathematical
profession. It is customary, in treating of the subject, to con- pected to understand them. Hence an additional incentive for matics could the boon have been obtained. teachings of mathesider telegraphic study as divided into “ordinary” and “ higher” all who propose joining the service to commence a course of
Reasoning also by analogy—What would the best seamanship
branches. We should naturally suppose that the first of these mathematical instruction at once. And we venture to express the
divisions would, as a matter of course, include some portion of certain hope that when they discover how intimate is the connec- per se avail for safely directing the course of a vessel without the
presiding
authority of navigation? In chemistry, in astronomy,
what must be termed scientific knowledge.
tion and interesting the combination of the different branches of
And yet the truth is that anything beyond the purely and science they will pursue their studies with increasing earnestness. and other branches of learning where thoroughly available knowstrictly mechanical is excluded from the ordinary course, and It cannot be denied that the service will be also a gainer by the ledge is desired, the point at issue is decided in favour of the view
considered to form a part of the higher. We are referring to the greater intelligence of its members. If any further argument be we advocate.
The objections very often made are that this view favours
usual principle which governs the course of learners in the service, needed, we would add this suggestion: If telegraphic science be
and they are not expected to go beyond the acquisition of a cer- still in its infancy, what will be the result when it reaches mature mere theoratical teaching, which, say the objectors, is vague,
tain facility.in the interpretation of symbols.
It is not neces- age if its followers are ignorant of the philosophy of what has injudicious, and unnecessary ;and many persons are even content with the truism that “theory is nothing without practice.”
sary to burden the mind of the youthful learner with instruction been already worked out by the few who do appreciate it ?
which he is too young and insufficiently educated to appreciate,
A few words on the subject of literary teaching for the benefit Those who condemn scientific instruction as unnecessary in telebut the mere elementary features of the science of the profession of students of telegraphic science. With regard to the very few graphy point to good practical operators and electricians who
ought not to be classed as a matter of course with “higher books that have been written with this view, there is a peculiarity perform their duties perfectly without any pretensions to
that finds no parallel in the case of analogous publications. That scientific accomplishments. But they are, in fact, according
branches.”
It may result as a natural consequence of this state of things telegraphy is a science must surely be conceded by everybody. them no higher praise than that due to automatic instruments.
that the persons who are chiefly interested care very little about But we cannot call to mind any other science which has been And admirable as such productions may be, their excellence
pales into dulness before the mental power which originated
it. But the fact is plainly apparent. The absence of a properly made the subject of literary treatment in such a comparatively them.
Again, the operators themselves, while, perhaps, they
appreciative feeling in their pursuit among telegraph operators is irregular manner.
imagine
they are going through a routine of simple mechanical
illustrated by a case which came under our notice. We may
We have said that this particular science is of recent intro- duties, are,
in reality, exemplifying the scientific industry and
regard it as a fair example of their mode of thinking on the sub- duction, and if we may make one more remark on this feature of
studious
thought which attended the labours of others, without
ject of these remarks. A young man who had been for several its existence, we would add that in our day great scientific and
years engaged asa telegraph clerk by one of our great railway com- social improvements advance with a rapidity unknown in former which they themselves would never have had the appliances at
panies, having commenced as boy messenger, was asked whether times. ‘'wenty or thirty years in the nineteenth century are their disposal nor the means of employing them.
The objection that scientific training in this direction is injudihe had any knowledge of the higher branches of the profession. not to be limited in our estimation of their passing events, or
His reply was that the notion of there being any such thing as measured by a mathematical rule rigidly employed to mete out cious is made by persons who in one sense fully appreciate its
worth,
but overlook it in another. It would seem that they
a “higher branch” was utterly ridiculous. That he had heard to us a record of human progress.
the idea spoken of, but knew better than to dream of troubling his
But, further, the importance of telegraphy is so vast that it prefer a division of labour, as it were, and think that the unscientific
man would lose his value and deteriorate if his practical
mind with such nonsense. This young man had certainly had ought to be in every respect placed on an equal footing with
a deficient general education, but he had served in a great number many subjects of careful study that are always systematically excellence were qualified with what they would consider speculative
matter.
of different telegraph offices, and was at the time employed explained. We cannot but regret that this is not the case with
The foregoing remarks would seem to make it incumbent on
in a chief office. He was considered one of the most efficient on our published works in this department. A very small shelf
an alterathe staff, and at present occupies a good situation abroad in the would suffice for the books at our service. To avoid invidious us to offer some practical assistance towards effecting
tion
for the better in regard to the existing want of improveservice of a submarine telegraph company. In various other in- comparison, this paper not being intended as a review, we do not
stances similar opinions have been found to prevail. For ex- particularise any work. But we must point out the existing ment in the department which we have been criticising. We
ample, on asking different operating clerks how they would act want of some thoroughly systematic compilation which will con- propose, by carefully examining the various branches of ordinary
if met by some difficulty arising from faults on the line, or in duct the learner through the path of instruction. We have telegraphic operations, to show for the benefit of those interested
their own offices, the reply is that these matters are confined to several works on electricity, apart from its applicationto tele- in the science that the modus operandi comprehends something
the electrician or engineer. The duties of the latter they regard graphy ; but all such books prior to the conclusion of Faraday’s more than peohegs many of them haveimagined. We hope to be
as purely mechanical, and analogous to those of a fireman, or investigations must be at once dropped from the list. And the able so thoroughly to explain the principles and practice of telesometimes to those of an engine-driver. We have even heard number of English authors whose guidance is reliable is reduced graphy, that those who shall take the trouble to go through the
series of papers may find them available as a teacher. The diffithe position likened to that of a “lamp man.”
to a terribly small catalogue. On the electric telegraph we have culties,
which are nearly always the same in all cases, will be
In considering the reasons for the prevalence of such views we but two, or at most three, that are adapted to the requirements forestalled,
aspossible removed or explained. We aim
must look beyond the mere fact of a dcSciency of general educa- of the day, and of these one only that to any extent professes to at supplying,and inas far
an unpretending manner, a want which untion, although undoubtedly this must be one of the predisposing be elementary. The French works extant on this subject are doubtedly
exists
at
present.
causes. As was very pertinently remarked in a recent public superior in their explanation of the philosophy of the science,
address by a high educational authority, a more comprehensive though as a guide to the practical duties of the telegraphist the
system of instruction, including, besides the usual subjects, the English handbook is admirable, and fully up to the mark. But
SovutH KENSINGTON MusEuM—Visitors during the week ending
1
ts of science, would enlarge the views, promote a desire the deficiency, or let us say the peculiarity, of the book, is that
February 10th, 1872 :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
to know something of the daily facts of life, and excite the in- the student who procures it for his instructor requires a teacher from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Museum, 30,386; Naval and other
quiring mind to the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake.
to explain it, and this in a degree beyond what is found to be Galleries,
2193 ;on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admission
As regards the immediate objects of our solicitude, we feel the case in regard to the study of any other science by means of 6d.,
from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Museum, 4394; Naval and other
that there can be little alteration until the leading minds in this books. Our meaning can be illustrated by referring to the Galleries, 97
; total, 37,070 ; average of corresponding week in
important department of public business shall infuse an improved formule which are given for the guidance of the electrician. The former years, 11,390. Total from the opening of the Museum,
state of feeling throughout the service. They know, if their fol- learner is informed that a certain formula will enable
him to 11,155,501,
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MISCELLANEA.
NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE fifty-one hours’ working week has been conceded by the AberAN iron rope weighing 9500 Ib. has just been completed, at
THE blockade on the Union Pacific Railway is seriously affecting
Hallidie’s Wire Rope Works, San Francisco.
It is 5in. deen lronmasters to their employés, Overtime is still a disputed
business in San Francisco.
wide, a-half inch thick, and 2000ft. (nearly halfa mile) long. One matter.
THE Levant Times says :—‘‘ A concession for a railway from hundred
THe Joiners’ Company has placed at the disposal of the Birkand
fifty
miles
of
15}
gauge
wire
was
used
in its conJaffa to Jerusalem has been granted to a Frenchman, M. Audibert, struction. It is the first rope manufacured entirely of Californiabeck Literary and Scientific Institution three prizes for the enand the works have already been commenced,
made wire, for use in the Empire-Imperial shaft of the Imperial couragement of technical education.
At Carlisle Town Hall on Monday the city magistrates fined Mining Company.
The Bellingham Bay coal mines, California, are on fire, and the
the goods manager of the Maryport and Carlisle Railway (Mr.
flames are consuming Lodea, &c., outside the shaft. The sea will
THE Baltic Journal reports that there exists near several citiesof be
Thirlwall) for sending out cattle trucks laden with cattle without Finland
turned in to extinguish the flames.
a kind of granite, called Cupakivi, of which the composition
having the trucks properly cleansed as required by law.
THE English artisans employed at the Turkish Arsenal and the
is this : silica, 74 per cent. ; felspar, 12 per cent. ; oxide of iron, 3
THE directors’ report of the Coleford, Monmouth, and Usk Rail- per
cent. ; lime, 1 per cent. ; alkalies, with traces of magnesia, 9 other imperial establishments at Constantinople, who had struck
way states that the rent payable by the Great Western Company, percent.
This being evidently a good compound to make glass, the on account of the non-payment of their wages, have resumed
irrespective of debenture interest, amount to £4022, and the first experiment
was consequently made by melting 500 parts work.
balance available for dividend is £3983. <A dividend of £4 14s, granite and 200 limestone,
glass was obtained. The
THE Mozeline establishments at Havre—more generally known
per cent., free of income tax, is recommended, leaving 4 balance second experiment was madeandwitha white
150 lime, and 75 of as the Forges et Chantiers de l'Ocean—have been purchased by
of £23 to be carried forward. The capital account show an ex- soda. This glass was more fusible, 500andgranite,
at
the
same
time
harder.
|
MM.
and Dupuy de Léme on behalf of the Compagnie des
penditure of £209,858, leaving a balance of £249 in favour of the Both kinds were blown without difficulty, at a bright red heat, ForgesBelsic
et Chantiers de la Mediterranée. The combination thus
company.
while a dark glass was made by the addition of 70 parts of sul secured appears a powerful one.
Tue half-yearly meeting of the Devon and Cornwall Company
of lime or potash, and seven parts of carbon.
THE situation of the Belgian iron trade continues excellent. At
was held on Friday, Mr. Hamlyn in the chair. The chairman phate
Dr. ScHONN announces that the metal cadmium may, under the same time several directors of establishments who had refused
said that sinee the last meeting the Okehampton line had been certain
new
orders to be executed in the course of this year now show
circumstances,
be
rendered
indifferent
to
the
action
of
acids,
handed over to the London and South-Western Railway Company, It has long been known that iron, if plunged into nitric acid ofa | themselves
disposed than hitherto to undertake contracts to
in accordance with the terms of agreement. The works of the certain degree of concentration, acquires a peculiar surface con- be completedmore
in the autumn and winter.
Lidford section of the line are progressing very rapidly, and about dition, rendering it indifferent to the action of the strongest acid.
Mr. WALTER MontTGOMERIE NEILSON has been elected to the
one-half of the works have been completed, and when the whole
which has undergone this surface change has been termed chairmanship of the Technical College for Glasgow ; and a public
is finished the company will have a direct and through communi- Iron
passive. It appears, too, that such iron has acquired some peculiar meeting has been held under the presidency of the Lord Provost.
cation with Plymouth.
physical qualities, since it will form a galvanic circuit with ordi £50,000 will be required to start the institution, and to establish
THE report of the Dublin, Wicklow, and Wexford directors nary iron ;the changed metal behaving electrically negative to the chairs
in connection with the principal industries carried on in and
states that new systems of signals and switches on the most im- other. That such iron has really been decidedly altered in cha around
Glasgow.
proved plan have been constructed at Westland row, Kingstown, racter is evinced again by the fact that it refuses to red uce copper
THE committee of the Roumanian Railway Association have
and Dalkey stations to afford increased safety in the working of from solutions of its salts. It appears, from Dr. Schinn’s observ:
entered
into a final contract with Dr. Strousberg, in accordance
the trains. The directors feel disappointed that the Wexford ex- tion, that if cadmium is wrapped with some platinum wire, it may
tension line has not yet been opened for traffic. The scarcity of be placed, without being in the least acted upon, in strong nitric with which the latter is to pay four million thalers at once, and
two
millions
more within five years. The last-named sum will
labour which still continues to some extent accounts for the delay ; acid ; though if the wire surrounding is removed,
if the acid is
interest at 5 per cent., and is to be guaranteed by unim
but the engineers report ‘that at the present rate of progress it diluted, the cadmium is instantly attacked, thus showing that the bear
peachable
security.
redemption of the coupons
will be impossible te complete the line for opening before the 1st passivity of the cadmium is due entirely to its contact with the that became due on theTheIst complete
and Ist April, 1871, will take
of May.
platinum. The same author has shown that tin will give the same place as soon as the formal January
ratification
of the contract at BuchaTuE Government do not think it advisable to leave the Railway phenomenon.
rest has been accomplished.
Amalgamation Bills to take the ordinary course, but purpose
Ir will be remembered that a process of engraving by means of a
THE
directors’
report
of
the
Cockermouth,
Keswick, and Penrith
subnutting them toa preliminary inquiry, especially with regard forcible jet of sand was recently invented in America by Mr, Tilgh
Railway, for the half-year ending December 31, 1871, states that
to the public interests involved in these great amalgamations, to man, and applied to photography, a gelatine relief being used as during
the
past
half-year
the
capital
expenditure
has been increased
see how the interests of the public can be best protected. As to the mask or shield containing the design. The Photographic News by £1240, under the sanction of the shareholders.
the precise mode of inquiry, or the precise terms of reference, no states that a further modification has been patented by Mr. Morse, accounts show an augmentation of the receipts overThetherevenue
decision is yet announced. Mr. Chichester Fortescue, being well who uses a new method of propelling thesand. He prov ides a sit ; sponding six months of 1870 of £902. After providing for thecorre
preaware of the unsatisfactory working of the present system of | box or hopper, from which depends a small tube about Sft. long,
dividend, there remain £5726, out of which the directors
communication between passengers and guard, is about to address and no machinery whatever beyond this is used. A mixture of ference
recommend
a
dividend
at
the
rate
of
4}
per
cent.,
leaving
the
the railway companies on the comparative failure of the rope corundum and emery, in the form of powder, is placed in the
system, and to call on them to submit an improved mode of com- hoppe r and allowed to descend through the tube. The object to balance, £303, to be carried to the reserve fund.
Tue famous Ecole Polytechnique of Paris, which has hitherto
munication,
be engraved is held under the extremity of the tube, so that the
both a military and civil college, is about to undergo a change.
THe chairman of the Metropolitan, at their meeting on engraving powder will fall upon it, and in a few minutes’ time the been
It is to become, it is said, a part of the Public Works Department,
Wednesday, stated that the working expenses may be reduced by most splendid ornamental designs are cut, with marvellous ex and
will
only in future train pupils as civil engineers and chemists,
using coal instead of coke as the ventilating shafts come into actitude and surprising beauty. An American paper says : —‘*We
young men in training for the army will be transferred
operation. The London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company, have seen engraved effects produced by this process upon glass and towhilethe the Ecole
de St. Cyr ; and military schools in connection with
silver
ware,
that
altogether
surpass
anything
that
has
ever
been
instead of running 80 trains a day over the new line to Moor
St.
Cyr
are
to be established in various parts of France, for instreet, had run only 59 trains a day. By giving increased f: ties attempted by the most skilled hand labour. This simple and structing gratuitously
the children of officers and soldiers killed
utiful
invention
promises
to
revolutionise
the
art
of
plate
and
the Metropolitan expect that the traffic of the Great Northern, the
By its use the adornment of all kinds of wares during the war with Germany.—Athenwum.
Midland, and the Great Western will be increased. They had glass engravin
)
G
the
past
week
a good deal of -the water which
in
the
most
superb
n
ver
may
be
quickly
accom
at
suffered a reverse, but the ordinary increase of traffic might be
lated in the old workings of the Oaks Colliery during
estimated at from £15,000 to £20,000 a year, by which they will tithe of the cost of the ordinary methods.”
iime
the
pit
was
standing
in 1866 and 1867 has been
gradually outgrow the abstraction of their traffic by the MetroA CLEVER application of science to commercial purposes ha
off by means of a pipe which has been laid from the
politan District Railway. The chairman, with a view to meet made by
Italian gentle
1, M. Eugenio de Zuccato, of
new
Oaks
shaft
to
the
place
where
workings held the
objections, suggested that Mr. Poching,. who held £35,000 stock By means
of the invent
iumberof copiesof a manuscript or water. After it has run te the bottom theof dip
the shaft it is drawn
in the company, and Mr. Whitworth, who was also a large share- design, traced uj na Vv ished metal plate, may be produced in out,
It is more than probable that the remains of some of the
holder, should be elected to seats at the board, and if that was an ordinary copying press. ‘ he modus operandi is very simple. men who
were known to be at work in the district where the water
agreed to two of the nine directors would retire to make room for To the bed and upper plate of a press are attached wires leading
them. This was agreed to, and the report was unanimously from a small battery, so that when the top of the instrument is accumulated will be met with if the water is successfully drawn off,
THE
guano
deposits on the Chincha Islands, which were in some
adopted. The meeting was then made special, and a bill was screwed down the two metal surfaces come into contact, and
approved for extending the time for completing the works on the electric current passes. An iron plate resting upon the bed of the places upwards of 100ft. thick, and generally admitted to be the
excreta
of
birds,
are now suspected by Dr. Habel and by Prof.
line between Moorgate and High-street, Aldgate, and for the press is coated with varnish, and upon this surface is written with
Edwards to be an accumulation of the bodies of animals and plants,
abandonment of the remainder of the Tower-hill Extension.
a steel point any communication it is desired to copy. The letters most
of
them
of
marine
It is stated that the anchors of ships
THE report of the directors of the Great Northern Company having thus been formed in bare metal, a few sheets of copying moored in the vicinity origin.
of the Guano Islands frequently bring up
states that the total capital received up to the 31st of December paper are impregnated with an acid solution of prussiate of potash guano
from
the
bottom
of
the
sea.
This is thought to be opposed
last was £19,876,038, and the expenditure to the same date and placed upon the scratched plate, which is then subjected to to the idea of the bird origin of the
deposit, and to refer it to
£19,935,101. The Bourn and Sleaford Railway was opened for pressure in the copying press. An electric current passes where
those
infusorial
strata
which
are
found
in various parts of the
traffic on the 2nd of January last. The branch line from Finchley ever the metal has been laid bare (where the writing is therefore), world.
to Barnet is also completed, and will be opened after inspection and the. prussiate solution acting upon the iron, there is found
WITHIN
the
past
month
or
two
one
of
Messrs.
Ferths and Co’s.
and approval by the officer of the Board of Trade, for which the prussiate of iron, or Prussian blue characters, correspondin g to patent coal-cutting machines have been introduced
into the
usual notice has been given. The land required for the construc those scratched upon the plate. The number of copies that may Woolley Collieries, near Wakefield, where it is now at work.
The
tion of the new branches in Yorkshire is being purchased, and the be produced by this electro-chemical action is almost unlimited, and machine is propelled by compressed air, and is found to work very
works are in progress, The above works and the additional the formation of the Prussian bluelines is, of course, instantaneous. well at present. It is only worked during the night, but it is
rolling stock required rendered it necessary to raise further The patent, which is, we believe, the property of Messrs. Water
expected that it will be brought into operation in a short time
capital, under Acts 1865, 1866, 1867, and 1871, to the aggregate low and Sons, forms a remarkable instance of science serving as during
the day shifts. So satisfied are the owners with the progress
amount of £725,000, and to exercise the borrowing powers to the handmaiden to the man of business.
made, and the way the work is executed, that they have ordered
extent of £12 4,333. The total increase in the traffic receipts is
WirH regard to the Russian electrotypes in the Exhibition of two others. Coal-cutting machines are also at work at the
£64,822, the coaching traftic has realised £50,648, and the goods 1871,
are at present two different processes, the one pro- Tahkersley Colliery, and one or two other pits in the South Yorktraffic £19,449 more than in the same period of 1870, while there ducing there
the engraving direct, the other the galvano plastic de
t
district.
has been a decrease of £12,611 in the receipts from mineral traffic. In the first
process,
a polished metal plate, sheltered from the light, shire
THE Midland Railway Company have during the week issued
The working expenses for the half year (£581,305) exceeded those is covered with a coat
of
bitumen.
This
coat,
which
is
sensitive
of 1870 by £28,151, the percentage on the gross receipts being, to light, is covered by a photographic positive on glass, and then circulars to the coalowners of South Yorkshire es them of
intention to advance the tonnage rates from the South York
however, 46°13 as compared with 46°30 in the corresponding half
to the action of light. In order that the positive may ad their collieries
to London from the 12th of Februapy ; the advance
of 1870. The directors, having received memorials from the work- exposed
here uniformly to the gensitive surface, the collodion is detached shire
will
be
threepence per ton, or the same as that made bythe
men in the locomotive and engineers’ departments praying for a from
in the following manner
:—The sensitised plate is Great about
Northern and Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire
diminution in the hours of labour, introduced the nine hours placed thein glass
a
bath
of
glycerine,
and
after
having
considerably
system on the Ist of January last in the locomotive workshops strengthened the position with sublimate (mer. cor.) and sulphate companies from the 5th inst. The rate by the Great Northern
and the Sheffield Company is"7s. instead of 6s, 9d. and 6s. 10d.,
and other places to which the system appeared to be applicable.
carbon, the collodion is détached by rubbing round the ed
as at present. It is currently reported that the differential rates
Similar applications were subsequently received from the guards, ofwhen
floats upon the glycerine. The glycerine is then wi
from Derbyshire to the metropolis is the same as they were before
shunters, porters, and others engaged on the railway, and in some drawn itthrough
a
hole
below,
and
the
coat
of
collodion
adheres
cases for an increase of w
Those requests have received the firmly to the surface of the sensitised metal plate. The exposur | the great struggle which took place last year, when both companies
careful attention of the directors, and they hope that the conces- to light lasts from five to ten minutes, according to the weather ; lost a large amount of revenue,
sions which have been made in the re-arrangement of the scale of
Ir is to be regretted that the fire which broke out at the
the plate is washed over by means of a tuft of cotton
pay, involving a considerable increase in the expenses, are appre- afterwards
wool or a brush, with a mixture of oil of naphtha and essence of Darfield Main Colliery, near Barnsley, on the 3rd inst., has, conciated by the men.
lavender ; this mixture acts very slightly upon the parts of the trary to expectations, not been extinguished. So far those in
THE report of the Midland directors states that the traffic carried plate which have been affected by the light, but easily removes charge have been successful in preventing an explosion, and it is
upon the railway for the half-year ending December 31, 1871, as those portions protected by the shadows of the positive. The pic to be hoped they may be successful in preventing so sad a disaster
compared with the corresponding half-year of 1870, shows a large ture then makes its appearance, and when it has attained the re- in the future. It has now been determined to cut off the district
increase—viz., from coaching £83,332; merchandise; £114,176; quired distinctness the plate is washed and exposed to the action where the fire was discovered from the rest of the workings by
minerals, £51,036; cattle, £7982; total increase, £256,526. The of the galvanic current, which, acting upon the parts of the plate means of strong brick stoppages. By this means those in charge
capital expended on lines and works as yet unproductive of revenue, exposed to view, attacks the metal, and thus produces an indenta- hope to get the pit at work in a short time. The rails, curves, &c.,
on the 31st of December last, amounted to £2,665,000. The loco- tion resembling engraving (copper plate). The plate is printed in the part to be walled off are being removed, and a steam engine
motives and rolling stock have been maintained in good order and from in the ordinary manner, This process is suitable ir line will be provided to keep the workings as well ventilated as
condition, and the renewals for the half-year have been 14 engines, drawings. By substituting a lithographic stone for the metal possible prior to the furnaces being relighted. A large meeting of
13 carriages, seven break vans, four carriage trucks, and 221 plate, and a weak solution of nitric and acetic acids for the gal- the men was held on Tuesday night to take into consideration what
wagons, the entire cost of which has been charged to revenue. vanic mordant, a photograph on stone is obtained. In the second should be done in the event of the pit standing any length of time.
The relaying during the half-year has been 672 miles, the cost of process, to a solution of gelatine in hot water is added bichromate The coal trade being brisk, a number of the men have got work
which has been borne by revenuc. In consequence of the great of potash or ammonia. This solution is-poured upon
a
glas and at other district colleries.
increase in the number of trains, additional lines and sidings have allowed to dry in the dark. When dry this sensitised plate is
A SPECIAL meeting of the Caledonian Company was held on
been provided to the extent of nearly 40 miles, and greater regu- placed under a positive or a negative (as the case may be) and ex Wednesday in Glasgow, Mr. Thomas Hill presiding, for the purpose
larity in working the trains has resulted therefrom. The works posed to the action of light for from one to twenty minutes; it is of considering certain bills in the present session. The first was a
on the Settle and Carlisle line have been delayed to some extent then washed in the dark room with cold water. This removes the bill to enable the company to widen several of the existing
by bad weather and by the insufficient supply of labour ;every bichromate not decomposed by the light in the parts protected branches, and to extend others, to substitute bridges for level
possible exertion has been made to expedite the works throughout by the shadows of the negative, and causes the gelatine in those crossings at several points where the crossings had become
the line, nearly one-half of which are executed, and plant fully parts of the plate to swell; but onthe portions affected by the dangerous or inconvenient, and to acquire additional land in
sufficient for the work is everywhere provided. The completion of light, and where the bichromate is decomposed, the water has no various places. The capital proposed was £930,000, with the
the Settle and Carlisle line in the course of next year may be con- effect, and the gelatine does not swell. In the half-tones the usual borrowing power. Other two of the bills were to enable the
fidently relied on. The nécessity of providing adequate, accommo- gelatine swells in proportion as it loses the bichromate, thus pro- Caledonian Company to connect their Hamilton line and the joint
dation for the increased and Ya nidly increasing traffic of the
a relief. This relief is utilised for electrotyping, either by railway to Kilmarnock by Barrhead with the city of Glasgow
Midland Railway has compelled the directors, in their additional
s
; it with a solution of tannin and then blackleading it, after Union Railway. One of these bills was promoted by the
powers bill of the present session, to ask for further capital to be which a galvano-plastic deposit is formed upon the relief in the Caledonian Company alone, and the other by the Glasgow and
expended on various works, as well as additional plant and rolling ordinary manner, or the plate may be washed with a solution of South-Western and Caledonian companies jointly. The main
stock, and for the general purpose of the undertaking. To enable sulphate of iron, and a mould made upon it, which will serve as a object of the fourth bill was to extend the time for the comthem to conduct more expeditiously the large coal traffic between matrix for the galvano-plastic deposit. This process is good for pletion of the lines to Kilmarnock and Leith, while the fifth bill
the coal-fields and the eastern counties, the directors have caused half-tints. Printing ink may be applied to the relief directly by | was for enlarging the extent and improving the accommodation of
to be deposited a bill for a line between Nottingham and Saxby means of a printing roller ;the unswollen gelatine, i.c,, that which the Citadel Station at Carlisle, and making and maintaining new
which will have the effect of considerably shortening the route w’s affected by the light, receives the ink, while the swollen gela- connecting lines between the various railways converging there.
in that direction, and of diverting as far as possible the coal traffic tine rejects it. By these means pictures can be printed, with all | On the motion of the chairman the bills were all unanimously
from the main passenger line.
the half-tones, direct from the coating of glycerine,
' approved,
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WE illustrate above a new system of springs applicable torailway
wagons, and any other purpose for which springs may be used,
designed and lately patented by Mr. Henry Simon, C.E., of
Manchester, as a communication from Mr. Alfred Egan, engineer
of the Theiss Railway in Pesth, Hungary. It will be seen from the
illustrations that the invention consists mainly in constructing
springs of discs of steel, or other suitable material, of a dished or
concave form, with circular concentric corrugations formed upon
them. These discs are employed either separately, and fitted
together in couples, with the outer edges of their concave sides in
contact, and may consist either of a single thicknessof metal, as in
Fig. 5, or of several plates fitted upon each other, as in Fig. 6.
The discs may also be made of varying thickness, as, for instance,
in Fig. 7, where they are thinned out towards the centre to
augment the elasticity. The discs of such springs as at present
already in use under railway wagons are about 8in. in diameter.
The springs are generally formed by a number of such discs in
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SPRINGS.

conjunction constructed as shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, The discs claimed for this new system are, firstly, increased facility of
are there hung on arod or bolt, passing through holes in the centre manufacture, and consequent decrease in cost. The discs are all
of all the discs, or otherwise fixed between bars or guides, and stamped in dies, and consequently, being all alike, the springs
thus act as springs simply by the elasticity of the metal. In require no fitting, and no skilled labour in their construction.
th
thod the elasticity of the discs is heightened by This leads to a second and still greater advantage over the present
rendering the several sets air-tight at the edges, and forcing springs as employed under a carriages and wagons. Should
a plate of one of these latter break whilst in action under a wagon
compressed air into them.
The illustrations show the application of the springs to some of | an entirely new spring must be substituted, and the saiosing of
the many purposes for which they are suitable. Fig. 1 shows a the broken plate in the damaged spring is, comparatively speakfront elevation ; Fig. 2 a side elevation in section of a spring as ing, a long and expensive operation. With the disc springs it is
applied to railway wagons ; ten sets of two discs each are here ian, In case of fracture of a disc, the removing of the
combined to form the same. Figs. 3 and 4 show the application of broken disc and substitution of another one in its place, seei
the springs to buffers and draw-bars of wagons. It is clear that it that all the discs are of one size for the same size of spring, an
is not necessary in all cases to have a central rod, but that the require no fitting, is but the work of a very short time. We may
add that such springs are already at work on Austrian railways,
discs may be kept in position by guide-bars.
These illustrations are sufficiently clear in themselves to explain and that they have stood most severe tests. The invention is
the principle of the invention, The most important advantages | patented in this country by Mr. H. Simon, of Manchester.

R and a being known, M may be assumed, and then the value of
valve to open will depend upon the way the curved slide H' is
TOWLE’S PATENT VALVE GEAR.
he amount of opening of the valve and the consequent |X may be readily found. As X depends on the value of M, by
turned.
Mr. Hamitton Tow eg, of Budge-row, E.C., has recently secured time of closing will depend u m the degree of angularity given varying the latter a value of X may be found to suit the convea patent for certain oa
in valve gear which deserve to the curved slide. In Fig. partia] centre lines for the curved nience of different construction.
notice. The first part of the invention consists in comn.unicating
by means of a single eccentric or crank a varying motion cr throw
to the reciprocating parts of machinery. Thus in making the |
valves of steam engines, for example, a variable closing with a conn
stant lead isobtained., For this purpose an eccentric or crank fixed |
to the shaft in a plane with the main crank is employed. One side
of the strap of this eccentric, usually that opposite the steam
chest, is compelled to vibrate in a right line by means of a slide; |
the other side consequently describes an irregular oval figure and
carries a curved link or block which fits upon or into a block or link
connected with the valve stem, and is capable of adjustment to
different angles relatively to the stem. The eccentric
a throw
equal to the lap and lead of the valve, and if the link is fixed at
a right angle to the valve stem the valve receives a throw equal to
that of the eccentric, but if the link is adjusted to any other angle
with the valve stem the valve receives a throw greater than that of
the eccentric, depending upon the amount of inclination of the link.
The centre of the link being in line with the centres of the shaft
and the slide which controls the eccentric strap, and the centre of
the eccentric always coming into this same line at each end of the
stroke of the piston, a constant lead is imparted to the valve under
all positions of the link. The direction of inclination of this link
determines the direction of rotation of the crank, the engine being
reversed in its movement by simply changing the inclination of
this link.
Another part of the invention consists in giving to the several
governing dimensions of the above described valve gear a proportion by which the effect of the angularity of the connecting rod on
'
the position of the piston in different parts of the stroke is coma. i !
pensated for, and a square cut-off attained at all points of the
stroke.
The means adopted togivea varying throw to the valve are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, and consist in an eccentric A having a throw equal
to the lap and lead of the valve, and which is fastened to the shaft
B in line with the crank, or in such a manner that its ‘‘ dead
centres” will be coincidentin time with the “‘dead centres” of
the crank. On this eccentric is fitted a strap D in the usual
manner, but the side D' of this strap carries a slide E which is
embraced by a jaw F pivoted upon a stationary stud F'. The
effect of this is such that as the eccentric A revolves this slide E
pe ey in the jaw F, and causes a point in the strap D! to describe an irregular figure differing in form for every different position of the generating point. The jaw is shown detached in Figs.
1s, 1», A point in the strap D situated in a line drawn through
the centre of the eccentric A and the stud F" describes an irregular
oval, symmetrical as regards the said centre line shown in Fig. 1
in dots G,G. At this point the strap D is fitted to receive the
shank of a eurved link or jaw H, which in turn embraces a curved |
slide H' hinged to the end of the valve stem I or to the end of a slide are drawn in dots passing through the closing points of the
New SURCHARGES ON FOREIGN SHIPPING AND MERCHANDISE
radius arm H+ which imparts its motion to the valve stem I. As valve and different points in the revolution of the eccentric strap ENTERING FRaNnce.—The following are the actual provisions of the
the eccentric A revolves and the jaw F pivoted thereto describes jaw, showing the effect of different degrees of angularity of the new law mentioned in our Paris correspondent’s letter of last
the irregular oval G, G, it carries this curved slide with it the curved slide H' upon the closing of the valve for effecting the week, and which has since been promulgated by decree : Art, 1.—
length of the conjugate axis G!, G1, of the oval and slides thereon * cut-off.” It is evident that if these centre lines were drawn at M
dise imported in foreign vessels, other than those from
the length of the transverse axis G*, G2. This curved slide H' being the reverse angle they would intercept corresponding points in the French colonies,
will be charged with the following additional import
struck with a radius equal to its mean distance from the stud F! reverse revolution of thé eccentrics trap jaw F, and that therefore duties, per100kilogrammes:
From Europe and thebasinof the Medion the opposite side of the eccentric A, it follows that when its this motion operates the same for either direction of rotation of terranean, 75c. ; from ap
but at this side Cape Horn and the
centre is normal therewith the transverse motion of the jaw F the engine, the reversing of the inclination of the curved slide H'! Cape of Good Hope, Ifr.
; from countries beyond the Capes,
causes no motion of the curved slide H' or its centre, but when it or link H ———— to reverse the engine. It is evident that 2fr. Art. 2.—The above surchages not to apply to guano. Art.
is turned at an angle the transverse motion im
more or less the form of
oval described by the eccentric strap head D! 3.—Merchandise, the produce of countries beyond Europe, impormotion to its centre in proportion to the angle it makes with the depends upon the relative proportions of the throw, the distance ted from European Lar. ape be surcharged 3 francs per 100
centre line.
: from centre of shaft B to the stationary stud F', and form the kilogrammes. This article will not apply to merchandise which
H which already pays a higher surcharge by law. Art. 4,—Articles 1 and 5
We will consider the curved slide in Fig. 1 to be attached centre ©! of the eccentric A to the centre of the jaw
directly to the valve so as to have a motion coincident therewith, embraces the curved slide H', and that the shape of this oval has a are applicable to the commerce between Algeria and foreign
and that the shaft Bis revolved. The eccentric A coming upon controlling effect tipon the motion of the valve. Mr. Towle takes countries. Art. 5.—The import duties on ships and other vessels
or lesser extent are fixed as follows: Vesse rigged and armed—sailing vessels,
its centre at the same time as the main crank, the centres of the advantage of this fact to eliminate to a
jaw F and of the curved slide H' coincide, and the valve is thrown the disturbing effect of the angularity of the connecting rod upon wood, 40f. per ton measurement ; ditto wood and iron, 50f. ; ditto
just the throw of the eccentric D beyond the central position. As the movement of the piston, so as to give an equal amount of iron, 60f. Steamers to pay the above duties with those on the
the throw of the eccentric A is made equal to the lap and lead, the steam to opposite ends of the cylinder. He employs the following engines in addition. Hulls of fag |vessels—in wood, 30f. per
valve is opened just the lead when the crank is on the “ dead formula for this purpose in which R = the ratio of the connecting ton measurement ;wood and iron, 40f. ; iron, 50f. Vessels purcentre,” and the turning of the curved slide H' upon its own rod crank, A = throw of eccentic = lap and lead of valve, X = chased before the promulgation of the law are exempted from the
centre will make no change in this lead as the centres coincide. distance from centre of shaft to stationary stud, and M = the ratio above duties. Art. 6.—All vessels coming from Foreign ports or
ly or fully
But if the curved slide H' is turned to stand at an angle to its between this distance and that from the centre of eccentric to the from French colonies and possessions, whether
laden,to pay the following sey dues :From
pe and the
normal position it will be seen that the turning of the shaft in centre of the jaw in head of eccentric strap.
basin of the Mediterranean,
per ton measurement ; from all
either direction will cause a more or less rapid movement of the
— Ram
= 52 Fa Ram\?_ »
other parts If. over. Such dues to be paid only at the French
valve, owing to the rapid transverse motion of the eccentric strap
_ port first made by such vessels,
—
fen Vv; +m (Fm F
D at that point, and that the direction of revolution to cause the
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THE ENGINEER

impression of the 12th ult., and can only say in excuse, that | Of the three proofs of the strict correctness of his formule, Mr.
several other readers accepted his statement in the same sense as Tate attempts only the first. Assuming that the sine of the angle
myself, It appears from his letters that my remarks are of an of the crossing is equal to its circular measure, he shows that the
amusing tendency, andas he is so amiably disposed, he will doubtless sum of the lengths of the tangents to the siding curve at the
be pleased to learn that some reciprocity in this matter has been springing and the crossing intercepted between their points of inestablished, by the amusement which his ludicrous medley and mis- tersection and tangency is = 2 angle (sic.) of crossing x gauge.
application of logical and mathematical reasoning has caused me. Now what Mr. Tate stated in his first letter was not that the
FRAMES OF ROOFS.
I did not suppose I would require to explain to “‘ A. M.” that sum of the lengths of the tangents described above was = 2
Sir,—The following extracts from a letter lately written to a two
things (as triangles, and many other imaginary and material | lead of the angle of the crossing X gauge, but that the distance of
former student of Glasgow University give a summary of the most objects)
be “precisely similar” to another, and yet be by the crossing from the springing measured parallel tothe tangent at
complete methods of solving such questions as those mentioned at no meansmayidentical.
It is quite true that the plan which [ | the springing was so. This is less than the distance given by the
page 84 of THe ENGINEER of the 2nd February.
patented,
while
ignorant that any attempts had been made in this
but that the latter is practically correct is admitted when
“There would be no special difficulty in constructing
com- direction, is ‘“* precisely similar” to Mr. Warsop’s, and also to the | formula,
we assume that the sine is equal to the circular measure, and is
plete diagram of forces for the frame shown either by the themethod
“‘
Austrian
Fish
Torpedo
;”
but
it
is
so
far
from
being
identical
proved
thus
:—Since the angle at the centre is equal to the angle of
as originally published by me in 1857, or by the improved modifica- that I contend it is as much superior to either in range and
crossing, if C° be the number of degrees in the angle whose
tion of that method which was introduced in 1867 by Professor efficacy as the rifle is to the air-gun. Should our Government fully the
circular
measure
is 1 + C,
Clark Maxwell. The latter is the best, and may be summed up adopt this system of attack, which they will probably do after
.
Pe
as follows, At the right-hand side of the diagram draw
EB = rallius X sin.c? = "dius _
=»
some of their ships have been sunk by it, I believe my plan will
line to represent the entire load, divide it into parts atovertical
Cc
2C X gauge
repre- thoroughly establish its advantages over any other yet proposed.
-.. EB = 2C Xgauge
sent the parts of the load which act at the several loaded joints.
It may be said that mine is merely a modification in detail of In fact, the formula corresponds with the old approximate rule of
Divide it also into two parts to represent the supporting pressures ; other
methods ; but I am sure I need not cite to your readers any the 4ft. S4in. gauge platelayer, viz., that the distance from the
mark the parts of the line with numbers corresponding to the instances—some
which lie ready to my hand—in which even point of the switch to the crossing is equal to ten times the lead of
joints where the forces are respectively applied. From each end apparently triflingof and
minute modifications have converted an the crossing—a rule which his eye has taught him to modify by the
and from each point of division of that line draw straight lines
or useless scheme into a really useful and valuable addendum that when the crossing is easy the gauge ought not to
towards the left parallel respectively to those booms in the frame impracticable
machine
or
process,
Thus,
if my claim is to be ‘‘ blown to atoms ” be multiplied by more than eight or nine.
which lie between the points of application of the forces corresponding to those divisions of the vertical line which meet at the as “A, M.” asserts, I think some much stronger ratiocinative
c
P
effort
is
required
than
your
correspondent has yet applied.
respective points of division. If all the lines last drawn meet in
one point the diagram is complete ;but if not, the gaps
He “‘again repeats that both the Admiralty and War-office are
them at the left-hand side of the diagram are to be filledbetween
favoured
with
proposals
which
never
reach
the
Patent-office
nor
up by
drawing straight lines parallel to the braces. This method, though
the public press.” I do not suppose anyone will doubt this, and
not difficult, becomes laborious when applied to complex frames, my only objection to the statement is, that it has nothing to do
and in the example which you give you will waa find the with the present case. What is requiredof ‘‘ A. M.” is, not to lay
method of sections less tedious—that is to say, to find the stress down general propositions, but to give a categorical statement of
along any given boom take the resultant moment relatively to the the case in which the method I claim has been published previous
joint opposite to that boom of those external forces, loading and to the date I mentioned. As regards General Paixhan, he was,
supporting, which act on one of the parts into which that joint as is well known, the enthusiastic advocate of the system of
divides the frame. Divide that resultant moment by the perpen- horizontal shell-fire ; and it is probable he may have supposed it
dicular distance of the joint from the opposite boom, the quotient
could be employed for submarine attack with as much advantage
will be the stress on that boom. Then for any given brace—sup- as above water. But Ihave as yet no evidence to show that he
pose a vertical plane cutting that brace and the two adjoining ever even grasped the idea of moving a submarine mine or torpedo
booms, find the resultant of the external forces which act at one to the ship, instead of deluding, or somehow inducing the ship to
side of that plane ; this resultant will be balanced by the vertical approach the torpedo.
components of the stresses along the brace and the booms
Your correspondent considers it ‘‘ quite preposterous ” to expect
question, The stresses along the booms have been previouslyinfound
Government to find money for developing inventions. That is a
and therefore that along the brace can be found dso.”
matter
for fair difference of opinion, Mine is, that Government
‘
In illustration of these remarks I send two diagrams
an might, and do, find many worse investments; and I will only say
elementary problem as to the stresses in framing whichof has
that, under some such fostering influence, it is incontrovertible
that this country would have had the use of several important
FiG.l,
inventions many years before it actually enjoyed them ; while it
is a matter of historical record that it would also have obtained
the honour of leading the way in screw propulsion, armour-plating,
&c., instead of lagging pitifully in the rear after these innovations
had been forced upon it, from their adoption by foreign Governments or the successful efforts of private enterprise. Moreover,
that the “law of exclusion” is not equitably administered, but
that some inventors have obtained large grants from the
Exchequer, by aid of which their plans were so developed and
modified as to lose all trace of their original character, the lucky
projector being then rewarded for his invention.
The personal disclaimer of your correspondent is, I am sure,
quite unnecessary. I recognise nothing in his letters which will
}
warrant any inference of animus or unworthy motive. He is quite
entitled to maintain his opinions, and so far from objecting to his
!
having entered on this amicable controversy, I am glad that he
has, by doing so, afforded me (with your permission) the
ose
opportunity of stating my position with reference to a novel
method of attack, which though at present undervalued by many,
\
may possibly in time to come exert an important influence on
As Mr. Tate has not deigned to notice the remaining two cases
material honour and security.
A, ALEXANDER,
I
conclude
he
thinks
he
has
proved
that
the formula is practically
Worcester, 5th February, 1872.
|
correct in each case by proving that it is so in the first. If such be
9
his opinion, I cannot agree with him, and beg to lay before him my
efforts to prove them, with the aid of the light afforded by his
A NEAT PROBLEM,
te
i
Str,—The solution to ‘‘ Neat Problem ” of Jan. 19th in Feb. 9th, second communication.
)
leaving curve ; curvature in the same direction.
issued by ** A Crewe Workman,” although it looks very neat, is not LetCaseM, II.—Curve
1, be the position of the crossing; C B a normal
correct. % X 20ft. — 15°708ft. gives 1°7168ft. as the excess of curve through Fig.
springing C P ; P Q, tangents at the springing meeting
formed by the crank pin over the length of one revolution of the offsetthethrough
the crossing in P and Q. Draw M A parallel
iving wheel ; whereas it ought to be only about 667ft., and this
the tangents, meeting the normal C B produced in A. Now
667ft. + 15°708ft. >< 336°136ft. (the number of revolutions of driving to
3
DMA,
EMA,
are
the angles at which the curves C M, B M, rewheel in one mile) + 3 gives nearly 1835 yards, not 1952°33 yards,
cut the straight line M A (D M, E M, being the tangents
as by ‘‘A Crewe Workman.” The curved path of the crank pin spectively
at
the
crossing
M);
if, therefore, C, C! be the leads of these cross1ft. from the centre of driving wheel (or any other point between
the centre and circumference) does not run parallel to the cycloidal ings, we have
AM=2C.PM=2C'.QM.
line, consequently their lengths are not in proportion to their diaCase ITI.—Curve leaving curve. —Curvaturein the opposite direcNEWPORT.
tion. The letters in Fig. 2, and the symbols, having the same
lately been solved by engineering students. Fig.
1isthe skeleton meters,
meaning as in Case II., we have
diagram of a frame supposed to be loaded at the joints 1, 2, and 3,
Srr,—I beg to differ with your two correspondents, ‘‘ W. J. M.,”
AM=2C.PM=2C'. QM.
and supported at the joints 0 and 4, Fig. 2 is the correspondin
Will Mr. Tate, in each case, kindly complete the demonstration?
diagram of forces. The pieces 01, 1 2, 2 3, and 3 4, are struts, al and ‘*‘ Crewe Workman,” respecting the above problem. Supposing
February 5.
W. Dona.pson.
the rest are ties. The loads at the joints 5 and 6 are treated as the crank pin be fixed at a point on the periphery of a wheel
whose diameter = 5’ the centre of the axle will advance in one
insensible,
W. J. Macquorn RANKINE,
revolution a distance = 15°708ft., but the crank pin partaking of JUDICIAL UTTERANCES ON PATENTS.—ROLLINS V. HINKS.
Glasgow, 10th February, 1872.
a compound motion consisting of linear advance and vertical rise
Sir,—As there is some danger to patent property just now in
and fall will travel a distance
to the circumference + twice allowing
CHEMISTRY AND THE MANUFACTURE OF IRON,
loose expressions on the public policy of a patent law
= 15°708 + 10’ = 25708’; and if the crank pinbe placed uttered
Srr,—At the present juncture of circumstances in reference to adiameter
from the bench to be over estimated, I think it advisable
distance
of
1ft.
from
the
centre
of
the
axle,
the
distance
traversed
this great staple, as regards rise in wages, fuel, and ores, a few by it in one revolution the wheel = cireumference of wheel + to draw the attention of your readers to some such expressions resimple pleas for more scientific methods of manufacture may not twice the diameter of path of crank pin = 15°708 + 4 = 19°708, ported to have been uttered by the judge in the above case. I will
advert to the circumstances of the case itself, in order to show
be inappropriate. It is an axiom in chemistry that all matter consequently,
whilst the centre of the axle is travelling 1760 yards also
obeys certain fixed and unalterable laws in all changes it under- in
how irrelevant the expressions were to the circumstances, and confirst case, the crank pin travels 25'°708 x 33613 revolucions sequently
goes. This being the case, it is obvious that such knowledge = the
how valueless,
8641°23ft.
=
2380°41
yards,
in
the
second
case
19°708
X
536°13
should be applied in all manufactures. Mechanical power is but a = 6624°45ft. = 2208°15 yards,
The words attributed to the judge (Vice-Chancellor Malins) are
ALPHA.
means to an end, and the proper study of the iron manufacturer is
as follows :—‘‘He would take this opportunity of saying that
Pontypool,
Feb.12th,
1872.
to endeavour to use this power subserviently to that higher power
in the great mass of cases where patents were granted, although
doubtless there were very many instances where they were granted
which governs all matters, viz., chemistry. On this point it is not
necessary to enlarge, but rather to mark those points of this
for valuable inventions which were most beneficial to the public,
MARINE ENGINEERS,
yet, considering the great embarrassment caused to trade by many
important manufacture that need alteration,
=
<
Str,—Will you kindly allow me to raise my protest against the of
the patents taken out, it would be well if they were abolished alto(1) Is it not possible to eliminate the combinations found with endeavours
of
the
Tyne
shipowners
to
abolish
marine
engineer
iron ores as volatilisable compounds, rather than form them into slag, certificates, and the sordid spirit which manifestly prompts the gether.”
with which so much iron enters into composition, and is thus lost? same’? ‘The engineering profession, civil or mechanical, is at the
It appears in the present case that a patentee issued circulars
(2) Cannot gaseous fuel be used, made outside furnace, instead present time in a very confused state, and until it can be weeded warning all persons against the consequence of infringing his patent
of taking up so much room with solid and impure fuel inside?
purchasing lamps of a certain construction, announced for sale
of the multitude of ignorant and incompetent persons who pre- by
(3) Would not the dealing with such processes as gaseous ores, sume
a party who disputed the validity of the patent. This party
to call themselves engineers, thereby lowering the standard by
and with proper apparatus, stop-cocks and valves, and the right of
announced his readiness to defend any action the patentee might
the
profession,
it
is
likely
to
remain
so.
But
are
the
proceeduse and perfect control of air or other compounds rich in oxygen, ings of the Tyne shipowners calculated to raise the standard of bring against him, and to indemnify his customers if they had to
utilise to a far greater extent than at present the carbon employed proficiency
for buying the articles of him. The threats of
in sea-going engineers? Would it be wise to return sustain proceedings
for reduction of ores?
.
in the circulars issued by the patentee had the effect,
more to the old system of allowing any incompetent and un- proceedings
(4) The intensity of heat being as the rapidity of combustion or once
however,
of
stopping
trade of the plaintiff altogether. The
educated person to take charge of valuable machinery, requiring atentee (defendant inthe
combination—must not the right use of the foregoing principle not
the case) seems to have claimed a right to
only practical knowledge of no mean order, but also a proporgreatly economise not only fuel but labour?
ate
the
validity
of
his
patent recognised as entitling him to
amount of technical education for its proper manipulation
(5) Would not the carrying out of these views enable manufac- tionate
forsales without his license, without taking proceedings
preservation? The Board of Trade saw the want of proficiency damages
turers to produce large masses of iron or steel of a homogeneous and
to
establish
such
validity,
when it was challenged openly by the
when in 1862 they instituted the examinations of competency for plaintiff.
quality ?
e
J
engineers, and now that the system is in good working
(6) Do not the present combination of increased rates of cost marine
It
has
been
distinctly
settled
of long standing and
order, and has already given abundant proofs of its utility in pro- undisputed for a number of yearsthatmaya patent
show the need and importance of improvement in production?
a right to an injunction
a competent set of men, well fitted for their responsible to restrain apparent infringement, butgive
Failures have and will occur in attempts at improvement, but ducing
this
is
not the case with a
I, with many others, hope and trust that the board will
this is beside the mark—are they needed? and surely the wealthiest duties,
recent patent. Its validity must be proved before
not be prevailed upon to abolish so useful an institution by a set comparatively
class of producers in this, the most important staple, should not say of
an
injunction
will
be
granted.
In
the
present
case
judge very
men who are willing to degrade an honourable profession by naturally attributed the hesitation of the patenteetheabout
a plan is too chemical that can be brought to bear upon this subject overstocking
the market with ignorant and careless persons for | proceedings to his probable doubt of the validity of his patent,takin
with a degree of probable success.
J. 2%
anc
the
sake
of
their
own
pockets,
and
allowing
them
to
board
their
that for him to issue the circulars under such circumstances
Birmingham, 6th February, 1872.
ships,
their
hinery, and call themselves marine held
was to injure his opponent’s trade unwarrantably.
engineers.
ORION.
Now it may be asked, what is there in the circumstances of this
TORPEDOES.
February 12th, 1872.
case on which to found a charge against patents in general? One
Sir,—I should be unwilling to occupy further any portion of
patentee
pursues a course that is reasonably open to blame, as an
your valuable space by any merely personal discussion, but as the
unfair mode of injuring the trade of a competitor, therefore there
ON CURVES FOR SIDINGS.
above subject is in itself interesting, and will probebly, ere long,
is
great
embarrassment
caused to trade by many patents taken
Srr,—The
dates
assigned
by
Mr.
Tate
to
the
letters,
which
have
claim a still larger share of public attention than it now does, I
occasioned his recent communication to you, show clearly that out, and it would be well if they were abolished altogether !
hope you will allow me again to refer to it.
}
WILu1AM Spence, Assoc, Inst, C.E,
I regret that I have misapprehended the meaning of your corre- these letters are the ones which I stated had appeared two i 8, Quality-court, Chancery-lane,
spondent ‘A, M.,” in the letter which appeared in your years ago,
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
correspondents.)
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space available in our pages for a woodcut.* Mr. Perkins
has courteously sent us tracings of a passenger engine
Tae ENGINEER can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country recently designed by himself as well, and when we illusat the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct trate and describe this engine we shall have something to
JSrom the ajfice on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
say about the construction of the boilers, which we shall
Half-yearly (including double number) «2 «2 «2 £0 14s. 6d.
reserve for the present. The engines we illustrate this week
Yearly (including two double numbers)... .. + £1 93. Od.
If eredit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will has six coupled driving wheels 4ft. 5in. in diameter,
and four
be
made,
Tur
ENGINEER
is
registered
for
transmission
abroad.
truck or bogie wheels 2ft. 2in. in diameter. These last
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the paper are
of chilled cast iron; the driving wheels are of cast
are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all other
Post-office Money Orders payable in England, being now obtainable
letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tuk ENGINEER, 163, Strand.
iron, with heavy steel tires. The flanges of all three
in the following countries, THE ENGINEER will be weekly dispatched *%,* The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings ; wheels are somewhat peculiar in shape, being worked
post-free from the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting
each line afterwards, ninepence. The line averages eight words ; blocks are off to a sharp edge, only seen on English lines when
by money order, according to the following scale :—
charged the same rate for the space they fill. All single advertisements from
a tire is much worn. he frames consist of wrought
& 8.d.|
£s.d.} the country must be accompanied by stamps in payment.
Argentine Republic per year 116 0) Japan
oe es peryear 2 5 0| ADVERTISEMENTS CANNOT BE IyseRTED UNLESS DeLivereD BEerorE Six o'clock oN iron bars, the largest section being 3}in. by 4in. The
Australia...
a
116 0/| Malta
i
2
116 0
Tuvxspay Evenixe in vracu Ween.
Belgium .. ee
”
116 0| Natal.. i oe
pas 116 0
total length of the frame is 27ft. Sin. ‘The construction of
Brazil
os +e
pe
116 0) Netherlands
ee
ye
250
this frame has many excellent points about it. The mode
British Columbia ..
pa
116 0| New Brunswick ..
pas 116 0
British Guiana ..
ae
116 0} Newfoundland ..
pea
116 0
in which the fire-box is secured to the frame with straps
Canada
ee vo
pe
116 0| New South Wales
*
116 0
which admit of the free motion of the boiler as it
ae of Good Hope
pea 116 0| New Zealand
eo
°
116 0
ENGINEER.
China .. oe ee
a
2 5 0! Switzerland
pag 250 THE
expands
and contracts deserves attention. The weight
Denmark .. oo
pe
2 5 Hm | oe
*”
250
it ee ee
116 06| United States sim ae
116 0
is borne by a heavy casting secured at each side of
Germany .. oa
pa 2 5 0| West Coast of Africa
”
116 0
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1872.
the fire-box. The springs at each side are coupled
Gibraltar .. ee
”
116 0| West Indies
e
pa
116 0
by balance beams, the beams turning on cotters
THE ENGINEER is sent weekly post-free direct from the office,
AN AMERICAN GOODS LOCOMOTIVE.
driven through slots in the upright wrought iron beams.
163, Strand, to subscribers in the following countries on receipt of
subscription by bill on London or otherwise, according to the folIr is very well known in this country that the locomo- No arrangement at all like this is, so far as we are aware,
lowing scale :—
used on American railways are very unlike those used in this country for hanging balance beams. The
£ s.d.
£ s.d. tives
The main
Austria ee
per year 2 5 0 Norway
° +» peryear 31210 employed on British railways and designed by British spring stirrups are fitted in the same way.
Buenos Ayres ne
ms
2 5 0 Panama oe oe
a
116 0 engineers. But it is not so well known that in the United springs are 34in., and the truck springs are 38in long. The
Chili and Peru oe
2 5 O Russia
ee oe
”
214 0
Greece
ee ee
a
2 5 O Spain
o- es
”
25 0} States a considerable diversity of design exists. Firms distance from the centre of the leading to the centre of the
India..
oe a
=
2 5 0 Sweden
es os
ae
25 0] building locomotives all advertise largely, and each firm driving axle is 6ft. 3in., and from the driving to the leading
Italy .. - ee
9
250
illustrate their favourite type of engine by woodcuts, small axle 7ft. Zin. The total wheel base of the engine is, thereit is true, but, as a rule, very well executed. Among these fore, 13ft. 10in. The wheel base of the truck is 5ft. 6in.,
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
engravings there is an extraordinary similarity, and a visit and the distance from the leading axle to the centre of
the States will suffice to convince any engineer that the the truck 6ft. 5in. The total wheel base is 23ft., so that
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to | to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the similarity is not confined to the woodcuts, It really exists the load is enormously spread over the track, a valuable
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all between the engines. We have almost invariably the four feature in any engine intended to run on ill-ballasted
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the coupled drivers, the bogie, the outside cylinders, the bar roads. The main axles are 6}in. diameter, and 5ft. 9fin.
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that frame, the cow-catcher, and the cab repeated over and over long over all. The truck axles are 4}in. diameter and
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No again. There are no inside cylinder engines, there are no 6ft. lZin. long.
the main axles are of uniform
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with plate frames, no uncoupled drivers. In one sense, there is shape right through,Allwithout
shoulders for journals. They
these instructions.
A. M.— Write to Mr. Spon, Charing Cross.
scarcely a railway of moderate size in England which will are fitted instead with collars. This plan solves all the
Lonasicnt.— We have written to you by post.
not supply the student with a greater variety of types of difficulty connected with a square or rounded corner as
J. McL.—We are requested to inform this correspondent that he can obtain locomotive
than he can find if he search the United States a seat of weakness.
windmill machinery from Messrs. Holman and Collard, Canterbury.
J. M. (Lancaster).—
There is nothing novel in your scheme, and, we may add, from one end to the other. But we must not therefore
The cylinders
are lsin. diameter and 24in. stroke. Each
nothing good, It is perfectly well known that it is impossible to lift a jumpto the conclusion that when we have seen one Ameri- cylinder
with its valve chest, exhaust, and admission
large craft by any direct arrangement worked from a single pontoon.
C. H. C. (Everton).—From £14 to £22 a month, according to the size of the can locomotive we have seen all. On the contrary, careful nozzles is complete in itself, and being carefully got up to
engines. A good table is kept. There is no wine money, so far as we are examination will show that as regards detail there is, if templates, the cylinders
are interchangeable, that 1s to say,
aware. Instead, each man draws two gills and a-half of rum per day. possible, a wider diversity in the practice of American engithey are neither right nor left-handed, either cylinThe requiations vary with different companies of course.
W. W. (Tetbury).—What do you mean by “things?” You must be more neers than can be found in that of their English brethren. dei fitting either side of the engine. They constitute very
definite. Copper expands more than iron, lead more than copper, water The family likeness common to all American locomotives large and heavy castings, being combined with a saddle
more than lead, alcohol more than water, and so on. If you will explain
is only on the outside, so to speak; and when we come to | covering the front end of the boiler, the saddle being in
precisely what it is you want to know we will endeavour to aii you.
W. L. C.—We think we very clearly explained last week that the letters CE. examine the way in which they are put together, the| halves, of course, bolted together. This arrangement makes,
or M.B., attached to a man’s name, may or may not have a meaning. If dimensions adopted, and the smaller details of each
we are informed, an excellent job. The cylinders never
we did not put this in so many words we certainly implied it. The letters
as used at present are about as definite as the term “nominal horse-power,” design, we shall see that English locomotives are not much | work loose, and the fitting up is very simple aud straightbut not quite so useful.
more
varied
in
their
type
than
are
those
of
America.
It
forward.
The spark catcher is of very peculiar construeJ. T. B.—If the pipes are of cast ivon they ought to be tested with cold water
to 150 lb. on the square inch. If they ure not safe with that they are certainly is true that we can find nothing in the States analogous to tion. The funnel, it will be seel, is quite plain inside, the
not safe with 60 lb. steam in them. If the pipesare of wrought iron, a test of the ditference which exists between Mr. Stirling’s huge out- ring near the top being merely for ornament. There is a
120 lb. is quite sufficient to find out any weak places. They would require, at
least, 500 lb. on the square inch to burst them if properly made, and of good side cylinder express engines, and the broad gauge engines large petticoat pipe in the smoke-b X, blank ex ept near
quality.
of the “ Waveriley ” type still in use on the Great Western. the top, where it is perforated with a multitude
W. —There is nothing novel in your scheme. Indeed it has been tried on
The tail piece of the chimney extends
the largest scale over and over again ; it is simply a delusion, you canngt But differences quite as important, though by no means so of holes.
ventilate sewers by the aid of chimneys, because the sewers are of necessity obtrusive, may be found in dozens in the States. Our inside this to the blast nozzles, which it fits closely.
open to the streets, and the whole force of the draught in the stack is readers may rest assured that nothing is more difficult than The tail piece is also perforated.
The action of
expended in druwing in air at the nearest gully holes, while the main body to find two types of locomotives constructed in the United
the spark arrester will be so obvious that we need not stop
of the sewer is left unaffected. The pian succeeds in the case of long lengths
of air-tight sewer, but it is useless in towns.
States so similar that the engineer who knows all to explain it. The arrangement is quite novel, and, we
J. 8. (Cedar-street).—Jt is very probable that the designs of the roofs you have about one must equally know all about the other. understand, perfectly satistactory. It is worth the attennoticed are not scientifically proportioned. The strut you allude to is frequently made very much stronger than necessary, either theoretically or We have not unfrequently heard it stated that loco- tion of some of our own locomotive superintendents
practically. But be that as it may, the strain on the strut cannot be motive engineering in America makes very slow pro- troubled by the escape of sparks,
greater than that given by the diagrams. As you will perceive, all the gress, as compared with its rate of advance in this
Returning to the engine proper, we find much that will
strains are checked by three independent methods. We are sorry for your
dilemma, but we cannot make right wrong to extricate you from it.
country.
It will be worth while to explain here strike English engineers as remarkable. The guide bars,
that this is a complete mistake.
Locomotive super- for example, consists of two heavy steel plates fixed high
FEED-WATER HEATERS.
intendents in America are just as clever and as com- above the piston-rod, and traversed by an adjustable cross(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
petent as the majority of the gentlemen who hold similar
fitted with brass liners. Each single guide above the
Str,—Will any correspondent kindly give me the name of the makers appointments in this country; and any one who possesses head
piston-rod is not unusual in the States, but Mr. Perkins’
who supply ‘‘ Elson’s” feed-water heater?
8. L.
opportunities for arriving at the truth will agree with us arrangement is obviously superior, securing much greater
February 12th, 1872.
when we state that there never existed a greater desire to steadiness and « very large bearing surface. The eccentric
STEARINE CANDLE MACHINERY.
improve the construction of the American locomotive than rods are, because of the positionof the leading axle, extremely
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
at this moment; and, as a result, novelties in practice are short, measuring only 22}in. The mode in which they are
Srtr,—Might we trouble your correspondents to tell us the address of
first-class makers of machinery for the manufacture of stearine candles? beiug tested or introduced every day with a pertinacity and secured to the eccentric rings deserves notice. The eccencourage which deserve to meet with substantial success.
Manchester, February 12th, 1872
A. 8. anv Co.
trics have a throw of 5}in., and the travel of the valve is
After all there is a surprisingly small amount of informa- precisely the same in full gear. The rocking shaft arms are
FEATHER-DRESSING MACHINES.
tion existing in this country as to the practice of American Yin. long. The radius of the link, which is fixed, is 75in.
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
engineers.
The cause is to be found in great part no The length of the radius rod is 76in. ‘The link hanger is
S1r,—Can any of your numerous subscribers supply me with the name doubt
in the fact that very few locomotive builders get up lGin., and the radius rod hanger l1jin. long. The reversing
of any good maker of feather-dressing machines?
Cc. LN.
February 13th, 1872.
their drawings with anything like the finish and accuracy arm 1s 2Vin. long. The valve stem is 3ft. 241. long. ‘The concommon to every good English drawing office. A very necting rods are enormously long—it. from centre to centre.
WOCHEINITE.
The boiler has a total length of 21ft. sin. It is 4ft. in
few years ago many first-class firms possessed no complete
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
of any kind of the locomotives they constructed. diameter at the centre of its length. The outside fire-box
Srr,—In your number of last Saturday, p. 97, column 2, there is a para- drawinge
graph relating to a mineral called ‘* Wocheinite,” and I shall feel much All the principal dimensions were laid down on wooden is 5ft. 10in. long, 3ft. Sin. wide, and 6ft. 11fin. high. On
obliged if any correspondent will refer me to any house from whence I can rods and sheet-iron templates, and this somewhat rough- the top is a dome 2ft. 4in. diameter. The inside tire-box
gain further information about it? Can any correspondent favour me and-ready style of construction employed enabled the is 5ft. 3in. long, 3ft. lin. wide, and 5ft. 2in. high. The
with Dr. H. Schwartz’s address?
J.B
work to be put together with sufficient accuracy. Great boiler has 150 tubes, 12ft. 4in. long, and 1lfin. diameter
Sheffield, February 14th, 1872.
advances have been recently made in this respect, but even outside. The heating surface of the fire-box is 94 square
THE PRICE OF IRON,
at this moment a set of working tracings contains far too feet, that of the tubes 96sft., the total heating surface being
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
little information to satisfy the inquiring English engineer 1062 square feet. The chimney is 1Sin. in diameter, and
S1r,—I should be much obliged if any correspondent would give me in- as to matters of detail.
stands |4ft. 6in. high above the rails. The height from
formation as to where diagrams, showing the fluctuations in the price of
iron for some years it, can be obtained. I have written to one of the
Photography is relied on in the United States to do the rails to the top of the side frame is 3ft. 3}in.
leading publishers of scientific books without success.
L.
We have now given all the principal dimensions of this
much that would be done in this country by the draughtsRipley, Derby, February 11th, 1872.
man. But photographs after all are simply pictures, and fine engine. There are many points of detail to which we
would
willingly direct attention, but this article has
tell us very little indeed about details. Of locomotive
COTTON NETS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
drawings, properly so called, very few have reached this already reached such a length that we must perforce stop
Sir,—Could any of your readers inform me where I can get machines
Actuated by the belief that English here, and leave our readers to find out the peculiarities of
for making cotton nets? The price and any particulars would be gladly country hitherto.
engineers would willingly learn something from their the machine for themselves.
received by
O. W. 8.
[We beg to call our correspondent’s attention to the fact that he has omitted American brethren, we have determined to do all
TREATMENT AND UTILISATION OF SEWAGE.
to forward a stamped envelope, according to the instructions given above.
Notwithstanding, we insert his letter as an illustration of the object we had that lies in our power to supply information to our
PRoBABLY one of the most difficult tasks with which
in view in making the foregoing regulation. As our readers are aware, we readers concerning the best modern American practice; either a single individual or a body of men can be charged
are huppy to publish in this column, free of all charge, queries which cannot
be classified with ordinary advertisements, but it is too much to expect us to we must rely on the assistance of our professional is to collect accurate and reliable information upon any given
ineur the expense of forwarding some half-dozen or dozen replies to the brethren in the States to enable us to obtain a valuable
Sometimes this difficulty may proceed from the
parties making the inquiry. Again, many persons put us to the trouble of result from our exertions, and we think we can say subject.
inserting queries such as this of “ 0. W. 8.,” and having done so, apparently that in this respect we shall not be disappointed. As fact that there is really very little information of any kind
care nothing further about the matter, leaving letters received in reply to acto be obtained, but in by far the greater number of incumulate _in our office, to our no small worry and inconvenience. Con- a first instalment we are, through the kindness of Mr. stances it does exist, but cannot be got at. In giving
pliance with our regulations would get over the entire difficulty, and enable Thatcher Perkins, locomotive superintendent of one of
evidence before committees, commissions, or other legally
us to promote the interests of our correspondents.—Ep. E.]
the great United States railways, enabled to place before our authorised tribunals of inquiry, people will volunteer
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
readers this week drawings of the standard heavy goods statements by the dozen, which are totally irrelevant to
THE ry on OF ang Seocummns.—Tecsiay, February 20th, at engines designed by Mr. Perkins within the last two years the matter at issue, and, with invincible obstinacy and
$8 p.m.: Discussion upon Mr,
e’s
r on “The Gorai Bridge, for service on the Louisville and Nashville Railway. Our
Eastern Bengal Railway.”
oe
sili
oA
° It will be seen that our two page cut is a bastard elevation, part in
Royat_ Unitep Service Institution. — Instead of the lecture by engravings have been prepared from working tracings to a
bastard section. This style of drawing is not much in vogue in this
Surgeon-Major J. Wyatt,
Guards, on “Experiences and
Reminiscences of the Siege of Paris,” advertised for Friday, the 16th inst., large scale forwarded to us by Mr. Perkins, and these have country, as it looks awkward, but it is extremely convenient, and much
which is unavoidably postponed, Captain W. A. Ross, R.A., will deliver been as faithfully reproduced as was possible within the liked by some American
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—MM. Xavier and Borveau, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. AsHER and Co., 11, Unter den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. GERoLp and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—A.ruonseE Diirr, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.—Wi timer and Rocers, 47, Nassau-street
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stupidity, keep back every circumstance which is of vital | in the former the sewage flows Goat, and in the latier
ts were deduced wi |
importance to the inquiry. It cannot be denied that there over the land: Some interesting
is a general unwillingness, a sort of dog-in-the-manger regard to the effect of these two methods of utilising
Whén the sewage was
tendency manifested by those who possess inforniation, as to sewage upon its idnmiperature,
imparting it to others, This reluctanée Would bé edsy of passed through the soil the reduction of the temperature
eomprehension if the persons who desited thé knowledge was iii winter much less than wheii it flowed over the sur
intended to apply it solely to their own benefit; but when face. Again, in summer the former process cools the
it is Senin in behalf of the interests and Welfare of the sewage, while the latter heats it. Roughly, the loss of
whole community, it might be reasonably expected that it temperature might be taken as a measure of the degree of
would be cheerfully and readily afforded. There is still a percolation, and consequently of purification; that the
third reason, and the one which no doubt is the most active sewage undergoes. By further experiment and confirmain preventing committees of inquiry arriving at the truth tion this test might be rendered stfficiently accurate to
of the ——
they are anxious to verify. It is that afford valuable results, more especially as its simplicity and
while the parties interrogated are really in possession of ready application are obvious. A couple of thermometrical
the information required, and are willing to impart it, observations, one made upon the raw sewage, the other
they are practically unable to do so. The inability is due upon the effluent water, would supply all the data necesto the want of method or system which has distinguished sary. Though we have expressed ourselves as somewhat
their arrangements.
If a company, or local board, be sceptical respecting the alleged cost of works, yet as the
requested to furnish for the benefit of the public, an accu- report under notice has given a very elaborate statement
rate statement of various operations which may have been of the cost of the Tunbridge Wells sewage farms, it is inconducted by them, they are very frequently unable, how- cumbent upon us to make a few remarks thereon. In the
ever willing, to comply with the request. From the loose interest of all those towns which presumably will have to
manner in which many of these companies and authori- establish sewage farms, it is only fair to mention that the
ties carry on their proceedings, from the want of established cost of those at Tunbridge Wells is exceptionally high.
data, or from the want of a proper organisation and efficient The cost of preparing the ground and the necessary carsuperintendence, the collection and abstraction of inde- riers, pipes, and fences, comes to as much as £38 per acre.
pendent facts becomes well nigh an impossibility. This It is admitted that these works have been constructed in a
remark will be found to be especially applicable to the most expensive manner, probably much more so than was
item of cost. Unless estimates are vouched for by strong cor- absolutely necessary, and it is extremely fortunate that the
roborative evidence, and the accounts are remarkably clear sewage can be applied on the gravitation principle. If
and explanatory, we have long since failed to put any faith pumping had been requisite, considering that the populain them. The only man who knows what a job costs is tion is under 20,000, the returns must have been very
the contractor, and that knowledge he very wisely invari- large to have prevented a heavy burden falling upon the
ratepayers.
ably keeps to himself.
It has often been alleged by those who are not advocates
If there is one branch of the profession more than
another concerning which accurate and reliable facts are for sewage farms that cattle fed on sewage-grown grass
of the greatest value, insomuch as they are very few in were liable to suffer from the presence of internal paranumber, it is that of sanitary engineering. Notwithstanding sitic life. Obviously an allegation of this kind, parthat there are numerous towns in which various sanitary ticularly when made by persons of authority and ability,
measures, widely differing from each other, have been presents a very serious aspect, and is calculated to create
either carried out or attempted to be carried out, and of the considerable alarm in the minds of the public, besides being
success or failure of which the local authorities must be well exceedingly prejudicial to the cause of irrigation. With
aware, it is nearly impracticable to obtain from them any the view of setting this matter definitely at rest, the cominformation on so desirable a subject. From the report of mittee sent the carcase of an ox which had been fed for two
the committee appointed in 1870 to inquire into the years on sewage-grown grass, cut from Mr. Hope’s farm,
“Treatment and Utilisation of Sewage,” it appears that near Romford, to be dissected. Dr. Cobbold undertook
out of a large number of local authorities who were applied the operation, and several members of the committee
to assist the committees in their task, by furnishing them were present on the occasion, and, after a very careful and
with the results of their experience, but very few responded searching examination, not the least trace of any parasites
As a proof of the efficient manner in
to the request. The committee had a form printed, em- could be observed.
hodying a series of questions, which they sent to the which the operation was conducted, it may be mentioned
respective towns, and to which they requested answers, but that several of the muscles were dissected through and
only eight of them were returned sufficiently filled up to through. The result was the same, denoting the complete
be of any practical utility. It must be admitted that so absence of all entozoa, It must be borne in mind that the
meagre a return is not very encouraging to those who are animal was fed exclusively upon vegetable products, cut
anxious to arrive at an impartial conclusion, respecting the and carried from the land, and did not graze on the farm.
advantages of the many sanitary schemes and _ projects It is not, however, to be understood from this remark that
which have from time to time been brought before the cattle which graze upon sewage farms are necessarily
public. If, moreover, we subtract from these eight towns subject to the presence of parasites, for their germs would
from which data have been obtained Beddington, Nor- in all likelihood pass into the soil and not remain upon the
wood, and Carlisle, where sewage irrigation has been plants. The committee report with respect to Breton’s
in progress for eight or ten years, and the results long since farm that there is a remarkable absence of those molluscan
recognised as successful, there are really only tive which and insect forms of life which frequently play the part of
The sewage
may be said to furnish corroborative testimony. Again, intermediary *bearers to entozoal larve.
from these five may be eliminated the town of Lea- appears to drive away or kill these creatures. An analysis
mington, since out of the forty-nine questions con- ot the “flaky vegetable tufts” collected from the sides of
tained in the printed form, there are only twelve the carriers showed that, though they contained numerous
answered which relate to the subject, none of which active free nematodes, they were perfectly free from the
are of any importance. So that, summing up, we find ova of any true entozoon. It is evident that the greater
that but four towns have supplied any really valuable the depth to which the sewage penetrates into the soil the
information, and of these the sewage works of one, Chel- less chance there is of any parasitic germs remaining on
tenham, have been in operation only one year; so that it the surface. This constitutes another argument in favour
would be somewhat premature to form a definite conclu- of cubical irrigation. Slowly but surely the truth of the
sion in this case, although, judging by analogy, it will no irrigation principle is forcing itself upon the minds of the
doubt prove another successful example of the utilisation public ; doubts that once existed, particularly with regard
of sewage by irrigation. There is the greater reason that to its practical application, are disappearing. Local authorithis anticipation will be fulfilled, as Cheltenham is natu- ties are beginning to “accept the situation,” and to rerally well situated for the disposal of its sewage upon this cognise at last that there is no other means of profitably
principle, the relative level of the land in the vicinity of utilising sewage on a large scale. The various deodorising
the town which is appropriated to this purpose permitting and disinfecting schemes are nearly all defunct. It is not,
the sewage to be conveyed solely by gravitation. It must however, to their failure that sewage irrigation will owe
be acknowledged that while there is no doubt but that anything for its future development, as even during their
pumping can be employed to advantage with regard to imaginary success they never proved anything against the
sewage irrigation, and must be used in the majority of principle.
instances, yet wherever gravitation will effect the removal
and utilisation of the sewage, it very materially increases
LITERATURE.
the chance of a pecuniary profit resulting from the undertaking. Itis very fortunate for the cause of sewage irri- lassell’s Technical Manuals : Gothic Stonework. Containing the
gation that Croydon is so situated that its sewage can be
History and Principles of Church Architecture, and Illustradisposed of without the aid of pumping.
Had it been
tions of the Characteristic Features of each period, the arrangeotherwise it is questionable whether the irrigation system
ment of Ecclesiastical Edifices, and a Glossary of Terms. With
would have received even the partial development that has
seven double and eighteen single-page plates drawn on wood
attended it.
by the author. By Exuis A. Davipson, author of “ Linear
Drawing,” “ Projection,” “ Building Construction,” “Drawing
Granting that very little fresh information on the subfor
Carpenters and Joiners,” “Drawing for Stonemasons,”
ject of their inquiry has been obtained by the committee
&c. &c. Cassell, Petter, and Galpin, London, Paris, and New
referred to, still several important points have been conYork.
firmed thereby. We have invariably, when treating of
this question, drawn attention to the necessity of draining PropaBiy one of the commonest remarks made in every
the land upon which sewage is utilised. Unless this be large city in allusion to its public buildings and edifices is
thoroughly well effected the sewage will not be utilised to “ What style do you call that?” In nine cases out of ten
« maximum, and, moreover, the effluent water will not the answer is incorrect, in consequence partly of the ignoreach the requisite degree of purity. There is very little rance of the answerer, and partly because, owing to the
doubt that recent experience has shown that cubical irri- zesthetical anachronisms and incongruities indulged in by
gation will supersede superficial, as the former, combined modern architects, it is next to impossible to pronounce to
with a thorough under drainage of the soil, possesses supe- what particular style the structure alluded to might belong.
rior advantages over the latter with respect to both the It may perhaps be urged in extenuation that as there are
sewage and the land itself. It is stated in the report of several features common to one or more styles, and that as
the committee that if sewage be made to percolate through moreover the gradation in some instances is not very perseveral feet of soil that has been deeply drained, before it ceptible, it is a difficult matter even for a connoisseur, to
be permitted to flow away, oxidation proceeds as well in detect the line of demarcation. To some extent this is
winter as in summer, and that whatever amount of nitrogen true, but not to the degree often supposed.
Mr. Davidson in his treatise ofits that this confusion
may be lost, it escapes in an oxidised and inoffensive form.
Speaking broadly, it may be said that the utilisation of has for a long while attended the signification of the term
been to render it not
sewage and the purification of the effluent water are, “Gothic,” and that the result has
within certain limits, in proportion to the —_ of the soil easy to define the exact class of ar which should be
through which it is caused to percolate.
e difference classed in that category. A perusal of the little volume
between cubical and superficial irrigation, therefore, is, that under notice will prove that, although some ambiguity does
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nevertheless some feattired
Snel
waak pra style of architecturd which
- se
ware
—alipecterre-bo te pepe
centred, or
or arch
e
i
of the perpendieular style, While the ory oiPodntrabted dréll,is
equally characteristic of the decorated period.
That the arch in geteral is not revedsarily 4 thé fuide
to the period is shown by the fact that many Norman
buildings which are incontestably genuine ate built with
inted instead of round arches, whereas the former’
eature is generally sup
to mark the transition from
the Norman to the early English epoch. The true Gothic
style appears to have died out towards the beginning of
the sixteenth century. Many attempts have since been
made to revive it, but without success. The author seems
inclined to think that a real revival has recently taken
lace, and observes that “Buildings have been, and are
ing, erected which will bear comparison with those of
the Middle Ages.” We confess we have not seen any ourselves. We quite concur with Mr. Davidson in the contrast
he draws between the workmen of those days and those of
the present. It is quite true that we are in
t want of
“ educated workmen,” and we trust the author's endeavours
to supply them with means for obtaining the education
they so much require will meet all the success it deserves.
A glossary of terms used in Gothic architecture brings to a
close this interesting and instructive little volume.
Tables for Platelayers, compiled from the Formule in the work on
“ Switches and Crossings.” By Witttam Donatpson, M.A.,
A.LC.E. Author of “ Switches and Crossings,” and a “ Treatise
on Oblique Arches.” London: E.and F. N. Spon, 48, Charing
Cross, 1871.
Ir this little work does not obtain the success which the
information it contains certainly merits it will be simply
in consequence of the complicated and abstruse form of
notation adhered to by the author. In our review
of his work “ Switches and Crossings” we pointed out the
evil of this unnecessary and incongruous method of notating the diagrams, and expressed a hope that it would be
at any rate modified in the present treatise. We regret to
observe that our hope has not been fulfilled. In the review
to which we refer we sélected one or two examples to illus
trate our meaning in which a simple distance was expressed
by a series of letters and figures which constituted an
epitome of nearly all the known signs and symbols iu
mathematics. That the same system is adopted in the
resent work the following extract will show. A _ plateayer, we will suppose, requires the number “68” in
order to enable him to “get in” a mixed gauge junction.
He has to search for it in the tables under the head of
Wh
2 6S gett”
It is very possible that Mr. Donaldson understands
both the theory and practice of platelaying, but he certainly
understands nothing about platelayers. Long before a
platelayer could trace out the relation between the simple
number he required and the fourteen letters, figures, and
jgns we have quoted, he would have “ got the curve in,”
with all the practical accuracy needed,
e are ready to
admit, as we always have done, that our artisans and
working men are behind those of other nations in point of
education and scientific training, but the only way in which
to improve them is to teach them by means suitable to
their comprehension. We have grave doubts whether any
platelayer who was addicted to the old plan of “ getting in
curves and junctions” by rule of thumb, would ever learn to
perform the same operation scientifically by perusing the
treatise we have briefly noticed. The publishers have
done their part in the get up of the little book, which is
well printed and of a
dy size. We have the same
opinion to express of this as of the preceding work of the
author. Let the notation be altered and the two treatises
will be of much value on a subject which has never been
thoroughly investigated.
Die Sonne : Die wichtigeren neuen Entdeckungen iiber ihren Bau
cu den iibrigen Himmelskorpern. Von P. A. Secchi. Autori
ihre Strahlungen, thre Stellung im Weltall, und ihr Verhiiltniss
sirte Deutsche Ausgabe und Originalwerk beziiglich der
neuesten Beobachtungen und Entdeckungen der Jahre 1870
und 1871. Herausgegeben von H. Schellen, ‘Erste Abtheilung.
Brunswick: Westermann. 1872.
Dr. ScHELLEN, whose work on “Spectral Analyse” ha
just ap
in an English form, is now issuing a German edition of Padre Secchi’s “Le Soleil,” embodying in
it much new matter. The French edition told us of the
results as far as 1870. Since that time there have
occurred the total eclipses of 1869 and 1870, whilst the
spectroscopic examination of the chromosphere, the spots,
and the prominences in 1871, has contributed much valuable material to our history of the constitution of the sun.
In the first part of the work.just issued—which extends
over more than 380
‘we {have an exhaustive history
of the solar spots, their form, mode of development, and
motion, together with the improved methods of observing
them. Next follow chapters on the solar atmosphere, the
examination of solar light, the phenomena attending a
total eclipse, and the appearance of the corona on these
occasions. It may not be amiss—before our astronomers
bring us new facts about the nature of the corona—to
review the present state of our knowledge of this beautiful
object.
‘After discussing the question-of the connection sup
i
to exist between the corona and the aurora, founded on a
coincidence, not yet clearly established, of some of their
spectral lines, and Few | it aside to await further research, together with that of the relation believed to be
traced between the corona and the zodiacal light, the
author says :—“This much is as yet known about the
| corona itself : it certainly has its origin in the ome
of the sun, not in the moon. The gaseous envelope forming it is of unequal height, attaining a lesser altitude at
the poles than in regions between 10 deg. and 60 deg. of
heliographic latitude, and culminating over those areas
where
ts appear, and where prominences and the
granulation of surface are most marked; in short, in
those parts of the sun where the greatest activity is dis-
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played. The corona is, to some degree, self-luminous
ut shines in part
by reflected light.”
The illustrations are excellent. Among them may be
mentioned Rutherford’s photograph of the sun, showing
several clearly-defined clusters of spots, the reproduction
of Kirchhoff’s elaborate plan of the groups of lines in the
solar spectrum which accompanied his original memoir to
the Berlin Academy, and a carefully-executed fac simile of
Rutherford’s pho
ph of the
rum, showing how
comparatively few lines Kirchhoff was enabled to map
down. The
ter abundance of lines at the indigo and
violet end wil at once attract attention.
New dark lines are continually being detected and compared with those of terrestrial elements. The author gives
in the following interesting table cases where a coincidence
has been fully established :—
Number of |
Number of
Element.
coincident | Element.
coincident
es.
lines.
Hydrogen
4
| Chromium .. .. .. 18
Nitrogen
9 | Cobalt .. .. «- o 19
Bromine
ae
| Nickel .. .. cc oc 38
Calcium... .. .. .. %%
| )
ee
ee 2
Magnesium .. (+37
4
} Copper 2. 22 co os 7
BMcs cc 0s ce co OD
Titanium .. .. .. 200
Manganese .. .. .. 57
It is very interesting to see the astronomer with the
spectroscope, and the chemist in his investigation of
meteorites confirming the view held by Newton that the
other bodies of our system were constituted similarly to
our globe.
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|and are familiar with theory, the most abstract and
abstruse in the arts of construction,” but who, for want of
the requisite workshop knowledge as to what can and
what cannot be done, or at what cost, often produce designs,
perfect perhaps in all other respects except that in their
| details they cannot be executed, or cannot be so except at
great and unnecessary expense. It must be admitted that
thereare plenty of engineers of thisclass,and in all countries.
Whether any sort of knowledge derivable from books can
materially improve their practical knowledge admits of
some doubt.
However, here is a good attempt to effect
this, and one, we may add, that proves, in the case of the
authors, that the right programme of technical education
is that of France on Germany, viz., theory and school and
workshop education combined, and not workshop first and
often alone, or some little theory after the practice, as is
still the notion amongst ourselves.

PRIVATE BILLS OF THE SESSION.
THE business in the Examiners’ Courts during the last week
enables us to tabulate the position of the 304 private bills petitioned for, in so far as they have gone. There are still, it is true,
sixteen adjourned and postponed cases, the adjourned being those
in which cases have been part heard, and the postponed those that
have been put off simply to a later date. Some of these will
doubtless be cases of compliance with standing orders ; there may
be others of non-compliance, and there may possibly be amongst
them cases of “non-appearance.” The particular projects that
have broken down, or concerning which the deposit has not been
Erléuterungen zu der Geognostischen Karte, von Hainichen im paid, or the petition has been withdrawn, or that, by whatever
Sachsen, dc. Von C. Naumann. Leipzig.
euphonious phrase it is to be expressed, are dead, is now known
Verzeichniss der wichtigsten geologischen Karten von Central with absolute certainty. Of this class, in which the promoters
Europa, &c. Von v. DecHeN. Berlin: Schopp. 1870.
failed to put in an appearance before the examiner, there have
THESE geological maps of parts of the kingdom of Saxony been thirty-one bills. In twenty cases the standing order provfs
by Naumann, and of Central Europe —embracing Germany, have been examined in which promoters have failed in the scruEngland, France, and neighbouring countries— (second tiny, and the bills have been endorsed, ‘* Standing orders not
part) by Dr. von Dechen, are primarily of interest to those complied with.” For the remainder, or, rather, the great mass of
in Great Britain, engaged in the practical applications of the bills, 237 have been endorsed, “‘Standing orders complied
geology, as indications of the immense energy, skill, and with.” These figures make up the total of 304.
The defunct bills are numerous in the concluding portion of the
care with which Germany is taking stock of its mineral
meral list of petitions. The Examiner’s marks for Tuesday's
riches of all sorts, and comparing them with those of their
Cadious
among other things that the Devil’s Bridge Railneighbours. The effects upon the development of mineral way Billshowed
is dead. Among the numerous other abandoned
industry in most of their great mining districts are very bills brought
up during the week are the Severn Bridge
striking to those who know what has been going on Railway Bill (No. 3); the Live
1 Docks Railway Bill; Barnet
Consumers Gas, Sheffield and Buxton Narrow Gauge Railway;
abroad since 1848 and up to the present date.
This may partly be appreciated by a glance at the fol- Southend and Maldon Railway; East and West Metropolitan
and Cannon-street Railway; Belgravia and Kensington
lowing small work containing an historical sketch of the Junction
Bill, &c.
productive smelting establishments for silver, lead, and Road
The bills that have passed standing orders during the week
copper of the Erzgebirges and Voightlander (Geschichtliche include several of much importance. The proportion of opposed
Mittheilungen iiber die, dc. Von K. A. Winckler. Frei- cases has been small, and the Examiners have in consequence got
berg: 1871.) Many of these still wrought works have a through a large number of cases, From Thursday of last week to
when they got to the end of the list, the two Examiners
history of venerable antiquity, dating their origin in several Tuesday,
had as many as seventy-six bills before them, of which twelve are
cases from early in the fourteenth century.
in the list of postponed or adjourned bills, forty-nine passed
examination, and the remainder failed to pass or were “ found
Uber die Lehre vom Metamorphismus, &c. Von Justus Roru. dead.”
Among the bills “‘ sent up stairs,” as the phrase goes among
A very complete and luminous review of metamorphism
romoters and opponents, is the North Wales, Chester and
as related to the formation of the crystalline rocks, re- Birkenhead Railway Bill, which has enjoyed more of Mr. Frere’s
printed from the “ Transactions of the Berlin Academy for time than any other bill he has had to do with. It was opposed by the
and North-Western and Great Western companies, and the
1871,” will chiefly interest those of our readers who are London
of Shrewsbury, and although the case commenced as long since
versed in the higher physical geology, it forming an index asEarl the
24th ultimo, and has been part heard repeatedly
to all preceding labours on the subject—one so nearly since, it was not until jTuesday last that Mr. Frere
allied to the phenomena of mineral veins.
gave his decision by declaring a certain number of the allegations in the memorials to be sustained. The attack included
all kinds of objections as relating to engineering, occupation and
Theorie und Darstellung der Beleuchtuny gesetzméssig gestalteter description
of property, and other matters. There is no hard
Jfliichen, de. &c. Von Dr. Burmester. Leipzig. 1871. swearing in these Examiners’ courts, the witnesses not being on
1 vol., 8vo, and Atlas.
oath, but there is as bad—hard lying. An honest man’s word is as
as his bond, and a truthful man’s word should be as good as
Tus is a truly magnificent work, and to be valued alike
oath. Neither the word nor the oath of some of the witnesses
by the painter of high art and by the mechanical draughts- inis this
are worth much. One of the contentions was as to
man.
e theory of shadows has been repeatedly treated whethercase
a certain piece of land was a field or an orchard, and gave
of in the older as well as in modern works on projections rise to extraordinary contradictions as to the number, kinds, and
itions of the trees on the land. One witness held it to bea
and perspective ; but the treatment has been almost
wholly limited to shadows with hard and defined outlines large number of trees spread all over, the next witness declared
that there were only very few, huddled together in a corner. The
(umbra), while the equally important one of
penumbra, dispute
of the kind that arose concerning the colour of the
graduated shadows—or the lights and shades of solids of chameleonwas and
about as edifying as the debate set forth in the
curvilinear forms, whether produced by daylight or by light nursery rhyme concerning the moon—
emanating from a centre as in all artificial illumination
One said it was the mcon,
The other said nay,
—have been neglected. We here have it treated of upon
The third said it was a cheese,
fundamental optical and photometric principles by Dr.
With half o’t cut away.
Burmester, who is one of the privat docenten attached to
Mr. Frere seemed much disgusted with the wrangling, and
the Polytechnic School of Dresden.
The illustrations stopped
that sort of evidence in mid-career.
comprised in the Atlas are as beautiful as they are
e bills at the end of the list that have been before the Exinstructive, through the complete development
given aminers during the week include a numberof important measures,
of the graphic methods of fixing the places and in- amongst others the various powers bills of several of the large
Great Eastern Bill, opposed by the United Land
tensities of these graduated lights and shadows.
We companies. andTheadjourned
from the7th to the 9th, has
passed standmay, by way of illustration, point to the shadows and Company,
ing orders ; as also the North British (new works) Bill, and the
lights shown upon
one of those screw surfaces which form two bills of the Great Northern Company.
Among the postponed bills, although
I
1 on standing
the legs of old-fashioned tables, &c., the largest examples
of which commonly known, probably are the immense orders, is the Birmingham Sewerage Bill, to be heard to-day. This
scheme
has
been
repeatedly
referred
to
in
THE
ENGINEER.
Howtwisted columns of the high dee of St. Peter’s at Rome, ever it may fare before the Examiner, a
manuand those in Raffaelle’s well-known picture called the School facturers of Birmingham will be very supine if it is ofnot the
resolutel
of Athens. In the latter, we may remark, that the great opposed in committee. The bill provides penalties, to which
painter worked by eye only in producing his lights and chemical manufacturers, galvanisers, wire-drawers, and others, will
shadows, and was obviously ignorant of the principles of be liable for passing matters into the sewers that are “‘ injurious to
The penaltyis £20, and 40s. a day for disregard of
the =
shadowing which Dr. Burmester has now vegetation.”
notice. How these operators are to carry on their operations subdeve _—
ject to these penalties the bill does not, of course, explain ;they
Of the mathematical methods we cannot give any idea, will find this a harder matter than smoke consumption. The Corunless at the expense of space not warranted by the im- poration also propose in this bill to levy a tax of 10s. per annum on
rtance of the subject to the engineer generally. This water-closets. The various powers in this bill embrace supervision
the Corporation of “‘ middens, cesspools, and privies.”
k is just one of those that should be at South Kensing- byThe
Thames a
Commission Bill, a very important
ton, and there in English.
scheme, is also —* e postponed cases. It proposes a system
main sewerage embracing Acton, Chiswick, Baling, Brentford,
Etudes Pratiques sur les Machines outils Servant aux Construc- of
Isleworth, Twickenham, Teddi
m, Hampton, Sunbury, and
tions Mécaniques. Par Puror er Fowtatne, 8vo. Paris: Seen,
in Middlesex; and Chertsey and Chobham in Surrey,
Baudry. 1871.
with many other
ulous places adjacent to these named. It is
A NEw series of works on machine tools has been also proposed to have two pumping stations and two reservoirs.
announced.
The authors are former pupils of the Mr.
te estimates that the works will cost £680,000.
The bills that have passed standing orders include the Bristol
National Technical School of Chalons sur Marne.
the Hull Hydraulic Power Bills. By the Bristol Bill power is
The first part — all yet published
— treats of rivets, and
to take water from the river Avon and the floating harbour
riveting, and riveting
ines, and in a very succinct | sought
at Bristol to the extent of a million gallons a-day. By the Hull
and practical manner, aided by very clear wood- | Bill it is p
to take the same quantity from the old harbour
cuts of rivet-making machines, with critical remarks |or the river Hull, such water to be used for purposes of motive
thereon. The object of tne work
generally, the authors power only.
first readings have now commenced, and include some of
say, is to give more practical inputelen of the methods of theThemost
bills on the list; the selection has also been
dealing with the materials of construction in the worksho made of eightyimportant
-thre
bills in relation to which proceediogs will be
to that large class of engineers who “are experts in
commen
in the House of Lords, the Commons taking the
that relates to calculation and to mechanical combinations, larger number and the more important bills.
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NOTES
FROM
PARIS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Durinc
the
latter
years
of
the
Empire
something was done, and
|much more prof
i, for the
pletion of the canal system of
| France which was, and is, sadly deficient. Amongst the plans
| adopted or projected was a canal to connect the Marne and the
Rhine; but the loss of territory has, of course, set that entirely
for the present at least ; in place of that it is proposed to
| aside,
connect the Marne with the Moselle, the Conseil-General of the
department of the Meurthe-et- Moselle has taken up the subject,
| and offers to vote five millions of francs for its accomplishment.
| But an opposition has sprung up which has its importance; the
departments of the Céte d’Or and the Haute-Saéne protest against
the project, and the Chamber of Commerce of Saint-Dizier has ad
| dressed
long document to the Minister of Public Works, the
| object ofa which
is to prove that the canal connecting the Sane and
| the Marne is of infinitely more importance than one from the
| Marne to the Moselle, as the navigation from the north and south
is only connected by the canal of the Saéne and Rhine, which is no
longer French, and that consequently a canal joining the Saéne and
| the Marne is an absolute and pressing necessity. This last canal
| was commenced some time since, andthe Chamber of Commerce of
| Saint-Dizier demands that the project for its completion shall bh
taken into consideration before the proposal for any other work of
the kind. The argument seems reasonable enough; but it is to be
| hhoped that one plan may not stop the other, or others, for leng; and
capitalists and engineers cannot do France greater service, or
| occupy themselves better than by doing all they can to extend anil
improve the water communication of the whole country, and espe
cially of those departments which have been affected by the loss of
| territory.
If the meteoric stones, or bolides, are not firm as the sphinx, M.
| Saint-Meunier will certainly have their secret out of them. This
savant has been at work of late on the subject of the types of tran
| sition in these bodies. One of the characteristic traits of terrestrial
rocks consists certainly in the connection of different types by insensible transitions; and M. Saint-Meunier argues that, if the bolides are the produce of the same source, where they occupy with
respect to one another dispositions analogous to those which exist
amongst terrestrial masses, we should expect to find in them, as in
the latter, numerous types of transition. Such is, in fact,
the case, and M. Saint-Meunier points out some instances.
The facts noted show that amongst meteorites, as amongst te:
restrial bodies, it is very difficult to define their lithological types
with accuracy, they being blended one with the other, as it were, by
insensible transitions. The conclusions drawn from a supposed
community of source of the various types, connected by inter
mediaries, is strongly supported, in M. Saint-Meunier’s opinion, by
experiments which effect changes in the types by artificial means,
and by reproducing during the processes certain of the transitory
forms or types of transition; thus, in the wo:ds of M. Saint
Meunier, by heating either aumalite or moutréjite, before arriving
at the tajérite or the stairsopolite, we produce the types of transition
known under the names of busturite and chautonnite.
M. Houzeau devotes himself to a subject almost as recondite,
but of far more general interest than that of meteoric bodies,
namely, the preparation of ozone in a concentrated state. He hax
found by experiments on the obscure electrisation of oxygen, or of
air, the most favourable conditions for the transformation of
oxygen into ozone, and has constructed apparatus for enabling him
to produce the greatest quantity of ozone possible at a given
electrical density. The simplest form of his apparatus, which he
calls an ozoniseur, consists of a short ordinary tube, such as is
used to collect gases, in the interior of which is placed a copper.
lead, or, which is best, a platinum wire about 18in. long, and one of
the ends of which passes out of the tube by an orifice made in the
upper portion, the orifice around the wire being sealed by means
either of the blow pipe or with wax. Outside the tube is wound
another wire of the same metal, and of about the same length as
the preceding, and these two wires being connected with the poles
of a Rumkorff coil, giving a spark of about an inch in length, causes
immediately a powerful ozonisation of the oxygen or the air which
is made to pass slowly through the tube. This tube is said to
supply with ease odorant oxygen charged with 60 to 120 milligrammes of positive ozone per litre of odorant gas, according as the
operation is carried on at 15 deg. Cent. above or 30 deg. below
zero. This proportion may, it is said, be augmented. Now, previous to 1854, the electrolisation of water only produced three to five
milligrammes of ozone from a litre of gas; in 1865 this proportion
was doubled by a process invented by M. Houzeau. We may,
therefore, consider, as possible in the future the complete conver
sion of oxygen into ozone. Having now at our disposal quantities
of ozone twenty times greater than formerly, we shall be able to
examine its most important qualities, to determine its equivalent,
and to ascertain with more certainty the part which it fills in
nature.
The question of the temperature of the sun is one of intense
interest; the famous meteorologist, Pére Secchi, has lately sent «
communication to the Paris Academy of Sciences in which he
estimates the heat of our great luminary at no less than ten mil
lions of degrees. This communication produced some striking
remarks from one of the members of the Academy, M. Faye, on the
limit of the temperature of certain strata. It is known that ther:
exists around the sun a belt or stratum characterised by the pre
sence of magnesium partially in vapour and partially solidified, just
as the clouds contain water in the two conditions; the metal, in
fact, there distils and solidifies, so that it is pretty evident that
the heat there cannot exceed the point at which magnesium
volatilises,
M. Dupuy de Léme really seems to have touched the resolution
of the problem of navigable balloons. During the siege of Paris,
described in the columns of THE ENGINEER, the mode which M.
Dupuy de Léme had adopted, we have now the first results. The
balloon, or rather aérostat, is ovoid in form ; it measures 45 metres in
length, and 18 metres diameter (146ft. by 58ft.), and the car, which is
10 metres long, has at oneextremity ascrew with two heads 10 metres
long. With practical wisdom M. Dupuy de Léme discarded all
machinery, except the lightest and most manageable, namely,
human arms. His object was to establish, if possible, the fact that,
a vehicle lighter than air could have its speed accelerated, and its
direction changed bymechanical means; and in this, and more than
this, he seems to have succeeded. The ascent took place at
Vincennes, with M. Dupuy de Léme, M. Zéde, marine engineer,
and several sailors on board. The wind, which was considerable
at the surface of the earth, became violent at the altitude of a
thousand metres, which was attained, »nd the descent was made,
nearly as proposed beforehand, at Mondécourt, at about sixty
miles from the starting point. The wind at starting caused the
aérostat to revolve, and somewhat strained the supports of the
screw; when at about 560 metres altitude, and the machine
making 43 kilometres per hour, three times the screw propellers
were worked, and they not only increased the velocity, but also
changed the direction from 10 deg. to 12 deg. Another great
object which the inventor had in view was the construction of
the aérostat in such a manner as to prevent any loss of gas. It was
inflated with pure hydrogen gas, and the tissue proved socompletely
impermeable that none of the gas escaped, and consequently the
fi
of the machine was maintained rigid during the whole time.
is latter achievement is, of course, of importance in the case of
all balloons, and it was managed in the following manner :—The
body of the aérostat was composed of taffetas dressed with india,
rubber varnish, and then covered with nausou, a kind of muslin,
and finally with a preparation
posed of gelatine, glycerine,
pyroligneous acid, and tannin, of which three successive coatings
were given. The results, as well as the plan of the new aérostat,
have
been explained by M. Dupuy de Léme in an elaborate paper
read before the Academy
of S
A subject which is now occupying the attention of engineers and
othersin France, and which has a great interest for England, is that
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of the route to the East;
Fe the sdeetin of the port of Brindisi, the
proposed route by Ostend, Liége, Stuttgart, and the Brenner, thus
avoiding France and Mont Cenis, and the growing importance of
Trieste and Venice as ports for the East, naturally create much
uneasiness in France. Those at all acquainted with the subject are
perfectly aware that nothing aided the Brindisi plan so much as
the inattention of the French railway companies to the complaints
and requirements of those travelling to and from the East. They saw
their folly some time since, and a plan for a direct line of railway
from the northern coast of France to Marseilles was proposed
before the outbreak of the late war. This plan, which is now revived, is to continue the Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean line
direct from Dijon to Calais or some other port in the north; this is
i project of great importance, and deserves the special attention of
the financial and engineering world.
THE COTTON GIN TRIALS.
IN recent impressions, it will be remembered, a full account
was given of the first series of trials of cotton gins, which were
carried out under the supervision of Dr. Forbes Watson, who
acted on behalf of the Government of India, at the mill of Messrs.
Percival and Patterson, Jersey-street, Ancoats, Manchester. At
the time we gave sketches of the working parts, showing the
principles of the various gins competing, and also intimated that
further trials would be commenced on the 15th of January, at
which any of the gins previously tested could be entered, if it was
shown that they had in any way been improved, or makers could
introduce other gins that had not been brought forward at the
former trials. Dr. Watson assumed, by adopting this course, as
public competition was a new thing to the makers, that defects
exposed at the first trials would be remedied, and that superior
machines would be the result, and these would be thoroughly
tested at the second series of experiments. The Doctor has
not been disappointed, for at least one of the best machines
has been so improved as to be able to gin twice the amount
of cotton it could formerly, and some excellent saw gins
were entered for competition. Messrs. Evan, Leigh, Son, and Co,
again exhibited their patent improved Macarthy double roller gin,
they having made alterations in the size and slope of the grid.
Brakell’s patent knife roller gin had been materially improved by
Messrs. Dobson and Barlow; so much so, that it ginned in the
same time considerably more cotton than it would formerly. We
have previously given a sketch or section of the working parts of
this gin, and it will be remembered that it consisted of several
oval-shaped knives placed diagonally upon a shaft so as to form a
correct circle at their edges where they worked
against the leathern
rollers, and fixed knife or ‘‘ doctor,” and disengaged the seed from
the staple of the cotton as it was held by ‘the fixed knife, the
staple when freed going round with the roller. The washers between the oval knives have been increased in diameter, and this
has had the effect of preventing a large quantity of the seed cotton
from being carried round with the knife-rolle or, as was formerly the
case, without being brought in contact with the leathern roller
iron pegs have also been inserted on the circular frame of these
washers, so that the machine feeds itself much better, and the seed
cotton is kept well up to the leather, and a greater quantity is
consequently caught. The knives have been placed on the shaft
at a greater diagonal, and the leathern roller has been altered so
as to need less attention, and to better catch the fibre of
the cotton. Messrs. Burgess and Key, of London, have
been working some superior saw-gins with a neat arrangement of grid, and a condenser for catching and delivering
the cotton, thus dispensing with the blowing room, and taking of if
the dust from the cotton more effectually “than where both are
blown together into a room. Two of Madden's American
churkas were tested ; these have longer rollers than the Indian
machines, and in their centre there is a wheel bearing to keep the
rollers from springing. They are also fitted witha vibrating knife,
which assists materially both in feeding and separating the seed
from the fibre. There was also an Indian churka, improved by
Dr. Forbes, the superintendent of the Government factory at
Dharwar. The improvement consisted in the application of
treadle so that one person could both work and feed the machine,
the original gin requiring one person to give the motion and
another to feed. We shall at present give no further particulars of
the trials, and reserve allcomment till the appearance
of Dr. Watson’s
full and detailed report, which is now passing through the press.
Dr. Watson was resolved that these trials should be complete and
exhaustive, and he has augmented them by some elaborate experiments in pressing the several de scriptions of cotton, He has,
therefore, subjected the cotton to various pressures, under differing circumstances and degrees of moisture. He has also ascertained to what pressure the seed cotton can be subjected without
injury to either the seed or the fibre. This latter experiment is to
see if it is practicable to bring the seed cotton uninjured to England, where it could be operated upon by the most approved machinery ; the seed, after being cleaned, being separated from the
husk, which can be made into paper, and oil can be extracted from
the kernel, the pressed cake remaining going to feed cattle. We
understand factories are now in existence near Liverpool where the
whole of these operations are performed,
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THE economic condition of the mines of Sardinia forms the subject of a report presented by M. Silla to the commission appointed
by the Chamber of Deputies of the kingdom of Italy. In the year
ending 1869 we learn that 9171 men, women, and children were
employed iin the mines of that island.
RATEABLE VALUE OF Mines, &¢.—The mines of England and
Wales are rated, it would appear from a parliamentary return,
on an assessment of £1,829,946. Durham stands at the top of the
list for £323,017; and is followed by South Wales, £510,019;
aster, £300,667; West Riding of York, £22¢ 50; Stafford,
383; Northumberland, £113,0:34: Derby, £62,757; Monmouth,
£48;617; Nottingham, £472 47; Gloucester, £30,059; Worcester,
£27,221; North Wales, £26,254; Salop, £25,014; Cumberland,
£23,993; Chester, £19,463; Somerset, £17,001; Leicester, £12,949;
the mining counties with lower amounts being Warwick, £6396;
Devon, £414; Cornwall, £6919; Northampton, the North Riding
of York, W. estmoreland, and Lincoln, for £60, Among particul: ar
localities Merthyr Tydfil stands highest for £159, 469. Railw: ays
are assessed at £4,854,193, of which the proportions for the metropolitan part of Middlesex are £333,092; metropolitan part of
Surrey, £192,595; other part of Surrey, £186,935; mea
part of Kent, £92,093; other part ‘of Kent,
£139,145; extra part of Middlesex, £107,249. The railway
Saas in the metropolis is rated at £617,780. Lancashire
railways are rated at £522,436; and those of Yi orkshire at £571,447;
In London, St. Pancras railway property is assessed at £98,788; of
St. Olave, Southwark, at £67,111; of the city of London, at
£50,537; of W: andsworth and Clapham, at £52,840; of Lewisham,
at £46,641; of Paddington, at £33,300; and of Lambeth, at £36, 443.
Railwa:ay property at Manchester is rated at £51,966; at Liv erpool,
£36,577; West Derby, £42,209; and at Birmingham, £28,070. The
lands of England and Wales are assessed at £39,488, 882, and the
buildings at £55 ,078,528; or more than lands, railways, mines, and
all other kinds of proper sh together. The total assessments for
the metropolis are on lands, £118,836; ae gg £17,108,736;
railways, £617, 780; all other kinds of propert
391,568; grand
total, £18,236,920. The buildings iin the city of A ameare assessed
at £2'171,292: St. George’s, £1,797,741; St. Marylebone, £1,004,847.
The total assessed value of the different denominations on and
under the 37,324,883 acres of England and Wales is £104,420,283,
being 37°8 per cent. for lands; 52°7 per cent. for buildings; 4°7 per
cent. for railways; 1°83 per cent. for mines; and3°0 per cent. for all
other kinds of property, which includes iron works, gas works,
quarries, canals, saleable underwoods, and telegraph wires.
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THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months.
2590. Henry Srevens, Trafalgar-square, London, ‘‘ Improvements in
cataloguing, calendering, or registering the contents of libraries and
museums, and in the apparatus or means employed therein.”—30th
September, 1871.
3225. Ernst Kortina, Hanover, Germany, ‘Certain improvements in
steam engines.” —29th November, 1871.
3457. Epwarp Hopson Bay.tey, Newington-causeway, Southwark,
Surrey, ‘‘ Improvements in water carts, which improvements may also
be used for other purposes.” —21st December, 1871.
3482, ARTHUR AUCKLAND CocHrane, Westminster, ‘‘ Improvements in
the treatment of certain substances for heating and illuminating
purposes.” —23rd December, 1871.
122. Henry Saaw, Witiiam DitcHFietp, and Joun Know tes, Blackburn,
Lancashire, ‘Certain improvements in power looms for weaving, and
in apparatus for cutting double-pile fabrics, and for weaving carpets
and other fancy fabrics.”—15th January, 1872
141. Jonn Witts WEE
Havering-street,
arr road, London,
* An improved composition for coating heated surfaces, either wood or
iron, also an anti-corrosive and prevention of deposits on iron ships’
bottoms.”—17th January, 1872.
152. 'ranz BLUMBERG, Martin’s-lane, Cannon- “street, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the construction of wheel carriages.” —A communication from
Thomas Greenhill, Vienna, Austria.
168, JAMES CALVERT Coates and Daniet May, Oat-lane, London, ‘ Improvements in neckties and scarves.” —18th January, 1872.
178. Daviy ALFRED DoupNney, Bedminster, Somersetshire, and Henry
OapEN Abas, Birmingham, “A self-acting disinfectant or perfuming
apparatus for the handles of walking-sticks, whips, umbrellas, parasols, and other like articles generally used or carried in the hands.”—
19th January, 1872.
203. Ropert Stone, Liverpool, ‘‘An improved system of casting or
moulding applicable to ceilings, internal and external walls, roads,
navigable vessels, and other large surface structures.”—22nd January,
1872.
222. Tuomas CALLENDER H1inpgE, Fownhope, near Hereford, “ Improvements in the manufacture of iron and steel.”
226. Henri Bertieaux, Antwerp, Belgium, “Improvements in compound
high and low-pressure steam engines.
230. Thomas Hannay, Glasgow, Lan: irkshire, N.B., “Improvements in
reversing mills for rolling iron.”
252. Harry Jones, Nottingham, “A new or improved moustache proae and trainer.
Jown Mo.wapy, Denton, near Manchester, ‘‘ Improvements in the
nanufacture of felt hats.’
Watrer Stuart Hutton, Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improvements in the
arrangement and construction of forge hammers, stamps, or other
simil: wr machines worked by steam or other motive power for crushing
res and other purposes, and in utilising the power resulting from the
action of such machines.”
240. Wittiam Taylor, Woolwich, Kent, ‘‘ An improved method or means
of indexing or registering the condition or state of iron or metal, ships,
vessels, or other floating bodies, as well as of marine and land boilers,
reservoirs, tanks, masts, and other articles of metal.”
242. Epwarp Jacos Hitt, Pimlico, London, ‘‘ Improved self-acting boatdetaching apparatus.” —24th January, 1872.
245. Henrt AprieN Bonnevitve, Piccadilly, London, “A new and
improved process for manufacturing gas for lighting and heating.”—A
communication from Charles Auguste Gapiand, Levallois, France.
246. WaLTerR DeeB_e Bocer, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in
pipes for smoking tobacco.”
247. Ropert Joseru Evvis
and Georce Dosson, Liverpool, ‘ An improved
composition for preventing incrustation and corrosion in steam boilers
and other apparatus for generating steam.”
248. Hector AyLessury, Gloucester, ‘Improvements in stoppers for
bottles.”
249. GeorGE ABRAHAM, Taunton, Somersetshire, “‘ Improvements in the
fittings of window sashes.”
250. Dieprica ANTON Apo.teH Nopse, Kenilworth-road, Roman-road,
Old Ford, London, ‘‘ Improvements in fire-escapes.”
252. BENJAMIN JosEPH BARNARD MiLLs, Guuth: aumpton- -buildings, London,
‘‘ Improvements in se: al locks.”—A communication from the American
bet ul Lock Company, New York, U.S
53. Davip AveustEe Burr, Washington, Columbia, U.S., “An improved
ai iphragm motor, and its application in automatically operating valves
and levers in low-water detectors, air-compressing mz achines, supply or
discharge pipes, double-acting vacuum pumps, and other hydraulic or
pneumatic machines and engines, by means of an intermittent fluid
pressure.” —A communication from William Edgar Prall, Washington,
Columbia, U.S.
234. ALEXANDER FRIEDMANN, Vienna, Austria, ‘‘A new method of and
apparatus for producing a self-acting circulation in tubular steam boilers
employed for locomotive eng rines, and collecting the precipitates of the
water of boilers generally.’
255. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Improvements in electro-magnets applicable for use in electric and electrotelegraphic apparatus.” — A communication from Ludovic Charles
Adrien Joseph Guyot d’Arlincourt, Boulevart St. Martin, Paris.
255. Ropert Dawson CLark and Ropert Josson, West Hartlepool,
Durham, “An improved detector for ascertaining errors in ships’
compasses,” —25th January, 1872.
258. Jonn Law Tomxkys, Haslingden, Lanc: ishire, “An improvement in
lamps for burning hydrocarbon spirit or oils.’
259. WiLLtiaM Watton, Houghton Vale W« , Denton, near Manchester,
** Improv ements in the manufacture of wire cards.”
260, CHARLES Josepa Everickx, Cannon-street, London, “‘ Improvements
in the construction of portmanteaus, travelling cases, or boxes for
containing clothes and other necessary articles used by travellers.”
261. Joux Boyp and Wrtuiam Henperson, Castle Cary, Somersetshire,
‘Improvements in machinery for weaving hair cloth.”
262. GEORG & Weir, Glasgow, Lanarks hire, N.B., and James Werr, Liverpool, ‘* Improvements in steam boilers,
203. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Improvements in breech-loading fire-arms.”—A communi: ition from Andrew
Burgess, Oswego, Tioga, New York, U.S.—26th January, 1872.
266. ALFRED VINCENT NEWTON, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Certain improvements in kilns for burning bricks, tiles, and pottery, and in the
mode of utilising the heat re uted therein.”—A communication from
A. R. Morgan, New York,
267. James Woopwarp, jun., St. James’-street, Westminster, and Joun
Emme, Crown-street, Scho, London, ‘‘ Improvements in breech-loading
fire-arms.”
268. Davip OLiver MacomsBer, Arundel-street, Strand, London, “ Improvements in the manufacture of ordnance.”
269. DanreL Tuomas Boste., Ship-street, Brighton, Sussex, ‘“ Improvements in what are known as dry earth closets and urinals.” —2ith
January, 1872.
271. NicHoLas Ennor, New Cross, Kent, “Improvements in machinery
or apparatus for crushing, stamping, or pulverising ores and other substances, parts of which improvements are applicable for lifting, winding, and other purposes.
272. WituiAM GLEN WALKER, Helensburgh, Dumbarton, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in preserving food.
274. Witt1am Epwarp NewrTon, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ An improved
method of and apparatus for tri msmitting motion or motive power to
variable distance:
A communication from Jean Baptiste Marie
Prosper Closson, Paris.
275. Hunter Henry Murpocu, Staple-inn, London, “ An improved gas
lamp for illuminating the interiors of railway and other carriages or
places where, under ordinary circumstances, motion causes unsteadiness or flickering of the gas jet or flame.”—A communication from
Marco Maroni, Turin, Italy.
276, RicHarp GLasspoo., Hemel Hempstead, Herts, “ Improved alarum
indicating and silent feed apparatus for flour and grist mills.”—A communication from Thomas Glasspool, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.—
29th January, 1872.
278. RoBERT SAUNDERS, Croydon, Surrey, *‘ Improvements in anchors and
their accessories.’
280. Georce Henry ELLs, High Holborn, London, “‘ Improvements in
the construction of horseshoes.”
284. SAMUEL Rowan, Fawcett-street, Sheffield, ‘‘Improvements in the
manufacture of joints or hinges, and in the machinery to be employed
therein.”
285. SamuEL Last, Grafton-street, Mile-end, London, “ Improvements
in apparatus for cutting and planing wood and other like substances.”
286. Georcrk West Royston Picort, Notting-hill, London, ‘ Improvements in covered wire, and in the means or apparatus for effecting the
same.”
287. Francis Rosert Baker, Leamington, Warwickshire, ‘‘ New or improved machinery or 2 mee s for placing driving bands on the
eer or drums of shafting while the said pulleys or drums are in
motion.
288. Puitip Witiiam Seymour, Hallsville-road, Canning Town, Essex,
*Tmprovements in the construction of portable magnets to be employ ed
for curative and other purpose.”—30th January, 1872.
Inventions Protected for ‘Six Mouths
WV
on the Deposit of
Complete Specificatio:
815. WituiamM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Im-
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provements in the shuttle-operatingmechanism of looms for weaving.”
communication from Enoch Provolt Terrell, David Bradley Allen,
and John Enoch, West Liberty, Ohio, U.S.—lst February, 1872.
329, WitLtam RoBERt Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ An improved method of preparing and preserving hops for the manufacture
of beer and for medicinal purposes.”—A communication from David
Addison Clarke, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.—1st February, 1872,
375. Henri ADRIEN BONNEVILL E, Piccadilly, London, “ Certain improvements in apparatus for lighting gas by électric currents or otherwise.”
—A communication from Almon N. Allen and Rodney H. Dewey, Pittsfield, Massachusetts, U.S.—5th February, 1872.
387. Wittram Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “Improv ements iin engines to be ‘operated by gunpowder or other ~——
material.”—A communication from Joseph Symonds Foster,
em,
Massachusetts, U.8.--6th February, 1872
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid.
367. CHaRLes Sorsy Dawson, Thames Ditton, Surrey, “Printing on
paper, linen, &c.”—6th February, 11869.
368. Hector AvuGcusTte Durrene, Rue de la Fidélité, Paris, “Ice.”—6th
February, 1869.
395. JAMES DENNELL and Grorce Wricut Denne, Leeds, Yorkshire,
“* Boots and shoes.”—9th February, 1869.
442. Witt1am Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Explosive
compound,” —12th February, 1869.
445. WiLL1aM SuUMMERs, Bristol, “ Packing cases for packing or storing
bottleof mineral waters, &e.’ 44 2th February, 1869.
‘
INS, Birmingh: um, “Metallic bedsteads, &c.” — 17th
36
420, JosepH CLAYTON, Radcliffe, Lancashire, “ Fixing and brightening
aniline and pigment colours in printing on cotton, woollen, silk, &c.”—
10th February, 1869.
423. Joun Carter, Birmingham, ‘ Water-closets.”—10th February, 1869.
427. Puitip Jonn Surrn, Frank WILtiaM Smits, and Hersert Georcr
SMirH, Royal Promenade, Queen’s-road, Bristol, Gloucestershire, and
and ANDREAS PAPPENBERGER, Lodge-strect, Bristol, Gloucestershire,
** Pianofortes.”—llth February, 1869.
432. Bensamin' Pryor Stockman, Abingdon-street, Westminster,
“*Meters.”—11th February, 1865.
441. Gronce Henry Morcan, Edgeware-road, London, ‘‘ Carriages.”—
12th February, 1869.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of #100 has been Paid.
345. Jonn LAKE, Devonport, Devonshire, “Steam generators.”—7th
‘ebruary, 1865.
360. RicHaRD ARCHIBALD BrooMay, Fleet-street, London, “ Netting.”—
8th February, 1865.
2465. ALFRED VINCENT Newron, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Decarbonising
retorts.” —26th September, 1865.
370. ALFreD Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “Sewing machines." —9th February, 1865.
396. ALFRED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Single-thread
sewing machines.”—1llth February, 1865.
404. Witt1aM Apams, Carlisle-terrace, Bow, Middlesex, ‘‘ Bogie trucks.
13th February, 1865.
430. ALFRED VINCENT Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “Sewing machines.”—15th February, 1865.
405. Joun Garretr Toncvue, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Paddlewheels.” —13th February, 1865.
437. Roperr Henry Emerson, Dublin, Ireland, “Invalid or siphon
drinking cup.”—15th February, 1865.
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
. Wittiam Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Lubriiting apparatus.”— A communication from William Alanson Clark.—
th January, 1872.
264. Witt1am Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Nailing
or pegging the soles of boots and shoes to their vamps or uppers.”—A
communication from Lyman Reed Blake.—26th January, 1872.
2590. Henry §
ns, Trafalgar-square, London, ‘‘Cataloguing, calendering,
or registering
the contents of libraries and museums.”—30th
September,
1871.
2591. Heinnica Staprer, Manchester, “Filtering or separating oils.”—
2nd October, 1871.
2605. Joun itenRY Kearns, Southwark-street, Surrey, “ Blotting pad
book diary
2611. Joun Evetyn Liarpet, Cockspur-street, Charing Cross, Westminster, ‘‘ Working and protecting ordnance, &c.”
2614. Henry Kinsey, Nottingham, ‘‘ Steam winches.”—3rd October, 1871.
2618 Epwarp VANSITTART NEALE, Church-row, Hampstead, “Stopping
and regulating the extent of angul: ur motion, ‘ke.’
2620. Davip Jones, Clerkenwell, London, ‘‘Generating vapours for
inhalation, &c.”
2626. Witt1am Irtam Ettts, Murray-street, Higher Broughton, Man1ester, ‘‘ Forcing and exhausting air, &c.” —4th Ociober, 1871.
. - STAVE DeMatLLy, Lille, France, “ Disaggregating textile plants
1d wood.”
2641. Jonn Perer Furness, Bradway, “Fixing teeth cr knives to the
rod or back of reaping or mowing mz achines.”
2642. HERMANN SPRENGEL, Gloucester-street, Belgrave-road, London,
‘* Explosive compounds.”
2643. James Gowans, Edinburgh, N.B., ‘“‘ Tramways and railways.”
2644. James Gowans, Edinburgh, N.B., “Tramways and railways.”—5th
October, 1871.
2651. WittiamM Ropert Laker, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Grain
elevators.” —A communication from Ovid Miner Gould.
2655. ALFRED Henry Stitt and Denny Lane, Cork, ‘‘ Illuminating gas.”
—Hth October. 1871.
9. James BuRROW, Hampton Vicarage, ‘‘Sewage, &c.”
2662 . JOHN FREDERICK GUSTAVE KROMSCHROEDER, Gloucester-street,
Regent’s Park, London, ‘‘ Generating inflammable gas, &c.”—7th
October, 1871.
2666. JosEPH STOCKLEY, Harton, and MatrHew Srarnton, South Shields,
“Steam engines and ‘poilers
2674. Thomas Wal ker, Leeds, ‘‘ Lithographic and letter-press printing
machines.”
2675. Heskern HuGues, Homerton, “Apparatus for attachment to
windows, &c.”
2676. THomas JAmes Situ, Flect-street, London, “ Treating filaments,
threads, &c.”——A communication from Armand Muller.
2677. WiLt1am Yates, Upper Bedford-place, London, ‘‘ Miners’ lamps.”
2678. Witnetm ErpMANN ALBERT HARTMANN, Swansea, ‘‘ Burning pulverised fuel.” —9th October, 1871.
2688. WILLIAM CLARK, Lee-terrace, Plumstead, ‘‘Steam boilers, &c.”—
10th October, 1871.
2694. Joun FLower, Bristol, “‘ Smiths’ forges.”
2695. WiLtiam Henry Rona.p, Glasgow, N.B., ‘‘ Umbrellas, &c.”—11th
October, 1871.
2705. RicHarRD Price Wituiams, Great George-street, Westminster, and
James Price, Highfield House, North Circular-road, Dublin, “‘ Permanent way of railways.”—12th October, 1871.
2715. Emire Watreevu, Royal Exchange, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, ‘‘ Explosive compounds.”—A communication from Arran de Terre and E. de
Mercader.—13th October, 1871.
2724. RoBert TreERNAN, Liverpool, “‘ Tobacco.”
2733. JosEPH Horrocks, Bradford, ‘‘ Pickers used in looms for weaving.
—14th October, 1871.
2750. ALEXANDER FriEDMANN, London-wall, London, “‘ Boiler injectors.”
—lith October, 1871.
2763. Wi_uram Crookes, London, “‘ Disinfectant and deodoriser.”
2778. Witt1am. Henry Tay er, Tudor House, Anerley, “ Stoves.”—18th
October, 1871.
2803. Jonn Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Disintegrators.”—A communication from Jules Pilon, Eugtne Pilon, and
Emile Pilon.—20th October, 1871.
2827. Gustav KALLMEYER, Bremen, Germany, ‘Sewing machines.”—23rd
October, 1871.
2863. JosEPH oot Coventry, ‘‘ Obtaining and applying motive power.”
25th October, 1871
2883. EvGENIO pe ZvccaTo, Hunter-street, Brunswick-square, London,
“ Making and bagving
hes4 drawings and writings
2890. —
ELVILLE CLARK, Chancery “lane, London, “ Electric
——— apparatus.”—A communication from Bernard ‘Meyer and
Jonas
—27th October, 1871.
2910. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “ aes
machinery.”—A communication from Manuel Leopold Jonas Lavater
and ‘Adrien Michel.—30th October, 1871.
2943, ALrRED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Twine cutters,”
—A communication from Charles Carrington Lewis. —2nd November,
1871.
2963. WALTER WELDon, The Cedars, Putney,
‘‘ Drying chlorine gas.”—4th
November, 1871
3225, ERNST Kortino, Hanover, Germany, “Steam engines.”—29th
November, 1871.
$241. Joun Hopcss, York Cottages, York-road, Wandsworth, Surrey,
“ Purifying paraffin.”
8245. RicHarD Brown Everep, Drury-lane, London, “‘ Taps or valves.” —
30th November, 1871.
3259. JoHN HENRY JouNson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “‘ Extinguishg fires.”A communication from La Société Banoias et Cie—Ilst
Daonter, 1871.
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3827. Henry Grorce Boston, York, “ Igniting cigars, &c.”—9th December,
871.
3344. James Morratr, Glasgow, N.B., “‘ Muminating gas.”—11th December,
1871.
3411. Evan Leicu, Manchester, “‘ Harbours, breakwaters, &c.”—1l6th
Detember, 1871.
3486. Henry James Fenner, Park-place, Greenwich, and FREDERICK
VERSMANN, Fenchurch-street, London, ‘‘ Obtaining anthracene.” —23rd
December, 1871.
.
3494. Jonn Crayton Mewsurn, Fleet-street, London, “Dolls, &c.”—A
communication from Gabriel Benda.—27th December, 1871.
:
3500. CHRISTOPHER Bunks, Parli
t-street, Westminster, ‘‘ Treating a
certain resid
matter left in manufacturing aniline dye.”—28th
December, 1871.
‘
37. Wittiam Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Preserving
edible, animal, and vegetable substances.”—A communication from
Raymond Marie, Jean Baptiste Honoré, Henri Barre-Pin, and Jean
Baptiste Marie Ernest Barre-Pin.—4(h January, 1872
85. Brrerty DennaM Hea.ey, Swansea, ‘ Malleable iron and steel, &c.”
—llth January, 1872.
116. James Jones Aston, Pembroke-gardens, Kensington, London, ‘* Propelling vessels.” —15th January, 1872.
,
131. Jouw Hayton GREENHILL, Belfast, “ Disintegrating machinery.”—
16th January, 1872.
149. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Applying
colours or tints to photographs albumenised, &c.”—A communication
from Henry Vander Weyde.—17th January, 1872.
155. CHaRLEs DENTON ABEL, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘Governors.’
—A communication from Wilhelm Rudolph Proell —18th January,
1872.
199. Davip Joy, Middlesbrough, ‘‘ Removing slag from blast furnaces.”
22nd January, 1872.
205. Evan Leicu, Manchester, “ Propelling ships for railway ferries, &c.”
23rd January, 1872.
2, THomas CALLENDER Hinpe, Fownhope, near Hereford, “‘Iron and
eel.”
236. Watrer Stvart Hurron, Leeds, “ Forge hammers, &c.”
242. Epwarp Jacos Hit, Pimlico, London, “ Self-acting boat-detaching
apparatus,” —24th January, 1872.
267. James Woopwarp, jun., St. James’-street, Westminster, and Joun
Emme, Crown-street, Soho, London, ‘‘ Breech-loading fire-arms.”- -27th
January, 1872.
315. Witt1amM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Looms
for weaving.”—A communication from Enoch Pravolt Terrell, David
Bradley Allen, and John Enoch.
All persons having an interest in opposing any one of such applications
should leave particulars in writing of their objections to such applications
at the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its
date.
List of Specifications published cue the week ending
10th February, ° 1877: .
1238, Sd.; 1359, 8d.; 1424, 10d.; 1488, 1s. 10d.; 1497, 100.; 1504, 101.;
1512, 8d.; 1513, 1s. 4d.; 1516, 10d.; 1526, 8d; 1527, 6d.; 1532, 8d; 1553,
&d., 1534, 84.; 1 1s. 4d.; 1539, Is.; 1540, 1s.; 1542, 2s.; 1543, 10d.; 1547,
8d.; 1549, 8d.; 1553, Sd.; 1558. 8d.; 1561, 6d.; 1564, 8d.; 1565, 8 156
Is. 4d.; 1568, 8d.; 1571, 8d.; 1572, 1s. 6d; 1574, 6d.; 1576, 10d;
7, 8c.
1579, 'Od.; 1580 8d.; 1584, 6d.; 1596, 1s. 2d.; 1601, 1s; 1¢03, 8d; 1614,
6d., 1616, 18.; 1617, 1s. 4d.; 1622; 8d.; 162
.3 1629, Sd.; 1630, 8d.; 1633,
6d.; 1634, 1s. 2d.; 1644, 1s.;
, 10d.; 1707, Sd; 1709, 45.; 1710, 4d;
1720, 4d.; 1723, 4d.; 1724, 4d.; 1 , 4d.; 6, 2s. 4d.; 1727, Sd., 1728, 4.;
29, 4d.; 1730, 4d.; 1731, 4d.; 1737, 6d.; 1738, 4d.; 1741, 4d.; 1742, 4d.;
4d.; 1746, 10d.; 1748, 4d.; 1749, 4d.; 1750, 4d.; 1751, 4d.; 175%, 4d.;
d.; 1757, 4d.; 1758, 4d.; 1761, 8d.; 1762, 4d.; 1766, 4d.; 1767, 4d;
17
"; 1772, 4d.; 1776, 6d.; 1781, 4d.; 1783, 4d.; 1786, 4d.; 1813, 4d.;
1836, 8d.; 2794, 1d.
*,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office of
receipt of the amount of price and postage. Sums exceeding 5s. mustbe
remitted by Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High
Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty’s Patent-office, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents.
Class 1—PRIME MOVERS.
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, an
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, cc.
1975. G. CurysTa., Perth, N.B., *‘ Steam boilers.” —Dated 27th July, 1871.
The features of novelty which constitute this invention is--the employment of a series of tubes connecting the sides of the fire-box with
the side or end plate of the boiler at the smoke-box end.
1988. A. VrroLiet, Lubieres, France, ‘“‘ Water-feeding apparatus for
boilers.”
—A communication.—Dated 28th July, 1871.
The essential feature of this invention consists in the employment of a
slide box having two compartments acting alternately and moving
horizontally in a chamber which is in communication by tubes with the
water reservoir and with the boiler.
2029. A. M. Watkin, London, “ Apparatus for relieving the slide valves of
engines Jrom the pressure of the steam or other fluid.” —Dated 1st August,
1871.
This provisional specification describes introducing between the backs
of the slide valves (of double cylinder engines with one valve chest common to both valves) two surfaces parallel to the valve fa
The supporting surfaces are adjustable from the exterior of the valve chest, and the
pressure is taken off the back of the surface plates by packing rings. A
similar arrangement is applicable to single engines.
2094. L. Gurnorre, Mariemont, Belgium, ‘‘ Varying the expansion in engine
cylinders.” —Dated 9th August, 1871.
pee
;
The system of invention allows of a great variation in the introduction
inte an engine cylinder of the steam or other expansive fluid at any
desired degree from zero up to full expansion, and the application is
simple, whether applied to
with changing motion or tomachines
with continuous rotary motion. According to the invention the distribution
of the steam or other motive fluid is effected by meansof two simple slide
valves placed one over the other. One of these valves, which is the distributing valve, is worked by any ordinary reversing gear, and by two eccentrics, while the other valve, which isthe expansion valve, obtains its motion
from a special slotted quadrant or link. Thissecond link rocks on a shifting
centre, and is coupled at one end to the main valve and spindle. From
this arrangement the following results arise from reversing the lever
which changes the motion. First, not only is the position and working
of the distributing valve altered, but the same effect is produced upon the
expansion valve. Secondly,
the conditions of motion of the latter are quite
as favourable either way. And, thirdly, these results are attained without
the necessity for any other appliance, whether the machine is one with
changing motion or one with continuous rotary motion.
2223. G. Watson, Plaistow, Essex, and H. ANDREWS, Belfast, Antrim, Treland, “‘ Safety valve for marine boilers and other purposes.”—Deated 24th
August, 1871.
,
This invention consists, First, giving to the valve a shape that will
allow it to accommodate itself to an inclination while retaining its weight
on the valve seating. Secondly, in the application to the valve of a guard
to keep off dirt from the valve seating.
irdly, in the application of a
groove or recess, or grooves or recesses, to valve seat, either to hold oil,
water, or other lubricating fluid, or to prevent leakage of steam or for
other purposes, according to application of valve. _Fourthiy in attaching
weights and spindle to the valve by a universal joint. Fifthly, in a construction and form of valve seat which prevents any dirt settling on or
adhering to it.
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1991. J. Grantruam, London, “ Steam carriages for tramways.”—Dated 28th
July, 1871.
The improvements relate to the arrangement of engines and passenger
accommodation, the construction of the same and arrangement of the
wheels, the controllingo6gear, the condensation and disposal of the exhaust
E. Liarpet, London, “ Apparatus for mooring, towing, and the
jigging of ships. . Dated 3ist July, 1871.
he improved apparatus consists of a spring link, which ‘is inserted
into or connected with the cable, rope, or chain.
2017. 8. Harr, London, ‘* Carriages.” —Dated lat August, 1871.
Improvements in carriages are to prevent the inconvenience, as now
existing, of persons getting from one part of the carriage to the other.
2018. J. Epwarps, London, “‘ Permanent way of railways.”—Dated 1st
August, 1871.
With regard to iron sleepers, the novelty is the forming raised platforms on such to carry a spring. In regard to chairs, it is forming the
bottoms round ; also in forming a lug on one side of such, to fasten the
tie bar to. In regard to wood sleepers, it is fixing a piece of wood on
such, on which to fix the chairs.
2051. B. Hunt, London, ** Aerial navigation, and apparatus connected there
with.”—A communication. --Dated lat August, 1871.
The true question of aerial navigation consists merely in the form or
construction of an apparatus having power to elevate, lower, and direct
itself in the air by a force which it derives from the resistance of the air
itself. General description of the ship:—The ship will be put in motion
bya steam engine, which will actuate three screws, one placed at the rear
for propelling, the two others are placed beneath for elevating, and a
rudder placed at the front. It has at sides (two at the front and two
behind) four inclined planes or wings, which according to the require
ments are either turned down and fixed to the sides, or raised and
extended by means of a system of cords and pulleys, by men placed upon
seatson a foot-bridge situated below the vessel. The ship will also hx
provided with four supports, placed two beneath the rear end and two
below the front. This apparatus will be about one
and sixty feet long, exclusive of the rudder and the
screw. Its greatest width will be about forty-five feet,
greatest height, including the fout-bridge, will be about fifty-seven feett
These dimensions will be such that in all the transverse sectionsit will present an oval or egg-shaped form. The fish-like form which is given it is
that which is best adapted for cleaving the air without much effort
to rise easily, and to allow of advantageous workings of the screws
and rudder*and the wings and inclined planes. The greatest width
of the vessel will be about two-thirds of its height, in order that the
ascending screws may be in free air, so as to act effectively. The
vessel will be constructed as follows :-Two large pieces of timber will
form keels, one below and one above, each one extending the whole
length. These keels meet and are joined together at the front and
rear, and consequently form the contour of the vessel. From these keels,
wooden beams, forming stanchions, extend from the lower keel to the
upper one. On the stanchions, as upon a trellis, is stretched cloth coated
with oil varnish ; consequently at the same that the apparatus possesses
sufficient solidity to overcome the resistance of the air it is also in two
parts (there being left in the centre of the vessel an open space wherein
the enyine is placed), which by the employment here made of them will
be of great utility, and at the same time of no great weight. The under
neath part of the engine room will be covered with cloth coated with
oi 1 varnish. It is advisable to cover this part in order to prevent the air
from being drawn in, and thus endangering the equilibrium of the vessel,
especially in ascending.
O45. R. P. Faire, London, * Coupling and uncoupling railway carriages,
&e.”—Dated 2nd August, 1871.
The First part of the invention mainly consists in the employment of a
bolt or slide, which is actuated through suitable mechanism by means of
a handle at the side of the carriage, and which is, as required, shot into
or withdrawn from a bell-mouthed or vonical receiveron one carriage, so
as to lock orto release a slotted bar on the next adjoining carriage, in
order to couple or to uncouple the two carriages. When coupling bars
ure employed in the manner described in the inventor's specification,
No. 1521, 1868, springs are fitted at both sides of the bars and at both
ends of the carriage, which, when the carriage is passing round a curve,
will tend to lessen the fricti
gainst the sides of the rails; these
springs also bring the coupling
s in the centre of the carriages when
they have to be coupled.
2044. W. R. Lake, London, “ Ra
w the carriage of cattle, doc.”
—A co tnicatin Dated 2ud August, 1871.
The inventor provides the vehicles with a water supply reservoir m
tank, and a series of pipes to conduct feed-water to buckets hooked to
the slat of the vehicle. He forms stalls for the stock by hanging slide
partitions, and padding, bolstering, or otherwise cushioning the said
partitions. He employs a pulley device for partially suspending the
animalsor stock by removing their weight from their feet. ‘The feedpipes and buckets are moved out of the way to adapt the vehicle for the
carriage of merchandise.

Class 3.—FABRICS.
Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
Preparing, Manufacturing, Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing
Fabrics, &e.
1966. T. J. Smirn, London, “ Combing wool, &c.”"—A comini nicatios
Dated 27th July, 1871.
This relates to certain improvements upon previous patents,
Nos. 3832 (1866) and 2691 (1870) and consists, First, in substituting fixed
knives or plates for lifting the nipped sliver in lieu of the feeding boxes.
Secondly, the employment of annular plates or T-shaped pins for the like
uurpose. Thirdly, the employment of interserting gills for combing the
an Fourthly, the employment of segments having a to-and-fro movement for combing outside tringe. Fifthly, the employment of guard
combs for combing the uncombed ends. Sixthly, the employment of
intersecting guard combs. Seventhly, the employment of a nip having a
to-and-fro movement
Eighthly, the employment of one segment of
comb alone or in combination with two segments of guard combs inter
secting ach other.
SEARD, Ashkton-wader-Lyne, “Carding engines.” —Dated WBth July,
This invention is applicable to self-stripping carding engines, and it
consists in certain improved combinations of machinery, consisting of
dises, eccentrics, and slides for raising the top flats off the main cylinder,
stripping the flyings from them, and depositing them again in their
places, whereby the operations are performed more expeditiousiy than
heretofore.
1997. S. Warrwortu, Rockdale, Lancashire, “‘ Looms for weaving.”—Dated
29th July, 1871
This invention applies principally to wheel shuttles used in what are
called drop box looms, employed for weaving woollen, but it may also be
applied to slide shuttles used in these or other looms. The objects of
the invention are, First, to hold up the weft thread, and prevent it from
getting under the shuttle, and, Secondly, to enable any amount of drag to
be put on the weft thread that may be required. In the first place the
inventor forms a groove along the upper edge of that side of the shuttle
through which the weft thread passes, and in which it lies. This groove
is open at the top, where it is narrower than it is at the bottom. In
order to regulate the drag upon the weft thread he employs a spring
fixed inside the shuttle, with is free end pressing on to the “whorl.”
The weft thread passes through a loop or eye, and then between the end
of the spring and the ‘‘whorl,” to the opening through the side of the
shuttle.
2012. J. Buick, London, “ Uatwisting and combing or carding hair.”
Duted 3ist July, 871.
This invention cunsists im coiling ropesof hair upona reel on a revolving
frame. From the reel the hair passes through a revolving clip, by which
it is untwisted as it is held by iced rollers, which feed it on to arevolving
cylinder with grooves, in which are sliding plates, with teeth, which
enter the hair and then separate, so as to spread the hair as it passes on
Class 2.-_TRANSPORT.
to between other rollers. These rollers feed the hair on to a carding
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma- surface, where it is acted upon by rapidly revolving combs, sliding in and
out upon a drum, from whence the hair is delivered for use. The hair
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts, attached
to the card is cleaned off by a comb advancing and receding
Harness, &c.
a fixed plate. The motion of the teeth and combs is obtained by
181. W. W. Hanscom, San Francisco, U.S., ‘‘ Applying power to wiveels.”—- anthrough
arrangement
of cams and springs.
Dated 19th January, 1872.
Smitu, London, “* Apparatus for cutting the threads 6P net,
This invention.consists in com
machinery so as to use water as a 2015. T. J. 0."—A
conmunication.
— Dated 31st July, 1871.
dium for tra itting the power from the engines to the wheels of
A metal plate or base has attached to its tore end a shoe, the point of
traction and portable engines, excavators, and other self-moving which
tapered or rounded off, to find an easy entrance under the
machines, in place of toothed gearing, pitch chains, and the other ordi- threads iswhen
pushed
along
the
fabric.
this shoe, at either side, a
nary appli
for transmitting power. By this combination economy curved steel blade projects towards the From
rear, the blades being formed
of weight is obtained and facility of exerting the maximum tractive with
edges for severing the threads as they become bound or fixed
power of the machine at very slow speeds, or the minimum with great againstknife
the spots or figures, according to the width or distance the latter
— and in a much simpler manner, and with much simpler and more
from one another. At the rear of the base plate, upon astandard, a
efficient combination than heretofore. The general features of the com- are
curved spring is fastened, the fore end of which carries a presser plate
bination are :
cting the engi directly to the driving wheels, and for
passing over the threads, and holding them while the cutting is
them water pressure engines instead of steam, and using a
place. The tail ends of the cutting blades are held in a kind of
steam pump and accumulator reservoir for obtaining any required taking
ring or two plates, bent towards each other to control their action. ‘he
ure.
apparatus
has a handle, and curved bar, and connecting piece, so that it
1973. L. Hit, Glasgow, “ Tramways.”—Dated 27th July, 1871.
This invention relates to tramways for carriages or wagons with flanged can be used with facility.
wheels, and consists in combining a flat surfaced tram for one side, with 2021. H. ArnMIsTEAD, Brierfield, T. Tunstity, Burnley, R. Tunstivt, Bricrfield, Loncashire, * Looms.”—Dated 1st August, 1571,
a grooved tram for the other side, the groove being narrow and shallow,
The object of this invention is to prevent or ease the rebound of the
Ree ae ie Senge Ee SENS So ELS eS bottom
shuttle and picker when the shuttle is thrown across the loom, and the
it.

improvement consists in the employment of a buffer at one or both ends
of the loom, attached to the ordinary check strap.
2022. R. Connrnwairte, Skipton-in-Craven, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Balling warps of
cotton.” —Dated lat August, 1871.
This invention consists in winding the warp into a ball upon a tube by
mechanical means.
J. Perrie, jun., Rochdale, Lancashire, “ Machinery or apparatus
for
| 2027. steeping,
>
scouring, and washing wool.”—Dated lst August, 1371.
| The improvements consist in feeding the material upon a travelling
apparatus situate above the steeping or washing or scouring trough, and
in using the same apparatus, which carries it forward to agitate it im the
fluid and to carry it through the same.
2037. B. Dornson ond J. Macguern, Bolton, Lancashire, “* Machinery for
spinning and doubling cotton.”— Dated 2nd August, 1371.
This invention is applicable to the carding engines for which letters
patent were granted to George Wellman, on the llth September, 1500,
No. 2190, and it consists of improved machinery for taking hold of and
releasing the ends of the top flats. Another of the improvements in
cards is applicable to those cards in which the fleece is collected on a
lap, and it consists in a mode of collecting the fleece intoa lap and varying
its thickness. The mechanism for driving the drums of carding engines
alternately in opposite directions, to vary the thickness of the fleece, is
also applicable for driving the piecing rollers of combing machines. Th
improvements in machinery for spinning and doubling relate to the wind
ing on motion of self-acting mules.
2042. T. Wurreneap, Leeds, Yorkshire, ** Preparing and spinning fae, «
Dated 2nd August, 1871
Tue improvem 2nts consist in actuating the fallers in intersecting screv
gill 1uachines by meaus of three screws inst
of four, as hitherto urcd
the inventor also raises and lowers the fallers by meansof independ:nt
cams not being ached to the screws as heretofore. He alsv drives an
inverted flyer by any suitable means, by which the said flyer always
revolves at one uniform speed, and the spindle running and traversin:
1in the tube of the flyer is also supported by a step rail, which rail
and spindle traverse up and down, so that the flyer can guide the thread
either on a bobbin supported by the spindle or on the spindle itself
204. T. J. Sarra, London, ** Kaitting frames or wachines.”— A con
cr
> Jun
Thi
nees for
wing plain or ribbed fabrics
t]
will of the
» tu appliances for narrowing or fashi
work automatically, the whole of the appliances being combine
» the
same frame or machin
Some special featuresin the frame are claimer ,
315. W. BR. Lake, London, “ Shattle-operating wechaniam of looms Jo
weaving.” —A communication.—Dated lst Febrvarn, 1872
This invention consists in novel means for operating the picker staffs a
hereinafter more fully described. A single central obliquely grooved
cylinder with a single lever and links for the alternate outward operation
only of the picker staff is used. Springs are arranged to operate the
picker statis by expansion, and these springs and the links alternate!
draw inwardly the ver ends of the picker staffs and release them
previous to their throwing the shuttle. Jointed spring levers are 5»
arranged, in combination with the picker staffs under the slay boare, thi
the picker staffs themselves, which are retained in an outw
by said levers, automatically release each other alternately:
moment,
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Class 4.—AGRICULTURE.
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Fiiur
Mills, de.
2016. D. Bate, Wolverhuiaptoan, ** Cora will "— Dated lat August, 1871
The features of novelty of this invention are: First, the invent: r
applies a pair of millstones, one made cylindrical, the ot
The cylindrical stone revolves on a shaft in a horizontal position; th
concave stone lies underneath a section of ft the cylindrical stun ind du
not revolve. Secondly, the raising and lowering of the concave stom
Thirdly, the gain of great speed in motion, with a small amount
motive power, whereby a strong current of air passes between the stones,
thus keeping the meal and stones perfectly cool; Fourthly, its great
portability, and excellent adaptation to army and agricultural purpos«
andfor exportation for emigrants’
use
Class 5.—BUILDING.
Including Brick aad Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pips
and House F tt ings, Warming, Ventilating, dec.
2009. J. Simpson, Yo
re, *** Sad le boilers.” — Dated 3ist Jaly, S71
ing to this invention, the boiler is fired at a side arch, ty which
the furnace door is attached, and the draught will consequently b
divided, that is, follow opposite directions towards each end o: the
boiler, aud then be guided backwards and forwards on both sides of the
boiler, from the ends to the middle, under four hon wings, suitably
trranged, and forming the divisions between the flues. The wings als»
form continuations of the waterway. The flues meet about t tidd
of the boiler, at the water exit pipe on the top, and will ther
r
chimney. The furn
mars | russ under the boiler, instead
en
ways as hitherto, and the soot doors are at one end
2034. A. Munro, 4 nth, Fo
here, Cael W. DB. Apamsox, Glass
ol t
fugust, IST.
tutes this invention is the special
1
series, wherebythe sto»
“rongh
cu
ne operation, the barrels being arranged
!
tically or ’
is may be desired, also the construction of the
tuols to be t i therewith, of casehurdened malleable cast iron
Class 6.—_FIRE-ARMS.
Including Guas, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Tmpli mcuts of War for Coust Dejence, Giua Carriages, &e.
1979. E. Duney ead E. Marniort, Northampton, * Ordaance.”— Dated 27th
Je Is7l.
This invention relates
to a methodof casting shot at the time of firing
in the gun itself, so that it may be discharsed red-hot or in
f
ndition, the outer surface only bein: cooled Nhe ma
in at or near the muzzle of the gun, which is to be
a sand wad being interposed t» prevent the explosion of tl
muzzle stopper is hinged to the gun to prevent the escape«
metal before it is set
2002. J. H. Jounson, Loudon, ** Fire-arms.” A communicoul
Dated
29th July, 1871.
The invention consists in disconnecting the battery or barrels of fire
arms from the hammer, when not being fired, by mounting them wpen
a universal joint, by which means they are drawn out of the breech and
tixed in a longitudinal position so as to render the arm more portable
the row of barrels or battery is caused to traverse the breech pieve in
front of the hammer by means of an arrangement of mechanisia 1
nection with the trigger, which will effect such traverse to the extent ot
one charge at each pull.
2004. E. Jounsox, Addiscombe, Surrey, “‘ Breech-loading rittes, de.” —Dated
let July, 1871.
Constructing fire-arms with their revolving chambers actuated by
trigger, and carrying twelve or more cartridges; the pulling of the
trigger, firing, loading, and extracting the empty cartridge aud eject
ing it.
2039. C. Gorpox. London, * Breech-loading cannon, d&e.”—Dat !
August, 1871.
This invention consists in certain arrangements whereby the breech
bleck is securely locked during discharge, and an effectual gas chec!
provided. Also in an improved method of actuating the dischargin,
piston.

Class 7._FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &ec.
1971. R. Sroxog, North Shields, Northumberland, “ School desks aud
forms.” —Dated 27th July, 1871.
The novelty in this case consists of a school desk with a covered receptacle at the back for school implements, a movable shelf under the
writing slope for books, &c., pegs, and rails, so that the pupils may have
everything belonging to them within reach, the desk being sv juinted
and arranged as to be convertible into a table or a seat. Also of a schuv!
form so constructed that it may be converted into a kneeling form fur
divine service, &c.
1995. A. LrrrLena.es, Birmingham, “ Lockets, brooches, de.” Dated 29th
July, 1871.
rv
=:
The First part of the invention relates to an improved joint, by which
a locket may be opened and closed, and is intended as a substitute for
the ordinary hinye on the locket. The improved joint consists substantially
in a piece of metal attached to one or both sides of the locket, the said
piece or pieces of metal being 50 shaped as to allow a pin to be passed
through them, and so constituting the axis upon which the two sides are
to work. The Second part of the invention relates to the frame of the
locket. Hitherto the inner rim of this frame has been composed of a
piece of wire turned up and soldered on to the outer rim. The improvement here consists in raising the whole of this frame from a piece of
flat metal.

=
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2006. J. G. Tonave, London, “ Steam boilers."—A communication.—Dated
31st July, 1871.
This invention relates to improvements in the construction of steam
boilers, as follows: First, so arranging and constructing steam boflers, as
to cause circulation of the flame and gases through an interior flue,
having a downward direction, either vertical or more or fess inclinéd
downward, in order that the coldest gases only may pass away through
the chimney ; Secondly, so arranging and construeting steam boilers that
the circulation of the feed-water is in a reverse or 0} ite direction to
the hot gases which constitute this particular method of heating;
Thirdly, so arranging and constructing steam boilers as to cause
reanarr$ ty_—
circulation of water over the heated surfaces, in order to
these surfaces, and thereby ebtain a greater production of steam.
2010. J. Duranp, Paris, “ Buttons or fastenings.” —Dated 31st July, 1871.
These improvements consist chiefly in the employment of a slotted
stem, having a cellar at the lower end, in combination with a plate and
ther arrangements, substantially as set forth in the complete spocifivation, and skown in the drawing accompanying the same.
2036. R. B. Sanson, London, “‘ Apparatus for pressing garments.”—Dated
2nd August, 1871.
7
\ new method of lifting pressing board parallel by levers and links.
The swivel frame of new form, by which great strength and mobility tf
“ttained. And an improved ventilator te gas-heated smoothing-iren.
2038, G. L. CHarrer, Birmingham,
** Blowersor draw platesforeooking
range
and other fire-grates.”—Dated 2nd August, 1871.
\ccording to this invention the blower or draw
plate consists of three
jointed plates or flaps, namely, a top plate er fla nted to the top edge
of the chimney opening in the grate and two side
8 or flaps jointed
respectively to the sides of the chimney opening.
e top edges of the
side flaps are inclined and when they are opened out support the top
flap, an arched flap is jointed to the top flap, which arched flap
hangs down in front of the blower and partially cleses the front
opening in the blower. By means of steps om the side flaps the
position of the arched flap may be adjusted so at to regulate the
draught through the chimney. When the parts of the blower are opened
out the grate is converted into an open fire-grate. By closing or collapsing the parts of the blower the grate is converted into a close fire-grate.
2041. T. B. Upriny, Birmingham, “ Joints for bedsteads, chairs, &e.”—
Dated 2nd August, 1871.
This invention consists in securing the angle irons to the corner joints
by casting screw pins and pegs in the corners, which screw pins and pegs
pass through holes in the angle iron, and a nut being then serewed on
each serew pin, the whole of the parts are thus firmly secured; or a
slotted peg may be cast in the corner joint, which peg, passing through a
hole in the angle iron, is secured by a cotter through the slot in the peg.
Class 8.-CHEMICAL.
Tueluding Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
end Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
(lass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, de.
1os2. T. Tuomsen, Denwn, Stirling, N.B., ‘ Treating and smelting the ores
or oxides and salts of ivon.”—Dated 28th July, W871.
This invention consists in reducing or smelting tron ores, or oxides,
sulphates, and other salts of iron, into a metallic state within a reverheratory furnace on the top of a bath of molten cast iron. The ore in a
pulverised st: te is mixed with a suitable proportion of coal, or other solid
carbon-yielding substances, as wood or the coke or charcoal of coal or
wood, and of limestone, but also in a pulverised state, all mixed with the
powdered ore, and then spread in a layer of about 2in. in thickness over
the surface of the molten bath of iron. In a well arranged and acting
furnace the ore would be reduced and melted into the bath of cast iron
in about halfan hour, and the melting of the ore or charge at this stage
and high white heat is assisted by the insertion and stirring of a piece of
wood in the bath of metal, so as toslightly agitate it by the gases streaming from the burning wood. When each charge or layer is so reduced and
melted another charge is supplied and treated in like manner until the
hearth of the furnace is full of the melted cast iron so produced, when
the slag is skimmed off the top, and the whole agitated by the insertion
«ft a piece of wood as stated, so as to destroy and remove the silicon that
rs in it, and make the whole homogeneous. The metal so produced is
then run off at a door or tapping hole for the purpose, into moulds in the
form of ordinary pig iron or ingots, down to the level of the original bath,
when the door or hole is closed, when the operation of charging the mixture of ore, coal, and lime is then proceeded with as above described,
und the reduced metal run off again as just stated when the hearth of the
furnace is full. The iron ore for which this invention is most suited is
the ordinary residue from the ores used at copper works, and which
contains about 90 per cent. of oxide of iron, and for one ton of this ore
about 7 ewt. of ground coal and 1 ewt. of ground lime is suitable, but
these proportions would obviously vary according to the nature and
quality of the iron ores to be treated and mixed therewith, and the
amount of carbon in and quality of the iron desired to be produced.
1994. J. Broap, Finsbury, London, “ Fibrous paper pulp.”—Dated 28th
July, 1871.
The chief feature of novelty in this invention is the rendering of tan
or the spent bark from tanneries fit to and capable of being used with
great advantage as a material for the manufacture of paper by means of
the conversion of the tan into a fibrous pulp. This is effected by treating
the same under steam pressure in a rotating steam boiler, with a solution
of caustic soda, wood ash, and blue lias lime concentrated with spirits
of sults; and by its mechanical treatment in opening the fibres by
means of an opening machine consisting chiefly of a cylindrical roll,
with two supplementary rolls, furnished with steel or other points.
Ky its passage between these three rollers the tibres of the tan are completely opened up.
2024. C. Crockrorn, Holywell, Flintshire, “ Production of alkalies.” —Dated
lst August, 1871.
The patantee proposes, First, to mix caustic alkali, the sulphide of a
metallic base of an alkali, and a metallic oxide together to produce
metallic sulphide ; Secondly, to convert the hyposulphites of the alkalies,
metallic oxides, and the sulphideof the metallic base of an alkali into
a caustic alkali; Thirdly, to treat the sulphide of the metallic base of an
alkali with air free from carbonic acid; Fourthly, to impregnate the
sulphide of an alkali with oxygen to convert it into caustic alkali and
liyposulphite of an alkali, which is afterwards separatedto be crystallised;
Vifthly, to treat metallic ores with pyroligneous acid to obtain the metallic
oxides,
2040. W. J. Curtis, London, “ Obtaining extracts from vegetable or other
substances, and siltering or clarifying liquids.”—Dated 2nd August,
1871.
The object of this invention is to facilitate the obtaining of extracts
from or-infusions of various substances, and is effected by causing acirculation of the water to be maintained through the mass until all the useful
properties are extracted from the substance under operation.
Class 9.-ELECTRICITY.
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Mametic Apparatus,
Electrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries.
1908. BK. O. W. Wurrenouse, Hampstead, “‘ Blectric telegraphs.”—Dated
20th July, 1871.
This invention mainly refers to the following points :—First, the use of
new and improved forms of magnet and moving coils for telegraphic,
recording, or receiving instruments. aoege the use of magnesium or
other metal of light specific gravity and high specific conductivity, for
the conductor for moving coils. Thirdly, the use of glycerine and water
with aniline or fluid dye as ink for receiving-telegraph instruments
Fourthly, the utilisation of earth currents at receiving stations, so as by
means of accurate self-adjusting compensation to eliminate the emLurrassment usually arising therefrom, and to insure perfect working.
Class 10..MISCELLANEOUS.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
121. W. R. Lake, London, “ Pipe joints for gas, dc.” —A communication.—
Dated Lith January, 1872.
This invention relates to a pipe made of an interior lining of glass or
other vitreous material, an intermediate layer of hydraulic cement, or
other suitable material, and a protecting case of metal, wood, or other
material in such a manner that a pipe is produced which is durable and
free from corrosion. The said invention relates also to an elbow or other
joint for connecting two sections of the pipe, the said joint being lined
with glass or other vitreous material forming shoulders close behind
screw threads which are cut in the ends of the joint ready to receive the
pipes.
147. C. H. Mack, Portland, U.S., “ Artificial teeth.”—Dated lith January,
1872.
This invention consists in providing
an artificial crown with an undercut
or dovetailed mortise, by means of which it is secured to the natural
root. The inventor first fills the nerve cavity in the root with gold or
other appropriate filling, and then at the anterior and posterior side of
the filling he drills into the solid dentine a hole for the admission of pins
upon which are cut screw threads. The pins are then firmly secu
in
the holes. He then fills the undercut with «a fusible metal, one that will
fuse at a low temperature, and while yet soft he presses the crown firmly
over the pins,
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148. W. R. Lake, London, “ Bag for guano, dc.” —A comuniunication.—Dated
17th January, 1872.
invention consists ina
made of a textile fabric sq pré
that it is not attacked by the acids contained in guatios and phosphates,
of worn out by the attrition of the fragments of ore. Therefore much of
the loss from evaporation of the ammonia of nos and much, if not all,
‘siftage of the guanos, phosphates, ores, or other substancés contained in
the bags, is obviated.
157. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Bronzing machines.”—Dated 18th January,
1872irs
This invention has for its object to render the operation of bronzing
r
in all its details, and to prevent the waste of the bronze material. The operative, standing in front of the feed board, feeds the sheet
under a griper clamping the sheet against a rubber bed on the periphery
of the cylinder. The sheet having been previously sized is carried under
a bronze roller which receives its supply from a hopper, and has it evenly
spread on its periphery by feur spreading, rollers. It is then carried
under an upper wiping ér ooting Sone and is slowly and.surely wiped
and polished, Al the superfiuous bronze is carried up 6n the periphery
of the cleaning rolier in a direction reverse to that of the cylinder’s
metion, and is brushed from the cleaning roller by a rapidly revolving
Drush.
e sheet then passes déwn to a lower or auxiliary Peaititly
brush; a simple comb is used for cleaning this brush. The sheet is then
¢arried around until the gripér is opene ind thei drépped upon a
skeleton apron and carried along and deponite in a receiver.
238. H. A. Bonyevitxe, London, “ Copying presses.”
—A comiunication.—
Dated 24th Januury, 18% 2.
;
This invention Yeldtes to a copying press, composed of two pairs of
elastic rellets, which are geared together and supplied with moisture
from a suitable tank, and which are enclosed in a case containing a feed
and discharge opening for the copying paper and the manuscript, in
such a manner that by spreading.a sheet of copying paper on a manu
script, and passing the two in the case, and throv i betweet the tWo
pairs of rollers, a perfect copy is produced in « shért tinie, and regardless
of the size of the sheet containing the rtanuscript.
243. H. C. Bosse, Quelle, ‘* A new mode of making cast steel."—A communictition.— Paved 25th January, 1872.
The novelty which constitutes this invention is the use of the admixture im predetermined and definite proportions of pulverised plumbago,
anthracite, charcoal, bituminous coal, coked or in the natural state, compressed or not with pulverised iron ores, oxides, or carbonate of iron,
iron sand, or wrought iron, iron scraps, shavings, clips, and sponge, aid
metallic iron of any description in a crucible or in & reverberatory frnace, or re-heating, or puddling, or air furtiace, or with what it Known as
a Siemens’ furnace, or in any other furnace heatéd by gas, to make cast
steel of any desired quality in one eperatioii. The mixture, if used in a
furnace, to be covered or not with a flux of glass or blast furnace cinders,
or with glass-making mnterials, slabs of soapstone, tiles, bricks, or any
other covering, #nd If the ore or carbon used contains earthy matter, the
slags s¢orite which they will furnish may render other coverings unnevessary. In a furnace heated by gas, if a neutral flame, neither oxidising
tor carburising can be produced, no covering is required. The above
admixture to be used in the following proportions :—From two-tenths of
1 per cent. to 30 per cent., and even 40 per cent., of said carbon in weight
of the ore used, or of the oxide of iron, or carbonate of iron, accordin
to the purity of the oxide or carbonate of iron, and of the carbons used,
and according to the quality of the cast steel to be produced. The above
udmixture, either loose or compressed, with a coating of plumbago or
other carbonaceous matters, and covered or not with the abovejoned
coverings. To the admixture may be added a small quantity of oxide of
manganese, lime, and fluate of lime in equal proportions; wood tat ot
common glue may be added in compressing. To insure uniformity the
ores and carbons used should be free from all impurities, finely pulverised, thoroughly and uniformly mixed, and when weighed must be
dry, and sufficient carbon added to insure the carburising of the ores to
the required degree.
251. W. R. Laks, London, “ Lubricating apparatus.”—A communication.
~ Dated 25th January, 1872.
This invention relates to a lubricator applicable to all kinds of steam
machinery, but more especially adapted for use on the valve chest« cf
steam engines, and it consists in a steam chamber or condenser connected
to the top of an oil chamber in such a manner that the water resulting
from the condensation of the steam in the upper chamber flows down
into a lower chamber and displaces the oil, which escapes through an
opening in the top, and is conducted by a tube to the parts to be
lubricated.
264. W. R. Laks, Lovdon, “ Machinery for nailing or pegging the soles of
boots and shoes.”-—-A communication.—Dated 26th January, 1872.
This invention relates particularly to improvements in that class ef
machinery for nailing or pegging the soles of boots and shoes te thtir
vamps or uppers described in the specification of an invention for which
letters patent have been granted bearing date the 20th January, 1868
(No. 198). In the present invention each nail when driven is inclined,
and the nails of the row are alternately inclined, the inclinations being
in the line of the seam. It is held in a vertical position (as regards the
seam or plane of the fastenings), and is driven by a driver positioned
and moving in the line of each nail so held, and the inclination is
obtained by so cutting or forming the point of each nail that it assumes
the requisite inclination as it enters the sole, and the points of alternate
nails are preferably so formed that one enters and then slants In one
direction, and the next enters and then slants in the opposite direction
in the line of the series of fastenings. There is a swinging nail-tubeplate pivoted on a stud pin, and swinging from position where the wire
enters it, and the nail is cut off to position under the driver, the pivot-pin
being near the lower end of the swinging nail-tube-plate, so that while
the nail-receiving end of the plate has a very considerable motion to
carry it from the wire-receiving and nail-cutting line into the line of the
driv er, the lower point of the nail-tube-foot has but a slight movement.
1968. H. Gruss, Rathmines, Ireland, ‘‘ Photographic lenses.”—Dated 27th
July, 1871.
The inveution consists of a combination of lenses to be applied to ordinary single combination photographic view lenses, and the patent
aplanatic view lenses, whereby the distortion of same is corrected or
modified at pleasure.
1970. W. GRANVILLE, Hampton Court, ‘‘ Bottle corking machine.”—A communication.— Dated 27th July, 1871.
The novelty in this machine consists in the suspension of the bottle
by the neck during the action of driving the cork into it, instead of allowing the bottom of the bottle to receive the blow, as is the case in corking
machines heretofore employed. This invention renders accidents and
injuries from breakage of the bottles much less frequent than with the
old arrangement.
1972. G. Warsop, Nottingham, ‘ Perambulators, dc.” —Daled 27th July,
1871.
This provisional specification describes forming the body of a perambulator or carriage capable of turning round, irrespective of the frame
carrying the handle and wheels.
1976. A. M. CLark, London, “ Sewing machines.”—A communication.—Dated
27th July, 1871.
The First improvement
ists in the
bination with a needle of a
pair of loopers for opening the nes for the passage of an ordinary reel,
and a carrier for the spool sliding through said loop. Secondly, in making
the loop openers adjust the loop for forming eitherachain stitch or acombined lock and chain stitch by the aid ofa shifting finger. Thirdly, ina
spool carrier adapted to receive an ordinary spool, a way therefor having
an opening for the passage of one of the loopers, andadriver for said spool
carrier combined with the loopers. Fourthly, in combining with the
looper a bulged loop controlling plate for preventing the kinking of the
loop ——- to and while being drawn up. Fifthly, in operating the
loopers by means of the shafting a
motion to the rocker of the
needle arm, the one being connected to said shaft and the other being
pivoted to the
hi and
ted to the shaft by a rod, link, or
slotted pendulum, and a wrist or crank pin. Sixthly, in imparting tension to the thread by means of elastic discs of cloth or other substance
packed in one of the pivot holes of the spindle carrying the spool, said
pivot being pressed up by a set screw. Seventhly, in making the case
of the machine in sections jointed together so that it may be opened to
— access to the working parts without disturbing the work holding
plate.
1977. L. B. Bertram, London, “ Plug or stopper for tobacco pipes.”—Dated
27h July, 1871.
The features of novelty of this invention consist in making plugs or
stoppers hollow to receive the oil from the tobacco. There are holes made
ae the top of the plug and around it for the passage of the oil
into the plug and of the smoke and air through the plug in the act of
smoking.
1980. J. TuRNEY, Nottingham, ‘‘ Scudding split or wnsplit skins.”—Dated
27th July, 1871.
The skins are cleaned, and the grease extracted therefrom by a machine
or apparatus driven by hand, steam, or other power. In this machine
there are a revolving drum or cylinder, and a set of brushes, one half of
the brushes revolving in one direction and the other half in another. The
brushes are mounted in a frame which has a to-and-fro movement. The
skins are spread upon the cylinder, which is adjustable, and brushes
are employed with knives. All skins are fleshed, and those that the
— will not act on are scudded, and a brush is used to scour the
eather,
7. i M. Manspen, Shefield, “ Wool and other shears.” —Dated 28th July,
87
Making these articles out of material or combined metals so. prepared as
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to niake it possible toPnee-- the cutting édge frem the-evil effectsof
burning or oxidatio
the
of the blanks and the
protoldee Uf handonkig ligeny Bog ny two oriit prt)
the bow, although complete, yet
joined during the
maistaless Sb aaner
shanks arid blades.
Riom alte:
ther of material sufficiently soft for the bending and tw:
eridured
fhférming the shanks, pong Frgi
the Blades tlie liardriess of edgé
required at some convenient stage of the tianufactute.
these
articles altogether out of. rolled or tilted strings of steel or com
lons
of steel, and by a method in which the blanks are formed by the aid of
rolls or a forge hammer.
‘
1983. R. HucHeEs, Worcester, “‘ Apparatus for sweeping and cleansing roads,
streets, and other places.” —Dated 28th July, 1871.
,
‘
This invention,
ists in the arrang
t of a series of conical leperme
combined with other mechanism whereby ropds streets, ahd otHer place
can be thoroughly and conveniently swept afid cleatised:
1984. B. PecnenArt and k., Mrerre, London, “ Apparttus for the
nanitfacture of ndils.”—Daled 28h Fly, 1871.
oy
_. According tp this iyventioti itistead of the nail rod dr wire being fed to
Me pitchers by hand, the miachinery or apparatus is constructed witli
arrangements he feeding the nail rod or wire to 'the pinchers, and for
giving the nécessary movement to the nail rod or wire, so that it may bé
roperly prepared by the pinchers in readiness for béing cut off into
Tooathe for forming the
¥
ey
1985. B. H. PAut, London, “ Asphaltic material for paving, dc.”—Dated
28th, July, 1871.,
;
gece
This invention consists in preparing artificially ati asplialtic material for
paving, &c,, by mix togeter the bitunien obtained as 4 bye product,tr
refining ‘ crude
oil” and any suitable kind of ground ro=k,
stoné, &¢., sud aMias Winostohe, thith stort, dx idamy calcareous
t,
burnt clay, ind similar material.
1987. J. R. Woop, Sheffield, and W. Wipe, Whittington, Derbyshire,
“ Manufacture or production of joints or hinges for silver plate, plated
goods, &c.”—Dated 28th July, 1871.
E
This invention relates to the manufacture or production of joints or
hinges in German silver or other metals which are used extensively b
manufacturers of silver, silver-plated, and other similararticles. According to this invention, the joints are first cast ; a number of such joints
may, if desired, be connected together by a thin strip of metal called thé
“runner,” then, so cast in a mn g hs h > 4 _ singls Son
roughl ed,, antl h jointis place
weer a pair, df ucclirately cut
bey A nm Maal dod arid subjected to cousiderable pressiify Thi
operation has the effect of rendering the metal more soli and compact,
an advantage which cannot be obtained in simple as ;_it also causes
all the superfluous metal to be squeezed out, and leaves the joint perfectly
accurate for fitting into its opposite half without any further filing or
shaping. The two pieces forming one seamless joint are then put
together and a hole drilled through the knuckles to receive the pin
which is then inserted. A smooth 4 7
_ aoe Aaaagd= os4
joint is complete.
invention a
Ls
a
ard eral y Bea and uniform in its
joint or hinge of compact
iderable economy over the manufacture at
racy,is obtained with
present in use,
1989, 8, BREMNER, London, “ Printing machines.’—Dated 98th July, 1871.
The object of the First Et of. the inventiot, which applies to al
printing machines With ri
feéding boards, *" mioré paytiedlarly t¢
those with stopping of with tumbling a
te provide méans foi
topping the movement of the
ing board, the atinpers, the front lay?
or paper guides, and the register points, when the cylinder is stopped of
thrown out of géar, so as to prevent these parts acting except at every
altertiate movement of the table when double inking is required, or whett
the cylinder is thrown out of gear during single inking ;the attendant
has therefore in each case more time to lay the sheet. Theinveritiori
further comprises a rapid method of shifting the front lays when pointing
has to be done ;also means of giving a self-actilig tra¥elling motioti tv
the inking roiler for}s, in ofder to roll the formes more efficiently ; also
means . causing the vibrating roller and the distributing rollers té
change their positions in order to effect a perfect distribution of tlie ink.
1990. D. Surve, London, “‘ Apparatus for detecting the absence or negligence
of watchmen and other employes.”-- Dated 28th July, 1871. .
The said apparatus has a disc, which is formed with a small socket,
whereby it is supported upon the end of the spindle that carries tlic
minute hand of the clock in close proximity to the glass which a
the face of the same, A slender wire, is attached to the said dise at\:
exténded dutWward beyond the miitu' hahid, white it is bei aownwar't
and it is exterided iniward to tht point of the hour hand, its end being
provided with a smull socket, into which the end of the hour hand is
inserted. The margin of the disc is intended to receive marking from
pencil, and is furnished with material which will permit the repeated
reception and obliteration of such marking. Wit this margin the
disc is figured from one to twelve in the same manner as a clock face. A
small hole is made above this margin through the glass, and the
watchman or other employe can mark the disc upon the portion
immediately under the hole.
1992. J. RevELL, Dukinfield, Cheshire, and J. Coiiin, Oldham, Lancashire,
“ Apparatus
for lubricating spindles, shafts, axles, slides, and bearings
of all descriptions.” —Datedj28th July, 1871.
.
This invention consists in connecting to the bolster, bearings, or guide
an oil cup having in it a quantity of wool, cotton, sponge, of othe
absorbent material, there being at the lower endof the cup a tube gt
passage leading to) the interior of the bolstér, béaring, or dé ;and fis
the passage, which is either Jongitutlin’l, inclitietl, or vertical, there is a
loose pin or fine tube, ahd when the spindle or shaft revolves, or the slide
moves to and fro, the oil is slowly and effectively drawn from the wool,
cotton, sponge, or other absorbent material, and lubricates the parts.
These improved lubricators can be applied to all descriptions of spindles
and shafting, but they are
cularly ada’
to the bolsters or bearings
of preparing, spinning, and winding machinery.
1993. J. SrepHENs, London, ‘‘ Apparatus for ascertaining distances.”— Dated
28th July, 1871.
This consists
y in mounting two telescopes upon a base plate,
which is pivoted upon a’ tripod stand. One of the telescopes is firmly
attached to the base plate, and the other is free to be turned to bring it
in line with the object at which the first telescope has been previously
sighted. The second telescope is mounted be a quadrant-shaped plate
which moves with it, the outer edge of which gears against an index
pointer, which passes over a scale upon which the distances are marked.
1996. 8. TownsEND, Bradford, ‘‘ Cleaning and polishing boots and shoes.” —
Dated 29th July, 1871.
The object of this invention is to combine in one machine mechanical
parts or apparatus suitable to effect several purposes, and thereby render
it especial dapted for d
tic use. The improvements consist in
the employment of a shaft or shafts capable of rotating in suitable
framework, and on which shaft or shafts the inventor mounts one or
more cylindrical or circular brushes of suitable shape or| tudinal
surface forms, such as convex or
,or a
bination of both or
surface forms. And also on the said shaft, or one of them, is mounted «
grindstone and a glaser or emery roller. And also other cylindrical or
circular tools or instruments may be mounted thereon, such as a cylindrical brush for cleaning plate or other articles, or a circular saw for
cutting bones or firewood, and which Bes portable, so that one may
exc!
for another if desirabl
is hine may be driven or
motion given to it either by manual or other motive power.
1999. L. A. Kerry and C. H. Tippie, Middlesex, “ Jeu de Joie.” Dated
29th July, 1871.
The invention consists of an entirely new description of board or slab
as regards the shape, minutia, and use to be made of it. Of a disc or
lette to be used in connection with the board. Of a distinguishing
ge to be worn, and tablet for recording the scores, and of regulations,
controlling the use of these.
2000. J. E. Hoxtmes, London, “‘ Dressing and shaping stone.”—Dated 29th
July, 1871.
This ; visi
cification relates to that class of ‘stone-cutting
machinery in which’ (by a nage lever or otherwise) a short vibratory
motion is given to the cutting tool or tools whilst the stone is caused to
travel
it, or in some cases the tool may be caused to travel whilst
the work is stationary.
2005. A. WEYL, Paris, “ Damping rollers for moistening paper, &c.”—Dated
3lst July, 1871.
This provisional
nt pone TN describes a hollow roller of meta] or other
mat
_—
around its periphery, and covered with fabric. The
roller is
with water by an aperture, which is closed by a screw.
2007. A. M. SriBer, London, and F. Wuire, Camberwell, Surrey, “‘ Apparatus for lighting purposes.”—Dated 31st July, 1871.
This invention relates to —— in which petroleum or other combustible oil or liquids are employed, the holder thereof being bathed with
air, which wholly or nearly surrounds it. A street lamp is described,
having the oil holder surrounded by a casing, with intermediate space
for circulation of air, and fi
the bottom of the nay, ee rests
on a ledge in a glazed frame. A
lamp is described, having the oil
holder at the bottom connected therewith, and
on a
ited
Air holes are in the bottom plate of the lamp,
air holes
in the burner. The key can be a
without removing the lamp
from its casing; the keyhole is covered .: a movable
ited plate.
A carriage lamp is described, fastened with its oil holder outside the
a: intermediate spaces provide for the circulation of air around
the oil holder. The lamp has hae ao hypeair deflecting arrangements
at top. A railway lamp, described
patent No. 3318, dated 19th
December, 1870, may be modified by using a non-perforated cap. The
above described arrangements may be adapted for heating.
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difficulty in obtaining a sufficient supply of coal,
THE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES creasing
and the scarcity has now reached a point which may fairly
(From our own Correspondent.)
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND be described as a famine. Unless the demand should very
OTHER DISTRICTS.
speedily be met, it is to be feared that manufacturers who THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE—THE DEATH OF MR. JOSEPH
are most provided for may be obliged to stop their works.
Pease—New ENTERPRISES— ENGINEERING AND SHIPBUILDING:
(From our own Correspondent.)
causes of the scarcity are three—namely, the stoppage of
Great Activity—Prices,
SERIOUS FAILURE IN THE IRON TRADE: The effect upon the market The
production
attendant
upon
the
late
disputes
about
working
hours,
Tron
of every description is in great demand. The make with 125
—THE BUSINESS IN WOLVERHAMPTON ON WEDNESDAY: Very the enormously increased demand arising from the ex
ion
of
blast
is now at the rate of upwards of 160,000 tons per
high prices for all kinds of finished tron: Effects of high prices trade, and the present colliery strike at Cannock Chase. We month,furnaces
but this great production is not sufficient to meet the re‘upon engineering orders--THE PRODUCTION OF PIG IRON: Z'wo understand that there are, with a few rare exceptions, no stocks of quirements
of
buyers. Scarcity of materials is the great difficulty
more furnaces re-starting: The firm—On ’CHANGE IN BIRMINGon hand, either in the town or district, and that more coal is the Cleveland district has to contend with just now. The prices
HAM ON THURSDAY: The failure and the short supply of coal— coal
of coal and coke are high, and owing to the bond fide demand for
wanted
than
could
be
raised
even
if
there
were
no
strices.
ArrangeTHE PRICES OF COAL, AND HOW THE MINERAL CAN BE SUP- ments are being made to bring coal from Leicestershire, Derby- iron the quotations are as firm as ever. At the Middlesbrough
PLIED FROM OTHER DISTRICTS—THE SCARCITY OF FUEL IN shire, and Lancashire. It is nevertheless a fact that for the market, on Tuesday, there was not a large attendance, the majority
BIRMINGHAM—THE LABOUR MARKET IN THE IRON TRADE: The present Birmingham, situated as it is close to a colliery district, is of the ironmasters having gone to Darlington to attend the funeral
Jina! arrancemnts between masters and mn—How TO MAKE dependent
for the carrying on of its manufactures on distant of the late Mr. Joseph Pease, head of the firm of Messrs. Pease, the
THESE WORK SATISFACTORILY— THE COLLIERS AND THEIR sources of supply.
is for the local coalmasters the disagree- extensive colliery owners and ironmasters in Durham and Cleve“stints "—COLLIERY ENGINE TENTERS AND THEIR WAGES— able possibility thatThere
the imported coal or some of it, may, once land. During last week the aspect of the Alabama claims had the
THE ALABAMA DIFFICULTY AND BIRMINGHAM INDUSTRIES—THE introduced, keep its hold
upon
the market. Just now, however, effect of depressing the prices of iron, but this was only temporary,
IRON TRADE IN NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE.
the main question, alike for coalowners, manufacturers, and the and on Tuesday £75 for No. 3 was quoted, the other qualities
Bustvess in this district and especially throughout the iron trade public,
being sold at proportionate rates.
is
how
to
get
coal.”
has been injuriously affected in the past few days by the failure
There was much activity in the finished iron trade as there has
labour market is settling down in the iron trade. Finished
of Mr. Caleb Bloomer, iron merchant and chain and anchor manu- ironThemaking
been for the past few weeks. The rail trade is in a satisfactory
operatives
have
notified
to
Mr.
George
J.
Barker,
facturer, of Great Bridge and West Bromwich, whose liabilities chairman of the Ironmasters’ Association, that they accept the condition,
the prospects are more encouraging. Plates and
are roundly estimated at £50,000. Besides carrying on the manu- 10s. 6d. a ton for puddlers, and a proportionate rise to millmen up angle iron, and
to the briskness in the shipbuilding trade, are in
facture of chains, cables, and anchors, Mr. Bloomer was largely to the end of June; and that, with reference to the period subse- exceptional owing
demand.
Bars are in good request, and the other kinds
engaged as a dealer in pig iron of this and other districts, and quent to that date, they adopt their own scale without a of iron made in Cleveland
find a ready market.
usually kept on his wharf, at Great Bridge, some thousands of tons minimum in preference to the scale submitted by the masters at
A
contemporary
calls
to the numerous enterprises in
of this commodity. As chain and anchor manufacturer at the last conference. On this last described basis the rates paid the iron trade which haveattention
recently
promoted, and states that
Gold’s Hill, he employed perhaps 150 hands, and consumed 60 for puddling will in future be 1s. a ton in advance of £'s per ton only some of them will be successful.beenI quite
in this belief.
tons of iron weekly. But neither his business as an iron merchant for bar iron. What the price really is will have to be determined Lately a very large amount of capital has been concur
invested in the iron
nor as an iron manufacturer has brought about his suspension.
the books of a certain number of ironmasters have been ex- trade of Cleveland, and in most cases where it has been determined
He allied himself to some local firms which have unhappily proved after
by a sworn accountant, and the :20ney obtained by the to build new works suitable sites have been secured, and such
unsuccessful. Chief of these was the late Union Iron and Coal amined
for the iron sent out of their works is ascertained. Thus engineering skill has been guiding the various undertakings, that,
Co., which he was instrumental in starting, after having masters
the
basis
be the average price ranging between the rates providing there is not a commercial panic, success is insured. The
been
ssessor of most of the estate. When this concern secured bywill
the firms that produce bars which sell at the highest same remarks cannot be applied to old works which have changed
ral
Mr. Bloomer sought to get the works into the market and the lowest
hands.
prices respectively.
through London, still as a joint stock concern. As late as
Engineering and shipbuilding continue in a prosperous state.
The ironmakers in notifying their acceptance of these terms thus
Wednesday last week he thought he had succeeded, and write
Some Tyneside firms have lately received extensive orders from
:—‘‘
The
ironworkers
have
been
instructed
to
proceed
with
the
indeed so telegraphed to this district, but his credit had been so election of a standing committee, which committee will be invested |the
East of Europe. Messrs. Hawthorn, of Newcastle, have
much weakened in the district that his bills were being returned,
full powers to act with the Ironmasters’ Committee to arrange arranged to make four pairs of the largest marine engines that
and a speedy collapse seemed to be inevitable. This led to the with
have
been yet built in that famous engineering town. Messrs, J.
and
settle
rates
with
intermediate
prices,
and
also
all
matters
in
breaking off of the negotiations in London, which Mr. Bloomer
pertaining to the just and proper working of the wages scale. | W. Richardson and Co., of Low Walker, have contracted to build
himself was personally conducting. On Monday the Patent Nut detail
four
steamers, of heavy tonnage and high-class, for
Hoping
that
we
have
now
arrived
at
that
happy
era
when
strikes
and Bolt Company, who had a claim upon the estate, seized a and lock-outs in connection with this great and important industry | Italiansplendid
On Saturday last Messrs. T. and W. Smith
quantity of his pigiron. This wasr
ted by a fi
ial company, have become events of the past, and that what has been done, and launchedcompanies.
a
Scotieeneb
of the largest class. On the Wear
who also had a claim upon the estate, and after much uproar in remains to be done between us, will give stability to the trade of | all the shipbuilders aresteamer
busy. The several firms on the Tees
the locality the iron was prevented from being carried away, and the district, and add permanent advantages to both employers and have as much work on very
hand
can possibly manage. A
thus preserved to the general body of creditors. Mr. Bloomer was the employed, I am,” &c, Mr. Barker has replied to the men that number of big vessels have beenas they
launched this year by Messrs.
unable to meet the bills that fell due on the 13th, and the investi- on behalf of the Ironmasters’ Association he confirms the agree- Pearce and Co., Stockton, and Messrs.
Richardson,
Duck, and Co.,
gations made by his friends showed that it was impossible to carry ment up to the end of June; and promises that at the | Stockton. Last week Messrs. Backhouse and Dixon,
on with advantage. The stoppage was made known on Wednesday next meeting of the Committee of the Association he | brough, launched two fine steamers, the Edith Emilyof Middles
and the
morning. Mr. Bloomer is connected only by relationship with the will lay before the members the amended resolution adopted | Peter Gibson. The former will be supplied with surface
conold and respected firm of Bloomer and Son, of Pelsall, who are by the ironworkers for the adjustment of the wages to densing engines of 120-horse power, by Messrs. Maudslay, Sons,
creditors to a small amount. He is a man of great resources and be paid from the commencement of July. At the same time the | and Field, London, and the latter, a screw, 1600 tons burden, inenergy, and his presence upon a joint-stock directorate has for some chairman promised the men that if they will let him know when | tended for the emigrant trade, will be fitted with engines 120-horse
time past been thought to impart to the concern much stability their fresh representatives have been elected he will arrange a power, by the same firm. At Stockton Messrs. Blair and Co.,
and trustworthiness.
meeting at which they can, together, arrange all matters per who are so busy in the marine department, are enlarging their
At Wolverhampton yesterday (Wednesday) a very unsatisfactory taining
to the adjustment of the scale. He sincerely reciprocates premises.
tone pervaded the market. The failure of Mr. Caleb Bloomer was the
good wishes and anticipations of the men, and looks forward with | The prices of iron are the same as those we last quoted.
universally deplored, and led to much caution on the part of those confidence
to an honourable fulfilment of the obligations entered
‘
who believe in the probable effect of the collapse upon a few small
firms. There was less disposition to do business than for some intoThisby isbothin parties.
respect highly gratifying and must ten to the |
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
weeks past. Not much cause for regret at this was expressed, for stability of theevery
trade,
so
long
as
it
is
possible
for
difficulties
to
be
nearly everyone who has anything to sell has sold for some time adjusted without the interposition of an umpire. When that |
(From our own Correspondent.)
forward—indeed, some of them for delivery next year. The pro- period arrives, if it should at all arrive, no doubt an umpire will be THE PIG IRON TRADE—SHIPMENTS—THE
MALLEABLE IRON TRADE
duction keeps very small of all kinds of finished iron.
but it would have been much better that both sides should | -—-NEW ENGINEERING WORKS— MINERS’ CONFERENCE — THE
Works are still standing, wholly or in part wanting coal. Whilst chosen,
determine
that
there
should
be
such
an
officer,
and
that
he
|
NINE
HOURS
MOVEMENT—EDINBURGH
AND
LeITH ENGINEERS’
some mills and forges that last week could roll no iron at all, are should be chosen before any difficulty has arisen. In proof
INsTiITuTION oF ENGINEERS—THe Tay
now on, there are others where less is being done this than last of the danger there is of leaving the appointment of | SocreTy—GLascow
Brince—*
THE
UTILisaTiION
OF
WASTE
SUBSTANCES
IN GAs
week. Although, therefore, the demand for other kinds than
umpire until a difference exists which cannot be settled by the | Liqvor”—GLascow CorPoraATION GasworKs—Mrk. FErnie’s
sheets is less pressing now than a week ago, prices keep very strong. an
parties
immediately
concerned,
we
need
only
point
to
what
has
|
NEW
PATENT
BLAST
FURNACE
—THE
COAL
TRADE.
Makers are well able to enforce their own quotations. Nor do mer- taken place in connection with the coal trade in South Wales.
iron market has been tolerably firm since the date of our
chants experience a great deal of difficulty in getting high rates
the colliery proprietors and their men had been unable for | THE pig
report, and a large amount of business has been done.
where there is a country connection. Sheets keep rising in price. There
months to come to an amicable understanding, because, not || last
Yesterday’s
market was strong at 75s. to 75s. 11d. cash, and
Yesterday afternoon new orders were booked for “‘ singles” at as many
having chosen an umpire when there was peace, they could not | 75s. 9d. to 76s.
month, closing sellers at 76s. cash and
high a figure as £14. The largest consumers—notably the gal- agree
one to suit both sides after a cause of disagreement |763, Gd. one month6d. ; one
one and a-half per ton less. At to-day’s
vanisers—are almost standing for want of a supply. It should not broke upon
out. So soon as they could come to an agreement upon the market an advance buyers
was
obtained on these quotations, 75s. %d.
be cause for surprise if sheets go even much higher.
to be selected, the representatives of the masters and the cash, and 76s. 2d. one month
being paid, closing sellers at 75s, Yd.
The cheaper description of iron, such as that used in fencing, man
respectively had held only two sittings when it was announced |
cash, and buyers in a few days.
and in nut and bolt making, is adversely affected by the current men
to the umpire (Mr. Macnamara, of the Oxford Circuit) that they prompt
The
shipments
of
pig
iron
from Scotch ports for the week
high prices. The same must be said of plates and angles.
agreed, and that he would not be called upon to give a decision.
Saturday last amounted to 13,200 tons, as compared with
Engineers are declining to give out orders for girders at the had
It may well be hoped that the ironmasters and ironworkers of ending
— figures. Timber is now being used where iron had been South
10,821 tons for the corresponding period of 1871. The total
Staffordshire
will
so
far
extend
their
conciliation
scheme
as
esired, and would have been employed if it had remained at a to include the services of an umpire if an occasion for his inter- shipments since the 24th December last are 84,006, as compared
moderate price.
64,327 tons for the corresponding period -of 1871, being an
position should arise, and that such umpire will be at once with
increaseof 19,739 tons. The imports of Middlesbrough pig iron into
Prices are firm at £12 to £12 12s. 6d. for marked bars.
Scotland for the past week are 730 tons in excess of the same
Two more blast furnaces will very soon be again in operation in selected.
The
colliers
outside
the
Cannock
Chase
district
are
generally
the Wolverhampton district. The furnaces that are well known
last year.
work, but they are not yet labouring full time as a rule. period of the
exports of manufactured iron from Glasgow during
as having been the property of the late Mr. Gibbons at Millfields, resuming
has been some irregularity as to the methods by which the lastAmong
week
there were 3304 tons of bar iron, 2575 tons of malleable
and last carried on by Mrs. Emily Gibbons, have been purchased There
“stints” have been adjusted at the collieries in the thin coal or iron, and 594
¥ Messrs. Sparrow, and by them are being adapted to the making Wolverhampton
tons
of wrought iron.
district, and uniformity is being attempted.
The shipments of coal from Scotch ports for the week ending
of iron upon the most ons
principles. The gases will
The Alabama difficulty is beginning to exert a prejudicial in- ||Saturday
be drawn off, and there will be calcining kilns and all the other fluence
last
amount
16,576 tons foreign, and 15,013 tons
the trade with the United States ; merchants are coastwise, being a total toof 34,589
tons, as compared with 24,760
apparatus now deemed requisite by the foremost metallurgists decliningupon
give out orders for hardwares that, but for that dis- || tons
in this and other districts. Certain mineral p
i
ttached pute, wouldto have
for
the
corresponding
period
of last year.
been placed for the North American market.
to the estate have also gone with the furnaces. This proThe malleable iron trade is very active, and the prices for all
There
is
no
abat
t
in
the
d
d
for
finished
iron
in
North
rty is close to that previously owned by the Messrs. Sparrow.
qualities are stiffening. There is an increased demand for local
; and now that an amicable understanding has been consumption,
rom both together large quantities of ironstone have for some Staffordshire between
especially in plates, angle iron, and bars,
the employers and the ironworkers and
time past been taken, and regularly stacked upon the bank, until established
Messrs. Alex. Stephen and Sons, of the Linthouse Shipbuilding
miners,
orders
which
previously
had
been
declined
on
account
of
now there is, perhaps, at Millfields the largest stock of ironstone the uncertainty attending the settlement of the questions in Yard, are now erecting a large and handsome engineering departunder process of weathering that is to be found in the whole of
where they can carry on the manufacture of marine engines,
are now being placed upon the books, so that there seems ment, conference
South Staffordshire. In Mr. Gibbons’ day the furnaces were dispute
of miners connected with the West of Scotland
every prospect of a good trade for some months to come wasA held
noted for the excellence of all the appliances. In the hands of now
in Glasgow on Monday. After the meeting had been
provided
the
men
show
a
disposition
to
work
while
work
is
the new owners, who are a firm of considerable standing in this ae ete and wages good. An active demand exists for pig iron, addressed at some length by their president, Mr. Alexander
part of the kingdom, the Millfields furnaces and mineral estate
Macdonald, it was agreed to defer the proposed strike in the
ut as makers are sold up to the end of the quarter there are as Jordan-hill
will be utilised greatly to the advantage of the district, and a yet
district until it was seen how the Alabama claims
no transactions to report—a condition of things which applies would be settled.
supply of excellent iron will be forthcoming, which is very much in the
Mr. Macdonald pointed out that as America
same
respect
to
the
ironstone
trade.
needed. It would not surprise us if the estate of the Union Coal
was
one
of
the
most extensive customers of Scotland for coal and
—=—[—[—=—==—SSS>S>=—
SS
and Iron Company, which is close to the Millfields furnaces,
iron, a war between the two countries would seriously paralyse
should ultimately pass into the hands of Messrs. Sparrow. In
TRIAL OF A RoapD STEAMER IN GREECE.—The following letter those industries.
that event the excellent mill and forge establishments that the which we have just received from Mr. Blakeway, engineer to the
The workmen of Messrs. Mirlees, Tait, and Watson struck work
Union Company have been unable to conduct with a profit would Hellenic Road Steamer Co., Limited, will interest many of our on Monday afternoon without giving their employers the slightest
afford constant employment for a large number of operatives.
warning.
The firm are just now very busy, and in order to comreaders :—‘‘ Sir,—I have pleasure in informing you that on the
plete existing contracts they will be compelled, in all probability,
On ’Changein Birmingham this (Thursday) afternoon there was a 26th ultimo we made a trial of the capabilities of our first r
de the fifty-one hours thus arbitrarily claimed. But such
to
e attend
of
bers of the iron and coal trades with hard- steamer, the Achaia, by Messrs. Robey and Co., with
ib
ware manufacturers, The soundness of firms whose names were attached, ee from seventy to eighty passengers, includin; | conduct on the part of the workmen is only a mild form of intimi
freely mentioned gave rise to more discussion than was evoked by the Archbishop of Patras, the Rev. H. A. Boys, English chaplain, dation, and cannot fail to interfere most seriously with the cordial
actual negotiations. These were still impeded by the short sup- the Nomarch and the Demarch of the town, H. S. Ongley, Esq., relations and harmony that ought to exist between masters and
ply as we l of pigiron as of coal. For household purposes coal is British Consul, and most of the principal inhabitants of the place. workmen.
The West of Scotland Iron Trades Short Time League held a
now nag * elivered) 20s. a ton in Birmingham and in Wolver- The route taken was from our station to Mr. Gerussi’s property
hampton.
For works purposes the quotations are equally high. beyond St. Athanasius’ Church, returning to the statiow and thence meeting‘on Monday, at which arrangements were made for holding
a conference with the masters on the subject of the nine hours
When the produce of this district is a necessity enough fuel cannot by way of the market and along the main street to where the Engbe got either for domestic or manufacturing purposes. Manufac- lish church is being built, and
back to the station. The steepest movement. The conference will take place on Friday next. It
turers could obtain coal from Lancashire and from North Wales if gradient travelled over was 1 in 17, and up this incline the was reported that Messrs. Harvey and Co., engineers, Paisley-road,
Th
they would Fs vendors’ prices. Many hundred tons a day might engine took its load safely and steadily at the rate of three miles had granted the fifty-one hours limit.
The riveters of Partick and Whiteinch are agitating for the
be brought from the Wigan district at, delivered in Birmingham per hour, nor did the fact of the none |having been very recently
or South Staffordshire, from 13s. 6d. to 15s.a ton; and from covered with loose soil cause the india-rubber tires toslip. On the fifty-one hours week, but it is expected that a compromise will -be
North Wales, at from 13s. to 15s. Apart from the price, however, level portions of the road the average s
was eight miles per entered into, by which the fifty-four hours will be accepted until
as
the quality is not so good for ironmaking as the Staffordsbire coal. hour exclusive of stop;
The only disagreeable incident that the present contracts have been worked off.
Since the date of our last report the engineers of Edinburgh and
Hence the reluctance of the ironmakers to purchase the foreign occurred was the ignition of the lagging around the boiler, which
C.E.,
Romaine,
Leith
George
which
have
meeting,
Mr.
at
a
held
of quenching the fire.
fuel. If, however, the present scarcity should much longer con- occasioned several eRe es for therT
Cylinder.” The
tinue, they will be driven to use it. They have used it before. The engine was skilfully driven by
Wells, formerly of Lin- read a paper on “The Action of Steam byin thetheieading
engineers
entertained
views
the
explained
author
It was largely imported during the last great colliers’ strike, and coln.
Iam happy to say that on the whole the trial was satisfacthe quotations of the fo
produce 2re much more in its favour | tory, and when it is considered that the engine and omnibus are of the day on this subject, and showed many fallacies "that preP
in comparison with those of this district than was the case at that capable of performing the work of twenty ordinary carriages, vailed as to the effects of steam.
“The Application of Machinery to Mining Purposes ” formed
earlier date.
forty native horses, and twenty men, and at about a fifth of the
As to the serious effect —_ Birmingham manufacturers of the | cost, I consider this system of traffic must prove very advantageous the subject of a paper read at the last meeting of the Institution
short supply of coal the Birmingham Daily Post says :—“ For |to the country and remunerative to the shareholders. — JoHN of Engineers in Binsgow, by Mr. Archibald Gardner, who, by way
of illustrating his statements, exhibited a number of diagrams,
some time past the manufacturers of Birmingham have had in- | BLaKEWAyY, Patras, Greece, Feb. 3rd, 1872,”
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and a photograph, showing the machinery employed at Kirkwood
Colliery for carrying the coal through the work
to the shaft,
on the endless rope system. A discussion followe
The operations connected with the Tay Bridge are being pushed
forward rapidly. The. seventh pile has now been lowered into
position, and the girdérs for the first span were fixed in their
proper place this week. An interesting paper on “‘ The Utilisation
of Waste Substances in Gas Liquids” was real before the members
of the Chemical Section of the Glasgow Philosophical Society on
Monday last by Mr. R. F. Smith. The author referred to the
various attempts that had been made to utilise the nitrogen of the
atmosphere in the direct formation of ammonia and cyanide compounds, spoke of nitrogen compounds formed in the process of
making gas from coal and paraffin oil from shale, and indicated the
direction in which inves-igation is now being pursued so as to
—
the animal and vegetable kingdoms as sources of chemical
substances used in the arts. A discussion followed.
The Glasgow Corporation are now advertising for contracts for
the new works that they propose to make for the manufacture of
gas at Maryhill. The works will be of a large and expensive kind,
and they are to be commenced forthwith. The new works at Dalmarnock, also belonging to the Corporation of Glasgow, are now all
but completed, and when the Maryhill works are put in operation
there will be an ample supply of gas for the city for many years to
come.
Mr Ferrie, the manager of the Monklands Iron and Steel Company’s Works, and the inventor of the new patent blast furnace,
which has already been described in these columns, has now
completed another furnace on his patent principle, which, so far
as it has been already tried, is a great success,
The coal trade is abnormally brisk, and prices still exhibit an
upward tendency. Householders are full of complaints about the
scarcity and dearness of coal, which is usually very cheap in the
West of Scotland.
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE IRON TRADE: Continuation of a prosperous state of things:
Operations carried on with greater steadiness at the »ronworks,
and incresse in the supplics of fuel: Large dem-nd for rails,
bars, and plats kept up: Transactions: American «ngagements: The Alabime difficulty: The steel rail branch : Home
business—THE TIN-PLATE TRADE- THE STEAM AND HOUSE COAL
TRADES—THE NINE HOURS’ MOVEMENT—THE BLAENAVON IRON
AND SreeL Company (Limitep)—THE VAN Consots Leap
MINE—EXPLOSION AY PENYDARREN IRONWORKS—THE RAILWAY
DIVIDENDS.
Ir is satisfactory to be able to report a continuation of a
prosperous state of things in connection with the iron trade of this
district, At the ironworks operations have been carried on with
greater steadiness than for some time past, and there is a prospect
of things going on regularly for a few months at least. This is
attributable mainly to the settlement of disputes at the collieries,
the result of which is that supplies of coal and coke have increased,
and most of the furnaces are again at work.
A large demand for rails, bars, aad plates is kept up, although,
owing to the high values quoted, buyers limit their orders as much
as is practicable. As makers also do not feel justified in taking
many new or extensive contracts while the trade remains in what
must be called an unsettled condition, there is in consequence but
little iron passing to new customers, Most of the large establishments are still employed principally upon American engagements,
and there are yet important + nage ee to be executed on account of that country. By adding, therefore, an occasional order
on home or continental account, the ironmasters are able to keep
their books fairly filled with orders, and to insure employment to
their men for at least two or three months forward,
It must be admitted that the prospects, which were looked
forward to with so much confidence, of the extensive demand from
North America and Canada, have been unexpectedly clouded by
the Alabama difficulty. Some feelings of alarm were no doubt
felt by all connected with the iron trade when the first ramours
reached them, and verynaturallyso. Totheiron trade of this district
nothing could be more disastrous than a war between America and
Great Britain, or even a rupture of the commercial connections
of the two countrics. Welsh railmakers place their chief
dependence on the requirements of America and Canada, and
all other sources of demand combined would not afford half
employment to the immense iron making establishments of South
Wales. However, it is gratifying that the alarm alluded to did
not approach anything like a panic, and instead of increasing, it
has diminished, so that makers now regard the difficulty as likely
to be settled without hostilities being resorted to.
+
Steel railmakers continue to do a brisk trade, and the pr
of this branch of manufacture are decidedly encouraging.
Home business is as active as can be desired. Orders are freely
offered for rails, bars, and ship iron, and consumers are not unwilling t» concede tolerably good prices, but the probability is that
more orders would be given out if quotations were lower.
Tin-plate makers have also been alarmed by the Anglo-American
uestion, as the prosperity of the trade has for a long time past
Tependes mainly on the American demand. Business, however,
has not so far been affected to any material extent, and operations
are carried on as usual at the works.
The steam coal trade has evinced greater vitality during the
past week than at any time this year. Since the advance of 124
er cent. in wages the men have settled down to work with reguarity, and with some few exceptions are doing their best to turn
out the largest possible quantities of coal. There are, therefore,
fewer complaints of want of supplies at the local ports, and merchants are better able to meet the large foreign demand. The
colliery proprietors feel pretty confident that the high prices now
obtained can be sustained for a considerable time to come, stocks
having been brought so low at all the markets.
There has been another meeting of colliers to consider the proposal of the masters to form the
nucleus of an
accident fund with
the 2h per cent. advance due to the men from August last. The
colliers decline to accept the offer, and requested the employers to
ay the amount to them, which will no doubt be done. In the
9
coal trade a pretty brisk business is being done, there being,
considering the mildness of the season, an active demand on local
and coasting account. The wages question has not yet been thoroughly settled, although most of the colliery proprietors have peaks
arise of 10 percent. In Monmouthshire more particularly the men
seem very dissatisfied with their position, and there is a good deal
of difficulty experienced in inducing them to work with anything
like regularity. There seems to be a prevalent mistrust that the
employers will not carry out their promise.
he nine hours movement is still on foot in the district. The
system has not yet been adopted at the collieries or the ironworks,
but the men are likely to continue their agitation until it is done.
As one proof of the prosperity which has characterised trade
lately, it may be stated that a dividend at the rate of 15 per cent.
per annum has been declared by the Blaenavon Iron and Steel
Company (Limited) for this last half-year. This compares well
with the 10 per cent. paid in the corresponding half-year.
‘A fine lode of lead has been discovered at the Van Consols Mine, .
from which some specimens weighing 3 cwt. each have been extracted. It is confidently believed that there is an extensive underlying deposit.
A serious explosion has occurredat the Penydarren Works, Merthyr, the property of Mr. R. Fothergill, M.P. The disaster was caused
by the mould at one of the furnaces cracking when the molten
metal was being let out of the furnace, As the heat of the fluid
coming out of the furnace would be sufficient to reduce the texture
of the mould so as to cause it to crack, a cistern of water is kept
under it to prevent, as far as possible, such being the case. On
tihs occasion, however, the molten iron, through some cause or
ete
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other, came in contact, and the result was a violent explosion,
which caused the death of a young woman, and very seriously
injured two men who were engaged at the furnace.
_The railway dividends announced for the past half-year are
highly satifactory, and show that the railways shared fully in the
ge prosperity which prevailed. Notwithstanding a serious
oss of traffic through the late colliers’ strike in Glamorganshire,
the Taff Vale directors are able to recommend a dividend at the
rate of 10 per cent. per annum, being the same as in the preceding
and corresponding half-years. The Llynvi and Ogmore dividend
is at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum, against 3 per cent. in the
previous, and 13s. 4d. per cent. in the corresponding half-year.
The Swansea Vale pays 5 per cent., as compared with 3 per cent.
. _ preceding half-year, and 1 per cent. in the second half of
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would be an unfortunate moment for the
of this coun
they became so cowed as to admit that herleMajesty's
Miniotess
were a race of —s creatures and above criticism. Events
had
fulfilled more t
his worst anticipations,
it was v.
necessary at this moment, at any rate, that theand
knowledge
whi
did exist in the country about naval affairs should have its influence
upon the action of the Government. Great improvements remained
ydagcarried out, not only in the royal, but in the mercantile
navy
The new Settle and Carlisle line of the Midland Railway Company will be completed in the course of next year. Rimes the
renewed proposal for an amalgamation of the Midland
and Glasgow and South-Western companies. Nearly one-half
on the Settle and Carlisle line are now officially reportedtheto works
have
PeThee directors
th M:aryport and Carlisle Railwa:
directers ofof the
have declared a dividend at the splendid rate of 13 pf poserye=A
Great Northern
Northern Railway way Co Company
“Thee Great
announced
advance in the rate for coal going to Landen. have
directors state
that the Manchester and Sheffield Company haveThegiven
the Great
Northern Railway No age notice that their
for coal from
the pits to Doncaster for the London district rate
will
be
1s,
2d. per
ton, being an increase of about 3d. per ton on their agreed
proportion of the present through rate. On and after the 5th inst,
the through rates for the South Yorkshire collieries to King’s
Cross, Holloway, and Finsbury Park will therefore be 7s. into
drops and barges, instead of 6s. 9d., and into sidings
6s. 10d.
oe a ~ he at — . = rates to other London
sta.
ions, and to stations south of the Thames, wi
imilar'
so —_ Pressame date.
eo ae
a
ne of the
first steamers built by Tyne owners
f
the East India passenger and goods trade, by way especially
of
the
Sues
Canal, the J. C. Stevenson, belonging to Messrs. Edwards and
Company, has made the first run out to Calcutta under
gratifyin
circumstances, She ran the distance between London
onl
Colombo in twenty-eight and a-half days, discharged cargo there
~~ M
qa
toe thirty-four days,
e is now se
in the Cleveland district
delivered at Middlesbrough.
pdcstscutans
_At a recent meeting of the Mersey Docks Board permission was
given to the Mersey Railway Company to construct shafts on the
dock estate for the purpose of commencing the boring of the
tunnel under the river. The boring will be carried on simultaneously from both shores, and, according to the arrangements
made between the Dock Board and the company, must
be completed by the 1st of February, 1875.
Out of 132 blast furnaces in the Cleveland district 125 are in
blast. There are eight blast furnaces in course of erection in
Cleveland, nearly all of which are on Teesside. The
production
of pig in Cleveland in January was 160,567 tons, as compared
with
151,826 gd in ee ake Perenmey eorme Jthis continued
ecreased duri
increase in the
uction
— of 12,260 tons.
;
ae ae
esterday week an iron screw steamer was launched b
Duck and Co., of South Stockton. Her dimensions are rda
~Length over all, 257ft.; breadth, 32ft.; depth of hold, 21ft.
6in. ; burthen, 1257 tons, old measurement. Her engines, which
are on the compound principle, are by Messrs. Blair and Co.
(Limited), of Stockton, and are of 120-horse power, with cylinders
of 28in. and 564in. diameter, and 36in. stroke. The vessel, which
has been built to the order of Messrs. R. Byrne and Co. Cardiff
has been named the Ormsby.
‘
,
The General Steam Navigation Company has placed a handsome
and powerful new st
—the Rainbow, built by Messrs. Gourley
and Co., of Dundee—in the Newcastle and London goods and passenger trade. The Tyne Steam Shipping Company is also refitting
the O. M. Palmer, putting in new boilers, and engthening
20ft. The report of the directors of the latter company, to her
be
—
= the ——— of aA a penn to-morrow, shows a
pro
e business; the dividend is
r cent.
iation fund is increased to £31,397.
=
i
ats

NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
NortTH-EASTeRN RaILway: Continued progress of the trafic—THE
CUMBERLAND IRON TRADE—STATE OF TRADE AT SHEFFIELD—
LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE RaILWay: Additional accommodation and appliances—IRON SHIPBUILDING ON TYNESIDE-—THE
AFRICA (S.8.)—LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE RatLway: New
branch lines—A PREMATURE LAUNCH: The Birkenhead (8.8.)—
SouTH SHIELDS LOW STATION—MIDLAND Rattway: Unproducitve capital—BoRDER COUNTIES STEAM CULTIVATION ComPANY (LIMITED)—A PUBLIC PARK FOR WARRINGTON—NEW
COLLIERY OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION—IRON SHIPBUILDING AT THE
HARTLEPOOLS—GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY: Yorkshire brunches
—Messrs. BoLtckow, VauGHAN, AND Co. (LIMITED), AND
THEIR WORKPEOPLE—Mr. E. J. REED ON THE NAVY—MIDLAND RalLway: Settle and Carlisle ‘ine—MrErsey Docks AND
HarBouR BoaARD— MORE STEAM SHIPPING GOSSIP—CLEVELAND
IRON TRADE STATISTICS, &e.
THE increase of revenue upon the North-Eastern Railway continues very large. Last week’s return presents an augmentation
of £10,216.
The price of ore in the Whitehaven district has advanced to 34s.
per ton of 21 cwt. delivered into trucks at the railway siding of the
various mines in the neighbourh
Two additional furnaces at
Maryport and two more furnaces for the Solway Hematite Coma | are being erected. The new steel works of the West Cumberand Hematite Company are also making rapid progress. Two
well-known ironstone mines are stated to Boon, changed hands in
Cumberland. An opinion is gaining ground that more exten-ive
deposits of ore will be found in the lower strata of the carboniferous
limestone rock, and one company has resolved on further explorations to test the soundness of this theory.
The demand for railway matériel continues remarkably brisk at
Sheffield. Large orders for steel are also still received from the
United States. The rolling mills are fully employed, and orders
for telegraph and other kinds of wire are so plentiful that one
house has sufficient work on hand to keep it employed for the next
—
months. Large orders are on hand for files and rasps for
ussia.
The directors of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway estimate
that £250,000 at least will be required this half-year for increased
station and siding accommodation and for additions to rolling
stock and appliances connected with lines open for traffic.
The iron shipbuilders and mechanical firms on Tyneside continue
extremely busy. Some orders are stated to have come to hand
recently from Italy. Messrs. R, and W. Hawthorn have undertaken to build four pairs of the largest marine engines yet
constructed in Newcastle; and Messrs, J. W. Richardson and
Co., of Low Walker, have contracted to build four vessels of
heavy tonnage for Italian companies. These vessels are expected
to be employed between Brindisi and the East Indies. On
Saturday Messrs, T. and W. Smith launched an iron steamer of
the largest class, built for Messrs. Elliott, Lowrey, and Dunford,
and intended for the East Indian trade. In consequence of the
pressure of work north-eastern shipbuilders are indifferent as to
fresh contracts except at exorbitant rates.
The Africa, a steamer of about 1600 tons burthen, built and
PRICES CURRENT OF METALS AND OILS.
engined for the African Mail Company by Messrs. Laird Brothers,
1872.
1872.
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her engines and steering apparatus are worked by hydraulic
power.
. In anticipation of the opening of the Pelaw and Jarrow section
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The Warrington Town Council has resolved to purchase Bank
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A movement is in progress in the north-eastern district for
forming an association of owners of gas and coking collieries.
Iron shipbuilding is
ing as briskly as ever at the
Kine’s CoLLEGE ENGINEERING Socrety.—On Friday, Feb. 9th, at
Hartlepools. A Steamship Owners’ Association has been formed.
The
land required for new branches of the Great Northern Rail- a general meeting of this Society, Mr. Baynes, vice-president,
in the
way in Yorkshire is being purchased. The works are also in
Pyramid” ” was read.
progress.
masonry,
the passages and
\
essrs. Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co., in answer to a requisition
from the men, have conceded an advance of 3d. per ton upon the noting adpay finish of adhie ¢ ve rem —
e prensa
. Tay
an
prices to the whole of the coke drawers employed at their exten- ropound
sive coke ovens at Newfield Colliery.
Cues inn move seeun y been developed bytheAstromoner Royal
The council of the Newcastle Institute of Mining and Mechanical for Scotland. This theory accounts oe ee
Engineers have decided to invite the members of the South built for a standard of weights and measures, which is fully
i
Lancashire and Cheshire Coal Association, and the members of the out — —— of length, &c,, which exist in ~ _— as
Institute of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, tohold a — a whole,and in its passagesan Ps guna ge a sty
ous
meeting with the Newcastle Institute, in the Wood Memorial
Hall, edifice being well calculated to perform such a function. After
in July. A fund of £500 is being raised to meet expenses.
the paper ensued along and lively discussion in which several
On Saturday evening, at Manchester, Mr. Reed, late Chief Con- gentlemer. a
A vote of thanks having been awarded
structor of the Navy, presided at the annual meeting of the Employers, a
or his interesting paper, the meeting then
Foreman, and Draughtsmen Engineers’ Association, He said it
journ
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PHOSPHORISED BRONZE AND OTHER ALLOYS
AS MATERIAL FOR ARTILLERY.
Copper tubes probably formed the earliest artillery of
which any historical trace, however doubtful, exists ;
bronze, however, of copper and tin, in some proportion
between 5 and 15 per cent., was that of the oriental guns of
which the most ancient remains or tolerably certain
accounts have reached us. Bronze (xaAcos-aés), in the sense
in which these words were used by Greeks or Romans, i.c.,
any mixture of copper and tin with lead, iron, zinc, and
other metals, was an earlier product in Asia and Europe.
The bronze was generally that of red copper—the direct result
of the rude smelting of cupreous ores, and so its knowledge transcends even tradition. All sorts of things were
cast of it, from little “brazen images,” like those of the
Hindoo “Benates,” still so made, to that huge image
“that Nebuchadnezzar the King had set up.” Huge
bells [and cannon were made of it in China long before our
era, and in the sixth century European Churchmen, partly
for convenience, partly to promote superstitious feelings,
—
church bells, which ages before Christianity were
used
as implements of worship in Asia. |Whether bell
founding or cannon founding was the elder art in the
East would probably not admit of easy settlement, but the
fact is as certain as anything of equally remote antiquity,
that bronze casting upon a prodigious scale was practised
in Syria in Solomon’s day, or two thousand nine hundred
years ago, and no doubt long before that.
In Europe, however, bell founding had made
t progress before a single bronze gun was there cast, the earliest
records of which date from about 1370 ; and the bell
founder's art seems to have been turned to account for the
en ay of cannon, the change to which was easy.
bably there are no more ancient cannon in Euro
existing now than some of the Turkish kamerlicks on the
Dardanelles ; and, strangely enough, the predecessor of all
these there seems some ground for believing is still in
existence, although stated to have burst. The great cannon
of Mahomet IT. used in 1453 at his siege of Constantinople,
was cast for him by a Dane or Hungarian deserter, Uke
by name, in the short period of three months at Adrianople,
and the huge mass transported thence by 60 oxen and 450
men over the intervening roadless country to the siege—in
itself a wonderful fact of early engineering.
The effects of various proportions of tin in altering the
physical proportions of copper had been discovered gradually, and handed down as traditional mysteries from the
East through the statue founders of Greece and Rome to
the bell founders and cannon casters of Europe. They
had found that at somewhere between 5 and 15 per cent. of
tin the alloy assumed its greatest tenacity and hardness
taken together, and that, as the tin was augmented beyond
that, hardening increased at the expense of tenacity up to
20 to 25 per cent., where their alloys for bells and mirrors
were reached. But they operated upon metals in all cases
very impure, and so their results, notwithstanding the
keen use of their senses by which these early metallurgists
judged of the differences of the metals they wrought by
their external characteristics, were very uncertain. These
were the men who fixed upon the percentage of tin giving
the best resisting material, and which has come down
without alterations as to its extreme limits to within a
century of our own days. For more than two hundred
years, however, and long after every army of Europe had
its artillery in the field, the results of the gun founder's
art and the endurance of the pieces remained extremely
uncertain.
About 1752, and from that time to the eve of the great
French Revolution, the Governments of Spain, France, and
Savoy began ina desultory manner to conduct experiments
as to the best alloys for bronze guns. In 1786 the gun
foundry of France had the highest reputation, and all the
Euro
_ powers ruled as to their artillery by French
ractice just as in tactics they dressed by those of
Frederick of Prussia. Each foundry had its own master
founder who was full of special knowledge and mystery,
and had his own
icular alloys, than “ which none others
were genuine.” In the above year a somewhat curious pro—
of experiments was adopted. Two of these men,
oitevin and
Berenger, one being from Strasbourg, were
brought to the founliey at Douai, and there pitted against
each other in casting certain sample guns which were proved
@ Voutrance. Nothing can more curiously show the uncertainty and the inutility of experiments blindly conducted
without scientific leading than the results of two guns, 16an ery assumed to have been cast alike in all respects,
th of 8°30 per cent. tin ; one stood 3350 rounds, the other
only 825.
two by Berenger, like the former in all
respects, but containing 11 per cent. of tin, one stood 720
rounds, the other only 425. On the whole, Berenger’s alloy
of 11 per cent. tin appeared to give better results than that
of 8°3 per cent. of Poitevin. But in reality none of the
conditions were certainly the same for any two of these
trials—chemical analysis was too imperfect to make sure
of minute differences in the metals employed, the dimensions of the furnaces, the modes and times of melting and
returning the molten metal in “the bath,” as the bed of
the furnace was called. The temperature of the metal on
pouring the structure of the clay moulds, the time of
cooling, the height of head, or masselot, all were arbitrary.
How could the results in an operation so delicate as we
now know bronze founding to be, have been other than
perplexingly diverse? A
er curious proof of this is
afforded by the fact that the guns cast at Seville by Maritz,
a founder who seems to have wandered over nearly all the
arsenals in Europe, had justly the reputation of being
the finest and most enduring in Europe. A Frenchman,
M. P d’Arroz, after having studied under Maritz, tried to
equal the yer guns in the French foundries ; and though
repeating the Seville methods he completely failed, no
doubt because he had not the fine pure Spanish copper
to work with. The copper used in the French foundries
then was chiefly of two sorts, Placques, or round ingots
from Hungary and Bohemia, and small square ingots from
Sweden, which were called “Monnais.” Those of our
readers who may be interested in a more particular account
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of these earlier
experiments should consult amongst other phosphorus the combination is malleable and pes, 80
works, the “Aide Memoire” of General Gassendi, fifth that, says Aiken (“Chemical Dictionary,” 1807), “It may be
edition, 1819, the Memoire sur les Cuivres, Etains et Bronzes hereafter found useful in manufactures.” H. Rose formed
employés pour les Bouches,a few of Chef d’Escadron Du three or four definite phosphurets of copper, and described
Massas, and the able work of General La
illure (1811) their properties in “ Pogg’s Ann.,” vols iv., xiv., xxiv. BerRecherches sur VArtillerie. La Martillure, whose services thier (“ Essaies.,” t. ii.) restudied the subject, and described
Percy
as an artillery officer dated from long before the Revolu- some of the properties of these compounds.
tion, was the first to attempt to show the bad effects of (“ Metallurgy,” vol. i.) formed some of them, and has deimpurities in the metals, and to frame a rude formula for scribed their properties in a rather desultory manner.
their analysis. Darcet, Dussausoi, Andreossi, Gay Lussac, Shroeter also has studied some of these definite phosphurets.
In 1865 Mr. Abel published some results which he had
Monge, and others, carried these researches afterwards to
obtained at Woolwich Arsenal and Laboratory on phosgreater perfection.
It is an interesting, though little known fact, that the phuretted copper (Chemical News, vol. xii., p. 172, and
earliest attempt to cast a
of the so-called Sterreo metal “Report of the British Association,” 1865) of a more
was made under La Martillure’s eye about the year 1780 at determinate and important character than any previous.
Douai ; it was the invention of a M. Bregeot, who appears His compounds were confined to phosphorus with copper,
on a small scale to have fully ascertained the great tensile and were tested as to tensile strength at the Arsenal with
the following results :—
resistance of that material. This alloy was :—
Livres.
Per cent.
ResisTaNce PER SqvuaRE INcH TO SLOWLY APPLIED STRAINS.
a
ee
a
ee
| ee
- 55
Gun, bronze (of Woolwich ?)
.. 82,000Ib. per square inch.
CED,
60, cn ge ce oe 4p 2 36 os oe JF
Copper
. 25,000 Ib.
~
Zinc, in cakes (sanmous) eo 0s ce co GB oe os os BB
38,389 Ib.
Copper
4.14
per
cent.
phosphorus
.. 47,0001b.
2200
100
Bregeot failed through the unfitness of the air furnaces to
Mr. Abel does not appear to have formed any compounds
melt his cast iron and the burning away of his zinc ; but of bronze and phosphorus, nor has he published, so far as
his claim to the invention, which has been until now attri- we know, any experiments on the subject. It is, however,
buted without challenge to Baron Rosthorne of Vienna (see mentioned in Captain Majendie’s “ Report on the Belgian
Tue Encineer of Feb., 1867), appears uncontradictable. Experiments on Phosphoric Bronze” (1871, p. 23) that he
Indeed bronzes containing from 2 to 4 per cent. of iron were addressed a special communication to the War Departtried at Douai in 1825. In Jan., 1822 a large series of ment, dated June 27, 1870, in which he stated that he had,
experiments was made on bronzes of from 8 to 14 per subsequently to his experiments above, made some on
cent. of tin. The researches of the French chemists, and phosphorised bronze, and “that the properties of the
chiefly of Darcet, Dussausoi, and Berthier, had cleared up material were of a very promising nature.” As earlyas
the subject vastly more than all these blind experiments of 1848-49, Mr. Parkes, of Birmingham, had taken out two
the arsenals put together, and had conclusively shown that patents (Nos. 12325 and 12537) for the employment of
minute alloying impurities in the metals were highly in- phosphorised copper and brass. He does not mention bronze.
jurious to the bronze, and that in melting and remelting,
It also appears that as long ago as 1854-56, M. Ruolz,
oxygen or oxides got entangled or combined with the of the Orleans Railway, had observed the great increase of
bronze, which, in part at least, might be eliminated by tenacity and resistance to abrasion given to bronze by
exposing the melted metal to a very high temperature, phosphorus, and some 4-pounder bronze guns were cast
and that as regards proportions, 11
per cent. of pure containing 0°6 phosphorus, and experimented with by the
tin in pure copper, afforded the most reliable results.
French artillery, with, on the whole, favourable results;
In 1838, then, this alloy became the sole one for French | some particulars of which are to be found in Capt.
guns, and this was established by law, as bronze reglemen- | Majendie’s report above referred to (pp. 23, 24).
taire. A departure (or remedy, in Mint language) of 1 per
Lastly, in June and July, 1870, and March, 1871, excent., more or less,is tolerated, as are alsoa few thousandths
riments of a far more definite and important sort than
per cent. of zinc or iron, in either of the alloying metals; | ad ever before been attempted were carried out at Liege
and arsenic, antimony, or sulphur, or all three , if not by the Belgian military authorities, based on prior reexceeding 0°001 per cent. Lead is absolutely excluded in searches and proposals previously made to them by
words, though by some oversight 1 per cent. isalso declared Messrs. Montefiore-Levy and Kiinzel, of the Val Benvit
to be tolerated. From this time also the French Govern- nickel works near the above city, who had, as early as
ment provided its own metals—no longer permitting the 1867, been engaged in researches and experiments for the
master founders, as in old days, to supply them. The
tussian Government upon the effects of the minute addiGerman i: ogee continued to be fixed only by the tions of foreign materials to bronze for guns. To give an
notions of the master founders, and were very various. account of and make some critical remarks upon those very
The following are given by Captain G. Smith (“ Military important improvements are the chief objects of this article.
Dictionary,” 1779) as amongst those best approved of :—
From what has been just stated it will be seen that the
discovery of phosphuret of copper is probably due to PelleWir New Mertat.
With Op Guys Recast.
Copper
- 100 o0r100 Copper ..
369
The proposition to employ it, as well as phosphorised
ie
<6 +s .<s
OOF Grime (ee ce ce es te ce CO tier.
er
9or 15 Tin..
= ss «= woe
a brass, to useful purposes, belongs to Mr. Parkes. The
Old bronze 1... 2. 5... 420 first definite experiments on the physical properties of
In England the proportion employed at Woolwich phosphorised copper were published by Mr. Abel, and
under the master founder, Verbruggen, was, according to those of phosphorised bronze by Mr. Ruolz. Such appears
Dr Watson’s Essays, from 8 to 12 per cent. of tin, and to be the just appreciation of the order of priority. In
merit and completeness those carried out by Messrs.
within these limits it has continued.
This rapid sketch of the history and progress of gun Montefiore-Levy and Kiinzel far surpass everything done
founding in bronze seemed desirable, that we may more before them, and are such as will justly entitle these
completely grasp the difficulties with which perfect bronze experimenters to stand prominent always as the true incasting is even still beset, and better see the bearing of ‘ augurators of a new and valuable metallic compound,
the latest proposals that have been made, of a definite and ! should phosphorised bronze ultimately prove such.
To their experiments and those of the Belgian War
experimental character, for its improvement, namely, by
combining the bronze with minute proportions of phos- | Department, on the basis of their results, we now turn.
;
These
have been printed and lithographed at Brussels in
phorus.
The bronze founder's chief difficulties may be thus | 1871, originally for private circulation only, in the form of
summarised : (1) Impurities in the metals, which, even in a quarto volume, with plates.
From the introduction we learn that as long ago as 1860
very minute proportions, may seriously affect the physical
properties of the copper. (2) Oxidation, to very variable or before it, Messrs. Montefiore-Levy and Kiinzel had enextents, occurring in the melting, from which results gaged in experimental researches on the improvement of
extreme difficulty in assigning beforehand that the alloy gun bronze, and that in the above year, at their desire,
when made into a casting shall have the intended propor- trials were made at the Gun Foundry of Liege on the
tions in its constituents. (3) Absorption of oxygen, or addition of nickel to those alloys, with the result, however,
combination, or admixture of oxides with the alloy, pro- that any increase of resistance obtained was not commensuduced during the melting from the constituent metals, or rate with the enhanced cost.
In 1867-68 they engaged in a long train of experiments
their combination with minute doses of carbon or sulphur.
(4) Evolution of oxygen (possibly of other gases) and for the Russian Government in concert with its officer of
expulsion of the oxides, more or less during the cooling artillery, Colonel Lavroff, on the changes of resistance
of the alloy, rendering it porous or “blown.”
(5) Segre- producible in gun bronze by variations in composition,
tion in cooling of the normal alloy, if attained (17 Cu + differences in modes of founding, and especially on the
. = 90°2 Cu + 9°88 Su) into several alloys, some brittle, addition of nickel. Those results, with the exception of
some soft, unequally diffused through the body of the such as relate to ordinary gun bronze, they did not feel
themselve at liberty to publish. Between 1868 and 1870
casting.
The first may be said to have now-a-days become prac- they had conducted their great series of experiments, which
tically evanescent through wmetallurgic improvements. embrace the following heads of research :—On ordinary
Copper free from everything but very minute traces of gun bronze; on binary alloys of copper with manganese
lead, silver, gold (rarely), bismuth (still more rarely), and and with nickel; on ternary alloys of bronze with nickel,
iron, can now be had abundantly, and tin almost chemi- iron, and zinc; and on the combinations of phosphorus
cally pure. The second must remain a difficulty always, with copper and with bronze. The ultimate proofs to
and only to be mitigated by operating upon a very large which the proof bars obtained in various ways were subscale, and always with furnaces the same in construction mitted, consisted in gradually applied tensile strains up to
and working, and with the same fuel. The third and the elastic limit, and then to rupture; and the results of
fourth are presumably met by the introduction of phos- these numerous testings, which were made for the parties
phorus into thealloy. .Whilst the fifth and last may un- by Mr. Kirkaldy at his proving works, Southwark, are
doubtedly be mitigated, if not removed, by casting the recorded graphically and in tables in British measures.
gun in massive iron moulds instead of those of loam, so as As regards the purity of the several metals employed, the
to “chill,” or suddenly cool, and solidify the alloy, before copper was either “ best selected” from Pascoe, Grenfell,
time has been given for its degregation. To this, which is and Co., Swansea, or punchings from the plate-copper of
a highly important branch of the subject, we shall return; locomotive fire-boxes. The tin was Banca, or that specially
at present our business is with the combination of phos- purified at the works of Val Benvit, whence also came the
phorus with bronze alloy.
nickel, which, except a trace of sulphur and 0°3 per cent. of
The combinations of phosphorus with copper and with iron, was chemically pure. The manganese alloys were
tin have been known to chemists for a long time. Phos- formed from a manganiferous copper of ascertained conphuret of — seems to have been first formed about the stitution produced by the reduction of the mixed oxides
middle of the last century, by Macquer, and somewhat of copper and manganese, both being pure, in a cupola,
later studied by Bertrand Pelletier, and alsob ae The which, we may remark, must have contained a sensible
latter states that 92°3 parts copper, and 7°7 phosphorus, is quantity of carbon and of other bodiesif the cupola fuel
ly was
a stable if not a definite compound, hard and brittle, and was coke. In the phosphorus experiments that
with the grain and colour of steel. That with much less brought into combinations either in the state of a pre-
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viously formed rich phosphuret of copper or one of tin.
The alloys were all melted in plumbago crucibles under a
covering of charcoal. Analysis was employed not only for
testing the purity of the metals, but, after casting, for determination of the precise constitution of the alloys formed,
and the analytic methods are given. They record the
extreme difficulty of procuring, after casting, alloys of predetermined constitution, and affirm that in some cases as
many as ninety proof pieces were cast to enable them to
select one or more having a pure assigned constitution
within limits of one tenth per cent. The proof bars were
cast in a two-part, nearly cylindrical, cast iron ingot mould,
weighing about 170lb., and producing a very slightly
conical ingot, with an enlargement at the head of about
19in. long, by about 2}in. diameter. From these cylindric bars for testing, provided with shoulders to be gripped
at both ends, were turned at Mr. Kirkaldy’s works, as we
understand, each of verynearly 1'10in. diameter,by 10°50in.
length between the shoulders. The experimenters plume
themselves upon having employed this cylindric form of
some length, and point out the very obvious truth that
the form of test piece adopted both by the American experimenters on gun saatedials, and in former years at Woolwich, viz., one generated by revolution of a curve convex
to the axis, so as to afford but at a single point a minimum
section, can afford no other correct result as to tensile
strain except the coefficient of rupture.
(To be continued.)
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rated from the siftings of the charcoal, the cost of heating
was reduced almost to the mere expense of firing these
most simple and excellent arrangements for burning dust
fuel. Having no other pyrometers than those of the
melting points of different mixtures of metals, it is scarcely
possible for the writer to be very definite as to the temperature employed, but his impression is that the average was
about 350°—and anything like carelessness in firing at the
hot-air stove causing a reduction of heat was sure to be at
once followed by a high quality of pig, and a corresponding
inclination of the scoriz to run sluggishly, with an increase
of weight indicating imperfect reduction. There was,
however, in opposition to any improvement in quality from
the use of hot blast, certainly a tendency, perhaps attributable to it, to burn out the furnace lining immediately above
the tuyere, that is, the portion between the tuyere arch and
bottom of boshes, and this sometimes gave rise to considerable inconvenience and trouble. Possibly this said tendency might have been checked by a water bosh above
the tuyere, but as the conveniences for placing this there
were not very available it was never fairly tried, and the
remedy of blowing from the other side for a time generally
adopted, which was to some extent, if not perfectly,
successful.
It may, perhaps, be noteworthy here to remark that the
furnaces were worked with closed tops, and the gases used
under
the blowing engine boilers, and that at one time, when
the charcoal supply was short, the experiment was tried of
substituting, in the proportion of two bulks for one, stovedried billets for every fourth charge of charcoal, with the
result of such a large increase in the quantity of gas given
off that the engineran freely withscarcely any fuel under the
boilers. But then, on the other hand, there resulted a very
perceptible deterioration of quality in the pigs, and a tendency to scaffolding in the furnace itself, which was of
course detrimental both to profitable yield or equable character of out-turn. The writer has, however, since thought
that had these dried billets been regularly mixed with the
charcoal instead of being put on in a body at every 4th or
6th charge, the effect might have been better, and the
tendency to disturbance and uneven working obviated.
Compared, as before mentioned, to one of the leviathan
mineral fuel blast furnaces of the present day, these consuming charcoal were but playthings, the out-turn never fairly
exceeding 40 tons per week of pig, whilst the average was
about 35; but there was a certain niceness and possibility of
keeping everything about them in perfect order, which
bore a very pleasing contrast to the filth and dust generally
found in the neighbourhood of an English smelting Works.
Direct running of castings was only partially successful;
but, looking at the present prices of pig iron and the confessedly increasing demand for the best and purest qualities,
the writer cannot but think that charcoal iron making is an
enterprise likely iv take great development, and one especially adapted to those of our colonies, where large tracts of
forest lands are to be found in the neighbourhood of ore
deposits ;giving, as he ventures to conceive it would, at
once remunerative returns for the capital employed, and preparing, as it also would, by clearing these forests,
the way for
the emigrant cultivator. The points of climate, possibility
of procuring labour and its cost, distance from the means of
carrying the produce to market, are all questions requiring
most serious consideration; but he feels convinced that they
are also questions capable, in many instances, of solution in
such a manner as would bring profit to the promoters of the
enterprise and essential benefits to the countries in which
such works might be established.
Grorce M. FRASER.

FURNACES USING WOOD
FUEL.
At a time like the present when the better and purer
qualities of pig iron are confessedly being much sought
after, and when too, proposals are before the public for the
establishment, at all events, in one of our colonies—Canada
—of iron smelting works in which wood will be the fuel employed, a few notes on the management of blast furnaces
using that fuel may perhaps be deemed apposite and interesting. It is not, of course, proposed by the writer, nor
would it be possible within the limits of a short article, to
enter on or discuss the many essential differences in the
working of furnaces consuming wood and those using
mineral coal; yet some points may, perhaps, be usefully noticed, and difficulties especially appertaining to the former,
so far explained as to lead to suggestions for their removal.
The first great difference, then, which attracts the notice of
any one whose experience, like that of the writer, commenced among coke-burning furnaces, is the almost Liliputian proportions of one for the use of charcoal—a
height of 36ft. or 38ft., and a diameter across the boshes of
6ft. or 6ft. Gin., producing what is really but a mere pigmy
when compared in capacity to one of our modern mineral
fuel leviathans. And when it is remembered that every
thing else is generally diminished in like ratio; that the
charges of charcoal are only from 56 Ib. to 60 1b. in weight,
the burden of ore proportionately small; whilst the pillar of
blast seldom exceeds 1}1b. to 2 lb.; it will readily be seen
that the data of operations are in every respect essentially
different.
‘
;
It may be premised here that the furnaces about to be
spoken of reduced principally a black magnetic oxide of
iron, combined with, at certain times, but scarcely perhaps
successfully, a small quantity of a species of hematite containing a very considerable proportion of titanic acid; and
that the fuel consisted in one case, of charcoal made from
large bard timber, and in the other, of a coal produced
from a kind of acacia, which, although very hard and closegrained, seldom exceeded an inch in diameter. Perhaps THE COUNCIL BLUFFS AND OMAHA BRIDGE.
it may be as well to remark now that the writer's expeTue following account of this bridge, which the Union
rience goes to prove that there is nothing so injurious both
to yield and quality in a charcoal furnace as anything ap- Pacific Railroad Company are constructing, is contained in
the
report of T. E. Sickels, Chief Engineer :—
proaching a soft coal, and that the brighter and clearer the
The plan of bridge adopted by the company comprises eleven
fracture—so indeed that it will not mark the fingers when spans
of iron superstructure, each span 250ft. in length, elevated
touched—the better the coal for use; the heavier the burden 50ft. above
high water, and supported on one stone masonry
it will carry, and the stronger will it descend to the point abutment and eleven piers formed of cast iron columns, 84ft. in
at the tuyeres where the blast directly impinges. At the diameter, filled with cement masonry. The foundations of the
furnaces spoken of there was some little difficulty in ob- abutment and the piers extend to the bed-rock underlying the
which is found at an average depth of 60ft. below low water
taining a coal of this hardness, the natives of the country sand,
the river.
being accustomed to prepare theirs in little holes in the in The
plan also provided for the construction of an ice breaker
ground, and only just sufficiently covering the wood with column on the up-stream side of each pier, to extend from the bed
sand or soil to prevent free combustion; but eventually this rock to high water-level, but this was afterwards abandoned as
plan was got rid of, and large well covered pits of wood not essential to the safety of the bridge, the ice always leaving the
pier at low water in pieces comparatively small, and at a low
successfully charred.
velocity, furnishing in this a noticeable contrast to the manner in
Sufficiently simple was the operation of blowing in such which the ice breaks up in the Mississippi. Moreover, the directoy things of furnaces as those in question, but the result- tion of the current in the Missouri varies so greatly that an iceing pig iron presented certain anomalies which as yet the breaker fixed at one end of the pier would be almost useless.
writer has scarcely found satisfactorily explained. ‘In the When the ice broke up last spring the current carried it against
piers at an angle of 60 deg. from the line of the usual direction
first place, one peculiarity of this iron was its extraordinary the
of the current. No fear is entertained of any damage being done
tendency to chi//—this tendency, indeed, almost invariably to
the bridge by ice, but stone will be filled in around each pier to
exhibiting itself, and being evident round the edges of the the level ofhigh water to protect the columns from being run into
pigs even when their centres were dead dark grey—and by steamboats.
The original plan has also been modified so as to provide for the
when, too,at the time of tapping the kish (carburet) might
use of the bridge for highway travel on the same level with the
be seen flying about the cast-house, and lying in large flakes track
of the railway, and wrought iron has been substituted for
on the surface of the scorie. Again, in second melting cast iron in the columns above high water.
this same pig iron there was a like tendency to run high,
A contract for the construction of a bridge was made with L. B.
though the castings made from it would, if annealed, lose all Boomer and Co., of Chicago, September 5th, 1868, and the work of
whiteness, and come out of the oven close grey; this process, sinking iron columns for piers was commenced in February, 1869.
however, much affected their appearance, and consequently The work was afterwards suspended for a period of eight months,
and was resumed under a modified contract, which stipulates that
deteriorated their marketable value. The use of a very few the
of sinking columns and erecting superstructure shall be
pounds per charge of the hematite ore before mentioned— donework
under the management of the engineer of the railroad
which however
but little or any colour justifying the company, all the iron work to be manufactured and furnished by
name—had also a remarkable effect on the quality of the the contractors, L. B. Boomer and Oo.
ince the resumption of work in April, 1870, the operations of
produce, for this was surely followed by a tendency to high
sinking columns and erecting superstructure have been vigorously
ao, and a good deal of scintillation in running, whilst prosecuted.
Ten steam engines have been in use for a greater
e pigs would show on fracture a peculiar lamellar struc- part of the time
for the purpose of operating the pneumatic
ture which the writer has never noticed in others. These machinery, hoisting cylinders and the iron work of the superstrucwere thin lamell, sometimes so distinct and separate in ture into position, driving piles for temporary platforms and
the centre of the pigs that they might be removed with a bridges, and excavating sand from within the columns. An
average of 250 men have been employed upon the work,
e
.
The portions of the iron columns below water were cast in
e question of the respective advantages of hot an sections
of 10ft. each, having internal flanges at the ends, by
cold blast, was certainly at these furnaces distinctly when y means of bolts
i through which the sections were securel
in the opinion of the writer, in favour of the former, and fastened together.
e ends of the sections were faced o
in.a lathe, and a red lead joint was used to make them air-tight.
that both with reference to the greyness of the produce and The
wrought
iron
Peper
of the column above hig water is also
the general easy working; and ‘as by the adaption of
sections of 10ft. the sections being fastened together with rivets.
Venetian blind grates to the stoves the heat was gene- in
The thickness of the iron in this portion varies from half an inch

as
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at the bottom to three-eighths of aninchat the top. The thickness
of the cast iron portion is 1}in.
The columns were first sunk as far as possible by the application
to the top of the column of a weight connected with a lever.
The water was then expelled from within the column by the
pressure of air forced in with a steam pump, and the column
within was excavated by labourers down to about 2ft. below the
bottom of the column, and taken out in small bags or buckets at
the top. The air pressure was then withdrawn and the column
sunk a distance varying from Gin. to 18}ft. according to the
character of the materials through which the column was passing.
The latter distance was the greatest descent made by any column
in twenty-four consecutive hours.
The process of sinking iron columns is similar to that which has
been largely used in Europe and in India for like purposes, and
for a few bridges in this country. By no other known method can
subaqueous foundation be obtained with equal certainty and
economy where the depth necessary to secure stability is very
considerable.
The system is especially applicable to the construction of foundations for bridges across rivers similar to the Missouri, where
the river bed is composed chiefly of sand, and is liable to scour to
depths of 50ft. or 60ft. In the process of excavating sand from
within the columns, lignite, rotten wood, and bones of animals
were found at the depth of 50ft. below low water, showing that
the river bed had been scoured to that extent at least.
The upper surface of this rock, in every case where the columns
reached it, was found to be worn smooth, presenting an appearance
very similar to the effect produced on rock by the attrition of sand
under great pressure. For greater security the rock at the base of
the columns was in every instance excavated to form a recess into
which the columns were sunk, whereby any horizontal motion of
the base of the columns is effectually prevented.
The obstacles that were encountered in sinking the columns
proved to be of less serious character than had been anticipated.
In the prosecution of this work some improvements on methods
heretofore in use were adopted, which reduced the cost, and also
expedited the construction of the piers.
The least time in which any column was sunk to bed rock from
the commencement of the pneumatic process was seven days.
The depth of this column below low-water is 72ft. The greatest
depth below low water at which any column reached the bed rock
is 82ft.
The greatest pressure to which the men working in the columns
were subjected was 54]b. per square inch in excess of the atmosphere, yet from this extreme pressure, which is beyond precedent
in works of this character, no injury or inconvenience resulted to
the labourers.
The bridge operations have fortunately been free from serious
accidents to life or property. It was apprehended that the
exposure of the column labourers to an atmosphere condensed to
three times its normal pressure might produce paralysis among the
men too severe in some cases to yield to medical treatment; but
experience has proved that injuries to persons are not necessarily
more frequent in the prosecution of work of this peculiar character
than in works of a different description but of like magnitude.
About five hundred men have been employed in sinking columns,
only two of whom have died from causes that could be directly
traced to the extreme air pressure to which they had been subjected,
and in both these cases the men knowingly disobeyed the sanitary
regulations that had been adopted for their security. Numerous
cases of partial paralysis occurred among the men, but with the
medical treatment and hospital accommodation provided at the
expense of the railroad company a speedy recovery rarely failed to
result.
The superstructure is made of wrought iron throughout, except
the upper chord, which is of cast iron. The plan is known as
Post’s truss, and is in commor: use in the West for railroad bridges.
To support the superstructure while it is being placed in position
a wooden falsework is used, erected on a pile foundation. The
spans across the channel will be put up during the time the river
is closed by ice, through which the piles for the foundation of
falsework will be driven.
To connect the bridge with the main track of the railroad on the
west side of the river, a branch line of road 7000ft. in length has
been constructed. From the river bluff to the west abutment, a
distance of 700ft., a timber trestle bridge 60ft. in height has been
built. This trestle is intended for temporary use only. A portion
of it has already been filled in with earth, and the remainder of
the filling will be done at the convenience of the company.
The east approach will be by a continuous grade one and a-half
miles in length, commencing on the Council Bluffs table-land, and
ascending at the rate of 35ft. to the mile to the east end of the
iron bridge. The total quantity of enbankment in this approach
will be 550 cubic yards. The material for this embankment is
being hauled from the bluffs east of the river, an average distance
of four miles ; a steam-shovel, three locomotives, and 100 dirt cars
being employed for its excavation and transportation.
All the piers are built up to the full height except two, and
those are above the level of high water. Four spans of the superstructure are in position, and the remainder will be completed and
the bridge ready for use by the 15th of February.
The weight of superstructure is one ton per lineal foot, and it
is capable of sustaining a weight of ten tons to the foot in addition
to its own weight, but it is not intended that a greater load than
two tons to the foot shall at any time be brought upon it. A
train of the heaviest locomotives would weigh about a ton and ahalf to the lineal foot.
Each wrought iron piece of the superstructure is tested with a
tensile strain of five tons to the square inch of sectional area
before being accepted, and this strain is as great as any portion
of the bridge will be required to endure under a load of two tons
to the lineal foot.
Each span of the bridge, when completed, will also be tested
with cars loaded with stones before trains are_run upon it. A
test of the first span has already been made, and resulted
satisfactorily in all respects,
The total cost of the bridge, with the approaches, is estimated
to be, in round numbers, 1,650,000 dols., of which up to December Ist 1,300,000 dols. have been expended.
By an Act of Congress the railroad company was authorised to
issue eight per cent. bonds, maturing in twenty-five years, to the
amount of two and a-half millions of dollars, to be secured by a
mortgage on the bridge and approaches. These bonds have already
been issued and all of them found a ready sale in England. The
revenue of the bridge during the first year after its opening, it is
estimated, will be at least two hundred and fifty thousand dollars"
The surplus of income, after the payment of the interest on the
bonds, is to be set apart to form a sinking fund to be used in
paying the bonds themselves at maturity.
SEA-WATER BREAD.—Dr. Rabuteau has lately communicated to
the Paris Academy of Sciences the result of experiments made by
him relative to the action of chlorides on the human economy.
The able physiologist, in studying the alkaline chlorides and
protochloride of iron, found that these chlorides had a highly
salutary and invigorating action on the functions of the organs,
and especially on the secretion of the gastric juice. He found,
moreover, that the protochloride of iron, in its quality of a ferruginous salt, was anti-chloratic and anti-anemic, with the advantage of being more easily absorbed than other salts of iron, an
Dr. Rabuteau proposes, therefore, to substitute it for them in
therapeutics. Whe valuable qualities of the chlorides led Dr.
Rabuteau to fabricate bread with sea water, and he found that,
while the flavour was excellent, the bread possessed other qualities
of great importance. If sea water, says the doctor, were not so
bundant, it would be the most precious of mineral waters, and by
introducing its principles into bread we have food rich in chlorides.
—Journal Society of Arts.
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MISCELLANEA.
NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
DREDGING operations are being carried on in front of GreenTHE works onthe Taff Bargoed (Dowlais) lines, tobe made jointly
PROFESSOR DavipsoN, of the United States Coast Survey, found
een’s ship
by the Great Western and this company, are reported in course of | that a sandstone cliff, 70ft. high, was somuch affected by the sun’s wich Hospital, as it has been decided to moor a
School.
rays that he was obliged to remove his instruments 100ft. from the in that situation in connection with the Royal Naval
construction.
Tue Haberdashers’ Company have awarded Mr. Webb, the senior
THE Great Western accounts show a balance that would enable | edge, in order to find a sufficiently steady support.
wrangler,
fifty
pounds
for
three
consecutive
years.
He
was
a pupil
WE
learn
from
the
American
Manufacturer
that
the
United
the directors to pay a dividend on the ordinary consolidated stock
States Patent-office will shortly commence the issue of a weekly of the Rev. C. M. Reberts, at Monmouth, of which schoo) the
of the company of £5 7s. 6d. per cent.
Haberdashers’ Company are governors.
paper,
which
will
contain
the
list
of
patents,
extensions,
Xc.,
hereAT a special general meeting of the Greenock and Ayrshire
issued, and, in addition, the English list, decisions, and
THE exports of steam engines from the United Kingdom in
Company, held on Friday in Greenock, a bill for the amalgama- tofore
official matters.
January were considerable, being valued at £190,779, as compared
tion of thé Greenock and Ayrshire Railway Company with the other
with
£67,874 in January, 1871, and £142,928 in January, 1870.
A
CORRESPONDENT
of
the
New
York
Evening
Post
connected
the
Glasgow and South-Western Railway Company, and for other wire of agalvanometer with the water pipes of Baltimore, and the In these
totals
t Rgured for £37,353, against £20,158 and
purposes, was approved.
other end of the coil was joined to a gas pipe. A thunder storm £47,122 respectively.
THE widening works on the North London line, between Camden was raging at the time, at more than twelve miles distance, and
THE House Committee on American Patents, of which the Hon.
and Dalston, are now completed, with the exception of the station whenever a flash occurred the needle was deflected, showing that at
Myers is chairman, is considering a bill for the revision of
in Highbury, which it is anticipated will be finished in the course least five hundred square miles of the earth’s surface were induc- Leonard
the
patent laws of the United States. The bill, which will shortly
of the current half-year. The construction of the additional line tively affected at each flash.
be reported, will contain such amendments as the practice under
between Dalston and Broad-street is progressing satisfactorily.
THE permeability of india-rubber tube for gas forms the subject the patent laws has shown to be necessary.
Ti agents of the North-Eastern Railway Company are making of a paper in the Journal de ['Eclairage au Gaz, A vulcanised
PREPARATIONS are being made in Cincinnati for a much more
preparations for commencing the projected new railway through surface, 5000 square millimetres in area, having hydrogen ononeside extensive industrial exhibition next autumn than any hitherto
Sunderland. During the past week surveys, &c., have been made and air on the other, allowed, in twenty-eight days, 22°6 per cent. | held. The guarantee fund alone, it is said, will be four times that
in connection with the proposed new bridge over the river, They of the confined hydrogen to escape, and 5°9 per cent. of air to | of any previous year, and will furnish the management the
have also purchased additional land at Sunderland for railway enter. When the rubber is not vulcanised the diffusion is about | amplest Facilities for carrying out their plans.
extensions.
nine times as great.
THE colossal group, ‘‘ America,” by Mr. John Bell, will be
THE year 1872 contains fifty-two Sundays. September and placed in situ at one of the angles of the Prince Consort memorial
On Friday, at a meeting of the Liverpool Cottonbrokers’ Association, resolutions were unanimously agreed to approving and December each begins on a Sunday. January, April, and July, on in Hyde Park next month. Mr. Bell is now proceeding with
adopting the resolutions relative to railway amalgamation passed Monday. October is the only month beginning on Tuesday. the portrait in marble of the late Earl of Clarendon, for the
South London Chronicle.
at recent meetings of the town council and Chamber of Commerce February begins and ends on Thursday, which will not occur again new Foreign-office in Downing-street.—
of Liverpool. A further resolution of the association expressed until the year 1900. In the year 1880 February will have five
In the Comptes Rendus for January 2nd M. P. Volpicelli has a
a determination to support the steps which are being taken to Sundays, which will not occur again until the year 1920. The memoir “On Electric Currents obtained by the bending of
obtain an equitable adjustment of the matters in question. A year 1871 began on Sunday and ended on Sunday. This will occur Metals.” From this it appears that all metals being bent or
sum of £100 towards the necessary parliamentary expenses was again in 1882 and every eleventh year thereafter.
twisted give rise to the development of an electric current, and
also voted.
It appears, from investigation, that Western Texas has, in in- that copper exhibits this phenomenon in the highest degree.
Or the six schemes proposed for connecting the railway systems exhaustible quantity, two of the best tanning materials known to
TuHE Great Australian Telegraph is still incomplete ; the wires
east and west of the Severn, only three now remain—two for the world. The wood as well as the bark of the mesquite, a specier are in working order as far north of Adelaide as the Peak, 500
bridging the river at Sharpness and the tunnel project. The of timber that abounds in great quantity, is found to be rich in miles north of Port Augusta. At the date of the last advices from
Severn Bridge Railway, in face of opposition, passed the Examiner tannic acid—nearly as rich as liveoak. A remarkable and impor- South Australia there were only 300 miles of the northern section
at the end of last week, and the prospects of the company are tant qualityof the tan of the mesquite,is,that instead of beginning to complete. The whole line was expected to be finished off early
most encouraging. Mr. S. S. Marling, M.P., Mr. Edwin Craw- on the surface, it strikes through and through, incising into the in the spring.
shay, and Mr. H. M. James have joined the board of directors. hide, revealing the fact that the process of tanning goes on in the
A STRIKE is reported at the works of the Paris, Lyons, and
The capital required is £300,000. The Western Junction Company centre equal with the surface.
Mediterranean Railway Company at Arles. The Thevenet Mecharequires £500,000, and the provisional directors include gentlemen
In
the
Spanish
American
dominions
ordinary
brickdust,
nical
Works at Antwerp are stated to have been purchased by
from Hereford, Dean Forest, and elsewhere.
made from hard burned, finely pulverised bricks, and mixed with the Belgian Government. Three contracts for locomotives and
THE Great Eastern Metropolitan Extensions are, according to common lime and sand, is universally and successfully employed as four for iron bridge work have been announced in Germany during
the statements of the chairman, the Marquis of Salisbury, very a substitute for hydraulic cement. It is regularly known in Cuba the last few days.
nearly finished ; but for one or two causes the lines would have there as an article of commerce, soldin barrels by all dealers in
THE pioneer ribbon mill has been started in San Francisco by
been opened already. When those lines are opened for traffic the such articles at the same price as cement. The proportions used an English manufacturing firm. Raw silk, which is free from
great burden of capital expenditure which has hitherto kept down in general practice are one of brickdust and one of lime to two of duty, is imported direct from China, and the silk cocooneries of
the net revenue, and prevented a division among the shareholders sand, mixed together, dry, and tempered with water in the usual California are expected eventually to supply the demand. It is
of that fair return of profit which they had a right to expect, will way.
intended to produce ribbons of all colours and widths, but the
come to a close. There seems every ground to hope that the
M. FosseLii has announced to the French Academy of Science widest now made are seven inches.
company’s metropolitan lines will prove a source of strength and that he has succeeded in producing an amount of cold just below
THE Forest of Dean strikes at Trafalgar and Foules Bridge
profit to them ; if that be so, their difficulties wlll gradually come the zero of the Fahrenheit scale, by simple mechanical action Collieries,
where 1200 men went out on strike last Monday, are
to an end, and all will flow on smoothly and prosperously with creating rapid evaporation.
He employs a wheelformed of a now at an end. The former colliers will have a five per cent.
them.
spiral tube, both ends of which are open, set vertically and half advance and short hours from the Ist proximo. The latter men
THE Great Northern directors have added 500 wagons to their immersed in the fluid to be cooled, so that the latter passes con- will continue their weighing machine on the pit bank, with ten
rolling stock, and asked the proprietors for 500 more. They stantly through the whole length of the tube, half of which is per cent. advance and the eight hours system ; mechanics five per
are obliged to ask for £208,997 to make additions and sidings constantly above the liquid, and, being wet, gives rise to active cont, and nine hours, Other minor strikes still prevail.
at various stations, also at Lynn, Leeds, and Peterborough, evaporation and consequent refrigeration within it.
Messrs. Lockwoop AND Co., will publish on April Ist, the
to accommodate a large traffic that has increased considerably.
Ar experiments made at the Washington navy yard, on the 27th first numoer of a new “‘ Quarterly,” under the title of ‘‘ Naval
The trains cannot get out of each other’s way, and additional ult., for testing the tensile strength of iron and steel, a piece of steel Science,” a magazine intended to promote the improvement of
sidings are necessary. The working expenses of the past half- from the Black Diamond Works of Pittsburgh was subjected to naval architecture, marine engineering, steam navigation, and
year are 46 per cent. of the receipts. The company have relaid and trial. It was two inches in breadth by one-fourth of an inch in seamanship. Its appearance is looked for with considerable inrenewed 24 miles mostly with steel rails, against 17 miles relaid thickness, equal to an area of one-half a square inch. This is
in naval and scientific circles, as it is to be edited by E. J.
and renewed in the corresponding half of 1870. There have been reported to have withstood a strain of 37,200 lb., equal to terest
Reed, C.B., late Chief Constructor of the Navy, and the contribu200,000 more train miles run, and the cost per train mile had been 74,400 Ib. to the square inch. An iron scrap of the same dimen- tors will include the most eminent authorities in the several
10.15d. against 10°24d. in the preceding year. There is an im- sions was then put in, and sundered at 25,400 lb. strain, equal branches of the above subject.
portant item in the working expenses incurred by carrying out to 50,800 Ib. to the square inch. Another steel scrap, same size
D. M. HENDERSON, formerly the chief lighthouse engineer
the block system, which it is hoped will be compensated by as the first, from the Black Diamond Works, broke at 45,500 lb., to Mr.
the Imperial Maritime Customs of China, has recently been
fewer accidents.
or 91,000 Ib. to the square inch.
appointed engineer-in-chief, the harbour and other A) med
THE report of the Lancashire and Yorkshire directors states that
ti
To unite two pieces of copper by welding has puzzled many work being put under his charge. Mr. Batchelor, the
they have felt it their duty to deposit a bill for the purpose of mechanics and metallurgists, but we read, ina contemporary, of its agent in London, has sent two assistant engineers to China, who
raising additional capital for the general purposes of the under- recent successful achievement. A compoundof 358 parts phosphate were appointed by the Messrs. D. and F. Stevenson, civil engineers,
taking, and the time having arrived for supplying railway accom- of soda and 124 parts boracic acid is prepared, and is used when the of Edinburgh. Mr. Bryson, the senior assistant, is now at Foochow
modation to some of the populous localities near the line, more metal is at a dull red heat; the heat is then increased till the engaged in the construction of a lighthouse on the Middle Dog
especially in the neighbourhood of Manchester, they have included metal becomes of a cherry wood or red colour, and the latter is at Island according to the designs of the engineer-in-chief.
in the bill authority to make extensions and branches to various once hammered. A hammer is recommended for this purpose, as
THE American Manufacturer states that a party of Pittsburgh
places at an estimated cost of £657,500. The total amount of the metal is liable to soften at a high heat ; and the hammer capitalists, manufacturers, intend to negotiate with the American
share capital to be raised under the bill, including the new lines should be used cautiously. All scale and carbonaceous matter Cable Company for the manufacture of the cable for their line
and for general purposes, is £1,300,000. The bill for the amalgabe removed from the surface of the copper, as the success of from the extremity of Long Island to the English or Dutch coast,
mation of the London and North-Western and Lancashire and must
the welding depends on the formation of an easily fusible and one by the way of Bermuda and Azores Islands to the coast
Yorkshire Railway companies on the terms agreed upon has been phosphate
of copper, which would be reduced to a phosphide by of Portugal, The capital of the company is 10,000,000 dols., a
deposited in Parliament, and, as authorised by the shareholders, the presence of carbon.
large portion of which is already secured. An agent is expected
an arrangement has been entered into for the division of receipts
New York, from Europe, in a few days, with proposals from
THE Naval and Military Gazette asserts that the Challenger, inEnglish
upon traffic in which the two companies are jointly interested.
firms. Should the Pittsburgh men engage in the enterscrew-corvette,
will
be
commissioned
early
in
the
summer
for
a
THE advance of 3d. per ton recently made by the Manchester voyage of exploration and research. Some scientific gentlemen prise their works will be erected on the seaboard.
Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company for coal going over will be accommodated on board the vessel, and it is probable that
Amonest the many plans which have been, of late, devised for
their line to Doncaster has been followed by a similar increase by Captain George S. Nares, now serving in the surveying vessel utilising the sewage matters of towns, not the least interesting is
the Great Northern on minerals going to London and stations Shearwater,
the Red Sea, will be placed in command. The “* Hickey’s system of conservancy by carbonisation.” The Indian
beyond. An advance of 3d. per ton for wagon hire by the same actual places inwhich
has granted some money for testing the efficacy of
be visited have not yet been determined, Government
company was made in the early part of the year. The price to but it is anticipated will
this plan. Mr. Hickey proposes to decompose the sewage matter
the groups of islands in the Pacific will by
King’s Cross from South Yorkshire for coal is only 11d. per ton have special attentionthat
heat
in
closed
to Pigg the gas thus formed for illubestowed upon them. This movement on minating towns, retorts,
less than it was before the battle between the Midland and the the part of the Admirality
and use the iduary coke mixed with the
is in encouraging contrast to the fact
Great Northern companies. Not to be behindhand, the Midland that Arctic voyages have been
ammoniacal liquors, £
in rj
retorts, as a ——
abandoned
to
other
nations,
and
to
has increased its rates from the 12th inst. for coal going from
i
L bee of the experiments made, the
late refusal of the Lords of the Treasury to grant any assistance
Swindon to St. Pancras, the charge being now 7s. 2d. per ton; to the
oaproglue
égual to 1156 cubic feet for each 1000 of popuwhatever
to
the
Livingstone
search
expedition.
the Thames Wharf, Blackwall, 7s.; Hendon, 8s.; Walworth-road
lation, but its illuminating power was inferior to that of coal-gas.
AN attempt is being made to supply in some degree the loss
drops, 8s. 4d.; and to Broadstairs, Margate, and Ramsgate, 10s. 8d.
THe Chapel Island Lighthouse, near Amoy has just been
per ton. The advance by the two companies will add some thou- which the University of Strasbourg sustained during the Franco- completed,
light bei
exhibited for the first time on
sands monthly to the Great Northern and Midland, while the German war by the destruction of the University Library, and a the 15th of theNovember.
is a catadioptric one
collect- of the first order, showinghe aapparatus
cause of the great battle between the companies last year as to committee has been formed in London for the super
fixed white light varied by
the differential rate in favour of the Derbyshire coal, from the pits ing works of a suitable kind from such authors, learned societies, flashes at half minute intervals all
round
the horizon. The
being some thirty miles nearer to London than those of South and publishers, as are disposed to contribute. Lord Houghton, centre of the light is 227ft. above high-water,
Yorkshire, has been set aside altogether.
the Duke of Manchester, and Professor Huxley, are on the English weather it will be visible twenty-two nautical miles.and in clearer
THE half-yearly meeting of the Midland Company was held at committee, and parcels of books are to be sent to Mr. Triibner, is of brick, painted black, and the height is 63ft. from
to
Derby on Tuesday. Mr. Price, M.P., the chairman, in moving the 60, Paternoster-row. Donations have already been received from vane. The lightkeepers’ dwellings are painted white, and
adoption of the report, said, in allusion to the controversy between the Foreign-office, the Colonial-office, the India-office, the War- surrounded with a white boundary wall. The lighthouse is
himself and Mr. Bass, M.P., on the hours of labour of the railway office, the Admiralty, the Committee of Council on Education, situated in latitude 24 deg. 10 min. 18 sec. N., and longitude
servants, that although the directors were willing to admit that the University of Oxford, the Astronomer Royal, the Royal 118 deg. 13 min. 30 sec. E.
owing to the force of circumstances and the pressure of unforeseen United Service Institution, several literary and scientific societies,
THE demand for steam coal is just now so active that there is
necessity the hours of labour had been objectionable, they main- and many of the leading publishing firms.
eat difficulty in getting supplies. The active state of the trade at
tained, notwithstanding all that philanthropists might urge to the
M. BLASERNA has made an interesting observation upon the Grimsby has compelled the authorities to put up additional drops,
contrary, that the labour market must be ruled and controlled by influence which the temperature of the prism exercises upon the &c. The quantity of coal shipped at Grimsby
during the past
the universal laws of supply and demand. He did not regret Mr. position of the lines. It has already been noticed by Verdet that month was no less than 21,003 tons, being
an increase of 8989 tons
Bass’ intervention, which had, perhaps, stimulated inquiry and where liquids are used for prisms the displacement of the lines is as compared with the same
iod of 1871. Amongst the shi
accelerated action. By better arrangement, and by a considerable quite noticeable, the index of refraction altering with the tempe- monts were the following :—
jum, 738 tons; Denmark,
increase of their staff, the company had remedied a great many of rature. For solid prisms, however, it was assumed that the tons ;Egypt, 2543 tons; France,
8049 tons ;Germany, 728 tons ;
the principal evils complained of. Those steps had necessariiy influence of temperature changes upon their refractive power was Holland, 224 tons; Italy, 757 tons; Sweden, 505 tons ;Spain,
resulted in increased cost of the working of the line. Since the quite insignificant. The author has found, however, upon observa- 1504 tons, &c. During the first na
oy of the present month
last
ting of the
pany
they had been enabled to establish an | tion that this is not so unimportant as is generall believed ; but the quantity of coal which entered the waa of Hull was
advance in the London coal rate. On the Ist of November last that, while much less sensitive than liquid prisms, the displacement 35,449 tons, of which 22,698 tons were expo
or shipped on
year the average was raised from 4s, 3d. to 4s. 10d.,and on the 12th of lines could readily be observed with one of flint glass.
e prism
for their use.
J
”
of February a further increase was made of 3d. The rate at pre- used in the experiment was one of Duboseq’s, and was exposed for steamers
THE Waynflete Professorship of Chemistry in the University of
sent was 8d. below what it was before the reduction was first made, some time tothe direct rays of the sun. It was then quickly placed in Oxford, held for many years by Sir Benjamin Collins Brodie,
but the company were now receiving 1s. 3d. per ton more than aspectroscope in the shade, and some prominent line observed, M.A., F.R.S., vice-president of the Chemical Society, is now
they were receiving at the corresponding period of last year. In when it was found that as the glass cooled the refractive power | vacant by the resignation of the much-respected professor.
consequence of the contemplated amalgamation of the London and increased.
(An opposite result is obtained for bisulphide of | The Waynflete oveloenersh is one of : those appointments
North-Western _Company with the Lancashire and Yorkshire carbon.) He was enabled to observe in this manner a displacement | directed by the ordinance of the University Commissioners of
Company the Midland would be compelled to renew an application of theD line amounting to3" fora difference in temperature equal | 1854 relating to Magdalen College of that University, and founded
for union with the Glasgow and South-Western Company. The to 1 deg. Cent. In the instrument used the interval between D | in the place of three proel
mentioned in its ancient
amalgamation between the London and North-Western and the and D’ is 12”, so that a change of 4 deg. Cent, would suffice to place | statutes and maintained by a stipend of £600 per annum. The
Lancashire and Yorkshire must be strenuously opposed, however D in the position of D’. The author remarks, as the result of his rofessor is elected by the Chancellor of the University, the
because it would exclude the Midland from large districts with interesting observation, that an error might very readily be made Visitor and President of the College, and the President of the
which it had natural relations, and would also deny to those in spectroscopic work by comparing
Profesor
ther observations made — Royal Society and ofthe Royal College of
districts access with the outer world, except by means of one in eunlight and in shade, or those made in the morning with those Brodie
was elected in 1865, ahd was the
:
‘osen
under the new ordinance,
in the night.
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strongly in favour of the proposed lines from Amiens to Dijon,
which would afford. direct communication between the northern
and southern coasts of France, should it be conceded to an independent company. Such a state of things is not creditable, and it
is hoped that the Government with the aid of the Director-General
of Ponts-et-Chaussées will very shortly put an end to it. That
France should lose her carrying trade to the
tian ports on
account of the intrigues of interested individuals seems too
monstrous to imagine, especially now that practical men have
really some voice in public affairs from which they have been so
long excluded.
It is only such a state of things as that above described that can
account for the attempt to form a new company for the construction of a distinct new Tineof railway from Calais to Marseilles. It
is scarcely too much to say that such a waste of money will never
be sanctioned, as the new line would necessarily be almost parallel
with the Northern and Lyons lines and come into competition
with both. The present seems the moment for the intervention of
practical disinterested men, and if not to be found in France
perhaps they may be had elsewhere.
Fortunately the receipts of all the railways are now greater than
they were at the same period of 1870, the augmentation being the
largest in the case of the Lyons and Mediterranean Company ; this
proves that trade and commerce await only proper means of.transport for their full development.
BRUSCH’S AUTOMATON DAMPER.
Mr. Bruscu, of Hull, has designed an “‘ automaton damper ”
(manufacturers Messrs. Priestman and Sizer, Hull) for boiler
furnaces, the action of which depends on the pressure of the steam
in the boiler. The idea is, in fact, a simple application of a safety
valve lever to open and close a damper so as to regulate the action
of the furnace and limit its rate of combustion to the requirements

THIS simple and ingenious device is intended to get over the
difficulty experienced in adjusting circular saws on the ordinary
spindle. A conical washer or ring, it will be seen, enters the hole
in the saw to « greater or less depth, according to the size of the
hole, by means of the nut at the back. This conical piece is
forced home as to make the saw properly firm and truly centred.
The illustrations explain themselves. The invention deserves
the attention of saw mill engineers.
WHITAKER’S STOP COCKS.
TuIs invention relates to a tap or cock suitable for use in stock
vessels from which liquids have to be frequently withdrawn, inasmuch as it is non-dripping and durable.
Fig. 1 represents « side elevation of a tap constructed in accordance with this invention, closed ; Fig. 2, a longitudinal section of
the same tap open; Fig. 3, a transverse section at the line A, B,
Fie.
——1;~ and Fig. 4, a front elevation. Like letters denote the same
—_e

Oldbury Carriage Works, Birmingham. The engines and boilers
are being supplied by Messrs, Merryweather and Sons, of Longacre.
The prominent features of the design will be best gathered from
our illustration, and the following abstract of Mr. Grantham’s
patent specification. Mr. Grantham’s complete specification includes some modifications of the design, a notice of which we
reserve for the present. We wish Mr. Grantham every possible
success in his enterprise. The specification runs thus :—
This invention consists in an improved steam carriage
adapted to carrying passengers on tramways. The carriage is
made of the form and in the manner quumnily adopted for carrying passengers on tramways in towns and other populous places,
but to be worked by steam instead of by horses.
To accomplish
this I place the machinery in a chamber on each side of the
carriage, as shown in the plans, but so as to preserve a passage
through the carriage I prefer placing these chambers in the centre
of the length of the carriage, but they may also be placed nearer
to either end. Each chamber contains a boiler, water tank, and
coal-box, the fires being fed by machinery as hereafter described.
A double casing or air space may by made round these chambers,
and other means taken to prevent radiation of heat into the
carriages,
It may be convenient here to describe how the carriage and
machinery will be worked, as the object and uses of the several
parts will then be better understood. The man who works the
carriage, and whom I will call the engineer, will stand on the
platform, which is for the time the front end, and where the
| driver now stands. To the same place will be led the various
| shafts and handles required for working the engines and boilers.
| When the carri: e travels the reverse way the engineer, having
| disengaged these handles, goes to the other end, where there are
| corresponding handles, which being thrown into gear enables him
to work the engines as before.
e brake is worked as at present.
These arrangements are shown in plate 1, and are represented by
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6. Fig. 1 is the elevation showing the boiler
apd machinery in dotted lines, Fig. 2 is a plan showing the top
| of the carriage with the position of the wheels. Fig. 3, a plan
showing the interior of the carriage with the chambers A, for the
boilers B, and their fittings. Fig. 4 is a section through the
ment of the carriage. Fig. 5 is a section through
| passenger de
the boiler chambers, and Fig. 6 is an end view. These being
a0 ed shown in the =
do not require to be more particu| larly described, a few re erences to special portions of the
| machinery only being necessary. The boilers B are united by the
steam pipes b, attached to the box C, which contains two safety
valves ;on one of these pipes is the steam-cock D, which is connected by a rod and levers to the shaft E, leading to the end plat| form at R, where the engineer stands ; the waste steam is led
from each cylinder into the coils of pipes F, and thence into the
| water cisterns G ; after this it passes into the funnel H through the
pipeh. The cylindersJ are attached to the frame M of the carriage,
and are worked in the usual manner, with connecting rods, cranks,
| eccentrics, drag links, and valve gear, the rod K leading to each
platform at 8, being the means by which the valves are moved and
the engines reversed. The coal boxes L are attached to the boilers
under the water cisterns, and are formed as shown in Fig. 5 ; the
bottoms have semicircular channel opposite holes leading to the
furnaces, in these channels are placed coarse spirals, which are set
| in motion by the ratchet wheels, rods, levers, and shafts, marked
respectively m, n, 0, and when in action force the fuel into the
furnaces. The handles T on the platform worked by the en ineer
| when the fires — to be supplied give motion to oy nee
| and shafts mark o. In forming the carriage the longitudinal
frames M are placed inside the wheels and are made of wood
stiffened by plates of steel ; on the top of the carriages
are run two
horizontal
N, these are connected with the ladders O, which
are attached to the horizontal frames at P, there are also added
| vertical columns over each wheel Q ; thus strong but light trusses
are formed from end to end of the carriage. The several handles
for working the steam cock, reversing
, and furnaces are represented on the platform at the points R's, T, respectively. I construct the wheels on one side of the carriage without flanges, and
also allow the wheels A, plate 2, to run loose on the axles to
facilitate the action of the carriage at curves. In the above specification I have not described the details or the particular form of
boilers I employ, or other parts of the steam
engine, rods, levers, or
handles for the use of the engineer in controlling the carriage, as
several arrangements may be adapted to this pape. and it will
be obvious also that many other forms may
given to the
carriage.

parts in all these views. The body of the tap is here shown made
in two parts, marked a and a', joined by male and female screw
threads, the part a bere Le ane | formed at the delivering end
as delineated; 6, valve c amber with trued face at d; e, disc valve
fitted to work against d; f, spring pressing ¢ against d ; g, thrust
guide spindle with operating lever handle # and square end to fit
into e; ¢ denotes a spiral spring which it is preferred to use, although
is may be dispensed with, to assist in closing the tap, ortorender it
self-closing. By moving the lever handle A from the position
shown in Fig. 1 to that delineated in Fig. 2 the thrust guide
spindle g and the disc valve e are caused to turn, and the opening
THE FRENCH RAILWAYS.
in the latter brought opposite the outflowing passage, and with- |
drawal of liquid allowed. By moving / in the contrary direction | THE importance, nay, the absolute necessity for something being
the opening in ¢ is carried round opposite the solid part of d and done to prevent France losing the carrying trade to the East
the tap closed.
is admitted on all hands, but unfortunately the parties interested
cannot agree upon the plan to be adopted. A commission of
STEAM TRAMWAY
CARS.
| inquiry instituted at Marseilles proposes one plan, and the Lyons
In a recent impression we discussed at some length the feasibility |and Mediterranean Railway Companyanother. So violent are the
of using steam as a motive power on street tramways. At page 134 | feelings of hostility on the subject that a respectable journal does
we illustrate a steam tramway car recently patented by Mr. |
Grantham, which is worthy of attention. This car differs in many not hesitate to say plainly that the company has no feeling for
respects from any which have hitherto been proposed or used, and the public interest, but is bent on forcing its views on the Governthere are some matters of detail in which we do not agree with ment, and it adds that it is well known that the directors of the
Mr, Grantham’s views, but the design nevertheless possesses some company have considerable personal interest in the Italian lines,
very excellent features. We may add that the matter has advanced and that it is therefore not surprising that they should be ready
beyond a mere drawing, a number of influential gentlemen having |
joined Mr. Grantham in testing the scheme. A car has been | to sacrifice Marseilles. Stich personalities as this.are likely to
ordered, and is now, we believe, in course of construction at the | bring matters to an issue, and the public opinion seems to be

of the boiler, and thus prevent waste of fuel; it also serves as
an additional safety valve. A detailed explanation is hardly
necessary, the various parts being shown in the accompanying
figure. The arrangement is a complete one; its value of course
depends upon its practical working. It has been tried in several
establishments in Hull and Sheffield, and appears to be very
favourably reported on, especially with regard to the saving it
effects in fuel,
THE LonDON AND CounTY BANKING Company.—The operations
of this company appear to be extremely satisfactory, as we find
that a dividend of 6 per cent. and a bonus of 3} per cent. were
declared for the half-year ending December 31st, 1871.
EDINBURGH AND LEITH ENGINEERS’ Socrety.—At the last meeting
of this Society, at their rooms, 5, St. Andrew’s-square, the papers
read were the following :—(1) On ‘‘ Locomotives,” by Mr. W. 8.
Taylor, C.E. The author gave a description of a few of the most
ful |
tives constructed previous to the time of
Stevenson. Stevenson’s application of the steam blast and boiler
tubes to the rapid generation of steam was thereafter noticed,
and some engines made by himand others, with their improvements,
were described in detail. Attention was directed to a few individual instances of locomotive construction remarkable either for
the high speed they attained or their unnecessary complication of
parts. Standard engines of home and foreign make were alluded to,
their working parts described with considerable minuteness, and
the leading differences between engines of English, continental,
and American manufacture clearly pointed out. In addition to
the paper itself a valuable collection of locomotive statistics was
presented to the Society by Mr. Taylor. These tables have been
collected with no little labour or expense from the most reliable
sources, and in themselves form a valuable addition to the ie
communications. (2) On ‘‘ Steam, and its Action in the Cylinder
of an Engine,” by Mr George Romanes, C.E. The object of the
paper was chiefly to record what seemed to the author the principal cause of the misconceptions that were current on the subject,
together with what he believed to be a true explanation of one
<7, important point. He showed that much misapprehension
arisen on the matter, from want of attention to the fact that
latent heat was in reality only the evidence of heat having been
expended to produce a certain effect. From Regnault’s experiments on latent heat it was evident that the amount of heat given
up by steam in being condensed into water depended partly on
the temperature and pressure at which it was pre2.ced. The
author then proceeded to show that the work done * expanding
steam against a varying pressure would be greater tian the work
done where the pressure remained constant. By experiment he had
been led to infer that it required more heat by abouts 21 thermal
units to produce a pound of steam at 212 deg. Fah., by first producing it at 228 deg. and then allowing it to expand against a gradually diminishing pressure, than to produce the samedirectly. If
steam were condensed under conditions exactly similar to those
under which it was generated it would give out exactly as much heat
as was required to produce it. Accordingly, it incondensing it gave
out as much heat when condensed in vacuo as it would do if condensed at its own pressure, we should find as much heat in the
condenseras wasimparted
in theboiler. This theauthorshowed to be
absurd, inasmuch as a certain amount of work had been done by the
heat. Hence it appeared that in the case of an engine not working expansively the loss of heat by condensation undera smaller pressure
than that at which the steam was produced wasthe exact equivalent
of theworkdonebythesteam. Themainsource of the waste of heat,
and consequently energy, in condensing engines, arose from the
greater part of the heat in the condensing water going to waste—
not more than one-tenth of this heat being returned to the boiler.
From this it would appear to be more economical, so far as fuel
was concerned, not to condense the steam in a separate condenser,
but, by allowing it to liquify itself by indefinite expansion, to
return to the boiler the resultant water which would contain all
the unused heat. Inasmuch, however, as this would necessitate
the use of heavier and more expensive machinery, and since cases
also frequently occurred where, besides the use of steam power,
a large amount of boiling water was required for other p’
.
it
d most advantag
to limit the amount of
ion to
the atmospheric pressure, and to use the exhaust steam for boiling
water by condensing it at 212 degs. Fah., and 14°7 Ib. pressure.
The value of the steam-jacket consisted in its power of re-evaporating the steam which had got liquified in the cylinder from its
an work in expanding.
By means of a diagram ocular
monstration was given of the relative efficiency of steam when
acting under various conditions of pressure and temperature.
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LONDON

ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTSMEN.
THE nineteenth anniversary banquet, commemorative of the
formation of this institution, took place on Saturday, the 17th inst.,
at the City Terminus Hotel, and Mr. James Howard, M.P., presided, supported by Mr. James Robertson (vice-chairman); Lord
Elcho, M.P.; Sir Spencer Robinson, K.C.B.; Mr. C. B. Vignoles,
F.R.S.; Capt. Beaumont, M.P.; Mr. B. Samuelson, M.P.; Dr.
John Tyndall, F.R.S.; Mr. John M. Ravenhill, C.E. ; Mr. Edward
Humphrys, C.E.; Mr. Henry J. Slack; Mr. Joseph Newton, C.E.,
Roy Mint, president of the institution, and many other wellknown gent
The
hes were far above the average of
those usually delivered after dinner, and they were listened to
with the closest attention. The number of members and friends
of the Association present amounted to about 300, and the gallery
was occupied by ladies. We give a few of the principal addresses
delivered on the occasion.
The Chairman, after proposing ‘‘The Queen and Royal Family,”
gave ‘“‘The Army, Navy, and Reserve Forces.”
Captain Beaumont replied for the first in a very able speech.
Sir Spencer Robinson, replying for ‘‘ The Navy,”’said : Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am well aware that habit and usage confine
the remarks which any person is able to make in answer to this
toast to a very limited space. And if it were not so—if I did not
know there are others present who are much more capable of interesting you, and telling you things which especially concern your
institution, and contribute to yourintellectual enjoyment—I should
still feel it my duty to be as brief as possible; and I am the more
compelled to be so as Iam suffering from a very bad cold, and can
hardly exert my voice at all. But I could not let the opportunity
which your institution and your president so kindly put at-my disposal of meeting the foremen engineers of this great metropolis and
of exchanging with them a few words of cordial greeting and
acknowledgment, to pass withoutattempting in a few words and, as
I know, very imperfectly, to express my thanks in the first place
for the great honour done me in inviting me here, and next, for the
very handsome manner in which my name has been coupled with
the toast of the navy—a toast which has been received to-night, as
I have always found it received wherever I have been, in the
warmest and most cordial way. The connection between the navy
and the ‘engineers, between the navy and all the mechanical
arts, is so close, so intimate, that surrounded as I am by mechanical engineers, by those who have taken the great lead in
developing to an immense extent the engineering enterprise of this
country, and placing it on an altitude never reached before, and
which makes one wherever his travels take him proud of the
name of Englishman, I feel myself this evening in the midst of a
band of brothers. The navy stands indebtei to you from
the day that you skilled engineers have first laid down the
fragments of that ship, no larger than my hand, from the day that
your skill and intelligence have combined a mass of labour, a mass
of materials piled one upon another, till the monster grows from
the size of a large plate or dish to the dimensions of the leviathan
of 6000 or 7000 tons, used in carrying the flag of England to distant
shores, and in maintaining her dignity wherever necessary—from
the day, I say, when you see her accumulate piece by piece, not by
the efforts of mere brute force, but by brute force controlled by
mechanical contrivance, by thought, by mathematical reasoning
until the day when she is to be launched, when she appears to be
more solid than the stable earth on which she rests, and yet she
can be released from her position as it were by the magic touch of
a lady’s hand, and made to glide majestically into the deep, where
she has to contend with perils and with difficulties such as the
engineer on land never encounters. The engineer on land, indeed,
has to contend with the difficulty of undue strains with contraction and expansion ; but he has the laws of attraction and
gravitation to rest upon—something by means of which his calculations can hardly fail him. But the constructor of such a ship has
to contend with the laws of gravity reversely, with the fluctuations
of cause and effect, while the engineer on shore has certainty
at his command and fixed conditions to reckon upon. But
not only do we, the navy, stand indebted to you the
engineers, for all the skill and the ingenuity which have
produced the floating monster, but your invaluable aid to us
reaches still further. You are the inventors and the adapters of
the engines and the instruments which enable us to direct and
propel themonster across the trackless ocean ; it is you who enable
the sailor to call the host of heaven to guide him ; it is you who
have given him the sextant and the chronometer by which he
knows the time at Greenwich, wherever he may be. Without
the skill of the engineer we could neither build the ship nor navigate her. It is to the working men of this country and to the
able men who direct them that in a primary degree we owe those
tremendous triumphs of mind over matter which have made the
nineteenth century what it is. Gentlemen, feeling like a
scholar before his master in all that appertains to applied
mechanics, perhaps I should have hesitated to come before you tonight ; but as we are so closely bound up in all that you do and
achieve, as we are of your confraternity, in fact, and you are
of ours, and I wished to express, however inadequately, the
great obligations which the navy are under to the foremen and
master engineers of this country, and to tell you that without you
our navy would be absolutely nowhere. You must remember that
all the motive power now used in the navy, all the defensive
appliances of ships of war, come from the hand of the mechanical
engineer. It is you who calculate the force of the strain to be
put on those wonderful machines which we sailors have to guide
and which we may have—I hope at a far distant day—to
employ again against an enemy. You are our particular
friends, I should now resume my seat but for a few words
that fell from your excellent chairman. Probably many
of you know Mr. Scott Russell. I have the honour of his
acquaintance, and a more agreeable and pleasant man it
would, I think, be impossible to meet. He has remarkable conversational gifts : he can tell you all about ‘‘the loves of the triangles ;” no man has a greater command of words, or can use them
with more effect to delight and charm his hearers. Yet when he
says that we have no navy, I take leave, with all humility, to
differ from him. I have been for ten years of my life engaged very
sedulously and pertinaciously in getting together a navy for this
country. I should therefore be extremely sorry if my very agreeable friend had the smallest foundation for asserting that we have
no navy. I regret to say that a great friend of mine—one of the
ablest men that England possesses, and I might say one of yourselves—Mr. Reed—is nowabsent. I know how imperfectly I can
fill his place. It has been my fortunate lot to be associated with
that gentleman for upwards of seven years in works of the greatest
magnitude and importance, and which called for the profoundest
thought and the most undeviating attention. I could only bring
to their execution goodwill.
e brought to it talents of the
highest possible order. He brought also application that I have
never seen equalled. Of course he met with many rebuffs ; nobody connected with the public service can expect but to
meet them. He has no occasion to exercise the Christian
virtue of turni
the left cheek to the stroke of the
smiter who has
ady smitten his right cheek, because the
left cheek is invariably smitten also. During my own public
life I have been subject to as many unkind criticisms as most
people ; and I say that I deserved some of those criticisms, and
that I profited by them all. Ido not for a moment complain that not
only are one’s motives mirepresented, but that facts are distorted until
one actually doés not know one’s own children. But it is part of
the duty of every public man to go through all that, and, I repeat,
I don’t murmur at it. However, my estimable friend, Mr. Scott
Russell, is not right in saying that we have no navy. And here I
may
tion an
lote about a certain gallant captain, one of
those pleasant critics who could see nothing good in any ship
that was ever constructed, and who was invariably writing to the
Times and finding out faults, some of them imaginary and others
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real, It so happened that his own time for service came, and he we are to retain our great manufacturing superiority we must look
was appointed to one of those very ironclads of which he had no well to the scientific and technical education of our people. I
language sufficiently condemnatory to use. However, he goes to have heard men speak approvingly of technical education and at
sea; his cruise is short—about three months; he returns to the same time wind up with the sage remark that after all educaEngland, and publishes a letter to the Times, saying that he has tion will not produce genius. That may be very true, and yet it
been three months with the fleet of ironclads, that he has been out is equally true that education may develope genius. We have two
in the worst winter weather that anybody has seen for many noteable examples of the value of technical education. James
years, and he says not only that he never saw such perfect ships in Watt commenced his career by assisting black, and Faraday also
every possible way, but that they were never farther apart, day commenced his career by assisting Sir Humphry Davy ; and, but
or night, than would enable a pocket-handkerchief to be thrown for those circumstances, perhaps mankind might never have been
from one of them to another. I say, then, notwithstanding all benetited by the discoveries of Watt and raraday. Without
the criticisms and objections that can be raised, that we had two further preface, gentlemen, I will give you ‘‘Scienge as the
years ago a navy superior to that of any other country in the highest Agent of Civilisation,” coupling with the toast the name of
world ; and if we have not at this day a navy superior to any Professor Tyndall, F.R.S.
Professor Tyndall: Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, after the
other in the world, the reason is simply this: that two years ago
we folded our arms and said, ‘“‘Let us rest and be stirring speeches which you have heard to-night, anything I can
thankful.” Excellent doctrine! Extremely agreeable doctrine say must, I fear, be ‘‘flat, stale, and unprofitable.” When the
to a man at my age. We may rest and be thankful, worthy president of your Association did me the honour to invite
but have our neighbours rested and been thankful’ Do me to come here this evening he did not tell me that I should be
they rest, and are they thankful? Unforeseen circumstances expected toaddress you. He goes in the cleverest an‘ yet in the
have occurred, and may again occur, We rest and are thankful, most courteous way to work. He writes in the first instance an
but our rivals are active. Surely, then, it requires no sum in invitation couched in the most courteous terms, which it is imposarithmetic, no logic to prove that if we fold our arms, and other sible to resist; and, having secured his man, he induces him by
Powers do not, the state of things will be reversed, and the day some gentle persuasion to commit himself still deeper. Therefore,
will come when the navy of England, instead of being the tirst in without any request of mine, and simply in accordance with a
the world, will lose its pre-eminence, and perhaps be left behind passing remark in my reply to his letter, [ see that he has modiin the race. I ask you, ‘‘Do you wish that to happen’? Is it a tied this toast. But i did not like—as I expressed to him--to see
necessity or is it not, for this country that we should have a science cut off into various parts. I believe that we all belong to
navy?” If it be, then our navy must be the first in the world; one body; we are all students and workers in science. If time
and I only warn you, and all who hear me, that the system of had permitted, I had intended to justify this observation, and to
‘*rest and be thankful” is not a safe one to apply to the nine- show how men like myself derive profit from you, and how you in
teenth century under the circumstances we have witnessed. One turn—I hope I may say it without the infringement of modesty
word more, for without that word my argument would be utterly derive benefit from men engaged in more abstract pursuits.
incomplete. In the month of July, 1870, the world was said, by Before the time of James Watt. men studied the properties of
the Prime Minister and by diplomatists, to be in a state of perfect steam. ‘hey knew a great deal about steam in the days of Watt,
peace. We heard from the Foreign-office that there was not a and Watt was the inheritor of that knowledge; but he brought
cloud on the political horizon. I speak of my own knowledge. his own transcendent genius to bear upon it, and, by combining
We of the navy were reducing every possible expenditure to as low proper mechanical contrivances together, he entirely revolutionised
a point as was practicable. Gentlemen, I was an advocate for the face of the world. He multiplied the means of producing
that; I took a part in it, and would do it again to-morrow. I say power a million-fold; and having done that, and seen the wonders
it was our bounden duty as administrators of the public money to the steam engine, as invented by Watt and developed by otiers,
expend as little as possible consistently with the exigencies of the has wrought for mankind, men asked what it is in the steam
navy, in time of profound peace. I cast aside all elements of engine which has enabled it to produce such effects? One
danger and of the chance of war, because that is the diplomatists’, celebrated man, an officer of engineers, Carnot—a name ever
the Government’s, the Prime Minister’s business. The province to be remembered in France—sought to give an answer to this
of an inferior administrator like myself was to save you money, question. He knew that when you have a weight falling to the
and keep your navy efficient only for peace purposes. But earth, that weight can be utilised in the performance of work ;
the very moment that we saw what passed, and that that the force of gravity can, when associated with machinery, be
peace was no longer assured, there were no pains spared, no made to work that machinery. He saw the falling of water on the
steps neglected by me in endeavouring to put the naval forces of paddles of a wheel caused the wheel to revolve, aud thus to work
this country into a proper state of preparation. My argument the mill, and the knowledge of this fact flashed on him the notion
was that there is a time to save—a time when it is most proper that it might be analogous with the force of heat. He saw that
and prudent to save the money of the country, and that you you cannot get work out of heat unless it passes from a hot body
should save it for the express purpose of expending it when the to a cold one, and that the fall of the heat from the boiler to tue
necessity arises. In times of peace and quietude, which are by condenser was something like the plunging of the stream of wate:
far the most lengthened times, save your money; in time of as it comes down on the water-wheel. tHe knew that heat was
trouble spend it freely. The one course is true economy,
and so is lost in passing from the boiler to the condenser. By interposing
the other. In time of danger to save your money is not real his machinery between the hot body and the cold body he obtaineu
economy, but worse than the conduct of the spendthrift; while to results. Through Carnot’s researches we have arrived at thie
lavish your money in time of peace is culpable extravagance. great discovery of modern times, the mechanical theory of heat ;
Well, after reducing our navy estimates to as low a point as was and thus by the interaction between the practical and the theo
compatible with a peace establishment, we found the necessity retical mind science achieves her great triumphs. In the case v!
arise for a sudden expansion. Fortunately events which we could the electric telegraph again, you know that the man who first in
not foresee dispersed that cloud; but the danger of being caught vestigated the power of electricity had no idea of its practical
unprepared, and of tinding a war break out of no common cha- application. The force, however, was brought into the hands oi
racter, with vast bodies of men ready for the most desperate practical men who soon applied it to the transmission of intellienterprises, showed that greater preparations than we were in the gence by means of wires and cables which span the ocean. What
habit of making were absolutely necessary for our existence. is the consequence? Experiments are made on a large scale, just
There are clouds now in the western horizon which God grant as in the case of the mechanical theory of heat; and I believe
may pass away. I feel no uneasiness or panic because I know that we are on the threshold of new discoveries in the science of
that we can fall back in the hour of need upon our resources, electricity which have been suggested by the practical application of
and can produce ships in emergencies as we want them. I am the discoveries already made. ‘l'hus you have a beneficial interaction
not so sure that we can produce sailors: I have some doubt as to betweentheory and practice. But apart altogether from these consithat. But with these clouds that are gathering over us, with the derations, it must be remembered that man is not altogether a being
possibility not of absolute hostilities, but of ill blood on both of intellect ; he has social instincts and social necessities ; and the
sides, arising from some cause of quarrel that may lead to despe- greatest good must follow from frequent intercourse hetween
rate results, I would advise every gentleman present and every masters and foremen, and from their sometimes—and I think
one who has any influence over public opinion not to allow the this is an important point—meeting to eat and drink together.
“vest and be thankful” doctrine to go beyond its proper limits, By a friendly interchange of sentiment they get to know and reand to take care that the due preparation is made to guard this spect each other more and more, and thus you may hope to see
island from the worst injury that any malevolent foe could inflict. averted some of those deplorable dissensions between capital and
I am, in this, only asking you to make preparation for your own labour which unfortunately sometimes occur. Gentlemen, I beg
lefence and security, and to enable your voice in European, and sincerely to thank you for the honour you have done me.
Mr. D. Walker, the secretary, then read the annual report of
it may be in American, quarrels to be heard with attention and
respect. Gentlemen, I have detained you too long, and I will the Association, which was extremely satisfactory.
The Chairman : Gentlemen, in proposing to you ‘‘ Prosperity to
now only thank you for the kind way in which you have received
the mention of my name and for the honour you have done the the London Association of Foremen Engineers and Draughtsmen,”
I feel that from the very gratifying report just read by the
navy.
secretary, your prosperity is already assured. You may be conLord Elcho then replied at length for the volunteers.
gratulated
upon a double event: a financial increase and an
The Deputy-chairman then proposed the health of the House of
addition to your numbers. I thin« that no better proofs than
Commons.
these
could
be adduced of the estimation in which the association
Mr. Samuelson replied.
At the close of Mr. Samuelson’s speech the chairman said : is held and the coniidence which is reposed in its management.
Gentlemen the next subject which I have to introduce to your Years before I joined your institution 1 had been accustomed tu
notice is one which I feel to be so wide and so vast, that even the read with interest the report of your discussions and proceedings ;
genius and the eloquence of a Brougham could not do justice to it. and when asked to enter your ranks as an honorary member 4 at
Science, who can scale its heights or fathom its depths? who can once consented ; for I could not fail to recognise the advantage
tell the extent to which it influences civilisation or the material that such a society was calculated to confer, not only on its
progress of mankind? In this gathering it would be a work of com- members, but on the important profession of engineering and the
plete supererogation for me to attempt to recount the achievements great trade connected therewith. The objects of your association
of science in engineering. We see them on all hands; we may be said to be twofold: mutual help and mutual instruction.
encounter them im our everyday pursuits. It is to my mind an The former, though important and valuable to yourselves, is not
unspeakable advantage, not only to this country, but to the world, so much so to the public ; but the latter I hold to be of considerthat we have men of the highest philosophical attainments who able public importance. By mutual instruction the intelligence of
withdraw themselves from the busy world of trade and of in- the foremen engineers and draughtsmen is likely to be raised ; and
dustrial pursuits, and devote themselves to the investigation of the when they become more intelligent and more skilful there isa
secrets and laws of nature, and those scientific gentlemen who from greater chance of England retaining her manufacturing superiority
time to time make known to the world the resuit of their researches in the engineering business. For upon you, the foremen and
and experiments, and confer an additional benefit on their fellow draughtsmen, as a rule, far more than upon the masters, depend
creatures. I believe, gentlemen, that no man has contributed the proper planning and carrying into execution of the work
more to the delight and instruction of his fellow men than the turned out of thevarious establishments in which you are employed.
distinguished professor whose name is to be associated with this I would take the opportunity of impressing on you, as I have often
toast. For my own part I can say that I have partaken of the done on my own foremen, that you should bear in mind, especially
fragments which have fallen from the worthy professor’s table with when your workmanship is destined for export to foreign
great zest, and I would recommend any busy man now present who countries, that not only the credit of the work ot your own partihas not read his book called ‘** Fragments of Science,” at the very cular shop is at stake, but the manufacturing superiority of
first moment on Monday morning to go and get that work. It is England. In former years you have had to lameut tue slackness
with sincere regret, I can assure the worthy professor, that the of trade and the gloomy prospects of the engineering interests of
country has heard of the breakdown of the health of his fellow- the country ; but on the present occasion, on the contrary, youcan
labourer Professor Huxley ; and although we may differ from him on rejoice in the general briskness of trade and on the fact of the
some biblical and theological points, we all hope that the time of his demand for engines and machinery both at home and abroad never
withdrawal from his studies will be of short duration. The Creator having been so great as it is at present. We seem to have entereil
reveals himself to mankind in two books, revelation and nature. upon a new era of prosperity, which, let us hope, may last tor
These gentlemen have studied the book of nature, and if their many long yearstocome. It has become a trite saying that England
theories and discoveries have thrown in any degree of doubt on some owes her greatness to her coal and iron, and, no doubt,
portions of revelation, they have shed further light on other there is great truth in this statement. But 1 think that
meant and perhaps the result in time will be to bring about a the power and the wealth of this country is to be attriarmony between those two great books. I must, however, hasten to | buted to a cause not quite so material. It is a fact that
acknowledge the debtof gratitude which the practical engineers of this until the discovery of the steam engine, alluded to by the professor
country feel that they owe to science. If is to science we owe our just now, England was all but at a standstill, both in wealth and
manufacturing supremacy, and it is to the future discoveries and ||| population, and this is a circumstance that is not generally recogdevelop
ts of sci
that we must look for our power to | nised. From the years 1575 to 1750, a period of neatly 200 years,
maintain that supremacy. I have heard an engineer described as | this country increased taly one million and a-half in population;
and a man of eciempe
doubtless anyman | and as late as 1780—not quite ninety years ago—our population
both a skilful wor!
who would enter into the business of a: “en: eer with any idea of was only eight millions. 1am not going to tréitible you with along
excelling in his career must combine practical as well as theoreti- list of statistics at this period of the evening, but I wish to point
cal knowledge. Adam Smith pointed out in a former generation out to you the great fact that, as soon as the steam engine was
to open, the
in very plain language the national importance of scientific and invented new spheres of labour immediatel
e
iknown, and
technical teaching, and more recently his successor, Mr; dohn population began to multiply to an @xtenit
altogether unpreStuart Mill, has enforced the same lesson. I believe that if it has ever since continued to increase in @
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cedented. That the wealth of this nation has increased in a still stitute of Civil Engineers, and last year he occupied the important | at Oldham in 1861, by witnessing the effects of a lightning disgreater proportion there can be no question, when you consider post of its president. I allude to Mr. C. B. Vignoles. The other | charge from the end of a length of iron wire rope, which had been
the hundreds of millions that have been invested in our railways, gentleman to whom I allude is Mr. J. R. Ravenhill—a name which fixed near to the top of a tall factory chimney, for the purpose of
The chimney was proour factories, our mines, and—last, but not least—in our farms. I need not say is with usa time-honoured one, and in fact a house- supporting a long length of telegraph wire.
Our mechanical genius has rendered thisisland, so small in extent, hold word. I therefore give you—and I give it very heartily on vided with a copper lightning conductor terminating in the ground
the wonder of the world, and has conferred the greatest benefits behalf of this Association and on my own behalf—‘** The Engineer- in the usual manner. In close proximity to the conductor, and
on mankind. Thousands of operations are now being performed ing Employers of Great Britain,” coupling with the toast the names parallel with it, the wire rope descended from near the top of the
chimney for a distance of 100ft., and was finally secured to an iron
by steam-driven machinery that were formerly carried on by brute of Mr. Vignoles and Mr. Ravenhill.
Mr. Vignoles, in responding, said: Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, bolt inserted in the chimney about 10ft. from the ground. During
force. I belieye that we shall live to see the day when all manual
labour which tasks the brute force of man, and reduces him and brother engineers, although I do not myself wield a hammer, a thunderstorm which occurred soon after the telegraph wire was
almost to the level of the beasts of burden, will be superseded by yet I have several sons, my eldest one in particular, whom I would fixed the lightning descended the wire rope, and instead of dissome scientific or mechanical process. The success, gentlemen, of pit against any of you foremen engineers in all the mechanical and charging itself upon the neighbouring lightning conductor, darted
your institution, as you all know, has resulted very much from working departments. I myself was lately the president of the through the air for a distance of 16ft. to a gas-meter in the cellar
the untiring labours of your worthy president. You have, on Institution of Civil Engineers; and although myself now nearly of an adjoining cotton warehouse, where it fused the lead pipe
more than one occasion, expressed your sense of the obligations retired from business, yet for many years of my life I had the connections and ignited the gas. That the discharge had really
you are under to him, and nothing, I am sure, which I can say satisfaction of employing many, many of your brethren in all parts passed between the end of the wire rope and the lead pipe connecthis evening could raise him higher in your estimation. I was of the world. In Russia, in Spain, in icin, in South America, tions, was abundantly evident from the marks made on the chimney
talking the other day, in the lobby of the House of Commons, toa I have had the advantage of the assistance of some of the most by the fusion and volatilisation of the end of the wire rope, and by
member of Parliament on the vexed question of educa- talented, most industrious, and most trustworthy members of your the fusion of the lead pipe. As the accident occurred in the daytion, and that member remarked that he thought the society—I should rather say of your profession, for I am now speak- time, the fire was soon detected and promptly extinguished.
Another and equally instructive instance of the inductive influGovernment should have nothing to do with education; ing of a period extending over thirty years. On all occasionsI
that, in fact, the Government managed nothing well. I replied. have had the satisfaction of directing their operations, and I have ence of gas pipes in determining the direction of the lightning dis“I beg your pardon: I have been round a Government establish- had in no respect to regret having given them my confidence, to charge occurred in the summer of 1863 at St. Paul’s Church, Kersal
ment this very morning which is managed as well as any private which they have fully responded. I will not detain you any more, Moor, during divine service. To the outside of the spire and tower
engineering or manufacturing establishment that I have ever been for I can’t speak of politics, nor of anything except the fellow- of this church a copper lightning conductor was fixed, the lower
over.” Mr. Newton had shown me over the establishment, the feeling which I have with you. I feel that asa civil engineer I am extremity of which was extended under the soil for a distance of
Mint, with which he is connected ; and, as far as 1 could judge but the left-hand of the craft which you wield so much more about 20ft. The lightning descended this conductor, but instead
from the short time I spent there, a better-ordered or better-man- powerfully with the right. But atall events we have a community of passing into the earth by the path provided for it, struck through
aged establishment it was never my privilege to walk through. of sentiment and of interest ; and I can assure you it has given me the side of the tower to a small gas pipe fixed to the inner wall.
in your The point at which the lightning left the conductor was about 5ft.
Gentlemen, without further remark, I give you ‘* Prosperity to great satisfaction and pride to be allowed to participate
above the level of the ground, and the thickness of the wall pierced
the London Association of Foremen Engineers and Draughtsmen,” hospitality.
Mr. Ravenhill :Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I have had the was about 4ft.; but beyond the fracture of one of the outer stones
and I beg to couple with it the name of your excellent president,
pleasure on many occasions of dining with you at your annual of the wall, and the shattering of the plaster near the gas pipe, the
Mr. Joseph Newton.
Mr. Newton said: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Vice-Chairman, ladies, festivals, and now on your nineteenth anniversary I congratulate building sustained no injury.
That the direction of the electric discharge had, in this case, been
and gentlemen, I shall not at this very late hour of the evening de- you most sincerely on having as visitors to-nighta roll of illustrious
tain you very long with regard to the toast which has just been men—more illustrious perhaps than have attended any of your determined by the gas pipes which passed under the floor of the
so well proposed by the chairmam, and so favourably received by | previous banquets. As representing the employers of labour not church, was evident from the fact that the watches of several
yourselves. I must, however, in the first place, apologise for my only in this metropolis, but, in Mr. Reed’s absence, also those members of the congregation who were seated in the vicinity of
reappearance in a very old character as the representative of the | in the country, it is a source of gratification to us that our foremen the gas mains were so strongly magnetised as to be rendered unLondon Association of Foremen Engineers. I assure you it is from | have raised this association to such a pitch that the distinguished serviceable.
The church at Crumpsall is about a mile distant from that at
no fault of my own that I stand before you again in this position | men who to-night have enlightened you on many topics have felt
to respond for the compliment you have paid to this institution. la
| great pleasure in coming among you. It is now past 11 o'clock, Kersal Moor, and the ignition of the gas by lightning, which unSince I last had the honour of addressing you from this table I and while we have already heard thirteen speechesthere are thirteen doubtedly caused its destruction, is not so distinctly traceable as
have made a very strenuous and determined effort to release my- more to follow when I sit down. Therefore out of kindness to it is in other cases which have come under my observation, because
self from the trammels and toils of office, and to leave toa younger your chairman, and not wishing to put him in the position of the he evidences of the passage of the electric discharge have been
and more energetic man the task of presiding over the fortunes last juryman in the Tichborne case whom we have seen in the obliterated by the fire. From information, however, communicated
and the proceedings of this Association. It has only been the photographs, I must be very brief. But there are one or two to me by the clerk in charge of the building as to the arrangement
generous, the over-generous confidence of the members of this in- points to which I wish to allude. First, I must congratulate you of the gas pipes, the most probable course of the electric discharge
stitution in myself that has induced them to place me again “‘ to and ourselves on the return of trade to London. Since I last had was ultimately found.
The church is provided with a copper lightning conductor, which
the fore ”—as the soug, this evening, said ; and I shall endeavour, the pleasure of dining with you—now two years ago—things have
therefore, with the aid of the providence which proverbially helps altered very materially for the better. True, there are yet some | descends outside the spire and tower as far as the level of the roof.
all who help themselves, to guide this good ship for another year, large building slips on the banks of the Thames unoccupied. Still | The conductor then enters a large iron down-spout, and from thence
and to bring her to as happy a haven as that which I am glad to we employers ask you to assist us in endeavouring to retain the | is carried into the same drain as that in which the spout discharges
say she has reached on this occasion. I am exceedingly sorry, trade, now that it is once more with us, in this great metropolis. itself. Immediately under the roof of the nave, and against the
however, that I do not possess the eloquence which the There never was a time, gentlemen, when the employers required wall, a line of iron gas pipe extended parallel with the horizontal
gentlemen on the right and left of me have displayed this all the assistance their foremen could give them more than they lead gutter which conveyed the water from the roof to the iron
evening, because if I had I feel sure that with so excellent a cause do at present. You all know well that the steam engine of the spout in which the conductor was enclosed. This line of gas-piping,
as that of this association I should carry conviction to the minds present day is no more like the steam engine of a few years back though not in use for some time previous to the fire, was in contact
of all present that it is one of the most valuable institutions in this than, I was almost going to say, light is to darkness. Atall events with the pipes connected with the meter in the vestry where the fire
metropolis, Standing myself in the impartial position of they were in the light, and now, to a great extent, we have to originated, and was not more than 3ft. distant from the lead gutter
being neither an employer nor a foreman in the strict sense of the + grapple with darkness. We have gone into a different class of on the roof. As no indications of the electric discharge having
word, but being in the habit of attending every monthly meeting machines, we employ a much higher pressure, which necessarily taken place through the masonry were found, as in the case of the
of this society, | am able to speak freely of what 1 know of its involves a higher temperature, and we have to feel our way. church at Kersal Moor, it seems highly probable that the lightning
character, its aims, and its objects. And when Professor Tyndall There is also that great element of expansion and contraction left the conductor at the point where the latter entered the iron
expressed to-night a wish that the heads of engineering firms which I should be glad to hear Professor Tyndall expound to us. spout, and by traversing the space between the leaden gutter and
would unite with the men and the foremen at their meetings, and It would be a kindness to you and to employers to assist us some- the line of gas-piping in the roof found a more easy path to the
especially at their social gatherings like the present, 1 may say times in our trouble in that respect. Allusion has been made this earth by the gas mains than was provided for it in the drain.
In my experiments on the electrical condition of the terrestrial
that he only gave expression to a desire which has occupied my evening to that cloud in the Western horizon. God forbid that it
own mind for many years past. I sincerely trust that the master should burst, and thunder again be heard to roar over the ocean globe* I have already directed attention to the powerful intluence
which
lines of metal, extended in contact with moist ground, exerwave.
But
if
unhappily
it
should
be
so,
I
feel
confident
that
the
engineers now amongst us will be kind enough to take my evidence
as disinterested, because, as I have just stated, I am not linked emyloyers of London and their foremen and workmen will rally cise in promoting the discharge of electric currents of comparaclosely to the foremen or to the employers, but can speak on an together and prove to our American cousins that we in this old tively low tension into the earth’s substance, and also that the
independent ‘‘ platform,” as our Transatlantic cousins say. I country are what we used to be, that we are united in one bond of amount of the discharge from an electro-motor into the earth inspeak what I know to be the truth, and I say it is exceedingly friendship, that we are divided by no deplorable dissensions, and creases conjointly with the tension of the current and the length of
desirable, if the engineering profession of this country is to be cul- are ready to show them beyond a doubt that our right hand has the conductor extended in contact with theearth. Itis not, theretivated to the extent to which I believe it can and ought to be, not forgotten its cunning. Gentlemen, I can only thank you for the fore, surprising that atmospheric electricity, of a tension sufficient
y in which you have received this toast. On behalfof the to strike through a stratum of air several hundred yards thick,
that the master engineers should not hold themselves aloof from kind
this institution, but should meet its members not only on occasions employers I wish your association every success. For my own should find an easier path to the earth by leaping from a lightning
like this when it is delightful to us all, and certainly to none more part, I will not, if 1 can help it, allow this year to go by without conductor through a few feet of air or stone to a great system of
than to myself, to have the distinguished guests present whom we coming to one, and if possibic to more, of your monthly Tpeetings. gas and water mains, extending in large towns for miles, than by
see on the right and left and in front of us, but we should be still But you may know, or it is right that you should know, that the the short line of metal extended in the ground which forms the
more pleased, infinitely more, if we were favoured with their evenings of the employer are not times of leisure. He may leave usual termination of a lightning conductor.
assistance at our quiet monthly meetings in an upper room of this his factory, but he has duties elsewhere to attend to, and it is with “It deserves to be noticed that in the cases of lightning discharge
hotel, where, by the discussion of practical and scientific subjects, | the greatest difficulty—and I now speak for myself personally— which I have cited the lightning conductors acted eiliciently im
protecting the buildings from damage of a mechanical nature—the
and by mutual intercourse, the members endeavour to make each | that he is able to attend your meetings.
other more efficient in the discharge of the duties of the factory than | The Deputy-chairman then proposed the “‘ Press,” which was trifling injury to the church tower at Kersal Moor being directly
attributable to the presence of the gas pipe in proxiimity to the
they otherwise would be. I did notintend to trespass on your time, responded to by Mr. Slack.
but after the kind manner in which Professor Tyndall spoke of the
After several other speeches from Mr. Howard, Mr. Newton, Xc., conductor. Nor would there have been any danger from fire by
the ignition of the gas if all the pipes used in the interior of the
courtesy I had showed to him, and which 1 hope will always the proceedings terminated.
buildings had been made of iron or brass instead of lead; for all
characterise the correspondence of this association, I may be
the cases of the ignition of gas by lightning which have come
excused, perhaps, for saying that I should also like to see present |
under my observation have been brought about by the fusion of
at ourmonthly meetingssome gentlemen whorepresent the scientific
force of the country. If, for example, we could get such a dis- |ON THE INFLUENCE QF GAS AND WATER lead pipes in the line of discharge. The substitution of brass and
tinguished savant as Professor Tyndall himself only once in a | PIPES IN DETERMINING THE DIRECTION OF iron, wherever lead is used in the construction of gas apparatus,
would, however, be attended with great inconvenience and extwelvemonth to come to our monthly meetings and confer with the | A DISCHARGE OF LIGHTNING.
pense, and moreover would not avert other dangers incident to the
foremen on the theoretical and scientific branches of their profesBy Mr. Henry WILDE.*
disruptive discharge from the conductor to the gas and water pipes
sion, I believe the result would be to render the foremen more
within a building. I have, therefore,-recommended that in all
qualified for the duties they have to perform ; while, perhaps, even
ALTHOUGH the invention of the lightning conductor is one of the cases
lightning conductors are attached to buildings, fitted
the professor himself might not be wholly unprotited by his noblest
of science to the wants of man, and its utility up withwhere
and water pipes, the lower extremity of the lightning
occasional contact with the practical engineer who has to apply his has been applications
in all parts of the world by the experience of conductorgasshould
be bound in good metallic contact with one or
theories to the daily work of the factory. 1 am sorry to detain you, more thanestablished
a
century,
yet
a
sufiicient
number
of
instances
are
reladies and gentlemen, with matters relating to this association ; corded of damage done by lightning to buildings armed with con- other of such pipes outside the building. By attending to this
but I will say the institution has thriven, 1 believe, irom its own ductors, to produce, in the minds of some, an impression that the precaution the disruptive discharge between the lightning coninherent strength, and not from the exertions of anyone connected protective influence of lightning conductors is of but questionable ductor and the gas and water pipes is prevented, and the fusible
metal pipes in the interior of the building are placed out of the inwith it. Its members know that I am not given to flattery ; but
as Lord Elcho has spoken of the foremen engineers as being an in- value.
of the lightning discharge.
The destruction by fire of the beautiful church at Crumpsall fluence
Objections have been raised by some corporations to the establishtelligent and independent jury, I would observe, with more know- during
a thunderstorm on the morning of the 4th inst. has induced ment
of metallic connection between lightning conductors and gas
ledge of their character than his lordship could possess, that not a me to bring
before
the
society,
with
a
view
to
their
being
known
more out-spoken and honest body of men could possibly be as widely as possible, some facts ¢onnected with the electric dis- mains, on the ground that damage might arise from ignition and
found in this country than the foremen engineers, and I sincerely charge
These objections are most irrational, as gas will not
have guided me for some years in the recommenda- explosion.
wish my words to be reported throughout the kingdom, because I[ tion of which
ignite and explode unless mixed with atmospheric air, and the
means by which disasters of this kind may be averted.
passage of lightning along continuous metallic conductors will not
earnestly desire that the master engineers would accept my testiFor
the
proper
consideration
of
this
subject
it
is
necessary
to
mony—taithful and impartial asI hope—to the fact that their in- make a distinction between the mechanical damage, which is the ignite gas, even when mixed with air. Moreover, in every case of
terests as much as those of the foremen are concerned in the future direct effect of the lightning stroke, and the damage caused indi- the ignition of gas by lightning the dischasge is actually transsuccess and prosperity of this and the kindred association. The rectly by the firing of inflammable materials which happen to be in mitted along the mains, such objections notwithstanding. A
grave responsibility, therefore, rests upon those who, after introchairman has been very kind in the expressions he has made use
line of discharge.
a source of danger into a building, raise obstacles to the
of as to myself. I can only say that I did in regard to this asso- theInstances
of mechanical injury to buildings, not provided with ducing
ciation what I should doin any other position in which I happened conductors, are
still sufliciently numerous to illustrate the terrific adoption of measures for averting this danger.
to be placed, namely, to perform my duty according to the best force of thy
htning
stroke,
and
at
the
same
time
the
ignorance
light I could possibly obtain, and that I shall continue todo. The and indiff
Civil AND MECHANICAL EnGingers’ Society.—The president
Which prevail in some quarters with respect to the
next task that devolves on me after thanking the chairman, and
of averting such disasters; for wherever
lofty buildings are and about fifty members of this Society on Saturday afternoon
the visitors, and employers, for the kind manner in which this means
furnished with conductors from the summit to
base, and thence last, visited the Battersea Foundry and Horse-shoe Works, by the
toast has been given and received, is to propose to you a toast in into
the earth, damage of the mechanical kind ig now unknown. kind invitation of Messrs. Robinson and Cottam, to view the castreturn, and that toast is “‘ The Engineering Employers of Great
Even in those cases where lighni senductire have not ex- ing of one of the large cylinders for the piers of the new Albert
Britain, Civil and Mechanical.” In offering to you this toast I am tended
gontinuously through the whole height
a building, or Bridge, which are 21ft. in diameter, and 4ft, Gin. deep, the metal
happy to say tat our programme for this evening will not be altothe lower extremity of the condue¢tor has, from any cause, being from I}in. to 1}in. thick. The casting, which was a comgetuer incorrect, although, unfortunately, one gentleman mentioned where
terminaged abruptly at the base of the building, the severity of plete success, was run from three ladles, poured at the same time,
in it, Mr. E. J. Reed, has telegraphed to me from Hull, that in the stroke
has been greatly mitigated, the damage being limited, each holding about five tons of metal. This is the sixteenth of
consequence of a difficulty occurring in regard to the arrangement in many cases,
these huge cylinders that has been cast, and is about half the
to the loosening of a few stones or bricks.
of wages in the establishment with which he is now connected, it
The eyer extending introduction of
and water pipes into the number required to complete the contract. By the kind permisis utterly impossible for him to be with us. Mr. Reed is, 1 need interior
sion of F. W. Bryant, Esq., constructing engineer, the members
of
buildings
armed
with
lightning
conductors
has,
howhardly tell you, one of our
¢ and most valued friends. He
altered the character of the protegtion which they were allowed to pass over the temporary structure of the new
wished me to apologise to you for his absence ; and I am sure he ever, g
rded, and the conviction has oa long forced upon Albert Bridge, the works being explained by Mr. A. 'T. Walmisley.
would have been present if he possibly could. ’In my capacity of formerly
me that,
wh
ings so armed are effectually protected from in- A further visit, by kind permission of Mr. B, Cook, the contractor
president I have reason to know and value the assistance which he jury
of
1 kind, they are more av
i, antes by fire. to the New Chelsea Embankment works, which are in a state of
as on alloccasions rendered to this Association. He has worked
jon, brought this interesting afternoon to a close.
The
p
of
lightning
conduc
d water mains as rapid
much in time past, and is still disposed to work in time present for
an elemen
r has not yet, so
w, engaged the This is the firgt of the Society’s yisits of this year, but they will
the promotion of its best interests. Iam happy to see amongst us attention
now be continued to all new works that are in progress.
of
e
i
and
it
was
first.
under
my
notice
two other gentlemen whose names appear on our
e. One
~ .Phil . hical M. - August, 1868.
of them
isa most distinguished
b and a viee-president of the InSociety.
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—MM. Xavier and Boyveav, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. ASHER and Co., 11, Unter den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. Gero_p and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—ALPHONSE
%
NEW YORK.—WILLMER
Rocers, 47, Nussau-street.
. FOREIGN AND COLONIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Post-office Money Orders payable in England, being now obtainable
in the following countries, THE ENGINEER will be weekly dispatched
post-free from the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting
by money order, according to the following scale :—
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TO OORRESPONDENTS.
*,° We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
*," All letters intended for insertion ia THe ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to
inform correspondents that letter: of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with
these instructions.
A Constant SUBSCRIBER.—All three.
W. P. M.—Apply to the Board of Trade, Whitehall, Westminster.
H. M. C.—Thanks. Under consideration.
M. R. (Everton).—No drawings have appeared as yet, but we hope to publish
them in a little time.
R. B.—Jf we are not mistaken several letters of the kind appeared in our
ges. See December 9th and 23rd, 1870. Write to Messrs. Lockwood,
Stationers’ Hall-court.
J. B.—Send your letter and we will give the matter consideration. We have
a great objection to the discussion of personal questions of no general
interest in our correspondence columns.
A Neat Prosiem.— Wehave received several solutions of this question, all
giving the distance traversed by the crank pin as approximately 1826 yards,
We would direct our correspondents to “‘ Trochoid’s” letter, which will be
Sound in another page.
J. P. (Huesca, 8) ).—There are no regular treatises on the subjects you
re is avariety of information to be obtained from isolated
pamphlets and communications made to the different engineering nd scientific societies. Woite to Messrs. Spon, Churing Cross, London.
A SUBSCRIBER FROM 1867.—It is impossible to give you a general answer which
would prove of use toyou. Bvery office has its own hours and its own arrangements, Averycommonruleis that draughtsmenbegin workat9a.m. and leave
of at 5 p.m., with, in some cases, an hour for dinner, in others half an
hour; but in many offices the day is longer than this, in others shorter. As
regards your second question, we can only say that the practice varies. In
reply to your third question, it is simply a matter of agreement whether you
are paid by the hour or the week ; as to holidays, that is purely a matter of
agreement. In one word, in ali large drawing offices there is one responsible
head, and he makes what rules he pleases as to the hours, mode of puyment, &c., of his subordinates. The priacipals of the firm seldom interfere
with the office arrangements of their head draughtsman.
ELECTRO BRONZE.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Srm,—I shall be much obliged to any of your readers who will tell me
how to obtain an electro deposit of bronze on wrought iron plates. I
have heard somewhere of electro bronze, but I can obtain no definite
information on the subject.
L. 8.
CAST IRON BRAKE BLOCKS.
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—I shall be glad if any of ~~ readers can give me some information about the use of cast iron brake blocks fur locomotives, carriages,
or wagons. What effect have they = steel tires? How long will they
last? Do they hold as well as wood blocks? Dimensions of block used ?
M.E.
CONICAL FLOUR MILLS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—I should feel very much obliged if any of the readers of Tue
Enoineer could favour me with the ad
of the agent or manufacturer of a conical flour mill, patented, I think, by Ross. I purchased
one about five years ago of a firm in Leman-street, Whitechapel, who
have long since gone away ; Bray and Co., I think, was the name.
London, February 16th, 1872
L. W.
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MEETING NEXT WEEK.
Tue InstTiTuTION oF CrviL Encingers.—Tuesday, February 27th. No
meeting, being thanksgiving day.
Tue Enaineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
Jrom the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
ree (ineluding double number)
Yearly (including two double numbers)... «.. +.» £1
0d.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will
be made, Tur Enoingeris regi l for t
ission abroad.
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the paper
are to be addressed to the Publisher, , Mr. George Leopold Riche; all other
letters to beaddressed to the Bditor of Tae ENGINEER, 163, Strand.
*%," The SEX. Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings ;
each line
rds, ninepence. The line averages eight words ; blocks are
charged the same rate for the space they fll. All single advertisements from
the country must beaccompanied by stampsin payment.
Abvesrisements cannor se Insertep uxess De.ivereD BEFORE Six o’cLOcK oN
Tavaspar Evenino 1x race W
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PROGRESS OF THE GAS SUPPLY.
Since we last addressed our readers on the subject of the
metropolitan
gas supply, the great Beckton establishment
has been
iced—not
too large, but too small, and
means are now being provided for virtually doubling that
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colossal manufactory of
This state of things arises
rial or South Metropolitan.
The remainder of the
not only from the consolidation of companies under the
ndon companies are simply subject to the Act of 1860,
egis of the Chartered, and the reduction of intra-mural requiring nothing more than twelve-candle gas, and with
gas making, but is evidently caused to some extent by an no practical guarantee for either lighting power or chemical
enlarged consumption of pe on the part of the public. purity. The Phconix Company are merely under the Act
This, again, is not merely due to an increase of population, of 1860 at present.
But the facts and considerations we have thus far disbut is partly caused by an augmented demand for gas
beyond what the increase of population would represent. cussed pale into insignificance when compared with the ex-*
The Corporation have recognised thisfact in their own way, pectations of the Patent Gas Company, formed to carry out
and seem to think that the public are paying for more than the method of manufacture invented by Dr. Eveleigh.
they get. But the guarantees given to the consumer under Neither fourteen nor sixteen-candle power 8° for much
the City of London Gas Act of 1868, and subsequently, with this enterprising company. A ton of ordinary gas
ought to extinguish any idea that the public are wronged coal (Pelaw Main) re. with cannel produces about
by the usual process, whereas
in this matter so far as the quality is concerned, while in 9500ft. of fourteen-candle
respect of quantity the Sale of Gas Act provided protec- the Patent Gas Company claim to produce from the same
tion on that point long ago. It is, therefore, a remarkable material 11,500ft. of twenty-candle gas—Dr. Letheby
fact that the consumption of gas in the districts of the five has visited and inspected the experimental works at
amalgamated companies, viz., the Chartered, the City, the Peckham, and tested the gas, which was stated to have been
Main coal. The peculiarity of its
Great Central, the Equitable, and the Victoria Docks, has produced from Pelaw
increased 33 per cent. in four years. This far exceeds the manufacture, according to Dr. Letheby, “ consisted in the
growth of the population, and is quite independent of a carbonisation of the coal at a low temperature, and in the
change in the site of the works, Already is the demand on subsequent conversion of the volatile constituents of the
Beckton so great, that during the “ dark days before Christ- tar into permanent gas.” In fact, part was obtained direct
mas” the consumption of coal in two consecutive weeks was from the coal, and the remainder from oil distilled out
at the rate of 12,000 tons per week. The necessity of being of the coal. The former had a lighting power of 19°68
poms for an extraordinary though temporary demand candles, and the latter a power of 17:3 candles. The gas
to be taken into consideration, and the engineer of the was entirely free from ammonia and sulphuretted hydrocompany, Mr. F. J. Evans, has dwelt on the importance of gen, and the quantity of sulphur in other form than this
providing adequate storage. In addition to Beckton, the was remarkably small, being less than four grains per
Chartered Company have stations at Westminster, Bow, cubic foot. Dr. Letheby’s conclusion was thus given—
Blackfriars, Pimlico, and Silvertown. When the works “These results are highly satisfactory, and show that the
now in hand at Bow are complete, which will be at an process is capable of producing a rich gas of great illumiearly date, the entire storage will be 14,320,000 cubic feet. nating power, and of remarkable purity as regards the
But ia estimating for the future, allowance must be made absence of sulphur.”
Subsequent to the date of Dr. Letheby’s report the
for the extinction of the establishment at Blackfriars, where
both manufacture and storage must cease in the course of a few Patent Gas Company made arrangements with the directors
years. This and other causes combined will bring down the of the East Barnet Gas Company for supplying their disstorage to 12,250,000 cubicfeet. As the consumption already trict with gas made by Dr. Eveleigh’s process. The East
averages 20,000,000 cubic feet per day, a very small margin Barnet Gasworks have accordingly been altered to suit the
would thus be left for casualties. In order to provide new method, and gas manufactured in this way is now
storage equal to 75 per cent. of the daily make, an additional being supplied to the district. The Patent Gas Company
volume amounting to 4,000,000ft. is necessary, at an outlay undertake to supply gas of twenty-candles illuminating
of £80,000. It is also judged advisable to lay down a power, absolutely free from ammonia, and with not more
second 4ft. main from Beckton to the City, at a vost of than six grains of sulphur per 100ft. The mode of testing
£60,000. Beckton has now four retort houses, with 2160 is to be the same as that which is now practised in London.
mouthpieces, capable of producing 10,000,000 cubic feet of The East Barnet consumers will continue to pay the same
gas per day, or 2,000,000,000ft. per year. It is now pro- price as before, namely, 6s. per 1000ft.; but the lighting
posed to build four more retort houses, similar to the fore- power will be raised from sixteen to twenty candles. The
going, costing £140,000. The additional purifying, ex- gas thus supplied in January averaged more than twentytracting, engine, and boiler houses are estimated as costing three candles, but it does not appear that the oil distillation
£30,000. Theseand other items make up a total of £350,000. was in full operation during that period. It is understood
The additional consumption of coal at Beckton will be that at the present time the process is being performed in
nearly 200,000 tons per annum. But as the greater part of its entirety, the oil obtained from the coal being subsethe gas produced will be in substitution of gas now made at quently converted into gas and mixed with that obtained
Blackfriars, Westminster, and Pimlico, an economical ad- from the coal itself. Arrangements are being made between
vantage is gained by the difference in the cost of coals de- the gas companies of East Barnet, High Barnet, and Potters’
livered at these stations and at Beckton. After allowing Bar for an amalgamation, and it is contemplated to supply
for loss in the sale of coke, the difference in favour of the the entire area from the works at East Barnet, which will
company amounts to a very considerable sum, to which then have to be doubled. The managers of the Patent
should be added the proceeds arising from the sale of land Gas Company are evidently full of confidence as to their
and plant at the stations which are to be given up. The prospects, and the feeling is pretty widely entertained, if
additional storage of gas at Beckton and Bow will amount we may judge by the enormous premium on their shares.
to 4,000,000 cubic feet, or about 3,000,000 at the former But it is too soon yet to declare that the process is fully
and 1,000,000 at the latter station, the cost being estimated tested. The permanence of the gas obtained from the oil,
at £80,000. This is included in the preceding calculation. and the general economy of the process, yet have to be
Odling, in conThus the four great gasholders at Beckton will become verified. The directors have engaged Dr.
junction with Mr. Keates, the consulting chemist and
seven, the eighth being at the Bow works.
It will be observed that the Beckton Gasworks are not superintending gas examiner of the Metropolitan Board of
merely an imposing specimen of engineering skill,~but Works, to examine and report upon their process, for
possess certain economical features which recommend them which purpose the works at Peckham and at Barnet will
to the shareholders. The public also have the satisfaction alike be available. The consulting engineer of the comof seeing the manufacture of gas gradually removed to a pany, Mr. Randolph Mellor, says in his report of the 27th
great extent out of London.
The consumer is already ult., “I have every reason to believe that the result of the
benefited, the district of the Chartered amalgamation being combined process will be as satisfactory on the large scale
the only part of London—though a very large one—where at East Barnet as the experimentsat Peckham.” Supposing
sixteen-candle gas is supplied at 3s. 9d. per 1000ft. In order this success to accrue—as we sincerely wish it may—the
to carry out their financial arrangements, the Chartered i companies throughout the kingdom will be benefited
y the discovery. Subject to a demand for gas continuCompany are creating new capital to the extent of £300,000,
under their existing powers. They have also a bill before ally increasin, , 4 the individual, as well as by the square
Parliament authorising them to raise £1,000,000 of addi- mile, and with a rising price for their raw material, the
tional capital in the form of new shares, either ordinary or companies may well rejoice if they can get hold of a process
preference, with power to borrow on mortgage to the ex- whereby the lighting power of a ton of coal shall be increased
tent of one-fourth the capital raised by the said shares. 70 per cent., with no extra cost in the production, and no
This bill also provides that the company may apply the net diminution in the value of the residual products. If the
proceeds of superfluous land to defray the expenses of any practical trial at Barnet goes on, we may hope in the course
new works they may be authorised to make. There is an of a short period to learn how far these expectations can
economy in this arrangement to which the consumer caunot be realised. Should Dr. Eveleigh prove successful the gas
companies will have to enter on a new era, and the gain to
possibly object.
The proposed amalgamation of the Pheenix, the South the public will be immense. For the present we can only
Metropolitan, and the Surrey Consumers gas companies is wait and watch, premising that even if all that is pronow limited to the first-named two. The project is embodied mised be ochintel there will yet be no need to stint the
in the South London Gas Bill, which proposes to unite the Beckton works. The growth of London and the habits of
two companies under the title of the South London Gas society are giving an impetus to the demand for gas which
bold and comprehensive measures,
Company. The districts, however, are to be preserved, in cannot be met without
order to carry out a distinction in price. Fourteen-candle involving a free exercise of prevision.
Before laying down our pen, we may properly revert to
gas is to be supplied throughout, but in the Phenix district the maximum charge is to be 3s. 9d. per 1000ft.—with the prooeedings of the Chartered Company, in order to
4s. in the country part—while the maximum of the South make two additional statements. In the first place, the
Metropolitan is to be 3s. 6d. There can be no doubt that railway authorised last session for connecting the Beckton
these terms will be opposed. The Phoenix Company are works with the Great Eastern station, and thereby with
even now supplying gas at 3s. 9d. and 4s. per 1000ft., and the northern railways penetrating the inland coal district,
are prof
ly giving fourteen-candle gas. The South is nearly ready for opening. Power is also taken to carry
the usual
Metropolitan Company are supplying gas officially certified goods and passengers on the branch line, charging
as fourteen-candle, for which i now ae
3s. 2d. rates. In the next place, a rumour that Mr. F. J. Evans
has
resigned
his
post
as
engineer
to
the
Chartered
Com?
per 1000ft. The preamble to the bill d
that “an
amalgamation of the two companies would be of
t pany, is premature. That gentleman is still the company’s
public advantage ;” but the terms proposed can scarcely be engineer, and will, we believe, continue so until the next
said to make this apparent, although we believe it to be half-yearly meeting in the month of a when the court of
mainly true. Yet the fact that the bill would bring the directors will propose to the shareholders that Mr. Evans
Pheenix under the system of control devised by Parliament be permitted to resign his appointment, subject to a liberal
in 1868 offers an essential advantage to the consumer. retiring allowance. Also, in pursuance of a special clause
The Metropolitan Company are already subject to that in the Company’s Act of 1871, with a view to retaining for
system by their Act of 1869, the only misfortune for the the ny yl the benefit of Mr. Evans’ experience and
a director. We can onlysa
consumer being this—that in 1869 Parliament was satisfied advice, that he be elected
is one which reflects great credit on both
with fourteen-candle gas, whereas in 1868 it demanded gas that the pro
parties,
exhibiting
as
it
does
the value which the company
of sixteen-candle power. Thus
out the Chartered
to recognise his
district the standard is two candles hi
than
in the In- set on their engineer, and their disposition
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eminent services. The engineer ofthe Beckton works is the matter ; if not—well, they must wish him good mornThe £45 has been paid off—with what hard
obviously a man whom directors and shareholders may ing.
| struggles none but the inventor will ever know. He isa
well delight to honour.
disappointed man. Hadhe never sought the Patent-office
THE VALUE OF PATENTS.
his invention would still be his, and he would have escaped
Aone modern popular delusions there is not one more a sore discouragement and « bitter trial.
This anecdote illustrates as fully as possible the great
remarkable than that connected with the belief that an
inventor has only to secure a patent in order to realise a truth which we wish to convey to inventors, namely, that
moderate, if not enormous, fortune. The universalityof this a patent is absolutely valueless unless the thing patented
belief is indisputable. In every country where a patent can is being manufactured and sold; or if the patent is fora
be secured we find hosts of inventors either crowding the process then, until that process is in active operation.
patent offices to obtain protection for their inventions, or The first thing for the inventor to do, whether he be rich or
bewailing the hard fate which has deprived them of the poor, is to secure the assistance of some one willing to
means of securing the document which would be to them develope the invention and work it. A patentee may be
a passport to the realms of wealth. It matters not that very rich, yet utterly unable to utilise his invention, while
the invention may be but a trifle, an apple parer or a a very poor man may be able to secure vigorous co-operabuckle, an improved corkscrew or a super-excellent toast- tion from the first. No money can possibly be made
ing fork. The patent gives it in the eyes of the inventor out of an invention which is not worked. But the prominent
the “guinea stamp,” and rendersitaconvertible commodity idea with only too many inventors is that the moment a
certain to realise a fortune. If we attempt to argue with patent is secured some person will be found to work it.
the inventor—and we have been rash enough to commit This is an utter delusion. In not one instance out of a
this act of folly—and point out that the value of the thing thousand does such a result ensue. The inventor will urge
patented is almost infinitesimal, we are met with the reply against our advice that no manufacturer will touch an inthat in this very fact lies the secret of his anticipated vention of which he does not know the nature, and that if
success, The profits on each article sold will be next he reveals this he may be robbed of his invention by the
to nothing, but the number sold will be enormous. rich man. No doubt there is force in this argument, but
We are told that it is nonsense to talk of the invention not much. Asa rule, firms in a position to push an invenbeing a trifle in the face of the fact that the inventor of tion are too honourable and right-minded to steal it, espeBut granting that the contrary
perambulators sold his patent rights for £10,000, while the cially from a poor man.
inventor of perforated postage stamp sheets got nearly as was the case, we still insist that the inventor will, if he
fears
to
communicate
the
rationale of his unpatented
much from a grateful Government. Such a creed as that
held by the typical inventor is beyond refutation. An invention to a manufacturer, and if he is unable to afford
ungrateful world may make a martyr of him, but it can- to lose what a patent would cost him, do wisely to keep
not convert him. Let him but secure his patent, and for- his invention to himself and abstain from going to the
tune will shower bliss on his lucky head. Inventors may Patent-office at all. In the one case he loses nothing but
In the other case he
he roughly divided into two classes —those who have the chance of making some money.
been seized with the patent mania, and those who have is almost certain to lose a sum varying from £26 to £50.
not. tt would be vain to attempt to reason with the What the inventor should seek is some one to aid him in
former, they are practically past cure ; but this is not true utilising his invention, and not a legal document protecting
of the Second class, in which we find many men whose that which is of no value. Yet the exception is to find a
strong common sense and practical experience enable them man seeking for a manufacturer, and the rule is to find a
to appreciate the value of a patent at its proper worth. man looking for a cheap patent agent. *Such at least is our
They may be safely left to take care of themselves. But experience.
Let us suppose, however, that the inventor is in a posithere still remain numbers of inexperienced inventors
who scarcely realise what a patent is, men for the most tion to command the services of a manufacturer, that he
part young, and for that reason the more easily led away pays for his experiments, and gets his invention introduced
by the patent delusion. To such inventors we wish to to the public, and likely “to go.” Again, we find in too
otter a word of advice, knowing that it will probably be many instances an exaggerated value attached to the
acted upon and utilised to the benefit of purse, and the patent, and royalties demanded which are out of all proThus a new
avoidance of much care and mental trouble. Many, if portion to the value of the invention.
not all, the commercial mistakes made by inventors are chemical process was brought some time since to considerable
perfection.
It
effected
a
saving
of
nearly
40 per
due to the fact that they have no means of knowing what
a patent will and will not do for them. Let us hope that cent. in the production of an article of commerce. An
we shall be able to dispel a small portion at least of the important firm resolved to adopt it; they applied to the
patentee for terms, and to their infinite surprise learned
ignorance which prevails on this subject.
A patent is in no sense an occult or mysterious docu- that the royalties would amount to just 35 per cent. of the
ment. It has no value, power, or use beyond that em- entire saving to be effected. We need hardly say that the
bodied in conferring on its possessor the right to sue any inventor obtained no royalties while his demands were so
No mistake is more common among even
person or persons whom he may detect in the act or practice exorbitant.
of copying his invention. The patent takes no consideration successful patentees than charging too high a royalty.
of the value of the invention. In most countries a patent They cannot see for the life of them that forty sixpences
is granted, indeed, for any invention, whether the inven- are much more than six half-crowns. The demand for
royalties has caused more patent litigation than
tion be legally patentable or not, and the consequence is heavy
As regards
that one of the first duties devolving on an inventor sueing inventors can be induced to believe.
an infringer is to prove that his patent is valid. Strange patents which are in the slightest degree dubious as
as it may appear, hundreds, if not thousands, of inventors regards their validity it is especially dangerous to exact
take no cognisance of this fact, and believe that the too high a royalty ; in such cases, and, indeed, in all cases, it
granting of a patent gives them an indefeasible title to is the best policy to charge only such a sum as will satisfy
he regarded as the sole and true inventors of the thing the licensee that on the whole it is cheaper to pay
patented. The Government of our own and of most the royalty than to dispute the validity of the patent.
other countries, assumes that the inventor will take pains As to what a royalty should be, it is impossible to lay down
general rule. As far as our experience goes, a patentee
to make sure that he does not pay heavy fees for a worth- any
may rest well contented if he can realise in royalties 10 per
less piece of parchment. We need not say that the cent.
or thereabouts on the saving which can be effected by
assumption is erroneous, but it is by no means certain that
any other system would work better. In the United using his patent. In some cases, however, it is almost impossible
to estimate the pecuniary value of a patent, ov,
States all specifications have to pass a board of examiners,
who decide, or profess to decide, upon the novelty of the more accurately speaking, of an invention. For example,
invention patented; but the system is open to grave suppose a great shipping company have used a given form
abuses, and is condemned by many Americans of great of screw propeller for years; a patentee brings another
experience ; and the accuracy of the decisions of the Board screw before them, which on trial is adopted, not because
of Examiners in the United States may be impugned it gives more speed or works with less power, but simply
in the courts of law. As matters stand in Great Britain, because it reduces vibration. Now it would be extremely
and, indeed, in all countries, letters patent possess no difficult to estimate the value of this patent. It ceases to
value whatever, except in so far as they give the inventor be a matter of pounds, shillings, and pence, and becomes
a right to prosecute an infringer. As to helping him to one of comfort and convenience. Under such circumstances,
make money out of his invention, a patent is directly and indeed under all circumstances, we would earnestly
inert ; its entire value is indirect and uncombined with dissuade the inventor from overrating the value of his
other elements—a patent never yet helped an inventor patent property. He will in the long run find that the
along the road to fortune. Writing, as we do now for a more moderate his royalties, within reasonable limits, the
larger will be the income which they will bring to his
special class of inventors, we must say a good deal which pockets.
will appear trite to very many of our readers, but this we
THE PATENT OFFICE MUSEUM.
cannot help ; and we shall illustrate what we have said by
giving the facts of a case which recently came, among
To ECHO again the continual complaints of the public as
many others, under our notice: A man living near to the state of the Patent-office Museum would result in a
London, and holding a small appointment, was blessed, or weariness of the flesh produced by repeating words one
rather cursed, with an inventive turn of mind. Of mecha- has been uttering for years and years. We must, hownical science he knew practically nothing, though he was ever, while correcting « popular error, also shift the blame
not unfamiliar with the rudiments of its theory. In an to the right shoulders. The Commissioners of Patents,
evil hour he made an invention. The idea involved was or, in other words, the Master of the Rolls, and the Lord
ingenious and novel. He devoted all his spare time and Chancellor, the Attorney-General, and the Solicitormoney—he had but little of either—to making a good- General, for the time being, are perpetually blamed for
sized model of his machine. The model was made, and the disgraceful state of the Museum. Now, this is a misworked very well. He was delighted. He showed it to take that could only be made by people who have not care. his confidential friends ; they were delighted ; but one fully investigated the subject. The Commissioners of Patents
thing was wanted—a patent. He had not the money him- have not the power to spend a farthing of the fees without
self, but he borrowed it. The patent cost him in one way special authority from the Treasury. Anyone can gather
oranother £45—more than his whole income for the third of from their annual reports that ever since 1858, or for
a year. Never was man more happy than this man when fourteen years, the Patent Commissioners have been
he exhibited to his wife and family the great parchment _ striving to remind the Treasury of their duty to the nation
with its wonderful seal in its tin box. The happiness was in this matter. But the Ministers of the Crown do not
short lived. He found too late that the patent was utterly seem to have paid the least attention to these reports,
useless, except as a possible ornament. No one would except in one single way. The surplus arising from the
take the invention up. One or two practical manufac- payment of the feés to the Patent-office now amounts,
turers looked at the model, were pleased with the idea, after all the heavy annual deductions to the law officers of
but very properly pointed out that at least £5000 must be the Crown, to nearly a million in round figures. This
expended im reducing the idéa to a practical shape; if sum Mr. Lowe has now got hold of—more successful in
the inventor was prepared to do this they would go into this than in extracting ex luce tucellum.
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Briefly, the state of the Patent-oftice Museum is a perfect
emblem of the way in which the patent laws are
inistered—we will not say by the Commissioners of Patents,
but by the Government as a whole. A clause in the present patent law provides for an examination of patents,
and for the aid of experts in those patent law cases which
are a disgrace to our jurisdiction. But the Treasury shirk
the appropriation of funds for these purposes. Just so as
regards the Museum. The same Treasury, by the Patent
Law Amendment Act, were appointed to provide suitable
buildings for the purposes of the Patent-oftice. They
have neglected this, as everything else about patents. Just
as our patent laws would be very good laws if properly
administered, so the Patent Museum would be the finest
in the world—both America and France have Patent
Museums—if it only received one-tenth of the attention
that the House of Commons is so eagerto grant to every party
question whereby those in place may chance to be unseated
by those out of place. The Commissioners of Patents are
waiting for the Treasury to do something, and the Lords
of the Treasury may possibly be waiting for the Commissioners of Patents.
“* Lord Chatham, with his sword drawn,
Was waiting for Sir Richard Strachan,
Sir Richard, longing to be at him,
Was waiting for the Earl of Chatham,”
Now it is clear that there are two alternatives intermediate between leaving the Patent-office Museum in
its present state, which is really impossible, and getting
the Treasury to erect suitable buildings for it, for, as
the Treasury has delayed doing this for twenty years,
it may further delay it for another twenty years.
The first of these alternatives would consist in obtaining suitable buildings from the authorities of South
Kensington Museum until the period that the Treasury
shall waken to its duty; and the second would be to
transport it bodily to the Crystal Palace until the Sleeping
Beauty of the Treasury shall awaken from her magic
slumbers.
The first alternative, obviously liable to the present
drawback of a non-central position, involves other and yet
more serious objections. By the solid interest and usefulness of the Museum, by its historical engines and machines,
monuments of a progress that has transformed the world, it
would add materially to the interest and value of the
heterogeneous collection within the halls of South Kensington, but it is none the less certain that the South
Kensington Museum is not the place for the contents of
the Patent-office Museum, and this statemeut will be
endorsed most eagerly by those who know South Kensington best.
There remain the vast halls and noble courts of the
Crystal Palace, and it is to Sydenham we would recommend Mr. Woodcroft to transport his precious machines,
should there be the least danger of a raid from the South
Kensington authorities, or should the Treasury much
longer delay in doing what Parliament long ago settled to
be its duty. Here, far, it is true, from its true location,
the centre of London, it would be arranged in some order,
it could grow with its growth, until, if only for very shame,
some Government, with the least inkling of what are the
taproots of England’s prosperity, may find it a suitable
building. There, meanwhile, would Watt’s steam engine,
Bramah’s first hydraulic press, Roberts’ self-acting mule,
Woodcroft’s propeller, Bell’s reaper, Stevenson’s Rocket
locomotive, Foudrinier’s paper machinery, Whitworth’s
street sweeping machine, Maudslay’s oscillating engine, find
a worthy, if only temporary, resting place.
In the meantime let us gather material for consolation
and hope, by looking at the excellent Patent-office Library.
Gathered round the nucleus of a technical library founded
by Mr. Woodcroft, it resembles also in this the Patent
Museum, the greater part of the models of which are the
property of the same gentleman. For years the library
was a chaos of valuable books, just as the museum is still
a worse chaos of yet more valuable and unique models
and machines. By dint of labour and perseverance it has
been rendered a most valuable national institution. Let
us hope that within at least the century the Patent-oftice
Museum may, in close unison with the Library have
as useful a career.
BOILER EXPLOSIONS IN 1871.
WE earnestly commend to our readers the last monthly
report of the engineer to the Manchester Steam Users
Association, which can, we believe, be obtained by any one
who chooses to apply to the secretary, Mr. Tonge, at the
offices, 41, Corporation-street, Manchester. This report is
specially worthy of attention, because it contains a record
of forty-two explosions of steam boilers which occurred in
the year 1871, with a brief but expressive summary of the
nature of each explosion, its cause, and the verdict of the
jury. This record does not, however, include all the explosions occurring last year, which amounted in number
to fifty-one, resulting in the deaths of fifty individuals,
and the scalding, or more or less serious injury, of 107
others. This is a woeful loss of life, and the lamentable
record is rendered yet more lamentable by the fact that
not a single explosion was due to other than strictly preventible causes.
We find Mr. Fletcher's comments on
each explosion running thus:—“ Malconstruction,” “ defective condition,” “shortness of water” over and over
again. An analysis of the record shows thatof the fortytwo exploded
boilers nineteen were imperfectly constructed, and eighteen were in bad condition, while five
explosions were due to shortness of water and overheating
of the plates; the remaining explosions are attributed by
Mr. Fletcher to the injuries,or Teherioratibn of the plates,
caused by external firing.
It is not our purpose now to repeat the old story about
corrosion and inspection. The subject has lost none of
its importance, but it is eclipsed for the moment by
the fact that, in spite of all our boasted skill as engineers
and. workers in iron, nearly one-half of. all the explosions which took place in a single year were due to imperfect construction. The lesson is one which every boiler
ip should layto heart. There is too much reason
to believe’ that the corrosion theory has been overdone,
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and there is a very
rous tendency to shift all
responsibijity on the part of the boiler-designer and boilermaker to the shoulders of the boiler usery, Our thanks are
due to Mr. Fletcher for setting this matter right. There
are certain points on which we do not agree with Mr.
Fletcher —for example, as regards the propriety of using
externally-fired boilers, which he condemns without qualification, and we do not—but it is indisputable that his views
as regards the details of the construction of boilers are
almost, if not altogether, invariably sound and worthy of
attention. A boiler can only be made imperfectly because
of the ignorance, the negligence, or the parsimony of the
maker; and ignorance, negligence, or parsimony constitutes
no excuse whatever for the failure of a boiler and loss of
life as a consequence. So long, however, as coroners’ juries
are content to bring in a verdict of accidental death in all
cases of boiler explosions, there is little reason to hope that
things will be changed for the better. As regards the evil
influence of the ignorant boiler maker, there is but
one way — fortunately a very simple way — of disposing of the difficulty.
Let those who purchase
boilers insist on having a specification of the boiler
supplied them.
For a very moderate fee they can
obtain the opinion of competent consulting engineers as to
the suitability of the proposed boiler for its intended purpose. If the opinion so obtained is not satisfactory, then
nothing can excuse the use of the boiler. It should not
fora moment be forgotten that the best materials combined with the most admirable workmanship, cannot make
a design inherently bad sufficiently good. For instance, it
matters nothing of what material we make a 4ft. flue in a
Nestea? Cornish boiler ; if that flue has to withstand a pressure
of 50 Ib. or 60 Ib. on the square inch it must be a continual
source of danger unless it is supported by strengthening
rings or cross tubes. If the end of a boiler be improperly
stayed no perfection of material can make it safe. In the
present day there is no excuse for ignorance. If the purchaser does not know the difference between a good boiler
and a bad boiler, he has but to ask in order to learn ; and
in every case, no matter how eminent the firm he employs,
the purchaser should call in perfectly independent evidence
as to the merits of the proposed design. No really eminent
tirm will be offended by being asked to submit to the
judgment of a recognised authority, and firms which are
not eminent must accept the situation.
It is far more difficult to deal with the gentlemen who
like cheap boilers than with those who do not know a good
from a bad boiler. We shall not be wide of the mark if
we attribute one-fourth of the yearly explosions to the
purchasers’ desire to obtain boilers at the lowest possible
price. It is useless, we fear, to urge that such a policy is
criminal. These purchasers always infinitely prefer to save
£20 and take their chance. Nothing can prove an effectual remedy for the effects of their policy but sharp legislation. It remains to be seen whether it is or is not possible
so to legislate that the innocent may not be put to serious
inconvenience because the guilty are incorrigible.
GOODS LOCOMOTIVE, LOUISVILLE AND NASHVILLE RAILWAY, US.
WE complete our illustrations of this engine by giving at p. 131
an engraving of the singular swinging bogie used. The drawings
are so clear that little description is necessary. It will be seen
that the weight of the leading end of the engine is carried by
inclined suspension links connected by a wrought iron tie. Asa
result of this arrangement, the bogie can be moved sideways
under the engine in going round curves. The same effect is
obtained by Mr. W. Adams on the North London Railway in a
different way, and something the same may be said of the Bissell
truck. The engraving shows all the parts of the bogie in detail.
PRIVATE BILLS OF THE SESSION.
A LARGE number of bills have, for a second time, passed through
the hands of the Examiners during the week, the proceedings being,
however, of quite a formal character. Standing Orders Nos. 70
and 71 provide for bills conferring additional powers on the promoting companies being submitted to the proprietors of such
companies. The Commons Standing Order No. 71 provides that
every such bill, originating in the Commons, shall, after the
first reading, be referred to the Examiners, who shall report as
to whether the bill has been submitted to a duly advertised
meeting of ag og of the ey concerned, and has been
approved of by the holders of at least three-fourths of the
ahi paid-up capital of the company represented at such meeting. The votes of proprietors of any paid-up shares or stock,
other than debenture stock, not qualified to vote at ordinary
meetings, whose interests may be affected by the bill, if tendered at
the meeting shall be recorded separately. The proofs of compliance, are, of course, very simple, and the second endorsement on
these bills is simply ‘‘ Standing Order 71 complied with.” A large
teatiaie
sooacan
isuae
number of bills have passed this ordeal, and wait second reading
and committal. The Thames Sewerage Commission Bill, that
stood for hearing on the 19th, was again postponed to Monday next,
and the London Street Tramways (Extension, &c.) Bill has been
»ostponed till the 1lth March. It may be surmised that this bill
is destined to be treated in a similar manner to the Mid-London
tailway Bill, which was, on Tuesday, opposed, on the second
eading, by Mr. Beresford Hope, who was instrumental in throwngout the London Street Tramways (Extensions, &c.) Bill last
ear after it passed the committee. The Mid-London bills have
urvived Mr. Hope’s attack, and will be tried on their merits in
ommittee. The number, sources, and quality of the petitions that
may be presented
against the bills cannot as yet be stated, but it
may be mentioned that forty-seven petitions have been presented
in favour of the bills, twenty-one from the City in favour of the
Mid-London proper, and twenty-six petitions in favour of both
bills, The heaviest opposition will come, it may be expected, from
the Marquis of Westminster, the Trustees of Christ’s Hospital, and
the Metropolitan Railway Company. It was a surprise that the
Mid-London bills passed Standing Orders, as an enormous number
of allegations must have been possible in the case of bills that
schedule such a vast amount ofproperty; and seeing that any man
of straw may present a memorial against a bill on Standing Orders,
some of the memorials against the Mid-London Bill were bungled
affairs. The Metropolitan Company’s memorial was a case of the
play with the part of Hamlet left out, the seal of the company and
the signature of the chairman being wanting. In another instance,
the memorial dilated concerning properties beyond the limits of
deviation.
The Mid-London project is a r
al of a
, more fully
developed, page oy forward in 1866. It was then opposed in
Parliament on the ground that it was premature, and that the
“inner circle,” to be completed in eighteen or twenty months,
should be finished, and contribute its experience as to traffic and
public convenience before a similar line should be authorised.
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The inner circle, from anyt'
that now appears, will never be
The equations to the curve, taking the origin at A, are—
joined up; the Metropolitan District —s has fixed its tery =r(1 — cos, §)
minus at Mansion-house station, and the
Metropolitan
Company
z= 4 r (3 — sin. 9)
again asks Parliament for release from the obligation to continue
its line from Aldgate to Tower-hill. The scheme of 1866 was much
r being the radius of the circle described by the crank pin.
less comprehensive and important than the Mid-London Railway
length given by ‘‘ Newport” is correct, about 1855 yards.
project of 1872. The former only extended from Kensington to TheThe solution
given by “ Alpha” is so absurd as to need no
the Marble Arch and Farringdon-street, whereas the new scheme comment.
extends from Kilburn to Whitechapel, and eed a new street
A. K.
Liverpool,
Feb.
20th, 1872.
artery for the traffic east and west, that Mr. Haywood, engineer to
the Commissioners ef Sewers, states would enefit twenty times
the number of persons that would be served by all the present proSim,—Of the four solutions that have appeared, only that of
jects of the Metropolitan Board put together, and would obviate “‘ Newport ” is at all near correct, and from want of explanation
the expenditure of hundreds of thousands of pounds in improving and decimal points it is useless.
’
existing thoroughfares. It is to be borne in mind that the MidReferring to the sketch with “‘W, J. M.'s” solution on 2nd
London proposes to facilitate locomotion with permanent inter- February, which is a step towards the end—but the relatively
ference with streets or roads.
varying advance of the wheel and crank pin has been overlooked
Nearly one hundred bills have now been read a second time and and starting from the point A, the crank pin is falling behind the
committed. The petitions for and against dispensing with Stand- centre of the wheel, and point 1 of the curve must be moved back
ing Orders for and against private bills are now pouring in, and the
Committees on Standing Orders and of Selection are fairly at work
with their duties.
The unusual practice of resisting bills on second reading seems
to be growing in the House. Sir Thomas Bazley, senior member
for Manchester, has given notice that, on the second reading of the
Manchester Tramways Bill, that he will move that it be ‘‘ read upon
this day six months.” A committee is surely more competent than
the House to inquire into the merits of such a project.
to the left a distance equal to half the chord B H; point 2, half
C G (or radius), and so on until we reach point 4, where the crank
pin overtakes the wheel centre and begins to travel ahead of it,
when the points must be moved forward to the right in a correLETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
sponding manner, A K being 15ft. 8}in. nearly—the curve A 4 K
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
by
scale measures about 16ft. Sin. Those who desire its length
correspondents.)
more exactly will find in Professor Rankine’s ‘* Rules and Tables,”
at
p.
76, an easy rule to calculate it by.
LIGHTHOUSES IN CHINA,
G, E, D.
Glasgow, 19th February, 1872.
Srr,—In your issue of the 20th of October Iast I observe a
letter from Mr. J. N. Douglass, stating that the lighthouse
apparatus supplied by the Messrs. Chance Brothers and Co. for
ASBESTOS PACKING,
this department were constructed under his superintendence. I
Sir,-—My attention has been drawn to inquiries made in your
much regret the evident omission of this engineer’s name in the columns
as
to
where
**
Asbestos Steam Packing” can be obtained.
account of the Sha-wei-shan Lighthouse, which appeared in your In reply, then, to the inquirers
beg to inform them that it can
paper of the 15th September last, as he was specially instructed | be obtained from the ‘* Patent I Asbestos
Manufacture Company
to inspect that light (amongst others ordered in 1870) during || (Limited),” of this city, the works being situate
at 45, St. James’construction, to permit no deviations from the drawings and |street, Kingston. Whilst writing I am desirous to correct an
specifications, and to certify for payment.
Mr. Douglass’ error which appeared in the article published in your columns a
favourable testimonial must be highly consoling to the Messrs. |
since containing an account of my paper on “‘ Asbestos
Chance, as I have written to them complaining of several deficien- } few weeks
its Adaptation for ‘ Packing,’” which was communicated tothe
cies, The effect of the Sha-wei-shan light, however, at sea is very | and
Institution
of Engineers in Scotland. In that article you attrigood, and I have frequently seen it at a distance of twenty-two | bute the credit
of applying asbestos as a material for packing to
nautical miles.
Davip M. HENDERSON,
|
myself,
but
as I can in no respect lay claim for such credit, I am
Imperial Maritime Customs of China,
Engineer-in-Chief.
desirous to state that it is entirely due to Colonel W. 8. Fish, late
Engineer’s Office, Shanghai,
United States army, who has for a number of years devoted
28th December, 1871.
himself to the study of asbestos and its useful application, and
is at the present time carrying on the manufacture in this city
with very marked success, It may be interesting to your readers
A NEAT PROBLEM.
Sir,—I do not think there is the slightest necessity for intro- to know that within the last few days in has came to my knowledge
that the s.s. Anglia has made six round voyages between
ducing either diagrams or any mathematics, other than a little
simple arithmetic, to solve the crank pin problem. Permit me to the Clyde and New York without the piston-rod packing being
renewed,
a distance of 36,000 miles, and that she is now running
supplement your question with two others, the solution of which
Sr. JonN Vincent Day.
will indicate the solution of ‘‘ A Neat Problem.” First, what will a seventh,
Chambers,
166, Buchanan-street, Glasgow,
be the space passed over by one of the pistons driving the “‘ Neat
February 20th, 1872.
Problem” engine in running exactly one mile? Secondly, what
is the total length of a screw thread running round a pillar 2ft. in
diameter and one mile long, the number of turns made by the thread
being the same as the number of revolutions made by a 5ft. driving
THE Oaks CoLiiery.—aAs there are still the bodies of about 100
wheel in running one mile ?
TROCHOID.
men in the workings of the Oaks Colliery (since the explosion
London, Feb. 21st, 1872.
which took place in December, 1866), efforts are now being made
to clear out the water which was pumped in to extinguish the fire.
S1r,—I was in the wrong when I attempted to set ‘‘ W. J. M.” Since the explosion another shaft has been sunk, about a mile
right about the: crank pin. The excess of space described by the from the pit, and there is now communication from one to the
crank pin is not directly proportional to its radius. I now find other. The water to be drawn off is computed to be at least
(by — measurement) chat when diameter of wheel equals 5ft., 400,000,000 gallons, which will all be taken away by the new
and radius of crank equals 1ft., the space passed over by the shaft. About 800 yards of Sin. pipes have been laid, and there
crank pin will be about 1; times that passed over by the centre are valves by which the draining can be stopped at any time.
of the axle.
A CREWE WORKMAN.
Two 600 gallon tubs are now kept going at night, bringing out
Feb. 19th, 1872.
about 200,000 gallons of water every shift.
THE NEW STEAMSHIP ArRIcA.—As recently stated, Messrs.
S1r, —Observing the variety of answers forwarded in solution of Laird, Brothers, Birkenhead, have completed for the African
your little problem, I take the eee of sending the accompanying Mail Company an iron screw steamer named the Africa. The folsketch, showing the relation which the path of the crank pin fowing are the dimensions of the new steamer :—Length, 285ft. ;
beam, 34ft.; depth in hold, 23ft., with a tonnage by builders’
measurement of 1627 tons, and a gross register tonnage of about
1700 tons. Her engines are on the compound system, made by
Messrs. Laird, Brothers. They have two cylinders—the high
pressure of 40in. diametcr, and the low pressure of 7lin., with
3ft. stroke, and worked up to 1100 horse-power. The steamer has
two circular tubular boilers, working at 60 lb. pressure, and a 3
bladed screw. On the trial trip several runs were made over the
measured mile at full speed, giving a result of over 11 knots an
hour, which, considering that more than 1000 tons dead weight
were on board, was satisfactory. The ship is now at the company’s
berth in the Coburg Dock ready for her station.
SrreeT RalLWays IN THE Porrertes.—The Staffordshire
Potteries’ Street Railway have obtained a net balance upon
their year’s working, amounting to £253 14s. 6d. This would
enable them to divide, as last year, 4 per cent. ; but in view of
a diminished income, resulting from the opening of the loop
line of railway in that neighbourhood, the directors, at the
annual meeting on Tuesday, recommended a dividend of only 2
percent. The shareholders, however, resolved to take no divibears to the cycloidal curve described by the circumference of the dend
this year. At the same meeting a desire was expressed for
wheel. Your correspondents (the first excepted) take no pains to the extension
the tramway to Stoke. The extension could be
arrive at the true form of the curve described by the pin without made at about of£2000
per mile; one shareholder had guaranteed
which it is impossible to find its true length.
£2000,
and
the
question
will be further considered. The shareThe net length of the curve described during half a revolution holders learned with satisfaction
that the directors had obtained a
is as near as may be 98"
modification
in
the
Tramway
Bill, which would greatly facilitate
98" X 2 = 196" = 16°33ft.
the extension of the line. Henceforth it will be possible to
extend, by means of a provisional order, without an Act of Par
5280 _ 336-3
15°7
liament, and powers had been obtained to make arrangements in
336°3 x 16°33 = 5491°77ft. = 1830°59 yards.
perpetuity with the trustees of turnpike roads as to tolls.
Agreeing exactly with solution sent by W. J. M.
THE BIRMINGHAM WacGon’ BvuILpING Company.—Railway
241,alEglinton-street, Glasgow,
D. H. M.
carriage and wagon building is very active, even as it has been
e ruary 20th.
for more than a twelvemonth past. The profits in the last
_ Str,—I am astonished to see so many incorrect solutions to the year have been very large. The Birmingham Wagon Company
simple problem given in THE ENGINEER, Jan. 19th
are circulating a splendid balance-sheet as the result of their
First, _ w. J. M.” gives a curve, which he calls a trochoid, but trading in the twelvemonth terminating with the close of last year.
The
directors report as follows :Including the amount brought
which in reality is a companion to the trochoid, having the same
relation to it that the curve of sines has to the cycloid. The true forward from the previous year, the balance of the revenue
curve described by the crank pin is a trochoid, and may be de- account (after making provision for bad and doubtful debts)is
scribed as follows :—
£40,728 14s., and deducting the interim dividend of ten per cent.
per annum on the ordinary capital, and fixed charges paid in
autumn last, a balance of £31,043 8s. remains, which it isproposed
to
appropriate in the following manner, viz.:—£3000 in payment
—:
c—
ofa dividend of 6 per cent. per annum on the preference shares
jw
and
£6747 16s. in payment of a dividend of ten i cent. fer
co
banal
2
annum on the original capital for the half-year ending the 31st
Let
A DF be the circle described by the centre of the crank December, 1871 ; £1349 11s. 2d, in payment of a bonus of one per
pin, and A Q the circumference of the driving wheel. Divide the cent. on the original capital for the year ending the same
circumference of the circle A D F, and the line A Q into the same date; £3876 for depreciation of buildings and machinery;
number of equal parts, say eight. Through B, C, D, &., draw £13,696 16s. 1d. to the reserve and depreciation fund; and
lines
el to A Q; and make B J equal to one of the parts £2373 4s. 9d. to the credit of revenue of the current year. The
A 1 of the line
A Q, C K equal to two parts, D L equal
to three amount proposed to be added to the reserve and depreciation fund
ports, 5M. equal tefone
F N equal to five parts, and so will, with its earnings, increase it from £70,000 to £85,000. The
stock of wagons now held by the company is 7243, which are all
on. Then A, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Qis
curve required.
““W.J. M.” has measured all these distances from the diameter let. A large number of wagons have again been renewed during
the year, and the whole cost charged to revenue,
AE, instead of from the points B, C, D, &c.
:
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THE
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
February 13, 1872.
G. WitLoucHBy Hemans, Esq., Vice-President, in the chair.
THE paper read gave ‘‘ An Account of the Bridge over the Gorai
River, on the Goalundo Extension of the Eastern Bengal Railway,”
by Mr. Bradford Leslie, M. Inst. C.E.
It was remarked that, of the numerous deltaic branches through
which the water of the Ganges flowed to the sea the Gorai was
the largest and most important, It was more uniformly deep than
the Ganges proper, and towards the end of the dry season, when
the water of the main stream was kept back by the rising of the
Burhampooter, it discharged a greater body of water. The Gorai
was also the main navigable channel through which, in the dry
season, the produce of the upper districts was brought down to
Calcutta, At the site of the bridge the river was about 1000ft.
wide and 40ft. deep in the dry season, with a current of three
miles an hour, The width was increased to 1600ft. in the rainy
season, when the water rose 28ft., and the velocity of the stream
was nearly five miles an hour, causing the bed of the river to be
scoured 24ft., so that the depth during floods was upwards of 90ft.
On the west side of the river there was a sand-bank, 500ft. wide,
which was dry in the cold season, but had about 30ft. of water
over it during the floods. This part was crossed by a screw pile
viaduct of nine and a-half spans of 46ft. din. each. The deepwater channel was on the east side of the river; and this was
crossed by the main tridge, which consisted of seven spans, of
185f:. each from centre to centre of the piers. Each pier was
composed of two cylinders, placed 37ft. 3in. apart from centre to
centre, so as to be wide enough for the superstructure for a double
line of way ; but at present only the northern half of the piers was
occupied by a single line. The first cylinders were sunk on the
west side, to a depth of 80ft. below low-water, or about 40ft. into
the Led of the river ; but as the effects of the floods indicated the
advisability of going to a somewhat greater depth, the remaining
cylinders on the east side were sunk to a depth of 98ft. below low
water. Each cylinder had a wrought iron base, 30}ft. in height,
14ft. in diameter at the bottom and 193ft. din, in diameter at the
top above which there was a cast iron taper piece, or
cone, reducing the diameter of the upper portion, which
was also of cast iron, to 1l0ft. As the cylinders were
erected a ring of brickwork, 1din. thick, was built on inside
diaphragms; and when finished the cylinders were filled
with concrete and brickwork, The two cylinders of each pier were
connected at the top by two wrought iron cross girders, which
carried the main girders of the superstructure, at a height of
22ft. above high-water or 50ft. above low-water. The main
girders were piaced 13ft. Gin, apart, and were solid beams 12ft.
6in, deep between the top and bottom tables, which were 3ft. wide.
Transverse flooring girders carried longitudinal baulks of timber,
to which bridge rails were fixed. The girders were connected,
though not so as to transmit the strain as in continuous girders,
over the second, fourth, fifth, and seventh piers, while they were
free to move, from expansion and contraction due to variations of temperature, on the first, third, sixth, and eighth piers,
on which the bed plates were covered with brass plates to diminish
friction. As the rails moved with the girders a scarf joint in the
rails admitted of the adjustment consequent on the expansion or
contraction.
Owing to the treacherous nature of the bed of the river, the
great depth of the water, and the strength of the stream, it would
have been very difficult to erect a staging for sinking the cylinders;
and even had this been possible in the dry season, it would have
been necessary to remove the staging and stop the work during the
floods. It was, therefore, decided to sink the cylinders froma pair
of pontoons, moored at the site of the piers, and connected
together by an intermediate platform, having openings in it corresponding to the distance apart of the two cylinders of a pier, and
hinged to the pontoons in such a manner as to admit of independent vertical motion in them, though not allowing any freedom
of motion in a horizontal direction. The pontoons were furnished
with two powerful travelling cranes, 37ft. span and 25ft. hoist,
which commanded the whole space between the pontoons and a
portion of the deck of each. One of the pontoons was also fitted
with a 20-H.P. engine, for driving two l3in. centrifugal pumps, and
with a pair of air-compressing and exhausting pumps, tor working
the appliances used for sinking the cylinders. The pontoons were
moored by chain cables—one laid from the bow and one from the
stern of each pontoon in an oblique direction, so that the four
moorings formed in plan a St. Andrew’s cross.
In pitching the cylinders, after the three lower rings had been
erected on baulks of timber laid across the opening of the platform,
and the brickwork had been built on the diaphragm of the second
ring, a temporary bottom was fitted to the thirdring. This consisted
of an inverted cone of taper pine-wood staves, butting at their
upper ends against an inverted angle iron and at their lower ends
against a central cast iron plug, and made perfectly tight by
caulking on the under side. When the three lower rings of each
cylinder with the temporary bottom, weighing together thirty tons,
had been lifted by the traveller, the timber baulks were removed,
and the mass was then lowered 8ft. intothe water. For controlling
and adjusting the position of the cylinder as it went down three
moorings were attached to it by means of a sling chain or girdle
passed round the cylinder 9ft. above the bottom. These moorings
in plan formed the figure of the letter Y, the foot of the latter
representing the up-stream anchor, the intersection of the arms
the position of the cylinder, and the arms two quarter moorings,
laid at an angle of 120 deg. with each other, and with the upstream mooring. Chain tackles were interposed between the
moorings and the sling chain, and the hauling part was brought on
deck, so that by heaving on one tackle and paying out the other
two, or by heaving on two of the tackles and paying out the third,
the bottom of the cylinder could be moved in any direction. This
plan of mooring was very efficient, and accorded complete control
over the cylinders. When the moorings
had been connected, the
cylinder was lowered until about lft. of the third ring was out of
the water. In this position the cylinder was partially afloat
and partially suspended by auxiliary chains hooked on the bottom
while the fourth ring was bolted on. The cylinder was then
lowered 3ft. more until it was quite afloat, the cylinder mooring
chains were hauled tight, and the auxiliary hook chains were cast
off. “The fifth ring was next bolted on, and the internal cylinder
of brickwork was carried up flush with the 15in. diaphragm. As
the weight of the brickwork depressed the cylinder, the remaining
wrought iron rings and the cast iron conical piece were bolted on,
care being taken to adjust the position of the cylinder, by means of
the moorings as it went down. When the cylinder reached the
bottom of the river it was filled with water by means of a syphon,
and the temporary bottom was driven out.
The system adopted for sinking the cylinders was by excavating
the earth from the inside by means of a kind of rotary plough,
or, as it was called, a boring head, consisting of a horizontal disc
plate, with four blades at right angles to each other projecting
vertically beneath the under side of the disc plate. These blades
were tri
in shape, and were armed with cutters, or ploughs,
so that, in revolving, the boring head excavated a conical hole Yft.
in diameter. The boring head was bolted to the bottom of a
vertical shaft, consisting of two pipes concentric to each other, the
inner one being 13in. and the outer one 26in. in diameter. The
space between the two — was made air-tight, the object being
to combine great strength to sustain torsion with buoyancy in
water. bdpeas — — worked by a small es
air
engine, assis
and gear drivingapinion gearing
intoalargespur
wheel bolted on to the top of the Koring shaft. ‘The weight avail.
able for forcing the cutters into the earth was the constant weight
of the boring head, guide frames, &c. ; in addition to which, for
cutting hard clay, it was sometimes necessary to fill one or two
lengths of the air-tight space between the pipes with water. The
earth, as it was cut, was removed up the hollow pipe of the
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boring shaft by means of a current of water constantly flowing
through it. For this purpose a syphon pipe was provided, the
inner leg of which was immersed in the boring shaft and the outer leg
in the water of the river. The requisite current up the hollow shaft
was obtained by pumping water into the cylinder so as to raise its
level above the level of the river ; then, by connecting the suction
of the air pumps with the syphon, the air was exhausted from it,
and being zeplaced by water, a flow of water from the cylinder
into the river was immediately established, proportionate to the
quantity thrown into the cylinder. The ordinary speed of the
boring head was one revolution in about a minute and a-half
or two minutes, and the average amount of boring done
was about lft. in an hour, It usually took one day to sink
the cylinder 9ft., and another day to remove and refix the
gear, bolt on the additional segments, &c., so that the
average daily advance was 44ft.; but this rate of progress was
increased when the operations were reduced to a regular system.
One of the principal advantages of this plan of cylinder sinking
was that the rate (and the expense also) of excavation did not
increase with the depta, as the quantity of stuff excavated
depended upon the power applied to drive the plough and upon
the volume of water flowing up the pipe. Whuth regard to the
land cylinders, which had to be sunk through 120ft. of earth, they
were pitched in the dry season and were sunk 40ft. by open excavation, when the pumps were unable to contend with the water. The
sinking was continued by boring, on the same principle as was
adopted in the case of the river cylinders, with some modifications
which simplified the process. Thus, a turbine was substituted for
the compressed air engine, so that the operations, both of driving
the boring gear and of removing the earth excavated, were performed by the agency of water only.
An account was then given of an accident which occurred during
a cyclone on the 9th and 10th of June, 1869, when two of the
cylinders were undermined by scour and were overthrown. The
measures taken to recover the cylinders were described in detail,
but only one was raised, as the other became completely imbedded
in the sand and was lost.
While the cylinders for the piers were being sunk the main
girders for the superstructure had been erected, and riveted up
complete in two parallel rows on the embankment forming the
east approach to the bridge, and the arrangements for the launching of the main girders were next proceeded with. For raising and
transporting the girders on land two powerful lorries were provided, and vy means of gearing the girders could be lifted by and
be suspended to the lorries, or, a girder being packed up, the lorries
could be lifted on the girder as a fulcrum. The lorries were
furnished with small tlanged wheels, which were useful for moving
them quickly when they nad their own weight only to carry ; but
when loaded with the main girders they were always worked upon
bar-iron rollers. The girders were built npon camber blocks, or
wedges, and were supported by props on each side. One lorrie
was attached to the east, or after end, of a main girder; and the
other to a point about 4U0ft. from the forward or west end. The
girder was first raised from the camber blocks to a sufficient height
to allow the bar iron rollers to be passed beneath it; the girder
being then packed up to this level, the lorries were lifted and the
rollers were inserted. The lorries were next lowered on to the
rollers, the girder was lifted until it was suspended between the
two lorries, quite clear of all support, and then the after lorrie
carried 35 tons, and the forward one 75 tons. One hundred
Coolies hauling on a 4in. rope tackle sufficed to move the girder
forward. The space between the piers No. 7 and No. 8 being
mostly dry ground, a temporary staging was built to carry the
girders across this opening. On the lst of September, 1870, by
means of the appliances which were described, the first girder for
this (No. 7) span was launched forward until the west end was
over the cross girders of No, 7 pier, and the east end over
No. 8 pier. Tne rollers having then been removed from
beneath it, the girder was lowered on to sliding rails, the upper
surfaces of which were level with the cast iron bearing blocks prepared to receive the sole plates of the girder, and upon which
rails the girder was pushed sideways to its final position. The
second girder of No. 7 span was launched in the same way, and
then the flooring girders were fixed in place. The main girders of
the six remaining spans had to be launched over water where no
staging could be erected. In this case the principle adopted was
to tloat the forward end of the girders upon a pontoon, and to
carry the after end on one of the lorries. Provision had to be
made for constant variation of the water level, the minimum
height from the water to the bottom of the girder to be floated
being 22ft. and the maximum height 45ft. It was also necessary
to warp the pontoon across a strong stream in a straight line, and
to guard against the etfect of the wind on the area of the girder,
2400 superticial feet. Means had likewise to be provided for
lowering the forward end of the girder on to the pier after it had
been floated across; and with respect to the atter end of the
girder, the road had to be extended 15ft. beyond the centre of the
pier, to carry the forward part of the lorrie on which that end of
the girder rested. The period at which the girders were launched
was the season of the falling of the water in the river, the
subsidence of the water level being at the rate of Gin. or 8in. per
diem. ‘lo meet this condition shears were so devised as to admit
of being lengthened in proportion to the lowering of the water
level. ‘Che shears supported the girder at a point about 20ft.
trom the end, thus leaving about 74:t. overhanging the side of the
pontoon for landing on the pier. ‘lo keep the pontoon as nearly
as possible at right angles with the girder during the process of
floating it across from pier to pier two parallel lines were
employed to pay out with, one being fast to each cylinder, and
both lines being payed out simultanevusly from a single bollard.
Similarly, two parallel hauling lines, both wound on the barrel of
the same winch, were used. Further to facilitate the object in
view, two barges were moored in the line of the centre of the
span, one at a distance of forty fathoms above the bridge, and the
other at a corresponding distance below the bridge. Seven-inch
warps, made fast to these barges, were led to capstans on the bow
and stern of the pontoon. Auxiliary warps were also laid between
the barges and pontoons, adjusted by lutt-tackles, for use in case
of any sudden alteration in the direction or strength of the wind,
In conclusion, the programme was given of the several operations,
thirty-four in number, necessary for launching of a girder.
At the monthly ballot on the 6th. inst. Mr. T. E. Harrison,
vice-president, being in the chair, the following candidates were
balloted for and duly elected :—Messrs. H. A. Allport, W.
Barrington, J. Elliott, W. J. Galwey, G. H. Hill, G. R. Jebb,
A. McDonnell, and D. Pryce as members; and Messrs. J. W.
Balmain, J. W. Butler, 8. Carrington, H. Chapman, J. Cleghorn,
A. Dowson, W. Elliot, R. H. Heenan, Colonel J. M. Hogg, M.P.,
Messrs. E. H. Oliver, H. B. Parry, H. M. Pfeil, J. Phillips, G. R.
Redgrave, H. F. Ross, A. M. Silber, C. Tomlison, H. ‘lomlison,
G. W. Usill, Stud. Inst. C.E., R. G. Walton, G. H. West, and
W. H. White, as associate.
The council reported that, acting under the provisions of Sect.
III. of the bye laws, they had transferred Messrs. H. Bell and T,
Codrington from the class of associate to that of member; also,
that in accordance with Sect. IV., they had admitted the following
candidates students of the Institution : —Messrs. F. G. Bannister.
E. E, Brice, A. E, Carey, G. N. Cox, M. W. B, Ffolkes, E. Giberne,
J. H. Jones, and W. B. Myers.
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THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
At the meeting on Thursday, the 15th inst., the Astromer Royal
and subsequently Mr. Vignoles in the chair, an address was read
and accepted to be —
to her Majesty in reference to the
late happy recovery of the Prince of Wales.
The
t paper read was one by Professor J. Clerk Maxwell,
F.R.S., “‘On the Induction of Electric Currents in an Infinite
Plane Conducting-sheet.” This paper contains a scientific demonstration of what takes place in a conductor of infinite extent,
acted upon by a system of magnets or electro-magnets, It is undoubtedly of singular importance in giving an insight into the
action of dampers on magnetic needles, such as Harris’s copper ring
surrounding a ship’s compass ; in fact, into those causes which
check the vibration of needles, and which seem to exercise a kind
of unseen friction on suspended magnets. The author states that
former writers on the subject did not attempt to take into account
the inductive action of the currents on each other, though the
existence of such an action was recognised. In his investigation a
system of magnets or electro-magnets is supposed to exist on the
positive side of the sheet, and to vary in any way by changing its
position or its intensity. ‘The nature of the currents induced in the
sheet, and their magnetic effect at any point, and, in particular,
their reaction on the electro-magnetic system which gave rise to
them, are determined. The result is presented in a simple formby
the aid of the principle of images which was first applied to
problems in electricity, and hydrokinetics by Sir W. Thomson. The
essential part of this principle is that we conceive the state of
things on the positive side of a certain closed or infinite surface
(which is really caused by actions having their seat on that surface)
to be due to an imaginary system on the negative side of the surface, which, if it existed, and if the action of the surface were
abolished, would give rise to the actual state of things in the space
on the positive side of the surface. The state of things on the
positive side of the surface is expressed by a mathematical function,
which is different in form from that which expresses the state of
things on the negative side, but which is identical with that which
would be due to the existence, on the negative side, of a certain
system which is called the image.
The image, therefore, is what we should arrive at by producin
(stretching), as it were, the mathematical function as far as it wil
go; just as in optics the virtual image is found by producing the
rays, in straight lines, backwards from the place where their
direction has been altered by reflection or refraction. In the case
of a plane conducting-sheet there is a moving train of images. If
positive and negative images, according to the sides of the plane,
are formed and started at given intervals of time, a train or trail
will begin with a single positive image, followed by an endless
succession of pairs of images. This trail, when once formed, continues unchangeable in furm and intensity, and moves as a whole
away from the conducting-sheet with a constant velocity.
If the conductivity of the sheet were infinite, or its resistance
zero, that velocity would be zero. The images, once formed,
would remain stationary, and all except the last formed positive
image would be neutralised. Hene~ the trail would be reduced to
a single positive image, and the sl
vuld exert a repulsive force
on the pole, whether the pole be iu .notion or at rest. This case
does not occur in nature as we know it. Something of the kind is
supposed to exist in the interior of molecules in Weber's theory of
diamagnetism.
The next paper read was one “‘ On some Derivatives of Uramido
benzoic Acid,” by P. (iriess, F.R.S., which would be of purely
chemical interest were it not for some remarkable philological
instances of the powers of elasticity. An example is afforded
by the 8 amidocarboxamidobenzoic id.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—At the meeting of the
members of this society on Tuesday, the 20th inst., Mr. Hawksley,
the president, being in the chair, it was moved, seconded, and
resolved unanimously :—‘‘ That, in consequence of Tuesday, the
27th of February, having been appointed by her Majesty to
proceed to St. Paul’s Cathedral to offer thanksgiving for the
recovery of his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales,” the meeting
be adjourned until Tuesday, the 5th of March.
DISPUTES BETWEEN THE FRENCH RAILWAY COMPANIES AND
THEIR MEN.—The engineers and others employed in the Lyons
Railway Company’s establishment at Arles are on strike. This
occurrence seems to have arisen out of the contentions that have
now lasted some time, and which have affected the whole railwa
interest. In the spring of 1871 the engineers and stokers of all
the railway companies were unanimous in demanding a diminution
of the hours of labour and time of service, but in arder to avoid
all danger, and even the appearance of intimidation, their first
step was to address a ctition to the Minister of Commerce and the
National Assembly, huping to avoid the mischief of strikes. The
companies, however, retaliated by severe measures ; forty drivers,
known to have participated in the drawing up of the petitions
mentioned above, were «lismissed, and the Lyons Company, through
its engineer, M. Mari¢, issued instructions which showed
that it was intended to refuse all concessions and all proposals made by its employés. The dismissal of the forty
engine drivers, mostly men of long service and intelligence
created, as will be surmised, considerable sensation from
the following facts. The men employed by the company have
a pension fund which is fed by a monthly stoppage from their
wages, and, by the statutes in force, the right of superanuation
cannot be acquired until after twenty-five years of service and
fifty-five years of age, conditions which are considered hard, as
the health of few engine drivers and firemen is equal to such
duration of work. Amongst the men discharged were five who
had already served from twenty to twenty-three years, and they
were at once stripped of the fruit of all their savings. Under these
circumstances the men appealed to the Council of Prud’hommes,
and the company were condemned to return the men the
whole amount which they had paid to the superannuation fund, but
without interest. The company, however, denied the competency
of the Council of Prud’hommes, on the ground that, according to the
terms of the law, the council could only pronounce on the differences between employers and workmen ; and on the extraordinary
plea that the engine drivers, by the high rate of their wages, and
by the special knowledge which their occupation demanded, belonged to a higher sphere than the workmen properly so called
the Tribunal of Commerce admitted the arguments of the company, quashed the judgment of the Council of Prud’hommes,
and appointed the hearing of the case on its merits for the
8th of the present month, This decision has caused considerable astonishment, and it is argued that under such circumstances
the control of the funds in question should be taken from the
companies, and ete in the hands of the State, so that the future
of the men should not depend upon the enforced interruption of
their service. The Moniteur Universel, in commenting upon the \
above circumstances, and advocating the placing of the pension funds in the hands of the Government, says :—*‘ In expressing
this opinion, we are only moved by considerations of justice.
Socialism is more than an Utopia, it is a danger: it is unwise to furnish it with arms by means of arrogant proceedings and untenable pretensions. All professions and all classes
have duties to fulfil and rights to protect. Those of the engineers
and stokers appearto us evident, in the case in point, and we
believe that they will be recognised by the Tribunal of Commerce.
SoutH KEnsinaTon MuseuM—Visitors during the week ending We shall take an opportunity of returning to the question of the
February 17th, 1872 :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free, constitution of the workmen’s superannuation funds, and hope to
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Museum, 33,747; Naval rm other prove that their independent working, under the surveillance of
Galleries, 2626 ;on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admission the Government, wil be a guarantee of order, and equally serviceboar from = a.m. es 1. eee meet| sec dha og able in the interests of employers and of workmen.” The case of
eries, 91; total, 40,484; average
corresponding w
in the French drivers and stokers is certainly a hard one ; they are
Init6,P as 12,223, Total from the opening of the Museum, not paid so well as those of our country, and the loss of their claim
1985,
on
superannuation fund would be a grievous injustice,
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showed that radiant heat was reflected by curved surfaces, and
Professor Tyndall said that the conclusion deducible from all
PROFESSOR TYNDALL ON THE IDENTITY OF refracted
by lenses, just like light.
these facts was that the thing called radiant heat was part and
LIGHT AND RADIANT HEAT.
The lecturer then called attention to the power possessed by a
‘cel of the radiations from all luminous bodies. There are feeble
of Iceland spar, of dividing a ray of light into two we invisible rays of radiant heat beyond the blue end of the spectrum.
On Friday evening, February 2nd, Professor Tyndall lectured at crystal
“enllanny* and on “cakeadrdinary *ray. A ray
of light AB Within the very short range of the visible spectrum lies all that vast
the Royal Institution on the “Identity of Light and Radiant on
(Fig. 2) was sent through the lens E, and then through the brass | wealth of colour which is the origin of so much beauty both in
Heat.” Sir Henry Holland, Bart., M.D., presided.
nature
and in art. If they asked him how came light
to be thus
Professor
ll, after stating that he appeared there that
composed, and how external nature so sifted the light as to give to
evening but to stop a gap, and to relieve a scientific friend from a
the flowers of the field and the leaves of the forest trees their
its achievements in the past |
difficulty, said :—Whether we
richness of beauty, and how it is that we have a sense of the
or its promise and tendency in the future, all that we know of |
utiful which has grown up in the midst of these agencies, and
physical science—every bent and bias which we receive from its |
|how it is that men derive perfection and elevation of mind from
pursuits—tends to confirm the dictum of the poet regarding this
the
contemplation of this beauty—he would answer that the soluuniverse :—
tion of the problem must be left for philosophers to discover. He
** All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
Mae
thought that yA could but give an approximate solution, and that
Whose body nature is.”
tube F, which contained a crystal of Iceland spar; the ray was
If I halt here, and omit the next clause of the couplet, it is not consequently split into the tworays K and H. All light was then the real root of the matter must for ever lie beyond them.
because physical science has arrived at any conclusion hostile to cut off by means of the trough of solution of iodine D. The rays
that clause, at all events in its profounder signification, but of heat still passed, and were divided into two by the crystal, as |
THE CHEMICAL SOCTETY.
simply because what the poet goes on to affirm lies outside the proved when the thermo-pile N was placed eitherat K or H. In
On erg ae February the 15th, 1872, Dr. Frankland, F.R.S.,
sphere of science. We, as physical students, have to do with either case there was a deflection of the galvanometer needle,
nature only, and our view of nature could not be more happily because of the warming of the face of the pile. Thus radiant heat, smaageenne in the chair, after the minutes of the last meeting had
n read, and the donations to the Society announced, Dr. J.
expressed than by the figure employed by the poet. For our like light, can be polarised, and divided into an ordinary and an
Watts and Messrs. C. W. Siemens and J. L. Vanderstraaten were
vocation, and the delight and discipline that it confers, does not extraordinary ray.
consist in the registration of unrelated facts and phenomena, nor
In the next experiment he crossed two tourmalines A B, and formally admitted as Fellows. The following names were read for
even in the invention of steam engines and electric telegraphs, but D K (Fig. 3), and threw an image of them upon the screen ; when the first time :—Messrs. George Attwood, Edward Northway Butt,
in the searching out and discovery of relationship between the
they were laid over each other with their and William Moss Bowron. For the third time :—Messrs. Lidwig
various parts of a system, whose parts we hold to be as closely
A
FIG.3 Jongitudinal axes parallel light passed Mond, Edward Kinch, Edward Packard, jun., John Ruffle,
and definitely related to each other as are the various organs and
through both of them, but when they Frederick John Barrett, Edward Handfield Morton, and Ross
functions of the living body itself.
were crossed at right angles light could Scott, M.A., who were then balloted for, and declared duly
not get through them where they were | elected.
It was this spirit of search—this capacity and desire developed
Professor Roscoe, F.R.S., “‘On the Study of some Tungsten
superimposed; consequently a dark square
amid natural agencies, to detect the lines of connection between
patch E was seen uponthescreen. The Compounds:” The speaker first gave a résumé of the labours of
these agencies—that gave for a time such keen interest to the dispounds of tungsten which had reference
one tourmaline cut off the vertical vibra- other chemists on those
cussion whether light and heat were essentially different things, or
tions of light, and the other tourmaline to the determination of its combining number, especially criticising
whether a substantial identity existed between them. It is not
5
the horizontal vibrations, consequently the observations of Persoz, who considered the metal to be, like
so very many years since that most excellent experimenter and
:
darkness was the result. When a piece | arsenic, a pentad element, and had in consequence assigned to it
philosophical inquirer, Melloni, isolated from a solar beam a
rilliant light, and finding it incompetent to affect his most sensi- of mica, held in a certain position was pushed between the two | the atomic weight 153, being five-sixths of that usually given,
tive thermoscopic apparatus, concluded that light and heat were tourmalines it seemed to scrape away the dark square patch, and | namely, 184. He had prepared and examined a number of
ially twisted tungsten compounds which appeared to establish definitely that
essentially distinct.
But in drawing this conclusion Melloni for- it let the light through. This was because it
got that he was implicitly dealing with an instrument of round some of the rays coming through the first crystal, and then this element had the atomic weight 184. Four chlorides had been
almost infinitely greater delicacy than his thermoscopic appara- they could get through the second. It was a case of the resolution | obtained, WCl,, WCl,, WCl,, and WCle, of which the first three
tus; he forgot that the human eye and the
i
ted of forces. Next he showed that two Nicol’s prisms acted like the corresponded to the oxides WO,, W, O; and W%. The hexawith the eye are capable of being vividly excited by an amount of tourmalines; in one position light would pass 7 somes 4 both of them; chloride, a solid crystalline substance, was formed by passing
force which, when translated into heat, might defy all the thermo- when one was then turned half way round light could not get chlorine over heated metallic tungsten prepared from pure tungstic
meters in the world to detect it. Melloni himself subsequently through both of them, and darkness was the result. Mica inter- acid, taking great care to exclude moisture and oxygen, which
modified his conclusion. It is not so very long since the late posed between the crystals seemed to scrape away this darkness, would give rise to the formation of oxychlorides. In order to
Principal Forbes was eagerly engaged in establishing the impor- and so did a piece of pressed glass K (Fig. 4) placed in the brass obtain tungstic acid pure and free from sodium, it was found
necessary to convert the acid from commercially ‘‘ pure tungstate
FIG.4
tant point that radiant heat, like light, is —— of being frame E, and compressed by means of the two screws
of sodium” into the ammonium compound which was then
4
polarised. Since that time Knoblauch, Foucault, Fiveau, and A, B. Some of these experiments were then repeated
repeatedly crystallised ; the presence of even a trace of sodium is
Seebeck have applied their refined experimental skill to this ques- with dark rays of heat. The trough A (Fig. 5) cut
easily detected in tungstic acid, as when ignited it acquires a green
tion of identity ; and those excellent investigators De la Provos- off the —. B, E, are the two large tubes containing
tinge from formation of some lower oxide of tungsten, whilst the
tage and Desains pushed the analogy between light and heat so the Nicol’s prisms ; D, a lens, and F the thermo-pile;
acid in a pure state is of a yee colour, without any shade of
E
far as to prove that the magnetisation of a ray of light in Fara- the dotted line K K, shows the path of the rays. As
green. The vapour density of the hexachloride taken at 440 deg.
day’s sense of that term has its parallel in the magnetisation of a one of the prisms was turned round the face of the
gave numbers considerably too low for the atomic weight 184,
pile F grew alternately warmer and colder according
ray of heat.
ae
whilst at 350 deg. the results corresponded to it, showing that at
It was, however, in
private cabinets that these experi- to the angle of prism, showing that more heat passed
the higher temperature dissociation or decomposition took place,
menters obtained their rese:«s, and the results were in most cases just where more light had before passed; when no
which was confirmed by the fact that when the hexachloride was
so small as to require the utmost stretch of attention on the part eat was passing the placing of a sheet of mica be| heated to a high temperature in a current of carbonic anhydride
of a skilled observer to detect them. But science grows; our tween the crystals permitted heat to pass, The pochlorine was given off. This tungsten compound may be crystallised
a
experimental means augment as our knowledge expands, and larisation of heat was first proved by Principal
| from carbon disulphide, and is not deliquescent when quite free
Forbes,
of
St.
Andrew’s,
but
the
effects
shown
to
a
B
recent discoveries and improvements will I trust enable me to
from the pentachloride and oxychloride. The pentachloride WCl;,
inake evident to you to-night effects which have been hitherto con- great audience by these experiments were larger
which is also a crystalline solid, was obtained from the hexachloride
fined to far more limited circles, some of which indeed have been
Fic.s5.
by heating it in a current of hydrogen and then distilling off the
only seen by the observers who first noticed and described them.
volatile pentachloride from the non-volatile tungsten compounds
And if the accidents which often hold sway over lecture experiments
containing less chlorine formed. At the same time, tungsten tetraof a delicate character shouid prove favourable, we may be able to
chloride and tungsten dichloride are not crystallisable. Tungsten
push the subject a hair’s breath beyond the limits which observaoxychloride, WOCl, and tungsten dioxychloride, WO.Cl:, both
tion has hitherto assigned to it.
“Bina
| crystalline compounds, have been known for some time ; the former
Heat is presented to us in two aspects :sometimes associated
with ordinary matter, through which it creeps by the process of than any hitherto obtained. These experiments destroy many | forms scarlet needles and lamine ; the latter is pale yellow.
conduction ; sometimes not associated with ordinary matter, but, speculations once prevalent about radiant heat. In longitudinal Professor Roscoe has also examined the two bromides, the pentabromide and the dibromide, and believes that a tribromide WBr
like light, flying through space with immense velocity. In this
exists, although he has as yet
latter form it is called ‘‘radiant heat.” Radiant heat obviously
Fic
6
been unable to isolate it. Tung
and palpably comes tous from the sun, but here it is entangled
€
sten pentabromide was most conwith light. Let me in the first place endeavour to unravel this
veniently prepared by passin
entanglement.
carbonic anhydride satura
Professor Tyndall here threw a spectrum upon the screen, by
with bromine vapour over heated
means of an electric lamp and a single hollow glass prism, filled
PN
tis
metallic tungsten. It forms ve
with bisulphide of carbon. Then he held a red riband in the red
rays of the spectrum, where it looked red, but when he put it in
dark coloured crystals whic
undergo slight decomposition
the green, blue, yellow, or other rays, it looked black. <A green
when kept, bromine being liberiband looked green in the green portion of the spectrum, but
rated. The dibromide is not
when placed in light of any other colour it looked black. He
explained that the red riband was not heated by the red light, nor
crystalline. He had also prevared and examined the dioxythe green riband by the green light, but wherever they absorbed
romide WO, Br, the oxybrolight they were warmed. Heating always accompanies absorption,
and a black riband is black because it absorbs all the rays of the
mide WO Br, a substance crystalling in red needles somewhat
spectrum. Only where light is absorbed is heat produced, and
'
I
bling potassium chlorochrothe heat is the exact equivalent of the light absorbed. If a black
viband could speak as it was moved from one end of the spectrum to vibrations polarisation has no meaning, but in transverse vibra- | mate, and the diiodide WI2, which is the only iodine compound
the other, it would say that it grew warmeras it travelled from the tions there is a power of polarisation, and the experiments prove of tungsten he had succeeded in obtaining. From numerous
blue end of the spectrum towards the red end, but that further that radiant heat is made up of the latter kind of vibrations.
analyses of these different compounds, and from vapour density
The next experiment was the celebrated one first made by determinations, Dr. Roscoe has succeeded in establishing that
still, beyond the red, where nothing was to be seen upon the
screen, it was warmest of all. Those rays beyond the red were Faraday, generally known as *‘ the magnetising of a ray of light.” tungsten is a hexad, and from careful determination made with
not competent to excite vision, yet from that dark part of the A beam of light A, N (Fig. 6), was first sent through the Nicol’s the hexachloride has found the atomic weight to be 184°04.
h
screen very eye in the theatre was receiving rays which, measured prism B; _ then
Tungstic acid, being exceedingly difficult to obtain in the pure
Fic @
by the force they were capable of exercising, were more than a through holes in
state, gave a slightly lower number. A series of very fine specimens
of the substances we have just mentioned were exhibited.
E
ae
thousand times more powerful than the rays from the visible part the movable =
E, E, of the large
of the spectrum. He wished to prove this.
The president said the thanks of the Society were due to Dr.
i
The lecturer then substituted a small round hole for the slit in electro - magnet
Roscoe for having so satisfactorily fixed the formule of these
;
tungsten compounds by analysis and by determination of their
the electric lamp, whereby he obtained a spectrum curved at the D, D. Apieceof 4
<5
ends; then he placed a piece of red glass in front of the lamp, so Faraday’s heavy ~
vapour densities ; many of the elements and their compounds were
.
i
| like small islands in a vast ocean, which had only, as it were, been
as to cut off all the rays but the red, so that only a red circle of glass F was placed
i
:
| observed from a distance and never thoroughly explored ; and this
light was seen upon the screen. Then he slowly brought the face in the magnetic
~*~
H
ofa thermo-pile so as to catch the invisible rays to the right of the field between the
| might perhaps be said of nine-tenths of the substances with which
les. Then the
ee
red, without encroaching upon the red rays themselves; the face
| we profess to be acquainted. There would appear to be no doubt
of the pile was warmed, as proved by the deflection of the needle Gcaas
assed
!
that tungsten was a hexad from the careful examination which had
of the galvanometer, with which the pile was connected. Next he through the sebeen made of the hexachloride, but thought there must be somecut off all the visible waves by means of. a solution of iodine in cond prism H and the lens K, so that it formed a circle of light thing behind in the case of the pentachloride and pentabromide,
bisulphide of carbon, and again the needle was deflected when the on a distant screen, placed in the direction ye pean /the arrow R. which were abnormal. It would be very satisfactory if this could
that no light could get through be cleared up.
pile was placed where the red circle of light had a, been When the prisms were so arranged
seen upon the screen, thereby proving that rays of heat not seen them, then, when the movable poles were magnetised so as to
Dr. Williamson desired to know whether Dr. Roscoe had
by the eye were still falling there.
ese experiments also proved subject the piece of heavy glass H to powerful magnetic action, obtained the pentachloride without the employment of hydrogen.
the light at once
through the second prism, and the circle
that light and radiant heat were both refracted by the prism.
Professor Roscoe replied that the splitting yp of the hexachloride
In the next experiment he sent a parallel beam of light A flashed out upon the screen.
under the influence of heat showed that the pentachloride could
In the next experiment, the most complicated of the whole, be formed without the use of hydrogen; moreover the highest
(Fig. 1) in a horizontal direction, and reflected it upwards by
means of the mirror Professor Tyndall magnetised a beam of dark heat. The tungsten
d of b
ine known, the pentabromide, which
B D; the lens E then iodine solution B (Fig. 7) cut off the visible rays of the beam A was quite analogous to the pentachloride, was formed directly from
brought the rays to a coming from the lamp. D and K are the prisms as before, F, F, tungsten and bromine without the intervention of =
brilliant focus at H; the movable poles; E, E, the poles of the electro-magnet ; and
The president then adjourned the meeting until hursday,
all this could be clearly H, the heavy } ; Nis the thermo-pile, with two conical reflectors, March the 7th, when Dr. Debus will read a paper “On the
seen, because the float- P, P attached ; T is a cube containing boiling water, kept steadily at Reduction of Ethyl Oxalate by Sodium Amalgam.”
uently while the
ing dust in the air was boiling temperature by artificial means.
W from
illuminated as though dark beam A warmed one face of the pile, the dark beam
acted upon by a sun- the cube warmed the other face of the pile ; the movable screen
beam. Then all the R could be pushed forwards or backwards so as to cut off more or
THE SEWAGE DISINFECTING AND MANURE COMPANY (Lim1TEp).
light was cut off b less of the rays Y, thus giving the power of bringing the two faces —The prospectus has been issued of a company under the above
This
means of a_troug of the pile to the same temperature, and then there was no deflec- title, formed to work Hille’s system of Sa.
been used with
filled with a solution of tion of the galvanometer needle. Then, by magnetising the heavy is generally known as the lime process, and has
iodine in bisulphide of glass H, more dark heat could get through K, and at once the in- some
at Wimbled
Ys
carbon, placed in front creased heat was shown by the galvanometer.
ARINE ENGINES IN THE Navy.—As an appropriate comment
So delicate was this experiment that a very small and sensitive
of the lamp, but when
- articles on this subject which have recently appeared in our
galvanometer
had
to
be
used.
To
make
its
indications
visible
to
was
brought
down
upon
the
now
inile
the face of the thermo-p
, comes the news that the Hotspur ironclad ram has
present the little galvanometer B (Fig. 8) was illumivisible focal point H the deflection of the needle of the galvano- everybody
splitone of her condensers, and is at this moment lying helpless
by the parallel beam A from the electric lamp, and by means in
meter showed that the heat from the lamp still came to a focus at nated
Matters are going from bad to worse, and the value of all
port,
of the dial of the galvanometer
H. Next he totally reflected the _ in the direction F K, by of the horizontal lens‘D an image a5,
the recent additions to our fleet appears to be seriously com
0 seteting eee 5 ee mised
means of a prism placed at F; whenthe light was cut off again as was thrown on the screen
the imminent risk of a breakdown every time their
by
interposed
for
the
us
a
magnified
image
of
the
before, and the thermo-pile placed at K, it was proved that dark
engines are put under steam.
by everybody present,
licat was reflected to K y the prism, By other experiments he was seen
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Though
it was his fate to fall in the zenith of his powers, he has 344. AurRED Vincent Newron, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvement<
BLAND WILLIAM CROKER, C.E.
facturing
cu!
left behind him not only examples of professional ability, which | in the mode of and apparatus for
carpets and other terry fabrics.”--A communication from William
THE following notice of the life and labours of this eminent have added to the ppplic comfort and even safety, but ideas
— Morrisania, U.S., and Cornelius Morgan Meserole, New York,
engineer, abridged and adapted to the pages of this journal, ap- which, though not himself permitted to realise, will surely be
peared a short time since in the Grazer Zeitung.
adopted, and, while they augment the wealth, power, and happiness 345.J.8.Witt1amM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘“‘ An
On the 8th May, 1871, at the Castle of Weissenegg, near Graz, in of the State, will reflect on his fame a lasting honour.
improved wood ps
t.”— A
ication from Benjamin B.
Styria, was closed the earthly career of a man whose remarkable
Hotchkiss, New York, U.S.
| 346. WintraM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ An
modesty was the only cause why his name was not most constantly
improved machine for packing and securing blocks laid for paving and
and most conspicuously pronounced among us, and one whom the
for other like
ses.”—A communication from Benjamin B. Hotch
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
history of our time will bring forward with peculiar satisfaction
kiss, New York, .8.—2nd February, 1872.
and reverence.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
349.
James
Lanoton
CLARKE, The Common, Ealing, Middlesex, “‘ An
Of that band of able men who have raised themselves to «istineimproved method of and apparatus for preventing candles from
tion, and who, in doing so, have conferred the most solid and last- Grants and Dates of Provisional Protectionfor Six Months,
guttering.”
350. Joun CAPARN CALVERT and Joun Tay tor, Huddersfield, Yorkshire,
ing benefits on our age and country, assuredly one of the most re2633. Newron Witson, High Holborn, London, ‘Improvements in aa
in apparatus for heating water, steam, or other
markable was Bland William Croker.
sewing machines.”—5th October, 1871.
uid.”
He came of a family in the class of nobility, one of whom, high 2661.
MIcHAEL
TossELL,
Clarence-road,
Lower
Clapton,
Middlesex,
“‘
Im351.
Witt1am Topp and Davip Wiyy, Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improved
in rank and office, accompanied the English General Strongbow, at
proved mode or means of ventilation.”—7th October. 1871.
machinery for pressing, smoothing, and finishing woollen cloth or
the conquest of Ireland, where the family settled, and in which 2703. Puitip Brannon, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, London, ‘‘ Improveother fabrics.”
ments in the construction of fireproof houses and other buildings.”— 352. Pete. McDona.p, Black Rock, Dublin, Ireland, “ Improvements
country Mr. Croker was born at Blandsfort, in 1822, his father
12th
October,
1871.
in
self-inking letter, bill, and card-stamping machines and endorsing
being Captain Richard Croker, R.N., a commander of one of his
ANCELL BALL, Spalding, Lincolnshire, ‘‘ Improvements in invalid
apparatus.”
Britannic Majesty’s ships of the line, and his mother a daughter of 3305.
beds
and
couches,
and
in
fittings
therefor.”
—7th
December,
1871.
353.
WALTER BLUNDELL, Mark-lane, London, ‘‘An improved compound
General Bland, of Blandsfort. Captain Croker was cousin of the 3469. Joun Davies, Buckingham Palace-road, London, ‘‘ Improvements
cape, applicable also for use as a bed and for other purposes.”
Right Hon. John Wilson Croker, some years since English secrein the application and adaptation of electrical currents to certain 355. W1LL1aM Betts, Wharf-road, City-road, London, “ Improvements in
to the Admiralty. After receiving a liberal education, Bland
parts of the
y, and in the means for effecting the same.”—22nd
meine or apparatus for capsuling bottles and other like recepDecember, 1871.
W. Croker chose for himself the profession of civil engineer, and
tacles.”
WiLt1am THomas Younc Dicey, Park House, Walmer, Kent, “ Im- 356. AARon LurkIN Dennison, Handsworth, Staffordshire, ‘‘ Improveentered the office of his cousin and guardian, the late W. Tierney 151.provements
in
the
construction
of
steam
vessels
and
sailing
vessels.”—
ments
in watches and pocket chrononieters.”
Clark, C.E., F.R.S., whose name will lastingly remain attached to
January, 1872.
357. James Lee Norton, Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludgate-hill, London,
some of the noblest works of engineering and architecture. Under 192.18thANcus
Stewart
Macprarmip,
Liverpool,
‘‘
Improvements
in
ma“Improvements
in stables, sheds for cattle, and slaughter-houses, an
the teaching and direction of this world-renowned engineer and
chines for cleaning wool skins.”
in paving or flooring for the same and other surfaces.”
improver of iron bridges, he worked at the plans for the erec- 194. THomas Kossutu Scruton, Birmingham, ‘‘ Improvements in the 358. Epwarp Burcess, Mountroy, Wells, Somersetshire, ‘‘ Improvements
manufacture of neckties or cravats.”—20th January, 1872.
in apparatus for evaporating and incinerating alkaline lyes or solutions
tion of the great bridge over the Danube, at Pesth-Buda, and
Joun Box, Newton House, Newton-road, London, ‘‘A new and
ordinarily used in the manufacture of paper, and in the treatment of
for ten years remained Mr. W. T. Clark’s constant companion, 282.improved
method of and apparatus for preparing and condensing peat
such solutions, when spent, for the purpose of recovering therefrom
during which period they annually left England together to inspect
for
fuel
without
moulding
or
pressing,
and
also
for
a
new
and
improved
valuable
chemical products.”-—3rd February, 1872.
and further the progress of this gigantic work, which now unites
oven for making peat charcoal.” —30th January, 1872.
WALTER WELDON, The Cedars, Putney, Surrey, ‘‘ Improvements in
those towns into one, and in the words of the Zeitung :—-‘‘It is 290. WILLIAM ForD SMITH and ARTHUR Coventry, Gresley Ironworks, 359.obtaining
and decomposing sulphate of sodium and sulphate of
Salford, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in planing machines.”
not too much to assert that from the erection of this great suspenpotassium, and in obtaining hydrochloric acid and chlorine.”
EDUARD BaRTHELMES, Berlin, Prussia, ‘“‘Certain improvements in 360. WitL1aAM VaLe, Birmingham, “ Improvements in watch keys.”
sion bridge must be dated the revival of Hungary’s political and 291.shuttle
sewing machine.”
$61. James GLENCAIRN CUNNINGHAM and JosEPpH CorBIN, Ramsgate,
intellectual history, especially as regards Pesth and Buda.”
Bexsamin Dopson, THomas Henry Rusnton, and WILLIAM Dosson,
— ae improved agent to be used in the preparation or production
B. W. Croker, while still so young, evinced such unusual talent, 292.= men
Lancashire, “Improvements in machinery for ginning
of baths.”
energy, and love for his profession, that Mr. Clark entrusted him
cotton.”
362. ALBERT GEORGE BELL, Wardour-street, Oxford-street, London, ‘‘ An
with the superintendence of a bridge of the same kind at Welbeck 293. Ropert Jounson, Bradford, Yorkshire, “Improvements
in the
improved galvanic belt.”
mode of and apparatus for drying and superheating steam. ’
Abbey, for the late Duke of Portland, in memory of his son, Lord
363. Ropert Brovcn, Sunderland, ‘Improvements in steam engine
James Know es, Eagley Bank, near Bolton, Lancashire, ‘An imgovernors and speed regulators for machinery.”
George Bentinck, and his qualities, social and professional, were 294.proved
instrument
for
rooting
up
weeds.”
ALLEN OLpRoyp, Leyton, Essex, “Improvements in the manuso highly appreciated, that he occupied an honoured place at his 295. Gustave PiepBpevr, Seymour-chambers, Adelphi, London, “Im- 864.facture
of india-rubber and other tobacco pouches and purses.”
Grace’s board during his stay; and afterwards on learning that Mr.
in apparatus for the manufacture of steam boilers.”
365. Epwarp Fietp, Chandos-chambers, Adelphi, London, and FRANCcIs
Croker was interested in the Amsterdam Waterworks, the Duke 296.provements
Joun Cvoper, Birmingham, ‘Improvements in moulding boxes
MicHaEL Cotton, Foulis-terrace, Kensington, London, ‘‘ Improvements
took £4000 worth of the shares as a descendant of the old Dutch
used in making moulds for casting metals.”
in steam engines.”
family of Bentinck, and as a proof of his confidence in Mr. Croker’s 297. Jonny }Epwarps, Cassland-crescent, South Hackney, London, “ Im- 369. Epmunp Pace, Bow Common, London, ‘‘Improvements in main the permanent way of railways.”
chinery or apparatus for cutting splints.”
talents. To this latter great enterprise he was appointed resident 298.provements
MontacvE
WIGZELL,
George-street,
Croydon,
Surrey,
‘A
new
or
370.
Grorce RypiitL, Grove House, Dewsbury, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improveengineer, which he held for five years during the lifetime and after
improved drawing board for the purpose of stretching drawing paper
ments in machinery and apparatus for dyeing or staining animal and
the death of his relative and friend W. T. Clark, and did not quit
(or other materials for drawing, tracing, or painting upon) on one or
vegetable
substances ; also suitable for drying the same and for bleachHe land until an abundant supply of pure water had been provided
both of its sides.”
ing purposes.”
for Amsterdam. This great work, which involved an amount of 299. James STEELE, Sparkbrook, Warwickshire, “An improved claw 371. SamveL Wricut WILKrINsoN, Stockport, Cheshire, ‘‘ Improvements
wrench
for
screwing
gas
pipes
and
for
other
similar
purposes.”
in
machinery
and apparatus for winding and balling yarn.”
patience, labour, and resource hardly credible, first in the search
Writ1am RosBert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Improveand discovery of an adequate supply, which was at length found 301. Jane Amies, Guernse7, Channel Islands, ‘‘ Improvements in foot 373.ments
in the manufacture of sheet iron.”—A communication from
in the Dunes Harlem, called forth talents in his chief and in him 302.warmers.”
CHARLEs Woop, Tees Ironworks, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, Yorkshire,
Benjamin Morison, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.
which were so highly appreciated that they won for him the friend‘‘Improvements in apparatus for cooling blast furnaces or smelting 376. HENRI ADRIEN BONNEVILLE, Piccadilly, London, “‘A new and
ship of several of the most noted houses in Amsterdam, proof of
furnace slag or scoria as it runs from the furnace, and loading the same
improved alimentary drink.”—-A communication from Edouard Beckinto wagons or trucks in a solid state.”
which they gave by the advance of large sums in the furtherance
man Olofson, Strasbourg, Alsace-Lorraine.
of other important works in which he was engaged in that country. 303. JoHN AveRY Branton WILLIAMS, Cardiff, Glamorganshire, ‘ Im- 378. Henry Ho.ianp, Birmingham, ‘‘ Improvements in clippers for
in stoves for drying artificial fuel and other substances.”
clipping or shearing horses and other animals.”—5th February, 1872.
In 1857 Mr. Croker went to reside in Vienna, and in 1859 the 304.provements
Leon Rautr and EvGene Cuassan, Rue du Four, St. Germain, 379. Francis GERARD PRANGE and WILLIAM WHITTHREAD, Liverpool,
war between Austria and Italy assumed so grave an aspect that it
‘‘ Improvements in telegraphic printing apparatus.”
“‘Improvements in the utilisation of sewage.”
was deemed necessary to secure the safety of Venice, *‘ the grand 305.Paris,
JaMES ARCHIBALD Jaques, Tottenham, Middlesex, and Jony Banks, 380. Sam MENDEL, Manchester, ‘“‘ An improved mode of and apparatus
point at issue of the whole controversy.” How to effectually
Colney Hatch-road, Wood-green, Middlesex, ‘‘ Improvements in the
= applying colour to blocks for stamping trade marks on woven
manufacture of surgical tustruments.”
barricade the main entrance from Venice to Epignon was the
‘abrics.”
JouN DANIEL SpraGue, Bolinghill, Beulah-hill, Upper Norwood, 381. Wiitt1am WiLson Huse and Bensamin Toomas McKay, Manchester,
question with the Government, and they immediately sought the 306.Surrey,
‘Improved apparatus for sweeping or cleaning roads, ways,
‘‘Tmprovements in and relating to the manufacturing of floorcloth.”
assistance of Mr. Croker, as their most inventive genius and ablest
pavements,
paths,
and
floors
or
surfaces.”
382.
RicHARD BirpsaLL, Northampton, ‘“‘ Improvements in ornamenting
engineer, to help them. He at once accepted the office, entered 307. Joun Petrie, jun., Rochdale, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements applicable
book covers and similar articles, also applicable to the ornamentation
the arsenal at Venice, and, remaining excluded from the outer
to
hinery for
hing or scouring and drying wool and other
of leather, vellum, cloth, and other like surfaces.”
world for several months, invented and prepared with his own
fibrous materials.”
383. James Bett, Droylesden, Lancashire, ‘‘An improved shedding
hands the models of torpedoes, had them made and laid in their 308. ALFRED VincENT Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements
motion for looms for weaving fancy fabrics.”
in furnaces for the smelting of iron and other ores.”—A communication 384. Joun Puiuurps, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘“‘Improvements in
places under his own eye, and the complete protection of the city
Samuel Washington Harris, Hudson, New York, U.S.
ships’ signal lamps.”
was nearly its accomplishment when the peace of Villa Franca 309.fromCHARLES
ELmes PaRKER-Ruopes, Brixton, Surrey, ‘‘ Improvements 385. WiLL1aM Seppon SuTHERLAND, Warrington, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvewas proclaimed.
in the construction of military and other boots and shoes, or coverings
ments in welding or uniting plates, tubes, and other forms of iron or
The Archduke Ferdinand Max, then Governor of Venetian
for the feet and legs.”
steel, and in means or apparatus employed therein.”
Lombardy and future Emperor of Mexico, fully appreciated the 312. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ Improve- 386 Ropert TitLey, Birmingham, ‘‘Improvements in louvres and
ments in fluting or crimping machines.”—A communication from
louvre blinds, and in fittings or mechanism for actuating, adjusting,
disinterestedness «nd devotion to duty of Mr. Croker, who had
Theodore
M.
Tucker,
New
Jersey,
U.S.
and
fixing louvres and louvre blinds for various purposes.”
refused any compensation, and only requested that his wife should
McDovGALL, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the manufacture 388. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvebe provided for in case he fell a victim to his dangerous enterprise; 311.of ArTHUR
common
salt.”
ments
in the treatment of sewage and other ammoniacal liquors, and in
and as a proof of his high appreciation, wrote him a letter of 315. Joun Henry Jonwson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ Improvethe manufacture of certain salts for this purpose.”—A communication
thanks full of the most flattering expressions of the esteem of his
ments in apparatus or means for correcting or compensating for the
from Lucien Henri Blanchard, Ivar Bang, and Louis Léon Henri
deviations of the mariner’s compass.”—-A communication from Louis
Imperial Highness for his noble and unselfish conduct.
Provost, Boulevart St. Martin, Paris.—6th February, 1872.
Francois Alexandre Arson, Paris.
391. CHaRLes EarpLeyY BiLunc, Hatton-garden, London, ‘‘ Improverom thence Mr. Croker was summoned by the directors
Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ Improvements in apparatus for heating by the flame of gas.””
to take charge of the iron smelting works of Count Henkel 313.ments
in
separating
gold
and
silver
from
lead
containing
the
same.”—
393.
JouN SELLARS, Droylesden, near Manchester, “‘ Improvements in
von Donnersinark, at Zeltweg, in Upper Styria, where he
A communication from Clement Roswag and Alfred Nicolle Pauville,
the manufacture of size or other substances used for stiffening and
remained for ten years, during which time he devised and
Paris.
weighting
yarn, and paper.”
built the iron-plated corrugated roof of the marine arsenal at 314. WILLIAM ALFRED Gipps, Gilwell Park, Sewardstone, Essex, and 395. Georce cloth,
Smiru, Strand, London, ‘An improved instrument for
ALFRED Borwick, Lloyd's, London, “‘ Improvements in apparatus and
Pola, unique in its style of architecture, and for which and his other
clipping hair or wool from horses or other animals.”
arrangements for drying.” —3lst January, 1872.
397. JosepH Harris and Danie. Normincton, Birmingham, “ Improveservices to the State,he was honoured by having the knighthood of
Witt1AM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ An
ments in the joints of metallic bedsteads, sofas, couches, and other
the Franz-Joseph Order conferred upon him by the Emperor’s 316.improved
apparatus for detecting leakages in gas and water pipes and
articles of like manufacture.”
own hand. The Emperor afterwards bestowed upon him many
other
like
fittings
or
connections.”—A
communication
from
Andrew
401. Norris Parmpy StrockweE.i, Regent’s-street, London, “ Improve
marks of kindness. Later on he built the splendid roof of the
Gormly Myers, New York, U.S.
ments in sewing machines.” — A communication from the Howe
Elizabeth-westbahn Hoff and the roof of the new Court Opera 317. WALTER WeLpoyn, The Cedars, Putney, ‘‘ Improvements in the
Machine Company, Bridgport, Connecticut, U.S.
manufacture of chlorine, and in apparatus and arrangements for that 405. Witt1amM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “An
House, as well as that of the large market hall in Vienna. But
improved method of combining earthy or mineral substances with
probably the most remarkable proof of Mr. Croker’s energy and 318.ULGEORGEb ALLIBON and ALEXANDRE MAnsRE, Salisbury-street, Strand,
vegetable substances.” — A communication from Alonzo Hitchcock,
talent was the attempt, which he brought to a most successful
‘“‘ Improvements in steam boilers or steam generators.”
New York, U.S.—7th February, 1872.
conclusion, of introducing into Austria the manufacture of iron 320.London,
WiLL1AM
Davis,
Gainford,
Durham,
“‘
Improvements
in
the
apparatus
plating for ships of war, an art theretofore unknown in Europe,
for taking votes at parliamentary and municipal elections.”
and little more than begun in England itself. At Zeltweg he rolled 321. Witt1amM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ An im- Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of
proved burner for lamps and other illuminating —
comout a number of armour plates, some of which—acknowledged
Complete Specifications.
from Andrew Gormly Myers, New York, U.S.
to be of the highest excellence—were shown in the International 322.munication
ALEXANDER Bauman, Vauxhall Ironworks, Wandsworth-road,
Epwin Lioyp, Westgate, Grantham, Lincolnshire, ‘‘ Improved con- 389.Surrey,
Exhibition of London in 1862, with which the Austrian navy was
‘‘ Improvements in steam engines.” —7th February, 1872.
struction
of
sashes
and
frames
for
the
protection
of
flowers,
fruit,
and
sheathed, and the quality of which were most effectually and
392. FREDERICK Epwarp Biacket Beaumont, Westminster-chambers,
other trees and plants.”
Victoria-street, Westminster, and CHARLES JaMEs APPLEBY, Emerson
triumphantly proved in the battle of Lissa, when the Austrian met 323. Witt1aM WAPLINGTON and Grorce Et.iotr Barker, Sheffield,
street, Southwark, Surrey, ‘‘ Improvements in rock or stone drilling,
the Italian navy in combat, and where the Admiral’s ship, the
“Improvements in the
facture of speigelei
4
and boring apparatus.”—7th February, 1872.
Grand Duke Ferdirand Max, received the repeated broadsides of 325. Jounn Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Improve- 414.tunnelling,
ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Improvements in the manufacture of iron and steel.”—A communication from
the Re d'Italia without injury of the slightest importance to
ments
in the manufacture of metallic knitted fabrics and chains, and
Motier Nes, York, Pennsylvania, U.S.
her plating, while she herself sank her adversary to the bottom. 327.Charler
for the same.”—A cof, munication from William Edge,
Witt1am JosepH Curtis, Holloway, London, ‘‘ Improved means of in machinery
Thus Mr. Croker’s name is associated with one of the brightest and
Essex, New Jersey, U.S.—8th February, 1872.
and apparatus for obtaining ‘extracts or infusions from vegetable or 429.Newark,
WILLIAM IRELAND, Macclesfield, Cheshire, and JoNATHAN IRELAND,
most glorious moments of the new maritime war history of the
other substances, and filtering or clarifying pe agg ‘4
jun.,
Manchester,
‘‘Improvements in the manufacture of cast or
Austrian navy, as well as with the iron manufacture of the empire. $28. Georce Hayes Carter, Nottingham Lodge, near Eltham, Kent,
Bessemer steel ingots.”—A communicationfrom Richard Pink, Hoerde,
“Improved
hani
arrang
ts for converting reciprocating
Mr. Croker had himself planned, and had, in conjunction with Count
Westphalia.—1l0th
February,
1872.
motion
into
rotary
motion.”—lst
February,
1872.
Henkel von Donnersmark, obtained the concession for the construcWitttaM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ImGrLLyarD, Bradford, Yorkshire, “‘ Improvements in furni- 432.provements
tion of that gigantic work, the railway from St. Peters to Pola, about 330.tureEpmunp
in gas engines.”—A communication from George Bailey
for
locks.”
gr Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.—10th February, 1872.
twenty-two German miles in length of which are carried over the 331. WitL1amM WALKER, Liverpool, “ Improvements in and machinery for
Witttam Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘“Immonster lock-plateau of Tschitscher-Bodens. He also thought
the manufacture of hard topped and soft laid twine, mill banding, 444.provements
in metallic cans and similar vessels, and in locking devices
strands for ro} and other purposes, and cordage generally, from
out and planned a more direct union between the Danube and the
therefor.”—A
communication from Henry Wardwell Shepard and
flax, and other like fibrous material.”
Alféld Railway by means of a branch line from Epeg-Brod and 332.hemp,
Robert Seaman, New York, U.S. —12th Febuuary, 1872.
Francis MARK FRANKLIN, Noble-street, London, “ Improvements in
Sarajevo to the mouth of the Narenta Miindung, to thus bind
capsules.”—A
communication
from
Peter
Pyne
and
Samuel
Maurice,
Bosnia and Turkish Croatia morally and intellectually, as well as
Vivienne, Paris.
materially, to Austria, and by bringing the earth-treasures of 334.RueWitLt1AM
Samvuet Haraison, Gloucester-road, Peckham, Surrey, Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid,
Hungary and North-West Turkey to the nearest point of the
and CHarLes Gotriies Rorrer, Choumert-road, Rye-lane, Peckham, 434. Henry Evwarps, Staple-inn, Holborn, London, ‘‘An improved
rved food.”—12th February, 1869.
Surrey, ‘“‘ Improvements in the mode of taking the poll of voters and
shores of the Adriatic, to make Spalato the place of resort of the
for enum
and
ite votes, and in the method of and appa- 500. THomAs Henry Martin, Swansea, Glamorganshire, ‘“ Tightening
world, and to place Austria at last in a position rightfully to govern
piston rings to the cylinders of steam or other engines.” —18th February,
for recording and indica‘
the poll.”
as wellasenrich Dalmatia. While Mr. Croker was nourishing
this pro- 335.ratus
Horace A. Vernon, Tilbury Fort, Essex, ‘‘An improved trail of
1869.
ject, and as a first step was planning a chain bridge at the greatest
518. Epwarp Hewett, St. Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex, “‘ Cowls for chimneys
guns, dispensing with limbering and unlimbering.”
corn emporium of the empire—Sissel—he was overtaken suddenly 836.fieldGrace
Jowett, Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘‘ A new or improved apparatus
and shafts.”—19th February, 1869.
by death in the forty-ninth year of his age. He was a member of
520. James Barton, Church-street, Birkenhead, Cheshire, “ Heating
for beating eggs.”
the Institute of Civil Engineers of England, Austria, and Holland, 337. GeorcE James Cross, Kent, ‘‘A new or improved manufacture of water.”—19th February, 1869.
977. Joun Appy Hopkinson and Josepa Hopkinson, jun , Huddersfield,
for tramway wheels or tires.”
and stood as a corresponding number in close relation with many 339.ironJonn
Henry
Jounson,
Lincoln’s-inn-fields,
London,
‘
ImproveYorkshire, ‘‘ Direct-acting steam engine indicators.”—3lst March, 1869.
learned and scientific societies, both of foreign countries and of Ausments in 1 machines.”—A communication from John Lawrence, 456. ALEXANDER Morton, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Lateral action
tria—the land of his adoption—to which he was bound with as
or induction of fluids, &c.”—15th February, 1869.
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,
U.S.
eat and real a love as if it had been his native land. What he 340. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Improve- 502. Josern Newton, Leeds, “‘ Spinning flax, &c.” —18th February, 1869.
ived, thought, and worked in, to that he devoted himself wholly
ments in burning hydrocarbons, and in gerne to be omered 519. Herpert Toomas Jenninos and Tuomas JEenninos, Sidney-street,
City-road, London, ‘Steam engines.”—-19th February, 1869.
therefor.” —A communication from Joseph Kay Caldwell, Philadelphia.
and without reserve. As his sociability, bright and joyous
566. Hevry Bessemer, Queen-street-place, Cannon-street, London,
U.S.
humour, and good fellowship, made him the loveable and pleasant *Pennsylvania,
aren Grarton, Birmingham, ‘‘Improvements in pocket match
“ Cast steel, &c.”—28rd February, 1869.
friend and companion, so was he in his work full of rectitude,
olders.
640.
WitiAM CLarK, Baker-street, Portman-square, London, “‘ Clipping
openness, and energy, and never did the needy seek his aid without 342. JoHN THorPE, Stratford-on-Avon, Warwickshire, ‘‘ An improvement
or
orses, &c."”—3rd March, 1869.
sympathy and some cheering support and encouragement which
a
nents oe in themanufacture of garden tallies or plant labels as sai T8EY Bevis, Birkenhead, ‘‘ Screw propellers.” —6th March.
or
ers.
grudged no sacrifice of ease to achieve its end.
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era, near Swansea, Glamorganshire,
699. James Patmer Bupp, Ys'
“Tron and steel.”—Sth March, 1869.
465. Tuomas Wixper, Liverpool, ‘‘Spring couplings.”—16th February,
1869.
471, Grorcr West Royston Picorr, Halifax, Yorkshire, “‘ Manufacturing
varioug articles of commerce from materiaIs capable of being formed
either by tension, &c.”—16th February, 1869.
2
531. MAreminW Gray, Highbury-hill, London, ‘Covered electrical conductors.” —20th February, 1869.
4
697. JAMES ARCHTBALD Jaques, Tottenham, Middlesex, Jonn THomas
OAKLEY, G
road, Bermondsey, Surrey, and JoHN AMERICUS FansHawe, Totten
, Middlesex, “Grinding and surfacing rings, &c.”—
8th March, 1869.
f
vii)
491. FasiaN James Kyewsros, St. James’-street, Westminster, ‘‘ Writing
cases, &c.”—18th February, 1869.
494. ARCHIBALD Munro, Arbroath, Forfarshire, N.B., and WILLIAM
Bennet ADAMSON, Glasgow, N.B., “Cutting stone, &c.”—18th February,
1869.
496. Jouw Davipson Nicnot and James Eckersiey, Edinburgh, N.B.,
‘Drying and pressing printed paper.”—18th February, 1869.
508. WitLiaM MARSHALL CocHRANE, Surbiton, Surrey, ‘‘ Vessels for containing liquids.”—19th February, 1869.
511. ALEXANDER Henry, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., ‘‘ Breech-loading
fire-arms.”—19th February, 1869.
575. Ropert Morton, Bridge House, Nine Elms, Surrey, ‘ Gas.”—24th
February, 1869.
582. BerNarp Prarp WaLker, North-road House, Wolverhampton,
Staffordshire, ‘Shaping and finishing metallic articles by abrasion,
&c.”—25th February, 1869.
597. Joun ALEXANDER Forbes Suter, Hereford, and THomas CALLENDER
Hixpe, Fownhope, near Hereford, ‘Furnaces, &c.”—26th February,
510. Epwarp Dorsett, London-street, London, ‘‘ Heating, smelting, and
working metals, &c."—19th February, 1869.
p
558, ALFRED Jonson, Darlington, Durham,
‘‘ Coke ovens.” —23rd February,
1869.
594. Tuomas Moore, South Stockton-on-Tees, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Obtaining and
applying power applicable to the raising and lowering of weights, &c.”—
26th February, 1869.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £10U has been Paid.
401. RopertT W1LL1aM THomson, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., “‘ Steam
boilers.”—13th February, 1865.
507. SamvEL WHITFIELD, Birmingham, “‘Fastenings for safes, &c."- 23rd
February, 1865.
416. Ropert Joun Jones, Blue Pits, near Rochdale, Lancashire, ‘‘ Clog
soles, &c.”—l4th February, 1865.
452. Ricuarp Hitt and Ropert TusHincHaM, Garston, Lancashire,
“ Bricks.”—17th February, 1865.
450. JosepH Tuompson, Manor House, Camberwell-road, Surrey,
“ Safes.”—16th February, 1865.
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ENGINEER.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents.
Class 1.—PRIME MOVEBS.
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c.
2054. T. J. Smira, Loudon, “‘ Apparatus for obtaining motive power.”
A communication.—
Dated 3rd August, 1871.
The apparatus consists of say a metal pipe bent into an U form. One
of the legs is provided with a piston which is actuated by hand or otherwise. The other leg is provided with a hollow trunk piston closed at the
top, whose upper part is enlarged and forms a receptacle for the liquid
which is forced through the legs under the action of the first mentioned
piston. The trunk piston has straps with a connecting rod attached to
vive the necessary movement to the crank of a driving shaft. The liquid
may be introduced into the apparatus in various manners, but it is
preferred to connect a feed pump to the leg containing the first piston by
a pipe which is provided with a valve. The liquid in entering the pump
will cause a compression of air, which is allowed to escape through holes
made in the top surface of the receptacle, the holes being afterwards
closed by plugs or stoppers. The operator will know when the apparatus
is full of liquid ; as soon as the latter reaches the level of these holes,
and on closing them, all entrance of air to the apparatus is cut off.
2091. A. V Newton, London, * Governor.”—A communication. Dated 8th
August, 1871.
This invention relates to™a novel arrangement of parts for operating
by the aid of centrifugal force the supply valves of steam or other
engines.
2093. H. W. Wipmark, Bristol, “ Waste water valves of engines.” Dated 9th
August, 1871.
According to this provisional specification valves are substituted for
cocks, and they are controlled by steam or water pressure.
887. W. R. Laxe, London, ** Engines to be operated by gunpowder.” —A communication.—Dated 6th February, 1872.
This invention consists substantially in the arrangement of devices by
which two vibrating arms carrying hammers are simultaneously swung
or driven out by the explosion of a charge of gunpowder or other explosive material in a suitable chamber; also in the conversion of the motion
thus derived into a rotary motion, and by these means obtaining a constant power through the intermittent discharge of the explosive material used.
389. A. Baumann, London, ‘* Steam engines.” —Dated 7th February, 1872.
This invention consists in certain arrangements whereby the valve
action of steam engines is greatly ngnevel and which arrangements
are especially applicable to steam engines without rotary motion, for
example, such as are used for driving pumps and other reciprocating
machines.

matters from the fibres by means of beaters
upon a rounded surface, over which the fibreplants are
to pass. The plants
are then washed by meansof a brush and streamof water. For treating
plantain and other pulpy plants steam hammers or other stanypess are
employed in connection with troughs through which the fibrous plants
are made to pass as they are acted upon. The fibre is then washed out in
any well-known manner,
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
Mills, &c.
2051. 8. J. V. Day, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “ Anchor for ploughing.”
A communication.—Dated 3rd August, 1871.
The features of novelty which constitute this invention are the construction of the pulley, over which the hauling rope passes, whereby friction is
— i, and the arrangement of worm screws for raising or lowering the
anchor.
2061. U. F. A. Rosine, London, “ Cultivating land by power.”—Dated 4th
Avgust, 1871.
The invention relates to improvements in means or apparatus employed
for cultivating land by power, and for other agricultural purposes, part of
which improvements is also applicable to other purposes, and consists in
a jnovel combination, arrangement, and mode oi working, whereby a
single endless direct-acting rope or chain is employed for operating the
plough or other apparatus and for shifting the tackle.
2075. J. MARSHALL, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire, “ Thrashing and dressing
nachines.”—Dated 5th August, 1871.
:
This invention relates to improvements in the construction of the
frames or casings of combined thrashing and dressing machines, whereby
great strength and rigidity is imparted thereto, increased facility being
also afforded for mounting and supporting the various parts of such
machines. For this purpose the frames or casings are constructed of
wrought iron plates, of suitable length, in lieu of wood or angle iron,
‘ree by T, angle, channel, or other shaped bars of iron if
desired.
2104. F. W. Gitsert Eastleigh ** Regulating and adjusting the positun
of the frames of© expanding anc contracting agricultural aplements.”—
Dated 10th August, 1871.
The invention consists in carrying a lever through a frame, say
quadrant-shaped, having its fulcrum therein ; the long end of the lever is
connected to levers attached to the movable frames, and a screw-threaded
rod passes through the upper or short end ; this rod extends back wards
and terminates in a handle within reach of the workman, by turnins
which one way or the other, so the frames are caused to expand or c htract.

Class 5.—BUILDING.
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
aud
House
Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, dc.
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
2047. J. Hosken and F. Firevry, London, “ Waste water preventers or
automatic apparatus for regulating the flow of liquids from constant
320. Witt1am Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Pre- Tncluding Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Masupply pipes or vessels,” —Dated 3rd August, 1871.
ciinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
paring and preserving hops.”—A communication from David Addison
Clarke.—lst February, 1872.
This invention relates to water waste preventers of that class in which
Harness, dc.
37. WittiaM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Engines.” 2046. G. D. Davis and W. Hopcrart, Lowlon, “* Machinery for working the passage or way through the apparatus is closed by a valve falling by its
A communication from Joseph Symond Foster.—6th February, 157
own gravity and closing against a seat situated beneath it, and consists in
anchors on board ships and other vessels.” —Dated 3rd August, 1871.
3. Newron Witson, High Holborn, London, “Sewing machines.”the employment of a stationary tube or guide chamber containing a
The object of these improvements are, First, to save time and to give piston
capable cf vertical movement within it, and arranged to operate in
5th October, 1871.
greater
facility,
power,
and
security
in
letting
go
and
in
“
heaving”
or
2631. Jonn TaGELL, Smethwick, ‘‘ Automatic nut screwing machines.”
combination with the valve, so that the latter may be raised for opening
raising
the
anchor.
The
Second
part
of
this
invention
also
consists
in
26%9, WiLL1aM Simmons and GrorGE WALTER Simmons, Penge, and riding bitts being so constructed us to revolve when the cable is being the passage or way through the apparatus by raising the piston within the
Gzorce Smit, Strand, London, “Printing zincograph’c and other hove in, anc to retain the usual stationary position when the cable is stationary tube or guide chamber.
uupressions.”— 10th October, 1871.
,
2058. E. V. Neate, Hampstead, London, ‘ Stopping and vegulatinag th:
running out
2692. WiLL1AM Bowker, Manchester, ‘‘ Drilling machines.” 11th October, 2053.
.
extent of annular motion.” —Dated 4th August, 1871.
{
W. Pippine, Peckham, Surrey, ** Mechan sia applicable
to locomotion. ”
This invention consists, First, in fitting up a rod with quick threaded
—Dated 3rd August, 1871.
Pie Brannon, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, London, ‘‘ Fireproof
screw,
working
in
a
nut
and
with
finer
adjusting
screws
with
nuts
thereThese
improvements
chiefly
consist
in
the
ground
bearings
for
the
houses, &c.”
on, and with stopping staples or blocks through which the rod
and
2706. JosepH Extiicortr Hotmes, Buckingham-street, Strand, London, divisions of this portable rail, an arrangement to prevent wear, the action against
the finer nuts come in contact and arrest the angular,
of a brake, and the application of a well known motive power in connec- motion ofwhich
“Teeth for saws, &c.”—A communication from James E. Emerson.
rod. Secondly, in fitiing up doors, French windows, &c.,
tion with certain appliances for the propulsion of vehicles on portable with a rod the
12th October, 1871.
fitted as above, and placed near to the hinge by means of jointed
rails, railroads, and tramwayr, as explained in the accompanying arm to connect
2726. Witi1am LeatHam, Leeds, ‘‘ Ambulance carriages.”
them together. Arm sometimes to iold and sometimes to
2727. Samvet Moornovse, Cheadle Bulkeley, and WiLtiam Joun Ken- provisional specitication.
be curved to pass round obstructing projections. Thirdly, in fitting up
PALL, Heaton Norris, ‘‘ Railway signals.”
2065. R. Hopson, Middlesea “Indicating the names of stations.”—Dated | doors,
French
windows, &c., with a toothed or serrated closing bar and a
2731. Jutitus Homay, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘Rolled iron joists
$th August, 1871.
corresponding closing piece to be used together to regulate le of o
and girders.
The object of this invention is by means of visible signals to indicate
attached to window, &c. (or to one division of same if double), the
2734. Jonn Rowcrort MACFARLANE, Manchester, “‘ Charging and drawing to the passengers in a railway train the name of the station which the one
other to the frame of window, &c. (or to second division of windew). The
train is approaching ; this is effected by meansof an endless or continuous closing
gas retorts, &c.”
and catch, sometimes hinged to accoramodate angle of opening,
2755. ALEXANDER CAMPBELL Duncan and ARCHIBALD Duncan, Manchester, chain of metal or other plates, on which the names of the places or stations and thbar
e closing bar sometimes jointed to fold. The application as an
** Madder dyeing.” —14th October, 1871.
are printed or otherwise marked.
fastening is also included.
740. CHARLES DENTON ABEL, Southampton-buildings, London, “Iron 2067. W. Tuomas, Liverpool, “ Tramway cars, &c.”—Dated Sth August, espagnolette
2066.
E. Roperts, Ruthin, Denbighshire, “‘Heating apartments.”—Dated 5ti
and steel, &c.”—A communication from Zoheth Sherman Durfee.
1871.
August,
1871.
.
2741. GrorGE LoveuTon, Birmingham, ** Balances or weighing machines.”
The object of the invention is to provide omnibuses possessing the
apartments are heated under the invention by air which has
—l6th October, 1871.
of lightness, rigidity, and durability. For this purpose
the in- beenFirst,warmed
during its passage through a chamber formed at the sides
2749. James STEAD CROSLAND, Manchester, ‘‘Steam boilers and advantage
ventor
constructs
the
frame
of
the
body
of
angle,
tee,
tubular,
or
corrugated
of the fire grate, the heat radiating surfaces of the said
generators.”
;
iron or steel, so disposed and connected that the said frame shall provide and back being
made of fire-clay, terra-cotta, or like material, and not of
2756. EDWARD JaMEs HARLAND, Belfast, ‘‘ Propelling vessels.”
ample strength for the weight to be carried without support from the chamber
metal. The air enters by an opening or openings at the lower front to
2760. James BrouGH Pow, Worcester, ‘‘ Treating sewage.”—17th October, covering.
Each
main
side
framing
consists
of
two
bows
or
arches,
one
the
fire-grate,
circulates in the chamber > ne mentioned, and escapes
1871.
of
them
being
inverted,
connected
where
they
cross
each
other
and
also
apartment through an vpening or openings in the higher front
2767. Jacop Hotpswortn, Bradford, “Supplying illuminating gas to gas connected to lower longitudinal frames. The longitudinal frames which ofintothethefire-grate,
or through openings situate above these for the entrance
burners.” —18th October, 1871.
connected by tranverse or diagonal ties are connected to vertical | of the air. Secondly,
fireplaces constructed with the chamber above
2788. Sir ANTon1o Brapy, Henry Eeves Dresser, and MARSHALL Mason are
stanchions.
Each
pair
of
these
stanchions
terminate
in
an
arch.
A
|
mentioned
the sides, back, and top of the fire-grate made of or
Hagris, Cannon-street, London, ‘‘ Couplings.”—A communication from longitudinal upper frame connects the arches at the crowns, such upper covered withhave
fire-clay,
terra-cotta,
or other clay or earth on the side next
William Washburn.—19th October, 1871.
frame being connected by transverse, diagonal, or other top frames.
the chamber. To admit of easy access to the said top part the top front
2805. Lovis Marino CasELLa, Hatton-garden, London, “ Maximum 2071.
J. McHarpy, Loadoa, “* Railway signals, &c.”—Dated5th August, of the fire-grate is made movable.
registering thermometers.”
1871.
2809. Jutius Freperick Moore Pot.iock, Longclose Works, Newtown,
P. J. Exman, Stockholm, “‘ Window sashes and frames.” Dated 5th
A lever on the funnel is connected to the steam whistle on the engine, °2074. August,
1871.
Leeds, ‘‘ Compressing bricks, &c.” —20th October, 1871.
and when there is any danger a tappet mounted on a bridge which
2828. WittiaM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Ink- crosses
The novelty in this case consists in bevelling the top bars of the upper
line is lowered, so that when the engine passes under it the sashes
stands, &c.”—A communication from Seth C. Catlin.—23rd Octoder, lever willtheopen
and the bottom bars of the lower sashes of windows, or portions
the
steam
whistle.
1871.
thereof, and also those parts of the window frames agaiust which such
2857. Georce Camp, Whitfield-street, Fitzroy-square, London, “‘ Har- 2096. H. A. Bonnevitie, London, * Paving of roads, &c."—A communica- bevelled bars act, so that the sashes, by sliding up or down such bevels or
moniums.”—25th October, 1871.
tion. —Dated Oth August, 1871.
\| inclined planes of the frames, may be pressed closely against those parts
2889. THomas WILLIAM LocKyER, Cow Cross-street, Smithfield, London,
This composition consists chiefly and mostly of bitumen, asphaites, | of the frames in which they slide, the meeting bars of such sashes belng
“Silk, &c."—27th October, 1871.
and fire-clay, and can be used and employed in any country irrespective || rebated and pressed together bya lever, fur the purpose of securing by
9932. JonANNES HernricHh Lupwic THEODOR PortNneR, Regent-street, of the climates.
lateral pressure a close-titting window.
Pi
London, “Sewing
hi "—A
ication from Heinrich 2098. 8. T. Durron, Worcester, “ Points and signals.”—Dated 9th August, | 2085. B Turner, London, * Spring hinges for closing doors.”—Dated Sth
Pollack.—1st November, 1871.
1871.
Auvust,
1871.
2974. Jonn Keri Tuiis and James THomson Tuttis, Glasgow, N.B.,
The object of this invention is to make one hand lever and one set of
This invention consists of a box, in which is a bearing, in which the
* Finishing belts.”—4th November, 1871.
connections do more than the ordinary single duty, and thus by reducing upright pin of the hinge turns. A lever is fixed to this pin carrying a
3031. Jouw ScHOFIELD and WILLIAM MELLOR, Sowerby Bridge, “‘ Rigging the
nuinber of levers and connections to simplify the construction and roller, which works between two curved arms. These curved arms are
or doubling, finishing, and cuttling textile fabrics.”"—9th November, working
of the mechanism and to reduce the cost thereof. The essential connected to a spring, which tends to keep them together, and the centre
1871.
nature of this invention consists in causing the motion of one hand lever of which is so arranged in relation to the curved arms, that when the
3217. WrLLiam Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Lamps through
a certain angle to work the points or gates or stops, and the door is closed the leverage of the arms upon the roller is greater than
or lanterns.”—A communication from Joseph Weatherby Bartlett.— further motion
of the lever and connections to work the signal or another when it is opened in either direction. The centres of the gurved arms
28th November, 1871.
,
set of points; the movement of the same lever in the opposite direction have hexagonal or polygonal holes, by which they are fitted tothe spring,
3319. CLEMENT Gress, Addle-street, London, *‘ Distributing sand, &c.”
first working the signal indicating position of the points and afterwards and by altering their position the strength of the spring can be adjusted.
8th December, 1871
reversing the position of the points, and in case of gates also to work the A screw having a collar at each end works in « nut attached to the box
3242, Winu1am Verity and Bewnsamin Verity, Regent-street, London, stops
of the gates. To work the points and signal by one hand lever the between the ends of the curved arms, and by turning the screw the
“* Perforated fire-clay gas-burners.”"—11th December, 1871.
is made to give motion to a sliding open bar, having within it a exact poi of the arm: the roller, and the door, can be adjusted
3365. EBENEZER ENTWISTLE, Blackburn, ‘ Railway signals.” — 12th latter
tappet, which tappet on the motion of the bar engages with a fork of a when the latter is closed. Th» door may be opened more than 90 deg. in
December, 1871.
lever connected with the points, and thereby works the said either direction, and, when opened to its full extent, the spring and arms
3428. Grorce Lams Scort, Manchester, ‘‘ Ventilating mines and tunnels, cranked
points.
On the further motion of the bar the tappet escapes out of the may be removed from the box ‘vithout unhinging the door.
&c.”—18th December, 1871.
fork and the said bar acts upon the signal. By reversing the motion of
3456. Wrmuram AnpersoN, Inverkeithing, N.B., “Treating skins or the
hand lever the signal 1s first reversed and then the points. The
hides.” —21st December, 1871.
sliding bar acts upon the signal through a second sliding bar, tappet, and
4. Henry Hicuton, Putney, ‘“ Electric telegraphs.”
k
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
cranked lever. Combinations and modifications of the parts sub8. Jonn Kett Tutiis, Glasgow, N.B., ‘‘ Punching holes in leather, &c.”— forked
stantially as described are used when the hand lever is uired to Including Guns, Swords, Canon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Imlst January, 1872.
operate
upon
a
signal
by
its
motion
in
either
direction,
or
when
it
is
plements
of
War
for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, &c.
84. CHARLES MaTHEW BarKER, Kennington Park-road, Surrey, *“ Pro- wished to work two sets of points in succession. The hand levers are 2097. E. Jones, Birmingham,
“‘ Metallic cartridge case.”—Dated th
llers.”—10th January, 1872
P
¥
with double spring handle, catches, and quadrants for limiting
August, 1871.
128. ALFRED LeE, Hyde, “‘ Pipes used for heating buildings by steam.”— provided
their
motion
within
certain
angles;
and
in
working
level
crossing
gates,
The object of this invention is to prevent the corrosion of the metal
16th January, 1872.
: ;
c
instead
of
«
hand
lever
«
quadrant
rack
pinion
and
hand
wheel
are
cases
of
cartridges.
Just
before
the
finishing of the drawing up process
194. THomas Kossutu Scruton, Birmingham, ‘“ Neckties or cravats.”— employed to work the acting lever. The stops for the gates are worked
the cases are submitted (while still hard from the drawings) toa bath of
20th January, 1872.
by racked sliding bars engaging with racked
tin or a mixture of anti-~corrosive metals and that will melt at a low
. quadrants on the stops.
temperature.
All persons having an interest in opposing any one of such applications
should leave particulars in writing of their objections to such applications
Class 3.—FABRICS.
Class 7.—_FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
at the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
Preparing, Manufacturing, Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
rics, ae.
List ofSpecifications published during the week ending
2072. W. CLissoLp, Stroud, Gloucestershire, ‘‘ Carding engines."—Dated 5th 2070. E. J. W. Parwacort, Leeds, “ Flexible elastic waterproof sheets.” —Datet
17th February, 1872.
5th August, 1871.
August,
1871.
1481, Sd.; 1528, 28. 10d.; 1554, 8d.; 1556, 8d.; 1559, 1s. 10d.; 1567, 1s.;
According to this invention gutta-percha subjected to heat is used.
the distribution over the card cylinder of carding engines Ordinary
pitch, Burgundy pitch, tar, vallata, and consolidated vil, well
1578, d.; 1575, 1s 10d.; 1587, 1s.; 1594, 8d.; 1595, 10d.; 1599, 10d.; 1602, of Totheequalise
woollen and other fibres fed thereto, the inventor introduces a mixed
together in a heated pug mill, are added, and afterwards moulded
1606, 10d.; 1607, 8d.; 1611, Sd.; 1612, Is. 6d.;
Is. 4d.;
worker and give its and endway traverse over the whole width of into
1605, 1621,
10d.; 10d.;
1615,
1s.; 1623, 6d.; 162+, 1s. 2d.; 1532, 1s. 2d.; 1640. 1s. 4d ; short
any required form. Large sheets are moulded in a cylindrical form,
the
cylinder.
1845, 6d.; 1646, 8d.; 1647, 10d.; 1648, 6d.; 1651, 4d.; 1653, 8d.; 1655, 10d,;
having a mandril through its centre, mounted in a lathe, the cutting
T. UNswontH and E. WHa.uev, Manchester, “ Self-stopping winding tool
being broad ; it is mounted on a sliding table on a rest, There is a
1659, 8d.; 1662, 8d.; 1668, 8d.; 1676, Is. 10d.; 1678, Is. 2d.; 1680. 10d.; 1699, 2077.Srame.”—Dated
7th August, 1871.
roller revolving freely against the periphery of the material, so that
6d.; 1696, 10d.; 1712, 8d.; 1718, 8d.; 1754, 8d.; 1773, 1s. 10d.; 1787, 4d.; 1791,
In windlng for heald yarn, spindle banding, and all such cords, it is loose
4d.; 1792, 4d.; 1794, 4d.; 1800, 4d.; 1801, 4d.; 1806, 4d.; 1810, 4d.; 18lz, 4d; necessary
the
tool is guided over any irregularity and the sheet may be cut to any
that
equal
numbers
of
threads
should
be
evenly
wound,
to
length,
breadth, or thickness, and is suitable as a ce T wounds,
1816, 4d.; 1817, 4d.; 1819, 4d.; 1821, 4d,; 1827, 4d.; 1829, 4d.; 1834, 4d.; 1839, insure an equal strength in all
;
this,
with
the
ordinary
method
of
of coats, or other wearin; apparel, for waterproo
purposes.
4d.; 1837, 4d.; 1841, 10d.; 1842, dd; 1843, 4d.; 1846, 4d.; 1849, 4d.; 2792, winding, is difficult, and where it is attained it is at a considerable loss linings
When
smaller
are required the moulds are cast to any shape, oval
1s. 2d.; 2835, 1s. 10d.; 2954, Is. 4d.; 2960, 1s.; 2967, 8d.
of time and waste of material. This invention will save both time and or utherwise. sheets
The bottom part of the form is dovetailed or moulded
material, as the instant an end breaks the bobbin stops winding, leavin; into
a
cast
iron
plate.
When
the
compound
the mould and fastened on thé table of a pla
‘
*,**
tions will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on in all cases the end visible to piece up, without piling back or wasting cutter
fixed on a carrier on the cross slide, which has a
receipt of the amount of price and postage. Sums <a 5s. must be yarn or other material.
be used as lin’ for hats
by Post-office Order, ‘made payable at the Post-office, 5, High 2525. G. H. ANDREWS and W. pd New Brentford, “ Treatment of jibre- self-acting motion, Sheets of this kind
bearing
plants.”
—Dated
25th
September,
187
L
the operations cold water is
Hi
to Mr. Bennet Wood:
her Majesty’s Patent-office, SouthThe invention consists
in the separation of thé pulpy and ligneous material.
eoarteneings, Chancery-lane, London.
‘
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THE

ENGINEER.

An
Secondly, that, after being once set, no attention is —
except to fastened to the bed plate, and is provided with four cam
keep the hopper
full; and, Thirdly, in the large quantity produced for elbow oscillates on a stud fastened to the bed plate. One of the cams
gives motion to the elbow ; another drives the needle arm, another the
the driving power.
2023. F. A. ARMSTRONG, Bow, Middlesex, “A new game-board.”—A communication.—Dated 1st August, 1871.
This invention consists of a gatie board, which may be made of and the lever operates in com!
wood or other material or materials, which has a play surface a
| 2059. T. G. Knicut, Stockport, Cheshire, ‘‘ Self-acting barrel tilters.”—Dated
4th August, 1871.
it to the play of backgammon, chess, Polish draughts, fox and geese, an
This invention consists of a compound differential scroll, which is
other games for which different and separate boards are now commonly
Pang Diagn oeBag dinetycet nige tilted ; a chain connected
used. The claims of novelty are limited to such adaptation.
Class 8.-CHEMICAL.
e hinder
of the barrel is passed over and fixed to the smaller
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel 2025. D. Hancock and C. Pearse, High Wycombe, Bucks, “ Production of differential
scroll, and a second chain, to which a weight is suspended, is
lighting gas and apparatus therefor.” —Dated 1st August, 1871.
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
passed over and fixed to the larger differential scroll.
These
improvements
consist
in
forcing
air
through
a
series
of
vessels
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting, containing hydrocarbons, oils, or spirits, from which gas is or may be 2060. W. MILLER, Glasgow, “‘Hydro-pneumatic engines and hammers ”—Dated
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, dc.
4ih August, 1871.
generated, whereby the air becomes impregnated with the gas, and the
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the arrange“+ 2056. D. C. Knas, Paris, “ Treating refuse for making manure.”—Dated
3rd air and gas so mixed being conveyed through a purifier, the two are ment
of a pairor several pairs of tanks placed one above the other, from
utilised as a lighting gas.
August, 1871.
which the combined action of air or gas and water are by suitable
Tnis invention principally relates to treating azotated substances, 2026. A. V. Newton, London, ‘‘Handles of shovels.”—A communication.-— appliances
conducted to and caused to actuate the hammers or engines.
having generally an animal origin, in connection with concentrated
Dated 1st August, 1871.
hydrochloric acid of commerce at a high temperature.
This invention consists in the application to the ordinary shovel handle 2062. A. A. Croit, London, “ Meters for measuring water and other fluids.”
—Dated
4th August, 1871.
of
a
supplementary
or
secondary
lilting
handle.
2057. E. J. W. Parnacort, Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Consolidating
and solidifying
with a piston working therein, the rod of which
2028. J. T. Way, London, “‘ Manufacture of phosphates of soda and potash.”— A cylinder is employed
oils.” —Dated 3rd August, 1871.
an
The inventor provides a circular oil tank or receiver having a conical
Dated 1st August, 1871.
rotation, in order that an arm or part from such other axis ma:
This complete specification relates to:—First, the manufacture of acid pa
shaped lid, the apex of which has an opening. In the interior of this
rod or other suitable connection to give motion
to it
position of acid phosphate of lime by act upon a sliding
receiver there is a perforated tube connected to a pipe leading to a second phosphate of soda by the d
rod or other suitable connection actuates
a lever, which
a
receiver in which the d g ingredients are passed, by preference means of sulphate of soda, and the conversion of the acid phosphate of This sli
or projection acts on another lever carrying a quicksilver cham
sulphate of copper, but sulphate of zinc or sugar of lead may be used, soda into rhombic phosphate and triphosphate by the addition of soda, stud
other weight to cause the other lever to move just past the perpenhaving been previously calcined and pulverised ; this second receiver has either in the caustic state or as carbonate, substantially as described. ordicular,
when by the action of the quicksilver in the chamber or
facture of acid phosphate of lime by the decomposition
a cover with a small opening, provided with a lid to allow the pulverised Secondly, the
weight a sudden and positive
t is obtained for chan;
material to be
into it. The powder is forced from the second of chloride of sodium by means of phosphoric acid, and the conversion of other—
of the valve so as to change the direction of the flow
receiver in and among the oil by a fan, at a high pressure. thoroughly the said acid phosphate of soda in rhombic phosphate or triposphate by the
fluid to be
d. The trol: itof this
rotation of the
amalgamating them and producing a solidifying effect. The solidified the addition of soda, either in the caustic state or as carbonate, sub- the
axis by the piston-rod is effected by a stud from the piston-rod
oil is then passed through rollers, and has pulverised litharge sifted over | stantially as described. Thirdly, the manufacture of triposphate of soda other
acting in a worm groove in the other axis, such axis being hollow, or by
it. Any suitable pigment may be added. When required for floor-cloths, by heating together chloride of sodium and phosphoric acid (by which other
suitable means.
the above operations having been performed, he mixes with it a quantity means for each equivalent of phosphoric acid more than an equivalent of
—A coniof pulverised leather, or cork dust, saw dust, or pulverised peat. They chloride of sodium is decomposed), and afterwards treating the product 2064. G. T. Bousrie.p, Brixton, Surrey, “ Refrigerative vessels.”
munication.—Dated 4th August, 1871.
are placed together in a pug mill or other masticator, and thoroughly with soda, the soda be’ used by preference in the state of carbonate,
The said invention relates to vessels or utensils for holding, keeping
mixed. It is afterwards spread in the ordinary manner on a continuous and heat pers Beamer substantially as described. Fourthly, the manu4
sheet, and passed through rollers. When required of a harder nature, he facture of triphosphate of soda by mixing the rhombic phosphate of soda cool, and preserving articles of drink and food, and for other
>
mixes sulphur with it, and then moulds it into the required form, after- with carbonate of soda and heating the mixture in a reverberatory furnace, and consists of a combination of a form or body of wood, paste’
material,
wards submitting it to heat. When required as a covering for telegraph substantially as described. Fifthly, the manufacture of rhombic phosphate papier mache, or other light and xpensive non-condu
and
, or a lin only, of sheet metal, glass.
position of diphosphate of with a cove’
wires the material is made of the same consistency as used for floor-cloths of soda and triphosphate of soda by the d
and is put on the wire in the same manner as when using gutta-percha, lime by means of soda, eitherin the caustic state or as carbonate, sub- porcelain, or other suitable impervious material that will not affect the
stantially as described. Sixthly, the manufacture of phosphates of potash purity of the vessel’s contents.
viz., by forcing it through a die.
processes similar to those above described in respect of phosphates of 2068. F. Kaiser, Brussels, “‘ Ovens for baking bread and biscuits.”— Dated
2080. B. Tanner, New Brighton, Chester, ‘ Phosphoric acid and phosphorus.” by
soda. Seventhly, the
facture of phosphates containing both soda
5th August, 1871.
—Dated 7th August, 1871.
potash by processes similar to those above described in respect to The top and bottom of the oven are formed of iron nga set in brickThis invention consists in treating certain phosphatic solutions with and
of soda, and especially of a triphosphate in which two of the work so as to constitute therewith a rectangular chamber. At the front
sulphuric acid or oxalic acid, or silicic acid, or mixtures thereof, for the phosphate
equivalents of base are soduand the third is potash.
of the oven are two furnaces, over which a steam boiler is or may be
production of phosphoric acid and phosphorus.
mounted. Fiom the furnaces through pipes below the bottom of the
—A communication,— oven
2081. J. H. Jonnson, London, “‘ Utilising the gases from blast furnaces.”
—A 2030. N. P. Stockwe.t, London, ‘ Sewing machines.”
to an uptake at the back, thence through pipes in the upper of the
Dated 1st August, 1871.
communication. —Dted 7th August, 1871.
to a flue passing around the boiler, and thence through a return flue
The invention described in this provisional specification relates to the oven
This invention relates to the treatment of the gases evolved from blast
furnaces, and to the application of the same to the heating of reverbe- feed motion, and also to an arrangement by which the feed plate can be to a chimney at the back of the oven.
2069. G. Weston, Sheffizld, “‘ Cutting boot and shoe laces.” —Dated 5th August,
ratory furnaces, and to other heating purposes; also to apparatus turned up on a hinge joint.
1871.
employed thorein, and consists essentially in causing the said gases to 2032. L. Krerity, Belgrad, Serbien, ‘‘Gravitating rope bores.”—-Dated 2nd
The feature of novelty in the invention is the application of
hinery
pass through a regenerator, such, for example, as Siemens’ regenerator,
August, 1871.
the cutting of laces or strips of leather, parchment, or other material
and in washing and purifying the said gases by causing them, before
The improvement
ists in the ar
t of parts by which the to
which
to be cut in strips, by the use of a number of knives or
entering the regenerator, to pass through an ap tus specially con- apparatus is made self-acting for shifting the tools, and also the structure cutters requires
or by rollers fixed in certain positions, and made by suitable
structed for the purpose, which at the same time insures the said gas or and arrangement of parts for guiding and working the gravitating shaft mechanical
contrivances to travel over the material to be cut, or the
gases being supplied to the furnaces where they are to be burned at a orr
material to be made to
over or under the said cutters, knives, or
uniform, or nearly uniform, pressure.
2033. E. A. Cameroy, Paris, ‘‘ Apporatus for regulating the pressure in rollers,
so
as to produce the required result.
2086. R. Scorr, West Calder, Midlothian, N.B., ‘‘ Treating mineral and
delivery-pipes of water, dc.” —Dated 2nd August, 1871.
. Desey, Paris, “‘ Emery cloth and glass paper.”—Dated 5th August,
other oils.” —Dated 8th August, 1871.
In the distribution of water, and especially in the supply of towns, it 2073.1871
A connected series of vessels is pe ge tay for effecting the proper is important to diminish as much as possible the pressure in the delivery
consists of a composition employed in the manufacture of
mixing of the acid with the oil, and into the first of these the acid and pipes in order to prevent waste,
age, and excess of delivery ; and for This invention
cloth and glass paper, and is composed of about 2 Ib. of thick oil,
oil are led conti
ly, in suitable proportions, by a funnel or pipe gas, steam, or other fluid it is also important to limit the pressure in the emery
1 lb. of essence of turpentine, 4 lb. of a siccative known by the name vf
entering at or dipping down to the bottom of the vessel. The mixture, delivery pipe simply to the wants req
, and this improvement con- zumatic.
rising in the first vessel, overflows thence by a pipe or funnel leading it sists in improved regulating cocks. In one arrangement, at the side of 2076. A. Barctay, Kilmarnock, Ayr, N.B., “‘ Coking coul and generating
to the bottom of the second vessel, and it similarly
s to the others the passage of the cock there is a cylinder containing a piston, which is
gas.” —Dated 5th August, 1871.
in succession. Each vessel has working in it a revolving or other suit- lowered by sélf-acting means and closes the
more or less according
feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the leading
able agitator, to insure the thorough intermixing of the acid and oil; to the pressure, or closes it entirely when the delivery pipe is closed. offThe
the waste gases from blast
by suitable passages, to assist in
from the mixing vessel or from the last, when there is a series, the When in the supply of water the supply ae is fixed to one end, and it is the ofcoking
of the coal, and, admixed or not with air, to assist combustion.
mixture overflows into a depositing tank. This tank is divided into
uired to limit the pressure in the delivery pipe to two atmospheres,
compartments by vertical transverse partitions, extending close down to although the pressure of the supply is considerably higher, the following 2079. A. V. Newton, London, “‘ Belt fastening.”—A communication.—Dated
the bottom, and in each compartment there is an intermediate partition, operations
7th August, 1871.
take place when the delivery tap is opened. The water in its
extending across and higher than the other partitions, but not reaching passage through the cock raises the piston, and at the same time a small
The object of this invention is to produce a belt fastening which, while
quite tothe bottom. The intermediate partitions are by pref
set q
durable,
is capable of being readily attached and
y of water runs through a narrow
to the upper part of the simple,
ianahel
wi en and
A strong,
nearer the entering sides of each compartment, and the mixture descend- piston, then through an orifice to a leather disc, having above it a regulating
required
without the risk of *, ‘ ag ‘id tall: y
ing through the narrower space thus formed, rises up the wider fee and spring, and from thence into the delivery end of the cock. During the released, and which provides for the separation and
up of the belt
overflows from compartment to compartment in succession.
Ist the time the pressure of the water at the delivery end of the cock is not more without cutting the two ends, also presents a flush surface, and is
mixture flows through the compartments in this way the tarry matter than two atmospheres no change takes place, but if there happens to be exempt from catching in passing over or around pulleys.
and acid separate from the oil, and portions descend to the bottoms of less water drawn off, or the delivery altogether stopped, then the pressure of
J. H. Jonnsoy, London, “ Munufacture of beer.” —A communication.
the several compartments, whence they are drawn off by pipes commu- the water increases and causes the disc torise, and with asmall valve toclose 2082. —Dated
Tth August, 1871.
nicating with the bottoms, which last are made inclined, to lead the the orifice, and then as the water which passes through the narrow passage
The
invention consists in the employment in the process of brewing of
deposited matter to the pipes. The same apparatus is also used for cannot escape it acts upon the top of the piston, cau
it to descend to
starch of maize or rice, either in the form of powder or otherwise.
treating the oil with alkali or for washing it.
lessen or close the passage in the regulating cock. If the delivery tap is the
H. Prossor, Tralee, Kerry, Ireland, and J. V. Statrery, London,
2090. J. Duncan, London, J. A. R. NEwLanps, Brixton, Surrey, and B. E. R. again full open, the disc is reduced and the piston rises by the action of 2083. “‘ W.
Curing bacon.” —Dated 7th August, 1871.
NeEwLanps, Charlton, Kent, ‘‘Manufacture of sugar.”"—Dated 8th the water, and the passage in the cock opened to allow the water to_—
specification describes injecting into the sides of bacon
through as before, any description of regulating cock can be applied to a This provisional
August, 1871.
trated
soluti
f sulphate of soda, or other alkaline sulphate,
it a regulating water
The invention has for its object the removal of potash salts and am- gas, steam, or other fluid. In another arrang
nitrate of soda mixed with the pickle, which runs from the bacon in
monia salts, which is effected by adding to the saccharine solution sul- cock is made with a taper plug mounted with a two-arme: lever, having andting.
rs
phate of alumina sufficient to form an alum with the whole of the potash at one end a hollow sphere, and at the other end a counterweight, and the 2087. A. McLacuuan, Greenock, Renfrewshire, ‘‘ Cutting verges or edgings.”—
or ainmonia present. Instead of using sulphate of alumina a solution orifice of the plug communicates with the interior of the sphere by means
8th August, 1871.
in the plug and lever. As soon as the water on the letting TheDated
containing sulphate of alumina and phosphoric acid resulting from the of a
improved apparatus comprises a small iron frame with a socket
water
p
the air in the sphere piece formed
treatment of phosphate of alumina may be employed. After the removal off side acquires a certain p!
fixed on it in a slanting position to receive the end of a
of the alum, lime is added to precipitate any alumina or phosphoric acid and takes its place, so as to cause the sphere to balance the counter-weight, wooden rod oror handle,
by means of which last the apparatus is moved
that may remain, any excess of lime being removed by carbonic acid, or but the moment the weight of the sphere exceeds that of the counterguided along the verge m edging to be cut. The bottom of the frame
tartaric acid or acid tartrate of soda may be added to the solution for the weight the two-armed lever turns the plug of the cock to close the orifice and
may
be
smooth
to
slide
like
a sledge along the top surface of the verge or
more
or
less
to
regulate
the
flow
of
the
water
or
shut
it
off
entirely,
but
above purpose.
it is preferred to make it with an opening and to fit it with
without breaking the communication between the sphere and the orifice edging; tobutreduce
the friction of moving it along. At one side of the
in the plug. When the letting off pressure is lessened the counterweight aroller
frame
a
—~
recessed
part
Class 9._ELECTRICITY.
reacts to turn the plug, and enlarge or entirely open the communications. by which the cuttingis effected.is formed to receive a curved knife blade
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Apparatus,
_. L. Stewart, Edinburgh, “ Pens for writing.”—Dated 2nd August, 2088. W. Ferrie, Airdrie, Lanarkshire, ‘‘ Puddling furnaces.”—Dated 8th
871.
Electrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries.
August, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the employ2084. H. Hicuton, Putney, Surrey, ‘Galvanic batteries.” — Dated 7th ment
invention relates to mechanical puddling furnaces in which the
of vulcanite or vulcanised caoutchouc or india-rubber
as the material bed or hearth
August, 1871.
is made to revolve. The revolving bed has formed on or
These improvements consist in assisting the action of the negative of a of which the pens are made.
fixed
its underside a cylindrical flange projecting downwards, and a
2045. G. F. James, Manchester, ‘ Fuzes for blasting and other purposes.”— circularto gutter
battery by the action of steam.
is fixed to the stationary sides of the opening, so that the
Dated 3rd August, 1871.
flange projects down into such gutter. The gutter is filled with water or
2089. 8. SHaRROCK, Liverpool, ‘‘ Telegraph posts.” —Dated 8th August, 1871.
In manufacturing hisimproved fuzes, the patentee makes use of a ws
ble liquid, or with sand or a suitable powder, such as ground
This provisional specification describes posts so arranged that each and similar
to the ordinary circular braiding machine. To this braiding other
firebrick
or
coke,
and thus
the connection between the fixed and
every different size or strength of post forms a part of a series, so that machine
he applies a self-acting feed apparatus for supplying the gun- moving parts without
interfering with the freedom of motion
whilst each may form a separate and distinct post for a special purpose
to the interior of the braid, which forms the cover of the fuze.
and strength, yet each such post is made to fit and join the others, so powder
2092.
W.
R.
Lake,
London,
‘‘
Sand
papering machines."—A communication.
that out of the different sized posts
uired for distinct purposes 2048. J. J. THomas, Woking, Surrey, ‘‘ Apparatus for cleaning knives.”—
—Dated 8th August, 1871.
Dated 3rd August, 1871.
—_
high posts of different and desired heights may be at once
The
present
invention
consists
chiefly
sand-papering wheel which
This apparatus
ists of arrang
ts by means of which the blades has an open centre, and is provided within aa series
ormed,
of blocks for holding
of the knives are held upon a cleaning board in a horizontal position, and the
paper, so
that tangent furrows are formed between them.
106. W. R. Lake, London, ‘‘ Machinefor covering wire with india-rubber, reversed
as
may
be
desired.
The
invention
also
includes
a
polishing
The
said
machine
a
substantial
framework,
to which are attached
&c.”—A communication.— Dated 10th August, 1871.
brush
formed
of
vertical
pieces
of
leather
set
in
an
oblique
position
in
a
standards for su
on cross a — a
of my |—
The said invention relates to a machine which is chiefly designed for
papering wheel.
is wheel is
t vel flanges for the
covering telegraphic wire wlth a protective or insulating substance or
blocks. The Pan ttre is placed on the blocks and
compound, such as india-rubber or gutta-percha, or compounds of these 2049. E. Haskett, New Hampshire, U.8., “‘ Alarum pump for navigable sand-paj
clam:
down
firmly
on
the
flanges.
The
means
for
carrying
the stuff
vessels.”
—Dated
3rd
August,
1871.
substances, or other gums or gummy compounds. The said machineis
The nature of the said invention may be said to consist in a sn ge under the wheel consists of upper and lower rollers; the lower rollers
also ¢ —— to the manufacture of tubes of these substances or comin blocks which at their lower ends are pivoted to a table,
and alarum apparatus composed in the main of three pump barrels, a have
pounds. The said machine has a cylinder for taining the subst
or compound in a liquid condition. In this cylinder is a screw of the piston to each, certain induction and eduction pipes, an air opening, a and at their other ends hear on a yielding substance. A sliding table is
to
on an incline. A screw and rod are connected to
same diameter or nearly so as the bore of the said cylinder. This screw stop cock, certain valves, a fountain and a steam whistle, and a valve and
extends through one end of the cylinder and is a
in bearings to key therefor, all arranged and to be operated by a cranked shaft _ — and by means of wheels can be moved endwise to raise or
turn freely within the same. The said screw is rotated by toothed wheels essentially as represented in the drawing and explained in the complete ower
2095. H. A. Bonnevitie, London, “ Filling bottles."—A communication.—
or other gearing applied to it outside the cylinder. At one end of the specification filed by the applicant with his petition.
Dated 9th August, 1871.
said cylinder the inventor places the die through which the substance 2050. J. Daruinc, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Lamps.”— Dated 3rd
This fs pnd is constructed so as to allow a great number of bottles
or compound is forced to form the covering or tube, and through which
August,
1871.
be filled speedily and simult.
ly, an
sists of a double-butthe wire and the said subst
toget
when the machine is emThe feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the applica- to
ployed for covering wire. The said dic is arranged at a right angle to tion of a sheath and springs for drawing out the wick as it gets burned tomed tank ouppliea with holes, cocks, and draining tubes; the holes and
the axis of the cylinder, so that the wire passes transversely across the short, which sheath and springs are applied to the spout of the lamp in a cocks can be opened or closed at pleasureby meansof a mechanism consisting of a lever or nut screws.
end of the screw or at a right angle to its axis. Ina line with the die, suitable manner.
and inserted through the opposite side of the extension piece, is a tubular
W. Avery, Redditch, Worcestershire, ‘‘ Needle cases.”"—Dated 9th
E. Race, Lawley Vicarage, Wellington, Shropshire, ‘‘ Apparatus 2099.August,
guide, through which the wire to be covered is admitted and age to 2052.SorA.weighing
1871.
letters, parcels, dc.” —Dated 3rd August, 1871.
the die. At the rear end of the machine he places a thrust pin, which
flat case of sheet metalis
For
this
pu
a
weight
is
employed
which
is
connected
near
its
is arranged to receive the end of the screw and sustain the same
upper
end
by
joint
to
a
dial
on
which
are
marked
various
weights.
the back pressure produced by its action upon the contents of the cylin- A pointer is connected to such weight, said pointer pointing somewhat
der. The said thrust iy is formed with a screw thread, and is thereby towards
thereof, whilst on the other side of the axis of the
a
in a socket fixed on the bed or other convenient part of the weight isonean side
flap being
arm to which a clip hereinafter described is connected.
machine.
'
p thenesdies
ere
The dial is formed in the shape of an arc of 4 circle, and is provided withdrawn
the case and the top of the case is closed the spring
with a ring so as to enable the a
tus to be held in the hand or to flap. When into
the
holder
is
raised
the
spring
fiep,
by
Pr
upon it,
be hung on a nail. The clip is formedof steel bent into the form of
Class 10._MISCELLANEOUS.
position to w! i
brought. The
hooks at its lower end, and Just
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads,
wards at
side so as to form an o
above which the wire passes
Or
2014. E. L. Hayvwarp, London, ‘‘ Pavement lights.” —Dated 31st July, 1871. to the top where it passes from one side to the other. Over the straight sliding ds
holders
or
clips
may
be
arranged
side
by
side
so
as to form a
clip is passed a
which may be raised and lowered
so as compound case.
This provisional specification describes yore bey lights in ape
apply pressure to the article held between the jaws of the clip.
such a way that they may direct the light in an inclined direction into
2100.
W.
Wu1eLpon,
London,
W.
B.
Hays,
Baling,
Middlesex,
J. J. Hays,
the room it is desired to light.
2055. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Sewing machines.”
—A communication.—Dated
Hertingfordbury, Hertfordshire, “Peat and peat charcoal.” -Dated 10th
8rd August, 1871.
2019. C. De Neari, London, “‘ Machinery for the manufacture of pulp.”—
ugust, 1,
The bed plate is pories with a recess, in which plays a shuttle. The
Dated 1st August, 1871.
moisture from peat and moulding
The features of novelty of this invention consist, as regards the first inventor uses a cloth-holder composed of three parts, an upper, lower, and
of drying chambers
and seasonmachine, First, in there being no necessity to cut the wood to any middle part. The cloth, being inserted between the lower and middle ing bins for peat. Construction and working
of retorts for converting
recise length, no piece being too small to cut up; Secondly, in there parts of the holder, is firmly secured in its ition by turninga nut. The peat into charcoal.
in the bed
ing no waste or refuse; irdly, in the —_ icity of the machine; | said cloth-holder is fastened to a slide aegh ppt
8) moves across another slide; the motion of these two 2103. E. Jones and A. Gray, London, “* Working pumps in shafts, pits,
quantity which the
e can produce; and, plate.
Fourthly, in the
&c.”—Dated 10th Ausmast, 1871.
little skilled attention. As regards | slides guides the cloth-holder under the needle. This motion is derived
Fifthly, in the
req whing
This invention cvusists in effecting the working stroke of the plungers
the second machine: esFirst,
the uniformity of the pulp produced; from two cranks. A cam plate is allowed to revolve freely on a bearing
2078. W. Attanson and J. Pearson, Preston, “ Fastenings for chains,
guards, &c.”—Dated 7th August, 1871.
This invention will be of great service where it is desired to secure two
ends of any article permanently, so that any amount of crushing or displacement may take place without
of itself, yet by oa
pressing the projecting end of the pin it may be unfastened immediate’
it will be invaluable for bracelets, necklets, or guards,

~
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liquidation. At a
ing of his cr Ate, held last Tuesday his
lisbilities were shown to be £687, and his assets £377.
A public meeting of the inhabitants of Birmingham has been
held in the Town
to
ction an application to Parliament
by the town council for further powers for the improvement of
the sanitary condition of the borough, and to enable them to deal
with the sewage difficulty. On the motion of Alderman Avery, a
resolution was
authorising the town council to apply to
Parliament for additional powers, and to expend a sum of money
not exceeding £400,000.

or pistons of pumps by the direct application thereto of hydraulic pres- | out his present stock, and will not order again till the quotations
sure conveyed thereto
h ‘pipes from an
begun to recede.
hydraulic pressure. The. plunger or piston-rod 4 ‘or this purpose = have
Finished iron was very firm to-day, and singles sold more freely
than
last week at the high price of £14aton. Makers generally,
made to enter the same so as to admit the water under pressure
into the |
hollow.
Or a rod or small plunger on the pump piston or pl
is however, are averse to book even on those terms.
made to work in a cylinder into which the water under pressure
Complaints were rife upon every hand this (Thursday) aftermit
Two-way reversing cocks are ——_ to establish a communi- noon of the i
ity with which colliers and ironworkers
cation alternately with the supply pipe and with an escape pipe.
labour. The bulk of the colliers in this district began for the week
2121. W. Winter, Leeds, “‘ Sewing machines.” —Dated Vth August, 1871.
only yesterday (Wednesday) ; yet their representatives promised
This invention consists, First, in placing the lever through which for them when their hours were reduced, and their stints were
motion is given to the shuttle carrier in a vertical position, and directly lessened
one inch in the foot per day’s work, that they would work
under it. Secondly, in having a wheel or roller loose on its shaft, or
54 all the six days of the week.
tween centres, wy: under or over the work, so as to revolve freely in with
Mr. C. anes eo certain contemy lat dissues reg
conjunction with a fore motion or stepper feed. The work or material
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
rise to much gossip, but nothing reli
is
in ition
operated upon travels between the roller and the feeder.
(From our own Correspondent.)
2125. J. T. Smirn, New York, U.S., “‘ Umbrellas.”—A communication.— to what has been te made public. Tradet would act wisely if
Dated 11th August, 1871.
they discountenanced much of what it is now too generally the THE GLASGOW PIG IRON TRADE—THE NINE HOURS MOVEMENT—
The object of this invention is to give support to the ribs of umbrellas
to induge in directly that any one house is brought down
NEW
GAS
WORKS
FOR GLASGOW—PURCHASE OF THE GARTCOSH
between their points or outer ends and the joints connecting them with inractice
this district. Much mischief would thereby be averted. IronWorks—THE SEWAGE OF GLASGOW—NEW LIMITED LIABILITY
> — eee For this purpose additional or auxiliary ribs are em- masters’
difficulties are many fand great enough just now, without
ployed.
COMPANY—DANKS’
PATENT FURNACE IN SCOTLAND—MILNGAVIE
unnecessary and inconsiderate increase.
2126. J. T. Smirn, New York, U.S., “‘ Holding carriage umbrellas.”—A com- their
Gas WorksS—THE COAL TRADE—ENGINEERING—DRAUGHTSMEN'S
As in respect of pigs, so also with reference to ore and stone,
munication.—Dated 11th August, 1871.
ASSOCIATION—THE
GARVEL GRAVING DOCK—NEW IRONWORKS
This provisional specification describes a holder fixed to a carriage, by only little is now arriving from elsewhere than Northampton,
AT MoTHERWELL—THE CALLENDAR AND OBAN RaILWway,
means of which an umbrella can be held at any height or inclination, and whence, owing to the price of that mineral, the imports in this
can be turned in any direction.
district are more than ever large, while ironstone and gubbin, Prices have recovered their buoyancy and firmness in the Glas2127. A. Pirpeam, London, ‘‘ Combined knitting and sewing machine.”— the produce of South Staffordshire, is securing from 18s, to 19s, gow pig iron market. A large amount of business has been done
Dated 1ith August, 1871.
since the date of my last report, and it is expected that quotations
per
statute ton, and when calcined is from 26s. to 27s.
The inventor takes a knitting machine of that class which has a single |
to advance beyond the present market rates. At toneedle and a reciprocating comb, commonly known as the “‘ Hinckley” | Enormous prices are being got by colliery proprietors and lessees will continue
(Wednesday) market a few —_ transactions took place at
knitting machine. He attaches the knitting mechanism by hinges to | of this district. Even for mill and forge purposes as much as 14s. day’s
the
in such a manner that it can be swung down in front of the a ton is being paid for thick coal, and 18s. for domestic use. Even 76s., one month, and 75s. 6d. cash, closing sellers at 75s. 3d.
machine away from the driving wheel. Or he supports the driving slack, also of the thick coal seams, is realising 8s. 6d. All these prompt cash, and buyers in a few days. No less than 5000 tons were
wheelin eccentric bearings which may be turned on their axis to move
are at per statute ton. Seeing, therefore, that most of taken out of warrant stores last week, making the total quantity
the said wheel into or out of gear with the pinion. Upon the bed he quotations
transactions before time were regulated by weights in which a sent out of store up to Saturday last fully 8000 tons. Shipments
casts an extension to support the sewing mechanism. On the rear end the
boat
load
gauged
the lowest two tons less than is now set against from Seotch ports still continue large, both to America and to the
of the needle bar shaft he places an adjustable wheel. On the driving it—in other words,at twenty-two
The local
ption is
bated, but anxiety is
tons was only charged at twenty— Continent.
wheel of the knitting mechanism there is a smaller wheel. He arranges
the adjustable wheel on the needle bar shaft to slide within the rim of the increase in the fuel cost of the ironmaking and foundry esta- manifested lest the present agitation for the nine hours movement
should cause a reaction.
this small wheel and thereby lock the two wheels together.
blishments of this district is indeed a serious matter.
The crisis which has impended for some weeks past has come to
Supplies of coal are being obtained from be! and from
2255. P. N. PRIQUELER, Paris, “ Improved machineryfur heading or punchDerbyshire, but chiefly for household purposes. The retail prices the ironfounders and engineers on the Clyde. Under the auspices
ing pina, &c.”—Dated 28th August, 1871.
This machine is of continuous action, the distinguishing features being of the latter are 22s. and 23s. per ton, and of the former 16s., both of the West of Scotland Iron Trade Short Time League, the men
the regularity of the st ing, th ti tic introduction to the stamps
made a demand for fifty-one hours per week. After certain
or punches, and the mechanism for driving out the stamped articles. delivered.
reliminary negotiations, a conference was arranged to take place
The strike of the Cannock Chase colliers is a very serious matter,
The action is as follows :—Two or more rivets are fed to apertures in a especially
hope of arranging matters amicably. The conference, which
to
Birmingham,
which
derives
much
of
its
supply
from
rivet holder ; the punch carrier descends to stamp the heads of these that locality. The men continue to hold mass meetings. One was intookthe place
on Frida
t, was attended by six representatives
rivets, and again rises, the up-and-down movement being imparted by a
cranked arm ; the rivet holder is then moved by a cam in one direction, held on Tuesday upon Brownhills Common, and a speech was from the league, and a similar number of masters, and after
so that the stamped rivets are clear of the punches and directly over the delivered by Mr. Wiliam Brown, agent of the Amalgamated Asso- deliberating for three and a-half hours, the masters declined to
mappagee of the driving out
hanism ; these y
, which are worked
of Miners. Mr. Brown deprecated the course the men had grant the fifty-one hours per week, but proposed as a compromise
by acam, then drive out the stamped rivets, while other rivets, which ciation
taken in striking, and many of them in leaving without —— to grant the workmen fifty-four hours per week, with 5 per cent. on
have been fed to other apertures in the holder, are being stam
by the their
the present wages. As a gauge of the magnitude of the interests
notices, and said that if in the first instance his advice h
same punches; the rivet holder is then moved by a cam in the opposite been
sought he would have endeavoured to dissuade them from involved, Imay mention that one employer would lose £18,000 if the
direction, when these other rivets are discharged by other pushers, and
soon. The attendant has thus simply to supply rivets to the holder as the turnout. He now agreed with the leaving of the entire ques- nine hours movement were carried into effect. The menheld a mass
fast as the stamped rivets are discharged at one side and the other.
tion in the hands of the Strike Committee, who are empowered to meeting on Glasgow Green next day (Saturday) to consider the
2477. E. Motynevux, jun., Bray, Ireland, ‘‘ Apparatus to be applied to confer with the masters and act for the men. The committee are »vroposal of the masters, which was all but unanimously rejected.
pianos, organs, &c.”—Dated 20th September, 1871.
further at liberty, if they should not succeed themselves with the When this fact was communicated to the masters they held
A revolving cylinder carries in lines parallel to its axis projecting arms masters, to submit the Thgute to a board of arbitrators. If by another meeting on Monday at which they resolved to = Ban to
of india-rubber or other suitable flexible material. A
by means of an these means no arrangement is come to, Mr. Brown promises to their former offer. The Working Men's League held another mectelectro-magnet is moved into the path of these arms whenever a note is do his best to get the colliers pecuniary assistance during the ing on Tuesday, at which they resolved to re-open negotiations with
to sound or to cease sounding, and a lever conveys the blow to the key of
the masters with the view of having the whole matter submitted
the musical instrument. The music sheet is stretched between two end- remainder of the strike.
The adjourned meeting of the Tipton Mines Drainage Associa- to an arbitrator, and here for the present the matter rests. Several
less leather bands, which pass over pulleys having pins on the periphery
working into perforations in the leather to prevent slip. The awd tion was held on Thursday in the council room of the Birmingham shops have already been closed in consequence of the workmen
receive a per saltem movement from the flexible arms of the main
of Commerce, Mr. E. Fisher Smith in the chair. It was having taken action independently of the league and struck for the
cylinder, each leap being equal to the distance between the transverse Chamber
decided to give Messrs. Grazebrook and Aston a sufficient guaran- fifty-one hours a week. Should the men persist in their demand,
lines of perforation on the music sheet. The shect is punched so that a tee
to
enable
them to recommence working the Coppice pumping the masters who appear determined will probably lock them out.
puncture: shall come on the line of metallic contact formed by the
points of junction of the ends of the opposite wires of the electro-mag- engine, by which immediate relief will be given to a large area of Upwards of 40,000 men are involved in the matter.
he Gas Committee of the Glasgow Town Council have concluded
netic coils whenever a note is to sound or to cease sounding. Piano or mines in the district which is at present waterlogged.
forte expression is produced by varying the leverage with which the
The colliery engine winders in this district are still moving for a contract at the price of nearly £30,000 for the construction of
stroke acts on the flexible arm, or by extending this principle by inter- an alteration in their hours and a higher scale of wages. It will the retort-house, gas-tanks, and other brickwork required in conposing between the stroke rod and the lever which strikes the keys an
remembered that the ironmasters, at their meeting last week nection with the new gasworks at Mary-hill. The retort-house
arm of thin flat watch steel capable of adjustment to any required be
leverage, and so
that the key lever may receive a differential in Wolverhampton, resolved that, owing to the varied scales will embrace 500 retorts, in 100 benches of five each, and there
movement varying with the deflection of the steel arm. The armatures ee at different collieries, masters should be allowed to make will be three brick gasholder tanks, 163ft. diameter by 30ft. deep.
A report is current that the Gartcosh Malleable Iron and Steel
of the electro-magnets rest on the faces of the core, guide pins confining the best terms that they were able with their men, without regard
the motion to the required plane.
to the effect of those terms upon other employers. An
e- Works, which have been standing idle for some time past, have
3172. A. Nussey, A. Pitiinc, and C. H. Hat, Leeds, Yorkshire, “ Improve- ment has, however, been come to between Messrs. Jr tem ot been purchased by the proprietors of the Clyde Galvanising
ments in sewing machines.”"—Dated 23rd November, 1871.
and their winders that will no doubt influence other arrangements ; Works, Mavisbank, who are largely engaged in the manufacture
These improvements refer to machines known as the “‘ Wheeler and
be made. The winders in the service of those gentlemen of corrugated sheets of galvanised iron. The idea is to make these
Wilson” machines. The needle hole in the cloth plate is a curved slot, et tostruck
a-day and shorter hours, but most of them
sheets at the Gartcosh Works, instead of going to Staffordshire for
or tapered, instéad of heing made st: ht. The “relief” portion of the resumed at,forin 4s.
respect of the men in charge of the water engines, them, as the firm have hitherto been compelled to do.
slide ring is cut away considerably more at the top than at the bottom, to
4s. = day, but no alteration in hours; and in relation to the
On Monday night a discussion took place in the Sanitary and
allow the loop to pass from the loop check without friction.
3250. T. H. J. Vauporr, Clermont Ferrand, France, “‘ Cigarette former, winders generally, 3s. 9d. or 3s. 10d. per day, according to circum: Local Econamy Section of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow,
and a machine for manufacturing the same.”—Dated 1st December, 1871. stances, together with a reduction in time. It was at the same on the paper read on the 7th inst. by Mr. John Phillips, C.E., of
The cigarette former consists of a thin strip of veneer of wood or other time arranged that if the full requirements of the men should be London, who was present again, and illustrated his system by
stiff material, with a backing of fabric or paper. The veneer is cut into a conceded by the other employers, then that Messrs. Addenbrooke’s means of a sketch. Mr. Deas, engineer to the Clyde Trust, was
number of narrow pieces, to which the backing forms, as it were, a series
treated. These terms have been accepted present, and explained that there was a sufficient fall for a large
of hinges, so that the whole may be rolled up. The machine for making bymen theshouldbulk beofsimilarly
the engine winders in the district surrounding proportion of the sewage of Glasgow being got rid of by
these ci; tte formers consists mainly of two rotating cylinders, between Messrs. Addenbrooke’s
works. The same men are directing atten- sewers parallel to the river, running as far down as Dumbarton. A
which the combined veneer and fabric or paper are passed, one of the
cylinders being provided with a number of circular knives, which cut the tion to the employment of what they believe to be incompetent vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Phillips for his paper.
vencer without touching the backing of fabric or paper.
hands in the Salles of colliery engines. They allege that colA new limited liability company has been formed in Glasgow for
liers and others are sometimes set to do the work, and they have the purpose of acquiring and working mines and other property in
determined to petition Parliament for a clause in the Mines Regu- the state of Ohio, U.S. The property extends to 860 acres, and
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES lation Bill, now before the House, prohibiting the employment of contains extensive deposits of blacklead, clayband, and ball ironmen as engineers unless they can produce certificates of efficiency. stone, besides coal and clay. The capital of the company is
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND At
the same time they have bound themselves to communicate £250,000, in £10 shares, and mining operations have chuadl been
OTHER DISTRICTS.
with the Government
r of Mines upon any case of incom- begun under the management of gentlemen connected with
(From our own Correspondent.)
petency coming under their notice.
ow.
The
nine
hours
concession
to
the men employed in the mechaTo rumoured that a company is in course of being formed for
GREAT DIMINUTION IN THE IMPORTS OF FOREIGN PIGS AND IN nical branches in connection with
the ironworks of North Staf- the eae of erecting new malleable ironworks, near Wishaw, on
THE EXPORTS OF FINISHED IRON THROUGHOUT THIS DISTRICT— fordshire has been made by Earl Granville,
the Shelton Bar Iron Danks’ patent rotary principle. Danks’ system has not yet been
THE PREVAILING HIGH RATES OF BOTH RAW AND ROLLED IRON: Company, Talk-o’-th’-Hill ; Silverdale and Knutton
Colliery and extended to Scotland, but the results arrived at by his furnace in
A comparison between the prices now and a quarter ofa century Ironworks ; Mr. Glover, Longton ; Mr. Goddard, Longton
; and other districts lead manufacturers to anticipate a large economy
ago—THE PROBABILITIES OF THE FUTURE
— ACTIVE TRADE IN
Messrs.
Heath
and
Son.
These
facts
were
made
known
at a meet- from its introducticn, and there is some talk of its superseding, in
“* SINGLES ” at £14—IRREGULARITY OF LABOUR AT THE PITS AND
ing which the men held on Saturday last. It was then also one or two of the principal works in the Coatbridge and MotherTHE FORGES—Mr. CALEB BLOOMER’S FAILURE: Indiscreet gos- announced
that some few firms had not yet given official notice to well districts, the old reverberatory furnace now in use.
siping—SMALL IMPORTATIONS OF STONE: The single exception— their workmen,
it was expected that they would do so during
The directors of the Milngavie Gasworks, in consequence of the
THE VERY HIGH PRICES FOR COAL: Supplies from L
hire and the week. The but
meeting was unanimous in thanking the masters insufficiency of the present storage for the large and increasin
Derbyshire — THE CaNNOCK CHASE STRIKE — FURTHER MINE for the liberal manner
in which they had met the demands of the consumption of gas, have resolved to erect an additional tank an
DRAINAGE—THE COLLIERY ENGINE WINDERS AND THEIR WAGES
—NINE HOURS AT THE NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE IRONWORKS— men, and the friendly spirit they had shown throughout—a holder, the latter to be capable of containing 14,000 cubic feet.
The coal trade continues very busy, although the demand is not
THE ENGINEERING, THE MACHINE, THE FOUNDRY, THE TUBE, THE aay wee was reciprocated by the workmen.
_In the engineering and general trades of Birmingham and the = so pressing as it wasa month ago. In the districts immePRECIOUS METAL, THE STEEL PEN, AND OTHER INDUSTRIES—A
iately adjacent to Glasgow the miners have nearly all adopted
FURTHER CONSIDERABLE RISE IN CASTINGS—GREAT ACTIVITY AT district there is still considerable activity. Horizontal engines,
mill rolls, hydraulic presses, pulley blocks, and the like are in the eight hours day, with a restriction of the darg to 5s. At one
THE RAILWAY CARRIAGE WORKS.
t request. There is more than a fair amount of work being of the collieries in the Motherwell district a strike took place last
HARDLY a tithe of the pig iron is coming into this district now
one in the bridge and girder and boilering yards. But it ‘s week, but it was settled by an advance from 23s. to 24s. per week.
that was arriving a few months
ago, and not so much finished iron clear
that the very _ rice of iron is checking the growth in
The Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen,
as at that earlier date by one
is going out : yet at no former the demand,
and
which,
but
for
it,
would
have
been prodigious. to the formation of which we called attention a fortnight ago,
time for many years past was the demand so great as now, as well
engineers are resorting to the partial use of timber in the has
y a membership of over seventy. On Thursday eveni
for raw as for completediron. It is equally long since prices were Already
of bridges that would not certainly have been last the association held its first regular meeting, when Mr. David
what they now are. The hot air mine pigs of this district are now construction iron
been kept at a reasonable price.
e high price Lumgair read an interesting paper, having special reference to
quoted at £5 10s. per ton. No higher — has been touched by adopted
pig iron is 5
> keep down the new demand for heavy the difficulties of casting steam engine cylinders, and the causes
the same iron since the close of 1852 and the beginning of of
pipe foundry work.
deed, in nearly every branch in which the which led to the bursting of some of the largest class of marine
1853. Thus it will be seen pig iron is selling at more money than prices
depend almost entirely upon the quotations for iron there is engine cylinders in the royal and mercanti‘e navies. An interit has realised for twenty years past. Twenty-seven years back, a considerable
check
experienced.
At the same time nearly all the esting and lengthy discussion followed.
namely, in the spring of 1845, pigs were between 10s.and 20s, engineering establishments and constructive
yards,
th the
The Garvel graving dock at Greenock is likely to be proceeded
dearer than they were in the beginning of ’53, for they sold at £6 Farag keep well supplied with specifications,
and the pro- with immediately. The harbour trustees are now receiving
and £6 10s.
ducers
of
best
agricultural
implements
and
sewi
ines
are tenders for the construction of a caisson, surmounted by a
The probabilities are al
er in favour of those rates being very busy. The tube makers are all oppressed with work, and
folding bri
for the entrance. The new dock will be one of the
again obtained. It is scarcely likely, however, that in the ensuing buyers do not hesitate to give the full rates now quoted, which are —
on
Clyde.
quarter of a century the quotations for pig iron will ever again an
increase of about 20 per cent. gross upon tubes, and 224w
. Colville aootae some time past been erecting new malleable
all to the lowest points to which they have descended
in the past fittings.
The
branches
in
which
precious
metals
are
more
or
less
ironworks
at
Motherwell,
which when finished wil be among the
twenty-five years. Such a depression will be prevented alike by
are all well todo, and the medieval metal work and steel
of the kind in the West of Scotland. They are constructed
Nes.small supply of stone, ore, and fuel, and the higher price of used
pens
with
great
care
and
on
the
best en eering and mechanical princiur.
A fourth
rise in only a brief
time took
in general ples. It isexpected
that the wi will
be ready for openingin
_ A yet higher
ionate
in the quotations for finished castings.
This
time
the
advance
is
as
pi
yes
ay
the
course
of
the
ensuing
month,
and as they wil
employ several
iron may be ren for In
when
were £6 and £6 10s.
announcement is another to the effect that the hundreds of workmen they will giveadecided impetus to the trade
bars were £12 a ton. They
are at that
now, whilst pigs are @ untstheon same
hollow-ware
goods
are
reduced
24
per
cent.;
what,
of
the
district.
at £510s. If, therefore,
should advance to £6 10s. it may however,is the actual rise represented by this reduction of disThe extension of the Callendar and Oban Railway from Kill
be calculated
that bars wi
counts does not appear.
station to Tyndrum, a distance of seventeen miles, is enon |
Pleasant prospect for the consumers
The failure has been announced of Mr. Francis
— forward so rapidly that the line is expected to be open
should rise tothat figure, they will not long remain at it, for every chant,
Livery-street, Birmingham, wi
time for the tourist season this year. Several engineering diffiof assets has not yet transpired.
culties have had to be encoun
of more than ordinary
iamount.
merchan' pwalunter a *hundredweight t at present amount
amount. conde
Mr.Joseph Barker Astbury,
engier
and ironfounder,
ofthe aS
operations of the navvies are carried on at height
Prices if he has not first obtained an order for it,
Albion Ironfoundry,
Smeth wick, willhavehisflehe wount wp by of 747ft, above the level of the sea,
front
“8
i
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CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
LEVELAND IRON TRADE—Great briskness: Materials not so
————_ PUDDLING MACHINE AT WORK—NEW WORKS IN
VELAND—PRICES.
:
'
‘
is
J A. from the legitimate demand for all kinds of iron there
present
no reason to suppose there will be any alteration inof the
briskness which prevails in all the departments andthe ontrade.
the
Every available blast furnace is in full operation,
the end of
contracts already secured will be kept a until
on Tuesday the
the year. At the Middlesbrough Iron Market
the
attendance was not so large as usual. There was no changebutinthey
prices, No. 3 being sold at 75s, Buyers are numerous,
the
in
done
be
to
likely
is
what
see
they
until
off
are holding
abama question.
:
p
There is a
Althe iokerials for ironmaking are more plentiful.
the latter
more regular supply of coal and coke, but the pricesareofnot
so perare excessively high. In Durham the pitmen
in Clevesistently restricting the output. At the ironstone mines are
workland, where great extensions are being made, the miners
district
ing regularly. The Liverton Iron Company in the Guisbro advance
had some trouble with their men, who were agitating for
were fixed
of wages, and also declined to work unless “ catches
the “ shaft.
tothe ‘“‘cages” in which they went up and down
that the
believing
catches,
“
the
on
put
to
The manager refused
most of the
men’s lives were safer without them. The men, aston,at and
have reper
1d.
of
advance
an
received
other mines, have
turned to work.
‘
i
Parliabefore
now
Bill
Regulation
Mines
In all probability the
ment will deal effectually with the question of “‘catches.”
All departments of the finished iron trade are in a satisfactory
are
condition. The rail contracts placed in the North of England
sufficient to keep the mills steadily at work for months. There are
still numerous inquiries. Plates and bars are so much in ofrequest
their
that makers are unable to meet the actual requirements
customers.
;
:
As a rule the puddlers are working well, but occasionally
differences arise. Fortunately, however, through the instrumentality of the Standing Committee of the Board of Arbitration,
all disputes are settled amicably. —
:
Danks’ puddling furnace is destined to play a great part in the
history of jthe irom trade. Ever since Mr. Danks first exhibited his furnace in this country, I have kept my readers informed of the amount of attention it has occupied. The ironmasters of Cleveland were not slow to see that the furnace was
worth consideration, and through them the matter was pressed
upon the Puddling Committee connected with the Iron and Steel
Institute, who, it will be remembered, sent out three experienced
ironmakers to America to report upon the Danks furnaces there
in actual operation. The satisfactory report of those commissioners
will be fresh in the minds of my readers. Messrs. Hopkins,
Gilkes, and Co., of the Teesside Ironworks, Middlesbrough, have
so far completed their Danks’ furnaces as to have made a most
satisfactory preliminary trial. On Tuesday, at the Middlesbrough
Iron Market, the first puddled bar made in England by Danks’ machine at the Teesside Ironworks was exhibited. A sample of ball
furnace iron made from machine puddled bar was also shown,
Those samples were carefully examined by the whole of the ironmasters on Change, and without exception were pronounced to be
excellent in quality. The majority of those criticising the iron
declared that it could not be equalled by a skille puddler
working at an ordinary puddling furnace. The Industrial Iron
Company, Carlton, are erecting six of Danks’ furnaces, and Mr.
Thomas Vaughan informs me that he intends erecting several at
his Darlington ironworks. Arrangements are being made by
different firms to erect those furnaces, and there is no doubt that
in a little time they will be in general use in the North of England.
The new worksin progress on Teesside are going on satisfactorily.
At Coatham the Murton Iron Company are proceeding to erect
two blast furnaces; Messrs. Robson, Walker, and James have
also secured a site at this place, on which they intend to erect two
blast furnaces. Messrs. W. Whitwell and Co. have got the founda
tions laid of two new blast furnaces at South Stockton. Itis stated
that the East Coast Company contemplate erecting several blast
furnaces at Skinningrove. At this place there are excellent mines
and the stone is calcined. No doubt it will be found financially
advantageous to erect blast furnaces there, the railway facilities
being sufficiently good to obtain coal, coke, and limestone. At
South Stockton a site has recently been secured by a firm who
intend to erect works for carrying on a new branch of the finished
iron trade.
:
’
Engineers are very busy. There is a most pressing demand for
marine engines. All the marine shops are full, and are likely to
be in that desirable state until the end of the present year.
3ridge builders are busier than they have been; locomotive
builders have plenty of work, and those engineers whose specialty is the fitting up of ironworks are fully engaged.
ew
Shipbuilding at all the yards on the north-east coast is ina
highly satisfactory state. Not only are the yards full of vessels in
various stages of progress, but the books contain orders which will
keep the whole of the North of England builders hard at work
this year. In addition to this, the inquiries for steamers of all
classes are numerous, and the prices obtained are good.
The prices of iron are now quoted as follows:—No. 1, £4;
No. 2, £3 17s. 6d.; No. 3, £3 15s.; No. 4, £3 14s.; M, £3 13s. 6d.;
W, £3 13s.; refined metal, £4 7s. 6d. Manufactured iron: Rails,
£9 5s. to £9 10s.; common bars, £9 15s. to £10 5s. ; best, £10 5s. to
£10 15s.; angle and bulb, £10s. 5s, to £10 15s. ; sheets, £12 10s. to
£12 15s.; ship plates, £12 to £12 5s.; boiler plates, £12 15s, to
£13,
WALES

AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Things continue to go on satisfactorily: The
Trape:
Tue Inon
future looked forward to with confidence : No lack of orders in the
market : The time of the year approaching when orders begin to
flow in rapidly : The expected demand : Available stocks used up :
Expected pressure of orders on makers: No difficulty in maintaining quotations--THE HOME DEMAND—THE TIN-PLATE TRADE—
STEAM AND HOUSE COAL TRADES— CO-OPERATION IN THE
RHONDDA VALLEY—THE NINE HOURS MOVEMENT—IMPORTANT
COAL MINING—TRADE OF THE LOCAL PORTS,
ALL things connected with the iron trade continue to go on satis”
factorily, and the future is again looked forward to with confidence. There is no lack of orders in the market, the difficulty,
indeed, which buyers have most to contend with being to find
makers who can undertake the contracts they have to give out.
Apart from any question as to price, there are few makers who
are able to take fresh engagements, except from their most regular
and most extensive customers. There is still some back work to
do before all the contracts which accumulated with manufacturers
towards the end of last year will have been cleared, and as a rule
the books contain orders that will afford ample employment in
all departments of the works for at least two or three months to
come.
The time of the year is now pretty close at hand when orders
begin to flow in rapidly and makers prepare to receive their six
or nine months’ work. Under ordinary circumstances the trade
would be now beginning to enter upon a period of renewed
activity, the dulness peculiar to the winter season having been
passed through. This year, however, without having experienced
gssion during the winter months, the trade is, in all pro7 mivancing to a state of briskness which had never before
messed. With their books already well filled with orders,
tity of others on offer, the ironmasters are preparing in
ble way for influx of urgent inquiries from the Northern
merica aud Canada, and the rail mills will, no doubt,

ENGINEER.

be tested to the utmost to roll the quantities of rails that will be
required. The demand for the year will then have fairly commenced, and every department will. have to be kept in full work
if the outturn is to be anything like equal to the requirements of
buyers.
It is also pretty clear that most of the less important foreign
customers have latterly used up all available stocks, owing no less
to the difficulty of obtaining fresh supplies than to their unwillingness to give the high prices quoted for all finished iron. The
result of this will very probably be that as the year goes on the
need of iron will become so urgent that orders will be pressed on
makers from all directions, and the lack of skilled labour will be
felt more than ever. There is good ground, therefore, for
believing that there will not only be no difficulty in keeping up
the present unusually
igh quotations, but that the value of
manufactured iron will et further advance.
In regard to the home demand there is not much that is new to
report. Rails, bars, plates, and other descriptions are in good
request, and the demand is expected to expand.
he tin-plate trade continues active, and as far as can now be
seen there is every prospect of a lengthened period of prosperity.
The demand for coke is very brisk both on local and Staffordshire account.
In the steam coal trade satisfactory progress is being made,
every effort being now made by proprietors and workers to meet
the very large foreign demand. The clearances, therefore, are
increasing, and the returns at the end of the month are likely to
show a large increase. In house coals also much about the same
active state of things is to be witnessed, although the time of year
is approaching when a falling off in the demand coastwise may be
expected,
An important step has just been taken with a view to prevent
disputes between colliery proprietors and their men in the
future.
The Cardiff mod Merthyr Steam Coal Company
(Limited) have determined upon adopting the principle of cooperation at their colliery in the Rhondda Valley. As this course
is likely to test how far all causes of disputes between employers
and employed can be avoided, much interest is felt as to the result.
It is proposed that the men at that colliery shall be paid the
same scale of wages as prevails at other collieries in the district, and
the scale is to be governed by the rise and fall in wages in the
Aberdeen and Rhondda Valleys. Weekly pays are also to be
established, and after providing a fixed rate for depreciation of
stock and interest on capital, half the surplus profits are to be
divided among the proprietors, and the other half, up to 10 per
cent., among the workmen.
The nine hours movement is still on foot in the district. At
Newport the mechanics have had banquets to celebrate the concessions made to them by their employers. At the Vernon Tin-plate
Works, Briton Ferry, Mr. Charles Morris, the proprietor, has consented that the nine hours system shall commence from the Ist of
April. Further meetings of the colliers in the Rhondda Valley
have been held, and it has been resolved to make a levy of 3d.
upon every man with a view to establishing a fund to carry out
the movement for a curtailment of the hours of labour in the
collieries.
In the neighbourhood of Aberkenfig an important winning of
coal has just been made, a stratum 9ft. thick having been struck.
It is likely that other important new sinkings will be made in that
neighbourhood.
The trade of the local ports for the past month compares
favourably with thal of the corresponding period of last year.
The coal exports were as follows :—Cardiff 218,820 tons, against
207,640 tons in January 1871; Newport, 28,769 tons, against
26,926 tons; Swansea, 45,442 tons, against 45,405 tons; and
Llanelly, 7997 tons against 1690 tons. The coal shipments coastwise were as annexed :—Cardiff, 72,832 tons, against 79,300 tons;
Newport, 53,386 tons, against 69,047 tons; Swansea, 10,576 tons,
against 13,792 tons; Llanelly, 4045 tons, against 9149 tons.
Cardiff exported also 15,238 tons iron and 3649 tons patent fuel;
Swansea, 2127 tons iron, and 14,305 tons patent fuel; and Newport,
14,759 tons iron.
NOTES FROM

THE

NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
West InpIA AND Pacrric STeaMSHIP ComMPANY — NoRTHEASTERN Rattway--THE EIGHT HOURS SYSTEM— DANKs’
PUDDLING FURNACES—MIDLAND RatLway: Re-laying operations
— NATIONAL STEAMSHIP CoMPANY—THE IRON TRADE IN
LINCOLNSHIRE—RAILWAY IRON AT THE HARTLEPOOLS—THE
CUMBERLAND IRON TRADE—THE WEST YORKSHIRE IRON
TRADE—MIDLAND Rariway: Settle and Carlisle line—STEAM
COAL ON TYNESIDE—STEAMERS FOR BARROW—WHITEHAVEN
WET DOCK—STATE OF TRADE AT SHEFFIELD —PROGRESS AT
BaRRow—CoaL IN YORKSHIRE—STATE OF TRADE IN SOUTH
YorkKSHIRE.
2
x
:
Tue report of the directors of the West India and Pacific Steamship Company states that in order to meet the requirements of
the company’s business the new steamer Jamaican has been
purchased. Progress has also been made in the construction of
the Andean. The Darien has been disposed of as not being a
suitable vessel for the present requirements of the company.
At the half-yearly meeting of the North-Eastern Railway Company at York, on Friday, the directors’ remuneration was increased
from £5000 to £7500 per annum. Sir James Meek, in support of
the advance, said in 1863 the gross traffic of the company
amounted to £2,570,707 ; in 1871, it was £5,003,045. In 1863 the
net traffic was £1,364,240 ;in 1871, it was £2,782,474. In 1863
the dividend on the ordinary stock was 4 per cent; in 1871, it
4
:
.
:
was 94 per cent.
For the past few weeks the question of introducing the eight
hours system into the iron trade has been agitated amongst the
workmen of the Millom blast furnaces in Cumberland. A committee was formed to lay the wishes of the men before their emMr. Massicks. This has resulted in the adoption of the
| ployer,
system.
"The relaying of the Midland Railway, during the past half-year,
has consisted of fourteen miles and thirty-two chains of the same
kind and weight of rail, thirteen miles fifty-two chains of heavier
iron rails, and thirty-nine miles and fifty-six chains of steel rails,
with a permanent way of a stronger description, and of greater
value, making the total relaid sixty-seven miles and sixty chains.
The cost of the works has been borne by revenue.
The fifth annual report of the directors of the National Steamship Company recommends a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent.
er annum. There isa balance of £160,751 at the credit of the
insurance fund, one of £47,244 at the credit of the depreciation
fund, and one of £9449 at the credit of the boiler renewal fund.
| The directors state that the steamers Spain and Egypt have made
satisfactory voyages; the Canada will be completed in time for
| the spring trade, and progress is being made with the Greece.
|| ‘The furnaces in North Lincolnshire are — a great deal of
| South Yorkshire coal and coke, most of the latter being now
| made at the patent ovens at Silkstone, belonging to the Froding-.
| ham Company. There is a good demand for engine fuel for Lancashire and Cheshire.
Be
| Shipments of railway iron have been well maintained at the
| Hartlepools, Several American ships have been taking in this
description of freight.
:
.
The activity of the Cumberland iron trade has stimulated to a
remarkable extent the search for ores. Boring operations are
being conducted in several place around Ulveston, and different
companies are engaged in this work of discovery. It is reported
that some “ finds ” have been made which are expected to be of a
remunerative and extensive description.
The manufactured iron trade continues extremely active in West
Yorkshire. Railway tires, both iron and steel, are turned out in
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23, 1872.

abundance. Messrs. Taylor, of the Clarence Forge, Leeds, have
such large foreign orders for steel tires, that their mills will be
kept running night and day upon them until after Midsummer.
At these works a new steam hammer (making twelve in all) has
been got to work. |Crossheads for marine engines, cranks, boilerlates, and other heavy work, are keeping all the ironworkers
ully employed, and prices both for employers and employed are
satisfactory.
At the half-yearly meeting of the Midland Railway Company
at
Derby, on Tuesday, the chairman stated that it was diffeult to
say when the Settle and Carlisle would be open, but he supposed
it would be ready for working in the course of 1873. One of the
contractors had
been unable to continue his contract, and it was
now in the hands of the company.
Another advance in the price of steam coal has taken place on
Tyneside. Prices must, now, however, one would think, have
attained their maximum.
The Barrow Shipbuilding Company have entered into contracts
with the new Ocean Steamship Company of. that port for the construction of a fleet of steamers of 4000 tons burthen and 500 horsepower each, for the Canadian trade.
Mr. Walter Scott, whose tender had been accepted for the construction of a wet dock at Whitehaven, has addressed the following
letter to the Whitehaven Town and Harbour Trustees :—‘‘ The
directors of the North-Eastern Railway, for whom I am just
completing the Saltburn Extension Railway, have accepted my
tender for a dock at West Hartlepool at a cost of nearly £150,000 ;
and the Corporation of Newcastle-upon-Tyne having also contracted
with me for the extension of a deep water quay wall for about
£33,000, I feel that these and other works in progress will be
sufficient to occupy my attention for a considerable time ; and I
must, therefore, ask you to withdraw my tender of the 29th of
December last, for the construction of your proposed dock and
railway.” The amount of Mr. Scott’s tender for the Whitehaven
wet dock was £69,743 ; the next to it (that of Mr. J oseph Phillips,
London), was £75,869.
The activity in the steel and other heavy branches of Sheffield
trade continues, but considerable difficulty is experienced in
obtaining coke and coal in sufficient quantities to keep the large
works going to the full extent.
The works of the tidal basin of the new Ramsden Dock at
Barrow-in-Furness are in a forward state, and ina short time the
area required for this portion of the new dock will be entirely
closed in from the sea. The foreign demand for steel rails and
other railway material is shown by the fact that several very considerable cargoes have recently been dispatched, while others are
now loading for America from the Barrow Hematite Iron and
Steel Company, whose works continue in full operation.
The production of coal in Yorkshire in 1870 was 10,606,604 tons,
as compared with 10,829,827 tons in 1869. The production in the
Barnsley district declined in 1870 to 2,250,750 tons, as compared
with 2,750,000 tons in 1869. In the Leeds and the Normanton
district, however, the extraction was carried in 1870 to 3,317,200
tons, as compared with 2,839,540 tons in 1869.
In South Yorkshire the various branches of the iron trade
continue busy. Plates, sheets, and rails, as well as general
forgings, are in active request, as also are pipes of every
description, metallic pistons, stove grates, A
tanks, and
gas material. There isa demand for the steam jet gas exhaust
and propeller patented by Messrs. Huntress and Co., for lighting
up the bottom of collieries. Business in coal is brisk, and a la:
tonnage continues to be sent to London as well as to Blackwall
and other depéts on the Thames. From Hull and Grimsby there
is also a good demand.
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Cooper’s Hitt CoLtece.—The Secretary of State for India has
appointed Mr, George A. Greenhill (fellow of St. John’s College,
Cambridge), professor of applied mathematics at the Civil
Engineering College, Cooper’s “Hill. Mr. Greenhill graduated as
second wrangler in 1870, and was ‘ bracketed” equal with the
senior wrangler for the Smith’s prize ; he also gained a Whitworth
scholarship for mechanical engineering when an unde
nate.
Kixe’s COLLEGE ENGINEERING Soctety.—At a general meeting
of this Society, held on Friday, February 16th, Mr. Hunter, president, in the chair, Mr. Milne, A-K.C., gaye an account of his late
visit to Iceland, being a continuation of a paper read before the
Society in the preceding term. He began by referring to what he
had alead nid as to the general appearance of the country,
which, as the story goes, was discovered about 4.p. 800 by a Norwegian exile. HeHe proceeded
1 to, describe the manners and appearial rnalersadte ee panadof inance of its inhabitants, with
e then ex
e
géological
tellectual advancement. Mr.
if
formations visible in the island, sta
t to consistalmost
“entirely of volcanic debris, many vast 'p!
black with
cinders and utterly barren. He alluded,d lastly, to thee
grea + unexplored tract in the interior, which he attempted to
cros , but
he was forced to relinquish the ged lew on account of the extreme difficulty of procee
with
cient stores and provisions,
and the great hardships he
to undergo. The lecture was interspcrsed with several amusing anecdotes, and was illustrated Ld
yhotographs and sketches thrown on a screen by a powerfu
lantern. A vote of thanks ha’
been unanimously awarded to
Mr. Milne for his éxcellent and interesting lecture, the meeting
was then adjourned.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARMOUR PIERCING
PROJECTILES.
No. IL.
:
THE power, given byrotation, of keeping the same portion
of a projectile presented to the front is of peculiar value in
unching armour plates; it enables the head of a shot to
made of any desired form, while the power of reducing
the calibre of a shot in proportion to its weight, which is
rhaps the principal advantage obtained by rifling, is also
are oa at here, the d
of penetration being,as noted
in our former article, in in
proportion to the circumference. In shells, however,
stability of the axis of rotation tells most fully, for it enables every part of the projectile
to be made of such proportions as will give the maximum
power at the moment of impact. The walls of an elongated
shell being chiefly subjected toa longitudinal strain,aninterior
hollow may be made, without entailing the great weakness
existing in spherical shells as compared with solid shot.
Hence it follows that while smooth-bore shells have seldom
or never been fired at armour, rifled shells have proved very
successful. There are, in fact, two causes which contribute
to give shells peculiar power against iron plates. The first
of these is that it is not necessary to weaken the head of a
shell by making a fuze hole in it, because no fuze is required,
the heat generated on the impact of a projectile against
armour being sufficient to fire the bursting charge. To such
an extent, in fact, is light as well as heat generated, that on
firing at a target after dusk, a pale flash is seen to follow
the impact of shot as well as shell. The second cause that
operates to favour the action of shells is the fact that when
the shell has penetrated to a depth of even a few inches
before rupture occurs, the sides are supported by the
armour round them, and the explosion being confined at the
sides, acts to the front with greatly increased force.
Steel spherical shot having proved more efficient than
those of any other metal, it followed as a matter of course
that elongated projectiles made of steel would prove
effective. Capt. Alderson, R.A., proposed steel shell with
heads unscrewing, so as to admit
ee ae
bursting charge without weakening the projectile at point or
base; these shells had heads made
of ogival form, with a radius of
1 diameter, that is to say, that the
section of the head gave a Gothic
arch, as shown in Fig. 1, the curves
\ being ares of circles struck from
~ iis
3 the point A as a centre, and B A
as radius, and B as centre with
A B as radius.
An ogival of 1} or 14 diameter
differs only from this in having the centres of the describing
circles at points } or 4 a calibre beyond the side of the
shell, as in Fig. 72, so as to increase the radius to the
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refers to the description given by General Probert of the
formation of a conical anterior fragment on the im
of
a spherical headed shot. The fact of this being due to
compression on the front part and tension on the posterior
is clearly pointed out, though the effect of the shape of the
head is not discussed.
Before dealing with the nature of metal and method of
manufacture of Palliser projectiles, it may be well to subject
their forms of head to the method of examination we have
applied to others, viz, the consideration of the direction
and action of the normal pressures
generated on impact;
this will perhaps show why the vod yproved the best of
the various forms of elongated points proposed by Major
Palliser, the form now adopted for all Palliser shell and
nearly all Palliser shot being the ogival of 14 diameter
radius, vide Fig 2. In a conical head (vide Fig. 4) the
”

normal pressures throughout form a zone of compression
acting as a wedge towards the body of the projectile, whose
angle is the supplement of that of the cone of the head. This
is better than that formed in the spherical head, because
the angle is less acute, and because the apex of the wedge,
instead of being a fixed point throughout (7. ¢., the centre
of the sphere) moves along the axis of the shot as it enters
deeper and deeper into the target. It will easily be seen,
however, how very superior is the action of the ogival (as
shown in Figs. 2 and 5). In this the wedge is at the commencement slightly acute, but then the resistance acts on a
small surface, and is comparatively small, and the angle increases, till at the junction of head and body it becomes
180 deg., z.e., a straight line (vide Fig. 5); so that we then
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length indicated, the effect being to give a sharper point
and longer head.
The question of ogival heads leads at once to the projectiles proposed by Major Palliser, commonly called “ Palliser projectiles,” or “ chilled projectiles.” It appears that
the idea of using chilled iron to pierce armour was first
suggested to Major Palliser by the extreme hardness that
he observed was the result of allowing molten iron to
solidify in contact with metal, in the course of certain exriments which he was making with his guns. Major
Palliser thought that the valuable qualities of hardness and
* crushing strength, exhibited in such a great degree in
chilled iron, might be made to produce
t results on
armour, if he could neutralise the bad effects of the brittleness which seemed to accompany these good qualities. The
violent shock which would shiver metal. asunder, and
which seemed to demand tenacity as the primary requirement in shot, was to be converted into a gradually increasing pressure by the use of what he termed “an elongated
point.” There has been much misunderstanding as to this
matter; some have loosely asserted that Major Palliser invented chilled shot. Almost any iron manufacturer has
long known the properties and uses of chilled iron in
certain ways—for example, the tires of the truck wheels
in use in the very department in the Royal Arsenal
whose function it is to cast projectiles, had long been
made of chilled iron; and further, shot have been returned from distant stations showing a fracture almost
identical with that of the present service chilled projectile. To contend that Major Palliser invented chilled
iron is hardly more reasonable than to contend that Sir
Isaac Newton invented falling apples; but to say that Major
Palliser pointed out how chilled iron might profitably be
employed to pierce armour is strictly correct. After success
had attended the firing of chilled rifled projectiles with
elongated points, it was proposed that chilled spherical shot
should be made for the 150 and 100-pounder smooth-bore
ns to supersede the steel shot at that time issued for
em. With regard to these projectiles, Major Palliser
pointed out that the principles he advocated could not be
embodied in a shot of spherical form, and he requested that
his name might not be connected with them. The result
showed the wisdom of his protest, for these shot, as we have
.. noticed, proved themselves very inferior to their steel predecessors. In his lectures on Artillery; Colonel Owen
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have the bodyof the shot in much the same condition as
the flat headed-bolt before noticed, driving beforeit an ogival
wedge, which opens the armour by wedging rather than by
clipping or punching. It is possible no doubt to conceive
of a material that might be sheared by the flat projectile
more easily than opened by the ogival; but it would be to
contradict the results of experience to say that plate iron
was such a substance; and as the softer and more plastic
natures of plate iron have been found to hold their bolts
the best, and stand the longest, and so have been universally
adopted, the ogival has become more obviously the correct
form of head.
Fig. 3 shows a fractured
FIC.g.
ogival point which accords
well enough with what has
been said; but, latterly, the
projectiles having penetrated
more deeply, have broken
below the base of the head,
or in many instances have not
broken at all.
When the
projectile
penetrates armour
to a depth exceeding the
length of itshead—which commonly happens from the target being compounded of layers of iron and wood backing—
it is reasonable enough to look for no fracture occurring with
ogival-headed projectiles.
PHOSPHORISED BRONZE AND OTHER ALLOYS
AS MATERIAL FOR ARTILLERY.
(Continued from page 128.)
Ir is to be remarked, however, that another source of
error—and one that beyond question renders more or less
inexact many of these experiments—seems to have been
completely overlooked by the experimenters. These alloys
are all more or less crystalline—some of them eminently so.
A cylinder of such,
jially when cast in iron moulds,
has the long axes of
its constituent crystals
radially and transversely to the axis of the cylinder in
accordance with Mallet’s crystallogenic law, and out of the
axial portion of this cylinder, the smaller one constituting
the test bar was turned. Now it results from this that
not only are the planes of weakness of every bar transverse to the line of tensile strain, and that these planes of
weakness vary in each bar in proportion to the more or
less pronounced crystalline condition of its particular alloy,
but, what is still worse, as the
arrange themselves
and form first from the exterior of the cooling bar, and
increase in thickness inwards as the process of cooling pro-
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ceeds, so the axial part of the cylindric
ingot is left finally
as the most porous and hollow part of the whole; in fact,
there is a “
gl pages by the contraction in cooling
extending from end to end along the central part of the
cylinder. But it is of this very partof the ingot that the
cylindric test bar was cut out in the lathe.
that not
only must all the results of tensile strain in these experiments be below the truth for the most perfectly sound
metal of any given alloy, and this to a variable and unascertainable degree; but the further variable and unascertainable element has entered, namely, of the different d
to
which the crystalline ai
ments of the several
allo
have been developed; those
that crystalline best giving the
largest departures from perfect a
due to crystalline planes of junction and weakness, an
bly these
same alloys having the greatest amount of unsoundness
towards the axial “draw” by contraction.
If we be not misinformed, these phenomena were
observed as very distinct indeed in some of the
test bars experimented on.
We do not say that
these oversights at all vitiate these otherwise carefully made and laborious experiments, nor even detract
from their practical value, because all the results, though
variably, must be below the truth; but they indicate the
extreme difficulties of obtaining absolutely exact results in
inquiries such as these, and do not justify Messrs. Montefiore-Levy and Kiinzel in their holding up as inaccurate
and in contrast with their own, the experiments of the
Americans, and of Colonel Wilmot, R.A., and others at
Woolwich.
The specific gravity of each proof bar when turned to
form were taken as a whole.
How this was done is not
stated, but we presume by weighing the whole bar suspended in air and in water. The specific
gravities of the
upper and lower ends of the ingot were
taken from
pieces cut from these parts, and it is stated that whenever
the specific gravity of the whole differed by more than
3 per cent. from that of the densest of the two detached
pieces the test bar was rejected. We confess we entertain
the
test doubt that this affords any satisfactory proof
of the degree of unsoundness, or of “vide,” or interior
cavity in the metal, still less of whereabouts in its length
that might be situated or be greatest; though it is probably
true, as stated by these authors, that in the same alloy the
tensile strength of a given sample will be found to havea
certain correspondence with the density, which is, in fact,
little more than to say that in the given alloy, and with
given dimensions of the bar, its tensile resistance will be
greater the more material it contains.
The important question—first entered upon by Dussausoli—of the effects of pouring alloys ae oat a at
different temperatures, and cooling them at different rates,
has been inquired into with a good deal of care by these
experimenters. They determined the temperature of the
liquid metals at the moment of pouring by casting into a
known weight of water at a known temperature, a given
weight of the liquid metal whose composition was assumed
known, and the specific heats of its constituents also.
Then, from the equation
'
i— P'(t'—*)
a
Pe
ve
in which P' is the weight of water; P, that of the fluid
metal cast into it; ¢ = the temperature of the water before, and ¢' that after the casting into it, the temperature
of the liquid metal was calculated. This is, in fact, the
“ method of mixture ” in which, knowing the specific heats,
we can find the temperature, or vice verad.
It is scarcely necessary to say—indeed, the authors themselves point out—that this cannot afford precise results,
nor even such as shall be, inter se, comparatively exact. It
was, however, perhaps the only method practically available, and the results are valuable at least as an instalment
upon an almost previously untouched matter of precise inquiry.
Experiments were also conducted as to the “ liguation”
or segregation of certain of these alloys. These were made
by melting 10 kilos. of each alloy in a plumbago crucible,
permitting the liquid metal to cool until a crust formed;
then breaking this and pouring out from the surroundin
metallic shell the liquid contents. The crucible and she’
were then further slowly cooled; and if, prior to complete
solidification, a further
tion took place from the
shell, it was poured out, and all these different alloys were
submitted to analysis.
The experiments made under Mr. Kirkaldy’s care, with
our authors’ alloys, were so conducted that the following
results are given :—(1) The absolute rupturing strain, calculated in relation both to the original section and the reduced section at point of rupture. (2) The successive elongations at intervals of 500Ib. of strain, both with the load
on and with it taken off, up to the limits of elasticity and
to rupture. These are allgiven in English pounds and
inches in the tables, and reduced to the square inch, and
the strains at rupture to the square centimetre and kilogramme respectively. The results have also been
graphically reproduced. The curves, to which we shall1
refer
further, are in duplicate in each di
—the full line
giving the elongations, with the loads standing on, and the
ot = line giving those with the loads momentarily removed.
The authors consider that a comparison of the dimensions of section from that of the original proof bar to its
diminished section at the point of rupture, forms a nearly
exact measure of the relative hardness or rigidity (dureté)
of the alloys. That there is a relation between such diminution of section and the rigiditywe admit, but sofar from its
beinginall cases—orin those of theexperiments
they record
—a nearly exact measure of the latter, we feel assured that
every competent physicist will admit, that other conditions besides rigidity—and often of the most arty
kind
—come into play, in determining whereabouts in the length
of the proof a the greatest diminution in section and the
rupture
shall occur, and the extent
to which this diminution reaches
at the instant poy _ Indeed,
so complex
are these conditions, and so
cult, if not impossible (in
the ease of all metals at least), tobe made strictly
com-
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parable, that while we shall not deny the utility of always
noticing the diminution of section at the place of rupture,
as is Mr. Kirkaldy’s habit, we deem it of little practical
value, and express our decided opinion that the coefficients of rupture, viewed absolutely or comparatively,
should be expressed, if not in relation to the primitive
section of the unstrained bar, at least in relation to its
reduced section at its elastic limit, and not to the section at
the rupture.
The experiments made upon what the authors call
“ordinary bronze,” ze, copper with 10 per cent. of tin,
were as follows : (1) Upon the change of composition due
to repeated melting ; these are valuable to every bronze
founder, so we give the following results. Bronze which
when first alloyed contained
Metal (originally)
« se ee ee e+ 10°10 tin + 89°90 copper.
After one remelting, contained .. .. '82 ,, 18 ,,
» two
se
ri
«06 940 ,,
+9000 ,,
+, three
99
ws
916 ,,
90°84 —,,
+ four
e
*
co oe 68S ,, 9148 =,
The tin thus continually decreases in relation to the
copper by oxidation; and assuming, as we are justified in
doing, that some of the oxide of tin is involved as oxide,
if not combined as such with the alloy, the actual amount
of metallic tin present in each case is less than that assigned
by the above table—which, as deduced from analysis,
gives the whole of the tin present in the alloy, in whatsoever state. The experiments made in the segregation
(liquation) of the ordinary bronze into different alloys in
slow cooling were not numerous; they generally agree
with, and add but little to, what had been already indicated by Dussausoi and Mallet “Materials for artillery,
&e.” The results of these experiments are, that ordinary
bronze, by slow cooling, segregates into several different
alloys; that richest in copper first. Those subsequently
segregated they say, have not any constant constitution :
but this may be doubtful, and due to the mode of experimenting, which was not free from objection. Finally,
there is segregrated an alloy of nearly constant constitution, which approaches to that of 18 per cent. of tin and
82 of copper. With a view to their experiments on the effects
of cooling rapidly in the cold iron ingot mould, and slowly
in the same previously heated to redness,.ordinary bronze
poured at different temperatures, they determined by their
method of mixtures already described, the lowest temperature at which such bronze retainsitsliquidity. Thisthey thus
found to be = 1248 deg. Centigrade. This is in all probability too high by 200 or 250 deg. Plattner (on hypothetic data) calculates it at 1078 deg. Centigrade, and almost
all other experimenters at about 900 deg. or 950 deg.
Centigrade. However, the precise figure is not of much
importance here. They cast ingots then at the lowest
temperature at which the bronze would run well, estimated
at. 1300 deg. to 1400 deg. Centigrade, at an intermediate
one, which they deem from 1500 deg. to 1700 deg, Centigrade, and at an extremely high temperature of the liquid
metal, estimated at from 1800 deg. to 2400 deg. Centigrade
—all by the method of mixtures. The results of these, as
of all the other experiments, will be found in the recapitulative table and sheet of graphic records which we
shall give. From these they arrive at the general conclusion that ordinary bronze arrives at its greatest elasticity
(tractile range within elastic limit) and ultimate strength
when poured at a temperature between 1500 deg. and 1600
deg. Centigrade, and that, whether it be afterwards cooled
slowly or fast. That under the same conditions the same
bronze cooled fast has its elastic and its ultimate resistances
respectively as 148 and 178, as compared with those
cooled slowly, the cooled metal taken at 100. This again confirms and extends the results of Dussausoi and the indications given by Mallet.
The experiments of our authors on the remelting of old
bronze are very important. They found difficulties in the
way of determining analytically the proportion of oxides,
or of oxygen, mixed up or combined with the metal, and
they found that the more oxide was thus enveloped the
less was the amount of segregation in cooling. They also
found that “brassage”—that is, stirring about (asin “poling ”
copper) a large mass of old bronze remelted, and without
charcoal covering in the furnace with a pole of wood
(generally of birch unseasoned), had but slight effect in
eliminating the oxide; and here comes in for the first time
their application of phosphorus. By its introduction in
extremely feeble proportion they are afforded indirect evidence that oxygen zs involved in some form in the remelted
bronze, and they argue, though on scarcely unexceptionable grounds, that it exists in the metal not as occluded
oxygen, but as oxide of tin. In whatever be its state,
the addition of a feeble dose of phosphorus appears to remove it, if not completely, yet much more completely
than any amount of poling
(brassage); so that
whilst the elastic and rupturing resistances of old bronze
containing very much oxide were exalted from 3 to 85
per cent. by brassage, these were increased from 9 to 36
per cent. respectively by the addition of only about as
much phosphorus as eliminated the oxygen or oxide.
The numerous experiments of our authors on the binary
alloy of copper with manganese and with nickel, and
those of bronze (ternary) with the same, as well as with
iron, though full of valuable results to the scientific
metallurgist, we must pass with brief notice.
The manganesiferous alloys they conclude to be whollv
useless for gun metals, as indeed those of nickel and of
iron likewise, though in certain proportions they present
very high coefficients of rupture. But the ready oxidability of manganese at high temperatures as compared
with copper produces such uncertainty in the results that,
independently of their expensive character, these alloys
must be discarded, and that, even though manganese does
exalt the hardness and elasticity of bronze.
As to nickel, they found its alloy with copper more
absorptive of oxygen than copper itself, and they could
only with difficulty obtain some sound test bars, containing a low percentage of nickel, by casting the alloy in
the red-hot ingot mould.
It is a remarkable fact that
nickel in large proportions should play the same part
that tin does when either isalloyed with copper, in causing
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the compound to absorb oxygen when in fusion and give tions of any one or more of these bodies powerfully affect
it up on consolidation. Copper with 20 per cent. or more the physical qualities of the metal. Yet the combinaof tin in bell metal is far more absorptive of oxygen than tion seems in every case to be an indefinite and a loose
copper itself; and the writer has himself observed long one, so that one of these elements easily displaces another.
ago that when large bells are cast from nearly pure copper
In iron we find the same elements, possibly excepting
and tin, they are always more or less full of microscopic arsenic, greedily taken up, and far more difficult wholly
vesicles, but a very small percentage of zinc and of lead to eliminate. We have also this curious relation: that
present seems to prevent this.
whilst oxygen in copper or bronze is injurious to resistIn the ternary alloys of bronze with nickel the physical ance, and may be eliminated by phosphorus (or carbon
effects of the latter metal are not striking, and the results less effectively), and possibly by sulphur or arsenic in
as to tension not promising. And, as respects bronze with some form of presentation, in iron, sulphur and phosiron, these results are not more so, resulting from the far phorus are the injurious elements when present, and are
more rapid oxidability of iron at high temperatures, than elimated, though imperfectly, by oxygen.
either of the other two metals present.
It would be well worthy of trial whether sodium in
The addition of minute doses of zinc to ordinary bronze amalgam, or in alloy with tin or zinc, added in very minute
(2 per cent.) they found augmented the resistance to rup- quantity to ordinary bronze or copper, might not be found
ture (by,reducing involved oxides), but it softens the to eliminate absorbed oxygen, and reduced involved oxides,
alloy, and causes it to lose its elasticity with great rapidity while itself ultimately passing quite out from the bronze or
when near the elastic limit.
the copper. The intense affinity of sodium amalgam for
The beneficial part which zinc plays is, like that of other metals, as well as its power of exalting their tendency
phosphorus, that of a deoxydant, and it was simply as to combination, was pointed out by Mallet (British Assosuch that MM. Montefiore-Levy and Kiinzel first proposed ciation Reports) in 1843, and again (“ Materials for Artilto themselves to employ it. Finding, however, that lery”) in 1854. Experiments on this subject might be quite
phosphorus in higher proportions sensibly hardened as worth the attention of the Committee on Bronze Guns,
well as increased the tenacity both of copper and of bronze, now, it is understood, appointed and acting under the
they extended to larger doses their experiments.
presidency of General Eardley Wilmot, R.A.
We must pass their valuable and interesting details as
The obvious defects in ordinary bronze containing iron,
to the methods employed to produce their alloys rich in proved by our authors, might seem at first sight in singular
phosphorus, from which they afterwards formed their contrast with the vaunted and unquestionably remarkable
definite alloys for testing, and as to the rates of loss of resisting powers of Stereo metal, reaching, by the Vienna
phosphorus in the latter by repeated meltings.
Arsenal experiments of 1863, to 37 tons per square inch of
hey commence the train of experiments on phosphorised tensional strain at rupture. But though the metals are
copper with tensile test of their pure copper employed. nearly the same, the proportions are widely different.
This cast in the red-hot ingot mould afforded a test bar Sterreo metal by two analyses consists of
which broke at 6973 1b. per square inch, and had a
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that this could have been pure copper, but must have
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contained oxygen, or carbon, or other taken up impuri100°
100°
ties, or otherwise it must have been full of minute cavities.
The average of common “tile copper” withstands more The defectiveness of the ferruginous bronze of our authors
they
ascribe
to
the
ready
oxidation
of
the
iron
in
it.
In
than about 3 tons per square inch, and seldom has a specific
gravity under 8°66, and it is well known that di wn copper the Sterreo metal the large proportion of zinc seems to
rod will withstand more than 20 tons per square inch, shield the small amount of iron from this oxidation. It
must be admitted, however, that there is much yet to learn
and has a specific gravity exceeding 8°90.
The general conclusions as to phosphorised copper deduci- as to this Sterreo metal.
ble are that up to a certain low percentage the elasticity,
resistance to rupture, and hardness, of copper are greatly
LAUNCH OF THE RIACHUELO.
increased, That, owing tothe volatilisation of the phosphorus
from the fluid metal, ingots of definite constitution cannot be
THE launching of a large steam dredging vessel took place on
Saturday
on
the river Thames from the shipbuilding yard of
secured containing more than 2 per cent. of phosphorus.
Mersrs, J. and G. Rennie, at Greenwich. This dredger, which is
That, with this percentage, phosphorised copper is too soft intended
to
commence
the great harbour works at Buenos Ayres,
for artillery. That the inconstancy of constitution is a was ordered to be constructed
by M. Luis A. de Huergo, Commisformidable drawback to the employment of this material. sioner for the Buenos Ayres Government, who has lately left
Nevertheless, as in the best proportion, phosphorus exalts England with reference to that undertaking. The dredger is of a
the elastic limit of copper from 100 to 220, and its resist- most powerful description, being fitted with compound engines of
70 nominal horse-power, and every arrangement is made of the
ance to rupture from 100 to 575, the authors were in- most
description for the economy of fuel. The ladder is
duced to extend their experiments to phosphorised bronze. of iron,improved
working in the centre of the vessel, and carries thirty-one
Their researches on these commenced by experiments on buckets, each of 9°65 cubic feet capacity, twenty of which will be
the segregation on cooling; the temperature of fusion, emptied every minute, or 11,400 cubic feet per hour from a depth
which, by their method, isfrom 1233 to 1242 deg. Centigrade; of water of 28ft. The hull is of iron, 160ft. long by 28ft. beam, and
draught of water. The engines have horizontal cylinders of 50in.
and thechangesin constitution by successive meltings; which 5ft.
29in, diameter respectively, with 3ft. stroke of piston, and are
developed the important fact, that though there is a certain soand arranged
that they may either work the ladder or a pair of
and continuous loss of phosphorus, yet the percentage of screw propellers, one under each quarter. It is expected that a speed
tin remains almost perfectly constant in the bronze. In other of about nine miles per hour will be realised when under steam
words, until the whole of the phosphorus is volatilised or with the screw propellers working. The arrangement for selfis most convenient, and very advantageous for taking
burnt out, the zinc is protected from oxidation by its pre- propelling
the vessel to foreign stations, whereby a great saving both in time
sence. The methods of forming rich phosphurets of tin, and
money will be effected. The engines and machinery have
for producing the phosphorus bronzes are then given, and been made at Messrs. Rennie’s works at Blackfriars, where they
a valuable table of the specific gravities of several of these. have also in construction several sets of compound engines of large
phosphurets, ranging from 1 of phosphorus and 500 of size for the English Government, the Peninsular and Oriental
tin to 1 of phosphorus and 2 of tin, we must pass to Company, the Egyptian and Brazilian Government, &c. -The
of naming the vessel was performed by Mrs. George
reach the larger series of experiments on the tensile strains ceremony
Rennie, and the launch in every particular was a success, At the
of various phosphorised bronzes, cast and cooled in various luncheon which followed it was incidentally stated by Mr. J. J.
ways, as in previous parts of programmes already noticed. Revy, who is superintending the completion of the vessel, that
The results must certainly be viewed as important; not only in addition to the harbour works the Government of Buenos Ayres
to use the dredger for cleansing the river Riachuelo (after
is the closeness (freedom from oxide) of the metal greatly in- intend the
vessel is named), as it is wel] known that its foul state
creased in all cases, but in the best cases, as in that of No. 39, which
was a cause of the recent epidemic which destroyed 20,000 persons,
the elasticity and ultimate tenacity are surprisingly great,
and the hardness is alleged in this to have been so great,
THE BIRMINGHAM WaGon Company.—The report of the
that none but the finest steel tools were capable of turning
the test bar, which (10in. long) took a man twenty hours directors of the Birmingham Wagon Company shows a more
satisfactory
state of affairs than have existed for some years
to finish from the ingot.
Including the amount brought forward from the preThe remarkable alloy, No. 39, of copper 94°79 with 5°20 past.
vious year, the balance of the revenue account (after making
of tin, and only an uncertain and minute proportion of provision for bad and doubtful debts) is £40,728 14s., and deductphosphorus, shows the extraordinary result, of transcend- ing the interim dividend of 10 per cent. per annum on the ordiing in elasticity and ultimate resistance by an enormous nary capital, and fixed charges paid in August last, a balance
£31,043 8s, remains, which the shareholders have determined to
amount that No. 38, which consisted of copper 89°) and of
in the following manner :—£3000 in payment of a
tin 11°0, with like traces of ars.
Now, this latter appropriate
dividend of 6 per cent. |pal annum on the preference shares, and
is the most definite gun metal alloy known, or Cu,, + 8, £6747 16s. in payment of a dividend of 10 per cent. per annum on
and the composition of the “ Bronze reglementaire.” Yet the original capital for the half-year ending the 3lst Dec., 1871 ;
this alloy is obviously deteriorated by the presence of £1349 11s, 2d. in payment of a bonus of 1 per cent. on the original
for the year ending the same date ; £3876 for depreciation
phosphorus, whilst that of No. 39, containing only about half capital
of buildings and machinery ; £13,696 16s, 1d. to the reserve and
as much tin per cent., is vastly improved in physical depreciation
fund ; and £2373 4s, 9d. to the credit of revenue
qualities.
of the current year. The amount proposed to be added to the reIn brief, if we compare the best of the results obtained serve and depreciation fund will, with its earnings, increase it from
with ordinary gun bronze of our authors (10 per cent.) £70,000 to £85,000, The stock of wagons now held by the company
is 7243, which are all let. A large number of wagons have again
with the best of the phosphorised bronze, both being been
renewed during the year, and the whole cost charged to
cooled rapidly, we find the elasticity of the latter to that revenue,
of the former exalted as 135 :100, and the rupturing
THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES.—At the late meeting
strain as 180: 100. While, if we take also the best re- of the British Association a committee of scientific men organised
sults of both series, but cooled slowly, we have these a scheme for the publication of a series of handbooks on scientific
physical elements in the phosphorised bronze exalted subjects by eminent writers at home and abroad. Similar comwere formed in Germany, France, and America, and
in the respective ratios of 184 : 100 and 274 : 100. mittees
have been made that the text-books of foreign
In all cases the hardness of the phosphorised bronze arrangements
authors should be translated into English and those of our
being increased, so that in the best instances, according to | countrymen into French and German, While the leading purpose
our authors, it approaches that of steel.
|of the series will be to present the latest aspects of scientific
But, though this be so, these results also demonstrate | thought, it will give prominence to those elucidations which help
a better understanding of the phenomena of human nature and
the extreme difficulty of insuring anything like constancy to
economy of human life. In the long list given by the
of result, when the percentage of phosphorus surpasses the
Atheneum of volumes of which the publication is contemplated
that almost infinitesimal amount which is necessary to are: ‘The First Principles of the Exact Sciences Explained to
eliminate any oxygen or oxides from the bronze ; yet the the Non-Mathematical,” by Professor Clifford; ‘* Animal Locomohardness looked for probably does not reach its best at tion,” by Dr. Pettigrew; “* Social Physics,” by Professor Quetelet;
“The Conservation of En
” by Professor Balfour Stewart;
this small proportion of phosphorus.
‘The New Chemistry,” b
fessor Odling; ‘‘ Chemical SynCopper, like iron, presents the curious chemical charac- thesis,”
by Professor Berthelot;
ical and Metaphysical
teristic that it
dily is seized upon in fusion by several Phenomena of Life,” by Professor Claude Bernard; “* Atoms and
of the metalloids, especially oxygen, carbon, sulphur, the Atomic Theory,” by Professor Wurtz; and ‘The Logie of
arsenic, and phosphorus, and that very minute propor- Statistics,” by Professor Jevons,
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| of general outline, in which we shall discuss such points as are agent for effecting telegraphic results, is produced or made
PRACTICAL PAPERS ON TELEGRAPHY.
immediately concerned, endeavouring, as far as possible, to available by means of the vultaic battery. The explanation of
No. IL,
| accompany the mind of the inquirer in regard to the order of this important “source” will be furnished very completely by
Iv offering to the public a series of papers on the principles and , the subjects occurring to his view, and moving step by step. At and by.
practice of electro-telegraphy we hope to facilitate the acquisi- ' the close of this “outline” description each portion of the whole
Sew electro-telegraphy has a language peculiar to it ; and
tion of a good, general, and particular knowledge of the subject subject will be taken in order, and the building will be gradually every term must be distinctly stored up in the memory. We
for the benefit of those who desire to become acquainted with its , put together and completed piece by piece.
can only secure this object by grasping the meaning and proper
laws and operation,
The electric telegraph system is a mode of transmitting by application of each term as we meet with them in our course. We
We are not actuated by a spirit of competition with the able the aid of electricity intelligence from one spot on the earth’s shall avoid to the utmost of our power introducing any expresand eminent authors of works in this department of science, nor surface t6 some other spot. The peculiarity of this method is sion before the arrival of the appropriate time and place to
can we be expected to furnish new or previously undiscovered partly expressed in its title. By its means we are enabled to explain it, but it is impossible to omit two or three which must
information im regard to the subject-matter of telegraphy. We “ write at a distance” from the source of the “intelligence” to be explained as we advance, Many of these terms belong to the
aim at representing the truths and workings of this important be transferred. The great distinction between telegraphing and study of electricity proper, and have naturally accompanied its
study in such a manner that the youthful student and others other means of exchanging thoughts is that in the former plan application to telegraphic science.
who bring to its examination no previous knowledge of its laws the information or question is not conveyed, but, as it were, reThe first expressions that claim our notice, and are specially
and relations may have at their disposal a clear and detailed ex- produced. It originates here, and is declared or ‘brought to germane at this stage, are the terms positive and negative as
planation on numerous points which have not been placed in a light there. As Dr. Ferguson remarks, there are three agents applied to electricity. We must be as brief as possible now, so
sufficiently easy form before the public mind.
employed for telegraphing—sound, light, and electricity. Of as not to invade the ground of electrical science per se, And
As we intimated in our opening paper, there is much to en- these, electricity is in every way superior, being as speedy as here we remark that the manifestation of electrical phenomena
courage the beginners in telegraphic investigation aside from the light, and infinitely more docile and trustworthy. One distin- is regarded as prevailing under two different aspects. Thus
intention to enter on the profession, for it has claims to their guishing peculiarity of its employment is that the signs or inter- electricity is said to be either dynamic or static. The term
cordial consideration which can scarcely be conceded to any other preting agencies are not necessarily produced at the spot from dynamic (from the Greek word signifying power) applies to the
science. Some persons are accustomed to believe that there is which the intelligence originates. In the case of the other two, passage of electricity as a current, and static electricity refers to
literally nothing new under the sun, and they pretend to find in the signals are made at the starting-point, and either seen or its accumulation on a surface where it is said to rest. This is
the results of archiwological research traces of the possession of heard at the other end. In that of electro-telegraphy they are the conventional explanation of the words as employed in conscientific advancement by the ancients even surpassing that of made apparent at the point of reception.
nection with our subject. Now, in regard to the production or
our day.
There is one feature also worthy of notice in connection with evolution of electricity, there are certain well-grounded laws
lf ms knowledge passes in a cycle along the path of Time, this method relating to the employment of electricity. And here which are held good by all followers of the science. They are
we can, at least, rejoice that we have advanced as far as we have is shown the necessity for caution on the part of the student not simply matters of theory, though we cannot exactly say
done. And let the students of telegraphy remember that this as to the idea which he may entertain of its analogy when in they are absolute. But if the student accepts them as safe
study is its offspring of an amount of scientific learning and action.
guides on the journey of inquiry he will be as near to perfect
experience, embracing other sciences, which surpasses the mateA very high authority has counselled the learner to conceive correctness as he could desire. For our own part we are content
rials necessary to the construction of any other taken singly.
of this action as something like the passage of a stream of water to call them axioms ; they are fundamental rules, and are conWe may consider our readers as divided into two classes : Those running through a pipe. Water, when making its way under tinually referred to in one way or another in the consideration of
who know nothing or next to nothing about the subject, and these circumstances, exerts a mechanical force upon any body electrical phenomena.
those who have acquired information by experience, by reading, which it may meet with at the issue, or, indeed, at any point in
or otherwise. To the latter the remarks immediately following the line of progress. Thus, it would move a piston in the tube,
do not apply, but they may not be out of place in relation to or push away an object at the end or mouth. This, of course,
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
the former, who are incalculably the more numerous.
would result from the pressures of its particles on those of the
At the meeting on Thursday, February the 22nd, Mr, William
What is the view taken of electro-telegraphy by a person opposing matter. But when electricity is spoken of as traversing Spottiswoode, the treasurer of the Society, in the chair, three
ignorant of its principles and practice? He knows (1) that elec- a wire, the analogy of its passage to that of a stream of water papers were read. The first one ‘‘ On a New Hygrometer,” was
tricity is its foundation, therefore (2), it must be under control; fails in this particular instance. There is no exertion of mecha(3) by this agency intelligence can be transferred to a distance; nical force at any part of the route. Mechanical effects are pro- furnished by Mr. Wildman O. Whitehouse. He described his in(4) wire, or generally some conducting medium, is necessary; duced or made to result from the transfer of electrical force, and strument as follows :—It consists essentially of three thermometers
(5) some mechanical effect is produced somehow at the distant are visible ; for instance, at the end of the liné, as in the case of similar construction, and used as a “ wet bulb,” a “dry bulb,”
spot; (6) as electricity is not found openly existing like water or of a needle vibrating, and other examples. But the cause of and an “‘ acid bulb” respectively, placed side by side on a suitable
matter visible or tangible, he knows it must be produced or ob- the results is very different. We merely take advantage of a frame, and read together for comparison. The experience already
tained somehow; therefore (7), some kind of apparatus is needed property of electricity, and so arrange the objects which we gained in the use of this instrument has shown that with a reserconstruction the supply of acid may be made
fur the production and employment of electricity.
desire should be moved in such a mapner that this property may voir of proper
for any required length of time; and that, from the
These are probably the chief representatives of knowledge in exert its peculiar influence and effect the required movement. continuous
very
slight
variations
of flow which occur in its action, the
the mind of the uninstructed in our science. A few words on But this is brought about in a totally different manner from that supply to the thermometer
will be sensibly equable.
The
the popular ideas existing on electricity and electro-telegraphy in which a similar motion is produced by the pressure of a length
of the syphon, and the size of the capillary bore, together
may reasonably follow in this place.
stream of water impinging on an object. It will be seen that with the difference of level between the surface of the fluid in
Some of these ideas, if not all, are founded on the prevailing this fact entirely harmonises with the undoubted quality of the trough of the reservoir and the point of delivery on the
impression made by the application of electzicity to amusing electricity as an “imponderable,” and the learner may safely bulb, will determine the rate of supply of the acid. It is
experiments and to medical purposes. Most people have re- believe that, as in the case of light, no weight can be detected clear that either a too rapid and continuous stream of acid at
the temperature of the air, or a too scanty supply, would
ceived a shock and seen the electric spark. Electrotyping also by any known earthly means.
the readings; yet it is found that practically there may
is familiar to every mind. Electrical machines, the electric
We consider it necessary to be explicit on this particular point diminish
a considerable range of variation in the supply of acid, within
light, and electric clocks are commonly known. The ex- because nine persons out of ten who are unacquainted with the be
which no essential change in the sensibility o the instrument is
plosion of gunpowder by electricity is no new idea, and truth of the fact imagine that the effect is directly mechanical.
noticed. For a bulb having one square inch of surface one drop
the early acquired knowledge of electrical attraction
Perhaps a closer analogy might be suggested in regard to
minute is sufficient, though the time may rangefrom 40 seconds
exemplitied by sealing wax and scraps of paper has a place in ejectro-telegraphy by referring to the transmission of sound along per
to 100 seconds without inconvenience, the time being noted as
the mind of every child. The result of these grounds of know- a whispering tube, or even a silken string. Uuder certain cir- the hydrated acid, after having fulfilled its office, falls drop by drop
ledge is generally as follows:—Consciously, or unconsciously, cumstances two persons can communicate orally with each other from the bulb. The quantity of acid required at this rate is about
applying what they see and hear of these phenomena, persons frum a comparatively great distance. Here the sound impinges on three fluid ounces per diem, or one imperial pint per week, which
who are totally uninstructed in electro-telegraphic principles the drum of the ear, and the brain is affected or interprets the is procurable of uniform censity, sufficiently pure and free from
imagine that electricity is “a kind of fire "—that its presence is meaning to the person addressed. But the sounds by which the lead, at a cost of about 25d.
temperature of the acid in the reservoir is, of course, that
necessarily dynamical, as always furnishinga shock under all con- intelligence is transferred originate at, or start from the near, of The
the surrounding air; the elevation of temperature shown by the
ditions; and one illustration of this idea is afforded by the popular and are, as it were, repeated at the far end.
acid-bulb thermometer is «ue to, and seems to be strictly a measure
error that birds sitting on a telegraph wire are killed or injured
Now electro-telegraphic signals are imagined or intended at of, the amount of moisture absorbed by the film of acid spread
during the transmission of a telegram. The peculiar vibratory the point of starting, and take the required form at that of re- on
the surface of the bulb, say one square inch, continuously
humming of the wires due to currents of air is taken to arise ception, according to the measures which are taken at the former supplied in its concentrated state, and as constantly passing off,
from the passage of currents of electricity, the passage of electri- spot for their producticn.
hydrated,
city being supposed to cause both results by a twofold power.
While, therefore, the instrument is, like Mason’s, intended to
Objection may be taken to this view of the question as not
The mechanical effects produced, as sensible signals, are attri- being universally applicable. We would add that in suggesting measure the amount of hygrometric moisture in the air, and to do
buted to a dynamical quality which acts with mechanical powers, a contrast between this and other modes of telegraphing, we so thermometrically, it yet is, in its principle and in its operation,
the fact of magnetic properties in the applied apparatus being have drawn attention to a prevailing feature which may be essentially of an opposite character. The ordinary wet-bulb therat the zero of its scale in an atmosphere of perfect
unknown. There are many points on which, though sufticiently accepted as indicative of a sufficient distinction. These details mometer isand
its action depends upon the amount of sensible
ignorant or uninformed, numbers of persons exercise their imagi- may, at first sight, appear unimportant. But we believe that saturation,
heat absorbed and rendered latent by evaporation of the water from
nation or form some hypothesis in their minds. These are points the future progress and ultimate success of a learner in this, its
surface.
The
acid-bulb thermometer is at its zero in a persuggested to the mind as inquiries arising from whatisknown and perhaps, more than in other branches of study, is considerably fectly dry atmosphere,
and its action depends upon the amount of
what is imagined. They refer more to the subject as a whole, affected by the establishment of correct apprehensions on minute latent heat rendered sensible by the condensation of vapour into
and are various according to the intelligence of the observer.
details, which some persons might think were too trifling to water on the surface of the bulb, and by the combination of this
All such points as the details of apparatus, of arrangement, and occupy a place in a course of instruction in science.
water with the concentrated acid.
It would appear that a
of electrical action are, of course, confessedly matters beyond
As nobody yet knows exactly what electricity is it is impos- hygrometer on this principle is entirely free from the action of
general knowledge, such as the general public do not attempt to sible to explain its action thoroughly, and we intend carefully to frost, while its sensibility is so great as to be at first almost
speculate on. And since it is manifestly impossible for persons avoid setting down anything as a fact to be learned which is embarrassing. This may, however, be easily regulated and toned
down, if necessary, to any required range by the dilution of the
tu reason about such points, these are not to be included in the really a matter of theory only.
acid with glycerine, » fluid which is also of itself hygrometric,
list of subjects on which the uninstructed form opinions.
For a record of the varied information in regard to electricity though its thermal effects are far less marked than those of sul
Only those outline éndices of the science, which as being more ‘which does not immediately or vitally affect our subject we phuric
The shape and form of the instrument for a more
open, or as being so generally observable or likely to form matter would refer the reader to works such as Ferguson's and others, extendedacid.use has
not been quite matured by the author, who has
fur consideration as to be considered portions of general know- which treat of the science without special reference to telegraphy. been engaged for some time in making claborate observations with
ledge, can be properly brought forward here. The line between
the
described
apparatus;
but he, being advised to do so, has, at the
We conclude, then, that the reader knows what electro-telepopular and exclusive information in regard to a subject heard graphy is, what the principal agent is called, and that with the earliest time, submitted a brief description of it to the notice of
of, spoken of, seen, and made use of every day is thus preserved; necessary appliances we can utilise this agency, and produce the the Royal Society.
The next subject brought before the meeting by the chairman
and we have not been unjust to the public intelligence in the desired effect at any given distance on the face of the earth.
by himself ‘* On the Contact of Surfaces.” The
wrangement. We now pass more immediately to our task.
Without trenching on the ground covered by works on elec- was a contribution
belongs to the realm of pure mathematics, In a previous
We have hesitated somewhat in regard to one point in the tricity proper we must premise that electricity is not like any- paper
memoir
on
the
same
subject the learned author considered the
commencement of these papers. It is the question as to what thing that must be manufactured, or rather compounded, before
at a point P, of two curves, which are co-planar sections
view the student should take of the nature of electricity itself. we can commence operations with a view to its employment. contact
of two surfaces, uv, r, and examined more particularly the case
It is very important that he should have some definite and com- True, it must be manifested, or in one sense produced, But in where one of the curves, viz., the section of V,is a conic. That
prehensive idea on the subject, and various writers have given Nature we have an inexhaustible reservoir always at our com- investigation may be considered as dealing with a problem interdifferent suggestions for our guidance. On this “vexed quesa- mand, Electricity is apparently associated with every known mediate to the contact of plain curves and that of surfaces. In
idered as
to the two
tion’ what passages of arms have there not been, and what lite- substance, and all we have to do at the outset is to choose the the present research a point P is
surfaces; an axis drawn arbitrarily through P and a plane of secrary blows exchanged in our columns, and the most that can be most convenient source at hand.
tion
passing
through
the
axis,
and
capable
of
revolution
about it.
said isthat each party thinks itself to be right and its opponents
This statement might appear to be opposed to the opinion The equations for contact of various degrees rendered independent
wrong. However, we do not wish to turn from the safe path at given by a well-known writer on physics, which we prefer to of
azimuth give the conditions for contact for all positions of
the present time. We cannot pretend authoritatively to tell our record here, lest the student should hereafter be perplexed by an thethecutting
plane about the axis,
readers what electricity is. But we do tell them that there is apparent contradiction, In “Ganot’s Physics” we find the
The author, while acknowledging M. Moutard’s recent enunciareason to hold that it is not merely a force, like gravity, and following :—“ Unlike gravity, it (electricity) is not inherent in tions
on the same subject, questions that gentl
‘8 corr ct
we shall state the basis on which this theory is founded, in the bodies, but is evoked in them by a variety of causes.” As we regarding the number of conics, having six pointic contact with
course of our series,
desire to be as simple as possible in our explanations we will the surface, that can be drawn through every point of a surface.
The disputants have generally advised that electricity should remind the reader that gravity is a force representing the M. Moutard estimates them at twenty-seven; the author at ten,
not nine, from considerations offered by Mr, Clifford.
be regarded as a fluid; that is, that its effects should be likened attraction which universally exists in matter, causing its parti- if The
last paper read was a ‘‘ Note on the Change of Refrangibility
to those attending the action of fluids. But, though the analogy cles to tend towards or be drawn to each other. Gravity, then, of the Fraunhofer
at the Sun’s Limb,” by William Huggins,
is permissible in some considerable degree, it is not safe to refer is inherent in matter. But, apart from the theory which we LL.D., D.C.L. &c.Lines
This paper relates
to researches on the rotaevery form of its action to the comparison; and, moreover, to be hold in relation to electricity, it seems difficult to conceive of it tion of the photosphere, the flattening of the solar poles, and the
is not the same as to be like. Other persons have directed the as something to be evoked from matter if it is not inherent in it. rotation peried as indicated by the m
ts of the spots. The
inquirer to the impressions arising from what is known of other We shall go into no subtle discussion on the point, but be con- bearing of these on the physical problems connected with the sun
apparent forms of motion. The fact is, a set of words has yet tent with saying we can evoke electricity or make use of it at can as yet be hardly ascertained, until further observations shall
to be framed, supposing it possible, to enable the mind to con- will by using certain means, Such means are generally spoken have more satisfactorily established the relative change of refrangipoints of the sun's limb.
ceive of the real nature of electricity and its “ progression.” of as being “sources” of electricity. Of these
there are bility atH different
> recent observations have been made by the aid o
We prefer, at this stage, to leave the clue to the mystery to several, but that with which we are at present concerned is the an Mr.
, in which light passes twice through ten
be discovered by a
ual understanding of the facts which galvanic or voltaic battery. The reason why this so-called P automa’
of dense glass of 60d
It must be borne in mind that
we shail endeavour clearly to explain, keeping, however, within “source” is best adapted for our purpose will be explained inits
in
the
measures
of theFraunhofer lines is not necessarily
our
iar province.
proper place. There are very sufficient reasons for
it ; but for
a
velocityin the photospheric matter, but
course we propose to follow will commence with a kind the present let it suffice that the electricity, which is our chief only of the eteneaphere producing the Fraunhofer lines,
:
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In the beginning of Novem ver, 1871, Mr. Blair, locomotive
superintendent of the Danish Government Railway, found the
traffic with which he had to do so enormously augmented, that
he was unable to carry it on satisfactorily without increasing the
loads his wagons were intende | to support. In this condition of
affairs the idea suggested itself that he should adopt some cheap
and efficient auxiliary spring, and he decidedon adopting Thomson’s
patent compressed woul and steel ‘cushioned’ spring —manu-

COMPOUND

ENGINES,

250-H.P.,

factured by Messrs. Thomson and Co., of Ga, Victoria-street,
Ve believe that the construction of the Thomson cushioned
| Westminster, in the way shown in the accompanying engraving. spring is well known, but it may be worth while to state that
The result was perfectly successful, and Mr. Blair states that it is a coiled steel spring, the central portion of which is filled in
‘*they answer a most excellent purpose.” That they enable wool, compressed almost as hard asa board. The action of these
him to carry 25 per cent. greater weight in his wazsons, and that springs is as nearly as possible perfect, The arrangement adopted
they ‘‘ will save a great deal in the repair of our former springs, byMr. Blair is too simple torequire description; it deserves the notice
as it is now almost impossible t» overloal the wagons and of railway men, and the success which has attended its adoj-t.un
cause the springs to brea or got out of order.”
renders it eminently worthy of a placein our columns,
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THE Scindia and Bertha were built to the order of Messrs.
Norwood and Co,, of Hull, for the well-known Red Cross line of
steamers, running to India rid the Suez Canal, by Messrs. Oswald
and Co., of Sunderland. These vessels are of very considerable
dimensions. They are 310ft. long over all, and 300ft. between
yverpendiculars ;beam, 35ft. 3in., and depth in hold 25ft. 3in.
he gross icgistered tonnage is 2202, and the net tonnage is 1423.
The ships are classed twenty years red Liverpeol books, and 100 A
Lloyds. They afford splendid accommodation for fifty first-class
and twenty-five second-class passengers, the cabins being specially
fitted for hot climates.
The engines, which we have illustrated on page 152, as well as the
vessels, are by Messrs, Oswald and Co,, and are of the direct-acting
inverted cylinder type, and on the compound surface-condensing
principle, of 250 nominal horse-power, and 1250 indicated horsepower. The diameters of the cylinders are 70in, and 36in.
respectively, with a 36in. stroke. The engines are fitted with
Oswald and Swaddle’s patent amalgamating feed-water heater,
which we have already illustrated. The engines run at sixty revolutions, with a pressure of steam of 70 lb, per square inch in the
boiler, a vacuum of 28in., with feed-water heated to 170 deg. on a
consumption of 15 tons of coals in the twenty-four hours. The
Scindia, on her first voyage, averaged ten knots to the canal. The
Bertha sailed from London to Calcutta the second week in
January, and is expected to average ten and a-halfto eleven knots.
Messrs, Oswald and Co, have orders for three more steamers for
the Red Cross line, of larger size and larger power, to be finished
in August and Sept>mber, 1872,
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WHAT SHALL BE DONE WITH THE MODELS AT THE PATENTOFFICE.—It is to be presumed that, at the time the Patent-office
building was erected, and inventors were required to deposit,
with their drawings, models of the devices for which they solicited
patents, the steady growth and ultimate magnitude of the collection was not anticipated. Many of these models now lie about on
the floors, there being no room to store them elsewhere. Others
are piled on the tops of cabinets, and'on each other, so that the
original purpose of the collection is defeated, so far as the public
is concerned, while it is difficult for the examiners to perform
their duties. Many of the models are broken, and thrown in
heaps of promiscuous rubbish. The head of the model department, who is represented to be very efficient, is doing all he can to
bring order out of chaos, but it is painfully evident that there
must, sooner or later, be a clearing outof useless and broken models.
There are a great many that it is of no consequence whatever to
keep. There are others so dilapidated that their inspect
reveals nothing without the drawings, and the latter are sufficient
to guide the examiners. The rubbish might as well be removed at
once, and space made for the well preserved and re models.
It is also certain that more room will be needed if the present
system is maintained, and this might well be supplied by buildings
erected from the money now in the Treasury department belonging to the Patent-office. It will, however, be useless to expect
that it will be possible to continuously supply space to store models.
At the present rate of accumulation, to arrange and store them properly will — an addition equal to the present accommodation once in about seven years, Wheat then, shall be done with

|
| the models, is a question that must in some way be answered,
We say, do without them ; that is, do not attempt to preserve them
|in a public collection. It has been wisely suggested that, for
| purposes of-general information, good perspective drawings, reproduced by photography and cheaply obtainable on application,
would be far more efficient than a great central musewn of models
that not one in ten will ever visit, or, if they should, could ever
find time to examine a tithe of its contents. Of course, models
would be needed to assist the examiners with probably about onefourth the applications made; these, after each case had been
attended to, might be returned to the applicants. It is certainly
folly to attempt their preservation in a collection. As the coral
insect, particle after particle, builds islands of vast extent, so the
constant accumulation of models will result in an enormous reef of
agenious contrivances, which will wreck the patience of any who
ttempt to explore it. Better at once abandon the attempt to
‘reserve models, and only endeavour to keep the drawings and
pecifications. Thisis our view of the subject. If any one has anyuing better to suggest we shall be glad to consider it.—Scientific
{merican,
TECHNICAL EpvucaTion,—Notwithstanding a general suspicion
hat the great City guilds are indifferent to the promotion of the
velfare of their fellow citizens, we have the satisfaction of seeing
‘ome evidence to the contrary in recent resolutions of the Haberiashers’ Company. We noticed the handsome compliment to Mr.
Vebb, the senior wrangler, on the 23rd, and we now have a
wrogramme for new exhibitions. Thinking, as we do, that the
shanks of all friends of education are due to that company for such
sreat encouragement, we venture to hope that other companies
vill follow so laudable an example. The Haberdashers’
‘ompany have determined to establish the following exhivitions, viz.:—(1) Four exhibitions of £50 per annum each,
to be granted subject to the following conditions and regulations, viz.:—All applicants to be qualified to compete for these
exhibitions must be children or grandchildren (male or female) or
apprentices of liverymen of the Haberdashers’ Company (bound
before the master and wardens thereof), not being at the time of
their application under 16 nor above 23 years of age. (a) They
must have obtained a prize or passed a high class public examination at one of the universities of Great Britain; or (b) have been
scholars at a public school (public schools are to be understood as
hools not
ted by private individuals for their own advantage), who have obtained some public mark of distinction ora
first-class prize in literature, ancient or modern languages, art or
science, upon leaving the school, or at a university within one
year afterwards, or (c) students at law or articled clerks, who
have passed a final examination at one of the Inns of Court for
admission to the bar, or at the Law Institution for admission as
solicitor or attorney; and have obtained a certificate of high
distinction, or (d) students who have obtained a prize of high
distinction in any branch of medical science on examination at
any of the public hospitals of Great Britain; or (e) students
who have obtained a prize of high distinction in any branch of the
fine arts, or of science, at any recognised public institution in
Great Britain; or (7) candidates who have obtained high distinction, or first class certificates upon competitive examination
for the army or navy, East India or Civil Services. The above
exhibitions will be tenable for a period not exceeding three years,
for the purpose of assisting the holders in their further education
or professional pursuits. (2) In addition to the above four exhibitions one exhibition of £50 per annum will be especially granted
toa scholar of any school under the company’s management who
shall have obtained high distinction under any of the conditions
of se econ pengneee (a) to (f). (3) The sum of £150 will be
annually appropriated towards assisting the education of children
and grandchildren of liverymen of the Haberdashers’ Company, not
being at the time master, or a warden, or assistant, in such way
as the court may think fit. (4) The yearly sum of £100 will be
awarded in such way as the court may determine, as prizes to the
actual inventors of new patterns, designs, or specimens of articles
of haberdashery proper, such inventors not being manufacturers
or dealers. (5) The above grants are veleeaaliip made by the
master, wardens, and court of assistants of the Haberdashers’
Company, who will have the sole and absolute authority to make
such further regulations and alterations for the disposal of them,
and to continue or discontinue and revoke them as they or their
successors may deem expedient.
BRIDGE OVER THE HovsaTonic.—The new iron bridge over
the Housatonic river at Stratford, Connecticut, on the
New York and New Haven Railroad, is completed. This
bridge is one of the handsomest in the State. It was
1 in March, 1871, and has been pushed, in spite of
the cold weather of the early winter, to completion in a wonderfully brief time. The bridge is 1091ft. long, 27ft. wide, with two
tracks, and the height of the ironwork is 24ft. It has five spans,
three on the east side of the draw and two on the west, and the
draw is 206ft. long. Five piers and two abutments of solid
masonry support the ironwork of the s:
, and the height of the
piers, except the draw pier, is 36ft. 8in., they being 7ft. wide at
the top and at the bottom, The draw pier is 30ft. wide at the
top and 35ft. at the bottom, and rests upon 427 piles, sawed a
a. level with the river bottom, Total cost, about 300,
0
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LETTERS 0 THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
correspondents. )

PATENT LAWS.
Srr,—I have seen illustrated some weeks back in THE ENGINEER
a new process of iron making by Mr. Danks. Although a new process, I beg to say it is not « very new idea. The idea suggested
itself tome some six years ago, and I communicated the thing to some
friends about the year 1862. I also invented a friction chain or link
motion to Work in a groove and convey motion by the friction of
its sides, my object being to displace mortice and other wheels in
quick rolling mills, where they are being constantly stripped of
their teeth, I submitted my chain to several engineers, as well as
to a respectable firm in Lancashire, with a view of getting it taken
up, but failed, Prior to the chain I designed a continuous rolling
mill with the rolls fronting each other, so that the iron being admitted in the first pair would go through and out of the last rolls
finished. Amongst others I submitted it to a proprietor of mills,
who pronounced the thing unattainable. The same thing has since
been patented, and is now working very successfully at Jonsons’
wire mills, near Manchester, I am informed that my chain has
yot among the list of patents. Now, Sir, my object in writing this
letter is to express my disapproval of the patent laws as they now
exist, seeing that they recognise capital rather than wit. I do not
see why we should pay large sums of money either to America or
any other nation for that which we possess in abundance at home,
A WorkinG May.
STRENGTHENING BOILER FLUES,
Sirn,—The plan of strengthening Cornish boiler tues by means of
angle iron rings, as illustrated in your valuable paper three or four
weeks ago, and brought forward in Mr. Fletcher’s report to the
Manchester Boiler Association, is about as old as the hills, For
myself, I can contidently assert that for the period of at least eight
to ten years this particular method has been employed by myself,
and I dare say by many others, for the purpose specified.
JOHN PINCHBECK,
27, Leadenhall-street, E.C., 26th February, 1872,
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to this claim, and those of your other correspondents of the same
date, I remarked in my letter published on the 12th ultimo,
** Each one of your correspondents imagines himself the real original inventor of self-propelling torpedoes, but I can assure them
they are all more or less mistaken on this point.” Further on in
the same paragraph I stated as a fact, “‘ that General Paixhans
»roposed upwards of fifty years ago a method of attacking ships
b means of submarine shell rockets precisely similar ”—not
identical—‘‘ to that patented by Mr. Alexander in July, 1864.”
Here I beg to call attention to the fact that I did not assert that
General Paixhans’ method was ‘ identical with,” but that it was
** precisely similar to” that of Mr, Alexander, And surely I had
as much right to state that as he had to claim that his was “* precisely similar” to that of Mr. ‘Whitchead,
And now I will endeavour to make clear the difference between
an object or purpose and the means used to obtain the object or to
effect the purpose. The object of General Paixhans’ proposal or
invention was the conveyance of a large explosive charge under
water at a high velocity, which charge should be fired by striking
an enemy’s vessel ; or in his own words, ‘* Un mecanisme simple
faisant enflaamer la poudre en heurtant le bord ennemi.” Further
on in the same paper, General Paxhans says, ‘ Quartre a six cent
lirves de poudre contre le faue dun vaisseau de lique, et le Ferait
probablement couler a fond.” Now this shows that the vbject
of General P.’s invention was not to breach a ship by the impact of
a rocket (as Mr. Alexander suggested on the 1%th ult. he had certainly read) but that his ultimate object was to blow her up by a
very respectable torpedo charge. (When Mr. A. replies to this
letter I must beg he will have the courtesy to state in what book
this very peculiar assertion is to be found—an assertion which
reflects so disadvantageously on the common sense of the most distinguished artillerist of his age.)
In your correspondent’s letter of the 16th instant he says, ‘* But
I have as yet no evidence to show that he (General Paixhans) ever
grasped the idea of moving a submarine mine or torpedo to the
ship, instead of deluding, or somehow inducing the ship to approach
the torpedo.” Well, now, this is certainly a very serious point,
but I beg leave to suggest that Paixhans was not an ignoramus
who would propose using ‘‘ une espéce de fusée de grosse dimensions”
for securing stationary torpedoes ; but that what he proposed was
de les mettré en mouvement,” as he himself states in his article on
“Torpilles,” published at Paris in 1820, or 1822; his first proposals and experiments before the French Minister of Marine
having been made in 1811, Having shown and proved that the
object of Paixhans’ invention was the construction of ‘“‘ self-propelling torpedoes,” I beg to point out that none of your correspondents can be entitled to consider himself the ‘‘ real original
inventor” of that system of submarine attack. That is what I
first asserted, that is what I maintain, and I now defy any one to
prove my assertion untrue. I now come to the means to be used
for propelling the torpedoes—to the detail of the respective inventions—and I fearlessly ask, have I by any assertion or insinuation impugned the originality of the details or of the means
proposed to be used for propelling by any one of your correspondents? My letters themselves answer the question in the negative,
for I carefully abstained from entering into that question at all.
Nor will I now (although invited to do so by Mr. Alexander) discuss the question of the originality of any details of his invention,
as I know nothing of them. For, although Mr. Alexander frequently asserts that he took out a patent for his invention in July,
1864, to which he states, in his letter of the 19th ult., ‘‘ were
appended drawings showing the details of arrangement proposed,”
yet Iam very much surprised to find the Patent-office authori
ties have published the specification of Andrew Alexander, dated
27th July, 1864, No, 1869, without inserting any drawings or descriptions of drawings ; but with these words printed on the face
of it, “*This invention received provisional protection only.”
Owing to this error (?) of the Patent-office people I can only consult the very curious document bearing the title of ‘* Provisional
Specification,” from which, however, I can extract no definite
information as to the detail of the said invention. I do not consider it necessary to refer to other proposals of a similar nature,
made subsequent to 1820 but prior to 1860, as General Paxhains’
own works, with which every person who pretends to any knowledge of waa material should be acquainted, ‘‘ render indubitable”
| his ‘claim to priority in proposing a system which may yet pro| bably become a regular branch of military art.”
As Lhave yet to learn that “‘ taking out provisional protection”
and taking out a patent are synonymous terms, I must beg Mr.
Alexander will, if he again writes on this subject, try to prove, to
‘ my confused intellect that those terms are synonymous, and that
| a patent is the same as provisional protection, and that provisional
|protection is actually a patent. Until your correspondent proves
| this, and that he took out a patent to which drawings and de| scriptions were appended, I must decline to reply to, or notice any| thing he may hereafter write. I trust you will have the kindness
|to insert this statement in support of the claims of a deceased
offiver, gentleman, and engineer,
A. M.
Southsea, February 22nd, 1872.

THE VALUE OF PATENTS,
Sir,—To my mind there is no greater satisfaction than to read
in any publication of acknowledged high standing sentiments identical with one’s own; and although the writer of the articles on
“The Value of Patents” and ‘The Patent-office Museum,” in
your last issue, has been anticipated, I tender my hearty
thanks to him for the intellectual feast he has afforded me. More
useful articles to the class addressed could scarcely have been
written, but being one of that class with an inventive turn of
mind, I beg to take exception to one or two points, and also make
a few suggestions; and I write for the benefit of the poor inventor,
as I utterly fail to understand how a rich inventor, that is supposing his invention is really worth a patent, is unable to utilise
it, for money will start and work any practicable scheme.
Taking what I grant you is the exception, viz., to find a poor inventor seeking a manufacturer before a cheap patent agent, is so
simply because experience has taught him that to find the honourable high-minded men or firms you mention would be his greatest
dlitticulty. Such firms, Sir, are very rare indeed. I could give
you a few prominent cases where working mechanics have made
what have proved to be valuable inventions, have made and exhibited their models, Xc., to their masters with the hope of benefiting them and themselves; but, alas, I will not say that the inventor
has been robbed of his ideas, but I hardly know what else to term
it, when in a few months he has seen it patented by his master,
and asking for an explanation or a little compensation, receives only
promises and often gets discharged. As the law stands, and human
nature is not so honest as it should be, the poor inventor is bound
on one hand by capital, or rather the want of it, and on the other
the fear of being rubbed. Now, first, I would suggest as a remedy,
that an inventor shall be protected for twelve months upon
application, for a fee, say, of two shillings. Secondly, that
he should make a model (but if not possible to make a model, then
drawings and descriptions) of his invention as soon as is, possible
after dateof protection, and deposit same for ever in the Museum of
Patents, where they may be inspected by all parties, and if not opposed during period of protection by any person who may consider
it an infringement on his patent, it shall not be lawful to oppose
it after. Thirdly, there should be a board appointed similar to
the American system, of well qualified men paid for that purpose
only, who should examine both inventor and invention, and decide,
after having been shown by the inventor the benefits likely to be
bestowed on society, also the validity and originality of his invention, whether a patent shall be granted or not. Fourthly, that
at the expiration of term for protection the inventor must either
take a complete patent at the present costs, or allow his invention
to become public property.
This, if carried out, { think would distribute lonour where
honour is due, prevent an inventor wasting his money, time, Xc.;
THE SOCIETY OF TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS.
and I take the cases of inventions that are really worth patents,
others I don’t care for, As to the Proce §article alluded THROUGH the liberality of the council of the Institution of
to, I have often wondered why the South Kensington Museum has Civil Engineers, the new Society were enabled to hold their first
not been, as you say, taken bodily to the Crystal Palace, which meeting under the roof of the parent institution, Last Wednesnoble building is at present nearly a patent museum. The sooner day, the president, Mr. C, William Siemens, D.C.L., F.R.S., dethis is done the better, and I trust the steady, orderly, and livered his inaugural address, from which we select the following
beautiful example set by the Jermyn-street Museum will be | passage :—
imitated there; and I hope to see the models, &c., arranged accord- | A generation has hardly passed away since the remarkable dising todate, with a number and short but pithy description attached | coveries of Oersted, Ampere, Faraday, and Weber, which laid
to each, so that with a catalogue, or even without in particular the foundation of the electro-magnetic telegraph. The names of
cases, one could find without loss of time what one wants. I must | Steinheil, Schilling, Ronalds, Wheatstone, Cooke, and Morse,
apologise for taking so much of your space, but hope that the good | furnish us with striking illustrations of the readiness with which
intended to result may compensate for this.
the thinking men of different nations turn scientific discovery to
London, 27th February, 1872.
PHILOMATH,
practical use. While the pioneers in the field of telegraphic
progress were still contending against practical difficulties, other
TORPEDOES,
earnest labourers entered the same field, amongst whom Werner
S1r,—I am extremely sorry to be compelled to trespass on your Siemens, Bain, and Brequet should not pass unmentioned here.
most valuable space once more to endeavour to show that Mr. But so rapid has been the progress of our branch of science,
Alexander's claim ‘to priority in proposing a system which may that, while I am obliged to speak of these men as belonging to our
yet probably become a regular branch of military art” is totally early history, they are still, almost without exception, living
groundless. I am not sanguine enough to hope to be able to amongst us in full enjoyment of their faculties, and, I am happy
convince Mr, Alexander that it is so, but I have not the slightest to add, members of our new Society. They have the rare satisdoubt that I shall be able to make the fact quite plain to you, faction to see their early day-dreams carried out upon so vast a
Mr. Editor, as well as to your disinterested readers,
scale that there is to-day hardly a country, however remote, that
But before proceeding to. do so I must beg to enter my protest is not within a few minutes’, or at all events a few hours’ call from
against the plan Mr, Alexander has adopted in his letters of every central point of the civilised world, that diplomatic consuggesting that my letters express certain things which I never ferences have to be held to regulate international telegraphy, and
entertained in my mind, and for which there is no foundation in that a proposal is seriously entertained by the leading Powers of
the language I have used, I will not descant on the courtesy and the earth to place telegraphic property upon the highest, I may
good taste shown by Mr. Alexander in speaking of my “ludicrous almost say a sacred basis, by declaring it inviolable in case of war.
medley and misapplication of logical and mathematical reasoning;” The electric telegraph has indeed attained to the dignity of a
but I must beg leave to state that it was not necessary for him to commercial, a social, and an international institution of the highest
explain to me that two things may be precisely similar to one importance; it is a civiliser of the first magnitude, and we may
another (not “* two things to another,” as your correspondent in- well be proud to meet here together in furtherance of such a
correctly puts it) without being identical. Dut it is undoubtedly cause,
evident that it is absolutely necessary that Mr. Alexander should
You will pardon me if I abstain from making special reference
lave the fact explained to him that an object, end, or purpose, to the numerous claims to recognition of the feliow-labourers of
und the ineans used tu obtain the object, end, or purpose, are not the present day whom I am now addressing; they are well known
ilentical things, but that they are two distinctly separate things. within our own circle and to the public at large, but neither my
Whilst I have carefully kept this fact in view, I regret to find ability nor the time at my command would suftice for such a task.
your correspondens has entangled the two together in his own 1 will only endeavour, betore concluding this address, to summarise
iniad tu such an extent that I fear it will be useless for me to try the subject-matters which, judging trom my experience, should
ty make Lim understand the difference.
engage our principal attention,
Now Myr, Alexander, in his letter of the 15th December, stated
Problems of pure electrical science meet the telegraph engineer
that he “patented a method of submarine attack precisely at every turn, the methods of testing insulated wire, of determining
similar’ to the Austrian ** fish torpedo ;” he also adds, ** I need the position of a fault in a submarine cable under various cireumliar lly say that my chief object in so doing was to render indu- stances, or of combining instruments so as to produce recorded
Litably my clain to priority in proposing a system which may messages by the mere fluctuation of electrical tension in a lo
yet probably become a regular branch of military art.” In regard submarine conductor, are problems worthy of the most profoun
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physicist and mathematician. On the other hand, there is hardly
a problem in electrical science that is not of practical interest to
the telegraph engineer; and, considering that electricity is not
represented at present by a separate learned society, ranking with
the Chemical or Astronomical Societies, I am of opinion that we
should not exclude from our subjects questions of purely electrical
i
he y
of electrification and polarisation, of
specific induction and conduction, the laws regulating the electrical
wave, the influences of rise of temperature on conduction or
the potential force residingin a coil of wire of a given form,
when traversed by «a current, involve questions belonging
just as much to pure physical science as to the daily practice
of the telegraph engineer, and would at any rate be inseparable
from our proceedings. Next in order come questions of selection
of materials for conduction or insulation, of apparatus for the best
utilisation of feeble currents, of apparatus for producing, alternating, and directing electrical currents, which, although still intimately connected with physical science, call into play considerations of mechanical combinations. ‘This brings us to questions of
purely mechanical import, such as the mechanical construction of
instruments for recording or printing messages, of protecting and
supporting insulated conductors bysea or land, or of constructing
machinery for the manufacture, the laying, and the repairing of
submarine cables.
These questions again lead up to the more general ones of
transport of inaterials through difficult and inhospitable countries,
navigation, of investigations into the depth and the nature of the
bottom of seas, with the nature and effects of sea currents, and
so forth, all of which belong, under certain aspects at least, to
the province of the telegraph engineer,
I would go further, and include even statistical information
respecting the nature and growth of telegraphic correspondence,
without which it is impossible to adapt the construction of lines
and of working instruments to the requirements of particular cases.
The invention of a telegraphic instrument, for instance, is only of
practical value if it is suited to the circumstances of the particular
traffic for which it is intended, and to the electrical condition of
the lines which it is proposed to work ;and when the early pioneers
of telegraphic progress aceneted ingenious instruments for sending
and recording messages automatically or for printing them in
Roman type, they invariably failed, because the then existing lines
were insufficient in every way for such refinement, and the simple
needle instrument seemed to suffice for all practical purposes, It
was only when the exigencies of the traffic demanded a change,
that instruments of this nature proved to be valuable inventions.
In like manner the long underground lines that were established on the Continent at an early date had to give way to suspended linewire, whereas the present practice and necessities
undoubtedly tend toward a reversion to the former, as being less
liable to interruption by accident or by atmospheric influences,
and because an uolimited number of underground wires may be
established between any two stations without encumbering the
public thoroughfares. The best mode of insulating and protecting
these underground wires with a view to reducing the inductive
influence of the one upon the other, and of facilitating access to
the one, for the purposes of cepairs, without disturbing the others,
are questions of practical interest for the present day.
The electric telegraph is applicable with the greatest positive
advantage for the intercommunication between two points a great
distance apart; through its agency New York and Calcutta are as
near to us in point of time as are the suburbs of our a
from one another. It is probable indeed that in telegraphing
from one suburb to another the message has to be oftener retransmitted than in going from the city of London to India or America,
because a direct transmission from any one part of London to
another would involve almost an infinite number of linewires in
all directions, For this reason there must be a limit to the applicability of the electric telegraph in populous districts, and it
behoves us to examine whether another agent may not be preferable in dealing with a traffic of this description. The pneumatic
tube seems to be well adapted to these circumstances, and having
been first applied for short distances by Latimer Clark, and subsequently modified and extended by others, it will fall within the
province of our Society to examine fully into this and kindred
methods that may be devised for the rapid interchange of intelligence in towns.
The questions of field telegraphs and torpedo connections are
other branches of inquiry to which we shall have to give our
attention, and to these may be added the art of combining secret
codes and semaphore signals.
These remarks may suftice to show how great is the field for our
activity, and how much remains to be accomplished notwithstanding the extraordinary progress of which we are apt to boast.
1am happy to state that papers on several of the subjects have
already been promised by leading members of our body,
On some points in the president’s address a discussion ensued,
in which Messrs, Culley, L, Clark, C. F. Varley, G. E. Preece,
Capt. Malcolm, Prof. G, C. Foster, and Capt. P. H. Colomb
took part.
The Society of Telegraph Engineers begins its existence under
most happy auspices, Already the number of its members is
growing rapidly towards 200, including the names of Wheatstone, Cooke, Thomson, and Tyndall.
It was announced that -at the next meeting a paper will be
read by Mr. R. 8. Culley, C.E., ‘“‘OnSystems of Automatic
Telegraphy.”
THE Board of Trade have sanctioned the use for one year of
Captain Doty’s lamps for burning mineral oil in several lighthouses. The Elder Brethren of Trinity House propose to make
the experiment at Stornoway, Dhuheartach, Mull of Kantyre,
Pladda, and Pentland Skerries,
CorNIsH MiInING.—At the majority of the flooded mines the
pumping machinery is reported to be steadily gaining ground and
clearing levels for renewed working, while in a few cases very
little has been accomplished by way of reducing the great body of
water. The loss and damage caused by the floods will be represented by a very heavy total, and must lead to considerable calls.
Cornish mining has had a dull time of it lately compared with
last year’s great successes; and, as showing how shares have fluctuated, it may be remarked that since New Year’s-day the reduction in the total market value of nine of the leading mines reaches
nearly a quarter of a million sterling, but the values of progressive concerns have gone back at an even greater rate. People
anxiously await the Banca sale, fully expecting afterwards a
favourable revival. The four-week month system of paying the
miners is being gradually adopted throughout the county, Providence, East Boscaswell, and Wheal Seaton being thé latest
additions to the now long list. A strike, however, has unfortunately occurred at the wonderful old mine known as Botallack,
at the Land’s End, which has just given a dividend of £5 per
share. On Saturday the men demanded to have the usual holiday,
called ‘* Mazed Monday,” after pay day, as well as the four-month
system. The agents refused, and consequently about 360 men declined to take any fresh bargains, and were idle the whole of Monday. The miners have invariably given up the customary holiday
where the five-week month has been abolished, and it is hoped
the Botallack men will not be more exacting than those in other
parts of Cornwall. Wheal Owles has divided £8 per share, carrying forward £2042; Lalleswidden realised £3954 by tin sales
auring the last quarter, still the profit on the three months’
working is only £3 12s.; St. Ives Consols has made a profit
of £552 on the quarter's working; and South Condurrow has
lost £753., four months’ working, but still has a balance of £6
in favour of the mine. South Crofty has made a eallef £5 per
share; West Drakewalls, Gd. per share; South Doleoath, £1 per
share. Wheal Cardell, 8+. Erth, is about to be worked by a new
company, Prospectuses of two, if not three, new wnderta sings
are delaved until aftcr the Banca sale.
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MISCELLANEA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
FULMINATINE is the name given to a new explosive compound,
THE ery oe and Carlisle Company on Wednesday declared a
An ice boat on the Hudson recently made ten miles in nine
which consists of nitro-glycerine mixed with silica, and 15 per
dividend at the rate of 13 per cent. per annum for the
~year.
minutes—equal to balloon travelling.
cent. of a secret substance, which is, when ignited, dissipated as
A CONTRIVANCE of reeent date for aerating water produced from gases.
THE half-yearly meeting of the Bury St. Edmunds and Thetford
the
condensation
of
steam
comprises
a
with
a
series
of
Company was held at Bury St. Edmunds on Friday, Mr. R. Boby
A veRY active demand for railway plant continues to prevail in
in the chair. No formal opat was presented, as the works of the porous or open-work partitions, some comprising wool and felt,
ustria and Germany, and, indeed, in most continental countries.
with the spaces between filled with coke and chalk. The last com- Krupp,
line had been at a standstill for many months past.
whose speciality has hitherto been ordnance,
has a perforated bottom, through which air is forced and is said toofbeEssen,
now going in for railway plant.
Tune directors of the Great Northern and Western Company partment
in minute bubbles.
state in their report that the works on the extension from Foxford rises
Tue
demand
for
is more and more active in Belgium.
Tue American Manufacturer says that there is a good prospect Prices have not yetrailsattained
to Ballina are in a very forward state, and it is confidently
the English level, but they are
expected this line will be opened for public traffic before the ter- of a Pacific cable from San Francisco to China, which will complete creeping upwards, An important contract is stated to have been
telegraph circuit of the globe. The Pacitic cable is under the recently concluded at £8 12s. per ton, without any guarantee
mination of the current half-year. The capital account showed the
management of Cyrus W. Field, who awaits merely the action of being given:
that £687,029 had been expended,
the Legislature of California to obtain a ratification of his charter
ANOTHER old-established firm has acceded to the proposals of
THE report of the Brecon and Merthyr Tidvil Junction directors to connect with the port of San Francisco.
workmen for the benefit of the nine hours movement,
states that a further length of 2} miles of line has been relaid, and
richness of milk can be determined by its transparency, by their
Messrs.
Johnston Brothers, medieval metal workers, of 190, High
the locomotive and wagon stock has undergone heavy repairs. theTHEfollowing
apparatus:
Two
polished
plates
of
glass
are
Holborn,
having at once agreed to the abbreviation in time, to date
The amount of the reserve fund available for further renewals is adjusted by means of a screw, to stand at different distances
£5602. The capital account to the 3lst of December last shows from each other. The milk is placed between them; and the from the present week.
that £1,729,525 has been expended, leaving a balance of £70,228,
THE Vienna Tramways Company possesses 340 vehicles, of
distance of the plates from each other, when the flame of a stearine
THE report of the Waterford and Limerick directors states that candle is rendered invisible, is the measure alike of the trans- which from 80 to 150 are in activity. In 1870 the company
carried in one day (May 24) 138,978 persons, using on that day 206
they have relaid a larger portion of the permanent way during parency and richness of the milk.
and 937 horses. The number of passengers circulating
the past half-year than in the same half of 1870, at an increased
have now devised a new way of making bread—not out of carriages
upon the company’s tramway is now estimated at 15,000,000 per
expenditure of £2200, while in the locomotive department there a THEY
new substance, but by a new method. The wheat being first annum,
has been an increase of £800. The majority of the board of direc- deprived
of its outer covering or husk by machinery, is next freed
SeveN thousand kangaroo skins, from Australia, have been purtors have done all in their power to carry out the agreement with from its gummo-resinous
by several soakings in tepid water’, chased
parties in San Francisco who are tanning them at a
the Great Western Company, in accordance with the directions after which it is reduced tocover
white paste, leavened and tannery, bylocated
on the northern part of Oakland, opposite
of the general meeting, but they regret to say that the chairman baked. The same quantitya perfectly
of
grain,
it
is
claimed,
will
yield
a
has persistently refused to sign the necessary certificate for the third more bread than by the ordinary process, and be every way Yerby Buena Island. This is the first consignment of kangaroo
skins
received
at
that
market. The skin of this animal is thin,
Board of Trade, and thus the agreement is to a certain extent un- better, besides being made at a considerable less labour and expense,
but exceedingly tough, and makes very pliable, tough and
completed,
Proressor
Lattimore,
of
Rochester
University,
U.S.,
has
durable
leather,
which
turns water better than alligator leather.
On Friday the tire of a wheel of a passenger carriage was found determined the illuminating power of the gas which still issues
On Tuesday morning two large trips left the Yorkshire woollen
near Shincliffe Viaduct, which tire had become detached from one from
the
ground,
apparently
without
any
abatement
of
its
amount,
and manufacturing districts for London. A very large trip left
of the passenger carriages of the 10.20 express train from York on
Bloomfield, and has found it to be equal to 14°42 candles. Bradford,
at Wakefield, at half-past two o'clock in the
the previous evening. It was found after the arrival of the train atHe West
the present flow to be 800,000 cubic feet in twenty- morning. calling
No fewer than twenty-five carriages were well filled
at Newcastle soon after midnight that the tire of one of the wheels four estimates
hours.
The
main
to
convey
the
gas
to
Rochester
is
being
ing
cted with
was missing. The fact that the carriage ran from Shincliffe to rapidly laid down, and it is thought that the city will before long with passengers anxious to witness the pr
Thanksgiving day. The train reached Wakefield at half-past
Neweastle, a distance of something like twenty-five miles
all its light from this well. The American Chemist asks, the
four
o'clock
on
Wednesday
morning.
A
train
from
Bradford,
without getting off the line, or causing some very serious derive
‘** May not gas wells be destined to play a more important part in Leeds, Cuchworth, Masbro’, Chesterfield, and other places, was
catastrophe, is to railway men quite a matter of wonder. It can the
world than oil wells ”
run over the Midland line, under the superintendence of Mr.
only be accounted for on the supposition that the carriage must
THE oldest woollen cloth factory in the United States is probably Cooke, the well-known excursion agent.
have been tightly screwed up and that the train is about the
that of Mr. Thaddeus Clapp, of Pittsfield, Mass. This manufaclightest run during the day.
A PATENT magnetic lock has been adopted in some of the
turer has in his 1
i
peci
of cloth of his own manufac- Staffordshire collieries, with a view to prevent miners and other
Ar the half-yearly,meeting of the South Devon Company, held ture,
selected
from
the
production
of
each
year
from
1812
to
the
persons
working in the collieries from opening their lamps with
on Thursday at Exeter, it was stated that a heavy capital expenditime. Such a collection is obviously interesting to any one forged keys and other implements. The lamps are self locking
ture would be required during the coming half-year—£18,000 for present
who
is
curious
to
observe
the
progress
in
the
United
States
of
the
by
being
screwed round, and they cannot be opened except by the
increasing the stock of locomotives, and £32,300 for doubling the art of making woollen cloth. This manufacture has long been
line between Starcross and Dawlish. The latter expenditure would narrowed, as far as the finest qualities are concerned, to England, aid of a powerful magnet, which is kept in the possession of the
save £500 or £600 a year, the cost of sending special trains to France, and Germany ; and its gradual improvement towards per- lamp-keeper. The cost does not exceed one shilling per lamp, and
London when the South Devon trains were late.
Provision would fection, by American millowners, is a matter in which many the invention is applicable to any kind of lamp. The simple
locking arrangement is enclosed within the lamp, which is
have to be made for a considerable expenditure, in order to fulfil thousands
are concerned.
readily opened as above-mentioned. The magnet weighs about
the parliamentary engagements entered into in 1865 with respect
THE presence of the last trace of phosphorus and sulphur in a quarter of a hundred weight. This seems to be a most important
to the Devon and Cornwall Railway. The ‘‘Quadruple Bill”—the
invention,
and an improvement upon the Davy lamp,
iron
will
destroy
it
for
many
purposes,
and
a
correct
and
easy
way
object of which is to revive the arrangements between the London
Tue Derbyshire coal-field is amongst the largest senders of
and South-Western, Great Western, Bristol and Exeter, and South of detecting these substances is therefore important. K. Meineke
dissolves
the
finely
pulverised
iron
in
chloride
of
copper,
separates
railway coal to London; and as the Midland has the entire field
Devon companies, originally submitted to the shareholders in
the reduced copper by treatment with an excess of chloride of almost in its own hands, it may not be uninteresting to notice that
1867—will also be submitted.
and common salt, filters through a layer of asbestos, brings the returns as promised by Mr. Hunt show the number of
Tue Crewe correspondent of the Birmingham Post writes as copper
insoluble portions adhering to the abestos into a beaker-glass, collieries to have decreased from 142 in 1868 to 137 in 1870. The
follows :—On Friday night the passengers by the 5.50 train from the
and oxidises by strong nitric acid and chlorate of potash ; then he yield of coal in 1870 was also less than that produced in the preLiverpool, vié@ Runcorn and Northwich to Crewe, had a narrow evaporates
with hydrochloric acid and determines the sulphur by vious year, when the quantity raised was 5,460,090 tons; the
escape. It appears that the train, which was timed to stop at baryta as sulphate,
and the phosphorus by molybdic acid in the quantity in 1870 being 5,102,265 tons, or a decrease of 357,825
Northwich, did not stop there ; but on arriving at a pointon the line usual way.
tons. ‘The Nottinghamshire district shows an increase of one
between Northwich and Middlewich it slackened speed and finally
isa little mollusk—the teredo navalis says Agassiz—which colliery and an increase of 339,922 tons as compared with the
stopped. After some delay the passengers felt uneasy, and one wasTHERE
previous
There was also an increase in the tonnage of
at
one
time
the
terror
of
all
shipowners,
It
would
quietly
gentleman walked up to the engine to ascertain the cause of the and unsuspectedly pierce with thousands of holes the hardest coal sent year.
from the Warwickshire district.
stoppage, when he found both driver and fireman drunk, and lying timbers. Ships were rendered valueless, docks destroyed, and at
THE
list
of
steamships
belonging to the Royal Navy preasleep on the foot-plate of the locomotive, the steam exhausted, one time all Holland was in consternation at the discovery that sents the following numbers:—Armour-plated
ships — rst.
and the fire out. Fearing a collision he at once gave an alarm, and the piles of her embankments were bored through and the country class, iron, two; second-class, iron, six; third-class,
five
the passengers alighted, A goods engine was soon found to take in imminent danger. A distinguished naturalist discovered that iron and four wood; fourth-class, three iron and five wood;
the train on to Crewe. The driver and fireman, who both belong at certain seasons the female of this species carries her eggs in fifth-class, four iron; sixth-class, two wood; unclassified
to ~ tae have been suspended, and the matter is being investi- the
folds of her respiratory organs. They remain there until they ships and gunboats, three iron and two wood; special ships,
gated,
are fecundated by the milt of the male floating in the water. He with turrets, eleven iron and one wood; floati
batTHE half-yearly meetingofthe South Yorkshire Company was held also found that a weak solution of mercury thrown into the water teries, three iron and one wood; making a total of fiftyat Doncaster on Saturday; Lord Auckland, the chairman, presided, destroyed the milt and so prevented the fecundation ; and thus, two armour-plated ships afloat—thirty-seven of iron and
and explained several items in the report. In allusion to the clear in a few seasons, shipowners were enabled to clear their docks of fifteen of wood; and to these may be added three turret ships
profits under the Leasing Act, being subject to deduetion in respect this hitherto unconquered marauder.
building, bringing the total of armour-plated ships to fifty-five—
of unsettled claim for interest on extra rolling stock supplied by
In those columns of the Educational Times headed ‘* Mathe- viz., forty of iron and fifteen wood afloat or building. The
the Sheffield Company, he said that the traffic of the South York- matics,”
addition of other than armour-plated ships brings the
problems
of
the
most
abstruse
kind
are
proposed
and
shire had, it was satisfactory to find, increased during the last ten
by the leading mathematicians of our day. In the current total to 358 steamships afloat, 295 screw, and sixty-three
years from £175,696 to £295,770. Of course it was self-evident that solved
of this journal the following question is proposed for solu- paddle ; twenty-five building; twenty steamships from which
this largely augmented traffic could not be carried on with the same number
tion
by
Mr. W. H. Hudson, M.A., who states that it was included the machinery has been removed afloat. The grand total
amount of rolling stock that was required by the existing traffic in among those
which, as Junior Moderator, he gave for the last of steam vessels is, therefore, 405, of which twenty-eight are
1864. Under an agreement with the Manchester, Sheffield, and Cambridge tripos,
but ‘“‘ was cut out for sentimental reasons, at unfinished. Ships for the defence of the colonies are not included
Lincolnshire Company the South Yorkshire Company was bound the
request of his colleagues.” ‘‘ Suppose that the pros- in this list. On the Ist of December, 1871, there were 232 ships
to supply a certain amount of rolling stock in accordance with the perityearnest
of
a
country
as the excess of the average individual and vessels in commission, 174 steam and fifty-eight sailing; this
requirements of the line, and during the past half-year the Sheffield wealth over a given varies
By defeat and civil war one-mth of the is exclusive of Indian troopships.
Company had called upon them to pay interest on account of this wealth, and one-nthterm.
of
the
are destroyed, and the
Ar the half-yearly meeting of the Taff Vale Company, held on
necessary outlay. He believed that the total amount would reach nation has to pay a property-taxpopulation
of 100r per cent. to the victor : Friday, at Bristol, Mr. J. Poole, the chairman, congratulated the
£24,000, which would have from time to time to be deducted and find what proportion of the population
the
ruling
Government
must
shareholders
that although the amount for distribution for the
paid over by the one company to the other before any half profits
put to death in order that the prosperity may be the same as past half was upwards of £8000 less than in the previous half-year
would become divisible among the shareholders of the South York- now
they
had
been
enabled to declare the same dividend as on that
before.
shire Company.
i
e
in which the traffic recovered itself after
from the San Gregorio region have been noticed,
THE Board of Trade authorities some time since gave express fiveSrxofmeteorites
the two months’ strike of the colliers last summer was very surwhich
have
been
analysed.
Of
the
sixth,
no
specimen
sanction and authority to Mr. Hamilton Fulton, the engineer has as yet been detached. They were found within or very near prising. That sudden recovery of their traffic showed the proto construct a small heading or driftway in the line of the pro- the boundaries of the Mexican Desert, which is about 400 miles priety of providing accommodation for any such increase of
posed tunnel under the bed of the Severn estuary, near the New in
width by 500 miles in length, and situated in the provinces of traffic. At the present moment Penarth Docks, Bute Docks, and
Passage, by which the practicability of the measure would at once Cohahuila
and Chihuahua.
Professor J, Lawrence Smith the roadstead were all crowded with ships which had been prebe ascertained at a comparatively small cost, and thereby, in the advances
bused upon his analysis and examina- vented putting to sea owing to adverse weather, and there was
first instance, obviate the necessity of an Act of Parliament, and tions, that thefiveconjecture,
of these meteorites were derived from the same necessarily a great decrease in the amount of coal brought down
save an expensive and useless parliamentary conflict. This original mass, moving
over the territory from north-east to south- for shipment, for there were no ships to receive it. The Penarth
course of proceeding is wisely approved by the Great Western west. Two of these meteorites are estimated to weigh three and undertaking showed an increased fleet waiting to come in; he
board, is so set forth in their recent half-yearly report, and is to four thousand pounds respectively. The San Gregorio meteorite hoped, therefore, that a change would soon occur for the better.
be considered at the general meeting of the shareholders, to be has an extreme length of G6hft., is 5}ft. high, 4ft. thick, and is The advance in wages was resisted so long as it was prudent to do
held on Wednesday next, ‘The proposed undertaking, if executed, estimated to weigh abovt five tons. An analysis gave: Iron, so, and a great portion of it appeared to be unreasonable ; at the
would, it is said, be most useful to the Great Western system, 95°01; nickel, 4°22; cobalt, 0°51, copper, a minute trace; phosphorus, same time the loss which they were obliged to submit to in wages
by shortening the distance between London and South Wales by
and materials amounted to several thousands a year, and he
about sixteen miles, and Bristol and other towns to the sonth 0°08.
only hope that the traffic would continue to increase so as to
At the Southern Railway terminus at Vienna the water supply- could
and south-east would be for railway goods traffic fifty miles
enable them to meet it.
ing
the
locomotives
is
rendered
soft
by
the
use
of
lime
water,
and
nearer South Wales, It is alleged that the method suggested by
Ar
and influentially-attended county meeting held at
Mr. Fulton is the prudent one, and that it behoves the shareholders is subsequently passed through filters of peculiar construction to Truro aon large
under the presidency of Mr. T. 8. Bolitho
attending the
ting on Wednesday to urge on the directors, if remove the precipitate. In the table below are given (1) the the clauses Saturday,
of
the Government Mines Regulation Bill, as it stands,
they decide to continue the promotion of the project, a cautious solid contents of 10,000 parts of the water before treatment; (2) were di
i seriatim and resolutions were carried instructing Mr.
p
and economical management as the only means by which the pro- that of the same amount after treatment; (3) percentage
Aubyn and the other Cornish members strenuously to endeavour
tion of the boiler scale from the hard water; (4) that of the mud St.
posed undertaking can be made profitable.
obtain the following alterations :—In clause 4, which provides
for the softened water; and (5) the composition of the contents of to
that no boy shall work underground in a mine before the age of
At the half-yearly meeting of the Cornwall Company, held on the filters.
ten, to extend the limit to twelve, provided that the Government
Friday, at Plymouth, Mr. R. Tweedy, the chairman, referred to
1
2 | 3
4 | 5
will, in clause 5, alter the number of hours which a boy may work
the gratifying increase of £3780 in the half-year’s traftic compared
underground at one time from six to eight, that being the ordiwith the corresponding half of 1870, and of about £5000 as com- Chloride of sodium .
«+ | 0°8029 | 0°8237
~=
--. | 0°2986 | 02892
_
_
_
nary underground “core” in Cornish mines, They were
pared with the same half of 1869. Each description of traffic Chloride of magnesium
of lime.
oe
»+| 1°9398 | 16796 | 2°29 | 7660
792 willing to reduce the total numberof hours per week for adults from
showed a substantial increase, except that of parcels, The addi- Sulphate
of lime ee
e+] 18830 | 0°0292 73°87
141 69°71 fifty-six, as laid down in clause 6, to forty-eight. They objected
tional revenue had been earned at a cost of £1096, thus reducing Carbonate
Carbonate
of
magnesia
ee]
1°47
00178
|
19°40
1°57
10°06
to»the special legislation for education in clause 8, conthe rate per cent. of working by 1°42 per cent., as compared with Oxides of iron and alumina..} —
— | 3807
152
346 altogether
tending that the education of mine children, like others, should
1870. The Probus Viaduct, which had been converted into an Silica ..
o
ee
--| O-°O715 | 0°0580
—_
—_ | —
eo
or
ee
_
0°65
0-63 be provided for by the Education Act. They were — howembankment at a cost of
» had been entirely charged to Sand
oo
«+ | 1°9853 | 1°4370 |
18°23
5°57 ever, that boys who had not passed standard 5 should go to
maintenance, and would be a
t improvement. Upwards Organic matter...
school as required. Clause 27, which says that gunpowder shall not
of £3000 had been expended in repairs to the viaducts during the
8'4540 | 43345 | 100°39 | 99°98
98°25 be
taken into or kept in a mine except as cartridges, was strongly
half-year. One-third of the floating debenture debt of the company
had
been converted into permanent debenture stock during the It is seen that the carbonates of lime and magnesia are almost en- objected to, and its total elision from the bill insisted upon, it
fae year. It was the intention of the directors to pay off all tirely, and the sulphate of lime
) is partially removed by being alleged that no accident ever occurred in a Cornish mine
ebentures as they fell due and replace them by debenture stock. the process, while the amounts of organic matter and silica are from the storage or carriage of gunpowder, and that the use
i
would be attended with greater
r
Altogether the deficit was only £4448 as compared with £6955 considerably diminished. If the quantity of sulphate of lime be of powder in
in the co:
ing half-year, and he trusted the deficit would go more considerable, the water may be freed from it after the lime than when loose, as the cartridges would frequently have to
on steadily
On the whole he
the
treatment by the addition of sodafsolution, which converts the re- opened. Other alterations of minor interest were made by
of the line v
ing, and that the
maining
um, the chloride of magnesium, and chloride of the meeting, one of .which seeks to throw more distinctly
> now fairly hope to see their property in a much better calcium, Fon, into an insoluble form that can be separated by ; upon the owner of the minerals the duty of fencing abandoned
I
on,
means of the filter.
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can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER. Tueat Enorneer
the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct for protection, adopt that form of engine which is most
suitable for the intended purpose?
Jrom the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
PARIS.—MM. Xavier and Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
Half-yearly (including double number) «2 «+ «2 £0 14s. 6d.
It may be argued that the space taken up by vertical
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. AsHER and Co., 11, Unter den Linden.
Yearly
(including
two
double
numbers)...
..
+.
£1
9.
Od.
, VIENNA.—Messrs. GERoLp and Co., Booksellers.
[f credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will engines would be too great, but this is contraryto fact. Such
LEIPSIC.—A.LPHonse Diirr, Bookseller.
be made. Tur Excrveer is regi
Sor transmission abroad.
engines really occupy less useful space than any horiNEW YORK.—Wi.imer and Rocers, 47, Nassau-street.
%,* Thecharge for Adverti
of four lines and under is three shillings ;
engine; the place occupied by the upper portions
each line afterwards, ninepence. The line averages eight words ; blocks are zontal
of the machinery usually being left totally unoccupied. In
charged
the
same
rate
for
the
space
they
fll.
Ali
single
advertisements
from
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
the country must be accompanied by stamps in payment.
ships of war as well as merchant vessels, it is essential
ADVERTISEMENTS CaNNoT BE IyseRTeD UNLESS Detivenep nerorne Six o'clock ox that there should be a good roomy hatchway—in other
Post-office Money Orders payable in England, being now obtainable
Tuvaspay Evexixe tx nacn Week.
words, that there honk be a portion of the deck next
- in the following countries, THE ENGINEER will be weekly dispatched
above the engine room floor cut away—for the purpose of
post-free from the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting
by money order, according:to8s.oe| following scale :—
securing ventilation and light to the engine room. In this
s.d.
space could stand the cylinders or guides of a vertical
THE
ENGINEER.
Argentine Republic peryear 116 0 Japan
eo 8 ee
ryear 2 5 0
Australia .. oe
2
116 0| Malta
oe ee 3
116 0
|engine.
While in our war ships of great beam much valuBelgium...
..
o
116 0) Natal.. ¢.. ..
ed
116 0
able space now taken up by the engines would be rendered
Brazil
ee a
a
116 0! Netherlands
oe
a
250
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British Columbia ..
»
116 0| New Brunswick ..
pas 116 06
available for stores, or even coals.
It must also be
British Guiana...
o116 0| Newfoundland .,
pa
116 0
Ca
ee ee
”
116 0, New South Wales
pe
116 0
‘borne in mind that the stroke is in modern screw
VERTICAL ENGINES IN THE NAVY.
pd Good Hope
e
116 0) New Zealand
oe
”
116 0
engines always short, 4ft. Gin. being the maximum.
China .. ee oe
”
2 5 0 Switzerland
ee
”
250
THE engines in our ironclad ships break down so freDenmark .. es
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these shafts very well made, but they escape the deterio- limits there is no danger that the engine will be too
rating influences continually operating in the mercantile high.
marine. In other words, they do so little continuous work
As to the kind of vertical engine to be adopted, that
PUBLISHER'S NOTIOE.
that the metal of which they are made is not fatigued. must be settled by the conditions which will obtain in each
With this impression we publish as a Supplement “ Portfolio The distance run under full steam in any one year by any particular case. The return piston-rod engine, set up on end,
of Working Drawings, No. L1II.,” representing 4-Horse Power one of our ironclads is excessively small ; it is as nothing, will be the best under some conditions, the inverted trunk
Donkey Pumping Engine. Each copy. as issued from our office, indeed,when compared with the service got out of the engines
engine under others. We are not prepared to advocate
will contain this Supplement, and subscribers are requested to of
any large full-powered screw steamer carrying mails, the adoption of very large engines of the steam-hammer
notify the fact to us if they do not receive it.
passengers, and cargo. The principal casualtiesto which our class, as the great weight of the cylinders may act prejunaval engines are liable are almost unknowi in the mer- dicially in such cranky craft as some of the recent addiTO CORRESPONDENTS.
cantile marine. They consist in the splitting of cylinders and tions to the navy. But no marine engineer of experience
*." We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ; we condensers, and they recur with the most alarming per- will meet with ‘the least difficulty in designing perfectly
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
tinacity. We have seen why it is that the crank and screw
*," Allletters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or contain- shafts of our ironclads last very well. It remains to be safe and trustworthy vertical engines capable of indicating
ing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of seen why the rest of their machinery is not equally per- 6000 or 7000-horse power, provided he has all the space
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
allowed him which a great ironclad can legitimately place
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous manent ; and we have reason to believe that this question at his disposal. We may add that in our opinion it will be
communications. —
:
is now receiving the most anxious consideration from at found far better in the long run to get these excessive and
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to least one eminent firm of marine engineers. We have abnormal powers out of three or even four cylinders of moinform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all already expressed our opinions on this point; but the enormous derate dimensions than out of two only of colossal diacases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the importance of the subject, which affects the efficiency of our meter. There should be no difficulty in expanding steam five
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that navy quite as much as any question connected with guns or times in a four-cylinder engine, each cylinder giving out,
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No armour-plating can do, is a sufficient excuse for returning say, 1000 to 1200-horse power, and the expansion beginning
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with to it again. We start from this point with two proposi- and ending within it.
The balance would be perfect, ro
these instructions.
tions. The first is, that the principal cause of the splitting the strain on the crank-shaft extremely uniform. It is
SuHIPBuILDER.—Hansard, Great Queen-street.
A. Z.—We shall be happy to give you a conjidential opinion as to the merits of cylinders—to say nothing of certain other casualties of probable, too, that the cost of such an engine would be
of your invention,
far less importance—lies in the horizontal position of the
J. W. S8.—Burgh on the “Condensation of Steam,” published by Messrs. engines, Thesecond proposition is, that in ironclads it is slightly less than that of an engine with only two
Spon, Charing Cross.
.
huge cylinders, difficult to cast and to handle; and
Roya Crown.—
You can obtain full information by writing to the principal unnecessary to adopt the horizontal type. We have so while the chance of a breakdown would be reduced
of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich.
fully
and
recently
discussed
the
first
of
these
two
proJ. P.—You cannot do better than apply to Messrs. Whieldon, Lecky, and positions* that we shall only allude incidentally to it now, with the diameter of the cylinders, so it is clear that
Co., Collinge Engineeving Works, Westminster Bridge-road.
if one engine did break down, the ship would still
G. S.—Overman’s “ Founders’ Guide,” ‘‘ The Brassfounders’ Manual.” and devote our attention principally to the second point— even
These books can be had from any publisher of scientific works—Messrs. namely, the feasibility of using vertical engines in our remain efficient so long as the other three engines were unSpon, Charing Cross, for example.
injured, which would not be the case with any of the ordiGorton.— We regret that we are unable to supply the information you navy.
nary double-cylinder marine engines. If it were deterrequire. We believe that the vessels in question ure the work of various
Very early in the history of steam navigation it became mined that engines of the compound type must be adopted,
Arma, those on the Tyne taking a principal part.
evident
that
in
war
ships
it
was
essential
that
engines
and
Nep.— There is no such work in existence, sofar as we are aware. The transthen, probably, the best results would be had from an
actions of the Aeronautical Society may suit your purpose, and you would boilers should be kept well below the water line. The engine
consisting of three vertical cylinders, disposed side
do well to write to Dr. Pettigrew, Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh.
Anxious InquiRER.—We are at a loss to know what you mean by “ the Amphion, engined by Messrs. Ravenhill, Salkeld, and Co., by side, the two small cylinders standing fore and aft of
nozzles and its gearing applied to beam engines.” It is just possible that was the first ship the machinery of which complied with the large cylinder, and exhausting into a receiver from
working drawing No. 43, in our portfolio, may suit your purpose. The this condition. Up to the time of the Russian war paddlewhich it would draw its supplies, Each of the three cylinders
price is 6d.
ty E.—No arrangement of levers such as you propose would increase the wheel war steamers were actively employed, but ever since would, of course, work a separate crank, set at such an
achole weight of the engine available for adhesion. Your scheme would only no choice has been left with the marine engineer. He angle with its fellows as to secure the maximum regularity
effect a different distribution of that weight, taking it off one wheel to put has been compelled to keep his machinery below the water
it on another, and, therefore, although the idea is ingenious, it possesses no
of motion.
line, and a very great stimulus has, therefore, been given to
practical value,
W. F.—The pump, if very well made and in first-class order, might lift the designers of horizontal engines. As the art of defending
PATENT OFFICE RECORDS.
water 24ft. Gin. provided there was a foot valve at the extreme end of the
suction pipe, and some arrangement by which the pipe might be filled quite ships with armour plates progressed, however, greater
In our last impression we called attention to the disSull of water before starting, but no. reliance could be put on any pump scope was afforded to the marine engineer for
ing out
put to work under the conditions you name. It will not be suse to his views, and the necessity for keeping all machinery well graceful condition of our own Patent Office Museum, and
adopt a lift of more than 10ft. or 12/t.
we now publish on another page an extract from the
S. M.—You can work out your own problems by the aid of the following rule : down in the ship grew less and less. A prejudice in favour Neientific American, which goes far to show that the United
—To find the volume of a gas at any new temperature, its existing volume of the bheshenatelsengine for war ships was, however, unfortuStates’
Patent Museum is not in much better order than
and temperature being known, divide the difference between the number of
degrees in the temperature and 32 deg. by 490, add the quotient to 1 if the nately established, and to this day, although the necessity for our own. The fact that the collections of models and
temperature is above 32 deg., subtract it from 1 if below 32 deg., multiply seeking protection below the water line has long since machinery possessed by two nations which have taken the
the volume of the gas at 32 deg. by the resulting number, and the product
will be the volume at the new temperature. Pressure varies inversely as the passed away, engineers still adhere to the original practice lead in developing mechanical science should both be in a
and put engines for the navy on their sides. If we glance miserable plight, is very suggestive; and the thought
volume,
InquirER.—
Your design is very bad, in fact it could not be worse. The cast
iron struts are just so much useless material. They do not add in any at the history of the screw engine in our mercantile suggested is that Patent Museums and Patent Libraries,
degree to the strength of the girder, and there is no strain whatever upon marine, we find that at one period horizontal engines came as they are called, may very easily be so managed, or misthem. The lattice bare are so close together that all the advantage of the into fashion. They were in favour for her Majesty’s ships;
open web principle is completely lost. It would be fur cheaper for you to and, as the best possible engines, it was assumed, found managed, as to prove very much worse than useless. We
make the girder a plate girder than in accordance with your sketch. You
believe that this truth has been long neglected, and that
cannot have read our articles on “ Blementary Construction,” or you would their way into the navy, private shipowners could not do it is quite time some attention was = to the entire
never suggest such an obsolete pattern of lattice girder.
better
than
adopt
the
same
type.
The
desire
to
have
horiAn OLp Susscriper.—There is no rule. The arms of the fly-wheel cannot zontal engines in merchant ships did not last long, how- system of keeping records of patents adopted in this and
prevent the rim from bursting, and, therefore, they are not exposed to any
countries. The importance of the subject has been
tensile strain. The rim must be strong enough to resist the strain due to ever, and for several years nearly all the marine engines other
overlooked,as well by the advocates as by the opponents of
centrifugal force, and this end will be obtained in the case of cast iron
been of the vertical type. patent right, and it is certain that, if steps are not taken to
rims, provided the circumference does not move fuster than 100ft. per used in our merchant service have
second. In putting the segments together care should be taken to make an There are a few exceptions to this rule, of course, but they
allowance for the fact that the dowels or bolts are smaller in section than are too rare to affect the question materially, if at all. introduce very considerable reforms, if not in this then
in a succeeding generation, those who hold that patents
the cast iron. The transverse strengths of the spokes must be estimated as
though they were cantilevers fixed at the boss and loaded at the outer end. Now, it is certain that our great steam shipping companies should not be granted will find themselves armed with a
The strains to which they will be exposed depend altogether on the velocity know perfectly well what sort of machinery answers their very powerful argument, the nature of which we shall
of the wheel and the changes in its velocity. We shall be happy to advise purpose best, and as they are wealthy, considerations of
you further if you will supply more precise information.
proceed to explain.
Erratum. — The saw spindle illustrated in our last impression is the cost stand little, if at all, in their way. If, then, the verIt is well known that no patent is valid unless the
invention of Mr. W. Olley, not Otley. Mr. Olley’s address is Enfield tical type is used, almost to the exclusion of the horizontal
invention patented is original. This element of origiMarsh.
+
type,
In
very
steamers
intended
to
be
always
ready
nality lies at the root of the whole patent law sysAIR PRESSURE EXPLOSIONS.
when wanted, and to be as free as
ible from the chance of tem. That law is based on the principle that the
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
S1r,—I shall be ob!
if some of your readers will express their breakdown, why should the gentlemen who supply engines thing patented is new to the world; and it appears to
opinions on the follo
subject :—If a vessel, say an ordinary egg- to our navy adhere blindly to the horizontal type virtually be impossible for a patent law based on any other prinended boiler, 6ft. diameter by 30ft. long by gin. thick, and used as a rejected long since by the ship-owning community! The ciple
to exist in the present day in any country. But
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away as soon as armour plating assumed import- invented over and over again; consequently, in any given
ance; and it is almost, if not quite, certain that machinery year scores of applications for patents are made by what
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
is safer in the present day behind six inches of plating
Tae Institution or Ctvit_ Enoiweers. — Tuesday, March 5th, at than it can possibly be below six feet of water. If it we may for convenience call second-hand inventors—that
8 p.m.: “On the Kind-Chaudron System of Sinking Shafts i 3
is to say, men who invent that which is new to them, but
Aqueous Strata without the Use of Pumping Machinery,” by Mr. is deemed necessary to plate our ships far below the water- not new in reality. But no inventor deprived of the power
Emerson Bain!
Assoc. Inst. C.E.
line,
then
it
follows
that
the
water
cannot
give
sufficient
of knowing what others have done before him can tell what
Tue Socrery or
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2
: “Some
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ti “Gnginesring” ‘by Mr. protection until we arrive at a point qastiieahy below inventions have and have not been made; therefore the
Vaughan Pen
C.E. There
will be a ballot for the election
of new the lower edge of the armour plating; but no one dreams State keepsa record of all patented inventions, and this
members.
by the intending
Cuemicat Society.—Thursday, March 7th, at 8 p.m. : ‘‘ On the Reduc- of applying this rule to the marine engines of our navy. record can be examined free of —
tion of Ethylic Oxalate by Sodium
"by Dr. Debus. “On Indeed, it would be impossible to keep them down far patentee. The record may be of two inds. It may conMetastannic Acid and the Detection and
A of Tin,” by A. H. enough in any/;ship.
erefore we
already depend on sist, as with us, simply of a collection of specifications and
armour a. for their protection. Why not carry the drawings neatly
in a form handy for reference;
principle a little further, and, relying wholly on the plating or it may consist not only of the specifications and drawLetters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the
are to be addressed to the Publisher,, MiMr. George Lametd rt all other
ings but of models as well, This last is the system of
letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tue ENGtnrer, 168, Strand.
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record adopted in the United States, and it has no doubt
certain excellent points. Neither system is, however,
free from very objectionable features, and we have
not the least hesitation in stating that they both
contain the elements of the ruin of the patent law
system as it exists now, both in this country and the
States. This is strong language, but it is not more
weighty than the subject deserves; and we specially commend it to such of our readers as may be interested in
patent law reform.
Patents, as they now exist, are comparatively new things. So long as the cost of a patent
reached as much as £300 few were taken out, but the reduction in outlay required to secure complete protection for
three years has enormously increased the number of inventors, who go to the Government for the right to prosecute infringers and imitators, Each man leaves behind
him a record of his invention in the shape of a specification and drawings in this country; in the United States
not only are there specifications and drawings, but
models as well, The system appears to be excellent,
and, within certain limits, it is, no doubt, the best that
could be adopted. But, we would ask, where is the result
to stop? The scheme contains the germ of its own destruction. To state one objection, no single library on
earth could contain the number of specifications that will
be lodged within the next few centuries. We shall not be
far wide of the mark if we take the number of patents
applied for in this country each year as amounting to
four thousand. In 1972 there will consequently, at the
present rate of increase, be 400,000 more specifications at
the Great Seal Patent-office than are there now—at this
moment it contains about 88,000 “ blue books ”—a search
mnong the massof record will become practically impossible.
If the patents were each accompanied by a model, the
Crystal Palace itself, if devoted to no other purpose than
affording these models bare room and shelter from the
weather, could not hold them, It may be urged that it is
waste of time to think of what will happen in a hundred
years, but it is not waste of time to think of what will
happen in ten years ;and we state plainly that, at the
present rate of increase, 40,000 patents at the least
will be put on record in that time, and constitute,
with thelr predecessor, an unwieldy mass in which
it will be difficult to a degree to find anything.
Day by day the obstacles encountered in making a
really useful “search” increase. The abridgments
for
patents connected with the steam engine alone constitute
four immense volumes, which could not be properly
examined by any one making a comprehensive search in
less than a week, and those best up in patent law know
best that “abridgments,” notwithstanding the care with
which they are prepared, so constantly miss the true point
of the invention patented that they are of little more
value than a good index. A case came under our notice the
other day in which everything connected with an invention
was carefully stated in a long abridgment, except the essential feature patented. The existing system of records takes
no thought for the excessive accumulation of records, for the
building required to hold them, the librarians required to look
after them, or of the difficulties which must be encountered
by those who would use them. It is well known in the
present day that most patents are taken out without any
search whatever being made, the inventor being satisfied
to pay his money and to take his chance, knowing that the
would-be infringer who decides that the patent is invalid
must himself go to the trouble of making a search, the
results of which may or may not be satisfactory. To a
great extent, therefore, our present records, well arranged
as they are, and catalogued, and classified with, we
frankly say, consummate skill by Mr. Woodcroft and his
staff, are practically useless, and the result is a fearful
amount of patent litigation, or what has been very expressively called “ patent squabbling,” worrying and vexa‘ious, not only to the legitimate and honest inventor,
but to all those disposed to use inventions.
Many
individuals hold that we ought in this country to follow
the example of the United States, and insist on models
being supplied as well as drawings and specifications. In
the face of existing facts, we do not think the arguments
of these gentlemen will stand fora moment. The models
would only make confusion worse confounded if they were
to be accepted blindly year after year. It is bad enough
to have specifications to deal with by the ton, the mind
reels when it contemplates the difficulties of making a
search through what would be nothing more than a toy
shop occupying acres of ground.
i
The existing system of recording inventions may last for
a moderate number of years possibly it may see the present
century ended; but it is so radically imperfect that it
must be altered sooner or later; and its alteration for the
better would constitute a most important point in any
scheme of patent law reform to be brought before Parliament. It is of course highly desirable that a record of the
nature of everything patented should be kept by the State;
but it is not, we submit, necessary that this record should
be kept for the general convenience—or, more strictly
speaking, inconvenience—of the public. It would not be
impossible to make such arrangements that the box cases
of specifications at the Patent-office should contain no
records of duplicate inventions, all those previous to a certain date being discarded. The great value of the patent
records as they exist is simply to decide what is and what
is not new. Now, if it can be proved that John Jones
patented a particular form of stop-cock in 1859, what is
the use of wasting space by keeping records of the fact
that William Robinson patented the same thing in 1857,
and that Henry Styles and Edward Noakes also got
patents for this particular invention in 1855 and
1856! Jones’ patent is sufficient to bar all further
xutents, and those of Robinson, Noakes, and Styles cannot
he required to strengthen a fact already indisputable. Of
course, the examination and rejection from the existing
records of duplicate patents would require to be done with
much care and skill; but the performance of the task
presents no overwhelming difficulties whatever. And it
must be borne in mind that this task of sifting out would
put no hardship on the patentee, nor would it perform the
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work executed by the board of examiners in the United
States. The patent would be granted to the inventor
whether the invention was new or not; the “ Patent Journal” would contain the usual advertisement of the fact,
but the specification would not be printed, and could only
be seen on payment of a small fee. The Patent-office examiners would virtually pronounce the patent a bad one,
that is to say, invalid for want of novelty, but they would
do this without prejudice to the rights of the patentee if
he thought proper to attempt to enforce those rights in a
court of law. On the other hand, all patents pronounced
really novel by the examiners would be printed in the usual
way. No accumulation of useless records could take place,
the great point gained being simply that as no duplicate
records were kept the work of making a search would
be wonderfully facilitated. It would, under such circumstances, become possible for the Government, before granting a patent, to insist on the applicant furnishing some
sutticient evidence that he had made a search in the
Patent-oftice and satisfied himself that his invention really
was novel.
A thousand objections may and will be taken to every
one of the suggestions we have thrown out. We beg our
readers to remember that they are, in the fullest sense of
the word, suggestions, and nothing more. We have called
attention to the existence of a great and rapidly-increasing
evil in our existing patent law system, and we have hastily
sketched the nature of certain expedients which would
mitigate the evil, if not remove it altogether; but we do
not assert that these suggestions contemplate the best
changes which it is possible to make, or that they are in
themselves, very free from objection. Still, if any change
is to be made, it can only result from impartial discussion ;
and there can be no useful discussion in this case which
leaves matters exactly as they were, without suggesting
any mode of improving them.
THE NATIONAL THANKSGIVING.
Sevxce we last addressed our readers a great day has come
and gone. Tuesday last will be memorable in the annals
of England, and will possess historical value to an age far
off in the future. If it be supposed that the proceedings of
the National Thanksgiving Day lie outside the sphere of a
journal like our own, we feel convinced that a little consideration will show the contrary. We claim to have an
interest in the event, not only as citizens, but as being
connected with the scientific progress of the times in which
we live ; and here we regret to say that, from our standpoint, the primary occasion of the great national thanksgiving appears as a blot upon the science of the age. The
thanksgiving service drew its fervour, to a great extent,
from the imminence of the danger to which the Heir
Apparent of the Crown of England had been exposed.
The Prince of Wales was not shot at by some assassin, or
placed in jeopardy by circumstances supposed to lie beyond
human control. His Royal Highness was stricken by a
malady which medical men attribute to bad sanitary arrangements. Whatever the locality in which the sickness
may have first laid hold of the Prince, we are assured
that the germs of that disease are to be found in the
exhalations of drains and cesspools. We thank Heaven
for the deliverance; but how came the peril—by what
mistake or neglect! Never, since the towns of England grew to magnitude, have there been such loud
professions concerning sanitary reform as we have heard
within the last few years. What miles of sewers, what
marvels of engineering skill, what loads of local taxation,
may be referred to as proofs that sanitary regulations are
held to be essential to the health of the community! Are
we not wiser than our ancestors! Are we not aghast at
the filth in which they were content to dwell? But the
evil has intensified itself as the population has become
more densely packed, and it would seem that some of those
sanitary devices, on which we are apt to pride ourselves,
contain elements of danger which, although less obvious,
are equally deadly with the grosser nuisances of a ruder
age. Shakespeare’s father was fined for depositing filth in
the public street, and again six years afterwards for not
keeping his gutter clean.
But now, in 1871, we have the
Prince of Wales well-nigh killed by typhoid fever, and the
whole nation is alarmed at the prevalence of sewer gas.
Sewage in the air, sewage in the water, sewage in
palaces—what a reputation for the Victorian era! Even
the death of the Prince’s father is not free from suspicion
of the same miserable cause. But, happily, we are able to
reverse the medal. The picture may have its dark shadow,
but there is also its bright light. If science hangs her
head at the thought of how the illness came, she may lift
her brow again at the recollection of how that illness was
removed. The early detection of thé true nature of the
malady, the skill and heroism with which the battle was
fought against the advance of death, and the happy issue
of that fearful struggle, make up a trophy in the contemplation of which men may forget the sad defeat which
gave rise to the peril. Recognising the higher Power
which governs all things, we may at the same time take
courage from the fact that while human error may invite
the attacks of disease, the skill of the physician is often
found triumphant amid the most formidable evils. If
the nation will lay it to heart, an important lesson
is taught by the great peril through which the Prince
has passed. During the time when the royal sufferer
lay at the gates of the grave there was no small excitement at the risk of a similar disaster befalling countless
households throughout the land. We wonder how many
thousands of pounds were expended in attempts to exclude
the sewer gases fiom the interior of the houses. It is not
expedient that the Prince should die for the a ; but we
ventrreto say that the desperate illness of the Prince of Wales
has been the salvation of many lives, and that many a
household breathes a purer air in consequence of precantions provoked by the painful experience gained within
the limits of the royal circle.
But there is more to be said than that which is suggested by sickness and convalescence. From Sandringham
to St. Paul’s was a glorious and happy plese.
olitically, the event came at a suitable moment.
e enthu-
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siasm which environed the royal procession gave the utter
lie to all that had been said of the progress of Republicanism and the decay of loyalty. Never were the English
yeople more madly loyal than on Tuesday last. There was
little of outward show in the composition of the royal procession. The Queen was there, and the Prince, and that
seemed to be all the people really cared about. How to
receive the royal procession was a question which the
people had to solve for themselves, and they solved it well.
So far as pageantry was concerned, the people were the
great spectacle. Such a queen, we may say, was worthy of
such a people. The sight was magnificent, for it was
real, and the demonstrations were sincere.
It was
no small sacrifice that London made in allowing its
principal streets to be almost blockaded from morning until night while the preparations were going forward. When the day came, the interest of the public
was entirely concentrated on the royal visit to the City.
Like other visits of the kind, this one did a vast amount
of good in various ways. It engendered a marvellous zeal
for scrubbing and cleaning, as well as for painting, gilding,
and otherwise decorating. Seven miles of London streets
were transformed for the occasion, Even the mud disappeared, and the dust failed to fly about until the next day.
Temple Bar, which some time ago threatened to tumble
down, seemed to have obtained a fresh lease of its life.
There was an immense lot of work to do in the erection of
stands for the spectators, as well as barriers, masts, flagpoles, and other matters. The lamp-posts, swathed in blue
and gold, seemed almost ashamed of such unexpected emblazonment, and remain to astonish the eye of the spectator. One way and the other, a prodigious sum of money
must have been expended in the decorations of the houses,
to say nothing of the triumphal arch erected by the Corporation, and the lesser but elegant arch at the West-end.
A very large proportion of the outlay must have flowed into
the pockets of the handicraftsmen and labourers. The
working men reaped a golden harvest, and this is not the
least pleasant feature of the whole affair.
Science, we may observe, aided the display not a little,
more especially at night. The blaze of gas has superseded
the clumsy device of countless oil lamps. Gas being
cheaper than oil, admits of more general adoption, while
the effect is much more brilliant and lively. The strain
on the resources of the gas companies must have been
severe, though something was saved by the closing of the
shops. We may be sure that Beckton was busy, and that
most of the gas companies had their work to do. Had any
malicious individuals been anxious to perpetrate a safe
piece of mischief, they could scarcely have adopted a more
effectual scheme than that of organisinga strike among the
Beckton stokers, or knocking a hole in the gas main between Beckton and London. The City and certain
western parts lying in darkness would have been a dismal
sight, and the danger would have been serious, But malicious people neither turned off the gas, nor smuggled petroleum into the forest of woodwork within St. Paul’s Cathedral. The magnificent pile stands intact, and the great
day has passed away, leaving but happy memories behind,
Far away from English shores the same spirit of rejoicing spread itself, and the world almost might be said to be
glad and rejoice with our rejoicing.
LITERATURE.
Report on the Proposed Additional Works for Supplying the Town
of Hull with Water direct from Springhead. By THomas
Dar, M. Inst.C.E. Hull: M. C. Peck and Son.
THE increasing demands of the important town of Hull, combined with the excessive waste of water there, have rendered
the extension of the existing waterworks a matter of necessity. The report of the engineer, Mr. Dale, furnishes an
account of the works, and indicates three distinct plans by
which the present supply may be largely suiptamudied.
The town was formerly supplied by water raised from the
river Hull by the engines at Stoneferry ;in 1864, however,
two extra engines of the combined power of 120-horses were
erected at Springhead to furnish a larger and a purer supply
derived from springs in that locality. The river water was
completely shut off in 1865, and from that time the sapply
has been derived exclusively from Springhead, the engines
at that place filling the reservoirs at Stoneferry, whence
the final delivery to the town takes place by three engines
of the aggregate power of 510-horses, It is now just a year
since the whole borough was placed under the constant
system, a considerable extent of the town having been till
lately served by an intermittent supply. The result of
this extension of the constant system has been an excessive loss of water, which appears to have to some extent
arisen from the defective state of the mains, but principally
from waste, and imperfect fittings. A careful series of observations has shown the author of the report that the
average quantity of water run to waste in each night of
ten hours was 1,166,757 gallons, whilst the amount fairly
used was only 425,166 gajlons; and the waste in twentyfour hours amounted to 2,800,000 gallons, or more than
half the quantity pumped into the town mains in the
same time. In certain situations the loss through defective mains became at once apparent by the overflow on
the surface, but the recent relaying of the pipes has shown
that vast quantities have hitherto escaped unnoticed through
openings under the surface into the old brick drains.
The principal source of waste arises from the system
adopted in the construction of the water-closets. These appliances have in only too many instances proved the great
source of loss, and at Norwich it was found that no less
than nine-tenths of the entire waste arose in the waterclosets. The closets are supplied by a cistern having an
overflow pipe and a ball tap. The tap, however, being
generally out of order, vast quantities of water have
flowed away to loss, The system too of propping up the
handle of the water-closet for the purpose offlushing the
soil pipe has proved a source of extensive waste.
e obvious expedient recommended by the engineer of
the works for meeting the evil are the compulsory use of
fittings of a more perfect kind than those heretofore
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allowed, making the overflow pipe act as a tell-tale by dis- branch of the higher mathematics, and that he must there- turning, and of change, situational and metamorphic.
charging in some conspicuous situation, and by the fore be well grounded in all the elementary portions before Numbers of our travelling readers idle about the delightadoption of waste water preventive cisterns in all water- he takes it up. This excellent little treatise is printed on ful neighbourhood of Heidelberg and the vales and nooks
closets. The plan of connecting overflow-pipes with soil- | toned paper, which has the advantage of rendering the of the beautiful Neckar during their summer holidays ; to
pipes and house drains, so commonly resorted to in all ill- diagrams very clear; the type is bold, and the publishers these we commend the perusal of Dr, Cohen’s smal! volume
as a guide capable of tenfold enhancing their pleasures,
regulated districts, is productive of more formidable evil have seen well to their work in bringing it out.
always providing they have mastered some German—
than mere waste. The builder professes to believe that if
he turns a bend on the overflow pipe it will remain con- Cassels Technical Manuals. Drawings for Stonemasons. By without any of which travelling there is almost to go
Euuis A. Davipsox. Cassell, Petter, and Galpin: London, blindfolded.
stantly trapped, and that there will be no reason to fear
aris, and New York.
the return of sewer air from the drains. But, as a matter
of fact, it often happens that the overflow pipe is never Tuts is another of the publishers’ series, which by its sim- Aus der Urzeit, Bilder aus der Schipfungayeschichte. Von Dr.
Can. A. Zyrrer. Small 8vo, numerous woodcuts. Munchen:
called into action at all, and, consequently, the trap plicity and clearness recommends itself to that particular
1871.
remains without any supply of water.
This is a class of the public for which it is especially intended. Our
artisans
and
working
men
are
lamentably
deficient
in
a
Tuts “ From the Beginning, a picture from the history of
defect so common, and so obviously productive of disease, especially where cisterns are within the house, that knowledge of the art of drawing, and hence it is that so Creation,” is a popular but sound and valuable sketch of
it demands the most rigid and systematic repression. very few of them are able to set out work. Many that the geology of the paleontological formations from the
Many of the imperfections of house drainage are due to the are first-rate hands at executing it have not the vaguest Silurians upwards, The woodcuts of the strange beings,
ignorance of builders, but this is a matter that they clearly idea of designing it. The cause of this is simply due to animal and vegetable that lived amongst these, are of rave
comprehend. The defect makes itself known by the foul the fact that as they never receive any education in this excellence. This is one of a series of volumes on
smell that it introduces into the house, and the builders branch of knowledge at a time when they are able to take annlogous subjects. The second part of this work is yet
know exactly where to seek for it and the remedy to apply. advantage of it, they are unable to acquire it afterwards, to appear. The cheapness of the volumes, 2s. Gd. each,
It, however, is a little less expensive to carry the supply in consequence of want of leisure. The author, after a ought to be a lesson to our publishers, The whole would
pipe to the closet and the overflow pipe from the cistern brief résumé of the history of masonry, introduces his well deserve a translation into English, which would be a
down the wall in one casing, and the temptation to connect readers to the practicalfpart of the subject. The various favourite in the drawing-room and in the geologist’s study.
the overflow pipe with the soil pipe is more than the specu- descriptions of walling, arches, vaults, and mouldings are
noticed, and examples given in the plates of their construclative builder can be expected to withstand.
Der untere Jura im Nordwestlichen Deutschland, de. de. Von
Mr. Dale indicates three methods for supplementing the tion and proportions. The use of freehand drawing in the
Dr. D. Brauns. Braunschweig: Wiewig und Sohn. 1871.
delineation of curves is very clearly shown.
It is true
present available water supply of Hull :—
Tis
elaborate and exhaustive work on the lower Jura
The first plan is “by pumping the whole of the water that machines have been invented by which the majority formations
North-Western Germany is one of pure
required for the town’s use direct from Springhead.” The of ordinary curves intended for the purposes of ornamenta- stratigraphicalof and
geology, enriched with
total estimated cost of the works for this scheme is tion can be described with rigid accuracy. But every two tine lithographspaleontological
of some of the numerous fossils
£79,814, from which must be deducted the value of the artisan should possess some facility with the pencil, and described, It 1s therefore
one
quite
out of the way of the
works at Stoneferry, £37,000, leaving a sum of £42,814 to not be content with mere mechanical drawing alone. In Vast Tliass of our readers.
the little treatise in question, rules are given for obtaining
be borrowed.
The second plan is “ by utilising the engine power at the lines necessary for finding the plan and elevation of
Zz itschrift Sir A nal ytische Chimie, de.
Stoneferry to supply the east district only. The west dis- stone staircases, and also of winding stairs, including the
trict to be supplied direct from Springhead.” This scheme development of the helix. The form in which these serial Tue fourth part of this the tenth year of this valuable record
volumes
are
issued
to
the
public
by
the
publishers
is
now
would cost £61,372, or, deducting £8400, the value of the
of analytical improvement by the well-known analyst,
land proposed to be disposed of at Stoneferry, would leave so well-known that there is no need of commenting upon Fresenius, has appeared. One of the most important techa sum of £52,972 to be raised on bond.
(
: their convenience and utility. It is to be earnestly hoped nical papers it contains is that by W. Pillitz,of Fresenius’
own
The third plan suggested is “the construction of dupli- that as there is every prospect of the hours of labour for laboratory at Wiesbaden, “On the Methods of Refining
the
working
classes
being
universally
reduced,
the
value
of
cate engines at Springhead to pump the water as at preSugar.” We have also Professor Bunsen’s elaborate instrucsent to Stoneferry, the Stoneferry works to be the dis- books similar to the present will be appreciated, and a tious for the examination of the mineral waters at Baden,
tributing station for the whole borough.” The cost of this portion of the spare time devoted to the acquisition of the drawn up at the command of the Minister for the Home
information contained in them.
work as estimated is £26,977.
Department of the Government of that State.
The report does not contain any recommendation of
one of these schemes in preference to another, nor does it Le Transpositeur, ou Vimprovisateuy de Tissues, Par Epovarp
Amongst the splendidly illustrated works on paleontostate which is calculated to secure the highest efficiency.
Ganb, Professor of the Course of Weaving at the Technical
logy, of which so many now make their appearance from
School of Amiens. 8vo. Paris: Baudry. 1871. Plates.
Assuming all three to possess equal advantages in this
the
German presses, we should notice for our geologist
respect, and taking the working expenses as given in the Tus is one of those completely specialised technological
report, the first project commends itself on the ground of works which can issue nowhere but from countries such readers that on “The Foramenifera of the Jura,” by Dr.
and'Hiibler, 4to., Winterthur, 1870; and that on
its being the least expensive.
as Belgium and France, where the science of woven and ZwingliFossils
of the Mountains of the Saxon Course of the
ornamental fabrics has been deemed important enough to “The
Elbe,”
by
Dr. Geinitz, publishing in 4to parts at Cassel.
Geometrical Conie Sections. An Elementary Treatise, in which found upon it weaving colleges for the better classes of
An
important
memoir “ On a Meteorite,” from the desert
the Conic Sections ave Defined as the Plane Sections of a Cone, tissues, with special courses of instruction of a high
and Treated by the Method of Projections, By J. Stuart order. M. Gand’s method of transposing the designs of of Atacama, by Dr. Tschermak, of Vienna, first given to
Jacksox, M.A., late Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, tissues, such as are produced in the Jacquard loom, is the academy of that city, has appeared in separate form.
M. Martin, Dean of the Facultiesof Sciences of Rennes,
Cambridge. London and New York: Macmillan and Co, based on the theory of prime numbers and of expanding
also published at Rome an exhaustive and learned
1872. All rights reserved.
arithmetric progressions, so as to afford an infinite num- has
Ir cannot be denied that some minds are so constituted as ber of combinations, and practically an infinite number inquiry as to whether optical instruments—the lens, the
telescope, Kc.-—were known to the ancients, as supposed by
to be absolutely unable to understand mathematical inves- of designs from a given fundamental type.
many, and decides against it.
i
tigations. By dint of sheer ability and perseverance, canDr. Meissel, of Berlin, has produced a pamphlet in which
didates for collegiate honours, whose intellects may be of a
Traité
complet
de
Fabrication
et
Rafiinage
du
Sucre
de
Betterave.
he urges the project, with much detail and force, of a conhigh, but non-mathematical order, do acquire the minimum amount of mathematical knowledge necessary to Tne second part of the second volume of another wholly tinuous line of railway from Rotterdam to Tientsin in
special
technological
work
of
a
very
thorough
and
exhausChina.
He gives illustrations of the style of passenger
the attainment of the various degrees.
But such
learning is merely acquisition, without comprehen- tive character has just appeared in that of Herr L. Walkoff, carriages proposed for this immense stretch, and enters
sion,
As a certain acquaintance with mathematics, a learned and extensive sugar manufacturer of Germany, into much statistical and other detail. We fear, fast as it
pure and applied, and, moreover, a certain proficiency in which comes forth in an original French edition, with improves, the world is scarcely ripe for this yet,
and notes, &c., by M. E. Mérijot, Paris: Savi.
these especial methods of analysis are indispensable in most augmentations
Probably no single industry has had a -more |
academic and educational courses, there is no alternative 1871.
BILGE PUMPS.
for the student but to make himself, at any cost, conver- wonderful progress within half-a-century than this of beetsant with them. But to those who are not confined to any root sugar. Laughed at by our forefathers at the begin,
WE now return to this subject by illustrating on page 149 a few
ning
of
this
century
as
one
of
the
mad
projects
of
“the
examples of horizontal bilge pumps, valves, and boxes. The illus
varticular method of instruction, so long as the desired end
is attained, and who are not naturally gifted with a talent Corsican usurper,” it has come now to reckon its produce trations Figs. 1 and 2 are sectional elevations of two single-acting
pumps, having the valves and box arranged at the side of
for mathematics, there are other facilities offered. To by thousands of tons, and to suggest to some that the pro- plunger
the barrel; the suction valve is below the plunger rod, and the
these the graphic method, which demands nothing more duction of the sugar-cane will in the end yield to that of discharge
valve directly above, with an air vessel over it. The
the
beetroot.
Nor
has
any
other
industry
based
upon
the
than a good knowledge of geometry and trigonometry, is
valve-box at the other end has no air vessel, but the discharge
peculiarly welcome. The difference between the method mixed applicationsofmachinery and of chemical operations pipe is on the top instead of at the side of the box, while in some
of merely mathematical and that of geometrical analysis is evolved in its progress more delicate and refined methods cases one pump 1s for boiler feed and the other for bilge duties,
two illustrations directly under are Figs. 3 and 4,
that in the former everything is ideal. Magnitudes and and instruments—polarised light itself having become one andThein this
of each pump is formed with the conproportions are represented by letters, and the result is of its tools. As yet Great Britain has scarcely taken a denser rathercasethanthe a barrel
separate casting, as in the previous example;
part
in
this
industry,
or
has
attempted
to
do
so
only
to
wrought out in formule and equations which present no
the
discharge
valve
and
air
vessel are directly over the plunger
tangible relations to the learner. In the latter the results fail. Perhaps it is one scarcely well suited to our suuless rod, and the suction valve is at the side below, over which valve
are actually visible to the eye, and consequently a less etiort climate, but we have broad colonies, the climates of which is the door for inspection or removal; the air vessel being the
are well fitted for beetroot agriculture and the production door for the discharge valve, as in the first example.
of the mind is required to comprehend the investigation.
We next direct attention to an arrangement of inverted valves,
In the little volume on our table the author has availed of its sugar ; and if that is to be ever done, and at a profit, where
india-rubber is used, as shown in two sections by Figs. 5
himself of the graphic method in order to impart to the it must be by the same accurate and searching use of and 6, the barrel in this case being a separate tube secured in the
science
that
has
made
French
and
German
beetroot
sugar
|
reader a knowledge of that branch of pure mathematics
opts. No plunger is used here, but a piston with packing or
gland.
termed “ conic sections.” He applies the method of pro- what it is to-day.
The last —
shows not only the pumps, but also their
jections to the determination of the ellipse and hyperbola,
which is an eccentric secured to the side of one of
by which the proof of the properties belonging to those Die Physik aus grundlage einer rationelle Molecular, und motion-gear,
the
engine
cranks.
The
pump is the bilge pump, and the
Aethertheoric, &c. Von Med. Dr. J. HAMMERSCHMIED. Vienna. |upper for boiler feed ;andlower
curves is in the first place more easily understood, and
plungers are worked by a cross1872.
| head that is secured on the both
also more readily remembered. In adopting this treatment
air pump rod, passing over the crank
Tus
little
work
is
wholly
speculative,
and
aims
at
estashaft.
The
side
elevation
and
plan
of this are shown by Figs, 7
of the subject, the definition which has hitherto prevailed
and 8, and Fig. 9 is a transverse sectional elevation of the bilge
must be considerably modified, and Mr. Jackson gives his blishing a systematic explanation of all cosmical phenomena valves
and
box,
showing
that
the
seats
and valves are held and
reasons for so doing in rather a deferential manner,as if he upon considerations built up from the starting point of guided by one spindle. At an early period
we shall resume this
were a little afraid of being regarded as the author of a Newton’s conception of our ether (intermolecular and per- subject.
questionable innovation. He need have no fears on this vading space), and of the modern somewhat hazy hypothesis
score, as the mutual relations between the cone and its of atoms and molecules. Though not devoid of interest to
Loxpon ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS AND Draveutsplane sections are most apparent when treated by pro- the pure physicist, this work is out of our way, as is likeMEN.—At the ordinary meeting, to be held on Saturday next (tojection, and the whole subject is very much simplified. wise the monumental mass of observations and figures morrow),
the City Terminus Hotel, Mr. Laird will read a paper
But it is not only in the ordinary problems connected relating to terrestrial magnetism and meteorology, consti- on ‘The atCharacter
and Treatment of Cast Iron in relation to
with the curves due to the section of a cone that the tuting the annual volume published by the Central Mag- Mechanical and Constructive Purposes.”
method of Rt ogre will be found valuable, as it is netic and Meteorological Observatory of Austria, under the
THe CENTRAL Sweptsu Iron anp Street Company. --A proequally avai ble for the solution of a variety of others editorship of two of its officers, Herrs Carl Jelinek and spectus has been issued of a company under the foregoing title,
which relate less directly to those curves. However satis- Carl Fritch. 4to, Vienna. 1871.
with a capital of £325,000 in £50 shares. This company has been
formed for the purpose of purchasing two very vabublo freehold
factory in a theoretical point of view the graphical mode of
called Bjorneborg and Frotuna, in the provinces of Vermtreatment may be, the student should not rest contented Die zur Dyas gehirigen Gesteine des sudlichen Odenwalden. Von || cstates
land
and Nerike, in the great iron district of central Sweden, with
Dr.
Emit
Connex:
Heidelberg.
1872.
with it alone. He should obtain small wooden models of a
the
ironworks,
rights, forests and other important inIs a careful study of the often very remarkable rocks of | terests connectedmineral
cone, and by actually cutting them in the prescribed directherewith ; and to bring into more effective opetions prove the truth of the statements made respecting the Southern Odenwalde (from north of Heidelberg), ration the great resources of those estates, by enlarging the present
the curves produced. If this be carefully done, and accu- which are related to the lias formation. These rocks, |works and erecting additional works for the manufacture of the
finest quality of Bessemer steel from the ores of the celebrated
rate measurements taken, the accordance between theory which include the porphyry and granite conglomerates Persberg
and other mines owned with the estates. The list of
at the other directors includes
and. practice will be found to be much closer than may be above the Zechstein, like those of the V:
some very goodnames. The company state that
imagined. Before commencing the study of the subject of side of the Rhine, so little known to British geologists, they can s'
Swedish
at £8 16s, per ton, against £10, the
conic sections the student must bear in mind that it isa present the most wonderful examples of geological over- lowest price
t it has been sold in the market.
Marcn
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THE Artillery Reprint exhibited at the last Russian| can raise the breech of the gun, The gun is suspended to the
Exhibition amongst other articles a machine for eweers bey moving screws ¢, ¢, by chain i, i, i, which is itself attached to them by
heavy guns along ordinary roads, which is distinguished by being means of crosshead hk, As the axle v, v, can move freely in the
a very simple and effective construction due to Mr, Wishnegradsky, naves of the wheels, and iron pieces c, c, can freely revolve around
engineer of this department, The drawings of the machine show the bolts b, b, it is easily understood that in any position assumed
everything very clearly, but we add a description of the same.
by the breech of the gun the suspending screws will always remain
Fig. 1 is a side view without shafts ; Fig. 2 is a plan partly in the direction of the pressure transmittedto thein by the chain i.
section ; Fig. 3 is a section through the back axles C, D. ; Fig. 4 is The way of raising the muzzle of the piece is shown by Fig. 4.
a section through the screw suspending the muzzle part of the gun Through the iron frame ¢ pass the bearings of the iron square
A, B. ; Fig. 5 is a front view of the carriage without wheels ; Fig. 6 piece v, v, v, in which are two holes, one of them horizontal and
is a section through the fore-axle for showing the construction of cylindrical, the other vertical consisting of two cones; the
the shafts ; Fig. 7 isa side view of the front wheels and shafts.
horizontal hole contains a brass cylinder, in which a nut
The carriage consists of two axles u, u and v, v, four wheels, a is cut; through this nut and the above-named conical holes
frame of boiler iron ¢ reposing on the hind axle v, v, and on a} bolt passes a screw connected by means of a crosshead with a chain
L, attaching it to a vertical frame reposing on the fore-axle U, U m,m, m. The upper end of the screw is turned by two iron
and of shafts which are attached to the fore-axle in such a manner handles n n,n. From this may be seen that the muzzle of the
that they may freely turn around it, and are balanced by two piece, suspended to the screw ¢, may assume any desired position,
counter weights placed on strong iron bars, The fore-axle passes and the screw will always remain in the direction of the pressure
its middle through a globe E comprised between two iron sup- transmitted to it by the chain. However, this screw, whose movenorts ; the upper of these supports is fastened to the vertical frame ments are limited by the opening of the conical holes, is reckoned
y and the lower one is attached to the upper by the bolts R and insufficient for supporting the muzzle of the gun during the transa horizontal bolt F ; if the bolts R are put away the lower support ! port, and serves principally for raising the muzzle of the gun,
turns around the bolt F, and the fore-axle becomes free. The use which is fastened to the frame c by hemp ropes, for which purpose
of the globe for connecting the fore-axle with the frame ¢ presents a cast iron bearing is fastened to the frame c immediately before
ing is intentionally omitted in the drawing.
the advantage that, even on a bad road on the mountain side or the screw t. This
The frame ¢ continues beyond the back axle, se
as a su
hills, &c,, the pressure on both the fore-wheels is essentially
equal,
with the
and there is not the least danger as to the breaking of the ore- port for the brake and a ae for the men
e fore-end of this frame, as is already
- which, us is well ae
_— one of a rinci <— direction of the brakes.
of the ordinary carriages.
ot the less remar
e is the mode of explained, is connected by a bolt L with a vertical frame s, cona
of the gun, which balances freely on any of the axles sisting of two iron plates fastened to the ~ segment of the
without any of the suspension parts being bent. For this purpose bearings of the globe E joining the back of t e carriage to the
the following mechanism is adapted :—The back axle consists of two front axle. The lover segment of the same bearings is joined to
cylindrical bearings for wheels, and between the bearings a frame the top, as has been said before, by a boltF ; to the same bolt are
consisting of two plates a, a, on which are fastened two horizontal attached the front ends of two inclined bars, x, x, transmitting
bolts b, b, supporting the iron piece ¢c, in which two vertical holes the power of the horses straight to the back axle, to which (like
ing c) they are fastened by round holes, which do not
are drilled; in these holes are vloced the cylindrical projections of the
from ti
inside the naves of the wheels. The
pena wheels d, d Shane.beegenPe of ry Inside these impede the
ae be
'y seen from the dra’
to which
ro
8 nuts are cut
whi
@ screws
¢, serving ae
remarks :—The back
can |
y raise the breech of the
the smu wheels d are moved by we subjoin only the follo
le deflection
a load of 20 tons, ani
the endless screw f, to each end'of whichisattached a hand wheelg. sustain without any
as we
Each of these wheels is worked by one man, so that four men the front can carry a weight of 4 tons, With this weight,

have heard from good sources, this machine was tried when on a
standstill. The large Yin. gun of Krupp’s, weighing 16 tons, was
many times transported on this carriage very well on the rather
bad roads of St. Petersburg. There is no doubt but that a gun of
20 tons might be transported in St. Petersburg
on this carriage,
and that even 24 tons might be taken over the good roads of
~ +
We think that the carriage described above presents an excellent
solution of the question of the transport for heavy artillery. We
have not seen any carriage in which all the theoretical exigencies
have been met in a higher degree than in this one, and in which all
the practical on
for the movement of such heavy loads
have been so fully observed.
Proressor CoLLADON.—By advice of the King of Italy
Professor Daniel Colladon has been named Commander of the
Order of St. Meurice and St. Lazare for the part which he took in
connection with the construction of Mont Cenis Tunnel. The
diploma was sent to the professor with the insignia, through the
Minister of Foreign Affairs, and M. Stella, the Minister, would not
allow this mark of distinction to a foreign savant to pass ae
his office without a word; he himself announced the fact to the
professor in the following terms :—‘‘ Now that the tunnel is happily
terminated,
the Italian Government cannot suppress its desire to
show its gratitude to those who have helped
to facilitate this
colossal work by their studies and their genius. Under such circumstances it is impossible to forget the merit which you have
attained by your scientific publications, and especially to those
which relate to the employment of compressed air in the excavation of galleries, I hasten, therefore, to place myself in accord
with my colleagues of the Ministry in pointing you out to my
sovereign as one of the illustrious men who deserve honorable
distinction for the aid given to the
t+ work which has just
been achieved,” It should bementioned that the Minister
who sends
the above note to the Professor of Geneva was formerly a pupil of
the Italian Central School and adistinguished engineer, and has
themselves, and far more agreable to the world at large.
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lately by Mr. Dyer. This gauge consists of a frame which holds
GUN STOCKING BY MACHINERY.
MODERN RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION. the chair in position while the holes are bored and the spikes
Ar a meeting of the Birmingham Gunmakers’ and Inventors’Club,
are held by the faces which touch the rails,
Ar a meeting of the Civil and Mechanical Engineers’ Society, held driven, As the chairs
by Mr. W. Ashford, on “‘ Guncan be no error. I have seen a few miles of the Midland on the 3rd inst., a paper was read
at their rooms, 7, Westminster-chambers, on Friday, the 16th inst.» there
inery,” of which we give an al
Railway
which had been laidby this method, and the result
is a stocking
the president, Mr. Arthur C. Pain, Assoc. Inst. C.E., iu the chair, first-rate
The ordi
rough walnut stocks are used, but ther are
road, and there has
been a great saving in cost over
Sony dried in a room for the purpose before being operated
@ paper was read by Mr. G. James Morrison, Assoc. Inst, C.E.,on the present system.
e first operation is that of
e adoption of iron sleepers is general, though not universal, in upon,
** Some of the Peculiarities of Modern Railway Construction,” of
The Slubbing Machine.—The stock is placed on a slide flatwise,
foreign
countries.
So
many
forms
have
been
patented
lately
that
which the following is an abstract.
and by means of a revolving disc a straight cut is taken along that
it
is
impossible
to
mention
them
in
detail.
Greaves’
pot
sleeper,
After stating that the object of the paper was to direct attention which was one of the first invented, still holds its own, in spite of edge in which the barrel groove is eventually formed. This surface,
- to several alterations which had been made in constructing and its numerous rivals, though there is no doubt that the harshness which we shall call A, serves as a guide for the future work.
working railways, the author went on to say: The original tunnels of the road which it makes is a serious objection toit. I shall only Next cuts are taken across the “‘ butt ” and fore-end to bring the
to the standard length. The next operation is that of the
were of course constructed entirely by hand labour, and this is further remark that the objections to a flat-bottomed rail when laid stock
Centreing Machine.—In this the stock is placed again on its flat
still employed to a considerable extent, but the system of machine on wooden sleepers do not apply with the same force when iron upon
a
and
tightly against an iron form, which fits
tunnelling is fast coming into vogue, and before long we may ex- sleepers are used, because the fastenings may be made much more the face plate,
A. Attached to the same plate, towards the butt end of
pect to see most tunnels through rock constructed in this manner. secure,
the
stock,
is
a
slide
fitted
with four projeting points. By giving
One objection to many iron permanent ways is that there is no
As far as I am aware, the machines which have as yet
slide a blow with the hand the four points are driven into the
so far as to deserve mention aim at constructing a heading only, arrangement for altering the gauge, which is very necessary on this
butt
end,
making
four
holes
in
theirproper relative position tothe prethat is to say, a tunnel from 6ft. to 9ft. diameter, square or round, sharp curves. Where very sharp curves are used it is not good to
face. Then, keeping the stock in the same position, a centre
the work of enlarging this being carried on by hand labour as commence the curve at once from the straight line, but the diffi- is red
bored
with
a
small
cone
drill in its front end, and the two
culty
of
setting
out
a
line
in
any
other
way,
added
to
the
fact
that
before. The advantage of the machines is generally considered to
processes of centreing are complete. The next thing to be done is
consist in the saving of time effected in the constructionof the in the case of curves flatter than ten chains radius a good platelayer to
turn
the
fore-end
of
the
stock.
can
do
all
that
is
wanted,
has
made
the
practice
of
setting
out
the
headings more than in the saving of cost. In these aims all the
for Turning the Fore-end.—The machine comprises an
machines seem to agree, but in the method of effecting their centre line so as to consist of straight lines and circular curves ironMachine
with a centre to fit the front hole in the stock, a plate
objects the machines differ considerably. They may be divided nearly universal. If two straight lines be set out parallel to the with form,
four
points
to fit into the holes at the other end, which is
into two classes: (1) Those which are intended to drive the headings straight centre lines of the rail, but slightly towards the centre drawn up by a screw-clip
over the end, and
a flat
by cutting or breaking away all the rock by mechanical means of the curve, and if the curve be set out in the usual manner, narrow plate running down passing
surface A. This form revolves ~
into pieces of greater or less size, but at all events sufficiently touching these lines instead of the two straights, this objection upon two bearings, one being theplaced
near where the lock will be
small to be filled at once into wagons and drawn to the surface; will be obviated, and the loss of time in setting out is so small as situated. This is hollow, to admit of the
being inserted, and
and (2) those which do their work by boring holes in the face of not to be worth noticing. The distance from the real centre line fitted with a screw to press the true face stock
down on to the narrow
the headings, the rock being afterwards broken out by powder or of the railway to the line touching the curve should be for a ten plate,
and
another
at
the
fore-end.
The
stock
is inserted in this,
some other explosive. Each class of machine may again be sub- chain curve 13in., for a five chain curve 2ft. 2in., for a two chain and screwed tight in the direction of the length of
A. The narrow
divided into two divisions, one set of machines acting on the rock curve 5ft. 6in., and so on.
plate
clears
the
cutters
as
they
do
their
work.
These cutters conThe attention of inventors has long been directed to points and
by means of a succession of blows, and the other by means of a
In the caseof sidings the usual system is to have the lever sist of a pair of revolving discs, fitted with hooked teeth and
steady grinding or rubbing process. Among machines of the first
mounted on levers, pivoted near the ground line. An iron mould or
class, or those which break away the whole rock by mechanical which moves the points weighted so as to make the points lie in the copy
the fore-end of the stock is placed below the latter—remeans, may be mentioned those of —_ Penrhys and Mr. position suitable for the bulk of the traffic. When a train has to ct —Raeof slowly
at the same speed. The levers carry friction rollers,
on
to
the
line
for
which
the
weight
does
not
suit
a
man
has
to
Brunton.
The first of these consists of a large gun-metal head of
as they travel over the irregular surface of the copy in a
nearly the same diameter as the heading, mounted on a strong old over the points during the passage of the train. In Deas and which,
direction, impart a cunegenling motion to the cutters—and
frame. The face of this buffer-like arrangement carries a number Rapier’s system the handle is so weighted that it will hold the spiral
thus the form of the copy is repeated in the stock. A great
of steel cutters, and the head is moved backwards and forwards points to either side. Thus a man may jump off the engine, throw economy
of time is attained by using two cutters, one commencing
The saving of time effected
by means of a compressed air engine. It is driven against the over the points, and jump on again,
in the middle, while the other starts at the extreme end.
rock with such force that these cutters dig into the surface, and by this simple arrangement in a large station is enormous.
Machine for Shaping the Butt-end.—The general arrangement
In the case of junctions, however, where the points are always
by a continual repetition of this
, accompanied by a rotary
this machine is the same as the one described above, excepting
movement, the whole face of the heading is broken away and the connected with signals, and where they are always locked over of
that the stock revolves on a centre line, running nearly through
machine moves steadily forwards. In Mr. Brunton’s machine, on during the passage of trains, whether they are in the position of the
length of the butt, its fore-end being passed through and
the other hand, there is an entire absence of all shock. On the facing points or not, I can see not one argument in favour of the clipped
in a hollow tube supported at the farther end by an
e old-fashioned contractors’ points, where p> tomtightly
face of the machine are several cutters closely resembling quoits. points now in use,
face-plate carried by a small spindle from which the
the
last
rail
of
the
single
line
is
made
to
move
so.
as
to
fit
either
The number may be six or twelve. These cutters are held against
rotary motion is Cc
This machine is supplied with only
the face at’ one edge, the machinery moves round, giving them the branch or the main line, is infinitely superior. Some attempts one
disc.
The cutting block is fitted with hooked cutter
rather a rolling than a cutting motion, so that the cuts somewhat have been made by Mr. Price Williams and others to introduce teeth cutting
of three different forms, which are used successively for
correspond to the cuts caused by a wheel in soft roads, points of this description, but I am not aware of their having been the roughing,
middle, and finishing cut. The cutters revolve about
except that, instead of being at right angles to the sur- adopted at any important junction. There can be little doubt,
times a minute.
face, they are only slightly inclined to it. When these however, that some such system will eventually come into favour, 3000
next process is that of spotting the stock, or preparing upon
ruts or cuts become 2in. or 3in. deep the pieces of stone and it will then be _ e to run through points without any theThesides
certain perfectly true spots or planes necessary in the
The greatest changes, however, have been in
break off and fall to the bottom of the heading, whence they jerk as at present.
filing required in the finishing machinery.
are carried by a band to the back of the machine, and there shot rolling stock. Engines were first made very light, so as to be accurate
The
Spotting
Machine. —In this machine the stock is held down
into wagons. These pieces of stone are constantly breaking off, easy on the road. Then great weights were put on the drivin by two spring clips
upon a plate the width of the surface A. This
and the cutters gradually pass over the whole surface, cutting off a wheels to give adhesion; then the wheels were outed plate works in vertical
guides, and is made to descend by means
layer of one or more inches in thickness according to the nature of to give adhesion, without having so much weight on one of a treadle, thus bringing
the stock into contact with seven
pair. There are many lines with a good supply of engines capable
the rock.
small
circular
saws
so
as to form the seven spots
Among the second class of machines, 01 those which effect their of taking light loads at a high speed over flat straight lines, but required, one on each sidedisposed
of the butt, one on each side of the
purpose by drilling holes, the machine used at Mont Cenis is a the difficulty of the present day is to get engines capable of taking extreme
fore-end,
and
three
intermediate
spots on one side. This
characteristic speci
This
hi
isted of a
ber of heavy loads at a moderate speed ever steep and crooked lines,
the roughing process.
steel drills driven against the rock by compressed air; but this Before saying more on this subject I must say that in my opinion completes
Machine
for
Bedding
the
Barrel
in
the
Stock.—The stock is
the
engineers
of
the
present
day
have
carried
the
system
of
quick
machine has been too much written about lately to require a
detailed description. Another machine of the same class is that curves and steep gradients too far. Quick curves and steep gra- inserted into a recess in a long movable table, which is caused to
pene by Mr. Doering. It consists simply of one drill driven dients are not impracticable, but they are highly objectionable. traverse be means of a rack and three pinions. To fix the stock
it is clipped at the five spots made on the long side, and
»y compressed air; it is worked at the rate of 200 or more blows Where first cost is all important they may be introduced with in position
up against two horizontal clips, projecting a little over on
per minute, boring a hole in hard limestone at the rate of 14in. great advantage to save capital, but they should never be used to pressed
each
side
of
the top of the recess made to receive it, by'studs from
per minute. Its
at advantage is that it is very small and save the trouble of looking for a better line, nor should they be
This insures the stock in line and level with the trued
portable, and will drill a hole in any direction, which makes it permitted to occur here and there on a long line, so cutting down below.
surface,
On
the further side of the table is a form or mould
particularly useful for odd jobs ; while machines of more ambitious the length of train which can be carried over it for a saving of
to the barrel bed, and three upright revolving spindles
designs like that used at Mont Cenis can be used with economy capital, which is infinitesimal, Where low speeds only are required similar
fitted
to
a
cross
frame, with guide-pins at their sides working in
only when a long pr |has to be driven.
a very useful little engine can be made move on four wheels the form, which insure
their cutting out and ror the proper
Among machines of the second class which do their work by coupled without any other wheels; but such an engine, though it shape
in
the
stock.
The first spindle is fitted with a hooked-nose
boring without blows, the first actually employed was I believe a will go round any curve and will go up steep gradients, dare not be
It is brought into position, and then lowered by a
hollow steel tube, which was turned round by mechanical means used at a high speed, as it is so unsteady that it is sure to run off cutter.
the feed being given by rack and pinion. This process
and supplied in same cases with sand and water. This was found the line.
ies, Bissel trucks, &c., give steadiness, but they handle,
groove the full length of the barrel bed.
to answer well in boring slate and similar rocks. The machine cause loss of
adhesion, A first-rate engine can be made by having forms a taperspindle
cuts the hole for the “‘ breech-pin ;” the third,
patented by Captain Beaumont is on the same principle, but the three axles, the centre axle having lateral play so as to allow the theThebednext
for the “‘tang.” The groove receives the finished taper
end of the drill is studded with diamonds, Considerable difficulty wheels to take the form of the curve. The axles do not become from a cutting
spindle suspended from a cross bracket, which is
was at first experienced in cutting the diamonds, but that now has radial, but the greater part of the flange friction is avoided. vibrated by a handle,
so as to follow the curve of the mould. The
been overcome. The machine
ists of a
ber of these hollow When. this system is used Chapman’s axle-box is generally emdrills, which are turned by toothed gear worked by a compressed ployed. This box has inclined planes on the top fitting similar fifth and last process is to square the breech end of the groove.
This
is
done
by
a
horizontal
revolving spindle which can be lowered
air engine. Each drill bores a hole ot ljin. diameter, leavin inclined planes on the bottom of the spring. These tend to into the groove. The fore-end
may be now cut to the finished
acore about lin. diameter. When the hole is bored deep ptt
bring the axle back to its proper position when the engine comes length.
the core is broken out, and the rock is brought down by blasting. on to a straight piece of road. This makes a first-rate engine
Bedding the Lock.—This
hine is
plicated, carrying five
There is another machine which drills holes by means of a stream where the curves are not very sharp Where this engine cannot be small
cutter spindles in a frame revolving round a central
of quartz sand, and impelled by a jet of steam; but except from employed there is nothing but the Fairlie type. For a long time axis. vertical
spindle is brought in succession to the work. The
the periodicals I know nothing of it. In the present state of the this engine was objected to b
gi s said the repairs stock isEach
upon a slide, its position being regulated by a mould
case it is impossible to pass judgment on these various machines, would be high, but it is now larg:ly coming into use, and it is certain or form, fixed
which the barrel groove is pressed. Alongside of
and future experience may modify or alter my views; but at pre- that there are lines which can
successfully worked with this the stock against
is an iron counterpart of the recess to be made, and each
sentI believe that these machines, which cut away the whole engine which cannot be worked with any other.
cutting
spindle
has
alongside a tracing spindle, which is made to
rock by mechanical means, are only suitable in the softer rocks;
he brake of M. Le Chatelier should also bementioned. By means
while those which merely bore holes are best suited to hard rocks. of it an engine can run down hill against the pressure of steam in follow the said counterpart in all its details, the cutting spindle
repeating
the
ery
in the wood of the stock, A fan and a
Again, those which work by a steady grinding motion are likel, its boiler without the slightest fear of its cylinders being injured
to succeed but in rock of a uniform
ess, while those whic! by cinders, &c., as is always the case if counter pressure steam be couple of nozzles are used tu blow away the chips, so as not to
interfere
with
the
cutters
or the tracer. The first spindle cuts the
work by means of blows are best able to contend with rocks which used without this brake. This brake is not sufficient, however,
are of different hardnesses or which are full of cracks, . . . . and many trains are now fitted with continuous brakes, Every recess for the lock plate, the depth ey |regulated by a cross bar
As to permanent way, the only sorts used to any considerable train should have brakes sufficiently powerful to stop it at 100 on the tracer; the second recesses for the screw heads ; the third,
extent in this country are the flat-bottomed rail and the double- yards when running at forty miles per hour. Railway companies the hole for the ‘‘ sear” tang ; the fourth, the recess for the main
headed rail with chairs, in each case laid on cross sleepers. The are paying attention to this matter, and before long I believe most spring ; and the fifth, which carries a very small tool, finishes the
flat-bottomed rail makes a good road, and it is, I believe, impos- ease od trains will be fitted with continuous brakes of some same,
Machine for Bedding the Trigger and Guard.—This consists of
sible for a chair road to compete with it at the price; but where escription. The carriages at present in use on our principal
first cost is not all-important a chair road should be used, as it is lines are well enough suited to moderately straight roads, but an iron bed, with cast iron brackets on each side connected by a
unquestionably superior to a flat-bottomed rail road. The they are most unsuitable for roads with quick curves. In this horizontal bar, which forms a bearing for the central axis of a
ing four cutting spindles, very much the same
objection to a flat-bottomed rail is that the foot cannot well be country it will probably be better for many years to avoid quick revolving frame
made wide enough to give the rail sufficient stability. The fasten- curves, but in some foreign countries where first cost is everything as that used for recessing for the lock, and, like it, provided with guidepins
and
levers
having
a vertical and horizontal motion. A similar
ings et loose from the continual knocking of the flanges of the it is sometimes necessary toemploy them. In spite of the experithe driving strap, which
w a4 and the road gets shaky and out of gauge. The best way ments on loose wheels in former years by Brunel and others, which arrangement has also been adopted as regards
runs
horizontally
above,
and which can be brought down over any
is to use lots of fang bolts, and few, if any, dog spikes used to were thought to be conclusive as to the impossibility of using them,
pulleys required, as soon as they are in }
The stock in
keep them clear
of the foot of the rail. Those having a loose head it has now been proved that they can
made to em 4 well. ofhisthecase
is secured in a vertical position, and is clipped in the
to hold down the rail should be preferred to those which pass Clark’s radial axles work remarkably well on a good road, though
through
a hole in the foot. In the case of flat-bottomed rails it is they seem to be inferior to a bogey on a bad road. Wherever quick manner before described. The frame or carriage to which it is
the almost universal custom to put the joints over the sleepers. curves are used some
system - radial axles and loose wheels fixed rests upon two bars of an irregular form. The carriage is
Some — good clips have been invented which fit into cuts in the should be employed. The system of coning wheels is much in the moved by a rack and pinion, the rack being attached to the
the first spindle being brought into position, where it is
bottom of the rail near the end and hold the rails togeth
same p ition as it was ten years ago. Eventually no doubt carriage,
These, combined with good ordinary fish-plates, make asgood a cylindrical wheels will carry the day, as there is clearly no single retained by a self-acting stop. The tool is brought into contact
with the work, and a forward curvilinear motion imparted to the
joint as could be wished for.
advantage to be derived from coning.
for the guard. The second tool
In the case of double-headed rails the principal point to be
The paper was followed by an animated discussion, in which carriage, thus making the recess
ticed is the tendency to increase theweight of the rail and of various new inventions were alluded to, and with reference to the is then brought into play, which makes the recess for the ‘* bosses.
The
third
forms
the
screw
holes,
and the fourth a deep recess
the chair. The rails in use are some 10 or 15 per cent. heavier remarks in the
rthat quick curves and steep gradients were
, and also one for the ramrod stop. This
than I can remember
being used in newlines,
and the chairs are objectionable,
Mr. Walton stated that he was at present connected required for the tri
L
double the ve BF om of keying on the inside also with the construction of a loop line which was being made machine, too, is fitted wi
Having cut out all the complicated
uired for bedding the
> yangto become
and every reason seems to be in favour with gradients
of 1 in 330 and curves of 40 chains radius, to
super- lock
and
and
a
bed
for
the
ve
it
0
sede a line with gradients of 1 in 80 and curves of 20 chains
us,
to receive the bands and “ nose-cap.
The general plan with
is tofit the fore-end
to joints isto
in most cases this latter would be considered
a good line.
them, and though
is done in a very simple and effective machine, which is
put the sleepers a little ocer =
plan is to support the
eye a chair having only one jaw, and to pass the two centre
ee
hii This
ists of a low frame which is fitted
Its throughholes
in the chair. “Neither of these plansisaltoto fit the barrel groove, and not to
” im
as
i
SovuTH ent a. — bang ~ mg Po week
er satisfactory. The clip fish-plate which embraces the lower
the out. This form is
with
ange of the rail, though it has not yet come into general
:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday -— F, = “he Aytointerfere
is, ending February
but
ofsimilar shape
to the
I think, likely to supersede the present clumsy
ent.
e (free), from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Museum, 30,231 ; Naval and other
suspended joint isso much more easy to lay than the supported Galleries, 2962; onWednesday, Thursday, andFriday (
ion
4339; Naval and other
one, that any plan which
ise to make a suspended joint as 6d.), from 10 a.m, till5 p.m., Museum,
Galleries, 103 ; total, 37, Lanes = eeeresyins Sok &
good as a supported joint is sure
to come into favour.
the opening of the Museum,
While on the subject of laying I may mention a system of = years, 12,728; total
gauging the chairs instead of the rails which has been patented 11,233,020,
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cap recesses, These cutter-blocks can be brought forward at will.
upon vibrating levers, weighted so as to cause them
They are h
to lie away from the work, and fitted with treadles, so that on
the application of the foot they can be advanced at pleasure. All
being ready, and the stock fixed in its place, the blocks are brought
forward, and the man having his hands at liberty can turn the
wheel round to give the required feed. This machine is not made
self-acting for two reasons. One is, the whole process is done so
quickly that it would be waste of time to have it so ; and the other
is the surface to be cut being of irregular thickness, it is better to
be able to regulate the feed at will. Having formed three spots
for the bands, and fashioned the end to receive the nose cap, the
fore-end of the stock has to be finished to shape by rounding the
parts between the bands. To effect this it has to be fixed in
The Machine for Cutting away the Wood between the Bands.—
This is similar in many respects to the last, consisting of a barrel
mould, to which the stock is clipped, and vibrating cutters to follow
a ‘‘form.” As the amount of timber to be taken away is large,
the length between each band is finished by two cutter blocks, one
placed in front and one behind the stock. The front and back pair
are alternately brought into action, and the whole length
smoothed down and finished by the rotating motion given by the
hand wheel. This does away with much of the vibration which
would inevitably take place where the whole length of the cut
taken at one time. All the tools and cutter blocks of these
machines run at very high velocities, and the surfaces which they
leave are very good. In fact, a slight friction with a piece of
glass paper, placed upon a cork rubber, is all that is required
before they are handed over to the assembler,
Machine for Second Turning the Stock.—This machine consists
of a strong cast .iron open frame, with a planed top surface fitted
with two long projecting fillets, on which slides a double headstock, with its connecting gear. Resting upon a plate, which
carries its other extremity, is a hollow spindle for clipping the
lower end of the fore part of the stock. This plate is moved along
upon the fillets by means of a screw which is driven from a shaft
running below. The cutter block is fitted with hooked teeth, and
has a guard over it. It is also driven by the lower shaft, and the
frame on which it vibrates is fitted with a light friction wheel
which runs upon the form, revolving with a similar motion to the
stock itself. It is no easy thing to produce from a “ form ” nearly
right-angled corners, such as are required in that part of the stock
in which the lock is fixed. To retain the sharp angles the following
plan is resorted to:—The mould, or form, is, at the corresponding
points, brought out so as to lead the cutter block beyond the flat surface, which, it should have been remarked, has been already produced by a simple planing cutter. Ly this means the frictionwheel can be allowed to travel over a rounded surface, which is a
better motion for it, while at the same time the angles of the stock
are left sharp. On taking the stock out of this machine it is
perfect as to its outward form, but it has still to pass through two
or three machines, the first being
Machine for Grooving for the Ramrod,—This consists of a
planed plate working upon V’s and moved forwards by means of a
rack and pinion. On this plate is fixed a mould to fit the barrel
groove.
The stock is clipped down to this, which insures its
position ; and the first groove, which has parallel sides and a semicircular bottom, is cut in the fore-end by means of a small cutter
block fitted with round-nosed teeth. After this it becomes necessary to undercut it, and for this purpose a spherical tool is used,
the spindle of which works through the top of the groove already
tormed.
Machine for Bedding the Rod Soring.—This consists of a plate
on which is bolted a form which fits the barrel groove. This is
raised from its surface so as to allow the stock to bed horizontally.
The tool for cutting the recess is horizontal, and we find here also
the same arrangement of guide pin and mould to insure the right
form being made, After the recess is cut the hole for fastening
the pin is made. The hole being very small it has been found
advisable to drill it from both sides, and this is effected by means
of two vertical spindles with drills placed in line and running at
great velocity. ‘There are some other small holes to be drilled.
This is done in a machine similar to the above, and the stock is
then completed. The above description refers more particularly
to the stocking machinery used at Messrs. Tranter’s, of Birmingham.
ENGINEERING Society, Krna’s CoLLece, Lonpon, — At a
general meeting of this Society, held on Friday, Feb. 23rd, Mr.
Hunter, president, in the chair, Mr. Baynes read a paper ‘On
Submarine Works.” The author began by describing the ditferent
methods of laying foundations for harbour walls or piers, dwelling,
at some length, on pile-driving and the machines used therefor,
and referring briefly to the use of caissons, He next described
the diving-bell and dresses used in laying courses of masonry
under the sea, explaining the limit of depth at which such work
could be done, owing to the increased pressure of the air required.
He lastly referred to submarine boats, showing the causes of
failure in all that have been made. A discussion followed the
paper, and a vote of thanks having been awarded to Mr. Baynes,
the meeting then adjourned.
FrencH RAILWAY COMPANIES AND THEIR MEN.—The case of <ispute between the Eastern Railway Company of France and one of its
drivers named Hulot, mentioned in last week’s ENGINEER, has
been decided in favour of the latter. The engineer was dismissed
on account of the part he took, not in a strike, but in a peaceful
movement of the emp/oyés to obtain an increase of wages and a
diminution of the hours of service, and appealed to the Counseil
des Prud’hommes demanding an indemnity of 20,000f. The railway
company denied the competency of the council, but the latter
persisted and decided that the company should restore to Hulot
the amount he had subscribed to the superannuation fund of the
company. Appeal was made to the Tribunal of Commerce, and
the decision of that body was against the competency of
the Counseil des Prud@hommes. It should be remembered
that the ground upon which the incompetency was_ based
was the following :—that the duty of the Council was
only to decide cases of dispute between employers and
their workmen, and that an engine-driver requiring special knowledge did not come within the meaning of the term workman.
This decision, if maintained, puts an end to the action of the
council in all cases of superior artisans and employés, a result
which could scarcely have been contemplated by the founders of
these joint arbitration courts of employers and employed. Such,
however, being the result of the decision of the Tribunal of Commerce, Hulot proceeded against the company, his late employers,
for damages to the amouni of 20,000f. His case was that he had
served the company for twenty-two years without complaint made
against him, and had submitted to the regular monthly reduction
from his salary on account of the superannuation fund; that
according to the statutes the company could only dismiss him on
his being guilty of drunkenness or refusal of duty, and that he
had never placed himself in either position ; that he had been dismissed for simply presenting, with a group of his colleagues, a
petition to the Minister of Public Works ; and, lastly, that by his
arbitrary dismissal he would be deprived of the superanuation of
1750f. a year, to which he was about to become entitled by his
services. The defence of the company was that any employer
and every person employed had the right of dismissal or of dismission, that there was no treaty in the case, and, lastly, that
Hulot was dismissed because he was the president of an organisation which had for its object the preparation of a strike and the
interruption of a service. The company maintained its right to
act as it had done, but offered Hulot the sum of 385f., the amount
of his one month’s
as driver of the highest class. The
tribunal, after hearing counsel on both sides, delivered judg“ment by which it
ised all the arguments brought forward by
the complainant as valid, and condemned the company to pay him
the sum of 5000f., and to defray all the costs of the action,
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ments in apparatus for propelling vessels.”—A communication from
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
William Condell, New York, U.S.—10th February, 1872.
|
438. Jonny Henry Greener, Lombard-street, London, and THomas
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
Sexton Saryey, Brixton, Surrey, “ Improvements in fastenings for
'
per
it was
jilways.”
Ropert Bury, jun., Epsom, Surrey, ‘‘ Improved apparatus for sigGrants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months. , 440.nalling
on railways.”
2701, Hunter Henry Murpocn, Staple-inn, London, ‘“ Improvements 441. ArrHuR
Boys Mills, Halifax, Yorkshire, and TaHomas
in refrigerating machines and in apparatus in connection therewith.”— CritcHLEY BarRRACcLovoH,
BaRRacLouGH, Manchester, “ Impr
ts in apparatus
—
from Edward Roettger, Lille, France.—11th October,
for damping, stiffening, oiling, und colouring fabrics, and
ping,
| 871.
and colouring fibrous materials, yarns, and paper.”
2861. WILLIAM McApam, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., *‘ Obtaining 442.oiling,
THomas
James
Smirtu,
Fleet-street,
London,
*
=
ell
means
of
| motive power by the rising and falling of tides, and im the machinery
and apparatus for dividing the fleece in carding engines.”--A comor apparatus employed therefor.”—25th Ociober, 1871.
munication from the Company or Society Jean Baptiste Marée and
3339.
ALFRED
TyLor,
Newgate-street,
London,
‘‘
Improvements
in
appa|
Remilly (Ardennes).
| ratus for regulating the working and ventilating of mines, buildings, | 443.Varlet,
WittiaM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ An
sewers, and underground workings, and for increasing the certainty, | improved
of uniting and securing beams or pieces of wood or
safety, healthiness, economy, and facility of conducting such opera- | metal in themethod
of bridges and for other like purposes.”—A
tions, and for the distributing, regulating, measuring, and purifying | communicationconstruction
from
Robert A. McLeod, Florence, Italy.
of liquids and fluids, such as air, vapour of water, smoke, and water, 445. Henry Watker, Handsworth,
Staffordshire, *‘ Improvements in
and in setting out and proportioning liquid and finid passages and
small arms.”
channels for irrigation and other purposes, and in the arrangements 4s,breech-loading
THomas McMickinoe Witson, Arundel Hotel, Arundel-street, Westconnected therewith.”— 11th December, 1871.
minster, “ Improvements in the mode of and apparatus for refining or
137. Joun Macintosu, Regent's Park, London, and Wiitiam Boacert,
oils.”—12th February, 1872.
Chelsea, London, “Improvements in the construction of hollow 447.purifying
James Apsneap Hopason, Blyth, Northumberland, ‘Improved
vessels of india-rubber, applicable to the manufacture of air and water
apparatus
or gear for driving a screw propeller when the engines are
beds or cushions and articles for applying heat and cold, and for prodown at sea,”
tection against solar rays, such hollow vessels being also applicable as 448.broken
SILvesTeR
Futpa, Bow, Middlesex, “ Improvements in the treating
dress improvers or for holdiog liquids for drinking and other purposes.”
of impure or discoloured waters for the purpose of clarifying the
—17th Junvary, 1872.
same, and in the employment. of the refuse for agricultural
159, Witt1AM Brapsurs, Wednesfield, near Wolverhampton, Staffordpurposes.”
shire, ‘* Improvements in annealing cast iron.”
Henry Scott, Greetland, near Halifax, Yorkshire, “‘ Improvements
161. Ropert Gambier, West-terrace, Tredegar-road, Bow, Middlesex, 449.in ventilating
sewers and drains.
“Improvements in the manufacture of corsets and stays.”- 18th 450. Bristow Hunt,
Serle-street, Lincoin's-inn, London, “ Improvements
January, 1872.
in postal cards and in covers therefor.”"—A communication from
18), ArTHUR Warner, Lec, Kent, “ Improvements in the manufacture
Augutus
Lawrence
Washington, Columbia, U.S.
o inc m and steel, and in apparatus employed therein.” —20th January, 451. ALFRED WILLMER McCrea,
Pocock, Pimlico, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the
of fasteners for window sashes.”
265. JoHN MIDDLETON, Hartlepool, Durham, “ A new or improved appa- 453.construction
Perer Dops Deans and Danie. MacNaventon, Leith, Edinburgh,
ratus for adjusting or correcting ships’ compasses by observation of Midlothian,
N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in the production of sulphate of
the celestial bodies as well as terrestrial objects.”—27th January, 1872.
281. CHARLES Quick, Rosedale Cottages, Albion-road, Hammersmith, 454.ammonia.”
FerpINAND Henry Warticn, Hebron-terrace, Grove-lane, CamberMiddlesex, and Epwix Naproteon NorMinton, High-street, Camden
well, Surrey, “ Improvements in the manufacture of artificial fuel, and
Town, London, “ Improvements in carriages.”—30th January, 1872.
to be used for this purpose.”
324. JoHN Lees Rosporovcn, Upper Cross-road, Dublin, “‘ Improvements 453.in apparatus
WILLIAM KicHARDsON, Oldham, Lancashire, “ Improvements in
in apparatus or means for transporting mud and sweepings collected
machinery
for burring and cleaning or opening wool, cotton, and other
from the surfaces of the streets and thoroughfares.”
materials.”
326, Gronce FLercuer, jun., Derby, “ Improvements in the evaporation 457.fibrous
OLiver CROMWELL Setrcuett, Albany-road, Camberwell, Surrey,
and granulation of sugar and in the apparatus or machinery connected
“Improvements in treating or preparing certain waste substances, so
therewith.”— Partly « communication from George Brocklehurst,
as
to
render
them useful as compositions for lighting fires.”—13th
Barbadoes.—1st Frbrvaru, 1872.
1872.
)
Russell-strect, Brighton, Sussex, and Grorcr 458.February,
Epwarp
Corram,
Surrey, “Improvements in the conMITCHELL, St. Martin-place, Sussex, “‘ Improvements in furnaces, in struction of buildings Wimbledon,
for the safe keepingof deeds and other securities
the heating of ovens and boilers, purifying ey economising fuel, and
or valuable property.”
consuming smoke.”
CHARLES WiLtt1aM EarLe Marsn, Laurence Pountney-lane, London,
343, Epwarp Joyes, Birmingham, ‘‘ Improvements in the manufacture 460,“Improvements
in apparatus for communicating between the
of cartridge cases and in the apparatus to be used in the said manupassengers and guard or between the guards and drivers of railway
facture.”—2nd February, 1872.
trains.”
347. Rosert Punsnon, Neweastle-upon-Tyne, “ Improvements in appa- 462. CHarntes WILLIAM Earte Marsu, Laurence Pountney-lane, London,
ratus for measuring and registering liquids.”—31d Febreary, 1872.
—
in meters or apparatus for measuring water or other
368. Ernest Seyp, Princes-street, London, ‘An improved method of aiquids.”
casting bars or plates of silver and gold and the moulds for such 464. Henry Bernoviti1 Bartow, Manchester, ‘‘ Improvements in prepurpose ; also an improved method of rolling such said bars to reduce
serving animal and vegetable substances.”—A communication from
them to the proper thickness for manufacturing into coins and
Charles Emile Rousseau, jun., and Ferdinand Cochard, Paris.
medals.”
Tuomas Bear, Richmond-terrace, Brighton, Sussex, ‘‘ The adap372. SaMvet FLercner Hueime and Georce Hutme, Jordangate, Maccles- 468.tation
or talc to water gauges te steam and other boilers.”
field, Cheshire, ‘A new description of covering for floors with designs 470 Matixof mica
Carr, jun., Middlesbrough, Yorkshire, ‘ Improvements in
or patterns of great durability.”—5th February, 1872.
dry
earth
closets.”
304. Francis TAYLorn, Manchester, ‘* Improvements in the construction 472. THomas Jounson, Plumstead, Kent, ‘‘ Improvements in valves for
of bedsteads for invalids.”
sewers or drains for preventing or arresting the passage of noxious or
306, CHARLES Henman, Bedford Villas, Croydon, Surrey, ‘A new and
improved method of constructing hot or tepid and cold sea, river, or offensive gases.”—l4th February, 1872.
spring water plunge or swimming baths for use on Jand or water.”
308. Epwarp Morratt, Astwood Bank, near Redditch, Worcestershire. Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of
“Improvements in machinery employed in the manufacture of sewing
Complete Specifications.
machine needles.”
Cuartes Wueatstone, Park-crescent, Regent's Park, London,
399, ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLans, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improve- 473.andSirJoux
AvGustus Streu, Tolmers-square, Hampsteadments in sewing leather and other thick or tough material, and in read, London,Marraias
* Improvements in electro-magnetic telegraphs and
machinery and thread for the same.”—A communication from George
apparatus connected therewith, parts of which improvements
Valentine Shettield, Providence, U.S., and Godfrey Kaye Mellor, Woonapplicable to other purposes.”—lith Febrvarnu, 1872.
socket, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.
cs rs
Witnt1am Ropert Lake, Southampten-buildings, London, ‘ Im400. Epwarp Jones, St. |.uke's-road, Birmingham, “ An improved con- 481.provements
in harvesting machines.”—.A communication from Lewis
struction of military spade or shovel.’
Akron, Ohio, U.8.—15th February, 1372.
404. Jous Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ Improve- 495.Miller,
EpMuND
Epwarps,
Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London,
ments in the production of alcoholic and other fermented liquors.”—A
** An improved dust shield for railway carriages, and mode of hangin
communication from Eugene Leconte, Paris.
such shield.”—A communication from William McKelvy Thornton and
40, Wittiam Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements
Thomas Alfred Buckland, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.—l6th February,
in weighing machines.”-— A communication from Albert Hamilton
1872.
Emery, New York, U.S8.—7th February, 1872.
Wittiam Ropert Laker, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘“ Im407. THomas Gibs and CHarLes GELsTHARP, Jarrow-on-Tyne, Durham, 500.provements
in the manufacture of boots and shoes, and in machinery
“Improvements in the construction of furnaces for carbonating or
communication from William Joseph Bernard Mills,
drying alkaline salts and other substances, and in the method of therefor.”—A
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, U.S., and De Witt Clinton Taylor, Elizaworking the same.
New Jersey, U.8.—l6th February, 187
408. Thomas Row ey, Manchester, “ Improved apparatus for lubricating 501.beth,Wittiam
Rospert
Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Imspindles used in preparing, spinning, and doubling cotton aud other
pone in shuttles for weaving narrow fabrics.”—A communication
fibrous materials.”
rom
Joseph
Martin,
Lowell,
Massachusetts, U.8.—l6th Febreary, 1872.
409. Prerre Joseru Narcisse Gompert, South-street, Finsbury, London, 525. WiriuiAM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings,
London, “ Impreve** Improvements in railway brakes.”
Fi
ments in cases or vessels for packing caustic alkalis, acids, salts, and
410. Thomas Bear, Richmond-terrace, Brighton, Sussex, “ The adapother like materials, and in apparatus for forming the same.”—A com— of mica (sometimes called tale) to apparatus for saving life from
munication from Jacob Hermann Seibert, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
re.
February, 1872.
411. Davip Sternens Brown, Braywick House, Green-lanes, Islington, 530.U.S.—17h
Davip GRANVILLE Low, Chelsea, Suffolk, Massachusetts, U.8., “ An
London, ‘‘ An aérial machine.”
improved
sail
hank.”—19th February, 1872.
412. THomas Cocksnorr, Blackwall, Middlesex, “ An improved method 533. Frank Farnnam
Taytor and Henry Wii.iamM Lark, San Fran
of laying submarine telegraph cables in connection with shipping in cisco, California, U.S.,
“An improved safety car coupling.”—19th
a rivers, harbours, and seas, and other places.”—8th February,
February,
1872.
872.
WiLttiam Campion, Roden-street, Nottingham, ‘ Improvements in
415. James Kiton, Mill of Eden, Aberdeenshire, N.B., “ Improvements 534.machinery
and apparatus for linking, joining, turning off, clearing,
in manufacturing groats, and in apparatus therefor.”
seaming or stitching looped or knitted and other fabrics.”—1lih
416. ALFRED CREssWELL, Birmingham, “ Improvements in apparatus for and
February, 1372.
straining or filtering liquids.”
WitttaM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘Im417. Henry Jostan Jupp, Thomas-street, Burdett-road, Limehouse, 536.provements
in machines for cutting textile fabrics, leather, paper, and
London, ‘Improvements in apparatus for breaking or reducing bituother like materials.”—A communication from Albin Warth, Stapleton,
minous rock, bones, and other substances.”
U.S.,
and William Frederick Jobbins, New York, U.S.—10th February,
3
418. Cuar Les Hopcson, Merlin Lodge, Fulham, London,‘ Improvements
in apparatus or appliances to be used in connection with wire tram- 537.1872.Grorcr Hasertine, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Improveways.
ments in rake-operating mechanism for harvesting machines.”
—A
419, Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ Improvecommunication from David M. Osborne, Auburn, New York, U.5.—19th
ments in steam generators, and in the mode of applying heat thereto.”
UW7F2.
—-A communication from Albert Gibbous Buzby, Philadelphia, Penn- 538.February,
Wit4iaM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘An
sylvania, U.S.
improved lawn-mowing
hine.”
— A com
ication from Everett
420. Joun Henry Jouysoy, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ ImproveG. 2.
, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.8.—19th February, 1872.
ments in refrigerating apparatus.”— A communication from John
Gravenstine, Philadelphia, and De Witt Clinton Taylor, New York,
421. Witttam Robert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Im- Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid.
provements in mowing and reaping
hi "— §
ication 556. RicHarp Price WIL.iaMs, Great George-street, Westminster,‘ Railway crossings and switches.”—22nd February, 1869.
from William Sprague, South Kingstown, Rhode Island, U.S.—9¢h
587. Epwarp Dunntsc Barker, Weston-super-Mare, Somersetshire,
February, W872.
“ Railway brakes.”—25th February, 1869.
422. EpmuND ALLEYNE Cook, Viewville House, Edinburgh, N.B., and
NorMAN MACFARLANE HENDERSON, Midcalder, Edinburgh, N.B., “‘ Im- 875. ALEXANDER CLARK, Rathbone-place, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Rubbing and mixing paints, &e.”—22ud March, 1869.
provements in treating hydrocarbon oils.”
423. Epwarp Henry Crapock Monckton, Fineshade, Wansford, “ Im- 540. Witttam Ipotsox, New Inn, Strand, London, WiLtiamM Wrykrs
provements in drying peat so as to render it suitable for fuel, or for Lape.ie, Wraysbury, Bucks, and Anrnony Gaprrer Sourusy, Bulford
House, near Amesbury, Wilts, ‘‘ Preparing esparto, straw, &¢.”—22ad
conversion into charcoal and other useful products, and in the appaFebruary, 1869.
ratus for effecting the same.”
424. Jonny Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Improve- 547. Jouw Leacn, THomas Leacn, and James Goopyrar, Rochdale,
hire, ‘‘ Winding slivers or laps of wool, &c.”—22nd February,
ments in furnaces for the treatment of zine ores.”—A
ation
1869,
fiom La Société Metallurgique pour l’Exploitation des Procédés Pon561. BarNaRD Witi1aM Farey, Bermondsey, Surrey, “Seatings or
sard, Paris.
facings of gas engines.”—23rd February, 1869.
425. Ropert Fraser Smitu, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “ Improve591. WiLtt1aM THomas E vey, Gray’s-inn-road, London, “ Cartridge cases
ments in obtaining yellow and
prussiates.”
for breech-loading fire-arms.”—2sth February, 1869.
426. Jonny Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Improvements in the treatment of zine ores and other volatile metals, and in 571. Witt1aM WiL.iams, Mitford-street, Liverpool, “‘ Laying and joining
pipes.” —24th February, 1869.
apparatus omeres therein.”— A communication from La Société
576.
GeorcE Rees, Holloway, London, “ Producing designs and devices
etallurgique l'Exploitation des Procédés Ponsard, Paris.
upon the surface of glass, &c.”—-24th February, 1869.
427. CHARLES Frances, Manchester, “ Impro
ti 2} licable to privies
577. JAMES THEODORE GRiFFIN, Fleet-street, London, “ Harvesting
and the ashpits connected therewith.”
"4th February, 1869.
428. Henry Borromiey, Low Moor, near Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘ Improvements in means or apparatus employed in doubling worsted and other 641, FREDERICK ALBERT GaTry, Accrington, Lancashire, ‘‘ Obtaining the
colouring matter of madder, &c,”—3rd March, 1869.
yarns.
430. Joun Epwarp Woops, Finsbury-circus, London, ‘‘ Improvements in 732. WaLTER WELDON, Park Villa, West-hill, Highgate, Middlesex,
“*Chiorine.”—10th March, 1869.
railway carriages.”
London, “Soda
431. Joun Hastix, Greenock, Renfrewshire, N.B., ‘ Improvements in 939. WittiaM Rosert Lake, Southamp + lila?
and potash.” - 29th March, 1869,
ship-steering apparatus.”
433. Wittiam Epwarp Grepcr, Wellington-street, Strand, London, “ An 590. WitL1aM Ranpau Harris, Rue Gaillon, Paris, ‘‘ Weavers’ harness or
healds.”—29th February, 1369.
improved horizontal tubular boilér.”—A communication from Emile
Welter, Faubourg St. Martin, Paris,
*, ag pa Dosson,
tid ‘ “ey.Toomas Henry
ts inRusuton,
wy and‘orWitL1am coDosson,” Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £10U has been Paid.
436, ALEXANDER MELVILLE. CLark, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Improve- 559. Jonny Matrnias Hart, Cheapside, London, ‘‘ Covers of safes, &c.”—~
ments in the
ulsion of vessels, and in a)
for the same.””—.
28th February, 1865.
communication from Al
édiard, Boulevart St. Martin, Paris. 592, Ropert Jounsoy, Waterloo-place, London, “ Strained wire fences,” ~
437, ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improve2nd March, 1866.
j
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Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
536. Witttam Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Cutting | eye, and at the other an open hook. The said eye and hook are intertextile fabrics.”"—A communication from Albin Warth and William locked by passing the hook backward through the eye until the limb of
196. Gronce WaLker, Newtownards, “Coarse textile fabrics.”--22nd
the hook has passed beyond the eye, and then bringing the limb of the
Frederick Jobbins.
January, 1872.
London, “ Rakes.”—A hook around the shank of the eye, and springingor geo De forward
249. GEoRGe ApranaM, Taunton, “Fittings of window sashes.” —251h 537. Georce Hasevtine, Southamp + bnildi
communication from David M. Osborne.
into the eye so as to interlock the hook and eye together, the bight of the
January, 1872.
538.
WittraAM
Ropert
Lake,
Southampton-buildings,
London,
“
Lawn|
hook surrounding the back of the strands which ‘oma the eye, and the
261. Jonny Boyp and Witiiam Henpersoy, Castle Cary, “ Weaving hair
mowing
hi St
ication from Everett G. Passmore.—~ eye being arranged over the limb and body of the hook.
cloth.” —26th Junuary, 1872.
19th February, 1872.
269. Dante, Tuomas Bosrex, Ship-street, Brighton, ‘‘ Dry earth closets
2152. W. R, Lake, London, “Cylinders for steaming and cooling cloth.”—A
and urinals.”
communication —Dated 15th August, 1871.
All persons having an interest Sans any one of such applications
271. NicHoLas Exnor, New Cross, Kent, “ Crushing, stamping, or pulFirst part of this invention relates to an apparatus for steaming «
dhould leave particulars in writing of their objections to such applications rollTheof cloth
verising ores, &c.”—29th January, 1872.
at both ends at the same time for the purpose of evenly beat322. Epwin Lioyp, Westgate, Grantham, “ Protecting flowers, fruit, &c.” it the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its ing the cloth so that its colour may be uniform. ‘The Second part of this
date.
—lat February, 1872.
invention relates to a process of forcing water through the roll from the
539. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Nail mainterion of the cylinder, for the purpose of washing the cloth and quickly
chines.”—A communication from John Lawrence.
List of Specifications published during the week ending covling it. The Third part of this invention relates toa novel arrangement
340. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London,‘ Hydrocarbons.”
in a spiral form of the wrapper that encloses the roll.
24th February, 1872.
—A communication from Joseph Kay Caldwell.—2nd February, 1872.
M. Curtis cat W. H. Ruopes, Manchester, ‘* Machineryfor preparing
1849, 4.; 1597, 1s.; 1641, 10d.; 1656, 48. 6d.; 1665. 1s. 41 ; 1606, 1s. 104.; 2154. cotton,”
373. Witt1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Sh et
—Dated 16th August, 1371.
iron.”—A communication from Benjamin Morison.—5th February, 1872. 1682, Is. 4.; 1683, 5d.; 1684, 1s.; 1684, 1s.; 1688, Pd.; 1892, 1s. 2d.; 1694
This invention consists of a roller revolving in movable bearings alter414. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “* Metallic sd.; 1608, Gd.; 1699, 1s. 4d.; 1702, 1 d ; 1704, G4.; 1706, Sd.; 1711
nately at different speed« and in opposite directions for stripping the
knitted fabrics and chains.”—A communication from William Edge.— Od ; 1714, 6d.; 1717, 84; 1719, 10d,; 1734, Sd.¢ 1736, Is. 4d.; 4
cylinders of carding engines, and removing the bits of leaf and other im7. 6d.; 1768, Gd.g 1770, l0d.; 1775, td; 1777. Gd.; 1778, Wd; 1
8th February, 1872.
that accumulate on and between the teeth of the card cylinders.
| td.; 1795, 6d 3 1798, Is. Gd.; 1814, 41; 1824, lOd.; 1856, 4d.; 1897, 4d, purities
432, Wittiam Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘Gas
This invention in connection with fly frames and other machines of the
engines.” — A communication from George Bailey Brayton. — 10th 1e60, 4d.; 1862, 4d.; 1°05, 4d.; 1868, 4d.; 1869, 4d.; 1871, 4:1.: 1879, 6d.; 1658; like
nature relates, firstly, to the winding on motion, and consists in
41.; ISW1, 4d.; Isy2, 4d.; 1893, dd, 1895, 4d.; 1897, 44.; 1898, 4d 5 1902, 4b; making
February, 1872.
ends of the spools of a curved or nearly hemispherical shape,
444. Wittiam Rospert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Metallic 1905, 4d.; 1911, 4.; 1912, 4d.; 1913, 4d ; 1014, 4d.; 1947, 4d.; 1924, ad.; 064 also in anthearrangement
for preventing back lash in the toothed whe ls of
cans, &c.”—A communication from Henry Wardwell Shepard and Is. 2-1.; 2879, 4d.; 3270, 4d.
fly frames.
Robert Seaman.—12th February, 1872.
2661. MicHaet TosseLL, Clarence-road, Lower Clapton, London, *‘ Venti- *,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on 2159. Is7R.1. Nicnoiis, Loudon, “ R bbons, fringes, de.” Dated With August,
lation.” —7th October, 1871.
receipt of the amount of price and postage. Sums exceeding 5s. must be
The novelty of Nicholl's tubular fringe ribbon and trimming making
2701. Hunter Henry Murpocn, Staple-inn, London, “ Refrigerating remitted
Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High principle is as follows:—That double the width of fringe of any given
—
communication from Edward Roettger.—11th October, Holborn, by
to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty's Patent-office, South- dimension
can be made on this principle as readily as the ordinary
ampton-buildings,
Chancery-lane,
London.
single
width, consequently a great saving of time, space, and cost of pro2712. £LLIs Burrerwortn, Calder Cottage, near Rochdale, and Joun
duction is effected.
Heap, Providence Mill, Milmrow, near Rochdale, * Boilers and
2160. J. Bevicarp, Manchester, ** Looms for weaving.” —Dated 16th August,
urnaces,”
S71.
2720. Epwin Heywoop, Levenshulme, near Manchester, “ Washing maThis invention relates to looms for weaving pile fabrics, such as velvets,
chines.”—13th October, 1871.
plushes, and others of « similar nature, whether plain or figured, and as
2729. SAMUEL INGLIS ReppatH, Berwick-upon-Tweed, “ Knitting socks,
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
cloth or ribbons, and the object is to make the pile more level and perfect
&e.” —14th October, 1871.
are classified and arranged from those published by than
has hitherto been attained by very simple and economical arrange2744. JosepH MacLaren, Edinburgh, N.B., “ Boots and shoes "—1l6th The following Abstracts
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents,
ments and contrivances. Instead of using four warp beams for the pile
October, 1871.
and foundation, the inventor uses only two weighed simply by cords and
2765. Epwarp Davis, Rhuddlan, “ Axle-boxes.”
weights and for the pile he employs two healds and four or eight for the
Class 1.—PRIME MOVERS.
2766. James Gurrin, Highgate-road, London, “ Fastening broken bars,
the warps being crossed by lease rods, and these healds are
carriage poles, &c,”
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and foundation,
worked
up and down by cords and levers connected to a Jacquard dobby
ej
Moe
—
McCa.ia,
Birmingham,
“
Securing
the
strings
Water
Mills,
Gearing,
Boilers,
Fittings,
&c.
ol
‘d
te.”
or
other
well
known pattern apparatus. For keeping the tabric at an
V. Newton, London, “ Windmills."—A communication. Dated uniform thickness in order to enable the pile to be perfectly level, he
2779. ANDREW Biackwoop Dick, Eden Quay, Dublin, “‘ Combined shirt 2107. 10thA. Auguat,
1871.
places wires between the sheds both of the pile and foundation warps at the
front and scarf.”—18th October, 1871.
The
main
object
of
this
invention
is
to
produce
a
windmill
or
wheel
2790. FRANK ALEXANDER MARSHALL, Berwick-upon-Tweed, “ Metal.”— that, while efficient and durable, will vary but slightly in velocity under part of beating up, the wires being of any required thickness according
to the intended strength of the fabric, and it is these wires whieh
19th October, 1871.
prevent the fabric from being beaten up unevenly. He prefers to give
2799. Ernest Epwarps, Lincoln-terrace, Willesden-lane, London,“‘Photo- extreme variations in the force of the wind.
2137. T. Gives, Maachester, ** Steam engines and slide val ves.”—Dated 14th three pricks for the pile part of the fabric and three pricks for each part
mechanical printing, &c.”
of the foundation, and so on consecutively, so that both the pile part and
2800. WiLL1aM THomas Hen.ey, North Woolwich, and Henry Horstman,
Auguat, 1871.
Bloomsbury, London, “‘ Self-acting method of signalling by magnetoThis provisional specification describes methods of relieving the slide foundation shall be firmly allied together, and both warps and weft for
valve from the pressure of the steam, and also the application of an air the pile part are of any required colours accordimy to the intended pattern
electric apparatus.” —20th October, 1871.
2812. Henry Jackson, Park-square, Leeds, “‘ Heating water by means of inlet valve opening to admit air to the cylinder when the steam is cut or design. These wires are either placed between the sheds by hand or
by ordinary self-acting movements as in carpet weaving; and to give
oft.
steam, &c.”
for this operation to be performed for both the pile and foundation
2813. James Perrier, Rochdale, “ Valves of steam engines.”
432. W. R. Lake, London, “ Gas engines.”"—A communication, Dated 10th time
he drives the crank shaft from a bottom shaft by toothed wheels having
2815. Epwarp THomas Hvucues, Chancery-lane, London, ** Liquid
February, 1872
spaces between the teeth to give the required pauses.
meters.”—A communication from Theodore Alden Curtis.
This
invention
relates
to
improvements
in
engines
which
employ
an
2821. Witt1am Hawortu, Lothbury, London, “ Rolling tea leaf.”—21st explosive mixture of air and gas for the mutive force. A limited quan- 2163. F. Mackey, Loadon, ** Spinning.”—A commeanication.—Dated With
October, 1871.
August, 1871
tityof the explosive mixture is held in reserve under the pressure of
2825. WiLL1AM GeorGce Roruwe Lt, Liverpool, “ Screw propellers.”—23rd several
A peculiar copping or rising and falling motion ts imparted to the
atmospheres in a reservoir in connection with the engine. By a
October, 1871.
bobbins on which the spun yarns are wound in regular and successive
suitable
arrangement
of
valves
and
valve
gearing
a
charge
of
the
mixture
2848. Lewis Hornsiower, Liverpool, ‘‘ Walls, &c.”
so under pressure is admitted into a chamber immediately connected layers, all the layers from the bottom to the top of the bobbin being
2851. Wittiam Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Sewing with
cylinder, and forced through the meshes of a seriesof wire precisely similar in character, so that the variation in the winding-on
machines.”—A communication from Maria Procopé and Bengt August gauze the
diaphragms extending across such chamber. A lambent flame is motion and the copping motion are always uniform.
Stenman.—24th October, 1871.
kept
burning
upon the surface of the gauze diaphragms by means of a 2168. J. H. Jonnsoyx, Loudon, “ Treatment of animal and vegetable fibres.”—
2859. STEPHEN ALLEY, Glasgow, N.B., “‘ Carriage wheels.”
constant but limited supply of gas, and this acts as a torch to ignite the
A commenication,—Dated Vith Auguat, 1871.
2861. Witt1am McApam, Glasgow, N.B., ‘‘ Motive power.”
charges as they are entering the cylinder. The gauze diaconsists, First, in subjecting animal and vegetable
2366. Prerre Guzman, Rue Satory, Versailles, France, ‘‘ Motors.”—25th successive
phragms also serve to prevent the return of the flame. By this arrange- fibreThisor invention
ligneous substances to the action, at an elevated temperaOctober, 1871.
ment the gaseous mixture is made to exert, not a spasmodic or explosive ture and fibrous
pressure of such volatile hydrocarbons, or the vapour of the
2869. ee Symons, Bridgwater, “‘ Framework or hulls of ships and force
upon
the
piston,
but
a
true
pressure
due
to
expansion.
same,
or
combinations
thereof, as are solvents of the fatty, vily, and
vessels.”
resinous matters which are contained in animal, vegetable, and ligneous
2875. Witt1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Prefibres. This invention further embraces a special form of apparatus for
serving wood.”—-A communication from Nathan HL. Thomas.—26th
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
carrying out the above described process.
October, 1871.
J. H. Jonnsox, Loudoun, “ Looms for wearing. "A communication, —
2884. Francis WitLiaM Wess, Crewe, “.Locomotive engines and railway Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma- 2174. Dated
Uth Auguat, 1871.
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriayes, Carts,
brakes.” —27th October, 1871.
This
invention consists of a peculiar arrangement of graduated levers
2003. Freperick Lupewic Haun Dancue.t, Horwich, “ Disinfectant.”—
Harness, de.
and cams combined with « peculiar pattern chain for working the drop
30th October, 1871.
2128.
H.
Zann,
San
Francisco,
Caliyornic,
U.S,
“
Screw
propellers.”—Dated
boxes of looms. And also of a new mechanical movemeut, of which the
2918. CHARLES Henry Woop, Sheffield, “ Grinding, glazing, and buffing
12th August, 1871.
box mechanism in the loom is one example. This movement is
knife blades, &c.”
This invention consists, First, in a novel arrangement of the wings or | drop
based on the combination of any number of graduated cams and levers or
2021. SaMuEL Jonn Macuen, Liverpool, ‘ Boilers.”
blades
by
which
two
threads
are
cut
in
the
water
in
different
planes
at
and graduated levers, or both, for obtaining changes of motion beth
2922. Ricuarp Winper, Farningham, “Steam ploughs. —3lst October, each revolution of the propeller. Secondly, in a peculiar curve of the cams
regards duration and range or extent of motion, which may be applied
1871.
by which ihe propeller is allowed to exert its full driving power asto various
where different varieties of motion are required, the
2061. Taomas Bowe Gipson, Glasgow, N.B., “ Certain figured fabrics,”— blades
without creating a sufficient baek current to impede the rear or following drop box ofpurposes
a lvom being one only of its numerous applications
4th November, 1871.
of the screw.
2181. E. Jones, Caerphilly, South Wales, “ Cottoa gins.” —Dated 10th August,
2089. Patrick Morr Cran nd Dennis McGratu, Manchester, “ Cooling threads
2131.
J.
Macpuerson,
Aberdeen,
N.B.,
“‘
Steam
and
sailing
ships,
ec.”
1871.
and freezing liquids, &c.”—éth November, 1871.
—Dated 12th Auguat, 1871.
This invention has reference to the rotary beater described in
2992. Jon MacrintosH, North-bank, Regent’s Park, London, “‘ Covering
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the construc- Macarthur's
provisional specification, No. 415, of 1S71, and consists in
roadways, &c.”—7th November, 1871.
ce
tion
of
the
ships,
vessels,
yachts,
or
boats,
with
a
double
keel,
the
two
forming the blades of such beaters of two or more separate contiguous
3339. ALFRED TyLor, Newgate-street, London, ‘‘ Working and ventilating keels converging towards the bows and diverging towards the stern.
lengths, which are arranged in contrary oblique directions, so that the
mines, &c.”—11th December, 1871.
e
44. Epwarp Ho .pey, Bradford, ‘* Preparing and combing wool, &c.”— 2171. W. E. Gepae, London, “ Signalling oa raileruy trains.” —A communi- action of the one length in driving the cotton tuwards the one edge of the
cation.—Dated 18th August, 1871.
machine will be counteracted by the action of the next length in driving
5th January, 187
j
This apparatus consists of a red passing from one end of a railway the cotton in the reverse direction.
50. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘* Regenerating
heat for furnaces.”—A communication from William Sellers and George carriage to the other beneath the roof, and carrying a handle in each 21s7. T. Westtake ead H. THompson, Fordiaghvidge, Southampton,
compartment which it traverses. This rod is connected with an indicator
H. Sellers.—6th January, 1872.
“Cleaning and preparing flax, dec.” — Dated Wth Augest, 1871.
59. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-ficlds, London, “‘ Melting fur- placed outside the carriage, and composed of a signal plate and alarin
The material is operated on by a set of grooved iron rollers, to which an
bell. The signalling disc is preferably hollow, and carries within it a intermittent
naces.”—A communication from George H. Sellers.—8th January, 1872. small
partial rotary motion in a forward and backward direction is
with magnifying glasses on each side of the flam& On any
80, Jony Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Discharging or one of lamp
The forward motion predominates over the backward, and
the handles being pulled by a traveller, the signalling disc rises imparted.
tapping molten metal from furnaces, &c.”—A communication trom
tne requisite motions are effected by means of a peculiar arrangementof
above the roof, and the alarm bell is continually sounded ; and, as upon gearing.
William Sellers.—10th January, 18
i
99. Wittram Warp Anprews, Kingsland-road, London, ‘Wet gas one of the handles being turned, all the others simultaneously change 2264. J. Burros, Radford, and J, Meciers, Hernor, “ Machine for clipping
their position, the passengers in each compartment of that particular
meters.” —12th January, 1872.
aprigged wets, &e.”— Dated 29th Auguat, 1871.
119. THomas Bevey, Wards-end, Loughborough, “Uniting parts of carriage are at once advertised that something unusual has occurred, and
The novelty of this invention consists in arranging the centre guide
may render assistance. ‘The signalling disc, in rising, becomes fixed by a blade
looped fabrics.”
3
an additional blade or cutter on each side so as to forma
spring
a manner that it cannot be lowered again except trom the double with
121. WittiaM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Pipes outsideinofsuch
pair of scissors or shears rendered self-acting by means of springs.
the carriage.
and pipe joints for gas, &c.”—A communication from William Radde.—
W. R. Lake, London, “ Shuttles for weaving narrow Jsabrics."—A come
15th January, 1872.
.
2407. A. Bresson, London, “* Machine for transporting ani maintaining 501. munication.
—Dated Lith Febraary, 1872.
159. Witt1aM Brapsury, Wolverhampton, “ Annealing cast iron.”—1Sth
bituminous matter "— Dated 12th September, 1871.
The said invention consists, First, in the use of an open-backed shuttle,
January, 1872.
=
The apparatus consists of a cylinder supported on a carriage for locomo189, ArTHUR WaRNeER, Lee, “Iron and steel."--20th January, 1872.
™ tion, this cylinder being composed of an inner and outer one, so that a the open back being formed by two projections which render it possible
238. Henri ADRIEN BONNEVILLE, Piccadilly, Loudon, ‘* Copying presses. space exists between the two skins. The same is filled with a non-con- to use a spool of twice the length in common use and at the same time
the operator more easily to remove the said spool from the shuttle.
—A communication from Arthur le Clereq.—24th January, 872.
substance, such as powdered charcoal. By this arrangement the enable
Secondly, in the application to the said shuttle of two tension bars in
326. Georor FLercuer, jun., Derby, ‘‘ Sugar.”—Partly a communication ducting
caloric is preserved many hours, hence the bituminous matters remain combination
with two springs, one of which is at cach end of the shuttle,
from George Brocklehurst.—lst February, 1872.
.
fluid, and in a fit state for paving.
380. Sam MENDEL, Manchester, ‘‘ Applying colour to blocks for stamping 495. E. Epwarps, Loadon, * Dust shield for railway carriages.”"—A comime- the said tension bars operating to prevent the yarn from being drawn from
the spoul faster than is desired.
trade marks on woven fabrics.”
nication,— Dated 16th Febreary, 1872.
304. Francis TayLor, Manchester, “‘ Bedsteads for invalids.”
J
This invention consists in arranging a guard or shield, consisting of a
3v8. Epwarp MorRa.L, Astwood Bank, near Redditch, **Sewing ma- plane
surface of wood, canvas, or other suitable material below the bodies
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
chine needles.”—7th February, 1872.
a
railway carriages, in a horizontal position parallel with the road, by Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
412. Tuomas Cocksuorrt, Blackwall, ‘‘ Laying submarine telegraph cables. ofmeans
of
adjustable
rods.
Where
the
shield
described
is
fitted
to
the
Mills, de.
Sth February, 1872.
.
which supports the wheels, it is made in three portions bolted
417. Hexrny Josian Jupp, Thomas-street, Burdett-road, Limehouse, truck
together; the central portion being between the wheels, and the two 2105. A. B. Cattps aad D. M. Cxivps, Lovdon, “* Dressing aad cleansing
London, “ Breaking or reducing bituminous rock, &c.”
millstones.”"—A communrication.—Dated lth Auyeat, 1371.
outer
portions
belng
outside
the
wheels,
so
that
the
wheels
may
be
easily
419. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘Steam gene- removed if required. The parts of the shield fitted to the wheel trucks,
The features of novelty which constitute this invention are the use or
rators.”—A communication from Albert Gibbons Buzby.
M
the intermediate part under the body of the carriage, are jointed employment of the chemical ingredients er compounds in the manner
420. Jonn Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ Refrigerating and
together by means of suitable bolts. The shields described are suspended and for the purpose stated.
apparatus.”—A communication from John Gravenstine and De Witt beneath
the
carriages
by
means
of
rods,
the
length
of
which
is
adjustable
2111.
T. C. Pearson, Openshaw, Lancashire, ** Seed planter. "4 communicaClinten Taylor.
Some of these rods are arranged vertically to carry the
tion.— Dated 10th August, 1871.
t21. WriuiaM Ropertr Lake, S tlh ton-buildings, London, “ Mowing shield,rewandswivels.
some
diagonally
ur
horizontally
to
prevent
too
great
side
or
The
features of novelty in this invention consist in the application of
tion
from
W‘Miam
Sprague.
—vt/
and reaping
hi "—A
end movement of the shield.
one or more revolving hoppers, having holes perforated in their bottems
]
February, 1872.
to receive the single seeds, such holes being arranged in a circle, so that
447. James ApsHeap Hopason, Blyth, “‘ Apparatus or gear for driving
rseach hopper revolves in contact with a stationary plate, through which
Class 3.-FABRICS.
screw propellers.”-—13th February, 1872.
4
hole is formed, the seeds are dropped out one by one into a drill
468. THomaS Bear, Richmond-terrace, Brighton, ‘‘ Adapting mica or tale Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with ora single
groove formed in the earth, by the lower extremityof a tube which is
to water gauges to boilers.”—14th February, 1872.
Preparing,
Manufacturing,
Dyeing,
Printing,
and
Dressing
suitably
shaped for the purpose, and has flukes or ears at each side tu
473. Sir CHARLES WueEaTsToyE, Park-crescent, Regent’s Park, London,
cover over the drill and seed with earth again as the machine advances,
Fabrics, &c.
and Jonny Matruias Avcustus Strou, Tolmer’s-square, Hampsteada
stationary
fixed inside each hopper, insuring only one seed
2108. G. Know.es, Bolton, “Combing cotton, &c.”—Dated 10th August, lodging in eachbrush
road, London, “‘ Electro-magnetic telegraphs.”
of the holes of the perforated bottom as it revolves over
1871.
481. WiLu1AM
Ropert
Lake, South
ton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Harvest?
This invention refers to the combination of the top detaching roller the hole formed in the stationary plate.
ing hi "—A
ication from Lewis Miller.—15th February,
481. W. -R. Lake, London, “ Harvesting machines.”—A communication, —
and comb cylinder of those combing machines know as Heilmann s.
1872.
Dated Lith Kebrwary, 1872.
‘
495. Eomunp Epwarps, South
ton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London,
R. NicnHo.ss, London, *' Fringes, ribbons, and trimmings.” —Dated 14th
This invention relates more particularly to the construction and opera“Dust shields for railway carriages.”—A communication from William 2132. August,
1871.
tion of a rake and its mechanism, located and actuated on the platform or
MeKelvy Thornton and Thomas Alfred Buckland.
The
great
novelty
of
Nicholl’s
patent
fringe,
ribbon,
and
trimming
table of the machine, and so as to sweep the grain first from the
500. Wittiam Ropert Lake, South
ton-buildings, London, ‘Boots
machine is, that a 9in. fringe, with two headings, can be made in grain
main frame towards the grain side of the platform «nd thence around to a
and shoes.”—A communication from William Joseph Bernard Mills and amaking
lin. : that the fringe, whilst being made, is cut to the depth delivery
point towards the rear of the platform and on that side of it next
De Witt Clinton Taylor.
required,
and
that,
by
the
aid
of
this
invention,
one
ordinary
engine
Set, Wurm Rover Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Shuttles loom, fitted with the patent fringe making machine, is equal to four the main frame. And the said invention further relates to the construcfor weaving narrow fabrics.”—A comm
‘from
ph Martin.— looms of the same size and kind not having the patent fringe making tion and operation of a driver's seat arranged on the main frame and supported and made adjustable.
16th February, 1872.
machine.
—_—
525. Wititam Ropert Lake, S +h, p + Mild , London, ‘‘Cases or 2136.
J. Sipert, Nottingham, “ Dressing lace.”—Dated 14th August, 1871.
vessels for
caustic alkalis, &c.”—A communication from Jacob
Class 5.—BUILDING.
This peeeae epeiioniin describes a method of arranging the
Hermann Seibert.—17th February, 1872.
of the d. mg machine, which admits of their being rapidly
530.** Sai
ot vaM Rad eptracrs: Low, Chilsea, Suffolk, Massachusetts, U.S., standard
Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
moved in when the operation is complete by simply pushing them, in Including and
House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, dc.
533. FRANK FarnnaM Taytor and Henry Wi.iiamM Larkin, San Fran- place of turning the screw as at present.
C. Fixtayson, Kireudbright, North Britain, ‘ Tension pulleys for
2351. W. R. Lake, London, “ Bale-tie.”—A communication.—Dated 1th 2141. roller
cisco,
fornia, U.S., “Safety car
P
blinds.” —Dated 15th August, 1871.
Auguat, 1871.
534. WittiaM Campion, Roden-street, Nottingham, “Linking, joining,
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the attaching
This invention consists in a wire tie, at one of whose ends is formed an
&c., fabrics,”
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160
of the pulley (over which the cord passes) to an elastic medium, so thata
regular pone Asis maintained upon the cord.
:
2155. M. Ricnarpson, Leeds, ‘‘ Pressing bricks.” —Dated 16th August, 1871 .
He provides a sliding table mounted on suitable framework, and with
an intermittent reciproca’
motion by means of a cam.
fixed on two pillars he fits a bar so as to slide freely.
mould. The form to be pressed is deposited on a plate fixed to the table.
A reciprocating motion is given to the bar carrying the mould. The form
being placed on the plate it is carried forwards until directly under the
mould, into which it is pressed by the mould itself being forced down. A
loose plate is provided within the mould, attached to which are two
adjustable screws, which come in contact with the crosspiece as the mould
is carried upwards, by which means the loose plate forces the p
form out of the mould on to the plate. The form being removed the table
travels forward a suitable distance, and pauses a sufficient time to allow
another unpressed form to be deposited. The table again returns and the
pressing operation is repeated.
2158. C. Dovaras, Glasgow, N.B., end D. M. Warsox, Dundee, N.B.,
“ Treating atone, dc.” —Dated 16th August, 1871.
This invention consists in first applying to the surface of the material
as a wash a solution containing resin or colophony and an alkali, and
then, before this first wash dries, applying a solution of alum.
2553. G. Davey, London, ** Mavezzo marble.”—Dated 28th September, 1871.
Manufacturing artificial marble from cements veined by means of
fibres a in colours and inlaying, ornamenting, and colouring
cements,
.
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Implements of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
om, P= Zeer, Brussels, “ Breech-loading jire-armea.”—Dated 10th dugust,
ok
This invention consists of a guard, which, when opened, cocks the gun,
and causes the block piece to fall in order to place the cartridge in the
breech ; there is also a striker which, when the arm is at full cock, is
acted upon by the cocking piece, which has two small claws in connection with the trigger. A main spring or springs acts also in connection
with the above.
2124, C. G. Harstoy, Birmingham, ‘* Breech-loading fire-cris.’ —Dated 11th
August, 1871.
This invention refers chiefly to improvements in the actions of breechloaders upon the falling block and Snider principles, and consists in such
an arrangement of the parts that the striker or needle operates in a line
with the longitudinal axis of the barrel and is struck directly by the
hammer, together with improvements in the internal form of the shoe to
assist the ejection of the empty cartridge case. The operation of the
actuating lever in opening the breech also cocks the hammer and throws
«it the empty cartridge case
2149. Sir J. Wurrwortn, Manchester, ‘* Ordaance.”—Dated 15th August,
1871.
The claims to this complete specification are the arrangement for closing
the breech of ordnance by a breech block moved along and held by grooves,
the direction of which is inclined to the breech face of the gun, substantially as described. Also the method, substantially as described, of forming the screw thread so that the force of the explosion on the breech block
may not tend to separate the guides but rather to draw them together.
Class 7.—FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
2117. J. Pottock, Leith, N.B., ‘* Cutting the tenons of the frames of chaira,
sofas, &c.”—Dated 10th Auguat, 1871.
The features of novelty which constitute this invention are, the special
arrangements of apparatus whereby the various operations of planing,
tenoning, rabbeting, boring, doweling, mortising, and jointing of the
various parts of the chair or other article are performed ina rapid and
efficient manner without the necessity of hand labour.
2130. A, C. ANDREWs, Birmingham, “ Sern boots and shoes,”—Dated 12th
August, 1871.
This invention consists in attaching the upper leather and welt to the
insole by splitting or dividing the edge of the insole, the upper part of
the divided edge being raised into an upright position, and the lower
being domme over the rounded edge of the last. The upright portion
of the slit edge of the insole forms a medium for holding the boot or shoe
while being sewn, the edge of the upper leather being secured to the
upright portion of the edge of the insule by spring clips. The upright
stripor edge of the insole also serves as a guide for piercing the insole,
and the depression of the lower part of the divided |a prevents risk
of injury from the awl, needle, or hook, during the stitching of the sole
to the welt. A separate strip of leather attached to the insole is used
when the insole is tuo light to be slit or divided. The sewing of the
insole and upper leathers, and vtitching of the sole, are effected by
stitches of a peculiar kind, the said stitches being made by a sewing
machine in which two hooks or needles working at right angles to one
another are employed. The first hook pierces, by its advance motion, the
= to be sewn together, and its barb, on the return motion of the hook,
orms a loop from a thread stationed near the line in which the sewing is
to be effected. In this loop the second hook draws through a thread, and
forms a second loop within the first, and on the tightening of the
thread of the first loop the two loops are drawn into and firmly fixed in
the hole pierced by the first hook. The work is pressed by a presser
which fixes and releases it at the proper times, and also accommodates
itself to the varying thickness of the work. <A rising and falling hooker
is used to bring the thread from which the first loop is made into and out
of the rangeof the first hook. Both the threads employed are waxed
threads.
2183. J. Newry, Hull, “ Boots and shoes.” —Dated 14th Avguat, 1871.
The inventor makes heels for boots and shoes of one piece of leather,
pene into shape in a mould by means of a former. The shell thus
ormed is then filled with a composition of pulverised leather, guttapercha, pitch, and resin, which, es
softened by heat, serve to attach
the sole to the heel, the heel being further secured by a screw put through
from inside. The sole is slightly cut away around the back end so as to
fit on to the heel.
2138. W. R. Laker, London, “ Dress protectors.”
—A communication.—Dated
14th Auguat, 1871.
The inventor takes any suitable fabric, and cuts out pieces of the
required shape and size. These pieces are united by a solution of indiarubber. The edges of the fabric at the front cf the diaper are provided
with buttons, He then strengthens the button-holes Vy placing a cord
around them, At the back or around the upper part, as well as at the
parts which form the legs, the diaper may be pated with elastic bands
to draw it tight. The diaper may be made of waterproof fabric or other
material.
2148. J. H. Waite ond Cuarvotrr Waiter, Loudon, “ Attaching shanked
buttons to boots, de.”—Dated loth August, 1871.
This invention relates to the attach
t of sh
d buttons to boots
and other articles of dress. In attaching buttons according to one arrangement a wire is passed through holes in a disc or button and bent so as to
form a ring or loop, portions of the said wire overlapping and lying
parallel with one another somewhat after the fashion of a split ring. An
eyelet hole is made in the leather or fabric, and the ring aforesaid is
assed through the said hole from the underside of such leather or fabric.
The shank of the button is then passed into the said ring. According to
another arrangement two short wires, each of which has near one end
thereof a bend or loop of an inverted ‘* U” shape, or affixed to a flat metal
plate in such a manner that the free ends of the said wires shall point in
opposite directions, and the loops formed near their ends as aforesaid
shall be parallel to one another and stand at right angles to the metal
plate at the middle thereof. The fastening thus made is placed at the
underside or back of the leather or fabric, and the shank of the button is
passed through the eyelet hole in the said leather or fabric, and then first
on to the free end of one of the wires, along which wire the said shank is
moved until it comes opposite the free end of the other wire. The said
shank is then passed on to that wire also and moved towards the middle
of the plate until it enters the loops in both wires.
3488. A. M. CLark, London, “ Infants’ head-dresses.”—A communication.—
Dated 23rd December, 1871.
The improvement consists in making infants’ caps or head-dresses of
crotcheted silk, which shall be delicate, soft, light, and not too warm,
and at the same time neat and beautiful.
500. W. R. Lake, London, “ Boots and shoes.”—A communication, —Dated
16th February, 1872.
ee th
The First part of the invention relates to bevelling and cl
4 ne
edge of the shoe soles preparatory to
Iding them, and consists of
revolving cutters in combination with a feed wheel and table, the table
being placed on an angle, whereby the sole is inclined on to the feed
wheel, which carries it around to be operated upon by the bevelling and
channelling cutters. The Second part of the invention relates to the
moulding of the soles, and consists of a fo m, 4 surrounding guard, and
combined platten and follower operated by suitable mechanism for pressing the soles after they have been bevelled and channelled into the proper
form for confining them to the last for sewing them to the uppers.
ie
Third
of the invention relates to certain improvements = yp
means of which the soles are held securely while being sew
uppers. The improvement consists in means for clasping a circumerential turned edge of the soles to hold the latter securel; ly on the last
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while being sewed to the uppers. The Fourth part of the invention relates
toa peculiarly shaped rest plate, which is confined to a fixed part of a
se
machine, upon which seek piste ChetantSeBink ane Seay aneene
during the sewing operation, the bottom circumferential
of the last
having a correspon
coun’ ag pte
that the channelof
the shoe sole shall always maintain the exact posi
to be entered by the
awl and needle.
Class 8.--CHEMICAL.
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, dc,
2122. J. Youna, Midlothian, N.B., “ Improvements in the manufac-ure of
soda.” —Dated 11th August, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the decomposing of common salt by bi-carbonate or sesqui-carbonate of soda.
2123. J. Youne, Midlothian, N.B., “ Improvements in the treatment of hydrocarbon oils.” —Dated 11th August, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the treatment
of the oils with muriatic acid to remove the impurities.
2134. J. Axperson, New-buildings, Londonderry, Ireland, “ Reducing
orites, and in obtaining iron, sodium, potassium, phosphorus, chlorine,
or their compounds,”
— Dated 14th August, 1871.
of I tonted
This invention consists of develop
ts or ext 2
invention No. 728, of 1871, and of the patented invention No, 2801, of 1867,
and of which last-named invention the first mentioned one is itself a
modification or development. A smelting or blast furnace is used, the
upper part of which is divided into separate channels, and the coal is
separated from the ores and flux. The tops of the coal channels are
closed, so that the hot gases have to pass up the ore channels. If
prefe' , the materials a be put in a mixed state into all the
channels, but at different periods, and in this case each channel, as it is
freshly charged, is to be closed at the top, and re-opened after a suitable
interval. These improvements are to be used in combination with those
described in the earlier specifications. Thus, along with the ore and
lime there are to be introduced into the furnace rocks containing potash
or soda, or the silicates or al
tes made from the chlorides of
potassium or sodium, or from other salts of potassium and sodium. The
materials descend in their respective channels, and on arriving at the
fusing zone undergo reactions, the alkalies being vaporised and withdrawn by openings or passages through the sides of the furnace along
wifh the hot gases and along with the phosphorus and sulphur, which
last are thus prevented from combining with the iron. The gases and
vapours are cooled to cause the condensation and separation of the
vaporised substances, and the remaining gases are returned to the
furnace, being reheated by passing through passages separated by thin
partitions from passages traversed by the hot freshly issuing gases and
vapours. By another modification of the present invention, chloride of
sodium or potassium is introduced into the furnace along with the ore,
lime, and coal. The silica and alumina in the coal may be supplemented
by sone as, granite, felspar, or other suitable rock containing
potash or soda. The chlorine of the chlorides combines with some of the
iron, and the chloride of iron, being volatile, is carried out of the furnace
along with the other vapours and gases. The iron not volatilised as
chloride descends in the furnace and is smelted. If it is preferred for no
iron to leave the furnace as chloride, steam is introduced, and its
hydrogen combines with the chlorine instead of the iron doing so, and is
carried out of thesfurnace as hydrochloric acid.
2140. J. I. Lupron, Richmond, ** Sewage.”—Duted 15th August, 1871.
Adding to and intimately blending with the sewage of towns a certain
amount of carbon mixed in some cases with a small proportion of phosphate of lime, the fluid part (the noxious portions of the sewage held in
a state of suspension in the carbon) being filtered off, also using the
residuum as a fertiliser,
2143, J. A. Smart, Kendal, Westmoreland, “‘ Apparatus for extracting
grease from waste leather.”- -Dated 15th Auguat, 1871.
This invention consists in the employment of a steam box or chest
divided by perforated partition plates, the upper compartment containing
“‘scrap” or waste leather; steam being discharged to this, the
passes through the perforations to the lower compartment, from thence
with the water of condensation by a pipe to a receiver, sulphuric acid
being placed within the receiver to purily and improve the colour of the
grease or oil.
2144. B. Hunt, London, “ Tanning hides or skins.” —A communicat on.—
Dated 15th Auguat, 1871.
This invention relates to improvements in the method or means of
tanning skins, and consists partly in tanning the same by an improved
method which is designated or to be known as “ the racking and vacuum
art of tanning,” and partly in improved apparatus for ca: ng the same
into practical effect, which apparatus may also be employed in lining
and bating them. The improved apparatus consists essentially of a vat
and a hollow chamber, in which is a rack or racks for suspending the
skins and various pipes connecting the same, and also a vacuum gauge.
The improvec method consists in suspending the skins on the rack or
racks within the chamber and exhausting the air therefrom, after which
various cocks are opened and the tanning liquid is drawn from the vat
into the chamber.
2169. W. WeLpon, Putney, Surrey, “ Recovery of the sulphur employed in the
manusacture ofsoda and potash.” —Dated 13th August, 1871.
Consists in getting the sulphur into the state of sulphuretted hydrogen
by means either of carbonic acid or of steam, and then treating such
sulphuretted hydrogen either by sulphurous acid in solution in water, or
by solution of a persalt of iron, or by oxide of iron, or of mangaiese in
the dry way, the last two methods of treatment being combined with the
regeneration of the reagents employed by means of air.
2170. W. Wetpon, Putney, Survey, “‘ Manufacturing chlovine.”—Dated
18th Avguat, 1371.
This invention consists in passing a mixture of hydrochloric acid gis
and atmospheric air through apparatus packed with either platinised
asbestos, or any porous or other body which has been rendered catalytic
by having precipitated upon it metallic platinum, in the state known as
** platinum black.”
2267. J. TOWNSEND, Glasgoir, “ Treating phosphates.”—Dated 29th August,
1871
This invention consists in the First place in treating the substances with
hydrochloric acid ;and, Secondly, in subsequently applying improved
processes to obtain alum and other products. After the treatment with
acid, sulphate of ammonia or sulphate of potash is added, and sulphate of
soda or sulphate of magnesia. The mother liquors will contain principally phosphoric acid, which may be utilised ‘by the means described in
patent No. 995, of 1871. By a modification the phosphate is treated with
sulphuric acid, thereby producing sulphate of
ina and phosphoric
acid, to which are added chloride of potassi
and sulphate of soda, or,
instead of the latter, sulphate of magnesia, producing aluin.
:
Class 9._ELECTRICITY.
Ine’ud‘ng Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Apparatus,
Electrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries.
2150. W. R. Lake, Loudon, “ Sigaul apparatus.”— A communication.—
Dated ith August, 1871.
This invention relates chiefly to signals and keys, the said keys being
acted on by the wheels of a locomotive or carriage and serving to throw
an electric current to or from the signals which are situated on the side
of the railway, in such a manner that by the action of the train itself the
signals are first put on, then kept on till the train has passed the point of
danger, and fina! A
off again. With the line keys and their connections are also combined crossing signals to be operated by an app hing
train in a similar manner to the line signals. The said Cention relates
also to a switch signal actuated by a key connected to the switch rails
and which connects « signal by line wires. in such a manner that, whenever the switch is turned from the main line, the circuits through the
magnets operating the signal or signals are closed and the signals are
displayed or set in motion, and as soon as the switch is turned back to
the main line the s ls are taken off or sto,
e said invention
relates further to a drawbridge signal, the action of which depends upon a
key which beurs against the lock bolt of the draw and connects with a signal
in such a manner that, whenever said lock is moved back, the circuit
through the signal pages or magnets is closed and the signals are put on
and kept on until the lock bolt is returned to its locking position. In
this case the signal, instead of being actuated by an electric current, may
be made to depend upon its gravity for its motion.
2266, T. Fearn, Aston, Warwick, ‘ Depositing alloys.”—Dated 29th August,
1871.
871
The object of this invention is to give electro-deposited nickel an
g ble colour so as to fit it for use for ornamen’ purposes, and consists in depositing iron in combination or clloy with nickel from a solution of nickel and iron. To pre;
this solution muriate of ammonia is
dissolved in water, and seeteatle of nickel added thereto.
is then cl
with iron by employing an anode of iron and a current of
electricity. In using this solution of nickel and iron for een
electro deposit of nickel and iron, two anodes, one of nickel and the other
of iror., are used. If the deposited alloy gives any indication of either
metal being in excess the anode of that metal is wholly or partially
raised from the solution until the required deposit is produced. The
solution of nickel and iron may be prepared in various ways.
473, Sir C. WHEaTsToNE and J. M. A. Stron, Middlesex, “‘ Blectro-magnetic
telegraphs.” —Dated 15th February, 1872.
7
The invention {relates, First, to means by which the motion of a hand,

po Re
ntof Goce ie movement! of the
successive currents transmitted
the
or
wheel started by the first current moves continuously until it is
paper
tion ofagainst
the series of currents necessaryto bring the type wheel to the
required position ;
, to a method of inkin; erpa!ghee ne| which
a revolving arm mo
h a reservoir of fluid in
plies the ink to a revolving brush
and moving with the
type wheel ; Fourthly, to means of transf
currents from one line to
another by means of finger keys, the elevation of the last used finger key
being effected by pressing any other by its action on a chain ; Fifthly, to
a —— of two magneto-electric machines for ringing magnetoelectric
Class 10.-_MISCELLANEOUS.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
329. W. H. Lake, London, “ Method of preparing and preserving hops for
the manufacture of beer and for wedicinal purposes.”—A communication.—Dated lst February, 1872.
The said invention consists in using ground or pulverised hops in the
ager of making beer, and in pac Hithe hops so reduced to powder,
air-tight packages, bottles, or vessels as a new article of manufacture
and trade both for brewing and medicinal purposes.
375. H. A. Bonnevitie, London, “‘ Apparatus for lighting gas.”—A communication.—Dated 5th February, 1872.
This invention relates to certain improvements in apparatus for lighting
gas by electric currents in which a magneto-electric
hine is used to
produce the required spark, or in which a galvanic battery or an electric
machine based on friction is v to produce the required spark, or in
which the gas is lighted by the explosion of a fuse.
392. F. E. B. Beaumont wad C. J. Appitesy, Loudon, *‘ Rock or stone
drilling, tunnelling, and boring apparatus.”—Dated 7th February,
1871.
71
This complete specification describes machines in which a tubular
cutter (or cutters) is employed having diamonds or gems set around it.
The claims to the specification are—First, the construction of the rock
drill substantially as described; Secondly, the construction of the
tunnelling machine substantially as described ; Thirdly, the construction
of the boring or
ting machine substantially as described and
illustrated ; Fourthly, the construction of the boring or prospecting
machine substantially as described and illustrated, and also the modification herein described of this machine to adapt it for working with an
ordinary jumping boring tool ; Fifthly, the construction of the cutters in
manner substantially as described.
414. A. M. Crark, London, “ Manufacture of nutallic knitted fabrica.”—A
communication.—Dated 8th February, 1872.
This invention relates to the manufacture from metal wire or metal
links of continuous fabrics of tubular or other form or of chains. The
principle of the invention consists in the arrangement of a reciprocating
tool which expands the links or meshes that are put through the completed links ofthe fabric, whereby such links or meshes become parts of
the entire fabric or chain, and constitute loops for the reception of new
links or meshes to be expanded in turn. The invention consists further
in various details, such as the
hanism for shaping the wire on its way
to the expander, the means of imparting the necessary motion to the
several devices of the
hine, the ar i)
t of spring jaws for the
reception of the expander, and others.
2101. srC. P. Matruews, Grantham, “‘ Brewing beer, dc.” —Dated 10th August,
1871.
The invention consists in the use of powdered charcoal in the Po tion of frum 10 Ib. to 12 Ib. thereof to one quarter of malt, and in boiling
it in the water required for mashing and sparging, the water being then
strained or filtered and employed as heretofore in the mashing and
sparging process.
2102. J. Upron, Macclesfield, Chester, ‘* Hovaeshoes.”"—Duted 10th August,
1871
The shoes are by preference made of cast steel and formed in two parts
jointed together at the front or at one side of the toe caulk, so that the
heel of the shoe can be expanded when fitting on the shoe. Outside each
heel is a short projecting clasp or clamp which clips the heel of the hoof,
and towards the front on each side of the toe is a long clamp extending
upwards to nearly the top of the hoof and sloping backwards, the upper
end of these front clamps being provided with a neb or projection fora
purpose hereinafter mentioned. To each side of the heel is riveted or
otherwise fixed a strap of gutta-percha or other suitable material, which,
after passing under the clasp at the opposite side of the heel, is brought
up round the front of the hoof underneath the nebs or projections on the
front clamps which keep it in place.
2109. J. Becketr and J. J. Cam, Worcester, “‘ Treating sewage.” —Dated 10th
August, 1871.
ia
ry andd
A system of filtration by
ion, settling in reservoirs,
and then evaporating in close boilers, and condensing the vapours in a
brook or river. The boilers being connected with lime kilns, and are
heated therewith, the lime being used for deodorising, and the waste
heat arising from the process of calcination of the lime may be further
used for drying the residue from the boilers.
2112. T. C. Pearson, Openshaw, Lancashire, “‘ Filters.” —Dated 10th August,
1871.
The features of novelty in this invention consist in the use and application of a filtering vessel, having screws at each end of the same size and
pitch, on to which the same spout or bib may be screwed, and in order
that such filtering vessel may be screwed to an ordinary cock or water
supply pipe, and be reversed in position for cleansing purposes ;each
extremity of such filtering vessel being further provided with an annular
grid or sieve surrounding a deflecting plate, against which the water
entering the filter is caused to play, and thus to deposit the major portion of its impurities into a cavity provided for its reception. ‘his
filtering vessel being suitable for use with Norton's patent double valve
tap, whereby filtered or unfiltered water may be drawn off direct from
the same supply pipe.
2113. T. C. Pearson, Openshaw, Lancashire, “ Self-acting tilt for casks or
barrels.” —Dated 10th Auguat, 1871.
The features of novelty in this invention consist in the use and application of a grooved pulley or segment working eccentrically in suitable
bearings, over which groovea chain is passed, one end of which is hooked
to the barrel whilst the otherisattached to a weight which gradually and
self-actingly tilts such
1 as it becomes empty, the chain being
thrown farther off the axis of the pulley or segment as the weight in the
barrel is decreased, pawls being arran,
to catch in the serrated upper
edges of the groove to prevent oscillation.
2114. G. H. Goopman, Walacorth, Surrey, “ Machiney for breaking stone,
&c.”—Dated 10th August, 1871.
This invention consists essentially of a club-headed squeezer mounted
loosely on an eccentric by which the squeezer is made to act, the squeezer
is also made to contain one or two acting faces, being curved and serrated
obliquely ; the eccentric receives its hy
in an iron frame in which
the squeezer acts and forms a fulcrum for fixed faces opposite the active
squeezer, also curved and serrated, through which the crushed material
passes into horizontal mills containing movable furrows and chambers
for containing quicksilver on to a circular plate also containing quickyen ; the triturated quartz being brushed over the quicksilver falls into
a sluice,
2115. T. C. Pearson, Openshaw, Lancashire, “ Combined regulating and
displacement lubricator.” —Dated 10th August, 1871.
The features of novelty in this invention consist in the use and application to lubricators of a spindle having passages formed through it and
having a double valve arranged at its lower extremity working against
corresponding seatings formed in a chamber or cavity which is in communication with the interior of the lubricator, so as to enable such
lubricator to be used as a - pe pl or upon the displacement principle,
the — ae — of substitution by a _—— plug working
in a coc!
v’ a side passage
in it for the purposes
described. A 2116. T. Hyatt, London, “ Illuminating gratings.”—Dated 10th August,
1871.
This invention relates partly to single cut glasses for illuminating
tings, and consists in contracting the diameter of each lens at its base
where it »
from the face of the glass block, so that the diameters
of the two
a oe of being equal as heretofore ; a lens
with rapidlysl
sidesis thus obtainedwithout contracting
the diameterof the glass block of which it forms the face or walking surface.
The invention further
in manufacturing small illuminating
lates or quarries from
merchant sheets or plates of wrought
ron or steel by first cu’
up or subdividing the said sheets into pieces
of the required size and Pe,andthenplacing eachof these
under a press w’ ae
or stamps therein the light holes.
requisite count
seats for the glasses may be stamped therein, and
ee
See for better foothold
raised upon the w
siampedorotherwiseformed onstlplatesitis roped toinorense
eg be we
FR
, chtsin the eS
a wateruarry, and for
strengthening
cemented joint
rounditwhent it into
themain
ems ex
su
. gra’ ;
an
being thus dispensed
proposed
uce rol sheets of metal partially prepared
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with a view to the manufacture therefrom of the illuminating quarries | several advances in iron, it is conclusive as to the necessities of | gives us the class of
i
injured.
this i
before referred to, For this purpose a large plate or sheetisto berolled |
consumers, Messrs. Brotherton are experiencing
an excellent Saciasion —
Cn en
oe
rial
Killed. Injured.
are
expected,
—_
be wellfittings
patent fittings,
run for into
which,ofastubes
may and
theirincreased
™ # massyed. of metal
being inpi s heated state in any —_arony dna getting
use.
Buyers
generall
Masters,
owners,
or
managers
of
works
o « 9@
4
pan andrecessen wora a each otherforthepos
~ ee
eee overpl 1 with the
ment in the June list, which
Engine men, stokers, or minders.. .. .. .. .. 21 10
a 52 ed
Those employed at the works—Mal
removal of the central part of this recessed or sunk portion in order to |so considerably advanced fittings of all kinds, and certain of them
form the light aperture may be effected either at the e of rolling or by |protest against the principle ; but the makers believe that it wasa
m
an
oo
ee
a@ subsequent punching operati
Solid knobs, projections,
or buttons
principle, and they believe also in their ability to maintain
—2
are also to be rolled upon the upper surface of the plate between the de- sound
in practice.
Strangers or passers, chiefly young people or children
14
36
pressions or seats for the glasses by having suitable recesses in the upper it Boiler
tubes are likewise in — demand ; and pain are
roll, which nobs may be case-hardened as before mentioned.
made by Messrs. Edwin Lewis and Son, of Wolverhampton,
119. T. Hyarr, Middlesex, ‘ New manufacture of sheet metal.”—Dated 10th being
for a great increase in the output. This firm has just erected a
Auguat, 1871.
This invention
ists in the production by rolling or forging of a sheet new works for the exclusive manufacture of boiler tubes. It has
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
metal combined with a beam or beams extending along one or both of been put up at Ettingshall, near Wolverhampton, and is named the
(From our own Correspondent.)
its opposite and longest edges or middle. Stiffening ribs or solid ridges Britannia Boiler Tube Works—for it will bedevoted exclusively to
may de rolled transversely at convenient intervals on one or both surfaces the production of tubes of that class ; the other classes of tubes to THE GLASGOW PIG IRON TRADE—SHIPMENTS OF PIG IRON—IM£ the sheet portion of the metal, or the sheet may be corrugated.
PORTS
OF
MIDDLESBROUGH
IRON — EDINBURGH AND LEITH
be turned out at the Patent Iron Tube Works of the same firm, on
ENGINEERS’ SOCIETY—AUSTRIAN v. CLYDE SHIPBUILDERS—THE
Monmore Green, Wolverhampton. As most of our readers are
LABOUR
QUESTION—STRIKE
AT
THE NoRTH British RAILWAY
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES aware the makers of boiler tubes have also agreed upon alist ; and
WorKsS— FAIRFIELD ENGINEERS’ ASSOCIATION—-NEW GASWORKS
it came into operation with the new year. In England and ScotOF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND land
FOR
GLASGOW—THE
SHIPBUILDING
TRADE—NEW PRINCIPLE OF
there
are
some
eight
firms
who
produce
boiler
tubes.
With
OTHER DISTRICTS.
REVERSING—THE COAL TRADE.
one exception all these have
agreed to the list. But the exception
(From our own Correspondent.)
is a notable one. It is that of Messrs. Russell and Co. (Limited), of THE pig iron market has been tolerably steady during the past
On ’CHANGE IN BIRMINGHAM YESTERDAY: The tardy deliveries the Crown Works, Wednesbury—a firm which in respect of all week. Yesterday business opened quietly at 77s. 3d. one month,
of iron—THE PREVAILING HIGH PRICES: Their effect upon kinds of tubes may almost be termed the parent of the industry. but it afterwards became firmer, and 77s. 44d. a month and 76s.
speculation—HAavVE WE SEEN THE END OF ADVANCES IN IRON? Their brand occupies an unexceptionable position in this country, 10}d. cash paid, closing rather buyers at the best. To-day’s
—IMPORTANCE OF THE INQUIRY TO IRON MERCHANTS AND HARD- and upon the Continent it is pre-eminent. It happens that while market showed a considerable improvement on these quotations,
WARE MANUFACTURERS— CONTINUED GOOD DEMAND FOR LEADING Germany cannot touch this country in the making of gas and 77s. 9d. to 77s. 74d. one month and 77s. to 76s. 10d. cash bein paid,
HARDWARES—ANOTHER ADVANCE IN PRICES—THE COPPER TUBE water and steam tubing, in boiler tubes, both locomotive and closing rather sellers at 77s. cash. Prices of makers’ iron allover
MAKERS AND THEIR PRICE LISTS— IRON TUBE MAKERS AND marine, she is capable of running us very hard in respect of remain very firm with a large business doing, and so many orders
THEIR PRICE LISTS: Zhe compacts into which they have en- quotations at such times as these. At present the demand is far are on hand that no firm is ina position to undertake contracts for
tered discussed —THE BOILER TUBE LIST AND THE ENGLISH too great for her limited production to meet. Therefore we are immediate delivery. Upwards of 14,000 tons have been withAND ScoTcH MAKERS: Messrs. Russell, Limited, objecting to it— making a large number of boiler tubes for Germany at this drawn from the stores during February. The shipments of pig
GREAT DEMAND FOR TUBES FOR GERMANY—THE TUBE QUESTION, moment, and are rejecting boiler tube orders that Germany would iron from Scotch ports, for the week ending Saturday last,
HOW FAR INTERESTING TO CONSUMERS—THE MIDLAND STEAM sa We know one firm havi
36,000 boiler tubes now in amounted to 14,388 tons, as compared with 8539 tons for the corBorLeER ASSURANCE AND INSPECTION Company: The reports of and, many of which are for Germany.
Nevertheless responding period of last year, showing an increase in favour of 1872
the directors and of the chief engineer—THE NorTH StTaFFoORD- certain German buyers decline to give the prices that English of 5806 tons. This is a much larger increase than for some weeks
SHIRE IRON TRADE.
makers now deman
They reply that they can get them at 15 reap L and points to the fact that as the shipping season is
In Birmingham to-day (Thursday) the consumers of iron spoke per cent. less than the list houses in England ask. It is not arther advanced the demand from abroad will increase. For the
of experiencing some little less difficulty in getting iron. But the admitted that boiler tubes of the German make are equal to those months of January and February just closed there is a total
improvement is only comparative, the deliveries being still tardy of either the English or the Scotch houses. Still certain of them increase in the shipments of pig iron of over 30,000 tons as comin comparison with buyers’ requirements. For other than imme- undersell us in price, and will by and by be much larger producers pared with the same period of 1871.
The imports of Middlesbrough pig iron into Grangemouth are,
diate use, or to cover orders received, iron is not now, however, than they now are. It is not, therefore, surprising that makers
being bought. Merchants will not at present rates purchase on of such experience as Messrs. Russell should hesitate before they for the past week, 3125 tons, as compared with 720 tons of the
other than the foregoing conditions.
But the necessities are so consent to advance prices so conspicuously as on the January same period of last year, thus showing an increase of fully 2405
pressing that, taken in connection with the prevailing and pros- boiler tube list. Previously to the adoption of the list the prices tons.
At the last meeting of the Edinburgh and Leith Engineers’
pective short supply of the material, there are no immediate pros- quoted by the Scotch houses were some 10 per cent. under those
pects of any considerable ease in the prices of this district.
uoted by the English makers. As in the case of German tubes Society, a discussion arose on a paper read at a former meeting by
The prices are too high for anything to be done in the way of the notion had prevailed that boiler tubes made in Scotland were Mr. Geo. Romanes, C.E., on “‘Steam, and its Action on the
speculation. At the same time, the mills and forges keep fullof to that extent less valuable than boiler tubes made in England. Cylinder of a Steam Engine.” Subsequently, Professor Fleeming
work, and at some places new orders are arriving freely at £12 for The Scotch houses became partners to the January list, but the read Part I. of a paper on “* Submarine Telegraphy,” in the course
bars and £14 for singles. The Canadian trade is especially good, English houses agreed to their selling in Scotland at 5 per cent. of which he gave a description of the different kinds of cables
and buyers there do not hesitate to give full rates for iron and —
the list. It is not very easy to see how the Scotch makers hitherto manufactured and successfully laid. The paper was
general manufactured products made here.
could confine their 5-per-cent-under-list-sales to the north of the illustrated by specimens of the best cables in use and by other accesIt may be hoped that we have seen the end of advances in iron Tweed. It would pay English merchants who do a good trade in sory matters.
During the past week a representative from ‘‘ Du Stabilimento
for the present arising out of the demands by the ironworkers for boiler tubes to establish a house in Glasgow purposely to get the
higher wages. But there are evidences that the colliers are not tubes at the Scotch prices; for it is not universally admitted that Tecnico de Fiume,” at Trieste, has been visiting the shipbuilding
satisfied with the proportion of the profits now secured by colliery the tubes made in that part of the United Kingdom are inferior establishments on the Clyde with the view of acquiring informaworking that their employers have assigned them. Still if their to those made in England. The goods can be carried to London tion that would assist the progress of our great staple industry
masters should have to concede them better terms, colliery pro- by steamer at much under the railway rates charged from Bir in Austria. For some time past the naval and private shipbuilding
establishments at Trieste have been running a close competition
prietors ought to be able even then to continue to sell at present mingham or Wednesbury or Wolverhampton to the metropolis.
quotations. If iron is to be advanced, and the evidences seem to
We are not familiar with the reasons upon which Messrs. Russell with this country, and with such success have their efforts been
point in that direction, that step will follow, it may be assumed, have acted in declining to be a party to the boiler tube compact ; attended, that they have actually taken several important orders
upon the growing demand and the smallness of the supply.
but it is easy to imagine that the progress being made by German for marine engines from our most influential and notable builders.
Whether or not there will be other advances enters very closely producers and the manifest ———— of keeping the makers In these days the great desideratum is economy, and the Trieste
into the calculations as to the future.of every user of iron and in Scotland from selling out of that country at under the list, may shipbuilders, although they are not able to compete with us in
seller of iron goods in this district. Factors are more embarrassed have influenced them. Anyhow, the quotations of the Crown regard to cheapness of material—both coal and iron costing them
by this uncertainty than they have been for many years past. Works, notwithstanding the fame of their brand, are lower for a good deal more than it costs the Clyde builders—they can obtain
Altered di
ts are
d with a tantalising frequency, and boiler tubes than any other house in England. That such a firm labour at a very much cheaper rate, and may thus be said to comtravellers who are now at home have in their own words “‘ scarcely should in these days of high prices hold out for lower prices than mand a compensating advantage. Probably the emissary whom
any heart to make up their samples.” We have shown what is it could easily get is somewhat refreshing. The course that they have dispatched to report upon the virtues and weaknesses of
the effect of the rise in iron upon the action of the iron merchants. Messrs. Russell are pursuing is the more noticeable because they the Clyde shipbuilders will bring home some “‘ wrinkles” that
With but sare ameagiene a similar course is being pursued by the are firm upholders of the June 15th list, as affecting gas, and will still further assist the development of marine architecture on
factors in respect of hardwares, the price of which, whether cast water, and steam tubes. If we are correctly informed, one firm the Continent.
This leads me to speak of the labour question, which is now,
or rolled, is regulated by the market price of iron.
may be regarded as on the eve of abandoning the boiler tube
At the same time there is a good demand experienced for most of compact. That the Scotch houses cannot secure their goods being as it has all along been, the great bugbear of the Clyde. No sooner
the leading wares as well from home as from foreign
's, in
d in their own country is conclusive from a fact that has does trade pick up, and prospects begin to brighten, than the
all cases in which the articles are necessary to the every day affairs just been related to us. The statement is that within only a few workmen take action to obtain shorter hours, or longer pay, and
of life, even when iron is the metal used, and the growing pros- days past a German purchaser who had bought extensively of gas thus prevent masters from making up the leeway occasioned by
perity of those members of the community whose income is and water and steam tubes and fittings in this district, went to unremunerative contracts and depressed times. On the whole,
regulated by the well-being or otherwise of national joint-stock Scotland and concluded a bargain for the supply of a great number however, there is good reason to be satisfied with our prospects for
undertakings is keeping 9
demand for products upon which of boiler tubes, at the prices which, according to the compact, the time to come. We have not got the ball completely atour feet,
most manipulative or art labour is expended.
should relate exclusively to goods required to be used in Scotland. but we can at least compete favourably with any other shipbuilding
All the leading hardware establishments are in consequence well
However prosperous the making of railway wagons and carriages depot as regards quality and cheapness of work, and as for the
to do in nearly every department. Makers are still prevented has been in this and other districts in the past year—and most of labour question, it is bound to right itself in course of time. The
from doing all they would by reason of the short supply of fuel, the companies are showing a profit uf 10 per cent.—the making of settlement of the claims put forward by the workmen engaged in
the tardy delivery of materials, and by the smaller comparative railway nuts and bolts and the like required as permanent way the Clyde engineering trade, has not yet made much progress. At
amount of work that their —_ will perform. The hope is that fastenings has been far otherwise than profitable, certainly in a meeting of the masters, held on Wednesday last, it was proposed
soon there will be relief in both these res
Meanwhile there respect of the Patent Nut and Bolt Company, of Smethwick. to submit the matter in dispute to arbitration. Subsequently,
is generally plenty to do for artisans of
and every class, with This concern divided £9000 in August last on account of interim however, arrangements were made for holding another conference
wages
ruling.
dividend at the rate of 74 per cent. per annum. It is now, how- with delegates from the workmen, and this conference, which takes
Following upon the advance announced last week in general ever, found that the trading in the whole of 1871 has resulted in a place to-night (Wednesday), is expected to lead to a final and satiscastings and tinned hollow-ware, the tin-plate and japan firms have | of £1030. Yet in the previous year there was a balance of actory settlement. The masters agree to the ultimate concession
in put up ther prices by reducing their discounts 2} per cent.
99 carried forward. Thus, including the balance from last year, of nine hours, and the only point remaining to be determined is
They have still a difficultyin getting sheet iron and fuel.
the amount available for dividend is only £4929, less than the when the fifty-one hours per week shall begin. The eae ow
On Tuesday English smelters reduced the official quotations for amount divided in August by £4071. The direttors state that the pose to defer it until the Ist of January next, in order to afford
copper £5 per ton. Messrs. Crawley, Parsons, and Co., of Bir- unsatisfactory character of the year’s operations is due partly to a time for the completion of contracts now on hand; but the workmingham, now quote prices as follows:—Tough ingot, £91; best heavy loss in Russia, but mainly to exceptional circumstances con- men claim that the fifty-one hours should be commenced on the Ist
selected, £93; and sheets, £96 per ton. Mr. C. A. Scott’s circular nected with the works at Cwm Bran. The position of the firm of August. It is all but certain that a compromise will be
uotes prices as under:—Best select, £93 per ton; tough ingot, has not been improved by what has recently hap;
lin
tion effected, by which the reduction of the hours of labour will be
with the failure of Mr. Caleb Bloomer, and the prolonged strike of fixed to take place midway between these dates.
1 per ton.
Among the small strikes that have taken place during the past
Before this announcement was made the copper tube makers of the operatives engaged in the nut and bolt trades must injuriously
Birmingham decided, after
ting to
ider the question, *not affect the current profits of all similar establishments. Last year week, one is especially worthy of notice. Mr. Wheatley, manager
of
the locomotive works of the North British Railway at Cowlairs,
to make any alteration in the price of tubes. Recent advances in the available balance was £26,899, out of which 74 per cent.
had caused a notice to be put up in the works intimating that if
the price of copper led to the calling of the meeting.
dividend was declared.
Activity continues in every department of iron making in North any of the workmen were dissatisfied with the fifty-four hours a
e iron tube makers in Wednesbury and Wolver
ton, like
those of Birmingham, are all very busy. Nor are the orders Staffordshire. The number of new orders arriving is not, however, week, they were at liberty to leave. Thereupon some hundreds of
confined to those some time ago received. Even at present prices so numerous as a fortnight ago, almost wholly attributable to the the men put on their jackets and left in a body. In the course of
specifications are coming in faster than they can be executed. unwillingness of manufacturers in the locality to bind themselves the day the obnoxious placard was taken down, and upon this
Pho cuvent rates are a considerable advance on the list now in in respect to any definite period of delivery. There is still a very condition the malapert workmen agreed to resume their employvogue—the June 15th list, which cancelled all others, affecting brisk demand for coal, and the supply is insufficient to keep the ment.
On Thursday evening last a meeting of the Fairfield Engineers’
the gas and water and steam tubes of twenty-one out of the different manufacturing industries in operation.
Mr. E. B. Marten, the chief engineer of the Midland Steam Association took place in the Religious Institution Rooms, Glasgow,
twenty-three firms who now produce these goods in England and
ie
Scotland. Following the different advances in iron, tubes and Boiler Association, presented his annual report and illustrated when Mr. Haworth read a paper on ‘‘The Application of
dix. From these we make the following extracts : —Of the and Bicycle Trucks to Lécomotives.” The writer explained the
po have been put up by a series of reduct
in
t
till the pemee ondnaan ing price is Seetaan —- came 3044 boilers under the company, 1743 were under assurance and principal varieties of bogie engines in use, and described the
(gross) upon tu
an
r cent. upon
8.
y
er 1301 under inspection. The purposes for which they were used ap lication of the principle to railway carriages. A discussion
rise in ma will be followed bya corresponding advance in tubes. were, collieries and mines 1174, ironworks 1451, and mils of various followed.
The Corporation of Glasgow are about to erect works in the
There was never so much accord as now between the different kinds 419. The boilers may be generally described as 2396 fired
tube making firms, there being one in Birmingham and one at externally, and 648 fired interna! - During 1871 there were made neighbourhood of Maryhill for the utilisation of the tar and ammogasWednesbury who have not accepted the list of the great majority. 13,036 examinations, of which 1623 were internal, and 1652 in the niacal liquors obtained in the manufacture of gas. The new
And they differ mostly, if not exclusively, in respect of the sizes flues. The {engines indicated were 66. The explosions of 1871, works, which will cover 224 acres of ground, will provide when
up to din. It would not surprise us if soon there should be an Mr. Marten says, do not point to any particular form of boiler completed for the manufacture of over nine millions of cubic feet
per day.
teration in the list of the majority upon the 4, the 3, and the 3 as [bei
pecially dang
, as nearly all those commonly in of
fhe shipbuilding trade on the Clyde is at present unusuall
inch sizes. If we are right then the present prices wo
be use can be made equally safe with proper care, and most of those
brought more nearly to accord with the views of the minority, and often deemed of weak shape had worked safely twenty or thirty active. Fresh orders are continually coming into the market, an
are liable. The a fair proportion of the more important cometo the Clyde. There
thus perfect unanimity be secured. One of the two dissentient years, and had exploded from evils to which
has issueda list of their own,in which the prices experience of the year shows the need of greater care in construc- have, sm been no launches worth noticing since the date of
.
differ from the list of the majority in eight cases. The orders now tion, to provide proper stays to ends, the want of stronger guards our last report.
©
in hand are from all the chief consuming markets. Germanyis a to manholes to prevent the edge of the plate cracking with the
The Monkland Iron and Steel om : y are at present Gonting
_ The
extra strain upon it, and the necessity
of hoops or other new arrangement of gearing applicable to reversing m' highly
vi
:
coveent of that pastofthe world. Messrs.
means of strengthening weak internallytubes, and
iter makers of the new principle of reversing, whichislikelyto be
Co. have one-and-a half million feet of gas and water care in executing repairs so as to restore the strength, and with successful, are Messrs. Dick and Stevenson, Airdrie.
trade is unaltered as regards prices, and the demand
tubing in hand, and almost exclusively for Germany, whilst for sound work to prevent the leakage from corrosion so often found
The
ian and home and other markets they have equally as much in boilers tepaired with rough screw patches. Corrosion which is for manufacturing purposes remains unchanged, being as pressing
as ever. = = —— a ee Guat Oe
their books orders for between to be detectedfonly by inspection has been as usual a most prolific and
ouseh:
urposes.
e
ments for the past week amount to
cause of cupietlon,
_ Mr. Marten’s list makes the number of explosions
in 1871 to be tee tone descien, and 18,538 tons coastwise, making a total of
13,185
tons.
as
compared
with
27,682 tons for the corresponding
ty-six. They resulted
in the death of yaa
wyand the
injury of 113 other persons. Mr, Marten, dissecting
returns, period of 1871.
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valent opinion that higher quotations will yet be obtainable in the
TH E CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
spring and summer months ; they are, therefore, quite content to
(From our own Correspondent.)
wait until the proper time comes to undertake the orders to be
Tur CLEVELAND IRON TRADE—THE SUPPLY OF MATERIALS—THE given out. That heavy supplies of iron will be in request as the
STRIKE OF MINERS IN THE GUISBRO DISTRICT—ENGINEERING AND year goes on there cannot be a doubt, and there is no immediate
?
SHIPBUILDING —THE STRIKE AT JARROW—NEWCASTLE AND need of hastening transactions.
As was the case last year and in previous years, itis not unlikely
GATESHEAD Water CoMPANY—THE OUSEBURN WoRKS--THE
that
Canadian
customers
will
again
delay
the bulk of their
COAL TRADE—PRICES.
purchases until the shipping season is actually open. The result
KEEPING clear of war or any unforeseen calamity, the year will of
this
will
be,
in
all
probability,
that
extensive
orders will be
certainly be the most prosperous in the history of the Cleveland
out in quick succession, and makers will be pressed to the
iron trade. There is not much new to report since my last notice. 4 given
utmost
to
execute
the
contracts
before
the
ports
are
again closed
All branches of the great industry are exceedingly brisk. Both by the return of winter. Similarremarks may be applicable
to the
pig iron makers and manufacturers find it difficult to supply the demand
from
the
Northern
States
of
America,
and
the
legitimate requirements of buyers. On account of the general important steel and iron rail specifications begin to flow in,once
makers
holiday on Tuesday (thte Thanksgiving Day) there was only a few will have to attend to them almost to the exclusion of all others,
gentlemen on ‘Change at Middlesbrough. Scarcely any business The clearances of railway iron to New Orleans and other parts of
was transacted, and prices remained unchanged.
Southern States have been very large during the past week,
Some iron makers still complain of the irregular supply of the
but it may be expected that the shipments in. that direction will
materials, but it cannot be denied that there is a great improve- shortly
decrease.
ment in this respect. -Last week I referred to the Liverton Iron
the home or continental trade there is scarcely anything
stone Mining Company having had some trouble with their miners newAs toto report.
Bar and platemakers are well employed, and there
in the Guisbro’ district. They had settled matters, and the men is little or no difficulty
in obtaining fresh contracts when they are
who had been on strike returned to work, but shortly afterwards required. Prices are firm,
much as £9 per ton being offered for
gave notice that they would leave. During this week two men rails, Pig is still in active asrequest,
and values high.
were brought before the Guisbro’ magistrates and were charged
The
prospects
of
obtaining
adequate supplies of iron ore are
with intimidating the other workmen at the Liverton ironstone more hopeful than for a long time
past,
arrangements having been
mines in January last. One of the men was discharged, but the
for large importations to the district.
other, named Cottle, was sentenced to,twenty-one days’ imprison- made
Tin-plates
still
continue
in
active
request,
and makers report
ment. The solicitor for the defence, Mr. Forster, appealed to the
advices from American markets. Quotations remain
quarter sessions, In Cleveland the yield of ironstone is enormous, encouraging
firm.
and great extensions are still being made.
In the steam coal trade things have gone on fairly satisfactorily
The finished ironworks are in full swing. Rail inquiries are during
the past week. The brisk demand from the mail packet
numerous, and orders are coming to hand satisfactorily. Owing stations
continental markets is more regularly met since
to the continued activity at all the shipyards, the plate and angle work hasandbeenthecarried
on more steadily at the collieries. Proprieironmakers are unable to keep pace with their orders,
still hold quotations at a high rate, and as there is every
In all parts of the North of England engineers are very busy. tors
likelihood
that
there
will
be extensive supplies required for some
At Newcastle, Gateshead, Shields, Sunderland, Darlington, time to come they apprehend
if any, difficulty in maintainHartlepool, Stockton, and Middlesbrough, there is a pressing ing their high prices. Owinglittle,
mainly to the course which has
demand for every kind of engine. At Stockton Messrs. Wilson been adopted by. many consumers,
more
through necessity than
and Co., whose premises were recently burnt down, have rebuilt
of mixing house qualities with steam coal, there is an
their factory, and are contemplating making arrangements for otherwise,
active
inquiry
kept
up
for
the
former.
A
falling off will soon be
building locomotives.
perceptible in the demand for house coals, both locally and coastOn the Humber, Tees, Wes’, and Tyne, all the shipbuilders are wise,
as
the
spring
approaches,
but
the
consumption
will probably
doing their utmost to get thr. igh their contracts. On the latter be larger this summer than has been the case in former
summers.
river there are no fewer than eleven steamers of upwards of 2000
Among
the
works
which
are
likely
to
be
soon
re-started
some
tons each building, and about thirty considerably upwards of which have been at a standstill for a considerable time. are
Repairs
1000 tons.
have
been
commenced
at
the
Aberaman
Works,
near
Aberdare,
and
It is very much to be regretted that the strike at Messrs. C, it is expected that it will not be very long before the establishPalmer and Co.,’s extensive shipyard at Jarrow is not yet settled. ment
will
again
be
in
active
employ.
In
the
same
locality
Large numbers of the men are leaving, and are obtaining employ- patent fuel works is being prepared for the resumption of opera-a
ment in other shipyards in different parts of the country. The men tions.
At the Briton Ferry Ironworks the engine and machinery
claim oné and one-eighth of an hour for an hour, and wish to be just erected
to work the new mill have been successfully set in
paid at this rate by the day. In these extremely busy times it is motion, and this
gives good ground for believing that the new mill
a pity that so much should be lost by both masters and men on will ere long be turning
out iron and giving employment to a large
account of new phases of the short time movement. The men number of hands,
should really endeavour to get the matter settled without resortIt
is
now
pretty
certain
that the Gadlys iron and coal works
ing to a strike.
be transferred to the possession of a new company early in
The twenty-seventh annual report of the Newcastle and Gates- will
March.
The
works,
are
undoubtedly
a good paying property.
head Water Company gives a most favourable account of the
V. Francis, the foreman of the rolling mills at the Lanworks and the finances of the company. The new reservoir at doreMr. Works,
hasachieved
a
remarkable
proficiency in his calling.
Hallington, which has been in progress since August, 1869, is now He has exhibited at the office of the works
a sheet of iron paper
for all practical purposes completed, the works remaining to be measuring
S}in.
by
6in.,
and
which
weighs
only 14 grains.. The sheet
done being of trifling extent. The reservoir had so far progressed was rolled by himself at the Landore Works.
in the autumn of 1570 that it was available for the storage of
300,000,000 gallons of water during the succeeding winter. That
quantity was available for use last summer, and rendered recourse
to the river Tyne to supplement the existing streams and reservoirs
unnecessary, and largely reduced the pumping expenses. The Hal- NOTES FROM THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES.
lington reservoir was estimated to contain about 600,000,000 gallons ;
the contents, however, are found to exceed this by 85,000,000,
(From our own Correspondent.)
the true quantity being 685,000,000. The water at present in
store, taking old and new reservoirs together, is 1,070,000,000 of Nortu-EasTterN Rattway: York new station, lines, and approaches—NaTIONAL STEAMSHIP COoMPANY—BLYTHE Harpour
gallons. When Hallington is full this quantity will be augmented
AND Dock ComMPANY—NEWCASTLE AND GATESHEAD WATER
to 2,000,000,000 of gallons. The directors express their great
ComMPANY—COLLIERY ENGINEERS AND THEIR WAGES—NORTHUMsatisfaction with the skill and attention that has been displayed
BERLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY—OUSEBURN ENGINE Works Comby their engineer, Mr. Bateman, and his staff. The report adds,
PANY (LIMITED)—MINERAL GUARDS ON THE NORTH-EASTERN—
‘*The reputation of Mr. Bateman in the engineering world, and
THE LIVERTON IRONSTONE COMPANY AND ITS WORKPEOPLE—
pre-eminently in waterworks practice, is so well established, that
HovsE-BUILDING AT MORECAMBE — STEEL-TOPPED RatLs—
praise from the directors is almost superfluous, yet they cannot reFARNLEY IRoN ComMPpANY
— TELEGRAPHY AT LEEDS—NorTHstrain themselves from expressing their candid opinion that whether
EASTERN RatLway: Garforth Station—CockeRMouTH, KEsconsidered in connection with its extreme economy of cost (this not
WICK, AND PENRITH RAILWAY — STATE OF TRADE AT SHEFbeing above one-fourth what is considered not unreasonable for the
FIELD—SUNDERLAND AND SOUTH SHIELDS WaTER CoMPANY
storage of so much water), or the soundness of its construction, or
—THE STRIKE AT JARROW STEAM SHIPBUILDING YARD, ON
the admirable design and execution of the works, this reservoir
THE TYNE—WEST YORKSHIRE COAL TRADE—IRONSTONE MINING
will add one more to the existing evidences of Mr. Bateman’s sound
IN CLEVELAND.
judgment and ability.
The Ouseburn Engine Works Company (Limited), conducted on THE North-Eastern Railway Company have entered into a contract
co-operative principles, are doing very well in their works at with
Mr. Thomas Nelson, of Carlisle and York, for the construcOuseburn, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
of the lines in connection with .the York new station, and
The coal and coke trades are in a flourishing condition at tion
also
for
road approaches.
present, and prices continue high. As arule the pitmen at the
The directors of the National Steamship Company have obvarious collieries are working regularly. The new sinkings in tained
authority
to issue 25,000 new original shares at par, for the
differents parts of Durham are being hastened forward.
of building new steamers and improving the present
The prices of iron are now quoted as follows:—No. 1, £4; purpose
eet.
No, 2, £3 17s. 6d.; No. 3, £3 15s.; No, 4, £3 14s.; M, £3 13s. 6d. ; The half-yearly meeting of the Blythe Harbour and Dock ComW, £3 13s.; refined metal, £4 7s. 6d. Manufactured iron: Rails,
{was held on Saturday. The directors in their report ob"9 5s, to £9 10s,; common bars, £9 15s, to £10 5s. ; best, £10 5s. to pany
served :—‘‘ The shipments of coal during the last half-year amount
£10 15s.; angle and bulb, £10s. 5s, to £10 15s.; sheets, £12 10s. to to
178,797
against 134,243 tons in the corresponding half= 15s.; ship plates, £12 to £12 5s.; boiler plates, £12 15s. to year of 1870;tons,
the total quantity for the year being 339,577 tons,
+13,
against 276,149 tons, sho»ing an increase of 63,428 tons upon the
whole year. The dredging (except for a month during the
summer, when the dredger was removed to near the bar, to
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
straighten the channel at that part, and also to remove any accu(From our own Correspondent.)
mulated sand) has been continued throughout the half-yearin the
THE IRON TRADE: Animation at the iron making establishments : inner part of the harbour, and 69,375 tons of material have been
The Alabama difficulty: American contracts not given out with raised and taken out to sea at a cost of £786. The deep water
quite the freedom expected: No dearth of fresh orders in the space on the north side has been much increased, extending to
market: Work in hand: No immediate need of hastening trans- some distance above Cambois Spouts, and it is intended during
, 80 as to allow moorings to be
actions—THE CANADIAN AND NORTH AMERICAN DEMAND—CLEAR- the next season to widen this s
ANCES TO SOUTHERN PORTS—HOME AND CONTINENTAL PUR- placed for the accommodation of vessels and to give free access to
CHASES : Bar and plate makers well employed—THE PROSPECTSOF any spouts which may be erected for further shipment of coals or
OBTAINING SUPPLIES OF IRON ORE--THE TIN-PLATE TRADE— other goods.”
The half-yearly report of the directors of the Newcastle and
STEAM AND HOUSE COAL TRADES—RESTORING OF OLD WORKS—
Gateshead Water Company states that a new reservoir at
THE GApLyYs IRONWORKS—IRON ROLLING AT LANDORE.
Hallington, which had been in progress since August, 1869, is
Ir is very satisfactory still to find that a very large degree of now, for all practial purposes, completed, the works remaining
animation prevails at all the iron-making establishments of this t» be done being of trifling extent. The reservoir had so
district, and there is a confident feeling current that there will far progressed in the autumn of 1870, that it was available
be a continuation of prosperity throughout the year. There is for the storage of 300,000,000 of gallons of water during the
some reason to believe that had it not been for the
lation
ding winter. That quantity was available for use last
of contract with makers, which took place about the end of last summer, rendering recourse to the river Tyne to supplement the
und the beginning of this year, the rail trade would probably have existing streams and reservoirs unnecessary, and largely reducing
suffered to some extent from the Alabama difficulty. It may be the pumping expenses. The Hallington reservoir was estimated to
observed that some of the expected inquiries from America are contain about 600,000,000 of
ions; the contents, however,
not made with the freedom which was looked forward to, and are found to exceed this
by 85,000,000 gallons, the true
if manufacturers were dependent upon current purchases the quantity being 685,000,000 gallons.
hesitation evinced by some buyers would cause them some inconA deputation from the Colliery Engineers’ Associavenience. As it is, however, operations at the works are not in- tion recently waited upon the members of the Steam Coal
terfered with in any way, and it is likely that before employment Association at the coal office, Neville Hall, Newcastle.
runs short the question will have been disposed of in some way or The conference had for its object to discuss the desiraother, so that business may go on according to what has been bility of shortening the hours of labour of the enginemen
looked forward to.
from twelve hours to eight hours per day. The request alluded to
Notwithstanding the foregoing remarks it must not be thought winding, hauling, and underground pumping engines; above
there is any dearth of fresh orders in the market. If makers were ground pumping engines to be paid 4s, per twelve hours. After
inclined to enter into transactions at current rates, they might the subject had been fully discussed on both sides, it was resolved
without difficulty place upon their books a number of orders amply that eight hours constitute a day’s work for all winding, hauling,
sufficient to insure full work until the end of the year. The fact and underground pumping engines; bank pumping engines 4s.
is, however, that most of the ironmasters of this district have per twelve hours; overtime to be paid as at present. The new
from two to three months’ work in hand, and there is a pre- arrangement will
on Monday, March 4th.
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1, 1872.

By the arrangements made by the Northumberland Central
Railway Company with the North British Railway Company, the
ordinary stock of the Northumberland Central will not receive any
dividend until 1879; then it will receive one per cent., to advance
as the dividend on North British ordinary stock advances. The
pager yr rane a Cn tg ayof an action brought against
tion
of !yim are
ini full satisfac
e com:
essrs. Waring, » by paying
i £1000
.
isfac. Rutherford, managing director of the Ouseburn Engine
Works Company, Limited, has
resigned his connection with the
Northern Counties Bank, so that he may devote all his energies to
the Ouseburn Works.
Mr. J. C. Richardson, superintendent of the Darlington division
of the North Eastern Railway, has, after repeated interviews, made
arrangements with the mineral guards on his division as to their
future wages, hours of labour, &c. The full advance of wages
claimed by the men has been conceded, but not the ten hours
system, the day being reckoned as twelve hours.
On Tuesday, before the Laugbaurgh East magistrates, eight
men in the employment of the Liverton Ironstone Company were
brought up charged with leaving without giving the usual fortnight’s notice. The case was adjourned on the 6th February, it
being understood that 200 men concerned would return to their
work, This they had done, but merely to give the necessary
notice for terminating their contracts, and the prosecutors asked
the bench to convict under the original summonses. The whole
of the cases were dismissed. A man named William Cottle was
subsequently sentenced to twenty-one days’ hard labour, under
the Act 6 George IV., c. 129, s. 3, for using force and intimidation to prevent two miners proceeding to work on the 17th of
January. Notice of appeal to the quarter sessions against this
decision was given.
The Morecambe Board of Health has resolved to pass no plans
for the erection of dwelling-houses in which provision is not made
for the preservation of an ee space at the rear of the buildings
of 150 square feet, and in which the rain spouts are not so devised
as to act as ventilators.
‘Steel-topped rails (Griffith’s patent) as manufactured by Messrs.
W. Thompson and Co., at the Normanton Ironworks, are becoming
more and more used by railway companies. The Great Northern
Company has been supplied with 10,000 tons of them ; some large
cargoes have been shipped to Russia, and other home railway
managers are anxious for supplies.
_ At the works of the Farnley Iron Company, where considerable
improvements and extensions are still going on, under the direction of Mr. Wooller (manager), and Mr, Gillot (engineer), plates
up to 3ft. din, wide are made at one of the most powerful
in Yorkshire. In order to meet the demand for plates of mills
such
size another and still more powerful mill is in course of erection.
Connected with this plate mill is one of Siemens’ gas furnaces and
several ordinary furnaces, Additional Siemens’ furnaces are being
erected in various parts of the works.
Mr. E. Trenam, for nearly seventeen years connected with the
om ra.
- — romoted to the position of
superintendent of the Leeds Pos
elegraph
2
i
:
= <i. Bottomley, retired.
eR emer
ieeg
[t is the intention of the North-Eastern Railway Compan
build a more suitable and commodious station at Garforth. vn a
Leeds and Hull line), the present station being unsatisfactory and
inadequate.
The report of the directors of the Cockermouth, Keswick, and
Penrith Railway Company states that upwards of 140
steel rails were laid down last half-year, and that thetonsdueof new
proportion of cost has been charged against revenue, without trenching
= the — a _ —
regret that they are unable
o report a termination to a prolonged litigation arisi
claims of Mr. Boulton, the cuteuaien,
”
ae
A good demand is eager at Sheffield for
The
European demand has fallen off, but there is a large files.
American
consumption.
The directors of the Sutherland and South Shields
Company report the acquisition of the Seaham Waterworks.WaterIn
the course of 1871, 8146 yards of main were ‘laid by the Sutherland and South Shields Company. In consequence of the very
large increase in the price of coal, iron, and other
used
by the company, the directors have been compelledmaterials
to advance
the company’s charges for water supplied by meter.
On Saturday a number of the men on strike at Messrs. Palmer
and Co’s iron shipbuilding yard, Jarrow, received offers
employment at other places which they accepted, and they left theof
town in the course of the day.
At present eleven steamers of over 2000 tons are building on the
Tyne, and over thirty above 1000 and approaching 2000 tons.
Notwithstanding the very high price of material, the difficulties
with regard to labour, and the cost of coal, the iron shipbuilding
“— 1 hae — a so “¥received no check.
e West Yorkshire coal trade is extremely activ
have to be declined.
4
ee es
Owing to the immense consumption of fuel in Middlesbrough,
Stockton, and Darlington, the deliveries of coal and coke are
exceedingly heavy. Throughout the Cleveland district the
ironstone miners are working steadily, and the yield is enormous,
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cludes not only the pressure required to lift the water, but
also that which is expended in overcoming the resistance
of the rising pipe.
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is very generally known that woody fibre—chemically
ON THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF THE
speaking, lignine or cellulose—differs remarkably in coHYDRAULIC RAM.
hesive tenacity, though all specimens of cellulose or lignine
By W. J. Macquorn Rayxrnz, C.E., LL.D.,
are identical as to chemical composition. If complete
F.R.S.S. L. and E.
solution of any of these specimens be effected, the dried
ON SOME NEW BUILDING MATERIALS.
result
is simply a brittle ey ng ne glaze, the co1. THe-best known investigation of the theory of the
To
make
planks
out
of
sawdust
has
hitherto
been
hesion
of which is no greater for the strongest original
hydraulic ram is that of Venturoli; but it appears to me regarded a problem so insoluble that the expression has
dissolved than for the weakest. In point of fact,
that it does not sufficiently take into account the friction been used to point a jest, and referred to the same category sample
it is in no case practically desirable to effect complete soluof the water in the feed-pipe and passages. The object of as that to which belongs the art of spinning ropes out of tion, but only an incipient surface solution, whereby the
sand. However, like many other so-called impossible original fibres, retaining their form and mutual arrangethe present investigation is to supply that defect.
2. In the’hydraulic ram, as is well known, the horizontal things, the manufacture of planks out of sawdust is now ment, may become cemented together. Bearing this ciror nearly horizontal column of water in the feed pipe is unquestionably possible, though we do not say economical ; cumstance in mind, fabrics of extraordinary tensile and
first set in motion by the pressure due to the fall from the ‘still the operation b which this might be accomplished, cohesive strength may be prepared by alternating canvas
top water of the reservoir to the waste valve diminished slightly varied, yields products not only curious but econo- with paper, or, if preferred, attaching breadths of canvas
by the part of that pressure which is expended in over- mical, and some of them, we believe, are destined to find face to face immediately. Thickness for thickness, we do
not think that any timber can equal the strength of these
coming resistance, and also by the pressure lost through large application as building materials.
Let us explain. The chemical material lignine or cellu- compound fabrics.
the velocity with which the waste water esca
For building uses there can be little doubt of the nume3. When the current in the feed pipe attains a certain lose was regarded until quite recently as insoluble.
speed the waste valve suddenly closes; the front part of the Practically, everybody knows that timber of whatever rous applications these curious fabrics are destined to comspecies
may
be
exposed
to
water
for
any
length
of
time
mand.
Thus, for roofage
the very thinnest double tissue
moving column of water forces its way into the air vessel
until it is brought to a standstill by the excess of the without suffering the slightest amount of loss by solution. paper would not merely be water but wind-tight; and but
pressure in the air vessel above that due to the head of Timber thus exposed may or may not decay—that will for providing against the casualty of snow and other
water in the reservoir; and with that excess there co- depend on the sort of timber, and also on the agents extraneous weights, nothing would be gained by using a
operates in retarding and stopping the motion of the held in solution by the water of immersion; but it thicker material. We have, however, seen a specimen
A more striking illustration, how- made of six thicknesses of common brown paper, and corwater the pressure due to resistance and wasted energy as never dissolves.
ever, of the non-solubility of lignine or cellulose is rugated, which seems to us to be stout, strong, and reliable
before mentioned.
inst all ordinary casualties. As
4. Let Q represent the mass of water which runs to waste seen in the long durability of cotton and linen goods. enough to be proof
at each stroke, and g the mass of water which at each These may go to the wash again and again ; when at the regards ornamentation, it is worthy of note that the natural
stroke forces its way into the air vessel. Let H denote the wash they have to suffer from one or more of the various tint of some of these cupro ammonium lignine structures is
fall from top water in the reservoir to the waste valve, and nostrums which washerwomen delight in—alkali, plain or very elegant. They readily take - sort of paint; but if
h the head due to the pressure in the air vessel with a caustic, chloride of lime, soaps in variety. They have to painting be had recourse to they should previously be sized,
proper deduction for the height of top water in the reser- | withstand rubbing, boiling, ironing, mangling, and other otherwise the oil absorption effects an undesirable softening.
Although these remarks have been specially directed to
voir above that in the air vessel. Then the total expendi- hard usage ; but the fabrics thus tortured never dissolve.
ture of energy per stroke is g Q H, and the etfective They abrade and wear out mechanically, but that is all. the building applications of cupro ammonium fabrics, yet
work per stroke is g g h, so that the efficiency of The point need not be insisted on here that every remark consideration of their properties will suggest many other
made concerning the non-solubility of woody matter, utilities. Amongst these the manufacture of tubing is
the ram is at and the counter-efficiency is af.
whether in the state of timber or of cotton and linen very important. A cheap, indestructible, and absolutely
woven fabrics, equally =
to paper, which latter, waterproof paper tube admits of more applications than can
5. In what follows, for the sake of denglicits, the unit of although
easily destructible by water soakage, is in water be cael indicated. Amongst these the manufacture
mass will be the mass of the unit of volume of water; quite insoluble.
Water
can
reduce
paper to pulp, but that of cartridges for breech-loading arms and mining purposes
the feed pipe will be supposed to have the sectional area
stands prominent. Possibly thin sheets of this material
unity, and the valve openings the same area. The length is all.
Having premised these remarks, we now come to the may be turned to good account in hat-making—probably
of the moving column of water will be denoted by L; the point
stating that the fluid “ cupro ammonium” dissolves in boot-making. We have even seen a waterproof paper
factor for resistance and wasted energy will be denoted by woodyof fibre
with great facility. The rapidity of solution cape, the only obvious defect of which is a trifle too much
k*; the velocity at any instant during the acceleration
varies
with
the mechanical structure of the woody matter of rigidity.
by v; the maximum velocity by V; and the velocity at
any instant during the retardation by v. Also, for brevity’s (cellulose or lignine) operated on. Old linen or old cotton
sake, the whole velocities due respectively to the heads textures that have suffered much wear and often gone to THE LATE RAILWAY ACCIDENT NEAR NICE.
the wash dissolve in cupro ammonium, so to speak, immeH and / will be denoted by A and a.
Many of our readers will doubtless be familiar with such
; or, if a simile be required, they dissolve with very
6. Then the laws of acceleration and retardation are ex- diately
near the rapidity of a lump of sugar in a tumbler of hot of the details of this accident as have appeared during
pressed respectively by the following equations :—
the
last few weeks in the columns of this and other journals.
water. New linen or new cotton are slightly more refrac- We are
to supplement the information already
Ld
kt y*
tory, but still they dissolve with time. Similarly, and by afforded nowby inthea position
addition of engravings prepared from photoid =
23 ,
(1)
a further application of the same principle, sawdust, no graphs taken on the spot and before the débris was in any way
matter of what wood, yields with more or less ease to this interfered with. These, together with the illustration of the
Ldv_ ght kt”ane
vt, iid
=
ae
(2)
curious solvent.
temporary bridge, also from a photograph, will render the nature
There is good reason for belief that materials built up by
the accident, and the means taken to remedy in some extent
7. The law according to which water is discharged from taking advantage of this curious solvent property of cupro of
its ill effects, perfectly clear to our readers.
the waste valve is consequently expressed as follows :—
The line from Marseilles to Nice, after passing Antibes station,
ammonium will before long be turned to
t practical use,
vat __
2Lv
not, however, by effecting complete solution, but only partial is carried for some distance along the seashore upon an embankor surface solution. Thus, to take a simple case, supposing ment of some height. On one side of the line is the sea, on
dv” 2gH-kv
it were desired to render a sheet of paper waterproof by the other a large expanse of low-lying ground backed by the
me =
Poe
3
7.
Se
hee
cupro ammonium treatment, this could easily be effected in mountains. The river Brague traverses this plain, passing to
the sea through the embankment, and it was at this spot that
—_—v
the following manner :—The sheet being dipped momen- the
ke
now destroyed formerly stood. In all ordinary seasons
tarily in cupro ammonium, and then sound etnens rolls the bridge
Brague is a very insignificant-looking little stream. Like
and the law according to which the water forces its way to squeeze out excess of moisture, and finally dried, the many others along that coast it has a comparatively short Jow
paper so treated would be in a chemical, though not in a from the mountains to the sea, but they are all, nevertheless,
into the air vessel is as follows :—
mechanical sense, waterproof. Tobeprecise,such paper might liable to very considerable and very sudden increase of volume,
vdt _
2 Lv’
at
be soaked indefinitely in water, even boiling water, without This contingency had, of course, been provided for in the condv’
29gh+ kev’?
suffering any disintegration. Neither, if made into a bag struction of the line, and accordingly a bridge of 105ft. in
_s3L <r v
and filled with water, would paper thus prepared allow any length, with three arches of 26ft. span, had been thrown over a
4)
Mm Pia,
(
water to come through, save and except through such rivet which ordinarily would compare unfavourably with a good
apertures as paper, even the best of paper, invariably sized English brook.
ide
Prior to Wednesday, the 24th January, the day on which the
Hence, to treat a singlef{thickness of paper with
By niegetiog those two equations we obtain the following cupro ammonium for the sake of waterproofing it is an accident occurred, there had been an unusual amount of rain.
This
in itself was sufficient to fill the Brague, but matters were
values for the quantities of water which are respectivel
operation of very little use; butiftwo didkenm of paper
run to waste and forced into the air vessel during ah be momentarily dipped in a cupro ammonium bath, then brought to a more serious state by the uninterrupted deluge of rain
which fell on the Wednesday itself. Nor was this all. Towards
stroke :—
withdrawn and
face to face between steel rollers, evening a strong gale blew up from the south-west, and this, by
v
2L
then the two surfaces adhere so absolutely that, when the driving the sea against the bridge, impeded the already difficult
©
ysis
compound material has dried, the plane of juncture is not passage of the torrent through the arches. In course of time
Q=f vat— GP le —
only invisible, but cannot be rendered visible by any sort the low ground became flooded and a vast weight of muddy
i: oo
Ppont
of
dissection. Except under the condition that two holes water accumulated behind the embankment. About six o'clock,
'
2L
ee
in the two opposed sheets absolutely correspond, no defect the three arches, which for some time had been evidently inseq
tgihi*
(1+
tog.
bP
go
=
de
ov
=S
of continuity can arise, and the chances against such corre- cure, yielding to the alternate pressure of the sea, the river, and
8. Hence it appears that the counter-efficiency of the spondence of holes are almost infinite.
to the upward thrust of the water, which no doubt existed to a
ram is as follows :—
The manufacture of this double tissue paper furnishes considerable extent, fell in with a loud crash.
This result it appears had not been altogether unexpected.
1
the simplest case of what may be called lignine construcrailway company had appointed a man to watch the bridge
hyp. log. 1-_#v
tion. What can be effected on two sheets can obviously The
and
give warning should anything happen to render the
be effected on any number by reduplication of the process, transitto unsafe
or impracticable. It has been said that the
and thus artificial lignine sheets may be built up of any man struck for higher
a “jy —_
39h ;
(7)
wages, and that no successor was appointed ;
thickness, from that of paper to that of plank or scantling, but whether this be true or not, it is undeniable that no suffihyp. log. (a+ .rh
should the operator so desire. The material, when in a cient steps were taken to prevent what, under the circumstances,
— state of Le ng _— with almost the same naturally followed.
or let ane = BE = 7; then
acility as potters’ clay.
It readily corru
either b
The train left Nice at 5.50 p.m., and it stopped at Vence
fluted rolling or by rectangular Siocman nedltoe pce Cagnes—a station 10 kilometres to the east of the bridge—at
gated material, extremely light, hard, and, chemically, 6.11 pm. The stationmaster at Antibes telegraphed to the
next to indestructible, is destined, we believe, to supplant former place to stop the train, but it had already left, and there
Qu amy
tetas t* ;
(8)
corrugated iron in numerous applications of the latter. was now nothing to warn the driver of his danger but the preis = &C.
1 ~-rsts-+—.
So far as experience has gone, water exercises positively sence of the people on the embankment, and, some say, a hand
carried by a signalman to meet
the train, but this last is
no influence on compound fabrics built up of lignine con- lamp
believed. hhh emppeend that the driver judged from the
solidated by cupro ammonium. Acids affect them onl not
and if 7, as isalmost always the case, isasmall fraction,
presence
and
gestures
of
the
crowd
that
the bridge had fallen in,
slightly, and not injuriously; in fact, the only agent whic
for he seems to have done his best to stop the train; but the disRise
Rar,
QH_
(9) they cannot stand is ammonia.
tance was too little, and the gradual descent of the line at that
=nerlyl +> +5+-5 tat
ith regard to cohesion, it is a remarkable, though not
caused the train to roll over into the torrent, which at that
9. In the present state of our knowledge it is impossible an unprecedented fact, that although cupro ammonium time was between twenty and thirty feet deep.
except
V*
K*
quantity
the
of
speedily effects solution of lignine, yet the first result of
The result was terrible. How many people were in the train
to determine the values
through experimental trials of actual rams. From those immersion is a strengthening of the bre. If, for example, is not positively known. The official reports admit that there
made by Eytelwein, it appears that this quantity in well a piece of linen be tested for cohesive strength, and the were twenty-five, including the guard, driver, and stoker ;but
constructed rams is nearly proportional to 4; and such bein, result noted; if, then, a corresponding piece be dipped for this is said to be far too low an estimate, and the size of the
the case, the meaning of equation 9 is that the wasted an instant in cupro ammonium solution, next ouliewn,
for cohesive force, this will always be
work increases at a rate somewhat faster than the ratio dried, and
found
ter than before treatment. This result a:
a and this conclusion is confirmed by the results of ex- to be due toacontraction of the tissue by the chemical
periments on the efficiency of rams, as stated in my former action, and suggests comparison with the curious accession
communication on that subject. (See Taz Encinzer of the of strength imparted to paper by instantaneous dip ng in
concentrated sulphuric acid, although a more prolo
and 2nd February, 1872, pp. 55 and 84.) _
26th Jan
fact
10. It wil , of course, be understood That the head / in- immersion dissolves the same paper absolutely. The

\
|
|
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show the wreck of the engine and train. The locomotive lies
on end, with the tender upon it onits side. The luggage
van turned bottom upwards,and the rest of the train, except a
j
entitle 2 teood,which remained on the line, fell into
he gulf.
Considetable iticonveniénce resulted from the accident. The
mails were délayéd, transit of goods was
er stopped, and
that of passengers even rendered difficult and unpleasant. Few
traitis were rum at all, and passengers to or from Nice had to
compléte the link between the trains on each side of the broken
a by @ detour of a mile and a-half performed in shaky
omnibuses.
At last, however, the train service is renewed. The old bridge
has not been rébuilt, but a temporary structure of lattice girders
in wood and iron has been erected a few yards higher up the
river, over which the line is carried by means of a short loop.
This temporary
bridge is illustrated in Fig. 3. It was tested on
Monday, the 19th ult., and opened for traffic on the following
day. The photograph from which our engraving was prepared
was taken aging ‘hetrial on the 19th.
We may add that the present structure was originally erected
in a somewhat siinilar position by the Prussian engineers during
the recent campaign.
‘
FIELD ARTILLERY.
On the afternoon of Thursday, February 29th, Captain Sladen,
R.A,, of the Royal Laboratory, read a paper in the theatre
of the R, A. Institution on ‘Flat Trajectories.” Captain Sladen
is the officer who proposed the 16-pounder gun of 3‘3in. calibre
tried in competition with the 3°6in. 16-pounder. The latter
had been previously experimented on, and, eventually recommended by the special committee cn muzzle-loading rifled guns of
large calibre for field service.
The lecture was well attended. Lieutenant-General Sir Edward
Warde, K.C.B., late commandant of Woolwich, was in the chair ;
Colonel Gosset, R.E., commanding the Royal Engineers ; Colonel
Gordon, O.B., the Director of Artillery Studies ; Colonel Milward, C.B., Superintendent of the Royal Laboratory ; General
Buchanan, Admiral Goldsmith, Colonel Donneville, Colonel Desborough, and Colonel Young, as well as many of the officers both
of combatant and manufacturing branches of the artillery being
resent.
. Major Haig, R.A., F.R.S., secretary to the R, A. Institution,
having announced the subject of the paper, the lecturer commenced
by enumerating the advantages of a flat trajectory, viz., accuracy,
hard hitting, and covering the cround closely. He illustrated
the last mentioned by a comparison of the falling angles of the
artini-Henry and Snider rifle bullets, the former of which in
the last six fect of descent travels over 104 yards, the latter only
62 yards of ground, so that these two distances represent the
relative defended spaces, or spaces of danger to the enemy’s
infantry.
The lecturer next remarked on the imperfect investigations frequently made of the form of the trajectory of an
artillery projectile. In the case of a small arm rifle bullet
the arm is now generally fired with the elevation required for 500
yards, and targets are interposed at every 100 yards interval
through which the bullet passes. This method is simple and
direct, and the results obtained are matters of fact. With guns, on
the other hand, the range due to some fixed number of degrees of
elevation is often assumed to be the absolute measure of the
flatness of the trajectory. This method of dealing with the question
the lecturer considered wholly insufficient, and one which might
lead to very erroneous conclusions, especially because the element
of time is altogether omitted. The lecturer considered that the
clearest way of looking at the matter is to compound the motion
of the projectile into the horizontal and vertical directions, when
it would be seen that the component which is due to the action of
gravity is a simple function of the time; in fact, the height of the
cag is four times the square of the time of flight.
his, he remarked, is true in all cases. A ball thrown vertically
upwards, and falling to the ground in a second, represents the
vertical component of the path of every projectile with a time of
flight of one second ; for to all intents and purposes all fall at the
same velocity. The trajectory, then, of two projectiles with the
same tinie of flight will be more or less flat in a weg to the
horizontal distance described. On this follows what may be given
as the definition of the flatness of a trajectory, viz., “the ratio
of its height to the range.” Thus it happens that when the two16-pounder guns tried in competition with each other are assumed to be placed on an equel footing when fired at the
same degree of elevation, injustice is done to the 3°3 in.
calibre, because its initial velocity being less, it has for
the same degree of elevation as its rival a smaller vertical
component, and consequently it does not attain to the
same height, and its time of flight is less. No one would argue
that a train that travelled eleven miles had a slower rate than a
train that travelled twelve, if the former had only eleven minutes
for the performance of its work and the latter twelve. Of this
nature is the injustice done to the gun with the lower initial
velocity when it is assumed that equal angles of elevation give
equal heights of trajectory, and ought to give equal ranges. Thus
the 3°6in, calibre has at 2 deg. min. elevation a time of flight of
33 sec, against the 3 sec. of the 3’3in. calibre. Far from having
equal heights of trajectory, then, the former gun has one of 43’6ft.
and the latter of only 36ft., conscquently this should form an element in the comparison of thé flatness of their trajectories. True
conclusions cannot be based on the measurement of the ranges due
to _ angles of elevation without reference to their times of
e actual angle ef departure, however, is affected by other
considerations besides the angle of elevation. Thus, where recoil
is entirely checked, there is a tendency to rotation round the trail,
and an increase of elevation follows. Hence it might be seen how
unfair was the comparison made in,one case between the 3’6in.
n, with the recoil checked, and the 3°3in. gun when. recoiling
reely. Again, on the other hand, where recoil is not checked an
increased velocity of recoil increases the actual angle of departure.
This the lecturer illustrated by a diagram, in which the line of
departure was drawn, not to the muzzle at the moment of ignition
of the powder, but to the muzzle when it has moved back slightly,
as is actually the case when the shell leaves it. This di
was,
in fact, similar to that commonly made. in astronomical works to
ow the effect of aberration of light. For these causes, then, the
lecturer considered that the sound method of comparison of the
flatness of trajectories would be that of the comparison ef the
i
due to equal times of flight.
Tn passing again to the question of the relative powers of the
16-pounder guns of larger and smaller ealibre the lecturer
remarked _ on — of “inabhakti ie yee ho doubt,
startingwith a lower velocity and sli
ess flat trajectory, had,
owing to the decreased surface it
op sed to the
obat the
air, actually
caught up ahd beaten its rival
at so short a rangeas
:
, This ke .considered.
was before it arrived at what
might be called an ordinary artillery range,. At 1000 yards it had
ty of11ft. per second, at 2000 of 25ft. per second,
per,second, Thus at all artillery rai
it
ad
Hater Beaeotory. |
Shixbnel would
hie
a it oe , and gem pero dy @ ofitson mon
constru
on the “lines”
caloulated
for its Hv: bee ate mh be looked for if
made on
;
.
advantage, th
lectuier
toothbepoudhly
elmsaior the seine
SMhough
" ieJ tedhers Show tik peg
oz, 0highyoo
cralnedpowder ” more completely, it remained te be seen whether
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the result would be the same if ordinary
-grained “*L. G.”
powder had been employed. Where reduced ¢
es were resorted
to the advantage would be still more in favour of the smaller
— which admitted of the vent being placed further forward
in the bore.
The lecturer then suggested the trial of a lighter gun with a
smaller firing charge, observing that the Prussian heavy field gun
was only about the same weight behind team as the English horse
artillery, and might be compared with it more justly than with a
gun weighing 4} cwt. heavier. There had been a recent report
of an experiment as to the powers of mobility of our own horse
artillery in India—made by Major-General Tombs—having been
followed by the immediate death of four horses. If true, this
showed what a serious matter was the consideration of the weight
behind team.
P
After some preliminary remarks made by the chairman an
‘inimated discussion took place, if the word discussion can
applied to the observations of a number of speakers all advocating
the same principles. Thus one officer observed that the smaller
shell with even the same velocity as the larger would penetrate
deeper, owing to its reduced surface of resistance, Another
remarked that the gun being designed specially for reserve
artillery must be expected to be called upon to open fire in the
teeth of batteries already in position. Power at long ranges therefore was a special recommendation.
The chairman in vain invited officers who were advocates of the
larger calibre to speak in its favour. It pager that no artillery
officer could be found ready to advocate that side of the question,
and the proceedings were concluded by a complimentary expression of thanks to the lecturer for his paper.
AN ARMY ON A PEACE FOOTING.
THE American army is now maintained upon a peace footing,
that is, it has been reduced to 30,000 men; and even this comparatively small force is not suffered to remain idle. On the contrary,
it is employed in a variety of useful public duties, so that although
its estimated cost for the American fiscal year ending June 30,
1872, is 32,415,473 dols., Uncle Sam hopes to get no small amount
of his money back again. Thus the corps of engineers was actively
engaged during the past year upon works for the defence of the
American coast, upon river and harbour improvements, upon surveys and reconnoissances, and upon lighthouse construction. With
the appropriations granted by Congress for fortifications in the
»rincipal American harbours, works along the Northern Atlanticand
Pacific coasts have been pushed forward as iytom as circumstances
would permit. Some modifications appear to have been made in the
plans originallyprepared for these works by theintroduction of heavy
earth batteries for the largest description of guns and mortars. The
battalion of engineers has been reduced to 354 enlisted men; it
constitutes an efficient body of troops and is carefully instructed
and drilled, The engineer posts and depéts of Jefferson barracks
and Yerba Buena Island have been broken up, and the troops are
now concentrated at Willet’s Point and West Point, New York.
Besides assisting in the instruction of the cadets of the Military
Academy, the battalion of engineers constitutes a school for trials
with torpedoes for purposes of harbour defence; and it takes
~~, of depdts for bridge trains and equipage and engineer tools
for the use of the army generally.
Satisfactory progress is considered to have been made last year
in the prosecution of works for the improvement of rivers and
harbours. Measures were also taken last year in relation to the
establishment of water gauges, witha view to daily observations of
the rise and fall of the Lower Mississippi and its chief tributaries.
As regards surveys of the American lakes, operations were carried on
last year on Lakes Superior, Michigan,
St. Clair, and Champlain; and
the progress of the work in the field and the office was highly satisfactory. A geological survey along the central route of communication with the Pacific coast was actively continued last year, and the
publication of the results has been commenced. During the last fiscal
year small arms and ordnance stores to the amount of 10,000,000
dols, were sold; and the entire proceeds, except a small sum
retained to meet the expenses of preparing other stores for sale,
passed into the Treasury. The operations at the arsenals were
confined to the manufacture of supplies required by the troops, to
the care of stores on hand, and to the manufacture of one or two
experimental gun carriages. Congress has been asked, or is about
to be asked, for an appropriation for continuing working operations
at the great arsenal ofconstruction forthe Mississippi Valley at Rock
Island. Several kinds of experimental guns and carbines have
——
at Springfield armoury for comparative trial in
the field.
At Fort Whipple, Virginia, instruction was given last year to
American officers in the meteorological duties and studies required
at signal stations for observations and reports of storms throughout the United States, and in military signalling and _ telegraphy. During the year the observation and reporting of
storms has been necessarily, however, rather in process of
organisation for future guidance. The a
made thus far
is considered to have been as great as could have been anticipated,
and useful results are looked for in the future. By a comprehensive telegraphic organization each of the signal stations
is in a
communication with the signal office at Washington, and from each of them daily and nightly weather reports
are received at the department. These reports are studied,
“‘bulletined,” and charted at the office of the chief signal officer,
and they are furnished at the same time to most of the principal
cities and ports of the United States. The deductions from the
study of the reports are instantly telegraphed to the press and
are “ bulletined ” as soon as practicable at the observing offices in
merchants’ exchanges, and other prominent places, During the
past year there were issued from the chief signal office and the
observing stations 50,000 charts. In October, 1871, a display of
cautionary signals announcing the probable approach of storms
was commenced for the first time in the United States at twenty
ports upon the lakes and the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. These
signals are arranged to be displayed at any hour of the day or
night upon receipt of telegraphic orders from Washington. Of the
published from the office sixty-nine per cent. are, after a
careful examination of the statistics, considered to have been fully
verified. If account is taken of the deductions which are considered to have been partially verified, the result is an aggregate
of ninety per cent. of average verifications, The steadiness,
regularity, and promptitude with which the varied labours incident
to a work co-extensive with the United States have been accomplished appear to illustrate the advantages gained by placing these
duties under military direction. Anything short of military
discipline would have probably failed to secure the accuracy and
strict attention to orders which have been necessary.
A portion of the United States Army also rendered good service
in connection with the great western fires, which will not soon be
forgotten as prominent features in the history of the United States
3 871. Intelligence of the conflagration at Chicago reached the
War Department while the flames were still
ing, and orders
were at once telegraphed to officers in charge of the army depéts
to forward to Chicago supplies for the homeless and destitute.” In
a few hours clothing, blankets, tents, and bg som
were on their
way to the terrible scene of misery,and desolation, and much
distress was averted by this means.
e records and property in
a building occupied as head-quarters by the military division of
the Missouri were totally destroyed ; but the greater portion of
the most valuable of the records can be duplicated from the War
oe pad so that not —_ ineonvenience will arise on this
ora_companies
reops weree ordered to Chicago by
i
General Sheri:
undeswhosesapervisicn thoy.assisted in maintaining order duitiag ne
days which
succeeded the
great
conflagration. The War D epaititiart also extended its kindly and
salutary aid in October to the sufferers by the great fires in Wis-
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consin and Michigan, Altogether, we may repeat that the arm
of the United States sender solid and omAa le services to the
Republic in 1871,
er
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
Ar the meeting on Thursday, February 29th, Dr, F, Crace
Calvert, F.R.S., presented an ye Mati paper ‘“‘On the Relative
Power of Thirty-four Substances to Prevent |the Development of
Protoplasmic and Fungous Life, and in Arresting Putrefaction.”
His experiments made at the laboratory of the Royal Institution, Manchester, extended over two years. It appears from what
was stated by Dr. Calvert that with the exception of carbolic and
cresylic acid there are scarcely any substances among those recognised as antiseptics that prevent the development or
i
about the extinction of vibrios and fungi, and that decomposition
is hardly arrested by the use of these substances. The details of
this paper being of a decidedly medical nature cannot well be
treated here at the length which they deserve.
THE Socrety or ENGINEERS. —On Monday, the 4th inst., a
on was read before the Society of Engineers ‘‘ On Some Recent
amples of American Locomotive Engines,” by Mr. V. Pendred,
C.E., Mr. Jabez Church, C.E., president, in the chair. The paper
dealt fully with some examples of recent American locomotive
construction, illustrated by examples of goods and passenger
engines on the Louisville and Nashville, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania Central Railroad? The paper was accompanied by a large
number of tracings and photographs. The discussion was commenced by Mr. William Adams, of the North London Railroad,
and adjourned till the next meeting of the Society.
MINERAL WEALTH OF NorTH LINCOLNSHIRE.
—It is some satisfaction to find that North Lincolnshire still holds the position which it
has hitherto claimed as an ore-producing district. |Considering
that a furnace was not erected until a few years ago, and that
ten years since little or none of the stone was used, it is
pleasing to
see the progress made. In 1866 the quantity raised was 175,720
tons, and in 1867 it had increased to 192,213 tons. In 1868 the
quantity got was 205,699 tons; in 1869 there was a large increase,
as no less than 253,024 tons were raised. In 1870 the returns
show a yield of 248,329 tons. The production of pig iron since the
first furnaces were erected has also greatly increas
In 1866 the
quantity was 13,745 tons, and in 1867 no less than 25,579 tons were
made, This —_ increase was followed by a still greater production in 1868, when 33,999 tons were produced. The output in
1869 was 41,500, and that of 1870, 31,690 tons,
SWEDISH CoaL.—From the Swedish paper Aftonbladet, Feb. 25,
is translated the following -—‘‘ Regarding the coal beds lately
found, the Ovesunds-posten writes :—‘In our last we mentioned
that a tenth bed of coal had been struck, Although the thickness
was not then ascertained it was afterwards found to be 3ft. din.
This discovery was so astonishing that —_ of the metropolitan
apers did not notice it, probably not believing in it. To-day
{odnd inst.) we have still more astonishing results to relate of the
boring of Kropp’s Company’s Coal-field. The eleventh bed, of a
thickness of 1ft. 3in., was struck at a depth of 571ft., and at
575ft. a twelfth bed of 8ft. 3in. thick was discovered, or thicker
than any seam in the Newcastle district, where the greatest thickness is 6ft. The bottom of the twelfth seam is thus 583ft. 3in.
below surface, and boring is now going on in black clay.
Tue Errect oF Firry-oNE Hours.—A correspondent of the
North British Daily Mail writes the following sensible letter :—
—Sir,—I see from your paper of to-day that the iron trades
have resolved to adopt the 51 hours upon the Ist of November next. Seeing that they are the largest body of workmen
in the West of Scotland, I presume this resolution will rule
other trades in similar movements, and I expect that those
trades who have got the promise of 51 hours to commence at an
earlier date, will delay putting the change into effect until that
time. This change of hours is a serious matter. It may be a very
welcome thing to all of us to get an hour more for recreation than
we have had, but what effect is it to have? As itis a fair loss of
six hours working time per week, it must, consequently, add at
least six per cent. to prices, and the result will be that a higher
wage will be necessary to pay the higher price for things. For
instance, everybody knows that since the masons reduced their
working hours a very serious increase has taken place upon house
rents. And it is natural to suppose that other trades taking the
same step will bring about a similar result, Then, after a higher
rate of wages has succeeded the 51 hours movement, possibly
another movement to work eight hours a day may be carried out,
and of course that movement must be followed by a general rise
in prices, and that again will be followed by a still further rise in
wages to correspond, Now, I would like to know where is all this
to stop, and what is the use of the working men of our country
sending everything up to a fabulous price ; for it is they, and not
our merchants, who make the price of things now-a-days.”
LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTSMEN.—The a
thl
ting o
bers of this institution
was held on Saturday last, at the City Terminus Hotel, and it was
exceedingly well attended. Mr. J. Newton, C.E., president, filled
the chair. When the minutes of the previous sitting had been
read and approved, the
tion of new
bers was pr
ded
with, Dr. John Tyndall, F.R.S., Bernhard Samuelson, Esq., M.P.,
David Thompson, Esq., C.E., and R. Watkins, Esq.,'C.E., were
unanimously voted in as honorary members, and Messrs, W. Crook,
A. Knox, and W. H. Aubrey, were duly elected to the now
class of membership; Mr. G. J. Cross, Mr. T. Wren, and Mr, J.
Sims were also nominated as candidates for future election, A
financial statement in regard to the recent anniversary festival of
the Association was next made by the secretary (Mr. D. Walker),
and this was of a very satisfactory nature in all respects. Many
other items of business of more or less importance were subsequently di
land disposed of, and then Mr. A. Laird p'
to read a paper on “‘ The Character and Treatment of Cast Iron in
relation to Mechanical and Constructive Purposes.” The author
first remarked upon the intricate and complex
iarities of
cast iron, which are so puzzling to the engineer and to the architect, and which so frequently induce to failure in the works of
both, and then passed on to a consideration of the frequent
substitution of malleable for cast iron. He also referred at
length to the uncertainty attending the production of castings,
and which tended to create a prejudice against the employment
of castiron. This uncertainty the author believed would disappear when the chemist and the practical man should co-operate
in investigating the laws which govern the crystalline structure
of the metal. The characteristics of hot and cold blast iron, and
the effects of rapid and slow cooling of postings pose ably treated
upon. Rapid cooling, but not too sudden a chill, Mr. Laird considered, as a general rule, enhanced the strength of works in
cast iron. The proper eer |of castings with a view to the uses
to which they were to be applied obtained a large share of attention,
and many practical hints were given for improvemeitits in this
department ; and, in short, the paper, so far as it went, was a
complete and practical essay upon cast iron in its suplicasicn to
engineering, mechanical, and buil
purposes;
the author,
however, reserving some |prey reference
ially to castings of irregular forms and varying thickness, and to the straining
effects of cooling, &c.—for future consideration, The Prete’
interest was manifested in the subject = all present,
it was
determined that the next sitting of the
iation should be
devoted almost exclusively to 4 discussion on Mr. yy
nga
ane ey ee
1} The usaal vote
andat eleven
the author ¢losed the proceedings ie Saturday
p
e irman during the evening
o’clock
the members
separated,
expressed his regret that, on so plivecorniege aeoccasion, no employers were present,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE erection of two large blast furnaces at the Ferry Hill Iron
LerrTers from Ephesus say that the excavations there, which
Tue Severn and Wye Company have agreed to bills for making
certain branches on their line, enabling them to carry passengers are being conducted by Mr. Wood, the English architect, for the works has just been commenced.
British Museum, are being conducted with great rapidity, there
THERE is a brisk demand for Welsh coke and other fuel, and the
over their system, and tomake a Severn Bridge Bill.
than two hundred men engaged in the work, and that probability is that the supplies will scarcely be equal to requireTue Blyth and
e Com
are seeking
ers to make new jo thebye
savants and copnoisseurs are watching the results with | ments throughout the year.
lines of railway noel NoteShields, to alter \ileir authorised New- gll
| NITRO GLYCERINE works are to be established in the vicinity of
in Branch Railway, and to construct a dock in the river Blyth, intense interest.
GrRouND bones are now, it appears, occasionally adulterated Quebec during the coming spring. The
e demand for this
and a branch railway therefrom.
with
the
turnings
and
raspings
of
vegetable
ivory,
otherwise
compound necessitates its production in C
All that is used
tal Palace and South London. known as the ivory nut (
Since the last meeting of the
lephas macrocarpa). This fraud may there at present is brought from the United States.
Junction Company the loop line at Brixton has been placed under} om
letected
b
ting
the
bone
dust
to
redness.
Spurious
THEREis no very striking change to report in the Belgian iron
ion, and there is every reason to believe that it will samples will leave a much smaller amount cf ash or fixed mineral
The production of the Siete of the an still
be opened early in the summer.
matter than the genuine kind, and will be found especially defi- trade.
engaged for a long time in advance, and there seems every reason
Amoncst the new works proposed to be undertaken by the cient
in phosphate of lime.
to suppose that the high prices at present current will continue.
Lancashire and Yorkshire Company are two
new stations,
THE Journal of Applied Chemistry recothmends the use of a
An addition has been made to the system of the Blythe and Tyne
one at Bradford, the other at Blackburn, in addition to the widensmall quantity of carbolic acid in paste for laying paper-hangings Railway Company by the opening of an extension line to Newing of a long viaduct on the line to Liverpool, near Wigan.
and in whitewash, and states that it will tépel cockroaches and biggin-by-the-Sea. The new line was constructed by Messrs.
Tue whole of the land required for the East Gloucestershire all
other insects. It will also neutralise the disagreeable odour Rosser and Smith, of Shields, under the superintendenceof Mr.
line between Fairford and Witney has been purchased and paid consequent
decomposition of the paste, which in newly J. F. Tone, the company’s engineer.
for, the works are pr
ing, and it is ho
that the line will prepared wallsupon‘is the
sometimes very oppressive. The cheapest and
be completed for opening early in the ensuing summer.
FRANCE continues to import very large quantities of ironstone
form of carbolic acid is crystal, which dissolves in water at an from
Algeria. The imports of 1871 are returned at 155,608 tons.
THE number of passengers conveyed over the Metropolitan, best
of temperature.
It is feared, however, that Algerian iron minerals will be
Metropolitan and St. John’s Wood, and Hammersmith and City excess
M. ALVERGNIAT states that if a little bromide or chloride of sili- rendered much dearer in future by new duties imposed on foreign
Railways on Tuesday, February 27 (Thanksgiving Day) was cium
is introduced into a glass tube, and the tube is then exhausted merchant shipping entering French ports.
243,863 ;the number of passengers using the Metropolitan Com-} and sealed,
with a piece of silk, of even with the fingers,
pany’s omnibuses running between Portland-road and Regent’s- produces a friction
In the class of scientific inventions in the International Exhibeautiful phosphorescence, which is rose coloured if bition,
circus on the same day was 4523,
1872, Sir Joseph Whitworth proposes to exhibit a 6-pounder
the
chloride
is
contained
in
the
tube,
and
a
yellowish
green
with
patent
field-gun, made of the Whitworth com
A very handsome testimonial was last week presented by the the bromide. The induction spark _—
no light within these pressed breech-loading
metal, and weighing a little over Gcwt. It is understood
engineering staff of the North Eastern Railway, southern branch, tubes
unless
the
vacuum
is
very
perfect,
but
in
that
case
the
phosthat
this
gun
is
offered
by
Sir Joseph Whitworth in competition
to their late chief, Mr. Thomas Cabry, C.E., who has for a long
disappears.
with any other gun for range, accuracy, penetration, rapidity of
period been honourably connected with the management of the line, phoscence
THE use of carbolic acid as a disinfectant, nowsocommon every- firing, and durability.
having come to York as far back as 1836, with a letter of introduc- where,
is fraught with danger, as it is a virulent poison ; and if it
tion from George Stephenson.
THERE has been exhibited this week, at the office of Alexande:
accidentally taken internally, aneffective antidote will be neces- Anderson,
London-street, London, E.C., one of Dudgeon’s
THE chairman of the Newquay and Cornwall Junction Company be
sary.
Dr.
of Gottingen, suggests, for counteracting patent roller9, tube
suitable for tubes 8in. diameter.
states that the negotiations for continuing the line to Newquay, its effects oriHeusemann,
the stomach 4 new preparation which he calls calcaria This is, we believe, expanders,
largest expander made, and has been supand opening it for Lace
as well as mineral traffic, are ps id saccharata (saccharate of lime), p
by
sixteen parts jlied to the order the
of
her
Majesty's
Government for Deptford
completed, the results of which, and the enterprise connected refined sugar in forty parts water, and
five parts slaked
ard. These expanders are now most extensively used. Mr.
therewith, will alter the present state of things i
ty
Digest the mixture for three days, stir occasionally, filter Anderson
has
alone
supplied
nearly
2000
of them.
Cornwall, It is impossible to calculate the extent to which the lime.
evaporate to dryness,
tradein china clay, iron, and other minerals might be carried, such is andPROBABLY
THE removal of the last of the large iron shipbuilding sheds
no one invention has come into so general use as the from
the vast oeurre of the schemes likely to be vigorously prose- sewing machine.
Woolwich
Dockyard
has
just
been
Mr. 4.
The business of manufacturing and selling them Butchard, engineer, of Gravesend, has taken completed.
cuted in a short time by the Cornwall and Devon Mines Company. has grown up mainly
and remove
within the past fifteen years, but during the to Chatham Dockyard for re-erection the three down
large
shipbuilding
THE Metropolitan and St. John’s Wood Company have promoted last ten years has incr
rapidly. There are now made and sheds and seven other iron buildings, weighing in all about
a bill in Parliament to enable the company to extend the line to sold annually in the United states
about 750,000 sewing machines,
the Finchley-road station of the Midland Railway, and to effect a and in every city, town, village, and hamlet the useful machines 7000 tons. There has been no serious accident to any of the
junction with the North-Western line at Hampstead. The bill are more or less in use. Some of the largest manufacturers are workmen, nor any breakage of any consequence during the
also asks for powers to make an underground extension of the line now running extra hours to keep up with orders, and even then operations.
under Gloucester-place, with a terminal station in Oxford-street, are frequently unable to supply the demand.
M. Dupvy DE Lome is at present occupied with the construction
of an aéronautic steam machine so arranged as that no possibility
Pending the
ng of the bill, which will be opposed by the
TORTOISESHELL ornaments are well known, and, inlaid or in of
a conflagration can exist. M. Rampont, director of the postpea oy
ilway Company, they have made arrangements for combination
with
the
precious
metals,
it
forms
beautiful
trinkets.
extending their line to a station on the Finchley-road, adjoining Some ornaments have been made from what is called artificial| office, has offered the inventor to send; up withpo him an ordinary
a has
balloon when he makes the next experiment. The proposition
the Midland station.
tortoiseshell, another French invention. This material was first || been
accepted, and will be extremely interesting as a test of
THE Cologne Gazette gives some particulars in reference to the introduced by M. Pinson, of Paris. It is obtained by melting,
comparison.
The
two
will
start
together
from
the
spot
selected,
new method for heating the railway carriages in Germany. The at a moderate temperature, gelatine, with a small amount of
new combustible is coal, prepared by a chemical process similar to metallic salts, and running the whole into moulds. The peculiar and will both attain an elevation previously agreed on, and remain
that in use for heating carriage feet warmers, but having further markings and grain of the tortoiseshell is obtained by straining the in the air during a specified time.
THE coalowners of the county of Durham have had a second
the value of drawing out more heat and burning a greater substance with hydro-sulphate of ammonia. The objects prolength of time. Four pieces of coal five inches long, four wide, duced, such as bracelets, brooches, combs, and various other fancy conference with a deputation from the Durham Miners’ Associaand one thick, are sufficient to warm a compartment for twelve articles, are then polished and made ready for sale. Some of them tion to discuss the question of ,wages and other matters. The
hours. The coal burns in copper boxes placed under the seats, or are inlaid with gilt metal or silver, and some very pleasing effects yearly bond is now abolished ; and after some discussion it was
even under the flooring. The air required to produce combustion have been produced. An imitation tortoiseshell is also made from agreed that a fortnight’s notice on either side should be sufficient
is conducted through pipes, also placed under the carriages, and a horn, which is softened by heat, pressed in a mould, and then to terminate an agrement. With regard to wages the men askeul
an advance of 35 per cent. on the prices paid in April, 1571; or
similar contrivance is used to get rid of the gas, This arrangement rehardened,
that an average should be struck between the rates of wages
prevents the escape of fresh wir and the introduction of foul air.
THE series of experiments which have been going on for some at
present in force in South Lancashire and Northumberland, and
Several railway companies are making a trial of this system, three
months,
at
the
Laclede
mills,
St.
Louis,
for
the
purpose
of
which the Cologne Gazette hopes to see established next year for testing the utility of petroleum for fuel, are resulting more that an advance should be made in wages in Durham sufficient to
the third and fourth classes as well as for the first and second. — satisfactorily as they progress. It has been found in every way place them on a footing with the rates of remuneration in those
Pall Mall Gazette.
the best fuel for puddling yet employed—in convenience, economy, two counties. The masters, however, offered to make the advance
THE snow blockade which has so long obstructed traffic on the and efficiency, and beyond all in the superior quality of the iron 20 per cent. on all prices over and above the ‘* consideration
Uuion and Central Pacific route is the subject of many dispatches produced. The parties who are making these experiments are money” paid in April last. The members of the deputation
and notices in the American papers just received. The sufferings men of experience and scientific attainments, who are now ready informed the employers that they could not accept the offer made,
of travellers on the plains appear to have been intense, and several to claim that they can make iron with petroleum fuel equal in all their instructions from the body of the men they represented
deaths have occurred as a result of hunger and cold endured by the respects to the best charcoal, and that they can convert the ordi- being only to accept an advance of 35 per cent. and nothing else.
railway passengers. Some of the trains were thirty-four days on nary pig into qualities as good as the best Low Moor or Sligo. The question of wages not being settled, other subjects, including
the trip from New York to San Francisco, usually accomplished The tests have been made in every manner which the nature of the hours of labour for boys, &c., were left over.
in six days. The anxieties and losses incident to these frequent the case suggests, and the iron produced put to the usual tests to | THE great problem under solution by the Welsh ironmasters
stoppages on the rr APacific route at present open to the public prove its tensile strength and power to suspend weight, as well as is how to meet the large demand for iron which they are exhave attracted much attention at Washington and in the y being rolled into the thinnest of sheets, like paper, and the pecting. It may be said that all departments are even now
commercial cities of the Atlantic coast ;and there is apparent in performance and results are regarded as entirely satisfactory.
| tested to the utmost to turn out the quantities of rails, bars,
the New York newspapers a disposition to view with increased
&c. required, whereas comparatively the year has scarcely
MODIFICATION of the Bunsen cell is proposed by E. H. Worlée, | plates,
appreciation the advantages in regard to the route possessed by the of AHamburgh.
commenced. It has almost without exception always been
In
order
to
avoid
the
formation
of
the
nitrous
|
Northern Racific road, and to applaud the energy with which its vapours that are given off when the cells are filled with.nitric the case that the demand expands as the spring and summer
construction is being prosecuted by contractors and managers,
acid, or a mixture of that acid with sulphuric acid, the author re- | advance, however active the winter trade might have been,
A DEPUTATION consisting of Sir Edward Watkin, chairman of commends the employment of a mixture of three parts by volume | and if such be the case this year it will be almost impossible
the South-Eastern Railway Company, Mr. Grosvenor Hodgkinson, of the ordinary nitric acid of commerce, and one part by volume | that the capacities of the works for manufacturing can be equal to
M.P., chairman, and Mr. Warter, director of the London, Chat- of ordinary sulphuric acid, which have subsequently been shaken | the occasion, The winter just now ending has, however, been an
ham, and Dover Railway Company, and Messrs. C. W. Eborall with an excess of powdered bichromate of potash, that has first exceptional one from divers causes, and probably there will not
and J. 8. Forbes have this week visited M. Thiers at his official been moistened with enough water to make it into a paste, tilla be so perceptible an increase as in former summers. Yet the
residence at Versailles, to represent to him the inconveniences to saturated solution of the salt is obtained. The electromotive directions in which iron can be shipped in summer more than in
which persons travelling between England and France and through power of an element whose coke is immersed in the above liquid, winter are numerous, and there will necessarily be some expansion
France, are at present put by the passport system, the want of a and whose zinc is in ordinary dilute sulphuric air, is to one of the in the general inquiry. This renders it incumbent upon makers
through service by the route of the Mont Cenis Tunnel, and the old kind as 98 to 100, or almost equal to the ordinary Bunsen to leave no portion of their works unproductive, and consequently
deficient harbours of Calais and Boulogne. Sir Edward Watkin cell ; the internal resist:
of the el
t, on the other hand, as every extension and improvement that can be made is being
showed that the through traffic was being driven from the route 145 to 100, or one and a-half times as great. It can replace the effected.
of France to that of Germany. As regards passports M. Thiers nitric acid battery, however, under any circumstances, as it proves
On Monday evening a meeting of the miners of Oldham and the
said this system was only a temporary measure of political precau- equally constant with it, emits no corrosive fumes, and is far more surrounding district was held for the purpose of considering the
tion (trés temporaire ), and he was quite willing to consider whether constant than the cell in which chromate of potash and sulphuric Mines Regulation Bill now before Parliament. Mr. Samuel
the precaution could not be applied in another way. He would acid are used. The proportions of acid,may be varied, but care Broome, miners’ delegate, occupied the chair. The chairman, in
communicate with the Director-General of Railways, M. de Franque- should be taken that too large an amount of sulphuric acid be reviewing the bill, spoke approvingly of the majority of the
ville, as to through arrangements vid Mont Cenis, for the Italian not employed, as it will occasion fhe formation of crystals of clauses, and condemned the course which Lord Elcho had taken
and Eastern route; and he desired the deputation to confer also chroma almui in the porous cells. Prof. Batt, r avoids this diffi- in respect to the measure. The 28th clause of the bill, however,
with that Minister as to practical details, and also in reference to culty by using no sulphuric acid af all, as in this case a nitrate of was strongly condemned. This clause provides that the workmen
some precise and practical scheme of harbour improvement. The chromium and potash is eventually formed that does not crystallise. | in a given mine shall appoint two of their number from time to
Government of France would not oppose any practical scheme, and
time to inspect the mine, in conjunction with the owner o
Proressor Henry Wertz, of New York, has supplied the | manager,
would do all that was possible during its own necessities as to Journal
and to make a written report of their inspection. It
of the Franklin Institute” with some additional | was held that,
capital to facilitate the undertaking of any works by English enter- information
if men engaged mm a mine were to make reports
upon the use of sodium as an explosive agent, which is as to the condition
prise. They were most anxious to see the means of intercourse quite interesting,
of that mince, their decision would be influenced
as
being
the
record
of
the
earliest
experiments
|
between the two countries improved and extended.
their masters. The amendment agreed upon by the meeting
in this direction. It appears from this that the device found most | by
Art the half-yearly general meeting of the East London Company, effective for practical purposes by Professor Wurtz consisted in | was that the choice of inspectors from the workmen should not be
held on Thursday; at the City Terminus Hotel, Mr. W. Hawes, the the use of an alloy of potassium and sodium, which is liquid at | confined to a mine, but be extended over the district in which the
chairman; in moving the adoption of the report, said that he felt ordinary temperatures, prepared by the original method of Gay- mine is situated, A resolution, giving a general approval of the
much more hopeful as to their affairs than be did on the last two Lussac and Thenard. When this liquid alloy is brought into bill, and urging its acceptance by the miners, was carried, A
occasions. They had now funds sufficient to enable them to get contact with any liquid of which oxygen is 4 constituent, as water, second resolution pledging the meeting to agitate in favour of the
through the London Docks and to complete the line up to the its decomposing action is far more rapid and éiergetic than that of eight hours a day fimit was also carried.
THE appropriation account of the Vote for Army Services for
Blackwall Railway at Shadwell. They had also received tenders the solid metals—so much more energetic;
i
as to admit of
for the construction of the works within the estimates. Those no comparison. This increase inefi
is ptecisely what might be the financial year 1870-71 shows, among the instances in which
tenders were now before Mr. Hawkshaw, the engineer, for his con- anticipated, since the perfect interim
of two liquid reagents more was expended than the amount voted by Parliament, an
sideration, and they hoped in a few days to be enabled to take the would greatly facilitate the deétomposition—producing « much excéss of £42,456 in the expenditure en fortifications. It is stated
first step for commencing the works from Wapping to the other more intensified action in a given period of time than with the in explanation that the war in Europe rendered it advisable that
side of the dock. They had issued a prospectus fora subscription employment of the solid metal, as described in the former notice. the defences of the river Thames at Tilbury and New Tavern
of —
debentures, and. had now of that amount above We are informed by the same chemist that he has substituted Forts should be completed forthwith, and the iron shields fixed
£260,
at the bankers. When the proposed works were nitric acid and other substances, rich in oxygen, for water, and to the forts sooner than had been intended. The remodelling of
in progress they would immediately — to consider the best with increased effects. The detail of these experiments was called the sea batteries for the reception of the heavy guns to defend
means of carrying the works on still further to Whitechapel. Of forth by the recent labourof Springmiihl, whose plan was described Harwich harbour from river attacks was alsodeemed andispensable,
course that would require the exercise of the powers under the in our former notice. It would seem, from what has just pre- Under the head of ‘‘ Adaptation of works to modern armaments,
Act of 1870 for raising a still further amount of capital. They ceded, that the work of Professor Wurtz in this direction was far there are charges for the reception of guns of large calibre at
were about to sell some of their surplus land which would not be more exhaustive than that of Springmiihl, who, to judge from his certain stations in conformity with the recommendations conrequired for the railway. When they had carefully considered results, seems not to have been aware of the existence of these tained in the report of the committee on fortifications, which
the tenders and the
put upon the contractors they earlier experiments. The amount of power at disposal in the plan alterations had only partially been completed in previous years;
be in a situation to enter upon the discussion with the under discussion is unlimited enough to satisfy the most exacting, the war in Europe rendered this service more urgent than it
larly at Dover. The fortificadirectors
of the London and St. Catharine’s Docks as to how far and in relation to the experiments made with it, it may be would otherwise have been,
tions at Gibraltar being in a sw
advanced
state to receive
their armour-plates, it was deemed advisable to supply and fix
the n
shieldsat once. It is stated that in the financial
year 1870-71 the
i
on army services included sums
——— oa
occasioned by the war in
urope,
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Some experiments with a new
of
fire engine were recently tried at
Welwyn in Hertfordshire, and
there are several points of interest
in connection with the invention.
Water highly charged with carbonic acid gas and nitrogen is
pum
over the conflagration;
the chief novelty of the invention
consists in the use of apparatus
which permits a continuous supply of carbonic acid made at an
excessively cheap cost to enter the
engine, and the mixture of water
and gas is delivered from the machine under such a high pressure
a
that it soon bursts into a cloud,
and every minute globule of water
~t
|
being charged with the gas, every
portion of a room on
is
ta *
Tie
attacked at once by a deadly
enemy to combustion ; a jet of
water attacks one part of the fire
Ni
only and then falls to the ground.
The gas is made by drawing common air through a little charcoal
fire contained in an iron vessel,
closed everywhere but at the
bottom, so that it costs next to
nothing even if the engine be kept
at work for a week, and the ex= of using it at a fire is onlya
ew pence more than when plain
water only is used in the ordinary
way. As one gallon of the mixed
gases and water does more execution than a great many gallons
of plain water, the new invention
also tends to prevent large losses
from the damage of goods by the
rom
water used to extinguish the fire.
The machine shown in the ac(oa
|5
compeneeas engraving has been
a
made. by the first members of a
company now in course of formation, respecting which information may be obtained of Mr. E. W.
Allen, Stationers’ Hall-court, E.C.
The patentee is Mr. T. Atkins,
the inventor of the well known
_a
little glass household filters,
in which the water passes through a small block of carbon. The of 1501lb. to the square inch, A week or two ago some
water used in the little experimental engine shown in the cut experiments were made before some press reporters; a great fire
is contained in a tank 2ft. 6in. long, 2ft. wide, and 2ft. in depth. was made with dry faggots placed erect in two storeys, and soaked
The vessel containing charcoal is shown in the rear of the machine. with tar; this fire was nearly put out several times and allowed
When the charcoal is first lighted the top of this vessel is opened; to burn up again for the sake of experiment, after which it was
in a minute or two after the charcoal is fully alight the top of the completely extinguished. According to the reports published in
vessel is closed and the pump set to work ; the products of combus- the papers next day the total quantity of water expended in the
tion are then sucked out of theupper part of the stove and pumped experiment, which lasted more than an hour, was 24 gallons. The
into the water, and the whole mass of the charcoal is quickly alight. inventor thinks that the best method of putting out fires in large
The gases pass out of this vessel through a circular pipe, pierced buildings is not by the use of engines, but by having a charged
with small holes, This little stove may be attached to any fire engine vessel always on the premises, with conducting _ to all parts
at present in use; it is 9in. in diameter and l4in. deep. The of the building, so that in a minute the whole of the premises can
vacuum chamber between the pump and the water in the be filled with spray by turning a tap. Also that the gas fittings of
tank is lft. in diameter, and Bet. deep; the double action a house might have valves fitted on here and there, which would
pump is 4in. diameter and has a stroke of 10in. There yield to a pressure greater than that of the coal gas, so that if the
is a valve at the bottom of the vacuum chamber in the meter be cut off by a valve or tap, and a charged vessel be screwed
spray
tank, and a pulse valve in the gas pipe between the stove on on the other side of the valve or tap, the carb
and the pump, these valves being inserted for the purpose of may be diffused over the whole building.
We should like to see some experiments on a large scale, with an
preventing any back action. Two adjusting cocks regulate the
exact proportions of gas and water to be admitted to the pump. engine made to keep up a continuous discharge at 150 1b. pressure,
The inventor says that by far the best results in extinguishing fire with the consequent abolition of the intermediate vessel; and such
are obtained md the mixed gases and water are ejected at a an engine it should be the next work of the promoters to construct.
pressure of about 150 Ib. to the square inch, The inventor asserts Supposing a man’s house to be on fire he would certainly hail with
that when water charged at this pressure with the mixed gases is pleasure the arrival of an engine to throw water, which water
poured into a glass 6in. long they ‘‘ are retained in the water for would liberate large volumes of carbonic acid gas directly it came
several minutes, and when thrown upon a fire sink to a tempera- in contact with the fire. The great merit of this invention is that
ture 40 deg. Fah. or 50deg. Fah. ; one cubic foot of this fluid the carbonic acid is produced nearly as cheaply as the water, and
discharged upon any burning pile is capable of doing as much in such quantities that it can be used continuously. Hitherto the
execution in extinguishing fire as fifty cubic feet of water from gas has been produced for similar purposes by charging and recharging a vessel with chemicals,
any ordinary fire engine.”
The nozzles to the hose used by the inventor are of three kinds.
At Welwyn the little machine shown in the cut was
employed to charge a small iron vertical vessel, about 4ft. One lets the liquid issue as a jet, another as a spray, and the third
high by 2ft, Gin. in diameter, with water and gases at a pressure as a fine mist.
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HARSTON

BREECH-LOADING

RIFLE.

WE illustrate in the annexed
engraving a breech-loading rifle,
the invention of Mr. Grenville
Harston, of Weaman-street,
Birmingham, Anyone familiar
with breech-loading mechanism
will understand its construction
and peculiarities in a
t
Fig. 1 is a section of the gun
cocked and ready for firing.
Fig. 2 shows the breech open,
after extracting the cartridge
and cocking the hammer. It is
claimed for this gun—Firstly,
the parts of the action are so
few, and of such simplicity in
construction and form, that any
rson possessing the least
nowledge of a ee lock can
always correctand adjust them
by following the simple in>
structions —
Secondly,
CRY fey E
Lr, Y
s
Sa E
increased
ety in using the
ud
INSS V7 Zo
rifle is ensured by the fact that
SJ
eR,
this action has
three points of “—“—<— VAELILTELEDEEEED dlls. he
LY
resistance to the discharge, instead of one only. These are
the hinge of the block, the lug
of the levere ing with the
lug of the block, and the
hammer itself, when the arm
has been disharged. Thirdly, the action of the pin, or striker, is , was held at the offices, 41, Corporation-street, Manchester, on
in a direct line with the longitudinal axis of the barrel, so that Tuesday, Feb. 27th, 1872, Sir Wm. Fairbairn, Bart., C.E., F.R.S.,
the cartridge must be struck precisely in the centre of its base. &c., president, in the chair, when there was presented, in addition
Lastly, this is the only rifle in which a slide or coveris provided to a report on engineering matters, the secretary’s annual financial
report, drawn up in preparation for the general meeting of subto protect the action from wet or dirt.
to be held shortly in the town
It appears that the
we have no experience with this particular breech-loader we acribers
refrain from expressing any opinion as regards its merits, except Association has on its books more members and more boilers than
at any —— time since its foundation, while the
tee
that the arrangements appear to be simple and mechanical,
reserve fund is on the increase year by year; also, while 51 explosions
throughout the country generally, during the year
others—no explosion
Mancuester SteaM Users’ ASSOCIATION.—The last ordinary 1871—killing 50 persons and injuring 107
monthly meeting of the executive committee of this Association sprang from any boiler under the charge of the
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AERIAL NAVIGATION—M. DUPUY DE LOME'S
AEROSTAT.
THE recent experimental voyage and the
of M. Dupuy de
Lome, Memberof the Institute, and formerly ief Constructor ofthe
French navy, form certainly the most important contributions on
the subject of aérial navigation that have ever been brought
before the scientific world, and we, therefore, present to our
readers a os report of the ay
and its results to the
present time, illustrated by drawi
rnished by M. hp wd de
Lome himself, which, before p
ing further, we shall describe
here, in order that what follows may be perfectly intelligible.
In Figs. 1, 2, and
3, A is the balloon; B, the car; C, the netting;
D, supporting netting; a, a, a, taffetas covering; 6, b, b, collar
which attaches the upper netting to the edge of the taffetas covering; ¢, ¢, c, collar by which the as netting and the edge of
the covering are attached; d, d, d, silk suspension cords; ¢, ¢, ¢,
cords of the car, extending from the summit o of the cone form
by the supporting netting; f, f, the small balloon or “swimming
bladder ;” g, g, line of intersection of thesurface of the small balloon
with that of the balloon; E, the rudder; h, the tiller;i, tiller ropes ;
8S, valve for the escape of hydrogen; S!, valve for filling and
emptying the small balloon; H, pendant tubes, the length of
which regulate the maximum height of the column of hydrogen.
They are traversed by the cordsj, which serve to work the safetyvalve; T, tube for fil ng the small balloon with air; V, ventilator
for inflating the small balloon; M, crank for working the screw;
N, arbor of the screw; Q, the screw; /, stays to strengthen the
screw.
Fig. 4 connecting stays of the car with their netting. Figs. 5
and 6 show the apparatus for generating the hydrogen ; A, A, two
groups of forty casks, each one em: —_ alternately in the prouction of gas; 6, b, b, casks of
itres (132 gallons); ¢, ¢, ¢,
water pipes furnished with joints for each cask; d, d, d, bung.
holes for introducing the iron turnings; ¢, ¢, e, funnels with long
leaden tubes for the sulphuric acid; f, f, f, tubes by which the
gas
es out; g, g, collecting tube for the gas; H, washer and
refrigerator for the
gas; i, conduit by which the gas passes from
the refrigerator to the drying chamber; j, drying chamber, with
four racks for holding quick lime lying on moss ; K, glass case,
containing hydrometer and turnsole paper; /, conduit carrying the
gas to the balloon; m, m, bungholes for emptying the casks; n. n,
channels for cleansing the casks.
In the original memoir which M. Dupuy de Lime presented to
the Academy of Sciences in October, 1870, during the siege of
Paris, he says:—The search after the method of directing
aérostatic machines by giving them, through the means of motive
power specially appertaining to them, horizontal motion with
respect to the air which supports, and at the same time carries
them with it, has already given rise to many projects.”
Unfortunately none had yet been realised, nor even carried to
that point of study which warranted their being considered as
founded on calculations sufficiently near the truth, or, under
practical conditions, without being surrounded by too many difficulties. Such was the im
ion left on M. Dupuy de Léme’s mind
by the projects which
come within his cognisance, and it
certainly accords with those of all practically scientific men.
The same may be said of the attempts at aérial locomotion by
means of apparatus heavier than the air, which are maintained
and moved therein, like birds, by means of organs presenting
resisting surfaces and set in action by motive power, thus obtaining their hold upon the air by the very fact of their speed. M. Dupuy
de Léme’s own plan had, however, nothing in common with these
difficult but interesting projects for flying machines; its object was
the far more modest one of giving to an aérostat a speed of about
eight kilometres in relation to the surrounding air. Desirous,
under these circumstances, to arrive at the earliest possible application of his plan, M de Léme set aside, as far as possible, all preliminary experiments by the adoption only in the details of such
simple means as resulted from the —
of processes already
known, so that in fact the aérostat should be a result of combinations already tried with success by aéronauts. In limiting himself
to a very moderate sp
M de Lime announced that it was not
b
he believed in the present state of science that much
greater speed could not be obtained, but simply because the practical difficulties increased with the proposed speed; for this
reason he confined himselfto the task of producing an aérostat
moving with a speed of about eight kilometres per hour, and
capable of maintaining that speed during at least one entire day.
Such an apparatus as that Pe age would not be able to make
way against the wind, or to follow all desired directions, except
when the —_ of the wind was less than eight kilometres, which
would, doubtless, rarely be the case, as that is only the speed of
what is called a light breeze. In any case, this aérostat having a
speed of its own equal to eight kilometres per hour, would, when
impelled by wind moving at a more rapid rate, have the power of
jelowins at will any route comprised within the angle resulting
from the composition of the two forces, For instance, with a
wind equal to four metres per second, or 14;4; kilometres per
hour, which corresponds with a fresh breeze, the projected aérostat
would follow any given route comprised within an angle of 33 deg.
on each side of the direction of the wind, and thus would have
the power of pee within a sector of 66 deg. If the speed of
the wind were eight metres a second, or 28;% per hour, which
corresponds with what is called a strong breeze, the aérostat would
have the power of moving within half the p
ing limits, that is
to say, within 16 deg. of the line of the wind, or within a sectorof
32 deg.
Everyone may in a general way calculate the direction to be
given to the aérostat in relation to the wind, so as to obtain the
maximum result of the two speeds and the two directions, that
is to say, making in relation to the direction of the wind an angle
rather more open than a right
le. The complementary acute
angle is equal to the lower
he:g
a erga yd triangle, which
has for its base the speed of the aérostat, and for its hypothenuse
the speed of the wind. The acute angle of the summit of the
same triangle is equal to the
test sible angle of deflection
obtainable with the speed under consideration.
M. my Bn Léme told the Academy that at the outset he had
of being able to ee pure hydrogen gas, and thus avail
himself of the reduction of volume and nema of speed
that would be the result, on account of the difficulty of manufacturing tissues and varnishes —- of containing pure pw
for a sufficient length of time 7,———— the action of endosmose and exosmose. The problem of producing such envelopes
might be solved some day. Some persons believe they already
possess the solution ;but, at first, he felt it wiser to confine himself to o methods yep had —— 7 ee best with poem.
He, therefore, proposed
e use of the ordinary
employ
for purposes of illumination, which allowed him to calculate on an
ascensional force of 735 grammes per cubic metre, under an atmospheric pressure of 76 centimetres of mercury and at the ordinary
temperature. In the case of having to deal with the works
where gas of a superior density were produced, it would be
to
have it made for this special purpose of the density adopted in
the calculations under the influence of a higher temperature ; and
in - of necessity a small proportion of pure hydrogen might be
ad
The necessity of maintaining the direction of the aérostat
absolutely in a straight line, and so that it shall not be
modified except by the will of the aéronaut acting by means of the
rudder,
requires that the whole of the apparatus shal present in
the most decided manner a horizontal axis of smallest resistance, as well as a surface of lateral pesiatartio stood ts Few ot
the centre of gravity. It is not thenmerely with
a view to
reduce the resistance offered by the aérostat to horizontal
rogression that M,
de Léme abandoned the gener, |balloon
fom the surface of w.
is produced by the revolutionof
a meridian around a
;
an aérostat furnished with
a motor would continually be as regards direction in a condition
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of instable equilibrium, liable to turn round upon itself, and order not to interrupt the thread of the main narrative, and to
These data being given, the resistance of the aérostat will be
pass from 1t to the estimate of the labour necessary to give a composed as follows :—
making what are called by sailors intolerable embardées.
Balloon without netting: 154 square metres at 0°665 give
In spite, therefore, of the difficulties of such a form under the | speed of 8 on er hour, in relation to the surrounding
102°412 kilos., which, at 1-20th, give 5120 kilos. Car and
action of wind wage bey the speed, as well
as under the traction atmosphere, to a
oon arranged as above described.
of the suspenders whi en Sn,
Se
, the | According to the terms given above, the main section of the accessories : 4 square metres at 0°665 equal 2°660 kilos., divided by
motor, and the ballast, a
er peculiar form of oblong has been | balloon is 154 square metres ; the main section of the car, and of 1-5th give 1°330.* Netting and cords: 10 square metres at 0°665
adopted. This form necessitates also special arrangements in order those parts of the bodies of the men above the car, about four square = 6°650, one-half of which is 3°350;total resistance 9°800 kilos.
The s'
of the aérostat is equal to 2°22 metres per second;
that partial loss of gas may not give rise to too sensible deflections metres ; net and silk suspension cords, 10 square metres,
of the axis, which should remain horizontal. After careful con- | It is important to estimate separately the resistance which each the final work accomplished by the aérostat proceeding at that
sideration the form adopted is that of surface of arevolution produced | of these
of the aérostat offers to the air. If we had only to speed is then equal 9°800 kilos, X 2°22 metres, or 21°77 kilos.t
by a special curve which approaches anarcof acircleof seven metres do with their planes presenting themselves perpendicularly to the
The propeller proposed to be employed in order to obtain the
above calculated is a screw with four blades,
diameter, and es around its chord of forty-two metres in length. current of air, it would result from the researches made by many force and the s
This chord forms the horizontal
axis of the balloon, thele
of which experimenters that the pressure exercised by this current, at the of which the diameter, the pitch, and the number of revolutions
is reduced to forty metres by the formation at each end of a small rate of 8 kilos, per hour, or 2°222 metres per second, would be j}are derived from the following considerations:—Let us
first take the balloon itself alone as if perfect in design and
—
portion, with the view of greater solidity of construction, 0°665 kilo. per square metre.
e volume of the balloon is thus 3860 cubic metres, and the
But it is known that the pressure of a current of air, like that without netting or car, If it is desired to have between
principal vertical section 154 square metres.
of a stream of water, diminishes in very rapid proportion, as these | the speed V and the product of the pitch by the number
Resistance to change of form under the action of the wind, pro- currents have only to encounter csttds teonned so as to facilitate to | of revolutions p X n, the same ratio as that which exists
duced by the speed of the balloon itself, will be obtained by movement of gasor liquid about them.
| in well proportioned screw vessels, the screw must have such a
a ge|the pressure of the gas within always rather superior to
The study of ships has supplied numerous data for them which | diameter that the surface of the circle described by it shall be
that of the surrounding air.
is excess of pressure will be | are still wanting in the case of air. Still relative data respectin equal to the quarter of that of the main section of the vessel,
between three and four ten-thousandths of the atmosphere, which | the movement of aqueous masses around a body which is plung |The main section in this case being 153°93 square metres, the
gives from three to four kilos. per square metre for the in their midst, at least supply the means of calculating the minima | diameter of the screw should be seven metres, and we should
surface of the balloon. This pressure wil exist at the lower for the coefficient of Soletion between the resistance of thin | then have p X n = 1116 V.
part of the interior, and will add to the force of the ascension
of | planes submitted perpendicularly to the current of the air and | But it has been admitted that the balloon under consideration
the gas towards the \ ¥ portion. In order to provide against that of bodies whose chief sections are equal in surface to such would have double the resistance that it would have provided
deflection that might
caused by the tension of the suspending thin planes, but so formed as to facilitate the division of the air in | its theoretic form could be maintained in practice, on account of
cords (independent of the interior pressure of‘ the gas) the car is front and its replacement in the rear of the bodies.
the multiplied deformations of its surface. This balloon then temade of an elongated form and is rigid in its construction. In | Amongst the ships which may be compared with the balloon resents, as respects resistance, an imaginary bal!o n, of regular
addition to this, it is provided at each end with an additional piece, | with which we are occupied, as regards the principal view of the orm, with a main section of the twice the surfuc.,.°, in round
rigid, which serves e purpose of a pole or shaft to the car. | angles of incident of the current in front, the radii of curvature of | numbers, 308 square metres. We find, moreover, by ‘ue table of
The suspension cords, which are of silk, descend in pairs from the | the longitudinal sections, and finally the angles of the incidence |partial resistances, that the appendices of the balloon, such as the
netting in planes perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the | of replacement in the rear, there are none of which the resistance, | netting, cords, and car, give rise to a resistance estimated at
balloon, endlenetied tothepoles or shafts
as well as to the car | as compared with the surface of the main section, is not less than | 4°68 kilos., to be added to the 5°12 kilos, of the balloon itself;
itself. These cords are crossed by a few oblique cords, the object one-fortieth of the resistance per square metre of a thin plane the imaginary surface of the main section must, therefore, be
of which is to prevent any fore and aft motion.
| striking the surface perpendicularly ; and there are vessels in | increased in the following proportion or se The first corAnother arrangement, which would have been equally practical which it is as low as one-eightieth.
and which, compared with the
, has its advantages an
It is easy to verify this assertion by taking various paddle-wheel rection having carried the imaginary surface to 308 square metres,
inconveniences, would consist of a rigid oblong frame,
ded st
s and comparing the
ive speeds of the vessel itself |it is in
by the second to 589 square metres.
e quarter of
between the balloon and the car; this
e would receive the sus- and of its paddles with
to the water, and the surface of the | this surface being 147 — metres, the diameter of the correion cords from the nettingin pairs and in planes perpen- paddles on one hand with the main section of the vessel on the sponding circle will be 13°70.
:
lar to the axis as above descri!
and oblique suspenders,of other.
Such a diameter of screw wee |difficult in practice, it has been
the pengih mestconvenient for the service, would suspend the car
This being
lated, would it not be legitimate to infer that reduced to eight metres, in which case a rather larger loss of force
to the
e.
the balloon with which we are occupied would also present a re- must be allowed for.
sistance to the air equal to one-fortieth of that of the resistance of | But, in replacing one screw by another geometrically the same,
a thin plane, provided the balloon would preserve the regular form and differing only in diameter, the resistance or the same,
of
its design? But this last hypothesis is not realisable ; it must the squares of the recoil are in inverse proportion to the surfaces
on, or when the aéronaut
causes gas to escape in order to effect
amounts to the same
total or
descent, atmospheric
air will be introduced intoa be calculated that the balloon under the pressure of its netting of the circles of the two screws, or, W
will
present surfaces more or less convex in the intervals of the | thing, to the sq Kt.
ter, so that the recoil is in
small
ye for this special purpose in the interior of the
In allowing for this partial deformation of the surface of | inverse proportion to the diameter.
;
large one,
in a manner somewhat analogous to the meshes.
roduce a multitude of small undulations,
With a screw of 13°70 metres, in this case, it has been seen that
swimming bladder of fishes, If, when the small balloon were the balloon, which
it will certainly be
a large allowance to suppose that they we have p X n = 1116 V; whence the recoil would be
filled, the inflation of the
balloon were still im
a su
pxn—V
_ 016.
o.
lement of
would finallybe introduced directly will have the effect of doubling the calculated resistance.
c=
and become mixed with the
It is eviThe form of the car also has been carefully studied, so as to
facilitate its passage through
the air, as far as the necessities for
With a diameter reduced to eight metres we have then,
the |working the apparatus wo
permit, but it will not have a smooth
exv-v = @16 Xx Be = 0274.
surface, the
ii of curvature
are small, it will have to carry men
and objects of indefinite forms, and it is therefore only prudent to Whencep’ X n’ = 1274V. But V = 133°35 metres per minute;
carry thecoefficient of reduction of the resistance of the whole to thereforep’ x n’ = 169°85 metres per minute,
one-fifth of that of a thin plane,
Lastly, with
and the
consequently the sywk the curvature being * There is anerror here 290°peing = onlyto0-532kilos.—Ep.
their diameter,
very small,
the coefficient of
been set down at oneOr correcting the error noted above, which is in excess
to the amount
hall that ofa plane surface,
ot0795, wehave 9°00 x 222 = 19°98 ; a notable difference,—Ep,
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by making the pitch of the screw equal to its diameter the inolination of the blades will be in advantageous conditions, and the
number of revolutions per minute will be
a! = mn = 21°23,
Those conditions are also suitable for manual motive power, as the
pulleys of the screw and of the winch will be of the same
diameter.
The work of the screw thus arranged will be composed of its
thrusting power parallel to its axis, multiplied by the product of its
a by the number of revolutions added to that of the friction
of the air.
The first part gives per second :—
9°80 kilos, x 7160'85metres. —27°75 kilos,
The effect of the friction of the air on the blades or wings of the
screw, which are of taffetas silk well stretched, cannot amount to
more than 2°25 kilos. The total power to be transmitted to the
screw will therefore be equal to 30 kilos,
For such a small motive power it appears advantageous not to
have recourse to any kind of steam machinery whatever, and to
employ simple manual power. Four men acting on a winch can
without fatigue sustain for one hour this amount of labour, which
only amounts to 7°5 kilos, each,and with a relay of two additional
men, each of them can work for one hour, and rest half that time
alternately during the six hours of the journey, which form one
of the conditions of this plan.
The axis of the screw is horizontal, parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the balloon and at the height of 6°20 metres above the
bottom of the car. Its distance from the axis of the balloon is
16°80 metres.
The winch placed in the car is set in motion hy four men, and
carries a pulley which acts on another of the same diameter placed
on the arbor of the screw, and the two are connected by means of
a driving band, The number of revolutions both of the winch and
of the screw is, as already stated, about 21} per minute for aspeed
of 8 kilometres per hour.
In this position of the screw when it is worked to give progress
to the aérostat, the resistance of the air being exercised principally
on the balloon, has a tendency to disturb the situation of equilibrium of repose, which corresponds with the perfect horizontalism
of the axis of the balloon. This inclination, resulting from the
auction of the screw to produce the normal progression, will have
for measure the force of 9°80 kilos. multiplied by its distance from
the resultant of the partial resistances; this distance measured
from the axis of the screw is 12°20 metres, which gives 119.56
kilos. The total weight of the aérostat in substances heavier than
the air is 2478 kilos., including ballast, and 2043 kilos. without the
latter. The centre of gravity of this weight without the ballast is
15°75 metres from the point of application of the ascensional force
of the balloon ; consequently, the sinus of the angle of inclination
which results from these compound forces is represented by
119°56 kilos.
2043 x 15°75
which corresponds with an angle 0 deg. 13 min., which is too small
to demand any attention.
At certain moments, as, for example, when it is desired to reach
a certain given point in descending, the whole of the six men may
be set to work at the winch instead of four; and, moreover, during
2 few minutes, each of the men can easily double his exertion.
''he power of the screw will thus be momentarily tripled, and the
speed of the aérostat will then become 2°22 x
3 =3-20metres,
or, in other words, 11°5 kilos. per hour. The number of turns per
minute, both of the winch ro of the axis of the screw, would then
pess from 21°25 to 30°84, Finally, the horizontal thrust of thescrew
would become
3°20
9°30 kilos,x (555 y- 9°80 x 002 = 20°38 kilos.
The force of impulsion being thus
tarily doubled, the
sinall angle of inclination will be equally doubled, and amount to
0°26’, which is still of no commensurable importance.
(To be continued.)
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO
EXAMINE THE DESIGNS UPON WHICH SHIPS
OF
WAR
HAVE
BEEN
RECENTLY CONSTRUCTED.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE GUIDANCE OF THE COMMITTEE.
THE requirements of modern warfare having recently rendered
it necessary for the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to consider, and in some cases to adopt, various designs for ships of war
of a novel character, my lords, bearing in mind the great importunce of securing for the ships which are to form part of the royal
navy the highest attainable efficiency, have determined to ask the
advice and assistance of a Special Committee, consisting of the
following persons, in whose professional and scientific qualifications they have confidence, and to whom the designs hereinafter
mentioned will be referred for opinion and report :—Lord Dufferin
and Clandeboye, K.B., K.C.B., chairman ; Sir William Thomson,
LL.D. ; Admiral George Elliot ; Rear-Admiral Ryder; RearAdmiral Hornby; Rear-Admiral W. Houston Stewart, C.B. ;
teverend Dr. Woolley ; Professor Rankine, LL.D., F.R.S.; W.
Froude, Esq., F.R.S.; Captain Hood, R.N. ; Captain Goodenough,
R.N.; G. W. Rendel, Esq., C.E.; Peter Denny, Esq.; G. P.
Bidder, Esq., C.E. ; T. Lloyd, Esq., C.B. ; and Lieutenant-Colonel
Pasley, R.E., secretary.*
(2) In adopting this course, my lords give further effect to the
policy which they pursued in 1869, when the designs of anew type
of vessel were referred for the opinion of a Special Committee.
(3) All that my lords seek on the present occasion is a professional and scientific opinion, from persons competent to give it,
upon such designs as are or may be referred to them for that purpose, and they feel confident that within these limits the action of
the Committee will afford valuable assistance to the Constructive
Department of the Navy, as well as to their lordships.
(4) The Controller of the Navy has been instructed to prepare a
statement showing what, in the opinion of the Constructor’s Department, as naval architects, were the faulty principles of the
design of the Captain, and to what extent they contributed to her
loss. Reports have also been called for, explanatory of the constructive design of the Monarch, with respect especially to her
greater or less security as compared with the Captain. These
papers will be transmitted to the Committee, who will report how
far they concur in the opinions therein expressed. As regards this
branch of the inquiry, my lords desire that the Committee will not
confine their attention to the relative merits of the two ships, but
will also consider and report their opinion of the efficiency of the
Monarch, regarded as a first-class sea-going ship of war.
(5) Reports will also be laid before the Committee relative to
the Invincible class, the Devastation class, the Cyclops class, the
Glatton and the Inconstant class, specifying what further improvements may, in the opinion of the Constructive Department, be
made in these designs. In considering these reports, the Committee will advise my lords whether, with reference to the present
state of the science of naval architecture and the requirements of
naval warfare, the principles which should regulate the form and
type of war ships to be built for the service of this country are
fully satistied by these designs, with the improvements recommended in them, or whether any further modifications are
desirable,
(6) The papers laid before the Committee will be accompanied
by explanatory drawings, and a draughtsman will attend when
required to afford such farther information as the Committee may
desire in matters of detail.
* On the 10th May Lieutenant-Colonel Pasley was added to the committee asa member and honorary secretary. —
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(7) In order that the inquiry may cause as little impediment as (such as despatch vessels, gun vessels, &c.), a simple and perhaps;
ces, a safe method by which the amen
possible to the transaction of the ordinary business of the Con- under ieee ci
structive Department, my lords request that, if the Committee ments of the British navy may from time to time be estimated,
of other nations in designing
should require any documents, drawings, or
calculations to be is to watch carefully the
prepared especially for their use, or should think the personal and constructing ships of war, and to take care that our own
attendance of any of the principal officers of ‘that department fleet shall be more than equal both in the number and
necessary for the prspese of furnishing. verbal information, or eed of its ships to that actually at the disposal of any other
t of the
giving evidence before them, they will notify their wish to the ower. But having regard to the rapidly changing
Controller of the Navy, who will make such arrangements as may long vexed question of guns against armour, as well as to the
essentially transitory character of our existence as a Committee,
best suit the convenience of the service.
(8) With these exceptions the Committee will be at liberty to we are compelled to cast our thoughts into the future, and to
invite such persons as they may think proper to give evidence found conclusions, not upon experience alone, but in some di
upon theory and conjecture. For the purpose of this inquiry,
before them.
(9) In order to avoid any unnecessary lengthening of the inquiry therefore, we are disposed to measure the naval forces of other
my lords desire that the Committee will devote their attention nations less by the ships and guns which they at this moment
exclusively to the designs and subjects which are now or hereafter possess, than by those which we have reason to think it is, or soon
may be specially referred by their lordships’ directions for their will be, in their power to obtain, and which any nation that may
report, and that they will abstain from taking into consideration design to strike a serious blow at this country at sea, whether at
any questions, whether of new design or improved appliances, which home or abroad, will probably take care to procure before
are not obviously or
rily
ted with the precise point attempting to do so. Hitherto the powers of offence, represented
by artillery, and of defence by armour, have advanced almost pari
so referred to them.
VERNON LUSHINGTON,
U88U,
ti
one,
ti
the other slightly in advance;
12th January, 1871.
ut we appear now to be closely approaching a period when the
REPORT.
gun will assert a final and definitive superiority.
Admiralty, 26th July, 1871.
When the Devastation was designed there was reason to
The undersigned members of the Committee appointed by the believe that armour such as hers (12in. plates, besides backing)
by any nation.
Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to examine certain recent was impenetrable to the most powerful gun
designs for ships of war have the honour to submit the following Since that time the adoption of improved gunpowder for heavy
report. The instructions issued by their lordships for our guns has so far increased the penetration of the 25-ton gun that,
guidance required us to confine our attention to such designs and at close ranges, the Devastation can no longer be said to be imsubjects as have been specially referred to us, and to abstain from penetrable to the guns actually carried in the turrets of the
taking into consideration any questions, whether of new designs Monarch. Nor is this all. The Devastation herself is to carry
or improved appliances, which are not obviously or necessarily guns of far greater power (35 tons) than those of the Monarch,
connected with them. The result of our investigation of the and we see no reason to believe that the limit of weight and
comparative safety of the Captain and the Monarch, and of the power in guns will even then have been reached. Sir William
influence which the principles adopted in the design of the former Armstrong, in an important letter which he addressed to Lord
vessel had upon her loss, was communicated to their lordships in Dufferin on the 3rd of March, and of which a copy is annexed,
our special report of the 27th of March last. Besides dealing says: “‘ Even now the Elswick Company would not hesitate to
with this question we were called upon to offer an opinion upon the accept orders for rifled guns of 14in. calibre, throwing shot half a
several classes of ships of war represented by the following vessels, ton weight with a charge of two hundredweight of powder, and to
viz. :—the Monarch, the Invincible, the Devastation, the Cyclops, pledge their reputation on the success of the undertaking.” He
the Glatton, the Inconstant. As regards these classes, including as adds, that “‘ there are good reasons for inferring that no thickness
they do a very large portion of the British navy, we were of iron less than 20in., supported by a backing corresponding to
instructed to advise their lordships whether, ‘* with reference to that used in the Hercules, would have oeAchance of offering the
the present state of the science of naval architecture and the required resistance” to such a gun. Another very eminent authorequirements of naval warfare the principles which should regulate rity, Sir Joseph Whitworth, in the accompanying paper with
the form and type of war ships to be built for the service of this which he has favoured us, says that he is prepared to undertake
country are fully satisfied by these designs, with the improvements to make a gun of llin. bore which shall penetrate armour 16in.
recommended in them, or whether any further modifications are thick at 1000 yards, and that, for protection against a 13in. bore
desirable.” In carrying out this part of our instructions we have gun the armour would require to be not less than 24in, thick.
adhered, as closely as possible, to the terms of the clause We see no reason to doubt that it is within the resources of science
previously referred to, in which we were desired to confine to construct guns of the power described, whilst it is certain that
ourselves exclusively to the precise designs laid before us ; but no first-class sea-going ship of war of manageable size can be made
the requirements of modern naval warfare are so multi- to carry complete armour protection of anything like 24in, in thickfarious and so complex, that we found it impossible to ness, nor do we feel at ail confident that even this thickness, if
judge how far they are satisfied by certain specified types, without attained, would permanently continue to be impenetrable. It
considering to what extent these types are supplemented by other remains, then, to consider whether, when these probabilities beclasses of ships. It was necessary also in each case to keep come accomplished facts, ship armour will retain any value, or
steadily in view the particular class of services which the ship is whether it ought not rather to be abandoned as a mere costly
intended to perform, this \being an essential element in con- encumbrance. Sir William Armstrong, as will be seen on refersidering the merits of its design, It will thus be seen ence to his letter, contemplates and recommends the reducthat notwithstanding the limitation in our instructions, tion of armour-plating to a minimum, or even its total abanby which several very important lines of investigations, donment. His opinion, and the grounds on which it is based,
early allied to the subject-matter of our inquiry, have been are entitled to great respect, and have received our best and most
closed to us, the task imposed upon us has been one of no careful consideration. But we have found ourselves unable to
little labour. It has involved the consideration of the principal arrive at the same conclusion, After making every allowance for
problems which occupy the mind and test the ingenuity of the the disadvantages that attend the use of an enormous dead weight
naval architect, and has included a minute review of most of the of very costly armour, which after all is not absolutely impeneclasses of war ships in her Majesty’s navy. When it is remem- trable to certain special guns, we cannot lose sight of
bered that the thorough investigation of any one of the numerous the indisputable tact that in an action between an armourbranches of this inquiry is an operation necessarily requiring close clad and an unarmoured ship (assuming that they carry guns
and long continued attention, it will be seen that, within the brief of equal power) the former has, and must have, an immense
period allotted to our labours, it was impossible to do more than advantage in being able to penetrate the sides of her adversary at a
deal with each topic in a very general manner. It is also to be distauce at which she is herself impenetrable; and further, in
observed that many of the data which we werecompelled to assume being able to use with effect those most destructive projectiles
have been as yet but imperfectly tested by experiment, while the “common” shells, which would fall harmless from her own
rapid changes which warlike appliances are almost daily under- armoured sides. Even assuming that absolute impenetrability to
going necessarily introduce a theoretical element into all investi- shot proves to be unattainable, it is still our opinion that the time
gations of this nature. A perfect ship of war is a desideratum has not come to throw off armour altogether, but that it is
which has never yet been attained, and is now further than ever necessary that the first ranks of our ships of war should continue
removed from our reach. Any near approach to perfection in one to carry armour of as great resisting power as possible. Before
direction inevitably brings with it disadvantages in another. quitting this part of our subject, we desire to remark that,
From the time when ships of war first carried artillery, and were although as before pointed out there are serious difficulties in
thus converted from mere vehicles for the transport of armed men the way of increasing to any material extent the thickness of
into engines of war, naval architects have been compelled, in de- armour applied in tlie usual manner to sea-going ships, viz., in
signing them, to content themselves with a more or less satisfac- the form of a complete belt around the ship, from stern to stern,
tory compromise. The difficulty, always great, of bringing into at the water line, besides local protection for guns, men, Xc.,
harmony the conflicting features which are desirable in a ship of itis not by any means certain that some method may not be devised
war, was much increased by the adoption of steam power through- of securing the requisite reserve of buoyancy by other means than
out the navy ; the form of hull which was thought to be requisite armour plating. Were this accomplished the area of the armour
for obtaining the best results under steam alone being very dif- might be diminished, and its thickness increased in a correferent from that most suitable for sailing. When to this was sponding degree. The ship would then comprise a very strongly
added the still more serious embarrassment arising from the plated central citadel, surrounded and supported by an unintroduction of armour |plating, the problem presented to naval armoured raft constructed ona cellular system, or containing some
buoyant substance such as cork, which, without offering any
architects became one of extreme difficulty and complexity.
For some time, indeed, after the necessity of using armour material resistance to the passage of projectiles, would not be deplating had been recognised, but before the penetrative power of prived of its buoyancy by penetration,
In the absence of any practical experience of the effect of large
artillery had reached its present stage of development, the question
how to unite in one ship the power of sailing, steaming, and carry- sheels or of torpedoes upon such a structure as that which we
ing both heavy guns and armour, although difficult, did not appear have in view, it is impossible to say with confidence that the
to be insoluble, and was met with remarkable ability, and a very object aimed at would be thus attained, and if it were, conselarge measure of success by the Constructive Department of the quences of so much importance and value would follow that we
Navy. In the meantime, however, a rapid progressive increase in think it right to indicate this line of inquiry as worthy of experithe power of artillery led to a corresponding augmentation in mental investigation.
Another mode in which it is possible that additional carrying
thickness and weight of the armour borne by ships, until the point
had been reached at which it became impossible to combine in one power (and egy corns! the means of increasing the thickness of
vessel all the qualities which it is desirable a ship of war should armour) may be obtained, is by an alteration in the form of the
possess consistently with the attainment of a very high degree of hull at and below the water line. An important investigation,
efficiency in any of the more important of them. The necessity, which has for some time past been pursued by one of our colin some cases at least, of altogether sacrificing some one desirable leagues, Mr. Froude, has, although not yet complete, led to the
feature in order that another may be secured in a higher degree belief that the lines usually adopted for obtaining high 5
than would otherwise be possible, was recognised by their lord- under steam may perhaps prove to be actually less adapted to
ships when they adopted the design of the Devastation class, in which that purpose than a form which will admit of much greater weight
the power of sailing was entively pee up in favour of that of carry- being carried by a ship of equal length. In order to test this on a
ing thick armour and very powerful guns—of moving under steamat larger scale than has hitherto been within Mr. Froude’s reach,
a fair, although not very high speed, and, finally, of carrying a suffi- their lordships have approved of experiments being undertaken to
cient quantity of coal to admit of voyages across the Atlantic ascertain the actual resistance offered by the water to the passage
being made without the aid of sails. In the Inconstant class a com- of vessels of different forms and at various rates of speed. As
promise of a similar character, but in a different direction, had these experiments will occupy some time, it is not in our power to
previously been sanctioned, the protection of armour being alto- do more than refer to them as indicating one of the directions in
gether abandoned in order to secure very high speed under steam, which important advantages may be soug't with a fair prospect of
.
combined with as efficient sail power as could be attained without success,
The carrying power of ships may certainly be to some extent
interference with the essential feature of. great speed under steam
p
of
d engines into her Majesty’s
alone. Each of these t
possesses valuable features which are increased ¥ the
totally wanting in the other. Each in our opinion meets a part of service.
e are aware that this modification of the ordi ary
the requirements of modern warfare, and must (subject to modifi- marine engine has not escaj
the notice of the Constructive
cation and improvement) continue to be represented in the British Department of the Navy, and that some few of her Majesty’s ships
navy. To endeavour to arrive at a conclusion on the abstract have been so fitted. But its use has recently become very general
merits of either, regarded simply as a ship of war, without refer- in the mercantile marine, and the weight of pos vcdhagy Afavour
rence to the many and various duties which the navy of this of the large economy of fuel thereby gained is, to our minds, overcountry is called upon to perform, would lead to no useful result. whelming and conclusive. It is unnecessary for us to say that in
in, in our investigation of the merits of the Monarch, it designing a ship economy of fuel may mean either thicker armour,
has
been evident to us that, regarded as a first-class sea-going greater speed, a smaller and cheaper ship, or the power of moving
sooording to the
ce
armoured ship of war, with large sail power, her place in the under steam alone for an increased
navy is in a clas to which, notwithstanding the difference in their whigh the ship is intended to pak ty We beg fea) Bi Cetdon
armaments, the Hercules and the Sultan (which have not been éarnestly to recommend that the use of compaun engine may be
cted, and
referred to us) equally belong; and that the opinion we feel called generally adopted i ships of war hereafter tobe
upon to express with regard to the Monarch must be applicable a
i can be done with due regard to economy and
whenever it
in
a very great degree to those ships also. Diarogarding theto the convenience of the ore hedsod sireedy built,
smaller piB of sea-going vessels belonging to the naval service :
Fo, be continued. ’
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not to be found in the “report” proper. The com- useless encumbrance, The entire value of the committee’s
mittee, however, are not without some reasonable argument is based on assumptions which they expressly
ground of excuse. The subjects dealt with by them are repudiate elsewhere—namely, that it is possible to build
complex and involved in the highest degree. From first an armour-plated ship which shall beas fast, and mount as
to last there is an absence of anything like the absolute heavy guns, and carry as much coal as an unarmoured ship,
evidence of facts upon which to argue. Everything con- We could have two comparatively small unarmoured shi
nected with our navy appears to be a matter of opinion. for much less than the cost of one ironclad. Where would
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
One authority holds one view; another equally eminent that ironclad be in an hour if she were attacked by the
Post-office
Money Orders payable in England, being now obtainable and equally competent to arrive at a just conclusion, two unarmoured ships at the same time? Sir William
in thefollowing countries, THE ENGINEER will be weekly dispatched holds opinions directly opposite. The difficulty seems Armstrong’s evidence on the subject is conclusive; and we
apie from the office, 163, Strand, to
ibers remitting to arise in this way. We have for many years gone on have more reason than ever for holding that, except in
y money order, according to thefollowing scale :—
z 8.
£s.4. building ships intended to prove highly efficient in time the case of certain special vessels intended for harbour
Argentine Republic peryear 116 0| Japan
oo of peryear 2 5 0 of war; but since we began building them we never have and coast defence, armourplating becomes every day more
‘Australia ng ee
”
116 0| Malta
oe o”
116 0 been engaged in a war worth the name.
We do not and more useless and out of place.
Belgium .. «zs
tio06=l
eS
4
116 0
Brazil
Boer tes
.
116 0| Netherlands
PAS =
250 possess at this moment a single ironclad ship which
It is imposible, within the limits of a single article, to deal
British Columbia ..
”
116 0| New Brunswick ..
”
116 0
British Guiana...
”
116 0| Newfoundland .,
as
116 6 has chased an enemy, engaged a battery, or ma- comprehensively with all the questions which this report
b
ee ee
pa
116 0| New South Wales
se
116 0 neeuvred in action. Therefore, all our stock of infor- suggests. In our next impression we propose to consider
Cape of Good Hope
po
116 0| New Zealand
oo
2
116 0
China.. oe oe
”
2 6 0O| Switzerland
oe
”
250
some of the conclusions at which the committee have
Denmark °
”
2 5 O| Turkey
- a0
°
250 mation as: to how they would behave when called- arived
concerning existing types of war ships.
gypt
——
3
116 0| United States ..
=
116 0 upon to discharge the duties for which they are specially
Germany ..« oe
”
2 5 ©} West Coast of Africa
ae
1 0 constructed is based on analogy, or is purely matter of
Gibraltar °°:
116 0| West Indies
23
;
116 0
METROPOLITAN DRAINAGE,
opinion.
This
fact,
no
doubt,
is
a
good
apology
for
some
THE ENGINEER is sent weekly post-free direct from the office,
AFTER an expenditure of nearly eight millions on the
163, Strand, to subscribers in the following countries on receipt of of the defects of the report with which we are dealing ; but
subscription by bill on London or otherwise, according to the fol- we are none the less disappointed to find a paper prepared drainage of the metropolis, it is not very satisfactory to
lowing scale :—
8. d.
£ sd. by competent men, writing with every possible advantage learn that one of the principal objects intended to be
Austria oe +» peryear 2 5 0 Norway
om e+ peryear 31230 as regards the means of obtaining the most accurate effected has been but very imperfectly accomplished. It is
Buenos Ayres ves
oa
2 5 0 Panama ee oe
9
116 0
Chiliand Peru...
pa
2 5 O Russia
oo ee
2
214 Oj information, supplying so little matter for our guidance in well known that the essential feature of the main drainage
Greece
ee
pat 2 5 O Spain
ee oe
”
240 future,and leaving many questions as absolutely unsettled as scheme was the purification of the river Thames during so
India.. a oe
»
2 5 0 Sweden
ee ee
9
250 though the committee had never met. The nation, as far as much of its course as may be said to lie actually through
Italy .. oe ee
me
25 0|
these things go, is is just where it was, because the defection London. It was not so much a removal of the metropolitan
of a most influential section of the committee on very im- sewage from the homes of the inhabitants, as a diversion
TO OORRESPONDENTS,
portant points cannot be got over. Whether, for example, of the route it formerly followed in its passage to the out*," We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we we decide to adhere closely to the policy sketched by the flow. Before the main drainage works were executed the
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
larger number of the committee, or select by preference sewage was discharged into the Thames, and at present it
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THe ENGINEER, or contain- that formed by Admirals Elliot and Ryder, we can, in either is so still. The difference is merely that other points along
ing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of case argue with truth, that our conclusions are based on the river have been selected to receive it, and, if report
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous those of men perfectly competent to express opinions of speaks truly, discharges take place at pene where they
the highest value, and this circumstance must, we fear, go Bens not take place. Very recently the chairman of the
communications,
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to far to deprive the report of any value at all. It is much to City Commissioners of Sewers, at a meeting of the Court
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the be regretted that the verdict pronounced is not the verdict of of Common Council, made the grave statement that there
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the the whole body of the committee, speaking as one man. were serious shortcomings in the interception of the main
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that Such as the report is, however, notwithstanding its defects drainage of the city, and that in consequence there was a
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No and our disappointment, we are quite willing to admit continual and extensive pollution of the river Thames. <A
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with that, when taken with the evidence of the witnesses, it statement of this character, coming from such unquestionthese instructions.
contains some things well worthy of notice, and places able authority, is not a light matter. It is quite possible that
A Youno Te_ecrapPHist.—A letter addressed to the secretary to the society, almost unintentionally, in a very clear light certain facts the case may be somewhat exaggerated, and a knowledge of
25, Great George-street, Westirinster, will obtain you all the information
which must exert an important influence on the construc- the other side of the question may alter, in some degree, the
you require.
INQuIRER.—We have not seen the specification, but we are perfectly certain tion of the navy of the future.
serious aspect it presents; but until this serious statethat neither the gentleman you name nor any one else can solve the perpetual
We may, we think, hope to be excused if we are so far ment has received the consideration it deserves, and
motion problem.
ye 4 (Skipton).—As your scheme is totally impracticable we decline to egotistical as to begin by calling attention to the fact that the refutation that ought to be forthcoming from the
publish it. Have you Jormed the least idea of the power which would be all the arguments which have appeared in this journal responsible parties, it cannot be permitted to be quietly
expended in working your wire ropes ?
J. W. (Liskeard).—We cannot find the particular advertisement to which you against the use of ironclad ships—some of them dating back shelved, as too often happens in similar cases. - It
refer, but you can no doubt obtajn what you want from any firm making to a period years before the appointment of the committee is seventeen years since the Metropolitan Board of Works
bolts and nuts; the Patent Nut and Bolt Company, Middlesbrough, for was thought of—have been fully endorsed in the book undertook the task of intercepting the sewage from
example.
K. K. wd We know nothing whatever of the work on the slide valve to which before us, It will be remembered that we have urged the river, and after the sum mentioned has been exyou refer. There is a good practical work on the slide valve by Burgh, and
a most elaborate and exhaustive investigation of the theory of various that in the face of the increasing power of ordnance, pended in the prosecution of the scheme, we are now
walve gears, by Professor Zeuner. As regards -your second question, we armour-plating was becoming useless, except for coast told that the work, so far as the City is concerned, is
have the matter under consideration.
Lonosicut.—
You have forgotten to suy how mang skips of stone are raised defence ships, when it could be used of enormous thickness. “grievously incomplete.” If to this statement we add
per hour. To raise one per minute would require an engine of about We pointed out that a thin armour-plate, by causing the others that have been made on equally good authority,
siz indicated horse-power ; of course an engine of 1-horse power would bursting ofa shell, was worse than no armour plate at all; respecting the condition of the river higher up the stream,
raise the materials at the same rate they can be raised by a single horse as at
are afraid that our metropolitan drainage and sewerage
present. If you want the size of cylinder stated you must supply the infor- and we argued that an excessively fast unarmoured ship, we
carrying very heavy guns, would prove more useful in war works will hardly justify the eulogistic terms in which we
mation we require.
C A. (Northfield House).—J/ you established a vacuuia in a 27in> condenser than a lumbering ironclad, comparatively slow, very much have always made mention of them. The amount of
water would rise into it from a depth of 25ft., but no reliance can be overweighted, and, of necessity, compelled to fight her sewage and refuse matter that might surreptitiously find
placed on condensers which are supplied from considerable depths without
the aid of a pump. The velocity with which the water would enter will lighter foe at just such a range as that foe found to suit its way into the river could not be of much consequence ;
depend on the length of the pipes, the perfection of the vacuum, and the her best. In this expression of opinion we find our- but the affair is very different when a certain number of
state of the barometer.
selves supported directly by Sir William Armstrong, recognised sewers continually discharge their contents into
and, indirectly, by Sir Joseph Whitworth, who, after first the stream within the limits of the interdicted course. Let
OXIDE OF IRON PAINT.
stating that he will undertake to punch armour I6in. us investigate a little more in detail the allegations
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—A great deal has been said lately by correspondents in the Field thick at a range of 1000 yards, and sees no difticulty in brought forward and the answers and explanations given
in fayour of Astbury’s oxide of iron paints for all kinds of ironwork, &c. making a gun which will demolish armour 24in. thick, by the opposite side.
If any of your readers have used these pigments for boilers we should adds, in the most innocent fashion, that he “ prefers not
It is stated broadly, on the authority of the engineer to
like to have their opinion as to their superiority to red lead.
February 29th, 1372.
R. 8. anp Co,
giving an opinion with regard to the protection of a ship, the City Commissioners of Sewers, that nine of the principal
sewers in the City and eighteen of the subsidiary
his
attention
having
been
hitherto
directed
to
devising
the
Letters velating to advertisements and the publishing department of the paper best means of penetrating armour.” We are quite content ones communicate
with the river, in the free and unimare to beaddressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all other
letters to beaddressed to the Editor of Tae Encineer, 163, Strand.
to rest our case on the evidence of two such eminent autho- peded manner which characterised their flow previous
Tae Enaineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country rities; and it is clear that the committee, although for to the existence of the Metropolitan Board of Works.
at the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
very obvious reasons, they would not take upon them- In other words, whatever improvements may have
JSrom the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
Half-yearly (including double number) .. «2 «2 £0 14s. 6d.
selves the heavy responsibility of suggesting that no more been effected with respect to the condition of metroYearly (including two double numbers) ..
- £1 9a. Od.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sizpence per annum will seagoing ironclads should be built, yet pronounce, after politan sewers, these particular sewers have remained in
be made, Tar ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad.
all, a very dubious opinion as to the value of plating. precisely the same state as heretofore. Were this the
°%,* The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings ; “ After making every allowance,” say the committee, “for extent of the allegation, it is quite sufficient to draw very
each line afterwards, ninepence. The line averages eight words ; blocks are
charged the same rate for the space they fill. Ali single advertisements from the disadvantages that attend the use of an enormous dead prominent attention to the question of the completeness of
the country must be accompanied by stamps in payment.
weight of very costly armour, which, after all, is not abso- our main drainage system, whether it is in reality adequate
ADVERTISEMENTS CANNOT BE INserrap uxcess Dettverep serore Six o'clock on lutely impenetrable to certain special guns, we cannot lose to the requirements, constantly augmenting, which are
Tuvaspay EvenineG IN FACH Wees.
sight of the indisputable fact that, in an action between an imposed upon it,orwhether it is only partiallyso. But this
a
armoured and an unarmoured ship (assuming that they is not all. It is further asserted that the proportion of
carry guns of equal power), the former has, and must have, sewers other than those acting as principal or main chanTHE
ENGINEER.
an immense advantage in being able to penetrate the sides nels which are intercepted and diverted from their course
of her adversary at a distance at which she is herself im- towards the river is very small, comparatively, to those
FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1872.
penetrable; and, further, in being able to use with effect which pursue their way in that direction totally
those most destructive projectiles “common shell,” which unchecked.
The ratio is as the numbers 530 and 193,
ENGLISH SHIPS OF WAR.
would fall harmless from her own armoured sides.” The or nearly as three to one.
It must, in the face of
Tue report of the committee appointed “ to examine the italics in the foregoing passage are ours, and we do not this statement, be admitted that any sewerage works underdesigns upon which ships of war have recently been con- claim too much when we assert that this statement, repre- taken with the object of adequately accomplishing the
structed” has just been made public, and we publish it with senting, as it does, all that can be urged in favour of iron- drainage of a city, cannot be said to answer their purpose
the instructions drawn up by the Government for the guid- clad ships, virtually endorses all our arguments against if these proportions exist between their efficiency and their
ance of the committee in another place. We confess that them. One of the most important points in favour of the shortcomings. The exact truth of the ratio is not of so
we have perused this report with a sense of disappointment unarmoured ship is that, with the same speed, draught of much importance as the fact that the works are not suffigrowing deeper and deeper as we turned over page after water, and coal capacity, she can carry and fight much ciently complete to provide for the drainage of a large area
page. Notwithstanding the eminent attainments of the larger and heavier guns than an ironclad. The assumption of the city. That the whole of the sewage is not transported
members composing the committee, and the number of that the two ships would carry guns of equal power is the even into the river so fast as it accumulates is rendered
the witnesses examined, the document adds little if amy defi- weak point in the argument of the committee. But even manifest, not by the statements that haye been put fornite information to that which we already possessed. We if it were not, and although we grant that both vessels ward, but by collateral and corroborative testimony which
anticipated that this report would to all intents and pur- mount 40-ton guns, what follows! Such guns would punch results from the truth of those statements, which it conposes prove an abl¢ and exhaustive treatise on the merits 10in. armour at 2000 yards; and it is certain that the firms. It is not very long since the basement of the houses
and demerits of English men-of-war; our readers can judge ironclad ship to enjoy any special immunity due to her in Bridge-street, Blackfriars, was literally flooded with
for themselves how far the comments of the committee armour must keep beyond that distance from her unar- sewage and refuse liquid, and at present complaints are
fulfil this anticiption. Few and far between as the con- moured foe. But does any one imagine that nayal actions continually being made regarding the nuisance that preclusions arrived at are, the committee
are not unanimous will be fought out to the bitter end at ranges of over a vails in the same locality, arising from the abominable
concerning them; and it appears to us that for all prac- mile? If there was a little sea on, not one projectile in a stench generated at certain times of the tide, This is due
tical purposes the labours of the committee have been to a dozen would make a fair hit. An action at long range to the
damming back and consequent overflow of the Fleet
great extent useless. It is fortunate that those interested would not be finished in
a day.
in, the unar- sewer, the injurious effects of which extendas faras King’s
are supplied with the means of weighing for themselves the moured ship steaming at eighteen knots—a velocity by no Cross. That thisnuisance does exist, and is not
an imaginayy
information supplied by those examined. We are not com- means impossible of attainment—would by no means rest grievance, may be gathered from the fact that about a couple
pelled to take the opinjgns of the members of the com- content to fight the ironclad at long range. She would in of months agoit was made the subject of a formal complaint.
inittee
as final, and much jnformatian
can be
from a very few minutes put herself so Close ‘to her slower foe A deputation consisting of hoyseholders, ratepayers, and
the parliamentary blue-bagk as a whole which is certainly that the armour of the Jatter would become a worse than other persons interested in the sanitary welfate of the
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
P.
—MM. Xavier and Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
-*-Messrs. A. ASHER and Co., 11, Unter den Linden.
—Messrs. Gero.p and Co., Booksellers.
LEIP@IC.—A.rnonse Diirzr, Bookseller.
N
ORK.—Wi_imer and Rocers, 47, Nassau-street.
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“Improvements ain the production
of chlorine and hydrochloric acid,
att.
x:
ishes of St. Pancras, Clerkenwell, and St. —— absolutely indispensable which will involve a cost of probably nearly £100,000 before it is in working order, the 509. James HarGREAves and Tuomas Ropinsoy, Widnes, Lancashire,
ington, waited upon the Board of Works and presen
“Improvements in the manufacture of alkalies, and in apparatus
a memorial which contained a full description of the evil probability of the more extended necessity may become
therein.”
alleged, the cause of it, and the injurious consequences that very soon and very unpleasantly apparent. One thing is 510.employed
ALEXANDER BRowNE, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘‘An improved
had ensued to the neighbourhood from its Fpponrsn. Fog quite certain, that the duties which the existing sewers
method of and
for treating and
the stalks
of a
certain v A
pe he known and
in France
long unremedied, The houses were rendered uninhabit- have to perform wiil increase annually with the correspondas
asse
d’Alfa
(Sparte),’
to
adapt
it
for
manufacturing
able owing to the continual presence of the foul smell ing augmentation of the population. Another circum—_ "A communication from the Count of Montebello (Charles),
snipes by the overflowing of the Fleet sewer. Low stance that would add to the demands already made upon
Jonn Clayton Mewsury, Fleet-street, London, “Improvements in
fever, diphtheria, and other
which can arise only their capabilities would be a better water supply for the 511.yawns
Canemeg ”—A communication from Pierre Charles Florentin
from such a cause, prevailed to an alarming degree, and the metropolis, which it is only fair to assume will be provided
Joseph ulers-Vernier, Lille, France.
512.
Bristow Hunt, Ser
Lincoln’s-inn, London, “ Im
its
case was of such a character as to call for the adoption of in the course of a few years. Without desiring to act the
in the manufacture of pottery
and in the apparatus to be
prompt and immediate measures, calculated to place on a part of an alarmist, enough has been stated to show that
employed therein.”—A cutegmeniantion tun Samuel Rogers Thompson,
Portsmouth, Rockingham, New Ham
, U.S.
permanently proper and healthy footing the sanitary con- there are some serious defects in our present metropolitan
JaMEs ANDERSON, New-|
donderry, Ireland, ‘‘ Improvedition of the district. There can be little doubt, however drainage. Evidently a great deal more has been supposed 513,ments
in page eRe and in obtaining iron, sodium,
jum,
prone the complainants might have been to exaggerate the to be done than what is actually accomplished. The public
phosphorus, chlorine, or their compounds, and in a
erefor.”
HENDERSON, Glasgow,
kshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements
state of affairs in their respective parishes, that in the main have taken for granted that the works were complete, but 514.in THomas
screw
s
ers,
it is of the serious nature attributed to it. It will be seen the cost of the new sewer at King’s Cross will convince 516. Henry Derries, Houndsditch, London, “ Certain improvements in
railway carriage, street, and other lamps.”
as we proceed that it is admitted to be so by those who are them to the contrary.
517. THomas Scruton, Birmingham, ‘‘ Improvements in coffins.”
responsible for its occurrence.
518. Wittiam CHARLES McEnter, Birmingham, “Improvements in
o far as the drainage of the City is concerned, it appears
horseshoes and shoes for other animals.”
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
519. WILLIAM FREDERICK HesHvuyseN, Chancery-lane, London, ‘“ An autofrom Mr. Bazalgette’s own report that not half the whole
maatic water or other fluid regulator.”
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
area of that portion of the ~~. «3 has yet been drained
521. Witt1am Ropert Lake, Southamp ton baitlai: gs, London, “ Imwrovements in breech-loading fire arms." — A communication from
in the manner it should be.
orks are in course of conHenry Ernest, —— Ohio, U.S.
struction to complete the undertaking, but when they will Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months. 522.jeorge
Freperic Hinton, Lyme
, Dorsetshire, “Improvements in
Oyton, Sneinton, Nottinghamshire, ‘“ Improvements in
be finished seems rather dubious.- Considerable stress is 2839. WiLL1AM
collars for horses or other
ht animals.”
hi y or PY ti
loyed
in the
facture
of looped or 523.breast
—<
ALFRED TyLor, Newgate-street, London, and Francis Grorcr
laid upon the numerous difficulties attending their comknitted fabrics.”—24th October, 1871.
Fveury,
Merrick-square,
Southwark,
Surrey,
‘‘ Improvements in appa3268.
Georce
Reap,
Deal,
Kent,
and
Joun
James
Nicko..,
South-hill
pletion. Owing to the narrow thoroughfares which the
ratus for regulating, controlling, and arresting the flow of liquids and
House, Gravesend, Kent, ‘‘ An improved method of and apparatus for
preventing waste.”—17th February, 1872.
various lines of intercepting sewers have to traverse,
8
g, applicable to use in ships or on land.”—4th December, 1871.
WittiaM Ropert Lake, South
ton-buildings, London, “ Imand the vast amount of heavy traffic with which the streets 45. WiLttiamM Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Improvements 527. ee
in furnaces for steam boilers.”—A communication from
in printin,
hi
"—A
ication from Richard March Hoe,
[eae
are encumbered, a very careful examination of the different
eorge H. Diehl,
Illinois, U.S.
New York, U.S.—5th -January,
1872.
528.
Joun
WittiaM
Greco,
Great
Brunswick-street,
Dublin, “‘ Improvelocalities is necessary, in order to arrive at the determi- 200. WittiaM Ropert Lake, South
buildi
London, “Imin paraffin and other lanterns and lamps.”
provements in furnaces and apparatus connected therewith, more 529.ments
nation of the best route. All this is, no doubt, true
Bristow Hunt, Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London, ‘‘ Improvements
pecially
designed
for
an
imp
d
method
of
heating
gas
retorts.”
—
in leather or other stiffenings for boots and shoes.”—A communication
enough, but why was it not all arranged long ago! The
A communication from Emile Muller and Auguste Eichelbrenner,
= Nathan Johnson Simonds, Woburn, Middlesex, Massachusetts,
Paris. —22ad January, 1872.
City always has been, and, in spite of all improvements,
206.
Hesketa
Hvuoaues,
Homerton,
London,
‘‘
An
improved
fastener
for
always will be, overcrowded with heavy traffic; and what531. Samuet Nuttatt, Shuttleworth, near Bury, Lancashire, “ Imscarves and neckties.” —23rd January, 1872.
ts in shuttles for looms.”—A communication from Thomas
ever operations have to be carried out which necessitate a 257. ALBERT UncereR, Simmering, near Vienna, Austria, ‘‘ An improved
Westerly, Stunnington, Connecticut, U.S.
process or method and apparatus for preparing plants to render them 532.Isherwood,
breaking up of the streets must be done in the teeth of all
NoaH Beamisu, Liverpool, ‘‘ Improvements in steam and other
useful
in
the
manufacture
of
paper
san
on
January,
1872.
motive power engines, and in the arrangement of same, which imobstacles of this nature. To plead as the cause of delay, 270. ALEXANDER ANNANDALE, jun., Beltonford Paper Mills, Dunbar, N.B.,
are more esp ‘ially adapted to marine engines.”
‘‘Improvements in the manufacture of paper and in machinery or 539.P Epwix ts Cuapwick,
in works which ought to have been carried out years ago,
East Sheen, Mortlake, Surrey, “‘ Improvements
for the purpose.” —27th January, 1872.
the existence of difficulties and impediments which have 279.appliances
in the construction of roads and ways, and in the mode or means of
Wittiam Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘“ An
—-, such roads or ways, and the lands and houses adjacent
been, and always will be, speaking mathematically, a conimproved
um cement.”—A communication from Emil Friedrich
ereto.”
Schott, Seesen, Germany.—30th Janwary, 1872.
stant quantity, is not a reason, but an excuse for their 289.August
Davip Stevens, Godolphin Mills, Townshend, near Hayle, Cornwall,
Joun Wakp, Goodge-street, Tottenham-court-road, London, “ Im- 540.“Improvements
in and connected with apparatus or machines for
non-accomplishment. Railways and gas companies manage
provements in the mode and means for securing ear-rings to the ears.”
= ing or reducing ores and mineral substances.”—19th February
—8l1st January, 1872.
somehow or another to burrow under our streets at
872.
MaNsEL Bay y, King’s-road, Brighton, Sussex, “‘ A new or improved 542. Paitip Henry Hammonp Nickson, Newton-on-the-Hill, Salop, “‘ Ar
different depths, from that of a mere superficial trench to $19.combined
machine for printing with or without self-inking apparatus,
improved lining for fireproof safes.”
excavations of 20ft. and 30ft., in spite of everything, fixed
perforating, stamping, copying, and embossing.”
—lst February, 1872.
Henry Duncan Preston CunNINGHAM, Bury House, Alverstoke,
or movable, that is situated on the surface. Mr. Bazal- 833. CARL FERDINAND SCHUSSLER and CaRL WILHELM WaGNeEk, Bohn’s 544.Hants,
‘‘ An improvement in fork
Hotel,
Circus,
Minories,
London,
“
Improved
motive
power
engines.”
—
546. JAMES ARCHIBALD Jaques, Tottenham, Middlesex, and Jonn THomas
sette reduces the nine main sewers mentioned by Mr.
2nd February, 1872.
Oakey,
Grange-road, Bermondsey, Surrey, ‘Improvements in madaywood to three, remarking that the remaining six are 348. SamueL Cur.er, Lind-street, Ryde, Isle of Wight, “‘ Improvements
for grin:
and surf:
articles
of iron or steel.”
in fastening and securing window sashes and preventing the rattling 548.chines
comparatively of unimportant dimensions.
In the abALEXANDER ANNANDALE, jun., Beltonford Paper Mills, Dunbar, N.B.,
thereof.”—3rd February, 1872.
“* Imp
ts in
hinery or appliances for the manufacture,
sence of accurate particulars respecting the actual size, this 452. Joun JAMES ALLINGHAM, Hamilton-road, Everton, Liverpool, ‘‘ Imrenewal,
and
repair
of
knotter
pla’
used
in paper mills.”—20¢i
proved means of and apparatus for moving vessels through the
point must remain undecided, p< so. it is a little curious
February, 1872.
554.
James
Henperson,
Buchanan-street,
Glasgow,
Lanarkshire, N.B.,
that two engineers of such unquestionable experience in 455.water.”
Joun Davipson Nicuou and James Eckerstey, Edinburgh, N.B.,
“Improvements in converting cast iron into steel and wrought iron,
“Improvements in ap tus for drying and pressing or calendering
engineering details of this sort should disagree respecting
rifying cast iron for foun and other purposes.”
printed
paper.”—13th
February,
1872.
a question so easily solved. We should imagine that the 459. James Youna, Kelly, Renfrewshire, N.B., “ Improvements in treat- 556. Wittiam Dinoiey, Blake Heath, Rowley, Staffordshire, “‘ An
— ”
t or imp
ts in the manufacture of iron and
distinction between a main sewer and a secondary one was
ing hydrocarbons.”
pe
Davip Carter, Islingwood-road, Brighton, Sussex, ‘‘ Improvements 558. ALEXANDER Laurig, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements
too marked to admit of any difference of opinion among 465.in what
are
known
as
dry
earth
closets.”
in skylights.”
competent judges. In all probability the contents dis- 469. THomas James Situ, Fileet-street, London, “ Improvements in
Joun Lake Baker and THomas Newton Cox,
ve, Northapparatus for retarding and stopping railway trains.”—A communi- 560. Pp
charged by the five hundred and thirty drains consist, as
tonshi ‘ 7
t in the construction o! single and
cation from Joseph Porter Michaels and Lewis Wells Broadwell, Vienna,
we observed in a former article, of a large proportion of
double-furrow
ploughs.”
:
Aust
Grorce Speicut, Spencer-street, Goswell-road, London, “ Im; ivesurface water. Some of these, Mr. Bazalgette states, 471. Orrmar Wa cu, Rue du Faubourg, St. Martin, Paris, ‘“‘ Improved 562.ments
in the manufacture of collars, cuffs, wristbands, shirt
its,
apparatus to be used in the
f:
of matches.”—l4th February,
amounting to nearly a hundred, have been intercepted and
and other similar articles, and in apparatus for the purpose.”—2lst
1872.
February,
1872.
directed to the outflow at Barking, while the area drained 474. Jous Hamittoy, (Woodburn, Antrim, Ireland, “ Improvements in
566. WiLtiaM Henry Le Mesurier, Birkenhead, Cheshire, “ An improved
sewing machines.”
by the remainder does not much exceed half a square mile.
of roo! buildings.”
Ropert Epwarps and Tuomas Rosrnson, Sheftield, “‘ Improvements 568.mode
Granting that the pollution of the river caused by the dis- 475.in the
FREDERICK TLLIAM Lawson and Epwarp GERRARD Fitton, Leeds,
construction
of
furnaces
for
heating,
puddling,
or
melting
iron,
Yorkshire,
Pp
in app
for preventing accidents with
charge of these minor drains into it is not ve
eat,
steel, or other metals.”
belts used for driving machinery. wl
still a drainage scheme which ostensibly provides for all 477. Tuomas JAMES SMITH, Fleet-street, London, “ Improved means of 570.theJoun
Cameron,
Hulme,
M.
ster,
“Imp
ts in plateand apparatus for communicating between railway carriages and for
machines.”
contingencies of this character falls short ofits work when
ventilating the same.”—A communication from Joseph Porter Michaels 572.bending
Bristow Hunt, Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London, “ Improvements
and Lewis Wells, Broadwell, Vienna, Austria.
it is manifest that they are of continual occurrence.
in the manufacture of leather, and in the processes and compositions
Rupert SwinDELLs and JoHN WoRMALD, Manchester, “I p
There is another point to be considered in reference to 478.ments
to be —
therein.”—-A communication from John Charles
ite,
in
ers.”
Illinois, U.S.
the main drainage scheme which has not yet been touched 480. CHARLES Denton ABEL, Southampton-buildi
Ch
-y-lane, 574.Quincy,
Vicron ARMAND RoquencouRrt, Rue de Tracy, Paris, “An improved
London, “ Improvements in moulds and cores, and ‘in mould and core
upon. Itaffects the whole system and its successas a great
for manufacturing artifi
lowers.”
linings and facings for metal castings, and in materials employed 576.apparatus
W1LL1aM Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements
work infinitely more than the subjects already discussed.
therefor."—A communication from William Hainsworth, Pittsburg,
the construction of hoisting +e and safety hatches to be used
Pennsylvania, U.S.
At a recent meeting of the local authorities of wy
therewith.”—A
communication
Harriet
Osgood, Martha Fink
Epwin THomas Truman, Old Bur!
m-street, London, “‘ ImproveCross it was stated that Mr. Bazalgette reported that the 482.ments
and Charles Griffin Keys, New York, U.S.
in covering wire or other suitable conductors with insulating 578.Storer,
Joun
Henry
Jonson,
coln’s-inn-fields,
London, “ Improveonly means by which the inhabitants of the district could
materials, and in machinery employed in the covering process.”
ments in stamped lead
, and in apparatus for stam;
the same
expect to be relieved from the sanitary evils under which 483. Wittiam Horatio HarrFiep, Cornhill, London, ‘ Improvementsin and
other varnished
”—A communication from J:
Reckenwin
and
controllers.”
dorfer, New York, U.S8.—22nd February, 1872.
they laboured was the construction of a main sewer, the 484. Fritz HIL.e, Flora Villa, Brentford, Middlesex, ‘‘ Improvements in
cost of which would amount to £70,000. This sewer
the treatment and utilisation of sewage and the
facture of
Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of
therefrom.”
would be devoted to carrying off [the storm waters, while
Specifications.
or es.”
medHicurton, M.A., Putney, Surrey, “‘ Improvements in galvanic 579. Witt1am RopertComplete
haildat gs, London, “Imthe sewage would be provided for by the existing sewers 485. tteries.
Lake, pe S
rovements in apparatus for cutting, shaping, and
or finishhire, ‘Imp
mts in the
and drains. When sewage and general surface drainage 486. Epwarp WARD, Southport, L
ng marble and other stone.”—A communication from Alonzo Stockof vesuvians, fusees, or other matches used for lighting
are conveyed by water carriage there are two distinct “ manufacture
bridge Gear, Boston,| Massachusetts, U.8.—22nd February, 1872.
pipes, cigars, and other similar purposes.”
rinciples upon which their transport may be effected. 487. Witttam Nutratt and Tuomas Nurraty, Walmersley, near Bury, 305. CHARLES WEDDERBURN GRANVILLE, Cecil-street, Strand, London,
“ An improved process and machine for making paper pulp from wood.”
Lancashire, ‘‘ Certain improvements in looms for wea’
ag
he one is known as the single, and the other as the
—26th February, 1872.
JEAN JACQUES PuHiLippe Victor Toucne, Abbey-road, St. John’s
double or separate principle. In the former case there is 488.Wood,
Middlesex, ‘‘ An improved mode of and apparatus for preparing
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid
roadways.
only one set of sewers, and the same channels convey both
VINCENT Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements 596. James CHEeTHAM, Chadderton,
hire, “‘ Winding yarns.”—26th
the sewage and general surface drainage ; it goes all to- 489.in ALFRED
se’
machines.”—A communication from the Singer Sewing
February, 1869.
gether. In the latter, or separate principle, there are two
Machine Company Lay gg New York, U.8.—15th February, 1872. 619. JosepH Lapiey, Leeds, Yorkshire, “Spinning and twisting wool,
492.
WiLLIAM
Epwarp
Gepoe,
Wellington-street,
Strand,
London,
“
A
&c.”—lst
March,
1869.
sets of sewers. The one is poenanl es to the reception
new or improved compound to be used for cleaning metals.”—A com- 621. Jesse Rust, Lambeth, Surrey, ‘“‘ Composition for pictorial and decoof sewage and domestic drainage, and the other is used for
munication from J
Charies Raimbault, Chateauneuf-eur-Sarthe,
rative
."—I1st March, 1869.
France.
the conveyance of the surface and storm waters. It is not
622. WittiAM Epwarp Gepce, Wellington-street, Strand, London,
EpwarD Tomas, Brixton, Surrey, “Improvements in the L”manu“ Breechand cartridges.”—1st March, 1869.
our present intention to enter upon a comparison of the 493.facture
of neckties and other similar articles of w
appare!
662. THomas ForsTer, Streatham, Surrey, and Ricwarp Taytor,
relative merits of the two respective systems, Each has 494. WILLIAM Simons and AnpREw Brown, Renfrew, N.B., ‘“ ImproveWarwick-street, Kennington, Surrey, “‘ Printing rollers.”—4th March,
in s'
hopper dredgers.”
1869.
its own advocates, and each, under certain conditions, its ments
Epwarp Hopson Bayiey, Newington C
y, § +h 1my, 665. Witu1am Betts, Wharf-road, City-road, London, “Producing trade
own particular advantages As is well known, the Lon- 496.Surrey,
‘‘ Improvements in fire-escapes.
marks on capsules.”—4th March, 1869.
don main drainage is designed upon the single principle. 497. GeorGE WILLIAMSON, Hunslet, near Leeds, Yorkshire, and WILLIAM 747. Wiii1aM_ Betts, Wharf-road, City-road, London, “‘ Capsules.”—11th
Henry WILLIAMSON, M.
ham, near Bradford, Yorkshire, “ ImMarch, 1869.
The sewers and drains
e everything in the form of
provements in the construction of the travelling wheels of traction 633. beg 4 Outey, Enfield, Middlesex, “Circular saw benches.”—2nd
sewage, refuse, and storm waters. The whole contents
engines, road rollers, steam carriages, or other traction vehicles, and in
March,
1869.
the construction of wheels, pulleys, or drums for transmitting power 643, JosePH SLorer, Walbrook House, Walbrook, London, “ Perf
%
flow down to the different outfalls at Abbey Mills and
punching,
cutting,
or stamping cardboard, metal, &c."—3rd March,
in
connection
with
such
vehicles
or
where
power
is
required
to
be
Crossness, where frequently they cannot be pumped
transmitted by means of a
or belts.”
1869.
up with sufficient rapidity to prevent the flooding of the 498. GrorGe Racry and James Youna, St. George’s-in-the-East, London, 659. SAMUEL MarspENn, Manchester, “ Bolts and rivets."—4th March,
‘‘Improvements applicable to fire-escapes, drop curtains of theatres,
1869.
adjacent land. The conclusion to be drawn from the
and other buildings, for the purpose of preserving human life and pro- 690. WILLIAM ARMAND G1LBEE, South-street, Finsbury, London, “‘ Raising
necessity of constructing a new main sewer in any part perty from the effects of fire.”
water.”—8th March, 1869. ”
7
Wi
499.
Henry
Louis
DeLaBene,
Marsden,
Louth,
Lincol
/=2
767.
Joun Cooke, Lincoln, “ Ploughs.”—12th March, 1869.
of London to relieve the ordinary existing one of its duty
ments —. to.lithography, Soneee, engraving, and such like 658, THOMAS Howcrort and ALEXANDER McGrecor, Bedford Leigh,
is that the latter is not capable of acting in the double
and mowing, &c.”—4th March, 1869.
Pp
4
or
d
capacity of a sewage and a surface water drain, as it was 503. Witt1aM Roser? Lake, South pton-buildings, London, “‘ Improved 758. Tuomas BeeLey, Hyde Junction Ironworks, Cheshire,
Hanson,
Cheshire, ‘ W
and flanging
plates and tubes
operating mechanism for washing machines and churns.”—A communipe rm Nesaat to do. Pd _ is the case, it is tantaused in the manufactureof boilers,&c.”—11th March, 1869.
from Andrew Gormly Myers, New York, U.S.
mount
to
acknowledgin
t the single system has
par- 504.cation
Ropert Minton Tayior, Fenton, near Stoke-upon-Trent, Staffordor manufacture from Patents
tially failed when applied to the ethan ab oy
of the oo shire, ‘‘ Improvements in means or
on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid581. James Park, Bury, Lancashire,
, de.” —2nd Me
1865.
tropolis, and consequently that the main drainage scheme
perv
uk a hole jm hoeor a recess in them. of
ss
585, SAMUEL CHATWooD, Bolton,
“Safes, &c.”—2nd March,
is also a partial failure. To be obliged to construct an
Aurean Vincent NewrTon,
S
London,
1865.
ment
in
lever
also
to
die
presses,
stamps,
and
entire new system of sewers for the whole of London, in
James ATkins, Birmingham, “ Metallic bedsteads, &c.”— 13th
—
communication from Nathan Thompson, Brooklyn, New 699.March,
1865,
order to relieve the existing ones of the surface and storm
Yorkshire, “ Improvewaters which at present flow into them, is a contingency 507. THomas Srurceon, Corn Exchange,
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
its
in
machinery
a
poten
and
furrowing
millmen
pparatus
f
which it is positively appalling to contemplate. Yet when
stones, and for
other stones.”—16th February, 1872.
2806. Wittiam McKenzie and CHaRLes ALEXANDER CamERON, Dublin,
it is borne aemind that the construction of one has become 508. James HaRoREAVBS and Tuomas Ropinson, Widnes, Lancashire,
.. Solidified tea and coffee.”—20th October, 1871.

_ Marcu 8, 1872.
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any & Sn ofSent mOe ui tree a chimney, more
mentee ov gee afforded
to all partsof the range
or stove with
increased
The products of combustion = away by a
descending 4 pt
I with the usual chi
caloric being utilised by circulating round an iron hotcloset.for plates,
dishes, and the like.
2179. J. Amos, Ashford, Kent, “‘ Ventilating cooking ranges.”—Dated 18th
Auguat, 1871.
The invention consists in placing, over the usual or other damper
or dampers at present provid
carrying off effluvium in the arch or
cover of the space immediately above the range,ino
a parade rato be
carried up the ordinary chimney flue. One or
registers
are also formed in the arch quvet plate to
toaffordfacility forpacing the
ual
i
himney for affording
weeping
apparatus
“Lt
o_o
2864. Francois GARNIER, La Mulatiére, near Lyons, France, ‘Guns, &c.”
sonenee
ues
and
for
cooling
the
—25th October, 1871.
2210. W. E. Newton, London,‘~ Sarma of skylights, dc.”—A commu2876, EDwaRD Moxpy, Stalybridge, “ Apparatus for heating feed water,
nication.— Dated ‘nd August, 1871.
The bars or rafters for supporting the glass are made hollow,
and of
2877. Wittiam HENRY ay, Sosith ton-buildings, London, ‘ Traps
sheet metal.
for catching rats and mice.”— October, 1871.
—_ GerorcE GREEN, Aberyetwith, “Separating ores, &c.”—28th October,
2250. J. H. Wenner, London, “ Chimney flucs."—Dated 28th A
¢, 1871
The object of the invention is to prevent chimneys from
q
2002. JAMES Suanp, Upper Ground-street, Blackfriars-road, Surrey,
to warm and ventilatest
The nature and description of the
“ Fire-escapes.”—30th October, 1871.
‘
invention consists in
and fixing a tube inside the top and other
2927. CHARLES MOSELEY, Manchester, “* Bowls for calenders, &c.”—1st
parts
of
a
flue,
of
less
dines
than
the
said
flue,
so
as
to
leave
a
November, 1871.
vacancy all round the tube, and then, by enclosing the top and bottomof
2969. Jonn "JORDAN, Liverpool, “ Steam boilers.”—4th November, 1871:
the vacancy, to form a chamber for air to be warmed by the smoke and
3001. ARTHUR Maw, Benthall Works, Broseley, ‘* Screw presses.”—7th
<a ——
through the _ a EYfire lighted in the chimney
November, 1871.
low.
e apparatus
requ
bo sg |
—~4
3008. Harpy WELLs, Devonshire-terrace, Notting-hill, London, “ Railway
apertures with valves would be fixed in1. steofthe id flue to compermanent way, & "—8th November,1871.
municate with the hot air
of air thereby
3032. CurmperT GREENWOOD ag Middlesbrough, ‘ ‘Drying and
caused to drive the warm air from ‘theamber into the apartment.
Class 3.—_FABRICS.
bricks.”—9th November, 1871.
Pipes would sometimes be used to convey the warm air from the chamber
3105. CHARLES Burret and Georce Joux Fow ELL, St. Nicholas Works, Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with to a distinct apartment, and fresh air Aa: A sometimes be introduced
“ Elastic wheel tires.”
into the chamber from the outside. The tube, when used at the top of a
Preparing,
Manufacturing,
Dyeing,
Printing,
and
Dressing
8109.: es MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “ Wire
flue, would sometimes be made to partake of the form of a chimney-pot
Fabrics, dc.
” —A communication from Edmond Antoine Gaston d’Argy. —l6th
2168. W. Wetpon, Putney, Surrey, “ Kecovery of the sulphur employed in at the top, or be covered by a chimney-pot of the ordinary description.
iy 1871.
the manufacture of soda and potash.” —Dated 17th August, 1871.
3357. GEORGE Raesmy Norwich, ‘‘ Asphalte or composition adapted for
This consists
tting the sulphur into the state of sulphuretted hydroClass 6.—_FIRE-ARMS.
pa ’ "aml
Si °
gen by means ny ther carbonic acid or of steam, and then treating such Including Guns, Swords,
3439. Witt1amM Ropert Lake, 8 ith ton -buildi
London, mw
Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Imsulphuretted
hydrogen either by sulphurous acid in solution in water, or
and adjusting the seats and parts connected therewith
plements
of
War
for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, &c.
sulkies, &c.”—A communication from Jesse Jenkins and Lambe rt by solution of a persalt of iron, or by oxide of iron or of manganese in the
dry way ; the last two methods of treatment being combined with the 2283. I. M. MiLBank, Greenjleld-hill, Connecticut, U.S., ** Breech-loading
Jenkins.—19th December, 1871.
Jire-arms.”—Dated 30th August, 1871.
tion of the reagents employed by means of air.
PRE camp
an interest inap pon! any one of such applications
The breech is open at the side; in it slides a breech block, with a tube
T. WesTLake and H. Tuomson, Southampton, “Cleaning and pre- containing
the spring and hammer. The breech block is held forward by
tm a in writing of their objections to such applications 2187.paring
flax.”
—Dated
19th
August,
1871,
at
= office oth Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its
handle depressed into a notch. A safety pin prevents explosion
The material is operated on bya set of grooved iron rollers, to which an aif lever
the parts are not in place. A retractor is used to draw out the
intermittent
rotary motion in a forward and backward direction is cartri
A safety trigger has to be moved before the trigger can be
e forward motion Cau, over the backward, and pulled in firing.
List of Specifications
Bee ehed es the week ending imparted.
eee motions are effected by means of a peculiar arrangement of the
cartridge is made of sheet metal,
to strengthen it, and
1677, 8d.; 1681, 3s. o 1716, 1s. éd.3 1721, 6d.; 1733, 10d.; a os 2195. J. J. ey London, “ Treatment of sibrous substances.”—Dated where the case is extended by a paper cylinder, silicate of soda is used to
attach the parts and render them waterproof. The fulminate is inserted
1745,64.; 1759, 40d
oa.; 1780, dod. 1782)1s.3d.; 1784, 62.;
2lst
August,
1871
ina cavity, and is self-sustaining against the blow in co: uence of
1796, 1s. 10d.; 1797, 2s.2d.; 1804, 1s.; 1807, Ie; 1806, 1a,4d; 1806, tn sa
invention relates, First, to the application and to the preparation sand
or glass mixed with it, thus ee
with an anvil.
e ball is
1811, 8d.; 1815, 4d.; 1823, 8d.; 1830, 10d.; 1845,1s.: 1847, 8d.; 1859, 8d.; of This
as Adamsonia fibre in and for the production of paper, in a wooden
cylinder, lubricated.
e rifling grooves of the barrel are
1867, 8d.; 1878, 4d.; 1882, 10d.; 1884, 10d.; 316, #2116,8d.; 1925,4d-i aywhat is known
aoa
—w—
5
_
oun
as
it
a
in
a
ge
to
made with feather edges at the chamber
wder of the cartridge is
1927; 4d.; 1928, 10d.; 1932, 4d.; 1983, 4a. 1994,
» ad, 141,4d; a
~—_
process,
an
en
subjecting
the
disintegrat
and
by a wad that is torn in firing to allow the fire to reach the
1943, 4d.; 1949, 4d.: 1955, 4d.: 1957, aa 08,64
4* 1004,
to the action of bl
agents, such, for example, as divided
forward section.
1968, 4d.; 2960,4d.: 1970, 4d.; 1972, 4d.
omer:Petat cleansed of fibre
lime, either alone or in conjunction with an acid, such, for 2296.
4d.; 1978, 4d.; 1979, 4d.; 1980, 4d.; 1982, 44; 1985,< * 1987, 4d.; 1988, chloride
A. H. Branpon, Paris, “ Projectiles."—A communication.—Dated
example, as hydrochloric acid. The
uct thus resulting may either
4d: 1989, 44.3 1990, 4d.; 2008, 6d.; 2036, 4d.; 3108, 104.; 3128, Is. 64.; be
Slat August, 1871.
employed alone for the production of = S7°it “7
ma: be mixed with
3338, 4d.
For this purpose, on the projectile itself, or its fuze in the case of
other fibrous materials capable of producing
e proportion in hollow
shells, is formed one of the organic agents of wind instruments,
which the
Adamsonia fibre a besemployed in conjunction such
as a reed, a whistle, or other contrivance producing sound.
*,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on with other fibrous materials will vary
the quality of the
receipt of the amount of price and
Sums exceeding 5s. must be mye it is desired to produce ; but hely+founne tha
that
results may
remitted by Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High
obtained by the employment of about fifty parts by weight of the preClass 7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty's Patent-office,
SouthAdamsonia fibre to about fifty parts by weight of esparto straw or
ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
other fibrous materials. This invention relates, Secondly, to the employ- Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Inment of the aan tee
obtained by the treatment of either the crude or of the
struments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
bleached Adamso
fibre either alone or in conjunction with other
J. Buick and W. Bisnor, Camden Torn, London, “ Machinery for
fibrous materials ‘terthe production of what is known as pasteboard, 2167. removing
dust from carpets, de.” —Dated ith August, 1871
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
carton pierre, papier maché, or other similar products. This invention
invention consists in passing carpets or other fabrics ‘that require
The following Abstracts are classified and ee, ones
~~ published b; relates, Thirdly, to the application and employment of the Adamsonia to This
through a closed casing in which they are acted upon,
the authority of thehe Commissioners of
* fibre for the production of ropeyarn to be ¢ —v in the manufacture First,be bydusted
a series of revolving leather beaters ; Secondly, by an exhaust
of rope, either alone or in combination with other fibrous materials. In
drawing off the dust as it is liberated ; and, Thirdly, by one or more
Class 1.—PRIME MOVERS.
carrying out this part of the invention the crude fibre, as it occurs in for
revolving
brushes.
Including Fixed Steam and other- Engines, Horse, Wind, and yoanne is firstly scutched or similarly treated, and then by the emorfaxfo of the several processes employed in the treatment of hemp
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c.
Class 8..-CHEMICAL.
for the production of rope or yarn the fibre converted into a con2164. W. Hour, Leeds, Yorkshire, ~ Hydraulic oe for working the
itable for the
cture of rope or yarn, either alone or in Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fue
bellows of organs, d:te.” —Dated 17th August, 1871.
Sas
with
other
fibrous
materials,
as
is
well
unders'
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
This invention relates to a ogg7
for oa
in
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
hydraulic engines er
purpose, for which 2197. 18718. C. Lister, Bradford, Yorkshire, *‘ Looms.”—Dated 2st August,
letters wong 3_”
David "le @ona William Holt, dated
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
This
provisional
specification
describes
improvements
inthe
construc8th Octo
2358. oe the present invention co’
in tion tmaise to prevent the lubricating oil being carried from the 2166. G. Hasevtine, London, “ Plates for sun pictures."—A communicaGascemesRane working
the valve or valves, the object of which is to
tion.—Dated 17th August, 1871.
into the cloth. in weaving pile fabrics face to face two shuttles
render the wo pen
ore regular and free from noise. To effect this spindle
The object of this invention is to produce a coated metallic plate, for
employed ; these shuttles are carried
way across the shed by portrait
object he employs a tri; ““lever or combination of levers as follows :—One are
and other sun pictures, of such a character that the impression
carriers
and
are
delivered
to
other
carriers
which
enter
the
shed
from
of the said leversis hinged at one end either to the cylinders or some
will possess a natural or life-like appearance, and said invention consists
ite side of the loom. The carriers are hollow tubes and are chietly
convenient part of the framework, its mean position being parallel to the the o) bell-mouthed.
in covering iron and other metal plates with a composition best
A pusher works inside each carrier, and the suited for
piston-rod of the engine, and to the other end, or near to it, is hinged at made
gi
the desired tint to such pictures or impressions, which
one end — lever having its mcan position at right angles to the shuttles are retained in the carriers by springs.
plates may
used for other purposes.
former, and in the other end of which isa slot hole through which a 2201. G. M. Witsox, Hawick, Roxburgh, N.B., ‘‘ Doubling, spinning, and 2170.
W. Weipon, Putney, Surrey, “‘ Manufacturing chlorine.” —Dated 18th
eri secon "— Dated gand August, 1871.
August, 1871.
its rela’
the feed by lifting the top roller
This invention consists‘in ae a mixture of hydrochloric acid gus
from “frictional contact with‘thelower or driving one.
atmospheric air through 5appara tus pecked with either platinised
2211. A. V. Newron, London, “ Spreading
flax, &c.”—A communication.— and
asbestos or any porous or 0!
»dy which has been rendered catalytic
Dated 22nd August, 1871.
having precipitated upon it metallic platinum in the state known as
fingers placed at suitable distances apart, w ee
a
The chief object of this invention is to construct a machine for drawing by
fixed on the end of the valve rod, and a spring is a
to the first lever or spreading and as into slivers hemp, flax, and othé? fibrous “ “platinum ee a
ae
aa ees See piston has =~ at one end of its materials, which shall dispense with the necessity of “‘ lapping,” and 2188. S. H. Emmens, London, “ Production of artificial rock or stone.”—
Dated 19th August, 1871.
—_ and has passedthe parallel "
pd beyond the line of avoid irregularity of as Ly the formation of knots or bunches in the
This invention relates to the production of artificial rock or stone bythe
tres placing the valve’over the
said spring acts to force the hemp or mate
ed, and likewise reduce the waste of fibres admixture
of decomposed granite cither with silicates, sulphates, chlorides,
Sevens further, and thereby causes the - push the valve forward and consequent upon tow wriett behind between the combing pins.
one of the ports to it the water to that end of the cylinder. On 2214. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Weaving.”—A communication.-—Dated 23rd alkalies, and lime and limestone, or with a bituminous material.
seturn ctroties of thepiston a clanfler action takes places.
2196. A. B. Fremine, R. C. MACLAGAN, and R. Irvine, Leith, *' PreperaAugust, 1871.
tion of lubricantsor softeners.” —Dated 21at August, 1871.
2198. J. Apams, Portsmouth, “‘ Steam boilers and furnaces.”—Dated 21st
In practising this invention the i
tor uses an ar
t of levers
This eee |relates to the manufacture onl on
employment of a mixoperating both the trap boards and the journals. He “employs sliding ture,
ti
of crude or refined resin oil in
The
and ashpit doors are made air-tight, and air is forced in cylindrical — boxes and a nee ony & ae
a? and lever,
ye pes fatty acids, or fatty substances or comSo
at a pressure slightly exceeding thatinthe boiler. A controlled by
such boxes. The conjunction with resin,
batesthefame air to pass into the boiler. ban te plate distri- arrangement of the oleder boxes is adh that their weight is brought pounds, for the purp of preparing certain fibrous substances, such as
or fax, forheckling, carding, and spinn
Inincarry:
a eg ye the fire = ath ~ into the mass of near the fulcrum of the shuttle-box frame. The shuttle boxes are wool, jute, heme a
the boiler. The flames, insteadof being pias ae one arranged within an independent frame in the lay and in connection with ing out this invention the inventors employ the mixture in 1e followi
m of either of the oils above-metion
bee a described, may be forced into a separate boiler
springs. The cylinder boxes are operated by means of the Jacquard manner :—They take a certain
o apeneobviates the obnoxi ores
and
subject
the
same
to
heat
in
any
suitable
vessel,
and
when
so
heated
apparatus, and the lay shaft is automatically reversed when occasion
Reated
and smoky products of a
ae ey forcingthe
he requires. He
vides the loom with mechanism for controlling and we add thereto rosin or resin, commonly known as rosin or colophene
boiler intoaa.small tank containing
wa‘
ivathus—fatty acids, such =:
stearic, and oleic acids, or any
regulating the
on, dy ben. SFT
either in a free or comon the lever
required tension to the w
The att;
2218. J. H. Jounson, London, “ eaegenerators: "—A communication.— bar ; a weight
th crude or refined rosin oils to digest
lever is connected to a
rack, whichop
—— the tension
and bined state; or they ma Siew the
Dated 23rd August, 1871.
at each beat
e lay.
apparatus
=. taser upon the substances to incorporated or resolved thereinin
This invention relates to certain self-acting apparatus to be used in Sart
In applying the above compoundor mixture so manufactured they either
connection with steam generators for the —— of 7
them con- —— from the vertical shaft of the let-off
conn:
this lever, and its tension is effected Py
1 y acer a ope employ it alone or mix it with water holding in solution either ammonia
—_ supplied with water at an uniform level, su
water
or soda, or any alkaline salt of these bases in varying propor= to the frame. He uses a yielding
it where the
eeeis potash,
juced at a temperature near] Pe
a Fgd te ol,
tions,
in be | case —~ 4 obtain an emulsion or scapy mixture, which has
to the arm which carrries it, whereby accidental ou o
bangreefrom«greatportion- its impurities by reason
of the deposit
‘ing the oil in the water and producing a lubriouy to the fork is prevented. One or more tumbling fi
- the
-_
uidqsabe forth
the treatment of fibrous substances previous to
guides are arrangedte eal
the lay or connected aowth, bh.
ty
or
the same, They prefer to employ the
means the
in with the required + 4-7 h
followin
soupetionn
of
materials in the manufacture of the said lubriThe lay hasa double aeand he arranges a shuttle to be carriedor
Class2.-_TRANSPORT.
driven Ny 2 postive movement. He uses grooved 7 aoe upon cant, videlicet, —_ 90 per centum of oil with about 10 per centumof
A
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma- oes
pon connecting
rods, and
with the
ioned tma’sar aea it thaythey So
do ustcon:
onntnn Ghemuchvenves to
to
ach
sur troportion
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts, lay. The burr temple = ae:a forked stem, which produces a jong,slot tioned
m of the emulsion before mentioned they have found
ee
ee immediate
use to pass down on the side of the
Harness, c&c.
2165. J. D. Larsen, Blackheath, “‘ Brakes for carriages.”—Dated 17th
August, 1871.
described, with from 80 —_ 2s
cent.
of water holding alkalies
Class 4.—AGRICULTURE.
A drum or en > mounted on an axle of the carriage,
and is
oo =
—_
Gn ay athlon eS
veloped by a
whichis causedto embrace the drum or cylinder Including Agricultural i
of alumina,
tin
©
Windlasses,
Implements,
Flour
tigh
pede pea ge wad
titanium, orantmoniun, a as wy
Pe
de.
2205.8.J.V. Day, Pa, &. “ Wheels
ines.”"—A communica” 2175. E. a ag Melksham, Wiltshire, “ Pressing cheese.”—Dated 18th
tion.—Dated 22nd geous, 3
ver
2200. R. C. Morratand A. McLaren, Glasgow, N.B., “Treating mineral
pnb
The features of novelty w! ‘
this invention
are the formai contained in the
tian ofthewheels with clastic a
whereby the use of an
in first trea’
with hyd
by the rising of a nut and afterwards with eee
Ghpened wiPg Agta F of applying
acid.
hydrochloric acid causes the
screw after the screw has precipitationof tarry matter, which
is =¥ be separated whilst
the oil is
the
An
,Umberslade Hall, Warwickshire, “‘Gaffs for sea-going —
ee ae ee ee
2 uated plate in the A
“The acidTaro tarryma’
matter rvulting fomthe "4
ron
spring box, varying
on
26th
1871. y
ment
with
sulphuric
acid
is
to
be
agitated
with
water,
and
the
watery
or substance
under the follower.
filtered and
upon the inner or concave face of the jaws of
ior the
of
of fences.” —Dated 18th August, liquid
preventing or diminishing
to the mast
eoreen of a, = Murray, Ross, N.B., “ Construction
2200. A. P. Price, London, and R. Irvine, Leith, Midlothian, N.B.,
the
and also to prevent noise caused by the said motion. The
“Pi 4 —Dated 22nd. A
, 1871.
isprovisional specification describes Samies
4 .
said
piece bears upon the mast, and is so connected to the jaws of witha
le in the centre, and into this hole the post or standardis This Sivunlicn eplahen totheongteyenent in theJape
the gaff
itis
of a limited motion thereon to permit of the juserted, and
of precipitated carbonate of lime, resul from
softening
d
it
is
fixed
by
means
of
cement
or
in
other
such
like
manner.
ment aan careinteg thertenens of tne ty
of caustic lime,
swinging of the
but the said lining
4.
from the jaws.
liningplaceremain stationary upon mast, exont with ene is known as Clarke's
Class 6.—BUILDING,
ectThe
carematerofinbeing
con’
and the concave snes ietating.bey and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, ty Ope
pt
eT
FE
move
House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating,
&c.
upon
one another.
product may
pleyed for the manufacture of
or other
J. Hovomsprtentares, Dublin, “‘ Ranges or stoves.” —Dated resulting
533. F. F. Taytor
and H. W. Larkin, San Francisco, California, U.8., 7. 3,
similar
The proporticns inwhich the
carbonate
“ Safety car
Dated
19th February, 1872.
lime is to be employed will vary according to the
and character
palin meAnant stove is made capableof standing
like a table
This invention
Se
i
ns cate wus
Tne improvedrangsortor te
Tanned alae ce
termed an automatic safety car coupling, its object being not only
2833. James Francis Wanner, Charles-street, London, “ Ornamenting
aa. Hee&c.”"—23rd October, 1871.
. Heiricu -y- and JosEPu ope. Manchester, “‘ Drawing
ale or other liquor or liquid from casks or ‘receptacles,
ose i Oxon, Sneinton, “ Looped or knitted fabrics.”
2841. Danie, Witks, “C
q eee a = holding all animal
* refuse for manuf:
manure.”
2847. mr ee
UcHEs, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Hydrometers.”—.
fromHi Krausse, —24th October, 187}.
2855. Wiuuzaw dom
Seam Hay, P
Talbot-road, Bayswater.
paring
2860. Ropert ALFRED Wricut, Homerton, London, “‘ Fastening carriage

connect the cars automaticallywhen mal
upa train, but to disconnect
them
in case of an accident by which one or more of the
cars leave the track. py Tape
ge fnew
is
—_
a recess or depressionon its u
upwards from the
bottom of this
isalies’ eth or stan ata
le,
and its uw)
leaning
from
face of the
ers, thus
an
face to
the entering link over its upper end. A
bar or
is
across
recess or di
ion,
so as to pass
over the lug or catch ; the
ite ends of this bar
or ite being bent downwards on each sidle
draw-head, and an
er cross bar
cting the two extremities below the draw-head. A
projects downwards from the underside of the draw-head and
8
hole in
around this pin
and at the under
er cross bar, ora , upper cross bar down
against the upper side of the draw-head. By
construction, when the
lug or catch by the
ite buffer, the force of
the link to pass over
the catch, the spring will then
pper cross bar back upon
the draw-head, and thus couple the cars. But the principal object of this
construction of coupling is to allow the link to be released should one or
erat thrown off the track by accident, in which case the
of the link occasioned by the motion of the cars in leaving the
track i lift the upper cross bar and allow the link to be freed. Any
irregular motion up or down of one of the cars will throw off the link and
separate the cars. A shoulder at the rear of the recess is curved upwards
towards the upper cross ~ so as to -—" 7 the end of the link from
being forced out at back of cross bar.
is
pling may be placed at
bothends of the car if desired, but it is pan
to place it at one end
only.
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employment of twenty to forty parts by weight of the precipitated
carbolts of lime to one huiestivedparts by weight of the pulp.
2216. J. ANDERSON, Newbuildings, Ireland, ‘‘ Reducing oxides.”—Dated 23rd
August, 1871.
The furnace is somewhat like an ordinary blast furnace, but the top is
covered in and fitted with various valved inlets or doors for the introduetion of the materials. There is a central inlet for coal or carbonaceous
matter, and a set of inlets round it for the ores or oxides, the silicates,
aluminates, or other salts, and the lime or flux. It is preferred to draw
the
out of the furnace by exhausting apparatus. Only a comparatively small portion of the coal is to be introduced by the central inlet at
the wp, the larger portion being put into chambers or channels formed at
the sides of the lower part of the furnace. One or more horizontal, or
nearly horizontal, passages are formed in connection with the hearth at
a suitable height for the slag to flow off by, leaving the iron in the
bottom of the hearth to be withdrawn by a separate outlet; and the air
supply enters by what may be termed the slag passage or passages, and
in doing so takes up heat from, and so cools the slag. The air thus
entering and becoming heated in the slag tunnels and passages finds its
way into a gallery formed round the lower part of the furnace, whence
it enters the interior, first passing through the coal or coke in the
bottoms of the lateral coal chambers, and thereby having its oxygen converty:d into carbonic oxide. The coal in the chambers becomes
ually
coked through the action of portions of the hot
resulting from the
combustion in the lower
, and Passing uP rough it, and the gases
and,
vapours evolved from it are led by suitable passages into the interior
ofthe iyiigog to assist in reducing and heating the ores, At and above
the part, of the meee where the reducing action terminates air is
admitted to complete the combustion. Provision is made for the withdrawal of po’
n, sodium, phospliorus, sulphur, and their compounds,
as described in thie specification of patent No. 718, of 1871.
3022. T. Hyarr, London, ‘‘ Treatment and preparation of certain chemical
compounds.” —Dated 9th November, 1871.
This invention relates to the treatment and preparation of certain
chemical substances, such, for example, as carbonate of soda, alum, and
other chemical substances containing waterof crystallisation, in order
that a diminutionof their bulk may be obtained, and their transit or
carriage may be rendered more convenient and economical ; and consists
in firstly drying the substances to be operated upon, then reducing the
same to a fine state of division, and submitting them in suitable and
converiient moulds or forms to pressure, hydraulic or otherwise.
525. W. R. Lake, London, ‘ Cases for packing caustic alkalis, dc.”—A
communication.—Dated ith February, 1872.
This invention relates to a package for putting up caustic and other
alkalis, acids, salts, or other materials, the said package being made from
plaster of Paris or other material capable of withstanding the action of
the said chemicals. The plaster of Paris is cut or moulded in a protecting
medium to form a package of the desired form capable of protecting its
contents against injury. Another essential feature of the said invention
is the formation of the package by casting or moulding it, and so uniting
the head with the body that the same will be hermetically sealed.
Another important feature of the invention is the arrangement of one or
more discs or partition plates made of any desired material, and covered
with a protecting compound within the package, as the same are being
filled with chemicals, so that euch compartment produced will be of
uniform or graduated capacity.
Class 9,—_ELECTRICITY.
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Apparatus,
Electrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries,
2172. C. Wueatstone, Regent's Park, and J. M. A. Strou, Hampstead-road,
London, ** Blectro-magnetic telegraphic epporatus,”— Dated 18th August,
1871.
The First part of this invention relates to improvements in the construction of step-by-step telegraphs, the object of which is to enable the hand
or indicator of a uo dial, or in some cases the dial itself, to be moved
rapidly with the same certainty as the indicators of the small dials
usually employed. To obtain this object they transfer the propelment of
the index or pointer to the action of maintaining power, limiting the
work performed by the transmitted currents to the controlling of the
scape-wheel, and introducing a special arrangement obviating the
retarding effect due to the weight of the index hand. The Second
part of this invention relates to improvements in type printing
telegraphs. The first of them consists in the application of the
means previously described for moving a large hand with steadiness and
rapidity, to regulating the motion of the type wheel; the second, to the
means employed by which the stamping of a letter on the paper strip is
effected automatically immediately after the cessation of the last of the
electric currents necessary to bring the type-wheel to the requisite position; and the third, to the peculiar contrivance for regularly supplying
ink to the type-wheel. The Third part of the invention refers to a switch
or current director, consisting of a serics of finger-studs or keys so
disposed that on the pressure of any one key the current is diverted into
a new channel, and at the same time diverted from the previous one.
The Fourth improvement consists in the construction of magneto-electric
apparatus suited for the purpose of producing, in an effective manner, the
currents necessary to ring electro-magnetic bells.
2219. W. R. Lake, London, ‘‘ Galvanic battery."—A communication.—
Dated 23rd August, 1871.
This inveution relates to an electric battery, the zinc element of which
is made conical, while the carbon element is made in the form of a cylindrical cup closed at the bottom and provided at or near its top with a
ring or collar of gutta-percha or india-rubber, in such a manner that by
the conical form of the zinc element the effect of the exciting liquid in
the vase is materially increased, and by the gutta-percha or india-rubber
collar on the cup-shaped carbon element the evaporation of the exciting
liquid contained in the said cup is counteracted, and the carbon element
is protected against injury from coming in contact with the edge or
corner of the zine element, and it is also insulated from the zinc element
if it should be brought in an oblique or eccentric position. The invention
also relates to « liquid for galvanic batteries made by mixing a solution
of bichromate of potash with a small quantity of lime and with sulphuric acid.
2238. W. R. Lake, London, ‘‘ Electro-magnetic motor engine." —A cominunication.—Dated 25th August, 1871.
The engine has four sets of magnets, so arranged together and with
other parts of the motor as to produce a repelling and attracting power,
giving useful motion. The inventor also uses a
r |
tator
composed of springs and terminals, by means of which the direction of
the current is changed exactly at the points required ; or a simple comtator switch,
posed of studs, plates, and other parts. The condenser is constructed with a series of thin plates, with sheets of insulating material between them to prevent contact, the alternate sheets
being connected at their opposite ends, The governor is composed of a
spindle, cylinder, rings, springs, weights, and other purts, properly
arranged to regulate the speed.
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
118. T. HyArr, Middteser, ** Improvementsin inkstands or holders.” —Dated
10th August, 1871.
This invention relates to a simple construction of inkstand or holder,
and has for its Ly maltho affording free access, when required, to the inrior of the iikstand for the purpose of cleansing the same, also the
¢ vistrer to a considerable extent of the evaporation of the ink, and
ma gery Sy filtered or free from dust, also the complete and secure
losing of the itikstand in such a manner as to enable it to be used when
vi
with safety. The inventor makes the ink holding part of the
itid with a wide mouth, having an internal scréw thread therein,
fito this Hé screws a lid or disc, having a dipping hole therein, and a
or provision for facilitating the turning or screwing of the disc
iitds or downwards.
e said disc may, however,
raised or
a levér, screw, or other well-known contrivance. In the main
cavity of the inkstand is placed a sponge or other absorbent material, such,
for example, ds what. is known as india-rubber sponge, which may be
made to order to fit different sized inkstands. Or a pieee of pile fabric of
any suitable fibrous material manufactured in any well known manner
ith a deep or longpile may be used as the absorbent material above
to, so that it will readily resume its positi
ter 1 i
d reabso1b the ink. The absorbent, when not compressed, absorbs the
whole of the ink into its pores or cells, and when
Pp d
i
down or otherwise depressing the disc a portion of the ink is expelled
and caused to collect in the bottom of the dipping hole. So soon as the
filsemoauwes upwards so as to release the sponge from pressure the ink
s again absorbed. In lieu of a sponge or other suitable absorbent material
eing
ed inside the inkstand a diaphragm of vf itable fabric may
Sen across the bottom of the dipping hele, or
the size ; _ the fiderior ofSpefussiand and attached toa
e apse, o Bad Eo and
eval
Sete
' nde}
‘ On,jude
screwing
screwing down the
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8, 1872.

| being interposed between the lid and the inkstand. Thus securely closed indentations or gratings which in the finished thimbles are situated at
the head and sides of the thimble as well as with the border or inscripthe inkstand may be yy 4packed amongst luggage when travelling.
situated near the open end of the thimble. These blanks are raised
2120. A. A. CocHrRANe, Middlesex, “Improvements in the construction of tion
by dies and pressure into thimbles having in them four fine ]
=— Soreshores, sea walls, roadways, &c.”—Dated 11th August, slits.
These slits permit of the escape of perspiration from the
and
1871.
give
elasticity to the thimble. The
bles are com;
by
The modes of constructing marine structures, roadways, and pavements, meansa slight
of rims fixed to their open ends. The rim may either consist of a
and in the materials employed, and the treatment thereof.
ring fixed outside the thimble or a hollow ring, within which the edge of
2129. R. Gaunt, Birmingham, ‘ Hinges.”—Dated 12th August, 1871.
the thimble is placed, and the ring closed upon it, or a ring of wire over
The novelty of this invention consists in producing piano-forte and like which the edge of the thimble is turned.
hinges by advancing the strip of metal to form the hinge under the opera- 2180. E. J. Grasuam, Middlesex, “‘ Supply of gas.”—Dated 19th August,
tion of suitable press tools, and when this operation is sufficiently repeated
1871,
the metal is bent into the form required, after which the intermediate
use of a screw and nut or micrometer screw and barrel te be used
rts may be removed for receiving the flaps and wire axis, when it may in The
connection
with the main cock or supply, thereby making the turning
rime advanced under the operation of press tools for finishing and on and off action
and steady, so that the exact quantity that is
planising the same, Py this invention labour is greatly economised and required to be used slow
and no more may be admitted to the pipes.
a better finish produ
2182. J. Hoskina, Middlesex, ‘ Spanners, wrenches, d&e.”—Dated 19th
aoa 7 Roperts, Manchester, ‘ Filtering liquids.”—Duted 14th August,
August, 1871.
ake
novelty of this invention consists in rendering spanners, wrenches,
The features of novelty in this invention consist partly in improve- andThesuch
tools adjustable by the employment of movable plates or
ments upon an invention for which letters patent have already been tongues tolike
in the aperture or mouth of the spanner so as to
ee to William Henry Cl
and thisi
tor for “ improvements reduce the besizeinserted
of the same at will, and thus regulate it according to
n self-cleansing high-pressure filters,” and partly in improvements in the requirements,
method of and apparatus for treating liquids containing lime and other 2183. L. Srencer, Sunderland, “ Flattening window glasses.”—Dated 19th
impurities, in er to separate and remove such impurities for manuAugust, 1871.
facturing purposes, such improvements embracing a novel form of plug
In an ordinary way window glass is blown in cylinders, and to flatten
cock and slide valve (=
a chest), to which a self-acting cleansing
they are cut longitudinally and placed in a furnace or oven, and
motion is applied, so that the contents of the filtering vessel shall be them
they are flattened by a piece of wood used by the hand
cleansed periodically, cither after a certain number of revolutions of the when heated
the while on a table of glass. In this case when heated the glass
actuating mechanisin have been performed, after a certain period of time isresting
taken
up by means of a
of forceps held in the hand of a
denoted by clockwork has elapsed, after a certain quantity of water has person standing
the mouth of the kiln. While in the act of susbeen measured in passing through the filtering vessel by a water meter pension it flattensat and
is held in a perpendicular position until suftimotion, or by a combination of such apparatus.
ciently cool to stand without bending. By this means it escapes the
2139, A. Batme and A. B. Crosse, Halifax, “ Machine or apparctussor inequalities
of the table and wooden instrument used to flatten it.
punching, shearing, dc.” —Dated 15th August, 1871.
2184.
8S. Hotmes, London, “Optical instruments.” —Dated 19th August, 1871.
This invention consists in the employment of a movable table upon
Refracting
prismatically or otherwise the two halves of the light from
which the plate is placed, which table is made to move intermittently by
object glass across one another into two eyes for binocular purposes in
cams or other available means. At each side or end of this table are an
optical instruments and forming object glasses of lenses partly silvered.
placed punches operated to punch both sides of the plate simultaneously 2185.
T. Strurcron, Leeds, “Dressing and furrowing millstones.” —Dated 19th
at the intervals when the table is stationary; the table then moves forAugust, 1871.
ward another distance, when other holes are punched, These
h
inventor employs a metal staff or prover which rests on the stone
are capable of being moved and set nearer to or further from each other. andThecarries
guide, upon which a slide is fixed. The slide carries
aframe
Instead of the punches, or in addition thereto, shears or cutting tools with one or amore
chisel holders, to which an upward motion is imparted
may be applied to cut such plates. Holes may be punched at any distance by
mechanism
and which drop by theirown weight. The blow can be reapart, and plates may be sheared with greater rapidity than by hand.
by adjusting stops. The frame
the chisel holders is
2142. F. J. Cuatrietp, Thorpe Haulet, Norwich, ‘‘ Furnaces and furnace gulated
moved backwards and forwards by hand, and
or high parts can
doors.” —Duated Lith August, 1871..
dressed more or less as desired. A traversing motion is given to the
First, closing the space at the ends and sides of the fire-bars of steam be
frame
by
means
of
a
screw
which
is
turned
by
a
wheel
one end coming
boiler furnaces by means of fire-clay or other material, thus rendering it in contact with an adjustable pawl. This wheel may beat changed
air-tight. Secondly, in an improved form of fire-door used at an inclina- vary the dressing and make it coarse or fine. One ormore chisels somayas beto
tion downwards into the fire-box, and furnished with an additional door
so as to give any length of dress required, in which case it will
formed of louvre blades to admit the air and keep the heat from radiating arranged
not be necessary to move the slide except for the purpose of turning the
on to the foot-plate of the engine.
screw. A series of chisels may be used side by side in order to dress more
&
2145. W. Mitcnen., Weterfoot, Lancashire, “‘ Machinery for printingfel rapidly. By another part of this invention the inventor arranges a series
carpets und druggets.”—Dated 15th Auguat, 1871.
of chisels so as to leave equal spaces uncut between them, and then after
This invention is designed principally to facilitate the printing of wide being traversed laterally by the feed screw they are moved lor
felt carpets or druggets, for which purpose the inventor employs « table by another screw or by hand so as to cut in the uncut spaces.
e frame
of about 2ft. or 3ft. in width, and of a length rather more than the of the chisel holders may be carried by a semicircular frame with hearing,
width of the widest material to be printed thereon; and he rolls the which can be — to the centre of the stone instead of by the staff,
material to be pee on a roller mounted beneath the table, the axis of or the staff may be furnished with an adjustable bearing to fix it to the
the said roller being in the direction of the length of the table. Parallel centre of the stone. When the machine hasa central bearing the inventor
with each side of the table, and at a short distance from the edge arranges the slide so as to give any desired inclination in order to give an
thereof, he mounts on a level slightly lower than the surface of the inclined dress from the edge of the stone to the eye, the traverse motion
table a long roller covered with cards or pins, and capable of revolving ; being obtained from a worm and worm wheel and segment instead of a
these rollers are provided with ratchet wheels and catches to fix them in screw, so as to give a radial direction to the lines. The frame carrying the
the required position, and one or both can be turned as required by chisel holders may be ~~ if necessary at its other end by a foot or
means of a winch handle, At or near one end of the table is a fixed row roller. In dressing the furrows he uses a guide or stop of the form of the
of tenter pins or hooks, and at. or near the other end is an iron bar fixed furrow attached to the moving slide which — the cutting, and so
by screws or clamps and capable of being set nearer to or further from shapes out the furrow to the same shape as the guide or stop. A frame
the end, soas to suit different widths of material. Having fixed this consisting of two metal bars connected tugether so as to support both ends
bar in a suitable position the workman takes the outer or tail end of the of the moving slide may be employed instead of the staff or prover, in
felt or drugget and stretches it across the table over the two card rollers, which case the frame carrying the chisel holders can have a traverse suffithe cards or pins taking a firm hold of the back of the felt or drugget and cient to dress what is called a whole quarter at a time. Friction rollers
holding it in the direction of its length. He then takes one selvedge and may be fixed at each end of the moving slide, or it may run in grooves or
passes it over the fixed tenter pius or hooks at one end of the table. He guides without rollers. In the above plans the chisel holders may be
next takes a bar of wood about equal in length to the width of the table, raised by a spring or springs, and the downward or cutting stroke be given
and provided with tenter huoks or pins, and pressing the latter into the by hand by means of « suitable handle connected to the chisel holders,
other selvedge of the material, pulls it and fixes it, by means of hooks or The frames carrying the movable slide may be fixed to the stone if necesclumps with which it is provided, to the iron bar above named. The sary.
piece of felt or drugget, being now stretched and firmly fixed in the 2186. W. Wiiiiams, Lieerpool, ‘* Receptacles for refuse of towns, dc.” —Dutedt
direction of its length and width, is to be printed in the usual manner.
19th Auguat, 1871.
pit or hole is sunk into the street or in any other suitable place, and
2146. W. E. Newton, London, “ Preparing grain sor food.”—A communi- hasA sides
built to it. A metal or other strong box is made to ft this, su
cation.— Dated Lath August, 1871.
it may be raised or lowered by means of hydraulic press arrangeIn all the modes and processes pursued in preparing grain for food, that
The box is provided with a hin, dd door, so that when the box ix
according to this inventiqu the grain is cooked more or less, so that the ments.
the contents may be removed and carted away. Any power may
starch is converted into dextrine, while the phosphatic element is raised
be used, but the inventor suggests the use of public water supply pipes.
retained.
W. H. Moore, Surrey, “ Filters "—Dated 19th Auguat, 1871.
2147. J. J. JENKINS. Swansea, “‘ Apparatus for lin und terne plates.”— 2819.
According to this provisional specification an air vessel is combined with
Dated 15th August, 1871.
in such manner that the air becomes compressed, and from time to
The plates are suspended in a clip frame which is capable of being a filterwhen
the oe of the supply is relieved it drives back filtered
moved on rails over the various tooughs or pots containing the tin, grease, time
water through the filtering medium and so cleanses it.
and other materials.
G. Wuicut, Ipsiich, “ Cabinet wukers’ hand clamps.”—A communica2153. D. C. Lowser, Warrington, Lancashire, ‘‘ Presses."—Date? 15th 2190.tion.
—Dated 19th August, 1871.
August, 1871.
The inventor constructs the improved hand clamp with two jaws and
He constructs the said press with a box to receive the trusses before
an adjusting screw through them at one end of the clamp. At the
they are compressed. This box is provided with a follower. To operate passes
other
end
the said clamp there is another screw which pone through
the follower he provides the press with a screw which will force the one of the ofjaws,
and has its end which projects through the same and
follower against the hay or other material in the press.
bears
against
jaw provided with a metal cap. The top jaw
2156. J. W. Beastey, Esser, ‘ Ball valve or tap.”—Dated 16th August, 1871. is provided withthe another
which is placed in a slot in front of the
This improved ball valve or tap consists of a metal vessel or box, the screw. This eccentriceccentric
is fitted to turn on a pin, and has a lever whereby
end of the supply pipe being attached to its upper part ; in the bottom of it can be turned. Between
screws he places a guide rod or bar,
the box is a port or hole furnished with a discharge nozzle ; over the port which is pivoted in one jaw theand twoextends
a slot in the other.
and inside the box is a slide moved by the rod of the ball suitably The screws are used to adjust the clamp so through
that it will take the pieces of
atranged for that purpose.
wood or other material freely between its jaws. Then, by means of its
2157. T. J. Smrru, London, “ Lighting and extinguishing
gas." —A communi- lever, the eccentric is turned and forced against the metal end of the
cation.— Dated 16th August, 1871.
back screw.
The Ly rages consists of a box in which a diaphragm is fitted to
W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Breaking and cubing slone.”—A communicadivide it into two compartments, one being for the gas to flow through 2191. tion.—Dated
19th August, 1871.
and the other for a current of air from a blower to raise a valve below
An
oscillatery or vibratory motion is imparted to the upper part of a
the nipple off its seat. The diaphré
is connected to a crank arm of an
lever or hammer, This lever is connected to the cam dhaftbya
electrical contact maker, compo:
of a toothed plate and a ratchet vertical
pair
of
bushes
working
in a slot In such lever, the lower end thereof being
wheel by which electrical sparks are produced. A paul is arranged to
a pin proceeding from the side of the casing of the machine,
engage into the teeth of the wheel, pd this paul sat belowered to break supportedby
On
each
side
of
this
lever
is a jaw with a flange which. fits into a groove
contact, on an armature being removed. In operating upon a series of
lever. The upper portion of each of these jaws is kept
lamps, valves can be arranged in the main air pipe to open and close in in the side ofby the
an iron band. — each of these movable jaws is «
t) posite directions to insure cach lamp being operated upon ini succes- infixedposition
jaw attached to each end of the — and having
os proceedsion, The valve for the pressure opening after the box referred to is ing from
upper ends with slots cut in them to perinit of their beirg
filled, = other valve opening in a similar manner when the box is ex- fastened byits wedges.
The gauge of the stone to be broken is adjusted by
us
the insertion of packing between these jaws and the reg. The face of
2161. A. M, CLark, London, “ Labelling round boxes.” —A communication.— the jaw consists of a series of recesses, and consequently the acting surDated 16th August, 1871,
face of the face of each jaw consists of a seties of transverse lines or
es.
This invention relates to improvements in machinery for pasting labels Those on the movable jaws work between those on the fixed ones.
on boxes, and consists in certain devices for effecting that object,
2102. J. and EK. Wiiiiamson, Derby, and J. C. Suen, Birkenhead,‘ Loos.”
2162.54. M, CruarK, London, “ Auxiliury springs.”—A communication.—
—Dated 21st August, 1871.
Dated 16th August, 1871.
This consists in the use of two or more warps wound on separate beans
The present invention consists in improving that class of hand or foot brought together in the heddles and reed to weave one piece of cluth, the
hanism which
loys a spring to store up the power, and to take supplementary warps being delivered at a greater
than the foundethe crank over the dead centres, being more especially designed to aid tion warp, thus producing a great variety of mixed cloths from numerous
operation upon sewing
hines, but applicable to all similar purposes. materials. A variable quantity of silks, linen, woollen, or other material
It consists of a tube pivoted at one end jin which works a rod connected or combination of materials may be thrown upon the surface of the cloths
to the crank pitman, said rod being acted on bya spring. The rod is produced, and which cloth may be woven with more than double the
given the required play in the tube to allow the crank to revolve, and is number of picks to the inch than cloth woven in the ordinary matiner.
so arranged in regard to the position of the crank that the spring is made 2193. A. MorraL, Studley, Warwickshire, “ Needles.”—Dated 2st August,
to act upon} the crank through the medium of the said rod, while the crank
1871.
is — the centres, and so that the crank is not permitted to stop ona
The features of nove!ty which constitute this invention are forming ar
centre.
oblique inclined pe or bevelled channel for the cotton or other mate
2166. G., Hasectine, London, ‘‘ Plates
for’ sun pictures.”—A communication. rial on one side of the eye in such manner that the sewing material being
direc—-Dated lith August, 1871.
. introduced therein may easilyoe through the eye in at oblique
nhecesThe object of this invention is to produce a coated metallic plate, for tion, and when the needle is thus threaded the sewing materi
portrait and other sun pictures, of such a ch ter thé e impressi
held more securely than in the eye of an orditiary néedlé, where
$8 a natural or life-like appearance ;and said invention consists the said eye is made through the needle in 4 ditectly or néitly ditectly
chietly in peti e begenand other metal plates with a composition best vertical direction.
for giving ¢ e desired tint to such pictures or impressions, which 2194. J, R. Breacu, London, “‘ Gasfives."—Dated 21st August, 1871.
plates may also be used for other purposes.
The inventor has discovered that by mal
ahpe:igh 8 of two pieces
= Norman, Glasgow, N.B., “‘ Abstracting heat.”—Dated 18th August, of fire-clay or fire-brick, one piece solid and the other piece sb its td cover
‘
the under piece, but leaving a space of about Half ati inci
ecn the
In cart
out this invention the well known process is employed of two, through which he directs the fire from several gris jets or tlie flame
m oil or other similar
agent, that he produces a fire bright
comp!
air, abstracting its heat whilst compressed, next
wing it from
to expand, und
its po power of abstracting heat whilst expanding. red, but without any unpleasant smell, such as is tisdally given off from
The main feature of the invention is the placing of the substance to be ordinary gis stoves. He makes the appitratus to fit the
fireof stich a fite
any
cooled or frozen in portable dishes or boxes in the place where the places, so that he secures the many advan’
difference in the room from the
coal fire.
expansion of the air actually takes place, instead of either employing an apy
intermediate current of brine to transfer the cooling action to a separate 2199, A. M. Cink, London, “ Snoothiig irons.”—A
icttion.—Dated
vessel, or leading the air itself to and from a separate vessel,as has been
2Qlst August, 1871.
done heretofore,
The iron is made hollow or of box form with agritttig, Which firel
of air for combistion being adm
2176. D. Prarr and H. Jouxsoyx, Birmingham, “ Thimbles.”—Dated 18th is placed, the

ae a a erartee top
roune ort SSR oath© ichterewe12
a a i forn ea wifi tin cat akg hia rncio farm
fluid-tight joint therewith, an india-rubber or other suitable washer are cut, or the blanks themselves, being impressed
with the requireg
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chamber through a hollow support for the handle, which is mounted on of any plate of sheet metal, both the bottom and breast, the former con- houses, and there are some first-class En y™, were = this
sisting of a convex plate with a hoop, and the latter of the
arched
a top or cover hinged to the bo X.
afternoon to be “‘ not so
orders as
were,
a vertical collar and a vertical
extending down from the in(Thursday)
2202. J. Paterson, London, “‘ Sugar.”
-~-A conmunication.—Dated 22nd late, ofwith
any department.” At the same time the demand is so
on
its arch. Instead of
the
m out of very heavy
August, 1871.
a most desirable article of man’
may be produced by usin account of Canada, the United States, Germany, R
The invention relates to the use of a monosulphide of barium, ametal,thin metallic
Aust
together
with
the
absolute
home
requirements,
that
plate,
and
so
stamping
it
as
to
leave
the
convex
plate
an
strontium, or calcium, in conjunction with sulphate of magnesia, for the vertical hoop, and by secu
on
three or more elbow-shaped most of the firms are well supplied with work for some wetksto
* purification of sugar.
brace rests or sup}
These rests brace the bottom and hoop, and protect come.
2203. W. E. Gepor, London, “ Ball-proof plastron cuirass.”—A communica- and
we
annular
rim.
The
said
invention also relates to an
Hence prices
are still quoted at, for bars, £10 Lis, to £12;
tion.—Dated 22nd August, 1871.
device, On the outer face of the neck is secured a lock,
£12
to £13 ;sheets, £13 to £14 ; plates, £13 to£14; strips,
This invention consists in making the cuirass of two sheetsofgalvanised improved inlocking
such a ition on the neck, that when the vover ‘s inserted, hoops,
leather, shaped like a steel cuirass, and in placing between these two arranged
£11 to £15 10s., all per ton.
and
so
turned
that
Pooks
thereon
butt
against
shoulders,
an
opening
in
sheets of leather a layer of beaten hemp and burgundy pitch, intimately
Pig iron keeps strong, and in less restricted
ly than for
through which the bolt is thrown out will be immediately at the
mixed, the cuirass bn Ha thereby rendered ball-prvof. This plastron the locksurface
of the bolt. Therefore, when the key is inserted and the some time past. Sdles
are being effected at from
la. to £6
cuirass is provided with braces and a waist belt, and may be worn outer
thrown out, the hovks will be securely fastened.
yer ton for all mine, £5 for
quality, and from £4 to £4 2s. 6d,
beneath the tunic without a)
ntly increasing the bulk of the wearer. bolt
D. G. Low, Chelsea, Suffolk, Massachusetts, U.S., “ Sail hank.” —Dated or cinder pigs. The make of this district has been increased in
It may be used as well by infantry as by cavalry ; it lends itself to every 530. 19th
Febrwamy, 1872.
the past few weeks by about 500 tons per week. One more
ace
movement of the body, nd is exceedingly light.
The object of this invention is to provide a simple, substantial, and was
into blast at the close of last week at thé Con
Works
2204. J. Satter, Newport, Monmouthshire, ‘* Surgical trusses.” —Dated 22nd effective
device
for connecting a jib or stay-sail with its “stay,” one which of theputEarl
of Dudley, and two furnaces in the Tipton district that
ugust,
.
can
readily
be
applied
to
the
‘‘
stay
”
and
sail
or
removed
therefrom
with
Instead of constructing trusses with stiff metal or other springs to cli
e
facility and ease than the hanks 4s ordinarily employed. This have been out for seven years are about to be relighted.
at any part of the body, the inventor uses elastic bands, secured wit greater
hank is intended as a substitute for the common iron hank now supply of raw iron from other districts is limited and very high in
hickles and straps or fasteners. These elastic bands are joined together, improved
on board of vessels of every description which employ jibs or stay- price,
and, in conjunction with the pad, constitute the truss, and the whole is insails,use and
rigged with wire ropes or ‘‘stays.” The
y of this hank
continues to arrive in large quantities from Ruabon, and a
adjustable to the body with great nicety by means of the fasteners. The is made ofarea metallic
bar of a U shape, and is provided with a spring fairCoal
likewise from Wigan and Derbyshire. The Ruabon
pad is constructed as a hollow metal shell or bivalve, enclosing eo locking bolt passing through
the lower ends of its arms. The bolt is so re quantity
(spiral preferred), which keep the two shells of the bivalve open. This applied
coal
is found to answer well, and it was praised on ‘Ch
the body portion as to be incapable of becoming accidentally
shell is enclosed in a case or bag of chamois leather, or other suitable detachedto therefrom,
in
Birmingham
afternoon. More could be sold if it could
while
can
be
readily
drawn
backward
so
as
material, and is attached to the elastic bands at that point which, tw afford a free open passage to the eye of the hank. This bolt is provided supplied. By thethistime
the furnaces its cost is quite 14s,
di ng
the circ
ti
of the case, is most necessary for the with a stud which not only péfforms the function of rendering the bolt aton, West of Dudley itthereaches
prices of the coal of that
are,
patient's use.
non-detachable from the main part of the hank, but that of locking the for a similar quality : common, 11s, 8d.; lumps, 10s,
; and
2206. J. Purniips, Oshawa, Ontario, Canada, “ Box-iron.”—Dated 22nd bolt when desirable. This bolt is also furnished with a spring which not slack, 5s, per ton of 22401b., all delivered into boats or trucks
August, 1871.
only serves to maintain the stud in its locking socket when the hank is the pits. The expectation seemed general to-day that a fortnightat
This invention relates to box-irons heated by gas, and_consists in locked, but allows the bolt to be thrust forward so as to withdraw the
making the iron with two polished faces, and capable of axial revolution, stud from its locking socket, and allow the bolt to be rotated and drawn hence these prices will be advanced, to cover the further loss upon
so that while one of the faces is being used the other is being heated. backward, so as to givea free opening to the eye of the hank, and thereby the working time of the miners, to which consumers think that
The iron is heated internally by a jet or by jets of gas. The said iron is enable it to be readily applied to a
and its “‘ stay” or removed therecolliery proprietors will have to submit, as the result of the
supported by and turns between the two uprights by which the iron is from as circumstances may require. The said hank may also be employed the
that the men have served upon them, and that will expire
connected to its handle, being reversed as required and fixed in position as ashackle for blocks, and various other appliances used on fem emry notices
on
Saturday,
the 16th inst.
by a lever at its fore end.
This improved hank is simple, strong, and reliable, not liable to get out
The
ironmasters and stone and coal producers of North
of
order,
and
very
durable,
and
can
be
applied
to
a
sail
and
its
“*
stay”
2208. J. H. Jounson, London, ‘‘ Velocipedes.”—A communication.—Dated with facility in the roughest weather.
Staffordshire
are
all fully sold for some time to come.
ere is
22nd August, 1871.
This invention relates to what ate known as bycicle and other 534. W. Campton, Nottinghain, “‘ Linking, joining, turning off, clearing and therefore very little chance of getting an order placed there for
seaming, or stitching looped or knitted and other fabrics.” —Dated 1th delivery within a reasonable period. As may be imagined, not a
velocipedes, and has for its chief object the f:
the
of
February, 1872.
the same, whether by a
steam engine or by manual or foot power.
few orders now under execution are at prices cobeiierehly below
This invention consists, First, in running on the edges or selvages of the rates at this period. Tolerab) confident that the future will
In carrying out this invention it is proposed to connect the driving wheel
ve motion comor wheels with a
of fly-wheels, which
e or store up the pro- fabrics on to a toothed point bar, which hasa hit
an advance in all their producté, neither the mine owners nor
which stitches the see
pel power and give it out as required.
he invention further pro- municated to it by a driver, operated by the
to book
vides for the application of continuous pro;
ng power without dead fabric, aay, in operating said point bar by meaus of a toothed rack the producers of either pig or finished iron are ‘dist
centres by the use of ratchets and pauls or friction straps and wheels, the attached to it in which the teeth of a spur wheel gear, the said wheel — at other than the prices ¢that may prevail at the time of
being on one end of a shaft, — a second toothed wheel driven by a elivery.
former being worked by the treadles.
wheel on the driving shaft of the stitching machine. Thirdly,
Friday lastMessrs; William and Edwatd Oitions, iron
2212. H. Copp, London, “ Bottles for containing aerated liquids.”—Dated cam
employing a similar point bar to the last described in a sewing machine, of OnOldbury,
a petition for liquidation by arrangement in the
22nd August, 1871.
which is arranged to move the needle sideways when it has secu
the county-court filed
This provisional a
describes improvements upon the patent loops
town. It is stated on foodauthority that the
or
of the fabric to be sewn. Fourthly, extra apparatus to the firm had been offorthat
No. 3070, 1870. The improvements relate to preven
the. stopper last-named
a long time past engaged oh a primcam.|whereby
machine
for
moving
the
needle
and
loop
hook
clear
of
the
closing when the contents of the bottle are be pou: out, and also fabric to be sewn at every alternate stitch.
they
were
making
iron
at 4 figure which was the sulinigprice seven
preventing the stopper falling into the liquid in the bottle at the time
or eight months ago, and that the heavy prices of coal and labour
poetA bottle fsopened. Apparatus for filling such bottles is also 536. W. R. Lake, London, “ Cutting textile fabrics, leather, paper, and have
crippled them in such a manner that a foviagt was a
other materials.”—A conmunication.—Dated 19th Febrwary, 1872.
es
.
A few days ago the
of e Earl of
y
The First part of this invention relates to machines in which a recipro- Iutely necessary.
2213. J. T. Haves and W. Deakry, Manchester, “Pipes. —Dated 23rd
cating knife is used. These improvements consist in the arrangement of distrained on the firm for rent. The liabilities dre a
‘
August, 1871.
This invention consists in constructing and arranging the pipe so as to a spring stop in combination with the lifter of the presser-slide in such a but the assets are not yet known. Mr. Free, accduiitant,
manner
that
when
the
presser-slide
is
raised
and
the
spring
stop
is
forced
reserve ork back the nicotine by forming the bow! for the tobacco
ham,
is
making
a
list
to-day
before
the
creditors.
the lifter of the presser-slide is released, the downward pressure of Conclusive as to the disastrous effect of the tecent maipid
like a thimble with holes at the bottom, to fit into another similar intheand
lifter retains the stop against the action of the spring, and 4 slightly
thimble of
r diameter having holes in its upper sides, the two when raising
i
ters who have not
the lifter the spring-stop is released automatically and the presser advance in the prices of iron upon
placed one within the other being inserted in the exterior bowl of the
'y purchases of
can be brought in its -vorking position by the aid of one head, also been ay enough to cover the orders they
pipe, the secotid thimble acting as the reservoir or trap for the the nico- slide
before they accept the contracts, is thie eipetienee‘¢lthe
tine, and preventing it from coming in contact with the exterior bowl or in the arrangement of a protector covering the knife and forming a guard, iron
and alsoa guide whereby the workman is enabled to
t the courseof the unhappy Worcester Engine Works Company.
passing up the stem of the pipe to the mouth of the smoker.
T
h
i
s
cones
ring
knife, also in the arrangement of an index on the protector to indicate the the last six months has been confined to little mo:
e
2215. J. Snore, Rotherham, “ Apparatus for tapping casks, &c.”—Dated end
of the cutting edge ;' further in the arrangement of a hollow column enforced execution of a large dnd asitenianstetive b
23rd August, 1871.
and
from the platform which supports the cutting mechanism and forming
This invention relates to improved apparatus for tapping and venting arising
girder
contract
under
Hong
|
of
completion
and
delivery
for
the
passage
for
the
belt
which
transmits
the
motion
from
the
lower
casks or barrels when the liquors are drawn therefrom by an ordinary
the upper feed wheel ; also in the arrangement of a graduated stop Great Eastern Metropolitan Extensions. By reason of the rise in
beer engine or pump. The apparatus consists essentially of a conical tounder
the lifter of the pressure-slide to regulate the distance between iron chiefly the business upon this contra
es
in «
metal tube enclosing a ry y | pe, which at its upper end is connected the lower
and upper feed wheel and to prevent the upper feed wheel direct loss to the companyin thé past
-year of
0 8s, dd.
with the beer engine, and at its lower end pisses into the barrel, and is from striking
the surface of the lower feed wheel ; further in the and the end of the loss is not yet seen,for the balance
held air-tight by means of an india-rubbér ring and screw cap at the arrangement of against
of
r
a
cog-wheel
on
the
side
of
the
lower
feed
wheel
to
upper part of the metal tube. Crossing this tube is a second conical transmit its motion to the upper feed wheel while the working surface has yet to be executed and delivered, and, in consequence of the
tube, in which a perforated plug is fitted, and through the perforation of
i required
the lower feed wheel is left smooth ; also ih the arrangement of an greatly enhanced price of iron and every other
which the pipe passes. This plug is provided with an outer squared end. ofeccentric
pin forming the bearing for the pinion which gears in the cog- for its production, will almost certaitily con idetecata severe
At the smaller end of this second tube is fitted an air inlet valve, regu- wheel attached
to
the
feed
wheel,
so
that
if
the
feed
wheel
is
adjusted
up
losses
upon
the
company
until
the
whole
con
fe
lated by a spiral spring, so as to admit air into the barrel when the liquor
position uf the pinion can be regulated ; also in the arrange- This company has not, howevet, beeh dnp tuitie nh conipleted.
tespect of
is being withdrawn by the pump to allow of the free action of the pump ormentdown,of athelever
and pulleys in combination with the presser-slide and this work alone. Some time ago they entered into a contract
or engine. By the employment of this apparatus there will not be any the belt, transferring
from the lower to the upper feed wheel in supply the Grand Russian Railway Company with engines to
necessity for the cask stand arrar
ent now in use, and known as the such a manner that themotion
at
tension
of
said
belt
cain
be
ated
;
further
in
« vantry,” for the barrels can be put on end and so remain until emptied;
arrangement of a rod extending up through the hollow guide bar of rices which, after previous losses on the same account, have
it will likewise dispense with the necessity for “tilting.” Before the
the sleeve which transmits mution to the cutter bar ; also in the arrange- issued in a further loss im the past six months
of
. % 8d.
“tapping” it will be nec
to remove the enclosed pipe, and the ment
of a cam lever acting on the feed bar so that by moving said cam Here, however, the company can see the end of their di
y in
serew top and ring which secure it in position, and turn the perfora'
the feed motion can be regulated ; further in the arrangement of a respect
that contract, inasmuch as with this last mentioned loss
plug to prevent the escape of the beer when the cunical tube can be lever
moving up and down on a guide rod and provided with a circular a final ofsettlement
nocked in the barrel vertically, after which the pipe is replaced and the sleeve
has
now
been
come
to
with
the
railway
flange, whereby the cutter bar can be swivelled all round without being
apparatus is again ready for use.
thrown out of gear. The Second part of this invention relates to machines
he ake
steel fi firms are well Il supp! supplied with with wor work, ana the prospects
for cutting textile fabrics, leather, paper, and other materials in which nThe
2225. L. Pasteur, Paris, ‘‘ Brewing.”—Dated 24th August, 1871.
This provisional specification describes conducting the wort of beer in an endless band saw is used as the cutting instrument. The said im- are sucli as to encourage further considerable “entha 5 yes t
a boiling state into vats or receivers cooled by a current of water in a provements consist in the arrangement of one or more guide pulleys in the steel rails sopght a
tons double-headed for
current of carbonic acid gas. The wort is then put into a state of fer- the rear of the drum over which the endless band saw runs in such a Union Railway,
n ex dinar} eral meeting ERS share
mentation. Small quantities of air may be allowed toenter the apparatus, manner that the distance between the upward and downward branches
in the Patent Shaft and fs Congas, 4 Lisnived, has
if the air is first burnt, to destroy any germs contained in it. The beer, of the saw can be increased to any desired extent; also in coffibinir holders
after its first fermentation, may be drawn off into casks to complete the with the endless band saw a guide which passes with the saw through been called for the 19th inst., to decide upon
the cut so that the saw is prevented from being twisted ; also in the increasing tlie capital of the Company to the extent
: ¢
fon
poocess, or the beer may be finished in the fermenting vats.
of an upper and lower feed wheel
together in such beyond the present capital, by the creation or issue of 35,000 new
2230. W. Cross, West Bromwich, Staffordshire, “ Cutting or surfacing the aarrangement
manner that the material to be cut is u itopmly fed towards the saw ; shares of £10 each, and other busiriess.
Sauces of sad ivons, de.’ —Dated 25th August, 1871.
a
in
the
arrangement
of
a
protector
for
the
pe
of
preventing
This invention consists of a machine for cutting or surfacing the faces persons from injuring themselves with the saw, an po t0act ag guide ; | The foundries are well off for orders, alike for seesine castings
or flat surfaces of sad irons and other smoothing irons. ne sgid machine also
in the arrangement of a foot lever to control the position of the | and for pipes, and the gasometer makers are very busy.
consists essentially of a rotating table and a cutter or cutters, under presser-foot
The railway wagon works are doing well, both in and
without the aid of the hand; also in connecting the feed |
which cutter or cutters the sad irons, secured in a chuck, are carried. wheels with the
inquiries afloat, The
driving shaft in such a mamer that a continuous feed Birmingham, and there are some
By the rotation of the table a portion of each of the bottoms of the irons
Great Eastern Railway Compatiy want 250 open wagons, 100 cattle
is cut or surfaced. After each rotation of the table the cutter or cutters motion is produced.
are advanced a short distance across the table so as to operate upon 537. G. Hastxtrye, London, “ Rakes."—A communication.—Dated 19th | trucks, fifty covered goods wagons, fifty showp tracks, ond fifty
February, 1872.
another portion of each sad iron, until the whole of the bottoms or faces
low-sided goods wagons. The directors of the Mi d Wagon
This invention consists in combining with a revolving rake, or with a |Company
of the several sad irons have been cut, smoothed, or surfaced. The slow
have appointed Mr, D, M. Arnold,
leman of great
rotary motion of the table, and intermittent motion of the cutter or revolving rake and reel or beaters, gape gear wheels, one fixed and || experience
in the trade, manager, and Mr, f patsy for many
the other turning around it, whereby the rake may move across the platcutters, are effected by suitable gearing and mechanical adjuncts.
chief
clerk,
the
bey!
of
the
company.
The
services of
form
in
a
horizontal
position,
Also
in
combining
with
a
revolving
rake,
|
224q W. R. Lake, London, “ Bed or couch.”"—A communication.—Dated or revolving rake and beaters, and with
gear wheels, as above
. Bridges
are retained till the end of the
t month.
25th Auguat, 1871.
.
stated, mechanism by means of which the rake may pass over the plat- All the lighter
ustties
of
h
are
busy;
and
This bed is designed for the use of women. It is either jointed, form
sweeping it. Also in operatinga revol
rake
reel
and other trades not usually pressed with, orders are
flexible, or rigid. At the foot of the bed there is an elevatir ny,Fiece, upon awithout
reaping or mowing machine by means of two regular bevelled cog- chandelier
whereby the patient is placed with the body in such a position that the wheels,
no exception to the rule, so good is the export d
one
of
which
is
movable
and
the
other
stationary.
liquids, when once introduced, are retained by their own weight. An 5638. W. R. Lake, London, “ Lawn-mowing machine.”—A communication.— e A ay ne age “1tin - announced on onday. Messrs,
infeohor or pump is placed at the foot or side of the bed. At the centre
Srawley, Parsons, and Co,, of Birmingham, now quote prices as
Dated 19th February, 1872.
of the bed, and projecting above the same, is a seat pan, its sides forming
:—Common blocks, 149s. ; ditto ingots, 140s, 3 a. 150s, ;
cushions for elevating the body. It is provided ut the bottom with a The frame of this improved lawn-mower consists of two casting: under
rigidly connected by a girth. Each of these castings is in the shape of a refined blocks, 151s, ; ditto ingots, 151s. On the same day the
discharge cock.
dise,
on
which
are
several
projections.
A
revolving
cutter
is
a’
in
Cornish
smelters advanced the standard of tin ore £3
ton all
2641. A. Bresson, London, “ Manufacturing asphalte.”—Dated 27th Septem- rear of the driving wheels and in front of the guide roller. A girth 30
The miners’ wages has been settléd
ly a& St.
ne 1871. re
connects the discs at points above their centres as togive an unobstructed round.
ust,
1
fi
f asy halt, y saturating calcareous stone or carbonate approach
to the grass. A dum)
box is placed in advance of the
of lime with bitumen by the employment of volatile liquids, which act as driving wheels
to balance the cut
depart.
dissolvants of the bitumen and
tate its penetration in the calcareous by the driving wheels
ut and
an Bolt / Company, hes,
. bose thd at
Hotel
sh
ter Qaven's‘s Eivcal
and
. Stops are piace? on the
to limit Nat
stone or carbonate of lime as effected by nature.
Birmi
presided. .
,
@ action of the bail. A screw is provided to adjust the bearing of the Birmingham.
Mr, a Thornton
;
2286. G. Litrie, Rutherford Park, New Jersey, U.S., ‘‘ Blectric telegraph révolving cutter.
character of the year’s operations, ag was
rt
i.
apparatus.” —Dated 30th August, 1871.
mentioned
last
week,
Ma
explai
to
be
due.to
the
ioe
Copies ofmessages are left at different stations by dividing the electric
current, directing
the receiving instrument at each station,
ited to tits‘illness, >
fromwhich it passes either to the earth or
on by the wire, a resist- THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES Butmiaialy t0Ipsok boos 8
Grice, the manager
of the works at
Cwm Bra
Mr.
ance or *‘ rheostat” perwemey A division thé current. The batteries
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND the
are arranged so that when the transmitting circuit is broken the batteries
deputy
chiireaia,
*
it,
to
b
;
OTHER DISTRICTS.
meee? neh ot. 8 Sie. Ot Hine of 2 lus el y+ It also
comprises means for transmitting
, and a recording
(From our own Correspondent.)
*
“i
ad ein’
jeu the
.
instrument or pen, supplied with AePiva a fone
» the retiring em.
bi
429. W. Inetanp, Macclesjleld, and J. IneLanp, Manchester, “ Bessemer LESS PRESSURE OF NEW ORDERS POR FINISHED IRON: The descripsteel ingots.
icati
Dated 10th February, 1872.
tions
most
in
request—THE
EXPORT
TRADE:
Markets
“i
th
half
yeasty
of
Dee
hts
rt
ptr
ater
This invention consists, First, in improved aj
tus for producing
Prices
of
finished
iron—
Pia
iON:
Phe
Quotations:
More
oe
rate of } er
steel or other ingots of a eee fot ae F
rolling, —oners furnaces blown ti—COat: Large dtriviils of foreign: The ed Conipaay opts
shares,
on
wh
same,
theréby enab!
the
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g Fey TA thy
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tofasts 1000now£10Aveper
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surface. Thirdly, in the
RECENT GREAT IRON T
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oy,with
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> USE
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>
y
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POUNDRIES—THE WAGON
inner surface.
works: The light Birmé
tndustricd ANOTHER fIsE IN TIN
444. W. RLakiy wei, Métatté cane, &e.”—A conuivunication.—
—
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The chief sot te
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mg,
THE BrrMincHam SEWAGE
AND [ts OPPONENTS.
Ses ee the aliiost. uni
i
yy th
Co!
aerate
weer re
‘Seu
of attachment with the breast and
y
. The inventor stamps or otherwise forms of a single pieceict hoops,
and strips,
Mancn

8, 1872.
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CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: Zhe returns —NEW FURNACES—
BRIDGE-BUILDING, SHIPBUILDING, AND ENGINEERING—SETTLEMENT OF THE STRIKE AT JARROW—TRADE ON THE WEAR—
PuBLIC COMPANIES—DANKS’ PUDDLING FURNACE—PRICES,
LookinG at the jew ame of the iron trade there is no doubt that
the Cleveland district will be kept exceedingly busy during the
whole of this year. There is not the slightest abatement in the
demand for pig iron, and prices remain firm. The Cleveland Ironmasters’ Association returns for February show that out of a total
number of 135 blast furnaces 126 are in full bperation. The make
for last month is shown as follows :—
Tons.
Month ending February 29th, 1872... «ee ee ee «155,672
Month ending February 28th, 1871... «. «. «e+» 141,068
Month ending January 3lst, 1872... .. .. «. «+ + 160,567
Increase upon February, 1871... .. «+ 14,604
upon January, 1872... .. .. 4,895
Shipments of Pig Iron Foreign from Port of Middlesbrough.
Month ending February 29th, 1872... .. .. «. «. 21
Corresponding month last year .. es «+ ee e+ os 7,190
Increase ..
14,109
Shipments Coastwise of Pig Iron from Port of Middlesbrough.
Month ending February 29th, 1872 ‘+ +e 60 oe
5, 8
Corresponding month last year... oe ee ee ee = «1,742
5,138
Increase .. wait Oaieica
Makers’ Stocks.
January 31st, 1872 ° e
os ce oe « 54,071
Weusuary S0Um, 1678 oo 0 ce 00 ce oe ce ce oe 6ST
Decrease upon January, 1872 .. .. .. 9,197
Warrant Stores.
re
ee
ne ran
a
2,000
B.S
2,000
Decrease... ..
° +
nil.
The Lackenby Iron Company are building one new furnace;
Cochrane and Co. are building one; Gjers, Mills, and Co. are
building two; W. Whitwell and Co. are building two; the North
of England Industrial Iron
Company
are building one; the Rosedale and Ferry Hill Iron Company are building two, and Downey
and Co. oo bliin two.
e whole of these furnaces, all of
which are of
+ capacity, are being erected in what is called the
Middlesbrough district.
Great as the production of Cleveland iron is, it is really far
short of the absolute requirements of consumers. In the Tees
steamers are detained for days, being unable to obtain sufficient pig
iron to complete their cargoes.
The supply of materials is not yet satisfactory. Ironstone is
certainly abundant, but coal and coke are delivered so irregularly
that complaints are general and frequent. There is no immediate
prospect of improvement, as the colliers are agitating for more
wages and shorter hours of labour. The prices of coal and coke
are so high that the wages question will no doubt be easily
settled, but with shorter hours, what about the supply, which is
already inadequate? New collieries must be sunk, and, more than
this, machines for coal cutting must be invented. Unless these
latter steps are taken the North of England iron trade will be
paralysed.
Every branch of the manufactured iron trade is in a flourishing
condition, Good prices are maintained.
Bridge-builders are busy, some of them having a fair amount of
work on hand for India.
Shipbuilders on the northern rivers have as many contracts on
their
books as they can get through this year, and at the prevailing
high price of materials they are declining to accept orders for
steamers.
Engineering is brisk, all the marine and locomotive builders
having more work on hand than they can execute for months,
I am glad to be able to state that the strike at Messrs. Palmer’s
iron shipbuilding yard at Jarrow was settled last week. Mr.
Charles ‘Mark Palmer, who had been from home, visited the shipyard on Friday, and after an interview with the men granted the
alterations requested by the latter.
. Trade on the Wear is in a satisfactory state. During the month
of January 658 vessels cleared from the port, carrying away a
total of 242,826 tons of coals. The total revenue amounted to
£6906 7s, 8d., an increase of about £1000 compared with the same
month last year.
The annual meeting of the Redheugh Bridge Company was held
in Newcastle last week. The approach to the bridge on the Gateshead side is now finished and available for traffic.
On Friday last the Blyth and Tyne Railway Company held their
half-yearly meeting in Newcastle. The report gave a highly
encouraging account of the state of the company’s property and
the trade er had done. A dividend of 12} per cent. was paid.
Last week the annual general meeting of the South Shields Gas
Company was held in that town, and a satisfactory report of the
works and the financial state of the company was given.
In the north of England Danks’ furnace is attracting a great
deal of attention. Messrs. Hopkins, Gilkes, and Co., of Middlespoten are adding a squeezer to the Danks furnace they have
e
Trade in South Yorkshire is in a brisk state. Extensions are
being made in the coal-field.
The prices of iron are now quoted as follows :—No. 1, £4 2s, 6d.;
No, 2, £4; No. 3, £317s. 6d.; No. 4, £3 16s. 6d. ; M., £3 16s. ;
W., £3 15s. 6d.; refined metal, £4 10s. Manufactured iron:
Rails, £9 5s. to £9 10s. ; common bars, £9 15s. to £10 5s. ; best,
£10 5s, to £10 15s. ; angle and bulb, £10 5s, to £10 15s. ; sheets,
£12 10s. to £12.15s, ;ship plates, £12 to £12 5s, ; boiler plates,
£12 15s, to £13,
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE PIG IRON MARKET—SHIPMENTS—CRANE ACCOMMODATION ON
THE CLYDE—THE .WORKMEN OF THE CLYDE TRUSTEES—THE
GLasGow WATER COMMISSIONERS’ BILL—EXTENSION OF CALDER
OuworKks—THB BATHGATE CHEMICAL WORKS—THE IRONFOUNDING AND ALLIED TRADES—THE CLYDE ENGINEERS AND
THE SHORT TIME MOVEMENT—THE BRASSFOUNDERS—THE RAILWAY EMPLOYES—THE SHIPBUILDING TRADE—PERTH GASWORKS
—THE MINERS AND THE COAL TRADE.
I HAVE to report another week of exceptional activity, and a
steady rise in quotations for all descriptions of iron, For the first
time within the last twenty years warrants have this week touched
80s. cash, At Wednesday’s market, which o
firm, there was a
large business done at 79s. 74d. cash, and
to 80s. 3d. for one
month. The market closed at 80s. one month, and 79s. 6d. cash;
buyers 14d. less; No. 1, g.m.b., 79s. 6d. Most, if not all, the
make of the present year is already disposed of, and stocks
continue to be largely drawn upon for extraordinary supplies.
There is still, however, a good deal of hesitation among manu—— and brokers, in face of the unsettled state of the labour
market.
The shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports during last week
are considerably in excess of the corresponding week of last year.
For some time past the engineers
others on the Clyde have
reason to complain of the want of crane accommodation. The
trustees of the navigation, however, determined to remedy this
defect, and adv
for tenders for new cranes. It has now
been resolved to erect one crane at a point.400ft. to 500ft. east of
the entrance
to the Stobcross Dots, Sen Bs pene crane will
be placed at ere the south
side ofthe harbour. Messrs,
ba pert Birkenhead,
are the successful contractors.
Clyde trustees have refused to reduce the hours of labour
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on sryteniion made by the men in theiremployment. They have.
2 however, to allow time and be 4 for overtime, and to
give a full day’s pay for Sunday work, The trustees have large
works at Dalmuir, and employ several hundred workmen.
The bill which was promoted by the Glasgow Corporation Water
Works Commissioners in the present session of Parliament has met
with such a powerful and determined toe
that at a meeting
of the commissioners held this (Wednesday) afternoon it was
resolved to withdraw it altogether for the present. It is likely,
however, that the bill will again be brought up in another form,
as the commissioners require additional powers to enable them to
execute the works in contemplation.
It is reported that a large extension of the Calder Oilworks,
will shortly take place. These works have for about twelve years.
been about the largest of their kind in Scotland, and at the
present time they employ about 500 hands. Previous to their
extension the works willbe transferred from their present owners
to a limited liability company, and it is proposed to raise a capital
of £160,000, of which one-half will go to the purchase of existing
works. Paraffin oil is now being sold in the Glasgow market at
1s. 6d. per gallon, whereas at the time the Calder Oilworks were
started it fetched no less a price than 4s. per gallon.
This leads me to speak of an extension which has lately been
made to the works of Young’s paraffin oil and mineral oil works
at Bathgate, the parent of the Scotch mineral oil works. It was
intended 1some time ago to abandon the Bathgate Works altogether,
and confine the business of the company to the Addiewell Works,
which have long turned out a larger production than any other
establishment of this kind in Scotland. The latter works were
constructed on the most approved principles, and with all the
resources, economical and otherwise, which the experience of Mr.
Young and his partners in connection with their original works at
Bathgate enabled them to suggest.
The ironfounders, engineers, tubemakers, and malleable iron
works in the West of Scotland are full of orders, and ‘‘ the cry is
still they come.” Mr. Wilson, of the Lilybank Boiler Works,
was successful in securing the other day a contract for the manufacture of malleable iron tanks, boilers, and other apparatus
required for a large nitre manufactory in South America.
he Clyde engineers have arrived at an amicable and satisfactory settlement of the nine hours question. At the conference
held on Thursday last it was resolved that the reduction of the
working hours to fifty-four per week should commence at once,
and a further reduction to fifty-one hours per week will come
into force on the 1st of November next.
An agitation for a reduction of hours of labour has been commenced among the brassfounders in the Glasgow district. At a
meeting held on Saturday last they resolved to propose to the
masters the following terms :—‘‘ That we commence the fifty-four
hours per week on Ist April, and fifty-one hours on Ist July ; overtime to be as time and-half after fifty-four or fifty-one hours, as
the week may be, and one penny an hour of allowance ; also that
the members of eyery shop in the trade be paid their wages
weekly.”
The employés connected with the North British, the Caledonian, and the Glasgow and South-Western Railway have
presented a memorial to their respective boards praying for a
reduction of the hours of labour to not more than fifty-four hours
per week. They also ask that for each Sunday they are on duty
they should receive two days’ pay. A sceuenal ler instituting an
amalgamated society of odieay employés was subsequently
adopted at the same meeting.
The shipbuilding trade on the Clyde is characterised by unwonted animation. The number of vessels launched during the
month of March has been less than usual, but this is more than
compensated for by the unusually large tonnage launched during
the month of February.
The Gas Commissioners of Perth have resolved to make extensive alterations and extensions in their works, and for this purpose
they have resolved to borrow £6000 for a term of five years.
Since the date of our last report several meetings of miners have
been held with the view of promoting the eight hours movement.
The most importantof the series was held in Irvine on Monday, at
which it was stated that the majority of the coal miners of Ayrshire are now working eight hours per day. A resolution was
passed pledging the meeting to continue the agitation until the
eight hours became general.
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Cardiff, the object of which was to discuss the desirability of
memorialising the omer for an advance in
from 2s. 6d.
to 3s. per day. It was decided that, unlessa fistactory reply be
received from the employers by the 12th inst,, work would not be
resumed on the 13th.
er —- of the men employed on
the Taff Vale Railway have been held for the p
of drawing
up memorials to be presented to the company in favour of the
nine hours movement,
A dividend at the rate of £1 15s. per £50 share and 10s, 6d. per
£15 share is announ:
by the Rhymney Iron Company for the
past half year. This is at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum.
NOTES FROM

THE

NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
FOREIGN WORKMEN AT NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE—STATE OF TRADE IN
SourH YORKSHIRE—IMPROVEMENT OF THE TYNE—TEAM VALLEY
EXTENSION RaILWAY—LIVERPOOL EXCHANGE CoMPANY—THE
MERSEY UNDERGROUND RAILWAY—THE NorTE-EASTERN RAILWAY—MANCHESTER STEAM USERS’ ASSOCIATION—BUILDERS’
STRIKE AT NORWICH—STRIKE AT HEBBURN-ON-TYNE—RAILWAY
WORKPEOPLE AND THEIR HOURS OF LABOUR,
Duriné the late engineers’ strike in the North there were over
2000 foreign workmen brought to Newcastle and Gateshead. Out
of that number not more
300 now remain, and they are
chiefly employed at the Elswick Works. Most of the foreigners
now left are Norwegians, Swedes, and Danes.
The iron trade continues active in South Yorkshire. There is
an excellent demand for rails and plates as well as sheets and bars,
so that the mills have been fully employed.
A new cutting which the River Tyne Commissioners are making
between Bell’s Close and —? is progressing rapidly, and
water having been let into the east end of the new cut the
dredger will get to work there in a very short time.
The porters employed by the City of Dublin Steam Packet
Company struck for higher wages on Monday, and the Liverpool
steamers were unable to leave as announced.
The Team Valley Extension Railway was opened for traffic on
Friday. The extension from Durham to Ferryhill is about eight
miles in length. The line comprises some heavy cuttings. Two or
three viaducts of some importance also occur upon it, the chief
— one constructed over the Wear at Sunderland Bridge. The
chief merit the Team Valley Extension possesses is the opportunity it affords for running passenger trains apart from the
mineral traffic, which will be mainly retained on the old line.
At the last meeting of the Liverpool Exchange Company the
chairman referred to the Mersey Underground Railway, and said
the directors had received a pro’
from the company to extend
their line under the Exchange-buildings to Oldhall-street, The
depth of the railway under the buildings would be 50ft., and there
would be 16ft. of solid rock between the crown of the railway arch
and the bottom of the Exchange cellars. After consulting with
Messrs. Wyatt and Boult, architects, the directors had concluded
that there would be no danger to the buildings from such a tunnel.
The company also proposed to form a station under the flags; but
this would have to be arranged.
The increase of traffic upon the North-Eastern Railway continues
very large. Last week’s return presents an augmentation of
£8367, as compared with the corresponding seven days of 1871.
At the last monthly meeting of the committee of the Manchester
Steam Users’ Association it was stated that while fifty-one explosions occurred throughout the country generally during 1871,
killing fifty or mega and injuring 107 others, no explosion took
place of any boiler under the charge of the association.
The carpenters and builders of Norwich have struck this week
for shorter hours of labour and somewhat higher pay.
On — 400 labourers employed at Leslie’s Iron Shipbuilding-yard, Hebburn-on-Tyne, struck work for an advance of 2s. 6d.
per week in their wages.
On Sunday evening a numerously attended meeting of railwa:;
guards, engine drivers, stokers, porters, and others connected wit:
the Midland, Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire, and Lancashire and Yorkshire railways, was held at Barnsley, for the
purpose of hearing an address from Mr. C. B. Vincent, a private
agent of Mr. Bass, M.P. for Derby, who is engaged in o:
ising
the Railway Servants’ Am:
ted Society, and also in pow
information on which to found a bill, to be submitted to Parlia- ©
ment, for the better regulation of the hours of labour of railway
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
servants, Representatives were present from Doncaster, Sheffield,
(From our own Correspondent.)
Wakefield, and nearly all the intermediate stations to Barnsley,
the latter town contributing largely to the meeting. A considerTHEIRON TRADE: The position still most satisfactory : Full time at able
number of those present undertake to enrol themselves in the
the works : Large quantities of iron manufactured :; A problem
to be solved: How to meet the large demand expected: THE proposed union.
SHIPPING SEASON TO THE NorTH: Purchases on account of the
Northern states of America and Canada expected : The complePRICES CURRENT OF METALS AND OILS.
tion of old contracts: The expected inquiry from New Zealand:
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as the reader i
1 kilo. of powder, two projectiles and two wads, and at coating. The calibre of continental
PHOSPHORISED BRONZE AND OTHER ALLOYS each
e cast iron spherica
by aware, is named by the ss
series of five rounds the powder to be increased
i
AS MATERIAL FOR ARTILLERY.
In the case of these trials
ey
and the number of projectiles by one, so that the shot of the corresponding cali
(Concluded from page 146.)
stated to be
five rounds should be fired with 3 kilos. of powder and the projectiles employed are nowhere —
By a careful examination of the appended table, which six projectiles. (4) This same programme (3) to be either elongated or spherical ; but as the guns were smooth“in part recapitulates in one view the main <p facts re
with both pieces bored out successively to the bores, and the expression boulets is employed, we conclude
calibres of 8 and 12-pounders, the final charge be ing they were of the latter form, and this is confirmed by the
ascertained in this laborious research, and by ss
officers
repeated until one or other of the guns burst. (5) The weight given hereafter. At these experiments
these with the curves of elongation and strain (both wi
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load on and removed up to the elastic limit) and to second gun, of phosphorised bronze, to be finished as a
rupture, the reader will
able to judge pretty well of breech-loader with the calibre of a 6-pounder. Practice to
the practical results arrived at by their ilesioun and apparently conscientious course of experiments.
The subject is one upon which it is stated the Prussian
Government are conducting experiments, which, however,
will, according to the military usages of that Power, not
be published.
ali etter belted
--<-~
far these experiments have been confined to the
physical test of
ually-applied strains, slowly applied,
or, as by some abuse of scientific language, these are some‘'
times called, statical strains. The chief aim in view, how'
ever, was an improved material for the construction of
'''
guns, the strains on which are impulsive and suddenly
''
py a
and as yet we know so little of the way in which
cohesion in solids resists the application of such forces that
it is impossible to argue, except in a very general way,
that a high statical resistance shall also present a great
dynamic one with very high- velocity. Besides this,
other questions come into play as to the full fitness in all

were invited to be present from the chief Governments of
Europe, England being represented by Colonel Maxwell,
Director of the Cossipore Gun Foundry, on the part of the
Indian Government, and Captain Majendie,
R.A., from
Woolwich. Both have presented reports, but though
rinted by Government, these have not been published.
ion Montifiore-Levy and Kiintzel have also issued, in
lithograph, a lucid and unbiassed short account of the
whole of the experiments made, which has this advantage
over the British reports, that the former alone embraces
these to the end. The experiments were broken off
by the French war in July, 1870, to which
period
only the latter reports extend, and resumed in March
of last year (1871). The
gun of “bronze reglementaire” was cast at the Liége Gun Foundry by the
usual modes—z.e¢., in clay mould, with a masselot of 3lin.
Its material was old bronze of three guns cast there by
Moritz (in the last century, we presume), containing about
90 per cent. copper, 9} per cent. tin, and 03 per
cent. zinc. After being cast, analysis gave their com-

a a ae ye aeae

3
2
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be made with it with increasing charges of powder and a
solid lead-coated projectile up to a maximum ch
of
1} kilos. of powder. Afterthat the practice to be continued4
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respects of any free material for artillery—such as
resistance to the deflagration by the inflamed gases of the
powder, unchangeability of form in quick and sustained
firing,
ess to resist ballotage and scoring by the shot,
and
ce to atmospheric corrosion, with others. It,
therefore, became necessary to obtain comparative trials of
phosphorised am ordinary bronze by actual artillery
practice. In
, 1870, the
ian Government authoLidve but_—_ to be made atthe Royal = Foundry at
, but at the expense
e proposers.
The
e
for experiment, as settled by the directors of the} arg
was as follows :—(1) Three
to be cast and finished—
one of ordinary bronze (re.
wre), and two of phosphorised bronze—all to be, as to form and dimensions, on
the model of the
ian steel-gun
breech-loaders on the
Wahrendorff plan. (2) The cnlinary bronze gun and one
of those of phosphorised bronze to be bored as 4-pounders
and as muzzle-loaders. From these 100 rounds to be fired
with one projectile and wad, but without sabot, with 1 kilo.
ofpowder. The pieces to be examined after each 25 rounds,
(3) Both guns were then to be bored out
to 6and with the same charge and projectile, except that the lead
26 rounds fired from each, beginning with fivenest of coating of the latter should be harder than the regulation

ition as 90°22 copper, 9°64 tin, and 0°14 zinc. When
nished, this gun was deemed by Colonel Maxwell
as fine a bronze
ing as he had seen in his large experience. The guns of
orised copper
were attempted
to be also cast at the
Foundry ; but the furnaces
and
apparatus being unsuitable, failure resulted,and the casting
was then undertaken at the Val Benoit Works, where fine
castings were ultimately made, though the firstcast there was
also a failure. The two phosphorised bronze guns were
run in massive
chills of cast iron nearly to their final form
externally, leaving a very small amount, 0°25in. to turn off,
the masselot
being only 10in. in height. They were bored an
completed at the Royal Foundry. Analysis
showed the following average constitution of the muzzle-loader ae
91°63 ; tin, 662; phosphorus, 1°75; total, 100.
e
breech-loader contained rather more than % per cent. of
phosphorus, The form of these guns, with thedimensions
and successive enlargements of calibres by boring out,
shown in accompanying
illustrati
mm
and 2.
It is that of the Belgian steel breech-loa
and was
bronze guna
chosen principally wi a viewto producing
80 thin that proof practice should cupid show upon
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them relatively and absolutely. It was an unwise form,
however, for, as has been justly urged by Messrs. Montefiore and Co., the huge lump of irregular shape and unperforated, at the breech end tended to derange the s
etry
of vibration of the gun when finished as a muzzle-loader,
and so to increase the tendency of their phosphorised
bronze gun, when it burst, to do so explosively.
e first
parts of the programme were tad
pe at the end of
June, 1870, and at a very early stage the vent of the phosphorised bronze gun began to show enlargement to a
considerably greater extent than that of the gun of ordinary
bronze, and this by deflagration, for the greater hardness
of the phosphorised metal was conclusively demonstrated.
The relative enlargements of bore at any one place alon
the chace, whether by ballotage of the snssiheod romel
shot or by scoring, being as follows after the 25th round :
—Ordinary bronze : horizontally, 0°0787in. ; vertically,
0'1417in. Phosphorised bronze : horizontally, 0°007in. ;
vertically, 0°31. After the 39th round the ordinary bronze
gun began slowly to bulge near the trunnions, and this
increased at each round until, at the 49th, several external
cracks had run into one, and the state was such that firing
was eet lest another round might tear the piece in
two ; whilst, to the eye, both externally and internally,
the phosphorised gun “ presented no appearance whatever
of injury.” As there was no longer a serviceable common
bronze gun to compare it with, the further practice was
discontinued. It was then determined to bore out to the
calibre of 6-pounder the latter gun, and to make a new
in of ordinary bronze. On the 11th July, although the
ast-named gun was not ready, the experiment with the
bored-out phosphor-bronze gun was proceeded with. Five
rounds were fired,each of 1 kilo.of powder and two shot of
2‘) kilos. each were fired very satisfactorily, and careful
examination by the star gauge (étoile mobile) showed the
chace in good condition. At the next round of 13 kilos.
of powder and three shots of 2°9 kilos. each the gun burst
explosively and without warning, the fragments being
driven about with force in various directions—showing,
as Captain Majendie urges, the bad qualities in its
manner of bursting of what he, with some exaggeration, calls a “treacherous” gun, from which common
bronze is more free. The gun was admitted by the
makers to be too hard, and as this, with only 0°4 per
cent. of phosphorus, proved so, it was obvious that
the second phosphorised bronze gun, which contained
about 2 per cent. of that metalloid, must @ fortiori be so.
Messrs. Seentctions et Cie., therefore, themselves proposed
to recast it, and produce a new gun of the proper metal to
compete as to the remainder of the programme with the
now finished second gun of ordinary bronze. The further
prosecution of these experiments in July, 1870, had, however, to be-at once suspended through the French declaration of war, following on which the Belgian Government
thought it prudent to remove all war material from Liége
to Antwerp. In March, 1871, they were resumed, and
of these last experiments we*have only Messrs. Montefiore
et Cie.’s own account. Both guns were bored to calibre of
6-pounder. It is scarcely worth while to give details of the programme adopted,
the rather as it wassubsequently somewhat
departed from in order to obtain quicker and more decided
results. .As regards relative degradation of the chaces from
all causes, the phosphorised gun had the manifest advantage, and its hardness, as compared with common bronze,
was decisive. The enlargement, horizontally and vertically, from point to point along the whole length of the
chaces are recorded by our authors in a suite of elaborate
diagrams, which show remarkably in favour of their
phosphor bronze. As the proof @ U’outrance progressed the
parts of both guns about the seat of the charge began to
show some swellings externally, and with 1°25 kilos.
powder and a cylinder equal in weight to three shot, this
was visible to the eye in both, and rather worst in the
ordinary bronze gun. At the third round with this charge
the last-named gun burst explosively, as Messrs. Montefiore
et Cie. affirm, and they quite sustain their affirmation by
an engraving showing the lines of fracture and the number
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of fragments, which to the practised eye are conclusive material for certain parts of the mounting and of the
as to the fact. This fact, as it appears to us, a good deal breech-pieces of small arms. Whatever may be its merits
modifies the implicit confidence we may re
in other otherwise, the rapid perme caw of the vents in the
of the experiments at Liége seem
parts of Capt.
jendie’s report. Facts known to all phosphor-bronze
artillerists prove that ordinary bronze (as in this instance) almost conclusively to decide against the applicability of
does not always give warning before bursting; the prompt the same material to the breeches of breech-loading small
condemnation then on this ground of the phosphorised gun arms, where the cutting effects of the escape of the powder
before alluded to is certainly premature, and, we must add, gases are well known. The Prussian Government are
scarcely impartial. At this stage, then, on the grounds that stated to be engaged in experiments on this material for
there was no longer any means of comparison, all further artillery, and a committee of artillery officers has been
trials with the phosphorised bronze gun, which was still in appointed by our own War Department to investigate
nerally the possible improvements in casting bronze guns,
good condition, and the enlargement of bore extremely
minute, were stopped by the Belgian authorities. Messrs. including the phosphor-bronze. We are not sanguine that
Montefiore et Cie. remark that the powder supplied for all any great advance is likely to come from those phosphorus
the proofs was d'une nature brisante, and point out that compounds, although admitting that the research as to it
whilst in the first series of trials their phosphor-bronze should be varied and exhaustive. Those best qualified will
n burst with a charge of 14 kilos. powder and three the most readily admit that in complex alloys no one can
Gleoune of which, at least, broke up in the gun (such predict what strange and unexpected results as to physical
in the
also is Colonel Maxwell’s opinion), and, as they suggest, qualities may be produced by very small c
—
its destruction, the second gun of ordinary elementary metals, or in their proportions, and thus no
rouze burst with a charge of only 14 kilos, of powder and well-conducted train of experiments of this sort is wholly
one cylinder of the weight of three balls, which, of course, fruitless, We have before us, however, a definite problem.
had less effective windage, but did not break up in the| We want to add to the tenacity of bronze by clearing it of
gun. Both, however, burst explosively. And thus the| involved oxides; we also want to add to its hardness for
matter now rests we believe, so far as the Belgian War artillery. Now we know that augmenting the proportion
of tin can effect the latter, but in large proportion at the
Department is concerned.
e experimentsare quiteinconclusive, exceptasto the fact cost of brittleness, as in the extreme of speculum or
that hardness as an element of durability is conferred on of bell metal. Are there no other disoxydants that
bronze guns by phosphorus. Some deductions of value might so toughen the bronze, as to admit of its hardmay, however, be made from them: The sensitiveness ness also being exalted by a higher dose of tin? We
which copper shows to the combination in very minute think there are, and should like to find tried in suitable
of sodium, the remarkable powers
doses of some other bodies, and most notably of phos- proportions the amal
phorus, cannot but prove a formidable obstacle to the of which in combining metals, and in clearing them of
use of phosphorised bronze in the practical operations of a oxides, have been long since (1843) pointed out by Mallet,
gun foundry, even should future researches prove that, by |and since applied to gold amalgamation by Crookes. It is
some very limited and rigidly-determined dose of phos- | probable that by this agent gun bronze might be coma
its qualities may be greatly improved. Where the ' pletely cleared of oxides, and yet the whole of the sodium
primary
imits between unsafeness and perfection are to be reckoned | amalgam itself disappear with them. The
by one or two-tenths wadcent. it may prove impracticable, | hysical effect should be increased tenacity, and this might
even to be certain beforehand that the true limit has not = such as to admit of increasing the hardness then by the
been overpassed. Phosphorus acts in two ways, or rather addition of rather more tin. It was unfortunate that in
in two stages, upon copper or its alloys ; in minute doses those Belgian experiments two elements, undistinguishable
it is, or rather it may be conceived to be, a mere disoxy- from each other, were let to be mixed up. There is every
dant. All the phosphorus added may be burned out in ground for believing that casting bronze guns in chills or
eliminating the involved oxides, and so the quality of the massive iron moulds alone is competent to effect a
bronze itself may be improved as to tenacity, but may decisive change and improvement in the material, but
remain quite unchanged as to hardness. Again, a further
dose of phosphorus decisively hardens the bronze ; but there Reference to the Sheet of Curves of Strains and Elongations as
given in the General Table following.
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it is quite impossible to say how far the endurance
of the phosphor-bronze guns was due to this method
of casting; and how far to the phosphorus present
as compared with the ordi
bronze guns which
were cast in clay moulds; clearly the method of moulding
all the guns should have been alike. But, after all, why
should we go back to bronze in any form now as a material
for artillery when we have one so superior in all
in wrought iron, more or less steely or fibrous.
y
even, for muzzle-loading field guns for India. No
ment
that has yet been produced
against iron seems equivalent
with those that can be substantiated
aginst.
bronze.
The
ments in favour of the latter are chiefly or
whatty Cont on questions of expense, but in war, above
all other things, the most efficient instrument, no matter
almost what may be its first cost, is the cheapest. Heavy
wrought iron guns have been greatly cheapened by successive simplifications, &c., by Frazer and others, since ringed
structures were first employed. But no corresponding
efforts have been made so far to cheapen the manufacture
of field artillery of wrought iron, and yet there is a wide
and fertile field for cultivation to that end.
R. M.
THE MEGAZRA COMMISSION.
Tue following extract from the report of the Commission
expresses the conclusions at which the Commissioners have
arrived. It is poner by a summary of the history of the
ship, which it isnot necessary to reproduce :—
** We express our decided
ion that the state and condition
of the Megzra was such that she ought never to have been selected
for the
to Australia,
and that as a matter of fact
she was
an unsafe ship when she left Sheerness, and had probably
been so
for some years, It is — that we should add that Sir Spencer
Robinson informed Sir Sydney Dacres that he did not consider
her well adapted for this
ce, and it is much to be
that more weight was not attached to his representations, and
that, when he expressed an — unfavourable to the employment of the ship, Sir Sydney
did not call for, and discuss,
the bee's |\ grounds for that opinion before incurring such a
responsi
7
When the Megzra left Sheerness her ports were | , some
being decayed, and others worn out by long service. She was
also overladen with reference to the comfort of the officers and
men on
bearing in mind more particularly the nature and
length of the vo’
and the numbers she ome f
‘We consider
that the Admiralty were justified in ordering the
Megzra to continue a
she had put into Queenstown,
the admiral on the station having dec!
that she was fit to
proceed. The defects which were then reported were not of a
eharacter to affect her seaworthiness, and were such as were
remedied without docking her.
“*The defects in the ship’s hull at the time when she was
beached at St. Paul’s were local. The leak itself was an oblong
squires about two inches in length by one and a-half in breadth.
plates for a space of five or six feet in the vicinity of the leak
were more or less corroded, and dangerously weak over an extent
of from two to three feet. In sev
of the ship’s frames also in
the same part the floor plates were more or less eaten by corrosion.
These circumstances raised a feeling of insecurity in the minds of
the officers as to the soundness of her bottom. It was this which
induced Captain ose. and the officers he consulted to decide
upon running the vessel ashore,
“The cause of the leak and of the defective condition of the
plates in its vicinity was the continued corrosive action of bilge
water on unprotected iron. The loss of the ship is in our judgment to be attributed to the want of adequate protection to the
inner surface of those plates.
e corrosive action had in our
opinion been at work for some years, and was not appreciably, if
< all, accelerated by galvanic action, occasioned by the presence
of copper.
“The
plates in the vicinity of the water line of the Megera
were ascertained in 1866 to be very thin ;but it must be borne in
mind that it is not to the weakness of these plates that the loss of
the ship is in any way attributable. This circumstance, however,
ought to have led to a thorough and complete examination of the
whole of the plating. The sound condition of the plates was not to
be satisfactorily ascertained by mere boring from the outside, which
was the only process adopted subsequently to the above discovery;
such:a boring, limited as it was to a mere puncture of the inner
surface of the iron, could not afford any indication of the condition
of the interior face of the plates.
“It is a matter of doubt whether the plates ought at that time
to have been doubled or
replaced, but it is certain that their
ew
weakness should never have been lost sight of, and
should have been constantly brought to the notice of the dockyard
officials, and that their soundness should have been carefully tested
before the vessel was
itched to Australia.
“‘Nevertheless, after
the Megera was never sufficiently
—
-~ — at by.~~ of examination confined his
attention
e exterior, and to suc!
of her interior as were
readily accessible, and relying, ew open as to her interior,
upon the supposed lasting qualities of cement, omitted to make
the necessary examination, though it is obvious that whether her
her extended service at sea, or the period which had
since the
in 1864, be considered, such precautions should
have been
ed. It has been proved to our satisfaction that
there were parts of the interior which could only be examined by
o— up the ship to an extent which was never done ; anything
short of this prevented the real state of these parts from being
ascertained, It is in evidence that at the termination of a ship’s
commission, which usually lasts four years, such an examination
should be made as would thoroughly satisfy the authorities as to
the state of the ship, so as to make it clear whether further
examination or
are pocnsmary. But counting from February,
1865, the time when the Megera left Devonport Dockyard, unti
February,
when she sailed from Sheerness, six years had
elapsed since e was thoroughly overhauled. It was owing to
this that the corrosive action was allowed to go on until it
sag
loss of the vessel.
“We
now proceed to state upon whom, in our opinion, rests
the responsibility for the mismanagement which allowed the
vessel to remain so long in an unsafe condition.
We are of opinion that responsibility rests
Robinson, who ef a yr from 1861 to 1871. on Sir Spencer
Practi
e power of controlling the
tions
carried on in her pedesta’s doc
the cuperintentoas and
subject to his orders.
;
ctor’s Spestenent was also under his direction.
ler to take care that the organisation of
t was such that all the duties connected with it were
‘ormed, The
tion
Sheerness

the
=o

©

of the plates at the bottom
satisfied
es with an examination of the
report was accepted without challenge by the
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nation, though ascertained to be a failure in other instances.
From the day it was put into her until the day she was beached
at St. Paul’s no one ever ey on of the matter; although it is
impossible to suppose, judging from the effect of bilge water on it,
as
in the cases of the Sharpshooter and the Northumberland, that it could have afforded any lasting protection to the
plates of the bottom of the ship.
;
‘No advantage was taken by the Controller of the age weyad
of fully ascertaining her condition during the five months she lay
—
at Sheerness, o——_/ so many questions had been
ised and doubts entertained with reference to it; nor did he,
when informed by Sir 8. Dacres of his intention to send the
Megzrato Australia, recall to his mind that doubts had existed
for years as to the general character of the ship. Hence it follows
in our opinion, that the Controller is mainly responsible for the
misfortune which befel the vessel. The aguments which he has
adduced in es of this neglect are a in our judgment,
satisfactory.
e say this with much regret, ‘or there can be no
question of the zeal and ability of this officer; and it is difficult,
we think, to have taken part in this a without forming a high
appreciation of his merits as a devoted public servant.
“We also consider that neither Mr. Reed nor Mr. Barnaby is
free from responsibility, the former in not, when undertaking in
1866 to make an examination, making it a complete one, the latter
in not calling the attention of Lord John Hay to the weakness of
the ship's plating when asked as to her condition in 1871.
‘*We think also that blame attaches to Mr. H. Morgan, of the
Chief Constructor’s Department, because when he received the
report of the Sheerness officers in — 1870, containing the
observation that the bottom was stated
to be very thin in many
places, he neglected to inform them of the previous reports, and
of the known thinness of her plates.
“We are of opinion that Captain Luard incurred a grave responsibility in sending to the a ef without further examination of the ship or any knowledge of her previous history the
telegram of the 13th of A
, 1870. But for this she would
have been placed in the 4th Division and thoroughly examined,
when in all probability her defects would have been discovered.
We say this with regret, for it is clear that the error into which
he fell arose from zeal in the public service, he having no suspicion
of the real state of the case. We think also that he is responsible,
together with the dockyard officers, for the defective condition of
the ports when the M
left Sheerness.
‘“‘We
further consider that Mr. William
Ladd, the Master
Shipwright, and Mr. W. H. Henwood, the Assistant Master Shipwright
at Woolwich from 1866 to 1869,
and Mr.A. B. Sturdee,
the Master Shipwright, and Mr. William Mitchell, the Assistant
Master Shipwright at Sheerness from 1869 to 1871, are severally
deserving of censure for not having discovered either the unprotected condition or the inaccessible position of the plates in the
part where the leak was afterwards discovered; and for never
making a thorough examination of the interior, although both at
Woolwich and Sheerness there were ample opportunities of so
doing. Nor do we think that the superintendents at those yards
were free from blame in not seeing that these duties were efficiently
carried out.
“*We consider that Mr. Ladd and Mr. Henwood are further to
blame for having neglected to institute an examination of the
Megzra’s plates in the interior in December, 1867, though they
were then expressly directed by the Controller of the Navy to
report whether she was in want of - re:
** Mr. Sturdee and Mr. Mitchell are also especially deserving ofcensure, because when informed by the carpenter of the Megzra, when
she was in their hands in April, 1870, that the bottom was stated
to be very thin in many places, they took no steps whatever to
ascertain whether that was true or not.
“The engin
and carpenters of the Megzra in her several
commissions ar@in some degree to blame for not having called
attention to th® circumstance that parts of the ship were closed
up and inaccessible even to view.
‘Captain Thrupp also appears blameable for not taking care that
the cargo was properly stowed before leaving Sheerness,
“We are of opinion that it was an wenn circumstance
that Sir —
acres should have placed officers in charge of the
Megzra, very few of whom had ever sailed in iron vessels, as it
must be difficult, for those who are not familiar with their construction, to form a sound opinion as to the character of defects or
accidents which may occur at sea, or to adopt the best methods
for repairing them.
“On the question of the general responsibility of dockyard
officers it is doubtful what are the precise rules in force. They all
unite in declaring that their duties are limited to the examination
and remedy of reported defects and of such other defects as may
become apparent in carrying this duty into execution ; and these
views are Ly ep by the evidence of their immediate naval
superiors, who hold or have held the post of dockyard superintendents. On the other hand, the Admiralty officers urge the very
— statements, and point to the circular orders in existence
and to the impossibility of their being able to ascertain whether
the dockyard officers have done or have not done their duty in examining ships, It is clear to us that while the intentions of the
Admiralty were to enforce adherence to these circulars, nevertheless their orders have always been understood and obeyed by the
dockyard officials in the limited sense above referred to. But it
appears to us that it would be quite
ible to mature a system
whereby the respective duties of all these officers could be defined
and checked, so as to render it very difficult for any serious mistakes to occur, and that without such a system responsibility in
practice becomes little better than
i
“*We think that a complete survey should be made of every iron
Foefat suitable intervals. But the circumstance that such survey
been made should not release the superintendent of a dock= from the duty of at all times making sure that a vessel has
t his charge in good order.
“We feel compelled to add that we have formed, however
unwillingly, an unfavourable opinion as to the mode in which the
administration of her Majesty’s d
ards is generally conducted.
The important work of the survey of vessels seems often to have
been done in an incomplete and unsatisfactory manner. Officers
too often appear to us to have done no more than each of them
thought it was absolutely necessary to do; following a blind
routine in the discharge of their duties, and acting almost as if it
were their main object to avoid responsibility.
“As regards the Admiralty, we have endeavoured to restrict
our ing
to matters which immediately bore on the loss of the
Megera ; but owing to witnesses often travelling into points which
seemed to affect their own character, and which it was difficult to
—_ we have been led to exceed such limits, We do not
er that there is any evidence to show that the Admiralty
ever cut down an estimate from a feeling of parsimony,
sacrificed efficiency from a desire to reduce expenditure. We do
not believe that in any case connected with the Megera the
reduction of an estimate contributed to her loss. We consider,
however, that it would have been sound economy to have got rid
of the vessel long agoasbeing anexpensive ship tomaintain and
of comparatively little value for any service,
_. ‘“ We feel bound also to state that, in the course of the inquiry,
it has been clearly shown to us that the systemof administration
at the Admiralty is defective in some im
t points, Its
secretariat arrangements are insufficien’
its mode of regi
tion of
mdence defective.
It is an extrao’
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“The checks by which responsibility is tobeenforced, judgingb
the case of the gene, eee to be practically almost nomin
There was, indeed, a ship's book for the Megzra ; but neither the
circumstance that she was coated
with an experimental cement,
nor the nature of the different surveys which had from time to
time been held on her, nor, indeed, a word whereby a suspicion
would arise as to her real condition at the time she was selec
for the voyage to Australia, was to be found therein.- Sucha
record was worse than useless ; it was simply misleading. When
estimates for the repair of ships are received at the Admiralty,
judging from this case, they are disposed of without sufficient reference to previous reports and former outlays. Reports from
dockyards seem to be received with too much reliance on their
correctness, It is with difficulty that the details of the actual
work performed under each estimate can be t
Nothing
like
plete stat
ts of the work done in each instance
to aship a
to be furnished. No one seems to have
known or to have recollected in 1870 and 1871 that the Megzera
had never been thoroughly overhauled since 1864; that she had
been once declared only fit for eighteen or twenty-four months’ service in her then existing condition, and on two subsequent occasions fit for twelve months’ service only ; that when pronounced
equal to the voyage to Australia more than six years had passed,
and that before she could have returned to England seven years
at least would have elapsed since she had been properly examined and really made efficient for sea service.
“We have come to the
above conclusions after careful and full
consideration. It is with reluctance and pain that we express
unfavourable opinions with respect to the conduct of officers and
the
ement of a great department. But, in doing so, we
have acted on a strong sense of duty and of the imperative obligations which have been placed on us by your Majesty.
** LAWRENCE (L.8.),
“ Frep, ARROW.
“A, BREWSTER.
“* H. C. Rornery.
“ M, SEYMouR.
“*THomas CHAPMAN.
“6th March, 1872.”
'' “Grorce P. Broper, Secretary.
PATENT PONTOON VIADUCT.
At the present moment the construction of what is popularly
and commonly known as a Channel Ferry is attracting some
attention.
his scheme, which has hitherto met with much
encouragement, contemplates the transference of railway trains
bodily on board the ferry-boat. Now it is well known that as the
tide rises and falls, so must the level of any line of rails communieating between the shore and the ship’s deck. Mr. Koch’s has
recently secured a patent for a very ingeni
arrang
+ for
restricting the range of motion due to the tide within certain
fixed limits. The arrangements appear to us to be very simple
and practical, and worth the attention of those interested in the
conveyance of trains on board ship.
We give illustrations of Mr. Koch’s scheme, as adapted, say, to
Dover Harbour, at page 186. It will be seen that a jointed
viaduct is sustained upon
pontoons, which are fitted to rise
in tanks or caissons, and the tanks preventing the pontoons
from falling below certain fixed points, so that whatever may be
the amount of difference in level between high and low water,
no part of the viaduct will at any time have such an inclination
as will prevent the trains from running directly from the railway
on to a ferry-boat. Fig. 1 represents a side elevation, and Fig. 2 a
plan of the viaduct, Fig. 3 is a cross section showing a tank in
elevation. Fig. 4 isa side elevation of a portion of the viaduct
drawn to a larger scale. Fig. 5is a plan of a portion of the viaduct,
Fig. 6 represents a cross section of a steam ferry-boat, a side
elevation of which appears in Fig. 1 and a plan in Fig. 2. The
viaduct is, in the example given, formed in six spans, which are
sustained by floating pontoons a, a!, a*, a3, a4, and a’, which
are made of a sufficient size tosustain the weight of the viaduct.
Each pontoon is fitted to rise and fall within a tank or caisson, 6,
formed of granite or other suitable material, the pontoon bei!
guided in its rising and falling by guides which are extendec
above the top of the tank, and, in the example illustrated, are
carried by the towers ¢, ¢, which are built on the upper part of
each tank. The first span is hinged or jointed by one end to a
casting, which is fixed to the land abutment d, the other end of
the span being jointed to a carriage which is mounted on rollers
resting on the pontoon a. The second span is hinged to the
pontoon a, the other end of the span being jointed to a roller
carriage which is simp
te the pontoon a!, the third, fourth,
and fifth spans being mounted
and sustained in the same manner
on the remaining pontoons. This arrangement allows the pon
toons to rise to varying heights without interfering with the
passage of trains across the viaduct. Each tank or caisson is
made water-tight, and is formed with
es, x, x, for the influx
and overflow of water, the height of the cills of the passages
above low water varying in the case of each tank, as, for example,
supposing the vertical height between low water and high water
to “ 20ft., the cills of the overflow passagesof the first tank—
that is, the one nearest the abutment—might
be 4ft. below high
water, the cills of the second tank being 8ft. below high water,
and so for the remaining tanks, the cills of each tank being 4ft.
above those of the next tank, counting from the abutment, It will
thus be seen that, as the water in the channel, river, or estuary
falls below low-water mark, the pontoons will be sustainedat
varying heights. Fig. 1 represents the viaduct in the position
assumed at the time of low water, the first five spans having an
inclination of one in forty, in consequence of each pontoon being
sustained at an elevation of 4ft. above the next outer pontoon.
The sixth or last outer span remains about level at all times, the
ntoons inthe fifth and sixth tanks being permitted to fall to the
ow-water level. As the tide rises the outer end of the fifth span
is raised until the tide has reached a heightof 4ft. above low-water
mark, when the fifth and sixth spans will be level. When the
water has risen 4ft. the fourth span will be level, and so for the
remainder of the spans. Arrangements are provided for raising
and lowering or ole
S outer end of the last span, so that
the end a the ferry-boat may be firmly connected with
the end of the viaduct, and that the rails on the viaduct and on
the deck of the ferry-boat may meet
er with sufficient
accuracy. The Mee, Boe having been connected
with the outer
end of the viaduct, railway trains may
be run directly from the
rails on land on to the rails on the deck of the boat, or from the
boat directly on to the land, whatever may bethe height of the
tide. Means are provided for verning the rising
falling of
the pontoons, whereby the subsidence of any part of the viaduct,
when loaded with a passing train, takes place so slowly that the
viaduct is, for all practical purposes, as
as the platform of
an ordin:
i
If, however, the viaduct
to sustain a load
for
alengthened interval, the subsidence of the pontoons may be
entirely
This regulation of the rising and falling of the
pontoons is also useful, as preventing
the pontoons
from being
affected by waves or
Wonperrvt Discovery.—A new force, infinitely superior to
steam, in fact of power unlimited, has recently been patented in
France. A limit, a minimum, perhaps, is, however, mentioned,
namely, ‘‘aforce of 60,000,000,000 kilogrammes, equal to800,000,000
steam horses.” We are told that this marvellous powerisobtained
by the principles of the equality of pression, hydraulic, pneumatic
weight, and absolute vacuum and a new d
r concentracteur
~-for which we feel incompetent to supply an English equivalent
term—but it is called also an accumulator of power; and,
it is
added, is set in action by the four general movements known and
Moreover, one man is amply sufficient
engi
in steam
—
ide what is
the “‘accelerative and nonforce
to give the
and speed” of this titanic motor. It is notn
number of the
t, or the name of the inventor,as the new force
is to be
in action on the Seine and on the railways
in the
monthof June next, and all who are interestedin such matters
are requested to take notice of the fact,
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Tuts is an illustration of a tank locomotive engine —named Sir
Bevis—built by Messrs. Alexander*Shanks and Son, of Dens Ironworks, Arbroath, and 27, Leadenhall-street, London, for the
Southampton Docks Company. The traffic in the docks is very
heavy, while the curves of the permanent way in many places are
sharp, and in keeping these two considerations in view a special
engine of unusual strength, having a wheel base of 5ft., has been
constructed, This engine has been at work in the Southampton
Docks for the past two months, and we understand is giving great
satisfaction.
e engine has outside cylinders 10in. diameter and
20in. stroke ; these are made of hard and strong cast iron, a considerable portion of which is hematite. The pistons are made on
_—_———y
WEBB’S

a,
|
AL
‘leyj

the Ramsbottom principle, having three cast iron rings in each. |outside shell is composed of best best Staffordshire
plate Ygin. thi_k,
The wheels are 3ft. diameter, the tires being of cast steel 5in, | the fire-box measures 2ft. 8tin. by 2ft. 7hin. by 3ft. Sin., the
broad on the tread. The axles are of forged scrap iron 6in. | plates are of best copper, the tube plate being }jin. thick. The
diameter throughout, with journals 7in. long. The axle boxes, | boiler is fitted with $8 solid drawn brass tubes, 2in. external
motion bars, and eccentric straps are of cast malleable iron, the | diameter. The dome is of wrought iron, and riveted to boiler.
whole of the bearings and glands of best gun-metal. The link | The tank, which is of wrought iron, is capable of holding about
motion is made of Lowmoor iron, and thoroughly case-hardened, | 400 gallons. The engine is fitted with a pump, driven by an
as well as the eccentric rud joints, &c, The frame plates are of |eccentric on the axle, and also with a No. 7 Giffard’s injector,
wrought iron lin. thick, and 16}in. broad between axles. The | with all the necessary connections, coal bunkers, sand boxes, brake,
plates extend from buffer beam to buffer beam, and the horns for |steam blower, blow-off cocks, and the usual fittings necessary to
the axle boxes are cut out of the solid plate. The boiler, exclusive |make the engine in every way complete. The design is neat, and
of the fire-box, measures 8ft. 2in. long by 3ft. 2in. diameter, the the whole engine reflects much credit on the makers,

PATENT

EXCAVATING
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SCALE oF FCET
PLAN OF CAFSTAN
ELEVATION
[if SHEWING
POSITION OF ff EXGAVATOR
WHEN BEING has ORAWN UP
ELEVATION OF OF EXCAVATOR
READY FOR a J EXCAVATING
j
7

LENCTHENING [i
CONNECTION
OF BORING BAR

THIs n achine is intended for sinking foundations of bridges, | of the frame, and can be used to a depth of more than 150ft.
ting the vercylinders, well foundations of all descriptions, and for every under water by means of the joint adopted for
kind of excavations under water, Our illustrations show the | tical iron bar, as shown in the illustrations.
The excavator is of a cylindrical form, with a bottom-cutting
excavator, complete with staging, in the act of being lowered
to its work and as it appears when drawn up from the exca- edge, which is placed in a vertical position on the bar suspended
vation loaded. It can be used ye a rigid or floating stage, as the by the bow or pa above, and the crab winch being thrown out
nature of the ground or depth of water may require, and can be oFgear, steadied by the brake, the excavator lowers itself to the
worked either by hand or steam power. Themodeof working
is re- |bottom. Four or five turns of the capstan are sufficient to cause
markably simple, and can be
perfectly understood by inexperienced | the excavator to fill, and a sharp reverse action of the ey to
workmen, The vertical iron bar is lowered, into the water to the | the extent of about one quarter of a turn, causes the fix —
bottom, and placed in position, secured by a clasp fixed tu the head of the frame, or bow attached to the excavator, to become released,

| and leavesitembedded in the ground, the chains being fixed ix
,such a position as to cant the excavator the instant the winch -+
| applied, and when drawn up it comes with the open side uppermos ;,
| like an ordinary bucket or other vessel, filled with whatever it may
| have been screwed into. We have before us the reports of several
| eminent engineers in India who have seen it at work, and give
| testimony to 1he remarkable saving it has effected in the ¢ m|struction of bridges in India, The a
tus is extremely simpie
| and ingenious, and we have no doubt as regards its utility in
| suitable soils. Mr. Webb’s agent in this country is Mr, H, Her| bert, 2, Charterhouse-buildings, Goswell-road.
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design of these ships departed from the form of previous breast' ow in last session, and amo: Dg doe agen |g pe oe
PRIVATE BILLS IN PARLIAMENT.
work turret — to which in other respects it conformed. It
;
Mason, vice-president
e Association,
., Lavington
was subsequently proposed to add an unarmoured superstructure
Tue Examiners of Standing Order Proofs have now very nearly Eft the chief engineer. The committee approve generally
on either side of the breastwork, thus increasing the freeboard completed their labours, and the more important s'
exception to
of proceeding of the report presented by the committee, but
amidships to the full height of the breastwork d
that follow are now fairly entered upon, the House of Lords clause B of paragraph No, 11, in which it is stated that “‘a great
As two of these ships (the Devastation and Thunderer) were | taking the lead in the proceedings in Committee by sitting for number of explosions arise from causes independent of and apart
actually well advanced at the period of our appointment, we were the first time on a group of miscellaneous country bills, As from anything that could be prevented by periodical i
”
desired by their lordships to consider and report.as early as_pos- stated in former notes, the reports of Examiners against bills on , The experience of the Association (the committee say) proves that
sible whether this or any other practicable modification might be standing orders for non-compliance, are not necessarily fatal to were g system of independent careful periodical i
of
desirable,
ughout
the fasthor prosecution of suchi bills. A considerable number of boilers, such as that afforded to its members, general
In our reply dated the 11th of March last we expressed our those that have been “ sent upstairs ” to the Committee on Stand- | the country, a boiler explosion would be an unfrequent occurrence,
opinion that the proposed superstructure was not n
for ing Orders, reported as notin compliance, have, on the recommenThe chairman, in moving the ~—s of the report, said the
safety. The reasons.upon which this opinion is founded are dation of the Committee to the House, been granted a dispensation | Association was not established for the exclusive purpose of pre— in that report and its enclosures, to which we beg leave to from standing orders, ordered for second
ing and examination | venting boiler separpng They had other objects, and that was
refer,
,
on their merits before Committees. Among those bills may be | to economise fuel and to bring forward such facts and experiments
It-is only necessary to add, that although the angle of vanishing named the Metropolitan Street Improvement Bill, the North |as tended in that direction.
He had come to the conclusion, after
stability (43 deg.) which the’ calculations of the Constructive Wal en, oe esroomy) arson — and Rang¥ | Many years’ experience, that it was in their power to economise
Department show them to possess, is, as we have already reported, im
ce,
e
owever, to appear
before the |the present expenditure of fuel by a system which might not be
sufficient to insure the safety of these ships as designed ; neverr, their billsare 4 facto dead, at dln 5for the current altogether in accordance with the views of the members of the
theless in the construction of future ships we recommend, in order cost, he Manchestar Eiptienlie Power Billiainthiscategory. |Association or the public at large, and that was to increase
4 meet a varying en of wie -1weights, &c., ree It was opposed by the Manchester Corporation, who, as gas and water the pressure of steam. His opinion was that it might be done
the angle of vanishing ‘stabilityo
e mastless seagoing ships purveyors for the city, are so successful, rem net such handsome with great advantage, not only to steam users, but to the public
should not be less than 50 deg.
_
aga as to make them jealous of joint stock en‘
ise in connec- He was glad to say their chief om, Mr. Fletcher, had written
We are unanimously of opinion that, subject to any improvenm with almost every public object within the city. It was not a letter concurring with him in the opinion that a good deal could
ments which-further investigations in the directions to which we unreasonable, perhaps, that they should have resisted the Man- be done in that way. He would have great pleasure in stating a
have already pointed may render possible, the Devastation class chester Street Tramways Bill, and have —
through the few facts which might some day tend to bring about a change, if
represents in its broad features the first-class fighting ship of the three members for the city, the rejection of the bill by the House not a new era, in the use of steam. He was at present e
immediate future, We are agreed, also, in thinking that some at of Commons ;but. their ostility to the Hydraulic Power Bill on a subject of very great importance, the
of
least of the ships of this class ought to have armour as much more seems to
ic
a dog-in-the-manger policy, as there is no which he was desirous of bringing under the notice of the members
than 12in. in thickness as may be compatible with manageable the most remote likelthood of the
taking up such a of the Association, From the results of a series of experimental
dimensions of hull, .In the case of ships not intended for distant pie, The other three bills of the same character—to suppl researches in which he had been engaged for several years on the
service a great deal may be done in this direction by reducing
ydraulic power—promoted by the same
ies, for Hull, Bristol, density, force, and temperature of steam, he had become convinced
their coal-carrying capacity far below that given to the Devasta- and Liverpool, are still on foot, and if the promoters succeed in that in case we were ever to attain a large economy of fuel in the
tion. This would not entail any loss of fighting efficiency.
obtaining these bills they will have been fairly successful for a use of steam it must be at greatly increased pressure, and at a rate
Upon the question of the half-raised forecastle and of super- single session. Another very important bill has been withdrawn, at of expansion
tly enlarged from what it was at present. He
structures in general there is a good deal of difference of opinion least for the present session, as is conclusively known bythe circum- was convi
, not only from the most eminent writers on the
a
gst those gentl
who have been good enough to favour us stance that no oe
wasJ in when the promoters were subject, but from actua ie pee my that dry steam isolated from
with the expression of their views. Persons whose opinions are called on by the
water at high pressure would enable them to double the work with
iners,
e refer to the Thames Sew
entitled to weight have expressed to us their convictions that even Commission Bill, which was postponed for hearing before the the same quantity of fuel. Already steam users had effected a
with the 9ft. freeboard forward, which these ships actually possess, Examiner till the 25th aT
the coal consumed by raising the pressure from
postponed till the 4th saving of one-half
it will be impossible for them to be forced head to sea without March, and finally has been withdrawn.
7 lb, and 10 lb.—the pressure at which engines :were worked forty
being “‘smothered.” This is a point which cannot possibly be
The Commons Committees have now had enough work cut out years ago—to 50 Ib,, or in some cases as high as 70 lb, on the
decided in any other way than by actual trial, Experience will for them by the Committee of Selection to last till long after Easter. square inch. This progression was not, however, obtained without
show how much weight is to be attached to the objection referred This Committee usually consists of the members that may be ex- danger of boiler explosions, and these disastrous and fatal
to, but if it should prove to be well founded the defect may be
cted to sit as chairmen of the Private Bill Committees. The occurrences were frequent for a number of years until the present
remedied by raising the forecastle to a greater height. In ollowing—a strong cast—is the composition of the Committee of Association
was founded,
whic led to greater precaution and
designing future ships of this class we would recommend that a Selection :—Sir Francis Goldsmid, chairman ; Messrs, Assheton sounder principles of boiler construction. Having arrived at this
larger reserve of armour-protected buoyancy should be obtained by Cross, J. Dent Dent, J. phe a J. A. Hardcastle, Rt. Hon, T. E. we an
ving determined by actual practice that users
increasing the height of the armour belt forward, which is at Headlam, Major M. W. O” illy, and Sir Hedworth Williamson,
the power of control over steam from 50 lb to 70 Ib. pressure
present only bin. above the water line.
Bart. Mr. Headlam, member for Newcastle-on-Tyne, is a new yd square inch, he would venture to ask why they should not
ouble or treble that pressure on the assumption that the saving
member, All are considered—have proved themselves, indeed—
2.—THE MoNARCH.
of fuel would be in proportion and follow the same law in the
in Committee.
We now come to the Monarch, regarded, in the terms of our very capable menexcitement
, therefore, that steam at all presattends the
tings for grouping, as ratio of its increase,
instructions, ‘‘as a first-class sea-going ship of war.” Putting theConsiderable
sures, from 10 1b. to 1000 lb. per square inch, followed the same law
agents
are
invited
to
attend
and
“‘
assist.”
There
was
a
large
aside the Warrior, Achilles, Northumberland, and others of the number of agents in attendance on both occasions of the sittings as at the lower pressures, it was evident that i! had made
early armour-clad ships, built upon designs which, with all their of the Committee. The result of their meetings was to throw out a case open for consideration, and well deserving of
undoubted merits, are not likely to be repeated, we would apply thirty-one miscellaneous bills into nine groups, indicated by the the attention not only of the members of the Association
the term “first-class sea-going ships of war” to the Hercules,
A to I inclusive. The most important of these is probably but of all those oumictel with the use of steam, as the principal
Monarch, and Sultan only, amongst the ships which are or have letters
Group I, which includes the Gas Light and Coke Company, and prime mover in manufacturing industry. In their attempts to
been actually commissioned in the British navy.
the South London Gas Bills, and the Southwark and Vauxhall effect changes of this description they were, nevertheless, confined
An essential characteristic which these y
ships have in Water Bills. None of these groups have more than five bills, within certain limits ky the strength and safety of the boiler. To
common, and which offers the principal obstacle to any material and one of them has only two bills in the group. Much more has this
of the subject he had given the most careful attention.
increase in the thickness of their armour, is the possession of a full been done in arranging the railway bills, ogy aed of which are and he was now
in experiments to determine that of ali
sail equipment. The only broad feature which distinguishes the classed in twelve
others the most important of questions, namely, that the steam
ups
indicated,
as
in
former
sessions,
by
Monarch from the other two (besides a difference in the mode of numbers, The mth
user would be safe, and safer, in working steam at 150 lb. pressure
of
railway
bills
in
the
respective
groups
distributing the armour, the minimum thickness on the side being range from five to twelve. Group 11 has eight Scotch bills, and oe square inch than at present in working at 501b. It would not
greater and the maximum less in the former ship tham in the Group 12 has nine Irish bills ; the ae oe groups are of
necessary that he should on this occasion explain this ayer
others) is the fact that the principal armament consists of four 25or that on which boilers should be constructed, but he
ht
lish and Welsh bills, sixty-seven in number,
ton guns in two revolving turrets, instead of four 18-ton guns on
safely state that he had a boiler at work of 80-horse power that
he
proceedings
referred
to
above
sink
into
utter
insignificance,
each broadside.
had been tested by hydraulic pressure to 400 Ib. on the
as
regards
the
interest
they
have
excited,
compared
with
the
In this respect the majority of our number are strongly of
in the House of Commons,
when Mr. Dodson, square inch, and he fairly believed it would have stood
opinion that the Monarch, as a fighting machine, is superior to the proceedings
and gauges had been
Chairman of Committees, brings forward his Private Bill Legis- double that pressure if the a=
broadside ships. When very hea
ns are to
used the lation
Resolutions,
They
have
caused
quite
a panic in West- equal to the task. With this boiler and a suitable engine,
revolving turret affords greater ‘facilities for training them minster among the parliamentary agents, engineers,
such as they were now experimenting upon, by permission of his
and
others
accurately upon the object, and in armour-clad ships (by admitting interested in private bill legislation. A great reformer once said old and respected friend Mr. Ainsworth, of Cleator, they were
of the use of very small ports) gives far better protection both to of certain institutions, ‘‘ pull down the trees and nests, and the endeavouring to show that they were fully justified in making the
the gunners and the gear, than any other method hitherto rooks will fly away.” A number of the houses in Parliament- change from our present pressure of 50lb, to 1501b, per square
adopted. But it is unnecessary to pursue this much disputed
and Great George-street are to be pulled down to make inch ; and this he was desirous to inculcate as approaching the
question, Enough has been said to show that when we recommend, street
for the new Government offices; the adoption of Mr. ultimatum at which steam can be applied as a moving power.
as we feel bound to do, that no more ships like the Monarch way
Dodson’s
resolutions will disperse many of the gentlemen who With this boiler all parties were satisfied, and they aout shortly
should be built, we consider that our recommendation must be occupy these
premises as effectually as pulling down the houses. |to be in the same conditions with the engine, when oe ot was
taken to include the Hercules and Sultan, notwithstanding the Mr.
Raw
resolutions, if adopted, will quite revolutionise the | properly regulated to the work it had to perform. He
deemed
somewhat greater armour protection at the water line which those mode of conducting
this statement, as he had long advocated the
bill legislation. The first resolution, it necessary to
ships possess, The reasons which have led us to this conclusion or preamble, alleges theprivate
use of high steam, and that from a conviction that it would lead
necessity
for
reform;
the
others
recommay be very briefly stated. In view of the actual known power of mend an extended and improved system of granting provisional to important results in every case where steam is employed as a
existing guns, the armour of the Monarch is far too weak for a orders for local and personal bills, and that such provisional | motive power. There were other inducements for directing public
first-class fighting ship, whilst her cost, both of construction and
in the
should be obtainable in England, Scotland, and Ireland, | attention to this subject, and one was that every saving
maintenance, together with the large number of seamen which, orders
on application to a permanent tribunal of a judicial character, consumption of fuel must tend to the conservation of our mineral
owing to her great speed of canvas, she necessarily absorbs, forbid before
resources, The coal measures of this country would not last for
which
promoters
and
opponents
should
be
heard
in
open
her being relegated into any lower rank.
and the decisions of which should be subject to confirmation ever, and it was an object of national importance to reduce the
We consider that the Monarch has done, and may possibly long court,
Parliament. That in case of either House admitting an appeal consumption as ary as possible toa minimum. With regard to
continue to do, excellent service to this country, inasmuch as she is by
were all of opinion there
a decision of the tribunal in the matter of any provisional the prevention of explosions, he said
probably at this moment a more formidable cruising ship of war against
they were entirely owing
such matter should be referred to a parliamen
tribunal, were no secrets in boiler explosions,
than any other nation possesses, Our objection to a repetition of her order,
either to neglect on the part of the engineer or on the part of his
composed
in
the
manner
recommended
in
1869
by
the
Joint
Commodel is that other Powers may, without difficulty, become mittee of the Houses of Lords and Commons on the despatch of rp ye ‘The secretary read a letter addressed to the president
poe of ships both smaller and less costly than the Monarch, business
of the Association by Mr. Fletcher.
in Parliament by members of both Houses,
ut which, nevertheless, she may be unable to face. She repreThe chairman said that the members of the Association would
The effect of the resolutions, if adopted, will be to diminish
sents both in men and money a larger portion of the British considerably
see that Mr. Fletcher was quite prepared to give encouragement to
the
labours
of
members
in
Committee
;
but
the
r
i
g
h
t
of
navy than it is desirable, in our opinion, permanently to shut up appeal would probably add considerably to the work of the and take boilers at any amount of pressure, provided they were
in a fighting machine so imperfect as a ship with 7in. of armour members of both Houses in Parliament assembled. As regards first inspected and deemed secure, He proposed the adoption of
must now be regarded. Admiral Stewart, Captain Hood, and Dr. the local tribunals, Mahomet would go to the mountain in the the report. Mr, H, R, Greg, Stockport, seconded the resolution,
Woolley, however, are of opinion that both the Monarch and shape of eminent
On the motion of Mr. T. L,
Openshaw, Bury, seconded by Mr.
liamentary counsel, engineers, and other
Hercules type are capable of improvements which would
but it would necessarily ‘‘ be at a price” that would be Thornley, Hyde, and supported by Mr. E. Waters, Manchester,
entitle them to occupy an important place in the navy of the enpevtn,
the
president,
vice-presidents,
and
executive committee were reenhanced
by
the
impossibility
of
their
holding,
as
they
do
now,
future. bine:°consider that it will always be necessary that this
for cases relating to Edinburgh, Dublin, and London, that as Mr. James Petrie, Rochdale, moved, Mr. Jabez Johnson,
country should possess very powerful ironclad ships, with a suffi- briefs
ton,
seconded,
and
Mr.
Alderman
King, Manchester, supported,
would
be
conducted
in
those
localities,
and
not,
as
at
present,
in
cient amount ‘of sail power to enable them to economise coal in
a voteof thanks to the
chai
proceeding to distant stations. The Monarch, Sultan, and adjoining rooms in the Houses of Parliament,
e
n
hav
Ww.
The
chairman
having
briefly
acknowledged
the complimen’
liment, the
Hercules are at present by far the most powerful rigged ocean‘meeting separated. a;
:
.
cruising ironclad ships in the world, and with certain modifications
MANCHESTER
STEAM-USERS’
ASSOCIATION.
in their sail power, with more powerful fire ahead, and with
lifting screws, they are of opinion that ships of these types would
THE annual meeting of the Manchester Steam-users’ Association
ENGINEERING Soctety, Kive’s CoLLece, Lonpon.—At a general
in time of war be of very great value, especially in distant seas, was held on Tuesday at the Town Hall, Manchester. The presi- meeting of this Society held on Friday, the 8th inst., Mr. Baynes,
where there would probably be great difficulty in sending more dent of the association, Sir William Fairbairn, presided,
There vice-president, in the chair, a [a read by Mr. Hunter, on
heavily armed mastless vessels,
was a nu
tt
the ‘* Manufacture of Cotton.’
author — spoken of the
It is with much hesitation and reluctance that a majority of our
The secretary (Mr. Robert Tonge) read the annual report, which varieties and qualities of the ordinary kinds of cotton in the
number have arrived at a contrary opinion. We all view with stated that the number of members during the past year was 687, market, dir
attention to a table prepared by a cotton-broker
regret what presents itself to the minds of most of us as the that the number of boilers under inspection was 2019, and that _in Liverpool, showing the greatly increased importations of the
inevitable failure of the attempt to unite in one ship a very high the subscriptions, special services, fees, &c., afforded an income of raw material into this country during the last seventy years. The
degree of offensive and defensive power with real efficiency under £3709. The income, with the exception of a balance of £32 10s, table also indicated the weight of American, Brazilian, and East
sail; and we should unanimously hail as a most valuable acquisi- carried to the guarantee fund, has been expended, the principal Indian cotton imported last year. Of the machines for cleaning
tion, and as a triumph of naval architecture, a vessel in which | items cf outlay being salaries, £2635 ; travelling expenses, £442; the fibres, the Hardacre and the blowing engines were described ;
these apparently irreconcileable elements should be combined. } and printing and stationery,
The guarantee fund now | in the former a number of horizontal arms revolving about 1200
But at present we find ourselves compelled to regard the attain- , amounts to £21,537. The committee congratulate the members times a minute, and in the latter two beaters fastened to a horiment of this very desirable object as an insoluble problem; and of the association upon the continued satisfactory condition of its zontal shaft disentangle all knots, &c, After the cotton has passed
we, believe that our transmarine possessions, and other important finances, and upon a considerable accession of members during the through one carding engine it is dyedifcoloured yarns are required;
interests in distant parts of the world, will be more efficiently pro- past year, although the number of boilers under inspection on the | itis then worked in a second “card.” The fibres as they come
tected by the establishment, where requisite, of centres of naval 3lst December, 1871, was somewhat below that of the correspond- | from this lie parallel and are pressed into a soft porous mass,
power, from which vessels of the Devastation class may operate, ing period of 1870. As stated, however, the constituency of the The next process which the author described was that of
thin by =
upon cruising ships of such limit
ghting Association has increased, and consequently its basis is so much “doubling ;” “‘roving” fer drawing out the thick mass into a
power as the Monarch. We think, however, that a class of the more secure, while it may be added that at the time of the coarse thread, and twisting it a little was next — of. In
vessel in many ‘respects resembling the Monarch, although much drawing up of this report the Association has a larger number of describing the operation of spinning the differences
between mule
smaller and less costly,
ought to form part of the Britis navy. | boilers enrolled under its inspection than at any previous period, and frame spinning were noted, viz., that the thread by the former
This brings us to the Invincible class,
;
: while at the same time the guarantee reserve fund is higher. process is soft and downy, whereas by the latter it is hard and
(Tobe continued, )
In thediscussion
that followed, in which Messrs.
Baynes,
| 1863 ‘‘entire” examinations of boilers have been made during |
and
|the year, or, including the “ internal ” and “flue ” examinations, | Kirkby, Brittle, and others took part, the standards of
in this country were
a torat
of 1993,
No explosion
has ocowpred to any boiler under |weight with which yarns are meas
“
tion’s
i
Pp
2
during the pagt year.
TxE Pembroke Government Dockyard has just been patie ‘
Pr
toa Sune
ig
Maas cumple
eponecdingnigs. thoe pense
paper was
y numerous
with & number of powerful machines eonstructed by
. | The committee reproduce the report of the parliamentary select Se
committee which inquired into the cause of steam boiler explosions of many kinds of cotton in every stage of the manufacture.
Shanks
and Co,, of Johnstone,
:—
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA,
MISCELLANEA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
Dr. Kang, the arctic explorer, recorded the fact that snow at a
Copper, coal, and marble are said to have been discovered near
Tue packerson the South Wales Railway intend to strike for
temperature of 40 deg. slow zero Fah. loses much of its anti- Los Angeles, California.
an advance of 3s, per week.
THE covered bridge on the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, and St. Louis frictional quality. He found it nearly as difficult to draw sleds
PREPARATIONS are being made for building light gunboats at
. ~ ye near Cambridge, Ind,, was destroyed by fire on the 23rd upon such snow as upon sand.
Elswick Ordance Works, Newcastle,
Mr. G. B. Ary, the Astronomer Royal, ‘and Prof.
iz, were
THE
following appointments were made on Saturday at the
iates of the Acad ( des Sci
at Paris
in the Admiralty
THE Senate of West Virginia have passed
a bill requiring the elected forei
:—Charles D. Thomas and Walter Crichton, engineers
railroads of that State to erect station-houses at the nearest points room of the InteSir J. Herschel, and SirR. I. Murchison at the meet- to the Peterel; and Walter R. Wellington, second-class assistant
ing on the 26th ult,
to towns of 500 inhabitants or more.
engineer, to the Peterel.
;
A soLuTIoN of equal parts of permanganate of potash and
On Wednesday morning, last week, from 700 to 800 platelayers
Tue French iron trade is increasing in activity. It is re‘
ed by the4 Toneaskive and Yorkshire ely” Company sulphate of magnesia applied to white wood by means of a brush, marked, however, —
are
still
relatively
low. The
will produce an excellent brown colour resembling that of the Northern of France
pn balckdays’ notice to cease work.
way Company has cont
with
ANOTHER new railway scheme has been s
called the is—_dry. A sécond coating should be applied as soon as the first the Terrenocre Works for Bessemer steel rails at £11 10s, per
lasgow and Bothwell —w
and is a
b
the leading
ton.
,
Proresson Scuvuitze has recently exhibited to the German
i
ters and coalownersin thedistrict
through which it will pass,
Tue English authors and period of history in which candidates
Society, Berlin, beautifully formed crystals of sugar,
THE Ohio
Legislature have adopted a resolution requesting the Chemical
admission to the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, must be
borax, and other substances. He states that by the use of a for
railroad aardiaiee to report if all the saimedeat the State gelatinising
prepared at the examinations to be held at the London University,
substance
as
a
solvent
the
formation
of
perfect
crystals
have complied with the law which requires passenger cars to be is much promoted, Solutions of gelatine and kindred substances Buclin n-gardens, in May and September next, are the same as
connected by aprons or bridges.
those already announced for the Midsummer examination.
Ir iecapested that the Intercolonial Railway engineers have were the vehicles he employed.
PATENT has been taken out by C. Douglas, Glasgow, and D.
In 1866 the French Government, through the Minister of Public M. AWatson,
found
bottom for Miramichi Bridge at a depth of 130ft. The
Dundee, for the treatment of stone. The invention
a we which contractors were invited to tender showed rock Instruction, offered a prize, equal in value to the sum of £2000, for consists in first
applying to the surface of the material as a wash a
the most useful application of the galvanic pile. The documents solution containing
ttom at about 48ft., a difference of about 80ft.
or colophony and an alkali, and then,
to be sent in during
the month of April, 1871 ; a few applications before this first wash resin
Ear Powis, the chairman of the Shropshire Union, congratu- were
dries, applying a solution of alum.
only
were
received,
and
the
jury
appointed
to
examine
them
lates the proprietors on novia the largest dividend they have ever decided that none were deserving of the prize, By a recent decree
THE
machinery
and
fixtures
of the steel factory on the beach,
received in any half-year. This:has resulted from the general the competition is again moo the last day of reception of opposite West Hampton, U.S., have
been sold, the attempt tomanuprosperity of the London and North-Western Railway Company applications being the 29th of November, 1876.'
facture
steel
from
the
fine
iron-ore
sand of the sea-shore having
uring the past half-year,
sroved a failure. It is estimated that about 100,000 dols. have
A
VERY
curious
map
has
just
been
placed
in
the
Galerie
d’Apollon,
THE heads of the several departments of the North-Eastern in the Louvre. It represents France in the time of Louis XIV.,
en sunk in the establishment of this and similar enterprises.
railway guards, porters, &c., have received details of the in- and is entirely composed of various coloured marbles, like Florentine
THE great iron sheerlegs for use at Chatham Dockyard extension
crease of wages granted in response to the recent memorial of the mosaic. It is the work of an artist named Coplet, who was have
just been erected —— the repairing basin. These
guards, porters, and si
en, An average increase of about 10 attached to the courts, and bears date 1864, It may be mentioned sheerlegs
will be capable of hoisting weights of about 100 tons.
per cent. has been granted.
here that the whole of the rare collection of cups, crystals, jewel- As labourers could not be spared from the old dockyard, a numTHE permanent way men, or platelayers, on the Shrewsb
ber of men were specially hired to erect the sheerlegs at the
lery,
and
other
objects
of
art,
have
been
replaced
in
this
gallery,
and Chester branch of the Great Western Railway last wee
which is enriched with some very fine examples of furniture from extension.
“struck,” and refused to work wnless an increase of sixpence per St. Cloud and other royal palaces.
A nuMBER of experiments have been made at the sawmills at
day be granted. We hear that the company have offered an adTHE Minister of Public Instruction in France has come to the Chatham Dockyard to test the merits of an improved furnace,
vance of twopence, but this has not been the means of settling the resolution
that
in
future,
instead
of
the
artistic
work
at
the
which
is self-feeding and calculate’ to economise fuel. At
dispute,
Sévres manufactory
being executed, as heretofore, by a few present the results have not proved that the furnace is far
A MEETING of the railway clerks and stationmasters at Man- painters and modellers attached to the establishment, it shall be superior to those already in use, A final test will be shortly
chester has resolved that the
hours system was bad for both the
open, and orders given for what is required to various made,
and their servants, “ithe directors of the several com- thrown asin
othercases. Artsays the object of thisresolution
is doubtA New set of instruments for testing milk for use in the army,
es will be asked —— an increase of 20 per cent. to clerks artists,
less
to
rescue
the porcelain works from that conventional style to consisting of a cream test, a lactometer (the only test to which
and stationmasters, and make the day’s work of the latter nine which it has for
many
years
been
confined.
Troyon,
the
famous milk was formerly subjected), and a thermometer, have been
hours and the former eight hours.
landscape and cattle painter, who was brought up in the esta- introduced for use in the service. These instruments are now
ANOTHER span of the bridge at Leavenworth, Kansas, across | blishment, protested long since against the copies of copies which
supplied to each barrack and hospital at the different milithe Missouri river, has been finished. Only two spans now re- were produced there, and only reached excellence after he had being
tary stations.
main to be putup. The new route from Leavenworth to Chicago, emancipated himself,
Ir is feared that between 4000 and 5000 agricultural labourers
by way-of Burlington, has been formally opened, and through
InsTEAD of carbonate of soda, use the bicarbonate, in slight
strike in South Warwickshire. They have formed a union,
trains are now running between the two cities.
excess, for soommpeans chloride of lime. The reaction is very will
and to-day they will demand 16s, a-week and the nine-hour
THE report of the Greenock and Ayrshire directors states that violent, and Javelle water is easily separated from the precipitate system.
is, however, little prospect of their demands being
the expenditure on capital account to the 3lst of January last produced. Old engravings, wood cuts, and all kind of printed acceded to, There
and many of the men are under notice to leave their
amounted to £616,119, The directors arranged for the amalgama- matter that have turned yellow, are completely restored by being cottages.
Their
wages at present are 12s, a-week.
tion of this company’s undertaking with that of the Glasgow and immersed in it for only one minute, without the least injury to the
IT is stated that a contract has been entered into by the City
South-Western, on terms which had been proved to be satisfactory paper, if the precaution is taken to thoroughly wash the article in
by receiving the unanimous assent of the shareholders at the water containing a little hyposulphite of soda, Undyed linen and authorities with the Patent British Asphalte Company for paving
8
meetings
of the two companies, and the public appeared to cotton goods of all kinds, however soiled or dirty, are rendered one-half of Princes-street, Mansion House, and that King
be almost equally unanimous.
a white in a very short time by merely placing them in the William-street is also to be paved by that company. The asphalte
is to be laid over the existing granite cubes, thus insuring a more
THE total ex
of the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincoln- liquid mentioned. For peer of Javelle water, take four solid
foundation, and obviating the expense of removing the prea, one pound of chloride of lime, put
shire ns railways and canals, including rents, tolls, duty, pounds of bicarbonate of
&c., from spony & to March 3, 1872, amounted to £109,940, as the soda into a kettle over the fire, add one gallon of boiling sent pavement.
A PARLIAMENTARY return, obtained on the motion of Mr. Newdeagainst £100,295 for the corresponding period! of 1871. The pro- water, let it boil from ten to fifteen minutes, then stir in the
= of the South Junction receipts accruing to this company chloride of lime, avoiding lumps. When cold, the liquid can be gate, states that the total expenses incurred by the special committee on breech-loading small arms, orginally appointed by
January 1 to March 3 amounted to £7308, as against
£6728 kept in a jug ready for use.
for the ows period of 1871, and the expenses to £3853, as
As the period of the transit of Venus in 1874 approaches, says General Peel, from the date of the: first advertisement for speciNature, astronomers both at home and abroad are becoming more mens of such arms up to the termination of the first competition,
against
5
and
more active in their preparations; and the American com- was £4678, and the expenses since incurred up to the present time
THE Monmouthshire directors report the conversion of the
single line of railway between Aberbeeg and Abertillery into a mittee on this subject, it is understood, has already decided in are £3275.
considerable
part upon the stations to be occupied. Of the result
double line as conipleted, fexcepting the rock cutting at
THE Thames Conservancy Board have referred the consideration of
nm and Brentford to Mr.
As, which had been delayed by the wet weather. A bill for of their conclusions we hope to give an account before long to our the state of the Thames between Teddi
readers.
In
Russia
the committee, under Prof. Struve, proposes Beardmore, C.E., and Captain Calmer, R.N., with instructions to
constructing a railway from Blaenavon to Abersychan, which
would abstract traffic from this company’s railway, has been with- the establishment of a chain of observers, at positions 100 miles confer with Mr. Abernethy, C.E., as to the best means for maindrawn ; and the company have presented a —
against the apart, along the region comprised between Kamschatka and the taining such a supply of water in the upper Thames as shall keep
Great Western bill for powers to avoid the homas-street level Black Sea. The German committee has decided on recommending the river available for navigation and
ting purposes between
the organisation of four stations for heliometric observations of the | Teddington and Brentford during all states of the tide.
crossing at Newport.
planet during its transit, one of them in Japan or China, and the
Tue Mid-London Railway Company have a bill before Parliament others
Ar
the
instance
of
the
Thames
Conservancy
the
probably at Mauritius, Kerguelen, and Auckland Islands ; proprietors of Putney Bridge are now expending Commissioners
for carrying an underground line from oe to the extreme and three
sums
of these, with the addition of a fourth station in Persia, > the purpose of giving increased height and considerable
east of the City, The company proposes to make a good new street ; between Mascate
water-way
to
the
and Teheran, will be equipped for photographic navigation on the river. Wrought iron girders and buckled plates,
above and along their line from Snow-hill eastwards ; but westalso. The French, before the war, suggested that || supported
wards, i.¢., from Holborn-hill to the Marble Arch, it offers no ,| observations
on
cast
iron
cylinders,
are
to
be
used
in
the
improvestations be established at St. Paul’s Island, New Amsterdam, ment, but their preparation has been delayed in consequence of
yo improvement. The line will be carried from the Marble Yokohama,
Noumea, Mascate, and Suez. How far this
between Grosvenor-square and Oxford-street, and so on | ee Tahiti,
late strike. They are now, however, nearly completed, and
will be carried out under the changed circumstances the
eastwards in a line parallel to, but south of, Oxford-street and | of
the bridge will be open to the ag ~ on the day of the University
that
country
remains
to be seen.
Holborn, as far as Fetter-lane. It is urged that a new street be
Boat Race. In the meanwhile the bridge is kept open for the
made over the railway throughout its course, as a means of proProressor Kencort, of Zurich, Switzerland, states that a hail- convenience of the public by a temporary roadway, which it is
viding another much-needed arterial passage east and west,
storm, lasting five minutes, occurred last year, the stones from intended to remove in the course of the present week.
which
were found to possess a salty taste. Some of them weighed
THE Middle Level Drainage Commissioners have been again
THE Plymouth Chamber of Commerce have received official notiThey were found to consist essentially of true discussing the expediency of applying to Parliament to legalise
fication from the Board of Trade that no railway amalgamation twelve —
salt,
such
as occurs in Northern Africa on the surface of the plains, and extend the present system of drainage by syphons, It will be
bills will be formally referred to the Joint Committee on Amalgamations, but that the committee will consider with reference mainly in hexahedric crystals or their fragments, of a white colour, remembered that in May, 1862, the main outfall sluice gave way—
* to each amalgamation bill whether it should be allowed to proceed with partly sharp and partly rounded grains and edges. None of a circumstance which caused the tidal water to flow up the interior
were entirely perfect, but appeared as if they had drains, and burst the banks, so that 6000 acres of land were flooded
ornot. The Joint Committee, it is added, will, no doubt, consider the cry!
on some surface,
ey had probably been for four months. Upon the bursting of the sluice syphons were
whether the Traffic
ts Bill of the Great-Western, South- been roughly te
Western, Bristol and Exeter, and South Devon railways will be taken up and brought over the Mediterranean from some part of ut down as a temporary expedient, but they have remained from
allowed to
ed at once or not. The Plymouth C
ber of Africa, just as sand is occasionally transported thence to the }s62 to the present year, to the satisfaction of the occupiers and
Commerce have voted £50 towards the £2000 ¢
guarantee fund of European continent and the Canaries by means of hurricanes. A owners of a large portion of the level. In 1868, however, Mr.
the Associated Chambers for placing evidence before the Joint still more remarkable phenomenon has been recently recorded b Hawkshaw, C.E., reported that the present area of discharge by
Professor Eversman, of Kasan—namely, the occurrence of hail. syphons was insufficient in the case of a heavy downfall of rain.
Committee.
:
stones, each containing a small crystal of sulphuret of iron. These Another discussion of the subject has only resulted in a further
Tue half-yearly meeting of the Moretonhampstead and South crystals
probably weathered from some rocks in large quan- postponement of the question, which will probably not assume any
Deyon Company was held on Friday at Newton Abbot, the Earl tity, and were
taken up from the surface of the ground by a very great urgency until a very wet season occurs,
of Devon p
i
The chairman, in moving the adoption of the storm, and,werewhenthencarried
the hail-forming clouds, served as a
spent, remarked on the steady increase in the traffic returns and nucleus for the formation into
THE Lords of the Admiralty have called the attention of the
of hailstones,
of the number of passengers. In reference to the amalgamation
of Dockyards and other officers to the care necesDr.
CRaAcE
CALVERT,
in
a
paper
‘‘ On the Action of Heat on Pro- Superintendent
of the company with the South Devon Railway Company, he
sary
in moving iron ships when in —— to copper-bottom
believed that the embarrassments in which the line was involved toplasmic Life Dried on in Cotton Fabrics,” published in the Chemical ships. Their lordships remark that, although there is no direct
ews,
relates
a
series
of
experiments
which
have
a
direct
bearin
fully justified the
tance of the pro
arrangement. It was
evidence of any damage having been done to iron ships’ bottoms
in
that the
tion should commence on July 1. The on the question of the disinfection of fabrics and wearing appare by the proximity of copper-bottomed vessels, yet it is certain that
South Devon had
to pay this ecw in cash such sums as by exposure in heated stoves with the object of destroyin if,two such vessels were lying in actual contact with each other,
should be sufficient to discharge their debts and liabilities (except- contagion or animalcule life. To carry out these views, a piece o or were so united by chains as to make a metallic connection
ing the debenture debt) o
on the 1st of January last, and the ordinary grey calico was treated chemically, and washed until free between the iron hull of the one and the copper sheathing of the
shareholders of the Moreton
Railway were to receive half of the from any sizing material, and dried ; this prepared cloth was then other, there would then be galvanic action upon any portion of
original value of their shares in the South Devon ordinary stock. steeped in a solution of putrid albumen, containing abundance of the bottom of the iron vessel from which the composition might
The report and proposed scheme of amalgamation were approved. animalcule life, wrung out and dried at the natural temperature ; have been rubbed off. They therefore direct that iron ships and
it was then cut into small pieces five centimetres square. Each of
ships shall not be attached to the same se
At the batgeesty gmamal meeting of the Midland Great the pieces was rolled up and introduced into a strong glass tube copper-bottomed
to the same groun
Western ng ay€
on Thursday,. at the Broadstone station, which was hermetically sealed, Some of these were ex
to nor to adjacent pairs of moorings attached length
of time, even if
Dublin, Mr.
. Cusack, the chairman, said the question of temperatures raised successively to 100 deg., 200 deg., 300 deg., 400 chains, nor lie alongside each other for
there
be
no
metallic
connection
between
them,
i been alluded to byeverychairman in
England, Ireland, deg., 500 deg., and 600 deg.
Fah. Other pieces were placed in pure
an
They were
first pow psy!in Ireland that had distilled water, and another series of pieces were placed in tubes
Tu large establishment of James Richmond at Lockport, N.Y.,
par peethe nine hours movement, and he thought it was a wise containing an albumen solution, each being successively subjected the well-known maker of bran dusters and
is
grain cleaners,
%
and prudent course, They had in
e wages
of the to temperatures varying from 100 deg. to 600 deg. Fah. In all driven by water power from the waste of the Erie Canal.
men on their line from the highest to the lowest; the in- cases it was found that, at 300 deg. Fah. vibrios were present in Richmond also supplies a considerable amount of power to other
crease amounted to about £5000 a year, and he believed that small numbers, while in the water. series bacteria were
establishments in Lockport, some of which are over half a mile from
they deserved bape Send they had done for them. The time had detected. At 400 deg. Fah. no evidence of life was found. In his water wheels. 'This he does here of endless wire cables,
come when the
way’ companies would have to consider the order to ascertain what changes the calico had undergone, one of carried on telegraph poles, to neighbouring factories and mills, A
general question of rates and fares. He had seen Captain Tyler, each of the small tubes which had been heated to the different very simple arrangement of cogs enables any number of endless wire
whose
ion to Ireland was to learn what the Irish railways temperatures was broken and its contents carefully examined. The oties to run to central points in the city, and thence in all direccould be
t for. He thought that the purchase of Irish jieces heated to 200 deg. were quite sound; that heated to 300 tions. In this way the printing presses of the Journal, the Times,
railways by the State would be a
+ benefit to the country eg., was of a slightly brown colour, much injured, and for practical and the Union are run by deputy, at a cost of so much per hun
at large, and for that reason he wi
like to see the Government purposes completely spoiled. At 400deg. the cloth was very much feet per annum. Mr. Richmond also furnishes powerto a whip
gens the —s and, of =e give the full value for ther, charred, These results show that the temperature which will factory, a cabinet shop, a glass factory 2500ft. away, a shirt factory
two
were approved not destroy germ life is quite sufficient to materially injure cotton 2000ft.’ in the opposite direction, a foundry, and « machine shop.
au
@ communication
the Great South
tion with this distribution
fabric ; hence, it is concluded that no beneficial results can be ob- He has some valuable patents in
Wostern Haitway totheNorth Wall,Dublin, po
ela ' tained
and Pn
for yccmar
constructing
by the employment of public stovesasa means of destroying of power, and has lately fitted up a series of distributing wires at
a railway from
Galway to Clifden,
Fulton, in Oswego county.
. germ life and contagion,
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covered that this cement had proved worthless in the
| Sharpshooter and the Northumberland yet he never
made any inquiries as to its efficiency in the Megera.
The simple act of directing the trial of an —_
FRIDAY, MARCH 15, 1872.
composition threw the entire responsibility of watching
the progress of the experiment on the Controller. We are
THE LOSS OF THE MEGZRA.
at no loss to imagine how he can excuse the forgetfulness
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
THE moment it was announced that Lord Lawrence or anne which led to the actual disastrous result.
ery, indeed, has already placed on record the
Money Orders payable in England, being now obtainable would be president of the committee appointed to inquire Mr.
tn the following countries, THE ENGINEER
will be weekly dispatched into the causes which led to the loss of the Megvera, all general line of self-exculpation which will no doubt be
doubt
as
to
the
character
of
the
investigation
was
at
an
free from the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting
adopted by Sir Spencer Robinson. It may be expressed in
- oer Seneegremnace YC * eeamepedmaaial
nad end. The appointment of such a chairman rendered it very few words. Sir Spencer Robinson was, a
8. d.
8.
Argentine Republic
year 116 0 | Japan
°
ryear 2 5 0 certain that the investigation would be complete in the Mr. Rothery, in the hands of his subordinates, and as they
Australia... oe gt
16 0) Malta
ee
gis
116 0
UM we
”
16 0| Natal
ra
pad 116 0 fullest sense of the word ; and that the verdict, whatever neglected to supply him with information as to the condirazil
ot’ Se
o
16 0| ether
4
250 it might be, would be strictly impartial, and based solely tion of the Megwra, on them, and not on the Controller,
sritish Columbia..
”
16 0) New Brunswick
pe
116 0 on such an accurate knowledge of the facts as would result the responsibility for her loss must fall. We have no
sritish Guiana...
»”
16 0| Newfoundland
=
116 0
Canada ee ee
”
16 0| New South Wales
°
116 0
Sagect Good Hope
”
16 0| New Zealand
°
116 0 from an able and searching examination of the witnesses, hesitation in stating that the principle thus enunciated is
Cc “ eo 8 we
a
5 0) Switzerland
pe
250 The report of the Commission was made public last Friday, completely novel and utterly unsound. The nation looks
Denmark
oe
”
5 0 ==
os
”
260 and it fully realises the anticipations which were formed to the Controller not only for the efficiency of the navy,
Egypt
ee
»
16 0| United States
peg 116 0
Germany .. ..
”
2 & 0| West Coast of Africa
>
116 0 concerning it. Taken with the evidence as a whole, it but for the efficiency of the officials in charge of her
Gibraltar .. ..
pet 116 0| West Indies
Me
116 @ cannot
fail to work that reform which is sourgently needed Majesty’s ships as well. To put this matter in the
Tre ENGINEER is sent weekly post-free direct from the officts in the constitution and operations of that somewhat clearest
possible light, let us apply Mr. Rothery’s theory to
163, Strand, to subscribers in the following countries on receipt of mythical entity—the Admiralty. At the cost of the loss
an ordinary commercial transaction, Let us suppose that
subscription by bill on London or otherwise, according to the folof
a
worn-out,
inconvenient,
and
practically
useless
manlowing scale :—
the Admiralty purchased from Messrs. Penn and Son a
ust
oe
r year $$% N orway
ryear 31230
Austria
sh of-war, the nation has obtained such an elaborate and pair of marine engines, and that the first time these engines
py
eo citing 2 5 0 Panama o oe saa 116 0 searching investigation, such a revelation of the mysteries went to sea a boiler exploded and so far
the
Chiliand Peru ..
pad 2 5 O Russia
oe eo
po 240 of red tape, such a declaration of the insufficiency of the bottom of the ship that she sprung a leak,
to be
Greece
ee oo
”
2 6 O Spain
ee ee
ee
2560
India., a ee
pes 2 6 0 Sweden
eo oo
pe 250 existing system of naval management, as it never pos- beached, and became a total loss; would the Lords of the
italy .. oo ee
o
260
sessed Cidee. With the British Parliament these things Admiralty under such conditions accept it as a good and
can produce but one result—a complete and admirable valid excuse that Messrs. Penn trusted everything to their
reform which will render the administration of our naval managers and foremen, and that these managers and foreTO OORRESPONDENTS.
affairs as excellent as it is now abominable ; and such a men, and not Messrs, Penn, were responsible for the loss
*.* We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ; we result is, after all, cheaply purchased at the price.
of the ship? The answer is obvious—certainly not. Nor
must therefore request our
dents to keep copies,
The first peculiarity which will strike our readers in could the argument be maintained for one moment in the
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containThere case of a civil action. It remains to be proved that Sir
ing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of |P® rusing the report is its straightforwardness,
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of is nothing official in its composition, nothing diplo- Spencer Robinson’s position as a Government official was
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous matic in its tenor. It expresses in language remark- in any respect different from that in which the heads of
communications.
able for its terseness and vigour the opimions of the
firms are placed. Sir Spencer may very reasonably
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to gentlemen constituting the committee. It is impossible to private
inform eorrespondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the be at a loss for a single moment as to the meaning which tind fault with his subordinates, and so do we ; but the
excuse is after all one with which the public have nothing
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all
cases be yoaee pene by a large envelope legibly directed by the they intend to convey. The censure is sweeping, complete, whatevertodo. It concernsthe Controllerand hissubordinates
writer
to himself, and bearing
a 2d. postage stamp,
in order that demolishing, but it is just. No loophole is left for escape, alone, and in no way reduces or modifies his responsibility
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No except to those who possess that special and exceptional turn to the nation ; and this isthe viewtaken by Lord Lawrence
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with of mind which enables them to resist theconviction carried by and the entire committee, with the excepion of Mr.
these instructions.
the evidence of fact. We venture to state that outside the Rothery.
A Sunscriper.— Write to Mr. Spence, Quality-court, Chancery-lane.
H. H. (Leeds).—You will jind full particulars in Tux EnGineer for circle of those implicated, no excuses will be made for men
But the committee do not confine their censure to Sir
May 26th, 1871.
who have imperfectly discharged very simple duties, or for a
G. P. (Bradford).— We have not the least idea what you mean, Please be a system under which inefficient officials could retain their Spencer Robinson. Every one of the officials who had
anything to do with the Megeera comes in for his share of
little more explicit,
—Captain Beaumont's address is 2, Westminster-chambers, positions and their salaries for years unquestioned. We censure. Mr. Reed was favoured with another opportunity
Victoria-street, Westminster.
shall
not
pretend
to
consider
the
task
of
examining
this
of
rushing into print, of which he lost not a moment
A. W.—We are unable at present to supply any further information, but we report as being painful ; we shall not assume that those
shall make inquiries, which will, we trust, elicit all the information you
in availing himself. Captain Luard comes in fora very
require.
condemned by the committee deserve rather to be pitied ;
ve reprimand indeed, and the same, in one word, may be
Z. Z.—The arrangement has been frequently proposed ; you could not patent we shall not attempt to extenuate the negligence which led
said of dockyard superintendents, carpenters—of every one,
it, and the extra cocks and valves would only introduce an objectionable
to the loss of the Megzera by a reference to the defects of a in short, who ever trad the Megzra in hand ; and in every
amount of complication.
W. C. (Newark-on-Trent).— We are unable to give you the name of a firm system, On the contrary, we hold that in this case the case the censure is accompanied with reasons for proay
Doering’s boring machine. There is a stone drill used in
America which may suit your purpose. We shall endeavour to get parti- neglect of duty and the want of honesty of purpose rendered nouncing it, and in every case we see that these reasons are
culars of it for your fit.
‘
evident by the report of the Commission deserve to be
W. J.—One wall may be made just as strong as the other, it is all a question made as public as possible in order that they may become sourd and good. It would be mere waste of time to reproduce here what will be found in another page in the
of proportion. There are two or three excellent works on docks and harbours, a list of which, with the prices, you can obtain from any publisher things of the past, things which shall be unknown and words of the committee. The picture which the report, as
afacientific works, such as Messrs. Spon, or Messrs. Lockwood.
undreamt
of
under
the
rule
of
the
properly
constituted
I. J.—Your only chance of getting any employment worth having in Italy Board of Admiralty, concerning which many fair promises a whole, draws of Admiralty administration, or mal-adminislies in getting
an appointment from some English jirm to take charge of
tration, is worse than the worst enemy of the system ever
work
for them. Italyis just now a bad field for emigration as regards are now being spoken.
;
limned. Incompetency, negligence, confusion worse conengineers, but it is not likely that this state of affairs will last. Genoa
rds the proximate cause of the loss of the Megzera, founded, meet us at every turn. There appears to be no
Pe ee ade on as ce
are resolved to go.
R. D.—Lewis bolts are not applied togirders but to stones. Strictly it will be seen that the report of the Commission demolishes head, no brains, no heart. There is a paper form, an
speaking, they are ring bolts,
tails of which grow thicker as they get
Surther from the ring. These taiis are placed in holes 4in. or 5in. deep, cut with one stroke of the pen the elaborate theory of chemical official minute for everything ; each official is a machine,
in the stone to be lifted ; an iron wedge is then driven in, and the lewis ia action raised by Mr. Barnaby. While the inquiry was yet with ill-defined duties; every man is responsible for
secure, the weight of the stone only tightening the tail. 2hey can be easily pending it was our duty to hold our peace ; it was none every one else, according to every one else’s theory. Let
withdrawn when the stone is in its pluce by knocking out the wedges.
Wuitworts ScHoLar.—The series of papers on * Construction,” which we the less certain that every competent chemist laughed at a what will happen, no one is to blame ; no one knows anyhave publi , was specially prepared to meet the wishes and wants of theory which attributed the loss of an iron ship to the thing about anything outside his own department, and
students like yourself. We cannot, therefore, recommend anything more presence of a copper rose in the engine-room. Before the no one knows what is his department and what is not.
likely to suit you, as every step in calculation is worked out fully. If on officers constituting the court-martial such a theory could
examination you Jind that these papers present difficulties, write again.
As regards the ostensible rulers of the chaos, nothing
W. M. P.—Civil Engineering College, Cooper's Hill, Surrey ; expense, £150 be and was used with effect ; but it failed to serve any better can be said than the words put by Mr. Punch into
per annum, including residence and living: Trinity College, Dublin; good purpose when put before the Commission. We
the
mouth of John Bull as he peeps over the screen at the
expense, including residence and living, about the sane; King’s College,
London. There are engineering schools also at Glasgow, Manchester, and have no doubt that Mr. Barnaby, in urging it, expressed
other large towns. Your best plan will be to enter the office of some engineer his honest conviction ; it is none the less certain, however, “ Phantom” board : “Ghosts, by jingo.”
in practice in London, and, at the same time, attend the classesatKing’s
that by doing so he — that, although he may be a very
THE CLYDE SHIPBUILDERS AND THE SHORT TIME MOVECollege.
W. W. (Tetbury).—We fancy oil will suit your purpose better than anything competent naval architect, he has much to learn concerning
MENT.
else. If you enclose the oilin an iron tube and jit on topa piston with a galvanic action. We do not expect to find a competent
SPEAKING at a conference of representative employers
cup leather packing, as in the sucker of a common pump but turned
upside down, the oil, when heated, will raise a very great weight indeed; knowledge of chemistry combined with first-class abilities and workmen held lately in Glasgow to discuss the prothe only limit to the weight will be the strength of the tube. You may as a naval architect in any man ; but it is just as well that priety of reducing the boot of labour to fifty-one per
use water or any fluid in the same way ; but alcohol and waier boil at much
the fact that these different branches of information are week, Mr. Hamilton, one of the firm of Barclay, Curle,
jures than oil, which will, therefore, suit you best.
¢ isnext to impossible to give a satisfactory reply to so
not combined in Mr. Barnaby should be fully understood. and Co., declared that, if the workmen insisted on obtainbrought his patent into the concern The
Commission, blowing the copper rose theory to the ing the fifty-one hours at once, it would involve a loss to
it as so much private property. If the patent
became
the property of the firm the firm can sue for infringements, and be winds, go straight to the point, and state that the ship his firm alone of £18,000. The speaker was not mad; he
sued, under certain limitations, but in any case any one infringing a patent was lost because certain plates were corroded, and that the spoke
the words of truth and soberness. The conduct
can be sued without regard to the patentee of the infringing invention. The
mere act of making
the machines for sale is an infringement, and B. can, corrosion was due to the well-kuown action of bilge water of the men in their periodical agitations for short time
therefore, as we understand your letter, by no possibility avoid an action.
on the unprotected iron. Men
ing some sound or larger pay is practically ruining the shipbuilding
knowledge of scientific truth, and accustomed to reason trade on the Clyde, It has been decided that the fiftyBUBAQUEOUS DRIVING BANDS.
with accuracy and care, when investigating the causes one hours per week shall come into force on the Ist
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
Sim,—May I ask your readers to name a firm which manufactures leading up to a certain event, always first examine those of November next. The result is a simple question of
gutta-percha belts or other belts for driving pulleys under water?
which are most likely to have operated, and failing to obtain arithmetic.
Many, indeed most, of the masters have
Dover, March 9th, 1872.
J. R. E.
a satisfactory solution of the given problem from these, booked contracts that will keep them busy fora year, or perthey proceed to examine causes more remote. In the case haps eighteen months to come.
There are upwards of
SWISS EMBROIDERY MACHINES.
of the Megzra it was obvious that the action of bilge 20,000 workmen affected by this reduction of the hours of
(To the Bditorof The Bngineer.)
water
could
explain
everythi
Mr.
Barnaby,
however,
labour ; and this, of course, means a loss of fully 20,000
8i1r,—In
valuable paper of 2nd Fe’
, under the head
o Correepondenco SwanEmbroidery Machines,” “‘ T. Y.” does not state rejected the proximate and sought the ultimate cause in hours per day, or 120,000 hours per week! The masters
which of the two distinct kinds of embroidery he means. Machines for the action of a copper rose. To make his theo
it is are compelled to finish their contracts within a given time,
the
stitch are made in almost any machine
shop of eastern Switzerap and hence they are practically at the mercy of their workland, w
my multiple machines for the chain-stitch are built only and essential that he should first prove that Fa
exclusively by the highly — firm of T. T. Rieter and Co., in could not have produced the result which actually was men ; and of two evils, they choose the least. But it may be,
Winterthur,
3. A. Bourry
——
We dwell rptey point because, as will be seen after all, that compliance with the requirements of the men
Mechanical and Nautical Engineer.
Bt. Gall, Switzerland, March 9th, 1872.
from the report, a great
hangs upon it. In other wo
is the greatest onl There are many indications that it is
if Mr. Barnaby was right, then the loss of the Me, oe so; prominent among these is the fact that within the last
MEETING NEXT WEEK.
was
to
a
great
extent
accidental—a
thing
which
could
not
three or four months the contracts booked by the Clyde
Tue InerrroTion or Civit Enaingers. — Tuesday, March 19th, at
: “On the Conditions which Favour, and those which Limit, the have been anticipated or guarded against by any exercise shipbuilders have been far below the average.
he
Economyof Fuel in the Blast Furnacefor Smelting Iron,” by Mr. Isaac of care and skill upon the part of officials against whose only
contract of any importance that has come to the
Lowthian Bell, Assoc. Inst. C.E.
express desire the fatal copper rose box was fixed. We Clyde during that period was booked a few days ago by
to advertisements
and the publishing department of the paper
to the Publisher,Mr. George Leopold Riche; all other WOuld, therefore, particularly impress on our readers that Messrs. Steele, of Greenock. What the terms of contract
the Commissioners
positively refused to accept his galvanic were—whether it will be remunerative or
letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tux Enoineer, 168, Strand.
Tar Encrvzer can be had, by order,
any newsagent
in town or country
that they were right in doing so no one it is impossible for usto say. It is evident, however, that
or it can, if preferred, besupplied direct action theory, and
& = iefom theflowing he
shipbuilders are finding an increasing difficulty in obtainoutside an extremely limited official circle will doubt.
terms (paid in advance) :—
3 : ? 3
oo oe 4 £0 lds. 6d.
We have been
The Commission, it will be seen, hold that Sir Spencer ing contracts at remunerative
an — shi a. on
Robinson, Controller of the Navy, “is mainly responsible assured by one of the
annum
€
ers
for the misfortune which befel the vessel.”
Unfortunately the Clyde that it is impossible to un
Tan Recsmunn tsregistered fortranemiesien abroad.
i
for Sir Spencer Robinson, it is impossible to see how the
year.
last
gc
encase
9
time
t
h
i
s
at
prevailed
from |Commission could have arrived at any other conclusion. It than the prices that
HNi
il
is beyond +
that he ordered Spence’s cement to be the date ofa vesee) Leing placed on the order books until
tried on the Megera, and that although it was soon dis- the date of her delivery generally means a couple of years.
ite

FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—MM. Xavier and Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
ERLIN.—Messrs, A. AsuER and Co., 11, Unter
den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. Gerop and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—ALPHONSE tem
5
, NEW YORK.—WiLtuer
Roogrs, 47, Nassau-street.
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Hence it is impossible for masters to calculate upon
making any capital out of the short period. during which
the fifty-four hours will remain in force. From now until
the 1st of November is less than nine months, and few of
them will be able to work off existing contracts before that
time. On the Ist of November the fifty-one hours’ week
comes into operation. All new contracts will, therefore,
require to be
booked on the basis of this new arrangement ;
and the additional cost necessarily entailed appears to
have almost frightened from the Clyde the shippers
who have the control of orders. We are loth to start any
alarmist or sensational theory. Much rather would we
observe Othello’s injunction, “ Nothing extenuate, nor set
down aught in malice.” We cannot, however, ignore the
fact that the shipbuilding trade of the Clyde is just
now passing through a crisis,
It is in a perilous
position. The excessive cost of the raw material, on
the one hand, and the demands made by the workmen
on the other, have paralysed the energies and abated the
confidence of employers.
On an average the contract
price of the vessels built on the Clyde amounts to
£100,000.
Some are under, but the majority of the
Anchor, Cunard, Peninsular and Oriental, and other firstclass liners are over this figure. A third added to the contract price will therefore represent from £30,000 to
£40,000 more per vessel! Shippers are not likely to let
their partiality for the Clyde builders allow them to spend
so much extra in the construction of their vessels if they
ean save it elsewhere. It is a common report that the
Clyde shipbuilders are busy, and this is undoubtedly true;
but it is not so well understood that they are busy on contracts undertaken in the early part of last year, when
wages were lower as well as material, and when, therefore,
they could afford to quote a much lower contract price
than they would be justified in quoting at the present time.
Come what may, the masters are bound to have a margin
of profit on their contracts, and if this sine gud non is not
to be attained, then they must shut up shop, and look out
for “ fresh fields and pastures new.” It is now well nigh
twenty years since a crisis occurred similar to that which
the Clyde shipbuilders are now compelled to face. Contracts
were then taken at prices which, with the increased cost of
labour and material, proved utterly unremunerative. The
result was that more than one firm had to suffer a collapse,
and a temporary panic threatened serious disasters to the
shipbuilding interest. The danger is even greater now
than then. Competition is more sharp and close year by
year. Fresh rivals are coming into the field every day.
In Germany and on the other side of the Atlantic vigorous
and well-concerted plans are being carried out to take from
us a share of the spoil, and unless we can cheapen in some
way the cost of production we shall be “hoist by our own
petard.” The very elements that should have made us
prosperous will be made the instruments of our destruction.
THE ACTION OF BILGE WATER.
UNDERLYING the inquiry conducted by the Megzera Commission is a large scientific question—one that will press
for solution long after the specitic calamity which has given
it such late prominence shall have faded from the public
mind if not from the public memory. The maxim of all being
well that ends well is comfortable enough in its application
to many eventualities of life, but if accepted in reference
to the loss of the Megvera, or any case similar, the solacing
maxim is not only very much out of place, but if practically acted upon may evolve an infinity of harm. The
foundering of the Megzera did indeed occur without attendant loss of life, but such a result was so very much against
the ordinary evolution of the laws of chance that a similar
foundering could not be rationally expected to yield a similar finality. It is right that practical scientific men,
putting aside the veil of political and personal casuistry
with which the Megzra case has been environed, should
calmly apply themselves to a solution of the problem
how best to protect the interior or hold of an iron
ship from the corrosive effects of bilge water. Be the
responsibility of having dispatched the Megera on an
antipodean voyage, allocated to whom it may, this one
thing seems clear, viz., that the dangerous thinning of the
iron plates, owing to which cohesion at length yielded.in acertain spot, and sea water rushed through, is not attributable
to corrosive oceanic action from without, but to the solvent
wer of bilge water acting within. Now this is very
important,
e are of opinion, indeed, that the deteriorating and disintegrating effect of bilge water on iron bottoms
has never yet evoked the attention which the importance of
it merits. Doubtless the protection of the exterior of an
iron bottom against the solvent action of sea water is a
matter of considerable, we will even admit of great difficulty, but the case is one of those which are so far satisfactory, that whatever destructive action may be effected on
a ship’s bottom is at any time discoverable without much
trouble. It is unnecessary that an iron ship should be
dry docked in order to reveal the amount of disintegration. The examination of an expert diver is usually sufticient, and a diver usually belongs to the crew of eve
well appointed iron ship—certainly every iron Britis!
ship of war. Contrary to what might have been expected,
the examination of the interior of an iron ship’s bottom is
a task greatly more difficult than any outside examination, whereby, other things equal, danger from bilge
water corrosion is proportionately greater than danger from
external or oceanic agency. Let us now inquire what
indications science has to give as to the best seeming means
of obviating internal corrosion. Does science suggest
that the means of protection shall be identical for both
internal and external preservation, or that differences
shall be recognised co-ordinate with functional difference between the two cases! First of all, it will be well
to inquire what the indicated means are for preventing the oxidation or other chemical degradation of a
material subject to given chemical influences. Evidently
the means indicated are twofold. First, if by any treatment we could succeed in actually —— the surface
designed to be protected with some material upon which
the chemical influences, given by terms of the problem,
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have no effect, the protective result would be achieved.
Secondly, if we could so alter electric conditions that the
surface to be protected should be placed under the protection of an
agent more naturally prone to be acted
on
by the given chemical agents than itself, then also the
result aimed at would be attained; Applying, now, these
principles, it will be found that the cementing of an iron
surface with the intent of guarding it against all contact
with water corresponds to the first indication, and the setting
up of altered electric polarities by contact with a more
oxidisable metal than iron—zinc, for example—corresponds
to the second. Regarding the case of protectingan iron
hold against the ravages of bilge water from this ‘ory of
view, we shall soon be brought to conclude that the
resources at command are even indicated, for the internal
and the external protection of iron bottoms are necessarily,
and for obvious reasons, diverse. First, in regard to thick
layers of cement, of which latter Portland cement may be
regarded typical, it is self-evident that no material of this
kind could be applied and retained in apposition with the
exterior of an iron ship, whereas inside, Portland cement,
or something equivalent, may be plastered on ad libitum.
Then, as regards the second, or gulvanic-electric indication,
it will be evident that, though past experience has shown
the inapplicability of this means of preservation externally, yet experience has not done the same for internal
application, while theory is in favour of it. At this point
may be profitably considered the beginning of electrochemical protection as initiated by Davy, not in respect to
the preservation of iron, indeed, but of copper; though
practically, and for present needs, both iron and
copper are in the same category. It may be remembered that the question having been proposed
in Davy’s lifetime how to preserve the copper of ships’
bottoms? he demonstrated that such preservation might
effected by the attachment at intervals of zinc slabs, the
result being that so long as any zinc remained to be dissolved the copper was protected against solution. It was
very soon found, however, that if copper was rendered
insoluble it was rendered innocuous to both seaweed and
low forms of animal life—barnacles, for example—wherefore
the zinc protectors, though for the end proposed efficient, were
in practice inapplicable. Now, premising that the electrical
position of iron to zinc is identical in kind with the
electrical position of copper to zinc, only differing in
degree, it will readily be seen that no theoretical objections against the employment of zinc surfaces for protectin
iron against bilge water are suggested, whereas for externa
use the same means of protection might be inapplicable.
The experimentalist need be under no apprehension lest
barnacles should attach themselves and seaweed should
grow to the interior of an iron ship, hence he might, except
or other reasons contra-identical, avail himself of electrochemical protectives ad libitum.
Coming now to the consideration of cements, or, more
properly speaking, the class of cements almost exclusively
employed for guarding the interior of iron ships against
the chemical ravages of bilge water, the question is
worthy of note whether too much reliance has not been
laced upon them. However impervious to water Portand cement may be, and the whole class of cements
of which Portland is typical, when allowed to be at
rest after setting, as in a land edifice, yet members
of this class of cements are neither of impervious nor
can reasonably be assumed as impervious to water
under the condition of forming a lining to a ship’s
hold. Subjected to the strains from which no ship is
exempt, Portland cement, as well as the other cements
which it typifies, speedily become pervaded with cracks that,
albeit minute, easily allow water to enter and get behind the
general body of cement between it and the iron. If sucha
result would naturally occur, what shall we say about
tapping a ship's bottom from outside, and boring holes
with the view of learning the thickness of iron plates
at various spots! It has been asserted that such boring
can be conducted, and ordinarily is conducted, without disturbing the layer of cement inside. For our part we are
loth to believe this; in fact, we cannot believe it without
assuming a greater amount of care on the part of workmen than can be reasonably expected. Finally, what the
best kind of cement for protecting holds of iron ships
against bilge water may be we will not take upon ourselves to aver; but this we confidently do aver, it should
be considerably elastic.
ENGLISH SHIPS OF WAR,
Tue more carefully we examine the report of the Committee on Designs—the continuation of which will be found
in another page—the more unsatisfactory does it appear.
That the Commissioners felt that it was incumbent on
them to arrive at some conclusion respecting our ships of
war is evident ; but a perusal of their report leaves the impression that they did not, for the life of them, know what
to say. The equivalent of one little word continually
obtrudes itself. “If” we could do this, “ If” that could
be accomplished. Such and such arrangements “ might” be
found practicable. We may suggest that “if” we could
roduce a perfect war ship there would be no further need
‘or Committees to examine the designs on which our navy
should be reconstructed. We confess that we held the
opinion that the Committee whose report we are now
criticising, were specially appointed to tell us not only what
would constitute a perfect ship of war for each class, but
the best means of obtaining something as nearly like it as
the modern resources of science would compass. But on
this point the report is either silent altogether, or so
involved and confused that it is impossible to gather any
instruction from its pages. Let us take, for example, that
portion of the report which deals with the Devastation
class. This, as our readers are no doubt aware, includes
the Devastation, Thunderer, and Fury, ships with a freeboard of but 4ft. Gin., with the exception of a raised forecastle. They are not fitted with masts, and carry their guns
in turrets.
The first conclusion arrived at by the Commissioners was that these = will not upset as designed,
the vanishing angle of stability being 43 deg.; but, although
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in one sentence se state that these vessels are quite safe,
in the next they
advise that all large mastless sea-going
ships should
have a vanishing angle of stability of
not less than 50 deg. Now every naval architect knows
that to obtain this additional range of 7 deg., radical
changes must be made in the design or in the arrangement of the weights. The recommendation that 50 deg.
stability should take the place of 43 deg. stability simply
condemns the existing design as defective, because it is
impossible to obtain the new condition in ships precisely
similar to the Devastation, Thunderer, or Fury. The inconsistency here is obvious, We next find that although as
we have stated, radical changes must be effected in the
design to obtain the extra stability, the Commissioners
have not a word to say as to the character which these
changes should assume. We are not told that the ships
should have greater proportionate beam, or that they
should have increased freeboard. On the contrary, the
naval architect is left to cut and carve as he pleases, so
long as an amount of stability is obtained which the Commissioners have virtually pronounced to be unnecessary.
One of the most important questions that could have been
dealt with by such a Commission was that concerning the
form of hull, its proportions, and the distribution of
weights in sea-going monitors. The silence of the report
on this point is the more to be regretted. We are told a
little further on that the committee are “ unanimously ”
of opinion that the Devastation represents in its broad
features the first-class fighting ship of the immediate
future. In spite of their “ unanimous” opinion, however,
we find from the very next paragraph that as reg
the question of the half-rai
forecastle, and of superstructures in general, there is a good deal of difference
among the witnesses examined—* persons whose opinions
are entitled to weight have expressed to us their convictions
that, even with the 9ft. freeboard forward which these
ships actually possess, it will be impossible for them to be
forced head to sea without being smothered.” We fancy
the presence or absence of a forecastle or raised structure,
constitutes, under the circumstances, a very broad feature
indeed in any low-sided. man-of-war ; but the committee
supply us with no advice on the subject, except that conveyed in the statement that in future ships thé armourplated belt ought to be increased in width forward, so as
to rise higher out of water. In other words, as it is possible that the ships may bury their bows in a head sea, it
is expedient to increase the weight forward tending to
prevent them from rising! To sum up the report on this
point, it appears that, although the Commissioners are
unanimous that the Devastation represeuts in all her
broad features the best fighting ship of the future, yet
other people, “ whose opinions are entitled to great weight,”
hold that in one respect at least she is manifestly
extremely defective. The committee frankly confess that
on this point they know nothing. Is it too muchto say
that a committee which leaves unsettled such an important
questionas the powers of the “ first-class fighting ship of the
future” to contend with a head sea have imperfectly fulfilled their duties! The entire report as regards these
mastless sea-going ships is utterly unworthy of the gentlemen by whom it has been prepared, It is a meagre summary of conclusions, broken up and weakened by continual
qualifications. Would any one have believed it possible
that after months of labour all the Commissioners can
find to say about what is likely to prove on their own
showing the most powerful element in our navy, can be
contained within the space of less than one half of one of
our columns !
Let us see whether we shall fare better when we come to
the next class, that of the Monarch, with which the Commissioners rank the Sultan and the Hercules. They state
that these three ships are the most powerful rigged oceancruising ironclads in the world. This is very satisfactory
so far; but it rather lessens our satisfaction to find tliat,
notwithstanding the superlative excellence of these ships,
the Commissioners recommend—with a dissentient minority
—that no more ships of the kind should be built. The dissentient ryomg 3consists of Admiral Stewart, Captain
Hood, and Mr.
Woolley, and we confess that we go hand
in hand with these gentlemen. It is no doubt true that
much of the British navy is locked up in one such ship as
the Hercules ; but the majority of the Commission have completely overlooked the fact that we cannot as a nation rest
content with stay-at-home ships. We must have ships—
powerful ships—which can proceed to any quarter of the
globe at any season of the year and bear the British flag
to victory. The Monarch, the Sultan, and the Hercules
are not without faults; but we are at a loss to see what
kind of armoured vessel can be designed to discharge the
special duties for which they are intended, that shall be
very much smaller and cheaper, and equally take rank as
the most powerful rigged ironclads in the world. Sir
Spencer Robinson has written a letter to the First Lord of
the Admiralty on the report of the Committee on Designs.
This letter contains much with which we do not agree,
and also much which we heartily commend. The following
extract expresses admirably the nature of the error into
which the Commissioners have fallen :—
“The report says that though
the designs of the Hercules and
Sultan sa not poRemato ra ‘the opinions we feel called upon
to express with regard to the Monarch must be applicable in a very
| great degree to those ships also.’ After stating + the principal
obstacle to an increase of armour in these ships is to be found in
| their full sail equipment, and that the Monarch’s armament is
superior, from its being mounted in turrets, to that of the other
ships, which is mountedin broadside ports, they add : ‘We recoinmend that no more ships should be built like them.’ They admit
| that the Monarch has done, and may aw, longcontinue to do,
excellent service to this country, inasmuch as she is probably a
more formidable cruising ship of war than any other nation
possesses ; but, they say, ‘Our objection to a repetition of her
model is, that other nations may without difficulty become possessed of ships both smaller and less costly which the Monarch may
be unable
to face.’ It is of course possible toimagine such a ship
both smaller and less costly, with greater powers of offence
defence than the Monarch, as she now is, would have on the day
of battle (that ship's design
from 1865), but that is not the
real question at issue ; could the
, smaller
and less
costly, transfer her superior powers
attac! k and defence to the
antipodes,
a9 the Monarch could do with ease and safety? Do we
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axis, and in a place from which all currents of air were excluded;
NAVIGATION—M. DUPUY DE LOME’S we
thus learned that the
at which this anemometer was
AEROSTAT.
carried and the number of revolutions that were the result were
expressed
by
the
following
equation
:—
|
(Concluded from page 168.)
V = 1°12 metres = + 021 metres,
THE commission appointed by the Minister of Public Instruction
| to examine the condition of the balloon and its accessories, and to
| assist afterwards at the trials which I desired to make, in the first V representing the speed per second, and n the number of turns
| place made itself
acquainted with the preceding memoranda, and per minute,
A table was then drawn up showing at once the 5;
|then, on the 8th of January, went to Vincennes to examine the
to the surrounding air according to the
| apparatus at the riding school of Fort-neuf, where it was deposited, aérostat with
number
of revolutions of the anemometer,
i
| together with all the material necessary for the production of the
machine was obtained, as on board ship, by means of a compass
| h drogen
fixed
in
the
car
and
set
parallel
with
the
greater
axis of the
"The continued bad weather during all the month of January
| made it necessary to delay the inflation of the balloon ; but on the balloon.
In
order
to
measure
the
route
followed
by
the
aérostat
with
| 30th of that month the weather seemed to be improving and the
regard to the earth, a naval boat compass was used, and on one of
| operation
was decided to
1
| This delicate operation was performed with complete success, its lateral faces was fixed a slip of wood parallel also to the axis of
| and the quantity of hydrogen produced by the forty barrels agreed the balloon. ‘The body of this slip or small plank was painted
| with the calculation in my notes. The ascensional power of this black, while the part forming the vertical surface parallel to the
' gas, tested by means of a sumall experimental balloon, was found axis of the balloon was white; by this means it was easy to assure
| to be equal to 1120 grammes per cubic metre. But the operation oneself that the visual ray was placed in the said vertical plane,
took more time than had been calculated on; the production of As to the verticality of this plane, it resulted naturally from the
| the gas of the series of barrels occupied three hours instead of two, | suspension of the compass, which was held freely in hand.
ly observing any object that was easily visible at the surface
and there was still a small amount of gas produced after three
hours. The consequence was, that as the days were short, and it the earth, and which was passing beneath the observer, then
was not prudent to employ any artificial light, it took three days turning the piece of wood in the direction of such object, when it
: was well diverted from the vertical, the direction of the route was
for the complete inflation of the balloon,
It was ready in the evening of the 1st of February, and on the read off immediately from the compass. This method had prefollowing morning the balloon was allowed to rise to the proper |, viously been employed by M. Janssen. The same observation
| height for the attachment of the car and the arrangement of all | gave the speed of the aérostat over the ground in the following
| the netting, the suspension cords, rudder, ventilating tubes, and | manner :—
On the piece of wood attached to the compass were fixed three
|other apparatus,
The battery of forty barrels had to be worked seven times to fill | metallic points forminga triangle, the height of which was double
| the balloon, and the whole were charged once more in order to | the length of its horizontal base. With a seconds watch in hand
make up any deficiency of gas that might have been caused by | we noted the movement of the passage of an object beneath
filtration during the night, but the escape was inappreciable; so | in the direction of that side of the triangle which was nearest to
‘that it was clearly shown that the balloon with its coatings of | the vertical, and also the moment of passage of the same object in
| the direction of the side most inclined from the vertical, the
varnish held hydrogen in the most satisfactory manner.
At nine o’clock in the morning the tube connecting the balloon number of seconds intervening between the two passages giving
| with the gas battery was removed, and the ascension tuvk place at the time which the aérostat took to pass over a distance equal to
one o'clock ; during these four hours the balloon remained perfectly | half of its altitude. In this case also a table was drawn up beforeinflated, its figure fully filled out by the pressure of the gas, which | hand showing at a view the speed of the balloon in relation to its
altitude and the time in seconds of the observations.
moreover never ceased to fill the neck of the balloon.
As to the altitude of the aérostat, that was read off
The wind had sprung up in the south during the morning, and
the meteorological notes of the observatory were far from re- with sufficient exactitude for the occasion on the face of an
assuring. On the 1st of February a fall of the barometer was aneroid barometer, graduated for the purpose in metres of height,
announced in Paris, southerly winds over the whole north of this face being movable upon that graduated in millimetres, so
ber of
France, and tempest from the south-west at the entrance of that the zero of height could be placed opposit
‘the Channel. On the 2nd of the month the sky was overcast and millimetres observed at the surface of the earth at the moment of
rain imminent; it blew pretty strongly at Paris and in the Channel; departure.
The temperature was taken by means of an ordinary thermothe barometer had also fallen in Holland.
And now, finally, let us turn to the last pages of the
Notwithstanding these facts and indications, and in spite of the meter of moderate sensibility but sufficient for the purpose in view,
For greater simplicity all the directions of the route, as well as
difficulties
caused
by
the
wind
blowing
in
gusts
during
the
report, those in which the recommendations for our future
of arranging the car and its accessories, feeling complete that of the steerage, were taken in relation to the magnetic meridian,
guidance in the construction of English ships of war are operation
and
they will be found in the following statement :—
confidence
in
the
facilities
which
the
arrangements
of
the
aérostat
stored up, pages containing the embodiment of the wis- afforded for effecting a descent, it was decided to make an ascent
Returning to the account of the trial on the 2nd of February, it
dom and technical information possessed by an able com- which was not required to be of long duration.
may be mentioned that from the moment of quitting the earth,
mittee, supplied with every available means of obtaining
Under the effect of a powerful gust of wind, which made the from 1 hour to 1 hour 15 min. we made various evolutions, and
information on the most important subject that can claim balloon turn round and incline from the vertical line at a moment were assured that all worked well before we occupied ourselves
when the car was not completely attached and was loaded with a with any precise measures.
the attention of men of science.
hat do we find? considerable
At 1 hour 15 min. the screw was stopped in order to ascertain in
excess of ballast, the suspension cords affixed to the
Firstly, a recommendation that cabin fittings should be fore part of the
shafts or poles exercised a lateral traction on the what direction the wind alone was carrying us. The observations
made incombustible, by constructing bulkheads, &c., of latter, to which the car could not yield as it would have done had made between 1 hour 15 min. and 1 hour 20 min, gave the followcork, covered with sheet iron on each side; secondly, a it been suspended. This caused one of the bamboos of the rear ing results :—Height of the car above the level of the point of
recommendation to discontinue the words, “ builders’ pole to be bent, and one of the fore poles to be broken. This departure, 560 metres ; temperature, 6 deg. ; direction of the
was soon repaired, but the rear poles which carried the| route (magnetic meridian) N.E. 7 deg. N.; speed in that direction
measurement” and “nominal horse-power ;” thirdly, a accident
screw had been slightly strained, and it therefore required more (per second), 12 metres ; or, per hour, 43,200 metres, At 1 hour
hint that galvanic action takes place under. certain con- than
the proper amount of power to turn the shaft of the screw. 30 min., the screw in action, the man at the rudder ordered to
ditions, between iron and copper ; fourthly, a recommenda- The inconvenience was not, however, sufficient to cause the ascent steer south-east, thus making an angle of 83 deg, with the last
tion that long ships should be fitted with a perpetual log to be deferred,
route observed with the wind alone. Altitude, 607 metres;
All the suspending cords and other parts being in their place, the temperature, 6 deg. ; direction (average, with variations of a few
and a clinometer, two instruments the adoption of which
degrees
on each hand) 8.E. ; number of men at the screw, 8;
screw
was
placed
on
the
end
of
its
shaft
by
the
care
of
M.
was
years and years ago on the Admiralty by the
engineer of the works of M, Claparéde, who had afforded |number of revolutions of the screw per minute, 25; speedgiven to
Rey. E. L, Berthon, the inventor of the most perfect per- Bouron,
from the commencement the greatest possible assistance in the the aérostat measured by the anemometer (per second), 2°35 metres;
tual log in existence; fifthly, a suggestion that the execution of all the details of the machinery. Each of the crew | OF, per hour, 8460 metres; speed of the machine over the
ydraulic system of propulsion is deserving a more thorough was then ordered to take up his proper place, and M, Yon, who | soil (per second), 12 metres; or, per hour, 43,200
metres ; direction of
trial than it has yet received; sixthly, a statement that for three days had superintended all the details of the difficult the route in relation to the soil, N.E. 5 deg. E; angle of this
|
route
with
the
preceding,
12
deg.
At
1
hour
45 min. the screw
operation
of
inflating
the
balloon,
with
an
amount
of
intelligence
a composite armament of protected and unprotected guns
zeal which calls for recognition here, then undertook to | stopped Altitude, 580 metres; temperature, 6 deg. ; speed over
may, under ¢ertain circumstances, prove useful ; seventhly, and
| the ground (per second), 15 metres; or, per hour, 54,000 metres;
settle the ballast for immediate departure.
a recommendation that ironclad ships should be made
The aérostat, with all the material detailed in the foregoing direction, N.E. 5 deg. N. ; angle of this with the preceding, 10 deg.
strong enough to resist ramming—we may add that the notes, and, in addition, more than fifty pounds weight of cordage, At 1 hour 55 min. the screw still stopped ; the route exhibited a
report is silent as to the means to be adoptedin securing and a crew of fourteen persons, was in equilibrium at the surface gradual change of direction. When it had again become steady
this very desirable end—eighthly, information as to the of the ground, the car containing 650 kilos, of ballast, consisting of the instrument showed direction, N.E. 5 deg. E. At 2 hours the
in bags of 10 and 15 kilos, each. Ten 15 kilos, bags of ballast | screw again at work. Altitude 608 metres ; temperature, 5 deg. ;
source from which naval architects can obtain instructions sand
were then thrown out, which gave the ascensional forc@ an excess steering S.E.; men at screw, 8; number of revolutions (per
as to the mode of calculating the stability of ships; of
150 kilos. over the weight. At a given signal the retaining minute), 26; speed proper to the aérostat measured by the
ninthly, a recommendation.that the metacentric centre and ropes were let go and the aérostat rose so rapidly that there was anemometer (per second), 2°45 metres, or, per hour, 8820
the rate of extinction of still water oscillations should, in no danger whatever of a gust of wind causing the machine to be metres; speed over the ground (per second), 16 metres; or 4 hour,
every case, be determined by experiment when a ship is driven es any of the buildings which surrounded the court- 57,000 metres ; direction of route over the ground, N.E, 15 deg. E.;
angle of this route with the preceding, 10deg. At 2 hours 15 min.
of the fort.
ready for sea. Furthermore, we must not forget to men- yard
It was one o'clock at the moment of departure, and the baro- the screw still at work. Altitude, 660 metres ; temperature 5 deg. ;
tion that the Commissioners recommend the universal meter
near the ground marked 75 millimetres. The wind blew average steering, S.E. ; men at screw, 8; number cf turns of screw
adoption, with caution, of compound engines in the navy.
pretty strongly from the south, and the temperature was 8 deg. (per minute), 274; speed proper of the aérostat measured by the
anemometer (per second), 2°82 metres ; or per hour, 10,252 metres ;
It has been our fate to peruse the reports of many com- Cent.
Preoccupied with other duties, we did not observe the rate speed over the ground (per second), 17 metres; or per hour, 61,200
mittees, but never before have we had to deal with one so
of fall of our barometer during the ascent under the action of the metres ; direction of route over the ground, N.E. lédeg. E. ; angle
utterly valuelessas this. The committee had a magnifi- above-mentioned
it was not until 1 hour. 15 min. that we com- of this route with the last observed with the wind only, 11 deg.
cent subject to write upon, and it is not too much to say menced our regularforce;
At 2 hours 30 min.; screw stopped. Altitude, 910 metres; temobservations in the car.
that the whole naval world watched with anxiety for a reballoon (per second), 17 metres ; or
A few minutes after our departure the rear end of the screw perature, 5 deg.; speed of the
port which might modify the entire system of naval con- shaft was lowered down to its bearing, the shaft being so arranged per hour, 61,200 metres ; direction NE 6 deg. E. ; angle of this
struction. Instead of dealing with the matters brought as to be lifted by an angular motion before departure and at the reute with the preceding, 10 deg. At 2 hours 35 min, screw
t of t
ing the g
1 aguin, so as to keep the screw clear still stopped. Altitude, 1020 metres; temperature, 4 deg. ;
before them with vigour and determination, it appears
the ground and to secure it against accidental shocks. The speed (per second), 16°50 metres ; or per hour, 59,400 ;direction,
from the internal evidence of the report that their councils of
screw was then set in motion by eight men at once ; gently at N.E. 6 deg. E.
were divided, that there was-a complete lack of harmony, first, but afterwards more rapidly. The rudder was turned to the
From 2 an 35 min. we were occupied with the descent, and at
and that irresolution and uncertainty stamped nearly every right and to the left and then kept central, in order to see how three o'clock precisely we touched ground beyond Mondécourt, at
- kilometres and a quarter east of Paris, and 17 deg. north of
conclusion at which the Commissioners arrived with a fatal the aérostat answered its helm.
the screw was in action the effect of the rudder was
oyon,
brand. As a contribution to our knowledge of naval feltThein moment
the desired direction, which proved at once that the
It may be interesting to relate here the following fact without,
architecture the report is simply worthless, The only machine
had a speed of its own with reference to the surrounding however, attaching an exaggerated importance to it; it is of a
use which it can possibly subserve is that of a basis on tmosph
The
ter which faced the current of air at nature to strengthen the confidence felt in the methods indicated
which any-number of petty oe concerning the con- the head of the car, moreover, remained always immovable while above for measuring the directions of the route and the speed.
At 1 hour 15 min. we had marked as carefully as we could our
struction of men-of-war can
hung by men who possess the screw was at rest and turned when the latter was in motion.
also proved that the machine had a speed of its own under i; position on the chart of the military staff; unfortunately it
no accurate information on the subject, and lack the
P This influence
was impossible at the mofhent to make out by the eye the court of
of its motor,
of mind
to master it. On the other hand, how- theBefore
proceeding further, however, it is necessary to describe |the Fort-Neuf, of Vincennes, from which we had started, the
ever, we have much pleasure in pointing out that the the instruments
provided for yey sagen,Pacey roper 8
of the distance being too great. M. Zédé had, however, traced on the
Jareeneys 4documents connected with the report con- aérostat, to ascertain the directions in which that s
acted, and. chart, from the new point of departure, the directions and speeds
tain most
valuable papers, such, for example, as those by on the other hand, to measure the direction of the route followed as dictated to him, and when we were about to touch the earth
in it was asked what could be the village over which we were
Professor Rankine, ‘and the reports of the Scientific Com- by the aérostat in relation to the earth and the speed maintained.
In addition to the solution of the problem of the stability of an then passing. M. Zédé, confident of the route traced ~ the map,
mittee. The minutes of evidence also contain much that | Oblong
balloon,
it
is
clear
that
the
—
of
the
experiment
undersaid
that it must be Mondecourt, on the confines of the departcan
be read with advantage. We have had occasion to taken consisted in ascertaining:—(1) What s
the aérostat ments of the Oise and the Aisne. An instant afterwards the
criticise the report of the Commission severely, but we must obtained in relation to the surrounding air, under the influence of villagers, to whom we had shouted as we passed over their heads,
beg to point out that our objections apply to the report its screw set in motion at a given rate. (2) How it obeyed its asking them the name of the place, answered Mondécourt.
The landing was accomplished with complete success and
alone, and not to the documents by Which it is accom- | rudder, both while maintaining a given direction, and when that
without any
k, in spite of the force of the wind, thanks to the
direction was changed at will.
’
Foreseeing the
at this season of the year of encountering form of the aérostat, which presented itself end on to the wind as
winds so rapid that the speed of the aérostat could produce but soon as the guide rope had trailed for some time on the ground,
very trifling deviation, an
ini
mt was made for re
and also owing to the fact that the guide rope and anchor line were
by a plan si
to that of the log at sea, whi not attached to the car itself but nearto the fore end of the
graciously pleased to signify her inten- | directly the
came
mn Mr. John Coode, | gives thes
through the water independentof currents. Anaérial | balloon in the lower line of meshes of the main netting, the main
was difficult to arrange in consequence of the screw, nine metres point being connected
with the whole of the netting by a cord
yaa oo renderedto the
iod of about twenty-five in diameter, revolving at the stern of the car. I decided on conentirely round the balloon.
touched ground at three o'clock the balloon was
structing an anemometer by means of a small light screw with four |aHa
sanaghineh, gudtaSena i
and so arranged that the n umber of revolutions could be ' immediately surrounded by peasants who aided the travellers to
wa s being emptied by means ofof the reyal navy and mer- cul counted,
screw anemometer as soon as made was secure the car, while the
‘ tried
on land by carrying it at « tixed vate in the direction
of its the valve. At3 hours 15min, the screw,
the most delicate part
power? Have we nothing to defend
British Islands? I have shown
entirely the majority of our ironclads on distant stations
(much more our unarmoured ships) would be at the mercy of ships
pre |even the Hercules type, and that other naval Powers
possess
ships, so that our naval forces, our commerce, and
stations, would be destroyed at a distance, while the
and less costly, but more powerfully armed ship, would
» Ae adin our home waters for an attack which might never
Lue.
One of the most transparent defects in the report, as a
whole, is that it persistently disregards the necessity under
- which England labours for the possession of powerful ships
which can not only fight but cruise. From first to last we
fail to find a syllable concerning the means to be adopted
in providing accommodation for the crews of vessels which
must make long voyages. None of the low-sided monitors
a eeeas the fighting = of the future can compare
or a moment in comfort with véssels of the Monarch type;
and for this reason, if for no other, we should see with
regret any attempt made to deprive our navy of vessels of
war in which men can not only fight, but live cleanly and
healthy lives. On this point we shall not say more. The
propriety of the views entertained by Admiral Stewart,
Captain Hood, and Dr. Woolley will be apparent to every
naval officer.
We now come to the Invincible class of armour-clad
cruising ships, with a great spread of sail. About these
vessels the report says little that is‘novel. It recommends
certain changes in armament, the distribution of weights,
&c., and, with no small naiveté, suggests that the turret
which it is proposed to fit to such vessels as the Swiftsure
should have the power of’ firing right ahead in a line with
the keel. .Seeing that naval architects have been for years
seeking the means of securing such an end-on turret fire in
combination with a full rig without success, it is rather
too much for the committee to imply that the thing can be
had for the asking. For the rest, we are not certain that
anything is to be learned from the report which was not
very well known before. As regards the Inconstant class
we shall make no comment, for the simple reason that the
report says, as will be seen, next to nothing about it; and
the same statement holds good of the Cyclops and Glatton
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of the machinery, was dismounted without injury and taken out of siderable angle during ordinary winds, but also of pretty often
the car; at 6 hours the balloon, the outer covering, and the being able to inake actual progress with regard to the earth in any
netting were folded and placed under a tarpaulin, under care of desired direction.
two of the men employed, awaiting to be fetched away by two
M. Dupuy de Léme is now engaged in the eonstruction of a
carts that had been sent for to the railway station at Noyon.
balloon to be propelled by a steam or gas engine,
To review some of the important facts of this experimental trip:
in the first place the stability of the car, due to the novel mode of
suspension, adopted was perfect ; no oscillation was produced by ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND ARRANGEMENT
the eight men working altogether at the screw-crank, and several
OF WORKS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
persons might be sent from one end to the other and from side to
IRON.*
side without any more movement ge perceptible than on the
By Mr, E. HuTcHINson,
floor of aroom. Evidently the centre of gravity being displaced,
At a time like the present, when the question of mechanical
there must have been a change of some petty fraction of a degree puddling
and
its
apparent
are absorbing the attention of
in the verticality of the whole machine, telen and car; but it was all those who are in any waysolution
interested in the matter, I am afraid
impossible to discover the slightest movement of the car in relation that to occupy the time and attention
of this meeting with a few
to the balloon, and nothing analogous with the oscillations of a commonplace remarks on the arrangement
of works of the oldfloating vessel when the crew shift their places, The experiment fashioned type would seem somewhat
ill-timed and ill-placed.
was equally conclusive as regarded the maintenance of the Although we have every reason to hope that,
for the credit of the
horizontality of the longitudinal axis of the oblong balloon,
and for the sake of humanity at large, the barbarous and deWhile the balloon was full of light gas there was scarcely an trade,
moralising
practice
of
manual
pud
is
about
to pass ant
cause for this horizontality being compromised. With the sm:
think it would be foreign to our subject to introduce a disserballoon filled with air, thus replacing the hydrogen that had been we
tation
on
the
merits
and
demerits
of
the
Danks
puddling
lost, the result was the same. The critical circumstances which or of any other appliance connected with the manufacture furnace,
of iron
could not fail to cause an intolerable deviation in the horizontalit: that has not yet passed the limits of experiment.
of the long axis of an — balloon not furnished with suc
In designing our imaginary works, it will, in these times, be
netting and shrouds as those adopted, would be the case of partial more
than ever n
to bear in mind that one of the essentials
emptying of the balloon,
the arrangement of plant for such a purpose as ironmaking is,
Having entire confidence in the system of suspension, M. Dupuy in
not
only
to
provide
for
future extension, but also for a sential
de Léme did not hesitate to make the experiment. While the substitution, to a far greater
extent than is at present the case,
aérostat was descending from the altitude of 1020 metres the of mechanical appliances for manual
ur, as well as for a conballoon soon began to show wrinkles below ; this was the time to
replacement, by more effective, more powerful, or simpler
work the ventilator in order to fill the small internal balloon with stant
machinery,
than
that
of
an
obsolete
type
;
for it is important that
air ; but this act was delayed till the altitude had been reduced to these inevitable changes should be made ——
and economi600 metres. The diminution of volume and the folds in the balloon cally,
as little hindrance as
ible to the general operawere then very decided, and it was interesting to watch the tions ofandthewith
works.
The
chief
difficulty
connected
with
suspension cords fore and aft tighten themselves in turn, and of the subject arises from the fact that very few ironworksthisare part
deretain the ends of the balloon in the horizontal position whenever liberately planned and built on a large and comprehensive scale,
they evinced an inclination to rise.
of those at present existing having been started in a small
The ventilator was at last set to work in order that the balloon most
way. Many works now turning out 1400 or 1500
should not reach the ground in too collapsed a condition ; but the experimental
of finished iron per week were alge intended for pervolume of the small air balloon was not sufficient to compensate tons
haps
a
tenth
of
that quantity.
for the reduction of the volume of gas lost during a descent of 866
if any arrangement has been made at the commencement
metres, and the balloon exhibited rather deep longitudinal folds of Even
the
works
for
extension, it has probably been forgotten
at its lowest part, This did not cause any inconvenience, because or abandoned at future
early stage. Different managers may have,
it was no longer attempted to guide the balloon by working the perhaps, at variousan times,
added a few furnaces here, a hammer or
screw, and the machine was left to the action of the guide ropes. so there, as it may have seemed
them most suitable to meet the
It only remains to add, in order to complete the account of thist more immediate exigencies of thetocase,
but with little or no regard
experimental pare pil that, having left the earth with the balloon to
uniformity
or
ow
of
design,
as conducive to the econonee inflated and the small air balloon in a state of collapse,
and successful management of the whole. But as it
300 kilos, of ballast had to be thrown out to cause the aérostatto mical
be taken for granted that all works will, if successful, be
rise to the altitude of 1020 metres, with the help of the 150 kilos. may
in size, such a plan should be decided upon at the comof ascensional force with which it started.
Except what was increased
mencement,
applicable to works .
om,
absolutely necessary to cause the balloon to rise, a very minute irrespective ofas themayscalebe upon
they are
This plan
quantity of ballast had to be thrown out, merely that which should, in case of extension, bewhich
as
rigidly
adhered
to
as circumrepresented the effect of condensation from cold and that ofasmall stances will permit, as any deviation
from it may lead to still
quantity of rain falling upon the tissue of the balloon ; the loss of further
complications, and the original idea, in all oe will
gas by infiltration through
the material of the balloon was hardly be oumulie
lost. On the other hand, it should be borne in
sensible ; and we could,
it suited our purpose, have remained mind that the very
nature of the processes in the manufacture of
in the air for a very or 3period,
iron
precludes
the
of their ever being conducted with
The facts ascertained by the trial of the 2nd of Eebruary may be the same degree of——_
neatness and
ity which characterises
many
other
branches
of
manufacture,
whilst to the fact that the
ssured pe
stability
ari ye
bili in spite off the
the oblongoblong fform, in co nseq uence ironworkers belong chiefly to the lowest,
and therefore least
of the system of shroud or re netting ; ”
’
educated class, may be attributed the difficulty all managers
(2) Maintenance of the shape of the balloon by means of the experience,
when they endeavour to bring into use any labourauxiliary air balloon ;
except such as are of the rudest and simplest
(3) The capability of keeping the head in any desired direction saving appliances,
and which can be very readily replaced or repaired. Anywhen the screw was at work, excepting a few deviations caused design,
thing
of
the
nature
of mechanical refinement is, as a rule, rather out
principally by the inexperience of the steersman;
of place in ironworks, The workmen lack the intelligence readily
(4) Speed, important in amount, given to the aérostat in relation to
oo
the
merits
any tool or machine to which they have
to the surrounding air by means of the screw worked by eight not by long use becomeof accustomed;
nor, under the present
men, this speed amounting to 2°82 metres per second, or 10} kilos. system of piece-work and uniform wage-rates,
is it their interest to
per hour, with 27} revolutions of the screw per minute ;
a
so,
Until
there
is
some
change
in
this
there is almost
(5) The ratio of the proper speed of the aérostat to the product as much danger in attempting to do toorespect
much in the way of
of the path of the screw by its number of turns was 776 to 1000. improvement
in
arranging
our
works
as
in
aiming
at none at
In M. Dupuy de Léme’s detailed account of the plan of the It would be safer, perhaps, ng ed imitate our
neighbours,
machine he estimated that ratio at 795 per 1000, or 100 to 126. and to be satisfied if our works
as
good
as
theirs,
than to
The total resistance of the aérostat, compared with that of the embark capital in machinery, which the men cannot or will
not
screw, was therefore much as he had estimated it ;
use,
however
w
a
mechanical
point
of
view,
it
may
be
(6) The eight men employed to obtain these 274 turns of the
screw per minute
forth, on the average, an amount of force “Soins petlis 10 talltnengineering,
an
e
way
engionming,
ond
to
the
lady
mii
ts
which could not be measured exactly, but which could scarcely which pBs
machinery is often necessarily constru
, and
exceed 60 kilos., even allowing for the extra friction of the arbor partly
to
its
being
placed
in
the
hands
of
men
who
are
uneducated
of the screw caused by the slight accident already mentioned.
are, from the present anomalies
connected
If it were possible to make efficient provision against the danger in itstheuse, and who
question, utterly regardless of their employers’
of carrying an engine which required fire in an aérostat inflated with
interest,
the
cost
of
repairing
machinery,
as
well
as
the
timelost
with hydrogen
gas, a steam
e with the power of eight horses
consequence of breakdowns,
in most ironworks is enormous,
of 75 kilos. might easily be le of no greater weight than the in
and
such
as
would
not
be
tolerated,
perhaps,
in
any
other
departseven men, who could then be spared—retai:
only one to act as
of manufacturing
trade.
The motive power would then be equal to 600 kilos— ment
As
the
cost
of
these
accidental
of
the
works
operathat
is to say, ten times greater—and
the
of 10} kilos,
in many establishments affects
, OF
ys
hour obtained on the 2nd of Feb:
would then stieed to tions
cost
of
manufacture,
probably
to
a
more
extent
than
22 kilos. with the same aérostat. The
and feed water would
ost extreme fluctuations in the price of labour itself, it is of the
form part of the ballast, A m
we
thus be obtained,
capable not only of steering out of the course of the wind at a con* Read before the Cleveland Institution of Engineers.
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first importance that no unnecessary complications be introduced.
Simplicity and fewness of parts should be aimed at throughout, and
engines and tools of every kind should, as far as practicable, be
duplicates of each other, so that a
set of those parts most
liable to fail might be constantly kept on hand.
As before stated, one of the commonest faults in designing new
works is to make inadequate provision for future enlargement. It
not unfrequently happens, unless the venture has proved to be an
utterly unprofitable one, that before works have been in operation
for six months extension is deemed n
or desirable.
Frequently the puddling or the boiler ry or
are found
to be too small in relation to the rest of the plant. The calculations have perhaps been made with too great di
of nicety, and
not sufficient allownnce made for furnaces or boilers out of repair,
or otherwise accidentally thrown off. It should not be necessary,
in such a case, to have to consider where an additional group of
furnaces or boilers can be most conveniently squeezed in, but
simply to decide that so much more of the poePes. plan shall be
carried out,
:
With a given amount of capital at his disposal, the
adventurer in ironworks,
having decided in which branch of the
trade he will —_ L .. consider _ = — onided
operations he ma;
justified
in attempti
e wi
i
an beat by thestate of the trade, how tar it may be desirable
to build more or less extensive, but more or less incomplete works ;
whether he should aim at a large output, without attempting to
reduce the manufacturing cost to the lowest point, or be satisfied
with a smaller make produced at a lower cost, Although, of
course, large works should be
more economically
small, the common fault at the outset is to attempt too much, and
it is often found that, when all the capital which it was intended
to lay out has gone, the works still require perfecting in a thousandand-one little ways before they can ever compete succ
y
oe oe ee
the —
be _
works are su
possess, as
machinery and appliances of ect ser mh and more powerful construction.
i
In choosing a site forthe works the following desiderata, which
are enumerated in the order of their supposed importance, present
themselves :—(1) Proper rail or water communication, involving
in most branches of the trade proximity to a good ais port ;
(2) supply of water suitable for boiler purposes;
4
d
suitable he foundations; (4) space, or means for disposing
ashes, slag, and rubbish; (5) an open, airy situation ; (6) house
accommodations for the wo
The first and second points
seldom escape proper attention, nor is the third often al
c
dis:
ied ; but there are few works, old works,
ially, in
which refuse materials are not felt to be a nuisance, and the cost
of removing them a considerable addition to the making price.
Many works, too, are so surrounded by buildings, or built on so
low a level, as to be more or less unbearable for the workmen in
warm weather, occasioning much inconvenience
and loss of time.
In other works house
in the neighbourhood is so
defective that considerable permanent inducement, in the shape
of extra pay, has to be held out tothe workmen to induce them to
put up with the attendant discomforts and expense.
The most desirable
situa on, so far as the natural features of
the site are concerned,
is on a slope of, say, one in
, with rail
communication
on the high side, anda good extent of jw ground
in front for tipping ashes and
Our contemplated works,
however, are supposed to be built on a dead level, and to
:
a rec
piece of
The ground is opqeceched
L?
railway at one end, the right hand on drawing
No, 2. By this railway the works are su
with all raw material, and the finished
iron is
are laid out
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arranged as to come in contact with brickwork only where the flues
connect themselves with the tubes of the boiler, and that ample room
is left all round the boiler for external examination, whenever the
temperature will admit of it. When at work, however, the space
enclosed by the brickwork round the boiler should be completely
closed in, the boiler being thus surrounded by an atmosphere of
heated air in a temperature approximating to its own, so that no
lagging will be necessary. The roof of this space is formed of cast
iron plates covered with sand to a thickness of 9in. or 10in. In
the event of a boiler needing repairs the flue communicating with
the puddling furnace is bricked up, and the damper giving direct
opening to the main flue is used, the furnaces Leing kept going
independently of the boiler. There are two furnaces to each bvile~,
and half the furnaces do not work with boilers at all, so that the
waste heat from these may, if thought desirable, be used for raising
the temperature of the draught air before it reaches the fire-grate,
The boilers are 20ft. long and 4ft. 9in. in diameter, the internal
flue tubes being strengthened, and the heating surface increased in
— by the introduction of a sufficient number of Galloway’s
ubes,
On each side of the row of boilers, and directly under each row
of as furnaces, are open passages E, running from end to
end of the row of puddling furnaces. These passages or tunnels
are 5ft. wide, and 7ft. high, and are intended to serve the double
age of affording access to the boiler mountings and of ventiating the forge. To effect the latter object an opening is made
directly under the standing of each furnace (J, J, page 191), which
opening is covered by an open grating. It is supposed that the
heated atmosphere of the forge will cause a constantly ascending
current of cool air to rise from the lower passage, and to have the
effect of considerably reducing the heat of the air surrounding the
puddler when at work,
On the drawing the main steam pipe is carried inside the
brickwork surrounding the boiler, which is, so far as temperature
is concerned, the best place for it ;but, as it is a very awkward
ageto repair in case of its cracking or bursting, it is intended to
of malleable iron, and the connections between boilers to be
made near the furnace necks. The feed-water pipe is carried
along a corner of the air passage, where it is of course readily
accessible in case of accident.
The passages E are arched over with brickwork, except at the
centre of each boiler K, where more headroom is required, to
enal.le the boiler attendant to get at the valves and fittings. The
boilers are intended to work at 45 Ib. per square inch pressure of
steam, but the engines, hammers, &c., are designed to do full duty
at 30 lb, as a minimum pressure, it being almost impossible to
avoid great fluctuations in pressure in furnace heated boilers.
The steam and feed-water pipes are to be fitted with expansion
joints of the ordinary kind.
Outside these air passages again, and separated from them by a
wall 12in. thick, are the passages G, by means of which the ashes
and forge rubbish are removed, each furnace ashpit being provided
with a spout, projecting over a bogie running on tram rails. The
ashes are scraped down the spout into the bogie from below. These
bogies come out of the works on the level, and can be arranged to
drop their contents into railway trucks, if desirable.
The general arrangement in the plan of the forge will be seen on
reference to page 190. The position of the shingling hammers
C, C, is somewhat unusual, as they are generally placed much
nearer the rolls than as now proposed, It is, however, important
that the run between the furnaces and hammer should be reduced
as much as possibie, especially when three or four balls are doubled
under the hammer; whilst a yard or two, more or less, between
the hammer and rolls is of little moment. The shingling hammers
are in the proportion of one hammer to twelve furnaces,
Although many hammers will now shingle for twenty-five
furnaces, the failures of piston-rods, &c., even in hammers of the
best construction, are events of such frequent and sudden occurrence, and the loss of time and materials caused thereby so serious
and costly, that the shingling power ought to be at least 25 per
cent, in excess of that of the puddling, to insure full work, It
should also exceed the rolling power by 10 per cent. or 12 per cent.
In providing a hammer for every twelve furnaces I have, perhaps,
somewhat overstepped the mark, but, if so, the faultis on the
right side.
As before stated, the hammer foundations are intended to be
left exposed and accessible at all times, so that the locking-down
bolts, anvil block, &c., can be easily examined and adjusted. The
hammer slag is removed in the same se as the furnace ashes,
As a rule, single-acting hand-worked hammers appear to give
less trouble than double-acting hammers, but the difference is,
probably, rather one of construction than of principle. For
shingling, wrought iron pallets and anvils are cheaper than those
of cast iron in the long run,
The form of forge engine which will best suit the present
arrangement is of the direct-acting kind, fixed to a strong diagonal
frame. The engine, no part of which should project above the
working floor, except the crank and shaft, has 30in. diameter of
cylinder, with a stroke of 4ft. Gin. The fly-wheel is 22ft. in
diameter, and weighs 35 tons, making thirty revolutions per
minute. Geared engines are now mostly out of fashion. They
are very objectionable ; whilst there is little or no saving in prime
cost, the working cost is considerably high, and the liability to
accident very great. Spur-wheels pA
be studiously avoided
throughout the works, wherever it is possible to do without them,
as a prolific s irce of breakdowns and delay. It is also now pretty
generally allowc 0 be a bad plan to drive two mills by the same
engine, or to run more than three pairs of rolls in a train.
In some cases reversing gear has been applied to forge trains.
Without any experience of reversing forge trains, I may'perhaps
be allowed to question their merits.
The conditions, rendering
their use so advantageous in plate and other heavy mills, seem to
be wanting in the forge. There is little or no danger of a puddled
bloom becoming so cold that it cannot be rolled down to its proper
thickness, and the masses of material are of such a weight, and in
so convenient a form for ———s that it is difficult to see how
any appreciable saving in labour is effected by the reversing process ; whilst, as the capabilities of a pair of rolls are limited onl:
by their temperature when at work, it is not practicable to wor
with many fewer or smaller rolls than under the ordinary system.
The top roll, however, should be well balanced, and with a free
lift of seven or eight inches, so as to be capable of dealing with
Mr. Danks’ blooms, whenever they may come. The forge rolls are
22in. in diameter.
For cutting down puddled bars I do not think anything has yet
been introduced calculated to — the old-fashioned lever or
jaw shears, especially when the forge is connected with heavy
mills, where large cobbles, &c., are occasionally produced. The
engine, cam shaft, &c., are all intended to be on the basement
floor. The furnace and boiler arrangements in the mills are
au
to be the same as those shown on the drawings of the
forge, with of course a few modifications, rendered necessary by
the large size of the mill furnaces and one or two other circumstances, With half the puddling furnaces, and the whole of the
mill furnaces connected with boilers, there will be no lack of steam
for all the purposes of the forge and mills, provided, of course,
that the boilers are of a suitable kind, and that a proper temperature is preserved round the steam pipes, &c. As this is
really the case, it is not advisable to complicate the engines and
machinery with a view to economise steam. As the steam costs
nothing, let them be simple in construction and easy of management, and as rowary foringenuity can devise them.
It is important that the boilers in each mill should be capable
of supplying sufficient steam for the requirements of the mill with
whic theyAw Crna 4Pn steam pi
—- = provided
with stop-valves,to
open,
so as to regu
e pressure
of steam when the works are Thfull operation, but closed when
necessaryto lay off a
on of them. In the mills for heavy
fron furnaces
are intended to be charged and drawn by means of a
to that at present in operasteam-winding arrangement, similar
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tion at the Skerne works, by which means both operations are
considerably accelerated, and the iron reaches the rolls with less
loss of heat than is practicable by the slower process of
drawing by hand windlasses,
An attempt to indicate, in detail, the best form or class of
machinery,
as, established by long practice, or the most suitable
modifications, as suggested by recent engineering skill, in rolling
mills of every kind, would not only far exceed the limits of this
paper, but would also imply an extent of knowledge and a de
of discrimination on the part of the writer which it would be
presumptuous for him to claim. Beyond, therefore, the general
mapping out of the works, as shown on page 190, and which is
tether intended to be suggestive of system and of order than indicative of the very best plan that could be adopted, there are
but one or two other matters to which I purpose to make a brief
allusion.
;
For facilitating the more laborious operations connected with
heavier mills, various appliances have, during the last few years,
been designed.
In plate mills, and those generally not running at a 5) ed of
thirty revolutions or so per minute, reversing gear is now of almost
universal adoption. Where a fly-wheel is used the simplest
— is to reverse by means of a clutch on the main shaft,
tween two spur wheels, driven in opposite directions. The
clutch may be worked either by hand or steam power. The clutch
should be made in segments, so that it can be replaced ee |
without lifting the shaft, and the claws should be armed wit
loose steel face pieces, which can, when worn, be changed in a few
minutes, This rough-and-ready and somewhat unmechanical contrivance has proved too much for the nerves of some engineers,
and so various refinements of the original mode have been
proposed, and in several works an ingenious hydraulic friction
clutch has been tried with more or less success ;but as spur wheels,
the really objectionable element in reversing mills, are still
ry, it is impossible to characterise this scheme as a solution
of the difficulty. Another idea is to abandon the fly-wheel altogether, and, using a pair of somewhat more powerful engines,
reverse the engines themselves—a plan promising good results.
Perhaps the most noteworthy time-and-labour-saving appliance in
high speed mills is that known as Brown’s reciprocating mill.
The idea probably is not new, but, though it has only lately
heen developed by Mr. Brown, its merits and demerits have now
been pretty extensively discussed. The objection to its use which
is the most difficult to answer is that it requires a much greater
number of rolls to produce a given number of sections than the
ordinary method. The force of this objection will easily be
estimated by those members of the institution whose experience
has been in this direction.
The positions of many of the smaller tools connected with the
mills are not shown in the drawings, as these would be affected to
a great extent by the class of iron intended to be produced. The
roof of the forge is in three bays, the two outer ones being of 36ft.
span, and the centre one of 53ft. The roof over the forge rolls and
finishing mills is in five bays, the two outer ones being 36ft. span,
and the three inner ones of 53ft. The supporting columns are
19ft. in height from floor levelto shoe of principal. The principals
are of iron, but the purlins, rafters, and laths are of wood.
Ventilators run from end to end of each bay of roofing. The supporting columns of the roof are spaced on an average of 1Sft.
centres ; but in the forge the distance is modified somewhat, so as
to bring the columns close to the puddling furnaces, Where the
columns would impede the operations of the workmen, as behind
or in front of the rolls, &c., they are left out, and the principals
carried on girders, supported by the two adjacent columns. On
each column of the row in front of the mill furnaces is fixed a
crane for lifting the piles from the piling gantry to the furnaces,
The direction the materials take during the process of manufacture may be traced on page 190. The pig iron, being wheeled
from the pig yard M to the puddling furnaces A, passes thence to
the hinge hammers C, the forge rolls D, the cutting down
shears E, the mill furnaces L, the finishing mill J, and the shears
K, and is then loaded up at the wharf N, without being crossed in
its course, or changing its direction.
Travelling cranes, running from one end of the works to the
other, spanning the bays of roof over the forge and mill trains,
might be used with great zdvantage both for changing rolls in the
rail and bar mills, and for general use in repairing machinery, &c.
They are not, however, on the drawings, and do not form an essenfeature of our projected design of works for the manufacture
of iron,
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pith enlarged by multiplication
of Mescells, and the vascular bundle in like manner re a in
size through a corresponding
in the number of its vessels.
The latter structure thus’ became converted into the vascular
cylinder, so common amongst Lepidodendroid plants, in transverse
sections of which the vessels do not appear arranged in radiating
series, Simultaneously with these changes the thick parenchymatous outer layer becomes differentiated. The author arrives at the
conclusion that the young half-deve'oped layers of wood which he
discovered are evidences of an exogenous mode of growth, a decision
which will not remain unquestioned,
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CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
Thursday, March 7th, 1872.
Dr. Desvs, F.R.S., Vice-President, in the chair.
AFTER the minutes of the weet ng meeting had been read,
Messrs. George T. Atkinson, William Foster, and Benjamin P.
Medcalf were formally admitted as Fellows of the Society; the
list of donations having been read, the proposed changes in the
officers and council for the ensuing year were announced from the
chair. The names of the gentlemen whose certificates were read
for the first time were Messrs, William Frederick Donkin, B,A.,
Charles D. Hunter, Reynold Le Neve Foster, Alexander Noble,
W. Little, and William Henry Walburn; for the third time—
Henry Barden Pritchard, James Ballantyne Hannay, J. Vincent
Taylor, George Smithers Packer, Robert William Atkinson.
Walter William Fisher, B,A., who were then ballotted for and
duly elected.
Dr. Debus having left the chair, which was taken by Professor
Williamson, read a paper ‘‘ On the Reduction of Ethylic Oxalate by
Sodium Amalgam.” The author pointed out that by the oxidation
of alcohol, C,H; HO, a series of more highly oxidised compounds
was formed, namely, glycol, C,H,HO, HO, containing two of
hydroxyl, which then yielded successively glycollic acid, C,H,Os,
glyoxlic acid, CHO;, and ultimately oxalic acid, C,H,O,, one
would naturally conclude that if we reversed the process, and
treated oxalic acid with reducing agents, we should obtain the
same series of compounds, but in an inverse order. From. these
considerations he was induced to repeat the experiments of
Friedlander, who, about the year 1864, by the action of sodium
amalgam on ethylic oxalate in the presence of alcohol, had
obtained the sodium salt of a new monobasic acid which he named
—_ acid, CH,O,. The author, in the first instance, carefully
ollowed the process described by Friedlander; sodium amalgam was
added to ethylic oxalate mixed with three times its weight of absolute alcohol, until heat ceased to be evolved, and the mixture became
vasty, taking care, however, to keep the mixture cool. It was
ound that for this poaee about one molecule of sodium was
required for each molecule of ethylic oxalate. On adding a considerable quantity of ether and a little water to the product it
separated into two layers, the lower being pasty from the sodium
salts of the acids formed during the reacti
Lead
acetate precipitated a portion of these acids, which on examination and by
analysis of the calcium salt was found to be tartaric acid. In the
portion not precipitated by lead acetate the sodium salts were
converted itv calcium salts, and separated by fractional crystallisation into nine portions, all of which on analysis, and from
their eg properties, were found to be pure calcium glycolThe mother liquors, also, with the exception of a
t
quantity of the salt of an uncrystallisable acid, contained nothing
but glycollate, the author being unable to detect any trace of a
compound page ag. to Friedlander’s glycolinic acid. An experiment was also made papesae ag. considerably less sodium
amalgam, but with the same result, nothing but glycollic and tartaric acid being found. The author had
in his possession a
few centigrammes of the sodium ——
prepared by Friedlander, the crystalline form of which appeared to be identical
with that of sodium glycollate.
Dr. Williamson said that no doubt the Fellows had listened
with great pléasure to the author’s account of the series of accurate experiments he had made on the action of sodium amalgam
on ethylic oxalate, but he would like to ask him whether in this
reaction glyoxylic acid was not first found, which then split up into
glycolic and oxylic acids, The theoretical question as to whether
the hydroxyl ever exceeded in number the carbon atoms present
in organic compounds was one of great importance.
rom @
theoretical point of view, certainly an aqueous solution of carbonic
acid
might
be
regarded
as
CO,
HO,
HO,
there
being
two
of
hydroxyl
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to one of carbon; but it was a remarkable confirmation of the
At the meeting on Thursday, March 7th, the Astronomer Royal view held by Dr. Debus, that no compound having the composiin the chair, the following letter of Mr. W. De La Rue addressed tion just mentioned had ever been isolated. Even the hydrate of
SO, was very unstable.
to Professor Stokes, Sec., R.S., was read :—
Dr. Debus replied that in the second experiment, where the reThe Observatory, Cranford, Middlesex, W.,
action had been stopped before the mixture became alkaline, he
February 5th, 1872.
My Dear Sir,—I beg herewith to hand you a statement of the expen- had not searched for glyoxylic acid ; in the experiment where exditure of the £200 I received in February, 1871, from the Government cess of sodium amalgam had been employed of course it would be
Grant Fund for working the Kew heliograph, and measuring and reducing useless, as the alkali present would have decomposed the glyoxylic
the photographic pictures from February Ist, 1871, to January 30, 1872. acid if it had previously existed.
I enclose the vouchers.
Dr. Wright remarked that in the case of chloral hydrate there
The work which I undertook to superintend during the last ten years would
appear to be two of hydroxyl united to one of carbon, as it
has been brought to a close, so far as the observations are concern
It
was
a compound quite analogous to chloral alcoholate. Now the
has, however, been impossible to keep up the measurements of the sun
pictures and their reduction to the day. Indeed, it will take eighteen latter by the action of phosphorus oxychloride did not yield
months to bring these toa close; I have agreed with Mrs. Whipple (for- ethylic chloride, as it would undoubtedly do if its formule were
merly Miss Beckley) and Mr. Loewy to complete this work for a specific
sum (£170). As the funds placed at my disposal are exhausted, I will oa + Ai O, so that its composition would be represented by
defray this expense myself.
It may be of interest to the Government Grant Committee to know that,
during the ten years (1862, February, to the end of Januury, 1871), 2778 oC (OEt) and the analogous chloral hydrate would then be
CH (OH),
pictures have been obtained on 1724 days,
Since the Kew instrument was devised and constructed I have been CCl;
able, with the aid of Mr. Dalmeyer, to introduce many improvements,
Dr. Debus replied that even if it were established that chloral
both in the mechanical parts and the optical portion of the instrument ; alcoholate
the formule he gave, it would not apply to the rebut I did not think it desirable to interrupt the sun work to make any mark he hadhadmade,
which referred only to hydroxyl; he had never
ove in the Kew heliograph. Now.
t the work is completed, I
The chloral hydrate he
would recommend that the secondary magnifier should be changed to the affirmed it of a carbon group like ethoxyl,
form adopted in the instrument made for the Russian Government under regarded in the same light as any other hydrate.
my direction, and now at work at Wilna, by which very much better
A
paper
‘‘On
Metastannic
Acid
and
the
Detection
and Estimapictures are obtained than those procured at Kew. The cost of this - tion of Tin,” was then read
the author, Mr. A. H. Allen, F.C.8.
change would be about £30,
Having found considerable discrepancy between the various text
The observations of the sun’s
spots have of late gained so much books as to the solubility of metastannic acid in acids, he was
in interest that the date in the foregoing letter seems greatly out induced to examine the subject, and finds that the acid which was
of proportion with what might have been reasonably expected of ae ager by the action of nitric acid on metallic tin is soluble to a
hydrochloric acid. Matastannic acid
Government interference. Were these registrations hai to be arge extent in concentrated
interrupted for the next ten years the loss to the scientific world is vegegases soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid, and the addiwould be irreparable, and the gain to the Exchequer more than tion of water to this solution causes the precipitation of ordinary
doubtful, although a few hundred pounds might be saved that stannic hydrate, and not metastannic acid as is generally stated;
way.
so that the action of sulphuric acid in metastannic acid converts it
The per read and discussed was ‘‘On the Organisation of the into ordinary stannic sulphate Sn! (SO,), which is decomposed
Fossil Plants of the Coal Measures—Part III. Lycopodiaceae,” b by water, stannic hydrate, Sn H, O;, being precipitated, but when the
W. C. Williamson, F.R.S., Professor of Natural His’
in Owen’s liquid is boiled, metastannic acid is formed, and the precipitation
the tin becomes complete. This conversion into stannic sulphate
College, Manchester. The arguments here advanced in favour of
some changes in generic nomenclature are based upon a vast makes the reaction valuable for analytical purposes, the addition
amount of original research, The literature on the subject has of strong hydrochloric acid rendering the sullen capable of being
been carefully studied, and the conclusions arrived at are to the largly diluted without any precipitation taking place, so that by
the addition of tartaric acid, ammonia, and a magnesium salt,
point. A drawing of an ideal Lepidodendroid was exhibi
phosphoric and arsenic acids can be readily detected.
The
which might be looked upon as an addition tothe science
author then described several other analytical processes in which
teaching of structural
3
The specimens under examination were obtained from some thin this reaction is available, and concluded his paper with some retin and gold,
fossiliferous deposits discovered by Mr. G. Grieve, of Burntisland, marks on the action of nitric acid on alloys containing
Sy
bd occur imbedd .o & : rocks,
e and on the composition of ‘‘ purple of Cassius,” which may be
ed as containing aurous and stannous stannate (Au, Sn O,
examples vary from
v
youngest
evelo;
twigs, not
more thenthe twelfth of py A in diameter, to pte
a a oy O, + 4 aq).
having a circumference
of from two to three feet, The youngest
e secretary then read a “ Note on the Quantity of Cesium
twigs are composed of ordinary parenchyma, and the imperfectly | contained
in the Water of the Hot Springs foundin Weal Clifford,”
developed leaves which elothe them externally have the same | by Col. Philip Yorke, F.R.S. The temperature of the
is
structure, In the interiorof the twig there isa single bundle, |125 deg. Fah., and an analysis of the water made by Dr.
consisting
of a timited number of barred vessels; in the centre of| Miller in 1864 showed
itto contain 646
saline matter
the
e there can always be detected a small amount of primi, gallon, of which twenty-six grains were
jum chloride
; he
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The meeting then adjourned until Thursday, 21st March, 1872. || water
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‘
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565. CHaRLEs Lexny, Park-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in carriage 784.moneys.”—llth
Joun Tenwick, Grantham, Lincolnshire, ‘ A
li ig ovens and 528. 872.Joan Wittiam Greoc, Great Brunswick-street, Dublin, “ Lanterns
, and in a
tus for raising 67 lowering or assisting to raise
kilns.”—13th March, 1869.
and lower them.”—2lst February, 1872
and lam Ps.
567. Jesse Rust, Bond-street, Vauxhall, Surrey, “An improved compo539. Epwin CnHapw ICK, East Sheen, Mortlake, “‘ Constructing roads, &c.”
bullding
specially
~~ eres for sanitary, pictorial, decorative, and Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid
—)9th Febrvary, 1872.
1
James Arcnipatp Jaqves, Tottenham, and Jonx Thomas Oakey,
Perkins, Francis-strect, Gray’s-inn-road, London, “‘ Heating &546.Grange-road,
=. akomen 5a Ayrshire, N “Improvements in obtaining 636.andLorrus
Bermondsey, Surrey, “ Grinding and surfacing articles
cooling
atmospheric
air,
&c."—7th
March,
1865,
—
sodaor of potash and eases acid or chlorine.”
made of iron or steel.”
668.
GrorGe
FREDERICK
ANSELL,
Bernardstreet,
Russell-square,
London,
B73. OBERT haven, Brockham, Surrey, “‘ Improvements in the conSypwev Wit.1aM Ricn, Chenies-street, London, “* Treating aluminous
“ Ascertaining and indicating the presence of explosive gases.”—9th 547.schist
— of cast iron into steel or wrought iron, and in the apparatus
or
shale.”
March, 1865.
.
ALEXANDER ANNANDALE, jun., Beltonford Paper Mills, Dunbar, N.B.,
JAMES Mu rpock Napier, York-road, Lambeth, Surrey, “‘ Wine 548.* Knotter
B75.“ie CAMERON Sitar, Blackheath, Kent, Ronert Grorce 693.glasses,
— used in paper mills.”
&c.”—11th March, 1865.
Sitar, Bolton, Lancashire, and CHRISTOPHER Rawson, St. Swithin's549. Joun
Friercner, Bridgewater-strect, Broughton-road, Salford,
lane, London, “ Improvements in treating and deodorising human
—— resisting packing for stuffing-boxes of piston-reds, "&e,.”"—20th
excreta and hereby facilitating the disposal and utilisation thereof.”
ebruary, 1872.
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
677. Wiitt1aM Gou.tox, Rochford, Essex, and CHartes Dav 1s SHARPE, Lin- 453, HENRY GrorGE HELLIER, Bramah House, Bramah-road, Brixton, 554. James Hexpersos, Buchanan-street, Glasgow, N.B., “ Converting
coln, “ Improvements in the construction of draining ploughs.”—22nd aie atirring the
cast iron into stecl, &e.”
—20th December, USF
of
February, 1872.
Cuarces Cucrcn, Brixton, Surrey, “ Steam engines, &c.”-Samuet Evman and Harris Leow Brown, Sheffield, Cutting or 563.QletWatrer
580. James Gattoway Wrir, Carlisle-street, Soho, kane, “ Improve- 24.finishing
February, 1872.
cigars.”—3rd
January,
1872
ments in sewing machines and in sewing machine n
571.872Emit Kownios, Irvine, N.B., “Sulphateof soda, &c."—22ad February,
282.
Joux
Box,
Newton
House,
Ya
road,
London,
“‘
Preparing
and
581.
Ring
Besar Bay LEY, as" Lancashire, .y FREDERICK Luke
1
t for fuel, &c.”
in or appl
to 288. Pair Wiertas
_
GaLloway Weir, Carlisle-street, Soho, London, “Sewing
Seymour, Hallsville-road, Canning Town, ‘‘ Portable 5S0,machines,
mB. for — ~F— cotton and other fibrous yarn or thread.”
&c.
ets.”
—30th
January,
1872.
583. Samuet Yeapon, jun., Idle, near Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improve- 445. Henry WALKER, Handsworth, “ Breech-loading small arms."—12th 684, Witt1am Rowan, Belfast, “ Preparing flax, &c.”
ments in healds or holdin for ‘weaving purposes in the
connected
603. JosErH QUICK, sen., and Josern Quick, jun. »Westminster-chambers,
1872.
therewith, and in the means or apparatus employed in the manufacture 448.February,
Westminster,
and ARTHUR Cooper, Twickenham, “Signal lanterns of
SILVESTER Fuupa, Bow, “ Treating impure or discoloured water.”
of the parts of such healds or heddles.”
lamps,” —23rl February, 1872.
February, _ =
. -_
684. WiLL1aM Rowan, Belfast, Antrim, “Improvements in the
- 459.13thJames
595.
Groroe
WestincHovse,
jun., Southampton- buildings, Chancery-lane,
Youne,
K
e
l
y
,
N.
“
Trea
ion
bod
y
rocarbons.
ration of flax,
p, and other fibrous materials, also the tow thereof 465. Davip Carter, Islingw ord-road
London, “* Working brakes, &c. 94th won” 1872.
“ Dry ie closets.”
for spinningpu
Wasnevrx, Massachusetts, U.S. “Wheels for railway
+ testlad , London, 469. Tuomas JAMES sure, Fleet-street,
don, “ Retarding and ea 620, NarHan
685. BexsaMin Sane Barnarp MILs, 8 +h
8." —28th Februarm, 1872.
ping railway trains.”--A y eepemenee from Joseph Porter Michae
aa
“i
vements in the construction of railway rails or bars.”—A comLewis Wells Broadw
a
ication from Theodore Ruggles Timley, Tarrytown, Westchester, 470.and Martin
All 1s eee having an interest in opposing sany one of such applications
Carr, jun., “Middlesbrough, “Dry earth closets."—lith
New York, U.S.
thould leave particulars in writing of their objections to such applications
1872.
586. ALFRED Moore, Euston-road, London, and Artaur CHARLES 477.February,
THoMAS JAMES SMITH, | Fleet-street, London, ‘Communication } the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its
Moors, | Liverpool, “Improvements in roll caps for sheet-metal
ate,
between railway carriages.”—A communication from Joseph Porter
and Lewis WellsiisBroadwell.
587. Weesant Epwarp Gepor, Wellington-strect, Strand, London, 480.Michaels
CHARLES Denton Apet, South
buildi
Chancery-lane, List of of 8 Specifica’ tione published xsuring th © week ik ending
“Certain improvements in rolling mills or machines for manufacturing
London, ‘‘ Moulds and cores, &c.’ "—A communication from William
bar iron.” - A communication from Hyacinthe Vigour, Charleville,
Hainsworth.
; 1672, 84.; ae 1s.; bey poy 1732, 84.; 1735, 84.; 1740,
Ardennes, France
Tuomas Truman, Old Burlington-street, London, “ Covering Is,2708",
2d.; A ocd10d.; 1760, 8d.; 1763,Sd.; 1765, 1s. 4d. 1709, 8d.3 1774, 8d.;
yyySoe = Porter and ge cy Pateaaa, London, 482,wire,Epwin
&c., with insulating materials.” —15th February, 1872
1785, 1s. 6d ; 1788, ls. 4d.; 1790, jot:$ ” 1802, Sa.; 1818, 8d.; 1822, 2s.10d.;
“Improvements in ay
tus vu
ie manu
ure of gas, parts 529. Bristow
Hunt,
Serle-street,
Lincoln’s-inn,
London,
L
sttteuings
for
1826,
104
;
1828,
4d.; 1831, 10d.; 1832. 161.3 1838, 64; 1839, 1nd.; 1844,
of which ageovemiats are also applicable to boiler and other
boots and shoes.”—A communication from Nathan Johnson Simonds, — 1s. 4s 1850, td.; Is.1852,
Gl.; 1853, 64.; ag 104,, 1855, 6<d.; 1864, Sd.; 1870,
furnaces.”
February, 1872.
10d.
;
1874,
10d.;
"1876,
1880, 8d.; 1883, 8d.; 1885, ‘Gel. 1887, 8d; 1839,
589. James ey ya Stockport,
se
Cheshire, “‘ An improved self-acting 578.19thJoun
Hexry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “Stamped 6d.; 1899, 8d.; 1907, 1s.6d.;
4d.; 1909, 8d.; 1910, #d.; 1915, Sd.; 1918, 8d.; 1970,
equilibrium til
barrels.”
lead
pencils,
&c.”—A
communication
from
J:
Joseph
Reckendorfer.—22nd
10d.;
1921,
6d.;
1922,
8.5 1939, 6d.; 1948, ads 1960, 44.5 — Is.;
690. Epwarp Tuomas Heeten Clncery-lane, London, “‘ Improvements
February,
1872.
és
in machines for
boots and shoes.”—A communication from 287:3. WILLIAM Pippixo, St. George’s-terrace, Peckham, Surrey, “ Me- 1995, 4d.: 1996, 4d.; 1997, 4d.; 2900, ‘4; 2001, Sd.; 2004,
2009, 4d.; 2011, Sd.; "2013; 10d.; 2018, 4d.; 2021, 4d; poor 4d: Hey 4a
Nathan Adolphus Baldwin, Milford, New Haven, Connecticut, U.S
to be
to wheeled vehicles to form a railway therefor.” 2028,
6d.; 2029, 41.5 2085, 4d: 2037, 4. 2038, 44.3 2040, 4d; 2044, 44.5
idovsnhits
sy 2J ened tap be
Livesey, near Blackburn, Lan:
—26t% October, 1871.
2046. 41; 2050, 4d.: O51, 41; 2052, 44; 2054, "4d 2056, 4d.; 2058, 4d.;
2885.
Isaac
PARKIN
and
oq
Lewis,
Preston,
“Studs
for
sharpening
693, JosEPH QvicK, sen.,and Joseru Quick, jun., Westminster-chambers,
2060,
4d.;
306u, 6d.; 31409, 4d.
27th October, 1871.
Victoria-street,
, and ArtHUR CoorerR, Twi
CARL FRIEDRICH on, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, “ Blast furnace *,* Specifications will be forwarded by oo from the Patent-office on
Middlesex, “‘Improvements in signal
terns or lamps.” — 23rd 2906.
oa
of
blocks
suitable
for
February, 1872,
receipt of the amount of price and po, Suis exceeding 5s, must be
Jutivs Roserts, Seaford, “ ting swimming baths.”
604. AL¥rED Grorck Watts, Abbey-place, St. John’s-wood, London, ti . WituiaM
lepm at the Post-office, 5, H
London, “* —— remitted by Post-office Order,
Rosert Lake, 8
New North-road, London,
and WittiaM
HAW, :
e aes Patent-office, Sou
packing for piston-rods, &c.” — “communication from GeorgeM Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Wood
“ A certain improvement in the manufacture of cocoa fibre mats.”
ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane,
Cruickshank and William R. Smith. —30th October, 1871.
695. Grornce WesTINnoHouss, jun.,S
building en ay teeee 2919.
Francis
Smith
LayosHaw,
Chester-road,
‘Hulme,
Manchester,
London, “‘ Improvements
a
apparatus
oe
for working
“ Lubri
steam
de.”—SlatOctober, 1871.
and communicating signals in reece, B
Joun GEORGE CAMERON,
-strect, Kingston-upon-IIull,
596. Henry Royatt Mrxys, Stapleton-road, Bristol, ‘‘ Improvements in 2930.
Ir is stated’that the establishment of a naval college at Green“Steering ships, &c.”—lst Teciehon 1871.
Jean Baptiste CHARLES ANTOINE wm Lorrimore-square, wich, in every respect worthy of the first maritime nation in the
597. Toptan Perrer, Sutherland-square, Camberwell, Sutrey, ‘‘ An im- 2041.
is determined upon.
world,
London,
*
Preventing
sm
chimneys,
washing machine.”
Henry Jounson,
hae innfalda, London, “‘ Disengaging
Sourh Kenstneton Musgeva. — Visitors during the week
698, Francis AYRTON and SamuEL SHaw Brown, Liverpool, “ Imprové-|;2044. JOHN
’ boats.”—A communication from George Grant.—2nd November,
ments in looms for weaving.”—
1872.
ding March 9th, 1872 :—On Monday, Soauiey, and Saturday
599. CHARLES WEEKES, Worcester, “ Improvements in carriages fot 2080. Epwarp Vansitrart Neate, Church-row, Ham
“ Governing
common roads.”
’ etbie
at, ’ Mer
and w
the motions of sliding and of hi
or swinging fer eit
5 tal
600. Joun WILLIAM ine. Harwich, Essex,
Essex, “ A new or improved appa
_te, Museum, 87 Naval and oteer
308
windows, &c.
eeietien. tO i=
ratus or
or appliance for
lor stopping
holes in ships’ Dollers
boilers and other vessels 2953.
week
Jounx
Rostyson
and
Joun
Surrn,
Rochdale,
‘‘
Manufacturing
paper,
a
4
;
90
Galleries,
or objects.
&e.”—3rd November, 1871.
Epw.
Srepuens Coreman, Norwich, Norfolk, ‘ Improved
atae ning oe aoe
ale 3.
ool tusforcommunicating between the‘several parte ofrailway 2965. WILLIAM Henry Toort, Brixton, Surrey, “ Breech-loading small 11,299,38
Marcu
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ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged fiom those published by
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents,
Class 1—PRIME MOVERS.
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, dc.
223. G. Watson, Plaistow, Esser, and H. ANDREWS, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
“ Safety valve for murine boilers and other purposes.”"—Dated 24th
August, 1871.
This invention consists, First, in giving to the valve a shape that will
allow it to accommodate itself to an inclination while retaining its weight
on the valve seating ; Secondly in the application to the valve of a guard
to keep off dirt from the valve seating; Thirdly, in the application of a
groove or
, OF grooves or recesses, to valve seat, either to hold oil,
water, or other lubricating fluid, or to prevent leakage of steam, or for
other pu
, according to application of valve; Fourthly, in attaching
weights and spindle to the valve by a universal joint; Fifthly, a
construction and form of valve seat which prevents any dirt settling on or
adhering to it.
2229. C. D. Ape, London, “ Steam engines."—A communication.—Dated
25th August, 1871.
This invention consists, First, in so arranging the communications
between the large and small cylinders of compound engines and
between these and the boiler, by means of a system of branch pipes and
cocks or valves, that the steam from the boiler may eitherbe e to pass
simultaneously into both cylinders, thus greatly increasing the power of
the engine, or the steam may be made to pass first into the small cylinder
and thence into the large cylinder as in ordinary compound engines.
Secondly, this invention consists in preventing the occurrence of any
excess of pressure in the cylinders by fixing upon the upper and lower
ends thereof safety valves loaded to the greatest pressure which the cylinders are intended to bear.
2234. J. J. Camppert, London, “ Surface condensers.”--Dated 25th August,
1871.
71
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the employment of elastic rings placed around the ends of the tubes and in the
rece-ses in the tube plates, the rings being cylindrical, in a transverse
section of the material, so that the tubes are allowed to roll in the act of
expanding or contracting.
2253. A. B. Brown, London, “ Slide ralves.”—Dated 28th Avquat, 1871.
The chief feature of novelty in this invention
ists in the application
of a slide valve which is opened by the steersman and shut by the movement of the rudder or links in the case uf reversing the engines, thus
giving a variable cut off in steering steamships and working the engines.
2254. G. Hasectine, London, ‘* Motive ;power.”—A communication.—Dated
28th Auguat, 1871.
The inventor employs the oxygen of atmospheric air mixed with a
steady stream of hydrogen gas introduced into a chamber and there
caused to explode by ignition. The hydrogen gas is procured preferably
from acidulated water and zinc. This gas is coneger from the gasometer
Ly a pipe which enters the epee chamber. For propelling boats the
raid exploding chamber tnay be made to serve also as a rudder.
2258. C. D. Apert, London, ** Furnace grates.”—A communication.—Dated
28th August, 1871.
This invention consists in constructing furnace grates of a numberof very
deep fire-bars arranged longitudinally from the front to the back ef the furnace, and resting with cylindrically formed ends in semicircular recesses
formed in transverse bearers fixed at the front and back ends of the furnace, in which recesses the bars are consequently free to turn. The tops
of the bars are by preference of a =
form, from which part the
taper in thickness downwards to the lower edge, terminating in a small
cylindrical bead. The bars are all connected together at their lower
edges by a transverse bar or ‘‘ transmitter” which has circular notches,
into which fit the cylindrical beads of the bars, and which serves to transmit simultaneously to all the bars a vibrating or rocking motion, the
transmitter being actuated for this purpose by means of a lever.
2261. J. H. Jonnson, London, “ Generation of steam.”—A communication.—
Dated 28th Auguat, 1871.
In order to effect the more rapid and economical generation of steam
it is ss to use a small closed vessel constructed in copper or in
tnalleable iron or in other suitable material of sufficient strength to resist
a pressure of at least two atmospheres, such vessel being furnished with
two tubes or pipes, one end of each pipe communicating with the interior
of the vessel. Each pipe is fitted with a self-acting valve so constructed
to operate that the valve of one pipe allows fluid to flow inwards only
into the interior of the closed vessel, and that the valve of the other pipe
allows of the liquid when greatly dilated with heat or converted into
steam to flow outwards only. To work the apparatus, the closed vessel
should be charged with a small portion of fluid analogous to the main
body of fluid requiring to be heated or converted into steam, the cover fixed
securely on the pipes soarranged that the orifices of the extremities furthest
from the vessel lead into the main body of fluid penetrating deep below
the surface. Active heat being applied to the exterior of the closed
vessel, steam is rapidly generated and escapes into the main body of
fluid through the pipe with the valve opening outwards. The immediate result is the formation of a vacuum inside the vessel. This vacuum
in its turn is quickly filled by an influx of a portion of the main body of
fluid, which rushes in with extreme velocity through the pipe with the
valve openinginwards only. This portion of fluid is converted into steam
and escapes in that forma as before, leaving a vacuum again to be refilled
from the main body.
2268. J. Epar, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire, “ Boilers or steam generators.” —
Dated 2th Auguat, 1871.
This invention relates, in the First place, to steam boilers having
internal flues. The internal flue, or each internal flue, is formed or
divided in or into two portions. The gases flow from the portion containing the furnace through horizontal side pipes into the side flues, and,
descending, pass under the boiler along the bottom flue to the back en
of the boiler. They then enter other side flues, and flow along the sides
of the boiler, and pass through side pipes or openings into the second
portion or portions of the internal flue or flues. Sloping air gratings are
tixed at each side of the furnace, extending from front to k. This
part of the invention may be applied to other boilers. A Second part of
the invention relates to fuel economisers. The gases pass through a
number of tubes arranged around a centre, and fixed in a cylindrical
casing containing the water to be heated. A number of scrapers are
attached to a frame, which is moved to and froat intervals, and is rotated
around the aforesaid centre, so as to enable the scrapers to successively
enter and clean the whole of the said tubes.
2285. A. 8. CampBeLt, London, “ Changing the direction of the flow of steam
Sor purposes of evaporation.”—A communicution.—Dated 30th August,
1871.
This invention relates to a pontior combination and arrangement of
valves and valve chests, whereby two or more distinct currents of steam
may be caused to flow at the same time in any required direction, and
may have their course varied or changed ind
tly of each other,
when required, at the will of the operator. This apparatus is specially
applicable to the directing the course of the evaporating steam and the
steam resulting from evaporation through any required number of
evaporating vessels, such as are descri'
in the specification of letters
tent granted to the said Tomlin Campbell on the 7th of October, 1865,
Bo. 2590. The essential feature of this invention consists of one
or more valve chests, each subdivided into two or more
chambers and provided with inlet and outlet pipes, and with valves
capable of being opened and closed by hand or otherwise, in any desired
order or combination, so as to vary the course of the currents of steam in
any required direction into and from any one or more of the series of
evaporating apparatus referred to in the said specification.
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Machinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
Harness, &c.
2220. J. Bann, Glasgow, N.B., “ Propulsion of ships.”—A communication.
—Dated 24th August, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the use of
one or more vortex wheels or pumps in the interior of the ship, through
which wheels or pumps the ‘water is discharged at a high velocity
hare. nozzles placed at an angle, and thus into antealion water,
whereby the propelling power of the engines is fully utilised.
2224. H. Greaves, Westminater, ‘‘ Carriages
for tramways and other roads.”
ted 24th Avguat, 1871.
According to this invention the carriages are constructed with wide
wheels having no flanges and made of large diameter, double partitions
or walls being formed in the carriages which serve to receive t
wheels or their axles as well as for dividing the bodies of the vehicles into
compartments. In some cases the weight is mainly supported by large
centre wheels running on single lines of rails, and kept in a vertical
position by subsidiary wheels. The carriages are made b
erence
with two or more bodies jointed together and provided wit doors at
both sides of their ends, and receivers for letters with movable
receptacles are provided.
2242. P. H. AstLey, Stratford, Baer, “Construction of lifeboats, dc." —Dated
26th August, 1871.
Consists in an air chamber in the middle of the buat, running from
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ne
stem to stern, with an enclosed bottom perforated, bere bs is a flange ee
onae
each side ofwhich
to divide the water, and, with the assistanceof air-tight bul
. having plate is then fixed a frame having
spaces.
pipes theronto, to im rt floating power and ballast to the boat. Bellows a
tus with the wool is then s
a bath of any
dye,
seats are also applied as a means of floating power by pumping
air into whereupon the wool situated in the spaces between the bars will J |
the boat or air c! ber.
| Sod ee
vow wee that are covered by the bars
tact.
2248. W. H. Cuase, London, *‘ Apparatusfor moving carriages, dc., on rail- | rel
ways.” —Dated 26th August, 1871.
2307. J. Dopceon and B. Batpwix, Burnley, Lancashire, “ Looms.”
The said apparatus when designed to be applied to the wheel of a
—Dated 1st September, 1871.
is constructed with a lever er to a metal shoe, which is These aegrerensents relate to the weighing or ‘1
off” motion of
made to rest upon the rail, and the said lever is provided with a pointed | looms, as described in
fication No. 2232, of 1870,
consists in dissteel piece to hold the shoe firmly on the rail when
is applied to
erein mentioned, and in other modificathe lever. The aforesaid shoe is made flat to rest fairly on the top of the
On the shaft
rail, and may be provided with side flanges to keep itin place.
en the
warp beam a pulley is mounted, and a second
pulley is attached
bar is designed to act against the end of the ca:
the lever is jointed | the weight lever. One end ofa
to a bar with a metal shoe, which rests between the rails and forms the |
fulcrum of the lever. The said lever is in this case provided with a small
hook, whereby it is held up to the end of the carriage.
ever y men to and around a pulley mounted ony the neck of the warp
, the terminationof the cord or chain being fastened to one end of
2257. H. Hirscn, London, ** Screw propellers.”
— Dated 28th August, 1871.
a
secured to the cross rail of the loom. The invention consists,
This invention consists, First, in combining in the construction of spring
in the employment of abell-crank lever, connected with the drop
screw propellers a curved form of blade in the plane of rotation, with an also,
and with the “concussion” brake, to dispense with the ordinary
increasing pitch for the outer or prvi themed: half of the blade, and a rod
“weft brake,” said lever working on a stud at the crank or elbow as
decreasing pitch for the inner half thereof ; and, Secondly, in the further fulcrum.
The horizontal arm of the lever is connected with the d
—_ with ad
ing
ie ape
iar me t
: area of blade from the rod, and
to the w
t arm, which is attached to the brake, is fixed a rod,
with
one
end
con
a slot hole and the other connected with the
2270. R. Saunpers, Surrey, ‘‘ Steering ships and vessels.”—Dated 29th frog.
August, 1871.
C. Horvitz and I. Bairey, Keighley, Yorkshire, “‘ Washing woo’, dc.”-—
Rudder posts are made open, or have other posts attached, to carry 2309.Dated
1st September, 1871.
two or more rudder blades connected by links, so that they move in one
or
rakes, mounted on axles, and carried w
direction together, the water
ing through between them as well as
fixed on a rotary
t, are employed, which shaft is su
on
through the posts. Each blade has a separate stock, or they are con- arms
bearings above the vessel containing the fibrous substances, and 1eceives
at top to one stock. The rudders are actuated by a combination rotary
from the dri
't. Under the rotary shaft is applied
of toothed and bevel gearing from the steering wheel. Deep keeled a frictionmotion
roller in a suitable position, and on the axis of each e is
screens are attached by booms at the sides of shit to prevent the dis- fixed a cam-formed
lever, which comes in contact with the friction roller
pl
t water
hing the shores or banks; the after parts of the as the rakes
through the “sud,” and these cam levers are so formed,
screens can be moved over to steer the ship.
and
the
friction
roller
so
, that as each rake emerges from the ‘‘ sud
2278. T. J. Tompson, Wimbledon, Surrey, “ Permanent way.”—Datec. 30th vessel” the points of the
rake’s teeth are projected over the travelling
August, 1871.
tui ig into, or nearly, a horizontal position. A shaft above the
In carrying out one part of the improvements sleepers are employea, apron,
apron carries one or more —s rakes, which rotate,
which may be formed of wrought or of cast iron. In forming these travelling
their teeth inte
the teeth of the lifting rakes at proper
sleepers of wrought iron the iron is bent from the sheet of any suitable with
so as to take the wool from them, or hold it wu the apron while
length into tubular form, the section of which may be circular, elliptical, times,
the
lifting
rakes
withdraw from it. An arm is affixed to the axis of each
egg, or other suitably curved shape, the edges of the plate being broughs lifting rake, which,
it enters the vessel, comes in contact with a bracket
to or near each other. Such tubular sleepers may be used as longitudinal in the vessel, and theas teeth
of the said
¢ are caused to intersect the
or as transverse bearers. The rails are connected to these longitudinal teeth of the ordinary stationary
or grate and take the wool theretubes when the opening in the sleeper is at the bottom by bolts passing from, thence passing it out upon rake
the apron.
through the rail, then through holes formed for them in the upper part of
the tube and out by the opening referred to between the edges thereof at
the bottom. When the sleeper is placed with the opening at the top the
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
rail is
ped by the edges of the sleeper, the fastening bolts passing
through the sleepers, as already described. To the lower end of each Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
Mills, &c.
bolt is — a curved or fish-plate or washer, held by a nut on the bolt,
so that —_ of each curved fish-plate or washer may
on the 2275. J. House, Devizes, Wiltshire, ** Extracting plantain and other noxious
sides of the tube above the joint or opening between the —_ thereof.
weeds and roots from lawns.”—Dated 30th August, 1871.
The parallel lengths of longitudinal 2coven carrying the
are held This invention consists of a metal tube of about jin. in diameter, and
together to insure the exact gauge of the
by tie rods ; these tie about 2ft. 6in. in length. To one end of this metal tube is screwed or
rods pass through the centre of each line of sleepers transversely. and otherwise attached a fuot piece or treader, which also serves to couple a
are held by nuts or keys on both sides of each sleeper. In employing short tube of about 3in. in length and lin. in diameter to the before
cast iron for the purpose similar sectional forms without the longitu
1 mentioned tube. This last or short tube is sharpened to a knife edge at
openings therein may be made, or they may be obtained by two
ts, its extremity, and is fitted with a plunger, which works by a rod passing
which, when bolted together, will produce the form of tubes desired. through the whole length of the tube, and is worked or actuated oe
The upper edges of these seg ts may emb
or clasp projections on lever
d‘e at the other extremity. The tube is fitted with a suitable
the under side of the rails, to hold them in position, and it is preferred cross handle.
that each length be provided with a projection at one end, to be received 2293. F. Ransome, London, ‘' Millstones for] grinding grain.”—A communiinto a corresponding part of the next, so as to aid in maintaining the
cation.— Dated 31st August, 1871.
respective lengths in correct relative position. In forming permanent
This provisional specification describes forming millstones of alternate
ways for rail and tramways of wrought or cast iron longitudinal girders
sectors of natural or artificial stone and narrow sectors of plaster
as sleepers a flat rail is employed with a horizontal V formed along its narrow
or of cemeut. Also forming a millstone of artificial stone with
underside to fit into a corresponding cavity in a longitudinal sleeper, to ofeeParis
radial or tangential grooves, which may be subsequently filled in
be there held by horizontal screw bolts.
with plaster of Paris or cement,
2301. H. Hucues, Homerton, Middlesex, ‘‘ Screwing up and unscrewing the 2302. T. H. Taytor, Mussleton, Lancashire, “‘ Sowing or distributing seed.”
bolt nuts of railway rails.”—Dated 1st September, 1871.
— Dated 1st September, 1871.
The apparatus consists of a brace or bent framing, supporting or formed
This invention relates to an improved apparatus for sowing or distrion one side with a fork or clip for holding the head of the bolt, and the buting
agricultural seeds, and consists mainly of a perforated cylinder
other end with a worm and screw arrangement, and a socket of fork to driven by
the main axle, and revolving beneath a seed box. The surface
take over the nut. The worm and screw mechanistn is actuated by a of the cylinder
as it were, the bottom of the seed box, and is perwheel or crank handle, the rotation of which causes the nut to travel on forated all over forms,
with recesses, each about the size to contain one
5
the bolt and become tightened up. The apparatus is so made that it and rather deeper,
the
edges of the recess being dished or bevelled.
embraces the rail in an easy manner, so that it can be removed with Above the cylinder is a guard
made of wires, placed a sufficient distance
facility.
apart to let the seeds pass through, but at the same time close enough to
2303. A. Weicn, Southall, Middlesex, ‘‘ Cattle, horse, or sheep trucks.”— ry we a great portion of the weight, and prevent the seeds from bearing
Dated 1st September, 1871.
too heavily upon the surface of the cylinder.
This provisional specification describes constructing cattle trucks
which are fitted up with water troughs for watering the cattle in such a
manner that the covers of all the troughs may be simultaneously raised
Class 5.—BUILDING.
by the turning of an axis placed longitudinally of the truck. Also modes
of constructing such covers and the vertical sliding partitions of the Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
truck, and constructing the truck with a vertical partition across it,
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, d&c.
with hay rack, water troughs, and food box for containing a supply of cut 2226. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Tiles for roofing.”—A communication.—Dated
food or grain to the trough through openings in its bottom whenever
24th Auguat, 1871.
desired. The trucks are made with four pairs of doors on each side, two
These improved tiles are made in two forms, the “ Nurriah lock” and
pairs on each side for each division.
the “‘ flat lock.” The ‘‘ Nurriah lock” tile is in the form of a frustrum of
2305. R. J. Burxsvey, Jieland, “ Loading railway cattle trucks.”—Dated a cone, open down the side to allow of its passing over and locking the
lat September, 1871.
tiles behind it. The “‘ flat lock” tileis a dification of the Greci
5
This invention
has for its object the facilitating the loading of cattle and can be used as a bed layer in conjunction with the ‘‘ Nurriah” tile, or
into railway trucks, and consists essentially in the employment for that as acovering and locking layer. It is a flat tile, narrower at one end than
purpose of a specially constructed movable a
truck, or pen, which at the other, to allow of its
into the tile in front of it, and has ite
alone is shifted, in lieu of shifting the whole or portion of the train, as at sides curved upward and inward to hold securely when locked with the
present, in order to bring each wagon thereof opposite the fixed pens now =
stop clips should be fixed to the tiles cither by riveting or
in use. The inventor is thus enabled to dispense with the use of an sol
ig.
engine during the loading of the train, whilst injury to the cattle, 2245. J. Amos, Kent, “‘ Ventilating.” —Dated 26th August, 1871.
an arises from the frequent shifting of the loaded train, is pre- This invention relates to a simple and economical mode of ventilating
vented.
what are known as closed cooking
, with a view to
off the
unpleasant effluvium which arises d
cooking, and at the same time
keeping the kitchen and chimney flue cool. It is also applicable to open
Class 3.—FABRICS.
or heating vessels, drying chambers and a)
dings,
Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with boilers
and consists in ca’
off the effluvium or vitiated air by a separate
Preparing, Manufacturing, Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing pipe or flue heated by the flue which carries off the products of combustion, and placed either inside or outside the same.
Fabrics, dc.
2221. J. Y. Bortanp, * Manchester, ‘* Machinery for preparing, spinning, mm. H. + Birmingham, ‘‘ Constructing sash frames."—Dated 30th
uguat, 1871.
doubling, and drawing jibrous materials.” —Dated 24th August, 1871.
The novelty of this invention consists in the application of lateral axes
This invention consists in new and novel improvements in the construction and working of plyers described in patent No. 1854, dated 6th and metallic hoops to sashes for engaging with the said axes and with
August, 1856. First, instead of using a round wire, he rolls it flat, and the sash cords, vertical grooves being formed in the sides of the sash
then bends it round hollow like a pipe or half round, by which means it frame for the metallic loops and cords to work in, whereby facilities are
is considerably stronger to resist the cent:
expansion and about one afforded for the ready reversal of the sashes for cleaning or repairing.
half lighter, thereby diminishing the centrifugal expansion to a great 2306. E. THornton, Bradford, Yorkshire, “ Cooking apparatus.”—Dated 1st
extent; Secondly, in driving the plyers and spindles conjointly by one
September, 1871.
and the same band; Thirdly, this improvement is the converse of the This inverition combines the impr
ti tat: d in the “ Yorkpy eh Fourthly, a self-acting system of ——- or shortening shire” and the “‘ Leamington” (so called) ra‘ , and is effected by the
the distance between the rollers ; Fifthly, the method
weighting the construction of an open ene
with the bars outside the fron \
rollers on the pivot ends instead of on the middle.
The fire is open at the and front, with an oven, as usual, on one side.
the other side a hot plate extends partly over the flue, and connected
2264. J. Burton, Radford, Nottinghamshire, and J. MeLvers, Heanor, On
it is a midfeath for i
ing
di si the heat. A
Derbyshire, ‘‘ Apparatus for clipping sprigged or spotted nets.”—-Dated with
** contact plate ” containing recesses for cooking
ils isalso attached
29th Auquat, 1871.
The novelty of this invention consists in arranging the centre guide to the under side of the hot plate aforesaid, and serves toheat it. A rack,
pinion,
hand
wheel,
or
lever,
adjusts
the
height
of the bottom grate, and
blade with an additional blade or cutter on each side, so as to form a extending the whole width
the range is an iron “hob,” fixed or
double pair of scissors or shears rendered self-acting by means of springs.
movable. One or more ribs over the fire, level with the hot plate, sup2265. H. Sournwert, Rockdale, “Construction of bobbina.”--Dated 29th ports
cooking utensils.
August, 1871.
This invention relates to bobhins used in machinery employed in the
preparation of cotton, and consists in forming the lower end or collar of
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
the bobbin of iron, brass, zinc, or other metal.
Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Im2271. W. E. Newton, London, “‘ Reducing rags, and converting the fibres Including
of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
recovered therejrum into sliver.” —A communication. — Dated 20th 2244. G.plements
C. Witson, Birmingham, ‘‘ Converting Chassepdts, &c.”—A commuAuguat, 1871.
nication.—Dated 26th August, 1871.
The object of this invention is to tear up or reduce woven or other
This invention relates to a contrivance or method whereby chambers of
so as to obtain the fibres in a divided state, in order that they may
Chassepét and other arm arege|—_ of the same kind, where the said
spun into threads and made up again into fabrics.
chambers are originally made to hold a a
cartridge, maybe trans2277. J. C. Ramspen, Halifax, ** Looma.”—Dated 30th Auquat, 1871.
formed
into
in which a metallic cartridge may, instead of the said
The invention consists in the employment of apparatus for inserting a paper cartridge,
be employed. This the inventor effects by inserting a
double thread, over which the pile loops are formed, instead of using wire metallic
tube into the rear end of the barrel, and holding the said tube in
for that purpose as heretofore.
by covering the rear end or a part of the rear end thereof with a
2284. W. R. Lake, London, ‘ Spinning vrool.”—A communication.—Dated position
part of the shoulder of the receiver.
30th Auguat, 1871.
The machine
wheels for intermittingly measuring off and holding a
portion of the roving while the said wheels are revolving continuously.
Class 7,_FURNITURH AND CLOTHING.
The roving is so delivered as to hang loosely while the twist is entering Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Inthe same by mechanism, which increases the length of the roving between
struments, Lamps, Foae st of Dress, &c.
the griping points of the aforesaid revolving wheels. The twisting tube
has a removable portion, and is combined with the continuously revolvin ce -ad E. R. Werneren, Woolwich, “ Hammocks.”—Dated 25th August,
drawing rolls and a slotted flyer. The inventor alternately increases an
diminishes
on pet ny by means of a cam. The hobbin This at 1 r nifionti, describes an Lynam of hammock
spindle is combined with a
and spool, The firame holding the suspended by straps or cords. The hammock can be adjustedso as to
— is tipped forward, in order to facilitate ‘‘ doffing.” The bobbin form a chair or a stretcher.
slides freely on the spindle without partaking of its motion.
> M. mages, London, “ Strengthening button-holes, dc.” —Dated 25th
ugust,
‘
2292. U, D. Anes, London, ‘‘ Dyeing wool, &c.”—A communication.—
Dated
The nature of this invention consists in securing a band or cord around
Slat Auguat, 1871.
seams by securing a band or cord on
This invention consists in dyei; slivers or threads of wool or other a button-hole and in si
fibres with regular alternating b
of different colours by winding the one or both sides of the same,
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diluted, to hold lime in mechanical suspension for a sufficient
of
2279. E. H. Harrow and G. Hatron, Liverpool, “ Roller blinds, &c.”— time
AND GENERAL TRADES
to insure al
of the chlorine by the lime,
such lime
in THE IRON, CO
Dated 30th August, 1871.
state, such as is
used in the manufactureof
This invention relates to novel combinations and actions of
of a finely divided
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
powder.
mechanism for ioe lowering blinds, maps, and articles of a like
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Class 9._ELECTRICITY.
On ’CHANGE IN BIRMINGHAM : Great increase in the comparative
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Apparatus,
pricesof iron in the past few months—THE QUOTATIONS OF PIG
Electrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries.
check
The said stop
and its frame are affixed on
AND FINISHED IRON—THE DEMAND FOR FINISHED IRON: Buyers
lath. The stop piece
two arms hinged on a pin. The
2266. T. FeaRN, Aston, “‘ Depositing alloys of nickel and iron by electriand lowering
cord is led
th the frame over
arms. When
it is
keeping out of the market—FURTHER CONCESSIONS TO THE MINERS
city.”—Dated 29th August, 1871.
J
The object of this invention is to give electro deposited nickel an
—FURTHER ADVANCE IN COAL: Effects upon the iron trade—THE
—_ colour so as te fit it for use for ornamental purposes, and conNorTH STAFFORDSHIRE IRON TRADE: Exports of iron: The
is caused to rise and secure the raising and lowering
cords between itself
in depositing iron in combination or alloy with nickel from a solumetals and markets— ACTIVITY AT THE ENGINEERING AND
and the frame. Secondly, as means for raising, lowering, and affixing at tion of nickel and iron. To prepare this solution, muriate of ammonia
FOUNDRY ESTABLISHMENTS— THE DEMAND FOR GENERAL HARDany required height roller blinds, maps, and like flexible articles, in is dissolved in water and protoxide of nickel added thereto. The soluWARES: Results of advances—EXCELLENT CHAIN AND ANCHOR
a cord which is wound on a pulley during the descent of the tion is then charged with 4iron by employing an anode of iron and a
blind, map, or other article, and in so
the parts that the sheave current of electricity. In using this solution of nickel and iron for obMAKING ARRANGEMENTS,
which is attached to the end of the blind works around a fixed pin con- taining an electro-deposit of nickel and iron, two anodes, one of nickel
taining a detent free to fall into notches or recesses formed in the sheave and the other of iron, are used. If the deposited alloy gives any indica- To-pay (Thursday), in Birmingham, prices of pig iron were very
The end of the sheave has notches or recesses so formed that the blind tion of either metal being in excess, the anode of that metal is wholly or strong. Qualities that at Michaelmas might have been bought
can be raised without moving the detent, but when it is desired to lower
ally raised from the solution until the required deposit is produced. at three guineas are now £5 10s. a ton. Middlesbrough No. 1 pigs
the blind, the cord which passes through a lifting piece or lever is drawn
he solution of nickel and iron may be prepared in various ways.
are now selling delivered in this district at £5 4s. 6d. long weight,
inwards, and the said lifting piece, it being hung on a centre, is made to 2280.
A. M. Crank, London, “ Signal apparatus.”—A communication.— an increase upon the same period of 40s. Indeed, Cleveland pigs
raise the detent and allow the blind to fall. On releasing the cord the
Dated 30th August, 1871.
last Birmingham quarter-day have been since re-sold
detent falls into a recess.
invention relates to a series of devices for the protection (by the urchased
fore they have left makers’ em at 12s. 6d. per ton advance.
2281. A. Guatrari, London, ‘‘Gloves."—A communication.—Dated 30th aidThis
of eleetric apparatus) of the
rs and goods on railway trains
The quotations of finished iron have displayed no less readiness to
A
¢, 1871.
and
of
persons
approaching
the
same.
Means
are
provided
for
signalling
This invention relates to kid and other leather gloves, and consists in
approach of trains by the contact of the latter with circuit closers or goup. Iron is now being sent from the mills and forges in this
waking the glove in few pieces, and consequently with few seams or the
breakers. Also for closing and opening gates and for setting signals to district at a rise upon even November last of £4 10s. per ton. Nor
joins, which, moreover, are not in prominent positions, and may bemade inform
the engineer of the train of the position of the drawbridges,
the same makers accept lower prices this afternoon, though
almost imperceptible. The inventor cuts the material into four pieces, switches, &c., which are ahead of the train. Also for telegraphing by itwould
cannot be correctly stated that the market exhibited the satisone for the hand, ineluding the first and fourth fingers, one for the second every train its position and direction to the several stations, giving notice factory
prospects that were noticed a month or six weeks ago.
finger, one for the third finger, and one for the thumb. The second and of land slides and other accidents to moving trains and to the stations
There continues to be a good demand for nearly all the several
third pieces are cut with long strips to extend up the back of the glove along the road. The invention has, therefore, for its object to produce
where they are joined. The pieces are joined by paring off or reduc
descriptions
of finished iron but bars, which may now be had from
the various devices,
binations,
and arrang
ts
y for
companies portions of their edges, which are cemented or glu
a few makers at £11; the first-class makers, however, demand
together, the remainder (if any) being sewn ; the stitches are
e on effecting the before-mentioned actions.
£12.
For
sheets,
and plates, and angles, and the like, the demand
the inside so as not to be readily visible.
is good, but the quantities are only small that at prevailing prices
Class 10.—-MISCELLANEOUS,
consumers
will
purchase.
Current rates are from £15 10s. to
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
Class 8.—CHEMICAL.
2207. N. Jocnumsen, Leith, Midlothian, N.B., ‘‘ Manufactureof valves.”— £14 10s. for singles ; and by the same class of firms as those who
sell singles at the higher figure £16 is being charged for doubles,
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
Dated 22nd August, 1871.
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the forming but less valuable qualities can be obtained at under that figure.
Buyers are disposed to keep out of the market as much as posBrewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting, of the valves of combined wire gauze and india-rubber.
2217. J. HitpesHem, Glasgow, ‘‘ Obtaining fresh water and salt from sea sible, under the conviction that prices have reached their highest.
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
water.” — Dated 23rd August, 1871.
The
colliers and ironstone getters in this district will begin next
2222. A. M. Ciark, Lon:lon, “ Paiatov composition
for preserving iron ships’
feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the freezing week upon
bottoms and other surfaces."—A communication.—Dated 24th August, of The
fewer hours than they ever before worked as a day's
the sea water, which has the effect of extracting the salt therefrom.
1871.
labour.
Their masters have conceded them the nine hours, and
The principal constituents of the paint are the essences or oils derived 2227. W. A. ALCORN, Bagshot-street, Surrey, “‘ Protection of bottles, &c,"— their day’s measurement has been reduced in all at least 14in. in
Dated 25th August, 1871.
from the distillation of coal tars and the arseniates of mercury, the
It consists of strips of wood sufficient in number to enclose the bottle, theThefoot.effect of the reductions conceded yesterday and to-dayZ has
latter being added when the paint is to be used for coating the bottoms of
iron ships. To these are added a proportion of one or more gums or which said strips of wood are combined in the form of a cylinder, by
resins, such as gum lac, copal, galipot, beeswax, tallow, or colophany, three bands of woollen cloth or felt at the top, middle, and bottom been to still further advance coal 1s. a ton, and slack 6d. a ton,
which when dissolved has added a quantity of
oil or essence of thereof, the ends of which said bands projecting are each glued to the by which the price of fuel has attained a height in this district
turpentine, and any suitable colouring matter with which the whole is opposite side.
never before touched.
ground up. The paint thus prepared is applied in the ordinary manner. 2228. F. A. Pacet, London, and J. W. Asner, New Wimbledon, Surrey,
The greater cost from this cause alone in the manufacture of
2231. T. J. Smiru, London, “‘ Producing ammonia.”—A communication.—
“ Apparatus
for abstracting heat.”—Dated 25th August, 1871.
iron is very great, and is exercising a serious influence upon the
The machine for effecting this purpose consists of a pump for compress- district.
Dated 25th August, 1871.
:
So long, however, as the present high prices of iron
This consistsin the employment of the azotures of titanium, Ti, Az, ing and cooling the air; another pump, but with a reverse action, for
Ti3, Az?, Ti5, Az’, which when heated to an elevated temperature are sub- allowing the air to expand and do work, thus acting as an engine, and an prevail the dear fuel could be put up with, if only enough of it
mitted to the action of alternate currents of hydrogen and nitrogen in intermediate regenerator consisting of a surface condenser, by which the could be got ; but the men display so little consideration for their
expanded air parts with its cold on its way to the compresser to the masters that they observe even more irregularity in their work
order to produce ammonia
air leaving the compresser. The compression pump, which now than before the reductions in time and measurements were
2232. T. J. Smirn, London, “ Chlorine and hypochlorites.”—A communication. compressed
is either single or double-acting, and is fitted with either a plunger or a determined upon. Hence, ironworkers who have to buy their coal
—Dated 25th August, 1871.
piston respectively, works in a body of cooling water, and the expansion are
A current of gaseous hydrochloric acid is passed over peroxide of engine
doing hardly more than half time from sheer want of fuel.
or
pump
with reverse action works in « volume of the brine to be
manganese heated to redness, by which a first quantity of chlorine is cooled. This cooled
The ironworks in North Staffordshire continue fully occupied,
brine is then led round the boxes containing the
produced. By passing a current of oxygen over the residuum, gaseous
although the new orders are not numerous, and much of the work
compounds are produced which give up a second quantity of chlorine on water to be cooled or frozen.
assing through vats containing protoxide of manganese and liquid 2233. F. Parry, Middlesex, “‘ Precipitated sewage.”—Dated 24th Augnst, is upon old contracts.
The export returns indicate an excellent condition of the iron
ypochlorites of lime.
1871.
This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of trade. Almost twice as much pig iron has been sent out this year
2237. J. T. Dann, Brixton, Surrey, “ Pearl hardening.”—A communication.—
machinery or apparatus for drying precipitated sewage known as mud, as in the first two months of 1871. For February this year the
Dated 25th August, 1871.
and
ist
First, the use of a solution of sulphate of magnesia added to soluble and applicable to ,the drying of other moist subst
over the same month last year was £158,016, and the two
salts of baryta, for preparing cements or artificial marble for dressing essentially of a large shallow receptacle of wrought iron or other material increase
increase was £316,334,
spun fabrics, or for precipitating muriate of lime, to be used in making and of a circular form, resting upon wheels running upon a circular months
All the engineering yards and the chief foundry shops in and
white of baryta or blanc-fixe, or for precipitating hydrate of maguesia, tramway, a slow rotary motion being imparted to such receptacle by any about
Birmingham, with the rolling mills, and other producers of
or well known arrangement of gearing worked by steam or
to be either calcined and made into magnesia cement, or to be added to convenient
other power, or, if desired, the receptacle may be stationary. Above this goods in heavy quantities, are all well to do. Riveted work is
paper pulp, or to be used for medicinal or other chemical pu
loool , the use of a precipitate of kieserit or Epsom salt, mixed with receptacle there is fitted a stationary hood, which envelopes the entire especially in demand for engineers’ use, and to supply the wants of
caustic lime, caustic baryta, or caustic strontia, as pearl hardening for area of the same, and inside this hood there is a conical chamber, com- gas and similar companies ; but the higher quotations for the mis
paper-making. Thirdly, the —
of ——— of lime by mixing municating at its upper contracted portion with a hot air pipe or with a cellaneous hardware products are seriously checking the demand
a solution of muriate of lime with a solution o! Iphate of
ia ; flue pipe leading direct from a furnace. An intervening space is left
this product after ablution to be used as foatt hardening for paper or between the hood and the inner conical chamber, up which the vapour both at home and abroad.
It is made known that, following the example of some of, their
'y, through
papier-miché making. Fourthly, a solution of sulphate of ugnesi and heated gases and air pass off to a chi yy, and, ii
e district competitors, Birmingham manufacturers of tin-plate goods
derived from kieserit or Epsom salt, or other similar products, to be used a charcoal bed or other well known means for deodorising the same.
hot air should be forced down on to the surface of the mud or other on Thursday announced a further advance, by a reduction of 24
for dressing or finishing spun or woven fabrics.
to be dried by means of a powerful draught obtained either
2243. H. Y. D. Scort, London, ‘‘7reating sewage.” — Dated 26th August, 1871. substance
the use of a tall chimney or by a fan or other blower, or both combined. per cent. in their discount. On the other hand, the late fall in
The solid matters are precipitated and afterwards collected and dried by
On the underside of the said receptacle there is formed a steam chamber, copper has caused a reduction of 4d. per lb. in copper goods, and
on hot plates, and the carbonic acid gas which has combined with the into
which exhaust or other steam or hot air, if desired, enters by a id. a Ib. in brass ditto, in all the trades in which prices are
lime is expelled by calcination.
pipe, suitable cocks being provided for the escape of the water of regulated by weight.
2247. K. W. Zencer, Bohemia, Austria, ‘‘ Manufacturing gas and graphite central
condensation when steam is md The mud is thus simultaneously
The Provincial Government of Buenos Ayres are seeking here
Srom coal, &c.”—Dated 26th August, 1871.
subjected
to top and bottom heat and becomes dried in a very short time. tenders
for the construction and supply of the ironwork of a pier
Instead of submitting the coal or other substance from which gas is to The substance
be dried may be fed in either intermittently or con- and viaduct
for the port of San Pedro, South America.
be obtained to the usual temperature in the retort or generator, and then tinuously from toa feed
box or trap, which fits into one side of the hood or
purifying and conveying the gas to the gasometer, as hitherto practised, cover, to which a spreader
The chain and anchor makers of South Staffordshire are not
may
also
be
attached,
and
by
giving
a
suffithe said retort or generator is heated to a much lower temperature than ciently slow motion to the ci
prepared
to
allow
their vigorous competitors upon the sea board to
receptacle
the
subst
may
be
dried
usual, and the gaseous products thereby obtained are passed to a second at one or more revolutions, the caked and dried substance being scraped distance them in all
the appliances necessary to the efficient and
retort called the decomposer, which is heated to a red cherry heat —
off
the
bottom
by
a
stationary
scraper
di
'
profitable
conduct
of this branch of business. Some excellent
point of brass), whereby the said products are d
posed and conv
F. Mianot, Brussels, “ Sewing saddlery, &c."—Dated 25th August, firms are located at Tipton in this district ; of this that of Messrs,
chiefly into graphite, which is deposited in the decomposer and into gas, 2236. 1871.
87
which latter may then be passed to the gasometer in the usual manner,
Wright, and Co., of the Neptune Chain and Anchor Works,
For this purpose the needle is fixed in a slide working in suitable Joseph
or, if intended for heating purposes, direct to the furnace in which it is to guides
one. Messrs. Wright's is the only firm that make Martin's
slide is operated by a lever which is provided with a roller iscelebrated
be used. The
phite obtained may be used for all
for which working; this
anchors, which require fittings in addition to the ordia grooved cam formed on a wheel on a vertical axis.
graphite (plum
or blacklead) has hitherto been
but it is more This end within
of the needle lever works within guides, and is provided with nary forgings; and at the present time they have on hand a large
e
y intended for making crucibles and retorts of various descrip- rollers
working against such guides. The vertical axis has fixed thereon contract for Mr. Martin, who supplies anchors to the English,
tions, and for lining furnaces.
a bevelled toothed pinion taking into and worked by another toothed French, and Russian Governments. In order to complete the
2259. C. D. Ape, London, “‘ Dyeing woollen waste.”—A communication.— ma
fixed on an axis, which may be driven by a handle fixed thereon. work, the firm purchased slotting, piercing, and planing machines
Dated 28th August, 1871.
low the framing is fixed on the vertical axis an eccentric which gives from
This invention consists of an improved process for dyeing woollen a to-and-fro
Mr. Berry, of Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire. A suitable workmotion to a connecting rod, the other end of which is pin, shop has
waste, whereby tints may be obtained that are either lighter than the jointed to a projection
been erected in which to place the machines, and also a
shuttle carrier. The needle thread passes
primitive tint of the material, or of the same shade or of a darker shade over suitable guides andon the
pulleys to the eye of the needle. A vertical complete double-action steam hammer. Messrs, Wright have
than the material. This is effected either by the suroxidation or by the shaft
on the work during the formation of a stitch, said presser received recently large orders for cables, and many of the anchors
duction of the colouring matt
tained in the'woollen waste, for which
by a catch on the needle slide to permit of a fresh weigh as much as five tons. The cables are something enormous
purpose sulphuric, hydrochloric, nitric, oxalic, or tartaric acids, and salts stitch being raised
The serrated feed lever receives the necessary move- in weight and size. In order to facilitate the work a new hauling
of copper, iron, chromium, tin, manganese, zinc, lead, chlorates of potash ments to feedtaken.
pleted, frem projecti
and of soda, as also saccharine substances, are u:
A bath is prepared on the grooved thecam.work, after each stitch is
machine has been fixed, and is a sort of travelling crane; the gib
of one of the before mentioned acids, to which is added one of the salts, 2249. W. Prosser, Manchester, “‘ Pulverising and mixing machinery.”— is 9}ft. long. By means of an endless chain the whole of the
and the material is steeped in this bath, which is heated so as to boil
cable when made is collected from the workshops and deposited
Dated 26th August, 1871.
during forty-five minutes. The material is afterwards washed, and may
on a weighing machine; the chain is conveyed toa testing machine
The invention consists, First, in impinging the subst
or subst:
then be steeped in a second bath if required.
to
be
pulverised
with
a
greater
or
less
degree
of
force,
according
to
the
(which = — sanctioned by the Board of Trade), and from
2260. L. L. A. E. P. De La Pevrousg, Paris, ‘‘ Treatment of fatty matters.’ nature of the subst.
, and also
rding to the degree of fineness to thence is taken to the “‘blacking” pit, where the final touch is
—Dated 28th August, 1871.
which they are to be reduced against a revolving cage, or a succession of given
it. It should also be mentioned that the furnaces and
The invention
ists in the treatment of fats and fatty matters with cages,
the periphery of which is formed of bars of iron or other material. chain to
alkaline carbonates mixed with some alkaline or earthy chlorides put The force
makers’ hearths are fed by a blast carried in culverts undergenerated outside and independently of the cage or cages,
in contact by ebullition with the fatty matters which itis pro)
to and may beisobtained
ground,
extending
over more than 400 yards.
either
by
com’
air
or
steam,
according
to
the
melt or purify. Fats and fatty acids so treated become perfectly neutral, nature of the substance to be pulverised. Secondly, in causing a cage
aud may be employed for various manufacturing and alimentary pur- formed as above to revolve in a tro’ containing mercury, water, and
poses.
reduced oriferous substance. The revolving cage breaks the mercury into
2267. [J. Townsenp, Glasgow, N.B., “Treating phosphates, dc.” —Dated such
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
small globules that so
a surface is J an to the particles of
29th August, 1871.
that they are readily am:
nated. *“*
" may thus be econo(From our own Correspondent.)
This invention consists, in the First place, in treating the substances gold
mised.
with hydrochloric
acid ; and, 8
dly, in subsequently applying improved
TRADE: Another week of active working at the works :
C. T. Burton, Aylesbury, “‘ Obtaining pulp for the manufacture of THESouthIRONAmerican
processes to obtain alum and other products. After the treatment with 2252.paper,
contracts ; The iron export trade :; The extensions
and in machinery or apparatus to be used in such manufacture.”
acid, sulphate of
ia or sulphate of potash isadded, and sulphate of
and improvements at the works ; Substitution of steam for horse—Dated 28th August, 1871.
soda or sulphate of magnesia. The mother liquors will contain princiThis
invention
relates,
First,
to
an
improved
machine
for
cutting
shreds
power
;
Arrangements
for increased supplies of raw materials:
pally phosphoric acid, which may be utilised by the means descri
in
for the purpose of pulping ; und 8
dly,
to an improved pro—THE TIN-PLATE TRADE—STEAM AND HOUSE COAL TRADES—
patent No. 995, of 1871. By a modification, the phosphate is treated with ofcess wood
and bleaching the said shreds of wood for the manufacsulphuric acid, thereby producing sulphat
lumina and phosphoric ture ofof pulping
MOVEMENTS
AMONG
THE
COLLIERS—THE NEW DyLais COLLIERY.
the shavings
or shreds of wood have been cut by
acid, to which are added chloride of potassium and culphate of soda; or, this machinepaper. or After
any similar apparatus thei to
em in a vat ANOTHER week of active working at the iron mal ing es ablishments
instead of the latter, sulphate of magnesia, producing alum.
or
tank
and
soaks
them
in
a
cold
solution
of
chloride
of
lime,
and
adds
has produced large quantities of materials of all description, but of
2269. E. P. H. Vavonan, London, “‘ Manufacture of st
t
soda and thereto such a — of common lime as may be required by the size steel
and iron rails in particular, nearly the whole of which have been
stannale of potash.”
—A communication —Dated 29th August, 1871.
thickness of the shavings or shreds.
cleared to the South American markets. The engagements in
This invention relates
to certain i
mts in the
facture of and
2255.
P.
N.
Priquecer,
Paris,
‘‘
Heading
and
punching
pins,
d&c.”—Dated
stannate of soda and stannate of potash by the alternate employment and
hand
for those markets are being rapidly worked off, as is clear by
28th August, 1871.
action of caustic alkalies and atmospheric air upon tin or tinned surfaces.
thine is of ti
action, the distinguishing features being the heavy shipments which are still made, but it will be some time
298, W. R. Lake, London, ‘‘ Compoundfor treating hides, dc.”—A commu- theTheregularity
yet before the ironmasters’ books will be entirely clear of the
of
the
stam:
,
the
automatic
introduction
to
the
stamps
nication.—Dated 31st August, 1871.
or punches, and the mi
for driving out the stamped articles. winter contracts, and the probability is that many of them when
This invention relates to a compoun d of lime, carbonateof sm 8 The
is as follows:—Two or more rivets are fed to apertures in a completed will be replaced by others from the same quarter.
fish oil, or other oil, with or without molasses, for the
of ting rivet action
~
ph
punch
——
oe
to — the — of —
is a likelihood, therefore, that the iron export trade from
hides and skins in such a manner
that the o
removing
the hair rivets, an
in rises,
up and down movement being imparted by a There
ag will — to the northern and southern ports of
rom and the subsequent operation of
the same are materi- pone
2 poy the rivet holder
is then moved by a cam +:ons divostion, = erica
throughout the
4
so that the stamped
rivets are clear
of the
and directly
over the
ces, can
pnBassu Td
an te used with great grout ad advan
fe‘or
cee are still maki every possible preparation to
of the driving
out mechanism ; these pushers, which
are worked
de}
, or unhairing hides and skins. The eae da fetes te
a
then
drive
out
the
stam)
rivets,
while
other
rivets,
which
cope
with
the
in
i
n
g
demand
for iron, and to compete with the
hides and skins
by first a
molasses or saccharine su’
and
other great manufacturing centres in turning out the supplies of
afterwards treating them wii
6 solution.
same
;
the
various
kinds
of
make
in
request.
Not only are extensions and
by other pushers
and so
308. J. K. a. St. Helens, Lancashire, “ Bleaching powder.”—Dated di ion when these other rivets are
made to the works wherever practicable, but all mean
on. The attendant
has thus simply to su;
rivets
to the holderas fast additions
let
> .
by which operations can be quickened and rendered more proThis consists essentially incausing a current of chlorine gas, preferably as the stamped rivets
are discharged at one side
'
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oe
ductive are béing adopted, so that it may be expected that before arrangements as to carrying certificated engineers might be withThe Mersey Docks and Harbour Board has agreed toapply steam
very long the horse power which has hitherto been in use will drawn from all classes of steamers under 100-horse power, or from
aring to the 60-ton crane at Birkenhead, at an estimated cost of
have been in numerous instances replaced by steam. At the great all steamers under 100-horse power other than passenger vessels.
; to rebuild the keepers’ cottages at Bidston Lighthouse, at an
works of Merthyr, Dowlais, and Ebbw Vale, many of the old (3) It might be rendered optional on the part of a steamship estimated cost of £1475; to construct a new light tower at
tramways are already converted into railways, and locomotive owner to carry more than one certificated engineer, irrespective of Bidston, at a cost of about £970; and to accept the tender of
engines are seen steaming along in the room of the long crawling the size and horse-power of the vessel, with or without limitation Messrs. Chance, Brothers, and Co., for the supply of a first order
train of horses and trams. Newcollieries are also being opened in as to passenger steamers. (4) Where the master of a vessel has dioptric apparatus, &c., for the new light tower, and to fix the
vessel same at a cost of £1600, and to supply the light room window for
various parts of the district, and arrangements are being made for passed an examination in steam, any foreign-going
large importations of iron ore, so that while the make increases might be relieved from the necessity of taking more than one
A strike at the West Cumberland Iron Company’s works has
the supply of coal and raw materials will also increase in some- certificated engineer. (5) The Board of Trade might grant certificates to steady men who, by apprenticeship or service in the come to an end, the men having returned to aa n the terms
thing like the same proportion.
The relaying and extending of home railways which is now being engine-room, are accustomed to the work thereof, and fully com- offered to them before they went out. The hours remain
carried on cause a considerable consumption of railway iron, and petent, although not mechanics, to drive an engine. (6) Certifi- unchanged, but the ye aps are to pay time and a-half for the
some important home orders are therefore under execution. For | cates might be given to foreign engineers who possess a fair know- “long term,” and to make an advance in the rate of wages. Other
plates, bars, &c., the inquiry continues active, and prices are well | ledge of English and are otherwise competent, without requiring strikes have also been amicably adjusted. The men at the
them to serve the customary period in an English ship.
maintained.
Harrington and Cleator Works took no part in the eight hours
The prices of iron are now quoted as follows :—No. 1, £4 2s. 6d.; movement. The only place where it has succeeded is atthe Millom
Consequent upon the recent rise in the price of tin, the tin-plate
makers have made a further advance in quotatio™s for tin-plates. No, 2, £4; No. 3, £3 17s. 6d.; No. 4, £3 16s, 6d. ; M., £3 16s. ; Iron Company’s Works.
Orders continue to flow in regularly, and the works are well W., £3 15s. 6d.; refined metal, £4 10s. Manufactured iron:
In February the Midland Railway carried 258,843 tons of coal to
Rails, £9 5s. to £9 10s. ; common bars, £9 15s. to £10 5s. ; best, London, against 196,388 tons in February, 1871; the Great
employed.
n the steam coal trade things have gone on steadily during the £10 5s. to £10 15s. ; angle and bulb, £10 5s. to £10 15s. ; sheets, Northern, 197,734 tons, against 207,317 tons; the London and
past week. Merchants have no difficulty whatever in disposing £12 10s, to £12 15s. ; ship plates, £12 to £12 5s. ; boiler plates, North-Western, 162,858 tons, against 146,740 tons; and th
of the largest quantities that the collieries can turn out, the fact £12 15s. to £13,
Great Eastern, 109,176 tons, against 95,506 tons.
being that consumers still complain of the inadedquacy of the
The heavy branches of Sheffield trade are as active as ever, and
supplies.
many departments are working night and day. The armourNOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
The colliers are now moving for some changes in regard tothe mode
plate, boiler-plate, and other mills are in full operation, and in
in which they are supplied with timber and rails, It has been the
the railway branches there are still contracts on hand which will
(From our own Correspondent.)
custom for the men to fetch the timber and rails when they require GLASGOW PIG IRON MARKET—SHIPMENTS—THE Tay BRiDGF tobe some months to execute. The boiler makers are also very
usy.
them from the pitbank or other place where they are to be found,
Works—NEW
LINE
OF
STEAMERS—SHIPBUILDING
ON
THE
CLYDU
but now they are requesting the managers of the collieries to cause
In the northern district manufacturing industry is as busy as
—FAIRFIELD ENGINEERS’ ASSOCIATION— ENGINEERING DRAUGH"'Sthe materials to be conveyed to them at their working places, The
ever, but the demand for steam ships, through the high price of
MEN’S
SOCIETY—EDINBURGH
AND
LEITH
ENGINEERS’
ASSOCIATION
Navigation and Deep Duffryn Collieries seem to have moved more
iron
and other materials, has evidently sustained a check ; there
—STEAM CULTIVATION — NEw GLascow GAsworkKs — THE
determinedly in this matter. Mr. Brown, the manager of these
are, however, plenty of orders on hand, which will keep nearly all
RAILWAY.
te has replied to the request of the men to the effect that THEStopcross
the
yards
the Tyne at full work for the next twelve months.
pig iron market has continued to show an upward tendency Most of theon engine
are working double shifts. The dis1e would not send the timber and rails down the pits unless the
the past week, more so, indeed, than at any previous period pute between Messrs. factories
men gave him a guarantee that they work the time usually lost in during
T. and W. Smith and the shipwrights on iron
its history. Since the date of our last report warrants havé vessels has been arranged.
going after the timber and rails at night. At a meeting which of
fully 5s. per ton. On ’Change this (Wednesday) forethe men held to consider the matter it was resolved to appoint advanced
The extension at the low end of Newcastle Quay is making
there was a large business done at 85s, to 85s, 7d. cash, substantial
delegates to wait on Mr. Brown to inform him that unless this noon
Deep water has been brought alongside the
closing
sellers
at 85s. 4d. prompt cash, and buyers in a few days, new portion progress.
demand of theirs be granted forthwith a month’s notice will be Owing to the pressing
the quay, and what was wanted a already been
demand the warrant stores continue to be obtained, viz.,of ample
given. The sinking of the new Dylais Colliery, near Neath, has largely drawn upon, and
accommodation
steam shipping in good
the Gartsherrie, Coltness, Calder, and water, A quantity of old dilapidated for property
been commenced by Mr. David Bevan. A good winning is looked — first-class brands are expected
and is
to be quoted at 100s. in a few being, removed from that part of the quay. hasA te.
forward to, and an addition to the -activity of the coal made in aays.
broad and
ample
road
is
being
constructed,
with
easy
gradients,
from
it to
that locality.
The shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports amounted for last
Ouseburn.
week to 17,832 tons, being an increase of 4366 tons on the corre- thePreparations
are being made for building light gunboats at
sponding period of last year. The total increase since the begin- Elswick
Ordnance Works, Newcastle.
THE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
ning of the year amounts to 45,555 tons. The Tay Bridge works
A meeting of the inhabitants of Tranmere has been held to conare making considerable progress. The stone abutment on the sider
(From our own Correspondent.)
the
propriety of forming a company for the purpose of
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE—THE COAL TRADE—THE ITRon Fife side, and the first, second and third landpiers are already constructing a new pier and approaches to the Tranmere Ferry.
AND STEEL INSTITUTE--SPENCER’S PUDDLING MACHINE—SHIP- finished, and altogether there have been finished and placed in Mr. Holmes, the engineer, explained the nature of the scheme.
position piers for a length of 784ft. of bridge. Two caissons are The promoters propose to take away one-third of the present
BUILDING AND ENGINEERING—IRONSTONE AND HEMATITES
TRADE IN SovuTH YORKSHIRE—THE COAL TRADE—CERTIFI- already nearly completed at the erecting stage, the one having slip and the yards and buildings from New Chester-r
to the
9ft. of brickwork built above the low water flange, while the other old pay-gates, constructing in their place a boulevard of twenty
CATED ENGINEERS AND THEIR EMPLOYERS—PRICES,
up with brickwork only up to the flange. The ironwork yards in width, with a 20ft. footwalk on each side. The slip
Makers of every description of iron in the North of England have isforfilled
the
structure
is
being
prepared
at
the
Cardiff
and
the
Falwould be made three times its present breadth, and carried on a
as much work on hand as they can get through for some time. kirk ironworks.
level three parts the length of that now in existence. Foot
With 126 blast furnaces in operation the total production of pig
Messrs. Barclay, Carle, and Co., the eminent shipbuilders on the passengers
be under cover of an iron erection 200ft. long, to
iron in the Cleveland district is about 160,000 tons per month. Clyde,
have just launched a new steamer from the Dublin, Douglas, the end of would
the pier, which a hinged bridge would connect with a
The new blast furnaces in course of erection, however, will very and Silloth
station of the North British Railway. The engines floating pontoon
stage
200ft. in length by 40ft. in breadth, divided
considerably increase the make, All the new furnaces are of are
furnished with service a, and everything about the into two parts for goods
traffic. In answer to
great capacity, and are supplied with the newest and most approved machinery
is constructed on the most improved principles. There inquiries, the chairman said andthatpassenger
the cost of these works indemachinery. On ‘(hange at Middlesbrough on Tuesday there was a is telegraphic
communication
between
the
several
parts
of
the
pendent
of
providing
boats,
was
estimated
to be £13,000. The
larger attendanc: than usual, but notwithstanding this there was vessel a the engine-room, while in addition to the steering
not a deal of business done. Inquiries for iron are numerous apparatus at the stern, there is a wheel-house on midships, with entire capital of the proposed company would be £30,000.
enough, and the actual requirements are pressing, but the high separate steering power. The ronte between Ireland and the North
prices prevailing causes intending purchasers to delay as long as
England and Scotland vid Silloth is becoming more popular,
possible their orders, Having plenty of work on hand makers do of
PRICES CURRENT OF METALS AND OILS.
not show the slightest disposition to slacken the quotations. This and other vessels are likely to be required to meet the increasing
1872. £8 4.
high pressure being likely to continue the prospects of the iron traffic.
The
shipbuilding
on
the
Clyde
continues
tolerably
active,
all
the
j4and.1872.£64. |
Z£eada
trade are very encouraging.
Swedish
fagget .. | 15000.000
having plenty of work on hand, although there are not many Copper r —tonBritish . — cake-- | |87 0 0.91 0 0 | Steel,
Keg
wecccccececeeeee
00..16 0 0
There is an excellent demand for rails, and plates and angle iron firms
orders being booked. The recent advances in the cost of Best Selected
0. %3 00
0 || Tin,
Banca,perton
|148 09..145100
09..1490 0
are in great request. Bars, hoops, sheets, and billets find a ready new
Sheet....
-|9488 00 0.95
Straights,
fine—cash..... 145
material, and the reduction of the hours of labour, will henceforth
Bottoms
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For
arrival
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145
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market.
materially to the contract prices of shipbuilders, and they
Australian,Cakeperton
0..95 00 0)0) English
blocks .. ... |13152 00..0
00..0 060 0@0
The coal trade is still in an unsettled state. The pitmen want add very
Spanish
......../05.. |99820 1000 0..0
Bars
......seeeeeee
experience a difficulty in procuring fresh orders for some
higher wages than the coalowners will givethem. If both masters may
Chili
Bars
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0..85
0
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Refined,
in
blocks..
(154
00..0
0 0
to come. Launches have been less frequent of late, owing
Do, Metal,
refinedperingotIb. =]
.. |860 00 0..91
0 08})
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and men persist in the course they are pursuing a serious block time
8..0
1ll 0..113
0
chiefly to the unsettled state of the labour market. Two vessels Yellow
Tron,
pig
in
Scotland,ton
|
4
5
Ocash.
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|
0.000
must inevitably be the result. The pitmen could make much of
size have been launched on the Clyde since last week, one
Bar, Welch,in London |10 6 0..10 5 0
-| 115 0..117 ©
higher wages than they are now doing if they would but work fromlarge
Wales.
|
910
0..915
0)
A
00
000
the
yard
of
Messrs
R.
Duncan
and
Co.,
Port
Glasgow,
and
more regularly. They are badly advised in restricting the output. the other from the yard of Messrs. John Elder and Co., Govan.
Staffordshire |11 10 9. 1210 0|)
-/ 09 6100
Rail,in Wales ......| 810 0..0 0 0 | Other Sorts... ......| 018 0.019 0
Now when trade is brisk they should avail themselves of the The
latter is an iron screw steamer, of 1975 tons, intended for the
Sheets,
single quality
in Lond... |13
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0 0© | Oils,pertun,
Seal,pale (83
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opportunity of working harder than usual.
Hoops,
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Steam Navigation Company.
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The Iron and Steel Institute will hold their annual general Pacific
At
a
meeting
of
the
Fairfield
Association
held
on
Thursday
Sw
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Whale,South
Sea,
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0..0 00
meeting in Willis’ Rooms, King-street, London, next week,
Pig, Foreign pr.tn. |19 0 0.. 0 © 0))
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0 0
last, Mr. C. Houston read a paper on ‘The Parallel Lead,
English,
W.B.
....
.|2015
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0
0
-('32006..0
0 0
beginning on Tuesday. After hearing the report and electing the evening
Motion,”
describing
fully
the
principle
of
lever
combination
in
its
Other
brands
..
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-/300..00
officers the subscribers to the Devonshire Commemoration Portrait different varieties, as applied to land and marine purposes. A
Sheet, milled ..
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Shot, patent ..
0..0 00)
|wv 0 0..5910 0
will present to the Institute a portrait of the first president the discussion followed.
Red or minium
0.000
|38 0 0..3810 0
Duke of Devonshire. On the following days a paper will be read
dry ....
%10 0. 000
-|33 7 6..8310 o
“The Stability of anting Bodies ” formed the subject of a White,
**On the Newport Puddling Furnace ;” a further communication highly
ground
in
oil
000..0
00)
4310 0.000
6..0°0
interesting paper read by Mr. Young at the meeting of the
itharge, W.B.......|23
0 0..0 0 0
las
will be read from the committee appointed to report upon mecha- Association
per bot 1010 0..1110 0
+ |i 0 0..4410 0
and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen in Quicksilver,
nical puddling. The official report of the commissioners sent out Glasgow, heldof onEngineering
Spelter,
Silesian,
per
ton
|
2115
0..22
0
0
||
+~|
000.000
Thursday evening last. A discussion of some
English V&S ....../2215 0..93 0 0)
+ | 50 0 0..53 0
to America to report on Danks’ rotary puddling furnace will be
followed, and five new members were admitted into the Zinc,dittosheet........|28 0 0..309 0 0
-~'86 00.00 0
open for discussion, and supplementary reports will be presented length
by Mr. J. A. Jones, of Middlesbrough, Mr. G. J. Snelus, and Mr. society.
a
Fleeming
Jenkin,
C.E.,
read
a
paper
at
the
last
meetJohn Lester.
PRICES CURRENT OF TIMBER.
of the Edinburgh and Leith Engineers’ Society “‘On the ConI have frequently alluded to the Danks puddling furnace, from ing
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which so much is expected. I now avail myself of the first oppor- the
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course
of
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author
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the
construction
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machine, which is in operation at West Hartlepool. The puddling
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fastened on each end of the vessel. The iron is charged in a north of Scotland for the cultivation of land by the use of steam
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molten state through « small aperture in the rotating chamber. machinery. It is believed that this company, if judiciously
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The charge consists of about ten hundredweights of iron, which managed, will bring the steam plough to the door of every farmer, we
are puddled in about half an hour, In the presence of the com- and that a large area of the land most suitable for steam labour whee
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machine which will deal with double the present charge. The largest of their kind in the United Kingdom, is now being pushed St, John,wht.spruce 18 914 (121914 0 Pipe ...c00s }s
fettling is of best tap. The lining stands very well. I hear that forward.
The total estimated cost of the works is not short of
!| |
there are other dae
machines in the great iron making disOf this sum £6000 will go for gasholders, £22,000 for
trict of Cleveland, but they are not yet in practical use. Should £160,000.
roofs,
columns,
and
girders,
£22,000
for
mains,
and
£20,000
for
PATENT-OFFICE
Mopets.
— The following letter has been
Danks’ furnace accomplish anything like the work which practical
addressed to the editor of the Scientific American by an
ironmakers say it will do, there is not the slightest doubt that his gasholder tanks.
**
American”
:—
I
am
heartily
glad to see you come out
furnace and others will be erected as fast as workmen can put
them up, and puddling by machinery will be general throughout |NOTES FROM THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN squarely against the costly farce of requiring to be deposited
models
of
every
invention
for
which
a patent is ask
To
the kingdom.
COUNTIES.
see that it is a farce, an inventor has but to
and
On the Humber, Tees, Wear, and Tyne shipbuilders continue
our own Correspondent.)
examine his own ys re after only a few years. fie will
extremely busy; vessels of all sizes are in various stages of THE TELEGRAPHIC (From
SERVICE—SILLOTH AND ISLE OF MAN STEAM- find them beautifully misrepresenting his invention, as I have
progress,
SHIP SERVICE—WHITEHAVEN WET, DOCK—MERSEY Docks AND done, broken, parts reversed, inverted, transposed and lost. They
All hinds of engineering work is plentiful.
Harpour
Boarp—LABourR
IN CUMBERLAND—COAL TRAFFIC TO may have been useful, and even necessary, in the early days and
The ironstone mines throughout Cleveland are being worked
LONDON—TRADE AT SHEFFIELD—INDUSTRY IN THE NORTH— at the origin of the patent system in this country. Those days
satisfactorily, and the yield is being increased every week to meet
NewcastLeE
Quay—THE
ELSWick
ORDNANCE Works—TRAN- are past. Good drawings are easily and cheaply obtained, and if,
the growing requirements of the ironworks on Teesside.
MERE Ferry: Proposed pier.
with good and profuse illustration in drawing, the examiner is
The importations of Spanish ores are growing heavier, and the
Mr.
RATHBONE,
M.P.,
has
sent
a
communication
to Mr. Blood, incompetent to fully and completely comprehend a machine, his
demand for Cumberland hematites are more pressing.
ce, to the effect place should be filled with one better qualified. Drawings do not
In South Yorkshire the iron and steel trades are in a healthy secretary to the Liverpool Chamber of
that eventually Mr. Scudamore intends to establish a direct wire allow parts of machines illustrated to be lost, misplaced, transcondition. The Garnsley foundries are fully occupied.
Salerooms in Mincing-lane and the posed, or substituted. Drawings do not have to be unscrewed,
The coal trade of South Yorkshire is in a prosperous state. between the Comm
, filed, or oiled, to make them
Shipments on the Humber are active, and the consumption of fuel Liverpool Exchange Rooms, and that he hopes to be able to grant unbolted; taken to pieces, chi
do their work of illustration. With drawings, the different movethe
same
facility
to
the
Liverpool
Corn Exc
e.
:
at the several works is larger than ever.
A st
handsomely fitted up, has been placed on the Silloth ments do not have to be examined in rotation, but may be seen,
On several occasions I have referred to the movement
ig +
certificated engineers employed in steamships for higher wages and station by the North British Railway Company The vessel is to compared, and comprehended ata glance. So also with the construction of internal parts. They are more portable, occupy
Dublin.
additional accommodation. On those questions the North of trade between Silloth, the Isle of Man,
systematic
Mr. Phillips has revised his tender for the construction of a wet incomparably less space, can be arranged in more
England Steamship Owners’ Association have resolved to submit
liable to
requires £76,998 for the construction and convenient order, are more accessible, less
the following propositions to the Board of Trade :—(1) It might dock at Whitehaven. He now
injury,
and
cost
the
inventor,
in
most
cases,
much
less.
In
short,
of
the
work
instead
of
£75,869,
the
amount
of
his
original
tender.
be rendered optional on the part of a shipowner to carry a certificated engineer in vessels other than passenger steamers where the Mr. Brunlees, C.E., pronounces the revised tender fair and reason- I believe there can be no one sound argument used in favour of
models,
unless
it
be
the
(inexcusable)
incapacity
of
examiners,
able,
having
regard
to
the
increased
cost
of
materials.
master has passed an examination ‘‘in steam,” (2) The compulsory
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARMOUR PIERCING
PROJECTILES.
No. IL
* We have noticed the directions in which the forces a
rated by the shock of impact are resolved by certain forms
of head, and we have discussed the physical conditions of
the problem to a certain extent; ie example, we have
seen how the bad effect of brittleness in the metal of the
pean Br@
projectile may be neutralised by the shape given
to
We have next to consider more particularly
the chemical condition of the metals hitherto employed.
These may be said to be—wrought iron, steel of various
kinds, including the metal employed by Me Whitworth,
and cast iron—grey and white—and chilled cast iron
—English and Swedish.—For our purpose it may be sufficient to discuss the most important pomts connected with
the manufacture of the chilled projectiles now in the
service, comparing them with their rivals in the most
essential matters. We trust our readers will pardon us if
we have to dwell on some well-known facts in order to
make the matter clear. Wrought iron we may consider as
pure iron, which can only be melted by such an application
of heat as it can hardly meet with in any manufacturing
process—the Bessemer excepted; we have seen how its softness renders it useless against armour, except possibly for
racking pu
although its tensile strength and malleabilit ‘enable it to hold together when flattened out under
the blow of impact. Iron of any kind melts when in contact with carbon, as in a blast furnace, but the product
cannot be looked upon as iron, strictly yen being in
all cases either a very intimate mixture of particles of iron
and] cirbon, or else an actual carbide of iron. We may
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observation will reveal a very
small pale flame in the| 100 deg. Fah. before being used; second, that the projeccentre of each break. The follo ing interpretation of tiles after being withdrawn from them are not allowed to
these phenomena seems reasonable:—The molten carbide is- cool freely
in the air, but are buried in sand for at least a
of that character in which the carbon and iron separate day. It is quite true that the chills are so heated and the
rapidly. Where this occurs at the surface, the contact
so buried; but any one might easily convince
with the air causes the carbon at once to burn into carbonic
mself that chilling actually takes place by a very slight
oxide and carbonic acid—hence the flame and break. examination of any projectile with a chilled head, or even
From this it would follow that the greyer the iron—or, in by watching a casting lifted out of its chill, when
other words, the more rapid the separation—the quicker he would see the head cooled to blackness, while the body
the breaking, and this is found
to be the case. The film, was still red. The fact is that
the 50 deg. or 70
deg. increase
even in mottled iron, parts very slowly, and, when it does of heat which is given to the chill, and which
es it feel
so, only in an ordi
form of crack. We have noticed hot to the touch, isa small matter in comparison to the
the separation of the iron and carbon at length, because enormous temperature of molten iron. It is sufficient to
the a of chilling depends directly on it.
at
t have the effect of giving a rather better casting, but there
conducted in the Royal Laboratory, Woolwich, under the is no question at all as to the fact that the action is still a
able
ent of,Mr. Davidson, this process is as chilling one. Nay, it is stated by some that the metal
follows :—Pigs are selected to form such a mixture as chills more quickly in a warm chill than in one quite cold,
would, if run into sand, solidify as mottled iron. The owing to there being a sort of initial resistance to overbrands of iron known as Pontypool
No. 6 were formerly come in heating a cold body, whereas a slightly warm one
used almost wholly, but latterly other kinds, especially takes up the heat and pours it through itself at once.
Ridsdale, have been employed, not only with saving of this be true, and if we look at heat as a “mode of motion”
expense, but to the benefit of the aie of the metal. of particles, this resistance resembles that of ‘inertia. The
Some of the darker kinds of mottled iron are hardened to cooling in sand is of the nature of annealing, perhaps, but
the required degree by the admixture of iron that has it takes — at too low a temperature to have much
become white from remelting. Others are too white to effect, and is only adopted to prevent cracking from mole- used — ‘.for a
some of the Ridsdale sam- cular action, of which more hereafter.
ples, in whi
e grey
al
to be divided
more
At all events, metal cast in warm chill and in sand from
widely apart and by whiter me’ _ alba
Most of the the same ladle takes the form of white and mottled iron
brands used in chil casting, whether lighter or darker, are respectively, and behaves as such when subjected to
beautifully evenly mottled throughout. The projectiles Eggertz’s test, and, no doubt, to any other that can be
are cast point down, for the sake of density and soundness applied. The physical condition of mottled iron chilled
in the head. The mould is formed of a metal chill at the white is very peculiar. The density is great. Some
bottom, extending up past the junction of head and body limited experiments made in the Royal Arsenal appeared
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sufficiently far to cover the seat of the front ring of studs, to show that the chilled metal was about x per cent.
ladle. When
except in one or two instances, for example, in the llin. denser than sand castings from the same
with iron which is white by nature and cast in
shot, Fig. 1, where the studs are further
than usual; com
the remainder of the mould is formed of sand, with a pro- sand, it will be seen that the chilled iron is decidedly finer
portion of coal dust, as also is the core for the formation of in its texture, and the texture more silky and less harshlooking; but there is considerable variation in the appearthe interior.
The chilling action therefore extends a little past the anceof the fracture, according to the direction it takes. A
head of the projectile, which thus has a mottled body and chip taken off the surface shows a peculiar silky ?_—~
a white h
Owing to the hardness of the chilled metal, look, closely resembling steel, and is very deceptive.
it is impracticable to drill the undercut holes
required to fessor Abel appears to consider that there is evidence
take the bases of the studs. These holes are therefore of an annular structure concentric with the projectile,
formed in the casting by sand buttons fixed in recesses in as well as one radiating from its axis. However
the sides of the chill. After casting, each sand button has this may be, there is no doubt that the metal in a
one end fixed in the chill and the other cast into the pro- Palliser shot is in a peculiar condition. The projectiles
jectile; consequently, it is broken across on “ lifting” out which were chilled throughout occasionally split of
the casting. The broken portion holding to the shot is their own accord in store. The metal had been coaxed
easily scraped out, and it then leaves the undercut hole intoa certain state, and probably some atmospheric change,
required to hold the gun-metal stud. In most cases it is assisted perhaps by ection, enabled the molecules to
found better to form the rear row of stud-holes also in this assert their power, and to readjust themselves so far as to
way, even the mottled iron being very hard to cut with a cause rupture. In connection with this came out a fact
which bears out to a certain extent the statements we have
tool,
Formerly be ee were cast completely in chills, and made in our article of 29th December last on “ Projectiles
were made of such metal as to be chilled white throughout. for the 25-ton Guns,” with regard to what we may call the
The head is now as nearly as possible brought to this state. mechanical cruelty of seizing a shot and forcing it to rotate
The chilling is effected by the metal moulds in virtue of through the medium of its studs, Chilled projectiles genetheir conducting
power; their thickness, and consequent rally cracked themselves in a line ay through the
mass, greatly
affecting the extent of their action. In studs. In some cases it was found very difficult to break
accordance with the explanation we have given above, we cracked shot or shell into two parts until the expedient of
must suppose the metal to have such a tendency to separa- striking a blow on the stud was resorted to, — = 1
tion of iron and carbon, that if timebe given it it becomes jectiles at once opened asunder. Again, owing
e difhmottled iron; but if chilled, and ca
to solidify before culties caused i the violent molecular power of chilled
in cooling, it has been found necessary to modify
separation takes place,it is retained in the white carbide metal
subject to certain condicondition. Thus we may suppose that in very grey iron, in thickness of wall all projectiles
would cause the
of | which will only chill skin deep, the tendencyof the iron tions. Any sudden change of thickness
and carbon to
is so strong, and the action perhaj portion first solidifying to separate more or less from the
so rapid, that it is impossible to make it solidify belore remainder, and very great thickness isalways objectionable.
Thus solid shot were condemned and marae by cored
separation
has actually occurred.
has taken place in the
An American writer has endeavoured to show that,
far shot, and still further modification
from being chilled in the process carried out in the Royal same direction. Fig. 1 exhibits thepattern, recently apved, of Palliser shot oe Se Se
8 80
Laboratory,
the metal
is actually
For this he
ives two reasons:—First,
that the metal chills are not fom a hollowin the interior that it can be used,ifdesired,
as
a
shell,
and
is
fitted
with
a
metal
screw
plug
in
the
base
but
invariably
heated
to
a
temperature
of
about
cold,

assume that when in the molten state it is in the form of a
carbide, which as we cannot determine the exact constituents of it, we may write Fe, C,, As the molten mass
cools under ordinary circumstances, the tendency of the
iron and carbon is to separate more or less; in some cases,
however, not to an appreciable extent, the metal solidifyin
as white iron, in which the carbon and iron are combined.
When particles of it are subjected to Eggertz’s nitric acid
test the metal dissolves but slowly, eventually, however,
leaving no residue, the liquid assuming the colour of weak
tea. Thisresult is
ised by any chemist as the proof
of the carbon having been entirely in the combined state.
On the other hand, should actual separation take place to
4
extent, during the process of cooling, the iron
i
me grey, showing crystals of metal, and black
flakes of carbon, 7. ¢., graphite. This kind of iron we may
write as Fe + C.
some cases the separate particles are
larger than others; thus grey hot blast has a coarser texture
than grey cold blast iron. When samples of iron of this
class are subjected to Eggertz’s nitric acid process the
metal dissolves rapidly, leaving flakes of graphite in a pale
green coloured liquid.
;
The separation of carbon from iron omer cooling is a
most important element in the metallurgy of iron, and anything that throws light on it is of interest. Dr. Percy and
others hold that where the iron has been exposed to a very
high temperature, and has run rapidly through the furnace,
the conditions are favourable to the production of
iron. On the other hand,it is well known that the iron
becomes whiter the longer it is subjected to the action of
the blast furnace, which is an ox ay action. For
instance,
in the case of repeated melting | e iron becomes
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for this purpose. The fitting of a Palliser shot or shell under steam (perha eighteen knots at the measured mile) with a tiguoustoit. This same quality will render it a very useful particold.
of coal. tion for protecting the cabins against the extremes of heat
plug deserves notice. The mottled iron being too hard to , considerably redu spread of canvas and a larger supply
(2) In comparing the relative proportions of various classes of
hend, be best
former of these subdivisions would, we a
tap conveniently, a wrought iron bush a, a, is placed on The
suited for employment in distant seas, and the tter for service ships, and considering how far each is likely to be affected by such
the core spindle, and so cast into the projectile. The junc- nearer home.
modifications in design as we think desirable, we have been struck
tion, however, not being always so Ltheas is desirable, an
In every description of unarmowred-vessel the smallest dimen- by the very misleading and inaccurate measure of the real size and_
displacement
of a vessel afforded by the common mode of classifying
sions,
consistent
with
the
attainment
of
the
requisite
speed,
should
under-cut hole at 6, b, is cast over the junction to enable a
be adopted ; and the majority of our number consider that with ships according to what is termed “‘ builders’ measurement.” We
lead ring b, b, to be hammered in, which thoroughly seals this
observe
that,
in order to obtain the requisite displacement within
view,
as
well
as
to
diminish
the’
size
of
the
mark
offered
to
up any fissure that may exist.
an enemy’s fire, it would be wise to reduce the height of side in the prescribed limits of builders’ measurement, forms which are
The castings, after “ knocking out,” are buried in sand, future vessels of this class, by placing the guns on an uncovered manifestly disadvantageous have not unfrequently been adopted.
where they remained for about a day until they have deck, We consider, futher, that the smoke and splinters result- A similar objection attaches to ‘‘ nominal horse-power” as applied
cooled to a temperature of about 300 deg., which is the proper ing from the explosion of large common shells, in the confined to marine engines. We beg leave to recommend that the use of
terms
discontinued, and that the mass of a ship be
heat for the application of a lacquer formed of resin Tis. space between decks, will be much more destructive and these
than when the same shells burst in an uncovered described by “‘ displacement,” and the power of her engines by
solved in turpentine, and thickened with Spanish brown demoralising
battery. A considerable saving of weight and reduction in the ‘indicated horse-power.”
and plaster of Paris, which gives a smooth, clean lining to height of side may be thus effected in ships designed on the scale
(3) When iron ships are sheathed with wood and coppered it is
shell and hollow shot intended for occasional use as shell. of the Inconstant or the Blonde,
of great importance that the most rigorous precautions should be
taken
to prevent metallic communication between theironworkof the
This lacquer prevents the iron from either oxidising at the
5.—CycLops CLass AND GLATTON.
ship and the copper sheathing ; and the efficacy of the precautions
expense of the powder, or firing it by friction from rapid
The four ships now in course of construction which are repre- taken with this viewshould be tested by galvanometer. Care should
rotation during flight. Owing, however, to the presence sented by the Cyclops are, we are informed, intended for the de- be taken to guard against the setting up of any such communicaof particles of iron cut from the wrought iron bush in the fence of our coasts and harbours, and are almost exact reproduc- tion either by lightning conductors, or by waste pipes or other
process of tapping, and to occasional imperfection in the tions of the Cerberus and Negi, vessels which were especial] metal work connected with the shi
a
properties of
a few years ago for the defence of the harbours of Mel- any composite metal that may be substituted for copper sheathing
lacquer, a serge bag is now inserted in the shell to prevent designed
bourne
and
Bombay.
The
local
conditions
of
service
in
those
should
be
carefully
investigated.
the powder from any possible contact with iron, and to ports are very different from those which prevail upon the coasts
It is desirable that every ship should be fitted with a simple
insure its being free from particles of grit on withdrawal ofthe United Kingdom, and as it is with reference to the latter and(4) efficient
a
for noting the exact trim of the vessel at
from filled shells,
alone that we are called upon to review the qualities of these ships, sea, so as to enable the fastest water line to be maintained accord_ Figs. 1 and 2 show at ¢, c, the small extractor holes cast it will be understood that our remarks have no necessary applica- ing to draught of water ; and a trustworthy continuous indicator
of speed should be always available.
in the projectile by the steel plugs screwed through the tion to their prototypes.
Soon after the commencement of our proceedings we were called
(5) Our attention has been directed to the hydraulic method of
chills and withdrawn after the casting has set. These upon
by their lordships to give an early opinion upon these ships propelling steamships, with reference especially to vessels of very
are provided to enable an extractor with spring jaws (which were already commenced), with especial reference to a sug- ight draught, and intended for service in waters which are so
and teeth to obtain a hold on the head of a projectile gestion of the Constructive Department, that they might be shallow as scarcely to afford sufficient immersion even for twin
which has been rammed home, in the event of its being rendered more seaworthy by the addition of a superstructure screws, or in which there is reason to apprehend that the screws
nearly resembling that proposed for the Devastation class. In are likely to be fouled by obstacles placed there for that purpose.
desirable to unload.
reply, dated the 22nd of March last, we recommended that Regarded in this light, we are of opinion that the system is
The studs shown at ¢, d,are formed of soft gun metal, ten our
the thickness of the deck-plating should be increased ; that the
of a more thorough
trial than it has yet received, and
parts copper to one of tin, cast in the form shown at d, water-tight compartments in the bow should be further subdivided; deserving
we beg leave to recommend the subject to their lordships’ conFig. 2, and wedged by pressure into the under-cut holes.
and that the lower structure of the vessels should be considerably sideration accordingly.
There is little to notice further in the processes of the strengthened with a view to their probable employment in shallow
(6) As it is very improbable that the fleet of any nation will ever
manufacture of the projectiles, except the fact that all are — where they may be liable to be laid ashore and left by the consist of armour-clad ships alone, and it is obvious that the
penetration of armour-plates is not the only work that may be
tested for porous metal by forcing water into the interior tide.
We further stated that, in the event of these vessels being re- required from the guns of a ship of war, we think that a composite
to a pressure of 1001b. on the square inch. We reserve quired
‘‘to make an ocean
ge, or to be employed on any serof protected and unprotected guns will in some cases be
the consideration of price of manufacture till our next vice where they would be likely to encounter waves of a period armament
desirable and highly advantageous. Occasions may arise in which
article, when we propose to compare chilled and steel exceeding ten and a-half seconds,” an ample reserve of gees a rapid and well-sustained fire may be of more importance than
stability, as well as the additional accommodation which might penetrative power.
projectiles together.
then be required, could be obtained, although with a slight sacri(7) The importance of ramming in future naval warfare is likely
fice of fighting efficiency, by the addition of the suggested super- to be so great, that in designing armour-clad ships particular
REPORT OF THE
COMMITTEE
APPOINTED structure; but that whilst employed solely for the defence of the attention should, and we doubt not will, be paid to the best means
TO EXAMINE THE DESIGNS UPON WHICH coast, and expected only to make passages from one port to another of resisting it. If the celullar or raft system of construction, to
favourable weather, there appeared to
no necessity for which we have alluded in a former paragraph, should prove in
SHIPS OF WAR HAVE BEEN RECENTLY CON- in
making any such sacrifice,
other respects feasible, one, and that by no means the least, of its
STRUCTED.
In
offering
these
recommendations
we
explained
that they re- advantages will be found in the protection it will afford against
(Concluded from page 184).
ferred only to the four ships actually under construction, and in the dangerous consequences of this mode of attack.
3. —THE INVINCIBLE CLASS.
which, therefore, the design admitted of a limited amount of re(8) We have already stated our opinion that it is desirable, in
This class may be said at present to comprise six ships, viz., vision only. We now proceed to offer a few remarks upon the designing large mastless sea-going ships, that the angle of vanishing
the Audacious, Vanguard, Invincible, and Iron Duke, with twin modifications which we think it would be desirable to make in any stability should not be fixed at less than 50 deg. It is impossible
screws, and the Swiftsure and Triumph, with single (lifting) new ship which may be designed for similar service, The advan- to lay down a simple rule like this respecting the safe angle of
for service in shallow water are vealiting stability for sailing ships or for the smaller classes of
screws and a somewhat greater draught of water.
ietonnage tages which the Cyclops
of these ships ranges from about 3700 to 3900: displacement from that she carries (for a ship of her limited displacement) a very ! mastless vessels; but this angle may be judged of in each
that altho
her armour is not suffi- |particular case by the help of the principles laid down in the
6200 to 6500 tons ; draught of water 23ft. to 25ft. 6in.; and speed powerful armament, and
under steam from thirteen to fourteen knots. They constitute a ciently strong to render her impenetrable by guns of equal or per- , enclosed paper on the stability of ships under canvas which
haps
even
somewhat
less
power
than
her
own, her small draught Professor Rankine, one of our colleagues, has been good enough to
class of armour-clad cruising ships of war with large sail equipment, which, although not belonging to the very first rank, are of water may enable her to take up positions on the coast where prepare for our use.
she
will
be
unassailable
by
ships
of
superior
power. On the other
powerful vessels both for offence and defence. We believe that
(9) In addition to the determination of the metacentre and
would much cripple her movements centre of gravity which is now made for every shipadded to thenavy,
reasons of a similar character to those which, as we are informed, hand, her very moderate
induced their lordships to sanction the construction of these ships, in case of an attack being expected upon an uncertain point of our we recommend that the metacentric period and the rate of extinc
must be expected at all times to exist and to require attention; coast. We regard this as so serious a drawback to the utility of tion of still-water oscillations should in every case be determined
to advise that a consider- by experiment when a ship is ready for sea.
and we are of opinion that, for the important services which they this class of vessel that we are di
are likely to be called upon to perform, they, and more especially able sacrifice of other qualities should be made in future examples | We think it right before concluding to place upon record our
those with the single screw, are exceedingly well suited as regards in order to obviate it.
sense of the ready and courteous assistance which has invariably
As a powerful armament, thick armour, speed, and light draught been extended to us by the Controller of the Navy, and the imdisplacement, speed under steam and under sail, as well as most
of the qualities which constitute a handy and useful ship of war. cannot be combined in one ship, although all are needed for the portant department over which he presides. Any information we
Any new ships of this class which may be built will be much defence of the country; .there is no alternative but to give the pre- | have sought has been readily furnished, and every facility has been
improved by increasing the strength of the lower structure, as a ponderance to each in its turn amongst different classes of ships afforded us in the
s of our inquiry. ‘To Mr. Barnaby, with
precaution in case they should touch the ground. This, by lower- which shall mutually supplement one another. We would recom- whom, as Chief of the Constructive Branch, we have been in very
ing the centre of gravity, will assist in obviating the want of stiff- mend, therefore, that if. er Majesty’s Government should think frequent communication, our thanks are especially due, not only
ness under canvas which has been observed in the ships already any more coast defence turret ships requisite, one class should forthe able, clear, and suggestive evidence which he has given
constructed. We should also recommend an alteration in the possess the limited armour of the Cyclops, with as much greater before us, but for the untiring and laborious attention which he
armament of future examples of this type of vessel. We do not speed as can be obtained, without any material increase of her has paid, amid his many onerous duties, to the frequent calls we
propose any increase in the weight of armour carried by the Swift- draught of water, by sacrificing one of the turrets and a correspond- have had to make upon his time and =.
We have been
sure, but, having regard to the very imperfect protection afforded ing portion of the breastwork. As the suggested increase of speed much impressed by the knowledge and ability evinced by him and
by the armour of the main and upper deck batteries, pierced as it would render her less stationary and more likely to be serviceable his colleagues in dealing with the various subjects on which we
is by many large and uncovered openings, wesuggest that its distri- at sea, we would recommend the addition of such superstructure have had occasion to consult them, and we congratulate their
bution should be so modified as to include, above the belt, such as may be requisite to make her perfectly seaworthy. Captain lordships upon the possession of so highly instructed and capable
an area only of armour plating as may be requisite to cover one Hood dissents from this recommendation. He thinks that these a body of officers,
turret containing two heavy guns, with its base, turning gear, vessels will be far more efficient for the service they are intended
We also desire to acknowledge the valuable aid rendered us by
&ec. The rest of the armament would consist of lighter guns, un- to perform if they retain the armament they were designed to Mr. Hounsom, one of their assistants, whose services have been
protected by armour, in such numbers as may be found conve- carry, viz., four 10in. guns, mounted in two turrets, with a speed throughout at our dis:
and to whose scientific acquirements
nient. We consider it essential that the power should exist of of ten knots, than if the armament were reduced to two 10in. guns we have been indebted
for the examination and elucidation of
obtaining a direct bow fire in a line with the keel from the turret in one turret, and the speed increased, wesner5bdwhat he considers many of the difficult problems which necessarily arose in the
guns. The bowsprit and rigging of the ship should, therefore, be to be the probability of the entire armament being disabled by one course of such an inquiry as that entrusted to us,
so arranged as to admit of the line of fire being cleared, in case of shell penetrating the single turret. In this opinion he is supported
We regret that two of our colleagues, Admirals Elliot and
necessity, with as little inconvenience and delay as may be. The by Dr. Woolley, Admiral Stewart, and another of our naval col- Ryder, differ in opinion from the rest of our body on so a and
turret should be so placed with reference to the rigging generall. leagues,
such important points, that they have felt themselves unable to
The class of ships now under consideration, puppieceraied by a affix their signatures to this report.
as to secure as large an are of training as possible on either broadside. This arrangement would admit of the armour being some- sufficient number of smaller and more purely local vessels of the
DUFFERIN AND CLANDEBOYE,
Staunch
and other classes, will, in our opinion, form a very valuwhat thicker than at present ; but even if this were not the case,
WiLtiaM THOMSON.
G, Purers Horney.
we should still regard it as a great improvement. The present able nucleus for a satisfactory system of homedefence, provided they
armament of these ships consists of ten 12}-ton guns protected by are supported, as we conceive they necessarily must be, by vessels
Wm. Houston Srewarr.
armour, and four unprotected 64-pounders, so arranged that, in whose power, both for attack and defence, is fully equal to that of
JOSEPH WOOLLEY.
addition to broadside fire, direct fire in line with the keel can be the most formidable sea-going ships. Vessels not intended for serW. J. Macquornn RANKINE.
delivered right ahead from two 12}-ton guns and two 64-pounders, vice in distant seas need not carry a very large supply of coal, and
W_FRovube.
and right astern from « similar number of guns. This feature is the weight thus saved may be applied in adding to the thickness
A. W. A. Hoop,
diminishing the draught of
regarded by Admiral Stewart, Captain Hood, and Dr. Woolley as of the armour, increasing the
JAMES G. GOODENOUGH.
of so much importance that, looking to the fact that the bow water, or in such other manner as may be thought expedient. No
G. W. RENvEL,
system
of
home
defence
can
be
tne
as complete unless ships
attack is generally considered to be that which will probably be
P. DENNY.
of it, The Glatton, notadopted in future actions, and that no masted sea-going turret of the power here indicated form
Gro, P BIDDER.
vessel has as yet been constructed to deliver a right ahead fire, withstanding the heavy guns and thick armour she carries, cannot
T. Lioyp.
regarded as altogether fulfilling these conditions. A ship which
they prefer the Invincible class with the present arrangement of
C, PasLey,
to carry more powerful guns than hers is already afloat, and
armament to that proposed by the majority of the committee.
They think these ships, armed as they now are, would be more although the curve of stability in the Glatton is longer, and in so
THE CRYSTALLISATION OF METALS. —Dr. John Hall Gladstone,
efficient as ocean cruisers, liable to be sent for the protection of far more favourable to sea-worthiness than that of the Cyclops, it
al Institution on “ The Crysour most distant colonies, than if their armament consisted of may reasonably be doubted whether she could be relied on to pro- F.R.S., recently lectured at the
two heavy guns mounted in one turret (which would be liable ceed at all times and in all weathers to any spot where her ser- tallisation of Metals,” but he confined his attention chiefly to
paiieatt
B
on
aid
of
the
Peart
eng. ven‘ Hy ~ ee i!
vices
might
be
required,
even
on
our
own
coasts,
to be totally disabled if penetrated by a single shell) and a number
of silver vary in
shape when deposited
upon slips o!
Having thus briefly stated our opinions upon the several classes
of lighter guns unprotected by armour, and therefore e
copper,
from
solutions
of
nitrate
of
silver
varying in strength. He
of
ships
referred
to
us,
we
proceed
to
submit
to
their
lordships’
to the full. destructive effect of common shell with their
iteda piece of silver found in a tombfin
the islandofCyprus ;
consideration a few suggestions, which, although not exclusively
large bursting charges.
applicable to any of the special vessels under consideration, have, the piece of metal was probably 1500 years old; it contained a
4.—INconstanT Crass,
in the course of our inquiry, impressed themselves upon our minds little copper and a trace of gold, and had become as crystalline as
cast iron. It was not
a uni
specimen, he said, for dealersin
as
deserving of attention.
The Inconstant and ships of her class, although entirely unproine with
(1) We recommend that all cabin fittings, linings, &c., in the old silver knew that the metal very prvery deere
ected by armour, are, in our opinion, calculated to perform very
e. There was a changein bulk as well asin the structure ; the bulk
etrable
of every ship of war should be rendered incomvaluable service. The object that has been aimed at in their
in bulk of
ible.
e moisture sometimes observed on metal linings, par- ofthassilver wesone-tenth hashthemed Sst This change
design has been to combine good sailing with the very highest
metals showed that it was a very serious question of what
beam power. In order to obtain the desired speed it has been titions, and the like, and even on wood, is due to the surfaces certain
metals national standards of measurement should be made,
thought neoemene: build these ships of large dimensions. If spam whisk .cpeses beingof a lower temperature than the air -bably
pure metals are less liable than others to
of form and
and cannot a pear until the temperature of
the experiments before referred to on the resistance of water to in the neighbourhood,
nitrate of silver with ot wes 8
the solidis actually lower than the dew point
of the air. This may volume. In decomposing
the motion of ships should lead to the result which seems
the strength of the solution
is doubled the rapidity of the
remedied
recautions
which shall, as far as pos ible, prevent when
bable, the dimensions of future vessels of this class may
ps ' be
chemical action is
in consequence
of the increased
vp of these external
wisdiomentaalitiagtniae
the re
temperature
Y
be considerably reduced without loss of
We are di
electrical conductivity of
Hauid 5
i
alone will not
in any case to attach high value to the employment (principally the dew point. Two piecesof thin sheet iron, with a thin la
account
for
it.
When
a
piece
of
zinc,
coated
with
of plaof
cork
between
them,
would
make
a
i
k
]
e
for the protection of our commerce) of unarmoured ships haying;
in
water, it
to prevent the ‘tinum by chemical decomposition, was
great speed under steam, but we
leave to suggest that a sub, bulkhead, and one which would be very sui’
‘temperatures
he water,
and at
non-conducting would go on de
division of this class into two might be made with advantage ; deposition of moisture, inasmuch as the
one to sess the whole, or nearly the whole, of the sail power uality of cork in respect to heat would allow each metal surface would Sconnyate at considerable rapidity ; he proved this
ways
to assume very nearly the exact temperature
of the air con- by experiment,
of the constant, whilst the other might have a still
er
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
MISCELLANEA,
AN excellent liquid glue is made by dissolving glue in nitric ether. | Ow the 11th inst. there was launched a beautifully modelled
The ether will only dissolve a certain amount of glue, consequently
the solution cannot be made too thick. The _ thus made is | Fores
from the This
shipbuilding
of Mesrs,
Farley,oyand steamer
Co., Falmouth.
is the firstyard
steamer
built inOox,
the
about the consistency of molasses, and is double as tenacious as port.
that made with hot water. If a few bits of india-rubber, cut into
THE
Metropolitan
Board
of
Works
is
about
to
widen
the
Strand
scraps the size of a buck shot, be added, and the solution allowed along by the side of the church of St. Mary-le-Strand, an
to stand a few days, being stirred frequently, it will be all the
which wiJi materially relieve this great thoroughfare
better, and will resist the dampness twice as well as glue made | improvement
at its narrowest part.
with water.
THE
electric
light has been introduced into the lighthouse at the
BismvtTH, in the presence of or in combination with sulphur,
Foreland. This is now the third lighthouse station in
ields a beautful red coating, when passed before the blowpipe on a | South
England
at
which
the electric light is established, and the French
rge piece of charcoal, upon the addition of a little pulverised
iodide of potassium. A finely pulverised mixture of equal parts of have established one at Cape Grisnez.
A SERIES of experiments has been carried out at St. Louis, U.%.,
sulphur and iodide of potassium is best kept for such purpose and
makes an excellent test material for bismuth. In making these in the manufacture of iron from ores of inferior quality by the use
investigations, V. Kobell met a green mineral which occurs of petroleum as a fuel in the puddling furnace, and the result is
associated with joseite at St. José di Madureira, Brazil, and ail to be an iron equal to charcoal iron.
which proved to be bismuthite, not previously noticed at that
A NEW substance called “mineral cotton” has been produced
locality.
by forcing a jet of steam through a stream of liquid furnace slag,
THE manager of a furnace in Prussia, finding himself without by which the slag is blown into fine threads, which, when bunched,
fuel, resolved to try to keep the furnace alive as best he might. form a substance closely resembling cotton. It is proposed to use
He began at once to reduce the charge of iron ore to one-half, it as a non-conducting covering for steam boilers and pipes, and
keeping all the while the usual charge of coke, and afterthe furnace for similar purposes, as it is very cheap.
was thus filled the blast was cut off, and ali apertures were closed
AT a meeting on Thursday of the executive committee for the
as air-tight as possible, and watched carefully so for more than restoration
of Exeter Cathedral, the Dean of Exeter stated that
ninety days’ anxiety. A regular supply of fuel being again secured the work was
to the complete satisfaction of Mr.
after that time, the tuyeres, hearth, and top were re-opened, the Gilbert Scott. progressing
The Lady Chapel had almost been completed,
hot blast let on, and twelve hours later the first clean cinder made the only thing remaining
to
be done being the finishing of the
its appearance flowing over the wall-stone, to the great delight of reredos ; and he hoped the chapel
would be finished by Whitall concerned.
Sunday.
THE immense raft which has so long obstructed the Red River
THE French Atlantic Cable Company have notified that their
appears to move up stream instead of down, the motion being at cable between St. Pierre and Duxbury was interrupted on Satur
the rate of about two miles in a year. The explanation of this day evening during a very severe gale. The superintendent reports
vetrograde movement is that the logs of the lower end of the raft that the fault is close to St. Pierre, and will in all probability be
are continually broken away and carried off by the flood and freshets, easily repaired when the weather moderates. In the meantime
while the other end isconstantly receivingadditions. Thus theraft the
¢ arriving at St. Pierre from Europe is forwarded vid
always falling away at one end and growing at the other gradually Sydney, and vice versd, and the general service is consequently not
moves up the river, and it is calculated that it has moved since in any way interfered with.
its formation about 400 miles, In 1833, when the raft was 124 miles
THE thirteen new Woolwich infants, guns of 35 tons, now comlong, the work of removing it was commenced by the Government, pleted,
are the nost powerful pieces of ordnance in existence in
but after working at it for twenty-two years the attempt was aban- this or any
other country. These guns are specially intended for
doned as impracticable, and was confined to opening some of the the navy, and
are to be first used in the three large ironclads now
lateral channels so as to facilitate navigation.
in course of completion. Two of these ships, the Thunderer and
THE Journal de l’Eclairage notices an accident which once more the Devastation, are of 4400 tons burden, and the other, the Fury,
proves the danger of using copper gas pipes. On the 21st of April is of 5000 tons. Each of these vessels will be provided with four
last, a workman having, with a triangular file, cut almost through of the 35-ton guns, which they will carry in two turrets, two guns
half the diameter of a gas pipe of red copper of gin. interior dia- being placed in each turret side by side.
meter, which supplied the Liege station, was removing the tool
WITHIN the next four years Germany will have added five ironwhen an explosion similar to the report of a rifle ensued, and the clads
to her navy. The construction of the Grosser Kurfiirst at
workman was much burnt. A similar incident happened the Wilhelmshaven
has been retarded, and she is to be finished in
other day, with less intensity, however; and the workman, who 1875 instead of 1873.
Friedrich der Grosse, after the same
was not injured, did not report the circumstance. Some gas pipes model, is to be launchedBut asthesoon
as possible at Kiel harbour. A
having been taken down, they were found covered with a blackish third one is ordered at the Vulcan
Works, Stettin. It is to be
coating, and they showed evident signs of corrosion from ammo- finished in two and a-half years (1874),
and to be named Barniacal condensation. The black matter was analysed, and was found
The machines of the two first named are being manuto consist of an acetate of copper, which exploded between 203 and barossa,
factured,
for
the
one
by
the
Miirkish-Schlesische
Con248 deg.—producing water, copper, carbon, carbonic acid, and traces struction Company, for the other by Borsig, who (Egells)
thus enter
of carbonic oxide.
upon a new speculation. The ships Metz and Sedan, in the
THE injurious effect of exposure to the dust of various manufac- hands of English contractors, are to be finished in two years’ time.
turing establishments has not unfrequently been dwelt upon with
Art the sitting of the Jersey States on Friday the House was
more or less force; but we are hardly prepared for the result of occupied
in considering the expediency of erecting a lighthouse on
certain specific investigations on this subject. It has long been a
Corbiére, a dangerous reef of sunken rocks running out on the
disputed point whether the particles of iron, silica, &c., merely the
south-west
of the island. The project has been before the
lodge within the air cells of the lungs, or penetrate through their States since coast
1857, and a long correspondence has been held with
walls into the tissue between them. But Professor Zenker informs the Trinity Board
relative to its erection and maintenance. The
us that, on examining the lung of a woman who had been exposed States desire to have
control of the light, without the
to the dust of iron oxide, used in preparing books of gold-leaf, he interference of the boardthein sole
and without any dues being
found the powder in the tissue between the air-cells and in their levied for its maintenance onanythe shape,
shipping. The difficulties
walls, as well as in their cavities. From less than two ounces of which have so long prevented any island
steps being taken have at length
this lung over twelve grains of iron oxide were obtained by been
removed,
and
the
States
agree
unanimously
a lightchemical methods, so that, if equally distributed through both house at the island’s expense, and also to provide toforeréct
its maintelungs, there must have been at least three-quarters of an ounce nance,
inhaled. In another case—that of a workman exposed to the dust
of a mixture used in preparing ultramarine substances— he found
THE Newcastle Chronicle says that something quite novel in the
a quantity estimated at fully an ounce.
way of sanitary improvement has been undertaken by the borough
of
Tynemouth Corporation. Mr, Adams, contractor, of DarlingTHE American Chemist for January, 1872, reports some lectures
on science that appeared to have been illustrated with experiments ton, is making a reservoir in a field in Hawkey’s Lane, near the
of unexampled brilliancy. President Morton, of the Stevens Insti- former town, 49ft. square, 6ft. deep, and to hold 52,000 gallons of
tute, in a demonstration of the decomposition of light, produced a sea water, which the Corporation intend to supply from a pumping
rainbow 15ft. in diameter. Professor Barker, of Yale College, in station on the Low Light Shore. There will be two services of
a lecture on the ‘‘ Chemistry of the Sun,” managed, by means of pipes, and it is anticipated that the Turkish and public baths will be
the electric light, to project upon the screen continuous spectra supplied with salt water. The water, however, will be principally
20ft. in length, and successfully reversed the sodium line. By some used for flushing the sewers, watering the streets, extinguishing
ingenious devices of Professor Morton a representation of a total fires, and general sanitary purposes. Private houses and hotels,
eclipse of the sun was given, showing the advance of the moon, the no doubt, in the line with the pipes will be able to contract for a
crescent sun, Bailey’s beads, and, at totality, the outburst of the supply of salt water for baths,
corona, and the red prominence or solar flames. The formation of
L’Italia Militaire states on good authority that the Minister of
the sun flames was further illustrated before the vertical lantern War intends to begin the manufacture of 100 batteries (800 guns)
by means of a layer of water, coloured red by carmine, at the of a new description of field piece, which are to be ready in two
bottom of a tank of clear water. The flames were produced by years from the date of the vote of the necessary funds. This new
sing electricity through a fine coil of wire in the tank, for on field gun, which may be
idered as adopted, is to be of bronze,
eating the wire the red liquid was carried upward.
with a calibre of 75 millimetres, on Krupp’s wedge breech-loading
PRoFEssoR S. H. Lockett relates the following observation in a principle. The whole weight, including a gun-carriage of wroughtletter from Niagara Falls: ‘‘While crossing the new suspension iron and a limber loaded with forty-eight rounds, is to be 1180
bridge I had occasion, while conversing with a friend, to point kilogrammes, and the ammunition wagon, with 122 rounds, nearly
mes. It is intended to intrust the manufacture of
towards the falls with my walking cane; as I did so I heard 1200 kil
distinctly at the end of my cane a buzzing noise. Repeating the this artillery to the Government workshops, but if it should
experiment the same noise was heard. I stopped several passers appear that the resources of the military factories are likely to
and tried their canes with the same result, except in the case of prove unequal to the task of finishing this large order in so short
one which lacked a ferule. I immediately supposed this might be a time, it is expected that the Minister of War will appeal to the
an electrical phenomenon, and set to work to test the correctness industry of private contractors.
of this supposition. I took a key and held it at arm’s length
Ar a meeting of the Board of the Great Eastern Railway on
towards the falls, and heard the same sound. Finally at dark, I Wednesday, Mr. Lightly Simpson, the deputy-chairman, who has
returned to the bridge, and pointing my cane had the satisfaction been on the direction for twenty years, was chosen chairman in
of seeing a clear beautiful electric brush on its end. The best place of Lord Salisbury, resigned, and Mr. George Wodehouse
point to observe this interesting phenomenon is in the middle of Currie was chosen deputy-chairman, A joint meeting was afterthe bridge, and the cane must be held at arm’s length, so that its wards held of the board and of the leading shareholders, with a
end may be at some distance from any part of the bridge. The view to arrange for some expression of the sense entertained of
success of the experiment depends a good deal on the direction of the important services rendered by Lord Salisbury, at which the
the wind, and the amount of vapour blown over the bridge.”
subjoined resolution was adopted .—** That this meeting approves
WHENEVER any substance has a greater attraction for water the course taken by the board in convening this meeting, and,
than the expansive force of heat can overcome, it cannot be dried appreciating most highly the eminent services of the Marquis of
by heat ; and the converse is also true. In the process of evapo- Silisbury, instructs the directors to prepare and present such a
rating a liquid in an open vessel, or in the desiccation of a solid in testimonial as may express the gratitude of the proprietors. And
a common kiln or oven, the moisture driven off by the heat is that a committee, consisting of four of the directors and an equal
seized u
and absorbed by the air. If the air has less water number of the proprietors, be appointed with full power to carry
than it
capacity to hold in suspension, the water evaporated out this resolution.”
disappears from
itand
the
lition of a transparent
Sm Joun Cooper, who received the honour of knighthood at
vapour intimately mingled with the gases of the atmosphere. If, the levee on Thursday last, is a son of the late Mr. Charles
however, the ey of the air be satisfied, the moisture
Coode, of Bodmin, and a member of an ancient family which has
the form of a cloud of fog or mist, or is even deposited in the been seated in Cornwall since the time of Henry VIL. He is a
form of an, pees in the form of snow or hoar frost, if the nephew of the late Admiral Sir John Coode, K.C.B., who distintemperature be sufficiently low. The capacity of air to hold susshed himself at the battle of Algiers, where he commanded
pended water vapour increases as its temperature rises, and vice
.M.S. Albion, under Lord Exmouth. Sir John was born in
of the Metropolitan District versd, so that by heating it, it may be made to take from sub- | 1816, and commenced the study of his profession as a pupil of the
half-year the trains running between stances moisture which it will deposit on cooling, thus becoming a | late Mr. J. M. Rendel, under whom he was “ppointed resident
|
stations under the working conveyer of moisture, as in the process mentioned above where sul- engineer of the National Harbour at Portland in 1847, succeeding
agreement between the Metropolitan and Metropolitan District — acld is employed. The moisture may be so far extracted as engineer-in-chief upon that gentleman's decease, in 18%, This
Companies have been satisfactorily worked at intervals of ten rom air admitted into a chamber, the walls of which are sur- post he held until the recent completion of the work, thus being
minutes, while the additional trains of this company, under pre- rounded by a refrigerating mixture, that the weight of the identified with the whole progress of the undertaking. Sir John
sent arrangements — to West Brompton, have afforded the volume is considerably diminished. By thus continually extract- was a member of the Royal Commission upon
rbours in
ublic the advantage of a five minutes’ service
een all stations ing its moisture through the agency of cold, air at low tempera- | 1858-59. He has been for some years consulted by the Board of
m. Gioucester-road to the Mansion-house. A new station has ture might be made the vehicle for rapidly desiccating many sub- Trade and other Government departments upon harbour —
‘been opened at Earl’s-court, on the West Brompton portion of the stances that heat would at and there is no doubt this prin- and has executed important public works at the Cape, the Isle of
line, in a neighbourhood where buildings are rapidly increasing,
ciple might be applied to advantage in some industries,
Man, and ‘in other parts of the United Kingdom ‘and the colonies,
RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE Opinione announces that the tunnel under the | of Genoa,
connecting the other railways with that going toNice, will be opened
on April Ist.
THE Wigtownshire Railway Company have deposited a bill for
the construction of a line of railway from a junction with the
Portpatrick Railway at Newton-Stewartto Wigtown and Whithorn,
containing permissive powers to this company to subscribe to the
undertaking a sum not exceeding £15,000
TuE Great Northern Company have ae a bill for mons
a railway from Newark to Leicester.
e length of the line wi
be forty-five miles; three years will be allowed for the purchase of
lands, and five years for the construction of the works; the share
capital is £650,000, and the borrowing powers are £216,660.
At the Manchester Assizes, on Monday, Mr. Isherwood recovered £1500 in an action against the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway Company for personal injuries sustained in a collision at
Miles Platting. At the same court a factory operative obtained a
verdict for £250 against a manufacturing firm, in whose service he
had _ a hand through the machinery being insufficiently protected,
THE directors of the Midland Company have decided, on and
after the 1st of April next, to book third-class passengers by every
train, both express and ordinary, to and from all their stations.
For some time past there has been an agitation among the travelling
public throughout England to obtain increased third-class accommodation from the various railway companies, and it appears the
Midland is the first of the large companies to make this very important improvement. It is expected that the large increase of
passengers Which may be anticipated will fully repay the company
for the alteration.
A SECTION of the property owners of Liverpool is displaying
remarkable activity in opposition to the proposal for the adoption
by the Corporation of the tramways. An overwhelming majority
of the inhabitants have, however, memorialised the Corporation
. favour of the tramwa;
An active member of. the council
pledges himself that if the Corporation go before the capitalists
the iines can be let to-morrow at a rate that will pay the interest
of the purchase money and redemption fund without costing the
ratepayers sixpence, and in thirty years the tramways will become
the property of the town,
Wrru reference to the landslips reported by the last mail to
have occurred on the Serra of the San Paulo Railway, it appears
from official advices, dated 19th of February, that some two
months from that date must elapse before the traffic can be fully
resumed, An idea of the rains in the district will be formed from
the fact that 40in. fell between the Ist and 16th of February, thirteen of which fell in twelve hours. The shareholders, however,
may be reminded that all outlays arising from such catastrophes
as these are included in the general costs of maintenance, and
cannot, therefore, affect the amount of the dividends receivable
under the Government guarantee.
THE gross traffic receipts on the South-Eastern Company’s lines
for the four weeks ending the 24th of February last amounted to
£95,022, from which was deducted £2816, the cost of collecting
and delivering goods, &c., leaving £92,206. To this was added
£4309 for rents and sundries, and £2870 for steam packet
service, making the total receipts £99,385. From this was deducted the expenditure, £52,592, including rates, taxes, tolls,
Government duty and expenses of steam-packet service, leaving a
net balance of £46,793.
The total receipts for the seven weeks and
six days ending as above amounted to £197,051, from which was
deducted the expenditure £103,380, leaving the net receipts £93,671.
THERE has been a discussion at a meeting of the York Council
on the subject of the projected new station of the North-Eastern
Company, and the scheme for constructing a branch from the
Scarbro’ line, near Bootham Stray, in the outskirts of the city, to
the cattle market. The object of this branch is to get rid of the
existing necessity of driving cattle, &c., from the station, through
the chief streets to the place of sale. The company are prepared to
expend £30,000 in the construction of the branch from the Stray
to the Foss Islands, which is near the market, but think the land
necessary should be provided by other parties interested. The
Corporation resolve to give the portion of the land on the Foss
Islands, and that required for the new station and its approaches,
but they are not prepared to provide anything for the purchase of
the other land required.
An accident of a very alarming character took place on the
Midland Railway on Saturday morning at Bordesley Park-road,
Birmingham. There is a very high embankment at this point of
the line, and on one side houses have been built quite close to the
bottom of the embankment. About four o’clock in the morning,
as an empty
train was passing the place on its way from
Gloucester
to Burton-on-Trent, a drawbar of one of the wagons
about the middle of the train broke, and the bar itself having
been puiled out, the end of it fell down and stuck in the ballast.
The impediment thus created threw eight wagons off the rails, and
over the edge of the embankment; another drawbar then snapped
in two, and while those behind ran on after the portion of the train
still attached to the engine, the eight plunged down the embankment, and crashed into the front of a cottage occupied by a man
and his wife, who were both asleep in the ies above.
Though the house was shattered it did not fall, and the man and
his wife made their ‘+ by the window. The whele of the
—_
. hed.
—_
. noticed that the —_ had
been divided, and according!
e engineman was si
ed to stop.
The disconnected carriages having Tom taken soy =the tons
proceeded without the engineman or guard being aware that eight
wagons had been thrown out of the middle of their train.
e
wagons were all drawn on to the line by two o'clock. The
interruption to the traffic was very slight ;nobody suffered the
slightest injury.
THE directors of the Metropolitan District Company state in
their report that since the eas of the line to the Mansionhouse station on the 3rd of July last the traffic had been uninterruptedly worked. The total
ber of
gers carried during
the halloene was 9,450,691. The traffic has been worked at a cost,
including every charge which revenue ought to bear, of 55°51 per
cent., which compares favourably with the corresponding half of
1870, when the cost was 62 per cent. of the gross receipts. The
board believe their first duty is to establish the service upon a
high standard of convenience and efficiency, in order that business
may be attracted to the line. The accommodation now provided
is sufficient for a very large increase in the number of travellers,
and as the receipts for the traffic will grow from month to month
without any corresponding advance in the expenditure, the ratio
of working expenses will gradually diminish. Under an agreement with the London and North-Western Company, trains
belonging to that company, and available for local as well as
, have since the Ist of Feb
been re;
ly
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We illu: trite this week above and at page 204 a Lorizontal «. , ine
and boiler, constructed by Messrs, Alexander and Son, Corinium
Works, Cireacester, which are well worth notice as favourable
examples of, modern mechanical engineering. The engine aud
boiler have both been constructed for driving wood-working machinery in Durham. The engine has a 16in. cylinder with a
30in. stroke, jacketed, and with the valve-chest carefully lagged.
The slide vale is of the double D type, to save waste in long
ports. Expansion is effected by a separate slide working on the
back of the main slide, and regulated by a screw and hand-wheel
in the usual way. The engine is fitted with one of Mr. J. Head's
parabolic governors, which have already been described in our
ges. The governor is driven direct from the main shaft, the
bracket which carries it also serving to support the guide bars
and valve-rods, The bed-plate is excessively massive and of excellent design ;for convenience of carriage it is made in two
lengths, carefully faced and secured with turned bolts in accurately drilled holes, so that when put together no possibility will
exist of the joint working loose,
is freely used throughout
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the engine. Tue b.arinugs are of ample dimensions. All the oilboxes are cast with or forged out of the solid material. The
feed-pump is of the short-stroke type, driven by a separate
eccentric. Instead of a crank the engine is fitted with a disc
plate, carefully counterweighted. The fly-wheel is 9ft. 6in. in
diameter and very massive
The boiler is constructed on Adamson’s now well-known
design, with a circular fire-box, and is fitted with Alexander and
| Lansley’s patent annular feed-heater. The fire-box end is carried
|on a cast iron support, which also serves as an ash-pan. The
smoke-box end is carried on a somewhat similar support, which
contains a mud collector and blow-off cock.
The construction of the feed-water heater will be readily un| derstood by an examination of the cross sections, which show
| it is fitted not only to the boiler under consideration, but to a
|portable boiler as well. The water from the feed pump enters
| at D, a hollow casing surrounding the smoke-box, and,
i
| round
inthe direction of the arrows, enters the boiler through
‘the pipe AB. The water, onbecoming heated, throws down a

, good deal of deposit in the heater, which finds its way to the
mud collector L, from which it is readily blown out through the
cock M. The heater is entirely of wrought iron, and tested to
the same pressure as the boiler, with which it is in uninterrupted
communication through AB. The front carriage pin is shown
at K.
The following are the principal dimensicns of the 20-horse
wer boiler :—Fire-box, outside, 5ft. diameter, and 4ft. 10in.
fons inside fire-box, 3ft. 7in. diameter, and 4ft. long; barrel,
| $ft. 7in. diameter, and 7it. 6in. long; heater casing, dft.
| diameter, and 2ft. Gin. long; 43 tubes 2jin. diameter,
and 8ft. long ; heating surface in fire-tox, 70 square feet ;in
tubes, 260 square feet ;total surface, 330 square feet ;grate
area, 12 equare feet. The boiler is throughout a thoroughly
good job, and quite equal in every repect to the engine, which it
is intended to drive with a working pressure of about 80 Ib. on
the square inch.
In order to determine the value of the heater we recently
carried out three experiments, the particulars of which may
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in the name of the Institute they desire to welcome these members obtain a copy, and by the time the picture is finally in the hands
of the trade, and to
for them a kind and courteous recep- « the council they hope to have a suitable house in which it may
tion when they seek to visit the establishment of any of the
an reviewing the history of the Institute, from its commencemembers. The same good feeling has on many occasions been
shown to individual members of the British iron trade on their ment in 1869 to the present time, the council feel assured that the
visits to the Continent, and the council are assured that the remarkable success which has characterised the movement is suffimembers of the Institute will rejoice to have an opportunity of cient evidence that a technical institution for the iron and steel
receiving officially any representatives of the foreign iron trade trades was wanted. They believe that, however satisfactory the
progress of the society
been up to this time, there is still
who may be able to attend this meeting.
“The Puddling Committee that was reappointed at the last ample scope for a development of its operations in many directions.
annual meeting have vigorously conducted their inquiries since The council trust. that the future of this Institution may be as
that time. They made arrangements with Mr. Bodmer, and successful as the past has been, and that each year will furnish it
(through the kindness of Messrs. Hopkins, Gilkes, and Co.) with with increasing means of usefulness and with a wider field over
Mr. Lester, of the Tees Ironworks, Middlesbrough, to visit the which its influence may be exerted.”
The Chairman moved that the report be adopted. This was
principal establishments in Great Britain where improved appliances for puddling were or had recently been in operation, The seconded by Mr. William Menelaus, and passed unanimously.
Mr. David Dale, treasurer, then read a statement of accounts,
results of this inquiry have been communicated to the
members in the last issue of the journal, and it is therefore showing that the expenditure of the Institute had exceeded its
unnecessary to allude to this subject in detail. Whilst these receipts by £152 3s. which loss would no doubt be covered by
gentlemen were collecting the materials for their report Mr. the subscriptions of new members. Lord F. Cavendish moved a
il,
ded by Mr.
Danks came to England and submitted to the Puddling Com- vote of thanks to the president and
mittee particulars of his revolving puddling machine. It was famsden, and passed, The president returned thanks. Mr. I.
felt that this was a matter of sufficient importance to be com- Lowthian Bell moved a vote of thanks to the treasurer, seconded
municated to the Institute on the earliest opportunity. They by Mr. Smith, and passed. Mr. D. Dale returned thanks. The
accordingly suggested that Mr. Danks should read a paper upon retiring members of the council were then re-elected. The report
his invention at the Dudley meeting of the Institute. The state- of the Puddling Committee was then read, it will be found at p. 207.
The Duke of Devonshire said that the resolution he had to proments contained in Mr. Danks’ paper were generally to the effect
that a considerable number of his rotary puddling machines were pose was that the thanks of the meeting be given to Mr. Menelaus,
then in operation in America ; that they gave economical results as cheiemen, and the other members ofthe
ing Committee,
compared with hand puddling ; that the yield of iron was greater ; for the trouble they had taken in connection with the inquiries
and that the quality was superior to that obtained by the ordinary they had so ably conducted during the past year, and that they be
uested to continue their services during the current year. He re—
The ddling Committee recommended that steps should
immediately taken for testing the correctness of the statements collected that when, three years ago, he delivered the inaugural
contained in Mr. Danks’ paper. The members in general address of the Institute, he stated that puddling was the mostsevere
meeting assembled soaneoel the appointment of a properly form of labour known in any branch of industry, and added that
ualified commission, to proceed at once to the United States for there was little mg that it would be superseded by mechanical
the purpose of reporting upon the —— of Danks’ furnace. puddling, although now, he was happy to say, mechanical
This commission was duly nominated, and arrangements were puddling was an established fact, He dia not think that the
made for their setting out early in October. .They took with them subject had been sufficiently investigated in a financial point of
pig iron selected from Cleveland, South Wales, South Stafford- view, or whether it would do in any and all circumstances.
shire, and Derbyshire. They also took a considerable quantity of
Mr. Walter Williams seconded the resolution, which was then
fettling material extensively used in this country. Mr. Danks passed ; and Mr. Menelaus returned thanks.
Mr. E. Williams moved a vote of thanks to Mr. John A. Jones,
accompanied the commission and made arrangements by which
the representatives of the Institute had the fullest opportunities Mr. George J. Snelus, and Mr. J. Lester, for the satisfactory
for conducting their experiments, and for thoroughly testing the manner in which they had investigated the working of Danks’
merits of his system.
The general report of the commissioners rotary furnace in America. Also that the thanks of the Institute
has been already communicated to the members, but at this be given to the proprietors of the Cincinnati Ironworks; and to
meeting each of the commissioners will make a supplementary Messrs. Bodmer and Lester, for information rendered about
report, which will doubtless be of great interest. ‘The chemical puddiing. He said that the financial aspects of mechanical
meen had not yet been inquired into, but it was satisfactory to
analysis of Mr. Snelus will be ready for this meeting. The council
desire to express, on behalf of the Institute, their best thanks to now that it could be done at all. Men are now declining to take
Messrs. Snelus, J. A. Jones, and J. Lester for the care and atten- to puddling as a business, and puddling is now worse done than it
tion they have devoted to the inquiry. The council are exceed- was twenty years ago, not because workmen are getting worse in
ingly glad to find that the Institute commissioners were most psy Lut because the best men decline this work, and go into
cordially received by the iron trade of the United States, and other lines of business.
they desire to tender their best thanks to Mr. Abraham Hewett
Mr, Thomas Bell seconded the motion, which was passed unaniand other gentlemen who rendered material assistance to the mously, Mr, G. J. Snelus and Mr. J. A. Jones returned thanks.
commission, and who in various ways assisted them in their
The Chairman moved the re-election of the Committee on Iron
inquiries, The further report of the Puddling Committee Ores; seconded by Mr. Menelaus, and passed.
that will be presented at a later stage of the proceedings connected
Mr. Hopkins moved a vote o
to Messrs. De Laveleye
with this meeting will give full details of the inquiries carried out and Son, and to Mr. Deby, of Brussels, for the interest they had
under the auspices of the Institute. The council feel that the taken in bringing the work of the Institute under the notice of the
members are deeply indebted to Mr. Menelaus, chairman, and to continental iron trade, Mr. Forbes seconded this, and Mr, Deby
the other members of the Puddling Committee for the trouble returned thanks.
they have taken in connection with the subject referred to them
The meeting was then adjourned; but the members of the
for investigation. In order to meet the heavy expenses incidental Institute remained to witness the presentation to the Institute of
to this inquiry, and which the Puddling Committee thought the portrait of the Duke of Devonshire, its first president, His
should be met by a special contribution on the part of the whole Grace the Duke of Devonshire, Mr. Bessemer, Mr. R. Fothergill,
iron trade of the country, an appeal was made to the iron manu- M.P., Mr. 1. Lowthian Bell, and Sir G. Alleyne, made a few
facturers generally. This was very generally responded to, but as remarks suitable to the occasion.
the expenses have been much greater than were expected, the
amount subscribed will not meet the outlay. The council would
recommend that the Puddling Committee be reappointed, and
THE NEWPORT PUDDLING FURNACE.*
that the whole matter be left in their hands, to deal with as they
By Mr. JEREMIAH HEap.
may consider most desirable.
“The attention of the council has been so fully devoted to the
Mr. PRESIDENT, MY LorRDs, AND GENTLEMEN,—It may seem
question of mechanical puddling that no further progress has been presumptuous on my part to bring forward a paper upon a nonmade in reporting upon the distribution of iron ores in Great rotary puddling furnace at the present moment. No iron manuBritain. They hope to have something further to communicate on facturer can be more impressed than I am in favour of the system
this subject at the next annual meeting of the Institute.
which has been investigated by our American commission, and no
“The committee appointed some time ago to take action for one will more heartily rejoice at the final and complete success of
providing house accommodation for learned and technical societies, mechanical puddling. I need hardly remind you, however, that
not yet having suitable buildings in London, has, during the year, my paper was written before we had any definite information in
made some progress, but in consequence of delays from various respect of Mr. Danks’ invention; and it was my misfortune, and
causes the proposed scheme has not yet been brought into a definite not my fault, that lack of time excluded it from consideration at
form. In case the plan should not take a practicable shape within our Dudley meeting. Under these circumstances I had almost
} a reasonable time, the council will endeavour to make temporary made up my mind to withdraw it altogether, but the officers of the
THE IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE.
arrangements for suitable rooms in London for the purposes of the Institution encouraged me to proceed after a recent perusal, and,
Tuts year the annual meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute Institute. Papers relating to this subject will be printed as an as I understand, for the following reasons, viz. : First, the paper
was held in London, and the proceedings lasted three days, namely, appendix to this report.
contains certain original experiments and investigations hitherto
‘aesday, Wednesday, and yesterday. These meetings were
** Acting on the recommendations that had received the approval
and which are as applicable to any form of furnace
held at Willis’s Rooms, St, James’, and Mr. Henry Jsessemer of the members, the council commenced, in February last, the unrecorded,
for heating purposes, or possibly even to that which rotates, as to
presided over them.
periodical issue of the ‘ Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute.’ the old-fashioned appliance, the doom whereof seems to be sealed;
Mr. Henry Iiessemer opened the proceedings on Tuesday by This has been supplied gratuitously to the members in place
at a time when the minds of iron manufacturers are
saying that he was pieased to see such a goodly attendance of of the transactions, in which form the proceedings were at and, secondly,
in estimating the commercial value of the new system, it
the members of the institute, for the meetings were not of such a first communicated to them; but a considerable number of isoccupied
fuir tliat comparisons should be made with the most efficient
character as those in which a few idle men met to spend a pleasant copies has been sold to non-members. The size of the journal furnaces now in regular use, and not only with the least favourable
afternoon, for must of the members present had left important has very much exceeded the dimensions originally contem- specimens. Asking your indulgence for these reasons, I will now
interests and works in order to attend. The progress made by plated, but the council are pleased to find that, up to the present venture to proceed, Everyone who is in the least familiar with
the Institute since its last meeting had been considerable ; there time, so much valuable material has beer available. They feel the external appearance of ironworks where ordinary puddling
had been a largi: addition to the number of its members, and all that it would be unfair did they not make special mention of the furnaces are in operation knows that flame and smoke in large
things promised excellently for its future success. He would call elaborate treatise on the ‘ Chemical Phenomena of Iron Smelting,’ quantities are to be seen issuing from the chimneys attached to
upon the secretary to read the annual report.
that has been contributed by their colleague, Mr. Isaac Lowthian them. That a great deal more fuel is being burnt than can be
The secretary t).en read the report, which ran as follows :—
Bell. The reports of the foreign secretary have embodied par- necessary to produce the heat actually taken up by the metal
“The council have much pleasure in presenting their third ticulars of all important matters connected with the foreign iron under treatment is evident at first sight. All, however, are not
annual report. The y are again able to congratulate the members trade, and at his request the council desire to place on record at for the startling fact that, whereas there is as much
upon the continue! success and usefulness of the Institution. their deep obligation to the many distinguished foreign metal- 1eating power resident in a pound of average coal as is utilised in
This is shown by t!.e steady increase in the number of members, lurgists and men of science who have so freely communicated producing seventeen pounds of puddled bar, there are few furnaces
and by the genezal interest that has been taken in the proceedings most valuable information relative to the iron and steel trades in whence more than one pound is brought out per pound of coal.
of the socicty during the past year. At the last annual meeting other countries.
Let us examine for a moment the way in which an ordinary
the uumber of members was 347, since that time seven have been
“The council have again to report that they have received the puddling furnace is heated. The burning coal upon the grate is
removed from the list; the number ,of new members elected publications and transactions of the principal scientific and tech- supplied with atmospheric air which forces its way amongst it in
during the year has been eighty-four, so that the Institute now nical societies in this country and on the Continent; they desire endeavouring to supply the partial vacuum in the chimney. This
numbers 424 members, The voting list for this meeting contains to express their thanks for these donations.
air may be considered to enter at an average temperature of
the names of twenty-nine gentlemen who are desirous of becoming
“The Scotch ironmasters having intimated that they wished the 50 deg. Fah. If the interior of the chimney be examined through
members, and since that list was sent out proposal forms for about next summer meeting to be held at Glasgow, the council have a er situated say half way up we find that a full red, or even
thirty candidates for membership have been received ; it
accepted this invitation. A local committee has been appointed white, heat is usually maintained.
be seen that there is every prospect of a regular increasewillin thus
the for the purpose of making the necessary arrangements, and it has
We have recently been given to understand that all our notions
number of members.
been decided to hold the meeting on Tuesday, August 6th, and of high temperatures derived from experiments with the copper
“The provincial meeting of the Institute was held at the end following days.
heated
pyrometer are exaggerated. The specific heat of copper
of August, in South Staffordshire. The business meetings were
“The retiring members of the council are :—Vice-presidents: | and other metals has been assumed to be constant at all temperaheld at Dudley, and excursions were made to the most important
Fowler,
Chesterfield
;
Robert
Heath,
Stoke-upon-Trent
;
F.
W.
|
tures,
whereas
it now appears this is not the case. There has as
ironworks in the district. Arrangements were also made for Kitson, Leeds. Council: George Dawes, Elsecar; KR. Fothergill, yet been insufficient
time to experiment carefully with Mr.
visiting the principal works in Birmingham, and for an excursion M.P., Aberdare; T. E. Horton, Shifnal; W. R. I. Hopkins, | Siemens’ electrical pyrometer
its present form ; and, therefore,
to Lilleshall and Coalbrookdale. The members of the iron trade Middlesbrough ;John Lancaster, M.P., Wigan. But as no other any records of temperatures, inabove
600 deg. Fah. given in this
in South Staffordshire and Shropshire gave the Institute a most gentlemen have been nominated, the retiring members are alone ' paper, will be as taken by copper heaters,
and, of course, subject
cordial and hospitable reception, and the council desire to record eligible to fill up the vacancies.
|
to
such
modification
that
hi
be ved liable. ‘The
their deep sense of their obligations to the gentlemen who made
‘About eighteen months ago the council were requested to | water pyrometereae
ab: esthuseee
ee
has
been
applied
in
the
manner about to be
the local arrangements for this meeting.
make arrangements for commemorating, in some suitable manner, described by the writer to ascertain the heat within a chimney.
_ “It having been intimated to the council that the continental the valuable services rendered to the Tnstitute by its first presi- The heater was carefully weighed, relatively to one kept as a
ironmasters felt an interest in the proceedings of the Institute, it dent, the Duke of Devonshire. It was ultimately resolved— standard. <A piece of 1}in. iron tube about 3ft. re fwas fitted
was decided, in August last, to issue a general invitation to the subject to the approval of the president—that this acknowledgment with a wooden plug easily removable at one end, and the heater
foreign iron trade to attend the present annual meeting, An should take the form of a portrait of the Duke, to be presented to was placed about 2in. within the other. The tube was then
official invitation was inserted in several of the leading technical the Institute by the subscribers. This proposal having received inserted so as to reach the centre of the chimney, and the opening
journals published on the Continent and in America in addition the sanction of his Grace, a small committee was =
to in the latter carefully plastered up. By removing the wooden
to which Messrs, Laveleye and Son, proprietors of the Moniieur des carry out the arrangements. The portrait is now completed, and ping at the outer end the gradual heating of the inner end of the
Intérits Materie, Vrussels, have kindly forwarded a special the subscribers have requested that the presentation should form tube could be watched, and the subsequent attainment of the
circular to the principal continental ironmasters. The council a part of the proceedings at this meeting. The council have had same temperature by the copper heater. By replacing the plug
are glad to fiud that their invitation has been accepted by several much pleasure in acceding to this recommendation. They propose
Read hefore the Iron
and Steel [ustitute, March 20th, 1-72,
gentlemen extensively connected with the foreign iron trade, aad to bave the portrait engraved, so that cach member may be able to

interest our readers, especially as very vague notions are held as
to the real value of such appurtenances to steam boilers. The
first experiment consisted in testing the evaporative efficiency of
the boiler without the heater, and was conducted as follows:
—The boiler was filled up with cold water, and steam was raised
to a pressure believed to be about 601b. on the square inch.
We say “believed,” for although the boiler was fitted with large
new showy gauge by King, of Glasgow, it soon became evident
that no weight was to be attached to its testimony. It denoted
at least 3 1b. too little to begin with, and at the higher temperatures,when the safety valve balances were screwed to 70 lb.and the
valve just began to lift, the gauge denoted less than 55 Ib.
Furthermore, when a thermometer used in the second experiment denoted a boiler temperature of 291 deg., the gauge showed
a pressure of 281b, Now, 291 deg. corresponds to a total pressure of 591b., and deducting, in round numbers, 15 1b. for the
atmosphere, we have 44 lb, as the true boiler pressure, which
agreed very fairly with the load on the safety valve. When
steam was blowing off freely, the height of the water in the
gauge glass was noted, and all the fire, except just enough to
light up, was drawn. An allowance of 250 1b. of coal, best
Forest of Dean, was then supplied to the stoker, with instruetions to fire at such a rate that it would be all expended as
nearly as possible in two hours. The boiler was to be worked to
about 25-horse power, and it was estimated that 51b. of coal per
horse per hour would be burned in regular work. The water
was all supplied from a cast iron tank, which was found, by
careful measurement, to hold precisely 26 gallons. The first
experiment lasted just two hours and fourteen minutes, at the
end of which time the fire had burned down to a few embers,
as at starting. The total evaporation was 15701b. of water, or
6°25lb. per pound of coal, the temperature of the cold water
was 54 deg. This is a low result, in great part to be attributed
to the impossibility of keeping the curved fire-bars covered at
the sides, as the fire was necessarily thin, The curved bars are,
in our opinion, a mistake, as they cannot be properly fired,
‘The boiler was fed by a small hand pump, worked by a couple
of men, and as the labour was severe and the feeding done irrecularly, a pipe was laid for the second experiment direct from
the fitting shop engine to the boiler.
The second experiment was conducted in all respects like the
first, except that the water was sent through the heater. The
experiment lasted two hours fifteen minutes. The coal used
was 250 1b., and the water evaporated 17601b., or 7°04 1b. per
pound of coal. The temperature of the cold water was 49 deg.
The heater thus, under the conditions, increased the evaporative
efliciency of the boiler by ‘75 1b, per pound of coal burned, or
nearly 13 per cent. A thermometer was fitted in the upper part
of the heater just at the point where the feed was delivered into
the boiler, and the temperature was carefully noted. It varied
with every change in the rapidity of firing, and intensity of combustion being highest when the steam jet was on in the chimney,
and lowest when it was off. The highest temperature registered
was 175 deg,, the lowest 102 deg., but this last may be thrown
out, as It was exceptional. The average temperature may be taken
at 140 deg. As it is evident the temperature in the smoke-box
would be much augmented if the boiler was worked to, say,
75-horse power, a third experiment was tried to test the
highest temperature which the feed water could attain. The
lwiler was heavily fired with the steam blast full on, and the temperature of the feed in the heater was found to rise gradually
from 130 deg. to 170 deg. in about half an hour, during which
time 130 gallons of water were forced into the boiler. The feed
pump, however, was quite inadequate to keep the boiler supplied, and although the trial commenced with the gauge half
Tull, before it concluded the water was out of sight, and the
lire had to be drawn.
The duration of the experiments was too short to enable us
to form more than a fair approximation of the value of the
heater asan economical device, but enough was done to enable
us—bearing in mind its excessive simplicity and the total
absence of a probability that it will get ont of order—to arrive
at the conclusion that it is likely to prove a very useful adjunct
to all multitubular boilers of the portable or semi-portable type,
and we have no doubt that the few pounds which it adds to the
price of the boiler will be well laid out.
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the direct oxidising action of the air upon the copper was prevented. The oe
form of the tube enables it to carry its own
weight when heated even up to whiteness, and encircling the
heater it protects it from cooling during removal until immersion
is eff
The weight having
again taken, the record was
augmented in proportion to the average loss. The mean of seven
observations, when the furnace was an ordinary one, working a
+ heat of refined iron, and made at intervals throughout a heat from
melting to boiling, showed the products of combustion to be passing off at a temperature 2038
Fah. If we suppose
30 cwt.
of coal to be consumed
per shift of twelve hours, and that half
the carbon therein contained is burnt into carbonic acid, and half
inte
eer
ee ee much air passes
through
as is
necessary to support such combustion, we
shall
that about gyro — Py per shift, after having
been raised from 50 deg. to
deg. by expenditure of fuel.
There
is no reason to suppose that the operation of puddling can
be carried on to advantage with a less intense heat than is customary; and, therefore,we are drivento
ider the questi
whether the vast amount thereof which is shown to be wasted
cannot
abstracted
the products of combustion, at all
events partially, after they have passed the hearth, and before
they finally escape. If this can be done, and if the heat abstracted
can be utilised to raise the temperature of those elements which are
about to enter into combustion, it is manifest a saving of fuel
must result, -Diagram 1 contains a longitudinal and a transverse
section, and diagram 2 a vertical section and a sectiunal plan
of an improved furnace, designed to economise coal on the
pine indicated (see
e 200). It has been called the
Newport
fromthe Newport Rolling Mills, Middlesbrough, where it originated and has been developed. In
general appearance it is not greatly different from an ordi_— furnace. There is the fire-grate, the operating hearth,
and the neck, as usual. Above the neck, however, the chimney
is enlarged into a chamber, divided into two compartments by a
vertical cross wall reaching nearly to the top. One compartment
is fitted with a damper capable of barring the
e, and the
other contains a stove-pipe of peculiar construction. Thedividing
wall is perforated by two apertures, one on either side of the
nwene and close to the oe thereof. The chamber is surmounted by an iron cased chimney, carried upon girders, pillars,
and standards, in such a manner as to be altogether independent
of the brickwork for support. When the damper is open the products of combustion pass by way of the com
ment in which it
is fixed, preferring the shorter route to the chimney. When it is
closed they are forced to
oo the two apertures on either
side of the stove-pipe, which they heat, as well as the stove-box
on which it stands, and so to the chimney.
Let us now turn our attention to the stove-pipe. It is rectangular in section, and contains five cross diaphragms extending
nearly to the top, which terminates semi-cylindrically. It is
planed at the bottom, and stands on a planed projection of corresponding Saee cast upon the stove-box. This latter is divided
longitudinally by a diaphragm, which extends to and corresponds
exactly with the centre are of the stove-pipe. Great care
is taken in making perfect this joint, an enlarged section of which
is shown on diagram 2, as were any fissure left there might be
an opportunity for
from one side of the stove-box to the
other, without ne up and down the stove-pipe. A V-shaped
groove is therefore cut across the face of the centre diaphragm of
each casting. When they are in position the two grooves form a
single channel square in section. Before, however, the pipe
is lowered, a copper wire, somewhat
er
enough
to fill the square channel, is introduced, and when the
weight operates the wire is tightly pressed into the channel, and a perfect joint results. A rectangular cast iron
hoop, about Yin. by ljin. in section, loosely encircles the
junction of the pipe to the box. The space between is filled
with metal borings and acid, forming a rust joint. Should it be
necessary to renew the stove pipe, the ring is broken, and the pipe
is at once free for removal.
One compartment of the stove-box
has an inlet and the otheran outlet nozzle. To the former is
attached a conical pipe, the smaller end or throat being uppermost and termina
in a funnel, Down this a steam jet corstantly blows, as will be gee &more fully explained. The
outlet pipe at once enters the back of the furnace, being at that
part made,square in section to fit the better into the masonry.
When it passes the fire betage it terminates in two channels
formed in the brickwork.
e one leads downwards into the
ashpit, and the other leads upwards, and is continued by means
of special annular bricks right across the roof. The special bricks
have each a small tuyere-shaped aperture pointing downwards into
the furnace, and a large one upwards, which is provided with a
hollow cast iron plug. By removing the plugs the tuyeres can be
examined, Where the cast iron square-sectioned pipe terminates
a valve isattached, whereby communication with the tuyere bricks
can be controlled or cut off. The ashpit is provided with doors in
four sections, but which are not required to be very closely fitted.
Steam from the nearest steam main, as high in pressure and as dry
as possible, is made to issue constantly through the brass nozzle at
the top of the funnel pipe.
is of more importance even
than intensity of pressure. It has been found quite fatal to conduct it a long distance through a small unprotected pipe. The
steam main, properly coated, should therefore be brought as near
as possible, and provision made by a trap or otherwise for removing
any water arising from condensation. The orifice of the jet
nozzle is jin., but in certain cases it may be less. The chief
obstacle to the use of very small jets is their liability to become
stopped up owing to the presence of small
of solid matter
brought by the steam, Where the joints of the mains are made
with india-rubber rings the latter are frequently to be found more
or less squeezed intothe interior, and the
g steam cuts
off and
carries forward minute particles, If a
box
a
diaphragm of fine wire gauze, and ca
le
ic examination,
be inserted, as shown, immediately above the steam jet, then the
orifice may be made extremely small. Pouring down the conical
pipe, and spreading out as it goes, the steam seizes upon the air in
immediate contact with it, and forces it into the pipe. The jet
operates best if the orifice is about 3in. above the shovot, This is
made 2}in. in diameter, the jet at that part having become
widened out to lin. in diameter. An annular space
is left jin. in
breadth, through which the air is drawn in. The suction at the
throat is sufficient to sustain a column of water 3}in. high, with a
pressure of steam of 40 1b. above the atmosphere. Sometimes
under specially favourable circumstances a vacuum sufficient to
sustain a column din. to 6in. high has been obtained. The velocity
with which 40 lb. steam issues into the atmosphere is about
1728ft. per second. The amount of water which must be evaporated to support a jin. jet is 1°04 cubic feet, or 65 1b. per hour,
and represents « consumption of 1 cwt. of coal per twelve hours if
a specially fired boiler is used. The velocity of air passing the
annular space, and due to a suction corresponding to a column of
water S}in. high, is 112ft. per second, and amounts to 900°4 Ib,
weight per hour. Thus we are able to arrive at an estimate of
the relative weights of steam and air in the mixture as it enters
the stove-box.
It is 1 of steam to 3} of air by weight, or if volumes are
taken at atmospheric pressure we shall find the proportion to be
1 of steam to 6% of air. This mixture of steam and air, on
emerging from the stove-box, has a pressure which will balance a
column of water jin. high. It has now become the vehicle by
which some of the waste heat is abstracted from the products of
combustion and conveyed to the back of the furnace for utilisation.
Professor Tyndall’s researches have revealed the marvellous
effects of mixing moisture with air, in increasing the capacity of
the latter for the absorption and radiation of at all events the
obscure heat rays of the prismatic spectrum. The stove pipe and
upper
surface of the stove box are maintained at a pti ogperceptible red heat. Radiation internally takes place across the
spaces enclosed, and through which the meistened air is slowly
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pons The object aimed at is to gather as much heat with as true explanation is confirmed by the fact that the whole benefit
ittle heating surface as possible, in order to reduce complication in saving waste of iron disappears, and the evil is even exaggerated
toaminimum. After passing up one 8
and down the other, if the quantity of air going by way of the tuyere bricks is allowed
and emerging into the outlet pipes,
the blast is usually about to become excessive. It has been stated that the quantity of air
550 deg. Fah, The inlet pipes are
coated with a car- forced into the stove box by the steam jet is, under certain condibonaceous non-conducting material, but the outlet pipes require tions, 900°41b. per hour, or nearly five tons per shiftof twelve hours.
an incombustible coating. All tl
h the back of the furnace It will be interesting to inquire how much is actually required by
the blast increases, or at least maintains its heat until it reaches the fuel on the grate to produce the observed effects, and then to
the tuyeres and ashpit; there it has still sufficient pressure left to compare the two. During the eight weeks’ experiment previously
blow forcibly away any dust or light material which may be thrown referred to, with the furnace represented by the model, an average
across its place of exit. Before passing through the fuel it acquires of about 20 ewt. of coal per shift was burned. The coal contained
n,
additional heat from the downward radiationof the fire, and from by weight about 85 per cent. of carbon, 5 per cent. of hy
contact with the fire bars. These are found to last longer in the 5 per cent. of oxygen and nitrogen, and 5 per cent. of ashes.
improved than in the ordinary furnace, and of course any heat The first two ingredients are alone combustible, but we do not
taken from them must be acquired by the ee
the obtain the full benefit even of them. The ashes falling from the
ashpit doors are intended to be kept closed; and this ought to be grate ‘of a puddling furnace weigh usually not less than 25 per
impressed upon the attendants; yet it has not been found that the cent. of the weight of the coal charged ; they have not unfrequently
t us take them at the
consumption of fuel has been materially affected by neglect of this been known to amount to 36 per cent.
lowest figure. They will include the 5 per cent. of ashes and 20
duty. It is certain that the blast on arriving at the grate is su
per cent. of the carbon. Thus, all we really burn is 65 per cent.
rior in pressure to the external air, and therefore it proba’
excludes it from opportunity to approach the grate. It is not im- of carbon and 5 per cent. of hydrogen. If we assume that half
probable that a portion of the steam in the blast may become the carbon is burnt into carbonic acid and half into carbonic oxide,
decomposed. A common method of making hydrogen gas is to and thatthe whole of the hydrogen is burnt into steam, we shall find
pass steam through a red-hot tube containing iron turnings also that the air required for 20 ewt. of coal per shift would be about 6:
seem to be 6} tons, and we cannot fin
red-hot; these seize upon the oxygen of the steam, forming oxide tons. Ourbarestrequirements
of iron, and the hydrogen is set 3 This is exactly what the that quite six tons aré supplied. The result at first seems perplexsteam in the blast is subjected to when in the stove pipe, and also ing. It is, of course, quite easy to increase the size of both jet
when at the grate bars. The only question is whether those and throat, and so the quantity of air induced ; but the furnace
surfaces are ordinarily heated sufficiently to effect their decompo- works perfectly well without, and evinces no sign whatever of a
sition ; if they are we should expect to find rapid oxidation. Some need of more air. It is probable that the apparent deficiency is
oxidation does undoubtedly take place at both places, but present made up from other sources. Air is introduced with the fuel
experience does not warrant the belief that itis veryrapid,
But during stoking, and pores filters in at the hopper and through
the steam with which the blast is permeated probably does good minute crevices in the brickwork. All coals are believed to
in another way, viz., that in which it has been shownto benefit contain some oxygen in combination. Lastly, the heat from the
in gas producers, On reaching the carbon upon the grate grate radiates downwards, and doubtless reaches the water in the
it becomes decomposed into its constituents, oxygen and hy- ashpit, already made hot by the falling ashes. The vapour rising
drogen absorbing heat in the act. The oxygen seized upon by from this water enables the air contiguous to it to absorb the heat
the incandescent carbon passes forward as carbonic acid. This rays, and so raised in temperature it is ready to make up any
ives out heat on receiving a fresh supply of oxygen at the fire deficiency in quantity of blast. The cost of a puddling furnace
ridge from the tuyeres. The libera
ydrogen passes forward erected de novo, as illustrated in diagrams 1 and 2, is in the
also, ready on — oxygen to recombine and give out the heat Cleveland district about £170. The cost of an ordinary puddling
where wanted, which it took away from just above the grate furnace in the same locality is about £120. The maintenance in
where it was not wanted. The proportion of air admitted through repair may be considered about the same in either case relatively
the tuyere bricks above the fuel must be carefully regulated so as to first cost. The diagrams show a longitudinal and a transnot to exceed what is necessary to complete the combustion, other- verse section, and also a sectional plan and a section through
wise it will tend to oxidise the charge, The damper in the stove the stove chamber of a double furnace arranged upon the
chamber need never be withdrawn unless from any cause the Newport plan, and fitted with Mr. James Witham’s double
with
steam jet be inoperative. Then it would become necessary, or there puddling machine. Double furnaces of large ae
might be danger of burning the stove pipe. The average of four machines attached, have been for some years in successful operaexperiments made upon a Newport furnace to ascertain the heat tion at the Perseverance Ironworks, Leeds. Upon the diagrams
at which the products of combustion pass off after leaving they are arranged in pairs, and a portion of the second furnace
the stove chamber gave 1577 deg. Fah. The observations were consequently appears.
made the same day and under precisely similar circumstances in
Mr. Witham’s practice is understood to be to charge 15 ewt. of
all other respects as those from which the temperature within the pig iron per heat, and to obtain five heats per shift. His consumpchimney of an ordinary furnace was found to be 2033 deg. Fah. tion of ordinary puddling coal is stated to average 14 cwt. per ton
The waste gases of the one escape 486 deg. cooler than those of of puddled bar, and his consumption of pig iron 75 cwt. to produce
the other. No flame is ever visible at the top of the chimney of 72 cwt., or 20 cwt. 3qr. 91b. per ton. Thse heavy charges could
the improved furnace even at night. The smoke also seems to be not, of course, be worked without the machine. It is contended
lessened both in duration and intensity. Throughout the course of that a combination of the Newport with the Witham furnace, as
a heat a chimney was specially watched in order that an accurate illustrated, ought to modify still more favourably the already
judgment might be formed upon this question. Smoke was never favourable results produced by each separately.
The two plans
seen to continue more than one minute after firing, and even are perfectly distinct, and there seems to be no reason why the
during that genet objects intercepted by the smoke were clearly advan
of each should not be obtained without damage to the
distinguishable. The dense black cloud which proceeds from the other.
The Newport furnace seeks to economise by producing the
chimney of an ordinary furnace, especially when the attendant
y heat with a minimum expenditure of
per square foot
fires with his damper down, was never visible. When we bear in of grate. The Witham furnace seeks to make each square foot of
mind the saving of fuel effected in smelting furnaces, owing to the grate suffice for —
upon as much iron as possible. If all
utilisation of the waste gases, by causing them to heat the blast, it our data are correct, and all our arguments are sound, we may
can be no marvel that similar saving should result from the appli- expect such a combined furnace under fair management to arrive
cation of a like principle to puddling furnaces, We may ex- at a consumption of only 10 cwt. of coal per ton of puddled bar,
pect to save, because the heat of, let us suppose, 2500 deg. Fah., and perhaps a somewhat reduced waste of iron. Both elements of
which we require at the fire bridge and over the hearth, and there the combination have been separately in operation for some years,
only, has been contributed to, without any new expenditure of and therefore both may be considered to have passed the experifuelin the following way, viz., firstly, by supplying the air for mental stage. But certain additional advantages might be
supe eoeg sombastion at 550 instead of 50 deg. ; secondly, by the obtained with such furnace. If, instead of five heats per shift
possible
ixture with that air of some free hydrogen, owing to obtained by hard-worked men in under eleven hours, four heats
decomposition in the stove pipe and box and at the grate bars ; were expected from fresher hands in eight hours, then three
thirdly, by the transference of some heat from the grate to the shifts per twenty-four hours might become the rule. The full
fire-b
by the action of incandescent fuel upon the steam. production of such a furnace so handled would amount to sixtyWhat
saving, of fuel actually is may be gathered from the five heats, or 45 tons 10 cwt. of puddled bar per week. This
following records. The quantity of iron used in producing a ton is at least three times the production of the best ordinary single
of puddle bars is also appended, as, although saving of fuel is highly furnace. The advantage of the eight-hour over twelve-hour shifts
desirable, it must evidently not be at the expense of an increased would be represented by an increased production of 20 per cent.
consumption of the more costly material. The furnace which has The cost of adaption of the Newport principle to a Witham furnace
yielded these results is one which is exactly represented by the is estimated at about £125. Besides the furnaces already mentioned
model exhibited when surmounted by the boiler. There is no there are several in operation at other works. The Blaenavon Iron
material difference in any other respect between it and that illus- Company have had sixteen since thecommencement of 1870. Messrs.
trated in diagrams 1 and 2. The furnace was employed upén seven- Jones Brothers, of Middlesbrough, have recently erected eight.
heat refined Cleveland iron. ‘The coal was mostly Pease’s West, In neither of these cases have the latest improvements been added;
costing at the time 6s. 4d. per ton delivered. That used for light- still the report given by the owners is very good. Mr. John
ing up, and amounting to 1s. weekly, is included. The records Paton, of Blaenavon, states that the consumption of slack coal
embrace eight weeks, viz., almost the whole of June and July, there averaged 14 cwt. 2qr. 101b. per ton of puddled bar. The
1871. Occasional heats were lost. The puddlers were not aware following is a quotation from a letter recently received from
that any unusual accounts were being kept. The average coal him :—“ Our Newport furnaces continue to give satisfaction ;we
consumption under these circumstances was 12 cwt. 3 qr. 64 lb. never had a complaint from the men as to their working, and
per ton of puddled bar weighed after puddling, The average con- always found they were as readily taken to when only slack was
sumption of refined iron was 20 cwt. 2qr. 241b., or, in other words, allowed as the other furnaces which were supplied with coal.
the puddled bars wei
964 per cent.
of the iron charged. The The yield of iron is satisfactory. For coal yield see our previous
fettling used was
in a tap furnace from various cinders and report.” Mr. J. A. Jones, of Messrs, Jones Brothers, reports the
and similar materials produced on the premises, and con- result of an experiment of a month’s duration made by him to be
mee heshematite or other costly native ores. The boiler, which as follows, viz. :—‘‘ Average coal per ton of puddle bars, 16} cwt. ;
is no essential part of the furnace, evaporated during the same average coal used by his ordinary furnaces, 24 cwt, ; average conan ave!
of 10°1 cubic feet per hour from about 180 deg. sumption of pig iron, } cwt. per ton, or 1} per cent. better in the
‘ah, into 50
steam, as registered by a Siemens water Newport than in the ordinary furnaces. In both cases similar grey
meter inserted in the feed pipe. A similar boiler attached forge pig iron and similar fettling was used, and six heats per shift
to an ordinary puddling furnace evaporated 20°4 cubic feet worked. His grate bars lasted one-third longer in the Newport
hour. This again gives an idea of the proportion ef heat than in the other furnaces.” At the West Cumberland Hematite
lolisespted by the stove pipe. As the addition of the boiler Tron Company’s works at Workington two double furnaces were
doubles the cost of the furnace, it is a question whether it is not altered at the commencement of 1871 to the most recent model.
wisertouse either one or the other method of intercepting the waste These furnaces are not so ~—— Mr. Witham’s, and have no
heat, but not both, In working six-heat iron an increase in the machines attached. Mr. W. Fletcher's most recent report is as
consumption of coal per ton of puddled bar is of course to be ex- follows :—‘‘ Since my last letter we have very carefully noted the
cause the same, or perhaps rather a greater, heat must working of our two double furnaces upon the Newport plan, and
maintained over the same time, with a produce diminished in as the results have been better than those which I then gave you,
the ratio of six to seven, The writer has accurate records of two it is only fair that I should let you know of them. During the
furnaces over five weeks, whilst working six-heat all grey iron. week ending Sept. 9th we used all grey pig (a mixture of hematite
They were not fitted with the more recent improvements, and the and Cleveland) in 12¢wt. heats, when the iron yield was 20 cwt.
coal was only of ordinary puddling quality, The average con- 2qr. 151b. per ton of puddle bar, and that of coal 14cewt. 1 qr.
sumption was 14 ewt. 3 qr. 3s Ib., or very nearly 15 cwt. per ton 9b.” Had these furnaces been increased to the dimensions of
of puddled bar. Of furnaces working upon the Newport prin- Mr, Witham’s, and his machine superadded, the produce would
ciple, but incom
and imperfect in many
there are have been increased 25 per cent., with, in all probability, no
twenty-four, besides five with all recent improvements, Separate increase of fuel. The series of experiments to which the Newport
accounts were kept for ten months in
to the former with furnace owes its origin were commenced and carried on for some
the fallowing result :—Coal used per ton of puddled bar. including time for the proprietors of Newport Rolling Mills by Mr, J. A.
lighting up and firing during
stoppages, 16 ewt. 1 qr. 27 lb.; Jones, of Middlesbrough, then works manager to the firm.
iron
ewt. 1 qr. 211b, Theordinary furnaces at the New- Valuable suggestions have been made at different times by Mr.
rtWorks use an average
of 24 cwt, 2.qr. of the same coal, and John Gjers and Mr. R. Howson, of Middlesbrough, and Mr. R. B.
3y5 per cent. more pig or scrap iron to produce the same weight Ford, of Stockton, Most of the earlier arrangements in detail
of puddled bar.
e fettling is the same in either case.
e have been found
and have been abandoned though the
beneficial effects of the improved furnace in reducing the waste of 1
principle—viz.,
the use of a mixture of air and steam,as
iron, as well as of fuel, become
when
we re- the
cle by which the waste heat is restored to the grate
member
the agent by which such waste is produced, viz., free remains the same, The later experiments and the development of
oxygen sweeping over the hearth and attacking the metal. This the furnace into its present form have been the work of the writer
free oxygen is present owing to the considerable excess of air of this paper.
which is often allowed to penetrate to the top side of the
Finished 26th August, 1871; revised 16th March, 1872.
fuel, in order that combustion of the distilled - may there
f° on; in other words, that flame may fill the
t is quite to be expected that when the air for supporting comTHE first iron canal-boat ever made in America is now being
bustion is heated the same flame can be kept up as requi
with
a less exeess than when eold air is supphed, That this
is the built at the Continental Works, Greenpoint, N.Y,
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belonger and shorter paaae har been tried,
hadee, constructed some years since, has had its glacis torn useless by the slower process of silting, the end is obQuIRER, —Lithofracteur
dynamite, when fired electrically,
loded up by the violent south-easterly gales, and a part of the viously the same as concerns the shipping they are supbya
Siumiten onpie chun dheOneoretok setae
d to protect and the mercantile and commercial
ConsTaNT
—Fou will find full particulars in the “ Engineers materials carried half-way across the mouth of the harbour;
Navy List,” published by Mr. T. R. Spry,
and over 4000 tons of rubble stone belonging to the Port- interests they are intended to promote.
— There isa treatise on cranes, published in Weale’s Series, which will rush Pier was carried away by the same agency. On being
The other point that bears upon the ame subject is
suit you. You can obtain it through any bookseller.
informed of the damage done by the storm to the Alderney whether some less expensive means might not be et d
marine
works,
the
Government
adopted
the
wisest
course
for
protecting those portions of the Alderney breakwater
Z
generally come to this country in
hardly advise you to go to the Continent for it. As they could pursue under the circumstances, They des- which are still intact; and this consideration isnot confined to
regards your last question,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
tched an engineer to examine into the condition of the that particular locality, but extends to all marine engineercan patent the use of a float and lever alone, but the us of a erred oc and report accordi
Unfortunately, be- ing works. Some years ago a select committee of the House
and
Sora
purpose
may be patented. If wish
to usea
Sloat and lever for a di, t i
you atliberty todesn fore that gentleman could obtain sufficient data upon of Lords was appointed to inquire, whether some cheaper
8. A. (Old
.— We are much
with your scheme, which, with which to base a reliable report the House of Commons plan of affording protection to our coasts and harbours
certain
, would, we
, be made
to work very well indeed.
An air vessel would be required on the pipe, and it would be better to dis- stopped the funds, and he returned home without accom- could not be devised than that which necessitated the concharge
the water altogether
cock
was opened.
plishing the task originally entrusted to him; and it has struction of cosly works of solid stone. Owing to the
ever since remained a matter of uncertainty whether some crude and unpractical nature of the designs submitted to
turning over our advertising
zt F
He
must decline to pronounce an opinion as to whi ee
future heavy gale might not wash the remainder of the them, the committee were unable to come to a decision in
obtain testimonials
from the advertisers and draw you:
breakwater into the harbour, and so put the finishing the matter or recommend any of them for trial, much
4 Susscriser (Stamford Mill).—J¢ is impossible to answer so vague
- touch to the ruin of the whole. It would be hardly fair less for adoption. As the subject is now reopened, and a
tion. Wehaveno information whatever as to
Bes
“ofthe at present to condemn the motives that actuated the Go- committee has been appointed to examine into the state of
; |vernment, in originally undertaking these expensive opera- the Alderney harbour and breakwater, with a view of
tions at a place of apparently so little importance as determining what steps are to be taken in the matter, it is
Alderney. There is no doubt that the reason which dic- a favourable occasion for reconsidering the whole question
tated the necessity, or fancied necessity, for them no longer of floating breakwaters, which formed
the main object of
exists now. The protection of the Channel Islands, if, in- the last inquiry. Years ago it has been proposed by men
DAWES’ PATENT SLIDE VALVES.
deed,
they
are
worth
protecting,
as
well
as
that
of
our
own
of
unquestionable
ability
and
experience
to employ floating
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
shores, must be maintained on different principles from breakwaters; and although the designs which were put
Sim,—Can any correspondent
oblige us with the add: of the patent
forward at that time, might not have
been of a nature two
of Dawes’odth,
patent
slide valve ?
N Co. those which governed the art of warlike defence man
1872.
G. K. 8. anp
yoese ea. So far as the harbour of Alderney is
con ern d, warrant the practical construction of them, the same arguit
w
be
evidently
a
mere
waste
of
money
to
expend
ment
does
not
hold
good
at
present.
The opinions of
KOCHS PONTOON VIADUCT.
any further
sum upon it, as it is radically a bad harbour, engineers with
to marine engineering structures
(To the Bditor of TheBngwneer.)
Sir,—In
last week’s numberof Tux Enc
and in connection and would always remain so, in spite of any numberof have been very much modified of late, and they are not s0
wi te doeripin
of ote patent
toon vine, ay Sas hy millions that
might
be lavished
upon it. With re- wedded to the old type of construction as formerly. Few
mistake been ited “* Koch's,” it should have been “
" If you
to the breakwater the case is of another kind. engineers would now be found who would call in question
Willpreetiy otkindly correct
aca ty mm number you
upposing that a portion of it is reallyin a sound and the safety, durability, and superior economy of the open
reatl
. Epwarp
Engineer.
Manchetier, Haves 19th, 1872.
ay
secure state, it is a matter for consideration whether it web principle of girders; yet twenty-five or thirty years
would not be advisable to keep it so. The question of its
Ge who advocated it and put faith in it were in
ASTBURY'’S OXIDE OF IRON PAINTS.
seaworthiness is one of an
engineering nature which is of a
minority. The majority believed in nothing but
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
course readily ascertained. ‘Althoug the works are a the solid plate system, and in many instances continued to
S1r,—We have toinform your correspondents, “ R. 8. and w
with what they ought to have use them long after both theory and practice had demoni a ae used — oe pmerty | oman Whyendtnd theme miserable failure, com
preferable,
>
more durable than red lead. We recommend been, they might stil be rendered of some service for strated the superiority of the newer principle. Sailors
the chocolate
for boilers,&c., and it does
not
landing
supplies,
troops,
and
stores in the event of any and those who go down to the sea in ships
have always
cases
emergency requiring such a course of action. From the recognised the practical validity of a floating breakwater,
facts mentioned it is clear that the Alderney harbour and even when it assumes the diminutive dimensions of the
breakwater have suffered in common with others
desi
gulf weed, or does not exceed the moderate proportions of
on the same
This does not, however, exculpate a small mast or spar. Without for amoment desiring to
those who committed
the blunder of first placing
it ou the establish the substitution of the
or floating principle
wrong side of the island, and afterwards endeavouredto of breakwater for that of the
solid, it must be admitted
rectify the error by spending half a million upon a new that there is a sufficient amount of thoroughly reliable
arm which only made matters worse. It is true that the testimony from engineers and nautical men to justify a
breakwater there is exposed to a
r sea force than trial of the more modern structure. Science
now
even the corresponding structure at
but for that taught us that the most expensive mode of counteracting
any known force, is that of opposing
to its
very reason greater precautions
have been taken or resisting
influence mere mass or weight. We no longer recognise
in its construction
times—that these terms
However vexatious it must be to be given to understand the theory—so prevalent in
and durability. The conhow the public money has been
there
is no use, to are synonymous with strength
employ a homely phrase,
in “crying over spilt milk.” The structive materials we now Heys! do not permit of such
question that now remains to be di
of is,whether an assumption. To place the Alderney breakwater and
harbour
in a state of Seely, tO eee ee of ony
service, will cost something
near a quarter of a million,
supposing the additional works to be executed in the same
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manner and with the same materials as the existing portion. But if by the adoption of another principle the same
protection could be obtained at about a fourth of the cost
of the original, and in a considerably less time, there is
no question but that it should be substituted for the older
plan. Sufficient evidence with regard to the feasibility
and value of floating breakwaters, as a principle, was
elicited by the select committee of 1860, to warrant
the supposition that since then better and more practical designs have succeeded to the imperfect examples
which were submitted to their consideration. There
is no necessity for. the committee appointed now to
inquire into the theoretical truth of the merits of a
floating breakwater, which formed a legitimate portion of the labours of their predecessors. That has
been already demonstrated to the satisfaction of all but
those who are either wilfully or ignorantly prejudiced in
favour of the solid type of construction. The object of
inquiry in this respect is at present confined to the sole
question, whether there is any design of an open or floating breakwater which is calculated practically to carry out
the principle of its action, and to afford a permanent and
durable protection to coasts, shipping, and marine works,
Our opinion is that such a design might be found.
LOCOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE,
Ove of the most ably-conducted technical journals published in the United States is the American Railroad
Gazette. We have often reproduced in our pages extracts
from its columns, and we have very seldom had occasion
to criticise or find fault with the opinions expressed by
those who contribute to it. The impression of our contemporary, however, for the 2nd inst. contains an article
handling the trial of a double bogie engine built for the
Mexican Railway so unfairly that we cannot suffer it to
pass without notice. The article in —- is based on
an account which appeared in Tue Eneineer for February 9th of certain experiments carried out near
Sheffield with a Fairlie engine constructed by the
Yorkshire Engine Company. ‘No doubt the particulars
of these experiments are still fresh in the minds of such of
our readers as are interested in locomotive performance.
We regret that the demand of other matter on our space
prevent us from reproducing in full all that the American
Railroad Gazette has to say on the subject. We must
content ourselves therefore with stating that our contemporary condemns the engine in no measured terms because
it stopped twice on the incline for want of steam.
After quoting at some length from our pages, our contemporary goes on to say:—
If a locomotive. in two trials over a short road less than two
miles long, should run out of steam each time, it would seem to
indicate in the strongest way possible that it had not sufficient
steaming capacity. If now we find that the best freight locomotives in use have over 50 square feet of heating surface for each
ton of adhesive weight on the driving wheels, and that the Mexican
engines have /ess than half that amount, then, in connection
with the above experiments, there is very good
und for concluding that Mr. Fairlie’s engines are deficient in steamgenerating capacity. The fact is this is an inherent defect
in his plan of double-boiler engines. If the whole weight of
the water, fuel, boiler, and machinery is placed on the driv
ing wheels, there cannot be so much heating surface in proportion to the adhesive weight as when some portion of
the engine, fuel, or water is carried on wheels which are not
driven. An eight-wheeled locomotive of the ordinary American
type, which weighs 60,000 1b. without the tender, has a load of
about 18 tons (of 22401b.) on the driving wheels. Such engines
ordinarily have from 900 to 1000 square feet of heating surface, or
about 50ft. per ton of adhesive weight. Nevertheless such engines
oftener fail for want of steam than for insufficient adhesion. If,
now, the weight of such a locomotive were placed on the
driving-wheels, instead of part being carried by a leading truck,
then the weight on them would be about 3 tons, and the
heating surface only 33 square feet per ton. Ifthe water and fuel
were added, the proportion would be reduced still more. There
is, of course, some reduction in the gross weight of a locomotive
and tender when all their weight is carried on the driving-wheels,
as part of the running gear and other parts are dispensed with;
but it is impossible, with our present knowledge of boiler construction, to carry all the weight of the machinery, fuel, and water
on the driving wheels and maintain the proper relation between
the heating surface and the adhesive weight. As we stated before,
ordinary American locomotives fail much oftener for want of steam
than for the want of adhesion, showing that 50 square feet of
heating surface-per ton of adhesive weight is at any rate not more
than is needed, ey when a poor quality of fuel is used. A
sufficient amount of adhesion of the driving wheels is of course
requisite in order to pull heavy loads, but no amount of increase
of this weight will move a train if there is not steam enough to
turn the wheels,
We imagine that more shallow reasoning than this has
never appeared in the pages of a respectable technical
journal. It is so shallow, indeed, that we are irresistibly
led to the conclusion either that the writer knows nothing
practically about locomotives, or that he has some definite
object in distorting facts. His line of argument is intended to prove that the engine he condemns is defective
because it has more adhesion than the boiler power is able
to utilise ;that the load was measured by the adhesion,
and not by the boiler power, and, consequently, that the
work done in taking a gross load of 371 tons up an incline
of 1 in 33, is not an accurate measure of the real power
of the engine. Now a moment’s reflection will suffice
to show that boiler power cannot be considered without regard to speed.
Thus, an engine might be provided
with a boiler so small that it could not supply steam of
sufficient pressure to take the given load up an incline of
lin 33 ata par velocity than one mile an hour; or a
boiler might be provided which would take the load up at
sixty miles an hour; but either boiler would be equally
useless if the wheels slipped. The first question, then, to
be considered in designing a locomotive is so to proportion
the power to the » bpd capacity, wheel diameter, and adhesion, that it will take a maximum load at a reasonable
velocity. Most engineers will agree with us that on inclines
of 1 in 33 a speed of ten miles, or even eight miles
an hour, represents a practical
, quite suitable
to the ordinary requirements of traffic. Let us consider,
then, in the first place, whether the engine under notice
havi, or had not, ithiesion enough to take 371 tons up an
incline of 1 in 33. This point is soon settled
by reference
to the facts, from which it appears that there is not an
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ounce of adhesion to spare, as we have already shown.* The
coefficient of adhesion absolutely necessary to take 871
tons up 1 in 33 amounted to considerably more than
one-fifth of the insistant weight. Although the rails were
dry and in good order the engine slipped a good deal. The
sand boxes were so
d at each end of the engine that
whichever oar went first had the whole advantage, and
thus we found the wheels of the trailing bogie constantly
slipping,while those of the leading bogie held well. The leadra veie, of course, crushed all the “ life” out of the sand.
This defect has been, we believe, totally got over by
putting a third set of sand boxes on the foot-plate; but
there is no reason to doubt that the slipping of the trailing bogie wheels goes far to account for the fall in boiler
pressure. It is at all events certain that the engine had
not too much adhesion, and we challenge our contemporary
to prove that the work actually done could have been done
with less weight on the driving wheels than 62 tons. We
shall look forward with some curiosity to his reply on this
int.
Having settled that the engine had not more adhesion
than was necessary, we have next to consider whether the
boiler could or could not supply steam enough to utilise
the adhesion. In this country at least, locomotive superintendents have long since settled approximately how much
heating surface should go to a given capacity of cylinder.
Boiler surface and cylinder capacity indeed bear in England a very definite ratio to each other, little change being
made whether the engine is intended to run the fastest
express or the slowest goods trains; only in the first case
we have wheels of from 7ft. to 8ft. in diameter, while in
the latter they range between 3ft. Gin. and 5ft. Now we
may in strict fairness consider each half of the Mexican
engine asa complete locomotive. Each half may be looked
upon as a tank engine, weighing 30 tons 10 cwt., and fitted
with a pair of 15in. cylinders, 22in. stroke. Such engines,
according to ordi
English practice, would have about
800 square feet of heating surface, and would carry from
500 to 800 gallons of water. But it must be borne in mind
that very successful engines have been built and worked
in England with less proportionate surface and quite as
heavy. Thus, some of the express tender engines on the
South-Western Railway have 17in. cylinders, 22in. stroke,
with but 810 square feet of surface, the total weight of the
engine being 32 tons. However, we may accept 800
square feet of surface and 30 tons as being very usual
roportions for a 15in. cylinder tank engine. Now, the
nian engine has in all 1688 square feet of surface, or
844 square feetfor each half; so we find that it complies
with the best English practice in these respects, while
the tanks hold 2200 gallons, or 1100 gallons for each
engine, a quantity considerably in excess of that usually
carried by Enolie tank engines with 15in, cylinders. Ifa
mistake has been made in designing the engine, as the
Railroad Gazette wishes its readers to believe, then it is
certain that English practice is all wrong together as far as
tank engines are concerned. May we venture to hope that
our contemporary will favour us with his views on this
point at the earliest possible moment? Our contemporary
may urge that the proportion which the boiler bears to the
cylinders is right, but that the wheels
more adhesion than the cylinders can utilise. Even if this were true,
the fault would be on the right side; but the Sheffield
experiment conclusively proves that the engine does not
ss too much adhesion, the 1din. cylinders being able
to slip the wheels.
It is quite possible that our contemporary is correct in
stating that some of the
best American freight engines
have 50 square feet of surface per ton of adhesion, but
this is quite beside the mark. If it proves anything it
proves that American engineers reckon on obtaining more
adhesion than English engineers are justified in expecting;
and as regards the proportion of boiler power to cylinder
capacity, the less the Htailroad Gazette says on that point
the better. We have in our possession tracings of one of
the most recent American locomotives, a tender engine
weighing 32 tons, and fitted with 18in. cylinders, 24in.
stroke, and possessing but 900 square feet of heating surface. We venture to think that the proportions adopted
by Mr. Fairlie will compare very favourably with these.
Mr. Fairlie has given his engines such dimensions as are
commonly adopted in the best English practice, and we
are at a loss to understand why the engines should not
consequently be as successful as English locomotives always
are.
After all it is not very easy to understand what changes
our contemporary would ‘wich to see effected in the engine
he attacks. If he supposes that there is too much adhesion,
then the difficulty could be got over by taking off one set
of coupling rods, and leaving but four driving wheels to
each bogie. By this means the maximum load which the
engine would be expected to haul would be reduced; but
we hardly think our contemporary would advocate this
alteration.
As the engine stands she ought to be
able to keep steam as well as any engine with 15in.
oe and 22in. stroke in England ;and we may add
that, if our contemporary had
nm content to criticise
honestly, he would have attached due weight to the explanation we have already given as to the causes which led to
the want of steam.
He quotes these, indeed, but only to
ignore them. He evidently considers that any one can fire
a locomotive, and that the imperfect or irregularaction of the
feedirg apparatus is of no consequence, an opinion which will
strike most engineers, both in this country and the States, as
beingnovel.
He may find it “impossible, with his present
knowedge of boiler construction, to carry all the weight
of the machinery, fuel, and water on the driving wheels, and
maintain theproper relation between the heating surface and
the adhesive weight;” but this fact proves nothing, except
that he does not know everything about locomotives yet.
We shall be glad to hear from our contempo'
as to the
|degree of importance which should be attached to the
' diameter of a driving wheel, cylinder and boiler capacit
oT constant, in determining how much of the wholey
|weight ofan engine should be used to obtain adhesion.
.
* Vide Tue Enctyeer for Feb. 9th, page 91.
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CUPRO AMMONIUM
Berne called upon by various correspondents to give
some account of this curious agent, certain applications
of which we have stated in our columns, we willingly
accede to the request, the more readily, believing as we
do that cupro ammonium is destined to come out of the
category of mere chemical curiosities, and fill an important
place in the conduct of practical operations.
First, then, what is cupro ammonium? We will endeavour succinctly to explain. Addressing ourselves to
practical people, we will be practical in our exemplifications, not designating cupro ammonium by any formula,
but acquainting those who wish to learn how it may be
made, and, when made, what it is capable of effecting. To
make cupro ammonium, then, the following steps are
necessary. Procure some
aqueous solution of ammonia of
the highest strength known in commerce, which is that of
‘880 specific gravity, water, of course, being taken at 1000.
Operating on a small scale, the operator will most probably
desire nothing better for his vessel of capacity than a glass
bottle for containing his ammonia, and converting it into
cupro ammonium. On the large scale glass. bottles are no
longer practicable, and, then, consideration must be given
to the best material for su plementing it. Tin answers
very well, also tin plate vn sheet iron; lead, copper, zinc,
and brass are all inapplicable.
However, to the extent of present remarks, we shall
assume that the experimentalist uses glass. Let him, then,
take a bottle about half full of ammonia solution of
gravity ‘880, let him immerse some shreds of copper and
notice the result.
Almost immediately the solution
acquires a tinge of blue, which tinge can be referred to
the solution of a portion of the copper, the question being
by what is the metal dissolved ?
Air, or rather the oxygen of air, is necessary to the
result, as may be demonstrated by absolutely filling a
bottle with solution of ammonia plus the copper shreds,
instead of partially filling it, when no solution of the metal
will issue.
It will be proper here to remark that, although ammonia
will first precipitate hydrated oxide of copper from any
ordinary copper salt, and an excess of ammonia dissolve
the oxide, yielding a blue solution, yet the latter is not the
cupro ammonium to which our remarks will refer, having
none of the properties of that fluid save identity of colour.
Reverting to the bottle holding shreds of copper, and
partially filled with ammonia solution of sp. gr. 880, it
must now be stated that, although the incidence of chemical
action is made evident to the eye at once, yet the maximum
degree of chemical action will only be arrived at after the
lapse of about six weeks, and not even then except care has
been taken to remove the stopper of the bottle, from time to
time shaking the contents—still better, pouring the contents from one bottle toanother—the general result arrived
at being to give air. In practice on the large scale the
same result is more speedily attained by means of an air
force pump. After the lapse of the requisite time the solution will be found to have acquired a deep blue colour, and
also certain very curious properties, amongst others that of
dissolving a number of things usually regarded as insoluble.
For example, cupro ammonium so rapidly dissolves silk
that, when in good condition, a yard length of white
Persian or sarsanet, if plunged into the solvent, disappears
as readily as a lump of sugar ina tumbler of hot water.
Lignine or cellulose dissolves also with great facility, but
with a facility not quite equal to silk. Of all forms of lignine,
perhaps, white blotting paper dissolves most readily, but
there is no form or variety of lignine which it will not
dissolve under the condition of adequate time.
Taking advantage of this solvent property of the agent,
a curious series of operations becomes possible, Paper,
linen, wood, any sorts or varieties of lignine may easily be
agglutinised together, without the intervention of any other
cement than its own substance brought to the state of
solution by cupro ammonium. A curious fact, too, is that
when Ba fa of paper or other ligneous material have
been thus agglutinated, the copper which they hold may be
extracted by a weak acid, leaving the paper or other lignine
pure and white, but not in any way interfering with the
adhesion of one layer of lignine material to another.
The chemical inquirer need not be told that the designation cupro ammonium is only empirical. What the exact
formularisation of the substance may be the name does not
express, and is not intended to express. That the copper
exists in a peculiar electro-chemical state not participated
by ordinary copper salts is well damenstoetin by difference of the action of the two oniron. For example, whereas
sulphate of copper (blue vitriol), if dissolved and iron
immersed in the solution, deposits copper on the iron at
expense of iron dissolved, the cupro ammonium does
nothing of the sort, but actually
the very brightest of
ironand steel
against all chemical action so long asimmersion
is continued.
This reminds us ofa reply to a naval surgeon
who has sent us a letter in which he asks whether
cupro ammonium would protect his instruments against
rust, to which they are subject between decks. The answer
is yes, cupro ammonium will infallibly do that; but,
we are sorry to say, will also dissolve all such parts of
surgical instruments (¢.g., knife handles) as have ivory,
wood, or bone entering mto their composition,
These remarks on cupro ammonium comprise all that
—s our various querists would desire to know. Folowing instructions given they will'experience no trouble
in
ing it. As to applications of it, we have reason to
believe various important ones on a large scale will be seen
before long.
MorE Work FoR Nava. ENGIneers.—It is
that the
Admiralty contemplates placing the hulls of
iron ships in
charge of theengineers serving Oxtonrd, If this idea is carrie d
into effect it will reduce the carpenters’, duty on board to matter s
only connected with masts, spars, boats, gratings, and paint work .
‘Now, on a stich
as the TiSoales or Monarch, the
to
engines
and boilers and ev
pence with the engine-room department,
hay:
the charge of the —s their
pump
sluices, water-tight
, bulkheads, &c,
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| (4) Vessels which have no papers on board, or only incomplete
THE SUEZ CANAL,
REPORT OF THE PUDDLING COMMITTEE OF
| papers, will be measured by the officers of the company according
THE IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE.
THE Suez Canal Company held a special general meeting on the | to the rule now in use in England for gauging
vessels.
“*(5) All spaces covered permanently or petty which
il, and to
id
THE following report was laid before the members of the Iron 12th inst., to receive the report of the
not be included in the official tonnage of the vessels, shall be
and Steel Institute on Tuesday :—
some new propositions, or rather to be informed of fresh decisions || may
gauged by the officers of the company according to the English
“In the report presented to the last annual meeting the
the council.
— and the result obtained will be charged with the naviga. Puddling Committee stated that they recommended the appoint- of The
report respecting the working of the canal is very satis- tion dues,
ment of two gentlemen for the purpose of visiting the various iron- factory, the number of ships passing through the canal has
“* (6) Government vessels will be treated, as regards the fees to
works in Great Britain where improved
ements for puddling
paid to the company, according to the regulations laid down for
had been introduced. Immediately upon their re-election the com- increased from 765 in the-whole year of 1871, to 200 in the first be
trading
ships,
mittee proceeded to carry out this arrangement. They engaged two months of 1872; and the total receipts from little over five
“‘ Although adopting as the basis for the collection of its dues
the services of Mr. Bodmer to report on the mechanical features millions of francs for the former, to two and-a-half millions for the the tonnage resulting from the mode of measurement indicated, the
of any apparatus that had been designed for the purpose of
does not renounce the future right of adopting any such
improving the puddling process, and through the kindness of latter period. The cost of working has at the same time been company
new method of measurement as may present advantages of preMessrs. Hopkins, -Gilkes, and Co., of the Tees-side Ironworks, | reduced, and the promised result is that there will be at the end cision
over the present method.”
Middlesbrough, they were able to secure the services of Mr, R. of the present year a clear balance of, at least, £89,200 on the
We know not how the merchant shippers of Great Britain may
Lester, to report upon the practical part of the inquiry. These twelve months’ working.
regard the above Act and the reasoning upon which it is founded,
ntlemen have spent about eighty days in carrying out the
the
only thing clear to us is that the Suez company is naturally
The canal is now reported to have an average depth from the
investigation entrusted to them. It is not necessary to enter into
intent upon cage its income that it has hit upon the
the details of their proceedings, as their reports upon all the more extremity of the jetties of Port Said to the roads of Suez, of no soexpedient
of setting aside the net measurement now in use in
important improvements that have been tried in this country less than 8°30 metres, in proof of which the transit of the Nebraska favour of the
gross tonnage, or in other words, it will charge in
of late years have recently been published in the journal of the | is mentioned, a ship of 2983 tons, and drawing 7°21 metres of future
in
space
never used or intended to be used for cargo, and
Institute. The arrival of Mr. Danks in this country, and his state- water. The reports speak also of the passage without difficulty that nearly the whole
ments to the effect that his machine was then in successful opera- | of the great transports of the English Government, of 3000 tons upon British shipping. of this, 40 per cent. or thereabouts, will fall
tion in America, tended to make the inquiry of the English | burthen, and one of which had 1421 soldiers on board; of the
Act belongs to the Protectionist class, and it is just possible
commissioners of less value. ‘They investigated the merits of | Peiho of the Messageries Company, making the transit in less than thatThis the
company, like M. Thiers, may after all be making
the rotary puddling apparatus, as far as they could be made out | fourteen, and the Persia packet in less than thirteen hours,
the
mistake
of killing the goose for her egg, provided the goose
from the materials at their disposal, and from the first they spoke
The engineers report, after an experience of two years, that the will allow herself
to be caught. Forty per cent., or three thoumost favourably of Mr. Danks’ improvements. It was felt that | maintenance of the canal proper will entail an annual expenditure sand tons at ten francs
a ton, is no trifle, and may prove sufficient
the statements of Mr. Danks ought to form the subject of an early |of £33,000 per 500,000 cubic metres.
to
stop
the
progress
of the navigation of the canal; but the
communication to the general body of members, and arrangeAnother fact on which the company is to be congratulated, is
commission and the sub-committee, and the judicial
ments were accordingly made by which the merits of the new that the council has only issued twelve millions of the twenty speciai
council, the council of administration, the committee of direcapparatus might be described and investigated at the meeting of million loan voted in July last.
tion, and the special general assembly of the shareholders of the
members, to be held in Dudley in the succeeding August. The
The portion of the report, however, which will attract attention company of the Maritime Canal of Suez have decreed, and there is
English commissioners, therefore, handed over their report to the in England, is that which relates to the question of tonnage; this
Puddling Committee. They then proceeded to complete their is too long for full quotation, but we shall attempt to give the no appeal,
inquiry. They were in several instances called upon to report | salient points as literally as possible,
DEATH OF MR, JAMES BROWN.
upon processes and arrangements which, at the time of their visit, ~ The terms of the concession to the company fixed the maximum
were in an early and experimental stage, but which have been sub- rate of transit dues at 10f. per ton measurement, but bound the
An individual of distinguished worth and merit has been, during
sequently improved to a considerable extent. Special papers on company to make no exception or favour in any case,
:
the past week, removed trom the ranks of the engineering world,
some of these improved plans will be submitted to the present
Before the opening of the canal, that is to say in 1868, the where, from his modest and retiring habits, he was not so generally
meeting. Altogether the English commissioners collected for the questions referringto the exploitation of the canal were laid before known as his worth entitled him to be. Mr. Brown was, for more
committee particulars of nearly everything of importance that has a special commission, whose opinion was asked upon the follow- than fifty years, intimately asssociated with the Soho Engineering
been done during the last few years, with the view of improving ing, amongst other, questions :—‘*What typical ton should be establishment, and enjoyed the personal esteem of James Watt,
the puddling process. This information is now in the possession adopted as the basis for the calculation of the dues?” ‘ What Matthew Boulton, the late Mr. James Watt, of Aston Hall,
of the committee, and it is, no doubt, of much value, both ina relation exists between the typical ton chosen and the official ton Messrs. Southern, Murdock, and Creighton, besides many other
of other nations?”
practical and historical sense.
eminent contemporaries. With these he was associated in all the
“When the Puddling Committee met at Dudley, and considered
The commission was of opinion, says the report, that waiting an principal undertakings of the period entered into at Soho during
the statements contained in Mr. Danks’ paper, they felt that it international arrangement, the company should charge the transit the many years of his connection with that far-famed establishwould be advisable to appoint a qualified commission for the dues upon the tonnage given in the ships’ papers without any ment. In 1817 he accompanied James Watt in the Caledonian
murpose of making a thorough investigation of the operation of question of flag.
steam-vessel, which had been purchased and fitted for the occasion,
Yanks’ puddling machine in America.
They suggested this
It was found that of all the vessels which made the transit of this being the first steamer that ascended the Rhine as far as
course to the general meeting at Dudley, and their recom- | the isthmus, the English alone gave in their papers under the Coblentz, Subsequent to this, in the year 1821, in the James
mendations being approved, they proceeded to carry out this title of gross tonnage, a special measurement in addition to what Watt, he acted as chief engineer, towing the Royal Sovereign,
arrangement as speedily as possible. They requested the Dowlais was called register, which corresponded with the official tonnage of with his Majesty George IV., into Leith harbour. He also took
Iron Company to allow Mr. Snelus to report on the scientific facts, other nations. ‘‘ This latter tonnage was provisionally applied, a prominent part, in connection with Watt and Boulton, in the
and the company very liberally and cordially acceded to the wishes in conformity with the principles of equality of treatment for various steam packet companies, and especially with the first
of the committee.
They asked Mr. J. A. Jones, of the Ayrton all flags.”
steam vessels introduced by the Government for carrying the
Rolling Mills, Middlesbrough, to act on the commission, and he
“From that moment,” says the report, ‘the council made mails, He had much to do with the London and Edinburgh, the
consented to serve. The committee asked the trade in South it its business to determine the possibility and oppor- Margate and Ramsgate, the Gravesend and Herne Bay lines, and
Staffordshire to nominate a third member of the commission, and tuneness of a measure to be adopted which, without any also with the early navigation of the Danube. He furnished the
Mr. Lester, of Wolverhampton, was accordingly appointed. The irregularity existing between the various flags as to the dues designs and drawings of many of the vessels. In 1840 he
committee held several meetings to arrange the details of the charged for transit, would assure to the shareholders of the became a partner in the firm of Boulton, Watt, and Co., in which
inquiry. They provided 40 tons of pig iron and a quantity of fet- company the largest income, without departure from the spirit firm he continued till the death of his friend, Mr. James Watt, in
tling material available in this country; and early in October and the letter of engagements, and without checking the develop- 1848 ; and he continued as a partner in the same firm, under the
the commissioners left Liverpool for America, accompanied by ment of maritime progress.”
name of James Watt and Co,, until he left the firm in 1861. He
Mr. Danks. The committee drew, up detailed instructions for
The council says that it has been occupied with this question lived in comparative retirement from that time, admired, venethe guidance of the commissioners, and these have been ever since it commenced its inquiries during the time of the rated, and beloved by all who enjoyed the pleasure of his friend
rigidly and minutely acted on. The commissioners were siege of Paris, and, finally, in August last it appointed a special ship and counsels, He had many intimate and long-cherished
allowed the fullest opportunities of carrying out their experi- commission to inquire into the subject. This commission con- friendships, but, owing to his ripe and honourable age, he had
ments at the Cincinnatti Ironworks ; they also visited every other sisted of Admirals Jurien de la Graviére, Mayere, and Paris, M. de survived all his contemporaries. He was in all respects a man
place in America where Danks’ apparatus was then at work, and Combarieu, a retired naval officer, M. Ramond, of the Douanes, formed to command the confidence and esteem of those with
about the middle of December they sent off from Washington naval constructor, a hydrographic engineer, the sub-directors of whom he was associated by the sterling integrity of his character,
their general report. The committee having considered this foreign affairs and of commerce, one mining, and five Ponts et and by the steadiness and sincerity of his friendship no less than
document, and being aware that the members felt a deep interest Chaussées, engineers. The commission, we are told, was furnished by the suavity and amiability of his disposition. His last illness
in the American inquiry, decided to publish the report immedi- with the opinions of the principal chambers of commerce, of many was, happily, not long nor severe, and he met his end with that
ately, and the details are therefore well known. They have, private individuals, and of a sub-committee, and its report is firmness and resignation which characterises the humble Christian.
however, requested each commissioner to. communicate to this praised as lucid and impartial in the extreme.
Mr. Brown was born at Dundee, on 25th August, 17%), and died
meeting a supplementary report, dealing with various matters
The main points of this report are recapitulated, ‘* It points on the 13th Mareh, 1872.
that it was impracticable to introduce in the joint report.
out the inconvenience and the dangers of the application of a
“*The committee finding themselves pledged to an expensive in- system known as that of the cubic metre, and which consisted
THE INSTITUTION OF CiviL ENGrNgers,-—The annual dinner has
quiry which was likely to be of great advantage to the trade, and in adopting an unknown mode of measurement which would augteeling that it would be unfair to burden the resources of such a ment the actual imposable tonnage in the proportion of 100 to 40v. this year been fixed to take place at the (Queen's Concert
young Institution with the cost of this investigation, decided to Such a system, which it is pretended falsely to be in conformity Rooms, Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 24th of April.
make a general appeal to the iron manufacturers of the country with the French usage of the cubic metre for the measurement of Among the guests who have already accepted invitations to
for special funds with which to defray the expenses of the in- ships, would have the effect of closing the canal against navigation. be present are their Royal Highnesses the Duke of Edinburgh and
quiries upon mechanical puddling. This appeal was very wg
| From a comparison between English official tonnage and that of Prince Arthur, the presidents of many of the learned societies,
responded to, but as the total cost will turn out to be muc other nations whose flag passed the canal in 1871, it results that an and other representatives of science, literature, and the fine arts,
greater than was orginally anticipated, the funds already sub- augmentation of at least 40 per cent. may in future be made in besides some of the leading members of the present and past
scribed will not be sufficient to meet the total outlay.
the receipts of transit. The only reading of the right of charge on Administrations.
THE CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS’ Socrety,—On Satur“The committee learn with much satisfaction that the English t
age that is
pos ible is, that each vessel should pay as many
day last the members of the Civil and Mechanical Engineers’
commissioners were received in a most kind and courteous manner times ten francs as it is capable of transporting tons of merchan
throughout the States, and they desire to record their obligations dise, whether it carries such freight or not. The company has the | Society visited the works of the Metropolitan Extension of the
to the American iron trade for the facilities they afforded the right to charge the dues on this basis for three reasons :— First, as | Great Eastern, by permission of Mr. Edward Wilson, the engineer
commission for pursuing their inquiry; and also to a number of various Governments have various modes of measurement, the to the company. ‘The object of these extensions is to shorten the
gentlemen who in various ways contributed to promote the success tonnage of vessels of the same capacity way vary according to ' youte from the main line at the outskirts of London into the
of the investigations.
their nationality, whence would result a difference in treatment | city by cutting across under Hackney Downs and near London
“Whilst the commission was ‘in America, Messrs. Hopkins, contrary to the stipulations of the Act of Concession. Second, Fields into Broad-street, instead of going round, as at present, by
Gilkes, and Co., of Middlesbrough, proceeded with the erection of that the various Governments, with the view to protect their Stratford, and also at the same time open up a district at
a revolving puddling furnace on Mr. Danks’ system. This was countrymen, have successively modified their methods of gauging present unserved by any line, running from north to south. The
completed about the middle of February, and as the firm invited in order to obtain a reduction of the real tonnage. Third, that members first met at the site of the new station in Liverpoolthe Puddling Committee to see it in operation, a meeting was held the last commission of inquiry, while approving tne advice of the street, adjoining the existing Broad-street station of the North
at Middlesbrough at the end of last month. The experi
tal first
ion given at the opening of the canal, is of opinion London Kailway. The new station will be below the level of the
furnace was found to do its work in a highly satisfactory manner, that the company is now perfectly justified in adopting a real zround, and large quantities of earth have been removed by the
and fully confirmed the statements that had been made by the tonnage based upon the official tonnage of the nation which sends contractors, Messrs, Lucas and Co. These excavations show a
commissioners. It was not possible to do very much, except to see the largest number of vessels through the canal and whose method great depth of made soil, the accumulations of centuries, cess
the working of the machine, and to test the quality of the finished has been recently adopted, absolutely or in principle, by the chief | pools and sewers being in great abundance. On the west side of
iron produced. In all these respects the experimental workings maritime powers, France included,
the site a heavy retaining wall, somewhat after the style of those
were eminently successful.
** Our right then (says the report), being incontestible, and the at the Metropolitan station, but more ornate, is being erected. In
“The committee also visited the West Hartlepool Ironworks in judicial council having confirmed this opinion, the council of the foundation and backing of this wall such of the old bricks
order to see Mr. Spencer’s machine in operation. They saw two administration, on the proposition of the committee of direction, as are sound and whole from the houses that were taken down
heats of about 10 cwt. each puddled in a comparatively short has arrived at the following conclusions.”
are being re-used, and for hardness they compare favourably with
time, and the iron produced was of good quality and worked well
The preamble of these considerations recites all the articles new bricks, The North London Railway being on a viaduct
under the hammer. In the last heat the iron was brought —
bearing upon the subject in question in the company’s Act of | immediately alongside, and as before mentioned, the new works
two large and well-shaped balls. The
hine of Mr. 8}
as
ion, repeats all the arguments of the commission, and then | being under the level of the ground, it has been necessary to
been described in the reports of Messrs. Bodmer and Lester ; but proceeds to say :—‘‘ Considering that in the case of all vessels underpin the piers of the viaduct as well as the neighbouring
as it appears to have undergone several important improvements measured after the English method the ships’ papers mention | houses, on the east side of the course of the line. This work,
subsequent. to that description, the committee requested Mr. | besides the net tonnage, or register, the gross tonnage, depending although not presenting a great show, takes a good deal of time and
Spencer to inake a short communication to this meeting upon his | solely on the total capacity of the vessel, to which it bears a requires great care on the part of the contractors, The heavy
tratlic running on the viaduct and the tenderness of some of the
turnace as it is now in operation.
| constant proportion.
‘*Messrs. Howson and Thomas also showed the committee a | “Considering that in the actual state of naval construction | concrete underneath the piers increasing the care necessary in
revolving puddling machine recently erected by them for experi- |this gross tonnage corresponds as exactly as possible with tlie securing a proper foundation. Between Sun-street and Brick-lane
mental purposes at the Newport Ironworks, Middlesbrough. total capacity susceptible of being utilised for cargo.
the various bridges and other works were carefully examined. At
Two heats worked in this apparatus, and though many of the | Considering that the British flag covers seven-tenths of the | this point, near Brick-lane, the extension line crosses under the
arrangements are incomplete, the iron was puddled successfully ; total navigation of the canal. With other considerations, as that main line of the Great Eastern Railway, at an angle of about
but, as the apparatus is not attached to a forge, the quality could |nearly all nations have now adopted in principle the English mode | 30deg. ‘The old line is carried on a viaduct, the arches of which
not be examined. The committee have requested Messrs. Howson of m
t; the
il of administration decided on the are elliptical ; these had to be cut away and replaced by girders
and Thomas also to make a communication on this subject to the | 4th, and the special assembly of the shareholders confirmed that carried on three massive walls, ‘This work created a good deal of
interest
gst the
bers of the Society, the mode in which it
Institute at the present meeting.
| decision on the 12th instant, that,
“*(1) From the ist of July, 1872, the company will calculate the ' was carried out being described by a representative of the con“The committee do not feel called upon to record their opinions
tractor, who conducted the members over the works, After
as to the relative merits of the various machines for puddling iron ' navigation due of the canal on the real capacity of vessels,
that have come under their notice. ‘hey have endeavoured to | ““(z) The gross tonnage inscribed on the papers of ships mea- passing under the Great Eastern main line the extension rises
collect as much information about each as was possible, and this sured according to the English method at present in use (the italics a stiff gradient from under the surface of the ground to Winchester-street, which it crosses over, and the line continues on a
they have ecmurunicated, or have arranged to communicate to the are in the printed report) will serve as basis of such calculation.
** (3) ‘the tonnage of the ships of all nations whose papers do viaduct to Hackney Downs, where it runs into a cutting. Beyond
members, who will thus be in a position to make their own
the
Mile-end station the works are in a very forward condition,
not
indicate
the
tonnage
after
the
method
above
described,
shall
deductions from the information now availat)
inted
re-apy
the committee will continue to give their attention to this im- be corrected by means of the last documents of the international and will shortly be opened for traflic. They were examined by
portant question, and at a future meeting they will report the commission ot the lower Danube, rectified or completed if neces- the members, but being of the usual description of railway work
they do not require any special conunent,
sary.
results of their further investigations,”
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
( We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
correspondents. )
MOTION OF A CRANK PIN.
Sir,—It is shown in every recent treatise on the mathematical
principles of mechanism that the motion of a point (such as C) in
a rolling cylinder or cone is at every instant at right angles to the
perpendicular (such as C A) let fall from that point upon the
instantaneous axis (A); that is, upon the straight line in which
the rolling surface touches the fixed surface on which it rolls; also,
that the velocities of any two points in the rolling body (such as
B and C) are to each po te at any instant as the lengths of the
perpendiculars BA, and C A. Let B bea
point in the axis of rotation
of a wheel which touches the rail in A; C the centre of the crank
pin; then, at any instant, the respective velocities of the engine
relatively to the ground, of the crank pin relatively to the engine,
and of the crank pin relatively to the ground, are to each other as
BA, BO, andC A,

THE

ENGINEER.

facturer under the existing law of all inducement to turn it to any
account. The record becomes a mere “
in the manger”
of
manufacturing supply, and is looked at by the pioneers of inventive ae
as something only to be shunned, however good for
the public it may be.
I challenge those who speak so confidently of the value of the
literary publicity of an invention to point'to one single instance in
which a manufacturer has borrowed any process from one of the
tens of thousands of abandoned specifications which swamp the
patent-office library.
If publicity were of the slightest value as a means of insuring
to the world some new means of oiling the wheels of life, inventors
would not have such immense difficulty in working an invention
into favour, however good it may be. All —
men declare a
description, however complete, to be valueless till the idea is
proved by actual trial, and both they and capitalists refuse to aid
the invention until they see their way to good patent security for
they may make.
| ~ fyventure
only hope of ever seeing this great patent question fully
understood by the House of Commons lies in the prospect that
you will continue to give it the weight of your own editorial
consideration ;and I am satisfied that if the matter is well ventilated the public will soon be of one mind with me in asserting that
the creation or revival of a trade new to them is the only service
which deserves reward.
If this end were once attained and ratified by legislation the
grand difficulty would be at an end, because the only question
would be one of living fact, commercial and provisional nonexistence, instead of the purely sentimental one of ideal novelty,
and the only search needed would be the very easy one of personal
inquiryin the manufacturing world. It is wonderful to observe
the cheerfulness with which anyone will go out of his way to tell
an inventor that some one is before him in his field of labour.
If you think it worth while I shall follow up this mode of
cutting the “‘ Gordian knot” by showing from my point of view
how a law on the principle of working non-existence should be
framed, and by what details it could
administered so as to |
abolish ‘‘ patent squabbling.”
W. A. LY?TLe.
Postal Telegraphs, General Post-office, London.
[We shall be very pleased to hear from Mr. Lyttle again.—Ep. E.
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ON CURVES FOR SIDINGS,
Sir, - As two issues of your paper have appeared since the one
which contained my letter oaking Mr. Tate to complete the
demonstration of the formule which he enunciated for the benefit
of your readers last January, without containing any further
communications from that gentleman, I conclude he is no
er
actuated by the same praiseworthy desire to impart information
“i r Ge
having ed our appe tites keenly
eenly whe
whetted,
it
it iis cruelly
ell
disappointing to receive a stone for bread. Thrown thus on my
own resources, I applied myself to the task of completing the
demonstrations, and with your leave will give the results of my
urs to your readers, Case II.
. PY presheva ieee tytn
°
oa ae AM=2(PM—Q™)
=
> VW
(4) AM=<—*
dit ofof Grafs
Now c, c! are the lengths of the radii
circles, an unit of
length of whose respective arcs subtends at the centre the corre
sponding angle; consequently c!,c are the lengths of the arcs
subtending tbe angles whose circular measures aret and irespec
tively at the centre of a circle, radius equal to ¢ cl, and, therefore,
the difference of these will give the corresponding length of are
subtending the angle
DME, sothat C=—* a and we get
AM =2.C
x gauge,
Case IIT. . ges Peete Ver ee
‘(+5) 4M=—_~tt+é
iA
+A AM=2(PM+Q™M)
= 2 x gauge
.". For reasons ae in Case IT.
M = 2C x gauge.
March 5th,
Wm. DonaLpson.
Ae have received a long letter from Mr. Tate, but too late for
publication this week.—Eb. E.]

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
March 5th, 1872.
=
To find approximately the length of the line traced by the crank
AIR EXPLOSIONS,
pin relatively to the ground while it moves through the are Cc,
THomMas
HawkSLey, Esq., President, in the chair.
answer to your question in THE ENGINEER, viz.,
relatively to the engine, proceed as follows, Divide the are C ¢, “IfSrr,—In
THE
paper
read
was
‘‘
On
the
Kind-Chaudron
System
of Sinking
a boiler is burst by air would the boiler be simply laid open,
into a convenient number of equal intervals. Measure the | or would
fragments be scattered as in a boiler explosion?” Shafts through Water-Bearing Strata, without the use of Pum):distances of the two ends and of the points of division of the | beg to the
ing
Machinery,”
by
Mr.
Emerson
Bainbridge,
Assoc.
Inst.
C.E.
say
the
result
would
be
exactly
similar
to
a
boiler
arc from A, Take the mean of those dist
hy Simpson’s
|
Of the total expenditure necessary to open out a coal-field, one
by steam, as steam is only the aérial condition of water,
rule. About the centre B, with a radius B E, equal to that |explosion
of
the
chief
items
of
cost
was
caused
by
the
heavy
expenses
and
follows
the
exact
same
laws
nearly
in
every
respect.
mean distance, describe a circular arc, Produce the radii B C, B ¢,
incurred in sinking the shafts, and when such sinking
G. S. WEBSTER,
till they cut that are in the points Ee. They will also cut | Nottingham, March 2nd, 1872.
Science Teacher in Steam. happened to pass through water-bearing strata, the prov
the rolling circle in the points Dd. Then, while the engine
portion due to this head, of the total cost, was much inadvances through a distance equal to the length of the are Dd,
creased. When a shaft exceeded 200 or 300 yards in depth, ami
and the crank pin moves through the are Ce relatively to the |
TORPEDOES,
when the water occurred near the surface it was usual to keep the
engine, the crank pin traces a trochoidal arc relatively to the
water back by the insertion of cylindrical metal ‘‘ tubbing,” p ace
Sir,—I
doubt
that
I
may
overtask
your
indulgence
in
asking
ground of a length nearly equalto the length of the circular arc Ee. | you to publish further remarks on the above subject; but as upon
a hard bedof rock at a point immediately below the lowesi
Glasgow, 17th Feb, 1872.
W. J. Macquorn RANKINE.
‘A. M.” invites me last week to afford some explanation respect- feeder. Where pits were less than 100 or 200 yards in depth the
PS, To find the mean of a number of quantities by Simpson’s | ing my patent, I trust you will permit me to do so by inserting application of tubbing was not of much service, as the movement
rule, multiply them by the series of multipliers for ordinates this letter, which will probably be final, se far as I am concerned. and dislocation of the strata, consequent upon the removal of the
used in measuring areas and divide the sum of the products by I regret to observe that, whereas he has detected some tend
to coal, generally caused the water to find its way into the underthe sum of the multipliers, When the number of intervals is amuse in my previous communications, this excellent quality ground workings. The sinkings in which there was the largest
even Simpson’s multipliers are for the endmost quantities 1; for seems to be entirely absent in the last epistle you were good quantity of water had been carried in Belgium through the chalk,
the intermediate quantities 4 and 2 alternately. When the pro- | enough to accept. If it has not actually aroused his wrath, it has and in England through the Permian series ;these rocks usually
cess is extended to an entire revolution divided into an even| hear a exerted quite an edifying effect on the somewhat uncertain being sufficiently porous to contain large volumes of water.
number of intervals, use the multipliers 1 and 2 alternately.
temper of your correspondent, This may arise from an uneasy Without exception, in England all such sinkings had been made
To solve the above problems exactly tables of elliptic functions | feeling of convicted sophistry; for though he peremptorily by the use of pumping machinery of sufficient power to keep the
are required; but this degree of precision is superfluous in announced he had ‘‘ blown to atoms” my claim in the matter pit, during the process of sinking, comparatively dry.
=
practice,
W.J.M.R | solely by reference to the inventions of Messrs, Warsop and
It was stated that the question of dealing with wet sinkings in
Whitehead, he now finds it necessary for my demolition to revert the most economical manner would, before long, become of mucli
ter importance than heretofore. In the report of the Royal
to General Paixhans. In reply to my request for a precise statePATENT LAW REFORM,
Commission an estimate was given of the coal remaining in
Sir,—If fifteen years’ practical experience of the evils of the | ment of date and manner of publication on the part of others, he GoalBritish
Islands, as follows :—Coals Faedremaining which is or
existing patent law administration can confer upon an inventor| is obliged to quit the field of insinuation, of vague reference to the
will
have
to be reached by sinkings
ugh the coal measures
‘‘announcements
made
to
the
Admiralty
which
never
reach
the
any claim to a hearing in the discussion upon this subject invited |
million tons, coal yet remaining which is or will have to
in your admirable leader of last week, I can on this score at least Patent-office,” and returns to his former ground. ‘‘ On revient 90,527
be
got
by
sinking
through
the
Permian
and
other formations overtoujours
a
nos
premiers
amours.”
But
your
correspondent
has
an
venture to call attention to the following views.
the coal measures 104,418 million tons ; total, 194,945 million
It appears to me that the cause of failure on the part of unfortunate habit of introducing points in a discussion which lying
tons.
reformers of the patent law lies in this, that the magical principle have no relationto the question at issue, Certainly, this inqui
thus appeared that 104,418 millions of tons, or 54 r cent. of
of novelty is too much associated with the novelty of literary might affect some of the gallant general’s claims as “‘an engineer,” theItremai
of the British coal-fields, would have to Le
publicity, and too little with that which alone can benefit the but what it has to do with his claims as “‘ an officer and a gentle- reached by pitsresources
sunk through the Permian and other formations
man”
especially,
as
I
never
for
a
moment
dreamt
of
impugni
public, viz., novelty of practical existence and commercial use,
them, I am una bie to conceive. It will probably surprise ‘ a M.” more recent than the coal measures ; and, as a rule, more likely tu
I believe that many of your readers will bear me out when I | to
with large volumes of water. With such importani
assert that there are in the archives of the British Museum and of | learn that I have derived my impression as to the intention of be saturated
bearing on the future of coal-mining, it had been consi
the Patent-otfice not a few important manufacturing hints in a | that eminent artillerist from a partial perusal (a few years ago) evidence
dered
that
the
present was an opportune moment to bring unde:
of
his
(General
Paixhans’)
a
But
as
I
cannot
unfortunately
more or less complete form, but which, so long as they exist only |
of the Institution a description of a mode of sinking
on paper, are of no value to the public. It is the working out of now refer to them, I am unable to quote the passage which led the notice
through water-bearing rocks which had proved successfi..
some good idea, commercially non-existent at the time, which me to draw the inference I did. Were I able to do so, I should shafts
certainly give it in extenso, and not by isolated clauses, The true in many cases on the Continent.
confers the benefit for which the reward of patent monopoly is meaning
The plan of sinking pits hitherto practised in this country con
of an author, as is well known, can never be ascertained
really given, and the great mistake consists in making such
in
this fashion ; by which, I believe, it would be possible to obtain sisted in dealing with the water by means of large pumping
immense efforts to do that which is so utterly valueless as to | authenticated
doctrine from the Bible itself. Fortunately, I have engines, in leaving the bottums of the pits dry enough to allow the
insure to a certainty that an invention is merely ideally or | not
vaunted any intimate acquaintance with war material, as I sinkers to block the well, and in keeping back the water in tLe
““notionally ” new.
confess that I have not read all General Paixhans’ works, upper strata by metal rings, cast in segments about 4ft. long, asi
In taking out a patent an inventor is obliged to declare respect- must
ted by
joints, which were wedged tight, when ail
though
I have conversed on this subject with more than one artillery
ing his process or machine that he “is the true and first inventor
professing acquaintance with them, without bearing any the tubbing was fixed. The evils of this system were :—(1) The
thereof, and that the same is not in use by any other person or officer
heavy
first
cost
of
the
plant,
special pumping machinery wa
reference
to
the
general’s
claim.
I
must
ask
your
correspondent
persons to the best of his knowledge and belief.” This declaration to believe that I am not, as he seems to think, obdurately impene- used, (2) The expense of thewhen
tubs, and the cost of fixin,
contains, I submit, the real groundwork on which alone a patent trable to conviction; but that I admit he has now, though not them. (3) The delay caused wedging
by
the
sinkers being compelled t.
should be allowed, and that is simply and solely commercial non- fully and satisfactorily, furnished some ground for belief that I work always in water, (4) The high first
cost of the tubbing and
existence,
fixing it in the shaft, and the liability of the tubbing leaking in
Suppose that the sewing machine invention had been fished up must restrict my claim merely to points of detail. And these, by of
consequence
of
the
numerous
joints,
,
his
previous
letter,
would
appear
to
constitute
the
main
part
and
by an antiquarian from some old book as soon as the first manuof the Kind-Chaudron system these evils were
facturers had begun to receive under their patent monopoly some merit of any invention—though in this I frequently cannot agree toaIn the +application
extent
avoided.
The
system
consisted
of
a
combinatioi.
with
him.
return for their heavy outlay in working the idea into —— ; does
now to my main object in teeing you with this letter. of
Mr. Kind’s well known 4)
tus for boring wells, with au
any common sense man suppose that this blue-moulded notion, If And
‘‘A. M.” will refer to my first letter, he will see I distinctly ingenious device, invented by M. Chaudron, for fixing cylindrical
existing only in a forgotten volume, detracts in the oe
degree
that the chief
I had in view was to render indubi- tubbing under water insuch a manner as to make it quite secure
from the claims of the men who devoted their entire abilities, and, stated
(not “ indubitabh; ,” as printed) my claim. I never tended and water-tight. In the latter part of 1871, the author, accomperhaps, all their money, in creating or re-creating a new industry, table
taking out this patent to carry it beyond the stage of pro- panied by Mr. W. Cochrane, visited the Maurage pits, near Mons.
and convincing the phlegmatic public of something which will do when
visional
protection.
y should I? when this ————? xes where two shafts were being sunk by this process.
shafts,
them good ?
date, and fully registers the nature of the claim, believing, as though having a depth respectively of 373ft. and 593ft. at the date
In many countries the working of an invention is made a con- the
I do, that expenditure on patents for processes or plans only useful of that visit, had been bored that depth under water with a diadition of the continuance of the patent, and in most countries the to
is to ‘‘ outsiders,” in the great majority of cases, meter of 13ft. Gin., the water having been constantly standing at «
importing of an invention by any one, whether the first inventor an Government
extremely profitless investment. As to whether “ provision
depth of 37ft. from the surface,
e Chaudron system consisted
or not, is held to be a public service of sufficient value to entitle protection
”
is,
or
is not, ‘‘a patent,” I do not care to discuss the of the following distinct processes :—(1) The erection of the mathe importer to patent rights. This service of commencing a useful question. Let us not
fall out about terms. Suffice it for me that chinery on the surface. (2) The —_—e the pits to the lowest
manufacture is, I think, the only one which the patent law it is sufficiently “a patent”
to prevent effectually any one subse- art of the water-bearing strata, (3) The placing of the tubbing.
reformers should keep in view, and I hope I shall show that if
4) The introduction of cement behind the tubbing to complete its
commercial non-existence were once recognised as the sole basis of quently patenting or claiming the same thing, which was precisely solidity.
(5) The extraction of the water from the pits, and the
patent right the difficulties of patent records and patent litigation wy tty
to the oy
drawings, OeI am not tir msible
ble forfor th their non-appear- erection of wedged cribs to secure the moss-box, The machinery
would instantly vanish,
ance. I can only say that I was obliged to deposit at the Patent- on the surface consisted of a capstan e — which raised the
The word “‘ novelty” has, however, been boomed so solemnly in office
a drawing in detail, with lettered description, before débris from the pits, and a v
engine, by
of which the
y means
the ears of inventors, especially when their untiring efforts have provisional
was granted ; and that I should sup;
boring tools were lifted at each stroke, the speed of the latter
awakened public attention and made it worth the while of any one can protection
by
application
in
the
proper
way
and
quarter
have
engine
varying
from
fifteen
to
eighteen
strokes
per
minute.
The
manufacturers to rob them of their reward, that it is as well to
to such drawings. I know it is hazardous, in replying to first tool applied was the small trepan, which weighed eight tons
understand clearly what mere literary novelty means, and what it access
our
correspondent,
to
draw
any
inferences,
but
I
presume
the
and
bored
a
hole
4ft.
8Zin.
in
diameter,
the
depth
of
the
boring
is worth. In 1855 a friend of mine filed a petition for letters atent-office did not then, and ery. does not now, publish the
being increased at the rate of from 6ft. to 10ft. per day. The |
patent for an invention which was so wan ang in advance of the drawings
by a trepan weighing 164 tons, which increased ec
of plans for which provisi
protection only is obtained. was
times that no one would help him to work it, and the result was And
‘‘A, M.” seems to me to throw out some doubts as to the size
to 13ft. 6in., and was kept from ten to thirty yards behind the
that he went no further than provisional protection, but conferred actualasexistence
of
drawings
at
all,
I
may
add,
in
case
he
has
access
it
made
by
the smaller trepan. The larger boring tool had
upon the public in return a merely literary novelty in the shape of to official pigeon-holes, that copies of the drawings were deposited
twenty-eight teeth and the smaller tool fourteen teeth, each tooth
a blue-book which no one reads with any profit.
at
the
Admiralty,
where,
or
at
the
War-office,
they
a
|
possibly
weighing
72
lb,
The boring by the larger trepan did not progress
Since that time, however,
have occurred in the partiby a patient explorer. I received official informacular manufacture concerned which should make the introduction be disinterred
in reply to y
uest for the return of my drawings some was
on d
y;
remaining twelve
of his invention now in a perfected and practical form a very easy tion,
that tho
I wouldbe allowed to
them, they hours ae
gees wile thedébris from the pits, When
task if he could only get a valid patent. Wealthy manufacturers years since,
of the water-bearing strata was reached, the tubbing,
not be returned, as the were
to the
don’t care for new inventions because their present trade suffices, could
department, I have now
voured to make the matter as wi
i
of metal cylinders cast in complete
of an
- nay ee
“. Cs scale ——_ help ote clear
can to “a
;” and, in conclusion,
ternal
of 12ft, and a length of 4ft. 9in., was
in
are insured by a
nt against
ous Com)
ion by expressasa Ihope
that
my
explanation
will
enable
the
owner
to
recover
the
shaft,
the
of
tubing
being
connected
by
bolts.
The
ther wealthier scghhous ier ex
ing the £5000 which the his former
positionof patronising and complacent equanimity.
cost.
first machinery and apparatus
Wessescz, tach 5th, 1872.
“ A. ALaxANven,
Now here is a case in which a literary “ novelty” illustrates
[This correspondence must end here, —Ep, E.]
clearly that the function of such novelty is to deprive a manu-

Maron

22, 1879.
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water was lost, and at 14 cube yard where it was again taken up by
the canal below, were :
Acres.
, where it was 25ft. ae
emptying sluicesof
In the Toombuddra basin.. .. .. «. «+ ++ +s ++ 50,000
the locks were a pair to each pair of | gates, i.c., four to each
oo GME
os oo cn o2. 6 se 50 90 09 00 ee
single lock. Each sluice was 4ft. square clear opening, and the
e
e
prepared f
» Moonm@@r proper .. .. oc cc co co oc co 200,080
. the pit, the np of the superincumbent tubbing pressed upon ratio of the inlet ports to the sluice and to the outlet ports was as
» FPennér _ ,
a’ 66 we ee et as “we
3,300
the moss,
and formed a water-tight barrier. The tubbing being 5, 4, and 8 respectively.
;
183,000
thus fixed, the annular s
between it and the sides of the shaft |
To which could be added an expenditure of 2s, an acre :—
was filled with cement, thus insuring the solidity of the tubbing ; , Detail of Irrigating portions of Soonkésala Naviyah!e Canal.
Acres.
after this was finished the standing water in the shaft was drawn |
!
| 2. > | tase
eee
17,000
3.
out, and the joint below the moss-box was made permanently safe
» Koondérproper .. .. «2 «2 «2 of «os «+ 50,000
2
g\*%
|es gz i t.
by the — of several rings of tubbing resting on two strong
aa ree
$2 23
wi
cri!
Grand total .. ..
«+ «« 250,300
Hed.
(25é| 2«
ri
3%
The comparative cost of sinking by the processes referred to was
Bee
$2
\)$2é jSs-F- 22
The supply amply sufficed for
growing a second crop of wheat
oking by re a one ofwhichexhibltedthe
completeete of
for
every
acre
af
ae,
and
it
on
a
already
found
that this culti2
2)|2
|
232
\28
2
=
sin
, and the time occupi
e ordi
system,
at
eighteen
|
rs)
apace - so °
vation was commencing during the first season of the canal being
different collieries, whilst theelke gave the same information for
opened
throughout;
hence
the
revenue
possible
at the present
Cub yds an hour | ft
ft.
ten collieries put down by M. Chaudron’s
The results
water-rate of six rupees an acre, and assuming no first crop irrigated
8
showed that, whilst with the system of sinking by the aid of Soonkésala. 0 75 | 400,000 | 300,000 9
except
rice,
was
£300,000;
and
the
yield,
at
the
average
yield of
pumping machinery, the average cost per foot had amounted to Lockinsula. 75 81 45,000; 45,000) 45
6
| five years under tank irrigation in the Kurnool district, would be
“114°7, and the rate of sinking to 89ft. per month, with the
above
300,000
tons
of
rice-grain,
and
about
500,000
of
rice-straw,
Chaudron process the average cost of all the pits was equal to Jutoor.. .. 95 118 | 100,000; 64,000 50
6 20,000 cubic yds. and about a third of that weight of wheat and wheat straw—quanti|
|
are carried on
£22°9 per foot, and the speed of sinking to 15°8ft permonth. This
could be increased by the importation and use of manure.
172 | 50,000; 36,000; 50
5 to 130th mile | tiesIn which
striking result, which was so much in favour of the Chaudron Rajoli.. ..146
reference to navigation, supposing the 250 million measures
round
the |
system, evinced the importance which this mode of dealing with Adinipully. | 181 190
might be grown under the canal,
of
grain,
which
it was calcula
5,000;
Nil
|
50
5
locks.
water-bearing strata was likely to have.
were not eaten by the 700,000 population on the
spot, the only
_ It was remarked that, where a large quantity of water occurred
means
of
getting
rid
of
them
ly would be by the canal, and
in shallow sinkings, tubbing would be ofno avail and the economy
this
gave,
at
3
lb.
a
measure,
above
300,000
tons.
If
this
quantity
Details
of
the
portions
of
the
Soonkésala
Canal
constructed
for
of boring by the “‘ Niveau plein” system would probably be con|were carried annually over half the length of canal it would give
Navigation only.
siderable. On the other hand, where the strata were hard, and
ae
:
——
|
a
daily
traffic
of
500
tons
a
mile
for
every
working
day;
and to
where the feeders of water were so well separated by beds of rock
No. of Greatest
| this must be added straw, manure, and the commodities purchased
as to allow them to be dealt with separately, the ordinary system
aston
fall in
|
by
the
sale
of
the
product.
of sinking might prove as economical as the Chaudron process.
"| any one.
A brief comparative sketch of the Grand Junction Canal between
The boring of the shaft by the Chaudron process could not be said
Brentford on the Thames and Braunston, and of the Madras Irrimile.
to be advisable below the water-bearing strata, as with an increased
gation and Canal Company’s canal between Soonkésala and Cuddaat Ends
depth the time which could be utilised in boring would become Begins
Total
fall.
pah was then given; and it was stated that the former was comtoslopes.
21
mile.
at
less, and further, the small particles into which the rock was
|Single.
menced about 1795, and was finished in 1805, making, with the
broken by the tool hindered the sinking, so that it progressed
inj
ft.|
Paddington branch, a total length of 102} miles, in ten years, at
{
ft.
|
ft.
|
ft
in|
— slowly than when the shafts were sunk by the ordinary 81 | 95
45
5 | 180 5 |Double.
1 5 | 218 13 Locks measure 12?ft. a cost which ultimately reached about two millions.
e Soor mode,
!
|
by 20ft. clear, with késala Canal, 190 miles long, was commenced in October, 1861, and
18 146
«=50—|:«5 | 187
6|— 17) — | 14) cills at level of was all brought to completion as required by the company’s engage|
canal bed.
At the monthly ballot the following candidates were balloted 172 180
50
5| 9 6|/— 9! — | 18 Besides three level ment with the Government in June, 1871, or about ten years, at
floored entrance a cost which, when it included wharves and floating stock, would
for and duly elected :—Messrs. R. Aitken, C. B. Ker, and G. T.
|
|
|
locks.
reach about 1jmillions. It was interesting to com
the sizes of
Livesey, as members; and Messrs. A. M. Bell, W. H. Fox,
the towns affected by the two canals at the time of their openin;.
J.
ing,, Stud. Inst. C.E., Lieut. W. H. Haydon, R.E.,
The grade, or fall, allowed the canal where it was taken down London had then 864,845 inhabitants, Madras had about 700,000,
— R. F. Taylor, and Mr. H. E. Towle, as associates.
e council reported that acting under the provisions of the irrigating channel varied between 18in. a mile, in one or two Northampton had 7020, Derby 10,832, Dudley 10,107, Walsali
Sect. III. of the bye-laws, they had transferred Messrs. J. Brierley heavy cuttings, and a level in the tanks formed where the canal 10,400, and Birmingham 73,670. On the other hand, Kurnool had
and W. Powell,
m the class of associate to that of member ; was carried over an open valley, by damming it across. In other about 12,000, Cuddapah 25,000, and Nundial probably 7000 or 8000,
also, that, in accordance with Sect IV., they had admitted the places it was usually from 4in. to Gin. °a mile. No measuring Again, the producing and manufacturing powers of the two districts
following oandidates students of the Institution :— Messrs. G. E. sluices were needed. Two sizes of sluices for irrigation were used, were strikingly ‘ae. though in contrast. The Grand Junction
Abrahams, R. W. Fraser, J. J. Gardiner, J. P. Head, J. C. Inglis, besides some small ones, closed by hand, in the first three sections. Canal promoted the production of coal, iron, and lime from below
S. T. Mowbray, and C. R. Parkes.
The smaller size was 18in. wide and Ift. lift, worked by turning the earth’s surface, and the industrious manufacture of exotics by
round a vertical screw lifting a crosshead, to which the cast iron machinery. The Soonkésala Canal could not but promote the proshutter hung. The larger ones had 3ft. 9in. lift, and might be duction of material for food, clothing, and luxury upon the earth s
March 12th, 1872.
5ft. broad, the shutter being made of wood, and raised in the same surface, and the manufacture of food, cloths, colours, papers, Kc.,
for which the Madras presidency had formerly been celebrated over
T. HAWKSLEY, Esq., President, in the chair.
way.
Tet the masonry works, and especially the weirs, contained the whole of Europe and Asia.
THE paper read was “On the Soonkésala Canal of the Madras
A di
ion was
1, but, not being completed, it was
Irrigation and Canal Company,” by Mr. J. H. Latham, M. Inst. C.E. a great variety of work, the chief interest and novelty in the conthat an early evening would be fixed for its resumption.
The cbject of this communication was to give a general de- struction of the canal was undoubtedly the mode of forming the stated
On Tuesday, March 19th, at 8 p.m., a paper was read “ On the
scription of the canal between Soonkésala and Cuddapah, recently banks. These ranged up to a height of 50ft. from the ground
constructed for irrigation and navigation by the Madras Irrigation surface of their site to the water line. In all cases single banks Conditions which Favour and those which Limit the Economy of
The formation of Fuel in the Blast Furnace for Smelting Iron,” by Mr. I. Lowthian
and Canal Company ; and to direct particular attention to the mode were revetted or shingled on the inner slo
of safely constructing high banks for canals or tanks, illustrated by the banks was various, comprising lengths of simple filling, of Bell, Assoc. Inst, C.E., the report of which we must hold over
masonry wall, of masonry face wall, of masonry revetment, till next week.
that work.
It was remarked that the countries possessing the greatest powers of puddled bank, and of puddle-core bank, in different sections
of
the canal. The masonry wall, masonry revetment, and puddleof production were those in which the yearly rainfall was concenTHE ROYAL SOCIETY.
— —-y few —
eee warm weather was the safest core bank came into the author’s hands in 1865 as finished works ;
but
had since been strengthened or raised. The strongest and
or crops at every stage of their sprouting,
growth, and ripening ;
At the meeting on Thursday, March the 14th, three papers were
face wall, and the puddled bank, read. ‘‘The Contributions to the History of the Opium Alkaand, not only in
England but in India,ed eat that cro neue best sections were the masonry
during uncertain weather, as all unirrigated crops must be, were adopted after the experience of two seasons in the working of all loids,” by C. R. A. Wright, D.S., was a continuation of former
nearly as often and as severely injured by rains or floods as by kinda The author estimated the efficiency of these as so equal, contributions. The arguments are intended to establish the
drought. To fully develope the productive powers of land three that the choice between them might be a question of cost. The equality of action in derivatives from codeia and from morphia.
things were needed : first, settled weather, which art could not give only objection to the face wall was that it could not easily be
Messrs. Warren De la Rue, Balfour Stewart, and Benjamin
nor control ; secondly, irrigation, which must be controlled by art ; raised when once built. No portion of this face wall had cote, Loewy presented a memoir on “ Further ey
on
or shown any sign of weakness ; nor, though unprotected in front Plane
and lastly, manure.
Influence upon Solar Activity.” These gentlemen had
Of the native engineering works in the Madras Presidency those by either plaster or puddle, was the leakage more than just sen- previously pointed out that the behaviour of sun-spots with
for the application of waterto irrigate fields and
ens ranked sible. The puddled slopes were even tighter than the face wall, regard to increase and diminution, as they pass across the sun’s
the first, both in magnitude and importance. Of these there were and had proved efficient even when the bank was of the worst visible disc, is not altogether of an arbitrary nature. It has been
grey clay, mixed with salts of lime and soda, supposed that during a period of several months sun-spots will on
three kinds : viz., wells, tanks or reservoirs, and river channels. kind of white and
Of the latter full details were given, and it was remarked that and such as to absurb water ——ethe whole attain their minimum of size at the centre of the disc.
Some
remarks
were
then
offered as to the probable stability of They will then alter their behaviour so as on the whole to diminish
while the rebuilding of the Nellore Anicut, since it was last carried
away, was making progress, the Toombuddra ey of which the a bank, composed of any soil thrown up without either selection during the whole time of their passage across the disc; thirdly,
Soonkésala Canal was a portion, was adopted by the Government. or puddling, when first exposed to water ; and the mode of meeting their behaviour will be such that they reach a maximum at the
This was designed to serve two purposes : first, the continuous irri- the two dangers, of slips and leaks, to which a bank was exposed, centre; and, lastly, they will be found to increase in size duri
gation throughout the year of /wa large areas, of which the prin- was described. The consideration of the problem, how to construct their whole pass
across the disc, These various types of
cipal lay in the Bellary district, the next inthe Koondér Valley, earthen dams, of a great height, which could neither slip nor be behaviour appeared to the observers always to follow one another
and the other in the Nellore district. The second purpose, appa- cut up by leaks, was discussed at some length ; and it was re- in the above order; and in a paper printed for private circulation
rently necessary to the success of the first, was a means of commu- marked that, in practice, the best position for the puddle was on in 1866 the authors discussed the matter at considerable length,
nication by canals, by which the produce of those areas could be the flattest slope in front of the bank, where it should be protected after having carefully measured the area of each of the
ups
sent to a market more cheaply than by cart or railway, more expe- by rubble, the larger and smoother the better, laid on sharp loose observed by Carrington, in order to increase the accuracy of their
vel impervious to vermin. The thickness of this protection must results. In the present instance nineteen or twenty months were
ditiously than by cart, and more securely than by railway.
e
project was originally a
forward by Colonel Haviland; Ce great that it could not be wholly removed as the bank obtained as the approximate value of the period of recurrence of
but it was not till 1858 that the Madras Government, on the report settled. Rubble packed, or very rough stone, as kunkur, was best the same behaviour. The observations extend from the beginning
of General Sir Arthur Cotton and otherengineers, selected it as the avoided, as it would not follow the bank during settlement. The of 1854 to the end of 1860, forming the series of Carrington; the
first work to be undertaken by the Madras Irrigation and Canal uddle would be the most dense part of the banks. Where used Kew series commenced in 1866. There is then nearly a continuous
Company, and assured the shareholders of the co-operation of bythe author, the surface of puddle under construction was series of observations. The behaviour, with
ard to size, ot
Government by guaranteeing 5 per cent. on the first million of ways kept flooded, like a rice field ; and gangs of men, with their the various groups as each passes from left to right across the
er, walked backwards and forwards on short sun's visible disc is discussed in this memoir.
capital raised bythem. In 1861 thatGovernment limited the work arms linked
of construction under the guarantee to the canal between Soon- lengths of it all day, treading it stiff, as layer after layer was added
The average behaviour of spots, as far as can be judged from the
késala and Cuddapah, and the weir at Soméshwaram ; and in 1866 by the contractor's workmen. In order to insure the puddle re- information at present attainable, is not quite symmetrical as
made terms with the company for completing the canal between maining water-tight under all circumstances of original settle- regards the centre of the disc, Without attempting at present
ment, and of alternate wet and drought, it was desirable that it to enter into an expianation of this remarkable phenomenon, the
Kurnool and Cuddapah by the Ist July, 1871.
The canal began at Soonkésala, with a weir across the river Toom- should rest on a substance rather more compressible than itself. authors point to it as a confirmation of their view that most
buddra, 1500 yards in total length of clear overfall, which was To lay it at once on ordinary rammed filling would be too violent a spots are accompanied by a wall-shaped surrounding of facula.
broken into two lengths by an intervening island. The weir change, and it had always been laid by the author on a cushion
bservations show that on the whole the life-history of the facula
moistened and
d; each layer, of 6in. or so, being begins and ends earlier than that of the spot which it surrounds,
stood upon the rocky river bed, and was formed of three patterns, of earth,
viz: (1) of solid rubble masonry of gneiss, trap, and quartzite well wetted, and then sprinkled with enough dry earth to pre- and that throughout a gradual subsidence of this elevated mural
boulders; (2) of gravel concrete, with gneiss rubble facing in front vent it sticking to the rammer, when punned with a rammer of
gee seems to be taking place. But such a diminution of
and rear ; (3)
recent portions were of solid gneiss rubble 40 lb, weight. The rest of the front slope, if not already existing, the wall discloses more of the spot itself, and hence the spot
masonry, with a facing on the lower side of Kurnool limestone had been made of earth rammed dry in the usual way; since areas, measured on the eastern half of the hemisphere, might be
, to establish the expected, cetteris paribus, to be smaller than those observed in the
ashlar, which averaged
-quarters of a yard thick where exposed it was found safest, indeed almost n
toconcussion. Patterns Nos. (1) and (2) hada frontand rear batter of broad rule that nothing but earth should be brought to the front western half. In order to eee oe the causes or concomitants
lin 8; while No, 3hadan upperbatterof
1in 4, and arear face vertical. of the centre line of the bank. The bank was then completed of a departure from the average
viour of spots, the whole mass
All were 8ft. broad at the top, and coped with
limestones of any gravel or bad soil available, the gravel being kept at of observations is divided into four portions, depending a the
lft. thick. The mortar throughout was of Kurnool kunkur, the bottom as much as possible, and the finest soil to the centre. position of a ou, and the planets chosen are Venus, Mercury,
except the joints of the coping, which were of Portland cement. Though such banks were not theoretically perfect, they had never and Jupiter. If the results are examined it will be found that in
inst them. the cases of Venus and Mercury there are indications of a beThe coping was joggled wherever the Anicut (which was not failed, nor given trouble upon letting the water
straight, but followed the tine of highest solid rock) was concave The lengths entirely const ucted on these rules were insi +
haviour of sun-spots appearing to have ref
to the positiors
in planon the upstream side. No part of the Anicut formed on but about five miles of old bank had been faced with puddle lai of these planets. This behaviour may be characterised as follows:
any of the above patterns, either with or without the coping, had on earth rammed moist.
—The average size of a spot would appear to attain its maximum
ever failed. The height varied from 6ft. to 26ft., and averaged
In the execution of the Soonkésala Canal the cost of earth-work on that side of the sun which is turned away from Venus or from
about 18ft. ;and the highest eg
flood rose 74ft. over the varied from 2d. to 6d., of rock cutting from 6d. to 2s., and of ma- | Mercury, and to have its minimum in the neighbourhood of Verus
crest. From the pond above the Soonkésala weir the water was sonry from 5s. to 10s, per cubic yard. Much rubble masonry, | or of Mercury.
admitted into the canal by a head sluice without any lock. The including archwork, was done in aqueducts and .-~ ata rate The authors leave it for others to remark upon the nature and
face of the head sluice was kept clear by the scour of ten under of 8s, a cubic yard over all, with centreings found.
rt!hwork in strength of the evidence now deduced as to a connection of some
sluices at a lower level in the weir, the stream to which was forced black cotton soil 6ft. deep, or thrown into banks, was performed sort between the behaviour of sun spots and the positions of the
against
the front of the head sluices by a long curvilinear
rapidly during the year 1870at 2}d. a cubic yard. The actual planets Venus and Mercury. They think, however, it must be
From this natural main supply channel the water was taken at cost of the
seventy-five miles of canal—the length whose allowed that the investigation is one of interest and importance ;
four points, viz. :—at Loc!
Jutoor, Rajoli, and Adinamaya- main office was to carry water for distribution below—had been and they trust that arrangements may be made for the systematic
insure a
pully, by the et yee of
weirs across it, with £8710 per mile, inclu
headworks. The next 115 miles, continuance of solar observations in such localities as
under sluices in the
to keep down the silt, and head sluices including locks and all
, had cost
per mile; and the daily picture of the sun’s disc, The influence of blank days
the value of a series of sun observations
across the channel to control the supply, and entrance locks. The whole canal, including the expensive weir across the Pennér, had in diminis
est. The behaviour across the sun's disc of
following tables
ed the
it es of these canals.
cost £5260 per mile. These rates included
all English stores and is very
‘s series out of a total number of 885
Besides
the weirs, someof
masonry
works on the canal plant used for the work; but to cover the cost of engineering, 421 groups of
led; the same for 373 out of 544 groups
deserved notice, The Hindry Aqueduct carried the canal, 90ft. management, and stores in stock never issued for use, about 50 per groups has been
observed at Kew. ‘Thus, out of a total of 1429 groups, the record
broad and 8ft. deep, clear waterway, over that river, at an eleva- cent. required to be added to these
figures,
necessitate
tion of 32ft. by fourteen 40ft. arches, the le:
between the
The powers of irrigation
by the canal, estimated at only contains the behaviour of 7M. Blank
abutments being G5lft. The lowest headway, at full water, under 2 cube yards of water an hour per acre of rice where the waste interpolations. It is therefore of much importance for the future
first. The moss-box consisted of two cylinders,
one sliding inside
‘orm &

--es
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of such researches that there should be several observing stations
so placed as to insure the daily record. These are not experiments
that can be multiplied ad libitum; for in this case Nature gives
us in a year or in ten years a certain amount of information, and
no more, while it depends upon ourselves to make a good use of
the information which she affords. It is already universally
acknowledged that we ought to make the best possible use of the
few precious moments of a total eclipse; but such observations
must
ily be i
plete unless they are followed up by the
equally important if more laborious task of recording the sun’s
surface from day to day.
The “‘ Decomposition of Water by Zincin conjunction with a more
Negative Metal” was the title of a paper by Messrs. J. H.
Gladstone, Ph. D., and Alfred Tribe, F.C.S. Pure zinc is incapable
of decomposing pure water, even at 100deg. Cent., but at aconsiderably higher temperature it is known to combine with its oxygen.
Davy exposed pure water for two days to the action of a pile of
silver and zine plates, separated only by pasteboard, without
obtaining any hydrogen ; Buff, however, had shown that a very
minute trace of gas can be formed at the ordinary temperature by
a pair of zinc and platinum plates. By bringing the metals closer
together, and thus increasing the electri
tension of the
liquid, the authors could effect the same combination of
zine with oxygen at the ordinary temperature which takes place
without the second metal at a very high temperature.
On thin sheets of zinc and copper being hammered together, and
placed in a bottle filled with distilled water, small bubbles of gas
were formed ; the same result obtained when the experiment was
tried in a more perfect form. Under the microscope the bubbles
of gas are seen to form, not on the zinc, but among the copper
crystals, and sometimes to make their appearance on the glass at
some distance off. Lest it might be contended that the free
oxygen usually present in distilled water had been the means of
starting this action, the experiment was repeated with water as
free from oxygen as could be obtained by boiling. Iron and lead,
under similar cir
tances, also d
posed pure water, and the
action of magnesium was greatly increased by conjunction with
copper. The effect of the more negative metal was the same as
would have been produced by an increase of heat. From a practical point of view this experiment may serve as a ready means of
preparing pure hydrogen ; from a theoretical point of view its
interest seems to lie in the fact that the dissociation of a binary
compound by means of two metals may take place at infinitesimally short distances, when it would not take place were the
layer of liquid enough to offer resistance to the current, and also
in the correlation between this force and heat,
THE SOCIETY OF TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS.
On Wednesday, March 13, Mr. C. W. Siemens, president, in the
chair, a paper, and in fact the first paper, was read by Mr. R. S.
Culley, ‘“‘ On Automatic Telegraphs,” of which the following is an
abstract.
The advantage of machine over hand labour is as apparent in
telegraphy as in any other mechanical art, even without regarding
speed, for signals mechanically sent will always be better formed
and more legible than those sent by the key. But we are able to
show from experience that a greatly enhanced speed can be attained, and that the automatic principle is of the greatest value.
Of this there can be no doubt whatever. Alexander Bain first
introduced the mode adopted in all systems of signalling by means
of perforated paper. I tried his plan between Manchester and
Liverpool in 1852, but the want of efficient punching apparatus and
the varyinginsulation, which allowed rapid signalling in fine weather,
only, impaired its working. Three years since, I have obtained a rate
of sixty between London and Southampton. Bain transmitted signals by punching them out of a paper ribbon in such a manner that
the punctures were really the Morse signals themselves—as it were
magnified. A wire brush or other contact point rested on the
ribbon, and made contact with a metal wheel through the holes
cut in the paper. But this plan has several objections; dust or
fibres of the paper are apt to interfere with the contacts, and,
what is more important, the spring or brush is acted on by the
edges of the holes, so as not to touch the metal wheel over a considerable portion of the space allowed for contact, So much is
this the case, that it was found better to lengthen the perforations
in the paper and to run the machine faster. The system now
employed by the department is Wheatstone’s, where the contacts
are made between levers and studs, the paper being used to regulate the movement of these contact pieces.
This arrangement gives much more uniform and trustworthy
contacts than can be obtained between a brush, or spring, and a
revolving wheel, and affords great facilities for the production of
the compensating current.
When the speed of transmission is increased, inductive embarrassment, similar to that experienced on a cable, arises; and
probably even in a comparatively short loop-ended wire line not
more than seventy words per minute could be attained on Bain’s
principle of unreversed currents.
When I speak of speed I mean the rate at which legible signals
can be produced. With reversals speed is increased, but is still
considerably lower than the maximum attained on a good line,
because of t —_ charge communicated tothe wire by adotand
a dash. It is well known that a succession of equal currents of
opposite signs at equal intervals will give perfectly distinct dots
at a very much higher speed than the dots and dashes of an alphabet can be produced. The next mn
then was to produce
the Morse signs by currents of equal duration ; but as the intervals
between the currents were necessarily unequal, the alphabet was
still more slowly produced by the simple See The speed of a
succession of letters (an alphabet) consequently depends on the
distance between the letters—the greater the interval the slower
the speed, because the electrical conduction of the wire varies.
The speed is generally limited more by defects in the formation
of the letter than by the loss of dots or running together of marks,
and the defects are greatest where the greatest irregularity in the
intervals between currents exists, as fiinF..—.andR. — ,
The author then described the apparatus by the aid of diagrams.
In order to maintain as great a uniformity as possible in the
electrical condition of the wire a system of compensating currents
was —
This was effected in the first instance by bridgin
over the break in the circuit which occurs when the pin is pn
by the paper, by resistance coils, so that a weak current was sent
in the interval of break, the strength of which currents could be
regulated by varying the resistance. The system was further
improved upon by an alteration of the transmitter, by which the
compensation was more accurately applied, and it is upon this
principle the apparatus is at present constructed, although further
ex
ents in a different direction are in progress which may
bring about a further improvement in the system.
In a circuit composed partly of overground wires, and partly of
buried or submarine wires (and all circuits contain a considerable
portion of buried wires), the position of the underground wire or
cable will affect the speed at which the two stations can receive
from each other,
If the buried portion or portions be srmmaicically placed with
respect to the two stations, as when the land lines at each end of a
cable are bapod in length and resistance, the two stations will be
alle to read each other equally well; but if the land line on one
side be much longer than the other, the rate at which the station
at the end of the shorter land line will be able to receive will be
less than that at which the station situated at the end of the longer
land line can receive from the other. This difference of speed is
sometimes very considerable, and the difference is the greater as
the lengths and resistances of the land lines on each side of the
cable are the more different.
The London and Amsterdam circuit is composed of first a suspended wire of 130 miles, then a cable of 120 miles, lastly on the
Dutch sidea suspended wire of twenty miles, Hereit was found that
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the relative speeds of signalling
si
ing were as 9to 6, the higher speed
,
was inbeing Amsterd am to London. The rate to Amste
creased by decreasing the resistance of the batteries, and still further by the insertion of a high resistance, as much even as 5000
ohms at Amsterdam (in the receiving circuit only) to delay the
discharge of the cable.
4
But in the case of the London and Dublin circuit, where the land
lines were 266 and 10 miles respectively, and the cable 66, in all
342 miles, the addition of resistance at Dublin in the receiving
circuit has no appreciable effect, because the length of land line on
this side is too great to permit the cable being sufficiently charged.
Here the speeds are 40 and 80 respectively.
In fact the speed to Cork from London is thirty-eight words, or
nearly as high as London to Dublin, though the distance is greater,
the English line being 298, cable 62, and Irish line 124, in all 484,
Here the resistance per mile of the line wire is less; the wire
being of a larger gauge; but the more central position of the cable
has a considerable effect. Moreover, the resistance of the English
line is equal to nearly 149 miles of the Dublin line, so that the
potential of the English end of this cable can be raised above the
corresponding end of the Holyhead cable.
The apparatus as at present made can be arranged either to send
what are technically called ‘‘ permanent” currents, and to
represent an ordinary double current key, and to send short initial
and final currents separated by an interval of insulation, called the
“intermittent ” system, or a strong initial and final current, each
followed by weaker currents of the same sign, the strength of
which can be regulated with great exactness by the amount of resistance which is placed in the battery circuit. This is called the
** compensated” system.
In practice the system of working is this—-If the weather be dry
and the insulation high, the ‘‘intermittent,” or perhaps the
“* compensated” system, with a very high resistance, giving a very
weak compensation current. When there is contact, the ‘* permanent” system, or the ‘‘compensated,” with a low resistance. This
is to keep out the strong current on the same principle as the
D.C. key. In the case of contact it is sometimes found serviceable
to add resistance at the receiving end of the circuit, increasing the
battery power. It is simply to lessen the tendency to receive the
leakages from the adjoining wires. It has been already shown
how resistance is used at the receiving end of the circuit where
there are submarine cables. It is used on ordinary land lines for
a similar purpose, that of balancing the position of the buried
wires.
It is found that an east and west wire’s speed is decreased about
noon. The cause is not clear, but it probably is due to the ordinary diurnal variation in earth currents. There may also be something due to the increased resistance of the wires at the increased
temperature. In all cases speed is increased by inserting a
shunted condenser at the receiving end. There is also a very
noticeable amount of embarrassment due simply to the magnetic
inertia of the electro-magnet of the receiver. On short circuits it
begins to be felt with permanent currents at seventy words, with
intermittent at 100 words, and with compensated at an intermediate speed varying with the strength and duration of the compensating current. We have been for some time engaged in
experiments for the purpose of dispensing with the electro-magnet,
adopting the well known principle of a light movable helix and
a large fixed magnet, or a helix within a helix. It may be interesting to state the actual speed attained. To Aberdeen, 60
words per minute; Sunderland, 90 words per minute; Manchester, Liverpool, and Cardiff, 120 words per minute.
In some cases as many as four intermediate stations are introduced in the circuits devoted to the press, on which 1000 words
are got off in twenty minutes with regularity. For news work the
ribbons are punched in duplicate, or even in triplicate, and the
same perforated ribbon is used for several sets of stations in succession. Indeed, were it not for the automatic system it would
have been impossible for the Post-office to convey the large amount
of matter handed in by the Press Association.
Messrs. Preece and Foster took a prominent part in the ensuing
discussion of Mr. Culley’s paper. The former remarked that
the most essential part of the Morse alphabet is not the dot or
dash, but the space. He calculates a night’s work now done by
telegraphs in this country as equal to the transcription of 1000
columns of the Z'imes at 2000 words each.
At the next meeting, on Wednesday, March the 27th, Captain
P. Colomb, R.N., will read a paper ‘‘ On Telegraphy at Sea,”
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of the cable perpendicular to its own Jength, in feet per second,
the opposition g = ¢v% For a rough Atlantic cable, g = 0154,
and as the cable weighed 0°2575 Ib. per foot, cx = 1°294ft, per
second = 0°765 knot per hour. The inclination ¢ of the straight
line with the horizon depended on the Kase v of the ship, and
on v not being at all affected
by the length of the rope. If
w = the weight of cable in water per foot; and m = q v%, then
Cos. p = ah ont —=—™,
Hence the greater the value of g and v the smaller the inclination
with the horizon. The rough Atlantic cable, when the ship- was
going at six knots per hour, lay at an angle of 6 deg., so that the
inclined plane was seventeen miles long, and each foot of the cable
took nearly three hours to reach the bottom. The strain T at the
top of the inclined plane, if there were no friction preventing the
rope from slipping back along the plane, would be equal to the
weight of a piece of cable hanging plumb from the surface of
the water to the bottom, or T = w x, where w = weight per foot
run of the cable, and « = depth in feet. Taking friction into account, however, if # = resistance due to friction on each foot of
the cable when running out at the velocity ry, and assuming
m = dt Mu, G was found to be equal to 0°00504, or 0°81 cwt.
per knot of cable when slack was paid out at the rate of one knot
per hour. Slack being paid out at this rate, and when y = 6°45 deg.
the strain was diminished by one-half, and if slack were paid out
the rate of 1°4 knot per hour, to 23} per cent. A cable like the
French Atlantic (whose weight in water = 0°753 tons per knot)
would require no retarding force whatever. The strain T, when
the ship was running at the velocity 1, and the cable with the
greater velocity vi could be found from the formula
vu
2
Ti =we—m (rete ¢)
sin. @
The correctness of the above theory had been amply proved in
practice. If in seas two miles deep the cable hung in a catenary
twelve and three-quarter miles long, the weight to be carried
would be 8} tons, and the strain on the cable 29 tons ; while ifthe
cable hung in a catenary the inclination of which to the horizon
at the stern was 9° 30', the length would be twenty-four miles, the
weight 17 tons, and the strain 102 tons, instead of about 14 cwt.
—the strain actually observed for the Atlantic cable when being paid
out at seven knots per hour, while the ship was going at six knots
per hour. The rise and fall of the ship, even in heavy weather,
very slightly affected the strain while paying out, on account of
the slight inclination of the cable to the horizon,
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4 ag stone.”
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670. | 'REDERICK inion UNDERHAY, Crawford-passage, Clerkenwell,
J. Axperson, Londonderry, “ Deceloping motive power.” Dated Ath
23rd November, 1871.
London, “ Improvements in apparatus for controlling the supply of
Ranth.
+ huildi , Chancery-lane,
September, 1871.
3189. CuHarRLes Denton ABEL, Sout
water to dwelling-houses and other buildings.”
The inv ention consists mainly in igniting a mixture of combustible gus
London, ‘Rotary or centrif ugal pumps.”—A communication from
671. Ropert Biacksurn, Exeter, De
hire, “‘ Im
ts in (appaair in a continuous manner in a chamber or channel near a 1 male or
ratus and in means for ‘treating sewage for agricultural purposes.”
George Webster Heald, William Frederick Morris, and Emily Sisco.— and
orifice through which the gases, vf greatly increased volume, due w the
672. Witt1am Exati, Reading, Berks, ‘‘Improvements in tube ex24th November, 1871.
issue in the form of a jet. Such jet may be applied tu
3277. _ ALEXANDER avis Ciark, Chancery-lane, London, “Steam combustion,
panders.”
produce
of air or other fluid, or the gases are led into a reaction
—A
on from Paul Henri Leblond and Albert turbine, aso current
67h. Rozert Svurcutrre, Castle Mills, Idle, ,near Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ An
as to thereby impart rotation to machinery.
Mulot.—5th December, 1871.
improvement in steam e
lubricators.”
674. Joun Henry Jounson, a s-inn--fields, London, ‘‘ Improvements 3291. REGINALD STANLEY and Jacos STANLEY, Nuneaton, “‘ Tiles and 2327. H. Bacpwiny, Islington, * Steam boilers, de.”—Dated 4th September,
1871.
in apparatus for night si
—A communication from Eugéne
quarries.”—tth December, 187
This invention consists in the preparation of two fluids, one of which
Francois Désiré Ruggieri, I ~~
3305. ae * woes Spalding,” “Invalid beds and couches, &c."—7th
675. WittiamM EpwaRD ae Chancery -lane, London, ‘ Improveis intended to remove incrustations from boilers, while the other is
December,
ments breech-1
ordnance.”—A communication from Nathan 3350. Grote inataxo, Handsworth, “ Knives and forks.”—11th December, intended to prevent the formation of incrustation, The first fluid is
Thompson, Brooklyn, i. York, U.
composed of furty parts of perchloric acid, ten parts of oxide of —o
1871
676. WiLL1aM Epwarb NewTon, Chancery--lane, London, “ Improvements 3463. ALEXANDER MetvitLe CLiarK, Chancery-lane, London, “ Reefing ten parts oxalic acid, two parts of caramel, one part of African oil, and
in hoisting apparatus, parts of which improvements are alsu applicable
and furling ships’ sails.”— A communication from John Edward thirty-eight parts of distilled water. The second fluid is composed of
to other
”— 4 communication from William Draper Andrews,
Wortham. —21st December, 1871.
cighty parts of salts of wormwood, ten parts hydrochlorate of ammonia,
Brookhaven, New York, U.8.
3471. Wittiam Heyry Yeomans, Astwood Bank, near Redditch, “‘ Sewing five parts of oxalate of ammonia, one part of vil of almonds, one part of
677. Samvuet Henry Steraexs, Breage, near Helston, Cornwall, “ Immachine needles.”-—22nd December, 1871.
carbolic acid, and fifty parts of distilled water. The fluids are also
proved
hi
for red
tin stuff and other partially pulverised 45. Wittiam Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Printing applicable for cleaning iron surfaces, and the second fluid may be used as
ores to extract “the metal Soon. and also for grinding paint,
machinery.” — A communication from Richard March Hoe. — 5th a lubricant.
cement, and other hard substances, together with feed capes
January, 1872.
2338. D. 8. Brows, London, “ Obtaining motive power.”—Dated Sth Septherefor, which is also applicable to other pulverisers.”
105. Ropert Brows, Albion-street, Leeds, ‘‘ Ventilating stoves.”
tember, 1871.
6 9. Witt1am Ropert Lake, South
aan, “‘Im- 110. Joun Fretp SWINBURN, Birmingham, “* Breech-loading small arms.”
The employment s.pane in an intermittent manner to expand and
provements in railway rails.”—A communication from George Washing—l3th January, 1872.
contract
a confinedfi
ton Newton Yost, Corry, Pennsylvan:
195. Witt1aM Huse, Birmingham, ‘‘ Metallic bedsteads, cots, &c."”—20th 2340, J. Fixxey,
pinaa
"—Dated ith Seton, 187L.
681. btenes EpwarpD CARRINGTON, Stoc'! port, Cheshire, ‘‘ Improvements
January, 1872.
The object of this invention is mainly to regulate the speed of a steam
223. ALFRED Forp, Elgin-crescent, Notting-hill, London, “ Treating oils.” engine
in
ction of felt hats.”
indirectly by the action of the governor balls, whilst an indepen682. jou WriuraM MEttrnc, Birkett Bank, Wigan, Lancashire, “‘ Certain
—2th January, 1872.
force is employed to open and close
the throttle valve. The governor
improvements in engines actuated by steam or other elastic fluid.” —Sek 252. BENJAMIN JOSEPH BaRNarRD MILLs, Southampton-buildings, London, dent
having thus seestionly no work todo, are extremely sensitive to any
* Seal locks.”—A communication from the American Seal Lock Com- balls,
March, 1872.
variation of speed.
pany.—25th January, 1872.
F. Lane and C. Reicnert, Glasgow, “ Pressure gauges.”—Dated Sth
Inventions ay
fee Six Months on the Deposit of 272. WILLIAM GLEN Ww ALKER, Helensburgh, N B., “‘ Preserving food.”— 2342. September,
1871.
29th January, 1872.
Specificatio:
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the applicaWILLIAM Ropert LaKE, Southampton-buildings, London, ** Wood
683. WILLIAM aM... 7 JoHN eer
OE as Improve- 345.pavement.”—A
tion
of
a
tubular
spring having elasticity greatly in excess of the final
communication
from
Benj:
min
B.
Hotchkiss.
iments in machinery for sizing and
g yarns.”—Oth March 1372.
Rosert Lake, South
London, ‘ Blocks range of the gauge, the degree of elasticity being regulated by means
6%, JuLius Roperts, Seaford, Sussex, ‘“‘ Improvements in the construc- 346.for Witttam
paving, &c.”—A communication from Benjamin 'B. Hotchkis«.—2nd of a compound lever and grooved pulley upon the axis of the index
tion of tramways, ‘and in apparatus to be used in connection therepointer.
Ralen 1872.
with.”—7th March, 1872.
354. Wittiam Betts, Wharf-road, City-road, London, ‘‘ Capsules.
2346. W. E. Newton, London, “ Furnaces."—A communication.—Deted Sth
710. Georce Tomumnson BovsFie.p, Louapiperas Park, Brixton, 355.
WiLu1aM Betts, Wharf-road, City-read, London, “ Capsuling bottles,
September, 1871.
Surrey, ‘‘ Improvements in sewing
ication from
&c,”—3rd
February,
1872.
The combustion chamber is constructed with its arch or roof perforated
James Alford House, Bridge Port, Connecticut,Tt 8. —8th March, 1872. 359. WALTER WeLpon, The Cedars, Putney, ‘‘ Obtaining and d
I 4 g with air openings, and with a rearward direction between the supply
London, “‘ Improve717. Witt1am RoBert ‘Lake, §South
sulphate of sodium, &c.”—-5th February, 1872.
opening for the fuel and the outlet at which the gaseous products of cumments in machines for cleaning cotton.”
— A communication from
Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Weighing bustion escape.
Nathan Bardin Hail, Providence, Rhode Island, US .— Sth March, 1872. 406. WILLIAM Epwarp Newton,
tion’ from Albert Hamilton Emery.—7th 2355. E. T. Huones, London, “ Expansion valve with self-acting val
722. WILLtaM RoBeRT Laxe, South
, London, ‘‘Im1872.
vernors for steam engines.” "A comm nication from 457.February,
provements
motion.” —A communication.—
Dated! bth September, 1871.
OLIVER CROMWELL SETCHELL, Albany-road, Camberwell, Surrey,
h
New York, U.S.—Sth March, 1872.
James
In one arrangement of this invention the valve is comected to a tube
“Treating or pre)
waste substances for lighting fires.”"— passing
732. Asa JonNson, New York, U.S sy Improvements in machines for
through the valve-box, and containing a red, the lower end of
13th
Fe
oo
1872.
rolling metal.”—9th March, 1872.
which reaches into the cylinder, the upper end being connected to a
Fritz Hite, Flora Villa, Brentford, “ Treating and utilising sewage.” piston
733. Samuet Horatio Hopees, Suffolk, Massachusetts, U.S., “‘ Improve- 484.—lith
in the cylinder. This cylinder communicates by a passaye having
February, 1872.
ments in machinery for trimming or burnishing the ‘soles or both soles 494. WILLIAM
two entrances, one shut by a spherical valve, the other by a screw worked
Simons
and
AnpREw
Brown,
Renfrew,
N.B.,
“Steam
and heels of boots or shoes.” —9th March, 1872.
cone, a nut on the piston-rod regulating the piston. The expansion
hopper
760. Wittiam Rosert Lake, South
ild
London, ‘Imcylinder inside the valve-box, and two
Mernep v INCENT NeEwTox, Chancery -lane, London, “ Lever v alve is contained in a theshortinterior
provements in the manufacture of boots and shoes, and in apparatus 500.
of the cylinder with the interior of
punches.’ "A communication from Nathan Thompson.—16th February, the valve box. In icate
therefor.”—A communication from Louis Coté, St. Hyacinthe, Canada,
another arrangement a central rod passes through the
872.
and Charles Edward Seymour, Montreal, Canada.—12th March, 1872.
+ huildi , London, “‘ Breech- valve, the lower end entering the cylinder, the top cad coming in contact
521. Wintias Robert Lake, 8 +}
a lever connected with the collof the small piston. In some cases
le
fire-arms.”—A communication from George Henry Earnest.— with
the small piston may be moved by a lever and weight.
February, 1872.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid. 545.17thWittiam
2356. A. V. NewTox, London, * * Apparatus for returning the products of
EDWARD
Newton,
Chancery-lane,
London,
“
I
ithographic
763, James Porreous, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., and Henny Gisson,
combustion escaping From locomotive engine cad other Jurnaces to the sire
printing machinery.”—A communication from Richard March Hoe.Musselburgh, Midlothian, N.B., ‘* Tobacco. 12th’ Ma rch, 1869.
chamber of suck Jurnaces."—A communication. —Dated bth September "
February, 1872.
823. Jonn Nap RAMSDEN, Bradford, Yorkshire, “Looms for weaving.” 561.20thFreperick
1871,
ALBert
Garry,
Accrington,
“
Printing
and
dyeing
cotton
—18th March,1
This invention relates to a mode of economising the consumption of
fabrics.”—2lst
February,
1872.
004. WILLIAM em: Sunderland, Durham, “Marine steam engines.” — 574. Vicron ArMaND Roquescourt, Rue de Tracy, Paris, “‘ Artificial fuel in the boilers and furnaces of locomotive, stationary, and marine
__lat April, 1869.
engines.
The economy is obtained by arresting in the chiiuney the selid
73. Henry Critcnerr Bartuett, Garlick-hill, London, and AnrHoyy 576.flowers.”
gaseous products of combustion, and returning the same to the fire
WittiamM Epwarp NeEwrToy, Chancery-lane, London, “ Hoisting and
" GAPPER Sovurusy, Bulford, Wilts, “* Paper13th March, 1869.
chamber in combination with a supply of oxygen, which will insure
apparatus.”—A
communication
from
Harriet
»
Martha
Fink
806. Epwarp Roper, Garrick-street, London, and JEORGE Suaw, "Penktheir consumption.
and Charles Griffin Keys.—22ad February, 1872.
hull New-road, Stoke-upon-Trent, Staff
re, “ Printing blocks, &c.” 688.Storer,
Roperrt Porter and Taomas Lane, Fenchurch-street, London, 2373. 8. Smrrn and E. Leecu, Rochdale, “* Furnaces Jor consuming smoke.
—l6th March, 1369.
**
Apparatus
used
in
the
manufacture
of
gas,
parts
of
which
improve—Dated 8th September, 1871.
eee. JOnN | BARRACLOUGH FELt,i Spark Bridge, near Newton-in-Cartmel,
meuts are also applicable to boiler and other furnaces.”— 23rd Febrwary,
At the back end of the fire-bars and in front of the ordinary bridge they
&c."—24th ;March, 1869.
1872.
form a wall or false bridge of fire-brick, about 18in. thick and cunsiderTem CHARLES i
ABEL, South
*o") Chancery-lane, 602. WaLtreR Wewpox, The Cedars, Putney, “Treating and applying ably
lower than the former, lea
an air space or chamber of about din.
London, “‘ Healds for weaving.” —165th March, 1869
chlorine.”—26th February, 1872. huilad
between it and the ordinary b:
» communication being left open
799. OLpHAM Wuitraker, HANDEL WALLWORK, and Isatan WALLWORK, 624.dilute
Georce Hanp Sirs, Soutl
, London, ‘Metallic between the said air space and the ashpit. The top of this air space is
Lancashire, “Saddles, &c., for maalloys.” —28th February, 1872.
provided with bars of iron or with a grating or perforations to allow the
i SULLIVAN, Thornton, Simcoe, Ontario, Canada, “‘ Chamber air to enter the furnace between the two bridges and mingle with the
» LInudgate-hill, London, 659.vessels,”—2nd
March, 1872.
gases and smoke, so as to assist the combustion at this point.
675. Wittram Epwarp Newrox, Chancery-lane, London, *‘ Breech-loading 2381. W. P. Goutpine, London, ** Packing for steam aud other joints.”
ce.”—A communication from Nathan Thompson.
Dated 9th September, 1871.
oils.”"—16th April, 1868. Hewghheeonghecnd, Beiaton, 679. enanast
Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Railway
specification describes forming a packing for steam
08. MAS En: — Georce Ittston, Birmingham, ‘Sewing
rails.".—A communication from George Washington Newton Yost. —5th andThisotherprovisional
joints from wood fibre reduced to a pulp by iissolving out from
March,
1872.
the silica, resin, and other impurities. The pulp is made up intu
899. CHARLES BRAHAM PARKINSON, Aaron Mercatr, Joun Mercacr, and 683. WILLIAM LANCASTER and Jonny BuL.oven, Accrington, “Sizing and itboards
or sheets, and is cut up into washers or packing rings of the
_— Hesketu HEALD, Soe for spinning.” —24th March,
dressing yarns.”—6th March, 1872.
desired shape and size.
710. GEORGE Yn:
BoUsPIELD, Loughborough Park, Brixton, 2382.
EF. Rav, Brussels, ‘‘ Gauges.”—Datcd 9th September, 1871.
tion from James AlfordHouse.
invention consists in constructing pressure and vacuum gauges
717. WittiaM Ropert peta South
ng’
, “‘Cleaning andThisother
like gauge with dials ca — o — illuminated by meus
b
THAM, West
, Victor
cotton.”—A communication from Nathan | 4144 Hail.
of a lamp or other source of lightplaced behind the dial, thus rendering
minster, “ Filtering and straining liquids, &c.""_17th March,1
722.
Wintiam
Rosert
Lake,
South
p
,
London,
“Governors
dialsas easy of inspection at hight as in the daytime.
su.adlanees Rouake, Manchesters
“Textile fabrics, 4c." cl7th,March,
for
Pato
ication from James Bloomer Duff.—8th such
722. W. R. Lake, London, “ Steam engines.”"—A communication.—-Date!
1872.
820. =gt ee go ™, Crewe, Cheshire, ‘‘ Ventilating railway tunnels.” ay. ASA JOHNSON,
8th March, 1872. tat
New York, U.S., “‘ Rolling metal.”
—18th Ma:
This invention
in the arrang
t of a centrifugal or rotary
SAMUEL Horatio Hopaes, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S., “Trimming
831. Witt1am Tuomas Suae, Vincent Works, Vincent-street, Westminster, Lay
pump
receiving motion from a steam engine and working in a barrel or
or
the
soles
or
both
soles
and
heels
of
boots
or
shoes.”
—9th
‘oe
ers.” —18th March, 1869.
cylinder containing a piston, which connects with the throttle valve of a
1872.
874. GeorcEe TOMLINSON Bousrie.p, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrcy, 760,March,
steam
engine
in
such
a
manner
that
whenever
the speed of the engine
Wituiam
Rosert
Lake
z,
8
ildi
London,
‘“
Boots
Sc
- velting felt cloths,”—22nd Ma rch, 1869,
point the pressure of the fluid brought to
and shoes.”—A =
= = Coté and Charles Edward increases beyond
bear on the governor
action of the rotary pump closes the
Seymour.--12th March, 1872.
throttle valve, and when the speed of the engine decreases the throttle
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid.
valve opens, and by these means a simple, effective, and sensitive
ing any one of such applications governor
All
S — n interest in
775..ArTHUR Giraup Brown1ne, Victoria-strect, eeaeten, ** Sockets should
is obtained, which can be u
with equal advantage for
in
writing
of
their
objections
to
such
applications
leave
parti
for fencing and teenph posts,”—20th March, 1
stationary or marine engines. With the rotary pump and governor piston
at
the
office
bat
the
(
Commissioners
of
Patents,
within
fourteen
days
of
its
$22. Josern TALL,
“ Walls, houses, &c.” Sar March, 1865.
is
a “co
,”" which is {firmly secured in the governor
date.
734. SaMUEL BaGsTerR Deine Charlotte-row, Mansion-house, London,
cylinder and serves to concentrate the fluid in the annular space between
an
timber.”—16th March, 1865.
its
and the said cylinder by the action of the pump, thereby preduring the week ending ducing
7
i WituiaM MENELAUs, Dowlais Ironworks, Glamorganshire, ‘‘ Puddled List of Specifications stesso
an increased pressure of the fluid on the governor piston.
balls
or blooms of iron and steel.”—20th March, 1865.
1805, 10d.; 1820, 10d.; 1825, 3s. Sd.; 1833,“Ml 1848, 10d.; 1801,10d.;
1866, 84.; 1872, Is. 8d.; 1879,bd.; 1818,104.51881, 10d.; 1888, 1
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
Notices of Intention “to
to Proceed with Patents.
8d.; 1894,
¥d.; 1896, 18. 6d.; 1900,
901, 4d.;
1906,
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma. Henry Denton, St. Peter's Works, Wolverhampton, ‘“ Rakes of 1038,94.1929, 8d.;1990, 104.5193x ie,eds 1936,
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
j 1944,
Is.2d; 1945, 84.
eh and mowing
6d.; 1959, 0d.; 1962; 10d.; 1968, 1s. 4d.;
Harness, &c.
LLIAM Henry Barns, Clerkenwell, London, ‘‘ Vessels intended
1965, 6d.; 1967, 1s, 2d.; 1971, ; 1976, 1s; 1984, 1s. 2d.; 1986, 1lod.; 1991, 2313. Sir W. Fornerciit-Cooxe, a Surrey, “ Working of railway
juids, &e.”—6th November, 1871.
10d.; 1992, 1s. 44.; 1998, Is.’ 4d.;
6d.; 1007, 1s.; 2010, 6d.;
sn WILKINSON, Manchester, “
wool.”
—Dated 2nd September, 1871
sous. WARD WILLIAM BARNSLEY
'HOMAS BarNsLey, Birmingham, 2014, 10d.; 2015. 8d.; 2016, 8d.; 2017, 8d.; 3019, 10d ; 2020, Sd.; 2022; Vou 3 Thetrains.”
described in this provisional specification relate
10d.;
, 1s. 2d.; 2031, 4d.; 2032, 6d.; 2033, 3 2034, Is. 6d.; 2041, mainly a
Wi pipes.” —7th November, 1871.
to
the
construction andw
of short lines of railways by an
8d.;
2043,
1
0
d
.
;
2045,
10d.;
2048,
10d.;
2059,
ldd.;
2062,
1s.
2d.;
2063,
3016. ALFRED PIERRE Lang , Rue St. Appoline, Paris, ‘‘Counter
for
rope, and consist, First, in modes of employing an endless rope
2064, 10d.;
, 4d;
, 4d.;
4d.;
4 3; 2073, 4d.; 2078, 4d endless
and
of
the
ition
of
the terminal ‘acto.
ne Tope can be lifted
2079, 6d.;
6d.; 2081, 8d.; 2082, 4d.;
4d.; 2084, 4d,; 2085, 1s ; and gri
train without stopori the rupe, and can be worked
2087, 4d.; 290, 4d.; 2092, 8d.;
4d.; 2006, 4d.; 2097, 4d.;; 2009, 4u. with ag 4ite stations.
A
mode
o
ty
the
aang
and of securing it
4d.;
2105,
4d.;
2107,
“
2108,
4d;
2109,
4;
2101,
4d.;
2102,
for wea
by apulle;
on the train ishe ps
the train
2112, 4d.; 2117, 4d.; 21lv, 4d.; 2122, 44. 3 2126, 6d.; 2223, 8d; 2253, Sd.; Wo
The doors of
aa
Peel and
ondclosed
ch si
with under2477, 10d.; 2525, 10d.; 2751, 4d.; 2795, 8d; 3172, 8d: 3292, td; 3322; 6d.; pare
tunnel
railways,
where
a
set
‘with
a
lift
SE
olaed, the lift
$323, 10d.; 3343, 8d.; 3575, 8d.
3029. Tuomas Normay, Runcorn, ‘“‘ Marbles.”
and shaft act as an air pump to ventilate the tunnel.
CHARD LONGDEN
po cg
and Joun Situ, Keighley, ‘‘ Looms
ingfpoo carriages and
B. Lest, Surrey, “ Vessels for t
forweaving.”—Oth
*,* Specifications
will be forwarded
by post from the Patent-officeon 2332.wagons
mber, 1871,
navigable ype sng
ec,"—
i“ Francois V tag DL.
* Fire-bars for | aoe
of the amountof price and
Sums exceeding 5s. must be Tileinven:across
ton
consists
in
the
construction
or vessels having
remitted by Post-office Order,
Bsa goed at the Post-office, 5, High
taini
I
v
e
s
the
adjustmen'
De
anamenalae
3043. JonN el |geet Lincoln’sLondon, ‘So!
to Mr. Beanep Woodcroft, herMajesty's Patent-oftice, South- periodical Secvations of the water-level, . enable them to receive the
munication from
ay om age Jorderyan Holborn,
Y
y-lane,
carriages and wagons from the one landing place, transport them at the
icholas Michel Paschicoff. 10th Novenbor, 1871.
fixed level of the railways, and deliver them at the
landing place.
9046. THomas
jun.,
Cartes Epwarb’ Hatt, Dunston |
2336. R. Vaanortni, Surrey, “ a "Dated 5th September, 1871.
nism similar in construction
consists ofclockwork
3051 Pastis Moreen entiHexny Bucuiey, ms WHITEHEAD | ARRANGEMENTS are concluded kl a great improvement of the
BUCKLEY, Oldham, “ Velvets and velveteens.”
t the western end, where the
or stops are held
etent
we
Bartow Cootey, Nottingham, ‘Stockings, &c,"—11th |roads round St Paul’s,
which is>aaaeed by means of a diaphragm, which is distended by passing
railings are to be auows back aboutoft,
November,

212
aee
n

atmospheric
air into the same through the transmit!
pipe. Thea’
ratus works a hand which is placed fnfront of a
on which pny A
signals desired to be given.
2341. F. Brovonton, Regent's Park, and R. Steruens, Paddington-green,
“* Brake block for locomotive engines and railway carriages.” —Dated 5th
September, 1871.
This invention consists of wood and cast iron worked in together, so as
both materials can work on the wheels at one time, and giving greater
power so as to enable the train and engines to be sto;
in a quicker
ae §at the same time lasting six times longer than the ordinary brake
\OCK.
2343 .J. Gowans, Bdinburgh, “ Boring holes in the rails aud s'eepers of
tramways and railways.”— Dated 5th September, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the
employment of an upright frame carrying a boring shaft and bit
actuated by a wheel and _——, the base which frame is by means
of a hinged treadle worked by the foot for boring the holes in the rails or
sleepers of tramways or railways.
2345, W. E. Newton, London, “ Propelling vessels."—A communication.—
Dated Sth September, 1871.
This invention relates to vessels the propulsion of which is effected by
a current or currents of water drawn in by a pump or pumps through the
bow of the vessel, and forcibly expelled along a conduit or conduits out
through its stern.
2372. J. M. Zamoysxr and W. Jackson, London, “ Constructing railway
locomotives, dc.” Dated 8th September, 1871.
The purpose for which this wheel and axle are intended is to enable
railway and other engines, as well as railwa
, to traverse round
the curves of railways with less friction than is possible with the
nt
mode of fixing the two wheels on one axle, and which compels both
wheels to revolve at the same rate of speed. The present invention will
allow the wheels of any engine and carriage to act independently of
each other, and will do away with the great amount of friction on the
outer rail of the curves on railways in an outward direction and on the
inner rail in a horizontal direction.
2375. T. A. Exsiorr, Ra‘hmines, Dublin, Ireland, “ Construction of shipsor
vessels.”—Dated 8th September, 1871.
Ships have a longitudinal frame for supporting diagonal plates or
planking, both inside and outside, the order of the >-romel being
reversed to increase the strength. The bottoms are concave, and have
deep keelx, the keels being attached to solid floorings or tu kelsons,
The longitudinal frames are closer together at the bilge portions, and the
top sides incline inwards to a considerable angle.
696. J. Rower:s, Susser, “ Tramwoys.”—Dated 7th March, 1872.
This invention consists of certain improvements, by means of which
horse labour for the purposes of traction on tramways is entirely dispensed with. In the centre of the line is placed a trough, which is
supplied with water from terminal tanks. In the tro
are placed
fioats possessing sufficient buoyancy to support a rope or chain, which is
laid on the upper surfaces thereof, and which is connected with the car
by means of a screw clip running between the covering plates of the
trough, and which can be released from the rope or chain at pleasure by
the action of the screw. The rope or chain is actuated by drums or
pulleys at either end of the line, and which are caused to rotate in the
terminal water tanks by means any suitable motive power, the cars when
placed in connection with the rope or chain being thus drawn forward,
whilst they can be stopped by releasing the rope or chain from the action
of the screw clip.
Class 3.—FABRICS,
Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
Preparing, Manufacturing, Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing
Fabrics, &c.
2330. L. Hettiwevn., Yorkshire, ‘‘ Extracting or recovering animal flbres’
from mixtures of animal and vegetable fibres.”—Dated 4th September,
1871.
In order to extract or recover the animal fibres from mixtures of animal
and vegetable fibres which have been dyed black, the inventor immerses
the mixture in a bath of a compound of about one-third of muriatic acid
with two-thirds of sulphuric acid for any length of time sufficient to destroy the vegetable fibre. The animal fibre is afterwards removed from
the liquid in the bath and allowed to dry, and is then immersed in liquid
ammonia, which neutralises the acids and restores the black colour to the
animal fibre. In extracting animal fibres from mixtures of animal and
vegetable fibres, which have been dyed other colours than black, he uses
the same acids, and in the same proportions, but instead of using ammonia he uses a solution of egeee or soda. By these means he preserves
the colour, and maintains the milling properties of such fibres,
2337. P. R. Drevscuarrr, Saxony, “ Spinning wules."—Dated 5th September, 1871.
This invention relates to improvements in continuous self-acting spinning mules for roving fine and double spinning. In this invention the
necessity for taking out and replacing the carriage is dispensed with, thus
considerably lessening the expense and working power required. The
chucking of the carriage is also avoided, and a more equal texture with
less material is produced. All rebound in facing up is avoided. The
leathered chambered cylinders of the so-called printing tools are replaced
by smooth cylinders.
2362. C. D. Ape, London, “ Imitation of fancy patterns on cloths by
printing.”—A communication.—Dated 7th September, 1871.
This invention consists in a process for the imitation of fancy patterns
on cloths | printing upon the cloth with mordants, and then dyeing
the cloth of any desired tint. The process is carried on either before or
after the — process, or when the cloth has been
jally fulled. The
printing cylinders are engraved deeper than usual, in order to make the
mordants and colours penetrate well into the cloth.
2368. D. R. Baryerrt, Springfield Mill, Fife, *‘ Shuttles for looms,”-—Dated
7th September, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the forming
of the shuttles with a grooved interior, whereby the cops are kept
steadier and less liable to break.
2309. T. D. Jernmaty, London, “ Printing machinery."—A communication.—_Dated 7th September, 1871.
This invention relates to that class of letterpress printing machinery
which is called or known by the name of the Gordon jobbing presses, and
which are used for printing from small forms such as hand bilis.
3377. W. Barer, C. Barper, and E, Barnes, Southowram, Yorkshire,
“ Card setting muchine.”—Dated 8th September, 1871.
By means of these improvements the inventors are enabled to run
such setting machines at a greater 5 , and
quently to prod a
greater amount of work in a given time.
633. W. Lancaster and J. BuLtovan, Accrington, ‘* Machinery
for sizing
and dressing yarns.” —Dated 6th March, 1872.
In this invention the yarn to be si
is
over a series of conducting rollers driven at a rate a little different from the yarn, but by
preference a little faster, the object being to clean the rollers of size and
to prevent the formation of lappers.
conducting rollers guide the
yarn in multiple layers, and have in the space enclosed between them a
series of fans to blow or draw air, and of steam chests to heat it before
being thrown upon the yarn. These arrangements extend from the size
squeezing rollersto the weaver’s beam, even the part called the headstock being utilised for the purpose. A revolving presser resting against
the weaver's beam and capable of being alte easily to the distance
between the flanges, obtaining its pressure from a weighted lever having
two antifriction rollers at the point thereof acting upon the presser. A
series of change wheels capable of being shifted on end, and so driving
the machine at a quicker or slower rate without stopping it. An
improved means of dressing the yarn, consisting of a brush and flannelcovered roller or two flannel-covered rollers revolving in a direction contrary to the course of the yarn, and a flannel-covered bar resting upon
either or both of the lower squeezing rollers for the purpose of aiding
them in their work.
717. W. R. Lake, London, “ Cleaning cotton.”"—A communication.—Dated
8th March, 1872.
This invention relates to a breaker in combination with a cleaner, both
of peculiar construction. Cotton in the pod is thrown into a hopper and
is conveyed by an endless — against a revolving breaker cylinder,
which acts in combination with a stationary toothed
ker to open the
pods. The pods are discharged from the end of the endless apron while
the cotton is carried over by the breaker cylinder and deposited on an
endless apron belonging to the cleaner. In this apparatus the cotton is
subj
to the action of revolving cotton saws arranged alterna‘ with
stationary fingers. The heavier particles of the dirt are disc!
from
the end of the apron, and the cotton
ied over by the cotton saws is
stripped off by a revolving fan stripper. At this point a blast of air from
a fan-blower aiding the current of produced by the revolving stri;
extends the cottun which is blown into a long trunk. This trunk is
supplied with a fan for
ng off the light particles of dust, and the
cleaned cotton is disch
from the end of the trunk. The machine is
adapted to perform all the operations necessary for cleaning cotton as it
comes from the field.
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
Including Agricultural angie Windlasses, Implements, Flour
334. T. Carr, Bristol, “ ys yee’ne Rae 4th September, 1871.
This invention consists, First, in driving the itioner’s disintegrator
or dour mill by placing a crank on the end of ha the two shafts of the
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machine, and connecting the piston-rod of s steam ope directly with
each crank, or in gearing a wheel on the crank shaft of each engine with
a pinion
on the end of each shaft of the machine. Secondly,it consists
in
the petitioner’s disintegrating flour mill (1895, 1870; and 2149,
70) wholly or
Ss he, ee, Se from which the air is
exhausted, f
e
to be operated upon to the chamber, and removing
the flour therefrom in each case by two or more com: ments
connected by valves, operated so that one valve is clored before the
other is opened. The air is exhausted by pumps or other suitable means,
and means are arranged to prevent the flour from being discharged with
the air that is exhausted.
2354. R. Patrerson and 8. Patrerson, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, “ Millstones.” —Dated 6th September, 1871.
This invention relates to improvements in the formation of millstones
and the means of adj
the ding surfaces, being more particularly
applicable to millstones for
ing coprolites or cement, where the surfaces of the stones are rapidly worn away, and where the labour of
adjusting them is necessa!
very great.
2365. M. Buttincnurst, Buenos Ayres, “ Harrow or clod breaking apparatus.”—A communication.—Dated 7th September, 1871.
An a) tus or machineconsisting
of a frame, attached
to which are
suitable number of cylinders or bars capable of revolving, and to
any
which are secured any dedveh number of spikes or prongs.
Class 5.—BUILDING.
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, &c.
2325. J. Zence.er, London, “‘ Staining marble, &c.”— Dated 2nd September,
18 1.
The invention relates to producing and fixing coloured designs upon
marble, ivory, and other similur substances. For this purpose the
inventor applies, by means of a brush, to dry marble or other similar
substances an oily liquid paste carefully freed from all moisture, an
— by taking any of the dried or anhydrous oily volatile solvents
of the aniline colours, such as naphtha, benzole, aniline oil, or such as
are found in the oily and volatile products of the distillation of coal-tar,
petroleum, or equivalent substances, and combining any one or more of
the same with any one or more of the various colouring substances derived
from coal-tar and similar substances.
2339 E, and J. M. Verity, Leeds, ‘‘Attaching knobs or handles to the spindles
of locks, de.”- Dated 5th September, 1871.
These improvements consist in cutting the spindle down the middle
to « certain distance from its end, and forming the sides of this slit at an
angle. The sides of the hole in the knob are inclined, so that the size of
the hole increases the further it passes into the knob. The screw for
fixing the knob is formed with a conical end to fit into the aforesaid slot.
2357. M. E. Hor.ey, Toddington, Bedfordshire, ‘Construction of conservatories, dc.”
— Dated 6th September, 1871.
These improvements «consist in forming the top rails of the frame with
a groove, which serves to receive the upper edges of the sheets of glass,
and the bottom rails are formed with a rebate, on which is placed a strip
or strips of leather or webbing for the lower edges of the sheet of glass to
rest on. The bottom rails are provided with an iron button or other suitable fastening for each sheet of glass, to hold it in its place.
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Implements of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc,
2344. H. WaLKer, Handsworth, Stojfordshire, ‘‘ Breech-loading
small arms.”
— Dated 5th September, 1871.
This invention refers to bolt guns, such as the Prussian needle-gun and
French cha:
t rifle. According to this invention the sear of the lock,
which holds the
mechanism at full cock, has projecting
flanges at its rear end and on one side, and the longitudinaland cross
slots in the bolt, in which the sear works, are provided with
projecting
flanges, which engage under those on the sear. The result of this
arrangement is that the sear cannot be moved by pressure upon the
trigger, and the discharging mechanism released until the breech bolt has
been fully locked. Great safety in the use of the
is thereby secured,
as the discharging
hanism cannot be rel
eeaiihe coerwhile the
bolt is in the act of being pushed home for closing the breech or withdrawn for openin;
e
h. Tho position of the bolt immediately
before it reaches ttslocked position constitutes a half-cocked position,
and may be fixed in that position | a =
on the shoulder of the
breech shoe, taking into a recess in the shoulder of the locking bolt.
The discharging mechanism consists of a rod or carrier working in the
tubular bolt, the said rod or carrier having affixed to its front end the
needle or striker. At the middle of the carrier is a collar or guide, and
the fore end, which is of larger diameter, is tubular, the said fore end
having a hollow or tubular cap upon it. The main
is situated
poten | the rear end of the carrier, and around the
t end of the
carrier is a secondary or rebound 5)
having its abutments
t
the guide at the wm ~¥ of the Aegeneee: and the veaye cap at the + —
On the dise
oO}
gun the compressedmain spring w
lorw:
the needle or
ker of the rod or carrier, which after the disch ge of
the gun is brought back to a position of safety by the rebound spring.
2349. J. H. Jounson, London, “‘ Breech-loading small arms.”—A communication.—Dated 6th September, 1871.
This invention relates more particularly, though not exclusively, to
breech-loaders of the Martini and eee type, and consists essen’
in working the striker contained inside the movable breech by a spring
secured to and carried by the guard lever, which opens
closes the
breech.
2380. A. M. Crark, London, “ Discharging ordnance.”—A communication.
—Dated 8th September, 1871.
It is well known that the pitching and rolling of a ship at sea continually changes the angle of elevation of the guns, and that it is very difficult
under such circumstances to discharge the guns at the
r moment.
The object of this invention is to provide means for Gaening the gun
whenever, by the rolling or other motion of the vessel, the gun attains or
is brought to the
angle of elevation, and for this purpose the
inventor employs a medium apparatus or device which is dependent upon
the force of gravity for its operation, and which, therefore, so controls
the agent employed to discharge the fulminate that it performs automatically and at the precise moment what has hitherto depended upon
the varying judgment and caprice of the gunner. The invention is also
applicable to guns used on land.
2387. H. Bayiss, Birmingham, ‘‘ Nipple wrenches or nipple keys for breech
or muzzle-loading small arms.” — Dated 9th September, 1871.
According to this invention the key head of the nipple wrench or
nipple ke made of the same thickness of metal as the body, the latter
forming the handle or having awooden handle affixed to its end. The
key head
and body being of the same thickness and in the same plane
permits the implement to be cut from sheet metal and the angular
ing in the key head to fit upon the nipple to be made at the same
the. The implement may, however, be made by forging or casting.
this constructionof nipple wrench or key great convenience
in its use
secured, as well as facility and economy of manufacture.
Class '7.—_FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Cooking Utensils, Uj
ments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, ‘anufacture of Dress, kc.
2322. M, andJ.Pottock, Beith, Ayr, N.B., ‘ Chairs, &c.”—Dated 2nd September, 1871.
Le A features of eR —_ <a —_ invention og |
8)
arrangementof appara‘
whereby the various operations
dowdiling, boing, scot , and jointing of the various parts of the
chair or other article are
formed in a rapid and efficient manner.
2323. F. Tisker, Hudderafield, W., W. H., and G. A. Marspen, Chesterf
"— Dated 2nd Syente, 1871.

2328. J. and M. Powrocn, Beith, Ayr, N.B., “ Chairs, de.”—Dated 4th
September, 1871.
The featuresaa novelty which
constitut be i
ti pore Ges
arrangement
tructi
hi
lor boring the dow:
in the backs and rails, and for cross cutting the joints of the backsrf
top rails.
2367. G. F. Know.anp
and J. Smirn, Bristol, “ Spring mattresses, dc.”—
Dated 7th Se ber, 1871.
a ae ©
nS
&
a
i oe
m
le is them the capabili
juced
as
one aa o ethe
my
or tubular
iron for the
corners, or a com!
of
with
of iron, steel, brass,
or any other
material,
same according
to the require-
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Class 8,-CHEMICAL.
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
2314. A. H. Bateman, London, “ Munufacture of artificial fuel.”—Dated
2nd September, 1871.
ei
tion consist: the
oy
t of animal blood or albumen,
either alone or in combination with lime or other earths or
for
cementingor aggl
ting together small coal or coke, or
or
= dust, or an admixture of them, for the manufacture of artificial
ue:
2317. C. J. L. Lerrier, Sheffield, ‘‘ Manufacture of apicgeleisen.”—Dated 2nd
September, 1871.
The improvements in the manufactureof
leisen consist in causi
the molten pig iron or molten iron or scrap
to pass through
a hea’
ed cae eb cen kt cad ode
|,or an >
oxides of manganese and iron, or
chemical com
any
other
matteror flux-;
matter,
the pig iron
or iron or scrap steel be melted in a separate furnace or in the same
furnace con
or
the objectof
the said
x
making it absorb or combine with the metals mangan
contained therein, and so to produce the improved manufacture of
spiegeleisen.
2329. J. Haroreaves, Appleton-within-Widnes, and T. Ropinson, Widnes,
Lancashiie, “ Manufacture vAchlorine.”—Dated 4th September 1871.
First, when sulphates of
and potassa are manufactured
the
direct action method,
that is to say, by
sulphurous or
uric
acid, together with o
and water vapour,
or
chloride of sodium or
ide of potassium, hydroc!
gases and some chlorine are given off as bye-products. Now, the invention consists, under
this part of the invention, in puatns & ont gem
through or amongst a further mass of chloride of sodiumor
ie of
potassium, preferably contained in a series of connected vessels or
chambers, until the whole or a considerable yo of chlorine is set
free. Secondly, the inventors obtain chlorine
—s sulphurous or
sulphuric
i
er with oxygen, through chloride of
chloride of po
um, preferably contained in a series of
chambers or vessels, the mass exposing a sufficient surface to absorb
all or nearly all the sulphurous or sulphuric acid, and set chlorine free.
74. J. Mactear, Glasgow, “ Utilising bye products of the soda and potash
manufactures.” —Dated 8th September, 1871.
In
out this invention according to one modification the yellow
liquor is mixed with lime, pay & the state of finely divided
hydrate, and is then submitted to
action of
urous acid. A
column
or tower is fitted with shelves, down over w
the liquoris
made to flow, whilst the sulphurous acid oan eobna cated Tanne in the
oe S- The resultingliquid, con‘
hyposulphite
of lime, is =< ——_ yellow a uor in | Proportion aw give
a compound evolving the least possible amoun
ure
drogen
on the addition of
liquor of
by
the
uor is next decom}
wi
ic acid in suitable vessels, pretaabt of wood, ond“atted Wis’ agheatens wrought
power, and the
resulting
sulphur washed anddried ormelted forse. By another modification yellow liquor may also be treated with sulphurous acid without the addition of lime.
-_, > em, Glasgow, ‘* Utilising bye products, dc.” —Dated 9th Septem1871.
x mae we5 acid is attes oe beirea-yKearcauses Sogustin of
sulphuretted
or the
uret'
rogen may be separated
hy teonting ne slats tractswith steam. The sulphuretted hydrogen is
pagent a ae
a ees, See the
, arsenic, and
a metals —— will = eee Sy sulphi:
Fo. 9
metallic sulphides may be roasted, w! wv. oxide
left,
a nic and other volatile metals
off with the sulphurous acid.
hen the copper solution has been o!
by dissolving the mixture
o
ey
common salt sulphate of soda will
be left. Ina
way the sulphuretted hydrogen o
as
hereinbefore descri
may
for precipitating other metals as
sulphid Or
of roast:
e copper or other me
sul;
it may be treated with steam, whereby copper oxide will be formed and
sulphuretted hy:
will be driven off, and the latter may be used for
precipitating fresh quantities of copper or other metals.
Class 9.-ELECTRICITY.—None.
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
605. C. W. evnen, London, “ Making paper pulp.”—Dated 26th February, 1872.
The invention relates to a novel
for making paper
pulp from wood without boii
fibres or submitting
them to
hemical treatment. For this
the inventor
subjects the wood to
the continuous action of
knives
or blades,

Dated 2th Feb1872.
The claim to this com
specification
is batching jute with a mixture
of oil and water blend Sy ree cdeka, nuketantintty wadeserted
titled
its in
tent describes certain improvements
in that class of sewing
En which theloop ofneedle thread iadrawn out and passed over a bobbin
by means of a revol
> oe 6
ae
other purposes. The
itdescribes
certain improvements in the form
f Ce poeaeeg hoes means of which the extended loop of needle
thread, after it et ares fe See, S ee See
easily drawn up and
prevented from catching upon the hook,
iny
wee my fe my yh ag
tte SE
eniessbeod. It also
the hook as revolving with a velocity
which varies during the same revolu'
and adifferential
motion or
apparatus by means of which, when two
have their axes parallelto
each other, the driving shaft, revol
with a velocity constant during
the same revolution,
may cause the driven shaft to move with a velocity
varying during the same revolution. This apparatus consists
of a disc
Raving Ono cee tO ae
the ne ae
ee
once mah ky eet
one heats
Be a cran.
a eo
oe
Paistoes cag ooh taoEerie? he an ane
which 'revolves a crank pin embraced by that slot and secured
to the
ven shaft. The disc,
erential disc,
be

ewob&@&a&2oBe
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vapours with which this air becomes charged are entirely destroyed in spring in the interior; and this description also applies to the shanks of
screws, the flange on the shank f
the means by the application ot THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES
being passed through the fire of the stove.
with a corresponding recess for screwing it in or outof cabinet work
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
2282. H. A. Jounson, London, “ Preparing paint.”—A communication.— aor tool
other purposes.
Dated 30th August, 1871.
OTHER DISTRICTS.
The ‘features of novelty of this invention consist in mixing a solution 2256. C. Davis and T. Strutners, London, “‘ Material for boot-soling, dc.”
(From our own Correspondent. )
— Dated 28th August, 1871.
of india-rubber in certain proportions with pigments and colow
The essential ingredients of this new or improved composition are cane Own "CHANGE IN BIRMINGHAM YESTERDAY : Prices, how affected :
— in the preparation of paint suitable for painting wood, iron, an
oe
fibre, bottoms of varnish, gutta-percha, and a little stone
cloth.
The
present
high
range—Pic 1non : Prices—THE GREAT DEMAND
2287. W. E. Newron, London, “ Billiard markers."—A communication.— ochre.
FOR IRONSTONE—HIGH PRICE OF COAL—A GOOD FIND OF THICK
2262. W. B. Roprnson, Chesterfield, ‘‘ Manufacture of the cylinders or rings
Dated 30th August, 1871.
COAL—IRON
AND
STEEL InsTITUTE—INCREASED RAILWAY ACCOMof boxes.”
— Dated 28th August, 1871.
The billiard marker is formed of a double faced plate, having three
MODATION PROJECTED : Its im
nee to the trade of the district
This provisional specification describes an arrangement of malongitudinal divisions, and three sets of transverse divisions on each face
—MACHINERY
FoR
Rvussia—RISE IN BRASS AND COPPER TUBES
thereof, combined with two bifurcated point
anged to slide on rods. chinery for making the rings or cylinders of bexes from strips of
AND SHEETS—RISE IN TIN—THE PATENT SHAFT AND OTHER
wood or paper or pasteboard. The strip is fed to a mandril which has
—S Hase tine, London, ‘‘ Matches.”—A communication.—Dated 30th an
intermittent revolving motion given to it. Fingers are employed in
COMPANIES—THE NUT AND BOLT MEN AND THEIR MASTERS,
ugust, 1871.
with the mandril to hold the strip, and there is
appa- YesterDay (Thursday) afternoon prices were very firm all round
The inventor uses a sexies of spaced cutters in a receding
line for combination
for applying spring clips to the overlapping edges of the strip after in
cutting off match splints from a block of wood in steps. In combination itratus
Birmingham on ’Change, without any marked disposition to do
been
t around the mandril, and also apparatus for applying glue business
with a series of receding cutters and guides for cutting, receiving, and or has
;most of the houses have orders on their books which will
cement at one end of each strip.
e
the match splints, he uses a travelling, clamping, or holding
keep
employed for some time to come, both on account of
bar, which continues to hold the splints in the guides whilst it moves 2263. W. Wess, Deptford, “ Joints or connections for uniting the ends of home them
and export trade. As to the latter, the Continent and our
soft metal pipes to one another.”—Dated 28th August, 1871.
with the said cutters and guides. He also uses a bored strip or back for
This
provisional
specification
describes
connecting
soft
metal
pipes
own
dependencies
are our best customers; but a fair amountof
receiving and holding the splints in an oblique line without moving either
block, splints, cutters, guide, or bored back, in a lateral direction. Also together by placing a metal collar over each end of the pipes and business is being done with the United States and Russia; and
« series of points or projections on a plate for entering the cutters and spreading out the ends, and then drawing them together by means of from the last named country the demand is increasing. Prices
holding the splints Pam og and preventing their being carried beyond bolts and nuts.
firm at for bars £11 15s. to £12 10s. ; sheets, £13 15s, to
the Dlock from which they are cut. An adjustable frame for carrying the 2272. E. A. Stater and G. W. Scnottar, London, “ Umbrellas.”—Dated were
£14 10s. ; and steam strip, £14 10s. to £15.
feeding wheels and presser foot is so arranged that pressure may be
29th August, 1871.
Not much was done this afternoon in pigs, because most of the
applied to the block to firmly hold it against the action of the cutters,
This provisional specification describes forming the covers of umbrellas
and then removed when the block is to be fed along for the next cut; with strengthening and protecting stripes passing around them. The vendors had sold. Prices are £5 17s. 6d. and £6 for best brand
and in combination with the series of receding cutters and guides or fabric of which the covers are to be made is woven with stripes along the native; £5 5s. to £5 12s. 6d. seconds; £4 2s. 6d. cinders. Mine
carriers herein described there are top and bottom
ing bearing back of the piece. These stripes are formed by additional warps, which pig, from outlying districts, £5 10s. per ton; and hematites at
plates. The cutters are made of short rods or bars, with a square trans- may
of cotton or other material. The extra warps at the back can be prices to be arranged at time of sale. £5 17s. 6d. for mine pigs is
verse opening through them near one end, and with two cutting edges wovenbe into
filed or ground. A feeding pawl acts directly against the splints, and weaving. a twill or satin, whilst the facing may be a twill or tabby the highest price realised since the spring of 1845, when they stood
feeds the back along without the use of real ratchets. He makes “ block 2273. J. Wricut, Rochester, Kent, “‘ Constructing tunnels below water.”— at £6 and £6 10s. per ton.
matches ” of separate splints stuck in a previously bored strip, back, or
Ores and stone continue in great request and under supply.
Dated 29th August, 1871.
frame, from which they may be drawn or broken off.
provisional specification describes forming tunnels by forming. in Best native ores are worth 20s. per ton; seconds, 17s. él. to
2289. E. Bazin, Paris, “‘ Extracting slime and sand from the river or sea.” theThis
18s. 6d. per ton ; oolites, 6s. 9d. to 9s. per ton ; hydrates, 27s. 6d.
first
instance,
a
continuous
foundation
in
the
manner
described
in
— Dated 3ist August, 1871.
No. 199 in the year 1862, and then forming in a similar manner the to 28s. 6d. per ton ; hematites of best qualities, 30s. to 35s. a ton.
The water charged with sand, slime, or mud, is drawn up by a long remainder
of the tunnel in two or more horizontal layers upon such
Coals are still high for all purposes, 20s. a ton being the price
tube reaching to the bed of the sea into a recipient placed in the bottom foundation,
the several sections of each horizontal layer being filled in or
households at pit’s Am?
and 14s. for forge and mill purof a boat or vessel, from whence it is conducted through a conduit pipe
in at the ends until a length of tunnel is completed, when such for
poses ;lumps, 12s. 6d. for households; and slack, 6s, to 9s, 6d.
into another vessel, where it is filtered, and the solid matter is then con- closed
filling
or
closing
ends
are
removed,
and
the
tunnel
is
complete.
The
bell
ducted either by the filter boat or through a floating tube to any desired or caisson employed has a shaft rising up from it, in which is an endless per ton; and the supply is below the demand.
place. The level of the liquid drawn into the recipient should always be chain of buckets. At the bottom of the shaft is a hopper within the bell,
A good slice of excellent thick coal has just been found in con
below the water line of the vessel, otherwise the equilibrium would be
which materials to be raised are thrown, and are caught up by the nection with one of the sinkings of the Earl of Dudley, beneath
re-established, and would arrest the ascension of the liquid current. The into
of buckets. The shaft is filled with water; the weight of the the basaltic range known as the Rowley Regis Hills, near to
filtering boat is provided with air-tight compartments, which float it, chain
column of wateris balanced by the pressure of air within the bell. Proalthough open to the sea, and the filtering is carried on whilst the vessel vision is made for filling up the shaft above the water level to the same Dudley. The property belongs to the Earl of Dudley, and the
find will lengthen out the get of the pit connected with it.
is being supplied. Below the level of the water contained in the reci- extent
the hopper may be above the bottom of the bell.
pient a centrifugal apparatus directly receives the mixture, and conveys 2311. A.thatForp,
The attend
of ir
ters on ‘Change in Birmingham to
Notting-hill, London, “‘ Treating linseed.”—Dated 2ad day,
the sand or other matter directly to the filter boat or through the floating
and in Wolverhampton yesterday, was unfavourably affected
September,
1871.
tube, as already described. The bottom of the long tube reaching to the
by
the
pease
of
the
Iron
Steel Institute in London.
The
novelty
of
this
invention
consists
in
so
treating
linseed,
and
other
bed of the sea is provided with a mouthpiece, furnished with a metallic seed and vegetable oils, as to give to them the advantages derived from Amongst those who remain in the anddistrict
great satisfaction is ex
grating or cloth. The filtered water passes through openings in the boiling without having recourse to that process, and to retain other pressed at the excellent prospects of machine
puddli
The
bottom of the boat into the sea or other water, as the case may be.
properties unimpaired which boiling destroys.
290. J. LeapBetrer, Barrow-in-Furness, Lancashire, “‘ Brewing, dc.” — 2315. A. Briart, Mariemont, “ Screening coal, d&c."—Dated 2nd September, present means of meeting the large and sudden demand is alto
gether
under
the
requirements
of
the
trade.
Dated 31st August, 1871.
1871.
This invention is applicable to boiling wort for brewing, cooking food,
is expressed throughout the trading circles
There are two or more inclined gratings placed one above another and hereMuchthatsatisfaction
making medicinal and other decoctions, and for other similar boiling os
the preamble of the Wolverhampton, Walsall, and
in opposite directions. Each of these gratings has a set of fixed
purposes. The apparatus consists Dag
of an outer and an inner and movable
Midland
Junction
Railway,
has been duly proved in committee.
bars alternating throughout the series. The movable bars
vessel, the latter standing within the former upon feet, and being of a
with eccentrics, which cause the whole of the movable The railway, if legislation sanctions its construction, will be of
smaller diameter, so that there is a space left between the two, both at aeart connected
of
the
grating
to
shift
to
and
fro,
and
at
the
same
time
to
rise
and
immense
benefit
to
the
trading
and commercial community of
the bottom and upon all sides. This space is to be filled with water. all a little. The result is that one grating rises through the other,
South Staffordshire, affording an independent route which has
The fire is applied to the outer vessel, and the wort or other liquid to be curries
the coal along for a short distance, and then sinks below the long
boiled (or the water containing the food to be cooked, or the roots, herbs, fixed bars
been
wanting
to
the
North
of England, as well as to the
coal is thus screened or sifted mechanically without any metropolis. The rich mineral districts
or other materials of which the decoction is to be made) is placed in the breaking or; the
of Derby and Nottingham,
crushing and with great rapidity.
inner vessel, which is closed by a lid having a water joint somewhat like
as
well
as
those
of
other
localities
which the Midland Company
2316. R. Warry, Aldershot, ‘‘ Portable cooking apparatus.”—Dated 2nd
that of an ordinary gasometer.
serve,
will
find
a
new
customer
in
the
Black
Country. Passengers
September, 1871.
2291. W. Asncrort, London, “ Manufacture of cardboard.”—Dated 31st
+ to the Midland Counties of
land will benefit by the new project
This invention consists of an improved combination and arrang
August, 1871.
whereby the several operations of baking, boiling, broiling, by a new circuitous route to their several destinations. The fact
This invention consists in the construction and arrangement of ma- ofandapparatus,
steaming can be carried on at the same time, the several parts of the that in many instances a saving of two days in the transit of
ciivery by means of which cardboard can be manufactured of any desired
being so constructed as to be capable of being packed within a minerals would be the result of the passing of the bill was elicited
length, and also coloured or stained, and cut to any desired lengths, or apparatus
very small compass for the convenience of transport.
widths, or sizes, by a series of connected processes.
committee; Walsall will thus be put in direct communication
M. Hesse, Manchester, “‘ Copying letters, dc.”—A communication.— in
2294. W. Staur, London, “‘ Substitute for horsehair and bristles.”— Dated 2318. Dated
with London. The scheme is one for joining the main line of the
2ad September, 1871.
3lst August, 1871.
Midland
Company at Water Orton with the present works of the
The
object
of
this
invention
is
to
afford
a
ready
means
of
copying
The features of novelty of this invention consist in manufacturing a
and other documents without the use of
and without Wolverhampton and Walsall Company, now nearly completed.
substitute for horsehair and bristles from the fibres of a plant known and letters
brushes for wetting the leaves of the copying book or other similar The scheme was powerfully supported in committee by the chairdistinguished as “ chlorogalum-pomeridianum
kth or scilla-pomerediane.” appliances
usually employed. The invention consists principally in
of the Ironmasters’ Association, and other ironmasters, and
2295. J. T. Cocxine, Penzance, ‘‘ Plastic material suitable for surgical using for such purposes a sheet of waterproof woven material, which is man
the Chamber of C
ce of Wolverhampton ; the last-named
splints.”—Dated 31st August, 1871. n a
and squeezed or wrung out to the proper state of dampness. This by
showed
that goods are carried to Cardiff, where the North-Western
The formation of a subst
P ci y p ted for making surgical wetted
is then laid on one side of a leaf of the co
book, and the letter or has competition
at much cheaper rates than to other places from
splints, it being at once plastic, porous, light, and flexible. It is com- other
document
written
in
copying
ink
laid
on
the
other
side,
the
of hair, wool, fur, cotton, and other animal and ve; ble fibre,
be copied facing the sheet. The book is now placed in an Wolverhampton of the same distance where no competition exists.
felted together and afterwards made rigid by a mixture of shellac, resin, surface tocopying
press, and a slight pressure will produce the desired A very strong feeling exists in South Staffordshire on this matter
thusk, borax, and water. It can be used also in the manufacture of hel- ordinary
effect.
The
pressure may of course be produced in any other suitable because it is felt that trade is much injured by the high railway rates.
mets for the head, Jeg, and other guards for cricketers and various useful manner.
The chairman of the Ironmasters’ Association (Mr. George J.
purposes.
2319. J. and T. PriestMan, Preston Brook, Cheshire, ‘‘ Apparatus for Barker) showed that in depressed times especially trade in the
2297. G. C. Bett, London, ‘“‘ Machinery for forging bolts."—Dated 31st
rolling leather.”——Dated 2nd September, 1871.
district
had suffered by reason of the high railway charges. It
August, 1871.
This consists principally in placing the larger roller under the smaller
This invention relates to further improvements upon the machine for one, and upon a weaned lover to give the desired pressure. The frame was the monopoly of the North-Western and Great Western which
making bolts described in the specification of an invention for which is of skeleton form, the small roller being suppo!
in hanging brackets was the sole cause of the high rates. The whole district would
letters patent were granted the 28th day of May, a.p. 1869, No. 1647. In from its upper part.
undoubtedly reap considerable advantage from the new line. The
working with the above machine it has been found that a burr is formed 2320. W. J. Cunnincuam, London, “‘ Cutting type.”"—Dated 2nd Sep
s would especially gain advantage by it. The result of
N ir
on the corners of the bolt heads which has to be removed. The inventors
1871.
wholesale competition was what was really wanted by the ironuse in combination with other contrivances a plunger or upsetting die
This invention relates to improvements upon an invention for which masters of the district. He felt certain that the introduction of,
constructed with circular recess in its operating end of a diameter equal letters
patent were granted to the i
tor and Alph
Dabb, dated
to the diameterof the head of the bolt across the angles of the same. June 22nd,
No. 1776, for “‘ Improvements in means and apparatus that competition would insure a reduction of rates.
This plunger or upsetting die is so operated that it first passes between for cutting 1870,
Mr. Israel Parkes, ironmaster, of the Atlas Works, Hill Top,
type, and carving, moulding. and ornamenting wood, metal,
the swaging dies to upset the head, and is then withdrawn to allow the stone, and other
materials.” The present impr
ts are intended ior finds himself compelled to lay his affairs before his creditors
said swaging dies to operate. The diameter of the head is determined by enlarging and reducing
the
objects
under
operation
by
using
two
se
te
owing
to losses which he has sustained. A petition for liquida
the circular recess in the plunger, and the metal therefore under the
tables working from one movable pivot ; also in raising and lowerwill be filed, and the liabilities are stated to be about £26,000.
action of the swaging dies will not be forced out at the angles or corners, sliding
ing the back centres of the machine to allow the tool to descend in a tion
or form a burr thereon. The aforesaid plunger is secured in a follower. perpendicular
It
isanticipated
that the assets when realised will afford a good
Instead also of moving the stationary tool or
= operative pe of the ye are worked w 2 —_ cam or eccen- tools he movesdirection.
the stationary table when desired. Also in the use or dividend for the creditors. The failure is ascribed to the recent
c movement, the sw:
ies ming and the plunger or upsett
large
advances
in the prices of material and labour, and the
employment
of
an
arm
or
bracket
on
the
bed
of
the
machine
for
carrying
die being driven Served Cenen Weome to upset the metal ; ion rr a tool for planing the mouldings similar to that of a planing machine.
necessity for compe contracts at a rate which must involve, in
upsetting die returns while the s
dies approach each other to form
D. Curtis, London, ‘‘ Harness and saddles.”—Dated 2nd September, the present state of the market, very heavy losses.
the head. He also provides the
e with an attachment which can 2321. 1871.
871
Messrs. Morgan and Ransom, sheet iron and tin-plate manu
be readily put in p! and removed. In this attachment the side dieThis invention relates to improvements in those parts of the harness facturers,
holders are closed twice in one to-and-fro movement in the follower.
of Kidderminster, have suspended payment, and on
(particularly
to
the
upper
of
the
collar)
of
horses
or
other
animals
Saturday
filed a petition in the Kidderminster County-court. The
2299. G. Hasettine, London, *‘ Mills for grinding quartz, &e.”—A commu- which are liable by pressure or friction to produce sores or abrasion of the
total liabilities are about £50,000, of which the sum of £25,000, or
nication.—Dated 31st August, 1871.
skin,
and
these
improvements
consist
in
lining
or
covering
such
parts
as
The object of this invention is
construction of a mill for grinding
collar, saddle, or other parts of the harness which come in contact with thereabouts, is unsecured. The firm had works at Stour Vale,
quartz, guano, phosphates, and other hard substances, that shall first the
the skin of the animal, with zinc or its alloys, which metal is well known
Kidderminster, and at Waverley, and these will be carried
reduce such substances to a powdered condition, and then discharge them to have a healing and hardening effect upon the part of the skin to which near
under the receiver of the estate. The members of the firm are
so reduced by a blast of air. The casing is partly lined with serrated it is applied. When the collars are open at the top part a pad or filling on
respected in the locality, and a proof of the good will of
plates. is wheel is mounted on a horizontal shaft. Hammers piece is inserted made of or lined with zinc, which rests on the neck of highly
their workpeople was shown to them last year when, owing to a
ure inse
into recesses formed for them in the body of the wheel. A the animal.
number of separate metallic em laid together between a shoulder of 2324. F. Cores, London, “‘ Refrigerating mixture.”"—Dated 2nd September, heavy loss they had sustained in a law suit, the men voluntarily
the hammer and wheel are employed as packing. Shallow recesses in
agreed to adopt a reduction in their wages.
1871.
the edge of the wheel cause the hammers to wear down nearly square.
A meeting of the brass, copper, tube, sheet, and wire makers
The features of novelty of this invention consist, First, in employing
Flanges are formed on each side of the pounding wheel, to act as fans.
was held in the Chamber of Commerce, on Tuesday, for the
a
mixture
of
brine
and
rough
ice
as
the
cooling
or
freezing
mixture
or
2300. J. H. Jounson, London, “ Printing
hines.”—A
i
S
dly, in placing the said cooling or freezing mixture in revision of prices consequent upon the upward movement in
Dated Bist August, 871.
a
a
pra a chamber, and,
surroun
the vessel in which the articles to be cooled are copper. It was resolved by the tube makers, whose prices are
This inventionrelates to a pecu
construction
and arrangementof placed, instead
of placing the ice amongst the said articles.
aiemeel to be relatively Sane than those of the wire masters,
A. M. CiarK, London, ‘‘ Saws."—A communication.—Dated 4th Sep- to
make an advance of {d. per Ib. in brass and _ in copper boiler
ortgpeptaphieel
n
or for
for printing ornamen
lor
petsting
‘or
ernamentl’ anand. cto:
pictorial 2331. tember,
1871.
subjects
e essential features of novelty of the said improved coshine
tubes,
in the absence of any alteration in the official price of
The invention consists in roughing or serrating the sides of the saw Englishbutcopper,
consistin the combination of a printing cylinder, con
as
it was decided to make no change in wire and
blades,
and
is
applicable
to
saws
a
every
description.
** forms” as
ting bloc! icsoreuttaces os(have arecolours tobeprimed,
sheet
me
It seems that a meeting of English copper smelters
with a pecu
“platten ” a, having its surface divided by longi- 2333. C. D. and C. 8. Denempont, London, ‘‘ Machineryfor shaping wood.” was held the same
day in London for the consideration of prices,
~—Dated 4th September, 1871.
tudinal grooves or channels into as many segmental “plattens” or
The machine consists of a number of straight saws placed close
ther but they could not in the present state of the trade agree upon «
press:
]
surfaces as there are “forms” or printing surfaces on the printside by side, and working independently, the saws being carried in a fresh advance, though the market price for raw copper is rising.
ing cylinder. Both the prin
and aspen cylinders are
d.
saws bear
together, and are of
same di t
n
ction with the platten frame to which a to-and-fro movement is im
The standards of tin ore have
m advanced, and are now as
cylinder there are a series of sppers, in number one in excess of that of against patterns, and the material to be worked is fitted in chucks, one follows :—Common, 139s. ; superior common, 140s. ; fine, 14ls. ;
the “‘ forms” or segmental plattens, and
to revolve in a circle or more pieces being worked at once, which are caused to rotate simul- superior fine, 142s,
taneously
with
the
patterns;
the
reciprocati
i
t
of
the
saws,
larger in diameter than, but eccentric to, that of the platten cylinder.
On Tuesday an extraordinary general meeting of the share
2304. G. L. Beurns, Libeck, Germany, “ Application of exhaust to the mill- which act like rasps, speedily reduce the material to the desired form.
holders of the Patent Shaft and Axletree Company was held at
2335. L. Kuerits, Serbien, ‘‘ Blasting, dc.”—Dated 4th September, 1871.
stones of flour mills.” —Dated lst September, 1871.
the
Hen and Chickens, New-street, Birmingham, to decide upon the
This
invention
relates
to
a
cartridge
for
blasting
purposes,
made
of
much
This application
in es | millstone casing, as
of increasing the capital of the company to the extent of
employed, and so constructed yy
also the exhaust pipe, with a lining felt and sheet metal, in order to cheaper materials than those
aes anaes
en roe about one,000,
md the present capital by the creation or issue of
prevent any co
ition of moisture therein ; Secondly, in providinga 2am
for this cartridge.
P
ing
the
intercepting
of flour from fourth only of the powder usually employed is req:
the exhausted air before it escapes into the exhaust pipe; Thirdly, in 2348. J. H. Jounson, London, ‘‘ Casting chilled rolis."—A communication. dene
or
the
n
terations
tionsof the
com
,
er
cemat
Cucations of
ofthe
the
reguisiions
the
company.
preventing seyHavens of air, except through the eye of running stone,
—Dated 6th September, 1871.
Mr. T. Walker
ided. A scheme was submitted, which it was
This invention consists in the employment in a mould for
considered
ould
improve
and
establish
—=
a
firmer
and
more
inthemnael apaus a suvsieng screw7blade, w hich fforces ———the m'
chilled rolls of a thin metal sleeve to form the tapering soft metal j
»
position of the concern, and resolu~~ - -_airn
nae to close the latter against
the with or without a backing of baked sand, loam, or other equivalent mate- substantial basis the financial
rial
within the mould ; also to the application to the top of a tions altering two of the original articles of association were
passage
°
newly
roll
of
to
facilitate
the
descent
of
the
tapering
end
of
2251. R. Gaunt, Birmingham, “ Manufacture
ofnails.”—Dated 26th August, the roll as the
body shrinks.
1871.
The dispute between the railway nut and bolt manufacturers
Sor —s9
g or curving and <a on, which has thrown nearly 1500 hands out of
The novelty of this invention consists in fi
by suitable appliances 2351. R. Lavsourne, Rhymney, “‘ App
metalrails, ee.”—Dated 6th&e
sil.
mit employment in that industry at the different works in this
on the ends of the shanks of ornamental nails a
and collar,
and in
, 1871.
shank may be driven into a wall or wood as re- Rolls are placed
table bearings,
, the masters having had
se
quired, and after being driven he a
an ornamental
head with a slo’ articles are acted upen simultaneously by them. When the rolls are in district, is on the point of
on the back shell the same sha)~~ e flange on the shank, and by turn- line the articles are straightened, but are adjustable out of the true line, another conference with the men and consented to give an
advance upon their new wages scale of 7} per cent.
me locked together by the force of
ing the head around the parts
so that the articles ean be curved as desired,

THE
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE PIG IRON TRADE—THE WARRANT STORES—THE MALLEABLE
IRON TRADE--IMPORTS OF MIDDLESBROUGH IRON—THE DaALMELLINGTON I[RONWORKS—THE Coats IRONWORKS—THE GARTSHERRIE IRONWORKS—NEW WAVERLEY BripcE, EDINBURGH.
THE state of the pig iron trade has continued to manifest the same
improving tendency during the past week. There is an unabated
demand for all qualities of iron, aad in some cases the quotations
for special brands have advanced fully 2s. to 3s. per ton. Throughout the week the tone of the warrant market has been very strong,
rices have improved from 87s. 4}d. cash and 88s, one month, on
hursday last, to 89s. to 88s. 3d. cash this (Wednesday) forenoon.
Since Monday week, when warrants stood at 84s. 44d., there has
thus been an advance from 4s. to 5s. It is fully expected that
warrants will touch 90s. next week, although it would be cont
to
all the experience of the trade during the last thirty years if they
exceeded that figure. The fact is, that buyers in not a few cases
have made up their minds that the maximum price has been
attained, and that there will be no further advance. On this
account they are holding off for a few weeks until they see
whethera decline will really ensue according to their expectations.
As, however, the demand is as strong and vigorous as ever, the
opinion of manufacturers inclines in a contrary direction. They do
not think there will be any decided and permanent decline of
prices for at least some time to come.
During the week ending Saturday last 8038 tons have been taken
out of the warrant stores of Messrs. Alex. Connal and Co. This
makes the total quantity of pig iron sent out of Connal’s stores
since the 30th December last upwards of 44,000 tons. A large
reduction has also been made in the stocks of the Forth and Clyde
Canal Company.
The malleable iron trade keeps pace with the demand for pig
iron, although prices have not in all cases advanced in the same
proportion. For shipbuilding purposes there is a positive scarcity
of iron. Forges and foundries are, without a single exception,
fully employed. Engineering establishments have a large excess
of orders on hand, which they are working off as rapidly as possible,
so as to be prepared for the introduction of the fifty-one hours a
week in November next. Bar iron is now quoted at £10 15s. to
£11 per ton, less 5 per cent. for merchant iron.
The imports of Middlesbrough pig iron into Grangemouth for
last week amounted to 1570 tons, showing an increase of 870 tons
as compared with the corresponding period.
The Dalmellington Iron Company propose to introduce one of
Ferries’ patent self-coking blast furnaces. These furnaces have
only hitherto been used at the Monkland Iron and Steel Works,
of which the patentee is manager. Their results are said to have
been thoroughly successful from the outset. The Ferrie furnace
costs about £2200 more than an ordinary furnace as regards first
cost, s» that the yield would require to be more remunerative.
Mr. Captain Jackson, of the Coats Ironworks, Coatbridge, has just
added a number of Siemens regenerative gas furnaces to his works
at Coatbridge. It is not possible, as yet, to speak of the results,
as the furnaces have not been completed, and the proprietor is
still experimenting with them.
The prices of maker’s iron are still in the ascending scale.
Gartsherrie is now quoted at 110s. for No. 1., and 94s. for No. 3.
This is fully £2 per ton more than the prices quoted six months
o. The annual production of the Gartsherrie Works is fully
160,000 tons per annum, so that if the present rates are maintained the proprietors will this year have realised about £200,000
more on their total production than they did last year.
For some months past the leading thoroughfare from the Old
Town to the New Town of Edinburgh has been in a state of chaos,
owing to the formation of a new bridge. The bridge will consist
of seven girders, running from Market-street to a considerable
distance past the top of Canal-street. These will rest at the end
on strong abutments, and will be supported on three rows of iron
illars. The work is already so far advanced that it is expected
the bridge will be ready for use by the month of July next.
THE

CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE—NEW WORKS—THE COAL TRADE—
COAL CUTTING BY MACHINERY—THE CLEVELAND MINERAL ExTENSION RAILWAY—SHIPBUILDING AND ENGINEERING—PRICEs.
NEVER before has the Cleveland iron trade been in such a satisfactory condition as it is at present. The greatest activity prevails
in every department of this staple industry. On ’Change at Middlesbrough on Tuesday there was an excellent attendance. This
was unexpected, because so many ironmasters and others connected
with the trade were in London attending the annual meeting of
the Iron and Steel Institute, which, it will be recollected, held its
first meeting at Middlesbrough in September, 1869. A fair amount
of business was transacted in Change, No. 3 being sold at 80s. per
ton. Exceptional rates were made for immediate delivery at fully
7s. 6d. more per ton. Makers are very well sold, and are booking
orders at remunerative rates.
The blast furnaces in course of erection on Teesside are rapidly
approaching completion. Messrs. Samuelson’s third new furnace
has got into steady working order, and Messrs. Gjers, Mills, and
Co.'s two new furnaces are in a forward state.
In the manufactured iron trade there is great business. There
is a capital demand for rails, which me all the mills going as
hard as possible. Bars find a ready market, and plates and angle
iron are in request.
I hear that a new company intend erecting ten of Danks’
puddling furnaces in the Middlesbrough district. Thereis now
not the slightest doubt that puddling by machinery will become
eneral. At Hartlepool Messrs. Richardson and Son intend building one of Mr. Spencer’s puddling machines, to which I referred
last week, and if they succeed in puddling a ton at each charge
they will speedily erect more.
The cat trade is steadier. At the recent meeting between
masters and men at Newcastle-on-Tyne the masters agreed to
advance the wages 20 per cent. The deliveries of coal and coke
are more satisfactory. Prices are of course exceedingly high.
On more than one occasion I have pointed out the fact that
colliery owners, owing to the frequent trouble they had with the
itmen, were doing their best to obtain a coal-cutting machine. It
is very probable that a machine which has just been tested at
Barnsley will be found to work well in every-day use. The
machine is patented by Messrs, Gillot and Copley, and in the presence of a number of engineers was tried at the Wharncliffe Silkstone Colliery. In 136 minutes a bank of coal fifty-eight yards
long, and 4ft. 8in. thick, was cut to a depth of 3ft. lin. The
quantity of coal so cut would be about eighty tons in the time
stated. Mr. Clubb, of London, has patented an hydraulic coal
breaker, which has been successfully tested at the Oaks Colliery.
It is expected that the Cleveland Mineral Extension Railway,
which will o
out a large tract of the ironstone field between
Saltburn and Whitby, will soon be made. It is estimated that it
will cost about £126,000,
Shipbuilders on the north-east coast are still very busy. Orders
for steamers of all sizes are constantly coming to hand.
Engineers have plenty of work. Bridge builders are fairly emloyed; and marine engine builders have as many orders as will
f. them fully occupied for mor.ths.
E
“Throughout the Cleveland district the ironstone miners are
working satisfactorily. The mining extensions in the Guisbro’
district are being rapidly proceeded with. There is an excellent
demand for Cumberland hematites.
The prices of iron are now quoted as follows:--No, 1, £4 5s, ;
No. 2, £4 23, 6d.; No, 3, £4; No. 4, £3 198.; M, £3 18s. 6d. ;
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W, £3 18s.; refined metal £4 12s. 6d. Manufactured iron :—
Rails, £9 5s, to £9 10s. ; common bars, £9 15s. to £10 5s. ; best,
£10 5s. to £10 15s. ; angle and bulb, £10 5s. to £10 15s. ; sheets
£12 10s, to £12 15s, ; ship plates, £12 to £12 5s. ; boiler plates
£12 15s, to £13,
WALES
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doing business in Germany and France and the other continental
States are in full work, and orders continue to come to hand as
briskly as could be expected. Travellers in the home market are,
on the whole, sending in favourable reports. The firms manufacturing iron continue to increase their prices, chiefly on account of
the dearness of raw material. All the houses making steel are
fully employed, and notwithstanding that the means of supply are
tested to the utmost the output falls far short of the demand.
| There is no falling off in the demand for railway material, and
some houses cannot take orders for execution until after the turn
| of the half year. The machinists are exceedingly busy, and in
the boiler works the men are making full time. The same is the
case in all the _—_ mills and gun factories.
Messrs. Redhead and Softley have launched a large steamer,
the Arthur, for Messrs. Adamson and Co., and another steamer,
the Hylton Phillipson, for Messrs. H. 8S. Edwards and Co. Messrs.
Wigham, Richardson, and Co. have also launched a screw steamer,
the C. W. Anderson, for Messrs, Edwards and Co. These vessels
will be oehent in the Mediterranean trade.
A large business is being done at the ironworks in the Chesterfield district. There are some —_ orders in hand for girders and
am
well as light rails, For foundry material also the demand
is brisk.
At the meeting of the Wallasey Local Board it was stated that
additions to the gasworks had been executed at a cost of
It further appeared that the demand for gas was increasing so
rapidly that it was absolutely necessary to erect another gasholder.
Considerable exports of railway iron continue to be made from
the Hartlepools. The local shipbuilding trade is also brisk.
The firms and companies engaged in the iron trade in West
Yorkshire are extending their means of production. The Aireside
Hematite Iron Company in about a month will have got another
furnace into blast; the West Yorkshire Iron and Coal Company
are adding to their works at Ardsley by building two new furnaces
on the same plin and of the same capacity as three of imposing
size already on the site; and the Farnley Iron Company aie
putting into blast immediately at least one other furnace.
Last week the large sailing ship British America left the a
J New York, with 1700 tons of general cargo, and drawing
20ft.
of water.
The South Yorkshire ironworks continue well employed. Large
orders are on hand for steam pipes for new Bessemer stee] works
at Attercliffe, near Sheffield, and also for John Brown and Company (Limited).

AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE IRON TRADE: Few orders under negotiation: Old contracts
still uncompleted : Probable North American spring demand :
Shipments will commence in a few weeks: Orders will have to be
declined : Present prices and the future : Indian requirements :
Colonial inquiries: The home demand : The steel-making establishments--TIN-PLATES—STEAM AND HOUSE COAL TRADES—
LAUNCH OF AN IRON SCREW STEAMER AT CARDIFF.
But few orders are now under negotiation in the iron trade, the
principal reason being that the books of nearly all the makers are
full, and they are not ina position to givé quotations with conditions as to the delivery as well. Many of the orders that still
remain incomplete were taken at comparatively low prices as compared with the quotations which now prevail. The result is that
the profits of many of the works are not by any means so large as
is generally supposed to be the case,
onsiderable interest is just now evinced in reference to the
probable spring demands from the Northern States of America
and from Canada. In the course of a few weeks the orders for
shipments will commence, and very heavy clearances can no doubt
be made almost immediately, if the ironmasters be in a position
to supply the iron required. As matters stand at present, the
srobability is that many of the American engagements will have to
e declined altogether, and what the result will be remains to be
seen. Itis well known that other iron-making districts are equally
pressed as that of South Wales. It is naturally asked if these
enormous supplies are required for the market, and cannot be obtained, to what point will prices ultimately reach. At the present
time £9 to £9 10s. per ton is freely obtained for rails. Some who
have had many years’ experience in the trade believe that before
the close of 1872 the increased cost of labour and value of other
materials used in the manufacture will send prices up to probably
£11 per ton. Whether this prediction will be realised or no, one
thing is clear, that there is no hope of lower prices prevailing
for a long time to come.
As remarked in previous reports, it is not probable that demands
on Indian account will be large this year. But the prospects of
next year, and perhaps for some years afterwards, also scem
favourable in consequence of the railway extensions contemplated.
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be reached for the best steam coals. It is equally clear
that this state of things cannot continue for any length of time.
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(From our own Correspondent.)
STEAMERS FROM BARROW-IN-FURNESS—THE IRON TRADE IN
CUMBERLAND—CONTINUED INCREASE OF TRAFFIC UPON THE
NoktTH-EAsTeRN RAILWAY—NEW BRIDGE AT MorPETH—FUwRNESS RAILWAY—STATE OF TRADE AT SHEFFIELD—STEAM SHIPBUILDING ON THE TYNE — TRADE IN DERBYSHIRE — WALLASEY LocaL Boarp: Gas extensions — TRADE AT THE
HARTLEPOOLS—-TRADE IN West YORKSHIRE—-DEPARTURE OF
A 1700-ToN SHIP FROM THE TYNE—TRADE IN SouTH YorkKSHIRE.
In a few weeks a new line of steamers will commence running
between Barrow-in Furness and Montreal, These vessels will range
from 1600 to 2600 tons each.
The Maryport Hematite Iron Company has four furnaces in
blast, and two new ones building, which are not far from being
completed. The West Cumberland Hematite Iron Company have
three furnaces in blast and two undergoing repairs, and we are
informed that the proprietors contemplate the erection of a sixth
furnace. The progress made with the construction of some néw
steel works which this company are building has only been slow,
in consequence of the non-delivery of the machinery required. A
narrow gauge railway from the works to the sea shore has been for
some time in working order, and the refuse from the works is
now conveyed to the shore by means of a small locomotive. The
Workington Hematite Iron Company have four furnaces in blast
and two out of blast.
e progress of the new ironworks at
Mossbay has been very satisfactory ;and the works of the Lonsdale
Hematite Company at Bransty, which have been in course of
erection for «a long time, are now beginning to present a finished
appearance,
he increase of traffic upon the North-Eastern Railway continues very considerable. Last week’s return shows progress to
the extent of £6214.
A new iron, lattice-work girder bridge across the Wansbeck,
from the west end of Oldgate, Morpeth, was finished on Friday.
It was built by Mr. Joseph Tillotson, of Leeds.
The Furness Railway Company has an additional powers bill
pending for the construction of works, the raising of veg the
rchase of land, and the purchase of the Windermere Steam
Vacht Company’s undertaking, in which the railway company
hold £6664 worth of shares,
Sheffield trade with Russia has been checked of late by
advancing prices, but considerable quantities of steel, railway
material, and similar goods continue to be forwarded. The houses

Iron IN CoRNWALL. —In speaking of the metallicores of Cornwall,
it is the ores of these metals that are generally understood, no one
thinking of Cornwall as an iron district; yet there are, west of the
Tamar, many large deposits of iron ore of excellent quality, and these
have been known in the county for a very long period —the absence
of fuel and the expense of freight alone having prevented their
being worked. Of fateyears, however, a demand has sprung up for
the hematites, brown and red, of the western peninsula, and some
of them are at present being worked on a considerable and rapidly
increasing scale. There are, too, several sch
under
idera tion for facilitating land carriage, and should these be brought into
use the annual yield of iron ore may be soon many times multiplied.
It is proposed in this paper briefly to describe some of the deposits
referred to, all of which ats true lodes, unlike the well-known iron
ore deposits of the carboniferous and oolitic rocks,—The Mining
Magazine and Review.
THE MIDLAND INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS AND THE MINES REGuLATION BILL,—On Wednesday evening the special meeting of the
members of the Midland Institute of Engineers was held at the
society’s rooms in Barnsley, for the purpose of discussing the
**Coal Mines Regulation Bill of 1872, and making known their
decision toa
e meeting of coalowners from all parts of England,
Scotland, and Wales, and Government inspectors, to be held in
London.on Thursday; Mr. T. W. Embleton, the president of the
Institute, occupied the chair. The meeting was one of the largest
ever held since the Institute was established, there
representatives present from all = of South and West Yorkshire, as
well as from Derbyshire and the Midland Counties. A good deal
of discussion ensued, in the course of which exception was taken
to the clause with respect to the rendering harmless noxious gases.
The old Act read “under ordinary circumstances ;” the words were
now removed, and exception was taken to the clause as it at present
stands. Another clause which met with a very strong opposition
was the employment of boys under thirteen years of age, and the
limitation of their hours to thirty-six
week. After a long discussion it was proposed that the association should support a bill
that would give power to employ boys nine or ten hours jer day,
leaving the education question to be dealt with by the Elementary
‘Another
ussed
that
t
e responsibil
ibili breebesioe
i ¢ worki
Gooneae
the
wee lace bs? the
m
it being held thatsminer should under Sf Deteastanas
be held liable
for the safety of his own working place. The clause
requiring the examination of underground managers was also discussed, and the opinion of the meeting was that the examination
should be defined in the Act before it
into law, which view
ened he stated is concurred in by the National Association of
ers,
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such portion as may not be required for irrigating fifty around was either brown or barren, was a fine picture of
' MERTHYR TYDVIL SEWAGE WORKS.
acres of adjoining a for six hours, and the sewage is success. On the other side, planted on another area, were
Tue important sewage works at Merthyr Tydvil consti- then turned
on to the next area. Thus each is at work thousands of brocoli, which in another week or two will be
ready for market. Large plots of savoys—the residue of
tute a great practical experiment in the utilisation of the six and at rest eighteen hours out of every a
The
soil
rapidly
absorbs the sewage, which entirely dis- a fine winter’s stock—remained, and amongst these it was
sewage of large towns. They are now attracting the atteneasy
still to pick out some which would have borne off the
appears
within
an
hour
after
the
supply
has
been
stopped.
‘tion of leading scientific societies, and the various provine effluent water is beautifully clear and bright, and prize from any agricultural show. Of course the farm is
cial corporations. Within the last few months deputations
infancy, but this year will witness the display of
from Birmingham, Sheffield, Leeds, Oxford, Cambridge, almost totally free from organic impurities. The Royal yet in ritsefforts
and a more varied growth. At present
greate:
and other large towns have visited the place, and obtained River Commissioners were much struck with this, and de- |rhubarb
is
in course of trial; strawberries are promising.
clared
that
if
it
contained
twice
the
amount
of
impurities
valuable
ions for their own local guidance; and
Peas last year were sown too late, but a magnificent leaf
these visits have now been supplemented by one from the which it does at present it would still be considerably was
produced. Mangold wurzel will also be tried, and as
within the a
laid dewn by the Commissioners of the
Royal Rivers Commissioners.
;
this
is a greedy absorbent, great results may
fully
water
to
be
d
i
into
rivers.
We
may
also
remark
erthyr Tydvil presented a fine field for experiment.
ex
that
it
is
from
this
stream
the
labourers
drank
freely
at
A little before the opening of the present century it was a
n all directions efficiency and simplicity struck us as
village devoted in greater part to agriculture. The be- dinner time. The proportion of sewage to each plot, ac- rominent
features, speaking much as to the capacity of the
ginning of 1800 saw it scarcely changed, save that one or cording to the area of its surface, is regulated by notched — minds
in this excellent undertaking, which may be
lates
fixed
in
the
walls
of
the
chambers,
shown
in
plan
B.
two ‘primitive iron works had- been started, each more
of a
us, if a notch 6in. in width was allotted to half an acre, said to have solved a great problem—the safe —
akin to the smithy and forge of Dud Dudley’s time than the
resent huge furnaces and the attendant mills of to-day. a notch of 9in. in width would be fixed for three roods, and town’s sewage, and its utilisation for the benefit of that
But the place grew almost as rapidly as an American city, so on in like proportion. The surface of each plot isformed town.
our visit we noticed that the water in the channels
and fifty years beheld it a vast town with over half a hun- into ridge pot furrow running east and west. The ridges wasAt but
slightly tin,
This the surveyor pointed out
and 12in. high, and are planted with cabdred thousand inhabitants. This mass ‘—_ attracted are 30in. a
the fact of our visiting at an early hour. About
by the iron and coal industries, had literally pitched their bages of various kinds, turnips, swedes, leeks, and other vege- 9wasa.m.duetheto drains
to}work; by ten—for it takes the
tents just where chance had led them. The houses were tables, which have grown luxuriantly, and readily sold at sewage one hour tobegin
travel three miles—the stream darkens,
run up hastily; the streets built i
ly; even natural rates varying from £17 to £30 per acre. Before the sew>
was neglected; numbers of the dwellings had no
SCALE OF CHAINS
back doors; stillmore no conveniences. The accident of
A
a spring being in the neighbourhood was fortunate for
health, and, luckily, a river ran through the town subject
UNDER DRAINACE
to periodical floodings, and thus acting as a cleanser. No
wonder that when the cholera came it left a heavy footprint. in the cholera visitation of 1849, 1682 deaths
occurred! The long line of funerals incessantly traversin
the streets drove away the stranger panic. stricken, an
when people from Merthyr visited other places, the fear of
contagion from such a scene of desolation was so great,
that their appearance was noted with dread, and, in one
notable instance, that of a
istrate, an interview
was only
granted from a bedroom window. The visitations of 1854
and 41866 were less terrible, 455 deaths occurring
.in the
one, and 136 in the other. The people had grown wiser,
had benefited by the wisdom of suffering; from the first
constitution of the Local Board of Health in 1850 the
question of the sewe
of the district had been brought
under discussion, and
red next in consideration to a
OPEN DRAINS
plentiful water supply. But the subject was too great to
S hastily settled ;the load of accumulated evils could not
be swept away by the repetition of any classic feat, but by
tedious discussion, expensive experiments, and, finally,
necessarily slow and costly scientific labours.
\\
Fortunately for the board they secured, eventually, the
services of Mr. Samuel Harpur, C.E., who formerly held an
important appointment in a Midland town, and from the
B
date of his coming the work was carried on with special
ability. In the year 1864, when waterworks had been
SURFACE WORKS
constructed, and it had become necessary to provide for the
disposal of the used water of those works, which had
greatly increased the volume of the sewage, the surveyor
was directed to prepare plans for the sewerage of the district. These plans were ready by October of the same
Sa
year, were approved, ordered to be carried out, and, in
—
ol
“
1866, were in operation. A leading feature of these plans
was a provision for the ultimate disposal of the sewage by
using it in the irrigation of land, the outlets of the sewers
\,
- \
fSS \"see\
being arranged for the discharge of the sewage upon the
surface of lands south of Troedyrhiw. The board had
5
——_
fully decided on this dis
, but at first the sewage was
ta
a
SS‘
————
Se
pipe
discharged temporarily into the river Taff, about three
miles below the town. The sewers were scarcely com\\ ROAD
\
pleted when proceedings were taken in the Court of
_OUTLET
Chancery by certain colliery owners on the banks
°
creNn Y
of the river below the outlet of the sewer to restrain
the board from turning the sewage into the river.
The result was that some works of a temporary chaical
racter were made with the view of mitigating the nui—
sance complained of, and a comprehensive scheme for disposing of and purifying the sewage, by using it in the
irrigation of land, was devised by Mr. Harpur, and ap- age is delivered upon the‘filtering areas it undergoes a and is soon heavily laden with fertilising material. From
proved of by the Home-office and by Parliament. But straining process, being passed through beds or layers of this dark stream a hundred yards or so lead to the outlet of
the Lords Justices before whom the case had been heard, broken furnace cinders placed in tanks over and around the effluent water. This outlet was the last place that
on appeal, decided on sending down an engineer to ex- sewers of open work. All the gross and solid portions of came under our notice—the finale of thoughiful efforts.
amine the works, and report whether anything more of a the sewage are left upon the surface of the cinders, and Three miles above the valley, laden drains, in great extent,
temporary character could be done to lessen the cause of this deposit is removed by manual labour, mixed with —happily beyond the organ of sight and the sense of smell.
complaint while the general scheme was being carried out. town
ashes, and used or sold as top
ing.
ere a brook clear and sparkling,—and this was sewage
Mr. Bailey Denton was selected, and the
t of his visit
Such is the system of intermittent filtration first intended not long before !
and examination was his suggesting the laying out of as a temporary measure, but as its results are so satisfac- |
twenty acres of land as filtering areas.
is suggestion tory, and may be very advantageously resorted to at all
PRACTICAL PAPERS ON TELEGRAPHY.
has been carried out, and the works call for a description. times when the other portions of the farm do not
require |
No. III.
First, we must premise that while the sewers were in the sewage, the board have determined to continue it as
course of construction at Merthyr some 3500 houses were part of their permanent scheme. In company of the surIt is necessary at this point, when we are, as it were, introconnected with them by drains. One effect of the Chan- veyor we visited the place a few weeks ago, and were | ducing this remarkable “ physical entity” in the character of an
cery proceedings referred to was the prohibition of any delighted with the changes wrought. The place selected is | active medium or source*® of power, to caution the student
further connections of houses with the sewers, so that for a few hundred yards below Troedyrhiw, a small village | against attempting an elaborate or detailed analysis of the
more than three years no house drains have been laid three miles to the south of Merthyr Tydvil. The village | language containing the information we are seeking to impart.
down. The present volume of the sewage of Merthyr, by the prejudiced was at the outset doomed to extinction | We refer more particularly to that portion of the subject immetherefore, consists of the entire drainage of 3500 houses, by fever, but when the works are in full operation not the | diately before us.
reason here is that, when we present a definition or state a
and the slops of, probably, as many more houses, which slightest odour of sewage is perceptible there. The large | lawThein relation
electrical action, every reader who has a theory
slops find their way to the sewers by surface channels and tracts of land we now saw, cut up into sections, were laid | on this questiontowill
interpret the words to his own liking, and
street
gullies. The volume flows at an ave
rate of down for grass. That which wasnow in ridge and furrow
used | either make them fit in with his own special views, or condemn
728
ons
per minute, or about 1,050,000
ons eve!
to be a swamp 29 acres in extent, and let by the Baroness | us by applying those views ; and whereas the in
ion of
twenty-four hours, and this is the volume of sewage wi
Windsor for £18 a year. The board gave £3000 for it, and | these laws is not yet a matter of infallible certainty, we may by
which Mr. Bailey Denton had to deal.
its value three years hence will seem fabulous in comparison. | and by be
with confusing, if not misleading, our pupils.
The twenty acres of land consist of a superstratum of A fine extent of rye-grass was on our left, 12 acres in size. | We
therefore, record these laws in as plain
a manner as
soil and loam of an average thickness of 2ft., overlying a This by a shrewd farmer of the neighbourhood was esti- | possible ; and we beg our readers to remember that the language
deep bed of coarse gravel. This land in the winter months mated to give even at that time—the middle of February is, in some sort, conventional. We may very likely have to
was full of water to within a few inches of its surface, —8 tons to the acre! Throughout the year it was expected | employ words which, if we were to dig down and examine microand about as unpromising a piece as could be seen. to be cut four or five times, and to produce in the aggre- scopically into causes and effects, would be open to censure,
not entirely expressing the actual state of the case.
The first thing done was to-underdrain it thoroughlya pe 6 ee
ae
é acre, or equal to 5 tons of t isworthas while
to give an example of our meaning,
itbeing
clear depth of .6ft.,:as indicated on plan A, which shows
y. Sewage, however, is found more suitable to produce very
important
that the student should neither err by over conthe position of the under drains.
e surface
was next
for quick consumption than hay, as in storing it there fidence nor lose ground by distrusting
the correctness of the
laid out into convenient plots, nearly level from north to is considerable danger to be apprehended of its
taking fire — laid before him.
>
this
u
south, and with,an inclinationofabout 1 in 150 from east by internal combustion. This did actually happen at the
n regard to electricity. Suppose we affirm
apparently
to west. The sewage carriers and’ distributing channels sewage farm last autumn, and a fine rick of hay was con- reasonable statement" Wlecteiiey exists, developed or undeare shown by the lines
on plan B. The whole
was inter- sumed to a cinder. Ordinary turf, too, is not so good for veloped,” or “electricity exists, both in a latent or
sected by roads and walks, as shown, and divided ‘into four the experiment of sewage
as rye-grass, asit has
a ten- state, and in a developed or sensible condition.” We should
distinct and separate areas of about five acres each. Each | dency in alittle. time;to become coarse and rank. This
~
this word ‘‘source” under similar circumstances,we
of these areas now. receives the whole volume of sewage, or large plot of rye, beautifully green and waving, while all intend
itasapplicable inanindirect sense. See following remarks,
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imply, of course, that although electricity exists abundantly in
nature, its presence is not detected, unless means are taken to
evoke it. This isa very cursory, general proposition, in which we
do not pretend to account for modes of action or any detail, and
would not be thought to offend any scientific theorist. But
many such would find here an opportunity to assail the correctness of the statement, by affirming that electricity cannot be said
to have an existence until it be evoked. Now, we might be content to charge these objectors with suggesting a feeble proposition,
as one that implies the non-existence of anything that our senses
are unable to deteet. But we should simply plead that our statement was intended in a general sense, and did not claim to lay
down any special or absolute law, or to be a demonstration of a
theory on the “how,” “why,” and so forth, of the nature of
electricity.
The matter stands just thus. There is a “something” which
is known by the name of electricity. Whether this something is
always in existence, but only rendered observable under certain
conditions, or whether these conditions
are the cause of it, creating
it, as it were, does not at this point concern us. We know that
by the use of certain means effects are produced which are called
in our language effects of electricity ; and that, unless our volition
originate the employment of these means, such electrical effects
do not appear. We leave out of the question atmospherical and
natural causes for electrical action, referring, of course, only to
direct relation between human cause and effect.
Let us, then, consider that electricity has an existence in
nature, the fact of which can be and is made known by effects.
Obviously its existence prior to experience of its being, is its
normal or indigenous condition, maintained and governed by laws
appropriate to that condition. And the first proof of such a state
of normal rest is afforded by an alteration or disturbance of the
laws. Thus electrical action may fairly be called the interruption
of a state of electrical equilibrium. Any means of such disturbance, which also must occur at some definite spot, may be conventionally said to be a source of electricity, which is never produced or generated except under a double aspect. The spot or
point of surface at which this occurs may in one sense stand for
the source, at least when considering its local relation to other
matter, The one side and the other side of the spot is also the
one side and the other side of the source. In accordance with
these remarks we say that when electrical action occurs electricity is separated into positire and negative. Whenever and
however electricity is generated, exactly equal amounts of electrical action of opposite natures are produced or occur on either
side of the source. Conceiving that electricity is in its normal
and consequently unseparated condition until we disturb it, and
that when we do so by evoking it, we have, in one sense, a certain
equal amount in action on each side, the best way of regarding
the facts is to hold that on the one side there is a redundance,
and on the other a diminution. In simple language there is as
much too little on the one side as there is superabundant on the
other. We can conceive that one side loses exactly as much as
the other side gains.
It is not within the province of these papers to discuss electrical theories or present anything that does not concern the
immediate subject of telegraphy. But precisely for the reason
that the student is referred to published works on electricity
proper, must we arrange and colour our definitions and statements
concerning electrical action by not ignoring the theories which we
know to prevail. And if we ourselves had no theory whatever,
we should be but profitless instructors. These facts have considerably embarrassed us in endeavouring to explain even thus
much of the action of electricity, and it yet remains for us to
attempt giving a clearer shape to the views just offered by suggesting an interpretation for them. In brief, then, we hold that
electricity is united to matter in certain definite quantities—that
is to say, a8 hinted above, in its normal or unseparated condition.
That when these definite conditions are disturbed we have electricity represented in a double aspect—speaking of it as positive
and negative electricity, and using these terms in the sense already
referred to. It follows that the matter to which it belongs, by
virtue of its limited relation to it, loses its normal or natural proportion of electricity, which is, in fact, separated from it. We
also give.a further definite meaning to the words positive and
negative by denoting the source as that which accounts for
their application. For we could not use them according to their
real signification without inferring a separation or division under
which one side is equally negative, or wanting in that which the
other side has, or gains in excess, or positively.
Electricity, therefore, being attracted by matter in definite
quantities, whenever one body becomes positively electrified by
gaining it in excess, some other body must become negatively
electritied by losing it. ‘The term normal, here applied, involves
the condition that there is a mutual attraction between electricity
and common matter, which attraction we may reasonably hold
to be constant in the sense that neither can ever cease to attract
its naturally ordained quantity of the other. We must also
‘assume that the natural constitution of substances is essentially
dependent on the fact of this union existing in certain fixed
quantities, in which case the total! abstraction of electricity from
its twin matter is impossible. We may find an analogy in the
attempt to produce a perfect vacuum, which we cannot do in the
case, for example, of atmospheric air. This limitation appears
before us in a twofold sense. We have electricity united to
matter in a certain proportion which forms one of the conditions
of its existence or constitution, and we find that certain portions
only can exist in a natural state of equilibrium with it.
Our theory holds, lastly, that the particles of electricity have
an attraction for each other, but we do not believe in any repulsive quality between them. The so-called repulsion of similar
electricities being, as we think, an erroneous interpretation of
phenomena included in our views of electrical attraction.
Whereas, then, we maintain a theory which differs from others
supported by many eminent men, it must be remembered that
most of the phenomena of electrical action can be very well
accounted for on either ground, sufficiently so, at any rate, for us
at present. And as we are not writing a treatise on these points,
we offer no more than a brief profession of faith, which we may at
some other time extend and illustrate. The student, by comparing this with the theorles explained’ in works on electricity,
will notice the differences that exist, and may draw his own conclusions.
Returning now to the laws of electrical action, we will add a
word or two in relation to the terms positive and negatire, and in
so doing make our first reference to algebra, and naturally to its
most rudimentary part. These terms, employed as we find above,
are the expression of the algebraic symbols + and —, plus and
minus, signifying addition and substraction. A very good
explanation of them is given ina French work on telegraphy,
as follows :—Suppose a person having £1000, and owing £400.
He then really owns £1000 — £400 = £600. But if he possessed
£400 and owed £1000, he would really own £600 less than
nothing, or — £600. In the first case he has a positive fortune
of £600 ; in the second, a negative one of £600.
In this sense (repeating) we sum up the first law, snd say:—
Rule 1, “That whenever electricity is generated, that ir,
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The familiar explanation of the term conductor is that it forms
evolved from its normal equilibrium, equal quantities of positive
and negative electricity are in action on the opposite sides, or on a path for the passage of a current of electricity. This is true
as to the effects resulting from its employment, and we are
either side of the source.”
Electricity cannot be evoked except under this twofold aspect, obliged for the purpose of description to use forms of language
and whether the reader believes that it is a single or a double founded on the analogy of various everyday phenomena, even
fluid, or whatever theory he holds about it, neither hind of though in so doing we state that which is not strictly a scientific
electricity can be evoked by itself, neither can the quantities be fact. Thus we cannot explain the application of electricity to
unequal. Following this law is another equally determinate :— telegraphy without saying that a current of electricity flows
Rule 2. “ Neither kind of electricity can possibly be got rid of along a conductor or conducting path between two points. The
without the same thing occurring in regard to the other.” For student must therefore conceive of electro-telegraphic effects as
the removal or apparent annihilation is, in fact, a recombination depending on this kind of action.
of the positive with the negative. There is no actual annihilation,
and this recombination is instantaneous, not gradual.
Let it be observed on this point that the recombination here
CONVERSAZIONE
AT THE LONDON
means the restoration to ee
of the several particles of
INSTITUTION.
electricity. We are not referring in this remark to the disa)
Ir
is
probable
that
many
of
our readers never heard of the
pearance of electricity as necessarily being instantaneous with
regard to any given quantity that we may be en
in dis- London Institution, yet it was established before the age of
charging. For it will be seen presently that electricity in many gaslight, steamboats, railways, or telegraphs, in the year 1806,
instances cannot be removed or discharged from bodies at one has occupied ever since 1819 one of the noblest buildings in the
effort. But we are now dealing with the immediate operation, the
City, and is at the present moment full of vigour, and intent
details, as it were, of this removal or discharge.
Suppose the line (Diagram 1) to repre- on new methods of aiding literature and science. The spot on
sent the spot at which the normal or which stands the London Institution has a curious historic
natural electrical equilibriumis disturbed. interest. In the time of Edward IV. the London wall was
Then on one side, A, ten units are abstrac- out of repair, and bricks were ordered to be made on the “ outer
ted, and being handed over to B, give B moore.” This is one of the earliest instances on record of the
a superabundance or excess of 10 (a for- use of bricks in London. The “outer moore” is now FinsburyA—10
+10B tune of +4- 10, see above), while A is left circus, and the great ornament of the circus is the London Instideficient in that number (or has a for- tution, built by Mr. W. Brooks, “at a cost of £31,124 10s. 6d.,”
tune of — 10). Now B cannot entirely and opened in 1819. The young institution, like many younglose this + fortune, except for A’s benefit ; married couples, had not a house of its own during its early
it is impossible to get rid of this + 10 career.
The inhabitants of Finsbury-circus must be amused with old
altogether so as te annihilate it. The
only means of utterly dismissing it is Stow’s account of the same locality, “This Farm or moor-field,
to cause it to recombine with the — 10 of A. Just so with stretching from the wall of the City betwixt Bishopsgate and
this — 10. Equilibrium can only be restored by recombina- the postern called Cripplegate to Fensbury and Holywell, contiou. And by saying it is instantaneous we mean that we tinued a waste and unprofitable ground for a long time, so that
cannot first dismiss one and afterwards the other. Both vanish the same was all letten for four marks (£2 13s, 4d.) the year in
together, and onlyso. It isimportant that this should be remem- the reign of Edward II.”
The library of the London Institution has always been a grand
bered, and the fact will always serve as a sure guide for deciding
feature—it contained 26,000 volumes in 1819; at present the
on the modus operandi of electrical manifestations.
number
is very large, and the library is one of the best in Engin. Rule 3. “Electricity cannot be evoked or produced
unless there exist a means for recombination, or unless there be land. As in the British Museum, the chief officer of the London
two opposing surfaces on which accumulation can take place, Institution, excepting the honorary secretary, is the librarian.
such surfaces separated by a medium through which recombina- Professor Porson, the famous Grecian, first filled the office, and
tion can only be effected more slowly than the source of electricity Mr. Upcott, the bibliophilist, was his assistant. The second
librarian was Mr. W. Maltby, author of “ Porsoniana,” and cousin
can supply it.”
This requires a little explanation, for even if the law could be of Bishop Maltby ;Mr. R. Thompson and Mr, E. W. Brayley,
enunciated more simply, yet the student would probably feel the jun., were afterwards joint librarians. The office is now filled by
impression on the understanding rather vague and strange at Mr: J. C. Brough, who, by his accomplishments and energetic
first. This law declares the conditions necessarily attending the efforts, has given fresh vigour to the Institution, and attracted
production of electrical action. Now, as before stated, electricity towards it the attention of the whole scientific world.
The Institution has been equally fortunate in its honorary
is presented to us, when made sensible, under two aspects. The
term electro-dynamics refers to electricity in action—as a current, secretaries as in its librarians. The first was Mr. 8S. Woods, one
of
the founders ; the second, Mr. W. Hazeldine Pepys ; the third,
for example. The term electrostatics relates to the accumulation
of electricity, involving a state of rest, or absence of a current. Mr. 8S. Tuck Kent ; the fourth, Sir William Tite ; and the fifth
Telegraphy has to do with both forms of manifestation in a and present, Mr. Thomas Piper.
The theatre and laboratory deserve special notice. The former
general sense, though, perhaps, more particularly with the first.
Turning to the law, we see that. there are two conditions, and the contains 700 persons, and was opened by Professor Brande with
an
inaugural lecture on the connection between the scientific and
first presents but little difficulty coupled with the matter which
precedes it. Yet, strictly speaking, both conditions, with their commercial interests in any country. This was in 1819. Since
attendant results, are existent in every case of electrical mani- that time more than 3000 lectures have been delivered in the
festation, though one of them may be practically lost sight of in same theatre, and the list of lecturers contains the names of
the almost entire prevalence of the other, according to the state nearly all the celebrities in science and many in the arts. The
of the case. The second condition, for instance, may be pre- programme for the present season includes eight lectures by
sented in some cases in so very inferior a degree that the first Professor Huxley—interrupted, we believe, by that gentleman's
may be said to be the only one in action. ll this will be made illness—as many by Professor Odling, and six by Professor
clear as the subject advances, but it could not be entirely Bentley.
The laboratory is famous for the scientific researches that have
omitted here ;and at present let the student be satisfied with
been made there. Here Mr. Pepys and his associates made their
this explanation of the law, viz. :—
‘irst. That electricity cannot be generated or evoked by any famous experiments with the voltaic battery of 2000 double
source, thereby being separated into positive and negative, unless plates, and here also Professor Grove perfected his nitric acid
there be a means provided or existent for allowing these to re- battery. The last gentleman was for six years Professor of
Chemistry to the Institution, and there he completed his studies
combine.
Secondly. Or, unless there be present two opposing surfaces on on the correlation of physical forces. Mr. J. A. Wanklyn wasthe
which the positive and negative can severally accumulate in this next professor ;aud at the present time Dr. Armstrong maintains
position, separated by a medium of such a nature as to prevent the prestige of the laboratory.
At the present time there are two weekly lectures—one delithem recombining as quickly as the source produces.
At a later stage we propose to attempt an illustration of these vered in the afternoon and the other in the evening—papers read
and
discussed at intervals, and conversaziones held once a month
conditions by diagram, which would be out of place at this
point. We were compelled to
iate the laws here, to be during the season. The last of these—the last but one of the
thought over now, and referred back to as we go on, for every season—took place on the 13th inst., when Capt. Burton delivered
case of electrical action illustrates them, and we shall often call an address entitled “Two Years’ Gleanings in Syria and Palesattention to them to confirm their truth in examples. We tine,” Dr. Beke occupying the chair. Captain Burton's paper was
take this opportunity of saying that we are indebted to Mr. F.C. full of originality and amusement ; he drew a strange but unpleaWebb's “ Electrical Accumulation and Conduction” for the par- sant picture of the rivalry, or rather hatred, of the people of
ticular form given to these rules. They cannot, as we think, be Damascus and Beyrout, and gave a droll specimen of the wit of
the latter, who said, “ There was no milk in Damascus, though
presented in a more comprehensive dress.
But we must go forward, and the next question is, how we are its sons were cows in stupidity.”
In the library were exhibited Syrian pottery and articles of
to proceed in order to utilise the electricity ; in answering which
We are necessarily guided by the phenomena which attend and domestic utility, portrait in bas-relief of Jacobesh Shellaby, a
underlie its manifestation. We are here introduced to another Samaritan, vy Fontana, &c., contributed by Miss Rogers, author
expression in the language of electro-telegraphy. The term of “ Domestic Life in Palestine.” Human remains, flint impleconduction is not exactly peculiar to the science, but belongs to ments, &c., from Palmyra, exhibited by Captain Burton.
it and comes next in order. The word in a manner explains Earthen vases from the recent excavations at Cyprus, glass vases
itself, and signifies generally the act of leading away electricity, from Cuma, exhibited by W. C. Pearson, Esy. Japanese and
as opposed to non-conduction, which infers an opposition to its Indian works of art, weapons and curiosities, old Flemish oil
passage or escape. The student will find various theories on paintings and enamels, medieval seals and impressions from seals,
this point in the books, and will see that authorities disagree as exhibited by W. H. Hooper, Esq. Water-colour landscapes ot
to the rationale of the progress of electricity through or along Syria and Palestine, architectural details of buildings in Damascus,
matter. But without discussing these opinions, we need only Syrian woven fabrics, exhibited by W. D. Crace, Esq. Old German
say that, supposing matter to be made up of separate particles, goldsmiths’ work, exhibited by Messrs. Lambert and Co. Model
and that electricity travels from particle to particle, then the of Holy Sepulchre in olive wood and wood carvings, by George A.
easy communication between contiguous particles in any body Rogers, Esy. Leaden signacula of the 14th and | 5th centuries,
of matter constitutes conduction, and the difficult communica- found in London, exhibited by J. E. Price, Esq. Large collection
tion constitutes non-conduction. This is very nearly the same of insects, British and foreign, by the Rev. J. Spong. A splendid
definition as is given in Ferguson’s “Electricity.” The reader collection of gums, exhibited by Alfred Morgan, Esq. Modern
knows what conduction of heat means, and that a metal rod is a paintings by Belgian, French, and Italian masters, Mr. 8, Nathan.
If the present management of the London Institution continue
much better conductor in this respect than one of glass, He
its energetic line of conduct, the fine building on the “ outer
can apply the reference to the case of electricity.
Every substance in nature, as far as can be determined, may moore”’ is likely to prove too small for its visitors.
be said to be a conductor of electricity more or Jess. The difference between conductor and non-conductor is now believed to be
simply one of degree ; in short,’the latter is a bad conductor of
Test FOR SULPHUR AND PHOSPHORUS IN IRoN.—M. K. Meincke
electricity, In the various works on the subject lists of the rela- recommends the use of chloride of copper in place of that
tive conducting power or
conductivity of subst
are given ; of iron, the former presenting the advantages of much greater
and it is agreed that there is no such thing in nature as a true facility in filtering the various solutions and liquids, and of
roducing more precise results. The method employed differs
non-conductor.
that in use by metallurgical chemists.
The iron finely
Let us now refer to the third rule or axiom above mentioned, Tittlefrom
is dissolved in the chloride of copper, theu the metallic
and apply it to the illustration of the first point to be noted in divided
copper
is
separated
by
means
of
an
excess
of
chloride
of copper
to conduction, The most elementary definition of a con- and common salt, the solution is then filtered thi
h. asbestos,
ductor of electricity in a scientific point of view is afforded by which detains the insoluble Vetere latter are then oxidised
terming it a means of recombination for the separated electrical by means of concentrated nitric
and chlorate of
h, and set
action. We said that this facility was a necessary condition; to bg amendwith hydrochloric acid ;lastly, the sulphur is preciy iand according to the degree of such facility is the amount of tated by barytes in the form of sulphate, and the phosphorus by
molybdic acid according to the ordinary method.
effect produced with a given source. (Rule 3, first part).
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
Unper the Caledonian Company’s General Powers Bill, now
before Parliament, authority would be taken for winding-up and
dissolving the Dundee and Perth and Aberdeen Junction Com*pany.
A TRAVELLING hawker, named Sherwin, obtained £1000 at the
Leeds Assizes, on Tuesday, as a compensation for permanent injuries received in] November last in a collision on the Northtern line.
OrFices have been taken at Birkenhead in connection with the
works for the construction of the railway tunnel under the
Mersey, and we believe operations for the experimental boring will
soon be commenced.
Ir is stated that the earnings of the united railway companies
of New Jersey, for the year 1871, were three millions above
qa
a sum sufficient to pay interest upon the bonds and
a dividend of 10 per cent. to the stockholders.
Tue first conference of the Luxembourg plenipotentiaries is
reported to have been held on the 23rd instant, when the anticipations relative to the transfer of the adminstration of the Luxembourg railways to the commission of Alsace and Lorraine, with
guarantees for the neutrality of Luxembourg, were confirmed.
THE Tasmanian Main Line Railway Company, Limited, has beer.
formed under the direct sanction of the Governor and Legislature
of Tasmania for the = of constructing a main line of railway from the city of Hobart Town through the centre of the
colony to the city of Launceston, the whole being about 125 miles
in length. Starting at Hobart Town, the proposed line will pass
through Pentonhille, Melton Mowbiay, Spring Hill, Anstey
Barton, Oatlands, Tunbri
Ross, Campbell Town, and Evandale, where it will join the Western Railway, and run over it into
Launceston, from whence direct steam communication is available
by the river Tamar to Adelaide, to Melbourne, to Sydney and
Brisbane, and other ports, The line crosses a country abounding
in mineral wealth, comprising copper, iron, and
and opens
up extensive forests of timber of
i
wth. The
Government statistics show that the expected
c from these
several sources will produce a considerable revenue to the company.
THE report of the Solway Junction directors states that some
differences in the views of the representatives of the various interests
the making application to the Court of Chancery
for the confirmation of a scheme for
ing the affairs of the
company, as it
ts of certain majorities of all
i
have deposited a bill to carry out
have been accepted by the debentureé
The bill, however, had since been
withdrawn, the financial position of the company having been
materially altered by the Caledonian Company giving notice of
their intention to purchase the portion of the line between Annan
and Kirtlebridge, as provided for in the agreement between the
two com:
dated the 22nd of March, 1867, The Glasgow and
South-Western and the Midland Railway Companies are again
applying to Parliament for power to amalgamate, and the directors haveconsidered it necessary to petition Parliament not to allow
the amalgamation. The capital account to the 31st of December,
1871, shows that £473,345 has been expended. The revenue
account states that £2842 has been received and £2547 expended,
leaving a balance of £295,
THE report of the Swedish Central (Limited) Company states
that the whole of the share capital has been subscribed, and that
£300,000of the debenture capital has been issued. Satisfactory
a
has been made by the contractors in the construction of
the line. The first section, from Frovito Linda, a length of twelve
miles, was opened for public traffic.on the 26th of August last.
On the second section, from Linda to Kopperberg, a length of
twenty-two miles, the permanent way was laid, and it will shortly
be fit for goods traffic. Of the remaining twenty-six miles of the
line the carthworks are completed for a length of six miles, and
they are in a forward state for an additional length of nine miles.
The bridges and culverts ig
are well advanced, and there
is no doubt that the whole
line will be completed within the
contract time. The company’s agent, Mr. —— had negotiated
an
with the director of the Koping Holt Company for
regulating the interchange of traffic between the two companies
periodof ten years,
arrangement will facilitate the
working of the through traffic. The directors consider that the
prospects of the undertaking are very much improved by several
important lines' which have either been commenced or will be
commenced in a few months.
Ir is surely time for some plan to be formed by Parliament with
regard to localities to be traversed by new lines of tramway, the
jn or authorities empowered to construct them, and the
lefining of advantages due to promoters and proprietors, the
benefits due to the public, and the rights of extinguishing all
rivate pecuniary interests, which there is a growing opinion should
given to local boards. If some such plan were determined on,
as in the case of the metropolltan railways some years ago, it
would save much gratuitous agitation of the public mind, and the
frittering away of time that is worth more than money by the best
legal members of our vestries, For three years past notice has been
given that
parliamentary powers would, in the ensuing session, be
asked for, in res’
tramway lines along the Uxbridge-road,
through
Notting-hill, to the Marble arch
Oxford-street, north
of Hyde Park, and along the Great Western road and Kensington
High-street, south of the Park, to Hyde Park-corner; and in each
yearin succession the schemes have been abandoned. And yet
the effecting of a much-needed improvement, viz., the widening of
the main thoroughfare where two or three ramshackle houses at
present squeeze its narrow gut most unconscionably, depends
almost, if not entirely, upon the concurrence of tramway company
and vestry before Parliament, and the
of a bill on conditions favourable to the former.— West
n Advertiser.
Tue half-yearly general eating of the Ottoman (Smyrna to
Aidin) Company was held on
Friday. Sir
Macdonald
Stephenson, the chairman, presided, and in moving the
adoption of the report, stated that ‘Chancery proceedings ” was
an ominous heading to a report under ordinary circumstances ;
but as on the present occasion it was to announce the withdrawal
of eppeels, the payment of the interest, with 20 per cent. of the
principal of the first debentures, and the decision of the court on
the disputed points in reference to the contractor’s debt, the
intelligence would be admitted as alike significant and satisfactory. The new bill filed by Mr. Pickering was a subject of regret,
but would probably be
of shortly, as there was not the
shadow of a groundwork to justify it. The net profit of over
£14,000 for the >
and its progressive increase over corresponding periods, while the working expenses were less, indicated the
improvement which was going on in all departments under the
company’s excellent manager; but until the railway was extended
into the interior the full advantages of the line could never be
realised. The ye
ee the Government more especially,
and had already
brought under the consideration of the
Ministers. The guarantee due to the end of last year now
amounted
to more than £200,000, and the secretary
had again
to
tinople to spare no exertions, in
concert with Messrs. Hanson, to obtain a settlementof
com
s claims. Since the report was written the board had
two telegrams from Mr, Cooke to the following effect :—“Have agreed accounts within £6000. Terms under offer.
pointment with Finance Minister, Thursday, to conclude arrangesevh
o.oo
ed elem
the fe
i
— of Bie
terms with Governmen
poeen > a fortnight. Public Works Council now ae with
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MISCELLANEA.
THE street lamps of Géttingen were lit simultaneously, for the
first time, on Saturday, the 16th instant, by electricity.
THE third pier of the bridge to cross the Missouri river at St.
Joseph, Mo., reached Bed Rock on the 8th inst., 50ft, below the
surface of the water.
| THE repairs to the cracked cylinders of the Swiftsure having
been completed at Keyham, that ship is ordered to make a two
hours’ run at full speed in the offing at Plymouth on Monday
| next.
The shipments of coal from Scotch ports for the past week,
amount to 17,548 tons foreign, and 18,542 tons coastwise, making
a total of 36,000 tons, as compared with 24,997 tons for the same
week of last year.
On Saturday last, the employés of the engineers’ department of
the Millwall Docks presented Mr. Frederick E. Duckham, that
company’s resident engineer, with a valuable box of drawing
instruments “‘as a token of their respect.”
THE North Staffordshire Railway directors, following the example of the Midland Company, have decided to ~~ third-class
ngers in all their trains, the only exception on the line |
or London and North-Western trains between Manchester an:
obtaini absolute
ute alochol
alcoho! London.
mithod, emplo:
employedby endelejeff,
Mendaleje, for
for
obtaining
Alcohol of “499is whial with quicklime, the — of the latter
MARBLE bust of the late Mr. Grote, the historian of Greece,
projecting above the surface of the liquid, for half an hour more, wasA unveiled
Abbey on Monday afternoon. The
with a condenser inverted so that the liquid may return by its own bust, which isintheWestminster
work of Mr. Charles Bacon, is placed next to the
vity to the flask. The condenser is then reversed, and the monument of Camden,
and
in
a
line with the busts of Thackeray
alcohol redistilled. If the alcohol contains more than 5 per cent
of water the process must be repeated two or three times. The andA Macaulay.
CAMEL
Gatli
,
proposed
mounted on the backs of
vessel should onlybe half-filled with the pieces of lime, as the camels for use pion is in course toofbe trial
by a select committee
rapid formation of hydrate of lime may break it to pieces.
at
Woolwich.
It
has
ten
barrels,
each
‘42in. bore, and is suffiAs rubber plates and rings are used almost exclusively for making ciently light to be fired from a tripod fixed
on the back of the
connections Gaieeen steam and other pipes, much annoyance is camel without inconvenience,
experienced by the imperfection of an air-tight connection. This is
A
DANGEROUS
wreck
that
was
rapidlv
causing
the silting up of the
obviated by employing a cement which fastens well both to the
rubber and to the metal or wood. It is prepared by a solution of channel in the river Parratt has just been most expeditiously and
shellac in ammonia, This is made by soaking pulverised gum effectively removed by lithofracteur. Two charges of 50 Ib, each
shellac in ten times its weight of strong ammonia, when a slimy effected with great facility what only tons of gunpowder could
mass is obtained ; in three or four weeks it will become liquid have done with difficulty and great labour.
without the use of hot water. This softens the rubber, and beA reGATTA for steam launches, row and sail boats, in which
comes, after volatilisation of the ammonia, hard and impermeable Germans, Americans, Spaniards, and Russians from the men-ofto gases and fluids.
war in the harbour participated, recently took place at Havana.
Harper's Weekly states that Uriah F. Boyden, of Boston, U.S., The steam launch first prize was won by Germans, the second by
has deposited with the Franklin Institute, of Philadelphia, the sum Americans, and the third by Spanish. Russia won the prize for
of one thousand dollars, to be awarded as a premium to any resi- sailboats,
dent of North America who shall determine by experiment
PROFESSOR PEPPER has resigned his post as manager of the Polywhether all rays of light and other B agers rays are or are not technic Institution, and, in conjunction with Mr. T. W, Tobin,
transmitted with the same velocity.
The conditions of the premium late secretary of the Polytechnic, will open a series of popular
limit the applicants to those living north of the southern boundary scientific entertainments at the Egyptian Hall on Easter ache.
of Mexico, and including the West India Islands. Applications Professor Pepper has been succeeded at the Polytechnic by
must be made before the Ist of January, 1873, at which time the Mr. R. F. Chapman.
judges, appointed by the Franklin Institute, shall examine the
has now definitely adopted the French metrical weights
memoirs and decide whether any one is entitled to the premium. andAustria
measures, to be employed optionally from the Ist January,
Ir has been observed that iron acquires, by being placed in nitric 1873, and exclusively from the Ist January, 1876. The standard
acid, a peculiar condition of surface enabling it to resist the action metre is a crystal rod, which, at an ice-melting temperature,
of the strongest acid; and a still more remarkable and important gauges 999°99764 millimetres of the prototype preserved at the
henomenon has been observed, which is that iron so treated will Arts and Metiers Museum in Paris. The standard weight is a
orm a galvanic circuit with ordinary iron, the treated metal being crystal cube weighing in vacuo 999°9978 milligrammes of the Paris
decidedly negative to the latter. Dr. Schinn produces further prototype.
evidence of the changed character of the iron by showing that it
FURTHER important mineral discoveries are officially reported
refuses to produce copper from the solution of its salts. He shows
also that cadmium in strong nitric acid remains unacted on if from Bolivia, which are expected to produce great results. In
platinum wire be coiled around it, but on the removal of the wire the Chaco, on the road from La Paz to ny silver ore has been
yielding 12,000 ounces per ton, or half silver. A hundred
the cadmium is at once attacked bythe acid. Tin exhibits similar found
characteristics. The result of the experiment with iron points claims were at once taken up. On the Llisa and Condormanana
hills,
near
San Andres de Mochaca, veins of gold have been found,
out electrical action as the cause of these effects, which, on further
well as in Vilaquil, eighteen miles from La Paz, where ancient
investigation, may give us some new light on the subject of aswinnowing
grounds have been recognised.
electrolysis.—Scientific American.
A MOVE is at length about to be taken for covering some of the
It has been suggested that the empyreumatic oils from coal can
be utilised for the purpose of coating small articles of iron and unsightly pieces of ground on and about the Holborn Viaduct.
steel, such as hooks and eyes, buttons, &c., and experiments have Mr. Richard Tress, an architect well known in the City for his
been made with satisfactory results. The articles to be coated are excellent works, has taken a lease for eighty years of all that
placed upon an iron
grating, over a layer of coal-dust about half an angle at the north-east end of the Viaduct having a frontage to
inch thick,’in a cylindrical vessel 18in. or more in height. The vessel the Viaduct itself, 2 rounded frontage on St. Sepulchre’s
is then tightly closed and placed upon a bright fire, and the bottom Church, and about 200ft. frontage towards Snow-hill, for which he
is brought to a red heat. Itis then allowed to cool before being is to pay £1725 perannum. How Mr. Tress intends to appropriate
opened, and on removing the lid the metallic articles are found to this commanding site is yet to be seen. Probably for bankingbe covered with a tough, durable varnish, which will not crack with houses or other commercial purposes. Certain it is that this long
bending, and will resist a considerable degree of heat. It is recom- unsightly spot is now destined to become one of the many ornamended that very small articles be rotated over a fire in a machine ments of the city of London.
resembling a coffee-roaster, with a small quantity of coal-dust, by
THE old Kepier Colliery, after assisting so materially in supply,
which means a lustrous and durable coating of black is im- ing the city of Durham with fuel for a period of forty-three years
parted,
is about to be laid in. The Hutton seam, at least so much of it as
accessible from the present shaft, was worked out some twelve
M. Louts LA BRECHE-VIGER, of Montreal, has obtained a patent was fourteen
years ago, and the Low Main is now so nearly exfor a method of manufacturing axes, hammers, and other imple- orhausted
abandonment is contemplated. Last week
ments, by first making them of wrought iron and then converting the wholethatof itsthefinal
employed received notice that thei:
them into steel. The nature of the invention consists in manu- engagement would workmen
cease
at the end of fourteen days, and the
facturing the articles to be treated under the process of and with
is that at the expiration of the notices only a few of
wrought iron first, and immersing them in a bath of molten cast probability
be retained te work out the few pillars of coal which
iron free from sulphur and phosphorus, and carburised to its utmost thewillmenbe wi!!
judicious to remove. Mr, Thwaites, the lessee of the
capacity. The best for that purpose is spiegeleisen, but in default itKepier
Colliery,
contemplates, however, boring, and, if coal be
thereof such cast iron may be made by melting good malleable iron found, sinking to the
Hutton seam, near to Kepier Hospital; but,
or blister steel in a cupola
ace with charcoal, or the best anthra- as the neighbouring fields
several indications of old coalpits,
cite coal, or bituminous coal, or coke, as fuel. The articles are it is somewhat questionableshow
whether this seam has not been worked
left in this bath a space of time which must vary with the degree out in this locality in the olden
time, when no plans or records
of hardness desired to be imparted to the metal and with the size were kept of mine workings.
of the articles, and also accordingto the intention of converting the
whole mass of the metal into steel, or simply of converting the
Ir is stated that an agreement has been entered into between
surface so as to retain a core of malleable iron. For small objects Mr. Danks, the inventor of the new puddling machine, and a
crucibles may be used, and for larger articles, or when large combination of iron manufacturers representing the different disuantities are to be converted, reverberatory furnaces of all the tricts, whereby the latter undertake to have 200 furnaces on his
descriptions now known may be employed.
plan put up within six months, and in consideration of his permisso, to pay him £50,000 at that time, whether the furnaces
TROUGH blood crystals were first observed by Hiinefeld, the merit sion into do
operation or not. In most cases this will represent an
of discovering them is due to Reichert, who first recognised their are
of the puddling power, seeing that the general body of
nature. The fact of the crystallisation of a complex organic extension
are not going to remove their old hand-puddling furnaces,
substance like blood was first received with some amount of the firms
this will be equal to an additional make of 300,000 tons per
incredulity, but the corroborative testimony of many microscopists and
annum. It is intended. on payment of a further sum, to erect 260
soon cleared away all doubt, and a variety of methods were more,
and this, with the forty before arranged for, will make
suggested by which the crystals could be obtained. The best
like 450 furnaces added to the producing power of the
plan for obtaining them is thus given by M. Preyer:—The blood is something
country
in a year or two. This is such a revolution as has never
received into a cup, allowed to coagulate, and placed in a cool
occurred in the history of this branch of industry, and the
room for twenty-four hours, The serum is then poured off, and a before
more is it to be wondered at when it is remembered that, till July
gentle current of cold distilled water passed over the finely divided last,
it was thought that hand-puddling must for ever continue,
clot placed upon a filter until the filtrate gives scarcely any preciod with bichloride of mercury. A current of warm water every machine to do away with it having, before that, entirely
30 deg. to 40deg. ne now poured on the clot, and the filtrate failed.
received in a
cylinder
in ice, Of this a small THE exports of coal and coke from the United Kingdom have
—- is taken, and alcohol added
by drop till a precipitate ' presented a considerable further increase this year. The exports
alls, from which an estimate may be
le of the quantity required of February were 915,282 tons, against 718,417 tons in February,
to be added to the whole without producing a precipitate. The 1871, and 653,309 tons in February, 1870. The shipments to
mixture, still tage in ice, after the
of a few hours France appear to have regained all their old importance, the
movement in that direction having been 253,652 tons in February,
furnishes
a rich crop of
The forms of the
obtained from the blood of
different animals do not vary to any against 154,913 tons in February, 1871, and 189,425 tonsim
great extent, and are all reducible to the rhombic and hexagonal February, 1870. The aggregate exports in the two months ending
systems, The vast er are ‘rhombic prisms, more or less the 28th of February this year were 1,757,610 tons, against
resembling that of man.
e squirrel, however, with several of 1,278,107 tons in the corresponding period of 1871, and 1,411,923
the Rodentia, as the mouse and rat, and the hamster, are hexa- tons in the corresponding period of 1870. In these totals France
gonal. The —
of several corpuscles is required to form figured for 507,252 tons, 260,590 tons, and 380,704 tons respeca single crystal,
1 blood crystals are double refracting. The tively. The exports have increased this year to Russia, Sweden,
animals whose blood has been hithertc examined and found to Denmark, Germany, Holland, France, Spain, Italy, and British
crystallise are—man, monkey, bat, hedgehog, mole, cat, lion, India, but they have decreased to Brazil. The value of the coal
was £518,456,
£361,635 in nae,
puma, fox, dog, guinea pig, squirrel, mouse, rat, rabbit, hamster, exported in Fe!
.
February, 1870; and for the two months
marmot, ox, sheep, horse, pig, owl, oat yee lark, sparrow, 1871,
ending the 28th of February this
£988,084, against £642,306
con, goose,
serpent,
, dobule, carp, barbel, in
the
riod of 1871, and £691,388 in the correrudd, perch, herring, flounder,. pike, garpike, earthworm,
and
sponding perrod of1870,
NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
For Ceineiting benzole, which is made of coal tar, from
benzine, which is made from petroleum, Brand!
recommends
us to place a small piece of pitch in a test tube, and pour over it
some of the substance to be examined. B
le will
diately
dissolve the pitch to a tar-like mass, while benzine will scarcely be
coloured.
PROFESSOR SHEPARD, of Amherst College, Mass., has one of the
largest collections of meteorites in the world. It embraces 146
different meteoric stones and ninety-three meteoric irons.
The heaviest
imen of the irons is one from Aeirotopas, weighing 438 Ib. and the largest of the stones is that from New Concord,
weighing 52 Ib,
THE screw steamer India of the Anchor line, plying between
G
w and New York, put into Halifax, N. S., on February 23rd.
She had been twenty-seven days out from Glasgow, having lost her
rudder on February 8th. Thirteen days afterwards she fell in with
the American fishing schooner Joseph H. Chandler, and lashed her
to her stern, the schooner eens the strange vessel compounded of two craft dissimilar from each other in every
respect,
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DOUBLE
WHEEL
TIRE LATHE.
MESSRS, THOMPSON AND WILSON, ENGINEERS, CANNING STREET WORKS, LEEDS.
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WITHA SLIDE REST &C
THE fine tool which we illustrate above is a double lathe for that one man can attend to both lathes, as while one side of the
turning the tires of railway wheels, or executing any similar lathe is working he can be engaged in fixing the work on the other
description of work. Its peculiarities are: First,
that two sepa- side, or
si qntaseling together. It will also be perrate lathes are carried on one base plate, thus effeeting a saving of ceived that both the rests are fitted with two compound tool
valuable space, and rendering the machine very compact and quite holders, each worked by separate screws, so that they can be
self-contained, Secondly, a great advantage is gained by the fact adjusted quite independently of each other, thus allowing two cuts

to be taken on the work at the same time. The lathes are made
self-acting by the ordinary overhead gear. The machine is very
strong, and is well proportioned in all its parts, the total weight
being about 20 tons. Itis arranged to turn up to 6ft. diameter.
The driving cones have each four speeds, the largest being 27in.
diameter, and the smallest 15in. diameter, and arranged to take
a strap 4in. wide. It is treble-geared, thus giving a great amount
of driving power. The spindle wheels are 2ft. Gin. diameter by
5in. wide on face, and the pinions are 10in. diameter by 5}in. on
face, and the internal wheel at back of face-plate is 4ft. 3in.
diameter by 5in. wide, and the face-plate is 5ft. 6in. diameter; all
this gearing is 1gin. pitch. The journals in spindles are 64in.
diameter by llin. long, and made of Bessemer steel. The bushes
are of the best gun-metal. The saddles for the compound rests are
7ft. long, the screws in them are 1jin. diameter, and cut with a
double thread to 4in. pitch. The compound screws are lin.
diameter. The screws for adjusting the saddles are 2}in. diameter,
and cut two threads Ly? inch. The total length of base plate is
18ft. by 9ft. wide, and 6in. deep. This form of lathe is well worth
the attention of mechanical engineers.
WEATHER CHARTS.—We have received the following circular
from the Meteorological Office, 116, Victoria-street, 8. W.:—“‘ Sir,
—I am instructed to inforin you that the Meteorological Committee propose to issue lithographed charts illustrative of the daily
weather report. Such charts can be delivered in London, within a
reasonable distance from the office of the printer (in Lincoln’s-innfields) between one and two o’clock p.m., or posted in time for the
evening despatch to the country. The charts for Sundays cannot
be delivered before Tuesday morning, as the office is closed on
Sundays. The charts will be sent gratuitously until the 31st of
March, If you should wish to receive them after that date you
will please to let me know, stating the number of copies you will
require. The subscription will cover any reasonable number of
copies. The committee reserve to themselves the ee declining
to supply copies by hand on the ground of distance.—Your
obedient servant, Romane H. Scorr, Director.” It would be
impossible to give an accurate idea of the nature of the lithographs
by description. Those interested in meteorology ought to send for
' a specimen for themselves,
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Wejillustrate jabove and at page 222 the steaml, omnibus fan. The wholeof this arrangement ismade clear from the drawings lutely prevent noise, and yet allow a boiler to keep steam in as
Edinburgh,” designed by Mr. Leonard J. Todd, of Leith, a and does not require particular description. The small tail pipe is perfect a manner as with the ordinary blast pipe. However, as
the fan when standing, so as to supersede the ordinary applied to a steam omnibus for city traffic, or to a steam tramway
gentleman who has devoted much attention for several years to to work
pipe in the funne,, From this arrangement it will
seen car, it possesses other most important advantages, which may be
the construction and working of such machines. The present jet
that the speed of the fan, and consequently the draught, will be summed up thus :—(1) it will be at all times practically silent,
design embodies several excellent features, originating, no doubt, as perfect. Y regulated as if the blast were in the funnel in the usual even on the steepest hills; (2) it will perfectly
te the
in a keen appreciation of the difficulties which have to be over- manner, Whenever the engine starts the fan starts; if it stops intensity of the draught; (3) it will prevent cinders being
thrown
from
the
funnel
head;
(4)
it
w
i
l
prevent
steam
the
fan
stops;
when
going
up
hill
the
back
pressure
increases,
come in working steam omnibuses in cities. Our engravings are
and the fan runs fast ; when going down hill it falls away, and the blowing off when standing, as the ash-pan door being always
so complete that oy Alittle description is necessary. As for the speed
shut,
air
cannot
get
to
the
fire
when
the
engine
stops;
of
the
fan
becomes
in
the
most
perfect
measure
reduced.
|
advantages claimed for the design, we think we cannot do better It will be seen that by this means all noise whatever may be (5) the steam can be raised in perfect silence while standing in
than allow Mr. Todd to speak for himself, and we therefore give perfectly
avoided, the waste steam from the fan being led away by | the street by admitting steam to the turbine wheel through the
below the statement with which he
favo
us. It wil be a very large
which are absopipe, finally escaping into the funnel through the | small jet pipe. These, of course, are advan
as well before going further to point out that the principal features annular
opening
after being superheated in the casing. The area | lutely necessary to insure the successful and continuous daily
in the design are the use of coupling rods to drive of this annular
running
of
an
intramural
road
steamer,
which
has
to work regular
opening
must
be
made
so
great
as
even
on
the
|
the road wheels from the crank-shaft in a way employed
inclines to prevent the beat from being heard, but not | passenger traffic in crowded streets.”
some years since in a few locomotives built by Stephen- steepest
We
shall
only
add,
in
conclusion,
as
r
the omnibus,
unnecessarily
large,
so
that
a
slight
draught
may
be
caused
|
son. The arrangement possesses. much—for the particular ———- up the uptake to prevent sparks coming out at the fire- that all the working parts are accessible. The
engines
in view—to recommend it. The second feature is an extremely clever hole
and
fan
are
constantly
under
the
fireman’s
eye.
Access
when
stoking.
The
only
extra
power
required
by
this
|
adaptation of the steam fan to the p
of ey
is
~ necessary to overcome the friction of is had to all the slow moving parts by convenient side
noise of the exhaust and maintaining the draught. Mr. Todd arrangement
doors,
Every
bearing
and
moving
part
is
completely
the
fan,
although
it
is
probable
that
this
will
be
more
than
writes to us on the subject as follows :—‘‘ Of the advantage to counterbalanced by the greater efficiency of a fan, considered tected from drt, with the exception of the two rear ends of prothe
most road locomotives in entirely suppressing the noise of the asa
of forcing air, over the plan of inducing a current by side coupling rods; these are lined with hard steel bushes, similar
exhaust steam it is not necessary to speak ; in steam omnibuses, meansmeans
bushes
being
slipped
over
the
crank-pins,
When
worn
they
can
be
of
a
jet
of
steam.
Opportunity,
however,
has
not
yet
been
however—whether self-contained,” or a he ayoyengine drawing a had to decide by practical trials the pressure required to drive the replaced in half an hour.
*bus—which are intended for regular traffic in streets, the case fan, although it certainly will not equal the30 Ib. of back-pressure | As a whole, the design has a great deal to recommend it, and it
becomes one of necessity, The blast suppressor illustrated is carried by the “‘ Pioneer.” Economy, however, is not the point will, we think, be found worth examination by those interested in
intended for omnibuses specially ; it is, however, of course, also urged in favour of this arrangement, its sole object being to abso- steam road locomotion.
applicable to any road locomotive.
he one pandas. Setewe t advantage of the pe |blast-pipe is,
that it at all times perfectly regulates the intensity of the draught.
If the engine be poing up-hill the blast becomes very strong, and
WATER
HEATER.
BELL’S
PATENT
FEE D
there is plenty of steam ;again, if going down-hill the blast is soft,
and there is no excess of pressure ;so that either going up or downhill the pressure-gauge hardly varies. This one advantage is of |
such very great utility and convenience that engineers do not like to
part with it, they universally adhere to the cohen in the funnel,
and merely try in special cases to lessen the noise by making the
steam issue through a number of small holes instead of one large
one, or again through a narrow annular opening of the same
diameter as the funnel. With these schemes oae main fact must
not be lost sight of, viz., that the gases must issue from the funnel
at a certain velocity, or the boiler will not keep steam, and that to |
maintain this velocity the exhaust blast must also be projected
into the funnel at a certain speed. Now the noise that the exhaust
makes depends absolutely and solely upon the speed with which it
issues from the nozzle. It is extremely easy to avoid noise, either
by — the blast opening sufficiently
e, or making the rate
of exit sufficiently slow, but then of course the velocity of draught
is not maintained, and there is literally no choice between the
two evils, either that the exhaust must issue through whatever
kind of opening at a certain great speed, thereby keeping steam,
and of course making noise, or that if the noise is reduced, which
means that it issues
ugh a larger opening, the boiler becomes
spoilt for making steam.
Other road locomotive engineers have entertained the idea that
if the exhaust could be made to issue in a constant stream, instead
of separate blasts, that it would frighten horses less; it is, however,
impossible to attain this. In the steam "bus “‘ Pioneer,” that ran
last summer between Edinburgh and Portobello, there were three
Ul
MMW Wa ii
cylinders coupled direct, so that the piston s:
was slow, the three
he Ul
exhausts first went into a large box, and then through a very long
the attention of our readers, as likely to pos useful for many
THE products of combustion seldom ornever leave the flues of a to
pipe of large diameter, and finally ended in an adjustable cone
ave been designed.
nozzle, yét the ‘‘ beat” could not be avoided, and there was, more- Cornish boiler at a less temperature than 400 deg. The feed-water other purposes besides those for which they
b
over, the result that the back pressure as measured by a gauge, from the hot well has a temperature of not more than 100 deg.,
A conwas frequently very much more
than 30 lb. per square inch. Even, while that of the water in the boiler is probably 290
however, had the exhaust issued in a constant stream, it would not siderable saving in fuel may be effected by utilising the heat of the
waste gases in raising the temperature of the feed-water in the
have attained the desired end,as in the same bus when
standi
at the station, when the blower was put on, it frightened the horses case of the best set boilers, while the saving will be very considernearly as much as when running, and yet this was a constant able indeed when the boilers are so badly set that a good heater
will raise the temperature of the feed to that of the water in the
stream, through
a 4in. hole.
m taken out for
The only other method of keeping steam, except the blast pipe, boiler, A large number of patents has
feed
heaters applicable to stationary boilers. One great diffiis some kind of blowing fan. What however, has kept fans from
BALANCE
WEICHT
coming into use in road
locomotivesis, that with them steam cannot culty attending their use is due to the rapid deposit of soot on the
—_ ly be maintained at anything like a uniform pressure. When heating surface, because it is colder than the escaping products
iven by a belt from the engine, if going slowly up-hill and steam of combustion. To a of this difficulty various forms of scraper
is wan the fan also goes slowly and the pressure falls, Again, have been adopted from time to time with varying success,
In the annexed engravings we illustrate a very ingenious feed
if going down-hill at a good speed, oy re little steam, the fan
then runs at a "7 speed, and raises far too much steam. Even heater, the invention of Mr. A, Bell, of Clara-street, Huddersfield,
which has been for some time in successful operation at the
should the fan be driven byadonkey engine the case is not made
d and Son, worsted manufacmuch better, as, when running, the pressure is always too high or works of Messrs. Thomas
turers,
Birkenshaw, near Leeds, where it has given such satisfaction
too low.
that a second has been ordered.
This fatal vag to the fan is, however,
-4
one driven by a turbine wheel (just
It will be seen that the heater consists simplyof three coils of
fans made by the North Moor Fi
pe dead
Mr. Bell has succeeded in doing that which has
taking the usual blast nozzle out of the funnel and causing it to hitherto been regarded as almost an impossibility, namel: , casting
The arrangement of the heater, or “fuel economiser,” as Mr.
discharge the exhaust steam against this wheel, so as to rotate
the a complete coil of pipe in one piece; and we commend
coils Bell calls it,willbe understood at a glance, The mode of working

220
=
the scrapers which keep the heaters free of soot will be gathered
from the sketch, Fig. 3.
ere are two scrapers to each coil;
these are propelled by two vertical arms A, A, which are attached
to a crosshead B, B, at top and bottom of each coil, these crossheads being fixed to the centre shaft C by means of set screws;
therefore when the centre shaft revolves by means of the worm
and wheel, Figs, 1 and 2, the crossheads are propelled round,
carrying the upright arms, and thereby forcing the scrapers in their
course before them round the screw until they reach the bottom of
each coil, when the reversing motion fitted to the boiler gear by
its own action reverses and propels the scrapers to the top, and
so on aiternately, The lower halves of the scrapers are kept up to
the pipe by means of small balance weights.
It will at once be
perceived that the pipes cannot escape being thoroughly cleansed,
which is a very important object ; the simplicity of the arrangement is also so complete that there is pcre any possibility of its
getting out of order. The machine can be constructed of any
number of coils, either in single or double rows, according to the
number of boilers in use. Each machine is fitted with a safet
valve, stop valve, and mud tap, The cost is, we understand,
excessively moderate, and the space occupied very small,
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(Jie
Weeda not_hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
corresyondents.)
EXPLOSIONS DUE TO STEAM OK AIR.
§$rr,—In reference to a question as to the relative effects of a
boiler explosion by the pressure of steam and air, which appeared
in your columns, I think the explosion due to the pressure of
steam would be more destructive than that due to the pressure of
air. In the case of the pressure of air we have simply the elastic
force of the gas to deal with, and immediately on the explosion
taking place equilibrium would be restored. In the case of an
explosion from the pressure of steam there would be a secondary
phenomenon, and that in proportion to the tension of the —
contained in the boiler. If the pressure were high the heat of the
water would be increased, and this excess of heat would go to form
steam by being converted from sensible heat in the water to latent
heat in vapour,
For example, suppose a boiler containing
2000 lb. of water should
explode when the pressure of steam, raised from that water, is 1001b.
yersquareinch, Thetemperatureof this water before bursting would
be about 324 deg. Fah. Now, as 324° — 212°= 112°, or the excess of
temyperature above boiling point, we will have this excess of heat
causing the evaporation of a certain quantity of the water which
was in the boiler at the time of explosion, and so reducing the
remainder of the water to 212 deg. The latent heat of steam at
212 deg. being 966°6, we have the following proportion :—966°6° :
112° (as above) : : weight of water in boiler at time of explosion :
weight of water suddenly evaporated by release of pressure due to
explosion.
In this example we have ny eh = 2311b, of water suddenly evaporated.
The above proportion is founded on the assumption that the
quantity of heat Tatent in one pound of water in the form of steam
at 212 deg. is 966°6 times the quantity required to raise one pound
of water, about 212 deg., through one degree,
W. J. Mz.
THE LEAK IN THE MEG#RA,
Sir,—Now that the royal commission is over, and with all the
evidence that has been before them, nothing goes to show, should
such another disaster occur, what is to be done to save aship from
going to the bottom. It is the opinion of some people that if the
cement had held good corrosion would not have taken place. I
say, no; Portland cement in itself is porous, and if anyone wants
to try the experiment they can do so by putting it an inch thick
on a damp wall, and they will find that the damp will still penetrate, though not so much as before; so how can it be expected to
keep the inside of a ship’s plates = when the bilge water is constantly washing and lying on the surface of the cement?
Another thing, Portland cement cracks, and is found to be starred
more or less on the plates of iron ships ; the consequence is the
water gets through the cracks, and corrosion immediately takes
place, and if it is only the size of a pin’s head it soon increases to
the size of a man’s fist ;it becomes pustulated, and eats through
the spot, and ultimately drops out at a time when it is most
inconvenient—at sea, in bad weather, when the ship is labouring.
Corrosion in iron ships acts two ways, inside and outside, but considerably more inside, and the plates are attacked by corrosion at
different places, which is generally termed pitting. Now when a
hole occurs, as it did in the Megera, by corrosion, what is to be
done? There is no time to talk about cements, but the question
is, how to stop the hole? The Megzra is not the first iron vessel
that has had a hole in the bottom by hundreds, nor the first that
has been lost in her Majesty’s navy under similar circumstances,
Marie Villa, Askew-road,
CHARLES PRENTIS,
Shepherd’s Bush, W.
BARTON’S PATENT SELF-ACTING FEED-WATER HEATER.
Str,—You kindly permitted an illustration of my feed-water
heater to appear in your issue of the 19th January, p. 49. In the
following number, January 26th, you publish two letters, one by
Mr. Canning, and one by Mr. Taylor, both claiming to have
invented, and put into practical operation, apparatus of a similar
kind. Of this I do not complain, as practically all feed-waterheaters are intended for the same purpose, At the same time I
do think it would have been much more satisfactory to myself, as
well as to your readers, had ‘they stated the results obtained by
their arrangement, with particulars as to being self-acting or not.
Mr. Canning courteously answered my inquiries on this point,
and stated, “‘ the float, however, I found did not act so well, for
the steam and boiling of the water often put it out of order by
bending the spindle or rod.” On referring to the illustration of
my heater it will be readily seen I have no intermediate
appendages of any kind; the float being in direct action with the
cock gives a superior advantage over those regulated by hand, or
other kind of crank arrang
ts, the d
1 of the pump regulating the supply to the heater, and this with unfailing mechanical
accuracy.
Hence the fact of heating to 212deg. In justice to
myself, allow me to complain of Mr. Taylor’s conduct in rushing
into print and questioning the originality of my invention, and
then silently refusing any further information on the subject. It
is not enough to say, I have something equal, if not superior to
you, without giving particulars and reasons for so doing. The
value of feed-water-heaters, heated by exhaust steam, is estimated
by results obtained, and their general use to the public, and not
by similarity of construction or date of invention,
JAMES BARTON,
89, Church-street, Birkenhead, March 25th, 1872.
In compliance with Mr, Barton’s earnest
request we have published the foregoing letter, but it is the last which can appear on
the subject in these columns, which are intended for the discussion
of matters of general interest, and must not be regarded as an
arena in which rival inventors can settle their respective claims
to originalty.—Ep. E.]
SLUICES vérsus SYPHONS,
Srr,—Under the impression that the following will be interesting to proprietors of marsh and fen lands, I beg to submit the
same :—
b the i dati in the
Many of your readers will r
Fens, near Lynn, in 1862, owing to the total destruction of the
Middle Level Outfall Sluice. The means then taken to exclude
the sea water was the erection of a dam of a very extensive and
powerful kind, and the mode adopted for the discharge of the
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inland surface water was by fixing syphons of
capacity
over the dam as a temporary and only available ex ient, The
success of this at the time led many engineers an amateurs to
vote it as the safest and best for permanent adoption.
At the i
the British Association for the Advancement
of Science, held later in the same year, at Cambridge, a paper was
read showing that a safe and permanent sluice could be erected
with all the practical advantages of the original sluice, which
simply failed from malconstruction. But although this paper was
offered from purely scientific motives, and for its advancement in
the British Association, and was approved of by the Astronomer
Royal, Professor eepe y and some practical engineers, yet it
met with such a storm of opposition from the partisans of the
syphons that it was uldiapately withdrawn,
Nearly ten years have since elapsed, and now let us turn to the
printed copy of a letter from the engineer who so pm
stopped the inroad of the sea at this particular point of danger,
and to pass off the inland or fen water fixed syphons over his dam
as the only means then available. The letter is as follows :—
“33, Great George-street, Westminster, 8.W., 5th March, 1872.
“My dear Sir,—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
Ist inst., referring to the conversation we previously had on the question
of Syphons v. Sluice.
“
v
a
“In reply to the paaeeen contained in your letter, I beg to say that
her4— area of all the syphons, including the ten additional syphons,
“The sectional area of the sluices will vary with the depth of water
running through them, but
a flood which rose 6ft. above
datum, the area would be 663ft., or nearly three times that of the
syphons ; with a greater flood the area of the sluices would be still larger,
but the area of the gaa will of course be always the same, viz., 250ft.
** My estimate of the cost of the ten additional syphons was made when
iron was very low in price; I see that I assumed £7 10s. per ton. The
present price of ironwork would be much higher and would increase my
present estimate of the syphons, &c., to £20,000.
“There can be no difficulty in building a sluice the foundation of which
pass be absolutely secure against such a catastrophe as happened to the
‘*You ask me whether for the purpose of ager d a quicker and
greater discharge of heavy flood water it would
better to build a new
sluice or erect additional syphons.
“Tn reply, I can only say that you cannot have so quick a discharge of
water by syphons as by the new sluice, unless you were to increase the
number of syphons to such an extent as would make their sectional area
at least equal to that of the sluice ; it would, in fact, on account of friction,
have to be rather larger.
;
“ But to do this would make the syphons more costly than a sluice,
and the maintenance of them would of course be much more.
“*Under all the circumstances I can only repeat what I think I stated
to Mr. Fellowes, Mr. Heathcote, and yourself, when I saw you together,
that if the case were my own and affected myself personally, I should
adopt a sluice.
“‘T am, my dear sir, yours truly,
“JoHn HAWKSHAW.”
By this straightforward letter to one of the Middle Level proprietors the case may be considered as decided in favour of sluices,
and no one is more gratified than
Your obedient servant,
;
W. THOROLD, M. Inst, C,E.
Bank-chambers, Norwich, 12th March, 1872.
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be necessary
to make a fair comparison. It will be n
for
an explanation here before proceeding further. There is little
doubt that immediate! dg
proceed with 10 cwt.
in
the Danks machine—that was the weight which
the
commissioners
recommended in their telegram from America. It is also certain
that ten or more heats per day of twelve hours may be
obtained by this machine. Those who have read the diaries
attached to our report will have noticed the time required
for the melting of the pig iron in the Danks converter ; it will be
found that forty-five minutes on an average are consumed in
the melting of the metal, and that only thirty minutes are
required in which to puddle the iron—that is from its molten
condition into a ball ready for drawing. It is quite apparent then
that a Danks converter as a means whereby pig iron is melted is an
inferior contrivance, but as a machine whereby pig iron is puddled
effectively and economically, it has more decided c
for
recommendation. In order therefore that it may be utilised in a
proper manner it must be kept continuously puddling. That this
may be done the metal must be charged in the Danks furnace in
a molten state. I have mentioned the foregoing in order to make
it plain why there are such yy
as cupolas with their
attendant necessities estimated for in the following figures :—
No.
th
12 Danks’ puddlin; machines, complete. It is assumed
that twelve of Danks’ furnaces will produce as much
as fifty o
furnaces ..
ee ce o¢ ee 6,000
1 Squeezer, with engine and foundations .. .. .. .. 1,000
3 Cupolas with steam lift, blast engine, blowers, and
ins
co 4 6s »e es 02 6 te et ee «6D
3 Steam h
with foundati
eo ce co co co £6000
3 Heating furnaces for heating the hot squeezed blooms
700
12 Boilers attached to the Danks machines, with fittings 2,400
)
» feed-pipes,
and valves .. .. .. «+ ee ee
800
3 Vertical boilers attached to the three reheating furnaces,
tings 2c ce ce te ce 08 ce os
800
Steam and >
and valves .. .. oc ec ce
200
4 Double-flued Cornish boilers for firing, with fittings., 1,300
Steam feed-pipes and valves... .. oe «s se os
200
Forge train and foundations 4. «+ «os «+
1,200
Roommg co op cc ce se co co
ee
4,000
—
oo 06. 180 a a oe co cc cc co, 1,500
‘orge engine, ring,and foundations... .. .. «. 2,000
Tanks.an toot haater with house accommodation ..
500
own with connections, &e. .. «+ os
eo*ee 1,000
Weighbridge and machines
oo ee
oe
500
Floor-plates and sundry castings .. «os «+ e+ «+ 1,000
3 Pug mille .. <«b' ch. cc ap 00. 86 06 06
ee
600
Patterns, gas mains, and sundry tools .. .. .. .. 1,500
Smiths’ shop, stable, stove-house, fitter’s shop, and
fittings .. ..
oe
oe
ec eo oe ec 2,000
Total cc co ce 06
oe £34,200
So that, as far as can be roughly estimated at present, there is
no great difference in the cost of erection of a
8 as
plant for the production of a given quantity of puddled
in a
given time, as compared with a p t erected on the present
system.
Secondly, the writer will now give an estimate as fairly as he
can, comparing the cost of production between the two systems.
A comparison will first be made between our present mode of
working and the actual experience during the week’s work at
MACADAM ROADS,
Cincinnati, and afterwards a comparison with what may be fairly
Srr,—I would like to know the present manner of constructing expected from a plant erected with Danks’ puddling furnaces and
Macadam or Telford roads in and about London. I have contingencies, I will preserve the basis of my estimate with pig
iron of 50s, per ton, and other material and wages corresponding
Burgoyne’s treatise on Road Making in England, but am doubtful to
that figure. Then we have :—
if that gives the present practice. I hope some one of your many
Estimate of cost of puddled.bar by the present system:—
readers will favour me with the information, which I will gladly
ewt. qrs.
8. d,
£3. 4.
reciprocate in any possible manner.
E. A. Dayton.
Pigiron .. «.
oo cc cf M1 8 at 500 . 318 9
Richmond, U.S8., March 9th, 1872.
Coal co sc: ce se cf
eo 4% O at 5 6 w O06 T
Coal for other purposes .. «6 4 © at 56.4. 04121
ettling .. .. «
eo 5 0 at 00. 050
Scraps for bottoms
eo « =«©=0 2 at 500. O01 38
THE COST OF CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING
Wages c>. 50. 26) 0 Oe .20,. 0s, Ce, v0. cee, co. O26: ©
OF A DANKS ROTARY PUDDLING PLANT.*
Sundries, bricks, fire-clay, stores, rents, rates and taxes,
water, em, office expenses, salaries, interest on capiBy Mr. Joun A, JONES.
tal,and other
dead charges.. .. «2 of os of «© O 7 6
THE first report of the commission sent to America to investiTotal .. «2 cc oo o of - ££
8
gate the working of the Danks Bg
furnace was necessarily confined to deductions drawn from the results derived from
This gives a total of £4 11s. 2d. per ton at the works, Now, I
the experiments made at the Rhy Ironworks, Cincinnati, and from am quite aware that these — will not accurately represent
reports drawn from other places where the machine had been in the cost a
of puddied bars in all parts of the kinguse in America. The commission did not indulge in any specu- dom; it wil probably be higher in Staffordshire and Scotland, and
lative opinion as to the present capabilities of this machine when lower in Wales, the latter country having a great advantage by
worked under somewhat different combinations to those which reason of her cheap labour, and the two former districts being at
prevail at the Cincinnati Works. Neither did the commission some disadvantages in the pricé of materials. Larger works may
orm any comparative estimate of the cost of plant in comparison also be able to reduce this estimate of cost by five shillings or six
with existing plant; and, further, the results in the cost of pro- shillings per ton, by reason of the large quantity turned out in a
duction between the Danks and the ordinary system was not given time, and especially if they do not charge to the puddled
presented in a tabulated statement before the committee. It was bar the mill tap cinder which is procured from the first heating
thought more _— to be somewhat reticent upon these matters, furnaces in the mills, and which serves so well for fettling purposes.
and only to offer to the committee that which we thought could
Estimate of cost of puddled bar by the Danks system as
not be cavilled at, and which we knew to be on the whole correct watched by the actual experiments at the Cincinnati Works, but
and reliable. The writer now proposes in this short paper to deal with the —_ interpretation so far as wages and material are
more generally with the results, and to make such estimates and concerned. The same prices of materials are preserved here, so as
comparisons as will give a somewhat better idea of what this to keep up the comparison :—
machine is capable of performing, and what a plant erected on the
ewt. qrs. Ib.
£84.
Pigiron «+ «
« 18 2 25 at 50s...
«- 2 610
Danks system could do as compared with one of the present class,
Coal for puddling ..
20
«0
It will be quite unnecessary that a description of the rotary furnace
|onespoe ve oo ee : 4 4
be given, as the furnace is now well understood by the members of
itto sun
UTPOSES oo
the Institute.
—
_—_38 at 5s. 6d... 010 6
First: A comparative estimate of the two systems :—
none
€ © 86M
win OCR
Suppose we take the cost of a plant, as at present erected, of
Scrap «2 ee
eo 0 2 3 ati0s. .. « O14
ee
eee
ee ee
ee
fifty puddling furnaces, which will include
that is necessary
Nore.—Actual puddling costs less at Cincinnati by 5s.
with a view to make puddled bars alone, the finishing mills formper ton, but reheating and extra men at crane and
ing no part of this estimate. The estimate will not include land
forks cost
2s 6d. per ton extra, ape AN ll
nor offices, and is simply comparative between the two systems,
ton in favour of the Cincinnati
of working.
Then we have, say—
Sundries,
as before estimated. For the various charges
No.
£
see
preceding
estimate... o. 0. + of +s «« «© O 7 6
50 Ordinary puddling furnaces...
“a
ae
ae
3 Steamh
, With foundati
oo “ee ee
ee 3,000
£4 510
1 Forge trainand foundations .. «. «s «se «+ «+ 1,200
So that, taking the week’s experiments at Cincinnati as ~~
30 Vertical single-tubed boilers, with fittings .. ..
6,000
with our present system, there appears to be a _— of 5s.
per
Steam feed-pipes and valves... 1. «se «oe «se «oe 2,000
ton on the puddled bar. That saving is due to the excellent yield
Roofing oo ce 6e
eo ee
eo» 4,000
Railways .. «os «cs ce ce ce ce co eof
1,500
and
to
less
wages.
Forge engine, gearing, and foundations... .. .. .. 2,000
The writer will now proceed to make what will be called a
6 Pumps with tank feed-heater, house,andallconnections 1,500
speculative estimate of what he thinks maybe done by working
Weighbridge and weighing machines .. ..
oo
500
night
and day, and
i
with a relay of three sets of men
2'Grinding mills complete .. .«.
os 008 ee
600
working eight hours per shift, and with, of course, a different
Floor-plates and sundry castings . «+ «. +. +. 1,000
Patterns, gas mains, and general tools .. .. «+ «. 1,500
organisation to that existing at Cincinnati. I wish to guard
Smith shop, stable, storehouse, fitting shop, and fittings 2,000
myself against anything which may sapere to reflect upon the
system pursued at Cincinnati. I merely wish to convey to the
Total .. co cc co 0
ee ee «+ £32,800
members of the Iron and Steel Institute that the working by one
This estimated plant is capable of turning out about 600 tons of shift or turn, and consuming coal to keep
ight during
puddled bars per week, and is, as before mentioned, for the produc- the night—the prevalent system in America—and also melting the
tion of puddled bars alone. It is taken with pig iron as a base at pig iron in the rotary furnace, are the drawbacks to which I
50s. per ton, with other materials and labour correspondingly. No allude.
doubt the cost in the erection of ironworks varies much according
A speculative estimate of the cost of production of puddled bars
to the idiosyncracies of the engineer, and also by reason of the by the Danks system, say with ten heats in twelve hours of
differences in localities. The estimate I have formed is one tifcwt. charges :—
gathered from experience in the Cleveland district, and I think it
Cost of melted pig iron in cupolas, including wages, £ s. d.
GONG,BO 2 20 0s 0s 00 0 ee ee legibe: see: © F
will be found fairly to represent the cost in that district. It
ewt. qrs. Ib.
includes of course only what the writer would call the first cost of
Pigiron .. oo ov
18 2 25 at50s. .. o« 2 610
a plant requisite for starting and conducting the works fairly. If
Coal for puddling
eo 15 0 GatSat(d. o 0 4 2
mills were added to convert the puddled iron into rails or other
Ditto
reheating.
..
..
5& 0 0
— probably the total estimated amount would have to be
Ditto firing forS. Train.,s 4 0 0
oubled.
:
—9 at5s.6d. . 0 2 6
Fettling .. «+
6 0 15 at 20s, .,
062
We will now endeavour to take the cost of a Danks plant
Scrap «2 oe
oe O BD Sat5Os. oo « 0 1.4
having precisely the same object in view, viz., the production of
Sts. 0 ," 5. ~amtepusomrane rhoe Abas
cele
Se ee
about 600 tons per week of puddled bar, and the figures which can
Sundries as estimated before, but reduced by 2°. by
be allowed to remain as in the first estimate will appear in the one
repairs of brickwork, furnace-castings, and gereril
I am about to give, and only such alterations will be made as will
FOPAINB.< -56 b6- SE" oe bs Set 0s 0d ee be bn OOS
* A report by Mr. John A. Jones, one of the American Commissioners
Dob cos 0c! oe a as SF
appointed by the Lron and Steel Institute, read before the Institute,
March 20th,
’ So there appears to be an estimated margin of 10s, 8d. per ton
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which maybe expected to be saved over our present systemof Such ships admit of thicker plates being carried than those with ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF VESSELS IN RELAworking. The writer thinks
that his estimate may, on the whole, high, lofty broadsides, and are, no doubt, with their turrets fitted
TION TO THE CHANGED MODES OF NAVAL
be relied upon, and
he does not feel inclined to go much further on a breastwork, the most formidable of all the ships yet built ;
WARFARE. *
into what may be expected
of this machine. His estimate, but still they are vulnerable, and, being so, are not of somuch |
By Captain Joun Harvey, R.N., Associate,
perhaps, is over sanguine, but time alone can witness whether this value as they should be. All vertical structure, both hull and
| breastwork, can be ——
and the question will be very
1s so or not.
As the council of our Institution have directed attention to the
No doubt already schemes for running in molten iron from the naturally asked : V y not seek some other form of construc- building
for coast defence, and to the effect that
blast furnace,
and an increase of the charge from 10 ewt. to one tion, so that the men who may have to fight the future naval | torpedoes ofmayvessels
on naval construction, I venture to express
| opinions I have have
ton in weight, find busy supporters, but with this we have at battles of ~~ or may have a chance of escape given them ?
long
and in which, I should add, I
In offering for the consideration of your Society a different form am not singular, as entertained,
present
ing to
to the ~~ that the employment of
I am quite aware of the very torpedoes will, in all probability,
The reduction of the large bloom into handy sizes, whereby of vessel from that hitherto
induce
in the navies of maritime
searching
criticism
that
will
be
given
to
it
;
indeed,
the
importance
uddled bars of small dimensions
may be manufactured, is of great
Though the torpedo is not a novelty, its destructive capaand no doubt ready means will be found by those inte- of the subject demands that ould |possible investigation experience , states.
bilities
were
not
duly
appreciated
till
the
late American conflict,
and
experiment
can
bring
shoul
’
qrested in accomplishing this.
be broughtof tothisits institution
careful study
of the war vessels disabled or destroyed about three-fourths
will; |when
Thirdly, the remarkable yield which results from this furnace. and I am quite sure that the members
them were so disposed of by torpedoes ; cannon were comparation, even from so | of
One peculiar feature of this machine is its production in the receive with attention any reasonable s'
The
joes used by the Americans were,
matter of yield. This has given rise to much speculation. The humble a person as myself. Permit me, then, to say that, so far tively inoperative.
not the perfect war engines they now are; and, morecommissioners paid great attention to this matter, and they fully back as 1854, I began experiments with angular targets, quite however,
over,
they
were
mostly
of
a
stationary
kind, consequently were
adhere to the statements printed in the ‘Journal of the Iron and believing even then that the guns would succeed in penetrating
operative when a hostile vessel came in contact with them,
Steel Institute.” There will be no difficulty in reconciling the armour plates, I am fortunate in having a letter still in my pos- only
or
within
their
sphere
of
effective
action,
unless the
chemistry of it with the results which have been obtained, and my session from the late Admiral Sir Byam Martin, referring to a charges they contain are extraordinarily large which,
and energetic, is
friend Mr. Snellus has been or will be able to give any explanation proposition made and submitted to him for the construction of very
limited.
We
have
now
to
deal
with
torpedoes
that
on that head which may be asked of him. It is no uncommon armour-plated gunboats, I refer to it to show that this question used actively, and which admit of extensive application will be
phenomenon to meet with people even now who decline to observe of angular sides for ships has been of long continuous investigation, | he def
of our
seaboard is, doubtless, an important matter,
that the yield in any puddling furnace can be added to by a and I am not aware of anyone having given earlier attention to it. | but our commercial
marine is, perhaps, no less important, and to
fettling mch in iron and low in silica. In ordi
uddling
The difficulty and cost of constructing ships with vertical sides which we should look, as it is thought to be our vulnerable point,
furnaces it is a common matter when fettling with mill cinder, or equal to resist the impact of modern projectiles is now generally | for
in the present state of navigation it is much more difficult of
pottery mine, or other rich oxides of iron, to get 20 ewt. of
nowledged. It therefore becomes necessary to make some | protection than it w in days past. If, therefore, I have taken a
puddled bars from 21 cwt. of pig.
other arrangement, and, in absence of a better, 1am permitted to correct view of the subject, I should advise the construction of
In a paper read by Mr. Siemens before the British Association bring before this Society my system of double deflection. The three classes of vessels expressly for torpedo service ; one class for
he calls attention to the advan
his yield of puddled bar from models and drawings now produced represent that system. In | harbour and river service, another for service in the narrow seas,
pig iron derived by the use of his furnaces as compared with the suggesting this form for a fighting ship, I have kept in view all and
for service upon the ocean and for foreign parts,
ordinary -seoeog and in a table of results he makes out that an the essentials necessary. These are, first, stability and safety; | Those another
service and the narrow seas I we
a
ordinary furnace loses about 12 per cent, of its weight in pig, and second, invulnerability; third, light draught of water; fourth, should forbe harbour
sma.
built
of iron; they should be Eo
that the Siemens regenerative gas furnace loses 3°5 per cent. He comfort and accommodation for the crew. The first of these es- | ranging between fifty
and
three
hundred
tons.
Vessels
for
goes elaborately into the chemistry of puddling, and shows how sentials, stability and safety, can be illustrated by the sectional | and foreign service should be of greater tonnage and timber ocean
built,
the superior yield is obtained. The deducti
drawn from his models, These show sections of two vessels: one the ordinary |
coppered bottoms.
paper are, that from a given quantity of fettling about the same ship of low free-board, the other a section of a double deflecting | with
With
so
imperfect
a
knowledge
as
I
have
of
naval
architecture
quantity of metallic iron is reduced in both furnaces, but that in ship. They are arranged to be both of equal displacement, there I am incompetent to furnish drawings and details of construction
the further stage when the charge is beginning to cohere, his being the same number of square inches in each midship section. of vessels upon which I think we must in due time depend for the
furnace has the advantage in consequence of its flame having a less An experiment with these models shows that in the first a given protection
shores and commerce, I will, however, remark
oxidising tendency than an ordinary furnace having no draught or weight placed on the decks will capsize it, but the same weight | that in desiof our
ing vessels for torpedo service speed and handiness
inlet of air. That fettling rich in iron, say from 55 per cent. to placed on the deflecting model, in the same position, will have
essential conditions ; the perfection of such vessels wil! mainly
65 per cent., and low in silica, say not exceeding 6 per cent., very little effect indeed, and even when inoed on the outside of |are
upon those conditions being satisfied. All that I can do in
added to the yield of puddled bar, has been chemically known for the deck will not have the same influence, thus proving the sta- depend
matter is simply to state what is required in the contemplated
many years and has been discussed in the meetings of the Cleve- bility and safety of the one over the other. Actual experience the
constructions.
In the book of instructions for the management of
land Institute of Engineers more than five years since, and prac- thus shows the great advantage of an open-sided ship, especially Harvey's sea torpedo
however, given a brief description of
tically the fact has been acted upon for more than twenty years. its ability to carry heavy weights, such as turrets and guns, at a | a vessel adapted to theI have,
of the arm. Torpedo vessels so
Now in a Danks furnace the facilities offered for the reduction of greater height than the ordinary vertical-sided ships. And as |described are intended toservice
act
generally in squadrons, commanded
the fettlings are much greater than those which are afforded in regards the invulnerability of deflecting ships, Iam quite prepared by admirals or commodores ; and
though the accommodation for
the old process, There is no waste of iron caused by the melting to assert that no projectile can penetrate the hardened surface of officers
and crew—small in number—is ample, and in every
of the brickwork and fire-clay. The whole chamber being lined a sloping or deflecting side. What I mean by the hardened sur- respect all
can reasonably be desired, yet vessels of so limited
with oxides which have been melted and have been allowed to set, face is this : I donot propose to use the very soft material now a size are that
to the requirements of admirals, Flag
there is nothing to affect the quality of the iron in the shape of employed in the manufacture of armour-plates, such as our present officers, withnotstaffsuited
and retinue, require much larger vessels, The
the same dripping putt f bricks, and the mass of the metal ships are plated with, Modern
guns will send their projectiles flag vessels should be of suitable tonnage to afford the required
is constantly being rubbed against the fettling, giving it a better through thethickest plate yet made ; and, according to the highest
of accommodation for admirals. The flag vessels would
opportunity for the utilisation of the fettling by reduction than authority, even 24in. of iron will not resist the gun power amount
not, in battle, be in the midst of it, as in days past; a flag vessel
in the mere melting of it out, as is largely the case in the ordinary that can be produced. If this is so, why not try the effect of a would
take
station—the best attainable—to direct the moveway. Thus the quality and the yield are improved. It is notice- deflecting side to a ship, and give the plates a hard surface on the ments of the avessels
the squadron, Flag vessels should be fast
able that a comparatively small quantity of cinder is tap
out outside’ Material can be produced, a sample jof which «I have vessels, and should, oftherefore,
be constructed with a view to the
of the Danks furnace as com
with thatof an ordinary
here, that is soft on the one side and hard on the other. The
of speed, as well as to afford the required accommodaThere is nothing more beautiful in this machine than its apparent effect of a shot upon the hard surface is like the blow of a hammer attainment
tion.
As
the
flag
vessels
would
be well protected by the torpedo
almost perfect utilisation of the fettling.
on the face of an anvil; it is the velocity of the projectile that
under her command, there would be no necessity to arm
Fourthly, the manufacture of rails and other articles from the makes it penetrate; and a hardened surface will deflect any pro- vessels
them
as
the
monster
vessels
are
now
armed—to encounter vessels
Danks bloom direct.
jectile that strikes it with even the highest velocity at an angle.
with cannon. Cannon of convenient weight might be a
The manufacture of rails and other articles from a comparatively I therefore propose that the side of a fighting ship should be armed
part
of
a
flag
vessel's
armament,
but
torpedoes
would be her chief
homogeneous bloom may now be looked for with some degree of formed with an angle above and below the water-line, as is shown
; should she be compelled to fight she would use her
certainty. There is a probability that the piled rail will give place by the model on the table, and that the apex of the angle should armament
torpedoes.
to the solid bloom rail, It will be interesting to know how long be arranged to be some three feet above the water-line ; thus such
The problem of the a has not yet been solved in the
such a rail will wear as compared with a piled rail. For this we a ship would be difficult to hit fair, there being no face of the manner
it should be, but the solutions arrived at show that our
must wait.
surface square to horizontal fire, neither at the sides nor ends. large unwieldy vessels of war can be easily and certainly disabled
With regard to the division of the single bloom so as to enable The decks and bottom must stand the same chance as in other
destroyed by vessels of comparatively very small dimensions.
smalliron to be worked, no doubt means will be suggested whereby ships ; these will no doubt have to be made very much stronger orLooking
into the problem, as to the means of attack
the bloom may be elongated and afterwards divided into suitable than in our recent ships. The bottoms will have to be made to swith and carefully
defence against torpedoes, it becomes evident that
lengths, or it may be divided on its arrival from the squeeze be- offer some resistance to the torpedoes, and instead of being only monster vessels
will
in future wars be in imminent danger at sea
fore it is reheated.
half-inch thick, I should submit 2in. at least, and not less than
they encounter a foe well prepared for and well practised
We appear then to have come to a s'
when it may be fairly one foot of timber on the outside ; in any case, the bottom of all should
in
torpedo
warfare.
expected that the heavy labour of hand puddling, with all its the future ships must be made, or at least they ought to be made,
thus endeavoured to express briefly, the firm conviction
attendant annoyances and disputes, is on the pointof gradual depar- to offer a greater resistance to an explosion than the water in withI have
which I was first impressed so far back as 1844, by the deture. The change will necessarily be slow, for the total overthrow which they swim ; this can only be proved by experiment ; and in | struction
bark of some 400 tons off Brighton. The
bark was
of existing plant is a serious an formidable difficulty in the way the present condition of this great question it would be a wise destroyed ofin adeep
water by Captain Warner, who used on that
of the ra ndadoption of this invention. At the same time it is a expenditure to construct a section of a ship, with, say, a 2in. bot- occasion
a
torpedo
of
small
size,
which
he
designated
“The
matter of congratulation that the time has arrived when the way tom and Ift. of timber, for the purpose of an experiment. We visible Shell.” Had the experiment been differently conducted Inis clear for a much needed revolution, The writer would wish, hear a good deal about ramming when the ships of the modern turning the bark adrift under sail in a strong breeze, and by
so
in conclusion, to pay a tribute to the energy displayed by Mr. days are spoken of. Now it occurs to me that a deflecting ship, ' operated
upon, the result wuuld, in all probability, have gained
Menelaus in the endeavour to solve the same riddle. It is his such as this model represents, would offer a good deal of registance the attention
of
the
British
public
;
but
conducted
in
the
manner
opinion that had Mr. Menelaus been supplied with first-rate cinder to that manceuvre ; and I am inclined to think the apex of the | it was, it failed to show the practicability and importance of ‘* The
bottoms in his rail mills, the cinder
ived from that source angle of such a ship would do more injury to the ramming ship |Invisible Shell.” Enough, however, was shown to convince naval
would have gone far to have helped him on to success.
than she would receive from such an attack, There is also another
who studied the. subject that, in the then altered state of
It will be apparent that the mechanical arrangements of the advantage, and not the least in the arrangement of a fighting ship, || men
navigation, ‘‘ The Invisible Shell ” was a kind of arm that could be
Danks machine are on the whole very superior. The flue or and that is the superior accommodation for the crew. Now, this used
with destructive efficacy by small and handy steam vessels,
elbow-joint which connects the furnace with the chimney is a con- is certainly a matter of very great importance, and however much |with something
like absolute impunity against the largest vessels
trivance which deserves special remark, Its easy and rapid re- ingenuity is expended in the design of a fighting ship, it should of war armed with
cannon.
moval enables the interior of the furnace to be got at, and on not be forgotten that the men who must fight the modern ships
In conclusion, I would say that as various maritime States are
reference to the diaries of our report it will be seen how quickly will be a much more valuable class, from the fact of the complex- availing
themselves
inventions for the purpose of attacking,
the furnace is emptied of its charge, and how rapidly it is pemen | ity of the machinery requiring a higher education, and therefore not the topsides, butofthethebott
of vessels, we should do well to
again ;frequently it has not taken more than from a minute to should be taken everyFee care of. Now, a ship that requires | be
fully
prepared
for
such
mode of attack. Taking that view of
two minutes to withdraw the heat and ch
again.
artificial ventilation, like a coal mine, is not pastioctesle agreeable the matter, we ought, for yt ee ties to be provided with
Mr. Jones’ paper closed with an extract
from an article in the as regards comfort for a closely packed crew, for should the vessels
adapted to the service of and armed with torpedoes, With
Iron Trade Review of July 16th, 1867, which he did not read.
machinery of the blowing arrangement get out of order during the officers and men well practised in the management of these
excitement of a fight, the crew may stand a fair chance of suffoca- engines of destruction, under varied conditions upon the ocean,
tion for want of air. In the case of the deflecting ship, the deck we may reasonably reckon upon an unmolested state of our shores,
being above the water-line, ample room is given for the crew, and, to a great extent, the protection of our commerce,
ON ARMOUR-PLATED SHIPS.
without
the necessity of there being artificial means employed for
It is suggested that coal vessels —
vessels—should accomBy J. M, Hype, Esq.*
obtaining the necessary air to breathe—in fact, all the essentials pany a squadron of torpedo vessels, The coal vessels would be of
I NEED hardly say to the Society of Naval Architects that the of a fighting ship can be obtained by this system— invulnerability, suitable tonnage ; they would, as a rule, be enabled to keep comof gun platform, easy draught of water, comfort for the
with the torpedo vessels. But in the event of the squadron
subject of armour-plated ships for coast defence, or, indeed, for steadiness
crew, and moderate cost of construction. I produce samples of pany
a speed which the
vessels
any other duty, is of the deepest importance at the present time. iron
fired at vertically by a model gun, and also of tempered steel, making a passage or movement atcould
not attain under sail, in
No one knows so well as those who have given any attention to fired at an angle of 22 deg. clearly showing the advantage of
such case the coal vessels would
structures,
I also produce samples of wood used to
naval construction how difficult it has been to arrange a ship that —
be be taken in tow.
is also proves that even timber,
With regard to the coaling at
shall contain all the requisites necessary for a ship of war, even deflect the same projectiles,
when
placed
at
so
low
an
angle
as
22
deg.
to
the
line
of
fire,
is
under the-old system ;modern invention has given us material so capable of resisting a projectile of the more modern type. Insubcoee Gio’ty eininategs
ts
may,
vastly different to anything known to the men who fought our mitting this
i
form of ship for consideration, I am quite
overcome by the oa vanahe
great naval actions in former days, that the entire system of actions sure all who are interested in the success of the British navy will
a their cargoes of coals
give me credit for a desire to maintain that power our common
will have to be changed when the next great fight takes place.
vacked in cases of convenient
has hitherto ee ; for however brave our sailors,
size. The lower tier of cases,
Your Society has thought fit to place the subject of armour- country
however skilful the officers, our ships should certainly have
which might be of much larger
plated ships for coast defence the first on its list. The prominence and
everyLaon advantage that united ingenuity can give them, or
dimensions than the cases of the
so given proves that they esteem it a subject of deep interest, as the skil and bravery of those who handle them may be wented in
upper tiers, should be of iron
well as one needing discussion and investigation, thus showing fruitless combat when the pinch comes.
and water-tight, The iron cases,
that nj caponethere issome doubt as to what is the proper form
when emptied of their coals,
should be filled with water to
of ship for coast defence. The contest between the guns and the
armour plates has not
for so long as the
a
in
thisis shown by
A NEW association, the Odessa Waterworks
Com
Limited),
e increase
4in., the first thickness plates employed, to hasbeenestablished for
made of wood, so co
thepurposeof
contracting wankforthe
that when empty they could be
supplyof water to the port and cityof Odessa and its pore
folded up compactly.
which are at present exceptionally destitute of that essen
When a terpedo vessel should
element, For the above
the municipality of Odessa have
ly they
require coals the coal vessel might
destroy it ; no matter
thick
the armour, it can be brokenu granted by concession
the exclusive right tosupply water
to Odessa
be anchored by afloat anchor
; the coal vessel, soanchored, would
by the modern shell. If thisis
ifit is acknow
Sr iste cleaten hie wale atten aha
allow of the torpedo
to her by a hawser. The two vessels,
that the gu can destroy the armour on a ship’s side, then it the date of completion of the
iti
thus placed, would. afford » good
under such lee boats
seemsto be desirable to examine if there is not some other
unusually favourable to the company.
of construction that shall stop the guns in their victory.
Much from the river Dnjester, and after
could convey expeditiously
the
from the coal vesselto the
it and filtration, p
professional ability has been given to the
ent of ships into service reservoirs, whence the city will be mainly supplied by
vessel,
coal vessel; B, torpedo vessel held by a float
with low free-board, offering small resistance to the enemy’s fire,
to
The arrow indiostes direction ofwind.
vitation, some
power being also provided to
supply the upper portion of
town, The capitalof the com* Fead before the Institute of Naval Architects.
* Read before the Institution of Naval Architects.
pany is £850,000,
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ostensible naval strength, it is still clear that we possess
the most powerful navy in the world. It is also clear
that in spite of the utterances of certain amiable fanatics
of the peace-at-any-price school, we must continue to maintain a navy of unrivalled sti
, inasmuch as England
has for many years disc
, almost unaided, duties
which are well expreased by stating that she has undertaken the “police of the seas.” Mr. Goschen spoke to
the point on this subject when he said that:— “The
duties of our fleet in time of
are enormous,
for it has to do an immense amount of work totally unconnected with the operations of war properly so called.
If we were no longer to compete with foreign countries as
to which should have the most ironclads or the mightiest
navies, we should still find ubiquitous duties to be performed by the navy of England, and I do not see any disposition on the
of the House of Commons to lessen
those duties.
If, therefore, we did not build ships for
fighting, we should still have to build them for other purOur policy would still be an expensive one, for we
should have to keep up, not for ourselves alone, but for
the benefit of the world at large, the police of the seas, to
endeavour to stop such practices as the traffic in labourers
in the Polynesian Islands, and to check the slave trade on
the coast of Africa, or if we heard of an Englishman or
woman stranded or left on any barbarous island, to send
a man-of-war to their relief. All these things ought to be
taken into consideration by honourable gentlemen when
they come to vote this estimate. They must not think
that all this money is spent on war, but that a
t portion is spent on duties which, notwithstanding
the reputation this country has most unjustly
got of pursuing a
selfish policy, redounded to the benefit of the world at large
as much asto that of ourown country. A great deal of money
was spent on the performance of those expensive duties in
every part of the world which consi
in keeping the
peace, in preserving our commerce secure, and in carrying
civilisation to distant shores.”
Three prominent points in Mr. Goschen’s speech, and
three only, claim our attention. The first is that the Government have determined on the construction of another
broadside sea-going ship. In other words, “a new
cruising ironclad, with armour thicker than that of the
Hercules or the Sultan,” is to be commenced almost
immediately. We hasten to congratulate Mr. Goschen
on the policy enunciated in this statement, which has
our fullest approval. It will be seen that the Government take much the same view of the report of the
Committee on Designs
as we do. In one word, they quietly
ignore it. It will beremembered that one of the very few
yr ag” yd should we say definite !/—conclusions arrived
at by the committee was that no more broadside cruisers
like the Hercules should be built. No one possessinga
thorough knowledge of the conditions under which our
navy is employed had any doubt, we think, as to the foll
of the policy embodied in this “ recommendation.” The Admiralty have acted with strict propriety in disregarding it;
but they have placed the committee in no enviable position by doing so, It appears, indeed, that no more useless
investigation was ever carried out than that conducted
under the auspices of Lord Dufferin, inasmuch as the report is not only condemned by most naval authorities as
unworthy of those by whom it was prepared, but is
rejected « the Government. We have recently criticised
the report at length, however, and it is enough now to call
attention to the fact that the Government practically
endorse all that we have said about it by refusing to
accept its most definite suggestion. The next important
feature of the Admiralty programme is the announcement
that during the ensuing summer the Admiralty are
about to experimentalise upon the Glatton by firing at her
from a couple of 25-ton guns, thus carrying into effeot a
ion which we made nearly two years ago.* It isa remarkable fact that English artillerists and naval architects
possess no experience whatever as regards the effects produced by the fire of heavy
on turrets. All that is
known about the matter is derived from the information
supplied by the naval engagements of the last American
war, and the results of a small experiment with the Royal
Sovereign, made some years since. The testing of the
Glatton’s turret with modern guns, although it will cost a
good deal of money, should prove all but invaluable if
roperly carried out ;and the results are already looked
or with intense interest by every naval officer and artillerist in the service. Once more we must congratulate
Mr. Goschen. The third of the three points to which we
have referred is the construction of a torpedo ship of considerable dimensions. She will be a mastless seagoing
vessel of 540 tons, heavily armed, and fitted with very
powerful engines to insure a high speed. No details whatever were supplied by Mr. Goschen as to her construction,
or as to the means 7
she will employ her principal
means of offence.
e principal facts are well known in
certain circles, but for obvious reasons we shall imitate
Mr. Goschen’s reticence on the subject, for the present at

THE NAVY ESTIMATES.
On Thursday, the 21st inst., Mr. Goschen brought forward the Navy Estimates for the ensuing financial year.
His speech was carefully worded, and occupied a considerable time in delivery; but we cannot remember an
kindred utterance of a First Lord of the Admiralty whic
solittle technical interest, or afforded so little matter
‘or discussion in our
Mr. Goschen dealt at considerable length with such questions as the manning of
our navy, the maintenance of our dockyards, the replacement of expended stores, and the education of naval architects; but these are matters with which we have not much to
do. As regards the construction of vessels of war, the
engines by which they are propelled, the guns with which
they are armed, and the plates by which they are pro, Mr. Goschen’s
conveys very little imformation indeed as to the policy of the Government. He drew
a somewhat injudicious, and certainly useless, comparison
between our naval strength and that of France; but he
INDIAN BRIDGES,
maintained a strict silence as to the naval =
of
Ir is a
trying thing for an engineer to find that
and
America, Prussia, and Russia. Everyone
believes
that we
shall not go to war at all within the next few years; and substantial =.fomerected across rivers, which fulfil every
it is absolutely certain that we shall not
in hosti- duty demanded of them during one season of the year, are
those which fall to their
lities with France. To drawa comparison
between our utterly inadequate to disc
navy
and that of a nation crippled in itsfinances and still lot during another. The remedy, which at first sight would
under the effects of the blow delivered by appear simple and obvious, would be to build a bridge
Ny simply sone ofpondand energy; while ee which would withstand the influence of all the annual
vicissitudes to which it might be subjected. The conditions
taste which
suggested
such a comparison woul
be acceptable to the members of the House of Commons involved in this question are too numerous and too various
to be easily di
of, As may be surmised, the difficulty is
or to
English nation at large, was not even
tionable. ge ey a always ans a Goschen' one principally of foundationsrather than of superstructures.
The
two
extremes
of
drought and flood which occur periodicomparison was no
ly odious,
but
ile as
We shall not refer to it further. i thes od bs Sad cally in India have in many instances baffled all attempts to
establish
permanent
bri
over some of the rivers. At
finished
with the French navy,
Mr. Goschen proceededto
defend that of Great Britain. It is unnecessary
to go one time the stream may be forded almost dryshod, while
Sey, te
ee
es tee ee
ee at another the channel exhibits all the violence and furyof
icted
to merely
aboutan hour after they were laid before the a perfect torrent. Were the di
a rush of water against the piers and abutments
House. Nevertheless, after every deduction has been resisting
made for the rotten and the incomplete portion of our|
Vide Tue Enorveer for May 13th, 1870.
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it would not be of a very formidable character, but there is
a capriciousness in the manner in which the flood waters of
Indian rivers behave to which all those who have not witnessed it are entirely unaccustomed. The late sweeping
away of railway bri
and embankments in the northwestern provinces of India afforded, unfortunately, but too
many examples of the peculiar scouring and undermining
power of floods. In some instances the course of the river
was completely changed, and abutments which were
originally connected with the mainland were left standing
alone, like small islands, in the middle of the stream. Piers
which were got in during the mf season, and sunk to
a depth in the bed of the Saunt which appeared to render
it impossible for them to be ever disturbed, were, scoured
out, undermined, and tumbled headlong into the river,
carrying, as a matter of course, the superstructure with
them. While, on the one hand, it cannot be denied that
there are engineers of experience in India who are, or who
— to be, thoroughly acquainted with these local difficulties, yet, on the other, it is equally incontrovertible that
both the design and construction of works of a most important character are constantly entrusted to men who are
perfectly new to the country. It is not to be wondered at,
therefore, that however well suited the works might be to
the requirements of one country, they should be inadequate to
those of another. The question which will now present itself
is, whether engineers intended for service in Indiashould not
be specially trained there, in order that they should be able
to acquire the knowledge of the physical peculiarities of
the country, which can alone enable them to design and
construct permanent and efficient engineering and architectural works? This isa matter into which we shall not
enter at present.
When the foundations are so insecure as to jeopardise
the safety of the superstructure, the obvious course to
pursue is to diminish
as much as possible the number of
theDmg so as to present the smallest amount of resistance
to the natural violence of the torrent, or to the insidious
action of the water upon the bed of the river. By throwing
a bridge of a single span across a river the necessity for
intermediate piers is removed ; but this svlution of the
difficulty can only obtain in exceptional instances, and is
not susceptible of a general application. Another method
of effecting the same object is to employ a floating or
pontoon bridge. This description of bridge has been proposed for crossing the Hooghly in the vicinity of Calcutta,
and failing any better plan for accomplishing the communication from shore to shore, will, in all probability, be
adopted. The idea is evidently identical with that of the
old bridge of boats. In certain situations—such, for
example, where the rush of water during flood time was
necessarily violent—a bridge of boats would not answer.
Neither could it be used in localities where the bed of the
river was of a rocky character, as it would be nearly
impracticable to secure the moorings, except at considerable
cost. It must be admitted that a pontoon bridge presents
many inconveniences and disadvan
which or to be
taken into account. In its simplest form it consists of a
number of boats either moored together in contact or at
certain intervals, and riding with double prows, so as to
offer but little obstruction to the stream or tide. The
intervals are spanned by girders or small bridges, some of
which must be movable in order to allow of the passage of
vessels when required. Wherever the bridge crossed a
tidal river special arrangements would be necessary to
insure constant connection with the shores, something
after the fashion that prevails in our own landing places
on the Thames. This is comparatively an easy matter so
long as accommodation for foot passengers alone has to be
rovided for ;but it assumes a different aspect when the
ridge is to serve for the purposes of general
traffic, some
of m4 must necessarily be of a very heavy description.
A pontoon bridge is continually liable to be damaged by
vessels which have got adrift. If, as sometimes occurs, the
erection of a few piers in a river is considered seriously to
interfere with the navigation, the supposed obstacle is
increased to the greatest extent when the whole cross
section of the channel is encambered with a bridge placed
a fleur deau.
Omitting all further consideration of the description of
bridge we have briefly alluded to, the only remaining plan
which enables the ames to be dispensed with is to erect the
structure in a singlespan. If this be a matter of necessity,
as experience has shown it to be in numerous instances,
the question of cost is at once eliminated from the discussion, as it is the principlealone which claims attention. It
is generally admitted now that, except where no other
means were available, an engineer does not consider himself justified in employing bridges of very large span. It
appears that in India the necessity for bridges of single,
and consequently large, span does exist, and the question
of first cost becomes merged into that of relative economy.
In a word, is it cheaper, in the long run, to incur a large
expenditure in the erection of bridges, or to pay
periodically
for the renewal and reconstruction of those which, in the
first instance, are not so expensive? This is a matter for
the railway companies, who have seen their bridges and
embankments swept away and gaps made in their lines
which will interrupt the continuity of their traffic for a
7 or more, As there are very few of the important
ndian rivers which could be crossed by a bridge of one
span—that is, in which all piers could be dispensed with—
e chief point to be aimed at is todiminish the number of
piers as much as
ible. When we cannot altogether
remove the cause of danger, the next best thing to do is to
lessen the chances of its occurring. The fewer the piers
the fewer the number of openings or spans, and conseqeeiy the larger must be their
ive dimensions.
is brings us at once to the question, what is the largest
that can be used consistently with safety? It is not
e largest economical span that has to be considered,
because,
as we are discussing a principle,
the cost, facilities
for erection, and other
aoe
materially affect
the construction of bridges, are irrelevant to the matter at
issue ; but absolutely the largest span which can “= up.
This
ag in depends upon
the type of bridge
adoptec.
That which admits of the largest span, irrespectively of all

ae
Peat
mae
arem
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other conditions, is bors rend the suspension bridge ;
but this system has not hitherto been sore tobe adequate
to the requirements of railway traffic. Whether it ever
will be is a subject for future determination, and one which
will not be satisfactorily demonstrated by any other means
than by an actual practical experiment. By a bridge
adequate to the requirements of railway traffic we mean
a structure which would allow the Scotch express to cross
it at full speed, and not one that will merely allow a train
to crawl over it at the rate of four or five miles an hour.
Inverting the shape and reversing the strains of the suspension ‘bridge gives the arch which is theoretically applicable to large spans. The conditions of headway and other
practical disadvantages virtually renders this system quite
unsuitable as the former. Moreover, in the case where
torrents and floods are concerned, it may be accepted that a
horizontal soffit is that best adapted to the situation.
The point which it seems most desirable to arrive at, in
the interests of permanent bridge building in certain
districts of our Indian empire, is the limiting span of a
horizontal girder. The present practical limit is that of the
largest span of the Britannia Bridge over the Menai
Straits, which amounts to 460ft. Notwithstanding that
we have made considerable progress in the manufacture of
iron, and in the designing and construction of bridges
generally, since Stephenson’s time, yet his great work
still remains, in this a
an unrivalled example of
engineering skill and boldness. In that instance, as well
as in those which have been alluded to in this article, there
was an absolute necessity for a bridge of large span.
There was no possible method of getting over the Straits
without its adoption. It may be — that the largest
spans—namely, those of 460ft. in length—might have been
somewhat reduced by selecting a different route for the line,
and crossing vid the Swilly instead of vid the Britannia
rock, But as it is not quite certain whether this comparative saving could have been effected, it is more generous to
give the eminent engineer the award due to his energy and
ability than to detract from his merit by statements which
are more specious than real. The limits to the span of a
bridge—or, what amounts to the same, the limit to the
length of a girder—will depend upon the material of which
it is constructed. Bearing in mind that we are speaking
solely of girders capable of carrying locomotive traflic, the
limit of span when cast iron is employed is very speedily
reached in practice. This is no doubt owing more to the
want of faith that engineers feel in the safety of the
material than in any real deficiency of its own.
If
perfectly sound castings could be procured—as, in our
opinion, might be by the exercise of proper care and precaution—the application of cast iron to railway girders
might be considerably extended. Although there are
numerous examples of cast iron girders in the older railway
bridges in the vicinity of London having spans of 60ft.
and 70ft., that have done their duty for many years, yet
it is rare that one of those dimensions is erected now.
Engineers have either grown more timorous, or else have less
confidence than formerly in the resources of the foundry.
It has been proved by experiment that so long as the permanent way of the line is Lees in good order, and the rolling
stock also, there is not so much to dread in the force of
impact as has been sometimes supposed.
But in order to obtain a girder of a length which will
afford some hope of spanning a river of considerable width at
one leap, recourse must be had to the great constructive
material at the disposal of engineers—namely, wrought
iron. The limit to the length of a girder will vary as the
proportion of the span to the depth, the weight, and the
factor of safety used in calculating its strength. Mr.
Stoney, a good authority on this subject, estimates that the
practical limit to the length of a wrought iron lattice girder
1s attained at 700ft., which, it must be admitted, is a ver
respectable span. But a still further increase in the iengih
of a girder could be obtained by the use of steel, plates of
which material are now manufactured nearly as cheaply
as the best descriptions of wrought iron, and
33 the
advantage of being nearly twice as strong.
ith a safe
working tensile strain of 8 tons per square inch, which is a
low value, it is not too much to assert that there would be
no real difficulty in building steel girders 1000ft. in length.
A bridge of five spans to the mile would have little to fear
from the interruption of the waterway, or the effect of a
flood. A few more years will suffice to show whether the
policy of adoption of bridges of large spans in India will not
prove better economy in the end than the erection and
subsequent repair and renewal of comparatively smaller
works, which, when exposed to the violence of floods, have
already afforded such signal instances of complete failure.
Ir is generally understood in the south-western-counties that
Salisbury Plain has been finally selected for this year’s autumn
manceuvres,
Great Gun.—A provincial journal says that an enormous gun
is now being constructed, the castings at Ruelle and the accessories at Nevers. This piece is described as 1°28 metres diameter
at the breech, and the projectile as a cylindrical shell with a flat
base 13in. in diameter, and 24in. to 32in. long, and a solid
shot weighing 345 kilogrammes. It is said that Colonel Maillard,
director of the cannon foundry at Nevers, has invented a very
—_ kind of breech piece for the gun.
ANUFACTURE OF HORSESHOES BY MACHINERY.—Our young and
promising contemporary, the Chronique de [Industrie, prints a communication from the pen of M, A, Verhaeren on the above subject.
He gives it as his opinion that the most remarkable factory ot the
kind is that of MM. Mansoy et Cie., who supply the horseshoes
used by the Omnibus Company
and the Cab Company of Paris, and
who during
the siege furnished all the shoesrequired for the cavalry.
The machinery employed by MM. Mansoy is described as very
simple—a rolling mill, a shaping machine, two steam hammers,
and two punching machines, with, of course, dies for each size‘ of
shoe made; the value of all this is said not to exceed £1600.
The hammers require 15-horse steam pore and a 6-horse engine
suffices for all the rest ; but, it is added, a 15-horse engine would
probably answer =F
With the above machines the company turns out
oes @ day with six labourers and three
apprentices, and the space occupied by the factory is about four
hundred square metres, The production is constant; when working only during the day the fires are covered up at night, but when
working night and day there is, of course, a considerable economy
of fuel and working expenses. The engines are worked with the
lost heat of the plate furnace, as in rofling mills,
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INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.
THE proceedings of the thirteenth session of the Institution of Naval Architects began on Thursday, the
21st inst., in the hall of the Society of Arts, under the
presidency of Sir John Pakington,
The proceedings commenced with the reading of the report of the council and
the balance-sheet by the secretary, Mr. C. W. Merrifield,
F.R.S. The report runs as follows :—
Report oF Councit, Marcu 21st, 1872.
‘The council of the Institution are glad to be able to report to
the members and associates that the financial prospects of the
Institution are in a satisfactory condition.
“The accounts now presented to you show that the balance to
the credit of the Institution on 31st December last was £483 5s, 4d,
The liabilities up to that date which have since been discharged
amount to £300 11s. 10d., leaving a balance of £182 13s. 6d. to
meet future charges irrespectively of income received and expected
during the present year, and, of course, of the present year’s
expenditure.
“At the general meeting on 31st March, 1871, resolutions were
passed :—‘That the council be requested to watch the Merchant
Shipping Bill now before Parliament, with especial reference to
the interests of naval architects, shipbuilders, and marine
engineers,’ and that Mr, Brassey’s paper ‘On the Examination of
Adjusters of Compasses,’ be recommended to the council for their
serious consideration, with a view to their taking such steps thereupon as they may deem advisable.
‘*The resolutions were carefully considered by the
il and
action taken upon them, as you have already been informed in the
appendix to the volume of ‘ Transactions’ of last year.
‘The council are informed that the Royal School of Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering is still apn satisfactorily. They are glad to understand that it will beremoved to
new buildings at South crm see ‘unless indeed it should be
included in some larger scheme of naval instruction.
“The present state of the finances, although by no means such
as topermit a departure from the strictest
y, has enabled
the council to transfer a large part of the duties hitherto gratuitously discharged by the hono
secretary to the assistant
secretary, whose salary has accordingly been increased. The
assistant secretary will now be angel with the collection of the
subscriptions, under the superintendence of the treasurer, and
with the editing of the volume of ‘ Transactions,’ under the control
of a sub-committee of the council appointed for the purpose. The
honorary secretary has kindly consented for the present to retain
a limited supervision over the affairs of the Institution under the
direction of the Council.
‘This arrangement the Council propose as more in accordance
with the financial position of the Institution than the more complete but expensive plan of appointing a salaried secretary as
suggested in their 7 of last year.
*The volume of ‘ Transactions, for 1871, which was in the hands
of the
bers and
iates at a much earlier period than
formerly, contains some very valuable papers, including two on the
stability of ships, a subject which, from several causes, has of late
excited more than ordinary interest.”
Sir John Pakington then delivered the subjoined opening
address, at the conclusion of which the following gentlemen
were elected members of the Institution :—Messrs. BerrierFontaine, of Toulon Dockyard; William James Fitze,
Assistant Admiralty Overseer; Douglas Hebson, Consulting Naval Architect; Victor Lutsechaunig, Professor of
Shipbuilding in the Naval Academy of Trieste; Nicol
Maenicol, retired shipbuilder; John Brough Palmer,
managing director of Palmer’s Shipbuilding and Iron
Company, Jarrow-on-Tyne; George Stanbury, extra
draughtsman to the Constructor’s Department of the
Admiralty; Thomas Turnbull, jun., manager of Whitehall
ne sme §Whitby; Bernard
Waymouth, Chief Surveyor,
Lloyd’s Registry of Shipping; Theodore D. Wilson,
Assistant Constructor, United States Navy; and James
Wright, Engineer Assistant to the Royal Navy. At the
concluding meeting on Saturday, Mr. William Froude, the
eminent savant, was elected a vice-president, and Mr.
James Wright a member of council.
,
_ _ PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS.
Sir John Pakington (president), said :—Gentlemen, it now becomes my duty, in conformity with the first item on the programme of our business to-day, to offer a few observations, as I
usually have done at the commencement of our annual session,
and I feel the same degree of pleasure which I have done on
many former occasions that it now becomes my duty once more to
offer to you my congratulations on the prosperous, and in every
way successful, state of this very useful Institution. I am particularly glad, gentlemen, that I can commence those observations
by referring to that which, I think, in all public societies is held
to be the best test of prosperity—namely, improving revenues and
increasing funds. There is no test so sure, and I am extremely
glad that the first part of our report, which you have just heard
read, states to you in plain figures that the funds of this Institution, although not such as to exempt us from the necessity of
strict economy in their administration, is still such as to place it
in a more satisfactory financial position than we have ever before
attained. The fact of our financial condition being in this prosperous state has enabled us to make a very
important
change with regard to one part of our Institution, namely,
the secretariat.
And here, gentlemen, I would beg leave
to call your attention to a paragraph to which last year I
your attention in the report of last year. That
paragraph was in these words :—‘‘The council desire to express to the members and associates their high sense of the
valuable services rendered by Mr. Merrifield as honorary secretary
to the Institution, and trust that by the next annual meeting the
finances of the Institution will enable them to attach a necuniary
compensation to the arduous duties of the secretaryship.” Gentlemen, it is to that paragraph that the present report refers in a
sentence which, I have no;doubt, attracted your attention towards
the end of the report inthese words :—“‘ This arrangement (having
described what the arrangement is to be) the council propose as
more in accordance with the financial position of the Institution
than the more complete but expensive plan of appointing a salaried
secretary, as
suggested in their report.” That suggestion is the
same one which I have just read, and whichyou will observe is
not in its integrity carried out. Gentlemen, I cannot touch upon
this portion of the subject without renewing that which, perhaps,
after the applause which oy have just expressed it is unnecessary
for me to renew ; but still I am sure that you all join with me in
the very strong feeling when I remind = of the prosperous state
of this Institution that we are, in fact, indebted more than perhaps
to any other cause to the ability and the zeal with which our
secretary, Mr. Merrifield, has discharged his duties, I confess,
therefore, I am sorry that we have not in the present instance
carried out the whole of the proposal of last year. What we have
donein consequence of our improved finances is to attach an
additional
to the officeof assistant secretary, and
together
viththet additions] eclorr toas te to the poor: Tata ota
vi considerable proportion of the more laborious part of the
du
which have been hitherto discharged by our honorary
nny, Mr. Merrifield, Thatisthe change which we have at
eg 2 ule ; and partof the business of the council this morning
been, in the shape of a memorandum, to draw a distinction
between the duties hereafter to be fulfilled by the honorary
secretary and those which are transferred to the assistant secretary.
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But in making
this statement I must add my own very strong
hope that when another year has
away we shall be at
liberty, from the state of our finances, to revert
to the proposalof
last year, which is, I think, what ev:
would wish to accomlish, Gentlemen, I am happy to say that again reference is made
in this report to the satisfactory progress of that School of
Naval Architecture which I always regard as the child of this
Institution, and a bap Ba and thriving child I am happy to say
it is—and
a growing child—
er with its marine engineering
studies attached to it; and we have all of us, I think, great
reason to feel satisfaction at the popes those institutions.
Now, gentlemen, you have been told by this report that it is now
contemplated to remove this Institution to new buildings in South
Kensington, unless (the report says) it should be included in some
other large scheme of naval instructions. [Mr. Scott Russell—
‘*Hear, hear.”] Gentlemen, I hear my friend opposite praising
those words, and I think I should call your attention to
fact
that those words have a distinct and very important meaning. I
am sorry, or in some respects I am sorry, that the meeting of this
Institution has not taken place a few days later, because if it had
taken place after the statement of the First Lord of the Admiral:|
= ery es statement to be rwI ee mere“
isten this evening—I am sanguine enough to
in
ment there will be information given hich wallbeexplanatory of
the words contained here with regard to “ naval instruction on a
larger scale.” We have all of us heard a good deal of late years
of the policy which has been adopted with regard to Greenwich
Hospital. I will not enter now into the question whether that
a wise and prudent policy, or whether it is not. No
doubt it is a question upon which there has been a good deal of
of opinion.
But there Greenwich Hospital stands, at
present 7
to no really very important public rans and if
we should this evening hear from the First Lord of the Admiralty
that her Majesty’s Government have decided to devote that noble
building to an institution for the improvement of naval instruction, I think it would be a decision to which most of us would
listen, and to which I think the public would listen with great
interest ‘and approbation. Gentlemen, I must now touch for a
few
on a subject which we must
regard with very
mixed feelings
and with very anxious feelings; and it is
a subject which I think it would hardly be consistent
with my duty as your president to pass over on this occasion
in silence. I mean that distressing event the loss of the
Megwra, When I had the honour of —— this chair, a year
ago, the public mind had been —
and excited
that
dreadful event, the loss of the Captain. I then called your
attention to that sad event in such terms as it seemed to me the
occasion required from an Institution such as that in which we are
now assembled, having very important duties to discharge, but
those duties not being in any sense or respect of a political nature.
Gentlemen, I cannot pass over in silence the loss of the Megzra.
The loss of the Megwra has again, not in the same melancholy way
certainly, but still it has greatly excited the attention of the public ;
and I do not think I say anything unfair or inaccurate when I say
that the circumstances attending the loss of that ship have excited
in the public mind a very strong feeling of indignation. That
ship never ought to have been sent tosea, Shewas not ina condition
to take such a voyage with precious lives
on board as that upon which
she was sent, and we cannot but be too thankful for the providential
manner, forso we must
it, in which the lives of those on board
of her were saved. The distressing event of the loss of the Megwra
has led, as it naturally, of course, in any event must have led, to
one inquiry—in fact, this sad event has led to two public inquiries,
both of which have been watched by the public with the greatest
possible interest, The first of those inquiries was the court-martial
which, by the proper rule and practice of the naval service, is
always held upon the officers connected with the loss of her
Majesty’s ships. The finding of that court-martial was, I think,
such as the public would naturally have expected, and such as
could only command public concurrence and approbation. The
second inquiry was of a more — nature, and was conducted
under a royal commission specially appointed on purpose to consider the circumstances under which the ship was lost. Gentlemen, you, as the public, have now seen the report of the royal
commission, distributing, according to the judgment of the
able and honourable men who composed it, the degree of censure which they thought it their duty to attach to the different parties concerned, Now, gentlemen, my feeling is that this
question of who should receive censure for an event which we all
eplore and all condemn, is a question which is not for us. It is
a question with which we, loo!
to the duties which we have to
discharge in this room, have nothing whatever to do, The commissioners have discharged what they thought to be their duty.
The report which they have presented is to be the subject of discussion in Parliament very shortly, and I certainly shall not set
an example, which I think would not be a wholesome or a good
one, by entering into the merits of their report, or into the justice
of their finding. There is only one point which, in justice to
my feelings, I cannot entirely pass over, and I take that course
because, although I feel strongly upon it myself, it has, in
fact, very little to do with the censure for that which was
really the censurable question—why such a ship should ever
have been sent to sea for such a voyage. The point to
which I do refer is to express my individual feeling of regret
that if the conduct of Captain bey
was referred to at
all, it should not have been accompanied by that tribute of admiration and res
which, I confess myself, I think was due to the
sailor-like, able, vigorous manner in which, ae
I think, under
Providence, owing to his admirable exertions, the safety of the
crew of that ship was secured. But, gentlemen, although I think
it would be foreign to our duties to enter into any discussion of
the report of the royal commissioners upon the Megzera,
or as to the opinions which they have expressed, on the
other hand, I must say that
think the loss of the
Megera does suggest not a few very important practical
uestions which it does behove the Institution of Naval
rchitects to consider ; questions which are rey |and freely
open, and with respect to the consideration of which Ithink there
cannot, in any mind, be for a moment any feeling of scruple. I
am very glad to observe that, in the various pa ers which are to
be submitted to this Institution in the course of this session, there
are several which bear upon the causes of the loss of the Megzra,
I take it, that mainly the causes of the loss of that ship were three,
The first and main one was the injury by corrosion to the plates of
iron of which she was composed ; secondly, that that injury took
place in a portion of the vessel which, from her construction, was
very difficult of access, and therefore escaped observation—I do
not mean to justify that escape, but such is the fact—and, thirdly,
the failure of that cement which ought to have served as a protection to the iron of which the ship was built. I find in the list
of papers which are to be read to-morrow three which bear immediately upon these practical questions. There is a paper by Mr.
Mallet, on the corrosion of iron ships ;there is a paper ome
Taylor, on a system for registering the wear
and tear of iron 8
A
and thirdly, thereis a paper by Mr. King—which, I think, we shall
t interest, for it seems to hold out a
all hear with very
P'
which we should all be very
to find we fulfilled —‘‘
On the MisuseofCement on Iron
og
Suggestions for making half worn-out Iron Ships perfectly
Seaworthy
at a Small Cost.” That may be a sanguine view on the partof Mr.
King. Far be it from me to ee
ae
what his
success
may be ; but if he is able to show us agbaywad turning
old ships into new ones to the extentto which he here holds out,
we shalt.only have deeply to regret that his discoveries have not
of the M
in which case the loss of that
| preceded the loss
| ship might have been altogether sverted. So, gen’
I feel
ve
yon, these oocapions, and. hope, shes I have not
violated that feeling in any way, holding, as I do, the honour of
our
lent, and
™m
in every sense a civilian,
that it is not my duty to attempt to offer anything like instruction
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@ success, and therefore he believed it. He thought that the
on any of the technical
and scientific questions, which instructionI
THE IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE.
invention would produce unvarying results,
shoul beentirely incapable toafford. tis rather my duty to point out
(Concluded from page 202.)
Mr. Snellus asked whether the steel with more than 2 per cent,
and indicate what are the subjects, from the various events of the
of
silicon in it had any merit besides hardness? Would it stand a
On
Wednesday
morning
last
week,
at
the
meeting
of
the
Iron
day, which require our attention, and to bring before your notice
those subjects which are to be discussed upon the various papers and Steel Institute, at Willis’ Rooms, St. James’, Mr. Henry breaking weight ?
Mr. Riley said that he had not made experiments on that point,.
which are to be read to us in the course of our proceedings. Now, Bessemer presided, There was a large attendance,
Mr. Head read a
» Which we have already published, on Practical men said that it was good working steel.
it has been si ted to me that it might be well, upon an occaMr. Edward Williams suggested that the discussion of Mr,
sion like this, that, as your president, I should enter into ques- the Newport puddling furnace. At the conclusion of the reading
Snellus’ paper, and of the two papers which were to follow, should
tions of naval strategy,
and as to the best mode by which the of the paper,
The Chairman said that Mr. Head had given a very accurate be taken together.
defence of this empire might be effected at sea ; but such subjects
Mr. John A. Jones then read his paper on the cost of the Danks
are of a
political character, and, I think, would be foreign to description of the furnace, and practical papers like the one just
our immediate
duty, and that I should be uselessly yea read served to establish a means of comparison between the views process, given in another page, after which
Mr.
Lester read his report on the lining and the charging of the
of
one
manufacturer
and
another.
He
moved
that
the
thanks
of
your time if I were to touch upon them. I, therefore, wouk
Danks furnace,
rather only draw your attention to such practical questions as the meeting be given to the author.
The
discussion was then adjourned till Thursday.
.
Edward
Williams
said
that
Mr.
Head
stood
in
the
position
one which I
will be discussed, although I do not see any
On Thursday Mr. Bessemer presided as before.
paper immediately So it—I mean the very important question of a person endeavouring to improve mail coaches after railways
—which I think is still a subject of doubt—as to the masting of had come into use, and the revolving furnace was so nearlya Mr. C. W. Siemens, F.R.S., opened the discussion by saying
ironclad men-of-war, that is to say, whether it is desirable that success that there was every probability that the old puddling that the three reports were of great interest, and they conclusively
apparatus. It was not the first attempt
they should or should not be practically sailing-ships. I think furnace would soon be abolished altogether. Mr. Head had spoken proved the value of the
He had years ago seen the attempts
that is really the practical question, and a questions upon about high temperatures ; people often talked about high tem- to oy by machinery.
which, if I am rightly informed, a
deal of difference of veratures, but he should like to know how they were measured — made by Mr. Menelaus at the Dowlais Works, and the difficulties
opinion exists. I am led to believe that, even within our own j himself always failed to measure with accuracy temperatures which prevented the practical success of those attempts had been
e used the best pyrometers, and Siemens’ were | overcome by Mr. Danks by the introduction of good judicious
Institution, among the more eminent members of it, this is over 800 deg.
reckoned as a subject of considerable importance, and | the best ; but he found that by trying two or three of these toge- fettling material. He had dealt with the circumstance of the
think the Committee on Designs, which
have been lately ther at the same time, and under the same circumstances, they greater yields in puddling grey iron than in puddling white iron
sitting at the Admiralty in consequence of the loss of the Captain did not show the same amount of heat. The quantity of heat, the in a paper which he read at the British Association. Puddling is
a chemical operation between cinder and cast iron, and for
are not quite clear in the views they entertain upon it, It speaker stated, might be very far from the real fact.
Sir John Alleyne said that Mr. Head was as in the track of every 1lb. of carbon 2b. or 3lb. of iron must be reduced ;
certainly is a very important practical question. W hether the
paper we shall have this morning from Captain Jobn Harvey will Mr. Siemens. Iron must be smelted, and his leading idea was for eo pound of silicon a larger amount of iron must. bereduced.
throw any light upon it I do not know, but his paper is ‘‘On the “ save your waste,” a very good principle, and he should not like Iron rich in carbon and silicon must give greater yields than others,
Construction of Vessels, in relation to the Changed Modes of Mr. Head to go away with the idea that the Institute thought The possible application of Danks’ furnace to the Siemens-Martin
process had been spoken of ; it would be very difficult indeed to
Naval Warfare.” I donot know what the nature of the paper that he was driving a mail coac!
Mr. Lowthian Bell said that if the invention saved waste, hedid make a rotating furnace to stand the temperature. To melt four
may be, but within that title certainly such questions as the
ing of our iron ships would be appropriate, and I, for one, not see why the invention should not ~ ng the Danks as well or five tons of ion containing little carbon required a great heat ;
should be glad to hear it touched upon. There is another question as other furnaces. He also thought with Mr. Williams that they the lining of the Danks furnace consisted of oxides, and in the
of great interest, which reminds me of the unfortunate case of the spoke far too glibly of high temperatures ; his difficulty was that presence of oxides they could not have steel. Some years ago his
Captain, and our poor friend Captain Coles, who was lost in that ship, when he exposed instruments to such temperatures they all dis- attention was called to a furnace for reducing oxides into a
I mean the question of tripod masts, which as you will well recollect appeared, and gave a mass of fused materials, He took platinum metallic condition, and at a future time he might possibly bring
was a very laveurite theory of Captain Coles, I allude to that and iridium and placed them in the blast furnace, and he hoped this subject under the notice of the Institute.
Mr. Lothian Bell said that the richer any iron was in silicon,
subject with greater satisfaction, b
it is with an unusual by placing them in a calorimeter, and raising the temperature of
use of the action of the
degree of pleasure that I have to state that we shall hear—at the water, to get at the heat of the blast furnace. Although the better would be the yield,
least I hope and believe that we shall hear —a paper on the subject platinum was not fusible at that temperature, it was rendered so silicon upon the oxide of iron, Puddlers think that this could
only
be
carried
on
within
certain
limits,
and he was of opinion
soft
that
it
seemed
to
be
washed
away.
The
problem
of
the
of tripod masts from Admiral Paris, towhom we have beenon former
occasions very much indebted for designs which the gallant admiral measurement of high temperatures still required to be solved. If that highly silicised iron caused very considerable waste. In the
North
of
England
they
had
what
was
called “‘ glazy iron”
the
saving
mentioned
by
M
r
.
Head
had
been
effected,
he
did
not
has been so good as to send to us, and I am sure that his presence
here to-day, to favour us with a paper on this interesting subject, think it was due to the causes stated. Mr. Head spoke of making containing 6 per cent. or 7 per. cent. of silicon, and it was no good
either
in
the
puddling
furnace
or
elsewhere.
hydrogen
at
one
part
of
the
furnace,
and
consuming
it
at
another,
will be hailed by us all with a great deal of pleasure, and with sincere
Mr. Siemens said that with regard to carbon the fact was proved
respect and gratitude to him for his contributions to this Institu- but, as a matter of fact, a current of carbonic acid and hydrogen
tion. Such a paper will form a valuable supplement to the former cannot be intensely heated together without the hydrogen robbing in the most absolute manner, and the same chemical reasons
contributions which we have received from him. Herr Moerath, the carbonic acid of its oxygen; he therefore thought that they applied to silicon, although he admitted the force of the arguments
also, will give us a paper on another subject of great, and I may were burnt at once, and not at the parts of the furnace stated by against much silicon in the iron. The silicon in the pig metal
say of everyday growing importance, which is the subject of what the author of the paper. Thejwhole value of the hot blast was due | has to be changed into a tribasic salt, taking up much oxide of
I may now, I think, call the new element in naval warfare, of not directly to its temperature, but to the fact that it so altered | iron, therefore such metal requires a grea t amount of fettling.
| Given that amount of fettling, the chemical reason holds quel
tripods, We shall be very happy to hear the views of Herr the relations between gases and solids.
| Under these conditions a larger yield can be obtained, when the
Mr. Whitburn — highly of Mr. Head’s experiments,
Moerath upon this question of tripods—a question, I say, of int
he
agreed,
and
he
had
stated
in
his
paper,
|
iron contains silicon.
Mr.
Head
said
t
creasing importance from day to day; and that new element of
Mr. Snellus said that in ordinary puddling processes the reason
naval warfare has advanced to a point when it certainly does be- that —— were doubtful instruments, especially if the 4
|
why
silicon does not produce a larger yield is because there isa
e
cific
heat
of
a
metal
were
not
the
same
at
all
temperatures,
come a grave and anxious question how far the construction
of ‘our war ships should be adapted or altered, with a had purchased one of Mr. Siemens’ pyrometers, but had not yet | limited supply of oxide of iron. In Danks’ furnace there was an unview to the dangers which arise from the introduction experimented with it. The British Association had made a grant | limited supply of oxide of iron, and under those circumstances he
of this formidable element in warfare. Our excellent to the Royal Society to report on this pyrometer, and the report |thought that it did not matter if they had 6 per cent, or 7 per
friend, Mr. Merrifield, has also dealt with this subject, would be very valuable to metallurgists. The invention described | cent. of silicon in the pig; so long as oxide of iron was present in
and we shall have the advantage of hearing from him a paper in his paper had not yet been applied to ball furnaces, or to any excess the operations would go on well, and they might look for
bearing upon this question. I really can hardly imagine any other than puddling furnaces, but he did not see why it should a very much greater yield with plenty of silicon in iron.
Mr. Riley said that under ordinary conditions nothing could be
question which, at the present moment, is more worthy of the not be applied to Danks’ or any other furnace.
Mr. 3h n Jones, secretary, then read ‘‘ The Further Report of |done with iron containing 2 per cent, of silicon, but in the Danks
attention of such an Institution as this, and I hope it wil receive
furnace,
working under different conditions, the silicium was
the
Puddling
Committee,”
which
we
published
last
week.
that attention and that discussion to which certainly, for the
Mr. William Menelaus moved the adoption of the report, which oxidised, but not at the expense of the iron. Iron containing
interests of this country, it is eminently
entitled. Gentl
»i
1
per
cent,
of silicon was good, and if all iron had more silicon it
he
said
promised
fairly
that
before
long
they
would
get
rid
of
the
do not remember that there is any other point upon which I need
detain you before we proceed to the papers of the day, with one old hand puddling. Puddling by rotary vessels he considered to would lengthen the time of puddling, but very possibly a more
exception, and that is this: I wish to mention the course which be an accomplished fact, from what he had seen of the Danks purified metal would be the result. Phosphorus in steel was detrithe
il have adopted in
1
of the losses which we machine, and all Mr. Danks’ improvements were ingenious and mental. Ifthey puddled the best Swedish pigiron they obtained redhave sustained in the death of two of the most eminent mem- effective ;they did him great credit. All that Mr. Danks said short iron, re 1e thought that a little phosphorus with it would
bers of the vice-presidency of this Institution. I allude to at Dudley had been fully verified by the report of the American quite cure that ; they might mix with it a little Middlesbrough
ittee. Mr. Sy
"s
ine he thought to be too compli- pig, or some pig containing phosphorus. Steel is sometimes
the late Earl of Ellenborough and the late Canon Moseley.
You are all aware that the late Earl of Ellenborough cated, and that it was a mistake to try to divide the heat ; that spoiled by the addition of too much spiegeleisen, but a little
occupied a very distinguished and well-deserved position lan greatly increased the difficulties, and Mr. Spencer had better silicon in steel might possibly make metal which would give solid
as one of our vice presidents, by virtue of the fact that he had at oan accepted the difficulty of dealing with large masses of iron. castings. He had made buttons ofysteel which contained three or
per cent. of silicon; they flattened under the hammer and
one time of his distinguished career filled the position of First He thought that 10 cwt. balls could be worked by special four
Lord of the Admiralty. In Canon Moseley, at you are well aware, machinery, and that would be better than dividing the heat were perfectly malleable.
we had a very eminent scientific and able man, and his loss is, in inside the vessel. He would say, ‘‘Goin for what Mr. Danks is Mr. Forbes admitted that by the action of the molten iron on
every respect, a great loss, not only to this Institution, but to the doing ;” the committee had not had an opportunity of deciding the fettling the yield was increased, but thought it a mistake to
destroy the fettling to get a little additional iron. It might be
country. But it became the duty of the council to select two upon the merits of rotary vessels just yet.
Mr. Lothian Bell seconded the motion, adding that the public betterto use fettling which was not reducible and which would
names which they thought might worthily succeed the statesman
Lord Ellenborough, and the scientific man Canon Moseley, and the mind had been most intently drawn to the subject of puddling by last longer.
Mr. Snellus said that it was better to use fettling which would
council decided—for they did me that honour—to request me to machinery through the experiments of Mr, Menelaus.
Sir J. ‘itegne said that because Mr. Spencer had separated the give itself up as much as possible, since it would go to form
intimate to his Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh our hope
that we might be permitted to nominate him to succeed Lord balls he did not see why he should not do so ; he looked upon the puddled bar which sells at 7s. per cwt. It was cheaper to get the
Ellenborough as a vice-president of this Institution. I am afraid — of the balls any size required as an advantage. Danks iron out of the fettling in the puddling furnace than to get it b:
that I allowed this meeting to approach nearer than I was aware movable flue was a very clever thing, and had an advantage over other processes. The furnace was easily and quickly lined wit
of before I communicated with his
ighness. However, I Spencer’s plan. The committee should look at both the machines the fettling ; one hour was quite sufficient time for the purpose, and
this after eight heats. The puddled bar produced was much more
have written to his Royal Highness, but he not being in town, I have before they decided.
Mr. inEgsaid that he had put the first Danks machine to valuable than the fettling.
not yet received the answer, which I hope I shall receive,
Mr. Forbes wanted tokaow whether Danks’ furnace would do
land, and they were so satisfied with it that the
that we have his permission to put him in nomination at work in
ing to erect more machines as fast as they couk for the production of iron without any blast furnace at all
the
meeting of the
il which will take place at the close of these were p)
Mr. Snellus was afraid that the plan conld not be carried out to
proceedings ; and to fill the vacancy which has been caused by the a were satisfied both with the economy of fuel and with the
death of Canon Moseley, the council have thought it well to put quality of the iron produced by it, It was better puddling than the extent Mr. Forbes supposed. He did not think that they
could
get carbon and silicon in a fluid state in the furnace except
any
ever
effected
by
hand.
A
rail
made
from
it
stood
five
times
in nomination Mr. Froude, and I hope that this also is a decision
as alloys of iron, He did not think that it was possible to put
which will meet with the general approbation of this Institution. the test of an ordinary iron rail.
more
than
5 per cent. of silicon into pig, but some had put 225
The
report
was
then
adopted.
I think that Mr. Froude has every claim to receive whatever
Mr. Snellus next read a report on the chemistry of the puddling per cent. of silicon into pig iron.
compliment it is possible for this Institution to pay him. He is
Riley said-that practically silicon could be put into iron to
most perfectly qualified, from his well-known reputation, and by the Danks furnace, which we givein part elsewhere, after which theMr.extent
of 18 per cent. ; the 224 per cent. was got in in an
Mr. Riley said that he hed’ sheen much attention to the
the happy combination that he presents of theoretical and
experimental
, and from the e:
iments in whica chemistry of the manufacture of iron. Silicon, sulphur, and exceptional experiment of his, but that amount could not be put
phosphorus
were
supposed
to
have
a
most
detrimental
effect
upon
in
practically,
At Dowlais they got 7 per cent. of silicon from
he is now engaged, to add to our knowl
of the theory of
the resistance and of the rolling of ships, At the meeting of iron, but he believed that silicon was not so bad for iron as was every bar of black band. He thought that there was very little
once
thought.
He
had
tried
how
much
silicon
could
be
put
into
hope
of
making
iron more directly from the ore, and that in
the council at the close of this session, by which time I hope we
shall be in possession of the assent of his Royal Highness to iron, and found that with two days’ heating in a Siemens furnace improving the methods of making iron they must begin with the pig.
it
would
take
up
22
per
cent.
He
had
made
a
beautiful
working
With
—
to
steel
he thought that there wasa difficulty in getting
nominate him as vice-president, we shall proceed to the
election of these and the other officers. Gentlemen, it only re- steel pone vom. bblper cent. of silicon. He could not explain |good tool steels, and as price was a secondary object in this article,
this,
and
thought
that
the
explanation
must
be
looked
for
in
the
it
very
likely
would
Ly to use specially pure materials in order
mains for me to add the hope that you will accede now, as upon
former occasions, to the rules with regard to time. Iam sure you different conditions in which silicon exists in iron. Titanium was to turn out good steel for tools. Mr. Ramsbottom had found a
steel, and to get it he used up parts of
will bear in mind what those rules have generally been. For the a constituent of nearly all clays, and he did not see that it had difficulty in getting
sake of enabling the various matters to be discussed, we have any bad effect on iron ; he had never been able to find it in steel, the slide valves of old North-Western Railway locomotives.
Mr. Lowthian Bell said that there was so much earthy matter in
always limited the time for reading the papers to twenty minutes, white iron, or wrought iron. Some steel castings had failed at
and the speeches in the discussion to ten minutes for each speech, Mr. John Fowler’s works, and he had tried to find out the cause ; ores that they could not do away with the blast furnace, as that
and I think the rule is, further, that the whole of a paper and the in making steel the men must get the metal to run, so the work- furnace so easily got rid of extraneous matter.
discussion upon it together should not exceed one oo I hope men had a tendency to put too much spiegeleisen to make it run ; Mr. Cowper said that another advantage of Danks’ furnace was
that it turned so much cinder into iron.
that it will be the pleasure of the meeting of this Institution to there should, therefore, be a limit to this practice,
Mr. R. Fothergill, M.P., said that he intended to speak asa
Mr, J. A.Jones said that the fettling ought to last just longenough
adhere to these rules, and that in enforcing them, as your chairman, I shall receive that support without which I cannot hope practical man addressing practical men. They had just listened to take up the phosphorus and other injurious matters, which
to be successful. I believe I am only acting in conformity with to a clear, lucid paper about an invention which in all probability seem to oxidise more oa Se iron,
Mr, Edward Williams
thought that it would be
1 if they
the previous custom in putting to you now that the report should would revoluti mise the whole of the iron trade, since it gave them
a substitute for hand-puddli
It appeared that under a vastly could get a refractory lining to the furnace, and put the oxide in
be adopted by the meeting.
Titanic iron ore might cabs a good lining
The report was then adopted unanimously, and after the elec- improved system they were going to make an important saving in as part of the 7
At Middlesbrough iy | make very good iron,
tion of the gentlemen whose names are given above, the general the iron hitherto wasted in the process of paddling When a for the furnace,
business of the meeting commenced. Several uf the papers read man, a8 was sometimes the case, told the Institute that he had but they had tried hard to get rid of the phosphorus without
produced a ton of puddled bars with a waste of only4 cwt. of success ; it seemed now that the ne
and other objectionwill be found elsewhere in our pages,
iron, the listeners knew that the statement was true, but that the able things were going to be sources of very great profit to them.
speaker had devoted more time and attention to the work than In the Bessemer process whatever phosphorus is in the pig which
on a large scale. As a matter goes in is also in the steel which comes out. How was it that the
A LARGE numberof firms represen’
most of the important could possiblybe done in practice
branches of the industries of the ae will take seed inthe of fact, ironmasters lose }, 4, or } of what they put in their phosphorus was not turned out during the blowing?
Mr. Snellus said that he was trying to get rid of the phosphorus
Moscow Exhibition. A special official thie of the British puddling furnaces, and the economical yield to which he had
but was not then in a position to say
viously alluded did not exist, The new invention was free in the Bessemer pi
exhibits will be published in French and
by Messrs, J, M.
e phosphorus was got rid of by puddling ;
Johnson and Sons, and an extension of time having just been con- rom these drawbacks, It was a stupendous change, for it would much on the subject.
from the ore. He should there must be some reason why it was got out by the one process
eeded by the Russian Imperial Commission, further exhibits from enable malleable iron to be prod
this country,ifane early next month, will still be in time | like to know the cost of the process, and was pleased to hear that and not by the other. The only way of getting carbon into the
for the opening. Intending exhibitors should
ly com- | a paper would be read before the Institute entering into the fluid state was as an alloy of pig iron; it did not form an alloy
municate with the secretaries of the London committee, at the | question of cost. In stating that the process was a success he with any other metal. If oxide of iron were put into the Dank:
Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi.
rested upon the judgment of Mr, Menelaus, who said that it was furnace with the chars> it weuld float on the surfsc> of the
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molten metal, but as a lining to the furnace it was below the
metal, and a iarger surface was exposed.
Mr. Danks said that his experience had taught him that it was
advantageous to puddle iron highly charged with phosphorus and
silicon in his furnace, He had used very silicious iron containing
also 2 per cent. of phosphorus, and the results were good. In
the common puddling furnace only four or five heats per day
could be produced from such iron, and the resulting metal bars
were so cold short that an iron bar would break when dropped.
Now they puddled constantly with metal from the same ore in his
furnace, and it made a tough fibrous iron. Whenever they employed iron containing more phosphorus and silicon they had to
use more fettling ; nothing would remove sulphur, phosphorus, and
carbon, better than pure oxide of iron, As to puddling ore
direct, he did that twenty-three years ago; the difficulty was that
they could not bring particle into contact with particle, or if they
could, it took so much time that it would not pay. The main
difficulty was the time consumed. He had tried to make iron
from the ore in the puddling furnace, and had failed, so he left
that field to anthels else. Oxide of iron was exceedingly refractory, so that after it takes the silicon and phosphorus out of
the iron there can be no more waste of the fettling, except at a
heat not obtained in practice. He sold his furnaces in America
for 1500 dollars, but it cost from 1800 dollars to 1900 dollars to
start them ready for working, the expense varying with the locality. In saving of yield there was a clear gain of £1 per ton;
5k ewt. of the fettling to the ton was not oxidised, so that in that
item alone there was a great gain over the ordinary puddling furnace,
Mr. John A. Jones said that he thought that he had underestimated rather than over-estimated the value of the Danksmachine ; he did so because he believed that line of action to be
safer.
The Chairman spoke highly of the value of the different reports
given by the commissioners, and said that a more careful digest of
what came under their notice could scarcely have been put upon
paper. He moved a vote of thanks to them,
his was carried with acclamation.
Mr. Spencer then read his paper on a ‘Revolving Puddling
Machine,” after which
Mr. William Menelaus said that Mr. Spencer had produced a
machine which puddled iron and puddled it well. With respect
to the merit of having the heat divided intoballs, it was convenient,
because then the ordinary squeezers could be used. He, however,
would rather deal with 10 cwt. in a mass than make a large
nuddling vessel with many balls, because in the other case such a
arge vessel was necessary, and there was a loss of coa’
Mr. Edward Williams said that the machine did its work well,
and that the quality of the iron was good. He
with Mr,
Menelaus that it was best to deal with only one ball, even though
it be heavy.
Mr. Snellus said that he was pleased to see from the analysis of
the iron the remarkable way in which the furnace eliminated the
phosphorus. In Mr. Spencer’s case the iron was put into the furnace melted, but in the other it was putin cold. The pig iron
which Mr, Spencer used contained 2 per cent. of phosphorus. It
would seem that the higher the temperature in the furnace the
greater the degree of purification of the product.
Mr. Howson then read a paper suggesting the application of
Danks’ principle to an ordinary puddling furnace,
e revolving
chamber was run into and taken out of the ordinary puddling furnace on rails for charging, discharging, and lining.
Mr. John A, Jones pointed out that there was an enormous loss
of heat by this withdrawal of the central chamber. He did not
know how the admission of cold air would
with the boilers,
Mr. F. A, Paget read a mg on Dormoy’s method of puddling
iron, a method which had been applied to forty puddling furnaces
in Austria and France. The rabble was rapidly rotated by steam
aged in the hands of the puddler, It had been in use in Austria
or three years, and it eliminated the carbon and phosphorus to a
great extent.
Votes of thanks were given to the author of the paper, and to
the president, after which the proceedings closed.
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handy vessel, with high speed and shallow draught, will avoid
torpedoes better than a large ship, or than one of inferior speed or
inferior power of evolution.
t is evident, even when both
ships have to run the gauntlet of a line of torpedoes. But the
small ship of light draught has the command of many more
channels, and many more parts of broad channels, than
the larger craft, and will thus put the landward power
to a far
r expenditure of
instruments for the
protection of its coasts, The destruction of the smaller vessel by
a torpedo will also be a less expenditure of life and material
than that of the larger ship. It is true ‘that if she runs foul
of one, the smaller vessel is the more likely of the two to be
sunk, and that is a set off against her facility of avoiding them ; but there still remains an advantage in favour of
distribution in small ships, rather than of concentration in a few
large ships. There is, of course, a limit to the distribution, as
there is also to the — concentration. The principle of subdivision is one of the most effective means of meeting submarin
attack ; subdivision from large ships to small ships, within certain
limits, and for certain purposes, and subdivision of large shi
into small com
ents where size cannot be advantageously
reduced, Cell
subdivisions should be carried out where possible. It is worth while to point out that the partition of a ship
by bulkheads does not necessarily mean cellular subdivision.
cell is a chamber which can be completely closed, and which must
therefore have a tight roof as well as floors and walls, This is of
especial importance in torpedo warfare, for it is very desirable to
have the power of expelling the water after it has gained admission.
In a closed cell this is easily effected by forcing in air from the
top, provided that the wound be low down in the cell. I do not
claim the credit of this idea, It was suggested by a paper read
— this a
b: — Sir nd Icher, in 1865 *
,
ere are great difficulties in applying
this principle o'
subdivision to the engine and boiler += meEe ll Sonate
difficulties, I must content myself with pointing out the
general advan’
in this respect of the system of subdivision, and
the necessity of placing as far out of reach as possible those
portions of the ship to which it cannot be applied. I find, however, that I am not singular in the belief that the whole system of
the marine engine in ships of war is in need of a thorough revolution, I have no pretensionto guide this revolution ;I have neither
the inventive genius nor the needful preliminary knowledge for it,
Others, better qualified than myself to speak on these matters,
have called attention to the unwieldy size and structural weakness
of the cylinders; to our boiler rooms of enormous size, yet still
cramped
for want of space ; to our hot and unhealthy stokeholes;
to our barbarous method of stoking—barbarous in res
of
cruelty as well as of clumsiness, Is it too much to hope that the
unwieldiness, as well as the other defects of the system, may, at
no distant period, meet with a remedy? Cellular subdivision is
the most obvious and most important principle in saving a ship
from the consequences of local injury. Armour plating applied to
the bottom of a ship is doubtless a protecti
gainst submarine
— (a danger we have notas yet to face), but it is not an efficient
efence against to
oes, Armour plates are mere slabs, imperfectly connected both with one another and with theship’s structure,
to the strength of which they contribute but very little, if even
(all things considered) they do so at all. Apart from the probability of their — broken up by a quick-acting explosive, like
fulminate or nitro-glycerine, the plates or part of them might be
driven home upon the ship itself, in such a way that their edges
might shear the skin plating and frames, It would moreover be
impossible to give them any great thickness, on account of their
weight ; for every cubic foot of iron takes 74 cubic feet of displacement to float it.
Whenever we have to encounter tho effect of violent explosions
our first object is to make as much as possible of the impact ex
pend itself in harmless directions ;our second, to endeavour to
gain as far as possible the time needed to change destructive
impact into mere motion. This latter is the task which a buffer
performs in cushioning a blow. It gives time for the work concentrated in the impact to distribute itself through a large mass,
and thus lose the gy ! which is necessary to a disruptive
or disintegrating effect.
y what particular device we Gin
this about is rather a matter of structural convenience than o'
THE EFFECTS OF TORPEDOES ON NAVAL
defensive
power,
The
most
direct method of doing it is doubtCONSTRUCTION.*
less to make the explosion take place at as great a distance
By C, W. MERRIFIELD, Esq., F.R.S., Honorary Secretary.
from the vital part of the ship—from its inner skin—as possible.
THE only submarine attacks upon vessels which are as yet known Experiment and theory both lead to the conclusion that its
to be effective are those of the ram and thetorpedo, Submarine gun- action varies inversely as the square of the distance, and
nery has not yet attained a practical form, except in the restricted therefore the interposition of an increasing distance very soon conshape of plunging fire from flat-headed projectiles, The object of verts its destructive effect into a mere propulsion of the ship. If
the present paper has almost exclusive reference to torpedo attack. it were possible to keep off the torpedo from actual contact with
I may state at the outset that no vessel can receive with impunit; the ship by any device like the spines of a hedgehog, or a wire
the effective application of a torpedo of very large size. The wor shield outrigged, small torpedoes would hurt her but little. For
of ap
ge the floating capacity of a ship is out of all propor- various reasons these particular devices are out of the
tion,
tion small, as compared with the work which it is possible to store and I only mention them as showing a theoretical principle which
in a submarine explosive of large size; and provided always that we should keep in view. For particular service, when it is the
this stored work can be applied with certainty and efficiency, deliberate intention to make a ship force a line of torpedoes, it
there is no alternative to the destruction of the vessel. Neverthe- may be worth while to make sacrifice of speed, and to outrig either
less, torpedoes must be encountered, and our task is to ascertain common rope netting or wire netting, at a very considerable
the conditions under which we are likely to encounter them, and distance from the ship’s bottom, As this netting may be outrigged
what expedients we must adopt in order to receive the smallest to a distance of 6ft, or 8ft. from the ship’s skin, I do not doubt
possibl
+ of damage from their destructive power.
that this is the best method of meeting a line of to
oes where
Hasty conclusions have been stated to the effect, that, since such a line is known to exist. But the terrible impediment which
armour-plated sides are no protection against an explosion taking it offers to speed and handiness makes it unpractical when the
lace under a ship’s bottom, therefore armour-plating must either object is, on the one hand, to cruise at the risk of meeting torpedoes,
be abandoned altogether, or extended to the bottom of ships, or, on the other hand, to be serviceable for manceuvring after getting
Hither alternative is fallacious, We will deal with the second through them. These considerations have suggested to me a device
later. With reference to the first, that armour-plating must be which (although not wholly satisfactory to my own mind) appears to
abandoned, it is sufficient to consider what the ordinary use of me far superior to that of putting armour plate on the bottom of a
torpedoes must be, to see the error which underlies it, For ship. It is as follows: Let your ship have three skins, each divided
torpedoes used by ships at sea the armour-plated ship will always into cellular spaces of moderate size, tthe middle skin representing
have the same advantage as it has without the torpedo in being
ae is now the a able to receive with impunity the
le from its adversary.
of an ordinary doubleAn unarmoured ship might certainly render pursuit difficult by
plated ship like the Herdropping torpedoes in her wake; but she could not venture to
cules or the Audacious—
attack an armoured and strongly armed ve by means of movable
thecells perhaps somewhat
torpedoes—for she would be destroyed by the fire of her enemy if
smaller, and each with a
she ventured within any reasonable range for the use of her torman-hole fitted air-tight
pedo attack. I do not say that this mode of attack is an ineffiin the inner skin, and also
cient one; but simply that the armour-plated ship has the same
with a pipe having a stop»reponderance of efficiency with the torpedoes as without them.
cock and union collar
f the to
o be moored for the protection of ports and estuaries,
opening into the upper
and the obstruction of sounds and channels, | aa that it is
corner of it, The space bethe business of the attacking fleet to remove these obstructions.
tween the outer and inner
To prevent this removal, it is generally admitted to be necessary
skins is also to be divided
that the line of torpedoes should be enfiladed by coast batteries,
oes ootho frames and
Here again the armour-plated ship has the same advantage as
longitudi
composing
without the use of torpedoes, It is true that with very
and
which should break joint
a efficient torpedoes, in a place well calculated for their use,
with those between the
and supported by very heavy and well protected batteries, a
middle and inner
ski
channel can be made absolutely impervious to a fleet. But these
Water is to be freely adconditions must be very heavily paid for, and no nation has such
mitted between the middle
resources as to be able to esa them at every point; nor even, if
and outer skins, The midwealth did not fail, would there be time to place and replace them
dle skin is to be delieverywhere when needed, A great point is gained in warfare
berately weakened near
when you reduce your enemy to the alternative of using overthe bottom of each inner
powering force or of abandoning his object. Conceding, then,
cell.
that there may be an irresistible torpedo attack, but observing that
Transverse section bethis is the exceptional case which we cannot provide against, and
tween two
3 C,
not the general case which we may attempt to meet, it remains to
inner skin; B, D, middle
be cmtianel what must be the type and what the structure of the
skin; E, F, outer skin;
vessel best calculated to evade torpedo attack, and to receive, G, H, partof middle skin plate, weakened by scoring or
otherwithout vital injury, the attack of torpedoes of moderate size,
The avoidance of tthe —
themselves is mainly a tactical
* See his paperon “The Construction of Armour-clad Ships of War.”—
uestion, Nevertheless it largely affects naval design, especiall “Transactions, I.N.A., vol vi., p. 75.
or cell should
n the type of construction.
her things being
ec, a pon | t Itis an axiom of iron shipbuilding that no subdivision
+ aaa as that
a man cannotbe sent into it and reach every part
~~
* Read before the Institution of Naval Architects.
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wise ;K, K’, cocks for air pump; M, N, curved longitudinals
connecting outer skin with riddle skin ; N’, man-hole in outer
skin, not water-tight ;the distance B, E, to be lft. 6in. or 2ft.,
or more, a
size of ship.
I expect the plan to work as follows :—A torpedo explodes
against the outer skin at T, the compartment M, N, being full of
water, and with outer surface E, F, under violent pressure, must
relieve itself through the middle
This is weakest at H, G,
and will therefore give way there. The torpedo will therefore
have the work to do of not only driving in the outer skin E, F,
and bursting the inner skin H, G, but also of getting the water out
of M, N, into A, G,
aginst the cushion of air which the latter contains. I should think this would exhaust the work sufficieritly to
save the inner skin from vital injury, unless the torped» were ve
powerful indeed. Then, if many cells were wounded, the cocks
would come into play. Air would be forced into them, and would
expel the water pmo to the level H.
e frames and longitudinals between the middle and outer
skins should be rounded, or dished, soas not to transmit a blow to
the middle skin. The edges at which they meet should be joined
with a covering piece of sheet iron of half their own thickness,
which would break up easily, and thus prevent the cell behaving
like a buckle plate.
The man-hole N’ would serve to take a shore for docking. I owe
this very important practical suggestion to Mr. W. C, Unwin.
Without having too much faith in my own project, I prefer it
very decidedly to armour-plating the bottom. I certainly add to
the size of the ship, and I therefore require more propelling power.
I also add to the weight, to the extent of the quantity required for
all that is outside the middle skin, But this is not comparable to
the weight of armour-plating, the water between the middle and
outer skins having no weight in water, and therefore requiring no
displacement, beyond that of its own bulk, to support it. Of
course the device is not applicable to small c
‘
I wish to repeat that I have not written my paper tobring forward this project ; but that the project occurred to me in the task
which I had set myself, of considering what would be the probable effect of torpedoes on the construction of war-ships.
:
As regards quantities or scantli
I do not consider myself in
a condition to decide upon these points until I can have before me
the results of more experiments than have yet been tried, or at
least been published. There is no difficulty in calculating, with
more or less exactness, the mechanical work due to the explosion
of a certain quantity of gunpowder under certain circumstances.
But when we want to know, not the total work, but the destructive impact under the influence of circumstances which have not
yet been experimentally studied, we are quite at fault. For instance, I do not at all see my way to answering the question
whether it would be preferable to — the cost of protection
chiefly in the thickness of the outer skin, or rather in its distance
from the middle skin; still less do I know the point at which
there is equation between these.
:
Again, I have not
to guide me as to whether it would be
better that the cells of the outer skin should or should not include
an air cushion as‘well as a water cushion.
,
On all these points we must await actual experiment. I am
glad tohear that experiments upon torpedoes have been undertaken,
and I shall consider that aAer part of my object in writing this
»aper has been accomplished if it has the effect of furnishing hints
‘or the useful direction of such experiments.
:
:
To return tothe main subject of this paper. The introduction of
the torpedo system greatly increases the inevitable risks of ships of
peg
is to say, those risks which must be run with full knowledge of the Anat encountered, and even with the distinct notion
that some not inconsiderable loss of ships and of human life is certain
tooccur. It is, therefore, above all things important to reduce to a
minimum the crews of ships of war. To crowd together more men
upon one ship than areneeded for working and fighting is a deliberate
waste of our most valuable resource.
One thing more. A large
ironclad of the present day is a vile place to live in, Small ironclads, or even large ironclads divided into cells, will be very much
worse, insomuch that every man will be a nuisance to his neighbour. With every squadron, therefore, we must send other =
not fitted for fighting—an admiral’s yacht, a hospital ship, and a
floating smithy, at least. It will be much cheaper to provide
accommodation separately for these purposes than to build fighting
ships to receive non-combatants, I believe this now contains the
first suggestion which has yet been made public for providing
structural means of enabling a ship to resist torpedo attack.
regard it as a first step only. I think it just possible that as a
first step it will be welcomed by my audience, partly for its own
sake, but far rather as the harbinger of more.
,
In conclusion, I wish to point out that the introduction of torpedo warfare has not had for its strategic effect the paralysis of
naval+ hattack. On the contrary, it has only gone part way to
the enormous preponderance which at one time the
introduction of steam power and armour-plating appeared to give
to an assailant. I do not propose to discuss details which belong
to the military rather than to the constructive branch of our profession; but I have much misunderstood our contemporary
history if I am wrong in my belief that, torpedoes and railways
notwithstanding, the seaward enemy is far more dangerous now to
the landward power than when sails and oars were the only means
of propulsion. The command of the coast still follows the
mastery of the sea,
Nore.—It may be worth while to call attention to a plan for fishing up
or cutting torpedo wires, which I published in Tue Encineer for 18
November, 1870, p. 343.
LarGE deposits of coal have been discovered at Cobquecura in
the province of Itata, Chile.
SourH KEnsINGcTON MusEuM.—Visitors during the week ending
23rd March, 1872 :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday free, from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. : Museum, 16,715; Naval and other collections,
1589, On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday (admission 6d.) from
10 a.m. till 5 p.m.:
um, 4232; Naval and other collections,
93. Total, 22,629. Ave
of as
week in former
years, 11,966, Total from the opening of the museum, 11,355,011.
Compass ComMPENSATOR.—M., Arson, the engineer of the Paris
Gas Company, has invented an apparatus for compensating
the
deviations of the marine compass, Every one knows that in iron
vessels this deviation is often considerable and dangerous. M.
Arson aims at replacing the present system of calculating the deviations from a table, or the Napier curve, and also that of
lati 1
corrections
in port by means of magnets, and,
pleting
the
table by subsequent observations ;he endeavours to achieve at
once the total compensation. In the new apparatus fixed magnets
compensate the deviations due to the permanent magnetism ; and
bundles
of soft an Samy goamano’ a9te,eee eg hy
certain laws derived from the calculations of Poisson and Airy,
are intended to compensate the deviations caused by inductive
magnetism in whatever direction in whatever latitude the
vessel may be. One of these apparatus has been mounted ina
steamer of the Transatlantic Company in this instrument the
ordinary compass card is surrounded by a wind card, which is
set according to the angle of the intended course of the ship, and
by this operation alone the
ls of soft wire are brought into
theposition to mous or the deviations — "
with
lesired course,
the steering being direct]
e com
th con
n
the
On the
, if at any momentit is d esired £0
actual course 0’ the ship, thewind card ism oved round until it
indicates the same angle as th
the
is of compensation
are
sation in the azimuth, and the angle
of the route. Sh
sator, that gentleman will
ofthe most valuable of gifts,

Marcn
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ON THE SCROLL DRUM FOR WINDING
ENGINES.*
By Mr. G. Fow.er, Assoc. Inst. C.E.
In a late discussion on Mr. Daglish’s paper upon the counterbalancing
of winding engines reference
wus
made to a seriesof
experiments conducted by the writer upon the actual expenditure
of power in large win
engines. These experiments formed the
— of a paper published in tke transactions of the Institution
of Mechanical
ineers. It was shown by these experiments
that the uniformity of load
to be obtained
by a syst
terbalancing, or by the scroll drum, was merely one element in the
question of se eer ef and that the mass of machinery in
motion introduced dynamical considerations of even greater importance, That, in fact, it was as necessarytocompensate for dynamical forces as for statical ones. Since the date of those experiments
considerable alterations have been made in the working loads upon
the scrolldrum there referred to; and it may Nae phere ne
to compare the results of the old experiments with a set obtain
under the altered circumstances.
The Kineton Park — are a pair of 36in. high-pressure
engines, having a 6ft. stroke, and driving a drum varying from 20ft.
to op 1]bepony s,i” the a of the as penmeat a
single
cage holding two tubs carryin,
cwt. 0!
was
used. Now a double decked cage holding four tubs, containing
44 cwt., is in use,
1 and 2 show the results of the two sets of experiments. The lines A B measured off by ordinates from the vertical
P P shows the net load upon the engine for one journey, the
included area A B P P, representing the total useful work done.
The line D D T T gives the actual positive or negative power
expended in the cylinders over the same interval, thisline being
calculated from several series of diagrams taken with the Richards
indicator. The mass of matter in motion may be taken as follows:
No. 1. Experiment. No. 2 Experiment.
ons,
ons,
ES
oo we oe we ee
Cages, tubs, and coal
-— © a to oe oe oe Oe
|
ae
o TE es. oc 00. oe. one
60
64
This is exclusive of main shaft, cranks, boss of drum, &c., and
the whole mass may without material error be considered to travel
at the same
as the load. It will be observed that in No. 1
series the engine is run with full steam for nine revolutions, and
that it is then reversed, and is converted into an air pump for the
remaining five revolutions. It is thus usefully occupied 65 per
cent. of each journey. In the No. 2 series the engine is run with
full steam for twelve revolutions, and is reversed for the remaining
24 revolutions. It is thus usefully occupied 85 per cent. of each
journey. It will thus be observed that a better ratio of useful
effect is obtained with the greater loading. The time occupied
in running is forty-five seconds in both cases,
N27
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it is maintained that for the depth of 400
fourteen full
revolutions of the engine are too few for the
elopment of the
best results.
Increasing the number to twenty, and estimating for the following working
loads —cage and tubs,50 cwt.; coal,
50 cwt. ;
30 cwt.—it will be found that a drum varying in the proof 7: 5 will give the straight load line shown in diagram 3.
is would be a drum varying from 15°91
to 22°28 ft. in diameter.
aaeaces , ——— of the a
-— following
weights
are assigned to the moving parts
:—Drums,
8;
and cages, 8 tons; pulleys, 7 tons; coal
and tubs, 5 tons. The
time occupied in the shaft journey at Kineton is forty-five
seconds,
With a lighter drum and modified pitch there is no
reason why the time should not be reduced to forty seconds.
Assuming that five revolutions of the engine are accelerating, and
five diminishing in speed, the maximum speed of running would be
-_* 40ft. per second,
To ascertain the power absorbed in getting 35 tons up to this
velocity the following formula is available :—
P=Oe 2y M.
Where P = work done in foot-pounds,
M = weight of machinery in pounds,
: = h = height a body would fall freely in space to acquire
9
given velocity. Substituting figures we have
1600 78400
P = ——.,
64 r
= 25 x 78400
= 1,960,000.
The Boys therefore, for consideration, is how to expend
this 1,960,000
foot-pounds of potential energy usefully upon the
¥,
shaft load.
N°2

The simplest method of attaining this end is so to modify the
rise of the drum that the ascending cage shall increase, and the
descending cage diminish its velocity to an amount sufficient to
absorb this power, or a considerable portion of it. To preserve a
« proper proportion, this increase and decrease of rise should be
uniform at both extremes of the drum, and it may be thus
ascertained. The weights affected by an alteration of diameter
are the cages, coal, and tubs, and so much of each rope as is in the
shaft. This amounts to 180 cwt., or 20,160 Ib.
amer-—emegs

ae
[-

U

/\ \\
/
\\ Ne
ji}
j

= So

065,980 FOOT POUNDS
N°3

‘

With regard to the load line, it will be observed that
the increase on the loading has entirely changed its character.
In the No, 1 series the load for each revolution of the engine com|
mences at 286,026 foot-pounds, and diminishes to 114,936 foot/\
|
A
|
i\
pounds, whilst in the No, 2 series it commences at 330,255 pounds,
/\
|
\
andincreases to 467,165 pounds. Thus, therefore, in one case the
/
!
\
engine is under, and in the other overbalanced, with, as it may
be seen, a most material improvement in the working of the fa
engine. In the latter case nothing can s
more strongly to this
effect than the diagrams themselves,
Twelve revolutions of the
|
engine under steam serve to raise twice the load which nine revoJutions formerly effected, that is, twice the work is done with onethird more use of the steam cylinder. It will be observed also
||
that the area of the counter pressure di
is reduced by onehalf. Thus, therefore, there is evidence of a very decided improveoe
ment in the working of the engine. It appears on the di
8,
|
|
it is shown by the statement just given, and it is shown by the
simple fact that the engine has just doubted its useful effect.
|
|
hilst, therefore, the Kineton Park scroll drum must now be
{
considered a very successful application of the principle, it still
|
shows clearly that further and most material improvements may
|
|
be made, both by a reduction of the weights of machinery in
motion, and by a modification of load line to neutralise the effect
|
of that amount of weight, which is unavoidably necessary.
At the Kineton Colliery the mean velocity of the cages is 31 ‘ft.
eee
r second, the maximum velocity being probably 45ft. per second. 4
|eo)
\
|
/
To get the 64 tons of matter up to this 5
an amount of power
is
equal to 4,530,176 foot-pounds, and this is represen
\
|
/
|
I
——
by the line SS. In other words, were the cages
|
unloaded five revolutions of the —_ under full steam would be
machinery. This power is
;
the counter-pressure work or by the brake,
y
7
and the —s
the engine to produce useful work is thus
diminished by both these amounts. This is also as clearly
\ !-| /jf
shown by both diagrams 1 and 2, in which the steam power
\! 17
exerted is three times
iter than the useful work done.
L_y
The first step, therefore, is to cut down the weights. Massive
cast iron —— and drum rings must give wayto wrought iron
It is immaterial for purposes of calculation whether a greater
amount of travel is given to the
i
, & less amount to
wal
a neindghe
.
oll designed dren should4nokbebellson
on:thie
ofater
descending load, or af
it is distributed between them;
feet in diameter at from fifteen to twen tm, nti
’ the action
on the matter
being the same in any case.
The other modification required is in the form of the load line. the
fy a
ard
This ought to take the d
ion shown by the line M M, the If, therefore, we divide mys
and
— a to so — the . at the yr mapmenry of Me located in the matter in motion by 20,160, the ascending
run that the power of the engine
descending weights,weobtain a remultant 200,000 _ 97 number
‘or the most
getting up the momentum of the oudinnn, whilst at the torent. of feet
the travel of
i
must be increased, and of descendnation of the run this momentum comes into action in assisting
Seiciched toeasenescheaks thie
. If thisbe
the engine in completing the
°
in
the
five
initial
and
terminal revolutions we have
e
Rcted
For two or three reasons whi it isnot necessary
here to detail
”” = 19°40ft. per revolution = aa = 6ft. increase or decrease
* Read before the Northern Institute of Mining and Mechan’
Newcastle, March 2nd, 1872,
ae,
in diameter of drum,

There are, however, one or two
considerations to be had
in view in the introduction
this modification; thus, the
difference in diameter must at no point be so
t that the engine
cannot be moved from a state of rest. In the Kineton engines the
steam power is at any point treble the statical load. Taking it in
the assumed case at twice the statical load, we have the following:
With drum of uniform statical load the net load on engine in every
position of cages is
Loaded cage at bottom (cage, tubs, coal, ropes) 130 x 15-91 x 112
= 1158248
Empty cage at top (cage and tubs)50 x Be x 1l2= 62384
534408
It is required to ascertain the terminal diameters which will
double this load, or increase it to 53440°8 x 2 = 1068816. The
increase and decrease of diameter being the same, it is necessary
only to find the value of one of them.
Let x = the value.
a@ = larger diameter of scroll of equal loading.
6 = smaller diameter of scroll of equal loading.
Thus when the loaded cages are at pit top, which will be tle
most unfavourable statical loading on engine,
5600(a + x) — 4480
(6 — xz)= 1068816
«2 = 53904
a
10080
= 5°29ft.
And the drum would vary from 22°28 + 529 = 27°57ft., to
15°91 —5'29 = 10°62ft. in diameter.
This range in diameter is rather less than would be adequate to
expend usefully all the power absorbed in the mass of the machinery, but it would do so to a very great extent. It is probable
that in practice, instead of giving a variable slope to the drum,
one uniform rise would be better ; it would unquestionably admit
of simpler construction. There is no reason why, with a drum of
this design, a pair of 30in. cylinders working at the same boiler
pressure, and with the same depth of shaft, should not raise a
eater weight of coal than the 36in. cylinders are now raising at
Cineton, and that with less wear and tear, and very much less
steam consumption. This of course means a cheaper engine in
first cost, and a cheaper engine in working cost, and that to a
degree by no means inappreciable.

THE CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
Thursday, March 21st, 1872.
Dr. Op.iine, F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.
AFTER the minutes of the preceding meeting had been read and
confirmed, and the donati
il, the following names
were read for the first time :—Messrs. Thomas Tyrer, George
Blundell Longstaff, John Robins, Thomas Roberts
ilvie, Mark
Finch, and Arthur John Dickinson.
For the third time Messrs. George Attwood, Edward Northway
Butt, and William Moss Bouron, who were balloted for and
declared duly elected.
When the chairman had announced that the Faraday lecture
would be delivered by Professor Cannizzaro, on Thursday, 30th
May, the secretary read a communication from M, Maumené, of
Paris, which latter stated that the hyponitrous acid discovered by
Dr. Divers did not exist, the reaction between the compound
NO, H; 10 = 8 and silver nitrate being represented by the equation 17 NO,Hy+ 4AgO NO; = 4 AgO, NO + [4 Ho + 4HoNO,] + 13
NO; H?, since his hypothesis required n = va = 425 = 7 and
| concluded by saying that this was one of the numerous instances
in which chemists had been led into error by the atomic theory.
From a question put by Dr. Williamson it appeared that M.
Maumené’s statements were not supported by any analyses or
experiments,
dr. Divers said that it would, perhaps, be better first to mention
something of the history of the research in question. About two
| years ago M. Fremy published a paper in the *‘ Comptes Rendus ”
**On the Reducing Action of Sodium on Nitrites,” and a fortnight
afterwards a communication from M. Maumené appeared on the
same subject, giving better methods, und at the close a few lines
stating that the action of strong sodium amalgam on nitrites gave
ammonia as the principal product, whilst weak amalgam gave the
compound NO; He (0 = 8), a substance possessed of strong
reducing powers. Six months afterwards another paper of M.
Fremy’s was published, in which he acknowledged the help he had
received from M. Maumené’s researches, brt found that oxyammonia was always produced during the reduction of nitrous acid.
Subsequently to the publication of my paper in the proceedings of
the Royal Society, M. Maumené wrote and asked me very
courteously whether he had not anticipated me;he allows the
existence of the compound Ag NO, but considers it to be a peculiar substance, and not silver hyponitrite. In regard to the equations in the communication to the Society, it must be remembered
that he considers the doctrine of substitution of types of isomorphism, &c., to be false, and a belief in them likely to lead to
erroneous deductions, supposing that when the compounds
NO; He, and
O, NO; (0 = 8) are mixed in solution, the number
of atoms which come in contact are inversely proportional to
their equivalents, so that in this casen = zi. -f that
is 17 atoms of NO, H:» (e = 40) come into contact with 4 atoms
Ag O, NO; (E = 170) or within the a of each other's action,
any excess being unacted on, whence his equation 17 NO; H? + 4
Ag O, NOs = 4 Ag O, NO + (4HO + iho NO,; + 13 NO, Hs.
One difficulty, however, is how NO; H+, which is a neutral comund
1 of no marked properties, can displace nitric acid.
Dr. Odling remarked that we might as well leave out the extra
13 NO; He from each side of the equation.
Dr. Divers replied that in this case it would appear to be so, but
not in the case of copper and sulphuric acid.
her compounds
besides cupric sulphate and sulph
anhydride were produced.
In the action of chlorine on acetic acid only a certain definite prortion of the latter was converted into chloracetic acid. In the
ecomposition of lead oxalate by heat the residue contained two
equivalents of lead oxide to one of metallic lead. All these M.
Maumené explained by his hypothesis. In the latter case he
supposed the lead oxalate PbO, C2 O; to b
li
iated on
be’ heated to 350 deg., and then one molecule of PbO acts on
the t
C2 O,, giving rise to metallic lead, four of carbonic acid,
and two ofcarbonic oxide, the decomposition taking place thus:
3 (PbO,
C2 O;) = PbO + Pb + 4 Co2 + 4 Co — the residue containing metallic lead and lead oxide, and the evolved gases carbonic
acid and carbonic oxide in the proportions indicated. In the case
of
oxalate, the decomposition was 2 (CuO, C2 0,) = Cu!
O + 3 Coa + Co; and the residue contains no metallic copper
M. Maumené’s professes to be able, by his hypotheses, to account
for the difference in the decomposition in these two instances. It
is possible that these may be merely coincidences, and that the
—
when he had endeavoured to avail himself of this theory,
Dr. Odling said that the Society was indebted to M. Maumené
for this discussion, and especially to Dr. Divers for his kindly
explanation
of M. Maumené's views, and for the way inwhichhe
eo held them, although opposed to his own ; but it must be
considered that there are always at first a great number
of exceptions to any new theory,
disappear on more acourate
investigation. “Fromreaing Dr. Divers’ paper he consideredhe
had
'y established the existence of the a,
Dr. Debus then made a communication to the
ety. At the
last
he had made some observations ‘*On the Reduction
of Ethylic Oxalate by Sodium Amalgam,” in which he explained
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he had been induced to undertake to disproye the existence of
glycolinic acid by the theoretical consideration that in no organic
compound did the number of molecules of hydroxyl, or, as he
would prefer to call it, water residue, exceed the number of carbon
atoms, Since then he had received a letter from Dr. Wright on
this subject, to which he had not had time to reply, and thought
the discussion of the apparent —
mentioned by him would
be interesting to the Society.
e desired, in the first place,
to make some remarks on the difference between a molecular
and an atomic compound. Ferrous sulphate combines with
water, giving [FeSO, = aH20.] Now if we attempt to replace
the hydrogen in this compound by metals we cannot produce a
compound of the same form, but in the case of sulphuric acid
H2SO, the hydrogen can be replaced by metals, alcohol, radicals.
&c., and these compounds always have the same form as [H2S0,.]
This is one great point of difference between molecular and atomic
compounds. Chloral in contact with water forms chloral hydrate
C Cl,HO + H2O, from which the water could be removed by treatment with sulphuric acid, and there is no chemical evidence to
show that the 1.0 is present, otherwise than as water of crystallisation, so that even if chloral alcoholate and the composition
CCl,, CH, HO, EtO, it would be no reason for assigning to chloral
hydrate the composition CCl, CH, HO, HO.
Dr. Wright replied that he could not see the difference between
what Dr. Debus had termed molecular and atomic compounds, or
why the water, in crystallised sulphate of capper for example,
should be regarded as different from the water in calcium hydrate,
as in both instances the water was separated on heating them.
In the case of chloral hydrate and alcoholate, they were both
produced synthetically by similar methods, namely, by the union
of chloral and water, or of chloral and alcohol, and since the latter,
by the action of phosphoric chloride, was shown to have the composition CCl, cH, (OH) (OEt), by analogy we should consider
chloral hydrate as CCl,, CH (OH) (OH).
Dr. Williamson said the discussion had branched off somewhat
from the point from which it had started. What he understood
Dr. Debus to mean, was that no organic compound existed, in
which the number of atoms of hydroxyl was greater than the
number of carbon atoms, and, as he had before mentioned, the fact
that we had been unable to isolate the compound CO? (H:O), was
a strong confirmation of Dr. Debus’ theory. He should himself
prefer the terms physical and chemical in order to distinguish the
compounds which Dr. Debus had designated as molecular and
atomic ; most chemists recognised this difference in the combined
water, although there were instances like chloral hydrate which it
would be difficult to class, some chemists being inclined to regard
it in one light and some in another.
Dr. Debus, in reply to Dr. Wright, said that it was possible to
explain the reaction between chloral alcoholate and phosphorus
penta-chloride on the oa that the former had the constition CCl CH O + C2, H ho, ethylic,chloride being’first formed,
which, reacting on chloral as it is known to do on aldehyde, would
give C Ch, CH O + C: H, CL
Dr. Odling remarked that he could not call to mind any chemical
compound consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, in which
the number of hydroxyl molecules exceeded those of the carbon ;
at the same time the difficulty which Dr. Wright had felt in
making a distinction between atomic and molecular compounds
had also been felt by many other chemists.
The meeting was then adjourned until Saturday, the 30th inst.,
when the anniversary meeting will be held. At the next ordinary
meeting, Thursday, 4th April, Dr. Schorlemmer will give a lecture
on ‘ The Chemistry of the Hydrocarbons,”
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT ON THE DANKS
PUDDLING PROCESS.
By Mr. G. J. SNELLUS.*
GENTLEMEN,—I have now the honour of presenting as complete
a report on the scientific aspects of this process, which, as one of
the commissioners to America, was witnessed by me, as the time
at my disposal has allowed for the consideration of the results
obtained, involving the investigation of questions which at first
sight may not appear to be strictly within my capacity as a reporter
upon Mr. Danks’ process but it was hardly possible to avoid
them, and they are of such wide interest that I feel sure the Iron
and Steel Institute will not consider the time wasted which I have
bestowed upon this portion of the subject. I refer more particularly to the questions as to whether silicon is capable of reducing
calle of iron to the metallic state, what proportions of silicon,
sulphur, and phosphorus usually shown in analyses of puddled
bars, and like products, are really combined with the iron, and
whether any or all of this will pass into combination with iron when
the puddle bar is melted, either per se, or with a certain proportion
of pig iron. This latter question is highly important with reference to the production of steel ingots by using wholly or partially
the iron puddled in the machine from a class of pig that would
not be fit for steel by any of the present processes, on account of
the ae pene which it contains, The consideration of the best
method of working this process necessitates a slight review of the
manufacture of the pig iron in connection with this report.
(1) Theory of the puddling process :—
Pig iron, as is wil known, is essentially a compound of metallic
iron with carbon in sufficient quantity to confer upon the product
fusibility at a moderately low temperature, and comparative
absence of malleability. A few other elements are very prone to
unite with the metallic iron during the process of reduction in the
blast furnace at the same time that the carbon does—notably
silicon, sulphur, phosphorus, and manganese, As it is impossible,
under existing circumstances, to use materials in the blast furnace
which do not contain at least the first three of these elements, the
pig iron produced invariably contains more or less of them. The
proportions in which carbon, silicon, sulphur, and phosphorus unite
with the iron depend upon the nature of the charge and the
burden of the furnace.
Nearly the whole of the phosphorus in the ore, fuel, and flux,
will, under any circumstances, be found in the pig iron produced,
but the proportions of carbon, silicon, and sulphur which unite
with the iron are more under the control of the blast furnace
manager, and it is possible to produce a pig iron which shall be
comparatively free from either silicon or sulphur.
Thus, if the iron be worked very grey and the slag very basic b
means of an excess of lime, the sulphur, as is well known, will
pass almost entirely into the slag; but these conditions favour
the reduction of silica and the appearance.of silicon in the pig.
On the other hand, by using a heavy ore burden, with materials to
wroduce a slag containing about 36 per cent. silica, 47 per cent.
ime, 17 per cent. alumina, and a very white iron, the silicon may
be reduced to an extremely low point, but then sulphur passes in
large quantity into the iron, Pig iron pretty free from silicon may
be obtained by using an ore comparatively free from quartz,
such as the solBilbao, hereafter mentioned, Usually a medium
course is followed, and from 1 to 4 per cent. silicon passes into a
grey pig, with only a few tenths per cent, or from } to 1 per cent.
silicon, with about the same per cent. sulphur, passes into a white
pig. Iron, with small quantities of carbon and silicon, comes from
the furnace usually less hot, and sets more rapidly than when it
contains larger proportions of these elements, and the carbon is
therefore sealed up in the occluded condition in the first case, and
the metal is white, while in the latter case the time which the
metal takes to set allows of the
ration of the carbon as mechanically intermingled graphite.
a rule, the more silicon the
iron holds in solution, the more readily will the carbon be thrown
out of solution,
Now the object of the puddling process is to remove one and all
* Read before the Iron and Steel Institute.
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of these foreign elements, and leave as nearly as may be pure iron.
This is done by submitting the iron to a process of oxidation,
whereby the carbon is converted into either carbonic oxide or
carbonic acid, the silicon into silica, phosphorus into phosphoric
acid, and manganese into manganous oxide. Whether the sulphur
is oxidised and subsequently changed, or merely
es into the
slag as sulphide of iron, I am unable to say. It is usually tabulated as sulphide of iron in the slag. In the old process of puddling
the oxygen for this purpose is obtained partly from the fettling
employed and partly from the current of free oxygen that enters
at the working door, and,
sing over unprotected iron, converts
part of it into oxide, which again re-acts upon the metallic bath
during the rabbling process, In the Danks furnace, on the other
hand, the
ition of the working door and the nature of the
furnace od te lining, the whole of the oxygen is obtained from
the fettling.
Now when the carbon is burnt by free oxygen it can have no
effect in reducing oxide of iron, but where the carbon is oxidised
at the expense of the solid oxygen of the lining the oxide of iron
containing it must be reduced either to a lower state of oxidation,
or, as is almost certain, to metallic iron, which increases the yield
of metal. It appears also that under these conditions the carbon
is oxidised to its highest point (I did not notice any blue jets of
carbonic oxide during the boiling process), and therefore gives out
its maximum duty. Thus the part of carbon acting per oxide of
iron and converted into carbonic oxide would produce 3} parts
metallic iron, but if carbonic acid is produced 6% metallic iron
would be obtained.
With regard to the power of silicon to effect the reduction of
oxide of iron some doubt has been expressed, and as far as I am
aware the direct experiment has never been made. I have, however, made the following experiment, which I think proves the
point conclusively:—5 grammes pure crystallised silicon were
reduced to powder, and intimately mixed with 8 grammes Bilbao
ore. The mixture was placed in a lime crucible, which was
embedded in well burnt lime in an iron crucible, and exposed in
the muffle of a Siemens steel furnace for two hours. When opened
a bulky residue of silica was obtained, interspersed through which
were fine metallic particles, and some small fused shots of metal.
These were separated by the magnet and by washing, and were
found to possess metallic lustre, to reduce copper salts to the
metallic state, and to give off hydrogen when acted upon by acids.
I have not yet further examined them, but hope to do so, and to
communicate the result to the Iron and Steel Institute.
As, therefore, solid silicon is capable of effecting the reduction
of oxide of iron, it is almost certain that liquid silicon as it exists
in molten pig iron must have the power to do so too,
It is well known that pl
us
the power of reducing
many of the metals from their salts, but I am not aware that it
has been proved to have this power upon oxide of iron. However,
from the preceding experiment upon silicon, and the known avidity
of phosphorus for oxygen, I am inclined to think that it has this
power; but I have not yet made the direct experiment.
The same must be said about sulphur. There is, however, some
evidence bearing upon this point, as Dr. Percy had the experiment
made of heating together sulphide and oxide of iron, and found
that, while no metallic iron was produced, magnetic oxide was
formed and sulphurous acid given off. Where an excess of oxide
of iron is present I believe this to be the ordinary reaction.
Metallic manganese appears, from the accompanying analyses,
(see Derbyshire and Cleveland irons) to be completely oxidised,
and I have little doubt its place is supplied by metallic iron.
The following calculations show the probable amount of iron
produced by the part of each of these elements,
C to CO,
6 C requires 8 O to form CO.
8 O derived from Fe, O, gives 18% Fe.
1 C yields 3} Fe.
C to CO,
6 C requires 16 O to form CO,.
16 O derived from Fe, O, gives 37} Fe.
1C yields 63 Fe.
Si to SiO,
14 Si requires 16 O to SiO,.
16 O derived from Fe, O, gives 374 Fe.
1 Si yields 2% Fe,
P to P, O;.
31 P requires 40 O to P, é,.
40 O derived from Fe, O, gives 933 Fe.
1 P yields just over 3 Fe.
8 to SO,
16 8 requires 16 O to SO,.
16 O derived from Fe, O' (the Fe, O, being converted into Fe, O,) requires 480 Fe, O, and
gives 464 Fe, O,.
1S yields nearly 18 Fe, O, and requires
30 Fe, Oy.
Some sulphur passes into the cinder as Fe 8, but what proportion or how the reaction occurs I have not yet made out.
One part metallic manganese oxidised would yield nearly one
part metallic iron.
It will thus be seen what a great advantage, in point of yield, it
is to obtain the oxygen from the solid lining of the furnace. There
is another advantage obtained by the revolving furnace, and that
is that every part of the molten iron is brought into more immeperpasa with the oxide of iron than can be possibly done by
ral gMode of Fettling.—The revolving chamber, as has been alread
described, is made with longitudinal ay amy recesses, whic
act mechanically in retaining the initial lining in its place. This
initial lining which is composed of any ore free from silica, ground
up and mixed with lime cream, is put in like mortar, and when
dried, becomes a refractory and sufficiently cohesive material to
allow of the fettling being melted upon it without either melting
itself or breaking away from the plates. It is advisable to use an
anhydrous ore for mixing with the lime, as when a hydrate is used
and the water of combination driven off, the mixture becomes
rather —:
We found this to be the case in putting the initial lining into
No, 4 furnace, where the bridge was divided vertically into three
sections, one of which was lined with lime and Iron Mountain ore,
the other with lime and Blue Billy, and the third with lime and
Bilbao. This last crumbled away in part, while the first retained
its shape very well, and the second very fairly. Still even Bilbao
answered its purpose, and stood very well in the body of the
furnace,
Upon the initial lining a quantity of any ore free from silica is
melted. It is of no importance for this purpose that the ore should
be without water of combination, as that of course soon disappears,
Into the melted bath of ore large solid lumps are thrown,’ and
these being cold, cause the melted ore to set round them, and so
fix them firmly, producing a rough internal lining, and thereby
affording a greater amount of
ace to act upon the iron. It is
not only necessary that these lumps should be moderately free from
silica and refractory, but also that their texture shall be such that
they do not crumble by heat, was found to be the case with
ilmenite. Tap cinder from a ‘‘cinder bottom,” that is, cinder
which runs from a heating
where a little bath of oxidised
iron is used to protect the bott
lates instead of sand, fulfils
all
the conditions required for the ore for melting and for lumps, and
where this can be had there is no need of seeking further for
fettling. Where, however, this cannot be had, and ores free from
silica are available, there is no need to resort to this; but on the
other hand, where ores free from silica are expensive, it would no
doubt pay to oxidise scrap iron, or even puddle ball, and so make a
proper oxide purposely,
e scrap iron used by Mr, Danks merely
serves this purpose,
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III. The ores taken out by the commission were hematite,
Blue Billy, Pottery Mine, Bilbao, Lisbon, and Marbella. Ilmenite
is a titanic iron ore. The sample taken out contained about 40
per cent. metallic
iron and 25 per cent. titanic acid. It isa highl
| refractory material, but was found to crumble by heat, and so
not answer well for lumps; but independent of this fault, the fact
of its containing TiOz .ed me to condemn it, since TiO2 acts in
many cases like silica, and the large quantity which I find in the
analyses of the puddled bars made while fettling with this
material show that it is not suitable for the purpose.
;
Blue Billy.—This is the residue obtained from cupriferous
pyrites after extracting the sulphur and copper by the well known
processes,
Its composition when dry is :—
Peroxide of iron :
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It is therefore rich in iron and moderately free from silica, It
answered well for melting to form the bath.
Pottery Mine.—This is a calcined Staffordshire ironstone of the
following average composition. It answered for melting, but from
the large quantity of earthy matter which it contains, which tend
to leave a bad cinder in the ball, I think there are plenty of
other ores that serve the purpose better.
Bilbao.--This is the ordinary red Bilbao which is now being
introduced so extensively into England, Its average composition is :—
Bilbao ore (raw).
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It is a hydrate of peculiar constitution, since it contains only
about half as much water as brown ores. It corresponds in composition and character to the mineral turgite. It answers very
well for melting, but the water of combination rendered it too
porous for lumps.
Lisbon Ore.—This is a mixture of magnetic oxide with brown
ore. It was taken out under the idea that moderate freedom from
silica was the only requisite for fettling ore. As will be seen from
the subjoined analysis, it is quite as free from silica as the next
ore, but the admixture of brown ore rendered it friable when used
for lumps, and this will account for the large quantity of it used
in No. 6 furnace, where it was tried both for lumps and for melting. For the latter purpose it answered well enough.
Lisbon ore.
Dried at 100°C.
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Marbella,—This is a tough compact magnetic ore, and was found
to stand very well indeed for lumps. For this purpose it answered
nearly as well as the celebrated Iron Mountain ore. It would no
doubt have answered well for melting, but our limited supply
prevented our trying it fer this purpose. It has the foliowing
composition :—
Marbella ore (raw).
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Iron Mountain Ore.—This is a very dense hematite, exceeding]
tough and pure. It occurs in very large veins in porphyry whic:
form a hill of about 200ft. high, known as the Iron Mountain of
Missouri. It has worked to a oo in some places of 150ft., and
the main vein has a width of
40ft. The lode runs east and west.
The company working it have put out as much as 1180 tons per
day, but average about 600 through the year. It is delivered on
the Mississippi, at St. Louis, at 54 dols. per ton. There are other
lodes of rich ore running parallel to this one a few miles distant,jand
forming what is known as Pilot Knob, but the ore from these is
more slaty in character and does not fetch so high a price. We
found the Iron Mountain ore in use at Chattanooga, although it
costs there 114 dols. per ton, as they had not yet succeeded in
getting any other ore to stand so well for fettling.
From the above remarks it will be seen that Mr. Danks was
peculiarly fortunate in having at his command about the best
material for his purpose; but that there are plenty of other ores
which will answer, and where these fail an artificial material can
be produced, and is often obtained as a bye product which will do
for all purposes.
IV.—The mode of fining adopted by Mr. Danks is an important
item in his plans, and helps towards the success obtained. It gives
the puddler a complete control over his fire, enabling him to urge
it just when wanted, or to stop combustion altogether, if required.
Also, being worked by a blast, there is a plenum of pressure
inside, and the entrance of air at the bridge joint, which would
tend to waste the iron, is prevented. The large quantity of fuel
employed would no doubt be a serious item were it a necessity,
but it is not, for the following reason :—It will be seen from an
examination of our diaries, that it takes from thirty to fifty
minutes to melt the charge of 600 Ib., while half an hour or less
suffices to puddle it. Itis at once evident that the puddling furnace
is a bad melter of the iron, and therefore very Seabetel of fuel
for this part of the operation. The mere melting of the iron ought
to be done elsewhere. By this means nearly half the fuel could
be saved, and twice the number of heats obtained in the same
time.
(To be continued.)
TxE INSTITUTION oF CrviL ENGINEERS.—At the meeting of the
members of this society on Tuesday, the 26th inst., Mr. Hawksley,
president, in the chair, it was
in pursuance of the notice
on the card of the
and resolved unanimously, to adjourn
until Tuesday, the 9th prox.,
so as to avoid holding a meetingon
the evening ofEaster Tuesday,
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‘esey
"
Hascunr,
Watling
strect,
London,‘
Breech-loading
fire-arms."
This
invention
relates
to
the
mode of manufacturing the packing rings
“ Improvements in steam boilers and their —
¢
March, 1869.
known as metallic wire — packing rings, which metallic packing
713. StepHEeN LitrLesouns, North-street, Edgeware-road, London, “ Im- 937. 27th
FeNNER Bauvov |Tay LOR, | Glasgow, Lanarkshire,N.B., ‘‘ Numerical rings are used for packing the pistons and stuthng boxes of steam engines,
provements in that_—_ of harness called the pad, to effect the instan
and
—29th JMarch, 1869.
the buckets of air and water pumps, and for other similar purpose. lu
taneous release of
horse when fallen from accident.”
Witttam Ropert Lake, South
Idings, London,‘‘ Horseshoe carrying out this invention, instead of putting the wire gauze metallic
714. Cyrus Avery, Little Cross-street, Islington, London, *‘ Improve- 041.nails.”—29th
March, 1869.
lining (when folded and flattened) half way down the internal surtace of
ments in rotary steam engiues and pumps.”
1096.
HeNRt
ADRIEN’
BonNEVILLE,
Piccadilly,
London,
‘Sewing
mathe ring, and fastening only one side of the ring with one set or row of
716. James Hotpen, Hanover Quay, Dublin, Ireland, “‘ A new or improved
chines, &c.”—10th April, 1869.
tongues of gauze wire, the ‘inventor puts the gauze wire all through the
compound for use as pavement.”
whole depth of the ring and fastens the gauze wire into the ring, as it &
718. CHaRLes WitttaM Lancaster, New Bondao
London, “‘ Improvebeing made, with a double set of tongues of wire gauze, that is, two ot
ments in shot, shell, and other similar tnissil
Patents
on
which
the
Stamp
Duty
of
£100
has
been
Paid.
sets or rows on each side of the packing ring, which tongues ot
a.Joun Gronce Harrison, Bir
et provements in the wy AWituraM Betts, Wharf-road, City-road, London, “‘ Labels for bottles, more
wire gauze are fastened into the cotton cloth bac’ fing or any othe:
of gridiron steps for a ”
suitable
such Paesflax cloth or flax and cotton webbing, in various
"—25th
March,
1865.
72) FFreDERIcK TRoTMAN, Zoological Gardens,
mt’s Park, London, ra SAMUEL. Cuatwoop, Bolton, Lancashire, “‘ Locks for safes, &c.”—20th widths asmaterial,
the ring is
t=: after having rv’ led up any
WitiiaM TURNER, Augusta-street, Regent's Park,
ion, and WILLIAM
number of folds of the —
uze wire and cotton cloth to make the
1865.
Henry Ryves, a
Park-road, St. Pancras, London, * Improve- 819.March,
ring to any size move os for the packing and secured it well in
Rowert WrLson MORRELL, Summerseat-place, Great Horton-road, packing
ments in the closing =o gy bel
of "necked vessels orbottles.”4
with
the
two
rows
of
tongues.
The inventor stiches the ring quite
Bradford,
Yorkshire,
“
Se
machines.”—-23rd
March,
1865.
721. Witn1aM (Onays
Midd
>
prove 799. Witt1am Jesy Co.teman, Town-hall,
Hwa
and all round with copper or any other sort of metal wire to
St. Edinunds, Suffolk, prevent
ments in ro AL 5pinpumps. "Sth March, 1872.
the gauze from drawing, thus well securing the pac king ring in
and fining beer, &c.”—22nd March, 1865.
723. Tuomas DuTToN TEMPLER SPARROW and CHARLES GREEN SPENCER 816.“ Clarifying
Louis Aucustus Lets, Bucklersbury, London, “ Travelling bags.” — one compact and secure ring.
Piccadilly, London, *‘ A new or ea a boomerang andid mechanical
— Dated 11th
23rd March, 1865.
2395. T. J. Smirn, London, ** Motive power.” —A communication.
apparatus for
or
the same.”
Dopp, Oldham, Lancashire, ‘‘ Mules for spinning and doubling.”
September, 1871.
725. Ropert Epwarps,
ent, “Improvements in portable and 850.25thJonn
By ony | vehicles and
March, 1865,
This invention og to obtaining power , for
meapropelling engines, and in adapting them for the purpose of steam
and the —
of
mechanism for neon ising each object. A large cylinder of an
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
726. "Teoma Brearey, Ba‘
Yorkshire, “‘An improved finish of
hydraulic press is p!
vertically in a emesis position; its piston is
woollen textile fabrics por
andg Beye PY
for4
the = —- yee Bavitie, Havre, France, *‘ Tool-holders.”—20¢h provided
with
a
rod
furnished
at
the
end
with
a
cross
piece
to
which
a
same.”
» isvl.
is keyed. The rack during one half the stroke of the piston years
727. Joun Freperick Cooke Farqunan, Long-acre, London, ‘‘ Improve- on. J a | Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Window-sash fasteners." — rack
into a pinion attached to the lowest of three wheels, whilst during the
ments in thouse and other
01
, 1871.
of the piston, the rack ispushed from the pinion by 4 spring
728. Tuomas
ins, Hitchin, Herts, Epwarp Faux, Yaxley, HuntingBexJamry Joseru Barnarp MIL1s, South
ton-buildi
London, descent
which a as its gearing therewith. This pinion actuates «4
donshire, and SAMUEL Wiutis CaMPaIy,
St. Nicholas, Lincolna Folding chairs.”—A communication from Charles Joseph Everickx.
to it, which in its turn actuates a pinion on a
shire, ‘* improvements in ag for cultivating land, and for 3062, ALEXANDER MacMILLan, Bow-lane, London, “ Buttons, &c.”— 13th wheel et
above it, and which gears in another pinion
actuating thje same
November, 1871.
attached
|
e
a
third or topmost wheel. Over the lowest wheel a
731. —_ Corsert, Wellington,“"Salop, “Improvements in ploughs 3065. Joun Greaves, Sheffield, ‘‘ Horseshoes.”
or Vaucauson chain passes which act
the
to be
and cultivators.
3070, ALExanpeR McCaLium Gorpon, Liverpool, ‘‘ Soft metal pipes.”- - link
moved, and over the topmost wheel anther Vase a
734. Wanthies Bataan Tena,Southamptonae, London, ‘ Improved oon November, 1871.
y —
actuates a flying mule by means of which
apparatus for producing and utilising artificial waterfalls tur propelling
Rosert Westect Kemp, aaah, near Accrington, ‘‘ Lamps,”—A —_—
linder of the hydraulic = efis worked by the intermediation of a
vessels and opera’
machin ."—A communication from Adolphe Lyte Ronee oi from GeorgeT
Mot and
Ed Weaver,
Rhode Island
3082. Perer Jensen, Chancery- ion London, a er ggimplements. ’ 2401.'t orW. lever.
H. BaRtow, Westminster, “ Pamps, water meters, and engines for
735. CHARLES WEIGHTMAN HARRISON _ ALFRED 1 ro HaRRIsON,
obtaining motive power.” —Dated 12th September, 1871.
Holborn, London,‘
in apparatus for 3096.
sa James
datos Wore.
8
WEIR,+. ape “Steam
engines.
has for its object improvements inpumps, water meters,
heating
by gas."—9th Mard
remien)
2097, Joun HINcHCLIFF, Oldtuaz, and THomas =. Chadderton Hall, andThis
engines forobtaining motive power, and consists in constructing
737. Freperick Henry Gous, New
ow‘Bailey-etreet, Salford, Lancashire
Manchester, “‘Furnaces.
“‘ Improvements in dentists’ busts employed in the display of artificial
738. Georce Wittiam WicNer, Great Tower.
London, and Jonny:
WILLIAMSON, 5 even stent, Stoc!
Biosapes, Cheshire, “ mproved mechanism
applicable to dryol its and
Whitcombatreet, Pall3
Mall East, London, “‘A new or
coolio oe heel for boots and shoes.”
740, SaMUEL MoorHouse, Cheadle ew, , Cheshire, and WILttaM
Jonn KENDALL, Heaton Norris, Lan
Certain improvements in
apparatus for communicating tone
guard a driver and passengers
on railways,”
741. Frevericx Coorer, Manchester, “ Impro
ts in finishing velvets
and velveteens.”
743. WILLIAM a
May, Icknield-street East, Birmingham, “ Im‘or bottles and —_
745. ADOLPH nae Basinghall. street, London, ‘‘Improvements in
apparatus for indicating the height of Bilgewater in shirsand vessels.”
—A communication from A)
Harris, New York,
746. Witt1am Josern Curtis, Holloway, London, - Improvements in the
construction of the permanent way of railways and tramways, and of
the carriages to run thereon.”
747. Ernst Frrepricn Ricnarp Lwcas, Pennfield, Wolverh
Staffordshire, ‘‘ Improvements in the coking of pitch, and in rs
manufacture of solid hydrocarbons therefrom.”
748. Freperick DanieL Sarcext, Lower Tottenham, Middlesex, ‘‘ Improvements in the construction of cornice poles and roller window
linds to be used either in combination therewith or separately.”
749. ALeExanpER Browne, Gracechurch-street, London, “ An improved
omwhine for sewing loves. "— A communication from Niels Nérholm,
Denmark.—11th March, 1872.
750. Joun HENRY ats Lincoln’: s-inn-fields, London, ‘“ Improvements in
hinery
tus for separating or sorting various
substances.” —A en Maen mom from Jean Jules Hignette, Paris.
751. Wiuttiam Rose, Halesowen, Worcestershire, ‘Improvements in
treating waste boiler plates and other similar plates for the manufac- of gun barrels and nail rods.”
52. Emite Warreev, Royal Exchang ) Middle: brough-on-Tees, Yorkshire,
ve Improvements in ——
ds.’—A
tion from
Arran de Terré and E. de Mercader, Liége, Belgium.
753. Samuet Gipson and James Grpson, Hebdenbridge, Halifax, Yorkshire, “Improvements in sewing machines.
755. Samuet Barton, jun., Cannon-street, London, “‘An improved rose
and nozzle or jet to be used in connection with syringes and other
apparatus for distributing water.”
756. Witttam Lurrda ne! Limehouse, London, ‘‘ An improved mod
of oe
, leggings, and other articles,“and in the fastenings
employed therefor.”
757. eae ny olMELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “Improved
shuttlesin‘looms.” —A communication
from Paul istmann 3
St. Martin,P.
758. Racne. Ayyetre Browne, Richmond Hill, Surrey, ““An improved
utensil for poaching eggs and other culinary purposes.”—12th March,
1872.
761. Samuet Dearps, Harlow, Essex, “‘An improved a pparatus for
heating water for a conservatories and other buildins.
763. Tuomas Braprorp, Fleet-street, London, ‘Improvements in the
means of heating cylindrical or other surf:wces used for mangling,
calendering, or ironing textile or other fabrics.”
765. Cuartes WittiaM Heaton and Ernest Epwarp Henry FRancts,
Charing Cross Hospital, London, “ Improvements in apparatus for
filtering oil and other liquids.” —13th March, 1872.
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pumps, water meters, or engines of a hollow cylinder in which a smaller
6,liader is made to revolve or is carried round, so that the exterior
surface of the smaller cylinder is always kept in contact with or v
close to the inner surface of the larger cylinder. sends 4ee
closed at its end, and the ends of the smaller cylinder
fi
nearly so
st such ends. Two communications, one for ingress and
the other for
, are made with the external cylinder, and. it is
convenient to Gi these two communications into one aj
occupying about one-sixth part of the circumference of the outer
cylinder. To the interior or smaller cylinder is attached a plate or flat
surface which terminates in a roller or
, and as the internal cylinder
is carried round within the larger cylinder this roller or boss works to
and fro in one of the ports or
which passes out radially from the
larger cylinder. The side edges of the plate or flat surface work fluidtight or nearly so against the ends of the cylinder, and also of the abovementioned port. This port is made larger than the diameter of the boss
or roller for a considerable portion of the distance travelled by the boss,
in order to permit water or other fluid to
round one side, while the
other side of the boss moves in contact with the ye surface of the
port. Towards the extremity of the stroke when the boss arrives nearly
at its greatest distance from the larger cylinder the port is contracted, so
that the boss works fluid-tight or nearly so within the port and closes it
during that portion of the revolution of the smaller cylinder in which
such cylinder passes in front of the inlet and outlet aperture.
2417. W. R. Laxke, London, “ Stujing boxes.”—A communication.—Dated
14th September, 1871.
The stuffing box is constructed with rings in section, in combination
with springs adapted to hold the said rin,
inst and about the rod
moving in the core or opening in the stuffing box. The sectional rings
may be each constructed with a rib and groove in combination with
bearing blocks and their springs. A disc and becrm be
are used in
cuinbination with the series of sectional rings and blocks.
2425. W. E. Newton, London, “ Furnaces or fireplaces and boilers for the
generation of steam.”—A communication.—Dated 14th September, 1871.
I'he objects of the invention are effected by the use of what may be
called obstructing plates, some of which are placed in the flues. Other
obstructing plates are placed inside the boiler.
2133. G. Westincuouse, London, “ Working brakes on the rolling stock of
railways.” —Dated 15th September, 1871.
These improvements relate more particularly to atmospheric brakes,
but are
applicable to other kinds of brakes. They consist,
First, in arranging two continuous lines of pipes instead of only a
single one, leading from the compressed air reservoir to the brake
cylinders, with provision of automatic or other valves, whereby the air
may be made to pass either simultaneously through both lines of pipes,
or through one line of pipes only, in case the other line should become
defective. Secondly, in arranging the double couplings to such two lines
of — between each two carriages in such manner with male and female
cuupling at each end, that they will couple correctly together, no matter
which ends of the carriages are contiguous to each other. The arrangement of double couplings may also
employed in connection with a
single line of pipes. Thirdly, in arranging the lines of pipes from end to
end of the locomotive, so as to enable the brakes to be worked when
carriages are attached to either or both ends of the locomotive, and to
enable a second locomotive having the necessary air reservoir and force
pump to work the brakes either together with or independently of the
tirst locomotive. Fourthly, in causing the brake blocks to be applied
equally to each wheel of a carriage by arranging a separate brake shaft
to the brake block or blocks on each side of the carriage. When the
brake shafts apply two brake blocks their outer ends are free to move
laterally, so as to allow for the unequal wearing of the brake blocks.
‘The inner ends of the brake shafts are connec
by arms and links or
chains to opposite ends or a lever or pulley, to the centre of which the
brake power is applied. Various modifications of the brake shafts and
levers or pulleys are described for applying the power simultaneously to
two or nore pairs or brake shafts for carriages having three or four pairs
of wheels. It is also proposed to adjust the power with which the brake
blocks are applied by connecting the brake shafts to the brake blocks at
varying distances from the fulcra of the brake blocks, as also by fe |
the lengths of the brake shaft levers. Fifthly, a pressure gauge is applie
to the air reservoir, which, in operating in combination with a cock on the
air pipes leading to the brake, is also made to act asa meter for measuring
the quantity of air discharged from the reservoir into the pipes. Sixthly,
the air reservoir is charged by a steam pump kept en going, to
~naintain « uniform pressure in the reservoir, and the action of the pump
is regulated according to the degree of pressure in the reservoir by an
arrangement of a piston connected to the valve on the steam pipe, and
acted on on the one side by the air in the reservoir, and on the other side
by a spring equal in force to the maximum pressure which the air in the
reservoir is desired to obtain.
2157. H. D, Furness, Wickham, Durham, “ Lubricating the cylinders and
calves ofengines.” —Dated lath September, 1871.
This invention relates to an improved method of lubricating the cylinders
and valves of locomotive and other engines by combining the use of a cup
or reservoir and a receiver for containing lubricating matter (such as oil),
which is conveyed from the reservoir to the receiver by capillary attraction
through! a wick or by other means. The receiver communicates with the
cylinder, the valve chest, or the steam pipe, by means of conduits or
tubes, which communication is cut off or opened by means of a self-acting
valve (that closes by gravitation and opens by atmospheric pressure) preventing the admission of steam into the receiveror reservoir, and opening
t» admit a portion of oil or lubricating matter to the cylinders and valves
only when the engine is in motion after the steam is cut off, but under no
other circumstances, a small portion of oil passing over at every stroke.
The apparatus containing the conduits or tubes and gravitation valve,
together with the receiver, can be varied in construction, or so as to
screwed into any existing oil cup or reservoir.
2439. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Blectro-magnetic engine.”—A communication.
Dated Lith September, 1871.
This invention consists in a series of electro-magnets arranged radially
in « frame in combination with a series of radial arms placed on one or
both sides of the same, and connected with a shaft which operates a
‘circuit breaker” for successively making and breaking the electric
circuit through the several electro-magnets as the shaft revolves. The
stid invention also consists in making the frame which supports the
electro-magnets adjustable around the central shaft, whereby the relative
position of the electro-magnets with respect to the radial arms when the
electric circuit is broken may be varied.
Class 2,-TRANSPORT.
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Machinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
Harness, dc.
2385. J. Livesey, Westminster, ‘* Application of ‘asphalte.”—Dated 9th
September, 1871.
The improvements consist ‘in the admixture of iron with asphalte or
similar composition in order to give the latter greater durability. Iron
borings, filings, or turnings, or iron formed or cast into any required form
and incorporated with the subst.
or
position, may be used for
the purpose. The improved material is intended to be used for pavement and generally in place of stone. Troughs of iron filled with the
improved
ition are employed for rails and tramway sleepers and
other uses,
2391. R. Jounson, Pall Mall, “ Asphalte paving.”—Dated 11th September,
1871.
@This provisional specification describes forming channels upon the
surface of asphalte paving so as to giver better foothold for horses,
whilst at the same time they are of a width insufficient to cause any
julting motion in vehicles passing over the pavement ; or corrugations
might be formed on the surface of the asphalte paving with the same
object. Hair, wool, or vegetable fibre may be added to the asphalte to
toughen it.
2405. > F. Mitier, London, “ Public vehicles.”— Dated 12th September,
1871.
This consists in constructing omnibuses and cars so that they 7
run on or off tramways, giving greater width to them, hanging them wi
a lower centre of gravity, partly const:ucting them of T-iron. Formin,
a step out of the bottom bar and an exterior staircase made of gas tubing.
Sliding ventilators and turret roof, and fitting them with an improved
indicator, bell, and whistle ; and of adapting gas for lighting them, and
of an improved brake.
2408. G. Hasevtine, London, “Indicating the weight of the cargo of a ship.”
—A communication.—Dated 12th September, 1871.
This invention consists in the use and application of a column of water
inside a vessel afloat, produced hydrostatically by the pressure of the
water outside, for the purpose of indicating the weight of the contents of
such vesscl. The inventor first ascertains the centre of gravity of th ie
vessel, and then makes a hole as near thereto as practicable thi h th ie
hull, and having temporarily corked it up he erects a pipe of such a
as to permit of the water rising in it to the utmost point it could possibly
attain without the ship foundering. To the top of this pipe he attaches
in any convenient way two small vertical tubes supporting adial. Inside
this pipe he places a spherival co
float loaded with a little mercury.
Above the top of these tubes he fixes a barrel for supportinga silver chain,
one end ef which he passes down one of the tubes and attachesto the
spherical float, whilst the other end he passes down the other tube and
attaches to it a counterbalance weight sufficiently heavy to cause the
harrel to register the slightest motion of the float, and the weight of
which he regulates by that of the float. He provides suitable bearings
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for the spindle of this barrel to which he attaches an indicator like that
of a steam gauge.
°
2109. R. W. THomson, Bdinbu
N.B., “‘ Guiding road steamers, &c.,on
tramways.”—Dated 13th Se;
, 1871.
This invention consists in applying one or more guiding wheels suitable
for running in the groove or grooves of the tr: ay, and in addition to
the ordinary wheels of the road steamer, The guiding wheels are by preference keyed to one axle placed in frontof the leading wheel or wheels
of the road steamer, and they are
with levers and screws, so
that they can be lowered to engage in the groove or grooves of the tramway or be raised up.
2411. H. C. Bei, Edinburgh, N.B., “‘ Fastening rails to sleepers.” —Dated
13th September, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the onghey.
ment of buckles which surround the sleepers transversely, and are fixed
and tightened thereon by screw bolts and nuts.
2416. C. D. ABet, London, “‘ Screw propellers.”"—A communication.—Dated
14th September, 1871.
This invention has reference to that description of screw propellers in
which the blades are surrounded by a cylindrical casing which revolves
with the propeller. It eonsists in constructing the screw blades according to the ae principles. First, the rotation of the generatrix
In horizontal projection does not take place round the centre of the boss
but round an eccentric — so thatrel e directrix upon
the boss is of a
much greater pitch than x
at the j aa of the circumference of the blade with the enc!
cylinder, the generatrix bei:
made to change from a
tial to the boss at the front end
the blade into a radial direction at the back end, and to extend along the
boss in plan to about the same lineal length as at the circumf
.
Secondly, the generatrix is in vertical projection not perpendicular to the
boss nor inclined at a constant angle thereto, but follows a variable angle
from the front to the back of the propeller ; the cylindrical
is thus
shorter than the width of the blades, and this difference of length regulates the obliquity of the blades in front, which obliquity diminishes
from front to back where it vanishes, the generatrix having at this point
become perpendicular to the boss.
Class 3.—FABRICS,
Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
i arse Manufacturing, Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing
, &e,
2386. J. and 8. W. Varney, Bradford, ‘‘ Separating jibres.”—Dated 9th Sep”
tember, 1871.
This invention relates chiefly to machinery described in the specifications of letters patent No. 3260, a.p. 1866, and 3093, a.p. 1868, and consists
First, of an improved cleaning machine, in which tufts of material are
first operated upon by one of a series of rough cleaning drums,
as hereinafter described, from which the said tufts pass to fi
v4
cleaning drums, after leaving which the said tufts may be passed on to
the feed apron of a se ti machine combined with the cl
machine as hereinafter
ribed. The — cleaning drums
are cove
with card teeth and have a partly con
and partly cylindrical form,
and are so arranged relatively to the books, which are passed horizontally
and transversely through the machine over the said drums, that the
pendant tufts in the said books are gradually operated upon from their
— upward. The roughing drums are mounted in a revolving frame,
yy turning which from time to time one of the drums can be brought to
operate upon the fibres, while the bats of fibres accumulated around the
other drums are being stri
From the revolving drums the books
are passed over the cleaning drums which revolve in contrary directions
so as to clean both sides of the tufts. The invention consists further in
holding and propelling the books by means of friction bowls with
V-shaped grooves around their peripheries, which bite upon strips of
metal of corresponding form affixed to the said books. The invention
cunsists further of improvements in assorting machines of the kind
escribed in specification of the letters patent No. 3260, a.p. 1866. An
additional carrying comb, or several such combs, with the necessary
transferring apparatus, is or are
in the machine for the purpose
of more effectually separating the fibres which are pressed into the teeth
of the combs by curved plates extending from the part where the
material is delivered to the comb to the part at which the drawing off
apparatus is applied. The invention consists further in combining the
i
hine hereinbefore
described with the assorting machine,
the feeding of the tufts from the former to the latter being continuously
effected by means of a travelling band —— at right angles to the
=, sheet, on which sheet the fibres are held by means of an endless
n
2400. J. Pearson and R. Rumney, Oldham, Lancashire, ‘‘ Self-acting mules
Sor spinneny cotton, &e.”—Dated 12th Septenber, 1871.
The invention consists principally in the use of a winding-on drum of a
liar form in connection with a chain of about double the usual
length. The winding-on drum is made partly cylindrical and partly in
the form of a fusee, and in commencing a set of cops about the ordinary
length of chain is coiled on to the cylindrical
of the drum, which is
mounted as usual in the “ square” of the
, and as the latter runs
in it drives the spindles at ‘theproper speed for the commencement of the
cop. As the diameter of the cops increases, however, the remainder of
the chain is gradually wound on to the increasing diameter of the fusee,
and hence drives the spindles at a proportionally diminished speed, but
always finishing off at the quicker speed as the chain is delivered off the
cylindrical part as the carriage approaches the rollers.
2414. A. M. Ciark, London, “ Spinning machines."-—A communication,—
Dated 14th September, 1871.
The improvements consist in the peculiar construction and arrangement of the operative parts of the machine, and relate more particularly,
First, to an eccentric crosshead and connections for conveying motion to
a clamp or platform by which the bobbins are
and lowered so as to
wind an egg-shaped bobbin. Also toa device for twisting and drawing,
consisting of a tube in combination with two twistingand drawing rollers
geared in such way that they both revolve on their axes and on each
other. Also to a spinning or twisting tube having a conical interior and
a stelliform opening in
bination with hooks on the peripheries of the
discs or flanges of the spinning spindles, and with the flyers or guides.
Also to an arrangemeut of crank shaft, pitman, and cylinder for obtain
ing a a
motion of ped ap
carrying the bobbins or spools,
in order to wind the threads evenly thereon.
2419. H. D. Borrritt, Leicester, “ Working the shuttles in looms.”—Dated
14th September, 1871.
This provisional specification describes a system of working the shuttles
backward or forwards in looms for weaving. This is done by means of
two pegs, which each traverse the shuttle for half the required distance
and are actuated by one sliding bar. Each
is carried by a carrier,
which has two studs, one workingin a
ve in the sliding bar and the
other in a fixed bar running from side to side of the batten. By this
arrangement two shuttles, one above the other, can be worked by siiding
bars both below the warps, or if more shuttles are required they can be
similarly worked from bars above the warps.
2434. T. Sampson, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S., ‘‘ Dyeing woollen and
other fabrics in the piece.” —Dated 15th September, 1871.
According to this inventiou the tank or vat containing the dyeing
liquid has at one side or end a curved com
ment furmed by a
quadrant-shaped side and bottom plate and a quadrant-shaped perforated
partition, the said partition descending nearly to the bottom of the tank.
Over the curved compartment is a drum or reel. One end of the piece of
cloth or fabric to be dyed being passed over this drum, and to the bottom
ot the curved compartment of the tank, is drawn up under the partition,
and is connected with the other end of the cloth or fabric, so as to form an
endless band. By the rotation of the drum or reel the piece of cloth is
delivered into the curved compartment, the cloth folding itself as it is
delivered therein. After the whole of the cloth has been passed into
the compartment the drum or reel commences to raise the cloth from the
bottom of the compartment. A continuous delivery of the cloth into the
upper part of the curved compartment of the tank, and
removal at
the lower part of the compartment, is thereby effected, and the cloth or
fabric is exposed to the action of the dyeing liquor in a much more
uniform manner than by the use of the ordinary apparatus.
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE,
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
Mills, &c.
2397. J. T. Grirrin, London, ‘‘ Lawn mowers.”—A communication.—Dated
1zth September, 1871.
Lawn mowers are provided with a skeleton cast frame, upon the
ribs of which steel cutters are fixed. The driving gear is actua
by
spheres placed between a disc and a lug wheel, the ~— being grooved to
es freedom of action to the spheres. The handle is adjustable as to
eight by clips ona bar, and the fixed blade is adjustable with the leading
wheels, which may be in front of or at the side of the cutters. The
sphere and lug mechanism is applicable to other appliances,
ratchet braces and cranes, in which an intermittent or a continuous
motionis required in one direction only.
Class 5.—BUILDING,
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
.
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, &c.
2398. R.; Lone,
Lateh a aesteniings for gates, doors, &e.”—
—_ Liog , “* see
The features of novelty which constitute this invention consist of

end
a short
bracket such a manner that the pendant
and balance weight
swing on either side of the gate, turning the
bar and catch
= pe es « wee © ee
fastensis fitted with a double or stop piece, w!
is
—lower
orhalf ofof ththe tumbl er ‘or calitch piece. Th e
lug or provision is placed just above the double tam}
A
and does not extend so far across the gate post as its under counter part,
but is placedin the centreof the post. It is also fitted witha similar
semicircular or concave groove to the under lug, so as to pegatands ¢ed
= of the tumbler catch piece. When the gate is locked or
the
ouble tuiabler catch piece is ina vertical position in the
ves between
the lugs; on
the pendant it is brought into a h
mtal position,
allowing the gate to open, and vice versa.
2428, W. H. Westo and M. Pixper, London, “ Waste pipes for water cisterns.”—Dated 15th September, 1871.
This i ti
ly ists in means for allowing
the water from
the cistern to pass through porous material
constantly to supply
fresh water to the waste trap. Also in an improved waste
trap or overflow pipe and trap com)
2429. J. Gittespie, Woodhead Garnkirk, Lanark, N.B, “ Apparatus for
preparing jire-clay.”—Dated 15th September, 1871.
This said invention consists in the preparation of fire-clay (or other
clays or loams which are prepared in a powdered state or disintegrated
state before ry ny Bey its plastic state, or regular in density and
humidity, and free from confined air and air spaces throughout the body
of the clay, or articles
or wares
luced,
all while, and by,
paste oftheted pe one water at pt an where = andithe
oining of the
viously pressed clayis going on, inpreparing
moulds or the actual maul for sha}
and producing the articles or
wares in ; which new mode of
the clay under water may either
be done by hand, all otherwise as
fore, or by a new construction
and
arrangement of mechanism forming a Second improvement of this invention,
isting of a reci
ting rammer formed with movable irregular
ecting piec on its pressing and kneading face, ha
re-acting
Some er other equivalents for
them to their
position
when the strong pressure is removed, w! brings all the pieces to their
true or normal pressing shape on
and
the clay a short
distance at every stroke into open feeding ad of the improved long
parallel or tay
enh See een
Sere Saas
extreme
the moulds or box (and consequen:
clay), and force required thus to beat it, regulate the hardness or density
affected to some extent bythe
clay fed in, both of whi
ly regulate
the dam!
the amountof water it gets time to take up from that
kept flo
into the feeding end of
compensate for what is absorbed by the mass, thus maintaining the water
ata given height above the ramming
j
deliver the prepared mass at the desired hardness
stream or band, which oy A the delivery end be broken or cut into
small pieces or measured
ks for subsequent treatm
moulds ; and they may either be fed in an
automatic m
for cutting or divi
the
improved sized blocks constitutes another improvement of this invention
cemposed of one or more cylinders, with
from the discharge
3
turned by the motion of the band of clay itself so as to enter and divide
it as they roll into and rise
out of it
as it passes along cut into
equal divisi
imp
d automatic cutting arrangement, as well
ispee
capable o yor app!
tied individually
i
ly ororjaa other er cla} claypreparing
hanism as heretofore co.
cted, as well as to the improv:
ment of mechanism and modes of preparing clay under this invention.
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Implements of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
2396. ag Birmingham, “‘ Breech-loading fire-arms.”—Dated 12th September, 1871.
Bolt to snap
8 sliding in body of breech action, and having two or
more
ay me roj
from under side of barrels. The bolt
to be worked sometimes by employment of a cam, and to be solid, or if
in pieces then to be firmly united; cam sometimes used (without
sliding bolt) acting on one of the lumps. Levers for extracting cartridge
cases (after firing) adapted by placing within the lump.
Class 7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, dc.
=. -. Sr. G. Curr, London, ‘Looking glasses, d-c.”—Dated 13th September,
This invention consists in certain arrangements of a ratchet wheel and
pawl acted upon by a pivot or axle, in combination with stops by means
of which the article to which the apparatus is applied can be placed and
retained in any required position.
2431. J. GittincHam, Chard, Somersetshire, ‘‘ Invalid couches.”—Dated
15th September, 1871.
The couch consists of an under frame on four legs with castors and an
upper frame consisting of three jointed frames fitted with cushions and
= various positions as regards each other, and as
the under
ie, by means of five stretchers and two straps. V
appen
serve to adapt it for many different purposes.
Class 8.—_CHEMICAL.
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, dc.
2393. A. V. Newron,
“ Corrosion of iron.”—A communication.—
Dated 1th September, 1871.
aap) pone ee connect with the iron a metalor combination or an
alloy of metals which shall be electro-positive with reference to iron.
2403. W. R. Lake, London, “* Manufacture of iron and steel.” —A communication.—Dated 12th September, 1871.
The inventor makes steel and iron from magnetic peroxide of iron, by
mixing therewith chloride of sodium and petroleum or their equivalents,
which are afterwards subjected to the action of heat and otherwise
treated. He also makes steel and iron from ordinary ores by the addition
of chloride of sodium and hydrocarbon and other carbonaceous matter or
their equivalents, and he produces steely cast iron by adding to the ore,
during the process of making or melting, a quantity of carbonaceous
matter. He also makes iron and steel from magnetic or other ores by
mixing the combined ore and chloride of sodium with charcoal or other
fuel in a “ catalan” forge, cupola, furnace, or “ stacks.”
2413. M. Henry, London, “‘ Desilvering lead.”—A communication.—Dated
13th a
1871. A
=
Desilvering
‘ected ine
e process is based on the multiplying of the emtacne ofthesas to be acted
on by oxidation. There
are three crystallisations of the ternary alloy (lead, silver, and zinc). An
acoustic electric signal marks the termination of each stage of the operation. Apparatus is described in which the lead after eliquation is supereated and sh
dinto a chamber in which it is treated with superinto condensation chambers, and the
heated by a travelling
receive the metal w
again
hot air being injected from the stationary
on carries the
ito another receiver. The zinciferous dross may
enriched, remel} and chloruretted, green timber
used to expedite
chloride of lead. The aeriform products of the desilvered lead
may be utilised.
2421. J. E. Woop, London, “ Paint for preserving the bottoms of ships, dc.”
A communication.—Dated 14th September, 1871.
The new paint or
resin

Marcu
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it to such an extent
that it will enter the aperturein ing substance, such aspowdered charcoal. By this
ent the caloric
which com;
2427. J. Piatt, Gloucester, “ Distilling columns or stills for treating beet, ' the
ca
cork is {then released from the die and expands to its is preserved many hours, hence the bituminous matters remain fluid
"—Dated 15th corr 1871.
size, filling the cavity formed in the head of the cap, and being and in a fit state for paving.
An arrangement of
for treating beet and other roots and vegetable na
the said cap ; the latter forms a projecting
rim
wen for extracting the saccharine matters therefrom, within which or flange all around the instopper.
C. F. Crank, Wolverhampton, “‘ Smoothing irons.”—Dated, 13th SepIn some cases he forms a central aper- 2412. tember,
the materials are
to the full action of the steam instead of ture in the metal head or cap, and
1871.
places within the same a picture,
any of it
uselessly ex:
as has hitherto been the case when
This
invention
ists in fastening down and unfastening the
ve a cen
stalk or guide, and the trays have ribs or monogram, or other device.
lids of the said irons by means of a lever on the lid turn—A communication,—
Dated jointed
bosses, and fit loosely within the still, allofwhich serve as obstacles
and 2378. W. Brookes, London, “‘ Filtering presses.”
ing
in
a
horizontal
plane. The long end of the lever terminates either
to conduct away the steam from the materials to be operated upon.
or at the front or back of the handle of the iron, and the short end
ents viterelate te filtering presses in
in wiwhich the solid
ese Diaeove
improvements
so] parts under
2430. E. C. Nicnoison, Herne Hill, Surrey, and A. P. Price, London, of Shae)
engages under a projecting piece or lip on the nose or heel of the box or
semi-liquid substances are separated from the liquid parts thereof by case
the level of the top of the lid. By pressing
the long
end of the
“ Safety gun-cotton.”—Dated 15th September, 1871.
the said semi-liquid substances being admitted under
into —— above
This invention relates to the preparation and treatment of gun-cotton, chambers
—
—_— the ~y with the |cage togsecond finger
Wt is _ pen
formed by joining together a series of frames, the inner parts aside,and its
in order that the presence of any acid contained in the gun-cotton, or of which
short¢
aged m the project:
or on
are
com
of
_—
covered
on
each
side
by
a
perforated
produced or generated by the decomposition of the same, may be detected, plate and a cloth, the liquid parts passing through the said cloths and
nose or heel of the iron, a the lid can be mrnery Ls
. 8
; | the
and consists in
or incorporating with gun-cotton, by preference plates and running off through the bars, and the solid parts being
and raising of the lid being done almost simultaneously, and without removing
the
hand
from
the
handle.
The
long
end
of
the
lever
in
box
irons
when in a stateof pulp, and also by preference when in a moistened con- retained
and
forming
cakes
in
the
outside
the
cloths,
of
the
dition, such substances, either in solution or in a finer divided condition,
is raised out of the plane in which the short end is situated.
of that described in the
tion of letters patent No. 587, | with heaters
as are capable of indicating the presence of an acid either by the character
long end making room for the head of a screw which passes
a.D. 1867. According to the present invention the frames are mounted the said the
changing of or by the disappearance of their original colour.
lid and presses upon and vents the heater from shaking
on two horizontal shafts, one above the Bo pen’to aoe ie said ——— through
during
the
use
of the iron. The screw described may be applied to ordiare suspendedby lugs or rings cast on their upper
, the second s!
nary box irons with sliding doors at the beel end.
passin,
Guenght
Gee
eunteo
of
the
frames.
e
rims
of
the
frames
are
Class 9.-_ELECTRICITY.
2415.
B.
D.
Heavey,
Swansea, “Casting pits and cranes therefor.”—Dated
torm: a and broader on one side than on the other side, so that the
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic App2ratus,
14th September, 1871.
smaller end of one rim takes into and engages in the larger end of the
This invention consists in constructing ladle cranes of a horizontal
Etectrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries.
contiguous frame, forming a tight joint. The inner portion of said framing,
round a pivot or column at an intermediate point of
2418. J. L. Crank and J. Mutkneap, jun., London, *‘ Telegraph instru- frames cousists of an annular grated or perforated web or surface its length,swinging
and carrying the ladle at the front end, which overhangs the
ment.” —Dated 14th September, 1871.
narrower than the rim, and having a circular opening in the centre in
pit, and a balance weight at the tail end, which is supported on
This provisional specification describes an apparatus for recording tele- which a flanged tube is fixed, the inner part of the said tube bearing on casting
supporting rollers are placed between the pivot and
graphic
on a trave!
strip of paper or other fabric. The appa- the central shaft by means of projections on its inner surface. Upon rollers.ladleOther
end, and are rotated by gearing for swinging the cranc.
ratus co’
of an ink vessel, by preference of a spherical form, balanced each side of the annular web of the frame is a perforated plate, or by = || the
The crane is placed in front of the melting furnace or furnaces,
upon two axles or knife edges. Theink vessel is provided with a marking ference a wire disc, formed by coiling wire into the form of an annu
so
as
in
swinging
to bring the ladle under the tap hole and to
tube such as described in a specification dated June 30th, 1870, No. 1861, disc to coverthe web of the
e. Upon each of said discs or platesis
it thence over the ingot pit. This is of a semicircular form,
and is set in motion by an electroet. The provisional
cification placed a cloth passing under the circular aperture of the web, where they carry
sunk
into
the
casting
a position corresponding with the
also describes a method of removing the paper from the end of the mark- inay be joined together if made of two pieces, and it is secured to the web —. ofthe crane. Severalpitsuchin ladle
and ingot pits are arranged
ing tube when the machine is not in use,
also various methods by by the central tube above named, The outer parts of the said cloths are in a line in front of a row of furnaces,cranes
being by preference one
which the ink vessel may be kept full.
drawn over the rim of the frame, and are secured by the closing of the | crane and ingot pit to every two furnaces.thereWhen
two opposite rows of
frames
one
against
the
other.
The
semi-liquid
subst
introduced
at
2435. B. Hunt, London, “ Electric printing telegraph instruments.”—A comfurnaces
are
used
there
are
two
opposite
lines
of
ladle cranes and ingot
the centre of the machine through a tube round the end of the central pits, those on the one side being by preference arranged
munication.— Dated 15th September, 1871.
in diagonal posihine through tions relative to those on the other side, so as to leave more
The invention consists in arranging the parts of a printing cheek shaft, and it passes into the diff t chambers of the
in the
instrument and the transmission of electric currents, so as to effect the the apertures left between the inner projections of the central tube. | casting pit. One or more lines of railway are arranged in the roum
casting pit
The
ends
of
the
series
of
frames
are
closed
at
one
end
by
the
outer
suptransmission of two separate and distinct m
simultaneously over
for
the
wagons,
into
which
the
ingots
are
loaded,
the
loading
being
port of the machine, which is shaped to
plete the chambers of the
one wire ; and the invention consists, further, in the arrangement
etic attachof two+
ig
frame, and at the other end the series of frames are closed by effected by an overhead travelling crane.
printing apparatuses in one instrument, and their
G. Wess, Loudon, “‘ Excavating below water.”—Dated lath September,
plete the chamb
of the contiguous | 2420. 1871.
included in one circuit. Sup
a positive electric current to be trans- a circular plate also formed to
the said plate being pressed against the frames by means of a
mitted from the distant station, the armature of a bent lever connected frames,wheel
This provisional specification describes an apparatus for excavating
on a screw box on the screwed end of the central shaft,
to one of two electric magnets being drawn down, and its other end hand
water, which consists of an iron cylinder with a steel bottum formed
throws a catch of an upper sliding plate from its retaining stop on which screw box is screwed against a movable block which bears upon | below
into a screw of suitable pitch. The bottom is a sector of about fivea lower sliding plate, and causes the latter to act upon the upper sliding !| the said plate.
of the circle, and the cover of the cylinder a sector of about twoplate, so as to throw, by means ofa pin, a bell-crank lever towards a ! 2379. R. Buakemore, W. A. SHerrino, and H. Horstman, London- | sixths
thirds
of the circle. A portiun of the side of the cylinder is cut away to
ae and feed a strip of paper towards the type wheel, where it is held
“ Locking and unlocking nuts for bolts.”—Dated 8th September, 1871.
with the openings at the top ani bottom, and the edge which
the press to receive the impression of the selected letter. When two | This invention substantially consists in the employment of a spring | correspond
up from the leading edge of the screw bottom forms an inclined
of these instruments are suitably connected together, the commutator of washer, made by forminga slit or cut therein, the slotted or cut portion passes
cutting edge, and is made to project slightly beyond the side of the cylinone instrument will transmit positive currents, and effect the operation locking itself or pressing against the inside faces or edges of the nut.
der.
‘the
provisional
specification also describes the means of screwing
of the presses res} ponding to positive curremts in both
and || 2393, E. Brasier, New Cross, Surrey, “ Opening bamboo, dc.” —Dated 9th | Pocus into the ground
and of drawing it up and emptyingitwhen
the commutator of the other instrument will transmit negativements,
currents,
1871.
u
and effect the operation of the presses responding to negative currents; | TheSeptember,
machine is constructed with an upright frame which carries a | 2423. J. Harninoton, Ryde, Isle of Wight, “ Imitation leather.”— Dated 14th
thus all the letters of one message are sel
a
type wheels by series ofsaidpairs
of
rollers
arranged
vertically
one
above
the
other.
The
September, 1871.
negative electric pulsations, and the letters of the other message are | fibrous plant to be treated is fed in at the tep of the machine and passes
invention consists in taking the impression of morocco or any
selected by currents of a positive polarity.
downward between all the
of rollers to the bottom, where it is The design
on paper, by forcing such paper into a plaster of Paris mould
delivered from the machine by an endless apron or belt. The machine other
taken
morocco or any other design, said paper being afterwards
has a feed board at the top on which the fibres are first placed, and from coloured,fromburnished,
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
polished, or varnished.
which
they
pass
to
and
between
the
crushing
rollers,
which
conduct
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads,
rubbing rollers. The rubbing rollers havea rotating motion, ora 2424. J. Howarp, Bedford, “ Ploughs.”— Dated 14th September, 1871.
2350. C. H. Garpner, London, “‘ Cylinder printing presses.”
—A
icam them to the
The
object
of
this
invention
is to improve the construction of that class
d
rota!
and
endwise
motion,
and
have
hoppers
arranged
tion.— Dated > arent 1871. adjustable by fitting th ~~
between them. The said rollers are so
by worm whe>'s, in con- of ploughs which turn the furrow slices all in the sume direction.
The
rs or gripers
are made justable
by fit them through nection
with a vertical shaft, that each pair runs quicker tha: the pair 2440. G. T. Cuapman, New York, U.S., “Protective covering upon the sur
omni Gamen, bushes, collars, or the like, mounted through ae next
above
it.
The
worm
wheels
are
secured
by
hollow
biackets,
so
that
Jace of metal, &c.”—Dated léth September, 1871.
ting rods or through apertures in the rods, and they are adjusted therein the said wheels remain properly in gear with worms on the vertical
invention consists in the manner of hardening the solution, which
to suit various sizes of sheets, and held in position by screws ur otherwise. shaft,
while the roller shafts or spindles slide through the said wheels. is This
effected without the employment of sulphur. The india-rubber or
Or the grippers may be made extensib‘e by forming them in sections or The inventor
uses
levers
for
producing
the
endwise
movement
of
the
is first dissolved ; this solution is then mixed with colouring
telescopic or sliding portions.
rubbing rollers
to work in the necks of pinions fixed on the gutta-percha
may be applied to the surfaces by a brush or
2352. J. Atkinson, Rock Ferry, Chester, “‘ Metallic telegraph poles.”—A roller
tt and actuated by eccentrics. A pump is attached to the material. TheThesolution
coating is then hardened by the application of heat
communication.— Dated 6th September, 1871.
frame of the machine and arranged to supply water or other liquid to otherwise.
without sulphur. The heat required for ordinary purposes will be from
Consist of a cast iron base plate with screwed socket to receive the heel
rforated pipes, which distribute the same upon the fibres passing about
three hundred to four hundred degrees.
of the pole and stays to which the = is keyed. The base plate is Conese the rollers. He sometimes uses an opening drum, to which the
to the ground by projectors.
e pole is composed of lengths of fibres are conducted from the rollers.
wrought iron or other metal tubes reducing in diameter one above the 2389. W. WELDON, Putney, Surrey, “‘ Chlorate of potash.”—Dated 11th Sepother, secured together by reducing screws or couplings. The upper
tember, 1871.
IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES
length carries an adjustable cruss arm to which the insulator arms are
invention consists in substituting either magnesia or alumina for THE
connected, and which may be of any requited length, and secured by theThis
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
is at present employed in the manufacture of chlorates,
dh screws that they may be expanded or contracted within certain so aslimetowhich
obtain
a
idual
product
isting
of
either
chloride
of
OTHER
DISTRICTS.
ts.
magnesium or chloride of aluminium, or amixture of both those chlorides;
(From our own Correspondent, )
2353. J. T. Cocxine, Penzance, Cornwall, ‘‘ Splints.”—Dated 6th September, in then decomposing by heat this residual product so as to obtain its
1871.
chlorine in a useful form, and at the same time to obtain magnesia or THE FINISHED IRON TRADE:--Prices firm and tending upwards:
nificati describes forming splints from strips of alumina
This provisional
for use again ; and in combining the above described method of
Sheets cheaper in London than in this district : The inferene—
felted fabric, “proofed” with a proofing solution, and passed between manufacturing chiorates with the production of the chlorine employed
THE UNCERTAIN FUTURE: Zhe effect upon it of Danks’ furnace—
rollers, and su’ uently treated in a similar manner to that adopted | therein by means of oxides of
ese regenera’
by means of
THE ANTICIPATED GREAT INCREASE IN THE MAKE OF FINISHED
when proofing ©
felt hats. The sheets of material thus produced | magnesia. This invention thus enables all the reagents employed in
are ae when — — i id _— Toay bytS the or = 7 4 the
facture of chlorates to be used over and over again perpetually. | tRON—Pics: Zheir price—IRoN ORES—Messrs. W. axpv E,
ture
e body. Vegetable fibre
e¢ animal fibre of w
‘
:
“
°*saat
ONIONS-—WHAT IS BEING DONE AT THE LOCAL MANUFACTORIES :
the felted fabric is com
, to render it sufficiently porous to admit of ee
item, “Sefaten Pf Cain. TS Sp
Cost prices and retail prices: Machinery and constructive tronrespiration. The way in which splints are to be formed from strips of
The novelty of this invention
ists in the
bination of three or
work: Tubes : Cables, anchors, anvils, chains, nails: Mr. Caleb
such material is also described.
other number of brushes in one, where such a
bination facilit
the
Bloomer
re-starting: The tin-plate and japan industries ; Best
2358. C. H. Garpner, London, “Cylinder printing presses.”—A communi- performing of certain work, as in boot and shoe cleaning, in which case
locks—CONTRACTS : Girders and general ironmongery—COPPER
cation.—Datel 6th September, 1871
the shining brush is formed on one side of a back board and the hard and
hie tubes di
Radial sp
rs are guided in
d in aper- blacking brushes on the face of another back board, but so as to leave | IN THE MONTH: Higher prices of yellow metal goods,
tures in the cylinder. Cams open and close the grippers, which may end 8
between the two latter for the hand of the operator, thus combining THERE was very little disposition on ‘Change in Wolverhampton
in hooks, their shanks fitting in the tubes and riding on the cams, against
e three brushes in one.
(Wednesday) to take orders on the part either of the
which springs draw them. One set may be cranks on a vibrating rod. 2392. H. Sreap, London, “‘ Stringed musical instruments.”—Dated 11th Sep- to-day
vendors of pig or finished iron. Both alike seemed to be waiting
The intervals may be regulated by screwing the tubes into another row
tember, 1871.
the
quarterly
meetings, which begin on the 10th of next month in
of holes. The cylinder shaft may rotate when the cams are on a tube free
The musical sound is produced by causing strings to vibrate by bringing
on the
t.
rubbing surfaces in contact with horizontal locks or tufts of bristles or Wolverhampton.
| Shipping orders are coming in freely at highest rates from
2360. W. R. Lake, London, “ Pickle fork.” —A communication. —Dated 6th hairs attached to each of the vertical strings.
September, 1871.
Mirrie.p and J. Scott, London, “‘ Saponaceous liquids.”—Dated | America, Australia, and Germany. Merchants are also sending
The inventor forms ed oe or prongs of pickle forks with barbs or 2394.11thM. September,
out large quantities of black and galvanised iron tv South America
1871.
hooked projections, in order to secure the hold of the fork on the pickle
The invention consists in the distillation of soap-suds, ‘‘ seak,” or and the West Indian Islands and other parts. The demand for
or other subst.
to be withd
the bottle or other
ptacl
liquors, by means of an ordinary or specially constructed home use is good for boiler, bridge, girder, and gasometer work,
i:
He proposes to make the handle of the fork or
tal, but for
and, in fact, for every department except bolt and nut works.
use it may consist of merely a straight rod. The barbs or hooked pro- still. T. Scruron, Birmingham, ‘‘ Cogfins.”—Dated 12th September, 1871.
exception is due to the continued strike of the operatives in
jections, instead of being rigidly attached to or formed on the prongs, 2399.
The First part of this invention relates to the shell or inner coffin. || This
nray be pivoted to the lower ends of the prongs.
the
nut and bolt trade. Prices are firm at, for bars, £12 to £12 10s;
may be made in any of the usual shapes, but in the lid or upper sheets,
2361.. E. Hutme, Kingston-upon-Hull, ‘‘ Loading or discharging grain, &c.” This
£11 15s. to £14 10s.; and steel strip, £14 15s. to £15. These
surface
of
the
said
shell
he
inserts
a
sheet
of
glass
so
that
the
face
or
—Dated 7th September, 1871.
part or parts of the dead — may be seen, although prices are an advance upon last week, and quotations are still
The apparatus being lowered upon the material to be removed is filled other desired
enclosed in the shell. The Secon part of this invention relates | creeping up.
by the action of being hoisted up, and the contents discharged by simply actually
to the outer coffin. As now made the lid of a coffin is secured thereon by
All descriptions of finished iron are very much higher than they
pulling a rope attached to a lever, which causes the bottom and sides to means
of common screws, but in the improved coffins he fastens or | were
at Christmas. In the London market bars have risen from
open, and the material to fall out.
secures one side of the lid thereto by means of two or more
y
30s, to 40s., and nail rods and hoops from 40s, to 50s. As to
2363. T. J. Smrtu, London, ‘Clips or shears.”—A communication.—Dated suitable size and shape, and the other side thereof by means of spring | sheets,
that market presents a feature that is indicative of the
7th September, 1871.
latches, or if desired by a lock and key.
; low prices at which orders are still being executed. The
The blade carrier pivots upon an axle, and carries at its end screws or 2404. C. Minast, London, “ Bottles, d-c.”- Dated 12th September, 1871.
pins, upon which pressure levers are mounted. These levers carry at
workmen when they come to examine the masters books at
Self-opening
contrivance
to
decanters
and
bottles,
&c.,
when
inclined
their ends an oscillating cross piece, and the cross piece carries a pressure for pouring, being also self-closing when returned to normal position. | Midsummer next, thereby to regulate the scale of wages to
screw, the end of which bears upon the blade carrier. The levers press The cover has a weighted stem passing through gimbals (or equivalent). | be paid in the subsequent twelvemonth, will see that at the
by their other end, which is curved against the blades, the rear part of For soda water and such like bottles, where part only of contents is to be | wages and prices respectively that now prevail they are the men
which is freely engaged into grooves in the blade carrier.
the improvements include a hanging elastic piston who (to use their own phrase) will have got “‘ more turkey than
2364. G. Wurre, London, ‘“‘Manusacture of candles.”—A communication.—
rod passing through cover, the gas closing the
Dated 7th September, 1871.
= and the rod which serves to depress or open the piston having a crow,” notwithstanding they would have it believed that the
The invention consists in a process of treating the fossil called ozoke- itting piece
to keep the piston open when required and to prevent it reverse was the fact. Welsh pigs have gone up 30s, in the quarter ;
rite so as to obtain therefrom a white material having a close resemblance dropping into the bottle.
Scotch pigs from £1 3s, 6d. to £1 15s. ; nor has the market in our
with wax, and which is to be made use of either alone or in combination
H. Bunninc, Deptford, and J. CHAPMAN, Greenwich, “ Compounds | belief yet reached the highest point. The metal, in all its different
with other suitable materials for the manufacture of candles or other 2402.suitable
for
street
and
other
pavements.”
—Dated
12th
September,
1371.
stages
of manufacture and variety of qualities, is more and more
objects of lighting.
This provisional specification describes pone yy extremely hard and | difticult to get, whilst the demand in no respect diminishes,
bst
itable for street and other pavements from a
2366. L. V. ANDRE, Paris, “‘ Shuttles for sewing machines.”—Dated 7th Sep- durabl
The
trade is just now passing through a period of changes
tember, 1871.
mixture of pulverised or crushed granite, or both, with pitch or other which iron
renders it extremely difficult for men of even the largest
The thread enters and passes out from the shuttle through slots of a
, and with or without the oxide of lead or other |
| experience in the industry to forecast the future with any reasonpeculiar form instead of holes. The arrangement of the shuttle admits of metallic oxide.
a spool containing more thread than usual.
t of
confid
Hence, the market keeps disturbed
2404. C. Munasi1, Camden Town, London, “ Closing and opening of necked | able
| by a feeling of unrest. Prices of forge pig iron have greatly
2370. F. R. A. GLover, Brading, Isle of Wight, “ Apparatus for hoisting or
vessels or bottles.” —Dated 12th September, 1871.
lowering heavy articles.”— Dated 7th Septenber, 1871.
ee
eee to decanters and bottles, &c.. when inclined | strengthened by reason of the success of Danks’ puddling furnace,
A vertical shaft provided with pulley blocks at its upper end is for po
, being also self-closing when returned to normal position. and of the arrangements to which that success is understood to
mounted in bearings in a frame hinged to the deck, so that it may be The cover
a weighted stem passing through gimbals (or equivalent). have led. Credence is being given here to the statements that
placed at any angle and also turned round on its axis when required.
For soda water and such like bottles, where part only of contents is to be || certain
manufacturers have undertaken to have 200 of Danks’
used
at
one
time, the improvements include a hanging elastic piston || furnaces iron
2371. A. Rip.ey, London, “ Portable punch.”—Dated 7th September, 1871.
at work within six months, and to pay the inventor
bottle and with rod passing
th cover, the yas closing the
The novelty of this arrangement consists in the general arrangement within and
the rod, which serves to depress or open the piston, having a | £50,000 at that time whether the furnaces be in operation or not.
and combination of the principal working parts of the punch, which are —-,
as follows :—A vertical screw, in the lower end of whicha
ch is firmly tting piece to keep the piston open when required, and to prevent it ' Inasmuch as the erection of the new furnaces will not generally
fixed, is inserted in a vertical cylindrical boring near the front or face of dropping into the bottle.
| supplant but be an additionto theold hand furnaces, the 200Danks’
2406. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Compressing cotton, &e.”— A communication, | rotary furnaces means an additional make of 300,000 tons of
a suitable body, and this screw, pe pear from turning
screw or other suitable means, is
and lowered as required
a
—Dated 12th September, 1871.
finished iron per annum. Supplementary arrangements are likebush, which is ta: to correspond therewith, this bush being provided
This invention
tes to that class of
designed especially for | wise
believed to have been made between certain ironmasters and
merchan , which are proon its outer circumference with teeth suitably formed to be acted upon compressing cotton, hay, and other
by a worm or endless screw, from which it receives its rotary motion.
vided with a stationary and a movable platen, the latter being connected Mr. Danks, which within the next year or two will be capable of
intermediate arms to a moving head or nut, which receives a recipro- | effecting an increase in the output of finished iron in this country
2376. W. C. Street, London, “Stopper for bottles, dec.” —Dated 8th Septem- by
cating motion from suitable mechanism, and the said invention consists | of between 600,000 and 700,000 tons a year. Already the demand
by which means an | for pig iron at home and abroad is very close upon the productive
ismade b ap |upon a piece of cork, or other in the combination of these parts with other
body the stopper,a head or cap of improved press is made and is exceedingly effective in operation.
| power of the furnaces. When, therefore, these cunsiderable
The piece of
or other material 2407. A. Bresson, London, “Transporting bituminous matters.” —Datec 12th
brass, tin.
i to the d
1 are made, it is easy to understand what
September, 1871.
is madeto fit and close tightly the mouth
of the bottle. The metal head
effect will thereby be produced upon
quotation:
ko
or cap is made by stamping a disc from a thin sheet of metal.
disc The apparatus consists of a cylinder supported on a carriage for loco- an Nor
are the quotations for foundry pigs otherwise than similarly
inward,
a circular motion, this cylinder being compused of an inner wad outer one, so that a
is placed in a tie, and has its edge tu
opening within this turned in portion. The cork is placed in a die space exists between the two skins. The sameis filled with a nun-conduct- affected by the same cause, Great quantities will be required in

a
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the production of the Danks machinery, which is of massive | ironmasters and their men, that have tended very obviouslyto limit
the make of iron. The men employed in the collieries connected
character.
Pigs are nominally quoted £6 per ton for good hot blast, but as with the ironmaking establishments have worked so irregularly
gh fuel be obtained to keep the furnaces
makers are fully sold there are very few orders taken ; second that scarcely could
qualities, £5 to £5 5s.; cinders, £4 2s, 6d.; cold blast, £7 to £7 5s. in, and the result has been a scarcity of pig iron and a stoppage
in some measure of the production of finished iron at the mills and
per ton.
Iron ores maintain their firm position, and holders and owners forges. The supplies of pig are in fact so restricted that finished
are not disposed to sell at late rates. Hematites are now quoted ironmakers cannot secure the required quantities at any price.
at £1 18s, 6d. per ton ; natives, £1 2s, 6d. to £1 4s. best, and £1 This is a state of things no one can help regretting at a time when
seconds. Hydrates £1 5s. to £1 7s. 6d. ; forest, £1 8s. to £1 10s.; the prosperity of the rail and other branches of the trade is so
certain, could operations onlybe carried on without interruption.
whites, 6s. 10d. to 93.
Yet another circumstance points to the unmistakeably prosperous
A meeting of the oreditors of Messrs, William and Edward
Onions, ironmasters, Oldbury, was held on Saturday, at the offices condition of the trade, for although the interruptions referred to
of Mr. Free accountant, Birmingham. Mr. Morris.presided. The above take place, collectively the quantities of iron of all descripstatement of accounts showed a total liability of £4128 3s. 9d., tions turned out of the district are, and have been for some time
and assets valued at £1303 11s. 6d. Preferential claims, amount- past, larger than for years before. The number and extent of the
ing to £383 2s. 1d., had to be deducted,from the estate. The book establishments at work are weekly becoming greater, still there is
debts amounted to £364, but were estimated as worth only £14. ample employment for all, and buyers abroad and at home are
complaining that they cannot place all their orders even at the
It was resolved to wind up the estate by liquidation.
robably they will not be able
All the leading manufactories continue busily occupied. The high prices now current.
closing of the quarter has not had much deterrent influence upon to do so all the year through, because if the demand for
the purchases, The travellers out are generally reporting bare railway and other iron be so large as is indicated by advices,
stocks and a comparative readiness to purchase, notwithstanding the make must fall far short of the consumption. The
the recent advances. The unrepressive effect of the higher prices spring demand on account of the Northern States of America
may be in some degree accounted for by the fact that manufac- and British America is gradually being developed, and the prosturers of goods, the cost of whichis influenced mostly by the labour pect of continued peace will no doubt bring contracts earlier into
expended upon them, have not put up their prices as high as they the market than would otherwise be the case. In regard to
would be justified in doing, considering the dearness of the mate- Australia, India, and some of the Northern European markets
rials that they use, and considering further the difficulty there is there is not much that is new to report.
The home inquiry for rails, bars, plates, &c., continues brisk,
in getting materials of almost every kind. That difficulty is in no
way (liminished during the month, but, on the contrary, is greater and if makers undertook all the orders offered their works would
now than it was at the date of our last. This is the more striking be very largely employed on home business,
The manufacture of steel bids fair to be one of the most imporbecause of the very high prices that consumers are preparedto
give for a prompt supply. The situation has not been mendedby tant branches of the iron trade in this district. As commie by
the financial disasters that have overcome a few iron-producing an eminent authority, Mr. Clark, managing trustee of the Dowlais
houses in this part of the kingdom in the past month. What, Ironworks, at a meeting a few days ago, the amount of steel
therefore, with the labour difficulties and what with the financial making is very considerable at present. and is likely to increase.
distress, hardware producers are much hindered in the completing Steel was formerly so dear that it could only be used for tools and
the orders they have in hand and continue to receive, so as to at such things, but now it can be made sufficiently cheap, and in such
laige quantities, that it can be used for everything for which it is
all satisfy their customers by prompt deliveries.
:
Machinists of all grades keep well employel; there is a fair fitted. The question of obtaining suitable ores is one of consideramount of heavy pipe work in hand, without, however, there being able importance, but as it is taken up in so earnest a manner by
a great rush of order's, and gasometers, and similar riveted work, the leading manufacturers of the district, it will, no doubt, in the
course of time be brought into the districts in such large quantiure affording full employment.
The pressure upon manufacturers of steam, water, and gas tubes ties that steelmaking will become much more general than at
present. That there will be a ready sale for allthe quantities
which we have had to note for many weeks past continues.
The makers of cables and anchors, and anvils, and chains, and produced there can be little doubt.
A continuance of prosperity is to be reported in the tin-plate
nails are well to do. Small chains are tle most affected by the
higher prices. When, however, advices are to hand from the trade. There is hardly any fresh feature to be commented upon,
Southern States of Federal America, South America, and a few the principal demand being from the same market as for some
others of the leading distant markets, and middle-men out there time past, and all the makers are doing a good business at remutind their stocks near » run out, and no prospect existing of their nerative prices.
Much about the same state of things is to be witnessed in the
being able to supply ¢ .c current necessities of their customers on
more favourable terms than are now offered, it is believed the steam coal trade. There is an overwhelming demand from all the
specifications will be given out which will be an improved feature foreign markets, and colliery proprietors are doing their utmost to
upon this branch. Cables and anchors continue to be forwarded send down the largest supplies they can to satisfy buyers, but they
to the sea-board in gratifying quantities. Mr. Caleb Bloomer has have to encounter great difficulty in prevailing upon the men to
Prices are still high, and the
re-started at his Hill Top Chain Works, which are in active opera- work with anything like regularity.
tion. Much prosperity has attended his operations there in past tendency must be toadvance while the demand continues in excess
years; and it may be fairly anticipated that future attention on of the supply. Activity also characterises the house coal trade,
his part to the affairs of that concern will be no less advantageous. and a further advance of about 2s. per ton is contemplated. This
The tin-plate and japan industries are in great activity, whether will make a total advance of 5s, to ds.per ton.
The patent keyless railway chair, the joint invention of Mr.
for the home or the foreign market ; nor is there any indication of
their being otherwise occupied for a long time to come. Tin-plate Robert Bond, general manager to the Sirhowry Railway, and Mr.
working and japan firms have not generally advanced their T. W. Charles, has lately successfully undergone various trials
quotations more than 5 per cent. They would be justified in put- and tests on the Great Western and Sirhowry railways, and there
ting them up certainly 124 per cent. even if they desire simply to can be no doubt left of the superiority of this over ordinary iron
cover the enhanced value of the materials. The small advances chairs. The keyless chair consists of two parts, i.c., the "Bed of
are due probably to the competition that still prevails chiefly the chair and the movable jaw, the latter being fastened to the
between the Birmingham, and Wolverhampton, and the London former by means of a bolt. In order that it shall retain the
houses. There are instances in which prices have been put up 7} position assigned to it and so maintain its strength and resistive
per cent,, with the effect that the demand is not less than when power, and also firmly support the rail in its place, an
the rise was only 5 per cent. The 74 has been advanced by three ingenious mode is adopted. In the upper part of the bed is a
several steps of 24. The result of the 74 rise encourages some cavity consisting of two sections, the smaller of which has its sides
makers to infer that the market would bear a further 2}; and it dovetailed, and is intended as a recess for the bolt-head, which has
is in the contemplation of the men who believe this to act upon it. its sides bevelled ; the larger section is necessary as a first recepBest locks are in a healthier state as the month closes. In the tacle for the bolt-head, which is pushed thence into the [dovetailed
early half of the month a quietude almost approaching languor section, and the bolt is introduced through the movable jaw,
had come over this branch, and there were masters who were above which the thread part of the bolt projects, and, by fastenagainst stocking somewhat heavily. But recent advices in great ing a nut or nuts on it, the fastening is made complete. It
part from the Antipodes and Canada, and likewise orders from has been found that relaying or laying can be performed much more
—
with this key, and there is a great saving of ballast
ironmongers at home, have together wrought an improvement.
Amongst the contracts out in this district is one from the Secre- effected,
tary of State for India, who is prepared to receive tenders for the
supply of 244 spans plate girders, 6 and 12 metres; 16 spans trianTHE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
gulated girders, 18 metres.
The Blaenavon Iron and Steel Company (Limited) are seeking
(From our own Correspondent.)
here a supply of ironmongery, together with shovels, and chains, THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE—THE LABOUR QUESTION : Jronand files, and steel required by them up to the close of September.
workers
and
their
wages : Lead miners and wages—THE CLEVEA great deal has been done in copper in the past month, ConLAND RAILWAY EXTENSION—ENGINEERING AND SHIPBUILDING
sumers who were slow to purchase in the early part of the year
—PRICEs,
have in the past few weeks displayed great anxiety to secure
purchases, with the natural result—they have had to pay much Orpers for pig iron are still in hand which will occupy the
more money than they could have bought at on the earlier dates, Cleveland blast furnaces many months. At each successive
and, if we may be permitted to remind them, than had they taken market at Middlesbrough prices are stiffer. On Tuesday last no
our advice. The opportunity is now gone, it may be for some actual advance was made, but the scarcity of iron (not on account
time. Prices are very strong, and they will be yet stronger, for of a small production, for the monthly make exceeds 160,000 tons)
the supply is disproportionate to the inevitable necessities of the caused by the pressure for delivery compelled buyers to give exvaried trades which are dependent upon this metal in this and ceptional prices for pigs required immediately. Intending purother hardware centres. The view of the leading consumers was chasers are still holding back, but I am of opinion unless they can
shown in Birmingham on the 21st inst., when in advance of the afford to wait for some time they will be obliged to buy at an admeeting of smelters on the 26th they put up their quotations, vanced rate. Considering the prospective demand, the large
for the higher rates had virtually come into operation, though they number of contracts yet to work off, the increased price of mates of workmen, I cannot
had not been officially declared. The Birmingham brass ingot rials, the advance of wages to all ¢
makers declared an advance of £3 a ton; the solid tube- see any likelihood of iron being cheaper than it now is for a long
makers adopted a rise of a halfpenny and three-farthings time to come.
Beyond the fact that all the departments of the finished iron
per Ib. on the different classes. These rates are now in vogue
instead of the smaller advances of a farthing and a halfpenny trade are brisk there is little new to report. There is a steady
respectively determined upon on the previous Tuesday, and men- demand for rails at remunerative rates, which keeps the order
tioned in this place last week. The advances of one halfpenny in books in such a condition that the mills in the North of England
one case and three-farthings in the other have likewise
n de- are certain to be fully occupied for several months.
I hear that the ironworkers intend asking for a large advance
clared in brass and copper wire.
Messrs. Smith and Chamberlain, brassfounders and manufac- in their wages. There has been an impression for some time that
turers of chandeliers, gasfittings, and lamps, announce that in the wages question would henceforth be settled by a sliding scale
consequence of the continued increase in the cost of production based on the realised prices of iron, If masters and men consent
they have altered their discounts 24 per cent., and have advanced to this mode of dealing with this important matter there is no
reason to doubt that it will be arranged in a manner which will
their net prices 5 per cent. on all their manufactures,
give satisfaction to both parties. There is this difficulty, however: the men in many instances are misguided by the quotations
in newspapers, taking the market price for the prices actually
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
realised by the ironmasters. It is to be hoped that while the
(From our own Correspondent.)
question is being discussed there will be no suspension of work.
THE Iron TRADE: Local impediments to the progress of the trade :
The ironstone mines in Cleveland are working well just now.
The scureity of fuel and vaw materials : The unsettled state of iron There is great activity in the colliery districts in Yorkshire, Durand coal workers: Differences between masters and men: The ham, and Northumberland, since the w:
were raise
ised. In
supplies of pig tron restricted: The outturn of finished iron : Cumberland the hematite trade is very lively. The lead miners
Tie demand :; Prices: Development of the spring demand ; Home have like other miners taken up the question of wages, and are
business —THE MANUFACTURE OF STEEL—THE TIN-PLATE TRADE: agitating for an advance. With this object a mass meeting of
Continuance of prosperity—THE STEAM AND HOUSE COAL TRADES miners was held in Weardale on Saturday last.
BoNnb’s PATENT KEYLESS RAILWAY CHAIR.
It is with regret that I have to announce the rejection of the
WHILE one is able to report a continuation of prosperity in the Cleveland Extension Mineral Railway Bill to which I referred last
iron trade, it is to be regretted much that owing to certain local week. The Cleveland district is crippled for want of additional
impediments, that progress is not made in this district which railway accommodation.
Engineering continues very brisk. There is a
number of
might be effected. ‘'wo very serious obstacles have to be encounMarine engine
tered by the ironmasters, and while those remain the trade cannot locomotives being built in the North of England.
be carried on in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. It is hardly builders get fresh orders every week, and there is every reason to
necessary to say that those two obstructions are the scarcity of believe that all the shops will be crowded during the whole of this
fuel and raw materials and the unsettled state of iron and coal year. Bridge builders have a fair share of work and boiler makers
workers. Atthe principal works of Monmouthshire and Glamorgan- are very busy.
Shipbuilding on all the northern rivers presents the same active
shire differences aave arisen within the last fortnight betweep the
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sppmemeee which has characterised all the yards for such a long
me pas
All the mines in Cleveland dre being worked as extensively as
possible, and the yield of ironstone is satisfactory.
The Yorkshire, Durham, and Northumberland collieries turn
out a much larger quantity of coal than they have been doit
The prices of iron are as follows:—No, 1, £4 5s.; No. 2,
£4 2s, 6d.; No. 3, £4; No. 4, £3 198.;M, £3 18s. 6d.;
W, £3 18s.; refined metal £4 12s. 6d. Manufactured iron :—
Rails, £9 5s. to £9 10s. ; common bars, £9 15s. to £10 5s. ; best,
£10 5s. to £10 15s. ; angle and bulb, £10 5s. to £10 15s. ; sheets,
£12 10s, to £12 15s, ;ship plates, £12 to £12 5s. ; boiler plates,
£12 15s. to £13.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE PIG IRON TRADE—SHIPMENTS—THE MALLEABLE IRON TRADE
—THE FERRIE BLAST FURNACE—THE ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERS
AND SHIPBUILDING DRAUGHTSMEN—THE COAL TRADE.
THE prices of pig iron have not made any substantial advance
since last week, but the tendency is still upward, and ere this
report shall have reached the
er’s hands, it is quite likely that
warrants will be quoted at upwards of 90s. per ton. Wi
the
past few days sales have been effected at 90s. to 94s. for deliv:
during the next three months. A few contracts have been book
for the delivery of angle and forge iron at the end of the year, the
prices for
are from 3s. to 4s. per ton in advance of current
quotations. The expectations of both makers and merchants are
very sanguine as to the future, and as both are well sold they
cannot take advantage of present rates to the extent that they
could wish. The stocks in Connal and Co’s. warrant stores
continue to decline; and at makers’ works stocks have in the
great majority of cases been reduced to almost nothing. At the
pig-iron market to-day (Tuesday), a fair amount of business was
done at 88s. 74d. to
4d. ten days cash, and 89s, 104d. one
month. Buyers 89s. 4d. next week.
The total shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports for the past
week were 9635 tons ee and 6805 coastwise, being atotal of 16,440
tons, as com
with 18,356 tons for the corresponding week of
last year.
This decrease is greatly due to the prevailing difficulty
of jer ape vessels, which can scarcely be done except at a considerable advance on the quotations of the same period last year.
The'total imports of Middlesbrough pigiron into Grangemouth for the
week ending March 25th is 1750 tons, the total imports from the
commencement of the year being 19,359 tons.
In the malleable iron trade there is the most satisfactory progress
being made. The demand is unprecedentedly large, especially for
home consumption. The current quotations are as follows :—
Common bars, £11; angle iron, £11 5s. to £12; ship plates,
£12 10s. to £13 ; boiler plates, £12 10s. to £13; nail rods, £11 ;
rails, £10 10s, to £11; railway chairs, £5 10s. to £6 10s.; pipes,
£5 10s. to £6; G.M.B. at Glasgow, £4,11s. 6d. for No. 1;
£4 9s. for No. 3.
At a meeting of the Scottish Society of Arts, held in Edinburgh
on Monday night, a paper on “‘ The Ferrie Coking Blast Furnace,
as in use at the Monkland Iron and Steel Works,” was communicated by Dr. David Gebb, medical officer to the company. The
speaker described the furnace at great length; comparing the
—
of fuel and ore consumed per ton during a year by the
errie furnace, as compared with an ordinary furnace, the following results were obtained :—Coal per ton of iron by the Ferrie
process, 34 cwt.; ores, 38°20; lime, 10°07. Coal per ton of iron by
the open-topped process, 52°93 cwt. ; ores, 40°65; lime, 10°86,
showing a saving effected by the former of 18°93 cwt. of coal, and
2°36 cwt. of ores, exclusive of the value of the gases. Should the use
of the Ferrie furnace become general throughout Scotland, the speaker
estimated that it would represent a total annual saving, upon the
oo production of pig iron in Scotland, of something like
,092,500 tons in coal, 115,000 tons in iron ores, and 460,000 tons
in dross ; being equal in money value to “927,187 10s, The paper
was referred to the consideration of a committee.
A meeting of the Glasgow Association of Engineers and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen was held on Thursday night last, when
My. Halley read a paper on “‘ Slide Valves.” The speaker urged
the importance of having the slide valve so adjusted as to effect a
proper distribution of steam. He pointed out that various methods
of equilibrating slide valves had been attempted, all of which he
illustrated by diagrams. He also explained the modern system of
balancing slide valves by means of a piston acted on by steam
instead of balance weights. The speaker expressed his preference for Turner’s “‘ circle diagram” to the method of Long and
Buel, on account of the greater simplicity of construction.
‘“* Napier’s Differential Friction Brake” was the subject of a
paper read by Mr. Harvey, on Thursday last, before the Fairfield
Engineers’ Association.
By the aid of working models the chief
machines to which the mechanism had been applied were fully
described. One of the Messrs, Napier was in attendance, and explained the private history of the clutch and its various applications,
At a meeting of miners’ delegates yesterday in Glasgow it was
resolved to petition in favour ofthe Klines Regulation Bill, and to
— be on a more extended scale, the agitation for shorter hours
of labour.
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LITERATURE.
An Elementary Handbook of Physics. By W. Rossiter, F.R.A.S.,
F.C.8., F.R.G.S., &c. London: Blackwood and Sons. 1871.
Mr. Rossirer aims at producing a handbook of physics
suitable for students preparing for the examinations for
the scientific degrees of the University of London. He
has devoted the leisure of three years to the preparation
of this handbook, and bases the statements it contains on
his own experiments and observations. By the light of
them, he tell us, he has read a number of works, among
others the “Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society,” from 1660 to 1869, “ with more or less care and
completeness,” using them for the correction of his manuscript.
It is greatly to be regretted that the “care” thus exeae by the author in perusing the English, French, and
erman standard works given in his list for the purpose of
checking his own observations, is, of the two, but too
evidently “less.” None of the authorities he mentions
will support his statement that, “If any substance be ex‘
to the action of heat, it is affected in a twofold
manner: it gets warm, and increases in size.” He has
but to heat ice at 32 deg. to find the error of his former
statement, or water at 32 deg. to learn that of the latter.
A proposition of this kind, though true under many conditions, is not of universal application, and the careful
teacher lets that be known at the outset, and considers the
important exception later on. Chemical action he classifies
among the sources of heat, but omits it from the list
indicating the sources of light. The development of heat
by friction and percussion is not happily illustrated in
the case of the lucifer match the greater portion of
the heat in this case being due to another action. His
definition of a thermometer is “an instrument in which
the expansion of mercury marks the increase of temperature.” The zero mark of the Centigrade scale, or 32 deg.
Fah., indicates the temperature of melting ice and not
necessarily that of freezing water, which may be a great
many degrees lower. When speaking about the mechanical
equivalent of heat, he misses the point of Dr. Joule’s experiment by not showing that the heat developed by the
falling weight was constant, no matter what liquid be
—
or of what material the paddles be made.
“Nebule,” we are told “emit light of one refrangibility only, and therefore (!) only form a few bright
lines in the spectroscope.”
Describing Grove’s battery, he reverses the order of
things, making the platinum plate double the size of the
zinc, In the self-registration of meteorological instruments by aid of photography the light employed to blacken
the sensitised paper is not that of candles. Not to make
further comment on the jaunty tone occasionally adopted
by the author, we would call his attention to the hasty
way in which he has sometimes compiled his chapters; a
statement about the Great Eastern, forexample, on page
279 is repeated on page 282; and when we read in the
summary of page 320 that “force is transmitted from place
to place in the same manner as matter,” we altogether fail to
find his meaning. We experience the same difficulty
when we learn “it is not that water has any effect on
potassium, but the reverse.” Then, again, we find on page
365 that oxygen is light, and rises in the air, though we
have been told on page 77 that its specific gravity is 1-106.
In tabulating the elementary bodies, their relative importance is indicated by the use of different type; fluorine
and bromine in this way he ranks among the more important, while carbon and calcium are of second-rate importance !
Before Mr. Rossiter publishes his second work, “an
advanced handbook of physics, now in preparation,” we
beg him to ponder well over the beautiful sentiment he
has given us in the book before us:—* To understand the
language of nature, we must bring to the study patience
and humility—determined to read what is written, not
what we imagine is or ought to be.”
Wages Table Calculated to a Scale of Fifty-four hours to the
Week, By Jonn Bettows. Steam Press, Gloucester.
In the construction of all tables intended for rapid reference the objects to be aimed at are accuracy and clearness
of type; and, so far as arrangement and printing, these
wages tables will commend themselves to employers of
labour. They are compiled fora standard of fifty-four hours
a week, but really are equally applicable for any greater or
less time. The horizontal lines in blue and red, marking
the consecutive increments of five and ten hours respectively, very much increase the facility in using the tables.
The vertical columns are judiciously coloured in various
shades that increase the rapidity of reference. We
should somewhat prefer to see the fractional parts of a
penny clearly printed in figures, instead of being represented by dots above and below the integer numbers.
Such a notation has its advantages where wages are paid
to the nearest penny, and may probably be easy to read
after a certain amount of practice, but it certainly does
not abridge the labour of the uninitiated. This system,
indeed, is adapted to meet the convenience of those who
pay shalfpence as well as of those who pay instead the
nearest penny, but any notation involving something extra
to learn will jDeseadins receive but partial approval.
The great cause of failure in all tables for rapid reference,
such as logarithms, tables of squares and cube roots, and
especially of railway time tables, is their want of that distinctness that can so easily be produced by coloured bands,
variation in the colour of the figures, and by other
obvious expedients. It has always been a subject of
speculation to us why railway managers print their time
bills so closely and illegibly that for reference they require
a person of ordinary vision ars age within a few inches
and then to trace the partic
hour of arrival and
departure from the name of the station in the first column.
Surely there is wall space enough even in our roadside railway stations to admit of the tables being printed in type of
.such size and distinctness that, when suspended against
a wall, half a dozen persons could discern the figures and
trace them from one column to another without difficulty.
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as is consistent with
Mr. Bellows’ tables are as com
clearness, and are especially convenient when disposed
for use in the way he proposes.
They are fixed
on a cylinder that revolves on an axis, and easily
movable by the hand, and it is only necessary
rotate the cylinder until the time, as printed on the left
hand column of the table, is‘ brought close to the fixed
scale of weekly rates, when the amount due to the workman is apparent at a glance.
PRACTICAL PAPERS ON TELEGRAPHY.
No. IV.
Ar the close of our last paper we indicated the difference between the scientific and the familiar definitions of electrical
conductors. We shall have more to say on the former of the
two when treating of conduction in detail ; but its introduction
in this preliminary outline is not out of place, as will be seen
almost immediately. We are mainly concerned with conduction
here as one of the principles on which depends the possibility
of making electricity available for producing effects at some
spot distant from the scene of its generation. This is the first
link in the chain of materials connecting electrical action as a
cause with sensible signals at a distance as effects. We need
hardly add, that the telegraph wire forms the path whose specific
quality of conducting electricity enables us to utilise it for
signalling.
Our next point refers to the conditions for directing and
limiting the current ; and if our hints on the scientific definition of conduction be referred to, the reader will not be likely
to fall into an error which we have often noticed in persons who
know nothing whatever about electro-telegraphy. They imagine
that it suffices for the currentof electricity to reach the distant spot,
much as a letter sent by rail. They are unaware of the peremptory condition, namely, the establishment of a circuit.
Now, referring to the axiomatic rule No. 3 we remember
that a means of recombination for the separated electricity
must necessarily exist. We may translate this rule into another
expression which includes the sense of the original, and fully
represents it. In every case of electrical manifestation, a complete circuit must be formed; this, it will be seen, must be
true, if the axiom has any meaning at all. In point of fact
the current could not be started unless the path which it is to
traverse leads “home again.” If it be considered in the character of the bearer of a message, it cannot deliver its message
and then cease ; the delivery of the message is not effected until
the circuit has been completed. It may seem paradoxical, but
it is true, that the completioa of the return journey at the
starting-point is the delivery of the message at the distant
station. This remark does away with all idea of time in the
consideration of the transaction ; and, indeed, the reader must
dismiss from his mind all but the conclusive idea of a complete,
close circuit. It is true, however, that in very long circuits
there is an appreciable difference of time between the starting
of the current and the receipt of the signal at the further end.
But this is caused by the introduction of other features which
tend to bring about this result.
A word or two is necessary here by way of caution to the
student. He will probably have seen it stated in works on
electricity, that more than a century ago attempts were made
to produce signals at a distauce by means of “Frictional Electricity,” that is to say, by applying electricity which had been
obtained by friction between two surfaces, as in the ordinary
electrical machines. In these attempts but one wire was employed for conveying each signal, without any apparent, or
indeed intended, provision for a complete circuit. It is made to
appear that there was no return path, and thus our readers ma
be inclined to think that we have made a mistake in saying ouk
provision was absolutely necessary. This is not the place to
examine the operations in question, which will come before us
when we proceed to discuss the topic of static or accumulated
electricity. But we assure the inquiring student that the truth
of our statement about the circuit is confirmed by these very
operations, that they were governed by the conditions affirmed
in our axiomatic rules, and that there is no error or contradiction in the matter.
°
Thus it is, that in practice, from the source of electrical action
a conducting path must be afforded leading to the distant spot
with which communication is desired, and back to the source
again. The first suggestion for effecting this purpose, in the
mind of the uninitiated, would naturally be to provide a “ return path” of wire, and thus the whole of the circuit would be
alike of one conducting material. And at one time, though it
is probably by no means recent, such an arrangement was
thought indispensable ; but it was discovered, or else ascertained,
that this return wire is not necessary ; so far from it that, under
favourable circumstances, the earth answers the purpose much
better. We are not aware if any person can distinctly claim to
be the discoverer of this fact ; but at all events circuits are now
invariably completed by what are called earth connections. One
side of the source is connected by a wire to a large iron plate
which is buried in the earth. The conducting wire from the
other side of the source leads to the distant station, and the
end of it is joined to a second similar plate also buried in the
earth. The electrical circuit is then complete, the earth
acting the part of the no longer used return wire. The
explanation of the fact is a curious point; but at present
we do not go into it, Suffice it that by means of the
two buried plates connected together by one conducting wire,
generally above ground, the same end is secured as if the wire
were continued back to the starting point.
We have used the words “return path” for the purpose of
simplifying the record of this part of the arrangements ; and
it seems natural in thinking of a telegraphic circuit connecting
two stations to consider this expression as determining the
direction of the message. If we are telegraphing from A to B,
the idea will naturally suggest itself that the wire takes the
message to B and the earth brings it back. This is one of
those numerous cases in which we use an expression for convenience sake, meaning that in a sense it is so, but, in strict
scientific truth, may be otherwise. The subject of the-direction
of the current will be treated of in its proper place.
With regard to the conducting wire, one point must be carefully observed—it must be insulated from earth, and the same
remark applies to the source. We have to carry our wire continuously from A to B, and this must be done either by laying
it on or under the ground, or by supporting it on a series of
posts overhead. If the former plan were adopted, without in
any way protecting the wire, the electricity would escape at
every point on the surface, by reason of the conducting power
of the earth, which would cause the greater part of the current
to pass from one wire to the other instead of traversing the entire
circuit. This would be the resultin the case of a circuit formed
wholly of a wire conductor, and in the event of earth plates
being used in place of a return wire, the current would be mostly
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dissipated without
being effective. It would, therefore, be necessary under the first of the two arrangements to cover the
wire along its length, or at any rate one half, choosing either
wire for the
with some insulating material ; and under
the second, the entire single wire should be similarly protected.
Again, if stretched from
to post overhead the material
forming these supports would conduct away the current, unless
between the wire and the points at which it touched the posts
some insulating substance were in
Here we must digress for a moment in order to explain this
fact ; and the reader’s attention is necessarily called to the very
earliest phenomena which are considered in electrical investigation. According to what we have said about conduction, if an
object to which electricity has been communicated be connected
by a conducting path with the earth, the electricity passes to
the earth as fastas itis generated. But if it be joined to no
conductor in contact with the earth, electricity will be accumulated on the object, which is then said to be msulated ; and is
a charged, insulated object. Thus in the case of frictional electricity, as when it is developed by rubbing a suitable rod held in
the hand, no evidence of its presence is found, because the hand
and body of the person holding the rod are in conducting communication with earth. But if the rod be fastened to a
glass handle, glass being a non-conductor, the former will, when
excited by friction, attract small and light particles—the electricity has been prevented from escaping. Now our object is to
prevent the current from escaping from the wire to earth until
it has performed its duty ; and this latter must therefore be
insulated from earth as perfectly as our means will afford. Perfect insulation is impossible. As we have remarked, no substance in nature, as far as yet known, is a true non-conductor;
and even if a wire could be suspended between distant stations
without any supports whatever, the atmosphere, and particles
of matter floating in it, would conduct away some portion of the
electricity.
;
The question then arises, shall we insulate our wire throughout and lead it on or under the ground, or shall we stretch it
overhead, using supports with insulators at the points of contact? Mr. Culley, in his excellent “Handbook of Practical
Telegraphy,” says,— Leaving first cost out of consideration,
it is better to use suspended rather than buried wires, because
of the liability of gutta-percha and india-rubber,” the best insulating materials for the purpose, “to deteriorate, and the
expense of repairing faults, &c.” But there is another reason
for preferring the former arrangement, depending on the operation of a certain very important law which is the cause of
difficulties attending the use of buried wires ;and which has
also, though in a comparatively much smaller degree, an effect
even on suspended wires.
Adopting, therefore, the more favourable method, the wire: are
carried on, or fastened round small pieces of insu/ating material—
generally earthenware or porcelain—secured to the posts. The
reader will understand that with the very best appliances for
insulation, it is impossible to prevent some escape of electricity
at every point of contact. But still our object is effected. We
can form a complete circuit or path for the electric current, and
by the aid of the buried plates at both sending and receiving
stations, we are able to save the expenditure of one half im the
amount otherwise necessary for the employment of wire, &c.,
back again from the latter to the former.
We remarked above thatif the circuit consisted of a wire
throughout in place of using earth plates, and this were carried
entirely through the earth, it would be necessary to insulate it
at least along one-half its course. This alternative is concerned
with some principles which will be discussed at a future time.
Their explanation here is impossible, but will by no means be
omitted ; for we are most anxious that no intelligent question
on apy point shall remain unanswered, where a satisfactory
answer is possible.
The point that we have now reached is this :—We have shown
how, granting a source, electricity can become a means of communication from one place A, to another distant B; or, more
closely, that electricity can be developed at A, and by the aid
of a conductor and the earth, be (sensibly) manifested at B,
perhaps hundreds of miles distant. How, then, can we make
this fact serve our purpose of receiving intelligent communication at B? If at the latter spot the conducting wire were bent
down and joined to a buried earth plate, and no other arrangements were made, the electricity would complete its circuit, and
actually exist in action at B, but there would be no sign of its
presence. We require the assistance of a second power in nature
to bring about a sensible result. This power or quality is that
of Magnetism. Before showing how magnetism is concerned
in the production of electro-telegraphic signals, we must say
a word or two about this natural agency, under the same
limitations we have imposed in respect to electricity.
Magnetism, as implying an attractive power acting on iron, is
universally familiar. The idea generally prevailed that it is a
‘* natural force” distinct and self-acting. But magnetism is so
intimately connected with electricity,
that the theory now prevails that it isa consequence of certain modes of electrical action.
Certain it is that the two powers are “ interconvertible,” as the
expression goes, and magnetic effects invariably attend the action
of electrical currents. Electricity exerts attraction, and equally
so magnetism, with this difference that electrical action is
special—that is, it is not enduring as that of magnetism is ;
witness, for example, the case of a steel magnet. Electrical attraction has tobe maintained by special and continuous effort ;
that of magnetism, once present, remains generally constant.
Then, again, electrical attraction has a wider range than the
sister force, the latter being almost entirely confined to iron and
steel. But magnetic attraction is excited apparently without
loss through solid substances, thus evidencing its almost exclusive preference in the case of iron ; its actual nature and operation is at present inscrutable. Both pen |and magnetism
have the power of communicating their peculiar properties to
other bodies without being in contact with them ; as the expression is, inducing the power, which ceases on withdrawal
yond a certain distance, This is speaking of these powers in
very general terms, and the reader is urged to study the subject,
which is remarkably interesting.
In relation to the origin of magnetism, everybody has heard
of the loadstone and its remarkable property of pointing towards
the north. This peculiar iron ore is a natural magnet; artifieial
magnets, the only kind in use, may have received their magnetic
property from being rubbed by the loadstone, or, as is universally the case, from other artificial magnets. These are mevely
bars or rods of tempered steel, which thus derive the power of
attracting iron.
‘
é
Every magnet has what is termed polarity, that is, each end
of itis a separate pole. By this word pole, which is constantiy
employed in both sciences, we are to understand that the body
or arrangement to which it is applied is marked by two distinct
and opposite features or qualities. It is this fact of opposition
characterising the extremities which gives to the word poles its
distinguishing interpretation. For instance, every body has two
ends ; but an object can only be said to have two poles if there
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such a process has been previously almost ignored in the world of
exist in each a definite and opposite character or peculiarity, so
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
living matter, it is no less real than when it takes place amongst
that one could never, when properly tested,be mistaken for the
Ar the meeting on Thursday, March 21st, Mr. W. Spottiswoode the simpler elements of not living matter; in both cases the
other. The attractive force ina
et is resident almost exclusively at the ends or poles; but there is this further remark- in the chair, two papers were read. The first one, by Professor henomena are essentially dependent upon the “‘properties” or
able quality in a magnet, namely, that if it be cut up into any A. W. Hofmann, of Berlin University, isentitled ‘‘ New Researches ‘inherent tendencies” of the matter which displays them.
number of separate pieces each of the separate portions has two on the Phosphorus Bases.” Of this compendious paper we can
separate poles, and is therefore a separate magnet. They are but give a few stray notes.
THE SOCIETY OF TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS.
In 1847 M. Paul Thenard published his investigations of the
called north and south poles; in England we call the north pole
that which turns towards the north, and vice vers@. In France, tertiary and quartary derivations of phosphoretted hydrogen, At the meeting on Wednesday, March the 27th, Mr. Siemens,
~
the
present
study
refers
to
the
primary
and
secondary
phospresident, in the chair, a discourse on ‘‘ Telegraphy at Sea” was
the names of the poles are reversed. The reason of this congiven by Captain P. H. Colomb, R.N. It was pointed out from
trary mode of particularising the poles is taken from the theory phines.
On the occasion of a lecture experiment the author was led to passages in the ancient classics that the art of telegraphy was
that the earth forms a great magnet, and of course the names select
phosphonium iodide as a source for phosphoretted hydrogen. known and practised to a considerable extent and with more or
of its poles are established and unchangeable. Now, a magnet This substance,
formerly accessible only with difficulty, may now less ingenuity in those days, Clytemnestra watching the beacon
attracts a piece of unmagnetised iron or steel equally with either be easily prepared in any quantity. If a slow stream of water, firesflash
up from hill to hill and across the Zgean Sea announcing
pole. But the action of a magnet on another magnet is peculiar. or better of potash or soda, be allowed by means of a dropping the return of the heroes from Troy, the Hebrew seers bidding the
In ordinary phrase “like poles repel, and unlike poles attract tube to flow into a small vessel containing phosphonium iodide, a people to lift up their standards, and not many centuries ago
each other.” A north pole of one magnet attracts the south regular current of perfectly pure phosphoretted hydrogenis evolved, Captain John Smith’s torch signals during the Turko-Austrian
pole of another magnet, and vice versd, but repels one of its own which may alone be introduced into an eudiometer provided with wars, afforded examples and evidence of this knowledge. In our
name. Therefore that pole of a magnet which points to the spark wires, and be submitted to experiment. With the first days it is the application of the same principle upon which these
that passes a brown cloud of finely divided phosphorus modes of communication were based that has given us a —— of
north pole of the earth should be called a south pole if the spark
appears in the eudiometer, lining gradually the inside of the tube. telegraphy at sea, One of the earlier attempts at signalling the
earth be a magnet. On these grounds the French mode of After
the
lapse of five minutes two volumes of phosphoretted letters of the alphabet by means of torches may have served as a
naming the poles is evidently founded.
hydrogen have become expanded into three volumes of pure starting point. The alphabet is divided into two parts—one runWe said the magnet points towards the north pole of the earth, hydrogen
gas,
ning from A to L, the other from M to Z, Any letter of the first
the word being used because, in fact, the direction is for the
Methylphosphine is a colourless transparent liquid of a most group is signalled by one torch, and according to its distance from
most part either east or west of true north. The imaginary overwhelming odour, The volume weight of the gas was found A by the appearance of that torch from one to eleven times. The
line, joining true north and south, called the astronomical meri- to be 24°35, the theoretical value being 24. It is nearly insoluble letters of the second group being given in a similar manner by a
dian, is very rarely in accordance with the line joining the mag- in water, rather soluble in alcohol and in ether. The methylated couple of torches. James II. is said to have established a system
netic poles, or magnetic meridian, This angle, or deviation, phosphorus base attracts oxygen with great avidity. On mixing of signalling at sea, but this is erroneous. He, indeed, by means
called the variation, is taken into account when observing the the gas with air white clouds are formed alone, but detonation of thirteen flags may have been able to convey about 100 signals,
not take place at the common temperature. When gently by which a particular order of tactics could be r
ted, but that
compass—which is merely a pivoted magnet—as a guide by does
heated in contact with air it takes fire. A glowing match, and is no system. Upto the close of last century little or nothing was
which to steer a ship’s course. It is, of course, implied that a even
a glass rod just heated to scarcely visible redness, at once done in the way of improvement. About the year 1780 Captain
magnet be placed in such a way as to be able to turn, either by inflames
the gas. In contact with chlorine and bromine over nitric Kempenfelt, who subsequently lost his life in the Royal George,
pivoting or freely suspending it.
vapours it burns with a brilliant flame. By its union with acids compiled a signal book, The twenty-seven flags, including penWe now proceed to discuss the relation between magnetism a
gives rise to a series of well defined salts distin- dants, are used singly or in pairs to denote the different orders.
and electro-telegraphy, and it will be seen that it divides the guished by the remarkable property of being decomposed by water. They are in the book arranged in vertical and horizontal columns,
palm with electricity in respect of its valuable services. If we On this property is based the preparation of the body in a state of the intersection of co-ordinates pointing out the particular square
in order. According to Brenton, when Lord Howe fought the
<lismiss for the time the consideration that magnetism is a de- purity. The salt bleaches vegetable colours like chlorine.
Of all the salts of the base the iodhydrate is the one most battle of the 1st of June, his flagships only had the means of
velopment of electrical action, and speak familiarly of the two
readily obtained; it separates in bulky crystals when a current of making 183 signals, while a private ship could only make 68,
qualities as being distinct, we might almost say that the former methylphosphine
is passed into the most concentrated iodhydric Four years later, or 1799, found flagships with their power of
does two-thirds of the work.
signalling increased to 310 signals, and private ships to 80. Some
The conditions on which depends the power to produce signals acid.
Among
the
ethylic
derivatives of phosphoretted hydrogen we idea of the difference which sixty-four years have produced may
in an electro-telegraphic circuit are as follows :—
notice ethylphosphine. The odour of this compound also is over- be given when it is stated that every ship in the navy can now
I.—The power of the electric current to deflect a pivoted, or whelming ; it strongly recalls that of the formonibides, producing display by the signal-books nearly 14,000 distinct signals, whilst
suspended magnetic needle or bar from its position of rest, and more especially the same sensation of bitterness on the tongue the commercial code provides for at least 78,000! There are two
throw it in another direction.
and to the very depth of the throat. Odour and taste are ob- great principles between which we have to choose in founding a
_ Il—(@) Its power to impart temporary magnetism to soft viously, in consequence of the volatility and oxidability of the system of signals they may be called the ‘“‘general” and the
iron, that magnetism deserting the iron on the suspension of compound, far less persistent. The vapour of ethylphosphine also “telegraphic ” system. The use of electricity in naval service is
like chlorine.
at present impracticable, the connecting medium, cable or wire,
the current. (6) Its property of rendering temporarily magnetic bleaches
The most beautiful salt of this compound is the iodhydrate. It not being adapted to the movements of ships. All signals have
a conducting wire arranged as a coil.
forms
white
four-sided
tables,
whi:h
in
a
current
of
hydrogen,
to
be conveyed by means of form, colour, sound, or motion ; of
III.—Its power to produce chemical decomposition of certain may be sublimed even at the temperature of boiling water.
these colour is but little used and form much, Signalling by night
substances.
One of the most remarkable substances which the author came is both more ancient and easier than signalling by day, and thouWe take these conditions in their order as arranged, and across during these investigations is dibenzylphosphine. By long sands of years before there appears to have been a complete system
commencing with the first.
standing, especially in presence of solid alkali, this liquid solidifies of day signals there were at oes two by night. These two are both
A magnetic needle, as we have seen, is simply a needle or to a soft mass of crystals, which are collected in a linen described by Polybius. The ‘‘ general” system gathers into and
bar of tempered steel which has been rubbed with a magnet. filter, in order to free them, by pressing, as much as possible from displays its signals in groups. In order to decrease the size of its
Its employment in telegraphy depends on the following pecu- adhering liquid. The mother liquor consists for the greater part groups it generally increases the number of its symbols, and in all
liarity. It an electric current is in action along a wire placed of a viscous substance, soluble in alcohol but insoluble in water, cases it contemplates addressing many points simultaneously,
whichis precipitated by lead salts, This substance tenaciously The “‘ telegraphic” system, on the contrary, does not group its
parallel to, and either over or under a magnetised needle, the adheres
to a small quantity of a crystallisable body, which most —
As it does not group them it is in no way bound as to
latter will—supposing it to be pivoted or suspended—be deflected probably
no other than dibenzylphosphine, All attempts to the number of symbols emplvyed, and it therefore uses the fewest
from its position of direction towards the north, and will obtain thisis glutinous
(which appears to possess acid possible, It never contemplates addressing more than one point
remain out of this normal northerly position so long as the properties) in a conditionsubstance
at atime. Examples of general systems are found in all flag
fit for analysis have hitherto failed.
current is maintained, On the current ceasing the needle reThe second paper, ‘‘On some Heterogenetic Motles of Origin of | systems—in Colonel Grant’s figures and in the multiform telegraph.
gains its true direction. It can be turned either east or west Flagellated Monads, Fungus-germs, and Ciliated Infusoria,” by Examples of the telegraphic system are found in Redl’s cone
of north ; but which of the two courses it will take depends Professor H. C. Bastian, contained the description of elaborate | telegraph and the systems deduced from it, the semaphore, and
on the direction and position of the current with respect to researches on the subsequent changes in the pellicle that forms on | most of the recent systems of night signals proposed. The teleit. For the present it is sufficient for the learner to know infusions of organic matter which are exposed to the air. On graphic system has two advantages not possessed by the general
this fact, and further, that it is possible to control the cur- attempting to remove a portion of this pellicle it is found to con- system. In the first place, the changes from symbol to symbol can
a more or less coherent membrane,
be made with rapidity so great that, when addressing a single
rent at the source so as to compel its passage either way. The stitute
It is now a well-known fact that when two or more amcebee point, its superiority to the general system is very remarkable.
movements of the needle can be made, either by repetition or chance
Flag signals, for instance, do not attain, in making a long message
to
come
into
close
close
contact
with
one
another
they
by alternation, to express intelligible signs.
may fuse so as to constitute a larger individual of the same kind, to one station, a greater speed than three figures per minute, when
The inquiry may here be made, “Why does the current which afterwards creeps about and seizes food as its component the group consists of three symbols. The semaphore, under the
produce this result?” Science is able to give a fairly satisfac- »arts had previously done. The monad and the amceba represent same circumstances, sends seven figures per minute, and Redl’s
tory reply, but it cannot be done at this point. The reader will Caer animalised modes of existence, which are only able to cone telegraph about ten figures per minute, though it is quite
understand generally that it is possible to take advantage of this manifest themselves in infusions in which the organic matter has capable of sending twenty-four figures per minute at short ranges.
remarkable property for the purpose of producing signals at a not been too much deteriorated by the influence of heat. One At the time when the journey from London to Plymouth occupied
distant station. Every detail of the subject will be afforded in may safely state that fungus spores, or monads and amcbe may three days, a short message took ten or twelve, and a long one
be procured at will by simply regulating the amount of heat at eighteen minutes to telegraph over the same distance. It is more
its place.
which the infusion is prepared. If an infusion has been heated than wey that the famous message to the fleet at Trafalgar,
Turning to the second condition governing telegraphic com- for
time to 212 deg. Fah. the pellicle which forms on its surface was the first one telegraphed on the improved principle, which has
munication—it is found that if a piece of insulated copper wire verya frequently
gives rise to an embryonal area. If the infusion led us up to the vast improvements made within recent years.
be coiled round a bar or rod of soft iron, and a current be made has been prepared
at a temperature of 149 to 158 deg. Fah., the The flashing system has been adopted by the Admiralty, and is
to pass through the former, the iron becomes magnetic during embryonal areas which form will give origin to fungus apes, being introduced everywhere in her Majesty’s ships. It incorpothe time that the current continues. On arresting the current whilst in a similar infusion prepared at 120 to 130 deg. Fah. the rates many of the principles upon which other telegraphic systems
the magnetic property is also stayed. This phenomenon is re- embryonal areas, which seem at first to be in all respects similar, are based, and from its simplicity and accuracy of working bids
fairto become a permanent institution. As in the case of the
peated as often as the current is started and cut off ; and, speak- break up into actively moving monads.
The author described by means of diagrams the mode of origin Morse alphabet, the long and short signal, or the dot and dash is
ing generally, there is no limit to the rapidity of the changes.
the
leading feature; these are given by flashes from a lantern, the
and
development
of
an
embryo
of
uncertain
nature,
and
quoted
As the iron retains its magnetism during the existence of the
on the Paramecium viride as follows :—The pellicle, which light of which is capped by a dark metal funnel, the raising and
current, it has its north and south poles, and has every property Pouchet
dropping
of which produces the signals, and regulates their durawas
at
first
uniform
and
evenly
granular,
after
a
short
time
changed
of a magnet. Therefore a piece of iron placed near its poles in aspect here and there, owing to a concentration of its granules tion. Many
with a vivid recollection of old leathered
will be attracted and released from attraction as often as the at tolerably equal distances into small more or less rounded aggre- lanterns, brokenofficers
glasses, heavy signal-yards, confused signalmen,
current passes and ceases ; and if retained by a spring, or so gations, which soon became surrounded and defined by a clear and dazzled eyes, a puzzled turning over of the leaves of the night
placed as to allow of its falling back when released by the action border, suggestive of a resemblance to the zona pellucida of higher signal book, only half under shelter from sea and rain, naturally
of gravity, a series of alternative movements can be effected. animals, The next change which took place was that the granules, look with suspicion upon signal lamps; but practice has proved
The piece of iron so arranged is called the armature, and the which had been at first more densely aggregated towards the centre, their efficacy. The Times wroteon the 14th of June 1864as follows:—
term is always applied to similar arrangements subjected to the disseminated themselves uniformly through the ovum, whilst at “* Communications by signal have been kept up for hours from the
attraction of a magnet. The coil of wire must be insulated to the same time the simple clear zone thickened into a distinct temporary signal station of St. Catherine’s Down, Isle of Wight,
At this stage the whole egg appeared somewhat lighter under the direction of Captain Bolton,* and the Pigmy steamer,
prevent the passage of electricity from fold to fold by their con- membrane.
and more transparent than the surrounding pellicle. Soon after twenty-four English miles off in the Channel, under the direction
tact, and to prevent also its passage to the iron. The current this,
differentiation
still proceeding, the mass of enclosed granules of Commander Colomb; and from the results which have attended
must traverse the length of the coil entire, which it would not
became converted into real embryo, which manifested these experiments, inferences may be safely drawn that an ordinary
do if conducted off on its path. If an electro-magnet, as such gradually
its existence by slow movements, at first by simple oscillations in message of twenty words may be thus transmitted from a look-out
magnets are termed, be straight, its poles are at each end. But the mass of granules, and then by regular uniform movements of ship nearly halfway across the Channel, to the nearest English
to exert its full attraction on an armature the form of a horse revolution of the whole contents within its enveloping membrane, headland in fifteen minutes,”
Among the apparatus exhibited was a lamp called the
shoe is given to the magnet, so that both poles may act on it similar to those of many other embryos. The slightest shock at
and the attraction be'greater. The question as to which end of this stage immediately arrested the gyration. Then, after a time, “Chatham Light,” as it was fitted for the Abyssinian expea
pale
spot
appeared
amongst
the
granules
in
some
part
of
the
dition.
It consists of an outer chamber, which is filled
the magnet will be north, and which south, is decided by the
embryo, the alternate contraction and dilatation of which soon with a dry, inflammable, but non-explosive powder, termed
direction in which the current passes through the coil ; and just showed
that
it
was
the
contractile
vesicle
of
theinfusorium.
After
‘Chatham
It is composed of magnesium, resin, and
as we can at pleasure make the magnetic needle deflect east or a time the embryo began to exhibit movements of quite a different lycopodium, Powder.”
proportions, according to the power of
west according to the direction we cause the current to take kind, sudden and irregular, no longer checked, but rather increased light required.in different
By
means
bellows a jet of air is made to strike
along the parallel wire, so we can make either pole of the electro- by slight;shocks from without. In one of these sudden plunges the surface of the powder, ofwhich,
mixed with the air, issues at a
magnet north or south by pursuing the same course in reference the thin enveloping membrane was ruptured, and there entered point immediately above the flame of a spirit lamp, where it
to the coil,
into the aquatic world a free, swimming, and ciliated infusorial becomes ignited. The night signal apparatus is connected with an
The armature may be connected to apparatus for recording animalcule,
arrangement in appearance not unlike a barrel organ, which, by a
The author concludes by saying :—Just as we have supposed that series of pins and bars, keys and slots, enables the operator to
the movements, such as a style or point for marking, the marks
being regulated by the longer or shorter continuance of the living matter itself comes into being by virtue of combinations and produce a revolving series of flashes by placing the keys and turning
rearrangements taking place amongst invisible colloidal molecules, the handle,
effect.
now does the study of the changes in the ‘‘ pellicle” absolutely
The discussion on this paper will be continued at the next
This brief account will serve to give an idea of the second con- so
demonstrate the fact that the visible new-born units of living meeting, on Wednesday, A Milthe 10th.
dition (2) which enables us to produce signals at a distance. matter
behave
in
the
manner
which
we
have
attributed
to
the
The subject of electro-magnetism is of vast importance in tele- invisible colloidal molecules. The living units combine, they
graphy, and we shall have much to say about it by and by.
undergo molecular rearrangements; and the result of such a
IN addition to the 400 workmen discharged from the Royal
process of heterogenetic biocrasis is the appearance of larger and Laboratory Department, Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, about 200 have
THE INSTITUTION OF CrvIL ENGINEERS.—On the Ist of April more complex organisms, just as the result of the combination have, up to the present time, left the Royal Carriage Department.
between the ry moe a
the La Most of these men, principally skilled artisans, will proceedto the
there were on the books of this society 14 hono
members, 745 and es
Living matter North of England, where work is plentiful, and a number have
members, 1089 associates, and 236 students. In the last quarter pearance o' rimordial aggregates of living matter.
to been promised employment at the Elswick Factory, where Sir
the deaths have been recorded of one honorary member, three is formed, therefore after a process which is —t,
from lower William Armstrong is executing several large contracts.
members and three associates. One associate and two students the mode by which higher organisms are derived
have been allowed to retire, six associates have been transferred organisms in the pellicle on an organic infusion. All the steps in
* Hitherto Honorary Secretary of the Society of Telegraph Engito theclass of members, and the elections and admissions have the latter process can be watched ; it is one of synthesis, a merging neers.—-Eb,
of lower individualities into a higher individuality. And although
comprised 11 members, 28 associates, and 20 students,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
Ir is believed that the East London Museum will be opened
In Bolivia has been discovered an ancient mine, known as the
Tue town of Lawlew, Iowa, which three years ago was a patch
of hazel bush with only one house in sight, shipped 12,000,0v0 lb. Narango, twelve miles south of Antofogasta, in the Mejillones before the end of this month.
district, near the Pacific. The vein is reported as composed of
A JAPAN correspondent of a China paper states that the Japancse
of railway freight last year.
How, Asa Packer has agreed to pay the State of New Jersey ochre coloured ore, backed by a stratum, 2}in. thick, of copper, Government have purchased 200,000 Chassepots from the Prussians.
125,000 dols. for lands under water at Perth Amboy, fringing the studded with gold, and containing about 20 per cent. of this
M. DE Bismark is about creating large paper-mills on his
precious metal.
domain of Lauenburg, similar to those already at work on his
site of the new depdts of the New Jersey West Line Railroad.
A
CORRESPONDENT
of
the
Ceylon
Times
draws
attention
to
the
Varzin
estate.
A PROSPECTUS has been issued of the London, Streatham, and
that that island is, as he believes, on the eve of an
THE telegraph offices and other public buildings in New York
Croydon Tramways Company (Limited), with a capital of £60,000, circumstance
important
change
of
climate,
depending
on
the
great
cycle
of
were
on
Wednesday draped in mourning, in consequence of the
in shares of £10, to continue the line at Brixton across to Croydor , thirty or thirty-three years. The past thirty years have, he |
THE receiver of the Alabama and Chattanooga Railroad has maintains, shown a complete contrast to the previous thirty years, | death of Professor Morse.
taken possession of that road from Meridian, Miss., to the Georgia with manifestly different effects on animal and vegetable life, | A proposal has been made that the po'nts in dispute in the
State lne, by direction of the United States Court of Mississippi. from the much smaller amount of rain. The next cycle of thirty Warwickshire strike shall be referred to tho arbitration of Lor lt
Leigh and Mr. Mundella,
Tue Great Western Railway Company have issued a notifica- years will be, he thinks, above the average, wet.
Tuene has been formed in Califor iaa corporaie company that
tion that “‘ certain express trains,” to be particularised in special
A Goon deal of attention has been excite,
says Nurture, among
: system of sea walls, all
bills, will not be available to the holders of third-class tickets, as Esyptologists by the comparatively recent discovery in excavations proposes to reclaim, by a vory ext
the
mars land in tue sta
hed been anticipated frum the original announcement.
made 2t ‘'anis, en the eastern or Pelusiac branch of the Nile, of a
From Verviers we learn that more than 70) carpoaters anl
Ox Lharsdiy the North-Eastern Company's train arrangements trilingual stone, somewhat ef the character of the coebrated
for April and thenceforward provide for third-class bookings by Rosetta stone, but muc’: more perfect, and believed to be of about joiners have suddenly stra
all trains except a few expresses, On the Scarborough line, where 250 years’ greater antiquity. Tuis, which is now deposited in the trict. Is is fearodt that the stri
st stela, about | Tune followia 5 appointments have been made at the Admiralty :
third-class travelling has been all but impossible, every train but Museum ot Egyptian Antiquities at Cairo, is ap
six feet high, two and a-half feet broad, aud one foot thick, the i aeT. Oorev, chief
engineer, to the Pal laa: George Witting, Auguste
vne is now to be third-class,
M'Intire, and Alexander Wilsvn, ergineers to tie Pallas,
Tue directors of the Caledonian and North British Railways summit being arched.
THE question as to whether the pressure in a steam boiler was
Iv has been decided to give a private vie
i
reception
have resolved that on and after the Ist April there will be thirdclass caniages in all their trains, The Glasgow and South- equal or different at top and bottom, concerning which there seems in the picture galleries of the Exbibition before the Ist of May, tv
Western directors have come to a similar resolution, applicable to | to be some «difference ot opinion amongst engineers--though it is which distinguished foreiguers and holders of season tickets will
difficult, from the simplicity of the facts involved in considering be invited.
all but a few coast express trains.
a difference of opinion should exist—has
THE restoration of that portion of Warwick Castle destroyet
On Monday the North-Eastern Company began third-class book- the question, tobeensee how
experimentally determined by the Messrs. by the disastrous fire on the 3rd of December last has been com
ing to a much greater extent than was at first announced, a sup- nevertheless
Hunter,
at
their
establishment
Philadelphia. An elbow was menced. The restorations are to be exactly in the style of the
plemental bill having been issued, by which very. nearly all trains attached to the end of the blow-offin pipe
which entered the mud- parts destroyed.
are now third-class. Return third-class tickets are also issued at drum, into this a plug was screwed, and tapped
to receive a 4in.
the rate of 14d. per mile, the return journey being free.
iron trade displays great animation, and prices are
pipe
;
to
this
a
steam
gauge
was
attached
and the cock opened. veryTuefirm.Belgian
great is the activity in affairs, that when tenders
At the Liverpool Assizes, on Wednesday, a Mr. Harwood re- On comparing the indications of the gauges
attached
at top of were invited Soa day
covered £300 damages from the Lancashire and Yorkshire Rail- boiler and to the top of drum, as above described, it was
or two since for rails for the State system no
found
way Company for injuries received on their line; and a cottonthe pressure was greatest at the bottom, by a pound and a-half, tender was delivered.
spinner recovered £400 from the London and North-Western that
THE
Whitehaven
Harbour Trustees have received offers of loans
as might readily have been predicted, that the pressure
Company for injuries received by the train running off the metals. proving,
upon the bottom of a boiler is equal to the steam re indi- to the amount of about £21,000 for the construction of the propose:
THE Great Northern Railway Company have supplemented cated above, plus the weight of a water column equal in height to wet dock at Whitehaven. The estimated cost of the dock 1s be
their concession of third-class fares by all trains by the further the difference in level between drum and surface of waterin boiler, tween £70,000 and £80,000,
concession that the third-class fares by all their trains shall be and in diameter to that acting on the gauge.—Journal of the
THE South Shields Gas Company are about greatly to extend
parliamentary or Government fares. As one consequence of this, Franklin Institute,
, their works for supplying Jarrow with gas. It is the intention of
the —
fare from Bradford to Leeds will be reduced from
the
directors to maintain a separate establishment in the town, to
INTERESTING experiments were recently made by Messrs.
1s. to 9d.
Leygue and Champion, to ascertain the temperature at which manufacture the gas for Jarrow, insteadof South Shields.
His Royal HIGHNESS PRINCE ARTHUR has consented to cut certain
THE
directors of the Alexandra Palace Company have, we hear:
explosives ignite. They used for this purpose a bar of
the first sod of the Hythe and Sandgate Railway on Thursday,
which was heated at one end only. It was provided with appointed Mr, Gilbert R. Redgrave to be their manager. The
April 11. The directors of the South-Eastern Railway Company copper,
works
in the palace and park are in a forward state, and the
small
grooves,
placed
10
centimetres
apart
from
each
other,
and
intend subsequently entertaining the Prince at a déjeuner, and
with metallic alloys of different fusibility, so that the public opening may be expected to take place very shortly.
other arrangements are being made in order to celebrate the event provided
AT
a
meeting of employers held at Newcastle-on-Tyne, it
temperature
of
each
part
of
the
bar
was
easily
ascertained.
The
in a suitable manner,
substance under trial was then strewn upon the bar in small was resolved to request Mr. Arch, the leader of the Labourers’
A _coytract for making a short line of railway from Scotswood quantities, and the place where it ignited gave the temperature Union in South Warwickshire, to send 200 labourers to the north
to Newburn has been let, and in the course of eighteen months it of ignition. Thus was it shown that, for their explosion, was immediately, where they will be guaranteed constant work, and
is expected the work will be finished. The plans and specifications required for :
will get higher wages than they can earn at home.
for the remaining portion of the line, viz., from Newburn to
On Tuesday a convention was signed between the representatives
Wylam (which will be an easy undertaking), will soon be ready. Chassepot percussion cap powder .
of the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company and the
of mercury... .. .. «2 «2 «+ os
Whenready, the contract for that section will be announced to be Fulminate
Falmouth,
Gibraltar, and Malta Company on the one part, and the
Equal
parts
of
sulpbur
and
chlorate
of
potassium
let without delay.
Portuguese Government on the other, for the establishment of a
Gun cotton
. + OS be “Oe Se <6 8
THe Midland third-class fares, though frequently lower than Pe
As as wi os as a0 ee
cable between Lisbon and the Brazils, touching at Madeira and
the parliamentary rate of 1d. a mile, are never in excess of that Chasse powder
Cape de Verd.
powder
amount, and they have not been increased in any instance since Cannon
Tir examinations for schelarships in natural sciences, which
Picrates of nacre
the important concession which we announced has been brought Picrate
have rec ntly been held at Clare and at Emmanuel College,
powder
into operation. The Midland Company ceased to charge express
bri lige, have both terminated without an election being +
THttsk
fares to any class of passengers many years
ago, and chiar ge oridiean
.
The reason of this is th
t neith«r of the colleges did candidate
nary fares by all trains
j
mselves whe
attainments,
in the opinion of the
Tuese resevrches prove t!
rub explosive power of fulninates pr
:
THE promoters of the scheme for the formation of a tunnel and nitric compounds, whi
H en
e number
w ordinaryo guupowder
antl ipicrate | exar ers, © tled them to reecive the distinction
1
under the English Channel were received on Sunday by the Presi- powder may be employed with much greater safety.
of competitors was but smecil in cach case, in oneA three only. =
dent of the Republic, to whom they read their ‘* project.” M.
To overcome the dilliculties of the passa;
hrergh the Straits
Some manufacturers of Germany, who had been supplied from
Thiers listened to them with much affability, and assured them
ls to the Pacitic
with veneers coloured throughout their mass, were necessi- of Magellan, and render tire passage of sailing
taat the idea of forming a communication between France and Paris
comparatively
easy,
a
service
of
steam-tugs
is
about tu be estatated
by
the
late
war
to
produce
them
themselves,
Experiments
England by means of a tunnel would meet with no opposition ; in this direction gave in the beginning colours fixed only on the blished in the straits, to tow sailing vessels through
its narrow
but added that he could express no opinion on the possibility of outside, while the inside was untouched, until the veneers were and dangerous channel, under the guidance of men well acquainted
realising such an idea, and that the enterprise, like all private soaked for twenty-four hours in a solution of caustic soda, con- with the peculiarities of the navigation. Trading vessels will thus
enterprises, must be carried out in the ordinary manner.
10 per cent. of soda, and boiled therein for half an hour ; gain a month’s time in their voyage, on the payn.ent, it is said, of
SoME important additions to the railway facilities of the tainingwashing
them with suflicient water to remove the alkali, they excecdingly moderate towing dues,
northern and western suburbs have just taken effect. The Great after
An American engineer, now engage? in the construction of the
may be dyed throughout their mass. This treatment with soda
Northern Company have opened their line from Finchley to Barnet, effects
a
general
disintegration of the wood, whereby it becomes in Arequipa and Puno Railway in Peru, a railway which twists about
hy which the chad town is brought into direct connection with the the moist state elastic
and leather-like, and ready to absorb the among the Andes, gives the followitig items :— This road is to he
Metropolitan Railway system, and the same advantage is afforded colour ; it must then after
be dricd between sheets of paper 220 miles long, its highest gracie line will be 14,600 above the sea ;
to the villages of Whetstone and Totteridge. The South-Western and subjected to pressure, todycing
retain its shape. Veneers treated in its terminus at Puno is on the shore of Lake Titieoca, The cange
suburban system is also brought into connection by means of this way, and left for twenty-four
in a hot decoction of log- is 4ft. Shin. The steepest grades are 211ft. to the mile, curves
through booking with all the stations on the District line, passen- wood (one part of logwood to threehours
of decoction), removing them, 16 deg. From Arequipa to the Pacific coast, 100 miles, a reilway
gers changing carriages at West Brompton.
after the lapse of that time, and after drying them superiicially, is now in operation.
On Monday morning the tramway communication between putting them intoa hot solution of copperas (one part of copperas to
Tue oxyhydric light has not proved a success in Paris, and it
Camden-road and King’s Cross was opened for traffic. The lines thirty of water), will, after twenty-four hours, become beautifully has been discontinued in the public lamps on the Boulevard des
between the Euston-road, Kentish-town, Brecknock, and Camden- and completely dyed black. A solution of one part picric acid in Italiens. It is not generally known that a carburating apparatus
town are now completed, and should the bill before Parliament, sixty of water, with the addition ofsomuch ammonia as tobecome is always employed in conjunction with oxygen, which adds to the
which proposes that the lines should be carried along Pentonville perceptible to the nose, dyes the veneers yellow, which colour is | complication of the apparatus as well as the cost of the light.
and King’s Cross roads, be passed, the line of tramways from the not in the least affected by subsequent varnishing. Coralline dis- There are but few, remarks Le Gaz, who will consent to have in
north-west of London will be carried into the City. The branch solved in hot water, to which a little caustic soda and one fifth of stalled in their houses two meters, two regulators, a carburator,
opened on Monday was completed several months ago, but a diffi- its volume of soluble glass has been added, produces rose colours and two distinct systems of pipes. For this reason alone the
culty was found in providing horses, The General Omnibus of different shades, dependent on the amount of coralline taken. system was certain to fail, even if the alleged economy were
Company have met this difficulty by contracting to provide the The only colour which veneers will take up without previous treat- proved, which has never been the case.
requisite horses for the carriages. The carriages were crowded ment of soda is silver grey, produced a soaking them for a
AN ingenious patent is now being worked, by which leather for
during the day.
day in a solution of copperas (one of copperas to one hundred of the sides of boots and shoes is rendered impervious to wet and
THE change which was brought about in Yorkshire on Monday water.)
damp by exhausting the air from the pores of the leather, and
by the adoption of third-class railway bookings was very satisDr. VARRENTRAPP has made the weather waste of coal the filling them up with a substance which unites with and adheres to
factory in its results, The Midland trains have been well subject of an investigation, and as a result states that the amount the fibre, thereby strengthening without impairing the elasticity
patronised, particularly those running to London. The Man- of loss suffered by coal from exposure to weather is considerable, of the material. It is stated that the patent, known as ‘* Fanshawe's
chester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Company, who ran numerous far greater, indeed, than is generally known, The results of his Waterproof Leather,” is not only likely to be largely employed for
second-class trains between Barnsley, Penistone, and other places analyses show in some cases a total loss in weight of a specimen, the purpose to which we have referred, but that when asphalte
have also benefited in the number of passengers by the change. from this cause, amounting to 35°08 per cent., whilst its deteriora- pavement becomes more general it will be possible to shoe horses
The North-Eastern Company have made a certain reservation tion in quality for purposes of fuel or gas-making reached a still with a material as hard as the asphalte itself, and which will prewith regard to one or two trains, but the rest we believe are all higher figure. This change consists in a slow combustion, in which vent them slipping.
third-class. The passengers on the London and North-Western the volatile constituents—which are most valuable combustible
THE ‘ Bulletin of the French Committee of Forges” gives an
have also, we understand, increased. The Great Northern have elements—are gradually eliminated, while the relative proportions interesting comparison on the production of steel in Germany and
attached third-class carriages to all their trains, and the Lanca- of carbon ash and sulphur are comparatively augmented. It France. The former country produced in 1860, 25,312 tons, and in
shire and Yorkshire Company had decided to charge parliamentary might be expected now that the nature of this change is indicated 1869 not less than 163,319 tons of cast steel, being 637 times
fares only to third-class travellers.
that anthracite (which has already gone through a very similar more than nine years before. From 1864 to 1860 France, how
THE tunnel under the Mersey which is to connect Birkenhead process in becoming what it is b re of its bituminous matter) ever, saw her production of steel, principally Bessemer steel,
with Liverpool, will, according to the Birkenhead and Cheshire should suffer least of all coals from this action, and the result of multiplied 29 times, which was in 1869 actually 52,000 tons. ‘Bhe
Advertiser, be about three miles in length, about one-third of analysis shows this to be the case. The density and compactness first half-year of 1870 shows a production of 44,419 tons, and
which will be under the bed of the river, and it will connect of this variety, aside from its chemical character, protect it in no when the steel industry of France shall have overcome once more
nearly all the railways in England with the Birkenhead Docks. inconsiderable degree. The cannel coals rank next in their power the difficulties which it has suffered under the war, her annual
The effect of this great undertaking, as well as of the fine to resist deterioration from this source, while the bituminous capability of producing steel may be fairly estimated at 90,000
river approaches—a sister scheme, and working in the same direc- varieties are the most susceptible. The experiments of Dr. tons, Germany increases her number of steel works almost daily,
tion—cannot but be in the highest degree beneficial to local trade. Varrentrapp are of such direct and practical importance that all and will most likely remain ahead of France for some good while
The improvement has already commenced. The prelimina‘
who are engaged in the mining, transportation, storage, or con- to come.
operations for the formation of the tunnel have been complete: sumption of coal can study them with profit. It appears from
A CONFERENCE of miners in connection with the Amalgamated
A hoarding has been erected on the South reserve land, between accurate tests of a number of samples before and after exposure Miners’ Association was opened on Tuesday at St. Helens. Mr.
Shore-road and the river, close to Woodside Ferry, and workmen that all the valuable properties of the coal had deteriorated. The Thomas Halliday, President of the Amalgamated Association,
have commenced prelimin
operations for sinking a shaft, in coking quality of the weathered coal diminishes with its gas-yielding resided. The following places were represented by delegates:order to attain the depth of 70ft. below the bed of the river, at quality, the author informing us that a sample of coal yielding Vigan, Farnworth, Kersley, Worsley, St. Helens, Hollingwood,
which point the cutting of the tunnel railway will be undertaken, when freshly mined a firm coherent coke, after eleven days’ Church, North Staffordshire, South Staffordshire, North Wales,
The contractor for the work is Mr. John Dickson, of Whitby, exposure yielded a coke of no coherence, and in all the samples Rhondda Valley, Aberdare, Abertillery, Caerphilly, Merthyr Tyaand the engineer Mr. Mackenzie, whose offices have been tested the rule was absolute that the longer the
had been ex- vil, Forest of Dean, West Gloucester, and Bristol. The president
established in Bridge-street. The tunnelling will be performed posed the greater was the inferiority in the quality of the coke it in opening, said this meeting was the most momentous that had
with two machines, each of which will make a cutting 15ft. in produced, The gas-yielding quality decreased in one instance 45 ever been held in connection with a branch of industry second to
diameter. Two other shafts are to be sunk on the Birkenhead per cent., and the heating power 47 per cent.; while the same none in the kingdom in point of importance. The business of exside, one on the upper side of Shore-road, and the other between sample under cover lost in the same time but 24 per cent. for gas amining credentials, fixing the hours of aisting®, and arranging a
the gasworks and Green-lane, Tranmere, where will be situated | purposes, and 12 per cent for fuel. These experiments go far to series of public meetings in theneighbourhood, having been diswhat may be called the Cheshire terminus, the line there joining explain the almost universal inferiority of the slack or waste coals posed of, the meeting proceeded to consider applications for the
the Birkenhead and Chester Railway, thus giving direct access from in heating power when prepared for burning, even though some creation of new districts in communication with the association.
London into Liverpool, under the Mersey. It is anticipated that |combustible material like }itch or tar is used in their cementation. Permission was given to establish them in Cannock Chase, Stafford,
unless serious
geological ‘‘ faults”are met with, the cutting of the | It indicates, too, the imperative necessity of keeping coals amply |Aberavon, and Neath, An application from Blanaevon for a
tunnel, which is to accommodate a double line of rails, will be rotected from the deteriorating action of the air and moisture by |similar privilege was refused. Arrangements were made to hol
public meetings in Haydock, Ashton, Darr, and Whiston,
completed in two years,
eeping them constantly dry and under cover,
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A correspondent at Valparaiso has kindly furnished us with
particulars of a very interesting operation recently carried out at
alparaiso, which consisted in fitting the Pacific Steam Navigation
Co.’s ship Lusitania with a new screw propeller. This steamer,
400ft. in length, and of 3000 tons burthen, left Valparaiso for
Liverpool on the 14th December, 1871, but returned again to
Valparaiso, having lost three blades of her screw. As no dock
existed there capable of taking in so large a vessel, and no place

| within hundreds of miles where she could be beached, Captain
Sivell, the marine superintendent of the company, sugges’
the
adoption of a caisson, which was constructed and applied under
his supervision with the greatest success. A new screw made
at Valparaiso was put on, and the ship carried the last mail to
England.
The caisson was a strong timber structure of heavy scantling of
frames, and sheathed with 3in. pine planking; all corners were

jssreet
, well kneed, and iron straps” andj fastenings fitted where required.
The length was 24ft. ; depth, 26ft. Gin. ; breadth at bottom, 22ft. ;
| and at top, 24ft. The opening A had a joint all round it made of
canvas hose filled with cotton waste ; the pieces B, B, were movable,
so as to allow the caisson to get into position, after which they
were put in by the divers, A small hand pump was sufficient to
keep the water to the required level inside, and the whole repair
was effected without eccktent of any kind,

EIGHT-WHEEL GOODS ENGINE.—LOUISVILLE |Heating surface of the tubes is S58ft., of the fire-box 100ft. |unknown in this country. The two cross beams already referred
The total heating surface is 958 square feet. The chimney is to are bored at each end to receive a round pin. These pins
AND NASHVILLE RAILWAY.
the ordinary spark-catching tribe. The boiler is fed by two carry at each side two slings or links 7jin. long from centre
WE illustrate this week a goods locomotive on the Louisville of
long-stroke pumps, 2in. diameter, worked from the crossheads
By the aid of these rings a casting of the form shown
and Nashville Railway, U.S. It will be seen that this engine | direct. The total weight of the boiler is 11,107 lb. ; of the frames isto centre.
suspended, all tensile strain being taken off the cast iron by
resembles in many respects that, engravings of which appeared in and crosshead
plete, 4587 Ib. ;of the two cylinders, 4400 Ib. ; | the two wrought iron ties, one of whichis shown. The centre
our impression for February 16th and 23rd,
and of the engine complete, with water in the boiler, 71,000 Ib., or of the casting is bored to take the bogie pin, and in the recess
In many respects this engine resembles that already described, 31 tons 5ewt. This, considering the enormous weight of the| surrounding the pin, as shown in the plan and section, rests a
but there are some poiats of difference worth notice. The engine cylinders and many other portions of the engine, is much less than cylindrical casting, the top of which fits into a recess formed to
is carried on eight wheels, four ina bogie and four drivers. These last would be anticipated. The comparatively small weight is, how- receive it in the cylinder castings.
are but 4ft. 10in. diameter ; they are of cast iron with steel tires. ever, due to the thinness of the boiler plates, which are but fin, It will be seen that the front end of the engine is carried by
The axles are 6}in. in diameter, the fittings of the axles, the axle except the front tube sheet, which is yzin. The back tube plate, the four links, and is, therefore, free to swing laterally through a
boxes, and the construction of the journals is precisely the same as which is of copper, ;;in. thick, while the remainder of the fire- range of two or three inches, It is obvious, however, that an
the engine already described. The bogie wheels are of chilled | box is of steel plates only jin. thick.
equilibrium can only exist when both the links are at the same
cast iron, 2ft. 2in. diameter. The axles are 4jin. diameter. The
There are many points about this boiler, and indeed about angle, and the result is that the engine has always a tendency to
construction of the bogie is similar to that usually adopted in the | the American locomotive boiler generally, which deserve careful sit right over the centre of the = ie. Now this freedem of
States. The frames are not precisely the same as those already attention. The extreme lightness of the plates used, and this lateral motion is a most essential advantage. Hitherto it has
described, each frame consisting of two main forgings, united at with working pressure of 1201b. to 1601b, on the square inch, is only been got in this country by the arrangement used by Mr.
the leading driving wheel hornAdams on the North London Railway by the Bissel truck, or by
plate. The after part consists of
Adam’s radial axle-boxes, which last may be left out of consideraFia. 1,
two bars, while the leading portion
tion, as we are now dealing with bogies ao. In the Bissel
is on one bar only, connected with
truck the engine is always brought back to the centre position by
theafterpart by a Y piece. Anininclined planes in a way too well known to require explanation,
spection of the engraving is rebut there is the friction of the wedge to be overcome, and this is
quired to make the details of the
often very great, and does mischief. Much force is required to
mode of junction quite clear. The
make the truck shift at all, and when it does shift it goes over
fitting of the springs and balance
with a jerk, generally too far, and the engine, as a consequence, is
levers is nearly the same as in the
unsteady, and wanders. Nothing of this kind can take place with
first engine, the balance beams
the swing bogie just described, which appears to us to possess
being 5ft. 3in. from centre to
some very admirable points indeed,
centre, and there is a slight difference in the — of fitting _
spring stirrups
to thespring ends,
the knife-edge system being very
fully carried out, The main or
after bar of the frame at the firebox end is 4in. deep by 3hin.
pa
wide, The lower member is 2in.
deep by 3hin. wide. The whole
depth of the frame at the hornplates is 214in. The main springs
are 3ft. long from centre to
centre. The ~— springs are
3ft. 14in. long.
e forward or
single bar portion of the frames is 4in. deep and 34in. wide. It is somewhat startling to English engineers, and the number of locoswelled out at the place where the cylinder saddle slots rest on motive boiler explosions which occur yearly in the United States
it, and four keys are driven here, as shown in the plan, to aid in | has led to the conclusion that the system of construction is a
securing the cylinders. The total length of the frames over all is | We, think, however, that this opinion has been too harshly
22ft. and the width between them is 7ft. 4in. The wheel base of | formed, nearly all the explosions which occur in the States not
the drivers is 8ft. 4in., the wheel base of the bogie is 5ft. 6in., | ae the result of original weakness, but of neglect or overIt will be remembered that the ten-wheeled goods engine,
eating—the latter due in a great many cases to the use of very illustrated
and the total wheel base is 22ft. The gauge is 5ft.
in our impression for February 16th, is fitted with a
The cylinders are 18in. diameter with a stroke of 2ft. They are | bad water. Little or no thought is given in the States to the very
variety of cross-head. This we now illustrate on a
ractically identical in every respect with those already described. quality of water used, anything will do so long as it is not highly largersingular
scale
1. In the ten-wheel goods engine the leading
e pistons are a little different. The piston-rods are of steel, charged with mud; and when we consider that American loco- driving wheelsin Fig.
are placed so far forward that it is impossible to
2hin. diamet
The
head is guid by four bars, two on | motives have to traverse the most out-of-the-way and compara- use ordinary double
guides
for the crosshead without spreading the
tively
uncivilised
districts,
it
is
obvious
that
to
obtain
good
water
each side, but the bars are arranged, as will be seen, at a higher
farther apart than is desirable, as the crank-pin and
level than the piston rod, and the method of fixing them to the | at every watering station is out of the question. In this country cylinders rod
are in the way. If single guides are used, consisting
cylinder cover is worth attention, the distance piece between them ' our watering stations are usually supplied from the waterworks of coupling
either of one bar above the piston-rod or of one above and another
not being cast on the cover, but bolted to the enormously large |the neighbouring towns with water well filtered and comparatively below,
it is difficult to get wearing surface enough. Two guides—
flange of the stuffing-box. The crosshead slides are of immense | pure, but, as has been stated, this condition does not usually one above
and the other below the piston-rod—do not help
length—16in.—and the guide bars, which are of steel, are nearly obtain in America,
each
other
; as the pressure on the slides is on one of them alone
We shall now give a more complete description of the swing while the engine
3in. wide. The valve gearis of the usual shifting link type. The
is running either way—being on the top one
throw of the eccentrics is _ and that of the valves in full gear bogie illustrated in our impression for February 23rd, as some while running forward,
on the bottom one running backward.
the same. The radius of the link is 5ft. 6in, The valve spindle of our readers have apparently failed to understand ,its pecu- In the crosshead which and
we illustrate two guides are used, both
is 5ft. lin. long from the rocking shaft centre to the centre of the culiarities, The bogie consists of a rectangular wrought iron above the piston-rod. This
gives double the wearing surface, or
bridle, and it is SaaS note that no joint is introduced, the frame 7ft. oy | and 4ft. 5}in. wide. To this at either end
as the ordinary double guides which are placed on each
up and down play at the rocker arm end being allowed for solely are bolted the hornplates, which are secured together by a strap assidemuch
the
crosshead.
The
engraving
sufficiently clear not to reew - inging of the spindle. The rocker arms are 9in. long. tie below. Near the centre of its length and on the upper side of quire any explanation, the one figureisbeing
a longitudinal and the
e weight ofthe motion is counterpoised by a very elegant arrange- this frame are fixed two bridge frames shackling across it. Under other a transverse section.
:
ment of spring. A three-leaved — spring is fixed firmly at the the top frame at each side near the middle of its length is
While
on
the
subject
of
crossheads,
we
may
refertoHarden's
end in a buckle — on the end of an adjustable drop rod, laying secured a casting in which rests the buckle of the inverted plate glass bearings. The annexed engraving, Fig. 2, ow itself. It
hold of a horizontal projection on the link
r shat, while the spring. This spring rests at each end in a stirrupsecured between is a plan of the crosshead
of a |
tive engine, fitted with glass
small end of the spring bears on a stirrup secured under the barrel two wrought iron bent plates, secured to each other with bolts bearings on Harden’s patent. The glass is in the shape of small
of the boiler. This is much neater than ary other arrangement of and distance pieces, These iron plates form a hedge beam, each discs let into the ate, The patent has been in successful opera8 always tion on several of the leading railroads in the United States for
sp! with which we are acquainted. The exhaust port is 17in. end of which rests on the top of an axle-box. The
by 24in., and the steam ports 17in. by 1jin. Thevalve
has a jin. keep the same distance from the rails, while the bogie frame rises the last three years, The patent is worked by the Columbian
lap. The distance from centre to centre of the cylinders across and falls as the spring bends, It will be seen that as the whole Ironworks Manufactory Company, Clinton-street, Chicago.
in a line drawn across the centreof the spring
the
engie is 6ft. 10in. The weight of each cylinder complete with weight is carried
buckles, the utmost freedom of motion is given ;so the fore wheels
valve Chest is 2200 Ib., or 19 cwt. 2 qr. 16 Ib.
eee
\
The boiler is double riveted t
out. It is 19ft. 10in. long, 0 Oe nt Oo Se e
A compaky is being formed for the purpose of establishing works
centre of gra’ ityorsetting up
and 4ft. diameter. The outside fire-box is 5ft. 10in. long, without altering
es, and like
any cross strains, te e
x
e at Middlesbrough, in order to pened ornwnails,
and 3ft, 8in. wide, and 6ft. 1
The inside box
articles by the machine invented by Mr. Frederick
Jones,
arrangement by which
3ft. lin. wide, 5ft. 3in. long, and 5ft. 2in.
u. There are now come, however,
and patented by Mr, Edwin Francis Jones, of Middlesbrough,
i
148 tubes of iron, 2in. diameter outside, and 11ft, lin, long, - The of the engine is carried,
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Thus, in the opinion of a most competent judge, of an officer rapid manner than the fibre of the iron, and the effect is that
who has made an especial study of his subject, none of our present the fibre is left in relief—in fact an etched plate is formed, from
ships are efficient, not one fit to cope with the new condition of which, by suitable ink or other substance, an engraving may be
naval warfare. The weapons alluded to as beating the gun are, printed, after the superfluous acid has been carefully washed
first, the ship used as aram; second, the torpedo; this latter, how- away and the specimen dried. The specimens sent to us have
ever, making the ram a very hazardous mode of attack.
been printed from simple prepared carbon paper, such as is used in
Taking the torpedo as by far the most important weapon, but offices and other places as manifold writing paper.
without excluding the others, it will be my endeavour to bring beThe paper upon which the impression is to be made is laid upon
foreapinea form of vessel more adapted to the altered condition of a cushion composed of several sheets of, paper, the carbon paper
naval warfare than any now extant. Formerly, broadside on was is laid on the top of the clean paper that is to be printed upon,
the mode of attack, because bringing the greater number of guns
in on the top of the carbon paper is placed the etched plate or
to bear ; with ironclads, resenting thebroadside is their weakest block of iron, the whole is vd in an ordinary letter-co) ying
position, as presenting the greatest extent of penetrable armour, press and screwed down until a good pressure is produced. t pon
and laying them more open to ram and torpedo attacks. The form removing the pressure a fine sharp picture is found on the white
of vessel, of which the Sone are before you, is taken from the gd showing every fibre of the iron in a clear and distinct manner.
Eastern type, prevalent from Egyptto Japan inclusive, and of which
e application of this simple process is too obvious to need much
the Bombay cotton boat is one of the best specimens; butinmy vessel description, Whenever the formation of piles in a rail, round or
the any cae bag! will be prolonged to a form approaching that other section of iron, is required, here is a quick and handy method
of the cigar ship, for reasons which I will explain later. Her ex- for discovering it. As a means of studying the alteration of fibre
treme length is to be 300ft.; beam, one-fourth of length, 75ft., in the neighbourhood of welds it is invaluable. It may also be
enabling her to
fourteen 35-ton guns, weighing, with 23-ton applied in supplying information in relation to M. Tresca’s valuable
carriages, 812 tons, little more than two turrets with their guns. memoirs on the flow of solids.
These fourteen guns are to be mounted on Captain Moncrieff’s sysThe specimens sent to us are eighteen in number, numbered
tem, having, without altering her position, a greater weight of all- from
1 to 18 inclusive, from which we have selected thirteen for
round fire than any existing form, while exposing less vulnerable illustration,
Fig. 1 is a machine-made rivet planed through the
surface, the guns being mounted in an oval, terminating forwards longitudinal axis
rivet was made by one of Weston and
in an acute spherical angle. Her best mode of attack being stem Grice’s direct-acting; this
machines, in which the tool or header
on, she will bring eight guns firing ahead or astern parallel to the has a direct motion vertical
only
; in this is clearly perceived the regular
keel, the beam gun and contiguous gun firing alternately. The
the fibre on each side of the centre of the head. No. 2 is
— of the major axis of the ovalis half the extreme length, flow ofa machine-made
rivet; this rivet was made by one of De
150ft.; any increase of the length of the oval would diminish the
eccentric machines, in which the tool or header has a
defence by exposing a larger surface to an attack on the broadside, Bergue’s
compound
motion,
Here
can be seen that the fibre is not so
while any diminution would cramp the s
for working the guns.
on each side the centre as in that made by the directThe ketch rig gives a clear deck for the same purpose, and the symmetrical
acting
machines,
Figs.
3
and
4 are two rivets made from the
lateen form of head sails tends more than the present form to lift same bar of iron, Fig. 3 being a machine-made
by De Bergue’s
the bow, ease the pitching motion, and so to increase the speed. machine, and Fig. 4 being a hand-made rivetrivet
will be noticed
On looking over vol, v. of your “
ions,” I found that one that the fibre is still more irregular in; itthe
hand-made
of your vice-presidents, Admiral Sir Edward Belcher, had pro- rivet head than that made by the machine. Figs.
and
posed, in 1829, to sail an 18-gun brig stern foremost and ketch 6 are two rivets also made from the same bar in 5which
rigged, so I trust that this proposal to carry out similar principles the hand-made rivet head shows signs of being burnt. Fig. 7 is
on a larger scale will obtain his approbation.
and Grice’s Galstad enliven made from the solid.
The proposed beam is nec
to admit of a powerful battery one of8Weston
and 9 are two bolts, Fig. 8 with a welded head, and Fig. 9
firing ahead or astern in attacking or retreating, and only seems Figs.
with
a
solid
head
in the first a distinct separation of the fibre of
excessive through the size our ships have attained ;proportionately the head from the ; fibre
of the shank is visible, whilst in the second
it is not greater than that of our former wooden ships.
the
regular
flow
of
fibre from the shank to the head is very
I now come to the long projecting bow. In the discussion on
Figs. 10 and 11 are bolts for fastening rails, with square
Captain Colomb’s second paper, “‘On the Attack and Defence of apparent.
11 being planed through the diagonal of the square
Fleets,” at the Royal United Service Institution, on the 15th of necks, andFig. Fig.
12 being planed at right angles to the sides; the
January last, the question was asked, ‘‘ How would you attack an neck,
large
nut
of
i 11 shows all crystal, the lock nut shows a rough
enemy’s fleet, supposing each ship of the enemy towing a Harvey fibre mixed wit.
the nut of Fig. 12 is also part fibre and
torpedo on each side?” It appears to me that the result, whether part crystal. Fig. 0stal,
a link of a chain cut in halves, The fibre
with fleets or single ships, would be in favour of the oy giving in this case is shown isvery
distinctly, and the break at the weld
the first hits with the to’
o, and that this would
best obdecided. Fig. 13 is a cross section and longitudinal section
tained by an outrigger of the length of a late first-rate’s jib-boom, isof very
a
Vignoles
rail,
In the right-hand members of the equations 2, 3, and 4, the about
seventy feet, with a housing of twelve or fifteen feet from
first term expresses the forced part of the ship’s rolling, which the projecting
stem of my vessel. Again, this form of stem would
keeps time with the motion of the waves; the second term tow
two
torpedoes, one on each side, with not more than
At the last meeting of the Leeds Corporation a communication
expresses the free part which is performed in her own natural three or other
four fathoms of line, all three at the requisite depth was read from the Phosphate Sewage Company (Limited). It
period, and whose semi-amplitude is expressed by A.
under
water
to
secure
an
effective
explosion,
while
the
form
of
submitted
to the council a proposal for the treatment of the entire
The arbitrary constants A, a, may have any values; but if we stem under water exposes less surface to an attacking torpedo
sewage of Leeds, The company offered: (1) to deodorise and
make the assumption already mentioned, that the free part of the than
any
ship
of
the
present
form.
Should
an
enemy’s
ship
appurify
the
sewage of Leeds as it flows into the river Aire at the
rolling originates in a sudden commencement of the action of the proach with an intention to ram, the towing torpedoes may
present outfall, so that the effluent water should not cause a
waves upon a ship that is previously upright and stationary, we allowed to run out the line till the torpedo has crossed
her
course
;
nuisance
or
be injurious to the public health, the standard of
obtain the following result :—
then, the break being applied, she will be at once destroyed, purity to be that
prescribed by the Thames Conservancy Board for
Let te denote the instant of which the sudden commencement of andVessels
of
this
form
will
have
greater
buoyancy
than
those
of
the
admission
of water into the Thames at Teddington; (2) the
the action takes place.
the present form, and therefore would carry thicker armour, and term of treatment
to be for twenty-one years; (3) to pay halfMake 6, = 0, and d 0 = 0,
if requiring ballast to steady her in rolling, it might be—
in
|interest at the rate of five per cent. per annum on the outdt
thicker bottom plates; but these are subjects that specially belong am
ay of works, &c., hereafter mentioned ; (4) to lodge in the hands
to express the upright and stationary condition of the ship. to the naval architect.
trustees a deposit of £10,000 in order to provide for the above,
Then from equation Z the following value of the semi-amplitude
Another advantage of this form is that it gives greater rapidity of
the interest of the above security to be paid to the company; (5)
of the free part of the oscillation is easily deduced :—
in turning, thus enabling her more readily to avoid sudden attacks to keep the works in good and efficient repair; (6) not to create
by ram or torpedo, and punishing the attempt with her stem or her any nuisance by any part of their process. The company would
© BaTe" = V4s+ 2og2@ts
A=
. o 2etoy
f.
ins,
to purchase the land necessary for the
TSU
TR
tj 5° ©
“> to guns, without disputing the superiority of the rifled gun expect theof Corporation
the works, and to erect such works as the company
Hence it follows that if we assume the sudden commencement when, as on shore, the platform and the object are both fixed, at erectionrequire,
subject to the approval of Mr. Hawksley that
of action already mentioned, the greatest inclination of the ship to sea I should prefer the smooth bore, giving ¢he advantage of rico- might
such works would be fitted for a precipitation process, and would
the wave-surface is increased beyond what it would be if the chet firing, where platform and object are both in motion, and the also
a the Corporation to deliver the sewage into the works.
— oscillation existed alone in the proportion expressed as range ever changing, and also for the power of using grape-shot.
As
to the merits of the process, and its capability effectually to
follows :—
In the encounter between the Royal Sovereign and the Camel, ‘aap the sewage, attention was directed to the opinions expressed
A
(T2-T.?)
(T.4
.
2a?
with Harvey’s torpedoes, it may be assumed that had the Royal y the eminent chemists Professor Voelcker and Dr. Letheby.
1——i- 2S
. am S 2
te
Ts
loa 1g"
"=
Sovereign’s 25-ton guns been smooth-bores, and using grape-shot The
letter was referred to the Streets aud Sewerage Committee,
in proportion to the round shot they would throw, the Camel with instructions to report thereon.
2 30 fo} (Oe)
se
would have been defeated on her first attack, As the case now
PROFESSOR PEPPER AT THE EGYPTIAN HaLu.—Last Saturday
stands,
this
torpedo
success
condemns
the
whole
turret
system,
Professor Pepper gave a private exhibition at the Egyptian
In the case considered by Mr. Froude, the sudden commencegun would probably admit of an 18in. bore, throwing an Hall,
of some of the entertainments and lectures which he is now
ment of action is assumed to take place at the crest or at the A 35-ton
lb. shot ; and a cluster of grape of, say, twelve Jin. 501b. shot, delivering
there daily. He said that the preparations had had to
trough of « wave ; and then we have t = 0, and the ratio given in 800
would, with disc and rod, be of about the same weight, and
equation 6 becomes
made in a very hasty manner, as within a few days the whole
speedily settle any unarmoured or light-armoured ram, gun, or be
of
the
interior
the lecture room had had to be ornamented and
Sa
ee
(7) torpedo vessel venturing within range, and thus in some measure decorated, and ofchanged
from its former dilapidated state, into a
restore some of the lost power of the gun.
.
place
possessing
al)
the comforts of a drawing-room. Certainly the
According to my experience, every vessel moving through the
If we next assume that the sudden commencement of action
and comfortable appearance of the hall, as it is at present,
takes place at that part of the wave surface where the slope is water, except before the wind, raises a sea against her in propor- elegant
very creditable to Professor Pepper, and those who acted
tion to her bulk, yo and weight. This is visible even in the is
under his instructions. He began by saying that he and Mr.
steepest, we have t? = ”> ; and the ratio in question becomes
gentle movements of an aquatic bird in water, elsewhere as smooth Tobin
intended to take up the subject of spiritualism and to go
as
a
plate
of
glass,
and
in
buoys
and
piers
of
bridges
in
a
tide-way.
it very fully, soin the first place he intended to give a lecture,
1+ T.?
mec
(8) In an account of the visit of Commodore Perry, of the United into
rather a scientific entertainment, illustrated by brilliant optical
States Navy, to Japan, I find it stated that ‘‘ the heavy sea at the orexperiments,
and this was to be followed by another entertainIn all intermediate parts of the wave surface the ratio has landing-place caused a long delay in embarking.
oS
in which he would exhibit some of the phenomena said to be
intermediate values,
last, when all were embarked, a further advantage of the Japanese ment
witnessed
at
dark
séances. He then explained the nature of light,
The reciprocal of the ratio expressed in equation 6 is, of course, boats, whose superior speed was already known, was manifest in and told how Dr. Thomas
Young established the wave theory of
the proportion in which the wave slope required in order to the fact that all who were in the Japanese boat arrived at the light,
although
Sir
Isaac Newton and all the leading philosophers
produce a given maximum inclination of the ship is diminished if ship quite dry, while those in the American boats were thoroughly of the day were against
Professor Pepper next described the
we assume a sudden commencement of action,
drenched.” From this fact I put it to the consideration of naval assumed properties of thehim.interstellar
ether, keeping clear of the
It must be observed, however, that the assumed suddenness of architects whether, seeing that ramming is hardly possible in the
of atomic motion, after which he gradually approached
action never can take place in practice ;and I am disposed to face of the torpedo, a total change in the form of the bow of the hypothesis
subject of the retention of vision, illustrating his remarks with
consider that the free part of the ship’s rolling is due almost breastwork monitors to that on the principle here proposed might the
very fine experiments, proving to every spectator that after
wholly to such causes as the action of the wind, or that of small enable them to face the sea, which more than one example shows some
a thing is seen, the impression it makes on the retina does not fade
waves superimposed upon the great waves, or want of uniformity that they are now not able to do.
away
at once, but leaves a “ spectral” image for a few seconds. He
in the great waves themselves; and that the only practical way of To conclude. Considering that living onan island not producing also exhibited
some tubes containing some very good samples of
providing against the effect of the free part of the rolling is to sufficient food for the population, our commerce is our life, that Bologna phosphorus,
glowed in the dark for several minutes
allow a margin in the limiting angle of stability whose proper we could not exist in our present numbers without it, a hostile after being subjected which
the action of a strong light. Although
amount can be determined by experience alone.
fleet at sea unopposed would be even more fatal than a landing on the experiments were tonecessarily
of a popular character, he went
our shores; that thus the absolute necessity of attack is forced sufficiently deep into the subject
of the nature of light, to
upon us; and that, as far as I am aware, no answer has been given describe Dr, Balfour Stewart’s revolving
disc experiON A NEW FORM FOR IRONCLADS.
to the question: How is that fleet to be attacked with a reasonable ment, After an interval of ten minutes, magnesium
he came to the spiritualBy Captain Joun WuHEATLy, R.N.
; chance of success? it has been my endeavour, according to my istic
part
of
the
entertainment,
and
said
that
from
what
he had to
In Captain Colomb’s paper ‘‘On the Attack and Defence of ability, to show how this may be effected.
say some friends might think that a sudden change had taken
Fleets,” read at the Royal United Service Institution last April,
place in his opinions about spiritualism, so as to throw a doubt
after showing the great loss of power of the gun as a weapon, he
over his previous teachings on the same subject, but it really was
states : -‘* This seems to me a very startling conclusion to arrive
a subject which ought to beapproached with caution and diffidence.
PRINTING FROM IRON,
at, and one which lies at the root of all construction and armaEverybody
knew how he had ridiculed and despised spiritualism,
WE place before our readers at page 236 an illustration which,
ment, It is not as though it were certain that gun must meet gun, however
but the fact that there were ten millions of spiritualists inAmerica
remarkable
in
its
character,
will,
we
feel
sure,
possess
no
and therefore the recession was common to both sides of the equa- common interest for those who use iron, whether in bridges, bars, and one million in England, proved that it deserved very careful
tion, but it is that some other —— or weapons are making tre- |
boilers, or ships. ‘The engravings are, as far as is consistent attention, since all of them could not be mad. He would theremendous strides, and are beating the gun in competition. It may ||rails,
with a reproduction on wood, fac-simniles of selections from a fore divide spiritualism into three classes; firstly into those who
mean also that the manner of constructing the carriage—that is, number
specimen sheets courteously placed at our disposal by perform for the sake of money, who were tricksters and impostors;
the ship—is at the bottom of the recession, In any case I can con- M. Van of
into those who perform without payment, for the sake
Ruth, who has for several years acted as inspector of iron secondly,
ceive no more important subject for inquiry than whether my for
the
Dutch
Government. He has from time to time turned his of notoriety and for the gratification of vanity ; thirdly, into
figures and deductions are correct. If they are, I can only express | attention to discovering
those who do not declare themselves to be believers in spiritualism,
some
means
of
examining
the
fibre
of
my belief that we are close upon a very extraordinary reconstruc- iron, and recording it for the purpose of comparison. After several but who are searching after any truth which may be at the bottom
tion of our navy.”
trials he has arrived at an extremely simple and efficient method of it. His friend Mr. Crookes, whom he had known for twenty
was one of these; besides, Lord Lindsay, Mr. Varley, and
his method we shall now pro- yee
| of obtaining the results required.
Read before the Institution of Naval Architects,
r. Wallace, were men above suspicion.
e then described a
+ When the following equations are treated as approximately applicable ceed to describe.
to a ship whose periodic time depends on the extent of roll, the symbol | The sample of iron whose fibre is to be examined is first planed, dark séance at which he and Mr, Tobin were present; he stated
T, is to be understood to denote the periodic time corresponding to the so as to expose a suitable section through any desired point ; this that it was all imposture, and he gave an amusing description of
greatest inclination of the ship relatively to the wave-surfuce.
He concluded by saying that his
in muriati¢ (hydrochloric) acid for such time what they witnessed.
{ For example, in unmasted ships of the Devastation class, rolling ‘ section is immersed
to eat out the ¢inder; this time varies from six arrangements for showing some of the things said to be witnessed
amongst waves of 1000ft. long and 32ft. high, the angle of vanishing as is ne
at
dark
séances,
were
not
complete,
but in # few days everything
hours
to
twenty-four
hours,
agcording
tp
the
s
and
temstability (about 48 deg.) induces a “
inal angle” of 22 deg. (Report
of the Committee on Designs for Ships of War, 1871).
perature of the acid solution. The cinder is a
ed in a more would be in a feorward state, so he would postpone the exhi ition.

ON THE ROLLING OF SHIPS.*
By W. J. Macquorn Rankine, C.E., LL.D., F.R.SS. L, and E,
In the ‘‘ Transactions of the Institution of Naval Architects for
1861,” vol. ii., Mr. Froude gave the approximated expression for
the rolling oscillations of a ship amongst the waves when the
resistance to rolling is neglected. He showed that the angle of
inclination of the shipat any instant consists of two parts, which
may be called respectively the forced part and the free part. The
forced part keeps time with the motion of the waves, and bears a
constant proportion to the ay + of the wave at the same instant,
depending on the proportion borne by the periodic time of the
rolling of the ship in still water to the periodic time of the waves.
The free part has the same periodic time with that of the ship’s
rolling in still water ; and its amplitude or extent is either wholly
or partly independent of that of the wave motion,
Mr. Froude further shows that if we assume that the ship is at
first upright and stationary, and that a wave suddenly begins to
act upon her, a portion of the free part of her rolling oscillation
will depend on the slope and period of that wave. The particular
case which he fully investigates is that in which the sudden
commencement of action takes place either at the crest or at the
trough of a wave: being the two positions in which the effect of
the suddenness of the action is greatest.
The objects of the present paper are, first, to show a general
expression for the effect of suddenness of action, and then to
consider whether, or in what manner, the free part of the rolling
oscillation is to be taken into account in connection with questions
as to the safety of ships with a limited range of stability.
Let ¢ denote time, reckoned from an instant when the ship is on
the crest or in the trough of a wave ;
T’ w the periodic time of the wave-motion ;
T., the periodic time of a double roll of the ship in smooth
water. t
Let © be the steepest slope of the waves;
§ w their slope at the instant ¢ ;
6., the inclination of the ship to the horizon at the same instant ;
A a, arbitrary constants.
The following, in the above notation, is the expression of the
results arrived at by Mr. Froude :—Slope of the wave surface,
8w = Osin ast
(1)
w
Inclination of the ship to the horizon,
— be Tw? ++ Asin,
(t+a)
6,>= _= PITT.
-.————
— Tr,
=
2
Asin- 2e@
(2)
Inclination of the ship to the wave-surface,
Ow T272 " A sin- ee
2er(t +a) 4 ee 6 (3)
a
Ow— ate 6. = Ta
Greatest inclination of the ship to the wave-surface,
eT? +A
———__
(Ow—6,) ) max,max, = T2272
(4)
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ;we
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies,
‘
*,* Allletters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and
ress of
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications.
:
:
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to
inform co’
ts that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with
these instructions.
Mercator.—The needle lubricator is patented in this country.
W. P. (Hunslet-road).—We have not yet received the address you require.
A. B. C.—A cannon ball begins to fall the moment it leaves the muzzle if the
gun has no elevation given it.
G. F. G. (Bury St. Edmunds).—
Your invention is identical in every essential
with the Howson furnace patented not loag since.
A Supscriper.—Hydraulic brakes of alinost every conceivable form have been
patented over and over again during the last thirty years.
G. K. 8. anp Co.—The address of the inventor tof the patent slide valve is
Mr. Win. Dawes, Kingston-grove, Woodhouse-lane, Leeds.
A YounG AUSTRALIAN.—Mazton’s treatise on drawing is very good, 30 is
Binns’. You cannot learn how to design locomotives from books, however.
A Constant SupscriBer.—You will find, in a recent impression, a letter
Srom an engineer who has been in Turkey, which will supply you with the
information you require. English engineers are well received, and get on
satisfactorily, previded they do not drink.
W. J. G.—A speed of seventy-two miles per hour has occasionally been attained
on the Great Eastern Railway, and of seventy-five miles per hour on the
Great Northern Railway, but only for very short distances. The average
speeds of the fastest trains on different English lines lies between forty-two
and forty-seven miles per hour. There is no such Act ax you speak of.
Op SupscriBer.—We are quite certain that your invention is novel only as
regards details. The principle is very old ; such an invention is, indeed,
submitted to us, with much regularity, every few months, The objection is
that no automatic arrang
t for stopping trains within a given distance
of each other has the smallest chance of being adopted by railway companies, because no machinery is reliable. It requires constant supervision,
and is at best a poor substitutefor human intelligence.
C. B. M. (Great Bridge-street).—A great deal depends on the space you have
available, the quantity of feed-water you use, and the pecuniary outiay you
are willing to incur. If the quantity of water is swall get an old egg-end
boiler, say 4ft. long by 15ft., set it up on end, and jill it with a layer of
brushwood at bottom, and on this put sand up to within 4ft. or 5ft. of the top,
draw the water from the bottom, and pump in at the top. A pond may be
arranged for the supply of a larger quantity of feed. Unless you state your
whole case, however, we can give you no precise information.
PH sPHORISED BRONZE FOR ORDNANCE. — Messrs. Monteflore-Levy and
Kiintzel are desirous of stating that the passage (p. 127 ENGINEER, 23rd
February, 1872) in our article on “ Phosphorised Bronze,” in which,
on the authority of Captain Majendie’s report, we have said that “‘ the first
definite ——_ on the physical properties of phosphorised bronze were
published by Mr. Ruolz” is incorrect. Whilst those gentlemen do not
appear to contest the fact alleged of Mr. Ruolz having in 1854-6 having recognised more or less the properties of phosphorised bronze and inaugurated
experiments upon it, we understand them to affirm that Mr. Ruolz never
ublished anything then on the subject, nor until after the date of their
Montefiore-Levy et Cie.) earlier publication. Assuming the facts to be so,
on all acknowledged principles of invention or scientific priority, Messrs.
Montefiore-Levy and Kintzel are entitled not only to the merit of being the
first to conduct a great research upon the properties of this material, but
must also be viewed as entitled to the rights appertarning to being its first
discoverers. We shall not attempt to adjudicate, having so far before us
the facts, but in an ex parte and incomplete inanner. But admitting that
Mr. Ruolz did not publish anything on the subject prior to Messrs.
Montefiore-Levy and Kintzel, it would follow that injustice has been done
to the claims of these gentlemen by Captain Majencic’s report, in which it is
stated (pp. 23, 24) that ‘‘the use of phosphorised bronze, for ordinary
articles of commerce, or in its attempted application to guns, is not new,”
the context showing that this must be taken to mean not new quo ad
Montefiore-Levy et Cie., and upon which grounds of alleged want of novelty
personal to them, they allege injustice has been shown to them by the
British military authorities,
VIENNA EXHIBITION.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Will any correspondent favour me with the address of the
secretary of the London Committee of the Vienna Exhibition of 1873?
March 28th, 1872.
W. J.
ASTBURY’S OXIDE OF IRON PAINTS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Srr,—I can endorse all that your correspondents, R. D. B. and Co.,
say in favour of the above paints.
ENGINEER,
March 27th, 1872.
MEETING NEXT WEEK.
Tue InstirvTION OF CrtviL Enoingrrs. — Tuesday, April 9th, at
8 p.m. : Discussion w Mr. J. H. Latham’s paper on the ‘ Soonkésala
Canal of the Madras Irrigation and Canal Company.”
Roya Unitep Service Instirvution.~Monday, April 8th, at 8.30 o. H
“*H.M.S8. Agincourt on and off the Pearl Rock,” by Commander
iH.
Boyle, R.N. Mr. W. James, late 42nd (Royal Highland. The Black
brepy. a explain his method of converting the regulation bell tent
into a shelter tent.
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the
are to be addressed to the Publisher, , Mr. Gamage henetd Miche,all other
letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tae Exaineer, 168, Strand.
Tue EnGineeEr can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
Srom the officeon ee te tty terms (paid in advance):—
Half-yearly (including double number) .. «. «- £0 14s, 6d.
Yearly (including two double nwmbers).. .. + £1 98.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will
°,*- The bertay«ee te of four lines and underis three shillings ;
vans seinn ninepence.
line averages eight words ; blocks are
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from the surface of the soil; but this has been convincingly
ENGINEER. | — not to happen with superficial, and it is still less
ikely to occur with cubical irrigation, in which the volume
of —- exposed to contact with the air is comparatively
FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1872.
small,
The difficulty the authorities of Birmingham have to
THE BIRMINGHAM SEWERAGE BILL.
contend against is the di
and utilisation of the sewage
Ir is some time now since the local authorities of Bir- of nearly half a million people. Formerly this was dismingham received a serious warning from the Court of charged in the usual manner, into the nearest river, but
Chancery to place their sanitary arrangements in a more this outlet is no longer available. In order to obey the
satisfactory condition than that which
reviously dis- injunction of the Court of Chancery, which has ordered
tinguished them. However negligent and remiss they the nuisance created by the discharge of the sewage into
may have been before they practically experienced the the river to be abated, the authorities are desirous of purforce of an “injunction,” it must be admitted that subse- chasing land for the purpose of a sewage farm. The ratequently to that order being obtained against them they set payers have given their consent to the construction of the
vigorously to work to adopt those measures which are now
roposed wor
The advice of several eminent engineers
universally acknowledged to constitute the only effective
as been sought, and acted upon, in the matter, and there
remedy for the evil under which they laboured. —- is no reason for anticipating anything but a successful
upon the motto, “ Better late than never,” they institute
termination to the proceeding. We have already alluded to
an inquiry into the various methods which had been ex- the remarks made by one person upon this scheme, properimented upon, proposed, and adopted for the utilisation posed in the interests of the inhabitants of Birmingham;
of town sewage in different localities. An influential and another enemy
of the irrigation principle designates
impartial committee was appointed to visit sewage farms, the efforts of the promoters of the bill as “ palpaas well as those districts in which precipitating and bly and abominably iniquitous and vile.”
In other
deodorising processes had been put in operation. It is words, there ought to be no compulsory powers for the
not our intention to follow the committee in its purchase of land whatever, because it occasionally happens
labours,
an arduous éand a ba
responsible
;
J which were
ae of bothere
a
| that land very eligibly situated for the establishment of a
character, as we
have
eal with another stageof the | sewage farm lies in the neighbourhood of a country seat or
proceedings. The result of the inquiry was that, after a mansion, We do not go so far as to assert that we should
careful and fair comparison of the relative merits of the eleet to erect a country mansion in close contiguity to a
different schemes which they had investigated, the mem- sewage farm; but we maintain that we should have no
bers of the committee came to the conclusion that irrigation moral right to retain one at the sacrifice of the convenience,
was the only method that held out to them any promise of much less of the sanitary interests of half a million of
permanent relief from their difficulties. They accordingly in people.
their report recommended that the plan to be adopted
It may be mentioned here that there is no analo
should be that of the purification of sewage by intermittent between the cases of the Birmingham Sewerage and the
downward filtration. The carrying out of this plan would Thames Sewerage Bills, the latter of which was stated to
involve the —
of the sewage to a moderate have been withdrawn, and was brought in to back up the
quantity of land only, as the principal object kept in view arguments of the opponents to the former. The one is a
was the purification of the sewage so as to cause the effluent scheme confined altogether to the immediate and urgent
water to be fit for discharge into the nearest stream. requirements of a single town, which does not admit of
The cultivation of the land, and the utilisation of the alternative routes of drainage or any extended choice in
sewage as a manure, do not appear to have been paid much the matter of land. The other is a very comprehensive
attention.
Fortunately in those instances in which project. There are several different methods of carrying it
irrigation is the principle employed, a pure effluent water out, which would practically afford the same result. It
is the best guarantee for the utilisation of the sewage might be conntel all in one or in detail, at different
manurial ingredients. They must either pass into the soil, periods or simultaneously, whereas the Birmingham sewage
be used up ‘by the plants, or remain in the water; this works cannot be delayed any longer, and must, moreover,
is the essentially valuable feature in irrigation. When be carried out in extenso, The whole nature of the opposithe process is properly put into execution it secures at tion was well summed up in the observation of one of the
one operation the two desiderata: it utilises the sewage as supporters of the bill, who remarked, that “while the
a fertiliser, and at the same time purifies the effluent nuisance to be abated affected 350,000 people, the nuisance
water. There is no deodorising or disinfecting process which it was alleged would be soctted affected only two.”
which has ever accomplished in a satisfactory manner this It is quite possible that there are some parliamentary
double result.
battles in store for the promoters of sewage bills, although
Having once determined upon the course of action they it is not probable they will be of quite so virulent a
intended to follow, the Birmingham authorities proceeded character as those which distinguished the railway contests,
to obtain powers from Parliament to enable them to prose- nor of so expensive a nature. The same causes, as the
cute their laudable design. In accordance with old- present instance shows, will not be permitted to operate
established routine they presented a bill, which was to the same extent with regurd to sewerage as to railway
opposed on the motion for the second reading. We intend bills. In fact they cannot, without the stultification of the
examining a little into the opposition raised against this Government. The cases are altogether different. There
bill, as there was a manifest attempt to induce the Legis- was never such an order as an “ injunction ” to construct a
lature to sacrifice the public welfare to private interests. line of railway. The whole undertaking was optional. But
On a first perusal of the report of the proceedings in the with respect to sewerage works, the Legislature actually
House relative to the question, it appeared as if the troubles enforces their execution, and is, consequently, bound to
which attended the infancy of railway works and enter- provide means for securing the necessary quantity of land
prises were to be repeated in the case of those pertaining for the purpose. It would be absurd to insist upon a corto drainage and sewerage. Are the compulsory powers for poration complying with an injunction if the Mill, prothe purchase of land to be a complete dead letter, ur is the perly framed and prepared for meeting the demands of
necessary acreage to be obtained only by the same means the Legislature by that corporation, were thrown out
which rendered notorious kindred transactions in the early of Parliament.
If the Local Act Government officials
days of railways! It is gratifying to notice that in the say to the authorities of a town, “You must utilise
present instance the public welfare has been held to be of your sewage, and keep it out of the streams,” and the latter
more importance than private opposition based on interested reply, “ We are quite ready to do so, but we must have
motives. The want of logic displayed by some of the such and such an area of land, and no other will answer
opponents to the bill was almost on a par with their our purpose,” it is quite clear that either the land must be
ignorance of the sanitary, engineering, and chemical conceded to them under the compulsory purchase powers
features of the sewage irrigation principle. One of or the injunction must be withdrawn.
them remarked that it “was rather premature for the
Although no one really conversant with the general
Birmingham authorities to take the matter out of the features of the sewage irrigation principle would think it
hands of the Government, at a time when the latter were worth while to consider seriously the allegations raised
preparing measures for the amelioration of the public against it by the opponents of the bill under notice, yet it
sanitary condition.” Considering that the Legislature had is gratifying in the cause of truth and sanitary science to
granted an injunction against these very authorities, under find that they were very conclusively refuted by the
which they were bound to act immediately, instead of their promoters.
here may be details in connection with
conduct being premature they were almost too late in the various clauses of the bill which may require modicommencing their operations. When there is the indis- fication, and, perhaps, considerable alteration, before the
putable fact that sewage farms have been in existence for granting of the Act, but there can be no question that the
many years, without producing any but a beneficial result main purpose for which it is intended is one that should
upon the inhabitants in the neighbourhood, it is absurd to be carried out. If the land proposed to be acquired is not
talk about “what the exhalations would be which would the most suitable for the establishment of the sewage farm,
scatter disease in every direction.” It is a mere waste of it is a very simple matter to arrange that another locality
time to make such statements, and a still greater waste to should be selected, without necessarily impugning the
listen to them. It was also asserted that the consequence whole principle of the bill. It is, of course, open to the
of draining the sewage of Birmingham six feet deep by proprietor or tenant of any land in the vicinity of the farm
means of filtration “ would be that the sewage nas
get to allege that it will be a nuisance and an injury to him
into the ditches, it would be carried into the river, would and his property; but if these assertions are to be received
pollute all the streams in the neighbourhood, kill all the as condemnatory evidence against sewage bills, the sooner
tish, and scatter fever in every direction.” According to the whole utilisation system is abolished the better, as
this authority, the principle of cubical irrigation must be a nothing will accrue from the attempt to put it into practice
failure, although it is at present being carried out with but disappointment and expense. That some feaieaeder
great success at Merthyr Tydvil. In his opinion it will do not consider the existence of a sewage farm in their
not only poison the air but the soil as well. But un- neighbourhood a nuisance, or even the discharge of the
fortunately for this mere opinion, which is promulgated by sewage itself of any consequence, is well known. Lord
a gentleman whose country residence is within two miles Warwick has had the sewage of
ington conveyed into
of the proposed works, sewage-farms do not
poison his own park, and residents at Banbury, living within a
either the air or the soil. This is a matter of fact, not of quarter of a mile of the land over which the sewage is disopinion, as several inquiries and investigations have long tributed, state that no nuisance arises in consequence.
ago confirmed. Moreover, the allegation, when it was The Birmingham Sewe:
Bill will now go to committee,
made, partook in itself far more of an interrogative than a and all its clauses will be thoroughly well
It is to be
positive character; and the advocates of the irrigation prin- hoped that any that may be found of a vexatious or objecciple in setting themselves right with the public had tionable character will be expen’, not only to render the
rather in view the di
ination of the truth than the present scheme generally acceptable, but as a guide to the
refutation of that which had never been asserted on reliable preparation of bills ofa similar nature, a
number of
authority. Nothing is easier than to assert that the air in which must, without much delay, come before the Legislathe vicinity of a sewage-farm is poisoned by exhalations ture. It is only fair that, as the Government imposes the
THE
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obligation upon local authorities, it should afford them all to enforce what Captain Formanoir and General Renard have so
reasonable facilities, without prejudicing other parties, of well put—the need of forethought and prevision.”
That most of our author’s views are well reasoned out,
complying with its demands,
and propounded with caution and ——
we need
RAILWAYS IN WAR.
hardly say, but we confess that we regard his ideas as being
Accorpine to popular belief, an enemy proposing to in some respects altogether too gloomy. He does not do
invade our home dominions would attempt to effect a justice to the elasticity of the English railway system.
ost of his arguments are obviously based on the statelanding only at places the names of which may be counted
on the fingers of one hand. He would throw his troops ments and reasoning of M. Von Weber, yet the few exashore somewhere between Dover and Hastings, precise tracts which we shall give presently from Von Weber's
point not stated. At or about Harwich, no one says treatise will, we think, prove thatthere is no analogy whatexactly where. Brighton or its neighbourhood is also ever between the railway systems of England and Gersuggested. Or he might invade Ireland, landing on the many, the first being infinitely superior to the last in eve
articular. Our author also overlooks the fact that this
coast of Clare or Galway. As every one seems to hold the
opinion that a landing will not be attempted in any other is a small island, and that the distance to which troops
localities it is possible that everybody is right. Nevertheless would have to be transported would, under proper arrangewe venture to think that when an enemy does attempt a ments, be very short, and the tax on the powers of the
landing he will probably visit none of these places. Leaving English railway companies would be very moderate as
this point on one side, however, we may turn to the compared with that brought to bear on continental railways
next phase of popular faith, which concerns itself spread over enormous districts,
The maximum exertion that is likely to be demanded of
with the means available to prevent a landing. This
will consist in the massing of troops and artillery any English railway company is involved in the transport
of
about 50,000 men, say to Brighton or Dover, in the
at the tlireatened place by land, and the presence of
an ironclad fleet by sea. With the last we have at pre- course of a day, these men being accompanied, or closely
sent nothing todo. Weare about to deal only with the followed by their artillery and the necessary horses for
arrangements by which troops are to be bronght to the working the guns. The transport would have to be
ible. In spite of the
coast. Here we meet at once with another popular theory. effected in the shortest time
All the available forces of the kingdom are to be concen- ged theory, we think it unlikely that our entire availtrated in London; from the metropolis they are to be able army would be concentrated in London, or, indeed,
carried to the scene of action; and the carrying is to be at any one centre. Under the conditions of an appredone almost entirely by the railway companies. Popular hended invasion, judicious commanders would so distribute
belief asserts once more that the railway companies would their forces, that no army of 50,000 men would be called
be unequal to the task of transporting an army of, say, upon to move more than about 100 miles within twelve
80,000 or 109,000 men and guns to the required distance hours, The transport of such an army from, we shall say,
within the required number of hours. Let us see how far London to Dover or Brighton, or from Manchester
to Liverpool, would present no difficulty with which any
popular faith is well grounded in this matter.
We have now lying before us a pamphlet* which con- efficient traffic manager could not deal with the greatest
tains so much valuable matter that we commend it to the ease, provided he was permitted, as he would be, to interattention not only of oo“ officer in the regular army and fere with, modify, or arrest altogether, the ordinary traffic
in the Volunteer service, but to every traffic manager and of his line. Fifty thousand men represent, after all, about
locomotive superintendent in the kingdom; and we say sixty moderately long trains only, and four such trains
this advisedly, notwithstanding the fact that, as will be could with ease be got away in each hour from any large
seen presently, we take exception to many of Mr. Mallet’s station, such as Victoria or London Bridge. Thus in fifteen
deductions. The pamphlet contains in all 110 pages. Of hours the entire army might be dispatched from a single
these sixty are occupied by the translator’s preface, and nine station. But, as a matter of fact, most of our principal
us, the
are absorbed by an index and list of references to authorities, lines have more than one available terminus.
principally German. Mr. Mallet, while paying a graceful London, Chatham, and Dover Company could embark men
and well-deserved compliment to the skill and energy of at Blackfriars and Victoria, Charing Cross, or London
English traffic managers, yet expresses the gravest doubts Bridge, trains from these latter stations running on to
as to the powers of our existing railway system when called the main line at Beckenham. The South-Western Company
upon to convey large masses of troops at short notice. We could fill their trains at Waterloo, Blackfriars, and Victoria
shall not attempt to follow his arguments at length; they also, because the London, Chatham, and Dover, and the
may be briefly summed up thus:—We possess almost South-Western systems have junctions at Herne-hill and
limitless powers of railway transport, but railway authori- at Wandsworth-road. The London, Brighton, and South
ties and our officers lack “schooling.” In other words, they Coast could also use Victoria and Blackfriars, Not to exhave no experience of the difficulties to be encountered in tend the list, it will suffice to say that nearly all the lines
London are in communication with each other
the conveyance of whole armies to the required points at a
of
short notice. Here are our author's own words on the actually or potentially, and that no matter what
the
kingdom
troops are to be dispatched to from
London,
subject :—
at least two, in many cases twice as many, large terminal
“It may be greatly doubted—to put it in the mildest way— stations are ovale for filling the trains. Thus, under
that such mutual knowledge and para have yet been sufficient
| aaa of circumstances, 50,000 men might be
schooled into either our army or our railways. If not, then at the
‘ decisive moment,’ with all our power, everything would be wild dispatched from London in less than eight hours to any part
confusion and impotence. By national temperament we are slow of the kingdom. As to the running of the trains, when
at picking up new things; we have neither the thoroughness in once they were on the main line, it is obvious that if two
the ‘ thinking-out’ faculty of the Germans, nor the rapid coup started each quarter of an hour, an interval of seven
d’eil and facile organising power under new and unexpected cir- minutes and a-half would intervene between each train
cumstances of the French, Our traffic managers and their subordinates, though of matchless skill and practice in their ordinary and its successor, which would be ample for every possible
routine, which includes, no doubt, occasional great gluts of at requirement. As an example of what may be done in this
least passenger traffic, it may be feared would, in many instances, way, we may state that as many as 30,000 individuals
find themselves confused, hesitating, and wanting in method and have been dispatched by train from the Crystal Palace on
lecision, when suddenly called upon, urged, perhaps stormed at,
to conduct an overwhelming military traffic to which they were a féte day in about four hours without accident of any
new and wholly unused, If the head thus goes wrong in the kind.
Are we, then, to assume that Mr. Mallet is quite wrong,
railway body all the limbs follow. The prevention of this, or the
best means towards it, is ‘schooling ’—study beforehand in peace.” and that we have nothing to fear from the lack of power
Mr. Mallet then goes on to point out the special depart- on the part of the railway companies to meet the requireCeteiaky not. There are two
ments in which our railway system is deficient, showing ments of warfare?
that the mere transport of men with their arms is a trifle elements of weakness to be considered. The first is that,
compared with the difficulties which would be encountered although the men with their rifles may be dispatched
in moving not only men but guns, horses, fodder, provi- very quickly, when once they are in the stations, the same does
sions, and ammunition. A single extract on this point not hold good of guns and horses, As regards the latter
must suffice to show the tendency of Mr. Mallet’s argu- especially. our railway system is extremely weak, a fact
due to the circumstance that horses are not carried on the
ment :—
scale by rail. As regards this view of the case Mr.
‘*Then as to rolling stock to carry, and appliances to load and large
to unload artillery and carriages: do our railway officers know Mallet’s opinions deserve the utmost consideration. We
the weights, sizes, adjuncts and conditions of safe carriage, with are not sure that there is a railway company in the kingthe accuracy necessary to know if the wagons that may be first dom that could undertake the conveyance of 1000 horses
available be really available at all? whether their floors be strong in safety without at least a week’s notice, even though
enough to stand the heavy pressure from the wheels of the guns, they were allowed twenty-four hours besides to dispatch
under the jolting of the road? or are our artillery officers enough them. As regards the guns and stores the difficulty would
of railway mechanics, that, knowing the — of their
, they
t source of
can decide if the floors, &c., be strong enough or not?
If not, is be much less, but not insignificant. The
either party already up to the proper measures to be taken quickly danger, however, lies, we submit, not with the railway
to strengthen them?
e have a goodly lot of horse-boxes, luxur- companies, but with the army. Would it be possible, for
ious travelling stables, fit for officers’ chargers; but has it been example, to march 25,000 men to Victoria and put them
settled on both the railway and military sides whether we have into trains at the rate of 3000 per hour? This is a quesanything better than the open cattle-truck for the transport of the tion
which military men alone can answer. Let us hope
mass of artillery and cavalry horses; or what adjuncts can be
afforded for the fodder and drink, and the comfort of these en that if they are called upon to carry out such a task they
voute? Our goods sheds, though at all great stations usually full may not be found wanting. We regret that lack of space
to encumbrance, are well arranged for ordinary traffic, and the prevents us from dwelling further on Mr. Mallet’s able
goods cranes ample in number ; but is it ascertained how far these and really exhaustive little treatise on the use of railways
sheds are well or ill adapted —or how they should be adapted—to in war, for such is, beyond question, the “ Introduction”
the loading and unloading of military matériel and stores? Is it
not pretty certain that the bulk of the platforms in those sheds which we have been considering.
We have now to deal with Baron von Weber’s paper,
are far too narrow for loading guns and carriages, and that the
bulk of the goods cranes are of too light scantling to bear the which contains much that is useful even for English engiweight of a common field-gun, with its wheels and trail? There neers, while it places the German railway system in a light
are travelling cranes on most of our lines—a few, as on the London which will be novel to many of our readers. It is quite
and North-Western, of great power—and used for clearing the line
after ‘ accidents’ of carriages, débrie, &c. Such cranes travelling refreshing now-a-days to hear that Germans can do anything
along with artillery transports might be made of great service; which is not absolutely perfect. We commend Baron von
but their numbers are very few. Do the railway and arm
Weber's very outspoken
to the party in this country
authorities know even how 7 and of what classes, sweep, a who are never tired of insisting that English engineers
power exist in the country?
hese are illustrations only, and have everything to learn from Germany. We shall not
taken almost at random, as regards railway ‘plant.’ They all go | Stop to express our views on this point at length. It is
the German turn of
* “Our Railway System Viewed in Reference to Invasion ;” being a enough to say that, while we
translation of a memoir entitled “The Train: of Railways for War in thought, and the indefatigable industry which reduces
Hoffrath.
eer and everything to an equation, we also hold that, as
State
of
Railways of the A ustrian Dominion. With an
railway
Introduction and Notes by Robert Mallet, M.1.C,E., F.R.8.,&c. London: an intelligent grasp of the conditions under which
traffic can be worked to the most advantage, they are inChapman and Hall, 1871.
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finitely inferior to Englishmen. Baron von Weber draws
a deplorable picture of the system of working the German
lines, which results from over elaboration,
“Tn no country of the world do we meet with such theorising
relative to the construction of rolling stock as in Germany; for
every kind of
to be conveyed a particular
iage has been
designed, excellent in its especial domain, but of little or no use
for any other p
. The continual on os repassing of
emp
ns,With useless
wear and tear of the lines
and great
complication of construction, is the consequence, These technicalities have greatly ham:
ilways; even the most
explicit order for wagons is a puzzle to the officer appointed over
rolling stock, as well as to the railway officials when the wagons
are required for special purposes.”
The baron’s comparison of English and German railway
stations is altogether in favour of ours:—
** Connected with the English system we find a greater number
of platforms, in each of which ra ee amount of lading capability
for beasts and war matériel is less ;but it is manifest that, with a
number of short platforms, from which access to any rail is open,
much more can be accomplished in this respect than would be the
case if the sum of the lengths of the short stages were united into
a few large ones, to which access was only possible by the shunting
aside of large trains. The development of the principle of the
—
ue ea
tune S oe 2
ger
8
tions which hinge upon the suppos
r of the cutti
psa of the rails by the turntables, upon the difficulty an
tediousness of arranging trains with men or horses, and especially
the advantages of having carriages of such huge dimensions that
the turntable system is caepenel to be impracticable.”
We cannot resist the temptation to give—notwithstanding its length—the following extract concerning signalling,
which will be found not a little suggestive and amusing :—
“The signal system of German railroads is achaos. The authoT
has, in his larger work on ‘The gee
and Signal System of
Railroads’ (Voigt, Weimar, 1867), to which he here refers, completely explained its relations, and since then no essential alteration has taken place, A glance at the statements of that book
shows the injurious as well as unnecessary confusion and want of
uniformity prevailing in the department of this principal element
in securing the safety and punctuality of the German railways, the
extent of which would be almost inconceivable if the divisions of
the country did not explain all that otherwise would be incredible
in this respect.* In comparing the signal system of neighbouri
lines, even of lines running to the same stations, it appears indeed
as if no attention whatever had been paid, when fitting out a new
line with signals, to existing institutions of the same kind; no
account taken of the disadvantage and danger arising from the
prevalence of two, three, or more systems of signalling upon the
same branch line, so that the same ideas are frequently expressed
by directly opposite signs; and not this alone, it seems as if new
forms and signs were sought for with the greatest diligence, from
apparently no other motive than the desire to create something
novel and different. At the same great junction stations (whose
hundred different signals the engine-driver entering at night
watches in bewildering confusion, like stars which from the motion
of the engine through the curves of the station, appear now retrode, now direct, to rush into each other), we find frequently upon
ines running near each other that ‘white light’ signifies ‘stop’ and
‘free passage,’ ‘green light’ here means ‘curve,’ there ‘straight
course.’ Here the horizontal arm of the telegraph means ‘free
passage,’ there ‘stop;’ here the surface of a disc means ‘stop,’
there ‘free passage;’ here a drawn-up wire cage means ‘free
entrance,’ there ‘don’t enter the station,’ &c. &c. The number of
ideas conveyed by signals which a German railway company considers necessary to the carrying on of the service amounts to fiftyeight, three times as many as are used in France and England for
the —_ pu
, and Ae _—i of objects made use of for
si
ing, such as optical telegraphs, discs, flags, arrows, cages,
= amounts to forty-eight. Add to this the fact that some of the
fifty-eight ideas are conveyed in twenty different forms, and we
find that the total number of signals on German lines amounts to
nearly a thousand! Our western neighbours on both sides of the
Channel, of whose railroad institutions we have not yet taken
sufficient notice, are contented with a fourth of the ideas expressed
and a tenth part of the signal forms, and that without in the least
egree infringing upon the safety and punctuality of the service;
for uniformity and simplicity are of such importance in signalling,
that the expression of several possible ideas required but occasionally
should be sacrificed to them.”
We have said enough, we think, to prove that after all
there is little reason to fear that our railway system would
be unable successfully to deal with the demands which
would be made on it if Great Britain were threatened with
invasion. It is generally held, for example, that the railways of Germany proved extremely useful during the last
war in concentrating troops and supplying stores. Yet
we have seen that the German system cannot, on high
authority, compare for a moment with our own. The
success which has attended the conveyance of troops
to the Easter Monday review at Brighton has rendered this a very suitable moment for opening up
questions connected with the use of railways in warfare,
aud we owe our thanks to Mr. Mallet for supplying us with a very valuable text on which to discourse.
As will be seen, we differ from him on just one point,
namely, the capacity of the railway system of Great Britain for making abnormal exertions with success. But as
regards all that he has said concerning the necessity for
training our troops and our officers in what we | term
the art of railway manceuvring, we fully
with him;
and we hope that the matter will not be allowed to drop
until some at least of his suggestions are caried into
practice.
Art Sheffield a great deal continues to be done in steel and railway matériel, The heavy branches generally of the Sheffield trade
remain active.
THE TIN-PLATE TRADE.—The quarterly meeting of the members
of the trade was held on Wednesday at Newport, Mr. Woodruffe,
of the Machen Works, Monmouthshire, in the chair. Twentyseven firms were represented, and there was a good attendance of
buyers. The chairman in his opening remarks referred to the high
se of pig iron, coal, ch
&c., and left it to the meeting to
ecide what advance should be made in plates to meet the rise
in raw materials. Mr. Saunders proposed, and Mr. Moggri
seconded, that the price of I.C. best charcoal tin-plates
fixed at 42s. per box at the shipping ports, which was agreed
to. On the proposition of Mr. J. p 0m Jenkins, seconded
by Mr. Whitehouse,
the price of ordi
. at the shipping ports. Mr, P, 8. Philli
ys
E. Daniels seccnded, that the difference
in coke tin, and
and coke terne plates be 6s, between each X,
ing to the o
list, which was approved of. Mr. Saunders suggested that one of
the four quarterly meetings be held in future at Gloucester, and
it was decided that the
should
be acted upon. The
meeting altogether was a most cheerful
one, the condition of the
ee eek ened coMehiy cncsamging: The members as
usual dined together
after the meeting.
* This was written before the results of the war of 1866 and thato 1
had taken effect.
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partm ent should be appointed with the n op F wers
as a
PRIVATE BILLS IN PARLIAMENT.
tribunal to settle railway affairs, the costs of such tribunal to be SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT ON THE DANKS
PUDDLING PROCESS.
THE most interesting proceedings of the session have been in con- defrayed by the companies.
Mr. Councillor Forwood, of Liverpool, supported generally the
nection with the joint committee of Lords and Commons, appointed
By Mr. G. J. SNELLUS.*
to inquire into the subject of the
tion of railway com- town clerk’s views, but could not approve of a uniform traffic
(Contiuued trom page 228.)
=
one reference to the bills for that purpose now charge for the whole kingdom. He complained of the inequalities
in
the
railway
rates
for
the
carriage
of
coal,
which
was
more
than
fore Parliament, and to consider whether any and what
V.—General Description of the Puddling Process.—The pig is
regulations should beaapaed fyParliament in the event of such double for carrying it through Lancashire than it was for ca ing usually
directly a heat is drawn, and with it a large
it toLondon. He had no fear in relation to the acquisition of the —— charged
ing sanction
of squeezer or roll cinder. This cinder varied a good
The committee consists of the Marquis of Ripon, Lord President ; railways by Government, which had given an excellent illustration eal in composition
from time to time, but a fair sample, taken on
the Marquis of Salisbury, Earl Derby, Earl Gouver, Lord Redes- of what a Government department can do in its management of two
days, contained—
dale, chairman of Lords’ Committees, and Lord Belper. Of the the telegraphs. He had no doubt that they would be able to give
Total iron oe
ee
oe
o. 59%
Commons’ House, pn
Hon. Chichester Fortescue, Presi- all reasonable facilities for goods traffic.
Insol. residue
144 mostly bits of brick, &c.
dent of the Board of
, chairman of the Joint Committee ; Mr. Clarke, of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, also insisted,
Phosphorus ..
°
104
Mr. Dodson, chairman of Commons’ Committees; Mr. Stephen in the event of amalgamation, on securities being given by ParliaSulphur
ee
ee
”
ment in the interests of the public. He recommended periodical
Cave, Mr. Ward Hunt, Mr. Childers, and Mr, Assheton Cross.
a Government department, and There was a small portion of iron in the metallic state interspersed
The bills embraced under the reference are the London and revision of the rates and fares
North-Western and Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Amalga- that the excess over a certain dividend, say 8 per cent., should be through the cinder, This was estimated roughly, and gave 1°40
mation Bill; the Midland and the Glasgow and South-Western applied
to reduction of rates and charges and
to increased per cent. In some cases far more of this cinder was used than
Railway Amalgamatior Bill ;and the Great Western, Bristol and dividend. He believed that it would be to the advantage of the would be formed in the process. Thus the average for No. 4 furExeter, South Devon, and London and South-Western Railway public that the State should take over the railways, but there nace was 6 cwt. 3 qr. 19 1b. per ton of puddled bars, while it
Companies’ Bill. The two bills first indicated above are amalga- might be danger in transferring interests that would so much was still higher on No. 6 ; but since we found that the blooms lost
only about 60 Ib. on re-heating and rolling into bars, and it is
mation schemes proper ; the third, or as it may be called shortly increase the patronage and political power of Government.
probable that another 60 lbs. would cover the loss during the
the four companies’ bill, is not for amalgamation, but for a persqueezin of the puddled ball (we were unable to estimate this
petual arrangement, subject to certain conditions, for traffic and ON THE PROTECTION OF VESSELS AGAINST
directly
because the balls from other furnaces were worked at the
other purposes,
TORPEDOES.*
same squeezer), about 120 lb. would be all that would be formed
a ae has _— heat 4 each of the three bills, after
w
e opponents have
taken their innings, It is not supposed By Herr J. N. Morratu, Chief Engineer Austrian Navy and by us per, say, 650 Ib. puddle bar produce; or, roughly, about
Permanent Member of the Imperial and Royal Shipbuilding $30lb. cinder made per ton of puddled bars against 755 Ib. used ;
that the bills. although they have been arrested in their
"
Commission at Trieste.
so that unless an extraneous supply could be obtained less would
pending the report of the committee, will be withdrawn } the
ordinary courseof procedure. They have each been read a first
THE damage caused by torpedoes and guns to the immersed have to be used, or its place supplied by something else. The
time, and in the event of their being read a second time and com- portion of the hull of a man-of-war is already well-known, and object of its addition is to form a covering for the iron to protect
mitted, they will, of course, be sent to be tried on their merits by with the progress of artillery science this damage will always tend it from oxidation by any free oxygen that may enter the
an oO!
private bill committee. But it must be borne in mind to increase. With the present system of construction, the whole furnace, since it melts quickly. It also, no doubt, aids the
that each House occasionally throws out private bills, without as surface of the ship’s body below the water-line, or rather below fettling, because when the iron is molten and this cinder containwellas with the report of any select or ordinary private bill the armour plates, is defenceless, and for this reason I consider it ing oxide of iron, floating on the top, oxidation of the carbon,
committee;
and there should be little doubt that much importance the duty of every technical man to endeavour to devise some silicon, &c., in the pig is effected by it, and a corresponding
will attach in both Houses to the report of the joint committee. remedy against torpedoes and submarine guns, With this view I quantity of metallic iron reduced, thereby ants the lining of
The committee will probably approve of the three bills, with the made some trials on a small scale some years ago, and subsequently the furnace to this extent. Further, as it contains less phosphorus
imposition of certain
ditions, the
pt
or rejection of to these trials on a large scale took p'
at Shoeburyness, with than the slag formed from a phosphoric iron would do, it serves
which, and their embodiment as accepted pur et simple or modi- cotton and cork, though not with the ingredients hereinafter to dilute the cinder and render it more uniform. This, however,
fied, will be more conveniently
in an ordi
rivate described. My paper to-day is intended as a hint towards further is a doubtful advantage when such pure irons as the tin-plate pig
bill committee than in the joint committee or in the whole House. experiments. For this purpose I have got out Fig. 1, showing how are being puddled, as then the reverse is the case. It is not,
however, an absolute necessity, and it will be seen that several
Mr. Cawkwell, General Manager of the London and Northcharges of white iron were worked without any cinder at all, and
western Company, was the first witness called, and made out a
the yield of puddled bar was about the same as when cinder was
strong case for the amalgamation of his company with the Lanani, but, no doubt, the furnace lining was attacked more rapidly.
cashire and Yorkshire. Many searching questions were put to
After the iron was all melted a jet of water was directed
the witness by the chairman, and by almost all the other members
ainst the lining on the descending side in order to chill apportion
of the committee; some questions were asked evidently for inforof the cinder, and to cause it to be carried under the molten iron.
mation, other questions indicated more or less strongly a desire
I believe the jet of water has the further effect of carrying off
to trip him up. In Mr, Cawkwell’s replies he wu
that there
sulphur from the cinder, since it is well-known that this was the
was no gen
argument that had been advanced in favour of the
result in Parry’s steam refinery, but I have not yet had time to
—
of the three systems that were now known as the
follow up this point,
North-Eastern, or of the amalgamation of the Lancashire and
Yorkshire and the East Lancashire, that would not apply with
When grey pigs were being worked it took about ten minutes
still greater force to the particular project under review. The
from the time the pig was melted till the cinder was tapped off
bill, he said, was opposed on the allegation that it would destroy
and the boiling process commenced. It appears that the greater
competition, but he could not accede to that proposition, especially
part of the silicon and a large portion of the sulphur and phosasrelated to traffic between Liverpool, Sechatlon, and Yorkshire.
phorus are oxidised at this stage, and their products are, therefore,
His approval of the proposed amalgamation did not apply to
wisely removed in the tap cinder. With white irons, which
amalgamation witk the competing companies between Liverpool
generally contain but little silicon, this desilicising stage is very
and Manchester. They, the two companies, could not have
short, the iron commencing to boil within two minutes of the time
accommodated them at these points, either on theirlinesorattheir
when it is all melted. It was partly on this account that no, or
stations, which, in Liverpool, had cost them 44 millions sterling.
very little, squeezer cinder was used during the puddling of these
Under an amalgamation, and with joint arrangements as regard
pigs. With grey irons very little of the carbon is oxidised until
rolling stock, lines, and stations, the companies could, at a saving
most of the silicon has been removed, but as soon as the cinder
to themselves, serve the public much better and cheaper, both as
has been tapped off the vessel, set revolving, and the fire urged, the
regarded passenger and goods traffic, than they were able to do
irons begin to boil violently, and the carbon quickly disappears,
with separate ownerships and holdi
He had never heard of
Cor:paratively little cinder is formed during this part of the
any complaint on the
of the public on account of the Northprocess, and this is taken out in the spongy ball, so that the
Eastern or the Lancashire and Yorkshire am
ations, but had
furnace is left nearly dry for the next charge.
reasonto believe, on the contrary, that their result had been
VI.—Analyses of the Pig Iron used and Metal and Slags
hly satisfactory to all concern
Produced.—The time at my disposal has been insufficient to make
Mr. Allport, General Manager of the Midland Railway, gave
as
complete a series of analyses asI had intended, but I have
evidence in 2 of the bill to amalgamate the Midland and the
endeavoured to make up the most important points, and to spread
Glasgow and South-Western companies. There were now three
the
investigation so as to embrace all the iron worked. At the
routes from London to Edinburgh and Glasgow. He objected to
outset I was beset with a difficulty which I have only been able
the amalgamation of the London and North-Western with the
partly
to overcome by a circuitous method, I have in a previous
Lancashire and Yorkshire Company, unless running powers were
paper to this Institute expressed my opinion that a large portion
given tothe Midland. He did not believe that the North-Eastern
of
the
silicon, sulphur, and phosphorus which analyses show to
amalgamation had been satisfactory to the public. He did not
exist in puddled iron, is there as oxidised products in the interposed
think it desirable that such important towns as Newcastle and
slag.
From
the imperfect squeezing which the blooms underwent,
Sunderland should be in the hands ef a single company. He was
the quantity of this interposed slag is rather large, and it became
opp
to Parliament fixing a general rate for goods, Such a
important
to
try if possible to determine its amount, This is also
policy would have been fatal to the development of the Cleveland
in order to calculate the yields,
iron and other important districts. He thought it would be best old ships may be protected, and if a gvod result Be obtained, it needed
Unfortunately,
I am aware, no satisfactory method of
for the railway companies and the public if all the lines in the will be known how to protect new ones. I have taken wood as the determining this soslagfarhasas yet
been discovered, and thus we are
kingdom were in the hands of, say, six or eight amalgamated com- building material, because I consider that wood treated with tar
to say absolutely how much phosphorus is really in combipanies; but an express stipulation in the case of such amalgamations steam in an apparatus patented by Mr. T. Rosthorn, whereby the unable
nation
with
the
iron
and
how
much in the slag. This is an
should be, that they should have running powers over each other's saturation is not merely superficial but penetrates into the very
important point, but, although I have spent a good deal
lines, by which the benefits of amalgamation and competition heart of the wood, will be much used in the future. It is known extremely
of
time
in
the
investigation,
I
have
not yet found an agent which
would be combined. He was opposed to the railways being taken that men-of-war built of iron, laying sometimes several months
the metal and its alloy and leave the slag intact,
over by the State. He did not believe that the State could continuously in a harbour without being moved, become weakened willBy attack
applying
the
method
of
mechanical
analysis, explained in my
manage them. Business enterprises were best man
by private on account of the galvanic action set up in the large metallic
on **The Condition of Carbon and Silicon in Iron and Steel,”
persons or firms, worse by companies, and worst of all by the State. surface bathed in sea-water; this weakness is very dangerous to paper
that
is,
by
pounding
the
borings
from
the
bars in a steel
Government would not have the same interest in economical iron ships as regards torpedoes and other shocks under water. The mortar, and then sifting them through a puddled
sieve, I have
management and in earning a dividend as a body of shareholders. protection referred to consists of a second armour, composed of been enabled to separate a large portion ofvery thisfineinterposed
slag,
He would > me of a department of the Board of Trade to act various sections a, a, a, fixed with bolts to the ship's hull, and with its silica, sulphur, and phosphorus, The slag being brittle
as a board of control in the differences that might arise between constructed of tinned sheet iron, riveted together with angle irons, becomes crushed to powder, while the metal merely flattens out,
amalgamated railway companies. This guarantee against exces- and filled in with cork shavi
and hydraulic chalk, mixed with so that the fine portions contain a large quantity of slag, and the
sive rates and monopoly would be the facilities the companies silicate of soda (in German, Wasserylas); this filling gets ~ in coarse particles are comparatively free from it. A similar expresshould be required to give to each other. All the important com- ashort time. The greater carrying capability of such a double sion
slag takes placeofcourse in the after process of manufacture,
mercial centres should have competition, but he believed that it armoured ship admits of strengthening the hull by continuing but ofI thought
best to deal with the puddle bar alone than to
would be a fatal mistake to establish a uniform mileage rate the iron armour }, by comparatively strong sheet-iron plates follow the iron itthrough
the su bsequent stages of working.
especially in districts where trade or traffic has to be nursed and ¢, ¢, ¢, riveted together, as shown in the diagram. The filling also,
I
have
endeavoured
to solve the question of how much phosdeveloped. He could not believe that railways would be as safely, on account of its ductility, decreases the destructive effects of phorus and silicon are really
combined with the iron in two ways,
efficiently, and economically managed by the State as they were rojectiles or of torpedoes, as the velocity of the projectile tirst, ={examining the actual
which is carried out in the
by the companies. We were, he stated, much in advance of France, vinvinis
inishes in passing through this mass, so that it cannot act with puddled ball, assuming that whatslagremains
in the bar has the same
where there is no competition, and frequently deliver goods from its full power on the iron armour plates, and the —- of course composition;
and
secondly,
by
melting
of this bar with its intertwenty-four to thirty hours sooner than they are taken over the saved from great damage, and consequently from immediate sinking, posed slag in a crucible, in a Siemens some
and analysing the
same distance on the Great Northern of France.
while a possibility is afforded of repairing the damage in the melted product, assuming that what isfurnace,
there
as slag will simply
Mr. James Grierson gave a brief explanation of the provisions of nearest harbour. The holes caused by repeated shots striking this
to the surface, while any phosphorus that is combined will
the four companies’ traffic arrangements bill, which was not for armour can easily be repaired, both in the ship’s hull and in the float
so.
amalgamation, but for working
ents on the part of the iron armour-plates, and the damaged sections can be replaced by remain
I have been aided in the first method by the presence of what
companies that have constructed the lines that constitute the net- new ones.
would
otherwise
been an intolerable nuisance, since its
work of railways in the west and south-west of
. The
In addition to the great advantage of a ship being enabled to estimation has givenhavea very
great deal of trouble, I refer to the
business of the associated companies is to be conducted by a jofnt carry very heavy guns by the adoption of this mode of protection, titanic
acid,
derived
from
the ilmenite. A good deal of this has
committee of six members, three appointed by the South-Western there is another, viz.
t the internal —— ge ng any that become intermingled and combined
the other constituents of
Company, and one each by the Great Western, the Bristol and best accommodates the machinery and
artillery, while a suitable the slag, and as such is found in the with
of the puddled bars,
Exeter, and the South Devon Companies. An arbitrator is also external form for a high rate of speed can be given by the surface and in all samples which were in a analyses
pasty
condition when taken.
to be appointed. The associated companies engage to procure the of the protecting armour. In order not to diminish the ship's
the fact that no titanium is found in the samples which were
assent to the bill of the following companies :—The Exeter and speed, the engine power must of coursebe in proportion to the From
fluid when removed from the puddling furnace, and from the conCrediton, the Salisbury and Yeovil, the Devon and Cornwall, the increase in the area of the transverse section.
ditions of the process and the known difficulty of reduction of
Devon and Somerset, and the Launceston and South Devon railtitanic
acid, I assume that all the titanic acid that is found in the
way companies, The arrangements made under the bill are to be
Lonpon ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTS- puddled bars is there as slag, so that by ascertaining the —
— ; tuity.
tion
of
the
s itself, as obobtained from ee of the pu dled
MEN.—At
the
monthly
meeting
to
be
held
to-morrow
(Saturday)
e third sitting of the joint committee a commencement | evening, at the City Terminus Hotel, the principal business will
Iam
led to deduct from the puddled bar the proportions
was made with the
evidence, Mr. Rayner, town-clerk consist in a discussion of Mr, A. Laird’s paper ‘‘ On the Proper- of silicon
and
phosphorus due to the interposed slag, and thus
of Liverpool, a
red for the corporation, which opposes the | ties and Treatment of Cast Iron.” The chair will be taken at arrive -. meastaeel
at the quantity actually in combination with
tion
certain safeguards are guaranteed with | eight o’clock, and non-members are free to attend to share in the |the m
In
order
to
solve
the
question by the seoond mode, 5 Ib, 2 oz,
the two companies
ye
to the detrimentof the public.
SovTH
ae ae. hn ag par 3the wok onions of A puddled bar Cleveland were melted in a plumbago crucible,
e
ied the adoption of a
Act for equal
rates upon all lines,so that traffic would
developed at one
be obtained
as could
gave as7nearlyof <8
and daving
furnace,pro unt,
oections
and other C
p.m.:Museum,
to 10 wa
> ank 37,599);
res Naval
y (admission
6d.),
on 4inIb.a 14Siemens
oz.melted
per —_.
the
placeat the
or
the
of others. Exception to 3163,
10 a.m, On
this rule might bemade the case of places where there is sea — till 5 na: am, rE Naval and Cher eaieatoes, werenn ai= be , = ’ oe amr
rus following - I 056
competition. He held that the companies should be bound to give
; total,
. _ Average of corres;
week in former corresponds fairly
: with
- the results obtained
:
the publica
in their increased profits in reduced rates
by the first methodpeof
and charges ; that they should run workmen’s trains on the same years, 12,808, Total from the opening ofthe Museum, 11,398,318. foveetiaation.
terms
as the metropolitan railways; and that a Government deRemarks,—A considerable quantity of squeezer cinder was put
* Read before the Institution of Naval Architects.
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in with the pig, probably from 3001b. to 4001b. A was taken the puddling. As we mentioned in our previous
,
report, the
when the pig had all melted, forty minutes after charging.
poe yn tesae eee the an ed ga the vy
7
;
A
:
ness of the
r made it dangerous
use the hammer on the
3 taken - minutes later, and just before the cinder was'tapped |b)09m ag much as was desirable. This fault runs through the
off. The cinder analysed was part of the tap. A taken ten | whole series, and makes the puddled bars ap
more impure than
minutes atter the last. The iron had been boiling well for four |they really are. The barfiensem | has the composition given
minutes, and was just beginning to get pasty. The silicon is now | below, in which the slag is calculated from the quantity of titanic
reduced to its lowest point, but there is still a considerable quan- | acid found in the bar, as compared with the quantity in A slag.
tity of phosphorus. 4 A piece of the puddled ball broken off in the
Calculated
Neciiaidatibin of
furnace seven minutes after A, It was full of cinder, and it was
A Bar. Calculated
probable
the metal
only after repeated pounding and separating by a magnet that the
probable absolute
— _
after melting
sample was analysed. Krom the presence of titanic acid, and the
composition.
sj
nctallic portion. Sieme eins
fact that the silicon is higher than in the previous sample, it will
Ton
se
04-699
a
be seen that it still contains some cinder, but less than is in the |3 ,; \Carbon
he
=f
‘i
cs
puddle bar, The slag is that obtained from this sample. It is |ZS, silicon ..
056
very feebly magnetic, and contains a large percentage of protoxide |2< )sulphur “
026
09
ite
iror A“@ Puddle
ner some phosphorus,
, 1
b ut not “= ‘Phosphorus.
“dos
423
423
of f iron,
Puddle BarGar :: ThiThis contains
Protoxide of Iron 3°14
=
:
i
—
so» much as is generally left in this class of iron by the ordinary | . {sulphur ‘
ee
ES
i
-tes
-puddling process. The large quantity of titanic acid and small | 3 4 Phosphoric acid
“40
.
om
.
—
per cent. iron (97°129) shows that there is a good deal of interposed | ” jst Ae Apes
be
BS
wo
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slag; and, indeed, this can be seen on the fracture of the bar.
—
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%
ie Nn
ce
This is, however, entirely the fault of the squeezing and not of
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Remarks,-© was the sample taken after all the iron had
melted one hour froni charging. In consequence of the iron being
melted so slowly, the refining process has proceeded with a portion
of the iron, and the silicon has already been reduced to one-half,
and other elements in proportion. c was taken five minutes after
C,’ and nearly all the silicon has now been removed, and more
than half the phosphorus and sulphur, but the iron has lost very
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Slv2. James HARGREAVES, Widnes, Lancashire, ‘“ Improvements in
treating dilute chlorine to separate impuritics therefrom.”—25th
November, WT,
let. Martixs Bexsoy, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Improvements
in steam engines for pumping and other purposes.”- A communication
from Ezra Cope and James Riley Maxwell, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S8.—1sth
Janvary,
2.
377. Grokar Watson Lamp, Borough-road, Surrey, ‘“ Improvements in
the manufacture of boots and shoes, and machinery or apparatus to be
used therein.”—sth February, 1872.
179. Jonn Henry Lock, Kensington, London, “‘ Apparatus or means of
indicating the name of the station or the names of the stations to
which a railway train is proceeding, and the name of the station at
which the train successively stops."—Lith February, 1872.
63). Wittram Hamer, The Hill, Winnington, Northwich, Cheshire,
** Improvements in apparatus employed in the manufacture of salt.”—
2h February, 172.
6s. Rosert Nasu, Albion-square, Dalston, London, “ An improvement
in locks, keys, and box staples.”—4th March, 1872.
w7. James Wictiam Carter, Camden Grove North, Peckham, Surrey,
‘‘Improved apparatus for facilitating marking on linen.”—7th Marek,
1872.
Ti. Joun Battey Destox, Whitehall-place, London, and Rocers Fievp,
Cannon-row, Westminster, “ Improvements in the method of regulating intermittent filtration of sewage and irrigation, and in apparatus
for that purpose.”
744. Wittiam Gray, Highwood House, Hendon, Middlesex, ‘‘ Improvements in steam boilers.”—11th March, 1872.
765. Samuet Jounson Beaman and Josepn Ontons, Wednesbury,
Staffordshire, ‘‘ An improved puddling furnace.”
767. ALEXANDER ScHanscuterr, Taunton-terrace, London, ‘ Improvements in apparatus for facilitating telegraphic signalling upon railways.”--A communication from Valentine Hatiy, Marquis de Forville,
St. Petersburg.
vé%. Toomas James Surin, Fleet-street, London, “Improvements in
«pparatus for the production of gases for heating and other purposes.”
A communication from Pierre Emile Martin, Paris.
760. ALEXANDER ScHaNscuierr, Taunton-terrace, London, “ Improvements in apparatus for receiving telegraphic signals and despatches.”—
A communication from Valentine Haiiy, Marquis de Forville, St.
Petersburg.
772. James Bavix, Lambeth-walk, Lambeth, Surrey, ‘‘ Improvements in
steam engines and in generating steam.”
Winuiam Rovert a Laker, Southampton-buildings, London, “ An
ication from William
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A. Caswell, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.
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little carbon, the “ boil” not having commenced. Cc This puddled
bar contained a large percentage of titanic acid, and very low
iron. It was, therefore, thought worth while to test the sample
by the mechanical analysis referred to above. ‘The borings were,
therefore, pounded and sieved through No. 80 sieve, when there
were obtained roughly two-parts ‘‘ coarse ” to one of “fine,” but
even the coarse particles contain some slag, as might be expected.
!
To be continued.)
775. Witttam PAacuiser, Cromwell-place, South Kensington, London,
‘Improvements in boots and shoes.”
776, Joun Somervitie, Gasworks, Dublin, ‘‘ Improvements in gas retort
lids and mouthpieces, and machinery for luting the same.”
778. Wittiam Georce James, Storey’s-gate, Westininster, “ Improvements
in the construction of traps for drains.”
779. Joun CLayton Mewsury, Fleet-street, London, ‘‘ A new or improved
safety thermometer or alarm apparatus for steam boilers and other
purposes.”—-A communication from Jean Theodore Fastré, Paris.
780, ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘An improved safety boat lowering and detaching apparatus.”—A communioo o- Christian Christopher Quaritius, Canarsia, Kings, New
for’ ’ J...
781. Hexyry Berxovutit Bartow, jun., Manchester, ‘Improvements in
the manufacture of healds for weaving and in heald shafts.”—Partly
a communication’from Darius Chase Brown, Lowell, Massachusetts,
U.S.
782. Sir Josepa Warrwortn, Manchester, “ Improvements in wheels to
run on railroad and common roads.”
784. Epwarp Kavutpacn, Warwick-street, Regent-street, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the means of and apparatus for obtaining parallel
motion, and of converting curvilinear into direct rectilinear motion.”
786. Witt1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Imsrovements in boot and shoe heels.”— A communication from Frederick
Richardson and Francis Hacker, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.
787. ALFRED Loncspoy, Denmark Hill, Surrey, ‘‘ Improvements in ships
or vessels of war, and in forts, batteries, and other armed or military
structures or apparatus for use on sea and land.”—14th March, 1872.
788. Mark Payne and Cuartes Henry Payne, Thrapston, Northamptonshire, ‘‘ Improvements in brickmaking machines and in apparatus connected therewith.”
789. Josern Krncatp, St. James’-street, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the
permanent way of tramways.”
790. RoBeRT ANDREW Rosertson, Clyde Wharf, Victoria Docks, London,
“Improvements in evaporating liquids, and in the apparatus to be
employed therein.”
791. Perer Jensen, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in boring
through earth or other soil by means of water pressure, and in apparatus therefor.”—A communication from Christian Casper Mortensen,
Aalborg, Denmark.
792. Rowert CLracnar, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in
presses for pressing cotton and other fibrous substances
into bales.”—A
communication from Peter McArthur and James Kerr, Bombay,
British India.
793. Freperick Samson Taomas, Baker-strect, Pentonville, London,
“ Improvements in the materials for making roads, ways, and fluors.”
794. James Russevt, Bonnyfield, Stirling, N.B., and Witiiam Ross
Hovtrony, Stirling, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in obtaining zinc.”
795. Wittiam Epwarp THomas and Epwarp Taytor, Salford, Lancashire,
“Im
ements in the method of and apparatus for fixing rollers on to
ae of wringing, mangling, and other machines.”—15th Mareh,
187
800. Errenne Laporte and Cesar Desire Fonrtatyr, Brussels, Belgium,
“ Improvements in the preparation of tobacco,”

801. Freperick WiLLiAM GeRHARD, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire, and
James Licut, jun., Bradley, Staffordshire, ‘* Improvements in the production of iron and steel.”
802. MarTIN Benson, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Improvements
in brine sleaters and evaporating pans and apparatus, and the mode of
constructing the furnace for the same.”—A communication from Martin
Petes, Seforth, Ontario, Canada.
803. WittiaM CriGHTon, WiLLIAM Wricut Cricuron, and Spencer
Cricuton, Castlefield Ironworks, Manchester, ‘‘ An improved method
for converting reciprocating into rotary motion or for producing
intermittent rotary motion suitable to be used in the feeding of
machinery employed in the preparation of cottun and other fibrous
materials, and for various other purposes.”
804. Louis AvraHaM Brope and Jutivs Brope, Glasgow, Lanarkshire,
N.B., “A new compound for substituting wood, millboard, and other
similar materials.”—ltth March, 1872.
806. Jous Farray, Bolton, Lancashire, “Improvements in fancy
weaving.”
807. Davip Granam, jun., Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “ Improvements
in electric bell apparatus.”
811. Heyry PaiLiups, Heavitree, Exeter, Devonshire, “Improvements
in dry closets.”
812. Evovarp Grnovu, Lucren Dusart, and Cuarcrs Banpy, jonlevart deo
Strasbourg, Paris, ‘‘ An improved process for convert g starch aud
other feculent and celluluse substances into saccharine matter or
gum.”
$14. Samurn Nevitie, Neville Glass Works, Gateshead, Durham, ‘ Improvements in lears for annealing glass.”
81t Caries Jacksoyx, Birmingham, “Improvements in shuttles for
sewing machines.”
$15. CHARLES Josepn Tempie, New Cross, Surrey, and Ronert Skrrrow
DanTER, Holloway-road, London,“ An improved union jointor coupling
for hese and other pipes.”"—A communication from William Osborn,
New York, U.S.. 18th March, 1872.
819. Grorce Pasavey, Shetlield, ‘* A new or improved valve for hydraulic
and other purposes.”
$21. MatrHew Avcustvs Sout, Southampton-mildings, London, ‘A new
or improved balloon locomotive or navigable balioon.”— A communivation from Paul Haenlein, Mayence, Germany.
822. CHARLES DumBLeTON, Catisfield House, Fareham, Hants, “ Improvements in apparatus for cutting or forming screw threads upon wood,
metal, and other material.”
823. Sorus Emit Hourey, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘‘ Improvements
in mechanical writing instruments, applicable for reporting and other
purposes, ”"—A
ication from R
Malling Hansen and C. P.
Jiirgensen, Copenhagen, Denmark.
$24. Witt1aM Marsuatt, Bootle, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in clog
bottoms.”
$25. Joun CopeLanp, Manchester, “An improved valve to be used for
wns and stopping the supply of steam, water, air, gas, or other
uids.”
826. Witttam Garey, Aberdeen, N.B., “Improvements in preparing
paper for photographic purposes.”
vye827. Jonn Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Impr
ments in compositions to be used in fireworks and for signalling
alin communication from Emile Aimé Alexandre Lamarre,
‘aris,
$28. WitttamM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Improvements in printing telegraphs.”—A communication from George
Baker Field and Elisha Whittlesey Andrews, New York, U.S.
820. WitttaM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Improvements in printing telegraphs.”—A communication from George
Baker Field and Elisha Whittlesey Andrews, New York, U.S.
830. Wiuttam Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Improvements in apparatus for raising, retaining, and lowering boats.”
2 communication from George W. Mallory, Mystic Bridge, Connecticut,
1.8.
831. ARTHUR Pye-Sairu and CHartes Rrevans, East Greenwich, Kent,
“‘Improvements in non-conducting compositions for coating steam
pipes and boilers, applicable also for preventing the passage of heat or
cold to or from pipes, refrigerators, or other vessels.”
832. CHARLES Ambrose McEvoy, London Ordnance Works, Bear-line,
Southwark, Surrey, “ Improvements in connecting electric cables and
conductors.”
833, Joun Moteswortn, Nichols-street
and Burton-street Mills, Leicester,
“Improvements in the manufacture of elastic gusset webs.”
S34. Pear JoHAN Ekman, Stockholm, Sweden, “ Improvements in the
-onstruction of window sashes and frames.”
835. NATALE Prapa, New Bridge-street, London, “ improve nents in
preserving animal substances and in agents for the purpose.”—Partly «
communication from Pietro Toninetti, Trebbin.
836. DonaLp Nicoxt, St. Paul’s-churchyard, London, “Improvements in
compounds for and in the treatment of fabrics to render the same
waterproof and uninflammable.”
837. Ropert Mowntertu, Carstairs, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ An improved
process for preserving animal and vegetable substances.”— A communication from David Urquhart, Montreux. Canton de Vaud, Switzerland.
838. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘An improved compound for cleaning, restoring, and preserving carpets, rugs,
and similar fabrics.”—A_ communication from Robert Willis Knowles,
New York, U.8.—19th Merch, 1872.
3839. RicHarD Howson and Jon James Tromas, Middlesbrough-onTees, ‘ Improvements in revolving puddling furnaces.
S40. Freperick Rienarp Wixpow, Baker-street, Tortman-sqnuare,
London, “An improved method of taking silhouette or outline
pictures.”
S41. Joun Rawcuirre, jun., Waren Sipny, and ANDREW FLEMING,
Preston, Lancashire, “ [Improvements in spinning mules.
S42. Ropert Suita, Plymouth, Devonshire, ‘ lmprovements in sounding
hoards for pianofortes and other stringed musical instruments.”
843. Hexry Georcr Sievier, Aldersyate-street, London, ‘‘ linprovements
in the manufacture of umbrellas and parasels and in the machinery to
be employed therein.”
S44. Jean Dominique Hitatre Treopore Decamps, Boulevart BonneNouvelle, Paris, ‘‘ An improved suspensory apparatus for raising an
supporting the sick or wounded, and others.”
845, WILLIAM Wuyre, jun., Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “‘ Improvemen
in boilers to be used in treating or bleaching papermaking materials
and textile materials and fabrics.”
817. Joun James Bieckty, Warrington, Lancashire, “ Improvements
machinery or apparatus for rolling iron, steel, or other metal bars int
wire rods, hoops, or small sections.”
S49. Heyry Younc Darracorr Scott, Ealing, Middlesex, “ lmprovements in the treatment of sewage water,”
850. GeorGce Lirtie, Oldham, Lancashire, ‘Improvements in machine
for combing cotton and other fibrous materials.”
851. JAMes ARCHIBALD Jaques, Tottenham, Middlesex, and THomas
OakLey, Grange-road, Bermondsey, Surrey, ** Improvements applicable
to machinery for grinding. surfacing, drilling, or otherwise working
articles made of iron or steel.”
852. Evcene MAtuere, Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris, “ Improve
machinery for the manufacture of lace.”
853. Robert SPENCE and Epmunp Joun Srence, Bridgwater, Somersctshire, ‘Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of bricks
from plastic clay.”—20th March, 1872.
854. WILLIAM Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements
in breech-loading ordnance.”—A communication from Nathan Thompson, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.
856. Witt1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Imae omg in machines for setsing and securing lacing hooks in
eather, cloth, or other materials.”—A communication from Horace C.
Bradford, Providence, Rhode Island, U.s.
858. WILLIAM Carr, Bury, Lancashire, ‘‘ lmprovements in spindles and
shuttles.”
860, ARNOLD BuDENBERG, Manchester, ‘‘ Improvements in pulley blocks.”
—A communication from Bernhard August Schiffer and Christian
Frederick Budenberg, Buckau, Mazdeburg, Prussia.
862. Josern JEFFERSON, CORNELIUS JEFFERSON, LAZARUS JEFFERSON, al
Morpecal JEFFERSON, Bradford, Yorkshire, “ lnprovements in miachinery for combing wool and other fibres.”—21«t Murch, 1872.
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Complete specifications.
894, JOHN FRANKLIN ALLEN, Mott-Haven, Westchester, New York, U.S,
“Impr
ts in steam g
tors.” —23rd March, 1872.
895. WittiamM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ An
improved cartridge for fire-arms.”— A communication from Charles
Walley Lovett, jun., Boston, Massachusetts, U.8.—23rd March, 1872.
900. Witttam Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Improvements in fire-extinguishing apparatus.” A communication from
Lag Leydard Ellsworth, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.—25th Mares,
872.
901. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “ An improved joint for the lids or covers of gas retorts.”—A communication
rom James Robert Floyd, Charles Frederick Dicterich, and August
Schiissler, New York, U.S.—25th March, 1872.
921, GeorGe Hanp SMirn, Southampton-buildings, Londen, ‘An inproved mode of and appliances for preventing the corrosion of i on
pipes or tubes, and keeping them free from incrustation.”- 261/
March, 1872.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid.
904. WitL1AM Ropert Lakr, Southampton-bnildings, London, “‘ Folding
paper.”—25th March, 1869,
4
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913. Joun Tuomas CaLow, Staveley, Derbyshire, “Cages or hoists.”— 900. Witutam Rosertr Lake, Southamp rs Iusilat gs, London, “ Fire- of the jointed lever gradually come into a line with one another, the spring
25th March, 1369.
extinguishing apparatus.”—A communication from William Leydard completes the raising the head, and fixes it in its raised position. To
957. Witt1am FasH Proctor, Cheapside, London, “Sewing machine
Ellsworth.
lower the head a strap is attached to that limb of the lever which is
tables.” —30th March, 1869.
901. ALEXANDER MeLviILLeE CLark, Chancery-lane, London, “ Joints for jointed to the front of the hood, and by pulling this strap the joints of
-963. Bexsamin Dopson and James Eastuam, Bolton, Lancashire,“ Carding
the lids or covers of gas retorts."—A communication from James the lever are bent, and the hood falls by its own weight.
engines,”—3lst March, 1869.
Robert Floyd, Charles Frederick Dieterich, and August Schiissler.— 2493. T. J. Smrru, Loudon, “ Wagons, dc.”"—A communication.—Dated 2st
£56. Thomas Greenwoop, Leeds, Yorkshire, and Joun Keats, Leek,
25th March, 1872.
September, 1871.
Staffordshire, “‘ Boots and shoes.”--3l«t March, 1369.
921. Geonce Hanp Situ, Southampton-h dai gs, London, “‘ Preventing
This relates chiefly to top frames of wagons for supporting a load, the
978. Ricuarp Jones, Betolph lane, London, “ Preserving food.”—3lst
the corrusion of iron pipes or tubes, &c.” —26th March, 1872.
top
frames
being free to turn about in any direction, and tw be slid over
March, 1869.
to the side or end to receive or deliver the load.
976. James Livesey, Victoria +. + s, Westminster, “‘ Per
it way
All ee having an interest in o ing any one of such applications
of railways.”—31«t March, 1869.
should leave particulars in writing of their objections to such applications
933. BENJAMIN JOSEPH BARNARD MILLS, mith 1 ti ‘i 144 gs, London, 4
Class 3.—FABRICS.
the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its
bie
Oo]
ous matter from vegetable, animal, or mineral
te.
Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
substances, &c.”—2ith March, 1869.
Preparing, Manufacturing, Dyeing, Printing, and Dressiay
942. Epmunp Morewoop, Rock Cottage, Briton Ferry, Glamorganshire, List of Specifications published during the week endin
“ Coating metals.”—29th March, 1869.
Fabrics, &e.
Both March, 1872. ad
°
064. Freperick WiILLiaAM FoLiows and Joun Bate, Manchester, ‘‘Lawn
H. Hattiwer, Loag Mope, Gloucestershire, “* Rowand baads for groove t
mowing machines.”—3lst March, 1869.
1877, Ix.; 1926, Sd ; 1998, In, 8J.; 2023. 101; 2065, 1s. 8d.; 2070, Ia. 41; 2453. potless.”
—Dated USth Sptember, 1871
:
1002. Witt1am Youno Cratc, Harecastle Collieries, Stoke-upon-Trent, 2077,
; 286, 28 5 2089, JOJ.; 2091, 10d ; 2098, Ya.; 210, In. 4d; 2108,
The improvemeuts consist, First, in making round driving bands of
Staffordshire, and Samvet Parker Bipper, jun., Hiillficid House,
2106, Sd.; 2110, WWd.; 2114, Sd; 2018, we.; 2120. td.; Qi2t, la. za; strands
or
strips
of
sheep
skin
twisted
tegether
by
ordinary
Mitcham, Surrey, “Safety lamps.”—2ad April, 1569.
Sd; 2024, Im.: 2125, Sd.; QU, Qe, 44; VIS 104.5 2134, 10d; 2186, 10d.; Secondly, in making such vands of cow or other animal skins or means.
hides
1061. Witt1am Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Steam gene- 2137, Is, 41; 213y, hd; 2142, 14. 2d 5 2147, Lod.; 2743, sels 2153 &
when prepared as follows, that is, after being dressel in the usual manner,
rators.”—7th April, 1869.
In, 41.; 2164, Is, 2d.; 2163, 6d.; 2171, Is; z174, Is.; 2
4 : the skins are suaked in a solution of china clay, and when about half dry
967. AucusTus Fraser Bairp, Pimlico, London, “ Earth closets and 2180, 10d.; 2181, 8d.; 2182, 81.; Qinti, 4. 2ta7, 10d; 2
> 218v, Sd;
dressed with palm oil. Thirdly, tov make the strands or strips, the
urinals.”—31s«t March, 1869.
2190, 41.5; 7193, 4d.; 2194, 4d.; 2.95, 4d; 2198, 10d.; 2199, 6d.; 2 Ov, 45 are
skin or hide is cut in a circular or oval form and made inte one strand or
1121. Epwarp Beanes, Cordwalles, near Maidenhead, Berks, ‘‘ Brewing.” 2202, 44.; 2203, 44.; 2204, Sel.; 2205. 4d.; 2206, 44.; 2207, 4.; 2209. 4c; strip
use of a saddler's strap-cutter or guide-knife. A series of the
—-12th April, 1869.
2212, 10d.; 2218, 4d.; 22:6, 41.; 2217, 4d.; 2218, In; 2222, 41; 2225, Gel; strandsby orthe strips
together.
969. Georce WELLS, Westminster, “ Separating copper, &c., from ores.”— 2226; 4d; 2227, 4d.; 2229, 4d.; 2230, Ig; 2¥31, 4d;
44.5; 2234, 4¢.; 2460. M. Pepiey areaadthenD. twisted
Prpvev, Bradford, Yorkshive, “ Looma for
Slat March, 1869.
3 2230, 41. 40, 8d.; 2250 Sd.; 2407, l0d.; 2455, Sd.; 2541, B4.;
weae ng.” —Dated 19th September, 1871.
970. Joun Hucues Lioyp, Llangefni, Anglesey, North Wales, “ Cutting 3022, 4d; 3463, 1s.; 3488, O45 3526, 101,
The invention relates, First, to means for the delivery of warps in any
tools, &c.”—3lst March, 1869.
1015. Deane Joun Hoare, Princes-terrace, Bayswater, London, ‘ Atmo- *.* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on number of separate beams, and consists in applying a self-acting motion
to the beams for the purpose of the delivery of any length of warps,
spheric railways.”—3rd April, 1869.
preventing
such warps from twisting and stretching, and producing a
of the amount of price and postage. Sums exceeding 5s. must be
1055. Wrttiam Powet, Birmingham, “‘ Breech-loading fire-arms."—7th receipt
remitted by Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High mere even fabric. In carrying out the invention a set of spur wheels are
April, 1869.
Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty's Patent-office, South- employed and are fixed on the spindles of the beams, and are worked by
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of #100 has been Paid- ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
means
of an intermediate wheel fastened toa louse lever bracket; this bracket
has a slot hole cut in it allowing for the moving of the intermediate wheel
893, WiLt1aM Moxon Futter, Chemical Works, Wolverhampton, Stafford.
when the small wheel is changed, which is dune according to the required
shire, “ Manure, &c.” —29th March, 1865.
lengths of the cuts, The large beam receives its motion in the usual
914. ALFRED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Inking
way, and on the spindle is fixed a spur wheel of the same size as the
rollers.” —3lst March, 1865.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
intermediate wheel, which in revolving communicates its motion to the
900. ALEXANDER Ancus Cro.t, Coleman-street, London, “Sulphate of The following
Abstrac:s are classified and arranged from those published by intermediate wheel, and this wheel working in the small beam wheel
ammonia.”—30th March, 1865.
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents.
gives motion to the small beam. The only wheel requiring altering to
898. Witt1am Savory, High Orchard Ironworks, Gloucester, “‘ Dressing
allow for the changes of the warps is the small wheel. The invention
meal, &c.” —30th March, 1865.
Class 1.—PRIME MOVERS.
relates, Secondly, to the application of fixing a guide rod on the top of
1043. Joun Waker, Birmingham, “ Door locks and latches.”—12th April,
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and the back still beam for the purpose of keeping the warps in constant
1865.
evenness with the heel. And this invention relates, Thirdly, to the
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c.
uniting directly the large beam to the small beam.
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
W. C. Tayuor, Liverpool, “Spriag safety valves.”"—Dated 20th Sep- 2463. R. R. Uxperwoop and D. Tuomsosx, Ruabon, Deahighshire, North
692. OrHo Giynw Bo.trHo, Penalverne, Penzance, “‘ Railway brakes, &c.” 2473. tember,
1871.
Wales, “ Spindles and other parts of cotton machiaery.”—Dated Wth
—23rd February, 1872.
First, a flat, a curved, or an elliptical spring is employed to receive the
September, 1871.
621. Ropert Josepx Ex.is, Liverpool, ‘‘ Tubular fire-bars and connecting pressure
of the valve through its stem. The said spring is jointed at its
The novelty of these improvements consists, First, in constructing
bearers for boilers.” —26th February, 1872.
ends
to
links
secu
at
their
other
ends
by
pins
to
the
boiler
or
other
637. Danre. Hanwa, Belfast, ‘Sewing machines.”--20th February, 1872. fixed foundation. A valve check piece and locking means are provided. spindles used in spinning, tubular instead of solid, steel centres being
669. THomas Brovucutoy, Albert Villas, Dalston, “‘ Constructing founda- Secondly, steel springs of safety valves are coated with copper to insure fitted to the same, thereby making them lighter and inexpensive ; and,
in the manufacture of short open jointed tubes used for
tions of buildings.”
This relates more particularly to marine boiler safety valves. Secondly,
warping and other spinning machinery by drawing them into form ina
673. Robert Sutciirre, Castle Mills, Idle, near Leeds, ‘‘ Steam engine durability.
2494. E. T. Huaues, London, “ Lubricatorsfor steam engines.”—Dated 22nd heated condition.
lubricators.”—5th March 1872.
September, 1871.
8S. Dronsriecp, Oldham, Lancashire, ** Grinding ct da.” —Datet
741. Freperick Coorer, Manchester, “ Finishi g ve velvets, &c._”
This invention relates to an improvement in that class of steam Iubri- 2474.20thJ. September,
1871.
747. Ernst Friepricn Ricuarp Lvcas, Pennfields, ‘Coking pitch, &c.” cators
in which the lubricating material is transferred from the lubricator
—llth March, 1872.
This invention relates principally to a former invention, for which
by
the
action
of
the
steam
to
the
point
where
lubrication
is
desired;
and
letters
patent,
No.
173,
A.p. 1867, were granted to the saidJ. 8. Dronstield
755, SAMUEL Barton, jun , Cannon-street, London, “‘ Distributing water.” the invention
ists in the arrang
t of a chamber for the lubri- The First part of the present
—12th March, 1872.
invention consists of an improved method of
cating material, having an outside passage communicating with the said giving
motion to the arms which carry the card roller. The said arms are
762. ALEXANDER Metvinte CLark, Chancery-lane, London, “ Battery chamber
at
the
top
and
bottom,
and
a
valve
connected
with
the
said
guns.”—A communication from William Augustus Miles.—13ti March, chamber through which the steam passes, so that the condensation of the jointed at their lower ends to brackets fixed to the framing of the machine,
are moved to and fro when required by a crank shaft, the crank pins of
1872.
steam occurring at or near the valve passes freely into the said chamber, and
which shaft work in slots in the said arins, or are connected with the suid
770. Witt1am Ropert Lake, Southamy +, tila? gs, London, “‘ Prevent- causing
lubricating material to rise proportionately into the said arms
ing injury to railway carriages.”
— A communication from Samuel valve, or the
by means of links. The invention relates in the Second place to card
where
it
may
communicate
directly
with
the
steam,
and
there
Webster Emery, Erasmus Prescott Doyen, and Warren Sparrow.
grinding rollers. The said rollers are made of tin with cast irun ends,
783. Witi1amM Ropert Lake, Southamy
buildings, London, “ Electric mingling with the steam be carried by the flowing steam to the valves one end having a fixed axle and the other end a loose axle. The inner
torches for lighting gas.” — A communication from William W. or whatever it may come in contact with.
end of the louse axle is provided with a bowl which works on a cam
Batchelder.—14th March, 1872.
2507. N. L. M. Smirn, Glasgow, ‘* Water meters.”—Dated 22nd September, formed on the inner end of a boss, which is bolted to the end of the ruller.
When the loose shaft is rotated, the cam acting on the bow! causes the
3145. JoserH Musson Wipers, Croxton-Kerrial, ‘‘ Feeding steam thrashIsl.
ing machines.”
This invention consists of a new rotary meter, or wheel, suitable also roller to slide in one direction, a spring or springs effecting the return
3146. Epwarp Tuomas Hvuanes, Chancery-lane, London, “ Printing on for being applied as an air or gas exhauster or blower, or as a water movement, the roller being at the sume time caused to revolve by means
enamelled or vitreous surfaces.” —A communication from Samuel James pump, or as a hydraulic or steam motor, the nature and construction of a band or strap
mn.
of which is as follows :—Within a hollow cylinder, by preference with 2480. T. Raprorp, Kidderminster, “ Creel frames.” Dated 20th Septealer
3149. Jou Wincery, Plumstead, ‘‘ Metal cans, &c.”
its outer casing or perimeter in two parts with disc end covers, a cylin1871.
3154. ALFRED Hamiyn WILLIAMs, Fenchurch-street, London, “Tort- drical barrel piston, with two thin broad vanes passed radially and longiThe invention consists, First, in applying any suitable frictional material
manteaus.”—21st November, 1871.
tudinally through its axis at right angles to each other, so as to slide in between the “strips” or bars and the bobbins, so as to obtain a wniferm
3156. James Buick, St. Paul's-road, Camden Town, London, ‘‘ Impreg- a
slots as the pressure acting pistons of the said barrel
to such bobbins. Secondly, in supporting the bebbins on small
nating atmospheric air with hydrocarbon vapours for heating and piston is made to revolve close up to a quarter circular segment in the drag
rollers (or on “ strips,”) and in mounting in front of such bobbins other
lighting purposes.”
upper part of the outer casing and a short distance into close cylindrical small rollers, there being small bowls or pulleys carried by the frame tu
3157. ALBertT Brown Hovcutoy, Birmingham, “Constructing sad and recesses in the end covers, with the pressure inlet duct and port enter- prevent the bobbins binding at their ends.
box irons with a handle and shield.”
ing into one side and the outlet
and duct passing out on the other
3158. Bristow Hunt, Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London, “ Automatic side of the actual acting part of the cylinder, made in the form of a
apparatus for playing upon pianos, &c.”—A communication from Juan concentric or segmental hollow cylinder, below the barrel of the piston,
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
Amann.—22nd November, 1871. +6 &,
sv that the projecting four ends of the said two sliding and acting
Windlasses, Implements, Flour
3169. Jonny McCoot, Pl itead
pping holes in ships, &c.”
pistons, as they came round to this large segmental part, formed for Including Agricultural Engines,
Mills, de,
3176. Georce Hasevtine, South
ton-buildings, London, *‘ Shears or about a third of its circle in the lower part of the outer casing, fill and
scissors.”—A communication from Russell Samuel Gladwin and Timothy close the space while passing through it ; the length of the sliding pistons 2502. W. E. Guper, London, * Cleansing grain.”--A communication.
Dated 22nd September, U8Th.
Dwight Hotchkiss.—23r November, 1871.
being equal to the radius of the small upper arc, and that of the large
This invention consists mainly in the use of a vertical wire brush
3181. ALFRED E.ey, Gresley Freehold, Burton-on-Trent, ‘* Miners’ lower segment taken together, and the parts of the interior of the cylinturning
within a jacket. The corn introduced between the jacket and
lamps.”
der,
at
the
side
and
inlet
and
wutlet
ports,
are
made
to
curve
tangen3182. James Jonnson, Addlestone, “ Redsteads ”
tially from the ends of the small arc to those of the large arc, with the brush is cleaned by the action of the wires upon it, and issues inte a
3184. ALFRED GRAINGER, Camberwell, Surrey, “ Organs.”—2ith Noce-nber, clearance enough to allow the acting pistons to slide over and project conduit where all remainins dust and particles of straw are driven off by
the
action
of a fan.
into and fill the cylindrical space as they come round ; the one never
1871.
3192. James Harareaves, Widnes, “ Treating dilute chlorine to separate opening the acting space on the exhaust siue until the one on the inlet
impurities therefrom.”
side has entered the acting space, so that the pressure on the entering
Class 5.—BUILDING.
3193. Jonn McCoo, Plumstead, “Stopping holes in ships, &c.”
side drives the piston, and every revolution passes four times the quantity
3194. Joseph WititiamM Harptne, Leeds, “ Registering the number of of water contained between two of the projecting vanes within the seg- Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
passengers and distance travelled by them in tram cars, &¢.”—25th mental acting space ; a spindle passing out through a stuffing box in one
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, de.
November, 1371.
of the end covers, and connected to an ordinary indicator and its train
3200. Emanvet Grecory, Rhodeswell-road, Limehouse, London, “ Fining of wheels, would indicate the said quantity delivered or passed through 2443. C. Navuor, Liverpool, ** Commodes or closels.”——Dated With September,
Is71
or improving the condition of ales.”
the meter in gallons in the usual manner. When used as « pump, of
A commode or closet constructed according to this invention may be
3201. Ricnarp Beygamin Starr, Finsbury-square, London, ‘‘Omni- water mater, a strong actuating shaft, from the solid ends of the piston
buses, &c.”
ee
be passed out through stuffing-box bearings in the end or formed of « square, round, or other shaped case or “night chair.” This
case or night chair is fitted with «a cover and a lid with a suitable rownd
3202. Jonn Miner ALLEN, High Bank, Fulham, “ Coating or enamelling the cylinder.
hole
in it. This lid is hinged at the back. In the case or night chair is
surfaces.”
—27 th November, 1871.
pended, by prefi
by an universal joint, a vase, or in some cases 4
8214. Epwarp Tuomas Huaues, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Pegged boots
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
ring, which has two grooves on its =e surface. These grooves are conand shoes.”—A communication from Henry Kuhlmann. —2sth Nucember,
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma- cave on the bottom, and are fitted with an india-rubber or other suitable
1871.
packing
ring.
This
vase
is
formed by preference of sheet iron, but may
32z9. Jonw Duncan GavLpis, Glasgow, N.B., ‘‘ Regulating the speed of
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts, be of wood, earthenware, or other
suitable material. In the centre of this
steam engines.”
&e.
vase
is
pended
a
vot. The vase is covered over by a
$231. Joun Dunpar, Glasgow, N.B., “Screwed bushes for the bungholes 2444.Harness,
J. Gowans, Edinburgh, “ Tramiays.”—Dated Vth September, 1871. removable lid having two projections
rims which take into the beforeof casks.”—20th November, 1871.
feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the formation mentioned grooves, and bear upon theor packing
rings before mentioned.
3246. Wintiam Ropert Lake, Southampton-t
gs, London, “ Con- of The
the
rails
in
the
shape
of
a
w
inverted
trough,
the
upper
face
of
the
This lid is held in position and pressed on the packing rings by three or
verting wrought iron into steel.”—A communication from Louis La rail having a groove for ve eo
of
the
wheel
tires
of
vehicles,
the
more
springs
on
the
edge
of
the
vase,
thus
rendering
the vase perfectly
Breche-Viger.—30th November, 1871.
air-tight. The vase is titted with a handle, so that it can be lifted or
3289. Joun Henry Jouyson, Lincoln’s-inn-ficlds, Lor-ioa, “ Kilns.”— rails being supported at intervals by flanched feet.
A communication from Charles Eugtne Emile Muller.—tth Decenber, 770, W. R. Lake, London, ** Preventing injury to railivay carriages."—A removed with ease from the case or night chair, The commode pot or
commenication.—Dated
14th
Marck,
1872.
utensil is also fitted with a handle for the purpose of removal from the
1871.
This invention has for its objects to provide means for preventing vase for emptying. In some cases the vase may be dispensed with, and
3331. WitttraM Henry Oates and Ricnarp Jones, Manchester, “‘ Carding
railway carriages from
rown from the track, and to provide a in lieu thereof a ring is used suspended in a similar manner to the vase
engines.” —l4th December, i871.
3423. Joun Henry Jonysoy, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “Steam brake by which the carriages are stopped when the wheels slip off the and having similar packing rings and cover.
tors.”
ication from Joseph Alexandre Westerman.— rails, also to hold the wheels in place in the event of an axle becoming 2155. W. Smirn, Barnard Castle, Durham, ** Stoves.”— Dated 18th September,
broken. To accomplish these results the said invention consists primarily
18th December, 1871.
1871.
3473, Epwarp Tuomas Hvuaues, Chancery-lane, London, “ Drawing or in the application to the under surface of a carriage truck of two parallel
The aim and design of this invention is :—First, to obtain as large an
rolling rods or conical forms for shafting, &c.”—-\ communication from safety shoes, through which the wheels of the truck project to bear amount
of heating surface as possible, with a small amount of fuel.
upon
the
rails.
Each
shoe
is
made
of
much
greater
width
than
the
Henry Kellogg.—22nd December, 1871.
Secondly, to effect this by a simple and economical construction. These
56. Henry Grant Spence, South Stockton-on-Tees, ‘‘ Connecting pipes, thickness of the wheels, and is formed with downward projecting flange results
are obtained :-—First by causing the heated air and products of
upon each <—-. When the wheels slip off the track the shoes drop down combustion
&c., to the bottoms and sides of ships or vessels.” —6th January, 1872.
trom the fire-box, to pass through a number of tubes or flue.
= the rails to support the carriages, and are held thereon by the which are thus
227. Joun Scott Russe.t, Sydenham, ‘‘ Ordnance, &c.”
heated, and assist in heating the external air, Secondly,
anges,
241. Cuartes Joun Geneste, Upper Norwood, * Pump pistons.”—24th
these
tubes
or
are of simple construction--are cast in sections, and
2458. D. Fryer and R. Steers, London, “ Shoes for horses."—Dated 18th are arranged atflues
January, 1872.
such a distance from cach other as to enable them to heat
Septeuber, 1871.
352. Perer McDonacp, Black Rock, Dublin, “Self-acting inking letter,
the
external
air
rapidly.
bill, and card stamping machines.” —3rd February, 1872.
The essential féature of noveltyis in using sections of leather, india663. Ropert Nasn, Albion-square, Dalston, London, “ Locks, keys, &c.” rubber, gutta percha, cork, felt, or any suitable fibrous material, upon
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
—4th March, 1872.
, the surface of the shoes of horses or other animals, and by securing them
688. Hexry Perry, Fetter-lane, London,“‘Bottles for containing liquids.” thereto by wires
ing through or round them and through the hvofs, Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, In—6th March, 1872.
substantially as described.
struments
of
War
Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, de,
698. Henry GLover, Brooklyn, New York, U.S., ‘‘ Local magnetic attrac- 2465. J. H. Sanpers, Birmingham, “Gigs and other wheel carriages.”— 762. A. M. Crark, Loadon,for* Buttery
gen.” —A commeanication.—Dated Vath
tion indicators.”—7th March, 1872.
Dated 19th September, 1871.
March,
1872.
718. CHartes Wii11aAM Lancaster, New Bond-street, London, ‘Shot,
This invention refers to the employment of one wheel only for wheeled
The principal characteristic of this battery gun consists in its sliding
shell, &c.”—Sth March, 1872.
carriages, the improvements being more applicable to gigs.
barrels arran
side by side, and caused to move either separately or
745. ADoLPH Strauss, Basinghall-street, London, “ Indicating the height 2467.
together back and forward. The backward movement of the burrel=
W. R. Lake, London, “ Torsion springs""—A communication.—Dated produces
of bilge water in ships and vessels."—A communication from Abraham
the explosion of the cartridges, while their forward movement
19th September, 1871.
Harris.—11th March, 1872. th
+ huiila:
consists, First, in submitting for the ordinary straight rod a curved allows of the empty cartridge shells being discharged. The mention
777. Epmunp Epwarps, 8
Dial plates ralThisso bent
énboe ” —A
ng, London, “from
as to conform a contour to what is known as the ordinary also includes, among other improvements, loading mechanism, consisting
for calendar clocks and
James
shape. This allows an immense increased length of rod; of reciprocating carriers for conveying the cartridges to the barrels, aud
Crocker Dunn, Elam Clark Lewis, Loring Atwood, Benjamin Ware onU, V,an orsordinary bolster
‘isting of b
3, springs, and rotary eccentrics.
can
used, each of which firing hanism,
Marshall, William Brown Mussey, Bradbury Meloon Bailey, Charles shall be composed of twotwoarmssprings
or shanks nearly as | as the bolster. Also a cartridge distributor, consisting of an arched box divided into
Edwin Kilby, and David Balch Channell.—14th March, 1872.
springs are connected at the centre of the bolster by a single staple vertical chambers, and provided with a sliding bottom that is withdrawa
812. EpovaRD Grou, Lucien Dusart, and Cuartes Barpy, Boulevart orThese
and are formed with short lateral lever arms turned off at as soon as the box has been applied to the gun.
de Stras
’
o
matter or
"—18th March, 1872. rightbearing,
angles to the main arms. This invention also consistsin so securing 2454. W. H. Toorn, Bricton, Survey, “Curtridges.”-—Dated Sth Sep'eube >,
856. WILLIAM
1 LAKE, SouthamptonLondon, “Setting
anti-friction bearings in connection with the lever arms that
1871.
and securing
-hooks in leather, &c.”—A communication from suitable
the springs shall in operation be comparatively frictionless.
These improvements have for their object the construction of metallic
* Horace C. Bradford.—2lst March, 1872.
so that they shall be expelled from the guns, cannon, or fire$04. Jon~n FRANKLIN ALLEN, Mott-Haven, Westchester, New York, U.S., 2492. I. ALpepert, London, “ Carriages.”—Dated 21st September, 1871.
This provisional specification describes
a means of
and lowering arms with the projectiles without leaving any residue behind to foul the
“ Steam generators.”
895. WiiuiaM Ropert Lake, South
ti nila gs, London, “ Cart- the heads of landaus, &c., by which the overhead roof is worked by the barrels, and also save the great waste of powder or explosive composition
ridges for fire-arms.”—A communication from Charles Walley Lovett, action of the head joints. At one end of the usual jointed lever of the which sometimes takes place by being-blown out of the gun without
head joint is a Spiral spring, and when the head is raised and the arms having exploded or ignited. For this purpose the inventor makes the
jun.—23rd March, 1872.
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cartridges and projectiles or bullets either of one piece by stamping,
Class 9.—ELECTRICITY.
ing, casting, fi
th dies,
on a lathe, or
‘Zz
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Moynetic Appt atus,
me rollers ; or he makes them of two or more pieces and afterwards
Etectrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batterves.
joints them together ; and for some purposes he has metallic cases made
to take in the projectiles and powder or explosive composition.
783. W. R. Lake, London, “ Electric torch for lighting gas.”—A communication.—Dated 14th March, 1872.
This invention relates to a torch for lighting gas by the generation of an
Class 7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
electric current, by means of an electrophorous operated by hand to
the electric spark and cause it to
to the lighter, which comIncluding Cooking Utensils, Fate
Ornaments, Musical In- liberate
pletes the circuit by its contact with the burner. The invention also
struments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
relates to the construction, arrang
t, and
bination of the several
2461. T. H. Menke, Hamburgh, “‘ Sewing machines.”—A communication.— parts of the torch, whereby it can be easily manipulated by hand to both
generate and liberate the lighting spark.
—Dated 19th September, 1871.
The object of this improvement is to produce a machine that may be 2441. A. VerLLet and C. Verny, Lille, France, “ Signalling.”—Dated 16th
used for sewing the thinnest and thickest fabric desired. To make its
September, 1871.
construction cheap, and use as large a shuttle as may be desired, to save
Two ordinary telegraphic wires are established along the line and lower
the time in filling, placing, and replacing the shuttle in the machine, than the steps of the carriages. Each train being provided with a battery,
and regulating the tension of the thread.
and a bell or alarm is put into constant communication with the wires
7. = eae, Horshan, Sussex, ‘‘ Sash fasteners.”—Dated 2nd Septem- by means of an excitator or a machine fixed to the tender, so that two
trains could not meet together on the same line without infurming each
ber, °
The novelty of this invention consists in the construction of a sash other of the danger which threatens them.
fastener having a jag of metal hinged to the back plate in such a manner 2488. C. H. Garpnyer, London, “ Composing and distributing type.” —A
as to cover when the latch is drawn forward the opening between the
communication — Dated 21st September, 1871.
sashes, and to protect the latch from being pushed back from without
ee
is used for composing and distributing type.
substantially as before described.
Magnets can be so arranged as to conyey types in proper order to grippers
the like, which will take them and place them into a ‘*forme.” Or
733. 8. H. Hopces, Boston, U.S., ** Trimming or burnishing the soles, or or
the forme may be magnetic to draw the types from conveying tubes and
both soles and heels, of boots and shoes.”—Dated 9th March, 1872.
The first portion of this invention consists, First and primarily in the hold them upright. To subject the t; to electro-magnetic influence, a
combination with a jack or holder for supporting the boot or shoe, of a wire, or piece of iron, steel, or equivalent material is inserted in its base,
revolving trimming or burnishing tool, actuated by itabl
hanism, so that the magnet may attract and hold it. Magnetic types, or types
and mounted upon a flexible or jointed frame or arms operating in such that can be magnetised, may be used to be retained in the galleys and
manner that either the trimming or the burnishing tool may, by means formes without connection with the composing or distributing machine.
of said frames or arms, be brought to bear at any desired point at any
angle upon the edge or bottom of the sole or heel of the boot or shoe in
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
the jack. By the employment of a flexible or jointed tool carrying frame
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads,
the machine becomes not only a trimming, but a burnishing or setting
apparatus. The second portion of this invention consists, First, in the 2426. W. R. Lake, London, “ Electro-magnetic apparatus, and in the appliemployment of a stationary shield or lip, recessed upon its obverse or
cation of the sume for operating sewing machines.”—A comimunication.—
inner side to receive the outer end of the cutter head, and the shallow
Dated 14th September, 1871.
annular flange making part of the latter, the purpose of the said lip or
This invention consists chiefly in arranging in a frame suitably supshield being to enter and traverse the seam between the sole and upper ported on the rear section of the stationary arm of the sewing machine
and protect the latter from accidental injury, while the purpose of the two sets of electro-magnets. Between these magnets oscillates a moter
latter is to prevent the formation of a rough burr upon the inner edge of lever connected with the needle of the sewing machine. This lever is
the sole, the lip or flange being stationary in order that it may retain so provided with armatures so arranged that one shall be opposite cach
low a temperature as to insure the ragedagainst the injury now resulting magnet, and secured in such relative position thereto that at the proper
from the heat generated by the friction of a rapidly rotating disc upon the instant it shall be acted on by its magnet. These magnets are connected
sole edge: Secondly, ina method of indenting, scoring, or channelling, with the battery by means of the positive and negative wires through
or otherwise reducing at intervals, the perimeter of the cutter head or connecting screws. These electro-magnets being arranged in two sets
stock, in order to reduce the heat imparted to the said stock by its fric- are so connected with each other that the magnets of each set are simultion with the leather; and, Thirdly, in a peculiar mode of applying taneously excited, and are further so connected by a cross current wire
the cutting knives to the cutter head, and the preparation of the latter that when the sliding current breaker interrupts the circuit with one set
for the vurpose, whereby the cutting edges of each knife is placed ata it shall instantly be completed with the other set, and thus impart to
tangent to the periphery of the head, and a drawing cut obtained.
the lever a continuous
ating or vibratory movement. This sliding
breaker travels over a bar to and fro, and is retained in its proper
760. W. R. Lake, London, “ Boots and shoes.”—A communication.—Dated current
position by means of stationary guide and bearing pins. The said inven12th March, 1872.
tion
also
consists
in
providing
lever with armatures with a
This invention is divisible into four heads, viz.: First, an improved receding or recessed face having theholesmotor
or perforations at their base for the
method of cutting the soles of boots and shoes from the side of leather, escape
of the compressed air.
whereby the out soles, necessarily required to be of the best part in
quality of the sole leather, are reduced in length, and a commoner piece 2432. D. Fryer and R. Steers, London, “‘ Portable or hand vice, &e.”—
Dated 15th September, 1871.
of leather can be used to complete the sole; Secondly, an improved die
The special feature of novelty is in the principle of the combined
for cutting the soles from the side of leather adapted to the method
above mentioned, for the purpose of cutting either full length soles or wedge and screw for actuating the jaws of hand vice, screw wrenches,
shortened ones, and it also provides that the same die may be used for spanners, nippers, and other similar articles, and in the particular form
cutting “tap” and ‘slip ” soles; Thirdly, an improved apparatus for of that principle set forth in detail in the provisional specification.
trimming the soles cut to the exact form required, so that when attached 2433. J. G. Sowerby, Gateshead-on-Tyne, “ Ornamenting pressed glass.”—
to the boot or shoe no further trimming is necessary ; the inventor takes
Dated 15th September, 1871.
the ordinary die now in use, and adds thereto cross knives ; these knives
The object of this invention is to ornament the outer surfaces of artiare made separate from the die, and may be adjustable or attached at cles made of pressed glass with designs in glass of a different colour to
certain fixed intervals. Fourthly, an improved apparatus for trimming that of the body of the article. The process consists in first pressing
the soles and heels to the exact form required after they have been the ornament, and while still hot introducing it into the mould in which
attached to the boot or shoe. He uses an apparatus arranged with suit- the article to be ornamented is made, in such a manner that in the proable appliances for grasping or holding the boot or shoe on a suitable sole cess of pressing the article the ornament becomes incorporated with its
and heel plate. The said invention has for its objects a saving in the outer surface. The mould and plunger used in pressing the ornament
amount of waste arising in cutting up the side of leather into soles, and have corresponding bevels for the purpose of cutting off all surplus
a reduction in the amount of labour in the finishing of the soles and heels metal from the ornament, leaving the design intact.
of boots and shoes when finished.
2438. W. Prosser, Manchester, ‘Conducting and distributing fluids.”-—
777. E. Epwarps, London, “ Dial plates for calendar clocks and watches.” —
Dated 15th september, 1871.
—A communication.—Dated 14th March, 1872.
An enlargement of a suitable form is made at the end of a pipe, and in
These improvements consist in making the dial plates of clocks and this enlargement the inventor places a number of fingers of a suitable
watches, which registers the days of the week and month, consist of an shape, which are movable. These ends break the stream of water into
outer annular elevation, upon which are marked the hours and minutes several smaller streams, these being further divided iuto fine spray by
in the usual way, and of a concentric depression in which. revolve two other fingers on the edge of the enlarged piece. The movable fingers may
index hands, which point out the days of the week and month respec- be dispensed with by prolonging the fixed fingers to a greateror less
tively marked upon the said depression. These index hands are adjust- extent, according to the degree of fineness to which the water is to be
able, so that they can be set correctly at the beginning of each month, distributed ; or the first pipe maybe continued into the evlargement, and
and they are driven by wheels in the usual way. Also of a circular the movable and fixed fingers dispensed with by making suitable
depression, still deeper than that already pwn and eccentric or not openings near the base of the enlargement and closing up the mouth of
to it, in which an index hand works, which points out the seconds the inner pipe, thus distributing the water through the space between
marked on the circumference of the depression.
the pipe and its enlargement.
2485. W. R. Lake, London, “ Boots and shoes.”—A communication.—Dated 2442. J. Witpe and H. Sinctain, Liverpool, ‘‘ Leve!.”—Dated 16th Sep2lst September, 1871.
tember, 1871.
This invention has reference to cutting boot and shoe soles, and its obA level and angle indicator constructed according to this invention
ject is not only economy of material and greater precision in working so consists of a frame, the under side or base of which has a perfectly true
as to reduce to a very small a
the amount of material wasted in or level surface. In this frame is mounted or fixed a circular dial or
cutting soles, but also eater rapidity in cutting, thereby saving mate- index plate marked with 360 deg., and suspended in the centre of this
rial, time, and labour. For this purpose the inventor uses dies, knives, dial plate is an indicator, finger, or pointer fitted with a counterpoise or
and guides, and a movable gauge straight edge. The machinery used for balance weight. The front may be covered over with glass or otherwise,
actuating the dies may be of any ordinary or convenient description.
and the finger or pointer is hung with delicate centres. The degrees
be marked on a circular ring fitted in the frame with the degrees
2503. W. E. Gepar, London, “ Shoe and guaiter.”"—A communication.— may
marked on its edge and having glass on both sides, the indicatlng finger
Dated 22nd September, 1871.
This invention consists in arranging the upper of a shoe so that this being suspended in the centre of the glass. In the under side of the
frame is attached a sight tube, which may be soldered or otherwise
upper forms at the same time upper and gaiter, the whole of a single attached
to the base, or the base may have a hole bored or drilled through
piece, that is to say, without seam,
2505. W. H. Kent, London, “‘ Plaiting tertile and other materials.”—A coii- it which will serve for the purpose of a sight tube.
2446. D. B. Peesies, Edinburgh, “ Gas veyulators.”—Dated 16th September,
munication.—Dated 22ad September, 1871.
1871.
The object of this invention is the construction of a simple and efficient
One improvement consists in securing the edge of the diaphragm by
machine for plaiting textile and other materials. The sardmachine may
be used with great advantage for plaiting materials for ornamenting gripping it between the surfaces of the joint by which the two parts of
skirts or yee y and other articles of dress, and for other similar pur- the casing are attached, such surfaces having one or more grooves and
poses, and it will form the plaiting either straight or obliquely across counterparts formed not only round the chamber, but also round the
the material. Upon a stand or frame the inventor places a horizontal meeting orifices of the side passage by which the gas passes from
table. On this table he arranges a vertically reciprocating blade, a hori- beneath the diaphragm to the burner tube above. One or more finger
zontally reciprocating blade, and a presser bar, all operated by eccentrics, holes are formed in the covering part of the casing to give easy access for
cams, or other similar contrivances. The vertically moving blade works adjusting the weight on the diaphragm. A second improvement consists
in making the diaphragm of bladder, skin, or similar animal membrane,
through a slot in the table.
2491. W. E. Gepce, London, “ Dressing staves for casks.”
—A communication.
-—Dated 21st September, 1871.
Class 8,-CHEMICAL.
This invention relates to an improved machine for planing or dressing
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel the joints of staves of every radius and of every breadth, and consists in
in the framing, driving gear, carriage carrying the stave,
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food, improvements
of fixing the stave, and in the construction and arrangeBrewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting, in—the ofmethod
the carriages or slide rests carrying the cutting and dressing
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manvres, &c.
2450. W. H. MairLanp, London, ‘Coating iron or other metals with copper 2523. W. NeEweE.L, Birmingham, “‘ Metallic handles for teapots and coffeeor copper alloys.”—Dated 16th September, 1871.
23rd September, 1871.
A pots.”ding—Dated
The invention relates to the employment of electro
tal lurgy in
to this invention blanks are first cut from tin plate, and the
coating metals with copper or itsalloys. The article to be coated, after blanks raised by dies are stamped into trough-shaped pieces having the
having been cleaned by acidulated water or otherwise, is submitted toa figure of the longitudinal halves of the handles to be made. The edges of
bath —— in a special manner, in which bath copper becomes the half handles are next clipped and are then operated upon by drawing
depos
upon the article by the aid of the current from an electric through tools by which the extreme edge of the metal is turned inwards.
battery or pile. The bath is prepared by heating about 56lb. of carbonate This turningin of the
is greater on one half handle than on the
of potash withabout 70 lb. of animal nitrogenous matter and about 10 Ib. other, so that when the half handles are presented together the edge of
of copper turnings until a tolerably tranquil fused mass is formed. This one will just enter within and be embraced by the edge of the other.
mass isallowed to cool, then reduced to powder, and the soluble portion ‘the two half handles thus engaged together are permanently secured
dissolved out by percolating with sufficient water to produce 1001b. of together, and the handle completed by soldering the junction of the two
solution. The coating or layer of copper formed as before stated by half handles.
means of this solution or bath may be increased by another bath of $266. H. WitzENMANN, Pforzheim, Baden, ‘* Linked chains.”—Dated 2nd
sulphate of copper.
December, 1871.
2149. H. N. Nissen, London, “ Printing from surfaces."—Dated 16th SepFor this purpose the metal is flattened by passing through rolls, and is
tember, 1871.
then brought under
a three-fold punch, which punched out the hollow
Ferro-rubigo and ferro-cyanide of potassium are mixed with writing or part of a straight line, rounds un its straight stems, and detaches
other inks, and on any attempt being made to extract the figures or finally from the flattened wire. These links are then threaded on a wire,
amounts, upon cheques for instance, with oxalic acid or other chemical and are worked into a chain in the following manner :—The bottom link
agent, the ink is transformed into prussian blue.
of the pile is threaded in the upright extremities of the two last links
worked in, its extremities are then bent
ds, the
ding link fed
=> hoema Birkenhead, ‘‘ Carbonising peat.”—Dated 22nd Septem- forward
then enters said extremities, to be operated upon in the same
vr, 1871.
manner,
The object, to obtain well charred peat at a low price, to avoid frequent
handling of the peat, and supplyinexpensive plank, The peat is pt nee 732. A. Jonnson, New York, U.S., ‘“‘ Machines for rolling metal.”—Dated
in blocks in their natural
, or in stacks of piled blocks, by being
9th March, 1878.
The inventor uses a pair of rolls of which the surface of one is smooth
fired and then covered by a bottomless vessel, such vessels belng provided with openings at the sides and top or either of them, so as to and that of the other studded over with protuberances, The rolls have
admit only a limited quantity of air and allow slow combustion. Upon an inner solid or tubular cylinder, and an outer shell composed of v series
sufficient charring the air is shut off and the mass allowed to cool, alter of removable segmental aay The segmental re are studded on
which it is ready for use. Instead of
& cover over a block or their convex surfaces with the projecting heads of rivets, whose shanks
stack of peat the cut peat blocks may be k ed into a portable vessel, on pass into said plates. The rolls have an interior tube of sheet metal corwheels if desired, provided wi ith a perforated
ted bottom , and funnel or rugated longitudinally, an exterior shell of
metal, and an intercowllike passage terminations to serve as
tra
and prod
diate cylinder of cast metal. The journal
ingsof the hollow rolls
exit ways, or either the perforated bottom or funnel ur cowl-like termi- mcrae meeae tp He casts the hollow cylinders around
a sheet
nations may be used, Any of the vessels may have a gallery round their metal cylinder fi with water, and inside of an outer tube, with water
top outer edges to enclose peat so as to be dried by waste heat.
surrounding the same. Ile combines with the hollow journal a rubber
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head, a metal head, a bisected sleeve and tube. The tube is vided
with collars. The tube is combined with a grooved head and slotted
standard. There are a screw, screw sleeve, flange, washer, key, and
wheel for adjusting the rollers, Wheels are enclosed within a casing, and
steam is applied to the outside of the same. An adjustable triangular
block is et between the said wheels to divide the steam. He uses
a boiler provided with a flange and screw
at each end, in combination with heads having on their inner sides an inner and outer screw
flange. A central tube is screwed into the heads of the boiler. He uses
a safety valve with a slotted tube, a grooved seat, and screw cover. He
also uses an auxiliary boiler provided with tubes connecting with the
hollow rollers and with the main boiler.
2440. G. T. Cuapman, London, “ Ornamental covering of india-rubber
for the
surface of metal, &c.”—Dated 16th September, 1871.
This invention consists in the manner of hardening the solution, which
the inventor effects without the employment of sulphur. He first dissolves the india-rubber or gutta-percha. The solution is then mixed with
colouring material. The solution may be applied to the surfaces by a
brush or otherwise. He then hardens the coating by the application of
heat without sulphur. The heat required for ordinary purposes will be
from about 300 to 400 deg.
2445. J. Murpocn, Dundee, N.B., ‘* Washing and boiling clothes, dc.”—
—Dated 15th September, 1871.
The First part of the improved apparatus consists of a vessel divided
vertically into two compartments, into one of which the clothes are put,
whilst in the other a plunger or piston is arranged to be worked up and
down by a lever or revolving crank. There is a perforated board or
grating near the bottom of the clothes compartment, and beneath this
the space communicates with the bottom of the plunger compartment,
so that the movement of the plunger causes water to be worked up and
down through the grating. The Second part of the apparatus is in the
form of an ordinary open washing boiler, with the heating flues arranged
to act on the sides as well as bottom. A series of circulating passages or
pipes are formed in or fitted to the sides. The action of the heat on the
water in these passages causes a violent circulation, the water passing up
them and being projected from their upper ends upon the topof the clothes.
The part of the improved apparatus applicable for mixing or for churning
is what is hereinbefore described as the first part.
2447. W. Brooke, Leeds, “Washers in bottles.”— Dated 16th September, 1871.
In combination with the dies used in forming the exteriorof the bottleneck, he attaches to the legs of the tong-shaped tool another pair of dies
which are formed so as to pass into the mandril (which is made hollow
for their reception) and through side holes to the exterior. The interior
dies are brought into operation simultaneously with the exterior dies.
When the exterior dies are closed on the neck of the bottle by the attendant the interior dies are forced outwards through the holes in the side
of the mandril to any required length according to the depth of the depth
of groove. The operation proceeds in the same manner as when forming
the exterior part of the neck.
2448. v A. A. MANIER, Oxford, ‘ Paeumatic telegraphy.”—Dated 16th September, 1871.
The invention consists in the adaptation of a harometrical tube to the
purpose of telegraphy, and the indication of letters and figures through
the well regulated rises and falls of a liquid column, with the least amount
of effort possible.
2451. A. M. CLarK, London, “ Cocks or vulces.”—A communication.—Dated
16th September, 1871.
The improvements relate to a cock provided with a disc, having an
aperture for the passage of the liquid, arranged to fill a cylindrical casing
and operated by a central stem, said disc being adjusted to prevent
leakage by a screw. Suitable inlet and outlet passages are provided on
the casing. In a modified arrangement the disc has two openings communicating with tubular chambers (forming the inlet and outlet)on being
rotated by a central stem as before.
2452. F. H. Maren, Middlesex, “ Closing bottles.”—Dated 18th September,
1871.
This invention consists in the application to the necks of bottles of
hinged valves in lieu of corks or stoppers. The said valves are opened by
ee - of thumb levers and fit against valve seats in the necks of the
wottles.
2456. J. G. Jones, Birmingham, “ Sewing machines.”—Dated 18th September,
1S71.
This provisional specification describes means of giving motion to
sewing machines by means of air or other fluid under pressure. This is
done by employing a small cylinder, the piston rod of which passes
through both the top and bottom of the cylinder, the lower end of the
rod carrying the needle, and the upper end working a lever which gives
motion to the shuttle and also to the serrated feed plate; or the piston
rod may otherwise be arranged to give the requisite motion, or a diaphragm may be used instead of a piston; arrangements for working the
shuttle and feed motion, and for maintaining the requisite supply of fluid
under pressure, are also described.
2457. a Kaye, Kirkstall, Leeds, “* Factory lamps.”—Dated 18th September,
1871.
These improvements are applied to a factory lamp with an upper oil
compartment and a lower waste oil compartment, the wick pipe being
elbow-shaped and having a spout-shaped pipe round it where it starts
from the body of the lamp. The improvements consist in a waste oil
pipe starting at that point and reaching nearly across to the opposite side
= the waste compart:nent, and in vent pipe rising upwards from the
atter.
2459. E. H. Hucn, London, ‘‘ Keeping off flies, dc.”—Dated 18th September,
IST.
This provisional specification describes an apparatus for keeping off
flies, mosquitoes, and similar insects. It consists of a rotating vertical
axis, to which are attached bars carrying wings of paper or other fabric.
The apparatus may be suspended in any convenient position, and may be
set in motion by a bottle-jack or other motive agent. The apparatus may
be folded up like an umbrella.
2462. W. Pawson, Westgate, Lincolnshire, ‘‘ Valves for hot and cold water
apparatus,” —Duted 19th September, 1871.
These improvements relate chiefly to the employment of a loose and
separate seating of rubber or other elastic material in hot or cold water
taps or valves, which seating fits into a recess or chamber and is acted
upon by a spring or other valve for closing the passage.
2464. T. H. Drew, Walsall, Staffordshire, ‘Clipping horses and other
animals.” —Dated 19th September, 1871.
Ld
The novelty of this invention consists in the construction of horse
clippers, the clipping being produced by a series of radial cutters
revolving over a toothed plate, the said toothed plate being curved the
same as the cutters, but with parallel teeth cut or formed in the same;
the circular cutters being put in motion by gear wheels and a small
handle.
2466. B. Brown, Cardiff, Glamorganshive, “ Treating wood, d&c.”—Dated
19th September, 1871.
The inventor employs a cylindrical boiler which he mounts horizontally
in a brick or other furnace. This boiler he fits with hollow trunnions
upon which it is free to turn. The ends of the boiler extend beyond the
furnace walls, and the opposite ends of the boiler he provides with manholes, through which the boiler is charged and discharged.
2468 8. 8S. Lewis, London, ‘‘ Paperfor bank notes, &c.”—Dated 19th Sep”
tember, 1871.
The inventor takes paper, cut it in sheets on a bath or solution of
nitrate of silver, then hangs it up to dry in the dark. When dry he
expuses it to the light. When the paper has assumed the proper shade
he soaks the same in water, then places it in a bath of hyposulphite of
soda. He then washes it in clean water and hangs it up to dry. If it is
desired to give to the paper a variegated surface, he floats the sheets on a
bath of nitrate of silver, and after having dried them in the dark, he
covers them up with an open work fabric, such as lace or tulle, and
exposes them to the light.
2470. J. Owen, Bowden, Cheshire, ‘‘ Construction of high-pressure jilters.”—
Dated 20th September, 1871.
The invention consists principally of a long cylinder having at each end
a hemispherical cup screwed on. Each cup is provided with a short
junction pipe, by means of which it is connected with the supply pipe at
each end, so that all the water passing along the pipe must necessarily
pass through the filter. Each cup contains a piece of sponge pressed in
closely, and between it and the cylinderis a piece of felt protected b;
a grid or perforated metal plate. The cylinder itself is filled wit
charcoal, a layer, of course, at each end, and fine charcoal in the centre.
2472. N. Mives, Ramsyate, “ Bell, gong, or alarum table.”—Dated 20th September, 1871.
The improved table is intended to be constructed of any suitable shape,
either of metal, wood, marble, or a combination of ae A materials. At
ted
the sides of the table, bell pulls or press pulls are attach d and
to a trigger at the base of the leg or legs, which is inconnection by means
of a system of rods and levers, with an alarum bell or gong fixed to the
table, so that anyone sitting at the table can readily sound the alaraum
bell or gong for any desired purpose. The inventor also puposes actuat
= — gong or bell by electro magnetic agency or by electricity or
vanism.
2475. H. G. Stevier, London, “ Umbrellas and parasols.”—Dated 20th
September, 1871.
According to this invention, the fabric or cover of the umbrella or
parasol is woven in one piece in a conical or tubular loom, soas topresent
a curvilinear outline or surface of the
rtions required. The cover is
then to be attached to the ribs and stick by passing the open apex over
the ferrule, and by screwing it to or against 4 disc or plate by means of a
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by a movable partition in two compartments, the front compart- required in their production. Men who have bought forward to
screw nut orclamp. The periphery of the fabric, as well as the inter- divided
is «
with absorbent material and receives the urine, and the Midsummer at any prices short of those quoted this afternoon
mediate portions, are then secured tv the ribs by elastic or spring mentk compartment
receives faces, over which powder is distributed by are deemed fortunate. But there are few who, possessing such a
fastenings or otherwise so as to be removable.
means of bellows or other suitable p
tic arrang
t
bined
2477. L. Dierricnson, London, ‘* Hoists.” —Dated 20th September, 1871.
with a hopper, and worked in any suitable way. Instead of the bellows, supply, have not bought at many different rates. Courage to bu
This invention consists of a novel combination of parts forming a hoist ap
tic arrang
t, constructed as follows, may be used : The freely when iron commenced to rise characterised but few. If,
to secure the safety of workmen whilst doing external work on buildings said arrangement
consists
of
a
cylinder,
to
one
end
of
which
is
affixed
a however, they had followed the example of certain large export
and for other purposes. The hoist is made in the form of a box, in which
pe leading to the hopper, the other end being closed by a sheet of merchants in Liverpool and London, who at that time purchased
the workman stands, this hoist slides up and down standards or guides. ndia-rubber
capable
of
being
stretched
iuwards
or
outwards
by
means
of
It is suspended from an upper cross-piece by a pulley or other arrange- > yaaa suitably worked. Air enters the said cylinder through an inlet so readily, they would find themselves in a much more satisfactory
ment, and is prevented from slipping or descending by a rack and pawl avalve.
state in anticipation of the profits to result from the work now
arrangement under the control of the workman in the hoist.
done.
C. A. Harpy and A. E. Stayner, Shefield, and J. Harrison, East- being
2478. A. Winson and G, B, Woon, Sheffield, “* Making steel.” —Dated 20th Sep- 2498. wood,
An official advance of £10 per ton on English copper was on
Nottingham,
‘*
Picks,
hammers,
&e.”—Dated
22nd
September,
tember, 1871.
Tuesday
declared by the smelters, but the rise had been practically
1871.
This improvement cousists in the bottoms and lining of converters of
a metallic socket of suitable form to cover and protect established in the metal market for some days previously. Tin
refractory stone, by preference that known as “ firestone.” The bottom theForendsthisof purpose
the
shafts
or
handles
is
provided
with
a
projection
or
tenon
has
also
advanced
£2 per ton. Local brokers now quote prices as
may be in one or more pieces, suitable openings being provided therein fitted to enter a mortise formed in the tool for which it is designed.
under :—Copper, best selected, £103; tough ingot, £101 per ton;
for tlie passage upwards of the blast.
V. D1 Tercouina, London, * Hox ses’ bits.” —Dated 22nd Septem- sheets, £106; tin, common ingots, £157 ;bars, £155; refined, £150
2481. F. Parry, London, ‘‘ Drying precipitated seira, e.”—Dated 21st Septem 2499. ber,Count
1871.
locomotive plates, plain, £108 1s, per ton.
ber. 1871.
The features of novelty which constitute this improved bit are :—A perInton;
This invention relates to improvements on the invention for which proconformity with the resolution passed by the local manufacmoving on a swivel near each end of the part of the bit which goes
visional protection was granted to the same patentee, bearing date the ring
inside the horse's mouth, each ring being fixed to a flat plate, which goes turers of brass and copper sheets, wire, tubing, Xc., at their meeting
25th of August last, No. 2233, and consists essentially in disposing a flat (one
on either side) outside the horse’s mouth, and on the outside of each on the 19th ult., tomakea further advancein the price of those goods,
plate or cover, perforated or otherwise, close to the surface of the mud or
from it at right angles, is a ring to which the rein is in the event of a fresh rise in copper, prices were on Tuesday adother substance to be dried. If desired this flat cover may be made hol- plate, projecting
by another ring or fastening. In case a curb is used the plates vanced another 4d. per lb. on manufactured brass and copper,
low so as to form a top chamber, and be perforated on its underside to ad- fastened
be prolonged downwards on to their lever, so as to prevent the curb making
mit hot air or steam therein, and direct it through the perforations down may
a total rise in the fortnight of 1d. per Ib. on brass and 14d.
upon the surface of the mud. The said flat plate or cover may be applied being mastered by the horse.
per lb. on copper wire, on account of the £10 advance in fine
either to a rotatory or to a stationary receptacle ; in the latter case there 2501. A. V. Newton, London, “ Brushes.”—A comnunication.— Dated 22nd copper notified above. The usual proportionate advance in pin
September, 1871.
will be a sand joint or other convenient tight joint formed between the
This invention relates, First, toan improvement in the modeof securing wire was also declared by the makers of that article.
edges of the flat plate or cover and the sides or edges of the receptacle to tufts
Tin-plates also have again risen. Best charcoal I.C. are not now
in the backs of brushes; and, Secondly, to mechanical
ag any escape of effluvium or loss of the hot air or steam employed means offorbristles
carrying out the operation. The improvements in the devices to be had at less than 41s. per box. The quotations not many
n drying the mud.
manufacturing are embodied in a machine by the operation of which months ago ranged from 28s. to 30s.
2482. A. Bropie, Ayrshire, N.B., “ Belts for machinery.”—Dated 21st Sep- aforcertain
quautity of bristles or fibres are separated and detached trom a
he short supply and the high price of fuel are still much comtember, 1871.
and fastened in a ferrule or eyelet, forming what may be called a plained
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the use of mass
of. Some of the pits began to work yesterday; but there
tuft,” and the tufts as they are successively formed are firmly sct into are
flexible metallic bands or hoops, or strands of wire, in combination with a“* brush
others
where very little will be done throughout the whole
stock.
leather, hide, cloth, or other fabric, india-rubber, gutta-percha, or other
week.
The
difficulties, of which there has long been much
2504. B. Hunt, London, “ Quilting machines."—A communication.—-Dated complaining, colliery
similar material for driving belts.
are aggravated just now by the accumulation of water
22nd September, 1871.
2433. J. Newson, Glasgow, N.B., “ Enamelling.”—Dated 2st September,
in
the
workings,
owing
to the long-continued heavy rains. Not a
This
invention
consists
of
certain
improvements
in
quilting
machines.
1871.
end frames of the machine proper are connected together by three few pits are this week altogether drowned out. Thus the standing
This invention substantially consists, First, in an improved construction The
flanged bars, which serve as ways for a traversing carriage and also as expenses are much increased, and the price of coal strengthened;
of carriage, with a swing frame and turning table on it, for carrying and supports
to a number of sewing machines, of which there are as many as as much as 13s. and 14s, per ton is now asked for ordinary forge
putting large or heavy metal articles in and out of the enamelling oven ; it is desired
to form rows of stitches on the quilt. By means of the
and, Secondly, in a hinged platform with rails (turned up at their outer
the whole course of the work beneath the needles of the sewing thin-coal.
ends to stop the wheels) in front of the oven door, so that the carriage carriage
The recent successes of the colliers in their efforts to secure higher
machines, both laterally and longitudinally, and consequently the
and article can be rolled out on it, and the front of the platform lowered pattern
by the stitches on the same, is determined, the wages have encouraged them to favour organisation more than
to an angle suitable for dusting on the enamelling powder while the carriage toitselfbe byformed
a
suitable
arrangement
of
mechanism
being
connected
heretofore.
Both in the north of Staffordshire and in the south,
article is hot; which is facilitated and applied by a Third improvement with and actuated from the main driving shaft. The required move as also in East
Worcestershire, unionism is displaying renewed
consisting of a counterbalanced swing sieve or frame for holding dif- ments are imparted to the needles and shuttles of the sewing machines
ferent suitable sized sieves containing the powder, the sieves or frame by three rock shafts, operated by three cams and an eccentric on the vigour.
being hung by links or chains over the said platform by pulleys or toa driving shaft. Each sewing machine is so connected to one of the
The effect of the considerable advances in the yellow and the
lever, so as to be easily brought down to the work to vibrate and dust flanged bars that it can be adjusted upon it from or towards the other white metals will not, of course, be favourable to the demand
the powder on it, and then be raised out of the way of the platform machines
to regulate the distance apart of the stitches. They are also either for the metals pure, or for the goods made by them. As
and work, which is then raised by segmental racks and a winding spindle
in two parallel rows, so that the needles of each alternate to hardwares generally, the high rates that are now quoted conor other equivalent, so as to wheel the carriage and work quickly back arranged
machine penetrate the work at a greater distance outward from the bar tinue to exercise an unfavourable influence upon the demand,
into the oven or ‘‘muffie,” all so as to save much heat and time, the said than
those
of the other set. All of the machines in both rows are so chiefly from the United States and the home markets; but the
swivel frame and turntable of the carriage allowing any side of the article
movements as to act simultaneously. In quilting leading industries are still so well booked that there is no very
to be turned to the hot part of the oven as desired, and any side turned timed im astheirheretofore
constructed, the shuttles have been arrauged to
horizontally when on the platform to receive the powder equally. A machines,
slide in a race, from which they could only be removed from the top after perceptible slackening in the amount of labour in demand and the
Fourth improvement relates to anew mode of producing ornamental work lifting
up
the
work.
The race has been dispensed with altogether, and machinery employed.
in enamel, and consists in making the sieves of deep thin strips of metal there is substituted therefor
a sliding carrier, which enables the shuttle
It is worthy of passing note that the Corporation of Birmingshaped to the outlines of the pattern, and soldered or otherwise attached
be turned downward and readily removed from beneath the machine ham have adopted in their Holliday-street yard one of the stoneto each other so as to form cells for containing the various and respective towithout
requiring any lifting up of the work or interference with the breaking machines that are made by Mr. Marsden, of Leeds.
mixed coloured powders desired and suitable for the particular parts of corresponding
parts
of
the
other
sewing
machines.
From
side
plates
of
the pattern or design to be formed by the powder within these cells which the carriage project brackets, to which are hung at one end of the
The improvement of the means of transit for the iron and hardare left open at the top, but have the sieve wire-cloth secured close to the machine three geared feeding rollers, and at the other end three similar wares of South Staffordshire to London is still greatly desired,
bottom of the cellular pattern sieve, which is placed close to the surface geared take-up rollers; these conduct the work under the sewing and is the subject of much practical discussion. On Wednesday
led, and steadied by the feet or otherwise from the enamelthrough the machine. Adjacent to the feeding rollers is a afternoon the president, the ex-president, the honorary secretary,
ling table or other equivalent, so that little or no movement of the sieve machines
frame or feeder for supplying the materials of which the
other members of the Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce,
takes place, but the mere vibration of the sieve, by tapping its strong supplemental
are made. This contains the wadding or shoddy, and supports and
outer frame, would sift the coloured powder through on to the metal sur- quilts
had an interview upon the subject with Messrs, Villiers and Wegurollers, upon which the calico or other fabric is wound and then con- elin,
faces, which could then be put into the oven and baked as ordinary two
the members for the borough. The object of the deputaducted
to
the
feeding
rollers,
and
as
the
fabric
is
being
drawn
into
the
enamelled articles are. This pattern sieve is either suitable for the
machine the wadding or shoddy is forced out of the frame or tion was the securing the legislative co-operation of the
enamelling of ordinary articles and work as heretofore or for being ap- quilting
by a rotary beater and between the two fabrics, and the three members in the promotion of the Warter Orton Branch
plied to the new sieve in front of the oven for large sized work, for pro- receptacle
passing through the machine are operated upon by the sewing machines, Railway. The importance of the line in a commercial
ducing imitation marbles, fine stone, woods, or other devices in enamel, and
the desired quilting of the fabrics is thereby accomplished.
sense was dwelt upon with much force. Without it
or large metal articles to be used for the interior and exterior of
buildings, as
telpi
or
tal windows and door frames, pillars 2508. W. Lowman, Melcombe Regis, Dorsetshire, ‘‘ Machinery sor obtaining Wolverhampton and the other parts of South Staffordshire
motive power.”
— Dated 22nd September, 1871.
and panelling, which are new applications of the enamelling art, as well
up to a railway monopoly that had long
This provisional specification describes a means of obtaining * per- would still be shut
us the application of enamelling to the interior of condensers for steam
was working great injury to the trade of the disthe open gutters for conducting sugar cane juice, and the petual motion” or the producing motive power without cost. This is existed Itandwasthatabsolutely
necessary to anything like a fair field in
enamelling of large cisterns or the bottoms of small boats, and large done by a system or two beams with cranks and cog wheels, to which trict.
plates for the bottoms of ships, after they have been fitted and taken are attached weights. The apparatus is so constructed that the beams the competition of the renevoy Hl with those in the distant
down for the purpose of being so enamelled, in and by the improved ap rise and fall very slightly out of the horizontal, so that the reciprocating parts of the kingdom that there should be another and an inde
pli
for so treating such
e or heavy articles as described under motion of the weigh wheels is obtained without any exertion of the pendent railway route to London. Such an independent route vid
ification also descri
a musical the Midland line this Warter Orton branch would furnish in conthe first three improvements of this invention. The last improvement of machinery. The provisional
this invention consists in the new application of enamelling to the bottoms apparatus which may be attached to the machine and produce concords junction
new Wolverhamptor and Walsall Railway, now
and sides of ships as they are built or plated at one operation and appli- when all is right and such discords when in distress as would be imme- completed.withThetheopposition
to the line because it passed through
cation of the heat, by thoroughly cleaning the whole outer surface of the diately recognised by the most illiterate.
Sutton Park was noticed, but it was argued that the opposition
part to be
lied by
hanical scraping or the application of acid
arose out of a mere accident. It was needful that the line should
or heat, and applying the prepared enamelling material as usual in a
single layer, and then rolling the hull of the ship into a large oven for the THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES go through the park, but it was denied that the park
purpose in the same line as the dock or ways on which the ship is so prewould be thereby injured. That it would not the action of the
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND Corporation
— the oven be heated by coke and gases and hot air in a flue and
and of the people of Sutton in approbation of the line
‘urnaces behind the flue wall close to the ship's side ; or otherwise by so
OTHER
DISTRICTS.
was cited. It was urged that if it was for the public good that
enamelling the ship in sections ; coating each large part of the surface
the line should take that direction, the public who used the park
(From our own Correspondent. )
of the plating as it is finished, and then moving a large travelling oven
no more right to object to the line than Mr. Whitmore, for
(heated as described) to these parts in succession so as to bake them.
On "CHANGE IN BIRMINGHAM: Further advances in iron : The new had
had to object to the Severn Valley line going through his
2484. C. H. Furtone, London, “Rendering casks, &c., air-tight.” —Dated 21st
prices given—WHUAT WILL BE DONE AT THE QUARTERLY MEETINGS instance,
private
it should occur that the line would
September, 1871.
NEXT WEEK : 7'he probabilitics—RELUCTANCE OF CONSUMERS TO injure thepark.park, If,thenhowever,
the importance of it in a commercial sense as
The cask or other wooden vessel is first raised to a high temperature in
PURCHASE:
What
the
London
and
Liverpool
merchants
did—
order to expand the interstices and pores in the wood the coating liquid
affecting the whole of the trades of South Staffordshire was so
FURTHER
ADVANCES
IN
COPPER
AND
TIN:
Ditto
as
to
tubes
and
ing pre
according to the nature of the liquid enclosed is introthat the interests of those who occasionally visited the park
tin-plates—FuEL: Continued short supply: Effects of tke heavy great
duced and the interior surface covered with it, com
air is then
must give way before the daily business exigencies of all the people.
rains—COLLIERS AND THEIR ORGANISATIONS—THE MISCELLA- Messrs.
forced into the barrel driving the coating liquid into the expanded pores
Villiers and Weguelin listened te the arguments of the
and interstices, the normal temperature being restored, the coating soliNEOUS INDUSTRIES : How affected by the high prices—ADOPTION deputation,
thanked those gentlemen for the interest that they
difies and renders the barrel impervious and air-tight.
OF STONE BREAKING MACHINERY BY THE BIRMINGHAM CORPORA- evinced
in
the objects of the deputation, and then withdrew.
2486. C. H. Garpyer, London, “‘ Holding parcels.”— A communication.—
TION—THE AGITATION FOR A THIRD RAILWAY ROUTE TO LONDON
Dated 21st September, 1871.
FROM
SOUTH
STAFFORDSHIRE:
The
Wolverhampton
Chamber
of
The holding apparatus consists of spring jaws with swivel studs or
Commerce and the Wolverhampton members upon it.
buttons which may be covered with caoutchouc or other adhesive material.
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
The apparatus holds the package or article but allows it to be freely turned Upon ‘Change in Birmingham this (Thursday) afternoon there was
(From our own Correspondent.)
about. A weight may be substituted for the spring; gummed or complaining amongst purchasers at the high prices that are being
other adhesive pieces may be applied to the back and ends of packages to asked for all the minerals and metals used in the iron and asssoci- THE NINE HOURS SYSTEM: Advance of 10 per cent. wayges—DANks’
obviate the employment of string.
PLAN OF MECHANICAL PUDDLING—EXPORTS OF RAILS DURING
ated
industries
of
this
district.
To-day
another
£1
has
been
put
2487. J. W. McCarter, Londonderry, Ireland, ‘‘ Sawing machinery.” — upon the best sheets used by the japanners and tin-plate workers ;
THE WEEK TO AMERICA—RESTARTING OF Woops ANCHOR WORKS
Dated 21st September, 1871.
—NEW STEEL WORKS—THE COAL TRADE—END OF THE STRIKE
This invention consists in the First place in panetins four recipro- This advance has brought these sheets up to £21, which is an
AT PLymMouTH WorKS—THE Mines REGULATION BiLt—FLovrcating frames to cranks placed at right angles to each other on one re- advance of £7 in less than as many months. When the prices of
ISHING CONDITION OF THE RAILWAYS--THE RuonbbpaA AND Hirvolving driving shaft. In the Second place the saw frames are jointed to iron began to rise this article might have been had at from
radius bars at their upper and lower ends, these radius bars being centred
WAIN RAILWay BILL—CONTINUANCE OF LARGE IMPORTS OF
to £14 per ton.
on fixed or rocking spindles or on cranks or eccentrics. In the Third £13Nor10s,were
FOREIGN ORE,
best sheets of the kind mentioned the only goods on
place the wood to be sawn is guided by rollers acting independently of the which quotations
were up to-day. A rise of 10s. in majority and THE flourishing condition of the iron trade was shown in a marked
usual fixed fences, each roller being formed with two flanges, one of
which is movable. In the Fourth place any convenient feed motion of a of 20s. in other cases was demanded with much confidence. manner this week in several of the largest ironworks by the comcontinuous kind is combined with a slightly convex curvature of the line Encouragement to this was furnished in the action of certain mencement of the nine hours system, and the advance of 10 per
of saw teeth.
leading houses. The firm of Messrs. Barrows and Hall and the cent. in wages. These are large concessions to the men. The
2489. A. W. Hoskinc, Manchester, “‘ Advertising.”—Dated 21st September, well-known Bloomfield Works have issued new circulars, in which reduction of the hours of labour will amount to six hours weekly.
1 871.
they notify an advance of 20s, a ton as to sheets and of 10s. as to For rails and all descriptions of iron the demand continues good,
The novelty of the invention consists in having a vertical cylinder (or hoops
and strips. Relative to bars the prices of Messrs. Barrows and the high rates quoted of late are well maintained. In some
cylinders) placed in the front of a building, aud caused to revolve slowly and Hall
must be subject to negotiation.
quarters we hear that rails will reach £11, or even £12, before
by a steam engine or otherwise, the said cylinder having panels or comWhat Messrs. Barrows and Hall have done other firms are long. The scarcity of hematite and the great advance in the coal
ments to contain the announcements, or models or specimens of the
articles to be advertised.
expected to do, for the quotations of the pig iron firms increase trade fully preclude any falling off in prices. The intro
2490. W. E. Gepor, London, “ Application of sponge, and clippings of in strength ; indeed continue to advance, whether reference be duction of Danks’ system of mechanical puddling in South
sponges, to the construction of various articles.”—A communication.— made to the produce of this district or of distant localities. Nor Wales is now only a question of time. The leading
Dated 2ist September, 1871.
are foundry samples easier than forge iron. The proprietors of ironmasters will very likely avail themselves of the special advanThis invention consists in the application of sponge or clippings of foundries
of mills and forges are all alike unable to secure tages of the plan. The simple fact that a better rail can be pro
pong
the
facture of matt
, pillows, bolsters, compasses, supplies atand other
than advanced rates—rates almost unpre- duced by the system from inferior pigs is quite sufficient to show the
and surgical bandages, as a stuffing for
articles of upholstery and pe
high. For Lancashire hematites £7 10s. was superiority of mechanical power to that of manual labour, The
furniture, and generally wherever sponge may advantageously replace
cotton and analogous substances.
demented to-day, and vendors would not accept less. Other foreign demand for rails is steadily advancing, and we may expect,
now that the northern seas. are opening, a great addition. The
2495. J. Banks and W. WaLkeER, Liverpool, ** Treatment of sewage.”—Dated hematites of good but hardly so excellent quality might be had, exports.of
the week include 878 tons of steel rails from Siemens’
some of them at £7. Good Staffordshire hot blast mine was firm
22nd September, 1871.
Landore Works, Swansea, to Boston ; 1630 iron rails from Craw
sewage in a systematic manner, separating the aqueous from at £6.
ms by means of floa filters
a series of tanks
It is the impression that at the quarterly meetings next week shay, Cyfarthfa, to New York ; 1508 from Rhymney to the Southern
which fi
filters are applicable to the filtration of water from rivers finished iron will be quoted up almost universally in the propor- States ; 1000 tons from Blaenavon to Boston ; 70 to Pacasmayo ;
and lakes for — purposes. A means of withdrawing the more solid tions
by which Messrs. Barrows and Hall have
m regulated, and a quantity of miscellaneous iron to Chimbote from Ebbw Vale.
inatter from
tanks, and apparatus for treating
the same and mechaniAberdare exported nearly 2000 tons to Galveston, and various
cally adding other substances. A method of rating the filtered liquid and that pig iron sales shall have the prices given above as their minor
shipments took place from Blaina, also from Cowell and
and making use of the current in the sewer for
the working bases. Whether much business will be done at such prices
Watts.
We are glad to announce that the great undertaking of
parts of the apparatus.
the stream in which said filters in rivers remains to be seen ; but, excepting in respect of bars, the demand
are moored for elevating and
ng the filtered water.
keeps so good, and the supply of the raw material and the fuel so the late Mr. Wood, at Walnut Tree Junction, is now likely to be
turned to good purpose. We refer to the large anchor works,
2497. J. WILLIAMSON, Stockport, and W. Giazier, Rochdale, ‘‘ Dry closets.” nn a
dear,
that
yielding
on
the
part
of
vendors
is
altogether
—Dated 22nd September, 1871.
which were finally sold on Thursday last. The purchaser was
This invention relates to the collection of excreta in dry closets,
of all the useful metais are pc pepieand as to until lately a Government official, and is specially qualified for
privies, and
des, and esp cial y
those in which ashes, dry earth, or theGiapeeneee
right course to take in the matter of p
At the the development of the trade.
other absorbent material is used, and consists in
the urine present
New steel works are planned at Loughor by Mr. Alfred Sterry,
range they are indisposed to do more than cover every
se
, and ee
hog over the feces by means of a current
of air,as hereinafter described. The excreta are received in a receptacle considerable order for goods with purchases of the materials the well-known coal proprietor, and new coal specu'ations are to

en
enitii
site

250
=——_—_
=
—a
——
be met with in every part of the country. At the Gnoll, Neath,
the colliery is progressing well. A new enginé-house is in
erection there for the winding machinery, and no expense
is spared in making rapid advancement and extensions.
Briton Ferry has been the scene of several accidents of late, the
most conspicuous of which has been another disaster on the
Glyncorrwg incline. The strike at Plymouth Ironworks is at an
end, and on Tuesday work was generally resumed. For several
weeks the mills and forges have been ‘‘on stop” there and at
Penydarran, in consequence of the ‘‘drift” colliers at Plymouth
refusing to work. The difference was only 1d. per ton, and the
men have now resumed work at the oldterms. At Pengam, in the
Rhymney Valley, the colliers now receive 2s. 9d. per ton, the
highest amount yet paid in that neighbourhood for coal-cutting.
meetings have taken place at several places in South Wales lately
respecting the Mines Regulation Bill, and the general impression
amongst the colliers is favourable to the measure. A desire prevails, however, that there should be one uniform weight at all
collieries alike for the collier and the buyers, but as there are
special arrangements in the majority of our coal-pits, there will
be some difficulty in adjusting them to please all persons. The
coal trade was never in a more flourishing condition than at
present. Coalowners, where hands are not tied by French or
other contracts, can get their own price for the best coals. At the
sresent rate of things coal is going steadily on to £1 per ton. We
oe heard of one instance where 18s. was obtained. The colliers are working steadily in all parts of the district, and for the
first time for several years there is no spring emigration movement atioat. Railways, the first to suffer in bad times, are also
the earliest to enjoy the advantages of the advent of prosperous
times. At the present time they are in a prosperous condition. The revenue accounts of the Taff Vale, the Rhymney,
and the Great Western are especially favourable, and show
a marked contrast with the returns of corresponding periods
last year. In several quarters new steel rails are being
laid down, particularly where the traffic is heavy. On the
Vale of Neath line this has been done, and passengers say
that the change is so noticeable that for comfort’s sake it is a pity
steel rails were not laid down the entire length. Another new
line of rail will soon open up a virgin coal tract. This is the
Rhondda and Hirwain, which will prove very advantageous to the
shipping interest at Swansea. Algiers and Spain continue to
transmit large quantities of iron ore to Cardiff and Swansea, and,
as most of the vessels return again with coal, the business is profitable and is carried on briskly.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE GLASGOW PIG IRON MARKET—THE IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE IN SCOTLAND—EXPERIMENTS WITH THE WESTINGHOUSE
ATMOSPHERIC BRAKE—THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS AND
SHIPBUILDERS IN SCOTLAND—NEW STEAMERS FOR THE CUNARD
LinE—THE GLASGOW TUBE MAKERS—ENGINEERING OPERATIONS ON THE CLYDE ~THE SHIPBUILDING TRADE.
A FURTHER advance has taken place in the price of warrants during
the past week. Business has been done since Monday up to
92s. 6d. ten days, at which figure buyers remained. The prices
of several leading makers have likewise been substantially advanced. No. 1 g.m.b. is quoted at 94s. ; No. 3, 92s. 6d, As usual
pig iron makers are not inclined to sell at present rates, expecting
as they do that before long they will be able to obtain a farther
advance, From the warrant stores of Messrs. Connal and Company about 1500 tons per day are now being removed. The consumption continues very large for foundries and engineering
purposes. The demand from abroad is likewise improving, and
as the shipping season is now fairly commenced, the shipments
both for the Continent and for America are likely to be much
larger for the time to come. The Sacramental Fast-day, which
happens to-morrow (Thursday), will cause a temporary stoppage
of work in the Glasgow district. No pig iron market will take
on Thursday, and it is scarcely likely that any business will
e done on the day following, so that nothing in the shape of a
change of prices is likely to occur before next week. That both
pig and malleable iron will rise still higher both producers and
consumers firmly believe ; but as both have as much business on
hand as they can possibly get through, there is a palpable diminution of interest as tu the future.
The ironmasters, engineers, and coalmasters of the West of
Scotland are looking forward with interest to, and making
arrangements in view of, the promised visit of the Iron and Steel
Institute to Glasgow, in August next. It is nearly two years
since any gathering of a similar character took place in Glasgow.
The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical
Engineers then held a joint meeting or series of meetings with the
Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, The proceedings from first to last were of a most pleasant and gratifyin
nature. Apart from the interest belonging to the papers em |
and discussed, the visitors were cordially invited to inspect all the
more important works in Scotland. The classical Carron and
the gigantic Gartsherrie works were thrown open for their
view. Mr. Young's paraffin oil works at Bathgate—the parent ofthe Scotch mineral oil trade, which now comprises sixty-five distinct manufactories and 3804 retorts—were also visited by many
of the North of England Instisate ; and last, but not least, the
shipbuild'ng yards on the Clyde—some of them the largest and
most complete in the world—provided for the scientific and mechanical mind a rare treat. The Iron and Steel Institute will meet
with 2 most cordial reception; and as the genius of the city is
congenial to the aims and tendencies of the institute,
the proceedings will have a more than ordinary interest
for the whole body of the people. Arrangements have already
been made for securing the use of the corporation galleries—
a splendid suite of rooms in Sauchichal-street for the meetings of
the Institute. Some of the members may be struck with the
contrast between the Corporation Galleries and the Oddfellows’
Hall of Middlesbrough, where the institute commenced its
career. And little wonder; for it would be difficult to find two
places more wholly unlike.
Last week a series of experiments was made with the Westinghouse atmospheric brake on the Greenock section of the Caledonian Railway. As many of our readers will be aware, this
brake is an American invention, which was patented in 1869.
Since that time it has been applied to nearly ninety different railroads in the United States. The London and NorthWestern C mpany were the first in this country to make use
of the new brake, and since then the South-Eastern Company have
followed suit. The experiments made on the Caledonian Railway have been of a highly satisfactory character. Six different
stoppages were made while the train was going at various rates of
speed. The results showed that by the use of the Westinghouse
brake a train going on a@ level line at the rate of fifty miles an
hour can be brought to a standstill in nineteen seconds, or a distance of 252 yards. On a gradient down 1 in 200 a train
running fifty-eight miles an hour can be stopped in twenty-three
seconds, or a distance of 276 yards. Fieonsient the experiments
the rails were completely dry. We understand that the Caledouian Railway directors are seriously considering the propriety of
the introduction of this brake throughout their entire system.
The Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland held a
meeting last week, when a pe |discussion arose on Mr. J.
Scott's paper on “‘ A New Mode of Constructing Iron and Composite Ships.” A paper on ‘* Janick’s Patent Iron Floating Dock,
with Self-acting Side Floats,” was afterwards read from Mr. Henry
Simon, C.E., Manchester. This dock, unlike other ne docks,
has no bottom, the weight of the dock being sup
by the
pressure of air which, being5 pumped
in, reacts on sueythe os surface of
:
the water. The dock maintains
its proper equilibrium by an
arrangement of side Honts A discussion followed,
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Messrs. J. and G. Thompson are now building for the Cunard
Steamship Company two steamers of 4400tons each, to be called the
Bothni. and the Scythia. With the exception of the Great Eastern
and two steamers lately built by Messrs. Tod and Macgregor for the
Inman line, these new steamers wil!, we understand, be the largest
merchantmen afloat. Altogether this firm have more work on
hand just now than they ever had before:
The operative tube makers of Glasgow have struck for a reduction
of hours of labour from sixty to fifty-four per week. This action
was taken because of the failure of the masters to return an answer
to a memorial previously presented on behalf of the operative
tube makers, and as the trade is now more than usually brisk, it is
fully expected that the masters will yield the concession asked for.
The Clyde Trustees are pushing forward their operations for the
improvement of the navigation of the river with exemplary
activity. During the past quarter 89,880 cubic yards have been
bridged within the limits of the harbour, in addition to the
dredging operations carried on elsewhere, which amount to
184,176 yards. The sinking of the hundreth cylinder of Plantation
Quay was finished on the 26th January, and the building of the
superstructure was completed on the 23rd March, thus giving an
addition of 400 lineal yards to the length of quayage on the south
side of the harbour. As for the Yorkhill wharf— another most
important undertaking—it is now about two-thirds finished. Out
of 608 main piles 535 have been driven. It is proposed during the
coming quarter to proceed with the execution of the first portion
of the Stobeross Docks, a work which it is expected will not be
finally completed for eight or ten years to come.
The shipbuilding trade on the Clyde continues very busy, as may
be inferred from the fact that thirty-nine vessels, with an aggregate
tonnage of 44,000 tons, have been launched during the quarter
ending the Ist April current. This is a higher aggregate than that
of any corresponding quarter during the last five years.
THE

CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE—THE WAGES QUESTION—TRAMWAYS
FOR TEESSIDE—DANKS’ SYSTEM OF PUDDLING—ENGINEERING.
PROSPERITY continues to characterise every branch of the iron
trade. At the weekly market at Middlesbrough on Tuesday
there was only a thin attendance. This, however, was owing to
the Easter holidays, and was not at all an indication that there was
any lack of business in trade. A few sales were made, but comparatively little was done. There is as great a demand for every
description of iron as ever there was. For early delivery almost
any price is paid for pig iron, and it is exceedingly difficult to furnish a list of quotations showing what prices are realised. Many
brokers declare that No. 3 can be bought at 85s. and 87s. 6d. per
ton, but it is a fact that in several instances, during the past few
days, 90s. and upwards has been obtained for this quality for
immediate delivery. All the available blast furnaces are fully at
work, and every maker of pig iron has contracts on his books
which will occupy him for many months. Intending purchasers
still limit themselves to the smallest quantities in giving their
orders, but unless they can continue that policy for a few months
it is-very doubtful whether they will gain anything.
The rail makers are doing all | can to get through the large
amount of work they have on hand. Of the new contracts in the
market a fair portion of them is sure to be placed in the North of
England, so that all the mills will be kept going during the whole
of this year. There is still a good demand for plates and angle
iron, and remunerative prices are obtained, but several of the
shipbuilders state that, in consequence of the unusually high prices
they are now obliged to quote for vessels, a decided check has been
given to orders which were expected to be secured by the builders
on the northern rivers. Steam vessels, however, must behad, and
the check is merely a temporary one. Bar iron is selling well,
and there is a ready market for hoops, shects, billets, pipes, and
wire.
With regard to the question of the wages of the ironmakers, to
which I have referred on two or three occasions, there is nothing
further to report. The ironmasters, according to the report of Mr.
Waterhouse, the London accountant who has examined their books
to ascertain the prices they have realised for iron, are in a position
to advance the wages of the men 5 per cent. from the 1st of April.
It remains to be seen whether the men will be content with that
advance or will ask for more.
I am glad to learn that the desirability of laying down tramways
in Stockton and Middlesbrough, and connecting those busy iron
towns by that means of communication, has been suggested. The
first railway ever made passes along Teesside, but although it is
constantly oceupied by long trains gliding over it the district has
grown so rapidly, and is still extending at such an enormous rate,
that there is <reat need for additional means of communication.
Danks’ fu nace will, ere this letter is published, have been
thoroughly tested at Messrs. Hopkins, Gilkes, and Co.’s works,
Middlesbrough, where a squeezer has recently been built, so that
Cleveland pig iron maybe puddled by the entire Danks process.
I am told that wire made from Cleveland puddled iron by Danks’
furnace at Messrs. Hopkins, Gilkes, and Co.’s within the past few
weeks is equal to that made from the most expensive iron.
In engineering there is nothing worthy of particular attention
just now. Marine builders are still busy, and there is a good deal
of general engineering work on hand.
NOTES FROM

THE

NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
InpustrRyY At NoORMANTON—THE West YORKSHIRE MINERS-~
MEETING OF COLLIERY ENGINEERS—MERSEY RAILWAY—THE IRON
TRADE ON TYNESIDE—RAILWAY FROM ScoTSwooD TO NEWBURN
—STATE OF TRADE: Barrow-in-Furness: South Yorkshire—
DANKS’ FURNACES—THE CUMBERLAND IRON TRADE—STATE OF
TRADE IN WEST YORKSHIRE.
Messrs. W. THompson AND Co., of Normanton, are night and
day rolling angles as long as 50ft., and jin. thick. A strong demand has set’ in for Griffiths? patent steel-topped rails (made at
Normanton), in which, because of the dovetailing principle adopted
in them, there is rarely seen any of that snipping and breaking off
of the edges which heavy and constant traffic produces in ordinary
iron rails,
The executive of the West Yorkshire Miners’ Association have
issued a memorial to all the principal firms in that district, asking
them to allow the miners to work eight hours in every twenty-four
on the first five days in the week, and to cease work at twelve
o’clock on Saturdays. They also demand 6d. extra for working in
the night shifts, and extra remuneration where safety lamps are
used. For the pu
of enforcing the above claims and choosing
the best means of organising the miners throughout the West
Yorkshire district, as well as considering the Mines Regulation
Bill now before Parliament, a meeting was held on Friday, at
Castleford, in the heart of the West Yorkshire coal-field,
An adjourned meeting of colliery enginemen was held at
the house of Mr. Wren, Scotswood, on Saturday evening, to consider answers to their request for a reduction of the hours of
labour. The men had asked for the introduction of a system ~
which winding and other enginemen below ground should wor
only eight hours per shift, and pumping —
above ground
twelve hours, a uniform wage of 4s. per shift being paid in each
instance ; but, as the owners of the collieries had not yet replied,
it was determined to await their decision before any further action
was taken.
The Mersey Railway Company, whohaveobtained powers tomake
a railway tunnel under the Mersey, have commenced the pre}'minary operation of sinking a shaft on a piece of land in + horc-road,
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| near Woodside Ferry. The ground has been enclosed, and the
| intention is to sink to a depth of 70ft. below the bed of the river,
| at which ap the cutting of the tunnel will begin. The tunnelling will bee performed with two machines, each of which will
| make a cutting of 15ft. in diameter, under a pressure of 30-horse
power engines. Two other shafts will be sunk at Birkenhead,
| one of which will be near the gasworks. As most of the material
dislodged in the cutting will be brought to bank on the Birkenhead side, it will be some time before operations will be commenced on the Liverpool side. In the tunnel there will be space
for a double line of rails, and it is expected that the work will be
completed in two years. The contractor is Mr. John Dickson, of
Whitby.
The iron trade is very busy in all its departments on the Tyne.
There are, however, complaints of a scarcity of manufacturing
coal, Notwithstanding the coalowners draw upon both household
and gas to keep up the supply, the demand exceeds it, and prices
of manufacturing coal are tending upwards.
In the Barrow in-Furness district the works are in full operation, and at Carnforth, where a dispute between masters and men
relative to the adoption of the eight hours system resulted in a
stoppage of the furnaces, work has been resumed under the old
arrangements. America and the Continent are buying steel somewhat freely. Pig iron for home consumption is in great demand
but smelters show little desire to accept new orders until the old
ones are nearly worked oat. The demand for ore continues good,
and prices remain unchanged.
In South Yorkshire the iron trade continues to present the remarkable activity by which it has been for some time distinguished. There are plenty of orders for rails, plates, sheets, and
hoops. The foundries are all busy, more especially as regards
steam, gas, and water pipes, valves, &c. Most of the hoiler works
have also good orders on hand. For Bessemer steel rails and other
descriptions of Bessemer the demand is as active as it well can be.
Steam coal is in active request, and an excellent business has been
done in coke.
The coal and coke trade of South Durham is as brisk as possible.
Danks’ puddling furnace is occupying more attention than ever.
Those interested in the trade are anxious to see the furnace at
work at Messrs. Hopkins, Gilkes, and Co.’s works, Middlesbrough.
This firm, the first to erect a Danks puddling machine in England,
have tested it, and found the results most satisfactory. They
have been adding a “‘squeezer” to their plant, and will now be
able to make iron by the Danks process in its entirety.
There appears to be no diminution in the prosperity of the iron
trade in West Cumberland. The whole of the iron furnaces in
blast at Maryport are kept fully employed, and it is expected
that in the course of the current half-year the two new furnaces
which are being built by Messrs. Gilmour, and an equal number
which the Solway Hematite Company are erecting, will be in
blast. The West Cumberland Hematite Company have three furnaces in blast, and two are undergoing repairs.
s is being
made with the construction of the extensive steel works which
this company are erecting, yy
the progress has not hitherto
been so rapid as could have been desired. The Workington Hematite Company have four furnaces in and two out of blast. New
ironworks at Mossbay are being pushed on as rapidly as possible ;
and at Harrington Messrs. Bain and Patterson have the whole of
their furnaces, four in number, in blast. Several Maryport
vessels have been chartered for Spain to load ore for Cumberland.
The present price of Cumberland hematite ore, delivered at
Maryport, is something like 34s. per ton, while the Spanish ore,
including freight, can be delivered at Maryport for 25s. per ton.
The finished iron trade is brisk ; the Ellen Rolling Mills Company
have as much work in hand as will keep them going for the present year.
The West Yorkshire coal and iron trades continue active.
There is an abundance of orders for plates and angle iron, the
latter being in large demand for Hull, Sunderland, &c.
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A SvuccEssFUL BUT UNCOMFORTABLE RAILWAY AIR-BRAKE.~-A
man appeared lately in Mauch Chunk with a patent air-brake for
railroad cars for sale. He claimed that it would stop a train going at
the highest rate of speed in half its own length. There was a
certain railroad man also who treated this suggestion with scorn,
and said he would wager large sums that the air-brake wouldn’t
stop a train quicker than any other brake. So he borrowed
the contrivance and fixed it to an open car on the Switchback Railroad, and went to the top of Mount Pishah to get a fair start. He
let her come down the incline for awhile until she began to move
along at a rate of sixty miles an hour, and then he placed his foot
on the brake and put it on with full power. One minute later the
eye of any solitary traveller passing through these wilds
t
have observed a car —
rfectly still on the track
ry
railroad man going down the hillamong the blackberry bushes and
underbush head foremost, at a rate, say, of forty-six miles
hour. He was carried home on a stretcher, with an abiding fait
in the suceess of the invention, but thinks its usefulness would be
improved if some other man would improve upon the machine, so
as to avoid the certain demoralisation overtaking thcse who use it,
—American Poyer,

Aprit

12, 1872.
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packing, labelling, and exporting. describe. By squeezing the bag the dough can be made
AND PALMER'S BISCUIT operations of sorting,
About 100 different Station of bine are made by to flow out of the tubular
orifices. Opposite each man is
FACTORY.
Huntley and Palmer; and they are continually inventin
a sheet of that peculiarly thin paper with which everybody
_ CrviLisaTion and biscuits go together ; indeed, it is only new biscuits and cakes. Speaking of cakes, we may ad who
eats sweet biscuits is, no doubt, familiar. Holding
in very highly civilised countries that biscuits are made, here that the firm turn out fabulous quantities of tea cakes, the dough bag over this sheet of paper, the workman,
although we are unable to call to mind the name of any forty tons — no uncommon order, Bristol cakes, sponge beginning at the left hand side of the sheet of paper,
nation, civilised or savage, by which they are not more or and supper
cakes, with which they supply confectioners’ squeezes the bag gently, and thereby forces out two big
less highly appreciated. The manufacture of biscuits is of shops all over England. With one or two exceptions all
uts or drops of dough ; a jerk detaches these from the
comparatively recent date. It is difficult, if not impossible, biscuits are produced in the same way. A dough is first
, and behold two ratafias on the paper ready to be
to fix a time when biscuits, or “cates,” in some form or made, and this is then stamped into biscuits, which are baked. A slight motion of the hand to theright, another
other, were not used as articles
of luxurious diet ; but they subsequently baked, boiled, and variously manipulated squeeze and a jerk, and two more biscuits lie in a line with
were al
either made at home by the thrifty housewife according to the
|the first, and so the operative proceeds line after line till
ies.
or the skilful cook, or produced on a somewhat more
e operation is very simple to look
We first enter the mixing room, then, in which are five or |his paper is filled.
extended scale by the confectioner. Within the last thirty six machines used for
fancy doughs, and about as | at, but it requires great sleight of hand to work at a high
years, however, the consumption of biscuits has increased many used for _ biscuits. They are totally unlike each
, and yet make all the biscuits as nearly as possible
to something really marvellous in amount, and Messrs. other. The “fancy” machines consist each of a miniature of the same size. The rapidity with which a man will
Huntley and Palmer are perhaps the largest producers of mortar mill, the cast iron pan of which is about 4ft. 6in. cover a large sheet of paper with little dabs of biscuit
biscuits in the world. Messrs. Peak, Frean, and Co. make diameter, and a foot deep. This revolves at some fifty dough is really remarkable. The whole operation constinearly as great a quantity, but as they confine their atten- revolutions per minute under a single heavy roller, nearly as tutes one of those feats of manipulation, perfection in
tion principally to the production of ship bread and the wide as the semi-diameter of the pan. In some cases which can only result from long and careful practice.
lainer sort of biscuits, they do not come so prominently the rollers are smooth, in others grooved. An attendant
We may now proceed to consider the means by which
fore the general public as the former, whose works we stands by each pan, and is supplied with the requisite the biscuitsare baked. On the ground floor are eight or ten
are about to describe. Huntley and Palmer are known geome of treacle, sugar, butter, lard, whipped eggs, ~ ovens of very large dimensions. These are all heated by
all over the world. The tins in which they pack their milk, &c., in large round iron buckets or drums. Over hot-air flues from separate furnaces. There are certain
wares have been seen in the tent of the Californian gold each
is a canvas shoot, down which the requisite
ints-of difference in the construction of the ovens
digger, they have been picked up among North American
uantity of flour for one batch descends when required. which we do not feel at liberty to describe. It will answer
lots and in the
wilds of Africa. In the Sandwich
to state that the general principle consists
e attendant is armed with a great wooden spatula, or every pu
Islands they have been found constituting important shovel, with which he turns over and mixes the materials, in depositing the unbaked biscuits on an endless web of
portions of the dress of a chief, while Esquimaux melt fat which are quickly reduced to a smooth homogeneous mass wire or of flat bars of iron, which, continually ap
m them. Wherever Englishmen find their way Huntley by the roller.
m the pans the mass is transferred to through the oven at a velocity regulated by the size an
and Palmer's biscuits appear
to find their way too ;and yet, barrows, where we shall leave it for a moment.
nature of the biscuits to be baked, carries them through in
notwithstanding that
the name of the firm constitutes a
The “plain” mixers are horizontal cylinders, about 3ft. from five to ten minutes. The biscuits are continuously
household word, it is almost certain that not one individual diameter, and 4ft. long, traversed by a horizontal shaft, fed in at one end, and are continuously delivered into
out of ten thousand has the least idea of the nature of the armed with knives, by the rotation of which the body of hoppers or boxes placed to receive them at the other.
means by which biscuits are produced by the ton, or the materials is quickly reduced to the condition of dough. The delivery
ends of the ovens open into the sides
smallest conception of the quantities which are annually The bottom of the cylinder is then allowed to fall down, of a long and rather dark
No machinery is to be
used. Let us endeavour to convey a little information on by a very ingenious piece of mechanism, and the contents seen here, nor any trace of fire—nothing, in short, but a series
these subjects.
of long, narrow, horizontal openings, like that of a gigantic
put into barrows.
Those of our readers who have passed through Readin
The next process consists in converting the dough into letter-box, in the walls, and beneath these the boxes to reby rail can scarcely have failed to notice certain
sheets, and stamping it into biscuits. The machinery ceive the biscuits. These last come tumbling through the
chimneys and many large brick buildings, some of them used in this is among the most ingenious and perfect we wall without visible cause, at short intervals, in ten or a
very new, not far to the south of the Great Western Rail- are acquainted with as employed in any manufacturing dozen at a time, just as though the street ran outside the
way. These buildings, which cover a very extensive area, process; but as it is in great measure, if not altogether, the wall, and a great public, who used biscuits instead of
constitute the biscuit factory of Messrs. Huntley and results of the experience of the firm, and in some
letters as a means of comesponding with their friends,
Palmer. Like many other manufacturing establishments, unique, we refrain from giving any minute description of kept on posting biscuits all day.
e incautious visitor
ithad a verysmall beginning. The originator of the trade which might serve as a guide to persons desirous of who picks up one of these incoming morsels is likely to
is dead, and for some years there has, we believe, been no erecting similar plant. Our business is at present with feel sensations of keen regret immediately afterwards, the
Huntley in the firm, the works being carried on with great biscuits, and not with machines.
biscuits being quite hot enough to inflict a mild burn.
skill and enterprise by Messrs. Palmer. We cannot better
A very large proportion of the biscuits thus made are
One general principle is embodied in all the biscuit
give an idea of the growth of the place than by stating that, machines. The dough is passed between a pair of breaking finished as soon as they are baked, but this is not true of
although some thirty years ago not more than five or six rollers, under which runs an endless web of pure white felt. all—some require to be ornamented. This ornamenthands were employed, at present not less than 1800 find As it
through the rollers it falls on the web, and is ing is effected in various ways. In some cases a
full occupation ; while in busy seasons—as, for example, carried back to the attendant, who again seizing the end of glaze of sugar properly coloured is put on before they
about Christmas—as many as 2000 have been at the sheet of paste, puts it between the rollers. This are baked; in others the biscuits proceed to the fine
work, We need scarcely say that machinery is extensively operation is repeated
twice. The third time, after the art department. Here we have a light, airy studio, in
employed, but before referring more particularly to that dough—now in a sheet some 8ft. long and 2ft. 6in. wide— which we find four or five artists—we can find no more
used by Messrs. Huntley and Palmer, it may be worth has just begun to issue from the breaking
rollers, it is laid suitable titlke—some engaged in decorating supper cakes,
while to say a few words as to the first introduction of hold of by a boy and placed on a second endless band run- others building up a magnificent wedding cake, carefully
machine-made biscuits. As we have already stated, the ning up an incline and lying at a higher level than the preserved during such time as the builder is not at work,
manufacture of “fancy” biscuits is comparatively novel. mew te belt just named. This second belt is of a very under a glass shade; others again are at work on biscuits
The first biscuits ever made on a large scale were those thick pure white felt. It travels round a roller about 12in. —pretty little things for dessert; some of these have a
used on board ship. The manufactory at Gosport was in diameter, and 8ft. or 9ft.—measured horizontally—from bright red sugar glaze on them; these are being decorated
considered to be the best in the kingdom, but it is impos- the breakingroller. Round the belt rollerthesheet of dough, with ships, swans, roses, branches, or geometrical patterns.
sible to conceive a ruder or more imperfect process than that clinging closely to the felt, is carried. Opposite the sale The pencil used by the artist is simply a bag, similar to
once in use there. The dough was all mixed by hand, and is a vertical ht oscillating on pins at the lower end. that used in making ratafias, and already described, with
rolled into a thin sheet in a way thus described by Ure :” The upper end of this frame carries a set of swing stamps. the exception that it is very much smaller, and fitted with
“The dough was Ds on a wooden platform
called the The frame, set in motion by the gearing, alternately but one small nozzle, the hole in which is less than a
break ; on this platform worked a lever called the break approaches to and recedes from the roller. As it sixteenth of an inch in diameter. The white thick picstaff, 5in. or Gin. in diameter ; one end of this was loosely approaches, the swing stamps assume a horizontal position, ment used by the artist is simply a preparation of white
attached by a kind of staple to the wall, and the breaks- and strike the sheet of dough, which is caught between the sugar, and with this pencil he turns out
manner of
man, riding or sitting on the other end, worked this lever stamps and the roller. The former each cut out a com- dainty devices, with a skill, taste, artistic feeling, and endto and fro over the dough by an uncouth jumping or plete biscuit of the required form. As the swing frame less powers of invention which must be seen to be appreshuffling movement.” By this means the dough was retreats the stamps assume a vertical position and deposit ciated as they deserve.
We have stated already that biscuits are sometimes
reduced to a thin sheet, which was then cut up into the biscuits on a third endless band, by which they are
squares, and ory rounded off by hand. As an carried to a set of open wire trays, on which to be baked. boiled. Two or three sorts are thus ane ;Me thesea
instance of the ingenuity by which manual
skill was made They are quickly arranged on these by a boy. It isobvious ma
icularise the very
light crisp cracknels, triangular
to compensate for the mechanical imperfections of the pro- that as the biscuits are of various irregular shapes much of in Ss with the pede weed up.
The boili
rocess
cess, we quote again from Ure :—“ Seventy biscuits are the dough is left between thestamps. This falls on a short is one of the most curious conducted
by Messrs.
Huntley
thrown into the oven, and regularly arranged in one endless web under the machine, by which it is carried to an and Palmer. At the top of the house, in a little out-of-theminute, the attention of
man being rigorously attendant, who takes it away to be worked upagain. Weare way room, we find a large cauldron heated by steam, and
devoted to his own department, for a delay of a single aware that we have given an imperfect idea of the action of nearly full of water boiling away merrily. Into this
second on the _ of one man would have deranged the this very beautiful machine, which, when at work, appears to cauldron the cracknels are thrown just as they come from
whole gang.
e biscuits do not require many minutes be endowed with almost human intelligence ;but pages of the stamping machines. They sink at once to the bottom,
baking, and as the oven is kept open during the time that description, copiously illustrated, woul be required to where they remain for about five minutes. The moment
it is being filled, the biscuits
first thrown in would be over- make the reader acquainted with all the minutiz on which they are sufficiently cooked they float 2 to the top, and
baked were not aye a er taken to prevent it. The thesuccessof the apparatusdepends. Insome of the machines are skimmed off with a wire skimmer.
ey are then sent
moulder, therefore, makes those which were first thrown into thestamps work vertically overthe sheet, leaving the biscuits down stairs to be baked.
the oven larger than the subsequent ones, and diminishes on one endless band, while the open-work web of dough
Our sketch of Messrs, Huntley and Palmer’s operathe size by a nice
tion.”
from which they have been cut goes in an unbroken net up tions, incomplete as it is, would be yet more incomplete if
Great inconvenience was experienced in time of war in another endless band, and so out of the way for reworking. we did not say something about the packing department.
producing biscuits fast enough to keep our ships supplied, The next process is the baking of the biscuits, but before The well-known tins of all kinds are made at a different
- and the biscuits were not of uniform quality. For these proceeding to the ovens we must describe the extremely establishment also situated in Reading, and carried on by
reasons, Mr. Grant, of the Royal Clarence yard, intro- curious way in which some of the smaller biscuits, such as Messrs. Huntley, Boorne, and Stevens. The boxes are
duced a new system of manufacture in 1831. The flour “ ratafias,” “cocoa nut,” and one or two others, are made all made by machinery invented and constructed by Mr.
and water are first thoroughly mixed in a trough by by hand.
Jabez James. As this machinery is unique although we
revolving arms, about 4501Ib. of dough being produced in
The dough for such biscuits is incorporated in special were courteously permitted to see it in operation, we resix minutes. The dough is then put on a heated platform mixers made of wood, and of comparatively small size, frain from giving any description of it. It must suffice to
and run over by polished cast iron rollers weighing about because the biscuits being necessarily expensive, and say that it is automatic in almost every respect, while its
15 cwt. each, until it is sufficiently thin ; it is then cut into appealing to the tastes of a limited section of the public, simplicity, silence, and powers of production, entitle it to
hexagons, to avoid all waste, by a cutting machine, and are not produced on a very large scale. The mixers are ak with the most refined results of the highest meeach biscuit is “docked” or pierced with holes at the same a aa wooden boxes within which a horizontal shaft chanical genius. A very
portion of Messrs. Huntley
time. The biscuits are not cut completely out, but nicked armed with paddles or spades rotates slowly, thoroughly and Palmer’s works is devoted to the operations of —_
all round. The entire sheet of ‘biscuits is then put in the incorporating the ingredients. The resulting dough,unlike
ing, and sending out goods to all parts of the
world.
e cannot give a better idea of the magnitude of the trade
oven es—_ -_ bag 3baked it is broken up by hand into that used for ordinary biscuits—which is very
and
separate biscuits, the sheet giving way easily where it has leathery in consistence, the smallest
than
by
ne
oe,
So
the
average
output
of
biscuits
suffices
ible quantity
beén nicked by thestamping process Tt will be seen of fluid being used in its preparation, in order to to occupy no fewer than thirty
r day.
presently that there is very little in common between this pegged
bomen py
” * cocoa nuts,” Of course, biscuits in their tins and boxes are hight and
Pangiy of manufacture and that adopted by the Reading &c., semi-fluid. In other words, it is a thick paste. Pro- — and therefore we cannot say that the trucks are
rm.
ceeding to another department but a few yards off we find
Nothing will strike the visitor more than the scrupulous
Owing to the way in which successive additions have eight or ten whi
ped, white-aproned men hard at
into biscuits in the following way : cleanliness of every operation. The biscuits are handled
been made to Messrs. Huntley and Palmer's works, the work making the d
as
little
aspossible. A system of miniature railway rans
arrangement of the various buildings
is extremely irregular,
and
it is
impossible
to give
anything like a consecutive cajable
lebedhagh
a
or so
ough.
of
prenl'ereoel
dow
Tie e tigbe
description
what takes place
on each floor, Nor is it at the lower end two Xinorifices, jets, tubes me bag
necessary, All that need
said is that the heavy ma- being a
with the
r quantity of dough, the is taken by the
chinery, ovens, &c., are
on the ground floor, while upper end or mouth is twisted
ip to close it. The bag is emplo
the other portions of t premises are devoted to the then grasped by the workman in a way impossible to
MESSRS.
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attention is being now directed to new wages tables—that
Mr. W. Pring, one of the principal clerks, has produced a
very neat and handy table, the simplest, and, with certain
limitations, the most efficient we have yet seen, for use in
the works,
In conclusion, we have to express our thanks for the
very courteous reception we received from Mr. Palmer, and
for the attention we met with from Mr. Pring, who took
us round the factory and explained the various processes.
We had almost forgotten to add that the machinery is put
in motion by a very fine pair of condensing horizontal
engines, each of 25-horse power nominal, constructed by
Messrs. Musgrove, of Bolton.
FRENCH ORDNANCE MAPS.
No.o. II.
Tue ordnance maps of the United Kingdom have been universally and justly admitted to be the best of their kind. They are
not only accurate examples of topographical delineation, but
constitute exceedingly beautiful specimens of the engraver's art.
Under this category are not included the more recent maps
which have been zincographed to a comparatively large scale,
but those on the lin. scale of England and on the 6in. scale of
Ireland. These latter were very much admired at the last
Exhibition held in Paris, and, it is not too much to assert, excited
the envy of our neighbours, who consider themselves unrivalled
in. this particular description of work. That the French possess
some maps of their country will be vouched for by the Prussian
officers, who, if report speaks truly, had studied them to much
greater advantage than their opponents, and were in consequence
able to find their way about when the latter were, to use a common term, completely at sea. In all surveys, and therefore on all
corresponding maps, the relative distance between any two fixed
and invariable points will always be a constant, but the physical
contours of the ground, both naturally and artificially, are continually changing. In other words, the triangulation on great
lines of a survey remains unchanged, while the smaller lines, or
what is known as the “filling in,” are only true for a certain
period of time, which depends upon the character of the ground,
the progress of civilisation, and the development of internal
means of intercommunication. All railway engineers are
acquainted with the preliminary parliamentary work called
“correcting ordnance maps.” Sometimes all that is necessary is
to simply cross out existing fences and boundaries, and insert
those which have been later established. But not unfrequently
the aspect of the country here and there has been so changed
that the task of correction would be a hopeless one, and the
shorter method is to make a fresh survey of those portions which
differ so widely from the map at hand. It is not difficult to
understand that, after the lapse of perhaps half a century, it
might be absolutely requisite to make a fresh survey of a whole
kingdom, especially if the only map in existence happened to be
of a very defective character.
It is now nearly sixty years since this important question was
brought before the French Government. The old map of Cassini,
which had hitherto been the standard, was known to be glaringly
incorrect in many points, and was moreover not of a type in
accordance with the progress of science and the exigencies of a
more advanced stage of civilisation. Consequently, when the
termination of the war, which occurred about 1815, threw out
of employment a large number of engineers who had accompanied
the armies in the capacities of geographical engineers, it was
determined to utilise their services on the new survey. The
task was entrusted to them, and after the lapse of six years the
first sheet of the map of France was published on the natural
scale of sade, or 1'262 miles to an inch. At the same.time the
corps of geographical engineers was abolished, and the work subsequently devolved upon military engineers and young officers
who had completed their professional education and training at
the Government establishments. At present the map of France,
or the map of the staff, comprises 274 sheets. There yet remain
twenty-five sheets to be published, nine of which contain the
survey of the island of Corsica. In addition to this map,
which from its size could not be of much use to the general
public, the Government undertook in 1840 the publication of
another on the natural scale of zzo'y50, or 5°048 miles to aninch.
This map was better calculated to answer the purposes of war,
and consisted of thirty-three sheets, eight of which are still
unpublished.” It is estimated that the staff map will be completed in about another couple of years, and the question that
arises, since it is the only one that the nation possesses, is whether
it is sufficient for the wants of the public services? The importance of a map plotted to a large scale, in which all the physical
contours and features, both natural and artificial, of the country
are laid down with rigorous precision, cannot be overrated. It
saves expensive private surveys in a civil point of view, and
enables the engineer to determine approximately the route of any
proposed railway canal, telegraph line, or main road of intercommunication. Viewed in a military light, it offers facilities
for the execution of great strategical operations, which can never
be attempted without an intimate knowledge previously of the
ground. Mining engineers are constantly in the habit of consulting maps of the country to guide them in their explorations
of mines and quarries, and by the assistance they derive from
them they ultimately construct the geological maps of the
countries and districts they visit in their searches. Inspectors of
forests and those concerned in the preservation of the timber
resources of a nation, find laid down on a good map the extent
and boundaries of the territory under their charge, the routes
most available for their purposes, and also hydrological details
possessing great interest for officials in their responsible position.
It would be to no purpose to multiply instances in order to
prove the truth of a statement which is in itself incontrovertible.
The necessity for every nation to possess an accurate map of its
own territorial dominions is unquestionable. The only difficulty
that can possibly arise is
ing the scale to which it should
be plotted. It is manifest that all the advantages which we
have enumerated cannot be obtained by the use of a map the
size of which is regulated by a popular demand for it, and the
consequent necessity that it should embrace within a small area,
a considerable extent of country. In a map of this description,
in order to avoid confusion and render it intelligible, certain
details, which are nevertheless of importance, must be omitted.
If information is required respecting them, it must be sought for
on a map drawn to a larger scale, or on a plan of details. It is
not an easy matter to define the distinction between a map and
a plan. The former may generally be regarded as a plan plotted,
comparatively speaking, to a very small scale ;but there is no
probability of a professional man ever confounding the two.
For scientific purposes, the larger the scale upon which the
general map of a country is plotted, the greater assistance does it
render in all researches and investigations of that nature. In this
respect
it will be seen that there are no foreign
maps which can
* For the information contained in this article we are indebted to our
ent
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compete with our own, and also that the map of Franceis inferior entire villages which have been built for many years. At the
to the majority of those of the other continental States, close of the war many of the maps of France used by the
which, as a rule, have no maps on so small a scale as 1°262 miles Prussians were recovered, and it was found that the latter had
to an inch without possessing additional ones on a larger scale. laid down on them the information wanting, which their opponents
The “ ordnance” map of Prussia, to use the term best understood did not themselves possess. 1t is worthy of note that the victors
by our own engineers, is on a natural scale of zz$a5, or 0°3945 took particular care to mark upon the plans the population of
miles to one inch, or nearly four times that of the corre- the separate communes, as the base of. future requisitions.
sponding map of the French. For general use the Prussian When we come to inquire into the cause of the deplorable conordnance map has been published on a reduced scale of 1°578 dition into which the French topographical department has
miles to an inch, and also of 1°262 miles to the same unit for the fallen we find, in the first place, that the staff attached to it is
Rhenish provinces. The smaller States, such as those of Baden, far too small to effectually carry out so heavy a task, and has to
Bavaria, Wurtemberg, and others, have adopted the scales of depend principally for the correction of the plans upon the serrsdon and go355. Italy and the Pays Bas use that of-ssdeo- vices of the officers connected with other branches of the public
Belgium has made choice of the natural scales of zo}u0 and service, The system adopted, which carries upon its face
zoo0, and has also published a map on the larger scale of you, characteristic evidences of unnecessary routine, is as follows.
which is likewise that adopted in the cadastial surveys of Every five years or so, the Minister of Public Works calls upon
Holland. Switzerland has chosen zz355 and ss}uo for her the engineers of the Ponts et Chausséesto furnish him with
maps, and our own of gy3e0, rodeo, and x}z are too well known accurate details of the new roads and other channels of comto need particularising. It is worth remarking that the number munication opened in their several districts. These are plotted
of sheets requisite to contain the whole of Ireland upon the to a scale of s5$55, and then forwarded to the topographical
largest scale amounts to nearly a couple of thousand.
So far department at the War-office to be laid down on the ordnance
as mere planimetry is regarded, the scale of an inch to the mile, map. Obviously these corrections can thus be made only at
that is the natural scale of gy}4u, or even of xabou, is no doubt long intervals, and moreover they are made second-hand, which is
sufficient for general pu
But when the ground has to be in itself a source of error. Again, the engineers for want of
shown in relief, which is absolutely indispensable for all military time are obliged to delegate work that they should do themselves
and civil engineering operations, even of the most insignificant to subordinates, who in many cases are not competent to perform
description, a larger scale must be adopted. There are two it. When a map is on so small a scale the exigencies of
methods in use for showing the ground in relief on a plan plotting frequently interfere very seriously with the accurate
projected horizontally. One is that of contour lines, and the position of many important points, the precise locality of which
other of shading or hatching, which is executed in accordance must remain inore or less a matter of conjecture with the
with a conventional standard. One great disadvantage of this observer. In a word, he must guess it. A description of the public
latter method is that, however well it may be done, it frequently works and alterations in the physical features of the country
conceals other equally, if not more important details. It hides the are forwarded to the Minister by the agents in charge thronghprinting, the rivers, the boundaries, and other planimetrical out the provinces, These documents either never reach the
features of the country, which ought to be most clearly topographical department at the War-office or are thrown on
distinguishable. Moreover, the method of shading, which depends one side when they do. The omissions already alluded to with
tto the Vosges department corroborate this supposition.
principally upon the eye for its execution, cannot for a moment
compare in point of accuracy with that of contours.
It is in Some of the departments possess maps of their own territory.
fact suited only for plans on a very small scale, where a general Among them may be mentioned La Marne, La Haute Marne,
rapid idea of the configuration of the country is all that is the Vosges, and La Meuse. These maps are altogether inderequired. The maps of Prussia on the xs$z5 scale, and those of pendent of one another, and, although they are all based upon
some of the German States are furnished with contour lines. the ordnance maps, they are drawn to different scales, and do
md in general appearance or style. Passing from
The Belgian plans have contourlines at'a distance of 16°40ft. not co!
on those plotted to the scale of <g3s5, while the maps published the considerations of the inland features to those in the vicinity
to half this scale have them placed so near to one another as of the sea, the same neglect is apparent. The most recent mari3'28ft. In the Swiss and Danish plans the equal distances time works, the batteries erected for the protection of the coast
between the contours vary with the inclination of the slopes. have no existence if the ordnance map is to be believed. There
Our own ordnance maps have the contour lines laid down with is no relation whatever between the War-office and the
a degree of accuracy which readily permits of trial sections Admiralty, although both are equally concerned in the preparation of an accurate map of the country. Each department
being made in the office.
Although the system of tracing contour lines is adopted by carries on its own work, without caring one jot concerning the
the French engineers, yet in the map of France the method of movements of the other. The same operation is often conducted
shading has been adhered to. When it is required to carefully by the two departments, and when the results are compared
study the features of any particular portion of the country, the discrepancy is too glaring to escape the observation of the
recourse must be had to the records of the levels, of which a veriest outsider.
The deficiency of the ordnance map of France is clearly due,
great number contain contour lines at equal distances of 32°8ft.
But these records are not available for the public, and can partly to the small scale to which it is plotted, which renders it
only be consulted by a small number of privileged persons; and impossible to show details upon it, and partly to the negligent
moreover the contours are tiaced at too great intervals to be of manner in which it has been executed. It is useless for the
any real practical utility, even supposing them to be accurate, purposes of military engineers, as well as for those concerned
which is not the case. In many instances they have been put in mining, forestal, and public enterprises. No civil engineer
in by the topographical officers by the eye, and in others roughly could by its assistance lay out atrial line of the roughest
traced out by “boning.” It is not surprising therefore to find, description, but would be obliged to have recourse to an actual
that while the nearest approximation to the correct level does survey and series of levels to enable him to determine even the
not come within 8ft. of the truth, the widest departure from it approximate route he would select. These operations would
frequently amounts to nearly 30ft. This does not say much for the only interest himself, the results would not probably be
French system of levels in point of value for military or civil preserved, and if they were, would not be received as reliable by
scientific purposes, and still less for their maps. Without an strangers. The principal reason that the French ordnance map
absolute re-levelling, without establishing a complete series of is so much behind its time is no doubt because there is no one
fresh levels throughout the whole of France, it is evident the errors actually responsible for its accuracy and completeness. It is the
committed could never be thoroughly remedied. This operation has work of various departments, among which there is no mutual
been partially accomplished by M. Bourdalone, whe has carried his understanding, and which do not pull together in the prosecution
levels over the railway system, along some of the principal natural of the task. There is no single chief authority charged with the
watercourses of the country, and a few of the provinces. But supervision of the various necessary operations. No one is
the work is far from being completed, although there is no need appointed to make the survey of new works and alterations of
at the present time to insist upon the national importance of it. localities and boundaries, and see that they are placed on the
Were this the only fault to be found with the French ordnance map. The changes that take place with regard to the wooding
map it could be amended without necessitating a re-engraving of the country, the drainage of marshes, and all similar improveof the plates. Whenever the contour lines of a district were ments are left almost unnoticed. Towards the end of the last
traced out they could be engraved on the existing plate, and century the French Government determined to establish a
fresh copies printed off ; and this operation could be proceeded survey which should serve as a base upon which to regulate a
with until the whole task of contouring the country was com- national tax, of a more equitable character than that formerly
As may be surmised the system followed in the
pleted. But unfortunately the evil is not of so simple
a character. im
A vast amount of information, geographical, geodetical, political execution of this design was very crude and imperfect. The chief
and economical, that ought to be found on a map even on so object was more of an assessive than a scientific nature. The
small a scale as that of ssdo5, when the country does not fixed operations had no pretension to accuracy. Most of the
possess another, is altogether wanting. Moreover, the engraving persons employed in the undertaking were, if not altogether
of printing is so inferior, that numerous sheets are almost illegible; incompetent, by no means fitted for the work entrustedto them.
and in fact no one ever consults the map without being keenly The instruments were far from good, and the triangulation,
alive to its general deficiency, and the necessity for one of a very wherever that method was used, was exceedingly defective.
superior character. In an article published in our columns a From such data it would be manifestly impossible to plot an
few weeks ago we drew attention to the great difference accurate map. Moreover, the rectification of the plans so conexisting between the Prussian and French artillery. The latter structed was almost a hopeless task, since the numerous errors
was inferior to that of their opponents in range, accuracy, were not merely those of detail, but affected the whole survey.
rapidity of fire, destructive effect, and in every point which The want of uniformity in the style of the work was the result
characterises the value and efficiency of that arm of the service. in a great measure of an injudicious regulation which permitted
The same inferiority, it appears, existed in their topographical the plan of a single department to be prepared by different
department. It is not to be wondered at that, with two such persons. Subsequently this regulation was altered, and one
disastrous short comings, the French should have been crippled official made responsible for the triangulation of the whole
both in their tactics and strategy. The recent campaign proved district under his charge. One-third of the whole of France was
that the French ordnance plans had not been “corrected” up surveyed and plotted in the inaccurate manner described. The
to the time of the last issue of them to the public, and that remaining two-thirds were mapped between 1827--42, and it is
numerous details of the greatest importance to the troops in fair to add that a greater degree of precision was obtained.
Imperfect as the French ordnance and survey maps obviously
the field were altogether wanting. Among other serious consequences which resulted from this culpable carelessness may are, thirty — were nevertheless occupied in their preparation,
be mentionéd the retreat from Orleans upon Bourges. Roads | and six mil ions sterling spent upon them during that interval.
lately opened in Sologne were not marked upon the plans, so The survey altogether failed to accomplish that equitable
that the generals were in total ignorance of their existence, and imposition of rates and taxes which it was intended to effect.
the whole French army was huddled together in a single line of In many instances the disproportion was so obvious and glaring
retreat in the most inextricable confusion. Similarly with that the State was compelled to interfere and order a revision to be
regard to the department of the Vosges, where it is especially made. Asa general result the revenue has been continually
necessary to have accurate information respecting the routes of diminishing, and instead of nine and a-half millions, which had
interc«
ication between Alsace and Lorraine ; (some of the been calculated upon, the present return scarcely exceeds seven
main roads opened twenty years ago and maintained in excellent millions. If all these circumstances be taken into account it
order were not marked on the last issue of the plans, although will not be wondered at that there is an anxious desire on the
they were endorsed “revised in 1868.” In discharging our duty | part of the authorities in France to have a thorough resurvey of
as reviewists, we have frequently noticed errors and omissions the whole kingdom and itsdependencies, which shall be based
perpetuated in successive editions of the same book, which was upon the same scientific foundation that has distinguished those
stated to be carefully corrected and revised. But one would of our own empire. With this object in view it is proposed to
engineers, and
scarcely imagine that the same neglect would be apparent in the revive or re-establish the corps of geographical
revision of maps placed in the hands of general officers to guide entrustto them the entire responsibility of the whole undertaking. It is onlyby
ising a staffof engineers
who shall
them in hostile strategical operations,
It is not only on the general map on the natural scale of devote their whole time to the task imposed upon them that so
soboo that important details are wanting, but alsoon that drawn serious and laborious an enterprise can be satisfactorily accomi
Even then =
must elapse before the topoto double the seale containing
éhe environs of Paris. On it are
can compete with that of some
omitted a considerable number of prominent points available for. graphical department of
the defence of the capital, as well as bridges, roads, and even of itsneighbours,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
MISCELLANEA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tue journals of Alsace state that the bridge of boats at Kehl is
THE Peoria Transcript says that a mantle broken a
i
Reading Railroad Company pronounce
to be
for a fixed one, and that others are to be constructed
steel head rails, on account of the head separating from wheel on a locomotive ran over twelve miles of the
ie body, gos to a difficul originating in the “pile” while Alton Railroad and broke 130 rails before the accident was dis- at Rhinau, Schlestadt, and Neuf-Brisach, and one at St Louis,
between Alsace and the Swiss territory.
: ling. They have removed 25 per cent. of all they have laid covered,
own,
A PROSPECTUS has been issued of the Air Loom Company
THE Prussian Society for the Promotion of Industrial AdvanceTHE circle tramway around the obelisk in the Blackfriars-road, ment at Berlin offer as a prize a silver medal, or its value, and (Limited), with a capital of £65,000 in shares of £5, to purchase
certain patents from Mr. E. L. Paraire for working looms by comthe sum of 1875f. to the inventor of a yellow solder oo
which forms a junction, and over which
—
The price is to be £25,000, half in
and half
separate routes—from Westminster and Blackfriars bridges to the properties and quality of ordinary tin solder, and to be
brass or similar alloys so that the seams will not be in cas’
Brixton, Camberwell, New-cross, and Greenwich—have to pass, —
visible.
and which has proved a | obstacle and delay fo the public tramA BILL printed on Monday, which bears the name of Mr. Hick,
way traffic, is now undergoing reconstruction. Continuous and
HALLWAcus has found that not only green but also the red Mr. Staveley Hill, Mr. Cowley, Sir Thomas Bazley, and Mr.
straight lines of metals
be substituted, and the cars will keep coloured
Miller, pro
to “‘ provide a more efficient remedy to persons
carpetings
frequently
contain
arsenic.
He
particularly
a straight course. This alteration, when completed, will obviate
that the brilliant dark red colours, now so greatly in injured and property damaged by the explosion of steam boilers
the frequency of cars getting out of the tram grooves, and prevent asserts
from negligence.”
demand,
contain
enormous
quantities
of
this
poisonous
substance.
the delay thereby caused. There are few passengers who travel The goods burned with the blue flame of arsenic, and gave its
THE report of the Marseilles, Algiers, and Malta Telegraph Comthis route and have to “‘ round the circle ” who have not experienced characteristic garlic odour.
pany, to be presented on the 15th inst., shows an available total of
loss of time on their journey through the cars running off, and the
£97384,
and recommends a dividend of 8s, per share, or 4 per cent.
THE annual expenditure of the U.S. Western Union Telegraph Negotiations
alteration will confer a benefit on both mene anthorses.
in progress for an amalgamation with the Falfor maintenance of galvanic batteries is over one hun- mouth, BritishareIndian,
A BOARD meeting of the Whitby and Scarborough line, at which Company
and Anglo-Mediterranean companies.
dred and twenty-five thousand dollars per annum. Any improveSir Harcourt Johnstone, M.P., took the chair, was held at Scar- ment
Tue
Wheeler
and Wilson sewing
hine was patented in
by
which
this
immense
outlay
could
be
reduced
without
borough on Thursday afternoon, at which it was decided to com- diminishing the supply of electrisity or increasing the labour of America in 1852, and
term of the patent expired in
mence the works of this line forthwith, either Lord or Lad maintenance woul beof value and importance. Here is a grand 1856, the owners havingthe uporiginal
to
that
time
realised
several millions
Londesborough turning the first sod on an early day, not yet fixed.
for students in electricity, A simple battery, more of dollars. The extended term expires in 1873, and the company
The contractors are Messrs. Kirk and Parry, of Boston, and the opportunity
is
applying
to
Congress
for
a
further
extension
of
the patent by
easy
and
economical
to
maintain
than
those
now
in
use,
is
what
is
cost, including the High Level-bridge to the Lofthouse line at
special Act.
Whitby, will be £7500 per mile. It is stated that a Leeds ,com- wanted,
AN
interesting
discovery
has
been
made
in
a field near
pany are about to build villa residences at Robin Hood’s Bay, and
V. WartHA describes a neat method of illustrating the presence
in France. The mouth of a cave was found within
that a Hull firm is ready to lease a freestone quarry at Peak. of sulphur in illuminating gas. He places, on a platinum wire, a Apremont,
18in.
or
20in.
of
the
surface,
and
on
exploring
there
found a
Tramways are mg to Hackness and Harwood-dales, and a bead of carbonate of soda on the edge of the flame of a Bunsen mass of enamelled pottery, consisting of small figures,waswhich
are
ine is talk ed of from Sleights up Iburn-dale to the ironstone beds. burner for a minute, and obtains then, by partially cutting off the attributed to Bernard Pallissy. The Comte de Grandpré, to whom
_ Tue half-yearly meeting of the St. Andrew’s Company was held air supply, a small cone of light in the flame. Into this the bead
in St. Andrew’s on Monday, Mr. A. Aikman in the chair. The is placed, and the sulphate and sulphite of soda previously formed the property belongs, intends to continue the research.
A MEETING of the North of England Arbitration Board was held
chairman, in moving the adoption of the report, said he had to is brought to the condition of sulphide of sodium by the pa
congratulate the meeting on the continued and advancing pros- action of the glowing carbon particles. The bead is then crushec on Saturday at Darlington, attended by employer and operative
here are now about
eee of the line, The dividend now proposed was the largest in a porcelain dish, and a solution of the nitro-prusside of sodium representatives, Mr, D. Dale presiding.
1itherto declared, notwithstanding the large share of the surplus added, when the characteristic reaction of sulphur is readily 14,000 operatives subscribingto the board. There was no wages
dispute,
such
matters
now
being
decided
by
a
sliding scale. A rewhich, by agreement, went to the working company. Had all the btained. The reaction is said to be more than fifty times as
net proceeds come to them they could have given a dividend at sensitive as that with silver, which is ordinarily used. A minute duction of hours for puddling and forge work was claimed, and
also
the
abolition
of
Sunday
fettling.
The
men also asked for
the rate of 10} per cent. out of the earnings of the past half-year. suffices to obtain it.
iron to work. The employers refused the demands, and it
They had every hope that this prosperity would continue. “The
A PAPER upon the sensitiveness of litmus paper in indicating better
was
thereupon
mutually
decided
to
ask
Mr.
Rupert
Kettle to arbidirectors had under consideration the improvement of the station the presence of alkalies or acids has recently been published by
at St. Andrew’s, but, after consultation with the North British Mr. Chas. Bullock, from which it appears that a reaction may be trate.
board, they had almost agreed, in place of repairing, to recon- obtained with one drop of 30 per cent. acetic acid in the following
A PROSPECTUS has been issued of the North-Eastern Banking
struct the station entirely on an improved and extended plan.
quantities of water :—In 4 oz, it turns red immediately ; in 6 0z., Company (Limited) with a capital of £1,020,000, in shares of £20,
THE Central Pacific has but recently issued its reports for in half a minute; in 10 oz., turns red on edges in one-fourth with offices at na we tena 9 and Middlesbrough, to particiearnings for the month of February and for the first two months minute, completely in one minute ; in 13 0z., completely red in pate in the immense business which has grown up during the past
of the year. The blockade of the Union Pacific, its eastern one and one-half minute ; in 16 oz. the limit of distinct reaction ten years from the development of the Cleveland iron district.
connection, which almost put an end to through traffic during is reached, With an alkali the following results were obtained : The shares are to be issued at £2 premium, the proceeds of which
those months, was expected to reduce materially its receipts; but With one grain of andhyd. carb. soda in 32 oz. of water the blueing are to constitute a reserve fund. All the preliminary expenses
the report shows that the earnings were larger than ever before
in one minute ; in 56 oz., in three minutes ; in 64 oz., in are to be cleared by the creation of shares to the amount of
for the same months—about one-eighth greater for February, and four minutes ; in 80 oz., in seven minutes ; in 160 oz, of water the £20,000, entitled to dividend only when 7 per cent, shall have
been paid on the ordinary capital.
for the two months 15} per cent. greater than in 1871. The limit of distinct reaction is reached.
mileage is somewhat greater this year, and the increase has been
Dr. FRANKLAND, F.R.S., in his monthly report upon the quality
Dr. Pincus states that ozone is formed during the burning of
in California where the country is comparatively populous. The hydrogen,
of
water supplied to the metropolis, states that during March the
and that if a fiame of this gas is allowed to burn from a
reports of earnings show how independent of through business this fine point the
condition of the Thames and Lea showed considerable improvesmell
of
ozone
can
be
distinctly
recognised.
This
road has become, and how important is its local traffic. Its statement recalls to mind the announcement made some time since ment, although the proportions of dissolved organic impurities
receipts for the two months (probably the poorest in the year for by Loew, of New York, that ozone might be obtained in sufficient contained in their waters were still in excess of those present
traffic) were at the rate of 1081 dols. per mile of road operated, or uantity for purposes of lecture demonstration by simply blowing previously to the recent floods. The waters supplied were perfectly
about 6500 dols, per year.
the heated air on the edge of an ordinary Bunsen flame, with the clear and transparent, except those sent out by the Southwark and
A CONFERENCE of representatives from the Associated Chambers aid of a glass tube into a glass receiver, containing the ordinary Vauxhall and Lambeth companies; the waters of each of these
of Commerce of the United Kingdom was held on Tuesday at the
nt for testing an oxidising agent—iodide of potassium, acetic two companies were slightly turbid, and that of the latter contained
Westminster Palace Hotel, for the purpose of considering what acid and starch—when the blue coloration of the iodide of starch ** moving organisms.”
steps ought to be taken with regard to the proposed amalgamation almost instantly makes its appearance.
At the time Loew's
Iron shipbuilding appears to be rapidly becoming an important
of railways, and to decide upon the calling of witnesses to repre- announcement met with some objectors, who sought to explain the branch of industry in Denmark. Although for the last fifteen
sent the views of the association before the Joint Committee of phenomenon by assuming that the oxidising process originated with years small iron vessels, designed for trading between the various
Lords and Commons now 4
into the general question of certain oxidised nitrogen compounds formed by the heat of the Baltic ports, have been built at Copenhagen, it is only recently
amalgamation. Mr. Sampson Lloyd, of Birmingham, occupied the flame. From the fact, however, which is well-known to chemists, that the construction of large steamers has been attempted, At
chair, atd the following provincial chambers were represented :— that it is impossible to unite nitrogen and oxygen directly, by any present several of 1000 tons are being built, and one of these, it is
Birmingham, Coventry, Darlington, Dewsbury, Devonport, Hali- means short of the electrical spark, the explanation of Loew would stated, will be employed in laying down the telegraph cable befax, Leeds, the Potteries, Plymouth, Rochdale, Shoreham, and seem to be the correct one.
tween China and Japan. Two steamers, each of nearly 900 tons—the
Southampton. A deputation was appointed to wait upon the
Rolfe and Thorwaldsen—have just made the passage to New York,
a letter addressed by Von Heuglin to Middendorff, of the and
Right Hon, Chichester Fortescue, President of the Board of Trade St.InPetersburg
are said to be the first iron vessels built in Denmark
we find the fullest details of the explo- whichthese
and chairman of the Joint Committee, for the purpose of making rations institutedAcademy,
have ever entered that port.—Pal! Mall Gazctte.
by
that
eminent
traveller
during
the
past
him acquainted with the views of the association.
summer in the Nova Zembla seas. In this he remarks that the
THE Metropolitan says that the rental of the Metropolitan Meat
THE directors of the City of Glasgow Union report, with regard to original plan included a visit to the mouths of the Obi and
Poultry Market amounted last year to £34,154, and the tolls
the ultimate requirements of theSt. Enoch’s station, that they have Yenisei, perhaps even extending to the island of New Siberia. and
to
the latter showing a steady increase. The average
applied to Parliament for power to increase their capital by £400,000, This, however, was found to be impracticable on account of daily£16,387,
delivery of meat amounts to no less than 472 tons, and this
to be applied from time to time to the extension and com- unseasonable weather, as it was not until the 6th of
August that represents a steadily augmenting quantity. The business done in
pletion of the station, and powers have been sought in the bill to a reached the Straits of Matotschkin. Up to that time they 1870 showed an increase of 11 per cent. over that of the previous
authorise the Glasgow and South-Western Railway Company to
met with no ice ; but after passing the straits to the east there year, and the business of 1871 again increased by more than 15 per
guarantee a dividend of five per cent. thereon. The chairman, in was very much drift ice from the Sea of Kara so as almost ta bar cent.
The Markets Improvement Committee report that in their
moving the ——- of the report, mentioned that during the their way. Finding that the northern coast of the island was judgment
of the toll receipts will continue, and that
past half-year they had been able to meet the interest on their entirely. embargoed by ice, they turned to the south, and in the marketsthewillincrease
not only prove a financial success to the Corpodebentures, although they had nothing yet in the shape of dividend — visited the Straits of Kostin and the Nechwatowa, then ration, but a great‘‘ benefit
to the inhabitants of the metropolis.”
for their original shareholders. The line is now Fully opened, Vaigatsch, and finally arrived at the Straits of Jugorsky on the
Ir is stated that Mr, T. B. Charlton, Chilwell, Notts, has comand arrangements are being made by which the directors ex
1st of September. Here the expedition did not make any better menced
boring for coal on his estate in the valley of the Trent,
in the course of a short time to have a very large increase in the progress than in the Straits of Matotschkin, and fearing that
through traffic, on which depends very much the success of the they might be shut in by the ice for the winter, they returned to about four ale west of Nottingham. The yield from the Clifton
colliery,
opened by the late Sir Robert Clifton, in defiance of all
company.
their starting-place. Among the more important results of the
mineralogical engineers, is now about 600 tons daily.
A SPECIAL general meeting of the Sevenoaks, Maidstone, and voyage were numerous soundings and measurements of deep-sea the leading
Hucknall Torkard shaft, seven miles north, sends up to bank
Tunbridge Company was held on Tuesday, Captain Aylmer in the temperatures, as also various geographical determinations ; while The
1200
tons
daily.
Another new shaft is about to be sunk at Alfrechair, to consider a bill now before Parliament for the arrangement large collections of specimens of natural history were brought
oe ye to go down 383 yards, and they expect
of the affairs of the Sevenoaks, Maidstone, and Tunbridge Railway together. Among these the most interesting was the discovery aton,yieldTheof company
1200
to
1500 tons daily. Similar projects are being
Company, for
lating their share and loan capi
and for of two different species of lemming in Nova Zembla, and it was launched in other directions,
especially throughout Notts. The
ma
provision with respect to the working, lease, sale, or amal- thought possible that in Southern Nova Zembla still a third coal
is of excellent quality and commands a high price, not only
gamation of the undertaking of the compan
Mr. Newman, the species might be met with. The same animal was also found in in London,
but
in
the
immediate
locality of the pits, Pitmen are
solicitor, explained that provision was made in the bill for arrange- Spitzbergen. Numerous birds were obtained in Nova Zembla at @ premium.
ments with the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company, and Waigatsch—among them the Mandt’s Guillemot. Of fishes,
were obtained, and about
and it was probable that some modifications would be made in the some species of cod, cottus, and sal
NOTWITHSTANDING the brisk and increasing demand for labout
present bill to meet the requirements of any special arrangement one hundred species of plants.—Wature,
in the mining districts of Cornwall, the improved position of the
that might in the meantime be come to with the Dover Company.
labourers and their cheering prospects at home, about 200 miners
In
the
case
of
a
sound
wave—moving
1100ft.
a
second
whatever
Provision would be made as to the preference and debenture the wave length—if the length be diminished more vibrations and their wives and families lett the pose ffor Australia during
stocks, and for raising additional capital, unless terms could be enter the ear in the same time and the pitch rises; if it be the past week, while during March several large batches, princimade with the London, Chatham, and Dover Company, to
left for different parts abroad. During the past
less vibrations enter and the pitch lowers. Light waves pally miners,
guarantee a sufficient income for raising the capital for the exten- increased
thirty labourers, principally stonemasons, left Penryn
are strictly analogous ; hence the motion of a fixed star in space, week
sion line, it could not be made.
railway
station
for America, It is well known that many more
or a whirlwind on the sun, may be measured by the change in
and experienced young miners are preparing to leave
_ THE directors of the San Paulo Brazilian [Company (Limited) refrangibility which certain lines in the spectrum undergo. To active
Cornwall
for
foreign
as soon as they have saved sufficient
in their report congratulate the shareholders on the steady advance illustrate this point by means of sound waves, Professor Mayer, of money. Reports of mines
high wages of miners and their great
in prosperity which their property continues to make. The the Stevens’ Institute, has originated a new and beautiful experi- successes abroad are the
being received in Cornwall by every mail ;
company’s stations, rolling stock, and permanent way are in
ment, which he recently employed in a lecture before thescientific hence the resolve on the
part of many in good situations at home
order and condition, and during the six months there has
n department of Yale College. With the lantern the image of a
emigrate while they are strong. But the mining interests in
carried over the line with perfect regularity a traffic yielding a tuning fork, beating 256 times a second and giving the note Uts, to
Cornwall
must
soon
feel
the effects of the emigration movement
higher return than dwing any six months since the opening of was thrown on the screen. By the side of one of the prongs, and rather keenly.
the line. The traffic shows an increase of nearly 87 per cent, over just touching it, was a carefully-rounded and varnished cork ball,
the eet
1870. The result of this very satis- suspended by a filament of silk. On sounding a second fork
A CONFERENCE of the Amalgamated Miners was held at St.
factory state of affairs is, that the revenue accounts up to the placed on its case, and tuned in accurate unison with the first, Helens last week. The society now numbers 26,000 members and
31st of December last show an excess of £301 over the sum anywhere in the room, even 30ft. distant, the first fork was has increased its bank fund from £362, six months ago, to£1314 at
required for pa;
the full sum of £7 per cent. upon the guaran- thrown into vibration and the image of the cork ball was projected resent. It was resolved to adopt the eight hours system.
lutions were passed pledging the Amalgamation to support
teed capital of the company. Out of the available balance on the screen a foot or two away from the prong. When, howamoun
to £68,971, the directors fn ge to declare a dividend ever, the second fork was
ded and the lect
walked rapidly the Mines’ Bill, and particularly the four points on which the
pene mF ean for the half-year, making an average of —at a rate of 8ft. a second—towards or from the first, touching masters’ opposition principally rested. The president having
6} per cent. for the year, carrying
to the reserve fund. An the case only when in motion, no motion of the cork was observed, intimated that it was intended to raise £1000 to carry on an agitaened by an amount tion against the Criminal Threats Act, he appealed tothe Amalgaapplication had lately been made to the provincial Government the wave being in this way shortened or ]
assist
Ar
ut
ig its
by gentlemen prepared to form a local company for permission to sufficient to throw it out of unison with the lantern fork. Again, mation to give hearty
continue the line on the narrow gauge system from Campinas to a third fork, vibrating 254 times a second, produced no effect on repeal or modification was passed. The meeting resolved toadopt
Rio Claro, thus ns the whee extent of railway originally the ball; but when sounded and placed on its case, as this was a code of rules, and have them registered under the Trade Unions
contemplated in the company’s.concession, and securing the swung rapidly towards the first fork, the wave length was pag Act. The principal clauses of the Masters and Servants Wages
entire line of desired railway between the heart of the coffee so shortened as to bring it into unison with this, and the ball Bill having been read and commented upon, the measure was
agents empowered to support it.
districts and the port of Santos. The cost of repairing the extra- promptly responded. A fourth fork, vibrating 258 times, showed accepted, and the parliamen
ordinary landslips that occurred in the month of February last the same phenomena when ag on its case as this was swung The Arbitration Bill, which seeks to give arbitration awards the
upon the Serro portion of the line from the excessive falls of rain away from the first fork, the wave thus being shortened into binding force of civil court decisions, was approved, and a recomwas chargeable to the gross revenue of the company, and could unison. The demonstration was most complete and satisfactory. mendation made that boards of arbitration should be established
as an
not affect the net amount of oo revenue payable under Professor Mayer stated that he purposed making some quantitative in every county, The Compensation Bill also was accepted
the terms of the concession. It is expected that the line will be ——— with the apparatus, which will be of the highest | effort at just legislation ; the president pressed upon the Conterence the need of sending direct representatives to Parliament,
-again open for traffic before the end of April,
value to science,
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ENGINEERS, GATESHEAD-ON-TYNE.

ELEVATION

OF

STONE

BREAKER

The elevators are driven by a cross belt from the roller shaft,
and may be placed at any angle by means of the rocking shaft at
the bottom. The hopper has a grating which effectually riddles
| the stone from dust, which is delivered into a small truck by
| a separate hopper, as shown in the engraving. It only remains to
add that the machine is extensively used by influential firms,
ON DORMOY’S

MATERIAL TO BE BROKEN
GROKEN

FRONT

END

ELEVATION

Most of our readers, no doubt, know something of Archer's
ingenious stone-crushing machine, but they may not be familiar
with the method of working it illustrated in the annexed engravings. It may be well first to call attention to some of the peculiarities of the machine proper. The actual operating parts are
(1) a fluted roller, revolving between (2) a pair of fluted reciprocating py. The prime mover drives the first-motion shaft
carrying fly wheels, fast and loose pulleys and an eccentric
actuating the lever, which works on a fulcrum at the
roller end, whereby a short, powerful, reciprocating motion
is imparted to the jaws. Rotary motion is communicated
to the roller through
intermediate diminishing gearing, consisting
of belt pulleys and two pairs of spur pinions and wheels. The
operating facesof the squeezer are composed of pieces of chilled
cast iron fixed in the end of the squeezer ; the ons of the squeezer
is formed in two curves, both of longer radius than the roller,
and so ay
in relation to the roller as to form a larger space
at top for the reception of the stones or other material to be
a
upon, and a smaller space at bottom for their escape
when broken as required. The roller has its outer surface fluted
horizontally, in order that by working in combination with the
fluted curved faces of the squeezer the stones or material under
operation may be divided in o
ite directions, and thereby
formed into cubical shapes as
; also, as the bottom curved
face extends in a horizontal
as far as a vertical line
pote through
the centre of the roller, any thin pieces of material
ying on the face would become split or broken
the roller
on the upward motion of the curved face,
curvature
of the wg Ringe is sufficient to prevent 1
pieces of
the material m passing through. The — in its rotation
the sq
, thrusts forward
t
tho top and dvowe out tho sehaced materiel at atellin he

BUCKETS

MATERIAL

REMOYED

} size to which the material is to be broken is regulated by an
adjustment of the liner in the connecting link, whereby the
throw of the eccentric is increased or lessened ;and by this simple
arrangement the space between the roller and the bottom face or
jaw of the lever is made suitable to the required ultimate size of
the broken materials.
Where the mere breaking up into small masses is insufficient,
and a pulverising action is required in lesser or greater degree, it
suffices to substitute a fine fluted roller, and smooth jaws, for
those used in breaking; and to set them quite close eee by
altering the adjustment of the liner and connecting link. Upon
the roller shaft are fixed two revolving circular plates with
chilled faces, a decided improvement on the earlier machines, as
by these the material is fed, as it were, by a revolving hopper, and
the tendency of the material to jam is entirely remov
The arrangement we illustrate is
icularly adapted to large
ironworks, stone quarries, or manufactories where there exists a
railway siding, and it is intended to show the most modern appliances for the reduction of material at the least possible expense in
labour. The machine and engine are sunk a sufficient depth
below the surface to allow the body of the wagon to be about
eight or nine inches above the platform upon which the material
falls immediately the wagon side is opened, the side acting as a sort
of falling-board.
A Lem|line is made on the opposite side, to allow the broken
material to be delivered from the elevators, by the cross hopper,
into the trucks, which, as they are filled, join the main line a
short distance below,
The distinctive feature in the elevators is that the material is
fed into the buckets from the leyer, which enables them to be
placed near together and insures a more constant delivery, and
great reduction of wear and tear, as compared with arrangements
where the buckets have to scoop the materials out of the pit,

PROCESS OF MECHANICAL
PUDDLING.,
By Mr. FrepeRIcK A. Pacet, C.E.*
THE plan about to be described has been applied to forty puddling furnaces in different parts of Austria and France. The
nearest of these works are at Rimaucourt, near St. Dizier, in the
department of the Haute-Marne, France. Three of M. Dormoy’s
apparatus are now there at work, and the plan is being adapted
to all the remaining puddling furnaces.
Its leading feature consists in placing a rabble, rapidly rotated
by steam power, in the Lands of the puddler. The ordinary
furnace itself is left unchanged, except that the sides of the bed
are set at an angle, instead of being vertical.
To adapt the plan to any common existing puddling furnace a
shaft conveying power from any prime mover is carried about six
feet above the furnace. A belt from a pulley transmits the rota
tion of the shaft to another pulley or sheave below, which rests on
the belt a little in front of the furnace door, One end of the boss
of the aap is so jointed to a handle held by the puddler that
the pulley can rotate without carrying round the handle. The
other end embraces the outer end of the rabble, to which it is held
by a ccross-pin. The belt is thus made to rotate the rabble in any
required position, in a somewhat similar way to the well-known
rotating hairbrush. The number of revolutions employed is from
three to five hundred per minute for white pig iron, and from
eight hundred to one thousand for grey pig iron. The belt, while
carrying and rotating the rabble, endows it with mechanical
energy, and allows the stirring and puddling action to be directed
to any portion of the molten metal. The rapidity with which the
tool can be worked round gives the metal such an impulse that it
turns horizontally on the bed, continually renewing the surfaces
in contact with the atmosphere. The point of the rotating
rabble, instead of being hooked, carries a disc. When the iron
has “‘ come to nature ” this is replaced by a rabble having a short
twisted point.
The following are figures giving the work done at Rimaucourt
by one.of these furnaces during the first two weeks of last December:—
Working days of twenty-four hours... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Number of charges
wo oo pt BBM MM
Daysof twenty-four hours »owe SIVA
ES BUS
Number of charges .. .. .. «. 282 262 2 2% 2% 2% 2% @
Total :—369 charges, during which the furnace was fettled only
nine times, or on an ave
of one fettling per forty charges.
The charges of pig and of hammer-slag for the furnace bed
amounted to 97,060 kilos.; the amount of iron produced, 81,921
kilos.; with an expenditure of coal of 45,240 kilos.; which gives
1185 kilos, of pig iron per 1000 kilos. of wrought iron, with an expenditure of only 552 kilos. of coal per metric tonne.
Briefly, the result of different trials shows an increase of at
least 30 per cent. in the yield, with a proportionate diminution in
the consumption of fuel. In spite of the greater number of
charges the puddler is very little fatigued.
This process, both in Austria—where it has been three years at
work—and in France, has been found to eliminate phosphorus
and
sulphur to such an extent that inferior brands of pig produce iron
equal to good charcoal iron,

AERONAUTICAL Society oF Great Britarn.—A general meeting of members will be held at the Society of Arts, John-street,
‘Adel hi, on the evening of Thursday, Apri 18th, for the reading
and discussion of papers. The chair will be taken at eight p.m.
Aggies for admission may be madeto a member, or to Mr.
F. W. Brearey, hon. sec., Mai enstone-hill, Blackheath.
Railway ComIron RatLway Cars,—The Baltimore and Ohio and
finds them
pany has been experimenting with iron freight cars,
to possess advantages, but have also discovered some disadvantages.
of
account
on
freight
of
kinds
They are rendered useless by some
the sweating process to which they are subject, and, when ventigoods
the
that
found
was
it
this,
obviate
to
to
lation was resorted
were covered with dust, or were in danger of fire from sparks that
found their way in.—Scientijic American,
* Read before
the Ironand Steel Institute. —
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toor[ory
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible ¥ the opinions of our
correspondents,
TESTING OF IRON DEVELOPED BY HYDROCHLORIC OR
MURIATIC ACID.
Sir, --As your last issue contains a page illustrating the above,
and remarks thereon, may I refer yourself and your readers to my
** Experiments on Wrought Iron and Steel,” first edition, published
July, 1862, plate 16, containing ten illustrations ; and at page 59
the following remarks :—
**135. It has already been remarked (127) that the appearance of the
crank-shaft specimens varied very singularly, and that they were distinctly different from any of the rolled bars. It occurred to the writer
that much additional information as to this and other differences would
he gained by immersing a few pieces of the various classes in dilute
hydrochloric acid, which, acting on the surrounding impurities, would
expose to view the metallic portion alone for examination, To the
heantiful specimens thus obtained he now solicits attention, and craves
indulgence whilst attempting to describe someof the most marked features presented. The effect produced by repeated rolling is at once
apparent when we comparea highly-worked or superior quality with a
slightly worked or inferior. In the former the appearance presented by
the bar is that of very fine and straight long hairs or threads lying closely
together, as shown in Fig. 1, plate 16; in the latter, to some extent,
there is the same thread-like appearance, but indistinct and wavy, very
irregular in size, in some parts lying close, in others far apart, as in Fig. 2.
Puddled iron rolled, or wrought iron in its lowest state, presents more a
woolly than a thread-like appearance, as in Fig. 3; the latter development seems as if commencing to be formed by the first rolling, the
former, or woolly resemblance, to be due to the puddling process.
Swedish tilted bars, 204 and 267, present even to the naked eye a beautiful silvery variegated appearance ; also Russian bar, 272 ;the latter dense
and very fine. Govan hammered bar, 1119, has the same marked, fine.
thread-like appearance, but the threads are not so straight and equal as
in the first referred to. Crank-shaft, 793, 794, 1549, areextremely varied,
und have a wood-like appearance, as in Fig. 5, some portions dense,
others —— with here and there a silvery-looking vein, distinctly different from the other portions ; in some pleces the fibres or threads are
seen sideways, in others endways. Armour-plate 79S is like the last, but
rather more porous, as shown in Fig. 4. 136. It seems surprising to the
writer that such a simple mode as that just described, of ex
g the
texture of iron, had not occurred to any of those individuals who have
expressed their opinions for and against the supposed change from a
fibrous to a crystalline structure during the time of its being in use, as
he believes it would have tended to the settlement of the question long
ere how, Perhaps it may be asked, Why such a difference, even in
appearance, if nv actual change in the structure’ The writer replies
simply thus :—In the case of the fibrous fracture the threads are drawn
out, and are viewed externally ; in the case of the crystalline fracture
the threads in clusters are snapped across, and are viewed internally or
sectionally.”
In the second edition, published June, 1863, page 14, I state :—
“Total, 1353 specimens tested by machine ; total, 165 specimens
tested by specific gravity ; total, 286 specimens tested by muriatic
acid.” J beg also to state that my specimens were exhibited at
meetings of the Institution of Engineers in Scotland, and the
Scottish Shipbuilders’ Association, and also at the Newcastle
meeting of the British Association. I may further mention, that
Mr, J. M. Felders, an inspecting engineer to the Dutch Government, when visiting my works on the 26th of October last, referred
to my book and acid experiments.
Davip KIRKALDY.
The Grove, Southwark-street, London, 8.E.,
April 10th, 1872.
[The speciality claimed by M. Van Ruth is the mode of printing iron specimens prepared with acid, not the use of an acid to
bring out the grain.--Ep, E.]
RIFLED VERSUS SMOOTH BORE GUNS,
Sir,—I am sorry to see the way in which the rifled cannon is
being adopted in the British navy; it was owing to the rifled
cannon that the Alabama lost the engagement with the Kearsarge.
Now you will recollect that both vessels were about the same size,
manned both by American officers, the crews being a mixture of
all nations; both crews stood to their guns well, but the Alabama’s
gunnery, notwithstanding she had some gunners trained aboard
the Excellent, was poor. Now since then I have seen gunnery
practice in Sydney harbour, N.S. Wales, both by regular artillery
naval gunners and volunteers, and I always noticed that a round
shot froma smooth-bore would strike the water, and after that,
go tripping along straight as could be, perhaps striking the water
nine or ten times before it sunk, but invariably going straight from
the gun, thus forming a very dangerous field for anything before
it. Now the rifled shot, on the contrary, if you wanted it to go far,
the gun had to be elevated, so that the shot might not touch the
water, because if it did it would deflect much to the right or left,
and the second time it touched it invariably sank. Now the
Alabama's guns were rifled, and most of her shots, the guns being
elevated to reach the distant enemy, passed through the Kearsarge’s
rigging. On the contrary, the Kearsarge had two very large smoothbores mounted amidships, which were the only guns she used, as
she chose not to use the smaller ones; these she fired when that
side of the vessel was going down, so the shot dropped on the
water, only rising 2ft. or 3ft. above it, and going straight as a
round shot ever does, it struck between wind and water, not going
through the rigging or missing as the Alabama’s did. Now the
Americans always fired when that side of the vessel was going
down, and that accounts for their good gunnery in the war of
1812, the English firing when that side was going up, so their
shots passed over,
Now Sir, an obscure man like myself cannot influence you much;
besides, some people never do think much of a thing unless they
see it in print. Now for proof, I desire you to look over your files
of the Scientific American for perhaps two years back, and there
you will see -~— the same observations set forth in the clearest
manner; and perhaps the practical knowledge of these facts
accounts for the llin. and 13in. smooth-bores I have seen on
American men-of-warin this port; if there was a rifled gun aboard
it would sure to be a small one. Now, Sir, if you love your country
warn on Government; should your frigates maintain a good
fight the Yankee knows how to bend, as I saw it in an American
newspaper during the late rebellion, ‘‘ A Yankee always skedaddles
unless there is a good prospect.”
AN ENGLISHMAN,
San Francisco, Feb,, 1872.
THE MEGRA CASE,
Sin,—If Portland cement, united with cow hair, be run into and
over iron ships’ keelsons to give depth of lft. it is imperishable,
never cracks or opens, and bilge water may lie for years on its
surface. I built a cutter (small yacht) of wood seven years since,
and run in Portland cement on this plan to eight inches over keelson, extending the length of vessel, and to this day this boat has
never made a drop of water, garboard streak being as dry asabone,
and the face of cement as solid and sound as the day it was run in.
When applied it should be liquid, of tar consistency, for cow hair
is imperishable, and all masons know its value in common
mortar —now abandoned owing to its expense only.
Maurice Cour.
Stranraer, N.B., 4th April, 1872.
N.B.—In iron ships it answers still better than in ships built of
wood,
—_—_—
M. C.
THE FORM OF SHIPS,
Str,—I shall feel much obli
to Dr. Rankine, Mr. R. D.
Napier, of Birkenhead, Mr. W.
ude, or any other able authority,
if he will kindly answer these questions :—(1) How much will the
resistance of a vessel be reduced by a bow three times as long as
her broadest part? (2) How much ky a bow four times as long?
April 8th, 1872.
INQUIRER.
THE LEAKS IN IRON SHIPS.
Sir,--In reference to a letter in your last week’s number,
written by your able and practical correspondent on the above
v ark
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i
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the trade disputes have been conducted on the part of the
men with hardly a shade of reason, but now certainly there
are in some districts the arbitration boards, so that matters
are easier settled. It would naturally be inferred that with
the present prices of iron and fuel that both masters and
men were profiting materially; but I may say that, almost
as a rule, such is not the case, and masters are often heard
to exclaim that they would prefer the bad times back again. This
will be readily understood, for the men, instead of taking advantage of the short hours and increased wages to improve their minds
and save money, are now working my 8sufficient time to make
about the same amount of money as they do in ordinary times,
and the remainder of the time they spend in the public houses, so
that the poor wives get less money than ever; at the same time,
provisions and other necessaries are increased in price proportionately to the labour. The masters have large contracts on
hand, and, in consequence of this laxity on the part of the men,
cannot get them completed in time ; and whilst they are being
pushed on all sides, the men are doing as they like and working
when they please, the masters fearing to remonstrate with them,
as if one were offended the others might likely enough leave in a
body. It is no uncommon thing for fifty mddling
aces to be
lit up, and not twenty men come to work them, or for men to
leave the furnaces in the middle of the week, so that there is a
great loss of fuel, besides other inconveni
The puddling
machines will at least teach workmen that this state of things
cannot be continued with impunity, whilst they will be in better
circumstances, if they are discreet, having their labour reduced,
and, probably, their a Cnc me
:
;
EFFECTS OF LIGHTNING,
Many attempts have
been made to puddle by machinery, and in
some instances with no small amount of success. I speak of those
Sir,—P. Secchimentionsin ‘‘Compte Rendus ”arecent caseoflight- machines
steam power has been applied to the rabble ;but
ning discharge which was attended with curious results, The enor- these plansin which
have not been thought to advance far enough, and it
mous discharge at Alatri, he says, which happened in a very stormy has always been
considered
that to make any decided improvenight, was the third which struck the omalusiee that night. Its ment, a movable bottom must
be
to bring the iron into
effects were as follows :—(1) It melted the copper point of the rod contact with the fettling to extract
the carbon speedily and
to a diameter of 11 millimetres, the melted copper adhering like effectually.
s
wax to|the rod. (2) This point was connected really with two
rotary motion was naturally meet as the most feasible,
s, both in good order, and roe together, each of them andA the
revolving
machine
was
introduced.
4 metres in length, and furnished with several copper points
Menelaus was most indefatigable in his endeavours to make
encased in carbon, besides which a thick copper wire was wound thisMr.class
of machine successful, but he ultimately failed, and
round the conductor to increase the surface of contact with the when the members
of the Iron and Steel Institute visited Wales,
carbon. Spite of this the fluid was attracted by the pipes of the the
ground
the experimental machines stood at Dowlais
neighbouring waterworks, and the spark leapt from the extremity was pointed onoutwhich
as the graveyard of mechanical puddling. The
of the conductor to oné of these, at a distance of 10 to 12 metres, great difficulty Mr.
Menelaus
found was getting the fettling to
ploughing a straight trench in its passage. (3) This nearest pipe stand ;but Mr. Danks has perfectly
got over this, and the fettling
was struck, and burst into many pieces, which were thrown toa
far from exhausted in the furnace tried at Messrs. Hopkins,
distance, and this notwithstanding that it was at the time full of was
and Co.’s, Teesside Ironworks, Middlesbrough, last week,
water, which then immediately ceased to reach Ferentino. This Gilkes,
after nine heats had been worked. As Mr. Menelaus candidly
pipe was 12 kilometres long, which might seem to have afforded a expressed
it, at the Dudley meeting of the Iron and Steel Instisufticient surface, but it did not. (4) Part of the discharge went
last summer, there was one small but important difference
to another pipe, which connected the town with the waterworks, tute,
between
the
researches made into this subject byMr. Danks and
and which crossed a large reservoir in its course. The electric
fluid threw into the air some plugs which closed the pipes, and those made by himself, and that was, Mr. Danks had been successful
and
he
had
not.
discharged itself in a metallic meter, twisting the bars of the
Between 200 and 300 gentlemen interested in iron manufacture,
grating which was placed to prevent the entrance of foreign from
all
parts,
met
atthe works of Messrs. Hopkins, Gilkes,
matter; and all this notwithstanding that these two pipes were and Co., on Friday,together
the working of the first Danks furnace
in connection with a third, 15 centimetres in diameter, and put up in England. toAsseeshown
by the commissioners, this furnace
15 kilometres long. The effects of the lightning in the meters are
similar to those in which the fluid discharges in gas meters, the is a bad melter, although a good puddler, and it is more economical to melt the iron in a cupola—as in the Bessemer process—
metallic continuity in both cases being interrupted.
Woodward steam jet cupola is suggested as being the best for
The most singular fact, however, is the rupture of the Ferentino the
this purpose. This was done at Middlesbrough, and the metal was
pipe. The explanation seems to be that the enormous heat of the charged
in a molten state. The puddling chamber is made to
discharge produced a quantity of vapour sufficient to cause explo- revolve after
the charge, and continues till the cinder
sion. In the case of a lightning discharge at Civita Lavinia a is tapped off. receiving
is remarkable how little cinder comes from the
large bell struck by the lightning was found broken, doubtless in large quantity It
of
iron,
shows how perfectly the fettling is
consequence of the enormous local elevation of temperature at the utilised. The machine isand
put in motion till the metal comes
— struck; the metal was melted just at this point, and the bell to the boil, when the speedagain
is
; but itis quickened again
roke just asa glass jar might when a red-hot piece of iron is after the iron comes to nature slackened
to
bring it to a ball, after which it
brought into contact with it. Possibly the breaking of the Feren- is withdrawn and taken to the hammer.
early portion of
tino pipe is to be explained in this way without explosion, but if the process a jet of water is injected into Inthethefurnace
so, how account for the pieces being thrown so far. The other metal through the stopper hole, and by means of this onholeto the
the
explanation seems the more probable.
whole action of conversion can be seen to perfection. From the
The above facts should induce care with reference to the placing time the molten metal is charged till it is balled and ready to
of lightning conductors either in connection with pipes or in their withdraw is about thirty minutes, and including charging, withneighbourhood. From gas pipes they should be placed as far drawing, and other arrangements, the whole time occupied with
distant as possible.
each heat is about one hour, The fettling used was tap cinder
A. B. M.
and pottery mine, and the pig iton No. 4 Cleveland. Messrs,
Hopkins, Gilkes, and Co.
have as yet no squeezers, although they are being made, which are said to be necessary to
PARABOLIC GOVERNOR.
manipulate the large balls from the Danks furnace, so that they
Sir,—In your impression of March 22nd is a description of a are not able to judge of the cost of manufacture by this system,
horizontal engine, constructed by Messrs, Alexander and Son but from the results they have obtained they are quite satistied
Cirencester, in which the engine is described as “‘ fitted with one o the thing will be perfectly successful when the arrangements are
Mr, J. Head's parabolic governors.”— Will you, or Mr. Head, have completed. The visitors saw enough to convince them that pudby machinery
was an accomplished fact, and that the quality
the kindness to state why this is called Head’s parabolic governor? dling
the iron produced was good. On the second day evidence was
As far as I can judge from the illustration, this governor is ofiven
of the reduction of the ore and other fettling in the furnace,
precisely similar to what Messrs. Robert Stephenson and Co. have
applied since the year 1862, and with which I can confidently say for upon 1000 lb. of pig iron being charged to the furnace
Mr. Head had nothing whatever to do either in the design or the blooms ey weighed more by } cwt. than the metal
charged. “It-is only due to the engineer of the works to say that
application.
GEORGE CROWE.
the mechanism of the furnace is as good as it could be; in
fact, the driving engines are too good, and of more power
than’ is necessary. I have not described the machine, as
full a:
with drawings, will be found in THE ENGINEER
MECHANICAL PUDDLING.
of February 2nd. On the afternoon of Friday, after the.
(From our Special Correspondent.)
inspection of the machine, a meeting of the iron trade was
No greater evidence of the interest taken in this subject could held at the Middlesbrough Exchange. It was intended to
ve
luded a provisi
ment that had been made with
have been given than the gathering together on Friday and Saturday last of so large a number of leading representativesof the iron Mr. Danks for the purchase of the royalty on 200 of his furnaces
trade, not from this country alone, but
from the Continent, to for the sum of £50,000. The settlement of this matter had been
witness the working of the puddling machines in the Middles- left in the hands of a small committee, and these gentlemen, as
borough district. Str, Danks, formerly a Staffordshire puddler, was their duty, made a thorough investigation to test the validity
has, in America, solved that difficult problem upon which so much of the patents before paying away so large a sum of money.
talent, energy, and capital has been expended, and has made pud- They called to their assistance a firm of eminent patent agents,
dling {by machinery a practical success. This is clearly proved and a leading council, who gave it as their opinion that none of
by the elaborate statements of the special commissioners sent out the patents taken out in England by Danks would stand good
to investigate the matter by the Iron and Steel Institute, and is excepting ina few unimportant details. This is the purport of the
further borne out by the working of those machines at present announcement made by the committee, and in consequence the
put up in England. As far as we are yet ableto judge, the results, negotiations came to a stand for a time. We understand
commercially speaking, are not so remarkable as to justify iron- that Mr. Danks intends contesting any infringement cf his
masters making at once a clear sweep of the existing plants and patents. There is one thing certain, and this all ironmasters
replacing them by those on the Danks principle.
ere is no are ready to acknowledge, that Mr. Danks is the first man to
doubt that enterprising proprietors and companies, having the bring mechanical puddling to a practical success, and he has
capital at command, will at once not only commence to re-or- freely imparted all the knowledge he possesses — the subject
ganise the present works, but to put up new ones entirely upon to the English ironmasters, so that they are now able to carry out
the new principle. Many will not have the means, and others the process with ease where all previous attempts had failed.
having them, will feel indisposed, at least for a considerable This fact is borne in mind, and should it be proved that Mr. Danks
| time, to alter the mode of working they have continued so long; is entitled legally to no compensation for this invention, he will
as was poor Corts, the inventor of
and there are some so conservative, that, unless compelled by not in these times be treated
competition, they will never entertain these improvements. There puddling, but will, no doubt, be handsomely rewarded by the
is one great feature to be noticed, that this system affords| iron trade of this country.
a way of escaping from the trouble and a
in fact | On Saturday most of the visitors found their way to the West
thraldom, to which ironmasters have been subjected by the con- Hartlepool Rolling Mills and witnessed the working of Messrs.
duct of the puddlers; and many would gladly avail themselves of | Richardson’s and Spencer’s puddling machine. The chamber of
this _—— were there no pecuniary advantages whatever ' this machine consists of four trays or sides, which are fixed in a
upon
attached to it. Only those connected with the iron trade can | rhomboidal form to two rings, or rather discs, which revolve
form any idea of the aun ances caused by the ironworkers, which |rollers, Fuller particulars will not be given here, as dra
have to be quietly borne = the masters. The manual labour of | with description will shortly appear.
e metal was
in a molten state, and was ready to draw in the
| to the machine
uddling makes the men more like beasts than human be
of sixteen minutes. This is a much shorter time than
The animal propensities are developed at the sacrifice of the |short
mental powers, and none but those with very robust constitutions | with the Danks furnace, and is caused by the greater area of
can accomplish this severe labour; and they have to buoy them- | f
, and the peculiar
ition to the revolving motion. The iron does not come out
selves up with too
a quantity of stimulants, which assist in in
degenerating them.
these causes the supply of labourers is
not equal to the demand, and they consequently have
a power
arse te wiestene Walch tity uate tes tan Unies 40 in,00 from these machines we shall speak at some future time. Prethat theyareeasily ledbyunprincipled fellows who aresomewhat |
sharper than themselves, and who profit most when they are stir- ,
to again,
ring up animosity between the masters and men. Until lately also be referred
subject, he says, ‘‘ Portland cement is porous, and cracks more or
less on every plate.” His statement is perfectly correct, and is
well known by those persons who have had anything to do with it,
either for ships’ use or for building purposes, If cement is not
used with a proper proportion of sharp sand itis no use. If too
much cement is
it;cracks all over, which are termed fire cracks;
if too much sand is used it will not hold together, and when it is
mixed properly it is, as your correspondent says, porous. So the
sooner there is a substitute for Portland cement, or any other
' cements of the same nature, for iron ships the better.
Holes caused by corrosion and galvanic action in iron ships are
more general than imagined.
The Grappler in less than three years from the date of her
order for building was so corroded that a hole of Sin, in diameter
was discovered in her bottom. The Bloodhound, on her return
from a foreign station, was so corroded as to require a new
bottom, which was given her.
The Jackal foundered at Greenock from corrosion, having eaten
through the plates apparently unnoticed. In 1863 some of the
plates in H.M. screw yacht the Fairy were found to be nearly
eaten through, the mischief having progr
unknown and undiscovered. The Myrmidon had to be condemned in consequence
of the numerous holes in her bottom caused by corrosion,
I could enumerate many others, but am afraid of trespassing on
too much space in your valuable paper,
Belvidere.
WILLIAM JONES,
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guns in good condition, and will,
juently, be
compelled to
ON TRIPOD MASTS AND THE ARRANGEMENT | men outside would give the word through the holes whenever it her
turn them over to a vessel with an uninjured hull. “The tackles
was neces sary to stop one of the running ro}
OF RIGGING CONNECTED WITH THEM.*
would be formed of ordinary hawsers, and it would merely be
The
thickest
ropes,
such
as
the
topsail
ests,
and
the
lifts
of
By Admiral Paris, C.B., French Navy Associate.
to carry, in addition, strong iron blocks (Figs. 1 and 2,
the lower yards, would be passed through the lower blocks n
. WHEN, in 1869, I produced my plans of ironclad ships, arranged situated close to the ship’s deck, whilst the smaller ones would page 254). But it is especially for carrying fuel that a war ship has
partly as monitors, fnorder to give them increased steadiness, I leave the mast at the height of the s deck, and those anaes need of lighters; for she is not expected at a fixed hour like a
reserved the question of masts and sails. But since then I have to the topsails might pass through
the legs, if thought advisable. packet boat—sometimes too, a great number arrive at once, and
had time rye | to obviate very a. ofpod disadvantages of For return pulleys there would be swivel blocks, as shown often in places absolutely without any means of embarkation. It
Captain Coles’ ingenious arrangement
of tri masts by getti
in the diagrams (Figs. 10, 11, 14, and 15,
@ 258), and is essential, therefore, that they should possess means of going to
ridof the ro which serve as ladders to reach the
an these swivel blocks would have an iron shell ¢
riveted work, and the arrangements of spar-deck and lighters is the least
which would be quite as dangerous as the ordinary shrouds, if the to pieces of iron a and b, the ends of whfch would inconvenient.
amasts should break off and cause them to fall overboard and foul have spindles turning in ring bolts fixed to the mast. These
Lighters are the natural complement of steam launches. For
the blades of the propeller. I was still more encouraged in my spindles being brought as close as possible to the mast, the blocks what is the use of possessing a means of traction so powerful, and
exertions when I heard that in order to avoid the dreaded con- would make angles of 32 deg. on each side of the radius mae | especially so unwearied, if we only employ it to tow boats that
have often nothing to carry.
tingency of the screw becoming disabled during action, the through their axis. This arrangement might be employed for
English Admiralty had
pletely aband
the masts and the running ropes, but it has the inconveniences of requiring larger
In conclusion, permit me to observe that the complete abandonment
of masts and sails, which has for various reasons been proimmense sails of the Achilles and other ironclads, in order to openings
the former. With the plan proposed thirty-seven
produce the Devastation type, which is nevertheless intended to ropes can pass down the large vertical mast, and fourteen down the posed, presents too much that is unknown, and even too great
navigate the open ocean.
legs. The plating of the mast would be thicker in the parts cut cause for alarm, to meet with the approval of seamen, without some
As asailor I admit that I fear this unknown path on which we away for the passage of the ropes, and the rigidity would be main- effort being made by them to retain so valuable a resource as that
which was once their sole prime mover, and without some endeaare entering, by constructing vessels deprived of sails, and of the tained by the continuous lines of the eight angle irons.
weight of a lofty mast, acting as a balance beam. The little that
In order to complete the proposed plan it would be necessary to vour to escape the risk to the machinery of propulsion which has
we know concerning the excessive rolling of our old ships when arrange for the exit of the ropes from the masts, so that they might been laid to the account of the rigging. Those endeavours have
they had lost their masts, shows that we should be exposed to act upon the yards and sails, This is effected by means of iron blocks been the real object of my writing this pees. I hope that, after
hazards so grave that we ought to endeavour to avoid them, espe- with two sheaves of different diameters placed one over the other what I have said, an examination of the diagrams will put you
cially, too, in order to retain a means of motion which enables us to (Figs. 12 and 413, page 258). These blocks turn on two more easily in possession of my views than if I were to give a
economise our coal, now-a-days so difficult to find room for in an —
like those just described, and their sheaves pass more extended verbal description.
ironclad ship. I have, therefore, no other object in view in what through a slit in the mast. They will also allow of angles
I now bring forward
to derive the utmost possible advantage of 32 deg., so that the ropes may follow the movement of
DESIGNS FOR THE SAVING OF LIFE AND
from the employment of iron tri
, to get rid of the fears that the yards, as when it was a question of lifts, burtons, and brails.
have caused them to
i
and to preserve to the sailor a Being placed at the masthead they would be less crowded than
VALUABLES IN SHIPS.*
resource which the authorities will some day, perhaps, repent they are below, and the openings for their passage would conseBy Mr. M. Coue.
having deprived him of. I have attempted to arrive at this end quently not require thicker plating, particularly as the eight angle
contrivances have from time to time appeared for saving
by making the shrouds and running =
down the inside of irons would not be interrupted. But it would not be sufficient to lifeMAny
on
shipwreck
at
sea,
few have included the saving of
the masts so as to get rid of the ro
=f sg which were shown get rid of the running rigging at will; it is essential also to be ship’s property or valuables.but This
design, offered in model 2in. to
in the models at the Exhibition of 1867; and lastly I have profited able to conceal the yards, and not allow them to remain aloft, the
foot,
representing
buoy
of
6ft.
in diameter, and of tonnage,
by the form of the proposed ships to devise proper places for stow- where they would of course require several ropes. For this I 2tons li cwt. 56 1b. is divided into
compartments, with
ing the yards and topgallant masts, with the view of leaving only have taken advantage of the form of the ship to stow the yards iron doors to each, ring-bolts round headfour
buoy for life-line, and
the tripods —— and these strip
of every incumbrance, outside of and below the deck, as may be seen in the diagram, in foot or knee projection round half section,oftogether
with fast rope
instead of keeping all the rigging in place. Ido this merely by which the rigging is shown prepared for action.
line for holding on. The lower compartments are charged
reducing height by sending down the topgallant masts and placing
Things being thus arranged, and the shi y= 'under sail, the or
with
ship’s
valuables,
and
ballasted,
if
necessary,
with
limber lead
the yards parallel to the keel. It appeared to me that in this rigging would be made ready for action by furling and sending ballast ;the top compartments are for provisions, Fiag-staff
and
manner we might avoid all chances of the rigging fouling the down the sails, and then by striking the topgallant masts in the flag, self-acting if necessary, is given, besides revolving-cap, which
screw, or of the turrets being buried under the wreck of the masts; usual manner. As each rope lost its lead the topmen would make
be shifted when flag staff rises and flag unfurls. This buoy
at the same time I believe that it is essential we should endeavour a knot at the end of it, and the men below would haul it in and may
iron cone, which stands a foot above buoy when shipped,
to go farther. For this reason I have adopted vertical masts, with coil it on the lower deck, as I have endeavoured to indicate by isandseta over
plug over will make all secure, and a buoy cannot be
a diameter of 1 metre, as in the old three-decked vessels, with means of a midship section at the left of the diagram showing the unshipped
except on ship foundering. This design is set in front
0°75 metres at the head, where the ro
are less numerous, —— arrangement. The topsail tie would be long enough to of mizenmast,
on a low cup or basement, and occupies compara(Figs. 3 and 4, page 254). The mean diameter is 0°87 metres, ower the topsail yard right down, as in the case of the topgallant tively
no
more
space on a ships’ deck than a cricket ball would
and in order to avoid the mast being heavier than is usual masts, and the lower yard halyards, or main gears, will admit of do in a man’s drawing-room,
on ship foundering is always to
I have taken advantage of the holes necessary to admit light the lower yard being lowered on the other side, braced parallel to be found on the surface of theandwater.
in the
and air into the interior, to diminish the amount of metal, the keel, and allowed to slide down one of the legs of the tripods. run of a sea-way, and so facilitates holdingIt ‘‘on.holdsItitsmayown”be seen
so that the mast does not exceed in weight one of 0°70 I believe that in twenty or five-and-twenty minutes everythin, from two to four miles of distance, and from its rotundity cannotat
metres diameter at the base as originally proposed, with would be below, and the ship would have her masts stripped, anc foul
rigging on the rise, nor is it influenced by suction from
the ordinary arrangements, and without making the ropes only her signal halyards leading aloft, as is shown on the
passing through its centre. Two such buoys, of 20ft. in
pass inside the masts. A very simple calculation shows that by diagram (Figs. 6 and 7, page 254). The gaffs of the fore cylinder
diameter,
and of 200 tons buoyancy, would have saved the
piercing holes 0°022 metres in diameter in places not occupied by and aft sails would have their peaks dropped and would be Captain’s crew
and if brought into use will yet save many a crew
the rivets of the vertical angle irons, and by spacing these holes lashed alongside the masts, and the turrets would have of our ironclads ; that
fail for want of vertical stability.
one decimetre from centre to centre, as shown on the di
8, an their fire as unrestricted as in a monitor, and without being
equality of weight may be established between these masts and much more exposed than the latter to the falling of the
those ordinarily used, and without the plating being weakened, upper portions of the masts. If ona cruise one were desirous of
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVED DISPOSAL
because in each horizontal strake the air-holes do not take away retaining the three fore and aft sails and jib, one would still have
OF LIGHTS IN SHIPS.*
more metal than those required for the rivets of the butt
square metres of canvas, and with canvas one can save coal by
straps. Thus the proposed piercing of holes would not weaken a keeping the course with this small amount of sail, and moreover
By Mr. M. CoLe.
mast of unaltered diameter, and, consequently, the proposed such sail that in an instant it could be lashed close to the mast if THE want of a better system of light for indicating the heading
masts would be stronger still, since their eight angle irons would be one did not desire to make further use of it. Lastly, the anchors of a ship is obvious from the many and repeated collisions taking
further from the centre. Moreover, if the passage inside were would be stowed inclined inwards by means of a revolving cathead, |place at sea, It is almost sufficient to remark that not only
not found sufficiently large one might increase the diameter of the suggested by Admiral La Brousse, and, if it were desired to keep are lights insufficient as to power, but that if seen they do not
mast and of the holes in the same proportion; and, if one carried them lower, the waterways might be so arranged as to make room give a true indication of a ship's position as to the terms “‘end
out this idea to an extreme, one would get Japanese masts, that is for one of the flukes. As to the boats, they would be lowered on” and “nearly end on ;” for although upon the present disposito say, masts without shrouds, always preserving the same weight below the level of the deck, and would rest on iron crutches fixed tion of lights, light may be obliterated, yet two ships are often
by means of the increase in diameter. The 48 tons, therefore, on the low deck of the outer vessel, and their davits would remain found to be steering in each other’s line of keel, which error arises
allowed for the 197 cubic metres of plates in the original system in place save the most forward one, which would be struck on from the magnitude and length of the screen, ships’ sides not
of masting would not be exceeded.
account of its being close to the turret. The quarterboats might being of sufficient and exact definition to give a more minute
In order not to obstruct the turret fire it was important not to have falling davits lowered by means of a rack and pinion.
return for ships’ steerage.
;
have the masts in advance of the turrets, and I have easily
If in order to attack forts it was desired to get rid of the masts
I would therefore suggest split lights at the masthead, white
effected this by placing the turrets 1 metre further apart than altogether, the part above the spar-deck could be easily separated for starboard, red for port, with 3ft. screen dividing the same,
is shown on the > plan, and by placing the tripods reverse from the rest, and the ship would be in the same condition as a and taking with ship's entrance a fixture, this screen to be set
to one another, as Captain Coles had done, and as will be seen by true monitor or as the Devastation, with the sole difference that over the crosstrees, which, with “ roach” in top sail, gives plenty
the diagrams (Figs 1, 4, 5, 7 and 8, page 254). In this manner the the ordinary supports of the spar-deck would be replaced by the of space for screen with reflectors thereon, and lights on
centre of effort is kept in a suitable position, and the fire from four tripod legs, the upper portions of the masts being fastened each side, set at about 15in. from focus to focus. On this disposal
the turrets is as unrestricted asin a monitor or in the Devas- to the lower by doen, this separation would be as easily per- of lights, at one point only of variation of compass is the one light
tation, especially when firing end on. Moreover, this arrange- formed as the putting together afterwards by the resources of the shut off, and the smallest deviation of ship's head is arrived at by
ment of the tripods allows the spar-deck to be supported without ship herself: and the only embarrassment would be to remove two ships meeting.
;
having recourse to a
ber of stanchions, which, although these great iron tubes. Such an operation would be difficult away
I here produce full-length design, so presenting such screen and
more slender, obstruct the aim at least as much as the four from an arsenal or a‘friendly port.
lights ; and it will be seen that by the deviation of one pointof
large oblique columns of the|
I consider, therefore, that
The system of rigging that IBer yc may be adopted to a spread compass, such deviation is at once seen from the deck of ships
in this respect the retention of the masts offers’ne incumbrance.
of canvas very different from that shown, which has been chosen
If one wished to get rid of all the running ropes on clearing only as being best suited to the probable number of the crew meeting.
This design offers :—(1) Double light, and that at the masthead
for action it would merely be necessary with this plan to increase likely to be apportioned to a ship of only four guns. The lower with reflectors on screen; (2) concentrated observation ; (3),
the diameter of the vertical masts, to cut openings in them at yards are not made so long as usual in proportion to the topsail more minute indication as to ship’s steerage; (4) and, finallly
suitable heights for getting in and out, to strengthen these by ag in order to secure a considerable reduction in the weight to what has been wanted since the creation of ships, a storm or blaze
means of angle irons, and, lastly, to place in the interior of the
moved, Lastly, this plan is applicable to every kind of iron- of two colours in lights on reflectors, at the masthead of all ships,
Tasts eo of iron, by which the men may ascend as miners do clad ship ; since with the guns in a battery the yards find a natural with hand-post in line with howsprit-end, to point out “ ships’
by the ladders inside shafts. Certainly with this plan we should
ition on the deserted deck and do not interrupt the line of line of keel.”
no longer be able to see any combined manceuvres by the whole
. while being quite secure against falling overboard.
crew; the eye would no longer be able to follow those 500 ants
From this it results that what precedes must not be considered
THIRTY-FIVE-TON GuNns.—The whole of the 35-ton guns comclimbing to the masthead with marvellous speed in order to read as applicable only to vessels of low freeboard, but rather to every
themselves out along the yards, and afterwards slacken
like species of arrangement, for it is always easy to fix supports, and sleted at the Royal Gun Factories, Royal Arsenal, W oolwich,
one man,
is will be a matter of regret to the sailor, but for it is impossible to place the yards in the hold,so that they are no ome passed their proof trial at the proof butts in the Government
ready to be
ee past he has had many similar things to put up with, and, in more protected from shot in one kind of vessel than in another.
marshes adjoining the Royal Arsenal, and are nowturret-ships
on
to the various ports where the ironclad
‘uture, manceuvres with the sails will have to be executed in the
It rémiains to say a word concerning the spar-deck. The position conveyed
these
are
formidable
be
weapons
mounted
which
are
to
intended
same sullen sort of mapner as the remainder of his service in of the masts between the turrets allows of their being used as
‘
oe
q
those iron covered forts, which have made his ship a species of supports for this deck, which is fastened to them by large angle- being completed for service.
venomous being, as ugly as it is formidable.
SouTH KENSINGTON Museva.—Easter WEEK.— Visitors during
irons running from each of the lower masts to the funnel casing,
But it has been remarked to me that it would be preferable to and on the edges by other 8 eran angle-irons riveted to the the week ending April, 6th, 1872:—On Monday, Tuesday, and
keep the running ropes within the masts, so that one would legs as well as by other angle-irons running athwartships. By Saturday free,-from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 55,456; Naval
and
only have to let them go with a knot at the end in order to make os these portions sufficiently strong, the remainder can be and other collections, 11,485. On Wednesday, Thursday, Naval
them disappear, and to seize the upper extremity in order to formed of light angle-irons-crossing one another chequer-wise to Friday, free, from 10 a.m. till 10 .; Museum, 21,078;of correAverage
rearrange them in their places when it would be required to reset support the hatch-covers or gratings for walking over. The funnel and other collections, 3819; total, 91,838.
the sails. I have, therefore, endeavoured to solve this part of the casing would serve as the principal support to the deck against sponding week in former years, 31,558. Total from the opening
question by the arrangement shown in the diagrams on the large lateral motion, and, being situated between the two turrets, it of the Museum, 11,490,156.
scale (Fig. 1, page 254). As will be
ived, the hauling- in would not interfere with the fire. It would contain a number of Too CoMFORTABLE.—Col. Rich, R.E., Board of Trade Inspector,
blocks, instead of being of the eolinent form, howe Gal large openings closed at will by doors, with a view of assisting the in reporting on the recent accident on the North Staffordshire
Board
shells ¢c, ¢ (Figs. 2 and 4, page 254), fixed according to the masts~in the ventilation of the interior of the vessel. On this Railway concludes thus :—‘‘ The inspecting officers of the
on
direction in which the men wil have to haul upon them. The Sve ey would be Sned p»omete of lighters hag 0 on of Trade have generally considered it to be their duty to urgetheir
the desirability of providing shelter for
upper. and lower end of the shells Be up and down and butt nearly all the diagrams (Figs.
, page 254), the frames railway companies
— two angle iron rings worked on the mast, and are kept in of which, composed of crossed angle-irons, would be placed engine-drivers, gatemen, and pointsmen ;but in the present caseat
place a Mae ri b, b, secured by the bolts. Spaces between and arranged as in the trellis-work just referred to, so that I feel myself called on to protest against the arrangements
north
the shells are filled in with pieces of wood, solid or hollow, the same covers of hatchways and gratings serve to cover Stoke-upon-Trent. When visiting the signal cabins at thecabins,
of that station, which are large comfortable
——e to size, and by this meuns the blocks are kept in their the bottom of the lighters if they are employed to
men and south ends each
and
backs
high
with
chair
arm
large
a
cabin
places.
in
observed
I
or horses. When the lighters are in place on the spar-deck, the
To examine them it is merely necessary to unfasten the rings ends, formed simply of iron plates strengthened by angle-irons, sides and cushioned seats. The sides of each arm chair haveinglass
the
b, b, im order to set free the block, which it is desired to inspect. would be removed and placed outside the nettings, and by making windows, so that the signalman, while enjoying himself
south end cabin the
‘The sheaves of the blocks pass into the interior of the mast by the end angle-irons stronger than the others, this mode of attaching chair, may look to the right and left. In the with
the
to
back
means of slits cut in the plating in such a manner that their pro- the ends would not be more difficult than in the case of gun boats chair was placed directly opposite to the fire, thatits these chairs
jection keeps the ropes re
from the iron of the that can be taken to pieces. Stowed in this manner, these lighters signal and point apparatus. I was informed
be protected
mast (Figs. 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9, page 254). Ren these sheaves the would leave the deck free for circulation and for manceuvring, and were provided so that the men might sit down and
holes in the
ropes lead —— through
the angle irons, and are kept at their breadth being alike they could, in case of need, be built up from the draughts of air that came up through - the
signalmen
These
work.
levers
their a istances apart by strips of iron f (Figs. 3, 6, and 7, into one boat by bolting oe the end plates. According to floors where the point and signal
that it is not desirable
page 254), so that they may not chafe the hands of the men the diagrams the forward lighter is eight metres and the after-one are on duty for twelve hours, but I submit
men to go
the
for
provided
be
should
when they go up or down by the iron rings g, y. With the view ten metres; their breadth is 5°50 metres, which, with a depth of that such comfortable means
that the chairs
of being able to stop the running ropes, so as to make them fast 1°50 metres, equal to the height of the nettings, would in fine to sleep while they are on duty, and I recommend and
if the
that
cabins,
signal
the
from
once
at
to the cleats and toggles, there is at a suitable height a movable weather enable them to cong iletons of fuel or even alarge gun, should be removed
grating divided into two parts (Figs. 7 and 8, page 354), on which if, as I have endeavoured to explain, one is compelled to enh hours of duty are found too long,that they should be shortened;
in a
duty
their
perform
to
delicate
too
are
men
one or two men take their stand ‘in order to
the running these at a distance from an arsenal.
and that if the
ety See SsSs
masdlo fast40ene thetings2
For if guns have become very powerful, we must admit also that well-enclosed and well-roofed cabin, where they are provided with
which is made stronger
so as to be able to resist the strain. The they are very much more liable to damage than the old artillery, a good fire, that they should be invalided and proper men engaged
* Translated by Adrian Vizetelly, Assistant-Seerctary, LN.A.
Read' and it is very possible that after an action one vessel may have to do the duty.”
* Read before Institution of Nayal Architects.
before the Institution of Naval arebitecte
tary, .
' suffered much more than the others, although she may have kept
—
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THE

ENGINEER.

259

fashion, as obviously it must close in with the abutment
of the —_ Considering the manner in which the
bridge was designed and built, there was no option in the
BORING MACHINES.
matter; but this only proves what has been already ad(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
Sirz,—Will penne say where we can meet with parties willing vanced, that there should be some central or chief authoto supply boring
for working in mines either by hand or b: rity presiding over all these works of national interest and
d air? Your columns contain descriptions of several such importance. The existence of the gasworks has had a bad
but we have failed hithertotomeet with the inventors, their
| machines,
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS,
agents, or manufacturers.
J. G. H
effect upon the road, as they necessitated the adoption of
a shorter and steeper incline than would otherwise have
Putain
Orders payable in England, bei
obtainable
BLA
‘KING
CAST
IRON
PIPES.
been employed. But this is a slight defect, and one, morein
_
Pas oc ten alasbecaklycaaeatched
(To
the
Bditor
of
The
Bngineer.)
over, which could not have been avoided without incurring
:
free from the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting Sin,—Can any of your readers oblige by stating, through your pa)
an
expense not justifiable under the circumstances. After
loceedtoUe ach omepipes?
Lew
8.
8. nee near Jat
:
.
; ——"
~~
a
£d.
a time the most objectionable features at this part of the
Manchester, April 10th, 1872.
Republic
year 116 0/| Japan
aT)
ryear
250
oe 8 ee ”
116 0| Malta
eo ee “ae
116 0
route will be removed.
It cannot be denied that
oe o
”
116 0| Natal.. oe ee
11 0
the District Railway stations are not a pleasing type
6
°
116 O|N
ee
pa 250
MEETING NEXT WEEK.
Columbia .,
»
1160| New
pa 116 0) Cuemicat Sociery.—Thursday, April 18th, at 8 p.m.: “‘ Notes from of buildings to be erected along a metropolitan
Guiana ..
pa
116 0+ Newfoundlan
.
”
116 0 the yer
of the Andersonian University;” ‘‘On a Compound of
es eo
pag 116 0| New South Wales
pe 11 0 Sodium
> Glycerine,” and ‘On Benzylisocyanate and Isocyamurate,” boulevard. If we select that at the Temple, for instance,
Good Hope
pa
116 0| New Zealand
e
90
116 0
it would be difficult to pronounce whether it most resem‘ oo oe
9
2 6 0| Switzerland
»
2560 by E. A. ts.
° 6
md
260
= | eo
ped 250
ec. 0
re 116 0| United States
me 116 0 Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the paper bles a large ice-house or a mortuary chapel. There is fortunately more of it below than above ground. At Charing
°
2 5 0| West Coast
of Africa
,,
116 0
eo ve
pa 116 0| West Indies
oo
o
116 0 are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche; all other Cross there is a repetition of the same building, with the
to the Editor of Tak Encineer, 163, Strand.
THE ENGINEER is sent weekly postdirect
from the
of ices. letters to beaddressed
can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country additional bad effect produced by its lying perdu under
163, Strand, to subscribers
in the following countries
on receipt a ITarat Enaineer
the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct the huge girders of the South-Eastern Hailway bridge.
subscription
by bill on London or otherwise, according
to the fol- Srom the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
The appearance of this particular spot of the embankment
Half-yearly (including double number) 2. +. «. £0 14s. 6d.
lowing scale ;—
Yearly (including two double numbers)... .. +. £1 9a. Od.
£38,a'
£34.
westhetically beneath contempt, and furnishes another
+s «+ peryear 2 6 0 Norway
e+ peryear 3 1230 —If eredit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will is
illustration of the evil of allowing works of this kind to be
ped pe
250
o
6
‘
116 0
made, Tar ENGineer is regi
‘or transmission abroad.
Chiliand Pera ..
Md
2 5 0 Russia
°
“
214 0 'e*be The
executed
piecemeal. A similar wretched little structure is
charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings ;
Greece
- .
”
26560
”
250
each line
ninepence. The line averages eight words ; blocks are permitted
India...
we
25 0 Sweden
wp oe
>
260
to remain where the road debouches opposite
charged the same rate for the space they fill. All single advertisements from the
ltalv
ene
ped 2 5 01
Houses of Parliament, and affords about the same conthe country must be accompanied by —p in payment.
Abvertisements caxnot Be Ixserrep uxvess Detiversp serore Six o'clock oN trast as that which exists between a palace and a hut.
Tuvaspay Evexixe mm race Ween.
The only redeeming features in this section from BlackNOTICE.
friars to Westminster are the gardens, which promise to
The publisher calls the special attention of newsagents to the
be both useful and ornamental, and, judging from the
following notice just issued by the Post-office :—
limited portions at present ~
to the public, will not fail
NEWSPAPERS FOR ABROAD INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID.—As a large number THE
ENGINEER
to
be generally appreciated. The steamboat piers and
of newspapers addressed to
abroad, prepaid only with a single rate of
postage
exceeding four ounces in weight, continue to be posted in all
the
approaches
are
very
well
arranged for traffic purFRIDAY, APRIL 12, 1872.
parts of the United Ki:
it is necessary again to remind
i
but the wooden erections on the dummies, intended
newsvendors, and the public generally, that every newspaper intended for
i.
rough the post to any foreign country or British colony is
for waiting-rooms, are not of an inviting character, either
THE THAMES EMBANKMENTS.
liable to a separate rate of postage for every four ounces, orfraction
of four
So far as extent and river frontage are concerned it must inside or outside. At Waterloo and Charing Cross bridges
ounces, and that, if this postage be not fully prepaid, the newspaper cannot
be sent forward,
E ENGINEER is amongst the newspa,
weighing more be admitted that the Middlesex shore has had the lion’s there are two landing-piers, one on each side of the bridge,
than four ounces, frequently detained in consequence of postage prepaid share of whatever improvements have resulted in con- but on the same shore. One of these only is used by the
being insufficient.
sequence of the recently constructed embankments. The steamboats, and recently another has been converted into a
new hospital on the Surrey side is perhaps something to coal and coke shed for the use of the floating fire engines, Its
PUBLISHER'S NOTIOE.
be proud of, but against this must be set off the Houses of appearance from the water is not very prepossessing. As
With this impression we publish as a Supplement “‘ Portfolio Parliament, so that the advantage will still rest with the a thoroughfare the road in question is the finest and largest
of Working Drawings, No. L1V.,” representing 40ft. Turntable, north bank. In many points of detail,as well as of general in the metropolis, but there its merit ceases. ComparaBattersea Ya
copy, as issued from our office, will
the embankments are by no means so well tively speaking the traffic on it is ni/. 1t is in dry weather
contain this Supplement, and subscribers are requested to notify arrangement,
laid out as they might have been. Commencing with the a desert, in wet a quagmire. The idea that it would relieve
the fact tousif they do not receiveit.
eastern termination of the northern wall, the first eyesore, the Strand and Fleet-street of some of their traffic is a
to give it no harsher term, that becomes apparent to the delusion. In the first place, there are not a sufficient
~""9
OORBESPONDENTS.
observer is the extremely objectionable manner in which the number of cross streets to enable it to do so, and, secondly,
it may be accepted that the traffic of London will never
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ;we quoin of Blackfriars Bridge projects into the middle of the abandon
the streets where the shops are, and where busimust therefore request our correspondents to
ies.
footpath which leads up from the river. The merest tyro
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE Encin
or contain- who has made tracings of bridges in an engineer’s office is ness is conducted, no matter how narrow and inconvenient
ing questions, must be accompanied by the name
addressof aware that when side roads have to be accommodated, the they may be, for the most spacious boulevard that could
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of wing walls of the bridge are rounded or splayed off so as to be constructed.
No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
From Westminster to Chelsea there is nothing worth
place them with an easy curve in communication with the
*,* In order
to avoid trouble and confusion,
we find it necessary to main roadway passing over the centre of the bridge. One noting along the northern shore, until we come to the
ts that letters of inquiry addressed to the of the glaring faults of Blackfriars Bridge is that it is new embankment in course of construction from the susand intended for insertion in this column, must in all built straight throughout. There is not the slightest curve
nsion bridge to the old wooden structure at Battersea.
omnes by a large envelope legibly directed by the at the ends, or the least attempt made to provide for the The plan to be followed in the general arrangements here
bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No convenience of side approaches. It is quite probable that is very similar to that adhered to lower down the stream,
notice will be taken of communications
which do not comply with instead of two there will be ultimately four side approaches, but the size of the ornamental portions will be considerthese instructions.
of which will be of considerable width. eteas of ably less. The contractor is making good progress with
S. A.—Your next step should be to engage some
draught.
tomed to all
each of these converging to the main road with a gentle his work, and has excavated the foundations, laid in the
railway carriage work to get you up a proper set of working drawings.
J. BR. G. W Forall
ical purposes water is incompressible, but it is not sweep, there will be four huge solid granite blocks, conspi- footing-course of concrete blocks, and raised the wall to
absolutely 30, though the contraction under enormous pressure is extremely cuous for their massive unornamental appearance, project- different heights along the whole distance from the junc8 mal
shutting out from tion with the old wall to the site of the proposed Albert
Liovp's SUPERINTENDENT.—We are much pleased with the design, and have ing right in the way, and completely
no doubt that the machine will work very well? Shall we illustrate it for sight the actual entrance to the bridge. As ho mono- Bridge, the piers of which have begun to show above high
’
E'S. (Rotary Engines).— There is a good deal of promise about your scheme. liths are not required in a constructive sense, and are not water. A portion of the wall has been built to a level
Actual experiment, however, is needed tu decide whether it would or would not so ornamental that they could not be dispensed, with, above Trinity high-water mark, and the temporary piling
succeed. Wehave no doubt that the problem will be solved one day, but the stone quoins on the approach sides might have and staging will soon make its appearance ne the last
much money will
'y be spent jirst in experiments.
. B. Phenix
).—The idea is by no means new. The invention, if been cut away, and the whole end of the blocks length, extending from the Albert Bridge to that at
y carried out, would be useful, but we are ata loss to see how dressed off so as to meet the line of the present and Battersea. A brief description of the mode of working
you can secure the object you have in view. All attempts hitherto made probably future side approaches.
If any arguments will be interesting. There are two stages, upper and
have been failures. You should communicate with such men . as Mr. Siemens,
were needed to show the desirabilty of having an lower. On the former there is a double tiack of rails
Mr. Varley, Mr. Preece, or Mr. Sabine.
P. P. W.—You can puta very thin and hard skin on the links by heating official who should be aoa with the general supervision laid, one for the crane to work upon, and th: ....r for
them to a duli red heat and rubbing
them over with powdered prussiateof
potash, which melts and runs over them, then quench while still hot. To of all constructive works of a public character, they would general traffic and the transport of materials, . . «
tpth, put them in a sheet iron box well packed be found in the incongruous
ment that prevails at cavators are in advance always; after them come the we:
arcoal, the parings of horses’ hoofs, old leather, and a little
three with the concrete, and behind them the masons. Barges
salt, put on the lid, and lute it with clay, then keep the box at a good the City end of Blackfriars Bridge. No less
bright red, but not white heat,
for from three totwenty-four hours, according different independent parties were engaged in extensive lie alongside the lower stage, with their cargoes of Thames
to the size of the article ;
take out and quench. If properly
done the works which had there a common junction. So long as ballast, which is thrown out upon the stage, the cement is
links will not be
from above, the two are mixed, and
Inquiner.—if
your girder is less than 60ft. in span there is no practical they complied with the terms prescribed by the Legisla- lowered in
economy in making any difference in the sectional area of the flanges. In ture one
y did not care a single jot about the opera- shovelled into the trench, forming the site of the wall.
fact, if you assume, as is generally done, that
the rivets in the top flangedo tions of the other,
except so far as their mutual: interests Gas is laid on along the whole line of frontage, so that the
‘not weaken it, and determine the strength upon the basis of the net sectional
area of the bottom flange, you may make both flanges equal in area, Ovher- —_ be concerned. ‘Ihe Bridge House Commissioners work goes on night and day whenever the state of the tide
wise you must wecrease the area of your top flange over
and above built the bridge to please themselves, and whether it was permits. The ease and rapidity with which all the
that required in the bottom in the ratio of the compressive strength
of iron to the tensile strength. The two most generally usful formule well adapted or not to meet the contingencies that would rane on are carried on, promise a speedy termination to
undertaking, which would be accelerated if the granite
for the construction of wrought iron girders ave W = AX DXxe, arise from the approaches under construction by the the
Metropolitan
of Works was a matter of no concern couldbe procured in sufficient abundance. The embankin which W = breaking weight in tons at centre, D = depth of girder in to them. They were equally indifferent to the contiguity ment and the Albert Bridge are both works which will
feet, C = a constant varying between 60 and 80, according to the kind af of the District Railway station, as an examination of the — of the greatest value to the inhabitants of the
girders used, L = span in feet, and A = net sectional area in inches. The
y, and it is probable
locality will show, and there is no doubt that the directors ocality and the owners of
other iaS = wxt, in which
Sisthestrain in tons at centre, W = total of the District Railway cared for nothing savea site for their they will be completed about the same time. Not the least
load uniformly distributed, and the other letters as already mentioned. If station and sufficient s
for people to get in and out of of the improvements effected in connectiomwith them will
you have any doubt about your design you had better have a professional it. Had this
tenements
of different works
been entrusted be the removal of the dilapidated d
opinion on it.
It is to be
to the judgment and decision of one competent head autho- in the neighbourhood of Battersea
hoped
that
this
ancient,
obsolete
structure
will
be
replaced
rity, there might have resulted that “harmonious blendFELT-MAKING MACHINES.
~~. which is so desirable in every department of the by one more adapted to fhe requirements of the improved
(To the Bditor of The Bngineer.)
S1r,—Canany of your readers oblige me with names of makers of public service, The evil of the majority of our great con- locality and the exigeneiesofmodern traffic.
improved
for making felt from calf's hair?
H. 8. structive works is, not only that they are executed under
Owing to the fact that the river divides the city, properly
ing, from the
y, or transpontine part of
the superintendence of various officials—Government or
" ORDNANCE AND AMMUNITION.
private parties—but they are also executed in a piecemeal London, as it may be termed, it is only within a com(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
manner which altogether prevents any attempt at either paratively recent period that the southern side has been
Sim,— Will any of pom eoonpen teats
me with the addressesof useful
able to make even a respectable appearance, when judged
or sesthetical fusion.
the manufacturers of gun carriages, shell,
, and fulminating
compositions ?
J.
To return to our starting-point, it will be observed by that of its northern neighbour. The want of harmony
April 9th, 1872.
that if the line of the embankment followed the in the designs of the river walls on each shore is glaringly
t. Take the portion of the river between
the
course clearly intended for it, it would strike about the
SUBMARINE EXCAVATION.
centre of the shore span of the Blackfriars Bridge, instead alakmees in course of construction at Chelsea and that
(Toe the Bditor of The Engineer.)
already completed on the opposite side. On the one shore
Sin,—I
should be glad if any of your readers would favour me with of turning almost at right angles to itself within a v
infortaation oneither ofthe two
questions :—(1) The excavation short distance of the abutment which it joins, and with will be a handsome granite wall, and on the othera
of rock in tidal waters at a depth below
water of, say, 8ft. If done Tehet = an extremely awkward patie wrsee |angle. hideous mass of concrete blocks, surmounted by not an
and terminating in a rounded top like the
rom the
openi
to the
to the point inch of para;
sewer. As a roadway has been recently
of junction with theabsimneat ef
the oaign thaneis Hya crown of a
or fence
of some
plete recess which quite spoils the wall fron
of made along this line of wall,a
other ought to be put up for safety, otherwise
that portion of the em
t. It may beu
that sort or
in any other accidental, voluntary, or compulsory immersions in the
it was impossible to terminate the

FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER,
PARIS.—MM. Xavier and Boyveav, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. ASHER
Co.,11, Unter
den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. Gerotp and Co., Booksellers.
. LEIPSIC.—ALPHonsE
"
NEW YORK.—Wititmer
Rocers, 47, Nassau-street.
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river at high water may be expected. -Below Chelsea to be believed ; we shall not attempt to describe them.
Suspension Bridge,wharves, railway works, steamboat sheds, It is, in the third place, clear that no boiler has a chance of sucwaterworks, reservoirs, and various business premises oc- cess in which the utmost possible facilities for giving circulacupy the south shore of the river until we reach the down tion are lacking; yet we find that the inventors who have
stream side of Vauxhall Bridge, where the embankment turned their attention to vertica!. boilers frequently overcommences, or, more strictly speaking, terminates. From look this point altogether, and fill their boilers with conthis point to Lambeth Bridge it is essentially of a utilita- tracted spaces into which water can only find its way with
rian character, having several under bridges for the accom- comparative difficulty. As to the means of cleaning these
modation of the pottery and other manufactures situated spaces when they become choked up with mud no provialong its route. The manner in which Lambeth Bridge is sion whatever is made, or, indeed, can be made. Take,
rewhed and passed, by a couple of ramps, is another for examdle, Huddart’s vertical boiler, Fig. 28, or Holmes’
example of piecemeal construction. Emerging from under- boiler, Fig. 20, Both these boilers have excellent features,
neath the bridge, we reach the most objectionable feature but the simple fact that they could not be properly cleaned
in the whole of the embankments, whether north or south, is enough to condemn them.
We shall not have far to seek for the causes which have
that is the long, lateral cul de sac reaching to Westminster
Bridge. From this—which with every propriety may be led to the neglect of the true principles of boiler-making.
termed “ Hospital-lane”—when it is once entered upon The inventors have, in all cases, endeavoured to get the
there is no escape. With the river on one side, and St. largest possible amount of heating surface into the smallest
Thomas’ Hospital on the other, the unfortunate pedestrian possible space; and the moment we determine to neglect
must plod on until he arrives at the end of the narrow pas- all other considerations, it is very easy to design a boiler.
sage. There may possibly be an improvement in the uses There is a story told of a certain clockmaker who made
when the new lamps are lighted ; but viewed in any light, a bet that he would invent a new escapement every day
it was a mistake to place for so long a distance between for a year, and we believe it to be quite possible to invent
the river wall and the wall of the hospital what is intended a new boiler every day for two years. The clockmaker
as a thoroughfare for pedestrians. It would have been did not pledge himself to invent good escapements, and
pore to bring the hospital nearly flush with the we should not pledge ourselves to invent good boilers.
munk of the river. As it is, there should be a means of But all such ingenuity is wasted. The best boiler is not
egress from the lane somewhere about the centre of the necessarily that which has the most heating surface, nor
present buildings. Asa mere river frontage, the modern that which is most economical in fuel; and we would urge
walls are handsome, solid, and durable, but if the whole especially on young engineers the importance of always
embankments come to be regarded as examples of metro- bearing in mind that it is quite possible to design
politan boulevards, some very extensive alteration and vertical boilers which will prove fairly efficient, and
demolition along their route must take place before they yet be easily made and repaired. The essence of
success in boiler making lies in combining a number of
can be put forward as patterns to imitate.
conflicting conditions in such a way that they may be
CURIOUS BOILERS,
brought into more or less harmony with each other. The
Tuk popularity of vertical boilers proves that they serve inventors of horizontal boilers have been much more suca useful purpose. Taken as a class, they are the most cessful in doing this than their brethren who have worked
uneconomical steam generators in existence; but all me- solely on the vertical type. Why this should be the case,
chanical engineers know that they are extremely conve- as we have already stated, we are unable to say. Our
nient, and that however wasteful they may be of fuel, they object in writing this article is fulfilled if we can succeed
can generally be depended upon to make a great deal of in impressing on the engineer, young or old, who makes or
steam in a very short time; and it must not be forgotten designs boilers, the absolute necessity of constantly bearing
that a few vertical boilers are not only rapid steam gene- in mind that no boiler can be considered good, or trustrators, but exceptionally economical as well. The most worthy, or successful, that does not admit of being cleaned
remarkable point about vertical boilers, however, is the and repaired with facility at a moderate cost. Good cirapparently endless varieties of form which they have been culation and efficient combustion must also be secured.
made to assume by different inventors. It would appear In no case can success be attained by giving up the requithat the principles which determine the construction of sites we have first named, to obtain those last mentioned.
steam generators, whether vertical or horizontal, must be Those who wish to study the subject at length will do well
well understood, and that only certain forms will comply to examine the curious, in some cases amusing, and in all
with these principles. For example, the tubular horizontal instructive examples of boiler engineering which Mr.
boiler is always nearly the same all over the world. The Burgh is now giving to the world.
Cornish boiler is as universal as the steam engine. We
may take, at haphazard, twenty steamships leaving
PRIVATE BILLS IN PARLIAMENT.
the port of London, and we shall find that the boilers
The committee met, for the fourth time, in E room of the
of nineteen of these steamers are practically identical
Lords.
Mr.
Chichester Fortescue presided, and there was a full
in everything but dimensions. Yet, in spite of all this,
of the committee, all of the members being present
the moment we come to deal with the vertical boiler, attendance
except
one.
properly so-called, we tind ourselves face to face with perMr. Hutchinson, Mayor of Halifax, stated that the corporation
fect curiosities of mechanical construction altogether un- was unanimously Nera to the proposed amalgamation of the
paralleled. For some reason, the nature of which is, in a London and North-Western and Lancashire and Yorkshire Comsense, a mystery, the inventors of steam generators have panies. Halifax was now entirely in the hands of the Lancashire
Yorkshire Company, which gave the town very defective
revelled in the vertical boiler as a type with which it was ani
accommodation, and caused them loss of business, great inconrn to do anything. The consequence is that, per- venience, and much retarded the prosperity of the town. They
laps, ho apparatus intended to perform a single function had often, but in vain, asked for redress, and they had no hope
has ever assumed so many forms, or presented so many that they would ever obtain it if this amalgamation was sanctioned.
te he had no doubt that they
differences of constructive detail. This fact has been If the companies continued se
ere long have, either with or without the assistance of any
brought home to us very forcibly by an examination of would
existing
company,
the
improved
station
and the
the first three parts of a treatise “On Boilers and Boiler- additional railway connections that they accommodation
so much desired. They
making,” by Mr. N. P. Burgh, now being published by should have connections with the London and North-Western at
Messrs. Spon. We, of course, reserve our criticism of the Huddersfield, and with the Midland at Bradford, each of these
book until it is complete, but we cannot resist the tempta- towns being only seven miles distant from Halifax. The London
North-Western, the Great Northern, and the Midland had
tion supplied by Mr. Burgh’s engravings to say a few and
powers to Halifax, but these were of very little use. He
words about the curiosities of boiler construction with running
expected, for instance, that the train he hoped to get home by that
which he presents his readers.
night would be an hour or so behind time over the last stage of
Mi. | urgh has commenced his treatise by a notice of the journey; the company would naturally give a preference to
us ty all the land stationary vertical boilers which de- their own traffic, The corporation of Halifax did not oppose
under all circumstances, but they believed that
‘eve attention; and although but three parts—or forty- amalgamation
grievances would be perpetuated if this amalgamation
eight pages in all—of his book have been printed as yet, their
was sanctioned. ae were very desirous to be connected with
these forty-eight pages contain no fewer than 120 engrav- the Midland, and would rather, if there was to be amalgamation,
ings representing about seventy varieties of vertical boilers; that it should be between the Midland and the Great Northern
and it is quite evident that he has not nearly finished with Companies,
br nd chairman of the Bradford Chamber of C
ce,
this portion of his subject, as we find the date of the most gaveMr.evidence
was well served as regarded railwa;
recent boiler he names to be 1861, and we miss about a communication,thatand Bradford
that he was not prepared to op’
the amalscore of more or less familiar examples, which will come,
mation of the London and North-Western and
cashire and
we presume, in future parts of the treatise. It is imposorkshire Companies, provided security was given to the public
as
to
efficient
service
and
equal
rates
and
c)
es,
He recomsible to examine the inventions before us without being
mended the appointment of a board of appeal in railway affairs,
struck by the fact that the great majority of the inventors but
would
not
give
the
board
judicial
powers.
He
also
have totally overlooked points essential to the success of mended equal mileage rates, but admitted that there were recomexcepany steam generator.
What these are we propose to tional cases in which such rates could not be charged. He had no
explain here as briefly as possible, illustrating our remarks faith in running powers, and his experience was that the tendencies
of traffic and other arrangements between companies was to
me
by examples taken from Mr. Burgh’s treatise.
and stronger.
It is essential in the first place to the success of any closer
Mr,
Aldermar.
Raweliffe,
of
Preston,
ys
ge
|
for
the
town
boiler that it be possible to ine it. If it cannot be made council, complained of the injustice under which Preston sutfered
it cannot be successful, no matter how ingenious its design from the favouritism shown in the railway rates from Fleetwood,
may be. Now, we do not go so far as to assert that it is as compared with Preston. They were 50 per cent less for pigabsolutely impossible to ih ofany of the boilers illustrated iron, corn, and timber, the principal imports. The creation of the
Fleetwood and these unfairly favourable rates had inflicted
by Mr. Burgh, but we do state confidently that the port ofinjury
upon the Ribble Navigation and the town of Preston,
making of some of them would tax all the resources of the great
which, notwithstanding many natural advantages, had a —t
best boiler makers in the world to the utmost limit. As population. The proposed amalgamation was practically effected
an example, we may cite Bremmer’s boiler, illustrations of already, and he believed would be maintained whether the bill
which will be found at page 40 of Mr. Burgh’s treatise. was sanctioned or not. He admitted that Preston could not be
than it was now; they were already in the hands of the
How the tubes are to be got in, and feruled and made worse offand
North-Western and Lancashire and Yorkshire Comtight at the inner ends is a puzzle which we shall not London
panies, and came forward now that their grievances may be placed
attempt to solve. We might select half a dozen examples on record, as if the bill passed they would never have another
of similar unmakeable boilers—if we may coin a word. opportunity, If the bill went before a committee they would be
Suppose, however, that we have our boiler—whatever be willing to state their case before it, but the companies refused them
standi,
its type—made. It is essential in the next place that it a locus
The room was clearedre-opened
after Mr. Raweliffe had finished his evishall be possible to repair it. This point is totally over- dence;
on its being
I
it was
1 that the next
looked, Rebueer, by nearly all the inventors of vertical sitting would be on the 11th of April. A considerable number of
boilers mentioned by Mr. Burgh as yet. The designers witnesses against the
tion have still to be examined from
appear to be only too well pleased to get them built and Wigan, Bury, and other towns,
Another joint committee of Lords and Commons of an important
put together, leaving the repairs to take care of themhas held its first orem y and has appointed Mr. Arthur
selves. As examples, taken at haphazard, we 7 point character
Peel,
to the Board of Trade,
ite chairman. It is to
out Pullan’s boiler, Fig. 86, Bursch’s boiler, Fig. 92,| inquireSecretary
concerning metropolitan tramways; to determine the area
and Giles’ boiler, Fig. 90. These things must be. seen' of the metropolis in relation to tramways; what additional lines
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if any, should be authorised, and under what supervision they
should be constructed and worked. There were eight tramway
bills suspended last session, in which further p
ings will be
suspended in the present session until the joint committee
has reported. The promoters, we hear, have
abandoned
the proposed Oxford-street line, and some others against which
they had reason to fear an irresistible opposition. There are
members of ‘‘the four-in-hand club” on the committee, from whom
scant.favouris to be looked for in the matter of powers to lay
additional tramways in or near London. A reaction is setting in
in some quarters against the tramways, because of their being
dangerous and a formidable obstruction to other vehicles, It is
also alleged that the change from the smooth macadam of the
roads to the granite cubes in suburbs and streets, as employed by
the tramway companies for Paving, has had an injurious effect
upon the value of property, from the noise it causes, The joint
committee on tramways will mect to take evidence on the 15th of
April.
Wright groups of private bills have been got through by the
Commons’ committees, but few of the bills are of much general
interest.
In Mr. Bathurst’s committee, group E, the Sheffield Corp .ration
(payment of costs) Bill was thrown out on preamble. This was a
bill to enable the corporation to levy a rate to defray the costs of
a former parliamentary contest. The Sheffield Markets Bill was
by Mr. Dodson’s committee uno
It was a
in group E, as an op
Mr. Bathurst’s commi
— after opposition, the Manchester Corporation Water, Xc.,
ill, to empower the corporation to enforce bye-laws, but the
principal items in the bill are to authorise the purchase and
establishment of a new cemetery for the south-west of Man
chester, and for the erection of an additional bridge with new
street approaches across the Irwell between Manchester and Salford.
In
up H, Mr. Fellowes, chairman, a number of bills were
onmikeniite to Glasgow, the most important of which was the
Corporation Sonleioal extensions,
) Bil. The case was
remarkable for the artistic beauty of the diagram in which the
splendid new university was isometrically displayed. The Glasgow Corporation Water Bill, to amend Acts, extend limits for
compulsory supply, regulate rates, &c., was withdrawn from this
group.
In — Egerton’s committee the Gas-light and Coke Company’s Bill was passed. It is to amend the Act of 1868, and to
raise 1} millions sterling of additional capital. The Bill was
opposed by the Metropolitan Board of Works. The South London
Gas Bill, to amalgamate the South Metropolitan and Surrey Consumers with the Phoenix Gas-light beer oma was withdrawn, and
if it had not been, would in all probability have been defeated.
The committee passed “the Southwark and Vauxhall Water Bill.
Seven other gas and water bills for various localities were
passed in groups Aand B. Mr. Peel (Tamworth) and Mr. Barclay,
chairmen. None of the bills are important. _
A few railway bills have been disposed of in groups 4, 7, and 9.
In the first Sir F. Goldsmid,
chai
the Furness Railway, the
Furness Railway (Steamboats), and the North-Eastern Railway Bills
were passed.
The Furness Bill is for more than ten miles of new
line, and includes ey: to raise £1,333,000 in new capital. The
North-Eastern Bill is for twenty miles of new junctions and
branches, and £3,426,000 of new share and loan capital, The
Solway Junction Bill was withdrawn from this group by the
promoters, and the Cleveland Extension Mineral Railway Bill
was rejected on preamble.
=
In Sir Hedworth Williamson’s Committee, group 7, consisting
of bills belonging to No. 2 central district, the Midland and
South Staffordshire Bill and the Bridgnorth, Wolverhampton,
and Staffordshire bills were thrown out on preamble. The Birmingham and Lichfield Junction Bill was passed by the committee,
as ae the Wolverhampton, Walsall, and Midland Junction, and
the Sandbach and Winsford Junction.
In group 9, Mr. Headlam, chairman, the Louth and East Coast,
and the Great Eastern Railway Bills have been passed. The first is
for 17 miles of new line to be connected with and worked y the
the Great Northern Company—capital £128,000. The Great
Eastern Bill is for miscellaneous purposes, including the construction of a short junction with the North London line at Hackney.
New capitalto be raised £375,000 in shares, and £125,000 in loans.
There are fifteen groups of ——- bills in all, of which onl
three have as yet been disposed of, and these reg small
numbers of unimportant bills. The twelve groups to be dealt with
after Easter include the bills of the Metropolitan Railway District and Suburbs, the Severn Bridge schemes, the Scotch and Irish
bills, and other large groups of importance. There are also six
groups of tramway bills, none of which have been touched as yet
InstTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS, — Captain H.R.H. the
Duke of Edinburgh, K.G., has signified his intention of becoming
a vice-president of this Institution.
Pic Iroy IN THE States.—TZhe Manufacturer and Miner, an
Indiana paper, says: ‘‘ The struggle for pig iron by the various
mills of the country at the present time amounts almost to a
anic, With an advance of from 1°50 dols. to 3°50 dols, a ton, the
‘urnaces are not willing to make contracts ahead, and some of
them even refuse to sell, And the prospect is that there will be
a pressure on the entire furnace capacity of the country for some
time to come.”
Earty Iron MAKING AT MERTHYR TyDFIL.—A discovery of
unusual interest has just taken place at Merthyr, which throws a
little light on the mode, or one of the earliest modes, of making
iron. At the back of a row of houses, in Pontmorlais, built
evidently within a few feet from a long bank of earth, sufficient
soil from this bout had been sliced away to admit of drains,
gardens, and other accommodations, leaving the rest intact, and
that this remainder was of old deposit may be inferred from the
fact that the earliest tramway, for which an Act of Parliament
was obtained
in1804, andon which tramway Trevithick ran his first
locomotive,
1 over this bank. In the rear of one of the houses
occupied by Mr. John Emerys Jones, a sculptor, and a man of
more than ordinary intelligence, a further portion of this slope
was cut off lately by Mr. Jones, and in the progress of the labour
he came upon several huge bones and a vessel of backed fire-clay,
much in appearance like a crucible. Great care was at once taken
in the caivualien, and the character of the discovery resolved
itself into the following :—In the centre of a circle of red ashes,
placed on a pitched
ground, was a circular vessel of baked fire-clay
ft. in diameter and fin. wider at the bottom than at the top.
This was evenly lined within, and at the bottom, which bore
traces of great heat, were the remains of iron cinder, lime, and
ially fused bones. By the side of this were pieces of rusty
iron and a larger collection of bones, evidently of animals. The
rieces of iron-when fitted together appeared much like a “‘ tuyere”
ir conveying blast, and near this was a wall built a little higher
than the vessel, which, when examined by practical men, supplied
the key to this interesting discovery. It would seem the contrivance was an early one for iron making or for making steel.
The vessel would apparently be filled with iron ore, coal, bones
supplying sulphate of lime; limestone for yielding carbonate of
lime, and, from the existence of mortared bricksin the vicinity,
the vessel would next be bricked up, leaving an aperture for the
blast. It is supposed thata cirele of coal fire would then be
brought to act on the vessel, and when a certain degree of heat
had been attained a fire kindled within, and the biast brought to
bear it upon through the tuyere from a bellows erected on the
wall. The vessel would yield but about fifty pounds weight of
iron, a fact which hints at very primitive times in iron
If the contrivance—certainly long prior to the Bessemer era—were
for blowing in the oxygen and making steel, the discevery is even
of still greater interest.
vibes)
—-t
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ing of a
nt, first he has to pay down £2 (why, he did
and any one of the examiners who had had the the
OF COMMONS COMMITTEE ON assessors,
particular case in hand might with advantage be there. There not wee the Patentoffice did nothing for it); then he says
PATENT LAW.
should not be quasi _m upon the question of grant- why he opposes, and he makes affidavits. Next there are counter
he had
ing patents; it would
better instead to grant a few affidavits; altogether the costs are heavy. A few days
At the first meeting this session of the House of Commons patents which ought not to be granted.
e law intended that the
A board o' a case in which the costs came to £35.
examiners could do all this work perfectly well, and it would opponent could have his invention examined for £2, but now ra
Committee on Patent Law, Mr. B. Samuelson M.P., president,
not be necessary to have a lawyer, but directly it became a case had to pay the Attorney-General’s fees and other costs. All these
Mr. Alfred Vincent Newton deposed that he had been a patent of
‘ectly unnecessary, except in those very excepopen documents, then they might have a judge. He thought expenses are
agent for thirty years ; he had had a great deal of experience in the that
says that it is
patentees should be compelled to grant licences, and a mere tional cases where there is fraud. If the 2
working of the present patent laws, and had considered them with clause to that effect in the patent law itself would to a
greatextent an infringement, it is simply the duty of the examiner to see
« view to their amendment ; he had given evidence on the subject lessen the difficulties about the granting of licences, and would lead whether it is so or not, but over this there are now sometimes
If both the plaintiff and defendant knew each other's
before the House of Lords in 1851 and before the Royal Commis- the patentee to make favourable terms. The lower the royalties affidavits.
better for the patentee and for the public. The applicant for cases beforehand, and if they were brought face to face on paper,
sion in 1853; he had also written a great deal upon the subject, athelicence
should be bound to show that he had a case and needed they would often see that there was nothing to try in court. Ifa
The leading patent agents were generally agreed that there should a licence, and no man should be able to say, “‘ That patent stands case goes into court, and the validity of the patent is questioned,
be a real examination of specifications at the outset ; this exami- in my way and prevents me from introducing an pee I that should always be tried first; the plaintiff and defendant ought
nation should touch upon the novelty of the invention so far as have.” If the patentee were a manufacturer he should grant the to go into court knowing what they are to meet. At present they
— the
ifications already in the Patent-office, also to the licence on such terms that another manufacturer could use it, and do not do so, and in consequence of this he had had to seek for
sufficiency of the provisional specification in respect to its sell goods at the same price as the patentee in the market. He evidence on the very morning that a case was coming off. It might
«lescribing the nature of the invention ; likewise that the invention thought that there was no law in America to compel the granting be the same in other than patent cases; he did not know, but if so,
is a proper subject for a patent. There should also be a compari- of licences, but he thought that there was no case where the it was not justice; the defendant often has not the least notion
son between the application for a patent which is given in and patentee acted like a dog in the manger; there, men often put what the case is against him.
the other applications already in the office, but temporarily closed their inventions and patents together; this was the case with
Mr. Macfie, M.P., then held a conversation with the witness
to the public view ; this would prevent two patents being granted regard'to the sewing machine, and there were many other instances. about bootjacks and braces, after which the proceedings closed,
for the same invention. A provisional specification is intended In the United States, if a patentee obstructed the use of his into set out the nature of the invention for which a patent is vention by refusing to grant licences on fair terms, and then the
—
; this application ought to be considered as to novelty, case was litigated, he was hardly considered to come into court
RAILWAY WORKS AND PROJECTS.
and the applicant ought to be made aware at once if there was with clean hands, It might do in England perhaps to offer a fair
anything in the Patent-office showing that it was not new. He price for a royalty, and if this were refused, and the manufacturer
No. I.
would not, after such an examination as that which he had afterwards sued for infringement, he might pay the sum he had
THE LONDON AND NORTH-WESTERN COMPANY.
proposed, give any guarantee to the public as to the validity of the reviously offered into court, and it would probably influence the In the half-year ended December, 1871, after deducting an
patent, the object of the examination being that it should benefit jury if the experiment were tried. He thought that a great cause
the applicant by stopping him from spending money on an inven- of complaint against the present patent law was the defective amount of £8853 derived from the sale of surplus lands, and
tion already ripened. In some respects this would differ from the system of trying patent cases, and the litigation ought to be £33,796 from sundry repayments, the London and North-Western
American system, though it much resembles it, but there the system simplified, Before any action at law co
be brought there Company have charged to capital an amount of £936,251 towards
is carried to such an excess that it is an evil. A description of an ought to be an examiner’s certificate that there was just cause for the enlargement and completion of their gigantic system. The
invention may be deposited in the American Patent-office and the action, and in such case the examiner ought to be well qualified
part of the expenditure has been in connection with the
allowed to slumber there secretly for years; yet if an inventor to go into the legal merits of the question. The patentee should be o ateralready
open for traffic. In providing additional accommoapplies for a patent there hidden, he is refused because the inven- bound to go to this examiner, to vo him a copy of his specfication dation at their
London stations they laid out £52,593, For a
tion is already in the secret archives. He wished to call attention and to give him a paper stating the nature of the infringement ; similar
purpose
they spent £75,152 at Liverpool, in addition to
to a letter from Mr. Mason approving the system of examining then the examiner should see whether the specification was a good the extensive outlay
with the Lime-street station and
specifications at the outset at the Patent-office, so that informa- one, and what the allegations amounted to ; he should also examine the new hotel, which connected
has been figuring in the accounts for some
tion could be given to the applicant whether his invention was whether the patent itself could hold water, for even under the time past; and at sundry
£78,061. The cost of
considered by them to be all right ; if they gave an adverse verdict, improved system bad patents might pass. There might be a claim additional engine sheds, andotherthestations
extension of the company’s
the applicant should still have the power of taking out the patent if which was outside the title of the patent. The title tells of a locomotive and carriage works was £21,143.
Widening the line at
he liked, so that he could test the value of his own opinion in court ; process of producing something, and the inventor may superadd sundry places, and completing sundry small lines
an outat the same time the opinion of the examiners would put the public to that a claim for something else ; if it be a chemical process, he lay of £227,733; and the enlargement of Garston involved
Docks £8520, in
on their guard. In America a secret claim could be kept alive a might include a furnace. In criminal cases a man cannot be put addition
to
£25,481
in
the
previous
half
year.
To
other
very long time ;he had known them to be kept alive for ten or on his trial until a true bill is brought in against him, and it should panies (including the amount of the outlay on leased lines)comthe
twelve years, and he did not think that the time was limited. It be so in every other case, patents included, If an examiner grants company subscribed £117,371, of which £50,000 was paid to the
wouldbe necessary to begin his proposed examination in a very a certificate, then it is a proof that there is something to try. In district company for the accommodation provided by that comtentative way, and no means exists at present in the Patent-office many litigated patent cases the patentee has no rights whatever. yvany for the London and North-Western trains at the Mansionof examining as to novelty, If the Government would incur the If patent litigation were simplified and cheapened probably more rode
Terminus, and a further £50,000 will follow in the current
cost of the plan he proposed they could only begin slowly, because cases would be litigated, for at present many people submit who half-year
for the same purpose. Onlines in course of construction
at present there are no persons competent to do the work. The then would take steps. The witness then narrated how a Mr. the aggregate
expenditure wss 142,186. Chief among these ma:
lecision of the ex
s should not be final, but there should be Foxwell brought 134 actions for the infringement of a patent ; an
mentioned the Whitchurch and Tattenhall line, which too
an appeal as in the United States. If from information received application was made to the judge to try them all together, and be
£52,017
;
and
Ashby and Nuneaton joint line, which figures
from outside the Patent-oftice it would appear that the invention this was refused, and it was estimated that the legal expenses for £44,500. Intheaddition
to the large items of expenditure on the
was not novel, the examiners should have power to hear evidence would come to £134,000. Then there were applications to the lines and works of the company,
they have also found it requisite,
in private, if brought in the form of opposition ; he presumed that Lord Chancellor, and further delays, and the Lord Chancellor in
order
to
meet
the
requirements
of the greatly developed traffic,
there would be opportunities for opposition before the granting of decided that the patent itself was bad on all grounds. The bill of to add considerably to the plant necessary
working the lines.
the patent ; there are such pone I now, and they shouldbe costs then sent in to his (Mr. Newton’s) client was £4633; he They have therefore added fin new engines, for
new carriages, and
enlarged. He objected to all opposition after the invention was recovered £2000 of it from the plaintiff, and was saddled with the 1187 wagons to their rolling stock, The 26amount
charged to
made known ina complete patent. At the present time it is an remainder, Under the system of examination which he had just eapital during the half year to meet this was £156,142,
which
exceptional thing to file a complete specification.
He would proposed the total expenses would scarcely have been £50. Under
not, however, represent the cost of the additional stock,
reinstitute the system in use before the present 1852 law was the present system the validity of a patent can never be brought does
payment
of
which
being
not
always
necessary
on
delivery,
and
the
— but he would modify it very considerably. He would toa trial. An action may be brought at first because it is thought previous and subsequent half years may therefore include a porave special caveats entered which should describe the nature of that a patent has been infringed, but very soon the most interesting tion of actual charge of the addition. The total cost of the rolling
the invention, and it should be the business of the examiners to question at issue between the parties is, *‘ Who is to pay for all this stock of the company, to the close of 1871, reaches the enormous
look at these deposits and see if the fresh applications coming in litigation?” By quiet private examination at first between com- figure of £5,865,264.
interfere with them. They should tell the inventor when another petent men the litigation might be stopped altogether. He
The works still to be carried out, and already sanctioned by the
application touches upon the principles of his own; then the thought that the tribunal which he had suggested would stop —_ proprietors,
involve a yet further expenditure of (as estimated)
matter would be considered, and perhaps the inventors might half the litigated patent cases, and very much simplify those whic £2,457,143, towillwhich
may be now added £756,089 for which their
agree upon a joint patent. If one invention only partially touches had to be tried. Certain questions would be decided at once by
was obtained at the last half-yearly meeting. At the total
upon the principles of another, then perhaps, the inventor, might have the tribunal, and the others reserved for trial; the examination assent
it
is
proposed
to
lay
in the current half-year ;
a patent “‘ shorn down,” so to x oes, or, at all events, the inventors would eliminate everything except that which had to be tried. and :m mg the yaa outitems£983,027
enumerate £430,277 for a
should be ae petogether to have the ground clear. Sir William The residuum should be tried by a competent tribunal, without a further supply of working stock, wean may
amount
sufficient in itself to
Armstrong
stated that the first applicant for a patent was not jury; he thought that a judge with assessors, and without a jury, provide over 100 locomotives of an average weight,
300 passenger
necessarily the inventor, so that the grant to the first applicant is would simplify matters very much; the assessors should lead the carriages,
and
2000
goods
wagons—suflicient
supply for the total
often a gross injustice. There was nv doubt that there was great minds of the judge,
1, and wit
to the points to be
of a second-rate line. In providing additional offices at
truth in this statement, for a man may be a long time working out determined. A scientific assessor would soon see the real points equipment
Euston £20,000 will be expended ; and it would appear also that
an elaborate problem, and at last say, ‘‘I have invented an im- at issue. There might perhaps be one assessor chosen by the judge the
improvements and extensions of the London and Liverpool
provement of such a nature.” Now, if this system of caveats from a long list of competent persons, or the two contending termini
still far from being completed, for there appears, in
were adopted he would put in the description of his inventions parties might choose one assessor each. The present law’officers addition are
te what had been previously sanctioned, an estimate of
early, only for the examiners to refer to; anything else which do not do what is required in the way of examining specifications;
for the enlargement of Lime-street and Canada Docks
came in bearing upon his invention he would be informed of, and they make objections now and then of a more or less frivolous £30,520
The proposed additions to the company’s City goods
then he could op
or not ; and instead of being robbed by the nature, but they are not objections which a competent examiner stations.
at B
-street will involve an expenditure of £12,000, and
other, as Sir William Armstrong would say, he might perhaps go would make.
At one time they made no objections at all, unless station
for
a
like
the goods depéts at Birmingham will require
in and share with the other. Oppositions to patents are unknown two inventions were included under one application, and then they £15,053. Apurpose
formidable list of minor stations is also given,
in any other country than England ;but because of this power of protected the revenue and the fees of the law officers. He thought at which the most
directors
laying out £151,423 in improveopposition, the public here would assist the scrutineers. If an ap- that some of the rules made by the patent commissioners were not ments. This company’scontemplate
of anew steamboat for the Fleetwood
plication were to be made public at once, so that all the trade could warranted by the Act of Parliament. They pe
people to state service will be £11,000. share
The
new
lines
present in course of conexamine it, the interest of the trade in the first instance is to in the provisional
ification the “‘means” of carrying out the struction, notably the Whitchurch and atTattenhall,
the Ashby and
defeat the invention, and if the members of the trade were thus invention, whilst the Act only says that it shall describe the Nuneaton,
the
Dowlais,
and
Dublin
and
Drogheda
will
made aware at once of what was proposed to be introduced it “nature” of the invention. Someti
an objection is raised to take a further £312,380 to complete them, and theextensions,
Llanelly Com.
would be bad for inventors ; and, under the present system, such the 5
\
—
He thought that the abridgments of
y
will
be
assisted
with
a
cubeorigtion
of
£50,000,
and
the
West
trade opposition would certainly be rade
A case occurred patents
n drawn up on a wrong principle; an abridgment
Extension with £7500. An addition will also be made to
recently where a spinner made an improvement in a spinning fram
should describe in two or Taree lines caly the nature of an inven- thendon
fleet of steamboats at }
t owned by the company at a
and called the attention of his machine-maker to it, and explain
tion, so that in running the eye down a
aman could see what cost of
£26,500.
it thoroughly to one of the machine-maker’s men. The man told a dozen inventions were or were not, as in the index to the old
the works at present in hand and the new schemes
his foreman, and the foreman said, ‘‘ That is like a tracing of **London Journal of Arts” which was a book of his father’s. The to Altogether
carried out during the current half-year will be completed by
mine,” and the foreman and the master considered it might be Patent-office abridgments now sometimes contain the whole speci- thebeoutlay
of close on one million, and the total amount which the
worth while to vor the thing themselves. They accordingly fication, and sometimes they consist of the first paragraph of the
estimate as
y to carry out their further projects
put in their application on the same day that his (Mr. Newton's) specification ; in the latter case they give no information about the directors
will
involve
an outlay of over two millions more.
client did the same, but the others said that they had had a invention whatever. There is no one to examine these abridgments
tracing in their office for some months before. His client could or to approve of them. He would not permit the pro
examionly antedate the invention by a fortnight, so the Attorney- ners to refuse an invention on the ground of want of utility, but
General stopped his patent.
If he had patented it before he there were some exceptions; for instance, if a man brings a perTuHE Moscow Exuisrtion.—The building arrangements for the
showed it to the man of his machine-maker his patent would petual motion, it ought to be stopped ; with the exception of such forthcoming
be held in Moscow, May 30th—J une 11th,
have been good. This illustration showed what would be the glaring ee as he would not go into the question of utility, but 1872, have soexhibition,to
advanced under the hands of the contractors as
result of opening provisional specifications before the patent was rather whether it werea fit subject fora patent under the law. to be almost far
ready
for
the
reception of the various exhibits in
sealed, He did not think that patent agents generally would dis- Some things he thought were not subjects for patents—such,
classes not requiring power. The delays in the machinery
agree with his proposed DF poe of caveats. The word “‘ caveat ” for instance, as a “‘racing game.” In the provisional specification those
department,
however,
are
causing
great dissatisfaction and unbecame odious under the old system, because then applications for there would be no claims. There would be some advantage in the easiness amongst those _
propose exhibiting. Up to the
patents were scrambles ;by opposing, it was penile to “‘ hang early publication of specifications, but there would also be the present time no plan has beenwhodecided
upon, and exhibitors are
up” a patent for two or three weeks, and thus get another patent disadvan
that any opposition on open documents would be not aware of the arraagements that may be made on their behalf.
ed first. Under the system he pro;
the patent would virtually a lawsuit.
He thought thata knowledge of law would This is the more annoying, inasmuch as the greater number of
date from the day of application ; and, under this system, B, being not disqualify an examiner.
iners should be educated at the exhibitors must
provide their own shafting, kc. The machinery
second, would have no right at all to notice A’s application. The Patent-office, and they would beome eventually patent agents. will
(at least,
it is so p
dat y
t) by wire ropes
examiners should be educated to the work and by the work, and Certain classes of inventions should be sent to certain examiners, from beandriven
engine
20-horse
power,
near the Moscow river;
they should examine two opposing statements without charge. or that branch of the a
which was educated to that and
i
n
g
into
consideration
that
the
buildings
are placed all
Perhaps suitable men for the examiner's office might be found particular work. In his own
e had clerks who were com- over the Alexander Gardens, and in many instances a quarter of
now in the offices of patent agents ; they should have a sufficient
wg he deal with one set < sub
but not with Ieeleat, a mile and more from the various departments requiring power,
amount of culture, and should know something of mechanics,
e
erican system .mi
adopted in
land, it is therefore doubtful whether the works will have sufficiently
chemistry, and such sub;
A man who could read and under- opaie Wy
ee
t there is not now, a head to the advanced
to allow of the machinery being placed in position by
stand a specification,
put down in a few words the pith of it, Patent-office. He should seek for his men at first; he would have the
i
time, or the
engie be capable of driving them. In
—_ ae . a.
we work does not require a high to find them here and there in different offices.
i
the Ri
School, where
manufacture of cotton wool and
class
, bu 7 auires an educa ted mind. In the United
i
State ny
under the
itlaw to obtain such examiners, and to pay them. other textile fabrics will be shown, the exhibitors are not aware
A reformed Patent-office should decide whether licences should be of their
posit
and nothing
has been done
in the way of
total of sixty-eight examiners and assistant exami
3 i
granted or not; it should hear evidence, and fix the terms of the internal fitti he
being a general receptacle for the reUnited States there are 21,000 op ications for seteuie penae royalty. He would explain what he meant by saying that the ception of
including the bones of a whale (laid out), and
and 3400 in England,
so that the number
of patents
ied for validity of a patent was never tried. When an action is
t the erection of a church (to be
outside), The
in America is = bevpwsgreater than here. He did not
that
st a person for infringement Seo the case is put out by allowed are far more numerous than can be placed in the present
any examiner sho’
ve an average salary
of £500
the plaintiff's counsel; counter e
is produced, and then
dings, and
ts are being made to erect other buildi
an annual expenditure of £6000 would more than ie oe there is a case for the jury next, objectionsto the patent itself to meet such wants. Man a
have = —_ =
e
of examinationsinEngland. After the application had been ex- rise up, but the judge
not ordinarily say, ‘“‘That is a bad
t suspense of kno’
—
ve to see their proamined he should recommenda stageof
ition,
such as there patent ;” on the contrary, he ‘‘reserves
his
its.” He
knew oe
in
the
open
air.
The
Trakteer
(or
restauipsb goseeel, ond et the patent might besealed at once, ofone case in which the judge did what he
tobe hisduty rant),
water, newspaper, police and
kiosks, are now
The opposition should
be made before somo qualified person
deciding at the outset that the patent
ready ; but doubts are entertained as to
they will not
perhaps before one of the law officers,
the hearingof the case, If a man opposes fall down bythe time ofopening, such is the contractors’ work,
.
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can be adapted is of the common build. The engravings show a
transverse section v > - the puddling door, with a rotating
McCOOL’S PATENT
SAFETY
PLATES.
rabble, held at one end by the puddler, inserted through it; a
longitudinal section of the same furnace, with a rotating rabble
having a screwed point ; and, to a larger scale, the details of the
THE loss of the Megwra has directed public atten=!
between the handle, the driving sheave, and the
tion to the dangers arising from holes in ships’
rabble,
bottoms, which may occur at any moment, and are
Lu
A
few
feet
above the furnace there is carried a shaft fitted witha
proved to be of more frequent occurrence than is
drum; it turns loosely on the shaft, except when caught by a
generally supposed. When a ship springs a leak
simple clutch, and its extra width is for the purpose of allowing
the greatest uncertainty usually prevails on board
any slight sliding to and fro of the belt. A common pair of fast
as to the safest and readiest means whereby she
and loose pulleys would not answer. The centre of this drum is
may be kept afloat. At first, pumping may serve,
about a foot from the door of the puddling furnace, and as
but with the rush of water, even through a rivet
its belt can be crossed the longitudinal axis of the drum can
hole, the size of the aperture increases, and at any
be setto any angle whatever with the furnace. The belt it
moment the water may gain on the pumps and the
drives is about 2in. wide, and it carries a sheave about Gin. in
ship sink. It is quite unusual that a vessel has
diameter, and fitted with rather high rims. One end of this
the advantage of a diver on board, and not only has
sheave turns loosely on a pin screwed into a handle of the rabble,
the leak to S discovered from the inside, but the
leaving it quiescent in the hands of the puddler. The rather
patch on the outside should be applied in a firm and
long boss cast on the other end of the sheave is cored out, and the
substantial manner, in any sea, from the interior of
‘MeceengerLine
outer
end of the rabble itself, being forged with a boss, is loosely
the vessel, Mr. McCool accomplishes this object
o—
pinned inside it, in such wise as to allow a little play. The end of
in two ways. In either, dished plates are emthe rabble that dips into the bath of molten metal is either fitted
ployed with a soft and waterproof packing, and as a
with a disc or is somewhat increased in diameter. The whole tool
rule a plate is applied on both outer and inner side
|
weighs from 80 1b. to 1201b., this weight being partly carried by
of the aperture. The dishing has the advantage of
the strap and partly by the bed of the furnace. It is rotated at
strengthening the plates, be-ides insuring a tight
speeds varying from 300 to 800 revolutions per minute for white
joint at the strongest part of the ship’s side around
pig and from 800 to 1000 for grey pig iron. The leading mechaniWaterLine.
the leak. The main point, however, is the applicacal Le 9 is thus simply that of the rotating hair brush, which
tion of these plates in any sea-way and under all
3z
iN
has
probably operated on the heads of most of our British readers.
circumstances, when once the opening has been dis,
A similar erp A may even be drawn between the reciprocating
covered, This is effected by dropping through the
nov
m
ts of the
hook or rabble and the common hand
hole a long narrow weight of lead or other metal,
*&
hair brush. The muscular power of the puddler is scarcely called
attached to one end of a cord or wire, the other
wiliee
?
upon, the work of carrying the tool and stirring up the metal
eid of which is secured within the vessel. The
being transferred to the belt and thence to the engine. -An
weight is then hauled on deck by means of a
inferior, a weaker, or an aged man can thus turn out well-puddled
weighted grappling line dropped over the bow, and
Messeng
iron,
drawn along underneath the vessel by means of
It will be observed that a duplex act’ou results in this simple
cords, one at each side, The weight is then remove?
mode, The puddler can direct the rabble to any portion of the
from its cord, and replaced by a threaded bolt or
iron, when, rotating at a high speed, it energetically stirs it: p
spindle, upon the outer end of which a metal plate
like an egg-beater. When the iron is come to nature—differiny
with india-rubber or other elastic washer is screwed
in this from any other mechanical rabb'e —she tool is still worked,
or otherwise fixed. ‘Ihe cord or wire is dropped
insinuating itself through the stiff pasty mass like a drill, The
overboard, and by means of the opposite “ak seballing operation is thus partly completed, it can be entire'y
cured within the vessel, the bolt is drawn into the
completed by this tool if the mass has not to be divided for piling;
hole so as to bring the outer plate in position.
while the ball can be at once hammered as usual.
Another metal plate and elastic washer is then fixed
The hearth is preferably fitted with a conical basin, tapering upto the bolt on the inside, and the leak effectually
wards, in order to somewhat diminish the area of the working
closed.
surface,
Another plan whereby the same object may be
The power required has been indicated by Herr Biedermann,
attained is by employing a bar of any required
of Floridsdorf, near Vienna, at from one-quarter to one-half a
length, and not too large in diameter to pass
horse-power per furnace. The strap, if kept well greased, has
through the hole to be stopped. To this bar, at or
been found to last from three to four months without renewal.
near its middle, one end of a threaded bolt is
pe 4one tool is used per heat with white pig; from two to three
ane. The bolt can turn on its joint so as to
with grey.
ie upon the bar or within a slot in the bar; and
With a double furnace, which can be charged with one ton of
when the bolt is in this position the bar and bolt
pig iron, if the pig be kept supplied from a cupola to save time in
are passed through the hole in the vessel into
melting, not less than one charge of one ton can be put out per
the water. The Folt is then lifted by means of
hour, as has been proved by experience in Austria. There can be
a wire, and the end drawn through the hole into the
little doubt that charges of from three to four tons could be
vessel, the bar remaining outside across the hole.
An india-rubber or other elastic washer and a metal plate are over the hole, when the inner washer and plate can be readily and puddled with the rotating rabble. With this more rapid producplaced on the bolt and screwed up tightly by means of a nut. firmly fixed, Fig. 3 gives a view of a round and square patch, tion there is less wear and tear per ton produced than in the
There are various kinds of bars, but the principle never varies, and showing both the inside and outside plate, with the Grmnied bolt ordinary furnace. The proportion of loss to yield is the same,
the outer bar acts as a stay or support for the ship’s side, and and nut for fixing. Fig. 4 shows a slightly curved bar and jointed but the great command of puddling power enables the yield to be
roportionately increased with the amount and purity of the
insures a proper hold for the plates and packing.
bolt, with the plate and nut; either a square, round, or oval plate
Fettling used, more especially with pure hematite and other
The first of the accompanying sketches shows the line and weight can be used, as circumstances may require.
dropped through the hole in the ship’s bottom; also the grapple
Fig. 5 is a double bar, with the screwed bolt working from the mineral fettling.
for hauling the messenger line on deck, for the purpose of attach- centre of the slot, and showing a round plate. Fig. 6 shows the
ing the threaded bolt and —
The second cut shows the patch —
bolt moving from the side of the bar, and drawing of an
FRENCH ENGINEERING.— Messrs, Gouin are negotiating with the
tened to the
ine and ready to be drawn into its place oval plate.
Hungarian authorities for the execution of an important bridge at
Pesth. The Creusot works are expected to supply the iron. The
French mechanical establishments are generally well employed.
CLEARING House IN Panrits.—The Clearing House has been
ROTARY
P UDDLING
FURNACE.
adopted in Paris, after long years of discussion, by the exertions
of M. Coullet, one of the directors of the Messageries Nationales,
=?
who is well acquainted with England. It opened on the 8th
ult., with the co-operation of the Crédit Foncier, the Comptoir
d’Escompte, and about twenty other financial societies and banking
companies and firms.
TRADE OF THE SoutH WALES Ports.— The returns of the
trade of these ports for the past month show that a very large
degree of activity prevailed. The coal exports were as follows :—
Cardiff, 229,971 tons, as against 177,717 tons in March, 1871;
Newport, 31,608 tons, against 28,485; Swansea, 49,782 tons,
TRANSVERSE
SCCTION
against 45,624 tons ; and Llanelly, 14,478 tons, against 6732 tons.
The shipments coastwise were :— Cardiff, 64,303 tons, against
76,201 tons ; Newport, 32,038 tons, against 60,265 tons ; Swansea,
17,511 tons, against 17,146 tons; and Llanelly, 14,134 tons, against
11,257 tons. Cardiff also exported 17,069 tons iron and 5909 tons
patent fuel; Newport, 13,673 tons iron, and Swansea 4129 tons
iron and 12,989 tons patent fuel.
SELENITIC 7. ComMON MortTar.—In a recent number we directed
attention to the comparative results that had been obtained by
common mortar and that prepared according to the method that
has been invented by Major General Scott, C.B. The first published results were those that had been obtained by Mr. A. W.
Colling, clerk of the works at the new Law Courts. These were,
from a trial of pairs of bricks bedded crossways with common and
with selenitic mortar, with various proportions of sand. Barrow
lime with four parts of sand to one of lime parted with a weight
of 1074 Ib.; the same lime, selenetic, resisted up to 2839 Ib., with
five parts of sand to one of lime. More conclusive tests have just
been made at the works of Mr. David Kirkaldy, in Southwark.
The
samples tested were seventy-two in number, and consisted of blocks
made
of
various
proportions
of
Lee’s
Burham
lime,
prepared
in
the
OLTAIL
PUNMBLING Tuot
ordina: manner, and this same lime selenitic. The blocks were
tested for crushing and for tearing asunder. Pairs of stock bricks
were also bedded across each other with common and with
selenetic mortar, and tested mydanny sd stress, For resistance to
crushing force the best results from the common mortar “‘ gauged”
were obtained with one of lime to three of sand, which resisted to
1168 lb. The same lime selenitic, with five parts of sand, gave a
power to resist to 2630 Ib. and ‘‘ pressed” to 5573 1b. The mean
os resisted per square inch for nine samples of common mortar,
averaging one of lime and three of sand, was 121'7 lb. The
selenitic mortar resisted with an average of one of lime to five of
sand to 284°5 lb. per inch “‘ gauged,” and to 629°6 lb. ‘‘ pressed.”
The blocks torn asunder had a sectional area in the middle, where
they parted, of five inches. The best results from Lee’s Burham
lime pre
in the ordinary manner were with a proportion of
“a
es a
one to t
of sand, which parted with a pull of 150 lb. The
Wi
Yay —
oe
iin
same lime selenitic, with one of lime to four of sand, gave
way at 360 Ib., and ‘‘ pressed” at 433 Ib, The mean power of
resistance for common mortar with one of lime to three of sand
was 23°6 Ib. per inch of area. The selenitic, with an average of
one of lime to five of sand, was 63°6 lb. per inch “‘ gauged,” and
83°0 Ib. “‘ pressed.” The pulling stress upon the bedded bricks
gave
the following results :—Common mortar, ‘ gauged” with
Ses
SS AK
\ MH WOSN NOY
one of lime to three of sand, held to 166 lb., the same lime,
SSS
NN
ce
selenitic, with one of lime to four of sand, held at 353 Ib. The mean
SCCTION
OSS MIG
LONGITUDINAL
of nine samples of each was, common mortar, one of lime to three
of sand, resistance per square inch of area, 7°67 lb. ; selenitic
e 255 of our present impression we reprint a paper read that we may soon be able to relate more about its progress in mortar, with an average of one of lime to five of sand, 16°65 lb.
AT
ing up an important The area of the joints was 4°3 x 4°3 = 18°5 square inches, The
by Mr. aget atthe last meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute, Great Britain. On the Continent it is
in the manufacture of iron and steel from specimens were all prepared on Mr. Kirkaldy’s premises, in the
an account of the remarkably simple puddling apparatus position, more especi
resence of his foreman, and were allowed eight weeks to set. The
which we now illustrate. We understand that in one of our ny containing sulphur, oY? or arsenic.
e apparatus is so simple
that the engravings almost suffi- eo —keo's Burham—and the sand were the same in all the speci
principal ironworks an apparatus of the kind is now being fitted
under his superintendence to an existing old puddling furnace, sq ciently explain the whole, particularly as the furnace to which it mens,
a
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SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT ON THE DANKS
PUDDLING PROCESS.
(Concluded trom page 246.)
DERBYSHIRE IRON,
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E E
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Cinder.
Protoxide of iron
°
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Sesquioxide of iron ..
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°
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12°40
14°80
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+
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16
Phosphoric acid
3-971
2°10
93088
84°84
E was taken as soon as the whole of the iron had melted, thirtyseven minutes after changing, E eight minutes later, just before
the cinder was tapped off. © slag corresponds to the tap cinder.
B was taken twenty minutes after %. The grate had to be
cleaned between these samplings as the furnace was workin
rather cold, and this, with the smoothness of the lining, wil
account for the length of this part of the process, the boiling
period being usually much shorter. E taken ten minutes later,
during the “‘ balling.” The iron being in a pasty condition, made
it impossible to separate the whole of the slag previous to
analysis, Hence the large quantity of titanic acid and apparent
increase of silicon. Practically, the whole of the carbon ee pn
removed at this point, as no trace of colour could be obtained by
the Eggerty process. E The puddled bar, as usual, contains a
still larger proportion of this slag. If we assume that the slag
left in the puddled bar has the composition of © the results would
stand thus :—
‘3
Puddled Bar.
Probable composition
Probable absolute
of metallic alloy.
composition.
»
Tron
93°352
99°804
es (Carbon
ee
_
£2 (Silicon
oe
ee
__2c )Suphor
037
“040
“
Phosphorus ..
146
"156
Oxide of iron
4°281
_
s Sulphur
012
2 < Phosphoric acid
156
—_
2 fSilica ..
oe
“SSS
-_
Titanic acid ..
lilo
_It will be noticed in this series of analyses that the manganese
in the pig rapidly disappears and is ym by iron. There also
appears to be a trifle more sulphur in the puddled bar than in the
pig. This fact was carefully ascertained, but whether it resulted
rom some irregularity in the bar or otherwise, or whether the
iron actually took up a small trace of sulphur (for it is very small
altogether), -I am unable to say. The fact was noticed in the
— and carefully verified.
eleh Iron: Crystalline Pig.—This was the worst cinder pig
that could be obtained, and was taken out specially at Mr.
Menelaus’ request to test the durability of the lining with a highly
phosphoric and sulphury material. As stated in our joint report,
very little difference on the lining could be observed, but more
extended observaticns would be required before settling this
point. From the nature of the chemical actions, I think that a
siliceous grey ig would wear away the lining much more than one
of this class. The iron made from this very poor pig was really of
oe quality, and in fact very little difference could be observed
tween the working of puddle bar from this pig, and from bar
pig amuch better material to start with. The rails made from
= bar piles did not roll well from either of these white irons,
ut the test was extremely severe, the draught of the rolls bein,
very great, and the rolls in very bad condition. Both made oe
heads, but tore in the flanges, showing that the iron was rather
more red short than that from grey pig, but whether this was
caused by sulphur, which is certainly a trifle higher in these bars
than in others, or from some other cause, is difficult to say. Very
fair rails were made from both kinds of iron, when No. 2 iron was
used for the flanges instead of puddle bar, and the iron was very
og and worked well both hot and cold. A cross end of about
601b. rail from the crystalline pig, with a ve ragged flange,
ee
ae
6in.apart, was tried underthe monkey.
wo 6ft. blows from the ton ball failed todo more than bend it
slightly. A 12ft. blow deflected it about half an inch, and finally
a blow from 18ft. tore it through the flange and web, which showed
an exceedingly fibrous fracture.
The crystailine, bar pig, and tin-plate pig, which were taken
from Dowlais, were analysed from as fair average samples as could
be taken from the whole bulk, and not as in previous cases, from
each separate charge.
CRYSTALLINE Pt.
'
EY
rhHOE
Troe, Melted. Partly p. Bar.
Tap Cinder.
Iron
oz,
S888 OT4TS 98881
— Iron .. .. 5237
Carbon .. Hey 2310 1200 —
— Silica (chiefly) 24 77
sas
.
Silicon
.. Wd
“386 | 695182 ‘172,
‘333 Sulphur
37
Sulphur... 377! 763-251-070 ‘ton}“064 P20; ..
3:36
Phosphorus)
big} 2176 = “86L_ 407 ‘383}386
Manganese
115
-- a
057
Titanic acid.
100 14) 100°059 99480
H taken, 37 min. from charging.
H
Dx
Tap cinder taken 3 min. before H metal.
Only traces of titanic acid were now found in the slag, as most
of the ilmenite had disappeared from the lining of the furnace, I
puddled bar contained a large quantity of silicon. It was therefore
tested by mechanical means, and the results of the analyses of the
pene |
— pot angered monger Fgh marked manner, the
quantity
of silicon,
sulphur,and phosphorus existing as s
f
i had been posite to get rid of the ding in the Ae
% as
—
as is here done from the coarse part, the result would
ve shown in a striking manner, the efficiency of the puddling
machine in p
this very poor iron. I consider the result
exhibited by theuaalysisof the coarse part of I as highly satisfactory.
CRYSTALLINE Pia,
I
I
P. Bar.
P. Bar.
Bar. os Coarse. Fine.
ats
boIron. x
Carbon
2°310
_
== -~ sis
pa
Silicon
05
8a
18
1208
Sulphur .
«2 ‘7630
096 rd oe
Phosphorus
2176 37)
gp
ms
10
Manganese
115
=
0 —
-_
-_
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Carbon
Silicon...
Sulphur
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CRYSTALLINE Pic.
J
Pig fron.
93°881
2310
895
763

a
=
“433
462
“443
_

Phosphorus ..
Manganese

J
Puddled Bar.
—
-_
“02
oe 089

2176
“446
“115
“064
100140
CL. STALLINE Pic.
J
I
Tap Cinder.
Tap Cinder,
oe 54°85 oe
ee
_
Iron...
me
Insol, residue...
20°49
21:06
Sulphur
o38
“416
Phosphoric acid
oe
4°22
4279
The slag in J pudd!ed bar is evidently higher than in I, and it
is probable the large per cent. phosphorus and silicon is in great
part due to this,
Bar Pic.
lig tron.
Puddlede Bar.
Iron
94 850
a
6
—
Carbon .
a 2512
—
—
Silicon ..
..
eed
rae
312
70
Sulphur ..
744
722
_
063
.
722
“586
23
Phosphorus
azo 507
4 }
230.
Manganese
= { 1.
5
028
The puddled bars from these pigs, like those from the grey, all
worked down into very tough fibrous material, the rails showing
very little crystalline structure, but excellent fibre. What this is
due to is rather obscure. I was at first inclined to think with Mr.
Danks that the iron had been rendered almost free from phosphorus, or that what was left was wholly as slag, but this is not
the case. It may be that the carbon and silicon being separated
to a greater extent than usual, the phosphorus left does not
exercise the same crystallising action as when small quantities of
these are present.
Tin Pate Pic,
Metal.
pk
L
Sc foun Puddled
P. Bar.
Wire.
°
" ‘Bar.
Coarse. Fine. (Fencing.)
Iron
‘ os
92 844 98-280 98 696 92°83 WS USS
.
12 }Gr. =-3"130
se
at
=
_
Carbon
. 3-06
Silicon . a
3°238
488
‘387-1207
276
Sulphur .. et
“108
“oo
—_
=
ion
Phosphorus ‘379
216
058
056160
“v4
Manganese 4
a4
Ure
=
—
_
100°000
Protoxide of iron .,
Sesquioxide of iron.,.
Alumina
_
ee
Oxide of manganese
Lime ..
oe
oe
Magnesia
Sulphur
aa
Phosphoricacid .,
Silica s,s

98°917
Slags.
z
° oe 59.14
oe
- 2004
ee
176
ee
« Ll
.
°
“25
. os
“42
oe
‘
33
., 3 } 12
MIT

os
.oe
ee
.
°
me
..
iw.

L
Tap.
"
_
29
113
TB

Cinders.
..*

=
—
135
1678
19°62

99°42
Metallic iron ..
ee
oe
ee
54°02
eo S8t8
The slag L was much more strongly magnetic than those previously analysed, which gave a much high a.
Protoxide
of iron: The ‘arge quantity of sulphur and phosphorus which it
contains is derived mostly from the squeezer and roll cinder used,
and not from the Pig, which contains very little of either. The
silicon in the puddle bar is high, owing no doubt to the interposed
slag being silicious. In order to see how far this was removed by
ering a piece of fencing wire, drawn from a billet, rolled
from a hammered bloom, was analysed with the result given above.
It willbe seen that the silicon is not much more than half the
quantity, while the phosphorus is practically the same.
Several attempts were made to estimate the slag in the puddled
bars hy chemical means, but it was foundto be invariably attacked
at the same time as the metal. Thus 25 grammes
from I bar
treated with diluted nitric acid (1 acid, 10 water) left 2°76 per
cent. insoluble residue, which was black and scarcely magnetic.
A second 25
mes, treated the same way, left only 1°874 per
cent. insoluble residue, which on analysis gave 6°3 per cent. SiO
and H, per cent. P,O,, containing only about 4 the silicon an
ys the phosphorus found in the puddle
bar.
Attempts to’estimate the absolute quantity of metallic iron in
the bars gave us better results, In thus proving that these
samples of puddled bars contained a large portion of interposed
slag, it is not intended to intimate that puddle bar made by the
ordinary method is free from it. Thus the following samples of
puddled bar were considered to be very fairly puddled, from the
pig of which the analysis is given, and it is evident, from the
uantity of iron found, that some but by no means all the
aiicon and phosphorus is present in these cases as interposed
slag.
RESULTS OBTAINED BY HAND PuppLING. Two Heats,
Piy (white) Iron, Puddle Bar made from this pig.
A.
iMmM-vuns
ao =~
=
5
=
—
Carbon ..
ee +e 2°580 —under ‘15 _
_
ee a
nt
ae
1668 |3A
545 h— “424
Sulphur..
.. oe
oe
870 eg}
78 TG 07
a ‘896 xf
433
ag 430 515}
520). 518
Phosphorus ..
+
«
Manganese «. oe
115 __
_
_
1007000
98°755
VII.—Consideration of Yield and Economy.—It will be seen from
ee Oe
ee
ae
ee
ee gave an
inferior yield to
grey.
is is a point which is somewhat difficult
even if it be the carbon alon
effects the reduction of
le
i
4 om in grey yogh
the discre;
- It
a
deal ofthe
melted. This does not
The rapid elimination of ee
the fact of all the
carbon being in the
pene i dems
and then is
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——
x=
Jestpiven,1%willbocarytocaleuiste Chomanianum senile which
can be obtained from each class of pig, but it by no means follows
that these results must be
since other conditions may, and
apparently do, step in to
ify them.
Cleveland pig —
Carbon ..
-. 3°18 xX 6°22
=
1977 Fe
Silicon ..
123 «K 206
e =
327
Phosphorus
149 x 3
° =
447 ,,
Iron and manganese
ee
MO ,,
12151
600 1b. pig could give
ee
oe om = 729°06 iron
Now the maximum result obtained was 728 lb. puddled bar, and
if this contained, as it probably did, 5 per cent. slag, it leaves
681°6 lb. iron obtained, against a possible result of 729°06 Ib.
Staffordshire iron would stand thus—
Carbon .
ee
=
17°04
274X622
o
Silicon ..
oe 225 X 266
ve
oe
=
5°98
Phosphorus .. ‘632 x 3°
. =
189
Iron and manganese ..
.
ee
oe
04-2
11911
600 Ib. pig could give
ee
oe
= 71466 iron,
Derbyshire iron gives—
Carbon ..
ee 311 XM 623
=
19 34
Silicon ..
oe 215 X 266
=
571
Phosphorus
104 x 3
=
312
Iron and manganese .,. oe
=
93°51
121°68
6001». pig could give ..
.
730-08
Crystalline pig gives
Carbon ..
oo 231 X 6°22
oe =
1431
Silicon ..
o- §«—'O X 26
° =
236
Phosphorus .. 2°17 x 3
=
651
Iron and manganese ..
oe
93°09
beeers
600 lb. pig could give ..
oe
ee
70202
Bar vig gives-—
Carbon ..
oe 251 X 6.22 a
ee =
15°61
Silicon .. oo 109X206
we
ee
=
289
Phosphorus
6x 3
o
ee
=
108
Iron and manganese .,
oo
oe
oe =
95°05
115-23
600 Ib. pig
oe
ee = 61 38 iron.
Tin-plate pig gives—
Carbon ..
-- 3°33 xX 622
°
= 20°09
Silicon ..
-- 323 xX 208
858
Phosphorus .. ‘21 x 3
als]
Iron and manganese ..
oe .
—
933
22°60
600 pig ..
ee
°
== 73500 iron.
Although these calculations show that white iron cannot be
expected to yield as well as grey pig, they prove that there must
be something more to account for the different results obtained
than the presence of so much carbon, silicon, and phosphorus,
Probably further study may elucidate this point.
There is one fact, howevef, which deserves careful consideration.
I noticed that the higher the temperature at which the furnace
was worked the better was the yield obtained.
is is corroborated by Mr. Danks, and if the tabulated statement No. 1 of our
joint report be examined it will be generally noticed that the first
eating in the morning, after the furnace had been standing all
night, gave lower yields than those later in the day when the temperature was higher, and this was not the case when the furnaces
were worked during the night shift. The quantity of sulphur
may have something to do with the low yield of white iron.
Whatever is the cause of the inferior result, it becomes a serious
question whether it is not greater economy to produce grey iron in
the blast furnace at the | gg of a little extra fuel, than to
sacrifice the yield of puddled bar, Thereisa difference of 1 cwt. to
14 cwt. of pig between that required to make a ton of puddled bars
from white and grey forge iron. When the puddling had to be
done by hand it of course saved a good deal of labour to make
the pig moderately free from silicon and white, but now that the
uddling can be done by machinery economy of yield will prolean to the side of making the pig moderately grey and
«il bly
ici
The method of doing so has already been pointed out.
While on the question of yields it may be well to point out that
about 120 Ib. squeezer cinder was expressed from each puddle
ball, of which no account appears in statement No. 4 (joint
report. )
7
The following balance-sheets will perhaps serve to elucidate
statement No. 4 (joint report) :—
BALANCE-SHEET OF No, 4 FuRNACE DURING Five CONSECUTIVE
SHIFTS :—
Material going into Furnace.
Material out of Furnace.
Bilbao a
-- 8,711
ee Tap cinder
. 5,637
Marbella ..
1,880
oe *Oxygen
1,7
Cinder.
o» «7,907
*Carbon..
648
Oxidised scrap .. 633
Puddled bar
23,112
Pigiron ..
+. 21,602
Squeezer and roll
cinder (say 120
85,833
Ib. percharge) 4,320
35,445
EsTIMATE OF YiELD oF Inon FROM REDUCTION OF FETTLING.
In.
Out
Bilbao
e- 3,711
Tap cinders
5,637
Marbella ..
+e $1,880
5 per cent. cinder
Cinder
° o» 7,997
oe
in puddled bar 1,155
Oxidised scrap .. 633
Oxygen ..
oo 1,02
tSilica gs
os 930 oe
°
Squeezer
and roll
{Phosphoric acid
404 oe oe
cinder ..
4,320
15,645
12,840
Out as per contra 12,840
ee Iron in pig at 04
per cent. +. 20,305
2,805
Iron in puddled
bar at 95 pe
cent. ..
+» 21,957
1,652
Fettling to yield 1,652 iron.
58 per cent. iron reduced from fettling.
On the Manufacture of Steel by the Aid of the Danks Machine.—
Our attempts to make puddled steel were not very successful, but
were not extended enough. It would no doubt be possible to ball
up while the iron contains some carbon, since by reference to the
Eseries, it will be seen that the iron only contains
1°35 per cent.
carbon
in E 10 minutes before the ball iscateaily Gavan) ond
this
t the silicon, sulphur, and phesphorus
are nearly as lowas at
anyeared but think
1
theresults would be as irregular as with

two direct
oftheA barwanmelted ones
of the
orus
was foun:
ou pune this bar was melted with one part West Cumberland
Bessemer pig, containing 03
cent. phosphorus, The melted
mot obtained contained
269 per cent. aon 2 St
ittleor none passed off in the slag. It also contained 1°18 per
.
carboninpig.
{ Prd neoxidationof
stn inthepgtakena 2 percent.
{ From the oxidation ofphosphorusin the pig taken at 1 per cent.
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cent. carbon and wre cent, silicon. These qualities of
phorus would be fatal to ingot steel, but I think it. ie
(1) that the phosphorus may be rather more perfectly
tedby
attention to the puddling process ; and (2) that if a
iron be
used to start with that does not contain too much phosphorus and
yet would be unfit to make steel by the Bessemer process, it maybe
sso treated that from one-third to one-half may be used with a nonphosphoric pig in a Siemens furnace and produce a very fair result.
In summing up my conclusions,derived from a careful consideration
of the whole question, I think that the Danks puddling furnace
is a complete success ; that it puddles iron even better than can be
«lone by hand ; that the undoubted increase in yield places it far
above ordinary furnaces, while the cost of fettling is little more
than ordinary, and is far outweighed by the increased yield ; that
the mode of firing is good, while the quantity that could be turned
out per furnace would make one machine worth as much as three
or four hand furnaces. As before stated in our experiments, the
ield of coal is high—and as this part of the question is bound to
5 totally changed, I have not taken the trouble to examine the
coal em but I take it that either the pig will be melted in a
cupola, or, what I consider would be walk better, taken either
direct from the blast furnace or run into a large ladle, the
furnace being tapped say every two hours, and run from thence
into the puddling furnaces as required. The ladle might, as at
Harrisburg Steel Works, be mounted on a weighing machine, and
then the quantity poured into the furnace could be regulated at
will. The small number of furnaces required to work up
the product of a blast furnace will enable the plant to be
placed close to the furnace, as a small pig bed for occasional
mishaps would be all that would be required. By this means one
founder would probably be saved at the blast furnace, the cost of
molding and alien would be entirely saved. The pig iron would
go into the puddling furnace much cleaner, thereby saving the
fettling, and Tatly,the temperature of the furnace would be kept
high and the yield thereby increased.
The subsidiary tools and appliances used by Mr. Danks will no
doubt be treated of fully by my valued colleagues, but I may be
permitted to state my opinion that, with the exception of the plan
of driving the machine by small independent trunk engines, I
consider them admirably adapted to their purpose, as they enable
the ball to be dealt with quickly and efficiently, the only point of
weakness being that the squeezer was not in our experiment driven
direct. It might with olveninge be made stronger, and I think
the addition of a duplex hammer to knock up the ends of the ball
while in the squeezer might be an improvement, since the ball
being rather heavy its inertia is great, and -_ one end of the ball
is affected by the present hammer. Probably, other means of
dealing with this part of the question will be devised; and all I
wish to do is to point out that considerable improvement may be
effected in this direction.
In conclusion, I beg to tender my personal thanks to all the
gentlemen in America who so kindly aided us in our investigations, and to my assistant, Mr. W. Jenkins, for his help in making
the analyses,—I have the honour to be, gentlemen, yours, Xc.,
Geo, J, SNELUS,
STEAM

BOILER

INSPECTION ON THE CONTINENT.
We extract the following from a new and ably contlucted publication, entitled the “ Mining Magazine and
Review,” published by King and Co., of Cornhill :—
The system of boiler inspection has of late years been introduced on the Continent, and we have before us the reports of three
associations of this description, having their head-quarters
respectively at Mannheim, Hamburgh, and Mulhouse.
he engineer of the Mannheim association reports that 369
boilers have been under inspection during the past year, but that
no explosion had taken place. These boilers are mostly used for
sugar refineries, spinning factories, chemical and iron works, paper,
cement, tobacco, potato-meal, and chicory works; not one
being connected with mines,
The number of inspections made amounted to 800, of which 104
were inside, and 23 in the flues. This large number of
examinations had been rendered possible through the constant
stoppage of the works from want of coal, thus throwing the boilers
idle, and enabling them to be thoroughly examined.
It
was satisfactory to state that the number of faults had materially
diminished, although much remains to be done in the way of
improvement. Mr. Isambert separates the defects into four
classes—those of construction, neglectful working, want of proper
fittings, and defects in plates or brickwork,
Compared with former years, the number of defects had
materially diminished; and in nearly all cases the boiler-owners
had evinced a serious desire to remedy any faults connected with
their machines. In one case, however, the owner of a boiler had
received the result of an inspection in a manner quite unusual with
the members of the
iati
Mr. Isambert, on examining the
interior of the boilers, found the plates so defective that a blow
of his hammer was sufficient to knock a hole in one of them.
Satisfied to have thus made a timely discovery of what might
have led to serious consequences, he communicated the fact to the
owner, expecting to find him thankful for what might be
considered an escape from greater evils; but he received
the communication in a very different spirit, and commenced
bandying words with the engineer on the subject, and, calling his
wife, he explained to her that he paid ten florins annually in order
that no harm should come to his boilers, and that now the engineer came thus and smashed his boiler to pieces. The wife added
to the altercation by stating that the priest of the village had
always said that nothing good could come of the Mannheim
swindle, as the town contained nothing but democrats,
This little incident is so original and so very unexpected
in a report on boiler inspection, that we quote it as illustrative of
the difficulties attending the introduction of any new practice in
any country, even the most civilised. In concluding the report
Mr. Isambert states that in almost all cases he has found the proprictors of boilers willing and anxious to meet his suggestions.
Some of them expressed a desire to have their boilers examined
more frequently, but, considering that an interior examination had
to be made every three days, besides 650 external inspections, it
must be admitted that he had fulfilled his duties. The report
speaks favourably of the results of inspection, and hopefully of
the future of the association.
We turn next to the North German Association in Hamburgh.
The directors of this association, in this their first yearly report,
explain that during the past year their efforts were directed
towards securing the concession from the senate of the town for
their operations, and that after considerable trouble this had been
secured ;but that the directors had pledged themselves to the
fulfilment of certain obligations, such as, first—to return to the
buildings department of the police a list of their subscribers and
owners of boilers, with description of latter and of all alterations
made to the boilers, within three days, under penalty of ten
thalers.
Secondly, the inspecting engineers mustbe approved of by the
police, 7 further bind themselves by oath to fulfil their duties
in a trustworthy manner.
Thirdly, the two presidents of the board of directors have made
themselves answerable to communicate the results of inspection
of every boiler on Hamburgh territory at least once a year, and to
veport any breach of fem ge ongJ regulations at once to the
police ;and furtherto bind the inspecting engineers at once to
report such breach of regulation to one of the presidents ; but in
case of danger, to report immediately to the police authorities,
It will be seen from this that this association is not quite independent of Government, or rather municipal control.
The directors
in their report, however, express a hope that the principle of free
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boiler —~
will in time replace the present condition of
things,
in support of their opinions refer to the boiler inspec;—
of England, where free inspection has always been
The engineer of the society reports that 188 boilers were under
inspection ; of these | ed were on board ships, and ninetyone boilers were attended by competent‘ machinists, ninety-seven
by ordinary labourers. In the course of his remarks on the
different boilers inspected, he stated that he had come across two
cases in which the age of the boiler could not be ascertained at all
and two other cases where the boilers were respectively forty anc
twenty-one years old. These boilers were in good order, strange
to say, and at full work.
This report is altogether most exhaustive. It embraces observations on the quality of the water used in the boilers ; the value
and heating power of fuel ; the covering of boilers, recommending
especially for this purpose a mixture of meal, oil, and cow-hair;
and some strong observations on the necessity of securing efficient
attendants. Mr. Pieper concludes by requesting
boilerowners to communicate any new facts or occurrences which they
may observe in the working of their boilers to the engineers of
the society, in order that individual experience may be used for
the benefit of all subscribers.
© 4s Alsaci
We now turn to the reports of the ‘* A
des
Proprietaires d’Appareils a Vapeur,” which has its offices at Mulhouse. The report of the directors announces that, in spite of the
unfavourable influence of the war, the society had in June, 1871,
761 boilers under inspection, as compared with 602 in 1870, >
with a favourable balance-sheet to show after an abnormal
year’s working. The engineer, M. Charles Meunier-Dollfus,
reports that 1014 inspections were made during the year, and
Ds examinations of the interiors of boilers. Independent of those
inspections he reports, under the head Service Extraordinaire, inspections of steam-engines, giving diagrams, showing the effective
horse-power, and consumption of coal per horse power, testings of
boilers by hydraulic pressure, trial of power produced per given
weight of coal in different boilers, making of plans for fixing
boilers, and trials of different kinds of coals. The latter experiments included South Wales coals, which stand highest on !the
list ; Powell’s coals giving a result of 8648, as compared with
Soultzbach coal, 6860.
'
Only one accident is reported as having occurred to boilers under
inspection, and that at Leerrach, in the Grand Duchy of Baden ;
an accident which might have had serious consequences, but forpesca |only resulted in damage to property, and which was
caused by the inattention of the attendant, who was intoxicated
and incapable of properly attending to his duties.
This society is simply one of inspection. Every subscriber has
a right to have his boilers examined twice a year, and the engineer
devotes one day a week to giving advice or assistance to any
member of the society requiring his services, either for the erection
of new boilers or repairing of old ones. The society also undertakes to make experiments to arrive at economy of steam and fuel
in engines and boilers,
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THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.

Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection
for Six Months.
796. James Warsurton, We
-street,
ley, Yorkshire, “An
improv
fastener
ery for making the
same.”—15th March,
798. James Barnett, Aberfeldy-street, Bromley-by-Bow, Middlesex, and
WILuiAM Vokrss, Mark-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in furnaces.”
16th March, 1872.
848. Ursain AuGuste LanTEIGNE, Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris, ‘‘ An
improved anes and machinery for ornamenting, engraving, embossing, or sculpturing wood or other material.” —20th March, 1872.
855. Witt1aM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘Improvements in machines for attaching covers to pamphlets.”—A communication from Ezra Randall Andrews, William Henry Clague, and
Robert Benjamin Randall, Rochester, New York, U.S.
857. WiuttamM Ropert Lake, Soutl
ton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Improvements in ovens, chiefly d
ed for baking bread, biscuits, and
other like articles.”"—A comm
tion from George
ley,
Mansfield, Massachusetts, U.S., Charles Brown Goodrich, Charlestown,
——
U.S., and Jesse Albert Locke, Watertown, Massachusetts, U.S.
859. Joun Hopkinson, sen., and Joun Hopxtyson, jun., Manchester,
“Improvements in the construction of street lamps.”
861. Josern Rice, Oxford-street, London, ‘‘ Improvements in apparatus
for propelling vessels.”
863. Witt1aM Benson, Allerwash, near Hexham, Northumberland,
“‘Improvements in machinery or apparatus for cutting coal.”
865. Joun WerNeER, Mannheim, Baden, Germany, “‘ An improved composition to be used as a substitute for brewers’ pitch for lining vats, casks,
and tubs, and for other like pu:
8.” —21st March, 1872.
867. WiLt1aAM ALEXANDER LyTTILE, The Grove, Hammersmith, Middlesex,
“‘Improvements in poles for telegraphic and other purposes.”
869. Epwarp Tuomas Hucues, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements
in mechanical movements for converting motion.”—A communication
from Andrew B. Hendryx and Albert William Webster, Ansonia, New
Haven, Connecticut, U.S.
871. Henry Bernovuti Bartow, Manchester, “ Certain improvements in
—_ for weaving.”—A communication from John Shinn, Philadelphia,
1.8.
873. James Giiuies, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “‘ Improvements in
ancora! and apparatus for making moulds for casting certain articles
metals.”
875. ALFRED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘Improved
means for converting a reciprocating into a rotary motion.”—A communication from Robert McCollom Fryer, Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.
877. FREDERICK RANsOME, Queen’s-street-place, Cannon-street, London,
“Improvements in the manufacture of artificial stone.”—Partly a
yer, from Ernest Leslie Ransome, San Francisco, California,
8S.
879. JouN Mitroy, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., and James WiILLiam
But er, Willesden, Middlesex, ‘Improvements in the construction of
cofferdams.”
881. WiLt1AM Stuart Browty, South
ti Inildi gs, London, “ Improvements in combination locks and in mechanism connected therewith.”—A communication from Timothy John Sullivan, Albany, New
York, U.S.—22nad March, 1872.
883. Joun Bett Muscuamp, Kensington, London, “A new or improved
liquid meter.”
885. CHARLES WiLpeN Kine, Bedford Leigh, near Manchester, ‘‘ An improved method of regulating the speed of marine engines, and apparatus therefor.”
887. Epwarp ALFrrep Cowper, Great George-street, Westminster, “‘ ImTHE LONDON INSTITUTION.
provements in regenerative hot blast stoves for heating air, steam, and
other gases.”
A MEETING took place at this Institution on the 4th instant to
James Howarp and Epwarp Tenney Bousrieip, Bedford, ‘‘Imhear a paper read by Mr. Thomas Adams, “‘On the Political 889.provements
in the construction of ploughs and other tilling impleEconomy of Railways,” and to discuss the question, ‘‘ Is railway
ments.”
891.
THomas Gites, Greenhill-street, Greenheys, Manchester, ‘‘ Improveamalgamation conducive to public interests ?”
in safety valves.”
The chair was occupied by Mr, Richard Pot ter, president of the 893.ments
Witt1aM Henry Baxter, Brixton-hill, Surrey, ‘‘ Improvements in
hinery or ry tus for weighing or measuring corn and other
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, and the audience included several
substances.”
railway directors.
897. Wittram Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Improvements in apparatus for mounting and working ordnance.”—A
In showing the importance of railways Mr. Adams quoted some
communication from John Thomas, Henri William Menere, and David
statistics, which, he said, were derived from the best sources. In
Thomas, Melbourne, Victoria.—23rd March, 1872.
the year 1871, according to Mr, Adams, there were rather more
than 131,400 miles of railway yo and at work, of which 66,400
Months on the Deposit of
miles were in Europe, and of the latter 15,680 were in the United Inventions Protected for Six
Specifications.
Kingdom. The total length of the railways in the United States 950. W1LL1aM MorcanComplete
+ huildi gs, Chancery-lane,
Brown, South
of America were 54,000 miles. The cost of the British railways was,
London,
“‘
Improvements
in
the
manufacture
of horseshoe naiis.”—A
according to thereturnsof the Board of Trade, £530,000,000; that of
communication from Thomas House Fuller, Boston, Suffolk, Massathe American lines, £540,000,000 ;and of all the other countries,
chusetts, U.S. --30th March, 1872.
£1,220,000,000, making an approximate total of £2,290,000,000. 960. WittiaM Rospert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘Improvements in fireproof roofing.” —A communication from John B.
Mr. Adams drew the following comparison between the cost of
New York, U.S.—lst April, 1872.
ordinary and railway goods traffic: ‘‘A broad-wheeled wagon,” says 961.Cornell,
Witt1am Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ImAdam Smith, “attended by two men and drawn by eight horses,
provements in the preparation of wool and similar fibres for spinning,
in about six weeks’ time carries and brings back between London
and in ap tus therefor.”—A communication from Frederick Thoma:
and Edinburgh four tons weight of goods.” ‘ Now,” says Mr.
Chase and John Henry Platt, Dudley, Massachusetts, U.S.—lst Apri,
1872.
Adams, ‘‘ what can we do? If we reckon the cost of this transport
Bensamin Piatt, Widnes, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in purifying
at fifteen shillings a day—a very low estimate—the expense would 969.turpentine
and resin or resinous subst:
and obtaining the spirit
be £31 10s.; now, we can carry by railway 250 tons in forty-eight
therefrom, and in apparatus employed therein.’--2ad April, 1872.
hours the same distance, at a cost of about £100, or eighty tons in
place of four, and in two days in lieu of six weeks.”
In the year 1871 the quantity of coal carried by rail was given at Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid.
Georce Henry Smirtu, Colchester, Essex, ‘* Cooking eggs, &c.”—2nd
4,450,000 tons, and the actual cost was not more than about 996.April,
1869.
half a farthing per ton per mile.
1014.
GeorGe FeatHerstone Grirrix, Great George-strect, Westminster,
The contributions of railways to the State Mr. Adams stated as
** Permanent way of railways and tramways.”—3rd April, 1869.
follows :—In 1832, £634; in 1870, £500,566 was paid by way of 1073. ALFRED Fryer, Manchester, ‘‘ Producing sugar from beetroot, &c.”
duty, and income tax was charged on £18,830,000, giving a total
—Sth April, 1869.
of nearly half a million sterling, so that the total contribution to 1171. ALexanper Kirk Riper, New York, U.S., “ Valves, &c.”--15th
April, 1869.
the State is nearly one million per annum, in addition to an 1032.
JouHN STeRRIKER, Great Driffield, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Obtaining oil from
enormous sum for local taxation.
seed, &c.”—5th April, 1860.
Mr. Adams set down the working stock of railways in the United 1045.
RrcHarRD NorFoxk, Beverley, Yorkshire, ‘‘Casting screw threads
Kingdom as follows :—
on the naves of wheels.”—7th April, 1869.
10%, JonN Murr HetuertNotoy, Manchester, ‘Combing cotton.”—HWth
9379 locomotives (cost £2000)
-» £8,758,000
April,
1869.
20,121 passenger carriages at £250 ..
5,030,250
1134. Witt1am Epwarp Newtox, Chancery-lane, London, “‘Joiwts for
8030
=
os
at £120 ..
964,680
railroad rails.”—13th April, 1869.
255,870 wagons at £100 . .. .. oe «+ oe 25,587,000
1781. Hexry Woopcrorr Hammonp, Manchester, ‘‘ Hammers for forgity
5034 other do. at £100)... 4. 1s oe oe oe oe «= 508,400
metals.”—-9th June, 1869.
1026. WILLIAM GrorcE Wuite, Laurence Pountney-lane, London, “ Safes,
Total £40,933,330
&e.”—5th April, 1869.
and this amount does not include ‘‘ owners’ wagons,” as they are 1031, JoHN GREENSLADE, Steeple, Essex, ‘Traction engines.”— 54h
April, 1869.
called, which represent a further large sum.
CHARLES LuNGLEY, Greenwich, Kent, ‘‘ Removing deposit fro
With respect to the purchase of the railways by the Government 1085.
tubes, &c."—9th April, 1860.
Mr. Adams said that the money paid to the tel
hh companies 1036.
ARTHUR HeELwic, Old Kent-road, Kent, “Sewing machines.”—¢#
was only about seven millions, while the people
invested 530
April, 1869.
millions in railways, and he considered it ridiculous to suppose that
Government could manage such an enormous capital as that in Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paicthe same way as it manages the Post-office and telegraphs.
Joun Ricnarpson Wienam, Albany House, Monkstown, Dublin’
As was to be anticipated, the feeling of the meeting was in 945.* Tiluminating
lighthouses.”—4th April, 1865.
favour of amalgamation and against governmental interference, 971. Freperic Rainrorp Exsor, Park-terrace, Nottingham, ‘Lace in
twist
lace machines.”—5th April, 1865.
and in respect to the latter, Mr. Potter, chairman of the Midland,
who made a very effective speech, after passing the highest euloNotices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
gium upon the members of the joint committee of the
Lords and Commons’ now sitting, amused the meeting greatly 32056. Marvin Witson, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Furnaces.” 27th November, 1871.
by declaring that -‘‘he would rather be called upon to 3210.
MarsHALL ARTHUR WieER, Great Winchestor-street, London,
find six Archbishops, six Lord Chancellors, and six Prime
tening buttons, &c.”
Ministers than one
railway manager.” He knew no vocation 3212. Henry
BowsHer Wess, Chariton Park-terrace, Old Charlton,
or pursuit in life which called forth so many good qualities or
* Cleaning cotton, &c.”—28th November, 1871.
taxed so severely the‘inventive genius of a man, or which on the $233. FRANCOIS JULES FaHLMAN, Stockholm, Sweden, “ Disinfecting and
collecting feecal matters, &c.”—29th November, 1871.
whole had brought forward a race of men who had done more
-_= Joun Woop, Newton Heath, Manchester, ‘Polishing yarn or
honour to the country than that of a railway manager.”
In answer to several questions emanating from the meeting, the 3236. Stas RoceErs, eeaye, London, “ Self-acting couplings for
chairman admitted that in case of the ultimate grouping ofrail- railway —
rc.
ways by amalgamation, the question of new lines would become 3243. DuncaN MACFARLANE, Glasgow, N.B., “ Destroying insects or
one of great difficulty ; in fact, if England were divided into four,
eee on plants or trees.”—A communication from Peter Spohn Van
er.—30th November, 1871.
five, or six distinct
groups, each under one company only, new
3249. Louis Forrout, Rue Taranne, Paris, ‘‘ Treating fatty bodies.”
constructions would, in point of fact, be stifled.
CHARLES BucKLAND, Swansea, ‘“‘Head rest for promoting the
The London Institution has done well in opening its doors in the 3253.
comfort of railway passengers.”
railway interest as well as in that of the public, but the discussion 3257.
CHARLES NIGHTINGALE, Sackville-street, London, ‘“ Mouthpieces
was far, very far, from being exhaustive; and if railway directors
the wearer against at
heric infil
"— Ist
1871.
"
desire to obtain the support of the public in this
ation,
they must show less of what was called by the chairman delicacy, = JouN TayLor, Albert-square, Clapham-road, Surrey, “Stoves or
but which, perhaps might properly be called reticence. They 3272. EpMUND TWEEDALE, Cronkeyshaw-road, Rochdale, ‘‘ Slubbing intermust recollect that the Lords and Commons Committee is not a mediate and roving frames, &c.”—2nd December, 1871.
tribunal, and that the Legislature is not likely to act in opposition $274. THomas James Sairun,
London, ‘‘ Cartridges, &¢.”—Ato the opinion of the country,
communication from Lewis Wells Broadwell,
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3278. Joun Reeves, Bratton Ironworks, Westbury, “Ploughing and 2576. J. Tins, Gloucester, “‘ Steam boilers.”—Dated 29th September, 1871.
said comb enter
tly within or intersect the card teeth on the swift,
males
chan an ou!taalQaSaht tu
heGh
3)a arasu ine
$280. Hewry Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Lamps.”—A combina’
as to secure
iting of the wool or fibre on the pins of the
tubes, and (1) verticalor nearly Th tubes As Td the top of the 80
from Adrien Clément Ladign Grove: ;
comb. Between the cards on the swift and the lower
of the
shell
and
the
bottom
of
the
superheater
tubes,
all
in
accordance
with
the
2] > London, ““ Bic7zcl
Biczcles or
3281. . Wi WILLIAM Ep’WARD N NEWTON Chancery-lane,
comb pins is a
plate curved to an arc of nearly the same radius
rs and arrange’
veloci
= A communication from Eaafle Viarengo de Forvilie.—Sch following further
as
the
swift,
and
the
end
of
this
bearing
plate
is
placed
close
to
and firing tubeto be conical or of larger diameters at one end than at the the cards on the swift,
, 1871.
or
other.
superheater tubes to lie parallel to each other, and with
a space removed therefrom, so as toiprovide for the increased quantity
$282. James Gowans, Edinburgh, N.B., “‘ Tramways.”
3283. Jous Tonkin Cockine, Penzance, “Corsets, &c.”—6th December,
of fibre which accumulates on the comb pi
i
1871.
:
transit or travel across the peri;
or face of the swift. The
3300. WittiaM Epwarp Wi ey, Birmingham, “ Pencil-cases and pen- 804. J. F. Atiex, Mott Haren, U.&, “ Steam generators.”"—Dated 23rd wool or fibre being supported or held
this bearing
holders.” —7th December, 1871,
with
the
cards
on
the
swift
is
thus
exposed
to
a
‘ing
and
clearing
March, 1872.
3316. THomas Unswortu, Manchester, ‘Stretching and drawing rollers
during the whole of its transit on the comb pins acrossor alon:
A series of double pipes are combined with an upright standing pipe
for spinning.” —8th December, 1871..
forming sections, of which two or more may be connected to obtain md the panay one of the swift. It is thence conveyed on the naid
3346. Lewis ScuppeR CHICHESTER and CHARLES FincK CHICHESTER, required
in some cases,
of boiler. The upper legs of the double pipes are hori- comb pins to ordinary drawing off rollers and sli
Brooklyn, New York, U.S8., “‘ Preparing grain for grinding into flour.”— zontal andcapacity
The
inventor
may apply and use another endless belt comb or chain
connect with the standing pipe at the steam space of the same,
' 11th December, 1871.
comb to work in conjunction with the former, in such a manner as to
while
the
lower
legs
of
said
double
pipe
incline
downwards
and
connect
3392. Henry Woopcrort Hammonp, Southampton-buildi
Ch
ythe lower part con
water. The
pipes form the back receive the wool or fibre therefrom, and from which it is drawn off, and
lane, London, “‘ Movable stamps.”—A communication
from Francis with
of the combustion chamber, while the double pi are situated in the such additional endless comb may have one or several rows of teeth,
Henri Jullien.—14th December, 1871.
according to the particular kind of fibre it is required to operate upon.
combustion
chamber.
The
water
level
is
so
3437. JAMES ARCHIBALD Jaques, Tottenham, and Louis Sterye, Victoria- carried over with the steam
A brush or doffing nape or rollers are employed for removing the noil
ly
chambers, Westminster, ‘“‘Bags an
ches." —10th December, 1871.
from the pins of the endless comb. Or a swift may be employed, the
superheated
while
passing
through
the
horizontal
legs
into
the
steam3455. WittiaM ANDERSON, Inverkeithing, N.B., ‘‘ Rendering sewage drum. A reservoir or water chamber is situated above the boiler and
riphery or faceof which is concave, so as to fit to and work in congases innocuous.”
Tonle
with a circular carrying comb, the face of the working card
connected with the steam generator by a pipe from the top of said reser3460. Witt1am Pawsoy, Westgate, Grantham, ‘‘ Water-closets.”—2let voir
rollers
convex, or constructedof greater diameter in the middle, so
and
attached
to
the
boiler
at
the
water
line
by
a
pipe
from
the
lower
December, 1871.
8 to fit and work close to the surface of the said concave swift.
part
of
said
reservoir
attached
to
the
water
space
of
the
boiler.
This
3499. JostaH Mason, Birmingham, “ Penholders.”—28th December, 1871.
G. H. ANpREws and W. Greps, New Brentford, “ Treatment of flbre.”
210. WittiaM Brappurn, Wednesfield, near Matec
s meg “A new reservoir is supplied with water from a feed pump or by any other means, 2525. —Dated
25th September, 1871.
—— of ed gases and vapours, or fumes, resulting from the
The invention consists in the separation of the pulpy and ligneous
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
, &e.”
matters from the fibres by means of beaters acting upon a rounded
212. Ropert James Woop, Edinburgh, N.B., “‘ Sweeping streetsor roads.” Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma- surface,
[over
which the fibre-bearing plants are caused to pass, The
—23rd January, 1872.
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts, plauts are then washed by means of a brush and stream of water. For
358. Epwarp Burcess, Mountroy, Wells, ‘‘ Evaporating and incinerating
treating
plantain
and other pulpy plants steam hammers or other
Harness,
&c.
alkaline lyes or solutions ordinarily used in the manufacture of paper,
stampers are employed in connection with troughs, through which the
2520. T. A. Evsiorr, Rathmines, Dublin, “ Resfing and furling mainaails of fibrous
."—Srd February, 1872.
plants are made to pass as they are acted upon. The fibre is then
ships and boats.” —Dated 23rd September, 1871.
511. Joun Crayton Mewsury, Fleet-street, London, “ Hackling mamainsail boom is supported at one end upon a ey
jecting washed out in any well-known manner.
chines.”
— A communication from Pierre Charles Florentin Joseph
from a collar which is free to rotate round the mast. It has a drum upon —, epee Manchester, “ Hydraulic presses.” —Dated 26th September,
Droulers-Vernier.—17th February, 1872.
87
600. Joun Witiiam Woop, Harwich, “ Stopping holes in ships’ boilers, it, upon which a halyard is coiled to reef or furl the sail from the deck.
First, it consists mainly in compressing the materia] from both sides,
The other end of the boom is held by a pin to a plate of the toppin-lift
&c.”—26th February, 1872.
first the easy part acting upon the underside of the bale by the ordinary
630. WittiaM Hamer, The Hill, Winnington, Northwich, ‘‘ Manufacturing hook and the main sheet block.
ram
and
which is then secured afterwards by two or more rams of
2534. C. R. Matuews, London, “‘ Fixing, connecting, and disconnecting gas larger areatable,
acting to draw down the head of the table upon the upper side
634. Jonn Wa.tace, Grove Villas, Grove-street-road, London, “‘ Burning
pone ie ye 26th Seteaton, aS
the bale, or these large rams are
to force up the supports
gas to produce heat.”—29th February, 1872.
The 5) y mode
ting
di
cting together with great ofof the
or the beam carrying its ram, and the box in which the
646. AnrnHony Gaprer Sovutusy, New-inn, London, “‘ Warming appa- durabithy, thesurface plate ony Fy invisible when disconnected, materialtable
is com
at the same time ; Secondly, it cunsists in utilisin,
ratus.”—lst March, 1872.
and no portion seqeuins skilled labour to re;
it. The conn
or expanding power of the bale after it has been com
668. Bensamin ForHercitt and THomas WititiaM RumeBie, George- joint through which the gas is directed can
paired within a few the reacting
h
or roped, by taking the water from the ram cylinder or
street, Mansion House, London, ‘Fire and burglar-proof buildings, minutes at the small cost of one penny, but will not be liable to repair and
cylinders to an accumulator, or causing the ram or rams, cylinder or
&c.”—4th March, 1872.
with ordinary care once in twelve months.
cylinders,
or
the water from them, to work a ram pump to force water
670. Frepertck Grorce Unpernay, Crawford-passage, Clerkenwell, 2544. D. P. Biare, Loadon, *‘ Brake apparatus.”"—Dated 27th September, into an accumulator
to
used for the lighter part of the work in
London, “ Controlling the supply of water to dwelling-houses, &c.”—
1871.
hydraulic
presses
or for other purposes.
5th March, 1872.
This provisional
fication describes a brake apparatus applicable to 2545. W. E. Gepor,
London, “ Improved fabric or anti-radiating tertile
711. MARSHALL ARTHUR WIER, Great Winchester-street, London, ‘“ Pneu- two-wheeled
and
other
carriages.
The
apparatus
consists
a
friction
elt.” —A communication.—Dated 27th September, 1871.
mautic apparatus for the transmission and indication of signals.”—sth strap round the nave of the wheel, one end attached to an arm on the
is invention relates to a fabric composed of two layers, the first
and the other to a lever footboard.
being a woven fabric, the warp of which is of hemp, flax, or any animal or
775. WiLu1aM Patuiser, Cromwell-place, South Kensington, London, axle
2546.
A.
Pecaup,
France,
“
Brake
for
railiray
carriages.”
—Dated
27th
Sepvegetable
fibre ; the second a lap or nap of flock, shag, or the same mate“ Boots and shoes.”
as the woof of the woven fabric. The second layer is applied upon
787. ALFRED Lonospon, Denmark Hill, Surrey, “Ships or vessels of war,
This improved braking apparatus is composed of a bar or rail running rial
the
first
by
means of glue and a slight
ure, or by quilting with
&c.”—l4th March, 1872.
a
aa, he entire length of each carriage forming a train, stitches passing
through the nap, in the middle of which may be placed
822. CHARLES DuMBLETON, Catisfield House, Tanham, ‘‘ Cutting or form- and
carrying levers having brake blocks at their ends. This longitudinal straw,
hay, moss, or other low
vegetable or animal material. This
ing screw threads upon wood, &c.”
bar
rests
on
friction
rollers
in
sockets
at
the
end
of
vertical
rods
fixed
to
fabric is anti-radiating, and is intended to be applied to all kinds of
837.. Ropert Mownretru, Carstairs, N.B., ‘‘ Preserving animal and vege- the framing
of the carriage, and it has at each end a coupling arrange- articles
to prevent loss of caloric, and protect them from variations of
=, substances.”—A communication from David Urquhart.—19th ment so constructed
as to couple the longitudinal brake
whichever
and is specially applicable to steam boilers and steam and
March, 1872.
end of a carriage be presented forward in making up the train, and also temperature,
water
pipes.
849. Henry Younc Darracotr Scort, Ealing, ‘Treating sewage so
as
to
Jeave
each
carriage
free
to
incline
right
or
left,
up
or
down,
to
water.”
2551.
S.
Scuuman,
Glasgow, “ Walking and felting woollen and hair
itselftocurves or inclines. The apparatus is actuated by
851. James ARCHIBALD Jaques, Tottenham, and Joun Tuomas OAKLEY, accommodate
fabrics.” —Dated 28th September, 1871.
means of a fly-wheel set on a screw shaft, which, traversing in a screw
Grange-road, Bermondsey, Surrey, ‘Grinding, &c., articles made of nut
consists of a new mode and means of giving a positive
at the end of a pivoting lever, the other end of which is fixed to the e ‘is invention
iron or steel.” —20th March, 1872.
action across the whole width of a fulling
bar, causes this latter to move backwards or forwards, thereby machine, ingandandthe squeezing
854. Witt1am Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘“ Breech- brake
P
faces of fixed and reciprocating pressers
rt on or taking off all the brakes of the train simultaneously. The stretched
ing ordnance.”—A communication from Nathan Thompson.
across it, actuated by a crank or cranks on a shaft saieien in
brake
is preferable set above the axles, and the brake blocks about bearings secured
861. Joserpu Rice, Oxford-street, London, ‘‘ Apparatus for propelling 2in.
firmly
to
the
framing of the fixed pressers and working
from the flanges of the wheels, to leave the train full freedom of table or bed, which is made horizontally
vessels.”
nearly so, with the recipromotion, but vy 4be brought jin. nearer when the train is travelling, so cating blocks rolling on it by anti-friction orrollers
862. Joserpn Jerrerson, CORNELIUS JEFFERSON, LAZARUS JEFFERSON, and that
sunk into their underif
needed
the
brakes
may
be
put
on
or
off
by
a
single
turn
of
the
Morpecat Jerrerson, Bradford, “Combing wool, &c."—2lst March, hand. The apparatus may be worked from the guard's van or from the sides, These reciprocating blocks are connected at their ends by strong
1872,
connecting
rods,
which
may
be
connected
by
links or rods to the crank
879. Jonn Minroy, Edinburgh, N.B.,°and James Wittiam Butter, tender, or both, as may be desired.
pin or pins of the actuating shaft ; or when eccentrics are used (instead
2564. W. Mackay, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, “‘ Construction of anchors.”—Dated of cranks) the side rods might be directly actuated from the driving
Willesden, “ Cofferdams.”
28th September, 1871.
881, Witi1aM Stuart Brotiy, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘“* Locks.”
shaft. Both faces of the reciprocating blocks are made to squeeze on
This invention of improvements in anchors consists in lessening the fixed blocks, the one set on their forward stroke and the other set on
--A communication from Timothy John Sullivan.—22ad March, 1872.
960, Witt1aM Ropert Laks, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Fire- weight by doing away with the stock,
consequently the cost of con- their backward stroke, the adjacent acting faces lying over at a construction, at the same time having more holding power by reason of the siderable angle at top towards the moving block, and having sharp
g.”—A communication from John B. Cornell.
961. Witt1am Rosert Lake, Southampton-building
don, ‘‘ Pre- anchor having four flukes or pees instead of two as at present in use.
bevelled shoe pieces close to the table. which presses the bundle up on
me wool, &c., for spi
.”—A communication from Frederick 2566. G. C. L. Lenox, Londow, ‘* Anchors.”—Dated 28th September, 1871.
the table as it gets squeezed, so that as the pressers recede the bundle
omas Chase and John Henry Platt.—lst April, 1872.
rolls down again, presenting two new sides to be compressed on the subIn
order
to
facilitate
the
entrance
of
the
fluke
into
and
obtain
a
better
= 7
Pratt, Widnes, “‘ Purifying turpentine, resin, &c."—2nd hold of the ground the inventor makes the arms or flukes of the anchor sequent forward stroke successively. The attendant has thus every
ipril, 1872.
somewhat egg-shaped in cross-section, with an edge extending from the facility of putting in and taking out the work between the pressing
is compressed ;and at the same
to the point in front of the palm. He also facilitates the operation faces, without fear of having h
All
atng an interest in Tee any one of such applications throat
fishing by making a small recess at either side of the base of the palm, time ae bem attending to the whole work of a number of pressing
should leave particu! in writing of their objections to such appiientions ofto hold
blocks with a perfect certainty of the work being completed as desired,
the
cat
hook
and
prevent
its
slipping
off.
He
also
renders
the
,~_ office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its anchor capable of being stowed flush with the ship's side by making the in whole pieces, or otherwise folded, or in rolls of the fabric, either in the
ate.
A Second improvement consists of a
stock to slide on a spiral guide on the shank until it is brought into the direction of the width or —
same plane with the flukes. The stock is returned to position imme- new mode and means of fulling woollen and hair fabrics in rolls or
List of Specifications published during the week ending diately the anchor is let go by chains or their equivalents. The latter bundles, by spirally rolling them through a set of three or more long
cylindrical or conical rollers, set nearly parallel to each other, equiimprovement also facilitates the operation of catting.
6th April, 1872.
distant round a circle, leaving a wide opening at one end, and a conG. Anstey, Durham, “‘ Velocipedes.”-—Dated 29th Septewhei, 1871.
2135, 1s. 2d.; 2154, 10d.: 2155. 10d.; 2159, 4d.; 2165, 4d.; 2176, 1s.; 2178, 2569.
one at the other, through which the bundles are spirally rolled
These improvements apply mainly to velocipedes which are connected tracted
10d.; 2185, 4d.; 2192, 6d.;
Il, 4d.; 2210, Is; 2211, 8d.; 2220, 10d.; together
and
in their traverse from the entering to the delivery end,
to
run
continually
in
the
same
circle,
but
are
wholly
gr
partly
2224, 8d.; 2228, 6d.; 2232, 4d.; 2241, 10d.; 2242, 4d.; 2243, Is.; 2244, 4d.; applicable to such as are to run on common roads. The invention consists the compressed
set
of rollers — carried in bearings in side standards equally
2246, 4d.; 2247, 4d.; 2248, 4d.; 2249, 4d.; 2251, 4d.; 2252, 4d.; 2254, 6d.; in working velocipedes by a
round the opening in the frames for the feeding in and delivery
of the body of the rider as divided
2256, 4d.; 2258, 6d.; 2259, 4d.; 2260, 6d.; 2261, 4d.; 2264,
8d.; » 4d.; when imitating the rider of a horse. Theit pressure
of
the
rolls
or
bundles
ese rollers are carried by their
of the feet or weight bearings in radial slots inthroughout.
2271, 8d.; 2272, 4d.; 2273, 10d.; 2275, 4d.; 2276, 4d.; 2277, 4d.; 2278, 1s. 2d.;
the frames, particularly at the narrow delivery
the rider on stirrups when the body ascends, and then the descent of end,
2279, 8d.; 2282, 4d.; 2283, 10d.; 2286, 10d.; 2287, 4d.; 2200, 10d.; 2291, 4d.; of
provided
with
compensating
springs
levers, or pinching
the
body
and
its
weight
upon
the
idle,
produce
the
force
and
move2292, 4d.; 2298, 4d.; 2294, 4d.; 2295, 4d.; 2207, 8d.; 2298, 4d,; 2300, 1s; ments that propel ;jthe carrying wheel or wheels, these up-and-down screws, to regulate the ae to be givenor toweighted
bundles, and they are
2304, 1s.; 2307, 10d.; 2308, 10d.; 2311, 4d.; 2312, 4d.; u314, 4d.; 2317, 4d.; movements of the rider being communicated through connecting rods either driven by spur wheels or by endless loopedthechains
or bands, driven
2818, 4d.; 2320, 4d.; 2321, 8d.; 2322, 10d.; 2324, 4d.; 2325, 4d.; 2347, 8d.; and levers to friction or ni
from one of the rollers, or other prime moving shaft, which looped
wheels or ratchets on the axle of the chains
3516, 6d.; 32, 1s.
or bands could have the compensating weighted levers applied to
driving wheel.
them to allow the rollers to expand, and yet have the same pressure
given to the goods ; or the rollers may be driven in a new manner by the
*,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on
stiff friction of their plain round spindles, either tapered or purallel,
Class 3.-FABRICS.
receipt of the amount of price and postage. Sums exceeding 5s, must be
passed throughout them. In some cases a broad web, or sheet band of
remitted by Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with india-rubber,
may be passed round the set of rollers, with one or more
Preparing, Manufacturing Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing of the rollers removed
or left out on one side, so that the elastic band
Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty’s Patent-office, SouthFabrics,
dc.
would
drive all the rollers, and act on or roll and compress the bundles
ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
for giving the
2479. W. Martin, Nottingham, “Lace machinery.”—Dated 20th September being treated, and also from the com
pressing and yielding required, all at the same time. Continuations of
1871
bands, are arranged
lace machinery, the lower rollers, or other equivalents, as travel!
For this purpose, in making this improved fabric
reads
wrapy
outside
these
end
holes
and
frames
for
feeding
and
receiving the
or
the warp and weft are not united by the weft th
the two (that is goods before and after they are treated.
twisted around the oy hang eeas heretofore, but
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
the warp and the weft)
g interlaced as in loom work.
2560. J. Denny, Manchester, and A. Taytor, Failsworth, ‘Jacquard appeThe following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by 2514. J. O. GreeNwoop, D. Mriuis, and M. Pearson, Bradford, Yorkshire,
ratus.”—Dated 28th September, 1871.
4
This invention consists in certain improved arr
ts of
“* Weaving fabrics.” —Dated 23rd September, 1871.
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents.
In the weaving of narrow fabrics the races for the shuttles in place of for working border and middle cards alternately in order to avoid the
bei applied to the batten, so as to have a to-and-fro motion, are necessity of the operative climbing up the loom for taking out the card
Class 1—PRIMB MOVERS.
applied to a separate stationary
bar carried by the mainframing. When cylinders and for the purpose of alternately changing the border and
as is at present
ti y. The Jacquard
hine has a
or more shuttles are required for each breadth this bar may have a middle cards
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and two
vertical
motion
imparted
to
it,
lated by Jacquard or other pattern cylinder at each side, and the cards are so arranged that all the middle
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittinys, &c.
surface. The separate reeds for the respective
ths of fabric are cards shall be on one cylinder and the border cards on the other. The
two
griffs,
one
for
the
border
and
the
other
for
the
middle,
are
worked
en separate arms from a common axis, and the requisite
2515. M. J. Hawes, Burton-street, Gloucester, ‘‘ Packing for steam engines, sw
+d them for the beat-up and rest are effected by cam courses. by rods in connection with two eccentrics on the crank shaft of the
, &e.”—Dated 23rd September, 1871.
bs lnioeslites aici
cee —For the
by means of slots and keys or
shedding of the —— each pair of the leaves of heddles is loom, the eccentrics being so at
‘or this purpose a
low canvas
rope is form
cted
to a sep i
levers, one end of one of such levers being feathers that when one eccentric is working the other can be stationary,
canvas of a rod, the hollow of said rope being then filled with lubricating connected
to the upper heald shaft, a one end of the other lever to the the shifting of the eccentrics being effected by levers or handles; or
material.
instead of the keys and slots the patentees employ catches or clutches
2529. A. B. Brown, London, “ Slide valves.”—Dated 25th September, 1871.
which are put in gee, first with one eccentric and then with the other.
The object of this invention is an improved slide valve, which
is
In cases where
cranks of the loom are outside the end frames the
actuated by the hand of the attendant, and controlled,by a variable cutsame result can be obtained by ha
only one eccentric fixed to the
off apparatus receiving its motion from the power reversing cylinder.
shaft, the lifting rods being connec
alternately to the eccentric by
means of a slot and pin connecting the bottom part of the lifting ruds and
2537. A. Watuis and C J. Steevens, Basingstoke, ‘‘ Heating the fecd-water
the top of the eccentric.
and partially condensing
the exhaust steam in portable engines, dc.”—
2561. N. C. Unperwoop, Manchester, and W. Avsneap, Reddish, neor
Dated 26th September, —
Par
yn oa
; FZ F E E L [ F g
Manchester, “* Fetting hat bodies and other felted fabrics.” — Dated 28th
consists in constructing
-water
to portable
i
September, 1871,
Ege
engines, locomotives, &c., of a chamber into which the exhaust steam
ends
of
Instead
of
the
blow by milling which
stocks give
or bumpers
similar
to tilt
passes, and at each end of which is a water chamber, the two water
pair
one
against
the
other,
se
that
the
movement
of
one
to
or
oe
a
a uniform
blow,
the
chambers being made to communicate with each other by means of one or from a position Se
gh Ay tp dh ed Oe © blow is given direct by means of a cylinder and piston regulated by
wee See
the steam chamber. The feed=wateris
itedirection.
hooks
are borne in one direction by valves and worked bysteam, compressed air, or other motive power, the
forced into the one water chamber and passes Sone Se
into the pair in the
opposite
direction
blanks in theisJacquard,
stroke being of any
the determining
blow temperedthe asnum— of.
other water chamber, whence it passes into the
4 The! pipes have
This part
ef thebyimpr
also apy orby |the
the steam orlength,
other and
motor
rods introduced into them so as toform annular water spaces therein,
strokesPerminute andthe cut-off valve the length of thestroke. The
fabrics.
than
other
of
weaving
the
to
540. J. a, © sae “* Burning or consuming smoke.”—Dated 2th 2518.
eean
ood, beams,. copper, cnother
ctnetnee material,
joc!kismade ised,
—
i wool.”—Dated
23rd September, |fee iting. ae
Bradford, “*“Combing
25 z.¢. Eastwoon, , Bradford,
Se
’ 1.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is employbe
both ends, so that two felting
through
.
‘ment of a fire-brick chamber situated in that putin ofie he ea The constructionof the improved machinery is as follows :—An endless
the
o—_ which ee
gases ng
rece) es
another cham!
beneath,
‘drawn or forced and mixed with the gases.
eccated
which fork is raised
by the weft and withdrawsa
2565.
Huddersfield,
28th yt , 1871871.
Sy8.
thasDowthe“ Safety valve.”—Dated
the loom beats up ; but instead of
such
&
and
Sees earns
et or lever fixed to the lower side of
space, spaces, or outlets acquired Ws
of opening surthe crank arm as
, which is a juent cause of brea! , they place
Se
eS
less weight in proporhe stop bolt outside the frame of the
. immediat
the
tion to the
surfaces
men’
than any other valve
now in use for
purposes,

266
against the me bolt wheovrerbiouehwithineantethe weft. Thestop bolt
works vertically through a square hole in a slidin: 4 , which is con nected
to the stop rod of the loom, so that whenever from the absence of the
weft the stop bolt is left projecting, the stop piece on the fly-wheel
coming into contact with the said bolt causes the sliding bar to throw
off the driving strap and stops the loom.
2581. E. T. Hugues, London, “ Reeling machinery.”—A communication,—
Dated 29th September, 1871.
The invention consists, First, in an imp’ d ex ding and
tract
ing reel, on which the skeins or hanks are wound ; § dly, in imp
arrang
ts for bling the reel to be driven at more or less speed as
required ; Thirdly, in an improved stopping motion for stopping the
machine when a thread or yarn breaks or is absent ;Fourthly, in an improved break for instantly stopping the revolution of the reel after the
driving pulley is placed out of gear; and, Fifthly, in certain arrangements of mechanism for moving the reel horizontally to obtain the
separation of the skeins or hanks.
:
_ Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
Mills, dc.
’
2506. R. and R. Bickerton, Berwick-upon-Tweed, “ Reaping and mowing
machines.” — Dated 22nd September, 1871.
_ This invention consists in lengthening the strong end of the bar, carrying the knives or cutters, next the actuating crank of reaping and mewing machines, and attaching an open slotted bracket firmly to it, projecting up vertically or laterally and horizontally from its upper side, so
that the crank-pin werks in the said slot — {traverses it only in the
direction of its length to the full extent of the throw of the crank, all
without the use of any intermediate hinged link or connecting rod, so
that a steadier action is obtained than by the use of an intermediate connecting rod, as heretofore, this back end of the knife bar and slotted
bracket on it being steadied in slides close to where it is actuated by the
crank pin; and the crank shaft may be actuated in a horizontal or
vertical position, in bearings secured to the main frame, receiving
motion direct from the driving wheel shaft, or by an intermediate shaft,
wheels, orchain pulleys, asother actuating crank shafts have been actuated
) erstofore.
2535. R. Girpwoop, Edinburgh, “ Decorticating, crushing, and grinding
grain or seeds,” —Dated 26th September, 1871.
This invention has for its object to promote economy of power, durability
of apparatus, and superiority of results in the operations of decorticating,
crushing, and grinding grain or seeds ; and it consists in effecting these
operations by means of rollers of iron, steel, stone, wood, or other sufficiently hard material, such rollers having longitudinal reciprocating
motions as well as the ordinary rotation.
2539. W. A. Ginps, Gilwell Park, Essex, “ Drying machinery.”—Dated 26th
September, 1871.
This invention is for improvements on patent No. 2145,‘1870. The
rotating cases or cylinders arranged with their air ducts have one or more
exits and discharge ends led into a closed chamber, suction fan or fans
or chimney shaft being provided for compelling powerful streams of air
to pass through such air ducts, the air being previously heated by passing
through or over furnaces, The heated air is conveyed into the air ducts
by leading an air conduit into the larger end of the air duct, and attaching it by modes described in specification of Mr. Gibbs’ former patent.
The invention also consists in substituting for the rotating cylinder either
a stationary or oscillating open trough to contain the material, which is
fed in at one end and moved forward by manual labour or other means,
but preferably mechanical raking, scraping, drawing, or pushing arrang
ts are adopted. The duct can be so arranged as to deliver dried
substances on an upper level.
2571. J. L. Nortos, London, “ Drying wool, grain, d&c."—Dated 29th
September, 1871.
This provisional specification describes an apparatus for drying goods
of various descriptions. This apparatus consists of one or more sheets or
sprays to which a jerking reciprocating motion is given, and heat is
applied in various ways, and any convenient exhausting apparatus may
he attached to draw off the moist air from the bottom of the apparatus,
Various ways of forming the trays, &c., and of working the apparatus, are
also described.
2079. A. V. Newton, London, “ Thrashing and screening corn.”—A communication, —Dated 29th September, 1871.
This invention relates to an improved arrang
t of
hincry,
whereby wheat and other grain may be thrashed with economy and
dispatch, and the corn disengaged from the ears, screened and assorted
according to its size, and the straw as it leaves the shakers may be
reduced to todder.
.
.
Class 5.—BUILDING.
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, dc.
2469. C. Pins, Friars Green, Exeter, ‘ Preventing waste of water.”—Dated
19th September, 1871.
The object of this invention is to obviate the waste of water which is lost
by the consumer allowing at times the present system of cocks to remain
open, also to effect a saving of time to the consumer by not compelling
him to be in attendance on the drawing of water, which all spring-taps
necessitate. Thereis a demand for this invention asa protection to water
companies and others, more particularly now, as the public require a
constant supply of water fron: the main for the benefit A health, instead
of storing the water in cisterns.
2471. J. SHANKS, Barrhead, Renfrew, N.B., “ Bath fittings.”—Dated 20th
September, 1871.
The improved fittings comprise a main cast iron piece formed with
certain flanged orifices or short pipe branches, and with two vertical
passages, one «f which is the overflow passage and communicates with
the other or main passages at the top. At the bottom there is a flanged
branch or orifice at the side for the attachment of a branch pipe leading
to the usual outlet or opening in the bottom of the bath ; and just below
this side orifice the casting is flanged for bolting to a correspondingly
flanged lower casting, in which is formed the commencement of the discharge passage, andw)soa branch leading
into that pa
from the overflow
passage above. The discharge valve employed is a rubber ball attached to
and worked by a rod passing
upthe main passages of the main casting ; and
the seat of this valve is a flat brass ring with a rounded inner edge, and
which is placed in a rebate or check formed for it between the two custings, and is securely held by the bolting of the castings together.
2510. W. E. Geper, London, “Lighting and heating apparatus.”"—A
communication.—Dated 23rd September, 1871.
This invention consists in a small apparatus composed of a tube of
copper or other metal, enclosing a a. oyplaced in contact with the
combustible matter held in a receiver of any shape. To this tube is
jointed another,
losing pumicest
or other mineral substance,
through which the gas passes, accumulating in a small chamber formed
at the upper part of the tube, and issuing therefrom by small holes
provided for that purpose.
2o1l0. J. Pisper, Middlesex, “ Securing windows, d&e.”—Datel 23rd September, 1871.
This relates to a spring or other bolt arranged under the lower sash plate
to take into the lever and hold it secure ; also to a bolt with notches and
a claw tu take against plates fitted in the upper and the lower sashes. A
portion of the bolt stem is heart-shaped to work in a corresponding hole
in a face plate.
2521. C. Muratori, Middlesex, “ Substitute for wood.”—Dated 23rd September, 1871,
The said invention relates to a
P d or
position formed by
mixing rock alum, glue, and sawdust in boiling water. The said
compound may be used in all cases where wood might be employed with
advantage. Articles made of it may be polished, coloured, varnished, and
xilded with the greatest ease. It may be made very hard and moulded
and also worked by hand like wax.
2552. F. Lacey, Birmingham, “ Ventilating rooms,”—Dated 28th September,
1871.
The invention consists ay
in providing two metal tubes of
suitable diameter, which are placed in perpendicular or nearly
ndicular direction, and which said metal tubes are connected at their
lower parts by a cross tube. At_a proper height in one of the said
upright tubes is placed a gas jet, which when the apparatus is desired to
be used is lighted, so that the air contained in
tube (which is the
outlet tube) may be rarefied ; and a vacuum being thus crea
be a constant suction or indrawing of the surrounding air into the other
of the said tubes, which is the inlet tube.
2553. G. Davey, London, * Mavezzo marble, &c.”—Da'ed 28th September,
18771.
Manufacturing artificial marble from cements veined by means of fibres
dipped in colours, and inlaying, ornamenting, and colouring cements.
2572. H. Turner, Sheffield, York, ‘* Plastered ceilings an& cornices.”—Dated
20th September, 1871.
In lieu of the ordinary wooden laths nailed to the joists,aseries of wires
connected to the walls, joists, and struts by means of a number of galvanised iron needles with eyes are used, through which the wires are
2578. M. Witson, London, “ Stench traps.” —Dated 29th September, 1871.
This improved stench trap consistsof a short length of flexible tube
comentel orfixed at one end within the trap casing or in a drain or pipe.
This flexible tube has a tendency to coil or twist so as to close the passage,
but opens for passing any liquid therethrough.
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ENGINEER.

ton wih Bo exten agent or substancein a fiuid condition.
Secondly,
0:
used in fide may FY yph i
but divided condition ; and, Thirdly, the
a fluid condition may be employed with the combustible agen’
stance also in a fluid condition. When safety is not so much an object as
a ready and convenient explosive compound, the inventor keeps the
oxidising and combustible agents mixed
. It is also proposed to
add certain combustible agents to nitro-glycerine, whereby the excess of
oxygen therein may be utilised.
‘

Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Instruments of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
2509. W. Tranter, Birmingham, ‘* Breech-loading small arms.” —Dated 23rd
Sptember, 1871.
:
This invention consists, First, the lever for actua
the falling block
is acted upon by one arm of the mainspring,in er that the lever
may
‘all with ease when pulling down and to return it for firing. The
h
is
cted with the lever, and is actuated by the other ~yod
the mainspring. The trigger is connected
mer, ani
hammer with the striking = The falling block may have a nose
Class 9.-ELECTRICITY.—None.
agen to it, through which the
will pass,
made wider than the rest of the
ig block, so that it may be
Class 10,_MISCELLANEOUS.
retained in a recess in the frame : pw nea a locking bolt to retain the
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads,
end of the sear or trigger in the notches of the hammer, and to indicate
by the position of itshandle when the trigger is bolted or free ; Thirdly, 2496. T. Derriis, Paris, ‘‘ Glass lights.”—A communication.—Dated 22nd
an indicator at the side of the frame acted upon by the motions of the
September, 1871.
hammer through a stud, and returned by a
; Fourthly, a
windows, lanterns, and other purposes, are constructed of a series
spring at the end of parkpy 2opened the —
ope beretain the | of of For
parallel
rods of solid glass in one or more thicknesses, The rods may
for firing by passi
nto a hole or against the en
joc! _——
; be of any section,
and made from flint or other glass, either coloured or
Fifthly, “ahor pa Ss jointed to the long arm of the lever to fix rg othe:
, or col d and colourless rods may be combined
to form
firing; Sixthly, a safety lever catch connected with the
various
patterns.
hammer, such catch bei freed when holding the gun for firing; 2601. A. E. C. Lanpry, ene y*
..”"—
Dated
3rd
October,
1871.
Seventhly, an extractor with its lever arm longer than its extracting arm,
These improvements consist inem
a flat mould to form the cylinsuch longer arm being acted wu by the falling block or the short arm
of the sultane and other similar articles cee.
of the lever for actuating the block ; and, lastly, an extracting rod for drical
said mould ha
any desired pattern formed on its surface.
pistols to move in a socket jointed to a piece fixed to the side of the the
melted sugar is poured in the sunken parts of the mould, and afterwards
pistol. The joint of the socket is square, and a spring acts with it to rolled
over a copper ortin cylinder. To make hair sugar, a box of V.
admit of its lying under the barrel when out of use, and springing into in section
is employed,the bottom
the box where the oblique sides
the proper place to extract the cartridge when required.
meet having a number of slits, from which extend Dap wen Lage of
2522. E. C. Green, Cheltenham, ‘‘ Breech-loading small arms.”"—A commu- sheet
metal; the box has a sliding lid perforated for the adm
of the
nication.—Dated 23rd September, 1871.
and provided with a suitable handle.
The invention consists in Stig Go the barrels of fate age air
2606.
W.
T.
WALKER,
London,
“Cleansing
and
purifying
gas."—Dated
3rd
guns to the body by means of a horizontal snap bolt and fasten’ the
October, 1871.
breech ends of the barrels to the face of the break-off by means of two
consist in i
jing the efficiency and| jing the
lateral bolts in the upper part of the break. off. The horizontal bolt takes costTheof improvements
ammoniacal scrubbers, and in improved means of working them
into a lump on the underside of the barrels, and the two lateral bolts as decribed
in the specification.
take into a projection on the — part of the face of the barrels. The
two lateral bolts are actuated
the horizontal belt by means of two 2511. J. Verity, Kentish Town, London, “ Chimneys for gas burners, dc.”—
Dated 23rd September, 1871.
vertical levers crossing one another and turning on a common centre.
This invention consists, First, in making chimneys for gas burners and
As the barrels are shut down the horizontal bolt and lateral bolts are
the use of
simultaneously withdrawn, and on the complete shutting down of the lamps of thin sheets of mica fixed into a metal frame without
barrels the horizontal bolt snaps into the lump on the underside of = rivets clips, screws, or solder, and made of any form or shape
; Secondly,
making reflectors for such chimneys of sheets of
the barrels, and the lateral bolts at the same time snap into the
aap heeebetween two sheets
of the
mica
jecting part of the breech ends of the barrels. The barrels are thus calcined
, or faces with ordinary mica the
mica,
bolted to the body, and the face of the barrels held firmly against the face forming the
and puts a metal frame round it, so that the reflector may be
d at
of the break-off.
; Thirdly, making
of mica formed in the shape of a
2568. J. G. Toxave, London, “ Fire-arms.”—A conmmunication.—Dated 29th pleasure
cone to be used in conjunction
with the chimney
;F
ly, the applicaSeptember, 1871.
tion
of
a
throttle
valve
made
of
mica
to
the
top
of
the
chimney
for
This invention relates to ampeorenneate in the construction of breech- economising the gas burnt therein; a cal
sheets of mica
loading guns or fire-arms in which a sliding bolt is employed to close the in
until they have assumed the colour of molten silver, when
opening in the breech-piece or receiver where the cartridge is inserted, a theya retort
are taken out and applied in producing a reflecting medium for the
central firing pin or needle being combined with the sliding bolt, which
eys.
also acts to withdraw the case of the exploded cartridge when the bolt is
withdrawn for the insertion of a fresh —-. The combined cock and 2512. J. B. Muscnamp, Kensington, London, ‘‘ Liquid meter.”—Dated 23rd
September, 1871.
hammer is actuated by a single spring, and the act of withdrawing the
The novelty of this invention consists in the em:
ent of a buoyant
bolt extracts and throws out the empty cartridge case and also sets the
revolving valve or disc supported on a vertical
, and so
hammer at full cock.
as to work
inst the underside of a fixed plate, against which it is
maintained by its own buoyant
les, as descri!
the
Class 7._FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
provisional
cation. This valve is provided with
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical In- accompanying
cavities formed radially around the periphery of its — surface, and
struments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
receives its rotary motion from one or more streams of the liquid to be
ees pees *
the said fixed plate in a diagonal direction
2530. E. H, and G. Hatton, Liverpool, “‘ Working roller blinds.” —Dated from
a chamber
above, which act on the vertical sides of the said cavities ;
25th September, 1871.
and
the vertical spindle of the said revolving disc being provided with
For fastening roller blinds, maps, and articles of a like flexible nature suitable
at any desired height, the invention consists in affixing the sheave of each passing throughtingthe atimeter maydi thus be hanism, the quantity of liquid
blind on the end of the roller, and allowing it to work on a fixed pin,
also in placing a detent in the said fixed pin to take into notches or 2513. A. M. Crark, London. “ Valve motion.”—A communication.—Duted
23rd September, 1871.
recesses in the sheave. The cord, one end of which is attached to the
The inventor obtains an alternate motion of a slide valve by means of a
sheave, is led through a lifting piece, such lifting piece serving to raise
the detent out of the notches, and allowing the b or other article to be curvilinear groove plate operated by the piston-rod and a rock lever
connected to the valve rod.
id groove plate may either be fastened to
freely raised or lowered.
the piston-rod or to the cylinder head, or the long arm of the rock lever
—_——may carry the groove plate.
Class 8..-CHEMICAL.
2523. W. NEWELL, Birmingham, “ Handles for teapots.” —Dated 23rd September, 1871.
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
According to this invention blanks are first cut from tin plate, and the
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food, blanks
by dies and a stamp into
h-shaped pieces, having the
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting, a ofraised
the
tudinal halves of the
to be made. The
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
of the half handles are nextcli , and are then operated upon by
8454. A. Huagenrosier, Surrey, ‘ Preservation of meat, d&c.”"—A commu- drawing through tools, by which the extreme edge of the metal is turned
inwards. This
in of the edge is greater on one half +h. than
nication.—Dated 20th December, 1871.
so that when the halt
dies arep
ted tog
e
According to this provisional specification, acetate of soda is employed on the other,
in the preparation of meat and vegetables, and in the preparation of ex- edge of one will just enter within and be embraced by the edge of the
other. The two half handles thus engaged together are permanently
tract of meat.
secu together, and the handle completed by soldering the junction of
799. M. Benson, London, “ Purifying, &c., petroleum.”—A comm
the two half handl les.
—Duted 16th March, 1871.
This invention consists, First, in suspending the fire-stills in furnaces, 2524. W. Roitason and N. Brovau, Birmingham, “ Metal boxes.” —Dated
25th September, 1871.
instead of allowing them to rest on their lower ends. Secondly, supplyThe features of novelty which constitute this invention consist subing stirring or agitating arms in the fire and open top stills, so that one- stantially
in bending outwardly the whole or a portion of the upper part
half of the said arms
move in 0)
ite directions for stirring the conmetal match box, in such manner that
tents of the stills. Thirdly, constructing, combining, and arranging the of the back plate of an o1
fire and — top stills and settling tanks, so that the oil will flow from the lid when the box is closed presses tightly against it, and thus it has
a
constant
tendency to uplift or raise the lid.
the fire still to the settling tank by its own gravity.
C. Watt, Birmingham, ‘* Air-tight holder.”"—Dated 25th September,
2516. F. CLaupet, London, “ Treating solutions.”—Dated 23rd September, 2526. 1871
oie
1871.
consists in constructing a holder or
This provisional specification describes improvements on No. 2858 in The taclnoveltyanyof this invention
form, but by preference circular at the top,
the year 1866. The yellow salts are calcined at a low heat in order to to which vessel or holderjient
is applied, with a washer of india-rubber
obtain oxide of iron in the form of rouge in place of in a
ine state on its under side, and whena cover
comes in contact with an ann
as previously. The alkaline salts separated are converted into salt cake ecting rib or flange near theapplied
top of the vessel, which is rendered air-tight
by the addition of sulphuric acid or nitre cake and su
uent ignition,
screw or other equivalent means
h
bar above
or in some cases —— acid or nitre cake is added to e yellow salts they acover,
and when turned in the
t direction
je cover in close
either before or during calcination.
with the rib above mention
2517. A. Parkes, Birmingham, ‘ Manufacture of iron.”—Dated 23rd Sep- contact
2527. C. Harpy and A. E. Srayner, Shefield, “ Shafting picks.”—Dated
tember, 1871.
25th September, 1871.
This provisional specification describes adding nickel or copper or — 4
ists in the employ t of a metallic
collar or circlet
of these metals to decarbonised iron in a Bessemer converter, or the which isi fixedti upon the
of any tool, upon which collar is formed
nickel,
r, or alloy may be melted together with iron in pots, a cushion for the tion shaft
of the eye of the tool, such cushion
of
or in a Siemens, or the nickel,
per or alloy may be added to the any elastic or semi-elastic material,
or material more yielding hi.or
r
= in a puddling furnace after the iron has been melted and previous to than that of which the eye
of the tool is
posed.
e
may
alling.
also
be
fixed
inside
the
eye
of
the
tool,
and
it
may
also
as
2541. A. Bresson, London, “‘ Manufacturing asphalte.”—Dated 27th Sep” connection with the solid metallic shaft end patented by Hardy,
Pm gece. 1871.
Stayner, on the 22nd September, 1871, No. 2498, as also in con.
e
factu ire of asphalte by saturating calcareous stone or car- son, and a
the form of tool patented by J. H. Johnson, on the 17th June
bonate of lime with bitumen by the employment of volatile liquids, ——1869,
No.
‘
which act as dissolvants of the bitumen and facilitate its penetration in 2528. ‘ Batey, Dublin, “ Joints for screw piles.”—Dated 25th September,
the calcareous stone or carbonate of lime as effected by nature.
18
2554. W. R. Lake, London, “ Artificial asphalte rock.”—A communication.
The screw pile is provided with a socket some the female part of which
—Dated 29th September, 1871.
is checked out or has
cut away at
etrically opposite points to
The object of this i
tion is to i
ite cal
ibst:
a cross bar.
male part of the t is forked, so as to slip over
with bitumen, thereby ange an artificial asphalte rock, which can be receive
cross bar and prevent the pile from
in the socket. One or
used with advantage for pavements and for roofing, which shall be the
Paneer
Gane
ee
Ree
driven
into
holes
drilled in the male and
impervious to water, unaffected by the heats of summer or the frosts of female
so as to hold them together.
winter, fine grained, homogeneous, tough, and durable. The said inven- 2538. J. Harrinoton,
Kyde, Isle of Wight, and W. F. Ricnarps, Birtion consistsin the combination, mixture, and appliance of theconstiuciing imitati‘ion morocco or other leather or raised
ingh9
ic
tuent — viz :-—Bitumen, paraffin oil, and a cal
designs on cloth, dc.” —Dated 26th September, 1871.
These ingredients are placed in a proper vessel and heated.
This invention refers to Ey
ents on an invention patented by
2557. J. Youno, Kelly, Renfiew, N.B., “ Producing carbonic acid.”—Dated
icants)on the 14th of January, 1871, No. 190.
28th September, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the heating
or boiling of bicarbonate of soda with water, or by ding steam throug
it, which causes the carbonic acid to be given off.
2558. J. Youne, Kelly, Renfrew, N.B., ‘ Manufacture of carbonate of soda.”
—Dated 28th September, 1871.
uy) it the design to be prod
i com!
ion
upon
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the puttii
of common salt into an air-tight vessel with the addition of a solution
fa
allowed
to cool without being
, and afterwards
ammonia, through which a stream of carbonic acid is sent, which has the softenedby heat and im:
The hardened impressed surface is next
effect of producing bicarbonate of soda and muriate of ammonia.
treated
a solution of alum or chrome or other alum, or with a solution of sulphate of iron, copper, or zinc. The solutionis
bya
2567. C. De CHasTELain, Surrey, “ Collecting and filtering sewage.”—
brush or sponge, or the impressed surface is immersed in
29th September, 1871.
may be mixed with the composition
—
The invention consists in the interception. collection, and treatment by The alum or sulphates
profiltration of the contents of house drains, sewers, and cther receptacles of
feecal and sewage or drainage matter by an apparatus which shall
ai i
F
the solid matters from passing a’ from it, and filter the liquid in pass2. J. Hucorns, Birmingham, “‘ Manufacture of open jointed tubes.”~
ing th Deit, 00asthat the discharge sepassed offchall comparaSeptember, 1871.
tively inoffensive.
Q Fs = 1
! s F d : a
2642. Hl. Sprencer, London, “ Preparation of explosive compounds.” —Dated fy
5th October, 1871.
F
h
=i
This invention relates partly to the preparation and use of what may
:
li
be called safety explosive — ds, and is based on the well-known
1 aft
z
rinciple of k
°:
from the combustible agent,
ara
F
d
inti ee time'ne theadoct oftheir
combination is required
i
:
Accordi:
:
h
detonating
or cap.
may
a3
in either of the three fo!
modes :—First, the oxidising agent or
substance in a solid but,divided condition may be employed in conjunc- zoris ae
fi
ipi
i

i

al
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of chain and neath the baie of8,waite 4 an: shape or ‘description whatsoever, and ridiculed as altogether unattainable. For three months past
sliding box, which has holes in its ends for the
such
a long broom com
outer en
a stout controversy between the hands emding atanchor. connecting wit suitable
elasti connection for the
rodsan improved
are worked by a lever there hasby been
material.
or any
A Sty meane | india-rubber
the nut and bolt makers, Each side had _preHe forms
Po AF egBF Ty apparatus
4the broom can be forced ployed
connected with the cart in such a manner
of mitre wheels and a vertical shaft.
~
vared a list by which it was willing to abide; but neither
|
into
contact
with
the
surface
of
the
road,
street,
or
way,
and
raised
there2547. E. T. Hucues, London, ‘‘ Kettles for cooking.”—A communication.— | from at pleasure.
t would be accepted by both. At first the terms of
Dated 27th September, 1871.
were altogether ridiculed by the other as preposterous.
This invention relates to an improvement in cooking utensils, such as 2575. E . P. Bavitie, Havre, France, ‘* Toolholders.”—Dated 29th September, each
Presently
the conditions were looked upon less unfavourably, and,
1
i
1871.
are used for bailing or stewing, the object
the construction of a |
ent
by
the
intervention of outsiders, who regretted the great amount
the
P
ning
ted
with
this
application
for
letters
kettle with two or more divisions, so that different articles may be | are not yet completed, the abridgment caunot at present be printed.
of suffering which the families of the men were enduring, and who
cooked at the same time in a single kettle ;and the invention consists |
in dividing the kettle into two or more compartments provided with | 2580. W. E. Gepae, London, “ Screening apparatus.”—A communication.— knew that valuable orders were fast going to Belgium, and that
covers to cut off the connection between the compartments.
|
Dated 29th September, 1871.
that country might henceforth get much of the business that
sists in the application of a shifting screen at the would otherwise fall to this country, both sides were brought
2548. W.-IRELAND, Maccleafield, Cheshire, and J. IneLanp, Manchester, | This invention
* Cast or Bessemer steel ingots.”—A communication.—
Dated 27th Sep- end of a fixed screen, which receives the coal or other material to be together to discuss their respective propositions. The masters gave
screened
as
it
issues
from
a
hopper.
This
shifting
screen
pivots
upon
an
tember, 1871.
These improvements consist, First,'in the production of parallel axle and is counterbalanced so that it may be easily set at any desired way somewhat, but the men were unyielding; not did adjourningots in forge bloom form, cast of the necessary length for rolling degree of inclination. The coal is slid on to the fixed screen until the ments improve the situation further + eg that masters displayed
single rails fer railways or other descriptions of bars, or, as circum- | shifting screen is suitably supplied, the coal being arrested at the end of additional disposition to meet the men. The latter, however,
stances may
uire, in double lengths, but for the purpose of descrip- |this latter, until the sorting is effected, when the shifting screen is still held out for their terms pure and simple. Again friends
tion only the single lengths are described. The areas und lengths of | lowered. pivoting on its axle, and the large coal freed from small and interceded, and this time their mediation, together with the
the ingots for single lengths of railway rails may be varied as desired, | slack slides gently over a shifting shoot into a wagon placed beneath.
knowledge by the men that their Belgian competitors were fast
but the patentees prefer them to be about Sin. square and 3ft. 6in. long, |
getting their trade, combined with the short commons upon which
this being a size which wall allow the ingots to be rolled in one heat, |
they
had had to subsist, seemed to make an impression. The
and at the same time give sufficient section for the thorough working of |
the metal in the rolls and the production of a dense and tough material | THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES men employed by the Patent Nut and Bolt Company have con
equal in every respect to rails that have been previously forged or
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND sented to resume at the masters’ list, plus 74 per cent. thereon.
cogged ; and as these latter operations are dispensed with, a great saving
The list was itself an advance of 10 per cent. on the average of
OTHER DISTRICTS.
both in capital and labour is effected. A great advantage in the parallel
wages before paid, and the 74 per cent. addition has been given
ingotisthe.approximately equal pressure on all its parts exercised by
(From our own Correspondent. )
instalments of 24 at the three conferences, With these higher
the first and second roll grooves, thereby diminishing the tendency to TRONMASTERS’ QUARTERLY MEETING IN BIRMINGHAM: Rising pricesand by
wages, the masters have further yielded by withdrawing regulacrack and tear. which frequently takes place with the conical ingot. The
their effect on trade—-THE FIRMNESS OF SELLERS OF ALL COMMODITIES tions which they had desired to enforce, and by meeting particular
difficulty of casting such small ingots clean without scales or rokes is
such that by the old method of casting great numbers of wasters are , OFFERED ON IRONMASTERS’ "CHANGE—THE CONTINUED SCARCITY working requirements which the men demanded. All this has
made, whilst from the excessive number of moulds for heavy charges,
OF MATERIALS—THE LITTLE TIME THE MEN WORK—PIG IRON, come about, notwithstanding that, like the men, the masters
say twenty and upwards, in the casting pit, the space is insufficient. In
IRONSTONE, AND COAL : Scarcity and under supply—CUMBERLAND too have been “‘ associated.” On the terms we have indicated all
order to meet this difficulty the patentees cast the ingots in groups of six
ORE
A LITTLE EASIER: Why—OUR FOREIGN TRADE IN IRON: the associated employers yesterday opened their works,
or other convenient number, fed from a supply pipe technically called a
The Government returns: Great activity: Labour needed—THE
The example of the Patent Company men is being followed by the
git, which stands in connection with fire-brick channels in the bottom
MACHINE
TRADES—RISE IN TIN, NICKEL, AND SCREWS—AD- workpeople of another leading manufacturer, and at the rest of the
bed or plate which supports the git and moulds. In these channels are
VANCED QUOTATIONS AND ADVANCED WAGES--THE NUT AND works the operatives are expected gradually to resume. The new
c ings corresponding with the centre of each mould, and through
these openings the molten steel rises regularly and quietly into the
BOLT FIRMS AND: THEIR MEN —-THE FILESMITHS, THE LOCK- scale is so favourable to the men that by it, according to the
moulds, and when the ‘moulds are full or have received the necessary
SMITHS, THE NAILMAKERS—PaTent SHarr ComMPANy—MEET- masters, adults can earn from 35s. to 60s., and youths of seventeen
quantity of steel they are then stopped off, and the steel kept in position
ING OF CREDITORS OF Messrs. MorGAN AND RANsOME—COL- from 20s. to 30s. per week of 54 hours; but the men do not
by cast iron. stoppers. The moulds are each made in two parts, divided
LIERY ENGINE WINDING : Verdict of manslaughter.
endorse this assertion.
diagonally, and held together when in use by bolts and cotters, the parts
being rebated to prevent them from shifting, and all the inner surfaces THE chief quarterly meeting of the iron trade was held* to-day _ The operative file-smiths have been on strike for a week for a
(Thursday)
in Birmingham. Business was restricted by reason of rise of 10 per cent. in their wages, and yesterday the manufacof the moulds are planed in order that the ingots shall leave them freely.
The git is of cast iron in two halves rebated together, and when lined up the high prices, and generally the short supplies.
turers announced that, ‘* in consequence of the rise of wages, steel,
with loam and properly dried the two halves are set up and held together
Finished iron was in request as well by the consumers in this and all other materials used in the manufacture of files,” it has
by rings, and at. the top of the git there is a funnel formed of unburnt district
merchants in Liverpool, and Manchester, and been resolved, at a general meeting of the tvade, “ that all orders
tire clay, held in its place by a little loam. In cases where the casting pit London, asall by
of whom attended in force, and were met by the received after this date shall be subject to the list of prices pubis not of sufficient p)scoeme ha or the crane power incapable of rapidly
clearing the pit, the patentees employ two groups of moulds and gits, the principals of most of the leading producers of this part of the lished in 1866.” The men have secured the terms they demanded
supporting plates of which have axles with wheels on tramways, the plates Seoten. There were few proprietors of mills and forges who, upon all but what are technically termed “‘large files.
forming carriages, with which the filled moulds are removed from the possessing a name, are not full of orders for some months to come. | The lock manufacturers of Willenhall, although they should not
casting pit by a small stationary motive power engine. Part of the wall
one works it may be reported that its whole output of 1000 | by trade necessity be compelled to take the course pursued in
of the pit is removed, and a passage continued into an adjoining shed, Of
tons a week had been sold to the end of this year. It was | Wolverhampton, yet have been obliged to give their men also an
the said passage containing the tramway, and the removal of the moulds not
therefore cause for surprise that prices should be strong. | advance of 10 per cent. The effect upon prices of this concession
and steel is operated by cranes in the usual manner. By this arrange- They
were strong. No one product of the ironworks could |and of the advances in material is that fine plate locks are just
ment one half of the work oan be performed in the neighbouring shed,
be had on other than higher prices than were quoted last quarter. | announced as advanced 5 per cent., and trunk locks 15 per cent.
and thereby effect a rapid system of working.
Merchant
bars of the first pond me were quoted ashigh as £13. Sheets
Then the nail makers of Dudley, Rowley, and Halesowen have,
2549. J. APPERLY, Dudbridge, Gloucestershire, ‘‘ Stamp receptacle and indi(singles) from £15 to £15 10s., strips in proportion, and gauges 16 with few exceptions, conceded the operatives’ demand for an
cator.”—Dated 27th September, 1871.
The inventor provides a series of pockets so dtranged in a case that and 17 made extras, at an advance of from 10s. to 20s. a ton, |; advance
of 3d. per 1000, which has brought to a close the strike
when the case is opened all the pockets will be presented to view, the whilst what could have been had a short time since at | in that department
of the industries of the South Staffordshire
one standing a little distance above the other.
£8 2s, 6d. could not be obtained even in the commonest quality | district.
2550. S. J. MacCarruy, London, “ Construction of fasteners.”— Dated 27th adapted
to fencing purposes at less than £13 aton. These high
An extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders of the
September, 1871.
The chief features in this invention are, First, the simplicity of its con- prices are brought about by the small comparative quantity of Patent Shaft and Axletree Company has been held, and, founded
struction ; Secondly, it being easy of application to any of the purposes iron and minerals that the workpeople are sending into the | upon a report from the directors, resolutions were passed autho
or uses set forth in the provisional prospectus or specitication ;Thirdly, market. So little are they doing that the whole quarter's receipt, | rising the board to increase the capital of the company to the
(1) the facility it affords for connecting two or more articles together, even at the present high quotations of a firm of considerable | extent of £350,000 by the issue of thirty-five shares of £10 each,
and (2), when required, of disconnecting same ; Fourthly, its strength standing, total up to no more than is usually taken during three with a preferential dividend of 5 per cent.
and durability ; and, lastly, ifs economy in price as a fastener or con- months
of low prices, when, however, the men will work readily.
Messrs. Morgan and Ransome, sheet iror and tin-plate manu
nector as compsred with articles at present used for similar purposes.
Pigs of Al quality, made in Shropshire and Cumberland and facturers, of Kidderminster, called the first meeting of their
2555. W. A. Jackson, Sheffield, “ Machinery
for grinding saws, d&c.”—Dated Lancashire,
sold well at makers’ terms, These were considerably creditors at Birmingham on Friday. A statement of the affairs
28th September, 1871.
This invention relates to that class of grinding machinery whereina in advance of last quarter day, some of them as much as 20s, in put before the meeting disclosed the total liabilities to be £26.867,
top stone or feeding roll is mounted above the grinding roller, the axis advance. Best Staffordshire fully sympathised, and were strong, and available assets £7512, Want of capital was stated to have
of such top stone or feeding roll being mounted in a carriage capable of hot blast at £6 5s. ; best hematites would not move at less than been the cause of failure, the firm having paid £2890 during the
being elevated and depressed by means of vertical screws to suit the £7 10s. delivered.
past eight years for bank charges on account of accommodation.
thickness of the same blade or other article to be ground. In machines
Coal and stone arestill much inquired for, but both are in limited, An offer of 5s. inthe pound at three, six, and nine months, was
of this class there has always existed a great difficulty in grinding the though
less
circumscribed
demand,
and
there
is
little
relief
in
met by an amendment for a further investigation, but the offer
surface of articles of a thickness or form, and it is to remedy this
Certain samples of hematite ore were especially in better (on the time being reduced to three and six months) was accepted.
defect and to economise labour that my present invention is designed. prices.
is has come about by reason of heavy contracts
The invention consists principally in mounting the axis of the top stone supply.
At the Jackfield Colliery, Burslem, on Friday evening, seven
or feeding roll in vertically slotted
in the carriage, so that the between the producers in Cumberland and some of the best buyers
had been drawn up sixty yards when suddenly the engine
weight of the top stone or feeding roll itself produces the requisite in South Wales having run out, and new contracts being impos- men
reversed,
and the skip rapidly descended till stopped by strong
degree of pressure upon the saw or other article, at the same time that sible on vendors’ terms. Hence there was a first-class ore which catches purposely
to meet such casualties. The rope,
the bearing or the axis of the stone is capable of being raised or lowered might have been had to-day at 2s. a ton under the quotations however, continued provided
to unwind, and became coiled over the skip.
by hand as required.
in mid-quarter. On these terms a tolerably fair amount All the men were much injured, one so seriously that his death is
2556. J. F. Cooke, London, ‘‘ Pocket pencils "—Dated 28th September, 1871 currert
of business was done ; but the Staffordshire firms are not prepared expected. The engineman (Ezra Ball) admits that he had for «
Consisting in the use of glaxs or pottery ware in the cases of the to
buy so freely of these high qualities as are their brethren in the moment left his post.
pencils.
2559. H. P. ArmstroneG, London, “‘ Keyed or stringed musical instruments.” Southern Principality.
—Datec! 28th September, 1871.
The exports for the quarter just ended are largelyin excess of those
The invention relates to an improved apparatus consisting of a ‘* dumb for the same period of last year, but there is but slight variation
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES,
piano ” or key board, a “ digitorium,” and a ‘‘ calisthenic gauntlet,” to be for
of March. Iron manifests increasing briskness
(From our own Correspondent.)
used therewith for the purpose of exercising the hands and fingers of in alltheits month
branches. The value of the exports for pig and puddled
pianoforte and other pupils.
is £366,381 for March, against £20,964 for that month in PRICE OF RAILS —DIFFICULT POSITION OF IRONMASTERS—MEET2562. G. Wurre, Loadon, ‘ Balance-weight levels.".—A communication.— iron
ING
OF
THE
TIN-PLATE
TRADE AT NEWPORT, MONMOUTHSHIRE:
1871;
while
for
the
three
months
the
figures
are
£849,738,
as
Dated 28th September, 1871.
Animated character of the proceedings—THE MAKE OF RAILS IN
These improvements consist, First, in making the indicator hand or against £396,987, an immense increase. This is due partly to the
SouTH WALES—-LARGE EXPORTS OF THE CHIEF IRONMASTERS
hands a separate part from the balance-weight
, but dependent in its disturbed state of trade in Europe, but mainly to the prosperous
motions of those of the said rod, and in such manner as suitably to
Dispute AT PLymMourH IRoNWoRKS— MARCH RETURN OF COAL
of trade in all foreign countries. Bar and angle iron
increase the extent of the indications on the graduated limb or limbs. conditionparticipate
AMD IRON FROM CARDIFF AND NEWPORT, MONMOUTHSHIRE
in the increased exports, There is, however,
Secondly, in providing the axis of the. pendulum or balance-weight rod equally
THE
COAL TRADE: High quotations—FoRMATION OF NEW COAL
a marked decline in rails, except for Austria, in continental conwith a spiral or hair spring for suitably counteracting the oscillations of sumption
COMPANIES—SCARCITY IN THE LABOUR MARKET—ABOLITION or
; but this is fully compensated by the increased requirethe said rod, and thus set this latter at rest after a comparatively small
CUMPANY
SHOPS IN MONMOUTHSHIRE—ADVANCE OF WAGES AT
ments of the States, Egypt, North America, and other countries.
number of oscillations.
CINDERFORD — RAILWAY ENTERPRISE — ANOTHER AGITATION
2563. R. Lone, Liverpool, ‘‘ Freezing machine and refrigerator.” —Dated 28th There is a substantial improvement in wire exports, except for
AMONGST THE IRONWORKERS OF MONMOUTHSHIRE.
September, 1871.
telegraphic pu
s. An advance has taken place in castings
This invention consists in making the ice tub er box for containing the from £670,285 in the first quarter of last year, to £874,798. Tue healthy character of the iron trade is well maintained, and
freezing mixture, and the inner receptacle for
ining the fluid to be
this, hoops and sheets represent £223,831 for the past month, prices for rails range freely, according to specifications and short
frozen, of such a form that a rocking or oscillating motion is obtained asOf against
for March, 1871, while the quarters are time, from ten to eleven guineas. As an illustration of the diffifor the agitation of the freezing mixture and the = § of the cream or £608,382 to £179,257
£363,614, a most substantial increase. France takes cult position in which ironmasters are placed by the general cry
other fluid to be frozen; therefore this invention may be termed a
rocking or oscillating freezing machine or cradle freezing machine. The the lead in unwrought steel, taking no less than 308 tons, as for nine hours and advance of wages we may state that at one of
outer case, tub, or. cradle for containing the freezing mixture is made of against 32 only in 1871, representing an increased value for the the large ironworks in the neighbourhood of Merthyr Tydvil an
wood or other suitable substance. and is of a semicircular shape, the past month of £9339. The Sowing are the results :—
important contract for rails is being worked off at £8. The figure
sides of the box -being parallel to each other, and the semicircular part
now would certainly not be under £10, The meeting of tin-plate
MontH oF Marcn.
THREE MonTHs.
forming the rocking edge or cradle. The circular edges are joined
manufacturers at Newport, Monmouthshire, last week was not
parallel to each other, and at a set distance by the side pieces, so forming
Tron.
1871.
1872.
1872.
a tub, box, or cradle resting on its circular base, and open at the top.
concluded when our despatch left. We recur toitnow, as a reliable
£
£
£
The receptacle for containing the cream, water, or other fluid to be Pig and puddled - «+ 229,964
exponent of the state of the iron trade, the meeting being attended
..
366,381
ee
849,738
frozen is also of a semicircular form and of a similar shape to the outer Bar, angle, &c.ce 2 ee 201,458 «. 240,300
by the influential plate manufacturers and others interested in the
ee
§=6634,043
case or tub previously described, but of smaller dimensions, and is made Railroad .. .2 «6 es 640,656 .. 652,951
-. 1,858,251 iron trade of the district. Throughout the meeting was animated ;
of copper, pewter, or other suitable material. This receptacle or pot the Telegraphic do. oe co 30,914 oe 9,854
eo 29,849 charcoal plates were sent up to 42s., and even ordinary coke
inventor terms the inner receptacle. It is placed inside the case or tub Castand wrought .. .. 316,282 .. 308,971
ee 874,798 plates to 56s, per box at port. The difference between each X, coke,
containing the freezing mixture, and is supported by a flange fixed Hoops, sheets, &c... .o. 179,257 .. 223,831
es 608,332 tin, and charcoal terne plates was restored from 5s, to their former
round the inner edge of the outer case or tub, leaving a space between Oldiron .. ..
- 36,688 .. 36,608
93,584
the inner and outer receptacles on every side for the freezing mixture. Steel
98,281 . 111,547
318,192 amount of 6s, Hematite pigs were sold (Maryport No. 4) at £6;
On the two sides of the inner metal receptacle are fixed bearings, and a Wee unwrought
No. 3 quoted at £6 10s. A parcel of 300 tons No, 3 was sold at
ws
~
se
35,974
45,364
ee
197,13
metal spatula, mixer, or beater of the usual form is suspended on its
Machinery, whether of a heavy or light class, is still in much that price. No Barrow pig can be had until after June, 1873. All
axles in these bea:
. There is a cover which is placed over this inner
receptacle, and has a narrow slot or opening for the handles of the request at the Birmingham and the district establishments ; but kinds of plate were bought readily. Common coke bars sold for
spatula, beater, or mixer to project through. This cover is also fitted the new trade is not so conspicuous in the heavy branches as up £12, and before the meeting closed went up to £13 ; best charcoa
with handles for removal, and the outside case or tub is also fitted with toa few
th
,b
of the enormous advances that have bars, £15 ; second, £14; second charcoal black plates at truck in
handles for the purpose of rocking.
works, £25,
necessitated by the prices of the raw iron.
2570. H. Watson, Northumberland, “‘ Strainer plates for the manu tacture of been
The make of rails has suffered slightly during the recent holiConsumers
of
tin
in
this
neighbourhood
are again inquiring to
paper.’—Dated 29th September, 1871.
days,
but the mills and rolls are now ge'ting into full work again;
what
height
that
metal
is
likely
to
rise
in
price.
On
Monday,
_This improvement consists in covering the upper and wearing parts
if the colliers can be induced to forego meetings, and atten 1
either with the same or different metal by the electrotype or plating pro- Messrs. Crawley and Parsons, of Birmingham, announced that and
cess, or otherwise covering the w
with a layer of other their prices had advanced 3s. per ewt., making common blocks and to their work, the increasing demand which is setting in st- aly
material, so
the
smoother as well as causing them to wear —_ 160s. ; common bars, 161s. ; and refined blocks and ingots, for rails and bars can be well met. Plymouth Ironworks has
junger. Also when worn the same method can be applied to restore them,
n the worst to suffer of late. After the “drift” colliers had
128.
c
sv that they can be used for a much. longer period than formerly.
wesadvanced by the refiners on Tuesday to 5s. 6d. per resumed work, and the mills were started, another batch of colliers
2573.
Cotes, London,
** Freezing
29th September, 1871. lb.,Shel
who
had been turning out 300 tons a day left work because, as
but
no
alteration
was
made
in
the
discounts.
The
metal
has
The F.a
of novelty
1s, _—apparatus.”
invention —Dated
consist in constructing
alleged, the Cyfarthya colliers had higher wages. On Tuesday the
apparatus for freezing, coo! “ preserving. by making the a} paratus risen 25 per cent in the year.
Screws have been again put up. On Tuesday Messrs. Nettle- men resumed work with the understanding that an advance would
oF two boxes or vessels, fitted one within the oa as to on a space
fold and Chamberlain announced a new reduction of five per cent. be given.
between and around the sides thereof, in which a freezing mi
Dowlais Works has exported during the week cargoes of rails to
posed of a solution of salt or brine and-ice, or instead of leaving a space in discount on iron wood screws as a oun of the further
rto. Cyfarthfa has despatched
around all the sides of the said inner box or vessel, one side may be left advance in the price of iron and coal. This firm are making New York, and 80 tons bars to
open, and fi with doors for access to the aforesaid innermost box or
additions to their mills and machinery at Southwick, two cargoes of rails to the Southern States ;Aberdare Iron Comvessel, which may be fitted with shelves, and a space left only around the extensive
pany,
om
of
1000
to
New
York;
and Rhymney Inar Company,
where
the
production
will
shortly
be
increased
fifty
per
cent.
back and ends of the said inner vessel, and the freezing mixture placed in
Manufacturers’ quotations and workmen’s wages continue to 1 to North America. The 4 Valley Company has exported
the said space as before stated.
;
eens
x
:
quantity of bars to
rto,
Ronnfeldt a quantity of bars and
2574. T. G. Greensteet, London, “ Machine for cleansing streets.” —Dated advance. ‘Since the success of the enginemen in Newcastle it ahoops
to
i from Gantt and Dietriecheux, Swansea, 1065 boxes
would seem as if operatives have only to make a demand and turn
29th September, 1871.
;
This invention consists in attaching two or more strong springs under- out in order to get wages that a short time ago would have been tin-plates to Brittany. The monthly returns from Cardiff and
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Newport, Mon., have now been made up, and show a most satisfactory state. The return from Cardiff was as follows :—March,
17,546 tons of iron; coal, 229,872 tons; coke, 1103 tons ; patent
fuel, 5909. In addition there was despatched coastwise 64,303
tons of coal, 60 tons of coke, and 85 tons of fuel. From Newport,
Mon., 18,222 tone of iron ; 32,038 tons of coal, and coastwise,
69,191 tons.
The insufficient supply of coal turned out on account of the
Easter holidays has told to some extent on the shipping at Cardiff
and Newport; but, notwithstanding the short yield, numerous
cargoes have left during the week for Quebec, and France, India,
and Malta, and one large contract has been entered into at the
high price of 15s. 9d. per ton, f.o.b.
There is scarcely a valley within the compass of the South
Wales coal basin where the greatest enterprise is not shown in
developing the mineral resources. In the Merthyr, Aberdare,
Rhondda, and Swansea valleys this is particularly the case, and
to these we must now add the valley of the Ogmore. The coal
traffic from this district to Porthcawl and Cardiff is becoming
considerable, and a new company is now forming to open collieries
at Cwm Garw, near Maesteg. One hundred cottages have been
built of late in the Ogmore valley. At Dowlais there is the same
activity shown in providing accommodation for the men; the
labour market is, however, much too feebly supplied for
the necessities both of ironmasters and coalowners.
Skilled
labour is especially scarce, and masters find a great difficulty in getting sufficient of ordinary workmen, and the mass
there obtained are most untractable. Concessions to the men are
the ordersof the day, from Ebbw Vale to Swansea, and from Dowlais
to Cardiff the advance is now general. At Ebbw Vale the company’s shop has been discontinued in connection with the works,
but is now carried on by Mr. Atkins. In future the men will
receive cash advances, and buy their goods where they like. The
Cinderford furnace men have received an advance of 10 per cent.,
and are allowed shorter hours of labour.
tailway movements and extensions keep pace with the general
advance. The Midland Railway is now thoroughly connected with
the iron and coal districts, and in a short time will have an office
also at Merthyr. The Kidwelly and Mynydd Garreg line of railway
after being at a standstill for a long time, has been purchased by
Mr. Thretfall, and a good future seems opening out for the
neighbourhood.
As we close our dispatch intelligence of an important meeting
at Brynmawr reaches us. It was attended by delegates from
Blaina, Abersychan, and other districts in Monmouthshire, who
represented the puddlers, b.\lers, and millmen, The object was to
agitate for a reduction of ti 1» and an advance of wages. After
considerable discussion, so: + proposing five turns and others six
turns per week, with an allowance of time from 12 o’clock mid-day
on Saturdays, it was eventually decided to make a formal application for five turns for the puddlers, six for the millmen per week,
with an advance of 10 per cent, on the present wages,
THE

CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: High prices: Great demand for
iron: The returns—DANKS’ PUDDLING MACHINE TESTED—ENGINEERING AND SHIPBUILDING—THE COAL TRADE—MINING.
(QUARTERLY meetings of the North of England iron trade are not
of such importance as similar meetings in other parts of the
country, one reason for which is the wages question never forms
any portion of the business transacted at them. On Tuesday the
usual quarterly meeting of the iron and allied trades was held in
the Royal Exchange, Middlesbrough. There was a capital attendance, including representatives from Scotland, Newcastle, Leeds,
Manchester, Staffordshire, and Wales. All kinds of iron were in
great demand. Prices were exceedingly firm, the general quotation for No. 3 being as much as 95s, per ton. For immediate
delivery 100s. per ton is asked. As the shipping season advaaces
there is every reason to believe that the prices will gradually rise.
A few gentlemen availed themselves of the customary facilities
for exhibiting models*of machinery, &c. Messrs. Tangye Brothers
and Rake, of Neweastle-on-Tyne, showeda model of their ‘‘Special”
steam pump which has attracted so much attention. They also
exhibited the duplex lever punches, a number of screw lifting
jacks, Weston’s patent differential pulley Llocks, Stroudley’s
patent guide plates, and a neat model of a patent gas retort. Mr.
John Thomas, of the Acklam Refinery, Middlesbrough, showed a
drawing of his patent melting or refining furnace. Mr. John
Turner, Middlesbrough, exhibited several engineers’ and shipbuilders’ tools; and Mr. Taylor, Middlesbrough, showed drawings
of Messrs. Baker and Co’s, patent kiln.
The monthly returns of the Cleveland Ironmasters’ Association
give a most satisfactory account of the condition of the staple
trade, and indicates its continual rapid growth. Of a total of 136
blast furnaces 127 are in constant operation. The Lackenby Iron
Company are building one new furnace; Cochrane and Co, are
building one; Gjers, Mills, and Co, have nearly completed two;
W. Whitwell, and Co. are building two; the North of England
Industrial Iron Company are buildmg one; the Rosedale and
Ferry Hill Iron Companies are building two; Downey, and Co.
are building two, and the Tees Bridge Iron Company are building
two. All those extensions are being made on Teesside.
In the manufactured iron trade there is still great activity.
Rail makers are very busy, and have work on hand which will
keep the mills going steadily for months. There is an excellent
demand for angles, plates, bars, and rods,
I was present at the trial of the first Danks puddling furnace
erected in England on Friday last. In response to the invitation
of Mr. Hopkins, of the tirm of Hopkins, Gilkes, and Co.,
Middlesbrough, given to the members of the Iron and Steel Institute, at their London meeting, a large number of gentlemen from
various parts of Europe visited the works at Middlesbrough. Mr.
Danks himself was present, but the furnace while being tested
was under the management of Mr. Lester, one of the foremen of
Messrs. Hopkins, Gilkes, and Co. A description of the furnace
has already appeared in the columns of THE ENGINEER, so that I
need not attempt to explain the way in which it is worked.
Suflice it to say that in the presence of a large number of practical ironmakers melted Cleveland iron was put into the
furnace, puddled by machinery, hammered, and rolled into
bars of excellent quality. I regret to add that a hitch
has occurred between the patentee and the gentlemen who
offered him £50,000 for leave to erect two hundred of his furnaces.
It is stated that those gentlemen have taken exception to his
*patent, and consequently the erection of the’proposed furnaces is
delayed. I have pleasure in adding that the North of England
Industrial Iron Company and Messrs, Hopkins, Gilkes, and Com
pany have concluded their arrangements with Mr. Danks, and will
proceed without delay to erect the furnaces they intended to put
up at their works.
Engineering and shipbuilding is in a more flourishing state than
it has been for years. On all the northern rivers there is a great
deal of shipbuilding going on. Messrs. Backhouse and Dixon, of
Middlesbrough, who have made their yard one of the finest in the
North of England, launched a magnificent steamer on Wednesday.
This vessel is built for the Norwegian and American line, to run
with goods and emigrants, between Bergen and New York. She
is splendidly fitted to carry 550 passengers. She is 2800 tons burden, and is supplied with compound engines, 225-horse power,
manufactured by the North-Kastern
gineering Company,
Sunderland.
The coal’ and coke trade of Northumberland, Durham, and
Yorkshire, is in a most prosperous condition. Prices are high
and fuel is difficult to get. The ironstone mines are working
well. There is a capital demand for all kinds of hematites.
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NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE GLASGOW PIG IRON TRADE—SHIPMENTS—NEW FURNACE
BARS—RoyaL ScoTTisH Socrety or Arts—THE LABOUR
MARKET—THE AYRSHIRE MINERS—THE GLASGOW TRAMWAYS—
LARGE ORDER FOR PIPES—SHIPMENTS OF COAL,
THE Glasgow pig iron market has been rather less animated during
the past week, a reaction having followed on the back of the rise
in the rate of discount. Added to this, there has been little business
doing during the past week, the great bulk of the people being
intent on enjoying a hvliday.
There has, however, been no
marked reduction of quotations, and makers are not in the least
apprehensive of a fall. On the contrary, the orders coming to
hand quite justify the belief that there will be a yet greater demand
on foreign account, while the local consumers are as full of work and
as pressing in their requirements as they ever have been. Makers’
prices at the present time are as follows -—Gartsherrie, No 1,
112s.; No. 3, 95s.; Coltness, No. 1, 112s.; No. 3, 95s.; Summerlee,
No. 1, 110s.; No. 3, 96s., f.0.b. at Glasgow; Castlehill, No. 1,
| 105s.; No. 3, 95s.; Carnbrae, No. 1, 105s.; No. 3, 95s.; Monkland,
| No. 1, 100s.; No. 3, 95s. It will thus be observed that prices
have a decidedly upward tendency, and this is the rule, not only
| as respects the pig iron trade, but also with reference to the
malleable iron Thctment. In the latter trade prices have
advanced by nearly 20s. per ton this week, and alt iron and
plates are in great request.
The shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports for the past week
amount to 12,221 tons foreign and 4132 tons coastwise, as com— with 17,665 tons for the corresponding week of last year,
eing a decrease of upwards of a thousand tons, On the shipments for the three months ending the 31st March last there is,
however, an increase of upwards of 30,000 tons. On the imports
of Middlesbrough pig iron, Grangemouth, for the week ending
Saturday last, there is a decrease of 810 tons, as compared with
the corresponding week of last year, the total being 960 tons, as
compared with 1770.
A new form of cast iron furnace bars has just been patented
by Mr. Walter Whitelaw, manager of the Govan Bar Ironworks.
Made in pairs lying close to each other, Mr. Whitelaw’s furnace
bars have between every two a hollow space, through which the
air passes from the front and arrives at the back in a heated
state. The smoke and gases at the bridge are by this means
thoroughly consumed, and from the cooling of the bars, by means
of the current of air passing through them, the formation of
**clinkers ” is prevented, and a great deal of labour is obviated.
At the Govan Works Mr. Whitelaw’s bars have been applied with
the most satisfactory results. Whereas ordinary wrought iron
bars have to be removed every heat for the purpose of being
cleaned, Mr. Whitelaw’s bars do not require to be removed oftener
than the furnace is rebuilt. Added to this, the men are able to
get their heats in a shorter time, and with nearly a third less fuel.
At a meeting of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, held in
Edinburgh on Monday night, Mr. Thomas Stevenson, C.E., read a
paper “‘On Condensing Intermittent and Revolving Lights.” Drawingsillustrated the subject of Mr. Stevenson’s remarks, and he showed
an azimuthal condensing intermittent light, by means of which
the intervals of darkness and light can be arranged in any position,
and the strength of the sectors that are lighted can be increased
to any extent, while the intensity in each lighted sector remains
the same. Mr. Stevenson subsequently read a ‘‘ Notice of Composite Coloured Glass Panes for Lighthouse Lanterns.” This paper
was remitted to the consideration of a committee, and Mr. David
Landale, M.E., next read a description of an apparatus used for
working the switches on the trains at Garrion Gill, the invention
of Mr. John Scott, colliery manager. The advantage claimed for
this apparatus is that an engine-driver can close the points of a
siding after having passed and without leaving his engine, thus
rendering unnecessary the services of a pointsman. A committee
was appointed to report on the system.
There is very little trade news of importance to communicate
this week. The masters appear to have made up their minds in
the engineering, ironfounding, and allied trades, that the fifty-one
hours’ limit will ultimately become the general rule, and they are
laying their plans and adjusting their contract scales accordingly.
The dispute among the Glasgow brassfounders appears to be all
but settled. It has been decided to make the matter of the payment of weekly wages purely a shop question,
The Ayrshire miners are still vigorously agitating for the eight
hours day, whichis withheld by the masters at several of the leading
collieries. A meeting of miners was held at Hereford on Friday
last, at which it was stated that upwards of 2500 miners in
Ayrshire are now working on the eight hourssystem. Resolutions
were afterwards passed approving of the Masters and Servants
Wages Bill; demanding an advance of sixpence '¥ day; and
ting
adhering to the eight hours system, to extend which H the
pledged itself to use every effort.
The street traffic of Glasgow is very much impeded at present
in consequence of the laying down of the apm p Boyes The
contracts cover some twenty miles of way, and about ten miles
are now under construction. Every precaution has been taken to
secure a foundation which shall be impervious to the loosening of
the soil.
Messrs. Laidlaw and Sons, gas engineers, Glasgow, have booked
one of the largest contracts that has come to Scotland for many a
day. It is for the supply of about 30,000 tons of pipe for Russia.
The same firm have now several other very large contracts on
hand, and the business has increased so much of late that they
have been compelled to enlarge their works at Mile-end. The
extensions will apply to all the departments, and will provide for
the carrying on of a much larger trade.
The shipments of coal from Scotch mae for the past week
amount to 20,232 tons foreign, and 14,217 tons coastwise, being
altogether 34,449 tons, as compared with 28,927 tons for the same
period of last year.
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masters and the representatives of the men. The men made some
claims. egg v4other matters it was notified that the puddlers
claimed the right after March 31st to commence charging at six
o’clock on each shift, and that there should be no charging after
three o’clock ; also that Sunday fettling should be discontinued
after April 1; that the first shift in mils and forges should commence on the Monday night ; and that puddlers working to boiler
furnaces should have an extra 6d.
shift. The employers
would not consent to these terms, and after a debate lasting
several hours it was decided to refer them to the arbitration of
Mr. Rupert Kettle.
For all descriptions of railway material perhaps there was
never a greater demand at Sheffield than at present, and for steel
the resources of the various establishments are taxed to their
utmost to keep pace with the consumption. Cutlery, edge-tools,
and files are in brisk demand.
The engineers of the North-Eastern Railway Company will
proceed with works for extending the Tyee Dock as soon as the
company is in possession of the
requisite parliamen
powers.
The Vicksburg steamer, launch cme for theLiverpooland
Mississippi Steamship Company, is 325ft. in length, 98ft. in
breadth, 25ft. in depth, and is
tons register. She was built
by Messrs. A. M‘Millan and Son, Dumbarton, and is the fourth
steamer launched by them for this company. Compound engines.
of 300-horse power nominal are being supplied by Messrs. John
and James Thompson, Finneston Engine Works, Glasgow.
A handsome new steamship, the Earl of Lonsdale, the property
of Messrs. Elliott, Lowry, and Durnsford, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and
built by Messrs. T. and W. Smith, North Shields, made her trial
trip on Saturday at sea, with 700 tons of bunker coals on board.
She is a vessel 1515 tons gross, and is specially fitted up for the
East India passenger trade between London and Calcutta. A
satisfactory rate of speed was attained.
Messrs. Palmer and Co. (Limited) are building a large steamer
for the Guion line of steamships trading between Liverpool and
New York. She is nearly 4000 tons burthen. Messrs. Palmer are
also making the largest pair of engines upon the compound principle for her probably ever undertaken in England. ‘They will
1400-horse power nominal, and it is anticipated that the company
will get from fourteen to fifteen knots an hour out of the vessel.
Messrs. Leslie, of Hebburn, have completed a large ocean steame1
which is ready for sea. The Tyne Steam Shipping Company
placed the steamer C. M. Palmer upon the London station again
on Friday. The C. M. Palmer has received new boilers and other
alterations.
;
In West Yorkshire the output of manufactured iron of all kinds
is much above the average. Several steam hammers have been
put to work in the night as well as in the day. All the leading
makers of frame plates, such as the Lowmoor, the Bowling, Monk
Bridge, and the Sesiar companies, as well as Messrs. Taylor, are
turning out large quantities of work of this class.
More than two-thirds of the Leeds flax hands have resumed work
at an increased rate of wages. All the mills are running, some of
them with their full number of hands. The police have been
called into requisition to protect Messrs. Marshall’s works, where
200 windows have been smashed.
Since 1859 the Scarborough Local Board has expended in
permanent systematic main drainage extension, street improvements, and sanitary work generally, a sum of not less than £50,000;
the present length of the main sewers of the town is 214 miles.
Mr. Hawksley reports to the directors of the Sheffield Waterworks Company: — ‘‘ The Strines reservoir, of 500 million
gallons capacity, has been completed and filled, and is now
overflowing. By the completion of this reservoir the resources of
the company have become fully 30 per cent. in advance of the
consumption. The Dale Dyke trench has also been completed,
and is now being refilled with puddle, and the works of the Damflask
reservoir have made such considerable progress that I have no
doubt this, the largest reservoir of the system, will be finished by
the end of 1873.”
On Monday evening a meeting of influential tradesmen and
landowners was held at the Royal Oak Hotel, Chorley, for the
purpose of testing opinion as to the desirability of bringing before
the directors of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company
the necessity of constructing a railway from Chorley to Bamber
Bridge, a distance of about 44 miles.
It is stated that a firm of capitalists are about to open extensive
premises at the high end of South Shields for iron shipbuilding
and engineering.
A poorer change will take place in the chain cable and
anchor trade of the Tyne after the 1st of July, when a new Act
will come into operation. Chain cables after that date will be
subject to a severe breaking test, and if two links should fail a
length of about five fathoms will be entirely condemned.
A strike of employés of the Barrow Navigation Company has
inated in favour of the men.
The tank for the new gasholder of the Sheffield United Gaslight
Company at Neepsend is nearly completed, and the directors
— a hope that the additional worksin course of construction
be available before the close of the present year.
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NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
NortH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS—SHIPBUILDING ON THE WEAR—NORTH OF ENGLAND ARBITRATION
BoaRD—TRADE AT SHEFFIELD—TYNE Dock—LIVERPOOL AND
MIssIssIpPI STEAMSHIP ComPANY: The Vicksburg (s.)—NEW
STEAMERS IN THE NORTH — TRADE IN WEST YORKSHIRE—LABOUR
AT LEEDS—SCARBOROUGH IMPROVEMENTS—SHEFFIELD WATERWORKS—-PROPOSED NEW LANCASHIRE RAILWAY—NEW ENGINEERING FIRM AT SOUTH SHIELDS—THE CHAIN CABLE AND ANCHOR
TRADE—SHEFFIELD UNITED GASLIGHT COMPANY.
On Saturday afternoon a general monthly meeting of the North
of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers was
held at Newcastle-on-Tyne, in the lecture room of the local
Literary and my oe Society ;the president, Mr. E. F.
Boyd, in the chair.
e followin
rs were read :—‘‘ Further
Remarks on Pumping,” by Mr. William Waller; ‘‘ On the Use
of Air Vessels in Pumping Engines, and the Means of Replenishing them,” by Mr. R. Burdon Sanderson.
According to the quarterly list of vessels on the stocks in the
shipbuilding yards on the Wear, it would *p
that the total
number of vessels ordered or commenced is 1 2 with an aggregate
tonnage of 138,492. Only ten of the 142 vessels are of wood, and.
oneof these is a steam tug. Thereis not one iron sailing vessel
in the list, the whole of the iron vessels being screw steamers of
various sizes, ranging from 2690 tons down to 600 tons. The
whole of these vessels are marked as sold, with one exception,
and three of the wood sailing vessels remain unsol
A BILL has been introduced into the Legislature of Ohio to
The quarterly meeting of the North of
Iron Trade
Arbitration Board wes Wn on Saturday, at
lington, when authorise counties to build railrodds and lease and operate the
several questions of importance were di
between the iron- same,
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the Limmer, and Cornhill is now being paved with it, The blocks are 18in. long, 12in. wide, and Gin. deep, laid
ASPHALTE AND OTHER PAVEMENTS.
three-quarters of an inch apart from each other, upon a
both in the
iage-way and footway.
No. L
:
Barnett’s liquid iron
asphalte is made either of natural solid foundation, the joints run in with an asphaltic comWE fear that the multitudes who visit the city of or artificial asphalte, mixed with pulverised iron ore or position. Nearly 760 square yards of the carriage-way of
London day by day are likely to be somewhat incon- sesquioxide of iron and a small proportion of mineral tar. Carter-lane were paved with these blocks about three
venienced for a little time to come by the disturbance of The materials are put into a caldron on the spot, and years ago. The material has the advantage of comparative
the thoroughfares, consequent on the carrying ovt of an having been rendered liquid by heat, are run over the freedom from slipperiness, but the wear appears to be
extensive series of experiments in asphalte and other kinds surface and smoothed in the usual way, the thickness rapid under a heavy traffic.
The American wood pavement is formed by laying
of paving by the Commissioners of Sewers. Asphalte is by being about 2in. A foundation of concrete is required, as
far. the
principal article in these experiments, and in the other instances. Specimens of this asphalte have | sleepers on the ground, which are then covered by a flooras the object in view is really the Henefit of the been laid in three of the Paris thoroughfares, commencing | ing of planks, the planks being first steeped in pitch or tar.
public, the temporary inconvenience may be patiently in 1867. In London it occupies about a thousand square | Upon this flooring are laid wooden blocks, 3in. wide, Gin.
endured in the hope of ultimate advantage.
It is yards of the south end of Moorgate-street, where it com- | deep, and 6in. to 12in. long. They are laid with a 3in.
impossible to ascertain the merits of a new mode of petes with the Val de Travers and the Limmer. It is also leading joint, which is filled up with clean pebbles, rammed
paving except by actual trial. The old ways must be to be used in some of the footways about King William- in, the joints being finally filled with an asphaltic composition. A specimen of this pavement has been laid in
pulled up and the new paving laid down in order to dis- street.
The Commissioners of Sewers have lately decided on Bartholomew-lane, side by side with a sampleof Carey’s old
cover which is really the best. The subject is receiving
wood
paving. The American is said to stand exceedingly
giving
a
trial
to
four
new
candidates
in
the
asphalte
great attention at the hands of the City authorities, and it
cannot be said that in this department of their work the paving line, among whom the carriage-way in Princes- well, bearing great weights without damage. It has the
Commissioners of Sewers are displaying any antiquated street, Bank, is to be equally divided. One of these four is advantage over asphalte in affording a better foothold,
prejudice in favour of things as they are. The experiments the Montrotier system, another the Auvergne, another the and, therefore, is available for gradients. The proprietors
We will of this invention were anxious to try it on Ludgate-hill,
thus going forward and the plans which are now proposed Patent British, and the fourth the Foothold.
but the Commissioners of Sewers wished for further exhave formed the topic of some valuable reports by the City -give some account of these several systems.
engineer and surveyor, Mr. Haywood. From these and
The Montrotier Asphalte and Cement Concrete Com- perience in the matter before venturing on so bold an
experiment.
Asa sufficient test for the present, it is proother sources we purpose furnishing our readers with such any, Limited, obtain their asphalte from mines situated at
ontrotier, in the Department de la Haute Savoie, in posed to have the American wood pavement laid down on
—
as may appear interesting and of practical
value.
France. The quality is stated to be the same as the the broad area formed by the junction of GracechurchCommencing with the Val de Travers asphalte, we asphalte of Seysell and Chavaroche. The mine of Mont- street, Eastcheap, King William-street, and Cannon-street,
observe that this is of two kinds, the “compressed ” and rotier immediately adjoins that of Chavaroche. In form- surrounding the King William statue. The gradients at
the liquid or mastic asphalte. The former is com
of ing the pavement a foundation of concrete is first made, that spot are sufliciently awkward to prohibit asphalte, so
a mineral from the Val de Travers, a few miles from the — which the asphalte is laid in a state of heated powder, that if the American pavement holds good the latter will
town of Neuchatel, in Switzerland. In the formation of afterwards compressed in a similar manner to that of the have proved itself possessed of an important quality.
Several thoroughfares in addition to those already named
a roadway a foundation is formed of cement or lime con- Val de Travers Company. The thickness of the asphalte
are marked out by the Commissioners of Sewers to be
crete, varying from 6in. to 9in. in thickness, according to when finished is 2in.
The Auvergne Bituminous Rock and Paving Company, paved with asphalte, but the particular kind is not yet
the weight of the traffic. The mineral rock in its natural
state, and without admixture with other ingredients, is Limited, derive their asphalte from mines of bituminous determined. Among the localities we may mention Fenbroken into small lumps, and brought into a state of dry rock belonging to the company, and situated in the district church-street from Gracechurch-street to Railway-place,
wder by being subjected to considerable heat in revolv- of Auvergne, department of the Puy de Dome. These Leadenhall-street, Lothbury, Gresham-street, St. Ann’sing ovens. The heated
powder is then put into carts with mines are said to produce material of any degree of lane, Old Jewry, Bishopsyate-street Within, and the south
close-fitting covers, and brought to the spot where it is to bituminous impregnation, and which can be prepared, end of the Old Bailey.
The question of the inflammability of asphalte paving
be applied. The powder is laid over the surface of the without the addition of any extraneous bitumen, so as to
concrete, and while hot is compressed with heated irons be adapted to either a hot or cold climate. The pavements caused some anxiety in Loudon after the great fire at
into one homogeneous mass without joints. The thickness can be laid either in the form of heated powder, after the Chicago. To dispose of all doubt on the subject a practical
of asphalte laid on is 2in., or a little more ; but the coating manner of the Val de Travers compressed asphalte, or as test was applied by Mr. Haywood, at whose request Capt.
subsequently loses about one-fourth of its thickness by the a liquid asphalte. The experimental paving in Princes- Shaw, the chief of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, was
consolidation which it receives from the weight of the street is to be laid in a state of heated powder, and to be present to witness the experiment. A large body of fire
traffic. The Val de Travers compressed asphalte has been compressed, having a concrete foundation of 9in., the was brought to bear on the asphalte of the Val de Travers
Company and the Limmer. A slight flickering flame playextensively used in Paris, the first street laid with it finished asphalte to be 2}in. thick.
The materials employed by the Patent British Asphalte ing on the surface was all that could be elicited from the
being the Rue Bergére, in 1854.
Its introduction
into the city of London appears to date from Company, Limited, do not comprise any natural asphalte aspualte, and so long as the heat was maintained the
The compound is made up of certain oils, asphaltes were soft, but on being allowed to cool they
May, 1869, when, with a view to satisfy the Commis- whatever.
sioners of Sewers as to the excellence of the invention, the together with caustic lime, pitch, sawdust, and iron, slag, again grew hard, though not in the same degree as before,
company applied it to a portion of Threadneedle-street, or grit. These ingredients, after being ground to a powder having obviously parted with a portiou of their bitumen.
near Finch-lane. The company: at the same time laid 147 and thoroughly incorporated by the patented process, are The result was considered to show that asphalte pavesquare yards of their liquid asphalte in the adjacent foot- heated into a semi-fluid state, cal either poured into ments were not calculated to spread a conflagration. Mr.
ways. The foundation employed in the carriage-way was moulds so as to form slabs or blocks capable of Haywood, in his report to the Commissioners of Sewers,
8in. thick, of Portland cement concrete. Owing to the being laid like ordinary paving stones, or else run remarked that as the asphalte of the pavements contained
wetness of the weather, and with a view to expedite the over the surface prior to cooling. A foundation of con- at the most only from 10 per cent. to 20 per cent. of
work, a coating of mastic about half an inch thick was laid crete, 9in. thick, is to be employed ; but it has also been bitumen, mixed up with earthy and calcareous matters, it
on the concrete, and run and worked to the proper curva- a ap to try the liquid preparation as a surface covering was not likely that any danger would accrue, especially as
ture. In this instance the powder was heated on the spot. to the existing granite cubes. This last named plan, how- the fire could only act on the upper surface or at the edge
In October, 1870, the Val de Travers Company laid their ever, is apparently beset with practical difficulties, partly of the pavements. Nevertheless, the experiment seemed
com:
asphalte in Cheapside and the Poultry, but on arising out of the fact that anything laid on the surface of desirable in order to satisfy the public mind.
In a succeeding article we shall proceed to discuss the
this occasion the intermediate coating of mastic was the present carriage pavement would raise the level of the
omitted. The thickness of the concrete foundation was road too high in reference to the footway. There is also comparative advantages of the different kinds of paving so
9in., and the asphalte 2}in. On this occasion the powder an economical objection to burying the old granite cubes. far as ascertained.
was brought to the spot ready heated in iron carts, so as The Patent British Company claim that their description
to save the public the annoyance of any disagreeable odour of pavement is peculiarly advantageous on account of the
which might arise from heating the material in the street. cheapness of its ingredients, which are such as can be
PRACTICAL PAPERS ON TELEGRAPHY.
A slight bituminous smell is, however, perceptible under obtained in all parts of the United Kingdom.
No. V.
The Patent Foothokd
pavement is an invention deany circumstances, while the powder is being laidon.
Ovr chief object in these papers being the explanation of
The Val de Travers compressed asphalte has since been signed to correct any slipperiness consequent on the
laid in the following localities :—Old and New Broad- smoothness of the asphalte surface. Any kind of principles, we must endeavour to forestall every inquiry likely to
streets, the north end of Queen-street, Finsbury-pavement, asphalte may be used, but the invention consists in the be suggested to the mind of the student, who will naturally be
one-third of Moorgate-street, London-wall from Moor- insertion into the asphalte of certain leaden rings or anxious as to the “ how” and “why ” of the phenomena brought
zate-street to Wormwood-street, the narrow part of vertical cylinders, the upper edges of which afford a grip to his notice. Thus, with regard to the condition discussed at
Throgmorton-street, nearly the whole of Gracechurch- to the feet of the horses. It is proposed to lay a founda- the close of our last paper, the question is natural, “ How do you
street, Mansell-street, part of the Old Bailey, part of Milk- tion of ordinary concrete, on the top of which will come explain the fact that a piece of soft iron is rendered magnetic by
street, and Russia-row. The liquid asphalte of the Val de 2hin. or 3in. of tar concrete, which is to be rolled and the passage of an electric current through a conductor coiled
Travers Company has been
laid in the carriage-way evenly formed. The leaden rings are then to be placed round it ‘’ Here, again, is an intelligent and appropriate inof George-yard, Lombard-street, dating from March of over the whole of the surface, the rings and the spaces quiry which we can only attempt to satisfy at a future stage ;
last year. In this instance the concrete bed was Gin. between them to be filled up with any kind of liquid yet we notice it in this place as an interesting subject of reflecthick, and the asphalte surface 1}in. thick. In laying the asphalte. Instead of rings other devices may be used, so tion for the uninstructed in the science ; and we can give the
liquid asphalte the rock is first ground to a fine powder, as to vary the pattern, if it be thought that some other student a hintas to the direction of his thoughts by calling his
to the next condition (4) in our list, namely “the proand.being then placed in cauldrons where the work is going form would be an improvement. The rings, we may attention
perty of the electric current to render temporarily magnetic a
on bitumen is added in the proportion of 5 to 7 per cent. observe, are to have a diameter of 44in., with a thickness conducting
wire arranged as a coil.” This condition is intimately
The heat having raised this mixture to a semi-fluid or of tin., to be laid 9in. apart.
to the former (a) ; it is a question whether it ought not
aving these four companies in the possession of related
mastic state, about 60 per cent. of grit or dry shingle is
to have preceded it, and, were it not that the electro-magnet, as
added, and the whole having been thoroughly mixed Princes-street, we may mention certain other companies exemplified in the definition (a), is by far the most familiar of
together is then spread over the concrete in one thickness. whose systems are to be tried in different parts of the the two forms, we should probably have reversed the order.
The footways of part of Gracechurch-street have also been Uity. The Trinidad Asphalte Bitumen and Oil Company,
Let us take a piece of insulated copper wire and wind it in a
Limited, 2re to have part of the western end of King coil about a round ruler, not laying coil on coil, but making a
laid with liquid asphalte by this company.
The materials in this instance include series of single turns, so that on withdrawing the ruler we have
The Limmer Asphalte Company obtain their peculiar William-street.
material from two mines, one situated at Limmer, near the Trinidad pitch and a certain portion of ground Portland- a skeleton fac-simile of some inches in length. If this be suscity of Hanover, and the other at Vorwohle, near Alfeld, stone, with some other ingredients. In the same locality a pended or balanced horizontally, that it may turn freely, on
in Brunswick. The yield of the two mines is not quite trial is to be allowed to the Société Frangaise des passing a current through it it becomes a temporary magnet, and
arranges itself in the magnetic meridian. The magnetic prothe same, one description being harder than the other, and Asphaltes, Limited. The Patent Ligno-Mineral Paving, perty
endures only while the current lasts, but during that time
a little discrimination has tobeexercised in using the two on Trenanney’s system, is to be tried at the south end of the
is a true magnet, and possesses opposite poles, the direcsorts. The asphalte is broken up and mixed with clean Gracechurch-street. In carrying out this plan the
ground tion coil
of the current, as in other cases, determining which is north
grit or sand. A small quantity of bitumen is then added is first levelled, and is then covered with a layer of chydro- and which is south. Here, then, is a temporary magnet consistto the materials,
which are placed in caldrons on the spot. fuge” bitumen, about 4in. thick. Blocks of “ mineralised ” ing of a hollow coil. If, now, a piece of soft iron be inserted in
A foundation of concrete is previously prepared, and the elm or beech, measuring 7}in. in length by 3}in. in width, the place formerly held by the ruler, we have a magnet of greatly
compound in the caldrons having been liquefied by the and 4in. deep, are then laid on the surface of the bitumen. increased power. The reader will see how these facts may be
heat, is run over the concrete and smoothed with irons. These blocks are previously treated with mineral oils, taken as a hint te the direction of his thoughts when considering
The asphalte is run in two thicknesses, the lower stratum which are said to have the effect of rendering them imper- the reasons underlying the phenomena of electro-magnetism. He
They have chamfered
edges, and are will further perceive that the first condition, namely, the detlecbeing made with grit of a larger size than that of vious to dam
on a vertical
angle of 60 deg. When tion of the magnetic needle by a current parallel to it, must deer.
The total thickness of the asphalte varies levelled and
by joints in which pend for its explanation on the principles and laws which govern
from l}in. to 2in., according to the traffic in the laid the paving blocks are separated
other two, namely (a) and (}). In point of fact, most writers
street. The Limmer asphalte was first tried in the mortar is deposited and compressed so as to penetrate into the
on the subject sum up all three under one head. This we should
City in the spring of last year in the
iage-way certain grooves at the bottom of each line of blocks.
also have done if our plan had been so arranged as to permit at
The Maestu asphalte was tried in Threadneedle-street a this
of Lombard-street. The concrete has a thickness of
point a complete explanation of the electro-magnetic theory.
9in. and the
asphalte 2in. In the following October the short time back, but only lasted about three months. This
Perhaps we ought to have explained that “ soft iron” is thus
Bermondsey
Vestry had the roadway of Bermondsey- description of paving consisted of asphaltic bricks floated in spoken of in contradistinction to “hard steel ;” the former does
street opposite the old church paved with this material. mortar and laid on concrete.
not retain magnetism, but the latter may be said to do so permaMcDonnell’s patent Adamantean concrete pavement is nently.
Tt has
been used either for
iage-ways or footways
in several of the continental cities.
e-third of the car- composed of blocks made with broken stone, chalk, lime,
The last condition on which electro-telegraphic signalling depends
riage-way of Moorgate-street has recently been laid with and clay, mixed with vegetable or mineral pitch or tar, appears at first sight to be entirely distinct from any ether,
.
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although the decomposition of substances ‘by the electric current, But if we employed a connecting medium of other metal, there circuit, that this circuit consists of battery (source), conducting
when carefully examined, is not a merely arbitrary quality of would be no difference of operation except in degree ; and we wire, and earth plate joined to one side of the source, conductelectricity which we notice but cannot analyse, but is the result have seen that in No. III. the substitution of platinum for iron ing wire from the other side arranged to influence the needle
of conditions develeping in one direction, though operating with involves actual changes in the results. Thisis not a distinction instrument and reaching to distant station B, there also
without a difference, but is difficult to represent in simple arranged to deflect another needle belonging to that station,
various forms of manifestation according to circumstances.
When an electric current is caused to pass through a piece of language without going minutely into every detail.
and thence by a second earth plate bringing the earth into play
In summing up this portion of the subject we would remark as amedium to complete the whole circuit.
steel or iron, the end or point of which is in contact with a substance, as paper, soaked in certain chemical solutions, it causes a that in each of these cases there is a question which at first sight
change of colour at the point of contact. If a piece of prepared would seem to demand a reply peculiar to itself. Yet we may
paper, thus in contact with a steel point through which a current give for all one general preliminary answer. The effects are made
SAMUEL MORSE.
passes, move in a straight line, such line will be traced in apparent to us by electrical attraction, or by the varying action
Ir is with no small regret we announce the death of Professor
colour, ceasing only when the current is stopped. Thus it can of electrical currents operating under varying conditions, This
easily be seen how communication can be effected by such an mode of replying, it is seen, pronounces magnetism and chemical Morse, which took place on the 2nd instant at New York, U.S,
attraction to be modifications or manifestations of powers solely Professor Morse was born in Charlestown, U.S., April 27, 1791.
arrangement.
His father, Dr. Jedediah I. Morse, was a prominent Co
tional
The introduction of the word “ chemical ” suggests here a few traceable to electricity. The several cases will each be fully con- minister,
who had attained considerable celebrity for works both
remarks for the attentioa of the student with reference to the sidered in future papers.
on
theology
and
geography.
At
an
early
age
Samuel
was
sent
to
Although
there
is
a
great
variety
of
electro-telegraphic
signalideas he should entertain regarding the sciences. We observed
College, and graduated from that institution in 1810,
in our first paper that electro-telegraphy embraced in its consti- ling instruments, one or more of the above principles is always Yale
Passionately
fond
of
art,
he
determined
to
become
a
painter,
and
tution various branches of knowledge ; as, physics generally, followed ; that is to say, all the generally used methods of tele- for this purpose in the following year he sailed for England, in
electricity, chemistry, &c. The physical sciences are severally graphic communication depend on the properties of the electric company with Washington Alston, in order to study under the
denoted as “separate branches,” partly for convenience of study current which we have enumerated.
direction of Benjamin West, at that time considered the leading
It is true that there is a form of instrument which might be artist in Europe. Within two years he had made such progress
and observation, but chiefly, we think, in consequence of the
gradual unfolding of the mysteries of Nature in the history of employed for receiving signals, in which electrical action is mani- that he received the gold medal of the Adelphi Society, for
human progress, and the limitation of our faculties in the endea- fested under conditions not spoken of in this list. It will be a cast of the ‘‘Dying Hercules.” He returned to this
in 1815, and devoted himself entirely to his profession.
vour to master the truths of universal science. Now one of the noticed among those appliances which are used in testing for country
abroad he was elected Professor of the Literature of the
essential properties of matter is attraction. We have many forms, faults and for uncertain results. The principle is that known While
Arts
of
Design
university of the city of New York, and it
such as gravity, electrical attraction, magnetic attraction, chemi- by the name of electrical repulsion ; we do not discuss this form was on his returnin the
to accept the position that the invention that
cal attraction, capillary attraction. These are not to be looked ot instrument here for several reasons, but have thought it best has since made his name illustrious suggested itself to him.
on as entirely distinct from each other. They are probably to mention it lest we should lie open to the charge of misleading While at college he had devoted much of his time to the study of
modifications of one form ; certainly some of them are moditica- the student in telling him that electro-telegraphic communication chemistry, under the supervision of Professor Silliman, and even
tioas of others, and this may also be the case with relation to depends solely on the conditions before considered. Moreover, in after years the phenomena of electricity and of electrothe principle is not directly made use of for signalling at all, as magnetism had been to him a source of considerable speculation,
other properties of physical agencies.
Chemistry is of all sciences the most important in respect of far as we know ; and if it were, the explanation would involve a and during the voyage which was made from Havre to New York
the light which it throws on others, and the regulation and discussion of static or accumulated electricity, and its application on the old packet ship Sully, the conversation turned accidentally
the subject, in connection witha discovery that had shortly
utilisation of the facts determined by them. It is defined by to other forms of electrical instruments whose description is on
before been made in France, of the correlation of electricity and
the statement that whereas the study of physics embraces the necessarily postponed to future pages.
magnetism.
While one day conversing on this matter with a
For somewhat similar reasons we have not here noticed the fellow passenger,
phenomena and changes observable in bodies where there is no
the thought flashed upon Morse’s mind that
alteration in their nature, chemistry is concerned entirely with heat-producing property of electricity, by the application of which this chemical relationship might be made practically useful.
these changes and modifications. A physical phenomenon, for gunpowder can be exploded at a distance from the source. This On reaching home he devoted the greater part of his time to
instance, is a change in place or form of a substance ; a chemical principle is very valuable for mining, and for military and other making experiments on this subject. At first there was great
change is an alteration in the nature and properties of the purposes, but would be an embarrassing assistant to the tele- difficulty in obtaining the proper instruments, though in 1835 he
substance. Chemistry is so thoroughly at the foundation of graphist. Other applications of electricity which it would be had succeeded in constructing an apparatus which enabled him to
electrical and electro-telegraphic sciences, that we shall hereafter possible to utilise for signalling are excluded on much the same communicate from one extremity of two distant points of a circuit
of half a mile. Unfortunately, this did not allow him to commuhave to discuss its bearings on our subject at some length. It is grounds,
nicate back from the other extremity, but two years more of
We will now pause, and see how far we have proceeded on the persistent
with reference to the power of the electric current to effect
research was sufficient to overcome this difficulty, and
chemical decomposition that we are now engaged. And just as path of instruction in our subject. We may remind the student the
invention was now ready for exhibition.
This was done in the
the question arose in the other conditions preceding, so here we that in commencing our object has been to satisfy for the autumn
of 1837, the wires being laid on the roof of the university
have the inquiry, “ How does the current produce a certain moment, as it were, the inquiries that may be at work in his building, opposite Washington-square. A great many hundreds
colour on the paper which does not appear when no current mind in regard to telegraphy, such inquiries being, of course, visited the place, and all expressed, as well they might,
passes?” Answering this generally we should say, “ By decom- limited as to their nature by what he can see or know of its ope- their unbounded atonishment. In the winter of the same
posing the substances present on the paper.” This means that ration, being, as we suppose him to be, quite uninstructed in year Professor Morse went to Washington tourge upon Congress the
the elements of which the substances were composed were this direction. By way of answering these natural suggestions necessity of making some provision to assist him in carrying out
separated from their combination ; and this separation is attended we have shown in outline how electricity can be utilised as a his invention. Although the practical working of it ery wed demonstrated on a small scale, yet to the minds of Congressmen the
by a sensible effect ; in this case the effect is a change of means of communication between distant places. Granting that invention
altogether too chimerical to be likely ever to
we can
sure of a source from which to evoke electrical prove of anyseemed
colour.
worth; and so, after a futile attempt to induce the
action,
we
have
given
the
conditions
essential
to
its
production
;
This leads us to observe that we are to look upon matter as
Congressional
Committee
to make a favourable report, Prof.
divisible into component particles, so that any single body is the shown that with a proper choice of material this action can be Morse returned to New York,
having wasted an entire winter and
aggregate of the particles of which it is composed. From our transmitted, and that signals can be made at a distant spot by accomplished nothing. In the — of 1838 he determined to
remarks above as to the meaning of chemical change, the distinc- arrangements governed by our knowledge of the properties of make an effort in Europe, hoping for better appreciation there than
tion between a mechanical and a chemical compound will be the electric current.
in his own country. It was a mistaken thought, however, for
The principles which have been introduced are those of the after a sojourn of four years he returned to New York, having
easily understood, All aggregations or arrangements of particles
forming acompound must occur under conditions appealing to laws of electrical generation, conduction, insulation, earth con- succeeded in procuring merely a brevet d’invention ir. France,
one or other of our senses in order to their recognition, such as nection, and that of the circuit. The application of magnetism and no aid or security of any kind from the other countrics.
less energetic man would have given up after so many
conditionsof weight, colour, form, and so forth ; and changes of and chemical action to the production of signals has been ex- Arebufis,
but a firm belief in the inestimable value of
colour strike us as one of the most remarkable features of plained in general terms, and enough has been given to afford a his invention
prompted Professor Morse to make still another
chemical combinations and chemical changes. We use the word sketch of the modus operandi of the electric telegraph system. effort at Washington.
The results at first were hardly more
“compound” here in its most general sense ; there is a sense in This is about as much as a tolerably well educated person ought encouraging than on theprevious
attempt. Again and again he was
which a body is called a compound as distinguished from a to know of this subject. For any further acquaintance with it pronounced a visionary, and his scheme stigmatised as ridiculous.
simple or elementary body ; but even those natural substances he would have to use special means and opportunities.
So faint were the chances of Congress appropriating anything, that
From this point our remarks are necessarily addressed almost on the last night of the session, having become thoroughly wearied
which are called elements are made up of particles as above
exclusively to the professional telegraphist, and as the object of and disgusted with the whole matter, Professor Morse went home
referred to.
We need hardly define the word “element,” but supposing practical teaching is to make the way of the student as clear as and retired to bed, but in the morning he was roused with the
that a few minutes before midnight his bill had come
the student to know that such bodies as cannot be decomposed possible to his understanding, we must point out every means information
up, had been considered, and that he had been awarded
or altered in their nature by chemical analysis are named that is likely to be of service to him. For this reason we shall 30,000
dols. with which to make an experimental essay be“elements,” we say that the combination from which they are take the liberty of calling his attention to any published work in tween Baltimore
and Washington. The year following the work
separated in the case before us resulted from the operation of which he will find valuable information, and, in so doing, shall was completed, and
proved a complete success. From that time
chemical “ affinity.’ Any chemical combination is such by endeavour, where necessary, to explain and simplify any apparent until the present the demands for the telegraph have been convirtue of the peculiar and exactly regulated affinity or natural difficulty. One book, in particular, he will find a most useful stantly increasing ; they have been spread over every civipreference which the elements there combined have for each accompaniment in his path of learning—we allude to Culley’s lised country in the world, and have become by usage absolutely
other. Certain elements there combined with certain other “Handbook of Practical Telegraphy. We would also advise necessary for the well-being of society. Convinced of their folly
elements to form a certain combination. Chemical affinity, then, the student to procure Latimer Clark's “Electrical Measure- in so long ignoring the invention of Prof. Morse, the nations of
is the active cause here. The electric current passes and disturbs ment,” which will be found especially useful at a some- Europe at once vied with each other in the honours they bestowed
upon the inventor. Within the next few years he received rethis affinity, overpowers it, and separates the elements, causing what later stage, when the subject of testing comes spectively
the decoration of the Nishan Iftichai, set in diamonds,
new combinations to be formed ; the evidence is the appearance before us. Other works will receive reference as occasion shall from the Sultan
of Turkey, gold medals of scientific merit from
require,
of colour, which is plainly not visionary.
the
King
of
the King of Wurtemburg, and the Emperor
In accordance with our previous remarks, we will now suppose of Austria ; Prussia,
Now to get at the causes for the production of any such rea cross of Chevalier in the Legion of Honour from the
that
the
student
enters
on
his
course
as
an
operator,
with
the
sults we must first know the conditions which tend to the
Emperor of France ; the cross of Knight of Dannebrog from the
arrangement presented to us in the character of chemical affinity; intention to learn all that he can of the science as well as the King of Denmark ; the cross of Knight Commander of the Order
and these conditions are now referred to modes of electrical practice of his profession ; and that he has, as yet, no further of Isabella the Catholic from the Queen of Spain, besides being
action. The late Professor Faraday, in his ‘“ Experimental acquaintance with the subject than a knowledge of the facts elected member of innumerable scientific and art societies in this
Researches,” speaks joyfully of the idea that “ ordinary chemical outlined in the foregoing pages, coupled (let us assume) with a and other countries. Perhaps the most distinguished reward of
affinity is a mere consequence of the electrical attractions of the certain proficiency in the manipulation of the different signalling all that have been accorded to him was the one inspired by the late
of France. At his suggestion delegates from France,
particles of different kinds of matter.” The decomposition, then, instruments. We are not much concerned here with this par- Emperor
Russia, Sweden, Belgium, Holland, Austria, Sardinia, Tuscany,
attended by the change in colour, is the result of one form of ticular department of telegraphy, that is to say, in regard to the the
Holy See, and Turkey met at Paris, and, after some little
electrical action disturbing (evidently through preponderance of actual handling of the apparatus, though we may make a few deliberation,
a personal award of 400,000f. to Prof. Morse,
power) other forms, which other forms existed as, or were repre- observations in that connection where opportunity offers. The as a testimonialvoted
of appreciation of his services. Prof. Morse was
instruments chiefly in use at the present day are the single needle, twice married, and his private life was one of almost unalloyed
sented by, what is called chemical affinity.
We have thus a clue towards finding an answer to the inquiry Morse recorder, sounder, and, for submarine signalling, Thom- happiness.
above suggested ; and with reference to the whole of the con- son’s mirror or reflecting galvanometer. These are the instruditions enumerated as determining
our meansof applying electrical ments from or by which signals are read or recorded ; others are
Hyprortvoric Acip oN GLAss ViEWeD MicroscoPicaLLy,—
action to telegraphy, we see our way towards a common explana- used as accessories or speed-compelling assistants, which belong
acid was prep:
in the ordinary method, from
toa different category. We shall take those specified in the order The hydrofluoric
tion.
fluoride by the action of sulphuric acid. The solution
There is, however, one point of difference marking this last denoted, and commence with the single needle, partly because calcium
was
then
diluted
and
kept
in
a
lead
bottle for use when required.
condition which we think it right to advert to, lest this instrument is universally employed, and even in cases where When the acid was first dropped upon
the glass no action was
the intelligent student should fall into an error which would others are not in use ; and partly with reference to the order of evident, the appearance presented being simply that of a drop of
cause him to lose ground when we come to examine these opera- the conditions of which we have so lately taken leave. The water on glass. In a very short time, however, the drop becamea
tions in detail. In speaking of the arrangements for producing single needle is used throughout the Postal Telegraph Service in little duller, but this almost immediately cleared away, and several
a coloured line at the distant station, we assumed the employ- England; and in minor offices, where but one form of instrument small particles, aie of glass, were seen floating in the drop.
ment of an insulated conductor carrying at the end a style or is needed, and but little work to be done, this is the form which These seemed to be undergoing a process of fusion, the appearance
pen of iron or steel. Now it is to be noticed that the decomposi- prevails, from its claims to simplicity and ease of working and being similar to that seen when a small portion of metal is thrown
some of the same substance in a state of fusion ; it is tossed
tion producing a coloured mark is due to the chemical relations maintaining in order. It is also the first with which the operator into
time and then finally disappears. This was what
between the substances present in the prepared paper and the generally becomes acquainted. Our student has before him one of about for some
appeared to me to be going on here, the hydrofluoric
iron of the style, as influenced by the current ; so that the iron these single needle instruments, and by turning a handle rightand evidently
acid
having
>
a solvent action on the glass. What
is concerned in the decomposition as well as the elements in the left, or by pressing alternately a right and left “ hand-pedal” (if strengthened this arse
opinion was the presence of magnificent colours,
paper. Further, the actual conditions of the decomposition de- the word be allowed), the index needle of his instrument moves changing every moment as these small portions of glass were
pend upon the nature of the metal employed as a pen or marking also right or left,jand, supposing the connections to have been liberated from the larger piece and were undergoing the process of
the index needle of distant station B also solution, thus leading one to suppose they consisted of small glass
style, and of the preparation in which the paper is soaked ; for if properly
we select platinum instead of iron, and a chemical combination moves correspondingly, the number and alternations of the move- prisms, the colours being more perfect than those obtained by
water prisms, simply. Some of them had been completely surdiffering from that used with the latter kind of pen, we have a ments being made to represent letters and words.
Now it-is -true that even if this operator had no electro- rounded by a halo of colour, as if they had been thrown into a
decomposition presenting different features. The point above
variegated solution. The principal colour evident in such cases
noticed as distinguishing condition III. from I. and II. (a), (0), telegraphic knowledge whatever beyond what is sufficient for the was
deep
n, but ix blue was also seen at rare intervals,
in referring the explanation of the phenomenon to one cause, is correct and speedy transmission of the signals, he might be an The aabove
observations were repeated several times, and always
this :—That in condition III. alone is there any apparent differ- efficient telegraph clerk ; but he would be little better than a with the same
results,
with the exception that the small particles
ence in the mode of operation of the causes at work depending machine, and every kind of arrangement must be prepared for of glass floating in the dropof
acid exploded now and then, causing
on the material used as the medium, joining the conductor with himn. He is useless in a case of emergency or any alteration of a great commotion in the liquid and throwing up little jetsof
the instrument. In the other cases a copper wire is the usual his parrot-like routine, However, our operator at A does know finely divided acid, behaving as if the small glass particles were
medium, standing in the place of the iron style or pen of No, III, something more ;he knows that his instrument is part of a hollow spheres, — Microscopical Journal,
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tue Northern Central Railroad bridge which spans the Susquehanna at Dauphin, caught fire on the 3rd inst, One-half the
bridge expanding to the iron span was consumed, the balance of
the structure having been saved. Loss about 200,000 dols.
RECENTLY a large ox carried in a cattle train on the Grand River
Valley Division of the Michigan Central Railroad got out of the
end of his car in some way and was found riding astride the
bumpers. He was carried thus safely to the next station.
Apropos of the new Russian Railway Loan, we read in the St.
Petersburg correspondence of the Semaine Financiére that whereas
at the commencement of 1862 the extent of Russian railways in
operation did not reach in the aggregate 2000 verstes, there are
now no less than 12,722 verstes in active operation.
WIrH the object of facilitating railway traffic between Bradford
and Lowmoor an additional line of rails is in course of being put
down. The new line cannot be carried through the Bowling
tunnel, but it is thought the increased facility of working the
traffic will remove any ground of complaint as to delay.
Tue Lord Chancellor and the Lords Justices on Thursday dissolved the injunction recently granted by Vice-Chancellor Wickens,
as the instance of the proprietor of the Swindon refreshment
rooms, to restrain the Great Western Railway Company from
carrying passengers in trains which stopped only five minutes at
Swindon instead of ten, according to an agreement made in 1841,
THE report of the City of Buenos Ayres Tramway Company
(Limited), to be presented on the 30th inst., states that although
the working expenses, owing to the high prices of fodder and the
effects of the epidemic of last year, have amounted to more than
$3 per cent. of the receipts, the available balance will admit of a
dividend at the rate of 12 per cent. per annum, which will absorb
£5250, and leave £1163 to be carried forward.
On the night of the 12th inst. a rail was removed from the
Saragossa Railway on a bridge near Liguensa, and thrown into
the river. Fortunately, the train, which was proceeding at a
great rate to Saragossa, was not thrown off the line. A little
further on obstacles had been placed on the rails, but were
removed in time to prevent an accident. Great indigation is felt
at these outrages, and an inquiry has been opened.
At Middlesbrough as well as Stockton the desirability of laying
down street tramways is under consideration. In much populous
towns where the means of railway communication are so scanty,
tramways would be a very great boon. A new banking company
has been formed for carrying on business in Newcastle and Middlesbrough. The style of the company is the North-Eastern Banking
Company. The subscribed capital is to be £1,000,000, In all
parts of the North of England the shares have been readily
taken up.
On Monday the line of tramway laid from Vauxhall to Camberwell-green was opened for the conveyance of the public.
The route commences at the foot of Vauxhall Bridge, passes
through the Oval and the junction of Clapham and Brixton
Tramway at Kennington, and oa to a single line of metals up
Camberwell New-road to the Green; and at this junction the cars
to New-cross and Greenwich take up passengers, The fare either
way is 2d. each passenger. A continuation of this tramway is
being constructed over Vauxhall Bridge to Pimlico, and will be
shortly opened.
Tue report of the directors of the Grand Trunk of Canada
Company states that the number of miles of permanent way relaid
during the half-year is 137}, of which fifty-three miles are laid
with steel. The total length of steel rails laid up to the 31st
of December last is 109 miles. The number of sleepers inserted
during the year 1871 is 673,703, against 520,670 in 1870; oak
blocks have been placed under the joints of the rails for seventyfive miles, and the ballasting of ninety-six additional miles
completed. Captain Tyler, during his recent visit to Canada,
tested the ieonwork of one of the spans, 190ft. in the
clear, of the International Bridge, at Buffalo, with a load
of 217 tons, and the test was in every respect satisfactory. As regarded the gegeral condition of the permanent
way and works of the Grand Trunk Railway, Captain
Tyler reported that he observed a great improvement as compared with what he saw at the period of his previous visit in 1867.
The rolling stock has not only been increased, but improved;
twelve miles of sidings have been added; additional station
accommodation for passengers and freight has been provided ; and
altogether ‘“‘the system generally is in a far more efficient and
healthy condition than when I inspected it in 1867,” The Grand
Trunk Company will, on the completion of the International
Bridge, be in a good position for carrying through traffic between
New York and the West with advantage to the freighter and
travelling public and profit to themselves. The prospects as to
through rates are brighter, especially since the break-up of the
Erie Ring in New York. Canada is growing in population and
wealth. The opening of the Intercolonial Railway will tend to
lessen the loss heretofore experienced at the eastern end of the
line. Under these circumstance, the directors ask the proprietors
to exercise for another year the patience which was necessary to
enable them to reap the first portion of the fruit of their past
sacrifices,
THE half-yearly general meeting of the San Paulo (Brazilian)
Company, Limited, was held on Friday at the City Terminus Hotel,
Cannon-street; Mr. R. A Heath in the chair. The chairman,
in moving the adoption of the report, said he thought,
on the whole, that it was very satisfactory, and gave some
indication of the capability of the line for traffic. The line
to Campinas is now nearly finished, and they have been asked to
work it. He had no doubt that the return for traffic would be
satisfactory. They had one drawback at present on the Serra,
where the works have been damaged by excessive falls of rain,
landslips, and floods. The works of repair are in progress, so
that they expect to re-open that portion of the line throughout
before the end of April. In one place a fall of rocks, trees, Xc.,
had buried the culvert entrance to a depth of 50ft., but on being
cleared away he found that the culvert had not been injured.
They have in the meantime improved the common road from San
Paulo to the foot of the Serra, so that mules can carry the traffic
between the upper and lower part of the railway until the repairs
on the Serra are completed for the ordinary traffic. He believes
that they are indebted to the great activity of their superintendent for the early opening of the line for through traffic. The
traffic is increasing, and the repairs on the Serra will be done
out of revenue without drawing upon the 374 for any money
as at first proposed by the superintendent. It is now about five
years since the opening of the line for traffic, and he is sorry to
say they have not been able to get one single account passed by the
Government, and it is twelve years since they first commenced
operations in Brazil. It is true the Government have sent over
Dr. Passos to treat with the company in respect of those matters;
but the demands made by the Government on the company could
not be entertained. The company made an offer to the
Government on the 19th of Jan
last, but Dr. Passos had no
power to deal with it. The d
of the Government for additional rolling stock was out of all proportion to the requirements
of the traffic. The company had ordered eight additional engines
and sixty-two wagons, and are cmened, to provide more if
requisite for the traffic. The Government has required them to
provide at once twelve engines, twenty-three first-class carriages,
which latter the directors consider useless in that climate, and
thirty-eight third-class carriages, at a cost of £72,000, and alsb to
expend £14,000 on two stations and other new works, to be
charged to capital on which interest will not be allowed. He
has no idea whatever as to when they will be able to come to a
settlement with the Government,
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GRADING on the Northern Pacific Railroad Fegeend uninterTue daily London water supply is now 107,000,000 gallons,
winter in Dakota, and is now complete to
As one of very numerous instances which have come under his ruptedly all throughmiles the
west of the Minnesota line,
notice, Sir William Thomson desires to make known the following a point seventy
ABIETENE, which is the product of a Californian tree, the Pinus
case.of the employment of inferior copper wire in the construction
of electrical apparatus. He receiv
tely from a Glasgow bell- Sabiniana, promises to take the place of spirits of turpentine in
hanger a large quantity of cotton-covered copper wire which was the arts, and to present many advantages over it. Mr. W. Wenbeing largely used for the coils of electric bells, and - a having zell, in the American Journal of Pharmacy for March, has an
n.
it tested very accurately by means of his new multiple are con- exhaustive article on this new hyd
ductivity box, its resistance per metre-gramme was found to be
THE Messrs. Addie, of Langloan Ironworks, Coatbridge, are at
no less than 0°439 of a B. A, unit ;that of ordinary good copper present opening a new mineral field in their district. The shaft is
wire for such purposes being about 0°16 of a B, A. unit.
ing sunk on the lands of Woodyett, on the Callander estate,
In the coal mines of Westphalia it has been resolved, after belonging to Mr. William Forbes. The vein of ore which has
much experimenting, to organise an instructed corps of divers for been discovered is understood to be a pretty rich one, and its
operating in the minesof which the levels or shafts are flooded. extent considerable.
In conjunction with some one of the several subaqueous lamps
A prosPectvs has been issued of the Evishacrow Hematite Lren
which have been described in our columns, the diving bell or dress Ore Company (Limited), with a capital of £80,000 in shares of £10,
will enable many mines to be cleared of obstructions, pumps to be to purchase for £40,000 the Evishacrow iron mines, in the county
repaired, and lost tools and other property to be recovered. In the of Antrim, which are now at work, and are held under lease for
mines in question a descent was made into a shaft containing an unexpired term of thirty-two years. Plans and reports on the
SOft. of water, and the bottom was cleared of déris. An property accompany the prospectus.
abandoned shaft of the same mine was examined, the pumps were
THE process of amber gathering has hitherto been a very
discovered to be in good condition, and, new valves being supplied, uncertain
one. It has been ascertained by borings that the blue
they were set to work and mining was at once resumed.
clay in which the amber deposits occur extends under the penin
THE usefulness of earthquakes was a favourite subject with the sula formed by the Frische and Kurische Haff to the north-west
late Sir John Herschel. Were it not for the changes in the of Konigsberg. Consequently arrangements are making for explo
earth’s crust which are constantly being effected by the action of | ring this clay in regular mining style.
subterranean forces, of which the earthquake is the most active
THE judges in the fine arts in connection with the London Inter
manifestation, there can be no doubt that the action of the sea national
Exhibition of 1872 have raised the standard this year
beating upon the land, together with the denuding power of rain, much
higher than in 1871. Out of 1600 works submitted only
would inevitably cover the entire earth with one vast ocean. about 600
have been accepted. Among the British pictures will be
“*Had the primitive world been constructed as it now exists,” found Millais’
exhibited oil painting, executed when he was
says Sir John Herschel, ‘time enough has elapsed, and force about 16 years first
of age ; also Frith’s ** Railway Station.”
enough directed to that end has been in activity, to have long ago
THE
Board
of
Trade
accounts show that the imports of raw
destroyed every vestige of land.” Mr. Proctor shows most clearly |
the beneficial manner in which the restorative action of the earth's cotton in the first quarter of the year 1872 has amounted to
subterranean forces is arranged, Of course, every upheaval of the 4,355,144 ewt., being 965,567 ewt. less than in the corresponding
surface must be either accompanied or followed by a depression period of last year. The import from India has increased, but
elsewhere. ‘‘On a comparison of the various effects, it has been the import from the United States, which was 3,949,190 cwt. in
10,200 cwt. in the
found that the force of upheaval acts (on the whole) more power- the first quarter of 1871, has reached only
fully under continents, while the forces of depression act most first quarter of 1872.
powerfully (on the whole) under the bed of the ocean, It seems
We understand that Mr. W. John, late of the Royal School of
as if Nature had provided against the inroads of the ocean by Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, and whose name is
seating the earth’s upheaving forces just where they are wanted.” favourably known in connection with the scientific branches of
It is of some interest to know how the poisoning by wall paper naval architecture, has resigned the appointment recently held by
is effected. Formerly it was held that the poison was set free by him on the constructive staff of the Admiralty in order to accept
some kind of decomposition, and vitiated the air as a gas. The a more important position in the employ of the Committee of
modern theory is, however, that ‘‘the poison escapes from the Lloyd’s Registry of Shipping.
paper into the atmosphere in the form of dust, mechanically disA PROSPECTUS has been issued of the Spanish Phosphate Com
engaged,” as by dusting or wiping the walls, or jarring them in any pany (Limited), with a capital of £100,000, in shares of £10, to
way. The dust of a room whose walls were covered with paper purchase and work some deposits of mineral phosphate of lime at
containing arsenic, on being submitted to a delicate chemical test, Hellin, in the province of Murcia, Spain, whence it is proposed to
is said to have exhibited unmistakeable traces of the poison. The transport them by a wire tramway to the nearest railway station
brilliant green paper so common for covering paste board boxes, for conveyance to the port of Cartagena. The price to be paid is
for tickets, for bonlon wrappers, for lamp shades, is coloured with £25,000 in cash, and £25,000 in shares.
arsenic. The green of artificial grass and leaves is generally prolearn from an American newspaper that the great chimney
duced by arsenic. In one case, in a single twig of twelve leaves, of WE
mill, at Brunswick, Maine, has been moved 2O0ft., to
ten grains of pure arsenic were found. Arsenic is used to colour allowthe of Cabot
the eulargement of the mill. The work was done by a
cloth for women’s dresses. Dr, Draper procured a sample of the || process similar
by which ships are launched, the chimney
stuff called tarlatan, resembling muslin, at one of the retail stores | being slid alongto onthatgreased
The chimney is 70ft. high
in Boston, which was found to hold feebly 8°21 grains of white and nearly Sft. square at the planks.
moved, the flues
arsenic to every square foot. To ‘handle or to wear such goods is connected, and the fires startedbase,in andeightit was
hours and a-half.
dangerous to life.
Builder.
Mr. M. WILLIAMS has given the result of some inquiries into
On Tuesday next and the following day the Special Com
the causes which produce burnt iron and steel to the Chemical
on Gun Cottom propose to carry out the following
Society. After some remarks upon the physical characteristics of mittee
experiments
To test if a considerable quantity of dry gun
the damaged materials, he asserts that he has found in all the cotton in light :—(1)buildings
explode violently if ignited;
samples of iron which he has subjected to examination particles )2) ditto when the cotton would
previously raised to a very high
of black oxide more or less abundantly distributed throughout the temperature ; (3) ditto whenis the
cotton
is in a manner baked;
mass. These are, however, absent in burnt steel. The method (4) ditto at low temperature in very strongly
;
which he suggests of quickly deciding this question is to take a (5) ditto in heated masonry, Experiments to takebuiltplacemagazine
at Pett,
small quantity of fresh borings or filings, and to cover them near Winchelsea.
with some diluted nitric acid. As the iron dissolves, the free oxide
Mr. TayLor, the engineer of the Lambeth Waterworks, state:
separates and remains suspended in the liquid, rendering it dark
in colour. These particles shortly disappear, and are thus to be that the Lambeth Company are carrying out works uader the
distinguished from separated carbon. No such discoloration takes powers of an Act of Parliament obtained last session, for forming
place with good irons. The cause of the burning of iron he ex- a new intake from the Thames above Hampton, by which the
plains as follows:—As soon as the small quantity of carbon is water from the river Mole, objectionable during floods, will in
removed from the heated mass by oxidation this process extends future be avoided. These works were commenced in August last,
to the iron itself—not only upon the surface, but into the interior. and there is no doubt they will be completed and opened by the
The higher the temperature, and the longer the exposure, the end of September next. They are, necessarily, of arn extensive
greater is the quantity of carbon necessary to protect the iron; character, and will, with contingent works, cost the company a
and this, in the author’s opinion, is the reason of the failtire to sum approaching £100,000.
produce merchantable iron by the Bessemer process. The high
PRIVATE letters received at Portsmouth state that her Majesty's
temperature and great exposure of the metal in the converter to ship Royal Alfred, the flagship of Vice-Admiral Fanshawe, the
the air causes oxidation of the iron to take place even in the pre- naval commander-in-chief on the North American and West India
sence of considerable carbon. The best iron, therefore, should be station, had struck on the smaller Bahama Reef, and remained
that in which carbon is brought to the lowest possible proportion, there seven hours before she was got afloat again. No further
without oxidation of the iron. Burnt steel the author considers details are given, except that considerable fears were entertained
to be steel which has, by reheating, lost some of its carbon by for some time as to the possibility of getting the frigate afloat.
oxidation, and by sudden solidification has had the resulting car- The channel there is narrow, and the currents strong. These
bonic oxide imprisoned in the interior of its mass. The well known circumstances may possibly account for the temporary stranding
permeability of iron for certain gases renders such a process not of the frigate, and, it is to be hoped, at the same time furnish a
difficult to understand. The structure and properties of ‘ burnt satisfactory explanation for the accident.
iron and steel ” are therefore ‘‘ caused by the presence of interAN application of steam has been made to sewing-machines,
mingled particles of combustion products breaking the continuity and is on exhibition in a window on Broadway, in New York. It
of the metal.” The carbon is burnt in the case of the burnt steel, is so small that an entire day’s supply of water can be put in at
the iron itself in the burnt iron,
once, yet it will do double the work of an ordinary person, when
MM. DEVILLE AND GERNEZ proposed some time since to make supplied with coal-oil fuel at an outlay of seven cents for ten
a series of experiments in a chamber containing compressed air; ours’ work, The cost is about 25 dols. The engine is of the
they have since carried this into effect, and have commenced their simplest upright oscillating type. The frame consists of two
operations. Their first experiment which they undertook was to uprights with solid box bearings at their upper extremity, and
ascertain if the tension of steam (which is said to be complemen- joined below the fly-wheel by a heavy girt. On the lower front of
tary to the tension of dissociation) in the flame of the oxyhy- the frame is a plane face with a socket bearing in the centre of
drogen blow-pipe is augmented by exterior pressure, and if the its area tor one of the trunnions of the cylinder. Two pairs of
temperature of the flame is thereby augmented. In a cylindrical holes are drilled, one pair at the top and the other at the bottom
iron chamber of forty metres contents, and the sides of which of this face, one of each pair entering the right-hand and the
have been proved to eleven atmospheres, these gentlemen have in- other the left-hand side of a vertical partition that separates «
stalled a complete set of apparatus for the experiments in view. cavity beneath this plane face into two chambers, each of which
When the operators are shut in their cylinder the air is compressed | has a nozzle at its lower extremity, to which the supply and
by means of a steam pump, when they proceed as if in the open | exhaust pipes are attached.—U.8. Coal and Iron Record.
air to ascertain the condition of various substances at the moment
BIRMINGHAM will be well representedjat the forthcoming Interthat they
bine in |
g
flames, and the resulting national Exhibition by its selected exhibits of jewellery and per
temperatures. With certain precautions the compression to sonal ornaments, one of its principal branches of manufacture.
which they are subjected presents no serious danger, and after a Unfortunately, however, the collection will not be so large as an
few moments the difficulty of breathing disappears, even though important town like Birmingham, where articles of the highest
the pressure amounts to nearly three atmospheres. At present class are manufactured, ought to make ; but this arises from the
the experiments are made oan with the homogeneous flame of limited time which manufacturers had to prepare their respective
oxide of carbon and oxygen. With this and a pressure equal to exhibits. In consequence of the depression of trade previously to
1j5. atmospheres platinum melts, flying off in sparks the continental war, stocks were allowed to get low, and since the
with a facility that it never exhibits in the air; it melts in the termination of the war manufacturers have only been able to keep
elevated portions of the flame, which in the air would only heat it pace with the demand for goods, orders which were formerly
to redness, The temperature of these flames then augments with given to French houses being sent to English makers. For this
the pressure which they support, and, by consequence, the quan- reason, therefore, manufacturers have found it impossible to tury
tities of matter which combine are greater, and the dissociation their attention to the manufacture of articles for exhibition ; and
diminished. Mr, Frankland’s experiments have shown that the | while in the case of the whole of the Birmingham exhibitors thc
brilliancy of the flame of hydrogen gas increases considerably with | goods will be selected from the ordinary trade articles, without
the pressure, so that with a pressure of twenty atmospheres it reference to any special features in the exhibits, many well-known
surpasses that of a composition candle, In the same manner when firms cannot even spare goods from their present stock for the
a mixture of oxygen and hee
is burned inan endiometer the purpose of exhibition, and will not, therefore, be represented,
flame is brilliant, while it would be nothing in the open air. M. Owing to trade reasons, it was resolved, at a meeting of jewellers
Deville is of opinion that if you measure the quantity of heat dis- on the 2lst of February last, to make a collective exhibition
e
by a substance which burns with brilliancy, the result under the name of Birmingham, and so the names of the manuwould not be the same in operating with an opaque calorimeter as facturers will not appear in the catalogue of the exhibition, nor
in one which allows the light and chemical rays to pass through = the cases, It wit simply be a Birmingham collection of jewelit, This deserves noting for industrial applications,
ery.
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| On the question also of collapse of the interior some fears were
ntertained at the high pressure of 150 Ib. per square inch, This,
1owever, was easily obviated by hooping the vertical joints, and
n order to make surety double sure, and to obtain perfect uni‘ormity of resistance, one of the double tubes was put to the test
if experiment, of which the following are the results :—The tube
vas composed of plates 7,in. thick, with an annular space of 6in.
f water all round the interior tube. Having filled the annular
pace with water, a force-pump was applied, and an accurate gauge
| »eing attached, the given pressures were obtained, viz :—First
xperiment, pressure 100 Ib. per square inch; second experiment,
‘00 Ib.; third experiment, 300 Ib.; fourth experiment, 400 Ib.
‘he highest pressure, 400 lb., was allowed to remain in full force
or some hours, when both tubes were carefully examined, and
vere found perfectly tight excepting only a small oozing at two of
he end bolts, which was soon remedied. The pressure was
hen taken off, and the interior tube withdrawn; but not a vestige

SECTION

WE illustrate above a set of fine three-throw pumps, which are
working at the Great Western Locomotive Works, Waletenaten,
as we understand very satisfactorily, The pumps are doubleacting, 8in. diameter, 16in. stroke ; each barrel is cast in one with
its valve boxes, suction and delivery branch, and the barrels are
entirely independent of each other, so that any of them can be
veihed os varately. They are planed to fit against each other,
and held by flanges and bolts at the bottom and two through
bolts at the top ; the standards for carrying the crank shaft have
the guides for the crosshead cast on them, and are of box section,
forming air vessels. They are planed to fit together and on to the
top of the barrels, where a joint is made; the upper parts are bored
out, and the gun-metal bearings turned to fit them. They have
also two through bolts to hold them together. The crank shaft
is of hammered iron, 5in. diameter; a spur wheel is keyed on one
end, gearing into a pinion keyed on a shaft at the back of pumps
os on bearings bolted to flanges cast on the outer standards.
The valves are of vulcanised india-rubber, and of very ingenious
construction, working on brass seats turned to fit the bored holes in
valve boxes, and are all duplicate. The guard is flat, and on the
valve is a brass plate to which the valve adheres by the dovetail
projections shown in the enlarged view; the pistons are plain cast
iron blocks, with t
brass rings sprung into grooves; the pistonrods are steel ; the connecting rods of hammered iron, fitted with
gun-metal steps.

them having internal tubes of the same length by 2ft. 9in. diamete.
marked B, B, B, containing the furnaces C, C, and the heate:
currents pass along their whole length to the ends, where the)
combine and traverse back over the top sides of the lower tubes,
and along the lower side of the upper tube, which is half full of
water, and thence passing downwards find their way along th«
undersides of the lower tubes to the chimney.
From this description it will be seen that the greatest portion
of the heat will be extracted before it finally leaves the boiler, and
that the connecting tubes D, D, D, &c., six in number, keep up a
constant circalation between the lower and upper tubes, the upper
one being the recipient of the steam as it rises from the annular |
spaces of those Saee. It is probably one of the most economical |
boilers now in use,
of distortion of form was oLservable, and, judging trom Lue seuaity
The amount of heating surface is much greater than in the | of the structure, it was concluded that agpressure_of! 700{Ib.gper
Lancashire boiler 30ft. long by 7ft. diameter, and it generates |square inch would not have produced rupture or collapse. The
more steam in a given time owing to the increased heating surfaces |advantages peculiar to this form of boiler are strength, and the
exposed to the flames. Another point of great value in this boiler facility with which the furnace tubes can be withdrawn, and the
is the facility for drawing out the furnace flues. This is accom- | saving of time and expense in removing incrustation or any other
lished by attaching them to the two bottom tubes by carefully | deposits injurious to the security and well-working of the boiler,
Faced joints and screw bolts at each end, as shown in the drawings. |and which are of great importance as affecting the durability of
| They have also internal rollers attached to the bottom
and sides, /the structure.
and by unscrewing the bolts at each end the tubes are readily| More than twenty years have elapsed since Sir W illiam Fairbairn
| withdrawn at pleasure, thus rendering every part accessible, either ' announced in a lecture that the time was not far distant when
| for cleaning the surfaces or for repairs.
| steam would be worked with greatly increased economy at a
| In attaching the furnace tubes it was apprehended that some pressure of 150 Ib. to 200 Ib, on the square inch, and that at a high
|
difficulty
might
arise
from
the
nuts
ing
fast
after
long
exposure
| rate of expansion, with two or more cylinders. This opinion has
THE FAIRBAIRN PATENT FIRE TUBE SAFETY | to heat from the passing currents.
hese fears were, however, on |to some extent been realised by a progressive increase of pressure
BOILER.
trial, found to be fallacious, and no difficulty occurred inremoving | in what is called the “Lancashire boiler,” of which he was
Tus boiler consists of three exterior wrought iron tubes, 22ft. | the bolts or the nuts after they had been at work for a year and a-| the inventor. Such boilers of 7ft. diameter, with two internal
long, and 3ft. 9in. in diameter, marked A, A, A, page 276, two of half in the first boiler of 30-horse power constructed on this plan, | flues, are now worked with steam as high as 70 Ib. to 80 Ib. per
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square inch, but in order to double the pressure it would be necessary to double the strength to give the same or even a greater
margin of safety. To accomplish this object an entirely new
system of boiler was required, which the annexed drawings clearly
exhibit. The introduction of tubes in no case exceeding 3ft. 9in.
in diameter, constructed of gin. plates, doubles the strength of the
“Lancashire boiler” 7ft. diameter, with the same thickness of
plates. From this statement it is obvious that steam can be raised
and maintained in this description of boiler at a pressure of 200 Ib,
on the square inch with perfect safety, and with greatly increased
economy in the consumption of fuel. This chiefly arises from the
large surface exposed, to the currents of the furnace, and the
concentrated form in which the tubes are united to each other in
a comparatively small space. The tubes are also completely
enveloped inside and out by the flames as they pass through the
tubes B, B, surrounding the exterior of all the other three tubes
like retorts in a furnace, and presenting nearly 1000 square feet of
surface as the recipients of heat. These are points of considerable
importance in this peculiar construction; and are found after two
years’ experience to contribute largely to a more cflicient and
perfect state of combustion.
The annexed figure is from a photograph of the G0-horse boiler,
showing the three exterior cylindrical tubes, and the longitudinal
joint, double riveted, as it stood in the works previous to its
being taken to pieces for delivery, and exhibits the smaller connecting tubes, three on cach side, by which the circulation is
maintained between the annular spaces of the two lower tubes
and that of the upper one already described. The whole of the
teed apparatus, water and steam gauges, safety valves, Xc., are
attached, in order to exhibit them in connection with the dome,
the top cover of which forms the manhole at the entrance to the
interior of the boiler.
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
Ar the first meeting after the recess, on Thursday, April the
11th, the Earl of Rosse, vice-president, in the chair, the acknowledgment of her Majesty of the address presented by the Society
on the occasion of the happy recovery of the Prince of Wales was
real, It was signed by the Home Secretary and addressed to the
secretary of the Royal Society. The first paper read was one
by Dr. (. R. A. Wright, Lecturer on Chemistry in St. Mary’s
Hospital Medical School. It contained a further contribution to
the history of the opium alkaloids, he author discovered on
treating codeia with different reagents that new bodies were
formed, and these ou examination were found to contain multiplies
of the clements in codeia, Thus while the original formula was
('y; Hie No Og, the first derivation is inferred to have twice as many
equivalents of each, the second three times, and the third four
times as many, equivalents of each element.
He not inappropriately assigns to these polymeric bodies the names di, tri, and
tretra codeia, The next paper, entitled ‘* Researches on Solar
Physics,” was a third instalment of the determination of the areas
and heliographic positions occupied by the sun spots observed by
the Kew photoheliograph, comprising the years 1867, 1868, and
Isso, The authors announce that the fourth and last instalment
is in active progress, and will be preceded by the final discussion
of the whole ten yearly periods during which the instrument has
been at work. The results in general, they believe, will prove the
superiority of photographic sun observations over previous
inethods,
Messrs, J. H. Gladstone and A, Tribe presented a paper on
“The Action of Oxygen and Copper Nitrate in a state of tension.”
The authors explain how in experimenting on the action and
behaviour of copper and nitrate of silver they had frequently
noticed that the tips of the silver crystals became red, as
though coated with a thin layer of metallic copper. They goon to
say: ** This apparent deposition of a positive on a more negative
metal of course raised our curiosity, and led us to look closely into
the circumstances under which it occurred. We found that it
took place only when the nitrate of silver was exhausted, and only
on those silver erystals which remained in metallic connection
with the copper. We found too that the cupreous coating formed
most readily where air had the free access, and in fact that it would
not form at all in vessels from which oxygen was excluded, nor on
those white crystals which were far below the surface of the
liquid, though they might be in immediate contact with the copper
plate. When an inverted jar was filled with nitrate-of-copper
solution, and silver crystals resting on branches of copper, and the
liquid was displaced by oxygen gas, it was found that the tips of
the crystals became red, and the solution gradually filled the jar
again by the absorption of the gas. In the same way the oxygen
was absorbed from air, or from its mixtures with hydrogen or
carbonic anhydride. This action was further studied by employing plates of the two metals instead of copper covered with silver
crystals. When the two plates, connected by a wire, were
partially immersed in an ordinary aqueous solution of copper
nitrate, it was found that a slight yellowish deposit made its
appearance speedily all over the silver plate, and went onincreasing
for a day or two, while at the air-line there was a thicker deposit,
which gradually grew and extended itself a little below the
surface. This deposit changed from yellowish to red, and under
the microscope presented a distinctly crystalline appearance.
Thinking that this slight crust all over the silver plate wes due to
air dissolved in the solution itself, we took advantage of the
reaction to prepare copper nitrate absolutely free from dissolved
oxygen. An ordinary solution of the salt mixed with some silver
nitrate was placed in a narrow cylinder, witha long piece of copper
foil, arranged somewhat spirally, so as to retain the deposited
silver on its surface, and allowed to rest for twenty-four hours.
The solution thus obtained was exposed to the action of the conjoined copper and silver plates ; but even after some hours there
was no dimming of the lustre of the silver plate, except at the airline, which was sharply defined. The same solution, shaken for
some time in the air, produced a yellowish deposit on the white
metal in three minutes.”
This crust preved to be suboxideof copper. Treated with a solution of silver nitrate, and observed under a micioscope, there are
seen to shoot forth thin threads of silver, which run through the
liquid, often twisting at sharp angles, while the yellowish crystals
change to black.
“This deposition of oxide on the silver is accompanied by a
corresponding solution of copper from the other plate. Thus in
an experiment made with nitrate of copper solution that had been
exposed to air, and which was allowed to continue for four days,
there was found ; Gain of silver plate, 0°016 grm. ; loss of copper
plate, 0°015 grm. ‘The copper necessary for the production of 0°016
grm. of suboxide would be a little above 0°014. The wire connecting the two plates in this experiments is capable of defiecting a
galvanometer, The current takes place from copper to silver,
that is in the same direction asif the copper had been dissolved
by an acid, and hydrogen evolved on the silver plate. If the two
plates have their sides parallel the suboxide is deposited not
merely on that side of the silver plate which faces the copper, but
afcer about 2 minute on the other side also, showing that in this,
as in other cases, the lines of foree curve round, It became
interesting to consider what started this electric current. The
original observations convinced us that it was not due to the
action of oxygen on the nae? but, to make the matter more
certain, bright copper and silver plates in conjunction were
immersed, the copper in a pure, i.¢., deoxygenised solution of
nitrate of copper, the silver in an oxygenised solution : the two
liquids communicated through the diaphragm. of a divided cell, In
half an hour the silver plate was covered with a reddish film,
while nota trace of tarnish was perceptible on the copper. On
cleaning the — and reversing their position, the copper was
oxidised, while the silver remained free from cupreous deposit,
We believe therefore that, throngh the simp ltaneous action of the
two metals, the dissolved salt is put into Such a state of tension
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that oxygen brings about a chemical change which otherwise would
be impossible, and that this change is initiated in close proximity
to the more negative metal. Though we have examined only this
particular reaction, we have satisfied ourselves that it is not an
isolated fact. Each of the elements concerned may be replaced by
others : thus, the sulphate may be substituted for the nitrate of
copper, or platinum may be used instead of silver ; chlorine may
take the place of oxygen, with the production of the subchloride
instead of the suboxide ; and zinc may be employed as the positive
metal, with zinc chloride as the salt in solution, in which case
copper may be taken as the negative metal, and on its surface will
form a deposit of oxide of zinc.”
On Saturday, the 27th inst, the Astronomer Royal, President
of the Society, will hold his first reception.
—S—S
ON LEGISLATIVE INTERFERENCE WITH THE
CONSTRUCTION, STOWAGE, AND EQUIPMENT
OF SHTPS.*
By Mr. WILLIAM YounG, of Lloyd's, Associate of the Institution
of Naval Architects.
PossEssINnG as I do but little practical knowledge of either construction, stowage, or equipment, it may appear strange that I
should have agreed to oa a paper before you on this subject.
One reason for my doing so is that I find that no other person had
volunteered to bring the matter before you, and another reason is
that as without marine insurance self interest would of itself
operate very strongly to prevent both defective construction and
overloading, so I, as an underwriter and insurance broker, may be
supposed to have some right to speak on a subject in which I am
sv largely interested, And if I have no direct suggestion to make,
my remarks may be of use if they do no more than elicit opinion
on a subject of real importance, not only to us particularly but
also to the world at large.
The term “ship” has been construed in courts of law as including ‘‘ whatever is on board a ship, for the object of the voyage
or the venture in which she is engaged belonging to the owners.”
I will therefore treat the subject as 2 whele only, using any
division where it is necessary to treat the construction and stowage
as separate heads, At present practically there is no legislative
interference with the construction of the ship except in the
17 and 18 Vic. cap, 104, which provides that at least three bulkheads shall exist in every iron steamer over 100 tons intended
to carry passengers,
There a:e also certain clauses in the Merchant Shipping Act
which relate to lights and signals and the adjustment of compasses,
but I think it hardly necessary to enter into such minute details in
a paper such as this,
With regard to stowage, there are at present no legislative
enactments, except the usual restrictions of dock companies and
harbour commissioners empowered under local Acts, which need
not be taken into consideration as having any practical bearing on
the matter in hand.
I will now mention, as far as known to me, the suggestions
which have come before yourselves or others on this subject. Mr.
Rundell, of Liverpool, so well known to many of us, read here, in
1870, a paper advocating a plan of his own, fully detailed in the
proceedings of your society. His suggestion was, ‘‘that a round
spot or disc of nine inches in diameter be conspicuously painted
on every iron vessel on each side amidships, at the point through
which a horizontal plane would pass, which would cut off the
upper one-fourth of the space usually measured in ascertaining a
vessel’s registered tonnage (i.c. one fourth of her whole internal
capacity) when she is on even keel.” I shall not enter more fully
into his plan, as it was very freely discussed here at the time, and
on the whole not approved of by the practical shipbuilders
wesent. Nor, so far as I know, have Mr. Rundell’s suggestions
orne as yet any practical fruit.
Mr. Plimsoll, M.P. for Derby, in 1870 introduced a bill into Parliament on this subject, with the best intentions; but I think
any one practically acquainted with the ship, whether it be as a
shipbuilder, as a shipbroker, or as an underwriter, will perceive at
a glance the impossibility of carrying out the proposals embodied
in that bill.
They are: (1) That vessels not classed by “‘ Lloyd’s Register,”
or by the ‘‘ Liverpool Underwriters’ Register,” for iron vessels,
should be classified, or rather “ certificated” by the Board of
Trade, (2) That vessels should have conspicuous streaks of yellow
paint on their hulls to show the proper line of maximum immersion, or load line. The authorities for fixing these streaks are to
be the builder, a surveyor appointed by the Board of Trade, and
the surveyor to ‘* Lloyd’s Register,” or the surveyor to the Liverpool Underwriters’ Register.” And again, any harbour master,
officer of the Coastguard or Customs, receiver of wreck, or officer
of the Board of Trade, may detain any vessel which he thinks is
overloaded.
He might as well have added to his list of officials the policeman
on the beat or the parish beadle! Imagine the steamers in the
Mediterranean or the Baltic trade, or those of the Cunard or Inman
line, whose departure and arrival is timed almost as closely as
that of a railway train, subjected to all these vexatious restrictions !
Mr. J. W. Wood, in 1870, before this Institution also advocated
some sort of Government classification for the security of life and
property, but his arguments were so thoroughly dealt with in the
discussion which ensued, especially by, Mr. Gray, of the Board: of
Trade, that I need not trouble you with a recapitulation.
Mr. Edwin Chadwick, C.B., read a long and interesting paper in
1865, at the Sheffield meeting of the Association for the Promotion of Social Science. I have perused this paper with care, and
am ready to admit that many of his statements as to the increased and increasing number of casualties on our own coast are
such as tend to raise alarm, giving, as he does, numerous
statistics from the ‘“* Wreck Register,” for the completeness of
which we are indebted to my esteemed friend, Mr. Jeula. But
what do you think is the result he comes to after all his alarming
statistics? Simply this, ‘‘ that entire self-insurance is the great
principle to be promoted.” This is at least logical, which is more
than { can say for the suggestions made in this room in 1870,
during the discussion of Mr. Rundell’s paper (already mentioned),
when it was proposed that no owner should be allowed by law to
insure more than three-fourths or two-thirds of the value of his
ship. If the ship is to be under restriction as to insurance, he
not the owner of cargo also? And for that matter, why not
meddle with fire insurance and life insurance too? If every good
thing that can be abused is to he the, subject of legislation, where
are we to stop?
I may add that the law in France attempts restrictions of this
kind, which only result in the forbidden portions of insurance
being sent abroad for execution.
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her structure ; as long as there is little cargo in the ship she
makes but little water, and seemingly is in perfect order for the
longest sea voyages.
This, however, is delusive, for when the ae is loaded, say.
20ft. deep, and her plates are a little strained by the motion of
the ship, she begins to leak ; for although the scales of iron,
pratiene Foe by the artificial stone, may easily resist the pressure
of water where it is only 2ft. or 3ft. deep, with a pressure of 11b. or
14 Ib. on the square inch, yet they generally yield to a pressure of
10 Ib. on the square inch, or 1400 1b on the square foot, in 20ft.
of water. At that depth a little water oozes through some small
orifice on the outside of the plate, and collects behind a strengthened scale; it gradually accumulates, and, as surely as in a Bramah
press, acts with a 10 lb. per inch pressure on the scale, and forces
it from its place ; an inward current of water is then established
which is sure to enlarge the leak. Sometimes the scales are of
sufficient strength to resist this pressure, but the risk is great. It
is instructive to remember that the shale of cement was found to
be gone off from the lowest part of the bottom of the Megiera
near the keel, and several shales of iron and plaster were detached
in the bottom of that unfortunate ship.
By affixing cement upon the inside plates of an iron ship a most
deceptive trap is laid. In dock, under survey, the ship appears
abundantly strong, and resists the strenuous and honest strokes
of a wood mallet ; borings may be taken which seem compact—the
ship may not even leak till a small hole occurs deep in the outward surface from working in rough water; when the ship labours
the trap falls, and lucky are the sailors if they esespe.
Should it be desirable to preserve an iron ship for future use,
whose framework is of adequate strength, but where the state of
the plates is precarious, this may be accomplished by lifting all
sieliiieen and everything that covers over the inside of the plates
in the hold ; a sheathing then can be fixed all over the plates outside from keel to deck, of, say, 4in. thick, of pitch pine above and
American elm under deep water, secured by means of metal
screws, 3in. long, turned from the inside of the plates into the
wood. Where the plates happen still to be of sufficient strength,
the application of an iron washer with a hole through its middle
for the screw would be found enough; but where the plate is
weak, a butt plate secured between the frames may be advantageously employed. I should recommend a screw, cast in Prince’s
metal, jin. in utmost diameter, with six turns in jin. This screw
will support 1200 lb, without drawing and cost 14d. The stem,
keel, and such like parts, can be sheathed, and fastened by means
of metal screws and nuts, countersunk in the wood, and covered
with stoppers of gutta-percha and sand; the outside of the wood
sheathing thus cut off from all electric communication from the
iron plates and frames can be coppered, and thus the transport
will sail better by far than before, but the copper should be kept
at least 3in. distant from all ironwork such as the screw propeller.
If this wood sheathing be caulked with oakum, made from new
tar rope (not oakum picked in gaols from old rope taken from tho
marine store dealer), the ship may be safely sent out for a five
years’ cruise, without fear of her Dakine, and if the attachment
of the screws be inspected and made good the sheathing wil
remain good for fifteen years, with merely re-caulking, the ship
thus sailing at small cost.
RAILWAY

WORKS AND PROJECTS.
No. IL.
THE GREAT WESTERN.
THE capital expenditure of the Great Western Company during
the half-year ended 21st January last has been comparatively less
extensive than on the other great lines, and has been confined
principally to works on lines that had already been open for trattic,
the gece laid out in the construction of new lines being very
sma
The alteration in the lines between Paddington and the Westbourne Park Junction, including the last of the new stations at
Royal Oak and Westbourne Park, took £7341, making to the present time an outlay of £36,616. It would appear also that the
alterations are not yet completed, for the same item again
ligures in the estimates for the current half-year. Building new
stations and providing additional accommodation at the present
stations have taken £43,027, and new sidings £5875. The reconstruction of bridges and viaducts has taken £4215, in addition to
an amount of £2500 for the same purpose, which has been charged
to revenue; and new work
s and engine sheds have been
erected at a cost of £11,192. The doubling of the Vale cf Neath
Railway between Gadleys and Combach, a distance of about three
miles, appears to have cost altogether 210,351, or about £3500 per
mile. ‘The arrangements for providing a mixed gauge between
Didcot and Swindon, and the conversion of the broad to a narrow
gauge elsewhere, principally between Swindon and Milford Haven,
have cost £56,318. The lines now under construction, viz., the
Bargoed, Clifton Extension, and Wrexham and Minera joint lines,
and the Penarth junction lines, have absorbed £35,247. In addition
to carriage and wagon stock purchased on deferred payments, and
for which capital is,this half-year debited with £13,436, the company have spent
.829 on new locomotives, £13,191 on additional coaching stock, £52,434 on goods wagons, and £1913 on tarpaulins ; a total of £115,804 for working stock alone. The return
of rolling stock shows for the half-year an increase of eighteen
engines, thirty-one tenders, fifty coaching, and 817 goods vehicles.
Other companies have been assisted with subscriptions amounting
to £39,977, the Pontypool and Newport receiving £38,000. After
deducting an amount of £2449, realised by the sale of surplus
lands, the net capital expenditure has been £328,785 for the halfear.
.
With regard to the future expenditure of the company, it
appears the proprietors had previously sanctioned a further outlay
of £1,093,046
; at the last meeting £387,000 more was confirmed ;
?
and £247,492 has not yet been submitted for their approval ;
making a total estimate of £1,727,538. The estimated cost of the
various works in detail cannot be obtained ; but new stations,
sidings, and increased accommodation at sundry places, the mixing
of the gauges between Didcot and Swindon, doubling further portions of the Vale of Neath Railway, completing the conversion of
broad to narrow gauge now going on, finishing the Royal Oak and
Westbourne Park stations, and theintroduction of block telegraphs,
as also to complete the lines still in progress, will require, it is
estimated, an expenditure of £661,979. Additional working stock
will be provided at a cost of £126,838, and completing the purchase of that portion of the rolling stock acquired on deferred
payments (the whole interest of which is being borne by revenue)
will take a further £84,777. Subscriptions to other companies,
including £5750 for the West London Extension, will amount to
£20,025. A great number of lines and new works, which are estimated to involve an expenditure of £446,921, are in abeyance,
comprising the Severn Valley and West Midland Junction £60,000,
the Getbatien and Halesowen branch, and branches at Ruabon,
&c.
Among detailed items sanctioned at the last meeting may be
ON THE MIS-USE OF CEMENT ON IRON TRANSPORT SHIPS, WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR MAK- enumerated new narrow gauge engines, £66,000; new narrowpauge
carriages and wagons, £101,000; new stations at MaidenING HALF-WORN-OUTIRON SHIPS PERFECTLY
nead, Oxford, Taplow, &c,, £35,000, and sheds for the protection
SEAWORTHY AT A SMALL COST.*
of carriage stock, £10,000. Fora double line between Hirwain and
Middle Duffryn £15,000 is wanted, and a new junction line and
.
By Mr. WILLIAM PooLe Kina.
at Monmouth, £20,000. A number of steamboats for the
THERE can be no doubt that the half-worn-out plates of iron station
Milford and South of Ireland passage are also wanted, and £50,000
ships may be much strengthened by the application of the cements for
this
purpose, on account, has already been sanctioned. A
in ordinary use, composed of silicate of lime and alumina. The —— will
also be provided at Milford Haven at a cost of
plates are found covered with scales of oxide of iron, and when
the cement is applied in a wet state an imperfect chemical union £10,000.
Of
the
total
of these estimates it is expected tuat £521,421 will
is formed consisting of silicate of iron, lime, and alumina, which be required during
the current half year, which wi'l be laid out as
hardens into an artificial
stone of some strength ; the plates are
follows
:—Works
on lines
and in progress, ‘211,416; addifirmly backed up, and the ship is much strengthened
out tional working stock,
£110,990 ; subscriptions t, other companies
* Read before the Institution of Naval Architects,
” (including the Newport Docks) and works in aheyanee, £65,015,
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be allowed, *05in. between the
in the projectile being ample.
in France with a 7in. gun, fifty
slightest difficulty at any one

whatever, as the smallest motion of the carriage (half an inch) so that much less windage can
VAVASSEUR’S 7-INCH STEEL GUN.
towards the rear of the slide brings the compressor into action ribs of the gun and the grooves
THE gun, of which we give an engraving at page 272, is built in whatever position on the slide the carriage may happen to During the recent experiments
_ entirely of Firth’s steel, except the trunnion band F, which is of be situated. The act of running out the gun releases the com- — were fired without the
ressor, and the movement of a lever from right to left about round,
wrought iron. The tube A, jackets B, C, D, and cascable G, are alf
a turn throws the compressor out of action altogether and
of cast steel, the tube A being oil tempered. The exterior rings allows the gun to be run in and out for drill or any other purLETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
E are forged and rolled in a similar manner to railway tires, so pose. The perfectly automatic action of the compressor and the
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
that the fibre runs circumferentially round the gun. The breech absolute control which the rear brake gives over the movements
correspondents.)
hoop E' has lugs E? formed on it to carry the pins connecting of the gun and carriage are points of vital importance in a
carriage.
.
to elevating gear, and a socket is made in each lug to take the naval
SHIPS’ BOTTOMS,
The
Ericsson
plate
compressor
as
used
in
the
English
service
tangent sight, thus avoiding the necessity of fixing brackets to is not self-acting ; it has to be-put “on”: before firing, and taken
Str,—In your last week's issue I mentioned in a short note that
the gun to carry the elevating gear, &c., and the consequent “ off” before the gun can be run out. ‘It is certainly provided Portland cement combined with cowhair would stand for many
weakening of the gun by the screw holes required for fixing with a tripper arrangement, which, in the event of the com- years if run in and put on thick. Cowhair should be plentifull
the more the better, and the mass is indestructible an
them. The vent F', is at a distance from the bottom of the pressor not being put on, throws down the clamping lever when used,
unbreakable. If shipowners would but look to the inside bottoms
bore equal to four-tenths the length of charge. The gun is the gun recoils ; but this allows the gun to recoil some 6in. to of ships being made always come-at-able once a year, and pay the
10in. without any compression at all, and then puts it on all at same over with a thick coat of white lime put on hot, no galvanic
rifled with three raised ribs, 1°0 in. wide and 0°2 in. high, the once,
but not till the gun has acquired considerable momentum, or other atmospheric action would affect iron ships, as lime is an
projectile being grooved to correspond, the windage being 0°08in. thus bringing
a violent and sudden strain on the pivot. To con- effectual antidote to all iron corrusion.
over body and 0°05 in. in the grooves. In describing the trol the gun while
running out the man has to follow the motion
It is marvellous to see the careful outside provisions made for a
mechanism of the carriage and slide it will be convenient to of the gun and carriage
the slide, and obviously at an im- ship going to sea, when possibly the inside of her more perishable
take it in the following order, viz., compressor, running out mense disadvantage overalong
a
man
standing
still,
as
the
moveconstruction
been touched since she came off the stocks,
gear, elevating gear, and gear for raising slide for training ment of the slide, which renders it necessary for him to check perhaps fifteenhasor not
twenty years.
M, CoLe,
The compressor consists of a steel screw H square in section, the too rapid running out of the gun, also makes his footing
Stranraer, N.B,, April 12th, 1872.
pitch 30 in, which extends nearly the whole length of the extremely insecure.
slide. To the fore end of the screw is fixed an iron cone or disc
The hydraulic compressor, though self-acting during recoil,
STEAM TO AUSTRALIA.
H’ having metal bearing surfaces sunk into its periphery. This
no control whatever while running out.
Sir,—By the Australian mail just received we learn that
cone or dise works into a wrought iron drum I, which has a gives
The
recent
experiments
in
France
with
the
Vavasseur
gun
and
Messrs.
Wigrams’
new
auxiliary screw steamship the Northumberconical recess bored to suit it similar to a friction clutch. The carriage show that the irregularity of recoil, noticed during the land has arrived out after
a splendid passage of fifty-four days
drum I is surrounded by a metal brake-strap J having a trials at Portsmouth and Shoeburyness, has been obviated by twenty hours, having left Plymouth
4, and anchoring in Port
tightening screw J' with pointer and scale marked from 0 to 10 ; the improvements introduced into the compressor, the greatest Phillip Feb. 28. The veteran Great Jan.
Britain, which left Liverpool
the grip of this strap on the drum determines the amount of variation of recoil during eighteen rounds. with 22 lb. charges Dee, 17, 1871, arrived out Feb, 21, making the run in sixty-five
compression, and consequently the recoil of the gun and carriage. being only 4in. It must be borne in mind that the 7in. gun days. The consumption of the Northumberland is reported as
A cast iron nut K, 20in. long and running in guides K! on the
16 tons per diem, but it would be interesting to learn
referred to—though firing the same charges and weight of averaging
many days she was under steam alone, and how many under
trough L, is propelled along the screw by the gun and carriage here
projectile as the 7in. Woolwich gun—is nearly 25 per cent. how
steam
and
and canvas alone. As she is to return to
as they recoil after firing. The recoil of the gun and carriage lighter.
The carriage and slide also are 22 per cent. lighter than England rid canvas
the Cape of Good Hope, and the Great Britain vid
brings the conical surfaces of the disc H' and drum I into
service carriage and slide.
Cape Horn, and as the two ships will leave within a few days of
close contact, and causes the screw to rotate, and with it the disc theThe7in.principal
dimensions and weights of the gun and carriage each other, the results of the return voyages will be watched with
H' and drum I, and the friction of the strap J on the drum I
as follows :—Gun: Diameter of bore at bottom of ribs, 7-Oin. : much interest. Many attempts have been made to establish
absorbs the recoil of the gun. The screw H is carried in bear- are
length
of
bore,
111-0in.
length of ribs, 96°0in. ; nominal length, regular steam communication vid the Cape of Good Hope with
ings fixed at each end of the trough L, which at its ‘ront end is 122 5in.; total length, ; 128-5in.
at breech, 24-4in, ; Australia, but, with the exception of the Great Britain, almost
pivoted on trunnions L' ; its rear end rests only on the cross stay diameter at muzzle, 12 0in. ; twist;diameter
hitherto employed have proved failures, If
of rifling, one turn in thirty- all the se
M of the slide. This arrangement prevents any deflection of the five calibres ;weight, 101 cwt.; weight
they have succeeded in making a good outward run the homeward
of
projectile, 115 1b. ; passage
trough and consequent bending of the screw in case of any de- weight of battering charge, 22 Ib. ; weight of service
has
too
frequently
been a very longone. Let us hope that
charge, 14 1b. this new ship of Messrs. Wigrams
may prove an exception, and a
flection of the slide on firing. With the same end in view, the Carriage: Length, 4ft. 1 in.; breadth, 3ft. 1jin.; height,
Sin. worthy rival to the far famed Britain,
now in its twenty-ninth
nut K is not fastened to the carriage, but the casting N bears Slide: length, 12ft.; breadth, 3ft. 24in. ; height above 2ft.
deck—
year,
and
said
to
be
as
sound
as
ever.
The Northumberland’s
against the rollers O on the nut, so that any vertical movement fore end, ift. 2in. ; rear end, lft. 5in. ;incline to rear, 14 deg.;
passage, I believe, is the quickest ever made. The Great Britain
of the carriage does not cause a like movement of the nut, but maximum
recoil
allowed
for
carriage,
5ft.
3in.;
vertical
field
of
once
did
it
in
fifty-five
days
sixteen
hours,
and
the Simla, P. and O.
only causes the rollers to turn round. Glands packed with felt fire of the gan—elevation, 125 deg. ; depression, 6 deg.; weight ship, in 1857, in fifty-five days five hours, calling
at St. Vincent,
are provided on each end of the nut so as to prevent the oil used of
and consuming 3000 tons of coal.
the Northumberland
carriage,
22
cwt.
;
weight
of
slide,
32
cwt.
;
total,
54
ewt.
for lubrication from escaping. A recess is formed in the centre
succeeds in making the return passage quickly rid the Cape of
The
ranges
obtained
at
Shoeburyness
with
this
gun
are
as
of the nut holding about a pint of oil, and should the screw be- follows :—
Good Hope, she will be the first that has ever done it, the unforcome rusty, as has been frequently the case during the experitunate Queen of the Thames, after having made a fair run to the
African coast last March, being wrecked within a few hours’ sail
ments, it 1s only necessary to run the carriage along the slide by
of Table Bay. As a mail route, I for one do not see how the
hand, the felt packing clearing the screw and the oil perfectly 2/4.
g
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colonies
can ever expect to be better served than by the P. and O.
lubricating it. Buffers P are provided in place of the breeching SSyesec-|
=
ee | &
5
, gah 25 BS
Company vid Suez, the resources the company have at their disusually employed to check any excessive recoil. In running out Sksoees
re
8§ 225
=3
posal in case of a breakdown enabling them to speedily rectify any
se kiS23) §£&
>.
35
==
@SE 656
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the carriage the compressor requires no attention to disengage SOS
of
5
=
gs
mishap. Witness the case of the Rangoon, wrecked at Point de
sSos
=to
=Sia2/|8
¥
3 ==\|8s| fag
it, because the slightest forward movement given to this car- Z.4
>} =
=
Galle last October, her place supplied by the Behar, ordered down
riage will disengage the disc H! from the drum I, and the
from
Bombay, and the mail barely a week behind time. If a
Ib. | Ib. | deg. | ene. | yds. | yds. |yds
screw and disc are then free to turn. The running-out
breakdown between Point de Galle and King George’s Sound, say
“ |} eaken|
no!
$115 fi 22ape |1°19
879)| 944 | 905 263)¥
08‘
0-5on
gear consists of two spur wheels a, gearing into oval holes
4000 miles, is unfortunate, how much more must it be between
tormed in the angle bars R, inside main girders of slide.
5) | o |2°aL| 4°11 | 1456 | 1546 |1502 22-2 4:5,
1:2
England and Australia, 13,500 miles, with no reserve steamers to
fall back upon. Even the Pacific overland route has its drawThe wheels a are mounted on a cross shaft 6, and have spur
5|, |! » |4°7 | 6°56 |28334 | 2383 | 9362 15-2! 11-1)
1°1
backs in the shape of heavy snowstorms in winter seriously delayrings ¢ cast on them, into which gear pinions d fixed on a 5\ | » |6S | 846 |9002 |' S173 | 3125 20-4 20-7 = 22
ing the mail transit. As it is, the route to Australia vid Brindisi
second cross shaft e, having eccentric bearings f. The second
not 8475- |3497
e | (S87~ SS- 184"
S| | » |wer
7S =.
a8and Suez is the shortest, it being 10,655 miles, while by the Cape
shaft e carries also outside the carriage the spur wheels
it
is 11,542 miles. Therefore it appears to me that while auxiliary
5|
»
|
»
|
84
|10°9
|
3762
|
3895
3539
|
87°2
|
37418
y, into which gear the pinions kh, mounted on studs, and having
screws,
either vid the Cape or Suez Canal, may prove of great
1 i oo | 9 |19°S2 | 248
—|
— |7%0; — | 64)
—
squares on them for the winch handles 7, The carriage has four
service as first-class passenger, emigrant, and cargo vessels, our
rollers, two front j, and two rear k, the latter mounted on an
Australian friends will do well to dismiss from their minds all
eccentric shaft /, in the usual way. The carriage is run out on
Initial velocity with 22 lb. charge, 1412ft. per second ; initial expectation of ever getting a reliable long sea mail service to
the rollers, but in recoiling it slides on the girders. To bring the velocity with 141b. charge, 1218ft. per second. The powder make the out and home passages, as has been talked about, in
A.
carriage on the rollers a handspike is placed in the socket m used when these velocities were taken was the R.L.G. With forty-five days each.
April 8, 1872.
of either of the levers n, and pulled down to the position 0, the new pebble powder the velocity would probably be increased
shown in dotted lines. Levers n are connected by links p to to 1540ft. per second, without any additional strain being put
INDIAN BRIDGES,
és
arms qg on the eccentric bearings of the shaft e, so that by on to the gun.
S1r,—I have read your most interesting remarks upon the failures
This gun has now fired 225 rounds, of which 173 have been that have occurred in railway bridge building in India, and I am
pulling the handspike over the eccentrics f are, by the same
operation as that which raises the carriage, turned round suffi- fired from the carriage. The gun was carefully gauged after afraid they very much apply to other buildings besides bridges.
ciently to put the pinions d into gear with the spur rings c, and 168 rounds, but no enlargement could be detected. Since the Having been in almost every part of India and served in almost
by turning the winch handles the carriage is moved along the last fifty rounds have been fired there has been no opportunity of every department of the public works, and therefore able to speak
from personal experience, I should feel obliged by your allowing
slide. The motion of lowering off the rollers withdraws the gauging the gun.
The rifling appears to possess the following advantages over me to say that, while your remarks peculiarly bear upon the
pinions d from gear with the rings ¢, so that on firing the
designing
of bridges of large size, there is a difficulty which engiwheels «@ alone turn by gearing in the shot holes, but the second guns rifled with grooves :—It provides for the centreing of the
in India, civil and military, have to contend with, which I
shaft e and the outside wheels and pinions do not turn. To projectile. Three ribs only are used with guns from in. to neers
think
ought
to be more considered than it is by the scientific
prevent the carriage jumping two pairs of clips or dogs y, z, are 12in. bore, the driving sides or edges of these ribs being radial ; press of England
when recording engineering failures in that
provided, which only allow of vertical play sufficient for raising the projectile, if bearing on the sides of these three ribs, must be country. I allude especially to the native workmen, who are the
the carriage on the rollers. The carriage can be run iu for exer- centred, presuming, of course, that the projectile is rifled in a best “‘scamps” in the world; and I have no hesitation in saying
cise, &c., by the same operations’as for running out, only revers- suitable machine, and that both it and the gun are accurately that bridges and barracks designed with faultless accuracy have
tumbled down, from the impossibility at any reasonable cost of
ing the direction in which the winches are turned. It is neces- divided.
The tube of the gun is not weakened by having grooves cut supervising the natives when at work. Had those bridges and
sary in this case to prevent the disc H' and the drum | from
barracks
been built in England upon the same designs, and with
coming in contact, and so leave the screw free to turn. This is into it ; on the contrary, the ribs projecting into the bore matethe very same materials, they would now have been standing,
effected by giving half a turn to the lever Q fixed on the rear rially strengthen it. For instance, the area of the bore of a because
the
materials of which they were composed would have
screw S, and causing the latter to advance and bear against 12in. gun rifled with nine grooves on the Woolwich system is been better put
together. It is very true the scour of some of the
shoulder S$! on the screw, thus preventing any backward move- 115°36 square inches; rifled with three ribs the area is 111°70 Indian rivers near
the hills where the gale is great has underment of the latter, and thereby keeping the disc out of gear square inches, a difference in favour of the rib system of 3°66 mined some of the bridges,
on account of contracting the waterway,
with the drum while the carriage is run in. To control the square inches. The projectile is also considerably stronger. The but principally on account of exceptionally heavy floods, which
motion of the carriage along the slide while running out in a sea- metal cut out of the body of a 12in. projectile by the nine coun- have taught all engineers in India they must design work for a
way, asmall brake T is fixed on the rear end of the screw H, tersinks for fixing the studs is 3°75 square inches ; the metal maximum and not a medium force of water. But they will, I
and actuated by a handspike placed in the socket V; by this cut out of the same projectile by the three ribs is 1°35 only, so think, hesitate to depart from a correct principle in consequence of
means the carriage can be'instantly stopped at any point of its that a shell for a gun on the rib system is absolutely stronger, accidents which do not show those principles are wrong, but which
merely require the useful extension of known protective means to
travel. The elevating gearconsistsof two straight steel racks r, the and can therefore carry a larger bursting charge.
principles. I have long been of opinion that no large bridges
tops attached to the gun by means of pins passing through pieces
The bearing surface for turning or driving the projectile is those
should
be built in India without cut-water shields being placed
1, which slide in V’s on the heads of the racks, thus allowing for immensely in favour of the rib system.
above
the
piers, which shields should be carried deeper than the
the motion of the pins ina circular path. The racks have turned
A projectile for a 12in. gun rifled with a gaining twist has piers themselves
;in this way the water would be directed to the
cylindrical bodies and slide up and down in sockets formed in nine driving studs, each stud having a bearing surface 1:3in. middle of the opening. Even in the Thames such a system should
e cheeks of the carriage. The teeth are at the rear of the long and 26 deep, giving a total bearing surface for turning the be commenced without delay upon London, Waterloo, Vauxhall,
racks and gear with the pinions s, the latter being turned by projectile of 3°159 square inches. A projectile for a 12in. gun and other bri
for in a few years the scour of the river caused
ment will certainly undermine the bridges, In
means of a lever or handspike placed in sockets t, The racks rifled with the rib rifling has three grooves, each groove having by the em
are clamped
in any desired positi
y handles uv, screwed on a bearing surface 24in. long and *285in. deep, giving a total bear- reference to what you say about the abutments, I would remark
to through bolts, v, and by turning the clamp handles through ing surface for turning the projectile of 20°52 square inches. one principal cause of the mishaps is, that water coming 3
railway permanent way has no means of getting ‘‘ through ;”
an are of about 120 deg. the bolts v force the jaws«to approach And the effort of turning the projectile, instead of being con- the
the culverts may be ever so numerous, but the sudden fall of rain
each other sufficiently to pinch the cylindrical body ‘of the rack centrated over a small part of the bore only 1-3in. long, is dis- sweeps
a torrent along a plain which one hour before had
and hold the gun securely in position while being fired. For tributed over a length of 24in., assuming that the projectile here not had like
a drop of moisture upon it for six months. Finding no
training, the slide is provided with front rollers W, on which it referred to is a little more than two and a-half calibres long.
sufficient means adopted to allow the water to pass through the
always bears, and with rear rollers X, mounted on ope
There is also considerably less scoring with a gun rifled on the permanent way, the consequences are self-evident:after struggling
sins, the latter carrying bevel segments X", gearing with other rib system than with one rifled with grooves, as the grooves, with the oftentimes weak embankment (unnecessarily raised if
Revel segments X*, fixed on the cross shaie Y. The'shaft is ‘being the highest part of the bore, act as channels along means were adopted to pass the rain torrent), it travels with all
force along the side of the line until it reaches a
turned round either by shipping a handspike into the socket Y’, which the gas rushes, while with the rib rifling the highest part its increasing
near the centre of the slide, or to either of the sockets Y°, on of the bore—and the part therefore most affected by the rush bridge; then the first part it attacks is the abutment; that being
the bevel segments outside the slide ; onemovement thus brings of the gas—is the part between two of the ribs, nearly one-third shaken by having a duty to perform it was not intended for gives
and the whole structure becomes insecure. You may rest
the slide on both the rollers at the same time. When the slide the whole circumference of the bore in width ; the scoring is way,
assured unless more serious attention is given to passing the rain
is lowered off the rollers the rear end issupported by the pieces therefore much less local, and takes place in a part of the bore floods
through” the Indian railway permanent i 14 that its
Z, which rest on the rear racer.
‘
not weakened by grooves cut into it, as is the case with a grooved natural“‘ course
along the surface of the
may not be interfered
It will be seen from the above description’ that the comwith, fallen bridges may be
but similar disasters w_ll
pressor is perfectly self-acting, and after being once adjusted, onthe ribs projecting from the surface of the bore are also much again occur, as now, as the same causes produce the same effects,
according to the charge of powder used, it requires no attention more effectually cleaned by the act of sponging than are grooves,
London, April 4th, 1872,
Harpy Wiis,
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Rocers, 47, Nassau-street.
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Post-office Money Orders payable in England, being now obtainable
_ in the
countries, THE ENGINEER will be weekly dispatched
post-free from the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting
by money order, accordingto the following scale :—
Per year.
Per year.
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A rgentine
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THE ENGINEER is sent weekly post-free direct from the office?
163, Strand, to subscribers in the following countries on receipt of
subscription by Lill on London or otherwise, according to the following scale :—
Per year.
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Per year.
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Norway
32 0 {rece
Cuiliand Peru ..2 5 0
Panama
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France
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TO OORRESPONDENTS.
*." We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ;we
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies,
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications,
* e * In order
to avoid trouble and confusion,
we find it necessary to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with
these instructions,
F. B. (Brighouse).— The French journal, Chronique de L’Industrie, will be
most likely to suit your purpose. You can obtain it in London from Mr.
Lloyd Wise, Chandos-chambers, Buckingham-street, Adelphi.
J. C. D.— We fancy your arrangement would work satisfactorily, but it is
impossible to pronounce a definite opinion in the absence of experiment. We
are by no meams certain that you would totally prevent the fracture of
cylinders, however.
N. W.—The use of such inside handles has often been proposed. Their prexence would, however, be extremely objectionable, and would certainly lead
to serious accidents by enormously increasing the chance of a door flying
open when the train was in motion.
G. C.—The best treatise is Fuirbairn “*On Millwork,” which is expensive.
Glynne “‘On Water Power,” in Weale’s Series, may answer every purpose.
There is also a good American book on “ Mills and Milling,” by Palett,
which your friend ought to procure.
8. T. 8.—The presence of the immersed cube only lessens the quantity of water
in the tank, but the pressure isindependent of the quantity, being determined
solely
by the depth of the water, and as the cube does not alter the depth,
the pressureon the bottom
is in no way affected by the cube.
A Constant READER.—The power which your wheel would give out depends
altogether on the height of the fall available. With the quantity of water
you name you would have about a sixteenth of a horse-power for every foot
_ With 2ft. fall the wheel would do about as much work as one man.
X. Y. Y.—You are in error ; there are no general examination papers for
civil engineers. If you want a Government appointment you must pass an
and there are also
inati
students in colleges where
engineering
is taught. We published examples of Government engineering
examination papers not a
ago.
Erratum.—At
page 262 of our lust impression the title of the engravings
showing Dormoy’s rotary puddling apparatus should be “ Rotary Puddling
Rabble,” and not “ Rotary Puddling Furnace,” as indeed appears clearly
enough from the context.
Ss

PIPE-TURNING LATHES.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Srr,—Can any of your correspondents oblige me with the address o
an,y
facturer of
hines for turning or shaping out =
of
of different designs ?
weood
LAL
re Tith, 1872.
MEETING NEXT WEEK.
Tue IxstiruTion oF Civit Enoingers.—Tuesday, April 23rd, at
8 p.m.: (1) “River Witham
Pumping Mathtnery and Works
at Lade Bank, by Mr. Edward Welsh, M. Inst. C.E. (2) “On the
Construction of ea A
with ref
to E
Mechanical Forces Engaged,” by dr. Bashley Britten.
aval
BLACKING CAST IRON PIPES.
(To the Editorof The Engineer.)
Sir,—-The best mixture for the above pu
is “‘ Astbury’s” Patent
oxide of iron
it, which may be had in all colours. I believe it is now
iron com
used by sev
ENGINEER,
Manchester, April 15th, 1872.
LACQUERING BRIGHT WORK.
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Can any correspondent inform me how to
the b
work of engines and machinery ?
aap
~~
April llth, 187
WIBC
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the
are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. Gunge Lan Riche, allother
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STEAL GUNS,
Ir is perfectly well known to our readers that we have
never manifested aay predisposition in favour of steel as a
constructive material, and we have had many hard things
said concerning
us as a consequence. Webelieve,h
that the results of experience have more than sufficiently,

THE

ENGINEER.

justified all that we have written concerning a metal still
In one sense in its infancy. Our readers should not—and
indeed we believe that they do not—assume that because we
have written much against the use of steel for certain
purposes, we are blind to every advance that is made in its
manufacture, or prejudiced against its use under any
circumstances. Our stand-point has always been, and is
now, that steel, and especially Bessemer steel, is,so uncertain in quality that the utmost caution should be exercised
in its use,
is is the line of argument we have long
adopted. We have never stated, however, that it was impossible to produce a steel which would not only be quite
reliable, but might be used as a substitute for iron with
t advantage. We feel that it is necessary to put this
act plainly before ouf readers, because we give in this impression considerable prominence to a new heavy gun, made
apparently of the very material which we have frequently
aud specially stated to be absolutely unfit for use in
ordnance. “ How,” it may be asked, “is it possible for a
journal so long opposed to steel guns to speak in favourable
terms of a gun of considerable size made wholly of the
condemned material!” Our answer is very simple. The
vocation of such a journal as Tue ENGINEER is not to resist
progress, not to stifle improvement, but to note, and
describe, and bring before the world, every step in mechanical science which ap
to be made firmly, and to rest
on a solid basis of fact. But in doing this it is necessary
to be extremely cautious. We cannot better illustrate the
necessity for the exercise of much caution than by a statement of the following fact. For a long time past we have
carefully watched the progress of steel as a material for
boiler plates. Many inquiries which we made were extremely satisfactory, and we had almost arrived at the
conclusion that it was now
ible to buy in the open
market steel boiler plates which were quite uniform and
trustworthy. Within a comparatively recent period, however, we have received information from three totally
distinct sources, which leads us to believe that it is as
difficult as ever to get a sufficient quantity of reliable
steel plates to make even a few small boilers. With
this information before us we can only assert still that
it is infinitely better and safer as yet to make boilers of
iron than of steel. As regards steel guns the facts
stand thus :—Krupp has been long looked upon as the
very genius of steel ordnance. It is taken for granted that
no man living knows so much about steel, both as regards
the mode of making it and the mode of using it. We find,
nevertheless, that Krupp’s steel gunsare nottrustworthy, and
we at once come to the logical argument that if Krupp’s
guns fail, then steel must be a bad material for guns,
because, if he cannot make trustworthy steel guns, no one
else can. As for Sir Joseph Whitworth, we may leave him
out of the question altogether. For the present he keeps
everything connected with his wonderful “ compressed
steel” a dead secret. It is not a marketable commodity,
and it possesses absolutely no interest for practical men,
whether gunmakers or engineers. It may be marvellously
good, or it may not. We neither condemn it nor praise it.
We have recalled to the minds of our readers that such a
metal is stated on good authority to be available for the
manufacture of guns, and that is enough. As regards
Krupp’s steel, however, the case is totally different. It isa
marketable commodity ; guns are made of it, and can be
purchased without difficulty of almost any reasonable
dimensions, and therefore the whole world is interested in
Kiupp’s steel. Now is it not possible that much of the
disfavour with which steel guns are regarded is due, not to
the defects of the material, but to an exaggerated estimate
of Herr Krupp’s skill and knowledge of the properties of
the metal with which he is dealing! This much is certain,
the argument is used by every one who is opposed to steel
guns, “ Krupp can’t make it do; is it likely that"anyone
else can?’ Now this is just the point on which we venture
to join issue for the first time, and we have given much
prominence to the Vavasseur steel gun, illustrated and
described in another place, because the system of construction adopted is totally different from Herr Krupp’s; because
the system of construction appears to us to be based on
sound principles, and because the results obtained from the
gun in question have been up to the present extremely
satisfactory.
Again, 1t must not be forgotten that because it was impossible to make a reliable steel gun last year it by no
means follows that it is equally impossible to make a
reliable steel gun this year. Such a theory would be opposed to all the teaching of science ; and although we are
not prepared to state that Mr. Vavasseur has once and for
ever solved the problem and taught the world how to
make thoroughly admirable steel guns, we feel none the
less pleasure in bringing before the notice of our readers
=
of a method of construction which is at least
ll of promise. No one believes that wrought iron is
absolutely the best material fora gun. We only hold that
it has hitherto proved to be better than steel because
steel has lacked certain characteristics. If it could be
proved that steel not only possessed these but its
own excellent qualities as well, then the days of iron
guns would be numbered. ‘The whole question really
narrows itself to a simple point—can, or cannot, a perfectly reliable tough steel be obtained in sufficient quantity with sufficient ease?’ Mr. Vavasseur holds that it can,
and we shall now proceed to state briefly some of the
arguments which he adduces in favour of the system of
construction which he has adopted.
All the steel guns hitherto constructed have been either
made from a solid block bored out and rifled, or when
made with steel rings these rings have been welded. Mr.
Vavasseur, as we think very justly, argues that these
methods of construction are the worst —
It is certain that no one in the present day — i —,. to —
a hea’
n by forging a large mass of wrought
iron in the
solid iad ane being out. Such a gun would be sure
to burst. In all
ern
t iron cannon the greatest
care istaken to make the fibre
or grain of the iron run
round the gun. Hence for one reason the success of
coil-ringed ordnance. The
point has been overlooked in
steel guns, because no doubt it has been assumed that

a dl
steel being crystalline and non-fibrous, a bored-out block
would answer every purpose, and give the best results to
be had from the metal. A solid ingot of steel worked
under the hammer will have its outer portions thoroughly
consolidated. It matters little if the interior be defective,
because the imperfect portion will be removed by the
boring tool. This argument is good up to a certain point,
but it does not prove that the sound portion of the ingot is
used to the best advantage. In the Vavasseur gun the
solid block system is rejected. The gun is made up of
rings rolled into hoops out of punched ingots of mild cast
steel, just as are railway tires, and Mr. Vavasseur states
that Messrs. Firth are now able to supply these hoops
in any reasonable quantity of perfectly sound and
uniform quality. On this point we submit that the whole
success of the system turns. If Messrs, Firth, or any other
firm, can supply a perfectly uniform fibrous steel, then a
new era has commenced for steel guns. No one can for a
moment dispute that being in possession of such a material, Mr. ne hac has a it to the best possible
advantage. While speaking on this point, we may call
attention to the fact that in the gun we illustrate not a
chance of success has been thrown away. In dealing with
steel this is especially necessary, because success or failure
in its use frequently turns on apparent trifles. For example, the question whether a oan shaft of given dimensions will or will not stand, frequently hangs on the
presence or absence of little more than a few ounces
of metal in a corner.
Instead, therefore, of cutting grooves in his gun, and thereby introducing a
special element of weakness, Mr. Vavasseur has adopted
a system of rifling first proposed, we believe, by
by Mr. Lynall Thomas, the ribs being put into the gun,
and the grooves cut in the projectile. The corners where the
ribs join the chace are me rounded to prevent the starting
of acrack. This system has several excellent features to
commend it; and it compares admirably with the barbarous
stud system still used by our Government against the
advice of all the most competent authorities of the day.
By the method of construction which he has adopted Mr.
Vavasseur claims to secure the use of steel to the best
sssible advantage. In the first place, because he avails
1imself of all the advantages proper to hooped or ringed
ordnance ; and in the second place, because o uses a steel
with the fibre developed by rolling running in the proper
direction.
As regards the performance of the Vavasseur gun, the
facts will be found in another page in detail. We may
state here that it was first sent to Shoebury, and tested
there for range and accuracy. Subsequently it was tried
on board the Excellent and her tender. It was then sent to
France, and has been further tested on board a French ship
of war. It will be seen that, although the gun is much
lighter than our own 7in. gun, it has withstood 225 rounds,
mostly with 22 Ib, charges, and projectiles weighing 115 Ib.
This isa satisfactory performance, because the gun manifests
no evidence as yet of the smallest injury. We are, of
course, unable to say how much further firing the weapon
is able to stand. Enough has been done, however, to
prove that Mr. Vayasseur, if he has not yet supplied the
world with a perfect steel gun, has made considerable
advances beyond his rivals in this path of mechanical
science,
Of the arrangements of the gun-carriage and compressor
we shall, perhaps, speak at more length than we have
already done at another time.
The whole question
of compressors is interesting, and there are certain
points about the recoil of guns which do not appear to be as fully understood as they should be. In
conclusion, we shall add that Mr. Vavasseur’s progress
deserves the attention of all who are interested in the construction of ordnance. At present we see no sufficient
reason for even hinting at the abandonment of the wrought
iron Fraser gun, which has proved itself to be the best gun
in the world, in spite of its defective rifling. It would be
rash to assume, however, on the other hand, that steel guns
can never be a success. The duty of the impartial artillerist is to watch every experiment, and to judge of its
success or its failure only by the evidence of facts, without
paying the slightest attention to individual prejudices or
proclivities ; and in this spirit we bring Mr. Vavasseur’s
ingenious and thoughtful designs before our readers.
SURVEYORS TO LOCAL BOARDS,
Tue development of sanitary science and the enforcement by the Legislature of certain measures, absolutely
necessary to secure the health of our cities and towns, have
called into existence certain professional appointments
which are alike open to observation and criticism ; they
are essentially new—things of the day, springing from the
inauguration of sanitary practice unknown a few years
since. The appointments we refer to are those of “surveyors to local boards.” The nature of the duties which
holders of those appointments are expected to fulfil is fully
understood, but of what we may term the circumstances
of these appointments very little is known, except by
those who oe held them.
Let us try and enlighten
our readers a little on these points. A surveyor to a local
board is literally the servant of the local board, vestry, or
whatever corporate authority may do him the honour of
employing him.
His a
and dismissal are
altogether in the hands of these bodies, the constitution of
which is opentomany and grave objections. 1t may be urged
that professional
appointments must be in the patronage of
some one,
that it is unreasonable to suppose an engineer
nanently retain a situation in his own
or a Ned
right.
is sense in this, but there isa great difference between a person holdin his position in defiance of
all considerations and circumstances which call for his dismissal, and losing it in spite of allthose which justify his
retaining it, The facts we have in our possession lead to
the inevitableconclusion that competent men are frequently
ismi
by local authorities, or compelled to esign their
ointments, solely because the conscientious pe an of
dus duties militates against the pecuniary interests of some
of the board members. On the other hand, utterly incompetent men are retained, who are content to truckle to the
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avaricious inclinations and sordid propensities of their
employers, and care little about bringing into contempt
and derision a profession to which they nominally belong,
but in which they in reality have no part. There is yet
the third case, in which a competent and honourable man
is desirous of fulfilling his duty with integrity, but to
whom the salary, wretchedly small and inadequate as it
usually is, is essential as the only bar between him and great
privation, if not absolute poverty. Is it matter for wonder
that he should find the struggle between duty and necessity
too hard for human nature to resist?) When both are
placed in the balance, does it require a prophet to divine
which of the scales will mount! The constitution of
vestries, corporations, and all local authorities, is defective
and rotten to the last degree. It is to this cause, and to
this cause alone, that must be traced the absolute impossibility of etfectually carrying out those sanitary measures
in connection with the homes and dwellings of the poorer
class, which are essential not only to the health of the
unfortunate inhabitants themselves, but also to that of the
general community, Out of innumerable instances which
prove beyond the shadow of a doubt that the public welfare is scandalously abused, and made totally subservient
to private interests of the most sordid character, let
us take one. A person died some time ago in the basement story of a house, probably a cellar. The attention of the medical officer and of the sanitary inspector, or inspector of nuisances, or whatever may be
his correct designation, was called to the circumstances.
He found the premises presenting the usual appearance in
such cases. Drains long since choked up, walls humid
with sewage water, and redolent of poisonous efiluvia, and
the mo
of the place mephitic and contaminated to
a degree beyond conception. As a matter of duty, the
sanitary officer served a summons forthwith, and subsequently several summonses, upon the owner of the property, who was a member of the local board, and the proprietor of a large number of houses in the vicinity, many
of which were probably in the same disgraceful and
noxious condition. These summonses were treated with
the most withering contempt, and immediately consigned
to the fire or waste paper basket as the proper receptacle
for all such insulting and vexatious communications.
It will scarcely be credited that the vestry refused
by a majority of votes to make an order that the
owner of these premises should put them in a state of
repair which would render them fit for human habitation.
The reason is obvious. So much for the constitution of
local boards and vestries. It may be well asked what is
the use of Government legislating for sanitary improvement, and appointing officers to superintend the execution of sanitary measures, if the law becomes so wholly
inoperative, as repeated instances have shown it to be.
The main object of all legislative enactments is to enforce
compliance with certain rules and regulations, whenever
people will not comply with them voluntarily and in good
faith. In this respect sanitary legislation as yet has signally failed. The mstance we have quoted really proves
the whole law on this question to be a mere burlesque.
To place it in the power of any number of individuals to
carry out, or refuse to carry out, sanitary measures, just as
it suits their own selfish interests, is an absurdity too palpable to need comment.
It is true that there are one or two examples in which
summary action has been taken to compel the compliance
of delinquents with the enactments of the Legislature.
But for each one of these there are hundreds of cases
in which owners of house property do precisely what they
like with their unfortunate tenants, who, from their inability to aid themselves, are forced to live in holes and
corners which a rat would hardly enter. There are two
remedies for this condition of affairs. The one is to alter
the constitution of local authorities altogether ; the other,
to place the surveyor and other officers whose duty requires
them to discover, recognise, and expose breaches of sanitary
law, out of the power of those who perpetrate them.
It would be difficult to apply the first remedy in its
entirety, although by prohibiting certain persons from
bes wing members of a local board, it might be partially
employed with advantage. There would, on the other
hand, be not the slightest difficulty attending the application of the second remedy proposed. It has already been
applied in the case of the medical officers to local boards,
and it is still more necessary with respect to the surveyor.
As the total exclusion from local boards of all persons
possessing property, or who might at any time become
large land and householders, would for many reasons be impracticable, the obviously next best arrangment is to
render the engineer surveyor nearly, if not quite, independent of the board. Many of the members of these
local bodies, as a rule, are owners of house property, and
much of this property is commonly in a very bad sanitary
condition. Suppose for the moment that the landlord of
such houses was the chairman of the board. Where is
the surveyor who would dare to serve a notice on him, or
upon any other member, unless he were prepared to suffer
all kinds of annoyances and vexations, and be ultimately
coerced into resigning, as has happened on more than one
occasion! The hadgering and bullying that some of our
professional brethren receive from those whose interests
run counter to the enforcement of proper sanitary measures, is beyond description.
The local government must be blind indeed if they cannot perceive at a glance that it is impossible for an engineer, surveyor tocarry out his duties strictly and impartially,
when the conscientious discharge of them directly affects
the pecuniary interests of ratepayers and owners of
property, who have the power of ridding themselves of
what they regard as an infliction, by the dismissal of their
officer. Any surveyor who displays great energy and
determination in carrying out sanitary improvements at
once becomes very unpopular in English towns, and is
hampered in his movements to so great an extent, that it is
not to be wondered at that he sometimes renounces the
task of sanitary reform in despair. Experience has
sroved that so long as the supreme authority rests in the
nands of the ordinarily constituted local authorities, there
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will be but comparatively little progress made in sanitary
PRIVATE BILLS IN PARLIAMENT.
improvements, and a very small amount of honest dealing
THE two joint Committees of members of the Houses of Lords
and
Commons
—— the one to take evidence on the imporand fair play will be shown to the local officers engage
in carrying out and enforcing such improvements. It must |tant subject of railway amalgamation, in connection with the bills
for
that
purpose
now before Parliament, and the other upon the
occur that a surveyor occasionally gives offence to some | Metropolitan Tramway
Bills, met again on Monday last.
influential person in his district. People who think and
In the Amalgamation Committee the Right Hon. Chichester
act wrongly are invariably offended when others tell them Fortescue presided, and all the members were present. In this
the truth, and compel them to alter their ways. Any Committee matters at every successive sitting are becoming, as
builder who is informed by the surveyor, that he must put ' regards the evidence given, confusion worse confounded. Sine
expressed by the witnesses on the questions of railway
a good layer of concrete under the footing course of the | opinions
management, State railways, railway rates and charges, Xc., are
houses he intended building on a bad foundation without utterly bewildering, and will leave the Committee at the end of
this necessary protection, may take offence at the requisi- | the inquiry in the midst of a dense fog, wherein they will find no
tion. The majority do take offence, and then comes the| light for writing their report.
following remark, “T’ll get on the board, and [’ll turn | At Monday’s meeting Sir William Wright, chairman of the Hull
gave evidence in which he expressed the strongest
that man out.” And these individuals do get on the board, Dock Company,
in favour of the amalgamation of railways and canals;
and they do turn the man out; and until Government secure | opinion
from this point he proceeded, or was led on, to advocate the view
the surveyors from local tyranny and oppression they will | that the whole carrying trade of the country should be in the
never be in a position to carry out what is supposed to be hands of Government, which should have the control of not only
the law, which law in nine cases out of ten is rendered null all railways and canals, but of docks and dock warehouses, tramand even of the
wagons, and omnibuses connected
and void, because the surveyor dare not attempt to enforce ways,
with railway service. The witness did not quite go the length of
its provisions for fear of dismissal.
embracing ocean going vessels, or coasters, or cabs in his
Let us now ask what it is the surveyors themselves scheme, but he took in nearly all other interests connected with the
desire. They do not ask to be placed in a position carrying trade. He could not say, in answer to Lord Redesdale,
which will enable them to do exactly as they please with- how many ‘‘supply rights” the transfer of such an immense busito Government would absorb, but thought his scheme pracout reference to any authority. All they demand is to be ness
The witness did not
id
petition any real prolaced in the same position as the officers of the Poor Law ticable.
tection to the public, either as regarded fares or accommodation,
Board, who cannot be dismissed without the approval of If towns were still in need of increased railway communication,
that board. The head authority in the case of surveyors he would not object to the people of such towns making such
should be the Local Government Act Office, and an appeal communications, which he admitted would be independent railhe did not think such cases likely to arise. The chief
to that quarter in the event of allegation and dispute should ways, but
and authority he would recommend to direct and control
always be permitted, and the question should there be investi- officer
what the chairman called those ‘“‘boundless fields of enterprise,”
gated. The surveyor would then be placed beyond the reach of was a ‘‘ Railway Master General.”
Mr. W. Moxon, of the City of Dublin Steam Packet Cy.
those who had no ground of real complaint against him,andat
the same time he would be amenable to the jurisdiction and opposed the proposed amalgamation of the London and NorthWestern
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Companies,
decision of the head authority when he either neglected or because itandwould
important advantages to the Holyhead
exceeded his duty. The Sanitary Commission in its rcute, to the injury give
of existing interests, ‘Those he represented
report recommended, “In order that medical officers of contended for equal rates and facilities, and that the two ports
health may be able to discharge their duties without should have the same treatment secured to them as that to which
fear of personal loss, they should not be removed they were at present subject.
Mr. Wilson, of Leeds, general manager of the Aire and Calder
from office by any local authority, except with the Navigation
opposed the proposed amalgamation on behalf of
sanction of the central authority.” Thus, while recog- his company,Co.,
and of the
iated chambers of
ce, on the
nising the necessity of protecting local officers in the ground that it would destroy the competition still remaining becase of the medical official, the report ignores altogether tween railways and canals, Many of the canals and navigations
the similar position of the surveyor, who is a far more im- had been already absorbed by the railway companies, and the comthat had existed while the canals had been independent
portant officer, and far more exposed to the danger from petition
in separate hands had been destroyed. The witness illuswhich protection is required. The absurdity of this omission and
trated his case by a special map, and very numerous instances, At
is obvious. In the first place, the results of the medical present the Aire and Calder navigation competed with the railoflicer’s recommendations depend in a great measure upon ways for the traffic east and south of Leeds, but from the west
the zealous and efficient manner in which the surveyor’s they were cut off. The canals had not fair play from the obstrucoffered by the railway companies that now had the control
duties are performed, and it is from the latter tions them
; this was especially the case on the Leeds and Liverpool
that he draws the greater part of his information. over
and the Rochdale canals. At the conclusion of this witness’s
Secondly, it must constantly happen that the surveyor, evidence the Committee again adjourned.
who is an unprotected officer, is obliged to report to the
The Metropolitan Tramways Joint Committee met on the same
medical officer, who is under protection, the negligence, day in room A of the Lords’ suite. The Right Hon. Viscount
Eversley,
late speaker of the House of Commons, presided.
ignorant or culpable, of his employers, who have it in
Mr. C. Hopkins, C.E., engineer of the London street tramtheir power to recompense him for his sanitary | ways,
was the first witness called, and gave evidence to the effect
activity by depriving him of his appointment. More- that the further extensions of the tramways already constructed
over, it is manifest that the very existence of or authorised in London were to complete routes, and to give the
so invidious a distinction between the position of public advantages that they did not now enjoy, and that many of
the surveyor and the medical officer, is not calculated to these lines at present ended, or led to, nowhere, so to speak, He
no objection toa tramway on London Bridge, and there would
promote that harmony which ought to prevail between two saw this
advantage in one being laid and worked, that it would
officials whose duties have a common interest and bring them be
accomplish what is now done by the police, regulate the traffic.
constantly into personal contact. The public welfare, as
Mr. Rowbotham, tramway trafnc manager, gave evidence as to
well as all considerations of fair-play, demand that the local the traffic done by the London street tramways, the north metrosurveyor should have the same protection as his brother politan lines carrying three and a-half millions of passengers in
six months, and those.on the south side about ninety thousand
officer. The salary also should
fixed, or at least the per
week,
minimum salary should be fixed, as local boards, when
Mr. Sheldon, officially connected with tramway schemes in this
they are desirous of removing a surveyor whom they con- and other countries, gave evidence as to the working of tramways
sider too efficient, sometimes effect their purpose by in Madrid, Brussels, Copenhagen, Geneva, and other places. He
reducing the salary, instead of resorting to direct dismissal. did not think that there shouid be any restriction in the laying
of tramways other than the width of the streets. A road of 24ft,
One thing is perfectly certain: The duties of a local wide
surveyor can neverbe adequately fulfilledtowards
the public, doublewasline.sufficient for a single line, and of 38ft. or 34ft. for a
as the Legislature intended them to be, until that ofticer is
Mr. John Morris, of the firm of Ashhurst, Morris, and Co.,
properly protected and fairly paid for his services. At gave evidence as to the authorities by which tramways should be
present neither the salary nor the social status of these constructed and worked. If they were made by local authorities,
same authorities should have the control over their working,
appointments is, as a rule, of a character to induce com- the
in London such a system was next to impossible, inasmuch as
petent and duly-qualitied engineers and surveyors to accept but
one useful route may pass through the districts of a number of
them. They may indeed accept them as a dernier ressort different and distinct local authorities.
when nothing better offers, but they can rarely retain
A large and very intelligible diagram, prepared by the Board of
showing in blue tint the
them without sacrificing their own professional and moral Trade, was displayed in the room,
tramways in or near London already authorised ; in red, the exindependence, and becoming in a greater or less degree tensions
for
the
construction
of
which
powers
are asked for in the
subservient to the wishes of those who acknowledge no present session ; and in yellow, the lines that have
been proposed,
principle but that of self-interest.
but that the promoters will not press against the expressed
opinion of either the joint Committee of the private bill Committees to which the projects may be referred. The authorised
lines are of great extent, and have already many ramifications
UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION IN PARIS, IN JULY.
near and to the south and south-east of Westminster; and also
Sucu is the startling announcement made in a Paris journal. to the north and north-east of the City, but there are as yet no
A philanthropic society in the interest of the working classes tramways made or authorised to the west of Victoria station, or
has obtained the use of the Palais de l'Industrie from the Camden-town, nor in the densely populated districts lying to the
15th of July for fourteen weeks, and is about to erect additional west of Goswell-street and Islington, and enclosed between the
and the Marylebone and Euston roads. ‘The lines which
buildings. It invites all the world to take part in the show, and Thames
promoters are ready to withdraw include, to the west, a branch
it is said that it has already received promises of support from the
in
Albany-street,
Regent’s Park, the line from the end of Tottennearly every country in Europe, and some in Asia and America. ham-court-road westwards
by Oxtord-street
and Uxbridge-road, and
That a private society should, under present circumstances, un- the Knightsbridge line to Hyde
Park corner. In the City the lines
dertake such a task as the organisation of an universal exhibi- withdrawn include from Aldersgate to St. Paul’s, Cannon-street,
tion, even on a small scale, at such short notice, is a hopeful sign; Queen Victoria-street, King William-street, and the new street from
but we fear that unless the projected exhibition is placed before Ludgate-circus to Holborn, The yellow lines also embrace Souththe world in a more official and complete form than it is at pre- wark Bridge and the Southwark Bridge-road, High-street, Boro’,
sent, the contributions, from abroad at any rate, are not likely and London Bridge. The other lines to be surrendered, if
to be very large. Moreover, the building is at present occupied, required, are at Lattersea, Wandsworth-road, Kennington-lane,
the south embankment from Kennington to Westand the salon is not to close till the 15th of June, so that there and along
bridge. Among the numerous proposed lines to be perwould only remain a month for the preparations in that part of minster
severed
with
by the promoters are those to cross the river by
the exhibition, so that the difficulties seem terribly numerous. Westminster Bridge,
to run along the Victoria Embankment to
Per contra, it is stated that the railway companies have con- Outram’s statue; Waterloo
bridge, to terminate near the
sented to carry goods to and from the exhibition at reduced Strand ; Blackfriars Bridge, to furnish a direct through
rates of charge. The address of the Commission is La Société communication by tramway between north and south, Not less
Nationale d’Encouragement des Travailleurs Industriel, No. 23, important is the proposed line in Tottenham-court-road, vid
Rue de la Chaussée d’Antin, Paris. Those interested in the Oxtord-street and Holborn, to Smithfield and Newgate-street.
announcement may, therefore, obtain information respecting the Other long lines to be prosecuted are from Islington westward by
the thoroughfare of Pentonville-road, Euston-road, and Maryleproposed exhibition.
bone-road, to Bayswater and Kensal-green. The suburban exten_
———
sions to the north and north-west are in King’s Cross-road, CaleSovutn Kenstncton Musevum.—Visitors during the week ending donian-road, to Chalk Farm, in Finchley-road, and Edgwareshort
ting juncti
proApril 13th, 1872:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday free, road, _ There are also
from 10 a.m. to 10 ae Museum, 17,799; Naval and other posed in various localities, and an extension that would continue
collections, 3026. On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admis- the tramway communication from the end of Victoria-street,
sion 6d. ,from 10 a.m. till 6 2 m, : Museum, 3100; Naval and other Westminster, to the Victoria station.
If the promoters obtain what they are ing for, it cannot be
collections,
183; total, 24,108, Average of corresponding week
Ll
4 aaa years, 13,656, Total from the opening of the Museum, | doubted that, whstever the result may be to er interests, they
will
seeure the command of an enormous street passenger traffic,
’ ’ :d
.
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nately had no experience in patent litigation; he had escaped perhaps, to pay him a sum of money. The amount of royalty
OF COMMONS COMMITTEE ON by
means of moderate royalties, and by not unduly restricting never prevents a man in England from competing with a man in
PATENT LAW.
the use of the invention to a few individuals; he had been deterred Germany; if a manufacturer in Germany introduces English
improvements there he is behindhand with them; when he hears
No. VIL
aadexpenses
expeaees
“ittGans
potest of them at work in
and
0! kant prcsaiiags
i
were consa squad
8)
a considerable amount of time has
At the second meeting this session of the Hous: of court in which pond oyjustice could be obtained, public benefit been
lost ;then he has to go over a great deal of ground, which
Commons Committee on Patent Law, Mr. B. Samuelson, M.P., would arise, and perhapsit might
beenlarged intoa court forscientific involves him in much expense. A great country gains and dves
presided,
causes ; one great objection at present is that the jury generally not lose by a patent law, and the law gives its manufacturers a
Mr. C, W. Siemens deposed that he was a Fellow of the Royal knows nothing of applied science; the
caling of scientific witnesses
stand in the open market. Inventions would not 1
Society, a member of the Council of the Institution of Civil by the contending parties, and not by the court, is also objectionable. higher
so fast without a patent law. The human mind would work, it
Engineers, and that he was by —
a telegraph engineer.
e had been a scientific witness, and he found that he was made was true, but give most attention to first principles ;as a man of
He was not born in this country, but had resided in it for twenty to say things which he would not have said if he had been asked science he should never think of taking out a patent, but would
years. As a patentee he
had considerable experience in by the court to tell his own tale. As it was, the questions were of never undertake to work out an invention, to apply an idea, to
patents. He had taken out some patents for
ful inventions such a nature that he could only give one answer. It was true that
it into a practically useful process, to overcome the
and some for failures; among the more successful of his inven- he was examined by both sides, but by legal gentlemen who did not develope
resistance which an inventor has to overcome—he could never
lions were a steam engine governor, a regenerative furnace, and a understand the subject, so that his views did not fully appear. A undertake
that without the protection of letters patent. With.
process for making steel and iron. He had also taken out patents special court devised to bring out truth and to set out all the matter out a patentalllaw
the rate of the development of inventions would
yr :lative to telegraphic apparatus and cables, thus covering a some- ina more judicious manner, would be preferable. If the scien- be
retarded,
and
the inventions would be worked in secret; it
what wide range of experience. He was an engineer possessing tific witnesses were called by the court, they would be more likely would be so with chemical
and it would be so with small
tat order of mind which led him to make new applications of first to give the full essence of the question at issue. He had hardly machines, such, for instance,processes,
as those for making pins and buckles;
<incip
e
1 his branch of the engineering prof:
idered this branch of the subjects in all its details, but perhaps these would be worked behind closed doors, and the general public
t» be much influenced by the existence or non-existence of a patent it might be advantageous to have scientific gentlemen to sit with would not get the benefit of them.
liw; he was drawn to this country in the first instance by the fact and
assist the judge.
Messrs. Johnson and Carpenter, patent agents, then gave
of a a law existing here, and he came here from Germany
In reply to Mr. Macfie, M.P., and otherquestioners, Mr. Siemens evidence together; Mr. Johnson answered most of the questions,
«irectly after he finished his theoretical and practical studies. He added
to England he had taken out most patents in France, and Mr. Carpenter answered some of them, but their views on all
1iade England his home in consequence of there being no properly and nextthattonext
France in Belgium, the facilities for the granting of — were very nearly identical. It was explained that Mr.
u iderstood and
ted patent law in Germany; this country
by law being great in those countries. Thereis no patent ohnson, as a lawyer, had a knowledge of patent cases in court,
t \erefore had had the benefit of his inventions in the first instance. vatents
in Germany as we understand it, but privileges are granted, so that in speaking of legal matters he spoke for himself only, and
He had made a few applications for patents in Germany, but in notw coupled
with the condition that the inventor shall divulge his not for Mr, Carpenter. Str. Johnson said that the present patent
1198st cases with unsuccessful results. He could not patent in secret; and the
term of a patent in Germany is so limited that a law was an improvement on the old one, and on the whole he con(cermany things which can be patented here, and as a rule patents patentee
would
derive generally no benefit ~~ in cases of very sidered that it had worked satisfactorily; he did not think that all
«re granted in Germany for small mechanical improvements, but trivial improvement.
Mr. Bessemer was refused a patent in its —. had been fully carried out. He thought that it might
very rarely for inventions including new applications of first Germany,
did not know on what grounds, but in the be desirable to establish a system of examining specifications, and
)<inciples. In Germany they refused him a patent for his regene- abstract he hesupposed
it was known that air could be the powers of the present Act were sufficient for the purpose.
1 itive furnace, because some people had hot stoves in their houses driven through metal that
so that the theoretical minds of the Now the papers pass as a matter of course, and the law officer's
tere to warm them. At the present time the
enerative
refused the application. Krupp uses the invention examination applies more to verbiage than anything else. The
furnace is more widely adopted in England, where a royalty is pay- judges
but he derived the use of it trom this country. In sufficiency of the provisional specification should be examined, also
able, than in Germany, where it can be used without the payment now,
Mr. Bessemer charged, he was told by hearsay, royalties whether it conflicts with another provisional specification running
vi a royalty. His pou told him that without the protection ofEngland
and £2 per ton. He did not know whether Krupp — at the same time, also whether it is a patentable invention or not.
of letters patent he should probably have not undertaken the long Mr. £1Bessemer
consideration ; perhaps he dealt with Mr.
Bes- Patents are very often taken out for what are not inventions at all.
«ries of ee and the great expense necessary to perfect that semer as with any
himself (Mr. Siemens). Krupp had paid him his On the score of novelty he should not refuse a patent; points of
furnace ; this country had had the advantage of its use in the first royalty, not quite
equal
to
the
amount
which
he
would
have
exi stance, and at the present time it is more generally adopted here acted in England, but enough to lead him to advise him as to the novelty may be very small and yet very important. He had heard
Mr. Newton’s evidence, and
with most that he had said,
than on the Continent. Although the invention is in use in
mode of proceeding. He ——- it to be beneficialto the _— but the examiners should be men of a higher class than Mr.
(sermany, England is more benefited by it than Germany. Many best
that inoperative patents should fall to the ground ; this is alread
Newton had recommended. The provisional specification should
inventions would never see the light of day at all without a patent effected
in England by means of the two separate payments whic
be thrown open at the end of four months, when notice to proceed
law, and here there are more inventions than in Germany, and they have to be
at the end of three and seven years. The French is given, so that the patent cannot be sealed without the public
are more quickly adopted ; the final adoption of his furnaces in method is tomade
impose
the
useful
application
of
the
invention.
He
having
an opportunity of stating objections before examiners in the
Germany was mainly owing to German manufacturers coming over
not prepared to say which was the best plan; the French one first instance, then it should go to the Attorney-General with the
here, seeing them at work, and then making arrangements with was perhaps
more perfect in theory, but it can be evaded by the examiners as assessors. He saw no advantage in Mr. Newton's
him to apply them in their own works. It was fully and generally is
mere semblance of an application; he thought that the English system of caveats. When notice to proceed is given there should
in use here before it was adopted elsewhere, and the same principle plan
the more practical one ; at all events there should be be all possible publicity, and the final specification should be
he thought applied to all inventions, With respect to his own some was
means of clearing away patents not of practical ae of by the examiners. When a specification was brought
inventions he had not himself become a manufacturer in the first utility.practical
He thought that there should be an international system to him it was often difficult to tell exactly what it claimed; the
instance but had mostly given licences to others, and to those who of
patents;
they
had an International Telegraphic Convention, specification should be so clear that the public and the manutook out the first licences he gave special advantages, because of and why should there
not be one for patents of inventions’ A facturers should know the construction put upon the patent,
the aid they rendered him in the first instance. His system had patent should be co-extensive
with civilisation. He did not sell and this would be no injury, but a benefit to blond fide
been to grant licences on moderate royalties, whereby he had
rights, though it was very frequently done. New inven- patentees, and there would be less likelihood of people
escaped litigation, and he did this of his own free will ; if it were patent
tions
are
not
believed
in
either
by the public or by the Govern- trying to infringe the patent. A patent would then come
made compulsory to grant licences he thought that it would relieve
patentees from many difficulties, as they are often pressed hard to ment of the country, and it would be only after it was worked out into court with a primd facie on it. It would be desirable
and
its
practicability
shown,
that
value could be determined, to have
pul
li
if it were practically easy to
give exclusive licences. He thought that the public interest and the bringing of the invention its
to this stage all depends upon do it, like granting compulsory leases for land. In practice,
would be served if they were compelled to grant licences; and if
the
labour
and
activity
of
the
inventor,
and
it
was
there
he
thought
patentees
are
generally
anxious
to
Hy licences ;he had known
the public could get inventions more profitably by refusing to
grant patents at all, he thought it would be the duty of the that the patentee had the greatest claim upon the nation for all very few cases to the contrary ; in fact, he could remember only
the patentee was able to supply the whole
Government to refuse patents, but he was convinced that a patent the time he had been doing public work. There is a resistance to one, and in that inst
law was beneficial on public grounds. Without a patent law, if new inventions. It is generally asserted that “‘ it will never suc- market ; it is to the inventor's interest to grant licences as much
inventions of importance were developed they would be kept ceed,” which opinion is generally held because the new idea runs as possible. There is great difficulty in ascertaining the value of
secret for many years, and in consequence of prejudice, and that counter to the stock of knowledge with which the objectors have inventions, and in the matter of compulsory licences, as soon as
vested interest which usually goes hand in hand with prejudice, been dealing—it contradicts their experience. The patentee has one suit was over another might begin; the applicant for li
there would be very few applications made of new inventions, The to prove his case notwithstanding this prima facie influence, and might offer unreasonable terms. Now that the matter is a barpublicity an inventor gains by a patent tends to counteract such he io to prove it by the very action of the men who are of a con- gain it is more likely to be decided equitably, because under the
trary opini
What is easy after the workmen are trained, wroposed plan a manufacturer can put the inventor to expense.
influences. A patent law is of service as regards machines, b
he examiners should be taken from no particular class, but they
it induces manufacturers to perfect them in every detail ; it is appears very difficult when it is first put into practice, so that the
first
experiments
with a new invention tend to confirm those who should be men above all suspicion, and well paid ; they might, for
useful as regards processes, because of the expense and delay
involved in bringing them to maturity. He would draw a broad have reluctantly taken it up in their adverse opinion. This instance, have a man like Mr. Woodcroft, who was once a manucdlistinction between an idea and an invention ; the former involves resistance is quite independent of any high demands on the part facturer ; still, it was difficult to define the class of men. The
no labour or investment of capital ; it requires an accumulation of of the patentee. In Switzerland there is no patent law. If some examiners should have a staff of assistants, twelve at least, or
ideas to make an investment successful. If an idea had been nations refused to join in any international system of patents, about a quarter of the American staff. There should be not less
published before, without regard to the means of applying it or its they would stand just as they do at present, and have to learn by than four chief examiners, and not more than six. They should
ing into other countries, and seeing new inventions at work;
ider the oppositions to patents, and there should be a power
applications, he thought it would be to the public benefit; neverThere
theless to give it to a patentee to protect it—he would be like a e thought that the reason —_ nothing was being done about of appeal, and a power of referring toa judge or law officers.
foster father to it. A ener invention is the application of an patents now in Germany was that they knew that the present should be legal knowledge in the office for consultation purposes.
idea to practical purposes, by eliminating difficulties, devising inquiry was going on, and they were wilting to see the result. He thaght that the present provisional specification was enough,
methods, applying the invention to various purposes, and demon- In the case of an absolute refusal to grant licences, he thought and that the complete specification should not be required until
strating its useful results. It should be made an essential that thelaw should force a patentee to make terms; but in general the end of the six aeutie, The tribunal for disclaimers should
condition of the granting of a patent, that the patentee shall describe a patentee would grant licences without difficulty, andtheman who be the examiners in the first instance with liberty of appeal to the
his invention in its most perfect form, but this he might not be first applied for permission to use the invention should have it on judge or law officers. Under the present law English patents
lapse when foreign patents fall through, if the inventor be a
able to do when he makes his first application for «a patent, because easier terms than those who come after, because he may —
he has not had time to develope it and to remove the difficulties incur considerable expense in experiments, besides running the foreigner, and sometimes this is very hard on the inventor ; if his
in his way. Time must be granted him to do thiv, so a distinction risk of failure, therefore he did not think it would be fair to let »atent in asmall German State fell, his patent in England would
should be made between granting protection and gianting a patent. those who came in afterwards have it upon the same terms, It ‘all ; this is rather a premium for not taking out patents in small
There should be
Six months, as at present, is perhaps as long as it is convenient is not always the most meritorious invention which pays best. He States, and it is a kind of pitfall for foreigners.
for the public to wait. He thought that a patentee should be would make the first expenses of a patent less, so as to let poor power to refer all patent cases to some special court, or branch of
allowed to add to his specification from time to time, for even the inventors get protection ;but he thought the present system of a special court, and there should be no jury. There should be no
uent payments a very choice of courts, which choice now gives some slight advantage to
final specification is an imperfect document, and the
taking out of getting rid of useless patents by two su
fresh patents for improvements on the original one swells the good one. The charge of £50 at the end of three years and £100 the plaintiff. The judge of the court should have assessors simply
number of patents enormously; so that their multiplication at the end of seven years, was better for the poor inventor than a to A awe him. The cost of litigation would then be very muc
b
bjectionable, generally it is the original inventor who smaller annual payment, because during the first year he will reduced, and the expense of the scientific evidence would be remakes improvements, and he is obliged to take out patents to learn whether his invention is likely to prove remunerative or duced ; the same amount of evidence would not be brought before
»vrevent others from doing so; such additions he thought should not, and a low annual payment might induce him to lose his assessors as is now brought before a judge, for the assessors
he present plan is more likely to would reduce the points of the case to a very small compass; there
c protected by some cheaper and easier system than the present money in driblets,
one. When there are disputes as to the terms of licenses, such make him act with decision. He would extend the time should not be a preliminary investigation of the case before examidisputes could be referred to commissioners charged to adjust the of patents beyond fourteenyears, if the system of compulsory ners, because that would be trying the case at once. In some cases
li
were
adopted, besides, fourteen years
is really not sufficient it would not be convenient to try the validity of the patent first,
differences, and such commissioners should have some
with the Patent office; oa
ee be guided in their decision by time to develope an important invention. Some inventions only and in some cases the question of validity could scarcely be sepathe advantages which can be shown to flow from the invention as become remunerative after the lapse of the original patent ; the rated from others; there would be much less necessity for anything
proved by its merits and by its practical results. The preliminary yatentee may then hold other patents for improvements on his of this kind under the system of a first examination of specificat invention; still, under these conditions, his right is rather a tions. The method of getting =
of breach and objections
examination of specifications should be carried further; at present
one man may put in an invention to-day, which may be claimed by doubtful one. The majority of inventions drop at the end of the are not so good as they might be, and one of the examiners at the
another to- morrow, and the applicant is not informed that he is three years ; in most cases, probably, because they are not remu- Patent-office would see in five minutes anything which was wanted
patenting an old invention. The examiners should deal with the nerative. Poor inventors ought to be encouraged, and the first during the progress of an action. One of the scandals of patent
question of novelty only ;and they should be guided by general payment is too high at present. The funds of the patent-office cases is that the same points may be brought up in every case with
public knowledge, as well as by the records in the Patent-office. could be devoted in great part, he thought, to objects connected the same witnesses even, wherefore the decided points should be
luded in the decisi tontime 6 he had had the same thing
He would not give the examiners authority to refuse any invention, with the office itself, namely, to pay for officers enough to carry
but r+ther refer that question to the law officers, The examiners out the preliminary examination, and to give public classified three times over with the same evidence. The finding of the judge
should al<o confine the inventor to the invention which he actually indices, ‘here might also be a patent museum, with a model of ought to be recorded in the Patent-office. Patent litigation is
claims. The examiners should be men of general scientific infor- every invention ; a museum which has only models of a few inven- expensive, but he thought that the expense had been exaggerated;
he had in his hand a short statement of the costs of the plaintiff
mation, but their action should be controlled by a legal mind; he tions is of very little practical use, for unless all the ay
e read
thought that one of the examiners should be acquainted with attainable is to be found in the museum, it will be of very little and defendant in certain suits, and he would give it in.
physical laws. Men who are only acquainted with sci
would use; the funds in the hands of the Patent Commissioners might some of the totals, and the average was perhaps £700 or £800 in
be apt to form erroneous opinions as to the practical value of beemployed to ef out thiswork, Questions asto the amount of each case, they were the costs of one side rent and were full costs,
inventions ; in books they might find an idea
like the inventor's, royalty would involve certain expenses in hearing, which might be not taxed costs. One of the items amounted to £15,000, but that
but an idea of no use at all till it was practically worked out. met outof this fund, Often a patent isinfringed: but the patentee was an exceptional case, which lasted thirty-two days, He
After the invention is clearly defined by the scientific and has no positive evidence of this, and sometimes has to resort to found that there was very little difference between the cost of
cases in which scientific witnesses were
said evidence ; so a small
practical mind the legal mind would be better able to judge of very questionable means to o
uired; the sums at stake were usually large, therefore high
officer should be employed Aye patent-office, empowered by law
points of distinction. He would go as much as possible
i
ability
was
e!
In
practice he had not found that the legal
absolutely refusing a patent. The examiners should narrow the to go with the patent in hand into works and say, “‘It is
cases from being tried. He would not reduce
application, but points which would seem trivial to an examiner believed that you are using this patent, and we wish to see.” Ifa expenses sto;
the
cost
of
the
first
i
ion, but would put the second payment
prima
facie
case
can
be
got,
such
power
may
be
obtained
now,
butit
might be very important in practice, and if these points were
three or four pounds more had to be paid for
clearly put to a lawyer he would be better able to distinguish will be the duty of this officer to get such a primd facie case. off for five years.
the
first
specification
for
the
purposeof
the cost of examiSome
fee
should
be
payable
over
this,
so
that
no
frivolous
theirbearings. Among the examiners, as he had said, should be one
versed in physical science, as well as others versed in engincass use may be made of it.
oN
that the necesWhen German manufacturers nation, it would be money well
‘
Chancellor of
wished to use his inventions, they sometimes paid him sary amount would not beotherwise
and chemistry, for inventions now run upon things
whic
but, practically, such an
ld
ty, because they wished to derive the Exchequer,
physics form a ae and the more we advance the more nearly a voluntary
do we approach the indications of pure science in practical results. benefit from his personal experience, which advice he gave to Sehbe sania Gite wholehewasstistiedwiththe beve
The examiners should inquire into the question ar. but not English licensees gratis ; it was his accumulated experience which system
enter into the question of the meansof
out the
Council of extending the time
was of such value to them; the fact of his
the inventor
and present pewers possessed by a
and
been
.
that th were under a kind of moral i
to him, might
which should be left to the patentee. If the means he d
yi
ganga pa
were pot valuable the public would not use them, He had fortu- | tend to decide them to come to him, but did not determine them, Deg Rett
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taken up than a manufacturer has in getting licenses; naturally, interested in many patents, very few of which had succeeded.
a manufacturer is not in a hurry to alter a large plant of ma- Operatives were in favour of a reduction of patent fees,
and so were manufacturers. He held that the present law had
chinery.
At ‘the third patting this session of the Committee Mr. B. worked satisfactorily ; as compared with the old one it was a very
great advance rece | The fees for patents should be reduced, there
Samuelson, M.P., presided.
}
Mr. Howard, M.P., gave evidence in favour of the continuation should be a preliminary examination mainly as to novelty, and not
of a patent system, and said that the abolition of patents would be as to merit or utility ; this is the opinion of Birmingham manuconsidered to be a a of class legislation by working men. He facturers generally. Half the patents taken out at present are
agreed with Mr. John Stuart Mill that the price of a — was paid taken out in ignorance of the invention having been previously
by the persons to whom service was rendered, namely, by the con- patented. A person when told by the Patent-office authorities
sumers of commodities. In the course of hisevidence this witness said that his invention was not new would not be so foolish as to take
that once he made an invention, and a man who found out what out a patent, but if he wished to do so he should be allowed to do
he was about put in a final peta, so that he had so if he liked, but the verdict of the examiners should be put in
to buy his own plans. He should date a patent from the date of the patent itself. At present the fees sometimes stand in the
the application for it, and not from the time of its being sealed: way of working men getting patents; if the fees were too low
under
mt conditions there is a race for the first
. He there might be too many applications, but then each invention
He thought that the first payment
would publish the provisional specification and do away with the should be well examined.
notice to proceed. The inventor should also have the power of should be a 7 small one, and higher one perhaps when the
patent was seal
He thought that the fee of £50 had a suffiamending his final specification. He would allow —
up to the time of the —*
the patent, which should be ciently deterrent eflect upon useless patents, So far as ordinary
at the end of the six months
after the filing of the pro- articles were concerned he was not in favour of making the granting
visional specification ; the opposition should be made to of licences compulsory, but no foreigners should be allowed to take
li
on r
bl
the commissioners, with a power of appeal to the law officers, out a patent in England without —
before spoken was made in
for if the law officers of the Crown can find time to attend to the terms. The watch of which he
Tichborne case they should be able to attend to the business of the Switzerland, and no Englishman could make it because of the inpublic ;he thought that the law officers should give all their time ventor having taken out a patent in this country. He had had
to the public. An inventor should have the power of patenting very little experience in patent litigation, and that little was
his invention after he had used it. He had taken out about ten under the old law ; in Birmingham they avoided litigation, and he
patents for improvements on his first invention, If a man works could only remember one or two patent cases during the last ten
out an invention on his own premises it ought not to be considered or fifteen years, In Birmingham, whenever rights were found to
matters, for
a public use thereof, and he ought to be allowed to patent it. He conflict, thetwo parties generally managed to a
believed the present scale of fees for patents to be too high, and to there they had an abhorrence of taking things into the law courts,
be injurious to the country, for inventions should be encouraged ; Mr. Macfie asked whether Mr. Spencer was not the inventor of
unpatented inventions are like unpublished poetry ; if Milton had Elkington’s process?
Mr. Wright said that he did not know, but Elkingtons held
kept back his poetry from the world the loss to society would have
been great. He would not alter the fees for patents after the first most of the patents, and he thought that they gave licences to all
three years, since those fees clear away useless patents, and he applicants,
Mr. Mundella put various questions, in answer to which
thought that small inventions should not be protected by patents
Mr. Wright said that he had never yet met an operativein
for so long a time as others ; he did not think that fourteen years
should be either the longest or the shortest term for protection, favour of the abolition of the patent law. He thought the operaand there ought to be very substantial reasons for the prolonga- tives could not sometimes pay the patent fees, but generally they
tion of a patent beyond the third year, since dormant patents not found men willing to help them to carry out their inventions ; no
in use should not be held over the public. He did not think that doubt they would be in a better position to deal with those who
the State ought to have the free use of patented inventions, since aided them, if they could get protection cheaply. The French
some inventions are of use only to the Government of the day, and law is that a patentee must manufacture the article in France
not to anybody else ;he knew that the Government once found within a given time, but the law was evaded ; he had worked two
itself so hampered by patents that it could not move, but under days in Paris to continue a patent. A foreigner who patents
the new system the commissioners could decide whether or no the things in England should be compelled to make them here, and
patentee had or had not a claim onthe State. Men ia the employ not to import them, England does nearly all the electro-plating
of the State should have the same right as others to patent their business of the world, for very little of this kind of work is done
inventions. Licenses for the use of patents ought not to be final, on the Continent outside of Paris, If foreign inventors patent
but should be revised now and then, and in compulsory licensing things here it gives a stimvlus tu inventions in England. I[f the
there should be an appeal to the commissioners. He had had ex- patent law were abolished here our best men would go to other
perience in patent litigation, and considered it to be a disgraceful countries, and we should lose our trade in novelties, whereby both
blot on British jurisprudence; it was an
'y, tedious, British trade and British workmen would suffer. The idea of
and costly process. Before a man in future had the right to bring getting money is the thing which spurs on an inventor; men did
an action at all he ought to have to obtain a certificate from the not invent for the sake of inventing, but to make profit. He
patent commissioners, stating that he has a prima facie case, and himself had done a little in the way of inventing, but he was
if he were one of the proposed patent commissioners he should be chiefly a user of inventions—he was a manufacturer. Inventions
competent to say whether a man had a prima facie case or not ; do not generally come from working men, though some of them
there should, however, be an appeal to the law officers of the do; usually they come from a class who have raised themselves
Crown if the plaintiff should be restricted to particular grounds above working men. Men who had worked for him had invented
of action, The particulars of breaches should be clear and defined, something, and established themselves in a small way, and become
and the defendant should give clearly the grounds of his defence successful. By working men he meant non-capitalists, or men
before the commissioners, There should be a special court for who worked for weekly wages. He knew some clerks who had
the trial of patent cases ; the patentee should not have the choice made inventions. The patent axle trade had brought in a large
of different courts, as at present. There should be assessors to fortune to the inventor ;Muntz’s metal might perhaps have been
assist the judge, because at present the experts presume upon his invented without a patent law; he could not say; but they had to
ignorance ; the jury should most certainly be abolished. Usually deal with things as they were. Muntz’s metal was of great value
neither the judge nor the jury know anything about the subject, to shippers, as well as to the private benefit of Mr. Muntz and his
and the counsel who makes the most specious argument carries the family, but the latter had made the greater part of their protits
day. There should be only one appeal, and that should be final ; after the time of the expiration of patent. Switzerland had no
in the court of appeal there should also be assessors to assist the patent law, but it was not what he should call a manufacturing
judge. The assessors should be men of the very highest rank, country. If England went without patents, and we depended
and so should the examiners, not likely to bend to the influences upon the inventions we could pirate or filch from other nations,
he did not think we should take the lead as a manufacturing
they are said to in America,
—. The chief difficulty under the present system was to
Mr. Macfie : What do you mean by “‘ bending to influence?”
Mr. Howard: Backsheesh. There should be an index to all the now what inventions had been patented before. He thought that
specifications in the Patent-office, and histories of the various patents ought to be granted for trivial objects, and that such
machines should be published, and the funds of the office might patents did not hamper trade. In the matter of novelty he
also be used to purchase a patent now and then, when it stands in would not make the decision of the examiners absolute, but
the way of any particular trade ; there should also be a library, should let the risk and onus of taking out the patent rest with
‘
and a museum of inventions. Numbers of people went to the the intending patentee.
Patent-office at Washington to examine the models. No doubt a
great many men had been ruined by patents, because there are
THE PREcIOUS METALS,—The Custom-house returns show that
many foolish people in the world, but they take nothing from the in the first quarter of the year 1872 the imports of gold into this
world by the act of patenting. Although in Prussia they have no country amounted to £2,274,776, and the exports of gold reached
patents, England was at least seven years ahead of Prussia in his £4,848,303. The imports of silver amounted to £3,241,858, and
particular branch of industry. He knew of no work more calculated the exports, £4,252,110, The imports of gold and silver therefore
to deaden a man than that of thrashing wheat in a barn under the together amounted to £5,516,634, being nearly £3,500,000 less than
old system, but the management of one of the beautiful new in the corresponding quarter of 1871; and the exports amounted to
thrashing machines is much pleasanter work, requiring more in- £9,100,413, an increase of above £4,000,000. Our exports of gold
telligence; so that inventions tend to raise men socially. Inven- to South America have exceeded our imports thence by £1,600,000
tions raise humanity. Patent cases should be tried in London; sterling. The export to Portugal has reached nearly £1,000,000;
there should not be a separate court in Edinburgh or elsewhere ; and the imports of gold from Australia, the United States, and
as for the expense of coming to London, travelling expenses Europe show a material decrease, The export of silver bullion to
formed a very small proportion indeed of the expenses of a patent Egypt, chiefly for India, has reached £3,331,484 in the first quaraction.
ter of 1872,
Mr. J. Skerrow Wright, of Birmingham, and formerly president
SPONTANEOUS ComMBUSTION.—In Marck last a well known
of the Birmingham Chamber of C
ce, deposed to the com- Detroit druggist, assisted by two seriously inclired and sciencemittee that he had had experience in the patenting of small loving gentlemen, resolved to make a number of experiments totest
articles. So far as he knew manufacturers were to a man in the worth of the talk about spont
bustion, and their exfavour of a patent law, and so were working men. The trade of periments are well worth the attention of every reader. They first
Birmingham had been without doubt largely benefited by a patent took a piece of cotton cloth, which had once formed a partofasheet,
law, and much of the prosperity of the town was due to patented and which had been used until quite threadbare, and smeared it
inventions, Patents sometimes improve articles, and sometimes with boiled linseed oil. An old chest was placed in the loft of a
reduce the cost of manufacture, or they may promote economy in store-room at the back of the drugstore, a piece of zinc over it, another
the use of materials. Elkington’s electro-plating invention, for piece under it, and then the chest tilled with paper and rags,
instance, he believed would never have attained its present perfec- and this particular piece of cloth placed in the centre.
tion without a patent law, as in this case that law has transtormed Although the room was not a light one, and the weather cold,
a manufacture which was positively declining into one of the chief in eight days there was such a smell of fire about the trunk, and the
trades of Birmingham, giving employment and excellent wages chances were so good for a conflagration within it, that the contents
to numbers of mechanics and artizans, The old mercury gilding were emptied, An examination showed that the fibre of the oilyrocess was very unhealthy, but the present process is very cloth had untwisted and shrivelled up, and that the rag looked as
Health . The patent law accelerated this invention, if it did not if it had been held too near a hot place. In April, when the rays
osbealie form it; at all events it would not have been perfected of the sun were stronger, a pair of painter’s overalls literally covered
so soon without the protection of a patent law. He had considered with paint and oil were rolled up, a handful of pine shavings
the merits of various substitutes for a patent law, but thought that placed inside, and these were crowded in next to the
boards of
none of them were so satisfactory. A system of Government the loft. The experiment was not a week old when,roufduring
one
rewards he thought to be utterly impossible, and sure to break warm afternoon, a smell of smoke alarmed a workman in the next
down soon after it was established.
His experience applied chiefly room, and he found the overalls burning, and so tinder-like was
to inventions relating to small articles, some of which were of the cloth that it had to be crowded into a pail of water to prevent
great importance, and he contended that patents should apply to total destruction. During the hot weather of August a handful of
these small inventions. For instance, the patent for a sleeve link old cotton rags, in which two matches were p)
, but which were
might not have been thought worth £5, and for several years it not smeared with oil or other matter, were shut up in a tin box,
produced no profit; the owner paid £100 fer it; during the last and hung up in a loft, a rear window allo
the afternoon sun to
seven years he had made from £15,000 to £20,000 profit; nobody out shine directly on the box for several hours. ‘owards the close of
of the trade could at the outset have assessed that invention at its the fourth day the druggist took down the box to see how the expetrue value, The public derive some benefit from it, otherwise riment was progressing, and found the contents to consist of
they would not buy the links; no harm has been done to any indi- nothing but a puff of black cinder, which flew all over him as the
vidual, and it has stimulated other inventions, for he believed } lid was lifted. Ha’
a vacant corner in his brick wood-house at
that other inventions had been brought out in consequence of that home, the
took the trunk up there, where there was n
one, He had in his hand a watch, the result of an invention — of bi
a en
He filled the trunk with thecoutenta
which might be assessed at a small sum ; watch
was wound up
the paper rag-bag, and the smeared one with benzine and threw
by the act of opening, and could not be overwound. If it were of
it
in
lastofall.
The
trunk
was
shut tight, everything cleared away
not worth his while to buy that watch he should not do it; from its vicinity, and he commenced
watching, One day the fami
it was, he believed, a Swiss invention which had been came home to
a few ashes marking
hoe te
toad:
where
the trun
patented in England, and the extra cost of such a watch stood, while the brick above and around the placebadly
stain
d with
badly staine
were
was perhaps two er three guineas, He himself had been smoke.—Scientific Press, U.S.

‘ APRIL 19, 1872.
THE SOCIETY OF TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS.
Ar the meeting on Wednesday, April 10th, Mr. C. W. Siemens,
president, in the chair, the death was announced of Professor
Morse. The name of this well-known veteran opens the list of the
deceased ‘members of the Society since its inauguration at the
rooms of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
Captain P. Colomb, R.N., rose to reply to the several questions
and arguments which had been advanced
by members and visitors
on the subject of his paper entitled ‘‘Telegraphy at Sea.” Captain Webber’s objection to the use of a code and age ~—.
ference to the Morse alphabet was announced by the fact
that
constant practice was not to be secured in the naval service to the
same extent as it was on land. Moreover, they, Ca)
Bolton
and himself, had experimented in that direction and found that
three or four months’ practice with the alphabet gave the manipulators less command over the si
than they could attain with
hardly any practice by the aid of the code and figures, As to the
use of pant omfor the lamps, it must be borne in mind that in
steamers where a heat of 143 deg. almost constantly prevailed
below decks, and where rough usage was not a rare occurrence,
dangers might arise. Sir Charles Bright had mentioned that the
flashing signals were no novelty, that he had used something like
it in the Persian Gulf years ago, and that the Red Indians employed
small pieces of glass for signalling on the prairies at all times, A
reference to what he had said would show that their claims to
originality were infinitesimal, and that all Captain Bolton and
himself had done was to test the practicability of the system and
to adapt it to the requirements of the service,
Mr. Thomas T. P. Bruce Warren next read a paper on the application of M. Thomas de Colmar’s calculating machine to
electrical computations. The instrument has been described
before, we omit the description given at the meeting. The
calculations which are involved in the testing of telegraph cores
and cables, although simple and easily systematised, become
irksome and monotonous even to the most ardent admirer of
figures. There are but few expedients available in reducing the
number of these calculations, and these are, when testing the
different sections of the core, to take the observations at one
uniform temperature and to have these sections at the same linear
measures, Even then the reduction
for specific conductivity,
capacity, and dialectric resistance, offer the same labour to the
computer; for, although the sections may be uniform in their
linear dimensions, their electrical values may be found to vary
more or less. A table of specific conductivities could be calculated
for all the possible or admissible variations in the resistances of a
specified conductor, but the calculation for capacity and dielectric
resistance cannot be reduced to tables within reasonable dimensions, as the constants by which they are determined are liable to
extensive variation.
There are other preliminary calculations,
as constants, shunts, &c., which in a general way of testing are also
numerous and varied. The rapidity with which ordi
arithmetical operations are performed by this machine is attended with
results which are strictly and mechanically accurate. Logarithms
can be dispensed with, and the four rules of arithmetic reduced to
two principles, addition and subtraction only are rapidly worked
by the machine. In calculating the resistance of a derived circuit
it must be borne in mind that a natural number and its reciprocal
have the same logarithm, but wit! different signs ; the sum of the
logarithms of a number and its complements equals O; and the
co-logarithm of any sum of resistances will be the logarithm of the
resulting resistance. The contents of cable tanks, tonnage of ships,
specific gravity of materials, tensile strength of iron wires,
weights and diameters of iron and copper wires, dielectrics, &c.,
can be readily determined by the aid of the machine.
Mr. Warren submitted some tables and examples showing the
mode of working out such probl
The
tants required for
copper tests are those involved in correcting for temperature and
specific conductivities. Another correction arises from the fact of
the resistance coils themselves being adjusted at a temperature
differing more or less from the temperature of the core or cable to
be tested. As long as the resistances under consideration are
small these differences will be scarcely significant, but when the
resistances are great it is desirable to eliminate these errors. Let
us imagine a set of resistance coils correct at 65 deg. Fah., which
are found to be at 60 deg. Fah., it is at once eee that, when
testing coils at 49 deg. or 75 deg., differences of temperature by no
means unusual, the additional labour entailed on the computer
by this last correction is of no small extent, At acore factory
when testing at 75 deg. Fah. we can easily obtain the correct
values by a very simple method. A resistance coil of exactly 100
units at 75 deg. is kept constantly at this temperature, and its
value carefully compared with the resistance box previously to
testing the core. Let us suppose that the 100 units adjusted on
the box equal 99°2 units. We have then to multiply the measured
resistances of the sections of wore successively by 19%; if we set
up on the face of the machine the recipient of ‘992, we may by
multiplying by the observed resistances obtain the correct
resistances, the extra labour being scarcely felt.
At the cable factory a table of constants for all the probable
differences of temperature can be easily made, and, considering
the importance of knowing accurately the temperature of a cable,
and the certainty of its determination from reliable copper tests,
this extra expenditure of labour is amply compensated by the
importance of its results. When ——s for temperatures to
75 deg. Fah., if the temperature be lower than 75 deg. Fah. the
temperature coefficient sam gn to the difference is put on
the fixed plate, and the cable or core resistances become the
multipliers ;if the temperature be above 75 deg. Fah. the reciprocal of the coefficient is used.
In calculating loss of change the formula can be written
Cc x C—c )100,
so that we have merely to multiply the reciprocal of the immediate
discharge by the difference between this discharge and that noted
at the end of the time of insulating, usually one minute, during
which the cable or core is held free; the percentage value
= be obtained by shifting the decimal point two figures to the
right.
In calculating tests of inductive ea oe d the constant is set
up on the face of the machine and multiplied by the di
e8
from the coils of core or cable, when we obtain the absolute
—>
ielectric resistances are also ready calculated. It will be
apparent that in order to bring electrical testing within the limits
of exact science the mental drudgery of calculating must be
reduced, The time occupied in testing is but small in ag me |
to the time spent on working out the results, and the demand
made on the brain in handling numbers and calculations for days
ether is ha: to be compared
with that required by ordinary
labour. General Hannyngton and others took part in the ensuing
discussion. It was mentioned that in the general register office at
Somerset House, where the machines are in use, some half or three
uarters of a million of calculations are saved per annum. The
chief inconvenience arose from the small springs pee |slacking,
or getting out of order. The machines being all F:
make, it
was suggested that these inconveniences might be removed if
ish makers would take the matter in hand.
e are requested to state that at the next fortnightly ——
on Wednesday, April the 24th, at tae D nape| a paper will be
byCaptain E. D. Malcolm, R. E., member of council, on “‘ Military
elegraphy in the British Army.” There will be two more
meetings in May (on the 8th oa 22nd) before the close of the
session.
PIt is said that the Peninsular Navigation Company is going to
establish a new harbour at Venice,
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No, 6 not only shows, as has already been said, the indicated H.P. at the different number of revolutions and the speed
of the boat, but it gives also that of the screw in feet per minute.
The slip of the screw will be found to be for 500 revolutions 14°7
per cent. ;for 400 revolutions, 21°9 per cent.; for 300 revolutions,
12°9 per cent. ; and 200, 7°1 percent. The highest point of observation on which any measurement of distance was taken was
revolutions, at which point the slip of the screw was 11°3. The
displacement of the boat at the draught at which she was tried was
about 3°73 tons. If the speeds at the varying revolutions be
reduced from statute miles into knots, and then the formula
Vs x Dj +1H.P., be employed to ascertain the coefficient of
steam-ship eee, the following results will be obtained:
At 500 revolutions the coefficient will be 150; at 400 revolutions,
the coefficient will be 106; at 300 revolutions, the coefficient will
be 131; at 200 revolutions, the coefficient will be 131.
In conclusion, the writer has to thank Mr. Thorneycroft, and he
thinks the Institution will also thank him for the readiness with
which he has allowed these experiments to be carried out; and
more than that, for having made that which the writer believes to
be a real step in the science of steam propulsion. And he trusts
that these unusual and wholly unexpected results of speed will
call the attention of naval architects and engineers to the subject
of improving the velocity of large sea-going steamers.
“ SILICIAN ” STEEL,—A series of very interesting steel-making
experiments have lately been made in Cleveland, Ohio, which are
said to have been completely successful. The materials used were
** Silician” ore, mined in York County, Pa., and common Lake
Superior pig, puddled together and making steel. Some time
since, to solve its doubts, the Cleveland Iron Company ordered
several tons of this ore for an experiment. The shippers gave
directions as to how it should be used, and 12 per cent. of the
pulverised ore was added to a furnace of common pig iron, The
mass was worked in the same manner as if bar iron was to be pro«luced, and in one hour after passing through the same operation
as the bar does the company had several tons of very fair steel.
Tools were made from it. A bar was sent to a manufacturer of
springs, and he pronounced it the most tenacious and malleable he
had ever tried, and the company immediately secured a contract
with an Ohio railroad company for five hundred tons of steel rails.
Last week, having procured a quantity of the ore, the Otis Works,
of Cleveland, also made an experiment. The per cent. of ‘the
** Silician ” ore was increased to twenty, the mass was put through
the same process as common bar iron, and the result was steel
which has been pronounced equal to any which the cutlers of
England can produce. A manufacturer of cutlery in that cit
gave some of the steel a thorough trial, and he says of it: “Although
drawn from ingot to the small sizes we use for blades under very
unfavourable circumstances, it comes out, when worked down
and hardened, as fine almost as silver—finer even than the best
English steel we ever used. It seems to work well all the way
through ; it works kindly under the hammer, scales well when
hardened, polishes black when finished, edges right on the oilstone, and cuts well and holds an edge. Could I get this steel in
the right shape and size, I should like to use it for pocket-knives
all the while.” Desiring to make a further and severer test, a
specimen of the steel was sent to the Remington Manufacturing
Company, to see how it would work up in a gun-barrel. The
barrel passed through the tests, and was only burst when filled
with powder and discharged, It has been tried as springs for
watches and clocks, and found to meet every demand required, —
American Coal and Iron Record.
COAL-CUTTING MACHINERY, —(From a Correspondent). — The
importance of adapting machinery to the winning of coal, which
for the most part has hitherto been accomplished by manual
labour, has again been forced upon inventors and patentees by Mr.
W. Firth, of Leeds, who has generously offered £500 to be given
for the machine that will bore or hole in the most perfect manner,
so as to reduce the quantity of manual pick labour to the minimum.
This seems to be about the third attempt which has been made by
prizes to induce patentees to develope and perfect this class of
machinery. In 1864 the South Yorkshire Coalowners’ Association announced their intention of subscribing £500 towards the
cost of putting down three machines at as many district pits.
The choice fell upon that of Mr. G. C. Jones, of the Blaina Ironworks,
Monmouthshire, which consistedof a cylinder bedplate and bearing
allin one casting supported on four wheels, The pick wasso arranged
that it could be fixed in any position, by which means vertical,
horizontal, or angular grooves could be cut. After a time the
machines were, however, withdrawn. From this time to 1867 no
pec:iniary inducements were held out, but patentees still contended against the innumerable difficulties which surrounded their
track; some of them, as Mr. Firth, of Leeds, expending thousands of pounds in order to perfect as much as possible their own
machines. Towards the close of 1867 the members of the
South Lancashire and Cheshire Civil Association announced their
intention of giving £800 divided in three prizes “for the best
machine which, in the opinion of the committee appointed for
that purpose, shall be most suitable to the requirements of the
trade.” To all appearance the progress and development
which coal getting machinery was likely to derive from
this liberality promised to be great. This, however, was not
the case, as when the conditions were announced it was
found that patentees would not contend in consequence of the
following clause :—‘‘ Inventors taking a prize must be bound by
the following conditions, viz., that no annual payment or tonnage
royalty as patent right shall be charged to any present or future
member of the above association, but that such member shall pay
a patent right on the purchase of each
hine, to include the
working thereof, which patent right shall in no case exceed 50 per
cent, of the cost of the machine.” This and other conditions
caused only three competitors to send machines to be tested, and
tie committee withdrew the money prizes and substituted three
medals. The machines entered were those of Mr, Fridler, Mr.
John Sturgeon, of Bolton-le-Moor, and Messrs. Farrar and
Booth, of Barnsley. After a period of nearly five years another
incentive is offered by Mr. W. Firth, who has deposited
£500 in the names of three trustees with Messrs. William
Williams, Brown, and Co., bankers, Leeds, pending a trial.
That gentleman has expressly stated that the charge
mude by the owner for royalty or licence shall not be a matter
for the judges to
ider, their decision being
founde solely upon
the relative merits of the machines produced for competition, so
that the rock upon which the Lancashire and Cheshire competition
foundered is clearly pointed out, or rather removed. Having
pointed out the inducements, we might give a long list of machines which have from time to time been patented or otherwise
produced, Many of the oldest pitmen in Northumberland are
well acquainted with what was termed ‘ Willie Brown's Iron
Man,” a machine being now used in the district collieries, as
well as in the Scotch coal-field. In 1859 Messrs. Johnson
and Dixon, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, invented a machine which
was successfully contested at the Broomhill Colliery, Northumberland, although the pit was worked on the pillar and stall
system. In 1862 Messrs, Firths, Donisthorpe, and Ridley, who
were then described as of the West Ardsley Collieries, near Leeds,
took out a patent for a machine which was set to work in these
pits, and, we believe, has remained in use, with the exception of
short intervals, when repairs, &c., were necessary. The machine
has from time to time been improved, and has stood the test remarkably well. Amongst the more recent inventors may be mertioned Messrs, Copley and Gillott, of South Yorkshire; Mr. Barthol
w, of D
ter; Mr. Rothery, of the Waterloo Main
Colliery, near Leeds ;Mr. 8. P. Bidder, of Harecastle Colliery,
Stoke; Mr. Hurd, Wakefield, &c. &c. Mr. Chubb’s coal-breaking
machine, which has recently been introduced into several of the
Yorkshire collieries, is now working very successfully.
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THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months.
126. Epwarp Lovis Paratre, Mornington-crescent, Regent's Park,
“Improvements in looms for weaving.” —l6th January, 1872.
461. Epwarp Henry BiuNpon and Samvet TaRLToN CLEAVER, Canonbury-road, Islington, London, “‘ Improvements in the construction of
cocks or taps.”—14th February, 1872.
569. WiLL1aM EpccumsBe RENDLE, Westminster-chambers, Victoria-street,
Westminster, “‘ Improvements in
ouses and other glazed structures for horticultural ne s,and in apparatus for supplying water
or liquid to the plants in the same.”—-22nd February, 1872.
694. Joserpn CALDWELL Lex, Littleborough, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements
in processes for recovering oil and other useful matters from soapsuds
or scourings, and from other waste waters resulting from manufacturing processes, applicable in part to the treatment of other matters.”
—lTth March, 1872.
730. Rozert HocartH ParTrerson, Hammersmith, Middlesex, “Improvements in the purification of coal gas.”--0th March, 1872.
736. CONSTANTINE DE NEGRI and GeorGeE Hermann, Hornsey Ironworks,
Hornsey-road, London, and WiLL1AM Guest, Great Saffron-hill, London,
“Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of hat bodies,
sacks, bags, hose, pipes, and various other articles.”—1liA Murch,
1872.
774. WiLL1am Joun Lockyer, Bristol, “ Improvements in the preparation
of artificial manures,”—1l4th March, 1872.
$10. Ertenne Aucuste Desporpes, Paris, “ An improved folding hand or
other cart or carriage.”
815. FrepeRicK JOHNSON and WILLIAM Hatcuman, Wood-street, London,
‘* An improvement in the manufacture of fabrics for umbrellas.”—18t
March, 1872.
820. Eamont FeLprmMann, Mark-lane, London, “ Improvements in apparatus for heating and ventilating railway passenger carriages.”—A
communication from Baron Nicolaus de Derschau, St. Petersburg,
Russia. —19th March, 1872.
870. ARCHIBALD CoNNAL SreveNsoN, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in glass and other reverberatory furnaces.”
872.ay
Harriett ApLAM, Battersea Park, Surrey, “ An improvement in
874. Josepn Steruen Brown, Bridgwater, Somersetshire, ‘‘ Improvements in raising or lifting liquids, and apparatus therefor.”
76. James Lewis, Birmingham, ‘‘ Improvements in joining or connecting the parts of the head, fvot, and side rails of metallic bedsteads and
cots, and metallic railing for various purposes, which improvements
are also applicable to the connecting of metallic ornaments to articles
of metallic furniture.”
878 Perceval Moses Parsons, Blackheath, Kent, ‘‘ Improvements in
ordnance and in carriages and projectiles for the same.”
880. Hermann Ho.vterruenp, Havelberg, Prussia, “ Improvements in
the treatment of potatoes, maize, corn, millet, and other starchcontaining vegetable matters to obtain saccharine and other products
therefrom, and in the apparatus employed therein.”—22nd March, 1872.
884. Isaac Pickarp, Leeds, ‘‘ An improved arrangement of machinery or
apparatus for transmitting motion to sewing machines.”
888. WiLtIAM Dartow, North Woolwich-road, Essex, ** Improvements in
portable magnets for curative and other purposes.”
890. Ropert Micuaget Lercurorp and WittiaM Bryer Nation, Three
Colts-lane, Bethnal-green, London, ** Improvements in the treatment of
paraffin.”
892. Witttam Watton, Worcester-street, Pimlico, London, “ A new or
improved lever spring lock sash fastener.”
896. WittiamM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Improvements in apparatus for mounting and working ordnance.”—A
communication from John Thomas, Melbourne, Victoria. —23rd Murch,
1872.
890. WILLIAM GARToN, Southampton, ‘‘ Improvements in brewing.”
902. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, * lmproved
elevating apparatus for firemen’s, builders’, and other eg dll +t
communication from Andrew M. Patrick, Long-lane, Dallas, Missouri,
905. WitttaAM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘“ An
improved mode of and apparatus for supplying and using steam for
driving street-railway carriages and other vehicles.”—A cc
ication
from Emile Lamm, New Orleans, Louisiaua, U.S.
904. GeorGe LittLe, Oldham, Lancashire, and THomas CHaRLes Eastwoop, Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improvements in machinery for preparing and combing wool, cotton, and other fibrous materials.”
905. James Howarp and Epwarp Tenxey Bovusrietp, Bedford, “ Improvements in steam boilers.”
906. Wittiam NeILi, Bold, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in the valves of
cylinders used in forcing air.”
907. ZaccHEUS SuRimpToN, Redditch, Worcestershire, ‘‘ Improvements in
the manufacture of crochet and netting needles, penholders, hair pins,
and other similar articles.”
908. GEorRGE JAMES SNELUs, Dowlais, Glamorganshire, ‘“‘ An improved
lining for cupola furnaces, also applicable to the formation of the beds
of reverberatory furnaces.”
909. Witt1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Improvements in composition bearings for the journals of axles, shafts,
or spindles.” — A ce
ication from Sylvester Croll, Reuben T.
Barrett, and Edward T. Plush, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.8.—25th
March, 1872.
911. THomas Situ, Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ An improved fire-escape.”
912. Witt1aM TrimMeER, Hornsey Rise, Middlesex, “ Improvements in
casks.”
913. Joun CLayTon Mewsury, Fleet-street, London, “An improved mode
of and apparatus for making cigarettes."—A communication from
B. Harrass, Bohlen, Germany.
914. Jonny Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ Improvements in ice cream freezers.”"—A communication from John Tingley,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.
915. Howarp Bussy Fox, Oxton, Cheshire, and Joun Wipe, Liverpool,
“An improved implement for extracting plantain and other noxious
weeds and roots from lawns.”
916. GeorGe ALLIX, Church-terrace, Isle of Dogs, and Henry GARDNER,
Clifton-road, London, ‘‘ Improvements in stoppers, valves, or apparatus
for closing the necks, mouths, or openings ofbottles and other vessels,
and in appliances connected therewith.”
917. WitL1AM Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements
in telegraphic apparatus,”—A communication from Georg Schneider,
Vienna, Austria.
918. James Rei_ty, New Globe Chair and Cabinet Works, Barrack-street,
Hulme, Manchester, ‘Improved arrangements of apparatus for the
prevention of accidents on railwa7zs.”
919. Joun Lawson and Bensamin Hatnswortn, Halifax, Yorkshire,
‘‘ Improvements in —- ventilators.”
922. Barnes Ricnarps, Penzance, Cornwall, “‘ Improvements in walkingsticks.”—26th Murch, 1872.
23. Josern Exvxicorr Hotmes, Buckingham-street, Strand, London,
“Improvements in apparatus for utilising atmospheric pressure as «
motive power, part of which improvements relate to pistons for the
same and for other purposes.”
924. Joun WotsrennoiMe, Radcliffe Bridge, Lancashire, ** lmprovemcuts
in steam pumping ae. x
925, GERMAIN DaMAs Morisseav, Boulevart de Sebastopol, Paris, ‘‘ Imnprovements in buttons for gloves.”
927. JOHN STEPHEN JosepH, Rhosllamrchrugog, Ruabon, Denbighshire,
“Imy
ts in the preparation and treat
it of oxides of iron for
the manufacture of paint and other useful purposes.”
28, THOMAS TENNANT Prince, Kensington, and Ramsey BLAKEMORE,
Leadenhall-street, London, ‘ Improvements in horseshoes and in nails
for the same.”
929. CUTHBERT GREENWOOD JoHNsoN, Middlesbrough, Yorkshire, *‘ ImI
its in the
‘ture of iron and steel, and in the apparatus
connected therewith.”—27th March, 1872.
930. JEAN Baptiste Victor EvGene Dupont, Manchester, ‘‘ Improve—_ in musical wind instruments and in the music holders attached
ereto.””
931. Tomas RvusseLt Crampton, Great George-street, Westminster,
“ Improvements in furnaces.”
932, WittiaM Henry Ditnurt, Mawbey-road, Old Kent-roud, Surrey,
“*Improvements in furnace fire-bars.”
933. GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE, jun., South I +, Inildi 58, London, *‘ImI
in p
tic apparatus for working brakes and communicating signals in railway trains.”
934. WILLIAM PareLL Burcuart, Dundee, Forfarshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in snipping, combing, and beating jute, flax, and other fibrous
substances, and in the
hinery or ap
tus employed therefor.”
935, EDWARD MELpRuM, Dechmont, Linlithgow, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements
in the purification of paraffin oils and
mm.”
936, NATHANIEL Hopson Hucues, As
ve House, Ayrshire, N.B.,
‘Improvements in cultivating land and in the maehinery or apparatus
employed therefor.”
937. Puitip CHarLes Evans, Brimseombe, Gloucestershire, ‘“‘ Improvements in apparatus for feeding seribblers, carding engines, willies, and
other opening machines employed in the treatment of fibrous materials,”—28th March, 1872.
938, ANDREW Munro, Russell-road, Kensington, London, “ Improvements
in the extraction of oil and other
‘bons from bituminous substances, and for the production of e and charcoal, and for the jneans
and apparatus employed therefor,”

Apri

19, 1872.

939. Noan Duyn, Burntree, Tipton, Staffordshire, ‘‘ An improved pump
for draining mines.”
<
Pa
940. Joun Warts Exuiort, Regent’s Park, Primrose-hill, London, ‘‘Improvements in apparatus for cleaning table cutlery.” _
941. Ernest Cuares Rippty, Clissold-road, Stoke Newington, London,
‘‘ Improvements in apparatus for steering, hoisting, and giving motion
through short spaces by water, steam, or fluid.”
942. Josepn BucHANAN Ropertson, Lurgan, Antrim, Ireland, “Tmprovements in sewing machinery, one applicable to the production of French vein or hem stitch.”
:
:
f 7
943. ALEXANDER BeEveripcE, Leith, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., ‘‘Improvements in preparing, cleansing, and refining animal fats, and in
the means and apparatus employed therefor.”—A communication from
Anton Jurgens, Oss, North Brabant, Holland.
Ys
944. DucaL CAMPBELL, Quality-court, Chancery-lane, London, “An —
proved process for the treatment of sewage and the production o'
manures therefrom.”
é
.
945, THomas ARTHUR MuippLeTon, Loman-street, Southwark, Surrey,
“* An improved arrangement of feed —— to envelope machines. "
946. WILLIAM PreBLes, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B , “‘ Improvements in
apparatus for regulating the admission of steam to Corliss and other
steam engines.”—A communication from Rudolf Steiner, Crimmitzschau, Saxony.
.
;
b
947. Hazetton Rosson Ropson, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., *‘Improvements in bearings for shafts and other revolving parts of machinery.”
cs
948. JouN Henry Jonyson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Improvements in laying the permanent way of railways and in apparatus
employed therein.”—A communication from Philippe Vitali, Paris.
949. WiLLIaM Henry Battey, Albion Works, Salford, ‘‘ Improvements in
indicating heat.”Blackburn, Lancashire,
so “A rotary lithof
951.apparatus
Pearce forWoLsTENHOLME,
graphic printing machine.”
P
953. Wittiam Epwarp Gepcr, Wellington-street, Strand, London,
‘« An improved meter and motive power apparatus.” —A communication
from Jean Baptiste Piau, Boulevart Bonne-Nouvelle, Paris. —
954. Vivcent Caratri, Bellevue, Pubross-road, Brixton, Surrey, and
Samve. Kiyo Caurcn, Fenchurch-street, London, ** mprovements in
heating, and in generating hydrogen for that purpose.
955. WiLLIAM WELDON SyMINGTON, Colne Valicy ironworks, Halstead,
Essex, “ Apparatus for measuring the tlow of sewage and regulating
the flow of liquid mixtures used in the purification and deodorisation
of such sewage, which apparatus is also applicable to other similar
purposes,” —30th March, 1372.
i
”
956. Joun GarRRETr ToNnGue, Southampton-buildings, London, Improvements in the manufacture of tapestry and Brussels carpets and
similar pile fabrics.”—A communication from George Crompton,
Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.
:
;
958. CHARLES Denron ABEL, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane,
London, *‘ An improved process for the preparation of acid phosphate
or superphosphate of lime.”—A communication from George Ville,
Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris.
;
959. James Coutrer, Dewsbury, Yorkshire, and Hersert Harty,
Thongsbridge, near Huddersfield, Yorkshire, ** Improvements in miachinery for dressing or facing and shaping stones, marble, granite, or
other minerals, and for cutting mouldings thereon.’
x
962. WittiaM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London,
“An
and composition for producing patterns or figures
process
improved
upon textile fabrics.”—A communication from Edouard Auguste Desire
Guichard and Louis Dupont, Paris.—lst Apri, 1872.
ea
964. Wittiam Epwarp Gepce, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 2 A
new or improved system of hygienic elastic spring bed or mattress. "—
A communication from Henry Hordé, Boulevart Bonne-Nouvelle,
Paris.
:
a
966. JoserH Ropyey Croskey, Portsdown-road, Maida-hill, London, “ An
improved system or process for making asphaltic or bituminous pavements.”
967. Cantos DeLatrre, Roubaix, France, ‘‘ Applying potato starch or
its derivatives for the’sizing of woollen or worsted warps or yarn.”
968. Witttaw’ Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “Imengines.”—A communication from Newton
paper W.rag Brightman,
provements
W. Taylor andin Joseph
Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.
,
970. Tuomas Don, Redhill, Surrey, and Ropert ALFRED Wricut, Homerton, London, ‘“‘ Improvements in treating fibrous, ligneous, and textile
substances and fabrics for the production of substitutes fer leather,
gutta-percha, papier-miché, and other manvfacturing materials, and
for other useful purposes ; also in manufacturing articles from such
substitutes, and in preparing agents used in the said treatment, and in
employed in the said manufacture.”—2u/ Ayr, 187 2.
apparatus
971. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, **Improvements in liqueurs or cordials and other beverages, and in apparatus tu
be employed in their manufacture.”—A communication from Francois
Antoine Joannon, Paris.
;
972. WitttaM Benson, Allerwash House, Northumberland, and Jon
HETHERINGTON, Stonecroft, Northumberland, ‘‘ Improvements i machinery or apparatus for washing and dressing ores.”
973. Joun Hesry Jouyson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, Improvements in the treatment of hair, bristles, and feathers.”—A conmaunication from William Adamson, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.
974. James AsHpury, Sussex-place, Hyde Park, London, ** Improvements
in apparatus for propelling and steering vessels for inland navigation.
—A communication from Charles Hemje, Hoboken, Hudson, New
Jersey, U.S.
;
975. Francisco Prupencio and Josern FRaNcis COTTERELL, | Bath,
Somersetshire, ‘‘ An improved apparatus for stoppering bottles.
;
978. James Gowans, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., ‘‘ limproveiments in
machinery used in the construction of tramways and railways, anc
applicable to other purposes.”
ora Wien een Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, * An
improved compound for cleansing carpets and other woven fabrics. A communication from Louis Stern, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.
981. Henry Younc and Atrrep Kitt, Horseferry-road, Westminster,
“‘Improvements in the purification of illuminating gas, and in apparatus to be used therefor.”
,
982. Rosert Bony, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, ‘‘ An improved construction of cultivator or scarifier.”
y
a,
983. JosepR FRANCOIS Marte Ricop, Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris,‘* An
improved apparatus for carburetting air.”
:
984. JosEPH Louis CASARTELLI, Manchester, “Improvements in pyrometers.”
:
:
986. CHarRLes Grey Hit, Nottingham, “ Improvements in machinery for
goffering, fluting, and crimping fabries."—Jr Ayri!, 1872.
te
,
983. Jonn Georce Pempery, Carlisle-street, Lambeth, Surrey, “A new
or improved application of machinery or apparatus for propelling
canoes and smail boats generally.”
; ,
904. JuLEs Francots Larrocye, Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris, ‘ Inprovements in the manufacture of gas for lighting and heating, and in
apparatus employed therein.”
a
?
996. Joun HeENry Jonsson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, Improvements in
hinery or apparat lor sewing boots and shoes.”—A
communication from Charies Goodyear, jun., New Rochelle, Wes chester, New York, U.S.
;
:
998. Joun Baynes, Manchester, “ Improvemcnts in headings and berderings for woven fabries.”—4th April, 1872.
Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of
Complete Specifications.
977. WitttaM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Improvements in apparatus to be used in combination with a gas burner
for concentrating the light of the same.”—A communication from
Samuel Raynor, New York, U.S.—-ird April, 1872.
992. Witut1aAM Rospert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ An
i
d subsoil impl
t chiefly designed for making trenchesor
ditches for drainage or other purposes.”—A communication fiom Henry
Carter, Aylmer; Ontario, Canada.—4th Apri/, 1872.
é
;
1016. GeorGe ToMLINson BousFieE_p, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey,
‘* Sewing and other machine treadles.”— A communication from Samucl
Kilham Herrick; Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.—5th Apri, 1872.
1019. Witt1am Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Imt
theodolites.”—A
ication from Upton Felton
pr
B
Oakland, Maryland, U.8.—5th April, 1872.
resi ehaeeae. nnmey Lombard-street, London, “‘An improved pavement.”—6th April, 1872.
:
;
1035. Tuomas Nurrine, Rhode Island, U.S., ‘Improvements in machinery for spinning wool or various other fibrous matters.” —sth
Apvil, 1872.
1046. HENRI Aprien Bownnevitie, Piccadilly, London, “A new and
improved process for treating metals or metallic ores.”—A communication from Emile Thomas Payen. and Llilarion Roux, Marseilles,
France.—9th April, 1872.
.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid.
1076. Joseru Aspinai, Harrow, Middlesex, ‘‘ Preserving vegetable sul
stances from marine animals.”—9th April, 1369.
'
1103. Epwarp CHarves Cortis Stanrorp, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N..,
= Applying, treating, and utilising materials for deodorisimg solid,
liquid, and’ gaseous matters.”"—10th April, 1869.
1108. Epwarp Tuomas Hucites, Chancery-lane, London, “ Sewing
machines.”—10th April, 1869.
1153. Josian Georcre JENNINGS, Palace-wharf, Stangate, Lambeth,
Surrey, ‘‘ Warming buildings, &c.”—14th April, 1869.
1097, Wittiam Asuron and Jonx Henry Storey, Manchester, ** Ascer-

Aprm
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— 6th 2625. F. Caxpy, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, “ Making roads, ways, and
States and indicating the duty of steam engines, &c.”—10th April, a Samvec Norris, Lombard-street, London, “‘ Pavements.”
pril, 1872.
floors, and in the treatment of a material for such purposes.” —Dated Ath
ay Francis Erskine, Manchester, ‘‘Economising fuel, &c.”—13th 1035. Tuomas Nurriva, Rhode Island, U.S., “Spinning wool, &c.”—Sth
October, 1871.
April, 1872.
The essential feature of novelty is in the use of China clay waste or
. 1305,pre,Jouann . ADAM HaABERKORN and Bruno Rupo.rn, Berlin, Prussia,
refuse (which is chiefly composed of nite particles of quartz) as a
All
ms ha
an interest in = any one of such applications material to be treated with bitumen and oxideof iron and used for laying
machines, —28th April, 1869.
1136. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Compound should leave particulars in writing of their Shjections to such applications down roads, ways, and floors,
telegraph wires or conductors.”—13th April, 1869.
_-- office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its 2638. W. Nuwxn, London, “ Tico-wheeled covered carriages.” — Dated Sth
1138. Joun Henry Jonyson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘A dental
Octobe; ,1871.
wash.”—13th April, 1869,
The body is su
ed on a cranked axle, but the internal seats, in
1163. Epwarp Coorer, Laurence Pountney-lane, London, “‘ Waterproof List of Specifications published during the week ending place
of being
lel to the sides of it, are by preference applied crosscoats, &c.”—15th April, 1869.
wise,
and
so
that
the
occupants sit on them ¢is-d-vis. Access to the
18th
April,
1872.
“1177. Samvet Harrison, Liverpool, “ Ventilating and flushing sewers,
interior is obtained in some cases at the back by two doors, each opening
2004, 1s.; 2172, 1s. 4d.; 2197, 1s. 2d; 2298, Sd.; 2214, 28. 10d.; 2215, 8d.; by
&e.”—16th April, 1869.
from the centre outwards, with guard plates thereon tu
5, 8d.;2236, 10d.; 2246, 1s, 2d.; 2253, 1s. 4d.; 2257, 10d.; 2263, 10d.; 2265, restpreference
1193. Joun Horsey, Cheltenham, “ Blasting powder, &c.” — 10th
against
the
wheels
open. The driver's seat is hung in the
84.; 2268, 1s. 2d.; 2274, 10d ; 2281, 8d.; 2285, 10d.; 2296, 8d.; 2301, 1s. 2d centre behind, but movablewhen
April, 1869.
in case of the carriage being for private use,
2302, 10d.; 2302, 1s. 44.; 28306, 10d.; 2310, 4d.; 231%, 1s.; 2315, 8d.;
and
it
should
be
desired
to
drive
from the interior, and the footboard to
1s. 8d.; 2319, 10d.; 2326, 4d.; 2327, 4d.; 2328, 4d.; 2329, 4d.; 2330, 4¢.; 21
this back driving seat is movable, so as to be moved out of the way of the
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid. 4d.;
2332, 4d.; 2333, 4d.; 2334, 4d.; 2335, 10d.; 2336, 4d.; 2338, 6d.;
door for the time to be opened. The internal back seat is formed in two
1051. ALFRED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘Giffard 4d.; 2341, 8d.; 2342, 4d.; 2343, 8d.; 2345, 6d.; 2346, 6d.; 2348, 6d
parts, each capable of sliding, as well as of turning upwards, so that
6d.; 2352, Sd.; 2353, 4d,; 2354, 10d.; 2355, 8d.; 2360, 4d.; 2362, 4d.; 2364, when
injector.”—12th April, 1865.
those seats alone are desired to be occupied they may be slided fur, 4d.; 2367; 8d.; 2368, ldd.; 2371, 4d.; 2372, 4d ; 2373, 4d.; 2374,
1045. Joun Matruias Hart, Cheapside, London, “ Bolting and locking 4d.;
better to adjust the position of the weight in relation to the axle.
4d.; 2375, 10d.; 2376, 4d.; 2477, 1s. 4d.; 2380, 1s.; 2381, 4d.; 2383, 4d.; 2334, wards,
doors,” —12th April, 1865.
’
These
internal back seats are also formed with back rests, so as not te be
1041, Frepertc Petuam WARREN, Southsea, Hants, ‘Cooking utensils.” 4d.; 2389, 4d.; 3465, 8d.; 33, 10d.; 148, 4d.
dependent
for that purpose on the doors, and these seats may either be
—12th April, 1865.
of turning towards each other or towards the sides ; but in this
1102. Freperick Aucustus ABEL, Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, Kent, “Gun- *,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on capable
latter case the back rests must be formed to fold or move upwards, or
cotton.”--20th April, 1865.
they
will
be
from the seats. The front seats may also be
receipt of the amount of price and tage. Sums exceeding 5s. must be movable. Smallseparate
1071. ALEXANDER Henry, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., ‘“‘Breech- remitted
side seats may alao be provided for children’s use. In
by Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High some cases the doors
loading fire-arms.”—17th April, 1866.
for admission to the interior will be in front of the
Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty's Patent-office, South- wheels,
forming the angles or curves from the sides to the front of the
ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
vehicle. In such cases the back seat will be capable of adjustment to
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
| adapt its position to the weight, dependent upon the number or position
| of the occupants ; or the adjustment of the weight may be by shifting
$261. Joun James Knicut, Penketh, near Warrington, ‘“‘Caustic soda,
| it in relation to the axle. The front seats, or those next the entrance
potash, &c.”
| doors, will be movable to facilitate ingress and egress, and the crank of
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
3254. Witt1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘Securing
bales of cotton, &c.”—A communication from John Tredwell Butler. -- The following Abstracis are classified and arranged from those published by || the axle of the bearing wheels, in place of being in a vertical direction,
will be inclined thereto. The driving seat may in this case, if desired,
2ad December, 1871.
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents,
be placed in or over the front.
327”, SAMUEL Jones Payne, Cardiff, ‘“‘ Fire-bricks, &c.”
3275. Burpetr Lampton Brown, Wednesbury Tube Works, Wednes2639.
R. D. Morcan avd J. PP. Vaxper Mevies, Londoa, “ Railwey
Class 1—PRIME MOVERS.
chair.” —Dated 5th October, 1871.
roy “Straightening and finishing tubes and bars.”—5th December,
The rail is suspended instead of resting on the chair. Thg chair ix
Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and made
8235. ALEXANDER Jervis, Edinburgh, N.B., “ Economic water supply Including Water
in three separate parts. It allows of a slight spring, thereby
Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, dc.
apparatus,”
red
ig thec
ion between the whee! and the rail. It is made of
3200. Davip Greic and Joun Greic, Midlothian, N.B., ‘Rotary litho- 2592. G. WestincHnouse, Liverpool, ‘* Motive power.”—Dated 2nd October, rolled malleable iron instead of cast iron. It completely does away with
graphic and type printing machines.” —6th December, 1871.
the present fish-plate now in use. It alsu dispenses with the present
1871.
8207. Thomas CHARLES Eppy, Durham, ‘“* Warming and ventilating
The inventor obtains motive power through any engine from steam wooden keys. It is much cheaper than the ones in present use. The
buildings, &c.”
mixed with air or other elastic gas or fluid, when such air, gas, or fluid is greater the load the firmer will this chair grasp the rail.
a
Georce Fonnereav Do.py, Camberwell, Surrey, ‘‘ Watch induced into the steam, and caused to mix therewith by lateral indue- 2643. J. Gowans, Edinburgh, N.B., “ Troction cor for drawing or prochains.”
tion. The apparatus consists of annular, central, or other jets,
pelling cehicles on tramways.” — Dated 5th October, 1371.
3302. BERNHARD Metz, New York, U.S., ‘‘ Waterproof cloth.”
adjustable or otherwise, provided with back pressure valves when the
feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the placing
3303. Witt1aM RippeLt, Crosby Hall-chambers, Bishopsgate-street, steam is caused to effect induction during its passage from a boiler toa of The
the engine and boiler inside a specially constructed car, whereby the
London, “ Paper pulp, &c.”
motive power engine.
working
parts of the engine are hid from view, which arrangement
3304. WILLIAM Simpson and ALrrep Garpyer, Ilford, ‘‘ Engines worked 2607. W. R. Lake, London, “Steam engines."—A communication.—Dated possesses several
advantages when used in public streets.
by steam or other motive power.”
2344.
J.
Gowans,
Edinburgh, “ Construction of trammays, &c.”—Deted 5th
3rd
October,
1871.
330°, Sorus Emit Howren, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘‘ Counting, sigOctober, 1871.
In this improved governor the shaft or ‘spindle is stationary and the
nalling, end indicating apparatus.”
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the arranzebody of the governor revolves upon it. This brings the year wheel on
3312. Tuomas SincLetox, Over Darwen, “ Railway signals, &c.”—7th the
outside of the frame. To the body are secured two springs of thin ment of the apparatus for forming the tramway, and which consists of a
December, 1871.
flat steel, to one of whose ends the balls are secured. No friction is wheel, or disc, or arms attached to a revolving drwa, which dise or arn s,
3318. Sern Jonn WALtts, Spalding, “‘ Central-fire, snap, or Lefauchcux caused
in revolving the balls by this arrangement, and the springs supply when the drum revolves, lift and actuate picks, beaters, or hammers
guns, &c.”
the force which gravity does in other cases. The speed of the engine 2693. G. ALLAN and J. Grecory, Loudon, “ Chairs, sleepers, or sv pporta
3320. AnTHUR PritcHaRD, Royal Victoria Hospital, Hants, ‘‘ Corks for may
be varied from 30 to 50 per cent., which is a great convenience.
Jor railways, dc." —Dated 11th October, 1871.
bottles, &c.”
valve is perfectly bal
d, and is protected from the current of steam
This invention consists in constructing chairs or sleepers for rails, with
3321. ALFRED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Spinning The
it enters the chamber, thus causing it to wear equally, as it is not a base plate having transverse troughs of grouves, into which are inserted
flax, hemp, &c.”—A communication from Marie Ernst Alfred Cornut. asforced
off to one side as in common valves. No change, however sudden wooden cushions or wedges upon which the rail rests, the rail being held
—8th December, 1871.
violent, is toquick for these governors, and the entire load may be down on the cushions by clips or fastenings secured to the bed plate on
3326. Joun RicHarpson Wicuam, Albany House, Monkstown, Dublin, orthrown
off the engine with perfect — under any poem at the same each side of or between the wood cushions. In another modification,
ne!—. *
time they are capable of changes so delicate that it requires the closest jaws are formed on the bed plate of such a width apart and height that
1331. WiLLiaAmM ATKINSON, Northampton, “ Open stoves.”
the rail can be inserted between them by canting it, after which it ix
3.37. JaMEs MarsHaty and Wittiam Bisnor Harpino, Gainsborough, observation to detect them.
2614. H. Kinsey, Nottingham, “ Steaia winches.” —Dated 3rd October, 1871. forced with its bottom flange up against the overhanging tops of the
“Steam engines.”—Oth December, 1871.
This invention consists in constructing steam winches with a framing jaws by means of the wooden wedges. In applying this chair to flat rails
3353. Freperick Lamp Hancock and Cuar.es Lamp Hancock, Dudley,
composed of a bed-plate and two side uprights formed of one casting, one for tramways the sides of the rails are dovetail shape, fitting against
“ Reducing bread, &c., to crumbs.”
3360. Bristow Hunt, Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London, ‘‘ Hatching or two horizontal steam cylinders being fixed against a flange at the back dovetail surfaces on the jaws.
of the bed-plate, which forms the covers thereto. The piston-rod heads
eggs.” —A communication from James Stone.
2363. Joun Henry Harrison, Bridge-place, Lower Bridge-street, are provided with adjustable wedge-shaped em for adjustment between
Class 3.—FABRICS.
Chester, “‘ Raising, hauling, and lowering weights, &c.”—12th December, the guides, which are formed partly on the bed-plate and partly by a
1871.
plate fixed on the top of a central rib on the cones, A crank shaft Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
3371. Epwarp CHarLes Vickers, Compton-street, Clerkenwell, London, worked by the steam cylinders is placed near the bed-plate in the front
Preparing, Manufacturing Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing
part of the winch, and carries
by which motion is imparted cither
“* Substitute for leather.”
dc.
3377. PauL ScHUTZENBERGER and Feix pe LALANDE, Rue des Ecoles, directly to the barrel shaft or to a second motion shaft. The action of 2580.Fahrics,
C. Catiow, Lancaster, “ Looms.”—Datel 30th September, 1871.
the steam cylinders is controlled by a governor having arms with
Paris, “‘ Printing and dyeing.”—12th December, 1871.
This invention consists, First, in the use or employment of a pair of
inclined
surfaces,
upon
which
a
weight
rests
with
curved
surfaces
;
the
3393.sv wa
Prince,
Birmingham,
‘‘
Perambulators.”—1l4th
December,
suspended above the warp beam in a’ swing frame
weight, as it rises and falls, imparts motivn to a slide having a pin vibrating byrollers
1871. a lever and eccentric. Secondly, in a self-acting adjustment
3400. ALrreD Morris, Royal Exchange, London, “Calcination and working in a slot ina curved lever fixed on the throttle valve spindle. ofoperated
the weight on or weighting of the warp beam. Thirdly, in the conmanufacture’of kelp, &c.”—A communication from Joseph Pellieux and The adjustment for the piston-rod heads, as also the form of governor struction
of apparatus for turning off or delivering the warp from the
described, are applicable to steam engines generally.
Albert Maze-Latunay.
Fourthly, of apparatus for adjusting the weight on the weight
+ 3404. Revsen Cooper, Manchester, ‘‘Common road wagons, &c.”—15th 2616. A. M. Crark, London, “ Steam generctors."—A communication.— beam.
a Fifthly, in the construction and employment of a cranked weighted
December, 1871.
Dated
3rd
October,
1871.
ever.
3442. Francis Wittiam Wess, Crewe, “Locomotive engines and
The First improvement relates to a differential valve to be adapted to 2631.
G. W. Pirrmay, Dartmouth, Canada, ** Machines for heckling hemp»
boilers, &c.”
kinds of superheating apparatus, and serving as a pressure and temdc." —Datel Sth October, 1871.
-e: ae
ree, eee Chancery-lane, London, W ave all
perature regulator in superheating pipes. The Second improvement
This invention is fur combing and preparing fibres, especially hemp,
ucing
ior lighting and heating purposes.”— A communication from relates to an injector to be placed in a steam pipe for varying the temperope-making
inery or other subsequent operations. The fibre 1:
Ray if Colacicehi.
rature of the steam and imparting any desired degree of moisture thereto for
taken from the feed rullers by a cylinder or belt of pins or teeth, and
3448. ALFRED Morris, Royal Exchange, Londen, ‘‘ loame and bromine.” by
of finely subdivided water or spray therein.
from that in stricks by a comb cylinder provided with one vr mure
—A communication from Joseph Pellieux aad Albert Mazé-Launay.— 2629.the B.introduction
Davies
and
J.
Eckersiey,
Blackrod,
Lancashire,
‘*
Constructionof
of teeth. The loose end of the strick is thrown by centrifugal
20th December, 1871.
furnaces known as travelling jire-baur Surnaces,”—Dated 4th October, groups
force vutwardly, and comes down upon a cylinder or belt of pins or teeth
3493. James ANDERSON, New-buildings, Londonderry, “ Reducing oxides,
7h.
that moves the fibre along to the drawing and delivery rolls, strick after
&c,”—27th December, 1871.
This
invention
relates
to
that
class
of
furnace
for
steam
boilers
known
3501. WILLIAM ADOLPHUS ALCORN, Bagshot-strect, Albany-road, London, as rotary or travelling fire-bar furnaces, wherein the fuel is carried for- strick being thus deposited and lapping on the previous one. In this
ends of the stricks are ouubell out, and the strick is reversed
“ Bottles.” —28th December, 1871.
into the flues by an endless chain of fire-bars passing over rollers aswayit both
by the comb cylinder.
34. THomas MortLock, Shafton-road, South Hack»ev, London, “ Dressing orwarddrums.
The invention consists yyy ! in removing the chain of 2635. isG.delivered
and furrowing millstones.” —4th January, 1872.
DematLty, Lille, Frence, ** Diseggregating textile plantes.”—Dated
fire-bars
entirely
from
the
flue
or
flues
of
the
boiler,
and
placing
it
in
a
47. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Neckties.” — separate chamber or oven made of fire-brick and placed outside the end
5th October, 1871.
A _communication from Madame Klotz, jun., Eugtne Klotz, Vitor of the boiler, so that any required amount of air can be admitted to the
The apparatus consists of a sheet iron or steel boiler closed at the top
Klotz, and Hippolyte Meyer.—5th January, 1872.
by a lid, and capable of bearing a pressure of twenty atmospheres ; the
and the whole of the interior of the flue or flues is made available for bottom
113. Freperic PetHam WARREN, East-court, Cosham, “Tins, canisters, fuel,
receives the ends of semi-spiral pipes penetrating the interior a
heating
surface.
&e.”—13th January, 1872.
little below the level of the alkaline liquor, which immerses the wood or
213 ALexanpen Woop, Edinburgh, N.B., “Tramway cars.” — 23rd 2636. J. SipeBorrom, Stockport, “ Steam boiler furnaces.”—Dated 5th Octo- plants. The boiler is fixed in masonry so arranged as to admit of the
ber, 1871.
January, 1872.
heat
of
the
stone being employed to the greatest advantage, and com)usinvention relates to the furnaces of steam boilers or generators and tion is induced
201. Epvarp BaRTHELMES, Berlin, Prussia, ‘‘ Shuttle-sewing machines.” to The
by a jet of steam taken into the apparatus by a pipe furother furnaces. The fuel whilst being consumed is in the form of a nished
302. CHARLEs Woop, Tees Ironworks, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, “‘ Cooling vertical
with
The wood is cut into lengths of twelve to fifteen
or inclined, or ae inclined column, contained in the space centimetres, aandtap.placed
slag, &c.”—8lst January, 1872.
receiver, and the liquor is then poured on,
between two vertical or inclined grates ins
of being spread upon a the strength varying fromin 8a deg.
- Epwarp Jones, Birmingham, “Cartridge cases.”—-2ad February, horizontal
Beaume for wood, and 2 deg.
or near)y horizontal fire-grate, as in the case of the most ordi- to 5 deg. for other substances. Theto 10lid deg.
1872.
being fastened down the temperanary
arrangement
of
furnace.
The
fuel
is
fed
in
at
the
top
of
the
aforesaid
389. ALEXANDER Baumann, Vauxhall Ironworks, Wandsworth-road, space, and gravitates towards the lower end thereof during combustion, ture is raised from 200 dey. to 210 deg. Cent. in two and a-half hours by
Surrey, “ Steam e: es." —Tth February, 1872.
of the stove and pipes, in which latter the alkaline caloric cm rents
ashes being removed at intervals from the said lower end. The said aid
466. Georc Privtz, Aix la Chapelle, Prussia, “Stamping needles.”—A thetes
circulate oom top to bottom. At the end of this time the
may be similar in form and construction, or may differ therein. continually
communication from Francis Kayser,.—l4th February, 1872.
operation is completed, and the steam and liquor is evacuated by means
n
one
arrangement
the
front
grate,
through
which
the
air
flows
to
the
582. Samuet Wairnam, Wakefield, “‘ Pile for bloom for weldless tires.”— fuel, may be formed of a number of horizontal metal bars, and the back ot a cock; the cecipient containing the products obtained is then
23rd February, 1872.
and after bleaching the fibrous and textile matters they are in
may consist of a number of slabs of fire-brick, through the spaces removed,
632. Epwarp Kenwarp, Manor House, Winterbourne Stoke, ‘‘ Ploughs.” grate
condition to be spun or made into paper.
which slabs the flame and the products of combustion flow into a2656.
635. Wavrer Morcan, Liverpool, “ Baskets specially applicable to coaling abetween
H.
Jackson,
Yorkshise, “ Washing and scovring wool, d&e.”—Dated
combustion
chamber,
or
into
the
flue
or
flues
of
a
bviler,
or
into
the
ships and vessels.” —20th February, 1872.
7th October, 1871.
684. WituiamM Datoiiesn, Kilmarnock, N.B., ‘‘Scotch bonnets.”—6th working chamber of a puddling furnace, or otherwise, as the case
This invention relates more particularly to machinery for scouring
may be.
March, 1872.
The wool is subjected to the action of a toothed drum which has «
704. Epmunp Wa.tace Exmsute, Parlis
t-street, Westminster, ‘‘ Her- 2080. O. Trossts, Berlin, Prussia, “ Obtaining and applying motive wool.
to-and-fro rocking motion on its axis, and also a progressive revolvin,
metically closed cases.”—7th March, 1872.
power.” —Dated 10th October, 1871.
.
motion. The said drum is loosely mounted on its axle, and on the said
761. Samuet Dearps, Harlow, ‘‘ Heating water for warming buildings.”
This
is
an
improvement
in
construction
of
0.
Trossin’s
former
invenaxle
is
also
mounted an internal spur wheel, which carries a crank shaft,
13th March, 1872.
:
for which the royal letters —_ have been granted under No. 2834 of which receives motion through spur wheels from the said axle. The said
845, WiLtiaM Wuvre, jun., Glasgow, N.B., ‘‘ Boilers to be used in treat- tion,
last
year,
and
this
apparatus
is
working
after
the
same
method
with
crank
shaft
gives mvtion to a lever fixed on the toothed drum and causes
ing or bleaching paper-making material, é&c.”—20th March, 1872.
heated compressed
or atmospherical
The gas, after being heated the said drum to rock to and fro, at the same time the said shaft is
863. Witt1am Benson, Allerwash, near Hexham, * Cutting coal.”—2lst in
a boiler, drives the }
piston of a cylinder, passing on its way through a rotated around the main axle by means of a spur pinion which gears with
March, 1872.
conical
turning-valve,
to
let
the
gas
enter
alternatively
at
both
sides
of
the
said
internal
wheel. A revolving sinker fitted with paddles, which
867. W1itt1aAM ALEXANDER LyTTLE, The Grove, Hammersmith, “ Poles for the piston. After having worked in the a. the gas
8 through are permitted to fall back when rising out of the water, is or may be
telegraphy, &c.”
a
long
spiral
pipe,
which
is
in
a
box
of
cold
water,
to
have
it
cooled
again,
employed
to
submerge
the woul.
878. PercevaL Moses Parsons, Blackheath, ‘‘ Ordnance.”— 22nd March, and then it (the gas) enters into a large vessel, the store-room. Inside of
1872.
an ae to provide at first the
hine with sufficient
4, +, q “ Hot- this 1 vessel d isgas
= Epwarp A.L¥rrep Cowper, Great George-street, W
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
or air, and terwards to fill the boiler continually with
stoves.”
gas from the store-room. The crank shaft of the fly-wheel works
Windlasses, Implements, Flour
888.po Wittiam” Dariow, North Woolwich-road, Essex, ‘Portable cold
the said air pump, and also a water pump to furnish continually cold Including Agricultural Engines,
Mills, de.
water
into
the
cooler-box.
891. Tuomas Gites, Greenhill-street, G
lheys, Manchester, “ Safety
2608. H. Jackson, Leeds, “ Desiccating grain, &e."—Date! 3rd October,
valves.” —23rd March, 1872.
idham, and THomas CHARLES Eastwoop, BradClass 2.—TRANSPORT.
| This invention
sists of imy
ts in mounting and giving
ing wool, &c.”—25th March, 1872.
revolving drying cylinders. One end of a revolving cylinder is
Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma- | motion to with
933. Georce WesTINcHoUsE, jun., Southampt hnildt 6 , London, Including
« trunnion which revolves in a ayo bee in a bearer
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts, | provided
“ Working brakes, &c.”
which is formed with trunnions which rest in b
3 formed in two
934. WILLIAM PaRELL Butcnart, Dundee, N.B., ‘‘Snipping, combing,
Harness, &c.
standards, The other end of the cylinder rests on two rollers which can be
and beating jute, &c.”—28th March, 1872.
screws, so that the ~ oa may be
J. Rooers and G. pe M. Soares, London, “ Asphalte.”—Dated 30th raised and lowered by means
O44. DucaLp CaMPBELL, Quality-court, Chancery-lanv, London, * Treating 2586. September,
inclined
to
any
extent
or
may
be
raised
to
a
horizontal
position, The
1871.
sewage.
According to this invention blue or green oils obtained from the manu- cylinder is driven by means of a bevel pinion which gears with a bevel
048. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Laying the facture of paraffin or tar oils or other substances are boiled with caustic wheel fixed on the trunnion of the cylinder, the said bevel pinion being
vermanent way of railways, &c.”—A communica ‘ion from
jppe lime and pitch ; sawdust and grit or slag refuse of ironworks or the two fixed on a shaft which is in a line with the centre of the trunnion of the
Vitali. —s0th a
n
_ latter combined are added, and blocks are formed or the mass poured on aforesaid bearer. The steam is admitted to the cylinder jacket, and the
074. James Asupury, Sussex-place, Hyle Park, Londoa, “ Propellingan the roadway. The surface is finally sifted over with waste iron borings, water is withdrawn
therefr
hrough a plug valve fixed on the end of
steering vessels,”— A communication ivo1a Charles Hemje.
filings, or chippings, or
waste
’ factories or furnaces, the cylinder trunnion.
984. JosepH Louts CasaRTELLI, Manchester, “7
"Sil April, and
pressure is applied to embed such waste in the material.
2628. L. Pocock, London, “ Means or epparatus to beemployed in the drying
1872.
of guano, manure, or other similar substances.”"—Dated Ath Octobe,
D. Spartan, Liverpool, “‘ Apparatus for propelling vessels,” —Dated
992. Witu1AM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Subsoil 2507.2ndN. October,
1871.
1871.
im plements for making trenches or ditches, &c.”—A communication
This invention consists mainly in the employment of “drying shut
The peel eee ee hy aneadee mene a eps te Pd ters”
from Henry Carter.—4th Aprit, 1872.
substitution for the present means of drying. There shutters
power, by which the pressure
due to the draught and way of the will bein constructed
ae = ery Rorert Laker, Southampton -buildings, London, ‘ Theo- hydraulic
readily movable wooden or metal frames, on
vessel is combined with the direct force of air and water (or combined air | which canvas or other ofsuitable
—A communication from Upton Felton Biggs.--5th April, and
material is stretched or secured ; on these
water)
pumps
for
that
purpose,
1872,

Se

2Sara
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shutters or frames so covered the guano, manure, or substance to be
dried will be laid or spread. The shutters or frames will be placed in
ranks or rows at convenient distances a
and they will be a
either perpendicularly or slightly slan
on or across the floor of the
drying chamber or room, and their tops may be caused to lean against
horizontal supporting bars, or they may be supported in or by other
suitable and convenient fittings or receptacles provided in the chamber or
room.
2641. J. P. Furness, Bradway, Derby, “ Mowing wachines.”—Dated 5th
October, 1871.
.
According to this invention the teeth or cutters are set in the bar or
rod in two methods; First, by cutting a dovetail in the rod, and forming
the tang of the cutter with a corresponding holder, fixed by a central
screw to the bar; and, Secondly, by cutting a square-edged recess to
receive the tang, the latter being in such case secured to the bar by two
pins in addition to the central screw.
2646. J. Bauy, Sheffield, “Reaping hooks and sickles.”— Dated 5th October,
1871.
This invention consists in manufacturing reaping hooks or sickles,
first, from steel alone ; secondly, from steel and oon combined when in
a molten state; or, thirdly, from a combination of iron and steel, welded
or united together when in ingots or other state not molten. From the
material used long straight strips are suitably formed, which are thicker
at that part which is to form the backing, and from that part g
ll y
ent en, towards that part which is to form the cutting edge of the
reaping hook or sickle ; or these bevelled strips may be rolled in sheets of
strips, and afterwards cut longitudinally to separate the strips, which are
next cut into suitable lengths im a slanting or oblique direction in such
a manner that when the piece so cut off is bent it shall have the desired
shape and formation of the reaping hook or sickle at all parts. The
bendingis performed as follows the “tang” is first bent back and
held by a long staple behind a grooved metal block, the other partof
each piece projecting above one of the grooves in the block. The contour
of each grouve corresponds exactly to the desired shape of the cutting
edge of the reaping hooks or sickles, and in these grooves they are
forced, either by hand or other suitable means, and so receive the desired
form. The after part of the manufacture of the reaping hooks or sickles
is carried out in a manner similar to that hitherto in use.
Class 5.—BUILDING.
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, &c.
588. W. mg Kent, ‘* Manufacture of Portland cement.”—Dated 30th
September, 1871.
This provisional specification describes an apparatus for drying Portland cement, &c., which may consist of an endless band, on which the
material to be dried is aga passing through a flue in connection with
the kiln, or a circular plate may be used instead if the kiln be circular;
the provisional specification goes on to describe kilns in which a moving
flue with tubes projecting back from it into the burning material is used
te carry off the gases, and arrangements for utilising the hot gases for
drying the material to be burnt.
2503. T. WaLLer, London, “Supplying of fresh hot or cold air in buildings.”
—Dated 2nd October, 1871.
The inventor constructs a number of pipes, ducts, or passages, which
he applies to the building, in accordance with the character of the
structure. One range of these pipes conveys heated air or hot water
from a heat generator or a boiler, as the case may be, and other aos or
ducts lead cold air from the outer at phere, either P
ding direct
through an external wall or from the b
t of the building, where a
suitable opening for the entrance of cold air can be made. The communicating mouths of the heating ducts and cold air pipes are to be
brought into juxtaposition, so as to be capable of being opened and shut
by means of the ventilators patented by the inventor on the 30th March,
1864, No. 790. The exit of air should be provided for by outlets in the
centre of the ceiling or in other convenient position, such ventilators
being divided in order to keep up a better current. In hospitals and
infirmaries the openings for supplying air can be placed near each bed, so
that each patient under treatment may be supplied with air, hot or
cold, or moderated in accordance with the proper treatment of the case,
the ventilators being placed under the control of the proper hospital
attendants,
2618. E. V. Neave, London, “ Apparatus for stopping and regulating the
ectent of angular motion.”—Dated 4th October, 1871.
First, fitting up a rod with quick threaded screw working in nut, and
with finer adjusting screws with nuts thereon, and with stopping staples
or blocks, through which the rod passes, and against which the finer
nuts come in contact, and arrest the angular motion of the
>
Secondly, fitting up doors, French windows, &c., with a
fitted as
above, and placed near to the hinge by means of jointed arm to connect
them together, the arm sometimes to fold and sometimes to be curved,
to pass round obstructing projections. bce jee fitting up doors, French
windows, &c., with a regulating compound adjustable, expanding, and
collapsing bar to keep them partly open, consisting of and being an
arrangement of levers crossing each other, with pinching screw applied
to one or more of the fulcra or joints. And, lastly, fitting up doors,
French windows, &c., with a toothed or serrated or embo!
closing
bar, and a corresponding closing piece to be used together to regulate the
angle of opening, one attached to window, &c., or to one division of same
if double, the other to the frame of window, &c., or to second division of
window. The closing bar and catch are sometimes hinged to accommodate
angle of opening. The application as an espagnolette fastening is also
included. The several improvements to be employed in any convenient
combinations,
2627. J. L. Norton, London, “‘ Stair treads.”—Dated 4th October, 1871.
This provisional specification describes various ways of forming stair
treads, pavements, and floorings. Blocks of wood, &c., are cmt i
frames or supports. Protecting the front edge of a stair tread from wear
by india-rubber or other flexible material is described, as also various
ways of ornamenting the upper surface of the stair, paving, flooring, &c.
,
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Instruments of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
2611. J. E. Liarpet, London, “* Working and protecting ordaance.”—Dated
3rd October, 1871. ‘h r]
4a hi. extent
These improved
I arrang
ts are toa
further developments of improvements originated by this applicant as
long ago as the year 1851, such improv
hanical arrang
ts bein,
as follows :—For stationary ordnance or fire-arms he uses a sole plate or
base with a turntable secured thereto, and places on this a platform
mounted on wheels, the same being secured in position by tramways and
by strong springs (tension springs by preference) attached to the platform
and to the turntable. This platform
an opening through the same,
allowing standards for port meethe ordnance, or fire-arms, or arms to be
secured to the said platform, and for the rising of the ordnance or firearms for firing off the same, and for the lowering thereof immediately
after firing, so as to bring the gun below the ram
pit or bulwark,
strong tension springs being secured to the said standards so as to
accomplish the objects above named. A small sliding pad carriageis
provided for receiving the breech after firing, all the proper adjuncts of
artillery being also used, with a suitable screw for elevating and depressfig the gun or fire-arm to regulate precision of firing. For travelling
ordnance or fire-arms, instead of the sole plate before referred to, he uses
a carriage mounted on travelling wheels, the same being provided with
magazine and with
iti
ptacles (which may bemade to form
seats for the — and having an iron or strong shield to screen the men
from sight and shot. To the platform of this
the turntable is
secured, such turntable to be large enough to allow space for the men
working the gun and for riflemen, who are to assist in repelling attacks
of cavalry or other aggressive forces upon the gun, such turntable to be
surrounded, or nearly surrounded, with an iron or strong metallic shield.
In this case the gun or fire-arm need not have standards working through
an opening, as in the case of the stationary arrang
t hereinhefi
described, but may have a suitable gun-carriage working in guides on
rollers, with springs to take off the recoil. The front travelling wheels
can be made to turn under the body of the carriage, somewhat like those
of most four-wheel pleasure carriages.
2615. J. H. Jounson, London, ‘‘ Breech-loading ordnance and small arms.”—
A communication.—Dated 3rd October, 1871.
The application and use to and in breech-loaders of all kinds, whether
ordnance or small arms, of a breech plug or stopper combining the properties of a plug, of a cock, and a valve. It is by preference of a
spherical shape, with an opening through it, and is rotated toopen and
yore the breech, and
then force
firmly against the rear of thea
a from
+, action
htai home
barrel by a
another lever and
plug, which bears against a cap or socket piece in the rear of the breech
closer.
Olass 7.-FURNITUREB AND CLOTHING.
‘ Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, ‘anufacture of Dress, de.
2608. C. H. L. Morscn, Egremont, Chester, “ Combined bed, chair, and
commode, with or without « table for invalids.”—Dakd dvd Octobe,
1871.
This relates to an article of furniture which is easily convertible from

Aprit 19, 1872.
=
contacts. The method by which they control the amount of magnetism
developed in electro-magnets, by which they maintain uniform
in the relays, although the electrical currents ——- The mode of
marking the paper by enab!
the use of pencils instead of ink, and the
method by which they keep the point of the cil sharpened, and at an
uniform distance from the paper. Lastly, the methodof taper |the
speed of moving trains of whetaed: for telegraphs, and eae applicable
to other machines.
2623, E. E. De Losstetn, Paris, “ Coating and plating metals.”—Dated
|
4th October, 1871.
This provisional specification describes a means of more firmly attaching electro-plating to plated goods by the use of heat, and
pro=— of ornamenting plated goods by employing baths, electricity, and
eat.
Class 8.—CHEMICAL.
|
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
Class 10.-MISCELLANBOUS.
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food, |
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelt.ng,
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
2583.
G.
Hasettine,
London, “* Churns.”—A communication.—Dated 30th
2591. H. Sraprer, Manchester, “‘ Filtration or separation of mineral or
September, 1871
other oils from oleaginous matter, d&c.”—Dated 2nd October, 1871.
This
invention
consists,
First, in a novel application of two
1
According to this invention, oil or oleaginous matter is subjected to a
tending across the churn, and each ‘aed wits
preparatory filtration with the assistance of the pressure of the vib
dies, one set
ing between the
series ofpeculiarly shaped shapedarms or
y
The oil or matter is then pumped or forced into an other
set as they meet, and thus thoroughly ap eo by the body of the
apparatus which is or may be heated, and is —- of withstanding cream, so that its particles will be acted on to make the oe.
psy five tons pressure to the square inch. It is thus forced through Tke said invention
ists, S dly, in
ting with the said pad
the filter consisting of layers of gauze resting on a perforated steel plate an arrangement of mechanism whereby they are both operated by a
and covered with leather, the gauze increasing in fineness from the plate nozzle lever.
to the leather. The said plate is supported by a number of ribs cast on 2584. J. Pickerina, Birmingham, ‘‘Candles.”—Dated 30th September, 1871.
the battom of the apparatus. Soda crystals or other substance is someThis invention refers to improvements in dip;
candles by which the
times placed in the apparatus.
cylindrical form and regularity of mould candles may be obtained, and
2504. L. Braise, London, “ Urinometers, saccharometers, alcohometers, to apparatus by which this is done. Also to an improved manufacture
and other measures of density of fluids or liquids.”—Dated 2nd October, of candle-wick.
1871.
A. Wier, London, “ Signalling.” —Dated 30th September, 1871.
According to this invention, urinometers, saccharometers, alcoho- 2585. M.improvements
relating to the sending instrument or communicator
meters, and other measures of density of fluids or liquids, such as of The
pneumatic es ages consists, First, in employing a valve or tap beid ters, lact ters, or other similar measures of density, are tween
the cylinder of the compressing instrument, and the pipe leading
manufactured. In lieu of glass or metal which have heretofore been used, to distant
receiving instrument
automatically to close that pipe
the inventor proposesto make these
or indicators of vulcanit when the signal
is given, whereby |
of
ms
er
1g
or ebonite, or of other similar material or composition, the object be
is rendered of less importance. lso, for the same object, two into effect a more steady buoyancy of the indicator while in the liquid, an parts
dependent pistons are —
with a space between, containing air,
to avoid the corrosion which occursin the use of me'
an air cushion which resists to some extent the escape of air
2599. W. R. Lake, London, *‘ Apparatus for the many, facture of inflammable forming
from the body of the cylinder. Secondly, in employing one single rota."—A communication.—Dated 2nd October, 18 71.
tin, plug or disc, or a reciprocating slide valve to govern the inlet and
In the present invention the inventor employs a bench of three retorts. outlet of air to and from any one of the pipes leading from a communiOne of the retorts is set in a horizontal position. The other two retorts cator instead of separate valves for each pipe, as set forth in the —
are set in a vertical position. He subjects ordinary fuel as well as some cation of a patent
ted to the present inventor and to A. McN. Weir,
other substances containing hydrogen and carbon to distillation, out of dated 24th September, 1868, 2929. Also in so adaj
and combining
contact with the at phere, and d
and convert such of the two or more such plugs or valves and working them in unison that various
+
,
distillates as contain the heat-producing
at are cond ble and combinations of ct, such as numbers, &c., may be transmitted.
non-inflammable into inflammable gases. The two aforesaid vertical imp
ts relating to the receiving instrument or indicator of such
retorts are filled with small pieces of fire-brick and are kept at a white apparatus consists, First, in certain means for moving the pointer or
heat. The crude fuel is first placed in the receiving retort. The volatile other indicating medium to
positi
in
d
ith the
products are conveyed directly into the vertical retort. By this means signals transmitted by the communicator.
The pointer is moved to the
the volatile hydrocarbons form a variety of gases; these gases pass from required itions by means of tail pieces, each operated by a separate
this retort through the connectin
pe into and down through the Coomenatbtingy medium, the motions of the tail pieces—which are connected
other vertical retort where they again deposit a portion of their carbon
and are converted into permanent inflammable gases. Compounds very with and turn the axis of the poi
annoying to the manufacturers of ordinary illuminating gas are given Secon
e in
o en
doe
oo
off from coal by distillation with other products and become deposited opaque
Guia is interposed between
tht and observer by means of
in the stand po. By this invention these compounds are wholly amy odinto or out of the spaces, between which the fluids are caused to
utilised, as well as the product known as coal tar, by conversion into per- ow by pneumatic or mechanical means. Also when applying the flashmanent inflammable gases.
ing light system, a small mp is employed to measure and forcea
2606. W. T. Waker, Highgate, Middlesec, ‘ Purifying gas, &c.” —Dated smaller or larger portion of 1€ignitable powder into |the flame, whereby
a tap
a
adash may be indi
3rd October, 1871.
i th indottheor attention
bell pipe, which Lee |opened when that bell rings
The improvements consist in increasing the Hot y and 1
to the operator bya
cost of ammoniacal scrubbers, and in improved means of working them allows a portionof the air that rang it to return
second
pean
sing
Se
ly
bell.
bate
=
wpe
od
wml
as described in the specification.
in connection with the mechanism eff
by an order, so as
2609. T. [Batt, Nottingham, ‘‘ Treatment of ammoniacal liquor and lime matically
to open certain pipes and close others, whereby the operator at the comresulting from the manufacture aad puriication of gas.”"—Dated 3rd pai.
nortecan ascertain whether his order has been carried out or not.
October, 1871.
A
similar
arrangement
is
also
described
as
applicable
to
use on railways
This invention relates to combiniug with the ammoniacal liquor, or
block system of digualling, to indicate whether or
with the lime, wood, sawdust, breeze, or spent ashes, coke, dried peat, in connection withbeentheproperly
given. Another
consists in fi
on,
cocoa-nut fibre, spent tan, or dried clay, or other slightly absorbent nota
a locomotive engine, a pneumatic communicator and indicator
or cellular matter in the state of fine particles or powder, together with say,
jperated by a projection raised
above the rails at the will of the signaldilute sulphuric acid well mixed.
to indicate
the driver
weather the presence of
pas to ber
Hst _4dark
Indicatior foggy
2612. J. H. Jounson, London, ‘* Puddling iron.” —A coimunication.—Dated man,
of
—
g A
ery by
3rd October, 1871.
mon |a centrifugal governor connected with and operating an airThis invention relates to that class of mechanical puddlers in which the emp
compressing
instrument
having
a
pipe
leading
to
a pressure gauge, the
sags is effected by revolving the chamber or vessel which contains the indications of which vary in proportion to the speed
of the governor
m to be operated upon, and consists essentially in delivering the flame and the
quent
pression of the air.
into and discharging the products o
bustion from one and the same
H. Stevens, London, “ Cataloguing, calendaring, or registering the
end of a revolving uddling vessel. This vessel has its axis substanti- 2590. contents
of libaries and museums.”—Dated 30th September, 1871.
ally horizontal, and is provided with a single opening, t
h which the
invention consists in a ont pe expeditious, accurate, ccm
.
flame and =
of combustion enter and leave the chamber in the andThisinexpensive
mode of taking and substituting photographic copies of
directionof its axis, flues being combined therewith for that purpose. the
full
titles
of books or
icles, catalogued for the us' abri
This revolving puddling vessel is supported on a traversing frame, which manuscript descriptions,
provid:
better copy for the printer and
by pref
ibrates through an are of a circle on a vertical axis, the greater security for theandbooks,
The means employed consist of
axis of the vessel bein
tial to the arc of vibration of the frame,
usual photographic apparatus, and _ suitabl
te glass frames
which frame is capable of both vertical and horizontal adjustment, the
adapted
for
holding
ina
proper
position
the books and other articles to
the object being to enable the vessel to be swung round so as to bring its be catalogued.
charging mouth into a convenient position for char;
or discharging
This traversing supporting frame serves
to
the
D. Davis, Poplar, London, “‘ Mooringtof buoys, beacons, dc.” —Dated
mechanism by which the puddling vessel is rotated on its axis, the power 2595. 2ndG. October,
1871. eifionti,
required being transmitted through the vertical axis of the traversing
sp
describes a buoy havin;
indles at its
frame. It is preferred to make the rola openkng, a vessel of a ends, isonprovisional
which swings a frame carrying a gong or bell ; the buoy or a
spherical form, with a large mouth or circular o
g, and it is provided paddle-wheel
carried
by
it
is
caused
to
revolve
in
a
tideway
by means
on its exterior with a series of bosses or projections opposite the —— of paddles, and the —— bell is thus struck. Various arrangements
so arran, as to serve for securing a worm wheel to the vessel. To th for doing this are described. In place of a gong or bell the buoy may
worm wheel a hollow trunnion is attached, which supports the vessel at carry other kinds of signals.
that end. The object of the bosses and hollow trunnion is to provide for 2598. A. V. Newton, London, ‘‘ Construction of sad irons.”—A communicaa circulation of air, which will prevent the over heating of the journal.
tion.—Dated 2nd October, 1871.
2631. A. M. Crark, London, “ Alimentary preparations.”—A communicaIt is pro
eae tae
Coe. ow & the rear end thereof,
tion.—Dated 4th October, 1871.
two
short legs, and at the hinder part of the handle a similar leg, so that
The invention relates tohygienic preparations containing phosphorus,
iron when set on end may stand upon a tripod.
either alone or mixed with sulphur or iodine. The phosphorine or the
H. R. Harper, Howley Regis, Staffordshire, ‘‘ Weighing crabs, &c."”—
sulphurine (which names are given to the preparations whatever be their 2600.Dated
3rd October, 1871.
base) may be ployed as al
itary ps pon alone, or be mixed
The novelty of this invention consists in the application to an ordinary
with chocolate, bread, and other kinds of food generally.
lifting crab or crane a very simple and efficient apparatus, whereby the
2642. H. Sprence, London, ‘‘ Preparation of explosive compounds.” —Dated object
lifted may be weighed at one and the same time, such apparatus
5th October, 1871.
This invention relates partly to the preparation and use of what the not at all interfering with the lifting powers or usefulness of such crab
inventor calls safety explosive compounds, and is based on the well- or crane.
known principle of keeping separate the oxidising from the combustible 2601. A. E. C. Lanpry, London, “ Confectionery, &e.”"—Dated 3rd October,
1871.
.
agent until such time as the effect of their chemical combination is
These improvements consist in employing a flat mould to form the
required. According to thistinvention he employs certain <a
agents or substances, which will, when mixed or gpa my wit cylindrical parts of the sultane and other similar articles of sugar concertain “ combustible” agents or substances, become explosive by the fectionery, the said mould having any desired pattern formed on its
in the sunken parts of the mould,
agency of a detonating fuse or cap. These agents or substances may be surface. The melted sugar is
2,
used together in either of the three following modes, namely :—(1) The and afterwards rolled over a copper or tin cylinder. To make hair
oxidising agent or substance in a solid but divided condition may be a box of a V shape in section is employed, the bottom of the box
loyed in conjunction with the combustible agent or substance in a where the oblique sides meet having a number of slits from which
pieces of sheet metal; the box has a sliding lid
fluid condition ;(2) the oxidising agent or substance
a fluid con- extend proj
_— for
admission
of ,the air, and provided with a suitabl
dition may be used in conjunction with the combustible agent or sube.
stance in a solid but divided condition ; (3) the oxidising agent or substance in a fluid condition may be employed with the combustible agent —_ e 8. Stoney, Woolwich, ‘Top for umbrellas, dc.”—Dated 3rd October,
or substance, also in a fluid condition.
en safety is not so much an
871.
object as a ready and convenient explosive compound, he keeps the
The inventor makes the, ferule of 4 or other shape, and
htly
oxidising and combustible agents mixed together. He also proposes to tapered
so as to serve as a key to 0 mn locks of carriage doors.
n
add certain combustible agents to nitro-glycerine, whereby the excess of the umbrella
or parasol stick is tubular he fits a solid end of the above
oxygen therein may be utilised.
form thereon, or the stick, if of metal, may be squared and tapered at the
2655. A. H. Stic, and D. Lane, Cork, Ireland, “ Manufucture of illumi- end to form a key.
nating gas.” —Dated 6th October, 1871.
This provisional specification describes mixing heated cual tar with -_ >‘ Jackson, London, “ Pianoforte actions.”"—Dated 3rd October,
;
screened or pulverised breeze, cannel nuts, &c., previously dried, and The1871.
ore dof this invention consists in jointing the hopper on to a
this mixture is afterwards mixed with the ordinary coal, and carbonised block inst
of fixing it in the key, and, by means of the lever attached
in the usual gas retorts,
to it, reversing itsaction sothat the flyis pushed on to the incline of
2662. J. F. G. Kromscuroepver, “ Generating inflammable gas.”—Dated 7th the sticker lever, thereby causing a perfect escape of the
and
October, 1s71. .
the back of the ho
, or rather the adjustable button,
This
pecification describes an apparatus for genera
comes in contact with the other end of the lever, which isfor
inflammable Aig?by forcing air
th wool aie aeateit nena the purpose, and effectually prevents itsrising again after the w has
saturated with liquid hydrocarbon as described in a former specification, been given.
3009, 1868. The arrangement consists of an air forcing ay
driven
J.H. Kearns, London, “ Blotting pad book diary.” —Dated 3rd October,
by clockwork, and around the casing ——o the air forcing apparatus 2605.1$71.
is an outer casing forming a reservoir for the hydrocarbon.
e supply The wey! this invention is to com
in one articlea blot
from the reservoir to the vaporising chamber, which is in the form of a
and
diary. To one of the four sides of a blotting
pad is affixed
circuitous channel, is ws by a bird fountain. The vaporising pad
It is formedby
a certain number of sheets of
hamt
jacketed
th a non-conducting material When the a book diary.
per
on
a
portion
a
piece
of
mill
or
straw
board,
apparatus is used at sea it is suspended on gimbals,
an
L
portion of board having the diary
x
2610. A. Serre, London, “ Control over horses.”—A communication.—Dated
Class 9._ELECTRICITY.
8rd October, 1871.
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Appa atus,
For this purpose two rollers are mounted on the “‘ bit,” over which two
straps from the ‘‘ belly band” pass to the animal's neck.
Etectrical Apparatus, and Galvanic
168.
2806. T. VaRLEY, Esser, and F. H. Vartey, London, “ Electric telegraphs.” 2613. J. H. Jounson, London, “* Water meters.”—A communication.— Dated
3rd October, 1871.
ona, October, byth ‘ a
™
ot
Laptop tore eo
~~
ton water meters, ee
¢ novelties claimed by tho inventors are:—The particular method
, being employed,
placed
als are transmitted more reliable, and ders, open at one
making contacts by which the
and having
the simple construction of key effecting a complex combination of the same axial line with their open ends facing each other,
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a bed to a chair and vice verad, and in both positions is provided with a
commode, A table can be attached when used as a bed orcouch. A
central frame supported on posts has hinged to both ends other frames
with hinged supports. When horizontal they serveas a bed, mattresses or
cushions of anyoi
kind being used, but when one end frame is
raised and the other lowered they serve as back and leg rests of a chair.
The central portion of the mattress is removable laterally ; underneath it
is the aperture of the
de; the
de is supported under the
central frame and is also removable laterally. A sliding cover can be
used to close the a
during removal. A sliding table
is formed by rising stan
sand carriers supported from the central
frame ; part of the table may be formed as a reading desk.
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hollow pistons for the sake of lightness working therein, such pistons
being rigidly connected together by a piston-rod having tappets for
workinga tipping lever, which actuates the slide valve. The whole of
the mechanism is inclosed within a water-tight casing, so that no stuffing
i
Th
ting mechanism is actuated by a reciproboxes are
and sagese only at each alternate
rack, required
t, the tent
cating
egistered at one time.
cylinders be:
of both the measuring
617. C. W. Granvitte, London, “Making paper pulp from wood, &c.”—
Dated 4th October, 1871.
The inventor first strips the bark from the wood, and reduces it to
shréds. The latter are steeped in hot water for about six weeks ; they
are then placed in a retert, and bleached by chlorine gas. The retort
has a vacuum chamber connected with it to prevent the escape of gas.
2619. J. C. Evans, London, ‘* Artificial bristles or hair.” —Dated 4th October,
1871.
This invention consists in reducing softened horn into leaves by
means of cutters, then piling these leaves in a packet, and presenting
them edgewise or endwise to the action of other cutters, which consequently reduce the same to.thin shreds, similar to bristles or hair, which
may be substituted for or used along with bristles or hair in the manufacture of brushes, or for other purposes, where bristles or hair are required. The cutting machinery may consist of reciprocatory planes,
shears, or circular revolving or vibrating knives and devices for gripping
the softened horn. and feeding it to the cutters.
262¢. D. Jones, London, ‘‘ Generating vapours for inkalation.”—Dated 4th
October, 1871.
The First part of this invention relates to improvements in the arrangement and construction of apparatus for generating vapours for medicinal
or curative purposes, so that the same may be more advantageously and
conveniently employed for such purposes than heretofore. For this purpose a portable boiler is employed, provided with a safety valve, water
gauge, thermometer and with inlet and outlet passages furnished with
stop cocks, The fluids or medicinal matters are introduced into the
boiler, and the steam or vapour is conducted by a pipe from the boiler
to the patient. In place of introducing the medicinal matters into
the boiler, a jet of steam from the boiler may be conducted threugh
a chamber or vessel
taining the
dicinal matters, and thence
to the escape orifice to be inhaled by the patient. This apparatus may
be ployed for
ducting and applying a continuous and regulated
supply of heated vapours, medicinal or otherwise, toany part of the body,
either into a chamber or through a sponge or other suitable medium.
According to the Second part of these improvements for applying heat,
steam, or vapours to the human body whilst in bed or in a reclining or
horizontal position, a hollow Sealer lined with network is employed,
which is placed over the patient in bed. A pipe furnished with a stop
cock connects the boiler with the hollow arched chamber into whic
steam is thus conducted. Hot air may be caused to circulate through the
arched chamber in place of steam if desired. By this means the y ofa
patient may be readily subjected to a dry air heat at any required temperature whilstin a recumbent
position, and if it is desired to apply vapour,
medicinal or otherwise, to the surface of the body, then an open chamber
or vessel containing medicinal or other fluid or matters is placed or
arranged underneath or within the arched chambers, a small jet of
steam being conducted through the fluid or matters contained in the
vessel, so as to give off the vapours inside the chamber. By similar
means heat or heated vapours may be applied to either of the limbs or
part of the body of a patient. According to another part of these improvements a hollow portable chamber of similar form to an armchair
is employed, with a seat for the patient to sit upon. The chamber is
furnishea with a flexible cover which can be closed around the neck of
the patient. The interior of the hollow portable chamber may be
heated by steam or by a current of hot air, and medicinal or other
vapours may be generated within the hollow chamber. In like manner,
heat, steam, or vapour may be applied to the bodies of horses or other
animals.
2621. G. WaLKeR, Newtownards, Ireland, “ Cloth for nail bags, dc.”"—Dated
4th October, 1871.
The use of hay or straw only, or hay and straw only, for the weft of nail
bagging and other similar coarse cloths.
2622. E. Davies and J. Leyianp, Atherton, Lancashive, “ Apparatus
Sor menufacturing wrought iron nuts.”—Dated 4th October, 1871.
In one arrangement suitable bearings attached to the machine support
a shaft, on which is a disc containing four holes, each fitted with a punch
actuated by contact with a cam on the cylinder or dise shaft before
named. In another arrang
it the 7 hes work through cups fixed
in the face of a cylinder or disc, in place of the rim or edge in the foregoing arrangement. In another arrangement only one punch is used,
which isfitted to a head stock attached to the framework of the machine,
and a cup or crowner is also fitted into the head stock, through which
cup the punch passes. A rammer opposite to the punch serves to press
the nut to be made into'the said cup or crowner, from whence the nut
passes to be operated on by two hammers. In another arrangement
the rammer is so constructed as to carry the cup or crowner, and also
the punch, the latter, however, being drawn
k by independent
means.
2624. J. H. Stokes, Birmingham, ‘‘ Combined pen, pencil, ink reservoir,
and
ink dipping cup.”—Dated 4th October, 1871.
This combined instrument or ——- contains an ink reservoir, ink
dipping cup, and pen and pencil.
en not in use the combined articles
have the figure of a small tubular case which can be carried in the
pocket. The tubular case separates at or near its middle. One of the
arated parts
ists of a dipping cup and the other part of an ink
reservoir, provided at its inner end with a tubular penholder, in which
a pen in fixed. The top of the ink reservoir has a projecting tubular
piece, to which a cap carrying a blacklead pencil is attached. This cap
can be reversed to bring the pencil into use or to protect its point. The
tubular piece described passes down the axis of the ink reservoir, and
terminates in a ss valve. By pressing down the tubular piece the
valve is opened and ink allowed to run into the dipping cup.
2626. W. I. Extis, Manchester, ‘‘ Machinery for forcing and exhausting
air and other gases.”—Dated 4th October, 1871.
This invention consists, First, in the construction of blowing machines
or forcing apparatus for air or gas as described. Secondly, in the construction of apparatus for the exhaustion or exhaustion and forcing
simultaneously or alternately of air or other gases, in which one cylinder
is used revolving inside a larger, fixed eccentrically with the smaller one
with two or more fan blades or vanes, which, while revolving round a
shaft concentric with the outer cylinder, are driven by the inner one.
Thirdly, in the construction of the above-described apparatus with the
motion of the outer extremities of the fan blades controlled by a wheel or
other similar arrangement. Fourthly, in making the inner cylinders of
the above-described
hi with openings for the supply of air or
from within to counteract the centrifugal force of the air or gas.
y,
in the construction of any of the above-described machines with its own
separate steam engine or other motive power. Sixthly, in the construction of. any of the above-described machines with the delivery increased
by the method of induced currents.
2630. L. H. Lume, Northampton, ‘‘ Construction of baths and other vessels
used for similar purposes.”—Dated 4th October, 1871.
This invention relates to a novel method of constructing a bath or
similar vessel with a cistern or reservoir. The sides, back, and front of
the bath are made with a double shell or case, which forms the cistern or
reservoir. At the bottom of the bath is a well or chamber which commounicates with the interior of the bath through a perforated plate. From
this well a pipe extends to a valve at the side, or other convenient part of
the bath, and this valve governs the
ication betw:
ie reservoir or
of the bath and the well. The latter also communicates
through another pipe with a waste cock or valve. At the top of the bath
there is an aperture for filling the cistern. The patentee attaches to the
filling aperture of the reservoir a tube, and connects the same with an air
so or uses a flexible tube and mouthpiece to force the water through
e valve.
2632. A. M. CLarK, London, “ Treadles of sewing and other machines,”—A
communication.—Dated 4th October, 1871.
The object of this invention is to increase the power of the muscles of
the calf and foot without straining the muscles of the body. A vertically
adjustable knee cushion is fixed to pendants or to the sides of the
machine, or a strap is laid over the knee, or a spring, cushioned or plain,
may be used to press upon the knee. A spring may also be secured to the
treadle, to hold the knee
the strap or cushion. In this manner
the lower part of the leg is locked to the foot. so that a greater leverage
and more powerful action upon the treadle can be obtained The treadle
may also be applied to a U-shaped axle, a spring being applied under the
front end of said treadle, and such a spring may also be applied to the
pitman. By thus making the foot s
on the ankle joint the leg itself
remainsat rest, the knee not moving up and down as usual.

forming a separa’
ble presser foot. F
, in a new mode of
obtaining
herring-bone stitch by the use ac teaieon
‘
a stud in the feed bar. Fifthly,by
mode
of o
-bo
in
ves in the face
of the feed cam, and by novel modes of making
stitch
so obtained
adjustable. sixthly, by the combination with the
arrangements
of a reversiblefeed, so
as to secure
sidesof a button-hole
being completed without
ving or disturbing the work.
2637. E. P. BERNARD, London, “‘ Tin, zinc, and other metallic boxes Sor preserving meat, &c.”— Dated 5th October, 1871.
This invention consists in the manufacture of preserving boxes and
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hereby the openingis render d an i diate and easy matter. A
metallic wire is inserted or embedded in an incision made in any part of
the box or can, and then covered over with solder, leaving exposed the
end or ends of the wire on the outer side of the box or can, so that by
pulling either of the said ends
the solder is cut through
and detaches the
intended
to form
the pening. The
incision in generalis
ig or a hinge,
not cut through, but sufficient
metal is left to form
so that the
portion of metal that has been detached by the cutting of the wire forms
a lid to the box.
2640. A. Browne, London, “ Revolving pistol toy."—A communication.—
Dated 5th October, 1871.
The features of novelty of this invention consist in improved mechanical arrangements and combinations for operating a toy revolver, and in
using paper or cloth cartridges therewith.
2645. C. Tespit, Paris, “‘ Paper damper.”— Dated 5th October, 1871.
This invention relates to a self-feeding damper for letter copying and
other similar purposes, composed of metal, glass, or other suitable
matter, provided with a strip of capillary material, the outer end of
which, projecting beyond the top of the recipient, acts as a brush on the
surface to be moistened.
2647. G. L. Scorr, Manchester, ‘‘ Ventilating mines and tunnels.” —Dated
5th October, 1871.
This invention consists in ventilating mines and tunnels through the
agency of steam.
2648. H. Waker, London, “ Making button-holes.”—A communication.—
Dated 5th October, 1871.
A “‘button-hole cutter,” formed of a cutting blade constructed without
or in combination with a sliding gauge, as substantially described.
2649. W. H. Wituiams, Birmingham, ‘‘ Moustache protectors.”—Dated 5th
October, 1871.
This invention consists in making the said moustache protectors or
lips separate from the vessel, and capable of ready adjustment to and detachment from the vessel. This is effected by providing the separate lip
or moustache protector with depending loops or clips at its ends and
near the concave edge. When these loops or clips are depressed on the
edge of the vessel they drop upon or embrace the said edge, and firmly
suspend or fix the moustache protector or lip inside the vessel. By
lifting the moustache protector or lip the loops or clips are withdrawn
from the edge of the vessel, and the protector or lipremoved. The fixing
loops or clips may have a spring action, but this is unnecessary, as the
moustache protector or lip is fixed on the edge of the vessel or cup by
the force of gravity.
2654. G. Stevenson, Lanark, N.B., ‘‘ Apparatus for the preparation and
manufacture of iron and stee’.”— Dated 6th October, 1871.
This invention comprises improved hammering and squeezing apparatus, improved _
apparatus, and improved apparatus for
trimming the metal after it has been rolled.
e improved hammering apparatus is fitted with two hammer heads arranged to
act alternately and in directions at right angles or nearly so
to each other on the same mass of metal, and the anvil on which the
metal lies is made with an angular recess, either with one side verticaland
the other horizontal, or as is preferred, with the two sides inclined in
opposite directions, The cylinders are fitted witb piston valves, and the
edges of the valves are notched, or the port openings are tapered so as to
make the opening of the port more gradual as it commences. There are
three such piston valves, and in one modification they work in connection with a slide valve in a separate valve chest, this slide valve being
adjustable so as to alter the intercommunications. The improved rolling
apparatus is arranged to be reversible by fitting in an improved manner,
with two pairs of frictional clutch cones. The clu piece is moved to
put one or other into gear by a transverse key working in a slot through
the shaft, and fixed in a rod or spindle passing through the centre of the
shaft. The improved apparatus fur trimming the metal after it has been
rolled comprises a circular saw upon a horizonal shaft, aoing on it a
friction-grooved pinion in gear with a larged friction-grooved driving
wheel. The saw spindle is mounted in bearing blocks fitted to slide in
are-shaped slots concentric with the large driving wheel, and is made to
progress across the plate or bar of metal as the trimming or cutting
action proceeds.
2657. J. Dartinoton, London, “ Steam and pneumatic engines.”—Dated 7th
October, 1871.
The use of steam and pneumatic engines of a twisted bar and tappet
for working a circular-faced slide valve, the bar also turning a head-piece
fitted to the end of a piston-rod.
2691. W. R. Lake, London, “ Portable forge and combined tuyere and firebed for the sane and other forges.”"—A communication.—Dated lith
October, 1871.
The fire-bed and tuyere are made in one piece and fitted in the hearth
of a portable or other forge. The tuyere is kept from burning by the
circulation of the air around it; a valve at the bottom of the tuyere
allows the ashes to escape, and prevents the extinction of the fire and
the accumulation of gas. The portable forge is supported on legs and
provided with a hood, and the fire-bed and hearth are so formed as to
allow bars or long pieces of iron to be properly adjusted in the fire.
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the creditors of Messrs. George Williams and Co., of the same
neighbourhood, iron merchants, will be assembled at the same
_. To these, the difficulties of the Pensnett Iron Company
ve to be added.
Further, a petition for liquidation or
ent with
creditors in the Birmingham County-court, by Messrs. Beale,
Marigold, and Beale, on behalf of Mr. Lowe, wire manufacturer,
Saltley. The liabilities are estimated at between £3000 and £4000,
and the assets are considerable. Mr. Luke Sharp, accountant,
een
Colmore-road, has been appoin receiver.
ing ir
sters
hereabouts are
sof the
ittee
at whose united cost the experiments relative to Danks’ puddling
machine have been made. Certain of them were just making
preliminary arrangements to adopt the principle ; but the question
of patent-right that has now been raised has led to a suspense
from which they will be glad soon to be relieved.
The announcement that the extensive Chillington Company's
ironmaking concern had been formed into a joint stock undertaking upon the limited principle took a great many of the ironmasters and others of this district by surprise. It will be no
cause for surprise that the shares are in
derable d
d
All the heavy industries in and about Birmingham are in excellent employment, and would be much busier if it were not for the
recent conspicuous advances in materials.
In consequence of the higher price of pigs and other foundry requirements, ironfounders in Wolverhampton, West Bromwich, and
other districts, have declared a fresh advance of 20s. per ton on all
astings. The circulars in which Messrs. Guest Brothers and Co., of
the Victoria Ironfoundry, West Bromwich, announce this rise,
set forth also that, following the practice of the iron and coal
masters, their accounts will be rendered monthly instead of
quarterly, as heretofore. Circulars to similar effect have been
issued by several other leading firms in and around West
Bromwich.
Lighter castings are also declared up. On Wednesday Messrs
T. and C. Clarke, of the Shakspere Foundry, Wolverhampton,
announced a fifth rise in a comparatively short time. This time
the reduction in discounts on tinned hollow ware will be five
per cent. (equal to a rise of 74 per cent.) That rise will at
the same time be made in goods invoiced net ; and goods sold by
weight are put up 10s, a ton.
A further advance is also being made by the leading tin-plate
and japan firms of Birmingham to the extent of 54 or 6 per cent.
This will result from a 5 per cent. reduction in discount, Most
of the Wolverhampton firms are 24 under those of Birmingham.
Now that the Birmingham have again advanced, Wolverhampton
will have to follow.
From what has been said in previous reports, it will be remembered that the traders of this district have petitioned against the
proposed poe of the Worcester and Birmingham Canal Company by the Midland Railway Company. It is easy, therefore, to
understand that the views upon the proposed purchase enunciated by the directors of the Gloucester and Berkeley Canal
Company, in their report just issued in advance of the halfearly meeting, are approved here. The directors say that they
lieve, as a matter of principle, it is very undesirable that this
important link in the chain of water communication into the
heart of the kingdom should be in the hands of any railway company, whose main interest it would probably be to destroy its
power of competition with the railway; and in its present form
the directors will give it their most strenuous opposition. They
are not without hope that the joint committee of both Houses,
now sitting on these amalgamations, will in the interest of the
public report
against any further transference of canals to railway
companies; and also, as far as they can, correct the seriously felt
evils of those which have unfortunately already been sanctioned.
The third reading of the Wolverhampton and Walsall Railway
Extension Bill has given great satisfaction to ironmasters and
others here who are anxious for an additional means of forwarding goods to London from South Staffordshire.
As to the means of getting to the sea board, the port of
Gloucester is still looked to favourably in relation to a considerable amount of our export trade.
, therefore, that bespeaks
an increase of facilities in connection with that port is esteemed.
It is learnt with gratification that the directors of the Gloucester
and Berkeley Canal Company are negotiating with the Great
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES Western Railway Campany for the extension of their lines to the
Southgate dock and eastern side of the old dock. The working of
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND the
railway traffic is at present very defective for want of means to
OTHER DISTRICTS.
carry it across the arm between these docks. It will become more
(From our own Correspondent. )
so if the Great Western Railway Company should accede to the
THE PRICES AND THE DEMAND FOR IRON AND IRONMAKING request of ths directors of the canal ; and the canal managers have
MATERIALS : The quotations on Birmingham Exchange—OPERA- in consequence determined to substitute for the old foot bridge,
TIONS AT THE IRONWORKS — CREDIT, HOW AFFECTED BY HIGH which is out of repair and requires renewal, a bridge which shall
PRICES: Further suspensions — DANKS’ MACHINE AND THE carry both rail and road. This work the Canal Company make
PATENT FOR ROTARY FURNACES: Mr. B. P. Walker on the ques- known isnow in progress, and its cost—estimated at £3000 —will be
tion—THE NEW JorINtT-sTock IRON Company: The applications carried to a suspense account, and it will be ultimately shared by
for shares—HIGHER QUOTATIONS FOR HEAVY FOUNDRY GOODS the railway companies. That the new works at the outlet of
—DiTTo AS TO LIGHT FOUNDRY CASTINGS, TIN-PLATE, AND the Gloucester Canal should be making favourable progress is
JAPAN WARES — OUTLETS FROM SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE TO gratifying, and the fact that the receipts of the Canal Company in
LONDON AND THE SEA: The Port of Gloucester and its progress.
the past half year
are larger than in any previous correspondi
On ’Change in Birmingham to-day (Thursday) it was clear that period is taken as of good augury.
finished iron has sold fairly in the week, notwithstanding that
large quantities were contracted for there last Thursday. The
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
home consumption keeps up; and, from the North of Europe a
(From our own Correspondent.)
large inquiry is experienced. Sheets are mostly
required by these
foreign customers. Hence sheets, whether for roofing, for store- THE ScoTcH PIG IRON TRADE—NEW BLAST FURNACES — THE
piping, for iron brazing, for cut-nail making, for stamping, or for
MALLEABLE IRON TRADE—SHIPMENTS OF MACHINERY AND PIG
tinning and japanning, are in pressing request; and hoops are
IRON—THE ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERS IN GLASGOW— MORTON'S
still being rolled freely wherever they can be produced. Quite
PATENT WATER LIFTER—THE SHIPBUILDING T1L.ADE— THE COAL
£13 to £13 10s. must now be given for hoops, and there are not
AND MINERAL OIL TRADE—THE ORIGIN OF PETROLEUM.
many to be had; whilst £15 must be paid for singles—all at the A LARGE amount of business has been done on ’Change during the
works. Roofing sheets are quoted at fifteen guineas up to last féw days. At Yesterday's (Tuesday) market 92s. 9d. fourteen
£18 15s. at Hull. Only small quantities of bars are selling at £13, days was quoted, but the tone in the afternoon became rather
but a fair business is being done at £12 and £12 10s.
flatter, closing sellers 92s. 3d. cash and buyers 92s. At the
For all descriptions of pig iron prices were firm to-day. Good market, on Wednesday, a perceptible improvement took place.
sales are closing at £6 10s, to £7 10s. for hematites, with the sup- Prices were firm at 92s. 6d. cash, and sellers had it nearly all
ly underthe demand. Native makers are producing largely, and their own way. Makers’ iron has undergone no change in price
Gone of past transactions at varied rates ; but they oak book since the date of my last report, with one or two exceptions.
no order to-day, even for delivery some weeks hence, at under Calder iron is now quoted at 107s. 6d. for No. 1, and 4s, for
£6 5s. to £6 10s. for best,
and £5 12s. 6d. to £5 17s. 6d. for second No, 3. For East Coast brands, f.o.b. in the Forth, the following
qualities. For cinder pigs the very high quotations of £4 2s. 6d. are the current prices :—Carron, new, 105s.; old, 97s.; Almon
and Kinneil, 100s.; Lochgelly, 102s. Several
ers are NOW acto £4 10s. have been
ed, and are stoutly maintained.
An extensive business is being carried on in ironstones and iron cumulating stocks to a small extent at their works, with a view
ores of nearly every marketable description, raw or partially cal- to probable contingencies; but practically the position and prosts of the trade remain without change, and sellers are as concined. Never before were the blast furnace proprietors of this
dent as ever that the present high prices will be maintained.
district receiving so much of the products of other districts, and
ments are being made by several firms to increase their
the prices are excellent. Even oolites are realising from 6s. 10d.
m Iron Company are about to have
to 9s. Hydrates are 25s. to 26s. ; and hematite ore runs from production. The Dalmelli
28s. 6d. to 37s., led. Some the produce of our own neighbourhood, a new furnace erected. At Short’s the foundation of another
ranges from 20s. up to 25s. Vendors experience no difficulty in furnace has been laid, which when completed will enable the comgetting any reasonable quantity off their hands, Although the ee to have five furnaces regularly in blast; and the Monksupply isom yet it is not equal to the necessities of the smelters and Iron and Steel Company expect to be able to blow in their
who are all desirous of working their furnaces at the highest pitch new Ferrie furnace in the course of a few weeks.
Eve os of malleable iron is in great request. The
now that so excellent prices may be obtained for pigs.
The operatives at the ironworks are working with as much regu- inevitable result is that prices have a forward tendency. The
are for Govan bars, £12 ;
Glasgow, £11 10s ; and
larity as the supplies of fuel and materials
justify. Both are current quotations
in less restricted offer than at any previous time this year; North British (best iron), £12 10s.;angle iron, £12 to £12 10s.;shi
q
and as the season advances there will be an improvement even a, £13 to £13 10s.; boiler plates, £13 to £14; nail
lasgow, £11 10s. to £12; and M
,
These prices are
upon the present experience.
Credit is not strengthened by the high current prices. A feel- subject to five per cent. discount. As for rails, they are quoted at
£7 to £8.
ing of uneasiness is kept up by the continued announcement of £11 to £11 10s.; and pipes realise
Several large shipments
of machinery have been exported from
financial difficulties almost immediately traceable to the greater
treal, 113 tons of cast,
quotations. This week it is made known, and to the surprise of the Clyde during thepast week. For
t and
iron has
many and regret of all, that Mr. Benjamin Williams, iron mer- 287 bar, and a large stock of
ing m
of the value of £817 has
chant, of Kinver, has been compelled to summon a meeting of his despatched. S
and the other machinery, value £1055,
creditors. For many years past Mr. Williams has held a high been shipped to
position among local ironmasters. He did an extensive business has been exported to Shanghai. Al
in charcoal iron before Swedish iron was introduced. At the factured ison wore exported freus the
Of pig iron the shipments continue very heavy, amounting for
same time that Mr. B, Williams’ creditors meet at Stourbridge,
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| propose to rebuild the dock belonging to Mr. Laing, at the high
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
| end of North Shields, and extend it into deep water for repairing
large steamers. Mr. Penman has also laid down a large patent
(From our own Correspondent.)
iron steamers at Whitehill Point.
CONTINUED FRESHNESS OF THE IRON TRADE—BEGINNING OF AGI- slipIn fortherepairing
of the Whitehaven Shipbuilding Company three
TATION AMONGST IRONWORKERS AND), COLLIERS : A pplication for an vessels areyard
now
in progress. One of these, a screw steamer of
advance of 10 per cent. and a reduction of houts of labour immi- 1800 tons, and intended
for the Suez Canal trade, approaches
nent —SHIPMENT OF RAILS FROM THE LEADING IRONWORKS — completion, and it is expected
she will be ready tor launching
Dow.Lals STEELWORKS—LLYNVI IRoN CoMPANY—PROGRESS IN about the 25th instant, She is built
Captain J. B. Sprott, of
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF SWANSEA, RHONDDA, AND ABERDARE Harrington, and, in compliment to Mr.forCavendish
Bentinck, M.P.
VALLEYS—THE PLYMOUTH HAULIERS—FORTHCOMING CHANGE OF forthe borough, and the chairman of the company, itisintended
that
GAUGE ON THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY
— THE COLLIERS’ the vessel shall be christened the Bentinck. She is to be furnished
MEETING AT MouNTAIN ASH—THE DOWLAIS ACCIDENT-—PATENT with her boilers by Messrs. Jack, Rolla, and Co., of Liverpool,
FUEL TRADE.
to which port she will be towed. Another screw, now in frame, is
THE iron trade has been very brisk this week, and large quantities a duplicate of the steamer Bentinck, and is intended for the same
of rails have been shipped off, principally to America, but the owners and the same trade. The company is also building on its
condition of things is such as to occasion considerable uneasiness om account a 1000 ton vessel, the keel of which has been laid
to ironmasters and coalowners. The men are aware that the own.
1t is intended to start the new ‘‘ State” line between Great Briinflux of orders at high rates is not only steady but increasing, and
in all directions we note the beginning of movements for an tain and the United States with six vessels, to be named the Pennadvance of wages and a lessening of the hours of labour. In some sylvania, the Georgia, the Virginia, the Louisiana, the Minnesota,
quarters the question of an agitation for an advance of 10 per cent. and the Alabama, Three of these ships are intended to trade
is freely discussed, but in others this is supplemented with a between the Clyde and New York, the other three being for the
demand for eight hours’ labour per diem. Not content with an Liverpool and New Orleans service. The latter three vessels are
advance of 10 per cent., and a concession of nine hours, workmen to be 2000, 2000, and 2400 tons respectively. All of them are being
are bent upon obtaining still larger concessions, and these they built by Messrs. Thomas Wingate and Co., Whiteinch. The
openly maintain are justified by the state of trade. Masters have remaining three vessels forthe New York trade are to be 2400 tors
not yet expressed themselves on the matter, but we know that the measurement respectively, their dimensions bemg eonsiderabiy
policy of some will be to protest strongly against unreasonable larger than those of the New Orleans packets. The Londov and
demands, and we shall not be surprised if these union movements Glasgow Engineering and Shipbuilding Company have secure: the
and coalition amongst the workmen do not provoke similar contract for the New York ships, which are meant to steam
organisations on the part of the trade. There must be a limit to twelve knots an hour.
As regards new furnaces in course of erection in Cleveland, we
these exactions, or no large orders, which in their execution will
extend over a lengthy period, can be booked with any degree of may note that the Lackenby Iron Company are building one, Gjers,
Mills, and Co. are building two, W. Whitwell and Co, are building
confidence.
Since our last report the Aberdare Iron Company despatched two, the North of England Industrial Iron Company are building
1101 tons of rails to New Orleans and 704 to City Point ; Rhymney one, the Rosedale and Ferryhill Iron Company are building onc,
Company 1000 tons to New York; Cyfarthfa 1068 tons to the Downey and Co, are building two, and the Tees Bridge Iron ComStates, and the total amount shipped by the Dowlais Company pany are building two,
It is stated that cannon on the Armstrong principle are now
for New York exceeded 2090 tons. In addition they sent a
quantity of iron and pig to Caldera. Bachelor and Company, of made at Mr, Aal’s works at Nos, and have given such satisfaction
Newport, unecthilie, sent 296 tons of iron to Vera Cruz, along that orders have been sent for some to be forwarded to the Danish
with a heavy consignment of gunpowder, while Harrison exported Government.
freely plates and bars to Smyrna.
Messrs. C. Mitchell and Co. have launched a steamer named the
Several good home orders are in hand, and the inquiry for steel Japan. She is the property of Messrs. Apcar and Co., of London
rails is well maintained. The Dowlais Iron Company we noted at and Calcutta, The Japan is intended to navigate Chinese waters,
a recent visit are turning out a good rail, well faced at parts liable and is at the same time adapted for passage through the Suez
to wear and tear. The “charge” is made up of plates of various Canal. She is about 350ft. long, 37ft. broad, and will have space
quality secured together with a thong of iron. This arrangement for 4000 tons of measurement goods. The ‘tween decks are of
is retained in the furnace and the rolls, and the result is a rail both ample height, and are available for carrying a large number cf
troops or other passengers.
good and cheap.
Six months ago a new large rail mill and puddling furnaces
On Saturday a deputation of representative miners had an interwere started by the Llynvi Iron Company. Last week these view with the coalowners of Northumberland at the Coal Trade
were supplemented with another new mill driven by a horizontal Office, Newcastle. Mr. John Henderson, M.P., presided. There
engine. It appeared to answer capitally. The capacity of these were ten questions connected withthe working of mines which the
works was well shown by the circumstance that all but the engine deputation wished to bring before the coalowners ; these were :—
was made by the company. In the other extremity of the county, (1) To be be allowed to fill the coal altogether, the present system
at Loughor, the signs of progress are equally clear. The various being to separate the round from the small, (2) Broken, or pillar
collieries and ironworks are well supplied with orders, and at some working, to be paid for the same rate as the whole. (3) To abolish
of the former workmen are so scarce that the hands work night the “‘ nicking ” system, and to shoot fast. (4) Fortnightly agreeand day. The Grove-end Colliery, which was flooded a short time ments, notice to be given or taken on any working day. (5) The
ago, is getting into condition again, and it is expected that coal ten per cent. advance lately conceded to be given to deputies, stoneTHE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
will be turned out in a few days. Mr. Homfray, one of the men, and offhand men generally. (6) The ten per cent. advance
sroprietors, will in future act as manager. Bishwell collieries to be embodied in the agreements. (7) The boys to work not more
(From our own Correspondent.)
than nine hours on Saturdays. (8) The system of “‘ rank” to be
ave been sold to a leading firm.
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE—DAXNKS AND THE IRON TRADE—
At the Broadoak Colliery a very large tubular boiler will be re-established for putters. (9) The certificates of all qualified
NEW WORKS AT MIDDLESBROUGH--THE WAGES QUESTION— tested in a few days. Its dimensions are 30ft. in length, and 7ft. medical men to be accepted in cases of personal injury by the
A NEW BANK FOR MIDDLESBROUGH— ENGINEERING AND SHIP- 4in. in diameter, with eleven of Galloway’s patent tubes. Messrs. miner in the pit. (10) Lodging money to be paid to single men.
BUILDING—THE MINES—PRICEs.
Williams, Foster, and Co., have entered into a contract to supply Most of these claims were conceded by the coalowners ; the second,
REGULARITY in delivering pig iron is at present out of the ques- one of the Cornish traders with 8000 tons of coal. Extensive third, and tenth claims were, however, refused.
Messrs. Kirk and Valentine, of the Derwent Rolling Mills,
tion. The demand is so pressing, everybody is so full of orders, improvements are being carried out at the Yspitty Tin-plate and
Workington, are making considerable alterations and improveand materials are consequently so scarce, that makers really cannot Ironworks by the Messrs. Chivers, which promise well.
Inthe Rhonddaand Aberdare Valleys the coal trade continues good, ments at their works. They are about to erect additional
supply buyers according to contract. With 127 large blast furnaces at work the production of Cleveland pig is enormous, but but hands are scarce and meetings are held too frequently amongst furnaces and a new steam hammer and engine, the boiler for
week after week the demand is increasing. Although No. 3 is the men for the large output of coal that is required. At which has already been erected in the part of the works originally
used as an anchor forge. Considerable extensions are being made
mostly sold at 95s, per ton, there are several makers who will not Plymouth the colliers are petitioning for an advance.
The requirements by France, Canada, and the coaling stations at the works of Messrs. Price and Co., Marsh Side, Workington.
sell this quality under 100s. per ton. Even at this high price
there are times when brokers would willingly buy for immediate are very large, and great activity is shown at the ports of Cardiff, The works are being lengthened for the accommodation of new
The same firm have also
delivery. Steamers are constantly detained in the Tees on Swansea, and Newport. The change of gauge on the Great | puddling furnaces and rolling mills.
account of the scarcity of iron. There will be a great many heavy Western is now on the eve of coming into operation, and coal- | under erection, adjoining their rolling mills, large concrete fitting
cases of demurrage, added to which will be one where a steamer, owners are looking forward to it with considerable expectations. |and blacksmiths’ shops, which will shortly be ready for occupaafter waiting a considerable time, actually left the Tees without May Ist is named as the date. We have referred to the dis- tion. A large foundry erected by Messrs. Kirk Brothers, of the
any cargo, and proceeded on her voyage to another port where she content existing amongst the colliers. This was shown this week | New Yard Ironworks, Workington is almost ready for commencing
was chartered. The sole effort of everybody connected with the at Mountain Ash, where of all places the colliers have been most | work. The site of the old foundry is being occupied by new pudiron trade seems to be that of producing as much iron as possible. liberally treated. At a meeting on Monday of the colliers of dling furnaces, with which Messrs. Kirk are extending their works.
In the manufactured iron trade there is nothing new to report. Navigation and Deep Duffryn, two delegates were selected to | Some 200 friends of Mr. James Baird, who has for a number of
represent them at the large gathering announced to be held at years acted as manager at Glengarnock Ironworks, Kilbirnie, have
Every department is as brisk as possible.
Danks’ puddling furnace is still the chief object of attraction in Pontypridd. The following resolutions were also passed :—That a presented him with a testimonial. Mr. Baird has been appointed
the iron trade. I am exceedingly glad to be able to state that request be made to the masters for 10 per cent. advance. That an manager of the Lonsdale Ironworks, Whitehaven. The presentaseveral firms have arranged to pay Mr. Danks a royalty, and will agitation for the eight hours be maintained, and a demonstration | tion comprised a handsome clock and a purse of 200 sovereigns, a
proceed with all haste to erect furnaces. It is pretty generally stated be shortly held on Aberaman mountain. The delegates were diamond ring for Mrs, Baird, and a gold brooch and pair of ear| rings for Miss Baird.
that the ironmasters who have raised objections to Mr. Danks’ ordered to support these resolutions firmly.
The inquiry into the fatal railway accident at Dowlais has been | he price of Yorkshire cold blast iron has been advanced £1 per
patent have behaved in the shabbiest possible way. Some of those
fiberal individuais who boast a great deal about fairness believe brought to a close by a verdict of accidental death; with censure | ton. This advanced price began to take effect upon the 4th inst.
that they may erect Danks’ furnaces and go on making iron by his on the traffic manager, and engine driver. Mr. Wales, the Govern- | Some makers are now asking £7 10s. per ton for No. 1 hematite
process without paying royalty. This may possibly turn out to be the ment inspector for South Wales, attended, and amongst several | for Bessemer steel.
case, but I hope it will not. Any person erecting Danks’ furnace valuable suggestions recommended that colliers should be conveyed |
and making iron without his sanction will assuredly have to in vans, that no one should be allowed to ride on the engine, and |
PRICES CURRENT OF METALS AND OILS.
prepare for a legal fight of a most expensive character. The that the telegraph system should be adopted.
872.
l
The patent fuel trade is brisk, but one of the most important
parties arranging with Mr. Danks will get their furnaces to work,
48d1872 £584
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(From our own Correspondent.)
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the past week to 20,523 tons foreign, and 8008 tons coastwise,
being a total of 28,531 tons, as compared with 18,019 for the corresponding week of last year. The greater part of this large total
was exported to the United States and Canada, although the Continent took several large parcels, As a port of shipment, Glasgow
is asserting more than ever its superiority over Leith. This fact is
to a large extent accounted for by the enormous development of
the iron trade in all its branches on the west coast, Leith only
being able to command a few of the smaller works on the east.
Another reason will be found in the large inoreased requirements
of our West Indian and United States customers, who have recently absorbed nearly one half of all the iron sent to foreign parts.
The Association of Engineers in Glasgow met on Wednesday
evening last, when Mr. Alex. Reid read apaperon ‘‘Time Allowance
for Yachts in Racing,” in the course of which he referred to the
various methods employed ir computing the scale of allowances at
home and abroad. A discussion, which followed, led to the adoption of the view that allowances should be made in proportion to
the displacement of vessels.
Morton’s patent water lifters and ejector condensers were publicly exhibited for the first time, I believe, in Europe at a conversazione held in the University on Friday last. Both attracted
a good deal of attention. The merits of Morton’s water lifters,
which are adapted to raising water without any valves or moving
parts, do not appear to be so well understood as they should be.
Their peculiarity consists mainly in the fact that any sediment
whose particles are less than the bore of the apparatus itself
passes through along with the water, without causing any derangement to the working efficiency of the apparatus. From a
depth below themselves they can raise water equal with any ordinary pump; and for a total lift of about 25ft. the discharge water
becomes heated only 16 deg. Fah., with a steam pressure of between 10 lb. and upwards per square inch.
In shipbuilding and marine engineering there is at present a
great amount of activity. Since last week contracts have been
placed with a firm on the Clyde for the construction of two vessels
of large tonnage; and it is fully expected that other contracts in
the market will come to Glasgow builders,
With reference to the coal trade there is little to report. New
mineral fields are being opened up in the Esk Valley, and
in the neighbourhood of Bathgate new pits are being sunk
with a view to extending the output of gas coal and shale. The
former is now commanding the enormous price of 75s. per ton;
and mineral oil manufacturers complain that it is so difticult to
place a contract for the supply of shale at anything like a reasonable figure that the trade has become much less remunerative
than formerly. They cannot raise their prices for oil in proportion to the advance in the cost of the raw material, because the
cheapness of petroleum would then probably interfere very
materially with the consumption of paraffin, Some compensation,
however, is found in the increasing cost of sulphate of ammonia,
and other chemicals yielded from the manufacture of oil.
d
As bearing upon this subject of the state of the mineral oil
trade, it is interesting to notice a paper read at the last meeting
of the Glasgow Geological Society by Mr. Richard Anderson, of
Addington Oil Works, Choosing for his text ‘‘ The Origin of
Petroleum,” Mr. Anderson expressed his belief that geology had,
done all it could do to throw light upon the origin of petroleum
and it remained for chemistry to do the rest.
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Captain Shaw, who is familiar with the transit of heavy roadway is a source of distress, in addition to the noise.
AND OTHER PAVEMENTS.
whey |vehicles, —— very favourably of the asphalte. Let any one ride in an omnibus going westward through
No, IL.
Colonel Fraser, the head of the City Police, is, however, | Cheapside, and notice the kind of shock occasioned by the
From the particulars already given it will be seen that inclined to believe that asphalte is less safe than granite. transition from asphalte to granite. Horseflesh is also to
to think that, under be considered. M. Leon Malo, a French engineer, has
. the authorities of the city of London are disposed to afford Mr. Haywood himself is also di
the Val de
an extensive trial to the asphalte pavements, at the same an average of conditions, asphalte is not so well adapted computed that if all Paris were paved with
halte the saving in wear and
for
rapid
travelling
as
granite
or
macadam.
If this be so, Travers compressed
time admitting any other mode of paving which appears
would be £340,000 per annum.
to offer any advantages. The Commissioners of Sewers we should be inclined to attribute the circumstance (apart tear to horses and carri
have not even discarded wood, but are going to try the from the question of gradient) to the absence of brake How far the calculation is correct may be difficult to say;
wer, whereby it is necessary to observe a moderate speed but of the economy of asphalte in its effects on horses and
American system at a very important junction of streets,
where failure would be exceedingly annoying. Trial is if the vehicle is to be kept under due control. The im- vehicles there can be no question. Its general use isaconthe present competialso being made of granite pavements jointed with pression as to speed, moreover, depends very much on summation much to be desired, and
asphalte, a method previously tried in Manchester and noise. The rattle and jolting consequent on going “over tion will doubtless tend to reduce the cost of this luxuseveral northern and midland towns. The task of pro- the stones” is in striking contrast to the noiseless and rious improvement in the art of road-making. Our only
viding proper carriage ways for the enormous traffic of the gliding motion which characterises the asphalte. A pas- fear is whether it will stand the hard work demanded of it;
City is no small matter. Within this square mile, or senger unaccustomed to the tramway vehicles is apt to though it must be remembered that granite often has to be
tched and mended, and what is called “re-laying” is a
thereabouts, there are forty-eight miles of streets. “ Of think them slower than they really are.
these,” says Mr. Haywood, “about nine miles of carriageProper care being taken, by a system of street orderlies, ormidable affair.
ways are subject to the
t, most concentrated, and to keep the surface of the asphalte in a state of cleanliness,
most destructive traffic in the world.” The wear from the the use of the watering-cart may be dispensed with. This of
traffic causes a large consumption of granite annually, and itself is a great comfort to the public. The sloppy state of ON THE SELECTION OF SITES FOR CHARCOAL
TRONWORKS.
public convenience requires the use of a
ite by no the granite carriage-ways in summer is a special nuisance,
means the hardest and most economical. The expense of only tolerated because the alternative may be a blinding
In continuation of the short notes wry bate on blast
maintaining the granite carriage-ways of the City is very cloud of dust. With due care asphalte need have neither furnaces using wood fuel, it may perha
permitted to
considerable. Exclusive of the foundation, a first-class dust nor mud. The extra expense does not appear to be the writer to add a few
general Leer not merely congranite pavement costs at the outset 16s. per square yard. serious, taking into account the saving in street watering. fined to incidents of their working, but extending rather
Tn Cheapside and Moorgate-street it may last fifteen years, One intolerable nuisance connected with granite paving isthe to the general consideration which ought to influence the
with relaying and repairs, in the Poultry eight years, and quantity of fine gravel which is strewn over the surface for selections of their sites and the conditions which are vitally
in Old Broad-street and Lombard-street twenty years. a week or a fortnight after the stones are laid. This gravel necessary to their operations being carried on successfully.
The ave
cost per square yard per annum, after is laid on heavily, and becomes either a sea of mud ora It is needless, of course, to remark that to produce iron in
sechentings Gefirst cost and the repairs, and allowing for mass of dust. A good deal of the stuff goes down the any form you must have iron ore, and fuel wherewith to
the value of the old stone at the end of the period, is gullies, and has to be got out again at an expense, and the smelt it; but it is certainly far from needless to discuss,
1s, $d. in Old Broad-street, 1s. 3d. in Lombard-street, dirt is also carried by the traffic into adjacent streets. The with reference to the production of charcoal pig iron, how
ls, 44d. ‘in Moorgate-street, 1s. 74d. in Cheapside, and whole affair is eminently uncleanly and disagreeable. far it is advisable to carry the fuel to the mineral, the
2s, 93d. in the Poultry. The last-named thoroughfare From this defect asphalte is happily free. Compressed mineral to the fuel, or both to some point relatively accesalmost defies an estimate, but this figure is obtained by asphalte when laid is fit for the traffic in a few hours, and sible to either; yet these are questions but too generally
calculating that granite would last eight years at that is left perfectly clean. Liquid asphaltes are ready for overlooked by projectors when unaccustomed or unwilling
spot if allowed to remain, subject to necessary repairs. In traffic as soon as they become cool. Even when granite to weigh and maturely consider the essential difference
int of fact, a new granite pavement laid in the Poultry carriage-ways are repaired there is the inevitable covering that exists between having a large deposit of mineral coal
in 1865 with Carey’s iron tooth-edged trams, was taken up of
lying as it were under the manufacturer's very feet, and
gravel, sure to yield either dust or mud.
in October, 1870, in bad condition, although the iron trams
fuel from
The laying of asphalte depends greatly on the weather, having to procure the necessary supplies of wood
materially prevented the formation of the ruts to which and rain is often the cause of considerable delay. Move- forests which are, ipso facto, continually receding from the
the Poultry carriage-way is so greatly subject. Thus the able coverings have been employed, but wet weather is a grasp, and to which it is impossible—except in a limited
granite ement lasted scarcely five years. The Poultry
t hindrance, despite all exertions to overcome it. The way, only temporarily useful—to construct ordinary roads,
was laid with wood in 1841 a |1843; with granite partl difficulty appears to relate less to the asphalte itself than or other more economical means of transit. When besides
in 1846, and partly in 1852, and throughout its one | to the concrete foundation. The latter must be dry before this it is recollected that the production of a single ton of
with new stone and granite trams in 1859. In 1862 and the asphalte is laid on. Small surface repairs can bemade charcoal necessitates the manipulation in one way or
1863 came the cast iron pavement and Redman’s iron more expeditiously in compressed asphalte than in granite, another of some five times that weight of wood, in addition
trams. In 1865 came granite and Carey’s iron trams, and answer better. Liquid asphaltes require to be heated to that of the soil used for covering the pits,and that then
followed in October, 1870, by the Val de Travers com- on the spot, however small the amount of work to be done ; there remains to be provided the labour for watching the
—
asphalte. Since 1841 one pavement only has but it is believed that a good deal of improvement may be process of charring—during which but a very little negliasted as long as seven years, the average duration being effected in this matter. The smell from the asphalte while gence, resulting in the too free admission of the atmoof course less.
being melted is an annoyance, though it may not be spheric air, ends in the simple destruction of the whole
The luxury of pe paving is undeniable. It is unhealthy. The Limmer asphalte, now in course of being mass—and that for drawing and sifting, or indeed, handquieter and cleaner than granite, though not quite so quiet laid in Cornhill, is heated in closed boilers, within which a picking much of the coal, it seems self-evident that smeltas wood. Consequent on the laying ofthe Val de Travers sort of paddle-wheel revolves in order to stir up the mix- ing operations can be profitably carried on only in a country
asphalte the roar of Cheapside has given place to the mere ture, two of these boilers being worked at one time by where wood is plentiful and where labour is of a suffclatter of horses’ hoofs, as if a regiment of cavalry had means of a small portable steam engine. As previously ciently primitive character to be cheap.
taken the place of the usual wheel traffic. The change is observed, the compressed asphalte, when brought to the
That these conditions are not necessarily concomitant
like the calm after a storm ; but the process is at once spot already heated, gives forth only a slight odour.
with the existence of extensive forests and fitting deposits
reversed on quitting the region of asphalte and entering
The durability of the asphalte paving is a question of of ore, is a theorem which does not require proof, whilst,
upon the granite roadways. In fact, the
asphalte has the much importance, and at present can scarcely be answered, as a corollary to that theorem, it follows, as it seems to
effect of a tramway, with the absence also of the grinding though there is reason to hope for a favourable result. the writer, that the production of charcoal iron in any
sensation which accrues from the flange of the wheel as it This element in the problem materially affects the question single locality must be very limited, and that any attempt
travels along the grooved rail. After being down for two of comparative cost as between asphalte and granite. The to concentrate a number of blast-furnaces at one point must
or three months the asphalte has more of a ringing sound City engineer concludes that the durability of asphalte will —having regard to the resulting rapid exhaustion of the
than at first, a result which is attributed to the consolida- be less than granite, and in a report presented last year contiguous fuel i)
and the rise in the price of labour
tion produced by the weight of the traffic. Being imper- he calculated that, as a general rule, asphalte would be the always following from increased demands on confined
vious to moisture, the asphalte paving promotes evapora- more expensive. The
t competition which has lately markets—be a policy simply suicidal. It must not, howtion, and as there are no joints to retain dirt, it is compara- sprung up among asphalte companies, and the new inven- ever, be supposed from this statement that the writer
tively easy to keep the paving ina state of cleanliness. tions brought forward, encou
hope that the price will would in anywise wish to argue that the entire charcoalWhen slightly coated with moisture asphalte becomes pecu- be reduced, so as to turn the balance in favour of asphalte, iron producing power of the world is so very limited,
liarly slippery. This condition of things seldom lasts more unless the introduction of this material should itself tend although of course it is so when compared with that of
than a quarter of an hour, and as the asphalte becomes to cheapen granite. Compared with macadam, it is iron smelted with mineral fuel ; on the contrary, he merely
either wetter or drier the slipperiness is reduced. A slight believed that where the traffic is heavy asphalte would wishes to contravene the impression which may have been
sprinkling of sand—and a very small quantity is sufficient = the cheaper of the two. A curious statement has conveyed to the public mind by some proposals recently
—serves to remedy this evil. The experimental patches of
n made by the municipal engineers of Paris, that gas put forth, that it is possible by certain outlays of capital at
asphalte which are laid in London also have the disadvan- escaping from the mains o- been found to destroy the once, and also permanently, to increase the out-turn of any
of receiving mud from the adjacent granite, and it is compressed asphalte by reducing it to a state of powder. individual smelting establishment where wood is the fuel
said that granite mud is more slippery than that which is Thus far we seem to be without experience on that point employed. His argument is further this, and it is certainly
formed on asphalte. During dry or wet weather scarcely in this country. The effect of temperature does not not inconsistent with what has gone before, that where
any horses fall on the asphalte ;but during the brief period - peellikely to prove injurious in London, unless it be in proper sites are chosen for the furnaces, sites where the conof slipperness many may happen to fall, and as they all fall the case of asphaltes of an inferior character. The mess of venience of natural water carriage is available, it would be
nearly at the same time public attention is naturally gas-tar and
pebbles, which does duty for asphalte in some possible, by dotting them over an extended area of country,
directed to the circumstance. Observations extended over of the subur
pathways, is, indeed, horrible. Happily to maintain, without actual exhaustion of fuel resources,
the entire day seem to show that there is no great differ- the better class of asphalte is coming into use for some of an aggregate of production by no means small.
ence in the slipperiness of the Val de Travers compressed the gravel paths, and the luxury of walking on a smooth,
It is true that to the practical development of this proasphalte and granite. The Limmer asphalte, being mixed clean, and slightly elastic surface, is worthy of apprecia- position it may be objected that a number of separate
ly with grit and sand, ought to be less slippery than tion. A slight smell of bitumen may be observable under small establishments are necessarily more expensive, in
the kind just named, and for the like reason the fiqaid Val a fervid sun, but the good qualities of the asphalte may be view of the increased charge for superintendence and
de Travers is likely to have some advantage over the held altogether to outweigh this slight disadvantage.
management, than would be a single factory at which
compressed. Barnett’s liquid asphalte likewise hasa large
The revival of the use of wood may be deemed a some- might be concentrated all operations ; and to some extent
proportion of grit.
what singular circumstance. Improvements have been there is truth in the objection. But it will be found that
_ Horses falling on asphalte are found to be less in- made in the application of this material for paving pur- at properly conducted works the cost of ———
jured than if falling on granite, but have more difficulty poses, and it offers the advan
of a better foothold is buta very small item in comparison with that of the
im getting up again. A little sand, or a horse cloth, re- than asphalte. The steepest gradient for which asphalte fuel, and that, therefore, if the separation in position of
moves this disadvantage. So also it is somewhat difficult has been used in the City appears to be 1 in 46, and Mr. the furnaces does necessitate the employment of extra
to start a heavy load on
asphalte, or to pull up suddenly. Haywood hesitates to recommend it for anything more superintendence, the charge therefor is readily recouped
As it is not easy to pull Dry +n proceed with a cautious than 1 in 60. At all events there is a pretty good pros- by the saving effected in being thus able to get nearer to
slowness, which would be less necessary if brake power pect that the extensive trial now being given to various the sources of those very fuel supplies.
were employed. The use of brakes seems almost as need- descriptions of paving will demonstrate the question wheBut to return to the questions of whether it be better to
ful on the asphalte as on the tramway. Neither should ther we have practically any other choice than granite or take the fuel to the ore or the ore to the fuel, and what
drivers expect their horses to make a sudden start on macadam. The success of asphalte would be an enormous are the best sites for charcoal-using blast-furnaces, the
asphalte, Experience is wanting, and as it is attained benefit. to the metropolis in the cessation of the weary- writer has to record his experience of two different works
the asphalte willbefound increasingly acceptable. Horses ing roar which accompanies the passage of heavy where in each case the mistake was made of fixing the
are rendered timid by the numerous transitions which they traffic over paved roads, and in the comparative absence sites of operations at points so far removed both from the
now undergo from one kind of paving to another, and it is of dust and mud. The noise of the London street traffic forests and the mineral deposits that there were in one
well observed that small detached pieces of asphalte are cannot fail to exhaust and injure those individuals who instance hundreds of miles—of natural water-carriage it
more likely to cause accidents than
ter areas, The
a
uliarly nervous organisation, and perhaps all is true—to be traversed from the mines to the furnaces,
progress of opinion is decidedly in a
ion favourable who are su — to the uproar are made to suffer more or and in the other a great portion of the fuel was actually
to “yo The secretary of the-London General Omni- less, even
ough they may be unconscious of the exact carried past the mines toa a t further down the river,
bus Company considers that the number of horses falling cause. Dust and mud are = real nuisances. The former selected because nearer to the shipping port for the proon asphalte is not greater than the number which for- cannot fail to occasion a very serious pecuniary loss in the duce. It seems, however, to be
almost a clear necessity,
merly fell on granite in the same th
The In- damage done to goods and furniture; while as for mud, its having
regardto the shifting nature of wood fuel supplies,
spector of Pavements thinks that fewer horses fall upon
resence on the foot-pavement—partly occasioned by the thatthey should be carried to the ore; but it certainly
asphalte than formerly fell upon the
ite, and the
irtiness of the road—is the occasion of much fatigue in admits of consideration whether—and this particularly
Superintendent of Street Cleansing has the same opinion. walking. Even in riding, the jolting effect of the paved applies to countries intersected by waterways—there may
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not be some points to which both fuel and ore might find
readier and easier means of transit than could possibly be
obtained for the one to the other of them respectively.
In primitive countries it is marvellous how cheaply the
means of natural water carriage can be availed of, and the
writer may here refer to an establishment in the East
Indies to which the ore-was conveyed from the mines in
basket-boats covered with hides—similar, probably, to
those used by Alexander the Great when crossing the
Indus, and first cousins, in appearance at least, to the
coracles so well known to salmon fishers on some of our
Welsh rivers—a distance of some 200 miles, at a charge not
much if at all exceeding 6s. per ton, the boatmen at the
end of their down-stream trip disposing of the framework
of their boats to the villagers for firewood, and returning
to their own country with the skins packed on their backs,
to be used again on their next journey. It will, however,
be readily seen that such means of transit were only
available when the higher branches of the river were in
flood, and that except at those times the furnaces near the
coast were hopelessly cut off from all supplies of minerals.
Admitting, therefore, that the fuel must, as a general rule,
go to the ore, it would appear pretty evident that, where
practicable, the fittest sites for charcoal-using furnaces are
the banks of rivers, preferably, of course, near to the ore
deposits where they so exist, but, if otherwise, at all events
at points to which both ore and fuel can find natural water
carriage. And here it may be pointed out that such positions offer not only the possibility of the water-power being
made available for the blowing or other engines, but that
they also afford the advantage of being accessible to rafts,
by which means it is not unfrequently desirable to send
down timber supplies to be converted in pits or ovens into
charcoal at the works themselves.
_ Assuming, in conclusion of these notes, that charcoaliron is a necessary for some of the highest uses to which
the metal is applied, and admitting also, as one of the best
living authorities on the value of iron once told the writer,
“that while the tendency of the day is to substitute, where
possible, coke-iron for charcoal brands, there are yet certain
purposes for which it is hopeless to attempt such a replacement,” the deductions which appear to him to follow
from what he has written are :—That whilst in individual
spots its production is of necessity limited, the aggregate
may, by extending the area worked upon, be made sufficiently large ; that any attempt at concentration is suicidal,
and can only result in the destructive exhaustion of the
primary necessaries of the manufacture; that no mere
outlay of capital can at once and permanently increase the
out-turn of any single works; and, finally, that this manufacture is almost absolutely confined to primitive countries
where labour is cheap. Yet, as he has said before, he
cannot but believe that the time is rapidly approachin
when these very countries will be fully explored an
examined with a view of turning to account their natural
resources for the production of that metal which has always
in some form or other been one of the principal agents in
advancing the comfort and civilisation of mankind from
the days when Tubal Cain—not to speak of metallurgists of the Lacustrine, Ptolemian, or Aztec eras—beat out
the traditional first ploughshare, to those of the Stephensons
and Brunels, who have bridged the ocean and pierced the
mountain; or of the Wheatstones and Thomsons who, like
Puck, “ put a girdle about the earth in forty minutes.”
GrorcE M. Fraser.
THE ELEMENTS OF DESIGN AFFECTING THE
SAILING QUALITIES OF SHIPS, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE SHIPS OF OUR NAVY.*
By Mr. James G, WILDISH.
EXPERIENCE has proved that the best position, on the whole, for
the centre of pressure of the wind on the sails of a ship is that
which allows her to have a slight tendency to fly up into the wind,
when sailing with the wind before the beam. When this tendency
exists a perpendicular drawn through the centre of pressure of the
wind must always fall to leeward of the line of the resultant
force of the water meeting the ship’s bottom.
When sailing with the wind before the beam the course taken
by a ship is neccesarily at an angle with the line of her keel, her
motion being produced by a force which drives her bodily to
leeward, as wellas ahead. This angle, which is technically termed
the angle of leeway, depends on the form below water, and the
bracing of the yards, but does not appear to vary with the velocityof
the ship, or the velocity and direction of the wind. The resultant
force of the water meeting the bottom varies in direction with every
angle of leeway, and, — to the imperfect state of our knowledge
respecting the laws of fluid resistance, it cannot be ascertained by
calculation, either as to direction or intensity. Hence the best horizontal position for the centre of pressure of the wind, which requires to
be in a certain position with regard to the resultant force of the
water on the bottom,
also b
indeterminable.
‘
In order to insure the centre of pressure of the wind being in
the best horizontal position for sailing, in a new design it is usual
to imitate the arrangements of sail existing in ships whose good
qualities have been proved at sea. For several years past this
imitation has been effected by arranging the sail plan so that a
point on it, known as the centre of effort, which is
en as an
paper to the centre of pressure of the wind on the sails,
shall be a certain distance before the centre of gravity of the
immersed longitudinal section, usually called the centre of lateral
resistance. Before about the year 1350 the centre of effort was
referred to the middle of the length of the load water-line,
measured from the rabbet of the stem to the aft-side of the post,
and sometimes to the centre of buoyancy, its position with regard
to the centre of lateral resistance being very seldom if ever
considered. But Mr. Fincham, in his revised ‘Treatise on
Masting,” published in 1854, gives two rules, said to be founded
on experience, for determining the right position for the centre of
effort, which take into consideration both the centre of buoyancy
and the middle of the load water-line, as well as the
centre of the lateral resistance.
These rules may be expressed as follows :—
. and
Cc — Ligja+a4)
10 (a+ 8)’ for square-rigged ships,
i
L
:
:
Dato’
for cutters and fore-and-aft rigged
ships,
where C = the distance of the centre of effort before the centre
of lateral resistance ; L = the le!
of the load water-line between
the limits already stated ;@ = the distance of lateral resistance
abaft the middle of the water-line ;and 6 = the distance of the
centre of buoyancy before the said middle, These rules, however,
- widely departed from in our most successful
steamIps.
* Read before the Institution of Naval Architects.
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i to some early writers, the centre ofeffort requires to be generally been very differently placed with regard to the middle
of the load line to what they were in the sailing ships, and in
—
forward, as the fineness of form below water
creased, and also as the fore body is made finer than the after- the best examples they are as much abaft this point as, in the
eg S Dr. Woolley, however, in a paper read at the first meeting sailing ships, they were before. This change in the position of the
of this institution, expresses an opposite opinion, the correctness centres of gravity and buoyancy in the steamships does not appear
to have
— their speed under sail, nor has it inof which is borne outbyexperience
In the old sailing ships of our navy the centre of effort was juriously affected their pitching and ’scending motions. But I
usually situated about one-fourteenth of the length of the ship Celieve their tacking capabilities have been much improved,
in the case of single screw ships, by thus moving their
before the centre of lateral resistance; in the fast wooden especi
steam frigates, built before the armour-clads, and in the armour- centre of gravity aft. In order to see how this is, we will consider
performing this evolution.
clads it is usually from one-twentieth to one-twenty-fourth before; the forces a on a ship when
and in the steam md Inconstant, whose form, especially for- Before doing so I will take a case, which, though hypothetical,
ward, is much finer t any of the ships already referred to, it is will abe the point I wish to show clearly more easily underonly one-twenty-eighth before. To secure handiness under sail, 8 tood.
Referring to Fig. 1, let A B represent a ship sailing closein addition to the centre of effort being properly placed with regard to the resultant force of the water meeting the ship’s bottom, hauled, the yards being braced and the wind impinging on the
ing such a balance
it is also necessary that the masts should occupy certain positions sails as indicated. Suppose her to be
with regard to the length of the ship, and that the amount of sail of sail that she has no tendency to turn up into the wind, and, for
the action of the wind on her hull
spread on them should be duly proportioned. Here, again, we are the sake of simplicity, dis
obliged to be guided by the arrangements existing in ships of and her inclination from the upright. We know that, under
known qualities. The sogenier table gives the relative positions of these circumstances, the resultant force of the wind on the sails,
the masts, measured at their intersection by the load water-line, which we may suppose to act through the centre of effort C, in a
as well as the proportion of the total surfaceof sail carried by them direction at right angles to the plane of the sails when stretched
in several of the steam frigates of our navy which have answered flat between the yards, is balanced by an equal and opposite force,
well under sail, with certain other parti
, in order to make due to the resistance of the water on the ship’s bottom. Call this
these figures useful, In the old sailing ships the fore-mast was resistance R, and the angle it makes with the line of the keel 4.
situated considerably further forward and the mizen-mast further Resolving R at right angles to the line of keel, we getR sin. 0,
aft than is usual in our steamships, especially in those of recent con- which force, so long as the ship keeps steadily on her course,
struction. The placing of these masts nearer amidships in these must also be balanced by the force of the wind, resolved in the
ships has been occasioned chiefly by the fineness of their form at same manner,
Now imagine the action of the wind to suddenly cease. The
the extremities, and it has been found —
desirable in cases
of extreme fineness forward, like the Inconstant, that the fore- mechanical work accumulated in the ship will cause her to conmast should be kept well out of the bow. A disadvantage, how- tinue to move forward, and consequently R sin. 6 will continue to
ever, is incurred by moving the mast aft, as by so— the sail on act at the first instant with the same intensity and through the
it is rendered less effective for manceuvring, particularly when re- same point C, but afterwards with reduced effect, as the ship loses
quired to pay the ship’s head off in wearing. To remedy this as way, and through a different point in the lineofkeel, as the angle at
much as possible, and secure at the same time a good balance of which the water strikes the bottom of the ship becomes changed.
sail for keeping steadily on a course, it seems desirable, in all fine- This unbalanced force will produce rotary motion in the direction
in which it acts, which, though combined with a motion of translabowed ships, that there should be considerable set by the stern.
tion, we may consider as taking place round an axis passing through
the centre of gravity of the ship, in the same manner as if this
point did not move. The velocity with which the ship commences
FiG.1
to turn under these circumstances will be proportioned to the
moment of R sin. 6, about the centre of gravity, divided by the
moment of inertia of the ship ; and this, ceteris paribus, will vary
as the distance between the point C and the centre of gravity. If
C were in the same vertical line with the centre of gravity and the
wind were to drop, as supposed, it is evident that the ship
would continue on her course, without changing the direction
of her keel, till she came to rest. We see also that if C were before the centre of gravity the ship’s head would turn towards the
wind, with a velocity at the commencement proportioned to the
distance between these two points ; and that if C were abaft the
centre of gravity her head would turn away from the wind, her
tendency being to take up a position in which her keel is in a line
with her course. After the ship has commenced to turn towards
the wind, as
posed, it is impossible to tell the point where
R sin. @ crosses the line of keel; it may travel forward of the point
C, during the earlier part of the evolution, and afterwards abaft
it, as the water impinges more directly on the after body. But all
Letmenow
call yourattention to the effect of the fore and aft posi- the while it keeps the centre of gravity, theforce R sin, @ assists in
tion of the centre of gravity of aship upon her sailing qualities, with turning the ship, and when it gets abaft the centre of gravity, R
respect to which much doubt appears to exist. In considering this sin. 9 retards the turning motion.
Now let us consider the actual case of tacking. This evolution,
matter it must of course be remembered that, when there is no
asI understand it, is commenced by putting the helm down, or
pitching and ’scending motion, and the wind pressure on the s:
does not alter the trim, the centres of buoyancy and gravity are situ- a-lee, hauling the spanker boom amidships, and easing off the
ated inthe same vertical transverse plane, and 6 cee a 2 ta the head-sheets. But after the ship, yielding to these altered concentre of buoyancy forward or aft, an alteration inform below water, ditions, turns through a few degrees, the sails are no longer of any
and consequently of the direction of the resultant force of the avail in maintaining headway, nor do they appear to be of any
water acting upon it,isincurred. In the pe ships the centre further assistancein turning, till the ship gets sufficiently round
of buoyancy was usually somewhat before the middle of the length on the opposite tack to enable them todraw. The only forces,
of the load water-line. Chapman, the well known Swedish naval therefore, available for carrying on the evolution, after the ship
architect, considered that this point should be from one-fiftieth to has turned through a few degrees, are the action of the water on
one-hundredth of the length of the load water-line before the the rudder and the lateral resistance of the water on the ship’s
middle, and in the competitive designs hag ey Read, Chatfield, bottom, of which I have just been speaking. With regard to the
and Creuze, it was made one-seventy-fifth.
The position assigned action of the water on the rudder, in the handiest single screwto the centre of buoyancy in the sailing ships seems to have partly ships it is found that after the tiller is put down and the ship
depended upon the designer’s ideas respecting the relative fulness has commenced to turn, there is little or no strain upon the tiller,
of the fore and after
ies best suited for securin
ed, Great showing that the rudder is doing little or no work in turning
importance, however, was attached to the fore and aft position of the ship ; and it is also found that, when the action of the rudder
the centre of gravity, as it affects the pitching and ’scending is required to any extent, the ship is slow and doubtful in tacking.
lusi a =
motions, and no doubt the consideration had much to do with the I think this view of etmatter j pe os
of gravity ofa ship is a point of importance as regards the
position assigned to the centre of buoyancy.
Cay
aw
’
uestion of handiness under sail.
believe the moving of this
Fic 2
int aft, as carried out in our
nest sailing steamships, has
materially improved their tacking capabilities, especially in the
case of the single screw ships,
which, owing to the water rushing through their aperture from
the lee side, and disturbing the
action on the rudder on the
weather side, have to trust
largely to other means than their
rudder when turning under sail.
It should be noticed here that,
in arranging a ship so that the
centre of gravity and centre of
effort, or, more correctly speaking, the resultant lateral pressure
of the water on the bottom, shall
be in a certain position with
to each other, the moment
the inertia of the ship and the
sme,
effectiveness of the rudder be20
come variable. But these variaANGLES Of INOLINATION
tions are unimportant, and need
FIG.S
not be considered. In the most
successful of the. wooden screwigates, built before the armourclads, the centre of gravity was
but a very little before the centre
of gravity of the vertical longitudinalplane without the rudder.
As an example bearing negative
testimony to the view I have
taken with regard to the effect
of the fore-and-aft position of
the centre of
gravity of ships
upon their handiness under sail, I
may instance the Rattler, which,
it may be remarked, was the
first
ship in our navy fitted with
the screw propeller. This ship
was not designed
to carry a screw
but was afterwards lengthen
i
out at the stern, and so fitted.
ANGLES! OF wees OF THE' WIND r
20 Her centreof gravity ap,
to
4
?
60
have been unusually far forNo notice seems to have been taken in the sailing ships of the ward, in fact, considerably before where the centre of effort
effect of the fore and aft
ion of the centre ofa
ae their ought to have been, and when her sailing qualities were
ut a —_
A
A — tried they ones very inferior indeed. To remedy this, no
successive alterations were afterwards made, but
case,
as their
shortness,
great an less than
ap as I believe, simply because of the
their extremities, and the superior they did not su
extreme
forward
position of her centre of gravity. I have venrudderin turning, owing to the absence of
ion to my views respecting
ae
ee ee their performancesin this respect all tured to give somewhat careful
ion of the centre of gravity of a
that could be desired. In the steamships of our navy, however, the effect of the fore-and-aft
propelled by the screw, the centres off gravity and buoyancy have ship upon her sailing qualities, because it is by no means uncommon
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as to the power of standing up under sail ; but with This formula would be exactly true if the centre of effort were
now to altogether di
the
position of this point when con- and another
the information it furnishes, we are able to ——- curves which similarly situated with regard to the centre of lateral resistance in
sidering the ve omedirpg rhonnaecting a shi N ualling. In
the two ships. Referring to the curves in simple lines, showing the
ips in
scarcely add that, being unable to “‘ hand, ol steer” myself, |
relative power of the ships to stand up under their sail, if we know
my ideas of this matter may be imperfect, and if th are so, I
shall be most happy to receive correction. But to continue, let together with their curves of stability. Those formedbylines of dots the steadyfneel in anyone case wecanfind at oncefrom these curves
the others under the same circumstances.
me now refer to the height of the transverse metacentre. The and dashes have their ordinates proportional tothe righting moments, what it will be in
to the angle of
height of this point in relation to the load water-line in our as calculated at the different angles of inclination, and they To do this, set up an ordinate corresponding
graphically the absolute arg of the ships to carry sail ; heel, and through the points where it intersects the curve for the
modern steamships differs
from what it was in the old illustrate
sailing ships.
the saili
e-of-battle ships and frigates those with simple lines have their ordinates proportional to ship whose heel is known draw a horizontal line ; square down the
designed by Sir W. Symonds the load-draught position of this the ratio of these moments to the corresponding moments points where this line intersects the curves for the other ships, and
point ranged from 9}ft. to84ft. above the load water-line, and in of the wind pressure on the sails, and they illustrate ara hi- the required angles of inclination may be read off on the base line.
the corvettes and brigs from 7ft. to 54ft. above. In the old class cally the power of the ships to stand up under the sail they Again, suppose we know the steady heel, we can also tell at once
of seventy-four-gun ships it was about 5ft. above the load-line, actually carry. The curves of stability are shown by dotted from these curves what angles the ships may be rolled over to,
t of wind, or by the heave of the sea, before
and in the Canopus, the celebrated line-of-battle ship taken from lines, and are furnished for purposes of comparison. In pre- either by a sudden
the French in 1798, it was 5°4ft. above. In our modern steam- paring the curves in which the
re of the wind on the they would be liable to be blown completely over by the steady
pressure
of
the
wind.
To do this, set up an ordinate, as before,
ships, the load-draught metacentre is generally about 2ft. above sails is involved the pressure has been supposed to vary
the load water-line, the reduction in its height in these ships being with the angle of heel, and, instead of assuming this variation corresponding to the steady angle of heel, and through the points
where
this
ordinate
cuts
the curves draw horizontal lines ; the
caused chiefly by the increase in their proportionate displacement, to be in proportion to the sine squared, or the sine of the angle of
and the change in their form of section required to ai them to incidence, I have preferred to use the data furnished by the points where these lines again cut the corresponding curves,
carry their machinery as low down as possible. It will not of experiments with regard to the oblique impulses of fluids made at squared down on to the base line, will give the limiting angles of
course be understood here that I am attempting to define the the Academy of Paris. It should also be noticed that the heel required. It should be further noticed with regard to these
; their areas do not
transverse stability, which, as far as the metacentre is concerned, effect of the wind on the hull, and the alteration in the angle of curves, that their ordinates only are a
varies at the height of this point above the centre of gravity, and incidence of the wind on the sails, due to the rake of the masts, represent the work done in heeling the ship over to different angles,
not according to its position with regard to the load-line. It is and the more or less transverse position of the yards, have been as in the case of the other curves, and they cannot be so compared.
well, however, to have an idea of the height above the load-line neglected. Leaving these curves for a moment, it may be interest- In the last place, let me notice, very briefly, the manner of comof the transverse metacentre, as it helps one in judging of a ship’s ing to show the difference resulting in the estimated pressure of the paring the sailing qualities of ships, as to their driving power and
exterior form below water. Great difference also exists in the wind on the sails, at various angles of heel, by assuming it to vary speed. In forming an estimate of the driving power, the practice
metacentric height in our modern steamships compared with the first as the (sine)? of the angle of incidence ; secondly, as the sine now is to compare the ratios of the area of sail to the area of midsailing shi
ere are, I believe, only three instances on record of that angle; and last, ascording te the experimental data just ship section, and the ratios of the area of sail to the two-thirds
in which this height in the sailing ships has been found by experi- referred to. Fig. 3 shows t
curves, the ordinates of wower of the displacement. These comparisons are, of course,
ed upon the assumption that the wind pressureon the sails varies
ment, Two of these were brigs (the Rover and Scylla), and their which illustrate this difference ; and it will be observed that,
metacentric height cannot be taken as representative of what is accepting the curve obtained from the experimental data as directly with their area, and that the resistance offered by the
usual in ships of larger type. I find by anid, however, that correct, the others are considerablyin error. We see that the water to similar ships varies as the area of their midship section
for the sailing line-of-battle ships and frigates to have even curve, the ordinates of which vary as the sine of the angle of inci- and the two-thirds power of their displacement. But in judging
—
in power to stand up under their sail the modern ships dence, differs materially hocndianth from that based upon the of the speed under sail the square roots of these ratios have to be
of our navy, in which this quality is least prominent, their meta- experiments; and also that the curve, the ordinates of which vary compared, and it is also necessary to take into consideration the
centric height must have been at least 6ft., and the probability is as the (sine)* of that angle, though agreeing with the experimental form below water, as well as the variation in the apparent velocity
:
that in the stiff ships it often exceeded 8ft. In our se: a curves for angles of incidence varying from 90 to 60 deg., differs and direction of the wind at different speeds.
Suppose A, A', are two ships, their area of sail being represented
steamships the metacentric height is usually about 3ft. The very greatly from it as these cain are further reduced. With
transverse stability, however, of our modern steamships, compared regard to these curves, it may be mentioned that the investigations by a,a', their area of midship section by m, m', and their displace
with the sailing ships, has not been reduced in the same proportion of the various problems connected with sailing, made by the early ment by d, d'. Then, if the apparent velocity and direction of the
as their metacentric height. The power to resist inclination from philosophers, were based upon the assumption that the resistance wind remain constant,
the upright varies, of course, as the metacentric height multiplied of fluids varied as the (sine)? of the angle of incidence ; and it was
forA, speed = C JY S 2, Jf - e
by the displacement, and this latter being much greater in pro- chiefly owing to the results of these investigations, differing greatl
uw
(ays
portion in our modern steamships than in the sailing ships, makes from experience, that the experiments referred to were institu
up, to a large extent, for the loss of stability which would They did not clear up the difficulty satisfactorily, but they and similarly,
otherwise result from the reduction in their metacentric height. brought to light the main cause of the difference which had
A word or two may not be out of place here as to the cause which been found to exist between theory and experience, and it
for A!, speed! = C! fs =C) yy . P
m'
(d) $
has led to the metacentric height in our modern steamships being would appear that the curve I have deduced from them is much
so much reduced. This appears to have been mainly brought more reliable than those based upon the other assumptions, It
the
values
C C; C' C,!, d2pending upon the form below water.
about by the necessity for securing steadiness or immunity from should be noticed, also, that peat wsmoment of sail is divided into If theships ofwere
similarCwould equal C!, and C,C,;', and knowing
quick and uneasy rolling when not under sail. It has been fore- the moment of stability, in order to obtain the curves shown by
value in one case, we could estimate the speed in the other
seen that naval battles between steamships must, as a rule, be simple lines in Fig. 2, the ships are represented less favourably their
to that adopted in estimating the speed under
fought with bare poles ; and at such times, owing to the reduction at large angles of inclination than would be the case if the in a similar
in number and increase in power of the guns, steadiness of gun pressure of the wind on the sails had been supposed to vary as the steam.
we assume that aship is able to vary her amount of sail so as
platform would be a most important desideratum. The
t (sine)? of the angle of incidence ; and consequently, if there is to Ifmake
up for the variation in the absolute impulse of the wind
metacentric height in the sailing ships was not so objectionable, as any error involved by using the experimental data, it is in the on her sails
resulting from the variation in her speed, we may fairly
the steadying effect of their sail, to a very great extent, counter- direction of safety. Referring again to the curves in Fig. 2, use these formule
in estimating the speed of one ship from
acted any tendencyto quick and uneasy rolling. But the case showing the absolute power of the ships to carry sail, supof practically similar form, or in comparing the capais very different with steamships, which, on the most important posing we know the steady heel, and the area of sail producing another
of such ships in this respect. But unless this assumption
occasions of naval warfare, would be deficient of this steadying power. it, in any one case, to find approximately the area of sail which bilities
is made the speed under sail becomes very difficult to estimate or
The experience with our armour-clads has taught us much in would produce the same angle of heel in either of the others under compare,
owing to,the variation in the apparent force and direction
regard to this matter. The metacentric height in the Warrior the same circumstances we have the following :—Let a = the of the wind,
at different speeds, and the modification in the
was 4’6ft. when laden, but she proved to be too stiff ; and in the area of sail, and b, the ordinate representing the righting moment
of the yards which it makes necessary. The formule are,
Achilles, and other ships built afterwards, very great improvement at the known angle of heel for one of the ships ; and let ) be the bracing
of
course,
most
reliable when the ships are sailing with the
was effected by reducing the meta¢entric height to about 3ft. corresponding mao Befor either of the others, and y her area of wind abaft the beam,
and there is no 7 at variation in. their
The Prince Consort is the stiffest armour-clad in our navy, and as ail, Then
?
7
‘by
\2
speed.
The
annexed
table is2 intended to illustrate
the application
might be supposed, she roils very deeply and quickly. This
y=a (= )s.
_ of Mr. Wildish’s argument. It is referred to in the preceding
reduction in the metacentric height in our modern steamships
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has to some extent limited their power of carrying sails ;and until
means are devised by which increased stiffness may be
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sailing ships. I have already pointed out that the metacentric
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|
height in the larger classes of the sailing ships might exceed 8ft.
but even supposing it were 9ft. the centre of gravity, in many cases
|
ft. in. |ft. in.
ft. in.'ft. in.|
I am aware of, would still be above the feediion. In our modern | Mersey class .. .. |"143 | “589 *860
*423
"373 | °204.) 300 2 | 520] S77 22 0/2 0} 5493
3890
720 26587
steamships the centre of gravity is usually between lft. and 2ft. Ariadne class .. .. | *143 | *580 | *860
*423
*373 | 204) 280 0 | 501 5°58 21 2/1 8 4480
792
“707 26587
below the load-line, and the cause of its being so low is that their Newcastle class ++ | °185 | *560 | “S40
“407
“383 | °210 | 250 0 | 520] 4°81 22 6|}2 0) 4020
838
“O74 25780
heavy top-weights are more than balanced by the weights of
| *137 | *562 | *S44
407
*383 | °210| 237 O | 50 1}) 4°73 (22 0 |1 0} 3773
on
719
257
machinery, &c., carried low down in the hold. It may also be Shannon class ..
noticed that extreme accuracy in estimating the vertical
position
.
AUTOR... 00 we oe *130 | “575 | *840
7
*883 | °210| 227 0 | 501] 4°53 (21 43,0 9) 3314
729
701
25750
of the centre of gravity is much more necessa: i cor modem Imperieuse. .
138 | *575 | *845
7 *380 | °210 |) 214 3 | 50 0}) 4°28 loa 103,19 + 3385
758 | 731
25750
steamships than it was in the sailing ships, and this adds much to
Pearl
class
..
183
|
*563
|
*853
“421
*365
|
*211
200
0
|
404]
4°96
\17
8
|
26
2057
|
531
|
‘678
16251
the difficulty of designing. This arises from the fact,
y
stated, of the sailing ships having great metacentric height and Inconstant ..
| "172 |*560 |*840 | °411 | *381 |*208| 337 0 | 50 Sf] G-70 (231033 6 S782 | 944
"635 | 26034
small displacement, compared with our modern steamships. An
error of 6in. in estimating the height of the centre of gravity of
the case of the steamships would affect their stability as much as
existence at the same period, and who have gained European
AUGUSTUS SIEBE.
an error of a foot or 18in. in the case of the sailing shi
aes
Passing, however, from considerations of this kind, let me in the
In recording with regret the death of Mr. Augustus Siebe, who celebrity.
Mr. Augustus Siebe was an Associate of the Institution of
next place refer you to the power of a ship to stand up under the died at his residence on the 15th inst., at the age of eighty-four, Civil
and recipient of several honorary distinctions and
side pressure of her canvas, The recent loss of one of our —_ we have to sketch the biography of a man who has been intimately medals.Engineers,
He was buried in his family grave, at Norwood, on the
armour-clad ships has ey
this question into melancholy
ted with sci
for the last half a century. He was born
notoriety, and the necessity for grasping the facts in connection in Saxony, but was ——— by his ae at a very early age to || 19th inst., and was followed by his son, son-in-law and numerous
friends,
also
by over one hundred and thirty of his workmen,
with it has been shown in a manner which, though sad, has one Berlin, where he was educated.
He was ag een |to a fine |
redeeming feature of ae effectual. The fallacy fallen into by caster, and early evinced great taste both in modelling and
some persons of judging of the
bilities of low freeboard ships chasing, besides so
New Mope or Prope.iine Sxrves.—A number of gentlemen
Sees as an amusement, in watchto stand - under sail pressure by their metacentric height has —~ which art served him to some purpose in an after period | interested in shipping met on Thursday afternoon, at Canada basin,
been pl
beyond controversy ; and the ——s character of of his life. In 1812, when Napoleon’s army had overrun the whole to examine a new mode of propelling ships which has been incomparisons made between the metacentric height of ships of high of Prussia, he was called to the army, and fought as lieutenant in | vented and patented by Mr. J. J. Allingham, of Hamilton-road,
and low freeboard, it is to be hoped, has been eufficiently, demon- the artillery at the battle of Leipsic, where he was wounded, On) Everton. Mr. Allingham’s idea is to make the waves, acting upon
strated. I do not presume to enter upon the difficult question as peace bales ones he determined to travel, and went to Denmark, | the hull, propel the ship; and this he proposes to do by a very
to the amount and range of stability n
to enable a ship to to Kiel, where
he worked at watchmaking. In 1814 he came to |novel contrivance. Beneath the keel of the vessel he would fix
stand up satisfactorily under her sail, paagery fae the matter as England, and gained employment eventually as a watchmaker, | two oblong steel frames, each fitted with two sets of blades to open
it affects a and low freeboard ships, which latter has already then
as chaser at Guentle. and afterwards as a gunmaker, hi } and shut crosswise. One frame he would secure to the forepart,
been considered at former meetings of this Institution. A few early mechanical pursuits serving him in good stead in all these | and the other to the stern. Both the frames would be fixed at an
remarks, however, may not be out of place here, as to the various different branches. In 1820 his mind took to engineering, and | angle. When the vessel rises in the sea the presence of the wate:
ways in which the power to stand up under sail in different ships becoming opens with _ Cc.Fg meee gs gvay ape an | upon the frames would of am fforce her forward ; and when
may be com
In drawing comparisons of this kind, i.e. ap aratus
for entering
into fires, he s
to
practi- | she sank the blades opening would form the opposite angle, and
between the Migh-aided ships in our navy, it has been usual for cability of working under water with a similar apparatus, and | the onward motion would thus be continued. The - = pomen
some time to obtainin a measure of efficiency for each ship, by dividing eventually constructed an air-pump and diving dress, now known | would also have the effect of steadying her. When she rolled over
the displacement in pounds, multiplied by the metacentric height wmdee Phepe dress. With this commenced the era of diving asa | to the right, the blades on the left side of the frames being shut,
in feet, by the momentof the sail in feet, about the centre of practical and commercial speculation, but seeing the difficulties the frames would tend to bring her back to the perpendicular ;
lateral resistance, The number so found of course
ts the and dangers that the divers were placed in using the open and when she rolled to the left the closing of the blades on the
Sheantl cab Aaa cae we indtocing fame of the wind on dress, he invented what is now commonly known as the close right side would have a similar effect. The angle of the frames
the
and in most cases has been found to range between 15 diving helmet dress, by which all danger was removed ; but he would have to be increased or lessened acording to the state of the
and 25 when the = is at her load draught. For comparisons at continually added improvements, such as the segmental screw, to weather. To stop the vessel it would be simply necessary to close
finite
of
i
recourse is had to what is known ere
ee A
7 —- the outlet Merges_ inlet the blades in the frames, It will be seen that the action of the
as the curve of stability.
ough well-known to many present,
entirely upon the motion of the waves ; but at
ive,
ey
ve ;in fact, the improvement of the appa- a
let me remind
that the curve is prepared by came ge | ratus, both helmet and air-pump, afforded
him constant occu- sea it is
y the case that there is not a sufficient motion in the
water to raise a vessel several feet. The inventor believes that
the horizontal distance between the centres ofLaoyancy
pation until he brought it to
ection.
gravity at different angles of heel ;
these distances out as In 1848 Sir Charles Pasley, C.B., who was employed in ee the apparatus would be a sufficient pon power for ships not
ordinates, at right angles to a
t line from pointsin the wreck of the Royal George, ae him to make
a trial o} required to travel at a great speed ; but would supply ships with «
ing as auxiliary power, and to provide
it, grwluated according to the
les at which the calculations are his
tus, which was done with the greatest success, and Sir
i limited quantity of
made, and passing a curve th
the extremities of these ordi- Charles Pasley so
recommended it, that eventually it was against accident. The working of the invention was shown upon
nates, The area enclosed by
curve, F f
ers of the Admiralty both for a model ship seven feet in length. The little vessel held its way
E & adoptedby the
ordinateis proportional to the work done in heeling the
over
the wreck of the
and for the use of the against the tide, and even in comparatively calm water travelled
The opinion of the spectators seemed to
to the anglecorresponding to'the ordinate; andany
navy, and we believe Mr. Siebe was sole maker to the Admiralty at a considerable
multiplied by the displacement, represents the righting moment, until he relinquished business. Besides being, as we may say, the be that the invention is in a somewhat crude condition ; but that
or the moment necessary to be applied to hold the ship at the father of diving, he was also the inventor of many ingenious appli- it is founded upon a sound principle which, skilfully applied,
inclination re
to the ordinate. The curve of stabi- ances which are too numerous to mention. He was essentially a would be of great value to the mercantile marine, — Liverpool
lity, however, does not afford a direct comparison between one ship practical engineer of the same schocl as the many who came into Albion,
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ERONT ELEVATION
is kept open will depend on the size of the hole i for the passage wished to endow itjwith a%clock which, by its magnificentjproporof the oil ; the larger the hole is the sooner the cock will close; the tions and multiplied indications, should be an ornament’ worthy
proper diameter of it will have to be ascertained by practice, for of that structure, that veritable chef dauvre of past times. The
bishop's thought had only to be expressed to be immediately acted
upon. Numerous ecclesiastics hastened to offer their assistance,
too happy thus to attach their names to the execution of an
exquisite work of mechanism and art. A commission was
appointed ; the artist was already pointed out, his talent commended—thus distinction and friendship selected him. We have
ité. In a few days the work was begun. Every|} named M. Verité.
one knows the glories and the misfortunes of the cathedral of
Beauvais. The choir, by the noble and severe simplicity of its
ornamentation—by, we might say its hazardous proportions so
bold are they—may justly pass for the masterpiece ofthe thirteenth
} century. The sixteenth century achieve nowhere anything
grander and more rich than the south porch. The north porch
seems a sublime adieu made by art to Gothic traditions before
casting itself headlong into all the decadences of that epoch which
| we have agreed to call the Renaissance. But, alas ! the crumbling
arches and tower rendered for ever impossible the construction of
the grand nave of this cathedral, which had been so magnificently
begun. So when the visitor, wonder stricken by the contemplation of the choir and the transepts, returns looking for the nave,
his eyes are offended by a frightful wall, a work truly worthy of
the period which best understood how to insult the middle ages,
An immense ogive pierced in this wall will, we hope, be the frame
of this monumental clock, and M. Verdier, the architect to the
cathedral, has already adopted this idea. <A chef d’ceuvre of our
times will thus be a pendant to the chef dceuvre of past ages, and
will console us for the absence of the grand nave.”
Our author then proceeds with his description of the
clock in the following words :—
END ELEVATION
“The case was executed according to the plans of RK. P. Piérart,
the pupil of the Rev. Father Martin,
and the inheritor of his genius.
It measures 39ft. 44in. in height, 16ft. 94in. in breadth, and ft.
WE illustrate above a special tovl designed for turning
3hin. in depth. It was conceived in the severe style of the
governor balls or other spherical articles, It consists of a bed
Roman epoch, but in its decorations all the riches of Byzantine
with a planed top surface V’d for a saddle, upon which are
ornamentation have been exhausted. It is composed of two very
ted
a double-geared fast headstock and suitable loose head.
distinct parts ; the first is altogether architectural, the second
The saddle is fitted internally with a worm wheel held centrally
especially symbolical, (1) Lower and architectural part of the
by a boss in the base of the saddle, and four V’d plates holding
| case :—The base is a long square, and forms the ground plan of
the slides down upon the saddle, allowing them to work free, but
the case ; and from this base rise solid pedestals which support four
without any vertical play. The worm wheel is driven by a worm
groups of five columns, on which rest the springings of a triple
deriving its motion from gearing and traverse shaft at the back of
retreating archivolt, so that the case presents a porch on all its
the bed; the traverse shaft is fitted with reversing motion, and
faces, having a depth of more than a metre, with an admirable
the belt cones are driven from the fast head spindle end. The
perspective effect. On the side faces, the concentric archivolts
worm wheel has a slide fitted to it for receiving a cross slide for
show a triple semicircular arch, which, with its three columns,
the tool holder, thereby admitting of adjustment by the screw
enshrines a bay of unique character. On the front and back faces
towards the centre. The tool holder is of the socket type, and is
the two archivolts which are on the first plane form a large
capable of being set to any angle. The tool can be traversed in
trilobed arcade, the top of which is 26ft. 3in. from the ground.
either direction, and can be stopped instantly, the worm shaft
| The third archivolt, which is on the last plane, only follows the
being driven by friction cones to admit of its being worked selftwo others in their first direction; it leaves them at the two
acting or by hand. The saddle can be moved on the bed by rack |
internal points of the trilobe to describe alone the three semiand pinion movement. This tool will effect a great saving in
circular arches which crown the great bays, piercing with open
large engine shops, such as Messrs. Robey and Co.’s and Messrs.
work the whole case. The middle one is about a yard less in
Clayton and Shuttleworth’s, as it will turn out a large number of
height than the two others. The springings of the semicircular
governor balls in a very short space of time.
|
arches which crown these bays rest on a double series of four little
| superimposed columns. In the vast tympanum left free, and
enshrined by the great trilobed arcade above the three bays,
j and in the same. vertical plane, is rounded off a circle, the
PENN’S PATENT
COCKS.
TENT REGULATING
REGULAT
|
of which measures 4. ftllin. The rich decorations
|diameter
THE principal object of thisinvention, patented by Mr. 8. Penn, |
of this circumference intentionally recalls the mind to
of Westbury-street, Wandsworth-road, is to regulate the closing
the arches of the lower arcades. This is the great dial
|
of water-closet and other cocks to give time for a certain quantity
| of the clock. Such is the inferior part of the case in its
of water or fluid to flow through the cock from the time it comensemble, Shall we now attempt to describe the ornamenta
mences to close until it is entirely shut off, at the same time pretion in its details ? A mere nomenclature would be
venting the cock from being injured by suddenly jerking it open.
the various size cocks and quantity of water to be discharged in a | too long. The numerous panels of each pedestal are ornamente:d
Fig. 1 represents a cock mounted on a standard, partly shown | given time. The cock may be placed in any position and employed with flowered or flowerless bezants ; a foliage boldly indicate.
in section, and a sectional view of the oil cylinder; Fig. 2 is a top | for any purpose required, but they are more particularly intended rather than carved runs to the upper part of the base and
view of the improvement, A is a standard made of any suitable to be used in connection with water-closets,
crowns it. The great columns, thrice annulated with byzantine
length and by preference of iron tubing, to the top of which the
foliage, have their shafts covered with cable moulding, diamond
stock B of the cock is attached as represented. C is the cock to
points, palm leaves, diamanted billeted cables and billets, As to
which is attached the cross lever, E, F; to the E end of the lever is
the capitals, deep carvings show their massiveness, and seem at a
BEAUVAIS
CATHEDRAL
CLOCK.
attached the weight J for drawing the cock close or shutting off
distance to give motion to them; on a nearer view the eye admires
Tue construction of clocks constitutes a distinct branch all the details, which are treated with scrupulous care. Nothing
the supply of water; to the same end of the lever is attached a
piston-rod k working in the cylinder g through a stuffing box as of mechanical engineering, possessing no small interest for can be richer than the arches of the great arcades—roses, diamond
represented; this cylinder will be filled with oil or other fluid if
points, saw teeth or damiers; all these decorations, forming a
desired ; the lower end of the rod & is furnished with a piston /, many minds; and this fact would in itself be sufficient garland, cover the vertical planes of these covings. To finish
ener ee is made a suitable size hole h for allowin, the oil in excuse, were any needed, for the appropriation of a large his work the architect carried to the summit, on the extreme
the cylinder to pass through it to regulate the closing of the cock; portion of our space this week to an account of certainly arris, a magnificent gallery of open sculpture work. Nothing can
the piston f has a groove around its circumference for receiving a the most remarkable clock that has been constructed within be more elegant than this crowning, which shows so conspicuously
ring of leather or any other suitable substance for packing pur- the last half century. This clock was exhibited at Paris with a background of severe and quiet byzantine ornaments.”
poses. mis a support attached to and projecting from the standard in 1867. Weare unable to say whether it has as yet been
No portion of our author’s description is more curious
A for carrying the cylinder g ; the cali er is so attached to this erected in its place, but we believe it is still in Paris, the
stem that it takes any position to suit the working of the lever
than that which refers to the qubelieal character of the
E, F. The cock is represented closed, and in order to open it the E war having interfered with the completion of the scheme upper portion of the case. It is far too long to reproduce
end of the lever may be drawn up by any suitable handle, rod, or of the Bishop of Beauvais. A description of this clock, entire ;we shall, therefore, content ourselves with a few
cord, for working the same, or by drawing the F end of the lever from the pen of an author whose name has not reached
down until it reaches the position den
by the dotted lines in us, was circulated in Paris in 1867. It is in many respects extracts :—
‘In the upper and symbolical part of the case Eternity is seen
Fig. 1, when the cock will be full open for the passage of water as a literary curiosity. We have done our best to preserve
holding Time in subjection, ard preparing to rule over him by
described by the darts. The cock is then closed by the weight J
the lever down, which in the meantime forces the piston f as far as possible the spirit of the original in the fol- justice, after having exhausted all his merciesin his favour. On
the grand front a er eethe on ae . the _— of a
the lower end of -the cylinder; the movement'of the piston lowing translation :—
at glo
led with angels, appears our
, sea
upon a
“The first idea-of this clock belongs exclusively to the Lord
downwards is regulated by the resistance of the oil'in the cylinder
boos ; a simple
wane cloud separates
fim from Time, he ‘oadies its
passing through the opening / in the piston f; the time the cock C Bishop of Beauvais, who, justly proud of his beautiful cathedral, rainbow
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frontier, His foot rests upon the globe of the world which He
comes to judge. On the right and left of our Lord are seen the
Virgin and Joseph. . . . . Whilst at the feet of the Redeemer of
time we see the pendulum by its oscillations measuring seconds,
minutes, and hours as ages, hands coming from the Divine heart
seem to give through Him these seconds, these minutes, and these
hours as the ages to all that exist outside of Eternity. A triple
city~eated on the architectural part of the case represents the
world. The high walls of this city, as well as the keep which
surmounts it, are ornamented and de ended by eight large towers
and eight demi-towers cantonned with turrets and crowned with
machicolations, It istothe middleof this city that the river of time
rolls its waves. We may follow the course of it from age to age.
At the highest summit of the keep appears the representative of
the Adamic ages. Noah on a less elevated plane recalls the
patriarchal age. Moses and the four great prophets dominate the
towers of the city, representing the ages which separate the promulgation of the law of Sinai from the coming of the Messiah ;
and the Christ at last surrounded by the four Evangelists, indicated by their historical emblems, at the four upper angles of the
architectural part of the case, represents the Christian ages which
still remain, and will end only with time. On the open bays of
the cities are seen representatives of all the peoples of the world.”
We shall now give a description of the mechanism of
the clock in our author’s own words :—
‘*Thesplendid construction we have just described is nevertheless
hut aframe. After the description of the frame we must give
the description of the picture. After the jewel case should come
the jewel, after the body naturally comes the turn of the soul;
and M. Verité’s clock is the jewel of this magnificent jewel box,
the soul, which makes this beautiful body speak, act, and sing.
M. Verité’s clock, large and grand in its proportions, admirably
harmonious in the disposition of its organs, perfect in execution
even to the most minute details, ravishes the eye which contemplates it; but far differently does it affect the intelligence which
studies it by its multiplied indications, its varied movements, the
thousand vanquished mathematical difficulties, and above all, by
its incomparable escapements, ‘There are in this clock two very
distinct parts: (1) the cause, the principle of the effects; (2) the
effects themselves ; consequently there are two parts in this description, The first part will be devoted to the central movement,
to the regulator properly so-called, and to the secondary motors ;
the second portion will be filled with the description of all the
effects produced immediately or mediately by the motors, Dut
before entering upon the subject we have something important to
say to thereader, <A clock, like a musical instrument, has a true
diapason according to which it is attuned. This diapason is
called a calendar, andas regards M, Verité'sclock it is the Gregorian
calendar. All the world knows the history of this calendar, Its
founder was Julius Cresar, its reformer Pope Gregory XIII, In
the year 45 before Jesus Christ, Julius Cesar caused the civil
year to begin on the Ist of January, ordering that for the future
the year should be counted by periods of four; the three first
365 days long, and the fourth 366, which should be bisextile.
Compared with past ages, this calendar of Czesar’s was an immense
progress, but contained too serious an error to avoid for ever new
intercalations, In fact, in the sixteenth century it was perceived
that the equinoxes preceded by ten days the 21st of March and
the 2lst of September. Pope Gregory XIII. in 1582 remedied this
perturbation, By a Bull he shortened the year 1582 by ten days,
and the 5th of October became the 15th; harmony was re-established between the year and the course of the stars. But the
cause of the error existed still, and in the impossibility of getting
rid of it it was necessary to lessen it. The Reve then, keeping to
the Julian intercalation for each period of four years, modified it
for the secular years. All the secular years after the Julian reform were to be bisextile; there is no longer more than one in
four since the Gregorian reform. Doubtless even this disposition
only establishes an approximative harmony between the year and
the course of the stars; but the difference is so far diminished
that it would require a revolution of four thousand years to give
it the value of a day, and it would be easy to maintain this
limit even for a period of a hundred thousand years, This
Gregorian reform then, is, as we have said, the diapason of the
clock which we are about to describe. In this clock there is a
central movement which may be named the general regulator,
and fourteen secondary movements. And first of the central
movement and regulator. Every regulator is composed naturally
(1) of a weight which falls, or of a spring which relaxes;
(2) Of an apparatus which regulates these movements, The
weight or the spring perpetuates the movement of the regulating
apparatus, which in return itself regulates the essentially varied
movements of the spring or of the weight. The weight or the
spring is naturally called the movement ; the regulating apparatus
is always composed of two pieces, which each has its name. The
first is the pendulum; the second the escapement. The movement is in the middle of the great bay of the posterior facade, It
is firmly placed on the cases of two other movements, which serve
it for a pedestal. Not a movement takes place in the clock, no
indication is given, which does not emanate directly or indirectly
from this movement. Its construction, therefore, required particular care. In order to diminish by half the pressure on the
pivots, the motive force is divided into two. There are then two
weights and two driving barrels in this movement. That the
action of the motive force may not be suspended, even during the
winding-up, each cylinder carries a rachet enclosing an auxiliary
spring, which keeps up the movement of the wheels while the
weight is being raised. The last wheel which moves under the
direct action of the weight is armed with a fly, and it causes
a regulator to act, which itself, by one of its parts, impresses the
movement on the escapement.* In the midst of the principal
movement there is a mechanism known under the name of depart.
This depart, aking one turn per hour, is compesed of two discs
placed upon the same axis, and in parallel planes. The first, which
receives its motion from the principal movement, communicates it
to the second by means of a spring and detent, the head of which
is fixed in one of the sixty notches which indent the circumference
of the second disc. The second disc, by the aid of a bevil wheel
tixed to its centre, itself radiates motion to the hand wheel work
throughout the whole clock, These two discs, then, act from the
same movement, coupled as they are by the spring detent which
is fixe to the first disc, and the head of which is tixed in one of
the notches of the second. But such being the fact, it is easy to
understand that if, after raising the head of the detent, we
cause one disc to turn either forwards or backwards, so that the
detent fits into the notch either on the right or left, we shall
have put all the dials fast or slow by a minute, whether the revolution of their hands take place in an hour or in thousands of
years. This central movement communicates the movement—Ist,
to all the hands which point out the hour on more than twenty
different dials; 2nd, to the sun and moon, which gravitate
around terrestrial globes ;3rd, to hands which indicate sidereal
time; 4th, to two planispheres ; 5th, to the planeterium which
represents the eclipses of the sun ; 6th, to the hands of the repeating dial placed behind the clock ; 7th ; finally, to the single hand
of the little seconds dial, placed, so to speak, upon the floor of the
clock, below the pendulum, whose oscillations it numbers. To
produce all the effects that we have just pointed out, the two
weights of the principal movement would suffice ;but these two
weights left to themselves would drag the whole system into a
disordered movement ; their descent must then be brought back
to the march of time. The pendulum with its ball weighs
106 1b. Each of its oscillations should measure a second, To
obtain this effect invariably, in spite of all the variations of temperature, a perfect system of compensation was necessary. The
system is double; we will tell —. presently. With the aid of
nine rods, five of which are of ste l
and four of copper, the
* (in other words, the clock is fitted with a renontoire.—En. E.)
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of the pendulum will remain invariable, under all temperatures, , from the 1st of January tothe end of February ; the second from
from the centre of suspension to the superior part of the ball. As | the lst of March to the 3lst of December.
the ball cannot be attached to the rod of the pendulum by its
The Golden Number,—As there is a solar cycle, so also is there
centre, as that is the place reserved by the artist for the escape- a lunar cycle ; this cycle comprehends a period of nineteen lunar
ment, a particular system of compensation was required for it. It years, that is to say, 235 lunations, at the expiration of which the
is
en hold of, at the two extreme points of its horizontal new and full moons happen at the same times, for the very simple
diameter, by two steel rods which riSe vertically in two copper reason that the sun and moon are again, with respect to the earth,
cylinders, to the upper part of which ~~ are fixed. The two in the same points of the heavens as nineteen years before. The
copper cylinders, by their base, rest upon the last transverse bar existence of this cycle was proved 433 years Sede Christ, by the
of the upper system of compensation. The two steel rods and the astronomer Meton. The Greeks, in their enthusiasm, inscribed it
two copper cylinders are so well harmonised as to length, that no in letters of gold on the walls of their temples; thence the golden
temperature could raise the ball or cause it to descend. By the aid number, The third hand, then, by the figure which it surrounds
of this double system of compensation the length of the pendulum by its golden ring, tells the
of the lunar cycle.
is mathematically fixed. The pendulum, thus fortified against the
Epacts,—By epacts is understood the number of days which
variations of temperature, yet cannot be so against the resistances must be added to a lunar year in order that it may equal the solar
of the air, which it should necessarily overcome, and which it can year which corresponds to it. The number gives the age of the
only overcome by losing its own movement. Further, the pendulum moon on the first of January of each solar year. As the difference
has a service to render; it must
late the descent of the between the two years is eleven days, the epacts increase every
weights and the march of the central
movement. Now, it is year by eleven days, until they pass twenty-nine, the number of
necessary that it should fulfil this office as to the fall of the days of the lunar month. We then suppose the intercalation of
weights, and that these weights, in their turn, should give back to alunar month. This cycle of epacts expires with the lunar cycle
it what it may lose of movement by the resistance of the air, at of nineteen years, to recommence again.
the same time preserving the perfect isochronism of its oscillation! Roman Indiction.—It is a period of fifteen years. At the time
We touch upon the veritable gem, the soul of M. Verité’s clock. of the Julian reform this indiction served to fix the promulgation
A little steel wedge occupies the centre of a groove in the of certain edicts relative to the taxes. Under Constantine
ball, and is embodied with it by the aid of a copper rod, which and his successors the indiction was used to date the
supports it. Above this wedge and on the vertical line which tribunal decrees, as even now it is used to date the depasses through its centre when it is at rest, is found a little mass crees of the Roman court.
Thus the letter enclosed by
weighing about a gramme, and which is carried at the extremity the fifth hand tells in what year we are of the present revoluof a movable geared lever. When the pendulum in motion tion of fifteen years, All the effects are produced by movement
passes over the vertical, the little steel block, which is at its No. 5, in this way. The principal movement sets in action the
centre and embodied with it, raises the little mass which is annual wheel, placed behind the ecclesiastical computation; this
superposed upon #t, by an almost inappreciable quantity, but annual wheel carries on its axis a projecting spiral, on which rests
sutticient to release the lever which supports it. Then this little a lever connected with the expansion of the secondary movement
mass, left to itself, falls by reason of its weight, by gliding No. 5, This lever, insensibly raised during the whole period of
down the steel wedge, either to the right or left. Then the year, is suddenly set free, when midnight sounds on the
leaving the wedge, which moves on, it falis freely. At the 3lst of December. The movement No. 5is then put in action, and
end of this free fall, by virtue of its weight and its acquired by a suitably arranged transmission all the hands of the computaspeed, it ungears a fresh lever, which permits the regulator tion take the place which they should occupy throughout the
to raise it itself, by bringing its lever to its first position. whole year; the movement is then accomplished by the secondary
The steel pallet then has only to return with the pendulum, in movement, but it is the ee cy movement which gives the signal
order to touch the mass a second time, to cause it again to fall so and measure of it. The dial above that which we have just
as to receive a fresh impulse, whilst it will of itself cause its being described, and on the same vertical, gives the hour of the sidereal
raised again by falling a little lower. It is easy to comprehend day. A sidereal day is measured by two successive passages of
that, by this admirable combination, the weights of the principal the same star over the meridian, Dial No. 3 gives solar equation,
movement, the action of which is fatally variable, act no longer that is to say, day by day the difference which exists between true
directly on the pendulum to perpetuate its movement. Their time, or time measured by two successive comings of the sun to
further mission is only to raise the weight of the remontoir every the meridian, and mean time of the day measured by a well regufour seconds, and the weight of the remoxtoir raises every second lated watch. Dial No, 4 shows the sun’s declination. The two
the little mass, which, by falling and gliding on the right or the dials No. 5 and No, 6 show the lengths of the days and nights.
left of the wedge, perpetuates the movement of the pendulum. Dial No. 7 indicates the seasons.
e circumference of this dial
Now, this little mass always has the same weight, and its action is divided into four, each division indicates a season, and the hand
is always mathematically the same on the little wedge at every enters into one of these divisions, or emerges from it, when the
oscillation. So every cause which might disturb the isochronism season to which it corresponds begins or ends. Dial No. 8 has on
of the oscillations has disappeared. With this system, the pen- its circumference the twelve signs of the zodiac. Nos, 9 and 10
dulum, to receive this impulse, has only a single effort to make : indicate, one the hour and the minute of the rising of the
it must raise the little mass, in order that it may be released ; sun, and the other, the hour and the minute of his setting.
but this effort is ever rigorously the same, and always placed Nos. 11 and 12 are intended to indicate, one, the day of the
under the same conditions, M. Verité has then realised, within week, the other, the planet which gives that day its name.
the limits of the possible, the
t force escapement. The Every midnight each of these hands advances a degree.
pendulum, without any fresh danger to its isochronism, regulates In the left bay the first dial not only indicates the sun's
the fall of the weights, not by itself, but by the little mass which hours of rising and setting, but it represents the phenomenon itself.
it frees, This mass, after impressing its impulse on the pendulum No. 2 dial, which comprises a group of nine dials, shows, by the
by virtue of its own weight alone, makes the regulator move every great middle dial, the hour of the meridian of Paris, and by the
second, and the latter makes the whole mechanism of the princi- eight others which crown it, the hour at eight great cities whose
pal movement move every four seconds. The problem to be longitude is west of Paris. Each dial bears the name of the city
solved was this: to separate and completely isolate the weight whose hour it indicates, and the degree of this city is indicated by
from the pendulum, preserving, however, their reciprocal action, a little inscription in enamel. As regards No, 3, on a great
in order that the movement of the pendulum should be perpetuated golden circle, which forms the circumference of this dial, are inwithout possible disturbance in its isochronism, and that its scribed the twelve months of the year; each month is subdivided
isochronism should be the mathematical measure of the fall of the according to the number of its days, and bears its date and the
weights, M. Verité found the perfect solution of this difficult name of its saint, A long hand carried upon an axis placed in the
roblem, which has been the object of so many studies and trials centre of the dial points out by its barb the month, the day of
Son the time of Huyghens until our days. This solution lives, the month, and the saint whom the Church honours on that day.
acts, and speaks in this clock, Around the principal movement In the right bay the first dial also has on its greater circumference
that we have just described there are fourteen secondary move- a crown of gold divided into twenty-four parts which correspond
ments. Weights set them in motion, simple flies moderate to the twelve hours of the day and to the twelve hours of the night.
their movement, For two of these movements only the flies’ The moon, borne on the extremity of a long and movable rod on
have been combined with the conical pendulum, so as to secure wu its two points of attachment, passes round the circle thus divided.
little more regularity in their movement. We need scarcely say In the centre of the dial is seen a terrestrial globe with its golden
that these secondary movements, so far as their action is concerned, ring representing the meridian of Beauvais ; a style coming from
are perfectly independent of the principal movement; but, as to this golden ring, and stretching out in its plane, cuts the circle
the moment of their action, it is that movement which indicates around which the moon passes, This arrangement enables us
it. The
lary mov
ts act not from this principal move- first to observe the different phases of the moon, secondly to show
ment. Every halting point of the principal movement would be the true motion of its passage to the meridian of Beauvais.
an utter paralysis for all the other movements. After studying The second dial comprises a group of nine dials, one central, and
the multiple principles of the movement, as after admiring the the eight others encircling it. Each of these dials gives the hour
unique cause which governs and reigns in the midst of this vast and minute of the nine great cities which are east of Paris. The
suechanion, it remains for us to point out and briefly explain the central dial shows the hour at Rome. Each dial bears the name
effects which flowfrom it. The dials present themselves in groups, of the city to which it is devoted, and a little enamel indicator
in each bay of the case. Our course is marked out then. We will shows on what degree each of these cities is placed. A large
proceed from group to group, pointing them out by the opening golden circle surrounds the third dial. This circle is divided into
which enshrines them, to rise afterwards to the grand scene above. twelve parts, each of which corresponds to one of the months of
The great upper dial is intended to show the minutes and hours the year. Each division is subdivided into as many parts as the
of mean time, the hands are worked directly by the central move- particular month has days ; each day bears its date, the name of
ment. A large band, which forms, as it were, the circumference of its saint, or of a fixed feast. The circle thus divided is only a sort
the dial, is divided into twenty-four medallions, on which are of perpetual calendar, on which every year the movable feasts
indicated the twenty-four hours of the day, The number twelve will each show its day. Round the centre of this great dial there
is replaced on the lower cartouche by the word midi (mid-day), are three other small dials, on a blue ground. All three are
and the word minuit (midnight) replaces the figure twelve on the furnished with wickets. The first of these dials indicates the
highest medallion. The minute hand makes a complete revolu- books of the old testament according to Moses ; the second indition every hour, and counts sixty minutes ; the hour hand a com- cates the date of the current year, and whether the year is
plete revolution in a day, that is to say, in 1440 minutes, the common or bisextile ; finally, the third, the current century, and
exact measure of a mean day. By mean time is understood the whether it is bisextile or not. The dial in the right lateral facade
uniform division of all the days of the year, which gives for each is devoted to the representation of the eclipses of the sun—the
1440 minutes, True time, or the real day which passes away artist has purposely omitted the eclipses of the moon, for as this
between two successive risings of the sun, has sometimes more, eae meee takes place at night, the representation would not
sometimes less than 1440 minutes; the difference may rise to as ave been visible,
much as thirty-two minutea In the middle bay we find a group
A distinguished artist, M. Thierrée, of Beauvais, wished, to
of a dozen dials; one is cemtral, the eleven prdin are grouped poe the bishop, to paint Mount St. Michel and the neigharcund it, The central dial gives all the indications of the eccleuring waves,
eaven and earth are movable in the landscape.
siastical computation, Five
ds come from its centre, and each The sky slowly progresses from the east to the-west, and ad
of them is the radius of one of the five concentric circles desig- brings successively over the port the aspect of the tempest and
nated on its surface. On the greater circle we find in figures the fine weather. With the tempest the sea becomes rough, and the
twenty-eight indications of the solar cycle; on the second circle ships are tossed upon the raging waves ; but when the sky becomes
the series of dominical letters; on the third circle, the nineteen serene calm is restored to thesea, and the wavessimply rock theships
indications of the golden number; on the fourth circle the epacts; they bear. These motionsare produced by movement No. 7, which
on the fifth and last circle are finally the fifteen cyphers of the has a conical pendulum. Less the painting, which is admirably
Roman indiction, Each indication is in white enamel, and admi- executed, it is a little decoration and mise-en-scéne in the midst
rably relieved by the blue ground of the dial. Each hand is of a world of works of precision, The mathematical part of this
terminated by a golden ring, and every year, on the 31st of dial is the reproduction of the phenomenon of the tides as the
December, at midnight, it is by this — ring that each hand take place exactly at the same time as at the port of St. Miche’
incloses the cypher, or the letter which it is to designate through- The sea rises for a quarter of a lunar day, to retire afterwards for
out the year. The function of each hand is besides inscribed on the same space of time; we then see the shore and the rocks
its golden ring. A few brief details as to the indications will, becoming bareto the very limits of the low tide, and then the
perhaps, not displease the reader,
waves rise again. We all know that two successive tides do not
The Solar Cycle, which
nine years before our era, is a have the same level ; we can follow this phenomenon on the dial,
, accordingto the age of the
suite of periods of Mente ae years, at the end of which the and see the level rise or fall by d
year recommences always by the same days.
moon. Beneath the last waves a very small dialisplaced. Every
The Dominical Letter.--One of the first seven letters of the day, at midnight, the two hands indicate the hour of high water
alphabet has been given to each day of the week, so that
A indi- for the on. , Movement No. 15 governs the two hands and gives
cates the lst of January in the development of the solar cycle. the tides their fulness. The going and coming of the wavesis
From this it follows that the same letter indicates the same da
balance movement No. 7. Dial 3 is
3
throughout
a whole year, and that there is a letter which,
year of the solar pak indicates Sunday. The solar cycle consisting of a period of twenty-eight years, there is then a dominical
letter for each of these years ; it is precisly
this letter which is
,
thetwelfth hand in
2 raards
the
years, there are two
first serves
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according to the system of Copernicus. The second dial repre- rejected railways 1, 2, 4, and 8 of the North Wales narrow gauge Few have seen so much of the different parts of the globe as he
sents the same phenomena as ‘al No. 2 of the ri t lateral facade, line, but reported in favour of railways 5,6, and 7. The London has done, and he could speak from his own practical experience
the scene onlyis ¢
and we look upon
of Jersey _ North-Western wy 8 passed almost in - —. = of the great undertakings and high achievements in different parts
of a foot pathjat of the world connected with the names of the civil engineers of
.and the Chateau de
torgueil. The third
exact only exception being the proposed stop;
Great Britain. I have not the honour of being a member of this
Jac simile of dial No, 3 of the right lateral bay. It is destined to Wi eden which ionet sanctioned leytheDoeensiites,
>
the same observation, only the scene is cha
and these obserProlo’
contests have occurred in connection with the Don- distinguished body, but I am proud to be able tosay that I have
vations are made in the southern heavens, at
nadir
of Beauvais, | caster Water Bill, Group D, which has been rejected by the some affinity with it, as I commenced my career as a soldier in
It contains 100 constellations, about 4000 stars, and 500 groups of Committee in a special report, in which the attention of the that branch of the army which I hope I may call a sister service—
stars and neb'
| Board of Trade is called to the defective water supply of I mean the corps of Royal Engineers.
The President proposed the “Army, the Navy, and the
Strikings.—Motors Nos, 2 and 3 produce all the strikings from Doncaster ; the Rochdale Improvement Bill, Group F ;
the principal moter, by which they are themselves governed and the Rhyl Improvement Bill, Group G. The two last Auxiliary Forces,” coupled with the names of Lieutenant-General
directly. A single stroke on the bell, giving ut, indicates the first |relate chiefly to projects for sewering the towns. The Roch- the hon. Sir James Lindsay, the right hon. the First Lord of the
— of an hour ; three strokes, giving ut, mi, sol, indicate the dale Bill is promoted by the corporation, and has to meet the Admiralty, and Lieutenant-Colonel Hawkshaw.
Mr. Goschen said: Last year, when I had the honour of rethird quarter; the perfect accord, ut, mi, sol, ut, tells that the determined opposition of Lord Derby and the Earl of Wilton as
sponding to the same toast on behalf of the navy, I had had only a
houris accomplish
A bell giving the sol at an octave below owners, and that of the inhabitants of Rochdale generally.
that of the bells of whieh we have just spoken counts the hours.
In last session a keen contest occurred in connection with a = few weeks’ experience in connection with the Admiralty; but
The motor No, 9 causes one of the four angels of life to come eM direct line between bm and Newport, Isle of Wight. The those few weeks had been enough to show me the intimate connecfrom the keep, beginning with infancy, on the striking of each ill is for a line of seven miles sixty-eight chains, capital in shares tion which existed between the navy and the Institution of Civil
quarter, The motor No, 4, governed directly by the principal and loans, £66,600. Although only a comparatively small affair, Engineers. And since then I have had occasion every week—I
motor, an instant before the striking of the hour makes the cock the project caused a keen contention, the Newport Junction Com- might almost say every day—to remark how many questions have
crow three times in the midst of many movements, imitating pany, whose works are in progress, being the principal opponents, the same great interest for the civil engineers as he have for the
nature as closely as possible. Scarcely has the last stroke of the on the ground that there is no need for the proposed line, which navy, and vice versd. Every kind of problem connected with
hour sounded than the motor No. 13 raises the hand of the Christ, would compete for the traffic that they (the Newport Junction engineering science scems to have a bearing on the navy, and, to
who by a sign of the head gives his angels the order to announce Company) were pi
petent to
late. The pro- an extraordinary extent, Vulcan has begun to share with Neptune
his judgment. At this moment the motors No, 9, 11, 12, and 14, os line will
about five miles shorter than the route from the empire of the seas. I wish to point out to you the nature of
give or give back again the movement in turns or simultaneously
yde vié Brading and Landown, and the Newport Junction to the difficulties now imposed on naval officers by reason of mecha»y twos or threes, and the whole scene of the last judgment is oe. Last year the bill, after being contested and passed in nical science having altogether changed the character of our ships
accomplished. The eye follows all these movements with difficulty, the Lords, was rejected by the Commons’ Committee.
This year and the character of the duties of those officers. I would not
the pen refuses to describe them. Over the principal motor may —_ the bill has been passed in the Lords’ Committee, the Duke deny that the past year has been marked by some naval disasters,
y of men, who deeply
be seen an electrical commutator. This commutator would of Grafton presiding, and once more advantage will be taken of and naval officers are a highly sensitive
enable M. Verité to keep mathematically to the rate of his the opportunity for a rehearing, and the bill will be again fought feel those disasters; but the public should remember that the
problems which have to be solved by naval officers, and the diffiregulator all the clocks of
uvais.
in the Commons.
In conclusion, we would! name the artists who have principally
In Lord Henley’s Committee, Group D, the inquiry concerning culties of their duties, have vastly increased of late. An officer
the Birmingham Sewage Bill is, as was expected, causing much who, in command perhaps of a fine fleet, has been round the
assisted in the construction of this clock. In the m
ical
M. Aug. Beaudorim, M. Verité’s foreman. For the statues, M. excitement, The evidence is very voluminous, and opens up all world, and after an absence of three or four years returns home a
Constanciel, pupil at the School of Fine Arts, Paris. The decora- the varied phases of the important treatment of sewage question. —— sailor, finds that the construction of the ships has
changed, the character of the guns has altered, and the drill has
tion, Frére Arthémé, assisted by M. Lenormand, decorative A glance at the salient points of the evidence must be deferred.
painter of Beauvais. We must also name M. Fontaine, of Beaun Mr, Dent’s Committee, 7 5, the opposed cases of the changed ; he finds problems of which he knew nothing; he finds
Works and Additional Powers the chemists have been at work discovering new properties of
vais, who executed with remarkable talent part of the carvings.” Lancashire and Yorkshire New
has been examined and reported. The new works include metal of which he never heard; and that inventions and
We think our readers will agree with us that the clock Bill
seventeen miles eight chains of new line, and the raising of discoveries affecting his duties have been made in other directions.
thus aminty described with all the energy of a French- £1,730,000 of additional capital. Also the Cheshire lines Com- I ask for the indulgence of their country towards them in the
man really deserves to be regarded as one of the most mittee Bill, for a line from Stretford to Manchester, and two short difficult circumstances in which they are placed. Officers who
have been in command of ships who have been round the world,
vemarkable specimens of horology in the world. Whether railways at Warrington ; new capital, £666,000.
and who have acquired, perhaps, great reputation, are obliged,
it does or does not represent an enormous amount of misafter being fifteen or twenty years in the service, to go to the
directed ingenuity as well, our readers must decide accordcollege at Portsmouth to study those new problems which, during
ing to their individual proclivities,
their absence, it has become necessary to solve, and in this manner
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
to qualify themselves for duties of which they knew nothing when
THE annual dinner was held at the Queen’s Concert-rooms, they went abroad. I think it is fair that the country should bear
Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 24th of April, 1872, the Pre- these things in mind, and that, at a meeting of civil engineers esPRIVATE BILLS IN PARLIAMENT.
sident, Mr. T. Hawksley, being in the chair. The company pecially, it is not inappropriate that I should speak in this way of
the difficulties that have been cast upon naval officers—I might
On Monday week p
ings were commenced
in Mr. Hardcastle’s actually present included the following guests :—H.R.H. Prince almost
upon the whole naval service. The shipwrights have
Committee, Group 1, upon one of the most important bills, or Arthur, K.G., the Right Hon. A. 8. Ayrton, M.P., Sir Julius had to say
go through a similar course ;they have had to unlearn
rather, pair of bills, of the session—the Mid-London and the Benedict, Mr. E. F. Boyd (Pres. Mining Engineers), Mr. Baron their
trade
as they formerly knew it, and so, also, with the inMid-London (Western section), These bills are ye
by Mr,
With such changes going on, is it surprising that there
todwell, Q.C., Mr. Serjeant
, the Hon. Mr. Thesiger. Bramwell, Dr. Burrows, F.R.S. (Pres. Coll. Physicians), Mr. G. ——.
should
sometimes
failures and
t disasters? Let me
Mr. Gorst, and Mr. Kingsford, with Mr. Henry Toogood as agent. Busk, F.R.S. (Pres. Coll. Surgeons), the Earl of Caithness, Pro- say, however, that bethecostly
naval services will apply themselves with
These gentlemen and the petition they supported have in oppo- fessor Cayley, F.R.S. (Pres. Astron. Soc.), Major-General Sir F. the
assiduity
and
energy
that
distinguish
them
to master those
sition Etteen Queen’s counsellors and counsel, and a large host of Chapman, K.C.B., Mr. Henry Cole, C.B., the Earl of Devon, Col.
problems and acquire the fresh knowledge which is n
°
agents, concerned in supporting no fewer than sixty-two petitions Sir H. Elphinstone, K.C.B., Mr. Fitzgerald, Mr. J. A. Froude, Sir new
We
hope,
by
the
establishment
of
a
great
new
educational
college
against the bills, It is scarcely necessary to a the fact that
Greenwich, to stimulate that which already exists— namely, the
these bills are for a line of railway to pass through London between John Gilbert (Pres. Water Colours), the Right Hon. W. E. Glad- at
desire of naval officers to become equal to the great
east and west, from Whitechapel
to Holborn, the Marble Arch, stone, M.P., the Right Hon. G. J. Goschen, M.P., Lord Richard intense
and responsibilities that devolve upon them. B5,
and thence in a direction nearly
el with the Edgware-road Grosvenor, M.P., the Rev. H. Howarth, B.D., Dr. Joule, difficulties
difficulties the naval service will not be discouraged, and
to Willesden junction. Many of the petitions are from highly F.RB.S., Lieutenar:t-General the Hon. Sir James Lindsay, these
must
ask
the
country not to lose confidence in them.
influential an ee ge associated bodies, companies, and owners
Lieutenant-Colonel Hawkshaw, returned thanks for the Auxi
of property, and some of them from persons unknown to fame. K.C.M.G., Mr. Justice Lush, Lord Lyttelton, the Right liary
Forces.
Hon.
W.
Monsell,
M.P.,
Sir
Harry
Parkes,
K.C.B.,
MajorThe petitioners against the bill include the Lord Mayor, Aldermen,
The President next proposed the toast of “‘ Her Majesty's
and Corporation of the city of London; the Ecclesiastical General Sir Henry Rawlinson, K.C.B. (Pres. Geog. Soc.),
Commissioners of England, the Marquis of Westminster, Lord Lord Redesdale, Admiral Sir Spencer Robinson, Major-General Ministers,” coupled with the name of the hon. the First Lord of
Portman, and many vestries and owners of property, with several Scott, C.B., Mr. W. Spottiswoode, F.R.S. (Pres. Math Soc.), theMr.Treasury.
Gladstone, who was cordially cheered upon rising, responded.
of the principal railway companies.
Mr.
well Q.C. opened
the
'y expressi
of thanks for the compliment, the
the case for the promoters in a s)
that lasted for nearly three Sir Charles Wheatstone, F.R.S., Mr. T. H. Wyatt (Pres. Archi- After
right
hon.
gentleman said—We accept this toast as the tribute of
tects).
Members:
Mr.
J.
Abernethy,
Mr.
Adams,
Mr.
R.
Aitken,
hours. The case occupied the attention of the Committee
which you pay to the constituted authorities by which the
every day during the remainder of the week: the principal Sir W. G. Armstrong, C.B., F.R.S., Mr. J. Ayris, Mr. W. respect
framework of society is re in order ; and if that is done in some
witnesses that have been called by the promoters having been Baker, Mr. F. D. Banister, Mr. W. H. Barlow, F.R.S., Mr. J. W, degree
by the agency of these constituted authorities, perhaps it
Mr. Wm. Casey, a traffic taker; Mr. Forbes, general manager
may be admitted that their business gives adequate employment
of the London, Chatham, and Dover and Metropolitan District Barry, Mr. J. F. Bateman, F.R.S., Mr. J. W. Bazalgette, to
those
are concerned in the administration, without that
Companies; Mr, Caukwell, general manager of the London and C.B., Mr. G. Berkley, Mr. F. J. Bramwell, Mr. R. P. Brere- perpetual whointermeddling
had been the distinction and
North-Western Company; Colonel W. R. Strange, of Maida Hill ; ton, Mr. H. Brothers, Mr. G. B. Bruce, Mr. J. Brunlees, Mr, perhaps the curse of some which
other countries. Nothing could be
tev. David Rowe, vicar, Kilburn ;and Mr, Haywood, C.E., engi- J. H. W. Buck, Mr. R. H. Burnett, Mr. J. O. Butler, Mr. C. E. more satisfactory for us than to
feel, as the president has said, that
neer to the Commissioners of Sewers of the city of London.
has received from the present Government the
The proposed new street from the junction of Giltspur-street Cawley, M.P., Mr. J. Church, Mr, E, Clark, Sir John Coode, Mr, the Institution
that is its due, because I feel that if you have received
and Newgate-street to Commercial-street, Whitechapel, is, it will E. A. Cowper, Mr. J. N. Douglass, Mr. G. Elliot, M.P., Mr. J. respect
from
us
all
the
respect that you deserve it has been very great
Fowler,
Past
Pres.,
Mr.
W.
Froude,
F.R.S.,
Mr.
R.
W.
Graham,
Mr.
be remembered, an important feature in this project, the intention
The president has teld us that the duties of the Governbeing to construct the railway and open up the street by one series C. H. Gregory, Past Pres., Mr. T. E. Harrison, Vice-Pres., Mr. J. indeed.
ment
in
this
country
have been chiefly negative duties. For my
of connected operations, The proposed new street is
ed
sir, I trust that they will always so continue. In the days
with great favour by the owners and occupiers of the densely planted Hawkshaw, F.R.S., Past Pres., Mr. C. Hawksley, Mr. T. Hawks- part,
of
my
youth
that
was
so, beyond dispute. The great statesman
ley,
(President),
Mr.
G.
W.
Hemans,
Vice-Pres.,
Mr
8S.
W.
warehouses
in the streets
to the northofCheapside. Meetings have
under whose shadow I passed my political youth held the doctrine
been held that have been attended by the representatives of many Johnson, Mr. R. Jones, Mr. T, N. Kirkham, Mr. J. Kitson, Mr. of
non-interference as an article of faith, without distincof the most important firms in the City, and strong resolutions W. B. Lambert, Mr. W. Lawford, Mr. W. Low, Mr. G. Fosbery tiongeneral
of political party. In my mature—and I am afraid I must in
have been passed in support of the Mid-London Bill. Sir Thomas Lyster, Mr. A. K. Mackinnon, Mr. J. A. M’Connochie, Mr. C. candour
say bee-~sene~oh any rate, after more years than
Chambers, Q.C., M.P. for Marylebone, has attended and given Manby, F.R.S., (Hon Secre'
),
Mr.
P.
J.
Messent,
Mr.
J.
I
am
to count, or should like to state, I see a change
evidence in favour of the bill on behalf of an influential section of Mitchell, Mr. A. Muray, C.B., Mr. J. Murton, Mr. A. 8S. Ormsby, creepingwilling
habit of mind of the people of this country with
his constituents. Mr. R. W. Crawford, one of the members for Mr. W. Pole, F.R.S., Mr. A. Prentice, Mr. L. W. Pritchard, Mr. respect tooverthe theinterference
of the Government, and to the comthe city of London, has also given evidence in favour of the
R. Ravenhill, Mr. J. B. Redman,Mr. O. C.D, Ross, Mr. J. mitting to its direct parentage and tutelage many of the pursuits
bill. Mr, Samuel Morley has given evidence in favour of the J.
D’A. Samuda, M.P., Mr. B. Samuelson, M.P., Mr. W. Shelford, of the people. That tendency may be, and I think is in a certain
bill, not on behalf of his Laer: pong constituents, but as the Mr.
Carl Siemens, Mr. William Siemens, F.R.S., Mr. H. Lee degree the results of the social necessities of the time; but I do
representative of a large
o
ighbours in Wood street
Mr. J. F. are Mr. H. P. Stephenson, Mr. T. not hesitate to say that it requires to be watched with jealousy.
ani the district, who met, and under his presidency, passed strong Smith,
Summers,
Mr. G. Turnbull, Mr. F, T. Turner, Mr. A. Upward, Mr. It is in the growth of national and local energies—it is in the free
resolutions in favor of the Mid-London sch
and request
C. B. Vignoles, F.R.S., Mr. Henry Vignoles, Mr. R. Price Williams, development of private spirit-—it is in the moulding of every
him to attend the committee on their behalf, and give evidence in Mr, zt. Woodhouse, Mr. E. Woods, Mr, O. Younghusband. pursuit according to its true direction and to its legitimate and
its favour. Witnesses have also appeared in support of the Associates :Mr. W. A. Adams, Mr. J. Aird, jun., Mr. J. L. Ash- natural exigencies, freed from all artificial and extraneous interscheme, who represent some of the most important firms, having bury, Mr. H. Bessemer, Mr. G. A. Biddell, Mr, H. H, Bigg, Mr. ference, that the real greatness of a country lies. You are the
their places of business on or near the line of route of the proposed
W. P. Birch, Mr. H. W. F. Bolckow, M.P., Mr. J. Boyd, Mr. youngest of the professions ; but after having crept along in the
railway. Among these are representatives of Poland, Furriers, R.
Brady, Mr. T. Brassey, M.P., Mr. R. Broad, Capt. E. K. Cal- weakness of infancy your profession has in our time arrived
Gillon and Son, Crosse and B
ell, Bonsor, Taplin, Goslett, H.
vert,
Mr. E. H. Carbutt, Mr. J. A. Carfrae, Mr. A. Carp- at a gigantic and astounding development, and you differ
Allen, Dalziel, Bradbury, Greatorex and Co., and E. and R. mael, RN,
Mr. J. Church, jun., Lieutenant-Colonel A. Clarke, C.B,, Mr. from all possible political ministries in this respect—that
Vigers. Mr. Brett, from Pickford and Co., the great carriers,
Mr. J. Cochrane, Major
W. H.
e, Mr.H. 8. the benefit of your performances is universally acknowledged.
also supported the bill by evidence; and Mr. H. P. Bruyeres,
Mr. G, Fa
Mr. L. E. Fletcher, Mr, J. The right hon. gentl
luded by expressing in a few elosuperintendent of the southern division of the London and North- Ellis, Mr. J. S. Farmer,
),
Mr.
S.
Gedge,
Mr.
J.
Grierson,
Mr.
D, Halpin, quent terms his confidence that the labours of the civil engineers,
Western Railway.
J. Hancox,
Mr. G. Harrison, Mr. J. Hartley, Mr. P. Hi
r, in the future as in the past, would deserve and would receive the
The engineering witnesses in support of the Mid-London bills Mr.
Mr. H. A. Hunt, C.B., Mr. T. Jackson, jun., Mr. J. James,
Mr. gratitude of mankind. Some other toasts followed before the
have been Mr. John Hawkshaw, Messrs, T. H. Falkiner, T. E. J.
Jay, Mr. H. E. Jones, Mr. J. Kelk, Mr. E. Lawrence, Mr. company separated.
Harrison, and J. F. Blair.
G.
,
M.P.,
Mr.
J.
Livesey,
Mr.
J.
H.
iiage
Be
A.
Lucas,
general arrangements of the dinner, under the charge of
The Severn Railway schemes, of which six were started, are Mr. C, T. Lucas, Lieut.-Col. J. G. Medley, Mr. W. Te Pye. Mr.TheForrest,
gave great satisfaction.
now reduced to two, the Severn Tunnel and the Severn Bri
=
=
2
P
P
:
,
5
4
©
Fi
The
President,
in proposing ‘‘The Houses of Lords and Com(No. 2), the last of which occupied the first five days of last wee
Fo zs
a . M. Ri
mons,” regre
the tendency that prevailed to remove from the
The Western Junctions Bill was for some reason withdrawn after it
Sandberg, Mr. J.
islature
the
jurisdiction
had exercised to the benefit not
had reached the Committee: it would, it wassupposed, have had a
q
Mr. H. Unwin, Mr. only of the profession, but they
of the public. Speaking after forty
fair chance of success if it had been persevered with. It was proMr. J. Waddington, Mr. W. T. Walker, and Mr. L, years’ experience, he doubted whether any tribunal could be
posed by that bill to cross the Severn in the same locality as by as
ite.
substituted with equal —
country. The committees
the Severn Bridge (No. 2) scheme, at
mess Point, but at
The dinner was provided by Messrs. Ring and Brymer, and Mr. on private bills were an admirable school for members, and if they
nearly right angles with the river, instead of being very much on Harker,
jun.,
officiated
as
toastmaster.
were
taken
away
Parliament
would
become
a mere political club.
the skew as proposed by the project last referred to. A
Grace before and after meat was said by the Rev, H. Howarth,
Lord Redesdale, in replying, on behalf of the House of Lords,
number of witnesses for and against the bill were examined on B.D.,
the
rector
of
St.
Georges’,
Hanover-square.
whether any but a parliamentary tribunal could deal
matters of engineering, interference with the navigation, damage
Tke President proposed the health of the Queen, the Prince of doubted
satisfactorily with the great works that were now submitted for
to property. and other points. .The bill has been passed by the Wales,
and the rest of the royal family.
jurisdiction,
Committee. The Severn Tunnel scheme has now
the
Prince Arthur, on rising to respond, was received with loud their
Mr. Monsell acknowledged the toast on behalf of the House of
Committee stage in both Lords and Commons unopposed.
cheers. He said: Mr. President, my lords and gentlemen, in the
In Mr. Dent’s Committee, Group 5, the business since our name of the Prince and Princess of Wales and the other
bers
The other toasts were ‘“‘ Prosperity to the Institution of
former notes has included the hearing of the North Wales of the royal family, let me thank you for the very kind manner in
narrow gauge, and the London and North-Western Railway bills. which you have received this toast. It is a great pleasure to me Civil Engineers,” proposed by Mr. Baron Bramwell, and acknowThe last is an additional powers bill, and includes the construction to be present on this occasion, and
to meet so many members
of a ledged by the President ; ‘‘ Our Visitors ” coupled with the name
of twenty miles of new line, on a 2ft. gauge, in North Wales. profession distinguished for its energy, ability,
pro’
perseverance, of theEarl of Devon, and lastly ‘‘The Learned Societies,”
The North Wales narrow gauge line is for the construction of and which, I think I can say, without disparagement to any other by Sir
Armstrong, C.B., and acknowledged by Dr. Joule.
arrangements were under the direction of Mr, James Forrest,
seventy-seven miles of narrow gauge line, part of which would country, stands unrivalled in the world. I
extremely that
duplicate the proposed line of the North-Western, The Committee my brother the Duke of Edinburgh is not
this evening. the secretary of the Institution,
_ Aprin 26, 1872.
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER, process of degradation which has damaged many a phrase | be for the Exhibition exchequer. Upon the whole, the
once innocent and acceptable. If anything could keep the | true motto for these exhibitions is—“ Better late than
PARIS.—Madame Boyrveau, Rue de la Banque.
f
word
popular and honourable, it should be the annual early.” The exhibits come late, and the late sight-seers
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. ASHER and Co., 11, Unter den Linden.
Exhibition at South Kensington. Certainly we should will have the most complete view of things. But then, of
VIENNA.—Messrs. Gerotp and Co.,
lers.
LEIPSIC.—ALPuonse Diirr, Bookseller.
never look in that quarter for anything in the nature of course, the “season ticket” covers all epochs, and the purNEW YORK.—WILLMER
Rocers, 47, Nassau-street.
Socialism, Communism, or Red Republicanism. To such chaser may as well buy early, particularly as it is only by
personages as Mr. Henry Cole and Major-General Scott, so doing that he can obtain an invitation to the royal cere. FOREIGN AND COLONIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
the “isms” just recited must be as the “three unclean monial of to-morrow.
Saturday’s proceedings relate only to the picture galPost-office Money Orders payable in England, being now obtainable spirits like frogs,” which sustain an international character
in
the A
y’
What Communism can do is shown in leries. These are in a fair state of preparation. Seeing
. in thefollowing countries, THE ENGINEER
will be weekly dispatched
en of the French annexe, where a bronze tiger, pictures by gaslight is not hunter correct, but, of
post-free from the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting the
by money order, according tothe following scale :—
intent on the demolition of an alligator, has had his antique course, the gathering is not merely for the sake of seeing
yi .
Per year.
hide —
in sundry places by revolutionary bullets, pictures. Beople will go again by daylight to feast their
tine Republi
Argentine
ublic 5%
| ysJapan
o a $$%
propelled
by insurgent rifles. Mgr. Darboy, looking eyes on the achievements of royal academicians and rising
‘Australia or eel
0
| Malta
oo
-16 0
Belgium... -. 1.16 0 or50francs
|Natal
«
116 0
mildly
austere
on the canvas as we walk through the de- artists. Both the British and the foreign picture galleries
3razil
ee +116 0
| Netherlands
«+ 2 6 Oor27 florins partment of French
art, reminds us of the cruel death are richly stored. Even the frozen North blossoms into
sritish Columbia .. 116 Oorl0dols. | New
116 or 10 dols.
sritish Guiana ..116 QOorl0dols. Newfoundland
116 0Oor 12 dols. sustained by the Archbishop of Paris at the hands of the beauty, and the empire of the Czar sends many a highlyCanada eo +» 116 Oorl0dols. New South Wales..116 0
communistic crew. An international league, comprising wrought painting, as well as several admirable bronzes
God Gest Bape 3} 0
ew Zealand
116 0
China .. ee «60ceS 68
par —
2 4 cereotunes the scum of all the earth, was, indeed, a horrid thing, and and other articles of taste. Belgium, Bavaria, and Italy
or 20 rigs | e
“o wi
|
Denmark .. «2 5 of dalers | United States ..116 0 or 10dols. the very attempt at such a pact is enough to remind us contribute paintings and sculpture. Belgium was great in
oe «116 0
West Coast ofAfrica 116 0
that power may be used for evil purposes as well as for painting last year, and still does well. France is aided this
Germany .. «+ 2 5 Oorléthirs |West Indies
«116 0
Gibraltar .. +116 0
rood.
year by a large accession of paintings, sculpture, bronzes,
THE ENGINEER is sent weekly post-free direct from the office,
At South Kensington there is none too much of inter- and specimens of high-class porcelain, lent by the French
163, Strand, to subscribers in the following countries on receipt of nationalism.
We should rather like to see a little more. Government, now no longer under the thrall of Prussian
subscription by bill on London or otherwise, according to the folFrance is there, in good force. Russia is achieving more or Communist. So far as France is concerned the show
lowing scale :—
P Per year.
Per year.
in
the
way
of
art than could have been expected. Bel- of Sévres porcelain this year will even be finer than in the
|
y
2 8.5
7
, gium emulates France in having a large annexe of her past season, and it is apparently intended for the Governfuenoe Ayres
123 8 Qn
Norway
»» 312 10{ Gers own. But the other nations of the earth are not very ment art treasures to be displayed in the picture gallery,
Chiliand Peru ..2 5 0
Panama a « 116
France
*
116 Oor50francs |Russia
«+ 214 Oor 21 rbls. rare eins, Perhaps the class of subjects this year does except the larger class of bronzes, which will find a lodgPay
:7: —
| in
a 2
che not happen to suit them. India we must consider as part ment in the French garden and in the contiguous arcade.
li . on
or 25 rupees|
or
b
ltalv .
eo
2 5 Oor 60francs
|Sweden
co oe BS of dalers of our own empire. We should liketo have seen Japan with
We have mentioned the great improvement in the
an annexe of her own for the display of Japanese goods, ground-floor of the quadrants. A considerable proporPaper, in its manufacture and application, comes cistinctly tion of the sculpture will be shown here, in company with
TO OORRESPONDENTS,
the scope of this year’s programme, and Japan is engravings, photographs, and various analogous produc*," We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ; we within
marvellous
for its paper. Last year, under the head of tions. One instance of juxtaposition is rather stnking—
must therefore request our correspondents to
i
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or contain- manufactures, machinery, and raw materials, the Exhibi- an engraving of “the Queen at Osborne,” with John
ing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of tion had pottery, woollen and worsted fabrics, and educa- Brown holding the head of the horse on which her Majesty
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of tional works and appliances. This year it has cotton and is seated while reading her morning letters. Immediately
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous its fabrics, with jewellery, musical instruments, acoustic ap- underneath is an engraving of “Cromwell resolving to
communications.
*,* In order
to avoid trouble and confusion,
we find it necessary to ar “and experiments,” paper, stationery, and printing. refuse the Crown of England.” The change which has
hines and processes connected with the foregoing, as transformed this part of the Exhibition into an art gallery
inform co
that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all well as raw materials, are all admissible. The beautiful is apparently the result of giving up the Albert Hall as
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
reelain
ery of last year is now occupied in the part of the Exhibition proper. In 1871 the promenade
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that northern half by musical instruments, and in the southern gallery of the great hall was adorned with a large collecanswers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No by a
In the adjacent shed or annexe—where last tion of splendid photographs and engravings, interspersed
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with
year we
had the potters’ wheels and kindred con- with some paintings in water colour. This year the
these instructions,
Letters are lying in our publishing department for the undermentioned corre- trivances—we now have the “ Walter” ge yp ma- | gallery is unoccupied, and the connection between the
leats. On application a stamped directed envelope
is needed: —J. G. H., chine, with rolls of paper like gigantic reels of cotton, Albert Hall and the Exhibition is practically severed, exA. B., G. 0. G., J. Y.
weighing some 600 Ib. apiece.
ere the Mail is to be} cept that season ticket-holders will have access to the hall
W. H.—Thanks. Obviously a very old invention resuscitated.
IRoONMASTER.—Do please read a little naval architecture before you set about printed, and special preparations have been made for|on certain occasions, as well as to the Horticultural Garimproving upon existing designs for ships of war.
sightseers
by
means
of
a
platform
arranged
in tiers. The dens.
R. G. N. (Errol).—
You will sind your question answered in almost any good
Jewellery is an attractive element in the programme of
treatise on the steam engine. See ‘* Burgh on the Slide Valve,” published action of this remarkable printing machine will be a source
by Spon.
of much interest. Not only is the printing of the con- 1872. The —
come in late, but the glass cases are
Maanet.—Good hard tool steel will do. You can procure it from almost tinuous
band
of
paper
itself
a
marvel,
but
every
stage
of
being
rapidly filled, and the total money value of this part
any ironmonger who sells filesand engineers’ tools. Bessemer steel is made
by blowing air through melted cast iron to burn out some of the carbon. the process will be mechanical, the sheets travelling over- of the Exhibition will be very considerable. The articles
Ordinary steel is made by burying wrought iron in charcoal, and heating it head by means of a wire tramway, and finally descending make a pretty display, and atone for the absence of last
Sor some hours, so that it may absorb carbon,
The Princess of Wales lends a case of
J. G. W.—A pressure of 180 lb. on the square inch is about the highest used on to one of Harrild and Son’s folders, which stands at year’s porcelain.
practically, but Mr. Perkins has frequently worked engines at 350 lb. The some little distance off. Other contrivances, connected jewels valued ata very high figure. Among the ladies withboiler
you speak of would be able to stand 600 1b. on the square inch if either with printing or paper-making, occupy the remain- out title who lend jewels for the occasion, we hear of Miss
made of plates 9-ldin. thick, but it would be unsafe to use it asa steam
generator, the diameter being too large. Very great trouble would be der of this structure, which is called the “
East Machinery Braddon. The London firms are coming forward with a
encountered in compressing air to 600 lb. on the square inch. For example, Annexe.” But the great bulk of the machinery in motion good deal of spirit, and, although jewellers are in general
it would leak rapidly through the solid wrought iron plates of the receiver.
will be found on the ground floor of the western gallery. rather shy of each other, there is a fair prospect of success
TELO-DYNAMIC TRANSMISSION,
Last year this was given up to the woollen and worsted in this department.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
This year the northern half receives the maMusical instruments necessarily appeal rather to the ear
Srr,—Can your readers assist me in obtaining any detailed information machinery.
e organs in the Exhibition are small.
“
ion” beyondwhat I find in Professor chinery of the cotton industry, while the southern portion than to the eye.
Rankine’s book “‘On Machines and Millwork,” p. 447? Is this method of has a variety of machines relating to paper and printing. The display, on the whole, is elegant, though not imposing,
transmitting power employed anywhere in
country, and can any On one side a long sweep of space is occupied by Messrs. and we hope that musicians will learn something by what
firm undertake to make wire rope especially adapted for the purpose ?
John Dickinson and Co., who are going to show the whole they see. For all the instruments to be sounded is, of
April 22nd, 1872.
E. E. M.
P.S.—Hirn’s book is out of print.
process of the envelope manufacture. Here are at least course, out of the question. There are many ingenious
eight
different machines, of which six will be worked by devices, as in the instance of a piano to be operated on
WASTE LEATHER.
steam power. Many a well-known name greets us 2 the by four performers at once. Following after “ musical in(To the Editorof The Bngineer.)
Srr,—I shall be glad if some of your correspondents will tell me the use walls of the apartment and on the framework of th ma- struments of ail kinds” come “acoustic apparatus and
of the above. I have about eight tons which is useless to me. I am chinery about here, and we feel satisfied that the } ublic experiments.” The item of “ experiments” would seem to
under the impression that it is used in the manufacture of steel. An
be something new. We believe there are to be some clever
information as to its value, and where to dispose of it, will be thank-Y |will find a good deal to look at in this quarter.
fully received.
ALPHA,
What is to be done with the open arcades which run feats with musical flames, by M. Rudolph Keenig, whose
down each side of the Royal Horticultural Gardens! Are achievements are said to excite the admiration of Professor
THE COST OF PUMPING.
these to be given over from end to end to Messrs. Spiers Tyndall.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
and
Pond? At present we see no distinct signs of anyDespite the loss of last year’s licence with regard to
Srr,—Can any of your readers possibly inform me what would be the
cost to pump about two million gallons of water every day 80ft. high, and thing. In the western arcade there is indeed a 64-pounder sales, the French exhibitors are again taking possession of
to a distance of four miles by steam machinery, the price of coals in the rifled converted Palliser gun, lying prostrate on the ground, their annexe with great spirit. Barbedienne, Christofle,
locality being at the rate of 20s. per ton ?
and looking as if it had frightened. everything else away. Cornu, Mildé, and many ahevs are at their post, though
4, St. Ann’s-terrace, Exeter, 22nd April.
A Constant Reaver.
In the eastern arcade there is a promise of shrubs and not yet ready for the visits of the public. The French
PEAT-MAKING MACHINERY.
flowers. No doubt the
will
occupied ultimately, commissioner, M. du Sommerard, is putting forth his
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
we seem to miss the terra-cotta which so worthily wonted energy, and in the department of fine art—not
Sir,—Can any of your correspondents oblige me with address of manu- though
filled
up
the
eastern
side
in
1871.
The
quadrants which limited to the annexe—has achieved great success, Many
facturer of machines for pressing the moisture from turf or peat, so as to
be fit for immediate use ?
E. T. connect the two ranges of galleries at the top of the gar- of the French articles will of course go into their proper
April 22nd, 1872.
dens are decidedly improved this year in respect to the classes in the Exhibition, and will thus be scattered up and
MEETING NEXT WEEK.
ground floor. On the former occasion they had—in their down the buildings. Marinoni has an 8-ton printing
Tue Institution oF Crtvit Encineers.—Tuesday, April 30th, at lower level—a very forsaken aspect; but now we find them machine, which having been landed in the French annexe,
8p.m. Discussion: ‘‘ Heavy Artillery.”
YAL UNITEDSERVICE InsTITUTION.—Monday, April 29th, at 8.30 p.m. : with tiled floors and decorated walls, and stored with was forthwith turned out, to seek its proper place
“‘On Autumn Maneeuvres,” by — C. B. Brackenbury, R.A. Captain objects of. real attraction. The two quadrants are sepa- among the machinery.
and stationery, as
Tottenham, Bengal Staff Corps, will exhibit his “Soldier's Scoop, Pick, rated by the great conservatory of the Horticultural So- well as printing, the FrenchIn arebooks
likely to make considerand Rifle Rest.”
CuemicaL Society.—Thursday, May 2nd, at 8 p m. : ‘‘ The Manufacture ciety. It was here that in 1871 there came together so able show. In painting they have a trophy which beats
of Iron and Steel,” by E. Riley.
splendid a gathering of rank and fashion, of South Ken- everything—a picture by Yvon, which we should estimate
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the paper sington officials and local authorities, to do honour to the as covering at least 500 square feet. It was executed in
are to beaddressed to the Publisher, Mr.
Riche ; all other Prince of Wales, who came to do honour to the Exhibition. eighteen months, and has been purchased by an American
letters to beaddressed to the Editor of Tue Encrneer, 168, Strand.
Tue Encrnger can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country We shall not forget the day; nor shall we forget the police, citizen for several thousand pounds. The gilt frame is
at the various railway stations; or it can, if preferred, besupplied direct who blocked the way at every turn, and defied everybody itself a sight to see, and the ae of the picture is an
trom the officeon the following terms (paid in advance):—
who happened to be less than a foreign ambassador. Nor allegorical representation of the United States. It hang:
Half-yearly(including double number) «2 «2 «¢ £0 14s. 6d.
can we forget his worship the mayor—of what borough we on the wall of the French annexe, where it seemingly
Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
«+» £1 9s. Od.
credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence
per annum will may not say—who distinguished himself on the platform by threatens to enact the part of Samson, by pulling the
made, THR
transmission abroad.
%_* The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings ; tumbling down at the feet of Mr. Disraeli. But there is building down upon its occupants. Yvon is fond of paintis to be ing large, and his picture may be considered a product of
each line
line averages eight words ; blocks are to be no such delightful episode this year. There
charged
the same rate for the space they fill. Ali si advertisements
from a “private view” to-morrow evening, headed by the industry as well as of art.
=
the country must be accompanied by stamps in payment.
Much more might be said about the Exhibition, but
and the South Kensington
officials
ADVERTISEMENTS CANNOT BE INSERTED UN!
ELIVERED BEFORE Six O'CLOCK ON Duke of Edinburgh;
ay Evenine ix nach Wern.
are not even going to “—< in uniform.
much the there will be plenty of time to say it. As yet that part of
better, perhaps, and it wil make a
many people feel the undertaking in which we are more ay interested,
rather more atease. Cocked hats and swords are not every- namely, the machinery, is—to
mildly—the least forday
events,
and
civilians
must
needs
be
conscious
of some- ward. The officials of the Exhibition are doing their best,
THE
ENGINEER.
thing unusual when so attired. On Wednesday the doors and the fault is not with them. Taking the Exhibition
willbeopened to the public. On the intervening Mon- throughout, there will be plenty to see on the Ist of May,
FRIDAY, APRIL 2%, 1872.
day and Tuesday there will be an extension of the but there will be more to see a little later.
“ private view system,” though we do not see that anybody
THE REPORT OF THE PATENT LAW COMMITTEE.
THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
will be much the better for going into the Exhibition
Now that the members of the Patent Law Committee of
Iris a pityjthat so charming an appellation as “ Inter- before things are ready. Still there is a charm
in the
national ” should ever be turned to an ugly use. Yet it is idea of exclusiveness, and if those who have a taste in that the House of Commons are drawing up their report, it is
so, and there is danger lest the word should undergo that direction choose to pay for it, so much the better must it not altogether impossible to anticipate what the contents
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of some portions of that report will be, because on some the report. In short, if the report is based upon the This plan has, undoubtedly, the merit of economy, but the
points all the witnesses were so unanimous as to leave no average tendency of the testimony of the witnesses, which localisation of the strains resulting upon the main girders
doubt as to the right course to take. For instance, nearly will doubtless be the case, the changes to be made will | is open to objection. One point is certain. Weights actif not all were agreed that competent examiners of pro- cause the English patent system to resemble that of the ing upon a girder, per saltum, at intervals of 10ft, or
visional and other specifications ought to be appointed, United States to a greater extent than it does at present.
20ft., cannot be considered uniformly distributed. It is
whose business it should be to tell the applicant for a
clear that the duty of distributing the weight uniformly
over
the flanges falls upon the web. In this respect the
patent that his invention is not new, supposing it to have
LOADS ON GIRDERS,
continuous
web has the first place, and the “ Warren ” the
heen patented before. Under the present system, the same
In
designing
a
girder
for
moving
loads,
the
strains
to
inventionsare sometimes patented several times over, because which the various parts of it will be subjected result from last. When the interval between the cross girders does
of the absence of perfect indices and abstracts of specifi- either the simultaneous or independent action of the dead not exceed 4ft. or 5ft., there is very little doubt but that,
cations in the Patent-office, and in some cases from other weight and of the live weight which may at any moment be with a continuous web, the permanent dead weight does
the conditions which are erroneously supposed to obcauses which did not come under the cognisance of the brought upon
it. Theformerof these, or thefixed load, is pre- fulfil
tain in other cases. On the other hand, there are many
committee, The prceeeed examiners, it seemed to be the sumed
to
be
uniformly
distributed
over
the
whole
length
general opinion, should be few in’ number and high-class of the span, while the latter, or moving load, obviously existing examples of Warren girders, in which the points
junction of the web with the flanges are placed a great
men, possessing both scientific knowledge and practical affects
in succession each individual unit of it. The fixed of
deal too far apart to admit of a uniform distribution of
experience. If these examiners be appointed, engineering, or
stationary
load
consists,
first,
of
the
weight
of
the
chemistry, and physical science will probably each have a entire girder itself ; and, secondly, of that of the platform the load. In these girders the assumption that the total
representative, with a staff of assistants, inside the Patent- or constant weight resting upou the girder. It is proposed load is evenly divided upon the apices of the triangles
oftice.
to point out in the present article that, although in cases must be received with caution. It may, however, be acIt was further the almost unanimous testimony where the span of the girders is small, the assumption of a cepted in the case of lattice girders, which have almost
of the witnesses, most of the lawyers included, that uniformly distributed dead load may be adopted
without entirely superseded the Warren type. It is scarcely necesthe patent litigation of the past has been a disgrace sensible error, it is very far from affording accurate results sarytoremark that the latter type, as originally designed, has
to our jurisprudence. In actions at law about patents, when the span is large. The form and character of long since become obsolete. The result of designinga girder
the ignorance of the judge and jury about matters the girder will also have some influence upon the ques- with parallel flanges on the incorrect basis we have alluded
of science has commonly been imposed upon, and tion. Let us first consider the weight of the girder itself, to, would be that it would be too weak at the centre and
the litigant whose counsel could get up the most and the manner in which the flanges and web are separately too strong at the ends.
It.sometimes happens that a method of calculation which
specious case has usually gained the day irrespective of the atfected by it. Suppose the girder to have parallel top and
real merits of the case. Out of the great number of actions bottom flanges. Theoretically, the strain at the centre of is correct when applied to a certain class of structures is
at law which have been fought under these interesting each of these is a maximum, while at the extremities, or retained and employed in instances to which it is only parconditions the litigants were very fortunate if they escaped immediately over the bearings, it is equal to zero. Con- tially, or perhaps not at all, adapted. It has been admitted
by paying not less than £800 on each side in law expenses. sequently the sectional area of the flanges at the centre is that a girder or beam will practically bear, uniformly disFrom the tendency of the questions put to the witnesses, likewise a maximum, and but for practical considerations tributed over it, twice the weight that it will carry conand the replies given, it seems probable that the report would be also nid at the extremities. Asa fact, it is con- centrated at its centre. This conclusion, originally deduced
will recommend the appointment of scientific assessors to siderable at these points. The width of the flange is from experiments on solid beams of timber, and true both
assist the judge, and will propose various reforms relative usually maintained constant, and the reduction in the sec- theoretically and empirically, became in cotirse of time to the trial of patent cases; perhaps a special court may be tional area effected by diminishing the thickness. This received as holding good for flanged girders, without any
appointed for this special work. A man who hasa bad practical necessity for constructing the ends of girders with suspicion that it was only valid for certain parts of them.
patent has no right to prosecute a man for infringing it ; parallel flanges a good deal heavier than actual theory de- So far as the flanges are concerned, the rule may be considered sufliciently correct, but it is not so for the web, as
yet under the present system he is encouraged to do so, mands, tends to favour the assumption of the uniforml
the question of infringement being tried jirst, and the distributed load, at any rate, so far as their own weight is a little consideration will at once indicate. If a given
weight
be placed on the centre of a flanged girder, the
point whether the patent is good or bad being reserved ; concerned. The weight of a girder, and consequently that
thus people have been put to heavy law expenses fighting of the flanges, is obtained in the preliminary calculations shearing strain upon each half of the web of the girder is
equal
to
half the weight, and moreover is constant
against patents known to be rotten in themselves. As the either from a similar existing example, or by a rough estiquestion of the validity of a patent usually turns on docu- mate. In both cases the result is approximative only. throughout the whole of the web. Thus, in a lattice girder,
mentary evidence, it might be heard first, and, as a rule, From this the sectional area required at the centre is cal- the strains upon each bar of the web resulting from a
be disposed of expeditiously. Some of the witnesses culated, the weight having been regarded as constant for weight placed at the centre would be equal, and their vertideposed that they had submitted to infringements of what each wnit of length in the span. But in reality this is in- cal component would be equal to half of the said weight,
they believed to be their rights rather than have any- correct, since the average weight is not identical with that supposing there were only one system or series of trianguthing to do with patent litigation, and one witness at the centre, but equal to two-thirds of it. There is an lations. Now, imagine twice the above weight to be unifrom Birmingham stated that there, when disputes accumulation of weight at the centre of the flanges in large formly distributed over the girder. The vertical reaction
arose, they were almost invariably settled amicably girders which should be taken account of. A careful calcu- will evidently be twice as great as before. But this
between the contending parties, to avoid an appeal to law. lation of the difference in the strains caused by the supposi- reaction is equal to the vertical component of the strain
A sugyestion was made, that before a man could bring an tion that the weight of the flanges is constant, aud the more — the last bars of the web, or those nearest the points
action for infringement at all he should have to get a accurate method which causes the central to exceed theaverage 0 ig ig Manifestly, therefore, the strain upon each of
respectively will be twice as great as before.
certificate from the examiners that he has a primd facie weight in the proportion of three to two, will demonstrate these
case, and whenever the question for the examiners to that in the latter case the sectional area at the centre Again, at the centre, the strain upon the web with a uniform
load
is
theoretically
nothing, and practically very slight
determine rests solely upon documentary evidence within would be increased by’ a quarter. The reason why, in
the Patent-office there seems to be no objection to this small girders, the assumption of a uniformly distributed indeed. A girder designed on the datum described would,
so
far
as
its
web
was
concerned, be too strong at the
course. If they had to hear witnesses and listen to outside load may be adopted without error is that, in the first
evidence it might be difficult to devise a system which | place, the total weights are small, and secondly, any dis- centre and too weak at the ends. The former anomaly
would work well. In some instances, if the plaintiff and proportion in any one part is compensated for by a similar would, unless in large examples, not be of much importdefendant were brought together at first, so as to know disproportion in another. This sometimes occurs in large ance, as the central bars of the web are, for practical
each other's case, they would find out that there was girders, in which the great weight of the flanges at the reasons, not reduced below a certain scantling. But it is
nothing to try at law, and the whole matter would drop ; centre is nearly counterbalanced by the extra amount of otherwise with the web at the extremities of the girder.
A deficiency of 50 per cent. in strength in a girder at a
there have been cases where the defendant, before coming material in the web at the ends.
point where the shearing strain is a maximum is too
into court, has been kept ignorant of the specific charge
Among the many advantages possessed by the bowstring serious a question to leave unnoticed. Our object in drawagainst him, so as not to be properly provided with type of girders is that the weight of the flanges is theoretiwitnesses to give evidence on the special point at issue. cally nearly uniform, and in practice the sectional area is ing attention to this subject is, that it is a common pracThis often arises from the contending parties being kept usually constant throughout each flange. When the span tice to test flanged girders of moderate dimensions by a
apart by their legal advisers. Much of the attention of the and depth of the girder are so proportioned that the para- weight supported at the centre, and when they have undercommittee will have to be given to these grievances of bola may be replaced by the segment of the circle, the per- gone the trial in a satisfactory manner their strength and
power to resist twice the testing weight distributed
inventors.
centage of the increase of strain towards the ends is so
over them is at once taken for granted. Such
The question of compulsory licences is a difficult one. small that it may be disregarded when the object is the auniformly
method of calculation is obviously so fallacious that,
When the State grants patent rights it seems only natural determination of the weight of the flanges. Instead of the were it not that the webs of small girders are very frethat due provision shall be made to prevent an inventor weight of the flanges only, if the total weight of the girder quently excessively strong, the truth must have become
from acting the part of the dog in the manger, and should be taken into consideration, this excess towards the ends apparent when the girder was subjected to its actual worksee that licences should be granted at a fair price. Still, will be found to be compensated for by the corresponding ing load. The fact is that, until a certain span is reached,
the difticulties of devising a system of State interference increase in weight in the central part of the web. -This is it is not possible to make those scientific adjustments of
with private contracts, and of determining the value of a due partly to the greater length of the bars there, and strain
and material which result in true economy. A cernew invention,
are very great, probably insuperable. There partly to the fact that the strains upon the web increase tain amount of scope is indispensable to the advantageous
seems to be vo doubt that the most perfect system of the slightly towards the centre. ‘The reverse occurs in girders application of theory to practice. When reduced to insigkind would create many more evils than it would remedy, with parallel flanges in which the strains on the web are nificant examples science becomes degraded to mere
and lay the foundation of a large amount of litigation, greatest at the ends, and the bars therefore heavier than pedantry.
hesides perhaps giving capitalists a power of acting vexa- at the centre, thus tending to counterbalance the increase
tiously against poor inventors.
As a rule, inventors are in weight of the flanges at that point. It is rather singular
PRIVATE telegram from Constantinople states that the Sultan
only too glad to grant licences,
and there are only one ortwo that while the disproportion in the relative sectional areas hasA commissioned
the Thames Iron Shipbuilding Company to coneximples before the committee of patentees having, in the of the central and extreme parts of a girder with parallel struct
for him another
armour-plated frigate. Six gunboats
past, abused their privileges. Seeing that the grievances flanges, compared with thesimilar ditferencein the bowstring, are also to be constructed in this country for the same sovereign.
of this kind have been very rare and exceptional, we think is very large, the arta amp com msation in their re-.
INDIAN
CIviIL
ENGINEERING
COLLEGE.—It has been determined
it would not be for the good of the public that there should spective webs follows the same law, both with regard to by the Secretary of State for India
in Council that, in the examibe any interference with the liberty of the patentee to direction and amount. In addition to the extra weight at nation for admission into this college intended to be held in July,
euter into whatever contracts he pleases, on whatever the ends of the web of a girder with parallel flanges re- 1874, and in all future examinatious, no candidate will be allowed
terms he can make. From the questions the members of quired by the increase in the strains, there is also that due to compete who shall, on the 1st of the month, have attained the
age of twenty. For the examinations in 1872 and 1873, the maxithe committee put to the witnesses, it would seem that to the pillars and stiffening, which in deep girders is some- mum
limit of age will remain, as at present, at twenty-one.
many of them are seriously considering the question of thing considerable. Not only is the shearing strain a
EXHIBITION OF 1872.--His Royal Highness Prince Arthur, her
¢ mpulsory licences, but if they do anything in this direc- maximum over the bearings, but there is at those points a Royal
Highness the Princess Louise, Marchioness of Lorne, his
tion it will probably be found in practiceto be a great tendency to deformation which must be practically guarded Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge, and the Marquis of Lorne
mistake. Perhaps if they could get one clear little clause against. This was well exemplified in the experiments have expressed their intention of being present at an official reinto a new Act, whereby in litigated cases a patentee who conducted on the strength of different forms of tubes in ception on to-morrow evening, the 27th of April, 1872. The
galleries as well as the Albert-hall and conservatory, with
had refused to grant licences on equitable terms should connection with the Britannia Bridge. To preserve the picture
connecting quadrants, will be thrown open and lighted up.
labour under some disadvantage, it would be quite suffi- shape of the tubes during the experiments, and enable the
The method of li, ioe ype ogee has been found to be aatioaly
cient. In America such a patentee is not considered to them to exert their full power of resistance, without being successful ; a trial took place on the 10th inst., with a highly
come into court with clean hands.
prematurely crippled by deformation, blocks of wood were satisfactory result. The Royal Albert Hall and the Orchard
of the Exhibition will be opened at 8 p.m. His Royal
The report may perhaps recommend some alteration in inserted at the extremities. In the experiments, also, upon entrances
Highness the Duke of Edinburgh,
K.G., will arrive by the royal
the fees. The “5 #
scale of fees beginning at the third the “model tube,” the advantages of angle iron pillars entrance
of the Albert-hall, where he will be met by her Majesty’s
year seems to do well, and to have answered the purpose of was soon rendered manifest.
Commissioners, who will accompany him to the Arena, Foreign
clearing away worthless patents. Very possibly the first
The manner in which the permanent dead weight is ambassadors, her eae, Hyfy Ministers, and other distinguished
rsonages, will assemble in the Arena. His Royal Highness the
payment on filing the provisional specification may be ultimately brought upon the girder must determine wheke of Edinburgh, after passing through the Hall, wil visit the
reduced, and the notice to proceed done away with ; thus ther it can be regarded as uniformly distributed over it or foreign
picture galleries, and will then return through
the many inventors who cannot afford to pay heavy fees not. In other words, the distance between the cross- the arenaandof British
the hall to the royal entrance. Only those persons
till capitalists have taken up their inventions will be greatly girders must practically decide the point. Formerly the whose invitation cards bear the words ‘‘ Pass to Arena” will be
benefited. The first fees at the Patent-office, plus agents’ cross girders were placed closer together than they gene- admitted to that part of the hall until after his Royal Highness
galleries.
fees, plus the expenses of preliminary experiments, press rally are now, and the opinion of many engineers is that, the Duke of Edinburgh has proceeded to the picture
other invitation cards willadmit to the od Peer balcon
too heavily upon many an intelligent man.
where circumstances permit, they should be placed from All
=
of
the
of
the
hall,
and
to
the
picture
ibition,
a
There is also some probability that the formation of a 10ft; toj20ft. apart, rail-girders being employed to main- holders
in the hall proceeding, they see fit, to their own stalls
proper museum of inventions may be recommended by tain the communication between them and carry the rails. and boxes
‘
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE North-Eastern Railway Company will put on several a‘dditional express trains next month.
THE East Cornwall Mineral Railway, constructed for mineral
. purposes,
will, it is expected, be euned, about the middle of May
THE traffic on the North-Eastern Railway continues to present
a very large increase. The augmentation for the week ending
Age
as compared with the corresponding week of 1871, was
zi
CoNSTRUCTION-TRAINS are now crossing the Kansas and Missouri
tridge, The opening celebration was to take place on the 18th
April, when special trains would run from Chicago and other
pyints.
THe Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company are now engaged in
building extensive coal-docks at Sandusky, in anticipation of the
lurge ainount of coal which will be shipped from the ~~ county,
Uhio, coal-fields,
THE Louisville and Lake Erie Railroad is to be completed this
season. A portion of the road has been in operation for some
years, extending from Fremont to Findlay, O. It strikes Lake
rie at Sandusky.
THE Antwerp and Rotterdam directors propose that they shall be
a.thorised to accept the concession of the line from Herenthals to
Gladbach, and to agree with the German Company, Berg-Mark, as
tu the working of the whole line as one.
PRoPosaLs are being received by the Pittsburgh, Virginia, and
Charleston Railroad Company for work to be done on their
ruad between Monongahela City and Dravosburg, sixteen miles.
itis the intention to push the affairs of this road with all the
turce and energy possible,
On Monday Mr. Fisher, engineer and general superintendent of
the Taff Vale Railway, met a deputation of the men employed in
tue railway works at Cathay, and in response to a previous application, intimated that an advance of 2s. per week to the most deserving, and 1s, to the others would at once take place.
Tue platelayers on the Taff Vale Railway have afforded a
striking instance of the unreasoning manner in which workmen
ure pressing their demands, Some time ago they applied for an
wlvance of 2s. and obtained 1s, .\ few days since they applied for
vs, more, making an advance of 3s., and coupled with the intimation that if the 2s, be not given they will leave.
Ir is said that the new sleeping coaches of the Erie Railway
Company, soon to be put on the road, will run to Chicago withvut change, notwithstanding the great difference in the gauges of
the roads over which they are to run. Over the Erie road they
will of course run on wheels of six-foot gauge. At Buffalo the
cars will run under a hoisting machine, which will lift the car
from the broad-gauge tracks,
Tue directors of the East London Railway Company state that
they are prepared to receive applications for £400,000 worth of 5 per
cent, preference stock, The proceeds are to beapplied to the construction of an important section of the line extending from Shadwell
to Commercial-road, Whitechapel-road, and to the junction with
the Great Eastern Railway at Bethnal-green. The East London
Railway, it will be remembered, runs through the Thames Tunnel,
and when complete it will unite in the east end of London the
London and Brighton, the Great Eastern, the South-Eastern, and
the South London lines. The East London Railway appears to
constitute a legitimate undertaking, and ought to prove remunerative if properly managed.
DensMore’s rail is constructed of six series of 2in, planks, 10in.
or 12in, wide, set on edge, and breaking joints, firmly united in
a single continuous beam, which forms a railroad track of any
«lesired length, The metal cap or wheel-guard rests upon a row of
hardwood blocks, placed on end ; these are supported by a horizontal series which distributes the weight to the central planks of
the beam. The inventors claim that by reason of the great
stiffness, elasticity, and continuity of the wooden beam, the metal
cap may be exceedingly light. It can be easily removed and the
wooden blocks renewed if worn. They propose to lay these beams
directly in the ballast as longitudinal sleepers, forming the track,
but they maybe placed upon thecommon ties. The planks should
be subjected to some wood preserving process before use.
In February last Mr. John Philip Ayres, a wine merchant, of
Windsor, was sentenced to two months’ hard labour by Mr.
Ingham, at the Wandsworth police-court, for wilfully damaging
the fittings of a first-class carriage on the London and SouthWestern Railway, on the journey from Waterloo to Windsor.
The fittings of the carriage were cut and thrown out of the
window, and the seats were much damaged. Mr. Ayres appealed
against the decision of the magistrate to the quarter sessions, and
the case was heard on Saturday. Several officers of the company
stated that no one else travelled in the carriage in question on the
journey from Waterloo station toWindsor ; and, the magistrates,
after a short consultation, dismissed the appeal with costs. The
appellant was then taken into custody and sent in the prison van
to Wandsworth House of Correction to undergo the two months’
hard labour inflicted on him by Mr. Ingham.
Tue report of the directors of the Bahia and San Francisco
(Limited) Company states that it has been delayed from day to
day in the expectation that the award of the arbitrators in the
matter of the disputed claim of Mr. Watson will be sent to them.
In this, however, they have been disappointed. The extra expense of laying down iron sleepers over a portion of the line,
and the damage done by wet and stormy weather, has slightly
reduced the balance available for dividend, although the traffic
receipts have been fairly maintained. The necessity for increasing
internal communications with the railway remains an object of
solicitude with the directors, who continue to urge the subject
upon the imperial Government. They have reason to believe that
their views are shared by the Government, and have the pleasure
to state that the extension of the line to the river San Francisco
is now under its consideration, and active measures of survey have
been undertaken, which it will be the policy of the directors in
every way to facilitate and encourage. It is also contemplated to
make a branch line from Alagoinhas to the province of Sergipe,
passing through the very important tobacco and sugar district of
Inhambupe.
Tue building of railroads to the Pacific is ponging to light certain
facts regarding the climate and topography of the vast western
country, which are of great importance to the material interests of
the nation, The Union Pacific route, from Omaha to Sacramento,
is over rugged summits of from six to eight thousand feet eleva. tion, and through a rigorous and unproductive climate. The
Texas Pacific route has less and lower summits to climb, but it is far
from being anything like a natural roadway, or a route that has
ge attractions of climate, While the northern route, from St
‘aul to Puget Sound, has but one principal elevation, not
ding two th
d feet, and traverses ro)
prairies through
Dakota, the productive valleys of the Yellowstone and Missouri
rivers, through Montana, passing the mountains to the valley of
the Columbia
and tide-water, without encountering topography
or ¢ limate whichisnot
desirable
on account of its adaptationto
rapid and profitable development. Thus the northern line, which
is too generally supposed to be the least favourable, seems to offer
the greatest inducement to
and appears destined to
become the leading line. The men who have undertaken the
i
is road—the Northern Pacific—
particularly inwinter, than
on any other portion of the line ; yet the
propainiieh which has been made i aatleipetion ofa ite
development, in the orginisation ofines steamers to take the
business which the commencementof the work has offered,
shows
clearly that the commerceof that route is expected
to be greater
than can now be computed,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
REPEATED spectroscopic measurements made last year by
Professor Zillner and Vogel, in Germany, show that the velocity
of rotation of the sun on its own axis is at the rate of 660 miles
an hour.
THE Scientific American is informed that the French and
Austrian Governments have succeeded in the propagation and
cultivation of sponge, and the experiment is likely to be made
elsewhere, as the result is commercially valuable.
Ir is found that an excess of light acts upon the higher marine
plants and animals in a
directly contraryto its action upon
terrestrial life. It blanches them in a similar manner as ordinary
plants are blanched by being earthed up. The most brilliant
coloured marine plants are those which live in comparative
darkness,
THE British Consul-General at Bangkok draws the attention of
those engaged in the manufacture of brass work to the large
amount of this ware imported from China to Siam. It consists
wrincipally of large cups and basins, trays, kc. As these are very
adly made, and sold at high rates, there is every reason to believe
that similar articles made in England would compete successfully
with those in Siam. It would, however, be necessary, at least in
the first instance, to keep to the same patterns as those at present
in use in the country. Upwards of 1571 packages, valued at
124,000 dollars, were imported at Bangkok in 1870,
Proressor A, E. DOLBEAR suggests, in the American Journalof
Science, a simple and effective method of determining the velocity
of rotation of wheels and shafts. Upon the face or upon the
periphery of the rotating object he fastens smoked paper, and
this he touches with the point of rubber which is attached to one
branch of a vibrating tuning fork, having a known rate of vibration ; the fork is to be so held that the direction of its vibrations
will be at right angles to the line of motion of the shaft. By
counting the number of undulations made on a given extent of the
smoked paper the speed of rotation is at once indicated. Thus if
the fork makes 100 vibrations in a second, and one vibration is
recorded on the smoked paper in a space covering one half the
circumference of the wheel or shaft, or two vibrations within the
entire circumference, it is evident that the rate of rotation is 50
revolutions per second, By this simple and easy method the
velocity of rotation of
oscope discs and of all kinds of shafts
and wheels may be condi ascertained.
Ir we add bromine water in excess to a dilute aqueous solution
of phenol a yellowish white precipitate of tribromophenol appears.
If the amount of bromine water added is insufficient the precipitate disappears again. The reaction is very delicate. If one part
of carbolic acid be present in 43,700 parts of water, or 0°0229
gramme in a litre, there appears, on adding the bromine water, a
distinct turbidity. No other reagent hitherto known is capable
of detecting 4 minute traces of phenol. The method may be
advantageously applied for detecting the presence of coal tar contaminations in potable waters. Acid liquids, before the application of this reagent, must be nearly neutralised. To ascertain, in
doubtful cases, whether the precipitate thus produced really contains phenol, it is filtered, washed, and put in a test glass, heated
slightly with sodium amalgam, and shaken, If the liquid is then
poured out into a small basin and mixed with dilute sulphuric
acid the characteristic odour of phenol appears, and the acid
itself separates out in minute oily ion. if phenol is suspected
in urine or sewage it is advisable to distil, when the phenol will be
found concentrated in the first portion which passes over.
K. Kou.trvurst has devised an arrangement of a copper and
zinc battery, which, he states, will, if used for ringing electric
bells, give a sufficient current for a year, at the cost of 14 lb. of
crystals of sulphate of copper. A truncated hollow cone is thoroughly varnished inside, filled with crystals of sulphate of copper
and placed mouth downwards in a glass cylinder deeper than
itself. This cone has notches round the rim, and has a small hole
in the centre of the top. The positive pole is a thick cake of zinc
suspended over the face of the cone, cast with a hole in the centre,
through which passes a gutta-percha covered wire, making the
connection with the copper side of the battery. The glass cylinder is then filled with water, when it is evident that the rate of
solution of the sulphate depends on the facility with which it is
dissolved by the access of water through the notches in the cone,
and this taking place at a uniform rate, the electric current arising
from the mutual action of the copper and zinc in a solution of a
given strength will be uniform also. The strength of the current
is increased if instead of water a dilute solution of sulphate of
magnesia, or of common salt is used.
At the meeting of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts 6n Monday a communication was read from Mr, Robert Meldrum, teacher
of the blind, Alloa, describing an improved method of corresponding between blind persons.
The invention consists of two parts—
the upper having the types, with keys and levers for moving them,
and the lower containing the paper-moving apparatus. The base
of the upper part is a metal disc, with a circular hole in the
centre. Around the central opening are arranged twenty-six little
hammers, having on their striking surface ‘copper types for
embossing the paper. The types are so arranged that they all
strike at the same place, viz., on the opening in the disc, and each
hammer, after pret ry is pulled back to, its original position by
an india-rubber band. Each of the keys represents a letter, and
when any particular key is pressed down the corresponding hammer strikes, and the type makes a mark on the lie, Chia is
stretched on a revolving drum in a drawer below the disc. When
one letter is impressed the drum is moved round mfa handle in
front of the machine, and a plain surface is presented for the next
stroke. When a line is finished the drawer in which the paper
moves is pulled out one line. The machine is constructed to
print Moon’s type, but its principle is equally applicable to any
other, especially to Braile’s. After the paper had been read the
machine was exhibited in operation, and worked very satisfactorily.
Art a recent meeting of the American Institute, President Henry
Morton, of the Stevens Institute of Technology, read a paper on
‘* Fluorescence,” or that action by which rays of the higher purple,
or even invisible light, such as produce most strongly photographic
actiun, excite in certain bodies lower rates of vibration, resulting
in the emission of light, generally of a red, green, or clear blue
colour. This paper was illustrated by a number of striking
experiments,
hus, a flash of solution of chlorophyl (a green
colouring matter obtained from Jeaves), which is of an olive green
colour, being held in a beam of blue light proceeding from a **vertical lantern,” appeared to be full of a blood red liquid. Various
solutions colourless in ordinary light were then shown to exhibit
the brightest hues when illuminated by the violet rays of the
lantern, or those obtained from the electrical discharge of the
professor’s large coil in rarified gases. The speaker then
announced that, in the course of the examination which he had
been
ing of such substances, he had encountered one which he
believed to be as yet unknown, and which possessed the property
of developing light by fluorescence in aD Meee
degree. This
was obtained from petroleum, and he would propose
to take
for it the name ‘‘Veridine.” The word viridin had been already
— as a synonym for chlorophyl, but was now practically
obsolete, and too appropriate to the present substance to bethrown
away. The mate from which this new body was extracted was
given to the speaker by Prof
Horsford, of Cambridge, Mass.,
and by him in turn received from Dr. H. C, Tweddle, of Pittsburg,
Penn. A large drawing of a flower, with leaves painted seemingly
in light umber tints, was then shown and illuminated by electric
discharges, when it appeared of the most vivid green.
e pecuMar fuccentslA epuicenh of this
, and its relations to the
spectra
of other substances,
was
and many other illustrations
were exhibited.
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MISCELLANEA.
ILLINOIS as a rail-producing State is second only to Pennsylvania,
Last year Missouri mined 260,800 tons of iron ore, and Michigan
910,984 tons.
Five years ago Illinois did not produce a ton of pig-metal. Last
year she made 65,000 tons.
THE Missouri ore companies are preparing to put 500,000 tons
of ore in the market this year.
NEARLY one-third of the pig-metal produced in the United
States is made from Michigan ore.
Count Bosrtnskl, the originator of beetroot culture and sugar
manufacture in Russia, has had his statue erected at Kieff by
subscription.
THE Agricultural Society of France offers a prize of 2000 francs
and a medal for the best memoir ‘‘ On the Theory and Practice of
Irrigation.” The papers are to be sent to the secretary before the
end of this year.
SaLmon having been found to go in considerable numbers up
earthenware drain pipes fifteen inches in diameter, Mr. Buckland proposes to overcome some of the difficulties of tish passes by
a connection formed by pipes.
SEVERAL small cracks were observed in the ribs of the cylinders
of the Tenedos several months since, and on examination, after
being steamed in the basin at Keyham on the 11th inst., it was
| found that the fractures had not extended,
| Tue Belgian iron trade continues extraordinarily active. So
well employed, indeed, is Belgian mechanical and metallurgical
industry, that at recent adjudications of plant for the Belgian
State railways scarcely any tenders were delivered.
A NuMBER of young Chinamen are drilled and instructed in the
use of Krupp’s rifled guns at the Arsenal of Pekin, under the
instruction of Mr. Schnell, a gentleman formerly in the Prussian
Corps of Artillery, who has been brought out for the Chinese
authorities by the agents in China for Krupp's ordnance.
THE number of plans for the German Houses of Parliament sent
in from all countries amount now to ninety-nine, comprising more
than a thousand drawings. Privy Councillor Weisshaupt is
sorting them, and from the beginning of next week they will be
exhibited in the Wagner Picture Gallery, at Berlin.
THE Hartford Steam Boiler Insurance Company make the
following report of their inspections in the month of January, 1872:
During the month there were 932 visits of inspection made, and
1794 boilers examined—1751 externally, and 491 internally, while
113 were tested by hydraulic pressure. The number of defects in
all discovered were 1291, of which 311 were regarded as dangerous,
THE committee appointed by the Government to report upon
the suitability of the Royal Hospital at Greenwich for a naval college—consisting of Lord Camperdown, Admiral Tarleton, Dr.
Woolley, and Mr. Lovelace, secretary, with Colonel A. Clarke,
Royal Engineers, director of engineering, &c., Admiralty, and Mr.
Woodhead, chief draughtsman—visited that establishment on
Wednesday, passing through and inspecting the wards, dininghalls, dormitories, letchenn, and other apartments, making notes
upon which to draw up their report.
THE adulteration of wines with cider can easily be detected b
filtering and adding ammonia in excess. Tle apple juice will
immediately deposit crystals on the side of the test tube. Genuine
wine sheds a pulverulent deposit which does not adhere to the
zlass, and is devoid of a crystalline structure. Acetic acid will
issolve either of these precipitates, The deposit from the cider
consists of flat crystals with parallel sides ; that from wine shows
star-shaped formations. The treatment with acetic acid shows
the presence of lime and phosphoric acid in both cases, the
quantity of lime in the wine being minute.
THE manager of the India European Telegraph Company states
that the submarine cable between Lowestoft and Nordeney,
forming part of this company’s special communication with India,
was broken on Sunday. It will probably be repaired in a day or
two. Meanwhile, the company’s messages will be sent between
Berlin and London by one of the other cables by which there is
direct communication between London and Berlin. The company’s special wires from India to Berlin are in perfect working
order. There will be one additional transmission at Berlin, but
the delay caused by this should be confined to a few minutes.
THE question as to how railway refreshment-rooms should be
conducted is just now giving rise to a good deal of discussion and
speculation. The movement set on foot by the National Temperance League to mitigate the evils arising from the sale of
intoxicating liquors at railway station refresliment-rooms, not
only to their own servants, but to the public who are not bond fide
travellers, is an important step. There can be no question but
that a great evil is to be traced to the practice of treating the
companies’ servants, On the other hand, there can be no doubt
that the contractors for railway station refreshment-rooms will
offer a strong opposition to their privileges and profits being
infringed by the mode suggested at the recent conference of railway directors and the National League.
In order to insure as far as possible the safety of the gunpowder
works at the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, the gaslamps are in future
to be lighted by means of electricity. This process has already
been adopted at the cannon cartridge factories and several other
workshops, where the quantity of explosive material is necessarily
large, and it is understood to be intended to apply this system to
all the buildings in the Royal Arsenal where work of a similar
nature is carried on. The whole of the lamps by which these
workshops are lighted are invariably fixed outside the windows,
and = only on the outside of the building, but it has been
thought that lighting them by the ordinary means is nevertheless
attended with danger, and their ignition by wires in connection
with a galvanic battery will be the means of insuring greater
security against accidents.
In the Stockyard Creek district, in Gipps Land—the last newly
discovered gold-field of the colony of Victoria—the great claim is
the Cross Reef Mine, which has eclipsed in yields nearly every
other mine in Victoria. This company is composed of 10,000
shares, paid up to £2 2s, each, and held by 75 persons, In 1871
it paid upwards of £105,000 in dividends, and in 1872, up to the
23rd of February, it paid £19,000, The average yield of gold is
240z. per ton of quartz crushed, One shareholder holds nearly
one-fourth of the mine, and anothernearly one-fifth. It would be
impossible to name the numerous companies now in profitable
weaning. at Sandhurst. The Great Extended Hustler's Tribute
Mine, the yield from which since October last, when the reef was
found, has been unprecedentedly large, still maintains the pride
of place as the leading mine of the colony, its last return for the
fortnight ending the 24th of February having been 31460z.
A Lyons correspondent of the Times mentions that the building
in course of erection for the Lyons Universal Exhibition, the
opening of which was fixed for the Ist of May, and now stands
for the 15th, is in a state so backward as to preclude all prospect
of its being in any degree finished by the time named. According
to his statement, there is not a single portion of it ready for the
exhibitors. The building, he says, may be considered structurally
completed to the extent of two-thirds, but the large centre part,
“which aims at considerable architectural pretensions, has not
advanced a foot above the floor level, with the exception of a
portion of the front wall, which is being built of stone.” At the
same time he ex — p aaies
web Apter - and
t capaci
the ——s
‘or its
_saaromgpen: BF beauty of the park inwhich it is situated,
which belongs
to the city.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
correspondents. )

of our

ENGINEER

Angle of crossing =

EC
b+a~ ota
nt bad
and
d = Rk
AC’
R
x
a
RR
“AC
R = AC(R+R)’
+
* AC
> aa
R’) < crossing’
X < crossing
x < crossing’
X = crossing
x < crossing’

EC _
gauge

Asl = ig
CURVES FOR SIDINGS.
R
S1r,—I find on examination of my a on curves for sidings in
:
AC
your issue of January 12th last, that there were errors in it through
angle of crossing=
R’
some oversight; and that in the second case, where a curved siding
branches out of the main line also on a curve, of the same radius
AC
in the opposite direction, A C should have been written = 2c x
a
gauge, so that M C the distances from the heel of the switch to the
(R +
crossing, will be double those given there for each gauge. As the
other two cases where a curved siding branches out of the main
—— R' x AC
line, also on a curve of different radius in the opposite direction,
Rk’ - AC
and again in the same direction, seem to be erroneous; I now give
what I think are exact solutions of them. I am obliged to Mr.
R= R x AC
R -AC
Donaldson for pointing out the errors, and it is strange to me
Then, with values as before,
how they shouid have occurred.
;
The great object to be attained in these calculations I am sure
angle of crossing = 490 x 393 | = 4-4,
should be, to make them depend on only such few measurements
49 (490 ¢- 393)
as can be easily taken on the ground, and not to require the use of
AC = 490 x 393 _ 4g
any instrument for taking angles. Sines and cosines are all most
4°4 (490 + 393)
useful in their way, but for work of this kind it is better if possible
not to require them, as they are not always ready to hand, and
R= 393x 49 x 474 $0,
the simpler a rule is, the more likely is it to be of practical use.
393 - 49 x 4°4
It is all very well when calculating these things quietly in an
office to use them, but for the engineer when hurrying to arrange
R’ _ 490 x 49 x 4°4 _ a93
about a siding, &c., and bewildered em and trains threatening
490 — 49 x 4°4
him on all sides with immediate annihilation, to be obliged under
When Rh = 1’, R = 2 angle of crossing x A C,
such circumstances to search for the sine or the log. of what he
requires, would I venture to say, be a log in his path that would
angle of crossing = o R =,
2A’
upset him for the rest of the day.
acu-__*__, R=2x 44x 49 = 435,
2 < crossing
z
angle of crossing = 435 = 44,
2x49

AE=R

cD
AC™ R a
aa: R

AE:
ee AG RR’
(RK)

7.
ete
EC=AC
gauge AC(R+RY
EC = <‘crossing X gauge,
. g Xx gauge
gauge,
AC ‘ — gauge
auge —————
ACG RR’
(R+R) = <crossing

SouTH KEnsincTon Museum,—Visitors during the week ending
' April 20th, 1872:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday free,
from
10 am. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 15,753; Naval and other
gauge _ RF
cac-- crossing X gauge,
, 2726. On Wednesday, Th
, and Friday, admis© AC (R+R)
sion 6d. ,from 10 a.m. till 6 p.m. : Museum, 3336; Naval and other
RR’ =
(AC
.
AC
- < crossing
collections, 131; total, 21,547. Average of corresponding week
R+H’
a
s)
in former years, 13,280. Total from the opening of the Museum,
11,535,811.
;
RR’ =(R+R)AC (ss - < crossing),
A MEETING called by the Nine Hours’ League, which represents
| the engineering workmen of Newcastle and Gateshead, was held at
7p. Pp
‘—
A Cc — crossing)
+ —
RR’-RxAC
Newcastle, on Saturday, to discuss the present system of overtime,
whereby men must work the fifty-four hours up before overtime
oD
e+s*
=
==
»ND:PD=AC::MN:OM
.
vx AC gauge
ac
< crossing),
counts, The speakers
ed that the present system was unjust
to steady workmen, and that it savoured of ni
liness on the
uae OM=
MN
=
M=AC ND’
part
of
employers.
Each
day’s work ought to stand for itself.
(=
Systematic overtime was denounced and the meeting adopted a
_— RxA
'
‘ \gauge_ < crossin & ):
DN?+MD?-MN?
desiring amendment in the present system. It was also
—
OD.
2DN
_DN?4+MD*-MN? resolution
R-AC )
crossing )
resolved to send the delegates from each shop to meet and take
angle of crossing = OM
. .";
oe
sors
gauge
further steps iu promotion of the alteration.
AC
,
“os
:
BripGEs.—The following extract from the Oudh Excel_— R whAC a
< crossing)
_ DN+MD?
MN_
R? +R?
R-R’+gauge _ |siorINDIAN
is a pertinent addition to an article which recently ap
ed
~ 2ACxXxMN
2AC 2AC(R-R’'+gauge)
2AC
~ in our pages. It is from the pen of a correspondent of our Indian
‘
Cc
:
R- AC (2<..
2A CxM Nx < crossing=D N?+M D?-M N?
contemporary, who signs himself ‘‘One Interested.” He begin
gauge oe crossing )
by referring to the slow progress of the Byramghat branch of the
RR
AC = DN?4+MD?-MN? _
DN?+MD?
MN
Poe AC — mS<crossin.
and Rohilkund Railway, and goes on|:—‘‘ Sanguine ho
“*~ 2MNx < crossing
2MNx <crossing 2< crossing Oudh
al
(R+R’) ~ gauge
a
were entertained that it would be open for traffic on the Ist Deacta a SD
RR
R? + R?
R-R’'+ gauge
|cember, 1870, and, again, it was promised to the Government, by
aaiaatie ic gauge AC (R+R)
~ 2<crossing (R—R’ + gauge)
2 < crossing
persons of high —_—— that it would be so opened for traffic on
2AC x = crossing (R—R’+ gauge)= R?+R*- (R-R’ + gauge)’, theIst of January, 1872, but, as things go now-a-days, it is not
AC?-AC X gauge x < crossing = gauge noe
that a second year will come round
before a passenger
R(2AC x < crossing)— R’ (2 A C x < crossing) + gauge (2 AC | unlikely
train can appear at Byramghat. On inquiry as to the cause of the
x < crossing) = 2R R’-2K x gauge +2 R’ x gauge —gauge?, | delay,
ao sage x <crossing Jf
RR’, gaugex <crossing \?
one
is
told
that
it
is
owing
to
the
bridges
not being comAc aEmNe X
SerOMHiOg
o/gauge RR, (gauge <eroesing
R(2AC x < crossing) - 2RR’ + 2R xX gauge = R’(2AC x pleted; on inquiry as to what is the hitch, he is told
the first
crossing) — gauge (2 AC x < crossing) +2 R’ x gauge—gauge”, designs on trial were found to be faulty. The ‘trial’that
referred to
To exemplify this: Let R == 490ft., R’ = 393ft., AC = 49ft., ie=< (R’
—
gauge)
(2A
C
x
<
crossing
+
gauge)
+
R’
x
gauge,
was
the
floods
of
the
last
two
years,
which
have
caused
the
prepagauge = 5°5ft., angle of crossing = 4°4.
ration of new designs, in some instances showing an increase of
in
2AC x < crossing
— 2 (R’— gauge)
49
.
water way, and in other instances causing the substitution
R’ (2 AC X < crossing) +2RR’+2R’ x gauge= R(2AC x < crossing) double
393 x 49 (=5-— 4'4)
of well foundations to a depth of 30ft. to 40ft. in lieu of the 4}ft.
R=
.
= 490,
+gauge (2 AC x < crossing) + 2R x gauge+ gauge”
foundations originally estimated for. The result of the condemna393 - 49 G5 — 4-4)
Rr’ (R + gauge) (2AC x < crossing + gauge) + R x gauge tion of the first designs has undoubtedly been the demolition of an
immense quantity of railway masonry, the rates of which are
=
2AC x < crossing + 2 (R + gauge)
’
49
:
tlyseallgned Department of Public
Let R = 800ft., R’ = 500ft., AC = 130°387, angle of crossing far higher than those of the
490 x 49 (;.5- — 44)
Works, All this waste co
have been prevented had the engi
= lin 10, gauge = 5,6,
k’=
—————__,—_.
=
393,
neers
who
surveyed
the
line
not
omitted the ordinary inquirie
9
(49
4
490 ~ 49 (°°
4-4)
angle of crossing =
800° + 500°
ee 800-500+55_14 from old villagers, or, if that was deemed derogatory, inquiries
vv
2 x 130°387(800 — 500 +5°5)
2130387
from the district authorities as to the maximum level of any
oe
490
x
393)
_
._
8008 + 500?
800-500+5°5 — san.
< crossing = -- =
%(490
+398) ~
**
known flood. Let us, however, be thankful for even small merAC= 9510 (900-500455) ~~ 2x19
887
cies. No thanks are due to the railway authorities for the ordi
nary precautions expected from such folk, even on the ground of
55
x
44
p
o
p
490.
x
393,
(5°
x
4°42
Re — (000-5°5) (2x 130°387 x10+5°5) +500%5°5 _ cop
Ac=2"
+4/ oo
ad
= 49,
eeonomy; decidedly no thanks are due to the local Government
2
x
130°387
x
10-2
(500
—5°5)
2
5 90 +903
*
(3) =
for supervision during the progress of these works, All thanks are
due to sap sage year——— favoured with the floods of two
As these formule, though strictly correct, may be ——_ t rather
yyr= (500+5°5) (2%130°387 x10+5°9) +8005 _ 99
2X 130°387 x 10 +2 (800455)
years, so as to accurately
our railway works before the said
too long for practical use, I give some others also, which, though
could be completed to the eye, wt Ah as delusions, to th
cvuly approximate, are still correct enough for work in gene
Having found A C, the distance from the tangent point of the works
sacrifice
of
human
life
and
of
property consisting of articles of
lind,
=
<FDH
curve to opposite the crossing, the distance of the heel of the food, the elements of life to others.
Lett -EDH=1inb,
It is a very pertinent quesEC = sD very nearly,
switch from opposite the crossing wi
= sD
tion for inquiry (with shareholders and other interested taxyers) as to the construction of the Kullianee Bridge, nine mile
C2D = roe
‘ b very
. nearly,.
R=’ ie
m Barabunkee, which has had to be increased b: about twelve
wells for land piers insteadof the first ones in the original estimate,
as mentioned in the previous paper ; which will be in the first case thus
the first estimate of this small job by about 12,000
d= DL= <i, very nearly,
rupees, The Kullianee on the Fyzabad branch has been dismantled
> (1 ap)
va \ = 9% 3 = 367i,
=49
| once or twice, andit is well known the foundations have been badly
R= AS = AC x dvery nearly,
laid, and had to be cobbled to bring the centre line in the proper
and in the second case
place. Then, as to the construction of the Boneah and
ah
nullas, I should like it explainedjwhy the former idea of two
es
3
AscD = EC, and DL = B®,
= 130°38 (1- ca = 13038 x [= 97°7.
was abandoned and a new order issued to build a bridge of six
Ar
—
eighteen to twenty wells, instead of two arches on two
gauge = ze + ze =EC ose.
James 8S, Tate, C.E,
we
In this next case, let R and R’ be the radii of the main line and
siding curving in the same direction, and crossing one
th
at D. Draw MO perpendicular to the radius N D, and D P to
AN.
MD!-MN?=OD?- ON?=(OD +ON) (OD-ON)=ND(OD-ON)
—_ MD?-M
OD-ON=ND N?
OD+ON=ND

|

TORPEDOES,
S1r,—The article on ‘‘ To:
oes” in yours of December Ist,
has, as I expected it would, produced several letters from
inventors of those engines of destruction.
Will you allow me to add to the number by again
caling attention to my idea of steering self-propelled torpedoes from a distance
by means of electricity? It seems clear that a torpedo, the position and instant of explosion of which would at all times be under
the perfect control of the assailant, however distant, must be
superior to one the proper action of which must either be left in a
great measure to chance or secured at great risk to the attacking
aetesoriginal plan—an illustration of which you were good enough
to publish in your number of March 3rd last—was submitted to
the Ordnance Select Committee as far back as October, 1860.
The torpedo there shown was of
e size, propelled by an engine
driven by compressed air, and steered by electro-magnets acting on
a system of bevel gearing. It was evident, however, that either
steam, the burning of a rocket composition, or any other known
means of obtaining power, could be employed as the propelling
agent, and that a simpler, and therefore cheaper, though not perhaps more efficient, steering apparatus could be designed. What
I - i ed principally as my invention was the steering of a selfpropelled Gane by insulated wires connecting it with a distant
station, and exploding it by the same means at the proper
moment,
I did not, of course, object to getting my ideas adopted by the
Government, but hoped, by submitting plans, to be able at any
future time to fix the date of invention ; and in answer to my
inquiries I was told that they were not aware that any pro
to
apply electricity to steering explosive vessels had previously been
made, It seems, therefore, that I was probably the first to brin
such a proposal before the notice of the Government, but shoul
be glad if any of your readers could inform me of any similar suggestion having been previously published in any other form.
‘W. MoRSHEAD,
Namaqualand, Cape Colony, 10th February, 1872.
“ON ARMOUR-PLATED SHIPS.—BY J. M. HYDE.”
Srr,—In your issue of the 29th ultimo, to which my attention
was called, I observe your report of a paper read by Mr. J. M.
Hyde before the Society of Naval Architects on the above subjects,
in which Mr. Hyde takes credit to himself so far back as 1854.
I beg to state for Mr. Hyde’s information, and that of gentlemen
interested in naval architecture, that early in 1852 I submitted to
the late Sir Charles Fitzroy, then Governor-General of New South
Wales, and through Sir Charles Fitzroy to the authorities in
a. precisely the same system for the construction of ironclad ships as that now referred to again by Mr. Hyde. My plans
at the time specially referred to harbours and rivers. I am also
aware that some other gentlemen are now at work on plans precisely the same as my own.
T also observe in the Broad Arrow of the 13th instant a short
article in reference to Admirals Ryder and Elliott. It may not be
uninteresting to observe that in 1851 I invented my raising and
lowering gun carriage without an equivalent weight for this purpose, which has been so advantageously perverted and used by
another gentleman as his own. I have, however, protected my
invention by having obtained the English and several foreign
patents for the same.
beg to say that any scientific gentleman interested in such
matters is quite welcome to see my plans and the old and original
corr
d
on the subject by calling at my house, on giving
me a day’s notice, when I shall be happy to receive him personally
and afford any required information, but rely on the respectability
of any such visitors. \
J. EVELYN LIARDET,
1, Munster-road, Fulham, 8.W., 17th April, 1872.

In this figure, let R and R’ be the radii of the main line and
siding, A C and M L tangents to the curves, and H D parallel to
AC. Draw ED and F D tangents to the curves at the crossing
D, and the offsets C D and D L.
R :R::DL=gauge—CD:CD
R’ x CD = R (gauge — C D),
R’xCD-RxCD=Rx gauge, CD=gauge E : Re’
oho gay Pep ODAC:
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some peculiarities respecting greenheart which are worthy of year 1871 in our pages of that date. Mr. Burgh has been so far
GEORGETOWN .GASWORKS.
notice, and render it particularly well adapted for the purpose to successful that on the 17th inst. the local committee at ChesterNo. I.
which it is put in the present instance. It is exceedingly dense, field, together with several subscribers, entertained Mr. Howe
So soon as a town, whether situated at home or abroad, becomes close in grain,
and heavy. The engi
who pr
led to with a ,seal at the Angel Inn, and presented him with an
provided with gas and waterworks, it may be considered to be the ae |to report upon the project weighed several specimens, address emblazoned on vellum, a handsome gold watch and chain,
included within the pale of modern civilisation. Notwithstanding and found the average weight to be over 90 Ib. per cubie foot. A with a suitable inscription on the watch, and a purse containing
the progress that has been made in our own country in this re- remarkable feature in this wood is that it possesses a pa co- 200 sovereigns.
spect, there is yet abundance of scope for future exertion, efficient of elasticity than any other. Its coefficient of e ticity , The following gentlemen were present :—Mr. J. Stores Smith,
and the field becomes very considerably enlarged when our atten- in pounds pe r square inch is 2,665,400; that of teak, which is | J.P., Sheepbri dge Ironworks, in the chair; Mr. Charles Binns,
tion is diverted from our own shores to those of continental and the next highest, is 2,414,400. As a small portion of the land | J.P., Claycross Ironworks and Collieries; Mr. Thomas Evans,
still more distant nations. It is not too much to assert that but required for the site of the works had to be reclaimed from the | her Majesty's Inspector of Mines ;Mr. J. P. Jackson, Claycross
for English enterprise and English capital, a very considerable river, a timber-retaining wall will be built, as shown in the |Coal and Ironworks ; Mr. R. G. Coke, civil and mining engineer,
number of foreign towns would have remained at the present e
| Chesterfield ; Mr. N. P. Burgh, marine consulting engineer,
ving.
time excluded from the category to which we have allud
The
his river wall will be formed of greenheart timber piles and | London ; Mr. W. J. Wilson, M.D., Claycross ; Mr. Daniel Adamworks which we illustrate, and shall proceed to describe, furnish —re. The piles, 12in. by 12in., will be driven not less than | son, Newton Moor Ironworks, Hyde ; Mr. Thomas Holdsworth,
one example out of the many which already testify to the ability 25ft. below the ground surface, and each pile will be pitched to mining engineer, Pilsley; Mr. John Ward, Wingerworth Coland energy with which we impart to others the benefits of that an angle of 1 in 10. The walings will be 12in. by 6in., with a | lieries, Chesterfield; Mr. J. Cutts, solicitor, Chesterfield, vicescientific and utilitarian system which is so generally adopted by 12in. by 6in. vertical plank at the back of every pile, the whole being | chairman; Mr. E. Bromley, Grassmoor Collieries, Chesterfield;
ourselves. The Georgetown Gasworks have been designed and firmly bolted to the piles with din. by jin. wrought iron straps | Mr. J. Smith, Derby ; Mr. T. Wilkinson, Claycross ; Mr. Peter
laid out by the engineer, Mr. Alfred Williams, in a manner that ana lin. bolts, and also with wrought iron spikes where necessary. Haggie, Gateshead-upon-Tyne; Mr. J. Gothard, Chestertield ;
will permit of their future extension whenever that contingency The end joints of walings will in every case come at the back of a |Mr, Wm. Knighton, ae, Staveley ;Mr. Wm. Oliver, engibecomes, as it will in the course of time, a necessity. A few words pile,and the whole of the joints throughout will be caulked with neer, Chesterfield ;Mr. J. A. Birkbeck, Sheepbridge Ironworks;
about the locality, to which in all probability — are entire emp and made water-tight, and well covered with boiling pitch Mr. H. Hind, engineer, a
ge ; Mr. W. F. Howard, mining
strangers, and we shall pass on to a description of the drawings, before any earth is put against them. The piles, also, will be | engineer, Chesterfield; Mr. J. W. Fearne, mini
engineer,
and of the prominent features in the new works. Geo
wn is covered with boiling pitch. The walings are shown to commence Chesterfield ; Mr. W. D. Holford, mining engineer, Chesterfield ;
the capital of British Guiana, and has a population of thirty-five at least three feet below the level of the present ground surface, Mr. E. Nicholls, mining engineer, Chesterfield ; Messrs. George
thousand. It is situated at the embouchure of the river Demerara, and for a space of two feet inside the wall nothing
but puddle well Horne, Swan, Morrison, Cowley, Dixon, C. E, Turner, Brown,
which attains here a width of considerably over a mile. tempered will be used. The stability of the wall will be further Mycroft, J. H. Milson, and Summersides.
As will be anticipated, the land is flat and well —
secured by nine land-ties, which will consist of a pile driven in at
the dinner the usual courtesies were paid to the Queen and
for the laying of gas mains and pipes with facility, rapidity, an angle of 70 deg. at least 15ft. within the face of the wall, to which theAfter
royal family, and the chairman proceeded with the business
and economy.
e streets are wide and run at right will be connected 14in. wrought iron rods. The whole of the piles
the evening, and in a long and eloquent speech referred to the
angles to one another, after the American fashion, which in acting as land-ties will be connected together with 12in. by 6in. of
fact that all inventions might be considered to be divided into two
fact characterises the thoroughfares of most modern towns. They — pieces. The lin. tie-rods will be connected within three —
the idea, and the method of carrying it into execution, and
have in reality more the appearance of boulevards than streets, as feet of the top of every third pile in the wall by a 4in. by e did not believe that in any one patent that existed, that the
their sides are lined with trees, and the town generally inte
wrought iron clip and bolt, and to the walings inland with an 8in. idea and the working it out were not traceable to two brains. It
by canals. On reference to the plan of the town, it will be seen square washer
te and nut. The screw of the inland end of was the case with the steam engine ; they all knew very well the
that the principal street, named Water-street, which constitutes each tie-rod wil be swollen out so as to get the full section of iron, pretty
of Watt as a child watching the tea kettle, while
the commercial centre of the place, runs
lel to the river. It in addition to the sciew, which will have a square thread at least at the picture
time steam engines were already at work—rude and
is 70ft. wide and fully a mile and a-quarter in length. There are in. deep. There will also be 4in. by fin. wrought iron clips and clumsy very
no
doubt,
but the steam engine was a fact before Watt was
numerous colonial establishments and public buildings in GeorgeIts fastened to the two piles between each land tie-pile at the born. Still Watt took up the idea and made it a practical success.
town, including the Government House, Legislative Hall, Courts same level as the land tie-clips. A lower row of similar clips and The
real
practical
of the link-motion was to make use of the
of Justice, Custom House, and other Government offices. It also bolts will be fastened to every pile for the purpose of thoroughly eccentrics of the use
engine to reverse the engine. No doubt that
es a cathedral, churches, colleges, hospitals, and asylums. bracing the river wall together. G
heart, from its durability in idea first struck Mr. Williams, but the way in which he attempted
he traffic of the district finds its way to the public market, and water, and immunity from the attacks of those enemies which are
it out would never have done, and if he had been left to
there are a couple of banks for the convenience of those transacting so destructive to timber, is excellently suited for river and sea to carry
never would have been carried out. Here the man of genius
business therein. A museum, library, news rooms, and Atheneum, pilings, and for all situations in which it is likely to be exposed to itandit execution
steps in the field. He says, ‘‘ The ideais there, but
provide for the intellectual proclivities of the inhabitants, and the
rs above mentioned.
it is of no use;” the ideais a good one ; can I make it of use?”
there are the usual public buildings appropriated to the accommoThe system of timber foundation adopted is well shown in the He takes up the idea, but goes to the other end of it ; he works it
dation of the military and police. As only the churches and lightving, which represents the foundation for the gasholder tank.
; and for his (the speaker's) part he could not see how to the
house have® been included in the engineer’s estimate, it — This consists of two layers of 12in. by 12in. paaae timber laid out
of time Mr. Howe’s invention could be superseded or improved.
reasonably be expected that a considerable quantity of gas will one foot apart, covering the entire area of tank, and extending end
result was that Mr. Howe was the inventor of the link-motion.
be required to light the above-named buildings in addition to the 10ft. clearon the outside. The two other tiers of 12in. by 12in. The
The
chairman then addressed Mr. Howe, and made the presentaamount stated in the estimate. Some years since the Demerara baulks under the tank e
ing 5ft. clear on the inside and out- tion to him of the address roll, gold watch and chain, and the
Gaslight Company obtained a concession, and commenced their side of the iron tank, on the top of which thereis a layer of 3in. purse
of 200 sovereigns, comparing the gift to a Victoria Cross and
works; but from insufficient capital, and for several other reasons, planking closely and —— |spiked together. The inside of the the subscribers
a British jury, and that Mr. Howe had the
they were unable to carry out the same, and the town is at present tank after its erection wil be filledup to within 6ft. of ee advantage of not toonly
being an inventor, but also an honourable
hted. Arrangements have been made for the purchase from the and at this level a layer of well-tempered
puddle, 2ft. thick, will man.
Demerara
t res of all their land, plant, and property be trodden in layers of not more than 6in. at a time. The
Mr.
Howe,
in
replying,
was warmly cheered. He apologised to
and all other
ts ;and the present company has been ong
foundation for the purifiers, which are two in number, will con- them for his inability to make
a long speech, which he had never
rated with perpetual succession, and an exclusive concession has sist eet
oe=or timber 12in.
by 12in., asshown in the been able to do,
which,
on the present occasion, he felt to be
been granted
for a term of twenty-five years of the right of same engraving, wi'
necessary provision made
particularly beyond his powers. He could only tender most earner the streets and public and ahard buildings within the A similar
i usedfor the foundation forthescrubber, which estly
his thanksto the
subscribers to that beautiful testimonial,
city
consists of tim
same quality and size, wi
mings left for
‘The level of the ground line is 1ft. above high-water mark’ inlet and outlet and for cennadiens. The sections forthe older and more may pen A to those who originated and promoted it,
and Mr, Coke. The
except where otherwise specified, and the drainage is provided for tank and plans and sections of the portions of the works described amongst whom he would mention Mr. B
so long that he di not expect
to get any
by earthenware drain pipes 9in. in diameter. The gas pipes vary are represented in the drawings so clearly as not to require any matter had passed over
in diameter throughout the different parts of the town, and their further description.
respective dimensions are
on the accompanying plan. In>
co
of thegr i baling of 0 chucester which vendaved is |
THE INVENTION OF THE LINK-MOTION.
desirable to spread the foundations ~ TR AE
Cun matere we Sree Seater Gat tncor ingeenin
possible, the engineer very
determined to adopt the
dated November
26th, 1869, an article appeared
on this su
timber platform,
or cradle
especiallyas the locali'
iteclf wasrich in
wood known as
“4 Mr. N. P. Burgh, which article was continued in an iabeaties
with Ap
ne wey cats angen apne Ang Fag Then
’
. Burgh’s
owe’s behalf, which lasted nearly throughout the
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on the table, as also the wooden model he had made the day after
drawing the draught. He also read some letters written in 1843
upon the subject, and stated that the first accurate T/T Me of
the link-motion appeared in the Practical Mechanic in 1846. In
thut year he made a design for applying the link-motion to winding engines, which he believed was the first time that was
«tt2mpted, and in the latter end of that year he came to Claycross, and Mr. Binns set him to design some small winding engines
for iron stone pits. He applied the link-motion to them, and
found it so successful that they had used nothing else, and he
believed that there was no othergear that would meet the requirements. Mr. Howe then referred to the attempt of Mr. John Gray
to claim the link-motion, and the trial which resulted in his
defeat, and passed on to say that he thanked them heartily for the
testimonial, which was far before anything he expected, After
referring to the service Mr. Burgh had rendered him in bringing
his name before the public in his pamphlet, Mr. Howe
i
thanked the company, and particularly Mr. Smith for his kind
remarks, which he did not think he would have made if he had
not been satisfied they were true. Mr, Howe then sat down amid
warm applause,
Mr. Burgh, in reply to the toast in his name, said he had great
pleasure in appearing in their company that evening, and that the
pleasure was combined with much pride on account of his bein,
the originator and promoter of the link-motion Howe testimonia!
fund. They all knew how many letters he had written which had
appeared in the pages of THE ENGINEER, to which thanks were
due. The battle there fought was a severe one, and until the
Chesterfield committee was formed, with Mr, Coke as the honorary
secretary, but little progress was made; it was, therefore, but
justice to say that much was due to them, and he was glad to
have had the honour of working with them, although at such a
distance apart.
The following is the inscription on the front of the watch:
** Presented to Mr. William Howe, of Chesterfield, on April 17th
1872, with a purse containing 200 sovereigns, by 200 subscribers,
as an acknowledgment for practically developing the invention of
the link-motion, August, 1842.” And on the back of the watch is
an engraving of the original link motion as designed by Mr. Howe,
and fitted by Messrs. Stephenson and Co, to their locomotives in
the year 1842.
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In short, my argument is, that by the non-interference of the deal, I am full of life and energy, I see infinitely more good work
Legislature, matters like this become self-regulative.
to be done, and I want to be about it; but I must have more
As has been well said by a distinguished living philosopher— money. My annual subscriptions, though large, are not nearly
‘*So long as orderis maintained, and the fulfilment of contracts large enough, and besides they are not secured ; I want a good big
is everywhere enforced ; so long as there is secured to each citizen, sum om 2 at my banker’s, that I may undertake permanent
and each combination of citizens, the full return agreed upon for duties and not be bothered by paltry considerations. I appeal to
work done or commodities produced ;' and so long as each may the wealthy of every class to give me an endowment for use in the
enjoy what he obtains by labour, without trenching on his neigh- public service, and, in order to place the demand on a clear and
bour’s like ability to enjoy, a nation’s functions wil go on health- practical footing, I want not less than £100,000 !”
fully—more healthfully indeed than when regulated in any other
Nothing
Is like
is an old saying, and we feel sure
way.”* What has been well called by the same writer “the nega- that the past successes of the Society of Arts will secure that of
tively regulative enactment,” is that which really arises in the the poms appeal.
manner in which I have endeavoured to show that private enterprise
Those who desire to give their hundreds, thousands, or tens of
has brought about and kept up certain regulations with regard to thousands, will find a complete set of forms adapted to all cases
the construction and stowage of ships. Inshort, we want no direct in the ‘‘ Journal of the Society of Arts” of the 12th of the present
interference with the construction or loading of our ships ; but we month of April, together with the arguments upon which the
do want *peers prompt, sharp, decisive, and, aboveall things, cheap, appeal is founded.
so that ifone man is wronged by another he has his remedy at hand
without any circumlocution or delay. As one means towards this
end, the appointment of a public prosecutor seemsto me to be ve
PATENT JOURNAL.
rene, If a vessel leaves a port overladen, ne tae
f CondensedTHE
from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents,
badly equipped, the difficulties in the way of promptly bringing
an action against the delinquents at the present moment are
and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months.
almost insurmountable. The sailor is on board, and bound by Grants
Epwarp THomas Hucues, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements
law as well as by custom—stronger than law with such as he—not 3474.
in apparatus and p
or producing and applying artificial cold to
to raise troubl
questions between himself and the shipowner.
the manufacture of ice, parts of which are applicable to other purMoreover, unless he combines with the rest of the crew and runs
.”— A communication from Alexander Catlin Twining, New
daven, Connecticut, U.S.—22nd December, 1871.
the risk of imprisonment for mutiny he is practically powerless,
GeorceE Bett Gatioway, West Ferry-road, Millwall, London, “ ImAnd here I may say parenthetically that looking to the peculiarities 14.proved
means for effecting communications between passengers,
in the character of the ordinary seaman, and the exceptional state
guards,
of trains, and for promoting safety and comfort in
of society on board ship, I am content that the law should lay travellingandon drivers
railways.”—3rd January, 1872.
down regulations as it now does, with regard to his treatment 174. Henri ApRiEN Bonnevitte, Piccadilly, London, “A new and
improved means for securing corks or substitutes for corks in the
while at sea, although probably in his case too a prompt and ready
mouths of bottles and such like vessels, whether earthenware, stonemeans of suing his employer for damages would do away with the
ware, or glass,”—A communication from Jean Adrien de Mestre, Rue
necessity for many of the present enactments in his behalf.
du
Port Mahon, Paris.—19th January, 1872.
But to return. In cases of overloading or unseaworthiness the 390. RoBerT
TimBrRiLL, The Towers, Beckford, Gloucestershire, ‘‘ Making
underwriter is generally more deeply interested than any other
gloves and mittens without seams in the palm of the hand or around
body of men. But what position on he occupy? He may feel
the base of the thumb, and with less seams in the fingers of the said
gloves
than
in ordinary gloves.”
— A communication from James
—he may know—that he is the victim of deliberate fraud ; but he
Chicago, U.S.
can hardly ever bring a direct action against the wrong-doer ; he 403.Harrison,
WILL1AM WiLLouGHBy, JosepH WILLoUGHBY, and SamMueL WiLmust allow himself to appear as a defaulter, in order that the
LOUGHBY, Plymouth, Devonshire, ‘‘ Improvements in steam stamping
action may be brought against him; and then again, if he does
for ores and other hard substances.” —7th February, 1872.
take this course, and refuses to pay the loss, he is apt to suffer in 550.machines
CHaRLEs WiLtiam CoLtins, Manchester, “ Improved apparatus for
ON LEGISLATIVE INTERFERENCE WITH THE prestige, which, in these days of competition, he can hardly afford
communicating between the passengers, guards, and engine-drivers on
trains.”—20th February, 1872.
CONSTRUCTION, STOWAGE, AND EQUIPMENT to run the risk of; besides, if he waits till an action is brought 564.railway
CHARLES Macpnerson, Edinburgh, N.B., “ Improvements in ventiagainst him, the chances are that long before it comes to trial the
OF SHIPS.*
i sewers and drains, and in apparatus therefor.”—2lst February,
witnesses most necessary to him have disappeared, only partially
872.
By Mr. Wiiu1am Youna, of Lloyd’s, Associate of the Institution to be recovered at a heavy outlay.
627. Henry Roya.t Mryys, Stapleton-road, Bristol, ‘* Improvements in
of Naval Architects.
If these difficulties are conquered, and the case does come to trial,
the construction of tramways and railways, and in the wheels of
vehicles used thereon.”—28th February, 1872.
it does not consist in an appeal to certain general principles laid
(Concluded trom page 274.)
Joun Moteswortn, Rochdale, Lancashire, “A new and improved
in any code or recognised system, but a contest to be decided 655.stench
trap and drain ventilator.”—2nd March, 1872.
But if Mr. Chadwick’s proposition, that entire self-insurance down
by
a
reference
on
either
side
to
a
multitude
of
cases
previously
665.
W1LL1AM HuGu Carson and Joun Viper Toone, Warminster, Wilts,
ought tobe promoted, be logical, is it in any way practical? decided in courts of justice. The facts, as they are called, are
ali improved feed-roller for chaff-cutting machines.”—4th March,
Would the cure not be worse than the disease? No doubt large then left to the decision of a jury of twelve unwilling and illpaid
and wealthy firms, or companies owning many vessels, can men, selected quite indiscriminately, and who, moreover, must be 715. JosepH GARNERI, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘‘A new system or
perfectly well do without insurance ; but would it be well, or for the
as to facts which in oak cases require an amount of process for the production and decomposition of anhydrous chlorides,
general advantage, that all ship-owning (or indeed any other unanimous
apparatus for those purposes.”—8th March, 1872.
knowledge which only an expert can possess. Puzzled 724.andJoun
JosepH Grintinton, Storey’s-gate, Westminster, “A new
trade) should be confined to great and wealthy firms only? Would technical
and
wearied,
the result of their deliberations is either an irreconmethod
of preparing the several products of the coffee bush, other
not this carry us back to the practice of earlier times, when there cileable difference
of opinion, which renders a new trial necessary,
than the bean, so as to turn the same to use as articles of food.”—A
were but two classes of men, the very few and rich, and the many or more generally they
determine
that
one
man
is
less
able
to
bear
from Robert Dawson, Berkeley House, Colpctty,
living by the labour of their hands, the former class, in such a the loss than a society of men, and they consequently give the communication
Colombo, Ceylon.—9th March, 1872.
case, tending yearly more and more towards the notion of a feudal
785. Joun CoLLince, Manchester, “‘ Improvements in reaping and mowing
in favour of him whom they consider the weaker party.
lord superior ; the latter becoming each generation nearer akin to .| verdict
machines.”—14th
March, 1872.
The practical result of what I have said is, that what we want
Aberfeldy-street, Bromley-street, Bromley-by-Bow,
the fs or the helot.
is not direct legislative interference, but such a reform in our law 797. James Barnett,
and Wititam Vokins, Mark-lane, London, ‘ Improved
Lefore I leave this suggestion of Mr. Chadwick's I desire to as will lead, in the first place, to its codification, so that each of Middlesex,
for the economisation of fuel.”
mention with gratitude that this paper of his led to the presenta- us may know what the law really is , uext, to its cheap and ready 805.method
Joun Hexry Lock, Kensington, London, ‘Improvements in bed
tion of a memorial to the Prime Minister, praying for an administration, so that if one man injures another his remedy lies tables and book supports for invalids and others.”—16th Murch, 1872.
authoritative digest of the case law of England—a thing most at his own door, without incurring the risk of delay, expense, and 817. GeorGe Henry Carne HeEpDLey, Spring Cottage, Merridale-strect,
Staffordshire, ‘‘An improved fire-lizhter.” — 19th
urgently needed (as I shall point out hereafter), but apparently as disappointment. Codification, or a digest of the case law of Wolverhampton,
March, 1872.
far from realisation now as it was then.
ve Ke as recommended through Mr. Chadwick by the AssociaFrancois Lepace, Laurice-terrace, St. George’s-road, Southwark,
I suppose every one will allow that there are dishonest ship- tion for the Promotion of Social Science, I deem to be a matter of 846..Surrey,
‘‘ Improvements in horseshoes.” —20th March, 1872.
builders, ship-brokers, and ship-chandlers ; that ships are often the utmost importance, but also one which would require much 898. Epwarp
GrirritH Brewer, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Improvements
badly built, improperly stowed, insufficiently manned and found. time, thought, and special knowledge in order to carry it out, and
in the construction of studs or buttons.”—A communication from
Désiré
Goubet,
Rue St. Appoline.—25th March, 1872.
How then are these blots on our fair fame as honest men to be so cannot, perhaps, be looked for immediately ; but the appointSamvueL Mooruovse, Cheadle Bulkeley, Cheshire, and Winiiam Joun
remedied, if we admit that legislative interference is impolitic?
ment of a public prosecutor seems a possibility. not remote, and 910.KENDALL,
Heaton Norris, Lancashire, ‘Certain improvements in the
My reply is, that commerce is really self-regulative, that custom would, Iam sure, tend towards the end I have in view, viz., the
construction of umbrellas and parasols.”
becomes law, and commerce practically creates regulations, which, prompt bringing to justice of those who deliberately send a vessel
CHARLES Ropert Matuews, High-street, Bloomsbury, London,
in the course of time, have all the effect and power of legislative to sea in a state that is not seaworthy, which you will bear in 920.“Improvements
in apparatus for safe, speedy, and easy mode in fixing,
enactments ; in fact, they become practical law, by being embodied mind is a criminal act if it endangers life.
connecting, and disconnecting gas pendant, and bracket, pillar, or
ground connections, especially adapted for outside reflecting lamps.”—
in decisions of our courts of justice. I may bring forward, as an
I may add that when a public prosecutor is appointed I would
26th
March,
1872.
instance, what is technically termed the “‘running down ” clause, gladly see the aboliton of the jury in civil cases, or, ut all events, 926. ARTHUR CHARLES HenperRson, Charing Cross, London, “ Improvewhich, although restricted within certain limits by the Merchants the decision of the majority to be accepted, instead of an enforced
ments in the distillation and filtration of feecal solid and liquid matters
Shipping Act, was invented and put in force by a compact between unanimity.
direct from privies for the manufacture of sulphate ot ammonia,
the shipowner and the underwriter.
There are many other
You will observe that my thesis is simply this, all interference
together with the apparatus therefor, the said process being equally
instances which might be brought forward of a similar description, of the executive ought to be avoided where private enterprise or applicable to the distillation and filtration of liquids of all kinds.”—A
communication from Felix Chapusot, Pantin, Seine, France.—27tk
but I will now turn to that example which I think best shows the the natural laws of supply and demand create regulations.
1872.
strength of my argument,
Voluntary association is better than compulsion, and this I have 957.March,
NicHoLtas WALKER and Bensamin WALKER, Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ ImI believe shipowners will agree with me when I say that the endeavoured to illustrate from facts within my own knowledge.
Pp
ts in the
facture of woollen union and worsted cloth in
restrictions, as laid down by Lloyd’s Register and that of the
If I have failed to make out my case I pray you put it down to combination with a felted back.”—1st April, 1872.
Liverpool Association, are found in many cases to interfere the feebleness of the advocate, not to the weakness of the cause, 980. ALFRED Rosert Davipson Mackenzie, St. James’-square, London,
“ An improved construction of iron steamships for trading purposes.” —
materially with the real efficiency of vessels constructed by first- for sure I am that the tendency to centralise so many enterprises
April, 1872.
rate builders. If to this there were added Government interference, in the hands of Government is one of the worst features of these, 987.3rdJean
Octave Hanetrn, Boulevart Sebastopol, Paris, ‘ Improvements
I conceive that a fatal blow would be aimed at the prosperity and latter days. ‘‘ God helps them who help themselves ;” and sitting in
hinery for p ding, grinding, and mixing moulding sand and
superiority of our shipbuilders. I must not be understood by in the mud and howling for Hercules to come and raise us to some
substances.
this in any way to object to Lloyd’s Register, or that of the sort of governmental Paradise will not tend to make us better men 989.other
Joun CARRINGTON Setiars, Birkenhead, Cheshire, ‘‘ Improvements
Liverpool Association, On the contrary, I think these afford the or a greater nation,
in obtaining hydrocarbon liquids, gas for illuminating and heating
purposes, and coke.”
best arguments against legislative inteference, for here we have a
993.
W1Lt1AmM WuittLe, Harborne, Staffordshire, ‘‘ Improvements in the
system grown up from the necessities of the case, owing its
manufacture of nails and spikes, and in machinery to be employed in
existence to private enterprise, and exercising a power which it
THE SOCIETY OF ARTS.
the said manufacture.”
would not be good that any Government department should
Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements
possess, The rules which govern the committee of Lloyd's
THE Society of Arts is one hundred and eighteen years old; it 995.in Witt1am
packings for the working parts of steam engines and other maRegister and the Liverpool Register are open to modifications, as has had its seasons of enthusiasm, of comparative inaction, and of — and org. ”—-\ communication from George Gwynn, New
circumstances arise, but every one at all acquainted with Govern- steady, useful labour ; and it makes an appeal in its old age for ae ee and George Gilbert and Chauncey Barnes, Brooklyn, New
ork, U.S.
ment departments must realise the fact that if the shippin
CARLos Detatrrr, Roubaix, France, ‘Improvements in cotton-sizing
of the country had been built under the survey of the Board o contributions from the public. Few who ask for aid have such a 997.machines
for the purpose of rendering them applicable for the sizing of
Trade, or any department of Government, there would have been strong case as the Society of Arts, or, to use its full title, the
woollen
worsted warps.”
no means of compelling them to alter their rules or regulations. Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Com- 999. Joun orFrepertc
Warsrick and Jonn Ciecc, Bolton, Lancashire,
In truth, if our shipping were built under Government survey, I merce.
“Improved apparatus for ascertaining and registering the number of
ms en’
ig in or upon a vehicle or into any place of public enterdo verily believe it would soon b
as
i
by its
It does not plead age, sickness, or misfortune, but, on the conment.” —4th April, 1872.
absence.” I do not say that the registers alluded to are by any
SamvuEL Epwarp Asquiru, Leeds, Yorkshire, and Freprnic
means perfect, but so long as ships and cargoes are insured it is trary, health, a good income, and success ; it has done an immense 1000.
ALEXANDER GREENWOOD, Bradford, Yorkshire, “Improvements in
necessary for the use of underwriters to have a register, classifying deal of service, and it wants to do more ; it handles a considerable
hinery for spinning silk, cotton, wool, and other fibrous subvessels according to their materials, scantling, and workmanship, sum of money, but it wants to handle a great deal more. The
stances.”
Such a register should, in my opinion, be drawn up by boards Society of Arts is not exactly a learned society, it is not a public 1001. James Revnoips, Belfast, Antrim, Ireland, “Improvements in
roving or slubbing frames, partly applicable for imparting motion in
composed of underwriters exclusively, the register being required
other machinery.”
for their information, and not for that of owners, And this board body, it is neither governmental nor opposition—it is simply a 1002.
Witt1am Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘An
well placed,
must classify ships according to fixed rules; for although it is an kind of association of watchmen, which is a
improved method of and machinery for utilising the butts and other
evil that two on
each complying with the rules, should have in a social point of view, for learning the wants of the arts, pa
of railway rails.”—A communication from Henry Chisholm,
the same class where one is superior to the other, it would be a sciences, and commerce, and for fixing attention upon them; its Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.
much greater evil to classify ships according to the mere opinion ears are ever open to the complaints of the public, and its rooms 1003. CHARLES STEVENSON, Milngavie, Dumbarton, N.B., “Improvements
in Fee employed in converting Esparto straw, wood, and other
of surveyors; not only would the surveyors differ, but they would for the meetings of the discontented, the pleading, or the benevot merchant class and sim’ substances into pulp.”
be subjected, if not to the offer of, at least to the imputation of, lent ; it takes under its wing equally the
Bristow Hunt, Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London, “‘An imthe cabmen, the youth and the women of England. It has been 1004.
having accepted bribes.
paved
method of and apparatus for indicating the speed of railway
Moreover if the rules of one such book become antiquated, a at times the friend and advocate of all classes, and has never taken
pein,
seaport also for other similar purposes.”—A communication
rival register can be started at once by those aggrieved. But this a fee or given rise to a scandal.
from Albert Scholz, Berlin, Prussia.
Before the Royal Society was formed it aided art; before 1005. Witt1am Wricat, Sheffield, *‘ Improvements in valves and appamethod of cure would be impossible if govt enterprise had to
ratus for flushing water-closets and other purposes,”
compete with a public department of Government. And if the schools of design were thought of it encouraged drawing and 1007.
GzorcE Tipcomse, jun., Watford, Herts, ‘ Improvements in apparegulation of the stowage of vessels has not yet attained the same painting by medals and other rewards; it commenced public ee
pee & pr
its are also applicabl
point of completeness, it is at least in_course of coming, under exhibitions before one had been held in France ; in its bosom was
er apparatus requiring changes ous”
similar laws in a very simple way—I mean by the “ natural hatched the idea of exhibitions of all nations. In short, in every 10% WitiiaM
WALTON and Joun
THOMAS yeoe]i. Haughton
Mills,
“ey
inery rey
movement
which
has
had
for
its
object
the
improvement
of
educaselection” of what is called the ‘Salvage Association,” which
ton, near
Red
a
or rolling
circulates among its members (chiefly underwriters) all material tion, and the furtherance of art, science, and commerce, the wire for making wire cards and for other “yom
Jous CocHran, Lyonsdown Villa, New Barnet, Herts, ‘ Improvefacts with rane to every important vessel loading in the United Society of Arts has generally been prominent, and often the hard- 1009.
ments in valves, applicable to use on the overflow pipes of water and
Kingdom, and is gradually taking up also the state in which working pioneer, as well as the triumphant conqueror.
8 Or Vessels.”
.
>
cargoes are di
ed as well as |
This informationis Its income is derived from the subscriptions of from 3000 to 1010. cons
Henry Reeves, Bratton, near Westbury, Wilts, “I provements in
necessarily confidential, but the effects are soon felt, as a vessel 4000 members, but it is bespoken every year ; the demands upon
ction of elevators for
. age a straw.
overloaded cannot be insured at ordinary rates, and an owner who it are incessant, and it is eager to meet them. It comes, there- 1011. Epwarp Grirritx Brewer, Chancery-lane,
don, “ Improvefore, boldly before the public, and says :—‘‘I have done a great
ments in the constructionof railways, in rolling
stock for same, and in
is not careful soon becomes known and avoi
other a)
tus connected thi
."—A communication from Jesse
* Herbert Spencer, Fortnightly Review, Dec., 1871.
Frye, New York, U.S.
*Read before the Institution of Naval Architects,
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1013. Francis Coates, Chicheley, near Newport Pagnell, Bucks, ‘ An Patents
on which the Stamp Duty
of £50 has been Paid.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
vementitin the manmrvoresLdof beer.’ Ar;
Jouw Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Fire-arms.”
ro1a. Winutan pe Birkenhead, Cheshire, ‘‘ Improvements in tools for 1180.
—lWth April, 1869.
The following Pepe are classified and arranged from those published by
shaping metals, and in the means of keeping the same 1184.
he authority of maaan
Commissioners
ass
of Patents,
Epwarp
THomas
Huoues,
Chancery-lane,
London,
“
Rifled
fireook w ile‘nuse.”
arms, &c.”—17th April, 1869.
+ turil ad
1015. Joun Ricwarpson Wicuam, Albany House, Monkstown, Dublin, 1215.
London,
“
Lamps.”
Wiit1aM
Ropert
Lake,
South
Class
1—PRIME
MOVERS.
Ireland, “ Improvements in illuminating lighthouses, beacons, harbour
—20th April, 1869.
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and
lights, and light-ships.
Ropert Sterne, Cork, Ireland, “‘Anchors.”--26th April, 1869.
“1017. Roserr SaMveL Wricut, Inner Temple, London, ‘‘ Improvements 1289.
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c.
Henry Arrken, Falkirk, Stirlingshire, N.B., “‘Iron ores or ironin ae motive power, and in the apparatus or means employed 1197.
stones.”—-19th
April,
1869,
2652. B. Hunt, London, “ Steam boiiers.”—A communication.—Dated 6th
erefor.
1200.
Henry
Younc
Darracorr
Scott,
Ealing,
Middlesex,
‘“
Pottery
October, 1871.
1018. Jonn Ra ey ape Ten Gee, See” aageere- ovens or kilns, &c.”—19th Aprii, 1869.
This invention relates to improvements in or connected with steam
ments in mov Sone in apparatus employ
‘or.”—A_ communiKennern Smirn Mackenzie, Gairloch, Ross-shire, N.B., “‘ Fences, boilers,
and consists essentially in covering that part of the outside of the
from La Société oo pour L’exploitation des Procédés Ponsard, 1210.
&c.”—20th
April,
1869.
boiler
actually exposed to the action of the fire with a layer of
il, 1872.
Henry Lee, Manchester, ‘‘ Looms for wea
"20th April, 1869. suitablenotthickness
of pounded glass or other suitable non-conductor of
1020. Eamoyt FeLptmany, Mark-lane, London, “A new or improved 1211.
1222.
Jonws
WaLker
McCarter,
City
Saw
Mills,
le-street,
Londonheut
or
electricity
which is held round the boiler in an outer casing of
universal mandril.”—A communication from Niclas Bolonin, St.
derry, Ireland, ‘‘ Condensers for steam engines,”—2lst April, "1869,
thin sheet iron. In a boiler so constructed there will be a saving of
Petersburg, Russia.
1369.
Thowas
Penkiss,
Hitchin,
Herts,
‘‘
Reaping
and
mowing
machines.”
nearly
50
per
cent.
in
the consumption of fuel.
1021. Witt1am NewzaM Nicnoisox, Newark-upon-Trent, Nottingham—4th May, 1869
shire, ‘‘ Improvements in horse-rakes, part of such invention being 1205.
T. Roptnson, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire, *‘ Furnacesfor steam boilers.”
Newton Witson, High Holborn, London, ‘‘ Sewing machines.” — 2658.—Dated
applicable to other machines.”
7th
October,
1871.
a
—
peanuts
1023. Apex Bucktey Wimrenxy, Hayfield, Derbyshire, “ Improvements 1212.
The object of this invention is to effect the more perfect and economical
Georce Green, Aberys
Cardiganshire, ‘‘Separa’
ores, &c.” combustion
in the construction of smoothing irons.”
of the fuel employed, and to prevent the formation of smoke.
—20th
April,
1869.
es
o
n
e
1024. James Worratt, M
a,
ments in the process of
The invention consists principally in forming a suitable number of holes
Wittiam Francis Reynoips, Albert-square, Commercial-road, through
scouring, dyeing, washing, and drying plece goods, and in apparatus to 1216.
the end plate of the boiler just above the furnace door, and
London, and JoynaTHaN ALpovs Mays, West-strevt, Finsbury-circus, providing
be employed therein
each hole with a steam jet in the centre to create a vacuum
London,
“
Velocipedes,
&c."”—2lat
April,
1869.
1025. WILLIAM Epwarp Newron, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements 1230. Ctinton Epocumsr Broomay, Fleet-street, London, “ Dressing or and induce a current of air to enter with the steam into the furnace ; and
in governors or apparatus for’ regulating the ’ speed of steam or other
in placing a second bridge in an inverted or hanging pusition at about
finishing
fabrics.”—2l«t
April,
1869.
motive power engines.”—A communication from Jean Armand Callaud, 1270. PETER Jensen, Chiswell-street, Finsbury-square, London, “‘ Sewing zft. 6in. behind the ordinary bridge.
2666. J. STOCKLEY. Harton, Durham, and M. Staixtox, South Shields,
&e,”—24th April, 1869.
¢.
1027. James Wenster, Birmingham, “ Impr
ts in the
Durham, ** Steam engines and boilers.” —Dated Oth October, 1871.
Epwarp Henry Crapock MonckToy, Threadneedle-street, London,
of iron and steel, and in the recovery of certain gases resulting 4 1890,
The object of the invention is to prevent priming in steam boilers by
“Tron and steel.” —19th June, 1869.
the operation.”
separating the water from the steam on their passage from the boiler to
1032. ALEXANDER MELVILLE , CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “Im- = preae Dosson, Bolton, Lancashire, “‘ Carding engines."”—27th the
one. This is effected by intercepting the steam on its passage
t: the
of illuminating
gas and in apparatus
Wiiuiam Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Hardening from the boiler to the engine and causing it to take a spiral anc down
for the same.”—A communication from Francois Marie Rouille, Boule- 1436.
ward course in a vessel enclosing an inner pipe with orifices, through
cast iron, &c.”—10th May, 1869.
vart St. Martin, Paris.—6th April, 1872.
which the steam is caused to pass to the steam pipe, the water passing
1033. Henry ALEXANDER LAWRENCE and Lovis Artuur LAWRENCE, 1622. James Cranston, Birmingham, ‘Glass houses.”—26th May, 1869.
into a pipe (at the bottom of the said vessel) leading to the hot well, feed
Lower Clapton, London,“ Imp
its in the
f: cture of hats,
pump, boiler, or elsewhere required.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid. 2678.
bonnets, and sha‘ and in apparatus fur such manufacture.”
W. E. A. Hartmann, Srransec, Glamorganshive, “ Burning pul cerised
1034, ALEXANDER |a eel Vienna, Austria, ““A new method of 1084. Tuomas WHITEHEAD and Nicno.as Nussey, Holbeck, Leeds, Yorkfuel.”—Dated 9th October, 1871.
a g sediments of tubular steam boilers and apparatus employed
shire, ‘‘ Cumbing, preparing, and drawing wool, &c.”—18th April,
The furnace is fitted with a hopper for the reception of coal dust, and
erein.”
1865.
the
discharge
the fuel is regulated by means of a grooved roller or its
1037. Faeperick Esenezer Saxsy and Josern Winninoton, Lorn-strect, 1092. Georcr Tomiinson Bovsrie.p, Loughborough Park, Brixton, equivalent, to ofwhich
a slow motion is given. In connection with the
Chester-road, Hulme, ‘‘ Certain improvements in machinery or appaSurrey, ‘‘ Breech-loading fire-arms.”—19th April, 1865.
contracted discharge passage of this hopper is a feed-pipe, which leads
ratus to be used for the purpose of regulating the supply of cotton and -_
ILLIAM Hate, = Sertery Adelphi, London, “ Rockets.”—20th directly to a combustion chamber. Into this feed-pipe the inventor
other fibrous material to machinery used in the preparing, manufacpril,
1
ablast of air, or a steam blast, ora mixture of the two. As the
turing, or finishing of the same.
WitiaM Scarratt, Russell-street, Longton, and Witiiam Deas, throwsdrops
into this feed--pipe it is met by the blast, and carried forward
1038. James Henry MILLs, ey pe London, “ Improvements in 1117.
Stafford-street, Longton, ‘‘ Taking impressions from the grain of wood, fuel
to the combustion chamber. In order to insure the proper mingling of
apparatus for generating heat by the combustion of gas.
&e.”""—2lat
April,
1865.
the
blast
and fuel, and thereby ay
revent a deposit of the fuel in the com1039. JAMES HENRY MILLs, College-street, London, ‘‘ Improvements in 1860. James
ORRALL,
Ordsall,
Lancashire,
and
Tromas
Hvones,
chamber, he mounts
the feed-pipe, near its exit end and
steam ers.
Manchester, “ Stretching and drying textile fabrics.”--16th May, 1865. bustion
behind its last bend, a turbine or screw, by giving a rapid rotary
1042. THomas MITCHELL, Cullingworth, near Bingley, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Immotion to which an intimate mixture of the blast with the fuel is
in
'y for doubting and twisting two or more yarns
eff
or threads of fibrous substances.”
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
1043. a
MELVILLE Crank, Chancery-lane, London, “An im- 3349. be gt Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Disin- 2688. W. CLark, Kent, “‘ Stean boilers and cleaning apparatus for Ux
same.” —Dated 1th October, 1871.
loom for wea’
A communication from James Short, New
tegratin
pulverising machinery.” *—A communication from Jerome
The said invention is designed to increase the area of the surface and
Seoul, Middlesex, New Jersey, U.8.—S8th April, 1872.
Josiah Wobutel and
at John H. Hall.—11th December, 1871.
effectiveness of the heat in the flues, and to render them stronger and
1047, Wiitam Epwarp Gepar, Wellington- strect, Strand, London, 8356.
Dionisio
VeRIccHio,
Foley-street,
London,
“
Metallic
skeleton
more durable than heretofore without increasing their weight or cost.
“Improvements in feeding bottles.”—A communication from Ernest
spring
s and ma’
The said invention also relates to apparatus for cleaning the flue plates
Louis Antoine Saint-Aubin, Rheims, M: a France.
Ras.PH Hart TWEDDELL, Sunderland, “Riveting or punching The
improved flues or flue tubes are made of thin iron or other suitable
1048. Thomas SHANN DeRHAM, Leeds, Yorkshire, “Improvements in 3358.
metal
metal corrugated or formed with a series of circular concavities and conmachinery for manufacturing bricks.”
3361.
Humpurey
Prippen,
Bradford,
‘‘
Mangling
clothes
and
fabrics.”
1049. Witt1am Ropert Lake, Southam pton- ag
London, | . Im- 3365. THomas LAWRENCE McCreaby, Soudnemnten:-buildings, London, vexities through the entire lengthof the tube. A set of brushesor scrapers
used, fitted upon that part of the flue plates which it is desired to
——- in ditching or t
tion
- Blending differently-coloured printing inks and forming them into are
clean. These brushes or scrapers are moved to and fro upon the tubes by
m Henry Carter, Aylmer, Ontario, Canada,
sheets, &c.”—12th December, 1871.
a rod which passes through a stuffing box at the top or side of the boiler.
1050. SaMuet Bennett, Trafford -street, Gaythorn, Manchester, ‘‘ Im- $367.
JosEPH
—
Ashton-under-Lyne,
“‘
Measuring
fluids.”
—
13th
——-> in construction and fixing of cocks or valves for high or
2697. C. Stace, Kingston-on-Thames, “ The application of the motive pow
December, 1871.
of the cur rent of « viver to pump water into a siriming bath aad othe
Francis Sere, Worcester, “ Safety fastenings.”
1051. Joun Henry Jouwson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ Improve- 3389.
baths floating upon the said river through jiltering materials pleced wear
3396.
CHARLES
WEIGHTMAN
Harrison,
South
Kensington,
London,
‘‘
Gas
ments in the treatment of animal and vegetable substances.”—A comthe bottom or sides of the vessel containing such bath or baths.”"—Doted
burners.”
—14th
December,
1871.
munication from William Adamson, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.
11th October, 1871.
RicHarp Lone, Live
1, ‘‘ Governors.”—-16th December, 1871.
1052. ALEXANDER Browne, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘* An improved 3414.
supply filtered water to a swimming bath stationed on the current
Witutam Renniz, Newry, Ireland,
pelling vessels.” — 18th of Toa river
glove-sewing machine.”—A commmnitention from Johan Jacob Bergman 3422.
by means of tide wheels or current wheels, and a filter at the
December,
1871.
and Carl Emil Hiittemei
bottom
of the vessel containing such bath, and also where the current is
3435.
JosepH
Frazer,
Westbourne-grove,
Paddi
»
London,
and
1053. SAMUEL ~ rem ne
erie oton-buildin a _o— **An improved
strong enough to ape eo water by means of the said wheels into an
ConraD ADDERLY DI11Lon, Clargest-street, Piccadilly, London, ‘* Camp elevated
method of lining
uddling furnaces ’—9th Apr or. 1872.
tank,
from which the water may descend in a shower.
bed:
.
1054. eee Senerane,
on arr,Ramsey, Isle of Man, “ ‘Improvements in the 3438.
Joun ALEXANDER, Gartsherrie Ironworks, N.B.,‘‘ Cutting or getting
manufacture of iodide of
i and oft
of
coal,
&c.”—19th
December,
1871.
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
1055. Epwarp GrirrirH BREWER, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improve- 3498. Epwarp Watson Ke.iey, Boston, Suffolk, Massachusetts, U.S.,
ments in tuyeres or he Aug_" —A communication from Charles
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma“* Horse-nail machines.”
Henry Baker, Philadelphia,
chinery
and
Fittings,
Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
3506.
CLaupe
Destre
Gousert
and
Jean
Nort
Mownrocg,
Boulevart
de
1056. JouHn Greene, P: Mall,“Landen, “Improvements in the manuSenay, Paris, “‘ Lithographic printing machines,”—28th December,
Harness, &c.
facfure of types, logotypes, and phrasotypes, and in apparatus
187
2653. H. A. Vernon, Esser, “ Moving heavy guna.” —Deted 6th October, 1871
‘or.
The Right Hon. same Earl of CaiTruness, Hill-street, London,
This invention consists essentially in mounting the gun upon three
1057. Aurrep SatamMon Gutrman, Park-road, Bs mgt L London, “A 48.“ Cleaning
rolling stock.”—5th January, 1872.
removable wheels, two of which revolve round brass friction
shade or covering for the protection of outsi @ passengers of omni- 69. Prerre Samar,
Blois, de Loir et Cher, France, ‘‘ Breech-loading fire- readily
bands suitably fastened around the trunnions; the use of these bands
buses, tramway cars, and such like public vehicles.
arms.”
—9th
January,
1872.
is
to
prevent
the trunnions themselves from receiving any injury from
1058. ALFRED VINCENT NEwTon, Chancery-lane, London, “ An improved 120. Witatam Ropert Lake, South
ton-buildi
London, “ Refriction of the internal barrel of the wheel. The third wheel consists
itecormotive power.” — A communication from James Jennings
—T '—A communication from ‘Sophia Letitia Mercer.—1ith Januar. Y the
of a steering wheel, and is mounted in a forked swivel secured to the
cComb, New Orleans, Louisiana, U.S., and Frank M. Mahan,
72.
of the cum |and is connected to a steering handle, and beiny held
Memphis, Tennessee, U.S.
Witt1am Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Fur- cascable
means of a
round the tonkin at the muzzle is made
1059. WittiamM THorNToN, Nottingham, “Impr
ts in
hinery 200.naces.”"—-A
communication from Emile Muller and Auguste Eichel- toby support
the breech end of the gun. The trunnion or bearing wheels
forthe man) facture of looped or knitted fabrics.
brenner.—22nd
January,
1872.
are
prevented
from mg off the trunnion brasses by pins, and are pre1060. ALEXANDER FRASER, a
Midlothian, N. B., “Improvements 220. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chan
-lane,
London,
“
Railway
vented from abrading the trunnion shoulders by having thin metal
in apparatus for distributing types.
carriage axles and wheels.”—A communication from Ellis Doty, George plates
between themselves and the shoulders. The bearing wheels,
1061. ALEXANDER ge
aol Chancery-lane, London, ‘An
ee Miltimore, Reuben Mickel, and Ira Mickel. —23rd January, steeringplaced
wheel, and all the additicnal parts connected with either, are
improved
,
ene card.”—A communication from
872.
capable
of being quickly applied and removed, in order that the gun may
Emory M lintock, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S
257.
ALBERT
Uncerer,
Simmering,
near
Vienna,
Austria,
‘‘
Paper
pulp.”
be ey) from one carriage and be conveyed to and mounted upon another
1062. Lg
Lankix, Theydon Gernon, Essex, AnpREW LEIGHTON,
January, 1872.
requisite in a very short space of time, and so be readily
South
Liverpoo 1, and Pb mye WHITE, | Thurlow-road, 319.— 26th
Manset Bay ty, King’s-road, Brighton, “ Printing with or without pe aR
action when and where most required.
Hompetend,‘Middlesex, “Imp
in the p
of iron an
self-inking aj
tus, &e.
+h
"7 huilad
2673.
E.
C.
Ciirt,
Wellington, Salop, “ Trro-wheeled vehicles and carts.”321.
Wituiam
BERT
Lake,
8
London,
‘‘
Burners
1063.
a Kame Wenzet Zenoer, Charing Cross Hotel, London, “ ImproveDated
9th
October, 1871
for
lamps,
&c.”—A
communication
from
Andrew
‘Gormly
Myers.
—1st
ments in the purificationof iron, copper, and zinc.” —10th April, 1s72.
This invention refers to two-wheel vehicles fitted to carry two or four
1872.
1064. Wittiam Ropert Lake, S
London, “ Im- 586.February,
rsons, and commonly called1
or Whi
pel carts, and this
ALFRED Moore, Euston-road, cs and ARTHUR CHARLES Moore, vention
ents in the manufacture of sieves.”—A po Mem vor from
consists of a simple and expeditious manner of adjusting the
Liverpool, ‘‘ Roll caps for sheet-metal ~~ —23rd February, 1872.
obert Johnson Mann, Burlington, Iowa, U.S.
of the front seat to fit the cart to carry two or four persons at
Row.anp Marspen, Leeeds, “
e-breaking machines."— position
1065. Leos AntorvE Baptx, New Ormond-street, London, ‘‘A new or 649.lst Henry
pleasure
without
removing
the
cushion,
unscrewing
the nut, and reMarch, 1872.
improved method of deodorising human excrementitious matters, and
moving the front seat, as is req
in ordinary carts. According to
}MELVILLE CLARK, sa petty ath London, “Covering this
of its manufacture into farm manure suitable for all descriptions of 702.topALEXANDER
invention
the
hind
door
is
so
connected
to
the
sliding
front seat by
rolls
o'
,
Spinning,
and
t
agricultural
and to all localities.”
levers and rods or stays that on the pulling down of the hind
= from my Lindslayy William Lewis Bartlett. —Tth March, meanstheoffront
1066. SAMUEL CARTWRIGHT gpa Fulham,a ae. / spoerwenete in
seat is moved forward from the stationary back seat and
the construction of portable
or military and 730.1872.Ropert Hocarts Patterson, Hammersmith, “ Purifying coal gas.” door
the hind door at the same time firmly held in its open position, and on
other purposes.”
the raising or shutting of the hind door the front seat is returned to its
March, 1872.
1067. FREDERICK RENDER, Manchester, “Improvements in reins for 751.—9thWarttam
a— the stationary hind seat. When the front seat is in the first
Rost, Halesowen, ‘‘Gun barrels and nail rods.”—12th |lace bed
drivingand riding.”
position the cart is fitted to carry four persons, and when in
March, 1872.
ae cas Wrvram, M hester, ‘‘ Impr
ts in spring
the inetdescribed position the cart is fitted to carry two persons.
774. WittiaM Jonn Lockyer, }Bristol, “* Artificial manures.”
2684.
G.
Westincnovuse,
London, ‘ Working brakes for the rolling stock of
785.
Jonn
CoLurncs,
Mi
ig
and
mowing
machines.”—
1009. Jaune WoRRALL, Manchester, and Jonny Kersnaw, )i ae
railways.” —Dated 10th October, 1871.
14th March, 1872.
Halifax, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improved apparatus for scouring pilefabrics.”
Ropert ANDREW ROBERTSON,
ie Wharf, Victoria Docks, Essex,
This invention has reference to that description of apparatus for
1070. Jabs WorRaLt, Manchester, and Joun KersHaw, Wadsworth, 790.** Evaporating
liquids.”—15th Ma: 1872.
working railway brakes wherein compressed air or other gas is caused to
Yorkshire, “An improved mode of and apparatus for finishing 801. FreveRIcK WILLIAM
from a reservoir through two continuous lengths of pipes tu brake
mY
Wolverhampton, and James Licut,
cottonncords.”
Bradley, “ Iron and steel.”
+ Inala
cylinders connected to the brake gear, such as described in the provi1071. Jacos HEBERLEIN,S 4h
Chancery-lane, London, 803.jun.,Wirtiam
Cricuros, WituiamM Wricut CricHTom and Spencer sional specification to the patentee’s previous ap —
for letters
-“Im rovements in apparatus for working brakes in railway trains.”
CricuTon, Castlefield Ironworks, anchester, ee
recipro- patent, dated 15th September, 1871, No. 2436.
resent improve
ILLIAM CULLEN, Belfast, Antrim, Ireland, “‘ knprgvements in
cating into rotary motion, &c.” —Lbth March, 1872.
ments consist in the employment of "certain novel rd peculiar devices
weenie for grinding
910.
SaMvEL
MoorHovse,
a
eee
Bulkeley,
and
Wir.1aM
Joun
Kenai,
whereby
should
any
one
or
more
8
become
detached
from
a train
1073. Jonn Bevi, jun., and Tuomas Bett, Wishaw, Lanarkshire, N.B.,
Heaton No’
“U;
March, 1872.
while in motion, or if it or they should run off the line of rails, with or
“‘ Improvements in apparatus for discharging |horizontal retorts.”
RUSSELL Caaursen, Great George-street, Westminster, without becoming detached, the brakes will be automatically applied to
1074. Henry Asnwortn, Walsden.
its in 931,+
the wheels of such detached carriage or carriages, and thus stop the
qos for spinning anda doubling cotton and one fibrous sub- on —4
Meuprum, Dechmont, N.B., “ Purifying paraffin.”—28ih progressof such carriage or carriages before any accident can happen
The essential feature of the invention consists in providing the
1075. oe ag LUTTRINGHAUS, an neal pe Prussia, ‘‘ An improve- 942. aJosEPH BucHANAN RoBeRTson, Lurgan, Armagh, Ireland, “Sewing thereto.
carriages with an auxiliary reservoir for compressed air, and in sv
mentin machinery or apparatus for cutting out metal pla‘ to
machinery.”
arranging
the communication between the aforesaid two lines of pipes
ittern.”
WitL1AM Henry Batzey, Albion Works, Salford, “Indicating heat.” and this reservoir
and the brake cylinder, by means of a series of auto. Joun Henry JOHNSON, at pay -fields, London, “ Improve- 949.—30th
—_— bm 3 that in supplying air under pressure through one or both
March, 1872.
ae in ro
steam
— A communication from Hugo
rotary
to the brake cylinder, the auxil
reservoir becomes
Fiingling and Adolf Maller, tii Prussia.—1llth April, 1872.
with such air—— pressure ; while, if the air is then
tnopposing any
one of ot. applications it Piet
es = brake cylinder and the one line of pipes, the air
ae
toot
cir
ebjections
to
such
aj
tions
should
leave
port
the
reservoir
and
the other line of
Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of )J= office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen
under pr
of its pi
and the Sankeien between them and the brake cylinders
Complete Specifications.
will
be
bo
cut
off
until,
by
the
accidental
breaking
of
the
couplings
between
ay Henri orn .empetnag Piccadilly,
sear
“ Improvements
my or valve, situated in a connecting pipe
in machin
a ontton,elle,sndMeena
other
materials.” List of Specifications published during the week ending ee oytwo (ee
lines of = is automatically turned. so as to allow
Belgium.—11th
20th April, 1872.
the air under pressureto flow from eT line of pipes and reser9288", 4d.; 2118, 4d.; 2183, 4d.; 2262,2s. 4d; 2270,
In. 4d.; me voir into the uncharged line of- ty this means the communication
1079. ENRI: Ao Bonnevitie, Piccadilly, sadits
between the pipes and reservoir and thebrake cylinder of the detach
Is. 10d.;
2305, 8d. 2309, 104-5
8 “
ix
surfaces of
2 neem combined with Lee fy
carriage will be aw
whereby the air under pressure
gat
oT:
cotton,inimitation of tings well known as
Pre gFii aali
will be caused to flow from the opened,
reservoir into the be cylinder, ee ousto
aaF
communication from Ed
apply
the
ss
and
further
progress
of —r
joey aprit,1872.
arrangements
ra fincutapentio valves
waieetare described for carryin_;
1082. Henry Jo’
Elgin-street, Birkenhead, Cheshire, and Witt1Am
out the above Geserd systemof operating.
GREEN,7,Brougham street,Tranmere, ——, “Im
oom |
2693. G. ALLAN and J. Grecory, London, “‘ Chairs, sleepers, or omnpee ts Jor
putting out,
and
, an
the permanent ways of railways and tramways.”—Dated th Octoln.,
other boata."
"—12th April,een
hasta
ade
: : § é
1106. Mariana Fanny By tncagn Ryn gertor offen wergalePark,
consists in constructing chairs or sleepers for rails with
=
F Fi
B52 Es
Devonshire, “
or protector for
13th April, 1872.
ie railbeing
nok©
wooted
waa
wooden
or wedges upontg forallrst,
hathe
i
Lancashire,
bed plate on
side of or between
wood cushions. In another > modification
each
jaws are alle on the bed plate of such « width apart and height that
the rail can be inserted between
between them by canting it, after which it is
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forced with its bottom flange up against the overhanging tops of the jaws weight applied, by which means the proper degree of elasticity is mainby means of the wooden wedges. In applying this chair to flat rails for tained, even when subjected to continual use.
tramways the sides of the rails are formed of a dovetail shape fitting 2695. W. H. Ronatp, Glasgow, ‘‘ Umbrellas,
haces, and parasols.”—
against dovetail surfaces on the jaws.
Dated 11th October, 1871.
This invention has for its object to render the materials covering
umbrellas,
hades, and p
Is less liable to wear than heretofore at
Class 3._FABRICS.
folds midway between the ribs, and. consists in forming a rib at the
Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with the
Preparing, Manufacturing Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing folded edge by sewing.
Fabrics, &e.
Class 8.-CHEMICAL.,
2069. 8. Corron, Belfast, Ireland, “ Hackling flax, hemp, &e.”—Dated 9th
October, 1871.
Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
The novelty in this case consists in fixing the hackle-pins longitu- Including
and
Lighting
Materials,
Preparation and Preservation of Food,
dinally and alternately on opposite revolving sheets of the ‘‘ intersecting
Brewing Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
or vertical sheet hackling ito” and in providing blocks of wood on
Glass,
,Pottery,
Cement,
Paint,
Manures, cc.
the sheet revolving opposite the one carrying the hackle-pins.
2676. T. J. Smrru, London, ** Treating filaments, &c.”—A conmunication.— 2655. A. H. Stiti and D. Lane, Ireland, ‘ Illuminating gas.”—Dated 6th
October, 1871.
Dated 9th October, 1871.
This provisional specification describes mixing heated coal tar with
This consists in dissolving silk by some chemical agent, and in making
a bath of the solution, into which the cotton or other thread or fabric to screened or pulverised breeze, cannel nuts, &c., previously dried, and this
be treated is plunged for a short time, by which it is endued with some mixture is afterwards mixed with the ordinary coal, and carbonised in
the usual gas retorts.
of the properties peculiar to silk.
2602. W. Bowker, Manchester, ‘‘ Drilling machines.”—Dated 11th October, 2659. J. Burrows, Hampton Vicarage, Middlesez, ‘‘ Treating sewage, dc.”—
Dated 7th October, 1871.
1871.
This relates to the employment of a mixture of sulphate of iron and
This invention consists in improved drilling machinery adapted for
drilling the holes in the card cylinder, the needle board, bottom board, lime or some other re-agent in sewage tanks or receptacles for causing
cumber board, and spring box of Jacquard machines, and also the holes in the solids to deposit themselves. The deposit and the effluent water can
the plates used for guiding the punches ee for reaped holes in afterwards be used for commercial purposes.
the cards, In the several parts of these machines the holes are in series 2660. HH. Y. G. Scorr, Ealing, Middlesez, “Treatment of the refuse
of various numbers, with intermittent spaces between the series, and the
lime resulting from the purvication of coal gas.”"—Dated 7th October,
First part of the improvements consists in employing several drills and
1871a.
giving a self-acting motion to the carriage to which the parts to be
The inventor takes gas lime and calcines it in the presence of air so as
drilled are fixed. At one side of the carriage is fixed a rack having teeth to expel the carbonic acid and oxidise the sulphur compounds. The
corresponding with the centre of the holes, and it is intended that this resulting material will consist chietly of quick lime and sulphate of lime,
rack and table shall move by self-acting means immediately after one set and he effects their separation by taking advantage of the different specific
of holes are drilled. The spindles of the drills work in adjustable frames, gravities of these substances.
and the tops of the spindles are jointed by shortarms to one end of levers, 2667. H. Deacon, Warrington, Lancashire, “‘ Production of sulphate of soda,
tothe other ends of which are jointed vertical rods having at the bottom
of sulphate of potash, and of chlorine.” —Dated 9th October, 1871.
a connecting bar with screws to keep the levers uniform. The rod of the
invention relates to the production of sulphate of soda, of sulphate
central lever is provided with a number of teeth or cogs gearing into a of This
potash,
chlorine, and consists in subjecting chloride of sodium
toothed wheel having at intervals a tooth left out, and on this central or chloride andof ofpotassium
at an elevated temperature to the action of
rod is fixed a catch which can be adjusted as required. Below the car- sulphurous acid, air, or oxygen,
together with aqueous vapour also at an
riage there is a long lever jointed to the framework of the machine, the elevated temperature, and in submitting
also at an elevated temperature
lever having at one end a knuckle joint which can be acted upon by the gaseous products containing hydrochloric
acid, the result of such
the catch of the central rod, and at the other end a rod for raising a catch
to the action of porous materials, such as bricks or clay
out of gear of the teeth of the rack when required. When the machine decomposition
for
example,
which
porous
materials
have
been previously impregnated
is at work the drills descend until the teeth or cogs on the central rod with sulphate of copper or with other suitable
metallic compound or
arrive at one of the spaces in the toothed wheel, and then the weight of
d
ing similar properties to —- of copper, so that
the cross bar and weights connected to it raise the drills and depress the the hydrochloric
acid may be decomposed and the chlorine be obtained
central rod so as to cause the catch to act on the knuckle joint and raise therefrom. In carrying
out this invention the chlorides to be operated
the catch out of the 1ack, which then moves forward by a weight in the
may be placed in or be contained in eithera special apparatus, such
usual manner; and this part of the invention is also applicable for upon
example as that described in the specification of letters patent granted
punching the sheet iron plates used instead of bottom boards for metal for
to
the
inventor
and
numbered
753, dated 25th March, 1871, or in any
cards and other similar articles.
modification of the same or the impregnated porous materials, and the
2702. W. L. Wise, London, “‘ Means or apparatusfor operating on cardings chlorides
to
be
operated
upon
may be arranged either alternately in
of wool or other sibre.”—A communication.—Dated 11th October, 1871.
or in separate compartments in any apparatus which wiil admit of
This invention consists in dividing the
g or band of wool or other layers
the contents being raised to an eleva
perature, such apparata
fibre as it leaves the carding machine by causing it to pass between pairs being
also
so
constructed,
and
the
of materials therein being
of groeved rollers or grooved cylindrical surfaces gc with sharp such as to allow of the free passagearrangement
of
the
sulphurous
gas, the air, or
edges, so as to produce smaller bands or slivers, which are then passed oxygen, hydrochloric acid gas, chlorine, and aqueousacidvapour,
so that
directly under cr through the rubbing apparatus, which, aided by supple- continually repeated reaction between some of the various substances
mental sheaves, transforms the smaller bandsor slivers into rolls or rolled under
treatment are produced and effected in order that ultimately the
slivers,
desired result may be obtained, namely, the production of sulphate of
soda or of sulphate of potash together with the simultaneous production
of chlorine. As this invention consists in the use of alternate layers or of
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE,—None.
alternate compartments con’
ig the chlorides to be acted upon, and
the impregnated porous materials, the amount of the vapour of water to
be
employed
need
not
necessarily
be in the proportion of an equivalent
Class 5.-BUILDING.
of the ve pour of water to an equivalent of the sulphurous acid employed,
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes as less than an equivalent of the vapour of water will suffice in order that
the desired result mav be obtained.
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, de.
3383. G. H. Exiis, London, “ Asphulte roads, ways, and floors.” —Dated 14th 2698. W. E. Gere, London, * Process for preserving animal and vegetable
subetances.”—A communication.—Dated 11th October, 1871.
December, 1871.
‘Tnis tuvention consists in steeping meat, fish, potatoes, or other vegeThese improvements consist, First, in laying down two layers of bituin a solution of chlorbydric acid in water, the strength of
minous or asphalte composition, the lower layer being of an inferior sad tabls subst
softer quality to and about twice the thickness of the upper layer. tbe solution varying with the nature of the substance to be preserved,
Secondly, in a new combination of bitumen with glue or other analgous v hich is impregnated with it more or less according to the time durin;
which it is to be jaye: Samy When suitably soaked the substanceis dri
substance, a quantity of suitable grit being afterwards added.
stored in adry place until required for use as food or otherwise
2672. R. Goxi, Birmingham, “ Cowls or hoods for chimneys, dc.”—.A com™ and
when asimple washing in pure water willremove all trace of the chemicz
munication.—Dated 9th October, 1871.
agent.
fish, and vegetables thus prepared may be stored for a
According to this invention, the body of the cowl consists of a chamber length ofMeat,
time, while preserving alltheir nutritive properties. Vegetables
open at bottom, the lower part being globular and the upper part cylin- thus preserved
cannot, however, be replanted, as the acid destroys the
drical and perforated with holes and surmounted by a cover, 4. trumpet- germ.
mouthed shaft or tube supports the cowl, the trumpet mouth occupying
the globular part of the body of largest diameter. A disc or plate is sus- 700. A. M. CLark, London, “* Manufacture and treatment of iron and steel,
and in the welding thereof.”—A communication.—Dated 11th October,
pended in the cowl immediately over but not quite in contact with the
1871.
mouth of the trumpet-shaped shaft. When the external air is quiescent,
The invention consists in the employment in combination with the
the air rising in the shaft enters the cowl and passes out by the holes in
the cylindrical part without impediment. When a horizontal current of metal in a molten state of a composition ore or flux, consisting of silicic
air strikes the cowl it enters the cowl by the holes described, but is de- acid about 38 parts, magnetic iron about 40 parts, and peroxide of iron
flected by the suspended disc or plate and escapes by the open bottom of about 10 parts. About 201b. of this composition is to be added in the
the cowl. If the current of air has an upward tendency, it enters the furnace to every ton of pig metal for —- wrought iron or steel, the
lower part of the cowl, is deflected by the trumpet mouth of the shaft proportion being varied to suit the quality of the metal, and fer cast iron
against the globular part over the suspended disc or plate, and passes the inventor adds about 160]b. per ton of metal in the cupola. By the
out by the holes in the cylindrical part.
e result of this arrangement employment of this composition the malleability, strength, eed. 4,
is that downward draught is —
and the proper action of the and hardness of the metalisimproved, while it may be used as a flux for
—
ventilator, lamp, or lantern to which the cowl is applied is welding and asa bath for hardening articles made of iron.
secured.
2075. H. Huones, London, ‘‘ Apparatus for attachment to windows.”—
Dated 9th October, 1871.
Class 9,—ELECTRICITY.
Plates, tubes, or pieces of metal are formed with fangs and projecIncluding Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Appa atus,
tion, the flanges to be driven into timber to hold the plates in place, and
Etectrical
Apparatus, and Galvanic Batterres.
the projections to receive the wear and tear. If the plates are of tubular
~-, G. Zann, London, ‘* Magnetic bells und signals.” —Dated 13th October,
shape plugs or stoppers are employed.
871.
2703. P. Brannon, London, ‘‘ Construction of fire-proof houses and other
According to these improvements magnetic bells are actuated by a
build ngs.” —Dated 12th October, 1871.
produced by a coil or coils in connection with a magnet
This invention consists in forming the entire walls, floors, roofs, archos, constant current
and a suitable brake by the velocity of the said coil or coils
viaducts, and other parts of any building or engineering cunstruction in orso magnets,
as to ring a vibrating electric bell, as is well understood. This
one mass by the employment of a metallic skeleton framework in com- arrang
disp
with the mechanical electric bell, as at present
bination with and permeating a continuous and undivided body of con- actuated by itclockwork
in other magnetic bells, thus saving the cost and
crete or earthy materials,
trouble of winding up such mechanism. The motion of the coils is
caused by moving a bell pull lever half a revolution, or the bell is kept
vibrating so long as the bell pull lever is actuated.
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.
is arranged according to this invention for giving s'
in case of fire,
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, In- pens
ape or other cause, by setting the coil in action by means of clockstruments of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
work or other suitable mechanism, such mechanism and the bell or
805. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Cartridge sor flre-arms.”—A communication.— signal being set in motion by the opening of a door, or window, or other
Dated 23rd March, 1872.
moving
y, or by heat resulting from fire, thus giving an alarm in case
The nature of this invention consists in producing a case or cartridge, of fire or burglary.
in which shots, bullets, balls, or other projectiles are
losed in a spiral
or coil com
of two or more spirals or coils of wire rods, strips of
Class 10.—-—MISCELLANEOUS.
metal, or other suitable material joined at one of the ends, the opposite
ends being left free and disunited to allow the coils or spirals on the cartIncluding all patents not found under the preceding heads,
ridge being discharged from the gun to separate and spring somewhat
apart and divide the cartridge or case into three or more separate com- 2582. E. Epwarps, London, “ Pressing and condensing metal.”—-A commupartments or cages.
nication.—Dated 20th September, 1871.
This invention consists in
a hydrostatic cylinder and piston
driving a plunger, so that the plunger enters (from below) a mould into
Class 7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
which liquid or semi-liquid metal has been poured. The mould is firmly
Including Cooking Utensils, Fee maha Ornaments, Musical In- bolted to a bed-plate through which the plunger passes, and is closed by
a tightly fit cover, which is screwed down in its place. The plunger
struments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
below the moulds, they can ean Abe filled and removed as
2632. A. M. CLark, London, ‘ Treadles of sewing and other machines.”— be
required. They are not, however, to be quite filled, sothat the body of
A communication.—Dated 4th October, 1871.
will be lifted and condensed against the cover and sides of the
The object of this invention is to increase the power of the muscles of metal
mould.
thus moving upward the mass of metalis prevented from
the calf and foot without straining the muscles of the body. A vertically adhering By
to the sides of the mould, which taper slightly downwards. The
adjustable knee cushion is fixed to pendants or to the sides of the plunger =
esbevay or prismatic in cross section, and in the upper
machine, or a strap is laid over the knee, or a spring, cushioned or plain, side of the bed-plate
through which it passes is made a recess con’
gz
may be used to press upon the knee. A spring may also be secured to the a collar formed of radially
moving sections held in their places by bolts
treadle to hold the knee against the strap or cushion. In this manner and pressed
it the plunger by springs. This collar prevents the
the lower part of the leg is locked to the foot, so that a greater leve'
metal from escaping round the plunger, and also accommodates
and more powerful action upon the treadle can be obtained. The treadle melted
to the expansion and contraction of the latter. Pipes are attached
may also be applied to a U-shaped axle, a spring being applied under the toitself
hydraulic cylinder above and below the piston, and are connected
front end of said treadle, and such a spring may also be applied to the A the
means of three-way cocks either with a hy:
tic pump or with an
pitman, By thus making the foot swing on the ankle joint the leg itself elevated
tank, so that the piston and plunger may be made to move
remains at rest, the knee not moving up and down as usual.
eitherjupward or d
as req
2665. F. T. ALpRIDGE, Blackman-street, London, ‘‘ Making of hat bodies.”— ong M. Pressver, London, ‘‘ Motive power.”—Dated 80th September,
Dated 9th October, 1871.
he
This invention consists in the making of hat bodies for the covering of
This provisional specification describes an apparatus for o
ladies’ and geutlemen’s heads. The body being made chiefly of horsehair motive
power by the explosion of gases between two
is the main feature,
or cylin
3. one
connected with the driving shaft, and the
2671. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Fastening
for boots and shoes.” —A communica- other
has water below it; this water is forced by the explosion
into a
tion.—Dated 9th October, 1871.
chamber
com)
air, and is from thence allowed to escape
This invention relates to clamps for fasten
boots or shoes. The during thecontaining
downstroke
th
a turbine, whichis
to the driving
shoes are made with two parallel rows of holes, with eyelets. The clamp shaft ; after
the turbine the
returns into the
is formed with bowed springs upon its ends to enter these eyelets.
bottom
of the cylinder.
arrangements
are also described.
2600. J. Licnrscnemnpi, London, “‘ Spring mattresses, d&:c.”—A communi- 2650. T. Coca, Crsenem, “* Vent pegs.” —Dated 6th October, 1871.
cation.—Duted 10th October, 1871.
this
the cylindrical
of the peg has a hole
The improvements consist in connecting a series of conical shaped in itsaxis,
with which alateral hole near the head of the pegcommunispiral springs in such manner as to prevent their uncoiling under the cates. Upon the peg isa sliding india-rubber
tube or tubular piece grasping

Apri.

26, 1872.

the ae oom tle
This sliding tube is moved on the peg
by a holder
a V-shaped metallic
clip, the arms of which embrace the a
aa tube. When the india-rubber tube is over the
lateral hole near the end of the peg no air can enter the barrel.
en
a
ee ad agpnr ge ae
to permit of the flow of the
liquid therefrom,
the india-rubber tube is depressed
or moved from the
head of the a & the lateralo)
is uncovered,
when air rushes
4 With respect
into the barrel feed said lateral
to any excess
of pressure
in the barrel the vent peg is self-acting.
2651. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Grain elevators.”—A communication.—Dated
6th October, 1871.
By this invention the inventor produces an elevator which shall not
only possess all the advantages of those at present in use, but will also
disc
grain from any vessel, whatever may be her depth of hold ; and
the said invention consists mainly in an arrangement whereby the trunk
entering the hold of the vessel can always be held in a vertical position
The hull of the elevator may be of any convenient form.
2663. R. Hawi, Stockton-on-Tees, Durham, “* Making lids, coverings, &c.,
water-tight.” —Dated 9th October, 1871.
invention consists of making one or more grooves on the upper
part of the tin or vessel which is covered by the flange of the lid; in
these grooves a piece of packing is inserted, such as a piece of yarn, cord,
or elastic band, or a piece of hemp covered with grease or white lead, or
a cement composed of linseed meal made into paste by mixing with
acetic acid or common vinegar. The lids may be made either external or
internal, as per samples herewith, and the entire body of the tin may be
corrugated from top to bottom, which would add materially to its strength
to withstand external pressure in case it should be desirable to form a
vacuum in the tin or vessel.
2664. J. T. Partour, London, “ Apparatus for raising sunken ships, dc.”—
Dated 9th October, 1871.
The said invention is designed tc afford the means for raising ships and
other objects or bodies sunken in deep water. It is adapted for raising
ships of the largest di
i or
ge as well as smaller vessels or
other objects. It is conveniently carried and easily arranged over the
vessel or object to be raised; it will secure the same with greater
certainty and bring it to the surface in a shorter time than has heretofore
been practicable, and is therefore less d
dent upon the continuance of
fine or calm weather than other contrivances heretofore employed for
raising vessels sunk in ocean waters. In raising ships or other objects
according to this invention he uses a number of
es, which are
mee from floating vessels. When the correct — of the said
sunken ship or other object has been ascertained the said frames are
secured together and let down, and to insure their passing properly over
the sides of the ship they are guided as they descend by grapnel chains
or — previously placed and buoyed at the sides of the sunken vessel
or other object.
e said frames are lowered and raised by means of
hoisting apparatus carried by the floating vessels.
2668. J. H. Jounson, London, “ Lanterns.”—A communication.—Dated 9th
October, 1871.
This invention consists, Fiist, of a lantern globe having a screw thread
formed upon its exterior, by means of which it may be suspended within
a guard or frame. 8
dly, the
bination with a lantern of an independent skeleton base arranged for attach
t to and detach
t from
the said lantern by spring clips or equivalent fastenings. Thirdly, «
glass vessel above or within the closed base or between the opposite
ends of which is formed a screw thread for attachment to a stand or
support.
2670. G. E. Smitu, New York, U.S., “ Self-closing gas burners.”— Dated 9th
, 18711571.
This invention relates to a device for automatically shutting an extra
gas cock affixed to a gas burner when the gas is extinguished without
closing the main gas cock. The improvements consist in a hoop composed of a rim of steel and a rim of brass fixed to the burner, and
perated by the
qual expansion and contraction of the metals to open
and close the said stop-cock.
2674. T. WALKER, Leeds, “‘ Lithographic and letter-press printing machines.”
—Dated 9th October, 1871.
:
igre
This invention relates to improvements in the construction and working of ——— and letter-press printing machines. The First part of
this invention consists in an arrangement of apparatus for damping the
stone in lithographic printing machines. Under the end of the “ takingoff” board the inventor places a small cistern, provided with two perforated plates, arr:
to admit water to a traversing
h only when
the same comes under. This trough is fixed at one end of the stone
carriage and traverses with it,
under the ‘‘ damping rollers,”
which are placed on the opposite side of the cylinder to the ink-rollers ;
as the trough passes under these rollers they dip down, and thus receive the requisite amount of moisture to sufficiently damp the stone.
At one side of the trough is a contrivance which causes the cistern to
traverse transversely backwards and forwards, and opens the orifices in
the perforated plates in the cistern as the trough passes under them, and
closes them as it returns. Should more force be required in the distribution of the water, a small force-pump can be applied driven from the
main shaft of the machine. In letter-press printing machines this
damping apparatus is not necessary. The Second part of the invention
relates to stopping the cylinder, both in lithographic and letter-press
ape dmachines, at the proper place for the reception of the paper.
e places a brake-wheel, composedof a dise and rim, on one end of the
cylinder shaft. On one side of the disc is fixed a block and a radial bar,
at one end of which is a steel plate. Under the brake-wheel is a vertical
stop rod working in an iron cap, the lower part of which is encircled by
0 ie coins peeeed by nes wate. The up er partof the rod is flat,
and is provided with a lever having a small friction-bow] ; a spring presses
against the open Through the lever stop rod and frame of the machine
n:
a stu —
a friction bow) 1p
y an
xed under one of the side racks wor!
the stone or letter-press carriage, and draws the bowl from between the block and steel
on the
e-wheel, which is held in its place by a brake released by a cam on
the“ main shaft. ae the op ~ Rs — of oes nr
when working at various speeds, the
when depressed
y
a catch liberated by a on the other on of the rack, and so allows the
bowl on the stop
to spring up between the steel plate and block,
which are adjusted by a set screw to the size of the bowl, and sc preven
the cylinder from moving. If the cylinder stops short of its
it is
pressed forward by the bowl on the stop rod, and if it eo past itsJone
it isbrought back by the spring acting on the stop rod lever. The
rt of the invention relates to tripping the cylinder and to a doubleking motion. This is an arrangement by which the stone or letterpress can be twice run over by the inking rollers for one
ting ; it is
also available when it is advisable to prevent the cylinder from
round. This is accomplished by
a plate with projections, whic’
come in contact with a lever on the tri
lever
and raise the
tripping levers, so as to keep a T lever inside the cylinder from dropping
in front of a pawl on the cylinder, and thus allow the cylinder wheels
to return without carrying the cylinder. For the double-inking it is
A Lp en to trip the cylinder each alternate stroke by a pin on one
ofthe side racks acting on a lever
a pawl working
in a ratchet
wheel fast to the cam plate with pro: ions. The ratchet wheel has
double the number of teeth to the projections on the cam plate, so that
at each stroke of the machine one thoth in the ratchet wheel is moved,
and at every second stroke one projection of the cam plate takes up the
SS requisite to trip the cylinder while the stone or letter-press is
ed a second time.
2677. W. Yates, London, “ Miners’ lamps.”—Dated 9th October, 1871.
The inventor constructs miners’ lamps in such a manner that they
GN cay y capete
e a of vias
the
a
» which
will prevent the beers from
4
P or det
d from the
upper part until such
is drawn
s
The invention relates to a means of operating hand fans automatically,
so as to leave the hands free. One arrangement is described in which
the fan is mounted on an ornamental jar which contains spring
mechanism for imparting an oscillating motion to the fan. It is also
P
to utilise the motion of the fan for the dissemination of
—
vapours or disinfectants, supplied to its centre by small wick
u
2681. J. TaGELt, Smethwick, Staffordshire, “‘ Nut screwing machine.”—
Dated 10th October, 1871.
The features of novelty in this machine consist in the automatic action
of the various parts, and the combined effect in scre
nuts without
the aid of anyone to place such nuts or remove them individually ; and
again, when such requires the attention of a mechanic to sharpen the
tap,
o
such tap, as is usual, it refuses to work, and
stops the machine until it is attended to.
2682. D. RoBERTsoN, Glasgow, “ Slotting, shaping, and planing machines.”
Dated 10th October, 1871.
mena tet
Ae
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the employment of two tool holders carried ttpon rs movable heads, so
scjectmende totestis the other a
a
4
ooiitionen’
facili
necessary m motion or cultting 8¢.para:
2683, J. M.Joannipes
and L. M. Apurt, “‘ Preserving goods
when packed.”
Dated 10th October,, 1871.
:
Eieing wien caste-cr Steeptadias fer quote ned. wih beaten |
perforated cylinders or tubes, so that when the
are
ed around
same ventilation may be thereby effected. Seine isspecially
referred to.
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2685. T. Ross, Glasgow, N.B., “ Producing pictures of bodies apparently in
motion or of changing colours.”—Dated 10th Octobe: ,1871.
to this invention, two discs are used rotating in the same
dizection
or in opposite directions. Upon one of the discs, which is of
glass, a series of
in a series of positions gradually p'
ig to
represent, say, a man in the act of jumping, is arranged, and in the other
disc, which is opaque, or made 7 by paintinga radial slit or opening,
figure disc rotates slowly, while the
t part, is made.
or
rotates rapidly. The effect produced by the rotation of the
two discs is the apparent jumping motion of the figure. Circular bands
of colour, having parts
erently arranged, may be substituted for the
figures on the ar disc, the effect of the rotation of the disc being
to produce a beau’
play of colours, gradually changing and passing by
tions into one another, and the said bands of colour may
be used in conjunction with other objects in the magic lantern for the
purpose of producing some curious effects.
2686. J. N. Dovatass, London, “ Lighthouse and other lamp>.”—Dated 10th
October, 1871.
‘
This provisional specification describes an arrangement of deflecting
plates to deflect air against the interior of each flame of a burner made
up of concentric wicks. The plates are all carried by one central stem in
the same way as a button has heretofore been carried.
2687. W. R. Lake, London, “ Apparatus for making iron or steel dies.”—
A communwation.—Dated 10th October, 1871.
:
The block which is to form the die is forced while in a highly heated
state into or over a metallic pattern, whose form or design is thus transferred to the block. By this means he is enabled to readily produce a perfect die wherein the finest lines are clearly and sharply thrown out, with
very little labour, and in a very short space of time, thus effecting a great
saving in the cost of manufacturing steel dies.
2689. W. and G. W. Smumons, Surrey, and G. Smirn, London, “ Printing
zincographic and other impressions.” —Dated 10th October, 1871.
This invention relates to im gre or ' the means, a, _
a
tus for printing zin
ic and other impressions, by whic
e
Serer fk morn Fitobepeated is conducted between two cylinders
or rollers having printing surfaces bent around them so as to print one or
more impressions at the same time, the zinc plates or other printing surfaces being readily applied to or removed from the cylinders.
2701. H. H. Murpocn, London, “ Refrigerating machines, and in apparatus
in connection therewith.”
—A communication.— Dated 11th October,
1871.
This invention relates to
hi for producing cold by means of the
expansion of compressed air, and it is based upon the discovery that in
order to prod cold
ically by means of compressed air the
expansion of the said compressed air must take place under pressure
equal to the expansive force of the said air. According to this invention
an air pump is conn
acrank on a rotary shaft, a cylinder
termed the ‘‘expansion cylinder,” similar to that of an ordinary steam
engine working expansively, is by its piston-rod also connected with a
second crank upon the said s) . The air pump, which is kept cool by
water circulating round it, compresses air drawn from the refrigerating
chamber and forces it into a reservoir in which water circulates through
suitable pipes. From this reservoir the compressed air passes toa second
holder from which it is fed into the expansion cylinder, and acts therein
as a motive power, giving rotary motion to the cranked shaft and
working the air pump. The compressed airis admitted to the expansion
cylinder during the latter part of the stroke of the air pump when the
piston of the said pump is exerting its greatest compressive force upon
the air. During the first portion of the stroke of the air pump the air in
the expansion cylinder acts expansively. The length of stroke of the air
sump is equal to that of the expansion cylinder, but the diameter of the
tter cylinder is greater than that of the air pump, so as to compensate
for the loss of power by friction and other causes. A small extra air
pump is used to force into the reservoir sufficient air to
plete the
uantity required by the expansion cylinder. The power produced by
the expansion of the compressed air in the expansion cylinder, and thus
utilised in working the pump as described, effectually deprives the said
air of its remaining caloric, and'the cold expanded air thus produced is
di
ed into the refrigerating chamber or apparatus in use.
2704. R. WHese, London, “‘ Skates.”- -Dated 12th October, 1871.
These skates are principally intended to facilitate the learning of the art
of skating. Two or more blades or irons are used, so fitted as to be adjustable in
‘ves by means of pins, screws, or otherwise, as to be capable
of being - wide apart or brought close together, so as to form in effect
one blade i desired. All the blades or irons may be removed from the
body of the skate, which will then form a sort of clog for walking
SES.
Mae. J.R. Breckon, Sunderland, and D. Joy, Middlesbrough, “ Cleaning
coals.” —Dated 16th October, 1871.
This invention
ists of the application of machinery driven by
steam, water, or other convenient power in a manner that greatly
reduces the manual labour of moving the coals over the surface of the
screen, whilst at the same time it enables the screen man to pick out
pieces of stone, foul coal, and other objectionabl bst:
more expeditiously and effectually than by the screens and appliances now in use.
3222. W. Tuomas, London, “ Stays and bodices.”—Dated 29th November,
1871.
71
This invention consists, First, in puts stays or bodices with an
o
stay busk in front, and
an opening close at the side of the
busk, the fastenings for closing the stay being fixed either on the side of
the busk itself, or on a separate thin steel at the side of the busk, a
similar steel with fastenings being provided at the other side of the
opening. Secondly, this invention consists in strengthening busks for
stays by fixing to the lower end thereof one or more pieces or plates of
steel extending to any required distance up the bank, so as to render the
busk of gradually increasing elasticity from the lower end towards the
upper end. Two such busks of a small width provided with fastenings
are also used in place of the ordinary steels with fastenings in bodices.
950. W. M. Brown, London, “ Horseshoe nails.”—A communication.—
Dated 30th March, 1872.
This complete specification describes the manufacture of horseshoe
nails from bars of iron with raised or ribbed surfaces, the thick ribbed
rojection forming the head of the nail and the thinner part the shank.
e
facture is
plished by
hing the blanks from such bar
iron and by feeding such blanks into rollers to form the shank points,
and finally giving the nail its finished form by passing it through other
dies by punching.
960. W. R. Lake, London, “ Fire-proof roojing.”—A communication.—
Dated 1st April, 1872.
The said roof is formed of slate, corrugated metal, and plaster. By
combi!
the corrugated iron with the slates he secures an entirely fireproof roof, to which the slates can be easily attached, which has channels
that form a perfect conduit for water, and whose unjointed surface renders it absolutely water-tight under all circumstances.
961. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Preparation of wool.”—A communication.—
Dated 1st April, 1872.
This invention relates more particularly to carding. Fayengines
in the
4 the used
Neati
manufacture of wool and similar fibres, and
application
of heat through the teeth of certain parts of the cards
to the wool or
stock which has previously been prepared
or reducedhanifrom tufts
to indior equivalent
vidual fibres in combination with holding
contrivances, which serve to hold or retain the wool in close proximity
to the point of work, whilst the heated teeth passing through it
straighten and comb it before carrying it forward.
969. B. Piatt, Widnes, Lancashire, “‘ Purifying turpentine and rosin, dc.”
—Dated 2nd a 1872.lat,
A ai ng to ie
specification a still is employed ; superheated steam is admitted to it; in connection is a train of rosin condensers, and alsoa coil for condensing the spirit. By a two-way valve
the products are directed either into the spirit or into the rosin
condenser.
977. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Apparatus to be used in combination with a
gas burner for concentrating the light of the same.”—A communication.—
Dated 3rd April, 1872.
This invention consists in the arrangement of a ring bracket capable of
supporting a
cup in combination with a gas burner, which
extends over the said ring bracket in a horizontal direction, in such a
manner that if the hemispherical cup is filled with water, or other suitable liquid, and the gas is ted, the illuminating power of the flame
be concentrated by the water on a limited space below the said cup.
992. W. R. Lake, London, “ Subsoil implement.”—A communication.—
Dated 4th Apri, 1872.
The purpose of this i
tion is to cut trenches or ditches,
in which to
lay tiles for drainage, or for other uses, and to carry the said invention
into effect the inventor uses a — having attached thereto a revolving
elevator, whereby
the loose soil thrown up by the plough is conveyed
out of the trench, and deposited along the side thereof. The said
i though chiefly intended pe te hing for tiles, is well adapted
or cu’
open drains, subsoiling,
grading.
1019. W.
AKE, London, ‘‘ Theodolites.”—A
ication.—Dated 5th
‘April, 1872.
This improved theodolite consists of a quadrant, the bases and the arc
of which are provided
with scales ;thoseof the bases are in divisions of
the twenty-fourth
part of an inch and the outer one of the arc has correspaces
in two equal divisions of 140 each, making in all 280
the twenty-fourth part of an inch, while the inner scale
is laid off in degreesof the circle
in the usual manner. This improved
theodolite is extremely simple in its construction, is easily handled, and
may be employed in the various uses for which theodolites are required.
It bi
the diff t surveyeyors’ and engi
’ instr
ts, the
compass, the transit, the quadrant, and the level.
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THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
On ’CHANGE IN BinmincHaM: Views as to tendency of prices—
CoNTINUED DEMAND FOR IRON—PRICES AND MAKE OF PIG AND
OF FINISHED IRON COMPARED: Deductions—GREAT IMPORTATIONS OF COAL AND STONE—PRICES OF COAL — ANOTHER
FAILURE— THE MACHINE AND OTHER INDUSTRIES: Branches
specitied— BIRMINGHAM'’S EXHIBITS AT THE INTERNATIONAL EXxHIBITION—TWO BOILER EXPLOSIONS,
THERE was plenty of readiness displayed on Change in Birmingham this (Thursday) afternoon by the large consumers of iron,
whether sheets, or strips, or rods, or best bars; but makers who
have a reputation would not book for delivery outside the passing
few weeks. Little difference of view was expressed as to the
market tending upwards even now. The disproportion between
the price of pigs and the price of finished iron would of itself lead
to this conclusion. It is made known that hot blast mine iron
has risen from £3 10s. to £6 10s. per ton; whilst bars, though
they have advanced to £12 10s. and £13, yet started from £8 —all
about seven months ago. But this disproportion will become more
marked until a retrograde movement sets in from the finished iron
consuming market.
Not only is the demand for pigs increasing elsewhere, but here
the make of finished iron is believed to be so much in excess of
the production of pigs, that we have to be indebted to Lancashire
and other districts for 1560 tons of pig iron per week. This
computation is based upon the 112 blast-furnaces now working
hereabouts, turning out 120 tons each per week; and our 1500
puddling furnaces producing ten tons each per week.
Consumers of iron not only must ut also seem inclined to calculate upon no greater ease in the prices, but the contrary. From
at home and abroad they still continue to send specifications for
most of the kinds of iron made in this district. Best bars cannot
be obtained at under £12 10s., and at that figure makers will not
book forward. There is no lessening in the demand for sheets and
strips. Makers are quite unable to supply their customers with
all they require of either. First-class houses, if they would only
book for future delivery, might get plenty of orders for singles at
£16. This figure is £1 in advance of present rates, but even at
that 20s. on, they will not accept the offers. Everyone is confining himself to only as many orders as his purchases of pig iron
make prudent.
The supply of ironstone and fuel are all within the requirements
of consumers, and the supplies from other districts both of stone
and coal are larger than ever. Great quantities of coal are coming
from North Wales, from Wigan, and from Derbyshire, whilst
Cannock Chase coal is now being supplied for forge purposes.
Wigan coal for works purposes is 13s. 6d. a ton delivered. To-day
makers were “‘ noticed” that after May-day it will be 14s.
A petition has been filed in the Oldbury County-court for the
liquidation of the estate of Messrs. E. Silk, 8S. J. Taylor, and J.
Jones, trading as “‘Silk and Co.,” ironfounders, Great Bridge,
West Bromwich. The liabilities are estimated at £2500. The
assets are not yet known, but it is expected they will be considerable. The first meeting of the creditors will be held on the
3rd proximo at the office of Mr. H. Jackson, at West Bromwich.
The close of the first month of the current quarter still finds us
with a good business doing in most of the leading departments of
the manufacturing industries of this district. Prices have advanced in several branches, but to no further extent than has been
necessitated by the higher quotations for materials and the greater
cost of labour. Shyness is displayed on most hands to purchase,
excepting for immediate requirements ; yet those necessities are
large. The large business that is now being done is therefore very
encouraging, and is conclusive that we are not likely soon to want
specifications for goods to go to supply the everyday needs of
civilised life.
Heavy machine founders keep well employed, notwithstanding
the prevailing high prices ; but it cannot but be admitted that the
new trade has been impeded by the necessity for the issuing of
revised price lists. More than a fair quantity of millwork is still
onhand. The new orders are now subject to an increase of 20s. a
ton on rolls, as compared with the prices a fortnight ago.
The production of farmers’ implements and of sewing machines
is very considerable, and the prospects are altogether in favour of
greater activity in both these branches. The miscellaneous goods
produced by such firms as Messrs. Tangye Bros. and others, that
are required in great part in civil engineering and in lifting and
moving heavy weights with facility in warehouses and at docks,
are all selling well.
Wheels and axles and railway fastenings are all in active request.
The demand cannot be kept down, and carriage and wagon makers
cannot get all they want with sufficient rapidity. Although more
bolts and spikes are being made now than at the date of our last,
yet all the hands have not resumed.
The metal rolling and wire mills are doing well, though the last
advance in wire has checked the new orders for some descriptions.
Much pressure is being put upon machinery and hands to meet
the great demand which is still experienced by the makers of steam
and other tubes and their fittings, and although Belgian ironmasters are coming to their aid, yet pepe have not unfreuently to stop operations in portions of their establishments from
sheer want of strip iron.
The chandelier makers are busy. Very much attention is being
given to the production of artistic goods.
There is no want of orders for tin-plate wares and japan goods.
As we write another advance in quotations for tin-plate wares
seems imminent, consequent upon a further advance of 5 =
cent. declared by the Birmingham makers. There are few
members who can call to memory a rise 15 per cent. in the first
quarter of a year in tin-plate goods; yet such an aggregate rise
has been declared by the Birmingham trade thus far in 1872. The
variable weather is somewhat checking business in bath and toilet
sets,
Amongst the edge-tool makers there is some complaint of a
falling off in the demand for the North of Europe as to spades and
shovels in particular, but these goods are in excellent request for
the agricultural districts at home. There is less doing on account
of some of the colonial mining districts, though South America and the
East and West Indies are good customers still for tools required
upon the plantations. No difficulty is experienced in getting a
good sale for a first-class article, where steel and iron are
deftly combined.
Allthe contributions from Birmingham to the International
Exhibition have now been dispatched, but the exhibits will not be
an altegether accurate representation of the jewellery that the
Birmingham makers produce. Specimens of certain of the best
work have not been forwarded.
This has come about because the
West-end jewellers, for whom these products are made, object to
the source of their supply being made known to customers. Such
goods when sold in the metropolis are believed by purchasers to
be of London make ; as such they secure higher prices than can be
obtained for acknowledged Bi
In consequence of the scarcity of skilled labour, and the high
rate of wages consequent thereon, manufacturers are introducing
machinery into almost every branch of industry, for the making
of articles never before thought suitable for machinery. The
making of whip sockets for carriages, for instance, has always been
executed by hand labour; but by a machine which Messrs. James
Moore, Clement, and Co., of 101, New-street, Birmingham, are
now showing, this labour will henceforth be saved. The machine
is what is termed in the trade an armed machine, possesses strong
working parts, and has a revolving brass arm, inside which the
shuttle works. The whip socket, which is a cylinder of patent
leather upon a foundation of tin, is placed on the arm, and on the
machine being set in motion, a double row of stitches is sewn
through the whole substance with ease and rapidity.

A boiler exploded on Friday at the china and earthenware
manufactory, at Longton, of Messrs. Tams and Lowe, High-street.
The boiler had been only recently erected, and it was used in
working a puggi
hi
The explosion lifted the boiler from
its bed, and shattered it into several pieces that fell mostly at a
great distance. Mr. William Tomlinson, the bailiff of the works,
was seriously injured, so also were two workmen, and a lad
walking outside was hurt by falling bricks, that dropped some of
them 100 yards off. The cause of the explosion has not yet been
ascertained.
A much more destructive explosion, however, occurred last
Wednesday morning in South Staffordshire. At Princes End
there Messrs. W. Millington and Co. have two works. One has
been established many years, and comprises guide and merchant
mills and the necessary furnaces, giving employment to about 200
hands. The new works are situated at perhaps a thousand yards
away from the old. To work the engine of the mills in the old
portion there are two cylindrical boilers. Just past six on Wednesday morning one of these, which is 37ft. by 6ft., and was made
by the firm four years ago, of their own plates, 7-l6ths gauge,
burst with immense force. The bulk, about 30ft. long, remained
not far from its original site ;a piece about two tons fell about
50 yards off ; a light piece pt he through the engine-house in the
new works, and barely escaped smashing the cylinder of a new
engine; a jamb plate destroyed the gable end of a cottage on the
opposite side of the canal, and a fourth stove in the study window
of the Rev. Mr. Tozer, who is the vicar of the parish, and
who lives about a hundred yards from the works. The sister
boiler was forced from her seat, and the mills were utterly unroofed, whilst bricks fell at great distances plentifully, shattering
windows and besprinkling the high road. The stack was brought
down, and a 70ft. stack newly put up in the forge was pierced at
about 5ft. from the top as though by a cannon ball. There were
about 130 men upon the ground at that time, but none of them
were in the mill, for the mill was only preparing to start for the
week, and the stoker had delayed in getting up steam. The
personal injuries were small in comparison to the extent of damage
done to the works and the tectnceson property. George Wright,
the engineman, was at his work oiling, and about twelve yards away
| from the boiler; he was blown into deep water, but being able to
| swim he got out without being hurt. Unhappily the cottage
gable fell upon two children who were in bed at that time; both
| were seriously injured, and it is feared one will die. The boiler
was not assured. Mr. Marten, the chief engineer of the Midlznd
Boiler Company, was examining the remnants on the afternoon of
Wednesday ; he did not attribute any negligence; he seemed to
| be of opinion that there had been a rip which was unobserved.
THE

CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE—THE FINISHED IRON TRADE—THE
NEW WORKS ON TEESSIDE—Mrk. DANKS AND HIS PATENT
RIGHTS—THE IRONWORKERS AND THEIR HOURS OF LABOUR
ENGINEERING AND SHIPBUILDING—THE DOCKS AT MIDDLEsBROUGH— PRICES,
Svcu is the demand for Cleveland pig iron that in the face of the
| production being about 170,000 tons per month some makers are
| actually asking as much as 105s, per ton for No. 3. As a rule,
| 95s. per ton is being obtained for that quality for immediate
| delivery, and under special circumstances brokers succeed in
| getting 100s. Recently, however, this quality has been bought
| for 85s. per ton for delivery next year. The demand is still
| growing heavier, and, as materials are so expensive and difficult to
| procure with anything like regularity, there is every reason to
|Believe that the prices will advance. It is exceedingly difficult to
get iron-making materials. The greatest care is required on the
| part of ironmasters to obtain ironstone, coal, and coke to keep
| their blast furnaces in constant operation. Prices are so high
that makers only buy quantities to meet their requirements over
a short period, believing that in a little time the productive power will be so much increased that it will
be equal to the demands of the trade. But the fact
of their buying over a _ short eperiod necessitates addi
tional watchfulness, and of course increases their anxiety, as contracts have to be renewed more frequently. New pits are being
| made in different parts of Durham and coke ovens are being added
to large concerns, but they no sooner get to work than it is found
that their owners have orders on hand sufficient to occupy them
| for several months. Under those pressing circumstances there are
| times when to meet special cases consumers will give almost any
| price for coal and coke. It is difficult to see how the wants of the
iron trade can be met much longer unless machinery for cutting
coal is introduced into the pits of the North of England.
| Like the pig trade, the finished iron trade is as active as possible.
| There is plenty of work in the Cleveland district to keep the
whole of the firms busy all this year. The chief complaint is that
! the men will not work full time. They are earning good wages,
| but if they would work regularly they would not only increase
| their own income but would enable the masters to save money
|which is absolutely wasted by fires being lighted and machinery
| being in motion to no purpose, owing to the absence of workmen.
The new works on Teesside are being hurried forward. Messrs.
Shaw, Johnson, and Reay, Stockton, have made a start. I understand that it is the intention of this firm to erect blast furnaces
after a while near their finished ironworks.
Mr. Danks has taken out a supplementary patent, and I hope
that now he will be sufficiently. protected. Those who have
thrown obstacles in the way of his making terms with a
| number of ironmasters who at first were anxious to pay him a fair
royalty for using his furnace will probably find that when they
want to erect Danks’ furnaces the cost for using them will be very
reat.
The board of arbitration have referred the question of the
shortening of hours of labour sought by the ironworkers, and the
question of Sunday fettling, to Mr. Rupert Kettle, who will open
an inquiry into those matters at Darlington on the lst of May.
On the northern rivers shipbuilding is exceeedingly brisk.
Messrs. Backhouse and Dixon, at Middlesbrough, have seven large
steamers on the stocks. At Stockton, Messrs. Pearse and Co. and
Messrs. Richardson, Duck, and Co. are full of work. All the
engineers are busy at Hartlepool; Messrs. Richardson and Co. have
a large number of marines on hand. Messrs, Blair and Co., of
Stockton, who confine themselves to compound engine building,
have about 1500 men employed, and are working night and day.
Bridge builders and boiler builders are better employed. In
the North of England there is a good deal of bridge work being
done for India.
Rapid progress is being made with the dock extension at
Middlesbro ugh.
The me of iron are as follows:—No. 1, £5; No. 2,
£4 17s. 6d.; No. 3, £4 15s.; No. 4, £4 14s.; M, £4 13s. 6d.;
W, £4 13s.; refined metal, £5 5s. Manufactured iron :—Common
bars, £9 15s. ; best ditto, £10 5s. ; cable iron, £10 5s.; angle
iron, £10 5s. ; sheets, £12 10s. ; plates, £12; boiler plates, £12 15s. ;
rails, £9 15s. ; puddled bars, £7 7s. 6d. ; wrought iron girders, £18,
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE PIG IRON TRADE—SHIPMENTS AND IMPORTS—CONSTRUCTION OF THE GLASGOW TRAMWAYS—THE West CaLpEr OIL
CoMPANY—THE ScoTCcH MINEOWNERS AND THE MINES Reeu
LATION Bri: Important decision—THE CLYDE SHIPBUILDING
TRADE—IRVINE SHIPBUILDING-YARD—THE STATICAL STABILITY
OF SHIPS.
> .
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THE Glasgow pig iron market has maintained its firmness of tone
since the date of our last report, and prices have slightlh
advanced, On Tuesday a fair business was done at 93s. to 92s, Gd.
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cash, and 93s, 3d. to 93s, fourteen days. At the market this
(Wednesday) forenoon there was a tolerably large business done
at a shade Sle these prices. ‘The iron ring wil meet in future
from 11 to 12 and from 2 to 2.30, for the transaction of business,
This will be a decided improvement on the old system, under.
which the “ring” seldom broke up before four o’clock in the
afternoon. Quotations for makers’ iron remain unchanged.
_ The ee of pig iron from Scotch ports for the week ending Saturday last amount to 25,026 tons, as compared with 17,620
tons for the corresponding period of last year, or an increase of
7406 tons in favour of 1872. On the total shipments since the
commencement of the current year there is an increase of 65,905
tons as compared with the same period of last year.
It is a somewhat curious fact that, notwithstanding the enormous demand for all kinds of malleable iron, the Scotch finished
iron makers deal very sparingly in Cleveland brands, For the
week ending Saturday last the imports of Middlesbrough pig iron
into Grangemouth amounted to only 700 tons, as compared with 2736
tons for the same period of last year, or showinga decrease in one
week of 2036 tons. The cost of Cleveland iron proportionably to
its quality is now so much less than the best known Scotch brands
that makers of malleable iron choose the latter when they can
obtain anything like an adequate supply ; and despite the enormous
local consumption for foundries, engineering werks, and other
allied departments, the supply of Scotch pig iron has not yet
fallen decidedly short of the requirements of the home trade
The almost inexhaustible supply in warrant stores can always be
drawn upon in cases of emergency.
The subject of the construction of the tramways in Glasgow has
been ventilated in a variety of ways, and not a few growls have
been uttered on account of their impediment ofstreet traffic, The
great eyesore, however, has been the placing of the tramway lines
considerably below the street level, so that ruts are formed into
which the wheels of vehicles are liable to sink, to their own serious
detriment and the public danger. In forming the tramways the
contractors had the impression that the causeway would subside
very soon to such an extent as to make it level with the rails, but
meanwhile this mode of laying down the tramways has occasioned
a good deal of mischief, and in deference to the ‘public feeling on
the matter it has been resolved to equalise the causeway and the
tramway levels in the time tocome. We refer to this matter
mainly with the view of enabling’ others to avoid a fertile source
of danger and annoyance.
The prospectus has at length been issued of the West Calder
Oil Company (Limited), the capital of which is fixed at £160,000.
The company has been formed for the purpose of acquiring from
the present proprietors the oilworks at Gaireside, which are
capable of making and refining 1,596,009 gallons of crude oil per
annum, being the produce of 42,000 tons of shale. It is
hs age engage to erect 104 additional vertical retorts of the
argest size, which will be capable of treating annually
45,000 tons of shale, thus increasing the production of
crude oil by 1,710,000 gallons per annum ; while, by the erection
of an additional refinery, the works at Gaireside will be made
capable of refining 3,304,000 gallons of crude oil per annum. This
will represent a production, second only, we believe, to that of the
works of Young’s Paraffin Light and Mineral Oil Company
(Limited). The applications made for shares in the new company
are so numerous that the directors have now very few at their
disposal.
A meeting of ironmasters and mineowners was held in Glasgow
on Friday last, to consider the Mines Regulation Bill A petition
was drawn up and numerously signed, in which the regulations
petitioners
intimate their willingness to carry out all reasonable
for securing safety in the working of mines, although they object
to the introduction into the bill of any clause affecting education,
unless in the case of young boys, especially as a general Act expressly designed to meet this want already exists in England, and
a similar Act is about to be passed affecting Scotland. The petitioners further object to the introduction of exceptional legislation
affecting merely commercial questions, such as the payment of
wages, which should be provided for in the general legislation of
the country; and they complain of certain clauses in the
bill which are likely to operate oppressively \against owners,
agents, and managers of mines, particularly in’ regard to their
being made liable for offences committed by workmen.
The
petitioners finally protested against certain rules of a character so
inflexible as to render the’ mine owners responsible for matters
that are utterly beyond their control.
‘A case of some importance to ironworkers was decided at the
Airdrie Sheriff Small Debt Court on Tuesday. Mr. Thomas
Jackson, of the Coats lronworks, Coatbridge, brought an action
against a puddler named Bernard Burns, to recover £12, damages
alleged to have been caused by the defendant, having on five
different occasions during the present month: absented himself
from his employment without excuse. Sheriff Logie awarded four
guineas as damages, and expressed a hope that other workmen
would take a warning from the case.
The shipbuilding trade on the Clyde remains pretty much in
statu quo. A few contracts have been booked lately at prices very
much in excess of those that prevailed last year. It is probable
that more orders would he placed with Clyde builders but for the
great advance that las necessarily been made in contract prices—
an advance amounting in the majority of cases to fully one-third
over last year’s rates. Meanwhile, however, the hands of all
shipbuilding firms are pretty full. One firm, that of Messrs,
John Elder and Company, has alone upwards of 30,000 tons on
the stocks or contracted for, and several other firms are nearly as
full of work.
The Irvine Shipbuilding Company having resolved to relinquish
business, their yard at Irvine is advertised for sale or let. From
its position on the Ayrshire coast, and surrounded as it is by rich
mineral fields, the Irvine shipbuilding-yard, at which a large
number of first-class vessels have been built, should command a
lucrative and large business.
Apaperon the “Statical Stability of Ships” was read at ameeting
of the Glasgow Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding
Draughtsmen, held on Thursday evening, in the Religious Institution Rooms, by Mr. Samuel Mearle, Fellow of the Royal School of
Naval Architecture. With reference to the Captain, Mr. Mearle
expressed the opinion that she would have been an efficient ship,
considered as a gun platform, had her draught, when provided
with guns and stores, been no greater than her calculated draught.
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
SIEMENS’ LANDORE STEEL Works—Tue Tarr VALE RalLway EmPLOYES—REDUCTION OF TIME AT BrivoN FERRY — ADVANCE AT
LyDNEY TIN-PLATE WORKS—GENERAL MOVEMENT FOR AN ADVANCE OF WAGES AMONGST THE COLLIERS OF SOUTH WaALES-—
PROSPEROUS STATE OF THE IRON TRADE—ORDERS AT DowLals,
Piymouts, CYFARTHPA, &c.—‘THE Tary VALE Works : Rapid
make: of rails — TREFOREST AND GARTH Works — Activity
IN THE TIN-PLATE TRADE— SWANSEA HARBOUR STATISTICS—
Future OF THE Port—MIip-WALEs Rattway BILL PAssED—
PowELL Durrryn Coat Co.: Further plans for increased development of trade GENERAL SATISFACTORY STATE OF THE COAL
;
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TRADE.
Tue action of the millmen and puddlers of a leading ironworks
of pay
increase
an
for
agitation
an
in Monmouthshire, in beginning
been
and a decrease of the hours of labour, has up to thet present
Swansea.
of
district—tha
one
only
in
initiated by ironworkers
the
At Siemens’ Landore steelworks last week twenty-one men in out.
gas-producing department put on their coats and walked
These men had applied for a reduction of the
time
of
labour
to
nine hours per diem, and were refused, and as they gave a week’s
notice to leave, the manager at once began to introduce other men
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into their places, and the result was, as stated, twenty-one left chester and in Liverpool. With the constant supply sys
—
work summarily. On Monday two cases out of the twenty-one in operation, Manchester householders use only Sm
were tried at Swansea before the Mayor, but proof of contract per head per diem, while in Liverpool, with a supply which is
being insufficient they were dismissed. It transpired during the limited to ten hours out of the twenty-four, the consumption rises
hearing that at these steelworks each furnace turns out ten tons of to twenty-one gallons per head per diem.
The Whitehaven Town and Harbour Trustees have had a special
steel in twenty-four hours, and each ton at present is worth £30.
At Briton Ferry Ironworks on Saturday a notice was posted up meeting as a wet dock committee. Mr. Howson explained that
conceding the ‘* nine hours” to smiths, fitters, Xc. In conse- he had asked Mr. Collins, the secretary, to convene the meeting in
iron, smiths’ consequence of a letter which hehad received from Mr. J. Brunlees.
quence of the greatly increased cost of coal andMessrs.
Allaway C.E., the trustees’ consulting engineer, who had forwarded to the
wages are rising in all parts of the county. At
and Co.’s tin-plate works, Lydney, 10 per cent. advance was given solicitors a tracing of additional land required by Mr. Phillips,
the contractor. ‘The solicitors had served the notices on the
is.
on Saturday.
between yarn — of the land required for the dock to make their
While on the restless condition of things theexisting
steps
primary
claims,
and they were running the twenty-one days
ired by
chronicle
must
we
employed,
and
employers
At the Land Clauses Act; but Mr, Brunleces baa
fas
taken by the colliers with a view to a widespread movement.
place,
took
tracing
showing
some
land
not
included
in
the
notices,
and of
deputies
of
meeting
general
a
week
last
Pontypridd
Glamorgan and which he wished to give the contractor immediate possession.
and plans were arranged for monster meetings toin invite
a confer- Arrangements would have to be made with the tenants of the
Monmouthshire. It was in addition decided the question
of an property required. In his letter Mr. Brunlees said that ihe conence with the coalowners at Cardiff, to discussCoalowners’ Associatractor would have to pay the rental of the land, but he conadvance. On Monday the secretary of the
at sidered it preferable that
place
take
ession should be acquired in the
will
meeting
the
and
tion accepted the invitation,
name of the trustees, as this would save much time, as well as
:
.
the close of the week.
procure
it
on
reasonable
and
terms.
state,
Mr. Howson read the heads of s
satisfactory
eminently
2n
in
continues
The iron trade
exception, mills and contract between Mr. Joseph Phillips, of Westminster, and the
at each establishment, almost without this
important
trustees,
The
contract
price
is
fixed
at £75,869, the payments to
an
week
Dowlais
At
work.
full
in
are
furnaces
to Nicolaiefi, the be upon thecertificate of the engineer, less 10 per cent., to be held
consignment of 1100 tons of rails was exported orders
in
hand
until
the
expiration
india,
of
for
one
month
after the work has been
Plymouth
At
season.
spring
the
of
first
Railway certified as having been done to the satisfaction of the engineer
Canada, and home contracts with the GreatbeenWestern
no
interest
to
be
allowed
with
on
the
abatement
occupied
held in hand. Accord.
has
Cyfarthfa
execution.
rapid
in
are
Salonica, and ing to the specification the works would have to be finished on or
rails for America and bars for Lisbon and Malmo.
before
January
Ist,
1874,
the
two
At
years
from
for
the
rails
Ist of January wey
with
Company
Valley
the Llynvi
county, but in the contract it is specified that the contractor will calculate
Taff Vale Works, perhaps more than any inand themechanical
the two years’ time from the date of the order to commence the
may be seen the greatest display of engineering
out dock, It was stated that the order to the contractor to comm: “4
ability. By an arrangement of three rolls they can nowonlyturn
experi- the work would be given by Mr. Brunlees as soon as he re i “
be
at these works two rails per minute, but this would
to do so from the trustees.
eer
is —
minute
a
rail
a
but
heated,
too
mentally, as the rolls become
Manufacturing coal has been advanced from 17.
are occa20s. «
practicable. These works are now in full activity, and
Tyne.
The
the
on
of
result
this
chaldron
willbe
rise
eee
personal
a
In
Abernaut.
from
bar
puddled
sionally supplied with
of substantial that, in all likelihood, many of the owners of steam-tu 3 will io
inspection a few days since I was glad to see signs roads
and rail- their boats off, and the coalowners will have to get jer ver oe
progress in the neighbourhood of Treforest, where
in and out of the Tyne as best they can. The rate of tow vba
ways are now being laid to the furnaces of the new steel company;
to see the Tyne is fixed by Act of Parliament. It was fixed when es
pleasant
was
it
where
Cardiff,
and at Garth Works, near
was
little more than 6s. per chaldron, and when iron, oils ra ag
the smoke issuing at last from the chimney. These compact and other
with labour, used on board the boats ~~“4
anchor works bid fair to figure in full activity shortly. Tin-plate low. Now necessaries,
met, ew is dear, and steamboats from being paying
melas
works are brisk in all directions. A leading manufacturer near
ce a losing concerns,
i
Pontypridd assured me that in despite of the high price of iron eg
_North
colnshire promises to be a good custom
Sout!
they had as much as they could do to meet orders.
owners, for, in addition to Remsen acdein .
The future of Swansea is hopeful; what with existing steelworks Yorkshireit iscolliery
understood that a new company has been formed
for
and new ones in course of erection, it is certain that this port will erected,
ore on — estate of Mr. Winn, M.P.
:
take rank more prominently in iron and steel exports than it has wees
d
¢ quarterly meeting of the Manchester Chambe
done,
merce,
on
Monday,
Sir E. W. Watkin referred to the ovAnd nerd
Mr. J. W. James has just issued a report comparing the to induce the Government
to buy up the Irish railways, and said
returns of 1870 and 1871. From this we gather the following :—
that
in
consequence
of
the rumours which were going
on the
IMPoRTS.
1870.
1871.
subject, there had been a remarkable development in about
the price of
‘Tons.
‘Tons.
Irish railway stock. In the case of one railway the advance
a
ee
57,800 Pe
84,400
been from 8 to 37 ; in another, from 134 to 374; in another had
Iron and steel machinery
45,503
56,600
33 to 84; in another, from 46 to 55; in others, from 66 to 93,from
EXPORTS.
1870.
1871.
and
from 99 to 112, and soon. Ifthe same thing were to arise with
Tons.
Tons.
regard to the English railways the country might find itself in a
Coal and coke ..
so we oo «6D
774,300
Patent fuel —
162,400
on
166,500
difficult position some morning, for he need not say that if such f
Tin and block plates ..
10,000 F..
15,000
rumour got about with regard to English railways the
of
Iron, steel, rails, &c. .. «12,300
11,400
rampant speculation would be greatly stimulated. He spirit
thought
The Mid Wales Railway Bill is now secure, opposition having the chamber should take the question of the railway system into
consideration,
and if a special meeting were held the advocates
been withdrawn. The Powell Duffryn Coal Company are also
planning a further extension of their already important trade. of the various views now promulgated could meet, and they might
A bill has been brought by the company into Parliament for between them strike out some course which would be adopted “by
powers to construct two lines of railways in the parish of Aberdare. Parliament itself. He proposed that a special meeting of the
This step was at first opposed by the Taff Vale Railway, but oppo- chamber should be called to consider the question of railway
sition was withdrawn on condition that the lines of railway amalgamation, and also the question of the acquisition or control
should be private. These will aid materially in developing an of railways by the State. The motion was adopted.
There is a general movement among the lead miners in Wearextensive mineral traffic. The capital of the company is £600,000,
nearly all of which has been expended.
dale, Teesdale, and in Westmoreland for better working terms
Coalowners complain somewhat of the Taff Vale Railway The lead miners in the Durham, Yorkshire, and Westmoreland
charges for mineral traffic. The rate is now seven-eighths dales work upon a system peculiarly their own. They do not earn
of a penny per ton per mile. The coal trade at present weekly wages like other working men, but have what is called
Was never so prosperous, and prices continue to go up ‘lent money ”—in the Teesdale district it is 44s. per month—and
rapidly both for house and sea coal, Fresh ventures, such there is an annual settlement. The great lead mine owners ini the
as Nixon’s, Merthyr Valley, are in steady course of development, Durham dales are the London Company and Mr. W. B. Beaumont
and no outlay is spared in accelerating them. The neighbourhood of , M.P., and what the men ask is an increase of the “lent money”
Quaker’s-yard is now daily a scene of the greatest interest—loco- | = subsistence, and some other arrangements more favourable to
motives plying in every direction, and long trains of coke, small, , em.
and steam coal, making an incessant din where not many years ago | The enginemen of Thornley and Wheatley-hill collieries have
was almost a solitude, We were much struck lately with the: presented a requisition to their masters for 4s. per shift of eight
ingenious arrangement shown there in trucks from the Etruria | hours for all winding enginemen ; pumping enginemen at 4s,
mines being made to hold double tonnage. In these days of brisk shift, and sixty-six hours to be the maximum of a week’s
=
demand for trucks, when the outcry for a supply is incessant, the and time and a-half allowed for week ends. The term of an
plan might be followed with benefit.
| given is a fortnight.
The demand for pig and manufactured iron in South Yorkshire
has continued brisk. The works are busy upon pipes, ser
NOTES FROM THE ‘NORTHERN AND EASTERN metallic pistons, gas tanks, and general matériel, The steel works
at Penistone are actively engaged upon rails, rods, and forgings
COUNTIES.
as well as plates for ships and boilers.
:
oy
(From our own Correspondent.)
The Mersey Docks and Harbour Board has agreed to complete
some
sheds
on
the
north
half
of
the
quay
on
the
east
side
of
the
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netrated 25°7in. depth into a target composed of three costly. After making
allowance, we seem justified in
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARMOUR PIERCING
Sin plates, with ie ine between them filled with a saying that if Sir Joseph Whitworth can make such
projecPROJECTILES.
concrete formed of iron turnings and tar. The backing tiles for £60 per ton, he deserves
No IIL.
great credit. On
h
was
of
similar
material,
in
an
iron
case
with
iron
a
2nd, 1870, one Whitworth projectile penetrated unbroken
Tue Palliser projectiles now in the service possess the
The
action
of
this
projectile
was
most
remarkable,
the
to
a
depth
of
25-7in.,
exceeding
the
penetration
of
any
of
following properties in an eminent degree:—Hardness,
itworth projectile
crushing strength, brittleness or want of tenacity, and shell remaining unbroken in the hole. Two features were the 12in. projectiles, although the
density. Hardress prevents the point from flattening in specially seen to accompany the action of Whitworth pro- had by no means a high rate of work in foot-tons per inch
jectiles
from
the
first.
The
first
is
the
power
of
the
of shot’s circumference (viz., 141°2). On the other hand,
penetration, so that while the points of some kinds of
even steel shot are commonly found flattened after impact, shot to stand up to its work, which, as noticed in our out of the three Whitworth shells, one broke up in the bore
The 10in. Palliser shot, with a rate of work
article of December 29th, is a clear proof that there has of the
those £ chilleda spect gennsbroken, — ag
been no force wasted, the whole having been impressed per inch circumference of 135°5 foot-tons, penetrated to
sharp form. Crushing strength may appear at first to
on
the
target.
This
result
must
be
partly
attri25in.
depth,
or
within ‘7in. of the depth of the Whitworth
very much the same as hardness, but while the latter relates to the rigidity of actual particles, the former applies buted to the excellent metal employed, and partly to the shell, with. its higher rate of work.
Opinions may differ as to the exact deductions to be
to the rigid connection or building up of particles so as to flat head, as before explained. The other feature first
resist their being forced in upon each other. Thus to notited in the Whitworth projectile-— but belonging drawn from these facts, with regard to the relative
excellence
of the service and Whitworth projectiles ; but
compare glass and iron, the former has greater hardness, equally to the Palliser shot and shell—is the remarkable
and the latter greater crushing strength; thus the former absence of heat in the shot after impact. Whoever it seems clear that no one would prefer the latter at four
deed, if economy were
will scratch the latter because its particles are harder, but walks quickly up to the armour targets at Shoeburyness times the price of the former.
the latter will crush the former because its particles are after a round has been fired, will find the pieces of target no object, it seems probable that the best results might be
struck
by
the
projectile
very
hot.
The
fragments
of
shot
obtained
by
the
addition
to
the
service
metal of a propormore firmly knit together. Crushing strength is a ve
important element in projectiles for firing at armour.
It or the shot itself will be more or less heated, according to tion of rather more costly brands of iron, such as the
cast iron, or even Swedish above referred to. We have spoken of the
may be observed that in punching ordinary plate iron with the nature of metal employed. Ordi
a steel punch when sufficient force is applied, either that employed in the Rodman shot, will be found very hot; liability of chilled projectiles to split spontaneously from
the punch must crush, or the part of the
plate which it while steel and chilled iron, as noticed above, remain cool, molecular action in store. Although all the reasoning
presses most be torn out and separated from the rest ; thus, for the reason given above, in the description of Palliser depending on the peculiar treatment to which chilled
metal has been a
does not apply to steel, yet this
the two opposing forces are the crushing strength of the projectiles.
Messrs. Firth’s steel shells have done well. There does substance occasionally behaves in a similar way.
punch and the tensile strength of the plate iron. This
During the trial of the Firth shells, in July, 1871, one
reasoning may hold good to some extent with reference to not appear to be anything very original about them, but
the punching of armour plates, although it must not be the processes of manufacture have certain peculiarities. of these projectiles was found cracked when taken out of
applied without reserve to such a sudden performance of The shell is made from a solid ingot of steel, turned to store, while the breaking up in the gun of one of Sir J.
work as must there take place. That Palliser projectiles form and bored out. It is hardened by heating and cooling Whitworth’s three shells fired in the March trial must be
considered as evidence of the treacherous character of the
actually do resist crushing seems to be established by the quickly, the head being to a certain extent chilled.
The
Fi
shot embodied Swedish ideas of a metal employed in that instance by him.
circumstance that the fragments which are picked up are
he metal was most excellent, the fracWe propose to conclude this series of articles by a brief
remarkably cool, as compared with pieces of plate, or ordi- Palliser shot.
nary cast iron shot; for it is well known that material ture showing an even and rather dark mottle in the body, discussion of the manner in which the shot’s blowmay fall on
crushed or compressed becomes hot in the operation. The while the head was quite white. The apparent suscepti- ships’ sides in action, and by a table showing in general
brittleness a great density of the chilled metal have bility of the iron to the effect of chilling was very remark- terms within what range our various classes of armour-clad
been noticed in our previous articles; it is only necessary able. The projectiles had been soft enough to allow of vessels may approach heavy guns with impunity.
here to observe that it is obviously right to have the front their being cut with a tool, and the hollow in the interior
a of the shot chilled hard, and the body in its less had apparently been bored out, and not cast by means of
a core. The studding, &c., was performed in Se
rittle, that is its mottled condition.
PRACTICAL PAPERS ON TELEGRAPHY.
Royal
As to distribution of metal, Major Palliser has very In July, 1871, the Palliser projectiles made in the
No. VI.
naturally tried to put as much metal as possible in the Laboratory were fired in competition with Firth’s shells
WE are now entering on the details of our subject, and there
front of the shell, so as to impress its momentum on the and the Finspong chilled shot. All were of the 9in. calibre,
of = “3 ee a powder, are many governing conditions, all of which, according to their
plate without acting through the medium of the sides or and were fired with a ch
walls of the shell, which must be made thicker as the against a target consistingof a “thick” and a “ thin” por- relations to each other, co-operate to produce the desired results.
In considering the different portions of the circuit it will be
base of the shell becomes heavier, and thus must diminish tion. he tear consisted of 8in. plate, Gin. teak, 5in.
the interior capacity, and consequently the bursting charge. plate, Gin. teak, and l}in. skin. The thin portion con- advisable to commence with the conducting wire, because the
sisted
of
Sin.
plate,
18in.
teak,
and
3in.
skin.
principles of its operation are more generally fundamental,
Some premature explosions of these shells in the bores
The firing of the 9in. gun was chiefly carried on at the if possible, than those of any separate portion ; besides which we
of the guns have been attributed to the base being made
so light as not to support the bush of the filling hole under thin portion, which was, under certain conditions, com- have already remarked upon it, and the laws of conduction rethe pressure of the firing charge of the gun, and hence a pletely perforated by each kind of projectile. That is to quire to be discussed before we can fairly attack other details.
slight increase in metal was made in more recent patterns. say, the Firth shells and Palliser shells got through when
We will first consider what we have called the scientific definihe weight of the projectile for any particular gun being fired with a bursting charge in them, and the Finspong
a fixed ——, a shell with thick whe and a small inte- shot in one instance when it struck partly on an old hole tion of conduction, bearing in mind that the familiar definition
is that which expresses the utility of the principle in relation to
or perforated place.
rior or hollow, differs from a “large capacity” shell in bein
e firing that followed this with the llin. Palliser telegraphic requirement. We must premise that whereas the
shorter. The relative advantages of each are, inc
explosive force in the case of the “large capacity” shell, projectile deserves notice, as being one of the greatest circuit presently before us is supposed to be completed by earth
that has ever been = connections, we shall for the purpose of clearer explanation discuss
and in the “small capacity” shell crushing strength, and achievements in armour-punching
consequent efficiency when fired at armour at an angle, or at formed. Four rounds were fired—viz, one shell and three this matter at first as if it were composed entirely of a wire conplates which are more than a match for the gun. The cored shot, of which two were filled and one empty— ductor. We are, in fact, postponing the consideration of the
actual momentum of the two classes of shells is of course against the thick portion of the target, three rounds with a principle of earth conduction for the moment.
firing charge of 85]b., and one round with 75lb. of
the same.
What purpose, then, in a scientific point of view, does the conAs to the use in service of Palliser projectiles, it should pebble powder. Every round completely perforated the ductor serve? We have said in brief that it is a means of ret.
be clearly understood that, being furnished with no fuze,
for the separated electricity. But we have hinted
After this experiment it was considered that it was de- combination
the ignition of their bursting charges depends on the vioat its being something else, and, in fact, its conductivity deterlent impact that takes place when they strike armour or sirable to have, as far as possible, one nature of Palliser miaes the limit of the generating power of the source ; that is,
any considerable mass of iron. It is very doubtful if they projectile for each gun, viz., a shell of small capacity to be of course, for the time being. We cannot say, for instance, that
would explode against an iron vessel not protected by used as shot or shell as desired, instead of having both shot a given source can produce a certain definite quantity of elecarmour, and they would be blind against wooden ships. and shell. From a manufacturing point of view, this con- tricity, nor even in a given time. The quantity generated is deThe late Lieut. Boxer, R.N., the son of General Boxer, clusion is certainly to be commended, as it simplifies the pendent on the facility for conduction posseased by the conadvocated the employment of a percussion fuze in the base working of the cupolas, in ways which would haztily be ductor. There is thus an intimate connection between the conby those who do not know the system on which ductor and the source, involving something more than we find
of a Palliser shell, to insure the explosion in the event of ex
a mistake as to the character of an adversary. Certain this branch of manufacture is now worked under Colonel in the case of analogous examples. Supposing the source (the
battery) to be represented by the boiler of a steam engine, the
experiments made at his suggestion proved that fuzed shell Milward, and the nicety to which it may be brought by conductor
would correspond to the pipes or tubes which convey
acted as well in armour as those with the screw plugs now care and vigilance.
the
steam to the cylinders. The analogy, however, fails if carried
in use, but the subject was allowed to drop. We are inA few words as to price. The Palliser shells manufac- out in extenso ; for although the supply of steam to the cylinders
formed, however, that the Prussians have long since sup- tured in the Royal Laboratory have held their own well would be greater or smaller according to the dimension or
plied fuzes to their armour-punching shells.
inst all comers; but had they proved even y pd infe- “conducting” power of the tubes, yet the quantity of steam proIn 1870 it appeared that the ale of casting Palliser rior, the price at which they are made would be a more duced depends on other causes. More steam might be generated
i ave point-down had caused them to be liable to than sufficient answer. At the period we have now re- than could be conveniently conveyed through the pipes, and
of in some other direction. But
ave porous places in their bases, and a searching exami- ferred to—viz., 1870 and 1871—the cost of the Palliser must in that case be di
nation of the stores, not only at Woolwich, but at all large service projectiles was about £15 per ton. Since that time we have seen that on the conductivity of the conductor depends
the
amount
of
electricity
generated
in a given time.
stations, led to the condemnation of a considerable num- there has
great reduction in cost, but for fair comWe have not advanced far enough to admit of an elaborate
ber. Special attention was given to the matter, and the parison the prices of all at the same period must be taken.
consideration
of
the
theory
of
electrical
conduction, which would
fault is now remedied. Experience shows that the tip or
The Finspong shot were cast at £20 per ton; studding,
on the student's part an acquaintance with various
point of a Palliser projectile is occasionally broken off by &c., brought them up finally to about £30 per ton, or about require
in which we suppose him uninstructed. We must
the blow of a shot or shell rolled obliquely against it. double the cost of the service projectiles. The Swedish matters
gradually, and cannot, therefore, exhaust each particular
Thus, strange as it may appear, the point which may pene- metal was most excellent, but the manufacture was not mount
subject at one time. But we can profitably reflect upon the
trate directly through many inches of armour without in- such as to bring the shot to give better results, nor indeed, facts so far presented to us about conduction, and in so doing
jury may be fractured by a very slight transverse blow. as some consider, within 30 per cent. of as good results as should remember that, in examining an object or a subject that
A shell with the entire point gone, even for the length of the service projectile. The Swedish shot, however, were is quite new to us, we are prone, indeed naturally compelled, to
the eighth of an inch, would not be reissued from Wool- unfortunate in the hits they made on the target, and did refer things that are unknown to such as are known. If we were
suddenly transferred to a strange planet differing totally in all
wich, and on service shells with perfect points should, of not do themselves justice.
course, be preferred.
The Firth shells were made of steel which cost from respects from our earth, and should see things unlike anything
Of the projectiles that have competed with the Palliser £50 to £60
per ton. The manufacture was tedious and we ever saw here, we could only translate their meaning into
shot and shell now in the service, the most worthy of note expensive;
the processes were such that they could by no our intelligences by relation with things familiar to us as earthand, rte Pn should be all wrong in our impressions
are Sir J. Whitworth’s steel projectiles, Messrs. Firth’s means be made rapidly on a large scale.
e tempering dwellers,
and explanations. So far as can be determined in our day,
steel shell, and the chilled projectiles manufactured at was a matter of difficulty, the shells being liable to crack. electrical
presents difficulties and anomalies which justify
Finspong, in Sweden.
It isnot,of course, fair to j = gh any manufacture
in a the opinionscience
that electricity is “sui generis,” and its study for
Sir J. Whitworth obtained his, perhaps, most cele- state of infancy, but it may well be doubted if these shells that
reason deeply interesting and requiring
t care in followbrated success in 1862.
At that time a shot standin
could easily be turned out for £80 per ton.
ing it out. However, we shall find no great difficulty just at this
& intact os the shock of impact was an unh
Sir J.
Whitworth alone probably knows the exact cost = of our subject.
SB
aa
0! thing. ir J. Whitworth, on the occasion referred to, of his projectiles. His means of supply may
be such as
e find that different kindsofmatter conduct electricity with difdrove
shell and shot from his 120-pounder and 70- to enable hie to produce his mateniel at a comparatively ferent facilities, just as we do in the case of heat. Let usseewhere
pounder guns through the 4}in. armour of the Warrior low price. As to his process of manufacture, but little was the comparison is inapplicable, for we hold to the opinion _
and burst them in the wood backing, and also known of the shells before the trial of March 2nd, 1870, viously given that it is safer to suggest and point out what electhrough 5in. of iron with Warrior
ing. In this way but on that occasion it was noticed by those who had the tricity is not, and what it is not like, and so forth, than to athe blew asunder box targets with 44in. and 4in. iron opportunity of examining the fragments of the shell which tempt to pronounce what it is and does until we have irrefutable
to confirm us.
:
.
front plates. He also drove solid shot from the above- broke up, that the interior exhibited tool marks—we might proofs
If we hold, say, a long thick needle or bodkin, or any similar
mentioned guns “almost uninjured” through 4tin. of almost speak in the present tense, for the broken projec- piece
of
iron
or
steel,
by
one
end,
the
other
being
in
the
flame
of
iron, and he obtained surprising results from his 12- tile might be seen in the Royal Laboratory until ve - a candle, we very soon feel the heat arrive
at our fingers’ end of
pounder gun, fired at an angle against plates. The whole recently, and is probably there now—so that we are justi- the piece,
and very soon we are gladto let it fall. If we now
that the projectile was made from a solid take
of his projectiles, on this occasion, were flat-headed. They fied in assuming
a glass rod of similar dimensions and applyit as beforeto
were
e of his homogeneous metal.
ingot
bored out. Bb dat calles. dare that the candle, we find that we can hold it for a longer time than the
To come to more recent perfo' rmances. On March 2nd, while such a method of manufacture admits of the metal needle,
1870, a Whitworth 9in. steel shell, with an ogival head, being worked into a very sound condition, it is very
Hereupon are made apparent to our minds two facts or con-
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ditions resulting from our employment of the fire in the candle.
First, both rods conveyed heat to our fingers ;second, one conveyed much quicker than the other. In technical language, the
metal rod is a better conductor (of heat) than the glass.
Applying these facts by way of analogy to electricity, the uninstructed reader must be content to take our word for the truth
of experimental results (or examine some work on the science),
as we have obviously no space here for the explanations about
electrical machines, &c., which a detailed account of the experiment would involve. But, supposing that we have the means
of examining the electrical properties of bodies, what do we find,
and under what conditions do we observe the results! Our
object is to compare electrical conduction with thermal, or that
of heat, and to show where there is a striking distinction to be
drawn. Werefer at this point to our remarks on insulation in
a former paper, in the course of which we alluded to the varying
electric conducting qualities of a rod of glass and one of metal.
We there find that a rod of metal will freely conduct electricity
from a source or from an insulated body on which it has been
accumulated, and that a rod of glass will not perform the same
office with anything like the same degree of freedom. So far the
conduction of heat and of electricity appear identical. In the
first case there is a source of heat, the candle flame, from which,
by means of the connecting medium, the rod, heat is transferred
to the finger. In the second there is the source of electricity
from which by means of the connecting rod electricity is transferred to an object at the extremity. The source of heat, viz.,
the candle, will not be quenched or its heat giving powers arrested
by removing the rod from it. True, the heat is no longer conveyed to the finger ; but there it remains and the candle continues burning. -If now we cut off the rod from its office of
electrical conductor, we not only prevent conduction of electricity
to the object at the end, but we stop the production of any more
electricity ; we, in fact, quench our source for the time. Thus
we cannot remove our conductor without putting out our
electrical “ candle.”
The student will remember our proviso that in all cases of
electrical generation the existence of a complete circuit is absolutely indispensable. The illustration just given is not, of
course, to be taken as in any way dealing with the nature of
either heat or electricity ; it simply refers to the phenomena presented to our senses by our empleyment of these agencies.
Let us now look at the conductor as a pathway or means of
transmission for electricity between distant places. The good
conductor is like a smooth and broad railroad, and the bad conductor may be likened to the rough and narrow byeway. The
laws governing electrical conduction are generally considered
under the head of “resistance,” and to avoid confusion we shall
follow the same line ; but a few suggestions are necessary. A
conductor is better than another when it conveys a larger
quantity of electricity in a given time. If we wish to march
1000 men from A to B, and there are two roads of exactly equal
length, obviously that road which admits of ten men marching
abreast is preferable to that which would only allow five to do
the same. The conductivity of one road is double that of the
other, for ten men arrive at B by the first while only five reach it
by the second. The electrical conductivity of a wire depends
on its sectional area (the extent of surface resulting from a crosscut through it at right angles to its length) and its shortness. In
other words, as we increase its length alone #o we decrease its
conductivity, and as we increase its thickness alone so we increase
its conductivity. This leads us to electrical resistance, and if we
should seem chargeable with repetition, we must invoke the
reader's patience in his own interest, for we know from experience that this portion of the subject is well worth some little
extra thinking over.
The employment of this word resistance in connection with
electro-telegraphy is a necessary consequence of our consideration of the quality of conduction. It is evident that if a body
or portion of matter is said to afford a certain facility for conduction of electricity, it must also present an equivalent of resistance to that facility. For whether we say it manifests so
much conductivity or so little opposition, disinclination or resistance to that quality matters but little to the meaning we desire to convey. ‘The expressions are interchangeable, and in the
more technical mode of definition we say “The electrical conductivity of a wire is in inverse ratio to its resistance,” and this
must be so unless either quality is infinite. According to the
definition of their relation to each other “ Resistance is the reciprocal of conductivity,” the greater the conducting ;power the
less the resistance, and vice versd.
This term “reciprocal” merits a word or two, as we have
promised to be very plain and simple in our explanations ; it will
be seen that we have really given the meaning of the word in
the last few lines, and we need say little more on the point
beyond formulating it. But, generally, we would suggest the
following as a definition. The reciprocal of a “quality” is
another quality diametrically opposed to it. Thus the harder a
stone is the less soft it must be ; hard and soft are reciprocals of
each other. But we have another definition in the case of
quantities expressed by figures or letters, as in giving a formula
for any qualities ; and here we must digress further than we
could desire in order to give certain rugimentry explanations,
which are necessary from the first introduction of this word,
and particularly its application to the point immediately under
discussion.
A formula is a comprehensive mode of declaring certain relations which exist between two or more facts, these relations
having been previously determined, and their proportions or the
degree in which the facts are stated to affect each other are expressed by letters and figures ; it is “ the expression of particular
facts for general application.”
We can by this means most conveniently condense a statement
of the bearing of facts upon other facts ; so when we find, as in
the case immediately before us, that a certain property or quality
of matter under conditions of electrical action depends upon an
opposite quality (which in this case is a n
consequence)
and the one varies if the other does so, we may abbreviate the
statement and express it in half a dozen strokes. Not only the
fact of a relation between the facts declared, but the amount of
influence exerted by the one on the other, is also included. The
principal value of formule is the facility they afford for remembering the information they contain and disclose to us. In reducing a statement to a formula it is customary to employ the
initial letters of the words expressing the qualities or properties
which are being investigated.
But we have a word to say about ratios and proportions, for a
formula cannot be used without the enunciation of a comparison,
which a ratio really is. We may say thataratio of two numbers
is the quotient ; a fraction expresses a ratio of two numbers or
letters as ©. A quantity is said to be in direct ratio to
another when by increasing or decreasing the one in any
degree we thereby increase or decrease the other in the same
degree, Cause and effect in nature
are in direct ratio; if the
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cause be doubled so is the effect. Two quantities a and b are
in direct ratio when by increasing a 2, 3, 4, or n times we increase balso 2, 3,4, n times. The sign of equality = is employed
to express this relation as a = b, but this as a formula would
not necessarily imply that a was exactly equal to 6, but that the
proportion between them was constant; that ; was a constant
quality, the value of one depending directly on that of the other.
Two quantities are related in inverse ratio when we increase
the one in the same proportion as we decrease the other. Thus
a and b are in inverse ratio when by increasing or decreasing a,
2, 3, 4, or m times, we thereby make 6 2, 3, 4, n times
less or greater. In effect this means that the product of
a and bis constant, or a xX b must always be the same value,
because one is doubled as the other is halved, whatever they may be supposed to represent. If a b = unity,
a= -—. This brings us back to our recent remarks on
reciprocal values, as we have omitted to define the expression
when used in reference to a number or quantity.
The reciprocal of any given number is simply unity divided
by that number; the reciprocal of 9 is 5» the reciprocal of a
is .. &e. The reciprocal of a fraction is therefore merely
a
that fraction inverted, thus that of >is& of ‘ is +or8,
of 5is ., and s0 forth,

If we have two quantities,

horizontally through air, is increased in the direct ratio
|carried
that the sine bears to the length of the plane, or the height of
the incline to the base; thus, if instead of stating the angles in
degrees, we say “‘one in ten” or ‘‘one in three or four,” as the
case may be, thiswill at once express the proportion in which the
lifting force exceeds the resistance. The average of all results is
very near to this, making a little allowance for the surface
friction of the plane through the air. At 45 deg. the two forces
are equal ;above this the proportions are in the inverse ratio, as
the lifting force is then less than the direct.
It has been stated that the resistance of wedges or cones
through the air is diminished directly in the ratio that the height
or diameter of the base bears to the length of the cone. The
experiments do not confirm this, but show that the resistance is
less in proportion as the angle becomes ‘more acute.
Angles of inclined planes.
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a and b, to express that 6 is the reciprocal of a, we say
a=, as shown above, declaring an inverse ratio, Perhaps this will appear more clearly explained by referring to
our immediate subject. We have a statement and desire to
formulate it or express its meaning by a formula. The statement declares that the electric conductivity of a conducting wire
varies inversely as the resistance. Here are two conditions representing two quantities ;write C for conductivity, R for resistance. Of these two C is unknown and R supposed to be
known, for C can only be determined by reference to the
ascertained value of R. According to what is given above the Direct
product of C and R must be constant (if C be increased 2, 3, or Vertical
4 times and R be equally decreased, no difference is made in the
ultimate value) and putting CR = 1,C = x The rule is
that an unknown quantity, as C, which varies in inverse ratio
with another which is known, as R, may be expressed by the
form = The unknown is the reciprocal of the known.
This expression applies merely to the consideration of this
feature in electrical action, viz., that every substance in nature
(as far as known) affords a certain degree of facility for the
passage of electricity, and in an inverse ratio opposes resistance
to it. But this does not by any means entirely explain what is
actually intended by this word “resistance” thus employed, as
may be partly gathered from our previous remarks on the subject. Moreover, the expression U < is only given here as an
example of the construction of formule, which will before long
appear in abundance. A little careful study of elementary
mathematics will carry the student through any difficulty that
we may be compelled to leave in his path, though we shall
omit nothing that can legitimately find place in our pages.
The example we gave of the analogy between heat conduction
and that of electricity, coupled with previous remarks, will have
suggested to the reader the meaning we attach to “‘ resistance”
beyond that of a mere negative conductivity. As Mr. F. C.
Webb very clearly points out, “It is evident that, if from a
given source we can produce a certain effect by means of a
moderately good conductor, we could produce a greater effect
with a better one under similar conditions, and thus we can
never say that we have made any source afford us its maximum or
greatest possible effect.” There is therefore always a resistance
to the production of electricity caused by the conductor through
which we desire to pass a current ; and in this view resistance
has a meaning beyond that attached to it by the formula.
We will now consider resistance in view of its opposition to the
passage of electricity as a current. There will be no difficulty
in understanding that the longer a conducting wire is the greater
is its resistance, provided its thickness remain the same, or not
increased ; the resistance increases in proportion to the length
under these conditions strictly. If a road is blocked with a succession of equal difficulties at every step the resistance to progress increases, or accumulates with the distance ; every mile
added enlarges the total to be overcome.
On the other hand, the greater the surface of a certain length
of wire, which is measured by its sectional area, the less its resistance, which decreases in proportion to the thickness. These
facts are expressed thus by aformula. Calling R the resistance,
L the length of a wire of invariable diameter, S the sectional
area of a wire invariable in length the formula is R = 4°
That is to say, the resistance to the passage of electricity as a
current in a wire or other solid conductor varies directly as the
length, increasing or decreasing as the length increases or decreases, and varies inversely as the sectional area, increasing or
decreasing as this latter decreases or increases. We desire to
guard the student against deducing from the remark about the
difficulties on a road the idea that resistance in this aspect of its
character is cumulative. If such were the case it could not vary
directly as the length, because each succeeding portion would
present increasing difficulty, which here is evidently not the
case, though the total resistance is greater than a part of it.
Let us see how this formula can be made useful, for formule
are not simply interesting records but actual implements, as
much as foot rules or compasses or similar necessary apparatus.
The limits of our space compel us to defer this matter to our next
paper, but we earnestly counsel those readers who are unacquainted with algebra to commence its study at once. They
will very soon discover its value, and more particularly with reference to the working of formulz,
THE FORCE OF WIND ON INCLINED PLANES.
WE are indebted to the Aéronautical Society for the information contained in the following remarks upon some experiments
lately conducted at Messrs. Penn’s engineering works by the
experimental committee appointed by the council of the
Aéronautical Society of Great Britain, to determine the relation
between the velocity of the atmosphere and its pressure upon
lane surfaces of varying dimensions and degrees of inclination,
These —eenie ae all the angles are averaged for errors,
seem to indicate e law that the-lifting force of inclined planes,
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MEAN OF THE ABOVE COLUMNS,
| | Mean height of water, say 0°73in.,
3°31 |0°4 |0°68/2°34.2°73| which should represent 3°58 Ib. per
1°6 |1°96/2°34'1°26| foot; readings are one-seventh tov
|
high for actual force per foot.
Fluctuates 0°57 Ib.

RAILWAY WORKS AND PROJECTS.
No. III.
THe MIDLAND.
THE half-yearly report of the Midland directors presents a
rather formidable account of capital expenditure during the past
six months—a larger amount, indeed, that that shown
by any of
the other companies—and the different items of which it is composed are given with the minutest detail.
The total expenditure during the half-year has been £1,262,757,
of which £375,503 was on lines that had already been open for
traffic ; £456,892 on lines still in progress ; £268,776 on additional
working stock and machinery ; and £161,586 subscribed to other
companies. On lines open the traffic has so largely increased that
it has been found necessary to construct no less than forty miles
of additional lines and sidings at various parts of the system, and
involving a large expenditure. As compensation for stopping up
a level crossing at Skipton the company paid £1100 ; and for the
construction of an occupation bridge at Eckington, £1895, made
up of £1500 for land, £337 for materials and construction, and £58
for law. A new station at Chesterfield cost £5938. Several important works at Derby, including new locomotive sidings, a new
coal wharf, warehouse, and other improvements, involved an outlay of £16,800; the enlargement of Lawley-street station,
Birmingham, £2216; and of Loughboro’ station, £4557. The
extension of the sidings at Luton cost £11,555 ; and a new engine
shed and sidings at Peterboro’, £5520. For the enlargement of the
present goods station, and the purchase of land for the new station
to be erected at West Bridge, Leicester, the expenditure has been
£28,936 ; and the new engine shed at Wellingboro’ cost £6299.
£4747 was laid out in the construction of the ‘* block” telegraph
system. A further sum of £82,740 was expended in forwarding
the completion of the line between London and Bedford, £27,219
on the new line and station at Manchester, and £34,596 additional
on the new line between Chesterfield and Sheffield. Capital has
also been debited with the charges incurred in connection with the
passing of the Company’s Additional Powers’ Acts, 1861-71,
amounting to the round sum of £5587. In addition to all this
outlay on lines and works borne by capital, it appears that sixtyeight miles of line have been relaid at the cost of revenue—fourteen
miles being relaid with rails of an equal weight, fourteen miles
with a heavier description of rail, and torty miles were relaid with
steel rails,
i
}
’
The capital expenditure has, however, chiefly been in connection
with the various new lines now being constructed. Chief among
these is the Settle and Carlisle, a line about seventy miles in
length, and for the construction of which the company were
authorised to raise £2,200,000, or £31,000 per mile. The works on
this line had been delayed to some extent by bad weather and an
insufficient supply of labour ; but more than one-half of it is now
finished, and during the last half-year £287,198 was the actual
expenditure in connection with it.
.
A large addition has also been made to the working plant of the
company, which is now stated to be in a most efficient condition,
as the stock is mostly new, or has only recently been reconstructed.
The report enables us to give the additions that have been made
during the half-year, the actual cost of the additions, and, consequently, the average prime cost of the various class of stock. It
appears that eighty-nine new engines have been purchased at a
cost of £192,775, or an average of £2166 each ; two first-class carriages, costing £350 each ; one composite carriage, at £375; and
three third-class carriages, together for £650, or an average of
£217 each,. No less than 843 new goods wagons were purchased at
a total cost of £54,401, or about £62 each ; thirty rail wagons, at
£123 each ;twenty-two tariff vans, at about £78 each; and 101
goods brakes, at £117 each. The cost of the extensive renewals of
rolling stock is, of course, in addition to the above, and borne by
revenue, and comprises fourteen engines, twenty-four coaching,
and 221 goods vehicles.
The remainder of the capital expenditure for the half-year is
made up of subscriptions to other lines, embracing, among sundry
other small lines in which the we gd is interested, £102,076
towards the Cheshire and Liverpool lines ;£46,090 towards the
Ashby and Nuneaton ; and the Manchester and Stockport, £15,000.
The contemplated further expenditure is n
ily large, there
so many lines still under construction, and a further supply
of rolling stock will be required for their a
when open.
On lines already open, further station accommodation, sidings, and
improvements will absorb £284,906. To complete the lines under
construction, and to provide them with the
uisite working
stock, will take 1,747.88 ; while no less than
,182 will be
subscribed towards other undertakings and to joint lines. The
parliamentary estimates for sundry lines and works not yet commenced and in abeyance, amount ali
er to£91,044. The total
estimated further expenditure is £3,030,960, of which no less than
£1,203,000 will be laid out during the current half-year alone,
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RULE FOR DETERMINING THE FREEBOARD
FOR SAILING AND STEAMSHIPS.
By Herr Gustav A. Mrrztarr (Elbingen, Prussia).*
Various rules for this purpose are in use with underwriters, but
as all of them take only the dimensions
cipally the depths)
into account, without re;
to the orm of vessels, they
give unreliable results, and are, therefore, injurious to shipping
interests. In the following paper a rule is given which, it is
believed, amends the fault referred to, and is easy of application.
A ship is overloaded if the enclosed part of her which remains
above the load water-line is too small in proportion to the immersed bulk. The freeboard of vessels ought, therefore, principally to be regulated by Lp caaraoncnyAthat volume of the ship
which lies aboye water, and represents her superfluous buoyancy,
to her immersed part, which is the weight of ship and cargo in a
state of equilibrium to the displaced water. To determine this
proportion, mere theoretical investigations will not suffice, but
practical experience—inferred from ships whose lines, draught of
water, and good behaviour at sea are known—may be made applicable for that purpose,
The amount ot superfluous buoyancy may be altered according
to circumstances. For European voyages it may be the smallest :
it must enlarge for Transatlantic, and become still larger for
longer ones. This is obvious, for on short voyages harbours of
refuge, facilities for repairs and victualling, Xc., are nearer at
hand than on longer voyages, Ships of much rise of sheer require
a greater amount of freeboard amidships than those which are
more straight. Vessels of great proportional length require more
freeboard to make them ridesafely in a rough sea; ships which
carry a great number of passengers ought to have, on account of
their precious cargoes, a still larger freeboard.
It is now necessary to decide on the best way in which the freeboard may be determined. The most reliable result would be
obtained if the cubical contents of a ship, as enclosed by the deck,
were calculated on outside measurement, and the portion necessary for ee buoyancy (being a certain part of the whole)
deducted therefrom. This plan would, however, involve a new
measurement for every vessel, and must, therefore, be abandoned
as too expensive and inconvenient. But in the tonnage measurement, as enacted by law in 1854, data are already given which may
be made useful for the above-named pu:
e. The gross tonnage
under deck gives the whole contents of the ship’s hold, and it
only remains to determine that part of the hold which has to be
kept above her load water-line. The cubical contents of this part
of the hold is to be calculated by the sectional areas (in number as
prescribed by law) under application of Chapmann’s formule.
Amidships the ship’s sides above the load water-line are almost
vertical, at the ends they are more or less inclining from the deck
downwards. For convenience sake, let it be supposed that the
sides are vertical throughout, which, for the purpose of calculating
the freeboard, will be found admissible if the same course has
been adopted with the standard vessels that have furnished the
proportional part of superfluous buoyancy to the whole hold.
Under this assumption, the areas of each of the sections are given
in the product of uppermost breadth, as ascertained by tonnage
measurement, by the corresponding height from load water-line to
under size of deck plank.
An example will show how these calculations may be performed.
A small ship of 353 tons gross register tonnage under deck has the
following measures, as taken by the officials :—Length for
measurement, 118°5ft. Distance between the five sections,
19°75ft. ; uppermost breadths at these sections,
ing forward :—Ist section, 24°35ft. ; 2nd section, 25°5ft.; 3rd section,
25°45ft. ; 4th section, 25°0ft. ; 5th section, 23°1ft. The depths of
hold at each of these sections, in the same order :—At 1st section,
17ft. ; 2nd section, 16°55ft.; 3rd section, 16°4ft.; 4th section,
16‘5ft.; 5th section, 16°65ft. Let z be the height of freeboard
from load water-line to under side of deck-plank at lowest place
(in this case, at the 3rd section, which has the smallest depth).
Then these heights, at the different sections,
ing forward,
are :—Ist section = (x + 0°6), (0°6 being the difference between
depth at 1st and 3rd sections, namely, 17—16°4 = 0°6) : 2nd section = (x + 0°15) ; 3rd section = (x + 0) ; 4th section = (x+0°1) ;
5th section = (x + 0°25). Therefore the areas of these sections,
expressed in square feet, are received in the products of the given
breadths and heights :—1st section = (2 + 0°6) X 24°35; 2nd section = (x + 0°15) X 25°5; 3rd section, = (x + 0) X 25°45; 4th
section = (x + 0°11) X 2°50; 5th section = (x + 0°25) X 23°1.
The contents of that part of hold which represents the superfluous
buoyancy (B), expressed in cubic feet, applying Chapmann’s rule,
ae keeping in mind that the areas at ends of vessels = 0, is given
a
310 x1 + (x + 06) x 24:35 x 4 + (@ + 0°15) x 255 x24
(z + 0) x 25°45 x 4 + (x + O11) x 25°0 x 2 + (x + 0°25)x
23'1 x44+0x1}x 1975 =B.
Extracting x from this formula gives
«a x 24°35
ox x ©2 4+ 0°15
‘15 x 25°5
ea as.
2x 1975ee (06
25°
’

24°35 x 2+

255

+0 x 25°45 x2+01 x 25°0+ 0°26 x 23°1 x 2)
+ 25°45 x 2
230+ BWilx2
B, or that part of the hold which represents the superfiuous
buoyancy, has, as estimated from standard vessels, been found of
sufficient size when
(a). For European voyages B = 0°24 x H.
(5). For Transatlantic voyages B = 0°273 x H.
(c). For longer voyages B = 0°307 x H.
H being the contents of the hold in cubic feet.
If in the formula, in place of B, its value, expressed in H, be
put, x« is for European
voyages : —
a
2
x2 _(06 x 24°35 x 24 015 x 255 +
ss la
‘
24°35 x 2
+ 255
O x 25°45 x 2 + 011 x 250 + 025 x 231 x 2)
+ 26°45 x 24
25°0 +
23°1
x2
As in the example chosen, H = 353 tons = 35,300 cubic feet,
and as 0°24 x 3 = 0°36 :—
0°36
X 35900_ (06 x 24:35 x 2 + O15 x25 +
ae 19°75
:
Ws + 2+
ie or
= 0
0 x 25°45 x 2 + O01 x 25°0 + 0°25 x 23°11 x 2) _
+ 25°45 x 2 +
25°0 +
23°1
x2
3°04ft. freeboard, for European voyages from load water-line to
under-side of deck-plank at lowest place. As the deck of this
vessel is 3in. thick, the freeboard is 3ft. 3}in. from load waterline to upper side of deck plank, at lowest place, for European
voyages. Substituting the coefficient for Transatlantic voyages,
B = 0273 x H.
H = 35300 and 0°273 x } = 0°41, we therefore get :—
a Ba (06 x 24:35 x 24 O15 x 255 +
ft aes
aera
wast
‘ Hx
&#£+33
#
Tx WH XP+ O1 x 20 + 025 x WI x 2 _
+ 25°452 x
+ 250
+ 231x2
3°49ft. freeboard from under-side of deck, or 3ft. 9in. freeboard
from upper side of deck plank, at lowest place, for Transatlantic
voyages.
* Read before the Institution of Naval Architects,
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For longer voyages, substituting 0°307 x H forB, H = 35,300 that they should act as feeders, but to which they should not be
and 0°307°x 3.
46.
.
‘
; admi
as competitors,
_ Mr. Hopton, timber merchan
ve evidence that it would be
os
x
(06
x
2435
x
24015
x
255+
impossible for him to carry on his business if tramways were lai
ya
oe
in
the
streets
through
which
his
timber
had to be carted. The
a
35 xD
+ Bs
Committee adjourned.
=0
The
further
evidence
offered
to
the
joint
committee has included
0 X 25°45 X 2 + O'1 X 25°0 + 0°25 X 23°1 x 2) |
that of Mr. Hassam, a commercial traveller, who
resented a
+ 25°45 X 2
+ 250
+ 231X 2
public meeting at Camberwell, at which strong resolutions had
n passed condemnatory of the tramway system as it exists in
3°95ft. freeboard from under side, or 4ft. 2hin. freeboard to upper
that district. In a street 25ft. wide as much as 16ft. was approside of deck-plank at lowest place for long-course voyages.
by the tramway, and the —
at intervals of two
The freeboards for the three different voyages, 3ft. 3hin., 3ft. priated
a-quarter minutes, which practically gave a monopoly of the
9in., and 4ft. 24in., show a difference of 54in. between them, that anid
highway
to
the
tramway
company.
The
effect
this had been
is about } part of the 3ft. 3hin. If, therefore, the freeboard for disastrous to the trade of the shopkeepers in the ofstreet,
and the
Euro
voyages is calculated, that for Transatlantic voyages is people of Camberwell were of opinion that no tramway should
be
found by an increase of 4 ; and for longer voyages by an increase allowed within four miles of Charing Cross. He, the witness, was
of # on the first calculated freeboard, thus simplifying the process. decidedly of opinion that they ought to be taken up in all London
The freeboard, as above calculated, is applicable to vessels
they had beenlaid. He had had experience of the tramways
whose length does not exceed five times the greatest internal where
other parts of London, being town traveller for a City house
breadth ; ships of five to six breadths to length must have their in
which
required
him to drive along the roads from morning: to night.
freeboard increased ,'; ; of six to eight breadths to length, § ; and
amount in which he was cast in repairs to his trap, and the
still longer vessels by } part of the original. Ships which carry a The
personal
discomfort
he experienced, would justify any member of
great number of passengers ought to have their freeboard increased the committee who used
roads as he did in pronouncing them
4 part besides.
aking allowance for more or less freeboard, on an intolerable nuisance. the
one part of Camberwell the tramway
account of season, will not appear judicious, as it is frequently im- rail was within 18in. of theIn kerb
stone. On the other side of the
ssible to determine the commencemeut and duration of voyages
it was true that the space was 10ft.; this discrepancy may be
forehand, especially for sailing vessels. If the length of vessel street
accounted
for
by
the
fact
that
a
vestryman
lives on the privileged
be greater than in the above given example, more sections come side of the street.
into the admeasurement for tonnage — in the calculations of
Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P., was called, and gave evidence confreeboard as will easily be understood.
demnatory of tramways in old towns, such as London, the streets
As in this rule for determining freeboard, only those measures and
of which were not adapted for the tramway system. The
are applied which are already
taken for tonnage measurement, the trafficroads
of the London streets embraced various elements, there was
officials who are entrusted with that work may as well, with but the light
and
the quick and slow, the crossing and the
little labour, calculate the height of freeboard, and the result be stopping trafficheavy,
; ail these must necessarily be conducted, with
noted down on the certificate of tonnage. As every vessel keeps great
care,
upon
the
give
and take principle. He did not think
this certificate on board, there would in future arise no differences that the tramway traffic could
be safely superimposed on them ; it
as regards overloading or loading too little.
was
an
entirely
new
system,
had no elasticity ; the cars came
The English mcasurement law will shortly beadopted by Germany, on with a momentum greater that
than
of the other vehicles, and
and it is to be hoped that all other maritime nations will soon crushed everything in their way. that
This was an injustice to the
follow. It would be of great benefit to shipping interests in general other users of the Techone. In streets
depending on retail shop
if, besides this international tonnage law there were a generall business the introduction of tramways was
ruinous to
adopted rule for oeeen pe the freeboard of vessels. With suc traders, their trade being very sensitive toabsolutely
affecting
a rule many lawsuits and other difficulties would be avoided. On the street traffic. The greater the advantages anything
given
to
the tramtrial of the given rule, it will be found that in principle it will answer way companies in the width of their carriages the more the
the intended purpose sufficiently well, although the coefficients vantage would be to the general public. He (Mr. Hope) haddisadmay, perhaps, want some slight alteration. In ships of the same a great number of letters sent to him approving of the course had
he
size of deck and the same depths the freeboard will become pro- had taken in relation to this social and public question, not any
rtionably reduced the sharper the vessel, and it will increase as of which had been solicited by him, and not one complaining of
on bulk or capacity increases—just as it ought to do.
he. had taken. It was invidious and highly improper
There remains one difficulty to be mentioned. In vessels with thesaycourse
this was a question affecting the upper as against the lower
double bottoms, or of cellular build, the measurement gives, in to
classes,
and
he wished to represent the interests not so much of
comparison to displacement, too small a gross tonnage under deck, the upper classes
had well built carriages, excellent horses,
consequently too little height of freeboard. In the admeasure- and skilled drivers, who
as the owners and drivers of humbler vehicles
ment of such vessels precautions should be taken to amend this |including costermongers,
butchers, and bakers. He thought that
fault.
tramways should not be laid in first-class streets, where they reduced the value of popesty ; that they should not be laid in
streets of moderate width mainly devoted to business, where
METROPOLITAN TRAMWAYS.
traders would be incommoded in loading and unloading goods ; and
On Friday week the Joint Committee on Metropolitan Tramways the further urged that the number of passengers in tramway cars
met again, with Viscount Eversley in the chair.
should be strictly limited. He held very strongly that tramway
Mr. Newton, of the Metropolitan Board of Works, gave evidence companies should be subjected to a superior permanent authority.
very much in approval of the tramway system as a great public
Mr. J. Ferrer, of the St. George’s vestry, gave evidence that
conv
Captain Brace and three superintendents from the body he represented was unanimously opposed to the approdifferent metropolitan police stations gave evidence of a more priation of the highway by private companies for their own proqualified kind, It was represented by one of the witnesses that fit. They were of opinion that tramways should be constructed
the tramway in some parts of Camberwell caused much incon- and maintained by local authority. The Metropolitan Board of
venience to the other traffic, and that the roads in consequence of Works has an authority already in existence, and he would prefer
the tramways were in a bad state.
that they should take this power rather than create a new body.
On Tuesday, Mr. Haywood, surveyor and engineer to the
On Tuesday the committee met again, and Captain Tyler was
Commissioners of Sewers, attended and gave evidence. He ex- examined, and gave evidence generally in approval of the trampressed the opinion that tramways afforded much _ public way system, but stated he did not find the roads in as satisfactory
convenience, that their convenience would be impaired unless they a conditionas was desirable as regards paving. Mr. Malcomb, of
were laid so as to form continuous routes, He thought that they the Board of Trade, gave evidence in favour of provisional orders
should be laid through all the City thoroughfares that were as compared with bills, in that they gave better protection to the
adapted for them. He was of opinion that they should be laid public and greater facilities to promoters.
and maintained by the local authority, and the use of them
Mr, C. Hopkins was further examined, and put in a bid for the
granted to others, with powers to take tolls. He proposed that restoration of the lines over London and Blackfriars bridges,
the whole surface of the carriage way upon which tramways are which would, he believed, prove of great public convenience.
laid should be maintained at the cost of those having the use of
the tramways. He could not recommend and did not think that
Parliament could lay down any distinct rule as to the streets or | SovuTH KENSINGTON MusevuM.—Visitors during the week endirz
roads that should be included in a metropolitan tramway district, April 27th, 1872:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday free,
or as to the streets or roads in which tramways should be authorised, from 10 a.m. to 10 = : Museum, 13,261; Naval and other
or as to the width of the streets in which they might be laid. As collections, 2465. On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admisregarded the width and height of the tramway cars, if these were sion 6d., from 10 a.m. till 6 p.m. : Museum, 2762; Naval and other
materially diminished the luxury of the mode of travelling would collections, 197 ; total, 18,685. Average of corresponding week
be destroyed. Many persons were to be found using the tramways, in former years, 14,171. Total from the opening of the Museum,
because of the superior ease and comfort of that mode of travelling, 11,554,496.
ROTTERDAM SHIP Canat.—The ship canal commenced a few
that never used omnibuses, Asphalte paving might, to a great
extent, serve the same purpose as tramway rails, but asphalte years since, in order to furnish Rotterdam with direct and easy
could not be applied throughout London. It should not be applied communication for large trading ships, especially for the German
on streets with a greater inclination than 1 in 60. The transit trade, which is eagerly contested by Holland and Belgium,
number of horses that fell on the asphalte was not greater than has been so far carried out that the other day a steamer passed
on the granite paving, and when they did fall on the asphalte they through it from the port to the sea. At present the minimum
did not hurt themselves. Out of 11,000 horses that had passed depth of the canal at high water is just under eleven feet, se that
in the Poultry only five had fallen. A member of the Committee a good deal of heavy work has to be done before great commercial
asked Mr. Haywood if he wouldbe surprised to hear that a pair vessels will be able to proceed straight for Rotterdam ; the Holof very fine horses belonging to a friend of his had been ruined by landers are, however, well accustomed to water work, and the
a fall on asphalte. The witness was not surprised, such a thing nation that has wrestled so manfully with the sea and snatched
was quite possible. In continuation, Mr. Haywood said that the such an extent of land from its graspis not likely to fail in an
frost never settled on asphalte, that it was not slippery when dry enterprise of the kind now in hand, and which, as far as appears,
or thoroughly wet, but after a few minutes’ rain, it was very presents no unusual difficulties. To the present time only the
slippery, and five or six horses would come down all at once, ordinary modes of excavation have been employed, but, with the
ing a grand show. The system now followed out of collecting example of the Suez Canal Company before it, there is no doubt
ordure as it fell, tended to keep the streets in good condition. that the makers of this new ship canal will call to their aid all the
The system was costly, but the material collected compensated recent improvements, and probably add to their number, for the
by its higher value. No part of Ludgate-hill could be safely laid —
ment of the important object which they have before
with asphalte, as the inclinations were from 1 in 28 or 29 to 1 in them.
’
56. There were also places at Charing Cross, at Waterloo-place, Pall
THE WORKING STOCK OF THE LONDON AND NorTH-WESTERN
Mall, and in Haymarket, where it could not be applied. This RaILway.—The report of the directors of the London and Northinclination of the Haymarket was 1 in 30, which he took to be as Western Company, in addition to the usual statement of the
steep as would be workable by tramway. With respect to further number of engines and vehicles of all kinds possessed by the
action in connection with proposed tramways, the City authorities company, has appended to the return a statement of the cost of
were waiting, he believed, for the result of the present inquiry.
the various descriptions of working stock, as debited to capital.
The surveyor, solicitor, and chairman of the Board of Works. From this statement it appears that at the close of the last half
of St. Saviours, Southwark, appeared in opposition to a pro
year the company possessed working stock, which, in the aggregate,
oblique crossing of the thoroughfare by a tramway from South- represented a capital expenditureof £5,865,264. Distributing this
wark-street to London Bridge stations. The deputation stated large amount over the 1872 miles of line, over which the trains of
that the board were unanimous in their opposition to the laying the company run, it equals £3133 per mile worked, and forms
of a tramway in the borough. The committee ruled that the about 10 per cent. of the gross cost of lines and plant together.
objection was one that could be dealt with by the Select Committee It must be borne in mind too, that the stock of carts and horses
owned by the company, and by agents, and really forming part of
on the bill.
Mr. Greenwell, vestry clerk of Marylebone, gave evidence as to the working stock, is not included in this amount. It appears,
the value ipeww in Oxford-street and the capital invested in the rolling stock comprises a total of 37,240 engines and vehicles
business,
e tradespeople were, he stated, almost unanimously used in working the railways, or about one engine and twenty
to a tramway in Oxford-street, which had a
liar vehicles of other kinds to each mile. There are altogether 1760
traffic in vehicles of every variety. The street was in different locomotives, and 1531 tenders, for which capital has been charged
parts 31ft. 4in., 38ft., and 42ft. wide, whereas it had been shown with £2,941,631, which is equal to an average original cost for each
that 48ft. was the minimum in which a double line of tramway engine of £1671. The coaching stock is 3959 in number, including,
could be worked, and leave room for other vehicles than the passenger carriages, horse-boxes, carriage trucks, and all other
tramway cars, The witness wer oe to quote evidence from the vehicles run in passenger trains; the charge for which has been
blue book of last year’s Select Committee, but the Committee £883,385, or an average price for each vehicle of £223. The wagon
declined to hear more, unless he had some views or facts of his stock comprises 31,521 vehicles of all kinds run in goods trains,
own to peangoeere them.
and the cost of which was £2,009,928, or an average of £64 each.
Mr. John Fowler, C.E., was of opinion that tramways converging Wagon covers, sheets, and sundries, make up together £30,320,
from without upon the inner circle of the Metropolitan Railway, It will be seen, therefore, that the total cost of the locomotives is
would be of great public advantage, but did not think they were just equal to the value of the stock which they have to work; and
needed,or that they should be permitted to run in the same direc- that the average number of vehicles to each locomotive is about
tionsasthe Metropolitan Railway, to which it would he quite proper twenty-two,
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WE give illustrations above and at page 312 of a novel type of
STERN
ELEVATION
dredger constructed by Messrs. Simons and Co., who possess a well
earned reputation for this class of engineering, for the Government of Canada. The dredger combines in herself the properties of
a powerful dredger, a hopper barge, and a screw steamer. She is
intended to be employed at the mouths of harbours and rivers in |
Canada, to keep them clear of silting and other obstructions at a
cost below what would be practicable under the old system of a
fleet, including dredgers, barges, and tug steamers—the work of all
which is managed under the new system in ‘‘one bottom.”
It will be seen that the novelty consists in the fact that barges
are dispensed with, and we cannot better explain how than by
stating what the dredger did a few weeks since on her first trial;
the vessel was moored a little below Dalmuir on the Clyde, at
about 11 a.m., and the machinery started for operation in 18ft.
water. In about two hours the hopper cavity was filled with
some 200 tons of stuff—sand, gravel, mud, &c., dredged from the
bottom of the channel. The dredging machinery was then disconnected and the screw propeller put into motion, and the
moorings having been loosened, the Canada proceeded down the
river under easy steam, at the rate of about eight miles an hour.
Off Port-Glasgow a halt was called for the purpose of putting on
shore one or two of the company who required to return early to
town; but with this exception theCanada made no stoppage until
at the mouth of Lochlong, and about half a mile from the Kilpo
shore the trap
bottom of her hopper cavity was opened,
and the 200 tons of dredged stuff above-mentioned allowed to slide
into the sea,
In ordinary work the operation would be repeated continually,
the dredger proceeding to unload her
ofballast every time
the hopper became
As the value of the new system turns
principally on a question of money, we give at the end of this
article a tabular statement of expenses, which speaks for itself.
So —o 4premised, we may senna to discuss the dredger more
minutely.
=
Her dimensions are—length, 131ft.; breadth, 21ft.; depth,
10}ft.; the hopper compartment is 20ft. in length, 16ft. wide, and
12ft. deep, containing when filled about 200 tons spoil ; the hopper
doors are formed of hinged iron plates lined with elm, having
strong hinges fixed to centre keelson, the door chains
carried
Ci
tive Cost of Dredging by New Hopper Preagers and Old Syste.
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is such in the combined dredger that the stuff cannot fall into the
well and be lost as in the ordinary dredger, but drops into the
hopper direct. The buckets may also be of greater capacity
owing to the reserve of power in the engine, such being necessary
for propelling the vessel.
For harbour and river work the combined hopper dredger can
be more easily shifted about, and occupies only one-third of the
space necessary for the present dredgers with two barges alongside,
and ones fewer hands are required for the work. For
cutting through bars on an exposed situation the hopper dredger
will be capable of dredging at times when, owing to stormy
weather, the ordinary barges could not come alongside the common
dredger ; in such cases, or when repairs are being done in the latter
vessel, the barges and the crews are idle. The new system deserves the attention of all interested in the clearing of harbours.
We need hardly add that the material and workmanship of the
dredger is all that can be desired.
ON THE

INCREASING SPIRAL IN HEAVY
RIFLED ORDNANCE.
By Commander W. Dawson, R.N.*
ROTATION is usually imparted to elongated projectiles by means
of ribs, studs, or other projections, which, in their exit from the
gun, traverse suitable parallel grooves or slots cut to receive them
in the bore, at an angle with the axis of the piece proportioned to
the desired rapidity of spin. When the angle which the slots
make with the axis of the gun is the same throughout uniform
spirals are the result ; but when the angle becomes greater towards
the muzzle the grooves form curves known as increasing spirals.
If the bore be conceived as laid open like a flat surface the uni-.
form spirals will appear as straight lines, the ‘‘ uniformly increasing
spirals ” as parabolas, Each point in those parabolas makes a different angle with the axis of the gun, and would impart, if possible,
a different amount of rotation to every part of the projectile. As,
however, a rigid iron cylindrical body cannot have every point in
its length rotated at different speeds, one driving point, or ring of
driving points, is selected in rear of the centre of gravity, on
which the whole effort of rotation is concentrated. A second ring
of guiding points before the centre of gravity, being made to fit the
grooves very loosely, tends to check any extraordinary deviation
from the prescribed route. By a strange hallucination, evea in
the uniform spiral Woolwich guns, the effort of rotation is concentrated on two soft non-centreing points in each groove, instead
of being diffused over a long iron centreing bearing extending along
the whole cylindrical body of the projectile. Of the nineteen
rifled guns now in the naval service thirteen have uniform spirals,
which complete one turn in 20, 30, 35, 365, 37, 38, and 40 po wed
four have their grooves cut as uniformly increasing spirals beginning
as parallel straight lines at their origin, progressing 2s parabolas,
and ending at the muzzle with one turn in 35, 40, or 45 diameters ;
whilst two guns have a compromise between the two forms of
spiral, the grooves beginning as curves of one turn in 100 calibres,
and ending at the muzzle with one turn in 40 or 50 diameters.
This diversity of twist aptly illustrates the guess work which
obtains as to the proper angle of spiral, and as to the consequent
rapidity of spin necessary to insure stability of flight. Experiments were made in 1864-5 to determine the influence of various
degrees of twist with uniform spirals upon the initial velocities,
from six 6‘3in, 7-ton shunt guns, but no notice is recorded of the
corresponding stabilities of flight. From these it was ascertained
‘that the velocity increases as the amount of twist decreases, up
to a certain point, viz., one turn in 50 (? 40) calibres, where the
velocity is greater, it then commences to diminish. The loss of
velocity in the higher twists is probably due to increased friction
in the passage of the projectile through the bore. The diminution
of velocity in the case of the low twist is most likely owing to the
projectile not being retarded sufficiently to admit of the complete
combustion of the charge.” The initial velocities were :—
ray
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To know what effect the angle of uniform spiral has on stability
of flight, the chief object for which rifling is adopted, we must
turn to Sir Joseph Whitworth, who has worked out experimentally
the relation between the length of the projectile, expressed in
diameters, and the rapidity of twist, as it affects the polygonal
iron-bearing centreing system. This was tried with a lft. gun of
about 1}in. calibre, firing 250z. charges at 3in. elevation, It was
found that one turn in 34°35 calibres gave perfect spin to shot three
diameters in length ; that one turn in 22°9 calibres gave perfect
spin to shot five diameters in length; that one turn in 15°26
calibres spun shot six diameters long perfectly ;and that one turn
in7‘l3calibres sent shot of seven diameters perfectly true, and point
first. These results have been verified as regards several angles of
spiral in larger calibres, so that Sir Joseph Whitworth now recommends one turn in eighteen calibres for heavy guns, which is
capable of giving perfect rotation to projectiles five diameters
long ; whilst the French or Woolwich non-centreing short-bearing
system gives, with one turn in thirty-five calibres, onlya wobbling,
waltzing, movement to shell of two and a-half to three calibres.
No experiments exist as to the influence of various degrees of
final muzzle twist upon the initial velocity, nor upon the stability
of flight, in the case of spirals, the angles of which increase rapidly
at the muzzle, The amount of spin is, in these cases, determined
by the well known formula familiarly called ‘‘ the rule of thumb.”
The professed object of introducing, in 1865, increasing spirals for
the stronger and heavier wrought iron coil guns was the supposition—First, that the projectiles would slip away more rapidly
from their seats next the powder chambers than when uniform
spirals were employed ; secondly, that these assumed quicker
commencing velocities would considerably reduce the maximum
powder a, in the chambers ; and thirdly, that this supposed
great relief to the chambers would prolong the lives of guns. Now
here are three distinct guesses, each one of which is opposed to
experience :—(1) In the heavy gun competition of 1863-5, where
all the conditions, except the rifling projections and grooves, were
identical, Scott’s uniform spiral 7in. gun projected its iron bearing
flanged-centreing 110 1b. shot from its muzzle 59ft. faster, inflicting
a muzzle blow 133 foot-tons heavier than the similar French, or,
as it is now mis-called, Woolwich gun, with increasing spiral and
studs, the report stating that “‘the French system has decidedly
the lowest velocities.” Again, in 1865, two 7in. guns were rifled
with the same final angle of twist, on the French or Woolwich
system ; one with uniform and the other with increasing spiral,
and the latter gave 21°2ft. less initial velocity, and 56 foot-tons
lighter muzzle blow. The Professor of Artillery at Woolwich
mentions in his ‘‘ Modern Artillery” the case of an Sin.
in. gun which
gave, with uniform spiral, 35ft, more initial velocity, and 116 foottons heavier muzzle blow than its increasing spiral competito r,
Against these facts we have guesses, but nota single expermental
0
* Read bafore theIustitution ofMaxel Architects.
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datum. (2) The Committee on Explosives have recently discovered
that the maximum powder pressure is relieved when the shot has
moved jin. in its seat when using rifle large grain powder, and Gin.
when using pebble powder. They have not discovered that the
shot moves through the first fin. of its motion quicker with either
the uniform or the increasing spiral of the same final angle; nor
is it at all likely that they will everdo so. But they have found
that the gun in its rifled state sustains somewhat less powder
pressure than when firing the same charges as a smooth bore. If
then, any difference of maximum pressure in the chamber can at
any future time be proved to obtain between the two forms of
spirals having the same final angle, it is difficult to foresee in
favour of which it will be found, but we are justified in assuming
that it will be so infinitesimal as to be rather a curious philosophical phenomenon than a practical consideration for artillerists.
(3) If we regard the shot in its seat as a valve moved by internal
pressure, it is quite evident that the maximum pressure which is
relieved by that motion cannot extend outside the position of the
base of the projectile at the moment when that pressure is registered. In other words, all the evil effects upon the gun due to
the direct action of the maximum powder pressure must occur
either in the charge chamber or within jin. of it, if using R. L. G.
powder, or within 6in. of it with pebble powder. The only
exceptions there can be to this rule are when the lateral wriggling
or vertical hammering action of the wobbling projectile causes a
momentary obstruction, and the area of the maximum powder
pressure might naturally extend to the point where the jam occurs;
or when the projectile breaks up, and the pieces become
permanently wedged in the bore, inflicting a blow which causes
the gun to burst explosively, as has repeatedly occurred. When,
then, the shot is free to escape the life of the ganis not materially
affected by differences of powder pressure within the possible
limits which could obtain, under any rational supposition, between
guns rifled with the same final angle of twist on the uniform and
on the increasing systems. There is now in use at Woolwich a
10in. 18-ton gun, having 18in. holes bored right through its walls,
for crusher gauges, which has fired in that state several hundred
60 Ib. to 87} lb. charges with 400 lb. projectiles, and has sustained
maximum pressures of 60 foot-tons, being within three tons of as
great a strain as that sustained by the 35-ton gun in firing its
heaviest (130 lb.) charge with a 700 lb. projectile ; yet, we are told,
that the interior of that mutilated gun has not suffered from
these excessive powder pressures. An Sin, gun of only 6} tons
weight, instead of nine tons, with l6in. holes through its walls,
has similarly withstood hundreds of rounds of 35 lb. charges and
185 lb. projectiles, though its proper battering charge is but 22 Ib.
with 115 Ib, projectiles, without any internal injury from powder
pressure.
So far, then, as the advantages claimed for the increasing spiral
are concerned, they are pure guesses opposed to facts; and it is,
as to those points, a matter of indifference whether it or the
uniform spiral be adopted. But, on this baseless hypothesis, we
are sacrificing in vital questions the efficiency of our great guns.
For the increasing spiral necessitates the concentration of rotary
effort on a single point in each groove, this point being represented
by a gun-metal stud 1°45in. in diameter, projecting ‘195in.
outside the projectile, and wedged into an under-cut hole 1°6in.
in diameter, and ‘3in. deep. Imagine, then, attempts to rapidly
rotate an iron cylinder, 12in. in diameter, 34°45in. long, and nearly
a-third of a ton in weight (7001b.), by a ring of nine such studs
placed a few inches behind the centre of gravity. Lateral wriggling, vertical hammering, and wobbling forward motion in the
bore, with waltzing gyrations, puffing noise, and unsteady movements in the flight, lessened muzzle blow, and reduced range, are
the natural results. To overcome these, reduced length and weight
of projectile are, in all the large calibres, vainly resorted to, with
permanently crippled efficiency. More rapid twist, and consequent
more perfect rotation, cannot be given because the six-tenths
limit of bearing which the increasing spiral necessitates will not
endure the greater effort. The comilies of shell-power has, therefore, been all in vain. Within the last three years six heavy guns
are known to have been permanently disabled on shipboard by
their own projectiles, whilst firing at targets; and five others are
known to have been temporarily disabled for some hours from the
same cause. How many more naval guns have been compelled to
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cease fire for hours has been kept secret. But when two 18 ton
guns were so disabled on board the Hercules in 1870 the directorgeneral of naval ordnance officially remarked that ‘‘the crack in
the A (inner) tube, and the strained condition of the B (outer
muzzle) tube over the crack are ae §what I should have
expected.” And a critical examination of these suicidal injuries
shows that they almost invariably occur near the muzzle, where
the shot in full flight meets with enhanced resistance from an
increasing angle of spiral. The fact that two of the suicides had
uniform spirals is sufficiently accounted for by the absurd notion
which obtains of rejecting the great advantage it offers of ar
ing a long iron bearing, extending over the whole cylindrical body
of the projectile, and of applying it in the form of strengthening
ribs cast with it, instead of a short bearing concentrated upon
weakening stud holes.
The cemetery of suicides at the Royal Arsenal has had several
interesting specimens added to it since the introduction of increasing spirals with short soft bearings, some of which illustrate
other forms of self-destruction incidental to the French or Woolwich system. First in order comes the father of the system, the
competitive Woolwich 7in. gun already referred to, which after
567 rounds had so battered its bore and spiked its upper groove by
the blow of its front upper stud, that it was ordered to ‘‘be fired
under precaution” against bursting; whilst the rifling of the Scott
uniform spiral gun with iron ribbed projectiles was as perfect after
the last (417th) round as when it left the factory. The Woolwich
infant of 35 tons, though not yet committed to the cemetery of
suicides, was spiked in the lower grooves by its lower rear stud,
from Sin. to 20in, outside the point to which the maximum powder
pressure extends, in the effort to rotate a 700 lb. projectile upon
nine six-tenths of an inch points, under the propulsion of 120 Ib.
pebble powder charges. With a uniform spiral and Scott’s iron
flanged shell, 100 lb. of powder would have sent the same weight
to the useful fighting range of 1500 yards, with the elevation required when using 120 lb. charges at present. Then there is a
12}-ton gun, in which a shot breaking up through its stud holes
wedged itself, causing a fearful explosive burst, on 25th September,
1868. A converted 68-pounder, of 95 cwt., met with a fearful
accident on the 10th August, 1870, flinging seventy-six pieces over
an area of 580 yards by 150 yards. Though this latter gun had
not an increasing spiral, its 114 lb. projectile was balanced on a
couple of weakening studs in each groove, which is not much less
fatal with uniform than with increasing spirals. The cemetery of
suicides is hardly more instructive than the ordnance inspector's
reports of abrasions, and enlargements, and erosions, and other
injuries of guns not permanently disabled, these maladies being
either caused or aggravated by the studded system, which an
increasing spiral necessitates. Of eight Lancaster 95 cwt. guns
having increased spirals sent to the Crimea, three blew their own
muzzles off; but once rid of that portion containing the increased
strain, one of these guns did good service without its muzzle. Of
forty-two Parrot guns with increasing spirals used at the siege of
Charleston, twenty-three committed suicide; General Gilmore
reporting that the increasing strain thrown on the muzzle was the
offending cause. Lancaster and the Americans both abandoned
the increasing spiral, and now it destroys only British guns, with
the eminent risk of some day destroying also British gunners.
There is a most instructive sphere of artillery study at present
locked up, which might be opened with great advantage to science,
as well as to the public service, if some member of Parliament
would move for a *‘ Return of all guns which, since 1865, had been
obliged to cease fire, temporarily or permanently, owing to selfinflicted injuries; the nature and position of such injuries, and
the period which elapsed before fire could be resumed. Also, for
a return of all guns which, since 1865, had sustained internal
damages of a less disabling character, and the nature and position
of such injuries.” We should then be in a position to trace out
in each case the maladies of British guns, and knowing the cause,
be a long way towards suggesting the remedy. Meanwhile, the
ablest artillery officers are of opinion ‘‘ that there are disadvantages
in the Woolwich system, and a better system of rifling might be
found.”
That there must be ample matter for a lengthy official return is
+ evident from the following few examples of the suicidal effects of
“Woolwich ” studded projectiles,

Self-inflicted injuries.
Cessation of fire,
Upper groove cracked by stud, dented and enlarged tube
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Much worn by gas after 315 rounds .. .. .. «1 «8 «+
ee} No.
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Mr. Barnaby—whose reputations were world-wide. The present
ROYAL SCHOOL OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND school
had not been in existence sufficiently long to give its students
MARINE ENGINEERING.
an opportunity of achieving similar fame, but he was glad to see
THE seventh annual dinner of this school took place last Tues- | that they were following in the footsteps of those whose labours
day, at St. James’s Hall, Dr. Woolley, Inspector-General of the | werenow crowned with success. Rumours had reached him —(Laughschool, and Director of Education to the Admiralty, occupying | ter)—that the school would soon be removed from South Kensingthe chair. Among those present were Lord Henry Lennox, M.P: ; | ton, but so far from this proposed removal being evidence of its
Mr. E. J. Reed, C.B. ; Mr. Barnaby, President of the Council of | decline, he considered it as a proof that the Government fully reConstruction of the Royal Navy; Mr. Wright, Engineer-in-Chief ; |
ised the value of such an establishment.
Mr. Dunn, Chief Draughtsman tothe Admiralty ;Mr. C. W. Merri- | ir. Merrifield felt that he could add little to what had fallen
field, F.R.S., Principal, and Mr. J. H. Cotterill, M.P., Vice- | from the chairman. He might say, however, that there was no
Principal of the School ; Messrs. W. C. Unwin B. Sc. ; Baskcomb, | probability of the immediate removal of the school to Greenwich,
Penn, and White, Instructors ; Mr. F. Elgar, of Earle’s Shipbuild- | and he could assert on the best possible authority, that when the
ing Company ; Lieutenant Ivanhoff, of the Russian Navy; Mr. removal did take place, the school would in no respect suffer in
W. John, Lloyds’ Surveyor ;Mr. R. Sennett, R.N. ; Mr. G. Stan- importance.
bury, of the Constructors’ Department, Admiralty ; Mr. Adrian
. Sennett then proposed the health of the visitors.
Vizetelly, editor of the ‘‘ School Annual,” &c., &c.
Mr. Reed, in proposing the health of Lord Henry Lennox, referred
After the usual toasts had been drunk. the toast of the evening, to his lordship as having been one of the most ardent friends of
—‘ Prosperity to the School,” coupled with the names of ‘‘ Dr. the school from its very commencement. The noble lord in
Woolley, and Mr. Merrifield,” was given by Mr. White, an In- pryp vag oy| the compliment, said that both in and out
structor, and former student, The chairman, in reply, referred to of office he had always taken the warmest interest in the
the disgraceful state of naval architecture in this country, at the
commencement of the present century, when the only vessels in the a e nex:
were : ee e Inspector-General,” proposed : by
Royal Navy fit foranything were those builtonFrench models. This,
%
, and “The Instructors,” prone by Mr. Black.
| he said, hadled tothe establishment of the first school of naval archi- The chairman then gave the toast of ‘‘The Professions,” coupling
|tecture, which was abolished by the late Sir James Graham, after it with the names of Mr, Reed and Mr. Wright, in reply to which
an existence of twenty years, as was also the second one, over Mr. Reed made some brief and pithy remarks. Mr, James Wri
| whieh he himself had had the honour to preside. Both of these also acknow! ledged the rn
oe him.
scho ols had produced men eminent for their scientific abilities,
its were
the ‘‘ Former
lenta,”
Mr. Waghorn,
and he felt much pleasure in bei su ese Sn neath een, cokeareisitty
Settee aie
aytee" Poceend
and
sion y two former students of
sand dbo , Reed and
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE German Society of Gas and Water Experts have under
Tue half-yearly meeting of the Cape Company was heldo
» Tuesday, at the Cit Terminus Sine Gheatndeedt ; Mr. J. consideration a plan for establishing an experimental gas works,
Borradaile in the chair. The chairman said it afforded the board for the purpose of deciding various questions which may arise in
much pleasure to meet the shareholders, especially as the line was the details of their profession, by actual experiment. The proinsogood a position, The report and accounts gave the most yosed plan, if adopted, will be upon a large scale, so as to reproample details, and afforded
information necessary to enable duce, as far as possible, all the conditions met with in practice.
Very wild notions are entertained concerning the actual force
shareholders to form a correct judgment as to the company’s
affairs. He congratulated the meeting upon the increase in the required to propel a vessel through the water, [the American
traftic, which had involved at the same time an increase in the Exchange has the following :—‘‘A trial of strength was had at
expenditure, consequent upon the company having had to re-lay a Port Rowan, on Wednesday, to decide a bet, that twenty men, or
Watchman—24 horse
larger quantity of new rails and sleepers during the past half-year. even ten, could hold the steam-t
The result was that the board were enabled to offer the share- = and that twenty-five men could stop her when she had a
holders a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum, which, he ull headway, the men to have 100ft. of coil to get under way.
The trial of strength took place, and the men won:” There is
hoped, would be the minimum dividend declared in future.
At the quarterly meeting of the Manchester Chamber of really nothing very surprising in this; twenty-five men standing on
Commerce, just held, Sir E. W. Watkin referred to the efforts shore would each be competent to exert a pull for a short time
that were being made to induce the Government to purchase the of about 50 Ib., or in all 12501b., and this represents a much greater
Irish railways, and said that in consequence of the rumours that force than would be required to propel a little tug through the
were going about on the subject a remarkable development had water at seven or eight miles an hour.
taken place in the price of Irish railway stock. If the same thing
OrDINARY glue can be rendered insoluble in water by adding to
were to arise with regard to the English railways the country the water with which it is mixed, when required for use, a small
might find itself in a difficult position some morning, for he need quantity of bichromate of potash, and exposing the articles to
not say that if such a rumour got abroad with regard to English which it is putes to the light. Chromic acid has the property of
railways the spirit of rampant speculation would be greatly rendering glue and gelatine insoluble ;and, as the operation of
stimulated. He proposed that a special meeting of the chamber heating the glue-pot is usually conducted in the light, no special
should be called to consider the question of railway amalgama- exposure of the article to which it is attached need be made. It is
tion, and also the question of the acquisition or control of probable that paper could be rendered impervious to water by
railways by the State. Mr. Ferguson seconded the motion, which pasting the sheets with this prepared glue. The bichromate is
said to render rubber particularly hard and unattackable by hot
was passed,
THe half-yearly general meeting of the Bahia and San Francisco water. The proportion of bichromate to be taken must be
Company, Limited, was held on Tuesday at the London Tavern ; ascertained by experiment ; for most purposes one-fiftieth of the
Mr. T. M. Weguelin, M.P., in the chair. The chairman, in amount of glue employed will be found sufficient.
moving the adoptionof the report, said that the directors regretted
AN important paper on the specific heat of carbon appearsin the Ber,
exceedingly that they were not able to give any information as to der Deut. Chem, Gezell 2u Berlin, of April 22, 1872, p. 303. It was
the award of the arbitrator on the disputed claim of Mr. Watson. held by Dulong and Petit, as a result of their experiments on
They had been in expectation from day to day for the past month twelve of the metals, that the product of the atomic weight and
or six weeks of hearing the result, but they had beendisappoi
» pecific heat, in other words, the so-called atomic heat, had the
and in that respect they could not give a full view of the com- same value, about 6°5, for all elements. Later observers have
pany’s affairs.
ay |to the extra expense of laying iron sleepers remarked striking departures from this law, and a comparison
over a portion of the line, and the damage done by wet and stormy which H. F. Weber makes in the paper alluded to of the numbers
weather, they had been unable to pay the full dividend of 7 per obtained by Regnault, de la Rive, Kopp, and Wiillner, as reprecent. The balance would permit of the payment of a dividend at senting the specific heat of earbon, clearly demonstrates that the
the rate of 64 per cent. per annum for the half-year ending the different allotropic modifications of this element have very
3lst of December last, carrying forward a balance of £1821.
different specific heats, no one of which obeys Dulong and Petit’s
Tue half-yearly meeting of the Smyrna and Cassaba Company law, while the values assigned by these physicists to the specific
was held on Tuesday, at the offices, Old Jewry, Mr. G. W. Larking heat of any one modification greatly differ. This he attributes to
inthe chair. The chairman, in moving the adoption of the report, the fact that the specific heat of carbon in all its modifications
said he had to express his satisfaction and that of his colleagues varies with the temperature in a degree that would scarcely be
at the board at having been able to submit a statement which con supposed. By experimenting on two large diamonds he finds that
trasted so favourably with that submitted at the last half-yearly the specific heat of carbon increases with the temperature to a
meeting of the company. The increase of the traffic during the degree surpassing any other substance, the specific heat of diamond
first thirteen weeks of the current half-year amounted to £2559, being trebled bya rise of temperature from 0 deg. to 200 deg.
as compared with the corresponding period of 1871. This increase Cent. The research was conducted in the physical laboratory of
was not owing to any sudden increase of business, but from the pro- Prof. Helmholtz, in Berlin.
gressive improvement in everything connected with the trade and
ProFEessor L, HERMANN contriLutes a long
r to the 6th
commerce of the Levant.
ere was one coalfield in the immeart of Pfliiger’s Archiv, in the course of which
he shows that
diate proximity to the line which would not only afford an abundant
iving
muscle
offers
very
much
greater
resistance
to
supply of fuel for war steamers, but would also supply a large current passing in a direction across the fibres than to anone electric
transtraffic to the line. In the event of a concession being granted by
along them, the average difference being as7:1. In
the Turkish Government for the working of that coalfield the mitted
muscles which have passed into the condition of rigor mortis, this
company was entitled to the first option, and therefore he had difference
almost entirely disappears. In living muscle the
every reason to think that the present negotiations would have a specific resistance
in the longitudinal direction (taking that offered
satisfactory termination.
by mercury as unity) is about 2,330,000, and in the transverse
A CIRCULAR has just been addressed by the directors of the direction about 15,134,000. A similar difference in the amount of
Worcester and Birmingham Canal Company to the petitioners resistance offered to the passage of a current in these directions is
against the bill for the transfer of this undertaking tothe Midland noticed in the case of the nerves, the ratio here, however, being
Railway Company. Substantially the only two grounds of opposi- somewhat Jess, namely about 5:1. The absolute specific resistion against the present bill are that the canal should be main- tance of nerve in the cated direction is 2,554,000, and in
tained and the tolls reduced, The directors of the Canal Company the transverse direction 12,586,000, that of mercury being taken
have therefore prevailed -— the Midland Railway Company to asl. The longitudinal resistance of the nerve is augmented by
consent to the reduction of the maximum tolls to similar, and in heating it to50deg. Cent. (122 deg. Fah.), the transverse resistance
many cases to lower, rates than those which were sanctioned by simultaneously diminishing. At the boiling temperature, howParliament in the cases of the canals ini
diate
tion with ever, the longitudinal resistance risesto that possessed by the
the Worcester and Birmingham canals, when they were in like living nerve. Professor Hermann connects these differences in
manner transferred to, or placed under the control of, railway the resistances offered by the longitudinal and transverse section
companies. With the insertion of these provisions, the circular of the nerves with the different polarisability of the sheath and
says that some of the principal traders on the canal who have nucleus of the fibres, and gives numerous and claborate matheretitioned against the transfer have expressed themselves satisfied. matical formulz bearing upon the subject.
n his evidence before the Railway Amalgamation Committee on
WE learn from the “‘Journalofthe Franklin Institute” that Mr.
Monday, Mr. Rice, M.P., chairman of the Midland Company, Julius
Jacobi, director of the smelting works at Kladno, Bohemia,
undertook to say that the rates his company would charge would has invented
of effecting the removal and subsequent
be as low as those of any of the canal companies reund about ; and utilisation of a theprocess
phosphorus compounds from iron
a—
that the Midland had agreed to pay £6000 a year for ores ; its efficiency troubl
in practice remains still to be tested. The
the cana’
process consists in changing the insoluble basic phosphates, as
THE half-yearly general meeting of the Highland Company was they exist in the ores, into soluble acid phosphates, and the subheld on-Friday at Inverness ; Mr. A. Matheson, M.P., in the chair. sequent removal of the latter by leaching.
The ores to be opeThe chairman, in moving the adoption of the report, said that rated on are placed in an appropriate vessel after being reduced
their expenses, like those of other railway companies, might to convenient lumps of a mn size, and a stream of water
fairly be expected to increase in consequence of the enhanced charged with sulphurous acid is allowed to run upon them, or a
price of materials and stores used in working the line. The wages stream of the gaseous acid is forced through the mass, and cold
would also increase to some extent. The company’s railway water is at the same time turned upon it. After the greater rs
passed through several forests of pine of the finest quality, and of the phosphates have passed into the solution the liquid is
sleepers were delivered at their stations at prices varying from drawn off, and fresh water is passed through the mass to wash it
1s, dd, to 1s, Gd, each, while companies in the south paid double thoroughly—this operation being continued as long as phosphori Cc
those prices. They had also the advantage of having excellent acid can be detected in the wash water. If much phosphorus
ballast at almost every point on their railway, saving considerable exists in the ores the operation with sulphurous acid must be reexpense, ‘hey would have to add considerably to their rolling peated until a sufficient degree of purity is reached. \The liquid
stock to keep pace with the increasing traffic, although the containing the acid phosphates is heated to drive off the sulphusuperintendent turned out from the company’s workshops at rous acid, and the phosphates are
again separated, partially by conInverness on an average one truck per day. They had also centration or by precipitation with lime This being a fe thesv
contracted for 100 additional wagons in Glasgow, the whole of fertiliser, is relied upon to cover a large portion of the expense of
which would soon be delivered. |The meeting was made special, the operation.
and it was agreed to subscribe £50,000 towards the construction
come to us as an institution from France, and are
of the Sutherland and Caithness Railway, and £30,000 for the ' OMNIBUSES
much older date than one would at first thoughts imagine. The
extension of the Dingwall and Skye Railway. An agreement for of
first
company
was
started more than two centuries ago, under the
working the Sutherland and Caithness Railway for ten years was
of a royal edict, and with all the prestige which the
approved, and the proceedings concluded with a vote of thanks authority
presence
of
a
duke
and two marquises upon the list of its directors
to the chairman,
could not fail to awake. The decree of1Louis XIV., anthorising
Tue half-yearly general meeting of the Northern of Buenos Ayres the scheme, fixed the most essential point in their conduct, namely,
Company (Limited) {was held on Saturday at the London Tavern. that, full or empty, they should run at definite hours from one e1 d
Mr. C. Seale Hayne, the chairman, in moving the adoption of the of the town to the other. They were called Carosses a cinque sous,
report, said the directors had cha:
against net revenue £2188 for the fare being twopence-halfpenny, and were constructed to carry
new works, believing it the best course for the ultimate benefit of the eight passengers. The first of them started early on the morning
company to charge anything expended in the shape of improve- of the 18th March, 1662, and for a long time they were the wonder
ment of the line and works to revenue, instead of to capital. The of the place. Passengers used to crowd round ‘thedoors eager for
directors proposed a dividend at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum admission, and it is strange that though the words of the
ble
on all the shares ef the company, and to set aside 10 per cent. of of the edict actually set forth that they were designed for the
the net profits for the redemption of the guaranteed and pre- benefit of the multitude of persons whose necessities rendered
ference shares. In regard
to the goods traffic it had been retarded them unable to hire carriages, then charged for at the rate of a
by the prevalence of fever, but as that had ceased there was every —_ of crowns a day, yet for a long time they were exclusively
probability that the traffic would be resumed, as the directors had used by the wealthy—Louis XIV. himself being numbered amongst
offered most advan
us terms for building operations. At the passengers. Of course the attraction was the novelty, and the
Martinez the new station was nearly completed, and a landowner novelty soon declined. It would be expected that then the
s of their original
there was prepared to let land for building. Some years ago the new conveyances would serve the p
t, and b
largely used by the poor. Strangely
Boca Company had made arrangements for a conte station with establish
this company, but owing to some intervention on the part of the enough, so soon as the wealthy ceased to use them, the lower
Government the ryerory thetemporary station had been delayed, orders completely gave them up, and the whole scheme fell to the
but it was hoped that Mr. Wheelwright, on the part of the Boca ground. It was not until 1827 that the requirements of the
Company, would induce the Government to allow the temporary increasing city called for their reinstitution. In that year the
station to be opened for traffic. There was a scheme for making “Enterprise General des Omnibus” was projetecd, and became
a railway from Belgrano to Rosario, but he did not think that it one of the most successful speculations of the day. Two years
would be made on the terms granted to the new company. He afterwards they were introduced into London by Shillibeer, whose
believed that the way to meet competition was to give the public name was soon transferred to the vehicles which he owned. The
” carried no outside
the best accommodation they could, to lay down steel rails on the new omnibuses, then called ‘ Shillii
whole line, improve the rolling stock, and do everything they passengers, but had seats insidefor
twenty-two, Thefares were 1s,
could to accommodate the public.
' for the whole journey,
and 6d, for half of it,
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MISCELLANEA.
WownperFvt developments continue in the mining districts of
Little Cottenwood, Butterfield, and Tintic, of Utah.
THE Chicago elevators, by the time the next grain crop is ready
for market, will have an increased ey of a million bushels, as
compared with the facilities before the fire.
On Thursday night a large and enthusiastic meeting of brassworkers was held in the Town Hall, Birmingham, when it was
resolved to form a union in order to obtain an advance of 15 per
cent., which the operatives felt themselves unable to obtain without the assistance of a union.
Tue Californian market has, perhaps, the most varied supply of
coal of any in the world.
he principal supply comes from
Australia, while in the price list are quoted Chile, Scotch, and
English steam, Coos Bay, Vancouver's Island, Rocky Mountain,
Mount Diablo, and anthracite coal.
THE strike of the Weardale lead miners in the employ of Mr.
W. B. Beaumont, M.P., is at an end. The advance of wages on
the standard is 33 per cent., and, taking the abolition of the percentage system into consideration, the new arrangements are
deemed the most satisfactory that have been made in the trade
for a great number of years.
By experiments recently made with a small furnace of Sweet's
patent make, it was found that steel could be melted in two hours,
with raw semi-bituminous coal mine slack, or a fine coal as it comes
from the mine, putting the steel into the pots cold, and allowing
one pound of
for one of steel. Encouraged by these and other
tests, the Sweet Manufacturing Company, of Syracuse, is at work
putting in a sixteen-pot furnace, and will begin the business of
melting steel about April Ist.—American Manufacturer,
Tue luxury of a fresh sea-water bath without the expense and
fatigue of journeying to the coast will se soon be attainable.
There is a bill now before Parliament, virtually unopposed, whic h
will empower a company to bring the water ge
from the
ocean at Brighton by a series of “‘lifts” to the summit of the
South Downs, whence it will gravitate through enamelled pipes,
along the turnpike-road, to the West-end of London, where a
constant supply, at the rate of half a million gallons per day, will
be delivered.
Water flues for puddling furnaces, of the Ross and Clemens
patent, are becoming general in America, being now in use in
two hundred and ten furnaces, while nine mills have it put in on
trial. The mills which have it in use speak of it as a simple imsrovement of great value. . . . The shortening of puddling
oe by leaving out the neck almost entirely is now being
done after trial by some of the mills. The improvement contracts
the entire furnaceabout 30in. Thefire chamber and working chamber also are the same as usual, Some half-dozen of the Pittsburg
mills have adopted the change ; the saving is obvious,
At the Manchester Mechanics’ Institution, on Saturday evening,
the 27th instant, at a meeting of the Manchester Association of
Masters, Foremen, and Draughtsmen of the Engineering Trades,
Mr. W. H. Bailey, of the Albion Works, Salford, delivered a
lecture on the patent laws, and critically examined the statements of Mr. Hace, the member for Leith, on the subject.
Among other things he noticed the statement in THE ENGINEER
of the 26th instant, and was glad to see that the witnesses who
appeared before the committee at the House of Commons were of
one mind that examination by proper jurists before a patent was
granted was the proper thing to do, After a very interesting
lecture and debate, in which all present agreed as to the necessity
of proper examination before a patent is granted, the usual
vote of thanks was passed, and also a resolution that the lecture
be printed and distributed at the cost of the society, The chairman of the meeting was Mr. James Gresham, favourably known
as a patentee and inventor in the district.
NEw enterprises continue to be announced in Cornwall. A company is being formed for the working of the extensive Penstruthal set, in the parish of Gwennap. The number of shares is
to be 50,000, of £2 each, of which the promoters take 30,000 full
paid up for floating the company, with £20,000 in cash additional,
The set is, undoubtedly, in a first-rate mineral district. Tresavean,
for instance, which adjoins Penstruthal, made a profit of £450,000,
and Penstruthal itself gave dividends in one year to the extent of
£60,000 not long before it was abandoned. Polerbo Mine will be
worked vigorously at once; the requisite officers have been
appointed, and a call of £5 per share has been made. Applications
have been received by the promoters of Polrose Tin and Copper
Mine for hundreds of shares in the concern beyond the fixed
number ; a call of 30s, pershare has been made, and all the officers
have been appointed. Cook’s Kitchen has = given a dividend
of £1 per share, and a special meeting is to be held in May to consider what steps shall be taken with a view to the working of the
northern part of the set. It is very likely that the set will be
divided, and that another zompany will be formed. West Wheal
Frances, with a total credit of £4411, has a balance of about £20,
which has been carried forward,
On Wednesday afternoon last the first steamer of a new line,
projected by some of our leading coalowness for the Calcutta
Cole was launched by Messrs. Wigham Richardson and Co.,
from their yardat Walker. A numerous company was present,
including Messrs. John Straker, John Liddell, Joseph Fothergill,
Arthur Pring, H. A. Brightman, Admiral Baker, H. Singers, H.
Sutton, F. C. M
J. Ridley, and several ladies. The
was christened the Vibilia (the goddess of wanderers),
by Miss Singers, and after the launch she was towed up to Messrs,
Hawthorn’s shears, at St. Peter’s, where her engines and boilers,
constructed by that firm, will be put on board. The Vibilia has
been built to carry 2500 tons of cargo, her machinery is over 1000
effective horse power, and she is completely fitted up for passengers with every appliance for comfort and efficiency which modern
experience can suggest. The beauty of her lines was a theme of
eneral admiration, and Mr. Christie, of the firm of Messrs,
Richardson, was warmly complimented on all sides for his design.
In the evening the owners entertained a select company to dinner
at the Union Club ; and in proposing the health of the captain
(Capt. Baker) Mr. Pring, the managing owner, bore testimony to
the great assistance which that gentleman’s large experience had
been to him, and intimated that it was, to some extent, to avail
themselves of his services that the steamer had been contracted
for. The owners also kindly provided a supper at the Neville
Hotel for the managers and foremen.
Tue report of the directors of the Dunaburg and Witepsk Company, Limited, states that the gross "Kr 7 for the year 1871
amounted to 2,190,315 roubles, against 1,927,107 roubles for the
year 1870. The net profits in 1870 amounted to 840,109 roubles,
while in the year 1871 they only amounted to 469,514 roubles.
Among the various causes which contribute to this result, the
incipal one was that the portion of the export trade of
Russia which was carried over the company’s line was considerably less in the latter part of the year than in the
same period of 1870, on account of the deficiency of the
crops throughout Russia, while from March till June the
demand for transport was so great that the local board
were compelled to hire from other companies locomotives
and wagons at a very high rent, whereby the net profits that
should have resulted from the large receipts were to a great
extent absorbed. The directors had counuenty contracted for
the supply of twenty-two |
tives and 30 wagons, the greater
portion of which are already on the railway. To meet this
outlay the board had obtained from the Imperial Government of
Russia a further loan of £222,500, which completed the £500,000
authorised by the shareholders. This would cover the cost of
increased station accommodation and other works. The balance of
net profit for the year 1871 amounted to £62,
and the amount
guarantee was
uired from the Ru ssian Government under
£74,825, making together £138,427,
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would not be dangerous. It is only within the last eight respects but one. It takes no cognisance of the fact that
or ten Se
that any vigorous attempt has been a great deal of water may be primed out of the boiler, and
made—we
not say to invent—but to popularise the not evaporated at all. This is a most important defect,
use of sectional steam generators, that is to say, of boilers inasmuch as the worse may be made to appear the better
composed of a number of distinct partsor sections, any one of two boilers, For example, suppose one boiler evapoof which may burst without entailing fatal consequences rates 7 lb. of water per pound of coal, and another eva
on those near the boiler at the time. It is by no means rates but 651b., and discharges, as ys | 15 Ib.;
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
oo
to design a good sectional boiler. Those then, apparently, the latter boiler would be the better
which look very well on paper do not always work well in of the two in the ratio of 8lb. to 7lb., while it was
M
Orders
i
i
i
following countries, THE eomten clint GentsSiapatched ractice ; ond tamenum
of boilers which promised to a worse, not only because it did not take up so
free from the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting
successful have proved utter failures, we shall not mu
heat as its rival from the fuel, but because it
money order, according to the following scale :—
attempt just now to consider why. We can assert instead —- the grave defect of priming heavily as well.
year.
z j
that ~o Aof “ difficulties which have hitherto been
ow priming is a very subtle phenomenon. It is very diffiJapan
°
encounte
in designing, constructing, and working sec- cult to say whether it is or is not taking place when the
Malta
or 50francs
tional
boilers
are
already
overcome
;
and
that
there
i
fair
quantity
of water passing off with the steam is small. In
ooooP
0 or 10 dols. v4g
prospect that for land stationary purposes at least, sec- order not onlyto detect thepresence of water in the steam,
0 or 10 dols.
F
&
&
tional steam
generators will within a few years come into but to measure the precise quantity present, the com:or 10 dols.
very extended use. Of the safety of such boilers there can mittee, whose proceedings we are now considering, adopted
be no doubt. There is no poe. Beinstance, so far as our the following plan:—A large wooden tank was prepared,
o(
Sia
etBySansaasasaarknowledge extends, of a disastrous result following on the in which was built a surface condenser having about 1100
Rpt
Pat
bt
BO
mee
=
ie HRD
Germany
Hor 15thirs |West emma f cogogeoscsooeh
explosion of a sectional boiler. As regards their efficiency, square feet of cooling surface. The condenser was made
Pttt
OD
ty
pt
pat
patat
toe
20 Bos
assesaaaae
o 0
Gibraltar
‘ oes8
ss3H2 at
economy, or their durability, we regret that we are by connecting up the
requisite number of tubes, obtained
THE ENGINEER is sent weekly postdirect
from the
of ice, their
163, Strand, to subscribers
in the
fol wi count onreceiptofunable to speak so favourably. Their imperfections and from the Root Steam Engine Company, the peculiar method
boiler affording excel—
ion by bill on London or otherwise, according to the fol- shortcomings in these respects will, however, we think, be of connection adopted in the Root
remedied in time; and so, all things considered, we regard lent facilities for so doing. Water from the hydrants was
lowing scale :—
Per year.
the future of the sectional boiler hopefully.
led through Worthington meters into the lower part of
8.
Bacon’s well-known
, that “ experience is the foun- the tank, and, rising among the tubes of the condenser,
oe 312 10{*jeepele
dation of all knowledge,” has been worked well-nigh to overflowed at the top.
The steam from the boiler on
+116 0
e+ 214 Oor
21 rbis. death by hard service, yet we use it here because it embo- trial entered the tubes at the top of the condenser, and the
oo 60
oo 3 6 of ©jhriks dies a truth too much neglected by engineers. Of all water of condensation flowed out at the lowest point.
known sciences, none dnl so much on the teaching of The currents of steam and of condensing water thus moved
SSS
experience as the science of mechanical construction.
e in opposite directions, and the steam was condensed comPUBLISHER'S NOTIOE.
mechanical engineer can never predicate anything
with pletely with the least possible quantity of condensing
e do water. Thermometers were carefully made for the occaWith this impression we
ish as a Supplement “ Portfolio certainty when he has to deal with a new thing.
of Working Drawings, No. LV.,” representing Kingston and not mean to assert that it is impossible to form a sion by G. Tagliabue, and were placed as follows:—One
Feed Plug Valves for Engines 100-Horse Power Nominal tolerably accurate estimate concerning a new machine or having a scale ranging from 30 deg. to 101 deg. Fah. was
Coll. R.N. Each copy, as issued from our office, will contain structure, but we do assert that it is impossible to be cer- placed at the inlet of the injection water, and its reading
this Supplement, and subscribers are requested to notify the fact
tain that the estimate will be accurate; and this statement indicated the temperature of both feed and injection ; one
to us if they do not receive it.
is specially true of steam generators. No one can tell ranging from 100 deg. to 175 deg. Fah. was p
at the
when he is designing a boiler of a totally novel type mouth of the overflow pipe, and showed the temperass
FO CORRESPONDENTS.
whether it will work well or not; and in no branch of me- ture of the condensing water when discharged from the
*," We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ;we chanical engineering
is there a greater dearth of the tank; one thermometer with a range of from 45 deg. to
must therefore request our
dents to keep copies,
records
of the results of experiments than in that branch 175 deg. Fah. was so placed as to indicate the temperature
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or contain- which concerns
itself
with
the design and construction of of water of condensation when leaving the condenser.
ing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of
been carri
Another thermometer was placed in the steam space of the
the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of steam boilers. Scores of novel designs have
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous out and tested by experiment it is true; but the results boiler. The pressure of the steam was indicated by two
communications.
have either. been imperfectly recorded, or kept secret by recording gauges, and the feed-water used was accurately
Inpian Bripces.—A letter lies at our office for Mr. Hardy Wells, C.B.
men who did not care to announce to the world that they weighed, 300 Ib. ata time. It is obvious that all the heat
~<a
Clark on “‘ Railway Machinery.” (2) Fairbairn on “ Mill had
ork:
been unsuccessful.
In boiler engineering no one taken up by the water in the boilers, less that due to the
OuD PATENTEE.—
The tat t is quite
te, Mr. B. F. Jones is the can tell what he can do till he tries. It is matter for radiation or conduction from the heated metal, must find
patentee, and the patent
taken out on the 19th July, 1869.
regret
that
the
scientific
world
does not know more than its way under this arrangement to the water in the surface
F. P. G.—The pipe should all be of the same size up to the tuyere stand. This
last should be tapered, and the elbow should have a good, well rounded it does of the results obtained by men who have tried. condenser. Taking the load on the safety valve at 76 Ib.,
curve, not too short in radius.
Even such particulars as we do
are for the most we have a total of 1180 units of heat in round numbers for
H. L. M.—J/ you use all due precautions to secure secrecy from every one but part
imperfect. Those who supply them are almost inva- every pound of steam sent into the surface condenser, that
those absolutely engaged in the construction and working of the apparatus
you can secure a valid patent.
:
riably inaccurate ; usually because they do not know how is to say, each pound of steam would raise 1180 1b. of
H. W.— We do not see what good purpose would be served by the insertion of to secure accuracy ; sometimes because they deceive them- condensing water 1 deg., or 118lb. of water 10 deg.,
your letter. Rest assured that gun carriages will never
be fitted with wheels
which can run as well on rails as on a grass field.
selves; occasionally because they wish to deceive the but each pound of water passing away to the surface conJ. 8. C.—The theory of tive injector has often been explained in our columns. public. There are three great points to be attended to in denser unevaporated would bring to the water in the conThe steam —- ow high pepaonJ en = water, which still designing any steam boiler:—In the first place, it should be
denser but 320 units of heat. Now it is very easy to deterretains that
velocityand impartsa r 8, toa larger ntit, water
—the feed—which is driven Tato the boiler.
ee
in the second, it should be economical of fuel; mine with these data before us, exactly how much a given
Private ENGINEER,—There is nothing new in your design; a portable safe;
engine with a boiler almost precisely similar in every respect was exhibited in the third, it should be efficient—in other words, weight of water going into a boiler, and converted into
in Dublin, in 1853. The arrangement could not be adopted in ordinary it should steam well. That it should be cheap, and steam, ought to raise in temperature a given weight of
locomotives, for reasons which you will understand when you come to think easily repaired,are scarcely secondary conditions of success. water going into a surface condenser; and if we find that
the matter over. We never saw a locomotive fire-bor which had not a water
Now, as regards Cornish, Lancashire, egg-ended, and mul- the condensing water is not as hot as it should be, then we
space round it.
J. 8.—It is almost impossible to give a general answer to your question. A titubular boilers, nearly everything is known that need be know that all the water fed into the boiler is not being concondensing engine will cost, all things considered, about 20 per cent. more known. There is information wanted on a few points con- verted into steam ; and as the next step, a very simple calthan a non
ing engine. The non-condensing engine will, if you use
Sresh water and employ high pressure, consume about 15 per cent. more fuel. cerning them, but it is not very essential information. As culation will determine how much is evaporated and how
If you use sea water and low pressure the non-condensing engine will use regards the sectional type of boilers—which will probably, much leaves the boiler as priming. When a test is carried
twice as much fuel as the condensing engine. All this is and can be only
to some extent, supersede the ordinary fixed land boiler— out im this way it is, with proper care, quite possible to
approximate.
W. D.—Jf you will let us know the load which the crane is expected to lift, however, there is little or no information in existence. determine the amount of priming within a minute fracand also send a sketchof the manner in which the jib and post are arranged, Nothing, or next to nothing, is known about the durability, tion of 1 per cent. of the whole weight of water fed into
ae shall be able to answer your question. You are under a mistake if you
imagine a general rule can be given for the strength of the jibs of cranes in- economy, or efficiency of almost any one of the six or eight the boiler. The surface of heated water exposed by the
dependently of the load, and the angle at which they are placed with regard varieties of sectional boiler now in the English and condenser tank was very considerable, and precautions
to the post. The thrust on the jib will vary with the angle, and itis in
position of were taken to register the exact quantity of water passing
scientifically arranging the various parts of the crane that economy of American markets. Thus, having put the actual
material results,
affairs asregards boiler engineering—and sectional boiler en- off by evaporation from this open surface. This was
gineering in particular—before our readers in what we have effected by placing a cup of water in the tank, at the top
SCREW PROPELLER.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
just written, we shall now proceed to supply such infor- of the condenser, at such height that the level of the water
Sir,—Can any correspondent furnish me with a good rule for findi
mation as lies in our power concerning five different species inside and outside the cup were the same, noting the difthe surface of propeller blades, the _ and midship section immersed of boiler, all of which are in use in the United States, ference of temperature of the water in the cup and at
being known, and also how the
of the blades is altered by vessels
while one at least is being extensively adopted in England. the overflow, and the loss by evaporation from the cup.
of different lines ?
W. kK.
Liverpool, April 26th, 1872.
For this information we are indebted to the report of a The amount of evaporation from the surface of the water
committee appointed to test steam boilers at the American in the cup and in the condenser, which latter was exposed
MEETING NEXT WEEK:
Institute Exhibition in 1871, a copy of which we have to the air, was considered as approximately proportional
Tue IxstirvuTion or Crvit Encrnrers.—Tuesday, May 7th, at 8 p.m.
to the tension of vapour due to their temperatures, and was
(1) Renewed discussion ‘‘ On the Construction of Heavy Artillery.” (2) recently received.
sd ie
Agents as applied to Industrial Purposes,” by Mr. F. A.
The generators tested are known as the Root, the Allen, so taken in theestimate. In testing the boilers, steam was
A bel, F.R.S.
Society or Encingers.— Monday, May 6th, 1872, at 7.30 p.m.: A paper the Phleger, the Lowe, and the Blanchard boilers. The first first raised to the required full working pressure with wood
will be read on “‘ Railway Amalgamation and State Railways,” by Mr. three are sectional boilers, The Root boiler is well known to only. As soon as the safety valve blew off freely the use
George Spencer.
our readers, as an illustration appeared in THz ENGINEER of coal commenced, and the steam was turned into the
Sociery or TeELEGRaPH EwNGingEers.—Wednesday, May 8th: (1) for
Sept. lst, 1871, and one may be seen at work in the condenser. Each trial lasted twelve hours, and when it
“On Some Points connected with Wheatstone’s
,” by Professor Foster, F.R.S. (2) ‘‘ On Electric Firing,” by Major Stotherd, R.E. Exhibition at South Kensington. The remaining boilers we was over the fire on the
was at once drawn and
Royat UNITED SERVICE InstrTuTION.—Friday, May 3rd, at 3 p.m.: shall probably engrave in an early impression. Drawings weighed, tne weight being put to the credit of the boiler.
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Se
e now come to the results obtained, which admit of
War,’ by Captain
C. W. Wilson,
R.E., Director,Extra
Topogra:
Branch, of the boilers actually tested have not yet reached us from
War-office,
to be followed
by a discussion.
ev
meeting,
being very briefly stated. The Root boiler, with 27 square
Monday,
6th, at 8.30 p.m.; “The Rule of the Road at Sea,” by the States, and in their absence it is difficult to give a feet
of grate, and 8764 square feet of heating surface,
correct idea of the details of construction. The low
William
Lacon, Esq.
per pound of coal ; temperaboiler is a horizontal tubular generator, while the Blan- evaporated 7°34 lb. of water
Letters relating toadvertisements and the publishing departmentof the paper chard boiler is of the vertical fire-tube type. In testing ture of feed, 46 deg. The ‘Allen boiler, with 32} square
addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche
;all other the boilers the utmost care was used to secure accurate feet of grate, and 920 square feet of heating surface,
results ; nevertheless the experiments are not quite unex- evaporated 7°38lb. of water per pound of coal; temperaceptionable. Taken as a whole, however, they constitute ture of feed, 754 deg. There was no trace of priming, but,
, a slight superheating with both these
the most reliable investigation into the relative merits of on the
different steam boilers, particulars of which have yet been boilers. The Phleger ty with 23 square feet of grate,
and
600
square
feet
of heating surface, evaporated 7°07 Ib.
made
public.
The
ordinary
system
of
testing
a
boiler
be
ENGINEER is registered transmissionab
e Lowe boiler, with 37]
*,* The
Sor Advertisements
lines
and under is three shillings; consists in filling it up to a certain point, marking the of water; feed, 45°65 deg.
each li
ninepence.
i:
words
; blocks are ga
glass at that point when steam is up to the square feet of grate, and 913 square feet of ye surcharged the same rate for the space they ful,
i advertisements
from
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working the boiler for a given number of hours, and square feet of heating surface, evaporated 8b. of water
e last three boilers
— the weight of water pumped
in and that of the per pound of coal; feed, 44°4 deg.
coal burned.
the end the fire 1s allowedtoburn down all primed slightly, the amount of water so leaving the
THE
ENGINEER.
to a few embers, and the water is brought to the same boiler being 3°26 per cent. with the Phleger, 69 per cent.
level as at starting. The weight of water pumped
in, with the Lowe, and 3 per cent. with the Blanchard genedivided by the weight in pounds of the coal burned, gives rators. The coal was of excellent quality, containing 91
FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1872,
gas.
the evaporative economic efficiency of the boiler. The per cent. of pure carbon and 5°51 of combustible
The first
rendered apparent by the foregoing figures
SECTIONAL"STEAM BOILERS.
weight of water evaporated per square foot of heating sursince Dr. Alban laid down the face per hour gives its absolute evaporative efficiency, is that not one of the boilers tested can lay any claim to
be considered exceptionally economical.
all gave a
which,
we n
hardly say, is a very different mp
posalible to prevent boilers from
<
better result
bursting, they should be so designed that their explosion Now, this system of test is very accurate, and good in al] very fair result, but none of them gave a
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than can be had from a good Lancashire boiler. Quite as
good, if not better, results have been regularly obtained
from small multitubular boilers, while, as regards vertical
boilers, two of them could be named which, though of
small size, are more economical. We may cite one presenting some features of novelty which we tested a few weeks
since, and found to evaporate into perfectly dry steam
as much as 9 1b. of water from a temperature of 41 deg.
per pound of coal; and it was a very little boiler too,
being only 4-horse power.
We have no fault, however, to find with the boilers
under consideration as regards evaporation. That is quite
up to the average of good practice in boiler engineering in
this country. The real objection lies in the fact that they
were one and all slow steamers, The little vertical 4-horse
boiler to which we have just referred evaporated 3361b. per
hour of water with a total surface of about 75 square feet,
ov 4°48 1b. per square foot; and this is in nowise a remarkable rate of steaming. Indeed, we once watched the performance of two egg-ended boilers, possessing together
450 square feet of heating surface. These boilers regularly evaporated 120 cubic feet of water per hour,
or 165 1b. per square foot of surface. These were
furnace boilers, however, intensely heated. An evaporation of 51b. or 6lb. of water per foot of surface per
hour may be taken as that commonly realised in ordinary practice. The American boilers, however, did nothing
approaching to this. The Root boiler evaporated during the
trial only 2°651b., the Allen but 3°591b., the Phleger
but 2°53 Ib., the Lowe but 3°101b., and the Blanchard only
1-92 1b, of water per square foot of heating surface. It is
fair to the Root boiler to add that its tires were allowed to
get far too low during a portion of the trial. From these
figures it would appear that, for each effective horsepower, taking 40 1b. of steam per hour as equivalent to a
horse-power, the Root boiler would require about 15
square feet of surface, the Allen boiler about 11 square
feet, the Phleger boiler about 14 square feet, the Lowe
boiler about 12°75 square feet, and the Blanchard about
21 square feet. Heating surface costs money, and, other
things being equal, that boiler is cheapest which requires
the least amount of heating surface to do a given amount
of work, It is quite possible, however, that all the boilers
while under test were worked much below their regular
yates of steaming. If this were so, however, it remains to be
proved that the test accurately represents tiie economical
efficiency of the boilers, which fe
probably be reduced
if the fires were forced, On this point, however, we have
no evidence whatever, and so we must leave our readers to
draw their own conclusions from such data as we have
been able to place before them.
LITERATURE.
The Subterranean World. By Dr. Greorcr Hartwic. London :
Longmans and Co, 1871.
Dr. Hartwic is already known as a popular science
author by his works on “ The Sea and its Living Wonders,”
“The Tropical World,” and “The Polar World.” Having
thus surveyed all that is most striking in what moves or
lives upon our world’s surface and in the great deep,
wherein are things innumerable, he now turns to the
things under the earth. This work on the subterranean
world is divided into thirty-nine chapters, which may be
said to arrange themselves under three heads, viz: What
nature has done or is doing under the surface of our planet;
what man has done, is doing, or has left behind him ynder
that surface; and what there is precious, in one way or
other, that he brings from beneath it.
Under the first class we have some general sketches of the
geologic permutationsof the past,of the physical facts—such
as subterraneous temperature, &c., and of the more striking
or formidable phenomena now constantly in action, or, as
the French more exactly render it, of journdliere occurrence,
or of rarer recurrence. Amongst the latter we have some
chapters on volcanoes, earthquakes, landslips, &c., written
in a style likely to strongly engage the youthful, indeed the
popular reader of any age. And then we have a whole
panorama of wonders, displayed in caves in general; subterranean rivers; ice caves, those strange cold chambers whose
exact physical mechanism is even yet not fully understood.
Rock cut temples, tombs, and catacombs somewhat incongruously come for review amongst these nature-made
cavities. Thence we pass to relics of prehistoric man, and
jump from troglodites and cannibal caves to tunnels, one of
the latest achievements of civilised man, which leads on to
mines and mining. The rest of the book really consists of
a popular account of the habitats, qualities, &c., of the chief
known metals, together with coal, salt, quarry produce,
amber, and precious stones. In all this latter portion there
is really nothing new or distinctive. It has all been said,
and said better, by many other authors even of the popular
school, as, for example, M. Simonin. Dr. Hartwig is a
graceful writer, obviously accustomed to handle his pen
readily and with descriptive force, but we apprehend is
only a vulgarisateur, and not himself an exact and educated
man of science. His book is an excellent picture everywhere, the composition is good, the effects sharp and
striking, but we must not very often look too closely at the
drawing—in a word, the work contains very many errors
of a sort that show how small is the scientific grasp the
author has of his subject, and many more statements so
loose or incomplete as to amount to and convey error to the
reader, if he have no knowledge of his own to antidote
these lapses. In this we are obliged to say this work compares ill with like books, and thereare many quite of the same
general plan—by French authors. In the latter we have all
the love of the marvellous in nature and all the vigour of
word painting to excite the reader, but we have also in
general scientific exactitude, at least such as not to mislead
the reader. Having said this, we are bound to support our
censure by some examples. In the general account given
of earthquakes there is a heap of authors’ opinions and of
facts laid together in such a way as proves that the writer
has never mastered the physics and dynamics of the subject, if he has ever even read that which is in fact the
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foundation of all modern and exact seismology—the paper
in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, which first
colligated all the phenomena of earthquakes, and proved
that they might be referred to a single impulse originating
simultaneously three sorts of waves, or possibly four—
two being elastic waves—through the earth and the air, and
the others aqueous waves of translation when the origin of
the impulse is under the sea. Now, as the elastic earth
wave travels from S800ft. to about 1800ft. per second,
according to the formations it traverses, the sound wave in
air about 1340ft. per second, the elastic wave through
water or sea about 4700ft. per second, and the great sea
wave at a rate dependent on the depth of the water through
or over which it passes, and always greatly slower than any
of the others, so is it physically impossible that in a city
shaken down by a shock emanating from a centre many
leagues away out at sea, as was the case with Lisbon in
1753, the buildings should have fallen by the shock—or
elastic earth wave—at the same moment that the great sea
wave, after having traversed miles of ocean, rolled in to
land. This latter can never arrive until long after the
shock, and in point of fact did not arrive at Lisbon until lon
after the shock had come and gone. Yet at p. 114 we fin
a fanciful design, though an admirably executed page woodcut, of “The Earthquake at Lisbon in 1755,” in which all
the buildings are in the act of falling, the city is on fire,
the clouds of dust are rolling away, and the great sea
wave, that swept so many off the quays, has reached the
shore, sweeping ships and all before it—the wave, or
waves rather, as represented, bearing not the remotest
possible resemblance to a “solitary wave of translation,”
which such wave always is.
This is really to confuse and confound for ever after in a
young mind the true sequence of earthquake phenomena, and
through these, their very nature. The same imperfect grasp
of the subject is shown in many other instances, some in
misconceptions as to principles, some in misstatements of
facts. The whole of the chapters on mining are a perfect
muddle to the reader, because Dr. Hartwig obviously
knows for himself so little about the matter that he never
sees the grand classification of mining on beds or seams,
more or less horizontal (coal mining), and mining in veins
(metal mining), more or less vertical. And descending to
particulars we have the same inexactitude. When it is
said, at p. 247, that we shall never be able to pursue metalliferous veins to any very great depth because “the increasing pressure or impurity of the air at a depth of four
or five thousand feet below the sea level must necessarily
hinder the free expansion of the lungs ”—this is not only
to run counter to facts, but to mistake the real difficulty—
men breathe more freely under increased pressure, and for
atime can do more work ceteris paribus; it is the high
temperature that disables at great depths, and it is the sofar-believed impossibility of relieving this at vast depths by
adequate currents of cold surface air, except at a ruinous
cost, which renders it doubtful that we shall ever work
either coal seams or metal lodes at such great depths.
In all the latter chapters descriptive of the qualities and
uses of metals, &c., we encounter such errors but too often.
Thus of lead, p. 365 :—“In the manufacture of glass and
crystal it plays an important part, as it forms one of the
chief ingredients of flint axd ofcrown glass, of which, as is
well known, the achromatic lenses are made, which have so
wonderfully improved the distinctness of our telescopes.”
Need we say that there is no lead in crown glass, that it is
just because there is none that when combined with a lens
of flint or lead glass it produces an achromatic lens, and
that the use of these has not improved the distinctness
—definition—of our telescopes at all, but simply deprived
the objects seen of certain coloured fringes.
Bismuth is not almost exclusively furnished by Saxony
(p. 383) ; Australia will probably ere long beat Saxony out
of the market, to which already it makes large additions.
The small coin of Belgium (p. 384) is not made of nickel
instead of copper, but of an alloy of copper, nickel, and zinc.
Wolfram is not known (same page) in Cornwall as callen
or gossan. The latter word means the decomposed portion
at the surface of any mineral lode.
Titanium is not a metal which has a copper-red colour
(p. 386); on the contrary, the red cubes mistaken by Dr.
Wollaston for metallic titanium have been years ago
proved by Wohler to be a cyanide of titanium. That
metal has a gray-white colour, so far as is known, for it
never yet has been obtained as a solid ingot.
Aluminium is xot valuable by reason of its “ perfect
unalterability by atmospheric influences” for objects of art,
&c. (p. 387); on the contrary, it tarnishes and blackens as
completely as silver in our London atmosphere, as any one
may see by the statuettes of this metal in the Museum at
Jermyn-street.
It is new to hear that “the hardness and unalterability
by air and water” of magnesium (p. 388) will lead to its
extensive employment when a cheaper method of production shall have been discovered. We should like the
names of “ the lighthouses in which it serves to guide the
mariner in his course” (same page), and where a speculum
for 2n astronomic or for any other telescope has been made
of a mixture of equal parts of rhodium and steel, “ which
makes the best telescopic mirrors, as it is not liable to
tarnish” (p, 388). This is a pretty good sample of
blundering taken from only five pages, and, were it not
useless and might seem needlessly ungracious, we might
extend the catalogue. Errors like these are bad things in
a book: destined in part to whet the appetite of youth for
knowledge, for errors early sown are weeds hard often to
eradicate in after life, and probably Dr. Hartwig may be
able to revise and expunge them in a second edition.
Nevertheless the work would make a good present for
every young mechanic, and pleasant reading for many an
old one.
Education in the English mind in general means information—bread knowledge only—what can be turned into
coin. Culture, the information that is of no such use—but
can raise man or boy’s thoughts above the mere eee
thirst for gold, and to actions above the necessities by
which he is to hold his place in the world; that shows hi
the wonders by which he is surrounded, and takes
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horn for ever from his eyes which has concealed these
wonders, and makes him a happier and higher sort of man,
and may help to make him a better one—is scarcely known
amongst our middle and lower classes, and recognised by
very few indeed.
Well, with all its errors, this book is one from the
perusal of which the reader is sure thus to derive some
culture, and, according to his previous information, may
find in it much enjoyment.
The production ot the volume is in the publisher’s very
best style. The illustrations are admirable; for some
this word is inadequate. We have seldom seen a more
——
wood engraving than that of the Borodla
stalactite cavern in Hungary, at p. 133. It reaches the
very highest style of a marvellously progressive art.
Theory of Heat. By J. Crerk Maxwett, M.A., LL.D. Edin.,
F.R.SS. L. and E., Professor of Experimental Physics in the
University of Cambridge. London: Longmans, Green, and
Co. 1871.
Tue remarkable clearness and precision of statement by
which all the writings of this author are distinguished are
nowhere better exemplified than in the opening sentence of
the preface to the work which now lies before us :—“ The
aim of this book is to exhibit the scientific connection of
the various steps. by which our knowledge of the phenomena of heat has been extended.” That sentence expresses exactly and completely the purpose which this
treatise fulfils, and the want which it supplies. Before its
appearance there already existed many treatises on the
science of heat, some of them of great merit; and of late
years many of those treatises have oe especially devoted
to that theory which makes the science of heat a branch of
dynamics. But none of those previous works, so far as we
know, contain that concise and comprehensive view, free
from extraneous matter, of the scientific connection of the
steps by which our knowledge of heat has advanced. This
has now been presented to us by Mr. Clerk Maxwell. The
nearest approach to a similar work is the treatise on
“Thermodynamics” by Professor Tait; but this, as its
title shows, treats specially of the relations between heat
and motive power, and presupposes a knowledge of the
principles of the comparison of temperatures and of the
measurement of quantities of heat, and, to a certain extent, of the transmission of heat; and besides, many parts
of it are obviously intended for the study of professed
mathematicians only. The same remarks apply to the
a of Clausius, to the treatises of Zeuner, Hirn, SaintRobert, and other authors in various languages. The
treatise on “Thermodynamics,” by Rankine, to which
Professor Maxwell refers in his preface, forms part of a
book on “ Prime Movers,” and is especially adapted to the
pu
of that work, rather than to the instruction of
scientific students in general. The well-known work of
Tyndall “On Heat as a Mode of Motion” is devoted
entirely to illustrations, chiefly experimental and popular,
of the First Law of Thermodynamics only, leaving the
Second Law untouched. In the excellent treatise on heat
by Balfour Stewart all the fundamental principles of the
science, and the methods of illustrating them te experiment, are fully explained. But yet, notwithstanding the
existence of all these books, and of many more, there still
remained the want of a work which should clearly, systematically, and exactly explain to the scientific erm ie not
necessarily a professed mathematician, the several steps by
which the whole theory of heat has attained its present
condition, the connection of those steps with each other,
the nature of the evidence on which they are based, and
the direction in which they are likely to be extended by
further research; and that want Mr. Maxwell has supplied in a manner which makes the present book, perhaps,
the best model of an elementary theoretical text-book yet
existing.
The principles of the theory of heat are arranged under
three heads—thermometry, calorimetry, and thermodynamics. Under the head of thermometry the author explains the construction and use of instruments for ascertaining temperatures. and the nature of the phenomena
which depend on temperature alone. Under the head of
calorimetry he shows how quantities of heat are compared
with each other, and in what manner they depend on
changes of temperature and on changes of condition.
Under the head of thermodynamics he sets forth in a
manner at once clear, simple, and complete, the laws of
heat regarded as one of the forms of energy, and the mode
of expressing those laws by the help of thermodynamic and
adiabatic lines, of absolute temperatures and thermodynamic functions, and of intrinsic energy. He then
shows some of the more important applications of the
principles of the theory of heat—such as the laws of free
expansion, the theory of the propagation of sound, and the
determination of heights by the barometer. Then follows
an explanation of the principles of the communication of
heat—by radiation, convection, and conduction. The subjects next explained, though they are seldom treated of
along with the theory of heat, have nevertheless an intimate connection with it—they are the laws of the diffusion of fluids, of capillarity, and of elasticity and viscosity.
The concluding chapter of the book, under the head of
the “ Molecular Theory of the Constitution of Bodies,” gives
an account of those speculations in which it has been
attempted to deduce the laws of heat, elasticity, viscocity,
diffusion, and other molecular phenomena, from a hypothesis as to the mechanical structure and motion of the
particles of matter.
To sum up our opinion of this book in one sentence :—
Every one who wishes to acquire a sound, thorough, and
accurate elementary knowledge of the theory of heat, not
indeed without mental exertion, but without the necessity
for a technical knowledge of the higher branches of mathematics and physics, ought carcfully to study this work of
Professor Clerk Maxwell.
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RECENT GUN-COTTON EXPERIMENTS.
In our article of August 25th last, on the Stowmarket explosion,
.we pointed out that there were two questions raised—the first,
How came the cotton to be fired ?the second, How came it to be
in such a condition that it could violently explode when fired ?
The first of these questions was that which primarily concerned
the Stowmarket jury, and to meet this they adopted the explanation that spontaneous ignition was caused by the action of the
very large quantity of sulj@iuric acid found present in the
cotton as represented by the samples examined. This quantity, be it remembered, while out of all proportion to that which
could have reasonably been expected to be due to the imperfect
performance—or even total non-performance - of any manuiacturing process, was with but slight variation found and reported
by each of three chemists, acting independently. Since the
presence of this acid was fully sufficient to explain the cause of
the spontaneous ignition of the cotton, the conclusion of the
Stowmarket jury has been generally accepted as sound and good.
The second question, viz., Why did the gun-cotton explode
when ignited? was easily answered in the case of the portion
in which the spontaneous action occurred ; for cotton in a partly
‘lecomposed state contains abundant elements for explosion.
Moreover, sound cotton burning while confined in a magazine,
night soon bring the atmosphere inside the building into a
state of tension sufficient to cause explosion In the case of the
packing shed, however, where the two Messrs. Prentice lost
their lives, the case was different. The cotton there had not
long been made, and could not therefore be supposed to be in
an unsound state. Further, the confinement to which it was
subjected was hardly more than might generally be expected
where boxes were packed in the lightest kind of hut. It is
vbvious, then, that this part of the question specially demands
investigation, and to this end mainly were instituted the
series of experiments just concluded near Hastings. A probable solution to the problem of the explosion of the cotton in
‘he packing shed seemed to be furnished by the theory that the
-nass had been smouldering until it had attained a considerable
temperature, when the liability to explosion might easily arise
trom the partial disintegration of the cotton. Gun-cotton exposed to heat in a closed vessel becomes impregnated with the
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being baked in an iron box, almost corresponding to a closed
retort, it must, indeed, be a long suffering compound, while, on
the other hand, the light hut containing merely service packages
of cotton at an ordinary
temperature only represented the common conditions of ‘a light hut, magazine, or packing shed. Out
of this range, once arrive at the doubtful line where flaring combustion passed into explosion, and future work would be simplified, whether heat or pressure were the element of danger.
Thus, if 1 and 4 only burnt, and 2 and 5 exploded, heat would
seem to be the condition determining the character of the action.
On the other hand, if 1 and 2 burnt, and 4 and 5 exploded, then
we must look well to our conditions of pressure and cunfinement.
FIc.3.
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On Tuesday, 23rd, the experiments commenced. For a full
record of the details, and the names of the spectators, &c., we
must refer our readers to the accounts in the daily papers, and
for something better than a carefully detailed account, to the
Standard. Our business is with the manufacturing and chemical features of the experiments.
Experiment No. 1.—The wood hut, in its normal state, was
ignited by a bonfire of shavings, cotton, and petroleum. It
smouldered for about 74 min., and then broke into the full characteristic gun-cotton flame. This lasted for 9 sec., when, it
must be confessed to the surprise of most present, explosion
took place.
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simple combustion. Probable solutions, however, are more
satisfactory to the abstract chemical reasoner than to the manufacturer who has to continue his labours, and who naturally wishes
|
S
to feel the ground under his feet more sure than it was when
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the accident occurred. It was most desirable, then, to test by
experiment at what degree of confinement, or at what degree of
Fic.4.
temperature, flaring combustion might give place to explosion.
This was the very first round of the ladder. It was clearly
The programme drawn up by the Committee on Explosives supplied a sort of step-ladder of conditions, each successive one be- unnecessary to proceed step by step to the top. The committee,
then missing the ignition of heated cotton, as proposed,in experiments 2 and 3, passed on at once to No. 4, the brick magaSECTION
zine in its normal condition. On ignition, smouldering followed
for 1 min., fierce gun-cotton flame for 10 sec. ; then again violent
explosion, The bricks were projected to a very great height in
the air, and fell with sufficient force to penetrate into the turf
toa depth of nearly their full thickness in some cases, and to
pulverise their substance. The flame, and apparently the explosive power, were most fully developed towards the side where
the entrance was; but it is to be remembered that the wind
was blowing in this direction, and, therefore, bricks which had
mounted to a tremendous height in the air would naturally be
carried some distance by it ;and thus no great stress can be
laid
on the fact of their falling to the side of the entrance.
67
Some incidental discussion arose as to the chance of safety
FIG.S.
< 8

parison with the former explosions. Next, they burnt, by ignition and flaring combustion, two similar boxes of cotton, these
beiug supposed to represent the two boxes left partially open in
each of their large experiments. They carefully noted the time
of burning of these boxes, which proved to be 15 sec. of characteristic cotton flame, concluding in 5 sec. burning up of wood.
From this it was clear that the open boxes ignited in the hut
and magazine experiments, had not had time to have burnt out
under ordinary circumstances. Nevertheless, the confinement
being considerable and the bonfire strong, it must be concluded
that a considerable portion of the boxes adjacent to those first
ignited had flared before explosion took place—how much: it is
difficult to say, and any expression of opinion would be a guess
rather than an estimate. The magazine, it will be seen, only
smouldered 1 min. before bursting into flame ; the hut 74 min.
This, coupled with all the other results, leads to the conclusion
that confinement and pressure was the condition determining
the character of the explosion—in the presence, at all events, of
the heat generated by the combustion of the bontire and two
boxes first ignited. Explosion having occurred, as we have said,
at the lowest round of the ladder, the committee had to devise
meaus to prolong their ladder in a downward direction if possible. This they did by filling one hut with the piles of cotton
boxes before described, substituting boxes formed of half-inch
stuff for the service boxes,*which are formed of planks little
under lin., and, instead of screwing the lids tight, leaving them
in a loose state, held only by two screws.
Wednesday, the 24th, was devoted to this experiment, and wa’,
compared to the others, a dreary day. After some delay, the
hut containing the light and imperfectly-closed boxes was fired ;
and this, after smouldering doubtfully for 34 min., flared fiercely
for 20 sec., sank into a dull, smoky state for 3 min., again flared
for 3 sec., and then finally died down.
After this a wood hut of the same construction was filled with
the same number of boxes of cotton, but in a damp state, having
been thoroughly submerged for 14 min., which appeared to be
sufticient to saturate each disc of cotten, except a doubtfullooking annular portion near the centre, about 20 per cent. of
water being thus absorbed.
Early on the morning of Thursday, the 25th, this hut was
fired. Smoke rose freely from all parts for 14) min. Some
flame was seen at 18} min., and much steam was observed
mingled with the flame and smoke. At 21 min. the characteristic cotton-flare was clearly seen. It diminished at 224 min.
At 244 min. the piles of boxes were seen to fall, but the cottonflare from the mass on the ground was still distinctly observed
at 274
203 min. after first ignition.
FIC.6.
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One other experiment of the same character was performed
later in the day, viz., the exact repetition of the ignition of the
hut filled with the light Jin. boxes of dry cotton, the result
being nearly the same as before, except that the flame appeared
much sooner. At 12.425 p.m. the hut was fired. In 1§ min.
flame was seen, which fluctuated for about 1} min.. A second
flame then rose, and gradually sank. In 14 min. more the flame
rose for the third time, and burnt on, gradually decreasing,
brisk burning lasting altogether for about 11 min. This concluded this branch of the experiments, which we may now sum
up :—Gun-cotton in service boxes packed in a closed brick magazine, when ignited exploded ; gun-cotton in service boxes tightly
screwed down, packed in a wooden hut, exploded ; gun-cotton
packed in light fin. boxes, with lids only partly screwed on and
left partly loose, packed in a wood hut, bernt without explosion
twice. The same experiment, differing only in the cotton being
damped, caused no explosion.
These experiments, as far as they extend, seem to show that
the liability to explosion commences directly tightly screwed
service boxes are piled even two deep in a wood hut. What is
the difference of condition between these and the lighter and
partly closed boxes? We now leave our task of reporting facts,
and come to opinion. Is the explosion to be attributed to the
thicker sides of the box or more open lid! If the difference is
not an accidental one, we should pronounce in favour of the
latter, and that for more than one reason. The committee themselves, in the course they took, appear to connect the explosion
with confinement, assuming the heat in each case the same Is
it not most probable that the closed box so far confines the gas
resulting from the heating of the cotton that sooner or later a
sufficient quantity accumulates to cause explosion when it is
ignited! With the loose lid the heated gas escapes more freely,
and thus is burnt in succession as fast as formed. It may be
seen that this idea is borne out by the comparative behaviour of
the hut and the brick magazine which eveutually exploded. In
the case of the hut smouldering lasted for 7§ minutes ; in the
latter for one minute only. In neither did flaring last for more
than ten seconds. When the experiments with the more open
and lighter cases took place it may be noticed that the wind was
blowing strongly, and appeared to penetrate through the huts,
the flame appearing to extend back to the boxes at the windward
end of the building with difficulty, and the ignition of these
boxes apparently being the cause of the successive bursts of
flame after first flaring was seen. {[t may be observed that these
conditions are just those in which the gas could not acenmulate
in any spot, but would be carried into the flame already burning,
or carried away from the box at all events. _ It is hardly reasonable to attribute much result to the exact thickness of the wood
of which the box is made. Apparently the tendency of the experiments is to recommend as the condition likely to be safest against
explosion that boxes should not be tightly closed or packed
in high piles. It would be interesting to burn perforated boxes in a
closed hut, the condition determining explosion to be pressure
or accumulation of explosive gas inside the boxes, the danger
would be avoided. If, on the other hand, it be tension or pressure of the entire atmosphere inside the hut or magazine, it
should not be affected by such alteration in the box. It is probable, however, that the committee will organise further experiments about what we have termed this stage of the ladder of
conditions,
so that we shall be able before long to speak more

ie
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coming more and more likely to produce explosion. The experiments proposed were the following :—
(1) Service boxes containing dry cotton discs were to be piled
in a light hut in the manner indicated in Figs, 1 and 2, and
ignited ;two boxes in the lower inside tiers having their lids
partly removed to facilitate the ignition.
(2) Supposing No. 1 lot to have consumed without explosion,
a similar wood hut was to be kept heated to a temperature of
120 deg. for a period of four hours and then fired.
(3) Cotton placed in a sheet iron box was to be subjected to
a sort of baking process and then ignited, supposing no explosion
to have occurred in No, 2 experiment.
(4) A brick magazine constructed according to the plan given |
in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, containing cotton packed in a similar manner to that in No, 1 and No, 2 experiments was to have a strong
flame kindled in it; and, lastly, supposing no explosion took
place, No, 5 experiment was to be carried out, which was a repetition of No. 4, with the exception that the
ine and its
contents were to be brought to a temperature of about 90 deg. opened to a magazine man who ran for his life
seconds during which flaring combustion took place, supposing
before ignition.
The amount of cotton was to be the same in each hut and even the smouldering to have escaped his notice. The comwith that of the powder
magozine experiment, as well as the method of packing and parison of his situation as com
ine man, who receives no kind of warning, deserves passarrangement, viz, twenty-four boxes each ~ontaining sixty discs
of prepared cotton in a compressed state, each disc weighing ing notice. The question, however, that seemed to call for
about 74 oz., were packed in two piles, each pile, as shown. in special inquiry was as to the quantity of cotton that burnt by
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, consisting of four rows each formed by flaring combustion, and the quantity that was eventually exthree boxes placed longitudinally, end to end, The entire hut, ploded. This would greatly affect the safety of buildings in the
about vicinity of a gun-cotton magazine. To form an idea as to this
or brick magazine, as the case might be, thus contained
u tests.
the e committee devised two
675 lb. of cotton, each box containing about 28 lb,
ion, one box containing
28 Ib. A on minor experiments were made inillustration ofthe
It will be obvious what a wide vange of conditions wasim-| First,
they exploded, bydetonation,
local work on walls.
cluded im this series, If gun-cotton would not explode after od gunbeams, taheanabdig Gated the apparent effects, for com- ' action of discs of cottonin performing
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Engineer officers were present who had seen the same thing done rods to main rafters lin. round; struts to main rafters ljin. on the columns are to be fixed ly eink to one true
in Paris with dynamite. One peculiar power is in enabling a round; tie to secondary rafters din, round; strut to secondary line. The whole of the plates are to be properly oiled and covered
two coats of oxide of zinc age All the markings are to be
party of men with rifles to walk up to a wall, place a few dises, rafters jin. round. The main vertical a consists of two angle with
3in. by 2in. by ;4,; and timber llin. by 3in., bolted between in black paint. The whole of the columns and girders, especially
and blow a hole large enough for them to pass through, without irons
the angle irons with 4in. bolts and nuts 12in. apart. The inter- where the least rust shows, are to be thoroughly cleaned and to
necessitating their withdrawal for more than a few yards, the mediate
are 3in. by 3in. by gin. of the T iron section; and have oil well rubbed in, and are then to be covered with two coats
discs of cotton only blowing the atmosphere towards the firing the anglestays
on the bottom curb are 3in. by 3in. by gin. The of oxide of zinc paint. During the progress of the making of the
purty, while it drives the wall through and throws the stones in crown plateirons
is gin. thick; and the inner circle of crown sheets are work all joints are to be covered at once with red lead paint,
a jet, or shower, to the defenders’ side. Six 74 0z. discs were of No. 12B.W.G. The intermediate crown sheets are of No. 14 to prevent the work getting rusty.
sufficient to blow a hole close to the ground in a brick wall 15in. B.W.G., while the outer circle of crown sheets are of No. 12
The general plan of the gasworks themselves, will enable our
thick, alone big enough to enable two men to creep through B.W.G.; the top row of side sheets are of No. 12 B.W.G.; the readers to form an accurate idea of the manner in which the
intermediate rows of No. 14, and the bottom row of side sheets of various buildings are laid out, and the arrangements made for supabreast.
plying the gas to the town.
The chief events of Thursday, however, were the destruction | No. 12 B.W.G.
of two Martello towers (viz., No. 35 and No. 38 towers), one by | Wherever bolts and nuts are used a hempen washer, well soaked
in
red
lead,
is
put
under
the
head
and
nut,
with
an
iron
washer
800 lb. of powder, the other by 200 lb. of cotton. In each case |
RAILWAY AMALGAMATION.
under the nuts, All the joint plates are of the same thickness
the explosive agent was distributed in three charges, situated as | also
as the bars to which they are attached, and are fastened by three
THE Joint Committee of members of the Houses of Lords and
shown in Fig. 6. The powder was placed in barrels, the cotton | rivets
or bolts at each side of the junction of the bars. All the Commons continue to meet syong on Mondays and Thursdays.
in discs laid in heaps. The work was remarkably well performed | purlins and rafters are connected to each other with joint plates
Chichester Fortescue has
been in the chair on each occasion.
in each case. The centre part of the top of each tower, with |Gin. long each way. All the rivets }in. in diameter, and any Mr.Among
the witnesses examined, in addition to those referred to
racers and pivot, descended almost unbroken on the ground below. | of a larger size are to be riveted hot, and in every case the rivet is in a former number, Mr. Pitts, of the Plymouth Chamber of ComThe thick walls were thrown outwards in an even, regular circle of |to exceed the thickness of the plate by at least ygin. All the merce, gave evidence in —— to the proposed traffic arrangelarge fragments. The cotton wasa little overcharged, the circle | No. 12 gauge plates are connected with gin. rivets, and the No. 14 ments bill of the Great Western, South-Western, and other comof large fragments extending to a radius of about 2vft., while| gauge plates with ;4in. rivets. There will be one set of inlet and panies ; if the companies were legally united they would be so
diameter, of Zin. thick metal. All the joints powerful that the inhabitants of Plymouth would not be able to
that of the fragments of the other tower was about 15ft. In | outlet pipes ofto 12in.
be made good with lead, and rendered water-tight obtain the redress of their grievances in respect to railway rates
neither case were small fragments, as a rule, thrown beyond | are specified their
entire length.
and charges and facilities. They did not object to amalgamation,
thirty yards; the circle in the case of the gun-cotton was rather throughout
The gasholder when finished is to be worked up and down at provided protection was given to the public. He was of opinion
the larger one. We have omitted to mention that certain wood least
three times with atmospheric air before the connection is that the rates and charges of the companies should be published.
screens, With glass and lead windows, were on the ground wan- made with the gas main. The external framing consists of six
Mr. Clegram, superintendent of the Gloucester and Berkeley
dering about and trying, as it were, to feel the force of the cur- columns 20ft. high, with guide rods tixed on the columns as shown Canal,
described the internal navigation of the district, and
rent of air caused in the vicinity of each explosion, but owing to in the drawing. The po met will be 10in. diameter at base to ery to oppose the concession of the powers sought for by the
the unexpected turn of things, they never got into a place where 8in, diameter at cap, with a top 18in. high —— square to receive Midland Railway Companyto purchase the Worcester and Bire guide rod on the mingham Canal, which was, he admitted, in a very bad condition
they felt the current of air at all. In the case of the gun- the girders and the top of the guide rod.
powder tower it should be noticed for the credit of the Royal column must be perfectly true on the face, and is of T iron 3in. by financially. In the eventof the railway company absorbing the
Engineers’ estimate of the charge, and performance of work, that 4in. by in. The columns and guide rods will be fixed perfectly canal competition would be destroyed, and the canal would provertical and the guide rods will form a continuation of the cast iron bably be closed altogether. Mr. Nixon, timber merchant,
a screen with glass and lead windows stood uninjured at twenty- guide
channels in the tank. The columns are jin. thick metal Gloucester, gave similar evidence, and stated that it would be
five yards from the massive tower when it was blown down.
bottom, and are gradually reduced to gin. thick at top. There disastrous to the traders of Gloucester if the canal was to be
The whole of the gun-cotton used throughout the experi- at
are six rollers and carriages on the top of the holder and twelve
uired by the railway company; the competition between the
ments was some of the first lot manufactured by Messrs. Prentice similar on the bottom curb. The pins in each case are to be truly
way and the canal at present kept down the rates, but that
for the Government.
It has been kept submerged for six turned, and the bosses of the jaws of the carriages must be truly competition
would of course be at an end if the railway company
months, and was dried in about twenty-four hours, shortly before bored, and oil holes }in. diameter through the boss to pin. Pro- got
ssion of the canal.
vision is made for a man hole to be fixed over the inlet and outlet
the day on which the experiments commenced.
. Lancastcr, of the ey oe Chamber of Commerce, and
pipes 4ft. Gin. by 2ft. 6in. The openings are strengthened with a chairman of the South Midland Railway Company, said they had
rim of bar iron 3in. by 4in. fixed inside, and the lid is fixed with been stirring for the last thirty years to obtain improved railway
| din. tapped — There will be required twenty-four wrought iron communication between Southampton and the North.
ey had
GEORGETOWN GASWORKS.
Its ifn iameter by5ft. 3in. long in the clear. One end of each attempted to obtain the assistance of one or other of the great
No, IL
: bolt is furnished with cotter hole cotters and washer plates, and the companies, but always unsuccessfully, and they had tried to imHAvinG described the foundations of the principal parts of the other end with screw and nut ; the screwis a square thread at least prove their positi Ls independent means. They continued
works, in our last impression, the next feature which requires | din. deep, and the iron is swelled out to receive the screw, so that to yo that they would get the Midland to Southampton, and
notice is the gasholder tank, which is 52ft. in the outer | the sectional area of the iron is not diminished in consequence. The that they would in a future session obtain their South Midland
diameter and 47ft. in the inner. It is 12ft. deep, and holding-down bolts will need the same number of twenty-four bill that had been withdrawn this session. Having these hopes,
2ft. Gin. wide. The plates are of various thicknesses, and wrought iron washer plates, twelve of which will be 3ft. 4in. long they opposed the four companies traffic arrangements bill, which
the diameters of the rivets are carefully proportioned -to by 6in. wide, and the other twelve 3ft. 2in. long by 6in. wide, the would so much increase the power of the companies,
suit them. The plates, which have a thickness of jin., are whole of them being gin. in thickness, The girdersare of wrought
Mr. Elliott, C.E., of Southampton, said the South-Western and
riveted together with rivets }in. in diameter, while those which iron, according to the section shown in the
drawing, and are con- Great Western companies had always treated the people of Southare jin. thick have rivets gin. in diameter. The connecting nected to the i -y~ of the columns by six lin. bolts and nuts ampton with neglect, and had used their powers tyrannously,
angle irons are respectively 5in, by 3in. by 4in., and 3in. by 3in. to each joint.
e caps on the columns are of the specified sec- He detailed the successive efforts that had been made with a view
by din. The cast iron channel guide shown in the drawing is tion and shape, and are to be fixed to the top of the columns with to the improvement of their railway communication, With a
fixed in twelve places, as follows:—One is attached at each four lin. bolts and nuts. The whole of the wrought iron is to be direct railway communication with the North, Southampton, poscolumn of holder and one midway between is bolted to the of the Staffordshire (best) plate, bar, angle, tee iron, or whatever sessing many natural advantages, would become an outlet port for
sides of the tank every 4ft. in height with fin. bolts and nuts, section may be required. The plates are to be all properly and the North. They had to complain of circuitous routes, high
and will be packed and bedded on the sides of the tank with carefully hammered and gauged to the true circumference required, charges, and bad service. They opposed the four companies bill,
wood, so that the guide shall have a proper rest in its whole each having the proper
lap, and punched without any flaw and becauseifsanctioned it would'take away their hope of redress, The
height, and be fixed perfectly vertical.
e specification provides pa ped to the plate. All the straps, eyes, &c., are to be of the South-Western had great influence in the House of Commons and
that the tank shall be filled with water as often as necessary, and full section of the metal to which they are joined. The clips like- the Great Western in the House of Lords, and between them the:
tested to the satisfaction of the engineer in charge of the works,
wise are to be neatly forged of the full section of iron. The would be able to resist | proposed scheme of relief.
If
The gasholder is 50ft. in diameter inside of plates, and 12ft. in screws are to be all neatly and clearly cut and screwed clear] the bill was not sanctioned, the people of Southampton might be
depth, and is composed of different sections of wrought iron, The through their respective nuts. The cast iron work is to be ail able to get an alliance with one of the companies, or with
top curb is com
of angle iron 5in. by 3in. by gin. ; two gusset clearly cast without flaws and neatly joined.
the Midland, which they greatly desired.
of the
ae lft. by 1ft. by }in. at each principal; principal rafters 3in.
The gasholder is to be finished perfectly cylindrical in form, the bill would be a step in the wrong direction,
as it would give
3in. by fin. section T iron ; secondary, 2in. by din. by gin. sec- top f
to the true are of acircle, It is to be perfectly
gas- the companies a new lease of power. At present there was
tion T iron; main purlins, 2in. by 3in. by gin. section T iron; tight in
its parts, and so delivered up to the company for use absolu’
no competition at Southampton. In consequence of
secondary, 2in. b rin by din. angle iron; two plates at bottom so that it will work with a uniform pressure in its ascent and heavy rates, the trade had suffered
tly.
e P
and
of king
rod jin. thick; ring rod 3in. round
iron with 4in. and jin. descent. The rollers should all work truly on their girders, so Oriental Steam Shi
ayes left the port alread:
Com;
had
flanges at top and bottom; tension rods ljin, round iron; truss that it may rise on a perfect level, ' The mB walein the tank and and were likely
to leave italtogether,.
were80 situated now
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JoserH Lone, Little Tower-street, London, “Improvements in 1324. OswaLp Rose, Bolton, Lancashire, ‘‘Steam engines.”—29th April,
that by change of rates, which they vie powerless to prevent, 1118.
1869,
apparatus for
wines andother liquids, andinthemeans for
a man may have his business
ruined any =
1329. Jouw Broaproor, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “‘ Lavatories.”—30th
1
the parts thereof.”
At the last reget of the “uationson Monday Mr. Broughton, 1121. Jonnting|Henry Jounsox, Lincolafinn-elds,
April, 1869,
London, “ Eageere.
manager of the
Wales eye ai evidence, in which he
1591.
Louw Jou Crosstey and Ricuarp Hanson, Halifax, Yorkshire,
ments in the manufacture
rasps,rubbers, taps for screwing,
and
‘Steaming yarns, &c.”—22nd May, 1869.
other tools req
hardness
durability.”—A communication from
complained of the arbitrary and unjust treatment the small
de Vedreau, Paris.—15th April, 1872.
Pierre Barret and
companies received at the hands of
ofpowerfulcompanies, which 1123.
—- Staffordshire, “‘ Certain Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid.
wtbetne pow —— RensHaw,
cogeres them of the traffic to whichtheywere entitled. His
ron.”
improved means and appliancesfor pu
.
ti y 1127. Josnva Henry Witson, Cornholme Mill, near Todmorden, Lancay could not even command T'the
ic that was consigned 1125.
its in
Perer
Ironsipe,
—
em. The witness was of opinion that a more effective,
shire, ‘‘ Spools or bobbins."”—22ad April, 1865.
or @
tus for
lowering Btn 90
pony and cheap remedy should ——— for the evils under 1126. Tuomas NrowrisoaLe “Pama, Dalston, rion, “An improved 1244. EDWARD Grarxcer Sirs, ym Sutton-street, Clerkenwell,
helling peas and beans,& "th Haag1865.
method of and
for
cing motive power.”—A communi— they suffered than was provid— arbitration or the means
ills, Hunslet, Yorkshire,
cation from
Erraniand Richard Anders, Liittich, 1155. Joun WILkinson, jun., St.
litigation now resorted to.
— had recently obtained
“ Prin
felts, &c. 135th 'A pril, 1865.
Belgium.
~*award that they found to be eileworthless; they had an arbi- 1127.
=
ne
Bessemer,
Queen-street-place, London, “ Pig iron, &c.”—1st
Freperic
ArrHur
Harrison
and
CHarces
PRIestLanp,
Birmingtration case pas that had commenced two years apa eae
and
a.
ham, “ Improvements in attaching door and other knobsto spindles.”
was not yet completed. The court he proposed should set
and finishing printers’
1128. Hexny GLEYSHER, Newport, Isle of Wight, “‘ Improvements in 1277. Parnice We cn, New York, U.8., “ Dressing
nently, and should have full powers to fix through rates an ion,
types.”—9th May, 1865.
questions of running powers, to fix the proportions of rates 1129. Gnonex ——- »Spoeryent, “Improvements in governors for 1193. Ropert FERRIE, Joux MuRRAY, and Apa WI1son, Paisley, Renfrewshire,
N.
—20th
April,
1865.
B.,
yarns.”
steam and
payable to the companies concerned, and generally to settle all
Davip MoCoxnen SuvTn, Orange, New Jersey, U.S., “‘ Improve- 1203. Witttas LeatuHaM, Brookfield Works, Leeds, Yorkshire, “Cutting
utes between companies and between companies and the 1131.
coal, &c.”—29th April, 1865.
ments in sewing machin
public. Mr, Yeaman, pone of Dundee,
the amalgama- 1132.
1215.
Morris
West
Ruravey,
Harlow Villas, East India-road, London,
CHARLES
goons
heel
Essex-road,
eee
London,
“‘
Imtion of great companies, and especially of the Caledonian and
“ Propelling vessels.”—1lst May, 1865.
in pianof
North British companies. Their
ience was not favourable 1153. Joun its
Russet. Taser, South ton-buildi
ts in
to amalgamation. When the Caledonian was amalgamated with
artificial breasts for ladies’ wear.”—A pene = Mi from Charles G.
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
Carrao, Boston, Massachusetts, U.8.—16th April, 1872.
the Scottish North-Eastern Company the rates were materially
Francois Larrocye, Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris, ‘ Gas.”"—
Davip Dvussry, Albion Villa, College Park, Lewisham, Kent, “‘ Im- 9944th JuLes
increased. During the time of the joint purse agreement between 1134.
April, 1872.
vements
in
self-acting
stands
for
beer
or
other
casks.”
pro
the Caledonian and theNorth British companies the rates <a 1136. ALFRED Vixcent Newtown, Chancery-lane, London, “ An improved a 4hoe STEVENSON, Milngavie, N.B., “‘ Converting Esparto straw
from Dundee to Liverpool were so much increased as to be mode of and apparatus for
ito pulp.”
animal and vegetable sub"Epwarp Grirrita Brew er, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Constru
in his own case practically =.
He had faith in competistances.” — A communication from James Jennings McComb, New 1011.
railways, rolling stock, &c."—A communication from Jesse Frye.—5t
tion for the protection of the public, but none in am:
tion.
Orleans, Louisiana, U.S.
April, 1872.
"ALEXANDER Rozert Duncan and JAMES Macwavcartoyn, Edinburgh, 1024.
The competition was not at present very efective in the traffic 1137.
oS Worratt, Manchester, ‘Scouring, dyeing, washing, and
Midlothian, N.B., ‘“‘Improvements in breech-loadi
fire-arms.”—
between Dundee and the South, but it would be when the Tay
, &c.”—6th April, 1872.
Partly
a communication from WilliamH. Kerr
and Charles J. Brydges, he Jacos yi TEN,
Bridge was opened, from which they had great hopes of advantage.
Southampton- buildings, Chancery-lane, London,
ontreal,
Working railway brakes.”
If the companies
ted, however, competition would be at 1138. GroRGE CLARK, Craven -buildings, Drury-lane, London, ‘‘ Improve1072. Wittiam Cute, Belfast, ‘‘ Grinding grain.”
- — and the completion of the bridge would possibly be
ments in shoes and boots.”
1074.
Hexry
AsHwortH,
Walsden, “ Spinning and doubling cotton, &c.”
1140. eat enn anne na MILLs, Southam
-buildings, London,
abandon
—llth April, 1872.
“‘ Improvements
tus for the ex
of oil, fat, or resin 1107.
Wituiam Jonx Porritt, Sunnybank Mills, Wel +, “oy ¢
from vegetable or ot er solid matter by chemical
cy, and the
turing woollen cloth applied to the spindle rails of throstles, &c.” — 13th
recovery of the chemical —. aU ——
from Elias
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Smith Hutchinson, Baltimore, be|
yh
James Ext, Bedford-square, London, “Stopping
ae WILLIAM HENRY Hackine and Tuomas .
Bury, Lancashire, 3401.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
bottles, &c.”
in
hinery for folding and measuring woven 3406.
Joun Box, Newton House, Newton-road, London, “‘ Compressing
fabrics.”
coal
dust.”—A
communication
from Severin Surowiez.—15th December,
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months. 1143. Josern Steer CuristopHer and James FrepeRIcK LACKERSTEEN,
1871.
Lombard-court, London, “‘ Improvements in propelling vessels.”
3467. Wittiam Corton, Louie, ee
1“* Improvements
3410.
Joserpm
Wuirengap
and
WILLIAM
Foster, Blackburn, “ Coal gas.”—
1144.
Jonn
WILLIAM
HARPER,
Stowmarket,
Suffolk,
“
Improvements
in
in machinery or apparatus
reof looped or
16th December, 1871
the arrangement and construction of hammock-beds, more particularly 3420.
Ry
fabrics.” —22nd December, in.
WILLIAM Winer, Leeds, “‘ Sewing machines.”
Grorce Henry Nussey, Leeds, Yorkshire, “Improvements in
Wutiam Fears, Cullingworth, near Bingley, * Decarbenising
ag Wititiam
ott Epwarp N NewTon, en a London, f “ Im provements 3424.
1145,
et
pavement.” —5th February, 1872.
smoke, &c.”
oe
a "—A commun’ ication from John Calvin Thomp- 3426.
604. ALEXANDER McCaLium HAccart, Lochaline, Argyleshire, N.B.,
Perer Brimevow, Accrington, “‘ W:
or beaming mechanism.”
son and James William Olson, Brooklyn, New York,U
“ Improvements in enve
"26th February, 187 2.
3429.
Jomn Cuariuy WILLSHER,
ch-street, London, “ Thrashing
680. Witt1am Ropert Lake, South
, London, “Im- 1146. James Parts, West Marsh Iron Company's Works, Middlesbrough,
machines.”"—18th December, 1871.
Yorkshire, “ ae mata + ea
in reverberatory and other furnaces.”
pee in the manufacture of refined sugar, part of which
Henry Heraratn Siese and Wittiam Avoustvs Gorman, De
ts in appa- 3441.
provements relate to the (ar ya of currentssof|
heated air for the 1147. Sanus Bartow, 0)
mark-street, Soho, London, and THomas Curisty, jun.,
ratus for the prevention ft
of codldeote upon railways.
ome
Doan for other
*—A communication from James Augustine
street, London, “ Raising sunken ships, &c."—20th December, 1871.
1148. Henry James Hocc Kina, G
Ww, Celie, N.B., “ Improve- 3461.
Morrell, New York, U.S. —5th March, 1872.
Tomas FAWCETT and James Coutter, Dewsbury, “ Governors for
ments in a for feeding woo!, cotton, or other fibrous materials
809. Isac Louis PULVERMACHER, Regent-street, London, ‘‘ Improvements
motive power engines.”
to
or
+ tila?
in electro-conducting and electro-generating apparatus or appliances
Wittiam Ropert Lake, South
Loudon, “‘ Copper1150. Sipwey Sorsy, The Priory, Denham, near Uxbridge, Middlesex, 3466.
for medico-electric and other purposes.”18th March, —
covered
steel wire.”—A communication from Selah Hiler,—2ist
and James CoLquHoUN ieomanoesn, Ray Park, Maidenhead, Berks, oan iron
864. Witt1amM Ropert Lake, S
London, ‘“Im187
‘‘ Improvements in multiple-furrow ploug! "th April, 1872.
provements in button-hole sewing soe ”—A communication from
Piste, Loughborough, ‘ hem! or knitted fabrics.”
Amos Lawrence Wood,
assachusetts, U.S.—2lst March, a tad 1151. JAMES Ler Norton, Belle analyard, Ludgate-hill, London, Be0. WInuiaM
Frieprica Leoxarpt, Birmingham,
bricators."—-A communiin the
blocks by slabs
- for building,
‘Impro
952. Witt1amM Epwarp Gepce, Wellingtoncation from Melchior Klosak.
, and such like purposes,”
“An improved jack.”—A communication from Gabriel Goulouvrat,
Epwarp Tuomas Hucues, Chancery-lane, London, “ Ice.”~-A com1154. ILLIAM Burnet Rosixs, Richmond-terrace, Shepherd's Bush, 3474.
Boulevart Bonne-Nouvelle, Paris.--30th March, 1872.
munication from Alexander Catlin Twining.—22nd December, 1871.
Middlesex, ‘‘ Improvements in hand pumps or syringes.
985. Epwarp Hetnson Huon, Brunswick, Germany, “Improvements in
Wittiam Taruam, Vulcan Works, Rochdale, “ Carding engines, &c.”
1158. Josern Broet, Westbourne-terrace, London, “‘ Improvements in 3481.
coffee-pots."—3rd April, 1872.
—23rd December, 1871.
paratus for ligh'
and heating.”
991. FREDERICK CHARLES Bryan Rosinson, Bridgeman House, TeddingHenry Crow .ey, Manchester, “‘ Looms for weaving.”—A communi, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improvements in carding 3491.
ton, Surrey, “‘An improved apparatus for detaching both tackles 1180. SAMUEL BROOKE,
cation from William Grinnder.
es.”
—18th April, 1872.
simultaneously from ships’ quarter or other boats when being lowered.”
Turopore Grace, Bristol, “ Raising weights.”
1164. Rosunt Grirritus, Rhual Issa, Mold, Flintshire, ‘‘ Improvements 3492.
—4th April, 1872.
WILLIAM Temr.r, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, “ Stench traps."—27th
= Se construction of steam ships or vessels, and in screw pro- 3496.
1012. Aurrep Vincent NewrTon, Chance’ pine London, * An improveDecember, 1871.
ers.
ment in the mode of an
g and metallicising
AnrHur CHaARLes Henpersox, Charing Cross, London, “Cigar
Batre, Stockport, Cheshire, ‘‘ Improvements in machinery 3520.
electrotype moulds.”—A communiostion ‘trom Silas Partridge Kuight, 1188calc
cases, &c.”—A communication from Léon Courtchouk.
or
Brooklyn, New York, U.S8.—5th April; 1872.
Georce Lionet Lectancue, Paris, “A new electrical contact for
1036. FREDERICK Hourp, Albion Foundry, Wakefield, Yorkshire, and 1170. James-» a Bolton- le-Moors, Lancashire, ‘‘Improvements in 3521.
clockwork or other applications.”
boilers or steam generators.”
SaMveEL Firtu, Leeds, Yorkshire, “ Improvements ‘in machinery for
ALEXANDER CHARLES Morratt, Princes-street, ~~ “aaa
excavating coal and other minerals, and in the permanent way for the 1172. Bewsamin RamspEN, New Wortley, Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improve- 3528.
London, “ Spinningan:
silk, &c.”"—30th December, 1
ments in steam boilers.”
rails of the same.”
21.
Pavt GIFFARD Rue de la Pépinitre, Paris, “ Compressed — liquified
1040. Jonn Bett Muscuamp, Kensington, London, ‘‘ A new or improved 1174. Ropert Witson, Patricroft, near Manchester, ‘‘ Improvements in
air or gas
es and fire-arms, &c.”—3rd January, 1872
—— of — ap) tus for beating and aérating eggs, explicable a hydraulic machinery or apparatus.”
Jonny CaRRINGTON SELLARS,
‘kenhead, “ Artificial "fuel.”"—12th
1178. THomas JAMES SMITH, Fleet- street, London, “‘ Improvements in 100.Jaauary,
ting and aéra'
batters and such like liquids or semi-liquids.
tion from the Company or Society 138. WitLtaM1872.Spence, Qualit -court, Chancery-lane, London, “Joints for
or April, 1872.
I. Casse and Son, + es-Lille, France. —19th April, 1872.
1981. JosepH Ropyey Croskey, Portsdown-road, Maida-hill, London, and
the permanent way of railways.”—A communication from Frederick
Grorce Remincton, Mansfield-road, Haverstock- hill, London, ‘“ImToronto, Canada.
Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of 139.Oakley,
provements in
for railways.”
Joun WALTER More, Market-street, meres ALondon, and Joun
1083. Danret Foxweti, Manchester, “ Improvements in cards used in
mplete Specifications.
Normay, Hoxton-square, London, “ ’ Clipping horses, &c.” 7th
bila:
carding
and other similar machinery.”
1135. WiLtramM me. Lake, 5 +h.
Londe
“ImJanuary, 1872.
1084. NaTHanreL Lioyp, Manchester, and RoBert Eis —, Church,
provements in the manufacture of iron — plates,,sheets, or slabs.” —
Witt1am Wattox, Haughton Dale Works, Denton, near Manchester,
aaa ga - Improvements in preparing cloth or yarn for dyeing or
A communication from Cyrille Jean Caumon, New York, U.S.—l7th 176.“Coating
or preparing the surfaces “4 cylinders or rollers used in
p ng.
April,
1872.
cotton, &c.”—19th January, 1872.
+}
+ bnild:
1085. THomas H1cKEN, Bedford, “‘ An improved corn sheafing and binding 1139. Epmunp Epwarps,Sout
8
Chancery-lane,
London,
WILLIAM Watton, Haughton Vale Works, Denton, near Manchester,
machine.
“Improvements in steam traps.” —A communication from James 259.“ Wire
cards.” ~26th” January, 1872.
1087. Ropert FRaNcIs Farrier, Victoria-chambers, Westminst
“ImHenry Blessing, Frederick Townsend, and George Pomeroy Jackson, 278. Ropert
Saunpers, Croydon, Surrey, “‘ Anchors, &c."—30th January,
prove ee
increasing the adhesion of railway trains on steep
Albany, New York, U.S.--17th April, 1872.
" FELIX ALEKAN and IsipoRE ALEKAN, Boulevart Sébastopol, wate, 325.1872.Jou~w Henry Jounsoy, Lincoin’s-inn-fields, London, “Iron and
1088. WiLLiaM ayn
Lake, ——_
a. London, “An
gre
got
in
screw
studs
for,
shirts,
cuffs,
and
similar
purposes
steel."—A communication from Charles Motier Nes.—lst February,
improved process of converting cast iron and cles made thereof
“7 April, 1872.
into steel.”—A communication from Henry Harrington Date and 1152.
— eae, Castlefield Dag me pene 3ae ” poe 379, ‘ FRANCIS Gerarp Prance and WittiamM Wartrureap, Liverpool,
Frederick Havill Date, St. Catharine’s, Ontario, Canade
ments in apparatus for regulating the feeding of machinery employ
“U
sewage.” —6th February, 1872.
1089. JAMES ANDERSON, New-buildings, “noe oh ag
, Ireland, “Im> = cca of cotton and other fibrous materials." 18
390. Ronert TrmBRILL, The Towers, Beckford, “‘Gloves and mittens.”—
peccemnets in refining iron, in obtaining malleable jron and steel, and
pril, 1872
A communication from James Harrison.—7th February, 1872.
n —— therefor.
463.
Cant
Hersricn
Rorckyer, North Carolina-terrace, Newcastle-on1:90. Epwarp Mayico, Bedford-street, Strand, London, ‘Improved Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid.
Tyne, and Georee Luce, South Shields, “‘ Boilers,”—14th February,
means of rand sand or shingle covered by the tide to the level of -_ pera Hotpix, Manchester, ‘‘ Loums for weaving.”—22nd April,
1872.
- water, and therewith forming embankments for the construction
671. ;ROBERT Biacksury, Exeter, “Treating sewage for agricultural
of sea works.
Tee PALLISER, Pall Mall, London, and oy ENGLISH,
1091. Francois Lamy, Deville les Rouen, France, ‘ Improvements in the 1247,
680. ae Rosert Lake, Sobengien eine, London, “ ReWandsworth, Surrey, “ Screw bolts, &c."—23rd April,
poses of a puce garnet colour or colours from naphtylamine and 1253.
fined sugar.”—-A communication from James Augustine Morrell. —sth
Witttam Bruce Dick, Glasgow,
hire, N. B., “Extinguishing
ts derivatives.”
March, 1872.
—23rd April, 1869.
1093, WILLIAM WILson, jun., a rape “Tmprovements in kitchen 1260.res,”
JoserpH Magor and Wriu1aM Wricut, Swallow-street, London, and 805. Joun Henry Lock, Kensington, London, “Bed tables and book
boilers for more effectually heating ter for domestic purposes and
."— 16th March, 1872.
su
—— Hvucu Jones, AlphaLondon, “‘ White lead.”—24th April,
reven chi
of < “tuesmyPrue mead
JonN Rawciirre, jun, Water Brepy. and ANDREW FLEMING,
1095. Davip Dunne Ky e, V
“Westminster, ad« Improvements 1566. Jonn Puitie Notan, Shoeburyness, Essex, ‘‘ Measuring distances.” 641.Preston,
“
mules.” —20th March, 1872.
in traps for preventing theescape of foul air and gases.”
864.
WILLIAM
Ropert Lake, S thamy
ildi
London, “ Button—20th May, 1869.
1098. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chan
-lane, London, “ pegesee- 1899.
hole se wing a
—A
ication from Amos Lawrence Wood.
Wittiase Rosert Lake, South
ton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Blowing
ments in machinery for bloc!
4peeing hats, part of said im
2lst March, 1872.
and pumping engines.”—2lst June, 1869.
ments being applicable for
the pressure of fluids and liq uids 1254.
+h
tila
London, “Tapestry,
Jonn Wurrtaker, Sun Ironworks, Oldham, Lancashire, ‘‘ Moulding 956. Joun GARRETT Tonave,8
e! .”"—A communication —
Mathurin Legat, Boulevart wheels.”—23rd
&c."—A communication from rome yg vsn.—lst April, 1872.
April, 1869.
St. Martin, Paris. -12th April, 1872.
Epwunp TaTHaM, Nottingham, “ Levers and nebs or thread carriers 991. Freperick CHARLES Bryan Rostyson, dgeman House, Tedding1009. EDWARD RIcHARD CHARLES Monoas, Swansea, Glamorganshire, 1258.
ton, “ Detaching both tackles simultaneously from ships’ quarter or
machines.”——23rd April, 1869.
“Improved means or
for in
ly communicating aa
other boats when being lowered.”—4th April, 1872.
452. Puitip WittiaM Fiower, Briton Ferry, Neath, Glamorganshire,
ae the passengers and quand, or ‘engine-driver of a railway a
WicknaM Fiower, Great sae
(Raters-buildings, London, 1013. Francis Coates, Chicheley, near Newport Pagnell, “ Beer."—5th
rain.
April, 1872.
—
impressions upon tin and terne plates, &c.”—12th May,
1100. Epwarp CLARKE, Lincoln, ‘ Improvements in the manufacture of
1023. ABEL BUCKLEY Wimrersy, Hayfield, “‘ Smoothing irons.”
cranked shafts or axles, and machinery for the same.”
ho Greic, Ropert Burton, James Gozyey, and THomas ATKIN- 1027. JAMES WEBSTER, Birmingham, “Iron and steel, &c."—6th April,
1101. ALFRED LILLy, Stockton-on-Tees, Durham, “Improvements in 1318.
1872.
son,
Steam
Plough
Works,
Leeds,
Yorkshire,
“*
Cultivating
land.”—
lubricators or steam greasers.
1038. _—_ Henry MILLs, College-street, London, ‘Generating heat by
April, 1869.
1102. Gustav LutrrincHaus, Mulheim-on-Rhine, —* ad ‘An improved 1335.28thJoun
the combustion of
Rosert Jerreries, Orwell Works, Ipswich, Suffolk, ‘‘ Horse
lock for travelling bags, applicable also to other pu:
1039. James Henry Z. College-street, London, ‘‘ Steam boilers.”—8th
rakes.”—30th April, 1869,
1103. Ropert TieRNAN, Liverpool, ‘‘ An improved nana of treating 1336.
April, 1872.
Henry Joun Seen, Wainfleet Hall, Lincolnshire, “‘Harrows.”—
to!
1056. ~_ GREENE, Reform Club, Pall Mall, London, “ Types, logo20th April, 1869.
1105. WILLIAM howeae Haughton |Dale—_ Denton, near Manchester, —_
bag Terre, West-street, Fareham, Hants, “ Hollow walls.”—30th
e
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ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents,
Class 1—PRIME MOVERS.
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c.
712. E. Burrerwortu, Rochdale, and J. Hear, Rochdale, “ Boilers and,
Furaaces.”—Dated 13th October, 1871.
This invention relates, First, to vertical, horizontal, or saddle boilers
and furnaces used for heating water for warming buildings and other
purposes, and consists in forming ribs and projections on the sides of
vertical boilers or fire-boxes, and on the top and sides of the fire-boxes of
horizontal or saddle boilers. Secondly, in furnaces where the fuel is
caused to pass through them by moving fire-bars, they propose to have
stationary fire-bars containing water between the moving bars. They
also propose to mount « series of rakes under the bars to draw the
clinkers from behind the furnace, and when a fan is used to assist. the
draught they propose to blow the air into an open ashpit under the bars.
. R. F. Farruie, London, “ Working the waste cocks of engine cylinders.”
— Dated 14th October, 1871.
By the pressure of steam from the boiler kept up in a small cylinder
t vo valves are held in such a position as to close the outlet orifices at each
eid of the engine cylinder, but when the steam pressure is temporarily
removed the valves are forced back by a spring, the power of which has
been previously overcome by the steam pressure.
e waste water
outlets are thus opened and the waste water escapes. According to
another arrangement for working the waste cocks of two engine cylinders from one small cylinder a chambered piston is employed, the
several chambers communicating raspectively with the outlet orifices in
the two ends of the two cylinders, and also with outlet orifices in the
small cylinder. When the pressure from the boiler is kept up in the
small cylinder the piston covers these orifices, but when the pressure is
removed the piston is forced back by a spring, and the waste water from
the two ends of the two cylinders escapes through the several chambers
and orifices.
2749. J. 8. Crosianp, Manchester, “ Steam boilers or generators.” —Duted
17th October, 1871.
.
:
It relates to improvements upon the boiler patented by the petitioner,
No, 2818, A.D. 1870, Which boiler is formed by two cylinders, placed one
over the other and connected by conical tubes. The invention consists in
adding a pair of cylinders on each side of the main boiler, connected with
each other and with the upper main cylinder of the boiler, and in some
cases also directly with the lower main cylinder of the boiler.
2750. A. FriepMann, Loudon, “ Constructing and arranging boiler injec
tors.” —Dated 17th October, 1871.
The invention essentially consists in the construction of a ‘twin injector,” or double injector ; that is to say, of an apparatus which, although
composed of two injectors, forms only one block or body.
2762. T. Moy and R, E. SHILt, London, “ Steam engines.”—Dated 18th
October, 1871.
One or more steam cylinders is or are combined in one body witha
steam generator which surrounds the cylinder or cylinders. The sides of
the chamber surrounding the cylinder or cylinders are formed by tube
plates, in which are inserted the ends of water tubes, outside which tubes
heat is applied. The cylinder or cylinders is or are thus enclosed in the
water and steam of the said chamber.
2703. W. R. Lake, London, “ Pistons
und slide-valves.”—A communication.—
Dated 19th October, 1871.
This invention consists in the application of an arrangement of tubes
forming an injector to the pistons of steam engines, and by thus producing internal pressure in the cavity thereof. holding the expansible
rings which form the wearing surface of the piston in proper contact with
the internal surface of the cylinder ; also in so applying a similar tubular
apparatus to cavities formed in the face of the slide valve or the valve
seat, or both, as to counteract the whole or a portion of the pressure
upon the back of the valve, thus avoiding much of the friction incident to
that class of valves as usually constructed.
2704. D. A. Burr, Washington, US, “* Automatic condensing steam pump
aad motor.”—A communication, —Duted 19th October, 1871.
This invention relates to an apparatus for elevating water or propelling
vessels, wherein the water is first drawn into a cylinder by means of a
condensation of steam therein, and then expelled by a direct pressure of
steam thereon, He connects byan intermediate rod the arm or lever opening and closing a cock or throttle valve in the pipe supplying steam to
the cylinder, with an elastic diaphragm over the mouth of a pipe opening
at its other end into said cylinder. He forms a direct communication
between the cylinder and reservoir of water elevated above the cylinder
by means of a steam pipe opening into the lower portion of the cylinder
near tu its port, and combines with the cylinder an injection pipe leading
from the said reservoir and opening intu the cylinder. He combines a
second elevated reservoir with the cylinder by means of asecond injection
pipe opening into the upper part of said cylinder, In the cylinder is a
hot-water piston formed of two or more discs or flanges upon a central
tube encircling a guide rod. In applying his invention to the propulsion
of vessels the water is drawn into the cylinder from the bow of the boat
by the preduction of a vacuum in the cylinder through the condensation
of steam therein, as described, and is then expelled with the full force
of a direct pressure of the steam thereon, at the stern of the boat.
2x13. J. Perrie, Rochdale, Lancashire, ‘ Steam engines.” —Dated 21st October,
1871.
This invention consists, First, in an arrangement whereby the stop and
throttle valves are in one casing. Secondly, in a peculiar construction of
throttle valve.
1139. E. Epwarps, London.—‘‘ Steam traps."—A communication.—Dated
17th April, 1872.
This invention relates to traps for returning automatically to boilers
used for warming buildings with steam the water arising from condensasion. It consists of a cylinder or sphere balanced by a weight and sus
pended upon knife edges upon a lever and guided by a rod below. Its
upper end lower ends are connected with the steam pipes by means of
valves opening outwards. A perforated plate is suspended in the
cylinder to facilitate the condensation of steam entering the cylinder with
the condensed water. In the upper part of the cylinder is a valve communicating by a pipe with the steam space in the boiler. This valve is
connected by levers and rod to a fixed frame, and the levers and rods are
so arranged that when a sufficient weight of condensed water has accumulated in the ‘cylinder the cylinder descends, and _in doing so lifts the
balance weight and opens the upper valve. Steam is thus admitted into
the upper part of the cylinder, and the condensed water flows through
the lower valve to the boiler. The balance weight then raises the
cylinder, and thus closes the upper valve, and soon, when requisite
automatically. A weight is connected to the upper valve by means of a
segment catch, levers, and slotted rod, in such « manner that the valve
is made to open or close suddenly and quickly at the termination of the
stroke of the cylinder,
Class 2,-TRANSPORT.
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma~
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
Harness, &c.
2705. R. P. Wittiams, London, and J. Price, Dublin, ‘‘ Permanent way of
railways.”—Dated 12th October, 1871.
This provisional specification describes employing wood, asphaltc, or
other compound of gas tar, or bitumen, or asphalte, as a support for the
ruils or the chairs of railways. Sleepersof a U orother convenient trough
section, laid either longitudinally or transversely of the line of rail, may
be used. The trough-shaped sleepers are filled in with wood, asphalte, or
other compound of gas tar, bitumen, or asphalte, and various ways of
fixing the rails to such sleepers are described, or india-rubber or other
elastic material may be placed between the rails and flanges of the
sleepers. The specification also describes sleepers with a box or cavity at
the top to be partly filled with wood, asphalte, or other compound of gas
tar, or bitumen, or asphalte, sufficientroom being left to receive the base of
the rail.
2708. G. A. C. Bremme, Ipswich, “‘ Wheels for traction engines, &c.”—
Dated 13th October, 1871.
"The wheel is ap of a flexible band with radial arms, which pass
through an inner ring or sockets. The ring is secured to the axle-box
flanges by siae discs.
2713. J. J. F. Srevens, London, “ Apparatus
for working railiray signals.”
—Dated 13th October, 1871.
The object of this invention is so to construct apparatus for working
railway signals that a signal may be moved as required into any one of
three positions, viz., “ danger,” *‘ caution,” and “all right,” by means of
one wire, and the invention essentially consists in the construction and
employment of a peculiar form of cam which is carried by a slide and
receives a pin or roller on the ordinary weighted lever.
2722. G. Burar, London, “ Paving roadways and footways.”—Dated 13th
October, 1871.
This invention consists, First, in so setting paving blocks in asphalte
or cement as to form a smooth surface for traffic, and yet afford a secure
foothold. In a
this invention to existing pavements, the edges
of the blocks are beve so as to form ch
ls, und asphalte or any of
the improved cements hereinafter described is run into such channels
until level with the upper surfaces of the blocks. In laying down new
pavement the blocks are set at such distances apart as to leave channels
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which are filled with the asphalte or cement as above described.
Covered gutters or subways are formed at the sides of the roads instead
of open gutters. In appl,lying the invention to macadamised roads. ;
broken ‘‘ metal” is mixed with melted asphalte or any of the improved
cements hereinafter described, and the mixture is spread on the surface
or foundation of the road and rolled. In applying the invention to railroads and tramroads, the rails are laid upon foundations prepared in
either of the ways described with reference to macadamised
. The
invention further consists of improved cements made by mixing melted
asphalte, bitumen, tar, or pitch with pozzalane cement, Portland cement,
blue lias lime, or Abethaw lime, or any two or all of them, and adding
crushed slag, ashes, gravel, sand, or chalk, so as to make cements which
may be used for paving purposes as hereinbefore described, and also in
the construction of submerged or other works.
2726. W. Learnam, Leeds, “ Ambulance carriages
for the removal of the sick
or wounded.” —Dated 13th October, 1871.
The body of the carriage is formed of a tank mounted on four wheels,
the front wheels having a compensating axle and rocking swivel for
travelling easily round curves or on irregular surfaces. In the tank there
is another vessel. An annular space is left between them, covered over
with caoutchouc fastened to both vessels, so as to render the space inside
perfectly air-tight. The tank is partially filled with water and the remaining space between the vessels with compressed air forced in by a
pump. The inner vessel is thus floated and forms a platform on which
are
ted the f.
k supports, berths, or beds,
ese are so hung
that they may be placed at any required angle. Air-tight mattresses are
employed, inflated with either air or water at pleasure. Another tank
for water is provided for the use of the patients, which is fixed in the
inner vessel, and is so surrounded with compressed air and water that its
contents are not affected by temperature. In each corner or other
suitable position under the floating platform the inventor provides
compensating supports in connection with the reservoir or tank. These
supports compensate for the subsiding of the water in any direction in
the tank as would be the case in descending or ascending steep inclines.
The carriage may be constructed principally of wood, but he prefers,
when and where practicable, thin sheet galvanised steel.
2727. 8. Moornouse, Cheshire, and W. J. KENDALL, Lancashire, “‘ Signalling
on reilicays.”—Dated lath October, 1871.
In this invention a connection is formed between the ordinary line
— and the glass weather screen on the locomotive, by means of
which a signal of ‘‘ danger” or “‘ caution,” or “ line clear,” is intimated to
the driver by a corresponding covering, either complete or partial, of a
portion of the glass of the screen for ‘* danger,” or “‘ caution” and leaving
it uncovered for ‘line clear.” The apparatus for connecting the ordinary
line signals with a vertical rod on the engine carrying a screen or cover
for the said glass consists mainly of « double incline lever hinged at one
end on the line and raised as required by a balance lever on a rocking
shaft connected with the present signals, and moved with them so as to
act on the double incline lever, and through it and a plate on the lower
rart of the fire-box, on the said vertical rod.
2736. J. Scorr, Glasgow, “ Floating dock.”—Dated 14th October, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the connecting
together of two hulls of twin docks by parallel motion links, or in the
case of a single dock the parallel motion links are connected to it and to
a wall, embankment, or other steady support, so that one dock may be
sunk whilst the other floats with the ship in it.
2737. C. Ranpoupn, Pollockshields, Renfrew, N.B., “ Steam ecarriages.”—
Dated léth October, 1871.
The body of the carriage is supported on two pairs of wheels, and in
one modification is divided into three compartments, the middle one
being for passengers, the forward one for the steering mechanism and
various controlling levers, and the after one for the boiler, engines, water
tank, and coal bunker. The forward pair of wheels are comparatively
small, and arranged near together, being connected to a swivelling frame
for steering purposes. A vertical spindle serves for steering, and is
turned by a block raised or Sowebedt by a vertical screw spindle, and
inclined feathers are formed on the outside of the block to work in helical
grooves in the inside of a hollow pillar fixed to the carriage framing, so
that the raising or lowering of the block causes it to turn, and it turns
the spindle and wheels. The boiler is of the vertical cylindrical class,
and the lower part tapered or reduced. The upper part of the boiler is
arranged to separate in one piece from the remainder, being connected by
flange joints at the top to the uptake, and at its lower edge to the top of
the lower outer shell of the boiler. The two hind wheels run independently of each other on studs, and each is driven by means of a
toothed ring fixed on the spokes. Each wheel is driven by a pinion on a
crank shaft actuated by a pair of steain cylinders with link motion valve
gear, the pinion being applied at the level of the axle so that the vertical
motion of the carriage on the springs will not materially affect their relative positions. The hind or driving wheels are thus actuated by separate
pairs of engines, and although an equal supply of steam is always available
by each pair of engines, yet the wheels will act quite independently of
each other when rounding curves, and will revolve at different rates
inversely corresponding to the resistances they respectively encounter.
The exhaust steam from the engines is led into an annular chamber
formed round the chimney just above the boiler, and from this chamber
the steam enters the funnel in the form of an annular jet, so as to assist
the draught without making much noise. The last described improvement is advantageously applicable to railway locomotives. A single axle
carried across the carriage may in some cases be advantageously substituted for the two short axles hereinbefore referred to, but the driving
wheels may in such cases still act independently of each other.
2738, S. H. Emmens, London, “‘ Asphalte roads,”—Dated 16th October, 1871.
The novelty consists in the “ asphalte ballast ” as a foundation for roadways, the same being used in connection with the prism and other shaped
asphalte blocks as a superstructure for roadways.
2756. E. J. Har.anp, Belfast, ‘‘ Propelling vessels.” —Dated 17th October,
1871.
The improvements described in this provisional specification relate to
screw propelling apparatus where the screw shafts are connected with
the shaft of the propelling engine by a universal joint in such manner as
to allow of the propeller being raised or lowered at pleasure, and yet of
its being driven in either its raised or lowered position, according as the
vessel is in shallow or deep water.
2758. C. W. GRANVILLE, Strand, “‘ Preumatic signal epparatus.”~-Dated
17th October, 1871.
The said invention relates to a simple, economical, and efficient
pneumatic apparatus, which may be used in railway trains for communication between the passengers and guard or driver, or between the guard
and driver; on board steamships, for transmitting orders to the engineroom ; in houses and other buildings, to give alarm in cases of attempted
burglary ; and for other similar purposes. The said apparatus is constructed with a chamber which carries a whistle. Air is forced into the
said chamberby an ordinary air-pump. A valve in the whistle tube is
connected to a cord or line, and by pulling the same the whistle is
sounded, When the said apparatus is used for effecting communication
between the passengers and guard of a railway train the apparatus has a
flag. When the said chamber is filled with air the flag is plainly exhibited, but when the air is exhausted the flag is drawn down.
2765. E. Davis, Khuddlan, Flintshire, ‘* Axle boxes.” —Dated 18th October,
1871.
This invention consists in the construction of axle boxes having oil
chambers in connection therewith, whereby the oil can be continuously
supplied to the axles.
2772. F. G. MuLnoiianp, London, ‘* Compositions for footpaths, flooring,
&c.”—Dated 18th October, 1871.
This invention relates to the treatment of bituminous shales found in
the United Kingdom, and the introduction and application thereto of
gypsum.
2774. L. C. Marty, London, “ Rails for tramways.”—Dated 18th October,
1871.
Rails are formed with side recesses or with inclined edges, into or over
which blocks are caused to take. The blocks have shoulders or chamfered
surfaces, and are arranged to break joint to give solidity to the structure.
2777. C. A. Catvert, Manchester, “‘ Signalling on railirays.”—Dated 18th
October, 1871.
The inventor proposes to construct an apparatus that will emit any
volume of sound or tone required so as to be heard at adistance. For
example, he erects in the signal box on railways a cylinder or chamber,
which is to be filled with compressed air by means of an air pump; to
this cylinder he attaches a trumpet or horn, upon which are a number of
valves for emitting the sound or tone
uired from the compressed air
chamber. Upon the air chamber are
a number of keys communicating with the valves on the trumpet or horn.
2780. J. F, Bennett and N. Rowe, London, “‘ Asphalte and bituminous
roadways and footways.”—Dated 18lk October, 1871.
According to this invention the foundation of the roadway or footway
is prepared to the proper level or gradient with the required curvature ; it
is then rolled with a steam roller. A layer of concrete, either Portland
cement, blue lias lime,
i lime, or other similar material, is to be
applied to such surface and rolled “pliedof
to the proper level. Afterwards a layer of tar concrete is a
of about Sin. in thickness and
rolled. And finally the
‘te or bituminous substance is to be laid on
to the extent of about lin. in thickness, but the invention consists
further in the prior
to the tar concrete surface of a series of
lead rings which consequently become embedded in the asphalte, and
bind it together, thus forming a good foothold for horses and preventing
noise.
2781. J. Rieser, Madrid, ** Aerial navigation.”—Dated 18th October, 1871.
bis provisional specification describes
a balloon in the shape ofa
triangle having engines both to propel and direct its course,
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- H. WELLs, Notting-hill, London, “ Railway permanent way.”—Dated
th Novembe! v, 1871.
By means of pipe sleepers and mouthpieces with or without chairs
| affixed, such pipes and mouthpieces to be open or closed.
Class 3.—FABRICS.
Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
Preparing, Manufacturing Dyeing,
inting, and Dressing
Fabrics, &c.
2709. J. 8, TEMPLETON, "Glasgow, “ Apparatus for weaving looped-pile
: eertes 13th October, 1871.
+4. ably larger number
napplying the present i
a
of wires are used than ordinarily, and each wire remains a comagasetavehy
longer time in the fabric, so that the form it tends to give to the loop
becomes more set or fixed. This result is obtained by making the fabric
traverse any conveniently elongated course arranged by suitable guide
rails or rollers to return to a proper position for withdrawing the wires.
In order to still further improve the pile loops, and render them more
rmanent in form, heat is applied to the fabric whilst the wires are in
> = at or near the lower part of the elongated course the fabric is made
e.
2711. J. H. Jounson, London, “‘ Shearing or cutting the wool of animals.”—
mt gc
age Fm omy a October, 1871.
vention cons’
of a rotary shearer or clipper driven by
compressed air supplied by a flexible tube to a uitable shee
apparatus, which drives, either directly or not, the rotary cutter.
2719. W. R. Lake, London, “ Washing clothes, &c.”—A communication.—
Dated 13th October, 1871.
‘
F
—
The inventor imparts a rolling motion to clothes, wool, or fibrous
manufactured goods, when made up into parcels of a spherical or cylindrical or appreximately spherical or cylindrical shape. He uses a table
or tray and a manipulator with roughened or corrugated acting surfaces
to scour the articles or materials to be cleaned.
2729. 8. I. Reppatu, Northumberland, ‘‘ Kaitting socks, &e.”—
14th October, 1871.
of
: - _—
This invention relates to improvements in knitting machinery, whereby
the heels of stockings or socks may be worked by the machine instead of
by hand, and is especially applicable to the ‘ Lamb” knitting machine
where sets of needles work in grooves formed in the bed-plate of the
machine. The improvement consists in arranging the machine so that
any required numberof the needles may be thrown out of gear or returned
to their position without casting off the loops upon them. This is done
either by deepening the grooves in which the needles work, so that any
required number of needles may be depressed and thus escape the
cams which work them ; or by having the needles jointed, and depressing for the same purpose the parts which carry projections driven by the
cams ; or by making such projections movable, so that they may be
removed or replaced at pleasure.
‘
2733. J. Horrocks, Bradysord, Yorkshire, “ Pickers used in looms for weaving.”
—Dated 14th October, 1871.
‘i
<
The picker spindles the inventor applies and secures below the shuttle
boxes (instead of above, as heretofore), and in place of the ordinary
tongue of the picker he makes the tongue sufficiently long to pass and
project through a slit in the shuttle-box bottom, and forms the end of the
said tongue with an eye or loop, through which the picker spindle will
pass. The upper part of the picker used for propelling the shuttle may
be as heretofore, or he constructs it of any desired form havirg an eye or
aperture for the reception and securing thereto of the picking strap. By
the foregoing arrangement of the picker spindles, any oil or other lubricant thrown off them will fall on the ground instead of on the fabric as
heretofore.
7, = ee Buckington, Warwickshire, “ Shuttles.”—Dated 16th October,
$71.
Lengthening the ‘‘ quills ” in the shuttles, and controlling their motion
by means of tufts composed of hair, bristles, or other suitable material,
2792. A. M. CrarK, Loudon, “Loom for weaving.”—A communication.—
Duted 19th October, 1871.
This invention has for its object to improve the loom known as Lyall’s
positive motion loom, to enable the use thereon of two or more shuttles
carrying threads of various kinds for weaving fabrics of complex pattern
or colours. It consists chiefly in making the ends of the racewar laterally
adjustable, and in so duplicating the same that each section will or may
serve to retain a separate shuttle. By connecting these movable receiving
ends with proper gearing they can be shifted iu due succession, so as to
bring the shuttles successively into play. The shuttle carrier is taken
hold of by a projecting ear or lug on the band, which can be made to
pass the carrier at the end of a motion, permitting by a continued
motion of said band another shuttle and carrier to follow in the same
direction.
1107. W. J. Porritt, Lancaster, ‘* Woollen cloth moanuyacture.”—Dated
13th April, 1872.
This invention consists in a novel application of woollen cloth specially
manufactured of the width of the ends of the bobbins of throstles, and on
which the bobbins rest, being for that purpose applied longitudinally to
the rails. This woollen rest secures a sufficient drag to be applied to the
bobbin, and also lubrication of the spindles in a superior manner. In
manufacturing this cloth the finishing hitherto necessary is avoided by
leaving out a number of warp strands in line with the spindles, thereby
permitting the cloth freely to pass over the spindles, whilst at the same
time the wool remains in contact with them, and draws into its substance
any excess of oil upon the spindles, and when they heat give it off,
thereby securing the generalisation of supplied oil for lubrication
purposes
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
ills, d&e,
2723. T. and J. D. Cowan, Rotherhithe, “Scouring and cleaning wheat,
dc.” —Dated 11th October, 1871.
The novelty of the invention is the construction and arrangement of a
machine consisting of a number of beaters within a cylinder of stones set
in a suitable framework, by which the grain is subjected to attrition,
and teed deprived of the substances untitted to be ground into flour or
meal.
2739. G. W. Murray and G. M. Garrarp, Boni, N.B., “ Ploughing or
tilling land.” —Dated 16th October, 1871.
aie
This invention relates to improvements upon a patent dated 16th
August, 1869, No. 2343, and refers to apparatus for enabling a combined
plough and subsoiler to turn more easily at the headlands. The stud
forming the axis of the subsoil tine carries an arm flattened at its ends,
so that when the subsoil tine is pulled out of the ground the end of the
arm strikes the ground, and forms a support to the instrument, and the
flattened portion acts as an additional bearing surface to the ground, and
to afford a wider turning base the inventors knee the arm towards the
furrow side.
Class 5.—BUILDING.
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, dc.
2710. 8. StaTeR, Oldham, Lancashire, “ Excluding draughts, &c.’—Dated
13th October, 1871.
The invention consists in the application and use of a bar or a lath of
wood ffor closing the openings at the bottom of doors, and which the
inventor attaches by means of bolts passing through the flaps of hinges,
which are slotted yp aces saa to enable the bar to be raised or
lowered to any angle accordingto the height required and to suit the
inequalities of the floor,
2730. G. W. Exuiort, Lincoln, “ Machineryfor making bricks.”-—Duted
Ath
October, 1871.
This provisional specification describes a brickmaking machine, in
which the moulds are carried in a horizontal slding frame by which they
are successively brought below the orifice of a pug mill or an orifice
through which a stream of clay is otherwise forced ; the moulds are open
at top and bottom ; when the moulds are under the pug mill orifice oor
are closed at bottom by a fixed plate. When the moulds are moved
yy 3from under the pug mill orifice they remain at rest for a time, and
the bricks slide out from them on to a receiving board placed to receive
them. To insure the delivery of the bricks from the moulds, plungers
may be brought down to expel them. The mouth of the pug mill orifice
is formed in such manner that as the moulds are moved away from under
it clay is pressed into the mould and the surface uf the clay is reridered
smooth and even.
2731. J. aes London, “ Rolled ivon joists and girders.”—Dated 14th
iT, i.
This provisional specification describes forming rolled iron jvists and
girders with the —— about one fourth the depth of the beam and the
amount of metal in the flanges about the same as in the web, and witli
the part where the web is joined to the flange made to taper gradually
to the middle part of the web, commonly known as the axis of the beam.
2761. J. Wetsn, D. Horr, and J. C. Stevenson, Liverpool, “ Purifying
air previous to admission into dwelling houses, d&c.”—Duted lithOctober, 1871.
A regulated quantity of external air is admitted bruadcast through a
purifyingmedium into the interior of public and private buildings and
dwelling houses, and by a series of tubes or shafts theinventors carry off
the impure or vitiated atmosphere from such inte~jors, and also regulate
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the temperature by the admission of hot or cold air through the action of
mercury.
2764. W. Wriaut, Sheffield, “‘ Flushing water-closets.”—Dated 18th October,
1871.
ent of a cylinder or hollow tube,
This invention consists in the
one end of which is fixed t
bottom of a water cistern, and the
other connected by a pipe to
closet basin. On one side of the said
cylinder or tube a perforation is made lead into a box or chamber
underneath the water cistern, which box or chamber is for the purpose
of con’
the quantity of water or fluid required for flushing or other
tena bt
cylinder or tube a hollow cistern is fitted, ha
two perforations or holes some distance apart, the one being above
the other below, that on the cylinder having communication with the
flusMing box, and which perforations are divided midway in the piston
by a water-tight stop or joint. The top of the piston is attached toa
- lever, whereby it can be raised or lowered, and by this means bring the
upper or lower perforation in direct contact with the flushing box for the
urpose of giving access or descension to the water as the case requ
n place of the hollow piston here described he might also employ two
valves fitted on a common centre rod, so that when the said rod is raised
or lowered one or the other valves is closed for supply or delivery.
2771. C. AsHForD, Birmingham, ‘‘Iron gvratings.”"—Dated 18th October,
1871.
The novelty of this invention consists in constructing gratings for
cellars and ventilating bricks of malleable cast iron annealed instead of
from common cast iron as now practised, which not only admits of their
pve | — considerably lighter, but increased strength and durability is
obtain
2778. W. H. Tayier, Anerley, Surrey, ‘* Stoves for burning gas or gas and
air for general heating and cooking purposes.”
— Dated 18th October,
1871. +3
hinati of ch h placed vertically
is inve'
ists of a
one over the other, leaving an annular space communicating with the
external atm
ere between each chamber, by means of which free
ventilation is afforded, and the odours and impurities a given off
by gas stoves entirely removed and destroyed. In addition, the stove is
so constructed as to cause the heated air to pass out through a trough
containing a substance which acts as adecomposer or filterer and removes
any
impurities, so that the hot air, when mixing with the external
at further
ph is rendcred pure and wholesome.
2782. J. J. Cousins, Allerton, Yorkshire, “* Raising and lowering window
sashes,” —Dated 18th October, 1871.
Each sash isprovided with a pair of racks into the teeth of which gear
worms carried by vertical worm shafts mounted in the boxes of the
window frame.
ese shafts are driven by means of a winch handle.
2800. J. F. M. Potiock, Newtowa, Leeda, ‘* Compressing bricks.” —Dated 20th
October, 1871.
hi 'y for comits in
This invention has for its object imp
pressing bricks, tiles, and other similar articles, and re| relates to a novel
combination and arrang'
it of
hanical
, whereby a single
crank plate or disc is caused to give all the necessary motions for lowering
the bottom plate (or plates) of u mould (vr moulds) for compressing the
article to be condensed therein, and fur afterwards pushing the compressed article out of the mould in readiness for removal, the parts being
sv made and arranged that the said crank plate or disc serves also to
support the mould table, whilst the compression is taking place within
the mould, thereby relieving the bearings from the consequent excessive
pressure they would otherwise have to bear.
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2735. A. C. Duncan and A. Duncan, Manchester, “ Madder dyeing.”— French merinoes, flannels, linsey stockings, mate hair seating, silk
rags Tag flocks, woollen flocks, comforters, woollen cluths, and woollen
First tt
Ayaone
are
or at full width through thee dyedye liq liquor su
ces, con!
cotton and vegetable matter, and for removing
| instead
|
of in a rope-like condition, as at present, by which means the dyed colours with the refuse from woolien substances and woollen flock
surface
of the goods is at once and equally exposed to the action of the material, and to the application and employment of sulphuric acid, sulcolouring matter; Secondly, instead of
the goods through the phuric acid gas, muriatic acid, muriatic acid gas, and caustic soda at a
|dye
liquor at a low temperature to begin with, and afterwards increasing strength by T'waddell’s glass of from 2 deg. to 3udeg. In a cylindrical or
the heat, the inventors put the > at once into the liquor at as high a other shaped vessel capable of standing hydraulic pressure, atmospheric
temperatureas can be 0
A great saving in time is claimed by pressure where a vacuum is formed by an air pump or high pressure
this invention, as whereas the o
process of madder dyeing now steam, and alsu by forming a deep well or vesse — ¢weighting a vessel
practised takes from one and a-half to three hours, the operation is containing material to be extracted, and carrying it down into the liquid
effected by this process in from three to fifteen minutes.
| in order that it may receive the pressure of acid liquid. This invention
2740. C. D. Apet, London, “ Iron and steel.”—A communication.—Dated | further consists in recovering the acid and alkali liquids in removing dyed
colouring matter under pressure from woollen cloth, woollen material,
16th October, 1871.
According to this invention molten cast iron or other metals or admix- and woollen flocks, also in recuvering of the cotton separated from the
tures of metals and pulverised ore, or other substances, are mixed together woollen and cotton material for the manufacture of paper or manure.
by introdu
the liquid iron or other metal into an annular trough 2754. G. Rypitt, London, * Extracting vegetable substances and presercing
having several spouts converging towards a common centre, while the ore
the colour and staple of wool, woollen rags, and animal substances, en
or other pulverised substance is made to issue from a hopper througha
removing dyed colours.”
— Dated 17th October, 1871.
pipe situated in the centre of the annular trough, so that the stream of This invention of improvements in apparati and machinery and metho’
ore meets the converging streams of liquid iron at the focus of the latter, or methods for extracting vegetable substances and preserving the culuu:
and the congl
te thus produced falls inte ingot moulds to be subse- and stapleof burry and shies ywool, mohair, alpaca, noils, woollen waste,
quently treated in a furnace, or the conglomerate is made to
through woollen cloth, cloth rags, linsey, skirting, shirtings, shalloons, Frene!:
a hole in the roof of a reverberatory furnace on to the bed thereof, to be merinoes, flannels, linsey stockings, carpets, hair seating, silk rags, ra:
there treated for the manufacture of wrought iron, steel, or other metals flocks, woollen flocks, and adie bst.
ining cotton and
or alloys. For making steel some liquid cast iron is allowed first to flow vegetable matter, and also for removing dyed colours with the refuse
on to the bed of the furnace to form a bath. The passage of the pul- from woollen substances, consists of apparati and machinery and method
verised ore from the hopper is controlled by a feeding screw.
or methods for extracting vegetable substances and of means relatin,
to the treatment of silk rags, woullen and animal substances, causing the
2745. R. Prosxney, London, “‘ Production of colours from aniline in dyeing acid
gases to be confined, and assist to destroy the vegetable substances
and printing.” —Datea 16th October, 1871.
|
while in a damp or dry state, causing extracted material to require but
Hitherto in order to produce the colours known as aniline blacks it has one
drying when got inte the woollen state and dying away with much
been proposed to employ, in conjunction with salts of aniline and an | nuisance
of acid smell.
oxidising agent certain metallic salts, such, for example, as copper, antimony, and iron, and more particularly salts of copper and of nickel. 2770. H. H. Srepnens, Glasgow, “ Obtaining sulphate of ammonia frou
urine.” —Dated 18th October, 1871.
J
Now this invention relates to the productiou of colours from aniline, and
more particularly of that colour known as aniline black, and consists in The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the heatiny
the employment for that purpose of salts of aniline in conjunction with of the urine in a boiler, by which means the aqueous portion is driven
|
off,
leaving
a
residue
of
crude
sulphate
of
ammonia,
which
is
refined
by
a salt or
Pp d of
dium or
ium or of mixtures of the same,
i
either alone or in conjunction with a salt of nickel as a substitute for precipitation with acids.
salts or compounds of copper and of the other before-mentioned metals, 2784. R. Smiru, London, “ Artificial manures.”—Dated 19th October, 1871
ther with the employment of an oxidising agent, in order that by To combine such raw materialsas will contain the requisite fuod or
this improved method aniline black weebrasapplied either for the pur- constituents for the respective plants for which the manure is intended
poses of dyeing, printing, writing, or marking goods or fabrics compx
used. Alsoa specitic preparation of bones and leather, and wool
of either wool, silk, linen, or cotton, or mixtures of one or more of the toandbehair
manures, by reducing the bones to the finest powder, and in
same, or for the printing or for the marking or writing on paper. When softening, forseparating,
aud cleansing the leather and wool and hair, and
applying his invention for the purposes of dyeing the inventor employs also by reducing tu specitic quantities the final preparation to be added
a bath consisting of a solution of a salt of aniline, or a svlution of a salt for producing minuteness of division of the particles, so as to cause a
of vanadium, or of uranium, or of mixtures of the same, either alone or more equal and perfect distribution of the manures,
in conjunction with a salt of nickel, the chloride of nickel, for example, 2786. C. O. Hevi, Berlin, “‘ Separating oil from the bisulphite used in its
and of a solution of an oxidising agent, such, for example, as chlorate of
extraction, dec.” —Dated 19th October, 1871.
potash, or chlorate of soda, or chlorate of ammonia, in which the goods
in a combined oil distilling and purifying apparatus combining
or fabrics are immersed ; or he employs a preliminary bath, consisting of theFirst,
of the two separate apparatuses employed for this purpose
a solution of the salts of
di or of
ium, or of mixtures of the underfunctions
C.
O. Heyl’s letters patent, No. 3000, a.p. 1862. Secondiy, in a
sume, either alone or in conjunction with a salt of nickel, the chloride,
in which purified oiliskept in agitation so as to continually present
fr example, and then immerses the goods or fabrics in a second bath con- drum
surfaces to seize upon volatilised bisulphite, introd
g into the
taining a salt of aniline and a solution of the oxidising agent, viz., fresh
drum at one end the purified air escaping at the otber. In regaining the
chlorate of tash, or chlorate of soda, or chlorate of ammonia. The bisulphite
from the air charged therewith, and hitherto permitted tu
rtions in which the several ingredients may be employed will vary escape through
the
cover
of
extracting
apparatus,
Fig.
No.
1
of
according to the goods or fabrics to be dyed, and the desired degree of tion to letters patent No. 2010, a.p. 1862, by causing the air to specificapass out
colour to be produced; but he has found the following proportions to give through the same opening as the extracted oil into the second extraction
good results, viz., about 150 parts by weight of a salt of aniline, such, pan,
entering it at the bottom and escaping at the top free from sinell.
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS,.—None.
for example, as the chloride of aniline, and about one-eighth part by Thirdly,
in
purifying
the
atmosphere
surrounding
the
extraction
apparaweight of a salt or c
do
di
or about five parts by weight tuses by placing an air pump beneath the floor of the room, the effect
of
of a salt or
Pp
o
jum, but other proportions may be the
working
of
which
is
that
the
air
containing
traces
of
the
bisulphite
employed,
together
with
an
oxidising
5
agent,
such,
for
example,
as
the
Class 7.—_FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
bemg
heavier
than
pure
air
is
entirely
drawn
from
the
apartment,
and
chlorate of potash, or the chlorate of
, or the chlorate of ammonia,
the use of an air condensing and cooling apparatus a suitable working
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical In- in the proportion of about 100 parts by weight of chlorate of potash, or by
temperature is given to the bisuiphite.
about 150 parts of chlorate of soda or of chlorate of ammonia, or mix- 2790.
struments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
F. A. MARSHALL, Berwick-upon-Tweed, “* Manufacture of metul.”—
tures
of
the
same
may
be
employed,
together
with
about
2500
parts
of
2744. J. MacLaReN, Edinburgh, ‘‘ Boots and shoes.”—Dated 16th October, water. The operation of dyeing may be performed at the ordinary temDated 19th October, 1871.
1871.
The treating a mixture of white, mottled, and grey iron with certain
perature, but an increased temperature may sometimes be advantageously chemicals,
The inventor uses a packing impervious to moisture in place of the adopted.
whereby is produced a hard and dense metal of almost absulute
Instead of employing a bath containing the whole of the purity, peculiarly
filling at present inserted between the outer sole and in sole.
fitted for the frictional parts of machinery and other
as before mentioned, the constituents of the bath may be sub2751. A. Henry and G. Henry, Paria, “‘ A new hat shape or head dress for ingredients
divided, the one bath consisting of the salts of aniline and the second of purposes requiring a hard and indestructible metal.
ladies.”—Dated 17th October, 1871.
the
salts
or
r
ds
of
or
of
uranium,
or
of
mixtures
of
the
2871.
J.
H.
Cuaupet,
Rue St. Julian, France, “ Obtaining lace frou
The features of novelty of this invention consist in making hats, shapes,
either alone or in conjunction with a salt of nickel, the chloride of
dye woods.” —Dated 26th October, 1871.
and head-dresses for ladies of galvanised metal or a combination of metals same,
nickel, for example, and the oxidising agents as before described. When
In order to obtain the colouring matter from dye woods it suffices to reflattened, stamped, cut out, or impressed, and in trimming the same applying
this
invention
for
the
purposes
of
printing
or
marking
he
the woods to coarse powder or sawdust, to treat this powder with
with gold and silver fringe, stuff lace, and precious or imitation stones. employs in conjunction with the salt of aniline, by preference, the duce
waterand to evaporate the colouring mutter, being jsvlubleand [transportThe object of this invention is to make a hat shape or head-dress that chloride
either the soluble salts of vanadium or uranium, or able by the dissolving medium, separating it easily femm the cellular ussue
shall be elegant and graceful, and possess hygienic and medical pro- mixtures ofof aniline,
the
same,
either
alone
or
in
conjunction
with
a
salt
of
nickel,
of
the
wuod, which remains free, and thus is obtainedjwith the desired
perties.
the chloride of nickel for example, or he employs an insoluble salt of product (the colouring matter) a residue containing an abundance vf
2769. C. A. McCatia, Birmingham, “ Metallic clip or fastening.”—Dated vanadium or of uranium, or mixtures of the same, such, for example, as fibrine ér cellulose still impregnated with a small quantity of dyeing
18th October, 1871.
the oxides or mixtures of the soluble and insoluble salts, either alone or matter in a soluble state and of resinous and other matters insoluble in
The novelty of this invention consists in forming a suitable front orna- in conjunction with a salt of nickel, the chloride, for example, and he water. The new products thus obtained are :—First, Cellulose, which
ment and applying a metal or elastic strap at the back, between which also employs in addition thereto, or in conjunction therewith, an oxidis- may be used as paste or pulp for paper. Secondly, tannic soap or sus
the ends or parts of dress are securely held. In some cases the pressure ing agent, such, for example, as chlorate of potash, or chlorate of soda, nule, a composition produced by washing the woods with soda. Thirdly,
ia, together with a thickening material, such as lacs, produced by the colouring matter dissulved with the soda.
| be effected by an elastic band or a helical spring in connection with or chlorat
such back strap.
gum, starch, or dextrine. For the purpose of printing he employs the
materials in about the following pruportions (but these proportions will
2779. A. B. Dick, Dublin, “ Combined shirt front and scarf.”—Dated 18th vary
according to the nature of the goods to be printed and the intensity
Class 9.—_ELECTRICITY.
October, 1871.
the colour it is desired to produce), viz., 150 parts by weight of a salt
This invention consists in combining in one article a false shirt front ofof aniline,
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Apparatus,
such, for example, as the chlorate of aniline, and about oneand an imitation scarf of any pattern or colour according to taste.
Etectrical
Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries.
eighth part by weight of a salt or compound of vanadium, or about five
2783. A. H. Hervemann, London, “ Desks, tables, and seats sor use in schools parts
by weight of a salt or Pp i of
i but other proportions 2721. G. Zannt, London, “* Magnetic bells and signals.” —Duted 13th October,
and other places.” —Dated 18th October, 1871.
1871.
may
be
employed,
together
with
about
100
parts
by
weight
of
chlorate
of
The desk and seat may be fixed to each other or separable. The desk
about 150 of chlorate of soda, or of 150 parts of chlorate of According to these improvements magnetic bells are actuated by a conoverlaps the fore edge of the seat. All or part of the desk and seat may potash, or together
with about 1200 parts of water, which with gum, stant current produced by a cuil or coils in connection with a magnet or
be movable. They may be moved on rails or in grooves, a stop being ammonia,
starch,
dextrine,
or other suitable thickening material, will give good magnets, and a suitable brake by the velocity of the said cvil or cvils su
ae. The whole or part of the desk or seat may turn vertically or results. When applying
this invention fur the purpose of writing or as to ring a vibrating electric bell, as is well understood. This arrange
orizontally, or both, for the sitters to reach their places. The overlap- marking the printed, written,
with the
hanical electric bell as at present actuated
or marked goods or fabrics are Yo be sub- ment dis}
ing parts of the desk or seat may be turned up or down, raised or
to an ageing or oxidising process, and subsequently to the action by clockwork in other magnetic bells, thus saving the cost and trouble
owered, slidden to or fro, ormade otherwise movable. The surface of ofmitted
an alkaline or other bath, as is well understood by aniline black of winding up such mechanism. The motion of the cvils is caused by
the seat on which the body of the sitter rests may be flat or sloped back- printers
When the before-mentioned salts or compounds of moving a bell pull lever half a revolution, or the bell is kept vibratiuny »~
ward, or hollowed, rounded, or curved to accommodate the shape of the vanadiumandor dyers.
uranium are employed in conjunction with salts or com- long as the bell pull lever is actuated. Self-acting apparatus is arranged
sitter. The bottom of the seat back may be hollow or open. A
proof nickel, the chloride, for example, then he proceeds as before according to this invention for giving signals in case of fire, burglary, or
perly rounded off supports the small of the back and top of the hips. A pounds
mentioned, and employs the same in about the ——— before men- other cause, by setting the coil in action by means of clockwork or othe:
narrow ae ae supports the backbone between the shoulder blades, tioned
with about twenty parts by weight of the chloride of nickel or of suitable mechanism, such mechanism and the bell or signal being set in
and the back piece may provide support for the elbows. An adjustable
other soluble salt or compound of nickel in equivalent proportion. motion by the opening of a door or window or other moving body, or by
fvot board may be used, or the seat back may be curved outward at the such
The
salt of aniline which he prefers to employ for the before-mentioned heat resulting from fire, thus giving an alarm in case of fire or burglary
lower portion and inward at the upper portion ; or pads or cushions may purposes
is the chloride, but other salts or compounds of aniline may be 2759, A. V. Newron, Loudon, “ Electric} batteries."—A communication.
provide the necessary form and support. Instead of attaching a hack to substituted
;and the salts or compounds of uranium and of vanadium
Dated 17th O:tober, 1871.
each seat the outer part of each desk may be constructed with bars or
he prefers to employ are the nitrates, the chlorides, and the oxides
object of this invention is to increase the intensity and quantity
pads to form the back for the seat in front. A broad flat shallow ledge is ofwhich
the
same,
but other sorts or
i and of vanadium of The
electricity generated in electric batteries. To this end the surface of
a ds of
described for the inner edge of the desk. The desk and seat may be may be substituted.
carbon exposed to the action of the exciting fluid is enlarged, and certain
raised and lowered by rack and pinion or other contrivance. A single or 2746. C. D. Ane, London,§"* Dycing wool, &c."—A communication.—Dated chemical
substances are submitted to the action of the exciting liquor.
double desk may be formed by fitting a table with one or more platforms
17th October, 1871.
capable of lying flat or being raised at an angle, with intervening moveThis invention consists in dyeing slivers or threads of wool, or other
e platform forming a support, Certain of the above improvements in fibres,
with regular alternating bands of different colours by winding the
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
desks are applicable to tables.
wool upon a plate having alternate bars and spaces, on each side of which
2836. T. K. Mace, Birmingham, “ Hats.”—Dated 24th October, 1871.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
is then fixed a frame having precisely similar bars and spaces. Or
This invention consists m so constructing a hat that it can at pleasure plate
upon a cylindrical frame having longitudinal bars and 447. J. A. Hopason, Northumberland, “ Gear for driving a screw propeller
be readily rendered a more or less ventila'
hat, or be made to assume the wool is wound
when the engines are broken down at sea.” — Dated Lith February, Usi2.
separate
are then secured on top of the wool over the
the figure either of a low or tall crowned hat, and also to fit the head spaces, andthe frame.
There is a sheave on the screw propeller shaft, there are other sheave
The apparatus with the wool is then steeped in a bath
very easily. The hat consists of a low crowned hat with a hemispherical ofbarsanyof ordinary
dye, whereupon the wool situated in the spaces between on deck and a sheave on the steam winch; chains pass round these
or other shaped body, and a sliding and removable body fitted thereon.
e
will take up the dye, while those parts of the wool that are sheaves. Thus in case of the engines breaking down the propeller may
The raising or lowering of the outer sliding body y ch ges the
be driven from the steam winch.
the bars will remain intact.
of the hat, making the body of greater or less height. By sliding the coveredW. byBuu,
London, and D. Haty, Winsford, Chester, “‘ Manufacturing 900. W. R. Lake, London, ** Fire-extinguishing apparatus.”—A communica
outer body, so as to cause its lower edge to uncover holes or perforations 2747.salt.”—Dated
tion.
— Dated 25th March, 1872.
17th October, 1871.
near the brim of the inner body, increased ventilation is given to the
This invention relates to a fire-extinguishing apparatus which has
The novelty in this case consists, First, in fo:
a pocket around the
hat. When a low crowned well ventilated hat is required the removal periphery
circular evaporating pans, and in fit
it with a raker; within an outer case or cylinder containing an alkali a vessel containiny
of the outer body converts the hat from a tall to a low crowned hat.
6 Secondly, inof forming
sulphuric
or other acid that is discharged from the said vessel when tlic
the bottoms of such pans in the shape of a flat cone ;
band of the hat, or that part which grasps the head, and the brim are Thi
the supports of the pans hollow and with side per- extinguisher is to be used. By thisinvention the acid vessel is discharged
made of felt or other soft material.
of a movable furnace frame, with self-actin without breaking or in any manner injuring the same, and the acid,
though permitted to pass out freely therefrom, is discharged without
the said frame, and the fire-bars which are fit
Class 8,-CHEMICAL.
to it, in motion,
of a self-feeding hopper ; Fifthly, in fitting the any sudden shock at or near the bottom of the cylinder where lies the
rakers of such pans witha driving shaft, and arrangements for actuating alkali, with which it gradually combines. Moreover, the excinguisher
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel the
same ; and, Sixthly, in so placing the said _ as to form one side will be at once ready for use by a simple manipulation of a smaii rod vx
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
t one roof may serve for piston, and does not require any shaking or agitation.
Brewing Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting, ro= stove, and in so placing a steam pan
901. A. M. CLark, London, “‘ Joint for the lids or covers of yas retorts.”—
Glass, ,Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c,
A communication.—
Dated 25th March, 1872.
2752. G. Rypitt, London, “ Extracting, dyeing, or staining and changing
The invention consists in the formation of one or more recesses or
the colour of woollen piece goods, wuollen rags, and animal substances. grooves
2715. E. Watreev, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, ‘* Explosive compounds,”—A
comand corresponding rim or rims in combination with an elastic
—Dated lith October, 1871.
munication.—Dated 13th October, 1871.
This invention consists in the production of explosive My tae This invention consists in the employmentof nitric acid and caustic packing for making an air-tight joint to the lids or coverig plates of gus
termed “ pyrolithe,” whichare composedof all or someof the following soda, sulphuric acid, and muriatic acid. The patentee places the woollen retorts.
d tintings, greyand coloured blankets, wool, weston mags, 921. G. H. Smrrn, London, “‘ Mode of and appliances for preventing the
ients: Sawdust or other
carb
or pul
corrosion of iron pipes or tubes and keeping them Sree from incrustation.”
su
soda,
—Dated 26th March, 1872.
sulphur, coal powder, and lignite powder, in the following proportions :— foreign matter in a mone one cylindrical or other shaped vessel, made
The inventien is based upon the application to the iron tubes to be
For bl
i granite quarries and other hard substances, the of copper, iron, or iron lined with lead, wood, or other material capable
of standing pressure, con
diluted sulphuric acid, muriatic acid, as SS of a material electro-positive to the iron, and which is then
weight oOofnitrate potatoe 20 AnAas
by w sights=pow:i sulph ur.
4 ere ay by Twaddell’s glass, from 2 deg. to 20 deg., when the same it ‘ore attacked instead of the iron by the destructive agency that woul
we
ted by
from a
pressure
200 deg. to 300 deg. otherwise corrode or oxidise the latter. The patentee makes for this
For
and chalk quarries, and
or
su!
ces
er pressure to remove vegetable su
loose dye, and foreign purpose an alloy of zinc
. For wrought iron pipes or tubes the
@ com
vely soft nature, he mixes together 11 parts by weight of
matter. The
tee then shuts off the steam, reduces the pressure, and protection is best obtained by the use of couplings or connections mai'+:
raises
and
clean water, then drainsor places the entirely or partially of the aforesaid alloy. For large cast iron tuber, such
as are used in towns or cities for the conveyance of water, gus, or sewage,
2717. J. Lover, Whitecraft, Gloucestershire, ‘* Artificial fuel.” —Dated 13th same in an
he prefers that the said tubes should have annular grooves or channels
2753. G. gy London, ‘‘ Extracting vegetable substances.” —Dated lith formed
October, 1871.
in them for the reception of rings, hoops, or segments made of
the tubes or pipes tobe protected form part
This invention consists of improvements in apparati
and machinery the protective aloy. When
or gas tar
tar or wood tar,
' either seperately or eee
or hoops made of the said alloy upon the
and method or methods for extracting
ble substances and pre- of a steam boiler, he places
of farina,
rice, flour, orsuch
ibstance,
said
tubes
at the end of the pipes or at such distances apart thereon as
serving the colour and staple of burry and shivey wool, mohair, alpaca,
noils, woollen waste, cloth rags, linsey, skirting, shirtings, shalloons, will be found most convenient.
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1031. 8. Norris, London, ‘* Pavement.”— Dated 6th April, 1872.
connecting
rod, and lever, over and past the =
2714. L. Sterne, London, ‘‘ Meters for oa, gas, and other fluids,”— poeAnescrank, Lane
The said invention relates to a pavement whose upper portion is
after ony’ Gilofthe
thetools (whatever may be their
ht
communication.—Dated 13th October, 1871.
formed of asphalte or a bituminous or
material or compound laid
their descen
The invention has 5
reference pakmay of the class known as wae and thatof .the leversd
upon a foundation or flooring of boards or planks. Where the pavement diaphragm meters, and it consists in certain
constr
will be subjected to the continuous passage of heavily laden vehicles, it is combinations, and arrangement of =
the
and
-acting and doublepreferred to use two layers of planks or boards, but where it is only sub- acting meters on this principle. aa payed mn insinds the combinacrank
and over or —_ = when por
the deg a of the
jected to a light traffic one layer of boards will be sufficient.
to the same
tion of a flexible dia
arm or frame fitted rods at the other chef the beam(
tion
or
height)
are
free
to
fall
and
A.
othe
tol
cut
—
otbad a carrying
a ae shaft,toence
idly connected a
1035. T. Nurrinc, Rhode Island, U.8., ‘‘ Spinning wool, d&c.”—Dated within it, and carriedwithby an
and the crank pin and loose disc round on the up
arched and
, and with a up the connecting
8th April, 1872.
driving wheel and clutches, which come
rte oat through the e intermediation
interm
ion ofof aa le ver, upon the che, “ overrunning”
The nature of the said invention may be said to consist in a helical age
ap ey
of the cock, which admits the fluid to the body of the water, at the round in due course andagain driveor turn these ey a
driver open at top and or with a single screw thread or two of such valve
shaft.
two sides of the diaphragm alternately. Also the employment of a oe | as before stated, in succession every revolution of this dri
on its inner surface, and arranged and combined with
a set of drawing gears to
the meter fluid-tight, this ring surro
the upper parto! This shaft is actuated throughan intermediate shaft and two sets of
and a thread guide and their rotary carrier. Also in the combination of themake
clamped between the two Leaves ofofthe reducing wheels, from a first tationfast speed shaft, actuated by a belt
a whorl, an oil receiver, a bolster, a helical driver, a spindle, another meter.oscillating arm, and thebe diaphragm
and
driving
pulleys
,
or
—s
the
winding
engine
of
the
steam
of
an
elastic
metallic
frame
whorl and its shaft. Also in a gear carrier provided with a movable enclosed by india-rubber. Also an arrangement or pe for Lew Ferry motive power “a winch for lifting and lowering the boring bars, fromor
pivot, and a spring or springs an lied to it, and one of its drawing gears
to time, for the insertion of the wire rope and its clearing pump
arranged within such carrier. Also in a sliver guide, a gear carrier,a with stuffing-boxes in meters, preventing leakage, and reducing friction. time
are worked by a special win
drum and duplicate set of shafts
set of drawing gears arranged in the latter, their shaft and its whorl, Also an arrangement consisting of a continuous wire and certain whichgearing
reducing wheels (described forworking the
m™
weietmeter indices ye turning, and also for
and a helical driver, its whorl and bolster combined, and either rovided projections for preventing
the upright
end roc
lever, so as to be actua'
ction
registering wheels and —
or unprovided with an oil reservoir applied to the carrier w orl, all producing the
dle, and its connections
their hubs. Also a device for adjusti ee measurement. Also a y the same first motion shaft ;one reversing
being substantially as described and represented in the said complete peculiar
out
mode of attaching the plate of
for the pw
of answering to throw the pinion of the boring mechanism on
specification.
ln on lateral strain on the rock shaft
in wor!
the of action, as the other pinion of the wire rope windingméchanism is
1046. H. A. Bonnevittr, London, “ Treating metal or metallic ores.”--A register.
in
on and vice versa; or otherwise
pinions out —_
an improved mechanical
t or ar
t for
communication.—Dated 9th April, 1872.
working the valve of the meter. Also, in dou
meters, the com- om wales set of gearingisrequired, as when liftingor replacing
This invention consists in an entirely new and improved mixed process, bination
of two flexible diaphragms with a roi
valve, and the
which allows to reduce by the dry way, but at a low temperature, combinatiom
of certain slotted arms connected with the two chambers, ee Mawn, Dalston, Middlesex, “‘ Taps or valves."—Dat 17th October,
between 300 and 800 deg. Cent. as the cases change, the minerals and
of a crank pin connected with the valve. Also, in double-acting gas
to be treated sv as to separate on one side the precious metals not oxyd- meters,
a
of the two chambers at such an angle to each other,
This provisional specification describes a tap or valve applicable for deliable, and on the other oxydable metals from that moment easily and that thethejwe
sides of the casing tangenting, the outer curves of the vering seanted eenatiiiee ofwater
Sep to.ween tecian lanatent
tories, &.,
economically treated, and separated by the humid way.
their centres and rear edges may meet at a right whee itis required to pass or draw off regulated a
of water.
1078. H. A. Bonnevitie, London, “ Sp'nning wool, &c.”—A communica- anglem to obtaintween
sufficient space for thi
iw of acrank of such lengthas The tap or valve is carried by a stem, with whichis combined a spring
tion. —Duted Uth April, 1871.
to secure an easy movement of the valve, while maintaining the meter
to draw the valve up toits seat, and with which isalso combined a
This invention relates to a fixed spinning machine for spinning wool, within a small and convenient compass, giving to it a prismatic form acting
controlling
apparatus
to
gevern
the
speed
at
which
the
valve
is
allowed
to
cotton, silk, and other fibrous materials, in which, First, = drawing adapted to fit in an — or corner of aroom. Also certain arrange- close
ing opened.
and twisting of the thread are alternately operated ; Secondly, the suc- ments of rock shafts, slotted arms, double levers, crank pins, pawls, 2757.
A.
H.
Roprnson,
Dublin,
“
Preventing
gg
or
defalcations
by
cossive drawings take place by means of the twisting Bowesvens|by one or wheels, and other parts for enabling’ the meters to act more efficiently.
collectors of rates, ec.”— Dated 17th October, 1
wand series of tubes ;Thirdly, the alternative twisting and drawing are And also the adaptation of some of these improved parts and arrangements
This invention consists in preventing f. Isificati of
its by comoperated by one single ‘spindle, which winds and twists the th
to double-acting piston meters.
pelling
of accounts, rates, or taxes, tv affix check stamps on
1079. H. A. Bonnevitie, London, ‘‘ Painting the surfaces of woven jute — Pd J. How ert, Streatham, Surrey, ‘‘ Vent pegs.” —Dated 13th October, tos they collector
printed forms of receipts at the time of recei
the money,
alone or combined with flax, hemp, and cotton, in imitation of1aintings
as
the
check
stamps
so
affixed
represent
the
amount
ved,
and the
well known as tapistry of the Gobelins or of Beauvais.”—A communicaThisa
specification fuate a hollow vent peg closed at its number of such stam: used having to be accounted for by the collector
tion.—Dated 11th April, 1872.
head. Holes are formed through its sides for admitting air to the hollow to the examiner of e accounts, fraud is prevented or more readily
This invention consists in using conjointly with mineral or vegetable interior, and a ring of india-rubber is et to cover the holes when detected.
colours, prepared for this purpose, woven jute alone or mixed with flax, it is desired to shut off air from the
The ring rests in a groove aoe”AB od Worcester, “ Filtering and purifying s-wage.”—Dated 17th
hemp, cotton, or one of these plants, on the surface of which the said formed for it around the peg.
r, 187
colours are applied with the oats in the same manner as the ordinary 2718. A. P. M. Jerrers, Allegan, U.S., “‘ Panoramic apparatus for teaching
These arrangements consist of filtering
ns ye provided with ascension
colours are applied by the artists painters on to cloth,
ments the inventor
fies water for
reading, and other branches 4learning, by objects, designs, letters,or filters. By these improved
1082. H. Jones and W. Green, Cheshire, “ Putting out, lowering, and
the use of cities and other uses, the same being es!
ly adapted for use
Jigures.”—Dated 13th October, 1
detaching ships’ life and other ‘boats. —Dated 12th April, 1872.
A panoramic curtain con ieee various devices of fi res, letters, in towns which lie low and have little fall, and he utilises sewage by colThe inventors place the davits with a slight fall outboard, sufficiently numbers, or pictures, is mounted on two rollers and placed in a box
lecting the solid matter in suspension, also chemically precipitating —
apart to admit of the boat poe direct between them. On the top of has an opening, through which a portion of the curtain can be viewed. in solution, so as to obtain the whole matter contained in the sew:
each davit they fix a travelling hook. On the usual standsor skids they fix This omage is fitted with slides y which it can be contracted, and the
P being also adapted for the purification of water fromt
lever chocks on the outboard ends, centred on any part of stands, attention of the pupil is concentrated upon the one figure, desi , or “hush” or minerals in supension or in solution, from lead mines, Seaton
skid, or stationary chocks necessary to raise the weight of the boat out portion of the curtain that is + to view. This apparatus is adapted works, tanneries, or other manufacturing works, so that the water from
of the davits ; and tackle chains being made fast to the inboard ends of to the instruction of begi
curivsity and presenting them may innocuously pass into any river.
lever chocks and passing through rollers or sheave | en secured to successively a great variety of | subjects and «designs, and the apparatus ons W. eo tag London, “‘ Disinfectant and deodoriser.”—Dated 18th
stands, skids, or deck of vessel, and up to slip hooks hinged to wale occupies only a small compass.
tober, 1871.
clips, small ropes or chains being made fast to the femniioertof lever or slip 2720. E. Hevwoop, L
This invention consists in mix!
pw or
sulphurous acid
hulme, L
y ire, “* Washing machines.” —Dated
hooks passed over ye of boat, and secured to cleats fix on
13th
October,
1871.
the ide of the
similar chains und slip hooks being fixed
oy
pe
» and an
icyt
es,es
Another
o C)
invention relates to the employment of rollers or balls rolling on invention
to the outboard side of the at and secu
to stands, skids, theThis
consists
in
the
use
of
pn
Tm
roperti
other
~~
4. kd
articles to be —
secondly, the top roller is of smaller diameter
or deck of vessel, firmly securing the boat in her bed or
the lower.
ueezing rollers are corrugated and covered with of carbolic acid or the liquid commercially known as creosote, or any
chocks, A pawl on each of the sockets, securing the davits to the vessel, than
depth mixtures of the above in lieu of carbolic acid.
resting on collars on davits, falls into openings in collars, and prevents india-rubber. Thetootthed wines of the ton agg eyrtopsameroller
is 2766. J. Gurrin, London, “ oma
immediately and securely any broken
the return of the davits when boat is let out of her chocks and outbvard. in gear by causing them to move bodily toget'
bar, &c.”—Dated 18th October, 1871
Two men may accomplish this object by getting in the boat and letting weighted by hydraulic pressure.
The invention is made of metal, is united by a hinge on the top, and the
B. Tiernan, Liverpool, “ Treating tobacco.”"—Dated 14th Octobers sides
go smnall ropes or chains secured to cleats. A timber head is fixed on 2724. 1871.
are shaped
to the kind of object it is intended to fasten
each side of the boat about one-third from either end, with a sheaved
At the sides where it closes round the object to be fastened bolts are
The application of glycerine either alone or with other substances.
cleat for the hauling parts of falls to lead round to the timber heads for
riveted, an equal number on each side, exactly opposite to each other;
the purpose of lowering the boat. Levers or slips hooks are attached to 2728. H. WittiaMs, London, ‘‘ Tents and other weather protectors.”—Dated those
on one side have an eye, those opposite a tapped bolt projecting
lower blocks and usual sling chains and small chains leading from lever
14th October, 1871.
this eye at a sufficient angle to be able to pass
h it. The inhandles to socket holes in thwarts immediately in front of either of the
The cover of the tent or other weather eee issuspended froma central towards
vention is then fastened by applyingnuts to these bolts when they have
timber heads where bolts secure them in sockets. A lever handle is pole or stick, and it is kept distended by means of stretchers acting passed
the eyes, which as they are screwed bring the invention to
placed beside the timber head on the inbourd side of the boat, being without ribs, the inner end of the stretchers being connectedby joints ee through
pressure. It may also be fastened by split bolts that in meeting
pivoted so as to detach both ends at once, the objects of these last two to a runner embracing the pole or stick. The runner is a in its
one, and thus admit the nut; or with eyes made on one side
arrangements being to prevent the boat from capsizing in lowering. movement up and down the pole ar =. Stops with pins or catches and tein
eeIts, and fastened with ‘huts as —
This invention,
e fall on the inboard timberhead may be used to sheer the boat from hold it in position. The opening
y
t of the runner in a whenpneee
f
round any bar, pole, shaft, gaff, mast, scull, or oar, will
the vessel when ,the boat is detached, the outboard full being thrown direction from the cover. A second cover roelining may be applied to the hold more
effectually
than
any
splicing,
its
principal
features
being that
overboard.
stretcher, thus leaving space between the two covers to aid in keeping it secures
ly as well as rapidly,
protector cool in hot eaten, and in keeping out moisture in damp 2767. J. HoLpsworts,
ee?” ot Jenkwns, Exeter, ‘ Protectorfor crochet necdles."—Dated 13th the
Bradford, ne —- fob She ee illumiweather.
pril 1872.
nating gas to gas burners. Bee ony
The feature of novelty of this invention consists in making a sheath or 2732. #4 FLetcuer, Liverpool, “‘ Wheels for vehicles.”—Dated 14th October,
The inventor uses an in’
tube senate and secured telescopically
protector of metal, leather, or any other suitable material for preventin;
within the supply pipe at a point near the stop cock. The hole or bore of
innumerable accidents that are constantly taking place from the reerwe | The inventor makes the spokes of steel or other elastic metal or the
internal tube is of very small diameter so as to prevent excess of gas
material, and shapes them in a curvilinear form from the nave to the tire, reaching
hook of the crochet needle.
burner.
any pressure on the axle which rests in the nave will cause the 2768. J. H.theGrearueap,
1135. W. R. LAKE, London.—“ Iron bars.” —A qoemnatentten, —Dated sosaidthatspokes
London, ‘‘ Tubular tunnels or subways.”—Dated
to bend and act as springs.
17th April, 1872
18th October, 1871.
2734.
J.
R.
MACFARLANE,
Manchester,
“Charging
and
drawing
gas
retorts.”
The nature of this invention consists partly in a process of producing
Formation of a tubular tunnel or subway through loose soil fear the
—Dated 14th October, 187
iron bars with case-hardened surfaces by first subjecting the iron bars in
surface
of
the
ground
or
bed
of a watercourse by the advance of a shield,
patentee employs a frame running on wheels capable of traversing with means of )loosening
a rough state toa process of case-hardening, then hosting and passing theThelen;a
oom and removing soil in front of it.
of the retort house ; scoops (filled with coal or cannel) are 2773. M. J. Haines,
them through the finishing rollers, in such a manner that bars are attach
Barton-street,
Gloucester, ‘‘ Straps or bands.”—Dated
slides
fixed
a
movable
headstock
attached
to
obtained of superior strength and better able to resist oxidation, and the framework in such a manner that they may be moved out of
18th October, 1871.
furthermore these bars thus prepared are easily welded. , The said the straight line to
»date th Ives to the position of the
The invention consists in forming a driving strap of several thicknesses
invention consists further in a process of y
mer
> reto
woven material,
being folded between the woven material so as
The machine being 1
the
to the of form
plates, sheets, or slabs of wrought iron, or pneumatic = or both
the edges of the band. Cement is employed to bind the material
scoo) are Some by ‘screws and nuts into the to
combined, by first subjecting the couk bars of iron to a process of case- retorts, andthe when
in a proper pain, a catch on each scoop comes in together,
hi wrdening, t en fagoting, Te--hesating, and re-rolling the same, the process retorts,
contact with a fixed rod attached to the framework, and causes the 2775. J. R. Napier, Glasgow, “‘ Water pressure speed indicators.”—Dated
of case
ing
d to impart to bars of wrought iron or bottom
of the scoop, which is hinged, to open and drop its contents into
18th October, 1871.
pneumatic iron the quality of welding readily under a white heat, and the
the same catches and rods
=
e bottom of the
The invention consists in ma
@ conn:
passage above the merconsequently of fr i firmly with each other when being fagoted, scoopsretort,
as they are withdrawn. For withdrawing the coke after the dis- cury between
each leg of the
U tube and the sides of a chamber having a
re-heated, and re-rolled. Thefsaid invention also
ina
a late of iron nearly the width of “a oe is
to the discharge pipe at its lower part, and in fitting in this chamber a conical
able bar, plate, sheet, or slab, composed of wrought iron or of pneumatic tillation,
back
end
seah
each
scoop
in
such
a
position
that
when
entering
the
retort
plug
capable
of
being
turned
by
an
ex
handle,
and formed with
iron, when the rough bars of wrought iron or pneumatic iron are first it shall be in a horizontal position or nearly so, but when scted upon b suitable passages, so that when open the flow from one leg
induces a flow
subjected to a process of auolioding and then reheated and passed a lever or handle worked from the outside of the machine it shall from the other, and carries off the air|from both. The discharge
pi
through the finishing rolls. The said invention consists further in a descend,
and, on withdrawing the scoop, :cripe the coke out of the retort. extends downwards as far as co!
; in steamboats its
merchantable bar, plate, sheet, or slab, produced from bars of wrought
lower
extremity
may
be
connected
with
the
pone
vn
or
with
the feed
741.
G.
Lovanton,
Birmingham,
“
Weighing
machines.”—Dated
16th
iron or of pneumatic iron, or ‘both combined, when said bars are first
or
other
engine
—
pum
The
invention
consists
according
to
another
October, 1871.
case-hardened, then fagoted, reheated, and re-rolled. The said invention
above the mercury between the legs of
This invention refers to balances or weighing machines principally modification in ma
consists further in a merchantable bar, plate, sheet, or slab, produced
from a case hardened pneumatic bar, plate, or billet, piled against the useful for weighing postal letters and parcels, and consists in balancing the U tube, and which om be open or shut by means of a stop cock.
the
weight
on the scale, pan, or platform at one end of the beam by means 2776. C. A. Catvert, Manchester, ‘‘ Self-registering apparatus.”— Dated
side of a wrought iron pile, then heated and rolled into one body. The
case at the opposite end
said invention consists also in a merchantable bar, plate, sheet, or slab, of a bar or sliding weight working in a tu
18th October, 1871.
produced from a case-hardened pneumatic iron bloom, and one or more of the beam, a — or pointer on the sliding weight traversing a The chief feature and novelty of the present ogee
consist in
face of the case.
gradua’
arran,
sars or slabs of wrought iron piled, heated, and rolled into one body. graduated scale on
combining a di
of an
for measuring liquids (for
to
indicate
pounds,
ounces,
and
a
of
ounces,.and
also
the
value
or
which letters patent have been uated to the inventor, dated
ber
The said invention consists further in a merchantable bar, plate, sheet, or
slab, produced from a pile or fagot made of intermixed ‘irregular pieces number of postage stamps which the letter = ong requires, On a 20, 1870, No. 3351), with the apparatus for checking the money taken for
of case-hardened iron, heated and rolled into one body. The said letter being placed on thescale or platformof the beam the sliding admiss
laces of ae oe (and for which letters patent
invention consists further in a merchantable railway bar composed of weight at the o ‘ite end of the beam is adjusted in its case until the ha
to him, dated January 20th, 1870, No.
ces that on the
le pan, when the finger or 178), by which me heYSrmabled tot dispense with the electric apparatus
wrought iron and case-hardened pneumatie metal or case-hardened said — weight
on theg
dscale the weight of the letter and the
wrought iron. The said invention consists also in a merchantable rail- pointer
there
, and make the preseut invention more simple and
way bar made from a pile composed of an irregular case-hardened or value or number of postage uae it requires.
cutemn in action, and therefore enable the proprietors of places
blic
converted iron and wrought iron.
or other places where a check on money taking is d
ble
saybe)R. BRECKON, Settee’, and D. Joy, Middlesbr ugh, ‘‘ Cleaning pape
to ascertain more readily and accurately at any moment the number of
l.
ted 16th October, 1871.
2706. J. E. HWoumes, London, “ Teeth for saws and in devices for securing
hi 'y driven by panes who have paid for admission, and so prevent the money takers
This invention consists of the application of
the same, pu rtly applicable to saws for cutting stone.” —A communication.
steam, water, or other convenient power ina manner that greatly reduces ‘rom appropriating any portion of the7receipts to their own use.
Dated 12th October, 1871.
The object of the Fitet1part of the said invention, which relates to saws the manual iabour of moving the coals over the surface ot the screen —_ bs Swan, Seymour, U.S., ‘‘ Augers and bits.”"—Dated 19th October,
for cutting wood, is to make saws having insertable or removable teeth whilst at the same time it enables the screen man to pick out pieces of This_ ee relates
more exp
ly,
in such manner that the teeth can be inserted in or removed from the stone, foul coal, and other
“Cook” bit. I
saw-plate with less loss of time than heretofore, and be securely held in and effectually ‘than by the screens and appliances now in use.
position or easily removed from one position and adjusted
to another ; 2748. H. 8. ey Riccarton, Ayr, N.B., ‘‘ Boring and winding machinery.”
e cut to comand it affords the means whereby the removable and adjustable teeth in
—Dated
17th
October,
1871.
tre
act as a shave from thata to the extreme
saws are firmly held in om is simple, easily constructed, and durable,
This invention consists, First, in a new or improved construction and edge, a he ina
the “tearing ” often_oapeeenee® in the “Cook” bit is
is not liable to get out of order, and costs but a trifle, while in the con- arrangement
of
the
parts
as
a
whole
of
a
boring
and
win
the
cut
of
the
at
struction of the teeth there is a great saving over the usual form of
for boring the first holes down ti
h rocks and other nearly the oppoeite side of the screw-point to that in which thefloor-lip
—_ -lip
insertable teeth. The object of the Second partof this inventionis to respectively,
strata of the earth, ok mg 5|for minerals, and for other
making
the
of
a
spiral
form
aye
py
to
the
overcome difficulties that have heretofore prevented the sawing of hard and
for winding, or raising and lowering, the wire wpe and
se pum: within
|
side,
qo reversing
curve, carrying it fi
up to the
stone successfully with a circular saw. Some of the many ——s
the hole or bore, for clearing it out when the boring rodssare withdrawn supers
rmination of the gouge-lip.
this construction of saw and cutters are :—the cutters are adjustable and therefrom,
time to time ; and, 8
and
in a new mg
reversible, as they can be reversed when the edge becomes dull or worn constructionfrom
J. WILLIAMS, Mount Malvern, Worcestershire, “‘ Vapour and steam
and
arrangement
of
the
immediate
actuating
1
mechanism,
on one side, and thereby bring a sharp edge to operate to cut the stone. for giving the vertical yo gene A or “jumping” action to the boring
baths.” —Dated 19th October, 1871.
The cutters can be adjusted to any required projection from the eage of rods
Te:features of novelty of this invention consist, First, in making the
tools of the said machine, applicable also to other such like bath
the saw-plate with but little loss of time and without much trouble, and boringandmachines.
—— sufficiently large to enclose the whole
Secondly,
pec
The
gg
general
construction
and
arrangement
such cutters can be worn upto within an inch of the end, and be securely
yoy seat as a double inclined plane to enable the patient
beet of this
hine consist in a main rocking lever formed of
held in their place. Alsu the jaws or holders for diamonds or other of
instead of k
it erectas heretof: ure. ira 4
two
leable iron ites bolted together thro
three or more
points or cutters can be adjusted to correspond with the clearing-cutters, hollow
ber with m
‘or the better radiationof heat.
platesbat
da ——— end, to which thew
and both kinds adjusted to the exact projection to have their cutting at chain of‘“‘distance
F
apy egg ag pene ee
pe
the boring brace and tools is a
ied, 80 as to
the right distance from the centre of the axis of the saw. If by any
render it light and ch
Fifthly,
the use of superheated and
over the bore or hole. This Rp"a
its aa to
accident a cutter or diamond holder is broken at its point it can 4 vertically
medicated
—_
either
ome
B,
or
combined. Sixth
centre and end actuating or connecting
rod
salle ae Athro
repaired and put back, and have the point made to have the same projec- the
or galvanic currents in the bath, whilst’ the person
two of the hollow}
tion as if walle, although shorter in its whole length than others.
thereinis
undertheinne oftheaiperbatedand medicated steam.
2788. Sir A. Braby, H. E. Dresser,
and M. M. MarsHaut, London,
2707. F. Botton, Eeeles, Lancashire, ‘ Stands for umbrellas.”—Dated 12th
* Coupli
communication.
— Dated 19th October, 1871.
October, 1871.
sim y stro
orizontal and
t frame, which has
It is well-known to persons in the habit of travelling by railway in wet | the sole plate.
the bearing blocks of the
boring This inven consists informing s
collar
or the ends of
of pipes, ofee
rods
to be coupled)
with 1
weather the iaecnwenionnce felt on getting intoa carriage with a dripping | machinery or shafts an
»
the other end below the hose,
umbrella and having no place to put it, a to hold it against the | actuating
end centre of the
beam, it and the Boring tools | 2
oh
preference) of such form that one lug on the
one
or section
to be coupled, shall fit or interlock with the
knees, which is not only Len gong vento the holder and fellow
cir ted by the new arrangementof du; sliding connecting
but causes the ca:
r to become wet and a the oe euch
a
—_—_ it with the crank or eccentric
of a new loose —
other lug.
g._Thecoupling ondeo
cellars are to be fitted with
being very Rg oy le. This invention is —
to —
dise
end of the main transverse
shaft, close upto
sottedkere
pins, and key seats, or may be fitted with ag
evils, and to utilise the lower part of each raila
ee joor by | coupled and actuated by overla)
clutched
on its main driving
attaching thereto a movable or fixed stand for umbre
spur wheel, all so that
revolution of the shaft and driving wheel car-

May

3, 1872.

the left, bind or release the two parts of the coupling. Packing is
pot. Xe this coupling by means of channels in the abutting ends,
and an opening may (w
the coupling is used for pipes, for steam,
or other similar fluid) be made to allow the steam or fluid to press
the packing tight home, although screwing up will usually insure tight
coupling.
Elie
2789. J. H. GREENHILL, Belfast, “‘ Disintegrating
bones and other materials.
—Dated 19th October, 1871.
wi cones consists of two discs or wheels with spokes or blades
rotating in opposite directions on the same axial line, the face of the
spokes or blades forming an angle with the lane of the discs or wheels.
‘These are enclosed in a case, of which the inside surface is fluted or ri
radially on the sides, and transversely on the rim. The case is furnis ed
with a grating or screen in one or more parts of the rim.
:
2791. A. M. Crank, London, “‘ Receptacle for
li ts."—A communication.—Dated 19th October, 1871.
The receptacle consists of a vessel containing a piston having a stem,
by depressing which the mustard or other condiment contained isdiscl
in small quantities at a spout with which the container is provided
at bottom.
2795. E. Durree, Haverhill, U.S., ‘ Screens for gas purijlers.”—Dated 19th
October, 1871.
The object of this invention is to provide a cheapand durable screen for
dry coal gas purifiers, one which shall be capableof better withstanding
the corrosive action of the lime and the impurities with which gas is
charged than those formed of wire netting as heretofore employed ; and
his invention consists in forming the screens of thin strips of wood crossing each other and either notched together or interlaced in the form of
basket work, and supported by a suitable framework. Alsoin soforming
the frames of the screens as to prevent abrasion and injury of the interlacing strips—that is to say, making a groove in each outer vertical face
of the frame, so that the looped ends of the interlacing strips shall be imbedded or sunk below such face, or forming the side bars of the frame
with projecting tenons or abutments and the end bars with extensions or
their equivalents, of such length as to protect the said looped ends from
injury and wear when the screens are arranged in the purifying boxes,
and so as to abut against each other, or while being ‘‘dumped of the
lime after it has become impregnated with the impurities eliminated
from the gas.
2796. J. PickeRinG, Birmingham, “Candle wicks.”—Dated 19th October,
1871.
j
This invention consists in using the material known as cotten roving
either alone or in combination with linen yarn or other suitable material,
the strands being woven together or laid side by side so as to form a flat
wick. Also in using the cotton roving in wicks of other form than flat,
and with or without other material in combination. Also in using flat
wicks of any suitable material as a substitute for those of the ordinary
shape in all descriptions of candies.
*
2797. A. GuatTaRi, London, “‘ Preumatic telegraph apparatus.”— Dated 190i
October, 1871.
eas
;
The improvements have reference to'apparatus described in the specification of a former patent, No. 1624, 1871, and consist in applying the
pressure of air contained in a tube to actuate the clockwork of an ordinary Breguet or other receiving instrument, in lieu of an electro-magnet
and armature. The air is impelled either by means of an air-pump or
bellows, with which the transmitting instrument is provided.
2799. E. Epwarps, Middlesex, ‘ Photo-mechanical printing.”--Dated 20th
October, 1871.
bate
ae
This invention consists, First, of making printing rollers for inking
gelatine photographic plates, and for other purposes,of a compound of
gelatine and treacle, to which a considerable proportion of oil or grease
has been added, and of sometimes adding chrome or other alum thereto.
Secondly, of producing a wash or stain on the pictures by means of dyes
or water colours, mixed with the water with which such photographic
gelatinous plates are damped. Thirdly, printing from such plates in
several colours by taking a number of negatives and painting out in
each negative all except the part which has to be a particular colour, and
then preparing from such negatives a number of gelatinous printing
plates, each of which is inked with a different colour, the picture being
printed upon each in succession. Or by means of a series of masks
applied to a negative, each mask concealing all but the part which has to
be a particular colour. Or by means of a series of prints printed from a
negative in pigment of the same actinic colour as the paper upon which
they are printed. Each such print is worked up in black and white upon
the part which is to be a particular colour, and a series of negatives is
printed from these prints, from which negatives gelatinous printing plates
are obtained, each of which is inked with a separate colour, and the
pictures are printed from each in succession.
2802. W. THompson, Stratford-upon-Avon, *‘ Cutting and moulding.” —Dated
20th October, 1871.
i
:
Using corundum emery, chilled cast iron borings, or such like hard
mineral substance, mixed or combined with a suitable cement or composition and formed into a mould cutter for moulding, and also forming the
same substances into a straight blade or segments having cutting edges
for cutting marble, stone, and slate.
2808. T. J. SwrxBouRNE, South Shields, Durham, “ Plate glass.” —Dated 20th
October, 1871.
This relates to floors for glass furnaces. They are built up of layers of
solid masonry, broken tiles, and bricks, each layer being cemented and
allowed to “set” before the succeeding one is prepared. The top layer
of bricks is luted with sand and has a space all round to permit of expansion under heat.
2810. J. Wesster, Birmingham, ‘‘ Metallic lead paint.”—Dated 2ist October
1871.
The novelty in this case
ists in
facturing paint from the metal
lead.
2812. H. Jackson, Leeds, ‘‘ Heating water by steam.” —Dated 21st October
1871.
This invention relates to apparatus for heating water by means of steam
and for condensing vapours. The said apparatus consists of a number of
sections or traps which are piled one upon another, as many trays being
used in each case as may
found to be necessary. Each tray, with
the exception of the top tray, which forms the cover, is cast or formed
with a raised outer edge to retain the liquid, aud also with raised edges
of lesser depth surrounding any openings which may be formed for the
passage of steam and liquid, so that a layer of liquid is retained within
each tray. Flanges are also formed on the under side of each tray with
the exception in some cases of the lower one, the said flanges on one
tray dipping into the liquid in the tray beneath when the said trays are
piled together, the said liquid forming a water joint to prevent the
escape of steam. When used for heating water, the said water is
admitted at the upper end of the pile, and flows from trayto tray through
openings, and steam is admitted at the lower end of the pile and flows
through the spaces between the said trays and over the surface of the
water contained therein.
2821. W. Haworrn, London, “Rolling tea leaf.”—Dated 21st October,
1871.
This provisional specification describes improvements in tea-leaf rolling
machines in which the tea-leaf is acted upon when contained in bags.
The machine consists of a fixed cylinder with internal corrugations,
and having another corrugated cylinder revolving within it. The bag is
rolled round in the space between thetwo. Theinner cylinder is mounted so
that it may exert a variable pressure upon the bag, and so that the
pressure may be gradually increased as the rolling proceeds. An
arrang
t for abstracting the bag from the machine is also described.
2888. W. Brown, Romsey, Hampshire, “‘ Manufacture of leather from the
waste cuttings, of skins.”—Dated 27th October, 1871.
The combinations of the animal and vegetable fibres, and by the addition
of the various chemicals employed produce a fine representation of leather
upon an economical principle suitable for the manufacture of certain
parts of boots and shoes.
2902. J. SHanv, London, “‘ Fire escapes.” —Dated 30th October, 1871.
The peculiar construction of escape formed of a series of ladders, sliding
telescopic into each other, with a self-acting extending base, the ladders
and lifting cords all of metal, and means employed for raising them ; also
the shoot composed of thin strips of metal attached to wire gauze,
whereby strength and form is obtained with lightness, and the gauze
protected from rents, rendering it efficient to prevent flame passing
through to inner shoot.
2805. L. M. Casetia, London, “|Maximum registering thermometers.”—
Dated 2th October, 1871.
To prevent the ordinary air speck in maximum registering thermometers escaping and the “index” joining the main column of mercury,
the index is prevented descending below a determined point by enlarging
the bore at such point.
$211. T. Excuisu, London, * Screw bolts and nuts.”—Dated 28th November,
1871
This invention has for its object to reduce the liability of screw bolts
with cylindrical shanks and sunk or ‘*minus” threads to break in the
screw thread when ee toa longitudinal tensile stress, and consists
in foi
bolts wi the d
thread grad
diminished, or with the diameter of the bolt at the bottom of the screw
thread gradually i
d towards the
direction in which
the tensile
stress is applied to the part in question of the bolt, until the diameter of
the bolt at the bottom of the thread is the same as in the shank, the
diameter of the bolt over the top of the thread, however, remaining the
same throughout in either case. If the depth of the thread
is diminished, the interior diameter of the nut ppd the top of the thread
is gradually increased, so as to fit the thread the bolt, and if the dia-
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meter of the bolt at the bottom of the thread is increased, the top of he
thread in the nut iscut away so as’in this case also to fit the bolt.
3494. J. C. Mewsurs, London, “‘ Dolls.”"—A communication.—Dated 27th
December, 1871.
The figures are made with plain or dummy heads ;masks and headdresses
are made separately and attached byelastic bands
or otherwise.
Thus with one body and head a variety in the features and appearance
can be obtained by changing the mask and head-dress.
1141. F. ALEKAN and I. ALeKan, Paris, ‘‘ Screw studs for shirts, cuffs, and
sinilar purposes.”— Dated 17th April, 1872.
The feature of novelty of this invention consists in forming the bottom
plate of the stud in such a manner as to admit of its being screwed into
position by inserting one end into the button-hole and then turning it
round, by this means a much smaller hole is required than is usually
employed, and co
uently effectually preventing its becoming
accidentally detached.
veral forms of plate may be used with a like
result, those most suited to the purpose being, First, an aperture cut
from the rim of the plate to the centre, fhe edges being bent inversely.
Secondly, a semi-conical aperture of an enlarged form. Thirdly, the
ae may present the form of two spherical bodies united in the centre.
‘ourthly, having two semi-conical apertures, one on either side. Fifthly,
an S-shaped plate. Sixthly, the apertures being semicircular and one
opposite the other. Seventhly, a pot-hooked form of plate. Eighthly, a
semicircular plate, the ends being spherical. The same helical system is
maintained in each case named.
1152. 8. Cricuton, Manchester, ‘‘ Apparatus for regulating the feeding of
machinery employed in the preparation of cotton and other jibrous
materials.” —Dated 18th April, 1872.
:
The novelty consists in the employment for a revolving disc or discs,
and of a wheel which is driven by frictional contact with the face of the
said disc or with ,the faces of the said discs, and is fitted to be moved to
and fro in contact with the said face or faces. Lastly, it consists in the
general arrangement of parts.
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as is now the case. They have the whip hand, and they are
determined to keep it. It is no doubt true, however, that on their
“y mg |hardly ever had to pay so much money, either for iron,
or tin, for labour, or for fuel. Whether they have not more than
recouped themselves is another matter. Certainly the consumers
at home are disinclined to admit that the making of tin-plates is
just now an unprofitable occupation. So long, however, as
customers are pressing makers to deliver with more freedom than
is practicable no change is likely to occur ; and as time advances
the difficulty is increasing. At this moment there are fewer
makers of best din-gheten thenthere were at the date of our last.
Troubles have led to this which d
trate that a sud en improvement in the market may be disastrous even to those who are
thereby enabled to quote very much higher prices. It is not
always wise to book orders that will take an unduly long period
in their execution.
Spelter is very firm, and there is a good demand.
Lead is not to be got on other than the terms of holders, and a
fair amount of business is doing.
Chief amongst the consumers of iron who are this week complaining of the injurious effect upon the demand for the
finished product that has resulted from the recent immense increase
in quotations is an extensive edge-tool making concern, who report
that they have now hardly any orders upon hand ; and no wonder
they may, inasmuch as some of their goods have had to be declared
up to the extent of from 25 to 40 per cent., all since the end of
August.
Certain light ironfounders and hollow ware producers likewise inform us that at their last quotations they can get no orders,
business being restricted to transactions some time ago entered into.
Circulars are out from all the tin-plate and japan manufacturers
in Wolverhampton, whe have declared the further rise necessitated
in consequence of the last advance by the Birmingham houses in
the same departments.
The operative filemakers of Birmingham have resolved that in
consequence of the employers refusing to concede any part of the
new revised list’of Sheffield that the operatives would object to
defer the adoption of the ‘4 statement until the 3rd of
June, the time agreed upon for the revised list to come
into operation, and that the employers be informed that
unless the ‘54 statement is conceded by the 6th of May
the operatives will cease work on the 4th proximo, and will
not resume until the 54 statement be given unconditionally, and
should they remain out till the 3rd of June they will not resume
work under the revised list of 72, less a 5 per cent.
Certain of the employers of the coach ironmakers have promised
to concede the nine hours and an advance of 10 per cent. to the
piece workers, the new arrangement to come into operation on the
Gth inst., and to be dependent upon its acceptance by all the employers ;but as some of the latter have not yet agreed to the
terms the workmen at their meeting on Monday night determined
to again wait upon them, and if they should not consent then that
notice to leave work should be given.
The moulders at the Albion Foundry at Kidderminster have
struck work because their employer (Mr. J. Turton), though con
ceding the nine hours, yet objects to allow the men to begin at six
and leave off at five. Mr. Turton desires that the hours shall be
from seven to six.
Some surprise has been expressed in commercial circles that the
Birmingham Screw Company (Limited), which was launched some
two years since, has not yet succeeded in commencing active
operations. When it is cnpiined, however, that the self-acting
machines required in screw manufacture have to be made by anew
company, and further when the variety of sizes and the necessarily
large number of machines is taken into consideration, it will at
once be seen that the preliminary labours are of no small magnitude. At present the company may therefore be regarded as an
engineering rather than as a screw company. A report gained
currency a short time since that the patent right of a new screw
machine purchased by this company, and on which it has relied for
the production of screws, had proved a failure, and consequently
operations had been suspended for thetime. This, however, in
fact, does not represent’the actual position of affairs, for though
the new patent has, in its original form, been placed on one side,
an improvement has been made in the original machine, and this
improved patent machine is that which is now being laid down for
working purposes. So delicate is the construction of screw machines, and so numerous an array is necessary before an actual
start can be advantageously made, that it is scarely possible, even
under the most favourable circumstances, that the Birmingham
Screw Company will be able to commence business operations this
year.

THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
BUSINESS ON ’CHANGE IN BirMINGHAM: The great demand and
the insufficient supply : Prices of fuel, ores, and iron—LARGE
IMPORTS OF IRON MAKING MATERIALS—TENDENCY OF PRICES—
THE HOME AND FOREIGN DEMAND— EXTENSIVE REQUIREMENTS OF
RAILWAY AND OTHER ENGINEERS—MAKERS’ BOOKS FULL-—THE
GENERAL METAL MARKET: How affected by political rumours
CoprEeR: Its present trade and its prospects—YELLOW METAL—
TIn—TIN-PLATES : The marked activity at the mills: Makers and
their prices—SPELTER—LEAD—HIGH PRICES OF IRON AND THE
EDGE TOOL AND LIGHT CASTING TRADES : Falling off in demand—
HIGHER QUOTATIONS FOR JAPAN AND TIN-PLATE GOODS—W AGES
MOVEMENTS: File smiths: Coach ironmakers : Kidderminster
moulders—THE NEW BIRMINGEAM ScREW Company : Its progress
and its machinery.
PLENTY of business might have been done on ’Change this (Thursday) afternoon in Birmingham if only the goods needed could be
supplied. No one has any recollection of a similar state of things.
The requirements of the market continue to increase upon the
means of supply in all the leading products of the ironworks and
the mines. Happily, in the matter of fuel and ironstone, as well
as pig iron, other districts come to the aid of this locality ; and
the demand made upon them is greater almost every week. To
such an extent are some firms who are producers at once of raw
iron, rolled iron, and steel, dependent upon foreign resources that
in one case no fewer than 129 trucks of fuel and ore and raw iron
have just been counted standing in a line upon only one of the two
railway sidings that run into the works. Yet even such a supply
as is here indicated is insufficient to meet the requirements of the
establishment. The difficulty, however, is how to get more. If
enough trucks can be furnished, a considerable increase could be
secured in getting more raw coal, but that is all that can be said.
Coke is difficult to procure even at the prevailing high prices;
ironstone and ore are much within the prevailing necessities of
the smelters, whilst pig iron cannot be obtained with the desired
freedom from any district.
The quotations to-day in the open market are, per ton, bars,
best, £13; sheets (singles), £15 10s. and £16; doubles, £17 ;
hoops, £14; railroad iron, £12: and strip an advance of 10s. on
last week. Pigs, all-mine hot, £6 10s.; cold blast, Shropshire,
£7 5s. ; and cinder, £5, Coal, manufacturing, 14s. to 15s. ; lumps,
12s. to 12s, 6d.; and slack, 7s. per ton.
There is no indication in any quarter of prices giving way in
any degree whatever. On the contrary, quotations are decidedly
firm, with a tendency to advance in many quarters, and a direct
advance announced in a few others.
The home demand for iron of all kinds does not fall off in an
marked degree, though in some of the hardware branches in which
the products of the mills and forge are used up the demand is
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
slackening. Whatever leaning there may be in this direction is
(From our own Correspondent.)
more than made up by the continued great requirements of the
railway and other engineers, who are the consumers of the heaviest THE ScoTcH PIG IRON TRADE—SHIPMENTS—MALLEABLE IRON
TRADE—RUSSEL’S UNDERGROUND HAULAGE—NEW MODE OF
—
used in this country. But larger still is the demand
MANUFACTURING CARBONATE OF SODA—GLASGOW PHILOSOPHICAL
or railway and civil engineering purposes generally expressed by
SocieTY—DUNDEE HARBOUR WORKS—HARBOUR IMPROVEMENTS
foreign consumers. Nor are the extensive purchasers of finished
AT Bo’NESS—MARINE ENGINEERING ON THE CLYDE—STATE OF
iron for domestic uses abroad less persistent in their appeals to
TRADE IN THE FORGES—SHIPBUILDING ON THE CLYDE—THE
have their orders taken, so that the goods may be supplied withLABOUR QUESTION : Colliers’ wages
out delay. No hesitation is dis Pa to give makers’ terms.
These are readily paid in respect of the bulk of the trade doing, THE pig iron market remains very steady, there having been no
the only anxiety being to get the metal.
considerable fluctuation during the past fortnight. On Monday «
Makers are all full of specifications to as distant a period as it is ood deal of business was done, at 92s. 7)d. to 92s. 9d. cash, 93s.
safe to pledge themselves, and that period is much briefer than ourteen days, and 93s, 3d. to 93s. 44d. one month. Yesterday
usually regulates transactions throughout the iron industry.
(Tuesday) there was a slight advance, not exceeding threepence
The metal market, always very sensitive to political rumours, = ton on these rates; and to-day the market was firm at
whether affecting our own immediate affairs or these of our neigh- 92s. 6d. prompt. Some of the Glasgow brands have advanced «
bours, has just been somewhat prejudiced by this cause. ‘‘ Bears” shade during the past ten days. Coltness is now quoted at 115s.
and “bulls” are ever ready to avail themselves of every alarm for No. 1, and Gartsherrie is still standing at 112s. The Glenguarby which the public mind is disturbed, and they are not reluctant nock brand is up at 108s,,and the Carnbrae remains steady at 105s.
to make what capital they may out of disquieting assertions
The shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports for the past week,
respecting the Alabama claims and the relations between Germany amount to 17,263 tons foreign, and 5854 coastwise, being a total
and France any more than out of the probabilities of a change of of 23,117 tons, as compared with 18,178 tons for the same period
Government and a general election throughout Great Britain. The of last year. Of this total 6742 tons were shipped from Glasgow,
bond fide demand, as well for home as abroad, and the likelihood 4279 from Ardrossan, and 4500 from Leith. Taking the whole
of a yet larger consumption are, however, too real to lead to any year from the Ist of January last, and comparing it with the
very extensive unsettlement. Nor are holders unaware that the corresponding period of 1871, we find a decrease in the shipments
supplies of almost_all the metals are under the average. If, there- coastwise of 508 tons, but in the foreign shipments for the same
fore, the market shows a little weakness here and there, that period there is an increase of 84,784 tons.
feature is not likely to be protracted so long as there is a marked
There are symptoms of increased activity in the malleable iron
disposition on the part of the moneyed and the trading classes to trade, which will be provided for by new works now in process of
apply themselves to profitable industry. There is every desire erection.
shown to do business amongst all classes of people, and no visible
Russel’s system of underground haulage, as adopted at the
falling off may be anticipated until the Midsummer holidays begin Kirkwood Colliery, near Coatbridge, is proving very successful,
to lead to the usual desire for temporary rest.
and it is quite within the scope of foreknowledge to declare that it
A good trade has been-done in copper throughout the month, will yet come into more general use. The basis of the system is an
and some fair prices have been secured. Chili bars especially endless wire rope by means of which the various levels are worke |
have done well. Quotations are not at all so strong now as in the with efficiency, and manual and equine labour in hauling the rollins
middle of the past month ; but the men who have most experience stock is almost entirely dispensed with. A wire rope jin. diameter
in this metal are not likely to be alarmed by the statements and is passed round two horizontal drums of 11ft. and 6ft. diameter
the efforts of speculators, Knowing how large the consumption respectively—three times round the larger and twice round the
is, and that that consumption must of necessity go on increasing smaller drum—and is then carried over the top of two vertical
at the same time that the supplies are not in proportion, no con- drums about 74ft. diameter, from which it is conveyed a depth of
spicuous permanent reduction should be anticipated, although it sixty fathoms to the bottom of the shaft. Arrived here the rope
would not surprise us if some parcels should be secured at under is again passed round two vertical wheels, from which it is carried
quotations in the event of the United States question remaining into the main workings, By means of a movable carriage attached
unsettled.
to a back balance, any extra or sudden strain upon the rope is
Yellow metal is in good demand, and the outlook is altogether prevented, for the back balance at the regulating wheel is made to
favourable.
sink, and the rope is immediately thrown off. It is estimated that
Notwithstanding the very high quotations that now prevail, we the saving effected by this method of haulage is equal to at least
have not yet seen the highest prices for tin. Speculators are threepence per cwt.
confident as to the future ; straits especially is likely to look up,
In scientific circles a considerable amount of interest is maniThere is no falling off in the demand for tin-plates, whether for fested in a new process for the manufacture of carbonate of soda,
home or foreign use. The makers demand with much boldness which has recently been patented by Mr. James Young, the
the prices that together they have determined shall rule their inventor of paraffin oil. Mr. Young’s system, which promises to
transactions
with
ti s. At no time for almost years past
pletely
ful,
ts in the use of certain large
was there so little variation in the quotations of the different firms cylinders, wherein the various processes are carried on without
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any of the waste which is common to the present mode of manufacture. It is estimated that, by Mr. Young’s plan, carbonate of
soda will be produced at a cost of about one-fourth what it is at
present.
2
.
ri
The closing meeting for the present session of the chemical section
of the Glasgow Philosophical Society took place on Monday night.
Mr. E. C. ©. Stanford, F.C.S., read a paper on ‘* The Action of
Various Charcoals on Nitrogenous Organic Matter.” Mr, T. L.
Patterson, F.C.S., also read a paper on ‘The Part which Iron
and Alumina Oxides play in the Manufacture of Superphosphates,
and on the Comparative Value of Mineral Phosphates.” The last
vaper was read by Mr. T. R. Ogilvie on ‘“*The Separation of
| ae Acid, Oxide of Iron, Alumina, Lime, and Magnesia.
The Works Committee of the Dundee Harbour Trustees, at their
meeting on Monday, resolved to add 60ft. to the cradle of the
patent slip, with the view of accommodating a larger class of
vessels,
Considerable railway and harbour improvements are in contemJlation for Bo'ness. Negotiations have been going on for some time
nar the traders and the harbour authorities, with the view
of procuring additional berthage accommodation in the harbour.
The harbour trustees ultimately had plans of the work prepared,
and they were approved of at a mecting of coalmasters, shipowners, and other traders, held on ‘Thursday last. A sum of
£10,000 is proposed to be borrowed to carry out these improvements.
The marine engineers on the Clyde are exceedingly busy at present, several firms having from ten to twenty pairs of large compound engines on hand. Messrs. Tod and MacGregor
are building trunk engings for the City of Richmond, an addition to the
Inman line of steamers, which they have now on the stocks.
These engines will have twenty-four furnaces, and consume 24 Ib,
per indicated horse-power, or 80 tons of fuel per day, The cylinder will be S5\in. in diameter, and the stroke will be 4ft. Gin.
The propeller will be 20ft. 8in., with a pitch of 28ft. There will
be eight boilers, 12ft. Gin. in diameter, and 10ft. 4in. in length. In
each boiler there will be 236 tubes, each tube being 7ft. long by
34ft. in diameter.
The forges in and around Glasgow have their hands full of work
for the Clyde shipbuilders. At the Lancefield forge there are now
on hand a number of very heavy shafts, stern frames, and stems.
It was at this forge that some of the heaviest work for the Great
Eastern was forged. The Parkhead and the Dennystown forge
at Dumbarton are likewise as busy as they have ever been, so much
so, indeed, that additions have had to be made to the Parkhead
establishment.
On the Clyde, as usual, there has been activity which would
be called abnormal if it was found anywhere else among the
shipbuilders. Several heavy contracts have already been booked.
Mr. P. Denny, Dumbarton, has placed orders for the construction
of several very large steamers for the Peninsular and Oriental
Company. Mr, David, Greenock, has in hand, in addition to some
vessels for the same owners, a very large steamer for the Inman
line. The latter steamer will be the largest merchantman afloat
except the Great Eastern when she is launched, her length over all
being nearly 500ft. The National Steamship Co. have recently given
out orders for the construction of one or two vessels that will be
fully as large. So much are large vessels now in request that a
number of first-class steamers have recently been put on the slips
in the Clyde shipbuilding yards for the purpose of being
lengthened. The fact that a large vessel is capable of carrying a
much larger cargo without necessarily less speed—the resistance
being much the same, whether the vessel is large or small—is a
most convincing argument in favour of large ships; and it
remains to be seen to what length and tonnage vessels can be
built to perform their functions with perfect ease and safety.
In regard to the labour question there is nothing of any absolute
importance on the carpet. An agitation has been going on among
the miners in the Glasgow district for an advance of 1s, per day.
Several leading coalmasters offered an advance of 6d. per day on
the reduced ‘‘darg,” and the workmen at a meeting held the other
day resolved to accept this offer as an instalment of their demand.
In the Kilmarnock district the miners, at a meeting held on
Saturday, resolved to ask the employers to give an advance of 1s.
per day, being from 5s. and 6s. to 6s, and 7s. for the respective
** dargs.””
THE

CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Coryespondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE--The ntincrs and the wages question :
Agitation amongst ironworkers—Mk. DANKS AND HIS RIGHTS—
ACCIDENTS ON RAILWAYS—THE CoBLE DENE Dock ON THE TYNE
—-ENGINEERING AND SHIPBUILDING—PRICcEs.
THERE is nothing new to relate respecting the condition of the iron
trade. The production of pig iron is as large as the owners of
blast furnaces in Cleveland can make it, and still it is far from
sufficient to meet the actual requirements of consumers. At
Middlesbrough the iron market is well attended and prices are
fully maintained. Although I append a list of quotations I
must say that these prices are not always realised. The fact
is that in buying pig iron at present the question of price
depends entirely upon circumstances. If iron is required
for immediate delivery the buyer will readily pay anything in
reason for it, especially if it should be for shipment, in which case
he is most anxious to avoid demurrage. As the shipping season
advances the scarcity of iron will be more felt on account of the
increased demand, and probably prices will be higher. But I
certainly think the market quotations will be very much lower in
the course of a year. So great is the demand for pig iron just now
that week after week I have to lament the scarcity of material.
Iam sorry to say there is a possibility of materials being much
more scarce. Difficulties are arising amongst the miners in
the Guisbrough district. While I write a mass meeting
of miners is being held at Skelton to agitate for more
wages. Unless there is an amicable and speedy settlement
with those miners and their employers it is very probable there
may be a gigantic strike, which will result in the supply of Cleveland ironstone being practica!ly cut off. Such a calamity as this
would paralyse the whole iron trade of the North of England. I
hope that this gloomy prospect will be dispelled, and that such an
arrangement will be made as will cause the men to continue at
work. There is still considerable inconvenience felt on Teesside
in consequence of the irregular supply of fuel.
Prosperity continues to characterise the finished iron trade. In
this branch of inc ustry there is also an agitation for an advance
of wages. Amongst the blast furnace men, too, there is amove for
more wages. It has been stated that one firm in Middlesbrough
has been applied to for an advance of as much as 40 per cent. in
their wages. I hope this is an exaggeration. Frequently the
ironworkers have been accused of being unreasonable, but I never
heard of them asking for 40 per cent. increase in their wages at
one time,
Nothing further has been heard respecting the opponents of
Mr. Danks. I suspect that those gentlemen who Pr ewe they
would erect furnaces and make iron without paying royalty to
Mr. Danks have changed their minds since they were made
acquainted with the fact that that gentleman was furnished with
suund legal advice, and had taken out a supplementary patent.
The leading railway companies have made further concessions
to passengers. They intend issuing third-class tourists tickets to
the various watering places.
Lately there have been several alarming railway accidents on
the North-Eastern Railway, by engines and trains running off the
line, owing to points being open. I have seen an ingenious and
simple contrivance, the adoption of which would render it impossible for an engine to go wrong at the points, no matter in
what condition they might be. In fact, the regulation of the
points is brought by a handle under the entire control of the
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engine-driver. The contrivance, described briefly, is simply two
small ploughs in front of the engine, worked by a handle, and
capable of either opening or shutting the points at the will of the
driver on the engine. I have seen a model at work, and I think
there is little doubt it would answer the purpose for which it is
designed, and be an additional safeguard to the many thousands
travelling every day on railways. Bus the originator of the idea,
being a working man living in Middlesbrough, has failed to
obtain for it that attention it deserves.
The Coble Dene Dock Bill is making satisfactory progress
through Parliament. Should the Tyne Commissioners carry the bill
they will be enabled to provide a great deal more accommodation
for shipping on the prosperous Tyne.
In engineering and shipbuilding throughout the North of England all that need be said is that every shop and every yard have
as much work on hand as will keep them going for months. Here
again however, the wages question crops up, At Messrs. Palmer and
Co.’s, at Jarrow, the platers and the lads are asking for more
wages.
The prices of iron are as follows:—No. 1, £5; No. 2,
£4 17s, 6d.; No. 3, £4 15s.; No. 4, £4 1l4s.; M, £4 13s. 6d.;
W, £4 13s. ; refined metal, £5 5s. Manufactured iron:—Common
bars, £9 15s. ; best ditto, £10 5s,; cable iron, £10 5s.; angle
iron, £10 ds. ; sheets, £12 10s. ; plates, £12; boiler plates, £12 15s. ;
rails, £9 15s. ; puddled bars, £7 7s. 6d. ; wrought iron girders, £18.
WALES

AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
PROSPEROUS CHARACTER OF THE MINERAL DISTRICT : General utilisation : Demand for an advance of 20 per cent. by the puddlers
of Nantyglo—CoaL, TAR, AND GAS PRODUCTION—IRONMASTERS
AND THEIR ENGAGEMENTS— RUSSIAN BUYERS IN THE MARKET—
GREAT CLEARANCE OF PIG AT CYFARTHFA—HEAVY IMPORTS OF
IRON ORE FROM THE NORTH OF ENGLAND AND SpAIn—THE
AGITATION AMONGST THE COLLIERS: Refusal of the coalowners
to give an advance : New tactics of the men—STATE OF THE PORTS
—THE DowWLAIS AND RHYMNEY COLLIERS: Facts of progress
STRIKE IN THE DEAN ForEST.
I HAVE just had a run through the very heart of the mineral and
iron producing districts, and could but note with satisfaction the
signs of progress and prosperity in every direction. There is
scarcely a branch of industry which is not in good paying condition, despite the ‘“‘wages movement,” and general desire amongst
the men for an advance of wages. In some districts the demand
made by the men is excessive. This week, for example, the puddlers
and firemen of Nantyglo gave notice for an advance of 20 per cent.,
the notice to expire on the 27th May. Should this not be given it
is understood that the men will leave. At Ebbw Vale Works
ample orders are in hand, and rails and bars are turned out
briskly. These works are taking high ground ; not only is a firstclass kind of steel made there, but spiegeleisen is manufactured,
the company having an ore from their Somersetshire mines which
answers well ; they also produce, in addition, their own coal too.
This latter is also done to a smaller extent at Abernant, and to
a larger at Mountain Ash, by Mr. Nixon, the eminent coalowner,
who not only supplies his own works but the adjoining town,
with gas made from his bituminous coal. In my explorations
amongst the valleys of Wales the economising spirit was everywhere visible. Bleak mountain tops gave building stones and
an excellent conglomerate for furnaces, resisting heat well;
limestone tracts were supplemented with kilns and tramways
leading to the canal or railway. From dark hollows came long
lines of laden coal trucks. Woods I had been familiar with were
cut down either for pit wood or the chemical works. In fact,
none of nature’s treasures seemed overlooked, and here and there
iron works, new lines of rails, on tin-plate works harmonised with
the general activity. Ironmasters, as a rule, have their hands full
of engagements at tolerably remunerative quotations. It must
not be forgotten that if rails are now ranging from £10 to £11 the
cost of production is proportionately advanced. Wages are higher.
The nine hours movement has given a good percentage alone;
coal is scarce and dear, and customers for rails endeavour to
limit their purchases to the absolutely necessary, The Russians
who are now in this district, and have up to the present concluded
arrangements with two leading firms, are the most wary of purchasers, They are certain to get the best article at the lowest
price, and if this cannot be done in Wales they will go elsewhere.
In addition to Russian orders at Dowlais and Plymouth, good
Canadian and American contracts are being worked off, and
substantial engagements with several of the home railways are on
the books. The Aberdare Company is now sending heavy cargoes
of rails to Montreal and Pacasmayo, Cyfarthfa has been especially busy of late. Their fine stock of pig, which a short time ago
covered the banks of Ynyscau, is almost swept off, and in one
week this ironworks sent upwards of 2000 tons to North
America, exclusive of a large quantity of bars. To meet
this demand imports of iron ore from the North of England and from Spain and elsewhere have been very great this
week, The Rhymney Company imported upwards of 1000 tons
from Whitehaven and seventy-three }from Bilboa. Dowlais, 1260
from Elba, and 395 from Duddon; Gadlys, 190 from Brixham,
while the necessities of other works were met by cargoes of 1000
tons from Porman, 1059 from Carthagena, and six cargoes from
other Spanish ports.
The leading feature of interest and discussion this week, both
among the ironmasters and coalowners, is the movement inaugurated by the seacoal colliers. After the despatch of my parcel
last week the colliers’ delegates and the members of the Coalowners’ Association met at Cardiff. The colliers at the outset intimated that they did not wish to break the existing arrangement.
By the terms of this they could not obtain an advance until the
ironmasters made the initiative with their colliers and others, and
this fetter appeared to gall them. The stand taken by the coalowners was firm and decisive. They would not depart from
the bond, and Mr. Elliot, in a forcibly written letter,
conveyed this fact in an unmistakeable answer. Other
coalowners showed as conclusively that the present high
rates of coal could not be taken as affording any just basis for an
advance, and the deputation, after some murmuring, withdrew.
But this has not ended the agitation. The policy now of the seacoal colliers is to prompt the colliers of the ironworks to move for
an advance, and I have just seen a large poster announcing several
monster meetings, when no doubt this *‘ point ” will be carried out
energetically. ‘The coal trade is in a healthy state, and the shipments from Newport, Cardiff, Swansea, Briton Ferry, and
Llanelly, have been and are exceedingly large ; but coal costs 12s.
ver ton now, where afew months ago it was but 8s., and it must
5 borne in mind that the majority of our collieries have not fully
recovered from the pernicious effects of the last long strike, and
in only afew cases turn out more than a-half or two-thirds of the
quantity the several collieries are capable of producing.
I must not fail to place on record a few figures from statistics of
March just issued, as showing the remarkable vitality at present
existing in the coal trade. Cardiff, for instance, sent in Marchj’7],
177,717 tons of coal foreign, and in March ’72, 229,971 tons ;
Llanelly, 6737 in March, °71, and 14,478 in March °72.
A few noticeable facts must close my letter. The Colly (Dowlais)
and Rhymney Colleries are moving for an advance. A _ terrible
accident occurred at Dowlais Works last week—a young lad was
literally drawn through the rolls and killed instantly, Forester and
Co., and the Landore Steel Works are busy exporting to America,
Cory of Cardiff has been sending a heavy cargo of castings to
Cadiz. The short time movement is now in operation in the
Rhondda Valley. An engine has arrived at Caecam Colliery. A
very powerful engine has just been received at Broadoak Colliery,
27in. cylinder, for underground operations, the demand for coal
being so great. 9s. 3d. is now the figure at some of our collieries for
small coal,
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Affairs are becoming unsettled in the Dean Forest again, and a
strike has commenced amongst the Brookall Ditches colliers ;
the complaints of the men would, I fancy, astonish the majority of
agricultural labourers. For instance, they lament that the wages
are only 3s, to 3s. 2d. per day and the hours of labour 7 till 5.
NOTES FROM

THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
PROPOSED GATHERING OF ENGINEERS—BOWLING Iron CoMPANY
—COLLIERY MATTERS—IRON SHIPBUILDING AT SouTH SHIELDS
—TyNE Dock ACCOMMODATION—THE NEW TYNE BRIDGE—AIRESIDE HEMATITE IRoN CoMPANY—STEAM TUGS ON THE TYNE —
RAW MATERIALS IN CLEVELAND—COLLIERY MOVEMENTS IN SOUTH
DvuRHAM—STATE OF TRADE : Leeds ; South Yorkshire.
THE members of the Institute of Engineers and Shipbuilders in
Scotland, and of the Lancashire and Cheshire Coal ‘Trade Association, have accepted an invitation of the North of England Institute
of Mining and Mechanical Engineers to attend a meeting and
assist in the inauguration of the Wood Memorial Hall, on Tuesday,
the 2nd of July, and two following days.
;
The new iron shipbuilding yard which will shortly be commenced at the high end of South Shields will be upon a large
scale. Iron shipbuilding and engine building will be carried out
extensively.
On Friday night a meeting of the Tynemouth council was held,
when the proposed construction of new docks at North Shields by
the bay Commissioners was di
It was resolved to petition the House of Commons to be heard by counsel against the
Dock Bill, to secure the rejection of the clause which the commissioners had, on the —— of the Newcastle Corporation,
agreed to insert in the bill, limiting the amount to be applied for
the dock according to the revenue of the existing Northumberland
Dock. Strong opinions were expressed against the clause, which,
if carried, would imperil the construction of Coble Dene Dock,
and prevent the additional dock accommodation so urgently
required on the Tyne being provided.
P
Work is being well pushed on at the new Tyne Bridge. The
roadway will be laid from the Gateshead end very soon.
The Aireside Hematite Iron Company, having blown in their
second furnace, are producing thereupon a class of pig iron specially
adapted to both the foundry and forge requirements of the neighbourhood. The Aireside furnaces are now the largest in the West
Riding, and are capable of making each 400 tons weekly. ‘The
blast is supplied by two engines with blowing cylinders of 100in.
and 76in. respectively. The larger engine is by the well-known
makers Messrs. Kitson and Co., who have also supplied the gantry
engines for the same works. The contractors for the mason work
were Messrs. A. Roberts and Son, of Cleckheaton, and for the
ironwork the Kirkstall Forge Company.
It is stated that the steam coal fitters have given orders to their
staithsmen to supply all the tug boats with coals within reasonable proportions, so that there will be no more trouble on that
score ; and if a clause can be inserted in the Tyne Commissioners’
bill to enable that board to revise the towage rates all fair demands will be met.
Considerable difficulty is still experienced by the Cleveland
ironmasters in obtaining fuel, They cannot get coal and coke re
gularly in sufficient quantities. Owing to the recent extensions
in the Guisborough and Brotton ironstone districts, they are sup
plied with stone much better than might be expected, taking into
account the enormous development of the iron trade. Iron
making materials being so high priced, it is the rule with ironmasters just now to make short contracts.
Several new colliery royalties will be shortly opened in Sout }
Durham. Messrs. Pease have leased the extensive royalty belong
ing to Sir Wm. Eden, situated between Eldon and Windlestone.
A new royalty will also be opened between Auckland and Durham,
and Messrs. Bouch and Co. will open a new pit near Durham
shortly.
The Leeds Chamber of Commerce reports as follows as to the
iron, machine, and engineer tool trades of that town and neighbourhood :—** The iron trade continues very brisk, and the makers
are fully employed. The machine makers are all very busy.
There is an improved demand for engineer tools.
i
Inu South Yorkshire an active business continues to be done in
manufactured iron, and there is a very brisk inquiry for various
brands of pig. Prices display an upward tendency. The mills
are being worked to the full extent of their productibility, as
there are considerable orders on hand for rails, sheets, plates, and
hoops. A number of Bower and Quelter’s metallic pistons have
recently been made for the works at Elsecar and for several places
in Sheffield and South Staffordshire ;they are also being introduced into South Staffordshire and Birmingham. C. Cammell
and Co. (Limited), at Penistone, have been turning out large
quantities of Bessemer rails, &c., as well as general forgings and
ship and boiler plates. The coal trade continues more than
usually brisk for the season, There is an active inquiry for coke
and smelting coke, as well as engine fuel. A good business is
being done in steam coal to Hull and Grimsby.
The plant and machinery of the Liverpool Shipbuilding Company has been sold during the last few days by Messrs. Green and
Son, of Liverpool and Birkenhead.
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runs upon artillery or rifles, or arms and weapons of any
LITERATURE.
kind, put your inventions in your desk and forget them.”
With reference to the point noticed, that the Crown
How to Make Money by Patents. By CHartes BaRtow.
London : Barlow and Co., Patent Agents. 1872.
may, notwithstanding
its grant of letters patent, use the
tented invention,
that doctrine was laid down in a case
Tuis is an e
ed edition. of a little work of the same
ore the Court of Queen’s Bench; and, unjust as it may
character published a few years ago, and its contents will
well repay the patentees and speculators in patents who seem, it is not likely that any other court of co-ordinate
may
it, for their trouble. The first thirty pages of jurisdiction would reverse the decision. But we much
Mr. Barlow’s pamphlet are devoted to a general view of uestion whether, if a similar case were to be taken to the
what
ts are, and what are a patentee’s legal rights, ness of Lords, the decision of the Queen’s Bench would
liabilities, and duties in respect of obtaining letters patent. be supported. The language of the letters patent is, that
This portion is necessarily very general, but it is at the the Queen grants to the patentee and his representatives,
same time accurate, and inventors may read it with advan- the sole privilege that he and his representatives, or
tage. The next portion treats of the subject indicated by “ such others” as he or they shall agree with, “and no
the title, viz., how a patentee is to “make money ” out of others,” shall and may lawfully “make, use, exercise, and
his patent, a species of information of which Mr. Barlow’s vend the invention.” How the Queen can avoid being
perv|experience as a patent agent entitles him to speak within the description of “some others” is very puzzling,
with some authority. There can be, indeed, no doubt unless, indeed, her Majesty is taken to be a non-existing
that, difficult as it is to produce a really good invention, it thing. Neither can the construction put upon the grant
is still more difficult for a patentee, who may perhaps have be supported by the reasoning that the Queen represents
ic, because,so representing the public, she expressly
neither capital nor herd
connection—and that is the the
t forbids the public to use the patentee’s invencondition of by far the largest number of paatee- by her
the argument is, that the Crown cannot alienate
ush his invention into use. The difficulty of this part of tion.
its own rights, that is founded on a direct historical inRistask may be easily accounted for.
In the first place, most manufacturersare singularly conser- accuracy, because the Crown has repeatedly alienated—or
vative as tradesmen,and much given to reverence the maxim released, which is the same thing—its own rights, when
of “ Let well alone,” and “ Stare super antiquas vias.” In the they have been incompatible with some measure desired
next place, it cannot be denied that inventions very often, by both Houses of Parliament. The latest instance, if we
indeed most generally, occasion expense to manufacturers, recollect rightly, of this was @ propos of the Irish Church
by disturbing existing modes of working, and rendering Disestablishment Act. However, not to fatigue our
useless antecedent tools and patterns, and the like ; and in readers with a legal discussion, we can only repeat our
the third place, patentees are much given to the frame advice to inventors, to turn aside, as much as their love of
of mind descri
by Mr. Barlow, where he says, inventing will permit, from inventing anything that the
“they seem to have but one idea, and that is to benefit the War-office or the Admiralty may think fit to lay its hands
es by the introduction of their inventions, until which upon.
event occurs, mankind, in their opinion, will remain in a
state of semi-barbarism.”
FRENCH ORDNANCE MAPS.
Now, the world does not like one-ideaed men, and conseNo. IL.
uently patentees are looked at by well-established manu- In consequence of the present
staff of engineers upon whom
pre
with a sort of shyness and suspicion.
has
hitherto
devolved
the
duty
of superintending the Ordnance
Mr. Barlow, however, calls to the attention of patentees Survey of France, being numerically
incompetent for the task,
—particularly having in view those who have no capital— some new arrangement must be made if the work of re-surveythe various steps that they should take in order to obtain ing the country is to be carried out. Either a very considerable
the assistance and co-operation of capitalists ; and he has addition must be made to the available staff, or a new corps of
some good anecdotes as to how patentees have managed by engineers established expressly to undertake the whole duty.
tact and policy to force their inventions into use. In page The latter is the plan proposed, and it is urged that the formerly
existing corps of geographical engineers should be reconstituted,
36 and 37 he relates the following circumstance :—
“* When,” he says, “the sewing machine was first made in this and the enterprise confided wholly and responsibly to their
country there was so much prejudice against it in some quarters. charge. A brief glance at the status of this body previous to
and so much indifference in others, that the patentee did not sell its abolition will prove of interest. The geographical engineers
one machine ina month. He also required too high a price, viz., date their origin as a separate body from the same year as their
£30 and £35 each. To stimulate demand he lent machines to
con,
Both were created about the year 1700.
sundry mantle makers, who were the first to employ them. So military
former were at first only five or six in number, and were
soon as two or three of these makers had taught a few girls how The
distinguished
by
the
title of “engineers of the
to use the machine they took work from the City warehousemen camps and armies of thehigh-sounding
king.” Promotion was first introduced
at such low prices that their competitors who employed hand
among
them
during
the
war
of
the
Spanish
succession, in which
labour were compelled, in self-defence, to acquire machines. The
patentee then began to sell one machine in a month, and shortly they acted with great bravery, and twenty years subsequently
to
their
formation
their
commander
received
the rank of brigaafter that one a week, and as the public discovered that the
machine work was neater in appearance than the hand-sewn, and dier. By degrees their number was increased to twelve, and
stood the test of wear equally as well, the sale increased to one a they were attached to the War-office department of the State.
day, when the patentee thought he was making his fortune. He About the middle of the eighteenth century they became more
then reduced the price, and increased the sale to ten and twelve consolidated and more efficiently organised, and their title was
machines per diem ; and considering that he sold most of them at changed
tothe more unpretending one of “ Royal Geographical
£15, although they did not cost
each, he was right then in Engineers.”
The corps was then composed of an engineer in
thinking that he was making a fortune.”
chief,
four
brigadiers, eight captains, and sixteen lieutenants.
The author advises plentiful advertising,
icularly in It was suppressed
and reorganised the following year,
scientific and mechanical journals, such as HE ENGINEER, with a complementin of1791,
officers, who ranked equally
the Mechanics’ Magazine, the
lish Mechanic, and the with those of the regularthirty-two
army. About ten years afterwards
like, and he has some very useful o
ations about intro- their title was again changed to that of “the Imperial Corps of
ducing an invention by
ting licences on easy terms, Geographical Engineers,” and their number augmented toninety,
and on the conditions on which licences should be
ted. including six students or cadets. Provision was made for reWe recommend in particular to the consideration A prorsany cruiting them fromj“l’Ecole Polytechnique,” and a course of study
tees who may be under the necessity of going about from marked out for them at that Institution. During war time their
factory to factory, to explain and Sucedeee their inven- services were rendered available for the assistance of the regular forces, and some of their officers were employed as aide-detions, the observations on page 43 recommendin
camps and attached to generals of division. They had now
strenuously that they should
prepared with
models, really good working ah. or thoroughly well- reached their climax, and about 1825 commenced to show signs
made drawings, and printed explanations. Inventors too of decadence, Six years after this date their numbers had
to seventy, and they were incorporated with the new
frequently, as Mr. Barlow says, “content themselves with diminished
staff corps, in imitation of the Austrian system, which entrusts
an ill-constructed, clumsy model of the most crude and two
very different duties to the same class of officers.
paltry order, or exhibit imperfect samples, which show
It is generally admitted now by all competent authorities that
rather defects than advantages ;” and if, he says, “to this there was not the slightest necessity for this measure, and that
be added a dirty drawing and a written prospectus, the the results have conclusively proved that it was both premature
icture of the equipment of many inventors for their and injudicious. The effect of the amalgamation of this ancient
——- in search of capital will be complete.”
corps with that of the staff was to cause the members who were
With the suggestions contained in pp. 49 to 54 we agreeto really the scientific servants of the War-office to become purely
a certain extent, viz., in the cautions the author gives as to military men, and to entrust the continuation of the labours of
inventors dealing with “ companies limited,” but we do not Cassini to the pupils of St. Cyr, who had become staff officers,
agree with him in even partially recommending a patentee after being educated at that establishment. It was, it is true,
that three of the Polytechnic School pupils should
to deal with such companies, unless, indeed, he can sell his annually devote
their services to the geodetical branch of the
patent out-and-out for a good sum paid in cash. The usual department
; but this arrangement was virtually a dead letter.
mode, however, with companies limited is to offer a small The young officers
were too fond of a military life to apply themsum in cash and the bulk
in shares. Wherever this is selves seriously to the systematic cultivation of scientific knowoffered we should say to a patentee, “ Cave canem,” which ledge, and they either drifted into the infantry or cavalry or
may be freely translated “ beware of shares.” The practice preferred tempting the fortune of war in the interior of Africa.
of the Court of Chancery exhibits such a dismal picture in When the regulation was attempted to be enforced against this
winding-up cases, of which we have but too many, some- state of affairs the parties threatened to send in their resignation,
times not quite free from the suspicion of dishonesty, and and the prohibition virtually fell to the ground. Thus it hapof the almost general impecuniosity of “ new companies pened that the only recruits that could be procured for the more
limited,” that no prudent inventor should ever embarrass peaceful work of the department were men who had either a
natural vocation for thatespecial branch of science or who desired
himself with a load of shares.
private reasons to adopt the less warlike career. The conseThe latter part of Mr. Barlow's work is devoted to for
quence of this injudicious fusion of the two bodies soon be,
observations regarding the dealings of patentees with the to
felt. The savants and philosophers ridiculed the idea of
—
and he certainly draws no very flattering— thebestaff
corps pretending to a knowledge of the scientific attainthough, we fear, a very true—picture, illustrated by known ments necessary for the duties expected of them, and this
examples, of the Cg of patentees in such dealings. opinion was broadly stated at the Academy of Sci
An
It must be recoll
ashe points out in p. 55, that at influential member remarked that since the solution of important
present the construction put upon patents by legal authouestions in astronomy and mathematical physics had been conjen?is that the Crown may use any invention for the
ed to the staff,corps, science had become a complete nonentity.
oe benefit without being liable for any payment, The combined corps was neither one thing nor the other. The
army
did not believe in its military capabilities, nor the savants
ond such gratuity as it may think proper to award.
Moreover, that in submitting an invention to the con- in its scientific pretensions, so that all parties suffered from this
sideration of Government departments a patentee is subject beliefin its double ignorance. These opinions have been from
to time end
by many eminent authorities in France,
to all the delays and annoyances of red-tapeism ; and, time
who have also asserted that, with a few exceptions, there is
further, that Government is invariably the
i
. scarcely
an officer who is fit, in the full sense of the term, to
master
in the world. Our advice toaninventor would be,
others in geodetical know!
or himself
to thoroughly
“ Avoid as much as possible making any invention which instruct
is branch of science, based
apply it with practical advantage.
relates
to the serviceof public ——If you can on the higer
mathematics and.capable of an application so
invent for manufacturers, do so.
your inventive mind cauaiel tad @ ealtaal' cal elpractical,
has
h
digradually
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become almost extinct in France, where it was formerly so carefully fostered. While thisneglect has led to the French ordnance
map being reduced to its present deplorable condition, the
other European States have taken measures to place their topographical department on the most efficient footing. Our own
survey and plans are admittedly of a very superior description, and
they have been prepared by the Royal Engineers, assisted
civilian draughtsmen to a limited extent. The question may be
asked, if military engineers can produce plans of the character
that distinguishes those of the United Kingdom, why cannot a
similar body of men do the same in France? What necessity
absolutely exists for organising anew a corps to be specially
devoted to the one task? This is a question that cannot be
argued analogically, since the conditions of the service are not
the same inthetwo countries. Our neighboursmaintain that there
is an absolute necessity for establishing the old corps once more,
and entrusting to them the prosecution of an urgent national.
undertaking, and it cannot be denied that they have much reason
on their side.
It must be admitted that, supposing a corps to be especially
constituted for the purposes of
phical and geodetical
labours, the members of it must devote themselves to their task
more for the love of it than for the chances of preferment and
promotion. The sense of having done their duty, of having
performed a very important, but at the same time rather a
thankless, task, must have more weight with them than would
suit the minds of men ambitious of distinction, and with a
natural inclination for the vicissitudes of a military career. Ina
word, those who take upon them this life must be resolved to
pursue it with ardour, to be content with the’scientific path they
have chosen, and never to regret that they renounce the
sword for the pen. Another reason has been put forward for the
separation of the geographical corps from its more warlike companion. It is, that military engineers would naturally be disposed togive an undue prominence to details which might possibly
have strategical importance, and altogether neglect a number of
others which, without possessing any merit in .that particular
point of view, might be of great value to the public generally.
Briefly, the survey would virtually result in the production of a
map of a purely military character. This argument does not,
however, seem to be well borne out by the evidence as it stands
at present, for the French ordnance map does not suffer in this
respect, perhaps on account of the smallness of the scale to
which it is plotted. There is no question that in conducting the
survey every point of detail, no matter to what it may relate,
should be entered in the field notes. The subsequent plotting
of them would depend to what particular purposes the map was
intended to apply. There is no reason why separate maps could
not be prepared for the use of the army, which, while agreeing
generally with others issued for the public benefit, should yet
contain fuller details respecting those points having an
i
military interest. There might, in fact, be one general type of
plan differing only in the nature of the details shown on the
various copies, Admitting the validity of the argument already
advanced in favour of reconstituting a separate body for the
execution of the topographical work so urgently required in
France, it will at once be perceived that it will act under a different authority from that which governed it previously to its
dissolution. Instead of being responsible to the Minister of
War for the proper fulfilment of the duties imposed upon it, the
Minister of Public Works will be the official from whom instructions will emanate, and who will be charged with the general
supervision of the undertaking. Without partaking distinctly of
a military character, it is obvious that the members of the proposed corps would have to be in constant communication, at
least for a certain length of time subsequently to its formation,
with the officers of the artillery, engineers, staff, and the navy,
in order to thoroughly comprehend the particular class of details
that would be most useful to each service. They would similarly
have to make themselves conversant with the topographical
wants of forestal authorities and of the telegraph system, and
endeavour to satisfy all within the narrowest possible limits.
They would constitute a body charged with the duty of collecting and concentrating into one focus a host of various details and
separate items of important information, which at present are
either totally neglected or gathered together in a piecemeal,
imperfect, and unreliable manner. In consequence of their continual relations with engineer and artillery officers upon the
subject of territorial defence, they would speedily acquire an
intimate acquaintance with all parts of the country adapted for
strategical operations. Their knowledge would render them
available for home service in the event of a war, and it would
have been fortunate for the French if they had
in their
last campaign a corps of engineers, or of any other officers who
knew the roads of their own country.
There yet remains to be considered the manner in which this
corps of geographical engineers should be organised and maintained, and the work which claims their immediate attention.
Evidently the nucleus must be formed of those whose previous
or present occupation has familiarised them with operations of a
topographical character. This condition is indispensable when
the newly-constituted body has to get into working order at once.
A certain number of civil, military, and mining engineers could
be doubtless obtained who would take service in the new corps,
provided suitable inducements were offered them. Having once
established the body the ranks could be maintained by recruits
partly from the Polytechnic School and partly by means of open
competitive examinations. It would be of no practical interest
to discuss the exact proposed numerical strength of the new
corps, or the relative grades in it, so we will pass on to the work
which it is considered essential should be at once undertaken.
The most urgent requirement appears to be that of publishing
a general map on a larger scale than that which already exists,
and it is accordingly proposed to enlarge the present map,
which is on a scale of 1°262 miles to an inch, to a scale of 0°789
miles to an inch. It is presumable that the necessary corrections will be made in the field, and whatever additional surveys
are needed will be carried on at the same time that the draughtsmen are busy in the office. It is scarcely necessary to remark
that the process of enlarging a plan is fundamentally faulty, and
its approximate accuracy dependent upon the carefulness and
skill with which the operation is conducted. It must be admitted
that considerable improvement has been made in this
= new methods introduced which are —- from wae Ss+
efects pertaining to their
ecessors. But, in spite
the
best endeavours, the only oF semen method of reproducing
a plan is to plot it from the field notes. Obviously, when
several plans are to be drawn on different scales from the same
notes, the labour of replotting cannot be undertaken on justifiable grounds. The only course open is to conduct the a
process as accurately as possible. The same ap
ion
not be entertained respecting reducing plans, as that process
effects the elimination of errors rather
their reproduction.
The completion of the series of levels carried on over various
parts of
by Bourdaloue is one of the most important
works, and one that demands immediate attention. Another is
the establishmentof a net work of trianglesto serve as bases upon
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which to attach the survey lines of the provinces, and from
which to construct maps of the whole country upon scales of
83°3ft., 166°6ft., or 416ft. to the inch. Upon these maps
should be shown contour lines at regular vertical distances of
six and a-half to sixteen and a-half feet, according to the character of the district. So soon as the survey was completed, the
publication of the plans should follow immediately upon a scale
of 833°3ft. to the inch. Reduction of these plans should subsequently be issued on scales of 2083°3ft., of 1°578 miles, and
of 3°156 miles to aninch. Such is a general outline of the work
to be accomplished in order to place the topographical department of France on a level with that of its neighbours. Not
the least advantage of its execution would be that those who
carry it out must be acquainted with the nature of the country
in which their operations are conducted, and would therefore be
possessed of information which was sadly needed in the last
campaign.
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
Ar the meeting on Thursday, April the 18th, Mr. W. Spottiswoode, F.R.S., treasurer, in the chair, two papers were read and
discussed. ‘The first one by Mr. R.'H. Scott, M.A., F.R.S., and
Mr. W. Galloway, was entitled “‘On the Connection between
Explosions in Collieries and Weather.” It was illustrated by
elaborate diagrams, showing at a glance at what temperatures and
barometrical indications accidents occurred. The gist of the
author’s argument is that, by putting facts and figures together,
there is found to exist a coincidence between meteorological
fhanges and
accidents in mines, which must needs lead one to
suspect that there isa connection between the two, and in the
majority of cases that the one is the proximate cause of the other.
From the data collected during several years, and more extensively
described by the authors, we select the following:—In 1868 the
first serious depression occurred on the 18th of January, when
three explosions were recorded, with a fourth on the 20th; the
barometer remained unsteady for some days, and reached a very
low level on February 1st, when we find four explosions close to
each other, The heavy storm of December 21st was accompanied
by a group of five.
In 1870 the storm of January 8th caused two explosions, and
the depression of the 14th was followed by two others, The
barometer then remained unusually high from the 16th to the
25th, and as soon as it began to give way there were three explosions on the 27th, and two more to correspond with the barometrical minimum on the 31st. As a general summary the
authors consider that out of 525 explosions recorded in 1868, 1869,
and 1870, 49 per cent. may be reasonably connected with disturbance of the barometer, 22 per cent., with abnormally high temperature, while 29 per cent, are not traceable to atmospherical
agency. Having stated these facts in as complete a manner as it
was in their power to do, the authors go on to say :—
“‘It may not be out of place to discuss briefly the manner in
which an increased supply of gas or a diminished supply of air,
brought about by - of the causes just alluded to, leads to a
fouling of the ventilating current in its passage through the
workings ; and also how the comparative purity or foulness of the
ventilating current affects the condition of the air in places
adjoining its course. The gas flows from the fissures of the coal
and stone either into a ventilating current by which it is carried
out of the mine, as when it escapes at the face of a long-wall
working or bratticed bond, or from the sides of an air course ; or,
secondly, it flows into a quiet atmosphere, such as that in goaves
and cavities in the roof whence stone has fallen, in unbratticed
bonds, or in recesses between pack-walls in long-wall workings, In
any of these latter cases it diffuses itself into the surrounding air,
and an accumulation of a more or less explosive character is
generated. As long as the average eatiy of air is circulating in
the mine and the quantity of gas which escapes into the workings
is not suddenly increased, we may take it for
ted that little
danger exists, for the districts of the mine in which explosive
mixtures are to be met with are clearly{defined and well known, so
that precautions can be taken to prevent ignition. As soon as
these conditions are in any way changed (i.¢., if the supply of air
be diminished in quantity or deteriorated in quality by an
increased escape of gas) explosive mixtures may make their
appearance in places where no danger had previously existed,
‘It may be assumed that a ventilating current consists of pure
air when it starts from the end of the in-take air course on its
passage through the workings, and that for every equal space it
travels between the in-take and return air course it receives an
equal quantity of gas, Thus when it arrives at the return air
course it consists of a mixture of air and fire-damp whose constitution depends on the quantity of air passing through the workings,
on the rate at which gas escapes into it, and on the distance
between the in-take and return air course. It is therefore
evident that if either the supply of air be diminished or the
supply of gas increased, the resulting mixture will be rendered
more explosive, not onlyin the return air course, but also at every
~~ of the passage between the in-take and return air course,
f, then, from any causes the mixture shall have reached the firingpoint when it enters the return air course*, any
vation of
of these causes would make the firing-point to travel backwards
through the workings towards the air-take air course. In this
manner the ventilating current may itself become explosive in
some parts of its course. Again, although the ventilating current
itself may never become explosive, its gradual fouling may cause
—— mixtures to be generated in certain places, such as
unbratticed bonds, recesses between
k-walls, and cavities in
the roof in the following manner,
other cases may be more
or less directly referred to these.
FIC,1

F
‘* Figs, 1 and 2 represent sections of the workings. R is the roof
¥ the floor, C is a point where the ventilating current passes in a
direction normal to the plane of the paper. In Fig. 1, abcisa
eavity in the roof which is filled down to the level d ¢ with a mixture of air and gas. Gas may flow into such a cavity from a fissure
in the sides, or from any lower part of the seam along the roof and
under the edge at a. In Fig. 2, db ¢ is an unbratticed bond, receiving gas from the face 6 c, filled with a similar mixture down to
dc.
The space occupied by the foul air is shaded in each case ;
and e f is a plane in that me which is chosen arbitrarily. The
lane dc, which bounds the lowest part of the accumulation, is
evel, and here the mixture contains the least va of firedamp ; the impurityof the air increases
with the heigt, and the
foulest atmosphere is found at b, the highest point of the cavity.
If any gas flows into the cavity a corresponding volume of the con* Alth
the air entering an
cular return air course
be
' explosive, it will probably Tecony eiluted ‘again Before it reaches
the
from the, in-take air course and admixture of air
from other districts,
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survey in this paper they take exception to Mr. Dobson’s
argument. His is the most elaborate discussion of the subject which has og a
One of the diagrams in his
papers exhibits 491 explosions in five-day periods, and from it he
concluded that the march of the curve coincides with the march
of temperature, with a relative maximum
in the
autumn, which he attributes to the frequency of serious storms
at that time of the year. To this the authors hereby reply that
the maximum and minimum of annual temperature do not occur
at the exact epochs named by Mr. Dobson, and that the last
quarter of the year cannot be considered as pre-eminently stormy ;
at least, not more so than such a month as the January (1872)
which has just passed. The authors say :—
“*In order to test this question of periodicity, we have collected
from the reports of the inspectors of mines all the recorded explosions for the last twenty years. The explosions are only the fatal
ones, and include a few accidents due to suffocation by ‘ chokep,’ or carbonic acid gas. We consider that we may fairl
count such accidents as due to causes closely related to those whic
produce explosions of ‘fire-damp.’ We — the whole of these
explosions in two decennial periods for the seventy-three intervals
of five days each, and found that the curves hardly showed any
agreement with each other, so that no confirmation was obtained
filled with the same mixture as that in the ventilating current for
Mr. Dobson’s alleged periodicity. The curve for the entire
itself. If we suppose that the mixture in the cavity up to a cer- period
of twenty a. including 1369 accidents, was also
tain level ¢ fbe less foul, and therefore heavier than that which constructed,
and
that is worth notice about it is that the
now forms the ventilating current, the volume of air, &c., in the number of accidents
is somewhat greater in October than in other
space de fc will be displaced, and no further o of
can months, The absolute
falls at the endof January, and
take place from either accumulation until the whole of the con- the absolute minimum maximum
in the middle of September. From a
tents above the line c d are more foul than the mixture below c d. comparison of the two decennial
curves
that the number
As soon as this condition is fulfilled, diffusion and displacement of fatal accidents has decreased from 768 wein learn
the former (1851-1860)
will go on. In order, however, that the rate of diffusion may be to 601 in the latter period (1861—1870), notwithstanding
the great
the same as before, the specific gravity of the whole mass must be augmentation of the output of coal during the time in question.
reduced, for the square roots of the specific gravities of the mix- We
do
not
consider
it
worth
while
to
reproduce
these
tures above and below the plane cd must bear the same ratioThis
to |The gas commonly called ‘fire-damp,’ to the mixture of curves.
which
each other that they did before the current became fouled.
i
atmospherical air the formation of the explosive mixture in
reduction of the — gravity is, in other words, increased foul- with
coal
mines
is
due,
exudes
from
the
coal
at
a
certain
pressure,
so
ness of the air.
If, then, the mixture in the space c b f was prethe rate of its escape must, to some extent, depend on the
viously near the firing point, it is obvious that any impurity in the that
pressure
of
the
atmosphere,
especially
in
the
shallower
mines,
ventilating current wil cause it to approach nearer to that point, where the tension of the gas is not great and the fissures are open.
and so eventually an explosive mixture may be generated
in a On the other hand, the effect of a given quantity of gas in rendering
cavity while the ventilating current itself is non-explosive.
air of a mine explosive must aoe on the supply of pure air
**It will be seen that by the above process a —— of fire- the
to the workings. It has long been observed that when the barodamp may be stored up in such a cavity, which can only esca:
meter, after having stood at a high level fora time, begins to fall
very gradually, after the ventilating current has become purer. It more
less rapidly, the accumulations of foul air and gas in the
follows, then, that if an explosive mixture has been formed in goavesorand
of a mine emit part of their contents into the
places and under conditions similar to those we have described, ventilating fissures
which flow past them. It is also well known
some time, possibly several om, must elapse after the causes that as the currents
very
existence
currents depends, in almost
which have led to its formation have disappeared before the con- every case, on the differenceofofthese
between two columns
tents of such a cavity shall have been rendered innocuous yas of air, those in the downcast andtemperature
upcast
respectively, any
We do not propose to treat specially of sudden eruptions of gas, increase in the temperature of the externalshaft
air, from which the
Such occurrences, at least of any serious magnitude, are veryrare. downcast
shaft
receives
its
supply,
must
necessarily
render the
When they do take place in collieries where naked lights are used, circulation underground more
hh, It is therefore obvious
the gas takes fire at the nearest such light, and at most one or two that the tendency
to
explosion
will
be
increased
when
the
men are injured, If safety lamps are employed the gas may pass causes which lead to the fouling of the air in a mine, such ordinary
as falls
those which are in good order and travel on until it meets a defec- of roofs and 1
in the air courses, are assisted from without
tive lamp, when the whole explodes.
the meteorological phenomena we have just mentioned; and
‘* A few words on the subject of the dependence of ventilation by
have compiled lists of explosions, in order to
on temperature above ground may not be undesirable. When the several investigators
them with the meteorological observations which
temperature of the air at the surface is less than that in the mine compare
have
been
recorded
prior
at the time of the accidents,
the phenomenon called natural ventilation ensues. The colder At this juncture there istooneandmatter
which deserves attention,
air which descends the downcast shaft is heated nearly to the viz., that the number of serious accidents,
involving the loss of
temperature of the workings on its passage through the. air ten or more lives, has very materially increased
during the last
courses and along the working faces, and when it reaches the
years. The
ber of such explosions during the years 1851upcast shaft it has a temperature which is nearly constant if the five
1855
(inclusive)
was
thirteen
;
1856-1860,
fifteen
;
1861-1865,
twelve;
workings are extensive. The temperature of the workings and 1866-1870, twenty-one. On this matter we do not offer
any
increases with their depth from the surface: thus, speaking opinion, but it seems to us desirable to place the figures on record,
generally, it is 50deg. at 50 fathoms, 60 deg. at 100, 65 deg. at 150, ‘or the purposes of the present paper we have taken the con70 deg. at 200, and so on*. Now, natural ventilation ceases when tinuous records furnished b the Observatory of Stonyhurst, one of
the temperature at the surface is the same as that in the workings, the seven established by the Meteorological Committee, These
and, moreover, as the temperature at the surface rises above that records exist from the lst of January 1868, and the curves for the
int there is an in
resistance to artificial ventilation.
and 1870 have been published in the ‘‘Quarterly Weather
he amount of the force which produces natural ventilation is years 1869 Stonyhurst
has been selected inasmuch as from its situastill further modified by the changes in the hygrometric state of Report.”
tion, near Preston, it is more central as regards the coal districts
the atmosphere. For instance, if the tension of aqueous vapour in than
any
of
the
other
In the case of certain accithe air is less than that due to the temperature, water will be dents, more especially observatories,
in the South Wales and Scotch districts,
evaporated in a wet downcast shaft, and the air will not be able the records from Falmouth
or Glasgow respectively might possibly
to rise in temperature as it decends, and may be actually much throw more light on the matter,
but we have thought it hardly
colder at the bottom than at the top of the shaft. These con- worth while to complicate the diagrams
by introducing them,
siderations will show why shallow mines are much less easily The
curves
for
barometrical
pressure
for temperature have
ventilated, and also much more affected by surface temperature been plotted from the daily maxima andandminima
registered for the
than deep ones. Whatever be the artificial means adopted for years
1868,
1869,
and
1870.
The
curves
have
not been actually
producing ventilation at any mine, the quantity of air reduced from the photographic records, as the horizontal
has
passing through the workings must vary with every variation been so much compressed, but they afford a fairly correctscalerepreof the natural force, unless the artificial power be changed sentation of the march of the phenomena, and for the last two
at the same time. It follows, therefore, that if there be — they can be compared, if necessary, with the Rr pan |
no means for ascertaining what is the actual quantity of air supReport.” One serious disturbing cause interferes wit
plied to the workings at every instant’, a slight decrease, suffii- theeather
of these curves, arising from the weekly suspension of
cent to bring the colliery into a dangerous state, may take place workvalue
in
the
and in many instances of ventilation, too,
without being noticed. The first intimation in such a case is the on Sundays. collieries,
The influence of this was eliminated in the former
fouling of the currents ; the artificial power may then be increased investigation, when
we
seeking for periodicity, as we dealt
and the crisis passed without accident, but if an explosion takes with as many as twenty were
years. The dates of the fatal explosions
place there is no trace of its cause discoverable.
are
all
given
in
the
inspector’s
annual reports, those of the non‘* One example of an explosion which happened under these cirexplosions for 1
have been taken from Mr. Bunning’s
cumstances may not be out of place. It occurred in winter. The fatal
paper.
For
the
facts
relating
to
1870, we are
temperature of the air rose for two days in succession to a higher indebted to the kindness of the theins years rs,1869,
have almost
point than it had reached for a considerable time before. On the without exception responded to ourapplication by who
furnishing
the
second day, when natural ventilation would cease in many shallow information whichit wasin their power togive, The occurrencesallhave
mines and become sluggish in deeper ones, an explosion took place all
been
entered
to
their
proper
dates,
and
the
districts
in
which
they
by which many men were killed. Aftertheaccident the inspector
for
Fatalaccidentsare marked by a diathe district
visited the mine ; he described it as having strong natural werereportedWe havebeennoted.
havemarked by special shading all the explosionswhich
ventilation, and looked upon the explosion as a mystery. It so gonalline,
appear
to
us
to
be
conn
with
sudden changes in atmospherical
happens, however, that for more than three months afterwards the pressure or with abnormally high
temperature; a few of the
temperature at the surface only reached the point which was occurrences may possibly be attributable
conjoint action of
observed on the day of the explosion on two occasions—once at these two causes. Mr. Dobson, writing toat the
a time wher all our
i
t three days after the accident, and once on the thirty- serious barometrical oscillations were imagined
to be connected
second day after it, It is, therefore, very improbable that
true. cyclones, considered that, as in the front of such an
inspector saw the mine in at all the same state of ventilation as with
advancing
storm
the
barometer
is
falling
and
the
temperature
that which had prevailed at the time of the explosion, and hence
was justified in putting down the liability to explosion
his description of the phenomena, This explosion and some others asising, a he
of the anterior segment of such a storm. He
like it are coloured brown on the di
There are two does not,phenomenon
however, give a continuous record of weather so that we
ups of accidents during the year 1870, one between the 10th and
see how many storms were megs ee by explosions,
4th of February, the other at the end of December, both of which can
There
can
no doubt of the coincidence of certain serious explooccurred when the temperature was abnormally low, and the sions with be
storms; a notable instance of this will be found
atmospherical pressure high and steady. Ong of these accidents, on the 8thsevere
of
October, 1870, but the explosions do not happen,
that on February 14th in South Wales, whereby thirty men were only the commencement
of a barometrical depression, but occur
killed, was traced to the
of gas from
a forty-acre goafe, in also two or
the barometer has reached its lowest
which it had been most inju apne 4weal Pog it
ined so
and is — rising. We have taken a limit of three days.
great a tension that it forced its way
the barriers into one —e cause
of
t
h
i
s
prolongation
of the dangerous period is that
of the air courses, where it was ignited.
e others are probably
fire-damp issues in greater quantity than usual f
from cavities
ascribable to the so-called ‘
ness’ of the fire when ventila- when
fissures into the workings, and more especially into places
tion is very active. Under o'
circumstances, in the lower and
where
the
air
is
stagnant
and
already
more
or
less
foul
by admixparts of small accumulations of explosive mixtures there is a
of gas, the volume of the explosive portion of this mixture
stratum of air containing less gas than is requisite to make it ex- ture
will
increase
in
consequence
of
the
increased
rapidity
of
diffusion,
plosive; and when the miner slowly raises his candle into this or, in other words, the explosive boundary will extend
itself.
stratum, shading all the flame excepting the very top with his This extension of the explosive boun
is
gradual,
and
in some
hand, he is warned by the i
ing size of the ‘cap,’
the blue
a considerable time may elapse
before the boundary has
flame of the gas seen on the top of the candle flame, that there is cases
its extreme limits and begins again to recede, During all
an explosive mixture above, When the air jn the mine becomes reached
period the mine will be in an abnormally dangerous state.
very pure this stratum disappears
in many cases; there is no this
Meanwhile,
the pressure of the atmosphere rises, and a
longer a 8
between the pure air,
in which fire-damp cannotbe current sets although
in backwards* into the cavities, whence the pure gas
ingui
and the explosive mixture above,
the
is
- issued, yet if the entrance to such a cavity be at a lower
then called ‘
it ites without warning when a has
level than the highest portion of the space occupied by such
candle is raised into it.”
cpeaped gat, whichsigne,outegto its less low density, it is evident
Among
the literature on the subject which the authors that
what isdriven back into the cavity will be amixtureofgas
which
lies above the level
* Report of the commissioners appointed to
ire into several and air, and that noportionof the
can be driven back into it. Accordmatters relating to coal, 1871, vol. i., p. vii., and
A, p. 86.
; of the aperture to the cavity
+ The select committees on Accidents
in Mines, 1835 and 1 were
aware ofthis,andwere anxious tointroduceper em fp Fam Bi
* Parliamen
1855, p. 110, Transactions
Nat. Hist, Soc,
s#ant check might be kept over the ventilation,
of Northumberland, be,iat,Pp. 18,
tents of the cavity is displaced and escapes into the ventilating
current, Diffusion is also constantly going on ; and as the result
of this process is to produce below the plane c d a mixture lighter
than the ventilating current, this mixture rises along the roof and
is carried away at C (Fig. 1) d (Fig. 2). Gasis therefore constantly
being removed from the cavity, partly by displacement, partly by
diffusion, and its >
exactly equal to that entering the
cavity. If now the ventilating current
mes fouled in any of
the ways we have described, the space below the plane c d wil be
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ingly a certain volume of this pure gas remains, diffusing itself for that regenerative vigour so characteristic of Mr. Airy. Tradi™ of the Electrical School at Chatham. This school is intended
freePsand fouling the surroun
air,
tion has long ago sanctioned a mode of
gS
Re to facilitate the training of men from the ranks to the duties of
“It isevident from these
considerations
that in the case of con- the |
Society to the
t level in the estimationof every telegraphers. The advantage of employing them in preference to
tinued unsteadiness of pressure, and repeated violent oscillations civii
is manifest, It is hard for the latter to allow for the
na
Univ
lythe election into the Society
as a ci
of the barometer, we need not expect that each of these reductions Fellow stamps the candidate as one elevated to scientific knight- e
ing little etiquettes of the army, and without knowing
are not loth to share. The the “ proper” way of addressing a soldier they are not likely to
of pressure will cause the efflux of a quantity of gas proportionate hood, which princes and
to the extent ¢ an —
md > ones falls of the many societies which have sprung up recently—recently as com- get on as smoothly with their work as might be found desirable
in Malcolm alluded to some experiments
with the more than 200
’ existence
of the Royal and necessary,
mercury are 0}
the
or than
i
where two Martello
iety—have somewhat lightened the burden of their pattern made the day before the meeting at
vious one
in the series,
quantity of gas given off poten |Ce
towers
(Nos.
35
and
38)
were blown up. Some photographs taken
sibly be as great on each occasion as if that fall had been
ed and patriarch, and will enable it more and more to devote its
by a period of high pressure. If, however, any of the
oscil- energies to the consideration of new principles in science rather at the time of the explosion were shown.
Concerning the visual si
ing he said that there was no need
lations be more serious
than their pred
a certain
fresh supply than to minor discoveries in special subjects. The task imposed
in order to find indications of teleof pure gas will be given off. Hence
we see
as a general rule, on the officers of the
, at no time an easy one, to go back as far as Ni
we do not find a succession of explosions
at a time when the baro- would thus be made still heavier; but looking at the able graphists’ talent, there being such exhibited by many a babe even
meter is in a state of continued violent oscillation,
staff standing by the side of Mr, Airy, and among them Professor of the present day that shook its hands some little time before
‘* Recurring to what has already been said about temperature, we G. G. Stokes—than whom this country owns not a more genial “Ta-ta” could be achieved on leaving the room. Out of doors
would here remark that in cold weather the ventilation of the philosopher--the future of the Society seems in no wise en- caps, handkerchiefs, and walking-sticks are not official, but the
its is exceedingly active, many collieries being ventilated easily dangered. It will, as ever, stand forth a beacon to the searcher are freely used for communication, Anything, in fact, by which
y natural means without any extraneous agency whatever. In after knowledge, and a barrier’to innovations, clad in the garb a dot and a dash can be shown or indicated is from time to time
the height of summer, however, it is different ;for then the tem- of science, but found wanting in the balance at Burlington House. pressed into the service, although the routine prescribes at present
array of the air in the downcast shaft is higher, and the venti- The Royal Society has been charged with a tendency to alienation tags, shutters, fog horns, and lamps only. The sun’s rays will
ation can only be kept ip by the help of the furnace. In some from the interests to which its labours are most valuable, the probably be experimented on during this year, if time allows. Mr.
cases, then, a sudden rise of temperature may catch the miner various branches of industry to which it is the guiding star. On Mance’s instrument will also be tried on the occasion, Artificial
the bounds of light from a spirit lamp, intensified by a current of oxygen carried
unprepared, and where an active current would have remained the other hand it has been said to have ov
safe, a sluggish one may become foul, and possibly an explosion humility at the expense of piety. Still, as it now stands, many in a gas bag, will be used, the daylight failing.
Captain Malcolm holds the code
book to be valuable in the case
may occur,
will trustfully join in the words of the poet :—
of permanent lines, but does not advocate absolute dependence on
“Whether, therefore, the barometer falls or the temperature
os ;seedon, bold pioneers,
° vate ge A —_ is easily lost, and that loss alone ~
rises, it is absolutely necessary to keep a most careful watch over
oretell waves’ rippling breath,
estroy
chance
a signalling
. He contrived a sma
oe Se See ees .
the amount of air passing through the workings, in order to prebattery and a light wire, a kind = a westelegraph, for the
vent the formation of dangerous accumulations of explosive mixThe speed-borne orb;and find,
purpose
of
making
link
lines
between
visual
stations, the operatures of air and
p in all mines in which the margin between
Fa — each LatetedS bond.
tions of which would remain unnoticed by an enemy. A man
danger and safety is very small.
m™
waving
a
flag
on
the
top
of
a
cliff
wall
be
a rather prominent
“In a letter to the South Shields Committee in 1843, George
The clouds thathide our
."
party who might accommodate both armies occasionally with the
Stephenson said, ref
to explosions, ‘Generally speaking,
At the meeting on Thursday, May the 2nd, the Earl of Rosse» same information, but a man hid in the furze could pass intellithere has been some fault in the ventilation of the mines when vice-president,
in the chair, Colonel Strange exhibited and ex- gence to a lower situated station, from whence visual signals could
accidents have occurred.’ A similar opinion was expressed by plained the theodolite
destined for measurements in India. The be forwarded more safely. On one occasion Capt. Malcolm was
most of the gentlemen who were consulted when, at the beginning instrument
is
one
of the largest, if not the largest of the kind, experimenting when a dense fog came up. He thought there was
of the year 1868, the Meteorological Committee proposed to send and many years of thought
and labour have contributed to make an end to the experiments, but to his surprise he soon detected a
telegraphic intelligence of storms to colliery proprietors.
as can be ex
at the present day. It will vnulsation in the fog, and on investigation he found it to be his
‘The one cry, whetherwe look to security against explosion, or it as perfect
be used for ascertaining to a minute fraction the measure- amp, and that its light was reflected from a wood at least a mile
to affording to miners an atmosphere which is respirable without probably
mentof horizontal and vertical angles, of ast
ical latitudes, beyond him, and this glow was seen by two others over an angle
injury to health, is more air.”
The second paper, by Professor R. Owen, F.R.S., contained azimuths, and other matters connected with the study and science of at least 120 deg. On the whole, he advocated a more coherent
plan for the discovery of our deficiencies, so that in time of need
another interesting contribution ‘‘On the Fossil Mammals of of Ageodesy.
paper was presented by the Rev. 8. Houghton “‘On Some ve mig be spared a fearful expenditure of men, means, and
Australia,” The evidence adduced in this paper shows that all Elementary
Principlesin Animal Mechanics.” The author de- rains,
the larger kinds of wombat have perished. The author, in re- pcm
|in this, as well as in a subsequent paper, that the
The president called upun Mr, G. E. Preece to make a few
ference to the cause of extirpation, refers to his remarks on
bones, and joints of all animals are so related geometri- remarks, and that gentleman said that on inspection he had found
conditions affecting the contest for existence, and says regarding muscles,
cally
to
each
otheras to produce in every case the maximum the arrangements for the service to he more perfect than any he
the smaller species that they escape pursuit and observation
had ever came across. It had been said in reference to the choice
being able to avail themselves of an underground rétreat. If, a Mr. WeW. Spettiswoodlepresented a paper ** On thee RiRings produ
oduced of instruments, that the ear was more correct than the eye in
he says, we knew the hare only by fossil remains, we should err
Crystals when submitted to Circularly Polarised Light.” The taking slgnals, and although he did not say that, he nevertheless
in attributing to it the underground retreat and way of life of the by
optical arrangements here used are known, Particular held that sound apparatus was in many cases preferable to a rerabbit. The author finds it impossible to r
ile the multitude generalof the
phenomena resulting from it have been described by corder.
of facts before him with the extinction of all air breathing animals cases
Fresnel
and
Airy, and more have doubtless been observed by
Major R. H. Stotherd, R.E., related some of his experience
at one time and the replenishing of the species from the same part others. The bymain
part of the apparatus consists, so far as during the siege of Paris. Although there were underground and
in the centre of Asia.
polarisation
is
concerned,
of the <alikeny polariser, an analyser, overhead communications which rendered valuable service, the
At the meeting on Thursday, April 25th, the Astronomer Royal, and a crystal plate to be examined.
To this are added two quarter French were on the whole utterly deficient in what their adverand subsequently Dr. Sharpey, in the chair, a paper was fron ¢by undulation plates of mica, one of which
is placed below and the saries had in abundance, as far as telegraphy was concerned.
the president ‘On a Sup
Periodicity in the Elements of
Terrestrial Magnetism, with a period of 264 days.” This memoir other above the crystal. In the experiments quoted the rotation
Captain Mallock, R.E., described and exhibited a complicated
had reference to some conclusions arrived at by Dr. Karl Hern- depends upon the wave length ; consequently, if the analyser is instrument about to be introduced into the service in India,
stein, based upon observations which seemed to indicate a most turned round, there is a succession of colours which recur after
Mr. V. Chauvin, who had, in the service of the Prussian army,
remarkable coincidence existing between the sun’s rotation and every 180 deg. Thus far the effects resemble those produced by been to Paris, explained how, from small beginnings during the
the behaviour of magnet needles. The paper by that gentleman quartz, excepting that the tint will not be exactly the same. If the Danish war in 1864, telegraphy had assumed gigantic dimensions
is published in vol. lxiv, of the ‘‘ Proceedings of the Imperial experiments are made with convergent light two general results in the army of 1870. They erected stations all around Paris, anu
Academy of Sciences of Vienna.” H contains a series of observa- are manifest : first, that rings are formed as with plane polarised it was but fourteen days after the commencement of the siege
tions made during the year 1870, which certainly, considered by light, but better defined ;and secondly, that no dark brushes will that Versailles was put into direct telegraphic communicaticn
themselves, would appear to reveal a dependence of the earth's exist,
with Frankfort, The Prussians had found the system an invalumagnetism on the rotation of the sun. The Astronomer Royal
able assistance. The difficulty of protecting the wires had been
has tested the accuracy of this law by the aid of the cbservations
met by interesting the inhabitants in the maintenance of the lines,
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registered at the Greenwich Observatory, and which are printed
40,000f. or 50,000f. being exacted in case of damages.
;
annually in the “‘ Greenwich Observations.” Under this scrutiny At the meeting on Friday, April the 26th, Mr. C. W. Siemens,
Captain P. H. Colomb, R.N., said that in experimenting with
a fact has been brought to light which is almost as remarkable as F.R.S., D.C.L., president, in the chair, a paper on “ Military the heliostat he had found it difficult to retain a continuous
the previous and rash conclusion of this Austrian philosopher. Telegraphy ” was read by Captain E. D. Malcolm, R.E.
effect on account of the earth’s motion.
The author classified the several telegraph systems in use under
Mr. Airy has recently found that there is some justification for
Captain C. E. Webber, R.E., alluded to the fatal mistake made
presuming the alleged connection in the case of any one observing the following four heads—(1) Permanent Systems; (2) Semi- at Woérth in consequence of a message sent by MacMahon being
in 1870, and in 1870 only ; and that in a number of other years, Permanent Systems ; (3) Field Telegraphs ; and (4) Visual Signal- badly and wrongly telegraphed.
of which he took the trouble to examine the observations, there co Systems, na |might all be made available in case of war,
Mr, Latimer Clark, as a contribution to the history of military
is not even an approach to = pony of movements. The lesson and would prove of great utility if generals learned to trust to telegraphy, mentioned that as far back as 1853 or 1854 M.
comprised the Ricardo had proposed arrangements very similar to those described
contained in this discovery
not be without benefit to scientific these means of communication. The
systems of telegraphing in ordinary use ; the second were met with that evening.
inquirers, who will learn that plausibility is not proof.
Mr. Alexander J. Ellis, F.R.S., presented an elaborate paper on in India, where head-quarters had to be connected with the nearest
Major Frank Bolton gave a telling illustration of the inadequacy
“Formal Logic,” which would appear to be an original and and best permanent line. The two latter classes were those of sound instruments in time of war by quoting a cypher message,
specially to be considered, although even then a previous lecture a mixture of words with no trace of connection or
valuable contribution on the subject.
zate
On Saturday, April the 27th, the usual conversazione was held on a kindred subject had taken up most of the available ground.
which it would be difficult to keep in mind together for
Presuming that a staff will be organi
r tent meaning,
rganised which will be
at the old rooms of the Society, and probably there for the last
a
t, but which nevertheless have the important meaning to
time, the new eastern wing of the extension buildings being nearly to take care of the telegraphic communication along the permanent the proper quarters, “‘ Attack at daybreak.”
completed. Among those present on the occasion were the Earl and semi-permanent lines, and this semi-permanent line will alwa
ter a brief reply by Captain Malcolm, to whom a hearty vote
of Kosse, Lord Lindsay, Sir Henry Rawlinson, Vice-Admiral Sir be brought as near the head-quarters of the army as it conveniently of thanks was fo.» h the president hoped that the Government
William Hall, Dr. Hooker, Sir Charles Wheatstone, Mr. Lockyer, can, and as far forward, too, as it may be placed, the link between would not fail to recognise early the importance of telegraphy in
7 gs ter
h the British army, and the pr
Mr. C. W. Siemens, Captain P. H. Colomb, Sir W. Gull, Dr. M. the outposts and the army must be served by a field tel
Foster, Dr. Quain, Professor G. C, Foster, Count Koutaissoff, troop. For this service there is at present one troop of the
the Solicitor-General, Lord Chief Justice Bovill, the Lord Mayor, a Engineer train which is divided into three sections,
THE experiments of Dr, H. Vohl, of Cologne, appear to prove
carrying twelve miles of wire, in half-mile lengths.
and other distinguished noblemen and
gentlemen.
er by an ebonite that the carbonic acid obtained by heating chareocal is not derived
‘They were received by the new president, Mr. George Biddell These pieces can be conveniently joined
from
the coal itself, but has been absorbed from the atmosphere,
Airy, C.B., Astronomer
, who, now at the age of over three jointer which makes a practically water-tight joint in less than
a minute, and which in the case of searching for faults, /.i., This view is confirmed by the fact that when charcoal is freed
score and ten, holds that time honoured position of unparalleled
from
its
carbonic acid and saturated with pure oxygen nv further
can
be
undone
in
even
a
less
time.
The
cable
consists
of
a
strand
influence and renown in the scientific world. During not less
than half a century Mr. Airy’s career has been of that peculiar of seven No. 22 B.W.G. copper wires insulated by Hooper’s com- trace of carbonic acid is discoverable, even when heated to 680
stamp which is uncommon as it is meritorious, His presence told pound, and made 3in. thick; it weighs 300 lb. per mile. For ser- deg. Fah.
NGLISH MECHANICS’ SCIENTIFIC AND MECHANICAL Soctery.—
which again are placed on the
in every place or position which he filled, and, in the observance vice it is carried on wooden
of that heaven-born law ‘“‘order,” he has surmounted difficulties ‘wire wagons,” and to be drawn by six horses. The wagons con- The second yearly general meeting of this Society was held on
and scaled heights which it is but given to the giants of the race sist of an under-carriage and wheels of an ordinary service wagon, Thursday night last, the 2nd inst., at the Angel Hotel, Marketto accomplish. The Lucasian Chair of Natural Philosophy, once the whole made as light as possible of ‘‘Clarkson’s material.” street, Manchester, Mr. A, Tolhausen, vice-president, in the chair,
adorned by Newton, came into his hands a mere sinecure; he Upon this carriage are ranged six drums in two rows, so placed on when the hon. secretary for the past half-year presented his
changed it into a tribune for the dissemination of Natural Philo- framework that the wire may be paid out as required from the report. From this report it appeared that during the past six
sophy. In the capacity of Plumian Professor of Astronomy he rear drum as the wagon advances. Thus on each wire wagon is months there had been twelve fortnightly and nine committee
i
Four of the former were occupied with the reading of
1 to
designed and erected the great es tel
at Cambridge carried three miles of wire and two dozen iron poles int
pers on the following subjects, viz.—one on “‘The Lever,” by
Observatory, which earned him the reputation of an astronomical lift the wire overhead when passing cross roads ; for, although the
engineer of no mean stamp. In 1835, on the decease of Mr. Pond, insulation is so strong and good that it has stood and will success- te A. Tolhausen ; one on “‘The Pendulum,” by Mr. Hacking ;
Elliott ; and one
Mr. Airy became Astronomer Royal, and it is in that capacity that fully stand a@ great pea ety acer such > os and one on “The Balancing of Locomotives,” by Mr.
macada- on “Railway Axles and Wheels,” by Mr. Warburton. An
he has displayedanamount of energy and talent for organisation that carriages passing over it when laid unprotected on a
imated di
ion followed upon each paper, which clearly
has left him without an equal among the learned of the present day. mised road,>yetit is not to be expected that anything less durable
oe ponte 4——_ = the ae of Cambridge and than a rod of iron could stand the traffic of an army. The poles proved the importance of the exchange of opinion. The same
mdon, anc
various other literary works, among which we are formed of wrought iron tubing in two lengths, the butt 10ft. could be said of the remaining nights, of which six were occupied
will specially call to mind his classical Reouich Lechnes on long and 1}in. in diameter, the top 9ft. long and lin. in diameter. solely by discussions, after brief introductions, on the following
Astronomy,” have not prevented his attending to the duties at fitting inside the butt and fastened, when in use, by a bayonet subjects, viz.—(1) “‘ Heating Surface and Firegrate Area of Steam
ilers ;” (2) *‘ Consumption of Smoke ;” (3) Feed-water Heaters;”
catch. These poles can be stayed, if necessary, by three guys proGreenwich Observatory. Increased accuracy and an en
The wire is held in a wooden plug, which (4) Feeding Apparatus;” (5) Incrustation of Steam Boilers ;”
scope have been given to the system of observations; numerous vided for the pw
{
**Steam* Engine (Pendulum) Governor.” The attendance of
fits
into
the
top
of
the
pole.
new instruments have been from time to time introduced; and at
There is also carried by each wire wagon a hand-barrow, which members at these meetings had been an average one, The
the present moment, while other nations are thinking about doi
is fitted with legs, and, as occasion demands, with wheels, so that financial aspects (in the absence of the treasurer this statement
something, the Astronomer Royal is all but ready to equip wi
of
the wire wagon may was also presented by the hon. secretary) were, although not
all essential instruments and material five English expeditions for it i
either
not be able or not required to go. There are, moreover, brilliant, yet quite satisfactory, showing a balance in the treasurer’s hands in favour of the Society.
e customary election
of 1842, 1851, and 1860, passed not
of officers was then proceeded with, when Mr. McEwen was
be
without his
at his post on the Continent. The one in 1960,
elected
president,
Mr.
A.
Tolhausen
was
re-elected
vice-president,
an expedition of British and f
astronomers, was
i
Mr. A. Hildebrandt elected hon. secretary, and Messrs. WarMr.
» and, infact, the first ofthe kind. io tnepettaesd
burton
and
P:
n
were
elected
b
e
r
s
of
the
of “‘Green
‘tions;” and the mass
The newly-elected president now took the chair, and the syllabus
collected
by his predecessors
for the ens
half-year was then adopted, viz.—June 5th, a
a century were reduced and brought into shape
“On the
Channel Transits,” by Mr. A. Tolhausen;
Seed PRE
gsMawens ofpower ahd
on
y
3rd,
“‘On
the
Compound Steam Engine,” by Mr. A. Hilde. Ina life of
brandt; August 7th, “‘On Steam Boiler Ex losions,” by: Mr.
McEwen ;September 4th, “On the Slide Valve,” by Mr. Parienna Academy of
instruments fitted with Siemens’
relay,
and with Digny’s tington ;October 2nd, ‘‘On the Ventilation of Mines,” by Mr.
Royal
with a copy of
rte.*
Independent discusfelt ink-roller, which has been
tely
to
pos- Hacking ;November 6th, general meeti
“= his _new sphere there would hardly seem to be scope enough sibly more scientific arrangement of Messrs. Siemens, as being sion on various important subjects—“ Boiler Flues,” ‘‘ Fairbairn’s
New Boiler,” &c. A vote of thanks to the retiring officers and
more portable. The pattern of battery at prese
* Sitaungsberichte
der Kais,Academie
d,Wiss, Wien,
of Danicll’s, arranged for portability by Sergeant Mathison, R.E., to the past and present chairman closed the proceedings.
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THE form of governor about to be described is the invention of a Swiss engineer, now at Magdeburg, whence thefirm of
Schefer and Budenberg have already sent away little less than 1000
of these governors to different parts of the Continent. A few are
at work in England, as, for example, at Messrs. R. Daglish and Co.,
St. Helens; Galloway and Sons, Manchester; and R. Brown, Stockport. Other firms have been supplied with one, such as Messrs.
Hick, Hargreaves, and Co. ; Bellin and Co., of Birmingham ;
Manlove, Alliot, and Co., Nottingham; G. Fletcher and Co.,
Derby ; Death and Ellwood, of Leicester; Steel, Rake, and
Co., Newport; Alex. Wilson and Co., London ; R. Cowen and
Co., Nottingham ; Evans and Co., Landaff, and a few other firms.
The leading idea of this governor is that of using double
weighted pendulums so arranged upon a vertical revolving rod
that the utmost energy is developed for overcoming the friction of
the regulating throttle valve of the engine.
This governor is also ae capable of being increased and
decreased in sensibility by adding more or less weight to the
pendulums, and may accordingly be adjusted in power to suit the
requirements of the engine. Fig. 1 is a front view, Fig. 2 a side
view, and Fig. 3 —_ of the governor. Fig. 4 is a front view,
and Fig. 5 a plan of one of the double weighted pendulums used in
its construction. A is a vertical rod mounted in the pedestal B,
and having a revolving motion imparted to it by the pulley C.
Upon the top of this revolving rod is fixed a cast iron pendulum
ck aseD consisting
of fourarms or branches, E, for carrying
the pecu liarly shaped pendulums hereinafter described. These pendulums,
which are two in number, are each constructed with a barrelshaped weight F, and a ball-shaped weight G, connected together
by the twisted arm H, which is so arranged in order that each
pendulum shall interlock as close as possible into the other
pendulum on opposite sides of the vertical rod A. For this purpose the barrel weight F is also partially cut away, as seen at I,
(Figs. 4 and 5) to allow the arm H of the other pendulum to enter it.
These pendulums are each provided with two sockets, J (see
Fig. 5) branching from the arm H, into which sockets the extremities of two of the arms E of the pendulum support D enter when
by means of a pin K passed through them, they are swerving
upon the pendulum support D with their respective weights
F and G on opposite sides of the vertical rod A, each barrel-shaped
weight being disposed and worked up and down between the two
sockets J of the other or opposite pendulum. L is a collar
mounted on the vertical rod A, upon which it is free to slide up
and down. ‘This collar is connected to the throttle valve by
means of the ordinary forked lever M working upon the bracket
N, which projects from the pedestal B, and is also jointed to each
pendulum by means of a pin O screwed through the side of
each pendulum arm G into the head of a stud or set screw O'
secured in the top of the neck P of such slidingcollar (see detach
side view of the collar), so that as the pendulums swing upon their
axes or pins K, owing to the slightest variation in the speed of the
engine, the sliding collar L is at the same time moved up and
down, and so opens and closes the throttle valve. To
prevent the too sudden action of the governor, the enclosed
annular cylindrical vessel Q is applied partially filled with
water, and having a space above the water divided by a partition
R into two compartments filled with air, and communicati
together through the small hole 8S. This vessel Q is moun
upon horizontal pivots T screwed into the bracket U_projecting from the pedestal B, and is connected by means of the crank
xin V and connecting rod W to one extremity of the forked
oer M, so that as the sliding collar L moves up and down this
cylindrical vessel Q is caused to partially revolve upon its horizontalaxis or pivots T. Any sudden movement of the sliding collar
will cause the liquid to rise in one compartment of the cylindrieal

vessel Q, and to sink in the other, momentarily compressing the
air and offering a resistance until equilibrium is re-established by
the air passing through the small hole S, and exercising the same
pressure again in both compartments. The peculiar action of
this cylinder offers no practical resistance to the action of the
governor unless it has a tendencyto move too suddenly. The
action of the governor as a whole is as follows :—The pulley C,
which may be fixed upon the upper extremity of the revolving rod
A, when carried ‘through the pendulum support D, as shown by
the dotted lines in Fig. 1, having a strap passed round it from the
engine requiring to be regulated, and the throttle valve bein,
connected to the forked lever M, any augmentation of the spee
of the prime mover will cause the pendulums of the governor to
act so that the ball weight G moves outward from the revolving
rod A, whilst the two barrel weights F rise in the direction of the
arrows. Consequently the sliding collar Lis raised along the
vertical rod A, and, on the contrary, when the angular speed
diminishes, exactly the reverse takes plase. Its pendulums are thus
in a state of equilibrium when the centre of gravity is above the
int of suspension, whatever may be the angular speed. Its
ighest stable equilibrium position occurs when thecentre of gravity
stands vertically above the point of suspension. As the weight of
the pendulums are distributed on both sides of the revolving rod,
it might be possible to construct this governor with only one
pendulum, ts component parts lie so close together that its
inertiais reduced toa minimum and the friction and wear and
tear of the working parts are lessened, owing to the small angle
described by the pendulums. The point of suspension and the
centre of gravity in the pendulums being nearly in a horizontal
line, the pendulums therefore act with a great leverage, so
producing more power for regulating purposes for a given weight
of pendulum than any other governor.
GEORGETOWN GASWORKS.
No. IIL.
In this week’s impression we continue the description and illustration of the above works. The condenser consists of a
cast iron tank 16ft. long by 4ft. wide by 4ft. deep, built up of a
series of plates having a thickness of metal of §in., with flanges
fin. thick, The joints are of iron cement and secured by bolts
qin, in diamet
The
cond
is to be fixed after the hydraulic
main, which is to be connected to the pipes forming the condenser
with 8in. pipes. Each layer of pipes is to be fixed on an incline
with an end for delivering the tar into the box of the tar tank.
The pipes for the gas are carried on to the scrubber. Three ordinary valves,of Messrs. Burton, Sons, and Waller, or other aproved valves, will be fixed to the condenser. A cast iron box
Be.by lft. 6in. by 4ft. deep is fixed as a seal cup inside the tar
tank, to which all tar pipes must be taken and sealed, and has a
thickness of metal of 4in., with flanges of gin. in thickness, All the
connections on the works are 8in. in diameter, with a thickness of
metal of 4in., and flanges gin. thick, and all ordinary pipes will
be of the usual gas pipe lengths and weights. All the flange
joints will be made good with millboard and red lead, and all
socket joints with lead and spun yarn in the usual way. All the
connections
will fall to the tar tank. There will be three cast
iron water tanks 5ft. by 2ft. by 2ft.
The tar tanks are of cast iron plates, 16ft. long by 8ft. wide by
4ft. deep. The dimensions of the plates will be about 4ft. by 4ft.
The bottom plates are gin. thick, with flanges lin. in thick
and the side plates 3in. thick, with flanges lin. in thickness, an
the eet
3in. thick, with flanges fin. in thickness. All the
joints
be made with iron cement and bolts fin. diameter, with
suitable nuts and washers, ‘he scrubber will be 5ft. in internal

diameter, and 12ft. high, the top plate rising 1ft. higher. The
t
lates will be formed of a centre plate, in which will be
provided a hole for the inlet pipe and four radial plates. The
sides will be formed of four tiers of plates. The top plates will
be formed of a centre plate provided with a manhole and manhole
cover, and four radial plates. The side plates where shown on
the drawing must be re with rests for the sieves, with
brackets jin. thick and 6in. apart underneath, and shoes where
required for the T iron sieve bearers, The metal of the whole of
the mae will be }in. in thickness, with flanges gin. thick, and
the brackets between — bolt hole will be also in. thick. The
bolt holes will have a pitch of 6in. from centre to centre. The
whole of the scrubber will be put together with bolts gin. in
diameter, and hempen washers. The joints will be made good
with iron borings, well caulked, and smoothed off level with the
. At the levels shown on drawing will be provided manholes 1ft. 9in by 1ft. 3in., with manhole covers of wrought iron
plate jin. thick, to be fixed with gin. bolts and nuts, and
the joints will be made good with millboard and white lead.
The inlet pipe will be Sin. in diameter, projecting through the
bottom plate with wrought iron covers and supports, and the outlet pipe will be 8in. in diameter, and taken from the top of the
scrubber with the necessary bends and down pipe to the bottom.
The liquor pipe will be 6in. in diameter, running to the tar tank,
and there sealed, and will have a wrought iron cover jin. in
thickness over end of the inside scrubber lft. 6in. diameter, with
supports lin. by jin. The connections and valves will be Sin. in
internal diameter, with a thickness of metal of }in., and with
flanges fin. in thickness. The scrubber will have four tiers of the
ordinary wood sieves made circular to fit. There will be ten
urifiers, each of which will be 8ft. square by 5ft. deep. The
ttom and sides will be formed of cast iron Hey and the cup,
18in. deep by Gin. wide, is to be cast separate and not on the side
plates, and the whole ee together with flange joints. The plates
and cups will be din. thick, and the flanges gin. thick. The cup
will have a moulding lin. deep by jin. thick on the top, and the
inside joints will be made with jin. wrought iron plates 6in. wide,
and willbe fixed with tapped bolts with snap heads and slit for
screw-driver, the ends of which, when screwed up into the purifier
plate, are not to project beyond the inside of the mt The sides are
composed of plates 6ft. in length with corner plates 12in,. each way.
The cups will be of similar lengths; the bottom will be formed of
plates Fin thick, with
fin. thick, and brackets gin. in
thickness between every bolt hole, which are to have a pitch of
6in. from centre to centre. Proper provision is to be made for the
inlet and outlet to purifiers ; each purifier is provided with a cast
iron outlet box, 4ft. 10in. long by 12in. by 12in., which will be
fixed in one corner inside of the purifier to the sides and bottom
plates with a flange 3in. in width and jin. in thickness,
The roof of the retort house will be constructod of wrought
iron, with a cupola of the following sections of iron:—Principal
rafters, T iron, 3in. by 3in. by din.; ring rods, lin. in diameter;
struts, T iron, 2}in. by 2hin. by gin.; tie rods, 1jin. indiameter;
queen rods, gin. in diameter; plates at bottom of ring rods, gin.
in thickness; ring plates, sin. in thickness; plates for connecting
ties and rafters, fin. in thickness; rafters of cupola, T iron,
2in,
by 2in. by gin.; tie rods.of, cupola, din, in diameter; joint
latesof cupola, 4in. in thickness; slate battens, 14i by 1}in.
din.; cast iron T-shaped supports of. cu
18in. lon
tinin thickness; cast iron
PeL alluntonty belting town
Its, cotters, washer plates and nuts. Cast iron gutters will be
fixed on both the eaves,
and will fall to rain water pipes 4in. in
diameter at each end, with all the necessary heads, bends, elbows,
knees, and wall spikes. In our next we shall conclude out notice
of these works,
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this department of modern chemistry was, and how many problems the steam jet. By the annular form of the steam jet the extent of
THE CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
could be illustrated and explained by aos the compounds of surface contact between the steam and the air is greatly increased
On Saturday, 30th March, the anniversary meeting of the carbon and hydrogen, but he would remark that the line of and = Soe of air delivered is by this means very much
in proportion to the quantity of steam employed.
Society was held, when the president delivered the customary demarcation drawn by including all carbon ary wpe or what augmen’
here > exaddress, congratulating the Fellows on the increase of their num- amounts to the same thing, all hydrocarbons and their derivatives, The ee jet of — and cthog=
ing delivery pi
considerable
length, in which its velocity
bers, but pointing out at the same time the comparatively small under the head of organic chemistry,
has its defects, asinteaching
caine anehm and its momentum accordingly utilised by
number of papers communicated to the Society. This he attri- we must plead for the advantage derived from retaining
buted in great measure to our system of university education. pounds as
acid and carbonic oxide amongst inorganic being converted into pressure,
This improved steam jet has been applied for exhausting one of
After the officers and council for the ensuing year had been elected
pounds, This could readily be done by a simple modification of
and the usual vote of thanks pro)
, the meeting was adjourned. the definition, ais
clude all compounds in which the the pneumatic despatch tubes employed at the Central Telegra h
eOn Thursday, 4th April, 1872, Dr. Frankland, F.R.S., presi- carbon is united di
either with carbon, hydrogen, or ni
mn; Station, in London, for conveying the carriers containi
dent, in the chair :—As soon as the minutes of the previous meet- this would exclude
mic acid and carbonic oxide, and include graphic despatches from one station to another. The result of a
ings had been read, the following gentlemen were formally all that was desirable. With regard to the observation which the comparative trial made with the steam jet and with a good steam
admitted Fellows of the Society :—Messrs. E. N. Butt, John Kuffle, lecturer had made with reference to the non-existence of a dif- engine and exhausting pump has been found to be that the expenThomas Greenish, and Edward Smith. The names of candidates ference between the several bonds of the carbon atoms, he must diture of hee pemens no gg the two poly doing _
e advan
o!
steam jet being its very low
read for the first time were those of Messrs, Richard Anderson say that the evidence of such a difference was very slight; still same wor
and George Cordwent ; for the third time, Messrs, William there were a few compounds described which appear to give some first cost in comparison with that of the engine and pump, and
Frederick Donkin, B.A., Charles D. Hunter, Reynold Le Neve foundation for this view.
these he might mention the also its great simplicity, and the small space occupied as compared
Foster, Alexander Noble, W. Little, and William Henry Wal- two methylic
and. also the question as to whether an with an engine and pp.
Another application of the steam jet is to the lifting of water
bourn, who were afterwards balloted for and declared duly elected. isomeric ethylic chloride was not formed — with
by employing the jet to exhaust the air
The president then called on Dr. Schorlemmer, F.R.S,, to deliver ethylic chloride by the action of chlorine on
ethylic hydride. Dr. from a moderate d
into which the water then rises under the
his lecture on ‘‘The Chemistry of the Hydrocarbons,” After Schorlemmer had conclusively shown that the normal chloride was froma closed vi
briefly sketching the history of the division of chemical science into produced in this reaction, but he believed he had not shown that pressure of the atmosphere, the height of lift depending upon the
and the consequent
the two branches of inorganic and organic, the lecturer mentioned nothing else was produced. Agua, in the wonderful chain of size of the jet and Bred cayomg of si
in the vessel.
e discharge from the
that although Gmelin had previously
called attention to the presence carbon atoms suggested by Kekulé as the benzene nucleus it degree of vacuum obtained
of carbon in all organic compounds, Kekulé was the first who dis- occurred to him that it would be
ible to have more than three steam jet being then admitted into the top of the vessel allows the
tinctly advocated the view that organic chemistry should be isomeric dimethyl benzenes ; for instance, in the case where the water to escape through a delivery valve in the bottom, and aids
comiaana’ as the chemistry of the carbon compounds, and in this methyls were united to two adjacent carbon atoms in the ring, in its expulsion. By using a pair of these vessels in conjunction,
he has since been very generally followed. The hydrocarbons are which were themselves united by one bond, must be different from and putting the exhausting jet in communication with each alternot only the most simple of the carbon compounds, but also the a similar compound where the carbon atoms were united by two nately, by means of a self-acting float and reversing valve,
most important from a theoretical point of view, as all other carbon bonds;no doubt the difference would be minute, and therefore one vessel is filling while the otherisdischarging, and a continuous
delivery of water is thus obtained.
compounds may be regarded as derivatives of them, that is as very likely to be overlooked.
It is also proposed to apply the steam jet for exhausting the
being formed bya replacement of their hydrogen by other elements
Dr. Wright said there were one or two points he would like to
or groups of elements ; so that we may define organic chemistry as ask about, one of which was, that as Dr, Schorlemmer had shown vacuum pans employed in sugar boiling, so as to dispense with the
porns costly vacuum pumps and steam engine, and the condenser
the chemistry of the hydrocarbons and their derivatives, The first that when a normal
— oR
rf ——s = vapour
the evaporating og; the supply
hydrocarbons considered were the paraffins, which have the general
of condensing water, which in man engin th on -growing
formula CuH +2, and in which the tetrad carbon atoms are linked
colonies is a consideration of vitalfn
ce, = = be
together, the free combining capacities of such a group being
cm
rendered unnecessary. The steam jet is
further expected to prove
saturated by hydrogen, so that their most characteristic property
|
is that they are not capable of uniting with other bodies. The is acted upon by chlorine Se two monochlorides are formed, viz, :— very useful for draining the molasses from the sugar, by exhausting
the air from below the perforated bottom of a strainer containing
lecturer then noticed the two assumptions which had been made
CH, Cl
CHs
the undrained sugar, whereby the present modes of draining by
to account for the isomerism occurring in this group—namely,
|
—
or by centrifugal strainers can be superseded with
that founded on the supposed difference in function between the
cH,
™
cHa
vantage.
four combining affinities of the carbon atom and that generally
|
Numerous applications have been made of the steam jet as a
received one of the different grouping of the carbon atoms. The None of the links except
the two terminal ones being attacked,
paraffins may be divided into four groups: (1) The normal paraf- could he give any theoretical explanation of this? With respect blower for accelerating the distillation of fuel in gas producers for
tins, in which each carbon atom is united directly to at most two to the olefines, and the formation of C,H, by the action of metals heating purposes, the jet being admitted into the space underneath
others ; (2) those in which it is directly united to three others, or on C,H;I, he might say that in an
ent he had made with the firegrate, which is enclosed by doors, By this means it is
which contain the group isopropyl; (3)°those containing the a mixture of C,H,Br, and 2 (C,H,I), C,H, and C,H, were found that coal dust of the most inferior description may be used,
isopropyl group twice; (4) those in which the one carbon atom evolved, the latter being proved to be the normal olefine by its and the pee *of —— of the gas isAnge » while ryhaesame
roved, owing to the generation of hy en
is combined directly with four others.
yielding normal ethyline bromide when passed into bromine. As time its quality is
”
By subtracting two atoms of hydrogen from the paraffins we the names ethyline and ethylidene are given to the two hydro- from tyre Jwhich ad intermingled oith the air.
A specimen was exhibited of the steam jet apparatus ; and the
obtain the second group of hydrocarbons, called by Guthrie the carbons, the first of which is known in the free state, and the
olefines, which, although they closely resemble the paraffins in latter only in combination, he would suggest the term olefidene as articulars were given of the SS which have been found
their physical properties, are readily distinguished from them by a generic term corresponding with olefine for the latter series, “ experiment to be attended with the greatest efficiency, renderin,
the energy with which they combine with the haloid elements. In With respect to the hydrocarbons C,,H,, yielding terephthalic the jet capable of realising results comparable with those obtained
respect to their constitution they may be regarded either (1) as con- acid by oxidation, although myristicene from nutmeg yields about from a steam engine working an air pump,
The meeting then terminated,
taining carbon atoms with free combining units, (2) as having one | 15 per cent of that acid e had met with at least one instance
of the carbon atoms a dyad instead of a tetrad, (3) as having one || namely, the essential oil from orange
1, from which he could
carbon atom linked to the other by two combining units, The | not obtain any trace of terephthalic or isoterephthalic acids,
great bulk of evidence is in favour of the latter view—namely,
ASSOCIATION
OF FOREMEN
Dr. Miiller said that from oil of turpentine the yield was very THE LONDON
that they are really saturated compounds containing two carbon | small, 101b. or 121b. giving only two or three ounces of acid; in
ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTSMEN.
atoms linked together by two combining units of each, ethylene | fact, from his experiments, he was inclined to believe, although he
THIS
institution
is
now
in
the
twentieth
year of its existence,
H2C = CHe, The polyolefines were then discussed with especial | had no absolute proof of it, that the terephthalic acid was derived
and it has about it all the appearances which justify a prognostireference to the constitution of diamylene, the only member of this | from traces of cymene present in the essential oils,
cation
of
its
permanence.
The
employers
of
engineering labour
group which has been carefully studied.
Dr. Armstrong remarked with regard to the constitutional
The hydrocarbons of the acetylene series are formed by abstract- | formula for anthracene given by Graebe, and the splitting up of in the metropolis have, as a general rule, extended to it their
ing two atoms of hydrogen from the olefines, the general method | anthraquinone under the influence of oxidising agents into friendship and material aid, whilst the great body of principal
of effecting this being to remove two molecules of hydrobromic | benzoic acid, this could be equally well explained from the funda- foremen of engineering establishments in London, numbering
acil from the corresponding olefine dibromide. In acetylene C2 Hz mental property of the CceHs; group of resisting oxidation ; in the over two hundred, are connected with it in the bonds of memthe first member of this series, the two carbon atoms are linked | case of benzene itself one portion was oxidised to formic acid, bership. Its funds are steadily increasing year by year, its
together by three combining units of each atom HC=CH, and its | carbonic acid, and water, and
another formed b
ic acid,
co-operate harmoniously with their constituents, and its
homologues may be regarded as derived from it by substitution of
Dr. Schorlemmer replied that, with respect to the action of council
general management has been such as to inspire all classes of
a monad alcohol radical for one atom of hydrogen.
chlorine on ethylic hydride, the products were ethylic chloride and the
engineering
trade with confidence in the Association. Thus
The hydrocarbons of the series CuHa2—,, of which only two have | chlorinated ethylic chloride, but a considerable portion of the gas
as yet been prepared artificially, includes the very large number was unacted upon, and carries off with it much of the ethylic much may be asserted without danger of contradiction, and it is
of hydrocarbons called terpenes, found in plants. These possess chloride ; as to chlorine attacking only the two end links in the gratifying to ourselves, who have assisted in the development of
the pany of being easily converted into new isomeric modifica- carbon chain of the paraffins, thus forming only two monochlorides, the society, to put forth a statement of so satisfactory a
tions, which may again be changed into new isomerides ; but all - had no theoretical explanation to offer--he simply knew it as a character.
yield at the end one and the same product, called terebene, whose act.
We wish, however, now that all appears favourable to the
most characteristic property is that it forms a hemi-hydrochloride
The President said he had been about to ask the Fellows for a purpose, to suggest that a wider sphere of action and an in(CwHis)2HCl On oxidising terpenes terephalic acid is always vote of thanks by acclamation to Dr. Schorlemmer for his interest- creased
power of usefulness ought to be given to the institution.
found amongst the products, and as this acid is also formed in a ing lecture, but they had rendered that unnecessary. He would
similar manner from certain aromatic hydrocarbons, it is highly now ask the secretary to read the list of communications for the Why are its proceedings usually of an uninteresting nature, and so
often
destitute
the elements which should distinguish the
probable that these two series are nearly related.
next meeting. The meeting then adjourned until Thursday, transactions of aof body
of men of the eminently practical and
Aromatic hydrocarbons :—In this group the following points may 18th April, when the following
papers were read:— ‘On the
be noted :—-(1) That they all contain a common nucleus consisting Action of Phosphorus Pentasulphide on Tetrachloride of Carbon,” earnest characteristics of foremen engineers and draughtsmen ?
of six atoms of carbon. (2) These six atoms are linked together ‘*On the Degree of Solubility of Silver Chloride in Strong Nitric It is very rarely indeed that we get a report from it worthy of
by one and two combining units alternately, thus leaving six Acid,” and ‘* On a Remarkable Salt Deposited from the Mother being quoted in extenso in these columns, willing as we are to
combining units non-saturated,
Liquors Obtained in the Manufacture of Soda,” by T. E. Thorpe ; grant that privilege. The truth is that neither foremen nor
‘On a Double Sulphide of Gold and Silver,” and ‘‘On the draughtsmen appear to
the requisite amount of time, or
4C-c BY
Solvent Action of various Saline Solutions upon Lead,” by the literary ability, or the power of application necessary for
MM. P. Muir; ‘‘On the Composition of Ceylon Jargons,” by the production of papers adequate to sustain the scientific
\ !c
M. H. Cochrane; ‘‘On the Magnetic Sand of Mount Etna,” by reputation of the institution ; and the gentleman who has held
c=c
J. B. Hannay ; and *‘ On a Compound of Sodium and Glycerine,” the
post of president for a dozen years, by virtue of as many
(3) All aromatic compounds are formed by saturating these free units by E, A. Letts,
annual elections, has frequently endeavoured to induce members,
with other elements, or radicals, (4) The differences observed in
by
the
most forcible appeals, to bring forward papers at monthly
certain groups of isomeric aromatic compounds are caused by the
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
meetings ; but his powers of persuasion have been hitherto of
different relative position of certain elements or radicals in the
THE
general
ting
of
the
bers
of
this
Institution
was
nucleus. The speaker then gave an account of the isomerism in this
small effect. “From Dan to Beersheba” all appears tu be
series on Kekuleé’s well-known hypothesis,and explained the different held on Thursday, the 2nd inst., in the Lecture Theatre of the “barren” although the soil should be fruitful, and even prolific.
effect of oxidising-agents on the benzines containing one, two, or Midland Institute, Birmingham; C. W. Siemens, Esq., F.R.S., There are in the ranks of the Association many honorary memmore hydrogen atoms replaced by alcoholic radicals, which he D.C.L., president, in the chair.
of distinguished scientific and literary ability. Why do
The secretary (Mr. W. P. Marshall) read the minutes of the bers
illustrated by the oxidation of the isomerides, ethyl benzines,
they not respond to the fervid invitations of the president, and
@ cymene and 6 cymene, Oppenheim regards oil of turpentine previous meeting, and a number of new members were elected.
he adjourned discussion took place upon the paper read at the support him in his attempt to raise the intellectual status of
as a hydrogen addition product of the hydrocarbon CieHis, and
other aromatic hydrocarbons exist having less hydrogen than that last meeting, ‘‘ On the Strength and Proportions of Riveted Joints, the Association? Assuredly they would find a receptive and
required by the formula C.H»—¢. Amongst tue products of the with the Results of some Recent Experiments,” by Mr. Walter R. appreciative, and perhaps critical audience to deal with. Whilst
destructive distillation of coal a hydrocarhwu, CioHs, naphthalene Browne, of Bristol. The particulars were given of some addi- the foremen and draughtsmen in exerting themselves at their
always occurs, which bears such a close chemical resemblance to tional experiments that had been made by Mr. Kirkaldy, for various posts, and steadily doing the duties devolved upon them,
benzine that it must have a constitution very similar to it, and Messrs. Wright, upon the relative strength of diagonal jointed the thinking force—so to speak—of the Association might very
boilers as compared with those having the ordinary longitudinal well be employed in the provision of matter for consideration
which Erlenmeyer considers to be—
joints, the result being that the strength of tho diagunad joint in the assembly room on meeting nights.
was found to be one-third greater than that of the longitudinal
If the hint here given were taken up in the proper spirit by
joint, thereby increasing the strength of the boiler in the propor- those
|
concerned there would be few blank evenings in the “ K”
tion of four to three. The results were also given by Mr. John
HC =c7 Cc®e- CH
Cochrane of a series of experiments on the relative loss of room of the City Terminus Hotel on the first Saturday in each
Hi H
strength consequent upon punching or drilling the rivet holes in month. There is no reason either, we venture to think, why
This view is substantiated by the action of oxidismg agents plates and bars, tty Sagwe no advantage in respect of strength scientific gentlemen outside the institution should not volunteer
on the pentachlornaphthalene, produced by the action of phos- was gained by drilling the holes, provided the punching was done to read papers on those occasions. It is more than probable
phorus pentacbloride on dichlornaphthylquinone. Anthracene, with sufficient care,
that the council would gladly avail themselves of such aid, in the
CisHi , frequently occurs accompanying naphthalene in coal tar,
A rey was then read ‘‘On a Steam Jet for Exhausting Air, &c. dearth of the proper kind of talent within, and thus in an
and its probable constitution has been ascertained by Graebe and and the Results of its Application,” by the president. The form an humble way the Society of Arts and similar establishments
Liebermann in their researches on alizarine, to be—
application of the steam jet having remained hitherto essentially the would be imitated in their general usefulness, At any rate the
same as in the original steam blast of the locomotive, it occurred Association should by some means be made far more useful than
He=scht He=ch
to the writer that much might be done to improve its effect by a
HC\‘ a\c-CcryU 4‘CH
judicious arrangement of the
, 80 as to avoid eddies in the it is at present to the engineering and other portions of the
combined
current of steam and air, and to utilise more completely community at large. It is an admirable piece of machinery, but
HOo-C ‘ 2ee
the initial momentum of the steam. These objects have now the amount of useful work done by it is altogether unequal to
HC=CH
been effectually accomplished by the employment of a very thin the public expectation of its performances.
The author also mentioned pyrene, Cis Hio, chrycene, CisHie, and annular jet of steam in the form of a hollow cylindrical
idrialine C22H14, and concluded by observing that no branch of our column
ed from an annular nozzl e. The air to be
science better illustrated the p
ss made in chemistry during the propelled by the steam jet is admitted through an exterior
SourH KENSINGTON MusEuM.—Visitors during the week ending
last thirty years than that of the hydrocarbons, and this he con- annular orifice surrounding the jet, and also through the centre of May 4th, 1872:—On Monday,
and Saturday, free,
sidered to be due mainly to the atomic theory, which had been the hollow jet ; and the area of the air
isi gradually con- from 10 am. to 10 em; Tesco 1 375; Naval and other
of
moti
gradually developed and expanded to its present state by the efforts tracted on approaching the jet, whereb the velocity
collections, 2308. On Wednesday, Th
and Friday, admisair is so much
before it is brought in sionOd,from10 a.m.tl6p.m. Museum, 34;Navalaodother
of various eminent chemists, amongst whom he
t mention of the
Laurent and Gerhard, Williamson, Odling, and Kekulé.
contact
with’
steam as to avoid the great difference in the
ections, 1113 ;
erage of correspondingw:
of the twocurrents
at the point where they come together, = ime yom,14,463, ‘Total from-the opening of the Museum,
The President said that in the interesting lecture they had just velocity
impai
efficiency
of
heard Dr. Schorlemmer had amply demonstrated how important which caused the eddies that
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tue Cairo and St. Louis Road, now in course of construction, and
running through the river counties of Illinois, is being built with
for feet gauge. It is the pioneer narrow gauge starting at St.
uis,
AT an adjourned meeting of volunteer officers held on Monday,
to consider the question of the
Whitsun Monday volunteer review, it was reported that the London and South Western
Railway were unable to carry more than 2500 men to Chobham
on that day, whereas it was
le that 15,000 or 16,000 would
be prepared to take
in
review. It was therefore resolved
that the review should be abandoned.
THE report of the president of the Illinois Central Company to
the proprietors for the year 1871 states that Illinois produced in
1870 and 1871
e harvestsof corn, and fair crops of other cereals
which afforded a
e freight traffic in Dlinois for the past year,
and covered the decrease in
ings from business of the
Towa leased lines caused by the partial failure of the crops in that
State up to October last. The loss of traffic consequent upon the
destruction of the business portion of Chi
by fire had been
large. A contract had been entered into with
Gilman, Clinton, and Springfield Railway, by which all its Chicago and New
England traffic was to pass over the company’s
, and 15 per
cent. of the gross earnings therefrom was annually, for a term of
— years, to be set apart for investment in its First Mortgage
Bonds.
On Thursday morning, between three and four o’clock, as the
midnight g
train which is run between Tayport and Burnt_ island, on the Dundee branch of the North British Railway, was
proceeding on its way between Leuchars and Dairsie, it was observed that two of the wagons in the rear part of the train had
caught fire. The guard, on perceiving what had happened, had the
engineman signalled, when the train was brought to a stand. The
occurrence happening so early in the morning, and no assistance
being at hand, the train was at once ‘‘cut,” when the fore part
along with the two burning wagons, was taken on to Dairsie and
laced in a lye adjoining the station. The contents of the wagons
ing tow allefforts to get the fire oe, were of no avail,
there being no water-crane at hand. Information was conveyed
to Ladybank, when a squad of workmen, under Mr. James Patrick,
attended and had the burning wagons extinguished, but not till
they had been completely destro; ~ One of them was so much
destroyed that scarcely any woodwork was left.
On Monday the joint select committee on the proposed railway
amalgamation question was e
ed in comer ASir E. Watkin,
the chairman of the Sheffieldand Lincolnshireand the South-Eastern
railways. Whilesaying thathed
i
lgamation almostanecessity in the present state of the railway system, amalgamation which
would destroy competition would be an unmitigated evil to the
public, and an injury to the smaller companies, His suggestion
was that a universal system of running powers should be devised,
and he, also, on the part of the forty millions of capital he represented, advocated the adoption of a principle by which the
public should have the right of sending their traffic by any route
they pleased. In cases of misuse of power by the company havin
running powers, the
ownig company should have power to uel
to an arbitration board, and vice versd. He objected to Government control, and he instanced the state of the French railways in
support of his objections. The French railways were amalgamated
on the principle that the Government Doe smage them against
competition, and > a ~ been
+ for yearsten ~—
non-progressive, while in Eng]
great progress
n made.
‘The arbitration board should consist of fivemembers, three to be
appointed by the Government, and two by the railway companies
at regular intervals, The decision of the board should be final.
All the amalgamations which had hitherto taken place had been
advantageous to the public, but what was to be avoided was the
an of competition. This was the danger Parliament must
avoid.
Lieut. Cot. F. H, Ricu has reported to the Board of Trade on
the accident that occurred on the 15th ultimo to the up mail train
in the Mill of Ash Tunnel on the Caledonian Railway. After recounting the circumstancesof the accident, which willbe freshin the
memory of our readers, Col. Rich says: A rail was found broken
into three pieces at the place inside the tunnel, where the carriages
first got off the rails. The rail was probably broken by the engine of
the mail train as it passed, and was subsequently loosened by the
coaches that followed, until the pieces of the rail worked out of the
chairs, and allowed the back part of the train to leave the rails. The
foreman of the eer po had walked over and examined this
part of the line about half an hour before the mail train arrived,
and he had not seen anything wrong with the rails. When the
hind part of the train got off the rails the couplings gave way, and
the train separated into three parts. A great number of rails have
been broken on the Caledonian Railway during last winter. There
has been no frost to account for the breakages, which must therefore be attributed to the rails being of rather a hard description,
and their being worn to such an extent as not to allow a sufficient
margin of strength to prevent their breaking under any small
additional strain, such as they may be subjected to by a defective
engine or a slack joint. The company’s engineer appears to be
using all possible diligence in watching the permanent way. Col.
tich recommends
that those partsof therailwayon which the express
trains run, and where the rails have proved brittle, should be renewed as soon as practicable,
In compliance with the instructions contained in the Board of
Trade minute of the 20th February, 1872, Lieut.-Col. Rich reports,
for the information of the board, the result of his inquiry
into the circumstances connected with the large number of rails
that are reported to have been broken on the Caledonian Railway
in the months of N
uber and
ber, 1871, and January,
February, and March, 1872. The rails used on the Caledonian Railway are double-headed. They weigh about 75 Ib. per yard lineal
when first laiddown. The rail is fixed in cast iron chairs that weigh
about 28 1b. each, which are placed at intervals thataverage about
three feet. The permanent way generally is in very good order.
The line is well ballasted. The only places where rails were
broken that he observed any exception to the very good state of
the line were about the 124th Pm |the 140th miles, and some of
the sleepers were decayed near the 130th mile post; but even in
these exceptional cases the road was good, and there was nothin
to allow of any unusual strain being brought on the rails, an
thus causing them to break. In some cases
broken rails
showed _ of a good deal of wear before
had broken. The
weight of the rails that had been in use on the railway since the
—_ 1862 and 1864 had been reduced from 75 Ib. to 70 Ib. Fiftyour of the rails were broken on the Scottish Central section of the
Caledonian Railway. Of these fifty-four rails, forty-one had been
turned. Twenty-two of the rails were broken on the Perth and Dundee branch,
comparative immunity from the serious conseuences which might have resulted from the great numberof rails
that have been found broken must be attributed to careful supervision and maintenance and ce a state of the railway generally.
One circumstance was remarked by the platelayers, which aoa
well for their observance, viz., that the principal part of the rails
were found to be broken after No. 303 engine had passed along the
railway. Mr. Graham, the company’s engineer, when his attention
was directed to this fact, found that sixty out of the eighty-one
broken rails were taken out of the road after No. 303 engine had
passed. When this engine was taken to the shops at Perth two
flat places were found on the tire of the off leading wheel. The
worst of these flat places was found to be about a quarter of an
inch out of the true circumference ina length of 18in. The
leading wheels were 3ft. Gin. in diameter, and carried 104 tons.
The driving wheels nominally carried 12}tons, and thetrailing wheels
8 tons 8cwt. The engine tires were made of Bessemer steel, The
tires had been turned up about twelve months since, The weights
were found
to be equally distributed
on each pair of wheels,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
REFINED nickel is worth 3 dols. a pound. The ore is found in
Pennsylvania and Missouri. The Pennsylvania mines furnish the
principal supply at present, and, are said to be very profitable.
THE United States have about five thousand telegraph stations,
seventy-five thousand miles
line, and over seven thousand
employés, and transmit over
million five hundred thousand
messages annually,
Ir may be laid down
as a general principle that a larger proportion Uf white flowers. are
than those of any other
color ;yellow come next, then
and lastly blue ;after which,
and in the same order, may be reekoned violet, green, orange,
brown, and black.
Tue King of Italy has conferred the honour of knighthood of the
order Della ape 5.
on Mr. P. Le poneFoster, jun., oo
in recognition of his services
as an engineer as oe of the
construction of some important works connected with the Canal
Cavour just completed, and opened with great public ceremony in
April last.
THE great Belgian metallurgical firm of De Dorloctot has been
converted into a joint-stock company, with a capital of £240,000.
The new ———— commenced its operations this month. It has
orders on hand for more than 10,000 tons of pig, and more than
50,000 tons of rails and accessories.
THE shortening of puddling furnaces, by leaving out the neck
almost entirely, is now, —
Scientific American, being done
after trial by some mills.
e improvement contracts the entire
furnace about thirty inches.
@ fire chamber and working
chamber
are the same as usual. Some half dozen of the Pittsburgh mills have adopted the change.
A BERLIN lithographer has, it is said, after years of study, succeeded in inventing inimitable paper money. The colour of the
paper is the only secret on which the invention rests. The inventor says the colours cannot be chemically analysed ; on applying
the
ifying glass they can be distinguished from
other
colours, and in their quality as colours they cannot be imitated by
photography nor any other way.
Let a wide glass tube, open at both ends, be taken, and in this
a piece of fine wire gauze be pushed up some little distance. If
the gauze is now heated to redness over an ordinary Bunsen
burner, and then removed, it will shortly emit a shrill note, lasting from five to ten seconds. The experiment
we believe will be
new to most of our readers, and has the meritof always going off.
The author has not been named to us.
M. Larousse, a French hydrographic engineer, has presented
to the French Academy of Sciences a paper on the mouths of the
Nile, and the changes which have taken
in them during the
last two centuries. The Damietta
Rosetta mouths
have
advanced and are advancing into the sea at the rate of three
metres and 35 per annum yy
M. Larousse thinks that
the mouth of the Suez Canal in the Mediterranean may be maintained at the necessary depth without any
ive cost.
One hundred and forty thousand
eee are employed in
the production of iron in the United States ;42,000 of these are
em mpecnhy my bed and fuel ;25,000in preparing fuel for
rolling mills; 42,000
in the rolling mills; 12,500in blast furnaces;
3500 in bloomeries; 800,000 are engaged in the manufacturi
articles of iron. Thus we have a total of 925,000 men emplo
in the iron interest. The value of pig iron manufactured
last
year was 75,000,000 dols. The product of the ro
mills and
forges was 63,000,000 dols., the value of other man
ures was
762,000,000 dols., and the entire value of manufactured iron for
the year was,900,000,000 dols.
Suyce 1862 Signor Castellani has made experiments in order to
recover the lost art of formi
tternsin granulated work in gold—
that is, patterns com
bulesof gold almost miscroscopic in
minuteness, each soldered separatelyto the surface, and arranged
in lines, mottoes &c, Hitherto
this art had baffled all modern skill.
Surfaces could be covered with the delicate granulated or powdered
work, but patterns such as Greeks and Etruscans could execute
were still a desideratum. Now the difficulty has been surmounted,
and it is to illustrate this recovery of the ancient process that
Signor Castellani exhibits some beautiful specimens of his workmanship at this year’s International Exhibition.
JAcoB PERKINS, writing thirty-five years ago about his steam
gun, then exhibited daily in the Adelaide Gallery, mentions the
ollowing curious phenomenon :—‘‘ On a recent occasion, just before the last volley was discharged, the atmosphere became suddenly very dark, and many were aes © see the last shower of
balls ; the steam was somewhat higher than common, the gun had
been recently lengthened, and from the concurrence of these circumstances the velocity of the balls was much increased, and a
very remarkable effect was produced. When the balls came into
contact with the cast iron target a very brilliant group of stars
was seen on the plate, each about the size of a marigold, and somewhat resembling it in es
light was seen also at the
mouth of the gun, and the eaden bails were completely pulverised.
What could have produced these effects? Was it not the result
of the development of electricity by the friction, or from some
uninvestigated cause ?”
Axsovut the year 1845 Mr. Wright, of the firm of Brooks and
Co., Philadelphia, built a locomotive with a very remarkable form
of reversing gear. The slide valve was open through the top,
from the exhaust cavity underneath, and terminated in a cylindrical form in which was fitted a metallic spring piston closing up
the opening through the valve. When the engine was going forward steam from the boiler entered the steam chest, and the
slide valve acted in the usual manner. When going backward,
by the peculiar arrangement of a slide valve, which acted also as a
steam or throttle valve, the steam from theboiler, by a process
similarto a two-way cock, was turned under the cylinder slide
valve aud into the cavity of the exhaust, forcing the piston in the
top of the valve upward and against the evenly planed under surface of the steam chest lid, the exhaust pipe becoming the steam
chest, and the steam
the exhaust pipe, and vice versd when
the movement of the engine had to be changed. The lead was
wrong, of course, for going backward.
Mr. Harcourt has found that by heating a mixture of bisulphide of carbon vee and oe to redness the former is
decomposed into sulphuretted
It will be thus seen
that the removal of the bisul
of carbon from coal
is ren
dered possible, for by simply heating the gas to
ess the
sulphur combines as before with hydrogen to form sulphuretted
hydrogen, which can be easily removed by passing through a purifier containing oxide of iron, In this way, by passing
gas
which contained 30
grains of sulphur in 100 cubic feet through
a red hot tube, and then t
an iron purifier, the sulawd = reduced 44 = A or 6 grains . —— feet. It
might
imagined
that
the
o
through
a red hot tube would aeeeaase its que, but Mr.
Harcourt’s experiments show that the con’
is the case, for
by passing gas of 14°91 candles rapidly through a tube heated to
moderate redness the illuminating power was found to be 15‘1
candles, and after passing through a tube heated to bright redness
its illuminating power was increased to 16°66 candles. A parallel
case to this is seen when marsh gas is decomposed in hydrogen
and carbon by a series of electric sparks, the gas which is obtained
occupies almost twice the original volume of the gas, but possesses
a far greater illuminating power than that of the original marsh
| gas, owing to the —
of a small quantity of acetylene or
some such body. It will be seen that these experiments offer
what certainly seems to be a feasible process for the great reduction of the amount of rey wd contained in coal gas. We are
| indebted for these facts to a ecture delivered by Mr, Harcourt at
the Royal Institution,

MISCELLANEA.
THE North-Eastern ‘Railway Company have refused to run a
Sunday train on the Derwent Valley Railway.
Ir is understood that several large steel and iron firms in
Sheffield are being converted into limited liability companies.
Ir is stated that, notwithstanding the defeat of the Mersey Railway Company’s extension scheme, the company intend to p
with the tunnel works as actively as
ible on both sidesof the
river, and, in addition, to renew their application to Parliament
next session for extensions on both sides rrthe Mersey.
New rules for the picketing of cavalry horses have been promul=
Chain reins will no longer be classed as equipment.
tead of the chain rein a rope of white cotton for use as a halter
A similar rope will also be issued as a foragesupplied.
be
will
cord, or as a heel-rope, in ola that every mounted officer and
man may have two such ropes always in his possession as equpment.
A Patent Cork Company (Liwirep) is in course of formation,
with a capital of £200,000, in shares of £5, to purchase the English
and foreign patents of M. Becker for hermetically closing bottles
by means ps capsule which is stated to have been “ extensively
adopted for the past three years by many large houses in France,
Germany, America, and England.” The price to be paid is £60,000,
half in cash and half in shares.
Ar a special meeting of the Waterford and Limerick Company;
held on Tuesday at Waterford, a proposition by Mr. Kelly, of
Dublin, that the offer of the Great Southern and Western Company for the purchase of the line be accepted, was negatived. An
amendment of the Rev. Mr. Medlicott—that the offer be declined— was carried. The meeting then adjourned for a month,
when the offer of the Great Western of England would be considered.
A PROSPECTUS has been issued of the National Safe Deposit
Company (Limited), with a capital of £500,000, in shares of £10,
half to be first subscribed.
The object is to construct in London and in the principal provincial cities fire and burglar proof
buildings for the safe custody of securities and valuables, Such
institutions have for many years been in operation in the United
States with success to the shareholders and advantage to the
public.
Mr. Rupert Kerr.e, who has been presiding as arbitrator at the
North of England Iron Trade Arbitration Board at Darlington,
decided on Friday practically in favour of the men, yielding their
claim for a shorter shift for puddling as an experiment for the
remainder of the year, the puddlers to commence work at five and
not changing after three, a
and evening; but if heats be
lost, and less production ensue, the masters can reopen the question. He also admitted the men’s claim to be absolved from all
Sunday fettling and Sunday work.
THE inquiry respecting the application of the Slough Local
Board of Health for powers to obtain a provisional order authorising the acquisition by compulsion of land belonging to the Earl
of Harewood for the p
of a sewage
farm was concluded on
Thursday at the Westminster Palace Hotel, before Mr. Harrison,
the Government inspector. Mr. Bateman, C.E., was examined by
Mr. Cust against the application. On the conclusion of Mr. Bateman’s evidence Mr. Harrison intimated that his report would be
sent to the Secretary of State, who would communicate to the
parties interested the decision arrived at.
THE Anglo-German Express Transit Company (Limited), with a
capital of £200,000, in shares of £10, half to be first subscribed,
the remainder being reserved for the Continent, has just been
brought before the public. The object is to establish a system for
the conveyance of goods and cattle at through rates between
Great Britain and the Netherlands, and by way of the Rhine to
Baden, Wiirtem)
, Bavaria, Switzerland, Austria, &c., and vice
versa, by means of steamers, starting twice every week from
London, and from Hull or Grimsby, to Dordrecht in Holland, and
thence by barges and powerful steam-tugs along the Rhine to the
port of Maxau, and finally by rail or other means, to their destination, The company have obtained subsidies from the municipalities of Dordt, Carlsruhe, and Knielingen.
It is stated that the eopper works at Hebburn, which have been
the property of Mr. C. M. Palmer and partners, and which have
been in operation for five years, are about to be formed into a
limited company with a
erful local board of directors. In
addition to Mr. Palmer and his partners, Mr. R. C. Clapham, of
Walker, long known in the chemical trade, and Mr. J. Morrison,
of Ferryhill
Ironworks, and other gentlemen will become directors,
The copper business is a comparatively new branch of industry on
the Tyne, but it is satisfactory to notice that within the last six
or seven years this trade has flourished in the north, and its
establishment here has been of great advantage to the chemical
works, as providing a market on the spot for their residual
pyrites, from which the copper is made.
THIS year the excursion season will be oy
by the issue
of third-class tourist tickets by the Midland and other leading
railway companies to all the sea-side and other places of tourist
resort, including Scarborough, Bridlington, and other eye
places on the Yorkshire coast ;Morecambe, Blackpool, and Southrt, on the Lancashire coast; Matlock and Buxton, in the Peak
istrict of Derbyshire; Torquay, and other places in the West of
land; to North and South Wales, the Lake districts, Ireland,
and Scotland, We understand that this boon to travellers will
come into operation on Monday, the 13th May. The NorthEastern Railway Company, in addition to the issue of monthly
tourist and sea-side return tickets at third-class fares, have
resolved, from the 1st of June next, to grant residential periodical
tickets to third-class passengers.
Five years ago the Bradford Canal was closed. Last week th
first section from Windhill, near the junction with the Leeds an‘
Liverpool Canal to Frizinghall, was reopened. Ina few weeks the
watercourse will be opened to Bolton Bridge, and when the
terminal basins are completed near Northbrook-street the resucitated canal will be in full working order. The scheme is expected
not only to pay well but to be a great accommodation to stone
merchants and
others who have business premises adjacent to the
canal, It will also be useful in conveying away to the agricultural
districts manure from Bradford, a commodity which is now a
nuisance, owing
to the difficulty of getting rid of it. The canal
basin at Bradford is to be filled up, the old property pulled down,
several new streets driven across it, C, -road made eighteen
yards wide, and probably continued down the valley to Shipley.
In the month of March last Mr, Charles Suthers, of Oxford
Mills, Werneth, having ordered two new engines and boilers to be
placed upon his premises to supplant others, it became evident
that unless ep
were made for working the machinery
this extensive mil must be entirely stopped, to the serious loss of
both employer and employed. Mr. Suthers, however in order to
prevent such loss, consulted with Mr, I. W. Boulton, of Ashton,
engineer, when he at once proposed te turn the machinery by
means of two powerful pestalo engines, and the detail was left in
the hands of Mir Thos. Boulton, who very promptly despatched
two engines with boilers combined, and placed them in the mill
yard, occupying, with all the appliances for water, &c., only
about ten square yards. In a very short time two straps were
attached, and without the aid of a fly-wheel or the use of
governors the machinery was set in motion, and continuedto
run for six weeks (the time occupied in pulling down and erectin;
the new engines), and this was —— y hed without any loss o
time. The mills are now working with two engines of 200 horse
power each, showing how great the power of the portable engines
with high-pressure boilers is, and thus clearly proving that a
serious breakdown may be repaired with very little
comparatively speaking, when the stoppage is taken into
ideration,——
Manchester Courier.
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pig iron into puddied bar. With the general features of at 1.42 the iron had risen a little ; at 1.50 it boiled freely ;
processevery one of our readersis no doubt familiar. at 2.14 the boiling was less rapid ; at 2.47 there was no
The iron must
be melted, and while melted it must change; at 2.58 all the reaction ap
to be over, and
be exposed to the action of some
t which will remove Mr. Henderson reluctantly resorted to the aid of the
the carbon, and, if possible, the phosphorus and sulphur puddler. As soon as the iron was stirred it rose rapidly,
with which to a greater or smaller extent nearly all brands and came quickly to nature, But it was discovered almost
of cast iron are contaminated. Practically, the only avail- the moment that the rabble was introduced that a cake of
able agent is oxygen. This easily lays hold of the carbon wrought iron lay on the bottom of the furnace, and it was
TO OORRESPONDENTS.
‘| in the iron at high temperatures and burns it out. The not until 3.48, after excessive trouble, that two small
removal of sulphur and phosphorus is —~ more diffi- balls were got out and taken to the hammer. A third
cult, because ofthe remarkable affinity these elements pos- ball weighing about 20 lb. was afterwards got out with the
sess for iron. It isfortunate, that whereas we cannot have aid of oo and sledge. It will be seen that, from the
wrought iron at all if more than a very small percentage time the iron was melted till the first balls were drawn,
of carbon is present, we can have fairly good a
iron, not less than 2 hours 28 minutes elapsed. Ordinarily
even though none of the phos- the charge would have been all drawn in about 1 hour
or
o* Ino
to
trou
confusion, we
it necessaryto useful for many p'
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the phorus or sulphur originally in the pig be eliminated. It 40 minutes from the time of putting in the pig. The con——
intended for insertion in this column, must in all is not too much to say, that if it were as difficult to sumption of coal was, of course, very large, and the yield
cases
ied by a large envelope legibly directed by the get rid of the carbon as it is to get rid of the of iron very low. The balls worked well under the
writer
to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that other two elements, we should have little or no hammerand inthe rolls ;when brokenan examination of the
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No wrought iron, The labour of inventors has hitherto grain was sufficient to show that Mr. Henderson had not
notice will betakenof communications
which do not comply with
been devoted to two distinct objects.
The first made wrought iron but puddled steel ; so far the process
these instructions.
A. D. (Corfu).—(1) Sharp, Stewart, and Co., Atlas Works, Manchester. is to simplify and improve upon the methods ordi- was a failure. This the inventor attributed to the fact that
(2) About £16 we believe, but are not quite certain.
R. anp Co.—Tin cuttings are used by makers of charcoal iron in sinking narily practised for getting rid of carbon; and the the furnace had worked too cold.
At 4.10 p.m. the operation of charging a second heat
Sires. They constitute very good scrap, which commands a market in second is to devise means by which the phosphorus and
Wales.
can be disposed of. Under the first head may be commenced. This time Mr. Henderson abandoned the
Svuccester.—IJron pipes cannot be used for town sewage with propriety. sulphur
ed
the
Bessemer
process,
and
the
various
systems
of
use
of ilmenite, which is intended to carry off phosphorus
Circumstances, arise, however, when sewage has to be pumped long distances,
when iron must be used, but it should be avoided as much as possible.
mechanical puddling which have been invented and tried as vapour, and used 56 lb. fluor spar intimately mixed with
A. C. W.—Advertise. In most establishments pupils are taken, the premium with varying success, The principal
object sought to be 56 lb. of old fire-brick ground to a fine powder. The
varying with the advantages conferred. State whether you wish to put
your son with a civil or mechanical engineer, and we will endeavour
to aid attained has been to dispense with or to lessen the labour charge consisted as before of 4 cwt. of Carron No. 4 pig.
you in carrying out your views.
of the puddler. No process exists which will give as good At 4.15 it was all in and the door dropped; at 5.25
a result as regards quality as the old system of puddling it was all melted, and began to boil strongly. This
TOBACCO SPINNING MACHINES.
when carried out in perfection, but the labour and cost condition remained unchanged, the furnace working ex(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
of
the process are excessive, and might be reduced with cessively hot—the damper being full open, and the tiring
Srr,--Will any correspondent please to inform me who is the best
enormous advantage to the iron trade; consequently we vigorous—until 5.55, when the iron rose and boiled
maker of machines to
tobacco ?
E. A. H.
Cologne, May 6th, 1872.
have a distinct class of inventors, such as Menelaus and over at the puddling hole, a large proportion of the cinder
e metal came to nature immediately,
Danks, all working to thisend. As regards the elimina- being thus wasted.
PROTECTING IRON.
tion of phosphorus and sulphur, totally different methods and the operation of balling commenced. As in the first
(To the Editorof The Engineer.)
experiment,
so
now,
the
operation was effected with diffiof
manufacture
are
ood
to
remove
carbon
cheaply
and
Srr,—I shall feel ae aed any of ae a
a
quickly, has become
the task of the mechanical engineer; culty, the iron adhering strongly to the bottom of the furcan procure a
‘or ous nm
, me’
y
nr eae ar oe ually passing thro water, and, to eliminate sulphur, phosphorus, and silicon we must nace; so strongly, indeed, that to get out the last of it a
at the same time, leave the water quite free from stain o! Y kind—t
any preparation of a liquid nature is in existence with which the iron or resort for assistance to the chemist. As the affinity of sledge and bar was needed, and the furnace was not finally
metal could be dressed and afterwards be free from liability to rust, and these hurtful elements for iron is too —~ to prevent cleared and the cinder tapped off till 6.46. The two
from which water could carry no stain. Perhaps some of your readers their removal by oxygen alone, we must bring them into balls got out worked fairly under the hammer, but
may be able to inform me where such may be obtained. The articles
dressed would require to be in contact with water several weeks between contact with some other element which, under a high tem- they required much management. Mr. Jeavons could
each dressing.
R. P.
perature, will combine with and remove them. Chemists not roll them off that night, but they were rolled
are acquainted with many such substances. Among the off on Wednesday, we believe, and samples will be sent to
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the paper most important are the halogens :—Chlorine, fluorine, and Mr. Kirkaldy to be tested.
are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. rge Leo
Riche
; all other
bromine. These, if properly used under the requisite conFor the present we prefer to make little or no comletters to beaddressed to the Editor of Tae ENGINEER, 163, Strand.
ditions, will probably do all we want done. The principal ment on the Henderson process, Its inventor has
SUBSCRIPTIONS:
difficulty
lies
in
securing
the
conditions.
A
class
of
invenproved
that in the ordinary
puddling furnace he
THE EnGineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct tors has been called into existence by this fact, whose entire can make puddled steel without the aid of the rabble;
from the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
exertions are devoted to devising the best means of but it is certain that in our presence he achieved
Half-yearly (including double number) «2 «2 « £0 14s, 6d.
utilising the chemical forces which we know are available none of the remarkable results we were
promised
Yearly (including two double numbers)... -. + £1 9, Od.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will for the purification of iron, Hitherto these gentlemen have by some of our contemporaries. It is evident, however,
be made, Tur Enciveen is registered for transmission abroad.
met
with
very
doubtful
success.
They
are
known
in
the
that
Mr.
Henderson
would
have
done
very
much
better
if
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS.
iron trade as “ physickers,” because they introduce into he had permitted a moderate use of the rabble, which
Post-office Money Orders payable in England, being now obtainable in the the
furnace
what
puddlers
call
“
physick
”—that
is
to
say,
would have prevented the caking of the iron and reduced
Sollowing countries, THE ENGINEER will be weekly dispatched post-free
Srom the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting by money order, accord- some chemical including in its composition chlorine, the time of working. We hope to have an analysis of the
ing wo the following me —
bromine, or iodine. The most recent inventions in this iron produced, in a short time, when we shall probably rePer
year,
2%
a
eee
direction come from the United States. Not long since we turn to the subject.
116
Japem .c cc os oc- 160
8
Australia Republic
. .««1 ..»««« 116
116 #OorlO france || Natal
Malta
gave in detail the results of experiments carried out in our
Leaving now the chemical processes, let us turn fora
Belgium...
. 110
Brasil .. .» « o 136 0
| Netherlands .. .. .. 2 5 Oor&7 florins presence at the works of Sir John Brown and Co., Shef- moment to the mechanical, About Mr. Danks, and about
British
Columbia...
.
116
GOorl0dols,
|
New
Brunewick
..
..
116
or
10
dols.
British Guiana
+» 116 OorlOdols, |Newfoundland .. .. 116 Oor
13 dols, field, by Mr. Sherman, of New York ; and about the same the host of rivals or imitators who have started up since
Ca of Good
os eeHopeee ..oe 116
Wales.... ..«. 116
time Mr. Henderson, another American gentleman, was he achieved success, it is unnecessary to speak. Our
Cape
116 O0r
0 10 dole New
New South
Zealand...
116 00
Ching «s os os of 9 EO or 99rie Switzeriand. : 4 0oO or 60 france attracting a good deal of attention by another process readers have been kept au fait with every om of the
having the same object in view, but carried out in a diffe- rotary puddling furnace. In another page will be found
Damar
oe
OE
eM
|
Dede
States
|
116
Oorl0dols
Boypt .. oc o o 33% @
West Coast of Africa 118 0
rent way. The essential nature of the Sherman and a paper read on Wednesday evening before the Society
Germany... +«. oe«+ «+- 12 8 0OorlSthalers| West Indies
- 160
Gibrattar
Henderson processes is the same; but whereas Mr. of Arts which deserves more than passing attention. Mr.
THE ENGINEER is sent weekly post.
direct from the office, 163, Strand, to Sherman elects to use iodine, Mr. Henderson has chosen Jeavons, in a spirit which deserves all praise, has afforded
subscribers in thefollowing countries on receipt of subscription by bill on fluorine. Mr. Sherman carries his chemical compounds in
M. Dormoy an opportunity of showing his rotary rabble
London or o'
, according
to the following scale: ~—
Per year.
Per year.
his waistcoat pocket, but Mr. Henderson brings his to in action in this country, and we can assure ironmasters
£44
4ad
works in casks. We shall not further refer to the that it is worth a trip even from the North to London to
Buenos Ayres” “So | Norway... . . .. 31dsofort ome the
Sherman process. Mr, Henderson, however, has been for see a charge puddled by its aid. We published an account
Chitiand Perw .. .. 925 0
Panama... « « « 116 0
France .. «+ «os «© 116 Cor
50 francs| Russia .
«+ «+ 214 Oor2l roubles some time in England experimenting at various works, of this invention in a recent impression, and we confess
hae. Soras ry
a + - ‘he
24ny
rike, and as his process really appears to possess
a good deal of without hesitation that we then set it down rather asa
Mien
33 55 Oort0france|
Sm
~~ 95 ofr
promise we shall place our readers in possession of the mechanical curiosity than as being an invention likely to
ADVERTISEMENTS.
results
of
our
own
somewhat
limited
acquaintance
with its play an important part in the iron trade of this or any
%,* Thechargefor Advertisements Fg lines and under is three shillings ;
each line afterwards, ninepence.
line averages eight words ; blocks are ractical working. We believe that we were the first in other country. We found that the puddling furnace used
charged the same rate for the space they fill, All single advertisements from England to give a detailed account of Mr. Henderson’s by Mr. Henderson at Millwall was fitted up with the rethe country must be accompanied by stamps in payment.
ADVERTISEMENTS CANNOT BE
untess De.iverep serorne Six o’cLock on views, and we must refer such of our readers as desire to quisite tackle, and we learned in the course of the afterTuvaspar Evenine ix race Weex.
master the whole subject to our impression for Feb. 17th, noon that M. Dormoy proposed to puddle a charge to
1871. We shall now record the result of two experiments ascertain if the mechanism was in order. This trial
made by the courtesy of Mr. Jeavons of the Millwall Iron- was in no way intended to show the merits of the process,
MEETINGS NEXT WEEE.
Tue Instrrurion oF Crvi, ENGINEERS.—Tuesday,
14th, at 8 p.m. : works, at Millwall, on Tuesday last.
but simply to test the tackle. M. Dormoy, however,
(1) Continued discussion “On the Construction of —_
WW
There is at present but one puddling
furnace at the very courteously granted us permission to be present at
(2) “ Explosive Agents for Industrial Purposes,” by Mr. F. A. Abel, F.R.8,
CuemicaL Societry.—Thursday, May 16th, at 8 p.m. : (1) “ Notes from Millwall Ironworks—which have come into Mr. Jeavons’ what was strictly a private trial, and even to speak of it as
ion within a comparatively recent
period—a new we thought fit. The furnace was fettled in the usual way
Andersonian University.” (2) “On the Deteontasticn of the Solubilities and Specific Gravities of certain Salts of Sodium and Potassium,” orge being now in course of erection.
is puddling with ground hematite and mill scale, and was charged with
by David Page and A. D. sep
(3) “On the Influence of Pressure
on Fermentation,” Part I, by Mr. Brown. @ “On Chinoline and furnace delivers the products of combustion straight into a 4 cwt. of remelted pig made from scrap on the works, and
Leucoline,” by C. Greville Williams. 5) ‘New Tests for some Organic lofty
of very
construction, with the not very good. To improve the quality of the iron an old
Fluids,” by Alfred Wanklyn. a m the Products of the Transfor- exception thatandtheisgrate
is
rather too large
in our opinion casting of very good grey iron, weighing about 601b., was
mation of Starch, 7.
vi
“An Examination of the
Recent Attack upon
Atomic Theory,” by R. W. Atkinson.
for economical working. However, this, as regards the make thrown in at the last moment before the door was closed
of iron, is an error on the right side. When we arrived, at 7.15. At 7.55 the iron was all melted ; at 8.3 it comat about half-past 11 a.m., we found the furnace lit up and menced boiling, and at 8.5 the rotary rabble was introhot ; the bottom was of cinder. We cannot better describe duced. Then might be witnessed a scene absolutely
THE
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the experiments than in the form of a diary.
without parallel in the iron trade. An elderly gentleman,
At 11.52 a.m. the puddlers began to fettle with ground in an overcoat and spectacles, proceeded to puddle a heavy
FRIDAY, MAY 10, 1872,
hematite; when the Fettling was so far complete, half a charge of iron ; and he did it too, part of the time with one
dozen shovelfuls of mill scale were thrown in. The hand. The tool revolves at about 200 revolutions per minute,
FROM PIG TO PUDDLED BAR.
“ physick ” was then introduced ; it consisted of 152 Ib. of and there can be no mistake about its action on the iron. If
Tue mechanician and the chemist have for many years ilmenite, and 56 1b. of fluor spar, ground to a very fine it were possible for ten strong puddlers to introduce ten
found in the manufacture of iron an attractive subject for
wder, and intimately mixed. As soon as this powder rabbles at once, and to work a charge altogether, they
investigation ;and their investigations have been followed fad been evenly distributed over the hearth, four pieces could not produce the same result. The rabble resting on
by an almost unparalleled number
of inventions for sim- of thin board were laid with a peel on the powder, the bottom careers all about the hearth, a turn of the wrist
P
» Cheapening, or improving the various processes and on these the pig iron was
as quickly
as pos- directing it hither and thither. The centrifugal force of
by which ore or “mine”
is converted into pig, and pig sible. The board is intended to prevent the disturbance the rotation keeps the rabble perfectly clear of scale, while
into puddled bar or wrought iron. A se baer propor- of the chemical
und,
charge consisted of the thorough action of the tool could not be better exemplition of these inventions has proved unsu
No. 4, pig. The operation fied than by the little flakes of iron come to nature thrown
in prac- 4 cwt. of very grey.
Sensis 6:eee
ee eee Soe of charging ended at 12.14 p.m., when the door up from the cinder bath and falling back again like snow,
imple a8 ay appear
the processes of smelti
e ore or was closed and firing up began. At 1.14
p.m. the At 8.15 the round rabble was withdrawn,
the iron havin
pud:
the resulting Pigto those Stews +Sagsuperfi iron—which was not touched in any way—was all melted. been brought to nature, and the screw rabble was inse
cial knowledge of the subject, it is certain that these opera- Up to this time the furnace had worked very cold, which and worked for four minutes, when it was taken out. The
tions are in no small degree recondite and complex, accounts for the delay in the melting, but during the rest strap compe |the little donkey ae which drove the
especially in the chemical reactions which take place in of the process there was nothing to complain of on this » acne oy a rigger,
had stretched so much
that it
the blast and the puddling furnace. With the former we score. At 1.20 a few small piecesof pig remained unpped ; this did not occur, however, until the work was all
have for the moment n
to do, and we shall therefore mel
eee
of the hearth a sensible
re- but complete, and the first ball was taken out at 8.32, while
confine our attention solely to the process of converting posaya Ty at 1.32 the whole was boiling quietly; the last was removed at 8.47, The entire operation had
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
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thus lasted but 1 hour 32 min., while the yield of the iron
was evidently very large. The balls worked under the
hammer in a way which left nothing to be desired. We
may conclude this article in the words of a puddler standing by and speaking to a mate: “ I’m blowed, Bill, but that’s
what we chaps has been wanting all along.” We suspect
the masters will want M. Dormoy’s invention quite
as much
as the men, We may state that among the gentlemen
spree during the day were Mr. Jeavons, Dr. Noad, Mr.
Kirkaldy, Mr, Wright, M. Dormoy, Mr. Dudley, Mr.
Paget, Mr. Halpin, Mr. Norris, and several others interested in the progress of the iron trade.
PROGRESS OF THE ORDNANCE SURVEY.
THE subject of the progress of the Ordnance Survey was
brought on Tuesday last before Parliament, and the opinion
of those who spoke with reference thereto, was to the effect
that it was by no means so satisfactory as it ought to be.
A cadastral survey is one of those comprehensive
scientific undertakings which demand a large outlay of
money, a considerable expenditure of time, and a great expenditure of labour and skill before any tangible results
appear to accrue from them, Extensive field operations—
including the measurement of base lines, and the recording
of numerous accurate trigonometrical observations; the subsequent oftice work, embracing mathematical calculations,
plotting, and the determination of areas; and, lastly,
the engraving and printing
— have all to be completed ‘before’ the published map testifies to the
public that a great national enterprise is in progress.
At present the only complete map of the territory of
England and Wales is on the scale of an inch to a mile,
which for any purpose save that of showing the roads.
rivers, railways, canals, and other prominent topographical
features of a country, is useless, It may be remarked here
that the views entertained by some of the members who
spoke on the question, relative to the advantages that are
to be expected from an “ Ordnance” map, are exaggerated,
and impractical besides. This is especially the case when
the “acreage ” is called to account. In spite of every map
that may exist, and whatever the scale to which it may be
drawn, any proprietor of land who is desirous of ascertaining accurately the acreage of his estate must have it surveyed expressly then and there. Before proceeding to
comment further upon the matter it will be well to draw
the attention of our readers to the facts of the case, which
have certainly not been elicited by the discussion in the
House of Commons. It was towards the end of the last
century that the Ordnance Survey of the United Kingdom
was commenced, wnder the direction and supervision of the
Board of Ordnance, whence it obviously derived its wellknown title. Within the last two years the onerous task
has been transferred to her Majesty’s Office of Works,
although there has been no change made in the executive
department. As hitherto, the survey is principally conducted by the four survey companies of the Royal Engineers, Which are distributed respectively in England,
Ireland, and Scotland, according to the requirements of
the —
service they are engaged upon. A large
number of civil assistants is also employed to assist in the
field work and preparation of the na but the majority
of these, with very few exceptions—judging from their
rate of pay—can have very little claim to be regarded as
professional men. <A great proportion of the civil assistants
is employed in England, owing to the fact that the headquarters of all the surveys is at the Ordnance Surveyoffice, Southampton. The portion of the United Kingdom
which first received the benefit of the survey was Ireland.
The maps—on « scale of Gin. to the mile—not only afford
all the topographical information necessary, but provide
every facility for the preparation of those parliamentary
or preliminary surveys of railways, canals, and other
works which are required by the Legislature before
it will sanction their construction. Omitting the “ section,’ which has to be levelled in the ordinary manner,
the deposited plan of a proposed railway in Ireland consists simply of a portion of the existing ordnance map,
corrected up to date, with the centre line, limits of deviation, and reference figures marked upon it. All the surveying that is necessary is limited to a few measurements
which may be needed in order to show, on the enlarged
scale, any houses or buildings which may be situated
within the limits of deviation. Probably, except for the
facilities thus afforded by the Ordnance maps of Ireland,
the railway system would not have been so extensively developed as it is. They save expense just where it is most
important, that is, at a time when a project is in embryo
only, and people are averse to contributing towards it.
Unquestionably, one of the most important works in
connection with the Ordnance Survey which has been completed within the last year is the pee of London on the
scale of five feet to one mile. This plan comprises altogether 326 sheets of full-sized paper, and is the largest
and finest plan of any city ever produced. Of the whole
number of sheets nearly 150 have been engraved and published, and the remainder will be issued with as little delay
as possible. With the view of affording the public a map
of the metropolis which should be contained in a smaller
area, two other maps are in progress. These have been
reduced from the five feet map, and are drawn to scales of
25°344in. and Gin. to a mile. In addition to these there is
the one-inch map, so that it will be a strange circumstance
if the requirements of the most exigent individual cannot
be satisfied with one or other of the four. The plans on
the six-inch scale have been drawn as parts of the counties of Middlesex, Essex, Surrey, and Kent, and to
obviate the inconvenience which -would result from
joining the sheets by the boundaries only, the Middlesex
sheets will be made complete in themselves, and they will
join those of the other counties by straight lines, the
position of which is engraved on the margin of the
plans. This result has been obtained by transferring the
impressions to zinc, and it is pro
also to eleetrotype
and join the plates. By this arrangement each of the
separate counties is complete in itself, while the sheets including the metropolis can
be put together in a very simple
tanner. The necessity for correcting and revising all the
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Ordnance plans at certain intervals is too obvious to need
comment. But when a city similar to London is concerned,
in which daily alterations, demolitions, and additions are
in progress, the duty of revising the plans is almost an
incessant one. In the last “ Report of the P
of the
Ordnance Survey ” it was stated
that it was highly desirable that some arrangements should be made for an almost
constant revision of the plans, and it was represented to
the Metropolitan Board of Works that they were the
proper body to undertake the office. To this the Board
of Works made no sort of objection. They acknowledged
and appregiated the great importance of keeping the
survey always revised to the latest date, but regretted
there were no funds legally applicable to such a purpose.
With the recent conviction fresh in our minds of the disastrous results that ensued to the French, as a consequence
of the neglected and imperfect condition into which their
maps were allowed to fall, it may be asked whether some
funds should not be appropriated towards maintaining our
Ordnance maps in the same perfect-state in which they are
first issued. The expense of doing so would not be heavy,
and would not require the services of highly paid assistants,
whether they were military or civil. One thing is certain. A map that shows on its surface a church or other
public building that has been pulled down some five or six
years ago, or does not show a road or street constructed
within the same period of time, is not what it professes to
be. An incorrect map is sometimes worse than no map
at all. With respect to the survey generally in England
and Wales, the field operations and the office work are
being carried on with the intention of completing the
plans upon the scale of 6in. and 25°344 inches to a mile as
speedily as circumstances will permit. While these may
be regarded as general maps, several others have been
published of different towns on scales of 10ft. and 2ft. to
the mile. Some of these were made for local authorities,
and were in part paid for by the several towns out of the
rates. In Scotland the survey is still proceeding, and the
—_ on the one inch, six inch, and 25°344 inches to one mile
sale, continue to be published as soon as completed. There
is a large amount of work to be done yet before the survey
of this country will be finished. The survey of the towns
however, is complete, and the plans of a considerable
number of them have been published on the five and ten
feet scales, which are those adopted for large towns.
Similar scales have been used for the plans of the Irish
towns. The one and the six-inch maps of the whole of
Ireland have been finished long since and published, although the engraving of the hills is not yet shown upon all
the sheets. A peculiar feature in the Irish maps prepared
for the Valuation Department is that they are coloured so
as to indicate every tenement in the country. This is a
very important and onerous work, so much so that additional oftice accommodation has to be provided in Dublin
to carry it out. A good deal of extra work is thrown upon
the Survey Department by the Landed Estates Court, as
may be imagined from the fact that nearly two hundred
thousand plans were prepared for the court during last
year. These are paid for out of the sale of the estates. It
may not be generally known that in certain cases private
parties can have large surveys executed for them by the
Ordnance authorities. As an instance, the Thames Valley
Drainage Commissioners have applied to have a survey of
the Thames and of the breadth of land subject to be
flooded made for them during the current year. They
have offered to pay the sum of 1s. per acre for the plans,
in consequence of their having the precedence of regular
survey, and their requiring more detailed information,
with more levels or contours than would be inserted on
the plans under ordinary circumstances. It will be seen
that the other Government departments draw upon the
Office of Works for whatever information they may require
with regard to topography. The Secretary of State for
War has desired that a new one-inch map of those portions
of England and Wales south of Lancashire pd Yorkshire should be made, and be reduced from the Cadastral
Survey as it proceeds. There is the greater necessity for
this, since the original one-inch map is on a very defective
projection. Different parts of it have been made on different meridians, so that the sheets do not properly meet
each other. Moreover, the original survey was defective,
and it was impossible when the hill features were engraved
to alter the map as required by the correct survey. It
is proposed now to draw the hill features and make the
map complete by photozincographing the hills, and inserting them on the engraved outline by double printing. In
order to accomplish this, the hill features are sketched on
a very light blue impression of the outline, and as the
light blue will not show in the photograph, a separate hill
plate is obtained by photozincography. The outline can
thus be altered without disturbing the hill drawing, and
vice versd, and the hill features can also be printed in
colour if required. Some impressions from the six-inch
maps have been taken in carmine, and upon them certain
parts of the detail which it was desired to retain were
penned in with indelible ink. The carmine was then removed by washing with chloride of lime, and the outline
and other details required photozincographed. It is evident
|that by this process maps can be made from the six-inch
; plans in any special manner, either for military or other
purposes, and photozincographed on any scale. Besides the
preparation of plans for the Foreign-office, Local Government Act Office, Admiralty, Post-oftice, Home-office, and
other departments, the services of the Ordnance Survey
Oftice were pressed into the service of the Census Commissioners. The determination of the different areas, separate
districts, sub-districts, and boundaries, involved an amount
of labour which it would be difficult toexaggerate. The intricacy and confusion which exist in the civil divisions of
the country are something terrible to contemplate. It isa
common occurrence for
of the same parish to be
situated at considerable distances from each other, with a
piece of another parish intervening. Parts of townships
are detached in the same manner, and the amount of notes
and references to be minutely recorded in order to indicate
with precision the position of these isolated
ions
entail a vast expendituseof time and labour.
whole of
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the civil, municipal, and ecclesiastical boundaries of the
country require a thorough revision. They should be
marked out by permanent artificial erections, and their
position not permitted to depend upon natural, and in
many instances,
imagi
objects.
A very interesting feature in the “ Report” is the account given of the survey in Palestine, the results of which
are to be found in four folio volumes, including maps,
illustrations, and photographs. The demand for the latter
has been very large, their sale having fetched the sum of
£700 and upwards. The cost of the actual survey was
defrayed by public subscription, and it is estimated that
the sale of the volumes will more than cover the cost of
their publication. The annual expenditure incurred in
paying the officials and subordinates engaged on the
Ordnance Survey of the whole kingdom is about
£100,000. A fourth of this falls to the share of the military, and the remainder to the civilians. Neglecting the
sum paid by the Landed Estates Court of Ireland, which
does not by any means equal that expended, the total
received for the sale of the Ordnance maps and books
amounts to about £6500, or at the rate of 64 per cent. on
the money spent in paying the staff. When the survey is
wholy finished, pet the field operations limited to the
mere revision and correction of the existing maps, the expenses will be materially diminished, while the other side
of the balance-sheet will show a corresponding increase, It
is of course not intended that any profit is to bemade out of
a great national undertaking like the Ordnance Survey, but
it is possible to make both ends meet in works which are
intended for the public benefit, and that of the State as well.
It must be borne in mind that the completion of the
survey of England and Wales, and the preparation of the
necessary maps to any scale, is merely a question of time
and money. Any number of qualified assistants can be
engaged, if the funds wherewith to pay them be provided.
We regret to make the statement, but unfortunately it is
true, that the great depression which has so long prevailed
in the profession has deprived of employment many men
who are exceedingly well adapted for carrying out extensive
surveying operations, and whose services could be retained at
comparatively amoderate sum. From the facts already laid
before our readers it is difficult to perceive that very much
more could have been done with the means at command.
It is just possible, however, that a revision of the present
staff, together with the infusion of some new blood into
the executive department, might be attended with favourable results. It is idle to imagine that the fundamental
operations—such as the measurement of base lires, the
trigonometrical observation, and the computing of the
great triangles—are not as accurate as skill and science
could make them. Possibly errors may have occurred in
the filling in, but we strongly suspect that the really
weak point in the existing maps is the want of a revision
and correction to the present date.
WHEEL AND AXLE LATHE AT THE BRIGHTON
WORKS OF THE LONDON, BRIGHTON, AND
SOUTH COAST RAILWAY.
WE illustrate at page 330 two fine lathes constructed from the
designs of Mr. W, Stroudley, locomotive superintendent of the
London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway, by Messrs. D. New
and Co., Nottingham.
The first is a powerful railway wheel lathe adapted to turn a
pair of wheels upon their axles without torsion, to bore two
tires and boss, or bore two wheels, or to boss or bore a wheel at
one face plate, and to bore a tire af the other at the same time.
The headstock is treble-geared. The spindles are of cast iron, 12in.
diameter, fitted with parallel bearings of cast iron, and carrying
two large face-plates with external wheels. The speed of the fast
headstock face-plate can be varied from that of the loose head.
These heads are bolted down to a planed base plate, and the
loose one is movable upon it by a rack and pinion. Two extra
large tool pillars are provided, fitted with compound slide rests,
self-acting by ratchet motion. The bottomslides are adjustableso as
to swivel round to the angle of the tires, and the upper, to cut the
sides, are —_ upon saddles, movable transversely by rack and
pinion and longitudinally by screw and nut. There or two carriers
to each face-plate. The width of bed between headstocks is 3ft. 4in.,
depth 18in., diameter of driving shaft 54in., diameter of first
motion pinion 8$in. with 1gin. pitch by 4in. wide; first motion
wheel 3ft. jin. diameter by 1gin. pitch, by 4in. wide; second
motion wheel and pinion same as first; driving pinion 10gin.
diameter, 1jin. pitch by 44in. wide, to slide in and out of gear by
clutch motion; main driving wheel 4ft. 6?in. diameter by
= pitch by 44in. wide, cast on back of face-plate. The bearings
of the cone shaft are bushed. The loose headstock spindle is
movable by a wheel and pinion. In the five-speed cone the
largest speed is 2ft., and smallest speed 9jin. diameter by Gin.
wide. The lathe will turn a wheel 4ft. 2in., the diameter of
face-plate being 4ft. 8in., and it will admit between centres
9ft. Yin. Weight of the whole is about 20 tons.
The lathe for turning railway carriage and wagon axles is a 12in.
centre hollow headstock axle lathe fitted with Clements’ patent
driving sagan One fast and one loose headstock movable
upon bed by rack and pinion, and fitted with right and left-hand
saddles, self-acting and movable upon the bed with a screw driven
by eccentric for turning both ends of axles at once. The bed is
22in. wide by ldin. deep, and will admit 9ft. between centres, It
is treble-geared ;diameter of the main gearing is 17jin. by 5in.
lin, pitch, main driving wheel 2ft. diameter and Ijin. pitch,
and 5in, wide, pinion 8fin. diameter and Ijin. pitch, and
din. wide; the tops of the slide rests and of the toolholders are
made of wrought iron. The lathe is entirely self-acting, and
weighs about five tons,
We may add that the machine tool trade of Nottingham is
making great advances, For example, the works of Messrs. New
and Co, though only commenced in 1870, now coverabout two acres of
land, and employ about 300 hands, There are many other large
firms in Nottingham engaged in mechanical engineering, and affording employment in all for between 3000 and 4000 hands,
THE Royat Society.—The conversazione of the Royal Society
on Saturday week was highly successful. The company, notwithstanding the counter attraction of the Duke of Edinburgh’s
reception at the Royal Albert Hall, was brilliant, and many of the
objects and apparatus exhibited were of great interest. There was
a beautiful series of photographs of landscape scenery, the geysers
and Lak na iu the regions of the Yellowstone River explored
by Prof. Hayden, exhibited by Mr. A. Tylor; and some of the
early photographs of M. Niépce de St. Vi r, showing effects of
colour; and a collection of Madreporaria dred,
up by Count
Pourtales from the sea-floor in the course of the Gulf Stream,
exhibited by Prof. Duncan, Mr, Brownimg and Messrs. Elliott
Bros, had, as usual, a number of telescopic and
seopic instruments, Want of space prevents us frem-describing the objects
exhibited more in detail,
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——
place in the law, in consequence of the annexation of Alsace and
rraine to Germany. ‘The French patents still cover those
departments, but in order to keep up their rights therein patentees
willhave to pay an annuity of 100f. tothe German authorities in
Alsace in the same way as and in addition to the annual tax on
the French patent.
HUGHES AND Son.
123, Chancery-lane, London, May 8th, 1872,

how a ship could escape being pitched upon her beam ends. Now,
by the doctrine of chances this is certain to occur, and might do so
to a good ship, and a bad one might escape.
This letter would be far too long if I was to touch upon some
other matters which are directly connected with the subject, so I
will merely add that it is one which commends itself to all who
PARABOLIC GOVERNORS.
are concerned in naval matters, and that a proper investigation
Sir,—My attention has been called to a letter inyour impression would
contribute greatly to the improvement
of naval archiof the 12th of April, si
by ffold and valued friend Mr. Geo
and modern seamanship.
Crow, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. If Mr. Crow will kindly refer to the tecture
THE PATENT QUESTION,
near Rochdale,
Wa. McNaveut.
“7
ings ” for last July of the Institution of M
icalEngi- Crawford House,
Srr,—If the Patent Law Committee do not report in favour
April 1872,
neers, he will find all the information I can give him in the only pubof
a
more
fundamental
change of system than you anticipated in
lished article on the subject for which I am in any way responsible.
your able article of SaturdayI fear little good will result. No
Newport Rolling Mills, Middlesbrough.
JEREMIAH HEAD.
SCREW PROPULSION.
doubt the questions and answers indicate the tendency of indiStr,—The publication in last week’s ENGINEER of Mr. F. vidual opinion ; but let us still hope for a better collective one. It
CORROSION OF IRON SHIPS.
J. Bramwell’s
paper description of the steam Bpee Miranda, appears to me, as far as I have been able to follow the inquiry,
Sir,— With reference to Mr. Coles’ letter in a recent issue, it together with the interest and popularity attached at all times to that very erroneous views prevail in general as to the real merits
is clear he is not writing from experience, but from his own ideas, the subject of steam yacht performances, is, I trust, sufficient of the patent question, and I would ask you to allow me to conIt is evident such disasters as that of the Megzra and other ships reason for soliciting the favour of publicity for the enclosed de- tribute some thoughts upon the subject while it is still under
would not have come to grief had cement been such a good scription of a novel system of imparting motion to the shaft of a debate.
preservative to iron plates in ships’ bottoms ; experience shows it screw propeller for river orjocean navigation carried out by
Being myself an inventor and patentee I have become somewhat
uot altogether to be depended upon. Corrosion and galvanic action Messrs. Westwood, Baillie, pe Co., and fitted by them on board familiar with the motives which I believe actuate most inventors,
will occur when cement cannot be put on in the wings of a ship. the Dolphin, a small vessel now or lately lying at the Isle of and which constitute the spring of the machine which we have
Only a short time ago one of our large mail boats had a hole in her Dogs, Poplar. The dimensions of the Dolphin on her water line now to sustain and regulate for the public good. Their nature
xide caused by the dropping of sea water from the gland of a sea are as follows :—50ft. long, 7ft. beam, and drawing 2ft. Gin. of must, of course, somewhat control the proper mode of treatment.
water, with engine, boiler, and loaded with coals sufficient for a
cock, and caused a hole 3in. in diameter.
JOHN Bouton.
I do not think that inventors are in general excited by the mere
day’s consumption, having a screw propeller 2ft. Gin. diameter, scent of bank-notes. The inventive mind has a nobler stimulus—
Woolwich, 1872.
and a pitch of 4ft. The boiler, which possesses no feature of a desire for the accomplishment of a difficulty ; for the reputation
novelty, is of the multitubular kind, located in the forward part of of success, and for the realisation of a property in the results of
ON THE ROLLING OF SHIPS.
the hull. The arrangement consists of a fire-grate at or near the its own contrivance. I believe the love of money is secondary,
Sir,—The most practical method of obtaining a knowledge of base of the front or forward end, with a combustion chamber at though
of course it takes its part, and works just as the instinct
the mechanical conditions associated with the rolling of ships the back. A return action is attained by a series of tubes secured of self-preservation
upon the most hervic efforts for the
would be first to ascertain the radius of gyration of a number of above the fire-box, connecting the chamber and the smoke-box, good of others. The waits
love of contrivance seems to be innate in
ships of different types. This might be easily ascertained by the latter being in front of the keel, above the fire-box.
man. The study of its endless display in nature is perhaps one of
experiment, and also the position of the centre of
gravity at the
The engines consist of two cylinders 5in. in diameter, secured his highest enjoyments. His own feeble imitations come next,
same time. Let a ship be inclined by means of waleite suspended under
the aft end of the boiler. The piston-rods are secured to and from a kindred feeling, I therefore, deprecate the disposition
from temporary catheads, having good projection, say 5 dey. guide
blocks, the latter working in channels, the surface being of some to treat inventors more as makers of money than the
Affix a smooth | a firmly either. to stem or stern, underneat
above
the line of strain. The crossheads, passing agents of intellectual progress, and therefore more deserving of
which is a lighter moored tightly to anchor or otherwise, having a through,andare below
to the blocks, and are simply pins — which every possible encouragement. In this point of view it is the
framework supporting pencils bearing on the said board by springs. are suitably attached
secured
portions. The screw shaft is in obvious duty of the State not only to facilitate this agency in
Upon the weights being let go at a signal she would begin to the centre of the hull,elongated
being aft of the boiler, or every satelite direction—old or new—but to make its traces
oscillate, and the pencils would trace ares of circles from which projecting slightly beyondthetheextremity
forward
of the guides, Fixed visible at all possible points to others. Patent protection enables
the centre of gravity could be determined, being the point of upon the guides is a barrel having a rightends
and left-hand pitch, spiral us to do the latter, a well-organised patent system will do the
rotation.
groove
formed
below
the
surface
of
the
same;
within these grooves former.
To find the radius of gyration count the number of oscillations as the elongated portions on the guide block pin slide,
and by a direct
Let us now see what the principle of that system ought to be.
long as they are sensible after the amplitude has got to, say, 3 deg. action
from
the
piston
a
rotary
motion
is
caused
for the shaft. The State offers to an inventor for a reasonable time protection
on each side, divide these by the number of seconds for the time of The speed of the shaft is directly that of the piston,
one against the competition of others, in order to make the particular
one roll across the arc, call this T. Put + for the radius in feet of stroke of the latter is equivalent to one revolution of the viz.,
former. section of society which his invention may specially concern and
the metacentre from the centre of gravity, and K for the radius The feed and bilge — receive their motion from the crosshead
benefit, repay him forthe cost and trouble of bringing it to maturity,
of gyration, then it can be shown that
pins on the outside of the guide channels.
It enables him to reward himself before his work lapses to the use
The trial trip was made forth and back on the Thames in front of the public. But here the State may meddle too much. All
R=T¥r.326161.
If we now know the leverage of the resultant of the hydrostatic of the distance known as the Admiralty measured mile. The the existing patent systems affect too much control of individual
pressure which acts vertically through the centre of displacement, indicator diagrams taken at the time proved a pressure of steam freedom. If it does more than merely afford protection against
for every angle, say, as far as 40 deg. of inclination, we should be acting on the piston equal to a mean of 39°273 1b, on the square piracy to the individual whilst he trades for the good of the comable to calculate the rate of acceleration (if any) in righting herself inch, the steam gauge indicating a mean pressure of 65 1b. on the munity, it is false policy. We want the utmost liberty, the utmost
at any angle within that extent if forcibly rolled over, supposing square inch, thus proving if the gauge is correct a loss of safety, and, above all, the utmost self-action. It is for this reason
that force to cease, and thus be able to obtain empirical equations 25°727 lb. of steam, doubtless due to want of lagging the steam- I object strongly to the proposal that skilful examiners shall
ipes and cylinders, also the back pressure, the latter due to a enter into the merits of any invention before it is patented. It
which would express very nearly the qualities of any ship.
would be a beginning at the wrong end to say the least of it. It
This leverage may be obtained for any angle by the following oo amount of lap on the exhaust side of the slide valve.
The average speed of piston was known from 1°583 = stroke x is absurd to suppose that any examiners, however skilful, could
method. On the body plan or cross section draw a line representing the surface of the water at the required angle, draw another 240, number of revolutions per minute = 379°92ft. per minute. realise any just idea at that stage of any inventor's ideas, Even
line bisecting that angle, and from the point where that line crosses The actual horse-power indicated resulted from the formula— to himself they are then usually obscure and crude, It is to
the surface take equidistant ordinates to the side of the ship, Area of piston x mean pressure on the piston x 380 (taken at an enable him freely to consult others—as so forcibly put by Mr.
on both sides from end to end, and write them down in a column, even speed of piston in feet) + 33,000 = 8°878 actual horse-power Siemens—that he needs protection. This he should have on his
and call these a, b, c, d, &c., the distance between each D, the for each cylinder, or 17°756 for the total power exerted on both own demand and at his own risk, subject only to the self-acting
mass of the displaced water in cubie feet M, and ¢ the angle of sides of the spiral grooved barrel. With this average exertion the control I shall by and by suggest.
speed attained was equal to 8°5 miles per hour,
Putting aside this critical function of examiners, what would be
inclination of the ship. Then
The speed of the screw, taken at 4ft. pitch x 240 = 960ft. x 60 their use? Would their decision give final validity to a patent?
3D sin. 3 @ (a3 + 3 + 8 + Ke.)
_<.
minutes
+
6080
(Admiralty
knots
in
feet)
=
9°473
knots
per
hour,
If
so, great injustice might ensue to others behind their backs,
M— [4D taa. $y (@+ +e + Ke.) | ~~
thus proving a positive slip of only ‘973 knots per hour, which, The general law of right would at once supersede them. I cannot
a quantity which expresses the distance which the centre of gravity conslodian all circumstances, is a good balance on the right side. see their use. It seems to me that their whole action would
of the displaced water will have shifted horizontally by the inclinaThere was a total absence of heated bearings throughout the shrink into a mere warning off to inventors from ground previously
tion of the ship. This would be the leverage sought if the centre day. The portion most likely to heat—the spiral grooves and the occupied by others from a sort of State ‘lomain, purchased by the
of gravity of the ship coincided with the centre of gravity of the blocks sliding within the same—remained perfectly cool, as far as money of previous inventors. They might, indeed, save some
disp)
water. But as this is seldom the case, a vertical line could be judged from the hand touching the barrel. When at from useless speculation who had mucl: better be left to take care
drawn through the point X will enable the horizontal distance the highest speed the temperature was about 80 deg. to 90 deg. of themselves, For any other purpose they would be useless, even
from the same to the centre of
gravity of the ship, which is sup- Fah.
if they were accurate historians of all past failures, and infallible
posed to be marked on the
plan, to be measured by scale; The promoters of this system of producing rotary motion claim prophets of all the future exigencies of science and art. What
this distance or leverage we will calla. It could be calculated for it as some of its advantages—high velocity of screw-shaft, good has the American or Prussian critical system ever done in
instead of being measured.
with slow speed of piston; great simplicity in construction, and, that way?
Then writingW for the weight of the ship, and P for the hydro- as a result, cheapness in first cost; economy of steam; more
But the idea of a board of examiners seems to imply that the
static pressure of the water (= W), P x would be the moment, or steady and equable motion; redu
strain on bearings, and, sanctions for patent protection are either actual originality or
the absolute pressure at lft. radius, and this + R would be the consequently, less friction. Indeed, the whvle arrangement expected utility, or both. I hold this to be a very mistaken view,
absolute force at the radius of gyration, and the rate of accelera- of engine is one which admits of being most admirably general as it would seem to be.
tion at any angle would be
adapted for the purpose of propelling both yachts and
One of your correspondents lately raised the question in an
Pay «£g_ds
launches, as no part of the machinery requires to be above interesting letter, whether the sole proper object of a patent was
the line of screw shaft, enabling the engines to be covered not commercial value to be proved or tested by commercial uses ?
RW
R d#
and the space above them made available for deck or cabin I fear that such a system could not be worked, It would involve
8 being the space travelled by the circle of gyration, from which over,
empirical equations could be derived by ascertaining a sufficient purposes, an arrangement admiting of advantages both neat and endless abuses and endless litigation, while it would not fulfil its
compact. It may be mentioned that the engines described were avowed oy wey It is notorious that the French attempt to
number of values of x.
It is not my intention at present to enlarge upon the results that of the most simple and elementary construction possible, pre- engraft this into their system has totally failed. But even if it
might be expected from a practical investigation of this subject. vared only with the view of testing the practicability of impart- could be worked I do not think that it would be making the best
At the outset, by knowing the radius of gyration we should learn ing motion to the screw propeller; and that better and more satis use of such a commercial test.
the amount and value of the moment of inertia, which in our iron- factory results would follow from further developing it on a larger
It appears to me that the really sound portion of your correwith scientific extension and the observance of spondent’s
letter is where he opposes the idea that originality
clads must be very great. And by the last equation we might scale conformable
laws.
ALEXANDER Lairp,
ought
to have a place in our patent system, Why should anyone
know beforehand the probable behaviour of a chip much better natural
London, April 23rd, 1872.
be debarred from taking up the ideas which others had abanthan we have done hitherto; we will therefore conclude with a
few conjectures and remarks.
doned, or failed to mature, and bringing them to perfection if he
A great moment of inertia is in some respects of as much advanTHE COST OF PUMPING.
can, and realising his reward if he can? Why should we keep
the Master of the Rolls continually sitting upon all the eggs contage to a ship as it is a source of danger. Such a ship will have a
Smr,—Your
correspondent
“‘A
Constant
Reader,”
of
Exeter,
greater tendency to maintain a state of either rolling or quiescence
laid in Southampton-buildings, but without any hope of
the cost of pumping two million gallons daily to a height tinually
successful incubation’ 1 would, with your correspondent, make
than another ship with a smaller moment, and will be less liable to inquires
80ft. through four miles of main, the price of pom being 20s. them
conform to the ‘* wave surface.” It will require a concurrence of of
all over to the rest of the world for what they may be worth,
per ton.
repeated impulses unchecked for a time by impulses in an opposite
Were he to receive in reply the result of a thorough investiga- and to use as they may see fit, but of course with a proper
direction to communicate a rolling motion to sucha ship. But tion of the subject by the books of, say, half a dozen pumping saving of all existing interests, or all acquired rights, of which
when that is done there is another concurrence that may happen stations, designed by different engineers, it might appear curious ae user would here be the proper test. It would assert
to such a ship from the action of submerged waves that is fraught to him if all the costs varied, and the maximum cost was 100 per itself.
with great danger.
In fact, the question of priority of user is the only just basis of
cent. more than the minimum, but I don’t believe it would appear protection.
It ought to he priority of method rather than of
se to those who have taken notice of the difference in the practice mere idea, We
e
p
should thus avoid the fearful grievance that now,
of hydraulic engineers.
@
0
b
when an inventor has spent, perhaps, his all, in bringing to perfecWith condensing engines and pumps designed with a moderate tion
what he supposes to be a taovall idea, some looker-on steps forLet ¢ represent the centre of gravity of a ship, and ab the amount of skill, and working constantly night and day, the conextremities of a line pa through it horizon
; let the ship sumption of coal per year wil be 850 tons, when of a quality that ward, and having shown that the idea was published in the reign
of Queen Anne, blows up the patent, and is free to profit by the
be vibrating around the point c—which is supposed forthe present will evaporate 84 lb. of water per lb. of coal.
to be stationary—so that a particle p may be descending with
The engine must not be less than 85-horse power (indicated peculiar manipulation of the discarded inventer. iow often, if
respect to c with a velocity =+ +. Let there be a submerged — Ib), nor - main less get ae in diameter. The cost of he knew Latin, would he say, sic nos non nobis!
The simple system which I would propose would be that every
wave slowly lifting both the superimposed wave and the ship. the engine and pumps, with chimney and all necessary plain
Then if the velocity with which the ship is being thus lifted be buildings, need not exceed £3500, but no works are complete vith- inventor should have patent protection, as, of course, for certain
proper
periods, for every invention or alleged invention—no
= — 1, the point p will
be the true axis around
which the ship is out duplicate pumps and engines when the pumping has to be
matter where he may have taken the primary idea. I would give
rotating, and the total moment of inertia will in that case be not constant, so that amount must be doubled, say £7000.
him
protection,
not only for his own original ideas, but for
only the moment of inertia around the axis c, assumed to be at
The four miles of 15in. main, laid in lengths of 12ft., will
rest, but also the whole weight of the ship multiplied by the square weigh 750 tons, and at, say, £7 per ton, cost £5250; laying, &c., utilising the abandoned ideas of others. Why not? It would
of the distance cp. Under such a concurrence it is difficult to see say, £1450 ; cost of 15in. pipe laid, £6700. On the cost of the hurt no one. This patent right should of course be defensible
its being shown by any one else that he had had the same
pumps, and buildings 10 per cent. for wear and tear should spon
* Itis now thirty-four years since the writer investigated the above. engine,
idea in practical operation prior to the date of the patent. Here
It was not considered of
practical use at the time. I also calculated be allowed, and 5 per cent. on the cost of the main in estimating commercial
user would find its proper place. It would of course
the following constants 4 4 and } tan. } 9, which may be useful the cost of pumping.
save to the public every useful invention now in operation ; it
should some of your readers wish to calculate the vaiue
of x.
If the pumping for two shifts is to be only of men (eight hours would
injure
no one, whilst it would open a wide field for
each), sixteen hours, The engine must indicate not less than
Angle of inclination g. rN
ata
$ tan. ¢ gor (F.)
140-horse power, nor the main be less than 18in. in bore. The inventors,
WE ide ctr ie
e- “00872 .. ..
ee wat A
then, the only patent question which would arise would be
ee ce oe oe “ONTKG oe oe
e+ °02326
four miles of 18in. main laid in 12ft. lengths would weigh 970 tons oneThus,
This would always be a — one,
priority of practi
20, :b0, j0¢), ey ce ued “pe
oe °03488
—at £7 = £6790; laying, &c., say, £1760 ; cost of 18in. pipe laid, — ofod
the county-court. The i — bepa ne er per£8550.
W. ©. H
oe
e+ "04374 .,
e
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ps abstract ideas were original, but whether
rocesses
2, Willis-road, London, N.W.
were identical, and which ofthem had been first mond Com.
«+ « ‘08124
mercial usage is notorious
and of easy
f. I would
thus take
°
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FRENCH PATENTS IN ALSACE AND LORRAINE,
commercial
not as the basis
protection, but as the
ee
07919
++ «ee *°10428
Sir,—It may, perhaps, be of service to some of your readers element by whichto pronigelesteg: ; such a
would have the
Satta pee “08801 ik as me ane 11576
its for inventions
ted or dated before the great charm of being almost
Ifwe employ the same formula, taking the ordinates where level, and |holding Fren
-acting.
mere existence of
use *0014544 for
7, and ‘333383
for F, we shall
the height
meta- _terminationof the late war, if you wil allow us to inform them such a public counterpoise would keep inventors
in the right path
eentre above the centre of displacement.
”
tao
, through your columns of the change affecting them that has taken for their
own sakes. What they now fear is not what is in the
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light, but what is in the dark. By all means let there be comtent authorities to settle these questions of priority
in the last resort. The judge of the county-court might
be stupid; or some cases
might involve very nice distinctions as to the application of principles or as to identity,
or as to what is or is not essential in a scientific point of
view. Let there also be libraries, and museums, and open
nen, carefully classified, with every other possible sources of
information, free to inventors upon their own seeking. Let our
system be for affording, not for forcing instruction ; for encouragement in every direction, not for prohibition in any. Do not let us
degrade what has higher grounds upon which to rest into a mere
notice board against trespassers, which any preliminary
inquiry,
if coupled with the condition of originality, could alone be.
Give inventors all possible information not now accessible ;
give them all possible liberty, but do not meddle with them until
others complain that they have taken what previously belonged to
those others, Let relative rights be adjusted as all other rights ;
self-interest will do the rest.
If England expects to maintain her inventive superiority she
must boldly open up every possible source of thought, old or new.
She must break up some of the old, worn grooves in which we are
now too prone—or, perhaps, too much compelled—to move. Let
her, above all, give back to the inventors of the future the vast
stock of thought put upon a now useless record by the inventors of
the past. It would be like shedding a new light over the scene of
inventive exertion.
Wu. TicHE HaMILton.
Rathmines, Dublin, April 29th.
Sin,—Assuming that war right has at length been established
by law upon the new basis suggested in my last letter on the
above subject, viz., non-existence in a commercially working form
instead of mere novelty of publication, I now beg to avail myself
of your kind invitation to point out by what details, in that event,
the new law should be carried into effect with most advantage to
inventors, manufacturers, and the public.
The best way, however, to ascertain the fitness of a new boot is
to try it on, and upon this principle I would ask you to electrobiologise yourself into the sad conviction that you are an “‘ impecunious” person of an inventive turn of mind, because from this
point of view you will be best able to realise how far my understanding of patent requiremenis is calculated to improve your
footing as an inventor.
I am glad to see that Mr. Mundella, M.P., bears testimony to
the fact that inventors are seldom capitalists, and, therefore, not
generally at first manufacturers, because in the following suggestions I take it that “‘ necessity is the mother of invéntion,” that
inventors deserve to be encouraged rather than cuuied by taxation, and that in a rich nation it is a national ay eed to pay
£10,000 a year to the law officers of the Crown for duties unconnected with patents by wringing the money out of the pockets of
needy patentees.
I would suggest that according to the proposed new law the
poe course and expenses of taking out a patent should be as
ollows :—
An inventor having satisfied hinyself of the working non-existence of his invention, should make «declaration to that effect, and
the only other step necessary to the grant of provisional protection
should be the deposit of this declaration at the Patent-office,
accompanied by a sealed envelope containing a general description
of the invention, Upon this first step I would suggest a stamp
duty of 10s., and as the only office work would
the simple
indexing of the name and address of the inventor, with the title
and Patent-office number of the invention, the proposed charge
would amply suffice to cover the clerical duty required.
I would propose that no patent should be valid unless the invention for which it is granted was not worked commercially for
at least two years previously to the grant of the new patent, and
if an inventor discovers during the period of his provisional protection that his declaration of non-existence is not correct, he
will, of course, save further costs by letting his application drop.
If such should be the inventor’s decision, I would suggest that at
the end of the six months’ protection the ab
d idea be taken
from the shelf of the Patent-office, and at once committed to the
fire in its envelope with its seals unbroken.
If, on the other hand, the inventor finds that his idea is good,
practicable, and non-existent to anyone else in a working point of
view, he will proceed with his patent as he now does by application
for seal and deposit of omaite specification, but without the
useless ‘‘ notice to proceed ” which is required by no patent law
except that of England. Upon each of these steps I would charge
a fee of £5, because I feel satisfied that if an invention is not
worth £10 10s. after six months’ ventilation it will never be worth
anything in such sluggish hands,
The same restriction as at present should hold good which forbids the inventor to include anything in his complete specification
which was not covered in his provisional description.
Under this arrangement it is obvious that the Patent-office
would be relieved to an enormous extent, because it would give
no place to unfinished notions, the blue books of which form a vast
majority of those whose number makes search for mere priority of
publication almost impossible.
In order to limit the duration of a patent to the due realisation of
the publicgood for the furtherance of which it was originally granted,
I should require that profitable commercial working existence be,
from year to year, its sole title to life, and to insure this I would
suggest that at the end of the second year the inventor should be
required to file a declaration, on a £5 stamp, that his profits from
the working of the invention have amounted to £100 up to that
date ; and he should be required to file a declaration to the same
effect, and with the same fee, annually thenceforward to the end
= fourteen years, or so long as the patent might be required to
t.
The payment of those fees would be the only record of existence
in a patented form, for which search would have to be made before
taking out a new patent, and as this search would not need to go
further back than two years (the limit of non-existence), it would
be a very easy task,
The mode of levying these fees would be peculiarly favourable
to working men and inventors generally, because they would only
be demanded out of their gains—if their inventions were worthy
of public favour—and, if the inventor were mistaken in his views,
he would pay no higher penalty than 10s.
On the other hand, if he were merely too soon in the field and
too much ahead of the times, the destruction of the unread and
unpublished provisional specification would enable him to mature
his ideas in better form and return again to the charge for his
own and the public good.
Notwithstanding, however, the easiness of each individual fee,
their aggregate would amount in fourteen years to £70 10s, for
each patent, and I have no doubt that, with so much encouragement to real inventors, who are almost all rich only in ingenuity,
the
ber of “‘ pr
Jed with,” and, therefore, practical paying
patents, would largely increase, and with them the productive
wealth of the nation.
;
Out of these fees I would provide a suitable staff for the grant
of patents and the administration of the law up to a certain point,
mentioned below, in the case of inventors’ disputes, I should
certainly think the employment of a lawyer at the head of the
atent department as chief commissioner, and, therefore, at the
head of manufacturing progress, as fatal a mistake as it would be
to set a circumlocution lawyer in the post occupied by Sir Rowland Hill or Mr. Scudamore,
I would also
propose that the Patent-office should be open for
searches from 10 a.m, till 10 p.m., so as to accommodate inventors
who are almost all engaged at their regular
calings
by day. The
present reference library is under an ee Stead herein; but,
strange to say, with such a large surplus revenue in the hands of
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the present imaginary ‘‘ commissioners,” is starved for want of
funds, and can boast of hardly anything but books which are so
out of date as to be ae
ly to a modern Rip Van Winkle.
New scientific books don’t go there till o— have
me ‘‘ dogeared” in every ublic library in the kingdom, and I would,
therefore, suggest that, as patent-right:is the reward of practical
ingenuity, the library of the Patent-office should be the first in
—
to supply instruction and encouragement to inventive
8
The “‘ Patent-office Journal,” which is now the baldest index in
gazette shape, should also be made the first national repertory
and exponent of science applied to practical ends, and should be
supplied gratis to the ho ee of every living patent. It should
not, however, contain general news or advertisements, or compete
in any way with journals owned by private individuals,
The public subscribers to such a periodical would, I think, more
than cover its cost, but if not, the present huge surplus revenue
from patents shows that, with proper encouragement, patentees
will furnish more than sufficient revenue to meet this outlay and
to maintain a patent-office which shall be worthy of the greatest
manufacturing nation on the earth, instead of the frowsy, somnolent, Chancery-stricken premises at 25, Southampton-buildings, W.C.
I have a great respect for every head covered by a horsehair
wig, but experience shows most clearly that lawyers are worse
than useless, for want of practical technical skill, in the settlement
of patent law disputes; and I would, therefore, suggest that
before any one has a right to drag either a manufacturer or
inventor into the horrors of a court of law on account of a patent,
he should be compelled first to submit his case for arbitration
before the Commissioners of Patents, who, for this purpose, as
well as for the proper discharge of all their duties, should be
thoroughly scientific and practical men.
Appeal from the award of the commissioners should only be
allowed upon the appellant furnishing the commissioners with
ample security to cover the entire costs and general expenses of
the respondent in the legal Court of Appeal.
I believe that a consideration of these suggestions will satisfy
you that their effect would be to cheapen patents to real inventors,
to make the now dreaded search for priority of right a very easy
task, and to reduce the pecuniary consequences and vexations of
“patent squabbling” within the smallest possible bounds.
n conclusion, I beg to add that the tinkering of the present law
is quite useless, because, as you have shown, a search even in the
Patent-office records alone is already practically sem and a
patent based on imaginary ‘‘ novelty” must always be so insecure
and open to dispute as to be of value only to the lawyers, who are,
and, alas! continue to be—the incubus of the Patent-office and
the interested obstructives to every practical reform.
The new basis, however, of two years’ non-existence in a commercially working form furnishes the means of giving a sound,
practical title and value to each patent with great corresponding
ao to the public; but this cannot be done without depriving lawyers of their rich perquisites, squeezed out of needy
inventors, and their future chance of wealth through the ruinous
litigation of manufacturing firms. Under these circumstances,
may we not expect to be met by the “‘ non possumus” of interested
parties who will misrepresent and obstruct every scheme of
reform ?
Chambers of commerce are largely interested in this question,
and it is clearly their duty to use every means in their power to
awaken public opinion in favour of reform where reform is so
glaringly neeeded.
W. A. LyTTLe, Mem. Soc. Engineers,
Postal Telegraphs, General Post-office, London.
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sary to prevent |
at that
This object having been
secured, the leakage or friction of the piston may be, comparatively
| ym regarded as of trifling consequence. It is quite clear
that by the existing arrangements not only the piston, but the
stu’
box in the lower part of the machine, must be tightly
in order to guard against the escape of the liquid contained
in the cylinder; the friction therefore of a machine newly packed
is considerable, and the wear of those packings must consequently
interfere to some extent with its accuracy, seeing that the indications on the pressure gauge are in the first instance arrived at by
the suspension of actual weights, I may state that in one of these
machines which I have lately noticed the leakage of the cylinder
(which was considerable), possibly arising from insufficiency of the
packings, was only observable in the lower part of the machine in
which the piston-rod worked.
Wa. REDFERN KELLY, C.E.
10, Camberwell-terrace, Belfast,
April, 1872.
GLASGOW UNIVERSITY.
CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY IN ENGINEERING SCIENCE,
ist May, 1872.
Davip HuTcHEson, C.E., Glasgow; George Gibbes Mayo, C,E.,
South Australia ;John McKirdy, C.E., Millport; John Fulton
Miller, C.E., Glasgow ; Dundas William Porteous, C.E., Paisley ;
James Thomson, C.E., Cumbrae; Thomas U. Walton, C.F.,
Greenock.
For the Board of Examiners,
(Signed)
W. J. Macquorn Ranxryg, LL D.
WALKER Prizes, 1872.
For an oral examination:—First, Peter Alexander, M.A.,
Lanarkshire ; second, David Thomson King, Glasgow. For a
written examination :—First, John Fulton Miller, C.E.; second,
Peter Alexander, M.A,
CLASS PRIZES,
For oral examinations :—Division A, Peter Alexander, M.A.;
division B, Robert McNaughton, Perth; division C, Edward L,
Doriga, Spain.
For written exercises :—Division A, David
Hutcheson, C.E. ; division B, David Thomson King; division C,
G. Barclay Bruce, London.
i
W. J. Macquorn RANKINE, Professor.
At the close of the distribution of prizes to the Engineering
Class, Professor Rankine said that he took this public opportunity
of ex ps |his high sense of the valuable services rendered to
the c
and to himself by Mr. William Bottomley, R.E., who
not comhad acted as his temporary assistant, and, as such,
peted for any of the prizes.

UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION 1873 IN VIENNA.
WE have received the following particulars of a competition for
prizes to be awarded for the best instruments for cultivating and
raising sugar beetroots at the Vienna Exhibition : —
1. Austro-Hungarian beetroot sugar manufacturers and cultivators of sugar beetroots have opened a subscription and put at
the disposal of the undersigned chief manager a considerable
amount to be distributed as prizes, on the occasion of the Universal
Exhibition of 1873, for the best instruments for cultivating and
raising sugar beetroots,
2. The competition comprises all machines and instruments
necessary for cultivating and raising beetroots : (a) A beetroot
drill depositing the seed in tufts, eventually combined with a distributor for artificial manure. (b) An instrument (harrow or
roller) which, without injuring the beetroots, pulverises the soil,
DUCKHAM’S HYDROSTATIC WEIGHING MACHINE.
hardened by showers, and facilitates the thriving of the plants.
Srr,—Referring to an account which appeared some time ago in (c) A hoe for hoeing the weeds as soon as the beetroot begins to
THE ENGINEER of a hydrostatic weighing machine, an invention shoot, and a scarifier for destroying the weeds and at the same
which has been patented by Mr. Fred, E.Duckham, of London, time for loosening the soil to a greaterdepth. (d) A machine for
the principle of which consists in filling an open top cast metal raising beetroots which acts without damagingthem. (e) An incylinder with either water or oil, and suspending same from a strument (tool) for cutting off the tops of the beetroots, and
crane ; a properly packed piston is fitted into this cylinder with which may at the same time be used for cleaning the beetroots.
its rod passing downwards and terminating in an eye for attaching (*) A hand instrument for cutting up beetroots. (g) A hand ingoods required to be weighed; a dial pressure gauge is placed upon strument for raising beetroots.
3. The competitors can either compete for all the machines and
instruments enumerated or only for one or more of the same.
SECTIONAL
4. The following prizes will beawarded :—(a) For the two best
beetroot drills, two prizes of 2000 florins and 1000 florins, Austrian
currency. (0) For the best harrow or roller for pulverising the
soil, a prize of
florins, Austrian currency. (c) For the best
weeding machine, a prize of 1000 florins, Austrian currency.
(d) For the two best scarifying machines, two prizes of 1000 and
500 florins, Austrian currency. (e) For the two best beetroot
raising machines, two prizes of 3000 and 2000 florins, Austrian
currency. (f) For the best instrument (tool) for cutting off the
tops and cleaning the beetroots, a prize of 200 florins, Austrian
currency. (g) For the best hand instrument for cutting up beetroots, a prize of 200 florins, Austrian currency. (h) For the best
hand instrument for raising beetroots, a prize of 300 florins,
Austrian currency,
5. The prize donors, having the greatest interest in the success
of the competition, will also — the jury for judging the
machines sent for competition.
e undersigned chief manager
will send in due time the invitations to the prize-givers,
6. The jury will be composed of five members, out of whom the
chief
il appoint a president, All business will be done
in the usual manner.
7. Prizes can only be awarded to those instruments which have
really been worked with in the field, and which have been judged
accordingly. In ——— the iuy. be aryl with the chief
manager, will choose the beetroot fie ds where these trials will
have to be made. Care will be taken that those machines which
will have been constructed for a special kind of soil only work in
that soil, whilst those which ought to be fit for every kind of soil
ddd
LM will be tried in different kinds.
8. The competing machine manufacturers must send all machines
and instruments, en
raising machines, &c., at the
beginning of the month of
, 1873, to the undersigned general
direction.
Beetroot raising machines may be sent until the
a gy of September,
. The award
and distribution of prizes will take place in the
the outside of the cylinder, either at the side or top, and this course of the month of October, or at the latest during the month
of November, 1873.
gauge indicates the pressure or weight
ded. This
bi
10. The principle of the jury must be to award only prizes to
possesses many advantages which commend it to public attention ;
among these may be noticed its portability, accuracy in weighing those machines and instruments which are quite adapted to their
If no such machines and instruments be sent, or if they
(if in perfect order), and its extreme simplicity both in construc- P
PLAN NO2
tion and use, It is not, how- only be reproductions of instruments for the cultivation and
ever, without its defects. From raising of beetroots already known, no prizes will be awarded.
11. Consequently, if one or more prizes be not awarded in the
its present mode of construction,
as will be easily seen, it is not year 1873, there will be another competition the next year, and
only liable to leakage, but also the jury, in that case, will ag in have to distribute the prizes, or
e place the year following.
to a certain amount of friction, else another competition wi
12. Moreover a sum of 300 florins will be placed at the disposal
which by constant use necessarily impair the weighing of the jury, to be awarded for machines and instruments which
accuracy of the machine. This are not mentioned in Art. 2, but which have been sent for this
is a defect which cannot be competition, and which are particularly adapted to the purpose.
13. The above mentioned —— jury and the international j
entirely
remedied, but may be
to a great extent lessened by a modiftcation of the piston-rod of the Universal Exhibition, 1873, are entirely independent of aah
ag lower hook, ao ren tankatlees is wey ee by other, and the money prizes distributed. by the former differ totally
the accompanyi
i
8, and co’
in reversi
e piston- from the prize medals awarded by the latter. ‘The machine manurod and attashing it toa frame, the two sides ofwhich slide in facturers who compete for these money prizes have therefore the
vertical grooves —— in snugs at each side of the cylinder, the right to exhibit duplicates of their instruments at the Universal
lower part of the frame termina’
in an eye si
to that Exhibition of 1873 in order to have them judged also by the interfor the prize medals which are
attached to the present piston-rod,
—
snugs in the frame nai
slides are cast with the cylinder, and to them the
ing strap
ition,
ee
en
ee SS eee of the
ARCHDUKE ReentiER, President of the Imperial Commission.
e.
arrangement possesses
vantages of obviating
BaRoON DE SCHWARZ-SENBORN, Chief Manager.
the leakage at the lower part of the cylinder,
and also the friction
to which the piston-rod is subjected owing tothe packing neces42, Praterstrasse, March 20th, 1872, Vienna,
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red tinge in a curious way. As Dr. Percy observes, “‘it is not that it keeps back the sand and pebbles that too often injure
surprising that puddlers » a manifest a growing disinclination by their silicious contents the nature of the slag in the puddling
to bring up their children to this occupation, to which, as a general | furnace.
PUDDLING MACHINES WITH OSCILLATING RABBLES.
rule, their strength ceases to be — beyond the age of forty-five
or fifty.” On the puddler more than Adam’s curse seems to have
The difficulties attending hand-rabbling are therefore such that
fallen—copious drops transpire, not merely from his brow, but thinking minds have long attempted to find a remedy applicable
from all his almost naked body, while e
ed in what Mr. W. to existing furnaces. The first of these attempts was made b
Bridges Adams has termed ‘‘the absurdity of setting a number of Herr Schafhiiutl, now Professor at Munich, whose name is well
pe beings to stir up a metallic pudding in order to throw off known to metallurgists by his puddling “‘physic.” Professor
the scum.”
Schafhiiutl, as long
as 1836, actually puddled with his machine
the Tividale Works, near Dudley. His leading idea was to
Pic IRoN IS REFINED BY BLAST SOLELY TO RELIEVE THE at
take the common puddler’s rabble,
ting it with
hi
PUDDLER.
| for giving longitudinal and transverse motions imitating those in
As the energy of human labour thus has its natural limits, the the hands of the puddler. Professor Schafhiiutl states that his
present process of manufacturing wrought iron has to be kept as machine failed to gain general acceptance not so much from
closelyas possible within those limits. One of these means is mechanical causes as from lack of money. A similar plan was
that known under the name of “‘ refining,” or “‘ fining,” at least a developed in France by Messrs. Dumeny and Lemut. Their
portion of the pig iron, before charging it into the furnace, A machine has been working since 1862 in works at St. Dizierof which
novice would naturally inquire why the metal to be puddled they are the proprietors. A good many modes of oscillating the
cannot be run directly from the blast furnace on to the bed of the | rabble in this way could be designed ; and, accordingly, numerous
puddling furnace, with the great attendant saving of fuel that inventors haveappeared in this field. The more prominent of these
would evidently result. This has, in fact, been patented and tried | are Messrs. Bennet (1863), Eastwood (1864), Griffith (1866) Whitmore than once; but the work of puddling out the carbon is ham (1876), Morgan (1867), and also some others. Probably nearly
thereby so much increased as to be quite beyond unaided muscular a dozen double furnaces in England are being worked by machines
wer. On the contrary, the grey pig iron from the blast furnace of this class. There can be no doubt that they relieve the puddler ;
as to bs melted up again and submitted to a blast on its Surface the application of ned ge necessarily allows the furnace and
from inclined tuyeres in a separate furnace. The metal is thus its charge to be increased, and the quality of the puddled bar is
‘*fined” simply to quicken the ordinary operationof hand-puddling, raised. Mr, G, Beard has stated at the Institution of Mechanical
at the same time somewhat relieving the puddler in his arduous Engineers that he “ had found the iron puddled by machine as
labour. Byit alone very grey pig, containing much uncombined car- | good as that worked by hand when the pigs used with the machine
bon, can be puddled by handinto a ee
of wrought iron. were three shillings or four shillings per ton less in price than
The Bessemer process proves that a blast of air, injected through | those used in hand puddling.” At the same time, these machines
molten pig iron, only gets rid of the silicon and carbon ; so that are open to objections, amongst which the considerable first cost
we cannot suppose that the incomplete process of blowing air and wear and tear must figure. The bearings have a tendency to
7 the top of the bath of molten iron can do more in the way heat, and the gearing to break. Any hole in the bed, or ans
of purifying, or that the metal thus created really deserves the too much obstructing the oscillating tool, often results in a break
term of “ refined.”
é
} down. As soon as the iron thickens it is also driven by the rabble
Mr. Truran states that the consumption of coke in the finery to the sides of the bed. The oscillating rabble necessarily does not
furnace is from 4 cwt. to 8 cwt. per ton ; that the “* loss ” is about cover the whole surface of the bed, at any rate, of an old furnace,
10 per cent., and that an engine of 16-horse power is required to | and much is thus left to be done by the hand rabble. There is
mI up blast sufficient for a production of one hundred tons then the difficulty of using a rabble like this during the third
weekly. When to this are added interest on first cost of these | stage of the process. When the iron “‘ comes to nature,” as the
furnaces, their wear and tear ; the labour Xc., it will be seen that | uddler feelingly terms it—from his encountering at the end of
this process amounts to a considerable item in the ironmaster’s is rabble the tough, pasty, infusible mass resulting from
books. The total cost can, in fact, be estimated at from 10s, to the elimination of the carbon—the resistance to the machinery is
15s. per ton.
so great and irregular that it must be stopped. Two different
THE CHARGE IS FUSED IN THE PUDDLING FURNACE SOLELY To | kinds of the most successful machines with oscillating rabhles were
lately tried by the Committee on Puddlingof the Iron and Steel InRELIEVE THE PUDDLER.
According to the figures officially given, it appears that in
We have seen that the pig iron to be puddled is charged cold on stitute.
the
one case there was an interval of fifteen minutes between
the bed of the furnace, a bee it is slowly melted down. The removing
the mechanical rabble and getting the iron ready to ball;
reason for this is to relieve the puddler in two ways. Taking
in the other, thirty-two minutes. During these intervals
from thirty to forty minutes in melting, and requiring from him and,
the
puddler
had to work with the hand-rabble on the iron while
a
less work, it gives him time to rest from his previous | ‘coming to nature,”
or getting tougher and tougher, affording the
terri le exertions ; while the surface of the pig iron, as it is melted ||| greatest
resistance
the hardest work.
This mechanical
down and broken up, gets partially decarburised. On the other | difficulty also results and
a greater ‘‘ loss ” in the furnace, especially
hand, if the fusion of the pig iron be too slowly effected, great with heavier charges, inthan
can
easily
be
balled
by
hand. The oxiscaling occurs, with an unnecessary increase of “‘ loss.”
dation of the heated mass before and during the balling stage
Now let us suppose a ws ey would give us 400 Ib. of goes
on
very
—T.
In
favour
of
these
and
other
machines it
puddled bar. This, in Staffordshire, for instance, would take from must, however, be borne in mind that more complete puddling,
by
one hour and twenty-five minutes to one hour and a-half of the etting rid of impurities, necessarily involves
ter
“‘ loss ” or
time of a furnace. Of this time, from thirty-five minutes to ro
rop
in
the
furnace
;
but
there
is
also
less
loss
in
rolling.
Then
minutes will be taken up in melting the cold metal on the
bed.
balling, even in Mr. Danks’ and Mr. Spencer's revolvLet us further suppose that this heat of 400 lb. of puddled bar as regarding
furnaces the smaller balls required for small merchant bars and
took in all ninety minutes, forty minutes of which were employed ing
in melting. According to an assumption greatly in favour of the other uses, will have to be divided by hand.
THE REVOLVING PuDDLING RABBLE.
furnace, it takes an equal weight of coal topuddle an equal weight
One of the earliest attempts (Hazlehurst, 1854) to puddle by
of iron, In that case more than 177 Ib. of coal will have been
hi
bodied the idea of a revolving rake, and this is stated
burnt in merely melting up. Now only a very extrav
¢ cupola
been comparatively lately (Bayliss, 1866) revived in an
would take more than 50 Ib. of coke to do this work ; and the to have
results. As a rule, howage of the best Durham coke is only about 24s, at the ovens. experimental furnace, and wi
clog
up with
. Jonathan Ireland, of Manchester, states that in his rope ever, rotating rakes have been found to soon
only 1} cwt. of coke per ton of iron is burnt when melting = 4 iron and cinder; while, even if successfulin the fluid metal, the
mere mechanical resistance would be most destructive as the iron
long, and that the average loss of metal is 5 per cent.—being wi
Cleveland iron a little more. It has been found in the Bessemer “came to nature.” A more refined mechanical idea would consist
i
process that the melting cupola rather adds to than diminishes in Spe giving th e ordinary
hand rabble a rotary motion, while
the carbon. An advan‘
in this case, this would in the
pudli | still owing it to be guided by the hand of the dier. To Mr,
Hetchineon and Co.,
much increase the labour ; and without the application of | Edward Hu tchinson, , of Messrs.
merit of having first
rabble, iron melted in the cw
blast furnace. It is, in fact,
fat,
experimented withheFer 86D, being, heweel ie ota, ee
ddling
is a |Snventedand
very bad melting apparatus. An
advantage of the cupolais ever, relinquished
and

QD

ON THE USE OF A REVOLVING RABBLE IN THE
COMMON PUDDLING FURNACE.
By Mr. FREDERICK A. Pacet, C.E.*
Statistics OF BriTIsH PUDDLING.
THERE are more than seven thousand seven hundred puddling
furnaces erected in Great Britain. As each furnace costs about one
hundred and thirty pounds, the whole number represents an invested capital of more than one million of pounds sterling. Supposing that only six thousand five hundred of these are actually at
work, and each turing out only seven hun
tons per annum,
this would mean an annual production of more than four millions
and a-half tons of puddled bar. At the present average price of
£7 10s., this represents a money value of nearly thirty-four
millions sterling. At each of these furnaces two puddlers and two
underhands or assistants are employed ; thus making up an army
of twenty-six thousand men at work, for twelve hours daily, at
the most laborious and arduous occupation in the whole range of
manufacturing industry. For each ton of puddled bar at the very
least an equal weight of coal is consumed. This amount is
notoriously exceeded in almost every puddling furnace, except
Mr. Siemens, by more than 25 per cent. We may, therefore,
safely assume that the total weight of fuel consumed is at least
equal to that of the iron produced, or four millions and a-half
tons of coal.
Now if, without in any way altering the mode of firing of these
furnaces, we could, say by any mechanical aid, accelerate the
puddling per by only 25 per cent. ; that is to say, if the four
and a-half millions of tons of puddled bar could be produced in
nine months instead of twelve, one quarter of the four millions
and a-half tons of coal would be saved. At the present price of
coal of £1 per ton this would amount to a saving of £1,137,500;
the puddlers themselves being also allowed to earn in the nine
months the same amount they would otherwise make unaided in
twelve, and no regard being had to other advantages to the
masters and men.
PUDDLING BY UNaipep Human Lapovr.
The process of hand-puddling in the ordinary reverberatory
furnace used for the pu
can be divided into four stages :—(1) Melting, The pig iron, together with a proportion of hammer-slag, is charged on the bed, previously lined with either
—s mine, bulldog, or both, and plastered over with wet
ematite ore. As the cast iron gets softened by the heat it is
broken into smaller pieces, and stirred up with the cinder. This
is done by the hand rabble, which has to be continuously moved
over the whole surface of the bed. This stage lasts about thirtyfive to forty minutes.
(2) In the second, or boiling stage, the iron has to be violently
rabbled in order to bring it into a state of ebullition or boiling. In
this operation the puddler has to exert himself very considerably,
working the rabble to and fro, and from side to side over the bed.
(3) “* Coming to nature.” The iron now begins to thicken and
to get tougher and tougher ; the “boil” stops, and it “‘comes to
nature,” or
begins to assume the consistency of heated wrought
iron. The puddler works it in this pasty consistency from side to
side of the furnace, separating it into different pieces.
(4) Balling. The wrought-iron is now collected into balls, oe.
ing in weight and size, ready to be taken out of the furnace to
ae or squeezed into blooms. This stage takes about ten
minu’
In the ordinary mode of puddling, should the pig iron get
entirely melted on the bed, it ce disastrous phen Atnb for the
puddler. The bath of metal, with its even surface hidden under
the lighter cinder, offers very slight surfaces of contact to oxidation. To meet this he is forced to very violently exert himself
in stirringup the metal ; and he is obliged to shovel in quantities
of hammer-slag, cinder, or other sources of oxygen, which cool
down the metal and lower the quality of the conte.
There can be no doubt that an unaided man’s strength is insufficient for this labour. Dr. Percy, whose opinion as a metallurgist, chemist, and medical man is universally known to be of
the very highest importance, states that the majority of puddlers
“‘die between the ages of forty-five
and fifty years; and, according
to the returns of medical men to the registrar, pneumonia, or
inflammation of the lungs, is the most frequent cause of their
death. This is what might have been anticipated from the fact of
their exposure to
alternations of tem;
under the
ine hysi: Seipbait Light oFoe) liableto cataract,
indu
intensely
furnace
; and the forecxuns ond facesofauane
are also often scorched to a bright
* Read before the Society of Arts, May 8th 1872. _ tus,
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As already observed, the reverberatory furnace is notoriously a |
published in any way. Monsieur Dormoy quite independently
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
took up the same idea, and has been perseveringly working it out bad apparatus for melting. In melting for the Bessemer converter, for instance, it has been superseded by the cupola. For
Condensed from.the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
since 1866,
reasons
adduced,
the
use
of
the
ro’
rabble
should
evidently
be
Any puddling machinery must be essentially simple and nonThe men have sufficient Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months,
liable to get out of order by the roughest and most careless usage. combined with that of a melting cupola.
This simplicity, required by the men, is also required by the fur- command over the work to be able to overcome any extra carbon in 1022. Joun Watrer Smit, Oxton, Cheshire, ‘‘ An improvement in the
nace; the high temperature of which, with the attendant rapid the metal. In fact, if the metal be charged in a molten state, the
ventilation of sewers and drains.”
:
current of air passing through, must not be interfered with. A heat can be completed in at the most half an hour or forty 1030, Jon ASHBRIDGE TELFER, Campbell-terrace, Bow-road, London,
‘‘ Improvements in the construction of borders, edgings, or mouldings
glance at the accompanying illustration will render the whole minutes. With thorough hand puddling, the “yield” has been
for tables and other similar articles of furniture, with the view of
yar
intelligible. A common belt, driven from shaftin; found to be increased beyond the charge of metal when rich
facilitating the playing of billiards and other games.”—6th April, 1872.
about six feet above the furnace, rotates the sheave, loosely jointed fettling has been employed, just asin Mr. Danks’ furnace. Mr. 1076.
Joun Heyry Jouyson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ** Improveat one end to the puddling rabble, and at the other turning on a C. W. Siemens, in his regenerative puddling furnaces, has also ments in preparing linen thread for dyeing.”—A communication from
by the reduction of the fettling.
pin held in the owe of the puddler. To prevent any jarring found the ‘‘ yield” ine
Gustav Hainisch and Michael Hainisch, Aue, near Schottwien, Austria.
—llth April, 1872.
‘i
action to his hand, the pin he holds may be wound round with Similar results are to be expected with efficient aid to the puddler.
JosepH Betre.ey, Liverpool, ‘‘ Improvements in the construction
The true way to use this tool would, of course, be, not merely 1096.
spun yarn or gasket, embraced by a leathern or india-rubber tube,
of ships or vessels, and in appliances connected therewith.”—l2th
The strap thus rotates the rabble, supports part of its weight like to melt the metal in a cupola, but to increase the charge, and
April, 1872.
a suspension link, and acts as a universal joint, much as in the with it the capacity of the bed, and to use a furnace with two 1104.
Toomas Wutte, Birmingham, “Improvements in nutcrackers and
familiarinstance of the rotating hair-brush. The belt must evidently doors. Double furnaces have often been tried, but they have
lobster crackers.”--13th April, 1872.
been
found
impracticable
with
manual
labour,
from
the
self1122, PeTer JENSEN,
cery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the conadapt itself with ease to the great variety of positions which have to
struction of coke ovens, in the utilisation of the waste heat therefrom
be taken by the tool in every part of the furnace; to the necessity evident cause that the work is so much increased, This portion of for
the manufacture of refined salt, and in the apparatus therefor.”—
for removal when too hot; and to the pro;
ive changes in the the subject, as it relates to furnaces that would have to be communication
from
Julius
Erichsen and Jorgen Georg Maardt, Copenmetal. Mechanism could easily be a plied to the rotating rabble specially built, need not now be considered.
hagen, Denmark.—15th April, 1872.
in order to work it regularly to and fro; but this additional com-*
1153, CHARLES Jackson, Vauxhall-grove, Vauxhall, near Birmingham,
Wuy
MEcHANICAL
PUDDLING
RAISES
THE
QUALITY
OF
plication has not been found necessary. Its great speed—from
“Improvements in se
apparatus.”
PUDDLED Bak.
we
Ernst Freprik Goransson, Gelfe, near Sandviken, Sweden, “ Im300 to 800 revolutions per minute for white pig, and from 800 to
Perhaps the most important truth which has been lately elicited 1155.
provements in apparatus for obtaining motive power.”
1000 for grey metal—is found to give it all the mechanical energy touching
mechanical puddling is its effect in improving the 1157. THomas CLAxTon FipLer, Emberton, Bucks, “ Improvements in
required, The end of one form of rabble, about 4}in.!in diameter,
the construction of suspension bridges and iron arches.”
of the puddled bar. Mr. Danks has worked up almost
+ in
when revolving with 500 revolutions, necessarily has a speed at its quality
CuristopHER CaTLow, Burnley, L
hire, ‘‘ Impro
every kind of American and British pig metal with excellent 1159.
circumference of nearly 600ft. per minute. On the other hand, results
looms for weaving.”
as
to
quality.
Mr.
Adam
Spencer
has
in
his
revolving
the iron, even when boiling, is not thrown up. The centrifugal furnace produced excellent iron from Middlesbrough metal 1161. Bensamin GranAy, Batley, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improvements in apparatus for preparing wool or other fibrous substances for feeding carding
‘mnulses are not sufficient to overcome the cohesion of the hot
2 per cent. of phosphorus. As already noticed,
engines.”
metal. The power required has been indicated by Herr-Bieder- containing
with oscillating rabbles points to more or less improve- 1981 Henry Warry, Oak Cottage, Parkstone, Dorsetshire, “‘Improvemann, now of Floridsdorf, near Vienna, at from one-quarter to experience
ments in various beverages.”—18th Apri/, 1872.
ment
in
the
quality.
Mr.
Hutchinson,
as
we
have
seen,
improved
one-aalf of a horse-power per furnace per hour; but the draught the quality of Cleveland iron with his revolving rabble. Monsieur 1165.
Joun Davey, Crofthole, Cornwall, “‘ Improvements in the construcwould necessarily increase towards the end of the heat. There is Dormoy has puddled with success some old cannon balls the Turks
tion of turn-wrest ploughs, parts of which improvements are also
no bearing near the furnace necessarily liable to get hot; no left
applicable to steam ploughs.”
behind
them
at
Temesvar,
in
Hungary,
so
white,
and
gearing to break on any sudden resistance; and the strap itself acts containing such a large quantity of arsenic as to be utterly 1169. GeorGe LIVERMORE SHORLAND, Stretford-road, Manchester, ‘‘ Imin grate backs for increasing the efficiency of sham-register
in its usual way as an admirable friction brake. It is difficult toima- intractable by the ordinary process; he has also operated at provements
and other fire-grates.”
gine how the apparatus can come to grief in any other way besides
in Styria, upon pig metal alloyed with copper and 1171. James Barrow and CHarLes James CROSFIELD, Liverpool, “Tmbreaking the strap. For such a case, aspare belt is kept hanging Zeltweg,
in u
certain saccharine syrups and in apparatus
; upon the sulphurous pig metal of the Loire and that of provements
on the shaft ; or the puddler could even merely go on in the sulphur
employed therein.”
Moselle—the latter containing very large percentages of 1173.
ordinary way. If kept well greased, however, the belt lasts from the
Samuet Kay and Tuomas Kay, Stockport, Cheshire, ‘“ Improvephosphorus.
In
every
case
perfectly
tough
iron
and
steel,
often
ments
feeding bottles, parts of which are applicable to other
three to four months without renewal. Any diminution in speed rolled into the most difficult special shapes, have been produced.
/——
can be obtained by slightly relieving its weight off the belt—thus
is clear to the eye of the mechanic that all these otherwise very 1175. WittraM Rosert Lake, Southamy + hnilad gs, London, “ An imallowing more or iess slip, On the other hand, any unusual re- It
proved
machine
for filling metallic boot-heel shells with wood or other
apparatus are alike in one partic
:—That of more or
sistance can be overcome by the puddler pressing the tool down on differing
materials.”—A communication from Frederick Richardson, Francis
less thoroughly stirring up the first broken, then molten, and
the belt. Simply by crossing the strap the rabble can be rotated lastly
Hacker,
and
Josiah
Blake, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.
metal, together with the fettling on the bed. The 1177. Joseph Hawker,Allen
Chard, Somersetshire, “Improvements in steam
from left to right, or vice rersé, alternately, as required. The infinite pasty,
of chemical conditions formed by the different
locomotive or traction engines, parts of which improvements are
tools, in spite of their extra weight, are easily removed from the kinds of variety
pig
and
fettling,
under
which
these
results
have
been
applicable to portable engines.’
furnace by taking them off the strap by means of a hook on a light
in England, the United States, in France, Styria, 1179. Moses Row .anps, Penygraig Colliery, Dinas, near Pontypridd,
chain suspended near the furnace from the roof, and laying them obtained
Glamorganshire, “‘ Improvements in coke ovens and in the means of
Hungary and Austria, clearly debar us from searching for any
on small trestles about eighteen inches in height and width. The recondite
charging the same.”—19th April, 1872.
chemical cause ; and it is evident that, whether this 1182.
rabble can thus be changed in thirty seconds, There is no chance thorough stirring
Henry ByrHeway, Pontypool, Monmouthshire, “ Improvements in
be
obtained
by
exhausting
manual
labour,
or
by
of the tool disturbing the fettling, as it merely rests loosely with an imperfect oscillating rabble, or by a revolving bed, or by annealing boxes, pots, or pans used in tin works.”
Henry Curren Bricos and Davip Ramsay, Saltburn-by-the-Sea,
its weight on the bed, just asin hand-working. Experience has revolving rabble, the mechanical effect must be the same. That is 1184.
Yorkshire,
in steam generating and heating appashown that the revolving rabble involves no change either in the to say, the molten cast iron has to be continuously stirred up in ratus to be‘‘ Improvements
used in connection with rotary or other puddling
plant of the works or in the habits of the workmen; it could be order, in the common furnace, to expose it to the oxygen entering
furnaces.”
adapted in a couple of hours to any common furnace; and the at the door, and contained in the fettling ; in Mr, Danks’ and Mr, 1185. WiLL1aM Dunpas Scott, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improveauthor has designed an apparatus that could be at once applied.
ments in governors for motive power engines.”
furnaces to the oxygen in the latter only.
1186. GeorGe Davies, St. Ann’s-square, Manchester, “‘ Improvements in
The thing is also singularly cheap, as can be seen at the first Spencer’s
There thus seems to be three principal reasons why mechanical
the construction of stereopticons.”—A communication from Albert
glance ; and cheap tackle—it can scarcely be called a machine— puddling,
Gibbons Busby and Walter Bentley Woodbury, Philadelphia, Pennsylor, in other words, good puddling, produces such good
means also cheap re airs. The great question of wear and tear,
vania, U.S.
The operation is (1) completely carried out ; (2) the puddled
only safely determinable by long usage under the most varied iron.
1187. ALEXANDER McGrecor, Bedford Leigh, Lancashire,‘‘Improvements
bar
is
really
homogeneous
;
(3)
the
multiplication
of
the
surfaces
circumstances, is, indeed, often forgotten when examining a new of contact intensifies the purifying chemical reactions.
in the construction of machinery for reaping and mowing.”
Ricuarp Snaw, Higher Walton, near Preston, Lancashire, ‘ lmmachine.
(1) Very good iron is, of course, often produced by hand 1188.
provements in drawing frames used in the preparation of cotton and
Even at the very beginning of the heat the greater command puddling
;
but
it
is
a
labour
clearly
beyond
human
strength
reother fibrous materials.”
of puddling power has an important result. The ‘‘yield” is quired to be continuously exerted—day by day, and night after 1189.
MicHEeL Douset, Grosvenor Hotel, London, ‘ Improvements in the
found to be greater as there is less liability of the pig iron, while night—for years. In hand puddling there is hence notoriously a
means and apparatus for the transmission and registration of telebeing melted in the furnace, getting burnt therein for want of liability in the ‘‘ under-hands” shirking their arduous work, and
—_
patches.” ‘am fi
ication from Pierre Kniaghininsky,
regular stirring. But in one very important point it is more useful producing bad iron, Mr. Menelaus, of Dowlais, has, in fact,
Nicolas Sewastganoff, and Dmitry Dornowo, St. Petersburg, Russia.
than any other known apparatus applicable to a common furnace. publicly stated that in hand puddling ‘‘it was often found that 1191. Norris Parmpy STocKWELt, Regent-street, London, *‘* Imts in broidery* and tuck-marker attachments for sewing
Even when the iron is ‘‘ come to nature,” the tool can be worked
of badly-puddled iron have been wrapped up in the ball ' hi ” —A
tion from the Howe Machine Company,
like a drill through the tough, pasty mass, The operation can be vortions
y the puddler.” The statement may be said to have been long
Bridgeport, Connecticut, U.S.
thus entirely completed if the mass has not to be balled. If balls ago
1192.
WevmMoutTH
BrirKBECK
THELWALL,
Upper Holloway, London, “ Imdistinctly
proved
by
a
process
that
underwent
a
thorough
have to be made only about ten minutes’ work with the ordinary trial, Mr, Davis, of the Low Furness Iron and Steel Works, proprovements in the construction and method of actuating colossal and
hand rabble has to be done at the end of each heat. Further, ceeded
other figures of men,
ters, and animals for stage purposes.’
in
the
belief
that
an
ordinary
puddled
ball
really
consists
1193.
Epwarp
Jacos
Hitt,
Pimlico,
London, and Josian LATIMER
it is well known that the more the iron has been worked, of a mixture of good and completely converted iron with “raw,”
CLark, Westminster-chambers, London, ‘‘ Improved boat-lowering
and the better it has been puddled, the less is the necessity for or only partially converted, iron. On crushing such balls, when
apparatus.”
forming it into well-shaped balls, as it is so easily kneaded under cold, under stamps, and grinding the pieces between rolls, they 1194. SamuEL Henry STevens, Crowan, and Tuomas WILLIAMs, Helston,
the hammer. It has everywhere been noticed in France, Hungary, separated
Cornwall, “Impr
ts i
hinery for reducing tin stuff and
themselves into two distinct sorts, namely, lumps of other
and Styria, where the revolving rabble has been used, that the| wrought
pulverised ores and substances.” —20th April, 1872.
originally embedded in, so to say, husks of white 1195. hetpartiallyWykes
LaDELLE,
Wraysbury,
Bucks, ‘‘ An automatic pulp
balls produced were very close, withstanding remarkably well the , pig iron. iron
By re-heating and working up the portions thus desave-all.”
shock of the hammer,
to be wrought iron, excellent blooms were produced ; 1196. JoseruH Pickxes, Bramley, near Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improvements
The ordinary rabble is only about 1}in. square. It consequently monstrated
in the machinery or apparatus employed in puddling iron.”
did not answer financially.
easily gets too hot, then requiring to be taken out. The rotary but(2)theAn plan
assumption that the lumps of pig metal as usually 1197. GEORGE KNIGHT ERSKINE FatrHOLME, uld Melrose, Roxburgh,
rabble, with a diameter of 2hin., and weighing about 80 lb., lasts
N.B., ‘‘ Impr
Pp
into the puddling furnace could produce homogeneous 1198.
from a fortnight to one month ; some have even lasted as long as charged
SARAH JoHNSON and ALFRED JOHNSON, Leicester, Leicestershire,
without some stirring up could only be based on the supposisix months, though this is exceptional. Should this tool get too iron
“*An
improved
plumb-rule
and
level.”
that they were all similar in chemical composition and 1199. Joun Hunt, Bolton, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in apparatus for
much heated and take a slight 4 it can be straightened even tion
gravity. When, for instance, copper and tin are melted
winding thread or yarn upon pirns or bobbins.”
while it is turning by slightly forcing the bent part against the specific
together to form brass, unless they are stirred up while being 1200. Jutius Freperick Moore PotLock, Longelose Works, Newtown,
side of the hole in the door.
Leeds, Yorkshire, and JoHN MircHELL, Dyson-street, Bradford, ** Imfused
and
run
out
the
metals
separate
and
arrange
themselves
As already pointed out, any saving of fuel would necessarily be in according to their densities ;and this action in the case of pig provements
in kilns.”
the direct ratio of the speed of the operation over that of hand metal
1201. Lovis Fontana, Rue des Marais, Paris, “Improvements in the
would
only
take
place
in
a
somewhat
less
degree
on
account
treatment
of certain substances employed for some surgical and
puddling. With charges of even 8001b. or 1000 Ib. of grey pig, the of the slighter divergencies between the different portions, As a
therapeutical applications.”
working of the revolving rabble only lasts from twenty to thirty
of fact ‘‘ fined” iron does tend to rise to the top.
1202. WiuttaM Kopert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “An
minutes ; with white pig, from ten to fifteen minutes. The metal matter
improved burner for lamps and other illuminating apparatus.”—A com(3) Few facts connected with metallurgy are more certain than
is then in separate pieces, almost ready to be taken out. No pig that,
munication
from Andrew Gormly Myers, New York, t 8.
the carbon and silicon are easily oxidised out of pig
iron, however much carburetted, or otherwise alloyed, has been metal,while
Hexry Bernoutit BaRLow, Manchester, ‘‘ Improvements in appathis is not the case with phosphorus and sulphur, the first 1203.
able to withstand its action, Either soft fibrous iron, fine-grained rendering
ratus
for
cooling
wort and other liquids.”—A communication from A.
iron cold short pod the second red short. Mr. Parry
Naegeli, Wegeleben, Prussia.
a
steel, can be produced according to the wish of the considers the
‘‘ that the effect of puddling is to reduce the quantit 1205. WituiamM Ferry, Southampton, “Improvements in cistemn
yudaler,
sulphur to about one-third, and of phosphorus from one-fourt:
filters.”
, Mr. Hutchinson, in a letter to the Iron and Coal Trades Review of
one-fifth of that originally contained in the pig iron.” Mr. I. 1206. Tuomas James Situ, Fleet-street, London, ‘ Improvements in
of April 17th, states that, with his rotary rabble he ‘‘ could puddle to
the manufacture of buttons and in apparatus connected therewith.”—
Lowthian Bell is of opinion that nine-tenths of the phosphorus
a heat of grey iron in an hour, and with very little labour on the are
A
communication from Richard Hess, Berlin, Germany.
in puddling. It is only reasonable to conclude that
part of the puddler.” He considers ‘‘ that by the adoption of some this expelled
Georce Lirrie, Rutherfurd Park, New Jersey, U.S., ‘‘Improvebeneficial effect increases with good hand puddling, and rises 1207.
ments
in electric telegraph apparatus and in circuits employed in
such simple contrivances as this, in conjunction with the plan of in proportion
with the thoroughness only obtainable bya steamtelegraphing.”—22nd April, 1872.
working three shifts instead of two in the twenty-four hours,” propelled rabble.
The
reactions
between
the
metal
and
the
1209.
Epwarp PeLton, Birmingham, ‘Improvements in spring
**a clear saving of 10s, per ton on puddling could be effected, fettling must be intensified by the increase of contact surfaces
mattresses
and other elastic surfaces for sitting and reclining upon.’
without the complete and immediate substitution by costly afforded, To take an instance, black oxide of manganese was in 1210. ALEXANDER
MEeELvitLte CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘An
machinery of the puddling furnace at present in use.” At present, 1835 advocated by Schafhiiutl, and his recommendation has been
improved motive power engine, applicable also as a pump.”—A comee
Oscar from Curtis Lewis, Brooklyn, King’s County, New
the Cleveland puddlers finish only six heats per shift of twelve confirmed by Caron’s analyses, as an agent for taking up at least
ork,
U.S,
hours, or one heat of about 44 cwt. per two hours, instead of the the sulphur. The difficulty attending it, however, consists in
Witt1aM Hook Davey, Islington, London, “Improvements in
one heat per hour cited by Mr. Hutchinson. Supposing that its not being fusible, and hence able to come into intimate 1211.
washing machines.”
during the proposed shift of eight hours they tunel out only six contact with the iron. The powerful agitation afforded by the 1212.
NicHoLas Tuomas, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.P., ‘‘ Improvements in
heats, or eighteen heats instead of twelve in the twenty-four revolving rabble would, it is evident, just afford these large surheating feed-water supplied to steam boilers.”
hours, this would be equivalent to increasing the rate of produc- faces of contact, But without the use of more or less expensive 1214. James Krre, Vauxhall, Surrey, ‘‘ A new or improved apparatus for
ng food in cooking.”
tion of the common puddling furnace by more than thirty-three ‘* physic,” it may be relied upon that inferior pig metal, thoroughly
1215. Joun WILLIAM Gray, Billiter-street, London, ‘ A new or improved
per cent., or one-third. In other words, the same furnace, with beaten
by this simple tool, will produce better iron by at very
lithoidal composition to be used as a paint, and for other purposes.”—
the same amount of coal, would produce in eight months the same least fiveup shillings
A communication from Fernand Renos, Liége, Belgium.
per ton, than when the unaided and easilyamount of iron it now turns out in twelve. This would be equiva1217. JosepH EpLyN Ovrrince, Elm Villas, Catford Bridge, Lewisham,
lent to w saving in coal alone of more than one and one-third fatigued human arm is employed.
Kent, “ Improvements in equilibrium slide valves.”
million of pounds sterling per annum, without reckoning the gain
1218. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLaRK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ An improved process of hardening tiles and other moulded articles.”—A
in time.
PROFESSOR TYNDALL AT THE ACADEMY DinNER.—The Daily
from Jean Larmanjat, Paris.—23rd April, 1872.
A tool like this would do for the puddler what the slide-rest Telegraph says :—The cry of humanity to-day to the men of communication
WiLLIAM Scort, Bilston, Staffordshire, ‘“* Improvements in the
has done for the metal turner, While actually increasing the science is, ‘‘ Give us back something to believe,” in return forthat 1220,
bottom plates and bearers for puddling and balling furnaces.”
demand for his labour, the slide-rest has raised the metal turner which has been taken away, Science ought not to respond with a 1222.
Ropert Maynarb, Whittlesford, Cambridgeshire, ‘‘ Improvements
from an over-worked drudge to a skilled operative, able to work cold refusal
to care for anything but facts. Emotions, affecti
in portable machinery for husking and dressing clover and trefoil, and
at his trade from youth to old age. Even if the ironmasters were aspirations, as Professor Tyndall himself said, are “ part and other similar kinds of seeds.”
1224.
Enoch
Simcox and Wi.u1AM Banks, Birmingaam, “ Certain imto use the revolving rabble merely to relieve their men, and parcel” of human nature; and there must be a religion—there
provements in box irons.”
without requiring a greater number of heats from them, they must be a morality and a creed—to satisfy such desires. The
Georce WestTINGHoUsE, jun., Sc muth P + buildi gs, Chancerywould gain :—(1) A great improvemeut in the quality of the iron need will be now all the more readily admitted, since we have 1226.
lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in apparatus for working brakes on
produced ; (2) a great diminution in the number of ruinous heard the foremost man of experimental Fen wag aloes fe sucrailway trains by compressed air, parts of which improvements are
**cobbles” or “‘ wasters ;” (3) the capability of working up very cessor—rising to confess that his own breast aches and yearns
also applicable to brakes worked by other means,”
grey or also inferior kinds of pis,without using any “ fined metal;” with the universal longing of the time. This utterance, and that 1230. Witttam Ricnarpson and James Frpier, Oldham, Lancashire,
“
(4) diminution of loss in mill scale between the rolls,
of Mr. Gladstone, certainly
rendered the banquet speeches of “Improvements inandcotton
Louis Lemotne, Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris,
Megsieurs Paris, Guyot, and Huin, of St. Dizier, state that ‘ the 1872 worth serious notice. It wouldbe indeed “‘ grace after meat” if —232,
“An improved system and :
removing smoke, vapour,
mere saving in waste iron would be sufficient to induce them to artists would take to heart the
ier’s
onition, and if —
from locomotive engines in tumnees of railways.”—
This is more
i y the case when science should pause to mark that the time approaches when she | 24 oe rt
employ the apparatus.”
4
manufacturing special and merchant bars that, have to be rolled a
ata challenged for a belief “by which a man may | 1234,
1s WILLIAM PritcnarD, Western Gasworks, Kensal Green
from pies,
x, “ Improvementsin valves,”
e,
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10, 1872.
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or metallic ores,”—A communication from Emile Thomas-Payen and 2876. E. Munpy, Stalybridge,) Lancashire, ‘‘ Feed-water."—Dated 22th
Sete An tmpene. oe See Ie ne ao%; Lowestoft,
October, 1871.
Hilarion Roux.
uffolk, “ An
cal orc
appara'
This invention relates to an improved arrangement of the scrapers for
42. CHARLES Waren Vick
Joserpu Cooke, Dudbridge Patent 1053. SAMUEL Danks, Soathematen eelidings, London, “ Lining rotary removing
the soot from the pipes or tubes of water-heating economisers.
Machine Works, Stroud, Gloucestershire, “‘Improved machinery for puddling furnaces.”—9th Apri , 1872.
The
scrapers are made in segments to encircle each pipe or tube, and in
mattresses, &c.”
1068, G
Wiyram, M.
ster, “8;
feeding, preparing, and carding engines.”—25th April, 1872.
y, reg “ Spinning wool, two sets one above the other, each pair ot segments connected by a bar
1078. Henri ApRiEN Bonnevitte, Pi
having'a projection that rests upon the bevelled edge of a hoop that
Celestin Martin.
cotton, silk, , &c.”—A comm' unicatior nm
Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of 1079. Henri ApRIEN BonNEVILLE,
, London, “ Painting the encircles the whole. It is the weight of the connected segments comComplete Specifications.
of woven jute alone or combined with flax, &c.”—A communi- bined with the action of the bevel or incline upon the hoop that keeps
both scraping
of the segment in close contact with the pipe or
cation from Edouard Charton.— 11th April, 1872.
1244. Winu1am Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “Im- 1090.
hinge Manico, Bedford-street, Strand, London, “ Raising sand tube while moved up and down by any ordinary mechanism.
provements in steam engines and parts connected therewith, chiefly
or 5)
le.”
designed for the
ion of street vehicles.” A communication 1095.
Davip Duxne Kyte, Victoria-street, Westminster, ‘‘ Traps for preClass 2.-TRANSPORT.
from William Baxter, Newark, New Jersey, U.8.—25th April, 1872.
venting the escape of foul air and gases.”—12th April, 1872.
1258. Martin Benson, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Improvements 1100.
Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, MaEpwarp CLarke, Lincoln, “‘ Cranked shaftsor axles, and machinery Including
in elastic hose stockings for horses.”—A communication from William
chinery
and
Fittings,
Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
for
the
same.”
Lewis and David Tier Way, Astona, Queens, New York, U.S.—27th 1106. Martana Fanny Jenkins, Victoria-terrace, St. Leonard’s Park,
Harness, &c.
April, 1872.
Exeter, “‘ Sheath or protector for crotchet needles.”
2817. J. Sreete, Witham, ‘‘ Signalling on railways.”—Dated 2lat October,
1272. JoserH Ducomet, Rue des Petites Hotels, Paris, “An improved 1111,
Samvet Danks, § 4 thampton-buildings, London, “‘ Rotary puddling
1871ie
construction of pac!
case.”
— A communication from M. Louis
This provisional specification describes ane made up of threc
and er
Legris, Rue Saint-Maur, Paris.—27th April, 1872.
Perer Jensen, Chancery-lane, London, “‘Utilising the waste heat or other number of
itions, each burning with a different coloured
1295. Buais1e ARMaNDE Leontpe Havctrive, Shrewsbury, Salop, 1122.
from coke ovens.”—A communication from Julius Erichsen and Jorgen light. A guard of a railway train drops one of these signals on to the
“ eg apparatus to facilitate drawing and sketching.”—svth
G
Maardt.—15th April, 1872.
line to give notice to an approaching train. The guard of the approachApril, 1872.
1143. Joserpn Steer CuristorHer and James Freperick LACKERSTEEN, ing train knows by the colour of the light whether he is gaining upon
Lombard-court, London, “ Prope!
vessels.”
the train in front of him.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid.
Epwarp Newrox, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Distilling
L. Perkins, Loudon, “‘ Locomotive and traction engines.”—Dated 21.t
1328. Wititam Spence, Quality-court, Chancery-lane, London, “ Felt.”— 1445. Witt1am
ratus.”—A communication from John Calvin Thompson and James 2818. October,
1871.
30th April, 1869.
Olson.—17th April, 1872.
This
specification describes a traction engine in which the
1352. Cuartes THieme Liernur, Frankfort-on-the-Maine, Prussia, 1177. liam
Josepu Hawker, Chard, “Steam road locomotive or traction boiler, provisional
steam engine, driving gear, and wheel, are arranged so that they
“* Liernur’s pneumatic a
—3rd May, 1869.
engines.
can
all
be
revolved
together within a ring frame which encircles them.
1354. JoserH SHACKLETON, Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Utilising the exhaust 1179. Moses Row
Penygraig Colliery, Dinas, near Pontypridd, 2825. W. G. Rornwet.,
Liverpool, * Screw propellers."—Dated 23rd
steam from steam engines, &c.”—3rd May, 1869.
**
Coke
ovens.”—19th
April,
1872.
October,
1871.
1367. Joun BuLLouen, Accrington, Lancashire, ‘‘ Warping or beaming 1187. ALEXaNDER McGrecor, Bedford Leigh, “ Reaping and mowing.”—
The boss and the blades near the boss are of any ordinary form or kind.
machines.”—4th May, 1869.
20th
April,
1872.
1371. Avauste Fav and Evcene Fav, Castres, Tarn, France, “‘ Washing 1199. Jonn Hunt, Bolton, ‘Winding thread or yarn upon pirns or The blades are divided longitudinally near their vuter ends into bladelets.
These bladelets are preferably placed out of the line of the body of the
skins, &c.”—4th May, 1869.
bobbins.” —22nd April, 1872.
1388. THomas Wetton, Grafton-street, Fitzroy-square, London, “ Apply- 1217.
Joseph Eptyn Ovrripoer, Elm Villas, Catford Bridge, Lewisham, blade.
ing oxygenated and other gas-charged charcoal for curative and other
2820. C. W. Graxvitie, Londovn, * Asphalte pavement.”"—Dated 23rd
“
Equilibrium
slide
valves.”—23rd
April,
1872.
purposes.” —5th May, 1869.
October, 1871.
Leon Pocuet and Lovcis Lemoine, Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris,
1394. Isaac Batrinson, Georce Batriysox, and THomMas WHITEHEAD, 1232.
“Removing smoke, &c., from locomotive engines in tunnels of rail- The object of the said invention is the production of a pavement
Halifax, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Combing wool, &c.”—6th May, 1369.
possessing all the advantages of a good asphalte pavement, but free from
ways.”
—24th
April,
1872.
1357. James Biarr Nimmo, North Bank-street, Edinburgh, Midlothian, 1244. WittiaM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Steam the disadvantages arising from the slippery nature of the surfaces of such
N.B., “‘ Lever compensation door and gate spring or closer.”—3rd May,
engines, &c.”—A communication from Wiliiam Baxter.—25th April, pavements as heretofore made, and the injury occasioned to hurses by
1869.
their falling upon the same. The inventor prefers to use a compound
1359, Dagip Pitcarry Wricut and Cernas Butter, Birmingham, 1295. t=Biaisie ARMANDE Leonipe Havrrive, Shrewsbury, “‘ Facilitating consistingof coal tar, bitumen, blue lias lime, and pulverised iron ore.
“Lamps.”—3rd May, 1869.
This is laid on a bed of cement and rolled.
e roller used is formed
drawing
and
sketching.”
—30th
April,
1872.
1405. Joun Ramsnortom, Leeds, Yorkshire, and Tuomas Massey Pearce,
with ridges and grooves, and the surface of the compound is thereby
Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Pumping, forcing, and measuring water, &c.’ —
med with corresponding ridges and grooves across its entire surface. ~
All
having
an
interest
in
opposing
any
one
of
such
applications
|
#
7th May, 1869.
Derby, “ Communicating betweea railway passenger
should leave particulars in writing 0’ e' r objections to such a sae 7m 2838. andW. theBroventon,
1377. Danie, ApaMsoy, Newton Moor Ironworks, near Hyde, Cheshire, ,
guard or drier.” —Dated 24th October, 1871.
;
the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen ys of its Thia invention
“Steam engines and boilers.” —5th May, 1869.
consists of a small arm or signal fixed on the side of the
139& Joun MatrHias Hart, Cheapside, London, “Safes, &c.”—6th May, ate.
carriage
and
worked
by
a
spring
joint.
When
in
an
upright
position
the
1869.
said arm is held by a catch, which is operated from the side of the
1365. RupotpH WaPrensTEIn, Manchester, ‘‘ Registering the number of List of Specifications published during the week ending carriage
by means of a bell pull on the side or top of the said carriage.
passengers travelling in omnibuses, &c.”—4th May, 1869.
4th
May,
1872.
As soon as the bell is pulled the arm will fly out, and by the use of a short
1373. ALFRED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Railway
line from the end having an open link hanging on the communicating
1451", 4d.; 2349, 10d.; 2350, Sd.; 2400, 10d.; 2416, 6d.; 2431, line
carriage wheels.” —4th May, 1869.
and working over a pulley, it will give communication between the
1s. 4d.; 2443, 10d.; 2444, 8d.; 2456, Is.; 2462, 8d.; 2467, Is. 2d.; 2469, guard
1384. CHARLES Moore, Sketty, near Swansea, Glamorganshire, “‘ Screw 1s.
and driver in charge of the train, while the arm or signal standing
8d.. 2470, 8d.; 2471, 10d.; 2473, 10d.; 2474, 10d.; 2476, 1s.; 2478
propellers for ships.”—5th May, 1869.
8d.; 2479, 8d.; 2483, 1s. 4d.; 2484, 4d; 2485, Is. 2d.; 2486, Sd.; 2487, out shows from whence the signal was given.
10d.; 2493, 8d.; 2496, 6d.; 2497, 1s. 2d.; 2498, Sd.; 2199, 4d.; 2500, 10d.; 2843. J. J. Turser, London, “ Constructing the wheels of railway and tramway rolling stoch.”—Dated 24th October, 1871.
¥
502, 1s.; 2505, Sd.; 2507, 6d.; 2508, Is. 8d.; 2509, 10d; 2515, G.;
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid. 2519,
10d.; 2524, 4d.; 2526, 4d.; 2530, 4d.; 2532, 4d.; 2533, 8d.; 2534, 4d.; Instead of constructing the flanged wheels of railway and tramway
1562. James McGtasnan, Dundee, Forfarshire, N.B., ‘Jute, hemp, &c.” 2535, 8d.; 2540, 4d.; 2544, 4d.; 2545, 4d.; 2546, 1s, 2d.; 2547, 6d.; 2548, 4d.; rolling stock with iron or steel tires, he employs india-rubber (vulcanised
—5th May, 1865.
2550, 44.; 2552, 4d.; 2556, 6d.; 2557, 4d.; 2560, 4d.; 2561, 10d.; 2565, 1s. 4d.; or indurated) or any of the well-known substitutes for those materials for
1255. Witt1aM HENDERSON, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “ Extracting 2566, 4d.; 2569, 4d.; 2570, 4d.; 2571, 4d.; 2573, 4d.; 2574, 4d.; 2576, 4d.; the bearing and guiding surfaces of such wheels by surrounding their
copper, &c.”—ith May, 1865.
2577, 10d.; 2078, 4d.; 2580, 8d.;, 4534, 4d; 2585, 4d.; 2586, 4d.; 2590, sripheries with rings, bands, or strips of either of such materials. By
4d.;
, 8d.; 2601, 8d.; 2632, 8d.; 2642, 4d.; 3199, Sd.; 3383, 4d.; 181, 8d.; the substitution of this more or less elastic material as a surrounding to
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
such wheels he is enabled to dispense with the ordinary iron rail or rail251, 8d.; 887, 8d.; 414, 10d.; 482, 8d.; 444, 8d.
| bars of railways and the channel rails or grooved bars of tramways,
1063. Kart WeNzeEL Zener, Charing Cross Hotel, London, “ Purifyin,
iron, &c.”—10th April, 1872.
.
ie i *,* Specifications will be forwatded by post from the Patent-office on and to obtain the requisite amount of adhesion for transmitting the
1099. Epwarp Richarp CHARLES MoRGAN, Swansea, “Communicating receipt of the amount of price and
Sums exceeding 5s. must be motive power and traction of the engine and greater smoothness of
een the passengers and guard or engine-driver of a railway train.” remitted by Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High motion in the carriages so fitted, whilst continuous lines of framed
1110, ALEXANDER Browne, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘‘ Lamps.”—A Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty's Patent-office, South- timbers can be employed, combining the longitudinal sleeper and the
communication from Thomas Hartley.—13th April, 1872.
rail or bearing surfaces, thus forming a cheap and secure permanent way
ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
1114 _Wituiam Toncue, Kennington, Surrey, ‘‘ Combing fibrous mate2852. A. M. Crark, London, “‘ Traction engines."—A communication
a
ae April, 1872.
;
Dated 24th October, 1871.
31. Davip McConnet Smytu, Orange, New Jersey, U.S., “Sew
This invention relates to improvements in the construction of and
machines.”—6th April, 1872.”
:
se
tien|
means
for propelling locomotive traction engines for common reads. The
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
1135. Witt1AM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Iron
is mounted on two swivelling or locking under carriages operated
&c.”— A communication from Cyrille Jean Caumon.
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by engine
together
from one arrangement of steering gear. Each carriage ix pro1139. EpMuND Epwarvs, Southampton-buildings, London, “Steam
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents,
vided
with
a pair of carrying wheels, and the engine is propelled by
traps.” —A communication from James Henry Blessing, Frederick
means of propelling feet acting on the ground, on which they are caused
Townsend, and George Pomeroy Jackson.
to
bear
by
steam pressure so as to obtain great adhesion. A pair of feet is
1—PRIME MOVERS.
6
ee —_E MILLs, Southampton-buildi
London Including Fixed Class
in each locking carriage operated by mechanism driven by a
Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and provided
‘Extracting oil, &c., from vegetable or other solid matter.”—2
4
steam engine of special construction, whereby the to-and-fro or walking
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c.
‘ ——— from BliaaSmithHutchinson
: a"
motion of the feet and legs to which they are attached is obtained,
141. Fetix ALEKAN and IstpoRE ALEKAN, Boulevart Sebastopol, P.
2811.
F.
Preston,
Huddersfield,
“‘
Fire-bars
for
furnaces.”—Dated
21st
thereby
effecting
the propulsion of the engine.
a ar studs for shirts, &c.”
:
onan
1871.
2859. S. ALLey, Glasgow, “‘ Wheels for carriages."—Dated 25th Octoler,
1147. Samvuet Bartow, Oldham, “Preventing accidents upon
LP ThisOctober,
invention
consists
in
making
the
fire-bars
corrugated
to
combine
1871.
. —7th April, 1872. ”
:
—
with lightness ; also in making a projection in the end of one
The improved wheels are designed so that the part touching the
152. Spencer CricutTon, Castlefield Ironworks, Manchester, ‘“‘Regu- strength
bar fitting into a recess in the adjacent bar, to keep the bars in ground
flattens to a greater or less extent whilst the weight of the carlating the feeding of machinery employed in the preparati ‘
position. The bars can be cast single, or two or more bars are cast to- riage is borne
to a great extent suspensorily by the part of the tire which
&c.”—18th April, 1872.
—
s
ey
is at the time off the ground. The desired action is obtained either with
3482. AHTHUR AUCKLAND CocHRANE, Westminster, “‘ Heating and illu- gether.
2813.
J,
Perris,
Rochdale,
“‘
Valves
of
steam
engines.”
—Dated
21st
October,
an elastic tire consisting of one or more bands of a suitable elastic mateoxininating pu "28rd December, 1871.
:
A
1871LS
rial, such as steel, or with a tire made up of elastic metal segments
. Witttam Zenas WINSLOW CHapMan, New York, U.S., “ Fastenings
This invention consists, First, in anarrangement whereby the stop and jointed together, or with a tire made up of rigid metal segments, that ix,
for
e curtains, &c.”—26th December, 1871.
shire
throttle valves are in one casing; 5
dly, in a peculiar construction of of segments not individually elastic. With an elastic band external
oa
Masson, Leeds, ‘Sewing machines, &.”—27th December, throttle
valve.
°
shoes are employed, and these or some of them are connected to the
centre or other rigid part of the wheel by radial or transverse bolts, links,
2819. L. Perxwns, London, ‘“‘ Engines.” —Dated 21st October, 1871.
3503, WILLIAM Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “Generating #A
ding to this invention each engine har two or more cylinders or plates, arranged to admit of a limited radial movement, such radial
e-~ communication from Professor enry Wurtz.—28th
’
mo
t being essential to the intended action of the structure.
placed
one
above
the
other,
and
belongs
to
that
class
of
e
n
g
known
ii.
as compound, The small high-pressure cylinder is fastened to the top of 2860. R. A. Wricut, Homerton, Middlesex, “ Fastenings sor railway car3509. JoserH Witpe, Guide Brid near Manchester, “
the large or low-pressure cylinder. The pistons for the high and lowriage doors, dc ”—Daterd 25th October, 1871.
proofing felt hats, &c.”
wn
ve
A bolt and an arm or tongue on a handle or spindle work each other.
= yaaa 5 Bryant CHILDs mg Sy
Davip Monroe Cuitps, Mark-lane, pressure cylinders are made in one piece, and work over a trunk in the
centre of ‘thelarge cylind
An ar
it for preventing the high- The latter is capable of travelling over an incline into a socket or staple
mdon,
xcavating machin
—~-A communi
Sweet.--20th December, 1871.
nee won pressure steam coming in contact with the packing is also described. and the bolt abuts against an abutment. An arrangement is described
Also arrangements of connecting the pi) and other parts together. in which a boss on the door handle works in a recess and carries an arm.
3522. Tuomas Woop, Manchester, ‘‘ Omnib
=
Also improvements in the boiler and condenser. No salt water is used, A cam path is formed in the boss, in which works a pin on a bolt, so that
3525. Em1te Bocquet, Paris, “ Coffee, tea, &c.”—30th December, 1871.
1. Joun Smiru, Soyland, “Self-acting temples used in "looms for or the produce of salt water, but all waste is made good by distilled fresh when the handle is turned the bolt is slidden. When the handle raises
weaving.”
water.
the arm the bolt is propelled outward of the recess, and rice versd. A
3. PAUL OEPLER, Gracechurch-street, London, “‘ Trea’
eanin, 2824. J. Bucxiey, G. Buckiey, and R. Bucktey, Mossley, Lancashire, socket on the door frame jamb has a projection with an inclined edge on
one side and an abutment on the other, A rack or like gear may be submaterials por =
“bd
re
we?
:
“ Consuming smoke.” —Dated 23rd October, 1871.
5, ALLEN SILVESTER, E
road, London, “
—
This invention is applicable chiefly to the furnaces of steam boilers stituted for the cam path and pin.
munication penn tie tySilvester,
5 Meee bepee
re having longitudinal flues wherein the said furnaces
are situated, but with 2867. T. J. Surrn, London, “* Wheels and axles for carriages."—A com9, Stannus GEOGHEGAN, Dublin, Ireland, “ Marking names or consecutive slight modification it might also be applied with advan’
munication.—Dated 25th October, 1871.
numbers, brand: casks, &c.”—lst January, 1872.
jptions of furnace,
consists in
within the flue, at a conveNaves of wheels have back plates to bear against blocks on the ends of
16. —
pcock, Albemarle-street, Westminster, ‘* Railway nient dist.
behind the bridge wall, a cluster: of longitudinal tubes of theaxles. An independent arm or journal is used to each wheel, and the
8
fire-brick. The heat from the furnace keeps these fire-brick tubes at a inner end of it has a lump which is embraced by half sockets held in
ar ILLIAM GILMOUR LesRvN, Gateside Mills Company, N.B., “‘ Shuttles white heat, and the smoke and
from the fuel in passing through cee by rings and screws. Some modifications of the above are re.
lor wea’
,
the said tubes being thereby subdivided, and at the same time being e
= — a Saosgpeel, Fn a ng lo January, 1872.
submitted to the action of the intense heat, become thereby entirely 2369. W.to. Symons, Bridgwater, Somersetshire, ‘‘ Construction of the Srame ork
. GeorcEe Dominy and James Russet., Weymouth, “Securing
window consumed.
or hull of ships and vesaels.”—Dated 26th October, 1871.
sashes, &c.”—4th January, 1872.
We:
,
Harnis, Edinburgh, ‘‘ Manufacture of piston packing.”—Dated
This invention consists in placing and fixing the futtocks and footings
46. ALFRED VincENT Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Lubricators for 2846.24thI. B.October,
1871.
(which are the ribs or framework of a ship or vessel)
ther, that is to
railway axles.”—A communication from Charles Mettam and John
The lengths of piston paws as heretofore made are coiled on man- say, the futtocks are placed on the top of or inside the footings,
Sexton Sanson.—5th January, 1872.
drils each into a spiral lore vul
ion, and are then submitted to and the two are bolted through by diagonal fastenings ; whereas, hereto103. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Util
fore, the futtocks and footings have been placed side by side. The new
acid gas tars."—A communication from Ferdinand Blondin. — 12: vulcanisation.
2861. W. McApam, Glasgow, “ Obtaining motive power.”—Dated 25th Octo- construction ore greater strength to the vessel, the cargo is carried drier
by reason of the extra space between the outer skin and inner planking,
ber, 1871.
Dow NeweE
162. Lorenzo
lanes
bow
Be t, Castle le an and Fal icon, Ald ersgate-street,
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the omploy- and the vessel is more buoyant.
don, ‘“‘ Marine state room.”—17th January, 1872.
; ment
of pontoons at the sea coast or other position where the tide rises 2873. W. Pippinc, Peckham, Surrey, “‘ Wheeled vehicles."—Dated 20th
182. Aaron SmirH, Batman’s-hill, Bilston, “Puddling iron.”
— 19th and
falls, the
ha
toothed racks
into toothed pi
October, 1871.
January, 1872.
on
driving
t. The tide
the pontoons has the effect of rotating The improvements are a substitute for the feet of chairs, as explained
247. Ropert Joseru Ex.is and Georce Dosson, Liverpool, “‘ Preventing the a pinions,
and through them anyreq
and machinery
in the specification of the patent, No. 1894, dated the 21st June, 150i,
incrustation and corrosion in steam boilers, &c.”—25th January, 1872.
covering the wheels and portable
with an elastic material, and con263. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘“ Breechnecting ihe spokes of the portable rail with a flange or wheel to strengthen
loading fire-arms.”—A communication from Andrew Burgess.—26th
January, 1872.
living in bearings on suitable them, and for a brake to press against continuously.
298. MONTAGUE WiGzett, George-street, Croydon, “Stretching drawing framing. A numberof levers are mounted on the outer side of each disc 2se4. F. W. Wepp, Crease, Cheshire, “‘ Locomotives and railray brakes.” —
per.
and have each at their outer end a roller, the pin for which carries a conDated 27th October, 1871.
314. WILLIAM ALFRED Gipss, Gillwell Park, Sewardstone, and ALFRED necting rod
This invention consista, First, in the arrangement of the feed pipes of
to outer iter circumference of the discs and there
Borwick, Lloyd’s, London, Me
tus.” —3lst January, 1872. carrying a heavy roller
ve
assimilate as much as
ible the heat of the
across from disc to disc and
in ~
575. W1LL1aAM CAMERON SILLar, Blac!
and Ropert GreoroeE SILLaR, staples.
5
water from the boiler
i
revoluti
apparatus successively
Bol and CHRISTOPHER Rawson, St. Swithin’s-lane, London, ‘‘ Treat- comingin contact with the rollers on the levers force their connecting
a cylinder in which is a pistoy connected by rods
ing and deodorising human excreta.”—22nd February, 1872.
applied
681. Cuartes Henry Raytey, Bol
and Freperick Luxe Srort,
Rochdale, ‘‘ Win
"— 23rd February, 1872.
ng
os to @
617. James Youna, Kelly, N.B., “
ms,”
cylinder under each vehicle by a main cylinder connected to the boiler.
618. James Youna, Kelly, N.B., ‘‘ Hydrocarbons.”
1244.
W.
R.
Lake,
London,
“‘
Steam
engines.”—-A
communication.—
Dated
619. CuarLes Tort, Graveley Hill, “‘ Balance cover for hot water jugs,
25th Aprit, 1872.
This inven
relates to steam engines designed to serve as railway
my3. THomas aHowarpa5! BLaMIREs,
wer Heyer Y Biamires,
and HARRY MARSDEN,
for
and
ploughs,
steam
for
or as tracti
I
Huddersfield, “ Carding engines.”—7th March, 1872.
:
ther like purposes. I
this inventionDilinto practice
the entor
invent
by an
715. JosErH go = “
-street, London, “ Anhydrous ported
irae thechndia wb cheered suitable construction and two or
776, Joun SoMERVILLE, Gasworks, Dublin, “Gas retort lids
ithHopson H Huan
3
N.ATHANIEL
ae
Ashgrove House, sca rem
'
“ iil
we Bristow ww Hi HUNT,:
m chLincoln’s-inn,
p SP ne
5 Cn
ar ‘Atbert Baboln =
;
fons
1046,
ADRIEN BonNEgvILLE, Piccadilly, London, “ Treating metals
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PRES
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Jind
aoe ~ exhaust steam, wh by
me
= have the same
or nearly the same steam
pan Ke e car, thus furnishing the
extra or reserved power necessary to put the car in motion. Thirdly,
should a heavy or long up grade be encountered requiring
a long octmead
increase of power, communication between the
cham and the
boiler may be opened so as to permanently or for as lon
as required increase the preseure in the exhaust cylinder to
desired. Fourthly, should this ow be insufficient it may be still further
increased by cutting off the exhaust steam of the first cylinder from the
second, in which it is ordinarily used ss and opening communication between the steam chamber and boiler,
live steam at full
pressure in both cylinders, ——. both of them high pressure for the
time being. Thus with an engine of say, 4-horse power nominally, the
og can be increased to 20 or 24-horse power as would be the case when
th cylinders use live steam. A boiler such as ordinarily used with an
engine of the nominal power first named will be sufficient to supply the
steam needed for two cylinders when working high-pressure steam, for
the two cylinders, when thus operating, would increase the draught.
—— the boiler to generate steam — while the car going
—_ grade would run more slowly and the engine would —
~
wou off a less number of cylinders full of steam per minute.
Class 3._FABRICS.
Including Machinery and Mechanical
ions connected with
ea
Manufacturing Dyeing,
nting, and Dressing
Fabrics, d&c.
2807. G. Rypitt, London, “‘ Machineryfor cleaning animal and vegetable
substances.” —Dated 20th October, 1871.
This invention consists of improvements in shake willies used for
shaking and removing dust and foreign matter from animal and
vegetable substances, such as wool, cotton, woollen material, rags, flocks,
cow and calf hair, and other purposes, which machines now jn use are for
cleaning material in a dry state. This
tion andi
its in
machinery are for taking animal and vegetable substances in a damp
or wet state, and to dry and clean the animal and vegetable substances
at one and the same time, or make it serve as a drying machine.
2814. W. Srrane, Glasgow, ‘‘ Ornamental fabrics.”—Dated 21st October,
1871.
This invention relates to the weaving of ornamental fabrics of the class
in which figuring weft is woven in by means of Jacquard harness with
the portions between the figured parts floated and afterwards cut away,
and consists in combining with such figuring an ornamental ground
differing from an ordinary plain woven or from a lens or gauze ground,
and which resemblesan ornamental weaving effect known by tselfas
“mignionette ” or “‘nette.” In producing the desired effect in the
harness loom, suitably perforated cards are interpolated between the
usual pattern cards, or as such interpolated cards are repeats of each
other, either singly or in sets of two or more; a single set, or a board or
cylinder in place of them, may be used, being kept separate from the
usual pattern cards, and being made to act on the Jacquard apparatus
alternately with them. The weaving at the figure phgentis by preference
plain, which result is obtained by keeping open t
ttern shed until
after the succeeding ground shot is pee
2831. A. V. Newton, London, ‘‘ Ribbon slivers.” —A communication.—Dated
23rd October, 1871.
Sliver of the whole width of the cylinder is doffed in the form of
ribands, which are condensed and wound upon loose rollers,
2839. W. Onton, Sneinton, Nottinghamshire, “ Looped or knitted fabrics.”
—Dated 24th October, 1871.
The inventor employs thread carriers to splice the heels of hose and
half hose before he “sets” the heels. He also employs a new class of
jack and sinker, which are connected together ; also a new knocking
over sinker, which is worked independently of the jack, and a dividing
sinker of the same shape as the jack sinker. The presser he employs has
both a horizontal and ontyeaer og motion given it which works between
the knocking over sinker and the jack sinker, the knocking over sinker
having both a horizontal and perpendicular motion. He employs two or
more narrowing wheels to narrow or “fashion ”the work produced.
These wheels he designates snail wheels. He also employs a double
ratchet wheel which gives self-acting motions to the various portions of
the machinery or apparatus employed.
°849. I. Woop, Yorkshire, “ Apparatus to be applied to winding frames or
other similar machines Sor the purpose of removing lumps or dirt from
the yarn.” — Dated 24th October, 1871.
This invention consists in using for this purpose two plates, one sliding
over the other, and having wider notches or sawgates than usual. To
the left-hand side of each notch on one plate is attached a die plate, and
to the right-hand side of each notch on the other plate is attached a
similar die plate, and it will be evident that by sliding one of these
plates over the other the spaces between the faces of each pair of die
plates can be made wider or narrower, and that all the dies will be opened
or closed simultaneously and in an equal degree.
2853. J. H. Jounson, London, “ Roving fraimnes.”—A communication.—
Dated 25th October, 1871.
This invention relates to roving frames, speeders, fly frames, slubbers,
or other machines for making rovings in ‘the process of cotton manufacture, and consists, First, of a peculiar means for preventing the fracture
or injury of the machine in case a certain part of the mechanism us heretofore used fails to effect the proper changes at the right time and in the
right menner. Secondly, in certain means for stopping the machine
either during the upward or downward motion of the bobbin rail at any
definite point, in order that the end of the roving on the outer lay ma:
when the bobbins are doffed, occupy any required position. Thirdly, n
the mode of raising and lowering the series of bobbins by means of
curved levers or quadrants,

THE

ENGINEER.

2804. J. Barrie, Glasgow, “ Water supply apparatus of water-closets.”—
Dated 20th October 1871.
ing out the invention a cistern filled by means
d's hed on» ate oe
the closet, and inside
of or in immediate connection wi
this cistern a compartment is formed with its top open to the cistern at the overflow
level, and with a pipe eeate |from its bottom down to the closet
basin.
valve communication is made between the bottom of
the com= py me and the bottom of the cistern, the valve being
connected to the closet a
below, so as to be opened whenever
the closet handleis
ved Freer ste is made somewhat larger
partment, so that when
it is opened the compartment becomes filled ayaddition to sea gar
down to the closet, and on the valve being closed this additio water
runs down out of the compartment and fills the — basin to the
desired extent after the closet pun or valve has been closed.
2809. J. F. M. Potiock, Newtown, Leeds, “‘Compressing bricks,"—Dated 20th
October, 1871.
This invention roforpo ts)
otheralla artes,in eatin for compress bri
articles,
and relates to a novel
chanical parts, whereby a single
ve all the necessary motions for lowering
plates, of a mould, or moulds, for com
the article to be condensed therein, and for afterwards
compressed article out of the —— in readiness for rem
pnd mapeg |
so made and arran
omnes
the said crank-plate or disc serves
support the mould table whilst Ly compression is taking place within
the mould, thereby relievin;
the consequent excessive
pressure they would othe:
have to bear.
2842, P. Lecuovx, Dijon, France, ‘‘ Double-balanced bolt or fastening for
windows, &c.”—Dated 24th October, 1871.
This invention consists in the combination of a chain or series of
at each end of which is attached a rod or bolt, the whole being
in such a manner that on pulling down the bottom bolt, by lever handle
or otherwise, the series or chain of links extends and carries the top bolt
upward, while the em = Bd the lower bolt causes the falling of the top
one. By means of this
ced bolt, French casements, Vene
shutters,
folding doors, &c., are easily and rapidly fastened and unfastened, both
top and bottom simultaneously.
2848. L. HornsBiower, Liverpool, ‘Construction of walls, partitions,
e 0 tp provide
May
ty yg eap,
+ durable, thoroughly fireproof
buildings, convenient for ven ting rooms or =
spaces. For that
ae
rpose iron or — preferably formed so as to represent one half of a
oneycomb cell cut longitudinally, hollow earthenware, and concrete or
cement are ——— in combination, the iron or steel lengths bein
placed longitu
, and the whole bound into a comparatively solid
mass by the concrete or cement. For partitions only he uses, under a
modification, iron or steel, preferably formed as above, and metal wire ;
the wire serves to connect ‘the iron or steel lengths and to hold the concrete or cement,
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS,
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Instruments of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, de.
2864. F. Garnier. La Mulatiere, France, “‘ Manufacturing guns, cylinders,
and other hollow bodies.”.as 25th October, 1871.
The object of this
linders, and
other hollow oceieof iron ith a A 4. or interior of
of stoolan
id without
fusion or moulding. This is effected as follows :—An iron bar is rolled
or twisted while hot into close — so as to form a hollow cylinder.
Around this cylinder another bar is similarly twisted, but with its
spirals in the reverse direction. Upon the outer cylinder of spirals
longitudinal iron bars are placed like the staves of a cask. The pile or
bundle of iron pieces thus formed is heated in a furnace and afterwards
welded into the requisite shape. Finally a steel tube is inserted into the
iron cylinder and the whole is
heated and hammered, so that
the = metals, iron and steel, form one compact body of perfect homogeneity.
2865. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Apparatus for feeding revolving guns with
cartridges.”—A communication.—Dated 25th October, 1871.
This invention relates to feeding revolving guns with cartridges, by
means of a composite prismatic apparatus, consisting of several cartridge
cases joined nallywerd
ay oy with one another, and — of being
pushed oneocing’ts oad direction of the gun. It is especial: oa
able for
for the so-call
gun, ns com
Y:oan cartridge boxes arranged in a hue an
rotated around a central pin. The said apparatus takes up less room
than the drum for the same amount of cartridges. The manipulation,
especially the setting up of the same on the _ table, is very simple.
The cost of manufacture is less than that of
drum. This apparatus
can be adapted to the so-called ‘‘Gatling,” ‘ Albertini,” and ‘ Veltl”
guns, whilst the drum can only be employed for the Gatling gun.
2880. A. V. Newton, London, \‘‘Breech-loading ordnance.”"—A communica”
tion.—Dated 26th October, "1871.
The breech piece is composed of an po tuet hinged bolt, of a size
and form in its transverse section suited to close the breech of the gun.
There are two firing pins working in the breech-piece, through which, by
the impact of a hammer, a blow may be transmitted to the priming of
the cartridge.
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fertiliser, which is in a suitable
! consists of a
and
| condition tara
tion to land’ diner daselbrer
added Ly,
to it sul uric acid in sufficient ull beaut serbing
phosp
“os aa Lubenham, Leicestershire, “‘ Sea weed.”-—Dated 27th
ti
The seaweed isboiled, distilled, rete eins were ~
essence therefrom. This essence, which is preferably ‘operas
form of a jelly, contains ozone, and will be found
for A
purposes
where ozone is
beneficial; for inst
if a suitable quanti =
the jelly be placed in water it ozonizes
the water ; ozone baths may
be readilyprepared.
2879. A. M. Crarx, London, “‘ Taffo-guano.”—A communication.—Dated
26th October, 1871.
The invention consists in utilising dry refuse matters for the ¢ bsorption
- liquids, such as urine and sewage lene Soe in —
1B
>
‘ecting, decanting, and preci
purifi by
a ——of electricity
sad liquids,meee
thewhale
whole
when combined with dry ma‘iorbingmoul
for use under the name
3085. H. A. TILpEen, New Ldenen, U.U.2.
&.,* Disinfecting compounds.” — Dated
15th November, 1871.
_ This compound is made with bsage = terine,si26 Satie.
Ic,
itive, an
ig propartion. comb
hy
Bromideof
aluminium withchoreof
alumi,
=.
d orising and disinfecting qualities, the above promay be ina liquid form or
are largely i
The
‘the
o form offssalt. lodine may
beadded
add to thecompoun
Class 9. —ELECTRICITY.
Including _— Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Apparatus,
Etectrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries.
2800. W. T. Heniey, North Woolwich, and iH. syne London,
“Improved | self-acting method of sig
g by
gneto-electric
apparatus.” —Dated 20th October, 1871.
This invention consists in signalling with
to-electric
tu
by causing an armature or armatures to pass over a magnet or magnets,
or a magnet to pass over an armature ——— near to generate a
current of electricity along the wire ———— the armature or magnet,
as the case may be, to the recording instrument.
2890. A. M. CLark, London, tag oy telegraph apparatus.”—A communication.—Dated 27th October,1
The object of this invention ‘isry‘permit of the transmission by the
same wire of several messages at the same time. There are several
recording instruments put in motion by two shafts, actuated by clockwork mechanism, the marking device of each instrument consisting of a
rotating helix receiving ink from a suitable pad, and operated by the =
shaft, whilst the paper strip is drawn along by the other shaft.
transmitting
ting ap tus comprises, first, a munipulator consisting of m4
series of } and short Rowen or am
eg
dashes oo dots res:
vel
the combination of these
a
to produce a comddenaly
on of different characters; an bn a distributor consisting of a
der having a metallic surface, on which travels a roller or style. It
oyaraded
ed into as many parts as there are transmitters, each bein,
divided into surfaces and spaces, four surfaces being provided for
transmitter. They are
and
cted by as many wires to the
long keys of the manipulator, each of these | four divisions being again
divided by an insulating
tion, the halfd
cor
with
the short keys. The con’
of the wheel or style gives Jonthe
>to the
current and produces dashes and dots, as the case may be, on the paper,
—- is —- ht into contact with the inking device by a
electro-mag
Electro-chemical —
———
may also be angieped by making
m:
a suitable ar
For long conductors relays would be required, of which pyre ed
arrangement is described.
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads,
2798. J .W. W. Suaw, Kochdale, Lancashire, “ Machinery or apparatus for
removing wool or hair from hides and skins.” —A communication,—
Dated 20th October, 1871.
The skin or hide to be operated on is spread on an adjustable beam,
one
being inserted between it anda ae drum, having radial
blades of rubber or other elastic material mounted lo tudinally hereon.
The skin or hide is drawn downwards either by
d or otherwise,
and the hair or wool is removed therefrom by the contact of the blades of
the rotating
2799. E. Epwarps, London, “* Photo-mechanical printing.”—Dated 20th
October, 1871.
This invention
sede « ae First, of making printing rollers for |
gelatine phi
ic plates, and for other purposes, of a compound
pre pwsta ie, to which a considerable proportion of oil or grease
been — and of sometimes adding chrome or other alum thereto.
a wash orstainon the pictures by meansof dyes
or water halen mixed with the water with which su tohplatesin
ic
gelatinous plates are damped. RR peceting from such
several colours by taking a number
oh
negative all pete Athe part which has to bea puttiodior pox~ Sageae then
preparing from such negatives a number of gelatinous Pieine® —
of whichis inked with a different colour, the picturebeing,printed
upon each in succession ;or by meansof a series of masks applied to a
negative, each mask concealing all but the
which has to be a
particular colour; or by means of a series of prints printed from a
negative in pigment of the same actinic colour asi we upon which
they are printed. Each such print is worked up in black and white
upon the part which is to be a
lar colour, and a series of negatives
is printed from a
m whichhnegatives gelatinous printin,
plates are obtained,
of which is inked with a separate colour, ani
the pictures are printed from each in su:
2801. W. Howarp, London, « Footballs.” —Dated 20th October, 1871.
An india-rubber ball aaa by ais ts surrounded by a macintosh airproof lining attached to and forming the lining to theouter or leather
—, the latter being cut into eight mo gre-shay pieces, ‘‘ double
ther, dispensing with the
“end pieces,Pe also the
holes ou de the latter being formed on the inner case.
2803. J. H. Jonnson, London, “ Disintegrators.”. '—A communication.—Dated
20th October, 1871.
This invention consists reduetng theGe
i poste ofAye and other
like disin'
torsby introducing the oil from oil
re nor mn > the.interior of the fixed shaft anyPraioh the discs
revolve, = — be shaft being —_ xt --4 = ~~
>_—
lateral orifices for —_——
forming a co) on the
f thetwo discs from pon pate with each
it¢ th
og a “
alee the beater bars grooved or channelled in lieu of
aoe
2806. W. McKenzie and C. A. Cameron, Dublin, ‘‘ Manufacture of
solidified tea and on ae enponrhnt October, 1871.
This invention consists in the
f solidifi idtosand enfine by
the sam
water, and
_
making infusions thereof in
milk ‘and
until a solid
or nearly solid residue is obtained.
sugar may be combined with the residue.
2808. T. J. Swinsurne, South Shields, Durham, ‘‘ Kilns used in the manupe of plate glass.” —Dated 20th October, 1871.
ites to floors
for glass furnaces. They are built up of layersof
solid sen , broken tiles, and bricks, —_ layer being cemented and
allowed to Met”
“
before the
di
e is
d. The top layer
of bricks is luted with sand and has a span all round to permitPofexpansion under heat.
Dated
2815.ee
London, “‘ Liquid meter.”—A
Thisinvention relates to an oscillating device for measuring the flow
of liquids, and consists of a cylinder or tu’
— m two points
or bearings, one on each side, at or near the a oy and having a valve
to control the flow of the liquid into and out of the cylinder or tube,
which valve has two
working faces w
against each
two
therein communicating with
at each end, each of which ports is putin
ports in the other
workingpine of the valve each time that the cylinder oscillates.
2816. J. SELLERS,
and = Hopxinson, Bradford, “ Machin
i
7 Dated2 st October,1871.
liner enclosed in a case ha
a

Class '7.-_FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
ncluding Cooking Utensils, ——— Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, anufacture of Dress, ‘he.
2833. J. F. Wanner, London, “‘ Ornamenting of garments.”—Dated 23rd
October,
1871.
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
Instead of working the embroidery on the fabric to be ornamented the
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour inventor
works upon a fine muslin ground repetitions of the leaves,
Mills, &c.
flowers, or other devices intended to form the main portions of the emdesign. These devices will in general form portions of a =
2866 ¥ 4 Osmonp, London, “ Truvelling anchors.”"—Dated 25th October, broidered
tinuous pattern, and he cuts them out and applies them by oom eo
—
of the pattern he completes by the use of his em boclaeving
This invention consists, First, in providing the anchors with a screw machine,
blade which is partially sunk into the earth, and which is so actuated by
the turntable or by the hauling rope that when the latter is in a slanting
position, consequent upon the cultivator being in advance of the anchor,
Class 8.—CHEMICAL.
rotary motion will be automatically imparted to the screw blade so as to
cause the anchor to advance until it isin line with the cultivator, when Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
the motion of the screw will cease and the anchor will remain stationary.
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Secondly, the requisite stability is afforded to the anchor without the use
Brewing Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, 8 melting,
of the ballast box, by providing the anchor with ordinary road wheels
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
and by forming the axles to the dise wheels so that they slant upwards
from the inner to the outer side of the anchor when this is resting on the 2823. G. A. Vivien and P. C. Vivien, Honfleur, France, “ Preservation of
wood.” —Dated visoo
October, 1871.
road wheels, the inner ends of the axles being cranked upwards to
This
d of about sixty papeof sulphate of carbon
receive the inner road wheels, while the outer
wheels are
mixed together until the affinity of the two
to the axles by a sliding connection. By sliding up the outer road wheels and forty parts of col
formula :—CS? + 60
the axles are brought down into a horizontal position so as to allow the bodies is perfect ;from — results the following
H*®
O04,
Hence
a liquid
uct to be used with
=
CO?
+
2802
Cw
Hi
disc wheels to sink into the earth.
upon wood or metal,
parts of which are in water or in the
2372. H. G. Lawson, London, “ Harvesting machines.” —A communication. — advantage
- for coating ships’ bottoms, railway sleepers, damp
Dated 26th March, 1871.
fore papering or painting, and for a variety - analogous
Making harvesting machines with tubular framing, through which
P. SPENCE, Manchester, * * Treatment of oxide of iron which has been
motion is communicated from the driving axle to the cutters by a wheel 2832. of
in the purification of illuminating gas.”—Dated 23rd October,
and worm gearing. Connecting the cut ting apparatus to the frame by
tubular couplings provided with lugs or protections to admit of ready
This invention consists in treating the spent oxide with sawdustin
removal from the machine.
close
vessels.
2022. R. Winper, Farningham, Kent, ‘‘ Steam ploughs.”—Dated 31st Octo2834.a Spence, Manchester, ‘‘ Manufacture of alum.”—Dated 23rd October,
ber, 1871.
Each plough frame is raised and lowered into its position at each headland by a rocking beam ; the change of position is done by the power of Thisinvention consists in applying a freezing machine to the mother
the engine at the opposite headland, The traction ropes are fixed to the liquors of the alum manufacture, as pateuted by the present applicant
June, 1870, No. 1676.
lower part of the rocking beam, and the ropes for raising and lowering
the plough frames are made fast to the upper end of the rocking beam, 2841. D. Witxs, Staffordshire, “ Apparatus for i
receiving, and
so that when the engine pulls the traction rope the rocking beam shifts
holding all animal refuse.”—Dated 24th ——*
through its allotted space and raises the front plough frame and lowers
The novelty of this invention consistsin hie, collecting dethe back plough frame before starting across the fiel: — novelty od
g, and utilising human and animal excreta or other animal
is the fixed frame to affix the several working
to, and to attach the matter, and preparing the same with all its essential elements for manure.
steerage and weight carrying wheels to. rx er novelty isthe alternaJ. C. Benn and W. D. Greec, Cheshire, and R. R. Kevty, Mantive plan of doing away with the fixed frame and making all necessary 2845.chester,
‘‘ Utilisation and purification of the liquor arising from the
arrangements for the plough working steadily. The chief advantage
washing or ‘ scrubbing’ processof the manufacture of illuminating gas.”
of this plan is that it leaves a shorter headland than when the fixed
wing
on
—_
October, ier.
.
"
frame is used. Another novelty isin ry for the axle to the centre
it from
This invention consists utilising
gas liquor by pw
weight —, wheels to be fixed as in a cart or on Another ammonia
sulphuretted hydrogen, and using it continuo’ ly for the
novelty is in the mode and a=
for regula’
the depth of washing orand“‘ scrubbing”
work to bedone. Another novelty is in the arrangement of springsto 2868, W. Gossace and F. H.process.
Gossacr, Widnes, Lancashire, “‘ Manufacture
take off sudden jerks, so as not to injure the traction ropes nor alter the
sulphate of soda.”—Dated 25th October, 1871.
regularity of depth of the plough framein work.
The object of the invention is to
tate and
ite the decom- side of the slit in the case, and the quotients
are also mark:
the
opposite the multipliers,
tutes Boe-“_ linder
Pee
itthe cylinder
e Bi gg ae ft » an id for this = they
Class 6.—BUILDING.
bring =Ling rednumberef
of the multiplleandoppos vat Ea
m7
attenuated or m
wited state totheaction of to
then
ai
multiplier
mark
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes the mixture of gas, air, and vapour of water used for their
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, dc.
2874. E. W. Parne tu, Liverpool, ‘‘ Phosphatic fertilisers.” —Datedd 26th $n Te,Srthet, thequotiont ‘willbe found opposite it on thes
1871.
2302. W. Sacto, 1a ata208,October,187
** Cutting and moulding marble,
and N. BroveH, Birmingham, “ Spring metal bow.”—~
The inventor treats impure
of Bye ond epee. © 2820. W. Roitason
October, 1871.
muriatic
in the
manner
corundumBree chilled cast iron either of
‘This provisional Sia desortbes bending orforming theSper
as the dissolving
method,
drawing
off the clear solution eens
Gg em gy 5
ee witha known
eo ee hee
sto upperptorton of
theupper
carbonate
of lime in the condition
known as
and f
into ael cutter for the inventor adds
come
manufacture of caustic sodafrom
ne same substances into a
it blade or eS
the closing ofthelideither
the
carbonate of soda,
after being washed and dried, Pertoftheback, #0thattecomplete
for cutting marble, stone,
slate.

May

10, 1872.

back or the lid has to yield one this forms a spring which causes the lid
to fly open as soon as the lid is ree.
2822. G. W. Ex.iotrt, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, ‘‘ Sewing machines.”—Dated
21st October, 1871.
This provisional specification describes a sewing machine in which a
circular revolving spool case is employed formed with a hook, which
catches the loop of the upper thread and causes the spool case to pass
through it, or the spool case may have a reciprocating motion given to it.
The machine can readily be adapted to make a chain stitch.
2826. G. H. Carrer, Eltham, Kent, “ Food.”—Dated 23rd Oc'ober, 1871.
The features of novelty of this invention consists in combining cheese
with biscuit dough in the manufacture of biscuits and such like articles
of food. thus rendering biscuits very palatable, and more convenient for
use than when the cheese and the biscuit are kept separate from each
other, and have to be held by the hand if required to be eaten together.
2827. G. KALLMEVER, Bremen, Germany, “‘ Sewing machines.”—Dated 23rd
October, 1871.
This invention has reference to shuttle machines, and consists, First,
in certain devices whereby the needle may at will be made to receive a
lateral motion for forming the button-hole stitch, such motion being
effected by a small slotted lever actuated by the needle bar lever, and
imparting motion through a ratchet wheel and pawl to a dise having
projections which strike against a sliding frame carrying the needle bar
and push the same in a lateral direction, the return motion being effected
by a spring. By throwing the said pawl out of gear with the ratchet
wheel the sliding frame remains stationary, and the needle makes the
ordinary lock stitch. Secondly, a tension is eyupon the shuttle thread
at intervals by means of a pressure actuated by a spring so as to press the
thread against the side of the shuttle race; Thirdly, a pressing roller of
veculiar form is attached to the pressure foot when sewing button-holes.
‘ourthly a stretching frame is described in which the fabric is stretched
so as to open out the button-hole somewhat, in order to obviate the
necessity of sewing over the edges thereof by hand in the first instance.
2828. W. R. Lake, London, “ Inkstand.”—A communication.—Dated 23rd
October, 1871.
This invention relates to an inkstand so constructed that by adjusting
an air vessel liquid may be fed to a sponge cup, and ink and mucilage
caused to rise in the reservoirs containing the same. It also relates to a
stand with a sponge cup and penholder which may be used with the inkstand. This stand for holding the pens and the sponge is neat in appearanceand convenient in use, and may be used in immediate association witha
set of inkstands forming an integral part of the set on which it may be
used, and singly as a penholder and wiper.
2830. J. H. Jonxson, London, “ Pencil and eraser.”—A communication.—
Dated 23rd October, 1871.
The invention consists in combining a wooden lead pencil with a rubber
eraser encased in a sheath of leather, paper, wood, or other material,
formed separately from the sheath of the lead pencil, so that when the
encased eraser is united with the pencil its sheath will form a prolongation of the wooden sheath and present the same external appea ance, so
thav the eraser will be stiff, of a length proportionate to the size of the
pencil, and last as long, being at the same time cheap, clean, and readily
attached to the pencil.
2835. B. J. B. Mitis, London, ‘‘ Making paper boxes.”—A communication —
Dated 24th October, 1871.
The object of the machine is to produce from pasteboard, paper, and
other analogous material, properly cut or pre
» & paper or other box
complete.
2837. H. Staprer and J. Sinctairn, Manchester, “ Withdrawing or discharging liquid from casks.”—Dated 24th October, 1871.
According to this invention ale is forced out of the cask and upwards
into the bar or vault by the pressure of air admitted into a flexible bag
which is placed in the cask. The said pressure of air is obtained by
admitting high-pressure water into a closed vessel which is fitted with
inlet and discharge cocks or valves, and is connected with a “‘ vent peg”
to which the said bag is attached. In lieu of this arrangement the water
may be admitted into the said bag.
2840. W. R. WuiTELaw, Glasgow, ‘* Furnaces.”—Dated 24th October, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the forming of
the fire-bars with a hollow along one side, so that when any two of such
bars are laid together in position the hollows constitute air passages
eading to a horizontal space in the bridge.
2844. W. T. Suae, London, “‘ Distributing fluids and liquids.”—Dated 24th
October, 1871.
This invention relates to the construction of movable joints to pipes
used to convey gas or other fluids, and consists in connecting to the
main supply pipe a curved pipe with its open end upwards. This open
end is formed with an annular recess which is partially filled with
mercury, and receives the lower part of another curved pipe which is
supported by a spindle working through a collar in an arm attached to
the lower pipe and in a step also attached to the interior of the lower
ipe. The top pipe is thus free to move in any direction although perectly gas-tight.
2847. E. T. Hucnes, London, “ Hydrometers."—A communication.—Dated
24th October, 1871.
The invention consists in the employment of two pistons formed as
discs of india-rubber cast in special moulds, so that the edges may be
dovetailed to enable them to be firmly fixed in the interiors of vaulted
or lentil-shaped cylinders, and the rod of one piston gives motion to
ordinary toothed wheels and bands in connection with a dial for denoting
the number of times the cylinders have been filled.
2850. T. W. Boorn, Manchester, ‘‘ Substitute for leather."—Dated 24th
October, 1871.
This improved material is intended to be used as a substitute for
leather, American cloth, or other similar material for binding books,
covering fancy boxes, and other analogous purposes, and consists of a
combination of a felted fabric prepared with india-rubber, gutta-percha,
or other similar waterproof material, with a surface coating of colouring
material mixed with glue, gelatine, gum, or other suitable glutinous or
gummy substance soluble in water or spirit.
2851. W. R. Lake, London, “ Sewing machines.”—A communication.—Dated
24th October, 1871.
In sewing all kinds of thick and uneven stuff defective stitches often
arise. The inventor remedies this difficulty by applying a so-called
“support and press pin.” The embroidering of sharp angles, such as
those on the upper part of the cuffs of a coat, cannot be made without
much trouble neither can the so-called ‘‘ passe poil” seam be made. In
order to wry 4these difficulties a horizontal guide is employed in the
first case ; in the secund case a vertical guide is employed. In sewing
thin stuffs folds often arise ;this difficulty is relieved partly by the aforesaid “support and press pin” and partly by applying a chain. The
thread is not brought in of sufficient length, and therefore is broken by
the shuttle. By this invention a vertical bar called the “thread conductor” is applied, by which a longer thread is brought to the shuttle.
A great wear of the shuttle takes place, because during its motion it is
pressed down towards its bed or race. This is prevented partly by
applying two springs operating against each other and on the shuttle,
and partly by providing the shuttle carrier with a bottom. The spooling
cannot be accomplished by the machine without all its parts being put
in motion. This is prevented by this invention by applying two pulleys
by means of which the motion from the principal wheel of the machine
is transferred to the thread spool spindle.
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent. )
ON ’CHANGE IN BIRMINGHAM AND WOLVERHAMPTON : Continued
advance of quotations in the iron trade—MERCHANTS FROM THE
STaTES AND CANADA: Thetr eagerness to purchase—PROBABILITIES OF THE FUTURE: Certain activity to close of autumn—
PRICES QUOTED- OUR FOREIGN TRADE IN IRON: The Government returns for April and the four months—CoAL AND COKE:
High prices and the scarce supply—WANT OF MINERS AND IRONWORKERS—THE EFFECTS OF SHORT TIME AND HIGH WAGES:
Impossibility of getting goods with freedom—GooD INQUIRIES FOR
RAILWAY WORK, AND FOR MARINE BRIDGES—OUR TRADE IN
RAILWAY CARRIAGES AND SMALL ARMS—THE YEARLY MEETING
OF THE BIRMINGHAM GUN TRADE: Proposed trade museum and
library—THE FAILURE OF Mr ISRAEL PARKES, IRONMASTER.
THE prices quoted on Wednesday in Wolverhampton had the
effect of increasing the difficulty previously felt in Birmingham of
etting supplies of iron. Yesterday (Thursday) afternoon in
irmingham hardly any ironmaster could be found who would
book an order at other than prices to be regulated by those of the
market at the time of delivery. What these may be and what
the date of deliveries were both matters respecting which no very
definite opinion couldbe expressed ; for there is no probability of
the consumption oes off, certainly up to the close of the
autumn, whilst
the
production will
inly decrease. Merchants
are now in this district who have establishments, some in Canada,
some in the United States, and elsewhere, all anxious to place
their specifieations even at prevalent high priees, They hesitated

THE
ENGINEER.
saa
=
to buy when prices began to rise, and they are now therefore with
almost empty stores, and their only concern is to get the goods
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
a
for this “‘fall.” Buyers who purchase by correspondence
(From our own Correspondent.)
are likewise pressing merchants here that their specifications may
be given out if the market is believed to befirm. Home merchants GLASGOW PIG IRON MARKET: Warrant stores ; Shipments—THE
MALLEABLE IRON TRADE: Wearing of railway raits—THE SHIPare therefore urgent in their solicitations that their orders may
BUILDING TRADE: Launch of new steamer—HEAVY PRICES FOR
be taken. Whether, however, in iron, black or galvanised, or
IRON—INTIMIDATION BY WORKMEN—THE WEIR ON THE CLYDE—
whether in heavy iron goods, made either of wrought or of finished
THE LABOUR MARKET—THE COAL TRADE.
iron, the result is the same—makers will not run the risk of doing
business on other than safe terms. The probable effect upon THERE has been a further advance in the price of pig iron since
rices of the heavy demands by the ironstone miners and the
date of my last report, business having been done up to
Blast furnacemen of the North of England is regarded with the
4d. cash, and 94s. 9d. one month, on Tuesday forenoon, as
much uneasiness; and while it is believed that the ensuing 94s.
compared
93s. 9d., and 94s. 3d., the top prices reached on
adjustment of the wages scale by which the rate of payment Friday last.withThere
is no slackening of the demand for pig iron,
to be made to the finished ironworkers of this district in the half
the stocks in warrant stores are still being very materially
year terminating with Christmas will pass off satisfactorily, still and
reduced,
so
much
so,
indeed, that it is several years since they
the fact that a method of agreement not before adopted stood so low. It is, perhaps,
of the most powerful levers that
hereabouts has to be started induces a little hesitancy by employers the Scotch iron merchants haveone been
able to wield, the extent of
in the matter of quotations, and does not lessen the fears of con- their stock in warrant stores ; and if they
once cleared out it
sumers that they may not get their iron and their iron goods with would lessen the influence of the Glasgow were
upon the other
the promptness they desire. The shortness of supply is due markets of the world. There are not a few holders
parcels
store of
chiefly to the recent large increase in consumption; but the the Messrs. Connal that have lain there untouched for inten,thefifteen,
or
market might be much better supplied in everything if the opera- even twenty years. Owing to the rapidity with which their
tives of all grades would only avail themselves of the present occa- stocks accumulated the Messrs. Conall were often at a loss to
sion to earn as many days’ wages as their employers would be provide adequate space for their reception, and they have added
only too glad to pay them. Of the growing indisposition of the store after store until they have now some half a dozen of conmajority of operatives to do more than will enable them to obtain siderable extent, capable of accommodating altogether not less
the ordinary necessaries of life there was this afternoon complain- than
from 500,000 to 600,000 tons. The warrants are built in
ing upon every hand.
to the uniform height of twenty feet, and each brand
The prices asked in Wolverhampton on Wednesday are believed stacks
is kept separate from the others. But for the reserved stocks in
to be the highest demanded here since the railway mania of °45. warrant
stores the makers in Scotland would have been utterly
Best sheets—used chiefly by the tin-plate makers —were declared up
to meet the requirements of home and foreign consumer
another 20s., hoops a further 10s. This was the substance of a unable
during
the
few months. In more than one case with which
circular issued to-day by Messrs. Underhill, iron merchants, of am familiar past
of stocks, after having kept back for years, ar
that town. But the higher prices do not seem confined to these, now disposingholders
of
common sheets (singles) are now quoted as high as £16 10s., and a handsome fortune. them at a profit which means the realisation of
large consumer deems himself favoured in negotiations which have
So far as shipments abroad are concerned they still continue
left him able to plant an order at half-a-crown under that figure. unprecedentedly
During the week ending Saturday last
Nor does the tightening of price -show itself in respect of this district 20,1984 tons were large.
to foreign ports, and 6668 tons were
alone. Welsh bars are quoted here, and sales are being effected dispatched coastwise,exported
making
a total of 26,866 tons, as compared
at the high figure of £11 5s., whilst a special foundry pig made with 17,535 tons for the corresponding
of last year. Of this
alsoin thesouthern principality cannot be coe for delivery within large quantity the largest parcels were week
sent to Philadelphia and
a moderate time, slows customers are willing to give the price South America.
asked by the vendors, which is no lessthan £9. At the same time
malleable iron trade maintains an unimpaired activity. It
that this is taking place, and makers are well supplied with orders, is The
fully expected that Danks’ patent rotary puddling furnace,
there can be no doubt that iron is still being rolled at considerably which
been introduced to Cleveland with such successful
under these figures. For instance, £12 was paid on Wednesday results, has
will soon find its way into Scotland, and I know that one
for bars that were bought only a few days ago at second hand, and or two firms
seriously contemplating its adoption ;but Mr.
the vendors have not yet obtained all their supplies from the Danks has so are
much work on hand for the Middlesbrough manumakers. The firms about Wolverhampton who produce strips facturers
that
it
will
be some time before he is in a posihave not been getting more than £12 5s. a ton net for the iron, tion to give Scotland probably
anything like due attention. So far as the
although the quotations are much higher. It is altogether un- price lists are concerned
there
change since last
likely, however, that orders for bars of good quality can now be week. The current quotations isareno material
bars, £11 10s. to
placed so as to enable merchants to sell them at £12, or strips be £12; angle iron, £12 to £12 10s.; ship :—Common
plates,
£13 to £13 10s.;
obtained at nearly £12 5s.
boiler
plates,
£13
to
£14;
rails,
£11
to
£11
10s.;
railway chairs,
Notwithstanding the advanced period of the year the supply
£6 10s.; pipes, £7 to €8; and nail rod, £11 10s.to £12.
of coal is not all that is desired, and coke is very difficult to get £6 Ato rather
important
communication
has
been
made
by Colonel
in sufficient supply even at prices which are ay sapere mae 4 Riche, R.E., to the Board of Trade, in reference to the breaking
high. Wigan coke is 25s. a ton, and very difficult to get ; South rails on the Caledonian Railway. The colonel finds that theof
Wales coke is from 6d. to 1s, less, and though one salesman takes accident which occurred to the up mail train in the Mill of Ash
nearly 4000 tons a month, yet he cannot get all he needs, and is Tunnel, on the Caledonian Railway, on the 15th March last, was
now importing raw stock from Wales which he cokes in his own caused by a rail which hed probably been broken by the engine of
ovens in this district. It must sound somewhat strange to per- the
mail train as it passed, and subsequently loosened by the
sons in remote parts of the kingdom that consumers of fuel, who coaches
that followed, until the pieces of rail worked out of the
are located almost on the very brink of the pit’s mouth, should chairs, and
the back part of the train to leave the rails.
have to pay 18s. a ton for coal; yet that is the price now being He attributesallowed
the breaking of so many rails on the Caledonian line
charged to the consumers in Wolverhampton. The supply is cur- during last winter
to
their being of rather a hard description and
tailed to a point not customarily observed hereabouts when the their being too far worn.
demand is so good, by reason of the partial time wrought by the
So
common
has
it
become
to speak of the shipbuilding trade as
miners, and on account of the under supply of men. The last
and prosperous, that it has peti
s: mewhat of the
fact is the more striking, because that is one of the great nurseries flourishing
of a cuckoo-cry. But really, the old story over again,
of colliery labour. The need of more hands in the pit was indi- complexion
is
the
only
way
in
which
the
actual
position
of
the
can be decated in a graphic manner at a meeting of mining engineers last scribed. Another large excess of orders is likely totrade
to the
Monday evening, at Dudley. The patent picks used in getting the Clyde from the formation of a new company for theaccrue
purpose
coal were shown and presented by inventors and colliery pro- running steamers between London and Australia, rid the Cape of
prietors. The account of the meeting says that, ‘From the re- Good Hope. Messrs. J. and G, Thomson, who have already ten-of
marks of the members it would, however, appear that it was not dered for the vessels, are now arranging the terms of the connew picks that were most wanted, but miners who work and use tracts. The three vessels which the London and Glasgow
them.”
and Shipbuilding Company are building for the new
The same labour difficulty is observed at the ironworks, and Engineering
“* State” line between Liverpool and New Orleans are likely to be
particularly in the forges, where the supply of puddlers is much succeeded
by
others of a similar capacity and style. The Pacific
under the demand, and all the iron that the mills require cannot Steam Navigation
are also mee Po arrangements for an
therefore be always secured. The fewness of the hands is leading increase of trade, Company
they have lately placed contracts with
to the employment of men who have very little experience in Messrs. John Elder and
and Co. for the building of several new ships
puddling, with the effect, that not only are the best workmen of large tonnage. Inman's
the Peninsular and Oriental,
sometimes disadvantaged, but the employers get less fron, and and the Cunard lines, are Company,
also having a number of large vessels.
inferior, from the puddling furnaces at a greater outlay of raw built
by
Clyde
firms.
Altogether
the
number of vessels on hand,
material. This difficulty has been adjusted in the North of or contracted for at the present time, cannot
be less than 100,000
England by Mr. Rupert Kettle, of Wolverhampton, who is at once to 150,000 tens,
the originator and the most successful administrator of the
The launches during the past week have been few ; but one of
arbitration system adopted between the ironmasters there and them
least has been very interesting. This was the new
their 14,000 workpeople, in a manner that promises to work suc- steamerat Princess
Louise, which has been built by Messrs. Tod and
cessfully. The difficulty, though considerable and complained of,
for the Stranraer and Larne trade. The fact that this
is not so great here as in the newer district just mentioned, but if isM‘Gregor
the
first
vessel
especially for a route that is expected to
it should come to the front the course pursued in the north points diminish by fully built
a third the distance between Scotland and
to a remedy that may be adopted here.
Ireland
is
worth
“‘
making
off.” But the vessel has
Go where they will, buyers receive the same complaint—the intrinsic claims to notice. Thea note
engines, which are built on steeple
higher wages have of themselves lessened production, which has principle,
will
propel
the
vessel
at
the
rate of sixteen miles an
been still further prejudiced by the short time movement. Fac- hour. The wheels have feathering floats,
and the boilers are
tory operatives make fewer hours than they might, and those intended
to carry a working pressure of 40]b, Altogether the
who do work at home will give no more time to wage-earning than Princess Louise,
which
has
been
built
especially
for the new
will meet the necessities of their families in the passing day. The trade, is a very superior vessel of her kind. Messrs.
Tod and
local holidays and the excursion season will soon have set in, and M‘Gregor
have
several
other
vessels
of
large
tonnage
on hand.
then matters will have become worse, at the very time when the
If a straw shows how the wind blows, an auction sale may
end of the shipping season will be drawing on rapidly. The fairly
as an indication of the value of the property
knowledge of all this makes merchants press their orders upon under bethe accepted
It may interest some of your readers, as a
manufacturers with marked eagerness. Hence, scarcely any one proof of thehammer.
greatly
value of iron, to know that at a sale
is now complaining that work is not to be got to do, either at the of colliery plant at enhanced
Lesmahagon Collieries, on Monday last, the
extensive firms in and about Birmingham and Wolverhampton, or prices fetched were nearly
double
in amount those realised only
throughout the surrounding hamlets. Owing to the arrival of
months ago. No less than 125s. was obtained for malleable
foreign orders and the increased conviction amongst home buyers ten
scrap
iron
;
cast
iron
brought
85s.,
and service rails, with cast
that the market must become firmer, producers who were here
chairs, were knocked down at 183s. per ton, plus 7s. 6d. per
and there wanting orders are now in a better condition than at iron
ton
carriage
to
Glasgow
It
is
nearly
half a century since prices
that time, and those who were then tolerably well off are not only
were realised for the same kind of stock.
in no less active state, but are kept from becoming crowded out so Ahigh
case of some importance to workmen came before the sheriff
with work simply by their own prudence.
of Lanarkshire on Tuesday last. It was a charge of intimidaThe exports of small arms and ammunition have greatly dimin- tion,
preferred under the Criminal Law Amendment Act of last
ished, as the following figures will show :—
year, against six apprentices in the employment of Messrs, Alex.
Month of April,
Four months.
Stephen and Sons, of the Linthouse Shipbuilding yard, who had
1871.
1872.
1871.
1872. endeavoured to compel some of their fellow apprentices to pay a
z
£
&£
penalty called “brethren money.” It is well that workmen
Arms (small) co ce oe ce co 166,829... 38,975 .. 579,711 .. 143,687 should
know that the penalty attachable to this offence is imAmmunition (not gunpowder) .. 106,480 .. 104,832 .. 688,832 .. 191,618
prisonment for three months.
It has been determined that the estate of Mr. Israel Parkes,
In the labour market perhaps the most important item on the
ironmaster, of the Atlas Works, Great Bridge, shall be liquidated programme is an application on the part of the Caledonian Railby arrang
t. Ata
ting held a few days ago in Birming- way employés to obtain a reduction of the hours of work and an
ham, the debtor offered 5s. in the pound, which was declined by advance of 2s, per week. A memorial to this effect has been prethe creditors. A corrected statement was presented at the same sented to the directors of the coupemp.
meeting, and it was shown that there was a total liability of
In the coal trade prices are firm and shipments heavy.
£23,000, that the assets amounted to £8870, and that therefore, in
round numbers, there was a deficiency of about £14,000, of which
the bankrupt’s books gave no adequate explanation. The committee, by whom this statement was drawn up, showed that in
THE LLYNvI, Tonpv, AND OcMoRE CoaL AND Iron Company,
1865 the insolvent handed over a valuable establishment to his LimiTED. —Under this title a new company 1s In course of formaunder the auspices of Messrs. Chadwick, Adamson, Collier,
tion,
son, and it transpired that a conveyance of property was made by
properties in
the creditor to his wife in 1868. The committee recommended that and Co., for working one of the finest iron and coal
We understand that the leases under which the
kingdom.
the
Mr. Parkes should not be allowed to commence business again,
character, and
and that the whole estate should go inte bankruptcy. The milder properties are held, are of a very favourable
generally for long dates, and the royalties are low,
eurse was, however, pursued,
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CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: Scarcity of materials; Scarcity of
iron and high prices: The miners and their wages : The returns :
The finished trade—A NEW SQUEEZER—MR. Rupert KETTLE’s
DECISION ON QUESTIONS AFFECTING IRONWORKERS—SHIPBUILDING AND ENGINEERING—PRICES,
UnrTIL now the Cleveland iron trade has for many months been
gradually improving in every respect, the production being larger
and the prices obtained better ;but a question has arisen which
threatens to assume a very serious aspect. Last week I stated
that the ironstone miners of Cleveland were agitating for more
wages. At their mass meeting held at Skilton there were 5000 or
6000 men present, and they passed a series of resolutions, the
yurport of which was that they desired a good mines bill passed
by the Government, that after the 19th inst. they woul _ work
only eight hours a day, that they wanted better ventilation in the
mines, that they wanted 2d. per ton advance on their present
earnings, and wished their employers to consider the propriety of
establishing a board of arbitration and a council of conciliation. I
see no objection to the first request, and very little to the second,
viz., eight hours to be a day’s work, because the owners of mines
declare that the men do not average anything like eight hours a
day at present, and they would be exceedingly glad if they did.
The request that their wages should be raised 2d. per ton is one
which will be fairly considered by the masters, and will doubtless
result in a satisfactory compromise. The miners have served the
masters with notices for the advance, but beyond that nothing
further has yet been done in the matter. If the men insist upon
getting all they ask I am sure there will be a great deal of difficulty and unpleasantness before the question is settled; but if
they listen to fair arguments I believe the whole thing will be
speedily and amicably arranged. Ironstone, notwithstanding the
enormous production of the rich Cleveland Hills, is scarce; and
the coal and coke supply is insufficient to meet the wantsof the
ironworks on Teesside. There is a very heavy demand for pig iron,
and makers are unable to deliver according to contract; prices are
of course firm. At the Middlesbrough market on Tuesday there
was a good attendance, but comparatively little business was done,
owing to the fact that all the makers are so heavily sold forward.
No. 3 was again quoted at 100s. per ton, and the other qualities at
proportionate rates.
oad
i
The returns of the Cleveland Ironmasters’ Association for April
show that there are 129 blast furnaces in full operation. The new
furnaces being built are as follows :—The Lackenby Iron Company,
one; Cochrane and Co., one; W. Whitwell and Co., two; the
North of England Industrial Iron Company, one; the Rosedale
and Ferryhill Iron Company, two; Downey and Co., two; the
Tees Bridge Iron Company, two. The make of pig iron in this
rapidly developing district, each return of which shows an increase, is revealed in the following statistical statement :—
Tons.
Month ending April 30th, 1872
lbs, 408
Month ending April 30th, 187i
155,472
Month ending March 31st, 1872
168,685
Increase upon April, 1871...
Decrease upon March, 1872... w. Se
Shipments of Pig Iron Foreign rom Port of Middlesbrough.
Month ending April 20th, 1872
ce ee ee ee ee 26,528
Corresponding month last year
25,153
oe
1,375
Increase
Pe
ae a
Shipments Coastwise of Pig Iron from Port of Middlesbrough.
14,416
Month ending April 30th, 1872
F oe e
19,067
Corresponding month last year
Decrease ..
“<
4,651
Makers’ Stocks.
March 31st, 1872 ..
.
42,072
April 30th, 1872
Decrease upon March, 1872
Middlesbrough Wervont Stores.
March 26th, 1872... .. «. - ay Neat e u ea
April 30th, 1872
ee
er eS ee eT
ud
In the finished iron trade there is continued activity in every
branch, the chief complaint being the inability of the various firms
in the North of England to turn out the work quick enough.
On ’Change at Middlesbrough-on Tuesday Mr. James Robertson,
engineer, Glasgow, exhibited a model of an ingenious rotary
‘‘squeezer” very well adapted for dealing with the “blooms”
made by Danks’ puddling machine. This ‘‘squeezer” was generally considered an excellent one.
The questions raised by the North of England Iron Trade Board
of Arbitration, and referred to Mr. Rupert Kettle, were decided
by that gentleman on Friday last. He decided that the experiment of commencing the shift for puddlers at five each morning
and evening, and fixing three o’clock for the hour after which no
charge shall be put into the furnace, be tried for the remainder of
the year, and that if it is found by experience that heats are lost
by this alteration the master shall be at liberty to reopen the
question for discussion. The puddlers at any works may agree
amongst themselves with the consent of their employer to begin
earlier, leave earlier, or work five heats on Saturday. No puddler
shall be required to fettle his furnace or do any other work on
Sunday, or before fivefo’clock on Monday morning. Those rules
come into operation on the 13th instant.
The agitation at some of the shipyards for more wages has been
allayed, and there is now harmony and industry at the various
yards on the northern rivers. With the greatest pressure it
would be impossible to finish the work on hand at those establishments this year, and it would be matter for great regret should
anything occur to prevent the masters and men reaping the
advantage of the prevailing prosperity.
es
;
The engineering shops are in the same condition as the shipyards—they cannot get through the work quick enough.
The coal and coke trade of South Durham is in a highlyflourishing state, and is likely to continue so as long as there is
such a heavy demand for all kinds of iron.
2
The prices of iron are as follows :—No. 1, £5; No. 2, £417s. 6d.;
No. 3, £4 15s.; No. 4, £4 14s.; M., £4 13s, Gd.; W., £4 13s.;
refined metal, £5 5s. Manufactured iron—Common bars, £10;
best ditto, £10 10s.; cable iron, £10 10s.; angle iron, £10 10s.;
sheets, £12 15s.; ship-plates, £12 5s.; boiler Plates, £13; rails,
£10; puddled bars, £7 7s. 6d.; wrought iron girders, £18,
WALES

AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Novice OF A GENERAL ADVANCE OF WAGES AT THE TRONWORKS
IN GLAMORGANSHIRE AND MONMOUTHSHIRE: An advance of 10
per cent. to be given in June: Coalowners likely to follow : Masters anxious that the men should turn out more coal and vron—
NORTHERN AGENTS “‘ ENLISTING ” WELSH IRONWORKERS—THE
MAKE OF RAILS, BARS, AND SEEET IRON AT THE PRINCIPAL
WoORKS—DeEaATH OF Mr, JosHUA WILLIAMS—THE CONVERSION
OF THE BROAD INTO THE NARROW GAUGE—RAILWAY RETURNS
ror SovuTH WALES—EXPORTS FROM CARDIFF AND NEWPORT
DURING APRIL—AGITATION IN THE FOREST OF DEAN—-BOILER
EXPLOSION NEAR MERTHYR—THE COAL INDUSTRY.
Mosr unexpectedly a notice was posted up at the leading iron
works this week to the effect that an advance of 10 per cent.
would be given in the first week of June. In only one or two
ironworks had the men made any application for more wages, so
the announc2ment has been veavell with surprise and satisfaction.
Mr, Fothergill in particular was unsolicited, and the men at Ply-

mouth, Abernant, and Treforest, had the gratifying news before
even a rumour of a probable advance had reached them. Itis
understood that the miners and colliers connected with the ironworks will be included in the list of those to receive the advance,
and as the Coalowners’ Association are pledged to follow the lead
of the ironmasters, the whole of the sea coal colliers will receive
the “rise” for which they have been sd imdustriously agitating.
I am happy in being able to announce this good news, and hope
the men will show their gratitude by greater zeal in the service
of their employers. Speaking last week with one of the principal
agents at Aberdare, heremarked, ‘‘The ironmasters should, I think,
advance the wages. The state of trade warrants it; but the men
ought to turn out more rails and bars than they do. If the cry of
the men is more wages, that of the masters is more tonnage.”
The same applies to the collieries. I know of an important ironworks, with extensive collieries attached, which consumes every
ton of coal produced, and yet, not long ago, it was a common
occurrence for the proprietor of the ironworks in question to sell
a thousand tons weekly. The collieries are not less capable of
yielding, but the men with greater wages are more idle, take more
holidays, work less energetically, and the consequence is as I have
stated. A leading coalowner said a day or two ago that his men
were able to earn 10s. to 12s. a day by only working nine hours,
He would be quite satisfied if they worked five days weekly at this
rate, but he could not get the men to do it. There is another
result of this foolishness on the part of the men; greater indulgence is deteriorating the physical stamina, and threatens to be
prolific in evil consequences. Now that the ‘good times” are
unmistakeably beginning in Wales, it would be well fortheleaders
of the people to denounce and correct the common failing, both
for the sake of the men and the masters.
I hear that the agents of the northern ironmasters are busy
picking up some of the best mill-men in several of the iron works,
Good hands are very scarce, and even ordinary labourers are to be
had with difficulty, I have heard that a small exodus from
Ireland was received with much satisfaction this week. The
make of rails, bars, and sheet iron has been large.
Aberdare Iron Co. continue to forward heavy cargoes to Canada
and New York. This week 801 tons were sent to City Point.
Booker’s shipments of sheet iron to Holland are continued, also
exportations by Bachelor to Vera Cruz. Cyfarthfa Ironwerks
have been turning out industriously rails for the States, and bars
for Odessa, Ebbw Vale exported largely last week to San
Francisco and Jersey. Rhymney figured this week for 974 tons
to Pensacola, and Tredegar at the close of last week exported rails
to Galveston and Rio de Janeiro. I have left Dowlais Works to
the last as the largest exporter in my list; nails and bars to Russia,
bars to Oporto, rails to North America, &c. &c., in round numbers
there were exported from these works in about nine days 5770
tons. This almost brings back to one’s memory the brisk days of
the railway era, and the prosperous times when Russia had such a
close and intimate connection with Dowlais. But in no period,
not when Sir John Guest was in his prime, or when Thomas
and John Evans plied a vigorous management, has there been so
able and scientific a direction as at present. And judging from
outward indications these works have still a brighter era before
them. Railway enterprise is covering a bleak mountain track
with its significant line of promise, and Dowlais will soon be advantageously placed.
The conversion of the broad into the narrow gauge on the Great
Western Railway is proceeding, but the event has been signalled
by a sad occurrence, the death of Mr. Joshua Williams, who for
many years was chief manager of the Vale of Neath Railway, and
afterwards had the control of the South Wales section of the
Great Western line. He was a man of indomitable energy. In
addition to his heavy railway responsibilities, he owned important
tin works, and was associated in other enterprises of weighty character. His death was sudden. He had suffered from cancer in
the stomach for more than twenty years, and had tried every bath
in Europe without success, Exposure, it is thought, riding down
on a locomotive from Paddington to note the alteration of gauge,
brought on a —_
which, in the natural course of things,
could not have been long staved off. He was a true believer in
the narrow gauge, and warmly prompted the movement. Railwa
returns for South Wales are significant of prosperity. For week
ending April 27th :—
1872,
1871,
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Monthly returns from the ports are as follows :—From Cardiff
during April, 260,682 tons of coal; 230 coke; 4658 patent fuel;
24,931 iron. From Newport, 32,442 tons of coal, foreign ; 72,813
tons coastwise ; iron, 11,666 tons, principally to America.
In the Forest of Dean a strike has been averted at the Wigpool
Mines by the efforts of Mr. Halliday, president of the Amalgamated Association of Miners. He has promised to have an interview with the proprietors, and for the present the men will go
on working. Large meetings continue to be held at the Speech
House, and the miners seem determined to persevere in a systematic course of agitation. In the Monmouthshire district coal
working proceeds energetically; Tyr-Phil pit, which has been idle
for some time, is again turning out large quantities of coal. The
dispute at the Tynant and Gelynog collieries has been arranged
satisfactorily. Monster meetings have been held by the colliers in
Glamorganshire, but the step taken by the ironmasters has forestalled the ‘‘ resolutions ” passed.
A sad accident occurred at Danyderi Colliery on Saturday. A
boiler burst, killing one man and wounding several. The inquest
has been adjourned in order that a scientific examination of the
boiler may take place. The coal trade is lively in the extreme,
and any quantity can be sold. Extraordinary prices are had in
outlying Welsh towns. At Carmarthen I hear that 20s. per ton
for good coal is a common price, The chief exports this week have
been to Lisbon, France, Hong Kong, from Cardiff ; to Trieste,
Smyrna, Sicily, from Newport; and to Port Said, La Rochelle,
Messina, and Bordeaux, from Swansea, Patent fuel isin steady
requirement,
NOTES FROM
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NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE TYNE AS A HARBOUR OF REFUGE—THE WEARDALE LEAD
MINERS—IRON TRADE OF WEST CUMBERLAND—THIRD-CLASS ON
THE NORTH-EASTERN RAILWAY—RISE IN COAL IN YORKSHIRE
—LABOUR AT SHEFFIELD—STEAMSHIP DISCIPLINE—THE DERWENT ROLLING MILLS, WORKINGTON—SHIPBUILDING ON THE
TyNE — HEBBURN CopPpER WoRKS — EMIGRATION FROM THE
Mersrey—TRADE AT THE HARTLEPOOLS—MARYPORTDOCK ACCOMMODATION, &C.
In the first four months of this year 251 vessels of all kinds made
the Tyne a harbour of refuge.
The strike of the Weardale lead miners in the employment of
Mr. W. B. Beaumont, M.P., is at anend. The advance of wages
on the standard is 33 per cent., and, taking the abolition of the
percentage system into consideration, the new arrangements are
deemed satisfactory.
The iron trade of West Cumberland continues brisk, and the
best Bessemer iron is now selling at £7 perton. The Maryport
Hematite Company have four furnaces in blast, and two additional
furnaces which they are erecting aré fast app
ing completion.
The furnace of the Solway Hematite Company, which was thrown
out of order during a late strike amongst the workmen, is now in
operation again. In a short time the two new furnaces which the

10, 1872.

company are building will be ready for lighting. The West Cumberland Hematite Iron Company have four furnaces in blast. The
Workington Hematite Company have still four furnaces in blast.
The new works at Mossbay are about firished, at least, so far as
regards the erection of the furnace, depéts, engine sheds, and
workshops ; and sidings have also been made to connect the works
with the London and North-Western Railway, but the requisite
machinery has yet to be fitted up in the engine-shed before the
manufacture of iron can be commenced. The works of the Lonsdale Hematite Company at Whitehaven are completed at last,
There are five furnaces in blast at Cleator Moor. ‘he proprietors
of iron ore mines in Cumberland are reaping a rich harvest. The
demand for finished iron is brisk, at good prices. The only difiiculty which coal proprietors have to contend with is the difficulty
of keeping pace with the wants of their customers.
The North-Eastern Railway Company have conceded the use of
third-class return tickets. The Blythe and Tyne Company still
holds out against the
i
In some parts of Yorkshire the price of coal and coke was further raised on Monday, the former 1s, per ton, and the latter 3s.
At Dronfield the repeated advance in the price of coal has created
a considerable amount of dissatisfaction, and it is understood to
be in contemplation to open a coal depdt at the railway station, it
being believed that coal can be brought from distant places and
sold at a considerable reduction upon the prices charged by the
colliery masters of the district.
The spring knife grinders of Sheffield have resolved to ‘give
their employers notice for an advance of 10 per cent.
Yesterday week, before the Liverpool magistrates, a chief
engineer of a steamship was charged by his captain with disobedience to orders, and the magistrates held that so long as he was
within the law the captain was absolute on board his vessel.
Messrs. Kirk and Valentine, of the Derwent Rolling Mills,
Workington, are making considerable alterations and improvements at their works, They are about to erect additional furnaces, and a steam hammer and engine, the boiler for which has
already been erected in the part of the works originally used as an
anchor forge.
The iron shipbuilding yards on the banks of the Tyne have
plenty of work, sufficient to keep them going busily during the
summer,
In South Yorkshire the activity of the iron trade has in no way
abated, all the establishments of the district being fully employed.
The production of rails and plates is very considerable, and the
foundries are more than usually brisk. The Bessemer steel works
continue very busily employed upon rails, sheets, connecting rods,
crank axles, and tires. At Penistone a large quantity of forgings
are being turned out, there being five hammers at work. The coal
trade remains without much alteration ;engine fuel has been in
good request, and an advance of 6d. per ton has been obtained in
some cases,
The number of emigrants who have left the Mersey in the first
four menths of this year is 55,522, showing an increase of 12,344
upon the corresponding period of 1871.
It is expected that both anthracite coal from Wales and thick
coal from the Barnsley district are likely to come into more frequent use for smelting operations in Cleveland.
Large shipments of rails continue to be made at West Hartlepool, where the manufacture of rails is still very brisk. There is
also a good stroke of business doing in iron shipbuilding.
The Maryport trustees are advertising for loans for the construction of a new dock and works at Marypors. In less than six
months their compulsory powers to purchase the land for the site
of the proposed dock will expire, four years having elapsed since
the trustees obtained parliamentary authority to make the contemplated additions to the harbour.
Trade at Sheffield is very brisk, but in consequence of the increasing dearness of labour and materials profits are comparativel:;
small, There is little change to report in the heavy Senadhes :
orders cannot be executed with sufficient rapidity.
The first section of the Bradford Canal, near the junction with
the Leeds and Liverpool Canal to Frizinghall has been re-opened.
In a few weeks the water course will be opened to Bolton Bridge,
and when the terminal basins are completed near Northbrook-strect
the resuscitated canal will be in full working order. The scheme
is expected not only to pay well, but to be a great accommodation
to stone merchants and others who have business premises near
the canal. The canal basin at Bradford is to be filled up, the old
property pulled down, several new streets driven across it, Canalroad made eighteen yards wide, and probably continued down the
valley to Shipley.
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THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. —The annual conversazione
given by the President of the Institution of Civil Engineers has
been announced for Tuesday, the 28th of May. The house of the
Institution in Great George-street having been found inconvenient
for these gatherings, Mr. Hawksley, the presentgpresident, has,
| with the sanction of her Majesty’s
issioners, determined to
hold the soirée this year in a portion
ion of the buildings
set apart for
| the International Exhibitions at South Kensington. The western
| block has been selected aS com; prising
isi
the machinery court \
the objects shown in which, it is thought, are likely to have a
special interest for the president’s guests,

May'17,

1872.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARMOUR PIERCING
PROJECTILES.
No. V.
Ir would hardly be right to conclude a series of articles
on the development of armour-piercing projectiles without
reviewing the present aspect of the struggle between the
guns a armour. The unique diagram we publish this
week will furnish the reader with a clear, general idea of
the whole question more readily than any summary in
words. This di
though it should not be mistaken
for the lan of an actual battery, is given in the form of a
sort of Sistorted plan, showing the various natures of guns,
as thoughin positionon a sea wall. A dotted
line from each
gun runs along its range, intersected by cross lines at distances representing intervals of 200 yards, measuring from
the muzzle of the
gun, up to 4000 yards. At each intersection is registe
the penetrating power or piercing
power of each gun at such range, this being assumed to be
the energy
per inch of the circumference of the projectile,
peren in foot-tons, on the system carried out for the
department of the Director of Artillery by Capt. W. H.
Noble, R.A. In order to register on this di
the
limit to which any ship may advance without being liable
to have her armour completely pierced by a single blow, it
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Glatton, and Thunderer, and carried out to a great extent
in the two former vessels. In certain Swedish
experiments
in 1869 a age front plating of 12in. thickness, but
with weaker
su)
and constructed on a weaker
principle than the kind in question,
was
completely penetrated
with a piercing
of 10071. In July, 1871, a
target at Shoeburyness
(No. 33), consisting of 13in. of iron,
12in. of teak, and14in. of skin, was completely and apparently easily
penetrated by a piercing figure of 152°7.
The only
blow
regi
was one of 103°9, which,
of course, failed to pierce, but which penetrated to a
greater d
than might have been expected. The 15in.
armour
the Plymouth breakwater was completely
pierced in August, 1870, by a figure of 114°4. hee of
these experiments are such as we desire for our
No. 33 target is the best representative, although considered by some a bad sample of its kind. Altogether,
looking at the ease with which this target was punched by
152°7, and the fact that the backing and iron feetin front
of the indent made by 1039 hardly represented over 35,
the piercing figure cannot safely be guessed at over 140, as
given on the di
For the
thick armour recently
ordered for the Thunderer we have with a figure of 185°5
the point of a shell just showing through No. 35 target
fired at Shoeburyness. This target consisted of 14in. of

experiments, however, have not been carried out to establish a trustworthy comparison between solid and laminated
armour, and on this account,
as well as the peculiar application
of armour
stri
it is difficult
to estimate the
figures for American ships. Another feature in American
i
id diminution of the armour below the
water-line. Mr.
points out in the work above quoted
that at 3ft. below the water-line
the Dictator has onlya
single inch thickness of armour, and the Kalamazoo, at
2ft. 9in., has 3in. only. Clearly it would be well to aim at
American vessels below the water-line. Lastly, we may
notice that the armour in American turrets is not
thickened in the manner pursued by ourselves. As tothe
other foreigners, the Russian Hercules is a gigantic design,
both as to guns and armour, and ought to be a most formidable vessel whenever she is afloat. The Austrian ships
are weak generally in armour at present.
:
The Austrian armour-clad ships have really seen service,
and any preference shown by Austria for light armour
would have called for special notice, but it may be seen
that two heavily clad vessels are in construction, viz., the
Custozza, and the Archduke Albrecht ; these we may rank
somewhere about the Hercules and Cyclops classes respectively.
Before leaving our diagram we will make what may Le
Fis.
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1s only necessary to know her “ piercing figure” —in other armour, ldin. of backing, and ljin. of skin. On this, | called y. incidental use of it :—We want to determine the
. words, the blow in foot-tons per inch circumference of with the result on No. 33 target given above, we have best gun for a certain fort. We see that if we employ the
shot which will pierce her armour.
based our 180 line, which may be more accurately obtained 12-ton gun, we can only keep vessels of the pe class
A list of the ironclad ships in the English service, perhaps in a few weeks’ time, when the 35-ton gun is fired at a distance of a little over 400 yards, but if we like to
to a weight of 18 tons for our guns this class must fall
including many not yet cienpieted, is appended, divided at Shoeburyness. To take another difficult case, that of
k to a range of over 2000 yards. So again, if we want
into classes, according to the thickness of their armour, the Lord Warden and Lord Clyde, class E. A Lord
this list being, in fact, the one drawn up by Mr. Reed, the Warden target in 1865 was nearly penetrated by a piercing to defend a space of 3000 yards against the Russian Herlate Constructor of the Royal Navy, in his valuable work, wt of 88°4, while 92°0 penetrated it well. Probably cules, we see that we must employ a 35-ton gun. Again,
the respective performances of the
guns by
“Our Ironclad 5° 5" with a few additions. From the about 90, as estimated by Captain Noble, was the force let us com
is too
same work, with
Mr. Reed’s permission, and from just ca
of piercing this
t. This firing, however, means of our English Hercules trace. This v
graphs taken from the actual vessels, are given the figures took place with spherical and cylindrical steel shot—an ogival- much for the 9in. gun, even at the muzzle, but the 10in.
of i ships of each class. These would probably add headed Palliser projectile would perform much better work. | drives her back to nearly 1200 yards, the latter = being
greatly to the value of the table if used on service by men Thus the Warrior in 1865 required a force of 61 to pene- | a very
one. The 12in gun is generally beaten b
unacquainted with the appearance of the vessels.
trate it, while with the present service Palliser projectiles | the llin., but at the shorter ranges it has a slight
The “piercing figure” of any class of ships being 53 is amply sufficient. A reduction of
penetratimg force vantage. The bend forward which the traces make, so as
gathered, as far as possible, from the results of experiments in the same proportion for the Lord Warden will give the to advance closer to the 12in. than the 1lin., looks ugly,
at Shoeburyness, it is only necessary to draw a cross line figure 78°2 nearly.
but it must be borne in mind that the latter gun
P
.
on the range opposite to each gun through such figure
Starting again to find our figure on another principle : superseded the former, and being of more recent conwhere it actually occurs, and, failing this, through the the 4°5in. plate, which forms the armour ell of the struction, and of the same weight, it is natural that it
place where it would be registered if written in, and then Lord Warden, requires about 27°1 foot-tons per inch of shots should compare favourably with it.
Join these cross lines by longitudinal ones, so as to circumference to pierce it. The additional
Naval tactics have been in a great measure revolusupport of the
form a continuous zigzag, showing at a glance the distance backing and skin may be set down at about 55; this would tionised by the introduction of armour-clad vessels, and
at which the class of vessel in question would become liable give an
te amount of 82°1. Thus, on the whole, if it was hard at first to predict what aspect a battle between
to be completely pierced by each gun. Thie has been we estimate
the figure of the Lord Warden as about 80, shotproof rams might assume ; but while it is still difficarried out on the table for each class as far as it is known. we are not likely to be far from the mark, although the cult to learn the art of
ing, and the conditions under
The “ piercing figure” being in some cases obtained from result is arrived at by a method adopted only in default of which success is to be obtained, except by experience
the results of firing at representative targets, and in other more definite data. pose 7 eye tes a thoroughly| acquired in actual warfare, we have by experimental trials
others arrived at. by inference, being deduced from a com- established figure like that of the Warrior is liable to a ' obtained much definite knowledge as to the powers of guns
parison of such experiments as seemed most nearly to the certain amount of variation. Thus, of three Warrior _and armour. We can hardly say more as to what are the
point.
targets, fired at about the same time oe Nos. 28, 25, and chances of a vessel escaping the stroke of a ram by turnIt may be seen that the power of the 35-ton gun decreases 22), the first-mentioned required nearly 54 to pierce it well, ing, or what is the likelihood of a ram with a spur bow
faster than that of the other 12in. gun, which throwsashorter while 51 or 52 appeared to be sufficient for the others. being unable to disengage herself from a sinking shi
and lighterprojectile. Thisisclearly
incorrect, but theextent Whether this nde be due, as suggested by the committee, which she has struck,
than after the American actions an
of the error caused by the inconsistency is not serious. The to different degrees of soundness in the backing, or to acci- the battle of Lissa; but we can speak very much more
fact arises from the figures for the 35-ton
having been dent, one of two things must follow: Either the same definitely as to our powers of piercing armour; and since
calculated on the system of Professor
orth, while those vessel may be penetrated by a rather less blow as she grows the guns have obtained the ascendancy in the struggle, we
for the other
have been taken from Capt. Noble’s re- older, or else different portions of her side vary sensibly in can claim that our knowledge appliestothe species of the
sults. Assuming thetable to be,as it is, correct within certain their powers of resistance.
attack, which has greatly in
ina
Perhaps,
narrow limits, it will be seen that we have before us a
ers it may be well
The object of the table is, as we have said, not so much however, for our non-professional
picture of the present state of the battle between guns to lay down rules that can be looked upon as fixed and to explain briefly how entirely naval tactics have been
and armour; a picture, indeed, which we may liken toa accurate, as to recommend a simple plan on which officers c
during
the last few years.
‘
photograph, rather than to the work of an
artis, for it is might deal systematically with vessels they
The old-fashioned method of fighting pursued by
might enthe
it of a definite process, and whether in
ony counter, a plan which would admit of being worked out English wooden sailing ships was by some means to get to
with the views of any reader or the reverse, it is only to more thoroughly as time went on, and on which any new windward of the enemy, and then engage hotly. The
be shown to be contrary to truth by bringing forward such line might be at any moment drawn te anybody who range in old days was so short as to lead to the introducfacts as will outbalance those on which each line
has been happened to learn the
figure of any new ship. tion of cannonades, but afterwards was extended (chiefly
established. We do not for a moment say that this ma
The time seems now to have come for a definite attempt of during our American war). Fighting from the windward
not
be done in certain cases. Some lines, it istrue,su = ~~ be made,
side was the same
thing
as
that desideas that of the Warrior, are based upon trials which any
e
sing on? nes eaten’ tes08 98 00 Gage ratum, so mysterious to landsmen, the “weather
powerof
the
student of committee records will find 1
repeated
ag in and refer
to the armour-clads
of
forei powers, of which, we gauge ” of the enemy. This gave
again almost ad nauseam, Others, on the other hand, can believe, we give, on the whole,
representatives
in our | cl
to better advan’
and also fighting,
as vessels
hardly be said to be founded on more than inference, and foreign list. It isdifficult to estimate
the Flasting Siguece then did, under canvas, it
frequently gave the opportunity
inference in such matters, unless margins be allowed, is of the French and American vessels fairly ; we have, how- of hitting a ship, heeling over, between wind and water,
at times little better than guess work. Without wearying over ee ere eae seven eats enemning Gal aenwer and making
shot holes which would prove dangerous
our readers unnecessarily, we will endeavour to give an and
. The
vessels having,
as a rule, no |especially
when she
i
, 1 showsa
idea of the amount of dependence that may be placed on skin, would be liableto injure their crewsto an unusual |crosssection (takenfrom“
on Iron
Shipbuilding”)
our table by takingup the case of one or two of our extent
by splintering. The laminated
armour possessed by |of the Favourite
at an angle of 20deg. The side
most
American
s
h
i
p
s
is
inferior
to
solid
of
the
|
B
is
between
wind
and
water.
This
is
one
atwhich
unsatis
lines.
‘ineA commence with oom A,
which is given asa double
»running through the fi
same thickness.
obtained at
buryness |a vessel would hardly be expected to fight, but itservesto
180, andA, through 140. The latter repcesents thearmsour seemed to indicate that a solid plate of4in. thickness was explain thepointinquestion. The old method
of warfare
given on the table as that designed for the
very superior to 6in., made up of #im. plates. Sufficiént!
can hardly be better illustrated than by Mr. Froude’s
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account of the effect of our fire on the great ships of the
Spanish armada : “ Being always to leeward, and the wind
blowing hard, the hulls of the galleons as they heeled over
were exposed below the water line. The massive timbers,
which were to have furnished so secure a shelter, added
only to the effect. of the shot. The middle decks were
turned into slaughter-houses, and in one ship blood was
seen streaming from the lee scuppers. Their guns were most
of them dismounted or knocked in pieces, and their chief
work was to save themselves from sinking by nailing
sheets of lead over the shot holes.” This plan of attack
has done good service, indeed, but we may consider that
its day has long passed away, and that for more than one
reason.
In endeavouring to learn the “soft places” of armourplated vessels it is discouraging to gunners to find that
what may be termed the vital 0 are specially protected.
In fact it appears to be very difficult to injure a well constructed vessel seriously along her water line, about her
engines, or in her rudder or propeller. The question then
suggests itself as to the possibility of attacking a ship from
the leeward side and striking her either on her deck or in
the timbers and backing of the windward side; in the last
case the shells might act very destructively to those on
board, the armour outside driving the whole explosive force
inwards. Here, however, arises the difficulty that vessels
no longer fight under canvas, so that there is no constant
heel on them, but only a quick roll even in a rough sea,
Any chance of sendinga shell into a _~ over her side,
then, would be offered alike by both ships, and naval
ofticers appear to consider that very little opportunity is so
given. Clearly, then, we must look to actual penetration
to do the work in most cases, and thus it becomes specially
important that we should know under what circumstances
we may expect to have a fair chance of effecting our
purpose, and with this object we submit the large diagram. On this, with any service guns, we can see at a
glance at what range we should have a fair chance of
penetrating the armour of any known class of ship; but as
the vessel cannot be expected to inform us to what class
she belongs, or how thick is her armour, we should in most
cases have to guess approximately from her appearance.
We will suppose a case. We are in a small iron-protected
fort, witnessing the approach of a short, handy-looking
vessel with a spur bow.
There is enough about her to
make us guess her as falling somewhere between the classes
B. and E. Our armament consists of one 10in. and two
7in. guns. Itis hardly possible, so we may say to ourselves,
that she can be a vessel of such strength as the Hercules—
in fact, we think, looking at the table, that we ought at
all events tq,stand a good chance of piercing her at a mile
range with our 10in. gun, but perhaps not at any distance
with the 7in. guns. We will assume that to effect any
good purpose we know that she must approach within a
mile range. We decide, then, to reserve our 10in. gun,
and in the meantime to feel her sides, and learn all we can
with our two 7in. pieces. First, is she an armour-clad at
all, or only passing herself off as such, and approaching a
certain distance for some investigating object! To ascertain
this, Palliser shells are fired at her. Should we observe a
distinct burst against her side we know that she must be
armour-clad, as these shells, having no fuzes, cannot act on
concussion against wood or thin iron. If, after repeated
blows, no burst occurs, we conclude she is wooden, and we
change to common shell, and commence firing at once with
the 10in. gun as well as the others. Should she, on the
other hand, prove to be armour-clad, we continue with the
two 7in. guns only, not so much with the hope of piercing
her as of effecting smaller injuries, getting her range,
finding her present speed exactly, and taking her return
fire. Ata mile range the 10in. gun, well and deliberately
laid, opens on her, when it would depend on what she is
and what is her object whether she could push her course
further, or what would become of her. And here again
arises the question where to aim at? Some time since we
asked an American naval officer to answer from his experience where we should endeavour to hit an armour-clad—
a question which he met by replying, in a measured tone,
“ You must hit her where you can.” Now,although it may
be admitted that the difficulty of selecting a spot at which to
aim may be great, indiscriminate firing can hardly be
advocated ; indeed, if there was no other recommendation,
systematic firing would be more likely to lead to something definite than mere chance shooting at any part
of a vessel, and therefore is to be preferred. In certain
cases, however, there seems room for decided preference as
to where toaim. Take the case of class A—that of the
Devastation and Thunderer. It has recently been decided
to strengthen the turrets and the armour in their vicinity
very considerably, consequently it would be desirable to
strike the side of the vessel rather than the turret, and
what is true of these ships is in a less degree true of most
turret vessels. The side is, however, almost entirely below
water ;but now that the power of projectiles has enormously increased, while water remains unaltered, it is
much more feasible to deliver a blow well below the water
line than formerly. With turret ships, then, it seems
probable that the best plan to pursue would be to aim at
the water below the vessel midshipsorelsewhere. Then, again,
the portholes are to be considered. Now that they are
made so small no doubt it would be very difficult to strike
them, but clearly this should be the aim of a gun which is
known to be powerless to pierce the armour. Lastly,
failing 2 more definite object, it would surely be well to
fire at that portion of the ship where the armour is presented so as receive the most direct blow. To explain, in
Fig. 2 are roughly given the plans of two vessels taken
from Mr. Fairbairn’s work on iron shipbuilding, the
Favourite and Captain Cole’s hypothetical vessel “The
Naughty Child.”
It may be seen that the latter ship is
shown firing her guns at an angle of 50 deg. with her keel,
whilethe formerisshooting rightabeam. Underthesecircumstances, the projectiles of the Favourite, striking the greater
partofthe Naughty Child’sside,would have ek aA of pene_trationvery greatly reduced—in fact, it is doubtful whether
the shell would not glance off, and shot would undoubtedly
do so. We have not discussed the question of projectiles
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striking armour at an angle, because the subject has been
| very fully dealt with by Mr. Mallet in articles which
appeared in Toe Enerineer of January 4th, 11th, 18th,
and 25th, 1867. We may here, however, remind our readers
that there is no chance of a shot penetrating at an angle
to its path much more oblique than the tangent to the
curve of its head atjthe apex. It is true that a considerable amount of injury has Moca done to thin plates of iron,
an inch or half an inch thick, by projectiles striking at
an angle as obliqueas 8 deg.—vide the experiments conducted against deck plates at Shoeburyness on May 3rd
and 5th, 1871; but the projectiles glanced off. The
shells, in fact, did not receive a sufficient blow to explode
their charges. So that, although a certain amount of rending
occurred, nothing that aes
called penetration, nothing
that could produce much effect on real armour plates, took
place. The experiments that have been carried out with
a view to penetration into iron when striking at an angle,
seem to support Mr. Mallet’s statements fully. Tangents
to the curve of the service ogival-headed projectiles at the
apex would form the following angles with the axis in each
case: with a head struck witha radius of 14 diameters,
53° 8’; and with that of 14 diameters, 48° 12’. The latter
form is that now given to all Palliser shell, and in the case
of the larger calibres to Palliser shot also. It becomes
doubtful then whether even the shell would bite and
become “ encastré,” and at all events a turn of a few more
degrees would settle the question. Under such circumstances the Favourite’s only chance of obtaining penetration would be to strike the Naughty Child between bow
and quarter, at the point where the dotted line in the
figure forms a normal to the curve. It would be interesting to proceed further, to speculate upon the wisdom of a
ship always engaging an adversary so as to fire at an angle
to her keel, and so to present her armour at an inclined
position. In smooth water this would be more successfully
carried out than when there was a little sea on, because in
the latter case the rolling of the ship would not only alter
the elevation of the guns, but also their line, and it might
thus be more difficult to make good shooting. Then again
comes the question whether a ship could manceuvre so as to
draw a damaged part of her armour out of the fire of her
adversary, a consideration which might be more important
if she were subject to a racking fire rather than a punching
one, because in the latter case the damage is confined to a
small spot, which is hardly likely to be struck a second
time. Interesting, however, as a discussion on «the
tactics of armour-clad ships might be, it is quite
foreign to the subject of these papers, and we may conclude by observing that the development of armourpiercing projectiles has now reached a
point when the
method of firing at vessels deserves to
reduced to a
system, at least as fully as the old-fashioned breaching of
masonry-riveted escarps and the like. The enormous
plates recently proposed for the Thunderer, after giving
them full allowance, cannot enable her to face the fire of
the 35-ton gun at 1200 yards at all. Many would question
the wisdom of bringing her opposite to such a gun at a much
longer range; yet aheavier gun is already decided on,and the
exact proportions are under discussion. May we not add
that unless the firing at ironclad vessels is shortly shaped
into a systematic form, it may be little use to shape it at
all, from the fact that armour-plated ships may, like menat-arms in armour, have become things of the past.
List of British armour-clad vessels, with thickness of armour backing and
skin, taken pristipally from Mr. Reed’s “Ironclad Ships,” but classified
according to the blow per inch of shot's circumference estimated as sufficient
to pierce each description of armour.
Thickness Thickness Thickness
Name of Vessel.
of armour of backing of skin
ininches. in inches. in inches.
Ciass A, 180 AND 140:
Thunderer (T.*), thick portions ? 14 ee 15 i
Devastation (T.) .. oo «. «
12
18
1
Giattem Gi) «2 06. 90 oe
)
¥ i
ees
Fury (T.)
oo ce ce 08 ce
?
? oo ?
Crass B, 130:
Hercules ..
os
9to 6.. 12to10.. 1)
Sultan 16 oe «e cf of of « Oto 6 12told.. if
Hotspur .. .. «+ «+ «¢ of of Ilto 8
12
-1
Rupert eo cc cc ce co cc ec IZtoll..
12
° if
(The water-line backing much thicker.)
Crass C, 110:
Cyclops {r} se Sa oe ge, oe ?
Gorgon (T.
oo ee
8
10
lh
Hecate (T.)
5
=
ee 43
Hydra (T.)
Ciass D, 85:
Monarch
(3.) <>. 0. <s op. we 0
cf _ 12
(The Captain belonged to this class.)
Cuass E, 80 (Wood-built) :
Lord Warden... .. .. «. « }
4}
Lord Clyde
oa ~ gel'tke 0
Crass F, 70 :
—
oo de ioe we Se We
6 ve 10 ij
OMNONOMG.. cc oc oe be oe ce
6 oe 10 oe 8
Invinetble oes te, we Pe
——
u
tren Dube
Swiftsure

—
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List of certain Foreign Armour-clad Ships.
FRENCH Suirs. _
Name 'of Vessel. Thickn
=j > petal ———
Piercing figure.
Bélier
::
ez
= — =
Marengo
8
5 and 7
Flanthe
ev
éva
55 and 50
Taureau
oa
BES
55 | 4
op yee ee
oto
“2g
55
Couronne .. ..
if
a HA
=
os ee
4!
A hat |
oe
5
Gloire... .. «45
4%
40
Magenta . ..
4
re:
ea,
Solferino .. ..
4
a ee
ae oe
(Two heavily-clad French ships building.)
AMERICAN, SHIPs. m
.
3stringers,
Kalamazoo
- 6(inSin.
layers)..." 30in,
Coch &sin.
by sin. 130,.
Dictator
‘
4zin. & 3 stringers
Furie
; 6 (in lin. plates) each 5in. by Sin. oe o
monicus . .
nS
Minatonomoh }5 (in lin. plates) "in ———
50 to 40
Monadnock
P
—_
=" 4
Do.
30in. and 2Tin. .. 50 to 40
Russian Ship.—The Russian Hercules, 140.
Prussian Ships —Konig Wilhelm, 01; Kron Prinz, 62; Friedrich Karl,
62; Ariuinius, 40.
Austrian Ships.— Kaiser, 51; Lissa, 51. Building: The Custozza and
Archduke Albrecht ; perhaps about 120 to 80.
Italian Ships.—Principe Amadeo, 74 and 62; Venezia, 43.
Greek Ship.—King George, 69.
Turkish Ship.—Avni Ila, 69.

GEORGETOWN GASWORKS.
No. IV.
On referring to the drawings it will be,seen that timber is largely
used in the construction of the buildings
ry to
plete the
arrangements for manufacturing the gas. Whatever may be said to
the contrary, there can be no question that in establishing works
of this character, in which the tirst cost is the chief consideration,
it is the duty of the engineerto use the materials he has at hand.
Very frequently the whole project depends absolutely upon the
estimate not exceeding a certain amount. Other and more
durable materials may be subsequently substituted, as those originally employed deteriorate and perish; but the adoption of them
in the erection of the works is essential to the financial prosperity
of the promoters and shareholders.
The purifying and revivifying house is 43ft. long by 20ft. wide
inside measurement, and built with greenheart timber; it is 10ft.
high, and has a lin. thick weather boarding lessening in thickness
to din. on the upper side. The roof will be slated with Duchess
slating on wood battens, and the flooring paved with hard stock
bricks on edge bedded in sand, and will have 9in, by Yin. wood sill
along the whole front to keep the brick paving in position. The
level of paving is to be at least Gin. higher than the yard level,
and will have a slight fall from the back to the front of the house.
The ground before being paved is to be levelled and well rammed,
and the foundations will be of greenheart timber. The front will
be entirely open, and the roof along the front will be supported
by 9in. by 9in, greenheart timber posts.
Passing on to the retort-house, it will be seen that it has a
width of 32ft. 2in. and a length of 45ft. Gin. inside measurement,
and a height of 16ft. to the springing of the roof from the ground
line. Iron hooping will be inserted every three feet in height in
the whole of the walls, and the first course will be laid on the
top course of the fittings, On both the walls of the retort-house
there will be bedded in cement a timber wall-plate 12in. by Gin.,
on which the shoes of the roof will be fixed. These wall-plates
with the shoes will be fastened to the brickwork with wrought
iron bolts and nuts 3ft. Gin. long by lin. in diameter, having
washer-plates jin. thick by 9in. by Yin. square. There will be one
bolt at every shoe of the principals. The several lengths of the
timber wall-plate will be properly scarfed and jointed so as to
make a uniform continuous bearing. All the sills of the openings
in the walls will be made with brick on edge set in Portland
t, and projecting 1}in. over the face of the walls. A space
of 6ft. wide in front of the retort beds will be paved with Newcastle fire-bricks laid in sand. The remaining portion of the
retort-house will be paved with 3in. tooled York paving. The
whole of the roof of the retort-house will be covered with Duchess
slates, which will be fastened with leaden or composition nails
5in, long. A cement fillet will be put on the top of the cap of
each of the pilasters at the ends of the retort-house for carrying
off the rain-water, and will have a fall of 5in. from back to front.
On the end walls of the retort-house from the height of 10ft. from
floor line there will be louvres and weather boarding, and in the
centre of each of the weather-boarded gable ends there will be a
square opening 5ft. by 5ft. The whole of the wood and ironwork,
both inside and outside the retort-house, will be painted with three
coats of oxide of zinc paint. A %in. earthenware drain will
extend on each side of the retort-house, and will be connected
with the other drains along the front of the building to carry the
water off the premises,
The commercial features of the undertaking do not come within
our province, but the prospects of the company, so faras present facts
extend, may be briefly touched upon. These facts were ascertained
by an engineer who personally visited the locality on the part of
the promoters of the project, with the view of obtaining accurate
information respecting the consumption
of gas that might be
reasonably expected to take place, and also to ascertain the truth
of other particulars bearing more immediately upon the construction of the works themselves, The limit of the charge per 1000
cubic feet for the gas is fixed by the ordinance at 5 dols,, equivalent
to £1 Os, 10d, sterling, and the company is only required to reduce
the price of gas below that limit when its average yearly profits,
after deducting 24 per cent. for depreciation, shall exceed 15 per
cent. per annum. In order, however, to stimulate the consumption it is intended at first only to charge the full price to small
consumers, and to supply the gas at the rate of 4°50 dols., or
18s. 9d. per 1000ft. for a specified minimum quantity, with
prompt payment. An agreement has been pee into with the
town council of Georgetown for lighting the street lamps for a
minimum period of five years, renewable every five years at the
option of the town council, during the term of the company’s concession, for the sum of 25 dols., equivalent to £5 4s. 2d. per
annum for each lamp for 293 nights in the year, burning 4}ft. of
gas per hour, of an illuminating power of twelve sperm candles,
and if the council require the supply for every night in the year,
then the charge for each lamp will be 30 dols., equivalent to
£6 5s. The number of lamps required to be fixed at first will be
not less than 300. It is estimated that the whole of the works
required will be erected for a sum not exceeding £20,000. It was
at first intended to erect the work by contract, but subsequently
the directors came to the determination to carry it out themselves
under the superintendence of an engineer of their own. The plan
has been found to answer well in parts of India and other foreign
countries, although it is not likely to be generally adopted.
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Socrety oF ARTS CONVERSAZIONE.—This conversazione is fixed
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to take place at the South Kensington Museum, on Wednesday,
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19th June, Tickets will be issued to the members in due
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a
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these water canenter when in,or 10in, ofthe wood is penetrated. Formation ofchemical manure,—Swiss Times.
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MISCELLANEA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
A NEW main line of telegraph has been ~
by the PostTHE Marquis of Westminster it appears has not agreed to withT
the specifi
ity of a gallon of oil the
ter
office
between
London
and Lowestoft, under the superintendence
draw from opposition to the Western section scheme of the Mid willbe t oe aahoflight ehtainable foeenit; or,indieteete,
of Captain Webber.
London Railway.
a work
Messrs, CASSELL, PeTTER, and GALPIN have in the
lightera,burning
inthe
Lievt.-Cot. Ricu
that the collision which occurred on > ates erGen a filonof
in
coloured
a eS
ee
aon giatiene-on: the Lancechize pong hb The light oi io meso vabetiiny genes afltate on colour, by Professor Church, to be illustrated
and igconsumed
more rapidly; thus the most dangerous | dilesigns and numerous diagrams,
Yorkshire
— was oan Se
want of proper
eans to protect Berry row station ;
that this can only be oilsaretheleast economical.
SIGNATURES are no longer required for
landing and
done by the adoption of the block-telegra: system, Station
embarking at Calais, but
must state their names and
signals should also be provided.
os
nationality
on
landing
embarking.
under the
ich
G. W. N. Yost has patented (U.8,)
a rail consisting of a wood attentionof microscopists. A new method of illuminating such
A TECHNICAL ‘Handbook on the Arms and Ammunition of the
by Dr. H. A. Johnson. Itconsists
in sending British Army,” by Captain V. D. Majendie, R.A., will shortly be
4 by 6 seantling, with concave surface,
and a steel
bar or rail with objects is
convex bottom, the steel rail being much lighter than those in a beamof light down the oblique
body of the binocular
upon the issued by Messrs. Cassell, Petter, and Galpin.
general use, strength, elasticity, and resistance being addedto it by prism by means of a plane mirror or rectangular pri
Bythis
A WRITER in the J'imes asserts that the Foreign Cattle Market
the use ofthe wood rail—chemically
prepared to resist the action arrangement objectives as high as the twentyby an inchin at Deptford is a complete failure, and that it has aleady operated
of the weather. He claims that this rail will meet all that is fone’ have been used successfully by both daylight and lamp- schemes of its management threatens the trade with destruction.
required in s
and elasticity, and at the same time costs at ight.
most prejudicially on the imports of foreigh cattle, whilst the new
least one-third less than the ordinary rail.
Ar the rolling milla of the Southern Railway of Austria, at
BELGIAN ironmasters have been seeking to obtain coal of late at
endsand scrap, are heated inagas furnace, Essen ; but the prices prevailing are far too high. NotwithTHE financial statement of the Illinois Central Company for the Gratz, the old rails,
grey pig iron, melted with some standing the present dearness of Prussian coal the production is
month of March shows that 4485 acres of land have been sold and then added to a bath of
en the —— considerably increasing, however, the Ruhr basin having turned
during the month for 42,178 dols., and that the cash collected in piegeleisen in a Siemens-Martin furnace.
- — the a > out last year 12,532,000 tons, as compared with 11,638,000 tons in
the land department in March amount to 72,433 dols. The esti- ps that the desired quality Kd
into larger pouring pots li
with clay, from which the 1870.
mated earnings on the Illinois Railway, 707 miles in length, ta
is made of
amount to 480,035 dols.; and on the Iowa Railway, 402 miles in pangmoulds are filled. The bottom of the furnace
limited company is being formed, called the Outwood
length, to 92,140 dols.; together 572,175 dols., against 563,598 quartz sand, so arranged as to be kept cool by a current of air, IronA NEW
Company, for the purpose of acquiring the leasehold interest
dols., the actual earnings in March, 1871, showing an increase of whilst the sides and roof are of Dinas brick.
in
a
plot
of
land situate near Manchester, on which to erect blast
8577 dols,
SUBSCRIPTIONS are
in to theffund raised to explore the furnaces of the most modern construction, for the manufacture of
of Devonshire has promised £250, pig iron, and for generally carrying on the business of ironTHE Isle of Man Railway will be commenced in a week or two. Wealden formation.
All the shares have been taken up. Two railway m
tes con- Lord Leconfield £100, and soon. It is believed by many geolo- masters.
eath
nected with the Londonand North-Western Railway—the Duke of gists that coal in large quantities may occur in strata
Lorp C. J. Hamiuton, M.P. for Lynn, has been elected a
Sutherland and Mr. Pender, M,P, for the Wick Burghs—have some of the longitudinal folds of the Wealden denudation, and director
of the Great Eastern Company. TheCompany is about to
is. It is not, however, open a loop
taken a large number of shares—rumour says nearly £80,000 form a continuation of the Belgian
line from Somerleyton to Haddiscoe. The loop, which
ing that invaluable mineral at a has been officially
worth. The engineering staff from Mr. Vignoles’ office have exclusively with the hope of
inspected on behalf of the Board of Trade, will
arrived, and commenced marking out the line ; and the first sod workable depth that the explorations are intended, but rather shorten the time occupied
in running trains between Lowestoft
will be cut shortly. It is expected that the Duke of Sutherland with a view of determining several important geological problems. and Great Yarmouth.
will be present and perform the ceremony, and the day will
AN apparatus for obtaining water from the depths of the ocean
THe armour-plating for the turrets of the Devastation, now
be a holiday throughout the island.
has been invented in Germany. An open vessel of suitable form
in her construction at Portsmouth, has been
A SPECIAL meeting of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce and size is lowered by means of a rope, and when the desired being completed
at that dockyard during the past week by the manu
was held on Monday to discuss the subject of railway amalgama- depth has been reached an electrical current is transmitted delivered
facturers,
Messrs.
Charles Cammell and Co,, of the Cyclops Steel
tion and of the acquisition and control of railways by the State. through a wire that accompanies the lowering rope, and this and Ironworks, Sheffield.
The plates are the largest specimens
The following resolutions were. carried :—‘‘The Manchester current, inducing activity in an electro-magnet attached to the of rolled ironwork yet manufactured
for the Admiralty,
Chamber of Commerce views with disfavour, both on economic apparatus, releases powerful springs, which act upon stop-cocks,
THE ground upon which it has been decided the large powder
and political grounds, the project of purchase and working of rail- thus enclosing the water at any degree of depth. Some useful magazines
are
to
be
erected,
near
the
magazine at Upnor
ways by the State. This Chamber, whilst expressing no opinion experiments in the determination of the carbonic acid in sea-water Castle, has been surveyed by the Koyalpresent
Engineers in connection
on thesubject of amalgamation of railways, now being inquired into have been made through the agency of this apparatus.
with
the
Commanding
Koyal
Engineers’
Department
at Chatham,
by a joint committee of both Houses of Parliament, is of opinion
TuHE following, according to Mr. Hunt, are some of the quan- and has now been staked off. A large sum of money was voted
that it is essentially necessary to preserve the principle of com- tities and values of metals obtained from the ores raised in the in
the
last
estimates
for
the
commencement
of
the
work,
and it is
petition which has done so much for the general interests of the United Kingdom during 1870 :—
expected that the authorities will shortly ask for tenders.
country.”
PG
sa oe «
5,963,515 tons .. ee
ANDREW
HANDYSIDE
AND
Co,,
engineers,
of
Derby
and
London,
Lievt.-CoL, Ricn reports of the collision that occurred in
Tin ce 00 00 ce ve
10,200 ,, oo ee
have received from the India Government the order for the
Copper
oo 00 88 ee
7,175 ,, ee ee
March, about a mile and a-quarter to the east of Tynan station on
superstructure
of
the
pontoon
bridge
over
the
Hooghly
at
Calcutta.
Lead
co
co
co
+s
08
73,420
” od
the Ulster Kailway, that the neglect of the guards, and the goods
Zinc +.
?< «ee
bo»
There are two bowstring spans of 180ft. and other spans of 100ft.
train not having been protected with proper signals, was no doubt
ee ae cs <6 40 06 784,562 ,,
and 80ft., making up the total length of 1528ft. The total weight
the real cause of the accident, but he does not think that the train
GCs
65:
sctaden
xs
ew
as
of iron is 872 tons. The contract for the pontoons was let some
had run back more than three or four wagon lengths, and cannot
Other metals estimated .. .. os os of os oe
3,500
months
ago. Mr. Leslie, of 8, Victoria-chambers, Westminster, is
acquit the driver of the goods engine of neglect in approaching his
Ir was recently intimated that the German Government, or the the engineer.
train when he returned. ,The head guard did not obey the rules
Department
of
War,
had
resolved
to
introduce
into
the
army
the
A NEW method of treating sewage was under discussion at the
furnished for his guidance, in placing fog si
at the rear of his
train, and in seeing that the under-guard did his duty. This man’s rifle invented by Herr Mauser, of Oberndorf, in Wurtemberg. Society of Arts on Wednesday evening, experiments in which
excuse is, that he knew that there was no engine at Clones that The experiments made with this weapon had surpassed all have been carried out at Ealing for the last few months by
could run up in rear of his train, and that he thought that the expectation, | Meanwhile, however, the military authorities Mr. T. W. Scott. The method consists in precipitating the solids
under guard knew what it was necessary to do, The under guard, continue to transform the old needle gun until the soldiers are in the sewer by means of lime and clay, and then burning the
whose neglect was the real cause of the accident, and whose state- provided universally with a weapon which is said to be far resulting mass into cement. The cement is said to have been
ment was decidedly incorrect, excused himself by saying that he superior to the Chassepot. The German Government has deter- proved as excellent, and it is believed the process will be com
had never put down any fog si
before ; but this man’s state- mined to establish stations in the frontier fortresses for carrier mercially profitable.
ment about going forward 500 yards with his hand-lamp shows that pigeons. The strong places of Cologne, Metz, and Strasburg are
THE state of the Glatton has been closely looked into since she
he knew that protection was required for the train at 600 yards to be first supplied.
has been in dock at Portsmouth. It has been found that the
from the place where it stood.
e does not believe that this man
A METHOD of analysing nitro-glycerine has been described to the plating of her bottom is again much damaged from corrosion. The
ever went forward beyond the 120 yards where he put down the Acad
of Sci
by M. L’Hote. The nitro-glycerine is placed action has not, on this occasion, been confined to the former area
fog signals, and he certainly had not taken sufficient fog signals in a very small bulb of thin glass by means of a capillary tube, near the stern post and in immediate preximity to the pair of
with him to enable him to comply with the company’s rules, and, afcer careful weighing, this bulb and its contents are passed metal screws, but this is spread over every part of the submerged
Both guards evinced proper precaution for their own safety, by into an endiometer of very thick glass, The shock of the explosion portions of the monitor’s hull. All the defective places as they
awaiting the return of the engine outside their vans, instead of of a small quantity of mixed oxygen and hydrogen gases is sutfti- are found are examined and stopped with cement.
getting inside when their train was so badly protected.
cient to ignite the nitro-glycerine, and the products collected in
It is stated that the experimental boring in search of cv! in the
Lrevt.-CoL. C. 8S. Hutcutyson has reported to the Board of the tube can then be treated as in ordinary gas analysis. By this centre of the Weald of Kent is postponed until after the meeting
Trade on the accident which happened on the 20th of March at method one gramme of nitro-glycerine was found to produce of the British Association at Brighton. It is desired by many that
284
cubic
centimetres
of
gas,
which
was
shown
to
consist
in
100
West Wortley junction, near a on the Great Northern
a boring should be made at the same time in the valley of the
Railway, from a passenger train belonging to the Lancashire and volumes of carbonic acid 45°72, nitric oxide 20°36, nitrogen 33°92.
Thames, so as fully and fairly to test the hypothesis of Mr.
Yorkshire Railway Company running off the line. From the
In the Jardin d’Acclimatation at Strasburg is a machine con- Godwin-Austen and Mr. Prestwich. To effect this object a con
examination of the permanent way, which he was able to make trived for the fattening of fowls. The fowls are placed in a kind siderable sum has been subscribed already, and it is hoped a
immediately after the accident, and from careful consideration of of dovecot ranged in five different stages, each stage holding forty- sufficient fund may be formed at the Brighton meeting.
the evidence, he thinks that the accident was caused by the points two birds, which are separated from each other by vertical partienterprising English company which has already undertaken
opening after the passage of the fourth vehicle from the front tions, and which are so secured that their head and wings alone theTHEnavigation
the river Amoor has just had a great stroke of
sufficiently to admit of the right wheels of the fifth (the last but remain free. The ‘ feeder” stands in front, and taking the head fortune in the ofdiscovery
of some valuable silver mines in the
one) taking the line to Wakefield; this carriage then left the of the bird in his left hand, forcibly introduces down its neck a neighbourhood
of
Yamsk,
north of the Sea of Okhotsk, The
rails, taking the direction of the tangent to the curve, and quill which is in communication, by means of.a hose of india- wealth of some of the goldto the
and silver mines in Siberia is scarcely
dragging off with it the carriages before and behind it. The rubber, with a kind of reservoir full of the food beneath. The known here. The firm of Nemchinoff,
Kiachta, for instance,
opening of the points was most probably rendered possible by the operator presses with his foot upon this novel species of bellows, last year realised £600,000 from their goldof mines,
to
signalman omitting to hold the lever until the whole of the train and a dial placed opposite to hi
isters the exact amount of the estimateof theGovernment surveyor will realiseandthisaccording
year about
ad
; from which omission some action of the trailing food to a fraction of a —_ inch. The amount of this singular
and this immense yield is expected to continue some
wheels of the fourth vehicle caused an opening of the points dose differs according to the age and speciesof the patient, as well £1,000,000,
years,
sufficiently to split the leading wheels of the fifthvehicle. It is as to the degree in which it is desired he should be fattened. In fifty
In consequence of the extraordinary state of prosperity in the
hardly necessary at the present day to draw attention to the eighteen days a fowl can be
to the point of fatness Dominion
of Canada, and the vast public works in course of
dangerof unlocked facing points, and the occurrence of this acci- desired, pms in certain very favourable cases the weight has construction—
to which will soon be added the enlargement and
dent will probably have the effect of inducing the Great Northern actually been doubled in that time.
i
improvement
of the canals, and the construction of the Pacitic
Companyto lose no time in having the points and signals at
WE learn from the “‘ Journal of the Frankland Institute” that Railway to connect
British Columbia with the other provinces on
this junction (which trains are constantly passing at considerable a very
beautiful
acoustic
illustration
of
the
method
of
determining
the Atlantic seaboard—the Government has instructed its agent
speed) interlocked.
stellar motions by the spectroscope was lately given
Professor to make advances by warrant to suitable emigrants, at « rate of
THE case of the promoters of a line of railway from the London A. M. Mayer, in a lecture at the Sheftield Scientific School, which 10 dols. for each adult. The Dominion Government is also
and North-Western Railway at Willesden to the Marble Arch, in its extreme simplicity is worthy of admiration. The lecturer offering
to settlers free "a of 160 acres of prairie lands in the
thence along by Oxford-street and Holborn to the end of New- explained the effect of
hening or shortening a wave, stating
of Manito!
gate-street, passing through Christ’s Hospital, thence along Lon- that in the case of a sound wave (all of them moving at the same newTueprovince
following appointments
made on Tuesday at the
don Wall to the Commercial-road, having been several days before velocity), if the length be diminished, more vibrations enter the Admiralty
:—S
oan, to the Sultan;
the select committee of the House of Commons in the shape of ear ina given time, and the pitch is raised; the reverse takes Owen Jones, chief Ch eer ts,to chief
the
ure; George Bell,
two bills, was brought to a close on Thursday, The preamble of place on increasing the length. The lecturer then dwelt upon the engineer to the Iron
additional
;James Melrose, William
the bill for the eastern section between Willesden and the end of analogy between the sound waves and those of light. Hence, Oates, Francis Andrew,
Brand,
and
George J. Fraser,
Oxford-street was proved; but with regard to the bill for the whenever one of the coloured waves composing white light is
to the Swiftsure; John T. H. Dening, and George,
western section from the Marble Arch to the Commercial-road, lengthened, its colour is modified in the direction of the red end engineers,
Rigler,
first-class
assist.-engineers,
to
the
iron
Duke, additional ;
although the select committee were of opinion that the scheme of the spectrum, and vice veraé. The motions of a star when at
J. North and
iam H. Grieves, engineers, to the Iron
was generally well devised, and that the injury inflicted by the right angles to the view is susceptible of telescopic measurement, | Caleb
Duke,
additional
;
and
Samuel
J.
Bond,
acting
second-class
assist.removal of houses on the line was to a considerable extent counter- but, the lecturer continued, the motion of a star when in the |
balanced by the increased facilities of locomotion which would be direction of the line of sight can only be measured on the| engineer, to the Iron Duke, additional.
A
SPECIAL
general
meeting
of
the
Cowes
and
Newport
Railway
l, the standard being the displacement from ;
afforded by workmen's trains, they were of opinion that
i principle above-n
provisions should have been introduced for the purpose of su
their normal position of certain lines in its spectrum. This |Company was held on Wednesday, the Hon. H. W. Petre in the
plying other habitations for those of the working classes who principle the lecturer proceeded to illustrate by means of sound | chair. The meeting was held in compliance with the standing
might be displaced by the alterations or intended improvements waves, With the lantern the image of a tuning fork beating 256 | orders of Parliament, and the following bills were submitted anu
porate a company for making the Ryde
proposed by the bill. It also ap
to the committee that the times a second—and giving a certain note—was thrown on the approved :—A bill to i
state of the street traffic in the city of London was such that screen, By the side of one of the prongs, and just touching it, | and Newport Railway ; a bill to authorise the making of a railway
some such street as that proposed by the bill would before long was a carefully rounded and varnished cork ball, suspended by a from Freshwater, in the Isle of Wight, to Newport ;and a bill to
become an absolute necessity. But it seemed that the committee filament of si
On er a second fork placed on its case and enable the Isle of Wight and Newport Junction Railway omer f
did not consider the preamble of the bill proved for the eastern tuned in accurate unison with the first (by an ingenious method to extend their line to join the authorised line of the Yarmouth
and Ventnor Railway, Tramway, and Pier Company, and to
section from the Marble Arch to the Commercialon the devised by Professor Mayer) anywhere in tlfe
ground that such a large outlay as it would undoubtedly involve distant, the first was thrown into vibration and the image of the authorise the construction of certain other new railways and
should not be sanctioned until it could be shown to them how the cork ball was projected a foot or two away from the prong. works, and to raise additional capital.
Mr. HAWKSHAW, in a letter concerning the International
funds mand were to be
The western section of the When, however, the second fork was
led, and the lect
the Marble Arch to Willesden, was estimated
to cost walked rapidly—at a rate of 8ft, a second—towards or from the Communication Bil , says he believes,in an engineering point of
view, in the practicability of
a tunnel under the
first,
touching
the
case
only
when
in
motion,
no
motion
of
the
n,
;
Channel ; and that it
be constru
in ten years, at an
cork was observed, the wave being in this
e bill for the eastern section, from the Marble lengthened by an amount sufficient to throw it out of unison with expenditure of ten millions of money. Harbours of the size
to
mercial ing an estimated ou
of the lantern fork, Again, a third fork, vibrating
254 timesa suggested by the International Company could not be completed
£5,250,000,
was declaredjto be not prov
However,in
He
that if the tunnel were
second, produced pod ag on the ball; but when i
ae in a less period than ten
now being constructed 7 a ought to be better steamers than
tion ofthe re
tations made onthepait, ofthe’promoters of placed on its case, as
was s
rapidly toward, the
of the type of
the
and to give them time to consult their friends as to pro- the wave 1
ots Maa tocieulened an to ing it into those now plying between Dover and Calais, Boats
viding the estimated
ital, the
agreed
to adjourn
is, and the ball prom
responded.
fourth
usual consideration of the clauses
of the untilthedthiot Ture fork, vibrating 258 times, showed Se
when
so as, if
le, to prevent the loss
of the heavy expenditure placed on its case,
as this swung away from the first fork, the
wave thus being shortened into unison,
draught of water,
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was recently Mr Andrews’ superintending engineer. He isnow
Seis
hhc cncheer ctytaa Geaaalg Weccweta
anen oy ona

cngroriag.e ttn sewoeing
"PERSPECTIVE VieW
troduced by Mr. F..N. Moun
of Gracechurch-street, which
appears to possess some novel
and useful features, An examination of the engraving will
render the construction of the
breech action clear. It will ke
seen that the act of drawing
back the side knob at the same
time opens the breech, cocks
the piece, and extracts the cartridge. As the new cartridge
is driven home by the ball of
the thumb, the forefinger passes
naturally to the right side of
the block, which is closed by a
slight pressure. The safety-bolt
is simple, and, apart from its
action, it is impossible that the
striker can come into contact
with the cartridge unless and
until the breech is securely
closed.|;- “ __—
It is claimed for this rifle
that it is superior to all others
in the following among other
respects :—The breech action is
composed of ten parts only,
and can be a plied either b
lengthening the barrel itself,
as shown in the drawings, or by
means of ashoe. The barrel is
fastened to the stock in the
usual Enfield style. The stock
is in one piece, is very solid,
and not cut away for either side
or trigger-plate, which are unnecessary. The breech block
moves radially, and is held in
position by the pin, which also
serves as its axis; these are
placed in a direct line with the
axis of the barrel, and the force
or recoil of the explosion is so
received without strain. All
the breech parts, viz., cocking
knob, trigger, striker, and
K unocasine
spring, are attached to the
Ai
block itself, and, by removing
EA A
a small screw, can be detached
from the barrel in one piece.
a
Of the ten parts all, save the
spring, can be stamped out;
and the division of labour is so
easy of arrangement that the
utmost rapidity in the manufacture can be obtained, without any outlay whatever for .
new and special machinery.
Allowing for the difference of
cost between the Henry and b
Enfielif barrels, an arm with all
these improvements can, it is
examples of north-country practice. It is well known that at the
stated by the inventor, be propresent moment much attention is being devoted to the conduced at a price not exceeding
struction of marine safety valves, and many engineers desire to
the cost of the old muzzleloading
Enfield rifle.
@
:
We have not ourselves seen this rifle |fitted with a proper barrel. It is, we believe, an American in- use the spring balance instead of the weight. The valve we illustrate deserves notice, as an apparently successful attempt to get
tried, but there is no reason why it should not shoot well if |vention.
over the objections to the ordinary loaded valve,
CENTRIFUGAL

LUBRICATORS

FOR

Ir engine shafts and screw shafts were in line, and ships were
rigid, there would be no necessity for a lubricator for the coupling
bolts. But as many shafts are not in line, and most ships work
in a seaway, it is a good rule to lubricate the coupling bolts continuously. In the accompanying engraving we illustrate a very
good arrangement for thi ag ne devised by Mr. James
McGough, N.E., which has been ound to work well in ractice,
The arrangement is very simple; any seagoing engineer wil understand the action at once.
On the back of one disc is fixed a ring made with a channel all
round it inside, From this channel runs a lubricating tube to
each coupling pin C. The
ve is supplied with oil from afixed
reservoir D, as shown, and the centrifugal force of rotation ensures
the proper distribution of the oil through the lubricating tubes,
WATSON

AND ANDREWS’ PATENT MARINE
OSCILLATING SAFETY VALVE.
THE above illustration is a sectional elevation and plan of a
marine oscillating safety valve that keeps on its seat, while the
ship pitches or rolls, sufficiently to prevent any escape of steam
while it is belew the loaded pressure, This improved safety valve

SCREW

SHAFT

COUPLINGS.

PLAN
is composed of a valveof a special form to accommodate itself on
its seat at any
le between vertical and almost horizontal lines.
The seating, it wil be seen, is grooved for the purpose of containing any lubricants, which also acts as a packing to prevent the
leakage of the steam. The top part of the valve is capped with
a guard disc to prevent any disc falling below on the sphere.
e connection of the weight with and below the valve is by a
double eye and pip in this case, but in the other examples a
universal or ball joint has been used.
The valve is lifted by a lever and chain attachment, the chain
Se any pressure lift of the valve without affecting the
ever.
It will be noticed also that at the side of the valve is another
smaller valve of the
ordi
kind, fitted with a lever such as is
required by the Board of
, but such valve is not required when
the improved ———_ is used; while also the spring loaded
safety valves, with their uncertainties, are entirely obviated.
This improved valve has been fitted by the makers, Messrs,
Clarke, Watson, and Gurney, of Ga‘
-on-Tyne, to the steamship Workworth, and was tested by Mr. N. P. B
, in
last,
during a run of several hours, between
Tynemouth and Workworth
harbour, the trial, as far as could be then known,
satisfactory. M*.Watson the inventor, is not a member of the firm, but

Roya Potytecunic.—The directors of the Polytechnic, whilst
sparing neither pains nor expense in their endeavour to make the
institution the most popular place of amusement in London, have
not forgotten the scientific department. They have el
Professor E. V. Gardner, F.E.S., a gentleman well known for
many years
as an experienced chemist, Professor of
Chemistry to the institution ;and under his direction, the large
and commodious laboratory is being entirely refitted and restocked,
and will shortly be opened for the reception of pupils, and for
conducting analyses, assays, and scientific investigations of every
description. It may be remembered that Professor E. V. Gardner
conducted the School of Science of the old Royal Polytechnic
Institution, and that with great success both as regards the public
performance of the pupils and as a financial undertaking. We have
no doubt the present arrangements will be equally successful,
THE Process OF PREPARING TELEGRAPH PoLEs.—When the
telegraph system was transferred to the Government, arrangements
were made -—, iene fea ery — maa
Pha vay
n
for sw
ing the demand of the prospective increase0!
porseraans A pre—— bo
In the North of Ireland Messrs,
Hamilton, of Cookstown, were the contractors, and a glance at
their process of manufacture may not be uninteresting. The
P
tion of the trees which are to serve astelegraph poles is
under the superintendence of a Government official, and a large staff
of workmen are engaged in the process. The a
as it
may be termed, is situated in the middle of an extensive field, and
consists, in the first place, of a quadrangular structure ; four
strong poles, some
60ft. in height, —
the angular points.
Within 6ft. of the top is a platform, on which are two or three
vats, each capable of containing 200 gallons. In the bottom
rtion of this structure are pumps for the purpose of forcing a
Fquid, chemically prepared, into the vessels above. The principal
ingredient, besides water, is sulphate of copper. From these
vessels two systems of tubing are carried downwards to the
ground, and continued along the surface forward to a distance of a
couple of hundred yards, in a direction at right angles to the front
of the ‘rectangular structure already mentioned, Raised at a
slight elevation from the ground, and placed at right angles to
these tubes, lie the trees to be operated upon, with their thicker
ends inwards; atintervals of 12in. or 15in, in this horizontal tubing
is placed a series of taps, each connected by a short india-rubber
tube to the end of a tree, to which it is secured by means of
cramps and screws, and rendered water-tight by a sort of nozzle,
By means of cocks at the upper end of the horizontal piping the
ostation in the vats is permitted to descend. The pressure
exerted from above forces it into the pipes through the indiarubber tubing and into the trees, traversing them in the direction
of their fibre. In a short time the sap and a portion of the
chemical solution are seen to ooze slowly from the smaller end of
the tree, when it falles into a sort of wooden gutter, inclined at
such an angle as causes it to run back to a cistern near to where
it had been originally prepared. After undergoing some filtration here it is placed along with the yet unused liquid, and again
performs the circuit of the vats above and trees below. The time
necessary for the complete saturation of the trees varies
ten
days to three weeks, according to their quality and age. In this
way an application of the principles of hy
ynamics, combined
with what is little more
a mechanical chemical knowl
enables the manufacturer to provide
poles for telegraphic
which will resist the action of the atmosphere for at
|Toastfivetimes as long as the telegraph poles formerly in use, -
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MARTIN’S PATENT PISTON.
ABovtT three years ago we illustrated a patent piston invented
by Mr. T. H. Martin, of Walter’s-road, Swansea. Since that
period Mr. Martin has effected several improvements in his piston,
which has besides undergone extensive trials with unvaryi
success in cylinders offfrom Sin. to 45'r, diameter, and it may
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therefore be assumed that the Deere is a practical success. Its
construction will be readily understood from the e:
ving. The
invention
ists in the introduction of a Suuite chamber valve
in the body of the piston ; around the sides or walls of these
chambers, and communicating with the interior of the piston, are
any convenient number of ports or openings. These, as the valve
= ‘orced pe adit
ener — the interior of
n,
e steam to press or
rings against
Seo aes okthoaylhaher insashc manner ontoatl
prevent
any escape of steam from one side of the piston to the
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20-INCH SMOOTH-BORE GUN FOR THE RUSSIAN | and the blocks were cast according to the Rodman system, somewhat modified by Mr. Grasshof. The substance of this system
GOVERNMENT.
this, that the piece is cooled by water gradually in
Ir HAS been known to artillerists in this country for some time consists in layers
from the inside to the surface, so that each layer
that Russia has been making great efforts to produce very heavy concentric
is
contracted
by the following ones as if it were by hoops tightly
guns, but few or no particulars concerning these guns have reached stretched one over
the other. The contraction is supposed to prothis country, We therefore endeavour to supply this deficiency by ceed from this, that
the particles of iron which are in a aden
supplying the latest information which has reached us
are separated further from each other than in the metal
in the form of a Russian publication, from which we state
which
has
just
been
cooled. Besides, in the Rodman process
have translated the following :—In that section of the recourse is had to outward
heating. Mr. Grasshof cast the
late St. Petersburg exhibition which was devoted to first
three
blocks,
abandoning
the outward heating process};
military art one of the most striking objects was the but wishing to render his experiments
more satisfactory, he came
model, full size, of the gigantic 20in. cast iron gun, a to the resolution to cast a fourth block,
employing the same
smooth-bore cast at the ordnance works of Perm. This method as with the third one, but introducing
outward
weapon was ordered by the Ministry of Marine, and is heating. By comparing these two blocks together thethesuperiority
intended for the armament of large ironclads. Up to of
the
third
block
was
clearly
demonstrated,
and
tpevclons
the present time there does not exist in the whole of Grasshof, in casting the 20in. gun, resolved to adapt the processMr,of
Europe such an enormous gun, and in America there inward cooling, and to abandon the outward heating.
operaare only two specimens like it. The Americans were tions were conducted as follows: Six furnaces were The
prepared
the first te commence the manufacture of cannon of containing 711 pouds (about 114 tons) of cast iron in each.
The
large calibre, and their success in this undertaking has molten mass was run into the mould from two furnaces at once,
commanded universal attention. After the Americans one
opposite
the
other.
This
process
continued
for
twenty-one
the production of cast iron guns of large calibre began in minutes, and after the expiration of ten hours water was applied.
our country in the year 1863, which undertaking, owing Thefinishing of the gun took three months anda fortnight. The
to the initiative of the Ministry of Marine proved to weight of this weapon in a finished state is 2750 pouds (443% tons).
be a perfect success, particularly as regards the produc- The weight of the projectile to be —epeene cast iron spherical
tion of 15in. cannon. We have now over thirty of one—is 28 pouds n} cwt.). In trying the gun in all 313 rounds
these guns which have turned out on trial to be very were fired, the normal charge of prismatic gunpowder being about
strong. As regards the casting of the 20in. gun, the 117 Ib. English. The experiments of firing were conducted on
idea was conceived in 1869. This plan has now been the river Rama, the high bank across the stream serving as a butt,
realised, and the gun is quite finished and has been which was at a distance of about 1400 yards from the gun.
subjected to the most severe tests, This result testifies The weapon was placed under an iron-plated covering of a peculiar
both to the extent of the means of production of the construction. On the discharge of the piece the concussion of the
Perm Works and to the energy and knowledge displayed air was so
in the village of Matoriloro, situated at a
by the persons employed at that establishment. Al- distance of half+ athat
the chimney stacks fell in when the wind
though the Perm Works had been constructed with all was blowing in thatverst,
direction.
sound itself, —_ loud,
the latest mechanical improvements, nevertheless the was not deafening, and persons Thestanding
even under the ironcasting of such a
ster piece d
ded fresh means plated covering were able to support both the
noise and concusand appliances. the works having originally been intended sion of the air. The iron gun-carri
for
piece was manufor the production only of 15in. guns, which a few years factured at the Kamsko-Votkinsky Works,thisaccording
the
ago were being introduced. Besides the employment of design of Mr. Pestich. The weight of it is 400 topouds
new appliances it was found necessary to make prelimi- (6}¢ tons). The breech of the gun is elevated and depressed
nary experiments of casting the metal in order to determeans of a screw ratchet key. For facilita
the
mine the conditions for effecting the same on an enor- by
running forward of the gun a system of cog-wheels is in uced,
mous scale. In reality the 20in. gun differed so greatly and
the diminution KS. a and the ee
of oe
in its size from all former guns that these experiments chargefor and
ial appliances are provi
_ The
became of the most vital importance. In consequence moving of thisprojectiles,
enormous mass of hen can beeffected easil
the manager of the Perm Works, Mr. Grasshof resolved three men. After
rifl
of
art
military
the
into
introduction
the
to cast an experimental block which would repre- cannon the conviction became established of their unconditional
sent that portion of the 20in. gun which extends ey over the smooth-bores. As regards guns of small
=
from the breech to the trunnions. This block
ibre this opinion may very likely be correct ;but with respect
was produced and weighed 1400 pounds (224 tons). to naval
guns of the largest calibres, it would be difficult to give
In the process the system of inward cooling by the preference
either to the one or the other system. Without
water was adopted. Upon the examination of the going into particulars
the merits or demerits of the one or the
surfaces of a disc which was cut out of the block the grain of other description of ofweapon,
will point to one important
the metal was ascertained to be faulty. Therefore another block difference in the effect of the we
projectiles of the smooth4 to be o- me ae and a
ae Se in bores and the oblong ones of spherical
the
rifled
guns; the latter will hit
processonly to alter the proportion
ie component parts an iron-plated target at a
greater distance than the former, and so
and to increase the cooling of ‘theinterior. The examination of to
say,
piercing
it
through;
on
the
other
hand, the former will
the second block showed more satisfactory results. Then
a third produce a far greater amount of concussion,
: loose the
block was cast, in the production of which a more rapid —
rivets
of
the
plates
and
bolts
of
the
and boun
on the
was adopted
and softer metal employed. The result
of the thi
cracking them. Besides the differencein the destructive
casting appeared so satisf
that the latter was taken as a action and
of
these
weapons,
there
is
an
enormous
difference
in
the
cost
luctionof the 20in. gun. Both the gun itself
E % for the

$46
of production. Thus, for instance, according to a statement of
Mr. Grasshof, the price of a 20in. smooth-bore gun will cost when
produced in quantities 8500 roubles (about £1570), where as an
lin, steel rifled ro corresponding to the same could not be
produced under 40,000 roubles (£6000),
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
correspondents,
STEAMSHIP ECONOMY.
Sir,—Having read with much interest the letters of Lord
Clarence Paget on our late naval disasters, as well as the other
correspondence that has appeared in the public press, and the
report of the discussion raised in the House of Commons on the
subject of the use of the steam engine on board of her Majesty’s
ships of war, I hope you will allow me to offer a few remarks, not
so much on the accidents that have occurred, as upon the general
economy of fuel on board steam vessels,
The consumption of fuel is certainly a very important item in
the cost of maintenance of a steam vessel, and the authouities are
of course quite right in taking every precaution in their power
against useless expenditure; but I do think that the Admiralty are
quite upon the wrong tack in the policy they have adopted. It
seems to me, instead of saving fuel by limiting the use of the engine,
and so (as the events have proved) jeopardising the ship, they had
far better begin by studying the engines and bringing into use such
as are more economical,
I have given this latter subject my careful consideration for
some years past, and from actual experience I can state that it is
possible and practicable to make engines which shall not require
or consume more than one-half of the fuel per aetual horse-power
at present consumed by the be.t marine engines now in use in her
Majesty's ships when working at full power. To accomplish this
itis necessars to work at high-pressure, and I am able to point
out a pair of marine engines which have come under my notice,
and which are readily accessible to such of your readers and
scientific correspondents as take an interest in the matter, and
should like to judge for themselves. The engines I refer to are in
a vessel at present working on the Thames; in this vessel the
steam is regularly used at a pressure of over 200 Ib. per square
inch on the pistons, the cylinders are thus enabled to be made of
comparatively small diameter, the steam is expanded many times,
and the consumption of fuel is very much reduced, and could be
still further lessened by continuing the expansion,
I had an opportunity also of recently examining the cylinders
of these engines, and was quite struck by their appearance, the
interior being quite beautifully smooth and burnished, without a
symptom of cutting or scoring, as I should have expected to find,
judging from the large number of failures in cylinders of compound
engines of recent manufacture, especially as no oil or greasy substance was used for Inbricating the interior surfaces, It seems to
me that the Admiralty have an opportunity to economise without
danger by fitting our large ironclads with engines working with
the economy of fuel I have indicated, and thus her Majesty’s
vessels could be kept under steam for double their present working
time at no increase over the present expenditure for fuel.
I have made my remarks on this subject as brief as possible for
fear of trespassing too much on your space, but I ho
have said
sufficient to show that there is available a practicable remedy for
many of the evils complained of.
JAMES Baiwey, C.B.
St. Stephens, St. Albans, Herts,
May 9th, 1872.
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ever recollect that these works were, in their day, the standard
books on their particular subjects, and no reference library would
be complete without them.
I am a constant reader at the Patent-office lib:
th >do not
~
from finding , as your correspondent says hehe does,does, thatthat they
have new scientific books as soon as publish ed, I always find they
have any work I may want, me
rman, French, or American.
Some of the foreign books can be seen there before they car. be purchased in this country.
It is ridiculous to speak of this splendid collection as interesting
only to a literary Rip Van Winkle ; to those persons who are
afraid of finding their invention superseded by older ones, this
kind of literature is no doubt anything but pleasant.
I always imagined that the
peculiar complaint, ‘“‘Government
office tedium,” which finds relief in light literature or writing
letters to the papers, was only developed in the older offices. It
appears, however, that it has found its way even to the telegraph
department of the Post-office.
AN INVENTOR.

a

May

17, 1872.

land is in such a state as to allow of the implement being used.
I consider we have to feel grateful to Mr. Fisken in having provided us with
i
calculated to do the heaviest work equally
well in wet weather as in fine, and which is also adapted tortee
of all sizes, and fields of every |poe nee however undulating;
and I would invite the farmers of England to see this system for
themselves, which I believe is alike suitable for large and small
occupations,
Srvzon LEATHER, W.B.
Delamere Lodge, Northwich, Cheshire,
May 9th, 1872.
DUCKHAM’S HYDROSTATIC WEIGHING MACHINES,
Sir,—I am very thankful to Mr. Kelly for his suggested improvements in my hydrostatic weighing machines, and to you, Sir,
for making those suggestions known in your issue of Friday las.
The evils, however, which Mr. Kelly seeks to overcome have
practically no existence in the apparatus as manufactured by me.
The glan
ing made tight, =
screwed-up packing,
but by a “‘ hat leather,” as per sketch, the pressure of the gland
affects the rim only, and the liquid bars its own escape without
the smallest undue pressure of the leather against the piston-rod.
Singularly the weighing machine Mr. Kelly saw at work at
Belfast was recently dropped overboard, and, being recovered, was
returned to me for repair; it was then found that a leather
washer, cut into
ents, had for some reason been i
at
the gland, and which fully accounts for the inconvenience Mr.
Kelly refers to. This machine was made right, suspended one
day with weights attached
equal to its full capacity, ,and the
leakage was absolutely ni/. Moreover, the confined liquid being
incompressible, there could be no possible movement of the pistonrod, and consequently no friction, even in theory.

NECESSITY OF HARBOUR REFUGES AROUND THE COASTS.
S1r,—The able leading article in THE ENGINEER of March 22nd,
1872, has fully shown and expressed—under the head of ‘‘ Harbour
Works at Sibewey* te imperative
ity of
ting an
maintaining effective harbours of refuge around the coasts,
And the great question at issue requiresi
liate decisi
which
is most preferable and advantageous for recognition and adoption,
fixed stonework or masonry breakwaters, or floating timber,
or iron breakwaters? In the year 1843, and again in 1860, “‘committees of inquiry” met for the purpose of deciding this question,
but nothing positive or practical has yet resulted from these
investigations, It is sincerely to be hoped that sufficient time and
consideration have now been spent to enable the authorities to come
to some practical decision and arrangement for construction of
harbour refuges for prevention of shipwrecks and loss of property and lives around the coast. The annual wreck register
shows a rapid increase of wrecks, and loudly calls for a practical
preventive,
It has been stated by an eminent authority, ‘‘that all the money
expended upon solid piers, harbours, and breakwaters, will in the
course of time be literally just so much thrown into the sea.”
(quoted from article in ENGINEER, March 22nd, 1872.) I beg to
state this is my conviction, as a practical engineer of some thirty
years’ experience and observation of past works, I also beg to
state that I have given upwards of twenty years’ thought and
consideration to the subject of constructing floating breakwaters,
of timber especially, such as can be built and safely moored
permanently a as sage ate harbours of refuge; and I have
carefully studied the various projects of other practical men—like
myself—seeking to find the very best method deserving recognition
and adoption ; and I shall shortly be prepared to submit my
proposals, ideas, and plans for the public approval, through the
ium of the scientific press, as soon as I have secured the
necessary protections by patent or register, without which security
of my interests I should be sacrificing all my past time and
expenses incurred in studying and maturing the object in view,
which is admitted to be a great desideratum.
Upwards of fifty places can be pointed out around the coasts
In endeavouring to overcome the leakage and friction which
where floating breakwaters could be safely moored, and form
in my earliest machines, I employed two diaprotective harbours of refuge. Amongst others maybe named Pshowed slightly
insertion rubber clamped on to the peoT in lieu
Scarborough, Filey, Tyne, Bridlington, Wick, Yarmouth, Deal, of the twoofmoulded
and sent out fifty or sixty machines
Folkestone, Hastings, Brighton, Sandwich, Torquay, Lyme, and so constructed ; but leathers,
finding my original and more serviceable
last, but not least, the Goodwin Sands, which has swallowed design could, by careful
manufacture,
be made to answer eve
upwards of one thousand millions sterling known value within
so exceedingly well, this ee
was discarded,
its fearful grip up to this time, and will continue its destructive purpose
although
I
submit
that
it
offered
a
more
thorough solution of the
influence, unless prevented by my
of floating breakwaters supposed leakage difficulty than Mr. Kelly’s
proposal, for which
moored
around
its
margin;
or
some
or
more
effective
plan
I am, nevertheless,
teful. I may mention as the best practical
MECHANICAL PUDDLING,
than mine, if it can be found. But this is the vital question at eed
of the general excellence of aj machines as they are, that
Srr,—In a pe r by Mr. Paget, C.E., on Dormoy’s method of issue—which is the best plan? I await an early decision.
am
overwhelmed
with
orders, several from firms who have prepuddling, published in THe ENGINEER of 10th inst., I observe the
106, Fenchurch-street.
. AustTIN, C.E.
viously purchased, and that, except in reference to my first made
following statement :—‘‘ Even in Mr. Danks’ and Mr. Spencer’s
machines, and two others found to have been improved upon by
revolving furnaces the smaller balls required for small merchant
m bars not one complaint has been received.
CUPRO AMMONIUM.
bars and other uses will have to be divided by hand.” So far as
est Ferry-road, Millwall,
this statement refers to me I must give it unqualified contradicSrr,—In a recent number you enlightened us as to cupro ammoMay 14th, 1872.
Frep, E. DucKHAM.
tion, as my furnace has invariably divided the heat, and this nium, telling us how to make this new (?) compound, but expressly
without any manual labour, in such a manner that we have been stating that what it really was, was not known, but that it was to
THE REMOVAL OF PHOSPHORUS FROM IRON.
able to hammer the balls by means of our ordinary shingling be made by Pay on ammonia (of ‘880) with copper for twentySm,—In your last you noticed my process by which I claim
hammers with the same ease and regularity as the balls from our one days, daily blowing air into it. Following your instructions I that phosphorus oo
removed, as a rule, from all kinds of
ordinary hand puddling furnace, which they much resemble in have made some, and with the following results :—
British pig irons that ‘are smelted from ores (as distinguished
size. My furnace will, if desired, produce the heat in one ball.
If the ammonia is put into a bottle, or by preference, for the from cinder pig
Ited from
nuddling furnace cinI trust you will do me the favour to insert this contradiction in purpose of noticing it, into a test tube, and copper shavings are der), in sufficient amount to render the iron pure enough
then added and the bottle or tube corked or stoppered carefully, for steel. This fact was demonstrated in December last, at
your next publication,
ADAM SPENCER,
West Hartlepool Ironworks,
and then left for a day or so, no action apparent to the eye takes the Blochairn Ironworks in Glasgow. No. 4 Dalmellington pig
P.S.—The enclosed letter, which appeared in the Times of place where the copper is, but the supernatant layer of the am- iron was treated; the analysis of the pig iron, and results, as re$th ult., more fully explains the point in question, and I should monia acquires a slight blue tinge; then shake, and the whole gards pe gens by Mr. Edward Riley, are annexed:—Pig iron,
be very pleased if you could find space for it in your columns.
acquires an even blue tinge. But remove the stopper or cork, and phosphorus, 1°145 per cent.; refined cast iron, 30 min, after fusion,
then the whole has as instantly acquired a much deeper blue tinge | ‘23 per cent.; refined cast iron, 40 min. after fusion, ‘15 per cent.;
A. 8.
—and a beautiful blue colour it is. Next leave the bottle well refined cast iron, 50 min. after fusion, “12 per cent.; wrought iron,
MECHANICAL PUDDLING,
corked
and the following phenomenon will appear, viz., the blue | 07 ? cent.; the cinder of the process contains: ‘52 per cent.:
(70 the Editor of the Times.)
will disappear as far up the bottle as the copper shavings extend, 360 Ib. of pig iron, 100 1b. ilmenite, 10 1b, manganese, and 42 lb, of
“Sin,—The article in the Times of the 4th inst. on mechanical and
the
supernatant stratum will not be intensified in colour. | fluoride of calcium were used.
puddling is caleulated to strengthen an erroneous impression which has
The analysis of the cinder by Mr. Riley is:—Silica, 11°12 per
been conveyed by several recent newspaper notices with regard to the Shake the bottle and the same results as before occur again, and
division of the heat in my furnace. The facts are these :—I observed in the same when more air is admitted. I believe that this only |cent.; titanic acid, 5°02 per cent.; protoxide of iron, 56°41 per
my early experiments that during the process of balling there was a occurs in the first few days of manufacture. What is the action cent.; peroxide of iron, 18°20 per cent.; alumina, 1°73 per cent.;
period when the iron had collected into three or four compact, nicely which goes on? From analogy to other cupric bodies I can under- protoxide of manganese, 2°22 per cent.; lime, 3°51 per cent.; magase balls, and in continuing my experiments I have always worked stand the air producing the blue, but why should the blue dis- nesia, ‘43 per cent.; phosphoric acid, 1°19,per cent. (equal “52 per
in this way, because such balls can be well and easily manipulated by appear’
Silk, as you say, readily dissolves in it. Deal shavings cent. phosphorus); sulphur, ‘09 per cent.; nickel, trace; total,
the — already in existence at the works. It is only to continue the do not at present
sensibly disappear ; straw paper, however, goes. 99°92 per cent. Metallic iron, 56°62 per cent.
revolution of the machine, and as the three or four balls were merely aggregations of an infinite number of still smaller ones, so will theyin turn Cotton from a reel is now under trial ; it is getting gummy. The | The above cinder, when smelted, will produce pig iron containcollect and weld together, and become one solid and perfectly homoge- solution affects bladder. A little oozed out of a stoppered bottle | ing 0°87 per cent. of phosphorus, or 0-27per cent. less than the
neous mass. Had I intended that my converter should retain its original
down with bladder, and it cut the bladder. The change of original pig iron. It will also be observed that most of the calsmall dimensions, I should very likely have found it convenient to tied
and manganese have been vaporised.
remove the heat in one ball; but I have always thought that, in order to smell, after the solution of silk, is particularly noticeable. If this cium
JAMES HENDERSON.
London, May 16th, 1872.
attain the greatest economy, it would be necessary to increase the size brings further information from a real chemist I shall be satisfied,
B. P. A. AMATEUR.
very considerably, and to work much larger heats. I am at present cohstructing a furnace to convert a ton at each heat, and I consider it by no
A
Train
Stopped
By
SAnD.—It
is
reported
that recently a
means impossible that a little experience may prove to me that as much
train was thrown from the track on the San Joaquin Valley RailSTEAM PLOUGHING.
as even five tons may be converted at a heat. With our present ideas
and appliances such enormous masses of heated iron could not be dealt
Srr,—I am very glad to see that the members of the Borough- road in California by a drift of sand which the wind had blown
with, and therefore it is an imperative necessity to have heats of this
Agricultural Society have taken up the subject of steam upon the track. It is said that in some places the sand was a foot
size in several balls. But when appliances shall have been perfected to bridge
and that upon the pe
ee ” system; by this deep over the rails.
hammer or — and roll masses of iron weighing from one to five cultivation,
THe New Gas GENERATOR ComMPANy.—A company under this
I include all those systems in which the engine is not required
tons, and to do it well, then I may find it better to remove my heat in term
d to accomplish the work, As you may title is being formed to work Messrs, Porter and Lane’s patents
one ball, but in the mean time I claim as some little merit in my inven- to move on the h
for
improvements in the manufacture of gas, with a proposed
tion that it can accommodate itself to existing circumstances. Several know, I have given in my adhesion to the Fisken system, and
newspapers have rather hinted that I have unfairly copied Mr. Danks’ since the Wolverhampton Show I have, in conjunction with a capital of £250,000 in 25,000 shares of £10 each. The principal of
machine, and I trust you will allow me this opportunity to correct that neighbouring farmer,
hased a set of this tackle, with which operation is the continuous passage of a thin layer of coal through
idea ;my first experimental furnace, which in no way differs from the
8th March last we have ploughed 150 acres 7in. deep, a vertical retort in close contact with the whee of the inner surone I am now working except in size, was comple’ before I was aware since the.
acres of which were done in five days ; also cultivated forty face thereof, leaving the interior space free for the evolution and
of the existence of Mr. Danks’ machine. Moreover, the form and lining eighty
or fettling of my machine are essentially different from Mr. Danks’. acres 14in, deep with a seven-tined cultivator on the most undu- passage of the gas. This is accompliehed by means of a screw of
The only point of similarity in the machines, indeed, is that they both lating greene since when the tackle (to which is attached one peculiar form, suspended on a central spindle throughout the
revolve; and this principle was not the invention of Mr. Danks or myself, of Fowler’s patent 12-horse traction cngees) has removed seven- whole length of the retort, which screw is driven by steam power,
but was invented and patented many years ago by Messrs, Walker and teen miles ttheremoval occupying eight hours), to my partner’s and feeds itself from a hopper on the top, at the same time disWarren.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
* ADAM SPENCER.”
farm, and cultivated for him 120 acres, from Yin. to 20in. deep, on charging the exhaused coke into a receptacle below, whence it is
** West Hartlepool, April 6.”
soil varying from dead sand to cold, hard-baked clay land; and removed by trucks, so that the coal is untouched by hand from
removed a third time to cultivate forty-five acres, twice over, on first to last. The experiments which have been made with the
similar land, at an average depth of 12in., which has been ac- process appear to be very favourable.
THE PATENT-OFFICE LIBRARY.
Mr. R. SAVILL, OF THE LONDON AND NoRTH-WESTERN,—An
in the very worst of weather, when the traction engine
S1r,—Having been for several years past a constant reader at the ae
which drives the tackle, if employed under the double engine influential committee was formed at a meeting held at the Charin
Patent-office library, I can contradict very strongly Mr. Lyttle’s system, could not have moved upon any headland, Although this Cross Hotel on Monday evening, to raise a fund for a testimonia!
somewhat hazarded statement that ‘‘ new scientific books don’t go is the first set of tackle that Mr. Fisken himself has had the oppor- to the gentleman above nam
Mr. Savill has been for forty
there till copies have become dog-eared in every public library in tunity of giving to us farmers, the machinery has worked to our years an officer of the London and North-Western Railway Comthe kingdom ;” particularly with respect
to foreign publications, the entire satisfaction. The management of the machinery itself is
y and for twenty-three years has been assistant-secre
q
Patent-office library:is in advance of all other libraries. In every perfectly within the scope of any farm labourer of ordinary intelli- pw which period he has rendered most valuable services to the
way the books are very easily accessible, and the librarians fare gence ; for example, I have taken two labouring men off my farm company and the public. The systems he devised for the transfer
thost ready with their assistanee.
to work the willeien and each of them in less than a week has and registration of shares have greatly simplified and diminished
FREDERICK A. PaGEt.
eee W.c,
made himself completely master of his position, In this system, the cost of those operations, Mr. Savill is retiring into private
May 16th, 1872.
therefore, there is combined with the. advantages previously life, we believe, in consequence of failing health, and the moveenumerated-—on other occasions— among others, of having a direct ment for a testimonial is the result of his being held in very high
Srr,—I cannot allow the statements made by your correspon- pull upon the implement with but one engine instead of two ; the esteem by all who have the pleasure of knowing him. Alexander
., of Chislehurst, is treasurer, and Mr. John Shaw,
déht, Mr, Lyttle, in reference to ‘the Patetit-office library, to pass additional advantage of being able to work i# eireumstances where, Beattie,
under the double engine system, no ehgitie could move on the secretary of the South Eastern Railway, hon. sec. for the fund,
unnoticed,
He speaks disparagingly of pld scientifie iseks; he should, how headland; in fact, being able te commthcd work #s soon as the The subscriptions are to be limited, we believe, te five guineas,
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inspectors, and workmen, &c., every man, from the chair- at the ave
fares charged by the company, viz., 2d. per mile
SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.
man down to the humblest labourer, holding his position only so first-class, 14d. per mile second-class, ro 1d. per mile third-class,
THE following paper, ‘‘On State Railways and Railway Amal- long as he is able to manifest his fitness to perform the duties and and omitting altogether the season ticket holders, who could not
* gamation,” was@pad at the last meeting by Mr. George Spencer :— the work entrusted to him; and when at any time he is found appreciably affect our calculation, we get at the number of
be unfitted to discharge them he is rep’
by another, passengers carried one mile :—
In considering fe question as to whether our railways would to
and has no further claim on the company. Let us return
:,
Receipts.
Fare Number carried
be better or more economically constructed and managed by the to
the system pursued in a Government department; here
umber.
&
per mile. one mile.
State rather than by the present system of individual enterprise, all the
employés
go
in
at
a
certain
salary,
according
to
the
First
Class
..
1,510,209
..
406,158
..
2d. ., 48,738,960
it will be necessary to bear in mind that two antagoni ad med position they take, quite
ess of their value, and at stated
Second Class .. 4,375,880
491,453
1}. .. 78,632,480
ciples are involved, namely, (1) the principle of individualism, periods
Third Class
12,054,656
566,389 .. ld. .. 135,933,360
are
entitled
to
a
rise
of
salary,
whether
earned
or
not
by
which forms the basis of our modern English society, under which their talents or assiduity ; and after a certain period of service
system every member of the community, no matter what his
Total
17,940,725 .. 1,464,000
14d. ... 263,304,800
are entitled toa retiring pension, and become a permanent
station may be, is bound to provide for himself and family all they they
burden on the taxes. Thus every pains is taken to destroy that
Having ascertained the numbers who have travelled one mile
require by the labour of his head or his hands; and heis not allowed individual
and self-reliance which forms so prominent (which, by the way, although of
t importance, very few of the
to look to other men or to the State for anything he may require, a feature inindependence
the individual system. The works such men produce English companies care to anh, we can arrive at the number
except in case of extreme want, sickness, or old age, when labour are
marked
toa
frequently
by
incapacity
and
costli
any
in
each
train
meee
bey
mile
of
its
journey,
which is equivalent
is no longer possible. For mutual protection of the fruits of his more were n
on this subject surely the lamenta- to the average number in each train by dividing the numbers by
labour he is joined in a social com
with his fellow men under tions of the head to ofbe said
the
Admiralty,
Mr.
Goschen,
on
the
the
train
miles
run,
viz.,
6,657,675.
The
following
particulars are
laws made by themselves, and certain of their number are delegated
quoted above, on the shortcomings of his department, in this manner ascertained :—Average number of passengers in
as a Government to execute those laws, to make war or peace, to occasion
to — any one that it is to the system pursued by the each train, 40; average receipts per passenger train mile, 4s, 5il. ;
communicate with other countries, to assist in making new laws, ought
Government of usurping the functions of the individual producer average expenses per (total) train mile, 2s. 5d.; average receipts
and to take charge of the property which the community entrusts that
the shortcomings and disasters lamented are to be attributed, per passenger per mile, 14d.; average expense per passenger per
to them to enable them to execute their legitimate functions.
and
that future safety is tobe sought ina return to the more mile, fd. Thus we find that the average number of passengers in
Such is the system under which this old England of ours has rational
system of individual production. If we trace the histo
a train on the London and North-Western Railway is only forty ;
become what it is—not yet all that could be wished, but still of
those great men who have originated the enterprises whic
and it takes just three-farthings to carry a passenger one mile. A
always advancing to a condition of society where the wealth protitute
cial greatness as a nation we shall see the precisely similar result is obtained by the Lancashire and Yorkduced by its members is more and more equitably and equally working ofourthe opposite
principle
of
individualism
;
take,
for
shire Company, who, in their half-yearly report, furnish the actual
divided amongst them. This is the system of individualism. Let example, the steel and iron manufacture of this country, and numbers
one mile. Instead, therefore, of the greatly to
us now turn to the other and opposite system, which has been follow the history of the men who originated and developed it— be wishedtravelling
for 2s. 6d., for which Mr. Adams calculated 1000
variously named, according to the peculiar views of its advocates, Dud Dudley, Yarrington, The Darbys, Hunston, Cort, Mushet, passengers could
be conveyed one mile, it is quite evident that
association, co-operation, communism, socialism. In a society Beaumont,
Bessemer, and other great men in these practically it costs the London and North-Western Company £3.
founded on this principle, and which nowhere exists in a complete manufactures,Neilson,
and observe the vast nent which these trades
Mr. Adams also made a calculation, based on the rate at which
form, and perhaps never will, all the wealth created by the have
arrived
at
in
our
by the working of the individual coal could be carried, that, allowing fourteen passengers to the ton,
labour of the community belongs to and is disposed of by system. Then show me iftimes
you
can
a
single
instance
of
a
manufacthey
be conveyed 112 miles for one penny, or round the
the State, and is distributed to the individuals of the community ture that has been originated, or even much improved, by the world could
for £1, The figures we have given show that in practice
according to their wants, by a Government appointed for the class of men who have lived and worked under the opposite system. the London
North-Western Company accomplish the firstpurpose by the whole community, and thus private property is If time allowed it would be easy to show that the same result has named feat forandabout
£5, and the latter would cost of about £1000,
proposed to be dispensed with. Such is believed to be a fair been
arrived
at
by
the
same
means
in
all
the
great
manufactures
statement of these two opposing principles of society ;they are of the country. The cotton trade with Arkwright and his
tiall
tagonistic, and every attempt which has been made compeers, with the wonderful machinery invented by similar
to unite them in action has been, and always will be, a failure.
such as Roberts and his contemporaries; of the steam
RAILWAY WORKS AND PROJECTS.
That there has been of late years considerable departure from the minds, with
its small beginnings by individuals, Savory, Newwholesome principle of individualism, and that this new project engine
No, IV.
comen,
Smeaton,
to Watt, whose genius breathed life into
of the construction and management of our railways by the State this machine, anddown
a new impulse to manufactures of all
THE GREAT NORTHERN.
is such a departure, is what is proposed to be demonstrated in the kinds, and to steamgavenavigation,
and
culminating
in
that
grand
THE total capital expenditure of the Great Northern Company
present paper. To show that these views are not singular, but instrument of civilisation—the locomotive steam engine; which
during the
-year ended December, 1871, was £281,934, conthat some of our most eminent statesmen share in them, it may be passing
through the hands of Trevethick and his compeers, into sisting
principally of the land purchases and construction works
useful to quote some remarkable words used by Mr. Gladstone at the hands
of
the
two
Stephensons,
and
the
present
generation
of
in
connection
with
new lines in progress. On the lines that had
the late dinner of the Institution of Civil Engineers. He said :—
eng
s, made it possible to establish the grand
been open for traffic £37,020 for additional works and
‘“*T see a change creeping over the habit of mind of the people of system ofve railroads
which is now carrying civilisation and pro- then
improvements
were
laid out ; the extension of the “block” system
this country with respect to the interference of Government, and gress
all parts of the world.
e might in the same
telegraphic signalling, £4184 ; the improvement of the Witham
with respect to committing to its direct
ey and tutelage mannerthrough
trace the origin and development of all the trades and of
drainage,
£388;
widening
parts of the line between London
many of the pursuits of the people, which may be, and which I manufactures
of this country; it wil be found that all this pro- and Peterborough, £14,589;several
and the completion of the purchases of
think is, in a certain degree, an obedience to the
social necessities
has been achieved by the creative exertion of individual men, lands
and
sun
works
at
London
and various other stations,
of the present time, but which, on the other hand, I do not gress
not assisted in any way by Government support, men who Eliza £18,076. The extension to High Barnet
(now open), of the
hesitate to say deserves and requires to be watched with jealousy; Cook
calls, not inaqusepelately, **the poets of science.” Bearing Edgware and Highgate line, took £39,360 during the half-year,
itisin the growth of individual and local energies, it isin the develo
in mind the principles and facts stated before, can it be to the
ing a total of £165,173. The extension being only about three
ment of privatespirit, itis a
ry private pursuits accord- advantage
of
the
nation
at
e
that
the
railways
of
this
country
in length, it would appear that, with the estimated amount
ing to the direction that legitimate and national exigencies find should be taken and managed y the State?
e creation of this miles
still required to complete it, the cost per mile when finished will
for them, and in leaving them free from artificial and extraneous vast
railway system was a grand result, entirely gained by private not
have
much under £60,000. Two other small lines in
interference, that the secret of the —
of the country lies. enterprise
; but the carrying on and good management of these course of been
construction took together £16,543,
That danger of centralisation which has been a formidable and vast properties
a much more important matter to the country,
almost a fatal reality for other lands has not, I trust, yet acquired involving, as isthey
A
small
addition
has at the same time been made to the company’s
capital of nearly £530,000,000, working plant. During
serious dimensions among ourselves ; but it has, I think, lifted its and an annual incomedo, of a £45,000,000
half year twelve passenger carriages
sterling, with their 9379 were added at a cost of the
337 goods train vehicles were
head, and it depends, gentlemen, upon the wisdom of the English locomotives,
28,000 carriages, 255,000 wagons; any mistake in purchased at a total cost of£2128;
people, and upon their fidelity to the traditions of their fore- this respect would
£24,486 ; forty road drays, at a cost of
be
a
great
misfortune
to
our
country.
Cases
fathers, whether they will take care not to hand over to the may arise when it would be to the interest of the country, for £1307 ; whilst new machinery was erected costing £150, and the
executive Government the ch
of functi
which they can
of old materials from engines realised £265; making the net
reasons, that the executive should assume the productive sale
perform much better for themselves.” Such are the sentiments special
of the additions £37,805,
Thus the Post-office and the telegraphs are cases in costOther
of this great statesman, which it is to be hoped will find a hearty function.
received in contributions towards their conpoint. No doubt both these Spain would be carried on struction railways
response, not only in the minds of the members of this Society, and
£123,970, including £10,000 to the Halifax and Ovenden
managed
with
more
economy
by
private
enterprise
than
by
a
but in those of the entire community. Keeping the above prin- Government department, but the advantages of having the busi- line, making the total subscribed by the Great Northern to that
ciples in view, it will be seen that on the individual system the ness of these two concerns under one management over the entire undertaking £43,250. The joint Cheshire and Liverpool lines,
function of production belongs exclusively to the individuals of country
and the new station in Liverpool, which the company, in conis evident, and more than compensates for any loss to the junction
the community, and not to the executive Government in any public that
the Midland and Sheffield, are constructing, received
It has been shown that the men who now £108,970, with
making the Great Northern Company’s proportion to the
degree, and that the manufacture of any article, be it conduct the ensues.
of the railways are men eminently qualified by close of the
a ship, a gun, a dock, a bridge, a railway, or, in fact, their position,affairs
accounts £1,210,613. On the Westgate station at
their
habits,
and
their
intelligence,
to
carry
on
this
anything whatever, is a departure from the fundamental important department, to the benefit alike to the public and the Wakefield £5000 was laid out.
principle of individualism upon which our English society shareholders, and that the class of men who are supposed to superThe statement of contemplated further capital expenditure
is founded; all such articles can be produced better and sede
comprises £337,162 further to be laid out on lines already working,
them are in no way fitted for the task, but, on the contrary, showing
cheaper by competition among individual producers, as experience all experience
for unsettled land purchases and uncompleted
works on
of
these
latter
men,
and
the
routine
under
which
has abundantly proved. Besides, if the executive Government of they are trained, leads to the preference of a system which has various parts of the line £284,943 ;for the Wood Green and Enfield
the ey be allowed to assume and exercise the productive 2 ree great results for this country, and which wilt, it is extension, recently opened, £11,871 is required to finish it; the
functions of the individual, by making and managing ships, guns,
Sleaford and Bourne, £36,735 ; and for unsettled costs and engieved, extend those benefits to the whole human race.
docks, bri
, and railways, &c., and especially articles such as
neering charges on sundry bills, £3613. On the various lines and
Almalgamation of Railways.—All cases of amalgamation may be works
railways, which are not required for the exclusive use of the execuat present under construction or to be constructed, the
under
one
of
three
heads
:—First,
there
is
the
am
tion
tive, but are used by the community at large, it is difficult to see of a small line with a large one lying contiguous. No valid objec- sanction for which has been obtained, the total expenditure is
why all the producing functions of the country should not in like tion can be raised to any of such amalgamations wherever the estimated at £721,227, comprising the Edgware line, the Barnet
te station
manner be assumed by the executive, and thus the socialist prin- parties both desire it ; there are instances when such‘is not the extension, the Alexandra Park branch, the W
£20,600, the Lynn station £31,329, and a number of other branches
ciple be introduced in its entirety, and so the whole system of
and the lines remain separate, but in general it is found to aggregating
£418,459.
New
carriages,
and
goods
and
coal
wagons,
society be changed. By thus pushing the agreement to its extreme case
all parties that an amalgamation should take
have to be purchased at a cost of £76,210; and the Halifax
the absurdity becomes manifest; but the error of any departure, be to the interest ofthere
is the case where lines of railways run andill Ovenden
line,
and
the
enormous
works
in
connection
however small, from the individual principle, can be proved, as we place.lel Secondly,
to each other ; these cases are more difficult to decide on, the approach to Liverpool, and the central station there, will,withit
shall see further on. It has been advanced, in opposition to the ut, if both
parties deem it to be to their interest, and it is found is estimated, absorb a further £338,674.
views stated above, that the principle of individualism has been not to be detrimental
to the public interests, there can be no
The following Ney
of the amounts sanctioned by the prolargely, and is being daily de
from with complete success in reason for forbidding their
union. Many such cases have occurred; prietors
last half-yearly meeting are given with the report.
the large commercial operations carried on by companies of all for example, the Great Eastern
Railway, which now occupies Additionalat their
lines
of
rails
to
be laid down at various parts of the
xinds, the railways among the rest. But there is this essential a
of the eastern coast, was a union of several line, £45,748 ; new stable accommodation,
£3270; a weighbridge
difference between the case of a <r managed by men who lines of rtion
which have greatly benefited both the at Poplar Docks, £125; and covering the down
platform at Hulloengaged in the actual business and trade of the country, and shareholdersrailway
of those lines and the public; and so in way; B50. New sidings will be laid down at various
parts at an
that of a department of the executive Government carried on by many other cases.
Thirdly,
there
is
the
case
of
the
amalmen who are for the most part selected, rather from some accident gamation of two or more lines which run in the same direc- outlay of £10,800. The enlargement of the station, and new lines at
s yard at Grantham
of family or political connection than for their fitness for the tion ;and, in continuation, their case seems less likely to create Peterborough, will take £18,000, and the
duties they di
3a company is in the nature of a partnership difficulty, with regard to the = interests, than the second case, £5000. A new station at Alverthorpe will cost the small sum of
£200 ; and waiting rooms will be provided, and the up platform at
of individuals who hold the supreme control over the manag
t
the direct tendency of such amalgamations is to maintain, Spalding
at a cost of £1300 ; additional land and accomand officers of the company, whilst in Government offices the and inuse some
cases to create a healthy competition between the modation covered,
at other parts of the system, £85,000. The following
heads of the departments hold the supreme control over all the several companies,
and,
by
their
facilitating
and
perfecting
the
are
the
particulars
additional rolling stock passed at the
rest, and all being relieved from the necessity of individual communication for traffic between distant
the country, same time :—For 500of the
additional goods wagons £33,250, being an
exertion, and leaning on the State for sup;
by pensions and so benefit the public. It is no doubt startling atof first
sight to average of £66 each ; sixty
wagons for rails, £4260, or £71 each ;
forth, lose that healthy stimulus to individual exertion by compe- contemplate
the
union
of
two
large
and
important
lines
of
railway
four fish-vans, £220, or £55 each ; and twenty road vans at about
tition among themselves which makes the real business men of running over many hu
es, ond |having an income of £39
each.
the country what they are. If we look to the able manner millions
of
pounds
;
but
no
—result
to
the
public
interests
Of the estimated future expenditure £450,000 will be laid out
in which the business of our railways is now conducted if such plans are carefully co)
by the Legislature, where all during
the current half-year, and in subsequent half-years
by a body of men who for their business qualifications may
£1,023,272, forming a total requirement to complete the system
be said to be unrivalled, each one besides his duties as a parties interested can be heard and all interests adjusted.
as far as at present known of £1,473,272 ; but thisof course does
director or officer in the several lines is an example in himself of
that individual en
which was spoken of before as being essennot include the line into Derbyshire, for which the company are
CHEAP RAILWAY TRAVELLING.
now asking powers; nor does it include the expenditure that may
tial to the conduct of business. If you analyse the list of directors, &c., you will find it to be composed of men of all classes and
At alecture upon the “Political Economy of Railways,” delivered : onan in connection with the projected new station at Mauester.
localities, Large landed proprietors, manufacturers of all kinds, at the London Institution by Mr. Adams, that gentleman stated
shipbuilders, merchants, lawyers, engineers, &c., in fact, men
who, by their talents and industry, occupy the first positions in in reference to the advantages enjoyed by the public in this means
the country, and who possess an intimate knowledge of all the of transport, and the economy that might be practised in their
THE Danks PuppLine Furnace.—The American Manufacturer
requirements of the districts where Shey Hep; and besides, being working, that he had calculated that 1000 passengers could be contains a long article on the Danks process, from which we have
themselves often large shareholders in
lines they serve, many conveyed at a cost
of 2s. 6d. per mile, so that each passenger
should only space to extract the following passage :—It has been the
object of this article to give the unprejudiced, comprehensive, anc
of them
are members of the Legislature; thus I find forty-eight cost only 1-33rd
of a penny per mile.
are members of the House of Lords, or one-tenth
of the number
The etayite nite justifiable, and doubtless the calculation is thorough opinion of the iron men of Pittsburgh upon this subject,
in. The conclusions are—That
ded ; but it is by no means consistent with the practice and no other has been ind
composing the House, 124 are members of the Houseof C
) well
or nearly a fifth part of the House. I may state that the directors carried out by the companies owning our railways. Take, for many fear the incidental expense of long and constant usage.
facilities for
and officers of the railways.im Great Britain and Ireland: number example, either of the great lines leading northward from London, That many cannot afford to abandon their present
7
, 211. If we now look and we find the average cost of working amounts to about 2s. 5d. the adoption of the Danks, That some think it established for
all
i
brought to per train mile, but with an average of not more than fifty passen- rail purposes, but are not satisfiedof its advantages for the nail,
sauebuage tonkn om Ceten tee plate, bar, and sheet trade. That others feel as though the
bear
in the conduct and
t of the rail
we
a gers in the train ; in fact an av
That still others
passengers at the outside. royalty charged, of 10 dols. oe ton, was too
qystenn peotost inallite detalinadl) ‘Tbschelaman an Siezors, who could not contain more than
hold the supreme
3
are divided into the several
sub- Assuming the average of fifty to be near the mark, it follows that contend that the quality of itsproduction
is not so uniform
as by
As is now generally known, we are soon to
co!
of
5:
it way, raiwng _stock, oe ee costs over one-halfpenny per mile to carry. It is the present methc
trial of one of these furnaces at one of the
w= fact, all the
gers
;
— le, however, to get somewhat nearer the actual facts, and in have a very thorough
mills of Graff, Bennett and Co., : when Pittsburgh
men will have
joing so we find that a still greater anomal: a
i
of
t. way, and rolling stock,
Taking the receipts of the London and North-Western
Company abundant opportunity to make every test possible and form eon’
and dembennee, under each of whom are employed a.
from passenger traffic during the half-year
ended December, is7e clusions to pa
aeree yee?
.
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be drawn across the range of each gun at the figure 85.

ddtpined, but are here estimated by Professor Bashforth’s rule, assuming
a velocity of 1300 feeb at the muzzle, with a charge of NOlbs.
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—Madame Boyveau, Rue de la
BERLIN.—Messrs, A. Asuer and Co., 11
den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs, Gzrop and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—.
NSE
NEW YORK.—WiLLuer
Roocers, 47, Nassau-street.
PUBLISHER’S NOTIOE.
With this impression we publish asa
a Diagram showing
penetrating power (i.e., energy per inch of shot’s circumference) at
certain ranges of projectiles fired from the service heavy muzzleloading guns, a'so lines traced tu indicate the range at which each
class of armour-plated vessel mizht probably be pierced by direct
Sire from each gun.
copy,as issued from our office, will
contain this Supplement, and subscribers are requested to notify
the fact to us if they do not receive
it.
adeont.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ; we
must therefore request our correspondents
to keep copi
*,* In order
to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessaryto
inform cor?
ts that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all
mS ons by a large envelope legibly directed
by the
writer
to himself, and bearing
a 2d. postage stamp,
in order that
answers received
by it may be forwarded
to their destination. No
notice will be taken of communications
which do not comply with
these instructions.
A. B. (Castlehead).--Out of print.
R. E. (Deal).—We will endeavour to ascertain for you.
A. B.—Address, Captain Beaumont, 3, Westminster-chambers, Victoria-street,
Westminster.
Y. N. Q.—The only firm we can name is that of Messrs. Fox, Head, and Co.,
Newport Rolling Mills, Middlesbrough.
J. R. B.—Apply to Mr. C. B. Murray, Paint and Fibre Company, Old Mill,
Farnworth, Warrington, who will supply you with the paper.
R. P.—We are requested to inform you that you can obtain the information
you require by writing to Mr. J. Finlay, 15, Camden-grove, Peckham.
E. A. H. (Tobacco Spinning Machines).—We are requested to inform you
that you can obtain the most improved tobacco spinning machines from Mr.
T. Butterworth, Oldham.
An Enoine Buitper.—We regret that we are unable to supply any information concerning the address of Messrs. Shepherd, Percy, and Co. ; perhaps some of our readers can aid you.
R. P. (Nominal Horse-power).—
There is no fixed rule, every one does that
which seems right in his own eyes. Some people think twenty-two circular
inches of piston area represent a horse-power, others are satigfed with
eight square inches. It is all
Srom beginning to end.
G. X.— You can make your declaration before any justice of the peace, as
well as before a master in Chancery. If you have your papers all in order
any friend residing in London can deposit them for you at the Patent-office,
and pay the fee. You may have some trouble in doing the work by letter.
Tue HENDERSON Process.—We are requested to state that the iron used by
Mr. Henderson was not Carron pig, as we were informed at the time,
through some error, but Clarence pig (Cleveland). The brand on the broken
iron we found to be illegible. We are also requested to state that the plate
rolled from the first ball rolled has proved to be of excellent quality, fanging
hot and cold. Mr. Henderson concludes his letter with some observations on
the Dormoy process, but we are not certain that they are intended for publication, and we have, therefore, not printed them. Mr. Henderson also
informs us that specimen of the billet rolled at Millwall and tested by Mr.
Kirkcaldy broke with a strain of 56,735 lb. per inch, and when heated and
cooled in water it broke with 76,9800. This we submit confirms our statement that the product turned out at Millwall was steel, not wrought iron.

PURIFYING OIL.
(To the Bditor of The Buyineer.)
Sir,—I have begun to clean oily cottun waste, but when the oil is
extracted it is black and dirty. Would any correspondent kindly inform
me how to — same ?
J. W.
Belfast, May 8th, 1872.
Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the paper
are to beaddressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all other
letters to beaddressed to the Editor of Tae Exaineea, 163, Strund,
ADeion
amiatiieen
aniabematin
oa
SUBSCRIPTIONS:
Tue Enorveer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
*rom the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
Half-yearly (including dowble number) .. «2 «+ £0 148. 6d.
Yearly (including two double numbers)... .. +» £1 9a. Od.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will
be made. Tor Enorneen is registered for transmission abroad.
;
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Post-office Money Orders payable in England, being now obtainable in the
following countries, THE ENGINEER will be weekly disputched post-free
Srom the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting by money order, accerding to the following scalePer:—year.
Per year,
£4. d.
a
44,4,
Argentine
116 0
ME co oe ce oe- 1we
BS EO
Australia Republic
.. «« «.. 116°
Mala
Belgium
0 97 florins
Be ww. ee +oe we «s 116
BHO Oor Ofrancs | Natal
Netherlands.. .... ..« ..« 21165 Qor
British Columbia .. . 116 Qorl0dols, | New Brunswick .. .. 116 Oor
10 dots,
British
Guiana
..
..
116
QorlOdols,
|
Newfoundland
..
..
116
Canuda .. .. « «» 116 Gor
10 dole, oe Wales... .. 1 = Oor
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Good
Hope
..
116
0
lew
Zealand..
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116
0
China .. «2 os oe BE O or = vn |} feeoo 6 6 © : : 0° or 60 france
Denmark
ee ee.. 116
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se (Yo daters |United
West Coust ofveAfrica
115 Cor
0 lOdole.
Germany... «. «. «» lwo
2 5 OorlSthalere| WestIndies .. .. .. 116 0
@wbraltur
Tue ENGINEER is sent weekly post-free direct from the o
168, Strand, to
subscribers in the following countries on receipt of pom Bem) by baieon
London or otherwise, according
to the following scale :aa
Per yeur.
Per year,
Austria ee
ri
ee10{07}8
or 18 specie
Sse4 pro Norway .. . . ». 319
Chili and Perw
2650
Panama
France .. «.
116 0 or 50francs| Russia
214 Oor2l roubles
a =
$e...
24 rike,
2%
3 5 dor jranee|Sem a6 of”
ADVERTISEMENTS.
%," The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings ;
each line afterwards, ninepence. The line averages eight words ; blocks are
charged the same rate for the space they fill. Ali single advertisements from
the country must be accompanied by stamps in payment.
ADVERTISEMENTS CaNNoT BE INSERTED UNLESS DeLivereD perore Six o'clock on
Tuvaspar Evexixe om race Wass.
THE
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THE POLLUTION OF RIVERS BY CHEMICAL MANUFACTURES,
Tue late lamented Professor Faraday was celebrated
amongst other qualities for taking a poetical and imaginative purview of seemingly non-poetical things. Not bending to the dictum formally enunciated a few days ago by
Professor Tyndall at the Royal Academy dinner, that
whereas painters worshipped nature for her beauty, philosophers worshipped nature for her order and her truth, it
was a happy faculty
of the great philosopher
to see in
the order
and truth of nature
the higest attributes of
beauty.
In oneof Faraday’s poetically discursive lectures, during
which the
tt philosopher’s —— ion gave itselfth
very fullest licence to revel without orente pi the
boundaries
of truth, he expatiated on the
of
nature in only allowing the harmless elementary bodies
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and their inocuous compounds to present themselves to has only the choice of two modes of disposition—air and
the world in their free state, or, as the philosopher _ it, water. Of the two, it admits of demonstration that water
“unchained.” He led his audience away enthralled to is most eligible. Better of the two that fish should sicken
contemplate what the result would have been, for instance, or even die than that the lungs of man should be diseased
if the element chlorine, instead of being imprisoned and and vegetation perish.
made harmless in common salt and other naturally occurring
ECONOMICAL MARINE ENGINES,
chlorides, had been allowed to pervade
animal
and vegeTHE moment we attempt to deal with the economy of
table nature in all the full power of its uncontrolled
fuel in marine engines we encounter the question—“ Shall
energy. Following out the idea, he passed the remainin
we use compound or non-compound engines?” We are
elements one by one in review, to demonstrate that whic
every reflective mind soon recognises to be the truth, viz., unfortunately but too well aware that a single sentence
that in the world’s economy, only those elements are met written against compound engines influences certain of our
does a bull in a Spanish arena; but
with in a free state that, like oxygen and nitrogen, carbon readers as a red
this fact is not sufficiently important in its results to inand sulphur, can wreak no destruction on living things.
duce
us
to
refrain
from
alluding to a subject of considerExactly so; but, fortunately or unfortunately, just as
one’s temperament omy 8 him to apprehend the case, able interest to all users of steam power. We are alway
many naturally noxious
things become useful when under desirous of acquiring and communicating to our readers
control; and thus is it emphatically of certain noxious every scrap of reliable information that can be obtained
elements, aud compounds of elements, which man has concerning economical steam engines, whether compound
emancipated from what Faraday termed their bondage, and or not; and we find in the minutes of evidence given bewithout the aid of which under due control, much of our fore the Committee on Designs for Ships of War an imcivilisation would decline into the barbarism of times long portant contribution to the literature of the subject which
gone by. Prominent amongst these noxious elements is we cannot suffer to pass unnoticed. At the risk, therechlorine, an element which chemists have set free from its fore, of encountering a very sharp and angry criticism, we
prison house this many a long year, and without the aid shall proceed not only to reproduce the gist of the eviof which many of the most important chemical manufac- dence bearing on economy of steam in our navy, but to
tures could not be prosecuted. Without chlorine the pro- deduce such conclusions from it as appear to us to be juscess of calico bleaching, instead of being an operation of tified by facts.
The evidence may be classed under three heads:—We
hours as now, would occupy weeks, or even months, as
heretofore. Without chlorine some of the most refined have first a paper—Appendix C—by Professor Rankine,
entitled,
“ Remarks on
nomy of Power in Compound
processes of calico printing, as that of discharge for example, would be abolished ;and as for the paper-makers, Marine Engines ;” we have, secondly, the evidence of Mr.
See
of Machinery; and,
deprive them of the aid of chlorine, and their present J. Wright, ae
means of turningto account some of the most approved thirdly, notes from Messrs. Ravenhill, Hodgson, and Co.,
T.
and
J.
Rennie,
Laird
Brothers,
Humphreys
and Tenper-making materials would have come to an end.
ese are facts, and it may be just as well they should be nant, Napier and Sons, and John Elder and Co. These
maturely reflected on by those amongst British legislators notes convey very little information which is not already
who are so strenuously bent just now on the maintaining public property ; we need, therefore, refer but slightly to
of British rivers in a state of primitive Arcadian purity, them. Professor Rankine’s paper and Mr. Wright’s eviand on the well being of fresh water fish. The problem dence deserve much attention, and we propose to consider
of having your cake and yet eating it, has no more been both at some length. Professor Rankine may be regarded
solved than that of squaring the circle, or accom- as representing the theory of the subject; Mr. Wright
plishing perpetual motion; but certain British legis- deals with practical questions only.
Two special advantages are claimed for the compound
aes would seem to have been taking up the problem with new hopes. To check or embarrass the pro- engine. The first is that it equalises the strains on the
crank
shaft, and consequently permits high-pressure
secution of industrial art would be so manifestly
opposed to British national welfare that the warmest ad- steam to be used at sea with measures of expansion which
vocate of fresh water pisciculture would not overtly are not available in non-compound engines. The second
acquiesce in it; but we feel assured if the desires of some advantage claimed is that in compound engines the second
gentlemen and their supporters are fully carried out such cylinder acts the part of a “heat trap” between the conmust be the inevitable result. One cannot have his cake denser and the high-pressure cylinder, and by reducing the
and yet eat it. Arcadian purity of running streams is an frgiorific influence of the condenser, conduces to economy
agreeable condition to ruminate over, but, we fancy, one of fuel. We are not aware of any other advantages usually
not possible of realisation out of a non-manufacturing claimed by theorists for the compound engine but these
Arcadia, Were the unsullied py of running water to two, although there is a third of far more importance in
be accepted as the condition of first importance in every the oy of many practical men, to which we shall refer by
locality and under every possible condition, then it will soon and by, while as will be seen presently, Professor Ranbecome evident that many other operations besides those kine claims yet another advantage, about which we shall
of chemical manufacture would
have to be stopped. havea good deal to say. Professor Rankine begins his paper
Mining, for example, is a case in point. The wash and by a very lucid and concise explanation of the action of
débris of almost every mineral ore is injurious to fish and steam inasteam engine, laying down the law that the great
to vegetation. The débris and wash of copper rmoye |are object to be sought in designing economical engines is to
especially noxious, for the reason that copper is one of the get the greatest possible quantity of work out of a given
metals that tend by exposure to air and moisture to gene- weight of steam, and he explains very clearly how this is
done. Having dealt with the whole question of
rate soluble compounds, it being an axiom in toxicology to
that in direct proportion to the solubility of a thing natu- jacketing and expansion in theory, he next proceeds to
deal
with
the use of expansion in practice, and so leads us
rally poisonous is its power to do mischief. Nobody dreams
of shutting up a productive copper mine because a neigh- up to the compound engine. Now, we think it is fair to
bouring stream has diminished in Arcadian purity. When assume that a paper such as this, being nearly, if not
all has
been done that can be done to ameliorate the eyil quite, Professor Rankine’s latest utterance on the
the noxious balance is accepted as the inevitable, and subject of steam engine economy, embodies the most
patiently borne like many other evils for the sake of a recent conclusions at which he has arrived on the subject.
counter
cing measure of good. We do not deny that Of course, we may be mistaken on this point, but until we
: substantial correction from its author we will
parliamentary action has done excellent service in imposing —
rd this paper as containing in a very small compass
salutary regulations for the conduct of certain manufactures, the bye products of which without due control are the best arguments that can + urged i> Peeler Tan.
injurious, The most prominent case in point is that of kine in favour of the compound system, which it is well
the soda manufacture, the bye product (muriatic acid) of known he advocates. This much premised, our readers
which, if liberated into the air, as it used to be liberated will be the better able to appreciate the importance of the
before the ingenious and effectual process of liquid con- fact that our author says not a single word concerning the
densation by wet coke stacked in the tall chimneys, value of the second cylinder as a heat trap; and this is the
was so fatal to vegetable life as to prove more than a nui- more remarkable, because he handles the whole question
sance—a ruin for miles around. Here was an example of of cylinder condensation in a masterly fashion. So far is
judicious legislative control; but even now Parliament he from endorsing the “heat trap” theory, indeed, that we
ve not succeeded in preventing the condensed muriatic find the following definite statement laid down:—“So
acid percolating more or less directly to the nearest acces- far,” writes Professor Rankine, “as the theoretical action
sible watercourse. However, the aériel nuisance was so of the steam on the piston is concerned, it is immaterial
{ that no one now complains of the alternative. The whether the expansion takes place in one cylinder or in
nce Consumption Act also has been of some avail, two or more separate cylinders.” He then proceeds to exthough even in respect of this we are of opinion that cer- plain in what the advantage of the compound engine
tain special trades—that of baker, for instance—are ex- really lies, in the following words:—“ The advantage of
pected to accomplish, under pressure of the Smoke Act, employing the compound engine is connected with those
that which is well nigh incapable of accomplishment. So causes which make the actual indicated work of steam fall
far well; but revertingto the would-be
ian’s aims and short of its theoretical amount; and also with the strength
irations, we do not see how they can be carried out without of the engine and its framing, the steadiness of its action,
icting serious prejudice, if not, in some cases, stopping and the friction of its mechanism.” We can bring foraltogether the prosecution of many chemical manufactures. ward further evidence that Professor Rankine abanThe condition is especially ed for the paper-makers. dons, or ostensibly abandons, the heat trap theory,
Without chlorine they cannot get on at all, and of all in- in the fact that in a very pleasing little memoir of the
dustrial arts this is perhaps the one that most of all needs late Mr. John Elder,* which we commend to the attenof the steam engine is
for its due prosecution a profuse supply of water. It tion of our readers, a th
would be desirable, of course, if fom « that a stream given in many places identical with that now under conshould flow from a paper mill as free from extraneous sideration, and in it we have searched in vain for the most
matter as on its entrance. This, however, does not lie distant allusion to the heat trap theory. Whether these
within the bounds of
ibility. Just as reasonable would things are considered to prove much or little will depend
it be to expect that the contents of a laundress’ wash-tub on the importance attached to the utterances of Professor
should be as uncontaminated after a wash as before. Rankine. We venture to regard his silence on the subject
After all, it may be as well that Arcadian enthusiasts as an efficient endorsement of the views we have rely expressed, to the effect that the heat trap theory
should remember the fact that, amongst the other rno basis whatever in fact, and that the presence of a
for which water was given to the world, not the least
important or the least obviously indicated is that of a second cylinder can do no more to intercept the influence
—
Tnasmuch as
ilation is impossible, then of the condenser than a long exhaust pipe could. In Tue
it follows that if man, in futherance of his legitimate Encrneer for July the 8th, 1870, we considered the whole
needs, brings the elements from their previous lurk- question at considerable length, and gave then a numerical
ing places and makes them work, when the work is done statement of the temperatures obtaining in each cylinder
he must nS them somewhere, allActs of Parlia*«
of John Elder,” w. J.
ment notwi
ding. In the great majorityof cases he weed andSean, dinbungh andae
oan ee
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of a compound engine, and of the whole range of temperature in a non-compound engine using the same measure of
expansion. That statement was based on such a pressure
as has been very seldom, if ever, used at sea, and it may
be worth while to reproduce it in a somewhat different
form, corrected for those pressures and measures of expansion which are now most generally employed by builders
of compound engines for our mercantile marine. From
data lying before us, we know that a safety valve load of
70 lb. on the square inch and a total expansion of nine
times may be accepted as the maximum limit of successful
general practice in compound engines. In ordinary work,
60 Ib, steam expanded five times is more frequently used by
far. Now we shall not be far wrong if we assume that
the expansion is equally divided between the two cylinders,
that is to say, it will be expanded three times in the
small and three times in the Neos cylinder, or nine times
in all. The accompanying table shows the various temperatures at a glance: —
SMALL CYLINDER.
Second
Total:
$45.
Tnitial
First
First
Second
one , tempe- terminal terminal terminal —
as
pressure. roature. pressure. temperature. pressure. ga
pre 4
Tb.
deg.
Tb.
deg.
Tb.
deg.
deg.
85
316
28°3
247
O44
lvl
125
LarGe CYLINDER.
28°3
247
oH.
IW =. 8
1416 .. 105°4
SINGLE-CYLINDER ENGINE.
85
316
O41... Wl .. 8
1416 .. 1744
From this it will be seen that the total range of temperature in the small cylinder is 125 deg., while that in the
single cylinder of the non-compound engine is 1744 deg.,
the difference in favour of the small cylinder of the com—
engine amounting to 49°4deg. But it is to be
vorne iu mind that the steam, in doing work in the lowpressure cylinder, has to undergo a second cooling, the
range of temperature being in the large cylinder 105°4 deg.
To all intents and purposes we may regard the steam as
being worked in two distinct engines. If the cylinders be
unjacketed, a certain amount of condensation proper to
the difference in temperature between the metal and the
steam, and to the weigit of metal heated, will take place.
Only so much steam can be discharged into the second
cylinder as is left after this condensation and that due to
the performance of work has taken place. In the second
cylinder we have a second and totally distinct condensation; and, arguing in one way, and from one point of view,
it would be quite fair to assume that the range of temperature in the compound engine is represented by the sum of
the ranges in the two cylinders, or in the case we have
cited by 230°4 deg. We shall not accept this proposition,
however, because it does not accurately represent the
theory of the influence of the cooling action of the exhaust
from cylinder to cylinder, or from cylinder to condenser.
But we wish to point out, first, that the large cylinder
alone of the compound engine is larger, weighs more, and
presents a greater cooling surface to the incoming steam
than the single cylinder of the non-compound engine; and
this fact, by itself, would be enough to blow the whole
heat trap theory to the winds as an exploded delusion;
but even this argument need not be weighed. All compound engines made in the present day have jacketed
cylinders; and the fact is that, with jackets, the range of
temperature in the metal of the cylinder is extremely
small, and, as a consequence, no heat trap is wanted. It
may be urged that we simply transfer the waste from the
working steam to that in the jacket; but this is not strictly
true. When the cylinder or cylinders are without jackets
the working steam becomes extremely damp, and in
that condition acts as an admirable conductor of heat;
but this is not the case when jackets are used, the
steam being then too dry to carry off much heat. It may
be accepted as an axiom that when an engine is fitted with
proper jackets it is a matter of no importance whatever
whether it is or is not compounded, as far as the prevention
of cylinder condensation is concerned. Of the two, the
balance of advantage will be in favour of the non-compound
engine, because a smaller weight of metal will be exposed to
the influence of the exhaust in it than can be the case in a
compound engine of the same power. Whether Professor Rankine does or does not accept our opinions as correct so far, and argue as we have argued, we are unable to
say. Here, at all events, is the fact that neither in the
“ Evidence Appendix” nor in his memoir of Mr. Elder does
he make the least allusion to the use of the second
cylinder as a heat trap. He does, however, as we have
stated, claim a very important advantage for the compound engine, of which very little has been heard till
recently, and what this advantage is we shall now proceed
to consider.
We have shown that Professor Rankine states definitely
that theoretically it is a matter of no consequence whether
sterm is expanded in one cylinder or in several cylinders,
and that he makes no allusion either in the paper
under consideration, or in his memoir of Mr. John Elder
to the heat trap action of the low-pressure cylinder,
for which so much was claimed before the true theory of
the steam jacket was fully understood, Apparently
abandoning nearly all other grounds for his advocacy of
the compound system, Professor Rankine now boldly
comes forward with the statement that its true value is
to be found in the fact that the compound engine, properly
constructed, has less friction than any other form of steam
engine habitually used; and he goes on to explain the
grounds of this belief at great length. We have the
utmost possible respect for Professor Rankine’s scientific
attainments, yet we confess that holding the opinions we
do, we have no other course open to us than to join issue
with him at this point, and dispute the accuracy of his
deductions; and here we must to avoid all chance of conveying an erroneous impression quote our author’s own
words :—
** A subject which at one time was almost wholly neglected, and
which even now does not always meet with the attention that it
deserves, is, the diminution of the frictionof the engine, by causing the forces which drive the shaft round to balance and neutralise
a8 far as possible each other’s actions on the bearings where the
friction takes place, As an elementary illustration of this subject:
sxsuppose that a shaft ie made te rotate by means of a single
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force applied to a single crark pin. The whole of that force will
be transmitted to the bearings, and will there produce a pressure
which will cause a certain amount of friction in addition to that
produced by the weight of the shaft. But if we now divide the
foree required to drive the shaft into ‘two equal forces, each of
half the amount, and apply them in opposite directions to a
pair of cranks exactly opposite to each other, those two driving
forces will balance with each other as regards pressure on the bearings, and the friction will be that due to the weight of the shaft
alone. It is impossible in practice to realise this balance of
driving forces with absolute precision; but an approach to it
can always be made. One of the most important advantages of
compound cylinder engines with opposite cranks is their enabling
that balance of driving forces to be approximately realised ; and
that advantage had been neglected, or very imperfectly developed,
before Messrs, Randolph and Elder constructed their marine
engines, which in this respect, were a great improvement upon all
compound engines previously invented.”
Now we have no intention of disputing that in this
statement there is a large proportion of truth, but a glance
will show that it does not contain a complete statement of
the case. In the first place, it is not necessary to secure
the required diminution of frictional resistance that we
should use compound engines. The proposition applies to
any form of multi-cylinder engine in which the forces are
made to act simultaneously at opposite sides of the
crank shaft; but this is not all; the friction of an engine
is not all concentrated in the crank shaft bearings. Whatever the number of cylinders used, the sum of the friction
of the crank pins in the big ends of the connecting rods
must be the same in theory, while in practice it is certain
to augment slightly with each increase in the number of
bearings. As regards the friction of the crossheads in the
guide bars, precisely the same truth applies; when we come,
however, to deal with the frictional resistance of all packed
joints, such as those of stuffing-boxes, pistons, Kc., we find
that there is a considerable increase of friction caused by
multiplying the number of cylinders. In ships, again,
it is certain that the thrust of the shaft will be the
same, other things being equal, whether we use one
cylinder or half-a-dozen; and it follows as a consequence
that the only saving of friction to be had from balancing the
strains must be referred to the crank-shaft bearings, and
to them alone; and we venture to hold that in a six-cylindered engine the friction proper to the additional pistons,
joints, &e., must be greater than any saving effected as
regards the crank-shaft bearings. Builders of racing
portable engines have exhausted every known scheme for
reducing friction, but we do not think there is a builder
in the kingdom who would use two cylinders working on
opposite cranks with a view to reduce friction still further.
Professcr Rankine, however, does not content himself with
theories, he brings forward facts. To prove that his arguments are sound, he recounts and considers at much length
the results obtained from the competitive trial of H.M.S.
Arethusa, Octavia, and Constance, the first fitted with
trunk engines by Penn, the second with three-cylinder
engines by Maudslay, and the last with six-cylinder
engines by Elder. It so happens that nothing is better
known to naval engineers than the fact that the race of
these ships to Funchal in September and October proved
little or nothing. However, our author gives figures from
which he deduces that “at the same speed the Octavia
would require 27 per cent. more indicated
power than the
Constance, or the Constance 21 per cent, less power than the
Octavia.” The Constance was driven at 8°8 knots per hour
by 1747 indicated horse-power, while the Octavia was driven
at 7°52 knots by 1400 indicated horse-power, and the proportionate efficiency of mechanism is given by our author as
100: 127, or as 79:100. He, having stated thus much, goes
on to use the following remarkable words: “The superior
economy of fuel as compared with indicated power in the
Constance is of course to be accounted for by a higher initial
pressure and a greater rate of expansion than those used in
the other vessels, combined, possibly, with better jacketing
and greater superheating. But the superiority of the Constance over the Octavia in efficiency of mechanism—in
other words, in economy of indicated power, as compared
with effective power—can be accounted for only by the
comparative smallness of the friction in the engines of the
Constance; and when it is considered that the engines of
the Octavia were of good design, and of the best possible
workmanship, the comparative smallness of the friction in
the Constance must be ascribed mainly, if not wholly, to
the balance of driving forces—the result of the arrangement of opposite cranks in Mr. Elder’s three-cylindered
compound engines.” Let us put this statement in another
form. We have seen that the only advantage as regards
reduction of friction proper to the Elder system concerns
the crank-shaft, and it alone. Now, if the Octavia required 27 per cent. more
power to drive her at a certain
speed than the Constance did, it is evident, from what has
gone before, that this 27 per cent. must have been needed
to overcome the friction of the crank-shaft in its bearings,
if we sup)
that the crank-shaft of the Constance revolved
without friction. Let the fixed speed be 8°8 knots. The
Constance required 1747 indicated horse-power to attain
this speed ;the Octavia would require 27 per cent. additional,
or 470+ 1747
= 2218 horse-power; and of this no less than
470 indicated horse-power—or, say, 21 per cent. of the
entire power developed—would be expended simply in
overcoming the friction of the crank-shaft in its bearings.
Be it remembered, however, that the Octavia had threecylinder engines, with the cranks disposed at angles of
120 deg.
he forces must, therefore, have been very
nearly as well balanced as in the case of the Constance.
Under the circumstances, we find it extremely difficult to
accept Professor Rankine’s conclusions, in the light of our
present stock of information on this point, as being accurate. Even, however, though all his arguments in favour
of the double three-cylindered engines were perfectly conclusive, it is evident that they would apply equally well to
non-compound engines.
In our next impression we hope to consider the evidence
of Mr. Wright, which possesses a good deal of interest just
now,
Q.
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endurance of these weapons is a matter of vital consequence to
ships so armed. It appears, however, that these 2f-ton guns
have never been subjected to such a trial of endurance as would
naturally occur in any well-contested naval action or bombardment. All naval artillerists are familiar with the fact that rapi t
continuous fire causes a high temperatnre in the gun, greater
and more rapid consumption of powder, unequal rate of expansion of the two metals of which the gun is constructed, and
a greater initial velocity, whereby the projectile is more violent!y
ejected from the bore. As the shot is balanced on two studs,
and has to conform itself to grooves with ever-varying curves,
offering an increasing resistance at the muzzle, the wriggling,
hammering action which abrades and indents the bore in s/ow
firing, is naturally increased by rapid, continuous fire. If the
lower groove be not split by the blow of the bottom rear stud,
or the upper groove by that of the front upper stud, the wearing
away of the edges of the grooves would facilitate their being
overridden by the studs, and the gun might be expected to be
disabled in the usual way at a much earlier period. The life of
the 25-ton gun is officially limited to 160 discharges of reduced
charges of powder of 851b., mis-called “ battering” charges,
fired with intervals of days or weeks between every few rounds.
But we understand that the Admiralty are considering the propriety of firing these 100 rounds from one gun in a single day's
practice with several degrees of elevation, so as to assimilate the
exercise to that of a naval engagement. As the immense turret
ships Devastation, Thunderer, and Fury will each be dependent
on four 35-tons for their offensive value, it is to be hoped that
the Admiralty—remembering how sixty-eight rounds of slow
firing with pebble powder injured the only one so tried—will
order a 35-ton gun to be put through a similar course of rapid
continuous firing as soon as one is delivered into their hands.
Such a trial by independent naval artillerists will, we trust,
overturn the untenable fiction that the service guns are estroyed by the direct action of excessive powder pressure, and
establish beyond cavil the well-known fact that it is the projectile, or rather the vicious system of rifling it, which so abbreviates the longevity of English guns.
The recent arrival of the Bellerophon from Gibraltar has
enabled us to inquire into her alleged disarmament by the action
of projectiles fired at targets from her Qin. 12}-ton guns, One
124-ton gun has opened slightly in the outer coil on the chase
about 12in. from the muzzle, just where the increasing spiral
offers the maximum of resistance to the escape of the shot. But
the interior steel tube is uninjured. Another similar gun has
given way in like manner about 2ft. 6in. from the muzzle, the
interior steel tube being also uninjured. In two other guns the
steel tube stands out rather beyond the iron jackets, whether
from the increasing spiral drawing the tube out, or from the
outer coils being set back, is not very clear. This disintegration
appears to have given rise to unnecessary alarm, as the separation
ot the coils is of no great consequence, the transverse strength
they are intended to impart being unubated. Still the fissures
have an ugly lcok, and, taken in connection with a 12}-ton gun
in this ship being so damaged in its rifling in 1869 as to require
removal to the Royal Arsenal, and two others in 1870 being
severely injured, one by the projectiles and the other by corrvsion, we can well understand the faith of officers and men being
somewhat rudely shaken. It is satisfactory, however, to know
that the few discharges these guns have been subjected to in the
ordinary course of training the crew have not been so destructive
as was at first reported.
LITERATURE.

The Engine-roon—Who should be in it, and what they should
do ; also the Application of the Indicator to Marine Engines.
By An Otp Hayp.
Ainsley, 16, Market-place, South
Shields.
Tuis little work is, we fear, known as yet only to a limited
circle of seagoing engineers, and we should not be surprised
to find that the copy we possess is the only copy at present
in London—unless, indeed, as is not unlikely, the i is
to be found on board some of the North-country steamers
lying in the river. We have read the work with much interest, and not a little amusement. The principal fault we
have to find with it is, there is not enough of it. Wellwritten, practical books, from the pens of competent, practical men, are as scarce, and nearly as valuable, as gold;
and we happen to know that the gentleman who uses the
nom de pluie of “An Old Hand” is in every respect competent to afford the excellent instruction which this book gives.
Its comprehensive title expresses very accurately what it
is, and we have no hesitation in assuring our readers that
“An Old Hand” has made no mistakes, and that his
directions can in all cases be relied on. The book is so
accessible as regards price to every one that we shall not
consider its contents at length, but we cannot resist the
temptation to give an extract or two. We have no doubt
that the following anecdote is true to the letter. We hope
it will afford some of our readers as much amusement as it
has given us:—
“ Another example.—‘ When at Galatz in 1867, a boat was sent
from the I——, of N——, with a request from her captain to ours
to allow me to goon board of her, as they could not start the
engines; our captain being agreeable, I went. On getting on
board the captain introduced me to the engine room, where, in
the faces of all was a look of half bewilderment. The captain,
being a true representative of the north country vernacular, said to
the chief ‘Winna she gan yet, what’s wrang wi’ her?’ ‘She's a’
het’ says the chief. ‘Dinna e think the improvement hes out te
de wi't?’ says the captain. ‘Na, na,’ says the chief, ‘it hes nout
te de wi’t, she’s fu’ o’ san.’ During this colloquy the reversing
wheel was turned repeatedly, but tono purpose, I asked the captain what improvement he alluded to; he told me that his
engineer had got some undefined notion from the engineer of
another steamer, that the only way to save his coals was to ‘gie
her sma’ steam,’ and that he had done something ‘wi’ the slides,’
but what that was he could not say. It was proposed by the captain, at my suggestion, to lift the casing cover. What a look of
offended dignity the chief assumed! Much against his will
the steam was blown off, &c. &c,, and the cover lifted, when the
reason of the engines not starting was at once apparent. ‘Threequarters of an inch of wrought iron had been pinned (and ve
badly) on to the ends of each slide valve. I asked the chief if
he had done anything with the eccentrics, ‘ Dune out wi’t sheaves?
Na, na, they’re a’ reet.’ The economical
pieces this
were chitaken off,
:
day. I learnt
an opened the following
chief was ‘a
earn
e day
fireman,’” —
conve
Here is our author's description of an engineer's berth
a few years ago:—
‘Imaginea place 6ft. long and 22in, wide, and this place or
HEAVY GUNS.
berth, as it is called, often without a drawer to put your clothes
THE offensive force of the Glatton being limited to two in, having a small wash-basin in one corner, and a fourpenny
25-ton guns, and that of the Hotspur to one similar
gun, the leoking-glass above it; and generally so eonstrusted that when
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_-——that purpose had been found to be very defective, but he had
| meer one which answered admirably, consisting of a cylinder
| furnished with a large sto
k at each end; when this cylinder
had been sunk to the required depth the stop-cocks were closed by
powerful springs released at the proper moment by means of an
electro-magnet set in action in the usual way.
The president said that the problem of the determination of the
carbonic acid in sea water was at the present time of peculiar
interest, as an expedition was being fitted out to sail round the
world, and one of its objects was to collect sea water at various
depths, and either to
e determinations of the gas contained in
it on board ship, or to bring it home for that purpose. Dr. Carpenter deemed it of the greatest physiological importance to
determine the amount of carbonic acid in the water; and since
the ordinary method failed to eliminate the whole of the carbonic
acid—Professor Himly having mentioned that but little of that
gas is evolved until the water is evaporated to about one-half, when
itcomes off somewhat suddenly—its conversion into baric carbonate
would allow of the determination being made in a quiet sea, or of
being brought home for that purpose.
In reply to a question by the President, Professor McLeod remarked that with fresh water he had never observed the sudden
evolution of carbonic acid described. All the dissolved carbonic
acid was given off in racuo at 50 deg., although to eliminate the
SAUNDERS’ IMPROVED RUDDER.
whole of the combined carbonic acid it was necessary to evaporate to
dryness in vacuo. He had only made two experiments with sea
In the event of any sudden emergency arising, such as an
water, and those with a sample which had been collected some
impending collision, it is of the greatest advantage to a ship
years
aa.
that she should answer her helm with ease and rapidity. Her
Protessor Himly said that when sea water was distilled, the
ability to do this will depend upon two circumstances:
magnesium
chloride present was decomposed, hydrochloric acid
One is the accuracy of her lines, or, in other words, her
passing off and the magnesium remaining behind, combined with
build, and the other the effective steerage power with
a portion of the carbonic acid. At the request of the president he
which she is endowed. Supposing that her build is as perfect
also explained the manner in which the apparatus for collecting
as the shipwright can make it, the whole question turns upon the
sea water at great depths was closed,
remaining point, the adequacy of the steering power. This again
Two short papers by Dr. E. T. Thorpe were then read by the
secretary, the first being ‘‘ On the Action of Phosphorus Pentasulphide on Tetrachloride of Carbon,” from which it would appeai
that the pentasulphide has no action on tetrachloride of carbon,
even when heated with it to 200 deg. for a week. The second
was “On the Degree of Solubility of Silver Chloride in strong
Nitric Acid,” The author submitted silver chloride prepared with
great care to the action of strong nitric acid, which had been purified as far as possible, and found that 100,000 parts of the acid dissolved about two parts of silver chloride, the presence of lower
CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
oxides of nitrogen in the acid not sensibly affecting the results.
THE president Dr. Frankland, F.R.S., announced from the When, however, the silver chloride had become blackened by
chair the presence of Professor Himly, of Kiel, and of Professor exposure to light it was less soluble in the acid, 100,000 parts
Eschenburg as visitors.
After the minutes of the preceding dissolving only 0°8 parts of the blackened chloride.
Mr, Spiller said that, from an experiment he had made in which
meeting had been read and confirmed Messrs, R. W. Atkison,
George Attwood, and William H. Walbourn were formally ad- silver chloride was exposed under water to the action of light for
mitted Fellows of the Society. The donations were then announced, some years, he believed it was decomposed, and that this might
and the following names read for the first time: Messrs. C. H. even proceed so far as to leave the metal ; darkened silver chloride
W. Biggs, John Grove Johnson, Joseph Arderne Ormered,B.A., and would therefore consist of unaltered silver chloride mixed with
Ernest Henry Jacob, B.A. For the third time Messrs, Thomas more or less metallic silver.
Dr. Hofmann said he would like to avail himself of the opporTyrer, Frederick William Fison, B.A., George Blundell Longstaff,
b.A., John Robins, Thomas Robertson Ogilvie, Mark Finch, and tunity he enjoyed of being once more at the Chemical Society, to
Arthur John Dickinson, These gentlemen were then balloted for exhibit to the Fellows some interesting compounds he had lately
been working with. About ten years ago he had examined the
and duly elected Fellows of the Society.
The secretary then read a paper ‘On Benzyl Isocyanate and ethylic derivatives of phosphoretted hydrogen, and, in order to
Cyanurate,” by E. A. Letts, in which the author, after noticing obtain them had acted with phosphorus trichloride on the zinc
the ethylic and methylic isocyanates and isocyanurates discovered ethyl discovered by the president ; this however, only yielded the
by Wurtz, the corresponding phenyl compounds, and the so-called tertiary compound, and although he had often felt a desire to
phenyl isodicyanate, remarks that in the toluol group eight pos- obtain the primary and secondary members of the series his
sible compounds may exist, of which only three have as yet been endeavours were in vain. Nearly every year since that time he had
obtained, namely, toluyl isocyanate and ~~ oy by Hofmann made experiments with this object, for if the lower members
and benzyl cyanurate by Cannizzaro, On distilling a mixture of could be prepared we might expect to obtain from them many
silver cyanate and benzyl chloride in a —_ bath, benzyl isocya- compounds, such as the isocyanates and mustard oils, which the
nate comes over mixed with benzyl chloride, and ultimately on tertiary, from its great stability, does not yield. A lecture experiraising the temperature benzyl isocyanurate. The isocyanate ment, however, indicated the method by which, last summer, he
succeeded in preparing a considerable quantity of these lower
C,H,NO =C.H, CH, }; N is acolourless liquid having apungent had
phosphines. He was desirous of exhibiting the decomposition of
hydrogen by the electric spark in the same manner
odour, which, although it cannot itself be obtained pure enough phosphuretted
ammonia, but found that the gas prepared by the ordinary
fur analysis, yields several derivatives capable of purification. asmethods
was always impure, containing as much as 60 to 80 per
Monobenzyl urea Cs Hig Nz O, obtained by the action of alcoholic cent. of hydrogen.
The action of water on iodide of phosphonium,
ammonia on the impure benzyl isocyanate, crystallises in long
I, which can be prepared by Baeyer’s method in any quantity,
white needles, which are almost insoluble in cold water but readily PH,
however, yielded me de amare |hydrogen in a state of absolute
by ere the iodide in a small flask, and allowing water
involves in a great degree the form and dimensions of the rudder. soluble in alcohol. It melts at 144 deg. Dibenzyl urea (C; ho le >N purity.
or potash solution to drop on it, any desired quantity of phos2
To increase the width of the rudder in exact proportion to the
hydrogen may be obtained, and on introducing this into
length and breadth of the ship, so as to give her the desired formed by heating the isocyanate with water, melts at 167 deg., and phurett2d
the endiometer, and passing the spark current for less than five
facility for altering suddenly her course, would augment the size of closely resembles the monobenzyl compound in appearance and minutes,
is deposited on the sides of the tube, the
the former to a degree that would imperil its safety, if not in fine properties, Phenyl-benzyl urea Cu H,, Nz, O was also prepared. two volumsphosphorus
PHs, leaving three volumes of hydrogen. This forms
weather, at any rate when struck by a heavy sea, Within the last The benzy] isocyanurate c wy, fN; mentioned above crystallises a magnificentof lecture
experiment. It will be seen that the iodide
of phosphonium furnishes us the means of generating pure phosfrom its solution in hot alcohol in long slender needles, which phuretted
Fic.t
Fic.2
hydrogen,
even under pressure, so that methylic or
melt at 157 deg., and when fused with potassium hydrate yield ethylic iodide can be conveniently
submitted to its action in the
benzylamine C; H;, H. N. From the close resemblance in proper- same manner as many years ago ethylamene
from
ties between the isocyanurate just described and the benzyl ammonia by the action of ethylic iodide. A largewastubeprepared
was therefore
cyanurate discovered by Cannizzaro, the author thinks it probable partly filled with iodide of phosphonium, and zinc oxide
rammed
that they may by identical.
bs
on the top of itsoas toallow sufficient time to close the tube beA second paper by the same author, “‘On a Compound of Sodium down the
Fic.3
ethylic iodide now introduced could penetrate to the
and Glycerine,” was then read, Since glycerine is a triatomic alcohol fore
phosphorus compound. On agitating the tube and mixing the conthree sodium compounds of this body should exist, in which one, tents
a
reaction
took place even at the ordinary temperature with
two, and three of the hydrogen respectively are replaced by the
iodide, although it was better to heat to 100 deg. Ethylic
metal. By the action of sodium amalgam on glycerine, and subse- methylic
iodide required 120 deg., and higher temperatures were employed
quent treatment with alcohol, or better by dissolving sodium in for
the higher members of the series. It was found that the action
alcohol and adding glycerine, a solid
pound
btained
SECTION ATLINEA.B insoluble in alcohol Sf exceedingly deliquescent. When dried of ethylic iodide on iodide of phosphonium in the presence of zinc
oxide
or water produced the two substances ethyl and diethy)between filter paper it has the composition C: H;. NaO. HO. phosphine,
had been so long sought for, without any admixHO+C,H,. H Oo butloses the alcohol when heated to 100 deg. ina ture of the which
e
higher compounds, As there was but a comparatively
current of hydrogen, leaving monosodium glycerine C, H, Na O;
quantity of the subst
in the first instance, considerable
as a white amorphous powder, It is decomposed by water into small
difficulty was anticipated in separating them, but it was found that
glycerine and sodium hydrate, and when heated yields acrolein.
these substances, so to say, separated themselves. The iodide of
Dr.
Hofmann
said
that
the
production
of
benzyl
isocyanate
FiG.9
E H, N I, has so much the character of the
formed a very interesting and striking lecture experiment. It was ethlyphosphonium,
FIC.8
of phosphonium that on allowing a stream of water to flow
very important to show the different position of the chlorine inthe iodide
into
the
mixture
it
was
decomposed, giving off the monisomeric chlorine substitution compounds of the aromatic series: ethylphosphine in a stateatof once
absolute purity, whilst the secondary
for instance, two isomerides were obtained from toluol by the compound was unacted on. After
distilling off all the E Hz P, the
action of chlurine, that in the cold being chloro-toluol, in which addition of potash liberated the diethylphosphine,
and that could likethe chlorine entered into the benzene, whilst at a high temperature
at once be obtained in a state ofpurity. Even if they had been
benzyl chivride was formed, in which the chloride was in the wise
less
easily
separated,
the
considerable
quantities
operated on would
methyl, 1f small quantities of each of these chlorides were taken nodoubt have ultimately enabled them tobe separated
as in this reand dry silver cyanate added to them the toluol chloride was quite search
some
six
or
eight
kilogrammes
of
iodide
of
phosphonium had
unacted on, whilst the benzyl chloride was decomposed with passed through the speaker's hands. The question
naturally sugexplosive violence ;and even if they were not fortunate enough to gested
itself whether the hydriodic acid in the iodide of phosphosee the experiment they would be able to smell it, the pungent nium could
not be male to furnish the ethylic iodide for the converisocyanate vapour producing powerful lacrymation. In answer to sion
of
the
phosphuretted hydrogen into phosphorus bases, On heata remark of the president Dr. Hofmann said he had some new
the iodide with absolute alcoholto160 deg. anaction takes place,
and interesting compounds to exhibit, which he would like to ing
strange to say, only the tertiary and quarternary compounds
illustrate by a few experiments, but as these would leave a bad but produced,
the same as those obtained from zine ethyl by phosodour behind them, he must ask to be permitted to defer them are
phorus
trichloride.
until the close of the sitting.
Dr. Hofmann then oes exhibited the formation of
“On the Determination of Carbonic Acid in Sea Water,” by
Professor Himly. The author, who delivered his address in phosphuretted hydrogen by the action of water on iodide of phosgy
German, after noticing the difficulties which beset the determina- | phonium.and the decomposition of iodide of ethylphosphonium by
tion of carbonic acid in sea water, Jacobsen having shown that the water, liberating the ethylphosphine E H2 N, which has the characfew years the custom has been to reduce the width of the | whole
gas present is not given off by boiling either in vacuo teristic odour of the phosphorus bases. He also explained Baeyer’s
rudder from the part below the water-line as well as at the | or underof the
the ordinary pressure at 100 deg. even when a current method of preparing iodide of phosphonium on the lange seale by
keel, and to extend the width at the centre, probably with the of air is passed
through the liquid, said, however, that the whole the action of water on iodide of phosphorus, stating that it was
idea that the farther the steering surface is thrown out from the of the carbonic acid
could be readily estimated by adding baryta necessary to employ a very large excess of phosphorus, three or
line of keel the better it will act to turn the ship. The other
four times the theoretical amount, since much of it is converted
assumption is that the Mfearer the steerage surface is kept to the water, or barium nitrate, ammonium nitrate, and ammonia to a into
the amorphous state, and thereby rendered pee
measured
quantity
of
the sea water, thus obtaining the whole of
line of keel, provided it be of sufficient area, the better ; for under
The president, in
ing Dr. Hofmann, said
that these intersuch an arrangement the rudder would be worked with |the carbonic acid in the precipitate; after the supernatant liquid nae
pounds, ewer pay a were so readily and in a state
‘had
been
removed
the
carbonic
acid
might
be
estimated
in
the
less leverage power on deck, would be less exposed to the
purity, would form starting points for new researches, for the
violence of a running sea, and free from vibratory action precipitate. In order to collect sea water for the determination of
great results of which they should annlousy look forward. The meetwhen in midshiys. It .may be argued that the intensity of the carbonic acid at great depths, and consequently under
then adjourned until Thursday, the 2nd of May, when Mr. E.
of the rudder force upon the ship would be indicated by pressures, it was necessary to sink a cylinder open at both ends to ing i ey
the strain wpon the deck gearing as the helm is hove to port or to | the place where the water was to be collected, and then to securely Stee »”will deliver a lecture on “The Manufacture of Iron and
’
lowe
it
there,
The
apparatus
closed
by
valves
ordinarily
used
fer
starboard, but this is searcely a fair criterion, nor ean it bea
water gets in (which is often enough) it cannot get out, smelling
a
and bilge water ; wie bn ninety cases out of a
hun
as the mess room, where you have to sit on your ‘bunk’
bed 2
ayer
in in-one hand and your bread in the other when
‘ at tea;’ often‘
in’ amongst saturated blankets; in dirty
weather roasting a hei
or doing a chop and other cookIng in
the ash pit, &c., &e.; th is not overdrawn, the accommodation
for engineers is too apt to be overlooked. I have altered all our
engineers’ berths, ae ree a proper mess room and fittings,
having the sleeping
s roomy and well ventilated, each engineer has his own berth with a small chest of drawers and other
fittings put in. I have also fitted to our Mediterranean steamers
a bath room for the
engineers, which is of
t utility to them in
hot latitudes. These alterations cost very little.
We could make a dozen such extracts if we had the
space to —_ We have said enough, however, we think,
to give a fair idea of what the book is; and to those who
want to know more about it—in other words, every one
we hope who reads this notice of its contents—we can only
say send for it at once.

| correct nagietes of the influence produced upon the ship’s track.
Suapene, or instance, ‘that the helm is hard over, that is, at the
angle of 45 deg., and there was no stop on the
to prevent its
being hove over unduly to 60 deg. or 90 deg., the strain would be
still increased on the post and on the deck gearing, whilst the
— to turn would be proportionally diminished until it
|
me nil, or nearly so, at 9%)deg. from the line of keel. Many
consider that a hump-backed redder possesses a practical advantage over a straight one, which is tantamount to assuming that the
rudder power does not act uniformly from top to bottom wherever
the current of water impinges on its presented side.
It may be urged in favour of broad rudders that they are applied
to river and: canal craft with advantage, but this is consequent
upon their shallow draught of water, as a rudder constructed on
the ordinary principle for ships could not possibly afford the
requisite weer | surface, and it b
indis]
ble to
increase the width. In the engraving is represented a form of
rudder invented and patented by Captain Robert Saunders, which
is constructed on the multiplying principle, and is so arranged as
to afford double or even threefold surface for the current of water
to impinge ‘upon, and will thus necessarily act more readily and
with better effect.
The new form of rudder is shown in Figs. 1 to 6, and consists
of three blades connected
together by small diagonal pieces. That
represented in Figs, 4 to 6 the inventor considers rather superior
to the other, and is possibly better adapted to larger craft. The only
difference is that the middle blade is not flush with the two outer
ones, and the bracing is double instead of single. The ordinaryshaped rudder is shown in Fig. 7, that belonging to the yacht type
in Fig. 8, and the barge rudder in Fig. 9. Experiments were tried
upon a model with the four ditferent-shaped rudders shipped on
successively, with the view of ascertaining the relative time
required by each to make the complete circle. Calling the ordinary rudder A, the yacht rudder Lb, the barge example C, and the
proposed new form D, and representing the time occupied by A by
unity, that of the others will be given by the following proportion :
—A = 1, B = 0°39, C = 0°78, D = 070. The area of a singlebladed rudder could, of course, be increased indefinitely were
there not a practical limit to its dimensions. Any infringement
of these conditions would only decrease the steerage power of the
rudder, besides causing heavy strain upon the gearing.
—
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This boiler was one of a pair built by Fletcher, Harrison, and
Co., of New York, for the steamer Joseph Belknap, in 1858, and,
with its fellow, which was also on the ground,
seen thirteen
years of service. The lasti
r’s certificate had allowed 40 lb.
of steam. The upper portion of the boiler, when inspected before
the experiment, seemed to be in good order. The girth seams on
the po teside of the cylindrical portion had given way, and had
all been patched. The water legs had been much corroded.
In September last, in presence of several gentlemen who had
been invited to witness the test, this boiler had been subjected to
| hydrostatic oe giving way by the pulling through of staybolts at 66 Ib. per square inch. It was repaired and afterwards,
at Sandy Hook, was tested without fracture to 82 Ib., and still
later bore a steam pressure of 60 lb. per square inch,
On its final trial, November 22nd, a heavy wood fire was built
in the furnaces, the water standing 12in. deep over the flues, and,
when st2am began to rise above 50 lb., the whole party retired to
| the gauges, which were placed about 250ft. from the enclosure, and
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| At a pressure of slightly above 165 Ib., and probably at about
167 Ib. a violent explosion took place. The brickwork of the furnace
|wasthrowninevery direction, » portion of it rising high inthe
|air and op es the spectators near the gauges; the sides of
| the exploded v
were thrown in opposite directions with
| immense force, one of them tearing down the high fence at one
| side of the enclosure, and falling at a considerable distance away
in the adjacent field; the other
struck one of the large boilers
near it, cutting a large hole, and thence glanced off, falling a short
distance beyond,
| Both sides were stretched very considerably, assuming a dished
form of 8in. or 9in. depth, and tllof the stay-bolts drew out of the
| sheets without fracture and without even stripping the thread of
| either the external or the internal screw; this effect was due partly
|to the great extension of the metal, which enlarged the holes, and
| partly to a rolling out of the metal as the bolts drew from their
| sockets in the sheet.
| Lines of uniform extension seemed to be indicated by a peculiar
set of curved lines cutting the surface scale of oxide on the
inner surface of each sheet, and resembling closely the lines
of magnetic force called, by physicists, magnetic spectra.
og curious markings surrounded all of the stay-bolt
oles.
The third experiment took place on the 23rd of November.
The boiler selected on this
ion is shown in Fig. 3. It
was a “‘return tubular boiler,” with no lower flues, the
furnace and combustion chamber occupying the whole
lower part. Its surface extended the whole width of the
boiler, thus giving an immense crown sheet, which was perfectly flat, and was braced to the shell by ‘‘crow-foot”
braces whose rods were in section 2in. by }in., and spaced
12in. lengthwise and 17in. crosswise the boiler; each
brace sustained an area of 204 square inches. The water
legs were secured by stay-bolts of lin. diameter, spaced
12in. by 8in. The horizontal braces were spaced 28in. by
12in., and were 1fin. diameter. The shell was of No, 3
iron, single riveted. There were 384 tubes, 2in. diameter
and 12ft. long. The steam drum was placed at the middle
of the boiler, and was 6ft. diameter, and Sft. 8in. high.
|. This boiler was built in 1845, by T. F. Secor and Co., and had
| been at work twenty-five years ;when taken out the inspector's
| certificate allowed 30 lb. of steam. In September it was subjected
to hydrostatic pressure, which at 42 lb. broke a brace in the crown
sheet, and at 601b. twelve of the braces over the furnace gave
way, and allowed so free an escape of water as to prevent the
attuinment of a higher pressure. The broken parts were carefully
repaired, and the boiler again tested at Sandy Hook to 59 Ib.,
which was borne without injury, and afterward a steam pressure
| of 45 1b. left it stilluninjured. At the final experiment the water
| level was raised to the height of 15in. above the tubes, and it there
| Témained to the end. The fire was built, as in the previous experiments, with as much wood as would burn freely in the furnace,
and the record of pressures was as follows :—
Time. Pressure. | lime. |Pressure. |Time. | Pressure.
Ib.
41
2 50— brace broke
44h
3 52
43}
4 53j— exploded

EXPERIMENTAL STEAM BOILER
EXPLOSIONS.*
By Professor R, H. THURSTON.
THE public, quite as much as professional engineers, have,
from the earliest period in the history of the application of
steam to useful purposes, felt a perfectly justifiable distrust of
the steam boiler, whatever its form.
Indeed, the greater our familiarity with that powerful instrument the more thoroughly do we appreciate the danger which
attends its use, and those of the profession who have ever had
charge of the machinery of a steam vessel need not be reminded
of the unceasing sense of anxiety and responsibility that, in most
cases, has probably oppressed them by day and by night, when
steaming, even where om have felt the greatest confidence in the
intelligence and zeal of those to whom they have entrusted the
care ofthe boilers.
Such terrible disasters asthat which occurred on the Westfield
last summer, and the ey
of ex expl
that has
signalised the last few months, have ae re-awakened
and intensified the apprehensions so universally felt.
It is to be hoped that a useful result may be a more
earnest and intelligent investigation of the subject, and
such additiondi legislation as may make the system of
governmental inspection far more efficient than it is at
present in the prevention of dangerous explosions.
During a few years past a number of accomplished
engineers have been oaied by the character of their duties,
to investigate the circumstances attending nearly every
case of steam boiler explosion in Great Britain, and
recently many cases in the United States have been
examined with similar skill and care.
A committee of the most experienced and talented
among British engineers has also recently given attention
to the same subject, with the object of determining what
legislation should be recommended, and how far legislation may be expected to remedy this apparently rapidly
increasing cause of danger to the public.
The very considerable amount of information thus obtained
has been extremely useful in dispelling many of the strange which had been there proved to give accurate indications. |The
superstitions and extraordinary theories, of which both ignorance notes of pressures and times were taken as follows :—
and intelligent but misdirected ingenuity have been wonderfully
prolific, The conclusion which has been arrived at, after the Time. Pressure. Time. |Pressure.! Time. Pressure.| Time. Pressure.
examination of many hundreds of cases of accidental steam boiler
P.M.
lb. |Z P.M.
Ib.
P.M.
Ib.
P.M. | Ib.
explosion, is that such so-called accidents are the result of neglect
2.00
58 |¢2.154) 87
2.25
91}
2.40
914
or ignorance, and are never to be attributed to causes which are
2.5
68
2.20 | 91h
2.30
91 =| 2.45
91
not, or may not be, easily understood by persons of ordinary
2.10
78
2.23 | 93
2.35
91h =| 2.50 | 90
intelligence. It is believed that most of these causes are now
understood, that they are few in number, and are readily controlled | ifThe pressure rose rapidly until it reached about 90 Ib.,* when
leaks began to appear in all parts of the boiler, and at 93 lb. a rent
by the exercise of intelligence and vigilance.
A direct proof of these deductions is, however, still needed, and | at (A, Fig. 1) the lower part of the steam chimney where it joins
this can only be obtained by a series of experiments made with the shell becoming quite considerable, and other leaks of less
direct reference to the production of such proof. Such ex- extent enlarging, the steam passed off more rapidly than it was
periments would be the exploding of boilers under,
as nearly as possible, the conditions observed in
practice and carefully studying the influence that
variations of those conditions may have upon the
nature and intensity of the resuiting effects.
Comparatively little has yet been done in this
direction. More than thirty-five years ago a committee of the Franklin Institute made a series of exWhen a pressure was reached of 501b. per square
periments of such extent and accuracy that the
inch a report was heard which was probably cause.l
republication of their reports, and their circulation
by the breaking of one or more braces, and at 5341).
among engineers, would to-day be a public benefacthe boiler was seen to explode with terrible force.
tion.t Their reports, together with the paper of
The whole of the enclosure was obscured by the va: t
F. A. Paget, on the ‘‘ Wear and Tear of Steam
masses of steam liberated ; the air was dott-d with
Boilers,”} and the little book of E. B. Martin§ on exthe flying fragments, the largest of which, the steam
plosions, should be in the library of every engineer.
drum, rising first to a height variously estimated at
The experiments of the committee of the Franklin
from 200ft. to 400ft., fell at a distanc: of about 450ft.
Institute were made upon a sm:
e, and upon
from its original position. The sound of the exploconstructions quite different in form from most steam
sion resembled the report of a heavy cannon. The
boilers, and, although the information obtained was
boiler was torn into many pieces, and comparatively
invaluable, it still remained desirable to repeat their
few fell back upon their original position.
experiments and to make other investigations with
The same ea of stay-bolted surfaces that was
boilers of full size, such as are used in steamers, on
noticed in the preceding experiment was observed
our railroads and in our manufactories,
here, and the screw stay-bolts slipped out as before,
The only experiments of this kind ever attempted
without breaking and without stripping their threads.
were probably those referred to by the president of
The braces were usually broken at the welds.
the Franklin Institute, in his letter published in the
Having briefly described these experiments, it may
concluding number of the last volume of this ‘‘Journal.”
be well aotice what bearing their results have upon
It was intended to defer an account of their origin and formed. The pressure then slowly diminishing, the workmen existing beliefs, and how far they extend our knowledge of the
eo until the completion of the series, but as cold weather extinguished the fires, and the experiment thus ended.
causes and conditions of explosions.
as interrupted operations, and as the work will not be resumed
The second experiment was made with a small boiler, Fig. 2,
In the first experiment we probably have an illustration of by
until spring, it is considered advisable to describe the experiments which had been constructed to determine the probable strength of far the most usual behaviour of steam boilers when yielding to
already made,
the stayed surface of the Westfield’s boiler. It had the form of a over-pressure. The pressure gradually rising, ruptured the boiler
These experiments were gee and conducted by Mr. Francis square box, 6ft. long, 4ft. high, and 4in. thick. Its sides were at its weakest point, which happened to be a spot of merely local
B. Stevens, of Hoboken.
They were planned several months ago, fein. thick, of the Abbott Iron Company’s “‘best flange fire-box” weakness ; the rent extended toward stronger portions, but soon
and at the request of Mr, 8. the United Railroad Companies of iron. The water space was 33 in. wide. The rivets along the edges became large enough to discharge the steam as rapidly as it
New Jersey, with an intelligent ews of the importance of were fin. diameter, spaced 2in. apart. The two sides were held was made, The strength of the metal in the direction of the line
such an investigation, both to themselves and to the public, together by screw stay-bolts, spaced 8fin. and 9,4in., and their of fracture being sufficient to resist further extension at the
appropriated the sum of ten thousand dollars toenable Mr. Stevens ends were slightly riveted over, precisely copying the distribution maximum pressure attained, no greater injury was done. The
to enter upon a preliminary series of experiments, They at the and workmanship of that water leg of the Westfield which was | spot being patched, the boiler is probably still capable of doing
same time invited other railroads and owners of
good service for a considerable length of time.
steam boilers to co-operate with them, and
When boilers give way from excessive weakoffered the use of their shops for any work that
ness or from over pressure they very generally
might be considered necessary or desirable during
do so in the manner described. The explosion
the progress of the work.
is the exceptional case, and the frequency with
Several old boilers had recently been taken
which old boilers ‘‘ blow out” in every part,
out of the steamers of the United Companies,
though usually about the stayed surfaces, and
These were subjected to hydrostatic pressure
the apparent impunity with which they are
until rupture occurred, were repaired and again
kept at work after being frequently patched,
ruptured several times each, thus detecting and
has probably been the most influential cause of
strengthening their weakest spots, and finally
the existence of the belief, which is, unfortuleaving them much stronger than when taken
nately, widespread among engineers, that the
from the boats. The points at which fracture
mere pressure of steam cannot cause explosions,
occurred and the character of the break were
and that, if the boiler contains a sufficient quannoted carefully at each trial.
tity of water, it is perfectly safe, except against
After the weak spots had thus been felt out
sun
mysterious forces, which are probably,
and strengthened the boilers were taken, with
like the fairies and ghouls of earlier times,
the permission of the War Department, to the
existent only in the imaginations 0 those whom
U.S. reservation at Sandy Hook, at the entrance
they terrify. In the second and third experito New York harbour, and were there set up in
ments we have illustrations of the comparatively
a large enclosure which had been prepared to
rare cases in which explosions actually occur.
receive them. This work was one of great diffiThe second was a perfectly new construction,
culty, but it was skilfully performed, and was
in which corrosion had not developed a point of
accomplished without accident, and the four old
great comparative weakness, and the edges
steamboat boilers above referred to, together
yielding along the lines of riveting on all sides
with five new boilers built for the occasion, were
simultaneously and very equally, the two
laced in their respective positions without
halves were “eo EY separated, and thrown
aving been in any way injur
far apart with
the energy of unmistakeable
Finally, on the 22nd and 23rd of November, the experiments to formed between the back connection andthe back end of the boiler. explosion, although there was an ample supply of water, and the
be described were made. 4large party of gentlemen were invited It had been tested to 1381b. pressure. This slab was set in brick- pressure did not exceed that frequently reached in locomotives
to attend by Mr. S., on behalf of the United Railroad Companies work, about five-sixths of its capacity occupied by water, and fires and on the western rivers, and although the boiler itself was quite
of New Jersey. The first boiler attacked was an ordinary single |built on both sides. Pressure rose as iow a the following diminutive. The circumstance of the drawing out of the stay
return flue boiler, Fig. 1.
bolts without breaking and without stripping their threads was
| extract from the note book of the writer :—
The cylindrical portion of the shell was 6ft. Gin. diameter, 20ft.
one of the most interesting points of the experiments.
din. long, and of iron a full jin, thick. The total length of the | Time. |Pressure., Time. Pressure.! Time. Pressure. | Time. |Pressure.
Constructing a formula on the very probable hypothesis that
boiler was 28ft., the steam chimney was 4ft. diameter, 104ft. high,
this was an example of average American practice, we obtain for
P.M.@| _ Ib.
P.M.
hips | bh (feu
Ib. 4
and its flue was 32in. diameter.
e two furnaces were 7ft. long,
3.18%) §0
3.27
18 | 8.35 | 49
3.43
94
ordinary use d = Te 3 where d = the distance between staywith flat arches, There were ten lower flues, two of 16in. and
8.20%} £4
8.28 | 20
8.86 | 51 |” 8.44
100¥
eight of 9in. diameter, and all were 15ft. 9in. long: there were
8.21
5
8.29
23 «| 8.87 ; 54 | 38.45
110
bolts, ¢ = the thickness of the plates, P = the pressure f and =
twelve upper flues 8hin. in diameter, and 22ft. long. The total
8.225)
'
7
8.30
27
3.88
|
58
$3.46
117
the factor of safety which
ly ought, in no case, to be less
rate surface was 38} square feet, heating surface 1350 square feet.
8.23
9
3.31
30
8.39 | 65
8.47 | 126
than six.
he water spaces were din. wide, and the flat surfaces were stayed
8.24%) 11
3.32
34
8.40 | 72 | 8.48 | 185
3.255) 18
3.38 | 38 | 3.41 | 78
3.49 | 147
by screw stay-bolts at intervals of 7in.
Also P = f 4, the units of measure being in pounds and
8.206 | 15
2.34
44
8.42 | 86
3.50
160
3.51 | 165
* From the Journal ef the Franklin Institute.
inches.
|
|
| Exploded.
| Fairbairn pore by
iment, that the diameter of screwed
t Vide Journal Franklin Institute., 1836, vol. xvii.t Tbid., 1865, vol. i
vite
Boiler Explosions ; E. B, Martin ; London; E. and
of the sheet, in order to make
*The ultimate strength of this boiler, when new, was proba!
ualto stays should bedouble the
about double this pressure.
—
’ their tensile strength equal to the force that would draw them out
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different way from the above. As the boiler was completely torn that the manufacture shall be carried on within the United
of the sheets. To this should
corrosion. These stay bolts should
in pieces the steam must have expanded pretty equally in all i i © & See S ae ly the demand for the same on
the jin. excess of diameter being
directions, except where checked in its downward movement, and reasonable terms to the public, and with due regard to existing
may probably be treated as if ayy rapidly expanding hemi- interests.
spacing
of
the
stay
bolts,
in
a
. intended
to carry 40lb. of steam,
and taking
here of vapour, its centre being in the steam space of the boiler.
(9) That letters patent shall not be valid for an invention which
The expansion of this hemisphere would have continued until the has been in use in a foreign country, unless a patent for the same
safety, should, however, have been d = 306
tension of the steam was
reduced to that of the surrounding atmo- shall have been granted in such country, and unless such letters
sphere, and would have continued through a mean distance, as patent shall have been granted in this countryto the original
about 7hin.
<< + em estimate, of 4°5ft. The mean p-essure inventor, his Ane, or authorised agent.
Fairbain showed that
ly riveting over the ends increased given
would
25 lb. above the atmosphere nearly.
The area of
(10) That the duties payable on patents should be so adjusted
the strength of stay-bolts 14 per cent.
of the steam drum was 4071 square inches, and 4071 as to enco
inventors to the utmost to make known their
- In the third experiment,as in the second,it is probable that cross-section
X
25
X
4°5
=
457,987°5
foot-pounds,
the
amount
of
work
done in inventions,
that their primary application should be to the
the weakest part extended very uniformly over a large part of the its projection. The weight of the steam drum which was
jin. purposes of a complete and well
ised
record of industrial
boiler, either in lines of weakened metal, or over surfaces
aly thick, 6ft. diameter, and 8ft. Sin. Me was, with its braces,
progress, and to an improved establishment for the conduct of
acted upon by corrosion. Immediately upon the giving way of its
Ib., and 457,987°5
+ 2500 = 183°2, the height, in feet, to patent business,
braces he took placeat once in many different parts. In 2500
the drum might have been thrown by thesimple expan(11) That no
concerned in the administration of the
this example the boiler had been standing a week with steam up, which
sion of the confined steam. In fact, the steam drum had attached patent law should have a
i
interest in the number of
but with none blowing off, and no water pumped in, unless to to
it,
when
found
after
the
explosion,
a
iderable
yes
of
the
patents
applied
for,
or refused.
supply the insignificant waste from leakage. It was set on solid boiler top, which, being comparatively light, and
being acted
(12) That inasmuch as the Property created by the patent law,
ground, and the water which it contained could not have been in upon by similar pressures, must have considerably accelerated
and the questions arising under it, are peculiar, the tribunal for
the slightest degree agitated. It has been a question whether the rather than retarded, its ascent. Still another calculation, deciding
contentious matters in reference thereto should, both as
water might not, under these circumstances,
have become super- may be based upon the observed effects of this explosion. The to its constitution
and procedure, be adapted to those
iarities.
heated, as in the cases first noticed by 'M. Deluc, and since steam drum was observed to rise at a high ‘‘angle of elevation,”
(13) That the present condition of the patent commission is open
investigated by MM. Downy, Dufour, and others, and whether the and
fell
at
a
distance
of
450ft.
from
the
starting
point.
If
this
to
serious
complaints,
violence of this explosion may not have been largely due to such angle of elevation was 60 deg.—and the general impression was
(14) That the Patent Law Amendment Act of 1852 provided
action.
the commission should consist of certain ex officio commisWhen it is remembered, however, that those experimenters that it was not less—the height due to the range, 450ft., neglect- that
sioners, viz.: the Lord Chancellor, the Master of the Rolls, and
found it difficult to induce this condition in metal vessels with ing the resistance of the air, would have been
the
law
officers of the Crown for England, Scotland. and Ireland,
R
450
even minute quantities of water, and that the extent of this
together with other persons to be appointed by the Crown, but no
superheating becomes quite small with very small quantities of
h=—Fain 2a
2x, 866 = 200ft.
such other persons have ever been appointed.
the fluid, growing rapid less as the bulk of water increases, it
The retarding effect of the atmosphere causes our figure to be
(15) That the Lord Chancellor, the Master of the Rolls, and the
may be very much doubted whether it would be possible to somewhat
less than the true value, and it may be more nearly two English law officers are now the only commissioners, and by
obtain such a state in this case, where tons of water were contained correct to take
275ft.
as
the
height
due
to
the
noted
range.
The
reason
other engagements it is very difficult to get a
ina , « metal vessel, and also where a circulation was constantly work done in raising the steam drum to this height was 687,500 meeting ofof their
the commissioners, and practically an officer in the
kept up by a fire at one end. The quantity of heat thus stored up foot-pounds,
and
the
pressure
which,
acting
through
a
s
of
Patent-office
does
the duty of the commission.
must have been very small, even if there were any such excess.
upon the base, would correspond to this amount of work,
(16) That the law and its administration are defective: (a)
Were it known precisely to what height the steam drum, for 45ft.
is
37°
lb.
This
figure
is
in
excess
of
the
real
pressure
They
admit
of
protection,
and, subsequently, of a patent bei
example, was thrown in this case, it would be easy to determine
for the reason, as already stated, that a part of the shell aa for an invention which is not properly the subject o'
with great certainty whether the steam released at 534 1b. pressure required,
was
attached
to
the
steam
drum,
assisting
in
its
ie
ulsion
to
an
etters
patent,
not
being
a
manufacture,
a manufacture,
was sufficient to produce the effects noted. We have made such extent which isa matter of mere conjecture, and which not im- is not new ; and of patents | granted or,forbeing
the same invention
an estimate, but the data are too unreliable to admit of its robably reduces the given pressure several pounds. The actual to several contemporaneous applicants.
(b)
They
offer no guaublication, although it confirms our opinion that no superascent of this piece was variously estimated by the spec- rantee against patents being used solely or chiefly for the purpose
eating of the water in the boiler took place. We may conclude, Peightatof from
200ft. to
, and by one individual at least, even of obstruction. (c) The facilities afforded to an intending patentee
then, from the result of Mr. Stevens’ experiments :—First, that tators
As, in such cases, heights are usually over- for ascertaining whether his invention is new are insufficient.
**low water,” although undoubtedly one cause, is not the only considerablythe higher.
lower figure is most likely to be nearest the truth. (d) The time, trouble, and expense involved in proceedings affecting
cause of violent explosions, as is so commonly supposed, but that a estimated,
It
would
be
impossible
the last two estimates so closely the rights of patentees and of the public are excessive.
most violent explosion may occur with a boiler well supplied with approximate to accuracyto asmake
to entitle them to great confidence,
(17) That the following alterations of the law, and of its adminwater. This was shown on a small scale by the a
of the and the other calculations are
merely estimates of improbable istration, are desirable : (a) That protection be not granted to
committee of the Franklin Institute above referred
to. Secondly,
any invention except on the report of a competent person or
that what is generally considered a moderate steam pres- actual effects.
The writer is, however, inclined to conclude:—(1) That it is persons that the conditions of resolution 6, as to such protection,
sure may produce the very violent explosion of a weak boiler,
fulfilled. () That no warrant for sealing letters patent be
containing a large body of water, and having all its flues well very certain that the energy of this explosion, and all of its tre- are
mendous
effects, were principally due to the simple expansion of a issued until the conditions of resolution 7 are fulfilled.
covered. This has never before, we believe, been directly proven
That in the case of several concurrent applications for a patent
by experiment. Thirdly that a steam boiler may explode, under mass of steam suddenly liberated at a moderate pressure, by the (c)
for the same invention, the patent be granted to the first applicant,
steam, ata ae less than that which it had successfully with- general disruption of a steam boiler of very uniform but feeble unless
it be shown to the satisfaction of the proper authority that
strength. (3)That in this case the liberation of steam throughout
stood at the hydrostatic test.
he
is not the first inventor. (d) That all trials of patent causes
the
mass
of
water
contained
in
the
boiler,
and
which
took
place
The last boiler had been tested to 59 lb. and afterwards exploded
should
be before a judge, with the assistance of skilled advisers
at 53}lb. This fact, too, although frequently urged by some by the evaporation of one pound in every thirteen of the water, (who may
be commissioners of patents), and, as a rule, without a
engineers, was generally disbeliev
It has now been di
y and which resulted in setting free nearly seventy thousand cubic feet jury ; but with
power for the court to order a jury for the ascerof steam, would not seem to have taken place promptly enough to
proven.*
of facts in exceptional cases requiring the same.
There can now be no excuse for the implicit confidence so gene- greatly intensify the effects of the explosion. (3) It would seem tainment
(e)
That
the
commissioners
be reinforced by the appointment of
very
doubtful
whether
Zerah
Colburn’s
hypothesis—which
explains
rally felt in the use of the hydrostatic test, or for not at least
competent persons of legal, scientific, and technical
experience,
combining with it, in every inspection, the use of the ‘“‘hammer the violent rupture of steam boilers, by the sunposition that the whose
time
is
not
occupied
with other engagements to such an
steam
liberated
from
the
mass
of
water,
in
cases
of
explosion,
test” by experienced inspectors. It may be finally remarked that
extentas to prevent their giving full attention tosuch administration,
welded boiler braces and screw stay-bolts which have not nuts carries with it, and violently projects against those parts of the (f)
the commissioners should make rules, relegating to some of
at their end or are not well riveted over should evidently be shell immediately adjacent to the point of a rupture, large theirThat
body, together with competent
assistant
ngst other duties,
quantities of water which, by their impact, extend the break and
distrusted.
that
of
ascertaining
as to every invention for which apatentissought
increase
the
destructive
effect,
can
have
had
an
illustration
in
the
This pow ae |interesting and important series of experiments
to
be
obtained,
whether
it
is
properly
the
subject-matter
of a
will be continued on the return of warm weather, and it is hoped case under consideration.
We have no right to conclude that such an action as Colburn de- enone U whether its nature, and the particular points of novelty,
that Congress may be induced to make provision for its extension.
ave
been
clearly
described
in
a
provisional
specification,
and
A very excellent report made to the
tary of the Navy by scribed may not occur in many cases of explosion ;on the contrary, whether, so far as can be ascertained by them, it is a new invenChief Engineers Isherwood, De Luce, and 8, Albert, has been the simple experiment described in all text-books on natural philo- tion
;
and,
as
to
the
complete
specification,
whether
it
fully
dey, in which water in a closed vessel, and near the boiling
printed by Mr. Stevens, together with a memorial asking Congress
t, is caused to enter into violent ebullition by the reduction scribes the means of carrying the invention into effect, and accords
to take action in this matter, which is of such great importance to
in
all
essential
particulars
with
the
description
thereof
in
the
prothe public. These will be circulated among those who may be willing of pressure following the ——_ of cold to the upper part of visional specification. (g) That all letters patent should contain
the vessel, exhibits very plainly the probability of an action taking
and able to aid in the —y roposed.
the following conditions not hitherto usually inserted therein,
.
It was proposed by Mr. am, in the experiments succeeding place such as Colburn describes.
The expulsion of the contents of a bottle of effervescent wine or viz. :—That the manufacture be carried into effective operation
those now pi
to determine the conditions of explosion with
within a reasonable time within the United Kingdom by the
fermented
liquor,
which
occurs
frequently
on
drawing
the
cork,
is
low water, to examine into the effect of opening the safety valve
or his licencees so as to supply the demand therefor on
suddenly upon an already heavily strained boiler, and to check another illustration of such a phenomenon. There can hardly be patentee
reasonable
terms ; and that licences
granted by him to compea
doubt
that
cases
do
occur
in
which
the
same
action
greatly
inthose experiments that seem to prove explosions to occur from
tent
persons
on fair
conditions, such
conditions, as well as the fact
excessive pressure, by leading steam at high pressure into a com- creases the destructive effect of boiler explosions.
In the case above considered, it seems probable that the effect of competency, to be determined in the event of disagreement by
paratively weak boiler containing no water. It is intended to
the
commissioners,
due
being
had
such determination to
explore this wide field of research as thoroughly as available time of the explosion was somewhat intensified by a generation of steam the exigencies of foreign competition. (hk)inThat
besides the assistnear the exterior of the mass of water contained in tlfe boiler,
and money will allow.
ance
afforded
to
intending
patentees
by
the
of their
Itis tobe hoped that our wealthy railroad corporations and owners but not by the expansion of steam formed near the centre of the specifications, and by the reference library examination
of the Patent-office,
of steam vessels may see how deeply their own interests are involved mass,—Stevens’ Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J., Jan., 1871 more
satisfactory
indices
and
abridgments
of
specifications
be proin the prosecution of such researches, and that they, as well as the
vided, and more particularly that the practice of accepting,
gen
overnment, may assist in continuing these investigations.
without
control
or
revision,
the
abridgments
p
by the
The violence with which the third boiler, experimented upon at
tentees themselves be abandoned. () That the court or judges
REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON
Sandy Hook, exploded, has raised a doubt in the minds of many
aving
discretion
in
patent
litigation
should
avail
themselves
of
PATENTS.
engineers whether some extraordinary and unfamiliar cause may
the assistance of the commissioners for the better definition and
not have operated in the production of such astonishing effects.
Tue
report
of
the
select
committee
appointed
“to
limitation
of
the
matters
in
dispute
in
respect
of
particulars
of
No positive proof of the non-existence of such causes can be given,
breaches and of objections respectively. (j) That in a!] future
but the following considerations will at least indicate that we may inquire into the law and practice and the effect of grants appointments
of officers concerned in the administration of the
find, in well understood and certainly existing causes, ample power of letters patent for inventions” was issued on the 14th patent
law, remuneration by fees should (as it has been in the
instant, and we lose not a moment in placing the text of
to produce all of the effects noted.
ramen of her Majesty's Solicitor-General) be disThe steam boiler referred to weighed 40,000 Ib. and con- this important document before our readers. It runs as recent
continu
tained about 30,000 Ib. of water and 150 lb. of steam, all of which follows :—
(18) That suitable provision should be made by Parliament
had a temperature of 301 deg. Fah., when, at the moment
Your
committee
have
continued
the
investigation
commenced
for
the remuneration of the commissioners who do not act ex officio.
before the explosion, the steam pressure waa 534 Ib. above
session int» the law, practice, and effect of grants of letters
(19) That this committee are of opinion that there should be an
that of the atmosphere. When the explosion took place, the last
patent,
and
after
a
careful
consideration
of
the
evidence
on
the
assimilation
in the law and practice in
to inventions
whole mass at once liberated its heat, until it had cooled down to
branches of the inquiry given by eminent lawyers, amongst the various civilised countries of the world, and that her
the temperature of vapour under the pressure of the atmosphere. respective
patent
agents,
inventors,
and
manufacturers
of
this
and
other
Majesty's
Government
be
requested
to
inquire
of
foreign and
In this act the water gave off 30,000 x 89 deg. = 2,670,000 British
have arrived at the conclusions contained in the following colonial Governments how far they are ready to concur in interthermal units, and the steam lost the difference between its total countries,
national
ments
in
relation
thereto,
resolutions
:—
heat at 301 deg. and that of 212 deg. Fah., or 150 X 27'2 deg. =
8th May, 1872.
(1) That the privilege conferred by letters patent promotes the
4080 thermal units. The sum, 2,670,000+4080=2,674,080 thermal progress
of manufactures, by causing many important inventions
It will be remembered that we published, from week
units has an equivalent in mechanical en
of 2,674,080
772 odbe introduced
and
developed
more
rapidly
than
would
otherwise
_
to week during the time the committee were sitting, copious
=2,064,389,760 foot-pounds, and this was
cient to have rai
the case,
the whole boiler and contents, weighing 70,000 lb., to a height of
(2) That the same privilege leads to the introduction and publi- extracts of the evidence on which the foregoing report is
29,491 °282ft.—more than five miles. This represents the maximum cation
of numerous improvements, each of a minor character, but
possible effect.
the
sum of which contributes reatly, to the pi
of industry.
The least effect would have been produced had the liberation of
(3) That in the ab
of the protection of Jetters patent, the
heat and the production of additional quantities of steam within competition
BREECH-LOADERS.—A trial of breech-loading fire-arms was witof
manufacturers
among
themselves
would,
doubtless, nena
the mass of water and at its surface, been so sluggish as to have lead to the introduction of improved processes and machinery,
by the Military Comes of the = r ny
ee
ven no assistance in propelling the fragments of the ruptured but that it would probably be less rapid than under the stimulus at the Washington Arsenal on
ie object being to
iler---the whole destructive work being done by the simple ex- of a patent law.
enable the committee to Beng
& with thepode myand
u
:
pansion of the steam which filled the steam spaces.
peculiarities of some of the principal systems of breech-loading.
(4) That it does not appear that the granting of B ges
The total amount of mechanical energy set free from the steam rewards could be substituted, with advantage to the public The Remington, the Ward-Burton, the Roberts, and the Springfield guns were tested for rapidity of fire, and the three former
alone, was 4,080 x 772=3,149,760 foot-pounds, or sufficient to raise interest, for the temporary privilege conferred by letters patent.
to a competitive trial to ascertain which could be
the whole boiler through a space of 78°74ft. and, water included,
(5) That the existing patent law of this country and its adminis- were one
st
taken apart, so as to show the breech-loading mechanism,
44°99ft. | Owning to the ete inertia of the lower part of the tration are in many respects defective, and requires
iderable and put
together
again. On the trial for rapid firing the result
boiler, and particularly of its inelastic burden of water, the prin- improvement in the interests of the public, of manufacturers, and
was as follows :—
cipal part of this work was undoubtedly performed upon the of inventors.
:
Ward-Burton,
weight
8} pounds, calibre 45, 23 shots per minute.
a portion and steam chimney of the
boiler, weighing, probably,
(6) That protection for a limited
period, and dating back to the
Ib.; and, if entirely expended in this direction, the work time at which it is applied for, should only be granted for an
Roberts
”
12
”
”
, 17 ” ” ”
thus done was equivalent to oon |this 6000 Ib. to a height invention on its nature, and particular points of novelty, being
Springfield
ee
oe“
of 525ft. This latter caseis capable of treatment in quite a clearly described in a provisional specification, and upon the report eg
4the
gun made twenty-five shots in a
of
a
competent
authority
that
such
invention,
so
far
as
can
be
minute,
with
a
shorter
cartridge
of
the
same
|
used
by the
* A number
of instances of this kind, +hough not always prod
an
by such authority, is new, and is a manufacture Ward-Burton. The Springfield gun was fired by a soldier who
one ne
2 writer.
> tollen atthe ascertained
the meaning of the law.
J
was not
in its use.
Roberts,
who presented his
Detroit
Water Works, in 1859, after
hydrostatic
test of 200 Ib. within
(7) That letters patent ought not to be granted for any inven- own gun,
under the disadvantage of having to use conwith water at a temperatureof 100 deg. Fuh., broke several braces each
cation has been open demned
i
man: y of which did not explode. There will
at 110 1b. and 115 Ib. steam pressure
when first tried under tion so protected until the provisional
steam. The boiler of the U. 8. steamer
was tested with 150 Ib. to in
probably be
trial, in which the
will be subjectedto
ion,
nor
until
a
complete
ification
has
been
d
ited
cold water pressure, and broke a brace
Ib. when tried with steam. fully describing the means of carrying it into effect, and such oa
$and prolonged
The fnventors andmakers of
A similar case
New York, a few years ago, and the boiler complete
qos be tee eo the same authorityto |breech-loading
Sie teed Getn under varying
hich throw comnd te cssontiel particulars with the description of the intion in the
specificatior
— strain upon some one part, which ly tale deni teoeeeny
8) That all letters patent should ‘besubject to the condition
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THE MANUFACTURE OF GUN BARRELS.
At one ot the recent meetings
of the Gunmakers’ and Inventors’
Club, Mr. Samuel Smith, of Weaman-street, Birmingham, gunbarrel maker, read a paper, of which the following is an abstract,
on “‘ The Manufacture of Gun Barrels ”:—
Mr. Smith said, ‘‘ His knowledge of the manufacture of gunbarrels commenced in 1820, but before this his father, Joseph
Smith, had been connected with the trade from the year 1793, and
from him he obtained many interesting particulars connected
with its history. The material used for gun-barrels was mostly
charcoal iron. For plain and figured barrels, at the date he
was speaking of, viz. 1793, the iron used was stub, stub twist,
wire twist, and Damascus, Stub twist was first made as plain
stub, but instead of being hammered into a “skelp,” or flat
plate, it was drawn into a strip, coiled round a mandril, and
welded in the usual way. Stub twist is now made of old horseshoe nails and steel cuttings, about 2in. long jin. in breadth, and
the same in thickness. The two are mixed up together and
‘* balled ” in a furnace, and the bloom drawn out under the forge
hammer. It is then rolled into a strip, coiled round a mandril,
and welded as before. If the balls are very large, or the stubs or
steel of inferior quality, the iron will not be good. Plain stub
barrels were made of the same iron,’ forged into a skelp, and
welded longitudinally. Damascus and wire twist are now made
by “‘ piling” plates of iron and steel alternately. The plates are
about 3in. broad, and a jin, thick, From sixteen to twenty are
piled on top of each other ; they are then placcd in a furnace and
raised to a welding heat, drawn down under a forge hammer,
and rolled into square rods, 2, yy, 4, and in., according to
the size of the barrels required. The wire twist is rolled so as
to show the edges of the different plates on the flat of the strip,
so that when it is welded together it looks like a coil of wire from
one end of the barrel to the other. The Damascus is rolled into
square rods ; these are cut into suitable lengths, heated white
hot, and twisted until they become round like a screw. Two or
three of these are welded together, and then rolled down to rods
the size required. These are then coiled round a mandril, and
welded in the usual way. There is another iron, called ‘‘ silver
steel.” It was first made about forty years ago, by a Mr. Whitehouse, of Wednesbury, by laminating Swedish iron and steel, like
Damascus, but not with so many layers. It is very good. The
tigure is not much better than the iron that is now called single iron
Damascus, but it was a very strong iron. The silver steel that
is now made is rolled into a square of ;4in., and worked
like Damascus. ‘Two rods are welded together and rolled
down to the size required, and welded in the same way as other
twisted barrels, This iron is now made both at Adams’s and John
Clive’s. There is not so much used as formerly. About fortyfive years ago John Clive began to make iron for gun barrels,
and the best iron is now made by Mr. George Adams and John
Clive, who may be said to be indeed the only makers of “ best
twist” gun iron. The iron now in use is of six qualities—(1) skelp
twist, price, 2d. per lb. ; (2) iron twist, 3d. per lb. ; (3) fourpenny
stub, 4d. per lb. ; (4) fivepenny stub, 5d. per lb. ; (5) silver steel,
7d. per Ib. ; (6) Damascus, 7d. per Ib. No, 2 is twisted into a
screw, like Damascus, and is called iron Damascus, This is
worked in single rod and double rod—that is, two rods put
together, and rolled into a strip. The same is done with fourpenny stub and fivepenny stub, and the result is called stub Damascus, but cheap guns are chiefly made of the iron Damascus,
This is the cheapest figured iron. It contains no steel, being generally made of waste screws mixed with other scrap. It requires
experience to distinguish it from the true steel Damascus. Best
barrels are welded by coiling the strip round a mandril, and then
heating it to a welding heat in a smith’s fire ; it is taken out and
jumped upon an iron plate on the floor, then put intoa swage with
a “stamp” or mandril inside, and hammered down, About
three inches are welded at a time. Here he could observe there
are very few welders who use the ‘‘stamp,” except for a few
inches at each end; but best barrels ought to be welded on a
stamp throughout. Mr. Richard Adams began to make twist iron
about the year 1815. He was before that time a tilter of barrel
skelps or plates for making plain iron barrels. At that time a
great deal of iron was made from swaff or filings, which were first
washed and then mixed with scrap, made into a ball, and welded
in a smith’s forge; this was called ‘‘ swaff ball drawing.” It
made very good iron, and was used by lock forgers, breech forgers,
and occasionally made into barrels for fowling-pieces. In the early
time of the barrel trade there were a number of small forges for
making barrel —_ by tilting ; one in particular was at Wednesbury Bridge ; and here Mr. R. Adams, above-mentioned, worked ;
and there is no doubt that he saw what the trade required. At
the close of the French war he began to make twist iron as a
trade. Before this time it had been made at various forges, but
no one made a te a of this kind of iron. Mr. Adams continued
working at Wednesbury till unfortunately killed by the bursting
of a boiler, after which Mr. George Adams took up the business,
and continues to make twist gun iron at his new works, in Churchlane, West Bromwich, up to the present day. After the barrels
are welded they go to the mill. They are first rough-bored. This
is done by fastening them in a socket or holder; the “bit” is a
square steel “rimer,” of suitable length, running at about 500
revolutions per minute, which is forced through the barrel. The
fine- borer then examines the barrel, ‘‘ sets ” or straightens it, and
then it is “‘ spilled up,” a process the same as rough-boring, except that the bit does not cut on all the edges ; it has a “‘spill,” or
piece of oak-wood, put on one side, which causes it to cut much
more evenly. The workman then “sets ” the barrel, and finishes
the boring, which is done at a speed of seventy to eighty revolutions
per minute. The bit only cuts on one edge, which is left sharp, and
a deal spill is used, packed up with strips of paper as the boring
proceeds. The barrel is examined, and ‘‘ set” several times during the operation. The setting is done by the shade or reflecti
down the inside of the barrel, from the top of the window. It is
an art that can only be acquired by long practice and perseverance.
Some men have worked at the trade all their lives, and have
never learned to set a barrel correctly. The same process is used
for sporting and military barrels up to the fine-boring. After
fine-boring, the military barrels are turned, or stripped asit iscalled,
which is done by a self-acting slide lathe, which takes off the thick
side if they have any. Thegrinder then finishes them to the gauge.
The history of boring and setting I cannot attempt to state, but
setting, I think, does not go back much more than 100 years. Mr.
Smith’s father began to work as a fine-borer in the year 1793,
Setting was known then, but not generally. He had to pay for
the secret. According to his father, a man named Philip Parsons
was the first to set barrels that he had heard of. He worked
at Duddeston Mill, being what was called a ‘‘best workman ” at
sporting barrels. This Mr. Parsons used at first for the purpose
of setting a string or wire, which was drawn by a bow or otherwise, and applied to the inside of the barrel. By this means
he discovered the crooks, and then corrected them with a
hammer.
the process of fine-boring is the same now as
it was in 1793; that is, it is done with a square bit,
but only two edges cut, and only one at a time, The
advantage of taking off the edges was said to be discovered about
1790, by Mr. Beesley, and this was kept a secret among good
workmen for a long time. I think we may be sure that boring and
setting had not attained their present —
until the beginning
of the present century. Inthe year 1787 there were twenty-seven
gunmakers in Birmingham, and barrels were made, bored, and
ground at water-mills all round the town. Such mills still exist,
chiefly in the neighbourhood of Halesowen, where large numbers of barrels are now made. I have not touched on the subject
of rolled barrels, which are chiefly used for military fire-arms and
the commoner sort of sporting guns. The rolling of barrels from
short taper skelps, a foot or more in length, is comparatively a
revent process, The barrel is drawn over anoval-headed mandril,
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so fixed that its head is immediately between the grooves of the
upper and under roll, These grooves are of a shape corresponding
to the outline of the barrel. Of late years steel barrels have
come very much into a +4rifles, we tort. f small ga 4
rting guns
as Ww the want of ‘
re” operating muc’
aaieal an. Steel rifle barrels are sometimes drilled out of a
solid bar, which must be “‘ set ” from time to time, as the drill is
certain to run out, As there is usually more to turn off one side
they are generally of unequal hardness, and is a difficult matter to
keep them straight. Steel barrels are now usually rolled from 12in.
to tsin, drilled blanks, the hole in which is much larger than
the intended bore, The punching of shorter blanks, which were
afterwards rolled out into a barrel by two rollings, constituting
the patent of Deakin and Johnson, appears now to be discontinued,
though very good barrels were made by the process.”
The reading of Mr. Smith’s paper was accompanied by peer
illustrations of the method of “shading” barrels, or detecting
internal or external irregularities., Barrels, straight and bent,
were supported at each end, and Mr. Smith, in the most unselfish
manner, and with very great clearness, explained the entire process, which has been kept very much as a secret by the very few
who really understand it. So delicate is this test, that the distortion produced by warming one side of the barrel with a common
candle was distinctly perceptible. Independently of its practical
utility, the “‘ shading” of a gun-barrel is an oubesiiviiie interesting
optical problem, which has never yet been investigated.
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months.
3529. Cant Curistian Motcaty, Cockspur-street, Westminster, ‘‘ An
improved composition oil or liquid, useful particularly for illuminating
urposes.”—A communication from Carl Schneeweiss, Schwerin, Meckenburg, Germany.—30th December, 1871.
166. Henry Wacker, Greetland, Halifax, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improvements in
cotton gins.”—A communication from Thomas Sugden, Bombay.—18th
January, 1872.
886. CHARLES OWEN, City-road, London, ‘Improved means and appa—s the better prevention of accidents in railway tunnels "—23rd
March S72.
963. Jean JoserH Feitx MAanent, Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris, ‘‘ Improvements in pumps,.”—2rd April, 1872.
990. ALEXANDER AMEDEE RossiGNoL, Paris, ‘‘ An improved apparatus for
tracing music played on the pianoforte, organ, harmonium, and other
analogous musical instruments.”—4th April, 1872.
1028. MaTrHEw TILDesLey, Penn Fields, Wolverhampton, ‘‘ An improved
oven for annealing.”--6th April, 1872.
1041. Louis HerrRMANN and ArTHuR LAURENT, Quaregnon, Belgium,
“Tmpr
ts in the
facture of lamp shades made of porcelain,
ceramic, or other plastic materials.”—sth April, 1872.
1094. Joun Lippineton, Liverpool, ‘Improvements applicable to tramway cars, omnibuses, and other passenger carriages, parts of which
may be used to record the number of persons entering or leaving
public buildings and other places.”—12th April, 1872.
1124. Henry Steruens, Breage, Cornwall, and James Harvey, Wendron,
Cornwall, ‘* Improvements in crushing, dressing, and refining tin and
og ores, and in apparatus employed for these purposes.”—16th April,
872.
1156. Georce Hoxtcrort, Manchester, and James Freperick LAcKERSTEEN, London, ‘Improvements in apparatus for separating metals
from their ores or other admixtures.”—-18(h April, 1872.
1176. Winn1amM Robert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ An
improved process of treating animal and vegetable fats or greases for
the purpose of obtaining stearine and oleine therefrom.”—A communication from Alexander Grell, Odessa, Russia.—19th April, 1872.
1180. Francis Georcr FLeury, Mervick-square, Southwark, Surrey, and
ALFRED TyLor, Newgate-street, London, ‘‘ Improvements in water
eo +)preventers or apparatus for controlling and arresting the flow of
iquids.”
1190. Jesse Heap Tear, Memphis, Tennessee, U.S., ‘A new method of
and apparatus for controlling, regulating, and shifting the packing of
pistons working in cylinders, as in steam, air, and water engines, air
and water pumps, and other machines, while the same are in motion.”
—-20th Apri, 1872.
1219. ArruuR Pacet, Loughborough, Leicestershire, ‘Improvements in
a
for raising, propelling, and distributing water and other
iquids.”
1223. Witt1AM ARMAND GILBEE, South-street, Finsbury, London, “ Improvements in the manufacture of shells and shot, and in the machinery or apparatus employed therefor.”—A communication from
William Shelbourne Icely, Constantinople, Turkey.
1227. THomas MIDELTON, Stratford, Essex, *‘An improved method of
securing greater adhesion in railway locomotive engines.”
1228. Ronert Maynarp, Whittlesford, Cambridgeshire, ‘‘ An improvement in horse hoes and drills.”
1229. CHARLES GeoRGE KLEBERG, Martin’s-lane, Cannon-street, London,
“Improvements in the manufacture of sugar, and in the apparatus
employed therein.”
— A communication from Nicolas Tsherikovsky,
Smela, Russia.
1231. Witt1am CunNINGHAM, Forfarshire, N.B., ‘Improvements in
sni "ping, combing, and beating jute, flax, and other fibrous substances,
and in the machinery or apparatus employed therefor.”
1233. Henry Harrison Dory, Bury-street, St. James’, London, and
Epmunp THomas GARDNER, Strand, London, ‘‘ Improvements in roof
lamps for railway carriages.”—24th April, 1872.
1235. Wittiam Cartwricut Hotmes, Gracechurch-street, London, and
Wittram Howiiysneap, Peckham, Surrey, ‘Improvements in the
process of manufacturing gas, and in the apparatus employed
therein.”
1236. Joan Kyte Cottert, Pilton Cottage, Canton, near Cardiff,
Glamorganshire, ‘‘ Improvements in the method of packing and preserving butter, and in —— for that purpose.”
1237. MaLcotm Connie, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “Improvements in
sewing machines.”
1239. BensamIn NayLor and THomas GeLperpD, Leeds, Yorkshire, “ Improvements in machinery or apparatus for tilting barrels, casks, or
other receptacles.”
1240. Henrik Gann, Upsala, Sweden, “ Improvements in cosmetics.”
1241. Jonn Bary, Live
l, ‘‘ Improvements in screw-drivers.”—A communication from Charles Law, Pittston, Pennsylvania, U.S. .
1245, ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in drying and bleaching fabrics and fibrous materials, and in
pr
for the same.”—A communication from Albert Auguste
rt, Paris.—25th April, 1872.
1246. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements in locomotive engines and carriages, and permanent way for the
same.”—A communication from Jean arse
Paris.
1250. CHARLES FREDERICK WuaTEey, Birmingham, ‘ Improvements in
railway, ship, and other lamps.”
1252. GaupENs Cazes, Paris, “Improved machinery for screwing boot
and shoe soles and other articles.”
1254. Joun Henry to-elect:
Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-flelds,
London, “ Improvehi "A communication
ments in mag
from Zenobe
——— Gramme and Eardley Louis Charles d'Ivernois, Paris.—26th
pri, ra
1262. JOHN CHADDERTON, JosePH ALLMARK, and Bensamin Haron, Alma
Bridge Works, Dukinfield, Cheshire, “Improvements in cocks and
water gauges.”
1264. WILLIAM ALEXANDER LyTTLE, The Grove, Hammersmith, Middlesex,
“Improvements in the prep
jon and utilisation of bi i
asphalte.”
1270. Witt1aAM Morcan Brown, Southampt huildi gs, Chancery-lane,
London, “‘Improvements in steam generators.”—A communication
from John Gou ding, Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.
1274. Epwarv RussE.t, Adelaide-place, Millwall, London, ‘‘ Improvements in screw caps or covers for the axle-boxes of carriages and other
vehicles for common roads.” —27th April, 1872.
1276. JoserH BeverRtey Fenny, Birmingham, ‘‘ Improvements in apparatus for regulating the flow and pressure of fluids.”
1278. Rosert McVey, Jarrow-on-Tyne, Durham, “ Improvements in
steam engines.”
1284. CuaRLes Woo..ey, Mark-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the
construction of bottles, decanters, and other similar vessels, and in
means for cl
the same.” —29th April, 1872.
1286. Henry Mverns, Liverpool, “‘ A new solution for joining vulcanised
india-rubber.”
1288. Jonn WALKER, James-street, St. Luke’s, London, andIond:
Apo.true
“,
Ernest Racox, Upper Westbourne-terrace,
idington,
new or improved method of constructing public and private
, and other similar structures
by the com1292. Doveias Hesson, Liverpool, ‘“‘ Improvements in steering
“ef
1294. Toomas Howarp pee sod Huddersfield, Yorkshire, “ finprovements in machinery for spinning or twisting yarn.”,
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1296. Ropert Boye, G
. Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘Improvements in
ventilators and smoke e:
rs.
1300. James THeovore Grirrix, Upper Thames-street, London, ‘‘ Imto facilitate their transport
ved oe: of reaping
—
or from
to place.”— A communication from Walter
A. Wood, Hoosick Falls, New York, U.S.
1302. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Improvements in the manufacture of steel.”—A commu
from George
Francis Wilson, Providence, Rhode Island, U.8.—30th April, 1872.
Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of
Complete Specifications.
1343. Jeremran Bricos, High Holborn, London, “A new or improved
apparatus, arrangement, or method for giving, receiving, and taking
votes by ballot.”—3rd May, 1872.
1377. James Darius Cup, Santa Clara, California, U.S, “An improved
process for
and curing leaf tobacco raised from Huvanuna
seed, and to be used for the manufacture of cigars, in order to impart
to it the colour and flavour of real Havanna tobacco, independeut of
the soil and climate in which it is raised.”—tth May, 1872.
1379. Ricuarp Jonn Epwarps, Shoreditch, London, “‘ Improvements in
the manufacture of sand, emery, and glass pa papers and cloths, ad in
the
hinery and YP tus employed therein.” —6th May, 1872.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Faid.
1462. Witu1am Freperick De La Rve, Bunhill-row, London, ‘ Water
marks on paper.”—12th May, 1869.
1409. Francis CHARLES Know Les, Lovell Hill, Berks, “ Purifying and
converting cast iron into malleable iron or steel, &c.”—8th Muy, Low.
1410. Witt1amM Henperson, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “Finishing
woven fabrics.” —8th May, 1869.
1568. Georce JouNsTon, San Francisco, California, U.S., ‘ Distilling
spirituous liquors.”—20th May, 1869.
15lu. WriitaM Rosert Lake, Soutl
t hnila: 4 Lendon, “Revolving
fire-arms.”—17th May, 1869.
1417. Witt1am Nevzam Nicuotsoy, Trent Ironworks, Newark, Notiinghamshire, ‘‘ Hay-making machines.”—luth May, 1869.
1443. BexsamMInJoseru BARNARD MILLs, Southampton-buildings, London,
“ Casting metals.”—11th May. 1869.
1445. Jonn Bettamy Payne, Chard, Somersetshire, ‘‘ Fittings for roller
blinds.”—11lth May, 1869.
1448. ALEXANDER Henry, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., ‘“ Breech-lualing
fire-arms.”—1llth May, 1869.
1455. Tuomas Buuutvant, Ledbury-road, Bayswater, London, “ Window
sashes, &c.”—12th May, 1869.
1486. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Beetroot,
&c.”—1l4th May, 1869.
1589. SAMUEL THomas, jun., Redditch, Worcestershire, “ Envelopes or
wrappers for needles.”~ 22nd May, 1869.
1608. ALEXANDER McNEILe and James SLATER, John-street, Pentonvil'e,
London, ‘Carriage wheels.”—25th May, 1869.
1422. Ricuarp Biezarp, Liverpool, ‘“ Dressing millstones.”—10//, Mey,
1869.
1442. Batpwin LatHam, Westminster-chambers, Westminster, ‘‘ Ventilators for sewers, &c.’—11th Muy, 1869.
1446. LeonaRD Wray, Ramsgate, Kent, “Crushing, grinding, and }ul
verising quartz, &c.”—llth May, 1869.
1454. James Barrp Hanpysipe, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Wheels.”—
12th May, 1869.
1469. Josern TownsEND and Peter Forses, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B.,
* Refining or treating oils, &c.”—13th May, 186¥.
1575. CHARLES WILLIAM Siemens, Great George-street, Westminster,
“ Calcining and smelting ores, &c.”—2lst May, 1869.
1598. GeorGE SALt, Saltaire, Yorkshire, and Witt1aM InGuis, Dolton,
Lancashire, ‘‘ Steam engine governors, &c.”—24th May, 1569.
1714. Wiutiam Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘*Generating steam, &c.”—3rd June, 1369.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid.
1275. Ropert Bartow Coouey, Northampton, “ Elastic knitted or looped
fabrics.”—91h May, 1865.
1317. James Hesrorp, Cunliffe-strect Works, Bolton, Lanc: shire,
“Stretching cotton, &c.”—121k Muy, 1865.
1335. WiLt1AM CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “ Hinges.”—13'/ May,
1865.
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
3421. Henry Harrison, Leigh, “ Pulping, stripping, and slicing turnips,
&e.”—18th December, 1871.
3529. Cart Curistian Motcsry, Cockspur-street, Westminster, ‘‘ Composition oil or liquid.”—A communication from Carl Schneeweis —0th
December, 1871.
11. Tuomas Irvinc, Gracechurch-street, London, “Controlling the
draught of steam boiler furnaces.”
12. Josern LAMBERT DE Monrotsoy, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Removing
hair or fur from skins.”
13. Josep LAMBERT DE Moytotsoy, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Tanning.
—2nd January, 1872.
23. Henry Watton Wurreneap, Holbeck, ‘Combing wool, &c."—Srd
January, 1872.
26. THomas Burt, Northampton, “ Floating dredgers.”—A communication
from James Burt.
29. ALFRED GILMoER, Tandagree, Armagh, Ireland, ‘‘ Drags or brakes for
the bobbins on spinning frames.”
38. Henry Younc Darracorrt Scott, Ealing, ‘‘ Purifying coal gas."—4‘h
January, 1872.
54. Henry CHOLMONDELEY Penne_t, Down-street, Piccadilly, London,
“Skates.”
55. Witu1am Joun Cunnincnam, New Oxford-street, London, “ Cutting
type, &c.”—6th January, 1872.
62. Tuomas MacDonaLp and Cyrus Eskrert, Hull, “ Preventing the
sticking of safety valves.”
64. Joun Ambrose Correy, Bucklersbury, London, “Sulphur, salts, &c.”
—8th January, 1872.
81. Ervest Joun Haruno, Westbourne-road, Barnsbury, London,
* Telegraphic apparatus.” —10th January, 1872.
94. Casimir Scnemiorn, Finsbury-place South, London, ‘Steam boilor
furnaces, &c.”
96. Freperick GrorGE Morton, Lynton-street, Bermondsey, Surrey,
“Colouring paper, &c.”—l1th January, 1872.
104. MARTIN Benson, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Steam engines
for pumping, &c.”--A communication from Ezra Cope and James iiley
Maxwell.—13th January, 1872.
118. James Mappen, Leadenhall-strect, London, ‘‘ Cotton gins.”— A communication from Theodore Bourne. —15th January, 1872.
124. ALBERT Ratciirre WortuH, Rochdale, “ Preparing, spinning, and
doubling cotton, &c ”
125. Epwarp Louis Pararre, Mornington-crescent, Regent's Park,
London, “ Air pumps.”
126. Epwarp Lovis Paraire, Mornington-crescent, Regent's Park,
don, “ Looms for weaving.” —1l6th January, 1872.
144. Jonn Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Cartridge
boxes and knapsacks.”—A
ication from Joseph Willington
Frazier.—17th January, 1872.
151. Witt1ams THomas Youne Dicey, Park House, Walmer, ‘‘Steam and
sailing vessels.”—1s8th January, 1872:
177. ALGERNON SyDNEY Ayre, High-street, Kingston-upon-Hull, “‘ Weighing corn, &c.”
184. WiLL1AM Henry ANDREW, Sheffield, ‘‘ Securing and ornamenting
the
handles of table cutlery, &c.”—19th January, 1872.
287. Francis Ropert Baker, Leamington, “ Placing driving bands on
the pulleys or drums of shafting while the said pulleys or drums are
in motion.”—30th January, 1872.
305. JAMES ARCHIBALD Jaques, Tottenham, and Joun Banks, Colncy
Hatch-road, Wood Green, “ Surgical instruments.”
309. CHaRLEs ELtmes Parker-Ruopes, Brixton, ‘‘ Boots and shoes, &c."—
31st January, 1872.
415. James Kiion, Mill of Eden, N.B., “‘ Groats, &c.”—0th February,
1872.
519. Witu1aM Freperick Hesnuysen, Chancery-lane, London, “ Fluid
regulators.” —17th February, 1872.
p
623. WitttaM Roserts, Bootle, “ Painting laths for Venetian blinds, <c ”
—28th February, 1872.
731, Samuet Corset, Wellington, “Ploughs and cultivators.”
— 9ih
March, 1872.
792. Rosert CLacnar, G ow, N.B., “ Presses.”—A communication
from Petot McArthur and James Kerr.—15th March, 1872.
828, Witi1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings,
don, “ Printing
telegraphs.”—A commu
ition from George Baker Field and Klishis
Whittlesey, Andrews.—19th March, 1872.
872. HanrieT ApLAM, Battersea Park, Surrey, ‘‘Stays.”—22nd Murch,
1872.
972. Wittram Benson, Allerwash Hi
Northumberland, and Jon»
yer merSe
Stonecroft, “* Washing and dressing ores.”ipru,
1030. JouN AsupRipce Tet
Campbell-terrace, Bow-road, London,
“ Bord
pa
a for tables, &c.”—6th April, 1372.
1151. James
Lee Norton, Belle Sounge red,
1G
hill,i London,
.* Blocks
and slabs for building, &c.”—17th April, 1872.
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1180. Francis Grorce F.ievry, Merrick-square, Southwark, Surrey,
and ALrrep TyLor, Newgate-street, London, “‘ Water-waste pr
for controlling and arresting the flow of ids.”
1193.
Jacos HI,
ico, =
and Josian LaTIMER
Cc Epwarp
. Westminster-chambers,
Westminster,
ratus.”—20th April, 1872.
7
‘1197. Gzorce Kyicut Erskine Farrnoime, Old Melrose, N.B.,
hold fire-escapes.”—22nd April, 1872.
1222, WitL1aM ARMAND G1LBEE, South-street, Finsbury , London, “ Shells
and shot.”—A communication from William Shelbourne Icely.
1226. G
West
» jun,
p
gs, Chancerylane, London, “
way brakes.”—21th April, 1872.
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and of sufficient thickness to withstand the traffic to which it is to be
2913. W. E. Hearn, London, “ Permanent way, d&c."—Dated 31st October,
1871.
71
This invention has for its object the better and more permanent laying
of tramways, and is calculuted to
ent the sinking of the pavement
in immediate contact with the Ps
2930. J. G. Cameron, Kingston-upon-Hull, “ Steering ships by steam power.”
—Dated 1st November, 1871.
This invention consists mainly in an improved mechanism for actuating
the valves of the steam engines that work the rudder, wherein, in a lever
or
connected
to the valve gear,is actuated ind
dently both
by the
steering wheel and by the tiller drum or its shaft (or by any equivalent
contrivance that may be employed for moving the rudder) in such
manner, that when the said lever or rod has been moved by the steering
wheel so as to open the valves of the steam engines, the resulting motion
of the tiller drum will cause the lever or rod to be brought back into its
or
1 position, so as to close the valves of the steam, engine and thus
maintain the rudder in the position in which it has been deflected.
Various arrang
ts of
hanism are described for carrying out this
method of operating. The slide valves of the steam engines, are placed
beneath the cylinders and are formed with two faces at an angle to each
other, the one face work against the steam ports, while the other face
works against
an opening in the side of the valve box leading into an
exhaust chamber. A
is formed right through the slide valve from
face to face, so that the exhaust steam pasyes; from the cylinder through
the valve into the exhaust chamber, thus C@ing away with the exhaust
port of the steam cylinder and preventing tue accumulation of water of
condensation therein.
2935. E. J. Hii, London, “ Self-acting boat-detaching apparatus.” —Dated
lst November, 1871.
The inventor employs for the purpose the slip hook and ring for which
letters patent were granted to him April, 6th 1570, No. 1007. The slip hook
is ningrd to the bottom of the boat amidships, and has a slip ring with a
hinged hook, to which the boat lowering tackle is connected in such
manner, that as soon as the boat floats the ring becomes disengaged and
frees the boat. A safety pin is applied tothe hooked part of the slip
hook to prevent the ring b
ing fp
turely di
cted, said pin
being released at the desired moment by a chain or cord. The cdtedting
slip hook is also sometimes applied at each end of the boat.
2044. J. H. Jonnson, London, ** Apparatus
for disengaging ships’ boats.” —
A communication.—Dated 2nd November, 1871.
According to this invention it is proposed toemploy a ball and a socket,
or male and female figures, of any number of sides locked into each other
by means of a suitable lever or levers attached to the sockets, and connected together at the end by means of a chain or rod which can be instantancously sli:
or detached, thereby releasing the balls from their
sockets. One of these sockets is to be fitted underneath the thwart of
the boat at either end by means of suitable bolts, the main bolt passing
through the bottom of the socket and downwards to the keel, to which it
is fastened, thereby throwing the whole weight of the boat and its contents when suspended upon the keel.
2949. J. H. Brown, Romacy, Hampshire, ‘Construction of roadways .”—
Dated 3rd November, 1871.
The novelty of this invention consists in the combination of coke,
igneous rock, and other hard porous subst.
, wi
phalte, pitch, tar,
resin, and other bituminous materials, and thereby preduce a nonslipping road for horses or foot passengers, also in laying it down in
slabs by the use of gas jets to melt the edges and under side of the said
slabs.
2951. R. D. Grinpiey, London, “ Composition for making or forming roads,
dc.” —Dated 3rd November, 1871.
The composition consists of ground granite and pitch or other binding
materials.

a

355

other oe
Evans o by means of frames, in sections for convenience of ap,
or removal, such sections having surfaces of wood,
felt, or other suitable material, inclining from the central or ridge piece,
and being formed capable of ready connection for security, and with
adjoining edges adapted to prevent the
of moisture at those
. For large ricks there may be more
one ridge, with valley or
gutter pieces.

:
_.
Class 5.—BUILDING,
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, &c.
2021. 8, J. Macnen, Liverpool, ‘‘ Boilers used for the circulation of hot
water.”
— Dated 31at October, 1871.
“All
8 ha’
an interest in
ing any one of such applications
A boiler constructed according to this invention consists of a serics of
should leave parti
in writing of their objections to such applications
hollow
castings
made in the form of a trough open at both ends. These
= the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its
castings are respectively made in two distinct parts, which parts are
te.
together by a suitable flange orotherwise. The castings
are placed une
upon another, forminga stack, each tier being in two distinct parts bolted
together, and so arranged that the number of tiers can be increased or
List of Specifications published during the week ending
reduced according to the heating power that may be required. The
llth May, 1872.
domes or upper surfaces of each casting are formed square. The lower
2892, Is. 4d.; 2429, 4d.; 2491, Is. Sd.; 2492, Sd.; 2494, 10d.; 2504, Is. 4d.,
casting or boiler proper is fitted with water fire-bars, and is of suitable
2514, 2s. Sd.; 2518, Is. 10d ; 2527, 8d.; 2628, 8d.; 2520, 8d.; 2631, 2s. 4d.
size to allow for furnace. The second and consecutive tiers are lower,
2586, 1s. 6d.; 2537, 10d.; 2543, 1s. 2d.; 2555, 10d.; 2658, 8d.; 2563, Sd.’
leaving a space of, say, 2in between the top of the first tier and the dome
2564, 8d.; 2567, 8d.; 2679, 4d.; 2581, 6d.; 257, 28.; 2589, 10d.; 2591, 10d.; 2592"
of the second, and so on. There are two distinct flues and two distinct
4d.; 2593, Is. 10d.; 2695, 4d.: 2597, 2s. 6d.; 2600, 4d.; 2602. 4d.; 2603, 10d. ; 2604*
flow and return pipes to cach half of the separate tiers forming the
8d.;
2605. 8d.; 2606, 1s.: 2607, Sd.; 2508, 4d.; 2609, 4d.; 2610, 4d.; 2612, 10d.
boiler. Each flow and return pipe is separate and independent of the
2614, 18. 4d.; 2615, 4d.; 2616, 44.
;2618, 18, Sd.; 2619, 4d.; 2620, 4d.; 2623, 4d.
other, end connect the consecutive tiers respectively, and are placed
2624, 4d.; 2627, 4d.; 2629, 4d.; 2630, 4d.; 2631, 4d.; 2683, 6d.; 2137, 4d.3
outside the boiler. The flues are at the alternate ends of the tiers
2638, 4d.; 2639, 4d.; 2641, Sd.; 2644, 4d; 2646, 8d.; 2649, 4d.; 2650, 4d.
respectively, thatis, the first tier being the boiler proper, and containing
2652, 4d.; 2653, 4:1.; 2655, 4d.; 2657, 8d.; 2659, 4d ;2660, 4d.; 2661, 44.5
the furnace, has its flues at the rear end, the gases and heating medium
2668, 8d.: 2680, 1s. 4d.; 2691, 10d.; 2693, 10d.; 2743, Is. 4d.; 2778, 18.
passing through and thence between the first and second tier, the
2827, 1s. 10d.; 3222, 8d.; 3502, 10d.; 500, 1s. 2d.; 530, 8d.; 538, 8d.
second tier having its flues at the front end, the third tier having its
flues at the rear end, and so on consecutively.
2041. J. B.C. A. Paprer, London, “ Apparatusfor the prevention of smoky
*,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on
chimneys, &e.”— Date! 2ad November, 1871.
,
receipt of the amount of price and tage. Sums exceeding 5s. must be
The novelty consists of a tube fixed in the interior of the cowl; the
remitted by Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, —
tube rotates upon its axis, which forms the main bearing of the appaHolborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty’s Patent-office, Southratus, An open mouthpiece, funnel-shaped, is attached to the top of the
ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
tube, which presents its face to the direction of the wind, being so
governed by the wind flag as to receive the wind at all directions, thus
expelling the smoke by the main shaft of the cowl, the head of which is
circular.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
2948. A. Taytor, London, “‘ Lavatories. '—Dated 3rd November, 1871.
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by
This invention has the following objects ;—The lavatory basins are
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents,
made with large wastes accessible for cleaning out. The supply taps and
valves to them close of themselves after a definite quantity of water is
drawn
off by means of a loose falling valve bedding on a cushion of water,
Class 1—PRIME MOVERS.
without tremor or noise when required. The shut-off xalve for closing
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and
the
water
passage into the lavatories when the supply taps or vilves are
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, dc.
being repaired or changed is automatic and applicable tu every kind of
tap or valve or pipe when required.
2900. J. Atttison, London, ‘ Condensers.”—Dated 28th October, 1871.
This invention describes constructing
d
densing the
2955. A. E. Samets, Mortlake, Surrey, “ Adjusting and fastening door knobs
or handlea to lock spindles.” —Dated 3rd November, US71.
exhaust steam of steam engines in such a manner that the exhaust steam
is condensed by mixing it with a stream or streams of air in a chamber
To enable the knobs or handles to be efficiently secured and adjusted
wherein the condensed water is collected, and conducted away to be
on the spindle the inventor uses a hollow screw, through the head of
again supplied to the boiler, whilst the air and uncondensed steam, if
which passes a set screw that serves to prevent the handle from working
any, pass off freely from the densing chawnber. The c
water
loose. Small plates on the sides of the door prevent lateral play in ordimay also be heated by the exhaust steam before being again forced back
nary locks, or with his standard improved mortice lock (patented October
into the boiler.
22, 1870, No. 2785) he uses a barrel case to serve the same purpose.
2011. W. R. Lake, London, “ Piston-rods, &c.”—A communication —Dated
2068. J. Suanks, Barrhead, Renfrew, N.B., ‘‘ Water closets.”—Dated ith
30th October, 1871.
November, 1871.
The invention relates to that class of metallic packing which is formed
In one modification the seat casing is formed into a cistern, and a sepaof segmental blocks of metal fitted to encircle the , and actuated by
rate chamber is formed at the bottom, with inlets for the water at its
springs intoa close contact therewith. The said invention consists in
bottom,
whilst its top is closed, excepting that there is a hole for the
the novel construction and ar
t of these
x means of
—— of a rod connected to the closet handle, and that there is a pipe
3.—FABRICS.,
which their wearing may not only be ti
ly
E
ted, but by Including Machinery Class
eading
from
it to the basin. The rod has a disc or plate set loosely on it,
and Mechanicql Operations connected with
the introduction of space blocks the entire packing may be utilised.
retained by a head or nut at its bottom end.
ne chamber fills with
Preparing, Manufacturing Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing and
water from the cistern, and on the handle being drawn up the disc forces
2919. F. 8. Lancsnaw, Manchester, “‘ Lubricating steam engine cylinders,” —
Fabrics, d&c.
the most of the water up the pipe and into the basin. In a Second modiDated 31st October, 1871.
The reservoir for the unmelted tallow or solid oil to be used as the 2887. J. J. Monterro, London, “ Textile febrics."—Dated 27th October, fication there are two chambers, with their discs or plates similar to the
one hereinbefore described, the rods being connected to opposite ends of
lubricating means when liquified by heat is supported at the upper part
1871.
of a metal spindle, the stem of which passes into the upper part of a tube
This invention consists in the application and use of the fibres obtained a lever, so that on the handle being drawn up the contents of one
capable of being screwed into the cylinder or other chamber to be lubri- from what is known as the Adamsonian Digitata for the production of chamber are thrown into the basin, and when the handle is lowered
cated. The lower end of the spindle is formed conical or otherwise suit- textile fabrics. In carrying out this invention the inventor frees such again the main basin valve is closed, and the contents of the second
ably to act with a correspondingly formed part of the tube as a valve or fibres from the vegetable and other matters with which they may be chamber are thrown into the basin to fill it up to the desired height. In
regulator of the area of a passage or of passages into the lower part of contaminated by means either of suitable rollers, beaters, or scutching a Third modification a dish is substituted for the disc or plate, and
the tube, and thence to the cylinder or chamber to be lubricated. A part apparatus, and if neckssary submits the same to a washing or bleaching instead of the chamber an open topped pipe projects up to the overflow
of the stem passing into the upper portion of the tube is formed with a process, Tne fibres thus obtained may be employed for textile purposes level through an opening in the bottom of the dish. This pipe leads to
screw th
to turn in a corresponding thread in the upper portion of either in their bleached or unbleached condition, and either alone or in the basin, and when the handle is raised the dish is lifted up until the
the tube, so that by turning the spindle by the rim of the outer reservoir conjunction with other fibrous materials, and these fibres may be either bottom is flush with the top of the pipe, whereupon the water in the dish
or otherwise the extent of opening by this passage or these
pas ages may carded, spun, or woven by the ordinary machinery and processes nuw runs into the pipe, and thence into the basin. Ina Fourth modification
be regulated. The reservoir of the unmelted tallow or solid oil is perfo- employed for the carding, spinning, and weaving of hemp, jute, flax, or two dishes are used like the one described as in the third modification,
and the action is the same as with the second modification. A further
rated at the lower part for the flowing out of the tallow therefrom as it cotton, or otherwise.
melts, and such melted tallow is received into a glass or other vessel sur- 2910. A. M. Crark, London, “ Spinning machinery.”—A communication.— improvement consists in applying an inlet chamber in connection with
the water pipe leading to the basin, and putting a diaphragm or projectrounding the spindle of the reservoir, and the upper part of the tube for
Dated
30th
October,
1871.
rim in such chamber, with a small hole in the bottom, so that whilst
conveying the tallow to the cylinder or other chamber to be lubricated.
The improvements consist in making a groove in the periphery of the aingportion
water charged into the chamber passes at once down the
This glass or other vessel is fastened to the said tube by being held thereon hardened
rollers, to receive the elastic rubber rim used to prevent pipe some ofis the
retained, and passes down afterwards more slowly through
between a cupped flange and a screw nut, rings of india-rubber or other wear of therubber
surface,
so
as
to
avoid
the
liability
of
the
latter
spreading
at
the small hole.
suitable packing being applied between these
. In operation the the sides when under
ure.
The
periphery
of
the
roller
is
also
made
E. W. Barnsiey and T. Barnstey, Birmingham, “ Gutters and down
heat from the steam engine cylinder or other heated chamber is conor convex form, so that —_ of rollers may fit together in 3003. pipes.”
—Dated 7th November, 1871.
ducted by the tube referred to > to the spindle of the reservoir and oflieuconcave
of st motion by a grooved metal roller as usual. The ers
This invention consists in constructing the said gutters of longths of
thence to the reservoir, and thus the tallow or solid oil contained in that may
also
be
made
of
metal,
wood,
or
ceramic
material,
grooved
to
receive
clay, terra-cotta, or other like material, the said lengths having sections
reservoir becomes melted to flow out by the passages at the lower part of bands of hard or elastic rubber.
it into the glass or other vessel below, from which it passes by passages 2924. T. H. Biamires, Hadderafield, “‘ Spinning or twisting yarn.”—Dated suited to the architectural character of the building with which they are
used, and being jointed together by V-shaped or other joints made tight
above the screw nut holding this vessel to the interior of the tube, and
31st October, 1871.
8
mortar or cement. At the back of the gutter and at its lower angle
thence to the parts to be lubricated.
spindles are placed in or near a vertical position, as on the ‘‘ mule” abyprojecting
rib is made. The gutter is yy on the wall or cornice
2937. A. V. Newton, London, “‘ Engine for raising water."—A communica- or The
‘‘
jenny,”
or
may
be
at
an
angle,
and
are
driven
from
the
ordinary
tin
of
the
and is fixed in its place by the brickwork being built
tion.— Dated lst November, 1871.
roller ; the slubbing or roving passes between the ‘‘ letting in” rollers to upon thebuilding,
projecting rib at the back. The gutter may also be supported
This invention consists in the employment of two cylinders surmount- and
thence
through
revolving
guide
eyes
to
the
spindles,
fallers
bein,
by
brackets
without
the rib. The vertical lengths of the down pipes are
ing and opening into a channel-plate. In each of said cylinders is a employed for guiding the yarn thereto. These guide eyes are sup}
in position against the wall of the building by ring-like ~~
piston cuneate through its rods and links to either end of a walking on a cross rail, to which a rising and falling motion is imparted so as to held
together with the head of the down pipe, may be built in the wall
am for producing a steady continuous di
of water. By means secure the required traverse, or drawing out and spinning the yarn aswhich,
work proceeds. The gutters and down pipes, besides being used
of a peculiar arrangement of valves and tappets steam is alternately let without occupying the room or space required for the running in and for the
conducting water from roofs, may be used on the outsides of buildings
into each cylinder on top of the piston, forcing it down and expe
of the
as on the spinning mule or jenny.
for conducting water from one part of the building to another part at a
water from its underside through the channel plate and discharge pipe. out
2029. J, Grarrix and C. Graterx, Preston, “ Methods for damping and lower level, and also as drains for water-closets, overflow pipes from cis2969. J. Jorpan, Liverpool, “ Steam boilers.”—Dated 4th November, 1871.
drying yarna, &c."—Dated 1st November, 1871.
terns, and other places outside the building. Gutters and down pipes
In carrying this invention into effect the inventor takes large metal
great novelty of this invention is that the same machine is used made accordingto this invention harmonise better with the buildings
tubes, the size and length depending on the size of boiler and horse forThedamping
and for drying without ulteration, and will save much time with which they are used than ordinary metal gutters and down pipes,
power wanted, and places them side by side on asuitable frame or frames and la!
and are also more durable.
; it is likewise simple.
with more or less slight inciination. At a short distance above these
T. Apsnotr, Blackburn, Lancashire, “Sizing yarn.”—Dated 3rd
tubes he places another row of tubes with the same inclination and 2057.November,
Class 6.—FIRB-ARMS.
1871.
parallel to the bottom row. The two rows are connected together with
This invention relates to that part of sizing machines which effects the Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Skots, Shells, Gunpowder, Intubes, one at a short distance from each end of the tube immediately marking
of the yarns or warps, and consists principally of an arrangestruments of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, &c.
below it. Proceeding in this way he builds up any number of rows, ment
of
mechanism
for
resetting
the
marking
apparatus
after
the
comalways preferring an odd number, and so constructs the boiler. The pletion and marking of a beam and before the commencement of another. 2891. W. E. Gepar, London, “ Breechtloading small arms.”—A communi+
frames are arran
to form the sides of furnaces, and to carry the fire- With the arrangement usually employed for this purpose it is necessary
cation.—Dated 28th October, 1871.
grates upon which the fire is carried, and the spaces between the tubes for
improved firearm differs from ordinary fowling pieces: (1)
workman to leave the end of the machine where the beam is, and byThis
form the flues, up which the ducts of
busti
t ferred on afterthegoing
the
form of the breech stopper or plug; (2) by the priming
to
the
side
of
the
machine
to
make
several
turns
of
a
handle
their way to the chimney. The ends of the tubes are fitted with man- to bring the marking bowl back to its original position, and the object carrier inner
or nipple, provided with a lever; (3) by the needle. These
holes, and each lower end of each bottom tube is connected to a feed of the invention is to enable the workman, without moving from his pieces constitute
the subject of the invention. The breech
main. From the upper end of each top tube a connection is made to a place at the end of the machine, to throw out of gear the wheel which plug is arranged sotheas system
to permit the rapid firing of the powder, the upper
steam main, by which the steam generated is led off for use as desired. actuates the marking apparatus, and by one turn of a handle placed opening is screw-threaded
to
receive
nipple, and its interiur is opened
The sides and divisions of the fireplaces and flues are lined with fire- within his reach to bring back the marking bowl to its original position. out to facilitate the exit of the primingthe afterthe
explosion. The priming
resisting materials. He encloses the whole nest of connected tubes with The
or nipple, the object of which is to introduce the cap into the
Second part of the invention relates to the marking instrument carrier
« sheet iron casing, doubled to enclose a portion of air.
terminates, by a me pay ony opening, in a cavity in the breech
itself, and consists in dispensing with liquid or semi-fluid ink entirely, barrel,
plug, and is screw-threaded to fix therein ; or in lieu of being screwand forming the bow! of a solid piece or block of compressed ink, which threaded
simply be pushed in and held by a shifting catch ; it is
will mark the yarn or warp quite as effectually, and will obviate the in- attached itto may
Class 2,-TRANSPORT.
a hinged lever, itself fixed by one end to the barrel. The
conveniences
arising
from
the
use
of
a
wet
mark.
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Maneedle is movable,
through the entire length of the nipple; it has no
other function but that of striking the cap in the middle of the chamber
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
Class 4.—AGRICULTURE.
when actuated by the cock. This system is applicable to existing fireHarness, &c.
arms,
Including
Agricultural
a.
Eee,
Implements,
Flour
2897. R. Arkin, London, “ Construction of ships, &c.”—Dated 28th October,
2025. C, K. Prioteav, London, “ Breech-loading jire-crme.”—A communicabe.
1871.
tat in a peculiar formation of the vessel by which 2806. J. Howarp, Bedford, “ Ploughs.”—Dated
tion.—Dated 31et October, 1871.
28th October, 1871.
The invention
This invention has for its object improvements in breech-loading fireThe chief object in this invention is to improve the construction of that
the “‘deck beam knees” are dispensed with. The ribs are formed of T class
of ploughs which turn the furrow slices all in one direction, arms, and relates chiefly to arms of that class in which the rear end of
iron and are arranged in radial lines, and the spaces between the deck The invention
also applies to the adjustment of the shares of ploughs the barrel or breech chamber is closed by a falling block, asin the wellbeams and ribs are filled with wood. The invention further relates to generally.
known “‘ Martini” action, forming the subject of letters patent No. 2305,
interposing between the iron plating and “ wood filling ” and between
the 22nd dayof July, 1868, and No. 1144, dated the 28th aay of
the wood filling and the planking
over the vessel a covering of hair 2004. G. W. B. Epwarps, Bredfeld, Suffolk, “‘ Machines for setting corn, dated
April, 1871, but parts of the invention may be applied to breech-loading
de.” —Dated 30th October, 1871.
felt. The invention also relates to a peculiar construction of the rudder
fire-arms of other kinds. It has reference to, First, constructing the
This invention relates to improved arrangements of agricultural drills action
case, and also to a mode of plating the vessel.
with a tumbler rest working upon a separate axis pin |} d
machines for setting corn and
hereby each
sive seed, or
2008. J, H. Jonnson, London, “ Asphalting roads, dc." —A communication, orseveral
the axis pin of the tumbler lever and the axis pin of the trigger;
seeds together, is d dep ited in a groove or track made by a between
—Dated 30th October, 1871.
Secondly, constructing the action with an extractor lever or levers actuat such
ted and uniform distances apart as ated
This invention relates to the pain of a composition which may coulter or otherwise
by
a
worked by the hand lever or by a pivoted lever
>
seed
is
delivered
from
a
sced-box
into
a
revolving
be employed either solid in the form of blocks for paving pu
» Ob
by the block, slits being formed in thefextractor lever or levers or
where
it is retained for a time by meansof a counterbalance inworked
upplied in a heated plastic condition to the surface deme and }served} chamber,
the sliding bar;
constructing the action so as to lock the
or cover until it arrives over the coulter boot, shoot, or
it, into mechanism
halte. This
siti
ist of the following lid
in
the
firing
position automatically by means of a sliding,
which
it falls. The lewer part or base of the boot or spout is closed bya locking, or safety bolt actuated
ions given, which may be varied more weighted
a face on the hand lever. The above
lever trap to retain the seed until it is released by one of a mentioned extractor and lockingbyarrangements
or less, viz. :—Slate refuse in a pulverised condition, 10 per cent.; natural series
may be applied to other
pins or studs fixed upon the revolving chamber, which acts w
phal
ite of Auvergne, Switzerland, or other source of an arm ofupon
breech actions besides the Martini.
the weighted |
to
supply 16 per cent. ; limestone or Paris white (blanc de Meudon) in the
2052. J. Purpey, London, “ Risled breech-loading fire-arms.”—Dated 3rd
seed to
powder, 58 per cent. ; bitumen, purified or refined by the well known
November, 1871.
processesof Sebille
and Durrand, 15°700 per cent. ; a solid
or fatty
The muzzle end of a smooth-bored barrel the inventor
tu
iatter, such as tallow, suet, and the like, 0°300 per cent. These mateciais
allow of the introduction of a rifled tube of iron or steel which
form
mixed or incorporated
together, and are heated
se as to form a
up and raise a separate seed in each compartmen’
the continuation of the bore.
shape, so as to
2947. H. Horsey, Winterbourne Basset, ty “Covering for stacks or 2054. A. M. CLark, London, “‘ Revolving battery gun.”—A communication,
—Dated 3rd November, 1871.
ricks of corn, '—Dated
2nd November, 1871.
relates to improvements in the well known Gatling gun,
The invention relates to forming coverings for stacks or ricks of corn or
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and consists, First, in reducing the length of lock and breech case by | various
metals and water, ont Pen ieee ed ne a at oe
i
tee hoe hie mentsreliesfo
an
with the cocking
cam and substitu
a
to remove the excess of the said mixture. Cork shavings or
the performer. The Second
of the im) —
which acts on the lock hammer; Secondly, in
the
ofcorkareemployed by preference, andtheseareeltherconsoldat
im)
method of
actuating
the
case, lock linder, and carrier block, to corres
with the improved
or blocks, which
with a ae ftonce a ae or
of harmoniums.
Third partoftheineentitn relenes to
lock ; Thirdly, ap lying
a device
for
the empty cartridge | or twine netting, wheal
cr ne ini onefor
arrangements of the pallets or valves,
a resonant
shells to the cover
of carrier block cons'
consisting of a pendant blade; | 9857. ©. Cesm,Sensten, © Bermenietne ”__ Dated 25th October, 1
chamber or soun
board so as to improve the tone of the
Fourthly, in ._
universal tripod for ridtin
su
intthe gun an
Projecting thi
d sapporting the same byt
trusses or jd, pag
im
its relates to the placing upon one
allowing of its adjustment in every direction; F
in a slide for sup- | brackets. Also yb A. Fthe back
note board of a large number or sets of reeds, the whole of the
ive
porting the gun in its horizontal motion ;and, Sixthly, inaround-headed | the treadles by hinging them so as to foldup
tage eepa tnyby a door
ith or under the control of one pallet or
tail screw working in a socket on the underside of the breech case.
to be locked, giving greater facility for
and insuring a more | valve, thus requiring but one
to each key, which
ent
graceful form and appearance of the
t
7 8 the yoy and simplfiespertofthesadpalletor
valve
1*
ment. Also
ve a small
Class 7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
2858, W. A. GripeE, London, “Harmoniums,
dc.” es EE
Saline
or = guvmatie Eee”"Cnintintitdied
Osoat
Dated
25th
October,
1871.
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical InMiddlesbrough-on-Tees, Yorkshire, eek Sor building
two tongues
for each note, _ 2906.pwC. F. Ciavs,
—Dated
871.
struments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
nares
to
te a tngerorentas,
a vibra’
e <rbee coataiins
w
invention consists in the treatment of blast furnace , 80 as
are fixed 7 Sens
so that they toThis
=, T. W. Lockyer, London, “ Manufacture of silk.”—Dated 27th October, does not vibrate; the tongues
suai masses ond yof a cellular structure suitable for
may be easily moved for tuning. Scales are adaptedto frame
to regu- purposes,
871.
apart of the free ends of the vibrating and short
tm adoption ofa —— “en or foreign
in lieu of horsehair in late the distance
tongues.
the
of c’
erskirts, and other articles.
om. ¢.Bese, Seaford, Sussex, “ Swimming baths.” —Dated 30th October,
W. Anperson, Fife, N.B., “ Treating hides or skins.”—Dated 25th
2899. D, Mitus, ition pode"York, U.&., “* Sewing boots and shoes.”— 2362. October,
This invention consistsin constructing floating swimming baths in
1871.
Dated 28th ‘October, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the employThe object of this invention is the
prod
of
hereby
lorpuritying
providedf
Sete Stieting arjeodo
deckaddnn
ous chetating
of car’
ma‘ such as wood charcoalor animal charcoal, prov:
the sewing of the soles and weltson boots and shoes may os80P formed ment
same.
invention also includes thecomaneaine = a
in
that the work is in all res;
equal, if not superior, to the
hand in lieu of lime for ae the hides tto remove the hair, and fur purify- the
which metallic ropes or cables are ee 4— “Ae pair of which are
wérk. The inventor — sa a which is somewhat similar in form ing the pores of the skin.
to the rotating hook of the so-called ‘‘ Wheeler and Wilson” sewing 2875. W. R. Lake, London, ‘‘ Preserving wood.”—A communication.—Dated respectively in a state of compressionan:
2909. F. A. Wenperota, Pennsylvania, am -a
pictures.” —
machine, but which may have either a reciprocating or arotating motion
26th October, 1871.
around its axis. The aforesaid hook is constructed with a recess in the
The method consists in saturating the weet innent
resinhe: warm or cold,
face that lies towards the needle, in which recess he places the spool. or at any required temperature, ee
This tan
on tongis fior
+
hotograph on a m etal plate.
ven!
ae tances. The appiica‘The periphery of the hook is formed with teeth which are geared into the tion is made by immersing the woodin the oil or with a brush, or in any The polished metal plate is AS with
h Ane sand, the ordinary
teeth of a wheel or segment. The shaft of the said hook is hollow and convenient manner,
negative isemployed in printing on this plate, hence the picture is a
opens into the recess which contains the bobbin, and it has a hole in the 2877. W. H. Cuacr, London, “Catching rats and mice, &c. "Dated 26th
tive (instead
of a negative as h
ore), and thelights areinside of the shaft. The shaft bearing has an aperture on one side, and
tensified by the light reflected from the finely scratched surfaceof the
October, 1871.
ns sgl The metal plateis rendered sensitive by any of the known
metal
the arm or bracket which carries the bearing is so fitted to the head that
The
said
invention
relates
to
a
trap
of
novel
construction
nA
this aperture opens in a corresponding aperture formed in the head. The SS for rats, mice, and similar vermin, but which may be —
oh
* x chromatised gelatine with cvlouring matter may be
latter is made holiow to form a passage or flue for the heat. He thus
employ
; pheasants, and other game, and for large animals,s'
obtains a direct communication between the said burner or lamp and the ~eae a
and
also
for
fish.
'
The
improved
trap
is
cae
ny
with
te
ca
2912.
=
Bares, Chelsea, “ Fire-proof floors, dc.” —Dated 31st October,
inside of the hook, and therefore the latter and the bobbin or spvol may
cases or cylinders of sheet metal or other suitable material.
be — — hot. The take-up mechanism described in the above-men- concentric
One of these cylinders is fixed and the other is made to revolve. The
This invention yee inaGos— loyment of tiles made of terra-cotta,
tioned specification has a lever with a — arm. He now renders the action
revolving or os! case or cylinder opens and closes the artificial —. by he
material, which are supported and
regulation of the take-up automatic as follows :—The lower jaw described trap. ofIn this
each of these cylind
gs large one to admit the sustained by 4
of‘the
“yn when applied to floors or ceilings,
in the said specification has at its end an inclined plane.
is inclined
to be
caught; the
os
in positionby a stop. jr gb ne cmap anening space between the top and bottom
plane lies against the edge of the take-up lever which has an adjustable animals
The inventor
my to use"ening
a
for
ce the revolving cylinder.
of the joists. The tiles are made with a slot at each end, which
screw. According to the thickness of the work this inclined plane is The
directions to one another. The interalso
r or prison into which each animal =<sloped or bevelled in con
made to ap
h or recede from the take-up lever, so as to increase or whentrapcaught
ont sm hya hybut from which he cannot return. The
space may be filled with concrete, or it may be left empty for vendiminish the extent of the motion of the latter.
bait suspended above
a small
tform upon the end of an arm. tilation or heating purposes,
an
W. Hart, London, “ Hats and caps, &c.”—Dated 28th October, Immediately the qniensh seizes
esiaes the it, or if he steps on the platform
J. L. pene, London, “ Expanding picket-pin.”--Dated 31st
without se the bait, the aforesaid stop is raised and the cylinder 2914. October,
1871.
This invention for improvements in hats, caps, and coverings for the moves far enough to close the trap.
The invention consists in a pete or apparatus so constructed that
head has for its object to ventilate or cause a circulation of air in these 2881. R. Howson and J. J. Tuomas, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, Yorkshire, when
pushed or driven into the groundce’
ond En expand, and are
articles so as to carry off the heat or vapours that may arise from the
“ Puddling furnaces.”—Dated 27th October, 1871.
be secured in their expanded positi
itprovided
head, and keep the latter cool in sultry weather.
The princi, dine a of the i
is to
bine an effective orfor may
the purpose. When the pin tne withioowa» from the ground the
—-, - ABRAHAMS, London, ‘* Wearing apparel, dc.”—Dated 31st October, automatic _
vention is with ordinary existing puddling
ded portions are released, so that they may be free to resume their
furnaces, though the invention is sety applicable to other construc- original positions as the withdrawal takes place.
Furnishing all sorts of garments, but more particularly waterproof tions of furnaces, such as those where gas or forced blast is used. The 2916.
be ALEXANDER, Salisbury, “ Bearings of shafts.” —Dated 81st October»
coats, with openings in the seams or in false scams made for the"purpose, invention consists in asing”orcham
with the ordinary hearth, and subsaid openings in the seams or “open seams” being effected by the intro- stituting therefor a
This
invention consists in forming channels at right angles
to the
duction of another piece of material to owe e seams - at the trunnions and a door for
and remo
the charge. This
whieh the rubbing surfacemoves, being the arrangement
desired places. Also when the openings
in the seam of the sleeve casing or chamber is linedCc
t with
table fire-resisting direction in opted,
the same to be filled with fibrous or other packings to
making the top seam of the sleeve to foinon to and meet the side seam material, and is
so that the mouth of one of its hollow trunnions —
and distribute it to the rubbing surface.
of. the sleeve.
comes opposite the fire, and that of the other
te the flue leading to 2918. C. H. oilWoon,
Shefleld,(Grinding, glazing, and bufing knife blades.”
the fire-grate pass
2917. L. Roperts, E, ARMITAGE, and J. Haey, Cleckheaton, Yorkshire, the chimney ; thus the flame and hot gases
—Dated 31st October, 1
through the chamber, which is mounted so as to be rotated or oscillated
* Consuming amoke.’ "—Dated 31st October, 1871.
The method of pomnatynife and fork metal blades hitherto in use has
itable pivots: the oscillating motion from side been
This invention consists in the employment of a fan or blast engine on its trunni
grind the same upon: the
phery or circumference of a grindconnected to pipes; the end of the diclive pipe being fixed in the ash ae is the kinda motion preferred as constituting the puddling stone,toand
afterwards to glaze an buff the same on wood and leather.
pit of the boiler and the exhaust end in the chimney flue ; the exhaust action.
d method
sists in bah the sides of the stone, or
con is so constructed that it forms the back hot air and smoke chamber 2882. C. Kitner, Conisborough, and T. Kitner, Dewsbury, Yorkshire, The
glazer, or aes Rangso that the knife or fork blades may be ground, or
of the boiler, communication from this ch
to the
being
“* Stopper for gunger-beer and other bottles.” —Dated 27th October, 1871.
2or buffed thereon, and in placing round the ame, or glazer, or
effected by a damper to allow of a draught with the chimney when
This invention relates to an improved Saew for5 ginger beer and oa
ifnecessary, a ring of iron or other suitable material. The knife or
required. Doors are applied to the ashpit for ss the escape of other aérated or gaseous water bottles, and
to improved means in forkffer,
are placed in blocks which slide on guide rods, so that the
the hot air, and a damper is placed between
pipe and the chimney connection therewith for filling the same. bes Afirst place in the bottle a bladesblades
may be brough'
—
true to the sides of the revolving stone,
ue.
glass ball, and then fit in the mouth of the bottle a ring of india-rubber cf
or buffer, or they may be placed in small moulds which
fit in
3037. W. Baytry, Birmingham, “ Roller blind furniture.”—Dated 10th an interior conical form, which is held by a = cap placed and secured os,
sliding
blocks,
moulds oeresponding to the shape of the knife or
on the neck of the bottle. Whon the bottle is
filled (by a pipe and foreblades,all thethemoulds
Novenber, 1871.
being capable of adjustment in the same
This invention consists in keeping the blind cord, by which the blind a - —_ of turning round the pi: -» p! in a frame provided
oc
a bottom arrangedso as to securely hold the bottle, of whatever size,
is retained in any position to which it poe be brought, ina uniform with
M. Symons, London, ‘‘ Composition for disinfecting soaps, &c.”—
state of tension by means of a weight suspended in the loop at the and with om ball ata bottom,but when the bottle is full it (together 2923.A W.communication.-~-Dated
31st October, 1871.
bottom of the blind cord, the said suspended weight being made of an with the frame and tap)is turned round a pipe as a centre till it is
The invention consists in adding to the ordinary and general ingreornamental form, and provided at top with a hook by which it can be bottom upwards, when the ball will fall to the mouth of the bottle, and dients
oe p
intment washes, tooth powders,
hooked to or unhooked from the co
When the cord is moved to adjust the gas from the liquid therein will keep it in this position (till reyuired troches,of and
disinfi
wders
nilated or otherwise), and disinthe window blind the said cord works under the hook of the suspended to be used), thereby preventing the contents from diminishing in quantity fecting and deodorising
yd ateong ymol or thymic acid, or any of its
pot ht. In combination with the suspended weight a staple or guide is or losing any of its effervescing qualities.
or thymatic salts, or with any of the stearoptens or their
for preventing oscillation or lateral motion in the blind cord.
2883. E. De Zoccato, London, *‘ Apparatus for making and copying derivatives,
—= of any of the ethereal or essential aromatic oils or essences of
drawings.” —Dated 27th October, 1871.
coat W. Verity and B, Verity, London, “ Perforated jire-clay gas burner.”
The o—_ features of this invention are, the arranging a press like an
—Dated 11th December, 1871
copying press, with suitable means to transmit a current of 2927. C. MoseLey, Manchester, ‘‘ Minufucture of bowls for calenders, dc.’
The inventors claim for the burners being made in fire-clay or any ord!
Dated 1st ‘November, 1871.
similar material, and in shape, the aforesaid burners to be either square, electricity from the positive to the ~— pole of an electric or
This invention consists in manufacturing bowls for calenders and other
circular, or oval, adapted to stoves, grates. or fireplaces, for any heating galvanic battery through a steel plate edged with zinc and bearing a
= —s purpose whatsoever to burn plain gas, or air and gas com- varnished surface, on w! —sis drawn with a _ or point any drawing, purposes of vulcanised india-rubber and vegetable or other fibre, comwriting, or marks desi! to be copied, and
through one or more pressed in layers on a metallic centre.
ine
sheets of pay
mye previously prepared with a solution of prussiate of oes 4
G. F. Lancrorp, Manchester, “‘ Improved safety bottle for containing
an acid, and gum arabic. The paper being placed in — with the 2928.poisons.”
—Dated lat November, 1871.
Class 8.-CHEMICAL.
varnished surface of the -_ and the pressure of the press be
The features of novelty in this ‘invention consist in the
jiar sha
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel applied,a fac simile of the drawing or writing in blue colour is produ
of
bottle
for
containing poisons, the external appearance of which would
and Lighting Materials, Preparatien and Preservation of Food, on every sheet of the paper. By waving the solution and the metal of
the
nature
area)
the
contents,
whilst
in
handling
sucha
shaped bottleeininthe dark a further guarantee would be afforded (through
Brewing Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting, the plats other vc. surs are produced.
2885. I. PaARKin and J. Lewis, Preston, Lancashire, “ Studs for sharpening the sense of feeling) against mistakes in administering the contents.
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
horseshoes for frosty and slippery roads.”—Dated 27th October, 1871.
2920. W. F. CaTrcnesip:, Snodland, Kent, “ Recovery 7 ee caustic
The features of novelty and great value of this invention are, that by 2931. R. Nunes, Lendon, “ Exhibiting pictures, &c.”—A communication.—
lyes used in borling sibres,”"— Dated Blst October, 1871
these studs the horse’s shoe need never be removed fur
ing,
A cae
number o!
con’
res or deig
pony
This invention consists in precipitating from the lyes the resinous, using
but
the
carter may carry such studs in his pocket and at af time apply vices,
are — to a case containing
roeFo ed
oer} neof the pi
or devices
silicious, and colouring matters, by means of a me ic base
or bases, them, thus
removing the liability of pricking the horseb;
ona
scale
ae
oe
oe
ae
S
Seed
Us
eel
phate
thus obtaining the supernatant liquor in a caustic condition. The pre- ——s
the shoe off for sharpening. Likewise it will save pee time and magnetic attraction. The
t each picture
cipitated resinous, silicious, and colouring matters and metallic base or
ur,
tetngs ihecopy $0anepestuse = theane.
bases are further washed and calcined, and a material is thus obtained
containing, say, from 80 to 95 per cent. of the original metallic base or 2886. P. C. Evans, Brimacombe, Gloucestershire, “‘ Lighting and heating.”— 2932. J. H. L. T. Portw
London, ‘‘ Sewing machines.”—A communicaDated 27th October, 1871.
pe as used, to be employed as the future precipitant for other quantities
This invention relates to the mode of su lying and regulating the
ese improvements co!
in arrangements tsfor
for folding
fo
and and gu guiding
Saebacsaae
tee
of lye.
supply of air to the burners of oil ane gasghts, and gas stoves when the fabric, for=
the tucks, for pressing out the tucks, and for
=m. 4. P. wae, New Cross, ‘‘ Treating liquid sewage, dc.” —Dated 1st double
chimneys are applied thereto, and consists inthe application to the smoo'
ey are applicable to sewing machines with rotary
‘ovember,
lower
mouth
of
the
outer
one
of
the
two
chimneys
surrounding
the
spool
hook,
yore
tty
*
to
sewing
machines
of
any
other
conThis reas RaSiade in treating liquid sewage and other ammoniacal
which the inventor prefers to be an
d burner, of two
The variouspurposes are accomplished respectively by means
liquors to obtain precipitates therefrom, suitable as manure or for other burner,
plates cither in the form of slide ves or dampers, flat struction.
of ‘‘ blades” and “‘ guiding shafts” for the same, by means of a rotary
purposes, by submitting the liquid sewage or other liquor to the action perforated
or rings, but in all cases fitting close together. One of these
by means
of a presser finger, and by a grooved and plain
of two chemical compounds, the first consisting of a mixture of oxide of discs, cups, plates,
cups, or rings, is made adjustable over the other, so
barium and biphosphate of lime, and the second of a mixture of chloride perforated
that on turning it the exact amount of air to be supplied through the cylinder.
of magnesium and aluminate of soda. Instead of the said agents the lower
2933.
G.
Haycrart,
Faversham, “‘ Pebble and pellet gunpowder.”—Date
1 outhof the outer chimney of the burner, whether of a lamp or
following may be employed, videlicet, sul hide of nga common gas stove,
lst November, 1871.
may be regulated with the greatest nicety.
superphosphate of lime, or any other ‘soluble
hat
The machine is sited sith o emnks that towhich toattached o sed,
2888. W. Brown, Abbey Mills, Romsey, Hampshire, ‘‘ Manufacture of ving
or any other soluble salt of magnesia, lime, or anyapr coe eyeer
an up-and-down motion
to three plungers,
eath w
a die
es "— Dated 27th October, 1871.
carth, or silicate of soda.
ei
ids
arged with —_ powder. The
ions of the animal and vegetable fibres, and by the re
t
the meal and prod
— <4
2960, A. M. Crark, London, “ Distilling naphtha, &¢.”—A
icati
addition
of
the
various
chemicals
employed
a
a
fine
representation
ptt
transverse
en
spaces
;
the
die
plate
is
then
moved
I
forward,
when
th
Dated 3rd November, 1871.
er upon an economical principle,
lor the
of
r presses the
and divides it into
The invention consists of an apparatus for separating volatile hydro- of
parts of boots and shoes.
cubes, Shel at the next revolution of the crank are discharged
by the
carbons by repeated vaporisation and condensation; the operation is certain
for the manufacture of confectionery.” third plunger ready for rubbing and glasing.
continuous, and what is equivalent to a la! number of fractional dis- 2894. J. Campton, Louth, ‘‘ Apparatus
—fated 28th October, 187).
tillation is ‘accomplished during a single distillation. The ap; tus is
2934 A. M. CLark, London, “ Ornamentation and dressing raed of
in many respects similar to what is known as the column oe for dis- This invention relates to a machine for a up strips of sugar in a
glass, &c.”—A ee
Dated 1st ponent ier
soft state in the manufacture of certain kinds of confectionery known as
tilling alcoholic spirits.
*
bulls’
eyes,”
or
penny
Zl
“mint
shells,”
or
“‘
pennetts.”
The
2062. E. BRAMWELL, St. Helens, Lancashire, “Preparing salts, &c.”—Dated apparatus consists
two
pairs
of
rollers
each
moun
on
its
own
4th November, 1871.
This invention consists in placing the salt or other substance which is spindle in bearings, and disposed the one pair at right angles to the
to be acted upon by the gas or gases, or vapour or vapours, or mixture of other. They are geared together bymitre wheels cast on their sides, and
both, in vessels or chambers, or other receptacles, furnished with false
2936. W. R. Lake, London, ‘‘ Improved
GO
communication.—Dates
bottoms, and making in the mass of the salt or onar substance, by
1st November, 1871.
pressers on its periphery, and the rollers are so geared that the iabves This
means of rods, bars, tubes, or plates of either metal, wood, earthenware, ofor the
ferule is formed of a hoop or band of metal. The neck
two
meet alternately in the centre of the machine and press of the improved’
or oe oe according to Ms — of the salt or other substance and
handle
has
a
groove
or
channel
turned
around
it. The ferule is
separate the strips of sugar into the form required.
operated upon, flues or passages for the gas or gases, or vapourorvapours, 2895. partially
endwise and caused to fill the groove.
A. V. Newton, London, ‘‘ Sawing
hi a
ication. — compressed
or mixtures of both, such flues or p ges cor
ig with the holes
2938.
E.
Seyp,
London,
“
Plaisters.”—A
communication.—Dated
lst NovemDated 28th October, 1871.
in the false bottoms.
1871.
This invention relates to an improved feed apogeefor sawing Theber,features
— om WELDon, Putney, “ Drying chlorine gas.”—Dated 4th November, machinery,
ofage |of this invention consist in covering the prethe chief object being to allow of wood
thickn
pared or adhesive sie of medical and other plaisters with any woven or
This’
consists in drying chlorine gas or a mixture of chlorine being divided up into equal parts.
textile fabric to p event the two sides of the plaister from sticking
and other gases by bringing it into contact with either quick lime or 2898. F. ag “ Punching and clipping railway tickets.”—Dated 28th together when packed or rolled up.
chloride = magnesium, or a mixture of chloride of magnesium and
,
for generating steam.”—Dated 2nd
The apparatus us consistsof a hand punch formed with dies to pro- 2939. W. E. Kocus, Manchester, “ Boilers
common salt,
duce
a mark on the ticket, am with oe
by which
a portion
of sections formed of a series of
tudina
oa
retained,
the
device
being
in
ied
as
an
excess
fare
Class 9.-HLECTRICITY.—None
er,
2902. J. SHanp, London, “ Fire escapes.”—Dated
, 1871.
of
formed of a series of ladders, sliding
Class 10,—MISCHLLANEOUS.
base, the ladders
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads,
7m. = §. Brown, London, “ Scale boards and veneers.” —Dated 25th October
Cemen‘
er with the grain of the wood in different
direca Szmenting thomtogatherwith Y
eee
k for use as a protecting medium.” 2005. W. Scanrtesuny, London, “‘ Harmoniums.”—Dated 30th Octoder
187
—Dated 25th October, = er rne
fi ;
This invention consists in treating
cork with a mixtureof im 4 This invention relates, First, tothe applicationof an ‘‘ octave coupler,”
with
coda orofpotash, together Wie GSeniden, carbonates, or sulphates of eoexsanged on$0ennse ailneten, GFonteeny andesived, tobo
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plate, there being also a cover which can be removed for the inspection
and cleansing of the tubes, and the boiler is supplied with water through
these covers, and through the lower series of main tubes, either singly
or
bined. The opposite ends of these tubes are permanently closed
by plates riveted or forged into the tubes. In cases where the main
tubes lie in a horizontal or inclined position a series of two or more of
them are placed one above the other, and are kept in their respective
positions by the vertical tubes in the manner before described, and each
such series of main and vertical tubes the patentee calls a section. Two
or more sections placed side by side, in connection with a suitable grate,
would form a
r, but at the same time
section with a corresponding grate is a boiler in itself. If any required number of sections be
place
t Fetween two walls, so that all the main tubes are in one horizonta! line, the spaces thus formed between these tubes will form heating
chambers or flues, the exteriors of the tubes being the heating surfaces.
If there are two series of main tubes it is called a two-flued boiler, the
one flue from the furnace to the back of the boiler being one, and the
upper returning one another; if three series, a three-flued, and so on,
the water in the first case filling the greater portion of the upper tubes,
nd in the second case of the central tubes.
e sections can be placed
either longitudinally or transversely within the surrounding brick walls,
but if longitudinally then the upper or main tubes of the two-series
system and central tubes of the three-scries system resting on the back
brickwork would be of greater length than those below, to allow a space
for the flues from the furnace, and between the tube ends and back’ wall
to return upwards to the front of the boiler. When the tubes are incased
in metal plates, instead of brickwork the patentee forms the side walls
of the fire-box or furnace of the tubes themselves, and in such a manner
that the fire does not come in contact with the outer casings at all; in
this manner the patentee extends the two outer sections of the main and
vertical tubes a little below the fire-grate, and places the main tubes of
the outermost section midway between those of the second, so that the
spaces between the main tubes are covered by the roundness of the
others. The enclosure being to all intents and purposes sufficiently tight
to prevent the casing being affected by the fire, if deemed expedient,
asbes or other non-conductor of heat might be filled between the outer
casing and the tubes to prevent any radiation or waste of heat. The
boiler might in this manner be so constructed that no side plates be
required for an outer casing. In the case of a five-flued boiler, where the
heat circulates forwards and backwards as in Cornish boilers, the
patentee places a series of main tubes below the fire-grate, and connects
them with those above by means of vertical tubes behind the bridge, and
in a similar manner as before described. In these five-flued boilers the
two outer sections of tubes are placed again lower than their neighbours
nearest the fire, and midway between the main tubes of the second section. The outer section on each side being also sufficiently shortened at
the back of the boiler to allow the hot air to pass round their extreme
ends and between the spaces of the second section into the side flue, so
that the heat shall circulate between the outer section and wail to the
front of the boiler, and from thence both above or between the upper and
below the lower tubes to the chimney, the final flue into which both
side-tlues unite being midway between the upper and lower flue in
order to cause an equal draught. Immediately above and in line with
the vertical tubes there are cylindrical openings for euabling the vertical
ubes to be fixed and cleansed, and these openings are covered by cluselyfitting caps.
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent. )
UNSATISFACTORY STATE OF THINGS IN THE IRON TRADE: Great
demand and small output—THE BUSINESSS DONE IN BIRMINGHAM
ON THURSDAY AND IN WOLVERHAMPTON ON WEDNESDAY: The
ironmasters’ complaints; Explanations of pig iron makers—THeE
CONSUMPTION OF PIG IRON—THE PUDDLERS AND THEIR UNDERHANDS—THE MEN AND THE CONSIDERATION BOARD: A circular
as to the board and arbitration— CoaL: New contracts : Large
supplies from other districts—COLLIERIES UNDER WATER: Estimate by amining engineer—RISE IN COPPER : Jts effect upon brass
yoods—THE MISCELLANEOUS TRADES : Their great activity.
THE state of things in the iren trade of this district becomes more
unsatisfactory every week, There is no appreciable subsidence
in the demand in any but unimportant instances that relate to
the requirements of a few of the hardware manufacturers ; whilst
in respect of the bulk of the trade, and that in particular which
affects the heaviest quantities, the current business shows a present and a prospectively increased demand. In noting the probable effect upon these branches of the recent great advances in
quotations, much significance is now attached to the
requirements
of the shipbuilders. Last week a little concern was felt at the
reported falling-off in inquiries on that account in the North of
England. But to-day (Thursday) the news that there is again a
considerable demand for new ships on the Tyne and the Tees has
strengthened the conviction that in no important department
of industry are we likely to suffer any considerable fallingoff in the demand on home account. And there seems
to be no fear of any different sears of the chief foreign
markets. The last advices from these urge makers here to push
on the orders in hand, and fresh specifications are at the same
time forwarded, and their prompt execution urged. Nor do the
high quotations of makers check these buyers who, acting under
the advice of merchants in this country, are evidently under the
impression that still higher demands must soon be made. The
necessities of America (Federal and British), of Germany, and of
France, together with those of Australia and New Zealand, are so
great ; whilst the home requirements, largely on account of goods
for foreigners, are at the same time so satisfactory that no other
issue is at all likely. Owing to this it was almost impossible today to get any order booked at current quotations.
Upon all hands masters are full of orders, yet they cannot turn out an average supply of finish
iron, This
comes about by reason of the difficulty there is to get
pigs and enough coal to keep the forges in sufficient activity
to supply the required quantity of puddled iron to the mills,
even when the workmen in the forges do not impose obstacles in the way of a large make. The pig makers, on their
part, are sadly hampered through the short supply of stone
and fuel. Never before were the complaints of the nondelivery of iron so numerous on -— market day within our experience of some twenty years in the Birmingham trade as they
were to-day; yet the only reply that the mill and forge proprietors, and, indeed, the heavy founders received, was that the
distant blast furnaces were not making anything like all the iron
they were capable of producing, owing to the causes already mentioned. Some consumers had a notion that the iron was going
to those consumers who had bought at present prices; but
their experience was the same, even when in the hope
of getting prompt supplies, they bought at the higher
quotations, that they might make some show of carrying on their
works, although they had hundreds of tons bought and the
deliveries of which were overdue. The discomfort and the complaining was general. It was clear that the offering of scarcely
any price will improve matters so long as the consumption keeps
so much in excess of the demand as it is now ; and the approach
of sultry weather and workmen’s holidays, with the greater pressure of exporters that orders may be completed before the ports
close, all combined to show that not only is no relief near at hand,
but that, on the contrary, ‘‘ the position ” will b
even more
complicated. The meetings of the ironmasters this week, alike
in Birmingham and Wolverhampton, have therefore broken up
with the ae See something like a famine of iron will soon
be experienced in this partof the kingdom.
The consumption of pig iron at the foundries is very large, and
the probabilities are in favour of an increase in the requirements
of the casting pits. The —
we are now using produced by
the blast furnaces of this
ct is larger than that obtained from
all the sources out of the district. _
There are complaints of irregularity by the puddlers and their
under-hands, As is usual the former lay the blame upon the
latter, and not always without some showof reason.
ere is so
great a demand just now for workmen in all the branches of
industry hereabouts, that very high wages can be got
even
unski
tives; and as the new agreement by w!
the
puddlers
—
more largely than at present ofthe benefit
arising from the prevailing great inquiry for iron has not yet come
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into operation, and therefore the puddlers cannot give their underhands as much as by-and-by they will be able to afford, these men
are not over-satisfied with their earnings, and are reluctant to do
over much work. The same state of things operates with reference
to the inferior class of puddler. The puddler of standing, however,
is in no way deterred fon constant work by the arrangement mentioned. He is quite satisfied that he will derive the benefit after the
meeting between representatives of his order and representative
ironmasters has come off, and so is prepared to go steadily on with
his labour. Generally this man succeeds in finding an equally
steady underhand. The ironworkers’ council have just issued an
address to the ironworkers, of South Staffordshire and East
Worcestershire in which they speak of the board of conciliation
between masters and men for the adjustment of wages, but, they
say, ‘ ‘conciliation, to be suctessful and of value, must be supplemented by arbitration ; for without arbitration we have no court
for final appeal. It would be a fatal mistake to persuade ourselves at the present that conciliation will be able to adjust and
reconcile all differences in future. We hope it may be so, but
entertain grave doubts, and believe the present to be a favourable
time to express them. We therefore hope that ere long both
masters and men will be convinced of the wisdom and justice of
the principle of arbitration, and recognise without delay the
necessity for its adoption, which will prove a wise decision in cases
of emergency. At present the principle of conciliation is
confined to the regulation of wages to be paid throughout
the district ;this we very much regret. If it is wise to apply
the principle to the question of wages, it will be doubly wise
to extend the application of the principle to other questions
which may from time to time come up and prove of as much importance, and affect the arrangements and interests of both parties
equally as much as the question of wages.” The men are then
urged to reform themselves into a powerful union, upon the plea
that ‘‘ Without organisation, without union law, the workmen’s representatives cannot pledge with safety, nor can the masters’ representatives count with safety on the men’s obedience to conciliation or arbitration law.” The circular likewise speaks of Danks’
puddling machine, which is termed *‘ this much vaunted mechanical puddler.” Respecting it they say that they are at present
unable to discuss either its merits or its demerits, and they therefore beg that the men will not take alarm at its introduction and
adoption. The council hope that the machine may tend to relieve
one “of one of the hardest and most degrading forms of
human toil,”
New contracts are being entered into by the consumers of coal in
his district with the pit proprietors elsewhere ;and the contracts
are generally for larger quantities than those embraced in previous
transactions. Derbyshire will considerably benefit by the negotiations, notwithstanding that from that county South Staffordshire
has obtained in the twelve months ending with March last as much
as 48,837 tons. Nor are the negotiations less favourable in respect
of Lancashire, and North Wales, although the prices have advanced
sixpence a ton. The supply of coke remains very much under the
requirements of the market, and premiums are being offered agents
to obtain supplies.
Now that fuel and minerals for ironmaking have become so
scarce and so dear in South Staffordshire, enterprise is beginning
to be displayed in the getting of the coal and ironstone that it is
known are lying under water there. The peculiarity of that
coal-field, which stands third on the list of the coal-fields of Great
Britain, is that the collieries are worked in smaller allotments than
in most other districts. When, therefore, water has been met
with the cost of pumping it has become so serious a matter that
devices, often more ingenious than commendable, have been resorted to, to draw it off to the colliery that is being worked at the
lowest level. Unhappy the colliery proprietor who chances to
own such a mine. But the device in not successful long; for
if the colliery most affected is not pumped, often at a ruinous
cost to the owner, then the water rises till several collieries
become submerged. At this moment there are no fewer
than ten collieries all adjoining one another in the parish of West
Bromwich that have had to be aband
i an
t of the great
quantity of water that they contain. Together these collieries
extend over an area of 350 acres. Of this from seventy to eighty
acres contain the precious ten-yard coal, lying in a maiden state,
and the rest is the same measure partially worked, but having all
the lower measures intact, the heathen coal, the gubbin ironstone,
the white ironstone, and the new mine coal. At our request a
mining engineer of West Bromwich (Mr. J. Saxton), who knows
the property, has furnished us with an estimate of the contents of
this drowned-out property. He has worked out the different
items in detail. The total, however, shows that no less than
6,730,800 tons of highly valuable coal and ironstone are all lying
unworked and profitless to its owners because an understanding
cannot be come to between them by which the whole 350 acres
might be cleared, and the produce brought into the market.
There is no engineering difficulty in the way whatever. A Cornish
pumping engine of 150 or 200-horse power might be made to do
the work effectually. But the absence of agreement which
is flooding so much colliery property in North Staffordshire, and greatly increasing the cost of the fuel there,
even as simi
results have followed a corresponding
state of things in almost every other colliery district, prevents the adoption of the simple and not very costly remedy.
Under these circumstancesa spirited consumer of coal upon a
large scale has just taken eighty acres of the property, and is now
ee to put down a substantial engine plant and water-lift.
n draining his own he will at the same time be relieving certain
of his neighbours’ property from water, and thereby tend to the
increasing of the supply beyond his own output, and to that extent the result will be gratifying; but it is much to be regretted
that in this, as in every other case in the South Stafford and the
other colliery districts, arrangements cannot be urrived at whereby
colliery drainage may be conducted upon a mutually satisfactory
and extended scale. It may well be hoped that as the renewed
energy now being displayed at West Bromwich has arisen out of
the present vast demand for coal, so similar results may quickly
ensue elsewhere.
Resulting from an advance of £5 in copper on Tuesday, those
consumers who did not raise the prices of their products on the
occasion of the last advance are now sending out circulars ancinga reduction in thedi
its of 24 per cent. on all brass
foundry goods. This is equal to a net rise ofb per cent.; and as
there was an alteration against the buyer of twice this amount a
short time ago, this last rise will have made the advance of brass
goods 15 per cent. since about the end of last year. Founders do
not believe that the effect of this further advance will be to
seriously diminish the demand, inasmuch as no such result followed upon the rise of 10 per cent., but, on the contrary, orders
became more plentiful. The aggregate advance of 15 per cent.
will not place manufacturers in so good a position as they were
before the — of copper began to ascend. The higher quotations for brass goods hardly covers the extra cost of copper;
ence
whilst the other expenses have continued to increase.
brass founders in Wolverhampton are just
g a
movement with the view of an arrangement between
themselves and their fellow manufacturers in Birmingham,
whereby all shall ‘reap somewhat more than heretofore of
the fruits of the present improved state of trade. Unless
something of this kind is done they believe that their prospects in
future are less favourable than has been their experience of the
= ; for the men both of Birmingham and Wolverhampton have
‘ormed a labour combination and certain of the Wolverhampton
men have already commenced a movement, with the view to their
wages being put up 15 per cent., nor, if the masters’ movement be
successful, are the men likely to go without the advance they ask.
One considerable employer of labour in Wolverhampton has
ly
announced his willingness to give the higher wages solicited if the
other masters will do the like.
Brass and steel makers are also ask'ng higher prices, Former
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advances to the extent altogether of 30 or 40 per cent. have not
checked transactions. Brass and iron bedsteads were scarcely ever
in better deman.
. The same has to be said of almost every other product of the
industries pursued in and around Birmingham. The heavy and
the light trades are all alike active, and where foreign advices are
to hand with the knowledge by the correspondents that the prices
are what they are even now quoted, the goods are ce
ordered to be gone on with,
rass locks and iron latches are also
being quoted up by the manufacturers as this was written.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE GLASGOW PIG IRON MARKET—SHIPMENTS—THE MALLEABLE
IRON TRADE —LAUNCHES—A MARINE NOVELTY—-NEW WORKS
NEW MINERAL FIELDS—MINERS’ MEETING.
AGAIN the quotations for Scotch pig iron of all kinds have gone
up considerably, thus realising the expectations of holders, who
were disinclined to do much business at the rates which prevailed
a month ago. During the present week the market has been much
stronger, and a considerable amount of business has been done at
93s. to 95s. cash, and 96s. one month. From the rates at to-day’s
(Wednesday) market there was no disposition to recede ; in fact,
if anything, prices rather incline to become stiffer. The official
quotations exhibit an advance in all the principal brands, the
current quotations being as follows :—Gartsherrie, No. 1, 115s. ;
Coltness, No. 1, 117s. 6d. ; Summerlee, No. 1, 110s. ; Langloan,
No, 1, 115s. ; Govan, No. 1, 97s. 6d. ; Calder, No. 1, 110s., No. 3,
97s. ; Carnbrae, No, 1, 107s, ; No. 3, %. ; Monkland and Chapelhall, No. 1, 105s. ; No. 3, 97s. ; Clyde, No. 1, 99%s., No. 3, ‘Mis.
The deliveries ex-warrant stores continue as large as ever ; and
the works throughout Scotland are so unremittingly busy that it
is impossible in the meantime to carry out certain improvements
that have been in contemplation for their more economical working. Chief among these is the utilisation of blast furnace gases,
the bell and cone arrangement, the increase of the height of old
furnaces, or the adoption of the Ferrie principle of smelting iron,
which has achieved such marked success at the works of the
Monkland Iron and Steel Company. Makers are perhaps wise to
make hay while the sun shines; they will find time, perhaps too
soon, to seek to recoup themselves for low and unremunerative
prices by a greater cconomy in production.
The shipments of iron from Scotch ports continue to be above
those of the corresponding period of last year, although they are
not all that the prevailing activity would lead us to expect. The
total exports from Scotland for the week ending Saturday Jast
amounted to 25,378 tons, being 17,692 tons foreign, and 7686 tons
coastwise. The total exports for the same week of 1871 reached
21,866 tons. On the imports of Middlesbrough pig iron into
Grangemouth for the week ending May 11 there is an increase of
55 tons as compared with the same period of 1871, the exact
figures being 2045 and 1990 respectively.
With reference to the malleable iron trade report must be made
of an upward tendency of prices and a large amount of business.
Angle iron is now quoted at £12 to £12 10s. per ton; common burs,
£12 to £12 10s.; ship plates, £13 to £13 10s.; boiler plates, £13 to
£14 ; and nail rod, £11 10s. to £12. The consumption of malleable
iron among the Clyde shipbuilders alone is extraordinary, On
an average from 10,000 tons to 15,000 tons of shipping per month
are launched on the Clyde, and when it is remembered that for
every vessel of 2000 tons about 1200 tons of iron are required, a
very easy calculation will guide us to an estimate of the total
consumption, The Clyde shipbuilders do not, however, depend
entirely upon Scotch makers for their iron. Some of them,
indeed, prefer to deal with English firms, where they can get the
iron direct from the works without paying a commission of 2 per
cent. toa merchant who negotiates business between the ship—— and the iron manufacturer, as it is the rule to do in Scotand.
This leads to the remark that, although the launches on the
Clyde during the past week have been comparatively few, there
was an unusual circumstance connected with those that did take
mony At Port Glasgow, on Thursday, no fewer than three
arge vessels were launched by the same tide. The first in the
order of ‘‘taking the water” was a paddle steamer of 800 tons
for the South American river trade ; the second was the Victoria,
an addition to the anchor line of transatlantic steamers, her
tonnage being 3400 tons; and the third was a handsome East
India clipper merchantship of 1200 tons, for Messrs. Carswell and
Davie, of Greenock. There appears to be quite an extraordinary
—
development of the trade between Europe and America.
sides the new ‘“‘State” line, to which I have alluded in a
former letter, and which will commence operations in the course
of a few months, there are six vessels being built on the Clyde for
a company that propose a new service between Hamburgh and
New York. These ships are all of large tonnage, and they are
being constructed with a view mainly to the requirements of
emigrant traffic. Then the National, the Cunard, and the Anchor
lines are vieing with each other in regard to the number and size
of the vessels of the future, and each and all of these companies
have now contracts in the hands of Clyde builders.
A marine novelty worthy of attention was privately exhibited
this week in Glasgow. It was a model of a welled fishing craft,
4ft. long, with 19in. beam, clinker-built and neatly finished. The
exhibitor was Mr. Dempster, of Kinghorn, who is well known for
his advocacy of deep-sea fishing, and who proposes to convert
ordinary open decked fishing smacks into well-decked boats; by
layinga well caulked deck or flooring from stem to stern, at a
height of 24ft. from the keelson, the space beneath this deck
forming the well, which is filled with sea water from several small
circular holes in the bottom of the boat. At a height of 5ft. or
6ft. above the well-deck there is another déck, which rises to
within a foot of the gunwale, and which, being water-tight and
comfortable, is adapted for the quarters of the crew. Mr.
Dempster has proved the advantages of this style of fishing craft
by actual results in practice; and he claims for his system the
advantage that, no matter what seas the boat may ship, it is im
possible for it to be swamped, as the water immediately makes its
way out at the bottom.
Among the many works now in course of erection in and about
Glasgow one of the largest and most handsome will be the new
foundry which the well-known firm of Messrs. P. and W.
M’Lellan are building at Pollockshields. They are to be built in
the form of a seriesof parallel sheds, running backwards from the
railway, opposite which there is a frontage of 200ft., to a depth of
284ft. In the meantime five large sheds are to be eoostell, and
they will be fitted up with a lot of new appliances.
Several mineral fields of considerable extent and of varying richness are now being opened up in the wealthy metalliferous district
lying between the Forth and the Clyde. On the Bluntyre estate,
Mr. W. 8. Dixon, of the Calder and Govan Ironworks, has com
d to work a pit on a lease of 4000 acres of land, which he has
uired from the Duke of Hamilton. The depth of the main seam
is 125 fathoms, but the splint coal, to which bores are now being
sunk, varies from 140 to 150 fathoms. The cval throughout is of
excellent quality, and the return promises to be ri:h and ample.
A numerously attended meeting of miners’ delegates was held
on Monday in Glasgow. In the course of the proceedings the
chairman stated, on behalf of the Fife and Clackmannan Counties
Union, that throughout the whole of the two counties which he
represented there were only two or three collieries not m the
union; that they had 3839 members, with a fund of £1008 in the
bank, and an income of about £200 per month. The average
wage ‘is 5s. 6d. per day, and the influence of the union is so
strong that an aleenies can be got without a strike, simply b
sending out a circular, The eight hours system is strictly adhered to,
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THE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: Scarcity of iron and high
prices: The miners and their wages: The wages of blast
furnacemen: The tinished iron trade—THE COAL TRADE:
Strike at Seaham Collier) ENGINEERING —SHIPBUILDING—THE
NEW DOCK AT MIDDLESBROUGH—PRICES.
Very little new has transpired in the Cleveland iron trade since
my last notice. Every blast furnace available is being worked to
the fullest extent, but frequently there is considerable inconvenience owing to the scarcity of materials. Coal and coke are
high priced, and are bad to get regularly. The ironstone is not
so scarce, but without the other materials the blast furnace owners
cannot, of course, use it. Week after week the Middlesbrough
iron market is firmer. On Tuesday No. 3 was quoted at 100s. to
105s. per ton for immediate delivery. How long this condition of
things will last is a question which is now freely discussed. Some
people hope and believe it will long continue. I am of opinion
that if there are no political difficulties the high prices may continue to rule until the turn of this year. But it must not be forgotten that social difficulties might arise which would bring about
a crisis much sooner, After Sunday, the 19th inst., the Cleveland
ironstone miners do not intend to work more than eight hours per
day. Now although the masters say that the men do not average
eight hours per day at present, I am bound to say that the men
inform me that they go into the mine at six o’clock of a morning,
and come out at three o’clock and four o’clock of an afternoon.
The men work by piece, and two of them are able to put out
about 16 tons of stone per day; they are now paid at 1s. per ton,
and they are asking for 1s. 2d. per ton. The masters have declined to alter the hours, and they have refused to give more than
one halfpenny advance. The men sey they will adhere to
their original requests. This week the notices expire. It
is pretty well known what course the men intend to pursue; they are going to restrict the output of stone. Should
they systematically aud unanimously do this a crisis in the
iron trade will arrive. Some of the larger ironstone mine
owners have, it is true, contrived to stock stone which will enable
them to deliver at the present rate for the next three months, but
this is exceptional, and a systematic limitation on the part of the
men would be 2 serious matter, and would in the course of a few
weeks affect the owners of blast furnaces. It has been hinted
that the mine owners, on being satisfied that the miners will
restrict the output, will lock the men out. I do not believe that
the masters will do anything of the kind; I believe they will
endeavour to compromise the matter in an amicable way. There
is a movement amongst a section of the blast furnacemen for an
advance of wages. At one works they have asked for an increase
of sixpence per day. The masters have declined to concede this
request, and it is hoped the matter will rest there ; but here again
should any united action be taken by the men, it will tend to
hasten the crisis.
There is little alteration in the state of the finished iron trade.
All the manufacturers are as busy as possible, and are in arrears
with their contracts. The rail trade is especially good. In this
department of the trade there will be no trouble with the men,
the excellent arrangement of paying them on the sliding scale
system based on the realised prices being still in force.
The coal and coke trade continues in an artificial condition, the
extraordinary demand for fuel causing prices to be higher than
ever, When more pits are sunk and machinery for cutting coal
is introduced the prices will be reduced to something like a
reasonable standard. It is very difficult to obtain fuel even at the
best prices. The difficulty is enhanced this week owing to a strike at
New Seaham Colliery, where 1000 men and boys have turned out
because the viewer wished to put on a night shift, so that he
might have three shifts in twenty-four hours. Meetings of masters
and men are being held, and it is to be hoped that they will come
to such an understanding as will result in work being resumed as
quickly as possible.
In engineering all branches continue exceedingly active. Locomotives are in request, and large marine engines are in demand,
Bridge builders are busier, and founders have plenty of work on
hand,
Shipbuilders keep hard at work, All the yards indicate the
greatest prosperity.
So rapidly is the new dock at Middlesbrough being proceeded
with that a portion of it will be formally opened this year.
The prices of iron are as follows :—No. 1, £5; No. 2, £417s. 6d.
No. 3, £4 15s.; No. 4, £4 14s.; M., £4 13s. 6d.; W., £4 13s.;
refined metal, £5 5s. Manufactured iron—Common bars, £10;
best ditto, £10 10s.; cable iron, £10 10s.; angle iron, £10 10s.,
sheets, £12 15s.; ship-plates, £12 5s.; boiler plates, £13; rails
£10; puddled bars, £7 7s. 6d.; wrought iron girders, £18.
WALES

AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
_FAVOURABLE REPORTS FROM THE IRONMAKING DISTRICTS—WORK
ING OFF OLD CONTRACTS—STATE OF TRADE AT THE VARIOUS
WORKS—IMPROVEMENT OF SWANSEA PORT—PEACEABLE TIMES
AMONGST TH: COLLIERS— EXAMINATION OF THE PENYDARRAN
MINES —STATE OF WORK AND MORALS IN THE MERTHYR VALLEY
THE NARROW GAUGE— RAILWAY EMPLOYERS--MEETING OF THE
SouTHW AEs INstTITUTE OF CIVIL ENGINEERS—STEADY ADVANCE
oF COAL—THE LiyNvI, ToNDU, AND OGMORE COAL AND IRon
CoMPANY—GRAVE CHARGES IN THE Forest OF DEAN—GREAT
DEMAND FOR ORE—IMPORTANT REQUEST TO THE CustToM Housz
AUTHORITIES.
THE reports from my district must still be couleur de rose. Old
orders are being worked off with speed. Ironmasters feel that the
longer they are in hand the worse for them, so in several of the
principal iron establishments the utmost briskness has been
noticed of late. The Taff Vale, Abernant, and Plymouth works
have been very busy of late. ‘Toronto and other orders are being
pushed off, and this week I have to note a cargo sent of 2000 tons
of the “‘Arrypega” rail. The same briskness characterises the
steel works at Swansea, Llynvi Vale, Briton Ferry, and other
works. Rhymney has been busy with American contracts, Ebbw
Vale has exported largely to Alexandria and Genoa; Nantyglo
and Blaina to Riga. Guest and Co, have been sending bar iron
this week to Lisbon; Crawshay, rails to New York; and Aberdare
Iron Co. upwards of 1000 tons to the Northern States. Bath and
Sons, Swansea, exported this week a large cargo of steel rails toVera
Cruz, Cargoes of rails, patent fuel, and coal have kept the Swansea
port in an active state of late. The completeness of the narrow
gauge system will be of material benefit to this port, and already I
notice the prevalenceof coal speculations, the extension of steel, and
establishment of other works, which in a short time will add considerably to the prosperity of the port and neighbourhood. The
advance of 10 per cent. to the ironworkers and steam coal colliers
and 2d. per ton to the house coal colliers has for a time allayed the
wages agitation movement generally, but exceptional cases are
already beginning to show themselves. For instance, the Plymouth colliers. or at least a section of them, are beginning to complain that the Aberdare colliers are paid more than they are for
precisely the same character of work. I cannot enter into the
question fully, not having all the facts cf the case, but it must
not be forgotten by the complaining party that rent is higher and
food dearer at Aberdare than at Plymouth, or rather Merthyr
Tydvil.
An examination of the nine workings of Penydarran was made
this week, and I expect a number of men will shortly be engaged
to re-work them. Some time ago I gave a description in THE
ENGINEER of the old modus operandi of working at Penydarran,
and showed how carelessly this and iron making was done and
the great waste caused. This waste will now be turned to account,
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and in the first instance the larger stores of iron mine left in the
old workings will be made available.
The briskness of trade in the Merthyr Valley has some modifying features. Ir
ters
continue
to complain that they cannot
get enough work out of the men, and the public-houses are driving
a splendid trade. Small public-houses in the neighbourhood of
Cyfarthfa Works are now selling thirty barrels of beer in the
week, I do not instance this from a teetotal point of view, but
as a proof that good times have their bad accompaniments.
The narrow gauge on the Great Western line was completed this
week from Gloucester to Milford, and now a service of narrow
gauge trains is established on the up road. The undertaking, so
far, has been carried out with less hindrance to the mineral and
iron traffic than was expected. The ferment among the employers
on the Taff Vale is still continued. A meeting of the enginedrivers, guards, and firemen has been held at Cardiff. The meeting was attended by 180, and at the close a resolution was passed
to abandon the short time movement, and confine themselves to
an application for an advance of sixpence per day. Another
meeting was held this week also at Pontypridd, when the
unfavourable result of an interview with Mr. Fisher was made
known. Considerable feeling was manifested on the subject ; but
the meeting ended peaceably, and with a resolution to wait a few
weeks and see what the authorities would do in the matter of
Sunday duties and additional wages.
The meeting of the South Wales Institute of Engineers was held
at Cardiff on Thursday week, under the presidency of Mr. Steel,
of Newport. There was an influential attendance, but the proceedings were limited to a discussion on Mr. Thomas Joseph’s able
papers on colliery explosions in South Wales, and on the changeable
character of coal from the bituminous to the authracite. Notice
was also made of Mr. David Thomas’ paper on the ‘‘Avon Valley
Mineral District,” but this was reserved until the next meeting.
The members paid a well merited eulogium to the worth of the
late Mr. Joshua Williams, and a resolution was passed to convey
the sympathy of the members to the widow.
he usual dinner
in the evening closed the proceedings, and at this several excellent
speeches were made by Mr. David, Mr. Adams, C.E., and
Mr. Menelaus.
The last named gentleman, reviewing the
trade of the district, regretted that iron was so high, and
wished that rails would come down £1 per ton, and the
market assume a more regular and steadier tone.
He
thought favourably of the future prospect of the trade, and
cited the introduction of the mechanical system of puddling, the
narrow gauge, and the local facilities for ironworking as countenancing his view. Iam afraid that the limited character of iron
ore imports will soon begin to tell on the heavy make of rails now
going on. Bilbao ore is getting scarce; very little was received
this week, and one agent told me a day or two ago that his figure
was 28s. More than one ironmaster will hesitate before giving
such a price,
Coal is going steadily up. Sea coal has not reached £1, but it
is little short of this. Many contracts have been entered into at
18s. and 18s. 6d., and house coals are working steadily up to the
same figure. One eminent coalowner of Cardiff told me lately
that he did not see why there should be any difference. His
figure was 15s, ; he hoped to see prices equalised. Many house
coal collieries which hitherto have been non-paying speculations
are now beginning to yield a profit.
The striking feature of the week is the announcement of Mr.
Brogden’s venture, the Llynvi, Tondu, and Ogmore Coal and Iron
Company, Limited. Mr. Brogden’s reputation is high, and the
movement comes before the public with every likelihood of substantial success. I refer readers to the advertisement columns of
THE ENGINEER, where the specialities of the case are well shown.
Unlike some later speculations, the ironworks are modern, and in
excellent working condition. The
and mineral tracts are
rich, and the only conditions of success strikes me to be vigorous
management and careful directorial control.
A grave charge has been brought against a civil engineer and
other gentlemen connected with a coal property in the Forest of
Dean. It is alleged that a London capitalist was induced by misrepresentation to purchase this property, stated to be 600 acres
in extent, whereas it is affirmed that it is only thirty acres to forty
acres, The investigation is waited for with considerable interest.
The great demand for foreign ore, and the custom now general
of bringing in vessels to the Welsh ports laden with ore instead
of ballast, as formerly, have led to a strange appeal being made to
the Custom House authorities to permit the double shift system
of unloading. Mr. Clark of Dowlais, Mr. Fothergill of Aberdare, and others, waited on Mr. Baxter, I hear, last week, but no
decision was given.
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tion of floods. Several gentlemen addressed the meeting, the
main expression of opinion being that the North-Eastern Railway
Company, who now control the navigation to Malton, never
cleanse the river, which is, in fact, totally neglected. The gentlemen present agreed to bear the cost of any result, and a committee
was appointed to consult a solicitor, and to report to an adjourned
meeting.
It is reported that a wet is about to be formed for constructing new ironworks at Lowca, near Whitehaven.
At Sheffield the demand for railway materiél is so great that
the works are —_ going night and day. The armour-plate mills
are actively employed upon Government and other orders.
The receipts of the Birkenhead ferries in April were £2776,
against £2794 in April, 1871; and for the twelve months ending
April 24 this year £35,050, against £32,370 in 1870-1. The expenditure in 1871-2 was £27,676, against £27,367 in 1870-1.
Several new colliery royalties will be shortly opened in South
Durham. Messrs. Pease have leased the extensive royalty belonging to Sir Wm. Eden, situated between Eldon and Windlestone.
A new royalty will also be opened between Auckland and Durham,
—a
Bouch and Company will open anew pit near Durham
shortly.
" Iron shipbuilding continues extremely busy on the banks of the
'yne.
A special meeting of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce was
held on Monday for the purpose of discussing the subject of
railway amalgamation aud the acquisition and control of railways
by the State. The president, Mr. Hugh Mason, introduced the
subject. He said he was opposed to the railways passing into the
hands of the Government, bat was earnestly in favour of amalgamations under certain conditions and limitations. Sir Edward
Watkin followed, and took a similar view of both points in question. Resolutions were passed condemning State interference,
and approving of amalgamation, with provision for maintaining
reasonable competition.
On Sunday the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company
introduced the block system on their main line between the Rochdale and Miles Platting station. There are eight block stations
within a distance of nine miles.
Bolckow and Vaughan (Limited) have purchased the whole of
the colliery royalties extending from ‘Auckland Park wall to Ferryhill station, for £400,000. The reason for this purchase is the
fact that the firm has ironstone royalties which will last for
another century, whilst it is calculated that the coal supply will
be exhausted in half that time.
At the meeting of the Leeds Town Council a proposal of the
Phosphate Sewage Company to treat the sewage of the borough
was rejected, and a report was presented by the Streets and
Sewerage Committee with reference to the A B C system, and the
progress at the Leeds works. In the discussion which followed
4 ary were expressed by several gentlemen that the A B C was
the best system yet discovered, and the committee were authorised
to purchase twenty acres of land, in addition to that already
owned by the corporation, adjoining the existing works at
Knostrop, for carrying on the process. It was stated that the
expenditure on the Lindley Wood reservoir to the 30th March was
£89,004, and that on the Swinsty reservoir £30,644, and that the
cost of completing the works would be £60,000.
The Stockton Town Council have rejected the request of Colonel
Holland for permission to lay down street tramways in that town.
A Tyneside shipowner has received a letter from the chairman
of the North-Eastern Railway, stating that works for greatly
enlarging the Tyne Dock will be let as soon as a bill giving powers
for making the enlargement is passed through Parliament. It is
intended to take ina moderate portion of Jarrow Slake. The
working staff of the Tyne Dock has been considerably enlarged,
and the management has been strengthened and increased. Since
January Ist between seventy and eighty esparto ships have discharged cargoes at the dock, and there has been a great increase in
the delivery of ore of all kinds.
The Inman steamer, City of Brussells, has again gone on to the
American line after having undergone considerable extensions and
improvements in the yard of Messrs. Tod and Macgregor. The
resent dimensions of the City of Brussells are :—Length, 413ft. ;
eam, 40ft. 6in.; burden, 3746 tons.
Iron rails continue to be freely exported from the Hartlepools,
and the demand does not appear to slacken. Indications are not
wanting, however, that the building of iron screw steamers is
likely to present diminished activity.
Sir Harcourt Johnstone, Bart., M.P., one of the directors of the
North-Eastern Railway Co., has retired from the chairmanship of
the Scarborough and Whitby Railway Company. Thiscircumstance
will not, however, it is stated, rm hh with the construction of
the Scarborough and Whitby line.
NOTES FROM THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN
Coke is in active demand in South Yorkshire. Messrs. Newton
COUNTIE
Chambers and Company, who have now a very large number of
ovens going, are about to erect fifty more. The sinking of a new
(From our own Correspondent.)
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hesitation in saying that the joint used will well repay the which the apparatus is fitted on the London and NorthTHE WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE.
closest examination. It is simply an exquisite adaptation of Western Railway, and when going at full speed through
Wirx this impression we issue a supplementary sheet mechanical means to a betas 2|
end with the least possible Primrose Hill tunnel we heard the whistle with the greatest
illustrating a continuous railway brake now in use on over complication of apparatus. The joint is as perfect, perhaps, ease, although we did not know previously that a signal
+ 20,000 miles of railway in the United States. We have as it is possible to make a joint, every obstructive contin- was to be sent us from the guard’s van just then. We
issued this een
sheet for two reasons, the first gency having been contemplatedand disposed of. The joints believe that this signal apparatus deserves attention and
is that the
Westinghouse brake is not a mere idea stored practically take care of themselves. There are no screws, elaboration.
Before concluding, we cannot resist the temptation to
up in the records of the Putent-office, but a practical cocks, or complex couplings. We have only, to put the
terms, to stick one end of a pipe into suggest, whether uselessly or not, that the Board of Trade
mechanical success, in extensive use in the United
States, matter in |
and already tested with the most encouraging
results on another end of another pipe, to give the joint a half twist, should examine this brake as now fitted on the London
The little india-rubber band and North-Western and Caledonian lines. If they wait
two important lines in Great Britain. Our lithograph in- and the joint is made
deed, shows the brake as actually fitted on one of the best- forced out by the pressure within is as neat an application of a few weeks, they will find it fitted on other lines. It
and finest lines in Scotland; while the experi- means to an end as is the leather collar by which Bramah has already been sharply tested in Scotland, as will be
ments which have been carried out with it on the St. made the hydraulic press a success. No joint possessing seen from the particulars of some trials which we have
Albans branch of the London and North-Western Railway anything likethe advantages of this joint has ever been furnished with the technical description of the brake at
are in every way satisfactory. The second reason for applied to a kindred purpose before. Both pipes we page 360. Our readers may rest content that we should
issuing a supplement is found in the fact that within the have found, by experience, can be coupled in ten seconds. not have given the subject so much prominence, but that we
limits of a wood-cut small enough to fit our
, it would It may perhaps be urged that the gun-metal coup- have assured ourselves, both by personal examination and
get knocked about and injured.
nis inquiry, that Mr. Westinghouse has practically solved onthe
be impossible to show the application of the invention on lings may
an intelligible scale. We
have fully described all the is improbable, but to guard against the chance of injury largest possible scale, one of the most perplexing problems
details of the apparatus in another
, and we shall not from the blow of a swinging drawbar, a heavy india-rubber that ever beset the modern railway engineer.
reproduce any portion of that description here, our object band is slipped over the —_ ; and, besides, a rimer is
at this moment being to draw attention to the peculiarities supplied with each set of brakes. This rimer is made to
of the invention, and to place some facts concerning the gauge, and, should it be found that the joints do not go
PRACTICAL PAPERS ON TELEGRAPHY.
to
results obtained from it in practice in a concise form be- together freely, the carriage examiner, who is sup
No. VII.
carry this rimer, applies it to the defective coupling, and,
fore our readers.
Ar the close of our last paper we were about to apply the
The Westinghouse brake—so called because the inventor by a single turn, removes any grit or imperfection which
isa Mr. Westinghouse, of Pittsburgh, U.S.—differs from may interfere with the action of the coupling. In practice formula R = udto some definite purpose, as, for instance, to the
8
all the other air brakes which have been brought before this rimer is rarely, if ever, found necessary. It constithe world in two principal features. The first is the sys- tutes the embodiment of a measure of precaution, how- comparison of conductors of different dimensions :we now proceed
to
the
accomplishment
of this duty.
tem of obtaining compressed air ; the second is the kind of ever, useful in its way.
There is no difficulty in regard to the length of a wire or other
t objection to many systems of continuous brakes similar
coupling joint used to unite the pipes establishing commuconductor ; if one wire measures a yard and another
nication throughout the train. In all the air brakes lies in the fact that the action of the springs of the car- three yards, / would stand for the first and 3 / for the second,
hitherto tried the compression of the air has been effected riage is completely arrested when the brake is put hard on, measuring in yards. But if the sectional area of one wire be
by a pump or pumps, worked either from the wheels of the carriage being then made one with the wheels. Mr. greater than that of another, we must express the values in a
the tender or of the guard’s van. Generally speaking, the Westinghouse gets over this difficulty in two ways. In different manner. The symbol s would be measured by refermodus operandi is like this :—One, two, or three air pumps the first place, the brake blocks are hung on the flap ence to the diameter, and the value for comparison would be the
lan from the framework, by which about 2} cwt. are saved square of the diameter, or its amount multiplied into itself.
are fixed in a case within the guard’s van. These are actuated
by a crank shaft driven by a strap from one of the van in the weight of the apparatus as com
with the slide Thus, if a wire be two-sixteenths of an inch in diameter, its secaxles. Any conceivable form of clutch may be used to brake; while the brake blocks are hung by joints at the tional area when compared to that of another wire is taken at
suspend or establish the motion of the crank shaft and of centre, instead of being bolted rigidly to the flap bars or 2 x 2,orfour-sixteenths. Thisisthe working of the general rule
that circular plane surfaces (such as we have if a wire be cut
the pumps at pleasure, and this clutch or its equivalent is hangers. A moment’s thought will prove that, under these through
right angles to its length), “are to each other as the
under the control of the guard. The objections to this conditions, a certain amount of motion is still left to the squares ofat their
It is worth while to be a little paree sg are so numerous that, although the scheme axle-boxes; the wheels can play up and down under the ticular here beforediameters.”
we illustrate the rule.
has often been tested, it has never obtained adoption by carriages, the joint in the brake block permitting the
A conductor such as a wire belongs to the number of what
railway men. In the first place, if the guard does not put motion of the axle-boxes in the iron plates. It may be are called prismatic figures, and the resistance is said to be a
the apparatus in action soon enough there is no pressure of argued that the play must be limited, because the axle prismatic resistance. A prism is a body whose ends are plane
air ready when wanted to actuate the brakes, and the must move through a curve the radius of which is equal to surfaces which are similar and parallel ;there are triangular
ressure cannot be obtained until the whole train has run the distance between the centre of the wheel and the centre prisms, whose ends are triangles, as we may often see in glass
ar enough to give the requisite number of strokes of the of the pin on which the brake block pivots; but this pendants—square prisms, as an uncut square pencil would be,
pump.
e can call to mind a case in which such a brake would only be true if the brake were rigidly ap- and round prisms or cylinders, as an ordinary uucut pencil, the
was tested, and no less than seven seconds elapsed before plied, as by ascrew. The wheel really moves nearly verti- ends being circles. The wire is a round prismatic body, and its
sufficient pressure was obtained to put the brake on. Now, cally in the horn-plates, the brake 6 being pressed home by sectional area is, of course, a flat or plane circular surface. When
seeing that a train moving at fifty miles an hour passes over the elastic action of the air in the brake cylinder, the resistance of two wires is compared, the comparison is between the contents of these surfaces or circles, and these circles
73ft. a second, this would represent a distance of no less following all its motions faithfully. This in itself is a most are
to each other in the proportion of the squares of their diathan 511ft. But with a
continuous brake, applied at valuable point which we have never seen applied in practice meters,
not the proportion of the mere diameters.
once, a heavy train might be stopped altogether in little before. The brakes do not drive the axle boxes hard
Take the two circles in the diagram (2), which we may supmore than the distance thus wasted in merely getting the against the horn-plates, because the axle boxes are united pose are ma ified sectional j areas or ends of two wires cut
brakes to begin to act in the case named. Another objec- by a light tie rod which holds them together in a way too through at right angles to their length.
tion is that the whole of the pumping must be done, in any obvious to need explanation.
In order to secure the
INCH OR %
case, in a very few seconds, and the machinery is thus run equable action of both brake blocks, an ingenious equal=
at a very high s
over which no one has any control, ising bar is introduced, the action of which is, on the one
/
the velocity of the air pump crank shaft being normal to om so simple as hardly to require an engraving, and on
that of the train. Again, if brakes are fitted to the van, it the other not so obvious that it is easy to explain it without
PINCHORe
{_s
is certain that from causes well understood the maximum one; suffice it to say that the piston rod of the brake cylinpressure will be reached in the van cylinder before it is der instead of being coupled Sivect to the single arm of a
A
\
reached at the end of a long train. The van wheels will, rocking shaft, is coupled to the middle of a short transverse
‘
therefore, be skidded, and the augmentation of pressure bar, the ends of which are each jointed to two levers, one on
will cease before the brakes are applied under the each half of a double rocking shaft, one half of which acts
DIACRAM
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other vehicles with full force. Mr.
Westinghouse gets on one brake while the other half acts on the other at the
rid of all these objections en bloc by using an inde- ape esend of the
i
The action is precisely that
The diameter of A is jin., that of B lin. As regards the
pendent donkey engine to keep a reservoir full of of a whipple-tree,
or,to putit in more mechanical phraseology, resistance of the wires the proportion is that of the superficial
compressed air at all times. This reservoir holds that of the well-known “ jack-in-the-box” gear.
or surface contents of the circles ; and though the diameter of
enough air to put all the brakes on a long train on at once.
An objection has been raised that the blocks, from rapid B is only double that of A, the sectional area of B is twice
As there is nothing like a fact to prove an argument, we wear, will
uire constant readjustment.
Here Mr. double, 2 x 2, or four times that of A. The proportion is not
may state here that a train of thirty-three American cars, Westinghouse introduces us to a novelty in the shape of simple, but is that of the squares of the diameters ; for the
extending in length oyer a quarter of a mile, and weigh- cast iron brake blocks. These have been in use for years diameter of A squared is 2 x 2 quarters= 4, and of Bis 4 x 4
=16. The circle B has its diameter simply double
ing in all 550 tons, was run down an incline of 1 in 95 ata in the States, and there does not ap
to be any valid quarters
that of A, but the sectional area is increased as many times as
speed of thirty-five milesan hour. This speed attained, the objection totheiruse here. The idea that “they will not do” the
square of the diameter of B is more than the square of the
brake was put full on, and the train was stopped within comes out on examination to be only an idea. They will
of A.
a distance of 700ft. The first argument that will be not wear flat places in the wheels; on the contrary, they diameter
When, therefore, we want to find a value as measured by the
raised against the Westinghouse system of compressing grind flat places out of them; and extended experience contents of a circular plane surface which is greater than another
air, is that a donkey pump cannot be made without a fly- with their action on steel tires in America goes to show that similar surface, we say the greater has as many times more surwheel and appurtenances which will do the required work they are less injurious to the wheels than wood blocks, face as the square of its diameter is greater than the square of
with certainty. We confess that on this point we were which catch and hold sand. On the whole the cast iron the diameter of the less. We do not inquire how much is the
a little doubtful, and we did not rest satisfied until we blocks appear to have a little less grip than wood in diameter increased, but how much is the square of the diameter
had tried for ourselves how much reliance was to be placed dry weather, but in wet weather the coefficient of ad- increased. The truth in question is mathematically proved in
on Mr. Westinghouse’s pump. On Monday, the 13th inst., hesion is much greater than that of wood, so that the 12th book of Euclid ;but we submit a sufficient proof for
we travelled from Euston-square to St. Albans and back, on the average efficiency of a cast iron block the year through our purpose in the following, which appeals to our reason diBut first the student must understand what the square
a locomotive fitted up under Mr. Westinghouse’s patents. is greater than that of a wood block. As regards heating, rectly.
a line, such as the diameter of a circle, implies. If, for
We found the action of the pump to be all that could be careful experiment has proved that the maximum tempera- of
example,
line measures 2in., the square or 4in., implies the
desired. There is, practically speaking, no speed so slow ture attained by cast iron blocks in summer is but 132 deg. number ofa square
feet contained in a square erected on the line
that it will not work with regularity ;and nothing was They have been in use for three months on the Cale- as its base. Such a square is measured by the sum obtained by
more interesting than to watch the action of the pum
donian Railway, and have given perfect satisfaction to Mr. multiplying the length of the base by that of one side: in the
from the foot-plate while the train was running at a hig Connor, who, we may add, was the first to give the West- example these are both 2, thus the contents are the square of
8
. Steam was nearly all but shut off from thedonkey. inghouse brake a trial in this country.
the line forming the base. Now let us have (see diagram 3), a
et every five seconds or so the reversal of the valve
e have given elsewhere a list of the railways in the line zy, measuring jin, or two quarters, as the diameter of a
gear could be seen to take place; and so the donkey States on which the Westinghouse brake is in use, but as circle A, and draw a square about it which is exactly cut in
pursued the even tenor of its way, maintaining a steady an example of its adaptability to local traffic trains, we halves by the line zy. Then do the same with the line 2ty’,
pressure of about 70Ib. in the reservoir under the foot- may state that it has been for two years in constant use on lin., or four quarters, in length. The small circle evidently
—
Mr. Westinghouse has applied this pump as a a local train on the Pennsylvania Railroad. Thist rain bears the same proportion to the small square that the larger
square ; therefore, the smaller circle is
iler feeder, and one with a pump 4in. diameter runs fourteen miles into the country, stopping at twenty- circle bears to the larger
as the smaller square is to the larger square ;
and l4in. stroke
runs steadily at a speed as low three stations. The train makes eight trips a day during to the largeratcircle
the larger square contains four times
that
once
see
we
and
as one stroke only per minute. Once more, bringing the week, and two 'trips, or forty-six stoppages, on Sunday.
1 INCH
facts to back up
ts, we may state that ‘We have nothing to parallel this, except perhaps, on the
asf
there are at this moment over twelve hun
Westing- Metropolitan Railway.
house pumps at work in the United States, and that
2 INCH
We
have mentioned elsewhere that a system of sip
i
om oe
a that of the other portions of the ling is combined with the action of the brake, and the
I,
e, affo:
employment
to a large
engineering esta- description of the
apparatus must be read
ly to
y=
i tly
blishment at Pittsburgh. This pump then is no toy. It make the action of “the signalling apparatus intelligible.
» grown out of
is as much an article of commercial manufacture and sale It is extremely simple, and has, so to
!
as a
ing machine or a portable
engine ; and it is quite the brake without any special culture. Wé tested its merits,
as reliable in its action, and as certain to give no trouble as however, on Monday, the 13th instant. Almost any signal
DIAGRaM 3 | 2
=
either one or the other.
can be heard on a locomotive foot-plate when the weather
we
We have stated that the second feature of importance in is fine and the line open, and there was no difficulty in
proportions,
the
regards
As
smaller.
ace
of the
surf
t'sby
this brake is the system by which the pipes are joined this case ; but totestit still further, we stood away as far as poo ae
the studenmind
Age ey
B as
. when a train is being made up. We have not the slightest possible on the large foot-plate of the heavy engine to recalling to him that ifoffour things or quantities A is to
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a

|
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C is to D, then A must be to C as Bisto D. For, substituting
figures, 2: 4:: 8:16, therefore 2:8::4:16. The circles, then,
or sectional areas, are to each other as the squares of their
diameters. Once more, this does not mean that the square of
the diameter exactly measures the surface contents of a circle,
but only that in comparing circles together they vary, less or
greater, as the squares of their diameters vary. The contents of
a circle are found by multiplying the semi-diameter by 3°141,
which is the ratio ot the circumference to the diameter. We
shall revert to the subject at another time.
In applying the formula, then, s means the measure of the
square of the diameter. Let there be two rods or thick wires—
the first 100in. long and two sixteenths of an inch in diameter;
the second 400in. long, and four-sixteenths of an inch diameter,
both of the same material exactly. Wedesire to compare their
resistance :—
For the fot Raz.
wp wf. 5. oe wo
2X2
8
For the second R’= 400 = $6
J 17 ¢ ces Ge
4x4
48
The resistance of both is the same.
Here we may say—comparing R with R'—/ is increased four
times, and so R would be equally increased, because the resistance increases as the length ; but the diameter is doubled, and s
is, therefore, represented by the square of its double, or four
times. In other words, s is increased as many times as the
square of the diameter of the second rod exceeds the square of
that of the first ; and the resistance being decreased as much as
it was increased, remains unaffected. In the little equations A
and B, it must not be supposed that we mean the resistance to
be 25in. The sign of equality = in such cases only means, as
before stated, that the quantity preceding it is in exact proportion to the ratio or value of the fraction following it.
Again, suppbse we have a conductor—say, a wire of a certain
length
— invariable in thickness throughout. Now, stretch it
till it becomes twice as long. R is in this case first doubled, because / is doubled, and again doubled because s is halved. (See
diagram above). The resistance is increased fourfold. In this
case a certain quantity or weight of wire is examined under
varying conditions ; but though the length and section are both
changed, the weight is not. The general expression in such cases
holds that “The resistance of any definite wire (that is, one
whose weight remains the same under all changes) varies as or in
the proportion of the square of the length, and varies inversely
as the weight.” To formulate this, let L be the length of a certain weight of wire, and w the weight. Then
ip = i.e., the square of the length.
w
the weight.
[Ought we to explain here that the little figure 2 at
the upper right hand corner of L is so placed as signifying the square or second power of L? Any number or
quantity, multiplied by itself once, is squared or raised to the
second power; if twice, to the third power, and so on—as, 2 x 2
or 4 = 2°, two squared or raised to its second power, L x L=
L*, 2x 2x 2, or 8 = 2°, two to the third power, L x L x L
= L®, &c.; and 4and 8 are the second and third powers of 2.
The quality of the power is always indicated by the little figure
placed as above.]
The student will easily see the difference between the conditions giving birth to the two formule. In the first of these the
additional length of wire is, of course, also an addition of weight.
The change from 100 yards of wire to 200 yards is the adding on
of asecond quantum or equal weight of 100 yards to the first
100. In the last formula the change of 100 yards to 200 yards
is stretching the sume piece to twice its original length. The
first compares the resistance of different wires ; the second compares the different conditions of one particular wire — in fact, one
constant weight.
How kh = L* in this latter case is soon explained. R is increased four times, when a given weight of wire is stretched to
twice its length. L is doubled, but R is twice doubled. If L
were trebled, R would be increased ninefold: the four and nine
times increase of R are seen to be equal to the 2 x 2 or 2° times
and 3 x 3 or 3° times of L. Ris thus increased in the proportion of the square of the increase of L.
That R varies inversely as w is plain; for if a certain length
of wire be doubled in weight, its sectional area is doubled, and
the resistance increases with the increase of surface.
We have been thus particular to prevent any misconception
on a point which might otherwise perplex the beginner, who
might meet with the apparent contradiction that conductive
resistance varies directly as the length, and yet as the square of
the length. He will now be able to apply both formule in required cases.
But the formula R = - in its present shape refers only to
8
conductors of the same material and purity : when we compare
those of relatively different materials we must vary the expression somewhat, for resistance will vary in conductors of different
material, though equal in length and section. We must then
have some symbol in the formula representing or taking into
account this comparison, which is, in fact, specific resistance.
Such an expression, to be satisfactory, must set forth the following :—‘‘ The electrical resistance of conductors depends upon,
varies directly as the specific resistance as well as the length of
such conductors, and varies inversely as their sectional area. We
employ 7 for specific resistance, and the formula becomes
R = r X—. To assigna value to 7 we must have a standard
8
of comparison for the varying resistance of bodies of varying
material. For, having a number of wires, for example, of different metals, we cannot say that any one of them has a specific
resistance of an absolute value in figures. What are we to do?
We choose the best conducting body as a standard and call its
specific resistance 1 (or unity) ; then as the others by comparison prove one by one less and less excellent in conductive
quality, we give them figures increasing in proportion as their
resistance is greater than that of the standird. Thus, if silver—the
best known conducting substance—be the standard, r will be 1
for silver, and if zinc be compared with it r will be about 6 for
vine, this metal offering for equal lengths and section about six
times the resistance that silver presents.
By way of example, suppose we have two wires of 100in. in
length and two-sixteenths of an ixfeh in diameter, one silver, the
other zine ; in applying the formula to determine their relative
resistances, we have, R = 1 x : for silver, R'=6 x l for
8
wine, which = “ == 25, and se = 150. The resistance of the
zinc wire is six times as great as that of the silver, and, in practice, six zinc wires would be necessary under circumstances
where one silver only would suffice (where all other conditions
were alike). In other words, a silver wire would conduct as well
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as one of zinc having six times the conducting surface. This
formula is, in fact, the only one actually necessary, because in the
first R= she the specific resistance is the same for each length
8
compared, as they are of one material, and no value need be
considered for + unless the samples’ compared have different
figures for their specific resistance. But it is usual to have the
two formule for employment as suggested.
:
There is still a point for elucidation before we leave this formula, The uninstructed student may not feel quite clear as to
the manner in which the sign of multiplication x in the formula
expresses the meaning which it is meant to convey. The resistance varies directly as the specific resistance and the length.
He may not exactly see why r should be multiplied into /, and
might not have known how to write down the amended expression ifhehad been asked to addrto the original :50 as to
make the formula applicable for all kinds of varying conductorsAnd beyond this possible difficulty is a real demand for information in regard to a standard of resistance ; in familiar language, the student will ask, “What do you measure resistance
by? You cannot weigh it, or find the ength, or so forth. We
shall proceed as far as may be expedient to unravel this real difficulty, after explaining the first hinted at.
A reconsideration of the remarks lately made on ratios will
throw some light on the point to be explained ; but we will endeavour to effect our object by probing the statement to its
foundation. The formula Rr < may be read thus:—The
conductive resistance of one wire, compared with that of another
wire, depends on the length and sectional area of the two, and
when this is equal, depends further on the number of pieces of
one which must be taken to give the same conductive facility as
: of the other affords,
l- represents a certain. quanone piece
8
tity or wnit in this case, and the specific resistance, r, of either
P
.
l
piece shows how many times — must be repeated to make
8
the pieces equal. In the formula it is 7 times for both, only
that 7 may be 1 for one piece and 6 for another, as in the example given above. Thus, we commonly express this fact by
using the sign of multiplication, x x -8
The varying specific yravity of different substances affurds an
analogy. Suppose we had a building in which we desire to store
blocks of lead of 5 1b. each, and blocks of cork of equal weight.
We know that the number of either kind of blocks which it
would be possible to stow in the building depends upon the
specific gravity of their material, and if lead be forty-five times
heavier, volume for volume, than cork, we can place forty-five
blocks of the first where only one of the last would stand. If
f represented a block of either, and r were the specific gravity of
8
each, the stowage facility would be r x ffor each, that is, forty8
five times for the lead and one only for the cork: one block or
unit of the cork replaces forty-five of the lead. The meaning
of specific gravity is here incidentally explained ; roughly speaking, it is the relative or comparative density of substances of the
same bulk or volume.
A few words now in regard to a standard of resistance, for we
cannot do more at this stage than furnish a kind of outline explanatory of this part of our subject. The least thoughtful
student must at once perceive the necessity for some standard to
which all varieties of conductors can be compared, as, otherwise,
we could only say that one wire conducted better than another.
We must have some unit as a starting point, a recognised value
of which other values must be multiples or sub-multiples.
Thus, for weight, we have the pound, for /ength the yard, and so
forth, having for measurement and comparison of the varying
phenomena which are manifested to our senses various recognised standards which are absolute for certain temperatures
and localities. The determination of standard units of measurement for electrical phenomena presents certain peculiar difficulties, and we cannot possibly investigate them all here, having
as yet no sufficient groundwork of explanation on which to
build ; but a standard of electrical resistance (conductive resistance) can be obtained in this way.
Let us suppose that we have a telegraph line between A and
B distant any number of miles apart ;we require a standard
of resistance evidently fur the description of wire forming the
conductor, that is to say, the first point to be noticed is, the fact
that the calculation of a standard must be based upon the particular kind of wire used in the circuit ;say we have a copper
wire ;}jin. thick. We now turn to the various conditions under
which a current of electricity produces effects apparent to our
senses, and more particularly the first among those noted above,
for making signals, namely, the deflection of a magnetic needle
by a current through a wire parallel to its magnetic position of
rest. By means of a scale properly graduated we find how
much the needle is deflected when placed under the influence
of a circuit composed of one mile of such wire. Then,as it would
be inconvenient to havea standard as bulky as one containing
a mile of wire, we find how much German silver wire will
serve to replace it (according to the remarks explaining the formula above), and, winding this round a reel, we have a standard
of which we can make any number, or any multiple or submultiple. Their use is easily understood by remembering that R
varies directly as 1, German silver is suggested for two reasons
—first, its resistance is much greater than that of copper—
nearly eleven times, in fact ; secondly—a reason of great importance—its resistance varies very much less under changes of temperature than that of other conductors. This latter feature in
metal conducting wires will shortly come before us.
We have given this as a rough suggestion of the principle by
which such a purpose can be effected, our previous explanations
not having gone far enough to allow of a more extended consideration. Step by step is our plan of progression, and the
mind of a person learning a science such as that of electro-telegraphy cannot profitably embrace more than a portion of each
department of knowledge at a time. We cannot in this view,
for example, take one part of the subject and exhaust that first,
but must keep, if possible, a level through the various branches.
We notice at this point a possible perplexity or doubt occurring to the student in relation to the influence of a current on
the circuit of wire just referred to. It affords us an opportunity
for a few remarks on the conditions governing the circuit.
This doubt may suggest the question, whether the magnetic
needle to be influenced by the current must be placed at any
particular part of the circuit of wire, or whether its deflection
would be the same at every part? The general
answer to this
question would be that the same effect would be produced at
any partof thecircuit ; but the needle might be so placed with
erence to a wire—even though parallel to it—as to remain unaffected by a current, however powerful. This fact depends on
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the construction of the circuit. We begin with considering the
circuit to be completed by earth-plates.
Now, in the first place, a conducting wire, under the circumstances of the example, is supposed to be perfectly insulated
from earth—so that at no part of its course shall the current
escape. The earth by which the plates are separated is regarded
as a perfect conductor, or, at any rate, the facility for conduction (of the circuit) is determined by the wire, and is the same,
per se, as if the whole circuit were composed of such wire.
Then, in such a circuit, the current would affect the needle
equally at any point of its course ; and though the distance from
B to the source of the current at A were very great, the deflection would be the same at either station, and would also take
place at the same instant. This, the student will see, must
follow as a consequence of the observations made in our paper
(No. 4) on the law of the circuit. That the current is the same
at all points of the circuit can be shown without the trouble of
experimenting on every part of it ; and the explanation will lead
us naturally to observe upon the effect on the needle’s position
of constructing the circuit without earth-plates.
We stated in a previous paper that the magnetic needle would
be deflected either east or west, according to the direction in
which the current passed with respect to it. The rule that
governs this influence of the current according to its direction is
unfailing—is always sure and to be depended on. It is very
important that the student should be able to say how a magnetic
needle will deflect under given conditions. He should possess a
sufficient rule to aid his memory, and thereby have the matter
“at his fingers’ ends.” We shall give him the best that we can
devise or find recorded, though just now we will assume the fact
as undoubted that the needle will deflect east, if the current
passes over it one way, but west if it passes over it the opposite
way ; also, that if the same current—that is, one moving in the
same direction—were passing under instead of over, the deflections would be exactly reversed. The needle, under such conditions, is supposed to be suspended or pivoted, so as to be
parallel to a “ parallel,” as distinct from a “ vertical” or perpendicular current. Seeing, then, that a parallel current passing
over influences the needle directly contrary to one passing under
—if we place our needle in such a way that one current shall
pass over it and then return back over it again—two equal and
opposite influences will be acting upon it. The needle, therefore, cannot deflect, for we know that the circuit is complete,
and is strictly “‘ unique” —that is, all parts are equally affected
at one moment or one impulse. Here we have the fact and the
proof in one of the current being the same at all parts of the
circuit, and we see that we must particularly regard the position
of our needle if we construct our circuit without earth-plates.
THE WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE.
WE illustrate this week an air brake in extensive use in the
United States which deserves the attention of railway men. The
principle on which it operates will be readily understood, the
mechanism being really very simple, although it may appear complex on paper. A small engine situated on the locomotive, and
supplied with steam from the locomotive boiler, works an air compressing pump. The valve gear of this engine is so arranged that
fly-wheel, cranks, and connecting rods are unnecessary, the steam
piston acting directly on the _— of the pump. The air comressed by this pump is stored in a reservoir also placed on the
ocomotive, and the supply of steam to the engine is regulated to
the demand for compressed air, so that the pressure of air in the
reservoir is maintained nearly constant, whether the brakes are in
use or not, It is, as it were, aspring wound up ready to act whenever required. From the air reservoir, duplicate air pipes extend
along the train. These pipes are of a a size, Zin. bore, made
in separate lengths for each carriage, and each length has at either
end a piece of flexible pipe, and a coupling by which it can at
once be connected to the pipes of the next carriages before and
behind, The couplings are arranged right and left in such a
manner that, however any carriage may be turned, corresponding
couplings present themselves on the next carriage ;and as there
is no screwing or unscrewing, but merely a spring connection somewhat like a latch, the couplings can be connected or disconnected
ina moment. There is another peculiarity in these couplings
which deserves mention. Each is provided with a valve which
closes its exit when the pipe to which it belongs is not connected
to another pipe, but which ~~ communication from one length
of pipe to another when the two pipes are connected. Thus
if by negligence or accident one of the couplings should become disconnected, the pipes before and behind remain closed and available for action.
The compressed air conveyed along either or both
of these continuous lines of pipes can be admitted at will into a
brake cylinder fitted to each carriage. The brake cylinder is fitted
with a piston, and its rod is connected to the brake levers. Thus,
whenever, by opening a cock on the rae8, ony the engine-driver
admits compressed air to the brake cylinders, the brakes are put
on and can be kept on with more or less pressure as long as may
be desired. By another movement of the cock the pisten in the
brake cylinder is relieved of pressure, and the brakes are taken off
by coiled wire springs. A <n of communicating signals
throughout the train has also
been arranged in connection with
the pneumatic brakes, the compressed air serving as the medium
of communication throughout the same air pipes, without the
necessity for additional couplings. The details of the apparatus
will be best understood by reference to our supplement.
Fig.1 rep
ts the |
tive and part of a train to which
the pneumatic brakeis applied. Fig. 2 represents a plan of the
same as if it were looked at from below, showing the arrangement
of the apparatus in connection with the under framing of the
carriages ;and Fig. 3 is an end view of the locomotive.
The other figures represent the parts of the apparatus in detail
on a scale of 3in. to the foot, or one quarter full size.
A is the engine which works the air-compressing pump B,
Fig. 4 represents an elevation of the engine po pump with part of
the sides removed to show the interior, Fig. 5 is a section of the
steam cylinder, and Fig. 6 is a section of the pump. Fig. 7 is a
plan on the top of the steam cylinder, Fig. 8 is a plan of the steam
cylinder with its cover removed, and Fig. 9 is a sectional plan
taken between the cylinder and pump.
The cylinder A is fitted with a rotating conical slide a, the
stem of which projects through a stuffing box in the cover. A
small cylinder C is mounted horizontally on the cover of the main
cylinder. The piston of this small cylinder works a crank arm
fixed on the stem of the slide a, and thereby governs the admission and emission of the steam of the main cylinder, The cylinder
C is itself fitted with a rotating conical slide c, which is worked by
a rod d. This rod extends down the piston-rod of the main
cylinder A, which is made tubular for its reception, and has a
collar at each end, so adjusted that as the piston of the
main cylinder approaches either end of its stroke it pushes
the
rod d upwards or downwards, and thereby causes the
small slide c to be turned, Steam admitted by the movement of
this slide to the small cylinder C acts on its piston, and thereby
causes the slide a of the main cylinder to be turned so as to alter
the admission
and emission of steam, and thereby
to reverse the
movement of the main aay Thus, without crank or apotnel,
the pi
of the cylinder A is made to reciprocate regularly.
The cylinder A is supplied with steam from the locomotive
boiler
by a pipe a}, and
by passages
and a pipe a? leading to
imney.
The small cylinder BC is supplied with
steam from the slide case of the cylinderA, and discharges
into ite
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eduction passage by means of small channels formed in the cylin- consists of a small box having glasses s in its sides and a pull sionally vanadium and arsenic. The percentage of carbon in pig iron
| hanging from it. Within the box there is a disc s! mounted on a varies from 3 per cent. to 4percent., but the question as to whether
der cover and in the block in which the cylinder C is formed.
The piston-rod D, which is made of a form to prevent its turn- tumbling lever. When the pull T is drawn down it pulls a cord it forms any definite compound with iron is open to great doubt.
ing, passes through a block which connects the cylinder bottom t and opens the check valve feos at Fig. 18, and thereby causes Mr. Snelus has shown that by sifting out the finer portions from
with the pump cover. In this block there is a pair of stuffing the signal to be given; at the same time the disc s! is pulled” over the borings of Middlesbrough pig a material could be obtained con
glands on either side, by which leakage of steam or air past the to such a position that it can be seen through the glass s. On taining 7°0 per cent. carbon, and by elutriation one containing
rod is prevented. The rod is attached to the piston of the pump, letting go the pull T the valve closes and the pull is drawn up by more than at per cent. Sulphur seems always to be derived from
which is double-acting, having suction valves b, b, and discharge a spring within the tell-tale box, but without moving back the the sulphide of iron that may be present in the fuel or ore, but
valve b', 6}, fitted in passages at
end. These valves are covered disc s!, which remains visible through the glass s until it be turned from some experiments it would appear that an excess of lime
by caps which, along with the intermediate seating of the upper back by means of a key in possession of the guard or other official. may act on the sulphide of iron in the coke and convert it into
The pressure in the reservoir is usually maintained at about | sulphide of lime and metallic iron. Silicon is always present to a
valve, can be readily removed, so that the valves can
easily be
examined and replaced if necessary. The air supply passage is 60 Ib. to 70 Ib. on the square inch. The pressure required in the | greater or less extent in iron, and the author has succeeded in
brake
cylinders for ordinary stoppages does not exceed 151b. per obtaining an alloy of silicon and iron, containing as much as 21°7
provided with a strainer l? to prevent access of dirt or grit.
per cent. of the former. It is quite insoluble in hydrochloric acid,
The engine and pump thus constructed may run at a speed up square inch.
The
Westinghouse air brake having been in extensive use for and only slightly so in agua regia. With respect to phosphorus,
to 100 double strokes per minute without difficulty, but, practically, the speed for the longest train does not exceed thirty double three years may now be considered to have passed the experimental practically speaking, all that is present in the ore and in the fuel
stokes per minute. The pump is of capacity sufficient to give the stage, and to have proved its efficiency and reliability. It is in use | used passes into the pig iron.
supply of compressed air as fast as it is possible to require it by on 1200 locomotives and 4000 cars on the following lines : Pennsyl- | After some remarks on the comparatively little value of titanium
starting and stopping the train, and even provides for a great vania ; Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, and St. Louis; Union Pacific ; as an ingredient in pig iron, the speaker discussed the quality and
leakage in the pipes. The compressed air is forced by a pipe ¢ Chicago and North-Western ; Michigan Central ; Lake Shore and composition of the fuel employed in smelting, and then passed on
into a reservoir E, which is conveniently situated under the foot- Michigan Southern ; Pittsburgh, Fort Mayne, and Chicago; Jef- to the process of refining. The time required for refining iron
plate of the locomotive. Figs. 10 and 11 show the construction fersonville, Madison, and Indianapolis ; Illinois Central ;Chicago, | seems to depend on the amount of silicon present in the pig, mucli
of this reservoir, which has a capacity of about twelve cubic feet. Rock Islands, and Pacific; Oil Creek and Alleghany River ; Chi- of it being separated during the operation, together with some sulphur
The reservoir E is connected by a pipe f with the duplicate air cago, Burlington, and Quincy ;Philadelphia and Erie ; Old Colony and phosphorus and a little carbon. The process of puddling was
pipes H, H', that extend along the train, the communication and Newport ; Alleghany Valley ;Boston and Providence ; Cleve- then described, and the merits of the various machines invented
1, with especial reference.to the results
ing governed by two three-way cocks F and G, shown in detail at land and Pittsburgh ;New York Central and Hudson River ; New for that purpose di
Fig. 12. The cock F has one of its three openings to the atmo- York and New Haven; Burlington and Missouri River; Morris obtained with that of Mr. Danks. The great advantage of machine
puddling
is
the
uniform
quality of the wrought iron made. In
and
Essex
;
Columbus
and
Hocking
Valley
;
Indianapolis,
Cincinsphere. By turning it to one position compressed air can pass
from the reservoir E to the air pipes, the opening to the atmo- nati, and Lafayette; Ohio and Mississippi; Philadelphia and conclusion the author made some remarks on steel, particularly
sphere being thenclosed. In another position communication with Reading ; Baltimore and Ohio; Marietta and Cincinnati ;White with regard to the occurrence of silicon init. This valuable and
the reservoir E is closed, but the air pipes are open to the atmo- Water Valley, Western and Atlantic; Pittsburgh and Connels- elaborate memoir was copiously illustrated with analyses.
The President said the Society was much"indebted to Mr. Rilcy
sphere ; and in a
ition where the passages of the plug are ville; Evansville, Terre Haute, and Crawfordsville ; Des Moines
Valley; Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore; Central for his interesting and exhaustive lecture, containing an account
covered by the shell of the cock all the passages are cl
By means of the cock G, of the same construction as F, the Pacific ;Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, and Indianapolis ;Hart- of his long and extensive series of researches. There were several
pipe f can be put in communication with either or both of the ford and New Haven; Kansas Pacific; California Pacific ; points of interest which he hoped would give rise to discussion,
Northern Central; New York and Philadelphia; St. Louis and amongst which he might mention the very large percentage of
air pipes H, H',
The pipes H, H’, are coupled from carriage to carriage by means South-Eastern ;Kansas City, St. John, and Council Bluffs; Pacific carbon, or rather material containing carbon, which could be sepaof flexible hose and couplings K, shown in elevation and section of Missouri ; Indianapolis, Bloomington, and Western ; St. Louis, rated mechanically from borings of iron by sifting or washing. He
at Fig. 13. Each of those couplings consists of a male and female Vandalia, Terre Haute, and Indianapolis ; Louisville, Cincinnati, had felt much interested in the action of a large excess of lime in
part, k and K+, On the latter are fixed two springs /, held by an and Lexington ; Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton; Baltimore | withdrawing a portion of the sulphur from iron, but most certainly
adjustable clamp /', The ends of these springs are bent so as and Potomac; Toledo, Wabash, and Western; New Haven and | should not have anticipated that an ore containing a large perNorthampton
; Mobile and Ohio; Cincinnati and Muskingrun | centage of baric sulphate should have this reduced to sulphie
to catch over a projecting ring on k, the a
of the Soe
Valley ; Connecticut Western ; Memphis and Charleston ; Toledo, , without any of the sulphur passing into the iron. The concluding
being such as to hold the coupling together while they are su
jected to the ordinary air pressure, but to yield and allow the Peona, and Warsaw ; Grand Rapids and Indiana ; Flint and Pere part of the discourse, giving the author's testimony to the sucecss
couplings to separate without injury when subjected to a greater Marquette ; Evansville and Crawfordsville ;Nashville and Chat- of machine puddling, was very interesting.
Mr. W. Mattieu Williams remarked that he was afraid the
strain, as should a coupling break and the train separate. tanooga and Nashville and North-Western ; Fitchburg (of MassaNotches are cut in the projecting ring on k, so that by twisting chusetts) ;Eastern (of Massachusetts) ;Kansas Central (narrow lecturer could only have seen his paper on burnt iron and steel in
the one part of the coupling partly round the couplings can be gauge); Boston and Albany; St. Joseph and Denver City ; abstract. He had found on taking a number of samples of iron
readily connected or disconnected in the manner of a bayonet Indianapolis and St. Louis ; Leavenworth, Lawrence, and Galves- borings, and treating them with diluted acid in the mannerhe had
catch. By arranging the springs and those notches in referenceto ton ; Providence and Stonnington ;United Companies of New described, he could tell those which were unburnt. In the former
the natural twist of the flexible hose all tendency to accidental Jersey ;Wayne, Muncie, and Cincinnati ;Richmond, Fredericks- case the fluid became of a very dark colour at first—whilst
separation is avoided, Each member of the coupling is fitted with burgh, and Potomac; Detroit and Milwaukee ;Chesapeake and hydrogen was rapidly given off—from minute dark particles susa valve, and the stems of those valves are of such length that Ohio ; New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern ; Georgia R. R.; pended in the liquid which rendered it turbid. Re-heating and
when the couplings are connected both valves are kept open by the Louisville and Nashville; Atlanta and West Point; Peoria and re-rolling improves iron only to a certain extent ; after that point
meeting of their stems, and there is then free passage for air along Rock Island; Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Minnesota; Erie it becomes burnt, which may readily be detected by black particles
thepipes. When, however, the coupling is disconnected both valves and Pittsburgh ;Chartiers Valley ;Concord (North Hampshire) ; making their appearance in the previously bright silky fracture.
Although he quite agreed with Mr. Riley as to the small value of
are closed. Should the train separate after applying the brakes, the Providence and Stonnington ; and Connecticut River.
air pressure is thus maintained in the brake <inien, and serious
For some months past the brake has been in use ontwo passenger an alloy of titanium with iron, he believed titanic acid to be useful
damage may thus beavoided, The tightness of the —s is main- trains on the Caledonian Railway. A special train consisting of during the process of manufacture.
Dr. Wright said, in reference to Mr. Bell’s experiments on the
tained by a caoutchouc ring » let into a groove near the end of the twelve passenger carriages and two vans, fitted up throughout with
male couplings. Under thering thereisa small airspace communica- the new brake, left Bridge-street station, Glasgow, at eleven o’clock Cleveland pig, in which he had assisted, that it was found that
ting by holes with the interior of the couplings, so that the pressure on Thursday morning, March 28th, a large number of gentlemen some white pigs on solution left behind a larger quantity of carbon
of the air in the pipes tends to expand the caoutchouc ring, and being present who were interested in the trial, including than some grey pigs ; he believed the carbon existed in pig iron in
thus makes an absolutely tight joint. All the couplings are Mr. Ward, Caledonian Railway superintendent; Mr. Connor a state similar to that of a solidified solution. When the carbon
made to a uniform gauge, so that every male part fits every female and Mr. Britton, of the locomotive department; Mr. Stir- is able to crystallise out readily it forms grey pig, and when
part, and male and female parts are placed right and left at each ling, Glasgow and South-Western Railway locomotive super- with difficulty white, the quantity of carbon carried off as hydro
end of a carriage, so that whichever end of the carriage is intendent; Mr. Wheatley and Mr. Wheatley, jun., of the carbon on solution depending on the size of the particles of carbon,
presented to another, the fitting parts correspond. The air pipes North British Railway; the Russian Consul, and Messrs. the smaller ones being taken up more readily by the hydrogen.
H, H', thus coupled along the train are connected by branchers Parry, Kinghorn, Lester, &c., together Mr. Westinghouse, and Mr. Bell had found that pure carbonic oxide," passed overiron oxide
h, 1, to the ends of a valve box M shown: in Fig. 14. In this box his engineer and representative in this country, Mr. Ford. at a white heat, does not completely remove all the oxygen, so
there are two valves united bya stern which can seat at either end The experiments included five stoppages between Glasgow and that he believed the completion of the reduction in the blast furon caoutchoucrings. The middle of the valve box M is connected Wemyss Bay. The first was made at Houston station, when the nace to be effected by the potassium cyanide in the lower part of
by a pipe 2? to the brake cylinder P. The object of the double train was pow |at the rate of fifty miles per hour, the gradient the furnace.
Dr. Williamson remarked that he had gathered from Mr. Riley's
valves in M is to shut off either of the pipes H or H' that may being level and the rails dry. From the time the brake-power was
have the less pressure of air within it. If, therefore, only one of put on the train came to a dead stand in nineteen seconds, and in interesting communication that he seemed to think that the blast
tthe air pipes be employed to convey the air pressure, or if one a distance of 264 yards, the pressure on the brake being 40 Ib. furnace was likely to remain the basis of our operations ; he could
‘should accidentally be ruptured or unsound, the operation of the per square inch. No, 2 experiment was made at Bishopton, the not conceive that a means so grossly faulty could continue to
brakes is not interfered with. Both the pipes H, H'! are usually distance being 128 yards ; time seventeen seconds; rate of train remain so, The process was so very rough and crude, not enly
employed, and in that case the valves in M take an indifferent when the brake was ag on, forty miles per hour; gradient, adding carbon to render the iron more fusible, but at the same
—
allowing air to pass from both to the brake cylinder. 1 in 400 up; and the rails again, as also in the subse- time introducing injurious ingredients like sulphur and phcsut either pipe can be put out of use by turning the cock G, and quent experiments, being dry. The next stoppage was at Lank- phorus.
in that case the other works the brakes. The Coie cylinder P, bank, where the gradient was 1 in 200 downwy of train, fiftyMr. Riley, in reply, said that Mr. Williams had scarcely replied
shown in longitudinal section in Fig. 15, and in transverse section eight miles per hour; the ns ty eff
in twenty-three to his objections ; he had carefully repeated his process, and his
in Fig. 16, is fitted with a piston packed with a cup leather. The
ds, and ina dist:
of 276 yards. Revenswniginsline—iin 130 assistant had also tried it, but they had both failed to observe the
lip of this cup leather is expanded by a spring ring within it, so as down—was chosen for the next experiment, and the speed of the darkening described by him. He quite agreed with Professor
to prevent the leather from iataking from the surface of the train was fifty miles per hour, a dead stand being accomplished in Williamson that the blast furnace was a very rude and unscientific
cylinder, if through negligence it should become dry. The end of twenty seconds and in 268 yards. The last stoppage was made apparatus, but when we consider the enormous amount of material
the piston-rod of the brake cylinder P butts against a rod p, which near Inverkip station, where there is a down incline of 1 in 68, operated on, which has to be converted into iron, at a labour cost
is connected to an arm on the brake shaft, so that when the piston and in this instance it was effected in twenty-three seconds and of two or three shillings per ton, it will be evident that all imof P is forced forward by the pressure of air admitted behind it, 308 yards, the speed of the train at the commencment being sixty provements should have the object of saving labour. It was quit:
the brakes are instantly put on with any desired force of an elastic miles per hour. We have selected the foregoing experiment from possible to produce almost chemically pure iron, but only at
character which yields to irregularities, The brakes can also be the records of many, as showing clearly what the brake will do.
considerable cost.
worked in the ordinary wa; ezhand, and a sleeve guide P' is fixed
The president, after calling on the fellows present to pass a vot
on the piston-rod within which the brake rod p can slide when the
of thanks to Mr. Riley by acclamation, adjourned the meeting
CHEMICAL
SOCIETY.
piston is in its
iti
The links of the hand brake are
until
Thursday, 16th May, for which eight communications were
slotted, so that the air brake can operate without being held by
Thursday, May 2nd, 1872.
announced, including a letter from M. Maumené, of Paris. <A
them. And thus the brake can be worked by hand or by compaper
**On Chinoline and Leucoline,” a by Greville Williams, and
Dr.
FRANKLAND,
F.R.S.,
President,
in
the
Chair.
pressed air, a
or together.
The management of the brakes is completely within the control
THE minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. * New Tests for Some Organic fluids,” by Dr. Wanklyn.
of the engine driver. He has before him a gauge E! which shows Messrs. Charles Thomas,
Morton, Thomas Tyrer, Mark
him the pressure of air in the reservoir E ihe 5 also a cock A! Finch, and G, Packer were formally admitted Fellows of the
by which he regulates the supply of steam to the pumping cylin- Society. The following names were read for the first time :—
THE Monarcu.—It is well known that Mr. Reed was so much
der A and governs its speed and
ure, A? is elf feeding oil Messrs. George Ellictt Barker, H. Smith, Richard Hayton Davis,
that the Captain would beat the Monarch in sailing, that
cup for oiling the pumping cylinder. The cock F is placed con- Richard Weaver, and Francis Henry de Rheims, jun.; for the afraid
he
used very large masts and spars in the construction of tlic
veniently for the driver’s hand, so that he can instantly put on the third time, Messrs. Richard Anderson, and George Cordwent, M.D., latter
ship. We did not know, however, that he pushed his desire
brakes by admitting air from the reservoir to the air pipes, or who were then balloted for and duly elected.
make the ship sail well as to endanger her safety; this appears,
take off the brakes by opening these pipes to the atmosphere. The
The president then called on Mr. E. Riley to deliver his lecture to
however, to have been the fact, as we find that the Monarch is
brake cylinder for the tender is connected directly to the pipe f on the “‘ Manufacture of Iron and Steel.”
now
in dock at Portsmouth, under a course of repair and altera
before it branches, or it may be connected like the other Ud
The author in his lecture confined himself chiefly to the influpreparatory to being placed in the first reserve for commiscylinders to both the oy nes,with the intermediate double valve ence of the elements associated with iron in the pig, and the part tions
sion.
The alterations being made include the reduction of size
arrangement M. It
be readily seen that this pneumatic they play in the subsequent conversion of the pig into wrought and weight
topgallantmasts, and all yards aloft, and
brake apparatus is applicable to carriages fitted with any of the iron and steel, considering the present s
of smelting in blast the abolitionofoftopmasts,
square yards on her mizenmast.
ordinary brakes without interference with their construction or furnaces
to be so simple that it was difficultto see how any prooperation, In cases where the power of the brake piston requires cess can com
with it, except in exceptional cases.
THE CONVERSAZIONE OF THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEER.
to be increased it is readily done by means of a lever, as shown at _Although in certain districts there is not much variation in the — The conversazione of the Institution of Civil Engineers will be
p’ in Fig 2. The air pipes H, H’, afford convenient means of com- pig made, the same ore and fuel being constantly used, yet in held next Tuesday night at nine o'clock, and will not take place
municating signals throughout a train when desired. An auxiliary others, as South Wales and Staffordshire, so many varieties of ore in the rooms of the Institution in Great George-street as usual,
reservoir E? (shown in Figs. 16 and 17) fixed on any carriage are employed, that pig of all descriptions is produced. From the but in the West Galleries of the International
ibition at Kenwherever it is desired to signal is connected by a pipe h? with results of analyses of samples of Yorkshire hot blast pig (No. 1 to si
The company will enter at the north-west entrance in
the pipe /° leading to the brake cylinder. In the pipe 3 6 iron) from the same works, it would appear that whilst the Prince Albert-road, and will be directed by the north-west stair
there is a check valve, shown at Fig. 18, whence a branch phosphorus is almost constant in all the kinds, about ‘90 per cent., case, to be received at the entrance of the British Picture Galleries.
h* leads to the auxiliary reservoir E*, When the brakes the quantity of sulphur decreases, and that of the silicon increases by Mr. Hawskley, the President of the Institution. The stream
are applied this reservoir becomes charged with com- with the number, It is probable that the difference in the amount ad tiie will then pass along the five rooms forming this portion
pressed_air, which passes the check valve, and is retained by of sulphur present would explain the differences in the quality of of the Exhibition, will descend the south-west staircase, and
its closing when the brakes are released, thus providing a store the pig, for it is certain that sulphur makes gray iron into white. return in the opposite direction through the machinery court, the
of air for signalling. The cock F, after the brakes have been re- At the same time, however, the different numbers in gray iron machines in which will be shown in motion. Itis understood that
leased, isturned
so as to close all openings. The check valve in may be produced by i
in the rate of cooling.
e author a few models of machinery and scientific inventions will be reh* can then be opened by its lever worked by a cord from any criticised Mr. Bell's process for determining sulphur in iron, and moved from other parts of the Exhibition, and be temporarily
compartment of the carriage, and compressed air then flows from gave details of the one he had himself emp The On e
ini
_— either in the Picture Galleries, or in the machinery court.
the reservoir E* back through the pipe /* and thence
the the piss of which the best wrought iron is made, they wi
oom No. 1 downstairs is occupied by cotton machinery, andl
valves in M into the main pipes H, H!, and the pipef. From this be found to contain silicon an —— ; Swedish iron, rooms 2, 3, 4, and 5, with printing and stationery machinery.
pipe (now closed by the (cock F) a branch1
to a whi
ig which contains no phosphorus, and but little silicon, giving The whole Lagasse of the manufacture of envelopes will be shown,
a
tus R on the locomotive. This apparatus is shown at a red-short iron when used by itself.
Hematite pig is also the Echo printing machine att.at work, Nothing special will |
Hig. 19. It consists of a small cylinder fitted with a loose piston and — in its character on account of its freedom from phos- exhibited * i
liat
with o, eee of Civil
surmounted by a whistle. The compressed air entering below the phorus, and its adaptability for the Bessemer process, although Engineers, but the
engi
ing contents of the Exhibition will be
iston forces it upwards and sounds
the whistle, When
the piston the amount of silicon present is not infrequently as high as 4 per taken as they stand, The
of invitation will admit a gentlereached the top of its stroke it acts as a valve to prevent cent, or 5 per cent.
man and one lady, but will not admit either two gentlemen or two
further escape of air by the whistle. When the signal is used, the
The chief constituents of pig iron are carbon, silicon, sulphur, ladies ; intending visitors would do well to remember this, as tlie
compartment whence it has been given is ascertained by the in- phosphorus, and manganese, traces of copper and titanium (the doorkeepers will have very strict orders to see that this regulation
spection of a tell-tale fixed therein, which is shown at Fig, 20, It latter only in grey iron), frequently nickel and cobalt, and ocea- is not broken, .
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Tue lever picking motion of power-looms certainly presents one facturers, It has every improvement necessary for a carriage of fitted with a stove. The length of the carriage is 35ft, the width
kind, It consists of three compartments, the two end ones 104ft., and its cost 4600 roubles silver (£690). The carriage is seen
of the most unpleasant features in a weaving loft, the two stal- this
——
—_
wart wooden arms seeming to threaten every one who approaches
them. The attempted substitution of compressed air for the
pick-sticks is not new, one arrangement having been fully described
already in our pages, but the methods which have before been
adopted presented grave inconveniences, In the loom for the use
of which Messrs. C, Richardson have acquired—as we are informed —from the Patent Pneumatic Loom Company the sole
right, there is no separate air-pump or accumulator, and, which is
also highly important, there are no valves or anything serving the
] urpose of valves,
The following description with reference to the accompanying
engravings will render the arrangement of this air-picking power
culbcendiy clear.
The cross section (Fig. 1) shows the air cylinder, which is not
more than Sin. or Gin, in diameter, and less than that in depth,
fixed on the sley immediately behind the shuttle-box, so that
each time the sley is forced back the air is violently compressed
in the cylinder, and escapes by meansof the channel, which tapers
from the orifice (see Figs. 1 and 2) to the rear of the shuttle box.
The end of the shuttle itself rests against a buffer armed with a
spiral spring, and with a rubber ring to receive the nose of the
shuttle (shown in Figs. 3 and 4, and on an enlarged scale in Fig. 5).
The stroke of the piston—and, consequently, the force of the compressed air—is regulated by the cam-arm arrangement at the back
of the piston lever (see Fig. 1), while the opening of the stop-cock
situated at the top of the cylinder of course throws off the air
entirely. The rebound of the shuttle is prevented by a self-acting
piwl, which, with its lever, is clearly shown in the cross sections
(Figs. 1 and 4) and the longitudinal section (Fig. 2). The whole
of the parts, it will be scen, are extremely simple, and they work |
ulmirably, the shuttle receiving just the amount of impetus re- |
quired to land it safely across the race, and no more; and being
attached to a loom combining nearly all the most recent improvements, the latter certainly forms one of the most beautiful weaving
machines that we have ever seen in action.
The exhibitors state that by means of their positive yielding,
stopping, and releasing motion, bar are enablea to obtain entire | = :
command of the pick and strength of the pick, that the speed
can be changed at will without interfering in any way with the
working parts of the loom, which may be driven at the rate of
from fifty to two hundred and fifty picks per minute. The ordinary cop is retained, and there is no rebound of the shuttle at |
whatever speed the loom may be going; that no swell spri are |
required, and thus a great saving is effected in the wear and tear
of the shuttles, that no grease can be thrown upon the fabric
forming
a| mounted on an ingenious wrought iron truck, by which it can be
for holding the mail bags, parcels, &c.,
&c the middle
)
Y
during weaving, that, asan important feature, and the last improve- spacious
light sorting room, provided with a skylight. Itis shown | conveyed along the high road by horses.
ment made, the shuttle boxes are made so as to allow for the
wear of the shuttle, and can be adjusted accordingly without being
taken to pieces, and, finally, that the loom works with less than
the ordinary noise, and requires one-third less power to drive it METROPOLITAN TRAMWAYS.—The Joint Committee of members | ‘The traffic in some parts of Oxford-street was as dense as it was in
than the ordinary picker-stick looms now in use.
of the House of Lords and Commons met on Tuesday, the 7th inst.; Cheapside and the Poultry—as, for instance, from the end of
This pneumatic arrangement is applicable to looms of all sizes Viscount Eversley in the chair. Mr. Bazalgette, C.E., engineer Tottenham-court-road to Holborn. The witness was asked
and descriptions, not excepting the revolving shuttle-box looms.
to the Metropolitan Board of Works, was examined. l nder numerous questions as to the popes tramways along WestThese claims are certain roe, but after a careful examina- certain conditions tramways were, he believed, a public convenience ; minster Bridge, whether it would be safest to have a line of tram
tion of the loom at the Exhibition, we see no reason to believe under other conditions they were very objectionable. ‘They required rails each side, or both lines on one side, or both lines in the
them to be overdrawn ; and we believe that the air loom, as now wide roads that were not crowded with traffic. In narrow streets, middle of the roadway of the bridge, and whether by any arrangemodified, forms one of the most striking and valuable inventions or roads, or thoroughfares, where there was great traffic, the ment it would be safe for the tramways to turn on tothe Embankof the day, as it certainly is one of the most attractive novelties tramways and the other traffic could not both be accommodated. ment at aright angle. The witness, as we understood him, seemed
in the machine gallery of the Exhibition, which contains not a few. As regarded the width of road necessary, he considered 34ft. to consider any arrangement objectionable for such a line. The
through route of tramway by Blackfriars Bridge was a
the minimum width for a double line of tramway, and 23ft. proposed
roject of so much importance that, without ee
it
for a single line, that is between the kerbs. There should Saowons,
should not, he thought, be sanctioned without very
be at least 9ft. clear on each side of the road, but that was serious consideration.
He did not consider the M
litan
A RUSSIAN POST-OFFICE CARRIAGE.
not a sufficient margin for a crowded thoroughfare, in which Board of Works, as at present
constituted, —_ to
lertake
should not be less than 14ft.;
In the department for railway carriages at the late St. the clear width at the
construction and control of tramways.
ev
would be
objects was a |but it was scarcely possible to lay down a rule, so much the
Petersburg Exhibition one of the most interes
jealous
if
the
board
undertook
the
exercise
of
such
powers.
mail carriage exhibited by the firm of Messrs. Lilpo Rau, and Co., depended upon the density and nature of the traffic. Nine committee adjourned; and the next meeting after the recess The
will
of Warsaw. It isa fine specimen of carriage bu ildin, , and, con- |feet would not afford space i carts and vans stopping at the sides be “for consideration of their report.” The popularity of tramsidering that it is only recently that railway carriage Bui
building has | of the road. He was of opinion that a tramway could not be laid
been undertaken in Russia, reflects great credit upon the manu- in Oxford-street without great inconvenience to the other traffic, ways appears to increase.|
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THe LUANELLY ANTHRACITE CoaL Company.—Tie prospectus
revolution ofa printing cylinder. Th sile edges of each plate shaft 6 carried by the pendulous frame, and this shaft by bevel
are, as will be seen, held in dovetail recesses, the dovetail recess wheels gives motion tu one end of the roller 7 at the lower end of of a limited company, with the preceding title, has been issued.
for holding one side of the plate being formed in a projection , the frame; the roller 7 at its opposite end is geared with the | The capital is £100,000, in £10 shares. ‘The company is formed
at the centre of the cylinder 7, and the dovetail recess for holding roller r!, as shown in the end view of the machine; the other for the purpose of acquiring and more extensively working the
the other side of the plate being formed in a movable end plate or bevel wheel at the end of the axis of the roller p gives motion to a important leasehold properties in Carmarthenshire, known as the
collar; fixed stops are also attached to the cylinder, against shaft 7, and by this shaft transmits motion to the axis of one of | Rhos and Gorsgoch Colliexies, and the Wernos, Gellyfeisach and
which one of the ends of the plates is placed, and the plates are the two upper rollers ¢! carrying the tapes t,,and the axis of this |Dunant mineral estates. The collieries are now in operation, and
thus held firmly on the cylinder and pve from moving. The | roller is geared with the axis of the other roller ¢’ by toothed |a good board of directors has been formed.
paper after passing between the rollers 4 is led over the upper | wheels 8, as shown in the end view.
*
| Rattway Divinenps.—The Financier speculates upon what
pressing roller é!, and is by it pee against the upper printing | The new mode of —_
certainly an unusual number | wil] be the probable dividends of the leading railway companies
roller i; the paper is afterwards led down and pass ic tween the | of important points, some of which would have formed valuable for the current half-year. It anticipates that the dividend of the
two pressing rollers, and is then passed between the lower pressing inventions in themselves. In the first ager we have the castin London and North Western will be at the rate of 7} per cent. per
roller and the lower printing odin. As there will be what is of the stereotypes so as to fit accurately on to slightly conica annum, or an increase of } per cent. Provided the iron districts
the greater diameter of the castings corresponding with keep free from strikes, it does not see why an average of 10 per
called a ‘set off” on the blanket of the lower pressing roller by >bay
reason of the surface of the paper which has just been printed on the lesser diameter of the cylinders, thus making up a true cylin- cent. seould not be paid to the North Eastern proprietors for the
being pressed against it, an endless cleaning blanket is employed drical whole ; secondly, the automatic printing on both sides, or current year. The Midland Company will, it thinks, show an
to keep this roller clean ; this endless blanket is distended between perfecting, as it is called in the printing trade, of miles of con- improvement upon the corresponding half-year’s dividend, which
two rollers j!, and is by one of these rollers kept in contact with tinuous paper at a rapid rate, the damping of the paper the was 64 per cent. perannum. The Lancashire and Yorkshire divibefore it is printed, the cutting of the printed sheets, dend will probably rise from 7} to 8} per cent. per annum. The
the lower pressing roller i, Should this cleaning blanket itself moment
become too dirty its surface can readily be wiped without stopping and the manner in which regularity is obtained throughout the Great Northern may probably raise the distribution on the ordithe machine. After the paper has thus been printed on both sides operation of printing by the nice adjustment of the tension on nary stock by } per cent. per annum, and that on the “‘A” stock
by the printing cylinders it passes to a cutting apparatus to be cut the paper. These features taken together make up one of the by | per cent. The Londen and Brighton receipts will probably
into lengths; the cutting apparatus is clearly shown in the sectional most remarkable improvements which have been introduced in add 14 or 2 per cent. to the corresponding half-year’s dividend.
view, «and consists of two cylinders & dished out in the centre any great process for many years.
The prospects of these and other companies ought, the Finaacier
Visitors to the exhibition will find the little annex in the thinks, to be reassuring to holders of railway property.
so as to be in contact only on what are margin spaces ;one cylinder
(the upper one) around which the paper is curved has a longi- eastern grounds well filled on Wednesdays and Fridays, when
Honpuras Ten Per Cent. GoverNMENT SHIP RAILWAY
tudinal slot /' formed in it, and the other cylinder has fixed to it the Mai/, or the tri-weekly edition of the Zimes is printed. We Loan.—A
prospectus has been issued of a somewhat remarkable
a steel knife 4* entering into the slot as the cylinders rotate ; this have not attempted to do more in the preceding description, undertaking,
with the preceding title. His Excellency Senor Don
knife has an edge composed of long angular projections, the edges aided by the drawings, than give a good general idea of the ,, Carlos Gutierrez,
Minister ety sag ee for the Government of
of each projection being sharpened from both sides, and en each machine. ‘To illustrate the details of the inking apparatus alone |the Republic of Honduras
to the Court of St. James’, has been
side of the knife are arranged spring plates which are to hold would occupy far more space than we could devote to the purpose. | authorised to raise for his Government
a loan for the purpose of
the paper firmly against the upper roller both in front and rear of Our readers should avail themselves of the first opportunity to |adapting the present Interoceanic Railway
now in course of conthe knife at the moment the cutting takes place. The spring witness the machine in action.
struction
to
a
ship
railway
across
the
Republic
of Honduras, in
plates on either side of the knife are capable of moving to or
accordance with the plan of Mr. James Brunlees, M.LC.E.;
from the centre of the rolicr & that carry them, and are conBeEps of coal abound in Alaska, which may prove of great value and for this purpose it is proposed to raise a loan of £15,000,000.
stantly pressed outwards by spiral springs contained in tubes to cities on the Pacific slope, where fuel is a scarce commodity, This loan is raised with a view to the construction of a railway
carried on the interior of the roller, their movement being limited ruling at high prices. According to the Commissioner of the capable of conveying ships of large tonnage overland without disby suitable stops. As the knife is by the revolution of the rollers General Land Office, the coal which is found in the territory is |turbing the cargo, tween the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, to
brought round to the point where the rollers meet together the generally bituminous, together with some anthracite, both of |and from Puerto Caballos,
on the former, and the Bay of Fonseca
plates are pressed inwards whilst the knife enters the groove of excellent quality. It is said that this coal can be mined and | op the latter. To effect this Mr. James Brunlees has prepared
the upper roller, and thus,the paper is divided at the same time delivered in San Francisco at a cost of 5, dols, 50 c. to 6. dols | designs to be carried out and used, in. conjunction with the wellthat the cut edge of the pier on either side of the knife is held per ton.
known system of hydraulic lifts, whereby vessels may be placed
firmly between the pressing plates and the upper roller. Small
Broap GavGe.—Those who took the “ broad ” side in the upon and conveyed by the railway with ease and safety.
recesses are formed in the knife at either end, in order that the nowExithistorical
battle
of
the
gauges
have
at
last
been
fairly
beaten
LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.—At the last
paper may not be completely severed, but so as to leave small from the field. The broad-gauge principle as applied to the Great
monthly meeting on Saturday, May 4th, Mr. Joseph Newton,
connecting strips undivided, to insure the regular passage of the Western Railway has long proved to be, if not one of the glorious president,
in the chair, Mr. Herbert Ramsay was elected a member
succeeding sheets into the delivery tapes. As the paper passes failures of Mr. Brunel, certainly one of those glorious pieces of
from between the cylinders & of the cutting apparatus it is carried extravagance in which that accomplished engineer was so fond of of the Association, and Mr, Alex. Crighton, proposed by Mr. Leith
and
seconded
Mr. Jones, as well as Mr. W. Hookley, proposed
up theinclined frame between two sets of endless tapes, which are
at the expense of his clients. He was a man of the by Mr. Gibbon,by seconded
by Mr. Walker, and supported by the
caused to travel at a greater surface speed than the cylinders & ; indulging
largest
mind,
and
whatever
he
had
a
mind
to
do
he
did
regardless
president
were
elected
members. Mr. W. Daubney and
the endless tapes of the lower set pass around a small roller placed
consequences—particularly the question of cost. One of the [r. Ladley were put inhonorary
nomination,
The main features of the
close up to the cylinders 4, whilst the endless tapes of the upper of
most important sections of the Great Western Railway, that be- evening were the exhibition of, and the discussion
a new breech
set pass around a smail roller, which is placed a short distance tween
Gloucester and Milford Haven, has now been transformed loader invented by Mr. Crighton. The gun had on,
been converted
above its fellow, As the tapes pass from these rollers the tapes into narrow
gauge,
and
in
a
very
short
time
narrow-gauge
engines
of both sets are led between two rollers 0, 0, the tapes thus con- will be in work over the whole of the railways between Paddington from a long Enfield into the present pattern, which was remarkable
for the simplicity of its construction, its efficacy and rapidity of
verge from the lower rollers to the rollers 0; the rollers o
the western terminus, The only remaining broad-gauge line manipulation.
Some blank cartridges were fired by the exhibitor,
are placed at a somewhat greater distance from the cylinders k and
will
then
be
the
section
between
Swindon
and
Bristol,
which
than the length of the sheets of paper which are cut off by the passes through that other grand piece of extravagance, the Box and the residual shell was quickly thrown out by the mechanism
cutting apparatus, so thatalthough the sheet of paper is carried Tunnel, and with this section it is not proposed to interfere. That opening the chamber for the receipt of the next cartridge. In confrom the Martini rifle, the hammer passing along the
along between the tapes, yet the tapes do not take sufficient hold
therefore, will in every way be kept true to Mr. Brunel’s tradistinction
cam does not strike the cap obliquely, Mr. Crighton’s pattern being
of the sheet to tear it off until its forward end has been carried portion,
ideas,
of
which
it
includes
the
supreme
example.
The
importance
made
on
the
central-fire
The lock altogether consists of
nearly up to the rollers 0, The two outer tapes of the upper set, of the change as a means of saving in working expenses, and as a but eleven parts, that isprinciple.
about one-third of the number used in
and also the central tape of this set which comes over a margin saving of the time consumed in shifting goods from one train to
space on the paper, are pressed downwards and brought into con- another, is very great, and ought speedily to make itself appre- other noted locks, such as the Peabody, Snider, and others. The
tact with the corresponding tapes of the lower set by means of ciable to the customers of the Great Western Railway as well Enfield can be converted into Mr. Crighton’s rifle by rejecting
| the stock and lock, and retaining the barrel, ramrod, &c, The next
rollers o', so that the side edges and centre of the sheets of paper
to its shareholders.—Globe.
meeting will be held on Saturday, June 1st, at the Cannon-street
are held between and guided by these tapes. When the forward as Tue
v. THE ROLLS.—Quite a discussion is going on Terminus
Hotel, to commence at 8 p.m.
edge of a sheet of paper has by the tapes been brought nearly between Hammer
some
gentlemen
connected
with
the
American
Institute
up to the rollers » the cutting apparatus will have partially of Mining Engineers, in regard to the relative excellence of | Peat IN THE Biast Furnace.—A gentleman who lately
or almost entirely cut off the sheet from the continuous hammered and rolled ingots for steel rails. As rail-blooms must arrived from the ground informs us that the blast furnace built at
length of paper in the machine ; the tapes of the upper and lower be re-heated before the rail can be completed, the manner of Ishpeming, Lake Superior, for testing peat for smelting purposes,
which went into blast with charcoal some time since, is now
set will then as they converge together to pass between these forming the best bloom b
question of importance. One and
on peat exclusively, and with perfect success, the producrollers take sufficient hold of the sheet of paper to complete the party claims that the hammer the
expel more cinder and other running
tion
pronounced equal if not superior to the best demned
severance ; the sheet will then be carried forward at the quicker impurities which may be in the will
ball or ingot, and make a |jiron, being
The _— is prepared by being ground in water, in ordinary
speed of the tapes, and thus a space will be formed between dense and tough steel, especially puddle
because
the
mass
can
be
upended
the succeeding sheets, The tapes of the upper and lower set and compacted by heavy blows upon all sides, whereas the rolls, pulping mills, and spread on canvas bottomed frames to dry,
from atmospheric influences under shelter or by applying
after passing between the rollers o are both led over a roller
less power, simply stretch the bloom and form it. The other either
artificial heat. |When dry it has become compact, uniform in
p, and are then led respectively over rollers 7 and 7’, carried with
arty contends that when a heavy squeezer is used a better effect is | texture
and is broken up, the breaking up being
at a short distance apart from one another at the bottom had
upon the puddled ball or pile than can be induced by the | facilitatedandby solid,
parallel scores which are made in sheets while yet
of a pendulous frame s, which is capable of swinging hammer,
that the roll then completes the work more rapidly |moist. It is then
put
into sheet iron cylindrical carbonisers closed
freely on the axis of the roller p; the tapes of the upper and better,andbecause,
in stretching the mass, it causes the metal to at one end- having a cap
or cover at the other end, fitting so as to
set are passed over a small guide roller before being passed over
pressed forward and revolve upon itself as well as to be made make
it
air-tight—holding
seven
bushels each. They are then put
the roller 7, so as to keep the two sets of tapes in contact with one be
dense, and hence no better result could be obtained. So far as the into a brick chamber constructed
for the purpose, on a level with
unother until they arrive nearly up to the rollers r and r'; the squeezer
is
concerned
it
cannot
apply
to
the
ingot,
as
it
is
not
so
tapes after passing over these rollers are led back over guide used, and the probabilities are that the roll h»s not been more | the tophouse, which is heated by the surplus gases from the
rollers to the rollers at m. Immediately below the bottom of generally used because there have been but few large enough. furnace—which is what is known as the closed furnace or bell top
the swing frame are two sets of endless tapes, t, t, which Since the Bessemer process has furnished means for producing —the gas being conducted by means of pipes. The peat is
to the hot blast for two hours and a-half, when it is
are each supported between rollers ¢!, (; the two upper large
ingots the use of the hammer is no longer a necessity, submitted
into the furnace. They now have 108 carbonisers, 54 of
rollers ¢' are close together, whilst the two lower rollers although
it is preferred in some cases. With all that has been emptied
which are kept constantly ia the hot chamber. The peat-coke
are at a short distance apart from one another. The elicited upon
the
subject,
it
seems
that
the
preference
given
to
the
pendulous frame has an oscillatory motion imparted to it by an hammer arises mainly from the fact that tool-steel has up to this furnishes much more gas than charcoal, which is all utilised in
preparing thefuel. The iron produced is very tenacious, adjudged
eccentric u! on the axis uv, so as to bring the rollers 7 and 7 at time been made by the use of it.— American Manufacturer.
the lower end of the frame first to one side and then to the other
to any produced by any other fuel known, The experiAND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Socrrety.—At a meeting | superior
is regarded as being a grand success.—American Manufacof the upper rollers ¢!, and this swinging motion is so timed as to heldCIVIL
in the rooms of the above Society, 7, Westminster-chambers, ment
cause the frame first to deliver the end of one sheet on to the inclined on Friday,
turer.
17th
inst.,
the
president,
Mr.
Arthur
C.
Pain,
C.E.,
in
travelling surface presented by one set of the tapes ¢, and whilst this the chair, a paper upon “‘ Water x Er Towns and Villages ”
Russia SHEET Iron.—Mr. Rodgers, of Apollo, P.A., U.S., has
sheet is being carried downwards on the tapes the pendulous frame (Part 2) was read by Mr. George W. Mi , F.M.S., Assoc. Inst. C.E, | devised the following method of producing what is known as
swings over to the opposite side of the rollers ¢!, so as to be ready to The author, after examining at some length
Russia sheet iron. It is claimed that the process accomplishes
the
nature
and
origin
|
present the end of the succeeding sheet to the inclined travelling
springs, and the theory of wells, pr
led to
ider the more than any other devised. The iron, being of proper gauge, is
surface formed by the other set of tapes. Between the axes of of
various strata conducing to a supply of water, and the circum- covered on the surface of each sheet with particles of charcoal of
the lower rollers ¢' is an axis v carrying a number of light stances—from
faults
and
other
causes—under
which
the
circula- about the size of a grain of wheat, taking care to have these parfingers v', formed by preference of thin strips of lancewood set
of the water through the alternating beds of permeable and ticles evenly spread over the entire sheet, completely covering the
edgewise on the shaft as shown. On the axis v are also lever tion
impermeable
rocks
take
place;
also
the
quantity
and
quality surface with them, There is then laid another sheet of iron upon
arms 7, which by connecting rods are connected with straps derived therefrom, and those sites best suited for collecting
this first sheet, and, in like manner, its upper surface covered
working on eccentrics vu? on the axis u, and thus an os- impounding the water. The author then proceeded to discuss and
with like particles of charcoal. The operator thus continues to
cillatory motion is imparted to the axis +, and the various circumstances attending the proposal for waterworks thein place sheet —_ sheet, covering the upper surface of each until is
fingers upon it are so caused to beat to and fro be- auy district ; the obstacles and difficulties attending the operations formed a pack of about forty sheets.
The edges are then clamped
tween the tapes of both sets of tapes t, and at each beat -in of the engineer, by the prejudice aoe certain schemes ; the in the usual manner for forming packs of sheet iron, and the pack
either direction the fingers as they pass between the tapes strike ignorance displayed by the local authorities of the fundamental then placed in the heating furnace, with the under sheet of the
off the sheet of paper that was being carried downwards by them, principles therein involved, and the too often detrimental effect of pack resting upon a bottom plate. There is then placed round the
the downward motion of the sheets being at the same time party-feeling amongst those comprising the local authorities. He edges of the pack wood which has been thoroughly soaked and
arrested by fixed stops w. As the fingers throw the sheets off expressed his decided opinion that, at any cost, towns and villages saturated with water, forming a protecting wall of wood. The
from the tapes they deliver them on to tables x, «, The sheets should be provided with an ampleand good supply of water ;and that mouth of the furnace is then closed, so as to prevent the admission
accumulate in flat _ on these tables, the piling, if necessary, if local circumstances prevented the adoption of a scheme, because of air into it. The fire is then started in the fire chamber, using
being assisted by a boy seated at the back of each table. The the customary individual standard of supply could not be attained, wood as the fuel. After the fire has become completely ignited
arrangement of the framing for carrying the axes of the several yet there is an ample volume of water available for the physical the damper is lowered so as to retain the heat, smoke, and gases
rollers of the machine is clearly shown by the drawings, and the requirements of the population. Then, would it not be advisable of the. fire in the furnace, After the iron has been subdrawings also show the manner of giving continuous motion to to distribute this quantity for this purpose, and provide for sani- jected to the action of the heat, smoke, and gases of the
these axes from the main axis y ; this axis itself receives motion tary and other wants from wells or other sources, He believed furnace until each sheet in the pack has become red, which
by a toothed wheel upon it gearing with a toothed wheel on a short that a limited supply of good water, because it would not provide will require about two hours, the pack is removed from the furnace
axis z, which is driven by a strap working with a fast and loose Sounigerthisiy pions per head per day, very often shelved thisim- and subjected to the action of a steam hammer, or other concuspulley. The toothed wheel on the driving shaft transmits motion portant question for an indefinite period. Then, again, the want sive or impinging force, for the purpose of working the oxide
by a train of wheels to the printing and inking rollers, as is of ample funds very often deterred local authorities from taking which has
been formed on the surfaces of the sheets into the body
cleaaty seen in the side view of the machine. The toothed wheel the matter into consideration, because it is found that probably of each sheet. The pack is then unpacked and repacked in the
on the driving shaft also by another train of wheels gives motion for a population of 5000 the sum of £5000 may be required ; but same manner as in forming the first pack, taking care to bring the
to the cylinders k, to the axis u, and also to the axes of the rollers the author was of opinion that, under nearly every circumstances, centre sheets of the pack to the outside of the pack, and the outwhich give motion to the endless tapes; the way in which it is possible so to design and lay out the works that a progressive side sheets to the inside, thus interchanging consecutively the
motion is transmitted to the axis wu is clearly seen in the method of their execution might be arranged, so that the imme- centre sheets, The pack is again subjected to heat in the heating
sectional view of the machine, page 366. The axis u has diate wants of the inhabitants may be provided for; and as the furnace in the same manneras in the first pack. It is then reupon it a bevelled toothed wheel gearing with a wheel on funds admitted, so the complete development of the scheme might moved from the furnace, and again subje
to a hammering or
the upper end of an inclined shaft 1, driven at its lower end be effected. In conclusion, the author referred to the effect which other force, as in the first instance. This packing, heating, and
by bevel gear from an axis 2, which receives motion from the present heavy prices of materials and labour had upon the hammering process is repeated four or five times, which will, as a
the axis of the lower cylinder i. The axis of the lower roller of | execution of waterworks—very often ae the cause of their general rule, sufficiently work into the iron the oxide formed on
the pair of rollers o is driven by bevel gear from a short shaft 3, postponement ; and as iron pipes, which play an important part the surfaces of the shects at each heating of the pack, and give it
which is itself driven by bevel gear from an inclined shaft 4, gearing in such schemes, was the chief item, he suggested the adoption of the necessary finish and polish. The sheets are then trimmed by
by bevel gear with the axis 2; the two rollers o are at their oppo- earthenware pipes, of a stronger nature than usual, bedded in the shearing process, and Fagen through the annealing oven one
site ends [ates together by toothed wheels ; the roller pis driven concrete, whereby a saving of more than one-half might be sheet after the other.
e passing of the sheets through the
at one end by an inclined shaft 5, which is itself driven from the effected. A vote of thanks —
carried unanimously, the length of the oven will be sufficient to anneal and properly colour
axis of the lower roller 0, At the opposite end of the axis of the paper was followed by & lengthy discussion by the members and |them. The sheets are now finished and are in a merchantable ¢onroller p are two bevel wheels; one of these gives motion to » visitors,
dition.
a
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
A svrT against the Short Line Railroad Company, in
Kentucky, for damages for the death of an engineer on an extra
train which recently collided with a delayed regular train, has
. resulted
in a verdict of 8000 dols, against the company.
Tue St. @air and Corondelet Bridge Company have contracted
with a Connecticut firm for the construction of a bridge across the
Mississippi river, at South St. Louis, to be completed in two
years, at a cost of about four million dollars. It is to be a doubletrack raiiroad and carriage way bridge.
- THE European and North American Railroad is now finished and
— for traffic. It runs eastward from Bangor, in the State of
Maine, through New Brunswick to St. Johns, and constitutes
eighty-eight miles of the great through communication to be opened
next summer between Halifax and New York.
THE change from broad to narrow gauge on the South Wales
section of the Great Western Railway is now completed, and
narrow gauge trains now run on both up and down Tines, The
alteration of gauge has taken a little more than a fortnight to
accomplish instead of one month, the time fixed by the company.
It is proposed to tunnel under the Strait of Canseau, between
Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, where the strait is only two and
a-half miles wide, in order to connect the railroad of Cape Breton
with the mainland, The expense is estimated at 2,500,000 dols.
The plan is to connect with steamers from Glasgow to Louisburg,
the most easterly open port of Cape Breton.
THE Italia of Rome says :—‘‘ The Commander Grattoni and the
engineer Borelli have
again left Turin for Lucerne, being about to
present, in the name of the Italian Society of Public Works, a
tender for piercing the Saint Gothard. There are several competitors for this great undertaking, as two companies, besides,
Swiss and English, and others have made propositions, particularly
an American one and a German.”
A NEw York paper, noticing the influence of railroads on
modern politics, observes that the completion of the Intercolonial
Railroad was the price paid for the union of the Maritime Provinces of British North America with Canada, and that the construction of a railroad from Canada through British territory to
the Pacific was the condition on which British Columbia was
induced to link her fortunes with the new Dominion ; and now an
imperial guarantee of part of the loan required for the construction of this last railway is to secure the assent of the Dominion to
the Treaty of Washington.
Mr. HARDCASTLE’s Committee on the Mid-London Railway
Bills having been adjourned until Tuesday, the 4th of June, special
meetings of the Midland and North-Western companiesto id
these and other bills affecting their interests now stand adjourned
until the 5th and 6th of June. Meanwhile, the North-Western
board is expected to support a motion for the recommittal of the
Eastern Section Bill for an extension of the authorised Western
Section from the Marble Arch to the City. The committee's
rejection of the Eastern Section Bill has caused great dissatisfaction in the warehouse districts of the City, and the exceptional
amount of caution exhibited by the committee, nothwithstandin;
the intrinsic value of a scheme upon the merits and Lond fides o
which they had fully satisfied themselves, is highly disapproved in
this very influential quarter.
A DECISION has been come to by the Government of India with
regard to the southern extension of the Great Southern of India,
and the works have at length been commenced. The general
route of the line will be from Trichinopoly to Muniachee, branching thence to Tinnevelly and Tuticorin, a length of 215} miles,
and the railway will be constructed on the metre gauge of 3ft.
3°38in, Certain modifications had been made in the plans submitted by the company, and the estimate have been reduced from
£4617 to £3972 per mile, including rolling stock. The board are
gratified to learn that the manner in which the scheme has been
submitted is in accordance with the wishes of the Government
of India, and thatthe Governor General in Council has conveyed his
thanks to the engineer-in-chief for the completeness with which the
surveys, plans, and estimates have been prepared and brought
under his consideration.
THE report of the directors of the Buenos Ayres Great Southern
(Limited) Company states that the respective capitals of the original
line, the Salado extension, and the Azul and Tandil extension have
been consolidated in accordance with the special resolutions of the
26th of January last. The actual works of the Salado line have been
completed within the amount of capital authorised. The works
of the Carmen de los Flores section of the Azul and Tandil extension have unfortunately been stopped for months by the action of
a wealthy landowner, through a camp the line passes for a
considerable distance ; but the board have since been informed b
the local committee that arrangements have now been made with
the landowner in question, and that the works will at once be
peop with.
The whole of the materials for completing the
ne are on hand in Buenos Ayres, and the line is expected to be
ready for opening in four or five months. The board hope that
the points of difference between the Government and the company
may shortly be satisfactorily adjusted.
Ir is stated that a Mr, Burrus, of Wisconsin, has issued a scheme
for a railroad from the Atlantic to the West, to be built with a
gauge of 30ft. The road is torun from the east by the most direct
line to Lake Erie. When it reaches the lake the road is to be
built out into the water about 25ft. below the surface for some
distance, and there end. It is to be operated with a machine
which is even more wonderful than the road, and which will navigate the water as well as traverse the land. When this amphibious locomotive arrives at the jumping-off place at Lake Erie itis
to slide gracefully into the water, and by a slight transposition of
its machinery become a steamboat. ‘When it has arrived at
Monroe it resumes its character of locomotive, and rolls off
another broad gauge road to Lake Michigan, whence it is to take
water for Chicago. The machine is to be sufficiently large to carry
a vessel of 500 tons, so that all necessity for ships’ canals will be
doue away with. The inventor expects to attain a speed of 125
miles per hour on land, and twenty-five miles in water.—Wew
York Albion,
THE first sod of the Scotswood and Wylam Railway was cut on
Friday, near Lemington, a village a few miles west of Newcastle.
Powers for constructing the proposed line, as well as for making
a dock on the Haughs at Scotswood, were granted by Parliament
last year, and a noteworthy incident of the proceedings was, that
the bill not only passed through both Houses without opposition,
but that it was supported by the directors of the North-Eastern
tailway Company. The new line, which will be about six and ahalf miles long, is intended to branch from a point near the existing railway at Scotswood, and pass thence on the north side of
the Tyne to Bell’s Close, Lemington, and Newburn. It will there
be united with the Wylam wagon-way, and will then proceed
across the viver to another junction with the North-Eastern at
Hag Bridge. The completion of such an undertaking will afford
greatly increased facilities for the transmission of produce from
the Throckley, Walbottle, and Montague Collieries ; Newburn
Steel Works ; the Old Tyne Ironworks, which are now about to
resume operations; and a great number of fire-brick, glass, and
other works, which border the route for a considerable distance.
It is also anticipated that the coal seams under Bell’s Close, which
have hitherto remained unworked for want of train accommodation, will be Pen almost as soon as the line is finished. The
engineering difficulties on the route are not ~ yee to be great,
although a tunnel of 300 yards in length wil have to be cut
through a hill to the north of Scotswood, and an iron bridge of
four spans will have to be thrown over the a at a place about
half a mile west of the gg strutture at
Wylam. . The plans
have been prepared by r: J; Hartison and fm W. G, and
H, Laws,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RIcH discoveries of tin are announced on the north shore of
Lake Superior, the ore yielding 33°3 pergent. tin.
GOLD coin to the value of 5s. is to be coined at the Victoria
mint. Coinage of this description will be a great public convenience.
Two very
e sheds are now in course of construction at the
lower end of hatham dockyard. They are to form workshops
for various classes of artisans who may be employed on vessels in
the docks and basins at the dockyard extension.
Henry GRortHE has recently analysed some aniline colours which
were adulterated with bits of glass, that had been placed into
solution of the colour, and after drying become so like the genuine
crystals that they could not be distinguished by the naked eye.
THE coal produce for 1870 exceeded that of the previous year
by upwards of three millions of tons. The great activity in the
iron trade caused the consumption of a large proportion of this
additional coal, but at the same time our exports were increased.
Dvrinc the present season there are twenty-four Atlantic
steamers running from Montreal and Quebec,j142 from New York,
four from Philadelphia, eight from Baltimore, and twenty from
New Orleans, These are exclusively owned and controlled by
foreign capitalists, to the exclusion of American built vessels.
WE learn from the ‘‘ Journal of the Franklin Institute ” that Mr.
J. H. Koosen has experimented upon the substitution of permanganate of potassa for the nitric acid of the Grove platinum
battery, and that he asserts that the electro-motive force of this
combination is greater than that of the Grove. The following
combination—platinum in a solution of permanganate with sj; of
sulphuric acid added, and amalgamated zinc in diluted sulphuric
acid—gave the electro-motive force as the average of more than one
hundred measurements, to be between 1-9 and 2-2 (Daniel, 1.)
In the excavations consequent upon the rebuilding of the Receiver’s house at Westminster the bases of the pillars and a part of
the encaustic tile floor, as well as some other remains of the
ancient chapel of St. Catherine have been brought to light. This
was the chapel of the Monks’ Infirmary, and was the scene of
many interesting historical incidents. Another discovery recently
made at Westminster consists of large numbers of the capitals of
the pillars of the ancient Norman cloisters, some of them beautifully
covered with figure subjects.
Tue Boston (Massachusetts) Globe sounds a note of alarm at the
threateningironfamine. It is stated that 2,600,000
tons were used in
the United States last year, of which two millions were produced
and the remainder imported. A careful estimate of the increased
ption during the present year, and of the probable supply,
demonstrates that there is too much reason to expect a very aa
deficit in supply. Prices of American and imported iron have
advanced fully one-third within the last three months.
By an official statement of the Board of Trade it appears that up
to the close of the year 1870, the amount of paid-up capital invested
in railways was £529,908,673, and on the Ist of January, 1872, it
was £600,000,000 in the British Isles, At this rate of progress the
total will, in a few years, be equal to the whole amount of the
national debt. Inthe year 1849 the paid up railway capital was
only £230,000,000, so that it has increased one and three-fifths
times. In 1849 the total revenues were £12,000,000 and at the
close of 1870 they were £45,000,000 ; so that, while the capital had
not trebled, the earnings had more than quadrupled,
Any person may take gold of not less than standard fineness to
the Mint, and the Mint is bound to return for it an equivalent in
coin. Practically, however, the Bank of England is the only
“importer” of gold bullion,
use the owners of ingots can
readily realise their value by selling them to the Bank, under the
Bank Charter Act of 1844, at £3 17s. 9d. per ounce. The Mint
authorities allow three-halfpence an ounce more than this, but
then the delay in coining, and the payment in sovereigns instead
of in notes, are sufficient usually to counterbalance the small
advantage. However, the Bank of England makes a profit of about
£2000 in each million by this three-halfpence per ounce.
Tue Baltic Journal reports that there exists near several cities
of Finland a kind of granite, called there cupakivi, of which the
composition is this :—Silica, 74 per cent. ; fe: idspar, 12 ; oxide of
iron, 3; lime, 1; alkalies, with traces of magnesia, 9. This being
evidently a good compound to make glass, the first experiment
was consequently made by melting 500 parts granite, and 200 limestone, and a white glass was obtain
The second experiment
was made with 500 granite, 150 lime, and 75 of soda, This glass
was more fusible, and at the same time harder. Both kinds were
blown without difficulty, at a bright red heat, while a dark glass
was made by the addition of 70 parts of sulphate of lime or potash
and 7 parts of carbon,
An interesting discovery has lately been made, which throws
some light upon the course and rapidity of the great ocean currents
circulating between the continent of South America and the
western coast of Australia, The figure-head of a large ship was
icked up some time ago at the little island of Rottnest, near
‘remantle, Western Australia, and has since been identified as
having belonged to the Blue Jacket—a wool ship which was lost
between the Falkland Islands and Cape Horn, on her voyage from
New Zealand to England. The Blue Jacket was burned on the 9th
of March, 1869, in about 53 deg. south lat., and 60 deg. west long.
and the distance from that point to Rottnest Island is therefore
over 6000 miles. The time occupied in traversing this distance
was about two years and a-half, giving a mean rate of about six
miles and a-half a day.
THE managers of a telegraph company in China have recently
solved the problem of how to transmit telegraphic messages in
Chinese, At first sight the difficulty of an alphabet which is
made up of about fifty thousand distinct characters appear insurmountable, but the obstacles have been overcome, and A-Fat at
Hong Kong encounters no more difficulty, in communicating with
A-Chum at Shanghai, than does Brown and Jones under similar
circumstances. The plan adopted is this : Some few thousands of
the more common Chinese characters are cut on wooden blocks
after the manner of type, and on the reverse end of each is a
number cut in the same way. Now A-Fat, having handed in his
message written in Chinese, the native clerk selects in order the
corresponding block from the case, and prints off the numbers on
their reverse. This he hands to his English colleague, who telegrapLs the number to the destination desired. Here the reverse
process is gone through, and the numbers having been taken from
the cases, the characters are stamped on paper, and thus A-Chum
is put in possession of the cherished wishes of A-Fat through the
medium of his native language.
A PLAN has been adopted in some parts of Wales for the protection
of puddlers from the heat of the furnaces, which we find described
as follows: Two screens cover the front of the furnace on either
side of the puddling door, while the middle screen nearly covers the
puddling door, leaving the hole exposed. The outer screens are
fixed by hooks to the top of the ordinary furnace front plates, and
the middle screen is supported by a counterbalance weight, in order
to permit it, at pleasure, either to be lifted, to uncover the puddling
door when a ball is to be removed, or to be replaced, to cover the
door. The heat from the furnaces is received upon and absorbed
by the screens, which are kept cool by jets of water projected upon
eir outer sides, by a horizontal water-pipe, near the tops ot the
screens. The water runs down the screens in a continuous stream,
and is conducted by troughs at the bott
of the
, and by
pipes, to the bosh or water-box, used for cooling the puddler’s tools,
no more water being required than isi
a peoeers,
=
+h. Oo! Psupplyrs rs
ing the said puddler’s bosh or water-box.
ing the puddler is said to be so effectual as to keep him comparatively comfortable, and enable him to de more werk thah can
done under other circumstanees,
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MISCELLANEA.
THE works at the new Hotel Dieu of Paris, interrupted for
nearly two years by the war, have now been resumed with
activity.
| THE contract for the new sewers in Great Tower-hill and Lower
Thames-street, a further development of the main drainage
| system, has been let to Mr. Pearson for £5733.
| THE Council General of the Finistére has offered a premium o
10,000f. to any manufacturer from
or Lorraine who shall
establish a mill of 20,000 spindles in the environs of Brest.
A LETTER from Stockholm announces that the Norwegian Storthing has decided on the execution of a railway from that city by
Roeros to Drontheim, and from the latter place to Meraker.
THe worksofthe Odessa and Sebastopol Railway have been begun,
but it is as yet undecided (says the Odessa correspondent of the
Levant Herald) whether the latter is to be a military or merely a
commercial port.
A PROSPECTUS has been issued of Rust’s patent Vitrified Marble
Company (Limited), with a capital of £60,000, in sharesof £10,
to purchase for £6000 cash, and £11,500in shares, the patents and
Vauxhall manufactory of Mr. Rust’s inventions.
A CONVENTION is to be held of all the narrow gauge railroad
companies in the United States, at St. Louis, on the third
Wednesday in June, to settle the question whether railroads of
this description will answer the purposes of roads of a wider
gauge.
Mr. EL.io7, an industrial agent of the Kansas Pacific Railroad,
has been experimenting with trees, in order to ascertain the
practicability of raising forest trees the great plains, and by
their influence to change the climatology of the country so as to
make it rich and fruitful. His experiments in this ne lave been
most satisfactory.
Tue Swiss Times says that a large watch and clock manvufacturer of Neuchatel ies set the example of participation of
profits with his workmen. A regular account is opened with each:
man, and his book is made up annually, four per cent. being added
by the employer to the amount due to be paid as interest on th«
capital for one year.
SUBSCRIPTIONS are pouring in to the fund raised to explore the
Wealden formation. The Duke of Devonshire has promised £253,
Lord Leconfield £100, and so on.
It is believed by many
geologists that coal in large ope aes may occur in strata beneath
some of the longitudinal folds of the Wealden denudation, and
form a continuation of the Belgian coal beds.
TuE extensive premises lately belonging to the Thames Iron
works, Shipbuilding, Engineering, and Dry Dock Company,
Limited (in liquidation), have been purchased by Messrs. F. C.
Hills, Peter Rolt, Lord Alan 8, Churchill, and other gentlemen,
who have formed themselves into a company under the title of
the Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding Company (Limited).
Tuis year’s Bath and West of England Society's show is fixed
to commence on the 3rd proximo at Dorchester. The entries are
considerably more than those of any former meeting. Of cattle
there are 270 entries, of sheep 188 pens, of pigs 135 pens, and of
horses 80; total, 673 entries of stock, against 536 last year at
Guildford. The Duke of Marlborough, K.G., is the president.
The proceedings will extend over five days.
THE Standard and River Plate News says that the National
Government has received most important advices of very valuable
gold discoveries at a place called Cruz del Eji, near Candelaria,
Mr. F. Portella has discovered the gold, which is found in quartz,
giving 8oz. or 9oz. in the jou of 200a,. The quartz has been
worked at the establishment of Messrs. Lauz and Co. Mr.
Portella is of opinion that the whole district is highly auriferous,
and that the mines have but to be explored to give a Californian
yield.
THE longest narrow-gauge road completed in the United State
is the Denver and Rio Grande, now seventy-six miles long, and
soon to be extended to the city of Mexico, Another considerable
line pretty well under way is the Cairo and St. Louis, about 1:0
miles long, and the Leavenworth and Denver hopes to have forty
miles completed this season, There is little work done on a
narrow-gauge railroad in Iowa, a very short line is in operation in
Alabama, other short lines are mtn, be in Utah and elsewhere,
and more or less grading has been done on a number of lines in diff:
rent parts of the country, mostly quite short.
THE new fish torpedo has been privately tested in the canal at
the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, in the presence of a number vi
officers connected with the Royal Laboratory Department ; ani
the result is understood to have been satisfactory, but nothing is
definitely known in reference to these experiments, as great care
was taken to exclude any but authorised officials from witnessing
them. This torpedo when fully rigged with the explosive chambe:
at its head, and the propelling screw and steering apparatus at its
tail, is quite 20ft. long, the iron fish-shaped body, which forms
the middle portion, being simply the vessel which carries the
motive power, an atmospheric engine working oycompressed air,
with a pressure of 1000 1b, on the square inch.
This is the first of
these torpedoes made in England, but it is understood that a
similar system has been tried in Austria with great success.
Certain improvements have, however, been made in the design at
the Royal ee en
which it is believed and expected will prove
highly advantageous, The explosive charge will be 160 1b, of gun
cotton fired by percussion on striking a ship or any other obstacle,
but in the experiments just made at Woolwich the charge was
dispensed with. About thirty torpedoes of the same descripiion
are in course of manufacture at the Royal Laboratory Department,
Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, in addition to others of different construction.
A GREAT improvement has recently been made in the rapidly
increasing town of Leicester by the removal of the cattle market
from the centre to the outskirts of the town, thus doing away with
what was often a considerable nuisance, and at the same time
setting at liberty a large area of very valuable building groun:.
The new market and its adjuncts, together with a public abattvir
now in course of construction, occupy about seventeen acres of
land on the south side of the town close to the Midland Railway,
with which they are connected by extensive sidings and catt.c
docks, and also by a short branch line. About eight acres of the
area above mentioned are now prepared for use, the horse marke?
occupying one acre, the cattle market about two acres, the shec)
market an acre and a-quarter, and the calf and pig markets rath«:
under half an acre, the remainder being occupied by the abattoir,
the offices, residences for the market officers, and the roads. The
calf and pig markets are in sheds covered by iron roofs, each of 45it.
span, and these being situated at the north end of the market
form an effectual protection against the coldest winds. Sheds #1
also provided in the horse market. The uprights to the horse an
cattle standings and to the sheep pens are of cast iron, and tle
| rails of wrouglit iron, tubes being employed where the extern:
| diameter of the rail exceeds lin. The pens for calvs
jand pigs are entirely of wrought iron. Two bridges ar
| prove under the Welford-road, which intervenes betwecu
|the market and the Midland Railway, one of 20ft. span,
| for the passage of the animals from the docks to the market, tlic
| other, a very skew bridge, for the branch line to the abattoir,
provision being made at the abattoir for placing the dead meat in
railway trucks direct from the carcase beams. The whole of the
work is being executed by local contractors from the designs ani
under the superintendence of Mr. J. B. Everard, C.E., of
Leicester, at a cost to
corporation for works of upwards of
|£24,000. The contractors are for the earthwork and paving, Mr.
| J. Walker,for the building Mr, J. R, Ratcliff, and for the ironwork
| Messrs, Gimsion
and Co,, all of Leicester,
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER. even admit, that such is the case. Still there can be little one, we may add, that had long been expected, one that
doubt that most men who join them are more or less in- needs no invocation of galvanic
agencies to account for it,
fluenced by the desire of practising the art of expressing being perfectly explicable on
assumption that seaBaris.—Messrs.
Mee iat ee
an ade
their ideas intelligibly by writing or speech.
water aenee and bilge-water internally between them
VIENNA.—Messrs. GERrop and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—ALPHONSE
Bookseller.
If this view were
generally received and acted upon, wrought out their full complement of erosion. Notwith
ae a — ae
Rocers, 47, Nassau-street.
these associations would do really useful work, and have standing this opinion, we do not in the least undervalue
far more interesting meetings. Besides, this is , han the evidence elicited
in the course of inquiry relative
PUBLISHER'S NOTIOE.
means an unimportant object or an humble aim.
ere to the Megwera breakdown. On the contrary, we think it
are
few
men,
educated
as
engineers
generally
are,
who
highly desirable that the special action of bilge-water, and
With this impression we publish as a Supplement a Diagram showing
galvanic function of varied metallic contact in presence
the Westinghouse Air Brake, applied to locomotive tender and two have never found it difficult to express themselves well the
carriayes of the Caledonian
ilway. Each copy, as issued and clearly in writing, or correctly and fluently while of bilge-water, should have been subjected to investigation.
Srom our office, will contain this Su
and subscribers addressing an audience. Most are conscious of deficiency We believe that the evidence elicited
drew the attention of
are requested to notify the fact to us if
do not receiveit.
in these invaluable arts, and disposed to avail themselves many for the first time to a point that, amounting now to
of an opportunity of cultivating, by voluntary study and no more than a grave suspicion, may hereafter turn out to
hy
TO OORRESPONDENTS.
practice, the power of speaking and writing.
be a demonstrable fact, that the bottoms of iron ships
The first rule printed
in the “Constitution and Laws” incur more chances of erosion, degradation, and ultimate
*." We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
usually is, “This society shall have for its object the perforation from the effects of bilge-water, direct and indimust therefore request our«
dents to
i
*,* Allletters intended for insertion in Tak Encin
or contain- prosecution of the study of engineering by means of rect, acting from within, than sea-water acting from withing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of reading papers, and having discussions upon them.” This out. Under the category of bilge-water erosions, we comthe writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of sounds very well, but unfortunately mdst of the members prehend not merely the direct agency of wash of the bilgegood faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
require to prosecute their studies by means of elementary water itself, but the more fatal galvanic erosion set up
communications.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to text books, and few of them are capable of writing papers when, unfortunately, bilge-water is recognisable as the
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the which contain anything that is not to be found in chemical agent for developing galvanic action on a metallic
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all numerous well known treatises. ‘Besides, no one who is couple of which iron is one and—as necessities of the case
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the able to write a paper of real merit will give it to these involve—the “sacrificial metal.” It is an alarming fact
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that societies, and hence the members have not much chance
in practice, and one that, being so perfectly in accordance
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with of ever hearing original and able productions, Such are with theory, ought to awaken no surprise, that should
these instructions.
of course sent to some body which regularly publishes even a minute piece of copper come into contact, and so
Ferrum.- The best book on “ Cement and Concrete” is by Reid. There is no reports of its meetings. They will then be preserved in remain, with the inside bottom of an iron ship, then wetted
treatise referring especially to the second portion of your question.
D. F. (Inverness).—The machine cannot be worked without some power. If an accessible and permanent form, and circulated among with bilge-water, as, under the circumstances of the case, it
you have not steam, and there is a good pressure of water in the service those best fitted to understand and appreciate them. The necessarily must be, active galvanic energy is estamains, you might use a small hydraulic cylinder.
R. J. (Bradford).—Jt is highly probable that if the steam pipe is made suffi- author assumes that he is addressing men thoroughly blished between the two metals, and iron being the sacriciently large you will gain considerable advantage by atopting the arrange- acquainted with all that has hitherto been known about ficial metal of the couple, the bottom will, sooner or later—
ment shown in your sketch, which might, perhaps, be improved by putting
on @ simple steam trap at the place where the cock is fixed now. We shall his subject, and can therefore dispense with all elementary and sooner rather than later—be eaten through in a hole
explanations, and can treat it in the most technical and somewhat larger than the superimposed copper. A pracbe glad to hear the results of your experiments.
G. E. W.—It would be impossible to answer your letter here as it should be advanced manner. But in a provincial society all the cir- tical question now suggests itself, and it is this—to what
answered. You are not singular in finding a difficulty in the statements cumstances are different.
extent, if any, would the erosive action be diminished by
made in the ordinary text books, We shall discuss the whole question, for
the benefit of yourself and others, in an early impression.
The members are mostly young employés in large offices inclosing the piece of copper in a canvas envelope before
or workshops, and men engaged in small businesses of their a
it on the interior of an iron ship’s bottom as
COVERING TELEGRAPH WIRE.
own. To these may be added one or two first-class men before!
We ask this chiefly in reference to a circular
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
who think the meetings are likely to be good for their which has just been issued, defining the duties and responSin,—Can any correspondent give us the address of a maker of assistants and pupils, and deserve to be patronised. There sibilities of dockyard, steam reserve, and ships’ officers,
machines for covering telegraph wires?
J. A. ann Co,
is often great Hifficulty in getting papers of any kind, and with reference to examining the inside of iron vessels. In
Manchester, May 22nd, 1872.
those read are too frequently mere extracts from text these instructions it is enjoined that the bilge extremity of
GAS LIQUOR METERS.
books, Sometimes a patron reads a paper addressed to an pipes must be of other material than copper or brass,
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
audience, which he is not far wrong in assuming to be
pipes of such metals as are of necessity in the bilge
Sir,-—Will you please ask any of your readers to inform me where I can ignorant of even the elements of his subject. Then the and
are ordered to be varnished and clothed with canvas.
wocure a meter, self-registering and supplying a continuous stream,
ike « water meter, that would be suitable for passing the ammoniacal discussion takes the form of asking questions on points Stress is next laid on keeping the inside of the plating
liquor made at gasworks through? The liquor is slightly acid, I
have been misunderstood or not sufficiently ex- accessible for constant examination, and to the turn of the
believe, frum sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid being in solution which
plained.
bilge covered with cement, but elsewhere painted or varin it.
i. J.
Worcester, May 22nd, 1872.
Engineering science is not to be learned by even hearing nished—all these to be examined whenever the ship is in
good papers read, but must be “ground” out of books, dock, and every part of the vessel below water is to be exENGRAVING ON GLASS.
and nied “picked up” by long continued experience amined and reported on once a year. All these instruc(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
in actual works. The true function of societies which do tions refer to dockyard officials, but officers of commissioned
Sir, —Could any of your readers oblige me with a sketch and descrip- not
publish their proceedings is, therefore, to improve their vessels have duties of similar kind imposed upon them too,
tion of the “‘ sand jet apparatus” by which glass, &c., is engraved? Also
a means of ewer Wen power from electricity?
A. B.
members in the use of the English language by getting The chief engineer and carpenter are enjoined to examine
Castlehead, May 8th, 1872.
them to apply it to professional subjects. Their model once a quarter every accessible part of the skin and frames
should be a university debating club rather than a —making a report thereon, specifying defects, and also
INDIA-RUBBER.
scientific society, and it should always be remembered that steps that may have been taken to remedy them. Out(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
a
good debate is of more consequence than a learned sides of all ships are to be examined annually; gun-metal
S1r,—Will any correspondent kindly inform me of a good method of
f istening india-rubber tires to erdinary bicycle wheels? Is there a solu- paper. One or two little things, if attended to, would make propellers must be coated with cement and fitted with zinc
tion for fixing them on by adhesion that will stand the water? E. G.
most engineers’ associations much more attractive and protectors.
useful. The subjects to be discussed ought to be announced
From the purport of this circular, it would seem that
SUBSCRIPTIONS:
to
members some weeks before the day of meeting, the Admiralty hesitate on the point whether reliance on
Tue Enaineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country thatthethey
may form opinions and be prepared to support protection by zine contact or by cement, paint, and varnish
ut the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
‘rom the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
them by argument. Subjects involving mathematical occlusion be the better plan, Hesitation is natural in a
Half-yearly (including double number) .. +e +e £0 ids. 6d.
demonstrations and calculations should be avoided, as they subject comparatively so new; but, as we remarked on a
Yearly (including two double numbers)... «. +. £1 9s. Od.
can
hardly be followed by merely hearing them read over, previous occasion, although protection by zine contact
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will
be made. THe ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad,
and cannot therefore be disc
rationally. Men of high would be wholly impracticable as regards the exterior of
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS.
standing may occasionally be asked to read papers, but on iron ships—for the same reason that it was found inappliPost-ofice Money Orders payable in EBagland, being now obtainable in the these occasions there can be no debate, as the respect of the cable to the protection of copper, namely, that it promoted
following countries, THE ENGINEER will be weekly dispatched post-free
Jrom the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting by money order, accerd- audience for the author will keep them from saying what the attachment of animal and vegetable life—yet no such
they think of his opinions. General descriptions of works cause of failure could exercise itself in a ship’s interior.
ing w the following coats ‘
v year,
'
Per year,
a the methods of executing them are perhaps most
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the members information which they might not otherwise compound engines laid before the Committee on Designs
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4 0° or 60france obtain,
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whereas the matter usually read can generally be for Ships of War. We have now to deal with Mr. James
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States.
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found much better explained in some book which everyone Wright's evidence. The minutes of this evidence occupy
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five and a-half large pages of close print, but we find that
can easily procure.
Gibraltar we
- 1woe
i
If the society have any funds to dispose of it, cannot the questions of the committee take up more space than
‘Tne ENGINEER is sent weekly post-free direct from the office, 163, Strand, to
subscribers in the fi ing countries on receipt of subscription by bill on apply them to a better object than to the formation of a Mr.
Wright’s answers. We rise from the perusal of these
London or otherwise, onnrding to the following scale : —
reading club and library. A moderately sized room, minutes with the impression that Mr. Wright is an exyear.
Per year,
tremely cautious witness, who takes special care not to
A ustria 7 «8
£34 or £ tr rorwa}
tebe 18 epecie comfortably furnished, and liberally supplied with profes- make
a statement unless he is perfectly sure of his ground;
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24 rika, more quiet and greater facility for making notes and consequence. Mr. Wright does not halt between two
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extracts than can usually be found in a public reading opinions ; he believes in the compound engine, and he
But the moment we
room, and many valuable papers could be taken in which advocates its adoption in the navy.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
proceed to sift the reasons why he advocates it, we come
%_" The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings ; are not of much general interest.
each line afterwards, ninepence. The line averages eight words ; blocks are
A library of reference books forms a natural addition across the fact that he has really little or nothing to say in
charged the same rate for the space they fill. Ali single advertisements from
to a reading room, and such libraries are greatly needed, as its favour ; on the contrary, nearly all the evidence that
the country must be accompanied by stamps in payment.
ADVERTISEMENTS CaNNot BE IxseeteD UNLESS DeLivereD Berorge Six o’cLOcK oN in most towns there is no way of seeing any professional he adduces concerning the results obtained, so far, from
waspay Evexixe in nach WEEK.
book except by ordering it from a bookseller. No doubt compound engines in the navy is damaging to his cause.
*,” Letters relatingto advertisements and the publishing departmentof the a thing of this kind costs money, but men are generally The second question put to him runs thus, “ Have you had
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr.
Riche; all
willing to pay for anything that is really useful to them, any experience of the relative economy of compound
other letters to beaddressed to the Editor of Tak Enoinger, 168, Strand.
and if the reading club be managed with liberality and engines and simple engines at sea?” To which he replied,
2 Sar experience is not very definite upon that point. We
enterprise it will not fail for want of pecuniary support.
People are continually told that names are of no conse- have been making some experiments lately with compound
THE
ENGINEER,
have not very distinct experiments with
quence, but this is sometimes a mistake ; and if the words engines, but we
“Debating” and “Club” are inserted in the name of an the other engines with which to compare them.” Then
FRIDAY, MAY 24, 1872,
engineers’ society it will probably materially help the follows a series of questions and answers concerning the
members to make their association really useful, and even engines of the Sirius, Briton, and Tenedos, which contains
PROVINCIAL ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
nothing worth notice except that the lowest coal consumpsocially agreeable.
tion realised appears to have been about 2b. per indicated
Tne engineering societies now to be found in many
GALVANIC ACTION ON IRON SHIPS.
horse power. Asked as to the comparative weights
large provincial towns and man
uring centres, by
of the same
whatever names they may be called, are in fact more or
Ir was to be expected that the stranding of the Megrra of compound and non-compound —
less successful imitations of the Institute in Great Geor
—one of those untoward and costly accidents that stop power, Mr. Wright replied that the weight of the
street. Evening meetings are held weekly or fortnightly, little short of meriting the designation of calamities— compound engine was from 5 per cent. to 10 per cent.
and Fann on subjects of professional interest are read should have caused attention to be directed more closely greater than that of the —— engine. He was then
and discussed. But while the object of the Institute is to than heretofore to the conditions affecting the safety of questioned as to the probable durability of the compound
promote engineering science, provincial societies ought iron ships, Not that there was any nine days’ wonder engine, and replied that as far as his experience went it
also to aim at the improvement of their members in attached to the breakdown of that unfortunate vessel. She was not favourable in this respect to the durability of
working at 30]lb. on the square
English composition and public speaking. It is probable had long done good service,in the doing of which she wore engines on the
that there are none candid or humble enough to state, or out, and wore through—a very natural consummation, inch, and he cited the engines of the Crocodile and Serapis
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troopships as an example. We have already told our
readers that as a consequence of the incessant failures of
the compound engines in these ships they were taken out
altogether, and replaced with new engines of simple type.*
We now come to a rather important question and answer.
We have all along urged that the economy of fuel said to
be proper to the compound system, and to it alone, was
really due to the fact that compound engines used steam of
much higher pressure than the simple engines with which
they were compared. If a compound engine is more
economical than a non-compound engine at one pressure it
ought to be so at all, so long as the rates of expansion
remain the same.
Now the compound engines of the
Crocodile and the Serapis gave certain results as regards
economy with 30 1b. steam, and these results ought to have
been better, if there is anything in the compound system as
regards economy of fuel, than those obtained from the noncompound engines by which they were replaced. Mr.
Wright, being asked if the new engines were “not compound ?” says, “No; I may say, so far as we can see from
the records kept on the ordinary passages, that there is very
little difference in the economy nowand before in the Serapis
and Crocodile.” This we submit is a direct confirmation
of the truth of our arguments, and Mr. Wright, although
he advocates the use of compound engines, is, we are happy
to see, at one with us on this point. He next estimates
that a saving of 20 per cent. in fuel over the best existing
engines of the ordinary type in the navy could be effecte
by the adoption of the compound system, and he arrives at
this conclusion from an examination of the results obtained
with the non-compound trunk engines of the Hercules on
the one hand, and with the compound engines of the Briton
on the other. Mr. Lloyd asked him, “In comparing the
economy of the Briton’s engines with those of the Hercules,
they used 551b. of steam against 301b.?” Mr. Wright
replied in the affirmative; whereupon Mr. Lloyd asked,
“ Do you not think that the difference in pressure might
account for a good deal of the economy?!” “ Yes, certainly,” replied Mr. Wright.
So far it will be seen that Mr. Wright holds opinions
precisely identical in many respects with our own. Before
proceeding further, we must stop here for a moment to explain a point which may not be fully understood. A great
many engineers maintain that the compound engine
working with a given pressure and measure of expansion
must be, and is, more economical in right of the principle
on which it is constructed than a non-compound engine.
We know that a few engineers comprehend the state of the
case more accurately, and understand that the only
advantage te be gained from compounding lies in some
reduction in the maximum strains to which the moving parts
are subjected under certain conditions. But these gentlemen
do not constitute anything more, we fear, than a small
minority, and the principal object we have in view in
writing these articles is to endeavour to overset the fallacious theory of the majority by showing them that there is
0 evidence to be had in favour of the opinions that they
hold; if every engineer understood in what the only
advantage possessed by the compound system lay, these
articles need never have been written. We find it advisable
to make this explanation, because we have on the one hand
been accused of being unable to understand the advantages
accruing from the use of high-pressure steam and large
measures of expansion at sea, while on the other hand we
have been taken to task for arguing against a belief which
we have been assured has no existence. Somuch premised,
we can return to the remainder of Mr. Wright’s evidence.
Mr. Lloyd asked him a crucial question. “ Have you
formed any opinion as to the cause of the great economy
which is said to be obtained in the double cylinder engines
as compared with the engines which expand very considerably, assuming the pressure of the steam to be the
same and the degrees of heating to be the same!” Mr.
Wright, says, in reply, “The only cause I can see is that the
variation of the temperature of the cylinders is much less
in working the steam in two cylinders than it is in one.
For instance, the steam on entering the large cylinder goes
in at a considerably reduced temperature, as compared with
the temperature of the condensers, than it wall in working the steam in one cylinder only. You would have a
nuich greater difference between the condensation temperature and the maximum steam temperature with
xu single cylinder engine than with a compound
engine.” In this reply we*have the entire heat-trap
theory with which we dealt last week in a nutshell. A
very few minutes after this reply was given, Professor
Rankine, as a member of the committee, began to question
Mr. Wright, and among his questions we find the following very significant one. Alluding to Mr. Wright’s —cation of the heat-trap theory, Professor Rankine sai
“Tf you had a non-conducting cylinder, I sup
the
compound engine would not have the sort of advantage
you are speaking of!” To which Mr. Wright replied,
* Probably not.” If he had said, “ Certainly not,” he would
have been more accurate. We shall not stop to say much
more concerning Mr. Wright’s notions, but we may cite his
replies so faras proving that there ave engineers who believe
that the compound engine possesses a special element of
economy, and Professor Rankine’s question as showing
that he does not endorse Mr. Wright’s expression of
opinion, We shall not now go into any consideration of
the relative influence of large and small masses of iron and
various temperatures of admission, cut-off, and exhaust,
although it can be shown that if steam is to be
expanded in an unjacketed engine, the more cylinders we expand it in, the worse the result we shall
obtain.
It will suffice to refute the whole heat-trap
theory to say that it is based, from first to last, on the
assumption that considerable changes take place in the
temperature of the metal of the cylinder. If an assimilation of the temperature of the cylinders to that of the exhausting steam does not occur, then the intervention of one
cylinder or of twenty cylinders between the first cylinder
and the condensers must be a matter of utter indifference.
Now, if an engine is properly jacketed, no such assimilation can take place. The cylinders will alwaysbe hotter
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than the steam within them—in other words they will be
in the same condition as though they were made of nonconducting materials, If, on the other hand, they are not
properly jacketed, then Mr. Wright may rest assured that
the condensation in the second cylinder alome will be
greater than it would have been in the single cylinder of a
non-compound engine working up to the same power as
the combined cylinders which he advocates. Any practical
engineer will tell him that if he really wants to waste
steam, the best way to set about it is to work it with a
high measure of expansion in a non-jacketed compound
engine,
Professor Rankine endeavoured to get from Mr. Wright
a confirmation of his own theory as to the cause ofthe
economy—orassumed economy—of the Constance,engined b
Messrs. Elder, in which attempt he wasspecially unsuccessful.
“ Have you considered,” asked Professor Rankine, “ to what
extent a compound engine will save friction independently
of the saving of fuel per indicated horse power!” Mr.
Wright stated that he “was not prepared to give a reply
on that point, but I should not think it would be very
much if working with the same pressure and temperature
of steam in each case,” Further on Professor Rankine
asked the witness, “In connection with the trials of the
Constance, Octavia, and Arethusa, was there not reason
to believe that the Constance had a considerable advantage
over the Octavia in the shape of saving friction?” To
which Mr. Wright replied in a very matter-of-fact fashion :
“T cannot give you an answer to that question from
facts, but my impression is that the friction was
considerably more in the engines of the Constance than in
those of the Octavia; the Constance had six cylinders and
many moving parts.” So far it will be seen that Mr.
Wright had proved anything but a satisfactory witness as
far as Professor Rankine’s theory of the Constance was
concerned, but he proved yet worse a little further on.
After asking two or three questions of small importance,
Professor Rankine said, “I believe I am right in saying
that the returns show that the Constance was driven at
the same speed with a less indicated power ; what do you
ascribe that to?” “TI should rather be inclined,” said Mr.
Wright, “to ascribe it to the difficulty of ascertaining the
indicated power with sufficient accuracy to form a conclusion upon the subject. I believe those ships—(the Octavia and Constance)—are identical.” Professor Rankine
did not press Mr. Wright further on this point. Our own
convictions regarding the Constance are that Professor
Rankine has been supplied with incomplete or inaccurate information concerning her performance on
the trip to Funchal.
_In the first place not a word is said
concerning the cleanliness of the hulls of the Octavia
and the;Constance—though the point is of great importance
—nor concerning their trim, nor concerning the pitches and
areas of the screws by which they were propelled. But
apart from this, all Professor Rankine’s arguments in favour
of the Constance are based on the belief that screw shaft
friction was reduced to a minimum by direct balance of
forces. Asa matter of fact, however, such a balance of
forces did not exist, at least on the measured mile trial.
It could of course only occur when the —_ developed in
each of the low-pressure cylinders was half that developed
in each high-pressure cylinder, and this was not the case
when, as we have said, the ship was tried at the measured mile. We feel certain that if Professor Rankine
knew as much about the engines of the Constance, as
was known by those who had charge of them, he would
never allude to them as constituting a desirable type of
marine engine. During the only commission of the ship,
the engines failed more than once at critical moments ;
and a very good authority* states, “That an ordinary
amount of steaming must have condemned them to
the scrap heap.”
Indeed, it is quite evident that
however strongly Mr. Elder believed in six-cylinder
engines he could scarcely find any employer of steam
power to endorse his opinions.
We find at pages
230, 231, and 232 of the Minutes of Evidence we are considering, a list of all the ships engined since 1854 by the
firm of Messrs. John Elder and Co. This list includes
eighty-one screw steamers, of which fifteen were fitted
with four cylinders, sixty-five were fitted with two cylinders, and one only, the Constance, was fitted with six
cylinders—the British Government being, we presume,
better able to pay for the experiment than our great steamshipcompanies. Of paddle steamers, Messrs. John Elder and
Co. engined twenty-five, only one being fitted with six
cylinders, and she is only of 60-horse power nominal.
We shall probably proceed with the consideration of Mr.
Wright’s evidence in our next impression.
Q
CHARCOAL-USING BLAST FURNACES.
Whey lately considering the questions involved in the
selection of sites for charcoal ironworks, the writer arrived
at the conclusion that attempts at increase of production
by undue concentration of the blast furnaces in any single
locality represented a policy at onceruinous and suicidal; and
he further endeavoured to point out how important were
the considerations which should be weighed in deciding
whether the ore should go to the fuel or the fuel be
taken to the ore. Apart, of course, from any special circumstances, either in regard to the position of the mineral
deposits or the position of the forests with reference to
them, his opinion was expressed to be in favour of taking
the ore to the fuel, with the open alternative of both being
brought together at some point relatively accessible to
either. Having regard to the necessities of cheap means of
transit and the primitive character of the countries to
which, for reasons which he pointed out, charcoal iron
making operations are almost absolutely confined, the
result of his considerations was, that the banks of rivers
appeared to him to be in most cases the likeliest spots
where suitable sites would be found, and for the positions
of permanently placed furnaces; to that opinion he still
distinctly adheres. There may be, however, and he conceives it is far from improbable, circumstances under which
such sites might not only be unattainable, but even non* “ Annual
ef the Royal Scheel
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existent, and then would arise the question for decision, of
how far, in view of the constantly shifting nature of the
fuel supplies, it is good policy to adopt, for blast furnaces
at least, anything like a permanent location. That this is
a somewhat novel view to take of the policy which should
guide a charcoal pig iron manufacturer in his selection of
the site for his works will, the writer ventures to think,
be very generally admitted, and perhaps until the idea be
fairly grasped, the old associations which tend to make
people look upon even a little wood-fuel blast furnace es
something permanent and immovable, will have sufficien’
weight to give the proposal a chimerical appearance, whici:
when duly considered in connection with modern means
and appliances it does not really possess.
Perhaps the best way of approaching the question wi!l
be to consider what are actually the conditions of permanency which would seem to attach to a charcoal blast
furnace, and what are those advantages which woul!
accrue to it were its portability, and that of the blowing
engine, a matter contemplated in their original design, and
arranged for in the economy of their plan and construction.
To begin with the furnace itself, the writer can see no
difficulty—at least no insurmountable one—in having a
framework formed in iron fsegments, to be bolted or
screwed together in pieces sufficiently light to be easily
transportable, even in countries where the roads or
other means of transit may not be very good; anil
then the lining of this frame, at all events above
the boshes, might readily be formed of any moderately refractory material rammed in on a core in like
manner as are made up the hearths of second melting
cupolas. Indeed, whilst speaking of this the writer may,
—- be permitted to say that, in his opinion, all small
last furnaces would possibly be found to last longer anil
withstand heat better were they constructed on the principle of simply ramming sound, seasoned,
and well-tempered
fire-clay between the outer walls or plates and a solid core
of the desired section. The experience and observation of
all furnace and forge managers will, he feels convinced,
bear him out in the statement he makes from his own, that
in nine cases out of every ten the eating away of fire-bricks
in furnaces commences at the point where either imperfect
workmanship or the too liquid character of the clay grouting in which the bricks are set, leaves openings (possibly
almost infinitesimally small ones, yet existing) for the
tlame in some
positions, or the cinders and metal in others,
to commence their attack. Attending, however, this proposed method of construction is clearly the absolute necessity of gradual and careful drying and preliminary firing.
It seems scarcely requisite to speak here of the impossibility of doing any good, even with a temporarily located
furnace, unless a perfectly dry position for the hearth be
attainable, but that once satisfactorily fixed, the question
of the construction of a blast furnace of the capacity for
charcoal fuel, which might be readily movable, is clearly,
in view of the dimensions of the cupolas daily worked ii
England, a question already answered ; aud it may be here
noted that as a general rule, either from climatic or other
influences, furnaces such as are spoken of are never worked
for the series of years during which we are accustomed to
hear that their mineral fuel confréres are usually kept in
blast.
Of the blowing engine, and the arrangements for getting
steam, utilising the gases, &c., it would probably be desirable, when detining primary principles, to go further into
detail than is within the compass of such an article as is
the present one ; without, however, exceeding his space, it
may, perhaps, be possible for the writer shortly to explain
his views upon these points.
Taking it for granted that at but few, if any, of the
charcoal furnaces in operation is the pressure of blast anything considerable, if at all over 21b. ; and assuming also
that this pressure can be most easily and economically supplied by a short-stroke engine, with annular air valves and
multitubular boilers, theresureiy can be no difficulty whatever
in designing a machine which would not only provide the
blast, but also be of sufficiently light and simple a construction to be readily and economically wren, 4 It must
be remembered that, after all, these pigmy charcoa!
furnaces are, as has been said before, little greater in thei:
air requirements than the larger cupolas now in use, and
that therefore, small light engines are fully equal to the
task of furnishing the supply; and this being the case,
there can clearly be no necessity for the heavy bed-plates,
huge framework, weihty cylinders, fly-wheels, &c., which
the writer has seen placed in position for supplying blast
to a furnace producing 35 tons of pig per week, and where
the pressure at the single tuyere, ‘blown through a 2}in,
nozzle, never exceeded 2 lb.
To refer to the story of English iron factories, it seems
sufficiently clear that our earliest producers of iron followed
our great forests, and that when these ceased to exist the
production of charcoal iron by necessity ceased. The
writer does not, however, here in anywise mean to argue
that mineral fuel iron did not, from its unlimited quantity
and innate adaptability to the requirements of the age,
necessarily supersede the charcoal qualities. Yet, nevertheless, if to countries
possessing comparatively virgin
forests, we can now take not merely the rude appliances
with which our ancestors first won the metal from the ore,
but. machinery of the highest mechanical perfection, yet
light, and fitted for easy removal, it seems to the writer
that there is a future before the enterprising manufacturer of charcoal iron who has the courage to bring to
bear the science of the present day, on the, as yet comparatively untouched, natural resources of many of our
colonies and other countries, not merely of great pecuniary
success, but a future as a pioneer of civilisation, worth, to
some minds at least, vastly more. '
G. Fraser.
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the season the population of Dunoon is estimated to exceed
12,000, while at other periods of the year the number may be
taken at 6000. If, therefore, the Glasgow rate of consumption,
or 50 gallons per head be allowed, the summer supply would be
480,000 gallons, and for other seasons 240,000 gallons per day.
The storage required to secure this quantity without compensation to the stream would be 60,000,000 gallons. While this
supply would be surficient for present purposes, Messrs. Forman
and M‘Call think it would be a wiser policy, considering the
rising importance of Dunoon, to provide for twice the present
population, or 960,000 gallons in the height of summer, and
480,000 gallons per day at other seasons of the year. The storage
capacity for the supply with compensation would require to be
153,000,000 gallons. Looking at the question in reference to
both these quantities, the engineers have reported as follows :—
The district may be divided into six watersheds—(1) The
area drained into Loch Eck; (2) the area drained into the little
Eachaig river; (3) the area drained into the valley at Sandbank
village and Loch Lorkin ; (4) the area drained into the Glenkin
Burn; (5) the area drained into the Balgie Burn; and (6) the
area drained into the river Massan.
It is unnecessary to refer further to the first and sixth of these
sources—tiamely, the areas drained into Loch Eck and into the
river Massan—than to say that the level of the loch is only 6Sft.
above ordnance datum, and is much too lowtocommand the town.
The valley of the Massan has little fall for some miles above the
Eachaig river, and a reservoir on ittocommand Dunoon would be
a long way up the stream, and where the watershed would not
be large enough. The cost of conveying the water from this
district, owing to the distance, would be very considerable. -The
areas drained into the valley at Sandbank and into Loch Lorkin
are, on the other hand, too limited in extent. <A considerable
portion of these drainage areas consist of peat, and there are no
suitable sites for impounding the water, and the level of Loch
Lorkin is too low. The second area, namely, that drained into
the little Eachaig river, is the proper source for getting the
larger supply of 960,000 gallons. There is a very good site fora
reservoir about half a mile above the Clyde powder mills. The
quality of the water is excellent so far as can be judged by sight
and taste. This stream is utilised by the Clyde Powder Mill
Company, and in the event of it being selected compensation in
water would require to be given. Allowing one-third of the
domestic supply as fair compensation, the total daily demand
would be in the height of the season 1,280,000 gallons daily, and
the reservoir capacity, as stated already, would require to be
153,000,000 gallons. The estimated cost of constructing a reservoir to hold this quantity, and of leading the water to Dunoon,
including distribution, but excluding land, is £22,748. The top
water level is 332ft. above ordnance datum, and the drainage
area above the reservoir is 2310 acres. The extent of ground
required for the reservoir is 32 acres. The remaining watersheds
are those drained into the Glenkin and Balgie Burns. There are
several sites for reservoirs of moderate capacity on the Glenkin
Burn, four of which the engineers have surveyed. Of these four
reservoirs the top water level of the most suitable is 341ft. above
the ordnance datum, its capacity is 60,000,000 cubic feet, and the
area drained into it is 1366 acres. The quality of the water is
excellent, and the estimated cost of the works for the smaller
supply is 480,000 gallons in summer, and 240,000 at other
seasons, including delivery, is £21,500. The additional reservoir
required to double the supply would cost about £9000. The
water in the Balgie Burn could be impounded about one quarter
of a mile from the nearest part of Dunoon. The top water level
of the reservoir would be 224it. above the ordnance datum.
The cost of this work, including the reservoirs and distribution
for 480,000 gallons in summer, and 240,000 gallons daily in
winter, is £12,132. The cost of getting the smaller supply from
A Treatise on the Theory of Friction. By Joun H. Jeviert, the
Balgie Burn is considerably less than from the Glenkin Burn.
B.D., Senior Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, President of On the
other hand, the supply from the former source could not
the Royal Irish Academy. Dublin: Hodges, Foster, and Co., easily
be increased, as there is no other site suitable for a second
Publishers to the University. London: Macmillan and Co. reservoir.
The ground covered by the proposed reservoir on the
1872.
Balgie Burn is 84 acres, and the drainage area above it is
Tuts work relates to the theory of friction, considered as a 1286 acres. There are no public works on the Glenkin and
part of rational mechanics, and in that respect it differs Balgie burns. The reservoirs are not far from the sea, and the
from previous treatises on friction, in all of which, so far quantity of water being small relatively to the extent of drainage,
as we know them, questions of practical or applied me- it has not been thought necessary to provide compensation in
chanics have alone been kept in view, and that even water. Should compensation, however, require to be given (and
although mathematical methods of a high order have been the landed proprietors might exact it), additional works would
employed, as in the researches of Coulomb, Poncelet, be required, or the town supply would be reduced by the amount
Morin, Moseley, Rankine, and others, on the efficiency of of the compensation given. The drainage areas in all cases, with
machines and the stability of earthworks and masonry as the rainfall ascertained at Greenock—which should be nearly the
same as at Dunoon—are more than ample to yield the required
affected by friction.
The following tabulated statement, prepared by the
In the work of Professor JeYett, on the other hand, the supplies.
engineers—who
have not thought it necessary to provide filters
theory of friction is treated with a view not to its prac- in any case—shows
the various results calculated on :—
tical application, but to the mathematical and dynamical
Name
Gals. per |Cost exclu-| Land |
‘
principles which it involves; and the author, instead of
of source.
ody sive of land.| ccres. |
Remarks.
choosing a series of examples of machines and of structures, and showing how the force of friction affects the Balgie Burn .. ; 480,000 | £12,132 | 8} No water compensation
and
|
provided in the estiefficiency of each machine and the stability of each struc|
|
inate.
ture, begins by pointing out to what class the force of fric- Glenkin Burn.. | 240,000
480,000 | £21,500 | 9} (‘This supply could be
and |
|
| doubled at an addition belongs, and how it is distinguished from another
tional
cost of about
240,000
|
|
class of forces comprising gravity and elasticity; and he
| £9000, but no water
then proceeds to show, step by step—advancing from
compensation is provided in the estimate.
elementary to complicated cases—how the consideration of Little Eachaig 60,000
£22063 | 33 Water compensation profriction atfects the general equations of the equilibrium and
FIVOT 2.200000
and
| vided in the estimate.
; 480,000 |
|
motion of material particles and of rigid bodies.
The book supplies a want which has hitherto existed in
The result of the inspections made by the engineers showed
the science of pure mechanics; and, like other elucidations of the theory of science, there can be no doubt that the smaller supply of 480,000 gallons in summer daily, and
that it will sooner or later lead to improvements in prac- 240,000 gallons daily in winter, could be got from the Balgie
Burn if no compensation water has to be given. If 25 per cent.
tice also.
water has to be given out of the proposed reservoir the supply
would be reduced to 320,000 and 160,000 gallens respectively,
NEW WATER SUPPLY FOR DUNOON.
and that the same supplies with the power of doubling them
Dunoon is at once the most charming and the most popular of hereafter can be got from the Glenkin Burn at a large additional
the many watering places on the Firth of Clyde. Hither in the cost. Ultimately the commissioners resolved to take advantage
the Balgie Burn, and they are now inviting plans of the
summer season tourists flock from all parts of the three king- of
works, including a reservoir to hold 60,000,000 gallons,
doms, and the passenger traffic to and from Glasgow is something
enormous, so that for at least four months in the year Dunoon
has a very large and highly respectable population to provide for.
RAILWAY AMALGAMATION,
One of the greatest drawbacks to the thorough suitability of
Tue Joint Committee of members of the Houses of Lords and
Dunoon for residential purposes has been the want of an adequate Commons met on Monday, the 6th inst., when Mr. Chichester
water supply. For the most part the inhabitants have been Fortescue presi led.
Edward W. Watkin, chairman of the Manchester, Sheffield,
dependent on gravitation water, and this supply has always been andSir Lincolnshire
and South-Eastern Kailway companies, gave
variable and uncertain, while its quality was sometimes not of evidence, He explained the affairs of the Sheffield Company, as to
the best. The police commissioners have at last, however, taken its own mileage, and as to its joint stations and junctions, joint
steps to remedy this defect by introducing a proper supply from ownership of the Rochdale Canal, and the relations of the company
the London and North-Western and Lancashire and Yorkthe Balgie Burn, a short distance from the town. In accordance with
companies, and in relation to numerous agreements subsistin,
with the instructions of the commissioners, Messts, Forman and shire
between
the companies for interchange of traffic and mutu
MCall, civil engineers, Glasgow, recently dréw up a report running powers.
of the companies would be
bearing upon the proposed water scheme, in which they notice meterially altered, toThethe relations
detriment of the Sheftield Company, if
that districts like Dunoon differ very much from other places on the — amalgamation of the London and North-Western and '
account of the population being so variable At the height of Lancashire
and Yorkshire eompanies were to be sanctioned
LITERATURE.
Remarks in connection with a Proposal for Extending the Railway Accommodation of Dublin ; with a Map and Sections. By
Witt1am Lawtor, C.E. Dubliv, M’Glashan and Gill, Upper
Sackville-street. 1872.
In considering the comprehensive scheme for uniting the
various existing railway termini in Dublin, proposed by
the author of this little brochure, there are two points
which forcibly arrest the attention of those who are
cognisant of the real state of locomotive traffic in Irelanc
The one is, whether the proposed accommodation is absolutely required, and the other is, where is the money to
come from in the event of the first being demonstrated
to be a necessity? It is now some ten years since 1
vigorous attempt was made to establish a connection between the different railway systems concentrating in
Dublin. To the best of our remembrance the whole endeavour terminated in rather aludicrous manner. The members of the corporatior. of the city, who most energetically
opposed the whole scheme, erecteda temporary timberscreen
across Westmoreland-street, which was intended torepresent
the effect that would be produced by thé iron permanent
structure which the promoters of the project would put
up if they obtained their Act. "When this temporary screen
was being removed one of the timbers by some mischance
or other fell upon a lady who was passing by, broke her
leg, and inflicted other injuries upon her. The upshot of
the matter was, that she obtained compensation from those
who were the responsible parties, who thus paid pretty
dearly for their whistle.
Mr. Lawlor evidently understands that underground
railways are more suitable to the exigencies of towns than
those on the high-level principle, since he adopts the
former wherever they can be used to advantage. In the
junction between the Great Southern and Western lines
it is a great mistake to have a couple of bridges over the
river Liffey within a stone’s throw of one another. The
course of the line south of the river should be altered go
as to bring the junction of the loop lines on the same side,
and run the continuation of them over the same bridge.
There appears to be an error in the laying out of the line
which runs for some distance parallel with the existing
Dublin and Wicklow Railway, and the contiguity of many
of the proposed stations with those already erected is open
to the same objection. In an engineering point of view,
so far as the sections represent, there is no difficulty to be
anticipated in executing the works. The gradients are all
less than those which have been adopted in similar instances, and could be worked by engines of the ordinary
type. The gross capital required is not large; but bearing
in mind that the distances are so short, that the fares
would have to be considerably less than those charged by
the carmen, it is a great question whether the scheme
would pay. We cannot compliment the author on the
map and plan attached to the pamphlet. They are simply
the worst specimens of lithography we have ever seen,
and it was only with great difficulty that we succeeded in
following the context. The majority of readers would
give up the task at once in despair.
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unconditionally. The Sheffield Company now exchanged traffic
with the Lancashire and Yorkshire Company to the extent of
£182,000 per annum, and with the London and North-Western
Company to the extent of £491,000, In the event of amalgamation
the associated companies would send the traffic over their own
lines, to the injury of the Sheffield Company, and of the public,
unless conditions were imposed. The shortest route between
London and Huddersfield was by the Great Northern and the
Sheffield lines, but, if permitted, the united companies would send
the traffic round by Guide Bridge and Stockport; they would
take the traffic their own way, if they could, to the injury of the
public, which would be deprived of the alternative routes at
present enjoyed under the separate companies. The amalgamation would also disturb the bases of the existing agreements.
Amalgamations under proper conditions would be a benefit to the
companies and-the public, unconditional am
ations would
be an unmixed evil to the public. The conditions he would
impose would include compulsory through rates for all companies, and full running powers to companies that now
reached districts in which railways were proposed to be
amalgamated, the running company to have power to fix
its own rates for through traffic, but for such local traffic
as it is permitted to take to charge the same rates as the owning
company. The Sheffield Company would have no protection to
Huddersfield and Yorkshire unless they had full running powers.
He recommended the appointment of a tribunal of arbitration to
settle running powers and other railway questions. The tribunal
might consist of, say, five members, three of whom ‘might be appointed by Government, and two by the railway companies. The
tribunal should have large powers, it should be permanent, and
its decisions should be final. Compulsory through rates imposed
on all companies, running powers over amalgamated companies,
to — e competition, and the appointment of such a tribunal
as he had referred to, were necessary to put the railway system
into a healthy state. He believed amalgamations were inevitable,
and these conditions were necessary to make them safe and advantageous. He disapproved entirely of a State railway system.
In Fran» no improvement had taken place in railway management for the last twenty years; whereas under the stimulus of
competition the railway system of this country beat that of France
completely in speed and comfort, as well as in price, the service
considered. In this country speeds had been greatly increased,
the number of trains increased tenfold, and rates and fares greatly
reduced, but no such improvements had taken place under the
half State system of France. The dividends of the London and
North-Western and Lancashire and Yorkshire companies were
sufficiently good now, and the companies should not have power
given to increase them at the expense of the public by shutting
out competitors from the district. The companies that had access
now to any portions of Lancashire and Yorkshire should continue
to have running powers and to fix their own rates and fares, thus
keeping open to the public the present alternative routes. He did
not think there would be any practical difficulty in giving running
powers under proper conditions, with an appeal to the tribunal in
cases of dispute. The tribunal should have power to settle the
proportions of the rates that should be payable to the owning and
running companies respectively. With respect to the bill for
traffic arrangements proposed by the Great Western, the South
Western, the Bristol and Exeter, and South Devon companies the
effect, in so far as he understood the bill, would be to limit com
petition in the district, and the Midland company should be
allowed full running powers to Exeter, fixing their own rates to
Bristol, but the rates over the Bristol and Exeter to be subject,
in cases of dispute, to arbitration, as a running company should
not be iowell to inflict a loss upon an owning company. He was
decidedly in favour of amalgamation with competition preserved,
but opposed to amalgamations that would destroy competition.
His principle was through rates everywhere, and exceptional
running powers to preserve competition. The amalgamations of
the London and North-Western, the Great Western, the Great
Eastern, and the North-Eastern, had, in his view, benefited both
the companies and the public.
Mr. Bence Jones, a landowner from Cork, gave evidence as to
the impecunious condition and the wretched management of the
companies that had lines starting from Cork. One of them with
eighteen miles of line hadonly one locomotive, and the shares were
absolutely worthless. His proposal was that these companics
should be compelled to adopt a system of joint management, or
that they should be taken by Government, under the purchasing
powers of the Act of 1844. The traffic in the district was very
much improved, but the companies did not work in correspondence, and, in greatly injuring their own interests, denied to the
public the accommodation that might be reasonably expected.
He was of opinion that this public wrong should be redressed,
The committee then adjourned.
At the next meeting Mr. Stephenson. goods manager of thie
North British Company,
was examined, and gave evidence as to the
running powers and facilities his company had over the Caledonian.
He trusted more for fair treatment to the facilities of having
clerks and agents at stations than to ap ey Bay which his
company had found to be useless ;when the North British Company had tried to exercise these powers they had been obstructed
in all sorts of ways by the owning company, and arbitration was
such a tedious process as to give them no effective means of redress. If the Midland and the Glasgow and South-Western comyanies were allowed to amalgamate an effect would be that the
English traffic would be divided between the amalgamated com
panies, and the North British would be shut out. He was of
opinion that where a line was common to two companies it woul:
be against the interests of the public that it should be handed
over to one by amalgamation. Running powers when given should
be enforced by summary process ;they were useless if questions
arising from them had to be settled by arbitration. The Ner-h
British Tay Bridge was in course of construction, and the company had not abandoned the intention of constructing a bridge
across the Forth, which would be of great advantage to them in
giving competing power for traffic.
:
Mr. Lloyd C.E., gave evidence condemnatory of the appropriation of canalsby railway companies. Such changes broke the lines of
of water communication, and took away the power of the canal
companies to meee successfully with the railways.
Mr. J. Whitwell Pease, M.P., a director of the North Eastern
Company, stated that he was largely interested in the coal and
iron trades. His firm had last year paid the North-Eastern
Company £370,000 for the carriage of coal, coke, and iron. The
North-Eastern system was formed from the amalgamation of
thirty-seven different companies. The rates and charges had been
greatly reduced, and the service very much improved since the
amalgamation ; the reduction in rates had been a saving to his
firm of from £4000 to £5000 a-year. The public had now through
routes and through fares, which they did not enjoy under the
independent companies. The company was on good terms with
its neighbours, and he had not heard of any complaints on account
of the >
The charges would compare favourably
with those of any other large company in the kingdom. Running
powers by agreement might prove highly advantageous, but compulsory running powers could not be worked. Running powers
and facilities should be given to neighbouring —
by companies proposing amalgamation, and if they wou id not agree to
eontie terms Parliament should refuse to sanction the bill.
At the last meeting before the recess, Mr. Thompson, chairman
of the North-Eastern Company, gave similar evidence to that of
Mr. Pease. The companies of which the North-Eastern was
formed had paid the lowest dividends of any in the kingdom;
the North-Eastern now paid the highest. ‘Ihe fares had been the
highest in the kingdom, but were now reduced to the lowest.
Amalgamation had in their case been wise policy, = from
tien
results, but he thought each case of pro
should be considered pee = phaod peas
The company then
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible as the opinions of our
correspondents.
THE BREAKWATER OF THE FUTURE.
os ws
Srr,—I have had opportunities of observing during the
three winters the uae in which the harbour works now being
constructed in the bay of Wick have been attacked by successive
storms, and the manner in which the various methods of construction adopted from time to time have successively given way, in a
great measure at least, before the fury of the several storms.
The mode of construction has been sufficiently varied to afford
valuable data, for the avoidance of erroneous modes of construction,
and for the adoption of improved practice. There is no description
of work which affords better material for practical consideration
by engineers than works which have failed, and more particularly
when the work in its varied forms has been of the most perfect of
its kind. The work was designed to serve the ——
of
a breakwater and a landing pier, two pu:
not in all positions
compatible with each other, The depth is five fathoms at low
water, with a rise of 10ft. of ordinary tides.
The work was commenced by the deposit of a rubble base about
15ft. high from a staging, in the usual mode adopted under similar
circumstances, From this base the nearly upright faces of the
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work were brought up, the stones being placed nearly vertical, and
the centre filled in with dry rubble covered by a heavy pitching.
The roadway of the wharf was 30ft. wide and 6ft. above —_
water, with a parapet 15ft. high, 12ft. at the base, and 6ft. at the
top.
The staging was very massive, and placed just so high as to be in
the best possible position to receive the most destructive effect of
the wave in a storm.
The first disaster was the destruction of a considerable portion
of the staging, and in the subsequent operations the staging was
only employed in the construction of the external walls, and some
portions of the upright supports of the staging were built in the
work, The violent storm which occurred in the winter of 1870
destroyed the whole of the operations of the two previous years,
and it is not unreasonable to suppose that the staging contributed
considerably to the destruction of the works ; at least, staging has
not been employed since.
After this extensive failure the mode of construction underwent
considerable modification. The parapet was discontinued, the
hearting was regularly built in up to low water, and above that
the outside walls and the hearting were built in Portland cement,
and the upper surface of the work was also strapped with heavy
bars of iron, both longitudinally and transversely. This iron
strapping, however, has not had much effect in preventing the two
last partial failures.
The storms of the winter of 1871 only affected the end of the
work, and principally by undercutting the portion between high
and low water. Every effort had been made to secure the end of
the work by iron bolts and straps, but to little purpose.
In finishing up the works in 1871 a much more efficient mode of
securing the end was adopted. A block of Portland cement concrete 42ft. by 30ft. by 10ft. was deposited in situ on the end of
the work, and the lower portion was composed of large blocks of
cement concrete made on shore and deposited from a twin barge.
The storms of last winter have not affected the end of the work,
but have considerably damaged the upper portion of the sea face,
thus proving the very great superiority of massive blocks of concrete deposited under low water, and concrete deposited in mass
as soon as possible in the upper portions of the work.
'
Fig. 1 is a sketch of the work as it has been recently carried on.
In the storms of last winter the waves dashing against the upper
portion of the upright sea face of the wall sent a dense column of
water to the height of some 50ft. or 60ft. This column of water
is the resultant of the wave blow, and the reaction of the blow
against the upright wall, and its height is the measure of the
intensity of the blow; but if this blow was deflected by a plane
oblique to the line of impact of the blow, the intensityof the blow
would be diminished in proportion to the increase of the angle of
incidence. Ask the captain of an ironclad whether he would
prefer the shot of his antagonist to be delivered perpendicularly
to his broadside or oblique to it; he would certainly prefer the
latter, and the more oblique the better he would like it, It is a
pity that these somewhat experimental works have not been
directed more towards the solution of the unsolved problem of the
slope as against the upright wall.
“he destructive actions of the storms of last winter considerably damaged the portion of the work above low water, notwithstanding that it was composed of massive stone set in cement, and
the lower portion has withstood the storms, although much
weaker, not being set in cement, thus proving that the top of the
work receives the greatest intensity of the blow ; indeed, it would
be difficult to conceive of a construction better adapted for
knocking down the top of the wall.
An unbroken wave of considerable height comes rolling towards
the wall, and as the hollow of the wave comes in contact with the
rubble slope the top of the wave tumbles over at the exact time
to give the top of the upright wall the most effective and the most
destructive blow. If rounded off, as shown by the dotted line in
the engraving, the effect of the blow would be considerably diminished. This mode of construction never had a leg to stand upon
but that of economy, and some other considerations as to the
materials of construction, and the difficulty of setting stones in a
wall in deep water, and of a
the lower portions of the work when damaged.
1 these objections to an
upright or a nearly upright wall from the bottom have now been
obviated by the great improvement in the manufacture of Portland cement stimulated by the engineers of the London Board of
Works and their numerous experiments.
:
In a breakwater the object is not to stop the progress of the
wave, but to break it up so as to prevent the formation of a wave
inside. The rounding the top of the sea face of the wall will allow
the wave to pass over without having any destructive effect on the
upper portion of the work, which is exposed to the most violent
action of the wave.
Fig. 2 is a longitudinal elevation of a proposed breakwater in
40ft. of water, with 10ft. rise of tide, and Fig. 3 a section. The
blocks are rectangular, and are articulated into each other, and
formed in such a manner as to break joint horizontally and vertically. After a careful deposit of the lower course the blocks
could easily be lowered into position, and form a compact
wall.
Indeed, the outer joints could easily be caulked, and liquid cement
injected into the internal joints, and consolidate the whole into
one compact homogeneous mass, From low water the work is
carried to the required height by cement concrete deposited in
mass, and perhaps coated over very smoothly with neat cement.
The blocks should not be less than 200 tons weight, and formed
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on inclined planes above high water, and launched into the sea to
be laid hold of by a twin = This — should draw as little
water as possible when loaded, and should be propelled by steam
with twin screws or detached paddle-wheels, and
be supplied
with steam lifting aim.
The economy of the p
mode of construction will be very
considerable, the blocks of concrete being not more than half the
expense of stone on oe and placed in the work, and no necessity for staging, which has always been a source of danger as well
as expense, and the works would not be so liable to be damaged
by storms during the progress of the works. The progress of construction could also be greatly accelerated.
Mr. Gladstone has recently been pn ie bey great achievements of civil engineers, and stated that ‘‘ when you have dealt
sufficiently with the bowels of the earth there will remain to you
the regions of the air.” The eloquent Premier was too polite to
have said: ‘‘ Gentlemen, you have done much, ‘ under ground as
well as above,’ but when you come in
tact with Nept
ou,
as well as your employers, very generally come to grief.
You
have now superior materials to work upon. Give over all talk
about waves of the first order and waves of the second order of
oscillation, translation, and undulation, and rest assured that
whatever you may call the waves they are sufficiently mischievous
to throw down your works by an order first, or second, from
Neptune. Change your tactics and go in for victory; and as
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refuge harbours, which will save annually some millions of
national property and thousands of lives, ee to be nobody's
business but the business of the State, I wil speak to my liberal
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and money will be forthcoming,
but upon the distinct understanding that you guarantee success,”
Wick, May, 1872.
ALEX, DouLL.
__
THE PATENT QUESTION.
Srr,—As you have kindly inserted my general view as to the
atent question, perhaps you will allow me to explain it a
ittle further. I believe it to be somewhat novel as a whole, and
Iam sure that it embraces the germ of the only sound patent
system. But first let me say a few words as to the propositions of
your correspondent, Mr. Lyttle, to which I before referred, and
which he has now further explained. As far as throwing open
the unused contents of our patent records to inventors, and introducing commercial application in some shape or other, rather than
mere originality, as the proper basis of protection, I agree with
him. But I fear that his method of ca
g out the latter would
not realise the object in view. I hold that this ought to be to
protect, not only actual commercial success, but the mere effort to
accomplish this. We want the improvement of mind as well as of
matter. We must encourage hopeful cultivation as well as actual
production. Again, I agree that patent protection ought to be
granted as a matter of course. But having gone so far with him,
I run off into a totally different road. I object to the continuance
of the present practice of a provisional specification, to be followed
by a final one, as needless complication. I also object to the plan
of a sealed specification, to be burned unopened if not redeemed
by proof of commercial application within a given time, This
would be wholly against public policy, which, in return for any
de; of protection, ought to secure every possible addition to
public knowledge. I would burn nothing except what nature had
intended for fuel. Again, I object to introducing money profit as
a test of anything. No uniform standard of amount onal apply
except upon the cruel principle of the bed of Procrustes. Besides
which it savours too much of an interference with private affairs,
Indeed this is too much the fault of all Mr. Lyttle’s modes of
action, They are not strong enough or elastic enough to stand
the wear and tear of a proper system, and they are not sufficiently
self-acting for a free country.
The proposed use, however, of commercial application in reference to patent right is the main point now to be considered. He
would re;
it as the basis of an inventor’s right as against the
public, Iwould regard it as the basis of the public right as against
the inventor. Thus, instead of throwing upon the executive a
duty which it never could perform, we should be able to throw it
upon the parties interested, so as to enable them to take care of
themselves. My meaning will become clear by going a little more
into detail and meeting some possible objections. It is always
much easier to proj
than dispose, and yet it is the proper disposition of its working parts which constitutes the value of any
contrivance, whether it be a machine or a patent system. Again,
when any new scheme is proposed, we are too apt at once to fix
upon some conspicuous objection, suggested by some possible prejudice, and then decide against it without inquiring whether the
very same objection ~~ not exist to all rival schemes. The
uestion will always be which of these has most advantages and
ewest disadvantages.
Let us now bear in mind that patent protection means no more
than the saving of an inventor
aginst commercial competition in
respect toa specified object of utility for a given period, so that
he may be repaid for his exertions by the one specially concerned.
The interest of the public is reversionary, and may be beneficial in
two ways. It may prove to be an increase of knowledge only, or
it may involve an increase of oer eng also by the application of
that knowledge. We have therefore to protect, not only success,
but the efforts directed towards it. The State can only do this
indirectly, and in general by a liberal system of protection. The
natural way to proceed would be to grant protection, as if right,
to any specified contrivance,
hanical or chemical, and whether
for an object itself or a method of producing an object, and that
this —— should last for a stated ok, until or unless some
one should show that, before its grant, he had had the same object
or contrivance in actual use or operation. The
patent right—
which a misprint made me say would be defensible—would be
defeasible upon Fong of prior commercial user. If no one takes
the trouble to offer this, it is clear that no one would be hurt; and,
in that case, why should not patent protection exist for what it
might be worth in any case? I know that patents are often taken
out as mere advertisements, or to enable a shopkeeper to say that
an article must be good inasmuch as the Queen
n advised to
ive him the exclusive right of its sale by her royal letters patent.
ut these are the small abuses of a system whose no
urpose
is of a far higher order—the progress of practical and endione
useful knowl
So much for the scope of patent right. Let us now see how this
should be established in point of form, and how disestablished if
shown to be an infringement of the established rights of others.
I have already urged that any official inquiry, as the foundation of
a patent, must prove nugatory for any public good. It would
afford no security, as it could conferno vali ae ~o
do no
good, unless, pe eee it, by timely
save
inventor from the risk
snediens trouble. But if we make
previous commercial use the only obstacle in his way, he is
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sane the most competent judge as to that, and we should thus
i yee ese all en ‘lineofa ai . — cn
gran
nt protection
upon the filng of a single specifica‘
on
the sole responsibility of the inventor. Our = of provisional
and final gota is complex and troublesome. It is far
inferior to the French plan—the best feature of their system—of a
primary specification, with power to specify additions in a summary way, and at a moderate e
, just as experience shows
the requirements of the original idea when put into practice, Our
system of a final specification tends to narrow an inventor’s free
scope. First ideas are generally the best, as embracing only the
fundamental principle. In the effort to realise this the view
contracts, and the final specification b
more specific and less
protective of the genuine idea, and therefore of industry. Justice
to an inventor demands a final specification at first that is final for
what it specifies, but capable of easy expansion within a reasonable pease, The objection to this might be the danger of exceeding the first claim.
But that objection also adheres to our present
— where one specification is required to cover another, with
the addition of much useless legal formality. It is, in fact, an
objection incident to e
comparison of literary descriptions, and
it would be almost entirel obviated by requiring all specifications
whether pecuniary or additional, ty made in printed official
forms, in which place would be provided for noting all those
features of an invention which the experience of skilled officials
showed to be necessary for permanent discrimination.
Having thus established a patent right on the responsibility
of the applicant, as is practically the case at present, the
next question is how it should be defeated in case the idea
should have been already in practical use, This I would leave
wholly to the persons having a contrary interest. The remedy
might exist in two ways. The pate aggrieved might send a
solemn declaration of facts to the patent officials, who should
inquire, and, if satisfied of prior user, note the patent as invalid.
Or it might be made a subject of county-court in uity and the
patent be certified by the judge as valid or invalid. his would
probably end the case ; if not, the ordinary tribunals should adjust
the right.
But I need not follow out such details further. Nothing would
be more easy than to arrange a proper procedure with proper
appeal to proper authorities, none of which elements exist in our
present system. The course of action would be either by some
member of the public to show assumption by a patentee of a preexisting public nght, or, on the other hand, by a patentee to show
an infringement of his newly-granted right. In each case the
thing to
decided would be very simple. The question would
be, fot whether an object was original, or whether it was true to
a literary description, as at present, but only whether two objects
were identical, and whether one had been in use before the other
had been protected. Priority is always a plain fact. The only
troubl
questi
ight be what amounted to commercial
user. But all these matters already exist in our present system or
in any system—questions of infringement include them all, but in
a more complicated form.
The foregoing views imply the throwing open to public use of all
patented ideas, now, or to be from time to time, on record, but
not in use, the policy of which demands a little explanation.
Invention does not consist in the creation of new ideas—for there
are none new under the sun—but only in devising new combinations of those in existence. The discovery even of new properties
is but the discovery of new methods of combination. Therefore
the public are just as much interested to encourage inventors to
devise new modes of handling, so to speak, the ideas known to
have been already handled by others, as those supposed to be
original, and as to which no abortive attempts at utilisation are
known to have been before made. At present these exist only as
invisible fences against inventive progress. Let us then have free
trade in ideas, and protection only for those who first establish a
property in any method by which they can be utilised. I cannot
see why the public should think that because they gave protection
for a given period to encourage a man to devise a new useful combination they are entitled to keep his ideas in store for ever—as
the dog did the hay in the mangcr—and not give any one else protection for attempting greater success, Grant, too, that the
pr
ls had b
public property, who is to turn them to
useful purposes for the public but the special class of inventors?
It is for them to represent the public. Itseems the proper use of
a public property. But this again
requires a renewed patent protection, not for the revived idea, but for its
ful
cial
application. I would limit this sort of public property for the
future to all inventions in actual use, and of course I would save
the rights of all existing patentees.
It may take a good many turns of the ‘‘rabble” before our crude
patent system can be made to ‘‘come to nature.” But come it
will, sooner or later. Present circumstances demand a strong
effort to place it upon a wide and liberal foundation. We must
stick at nothing in order to give our inventors the utmost
encouragement. Handicraftsmen are by continual strikes making
manual work too unprofitable for manufacturers, and productions
too costly for the public, without the increased use of machinery.
No doubt the resources of mechanism are inexhaustible; it does
not die. It lives and grows. But if we do not now make an
energetic resort to the aid of those
upon whose unseen and often
unrequited labours its life and growth depends, our manufacturing
pre-emi
must decli
Wm. TiGHE HAMILTON,
Ham Villa, Rathmines, May 13, 1872.
—_-___—
THE VALUE OF PATENTS.
S1r,—I am one of those inventors influenced to action by feelings exactly like those Mr. Hamilton mentions—always ready to
respond to the call of necessity and emergency and the teachings
of experience. I sketched in my last letter (see your impression
for March 1st) how such men could be protected; I will now show
a little more. The examiners should above all things be honest
and unbiassed-minded men, with a desire to aid inventors and
commerce, and deal out equity to all. There should be a philosopher with a great amount of common sense, a civil engineer, a
mechanical engineer, a chemist, an architect, a mathematician,
and a well-educated and thorough mechanic selected from a workshop, having power to add to their number if required, and inventors to have power to expel an examiner if any abuse of power or
incompetency can be proved against him; and their use should be
this : To examine invention and inventor, the latter to show, as
best he or his agent can, why he should have a patent, and their
decision shall be final—for who could better decide such questions,
even if ap
were allowed? They should order what kind of
model, and the scale it should be made to, to represent protected
idea. It is useless to have, for instance, the frame and wheels of
a locomotive to show “‘an improved axle box.” I could get just
double the useful matter in the present Patent Museum by removing full-sized screw propellers, &c. I would strongly urge such
useful records of all inventions, for reasons I will presently name.
They a
pos every little pet scheme a man may have
being paten
Here is one, the least of eighty I have, none of
which exist commercially :—‘‘ How useful to direct our steps
would it be, when one knows not exactly where he is in town, were
an arrow pointing northvl>gearson one or more lamps at the ends
of streets.” Some would patent this. The fact should still
remain in pore pn DSme nea for not being allowed to
include in
visional specification more than complete specification would
lose proves that a man’s ideas cannot be very crude,
as Mr. L, puts it, even when he applies for protection; and two
—e would amply cover cost of such protection. Then why
ten? I think the present £50 or £100 duty the least trouble. In
Mr. L,’s scheme there would be great difficulty in getting honest
and accurate returns of business done by patentees.
Suppose I have protection, I am poor, and show my invention,
and tryto get it utilised. Would your correspondents be so cruel,
if I fa*) >d in this,
as to allow a manufacturer who knew my plans
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were good to go and patent it? Capitalists, Sir, would only have
to say, ‘No; I'll wait to see poor inventors,” and they could
the rewards due to other men. Surely the Claimant’s note w
be too true : “‘ Those with brains and no money are made for those
who have money and no brains.” My scheme would secure the
ciedit due to inventors, and the nation would have the benefit of
their ideas, whether they failed or succeeded. I would allow no
man to patent an abandoned idea without the consent of the first
inventor or his executors, and the question of originality should
pe — ysforce, ag originality is the essence of genius and
usefulness.
co
nearly can improve details
of an original
idea, and this isallron x
r
I think perhaps the best way to settle this question is by calling
a pubiic meeting, so that all c!
may say what they think as to
it. Or why not the Foremen Engineers take it up? There are
some of that body that would like to, I know.
London, 17th May, 1872.
PHILOMATH.
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allow any person to make any note of anything exhibited. Now
as it sohappens that there is no
m to explain any model or
A article exhibited in the room, it appears very unreasonable and
au’ tic on the part
of the South Kensington magnatesto
obstruct the representatives of the press in the prosecution of work
so closely connected with the public interests. I was advised to
apply to Lieut. Grover for permission to examine the exhibits, and
I accordingly addressed him a letteron the subject, but have never
been honoured with a reply.
C. E.
Westminster, May
1872.
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things become subjects of applications for patents. These 7500
subjects, according to their analogies, are thrown into 145 classes.
The 145 classes are assigned to the sixty-six different examiners
in such manneras to throw classes most nearly analogous together,
and at the same time divide the labour as equitably as possible.
These 145 classes can again be reassembled into nine different
groups,
and still retain in each group so close an analogy
as to
made it ex
ingly desirable that the classes thus associated
shouldbe grou
together in the actual work of making examinations.
This statement of facts affords the
upon which the new
organisation is based. The plan of this reorganisation briefly
stated is that all authority to pass for issue or reject be taken
away from the examiners ; that they be limited exclusively to the
duty of making examinations ; that the examiners be divided into
nine groups, and that a competent man, educated in law, in
science, and in mechanics, be appointed at the head of each group
under the designation of Chief Examiner, or such other title as
may be given him by law ; that the examiners report the results
of their examinations to these chiefs, and that each chief, in his
own group, determine the questionsof passing to issue or rejection,
after giving the party a full hearing;that ap
from these decisions
be to a boardof appeal, consisting of not less than three of these
chiefs, to be selected by the commissioner and changed from time
to time, as often as he may deem necessary and proper. Under
this arrangement the present Board of Examiners-in-chief would
be unnecessary, and could be dispensed with. The chiefs being
familiar with
patent law, each could be entrusted with the examination of interferences arising in his own group, and the examiners of interferences could be abolished.
This would increase the number of officers employed only by
four, and if the recommendations in regard to salaries were complied with the increase in the expense over the present system
would be 30,700 dols. per year. All who are conversant with the
new plan give it a hearty approval ; and if Congress can secure the
time from political debate to consider it, it is pretty sure of adoption. It is, moreover, so far as the Patent-office is concerned,
. very important practical step in the way of civil service re‘orm,

CORROSION OF IRON SHIPS.
Sir,—If Mr. Boulton or those e
in providing against corrosion on the inside of iron ships’
ms, Or Wi
will but
exclude atmospheric action to a few inches over keelson, by
applying a material properly mixed, that will not crack or open,
but remain solid and impervious, I need not remind them of the
result. The last paragraph of Mr. Boulton’s letter with respect to
the sane on water from the gland of a sea cock,” reminds
PATENT REFORM.
Sir,—I have reason to believe that some of the remarks in my one of what invariably brings about the destruction of life and
the wings of the said mail boat been onl,
last letter upon the above subject have given offence at the Patent- property—neglect.
office, and, if this is the case, I beg leave most sincerely to express examined once a year, and the dropping from said sea cock stop
M. CoLe.
=. be ae" ee ; have me od.~ in common with all the 3in. hole would not have existed.
Stranraer, N.B.
vatentees with whom
I am acquain’
that
the law, and not its
udministrators, is to blame fonexisting abuses.
‘
It would
be mere impertinence on my part to say one word of
.
ROTARY PUDDLING.
be one
praise, ee a
so justly popular, from the highest
to the
reply to Mr. Spencer’s letter in your last number, I
owest as that at the Patent-office; but, when my remarks are mis- to Srr,—In
him on his present oun ledividing the heats
understood, perhaps I may be allowed to point out that I have in congratulate
his machine, and to apologise for my misunderstanding Mr.
attacked not the
inistrators of the law, but the law itself.
Menelaus’ remark at the last discussion.
I understood that genI trust that Mr, Paget and “Inventor” will not allow their tleman
that “‘Mr. Spencer complicated his ingenious
feelings of dissent from my remarks to divert their minds from the machine toby say
trying to divide the heat. It increased the difficulty
importance of the real issue which I have raised, viz. :—
mechanical puddling to try and get the iron out in two or three
(1) That ‘‘ novelty ” is a wrong basis on which to grant a patent, of
balls, for it unnecessarily increased the size of the vessel, and
because it can never be proved with absolute certainty.
created
other difficulties.” I may also plead that I was misled by
(2) That “‘ novelty” is valueless to the public except on those
report on the performances of the machine in the February
peculiar sentimental grounds of rarity which make some people the
number
of the “‘ Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute.”
esteem an old defaced postage stamp.
1, Seymour-chambers, Adelphi,
FREDERICK A. PAGET.
(3) That proof of “‘ novelty ” is only of value so far as it implies
May
20th, 1872.
non-existence in a
ly working form, and that, therefore,
the invention is the beginning of a non-existent industry.
RAILWAY WORKS AND PROJECTS.
(4) That whereas “‘ novelty” never can be proved by any amount
GUN COTTON EXPERIMENTS.
of painstaking research unless the searchers are able to nw |through
No. V.
Sir,—In reading your article on the recent gun-cotton experiall the books in all the libraries of the whole world, simple non- ments at Hastings I find it stated that when the damped gunTue Great EASTERN.
existence in a commercially working form furnishes a basis of patent cotton was fired after ‘‘21 sec. the characteristic
cotton flare
Tue account of the Great Eastern Company's capital expenditure
right admitting of much less room for dispute and very easy proof. was clearly seen.” This statementis not correct. I had the oppor(5) That if an Act, consisting of about twenty words, were tunity of being only 200 yards from this ignition, and examined during the half-year ended December last shows a total of
£301,278,
the greater part of which has been in connection with
passed changing the basis of patent right from fallacious ‘‘novelty ” this and a
flames with the spectroscope. In the case
to simple but certain non-existence, as pro
, and dating thi mentioned all the characteristic lines of the gun-cotton flame were the extensions of the company’s lines in the metropolis and
right from the date of petition, almost the whole of the difficulties totally absent. Other observers (well acquainted with the flare) suburbs, These extensions will, when completed, form an addition
of the Great Eastern system of about twelve miles
attending the grant of patents would vanish without any further watching with the naked eye confirmed my spectroscopic observa- to the total mileage
; but the works are of a most —— nature, and the total
change whatever,
W. A. irenz.
tions.
shall be glad if you will insert this to-morrow as I only
outs
upon
them
when
they are finally opened for traffic will not
believe it will be an important fact that ‘‘gun cotton flare” is have
been much short of £3,750,000; or, in round figures, £300,000
absent where the discs are damped.
,
PATENT-OFFICE LIBRARY,
per
mile.
The
expenditure
upon them up to the close of the
W. pe W. Asney, Lieut R. E., F.C.S.
Sin,—I cannot pretend to follow your correspondent, Mr.
P
ing half-year had been £2,935,893 ; and last half-year, after
Chatham, May 9th, 1872.
Lyttle through his numerous recommendations as to patent law
allowing for £5737 realised from the sale of surplus land, £268,631
Reform, some of which might with slight modifications prove valuwas added ;making a total already laid out of £3,204,524. Of the
able, but his remarks on the Patent-office library ought not to be
expenditure last half-year it appears that £56,280 only was for
allowed to pass unchallenged. As a constant reader there, and
THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
land purchases and compensation; while construction works,
feeling how useful the library is to me where it is, notwithstandincluding rails, chairs, and engineering, took £177,580; law conWE
learn
from
the
New
York
Times
that
the
Commissioner
of
ing its Chancery associations, instead of at South Kensington, or Patents, Hon. M. D. Leggett, haw devised a plan for a general veyancing and parliamentary charges, £3566; and interest and
some other situation where an imposing looking building could be reorganisation of the Patent-office, which has the endorsement of commission on the capital already sunk in the works, £31,206—
obtained, I cannot help protesting against the injustice done to the Secretary of the Interior, and will be urged upon Congress the latter being in addition to Sa
of the interest on
the contents of the library, which it must be remembered is somethe President in a special message, or, at least, will be trans- this capital which has been charged against the revenue of the
what limited in its range of subjects, being intended as a Patent- by
general
undertaking.
The
estimate
of
what
is
still required to
mitted to Congress in a special message. The theory of the comoffice library.
mission system of granting patents is that the commissioner should complete the extensions, exclusive of the working stock necessary
_ It appears to me quite unfair to expect the Patent Commis- give
for their equipment, is £480,000 ; and the sale of the surplus lands
an
inventor
an
instrument
that
shall
afford
him
full
prosioners to provide a copy of every scientific work that is published;
to yield about £217,000; making when realised the
for all he has invented, and yet restrict him from invading is ex
but this much I will venture to say, that the collection of techni- tection
rights of the public or of other patentees. In the infancy of net cost of the extensions £3,467,524. There appears, however, an
cal periodical literature, both English and foreign, is unrivalled, the
additional item of £250,000, in the estimate of further capital
the
office
the
commissioner
in
person
examined
every
application
and is by far the best in London, if not in the world. A glance at
rsonally, and sometimes held back patents in his office three or wanted to complete the Chingford line, the junction with the
the published list of periodicals will show this.
‘our weeks for the sake of having half a dezen or more to issue North London, and for additional land and other works contem_ I should be glad to see a list of a few of the technical works not together.
Now, three-quarters of a hundred applications come plated in the metropolition district, which will bring the total up
in the library which have been “ dog-eared” in other collections into the office
every day. The number of examiners has been to £3,717,524.
(open to the public) for years past.
During the last half-year the company also laid out £53,370 on
increased
to
sixty-six, and the personal attention of the commis_ Is Mr. Lyttle aware that a book is always lying on the readis, of course, impossible. The examiners decide whether the lines already open for traffic. The acquirement of additional
ing-room table, in which readers are invited to suggest books for sioner
land at Harwich, &c., and various charges in connection with the
to
reject
a
case
or
to
pass
it
for
issue.
If
an
examiner
decides
to
purchase, and has he ever made use of this ?
a case for issue there is no review of his decision, unless by amalgamated lines, absorbed about £5000. A new engine shed
far as my experience goes, I have always found the authorities passident
the
issi
*s attention is called to it, which very and sidings at Stratford took £7746; and the erection of the new
most grateful for having their attention called to any deficiencies seldom
happens, as the proceedings are secret and ex parte. If station with sidings, signals, and other accessory works at Lynn
in their collection.
he
reject
the
case
and
the
applicant pays an extra fee, and takes 7677. Various portions of the line were extra fish-plated ata
As Mr. Lyttle holds a position in a Government department he
appeal, then the decision of the examiner is reviewed, but not cost of £2742. The laying down of new sidings, and works conought to be aware that the commissioners have no power of them- an
usually
otherwise.
So
really,
instead of patents issuing from the nected therewith, at Blackwall lower wharf, cost £2116. A new
selves to purchase books, but that a demand is made on the
they issue from sixty-six different persons, byWhom engine shed was put up at Brentwood for £981; a new bridge in
Stationery-office, the controller having the power of refusing any commissioner,
they
are
actually
granted,
depending
upon what class of inven- lieu of a level crossing at Playford, £836 ;a new station at Kelveapplication which he considers an improper one. In how many tions they fall among. The result is that
many patents.are issued don, £630 ; and sinking a well at Loughton, £375. New sidings at
cases this occurs, I am, of course unable to say, but the process that should never be granted ; others on good
inventions are issued various parts of the line, and sundry other works, including
may occasionally be productive of slight delay.
in
improper
form
and
with
bad
claims,
many applications additional works for the telegraph, took altogether £5143.
It
might be of advantage to the growth of the lib
and to the covering valuable inventions are rejected and
and lost to worthy in- | A distinguishing feature in the company’s accounts for the
—— cam of facilities for its use, if the whole Patent-office ventors.
half-year is that no change has taken place since the issue of the
with brary were placed under one responsible head, without any
is, of course, an entire lack of uniformity in the decisions, previous report in the return of the company’s working stock,
other official control than is found to be necessary in each depart- so There
and no charge has been made to capital for adding to it. An
that
no
matter
what
action
attorneys
desire
of
the
commisment of the public service. In this way probably some of the ex- sioner, they can find precedents for it, and that, too, very pro- amount of £21,676 charged against revenue for new engines puristing circumlocutory impediments to the free development of the bi.bly, under his own signature. But this is not the worst feature chased must, therefore, have been simply to replace those worn out.
library as an adjunct of the Patent-office might be removed.
system. The action of each examiner being in almost In this way, however, it would represent about eleven new engines ;
—e the library, however, as it is, I should certainly be most of the case
final, and subject to no revision, and the proceedings, and, when added to the ordinary expenditure ti:pon repairs and
ungrateful if I failed to acknowledge my personal obligations for asevery
before
remarked, being secret and ex parte, the applicant and t renewals, makes the amount charged to revenue extremely
the great assistance continually afforded to me in the means of his attorneys
alone, of interested parties, having access to the heavy, being no less than £160 per engine for the half-year,
reference to _books relating to manufactures, law reports examiner, the widest
easiest door to frauds is thrown open. against the usual average on other lines of £120. The same
nical
tionaries, &c. It is an institution which, with An applicant who is and
willing to pay money to get an improper remarks apply to the carriages and wagons, in which £4885 and
all its imperfections real, or alleged, —
to a great extent a al passed can go directly
to the examiner, and the two can £3075, respectively, for new stock purchased, have been charged
for many of the professional needs of patent agents and others, bargain without fear of detection.
The applicant may pay his to revenue.
and supplies much useful information to inventors.
The contemplated further capital expenditure amounts to
money,
the
examiner
pass
the
case for issue, and the commissioner
_ It is true that as the books at present in the library are interest- affix Vis signature to the patent.
event of previously £839,000, of which it is anticipated that £349,500 will be required in
ing to me, I may be ‘‘a modern Rip Van Winkle ” without being secured rights being infringed they Incantheonly
the
course of the current half-year. Itisintended tolay out £55,000 in
them by
aware of it ; but I should have thought this designation more ap- appeals to the courts, and there is no remedy. sustain
are also providing additional station and engine accommodation on the
propriate for the man who has characterised the existing library, many instances in which — outside are willingThere
~
already open for traffic, and in doubling the Enfield and
pay large
in terms, “‘frowsy, somnolent, Chancery stricken,” applicable to sums of money to secure the rejection of a pending toapplication.
Walthamstow branches, which at present are only single lines;
the old cavernous passage, formerly called the library, rather than They
and
£35,000
of the amount required for these purposes will be laid
have only one person to buy, and that the examiner. There
tothe present lightand well-ventilated reading room, the only fault of
but the two parties in the transaction, and they the ones who out this half-year. The lines now constructing, including the
which is that itis too small. Surely this must be the man who are
tropolitan
extensions, will take £513,000, after disposing of the
are interested to keep it secret. So that in the case of every
os —_ enjoying a sound a ss the ay poe of the patent
applied for all the interests that may be affected by the surplus lands, and the proportion of this amount to be borne by
resent rooms, so innocent o
appearance of antiquity, and result are
this half-year will be £200,000. Additsonal rolling stock for workdependent
upon,
not
the
knowledge
and
discretion
only,
so elevated above all suggestions
of
ction wi theCourt of but tle integrity of some subordinate in the vast Patent-office. ing the metropolitan extensions, and to meet the increasing
Chancery.
uirements of the traffic elsewhere on the company’s system,
was an instance not long ago in which an examiner had an
My personal acknowledgments are also due and are hereby most There
of 7500 dols. to let a patent pass to issue. This was more will have to be provided at an estimated cost of £183,000, of which
cordvall presented to all
ted with the library for the many offer
£30,000 will be expended this half-year. Contributions to other
money
than
he
could
save
from
his
salary
in
years,
and
the
instances of kind attention from time to time received at their temptation was no doubt great; but the offer was
refused. railwa )Soe for £18,000; and a part of the interest on the
hands. This is a tribute which I am sure all those who make use
examiners who are now in the office are an honest and indus- agnal ¢ in the metropolitan extensions will also be paid out of
of the library as often as I do would be anxiout to pay, as a mere The
trious class of men, but they are indeed most remarkable if every capital until their opening, viz., £30,000 in the current half-year,
act of ordinary justice,
one of the sixty-six were strong enough to resist such a and £40,000 afterwards.
I think it most important that it should be much more generally temptation.
is a great wonder that the work has been suffered
known than it is that so valuable a collection of
ical works is to go on for Ityears
without some proper checks in this respect.
freely open for public use in a convenient neighbourhood, and that Two
THE Price oF Inox.—The last paragraph in a circular on the
kinds of knowledge are required in deciding every case. For price
every visitor may be sure of receiving courteous attention, and instance,
of iron, just issued by Messrs. G. Bailey Tomsand Company,
the
examination
of an application for a patent on an
such assistance as he requires from the attendants.
runs as follows :—‘‘ It would appear that iron prices in all
improvement
in
power
looms
requires
the
services
of
a
man
who
.
WILLIAM SPENcE, Assoc, Inst. C.E.
Germany, Sweden,
has made power looms a special study, and is thoroughly familiar producing countries—Belgium, America,
8, Quality-court, Chancery-lane,
with those of Great Britain,
with all their
lexing intricacies and thousand forms. To judge and France—have risen pari
15th May, 1872.
great demand as
the
of
universality
the
to
witness
bearing
thus
correctly of the legalbearing of the facts developed by the exclouds are now darkening
aminations of such an Ley to correct errors of statement, well as of the short supply. No sinisterWest
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION COURTESIES.
bound over by
are
the
of
nations
great
the
;
horizon
the
ipti
to determine the intricate 1
juesS1r,—Will you permit me, through the medium of your columns,
and resent circumstances to keep the peace, and in the East the causes
to draw attention toa grievance to which'the representatives of the tions of patentability, abandonment, laches, &c., calls for
anxiety
‘or
postponed
;
London seems
are
the
value
in
¢
of
—
judicial
ability.
The
first
step
in
the
proper
charge
is
to
divide
scientific press are —— by the authorities of the International
e
a constant
requir
Exhibition at South Kensington? I visited the Exhibition on these two kinds of labour and give them to different persons. The likely torecede,and the activityoftrade
slack
efnow iron bottems foritsconveyance, howeveruently
should be nothing but an
. The legal ques- su
Saturday last in my
ity as a member of the staff of an
agricul- examiner
3
lately
moment
a
tural journal, and Wwhille exnmining and making some notes of a em shoul beComer agseater Gieaet, No case would then shipbuilding may have forover-sanguine to indulge in
views
not appear to us
it
ee
a si
person.
in the scientific inventions room, a police constable came up an
iron,”
e records of the Patent-office show that about 7500 different !of the prolonged vitality of the trade inBritish
and ordered me to desist, stating that his orders were strict not to
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May 24, 189.
‘THE ENGINEER
—
ments in the manufacture of metallic wheels for railways.”—A comments in reeds, sleys, or combs used in the manufacture of textile
munication from Francois Garnier and Franz Hessenland, Paris.
fabrics.”—A communication from Ernest Georges Eugene Dupa, BouleTHE PATENT JOURNAL.
1382. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln's-inn-fields, London, ‘ Improvevart St. Martin, Paris.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
ments in the treatment of corn and other grain, and in the machinery
1312. FreEpeRicK Atpert GArtty, Accrington, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improveor a
os therein.” —A communication from George Miles
ments in printing and dyeing cotton fabrics.”
Wells, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.
CHARLES ABDANK DE LASKARZEWSKI, tg, mend London, and
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection
for Six Months. 1313.
JOSEPH BARNARD MILLs, Southampton-buildings, London,
Henry KenrMann, West Brompton, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the 1384. BENJAMIN
154. ALEXANDER SourHwoop Stocker, Horsleydown, London, ‘‘ Improve“‘ Improvements in apparatus for heating air to a high temperature fur
manufacture of pianofortes.”
ments in the application, construction, manufacture, and conmbination 1314.
use in furnaces and for other purposes.”—A communication from
Georce
Browne
Smirn,
Kennington,
Surrey,
‘Improvements
in
of articles appertaining to infants’ feeding bottles and other recepDieudonné Demeure, Chatelet, Belgium.—6th May, 1872.
manger logs or balls.”
tacles, and in the machinery, apparatus, process, and means to be 1315.
Jonn Sy_vester Hvcnes and Cnartes Easton Spooner, Port 1387. Jonn CLark, Belmont-terrace, North Kensington, London, “ Imemployed in producing and finishing the same, part of which process
provements in railway brakes.”
Madoc, Carnarvon, ‘‘ Improvements in the means of obtaining motive
is applicable to the production of other articles.” —18th January, 1872.
1389. Witu1AM JoHN Perkins, Baker-street, Portman-square, London,
power for working railways and tramways.”
300. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ An improve- 1316. James Freipine, Elm Park, near Liverpool, ‘Improvements in
“A new or improved portable pneumatic apparatus or bracket for
meut in cigarettes.” —A communication from Joseph Count de Susinisupporting music or books, and for any analogous use.”
steam and water rotary engines, applicable also for pumping
Ruiseco, Boulevart St. Martin, Paris.—31st January, 1872.
1390. THomMas ATKIN AsHTON, Sheffield, “‘ An improvement in the manupurposes.”
654. Witu1am Leckie GranaM Wricut, WILLIAM Brown, and Grorce 1317. Joun Hopoxinson and Tomas THorniey, Bolton, Lancashire,
facture of coal, coke, and other similar baskets or skips.”
CapELL Bruce, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “‘Improvements in the
“Tmpr
t: plicable to bobbin and fly frames for preparing 1391. Francis GeorGcE FLevury, Merrick-square, Southwark, Surrey, and
construction and arrangement of the parts of motive power engines,
ALFRED TyLor, Newgate-street, London, ** Improvements in apparaius
cotton and other fibrous materials ceeeties af
parts of which are applicable to other purposes.”—2nd March, 1872.
for measuring and recording the flow of liquids or fluids.”
1318. Wrutram Henry Percivat, Ald ot, Hants, ‘ Improvements in
729. Jonny ALEXANDER ANDERSON, Grosvenor Hotel, Pimlico. London,
1392. Fetrx Joun Hamer, Avenue-road, Regent's Park, London, “ !Imcamp bedsteads.”
“Improvements in preserving the cargoes of ships, and in the extinc- 1319. Ropert Coppinectoy, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements in
percent in machinery for the compression or consolidation of
tion of fire in ships’ holds.”—9th March, 1872.
locks of fuel or other material.”
ieting presses, partly applicable to other
hi —
i
866. HerBperr Greorce Carpozo, Bath-place, Upper Holloway, London,
— “: Merritt Gally, Rochester, Munroe, New York, U.S.—lst 1394. FREDERICK LupewiG HAHN DancHELL, Horwich, Lancashire, “ An
and ALFRED WALTER TAYLOR, Seven Sisters
ige, Holloway, London,
Pp d
‘ay, 1872.
“* An improved method of and apparatus for preventing the fraudulent 1320. W1LLIAM ALEXANDER LyTTLz, The Grove, Hammersmith, Middlesex, 1395, ALFRED Sater, Liverpool, “Improvements in printing from
appropriation of the fares of passengers travelling in tramway cars,
photography.”
“Improvements in the means and apparatus for attaching telegraph
omnibuses, public vehicles, or other conveyances, also applicable to — to insulators, and for protecting such and other insulators from 1396. HumpHry TurRNeR, Sheffield, “‘ Improvements in the application of
public bars, restaurants, or other places where a check on payments is
wire to building and other purposes.”
breakage.”
desirable.” —22nd March, 1872.
1321. WiLLIAM ALEXANDER LyTTLe, The Grove, Hammersmith, Middlesex, 1397. Bensamin Looker, Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey, ‘“ Improve1006. James OrmEROD and Davip Speirs, Waterfoot, near Manchester,
ments in hollow ventilating bricks or slabs, and in arrangements tu be
“Improvements in the construction of ships and boats.”
‘(Improvements in the mode or manufacture of a red colouring 1322, ALEXANDER CLARK, Rathbone-place, London, “‘ Improvements in
used for ventilating horticultural and other structures.”
matter.”—-5th April, 1872.
corrugated metal revolving shutters.”
1398, EMiLe Watreev, Royal Exchange, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, York
1026. ANDREW PiLiiyc, Rochdale, Lancashire, ‘Improvements in 1323. Henry RicHarDsON FANSHAWE and MatrHew Brrp, Southamptonshire, ‘‘ Improvements in machinery or apparatus for driving holes ot
ventilating mines, and in machinery or apparatus connected therebuildings, Holborn, London, “Improvements in cigars, cheroots,
driftways in rocks.”—A communication from Joseph Francois and
with.”
Guillaume Dubois, Liége, Belgium.
and cigarettes, and in their manufacture, and in the manufacturing
1029. MatrHew TiILpEsLey, Penn Fields, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire,
apparatus employed.”
1399. EpwarD Brook, Meltham Mills, near Huddersfield, Yorkshire,
and Moses BaRNaRD, Willenhall, near Wolverhampton, Staffordshire, 1324. Joun Prppineton, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘‘ Improvements
“Improved machinery for facilitating the application of labels tu
«Improvements in the manufacture of door fasteners and like articles.”
in breech-loading fire-arms.”—A communication from Auguste Franbobbins and other articles.”
—6th April, 1872.
cotte, Mont St. Martin, Liege, Belgium.
1400.
Henry Davipson Piosoit, Gordon-square, London, ‘“Improve
1045. WELBURN WILLIAMSON, High Holborn, London, ‘“‘ Improvements in 1325. Georce THomas Mackey, New-inn-yard, Shoreditch, London,
ments in miners’ safety lamps.”—7th Muy, 1872.
washing and wringing machines.”—9th April, 1872.
“ Improved apparatus for supplying cotton and other fibrous materials 1402. SyLvanus ParTRIDGE LonGMAN and Epwin CHARLES ALDERMAN,
1080. Joun James Bopmer, Hammersmith, Middlesex, ‘‘ Improvements
to the shuttles of lock-stitch sewing machines.”
Islington, London, *‘ Improved apparatus for registering the issue of
in the manufacture of iron and steel.”—11th April, 1872.
1326. Epwarp Crappock, Fowkes’-buildings, Tower-street, London,
tickets in public conveyances and elsewhere.”
1097. Henry Georce Keywortn, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, ‘‘ Im«Improvements in the manufacture of pipe wrenches.”
1404. JAMES ARNOLD, West Smithfield, London, “Improvements in
provements in cases or em ee for receiving and retaining letters, 1327. THomas CuRIsTY, jun., Fenchurch-street, London, ‘‘ Improvements
enemas or injection apparatus.”--Sth May, 1872.
papers, or documents in alphabetical or other order.”—12th April, 1872.
in the treatment of ammoniacal and other liquor of gasworks, sewage, 1412. MatrHeEw Henry Larmutn, Salford, Lancashire, and Frank
1167. James CAMPBELL, Founders-court, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the
and other waters containing foreign matters in suspension or solution
Norton, Manchester, ‘Improvements in standards or suppcris for
mode of getting at the external bottom of ships and vessels for the
telegraph wires.”
in order to obtain useful products therefrom.”—A communication from
purpose of cleaning, repairing, and overhauling them.”—19th April,
Alexander Bobrownicki, Rue des Ecoles, Paris.
1414. WiLt1amM Ross, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in
1872.
water-closets.”
1328. Hecror AvuGusTE DUFRENE, South-street, Finsbury, London,
1243. Srpney Wiit1am Ricu, Chenies-street, London, “‘ Improvements in “Improvements in watches.”—A communication from M. Francois 1416. SAMUEL CRABTREE, THomMas CRABTREE, and James CRrapTrre,
the manufacture of sulphates.” —25th April, 1872.
Riondey, Quai de Strasbourg, Besancon, France.
Manchester, “ Improvements in apparatus for singeing or firing cottcn
1247. Joun Lewis, Preston, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improved studs for sharpening 1329. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Improveand other fabrics.”—9th May, 1872.
horseshoes for frosty or slippery_roads, likewise applicable to boots
ments in apparatus for disengaging ships’ boats.”—A communication
and shoes.”
from William Reid Douglas, Dunedin, New Zealand.
1248. Jonn Wirty, Manchester, ‘‘ Improvements in the manufacture of 1330. FrepericK Fintay, Camden-grove, Peckham, Surrey, “ Improve- Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of
Complete Specifications.
packing material such as is usually employed for lining cases and for mentsin the application of asphalte and the method of applying the
packing goods.”
same.
1403. Hugo Henry MAwutnney, Massachusetts, U.S., “Certain new and
1249. Epmunp Garpver, West Strand, Charing Cross, London, “ Im- 1331. ALFRED Situ, Manchester, and Epwin Kenyon, Hollinwood,
useful improvements in eyleting machines.”—A communication from
provements in lamps to enable them to burn hydrocarbon oils.”
Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in the manufacture of velvets, velveteens,
John E. Wiggin, Middlesex, Massachusetts, U.S.—Sth May, 1872.
1251. Morse Mayer and Avo.pne Victor DesHayes, Paris, “‘ Improveand other piled fabrics.”
1408. WiLti4M Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Improvements in embroidering machines.”
1332, Witt1AM Rospert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, = Imments in apparatus for producing compression upon metallic articles.”
1253. JosepH Oppenueimer, Manchester, ‘Improvements in recording
provements in the construction of metallic springs.”—A
—A com
tion from Jonathan Burns West, Genesee, New York,
votes and 4m apparatus connected therewith.”
U.S.—8th May, 1872.
cation from Frederic Charles John, Moscow, Russia.
1255. Witttam =Epwarp Gepoce, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 1335. NatHan AGER, Grosvenor-road, Pimlico, London, ‘* Improved ma- 1418. WiLt1AM_ Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “Im“An improved draught apparatus for steam engines.”—A communicaprovements in mules for spinning.”—A communication from James
chinery for the manufacture of stock and other bricks and similar
tion from Anatole Chevallier, Faubourg St. Martin, Paris.
bodies from plastic materials.”
Sutherland, East
Hampton, M
husetts, U.S.—-9th May, 1872.
1527. WriitaM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Improved 1337. Jabez James, Princes-street, Stamford-street, Lambeth, Surrey, 1422. GeorGE TomLinson Bovusrietp, Loughborough Park, Brixton,
processes of treating phosphatic rock and other phosphatic substances
“A new and useful improvement in apparatus for puddling and
“Improvements in part of the process of manufacturing cartridge
for the extraction of the phosphoric acid or soluble phosphates therecases, and in apparatus therefor.”
melting iron.”—A communication from Henry A. V. Post, United
from.”—A communication from George Thompson Lewis, Philadelphia, 1338. Witt1AM HaMMANT, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street, London, “A new
States.—10th May, 1872.
Pennsylvania, U.S., and Nathaniel A. Pratt, Charleston, South
or improved method of propelling carriages with or by compressed air, 1434. Jonn Carter and James Epwarp Carter, Halifax, Yorkshire,
Carolina, U.8.—26th April, 1872.
and apparatus therefor.”
‘*Improved means or apparatus for moulding and casting lead, syphon
1259. Pauw Prixce, Derby, * A self-acting regulator for the variations in 1339. WILLIAM Epwarp Kocus, Manchester, ‘‘ Improved boiler for genepipes or stench traps, or other bent pipes or tubes.”—11th May, 1572.
the length of metallic wires employed in working signals on railways,
rating steam.”—2nd May, 1872.
1435,
JAMES SHEFFIELD, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “Improvements in
&c., when caused by atmospheric temperature.”
1340. StanisLas Vicourecx, St. Denis, France, ‘‘Improved means of furnaces for melting glass.”—1l1th May, 1872.
1260, Bensamin CLarkK, Bilston, Staffordshire, ‘‘ 1mprovements in conforming threads and the production of fabrics therefrom.”
1459. Witt1AM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Imnecting crochet needles or crochet hooks to their handles.”
1342. Ronert Berrian STEPHENS, Langrish, Edshneon, Hants, ‘“‘ A new
provements
in pianofortes.” — A communication from Christian
1261. SAMUEL CHANDLER, sen., SAMUEL CHANDLER, jun., and JosEePH
or improved milk-condensing apparatus.”
Frederick Theodor Steinway, New York, U.8.—14th May, 1872.
CHANDLER, Southwark, Surrey, “‘Improvements in apparatus for 1345. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Improve- 1460.
Epwarp
Henry
Crapock Monckton, Fineshade, Wansford, ‘‘ Imcleansing water-closets.”
ments in carding engines.”—A communication from John F. Foss,
provementsin the construction and arrangement of furnaces suited
1263. Tuomas Duncompe EaG es, Fenchurch-street, London, ‘ An imLowell, Middlesex County, Massachusetts, U.S., and Gustavus E. Taft,
for smelting and fusing every description of ores and metals and glass,
proved method of warming or heating rooms, railway and other
Northbridge, Worcester County, Massachusetts, U.S.
for heating gas and other retorts, and for other useful purposes, and in
carriages, and which is also applicable to general domestic use.”—A 1346. Dante. BentLey and Jonny Broap Jackson, Lodge Bank Works,
the means and appliances necessary thereto.”—14th May, 1872.
communication from Bartholomew Bergehausen, Joseph Philipps, and
Bury, Lancashire, ‘Improvements in the construction of cylinders
Louis Kiesling, Cologne, Germany.
or drums for paper-making and other machines.”
1265, EDwARD ALFRED CowPeRr, Great George-street, Westminster, “* Im- 1348. THomas James Denne and Avucust HentscHeL, Phoenix Works, Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid.
provements in the process of converting wood and other fibrous mateCambridge-road, Mile-end, London, ‘“‘Improvements in materials for 1487. CHARLES Easton Spooner, Bron y Garth, Port Madoc, Carnarvon,
rials into pulp, and in apparatus therefor.”
finishing and currying leather.”
and Grorce Avoustus Huppart, Brynkir, Carnarvon, “ Railways.”—
1266, Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Improve- 1349. Epwarp Tuomas Huaues, Chancery-lane, London, ‘“‘ Improvements
14th May, 1869.
ments in apparatus for facilitating the examination and repairs of the in the manufacture of pianofortes.”—A communication from Louis 1489.
CHARLES Henry GarpNer, West Harding-street, Fetter-lane,
submerged parts of ships or vessels.”—A communication from John
Giinther, Brussels, Belgium.
London, and JosepH Bickerton, Oldham, Lancashire, “ Printing
Inglis, Hong Kong.
a
1350. WiLL1aM Morcan Brown, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane,
machines.”—14th
May, 1869.
1267. Harry Joun Suitu, Glasgow, N.B., “‘ Improvements in extracting
London, ‘‘ Improvements in centrifugal
hi "—A
ication 1538, WILLIAM MartTIN,
Manchester, ‘‘ Perambulators.”—19th May, 1869,
metallic oxides and in precipitating oxides from metallic solutions.”
from Jonathan Cottle, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.
1512,
WiLt1aM
Rosert
Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Forming
1269. Rospertson CLews, Dundee, Forfarshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in 1351, ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Improvethe threads of metal screws.”—17th May, 1869.
weaving the end borders of rugs and mats.”
ments in rotary engines.”—A communication from Gideon Blackburn 1523.
Wi1LL1AM Benson, Allerwash House, Hexham, Northumberland,
1271. JoserH Sicispert Ricnarp, Southampton-buildings, London,
Massey, New York ,U.8,
“Treating ores,”—18th May, 1869.
“‘Improvements applicable to warping or beaming machines, and to 1352. Henry Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ An improved 1529.
WiLt1AM Naytor, Mildmay Park, London, “ Railway brakes.”—18th
other machines in which excessive slackness, breaking, or exhaustion
composition to be used for the manufacture of drain pipes and other
May,
1869.
of a thread, other than a weft thread, necessitates the stopping of articles, and as a substitute for artificial stone.”—A communication 1530. Joun
Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Fire-arms,
such machines, and also to cases where an expanding comb is from John Anderson, New York, U.S.
&c.”— 18th May, 1869.
required.”
1353.
THomas
TELFORD
MACNEILL,
Warwick-street,
Cockspur-street,
1534.
RicuarD
Epwarp Keen, Red Lion-court, Flect-strect, London,
1273. Rovert Atkrn, Crawford-street, Portman-square, London, ‘ ImLondon, “Improvements in subterranean railway or tramway inter“Securing panes of glass, &c.”
provements in the construction cf ships and other floating vessels.”
communication for cities and towns, and in the structures and appa- 1595.
WILLIAM ARMAND GiLBrEE, South-street, Finsbury, London, “Ice
1275. Joun Garretr Tonave, Southampton-buildings, London,“Improveratus employed therefor.”
; houses,
&c.”—24th May, 1869.
ments in the manufacture of cut pile, Brussels, or Wilton and tapestry
Joun Iwray, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London,
Apam Cyrus Encert, Tabernacle-row, London, ‘Mouldings for
carpets, and other pile fabrics.” — A communication from George 1354.
“Improvements in interlocking apparatus of railway points and 1746.
picture frames, &c.”—5th June, 1869.
Crompton, Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.—27th April, 1872.
signals.”—3rd May, 1872.
1520.
GEorGE
ALLAN, Leadenhall-street, London, “ Securing metal plates
1277. Samuet Georce Soame, Marsham, Norfolk, ‘Improvements in 1355. W1tt1Am Brookes, Chancery-lane, London, “Improvements in
for roofing, &c.”—18th May, 1869.
elevators for raising and stacking hay, corn, straw, and other similar
means for communicating motion and pressure to parts of presses, 1800.
GEoRGE
WasHINGTON OLIVER, Liverpool, ‘ Explosive powder.”—
substances.”
cocks, valves, vices, and jacks, which impr
ts are al pplicabl
10th June, 1869.
1279. Henry Hicuton, Putney, Surrey, “‘ Improvements in submarine or in communicating motion and pressure to parts of other apparatus.”— 1527.
FREDERICK JoHNsON and WILLIAM HatcuMAN, Wood-street, London,
other cables for the conveyance of electricity.”
A communication from Luis Alexandre Farjon, Brussels, Belgium.
“*Umbrellas.”—18th May, 1869.
1281. Georce Ayres, Douglas-terrace, New Cross, Kent, ‘ Improved 1356. Ropert MupGe Marcuant, Kirby-street, Hatton-garden, London, 5131.
Eporarm Taytor, Central Works, New Market-street, Blackburn,
means of signalling on board vessels, and in appliances connected
and Benepict JoHN ANGELL, Lubenham, Leicestershire, ‘‘ ImproveLancashire, ‘‘ Washing,
, mangling, churning, and agitating
therewith.”
ments in horseshoes.”
liquids.”
May, 1869.
1283. CuaRtes WooLLey and Grorce Herbert Woo..ey, Mark-lane, 1358. RicHarD Wayaoop, Newington Ironworks, Falmouth-road, Surrey, 1777. Joun—18th
Masson, Norwood, Surrey, “Sewing machines.”—9th June,
London, ‘‘ Improvements in the construction of bottles, decanters, and
“Improvements in the construction and arrangement of steam and
1869.
other similar vessels, and means for closing the same.”
—
governors, and in valves to be used in connection there- 1541.
Peter McGrecor, Falcon Works, Manchester, ‘Spi ing and
1285. Epmunp Pace and James Henry Howarp, Bow-common, London,
doubling.”—19th May, 1869.
n
‘‘Improvements in machinery or apparatus for cutting splints.”—29th 1360. Wiit1am Ex.is, South Lambeth, Surrey, ‘‘ Improvements in or 1545.
Witi1aM MITCHELL, Waterfoot, Lancashire, ‘‘ Felted cloth.”—19¢h
April, 1872.
plicable
to
hinery
or
apparatus
for
cutting
wood
to
any
required
May, 1869.
1987, GEORGE Epwarps, Park-road Villas, Battersea, Surrey, “‘ Improvesha , pattern, or design.”
ments in cabs and other vehicles or carriages.”
1361. Witasan Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘Im- Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid.
1289. Lzonarp Cooper, Manchester, “Improvements in machinery and
pr
ts in the
facture of knitted fabrics, and in machinery
apparatus for transporting passengers, goods, and other articles.”—A
employed therefor.”—A communication from William Harrison Rams- 1345, Henry Besey, Halberton, Devonshire, ‘Corn, seed, and manure
drills.”—15th May, 1865.
communication from Myles Cooper, Buenos Ayres, Argentine Confededell and John Emerson Crane, Lowell, Massachusetts, U.S.
ration, South America.
1362. Rosert Fisu, Gasworks, Hornsey, Middlesex, ‘‘ Improvements in 1866. Joun Paut Baucn Le Patovuret, Piette House, Guernsey, “ Ventilators.”—18th July, 1865.
1291. Jonx Sairu,‘Cheetham, Manchester, ‘‘ Improvements in machinery
the
method
of
and
apparatus
for
revivifying
materiale
used
in
the
or apparatus for beetling woven fabrics.”
1387. ALFRED VINCENT Newton, Chancery-lanc, London, “Screws and
purification of gas.”
screw drivers.”—19th May, 1865.
1293. Cuartes Durr, Wandsworth-road, Surrey, “ Improvements in the 1363, Witt1am Mitcrett, Albert Carpet Works, Waterford, near ManJosePH ARMSTRONG, Brinsworth Ironsworks, Masbrow, Yorkshire, “ Railtreatment of fibrous substances to be used in the manufacture of chester, ‘‘ Improvements in the manufacture of felt carpets.”
pulp for paper, and for conversion into spun and textile fabrics,”
way crossings, &c.”—20th May, 1865.
1364, EDWARD SLAUGHTER and ALFRED Lovts Sacre, Bristol, “‘Improve1297. Josian Firts, Sir Cuartes Henry Firtn, and Epwin Fiera,
1501. Francis RicumMonp, Henry CHANDLER, and James Gapssy Ricuments in the construction and coupling of locomotive engines.”
Heckmondwike, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improvements in looms for weaving.”
Mond, Salford, Lancashire, ‘‘ Cutting hay, &c.”—1st June, 1865.
Joun Epuratim WALKER, Wearmouth Colliery, Sunderland, and
1298, Sir Joseph Wuitwortn, Chorliton-street, Manchester, “Improve- 1365.
Joun WILLIAM Cote, Byker, near Newcastle-upon-Tyne, ‘ Improvements in gun carriages.”
ments in apparatus for screening coals.”
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents,
‘ 1299. James Benprinc, Oxford-street, London, “Improvements in appa- 1366. Josepu Parks, Wincham Boiler Works, Northwich, Cheshire,
ratus for producing vapours for medicinal purposes,”
“Improvements in fixing salt pans and in arranging the furnaces 1236. Jonn Kyte Couttett, Pilton Cotta
anton, near
* Pack1301. WitL1AM Georce KINDRED Breavinoton, Regent-street, London,
under the same.”
ing and a
butter.”
-™
rer ve
and Tuomas Isaac Isaacs, Archer-street, London, “ Improvements in 1367. FREDERICK JoHN SWEETING, Clyde Dock, Rotherhithe, Surrey, 1245,
ALEXANDER
MELVILLE
CLark,
Chancery-lane,
London,
“
Drying
reed organs.” —30th April, 1872.
“Improvements in en for lowering boats from vessels.”
and bleaching fabrics, &c.”—A communication from Albert Auguste
1303. WiLt1aM Stespins Fisu, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘ Improve- 1368. JouN PotrerTon Fison, Teversham, Cambridgeshire, ‘‘ Improved
Bastaert.—25th April, 1872.
ments in locking nuts on the bolts used in the fish-joints of rails and
— ry steering gear for double-furrow and other ploughs.”—4th a Sean Woottey, Mark-lane, London, “ Bottles, &.”—29th April,
other situations, and in means employed therefor.”—A communication
‘ay, 1872.
from George Mallory, Mystic Bridge, Connecticut, U.S.
1369. Perer Couper, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., “ Improvements in 1302. Joun Henry Jouxson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “Steol.”—A
1304. WitttamM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Immotive power e es,”
‘FO mayen tfrom orn ate Wilson.—30th April, 1872.
provements in roofing and in apparatus employed in the manufacture
Henry Lomax and JosepH Lomax, Over Darwen, Lancashire, and
. JEREMIAH Brices,
olborn, London, “ Giving,
iving, and
of the same.”—A communication from David Gardner Conger, Chicago, 1370.
GrorcE
Francis
Brapsury
and
Tuomas
Cuapwick,
Oldham,
Lanca~y ig —— by no aged May, 1872. yon
“—
Illinois, U.S.
shire, ‘‘ Improvements in se’
machines.”
James Darius Cucp,
y, Santa Clara, California, U.S., “ Dryi
1305. Hermann Hirscu, Craven-street, Strand, London, ‘‘ Improvements = Tomas Turtoy, Liverpool, “Improvements in spring safety 1377.
and
curing
leaf
tobacco.”—
6th
May,
1872.
,
+d
in the form and construction of ships and other vessels.”
valves,
Southampton-buildings, London, “Towing, hauling,
1306. CHarLes Lunp, Fleet-street, London, *‘An improved cutting 1375. CLEMENCE Mee Com; -street, Brunswick-square, London, ‘A 67.and—_hoi Pierer,
mace
+
instrument, particularly intended for opening tins of preserved food.”
new washing fluid for obliterating marks or stains in white linen.”
73. Ernest EDWARDs,
coln-terrace, Willesden-lane, London, ‘*Photo1307. LonsDALE Brap.ey, Park-place, Regent's Park, London, ‘“Im- 1878.
ben at ae om
8 _ pt ‘buildings, London, ‘Immechanical—
"Oth January, 1872.
DF
I
ts in the
facture of cement.”
men
electric
es for
”—A communication 75. THOMAS ENRY
ER, Webheath, near Redditch, ‘‘ Receptacles
for
1308. Cartes Henry Soutuatt, Leeds, Yorkshire, “Improvements in
rom
William
Washington
Batchelder,
New
cs.
U.S.
machinery for finishing the bottoms of boots and shoes, and for paring 1380. Bristow Hunt, Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London, ‘ Improve- se— Harrison, Burton-road,Lincoln,“Drills, &c.”—10th January,
the edges of the soles and heels.”
ments
in
the
manufacture
by
rolling
of
straight
axles
for
wagons,
1309. WituiaM WiLtiaMs Box, Gasworks, Crayford, Kent, ‘ Improvetenders, locomotives, and other wheeled vehicles.”.—A communication 87. James Gowans, Edin!
Wi. * Cesspool is.”
ments in apparatus used in the manufacture of
¢
from Francois Garnier and Franz Hesse
Paris,
89. Batt Ronavp and Joun Farmer, Glasgow, N.B. ‘' Water-closets,”
1310, MicnaeL Henry, Fleet-chambers, Fleet-street, London, “ Improve- 1381, Bristow Hunt, Serle-strect, Lincoln s-inn, London, ‘Improve- 90, Georar Kent, Buckland, “ Smoke-consuming apparatus,”
372

a

——

-e§

May

24, 1879.

95 Arnotpy Bupenserc, Manchester, “Liquid meters.”—A communication from Bernhard August Schiffer and Christian Frederick Budenberg.—1llth January, 1872.
101. GeorGe Linpsay, Liverpool, “ Transmitting motion.” —12th January,
1872.is
136. Ricuarp Howson and Joun James Tomas, Middlesbrough-onTees, “‘ Puddling furnaces.”
137. Joun Mactistosn, Regent’s Park, London, and Witu1aM Boocert,
Chelsea, London, *‘ India-rubber vessels.”
143. Joun Grey Cranston, Low Byer, Alston, “Holding rock drills in
mines and tunnels.”
145. 879AntuorR McDovea.t, London, “Sulphuric acid.”—l7th Janwary,
1872.
150. Exocn Bassetr Kee.tnc, Verulam-buildings, Gray’s-inn-road,
London, “‘Signal lamps.”
154. ALEXANDER SourHwoop Srocker, Horsleydown, London, “ Infants’
feeding bottles.”
162. WrtLt1aM Ropert Lake, nenttn P rs hnild?
London, ‘‘ Waterproofing leather, &c.”—A communication from William Morris.
164. Poitiep Henry AsHBerry, Sheffield, “‘ Casting articles in tin, &c.”—
18th January, 1872.
171. THomas WuITWELL, Thornaby Ironworks, Stockton-on-Tees, ‘‘ Heating air and
a
173. Joun GrantHam, King’s Arms-yard, London, “‘ Tramway carriages.”
- 19th January, 1872.
216. Aurrep Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Regulating the
tension on the warps of looms.” — A communication from Julius
Reimann.—23rd January, 1872.
239. Joun Parry, Manchester, ‘‘ Furniture castors.”—24th January, 1872.
255. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLarK, Chancery-lane, London, “ Electromagnets.”--A communication from Ludovic Charles Adrien Joseph
Guyot d’Arlincourt.—25th January, 1872.
262. Grorce Weir, Glasgow, N.B., and James Wer, Liverpool, “Steam
boilers.”— 26th January, 1872.
284. Samvet Roway, Fawcett-street, Sheffield, “ Joints or hinges.”—30th
January, 1872.
294. James Know es, Eagley Bank, near Bolton, ‘‘ Rooting up weeds.”—
31st January, 1872.
318. GeorGE ALLIBON and ALEXANDRE Manprez, Salisbury-strect, Strand,
London, ‘‘ Steam boilers, &c.”—lst February, 1872.
456. Witu1AM Ricnarpson, Oldham, “ Burring and cleaning or opening
wool, &c.”—13th February, 1872.
941. Ernest Cuarves Rippin, Clissold-road, Stoke Newington, London,
“ Steering and hoisting apparatus.”—30th March, 1872.
1080. Jonny James Bopmer, Hammersmith, “Iron and steel.”—11th April,
1872.im
rs » “ PR. p hook for receiving
1097. Henry Georce Keyworts, Cir
and retaining letters, &c.”—12th April, 1872.
1113. Ropert McKenziz, Achnasheen, N.B., “ Railway, &c., tickets.”—
15th April, 1872.
1167, James CAMPBELL, Founders’-court, London, “‘ Cleaning and repairing ships’ bottoms.”
1176. Wittram Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “Treating
animal and vegetable fats or greases.”— A communication from
Alexander Grell. —19th April, 1872.
1108. SARAH JOHNSON and ALFRED Jounson, Leicester, ‘‘ Plumb rule and
level.” —22nd April, 1872.
1230. Witt1am Ricnarpson and James Fipier, Oldham, ‘‘ Cotton gins.”
—24ith April, 1872.
1237. Matcotm Connie, Glasgow, N.B., ‘‘ Sewing machines.”—25th April,
18
1257. Witi1aM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Treating
phosphatic reck.”—A communication from George Thompson Lewis
and Nathaniel A. Pratt.—26th April, 1872.
1263, Tuomas Duncompr Eacues, Fenchurch-street, London, ‘“‘ Warming
or heating rooms, &c.”--A communication from Bartholomew Bergehausen, Joseph Philipps, and Louis Kiesling.
1272. Josern Ducomet, Rue des Petits Hotels, Paris, ‘‘ Packing cases.”—
A communication from M. Louis Legris.—27th April, 1872.
1278. Ropert McVey, Jarrow-on-Tyne, ‘‘ Steam engines.”
1283. CHARLES WooLLey and GeorGe HerBert Woo.LLey, Mark-lane,
London, ‘‘ Bottles, &c.”
1285. Epmunp Pace and James Henry Howarp, Bow-common, London,
* Cutting splints.”—29th April, 1872.
1298. Sir Joseph WuitwortnH, Chorlton-street, Manchester, ‘Gun
carriages.”
1299. James Benprnc, Oxford-street, London, “ Producing vapours for
medicinal purposes.”—30th April, 1872. *
All a having an interest in opposing any one of such applications
should leave particulars in writing of their objections to such applications
at the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its
date.
List of Specifications published during the week ending
18th May, 1872.
2542, 1s.; 2551, 1s.; 2559, 1s. 4d.; 2562, 6d.; 2568, 1s.; 2572; 6d.; 2588, 2<.,
2598, 6d ; 2611, 1s.; 2613, 1s.; 2622, 2s. 10d ; 2626, 1s. 6d.; 2628, 104.; 2634,
6d.; 2635, Sd.; 2636, 1s.; 2640, 8d.; 2645, 6d.; 2647, Sd.; 2648, 6d.; 2651;
8d.; 2654; 1s. 8d.; 2656, 10d.; 2658, 10d.; 2662. 1s. 4d.; 2668, 4d.; 2665, 4d.;
2666, 8d.; 2667, 4d.; 2669, 4d.; 2670, 4d.; 2671, 6d.; 2672, 4d.; 2673, 4¢.;
2674, 18.; 2675, 8d.; 2676, 4d.; 2677, 8d.; 2679, 6d.; 2681, 10d.; 3682, 4d.;
2683, 8d.; 2685, 4d.; 2686, 4d.; 2687, 6d.: 2689, 10d; 2690, 8d ; 2692, 10d.;
2694, 8d.; 2695, Sd.; 2696, 10d.; 2697, 4d.; 2698, 4d.; 2700, 4d.; 2701, 4d.;
2704, 4d.; 2706, 10d.; 2708, 1s. 6d.; 2709, 8d.; 2710, 8d.; 2711, 4d.; 2712, 8d.;
2715, 4d.; £716, 6d.; 2717, 4d.; 2718, 6d.; 2719, 4d.; 2721, 1s.; 2722, 4d.;
2723, 10d.; 2724, 4d.; 2725, 4d.; 2727, 1s.; 2729, 6d.; 2730, 4d.; 2732, 4d.;
2733, 10d.; 2735, 4d.; 2740, 8d.; 2741, 1s.; 2745, 4d.; 2805, Sd.; 2810, 445
2812, 10d.; 3124, Sd.; 3211, 8d.; 3364, 10d.; 3394, 6d.; 121, 6d.; 481, 8d.;
495, 10d.; 501, 6d.; 587, 8d.
*,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on
receipt of the amount of price and postage. Sums exceeding 5s. must be
remitted by Post-office Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High
Holborn,
to Mr. Bennet
Woodcroft,
pton-buildings,
Ch
y-lane, her
dan, Majesty’s Patent-office, South-
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inside each tube, and another at the end against the tube plate, and
these rings are connected by bolts.
3027. A. M. Hopson, Stockwell, “‘ Converting reciprocating motion into rotary
motion.” —Dated 9th November, 1871.
The novelty of this invention consists in converting vocgerenting into
' rotary motion by means of grooved pulleys placed loose y on & crossshaft or spindle, and other grooved pulleys fixed on the said shaft. A
pin is fixed in each of the loose pulleys and an eccentric pawl placed on
the said pin ; this pawl takes into the groove of the fixed pulley, and a gut
or band is passed around each loose pulley. One end of the said gut is
fixed to treadles below, and suppose the machine to be a sewing machine
| with two treadles the gut is fixed by its ends tothe two treadles, so that
as these treadles are moved the gut will cause one eccentric _ to press
in the groove of the fixed pulley and turn it round, and a similar movement will take place when the other treadle is acted upon, thereby converting reciprocating motion into rotary motion.
2040. F. Vicwos, Paris, “ Fire-bars for furnaces.”—Dated 10th November,
1871
This invention relates to a construction of fire-bar with longitudinal
openings which render it less liableto foul than ordinary fire-bars. Bars
of this construction may be set v close together, a saving of small coal
or coke be thereby ohtained, and when these bars are calcined on one side
they may be turned with great facility.
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Machinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
Harness, &c.
2977. F. H. Treviruick, London, “‘ Traction engines." —Dated 4th November, 1871.
The novelty consists in the
eral arrangement, and also in the
arrangement of the wheels to facilitate the
of engines or vehicles
round curves, and in the axle boxes, and in the means of adjusting,
measuring, and registering the weight upon the axles.
2087. M. M. Cornxwwatt, South Norwood, Surrey, ‘‘ Signalling.”—Dated 6th
Hovember, 1871.
The features of novelty of this invention consist in enclosing in a box
a flag or a lamp acted upon by a spring, so that a person inside a railway
carriage on moving a handle shall disengage the lid of the said box, and
the force of the spring will push the flag or lamp out of the box to be
seen by the guard or driver of the train, thereby enabling the 7
gers
to communicate with him while the train is in motion.
2990. G. H. Evxis, London, ‘‘ Treating the surfaces of asphalte roads, d&c.”-—
Dated 7th November, 1871.
The feature of novelty consists in applying to asphalte roads and
pavements a metallic surface
posed
of gr
ted lead.
2001. R. Grirrirus, Rhual Issa Mould, Flintshire, ‘* Screw steamships and
propellers.” —Dated 7th November, 1871.
This invention relates, First, to improvements in the construction of
steamships or vessels for the purpose of applying the screw propeller at
the bow of the ship as well as at the stern. The improvements in the
construction of screw propellers consists, First, in making two of the
blades of a four bladed screw propeller smaller than the others, the
difference of size depending on the requirements of the ship and engines.
Secondly, in applyinga second screw p
hind the propelling screw,
and which the inventor terms a reactionary screw. This screw is
driven by the water forced backwards from the propelling screw.
3008. H. Weis, London, “‘ Railway permanent way.”—Dated 8th November,
1871
By means of pipe sleepers and mouthpieces with or without chairs
affixed, such pipes and mouthpieces to be open or closed.
3015. J. E. Hotmes, London, “‘ Asphalte compound.”—Dated 8th November,
The objects
of the said invention are the production of a new asphalte
I rete
the
tion and use of the same in the formation of
pavements and for other similar purposes. The
of the improved
compound is a substance found in great quantities in the coal-fields of
Shropshire, and commonly known as “tar rock.” For pavements he
crushes and grinds the aforesaid “tar rock ” to a powder, and either alone
or in combination with other materials subjects it to a steady heat till the
lighter or more volatile portions of the oil in the said rock are driven off.
He then spreads it over the ground and makes it compact and smooth by
rolling or otherwise. He heats the mass in revolving stills or retorts
provided with condensers and an agitator.
3016. A. P. TroncHon, Paris, “Counters for cabs, dc.” — Dated 8th November,
1871.
This apparatus is worked by clockwork. A drum revolves having a
band of now round it divided into hours, half hours, and quarters.
Two pencils are caused to trace lines on the drum; one is always in
action, but makes a different kind of mark when the vehicle is at rest to
what it does when it is moving; the other only marks at those times
when the vehicle is occupied, so the two lines together on the drum show
how the time of the cab or other vehicle has been employed during the
day.
3020. T. Grace, Bristol, ‘‘ Registering apparatus.”—Dated 9th November,
1871.
hi tion and arrang
This invention consists in the
t of
mechanism whereby the weight of the passenger is caused to actuate
suitable registering apparatus.
3024. H. G. Lawson, London, “‘ Self-propelling boals.”—A communication.
—Dated 9th November, 1871.
The boat is constructed in the form of a scow, with the sides made
straight and
el, and | eas at the forward end in advance of
the body of the boat sufficiently to embrace a propelling wheel, which is
intended to be driven by a steam or other engine ocated in or upon ‘the
deck of the boat.
3033. J. J. Ney, London, “‘ Preventing horses from falling.”—Dated 10th
November, 1871.
A box con
any gritty substance is properly pre
On the
underneath part of this box isa s
k or valve to regulate the supply
of gritty matter. To
stop-cock is affixed a piece of elastic tubing
about a foot in length, and attached to this flexible tube is a piece of iron
or other id tubing, the length of which depends on the length of the
shaft or pole of the vehicle to which the whole apparatus thus pre}
is attached. The box containing the sand is placed under the driver's
seat. The stop-cock is placed in direct control of the driver's hand or
foot, the elastic tubing is connected to this stop-cock, and the iron tubing
is connected in turn to the elastic tu’ , and extends along and over the
pole. When the stop-cock is turned on the sand or grit flows through the
pipes, and falls in advance of the horses’ feet.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents.
Class 1—PRIME MOVERS.
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and
Class 3.—FABRICS.
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, dc.
Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
2993. G. Hevwoop and G. WnewetL, Kadeli fe, Lancashire, “ Steam boilers
Preparing, Manufacturing Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing
or generators.” —Dated 7th November, 1871.
Fabrics, &c.
According to this invention two furnaces, one fitted below the boiler,
C. Townsenp and A. Rowwason, Bristol, “ Treatment of fabrica,
the outer sides and dividing wall of the furnaces consisting of water 2972. rendering
such sabrics waterproof, transparent, dc.” —Dated 4th Novemchambers connected with the boiler. Each furnace has an exit passage
ber, 1871.
fitted with a damper, so that when one passage is closed the gases from
The
invention
consists in treating glazed and unglazed calicoes, linens,
both furnaces have to flow through the other
. The said
8
and other fabrics in such a way as to render them transopen into side flues which conduct the gases to a bottom flue under the silks, papers,
or semi-transparent simply, and in this state they would be useful
back part of boiler, from whence they are conducted into an internal flue ‘orrent
a variety of purposes. In addition to their being transparent or
formed inside the boiler and provided with water tubes. The gases pass
they are also rendered adhesive, as for surgical
out of the internal flue through openings formed in the side of the boiler semi-transparent,
and this the inventors do either by the same process
and enter slide flues leading to thechimney. The underside of back part plaster,
which
renders them transparent or semi-t
Pp t, or subsequently, as
of boiler is provided with water pockets.
may be desired.
2011. J. Wart, Birkenhead, “‘ Water-tube steam boilers.”—-Dated 8th Novem- 2073. J. H. Rocurre and W. J. Rapciirre, Manchester, “ Engraving
ber, 1871.
dies.”—Dated 4th November, 1871.
Relates to the construction of boilers for land and marine purposes,
The invention consists in applying drills driven by steam or other
and also to modes of fastening the tubes, and consists, First, of a series o' power
for
ucing the design on dies or rollers. The drills are coninclined water tubes connected at their ends to chambers in
i
to the ordinary tool slide of a pentagraph machine, and the depth
tion with the steam space. The outer plates of these chambers are fitted nected
the — is regulated by spring and eccentric. The drills are made
with doors to allow the ends of the tubes to be reached. The outer and ofof diamon:
tube plates are stayed by stay bolts, which
through the former and
A. V. Newron, London, “‘ Treating cotton seed.”—A communication.—
screw into the latter, or instead of the said stay bolts central bolts for 2988. Dated
6th November, 1871.
each tube may be used. The stay bolts and the central bolts, or either of This invention
relates to improvements in preparing the cotton seed
them, may secure the doors. Secondly, as means for tightly securing the for shipping, whereby
7 be preserved in a hulled and ground conends of the tubes in the front tube plate the inventor enlarges the outer dition in a sweet and ithealthy
state for any length of time required by
end of the aperture through which a tube passes, and after each tube is in the exigencies of trade or for shipping
atsea, The inposition the inventor screws a ring with an internal flange or projection vention consists in subjecting the grounduponmeallongor routes
hulled
a little less than the thickness of the tube into it, and afterwards screws seed previous to packing for market to a heating the unground
, preferably in
a second ring into the tube, such latter having an external flange which a revolving cylinder over a fire or steam heating a
and then to
overlaps the
first above named under this
Thirdly, as an alter- a cooling and di A emgea in another revolving cylinder,tus,
through
which
native for the above second part he forms the end of
tube with a
of air isblown by a fan.
ollar or flange, or makes the end of the tube conical; he then screws « acurrent
ing into the tube plate;opin iggy= ainst the said collar, flange, or 2995. E. Nurrer, Eceleshill, Bradford, “Looms for weaving.”—Dated 7th
November, 1871.
conical end, makes the joint
Fourthly, as an alternative for either
the above second or third parthe fits a
against the collar, flange, or This invention relates, First, to employinga vertical loom instead of
the present horizontal loom, enabling the weaver to see at ence the
on each tube mentioned in the above third part, and
suc!
>»as means foror tightly securing the e enendsof beams, healds, w: and all connected with the fabrics, and can not
cnh alzad bybolts 5
but also wire fabrics. This loom in wea’
the tubes in back tube
the ends of the tube are reduced in size only weave textile
and screwed ; the
reduction forms a
lider, which fits close
in use. This invenhan spuiaig Noeae Grotenea cots
against
the plate wher screw:
Sixthly,
as an alternative for the te those now in
shuttle ; the
is made flat orround of
above fifth
tube enters
be plate for a short distance ; a carrier
ring with a lateral
is then screwed into thetube. Seventhly,
as an steelorother hard substance’ pointed at the end where it enters ;the
he forms the end of shed having a hole near the point and another at a suitable distance;
alternative for either e fifthor sixth modifications
each tube conical inwards, with the tube plate to match ; a ring is fitted through these holes the weft passes from a cop above, The weft carrier
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is moved through the shed by means of a lever, which is worked by 4
lever which is operated upon by a cam and eccentric and passes over the
reed and through the shed without touching it. When the weft carrier
has passed a short distance beyond the warps on the opposite side, the
shuttle passes over it and through the weft of the carrier, and in the
spac? or opening produced from the weft at the nose of the carrier to its
connection with the fabric. The weft carrier then retreats to its former
ition and a connection is secured between the weft of the carrier and
the weft of the shuttle, the sley works in the usual manner producing a
perfect selvage and fabric. The shuttle is concealed in a box during its
operation to prevent its flying out and to allow of the shuttle being
taken out; part of the apparatus and box are made movable. This
invention
»
ly, to making and using metal healds made
entirely of steel or any other tempered metal. These healds are separate
one from the other, allowing space for the threads, and are capavle of
adjusting themselves to a coarser or finer reed, doing away with the
introduction of fresh healds at every change. These metal healds are
fixed in frames, and at each end have fixed small friction pulleys, which
move on iron plates by means of levers, springs, and cams, allowing
metal healds moving horizontally to be practically used. The weft carrer
and concealed shuttle can be applied to looms now in use.
2996. W. Turnrenny, M. Atkinson, and T. Davy, Bradford, Yorkshire,
“* Looms for weaving.” —Dated 7th November, 1871.
The object of the invention is to prevent the oil or other lubricant
applied to the picker from being thrown upon the warp or fabric. The
picker spindle, instead of being placed inside the shuttle box, is fixed at
the outside of the back thereof, and to the picker is attached a shank or
shackle of metal containing a chamber for holding the lubricant, said
shank or shackle sliding upon the spindle. A cover attached to the
a effectually prevents the escape of the lubricant upon the warp or
fabric.
3000. F. Witkinsox, Manchester, “* Treatment of wool, d&c."—Dated 7
November, 1871.
This invention consists in improving the appearance of wool and
woollen fabrics by the application of a blue powder, and in substituting
French chalk for oil used in the preparation of wool.
3009. L. Woopwarp, Nottingham, “ Hosiery knitting machines.”—Dated 8th
November, 1871.
This invention has for its object improvements in hosiery knitting
machines, and the improvements relate to the employment of additiona
thread carriers, which can be put in action at pleasure in rotary or power
—s machines for the purpose of making what is known as spliced
eels,
3025. E. ButrrerwortH and M. Hawkswortn, Rochdale, “ Looms for
weaving.” --Dated 9th November, 1871.
This invention relates, First, to the picking motion, which is arranged
so that picking sticks and lathe spindles may be dispensed with. The
picker passes up through slots in the bottom of the lathe, and is fastened
to a strap carried on a pulley stud fast to the end of the lathe. A spring
after the pick is made pulls the picker back to the end of the lathe.
Secondly, to the take-up motion, which is arranged to take up the cloth
at or near an uniform speed as the cloth roller gets larger in diameter,
and at or near an uniform tension, whether the cloth beam be full or
empty.
3030. R. L. Hatrrers.ey aad J. Surrn, York, “ Looms.”—Dated 9th November, 1871.
This invention relates to looms for weaving Brussels or pile carpets,
and the invention consists, First, in means of applying additional tension on the ground warp at the time of the beat up of the lay or batten,
so as to effect a closer binding together of the said ground warp and weft,
and thereby obtain a better cover with the pile warp. Secondly, of a
self-acting means for regulating the “letting off” of the said warp as the
warp on the beam diminishes in circumference ; and, Thirdly, in the
application of self-acting means or apparatus for lubricating the pile
wires.
3031. J. ScHorrecy and W. MELLon, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire, “ Textile
Sabrics.”—Dated th November, 1871.
The invention consists in constructing, combining, and arranging
mechanism or apparatus in such manner that the various processes of
“rigging ” or folding fabrics longitudinally, “finishing,” or smoothing
them, and cutting or folding them crosswise in layers, is performed by
the same machine or apparatus in one operation.
3035. E.G. Reuss, Manchester, “ Spinning machines.” —Dated th November,
871.
This invention has for its object regularity of twist, and is so arranged
that the minder can increase or decrease the umount of twist according
to the article required, and lay it down on the bebbin much tighter than
by any other method.)
Class 4.—AGRICULTURE.
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
Mills, dc.
2081. H. DentrON, Wolverhampton, “ Reaping aad mowing machines.”—~
Dated 6th November, 1871.
This invention refers, First, to an arrangement for effecting a side
delivery of the crop, for which purpose the inventor uses a spring,
weight, or suitable equivalent to act upon a horizontal rake, fixed at one
extremity tu the main axle or other centre, causing its outer extremity
to describe a part of a circle sufficient to deliver the cut crop from the
side of the platform, which is curved to the circle described by the rake.
The rake is then raised perpendicularly by means of a projection, cam, or
suitable appliance on the main axle or other convenient centre. The
rake is then moved out of gear by the operator and lowered on to the
platform in the position
first described, when it is againacted upon by the
spring weight or other suitable equivalent. And this invention refers,
Secondly, to the rakes used in removing the crop from the platforms of
mowing and soutagerasenes, and consists in forming the teeth or substitution thereof of such rakes either wholly or partly of india-rubberor other
suitable elastic substance.
2994. 8. Osporn, Sheffield, Yorkshire, “ Grinding and polishing reaper and
mower knives.” —Dated 7th November, 1871.
The apparatus comprises a bed frame having fixed on it two guide
standards and sustaining between them a grindstone or polishing wheel
on a horizontal shaft. A slide or carriage is arranged to move on guides
on the bed frame beneath the stone or wheel, and the knives are held in
trays which are fixed on the slide. The tray for holding the knives when
being ground or polished on the flat side is made with a horizuntal bed
and with studs to project up into the rivet holes of the knives. The tray
for holding the knives when having the “‘swage” or bevelled parts
ground is made with an inclined bed at one end and with inclined grooves
across the bottom, and the knives lie in inclined positions in contact with
each other, and are held by a clamp at the end furthest from the inclined
bed.
Class 5.—BUILDING.
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, dc.
2964. T. L. B. Epecompe, London, “ Dry-carth closets and urinalse.”—Dated
4th November, 1871.
This provisional specification describes an arrangement of “ dry-earth ”
closets or urinals.
closets or urinals are ranged in a circle, and are
capable of revolving or are movable on wheels. Receptacles for the soil,
&c., and means of emptying them and removing the suil are described,
as also other arrang
ts cx
ted with the same subject.
3002. J. E. Renpie and A. Burrows, London, “Glazing horticuliurat
buildings, d&c."—Dated 7th November, 1871.
The novelty of this invention consists in adopting grooved metal sash
bars, on which the glass is laid, and is held in position by means of a
metal cramp with screws, or by a continuous cramp with notches formed
on same, no putty or like material being used.
3003. E. W. Barnstey and T. Barnstey, Birw inghai, “ Gutters, &c."—
Dated 7th November, 1871.
This invention consists in constructing the said gutters of lengths of
clay, terra-cotta, or other like material, the said lengths having sections
suited to the architectural ch ter of the building with which they are
used, and being jointed together by V-shaped or other joints made tight
by mortar or cement. At the back of the gutter and at its lower angle a
projecting rib is made. The gutter is supported on the wall or
cornice of the building, and is fixed in its place by the brickwork being
built w the projecting rib at the back. The gutter may also be supported by brackets without the rib. The vertical lengths of the duwn
pipes are held in position against the wall of the building by ring-like
supports, which, together with the head of the down pipe, may be built
in the wall as the work proceeds. The gutters and down pipes, besides
being used for conducting water from roofs, may be used on the outsides
of buildings for conducting water from one part of the building to another
—_ at a lower level, and also as drains for water-closets, overflow pipes
rom cisterns, and other places outside the pelding. Gutters and down
pipes made according to this invention harmonise better with th
with which they are used than ordinary metal gutters and
down pipes, and are also more durable.
3005, T. Dunx, Pendleton, Lancashire, “‘ Building houses.”"—Dated 8th
November, 1871.
This invention consists in making the framework of houses and other
structures of iron or wood, and casing the same with marble, stone, fireclay slabs, or other hard substances; the wood or other inflammable
material is made fireproof by a solution of tungstate of soda; the inuer
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and outer casings of the walls are made of lath and plaster, or of fire-clay
and fire-brick, rubble, or other suitable materials, strengthened when
required by hoop iron or wire network. Poles or scantlings may be built
in the walls, to which the slabs forming the windows and other parts are
secured. Imitation marble made of cement and stone chippings may be
used for the walls. The be rd parts of houses and other structures are
made of fireproof boards
ted and ornamen‘
3032, C. G. Jounson, Middlesbrough, “ Drying and burning bricks.” —Dated
9th November, 1871.
This provisional Pp
tion descri bes i
ts in drying bricks
or other articles in flues having the prod + of bustion in actual conact; the novelty consists in the manner in which this is carried into
effect. Also a mode of
‘ing waste heat forward from one chamber to
another in turning bricks and other articles.
Class 6.— FIRE-ARMS.
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Instruments of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
2965. W. H. Tooru, Brixton, Surrey, “ Breach-loading small arms,”—Dated
4th November, 1871.
These improvements have for their object better arrangements than
heretofore used for opening and closing the chamber or chambers of
breech-loading arms with bolts or blocks, and fasten‘
the same by a
catch and movement separate from the gun-lock.
e said catch
—_ blocks, and chambers being adapted for use with ordinary gunjocks.
ote, E. Jones, Birmingham, “ Metallic cartridge cases.” —Dated 8th Novemer, 1871.
This invention refers to the fashioning of metallic cartridge cases by a
drawing through process, and consists in effecting the said process by
—_ ng a peg or mandril longer than the ordinary peg or mandril,
and using the said peg or mandril in combination with a series of drawing
through dies situated in the same line. The peg or mandril, in carrying
the tube to be drawn, is passed by one motion in succession through the
series of dies, the openings in the dies becoming progressively smaller.
The tube is operated upon by each die as it
through it and its
external diameter reduced. The treatment described is repeated by the
use of two or three series of dies, the dies of each series being less than
those of the preceding series. The diameter of the mandril diminishes
as the tube is operated upon by the
ively diminishing dies. The
closed end or head of the tube is made stronger at the shoulder than usual
by the action of an outside heading punch rounding or inclining the edge
of the said head.
Class 7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
2970. E. L. Parker, Birmingham, “* Buckles for braces.” —Dated 4th November, 1871.
This invention consists in connecting the tab plate to the body of the
brace fastening or buckle in the following mauner :—The tab plate consists
of a perforated plate, to which the brace tabs are secured, the said plate
having a hook and a spring tongue. The end of the spring ton
engages with a raised part at the extreme end of the hook, and thereby
closes the said hook. In connecting the tab plate to the loop or ring at
the lower edge of the fastening or buckle secured to the web of the brace
the spring tongue is depressed against the back of the tab plate so as to
free the hook which can now be hooked to the fastening or buckle. By
loosing the tab plate the spring tongue engages with the end of the
hook, and the tab plate is securely connected to the fastening or buckle.
(mn depressing the spring tongue the tab plate may be unhooked from
the fastening or buckle.
3010. W. Tuomas, London, “ Stays and bodices.”— Dated 8th November,
1871.
This invention consists in constructing stays and bodices with an
opening at the side with fastenings similar to the ordinary bodice
fastening, and with the front closed, and provided with a busk similar to
stays, while the back has an opening laced up in a similar mannerto
ordinary bodices.
=
Bay.ey, Birmingham, “ Roller blind furniture.”—Dated 10th
Vovember, 1871.
_ This invention consists in keeping the blind cord, by which the blind
is retained in any position to which it may be brought, in a uniform
state of tension by means of a weight suspended in the loop at the bottom
of the blind cord, the said suspended weight being made of an ornamental form, and provided at top with a hook by which it can be hooked
to or unhooked from the cord. When the cord is moved to adjust the
window blina the said cord works under the hook of the suspended
weight. In combination with the suspended weight a staple or guide is
used for preventing oscillation or lateral motion in the blind co’
Class 8.-CHEMICAL.
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Prewing Tanning, Bleaching, Dycing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, dc.
2962. E. BRamwets, Cowley-hill, St. Helens, Lancashire, “ Preparing salts,
ec." —Dated 4th Noveuber, 1871.
This invention cousists in placing the salt or other substance which is
to be acted upon by the gas or gases or vapour or vapours, or mixture of
both, in vessels or chambers, or other receptacles furnished with false
bottoms, and making in the mass of the salt or other substance, by
means of rods, bars, tubes, or phites of either metal. wood, earthenware,
or ether material, accurding to the nature of the salt or other substance
operated upon, fiues or passes for the gas or gases or vapour or
vapours, or mnixture of both, such flues or passages corresponding with
the holes in the fa se bottoms.
2063. W. Wrivpon, Putaey, Survey, “ Drying chlorine gas."—Dated 4th
Y
S71.
This invention consists in drying chlorine gas ur a mixture of chlorine
and other gases by bringing it into contact with either quick-lime or
chloride of taagnesium, or a mixture of chloride of magnesium and
common salt.
2075. J. Conn, Suttoa Coldfield, Warwickshire, and W. Apsort, Birehsield,
Stu pordshive, Treating end utilising sewage, de.” —Dated 4h November, 1S71.
‘This provisional specification describes drying the deposit collected in
settling tanks, by causing heated finids or gases tu traverse through
hollow zigzig passages formed benesth the bottom of the tank. Any
gases given off may be led away through a fire, or otherwise disposed of.
Modes of purifying the liquid which runs from the tanks are described.
If the excreta from closets are received into tanks these are also dried by
heat applied to them, and the smells are carried off up a chimney or are
otherwise disposed of.
283. A. M. CLark, London, “ Manufacture of solid tribasic phosphate of
anmonia,”—A communication.—
Dated 6th November, 1871.
This mvention relates to the manufacture of a new chemical product,
viz., of « solid tribasic phosphate of ammonia. This salt, Ph 0 3Az H40,
is produced by pouring ammonia in a more or less concentrated condition into a clear concentrated solution, marking 30 deg. or 35 deg.
Beaumeé, of acid (or bibasic’ phosphate of
i A tribasic combination is produced, and the salt obtained being but slightly soluble becomes
precipitated. The liquids are then extracted from the salt, either by the
aid of an hydraulic press or by other suitable means.
2007. Hf. Smeru, Londoa, ‘ Treatment of sewaye.”—Dated 7th November,
1s71.
This provisional specification describes artificially lowering the
temperature of sewage waters, and thereby rendering them less capable
of retaining impurities in svlution, cither previous or subsequent to
adding to them clay, liwe, or other matters for precipitating the
impurities.
3022. T. Hyarr, London, “ Chemical compounds.”—Dated 9th November,
1871.
This invention relates to the treatment and preparation of certain
chemical substances, such, for example, as carbonate of soda, alum, and
other chemical substances containing water of crystallisation, in order
that e diminution of their bulk may be obtained, and their transit or
carriage may be rendered more convenient and economical ; and consists
in first drying the subst
to be oy
d upon, then reducing the
same toa fine state of division, and submitting them in suitabl vn Bam
venient moulds or forms to pressure, hydraulic or otherwise.
3028. J. T. Kine, Liverpool, ** Utilisation of waste liquor.”—A communication.—Dated 9th November, 1871.
The object is to obtain sulphate of soda and finely-divided peroxide of
iron from this hitherto valueless and troublesome liquor. For this purpose chloride of sodium is mixed with or added to the liquor, and the
whole reduced
in an apparatus or furnace to dryness. The dry mass is
broken into small pieces, or ground and heated to about incipient redness in a muffie furnace, through which a current of air or steam, or
both, is passing.
the heating the mass is stirred or turned, and
care taken to prevent fusion. When gas has ceased to be evolved the
charge “ina Nc
The — — is cooled to yield
crystals o! ubers salts, orevaporated to dryness to produce anhy:
sulphate of soda. The peroxide of iron being washed and
use
in the arts and man
res. When the
ent. of chlorine sulphate of soda is added along with the chloride of
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sodium, the proportion being 142 parts of sulphate of soda to every
seventy-one parts of chlorine.
3034. W. C. Wricut, R. Penciesury, and E. Ainswortu, Clayton Vale,
near Manchester, “‘ Bleaching.”
— Dated 10th November, 1871.
This invention consists in forcing the bl
uor oom On
from below, whereby they are more evenly b!
ed than
‘ore. Our invention consists of an ordinary kier with a false bottom,
and a central pipe as usual; within the central pipeis a small steam pipe,
which terminates at a little distance from a disc placed near the bottom
of the kier ;when the steam is turned on it is distributed by the disc
into the bleaching liquor under the false bottom; the steain then forces
the bleaching liquor upwards through the goods in the kier.
3042. P. A. Miccto, Paris, ‘* Deodorising water-closets.”—Dated 10th
November, 1871.
The inventor submits the sheet or sheets of paper of which the book is
to be composed to the action of a mixture of phenic acid with essence of
Port
or other perfume, which may be applied either ,&sprin
the
ture over the paper or steeping the latter therein.
e sheets
paper thus perfumed are printed or lithographed with all kinds of advertisements, notices, or designs, and are then brought
ther to the
number of 200, for example, into the form of a book, and fastered in
any convenient binding, from whence they may be readily detached in
consequence of being perforated with a line of holes at their upper part.
3043. J. H. Jonnson, London, “‘ Solidifying petroleum, schist, and other
oils."—A communication.—-Dated 10th November, 1871.
The essential feature of this invention consists in solidifying oils, more
rticularly petroleum, schist oil, and their volatile essences employed
forilluminating rposes, with a view to their more easy transport. ‘The
method descril consists in mixing with the oil in suitable proportions
and in i convenient receptacle a ey ee |solution or decoction of
the root of the saponaria officinalis, the leaves of the same, Panama wood,
or quillaga wood, or other matter ype saponifying properties, such as
the gypsophilium strutium. The solidified oil or essence is liquefied
again for use and purified at the same time by simple distillation.
Class 9.—-ELECTRICITY.
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Moynetic Apparatus,
Electrical Apparatus, ani Galvanic Batterus.
3036. Ti. L. Hottmann, London, ‘* Electric telegraphs.” —Dated 10th November, 1871.
The invention consi-ts in the employment of a relay which allows both
land anu submarine wires to be worked by the same system. The signal
coil is suspended between the poles of a powerful magnet, and inside the
coil is a soft iron core with just sufficient space around it to admit of the
free oscillation of the coil. A piece of ivory fixed tu the soft iron core
prevents the coil from moving farther forward than is necessary, and to
the coil is connected by a fibre a platina hammer balanced at the shorter
end so as to oe longer arm all but in a perpendicular position when
in rest. The platina }
is
ted with one pole of a local
battery, whilst the other pole is connected with an anvil which can be
moved forward and backward as required. For long wires the anvil may
be covered with a suitable material, such as paper, saturated with a suitable chemical preparation to insure a firm contact between |
and
anvil.
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shaft is fitted beneath the plate. The shaft is formed with two cranks,
one being just within the outer bearing, and acting in a slot in a slide
working
in vertical guides up through the plate. Theslide
is formea
with an ov
arm, to front part of which the needleis fixed.
The second crank of the revol
shaft is on its front end, and works in
a slot in a lever centred on « stud below
the shaft, causing such lever to

lever has a claw formed at its upper end to
Too
analy Sataaanel
loves
o nearly
hoi
levers, sup
one foamed
form wim
th a0 pestpro; peutesting
own, the action of the crank produ
on it the riscuteh “food
wwhichty
it comm’
the requ
is
commmantontestes the
souilahe liftingmotion,
snetion, ts being
eagerted
to it by the crank.
2959. J. A. B. Wiiuiams, Cardiff, “‘ Mixing materials for artificial fuel
and moulding them into blocks.”—Dated 3rd November, 1871.
This provisional specification describes employing a vertical amalgamator, consisting of three separate discs placed one below the other, and
having several concentric rings ofAes t
The materials to be
mixed are causedto
through
to fall on each lower
disc in succession ; the ma‘
then passes into a horizontal amalgamator concylinders placed immediately one above the other. The
8) cation also describes a moulding
e composed of two tables
having moulds around their eee, om mould being fitted with a
plunger worked by lever apparatus.
ree moulds in each table come
under the operation of filling at the same time.
2942. A. V. Newron,
“* Construction of automatic doll.”—A com
munication, —Dated 2nd November, 1871.
This invention relates to a novel construction of mechanism whereby,
First, a doll may be made tomovealong the ground in a crawling attitude,
the limbs taking the proper motions pe:
ing to the craw
movement; Secondly, a movement may be given to the head; and,
ly,
inarticulate sounds may be produced.
2943. A. V. Newton, London, ‘* Construction of twine cutter.”
—A communication.—Dated 2nd November, 1871.
This invention relates to a novel implement to be used in shops and
warehouses, for the —_- of cutting twine and cord used for the tying
of packages, and it co!
chiefly in appl.
the cutter to a pivo
Selenes weight, which is connected by a
th a sliding bed on which
the twine is cut.
2045. J. F. Correre.t, F. Prupeccio, and N. G. Witcocks, Bath, “ Bottling
co liquids.”—Dated 2nd November, 1871.
This invention relates to a completeand combined plant of an improved
construction and arrangement for the manufacture of soda-water and
other aerated liquids, and comprises a refrigerator for cooling the water
and carbonic acid gas just before entering the pump ; also a novel arrangement of condensers and mode of cooling the same, which is applicable to
the refrigerating of liquids generally ; also a peculiar arrangement of
bottling apparatus, forming a portion of the combined plant, and which
embraces a
-acting valve for the condenser and selfstopper for the bottles, the said stopper being applicable as a bottle stopper
g
lly for all liquids, whether aerated or not ; also a mode of supplying
ae to aerated liquors during the process of their manufacture an
ttling.
2946. M. Smiru, South Shields, “‘ Manufacture of casks.”—Dated 2nd NoClass 10.—-MISCELLANEOUS.
vember, 1871.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads,
This p
pecification describes a means for drawing the ends
1258. M. Benson, London, “‘ Elastic hose stockings for horses.” —A communi- of the staves of a cask together by means of a rope.
cation.—Dated 27th April, 1872.
oe, > B. Gipson, Glasgow, “ Figured fabrics.”—Dated 4th November,
This invention relates to elastic stockings applied to the ankles and
legs of horses, and is composed of india-rubber moulded to fit the part of
This invention consists of an improved ornamental figured fabric of the
the leg of a horse to which it is to be —. and it is ribbed and lappet and harness lace class used for transparent curtains and the emstiffened by pads to prevent sagging and slipping down at the top, and broidery of dresses and other purposes, the nature and novelty of which
perforated to permit the escape of perspiration.
invention substantially consists in working an outline in une or more
of tambour stitching or embroidery round the figure or pattern
1272. J. Ducomer, Puris, “ Packing case.”—A communication.—Dated 27th rows
formed as usual by hand insertion or weaving on the light transparent
pril, 1872.
The invention consists in the construction of wood or metallic packing book muslin, leno, or lace net furming the fabric, so as to give a new
or
tal effect thereto, and fix the ends of the loops or threads forming
cases, with movable sides, especially adapted for use in the t port of the pattern,
which gives a better effect and appearance, and greater duraarticles of a fragile nature, and susceptible of being put together or bility to patterns
and fabrics thus formed over all others of this class of
a up for use in packing up or for return empty in a very short space
fabrics heretofore in use,
of time.
1295. B. A. L. Haurrive, Shrewsbury, “ Drawing and sketching.”—Dated 2966. S. Hotmes, London, “ Lamps.”—Dated 4th November, 1871.
This invention consists in distributing vapours of oils and spirits for
30th April, 1872.
‘
This invention consists in the application to drawing and sketching of lighting ships and railways, and reflecting such heat or light in lanthorns
two frames of equal size or of similar proportions, from the rims of which or stoves by portions of their reservoirs.
threads are stretched in such a manner as to form squares or other suit- 2967. W. C. SeLpEN, New York, U.&., “ Purifying and aérating water.”—
able figures, one of such frames being used as a screen through which the
Dated 4th November, 1871.
view, object, or drawing to be copied is seen, and the other frame being
This complete specification describes a tank with a series of porous or
used a guide in each compartment, of which the corresponding portion open work partitions, some containing wool and felt with the spaces
of the view, object, or drawing is equally to be drawn by the artist on between filled with coke and chalk. The last compartment has a
the surface over which such frame is placed.
a
bottom, through which air is forced and rises in minute
1313. J. Brices, London, “ Apparatus for taking votes by ballot.”—Duted ubbles. The water from the condenser enters at one end of the
apparatus and is taken out at the other purified and aérated.
3rd May, 1872.
The novelty in this case consists in so surrounding the voter with a 2971. T. Brices, Manchester, ‘‘ Waterproof fubrics.”— Dated 4th November,
screen as to render the act of voting a secret one; ia providing two
1871.
tlexible sleeves, into which the voter drops the voting and waste-bails, so
The manufacture of printed table covers, and certain other fabrics
that the presiding officer can check the number of such balls in each from a combination of paper and textile fabric.
sleeve, by feeling alone, so as to prevent error or fraud in voting, before 2074. J. K. Tunis and J. T. Tuttis, Glasgow, “ Finishing belts.”—Dated
passing the balls to their receptacles ; and in providing bags and a sepa4th November, 1871.
rate receptacle for disputed votes.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the employ2892. G. GREEN, Aberystwith, ‘ Separating ores and other materials.”— ment of machinery specially constructed for rounding the edges of the
Dated 28th October, 1871.
belts, and the polishing of such rounded edges by means of size applied
A First portion of the improvements relates to what may be termed an by brushes operated by the
hi
improved mineral dolly tub for washing slimes. This dolly tub isa
A. Jaynor and 8. F. Smirn, Surrey, “‘ Night signals.” —Dated 4th
circular ve-sel with a raised centre, and in one modification is provided 2076. November,
1871.
with the usual paddle or paddles revolving upon a pendent vertical shaft.
This invention relates to the ee of infl construction,
and combite taster!
The part of the bottom between the centre and sides is by preference
of night signals,
posed
is, the
sloped downwards from the centre. The materials, along with a regulated nation
material for each coluur being in a separate and distinct case, the comsupply of water, are led by a launder so as to fall into the dolly tub, by bustion
of
each
of
su
t
e
signals
producing
light
of
the
particular
preference near the side, and the whirling motion and centrifugal ten- colour required for the purpose of signalling by night at sea, or on land
dency cause the heavier minerals to move to the side, and they gradually for various purposes. ‘The inflammable materials be producing each or
descend to the deepest part of the bottom. A funnel is formed in the top any particular colour when ignited are placed in a separate case with a
of the raised centre, and leads to a central discharge pipe, by which the fuse to each, the cases being so formed or constructed that two or any
water and the light slime or waste passes off. The Second portion of the
of them cau be quickly and securely combined together in the
invention relates to jiggers, in which water, acted upon by a piston or number
order in which the successive colours are required for giving a particular
plunger in one compartment, is thereby nade to reciprocate in another signal
according to a particular code. Se te coloured s:
without
compartment, up and down through stationary sieves, on which the ores cases may
ployed, in
d
with this invention, by introducing
or materials to be acted upon are placed. By the present invention the and igniting them
in
i
o
n
in
itable
holder
or
burner
in the
na
compartment with the separate piston is dispensed with, and the sieves, order and according to the particular code of signals employed.
instead of being stationary, are by revolving cranks or eccentrics made to 2078. J. BuaKev, Leeds, “ Brak: s.”—Dated 6th November, 1871.
reciprocate up and down through the water.
These improvements are particularly applicable to sewing machines,
2893. R. Ferrie and J. Murray, Paisley, Renfrewshire, N.B., ‘‘ Dyeing textile but may be used for other machinery as well. The brake block is on a
materials.’ —Dated 28th October, 1871.
or levers carryinga loose roller, whereby the driving band may
The invention consists in plaeing slubbings, rovings, slivers, or chains, abe lever
slackened simultaneously with the brake block. The arrangement is
in a distended (but not tightly stretched) condition, on any convenient brought into operation by hand levers or treadles.
fcrm of frame or reel on which they can be imme:
and worked or
C. FarrBairn, Edinburgh, “ Bolt making machinery.”—Dated 6th
turned in the dye liquor. ‘The slubbings, a_i or slivers may be put 2079.Novewber,
1871.
on the frame or recl in the hank-like form in which they are generally
Square
necked bults are rolled from a round or square bar of heated
put up by the spinner when intended to be dyed at an early stage. iron by means
rollers, with spaces left in the grooves for
‘he chains may be conveniently arranged in a continuous or serpentine making square ofhe grooved
a reciprocating or partially revolving
manner round the reel or round pairs of rods forming part of the frame. motion being given tv andthe necks,
rollers, and the bolts beirg se ted by a
2940. J. Potiock, London, “ Printing machines." —Dated 2nd November, suitable cutter. And the said
bolts
have screw threads omed upon
1871ae
while in a moderately heated state by means of grooved screw
A revolving endless web parted into divisions hy cross-bars thereon, them
plates worked by a double lever and other mechanism, whereby the
each division being for one or more papers or cards tu be printed by or plates
are
caused
to
move
simultaneously
ite directions, and form
from a platten or flat surface of type pressed on it from above, the motion the screw thread on opposite sides of the inbolt or screw
of the web being sto,
at the proper time. Also what the inventor 2980. J. C. R. Oxes, London, *‘ Steam engines and pumps blank.
for draining purterms a ‘‘platten-cylinder,” being a cylinder not complete, but with a
”—Dated 6th November, 1871.
platten or flat on a portion of its surface for holding type, the curved
use of a multiplicity of independent engines and pumps in mines
part receiving ink from inking rollers passing the ink to other rollers and forThe
purposes.
these inking the type. The “‘ platten-cylinder” is alternately lifted and 2982.draining
R. J. Epwarps, London, “‘ Manufacture of emery, glass, dc.” —Dated
depressed, and during such motions turns in alternate directions, the
6th November, 1871
type being presented to each separate paper in succession to be printed.
This invention consists in applying emery, glass, or other abrasive
2950. E. V. Neave, London, “‘ Gocerning and arresting the motions of sliding substance,
to os cloth, so that blank — are left on such paper
and of hinged or swinging windows, &c.”—Dated 3rd November, 1871.
cloth. Also applying
such abrasive substances to the surfaceof
Governing the motion of sliding windows, doors, and objects by an or
flexible cords or ropes instead of to sheets of cloth or
r. Also in
endless belt for moving them attached at one part of its length to the applying
—
of
cloth
covered
with such abrasive su
ces to the
object, the belt em | over rollers or shafts, and the arresting such
pheries oe
aeret ao nae
or
ng
motion bya clutch applied to one of the rollers or shafts Arresting the y making
openings
in
;
Png
mage
hens
9
4
ys,
throug’
motion of hinged or s'
windows, doors, and objects by a jointed which openings parts o:
of cloth may be drawn by means of
arm connecting them with a gove'
rod furnished with a clutch, by springs or screws and clips for theipspurpose
of tightening them.
which its own angular or tu
motion is arrested ; and
the
R. Lake, London, “ Frilling, rufling, orgathering apparatus.”—
motion of rotating shafts, rods, and objects by clutch with
and 2984.A W.communication.—
Dated 6th November, 1871.
tapering fluted engaging surfaces.
said invention relates to a simple, convenient, and efficient
2953. J. Ropinson and J. Smitu, Rochdale, Lancashire, “* Cutting wood a)The tus
designed to be used as an attachment to a sewing machine
into shavings or shreds, dc.”—Dated 3rd November, 1871.
required, and removed when the said machine
is to beemployed
This invention consists in the use of a revolving od guia with wfor plain
sewing. The
apparatus has an elastic blade or folder
cutters which operate upon short cross cut lengths of w
attached to a rocking frame
ed
.
ving
to all sewing machines
2956. F. M. Tower, Glasgow, “‘ Hand stamp.”—A communication.—Dated other shaft. This apparatus is applicable
8rd November, 1871.
those which have no shaft whereon to place the cam for actuating
a
frame,
and
it
he
seemed
to
Osea
ag
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the arrangeput on and removed
and
ment of three vertical discs we
eee the date of the year, manner that allow it to be
— and day on their rims, and by the movementof
“studs any
date can be brought into
for impressing
upon the surface permanent
ences ety
re
or ph
a aoe or other
underneath the discs by the
handpressure
from above.
of 4
its ready removal when the apparatus is
contrivance which will
"of
in use.
am,A GaLLoway, Glasgow, “ Sewing machines.”—Dated 3rd November, not
2985. F. W. W.
Crewe, Cheshire, “‘ Injectors.” —Dated 6th November, 1871.
The improved machine is made with a plate, and a horizontal revolving The invention consistsof ‘aniiproved combination, arrangement, and
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of injector for feeding steam boilers. The water passes
ly
h the injector from end toend. Thesteam nozzle is fixet,
the combining and uischarging nozzles are connected with an over«ow chamber that slides in a slot in the body part of the injector to
adjust the nozzles. The overflow chamber has a cock combined with it,
and the cock is opened and closed, and the nozzles are adjusted by the
same mec
When the cock is clused the steam can pass back from
the injector to the tank or cistern to warm the water supply, and thus
special pipes for this
are dispensed with. Gland packing may be
used round the exterior of the discharging nozzle in the slotted = of
the injector when required. The injector is made to suit right or left by
simply turning the overflow chamber in its slot in the body part of the
injector.
2986. W.” H. Barns, London, “ Vessels intended to contain liquids, fluids,
&c.”—Dated 6th November, 1871.
The features of novelty of this invention consists in discharging the
contents of vessels cumaining liquids, fluids, or semi-fluids, by exerting
pressure of air on the liquids or fluids by means of a sphere of any elastic
or flexible material placed at the upper part of the vessel.
2989. P. M. Crane and D. McGratu, Manchester, ‘‘ Apparatus for cooling
and freezing liquids.” —Dated 6th November, 1871.
’
The apparatus consists of a stationary borizontal, or nearly horizontal,
cylinder fitted in a trough or provided with a jacket, which trough or
jacket contains cold brine or any well known freezing mixture, or
can be cooled by a current of cold air caused to pass between the jacket
and the cylinder. The cylinder
tains an Archimed
screw, which
accurately fills it, rotated in any well known manner. A feed pipe with
a funnel mouth is fitted on to the upper side of the cylinder, and a discharge pipe is fitted on to the opposite end of the cylinder, to which the
usual bag is attached for the reception of the congealed oil or other congealed liquid. The oil or other fiquia to be operated upon is supplied
from a tank or cistern fitted with a cock placed over the funnel mouth
so as to admit of the said liquid fiowing continuously or otherwise into
the stationary cylinder. A thin film of the liquid adheres to the interior
surface of the cylinder, and as fast as it is congealed by the action of the
freezing medium outside the cylinder it is removed from the internal
surface by the scraping action of the Archimedean screw blades, and by
them urged along to the end of the cylinder and forced through the delivery pipe into the receiving bag.
2992 J. MacinrosH, London, “ Waterproof oompounds.”- Dated Tth
November, ‘871.
These improved compounds consist of pitch. asphalte, or bitumen,
freed as much as possible from grit or earthy matters, and mixed with
woody fibrous substances reduced to fragments or particles, the fibrous
substances being carefully dried and put into a vessel containing the
bituminous substances in a hot fluid state. When thoroughly mixed, it
b
a plastic h iz
mass, in which state it may be put on the
roads to be formed into slabs, blocks or planks, and when cold will be
found much harder and more durable than wood in its natural state. In
some cases rags, cotton waste, jute, hemp, or other fibrous materials may
be added to increase the fibrous texture of the compound. For some
purpose, coarse cloths saturated with the compound may be cemented
together and formed into slabs and be used as a covering for roads or
other surfaces.
2998. J. C. Mewsurn, London, “ Embroidering.”—A communication.—
Dated 7th November, 1871.
The chief features of novelty in this invention are as follow: Four or
more needles are arranged over each other and follow the movements
given to one of them which is worked by an attendant; all the needles
thus embroider or form the same design, the fabric being stretched in
superposed layers about a foot apart. There are special means of stretching the fabric. The needles are moved up and down, and certain catch
hooks which hold the loops are made to oscillate by means of levers,
which do not act directly upon the needle arms but on adjoining slides.
There are shears for cutting off the threads, which shears also tighten
the preceding loops, a portion of the thread being at the same time drawn
off the spool to allow of the embroidering being recommenced at another
place. Motion is transmitted to the needles and hooks through a universal
joint.
2999. W. Eapes and W. T. Eaves, Birmingham, “‘ Raising and lowering
weights.”—Dated 7th November, 1871.
This invention refers to the construction of pulley blocks or hoists in
such manner that they may be worked with ease, readiness, and certainty
of action ; the improvements more especially apply to the adjustment of
the parts when lowering to prevent the sudden descent of the load. To
effect this an adjustable cone or disc is empldéyed for obtaining friction
upon the raising or lowering pulley, a second fixed cone being used on
the other side of the raising or lowering pulley ; the adjustable cone-or
disc is acted upon by the leverage pulley working on a screwed axis
forming part of the spindle of the pulley block.
3001. A. Maw, Broseley, Salop, ‘“‘ Working screw presses."—Tated 7th
November, 1871.
This invention consists in an arrangement of toothed wheels and friction
pulleys revolving in a frame which has a lateral or sideways movement,
causing the friction pulleys to bear upon a central friction pulley in alternation by a treadle or self-acting intermittent n otion suitably arranged,
the friction pulleys alternately raising or lowering the screw of the press,
and thus dispensing with manual labour for such purpose. Any suitable
motive power may be employed to revolve the toothed whecls and
friction pulleys.
3004. E. Watreru, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, *‘ Driving holes or driftivays in
rocks.” —A communication.—Dated 8th November, 1871.
This invention has reference to machinery where a piston receiving
reciprocating motion by compressed air or steam inside a cylinder carries
a chisel for driving holes by concussion. The improvements consist,
First, in a peculiar arrangement for actuating the slide valve of the
cylinder.
e slide valve is connected at its upposite endsto two pistons
working in cylindrical holes in the slide valve box ; the steam or air under
pressure has access to both sides of the one piston, while the other piston
(of smaller diameter than the first) is acted on the one side only by the
steam or air under pressure, the other side being open to the atmosphere.
An escape valve actuated by a trigger and a tappet on the piston-rod of
the machine allows the steam or air to escape from the one side of the
first slide valve piston at the end of the back stroke of the machine,
whereby the one motion of the slide valve is effected for producing the
forward stroke of the chisel. On the closing of the said valve an equilibrium of pressure is re-established on the said slide valve piston, so as to
produce the return stroke of the slide valve. The driving chisel is
rotated at each stroke by a pawl and ratchet wheel actuated by
a bar
reveiving a rocking motion from two small pistons in cylinders, into
which the steam or air under pressure is admitted alternately.
3006. F. Lurman, Georg Marien Hiitte, Prussia, ‘“‘Manufacture of bricks of
blast furnace slag.”—Dated 8 h November, 1871.
The slag, after being granulated, is mixed with lime or other suitable
materials, and then furmed into bricks. The hardening of the bricks is
effected by exposure to the air,
3007. D. S. Brown, London, “‘ Barometers and thermometers.”—Dated Sth
November, 1871.
Dispensing with the wooden frame of barometers by making the tube
strong and of unequal diameter in different parts, and fixing the scale to
it, which scale is made in different colours as well as that of thermometers
or their tubes.
3012. A. ARNOLD and C. BarracitoucH. Halifux, “‘ Covering wire with
cotion, &c."—Dated 8th November, 1871.
This invention consists in the employment of one or a series of vertical,
rotary. and hollow spindles, each supported ina footstep having a hollow
pike, and the footsteps are sunk to form receptacles for oil or other lubricant, and perforations made in the spindle to allow the escape of the
lubricant. The spindle is also supported in a steadying rail, and carries a
flyer of suitable construction.
3013. J. Farmer, Salford, Lancashire, “ Rollers.”"—Dated 8th Novenber,
1871.
This invention consists in covering rollers with rings of india-rubber
pressed together.
3014. C. Davace, Shegield, “‘ Forming or shaping angles.”"—Dated 8th
November, 1871.
To a:complish this object the inventor places a piece of heated steel or
iron between two plates, the upper surface of the lower one and the
under surface of the upper one have projections. By horizontal motion
of the plates causing a compression of the projecting surfaces he rolls the
axle or article into the required form.
3017. J. Paumer, Sutton Coldfleld, Warwickshire, “Hursts and bites for
tilting and plating hammers.”—Dated sth November, 1871.
The novelty of this invention consists in forming the centres or axes
of hursts for tilting and plating hammers movable instead of being
formed with the hurst as heretofore, and making the bites or recesses for
pare ae the same of cast steel, oil ways being provided in the game for
ubrication.
3019. E. Barnes, London, “ Gas furnaces.” —Dated 9th November, 1871.
This invention consists in fitting a mass of fire-clay or cement intoa
suitable frame. The fire-clay has one or more apertures through it, into
waich perforated tubes open at the top fit loosely. These tubes 4re closed
at the bottom, where they are connected to a supply of gas.
ey are
adjustable, so that they can be fixed in any desired position to admit
more orless air to. mix with the gas. At the upper end of the apertures
in the fire-clay is a hollow case or box having at its sides holes, through
which the heated air and gas pass. An annular mass of twisted wire or
porous non-inflammable substance is sometimes placed outside thig box
or case in order to distribute the heat, and a ring is sometimes placed
utside the box or case to prevent the heated gas and air from escaping
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laterally. Legs or stands are fixed to the top of the apparatus, upon
which may be placed anything to be heated, and they may also serve as
guides for the ring described.
3021. J. J. Baranowski and J. Skwarcow, Paris, ‘‘ Capsules for bottles,
&c.”—Dated 9th November, 1871.
For this purpose a disc of sheet metal is employed placed between two
shafts in such a manner that the central
is covered whilst the
remainder of the disc is raised up by articulated blades, which radiate
from the centre of one of the said shafts, so that on each blade being
raised it enters a groove cut on the extremity of one of the shafts, and
forms a pleat on the capsule.
3026. R. WILLison, Alloa, Clackmannan, N.B.,
“‘ Heuting or cooling liquids.”
—Dated 9th November, 1871.
This relates to the construction of refrigerators, and consists princiments or cells into or
pally in dividing a vessel into a series of com
through which the liquid or body to be cooled is caused to flow in one
direction, while the cooling medium flows in an opposite direction.
Valves are fitted at various parts of the vessel to regulate the flow.
Several modifications in the construction are referred to.

should pass the bill that the House of Representatives has adopted,
then by an increased demand from the States, who are already
very large consumers, the present indisputable increase of consumption over make will
prolonged, if the reduction of the
tariff should not be too long delayed.
THE

CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: Heavy demand of iron: Scarcity of
iron making materials ; The holidays: The market : The finished
iron trade—THE COAL TRADE : Settlement of the strike at New
Seaham
Colliery-THE GROWTH OF BaARROW-IN-FURNESS—
| CONFERENCE
OF IRONWORKERS AT SHEFFIELD— ENGINEERING
|
| AND SHIPBUILDING—THE VISIT TO THE CLEVELAND IRONSTONE
MINES—PRICES.
Work in the early part of this week was suspended owing to the
| Whitsuntide holidays.
The Cleveland iron trade continues in a sound condition, There
s an enormous demand, and as the shipping season is advancing
, the pressure for deliveries is becoming heavier. Makers are
| doing their utmost to execute vontracts, but the scarcity of ma| terials prevents them keeping their furnaces constantlyin full blast.
The irregular supply of coal and coke is the cause of great annoyance and loss. Up to the present time the delivery of ironstone at
the blast furnaces has been tolerably satisfatory. But so heavy has
been the dewand for stone that the stocks at the furnaces are exceedingly small. Some of the mine owners have contrived to lay
in stocks, but considering the great consumption of the district
they are not large. There was a large attendance on ’Change at
| Middlesbrough on Tuesday than was expected. Scarcely any
business was done, and prices remained unchanged, 100s. being
quoted for No. 3. Iron manufacturers are well supplied with
orders. For rails, plates, and angle iron there is a capital demand,
and the amount of work placed in the district is very large.
The resolution of the ironstone miners to restrict the production of stone is now occupying serious attention. The miners
have begun to restrict. If they systematically continue that
course the pig iron makers will be compelled to blow out some of the
furnaces, It has been stated that some of the ownersof blast furnaces,
who booked so heavily when prices were about 50s. per ton will be
glad of an excuse to stop working for a while in the hope that
the extravagant prices of coke may be reduced to something
reasonable. Whether this be so or not, the cost of damping down
or blowing out blast furnaces is a very serious one, and will only
be resorted to as the last extremity.
In the coal and coke trade there is no alteration. Prices are
still ridiculously high, and are likely to continue so for some time.
In Yorkshire and Durham the production of coal and coke is heavy,
but might be much increased if the men would be more industrious.
There is no doubt that in some collieries coal-cutting machines
will be introduced soon. At the New Seaham Colliery the men
who struck because the viewer proposed a night shift, so as to
enable him to work three shifts in the twenty-four hours, have returned to work. The Pitmen’s Union did not support the action
of the men, and they returned to work on Monday, agreeing to
work night shifts pending a settlement of the question by arbitration.
I have several times alluded to the rapid development of Barrowin-Furness. It is no uncommon thing to find people interested in
the Cleveland iron trade having offices both at Middlesbrough and
Barrow. The latter place resembles the former in some respects.
Both towns have sprung into existence in consequence of their
natural advantages for contributing to the requirements of consumers of iron. On Tuesday there was a great gathering at
Barrow to witness the unveiling of a bronze statue of Mr. James
Ramsden, the mayor of the town, a gentleman who has been
unceasing in his endeavours to develope that district. The
funds for the statue were raised by rr subscription, and
amounted to £2944. The Duke of Devonshire, who is
largely interested in the trade of Barrow, performed the ceremony of unveiling the statue, after which he presided at
a banquet. Mr. Rayosden is managing director of the Furness
Railway, managing director of the Barrow Hematite Steel Works,
Limited, and fills several public offices. It is stated that the honour
of knighthood is to be conferred upon Mr. Ramsden. I hope this
is true, for a man who developes a trade and gives employment to
thousands deserves such an honour. It must be remembered,
however, that it has frequently been rumoured that the honour of
knighthood was to be conferred upon Mr, Bolckow, M.P. for
Middlesbrough, the father of the Cleveland iron trade, and the
founder of the iron town which has become the centre of the
largest iron-producing district inthe world; but that well-deserved
honour has not yet been conferred.
During the week the ironworkers have been holding a conference
at Sheffield. They have passed several resolutions, with a view to
improving their union and establishinganational union, to include
all ironworking districts, and embrace a'l classes of ironworkers.
One good feature of the conference is the desire manifested to
attend carefully to the business of the Board of Conciliation.
Engineering shops in the northern counties are exceedingly
busy. A large amount of ironworks machinery is in hand for the
six new blast furnaces and finished ironworks in course of erection
on Teesside. Jridge builders are busier than they have been, and
marine engine builders are in the same position that they were
in six months ago, unable to get through their work quick enough.
Shipbuilders on the north-east coast are enjoying the same
prosperity which has characterised that trade since the beginni
of the year, and have work on hand which will occupy them for
the next six or eight months.
This week the Yorkshire Union of Mechanics’ Institutes held
its annual meeting at Darlington. A large number of the representatives visited several of the ironworks and the extensive
mines of the Messrs. Pease at Upleatham on the Cleveland Hills,
The prices of iron are as follows :—No., 1, £55s.; No, 2, £5 2s. 6d.;
No. 3, £5; No. 4, £4 198.; M., £4 18s. 6d.; W., £4 18s.;
refined metal, £5 10s. Manufactured iron—Common bars, £10;
best ditto, £10 10s.; cable iron, £10 10s.; angle iron, £10 10s.;
sheets, £12 15s.; ship-plates, £12 5s.; boiler plates, £13; rails,
£10; puddled bars, £7 7s. 6d.; wrought iron girders, #18,

THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent. )
THE CURRENT TRANSACTIONS IN PIG AND PUDDLED IRON: Old
orders still on hand—CONSUMERS BEING BOUGHT OFF— HIGHER
PRICES THAN LAST WEEK— ON "CHANGE IN BIRMINGHAM: The
prices and the transactions: Pig iron, stone, coul, finisheed
tron: Prices—HIGH QUOTATIONS FOR HEMATITE IRON—THE
| GENERAL INDUSTRIES: Branches specitied : Workmen's movements
-THE AMERICAN TARIFF—THE IRONWORKERS’ CONFERENCE AT
SHEFFIELD.
As well in the finished as in the pig iron trade, iron is still being
delivered under contracts entered into before the market began to
display the indications by which it has now been characterised
for nine months. Happily for the vendors, the instances are not
many in which such orders remain incompleted. We know, however, one case in which Middlesbrough pigs are still being delivered upon a contract entered into in September, 1870. Yet so
enormous is the price that has to be given for fuel and pigs purchased now, and so little work comparatively are the men doing,
that this buyer of pig iron is making scarcely so much profit at
this moment as he was when he made the contract twenty months
ago. No wonder, therefore, makers of finished iron now should
be anxious to have orders cancelled that they accepted when
prices were much lower than they are at the present time.
An instance has just come under our own observation in which
a maker of finished iron has consented to pay a customer £300 to
ye an order for some 250 tons of the product of the mill and
orge.
On Friday last Staffordshire finished iron was advanced another
10s. That advance now makes common bars of Earl Dudley’s brand
£13 12s. 6d. Than that quotation no higher price has been
reached during the last twenty years. Ironmasters do not at all
regard it as an excessive price, when they name £15 as likely to be
the quotation for bars no great time hence; in truth, one gentleman who has had a life-long experience of iron making, and who
now occupies a very important position amongst the ironmasters
of South Staffordshire, as well in the mining of stone and coal
and in the making of pig iron as in the producing of the finished
article, does not hesitate to assert that in his belief bars will go
up to £20 before the retrograde movement has set in.
This (Thursday) afternoon Bessemer pigs were firm at £8 a ton
short weight at Workington. This, accounting for the difference
in weight and the cost of carriage, makes that iron the extraordinary price of £9 per ton (long weight) delivered in this district. Ordinary hematite forge pigs are £6 at Workington, equal to
£7 in Birmingham and South Staffordshire (long weight). Western
pigs were £5 delivered here. From these prices vendors were immovable this afternoon. Nor would they sell it then to new
customers, They cannot deliver the iron they now have ordered
with the rapidity necessary to satisfy consumers. Only, therefore, when new business does not imply greater deliveries than
are now the rule will the makers consent to sell. Very extensive sales have been made by another leading hematite firm. The
transactions to which they are already committed will consume
all their out-put up to the middle of next year. Judging by the
caution that consumers are displaying as to purchases so long
time ahead, the bulk of these sales must have been made before
quotations got near to their present level.
Finished iron could not be bought to-day in other than rare
instances at less than £20 10s. to £21 per ton for sheets of twentyeight gauge, even when they could be bought at all, and that was
seldom; latens (twenty-four to twenty-seven gauge) were £19 10s.
to £20; doubles (twenty to twenty-four gauge) were £18 ; and
singles (ten to twenty gauge) were £16 10s. These are the prices
quoted by houses of acknowledged standing ;and they are 10s.
higher all round than they were quoted last Thursday.
The general trades have plenty of orders upon hand, though
there are indications of the deterrent effect upon new business of
manufacturers’ high quotations, both as to home and distant
foreign markets. Foundry and machine and millwright work is
excellent, both on home account and on account likewise of good
orders received from Russia, from Turkey, and from Egypt.
Boiler makers are busy, and riveters oneal are in active employment. Edge tools are falling off, in those qualities in particular that usually afford regular employment to the hands. The
railway wagon and carriage works and the tire and axle makers
are doing an active trade. The operatives in the former industry
have begun an agitation for a rise of 2s. per week as to the wage
men and 10 per cent. in respect of the piece hands. The gunmakers are busy upon birding samples, and the light artistic
branches are mostly experiencing a lively demand. All brass and
copper goods are in request, whether in a cast or a rolled shape;
and the Birmingham houses, like those of Wolverhampton, have
advanced the price of brass castings to meet the higher price of
copper.
he transactions of the pig makers of this district have been
confined within a much narrower limit. About 14,000 tons a week
are being turned out, This is a quantity equal to the necessities
of the forges only, and does not allow anything for the foundries ;
yet these latter are at this period consumersof very heavy quantities,
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
At the same time, therefore, that the makers out of this dis rict
(From our own Correspondent.)
are more than firm in their demands, because of the sales made in
this and other iron making localities at home, simultaneously with THE GLASGOW PIG IRON MARKET—SHIPMENTS—THE MALLEABLE
an enormously greater demand than customary on export account,
IRON TRADE—THE IRON AND STEEL INsTITUTE : Visit to Scotland
the proprietors of the blast furnaces hereabouts are not likely to
NEW FORM OF PUMPING ENGINE—SUMMERLEE IRONWORKS—
be a different stand, so long as their aggregate make is so much
GuLascow CORPORATION GASWORKS— GLASGOW AGRICULTURAL
under the requirements of their immediate neighbours. ColdSocrety’s SHOW—CO0-OPERATIVE ENGINEERING WORKS—INDUSblast iron made here was quoted on ‘Change this afternoon at
TRIAL PARTNERSHIP AT NEWHALL FactoRY—THE MINEs’ ReEcv£7 10s. For all mine hot-blast £6 10s, was demanded, and cinder
LATION BILL—STRIKE OF MINERS AT CARRON.
pigs were strong at from £5 to £5 10s.
Ir a pressing demand and an upward tendency in prices are
_ Notwithstanding that great quantities of foreign ore are being excepted, there is no feature about the Scotch pig iron trade
imported, still there is a rowing inquiry for the stone of Stafford that stands out so prominently as to call for special mention.
shire, Shropshire, and
it Worcestershire. The prices to-day Since last week a large amount of business has been done on
were: raw stone, 19s, to 21s. ; calcined, 29s. to Bs. all per ‘Change at Glasgow, and yesterday there was a slight rise in
statute ton.
warrants being no quoted at 96s. cash. In makers’
a
PT ing the production of the pits. || quotations,
remafns in d
brands, however, there has been no advance since the date of
The prices are for work samples: West of Dudle » loaded into our last report, Coltness still standing at 117s., and Gartsherrie at
trucks and boats, best 16s. Ga. 3; common, 12s. 63. ; fine slack, 115s,
5s. 6d. per ton, of 2240 Ib. to the ton.
| The shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports for the past week
_ The conference of iro>*-orkers at Sheffield, and the business before have reached 16,840 tons foreign, and 6720 tons coastwise, being a
it, are
spoken of as intimating a condition of affairs hereafter in total of 23,560 tons, as compared with 22,825 tons in the correconnection with the labour market in the iron trade that has not sponding week of last year. In the imports of Middlesbrough pi
hitherto had to be considered—a condition of affairs that certainly iron into Grangemouth of the same period there is a decrease o
does not promise lessened quotations, further than that by its 1175 tons, the total decrease of the year amounting to 563 tons,
pene tye |the raising of them to a'prohibitive height, the long
In reference to the malleable iron trade the same remark
period of langour that is believed to be in the distance will be the wenn as to the pig iron trade. The various works are tested to
more speedily brought in. On the other hand, much satisfaction the utmost limit of their production, and prices are still stiffening,
is expressed at the excellent prospects there are now of the Ame- so that a further advance is looked for.
rican tariff on iron being reduced 10 per cent. If the Senate
Although nearly three months must elapse before the first
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visit of the Iron and Stcel Institute of Great .Britain to Glasgow, far amended in committee as to make it quite inoperative. He NOTES FROM THE NORTHERN AND EASTER
considerable progress has been made with the arrangements for advocated the passing of t.e bill in .ts original form, and remarked
COUNTIES.
the reception of the visitors. There are two committees ap- that, if this were dune, there would be an opening for men of
pointed——one to look after the general arrangements, such as the intellect, energy, and good character.
(From our own Correspondent.)
The miners in the employment of the Carron Company have IRRIGATION WORKS AT DonCASER— WATER SUPPLY AT BRADFORD
place of meeting, excursions, hours of assembling, refreshments,
and so forth; while the other committee is entrusted with the determined to strike work should.they not receive an advance of
—THE RIVER Don—ScoTswooD AND WYLaM RaILway—Cutting
delicate duty of determining who shall read papers, and upon sixpence per day.
the tirst sod—STEAMERS FOR ITaALY—ISLE oF Man RatLway—
what subjects. We understand that there is not likely to be much,
WORKINGTON PIER EXTENSION—Mersey Docks—THE ANDEAN
if any, difficulty in getting a number of papers from gentlemen
(8.8.)—ENGINE BUILDING AT STOCKTON—STATE OF TRADE AT
connected with the West of Scotland iron trade. Mr. Ferrie’s
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
SHEFFIELD—HUNSLET [RONWORKS—STATE OF TRADE IN SOUTH
new blast furnace at Calderbank, the Gorman heat-restoring gas
YorkKSHIRE
— ENGINEMEN AT Bo_ton — NortH Eastern Ralt(From
our
own
Correspondent.)
furnace, the modes of utilising blast-furnace gases adopted at
waY—BowLinc Ironworks, BRaDFroRD — IRONWORKERS’.
various works in the neighbourhood of Glasgow, and the special RAILS QUOTED TOO HIGH BY MINING CORRESPONDENTS—ILLUSTRA
Tue
Mayor
of
Doncaster (Mr. W. C. Clark) has laid the foundaindustries of Scotland—such as the mineral oil trade—will proTIONS OF HIGH AND LOW PRICES—CONTINUANCE OF A STEADY tion stone of a pumping
station at Doncaster in connection with
vide materials enough and to spare to make the meeting both
IRON TRADE—INCREASE OF ORE IMPORTS—THE RAIL MAKE OF new irrigation works which
the town council is carrying out with
edifying and entertaining. Arrangements are being made at the
THE WEEK—AUSTRALIAN ORDERS—HIRWAIN AND TREFOREST the view of ridding the river
Dun of its pollution, so far as
same time to obtain access for the members of the institute to the
WoORKS—Mr. BROGDEN’S WORKS—MECHANICAL PUDDLING— Doncaster is concerned.
more important works in and around Glasgow.
PROBABILITY THAT ONLY ONE PART OF THE PATENT WILL BE
Brayshaw Reservoir, at Horton Bank Top, constructed by
A new form of pumping engine has just been constructed by
TAKEN—MILL ACCIDENT AT PLYMOUTH—BOILER ACCIDENT—A Messrs.
for the Bradford Corporation, is the first reservoir
Mr. John Clarkson, of Glasgow. Its most novel feature consists
NEW LONDON COAL COMPANY—THE COAL TRADES—MIDLAND made by Fogg
for the corporation which has held water. This
in the automatic working of the slide valve. The pump is placed
RAILWAY—PROJECTED STRIKE AMONGST RAILWAY OFFICIALS— reservoir contract
is
situated
90Uft. above sea level, it is supplied by
on the same centre line as the cylinder, on the top of which the
ARBITRATION FROM A COALOWNER’S POINT OF VIEW—MONSTER water from Thornton some
Moor, has been full several weeks, and is
valve case, containing the usual steam and exhaust ports, is
HYDRAULIC BENDING MACHINE.
perfectly sound and tight. It has cost £22,238, and will furnish a
situated. There are only two moving parts in the engine—the
piston-rod and the slide valve. The cylinder of the pump is 84in. My attention has been called by one of the principal agents of a supply of water to the high level districts around Bradford. The
diameter, the pump, which is double-acting, being 54in:, and the large ironworks to the injurious policy pursued by some of the pipes communicating with the houses of tle consumers have been
length of stroke is 10in. The suction and discharge pipes are 3in. mining and ironworking correspondents in their letters on the found somewhat defective, and have had to be repaired; butin a
bore, and the pump is capable of discharging, while working at state of trade. ‘‘It is the custom, he observed,” for the highest short time the advantage of the new reservoir will be found in a
the rate of 100 double strokes per minute, rather over 6000 gallons current price to be quoted. Take rails. A correspondent has more steady service than heretofore to the high level people. The
heard of an instance where £11 10s, has been obtained for rails, works at Barden are progressing, and promise to be successful, the
per hour.
At the Summerlee Ironworks, Coatbridge, there are changes in and he quotes this fact, without adding that for an order of £10 or reservoir holding a {large volume of water, which will be largely
progress which may have an important be ring not only upon these £11, the same ironmasters will perhaps be working off a contract for increased when the reservoir is finished. Last year £17,036 was
works individually, but proximately upon the whole district, which £7. But he only gives the first quotations, and what follows? expended at Barden, and the tvtal expenditure so far on this
has been appropriately named the Statfordshire of Scotland. It is All the Welsh papers quote the Mining Journal, and working costly work, which includes almost entire reconstruction, has been
upwards of three years since the Messrs. Wilson achieved success men, noting the statemen’, exclaim, ‘‘See what a price the £121,055. The Waterworks Committee recommend the corporain the matter of utilising their blast furnace gases. From time to masters are getting for‘rails, and we have had no rise ; ” and forth- tion to accept the tender of Messrs. Crabtree Brothers and Robert
time the system has been extended, as the state of the furnaces and with an agitation is set on foot towards that object. I give the Sugden, of Keighley, for the formation of two compensation
the conditions of trade would permit, until now there are only complaint as worthy of recording, and hope my brother corre- reservoirs at Leeming and Leeshaw, Oxenhope, for £69,000.
Messrs. W. Richardson and Co., of Low Walker, are commistwo furnaces worked on the old principle, and the engines, boilers, spondents will take warning.
As a proof of its genuineness I may add, that in my district, sioned to build fuur ocean steamers of considerable capacity for
and furnace heaters are all supplied with gas, thus effecting a
saving in dross alone equal to about 80 tons per day, which at the where the prices of rails are fluctuating, according ‘o specifications, Italian houses. Their engines are being made by Messrs, Hawpresent price of coal cannot be less than from £250 to £300 per from 10 to 11, one of our leading ironmasters is at present work- thorn and Co., Newcastle.
During a recent gale considerable damage was done to the tramweek. Besides this. ‘:owever, there is a great saving of manual ing off an old and heavy contract for rails at £610s. The same
labour by the use of is, for the furnaces require little or no atten- applies to the coal trade; 18s, 6d. has been reached easily, and ways, scaffolding, and other apparatus in connection with Worktion, and there a: so many safety valves that the risk of purchases have been made even at £1; but there is now in my dis- ington pier extension.
Plans of a proposed floating bridge intended to connect the
an explosion is almost vi/. At the same works an old trict a contract held for 150,000 tons of coal at &s. 6d., and of this
furnace is being raised to the height of 70ft., when it will be fitted 100,000 tons have yet to be forwarded. There has been no falling George’s and the Prince’s landing-stages have been submitted to
off
in
the
satisfactory
conditions
of
things
at
the
ironworks
since
the
Works Committee of the Mersey Dock and Harbour board.
with the bell and cone arrangements, instead of the old open top.
The bell and cone has not yet come into anything like general use my last report. Materials are, it is t: ue, scarce; pig is both scarce The committee has instructed the engineer to invite tenders for
in Scotland ; indeed the Glengarnock Ironworks in Ayrshire are and dear, but ore has come in rather more freely during the week, the construction of the bridge.
Messrs. J. Royden and Son have launched the screw steamer
almost the only works, other than Summerlee and Monkland, and consignments have been received from Elba, Bilvao, Whitewhere it has been applied. As there can, however, be no doubt haven, Bristol, an! Lydneyin tolerably large quantities. The result Undine for t e West India and Pacific Steam Navigation Comrespecting its economical tendencies, especially when used in con- has been no falling off in make. Heavy shipments of rails were sent any. The new steamer is upwards of 2200 tons burthen. She is
junction with the tubes for the utilisation of waste gases, it is during the week from Ebbw to Russia, from Rhymney to Riga, ee engined by Messrs. G. Forster and Co,
from Blaenavon to New York. Guestand Co, have exported largely
At Stockton, Messrs. Blair and Co., well known for their
probable that it will before long become more general.
The Corporation of Glasgow are now fairly at work with the to Lisbon and America, Crawshay to New York, and the Aber- compound engines, have upwards of 1000 bands employed, and they
are
working double shifts—nightand dey. They are full of orders
dare
Iron
Company
have
continued
their
large
consignments
to
construction of their new gas works at Dawsholm. The plans
have been prepared by Mr. Foulis, the engineer to the corporation. the States. In the Swansea district the make of steel rails has for marine engines.
Great
activity continues to characterise the heavy branches of
been
uninterrupted,
thanks
to
large
cargoes
from
Spain,
and
The works are to be laid out so as to be capable of extension to
manufacture 9,000,000 cubic feet perday. When this limit has nearly a thousand tons were forwarded during the week to the Sheffield industry, but owing to the dearness and scarcity of fuel
and
iron
it may be doubted whether profits are so large as might
States
and
Vera
Cruz.
I
am
glad
also
to
place
on
record
that
been attained, which will probably happen within three years, the
works will be the largest out of London. At present only 500 several important orders for Australia are in hand amongst the be at first supposed.
At
the
Hunslet Ironworks (Messrs, Tyers, Middleton, and Co.)
Gl
morganshire
ironmasters,
and
cargoes
have
already
been
exretorts are to be erected, but the ultimate number is 1500. Itisa
notable specialty of the works that they are being laid out so ported. At Hirwain the new venture is steadily progressing, and sundry important improvements have been carried out. A steam
that each section of 250 retorts, with all the necessary apparatus one furnace is now in blast. The other new speculation at Tre- hammer has been erected for forging purposes, and a site is being
for the purification of the gas, will form an independent work. forest is also advancing, but the tedious process of road-making prepared for another.
There is no decline in the demand for manufactured iron in
There will at the same time be connections between the one has yet to be completed. I hear favourable accounts of the last
section and the other, so that the works may be carried on new movement, the Llynvi and Ogmore Iron and Coal Company, South Yorkshire, and considerable orders are on hand for rails,
as a whole without the least sacrifice of economy. The condensers and can freely commend it to capitalists. No large amount of plates, sheets, hoops, &c. The foundries are fully “a, and
will be of annular form, the outside pipe being 4ft. 6in. in diameter, capital is needed to renovate the works, which are in good condi- sume of them are working night and day. A good business is
and the interior pipe 2ft. in diameter. Each section of 250 tion, and it will be easy to add such modern arrangements, as in being done at the coliieries.
A numerously attended meeting of drivers and firemen of stauddling or so, which may be required.
retorts will be provided with eight purifiers 24ft. square. The ‘the way of mechani
covers of the purifiers will be elevated by hydraulic machinery, Mechanical puddling will unquestionably be adopted before long, tionary engines was held at Boiton on Saturday evening, and
agreed
to memorialise their employers to accept fifty-four hours as
but
I
can
record
no
movement
as
yet.
I
may
be
wrong,
but
I
heve
and their arrangement is such that oxide of iron and lime can be
used in the process of purification. The station meters will be a strong opinion that in this district ironmasters will dispute the constituting a week’s work, all extra hours to be paid for as
15ft. square, and capable of passing 100,000 cubic feet of right a Mr. Danks to the whole principle of mechanical puddling, overtime.
The directors of the North-Eastern Railway have completed the
gas per hour. Although itis ultimately intended to erect six gas- and he may have had this in view by the division of his patents.
holders, provision is only made for three at present. Lach of Mr. ,Menelaus, of Dowlais, is well known to have succeeded in enlargement of the company’s Manors station.
At the Bowling Ironworks, Bradford, great progress is being
them will be 160ft. diameter by 60ft. deep, and will contain carrying out the idea in all but one particular—his ‘lining ” was
1,250,000 cubic feet of gas. The works are situated alongside the dziective. A little time will show wh«t is intended, but up to made with what may be described as a circular railway system.
railway and the canal, and arrangements are being made to carry the present nothing has transpired. Honourable treatment Mr. It will enclose all parts of those great works, and some of the
coal into the stores at a height of 20ft. from the floor level. Danks certainly merits, and will have ; and the sooner the whole engineering work in connection with it is interesting because of
the difficulties which will attend it. The great object in making
Railway siding accommodation is to be provided, so as to admit of process is in working the better for the trade.
The rapid roll of business was interrupted at Plymouth Works this line is, of course, economy in haulage. It will lead to all the
1000 tons of coal being taken in per day. The piping through
ore
from Ellerby-lane and Cross-green (Leeds), instead of having,
last
week
by
an
accident
at
the
mills.
The
driving
wheel
broke
the works will be 3ft. diameter, and gas will be led into
the works through a main 4ft. diameter. As soon as the and stopped operations for a week or nine days, a most unfortu- as now, to be carted from the adjacent main lines, being conveyed
by
steam
power direct to the furnaces.
nate
occurrence,
as
every
day
is
now
of
great
importance.
The
Dawsholm works are completed it is intended to abolish
The South Yorkshire wagon building works are busy, whilst
the gasworks at Townhead, Glasgow, which are only equal inquiry into the cause of the boiler explosion at Danderry was
to the production of 1,500,000 cubic feet per day, without being brought to a close on Friday. It was shown to have arisen from Huntriss and Company’s — for sending down gas for the
capable of further extension. The present gas supply of Glasgow the inequality of the iron, and a verdict of accidental death was lighting of the bottom of collieries by means of steam jets is being
is obtained from the Dalmarnock Works, which produce 5,000,000 recorded. A new colliery speculation will see the light in a few ut down at several of the principal mines both in South and
cubic feet per day, the Gradeston Works, which produce about days. A fine coal track near Navigation has been taken by a Lon- Vest Yorkshire.
The increase in the traffic on the North-Eastern Railway for the
dedarrang
ts for Goitre coal, and
2,500,000 cubic feet, and the Townhead Works, with their pro- doncompany. They have
I believe Cefn Glas; other estates will be added, and they will sink week ending May 18th was £5882,
duction of 1,500,000 cubic feet daily.
The show of the Glasgow Agricultural Society came off this 600 yards into the steam coal lower down the Merthyr Valley than
forenoon (Wednesday), when there was a fair display of imple- any one Las yet gone. It was thought at one time that Mr.
ments. It is becoming more the custom than Pm ame to show Fothergill would have taken this property. Coalowners are exPRICES CUnaES
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visit of the Iron and Stcel Institute of Great Britain to Glasgow, far amended in committee as to make it quite inoperative. He NOTES FROM THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN
considerable progress has been made with the arrangements for advocated the passing of te bill in its original form, and remarked
COUNTIES.
the reception of the visitors. There are two committees ap- that, if this were done, there would be an opening for men of
pointed—one to look after the general arrangements, such as the intellect, energy, and good character.
(From our own Correspondent.)
The miners in the employment of the Carron Company have IRRIGATION WORKS AT DONCASER— WATER SUPPLY AT BRADFORD
place of meeting, excursions, hours of assembling, refreshments,
and so forth; while the other committee is entrusted with the determined to strike work should they not receive an advance of
—THE RIVER Don—Scorswoop anD WyLam RaiLway—Cutting
delicate duty of determining who shall read papers, and upon sixpence per day.
the first sod—STEAMERS FOR ITaLtY—IsLeE or Man Ralbway—
what subjects. We understand that there is not likely to be much,
WORKINGTON PIER EXTENSION—MERSEY Docks—THE ANDEAN
if any, difficulty in getting a number of papers from gentlemen
(8.8.)—ENGINE BUILDING AT STOCKTON—STATE OF TRADE AT
connected with the West of Scotland iron trade. Mr, Ferrie’s
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
SHEFFIELD—HUNSLET IRONWORKS—STATE OF TRADE IN SOUTH
new blast furnace at Calderbank, the Gorman heat-restoring gas
YorRKSHIRE
— ENGINEMEN AT BOLTON — NortTH EASTERN RAIL(From our own Correspondent.)
furnace, the modes of utilising blast-furnace gases adopted at
waY—BowLinc IRONWoRKS, BRADFORD— [RONWORKERS’.
various works in the neighbourhood of Glasgow, and the special RAILS QUOTED TOO HIGH BY MINING CORRESPONDENTS—ILLUSTRA
Mayor of Doncaster (Mr. W. C. Clark) has laid the foundaindustries of Scotland—such as the mineral oil trade—will proTIONS OF HIGH AND LOW PRICES—CONTINUANCE OF A STEADY THE
tion stone of a pumping station at Doncaster in connection with
vide materials enough and to spare to make the meeting both
IRON TRADE—INCREASE OF ORE IMPORTS—THE RAIL MAKE OF new
irrigation works which the town council is carrying out with
edifying and entertaining. Arrangements are being made at the
THE WEEK—AUSTRALIAN ORDERS—HIRWAIN AND TREFOREST the
view of ridding the river Don of its pollution, so far as
same time to obtain access for the members of the institute to the
WORKS—Mr. BROGDEN’S WORKS—MECHANICAL PUDDLING—
is concerned.
more important works in and around Glasgow.
PROBABILITY THAT ONLY ONE PART OF THE PATENT WILL BE Doncaster
Brayshaw Reservoir, at Horton Bank Top, constructed by
A new form of pumping engine has just been constructed
by
TAKEN— MILL ACCIDENT AT PLYMOUTH—BOILER ACCIDENT—A Messrs.
Fogg
for the Bradford Corporation, is the first reservoir
Mr. John Clarkson, of Glasgow. Its most novel feature consists
NEW LONDON COAL COMPANY—THE COAL TRADES—MIDLAND made by contract
the corporation which has held water. This
in the automatic working of the slide valve. The pump is placed
RAILWAY—PROJECTED STRIKE AMONGST RAILWAY OFFICIALS— reservoir is situatedfor some
t. above sea level, it is supplied by
on the same centre line as the cylinder, on the top of which the
ARBITRATION FROM A COALOWNER’S POINT OF VIEW—MONSTER water from Thornton Moor, has
been full several weeks, and is
valve case, containing the usual steam and exhaust ports, is
HYDRAULIC BENDING MACHINE.
perfectly sound and tight. It has cost £22,238, and will furnish a
situated. There are only two moving parts in the engine—the
piston-rod and the slide valve. The cylinder of the pump is 8din. My attention has been called by one of the principal agents of a supply of water to the high level districts around Bradford. The
diameter, the pump, which is double-acting, being 54in:, and the large ironworks to the injurious policy pursued by some of the pipes communicating with the houses of the consumers have been
length of stroke is 10in. Tne suction and discharge pipes are 3in. mining and ironworking correspondents in their letters on the found somewhat defective, and have had to be repaired; butin a
bore, and the pump is capable of discharging, while working at state of trade. ‘‘It is the custom, he observed,” for the highest short time the advantage of the new reservoir will be found in a
the rate of 100 double strokes per minute, rather over 6000 gallons current price to be quoted. Take rails. A correspondent has more steady service than heretofore to the high level people. The
heard of an instance where £11 10s, has been obtained for rails, works at Barden are progressing, and promise to be successful, the
per hour.
a jlarge volume of water, which will be largely
At the Summerlee Ironworks, Coatbridge, there are changes in and he quotes this fact, without adding that for an order of £10 or reservoir holding
progress which may have an important be ring not only upon these £11, the same ironmasters will perhaps be working off a contract for increased when the reservoir is finished. Last year £17,036 was
works individually, but proximately upon the whole district, which £7. But he only gives the first quotations, and what follows? expended at Barden, and the total expenditure so far on this
has been appropriately named the Statfordshire of Scotland. It is All the Welsh papers quote the Mining Journal, and working costly work, which includes almost entire reconstruction, has been
upwards of three years since the Messrs. Wilson achieved success men, noting the statemen', exclaim, ‘‘See what a price the £121,055. The Waterworks Committee recommend the corporain the matter of utilising their blast furnace gases. From time to masters are getting for{rails, and we have had no rise ; ” and forth- tion to accept the tender of Messrs, Crabtree Brothers and Robert
time the system has been extended, as the state of the furnaces and with an agitation is set on foot towards that object. I give the Sugden, of Keighley, for the formation of two compensation
the conditions of trade would permit, until now there are only complaint as worthy of recording, and hope my brother corre- reservoirs at Leeming and Leeshaw, Oxenhope, for £59,000.
Messrs. W. Richardson and Co., of Low Walker, are commistwo furnaces worked on the old principle, and the engines, boilers, spondents will take warning.
As a proof of its genuineness I may add, that in my district, sioned to build four ocean steamers of considerable capacity for
and furnace heaters are all supplied with gas, thus effecting a
saving in dross alone equal to about 80 tons per Jay, which at the where the prices of rails are fluctuating, according to specifications, Italian houses, Their engines are being made by Messrs, Hawpresent price of coa! cannot be less than from £250 to £300 per from 10 to 11, one of our Jeading ironmasters is at present work- thorn and Co., Newcastle.
During a recent gale considerable damuge was done to the tramweek,
sides thiy, however, there is a great saving of manual ing off an old and heavy contract for rails at £610s. The same
labour by the use o: ;:s, for the furnaces require little or no atten- applies to the coal trade; 18s. 6d. has been reached easily, and ways, scaffolding, and other apparatus in connection with Worktion, and there are so many safety valves that the risk of purchases have been made even at £1; but there is now in my dis- ington pier extension.
Plans of a proposed floating bridge intended to connect the
an explosion is almost ni/. At the same works an old trict a contract held for 150,000 tons of coal at 8s. 6d., and of this
furnace is being raised to the height of 70ft., when it will be fitted 100,000 tons have yet to be forwarded. There has been no falling George’s and the Prince’s landing-stages have been submitted to
with the bell and cone arrangements, instead of the old open top. off in the satisfactory conditions of things at the ironworks since the Works Committee of the Mersey Dock and Harbour Board.
The bell and cone has not yet come into anything like general use my last report. Materials are, it is true, scarce; pig is both scarce The committee has instructed the engineer to invite tenders for
in Scotland ; indeed the Glengarnock Ironworks in Ayrshire are and dear, but ore has come in rather more freely during the week, the construction of the bridge.
Messrs. J. Royden and Son have launched the screw steamer
almost the only works, other than Summerlee and Monkland, and consignments have been received from Elba, Bilbao, Whitewhere it has been applied. As there can, however, be no doubt haven, Bristol, and Lydney in tolerably large quantities. The result Undine for tt.e West India and Pacific Steam Navigation Comhas
been
no
falling
off
in
make.
Heavy
shipments
of
rails
were
sent
pany.
The new steamer is upwards of 2200 tons burthen. She is
respecting its economical tendencies, especially when used in conjunction with the tubes for the utilisation of waste gases, it is during the week from Ebbw to Russia, from Rhymney to Riga, being engined by Messrs. G. Forster and Co.
from Blaenavon to New York. Guestand Co. have exported largely
At Stockton, Messrs. Blair and Co., well known for their
probable that it will before long become more general.
The Corporation of Glasgow are now fairly at work with the to Lisbon and America, Crawshay to New York, and the Aber- compound engines, have upwards of 1000 hands employed, and they
construction of their new gas works at Dawsholm. The plans dare Iron Company have continued their large consignments to are working double shifts—night and dwy. They are full of orders
have been prepared by Mr. Foulis, the engineer to the corporation. the States. In the Swansea district the make of steel rails has for marine engines.
Great activity continues to characterise the heavy branches of
The works are to be laid out so as to be capable of extension to been uninterrupted, thanks to large cargoes from Spain, and
manufacture 9,000,000 cubic feet perday. When this limit has nearly a thousand tons were forwarded during the week to the Sheffield industry, but owing to the dearness and scarcity of fuel
been attained, which will probably happen within three years, the States and Vera Cruz. I am glad also to place on record that and iron it may be doubted whether profits are so large as might
works will be the largest out of London. At present only 500 several important orders for Australia are in hand amongst the be at first supposed.
At the Hunslet Ironworks (Messrs. Tyers, Middleton, and Co.)
retorts are to be erected, but the ultimate number is 1500, It isa Glimorganshire ironmasters, and cargoes have already been exnotable specialty of the works that they are being laid out so ported. .At Hirwain the new venture is steadily progressing, and sundry important improvements have been carried out. A steam
that each section of 250 retorts, with all the necessary apparatus one furnace is now in blast. The other new speculation at Tre- hammer has been erected for forging purposes, and a site is being
for the purification of the gas, will form an independent work. forest is also advancing, but the tedious process of road-making prepared for another.
There is no decline in the demand for manufactured iron in
There will at the same time be connections between the one has yet tobe completed. I hear favourable accounts of the last
section and the other, so that the works may be carried on new movement, the Llynvi and Ogmore Iron and Coal Company, South Yorkshire, and considerable orders are on hand for rails,
as a whole without the least sacrifice of
y. The
1
s and can freely commend it to capitalists. No large amount of plates, sheets, hoops, &c. The foundries are fully employed, and
will be of annular form, the outside pipe being 4ft. 6in. in diameter, capital is needed to renovate the works, which are in good condi- some of them are working night and day. A good business is
and the interior pipe 2ft. in diameter. Each section of 250 tion, and it will be easy to add such modern arrangements, as in being done at the collieries.
A numerously attended meeting of drivers and firemen of staretorts will be provided with eight purifiers 24ft. square. The the way of mechanical puddling or so, which may be required.
covers of the purifiers will be elevated by hydraulic machinery, Mechanical puddling will unquestionably be adopted before long, tionary engines was held at Bolton on Saturday evening, and
and their arrangement is such that oxide of iron and lime can be but I can record no movement as yet. I may be wrong, but I have agreed to memorialise their employers to accept fifty-four hours as
used in the process of purification. The station meters will be a strong opinion that in this district ironmasters will dispute the constituting a week’s work, all extra hours to be paid for as
15ft. square, and capable of passing 100,000 cubic feet of right of Mr. Danks to the whole principle of mechanical puddling, overtime.
The directors of the North-Eastern Railway have completed the
gas per hour. Although itis ultimately intended to erect six gas- and he may have had this in view by the division of his patents.
holders, provision is only made for three at present. Each of Mr. ,Menelaus, of Dowlais, is well known to have succeeded in enlargement of the company’s Manors station.
At the Bowling Ironworks, Bradford, great progress is being
them will be 160ft. diameter by 60ft. deep, and will contain carrying out the idea in all but one particular—his “lining” was
1,250,000 cubic feet of gas. The works are situated alongside the defective. A little time will show what is intended, but up to made with what may be described as a circular railway system,
railway and the canal, and arrangements are being made to carry the present nothing has transpired. Honourable treatment Mr. It will enclose all parts of those great works, and some of the
coal into the stores at a height of 20ft. from the floor level. Danks certainly merits, and will have ;and the sooner the whole engineering work in connection with it is interesting because of
the difficulties which will attend it. The great object in making
Railway siding accommodation is to be provided, so as to admit of process is in working the better for the trade.
The rapid roll of business was interrupted at Plymouth Works this line is, of course, economy in haulage. It will lead to all the
1000 tons of coal being taken in per day. The piping through
the works will be 3ft. diameter, and gas will be led into last week by an accident at the mills. The driving wheel broke ore from Ellerby-lane and Cross-green (Leeds), instead of having,
the works through a main 4ft. diameter. As soon as the and stopped operations for a week or nine days, a most unfortu- as now, to be carted from the adjacent main lines, being conveyed
Dawsholm works are completed it is intended to abolish nate occurrence, as every day is now of great importance. The by steam power direct to the furnaces.
The South Yorkshire wagon building works are busy, whilst
the gasworks at Townhead, Glasgow, which are only equal inquiry into the cause of the boiler explosion at Danderry was
to the production of 1,500,000 cubic feet per day, without being brought to a close on Friday. It was shown to have arisen from Huntriss and Company’s a for sending down gas for the
capable of further extension. The present gas supply of Glasgow the inequality of the iron, and a verdict of accidental death was lighting of the bottom of collieries by means of steam jets is being
is obtained from the Dalmarnock Works, which produce 5,000,000 recorded, A new colliery speculation will see the light in a few ut down at several of the principal mines both in South and
cubic feet per day, the Gradeston Works, which produce about days. A fine coal track near Navigation has been taken by a Lon- Vest Yorkshire.
The increase in the traffic on the North-Eastern Railway for the
2,500,000 cubic feet, and the Townhead Works, with their pro- doncompany. They haveconcluded arrangements for Goitre coal, and
I believe CefnGlas; other estates will be added, and they will sink week ending May 18th was £5882.
duction of 1,500,000 cubic feet daily.
The show of the Glasgow Agricultural Society came off this 600 yards into the steam coal lower down the Merthyr Valley than
forenoon (Wednesday), when there was a fair display of imple- any one Las yet gone. It was thought at one time that Mr.
ments. It is becoming more the custom than Proce to show Fothergill would have taken this pen Coalowners are exPRICES CURRENT OF METALS AND OILS.
mechanical appliances having a proximate or remote relation to tremely busy in the neighbourhood of Neath ; 16s, is the price de1872.
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agriculture at these important exhibitions. The chief feature of manded at the collieries, retail dealers ask £1. Prices everywhere
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ART AND MANUFACTURES AT THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
Tue International Exhibition at South Kensington has
now opened all its doors, and they aremany. This temple
of art and industry has its several shrines, where each of
its votaries may find that which he most appreciates. The
classification of objects is twofold—technical and geographical. France, Belgium, India, the Antipodes, each has
its own territory within the borders of the Exhibition.
“ You look well,” the Empress of Germany is reported to
have said to Mr. Cole, on the occasion of her Majesty’s
visit to the scene of all this splendour. Mr. Cole thanked
the imperial visitor for the interest manifested in his personal welfare, and admitted that he was well. “And I
don’t wonder at it,” rejoined the Empress, “for all you
undertake succeeds so well.” It was neat, and we believe
her Majesty is generally rather clever in distributing compliments of this kind. What may have been said by
Leopold II. to Mr. Cole on the occasion when the Belgic
king opened M. Corr’s annexe we have not heard. Mr.
Cole was present, as a matter of course, and held some
little converse with the king, who is a royal gentleman in
every respect, and went about the Belgian annexe as if he
really understood what he was looking at. There was also
the Nawab Nazim of Bengal, who enjoyed a kindly greeting from King Leopold, and whoseemed to look at nothing in
icular. The nawab and his son were robed as Asiatics,
and were very polite; but King Leopold, tall and dignified,
lifted his hat with effective grace, and looked a finer fellow
than any nawab. As for the French annexe, it has no
king but M. du Sommerard. M. Thiers cannot be expected
to come and look at it, and Napoleon “isn’t wanted.” The
imperial
eagle cowers in its eyrie, and Republicanism has
command of the situation, exemplified by Yvon’s great picture of the United States in allegory.
What can emperors, kings, royal dukes, and nawabs do
for art and industry? According to the medizval model,
they may act as “ one” So did royalty and the aristocracy deal with literature in days gone by; but literature now addresses itself to the people. The printing
press has given liberty to the pen, and we say that “the
ress,” not “the pen,” is one of the bulwarks of freedom.
ut it is a right and a proper thing that rulers and dignitaries should concern themselves in that which promote sthe
elevation of the people. King Leopold is said to be anxious
that the Belgians should accomplish two things—first, rid
themselves of the idea that the Government are to help
them at every step; and, secondly, that they should make
a more direct attempt to push their manufactures into the
markets of Europe. The king is understood to blame his
people for looking rather too much at home. He is vastl
pleased with the annexe at South Kensington, inasmuc
as the Belgians have been obliged to do it themselves.
They formed a “society,” clubbed their subscriptions toa and really managed to get along without State aid.
. Corr—or, as some people persist in calling him, M.
Corr Vander-Maeren—is particularly zealous for the principle of “self-help,” and is an ardent Cobdenite, eschewing
all “ protection,” and aiding every project which tends to
Anglicise his countrymen. It was a heavy blow to the
scheme of the annexe when our Royal Commissioners
were forced to yield to the pressure put upon them by
British interests, and withdraw the permission for sales
to be effected in the foreign sections. The Belgian annexe
cost £2000, and after allit was not to bea bazaar. It
was an awkward affair. Rumour says that our Royal
Commissioners bought the annexe from the
1
society, and thereby encouraged the undertaking. At all
events M. Corr has managed to fill the structure, and had
the pleasure of seeing it opened under very favourable
auspices.
ow much will art and manufactures be the better for
the Exhibition? Art is decidedly benefited, for the artist
sells his picture, despite the condition that it must hang on
the walls until the close of the season. Or a piece of
sculpture may be sold, and the purchaser feels no
particular hardship in being unable to take it away until the
Exhibition is over. The Belgian pictures have been extensively disposed of. Half the annexe is stored with the
treasures of the easel stuck close to each other, and yet
well arranged. The hanging committee of the Belgian
annexe is said to be simply one individual. Anyhow, he
has done his work well, and nobody seems to complain,
which is more than can be said elsewhere. Russia also
shows well in pictures, though the supply is limited, and
likewise in bronzes. Here we have imperial patronage inan
excellent form, the Czar having sent both
paintings and
bronzes for exhibition. Theloancollectionsof an artcharac
ter distributed through the Exhibition area valuable feature,
and such “ef can do no harm. The Princess of Wales
lends some of her jewellery, and several ladies of note do
likewise. The interests of art are necessarily promoted by
the display of articles
ing artistic merit. Familiarity with such objects must have its effect on the spectators, and among the multitudes who visit the International Exhibition a certain proportion will gain a
higher taste by virtue of that which they have seen.
What will manufactures be the better for all this array at
South Kensington? There is the broad,
perhaps oe de
recommendation of an advertisement, and the result is
found in substantial “orders.” The circumstance of some
new article being seen in an Exhibition may bring a
fortune to the manufacturer. Such instances are known
to have occurred, and probably there is no Exhibition
which does not yield results of this kind. There are many
exhibitors who assert that exhibitions do not pay them for
their trouble and outlay. In certain instances this may
be true. In others the case is unquestionably different.
But apart from the advertising view, may we not say that
the manufacturers learn a good deal from one another and
from other countries on occasions like these? May we not
hope that, on the whole, British manufactures will be the
better for the annual display at South Kensington? As a
nation, we may doubtless teach other nations by our
‘exhibits;” but it is no less true that other nations will
teach us, All the manufacturing skill in the world is not
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monopolised by England. India may teach us many a
lesson with regard to cotton manufactures. Prussia may
give us a hint in type founding. Belgium has gone ahead
of us in printing, for proof of which we must not look into
the annexe, but into the stationery department, where Mr.
Leopold Martin has so deftly arranged all that relates to
pens ink, and paper, that the entire department becomes
a book of a large kind, which he who walks about may
read. In jewellery, who cannot learn from Castellani?
and Castellani himself is learning from the ancient art of
India, as well as from the peasant jewellery of Europe.
Birmingham is showing her skill in imitation jewellery,
but may marvel at the cheapness of the Austrian specimens. We also see in regard to the Birmingham jewellers
how great is the advantage of studying good models. In
real jewellery Birmingham shows remarkably well this
year, and is clearly making pro;
in artistic designs.
As a spectacle, a
pe emgis more than might
have been expec
Hancocks’ display is gorgeous.
“There is but one Hancock,” said the Empress of Germany, again clever with her compliments. Certainly
En, - could scarcely bear more than one such jeweller,
with his load of diamonds and strings of pearls, and every
gem of the purest water. Perhaps there is more real art
in the case shown by Howell and James, although the
money value of the collection falls far below that of Hancocks’. Streeter’s machine-made jewellery is clever, though
the idea which
governs it seems to forbid any high
degree of art excellence. Castellani’s case is “all art,” as
the Irishman’s speech was “all pith.” Phillips, of Cockspur-street, also treads in this higher path, and his imitation of the Milo necklace is so perfect that Castellani has
had it put into his own case, along with some other art
productions by the same jeweller.
We hardly know how to exult over paper curtains.
Pavy, Pretto, and Co. deserve credit for the manufacturing
skill which gives to paper so much tenacity and endurance,
and still more credit for the art which has converted the
ordinary material into something highly decorative. Indian cottons may also teach us that cheapness and vulgarity ought to be divorced. The poorest Hindoo never
wears a bad pattern. The domestic manufactures of India
are characterised by a taste which throw into the shade
many of our more laboured efforts. But with regard to these
paper curtains, what have we to say? Simply this—that
per is dear enough already, without being made dearer
y being used up for curtains. Unluckily these paper
pico, Ho
e a decided hit. They are going off by
thousands to Australia, they are becoming the rage in
London, the hotels at the seaside are adopting them, and
the demand is so
that a company is being formed in
order to work the “felted fabric” patent by which these
curtains are produced. The whole affair is a tax on knowledge. Ifthe consumption of paper is to be aggravated by
having the material used-up for all sorts of purposes, @ /a
Japan, penny morning papers and halfpenny Zchos will
become impossibilities.
We wish the paper-making
department of the Exhibition would show us some freshsources for the raw material
of paper. Wood pulp is represented, and there are samples
of esparto. But any commensurate source for the rR uction of paper, so as to keep up the supply without a
ruinous rise in price, is still a desideratum. How to make
paper, and how to use it, are matters well exemplified at
South Kensington, more especially the latter. The
“Walter” press roars like the sea—“the shingle grinding
in the surge ”—as it prints off the Mail from a continuous
roll. The colossal
Marinoni turns out the Echo with admirable speed and precision. But where is all the paper
to come from ? The problem presses for solution. —
rice, rags, esparto, and wood—all fail to give us the abundant, and, therefore, cheap, supply of paper which the age
requires, As civilisation spreads
the case becomes so
— ho worse. A oe being a eg i —
ve his magazine,
newspaper, his
, and he
never make rags enough to supply himself with all the
paper he demands.
The extension of education increases the difficulty. The London School Board, and all
the other school boards, foreshadow a further call upon the
paper-makers. The paper question is becoming serious—
even worse than that of coal. But South Kensington is
not helping us, and the present Exhibition only threatens
to precipitate the catastrophe.
THE GLENGARNOCK BLAST FURNACES.
Messrs. MERRY AND CUNINGHAME, who are the largest ironmasters in Scotland, next to the Messrs. Baird, of Gartsherrie,
and employ altogether upwards of 5000 hands, have recently
carried out extensive improvements in their works at Glengarnock in Ayrshire. The utilisation of blast furnace gases has long
been a pet scheme with the ironmasters of Scotland, but few of
them have adopted any really practical means to
the
principle into effect. About ei Seems months ago Mr. Baird,
the manager of the Glengarnock Works, commenced a
series of experiments with the view of utilising the furnace
gases; and we are glad to be able to record that he has
succeeded in bringing his experiments to a successful issue.
Now that the gas furnaces’ have been in operation for some
months, we are able to speak of the results with some confidence, and a short account of the works and the improvements
carried out in this direction may be appropriate at the present
juncture.
The Glengarnock Ironworks date so far back as the year 1841In the first instance the furnaces were all constructed, as a
matter of course, on the old
and cumbrous
with an
enormous mass of brickwork about the base.
m time to
time they were altered and improved until out of the nine furnaces in blast there are only two of the old-fashioned shape
remaining. Of the others, four are now working with gas,
and two are comstructed on the bell and cone principle,
With reference to the former, it may be explained that the
gas is conveyed from the top of the furnace into an upright
pipe built on a solid brick foundation, and having a
diameter of 5ft. 4in. From upright Pipethe gases are carried
into a horizontal pipe about 60ft. in length, and 4ft. 10in. diameter. Other pipes 12in. in diameter project from the horizontal
in an inclined
until
reach the boilers,
where
there are slide valves for regulating the supply
of gas, or trans-
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ferring it from one boiler to another. The gas is carried into
the furnace through a square nozzle, and on the grate a small
quantity of coal is always kept burning near the door, so as to
prevent the possibility of an explosion from the accidental
blowing out of the gas. The coal used in this way is,
however, so infinitesimal in bulk that it is of no practical utility in the way of supplying heat to the boilers,
which are altogether dependent upon the gases from the furnace, There are a number of valves, both above and below,
in the horizontal pipe, which may be called the reservoir of the
gas. The under valves are intended for cleaning purposes ; the
upper valves are a safeguard in case of an explosion. The
boilers are built in two rows at each end of the works, there
being six boilers in each row. The average size of the
boilers is 7ft. 3in. by 36ft. in length. Auld’s (Glasgow) patent
damper is used for the boilers, and is found to answer very well.
lt is about twenty years since Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame
made their first attempt to utilise furnace gases. A great many experiments were undertaken at Glengarnock Ironworks, and after
several thousands of pounds had been spent they were obliged to
relinquish the idea as quite impracticable. In England, however,
the experiments made in the same direction were attended with a
greater measure of success. There is this important difference to
be observed between Cleveland or Staffordshire and Scotland.
Compared with the Scotch coal, the English coal is of a gummy,
resinous nature. and if it was put into a gas furnace without
being previously charred it would cake so completely that it
could not be penetrated by the blast. Owing, however, to its
more “splinty” disposition, the Scotch coal can be used in a
furnace of this kind without any coking. Nothing in the shape of
coke is used at Glengarnock. It is found that in the use of coal
without coke a considerable quantity of tar is made, which
finds its way into the pipes, and by condensing there occasions a
good deal of trouble. This, on the whole, may be regarded as a
minor evil. The advantages gained in respect of a saving of fuel
vastly outweigh all the little drawbacks incidental to the utilisation of gas. Previously, it required fifty wagons of coal and
dross per day to fire the heating stoves and the blowing engines for
each of the furnaces now supplied by gas. Since they were
altered, however, the furnaces have not required more than one
or two wagons of fuel per day to supply the stoves, thus showing an economy of nearly fifty tons of coal and dross per day
for each furnace.
Blast is supplied to the furnaces from three large engines.
The oldest engine, which was made so far back as 1841, has a
blowing cylinder 94in. in diameter, and a stroke of 8ft. The
other cylinder is 35in. in diameter, the stroke being the same.
Formerly this engine used to blow three furnaces. Now, however, it is only used for two, the additional tuyeres introduced—
eight being now the number, instead of six for each furnace—
and the increase of pressure from 24 1b. to 34 1b. to the square
inch, making the work of the engine much more difficult than
formerly. The second engine was made by Mr. Barclay, of Kilmarnock, in 1859. The steam cylinder is 3ft. in diameter, the
stroke being 7ft. The depth of the beam is 46in., and the
length is 24it. The connecting rod which works from the end of
the beam is 22ft. in length. This engine can only blow one
furnace. The remaining furnaces are supplied with blast by one
of the largest land engines in Scotland. It was built in 1845 by
Messrs. Murdoch and Aitken, of the Cranston Hill Engine Works,
Glasgow. At the present time it supplies four furnaces with
blast ;formerly it supplied six. The steam cylinder is 54in. in
diameter, the length of stroke being 9ft. The = cylinder is
nearly 6ft. in diameter, and about 14ft. in height. It is usual for
this engine to work at a pressure of 4 1b. to the squareinch. The
depth of beam is 54ft. The fly-wheel is 24ft. in diameter, and
30 tons weight.
The height of the furnaces at Glengarnock Works varies considerably. Each of the two bell and cone furnaces is carried to
the height of 80ft., but the others are not more than 55ft. high.
The diameter at the bosh is 18ft., and at the top 16ft. The old
furnaces are built with brick, and hooped from top to bottom.
The tops of the gas furnaces are constructed of plate iron a
quarter of an inch in thickness. There is no feature of an exceptionally novel kind about the bell and cone furnaces, but itis
significant of the growing popularity of this arrangement that it
is proposed to apply it to the other furnaces. It is also, we believe, the intention of Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame to adapt
the whole of their furnaces at Glengarnock, with a view to the
utilisation of the waste gases. One of the old furnaces, which
has been almost entirely rebuilt, is just now undergoing this important transformation. It is already so far advanced
towards
completion that it is expected to be put in blast in the course of
a fortnight or three weeks.
The charge used for the furnaces at Glengarnock varies according to the quality of the iron produced. The manufacture
of iron is not now, as it was twenty or thirty years ago, comparatively a matter of chance. According to titecharge used
the result can be calculated with the utmost exactitude and
nicety. The usual charge at Glengarnock for No. 1 is 18 of ironstone and lime to 14 of coal. The main supply of ironstone was
obtained for a number of years from pits within fifty yards of
the works. These pits are now, however, so far exhausted that
additional supplies have had to be taken from elsewhere. The
water used for the boilers and for cooling the tuyeres is pumped
from Kilbornie Loch, a large sheet of water within a few yards
of the works, There are numerous lines of railway ——
the ground, and Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame own sev
private lines in the district which are used for the conveyance
of minerals. The average production of the Glengarnock Ironworks at the present time is about 6000 tons per month. Even
with this large production, however, it is found difficult to keep
pace with the demand, and hence the large stocks that had accumulated at the works—when prices were lower and the inquiry less urgent—have been rapidly reduced.
A Novel APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY.—The applications
of ay
7 = wh afth = of itsohio recent
as pointed out by the Jow
of the Photographic Society,
om he to aid army tailors in cutting the new-fashioned tunics,
which are to be worn this year by all regiments, Formerly
it was
the custom to forward to each master-tailor of every
enta
ttern coat, showing the alterations to be made,
er with
fostractions eatothe manner inwhich the lace an
pattern tunics were
‘or transmission
battalion
in the service. Tnstead of this, but one garmentof each sort has
been made
; and this having been photographed i
—
copies have been distributed throughout the a.
this way, of course, every information ‘is afforded to the
regiment, without any great mete pres and instead
——
a
—~ :——. of the ay
trimming upon the tunicsof sergeants, corporals,
ers,
pioneers, &c, Cho master taller secaiees thavedestehes which show
at a glance the whole nature ofthe alterations and modifications.
In the same wa;
have been taken of soldiers wearing the
newvaleequipment which isto take the place of the old knapaa
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ohm coil are intended to give results for comparison, and come
whence, equating the two values of z and adding
unity to each into
play when any fault, which greatly reduces the resistance of
| the system, occurs, For testing purposes, two Daniell’s cells are
side, we get
used im connection with this galvanometer. When every thing is
A+D+L_A+D+1L
in good order the three coils are switched into the circuit, one
L—m+B
L—m+A
after the other, and three definite deflections are observed on the
or A—D=m'— nm.
needle. Should any defect occur, an alteration would at once
As a special case it is clear that when the resistance of one of take place in the deflections obtained, and, by a comparison of
the conductors A or D is negligible, that of the other is given by these with the ‘‘sea-cell test” a very fair indication is obtained of
the shift of the sliding contact required to maintain the balance the nature of the fault. For example, supposing the case had
when this conductor is inserted ; first at one of the end gaps and become leaky, the earth plate within it would at once give a strong
then at the other. Thus the wire, U V b
an adjustabl zine reading by the sea cell test, while the deflections on the three
standard of resistance, the indications of which are unaffected by coil galvanometer would indicate “dead earth;” this combination
would at once give an indication of a wet charge.
the resistance of the end connections,
Since the resistance corresponding to the length m' — m of the
A Daniell’s battery is used for testing purposes because the
——graduated wire is constant, at whatever part of the wire it may current is of such a nature as to enable it to be-passed through a
be taken, so long as the resistances A and B remain the same, it tension fuse with the least possible danger of firing it. Experiis clear that by making the difference A D small, and altering the ments have proved that Abel’s submarine electric fuse is quite
ratio of B to C, so that the small shift of the galvanometer contact safe when a test current of two, or even more, Daniell’s cells is
required when A and D are interchanged may be made successively passed through it. The heating power of such a cell used for
over each part of the graduated wire, we have the means of testing purposes as compared with that of Grove’s, of the land
dividing this into any required number of sections of equal resis- firing battery, is as 1 to 270.
tance ;as that one can, as it were, ‘“‘calibrate” the wire in a
Before placing fuses in a mine they should be tested by means
manner exactly comparable with the calibration of a thermometer of a Wheatstone’s bridge ;and when two or more are placed in
tube by measuring the length occupied in different parts of it by divided circuits, they should be selected of a nearly uniform rethe same column of mercury. This process Professor Foster, as sistance. Those which are employed for submarine mining purof as nearly as possible 5000
above alluded to, carries out by simply replacing the invariable poses are selected with a resist:
conductors, inserted at the gaps B and C by the two portions of a ohms. ‘T'wo high tension fuses in divided circuit are always used,
second graduated wire, which he calls a “‘compensator.” It is so that if by any accident one is defective the other may act and
plain how in this combination the errors described are eliminated. fire the charge. Fuses possessing an unusually large or an unMr. Latimer Clarke remarked that it was a popular error to usually small electrical resistance should be rejected. The resisre that Wheatstone’s bridge was inventedby Sir Charles tance of the service platinum wire fuse is about two ohms, which
Wheatstone. That gentleman had himself told him that the idea rises when the thin platinum bridge is at the point of fusion to’
was originated by Mr. Christie in a paper to the Royal Society in “8 ohms.
1833. Thepresident spoke highlyofProfessor Foster’s suggestions.
It is a very essential point before making electrical tests of the
He observed that the sliding contact in a wire afforded a wider nature described, or, indeed, any electrical tests, to see that the
range for reading measurements. He also considered that a stopper galvanometers, batteries, <c., are in working order, and the earth
madea very safe contact. The second paper read was on the connections good. A false impression may easily be given, and
electrical ignition of explosives and especially on torpedoes or an electrical combination may be supposed to be out of order
when the fault really lies in the testing instruments themselves
submarine mines.
After a few introductory remarks, Major R. H. Stotherd, R.E., or in the earth connections.
said that the late General Sir Charles Pasley undertook the task
A discussion ensued as to the practicability of experimenting ona
of investigating the art of firing charges under water as far back larger scale with submarine wires. It was argued, however, that
as the year 1812. At that time but little was known as to sub- that would seriously interfere with the shipping in any important
marine blasting ;under his superintendence, however, a series of port. The screw steamers, would cut the appliances to
experiments was male, as mentioned by Lieut. Tekyll in a recent pieces unless they were towed and piloted through gaps in the
paper. The conclusion arrived at, was, that Bickford’s fuse might ring of torpedo defences left open for the purpose. Allusion was
be effectively used at small depths, and that it became uncertain also made to the use of torpedoes in destroying some rotten iceat depths of ten or twelve fathoms, For these and greater depths bridges in Canada, The ordinary meetings stand adjourned until
Sir Charles Pasley recommended a small linen hose filled with November.
powder enclosed in a leaden tube ; the upper end of this tube was
supported at the surface of the water by means of buoys. The
RAILWAY WORKS AND PROJECTS.
diameter of the hose was one-tenth of an inch, and that of the
leaden pipe lin. It burnt uniformly at the rate of about 10ft. per
No. VI.
minute. The smoke issuing from the pipe gave an indication as
THE SOUTHERN COMPANIES,
to whether the hose was burning properly. He subsequently
THE capital expenditure of the three southern companies during
undertook the destruction of several wrecks, including that of the
Royal George sunk at Spithead, and, while engaged in these the half-year ended December, 1871, when the amount of the purchase
money of certain lines that have now become merged into
operations, introduced a system of electrical ignition which,
though not as perfect as that at present in use, did good service these undertakings is excluded, is exceedingly small; and no new
even then, despite of numerous failures.
He used platinum works of any moment, with the exception of the new station now
wire, which is fused by a galvanic battery. For this purpose being built . the London, Chatham, and Dover Company at the
Daniell’s is badly adapted. Grove’s cells have to be cleaned and Holborn Viaduct, appear in the directors’ half-yearly reports,
The total expenditure of the South-Eastern Company during
remounted, at least every twelve hours; they have to be well
soaked, so as to clear out the sulphate of zinc deposit. These the half-year was £93,135. Of this £77,449 was on account of the
difficulties led to the arrangement of permanent magnets by Sir purchase by the company of the City Terminus Hotel at CannonCharles Wheatstone, the dynamo-electrical machine by Dr. Werner street station. Previously £154,467 had been paid on the same
Siemens, and Statham’s inventions in 1840, His fuse was produced account, makinga total to the close of the year of £228,916, The
by passing an electrical current through a bridge of sulphide of purchase has not yet, it would appear, been finally completed, as
copper, introduced into a minute opening between the points of a a further sum of £10,000 is asked for by the directors to be paid
this half-year, which will make the total cost to the railway compair of insulated conducting wires in circuit. |
:
The principle thus arrived at is carried out in modern appliances, pany £238,916, The company have also a considerable interest in
The current passing through a break in the wire made up with a the Charing Cross Hotel, which figures for £65,000 in the
chemical compound produces heat sufficient to fire a primary accounts, The total expenditure for the half-year on lines already
charge in contact with it. Mr. Abel’s fuses are carefully pre- open for traffic was only £801. The lines in course of construction,
ared as to different degrees of sensitivene-s, Baron von Ebner’s the Greenwich and Woolwich, and Hythe and Sandgate lines,
uses have the detriment of being uncertain as to ignition, and took £11,833 and £3052 respectively; making, with the amounts
have, consequently, been discontinued. Another form of fuse, formerly paid, a total to the close of the year of £70,792. To
adapted for a current of high tension, is that devised by Mr. complete the Greenwich and Woolwich line £311,170 is required,
3eardslee, of New York. In this fuse the bridge is formed by and the Hythe and Sandgate will take £60,250. The company
means of plumbago, together with a small quantity of a substance require also £31,700 for various unimportant works on the Charing
which importantly assists the plumbago in its action, the nature Cross, Tunbridge, and Mid-Kent lines; and the Westerham
of which, however, has not been disclosed. This fuse, though branch, which has not yet been commenced, appears in the parliaadapted for a current of high tension, partakes more of the nature mentary estimates for £68,725, The total expenditure already
of the platinum wire fuse, having a metallic bridge, which is, so sanctioned for the various purposes enumerated is therefore
to speak, burnt by the action of the electric current in passing £481,845 ; but this does not include the cost of the proposed line
through it. Abel’s fuse is more extensively used than any other at Blackfriars, by which a junction with the London, Chatham,
in this country for mining purposes. The difficulty of testing the and Dover, and lines north of the Thames, will be effected.
circuit safely has been removed in his ‘‘submarine electric fuse.” The directors also state that in order to provide for the growing
The general principle on which some of the most important tests traffic of the railway, and to give at various points of the line
in connection with a submerged charge are made is based upon the accommodation which the public naturally claim, it is desirable
knowledge of the electrical action which is set up between plates for them to obtain power to spend a sum of £150,000 for new
of different metals when connected together and immersed in stations and improvements and additions thereto, and also to prosea water. If a plate of zinc, and another of copper, be vide additional carriage and wagon stock, and for new repairing
immersed in sea water, and connected by a conductor of even con- sheds at Ashford works and elsewhere. It appears that no outlay
siderable length, a very decided deflection will be observed on a of this description has taken place since 1867, notwithstanding
moderately sensitive galvanometer introduced into the circuit. that since then the traffic has increased upwards of 20 per cent.
The expenditure by the London, Chatham, and Dover Company
Taking advantage of this circumstance three earth plates are
immersed near the home end of the circuit, one of copper, one of has been £1,348,849. The acquisition of the Kent Coast Railway
zinc, and one of graphite. In the mine itself is a zinc earth by this company has been effected by the issue of Chatham stocks
plate between the shore end and the fuze; then comes the fuse, amounting nominally to £1,093,500, but representing at their preand beyond it, in the sea water, a carbon earth plate. When the sent market value somewhat under £600,000. The line is twentyinsulation of the conducting cable is efficient, the mine dry, and seven miles in length, and has therefore cost the Chatham Comthe
tions good, we have three definite and distinct deflec- pany only £22,000 per mile, if the prospective value of the stocks
tions, due to the carbon plate at the outer extremity, coupled they issued for its purchase is not taken into account. On account
through the resistance of the fuseand electric cable with the zinc, of the widening and extension of the premises at Blackfriars
copper, or graphite at the home end. Should any derangement £19,179 was laid out, including £14,407 for land and compensatake place, if, the case leaked and allowed water to enter and tion, £3104 for widening the Southwark-street bridge, and £1656
wet the charge, an action would be set up between the earth for the subway at Holland-street. These improvements, it is
nlate in the charge itself, and either of the three plates at the estimated, wil take £77,490 further. The Holborn Viaduct
ate end which could be thrown into circuit at pleasure, the station was originally estimated to cost £280,000, and to the close
resistance of the fuses—two in each charge of about 5000 ohms in of the year £151,146 had been laid out, namely, £147,703 for land
divided circuit, or about 2500 ohmson the whole—being eliminated, and compensation, and £3444 for preliminary and parliamentary
producing a different degree of deflection on the galvanometer, expenses, and leaving therefore £128,854 for works and approaches.
Again, if a fault occurred in the insulation of the electric cable, It is stated, however, that this expenditure is only intended to
an action would be set up between the exposed copper conductor cover the accommodation required for the Chatham Company
and either of the three honie earth plates, which might be alone at the new station. Works at the Snow-hill bridge, where
switched into circuit at will, and again a different degree of the line joins the Metropolitan, took £6195. It is contemplated to
widen the existing lines at Brixton, at a cost of £22,000; sundry
deflection in the galvanometer would be observed.
In this way, if anything went wrong with the fuse or electric works at Penge and Teynham will require £6420 ; the redemption
cable, the tests would at once indicate it, and give to an ex- of land tax, £15,664; and miscellaneous expenditure, including
perienced eye a very fair means of judging of what had actually coal accommodation and additional rolling stock, £50,000. Altotaken place. Another combination is introduced for testing gether the estimated further expenditure amounts to £407,902.
through the connections of the circuit closer. The mode in which The surplus lands of the company, now under trust to meet
the circuit closer acts to fire the mine is very simple; as long as certain liabilities under the arbitration awards, are expected to
the resistance in the divided circuit is opposed to the passage of yield a balance of £87,914 after meeting those liabilities ; and the
the current of a small battery it has not sufficient power to form estimated value of land unsold at the present time is £286,037.
The account of the Brighton Company’s expenditure shows ®
an electro-magnet of sufficient power to attract the armature. On
a vessel striking the circuit closer, however, a connection is made total of only £21,753 for the half-year. The principal items are
direct to earth; the relay then acts and throws a powerful firing £7026 for improvements on the South London and Sutton line,
battery into the circuit, allowing a current of the firing battery to £6312 for the enlargement of the company’s ss at Brighton,
pass through the fuse and fire it. The second mode of testing by £4221 for constructing the Eastbourne spur line, and £1161 for the
means of a three coil galvanometer, was —
by Mr. Brown, short spur line at Tulse Hill. The estimates of further expendiof the Chemical Department, Rt. A., Woolwich, The galvanometer ture already sanctioned amount to £152,860, the principal item in
has one needle and three coils. The 1000 ohm coil is inside, next which is £89,160 for the purchase of the Petworth and Midhurst
to the magnetised needle, the most delicate tests being obtained line, and £3700 is required for the erection of new locomotive
from its use; the ten ohm coil is next, and the two o
coil is workshops at Brighton. This company possess — land and
to realise £97,038, and the
outside. A thousand ohms coil was selected, in order to bring it |property, unsold, which is —
nearly equal to the combined resistance of the circuit to be ted, tested, | proceeds will cover the capital expenditure that may for some
time
he
necessary,
which is little over 700ohms, The ten ohm coil and the two

SOCIETY OF TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS.
THE last ordinary general meeting of this session was held on
Wednesday, May the 8th, Mr. C. W. Siemens, C.E., F.R.S.,
D.C.L., president, in the chair.
A communication was read from Professors Sir William Thomson and Fleeming Jenkin, desiring the meeting to support an
application for a pension from the Royal Literary Fund, for a
telegraph engineer whose labours, extending over scores of years,
had now left him in physical decline of health and strength, and
devoid of means of support. A petition presented to the Royal
Society last year on behalf of that same gentleman, by Mr. C. W.
Siemens, had resulted in a grant of £75 to this veteran of telegraphic science, and it was hoped that the painful necessity of
the present application would be relieved by a speedy and ample
grant, Mr, Latimer Clark and others spoke in the highest terms
of the unfortunate gentleman, and the meeting responded to the
aa eat nem. con.
-rofessor G. C. Foster, F.K.S., next presented his memoir on
a modified arrangement of Wheatstone’s bridge. Although the
author disclaimed any special merit on behalf of an arrangement
which, he thinks, must in principle have occurred to others
beside him, it is for the first time that the suggestion has been
made public, if indeed it existed at all elsewhere. By a combination of two instruments instead of one the errors inseparable from
measurements with one instrument only are almost entirely
eliminated, and what is not eliminated can be reduced to inappreciable dimensions. The fault which besets the use of the single
instrument is this, that the resistance of the copper bands between
A and U, and D and V is not taken into account. When large
resistances have to be measured the importance of this omission
is very small, but when resistances are to be measured smaller
than the resistance of the apparatus, it is at once apparent that
the mistakes incurred become more serious, The essence of the
fault lies in this, that the same amount will be added for resistance
of the band, whether the measurement be one or a thousand, and
to make it quite flagrant the nature of the fault is of the kind
that would /.i,, make (1+-a) a thousand times less than (1000+),
suppose « to be 1 only ; then 2 would thus be made to answer for
the thousandth part of 1001.
j
For the purpose of making accurate measurements of very
small resistances, such as those of short lengths of wires, it is
essential that we should either have a standard of comparison,
the value of which can be changed continuously, or, in other
words, by indefinitely small amounts, or, that the method adopted
for oe the unknown resistance to be measured with an
invariable standard, should be such as to enable us to vary continually, or by indefinitely small amounts, the indicated ratio
between the unknown resistance and the standard.
The former of these alternative means of measurement, namely
a continuously adjustable standard, is afforded by the rheostat of
Wheatstone and Jacobi; and the second, or a continuously
adjustable method of comparison, is afforded by those forms of
Wheatstone’s ‘Differential Resistance Measurer,” in which the
ratio between the resistances to be compared is established by
moving one of the galvanometer-contacts backwarks and forwards
along a graduated wire, until a point is found which causes the
current in the galvanometer to vanish.
But neither the indications of the rheostat nor those of any of
the adjustable forms of Wheatstone’s bridge can be accepted
immediately as trustworthy, where anything like minute accuracy
is required, The direct indications of both instruments are liable
to require corrections, the most important of which are those
required on account of the resistance of connections not represented in the readings of the scale, and those required on account
of irregularities in the diameter or conducting power of the wire
by which the adjustments are made,
The object of Professor Foster’s communication was to give an
account first of a method of using a graduated wire as an adjustable standard for the measurement of any resistance less than its
own, in such a way as to eliminate entirely from the result the
resistance of the connections by which it is united with the rest
of the circuit ;and, secondly, of a mode of ascertaining the true
relative resistance of any given portion of a wire as compared with
the whole length, and so of constructing a table giving the real
resistance indicated by a given reading on the scale attached to the
wire. The author adapted for his investigations a Wheatstone’s
bridge, or balance, with a metre of German silver wire divided
into 1000 millimetres, A general idea of the construction of this
instrument may be got from the diogram. The wire U V is stretched
parallel to a metre scale, and is connected at the ends with a
broad copper band, which passes round each end of the scale,
and runs parallel to it on the opposite side from the wire,
but is interrupted by four gaps, A, B, C, and D, at which
conductors of known and unknown resistances can be inserted at pleasure. In the ordinary use of this apparatus the
gaps A and D are closed, either with thick copper latches of
insensible resistance, or by wires, the resistances of which are
known in comparison with that of the standard wire U V, and the
resistances to be compared are inserted at Band C. The battery
wires are connected with binding screws at g and h, at the middle
of the copper bands AB and CD respectively, and one terminal
of the galva
ter being
ted to the screw K at the middle
of the band B C, the other galvanometer terminal is fixed to a
- sliding contact, which is moved backwards and forwards on V V,
A Bea)
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until the position is found which causes no current to pass
through the galvanometer. It is then clear that the scale
reading corresponding to this position would in general indicate the true ratio of the resistances at B and C, only when
the resistance of the copper band is an insensible fraction of these
resistances as well as of the resistance of the wire UV. But if
the resistance be measured in less than that of the whole metre
wire, a measurement of it in terms of the latter, which is quite
unaffected by the resistance of the connections, can be made by
obtaining the balance by the sliding contact on U V; first, when
the unknown resistance is inserted at D, and a connector of insensible resistance at A, and secondly, when the two have been
interchanged, the gaps B and C being occupied by any convenient
conductors which do not differ more in relative resistance than the
wire to be measured, and the whole of the wire UV. Similarly
by inserting two resistances at A and D, and getting the balance
upon U V, and then interchanging them and getting the balance
again, the difference of their resistances is obtained in terms of the
resistance of the standard wire. For it is easy to see that resistances inserted at the two end gaps A and D are equivalent to
ungraduated prolongations of U V, and that, therefore, when the
balance has been got by adjusting the sliding contact on U V, in
order to maintain it after interchanging the conductor at A and D
the sliding contact must be shifted along U V through an interval,
the resistance of which is equal to the difference of the resistances
at the two ends; or, to express the same thing mathematically,
let L be the total resistance of the circuit g AU V Dh, excluding
the resistances inserted at the two gaps, which may be denoted b
A and D, and let B and C denote the resistances between g and KR:
and K and / respectively. And lastly, let m be the scale reading
required to balance the galvanometer when A and D are in their
first position, and m the reading when they are interchanged.
Then, the two experiments give
A+m
_Byay
D+m
_B
L—m+B
0
L—m'+A©’
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
Iris stated that the Jersey Eastern Railway has met with a
check. Several landowners whose property it is proposed to
appropriate refuse to part with their land for the compensation
awarded by the valuers.
Tue section of the Royal Sardinian Company’s railway from
Siliqua to Iglesias was opened for trafticon Monday. This section
completes the series of line A, B, and C, making the total length
of 152 kilometres (944 miles.)
Ir appears that the opposition to the sale or lease of the Waterford and Limerick Company’s railway to the Great Western Railway Company has been withdrawn, and that the transfer of the
line to the latter company will soon take place.
Ir is understood that the directors of the London and NorthWestern and the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railways have no
longer any expectation of their Amalgamation Bill becoming law
in the present session, as the parliamentary committee upon the
general subject have not yet considered their report.
Tue Pennsylvania Railroad Company, it is reported, is now
exceedingly anxious to obtain a lease of the Philadelphia,
Wilmington, and Baltimore Railroad, which will connect the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad, and the lines of the Southern Secu
rity Company south of the Potomac with Philadelphia and the
Pennsylvania’s leased lines in New Jersey. It is reported that
the Pennsylvania offers a rental equivalent to a guarantee of 8 per
cent. on the stock (which is what the road has earned for many
years); but that the Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore
Company asks for 10 per cent.
THE annual report of the directors of the Royal Swedish Company states that a line from Stockholm, by Wasteriis, to adjoin
the company’s line at Képing, has been sanctioned, and will be
commenced very shortly, and when completed will convert this
railway into a trunk line between Stockholm and Gottenburg,
north of the Malar Lake. The works on the Swedish Central
Railway, as well as on some other railways in direct communication with this company’s line, are being prosecuted with vigour,
and will, no doubt, very soon be opened throughout.
THE half-yearly meeting of the Severn and Wye Company was
held at Lydney on Thursday. The report states that owing to the
falling off in the ordinary traffic, through the prevalence of strikes
in the Forest of Dean, the receipts have been affected to the
extent of £18,000. Under these circumstances the directors are
unable to advise a larger dividend than 8s, per share of £50 for
the half-year. But it will be satisfactory to know that the
current half-year has commenced with an encouraging prospect of
increasing traffic, arising from a portion of the company’s new
lines, which were opened on the 22nd last month.
TuE Eastern Bengal Company, under the advice of Mr. Hawkshaw, have sent out orders for the construction of 2000ft. of
additional flood openings to extend the waterways along the
railway, and also for the construction of some minor protection
works to the line. The Government of India has sanctioned those
works, and they are now being carried out with all possible expedition. A considerable portion of the iron girders for the superstructure of the pee has been already shipped to India, and
the remainder will soon follow. Two new good sheds are being
constructed at the Sealdah station, Calcutta, to meet the requirements of the traffic,
THE Yarmouth Town Council complain of the inefficient traffic
arrangements of the Great Eastern, and request of the company
that a booking office be opened on the Fish Wharf; that trucks
be allowed to be loaded up till 3 p.m., instead of 1 as at present;
that all kinds of herrings be taken in at the Fish Wharf until
3p.m.; that a plentiful supply of empty trucks may always be at
the wharf ready for use, and that the Vauxhall station be kept
open until 4 p.m., instead of 3,15 p.m., as at present. Mr.
Councillor Fenner seconded the motion, and it was carried unanimously. After discussion the council have further resolved to
memorialise the Corporation of London to carry out the suggestion of extending the line of the Great Eastern Railway to
Columbia Market.
A SPECIAL meeting of the Moretonhampstead and South Devon
Company was held at Newton on Monday, the Earl of Devon presiding, for the purpose of considering ‘‘a bill to empower the
South Devon Railway Company to extend and improve their
Sutton Harbour Branch Railway, to confer upon them other
powers in relation to their own undertakings and the undertakings
of other companies,” and ‘‘a bill for conferring further powers
upon the Teign Valley Railway Company for the construction of
works, the acquisition of lands, and the raising of moneys.” The
solicitor, Mr. Whiteford, having read the heads of the bills, the
Earl of Devon stated that the effect of them would be to improve
the position of the company. Resolutions approving the bill were
carried, and the proceedings terminated.
THE annual general meeting of the Great Southern Railway
Company of India was held on Tuesday at the London Tavern;
. J, Chapman, the chairman, in moving the adoption of the
report and statement of accounts, said they were all fully aware of
the deliys that had occurred in respect of the extension line. At
last they had been allowed to proceed with the works, and they
had lately despatched four engineers to direct the necessary operations. He trusted that the line would be a most valuable addition
to their system, and tend to develope the resources of thatjpart of
India, It would pass through the cotton districts of Tinnevelly
and Tuticorin, and extend their system to nearly 400 miles of
nilway. The Secretary of State in Council having suggested that
the amalgamation of the three lines in the Madras Presidencynamely, the Madras, the Great Southern of India, and the Carnatic Railway Companies—would be desirable, the directors had
taken the matter into consideration, and they believed the amalgamation would be attended with the same good results as had
attended amalgamations in this country tending to uniformity of
action and
y in management, and they had therefore
intimated to the Secretary of State their readiness to cooperate in carrying out the suggested measure upon such fair
and _— terms as might be agreed upon being satisfactori y arranged. Mr. Bruce, the company’s consulting engineer,
said that the Southern Extension line would go from Trichinopoly
toMuniachee, branching thence to Tinnevelly and Tuticorin, a
length of 216 miles. The gauge, which at first was not fixed, was
how settled as the metre gauge. The original estimate for constructing the extension line was £4617 per mile, including rolling
stock, but the Government authorities went over the various items
inthe estimate and struck out some of them on account of the
line being on the narrow gauge, altering the estimate to £3972
per mile ; but it was only fair to say that this estimate did not indude the great increasein the price of materials, especially of iron,
t had since occurred in this country. No doubt, one advantage
of the delay in commencing the works had been that their
eogineers, while remaining in India, had made observations
during the wet seasons that would enable them to execute
waterways with more certainty and less risk of danger hereaftertothe works from floods or anything of that kind. The line
Would cross a country having many waterways and sometimes
Various floods. The. diminution of cost was not all due to the
difference of gauge. The actual difference in cost was not so much
een the broad and narrow gauge. The broad gauge in India
was 5}ft., and the metre or narrow gauge was 3ft. 3gin., the diffetence being 2ft. 23in. A third line would be laid down from
Trichinopo y to Tanjore, so that there should be no break of gauge
% that portion of the line, but there would be a break of gauge
from M:
They had reduced the length of platforms at staand other works to reduce the estimate. Another matter
Was that there would be no fence to the narrow gauge lines; the
other lines had iron fencing. The weight of the rails was the
erence in reality between the broad and narrow gauge.
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
We are very glad to hear that the United States Senate has
unanimously passed a bill, so pe com 50,000 dols. to meet
the expenses of the observations upon the transit of Venus in
1874, on the part of the National Observatery in Washington.
The bill has been introduced into the Lower House, and will
doubtless soon become a law.
Mr. Joun BELLows, of Gloucester, prints for the Government
the blank forms for electric telegraph messages, and has to issue
weekly 300,000 copies—that is 1,300,000 monthly, and 15,600,000
in the year ; and the order involves the use of 42 tonsof paper in
twelve months. This paper is a'strange composition ; it is made of
palm leaves, Esparto grass, and bright oat straw.
THE curious ph
of regelation can be exhibited by placing
a block of ice on a netting of fine wire. The ice will be melted by
the wire, and passing down through it will become frozen into a
mass again below the wire. A single wire can, in a similar
manner, be drawn slowly through a block of ice, the ice uniting
again behind the wire and finally showing no sign of having been
cut at all.
Mr. J. L. Conte, of the University of California, calculates that
the temperature of meteoric stones reaching the earth may be
raised by the resistance of the air to 492,184 deg. Centigrade. The
larger proportion of the heat is, however, communicated to the air
traversed by the meteor, but enough remains to account for the
fusion and detonation frequently attending the transit of such
bodies through our atmosphere.
PeTRoLEUM yields, by distillation, nine distinct commercial
products.
aE
Specific
Beaumé
Boiling
Name.
gravity.
scale,
point.
Deg. Fah
Rhigolene ..
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Gasolene
665
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C. naphtha ..
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Kerosene vil
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Neutral lubricating oil .. . ..
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SEVERAL devices have been invented for registering the velocity
of trains, but none of sufficient simplicity to come into general use
have yet been suggested. Messrs Samman and von Weber's
construction, a German invention, consists of a disc driven by
clockwork and a recording pencil. While the train is halting
this describes a circle, but during the journey a crooked line is
produced by the vibration. In M. Cremer’s apparatus, a strip of
paper moves by clockwork. This paper is graduated and marked
in minutes. A needle with an up and down movement, which is
in connection with an axle, pricks the paper. The distance of the
holes serves as a guide in ascertaining the speed. On French
lines an apparatus is met with in principle not unlike the
centrifugal governor, the coupling box of which is in connection
with and moves a pencil. In Schiff’s apparatus, which is not
unlike that of Cremer, the needle is moved by a battery, which
renders its working more complicated and uncertain.
Dr. Pincus states that ozone is formed during the burning of
hydrogen, and that if a flame of this gas is allowed to burn from
a fine point the smell of ozone can be distinctly recognised. This
statement recalls to mind the announcement made some time since
by Loew, of New York, that ozone might be obtained in sufficient
quantity for purposes of lecture demonstration by simply blowing
the heated air on the edge of an ordinary Bunsen flame, with the
aid of a glass tube, into a glass receiver containing the ordinary
reagent for testing an oxidising agent—iodide of potassium, acetic
acid and starch—when the blue coloration of the iodide of starch
almost instantly makes it appearance. At the time, Loew’s
announcement met with some objectors, who sought to explain the
phenomenon by assuming that the oxidising process originated
with certain oxidised nitrogen compounds formed by the heat of
the flame. From the fact, however, which is well known to
chemists, that it is impossible to unite nitrogen and oxygen directly,
by any meansjshort of the electrical spark, the explanation of Loew
would seem to be the correct one.
;
At the Berlin Geographical Society’s December meeting, M.
Ziegler described the sources whence the considerable annual
supply of meerschaum for meerschaum pipes is derived. Large
quantities of this mineral, so highly esteemed by smokers, come
from Hrubschitz and Oslawan in Austrian Moravia, where it is
found embedded between thick strata of serpentine rock, It is
also found in Spain at Esconche, Vallecos, and Toledo ; the best,
however comes from Asia Minor. The chief places are the celebrated
meerschaum mines from six to eight miles south-east of Eskischehr,
on the river Pursak, chief tributary to the river Sagarius. They
were known te Xenophon, and they arenow worked principally
by Armenian Christians, who sink narrow pits to the beds of this
mineral, and work the sides out until water or imminent danger
drives them away to try another place. Some meerschaum comes
from Brussa, and in 1869 over 3000 boxes of raw material were
imported from Asia Minor at Trieste, worth 345,000 florins. The
pipe manufacture and carving is principally carried on in Vienna
and in Ruhla, Duchy of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. The commercial
value of meerschaum carvings at these places may be estimated at
£400,000 annually. However, very large quantities of them are
not made from genuine but from artificial material. The waste
from these carvings is ground to very fine powder, and then boiled
with linseed oil and alum. When this mixture has sufficient
cohesion, it is cast in moulds and carefully dried and carved, as if
these blocks of mineral had been natural. It is said that about one
half of all pipes now sold are made from artificial meerschaum.
Ir is not generally known that in the vicinity of the Yellowstone
Lake, Wyoming Territory, United States, there are numerous hot
springs and geysers. These have recently formed the subject of a
survey, by which much interesting information concerning them
has been obtained. From the fact that the country near the
Yellowstone and Firehole rivers has often been visited by earthquakes, of which some of the shocks have been very severe, but
little has been known concerning this region, even the Indians
abstaining from visiting it. On the shore of the south-west arm
of a lake which is about twenty-two miles long, and from ten to
fifteen miles in width, there is an interesting group of hot springs
covering a belt «bout three miles long and nearly a mile in width,
and Mr. F. V. gjayden has, in the American Journal of Science,
given an account of their leading features. From this we learn
that these springs have built up a series of beds or strata 25ft.
thick in the aggregate, com a
of laminz of silica which have
been worn into a bluff wall by the waves. The shores are covered
with the decomposed siliceous crust, so that it looks as if it were
covered with the fragments of washed sea-shells. Many of the
springs are in a constant state of quite violent ebullition, but rise
and fall every second or two. Quite a symmetrical funnel shaped
crater is formed with a circular rim, varying from a few inches to
several feet in diameter. Some of these funnel-shaped chimneys
extend out into the lake several feet, and the hot spring deposits
may be seen through the clear depths for fifty yards. The belt
described is only one of numerous similar groups, and the number
of geysers is considerably over a thousand. One of the most
attractive of these operated every hour during the stay of the
surveying party, throwing up a column of water 6ft. in diameter
and frem 100ft. to 150ft. in height. Its eruption, which lasts
usually for fifteen minutes, is preceded by a sudden emission of
steam from the crater, A bill has been introduced into Congress,
the object of which is to have this wonderful region set apart as a
great national park for all time,

MISCELLANEA.
;
THE only manufacture of gas retorts in the United States is in
Covington.
Army tailors instead of receiving patterns of new articles of
soldiers’ dress as formerly, are now receiving photographs of the
new garments.
THE manufacture of paper curtains and articles of a like kind
hitherto carried on by Messrs, Pavey, Pretto, and Co., is being
undertaken by a limited company, with a capital of £100,000.
By a tornado on thé 14th ult., at Coffeyville, Kansas, the
Southern terminus of the Leavenworth, Lawrence, and Galveston
Railroad, a train of freight cars was blown 100ft. from the travk.
THE new turret-ship Gorgon, built by Messrs. Palmer and Co.,
(Limited), Jarrow, for the British Government, accompanied by
her Majesty’s ship Valorous, as her tender, left the Tyne on
Sunday morning for Plymouth.
THE busts of the Prince and Princess of Wales, presented to
the town of Leeds by Mr. James Kitson, were on mepuncay plesed
in the vestibule of the Town Hall, upon temporary pedestals
pending the permanent ones being got ready.
Tue twenty-first meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science is appointed to be held at San Francisco,
to commence on the 18th of August. We hear that invitations
have been forwarded to some of the foremost men of science in
this country.
Mr. STEPHEN Hornby, of the firm of Roberts, Buckley, and
Co., machinists, Stalybridge, committed suicide on Saturday.
He was found with his head almost severed from the body. The
deceased is said to have made an attempt to commit suicide twelve
months ago.
Ir has been proposed to get up Cleopatra’s Needle on thie
Thames Embankment. Mr. R. H. Galloway estimates that it
would cost £7000 to remove the stone to England. He states
that the obelisk is much defaced and injured, and not worth the
cost of removal.
THE Baldwin (U.S.) Locomotive Works have orders on hand, at
present, for Russia and South-America, as well as from some of
the largest roads in our country. Though this concern has
facilities for turning out a complete locomotive every day, their
orders cannot be filled in two years,
BETWEEN 2000 and 3000 of the workmen at the Woolwich
Arsenal met on Saturday afternoon on P! tead ©
, and
adopted a memorial praying the Government to reduce the hours
of labour from ten to nine per day and six on Saturday, with an
advance of 10 per cent. on piecework.
THE Belgian iron trade has not lost the animation by which it
has recently been distinguished. The recent advance in prices is
fully maintained, and a still further rise is talked of. The furnaces of M. Eouis Dupont at Chatelineau, and of MM. Cambier
and Co, at La Louviére are about to be relighted.
A MEETING of the coal proprietors of the Wigan and West
Lancashire districts was held on Wednesday at the North-Western
Hotel, Liverpool, when it was resolved that the wages of the
colliers in the district should be advanced 10 per cent., and the
price of coal correspondingly advanced from the 1st of June.
WE are informed that the English, French, and other European
Governments have recently received official information that the
preparations which were suspended by the war, for the construc
tion of a railway ‘‘ Du détroit de la Manche,” have been resumed
The project was communicated to the Académie des Sci
in
Paris, 1870,
AN accident occurred at Euston station on Tuesday morning
through the Scotch mail, due at 9.40, being run in too fast. The
train came into collision with the massive buffers at the end of the
line, The buffers and engine were much damaged, but the
passengers and guards, with the exception of a good shaking,
escaped uninjured.
THE Mersey Docks and Harbour Board has accepted the tender
of Messrs. Potter and Hodgkinson for the construction of two
iron lightships. They are intended to form two lights outside the
port. The gross earnings of the pilotage boats of the board for
the year ending March 31, 1872, were £77,612, as compared with
£72,406 in the year ending March 31, 1871, and £67,903 in the year
ending March 31, 1870.
A SCHEME for supplying North Shields with salt water is being
rapidly completed. The reservoir at the north-west end of the
town is about finished, and two-thirds of the pipes have been laid.
It is anticipated that, besides providing themselves with water for
flushing the sewers and cleaning the streets, and likewise supplying
the public baths, the corporation will be able to connect many
private residences with this novel scheme.
THE Birmingham and Worcester Canal burst through its banks
on Sunday morning, in the neighbourhood of Edgbaston. The
West Suburban Railway, now in course of construction, is to run
alongside the canal, and the latter has been narrowed to facilitate
the laying of the rails, On the re-admission of the water, the
weakened bank gave way, and the local flood that followed did
considerable damage to the houses and gardens around.
A CONSIDERABLE district of Margate is about to be placed under
the newsewage filtering system of M. de Chastelain. The Royal Seca
Bathing Infirmary, Royal Crescent, and the Clifton Baths will be
first dealt with. It is stated that under the new arrangement
two large receivers could be placed in the Dane, whither the
sewage from all parts of the town will be taken, filtered, and the
effluent water then conducted by surface pipes to whatever spot
may be thought desirable for emptying into the sea.
SPEAKING at a meeting of the Miners’ Association of Cornwall
and Devon, held at Redruth, last week, the president, Mr. A.
Pendarves Vivian, M.P. for West Cornwall, said it was quite
impossible that any man, however clever he might be, unless he
received proper scientific education, could compete hereafter with «
man who had been brought up in theory first of all, and afterwards
proved by practice what he had learnt in theory. He spoke of
the useful knowledge imparted at the German academy at
Freiberg, and said the system of dressing ores pursued in Germany
was far in advance of ours. He spoke strongly in favour of the
offer of the Cornwall Polytechnic Society
to give a premium for
an improved mode of raising miners from deep mines,
Two months ago was given the substance of a bill before the
House of Commons again proposing to carry into effect eight provisional orders made by the Board of Trade in 1871, allowing tramways tojbe constructed in London and its suburbs, but which orders
Parliament last session did not see fit to confirm, but suspended
for further consideration. The Board of Trade has since laid
before the House of Commons bills for confirming a numberof
other provisional orders sanctioning the construction of tramways.
It is proposed by these bills to allow the London Street Tramways
Company to extend their tramway system in Camden-town, in
the Hampstead-road, and in Euston-road, The bills also sanction
tramways from Stamford-hill to Tottenham and Edmonton ; from
the nerthern (Brentford) side of Kew Bridge, and over that bridge,
to Richmond ; on the roads between Uxbridge and Southall, and
between Ealing and Brentford; also between Southwold and
Halesworth, Suffolk ;from the Great Eastern Railway station at
Norwich to Taverham Paper Mills, with branches. The bills
| sanction, also, proposed tramways in Bristol and suburbs, Birmingham, Sheffield, Hull, Tynemouth, and Southport ; at Aldershott, Warwick, and Leamington, Stirling, Bridge of Allan, and
places adjacent. So far as concerns the pro
metropolitan
tramways, it was resolved early in March that a joint committee
of members of the two Houses of Parliament be appointed to con
sider in what parts of the metropolis, if any, fresh tramways shall
be allowed, and under what restrictions,
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HYDRAULIC INDICATOR FOR CHAIN
GAUGE BAR FOR BIT BRACES.
TESTING MACHINES.
TuIs is a very simple invention, the application of which to bit
THE accompanying engraving shows an hydraulic indicator de- bracesmay add much to their utility, while it does not greatly
signed by Mr. A. S. Jacks, of Chester, and intended to indicate enhance their cost. We hardly need say that it is customary to
from one to 250 tons. According to Act of Parliament respecting keep on hand a number of wooden tubes or gauges, of various
the preving and sale of chain cables, it will befnecessary from the lengths and sizes, to slip over bits to gauge the depths of holes,
1st of June to cut out a sample from each fifteen fathoms of This invention obviates the necessity of using such appliances,
chain cable and test that piece by subjecting it to the appropriate
breaking strain. If the first or second samples fail to sustain
the required strain, the length, or fifteen fathoms of chain, will
be rejected. It is, therefore, of the utmost importance to construct an indicator on correct principles, without variation when
working, and show the strain at which a chain breaks.

The levers of the pro
balanced, so that the pendulum without the weight A will remain
at any part of the quadrant, and when brought to a level the
weight or distance can be calculated as on an ordinary lever.
B, B, are friction wheels to carry or support the centres; C,
casing for plunger, the pressure being conveyed to the levers
through steel bands or flat link chains made to fit the respective
circles; D, sliding connection for wires, and secured to the quadrant, so that when the lever rises to the required strain and
touches the point of conductor the electric bell gives an instant
_ . The great advantage claimed for this indicator is in having
the radius equal throughout the travel, the levers nicely balanced,
and thereby being able to calculate the respective strains which
can be divided into any number of parts.

A sliding gauge, A, Fig. 2, is attached to the side of the bit stock:
and held in the desired position by the thumb screw B, Fig. 1.
C is the thumb-screw which holds the bit in the stock. The gauge
bar has a ring-shaped foot, which, meeting the surface of the
material to be bored, limits the depth of the hole. The gauge may
be graduated in inches and fractions of an inch if desired.
This attachment is the invention of Mr. Charles Whitus, of
Philadephia, U.S.
BORING FOR OIL.
THE following description of tools and methods employed in
boring for oil in Pennsylvania is extracted from Blake’s ‘‘ Notices
of Mining Machinery : ”—The great advance has been in the construction of the tools, and in the adoption of simple apparatus for
giving motion to the drill by means of steam power. For pes
and for sinking to moderate depths, the spring pele, worked by
hand, is frequently employed. The constructions in common use
in Pennsylvania at the oil wells, and used for a time during the
oil excitement in California, consist of a derrick, bull wheel, band
wheel, sampson post, and walking beam, and a portable steam
engine,
=
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MOTZ’S PATENT EXPANSION PIVOT.
In the accompanying engraving we illustrate a neat little
device worth the attention of makers of mowing and reaping
machines in this country. The object of the invention is toa
vide means whereby the wear of crank = can be constantly taken
up, and the rattling can be prevented of loosely connected joints and
other evils attending imperfect fitting. The cut shows the device
attached to the cutter
and a connecting rod of a mowing
e.
A represents a central pivot piece. It is prismatic in form, its
cross section being trisngular. The three sides of this piece are
toothed after the manner of aratchet. B represents a bushing
used in the hole in the connecting rod end ;C, D, and Eare washers,
Upon the sides of the central pivot = are placed two plates
having teeth corresponding to those of the triangular centre piece,
the outer sides of these plates being rounded, so that when applied
to the central piece their united outward contour is cylindrical.
Fig.l

il
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is changed. The drilling tools consist of centre bits, reamers, an
auger stem, sinker bar, and the “‘jar,” besides a socket for attaching
them to the lower end of the ro , and wrenches and other acces.
sories to aid in attaching and unscrewing the bits. There are
besides, a variety of tools for recovering broken bits or other parts
of the —— lost in the well, and sand pumps for removing the
débris.
e bits are represented by the annexed cuts. They are
3}in. broad on the face, and the reamersare 44in. They are made
however, of various sizes, and all have strong square shanks, 9
that they may be firmly screwed into the auger stem, made of 2}in,
iron and 20ft. long. The “jar” is a contrivance by which the
auger stem and bit are, in a measure, detached from the rope. By
it a jerk vy dbe ae upwards, to loosen the bit, in case it j,
wedged in the hole, while the same device serves to give a blow
downwards upon the auger after the bit strikes the bottom, thys
doubling the efficiency of each stroke. It serves, also, to maintain
the tension of the rope. These jaws are made of 1}in. iron on the
sides, with 12in, heads and 18in. stroke. The sinker bar, 10ft,
long, is attached by a screw to the upper end of the jar, and above
this is the rope socket, securely united by means of rivets to the
end of the rope. The bits and other parts of the drilling tools are
connected cn disconnected by means of two large wrenches, 3ft,
Yin. long, with broad flat hale, shaped as shown in the figures,
The drilling — or cables vary from 1}in. to 1jin. diameter, and
weigh from 48 lb. to 86 Ib. per 100ft.
e sand pumps, of sheet
or —
iron, or of copper, are about 5ft. long and 3in. or din,
in diameter, and are fitted with leather valves resting upon iron
seats, as indicated at the lower end of the figure.
BITS Ant REAMER FOR DRILLING

The steam engines in use are portable, and eight or ten horses
power. <A 900ft. well can be drilled with an eight horse-power
engine. Rope for a well 900ft. deep, with the tools, will weigh
about 800 lb. Before commencing to drill, it is usual to drive
down a cast-iron pipe through the loose soil until the firm bed
rock is reached. These pipes are in lengths of 8ft. and 5in. or Gin,
in diameter. They are joined together, end to end, by means of
wrought iron bands, sized to shrink on to a shoulder turned upon
each end of the pipe in a lathe, so that a flush joint is formed by
the band. The lower end is made sharp, and the band is edged
with steel. The 5in. lengths weigh 55 lb. per foot, or 440 Ib. in
all ; and the Gin., 69 Ib. per foot, or 552 lb. perlength. For lining
the wells wrought iron tubing is used, made with screws and
sockets, or with flush wy but always smooth finished inside,
The sizes vary for the light kinds from lin. to 4in. for the inside
diameter, and from 1°66 Ib, to 6 Ib. per foot. The heavier tubing
ranges from - in diameter, and 2°70 lb. per foot to Gin,
weighing 18°7 Ib. per foot. These large sizes are seldom used for
oil wells, Pumps are made of wrought iron pipe, lined with heavy
seamless brass tubes bored perfectly true, or of heavy brass tube
alone. One of the last mentioned construction, 5ft. long, is shown
by the annexed figure, in which a portion of the interior is seen
with the two valves and boxes. These valves are made of guvmetal, and are fitted with great care. The packing is made of the
best oak-tanned leather. Ball valves are generally used. At the
top of the well a stuffing-box and elbow pipe is fitted. The construction of this box and the form of the joint for attaching to the
sucker rods is shown in the figure. The stuffing is kept in place,
and is pressed firmly upon the plunger rod or piston by means of
the follower, made of brass. The plunger rods are 5ft. long, are
made of lin. diameter cold rolled iron, and are perfectly polished.
One other important adjunct of a complete oil well is the seed
bag, the use of which is to form a water-tight joint or packing
around the tube or lining of the well, and thus shut off all communication between the water of the upper strata and the oil-bearing
crevices or chambers below. This bag is made of leather, and is
filled with flax seed. It is put around the tube, and is pushed
down to the proper place, and soon becomes so much swollen by
the absorption a wohee that it fills the space between the tube and
the walls perfectly, and thus shuts off all communication around
the tubing for either water or oil from above or below.
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An external sleeve or split ring F, is placed around the internally
toothed and externally cylindrical plates described. Projecting
ribs, on the part of the central pivot which enters the cutter bar,
fit corresponding grooves to prevent the pivot from turning on its
longitudinal axis,
e inner ends of toothed plates which lie between the parts,
A and the sleeve F abut against the washer D, The outer ends
of the plates do not quite reach the nut H or the washer E held
by the nut H that bears against the split ring or sleeve F, The
latter furnishes the bearing surface.
en the pivot wears
smaller through use, the nut G is turned up, which draws the
central pivot piece A along the reversed inclined planes on it, and
the plates lying between it and the sleeve F acting to expand the
latter and take up the wear.

|
|
|
|

The derricks are usually constructed of plank and boards, when
they can be obtained, or of unhewn poles, They rise to a height
of 50ft. or 60ft., and taper upwards See a base about L5ft. square.
The standards are of 2in. ey: 8in. wide, and the cross braces
8in, wide and lin. thick.
The tools are suspended by the cable,
which, passing over the pulley at the top, descends at the side and
is wound upon the drum of the bull wheel, the shaft of which rests
on bearings in the standards. The drum of the bull wheel is about
10in. in diameter. The walking beam, of wood, 26ft. long, is
supported at the centre upon the top of the sampson post. One
end is connected by a pitman, with a crank of 2in. radius upon
the end of a shaft, receiving motion by a belt from the engine; the
other end, projecting within the derrick and directly over the well,
SovrH KENSINGTON MvuseuM.—WuItsuN WEEK. — Visitors carries suspended the temper screw, to which is attached a clamp
during the week ending May 25th, 1872 :—On Monday, Tuesday, for seizing upon the rope. The rotation of the crank shaft gives a
and Saturday, free, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Museum, 31,707 ; reciprocating motion to the end of the beam, and this is imparted
Naval and other collections, 4657 ; on Wednesday, Thursday, and to the rope carrying the tools at its lower end. The form of the
Friday, free, from 10 a.m. till 6 p.m., Museum, 4462; Naval and temper screw is shown by the gure. By this the drill may be
other collections, 1,388 ; total, 4: aid; average of corresponding lowered or “‘ fed out” toa certain extent during the progress of
week in former years, 23,857, Total from the opening of the bori
The rope is seized and held fast by the clamp, and when
museum, 11,645,635,
.
the whole length of the screw is fed out the position of the clamp

THE HENDERSON PROCESS.
WE append eg eo of the tests to which a portion of the
iron made by the Henderson process, described in our impression
for May 10th, was submitted. The document explains itself very
clearly.
Results of Experiments to ascertain the Elastic and Ultimate Tensile
Strength, &c., of one piece of Billet Bar and one piece of Plate
received from Millwall Ironworks.
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1634 Bar, as rolled. 23 ,400 56,735 41°2 '87°8 91,213 he ot Fibrous.
1635 Ditto, heated 39,300 76,980 51°1 6°7 82,508 0°22) 6°2 95 per cent,
and cooled in
|
| erystalline,
water .. oo.
| fine.
1636 Plate,as rolled 29 ,800 54,788 54°4 21°7 69,985 2°04 12°2 brous.
1637
Ditto
28,900 53,196 54°3 18°7 65,405 3°76 ! 15°6 Do.,irregulat
I hereby certify that the above bar and plate were made at the Millwall
Ironworks—Messrs. Joshua Jeavons and Co.—on the 7th May, 1872, by
the Henderson Po. and witnessed by several gentlemen; that the
charge consisted of 448 Ib. grey, Cleveland pig iron, brand *‘ Clarence,
152 Ib. ilmenite, and 56 Ib. fluor spar. ‘I'wo balls were formed by
puddler, shingled under steam: hammer, heated in furnace, and thet
rolled, one of the balls into a billet bar, Jin. by ljin., the other inte 4
plate 5-16in. thick, and that both were stamped with my die for subse
quent identification.
;
I also witnessed a second charge, consisting of 448 Ib. of the samepig
iron, ‘‘ Clarence,” 56 lb. of fluor spar, and 56 lb. burnt brick, formed into
three balls and shingled, but owing to some misunderstanding were D0
heated in time for rolling before I left the works at 9.40 p.m.
Nore.—No. 1636 cut off at right angles to 1637.
The Grove, Southwark-street, London, S.E.,
Davin KIRKaLbyY.
2ist May, 1872.
James Henderson, Esq., of New York,
Tavistock Hotel, Covent-garden, W.C.
Fast Rattway TRAVELLING.—We clip the following from ®
American exchange :—Engineer James Wood ran a special tral!
from Rochester to Syracuse, on Friday, a distance of eighty-on®
miles, in eighty-two minutes, This, for the distance, is the faste#
time on record,
.
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200. Slide and screw-cutting lathe by Buckton, 8}in. centres,
, namely, about five or}six years. It was stated that the oldest
:
:
ge of it was an inlaid floor, at the office of Messrs. Basley, 7ft. bed, £54.
201. Double-geared upright drilling machine to admit 4ft. diaWhite, and Brothers, Millbank-street. It has also been used in
a
:
the Entrance Hall of the Society of Arts, Adelphi; the columns meter, £50.
204. Double-geared upright drilling machine to admit 30in. diaof the Memorial Synagogue, Rochester; the corridor of Gray’s
;
Inn-chambers, High Holborn ; large winding staircase in a mansion meter, £50.
211. Planing machine, self-acting, to plane 4ft. by 1ft. 10in. by
at Stanhope-gardens, Kensington; large columns for Hingham1ft. 6in., £53.
| hall, East Dereham; and in the East India Office, London.
214, Benchshaping machine, 3tin. stroke, for straight work, £20,
| Theinventors claim that the Marezzo marbles are capable of
219. Screw-cutting lathe by Muir, 7in. centres, 8ft. bed, £78.
| resisting great pressure and the hardest blows. They bear a good
400, Back-geared slide lathe, 12}in. centres, 16ft. bed, £54.
| lish, quite equal in some specimens to the rarer and most costly
408,
Plate planing machine, to plane 10ft. by 34in. thick, £112.
| foreign marbles in brilliancy and elegancy of appearance, whilst
409. Punching and shearing machine for 1}in. plates (broken),
| they can be delivered in the market at much less price, and in | £152.
many cases at a cost less than painting or
i
, and |
549, Planing machine by Muir, to plane 24in, by 18in. square,
| exceeding asphalte, They are said to be applicable to
|decorative purposes, and can be manufactured into every con- £44,566. Screw-cutting lathe by Mackenzie, 10in. centres, 15}ft.
ARTIFICIAL MARBLE.
|ceivable shape into which marble is or can be applied. They are bed, £100.
:
.
Last Wednesday week a party of engineers, builders, and | perfect fac-similes of all the different varieties of marble, the
570. Single shaping machine by Whitworth, 8in. stroke, 4ft.
architects inspected by invitation the process of making the colours being blended and veined in the thickness and depth of
Marezzo marbles at the works in Shenstone-street, Old Kent- | the material as in the marble itself, and are not mere surface |
road, These artificial productions so much resemble real marbles imitations, like graining, or the colours floated on enamelled| 574, Double shaping machine by Buckton, Sin. stroke, 4ft. bed,
that even people who call themselves judges of marble are some- slate. They can be sawn, dressed, and polished. Marezzo marble
times deceived by them, so that the first impression is that they | can be made in any required form, and of any size, in slabs or | "577. Planing machine by Buckton, 6ft. by 2ft. 3in. by 2ft. 3in.,
must be made at great expense in the shape of artistic ability, panels, ready for fixing to the rough walls, in all kinds of mould579. Single shaping machine by Maclea, 20in. stroke, 6ft. bed,
however cheap the materials used may be. But, in fact, a most |in , in circular columns to thirty feet in height, in pedestals, | £159
elaborate system of ‘‘ veins” of different colours is made in a | Pi rs, cornices, slabs for console tables, and sideboards, | 59
580.
Vertical slot drilling machine by Sharp, Stewart, 3ft. Gin,
minute or two by any ordinary workman at no expense at all.
| Unlike real marble, it can be imperceptibly repaired if broken,
2110
A large sheet of plate glass is first laid horizontally on a table, | equal to new; and the walls do not require rendering with plaster | bed, £110,
726. Slotting machine by Collier 2ft. stroke, to admit 8ft. diathen a skein of tangled silk, knotted at the opposite ends and | or cement for its application, so it is cheap.
| meter, £250.
soaked in colouring matter, is pulled out into a rough rectangular
728. Radial drilling machine by Fairbairn, 4ft. radius, £120.
form, the rectangle being crossed in all directions by the tangled |
| 729. Planing machine to plane 10ft, by 2ft. Gin. square, with
threads, and laid upon the piece of glass, the knots lying beyond
| two tool boxes, £162.
E
the edges of the glass. This first skein is coloured to form, say,
SALE OF ENGINEERING PLANT AT THE
730, Screw-cutting lathe by Smith and Beacock, 1lin, centres,
the blue veins ; then another skein, soaked in other colouring
HATCHAM IRONWORKS.
144ft. bed, £145.
matter, may be laid over it to form other veins, Then some Keen’s
On Tuesday, the 14th inst., and following days, the whole of the
32, Single shaping machine, 10in. stroke, 5ft. bed, £86.
g
cement, lightly coloured, is sprinkled over the skeins with the
and plant at the well-known Hatcham Ironworks.
740. Planing machine by Berry, to plane 25ft, by 4ft, Gin,
fingers to further add to the marbling effect, and after two or three machinery
London,
was
sold
by
auction
by
Messrs.
Wheatley
Kirk
an
square,
two
tool
boxes,
£410.
sprinklings, it may be of different lem, the silk is quite covered Price, engi ing aucti
s, Manchester. The works are com741. Double wheel lathe by Berry, to turn up to 7ft. diameter,
by the wet layer of cement. Then the silk is pulled out by being pactly
cover several acres of ground. Owing tothe one rest to each face plate,
q
l
vertically upwards through the cement. More cement retirement of the and
proprietor,
the works have
Plain open sand boiler makers’ slabs, 4s. 9d. to 5s, 6d. per cwt. ;
is then added, and the mass is smoothed by a trowel. Next, been closed some time, and itMr.wasGeorge England,
ed to dispose of the con- moulding boxes, from
6s. 6d. to 12s.
3d. per cwt,
some fine cement is laid on, and over this a layer of canvas tents as above. The works will be well-known
the readers of
to ’ strength to the film, now about a sixth of an inch THE ENGINEER, the numerous experiments withto the
locothick. Then comes a thick backing of coarse cement, making motives in the so-called ‘‘cabbage garden” adjoining bogie
the whole five-eighths of an inch thick. On turning up the having been detailed therein. On each day there wasthe a works
LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTSslab of plate glass, and looking at the face of the layers of cement, company
the monthly meeting to be held on Saturday next
and the purchasers represent the three king- mEN.—At
as fine a specimen of marble is seen as anybody need wish to view, doms as present,
(to-morrow)
City Terminus Hotel, Mr. A. Laird, of Messrs.
well as the Continent. We do not remember ever Moreland andat the
all made in a few minutes. It is left on the glass twelve hours to having heard
Sons, will continue his series of pa)
on the
such high prices being obtained for tools, &., by properties and treatment
dry, and is afterwards enamelled and polished. It is not im- | auction ; and of
of cast iron. The chair will be taken at
this
only
serves
to
illustrate
the
enormous
existing
possible that many a householder who thinks he has a fine marble. | demand for machinery. Most of the tools had been kept badly, eight p.m., and non-members as well as members will be permitted
mantelpiece might, by boring a little below the surface, be some- and few were in what we should call really good condition.
share in the discussion,
e to Launch
what surprised to come upon a layer of canvas inside the stone.
at RENFREW.—A fine screw steamer of 1500 tons,
subjoin a few of the lots, aoe g not allowing us to do more. | built
Nobody gave a verbal description of the process shown last The
and engined by W. Simons and Compan: y, was on Saturday
sale
each
day
was
condu
by
Mr.
H.
ice,
who,
by
his
week, but
uestions put were freely answered by managers and tact and courtesy, added no little to the result.
launched from the London Works, Renfrew. She is the ye
workmen, pt at a luncheon which followed, at which Mr.
of the British India Steam Navigation Company, and is
Lor.
Lilwall presided, further particulars were given. Mr. Davey, the
with a pair of compound engines of 200-horse power, steel prochairman of the Marezzo Marble Company, and Mr. Richmond
195. Double-geared wall drilling machine, by Berry, to admit
lier, el
+ passenger accommodation, steam winches, teak
Were said to be the inventors of the process. We put several | 38in.
ecks and fittings, 5 the ninth steamer constructed by this
questions as to the durability of the marble, there being no doubt
ing the water she was grace198, Slotting machine by Muir, Sin. stroke, to admit 38in., £73. |firm for the India trade. When
as to the perfect character of the imitation, and were told that it | 199, Single shaping machine by Buckton, 7in. stroke, 2ft. bed, wdbaim
tan, daughter of the secrehad been found to be durable enough so long as it had been tried, |without circular motion, £36,
tary of the company,
.
WE illustrate in the accompanying engraving engine and boiler
for one of six steam launches now being tfitted by Messrs, Crichton
and Co. of Abo, for the Russian Government. Four of the launches
are for service inthe Black Sea, whiletwo go to Cronstadt. Thefirm
have built about twenty such launches in the last two years. The
ry.
engravings speak for themselves, rendering description un
The weight of the machinery complete, without water in the
boiler, is 30 cwt. The whole can be lifted into +or out of the boats
with the greatest ease if
ry, as is
the case for
naval p
ses. The single-cylinder is 7in. diameter and Gin.
stroke,
he shaft makes 250 revolutions per minute; the
pressure is 601b.; the flat sides of the boiler are stayed by an
angle iron cross and two flat bars, as shown.
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developments about the applications of the science referred to
but fear I should be intruding too much on your columns, {
conclude, therefore, trusting that you will judge the subject
worthy of public attention, and, on this account, admit these few
remarks,
Leon Yourv’Hul, Hydrologist,
Linden House, Twickenham, Middlesex,
May 22, 1872.

bottom of the furnace, and this is done simply by fining it. To
this end my invention is specially directed. It consists of
three separate parts for melting, fining, and puddling. The
melting part may or may not be of a cupola form, and contains three charges of 10 cwt. each at atime. The first charge is
melted down, and run into the neck, which is constructed for the
COMPOUND ENGINES,
Sin,—The great interest attached to the question of compound purpose of fining by air forced into the iron near the bottom, when
from. five to seven minutes it is brought into fine metal or
marine engines at the present time must be my excuse for asking in** plate
iron.” It is now run into the puddling chamber, which is
VOLTAIC PROTECTION OF SHIPS’ HULLS.
you to give publicityto a few remarks with reference to your article
on the subject in the number for the 17th ofthis month. You of a circular form, to be puddled; when one charge is run out,
to your observations upon this subject in a leadanother,
composed of 5 or 6 cwt. of coal, and 10 or 11 ewt of iron, ingSin,—Referring
there gave an example of the ranges of temperature in a compound
article
of
last week’s edition, I beg to describe the following
engine, compared to those in an ordinary engine, to the detriment is charged. The fuel thus used supplies sufficient heat for melting experiment, which
seems to prove that voltaic action cannot be
of the former. Now allow me to state that the pressures there and puddling at the same time, and is regulated as desired. The made available for the
protection of ships’ hulls.
fining of the iron neutralises its corrosive tendency, so that no
given could only apply to a compound engine in which the pistons fettling
About two months ago I soldered a lump of zinc to the inside of
is required, as every intelligent puddler will testify who a large
move simultaneously and not fitted with a receiver-—-which class of has worked
iron
melting
ladle
about the centre of the bottom, half
plate
iron.
In
regard
to
the
puddling,
it
is
conducted
engine is, in point of economy, far behind that with only two
it with the brine of sea-salt, and immersed it in the same
facility, as the teeth or bits in the tool are so arranged that filled
cylinders and with eranks at right angles. In this class of engine with
solution
to
a
depth
of
about
inch from the upper edge of the
every
inch
of
the
bottom
is
acted
upon;
the
tools,
by
a
simple
confitted with a receiver—the true heat-trap, the pressure in the trivance, are easily introduced and withdrawn, Mr. Paget says ladle. At the same time Iantreated
another iron ladle with a
first cylinder, never falls below about 23 Ib. absolute pressure, and
similar interior and exterior dose of brine, but without the prothat
fining
iron
facilitates
the
puddling,
and
enables
us
to
produce
that in the second cylinder ranges from about 22 1b, to say, 31b.,
|
tective
action
of
the
‘‘
sacrificial
metal.”
cost of from 10s. to 15s. per ton
the cards produced are as sketch, and I have marked the tempe- a superior brand, but theI extra
of a fortnight the latter ladle was rusted most
have endeavoured brictly and intelligibly | At the end
its adoption.
ratures by side of the pressure ;and we have difference in tem- precludes
both inside and outside, whilst the former ladle was
to show that iron can be fined, and all its attendant advantages decidedly,
free from oxidation on the outside as well as within.
secured to the ironmaster, at not a loss, but a saving of 16s, or ahnost
-801SS. 3izThe experiment was a rough and ready one, but the result,
15s..per ton. ~The labour ef the puddler will be very light, and showing
that the sacrificial metal protects the entire mass within
his wages increased even at a lower price than is now paid certain
limits of distance of the iron plate, is in harmony with
for puddling plate-iron, as the furnace is capable of producing
|
electrical
experience, and I, therefore, fear that if voltaic action
50 or GO tons per week. The kind of rabble [ use is said should be adopted
to protect the inner surface of « ship's bottom
to be objectionable because of its liability to get clogged with it would also protect
the exterior where such protection is
cinder and iron; or if it will do for fluid iron, it will not
with serious incrustation.
do when the iron comes to nature. Anticipating such a attended
A
copper
tack
touching
iron hull of a vessel gives rise to less
result I provided for it by having two tools, one for the corrosion than would an oldthecopper
and the latter would
tluid, and another for the solid iron, Another objection to it do much less harm than a copper penny,
kettle, supposing all to he
is the liability of the bottom of the furnace to get uneven, from |; immersed
in
the
bilge
water
and
also
in
contact with the hull,
the charging of cold cinder and pig ivon; but this does not apply,
reduce the surface of copper exposed to the water is, therefore,
asI neither charge one or the other in such
y. The above | To
to
reduce
the
risk
of
serious
action,
and
hence, no doubt, the
method of fining iron aifords the greatest facilities for blowi
into it any chemicals that will eliminate sulphur and phos Admiralty order to varnish and cover with canvas the copper
peratures of No. 1 cylinder 80 deg., and in the second, or No. 2 phorus
|
fittings
of
iron
ships.
The
varnish
insulates
the coppcr, and the
; and during a long experience in iron-making I have canvas retards the scraping away of this varnish
cylinder, about 92 deg. Now had the expansion taken place in never seen
by friction.
better quality than has been produced by this furnace
one cylinder, the range of temperature would have been 172 deg., from
The
simple
chemical
action
of
the
corrosive
water still,
4 brand of Cleveland iron, ‘he cost of the furnace, however, goes on, augmented by the voltaic effect bilge
or, roughly, range of temperature in each cylinder of the compound with No,
of the different
machine
complete,
would
be
about
£150,
engine, equal 1, and in the single cylinder equal 2,
qualities
of
iron
plates
and
rivets
used
in
construction.
<A deli
Workington, May 25rd.
3. BAYLISS.
Now, I maintain that the loss by condensation in the compound
cate galvanometer will always show. the ‘‘ sacrificial” action in
progress between a soft rivet and a hard plate, or vice rersd. This
engine will be only one-half of that in the single cylinder if both
NECESSITY OF HARBOUR REFUGES AROUND THE COAST,
engines have the same piston area, because the amount of steam
is an untouched difficulty in naval construction, which well
condensed will be as thé squares of the difference of temperature,
Str,—Accept my best thanks for insertion of my letter, under deserves the attention you have twice invited to its study.
as proved by experiments in America and elsewhere. We have, the above heading, on May 17th, in THe ENGINEER, in response
W, A, Lyre,
consequently, loss by condensation in the compound engine = to article in THE ENGINEER of March 22nd, on ‘‘ Harbour Works
PATENT REFORM,
1° + 1?= 2, and in the ordinary engine = 2? = 4, besides this, at Alderney,” which opinions therein expressed have been borne
Srr,—I am glad to find that my remarks upon this subject
the compound engine will give a higher dynamic effect in propor- out by two leader articles in the shipping Gazette of April 20th
tion to its indicated horse-power, because the steam pressures are and May Ist, and also by the recent Committee of Inquiry, who have had the effect of eliciting the expression of such warm feelmore equable on the pistons,
declare the Alderney solid works to be worse than useless, and a ings of friendship for the existing staff of the Patent-oftice.
Allow me to describe the library to those of your readers who
27th May, 1872.
F, W. C.
waste of outlay of past expenditure. Since these opinions have
BOILER EXPLOSIONS.
been given, a letter has been inserted in the Zimes of the 13th have not yet visited it. It is a small room—about the size of an
ordinary
London dining-room, elegantly fitted up, and provided,
inst.,
signed
by
Admiral
Cochrane,
in
which
he
suggests,
or
proSm, —I read in your last week’s number (855) with great
is alleged, with the means of ventilation, but oppressively chainterest, the report of the boiler explosion experiments tried in poses, adoption of a plan of his for constructing iron caissons, to itracteristic
of the contrary. More than half this small room is
America, and am rather disappointed it has not called forth any be filled up with concrete and bituminous cement, in lengths of occupied
portfolios of specifications, and the small recorrespondence in this. week’s number, I was rather surprised to 400ft. by widths of 60ft., and depths of G0ft., giving a mainder iswith
national reference library for the progresfind that what has been usually held to be a fruitful cause of gross cubical content of 1,440,000 cubic feet, which, assum- sive guidancethe ofgreat
inventors in iron and steel, in shipbuilding,
these explosions, viz,, the water getting too low in the boiler, was ing to be of the specific gravity of 20ft. cube to a ton,
paper-making, and the hundreds of other chcmical anil
found not to be so, as many of the boilers burst when well supplied would form a total weight of 72,000 tons in each 400ft. length, pottery,
or 950,400 to a mile-length of solid breakwater, which, calculated at mechanical branches of British industry.
with water.
do not regret the fact that half this small collection of books
I think that this shows that these experiments have not solved the low cost of one shilling per cubic foot—or, one pound sterling is Icomposed
old and foreign books, because they are simply
the problem yet, and the fact of potas giving way with a steam for each ton—would require an outlay of about a million sterling priceless; but ofI feel
I speak without the chance of contradicpressure much under the hydraulic pressure which they were tested for the completed mile-length of sea-walling or breakwater, which tion when I assert that
that this library is only a beautiful model of
to, proves either that the hydraulic pressure had strained and is about the price or cost of the present masonry system of solid what it would become
under
the existing staff if the present
weakened them-—which is not alleged—or else that the ex ploding wallings,and which has proved, and will continue to prove, inand unjust law were so reformed as to leave them more
force was not the steam at all—which was so much under what adequate and ineffective for the protection sought from it, and | crippling
independence
of
action.
they had easily sustained before—but some other more potent and which is continually accumulating silt, sand, and rubbish all
I greatly admire the position of the present library, so correctly
evidently suddenly accumulated force. What it is I am not of around their sea facings. It is sincerely to be hoped that with called
‘‘ elevated” by Mr. Spence, because it affords a lesson to
course able to say, but it appears to be most probably electricity |the past and proved experiences obtained, the solid wall systems every inventor
who goes thither, teaching him through the puffs
in some form or other, and I am more led to this conclusion from of harbours or breakwaters will not be repeated, and millions of of his failing wind,
as he struggles upward from stair tv stair-landmoney
be.
thrown
into
the
sea
for
no
real
use
or
effective
purpose
having recently read in the Miniag Journal a letter from a correing,
right
up
to
attic of a high building, that those who aspire
spondent who had, he said, noticed electric
produced except it be to maintain old opinions of certain engineers, who to eminence as the
inventors
can only do so, as a rule, through the
will
not
be
convinced
or
persuaded
“that
they
have
been
in
by applying an iron rod to a boiler; I think he said there were
sacrifice
of
time,
strength,
and comfort.
distinct sparks and shocks produced, I should like much to error.”
Another plan or project is now in progress for constructing ' Mr, Hamilton’s last letter furnishes one of the most decisive
know if any other person has ever noticed this, as, if so, it would
instances
I
have
yet
seen
of
the readiness with which a man may
go far to confirm this theory. We need not be surprised at this a harbour. of refuge and protection from ice gatherings at Cuxhimself respecting the ‘‘novelty” of his notions, becuse,
when we know that the clouds—which are just vapour analagous haven, on the German coast, by an eminent English engineer, | deceive
after
having
rung
many
high
philosophical changes of his own
to steam—are often charged with electricity, and also when, we whose name is not entered in prospectus, and whose real inten- upon my new principle of ‘ non-existence”
7. ‘‘ novelty” as the
remember how little is really known of this subtle and most tions are not developed as yet; but I trust it will not be basis of patents, he coolly appropriates the idea,
and tells you in
attempted
on
the
false
principle
of
solid
wall
construction,
powerful agent. I throw out these hints in the hope that some
the first paragraph that his proposition is novel, or at least con
of your correspondents more competent than myself may take up when my plan of floating breakwater can be constructed and tains
the
germ—my
germ—of
the
only
sound
patent
system.
safely
moored
for
a
sum
or
outlay
of
one-fifth
less
than
the
solid
this important subject, and perhaps throw some light upon it, as
your issue of the 24th inst. I gave four reasons why novelty
I think the American experiments have by no means settled the breakwater—say two hundred thousand pounds sterling for a mile is Ina worthless
and
untenable
basis
of
patent
right,
whereas the
length
of
ship
refuge,
instead
of
a
million
sterling
per
mile,
formmatter,
« ah ; .
of non-existence in a commercially working form
inga complete protection against storm or ice floes, and avoiding substitution
Glasgow, 25th May, 1872.
would
enable
Parliament
by
an
Act
of
a
few
words
to cut the
all
possibility
of
silting
up,
which
is
consequent
to
solid
walls.
[We insert our correspondent’s letter because it proves that
knot of the entire patent difficulty,
people still exist who will shut their eyes to facts, and seek for Asa proof of this floating breakwater system being effective and Gordian
Great as I believe to be the public value of this simple and
mysterious and occult causes for very simple effects. The elec- economic as well, I would respectfully appeal to the constituted sasily
workable principle, I do not suppose that I have any claim
trical phenomenon mentioned by J. M. W. is well known, and it is authorities to practically try a length, say eight hundred feet, of upon the
public for its enunciation, nine years ago, by means of a
equally well known that electricity has nothing to do with boiler the floating breakwater on my’ plan, or that of a better plan, if pamphlet,
and six years ago by a series of letters in the Beehive, of
it
can
be
suggested
by
a
really
practical
engineer.
The
time
has
explosions. The reason why a boiler hot will not stand as much
union power. ‘The man who carries out a good idea, and
pressure as when cold, is simply that the heat causes the boiler to arrived for a decision of this great point—the prevention of ship- trade
forces
the
public
to understand and recognise its worth, is the only
wrecks
all
around
our
coasts.
°
W.
Austin,
C.E,
change its form slightly by expansion, and so the strains are no
one who has any claim upon them whatever; and if any of your
longer equalised, and the weakest portion fails.—Ep. E. |
correspondents
should
succeed, either by the public meeting sugSUBTERRANEAN WATERS,
gested by ‘‘ Philomath,” or in any other way, in winning legal
MECHANICAL PUDDLING.
Srr,—Allow me, by the present letter, to direct the attention of sunction for my non-existence scheme, he alone will deserve all the
Sir,—In Tue ENGINEER of the 10th inst. there is a paper on your readers to a modern and yet imperfectly known science, the praise,
this subject by Mr. Paget, C.E., in which he refers to my inven- | applications of which have considerable practical importance, and
Mr, Hamilton objects to the details of the plan proposed by me
tion (Bayliss, 1866) as being tried with good results. The latter | are not devoid of interest to the reading public at large. I refer | for applying the new law in the issue of patents on grounds which
part of his remarks are unintentionally, I believe, calculated to to the science whose object consists in studying the subterranean he cannot prove, and for which, indeed, he offers nothing better
convey to his readers a wrong idea about it. To correct this isi | waters, the kinds of ground where they are to be found, their than his own ipse dirit : because I am quite certain that strength
the purpose for which this letter appears. That the present system flowing, the physical laws that rule their abundance or scarcity, and elasticity, as well as perfect freedom of self-action, can be
of puddling is too expensive in material, and unsatisfactory in its and their depth.
demonstrated to be the distinguishing characteristics of those proresults, is acknowledged by all who have attentively observed it.
The circumstances which accompany tiie circulation of water on posals, notwithstanding Mr. Iamilton’s unsupported assertion to
It is also admitted now that it is susceptible of improvement, the surface of the earth have been thoroughly studied, but few the contrary. I fear, however, to attempt the discussion of this
though what is required to be done and what is the best way of persons have surmised what becumes of the rain-water absorbed purely commercial question of supply and demand with one who
doing it is not very clear, even to those engaged in bringing it by the soil, and still fewer have tried to account for it.
declares plainly that he ‘‘ objects to introducing money profit as 2
A Frenchman, however, named Paramelle, resting his researches test for anything.” To talk of the grand aspirations of inventors,
about. A convictionof the necessity
and possibility of superseding
he present extravagant and inadequate method has brought many on sound geological knowledge, devoted himself to the solution of and their claims to monopoly on the score of these aspirations, in
tnventors upon the field, who are aiming some in this way, and this problem, and to the applications of the principles he had dis- spite of the commercial worthlessness of their services, is simply
others in that way, to accomplish such a much desired object. Mr. covered by long experience. The science is now complete ; it has “vapouring;” und if the lew is never to be reformed till some
Paget enumerates twelve by name, critics who have had the received « name, ‘ Hydrescopy,” or subterranean hydrology, and | wondrous scheme can be devised for extending or curtailing
opportunity of judging of the merits of each, divide them thus, its applications are perfectly definite.
| patent right in proportion to the apparent presence or absence of
part which have obtained notoriety by the press, and are
Among these we ‘must place in the first rank the discovery of the real divine afflatus in the great ecstatic visage of the inventor,
sure to succeed, and part that are consigned to obscurity, springs and selection of well sites. Let the reader think of the reform will never be effected. A patent should only be continued
or as one has it, ‘stumped out,” and mine, which is called immense practical benefits it is possible to reap from such a| as reward for sustained work of public value, and nof for mere
**A Poor Man’s Patent,” belongs to the latter class. In re- science. How many towns, villages, and private estates, are de- ideas. Mr. Hamilton states that I regard the commercial applica
ference to this point, with so much conflicting testimony prived of water, or obliged to get it from remote places at enor- | tion of an invention as the basis of an inventor’s right against the
before us as to the merits of rival patentees, it is impossible to mous expense, At this time so grave a deprivation is no longer public, whereas he regards it as the basis of the public right as
say who will come in first. Though we cannot say a will be irremediable.
against the inventor!
the winner in this race, yet we can say, without fear of contradicWithin easy access of every village almost every house, and | If Mr. Hamilton approves of the new principle, why does he not
tion, what the capabilities of his invention must be. The new generally at a little depth below the surface of the soil, there advance its discussion by the suggestion of some practical details,
system that is to revolutionise the old, whether it be a revolvin; exist subterranean streams of water. By a simple digging (indi- instead of dealing in such extraordinary hair-splitting as this?
furnace, revolving rabble, or a rotating raker, must be adapte cated after a thorough survey of the place, and not by the aid of The best illustration of Mr. Hamilton’s objection is by supposing
to reduce the cost per ton of iron, in material as well as labour, those clever divining rods that have made so many dupes) one can it applied to the relation between shopkeeper and customer created
and develope those chemical principles involved in the conversion channel out these hidden streams and make them flow on the sur- by a sale, If the shopkeeper were to say, ‘‘I regard this receipted
of pig iron which constitute the true science of puddling. I have face, or else a well can be sunk on their course, and the place, bill as evidence of my right to the retention of ‘money had and
an opinion of my own as to the adaptation df different inventions el deprived of water, will become abundantly supplied received,’” Mr. Hamilton, for the sake of objecting, might be supto these ends, but I shall not trouble your readers with it now. with it.
posed to step forward and say, ‘‘ You are wrong, because I regard
The iron manufacturer finds the cost in fettling and fuel very high,
Is there af science which deserves more to be studied? One it as the basis of the customer’s right to keep the goods purand the inventor that can relieve: him from this is he whose in- may oppose that these are promises of theory, and that practice chased.” Of course Mr. Hamilton is quite right in saying that
vention will ae mm with the former, and reduce the a 4considerably lessen down such expectations.
the commercial application of an invention constitutes the public
latter nearly one-half.
is, in my. humble opinion, can only be
‘o this I will reply that the applications are not to be made; right as against the right of the inventor; but if both rights are
done by arranging different parts in the apparatus, so as to carry that Paramelle has discovered over 9500 springs, that he has disci- based on * commercial user ” his objection becomes void.
on separate
simult:
ly, and so prepare the iron that ples who sie not less enetgetic than he was, and continue illusI have read Mr, Hamilton’s two letters through with that care
n puddling itwill not exert a scouring action upon the: sides and trating by facts the excellence of the method; I might add long needful in denling with any communication of a metaphysical
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
correspondents. )
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cast, but I am unable to discover anything whatever in either
beyond the introduction of the French system of patents of addition, except a dressing up in fresh words of the principal proposals
made by me ei
y in your columns. I should not object to
this were it not that he does it without acknowledgment, whilst
offering frivolous objections to some of my non-essential details.
I have nowhere suggested any scrutiny into the private affairs
of a patentee, but merely that he should annually file a declaration on a stamp, showing by assertion of profit therefrom that
his invention is still commercially existent. Some such check as
this upon useless, unworked dog-in-the-manger patents will be
absolutely necessary if commercial use were. once the basis of
patent right, and this declaration of working existence could not
possibly give rise to the hardship pointed out by ‘‘ Philomath,”
because it would not be required till the end of the second year.
If a poor inventor, after getting for 10s. a patent on the new
and almost indefeasible basis of present non-existence, &c., is not
able to prove by the infallible money test within two years that
he is doing a public industrial service, he is unworthy of any
public reward, If the poor inventor, with such grand chances
opened up to him, should hang for two whole years round the
office of *‘Philomath’s” cruel manufacturer, I should say leave
him to his fate, and don’t block the road to reform by trying to
frame a law which shall pretend to help those who refuse to help
themselves. I have no doubt that a reconsideration of my proposal will convince ‘‘ Philomath” that both inventors and the
public would be enormously benefited by the legalisation of the
proposed new basis of patent right, and that he is far in error
about the scope of my propositions.
W. A. LyTTLe.
MOUNTAIN LOCOMOTIVES AND NARROW GAUGE LINES.
Sik,—From time to time during'the last few years various
articles and communications have appeared in your journal on
this subject, and a few notes as to what has been done north of
the Tweed, and, arising from this, on various foreign railways,
may not be uninteresting to your readers. The extensive mineral
fields west and south of Edinburgh and Glasgow, yielding coal,
ironstone, the celebrated Torbane Hill mineral, limestone, shale,
Xc., soon made apparent the necessity for cheap and general communication with the main lines to and from the scattered mines
and works,
Tramways were laid down in all directions, and, as in many
similar districts in England and Wales, were for a long time
worked by horse power. It then became a question whether this
traffic could not be more economically carried on by steam, and,
about ten years ago, the enterprise of west country mineral
proprietors and engineers were testing this by the adoption of
locomotives adapted specially to the circumstances. Several of
these engineers were to be seen (locally and technically termed
‘“* Pugs”) running about with their miniature trains over the comparatively level country south and east of Glasgow. These gave
good results, and encouraged progress ;but in many localities it
was found that, withoutmaking long detours, and in some cases that
it was absolutely necessary to run the trains over much steeper
gradients and round sharper curves than were originally contemplated, In 1861 Mr, George Gray, of Leavenseat Limeworks, Whitburn, near Bathgate, proposed to substitute steam for horse-power
line of about two miles in length, leading from the limestone
mines to the main lines to Glasgow and Edinburgh. These quarries are nearly at the summit level of a high—1000ft. above the
sea—and very bleak country, much exposed to snow and rain
storms in winter, Starting from the lowest level, the line runs
~1400 yards, 1 in 80; 360 yards, 1 in 12; 450 yards, 1 in 15; 630
yards, 1 in 18; 680 yards, 1in 15. The rail gauge is 32in.; rails,
28 lb, per yard; the line single, originally indifferently made, and
crossing a deep ravine on a narrow embankment about 150 yards
in length, before commencing the steep ascent of 1 in 12, with
curves of one and a-half chains in some, but not dangerous parts
of the line. It may be mentioned here that an article from a
west country paper in 1868—to be afterwards noted—referred to
this line as “‘ having been in operation for seven or eight years
without an accident.” The first experimental engine was, after
consideration, undertaken by Messrs. Hawthorn and Company, of
Leith. The data and formula published in THE ENGINEER, of
September 16th, 1859, were taken to start with, and their correctness has since been abundantly verified in practice. These were
carefully compared with known results on other lines with easier
gradients, and the engine constructed with four wheels 27in.
diameter, 43ft. centres coupled, 8in. cylinders, 15in. stroke, and
120 Ib, steam in boiler. This locomotive was put to work on the
line in June, 1862, and was found to take up the gradient of
1 in 12, about its own weight in trim besides itself, at four to six
miles per hour in any state of the rails, sand of course being used
when necessary. The engine in trim weighed 7 tons 5 cwt., and
could be started or stopped with the load on the incline, the
brake-power having ample control over the motion of the train.
Taking the above result by calculation from the formula
= ve , with one-fifth off the boiler pressure for average pressure
in cylinder (p), or 96 Ib. against 120 Ib. The engine should take
about 7} tons gross load, besides its own weight allowing 22°4 lb.
per ton friction for load, as trams and rails were of inferior construction, and limiting the possible adhesive force to one-fifth of
engines weight of incline, The ascertained cost of maintenance
per day for the above engine, noted 16th July, 1862, amounted to
12s, per day, viz., driver’s and fireman’s pay, 7s. 6d.; 14 cwt.
dross, 2s.; lard oil, cotton waste, coarse rope, and extras, 2s. 6d.;
total, 12s.
In 1862 the attention of the proprietors of a mineral railway in
Portugal was drawn to the operations carried on by Mr. Gray,
and, after personal inspection of these by Messrs. James Mason
and Francis T. Barry, of London, it was determined to make experiments in the same direction; The Portuguese line was at this
period worked by about seventy mules, with drivers, &c., at considerable cost. The railway runs a distance of eleven miles over a
very rugged country, crossing many ravines and torrents, and with
very many curves, some as 8
as 1} to 2 chains radius.. The
gradients starting from the sea level to the mines which supply
copper ore, are as follows ;—1, rising 1 in 23 to 1 in 1000 = 3}
iniles ; 2, falling 1 in 24 to 1 in 60 = 2 miles; 3, rising 1 in 30 to
Lin 190 = 2 miles ; 4, falling 1 in 50 to 1 in 19 = 14 miles; 5,
rising 1 in 1500 to 1 in 43 = 3 miles, .The gauge is 34ft., and railway and plant of the best construction ; rails, 35 Ib. per yard.
The first engine had 9in. cylinders, 15in, stroke, 27in.. wheels;
steam pressure on boiler, 1301b. In a note from Mr. Gray, who
had gone out for about six months to organise the traction on this
railway by steam, he says, ‘‘ The engine hauled 20 tons,-wagons
and ore, up the incline of 1 in 19, and would have done a good deal
more (wagons say 22 cwt. each, carrying two tons of ore); also,
30 wagons and 40 men over 1 in 30 (= 36 tons) in splendid style.”
Kngine weight in trim 10° tons, The calculation, as before,
mects this load on the 1 in 19 gradient exactly, viz. : 20 tons, and
on 1 in 30 gives 38 tons. It will be seen in experiments with Mr.
(iray’s engines, after noted, that this limit may be practically
increased one-fifth, leaving thus a larger margin for effect. In
January, 1864, Mr, Gray and the writer were present in Derbysire
at the experiments being made for the then proposed Mont Cenis
Railway, which at this time attracted much attention, and had
brought together many engineers and others interested in the
undertaking. Its success has now spoken for itself, and it is to be
presumed that it has realised the expectations of its originators.
Even failing this, the energetic manner in which it was carried
through reflects much credit on all concerned. The question
remains whether this central rail system possesses advantages
over ordinary locomotives and railway lines likely to recommend
its adoption, unless in very exceptional circumstances. One point
mooted, whilst the Mont Cenis experiments were in progress,
was, whether two engines, coupled together, could not be
.With as much or more advantage than a single engine of twice used
the
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weight, and the general opinion seemed adverse to this. It was
also stated that the trains must be taken over the gradient of
1 in 12, at about twelve miles per hour. In regard to the last,
although the total journey of about fifty miles has been made
at that rate, there is no evidence of its being attained on the heavy
gradients ;and, subject to correction, it is to be supposed that a
much lower speed has been the maximum with ordinary trains.
To test the effect of coupling two engines together, Mr. Gray,
having meanwhile got a second locomotive, it was determined to
try the experiment. This was done in April, 1864, with the engine
already noted, viz, 8in. cylinder, l5in, stroke, 27in. wheels, and
120 Ib. steam, and the second one, 9in. cylinder, 15in. stroke, 27in.
wheels, and 150 lb. steam. These coupled together took over 1
in 12 twenty empty trucks = 24 tons weight, at four to six miles
per hour, and the er by itself with 125 Ib. in boiler, took 14 tons
12 cwt. over same gradient; weight of engine in trim 10 tons.
Calculating as before on one-fifth weight of engine on gradient for
adhesion, one-fifth less average pressure in cylinder than that in
boiler, and making extra allowance for friction of load, owing to
the number, and inferior construction of trucks and railway, the
load to be taken would be about 20 tons, which, com
with
the actual load by experiment shows a margin of one-fifth in favour
of the latter; neither does it appear that any loss accrued
from using the engines together, but rather the reverse. 'Probably any disadvantage from the want of simultaneous action of
wheel trod on the rails is counterbalanced by the points of
adhesion being increased. The data to hand, as to the Mont
Cenis railway, are not so full as might be desired ; but Mr. A.
Alexander, in his reply to your correspondent, “‘ R: M.” (EnetNEER, January 10th, 1868) says more than 64,000 Ib. load, or, say,
30 tons had been taken up 1 in 12. The engines are understood to have 15in. cylinders, stroke 16in., wheels 28in,, and,
say, 125 lb, steam, to compare it with Mr. Gray’s Yin. cylinder
already noted. Weight of engine in trim id tons 18} tons
light. These engines should, without reference to central rail, &c.,
take about 29 tons load ; and this, which is the actual load taken,
is only equal to what is due to the ordinary locomotives, each of
half the weight and coupled together. So far, then, it would
appear that in mere haulage the central rail system shows no
gain, although as a brake power and security against the train
leaving the rails, it may in certain cases be important. Against
the latter contingency, however, many other schemes have been
mooted more or less practical, and the question comes to be one
of comparative efficiency and expense in first cost and maintenance. Few engineers now will be found to advocate geared locomotives; and, notwithstanding ‘“‘R. M.’s” Californian correlents, offer to put one that would work on the Mont Cenis
line (ENGINEER, Feb, 21st, 1868), such engines are not likely to meet
with any general adoption. To. return to the Portuguese railway. The success of the engines supplied is best evidenced by the
fact that since the first locomotive was put to work, three similar
were added by 1865, eight more with 10in. cylinders and 5ft.
coupled centres to 1870, and up to 1872, two others with 12in,
cylinders, 18in. stroke, 54ft. coupled, centres and wheels 30in.
diameter, the whole being a total of fourteen locomotives more or
less available for working this line of eleven miles in length. To
warrant this extension of course the out-put of the mines must
have been enormously increased, but no deviation from the
original class of engines has been considered available, and no expense has been spared on their efficient construction. Besides
these, two similar engines for a longer line in South America,
with curves and gradients not so severe, have been at work some
ears, and Messrs. H. and Co, are now making others for another
ine, also in that country, with 3ft. wheels and 6ft. coupled centres;
in the latter case the engines are specially adapted for use
singly, or coupled together, with central drawspring and buffer
arrangement. These locomotives are all of the ordinary ontside
cylinder construction, with the exception of 8. D. Davison’s
atent tank system. This has been frequently advertised in your
journal, and, from the tanks forming part of the framing, gives it
great strength, keeps the centre of gravity as low as possible—a
great disideratum, especially on narrow gauge and sharply curved
railways --and all the gearing is outside and easy of access. There
can be little doubt of the comparative advantage of small engines
coupled together when required on such railways as have been
under consideration, as arrangements can always be made to
utilise those not in use for through haulage, for shunting, and
other purposes, In many cases in Europe and other quarters of
the world engines of great power and excessive weight have been
used to overcome steep gradients, but always at a serious loss
where the weight of engine exceeds the maximum required for
adhesion, due to the load to be taken on a given gradient. The
notice of a locomotive engine by Messrs. Dick and Stevenson,
Airdrie, previously adverted to, statés the engine as over 20 tons
weight in trim, 12in. cylinders, taking—in 1868—20 tons over 600
yards gradient of 1 in 11 in a full minute, but the data given are
not sufficient for comparison with the examples given. As the
importance of this subject is daily on the increase any reliable
data are valuable, and will be a sufficient apology for these notes,
which may be the means of bringing other experiences before the
public.
March 13th, 1872.
J. H. B.
Norte.—A third engine has lately been put on the Leavenseat
Railway (Mr. Gray’s). with 10in. cylinders, 15in, stroke, and
four wheels, 27in. in diameter, coupled at 5ft. centres.
The weight of locomotive in trim being 11 to 114 tons. It was
found on trial to take over the 1 in 12 gradient a load of 18 tons,
composed of 28 empty trucks, with 125 lb. per square inch. steam
in boiler, and holding this pressure well at the summit on. the
ascent, With 150 lb., which is to be the working pressure, this
engine is calculated to take a load of 20 tons with a margin
of one-fifth more for a possible result in favourable circumstances,
May 8th, 1872.
J. H. B.
VISIT OF THE MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS TO MR,
KIRKALDY’S TESTING WORKS.
On Saturday, the 25th, the members of the Royal Institute of
British Architects visited Mr. Kirkaldy’s testing works at Southwark, The visit arose from a paper read by Captain Sedden, R.E.,
before the Institute on 22nd April, entitled ‘“‘ Our Present Knowledge of Building Materials and how to Improve it,” the discussion
on which was adjourned to the meeting at the Institute on the
27th of May. On the occasion of the visit Mr. Kirkaldy explained
his patent testing machine with its various applicances for testing
under pulling, thrusting, bending, twisting, shearing, punching,
and bulging stresses ;patent indicator-dial for ascertaining with
great readiness and accuracy change in form of specimen under
extension, or compression, or deflection, &c,; appliances for testing
under distributed as well as central loads; trough, with adjustments for preventing long specimens from buckling or bending
when tested under thrusting stress. The patent micrometer, in
various forms, for ascertaining with accuracy the dimensions of
specimens before and after being tested. The testing machine and
indicator-dial were shown in action under thrusting stress, in testing
a portion of the following series of experiments on greenheart:
ten specimens all turned to 2°524in. diameter = 5°00 square inches
area, of the following lengths—10, 20, 30, 40, 50in. ; four turned
to 5°644 = 25 square inches, 50in. and 100in. in length; and one
7°982in, diameter = 50 square inches of area and 150in. in length.
The following is a summary of the results of the experiments :—
4
Ultimate stress,
Test No, Length. Diameter Area
To b
Per sq. inch.
inches. inches. sq. inches. Ib.
Tons.
lb. Tons.
Giv5l_ .. 50 .. S644 .. 25°00 248,960 = 11114 .. 9,958 = 4°45
G1752... 50 .. 5644 .. 25°00 257,780 = 11509 .. 10,311 = 4°60
G1753 .. 100 .. 5644 .. 25°00 239,920 = 107°11
9,5°9 = 4°28
G i754 5: 100)... S644 .. 25°00 269,630 = 120°37 .. 10,785 = 4°81
Mean 4s i+ oe
264,072 = 113-43 .; 10,162= 4°63
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Turned, and the ends accurately squared. All yielded by direct
crushing, and not by bending.
Among the most interesting features at the works we may
mention a glass-case containing a portion of a broken thirteen-inch
steel crank-shaft, made by Krupp, for the Peninsular and Oriental
Steam Company’s steamship Jeddo, which was cut up into a
number of specimens and tested in order to ascertain the cause of
the breakage. The specimens are placed in their relative positions,
the mahogany framework representing the part cut away by the
parting tool. The series comprises sixteen tested under pulling
stress, eight under bending, four under twisting, and six under
thrusting stress; The specimens and the results obtained conclusively proved that the subsequent fracture was caused by the
treatment to which the shaft had been subjected, and was not
owing to original defects in the steel or in its manufacture. These
experiments further demonstrated the superiority of ascertaining
facts, and appealing to them, instead of the costly, precarious, and
with rare exceptions unsatisfactory process of analysing and
balancing conflicting opinions in our courts of law. In the present
case witnesses, prepared to depone ‘‘to the steel being as brittle
as glass,” were to have ap
on behatf of the company, but
after repeated delays were not forthcoming, so the manufacturer
came off victorious. The ai =e in court of specimens reduced
36 per cent. in length Sok: | ave proved that the so-called ‘‘ glass”
was of a remarkable character.
Mr. Kirkaldy also showed his visitors five cases containing
selected specimens from the series referred to in “‘ Experiments
on Wrought Iron and Steel.” Case 1st—bars, wrought iron, and
stecl. Case 2nd—plates, wrought iron, and steel. Case rd
effects of difference in the shape, effects of difference in the treatment, suddenly applied strains, Case 4th—screwed and chased
bars, welded joints, textures developed by acid, iron “‘cold-rolled.”
Case 5th—specimens showing the shape, contraction of area at
fracture, and extension.
The members also examined long specimens of wrought-iron
plates, angle and tee bars, prepared and tested under pulling
stress, the amount of extension in 100 inches of length being carefully ascertained at every increase of 2000 Ib. per square inch of
the specimen’s sectienal area, from commencement until fractured.
The stress was also removed temporarily at. every increase of
4000 Ib. to ascertain when set, commenced, and its amount, or
when the specimen became permanently extended. A corresponding series cut from the same plates, angle and tee bars, with the
ends faced accurately in lathe, and tested under thrusting stress;
the amount of depression or shortening in 100 inches of iength
being carefully noted at every increase of 2000 Ib. per square inch
of specimen’s sectional area from the commencement until considerably past the elastic-limit of the material. The load was
also removed and sets ascertained as in preceding series. In these
experiments under thrusting stress the specimens were prevented
from buckling or bending by the trough-apparatus
and its adjustments. The load on the specimen was gradually increased until
the specimen suddenly stopped ety eotnoy Ithat part of
the load was taken by the trough, when of course the testing was
suspended, and the specimen removed. A portion of an extremely
interesting series of experiments to ascertain the change in the
form of tubes of various diameters, lengths, and thicknesses when
subjected to thrusting stress, and of the very marked. difference
in the amount of stress borne, and in the form of the curves
between those tested, as the tubes were drawn and those annealed,
attracted much attention,
At Mr. Kirkaldy’s works may be found specimens of steel and
wrought iron plates tested under bulging stress. or flat discs cut out
of plates, and pressed cold into their present shape in the testing
machine. It will be observed that several have stood the test
without the smallest crack, whilst others have burst when only
slightly bulged. Large collection of leather belting of various
sizes, from 12in. down to 1}in. wide, both single and double;
some being tanned according to the English mode, others by the
Swiss, the results of the tests proving the vast superiority of the
latter mode of manufacture. Tested samples of various forms of
joining the pieces of belting, to ascertain their relative merits.
There is a well-appoin
machine room, with turning lathes
planing, shaping, Motting, and drilling machines for preparin
such specimens as required previous to being tested.
In this room the
s of the Institute examined a large
wrought iron roof link, 6in. by 2in. by 21ft,, which has been pulled
asunder (fracture cut off and preserved under glass), andby way
of contrast, a small bolt and nut, some wires, and a specimen of
Portland cement also tested in the same machine; and three
wrought iron bridge links, which broke in the eye or boss instead
of the bar portion, proving that these links were not properly
proportioned, and consequently material wasted.
?
:
The museum room is, perhaps, the most interesting and instructive of all, as will be seen from the following account of its
contents :—
f
:
Large case A contains fractures ofjtesting under pulling stress.
Wrought iron and.steelbars and plates, showing great variety of
qualities, and also in the sizes of the specimens tested. Bronze
and other alloys of copper, copper rods and plates, brass locomotive tubes, lead pipes, tin’ and lead pipes, anti-friction metal,
bolts, wires, also specimens illustrative of the effects due to
difference in the shape.
:
:
Large ease B contains specimens tested under bending stress :
Iron and steel rails, steel tires, steel and wrought iron and cast
iron bars. Specimens under twisting stress: Steel, wrought and
cast iron bars, up to 3in. diameter.
Large case © contains specimens tested under shearing stress :
Gun-metal, steel, wrought and cast iron, steel and iron rivets.
Under thrusting stress : India-rubber buffer, fir, oak, greenheart,
steel, wrought and cast iron, gun metal, anti-friction metal of
various sizes and lengths, small cubes of granite and stone.
Under pulling stress: Fir, steel bars (po
), fractures of
twenty large wrought iron links up to twelve square inchesof
area, which have been pulled asunder. Cast iron specimen, 20in.
area; also one sent to be proved, to show the increase of strengt)
by using a certain * chemical mixture” in the cast iron ; the
results of the testing, however, disclosed one large and six small
wrought iron bars ‘embedded as the so-called “‘ chemical mix
ture.” This specimen was. only intended to be proved, mt
broken,
;
‘
’
On the walls and ‘floor. “Specimens tested under thrusting
stress : Polished steel bars, which yielded by buckling or bending,
‘
stone columns and cubes crushed.
Under pulling stress : Leather and india-rubber belting ;canvas,
steel, and iron wire ropes; Atlantic submarine cables of 18¢5,
1866, 1869; Bombay and. Aden and other cables. Manilla, hemp,
and other ropes. Riveted joints ;iron and steel. hand and ma
chine riveted ; drilled and punched holes. Chains, screw-couplings, draw-hooks, ring-bolts, mooring-rings, brass locomotive
tubes, tested as they were drawn and after being annealed.
Under bending stress: Soft and hard steel rails; steel bars;
and portions of Dantziec fir joints.
_
;
Under bursting stress: Lead, and tin and lead pipes, burst !
water pressure.
rl
.
att
We need only add that Mr. Kirkaldy is always willing to sho.
his treasures—and they really are treasures to the thoughti.l
engineer—to any honest engineer, with acourtesy and liberality
only too seldom met with,
OwWEN’s COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.—At the last distribution of
prizes in mechanical engineering, the following awards were made:
First prize and first certificate, Albert Hildebrandt; second prize
and second certificate, Donald Leitch; third certificate, William
E. Hoyle. Civil Engineering:—Prize and first certificate, Alexander Ross; second certifieate, Albert Hildebrandt; third eertiticate, Thomas Hudson,
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In the accompanying engraving we illustrate a compound engine patented by Mr. H. W. Caspersen, of Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The engine is of the continuous expansion type, and two movements are shown. In the slide valve arrangement the engine
consists of one high-pressure cylinder A, and one low-pressure
cylinder B, the latter being about twice the diameter of the
former. Both these cylinders are connected together by two
separate steam chests C and D, one between the top ends and one
between the bottom ends of the cylinders. Each of these steam
ciests contains two slide valves, working on the faces of the cylin
ders, top and bottom. These two steam chests C and D are
cted
ther steam chest E, containing a variable expansion valve, worked by an adjustable eccentric. By this valve in
the steam chest E the steam may be cut off at any part of the
stroke of the gy
piston. When the piston in the +4
pressure cylinder
travelled to_half-stroke the !piston in the

low-pressure cylinder, being then at theftop of stroke, the cranks
being at right angles, will, by the motion of the slide valves in
the top steam chest C, receive the steam from the top of the smallin
piston on to the large piston, and thus both pistons will workthat
conjunction, with the continuous expansion of steam
exists, to the termination of each a
respective stroke.
At the terminationfof each piston’s stroke, their steam is exhausted
of the
direct to the condenser, which is regulated by the motionmaintainslide valves, as in the ordinary slide valve engines; thus
ing a good vacuum, both for the high-pressure piston and the
low-pressure piston, which is one object which, Mr. Casperser.
claims, has never been obtained before. It is evident that by this
arrangement steam ata very high pressure maybe worked expansively
down to a very low degree in both cylinders, and both pistons are
all the time working upon @ vacuum. The up-stroke in both
cylinders will of course be effected in the same manner by the
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motion of the slide valves in the separate bottom stcam chest D,
and the expansion valve in the separate steam chest E.
That the invention can be worked by other valves than slide
valves, the following example of piston valves will show :—The
engine consists of a high and low-pressure cylinder, as before, and
the = valves a! b! in the chamber D regulates the steam from
the boiler entirely, and can be worked to any expansion up to half
stroke of the high-pressure piston, The piston valves a b?, and
a? 63, in chambers E and F, regulate entirely the communication ora
exhaust between the pistons and the condenser, thus obtaining
perfect vacuum as in the slide valve arrangement; the steam
passing from the high-pressure piston to the low-pressure piston,
pass the ends of the piston valves alternately. It is to be undervalves are
stood that the movements of the three sets of piston
produced by eccentrics and links in the usual way. This arrangement gives easy access to all the working parts,
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—Madame Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
E
.—Messrs. A. ASHER and Co., 11, Unter den Linden,
VIENNA.—Messrs. GEROLD and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—AtPuonsE Dire, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.—Wi timer and Rocers, 47, Nassau-street.
TO OORRESPONDENTS.
69 = cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ;we
therefore request
correspondents to
coptes.
“Pall letters intended forinsertion in THE Exar
mn
address0,
the writer, not
ily for pub
» but as a
ry)
good faith. i se Utes dl te We Fee
communications.
*,* In order
to avoid trouble and confusion,
we find it necessary to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all
cases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with
™ these instructions.
J. A. anp Co, (Manchester).—A letter lies at our office for these correspondents.
J. 5. (Alliance-street).- Write to Mr. Cole, C.B., South Kensington, and you
will receive full particulars.
. R.— We are at a loss to advise yeu. It is possible you may find the wheel
patented in this country, and so get what you want from the specification.
We will make inquiries on the subject.
A Constant READER.— Your question scarcely comes within the scope of a
journal like this. Weare unable to supply the information you require;
write to the editor of some agricultural journal.
J. J. M.—You are too profound
for us ; at least we are, we confess, unable
to find a single instance of ‘‘ Nature crying aloud through all her works”
against the expansion of steam in a single cylinder. We do not understand
what an “intermediate medium” is, It maybe a new name for a cylinder,
but it is certainly not a good name.
INKING ROLLERS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Can any of your correspondents inform me what is the right proportion of treacle and glue for inking rollers, by ounces ; also if the glue
should be first soaked for twelve hours in water, as my rollers get hard
and dry?
Dz
CO-OPERATION.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Can any of your readers eblige us with a copy of rules and regulations under which co-operative
ineering establish
its are conducted ?
P. anv Co,
May 27th, 1872.
DRAWN COPPER TUBES.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
S1r,—Will any reader oblige by giving name and address of makers of
solid drawn bright seamless copper tube ?
B. H. L.
SUBSCRIPTIONS:
Tur EnGIneer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations ; or it can, of preferred, be supplied direct
froin the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
Half-yearly (including double number) .. +
Yearly (including two double numbers)... .. +
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will
be made, Tur ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad,
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Post-office Money Orders payable in England, being now obtainable in the
following countries, THE ENGINEER will be weekly dispatched post-free
Srom the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting by money order, accerding to the follewing ey
.
Per year,
Argentine Republie .. ‘6 %
J fapan . > we
£54°
Australia .. « «+ 1160
Mate 1c ce oe
116 0
Bayium. .. «.. «+» «+» 116
116 0OorlOfrancs Ne
Natal nde. .° «.0
0 forine
Brasil
21165 Oor87
British Columbia
.. ... 116
116 Qor
QorlOdols,
|New
Brunswick ....
116 0Oor
or 10 dols,
British
Guiana
..
10
dols
Newfoundland
116
Canada .. .. + +» 116 QorlOdols, New South Wales.. 116 0 12 dols,
Capeef Good Hope .. 116 0
Zealund.. ..
116 0
Gat ww nc ao 25
BSD fee Switzerland
per
Turkey .. 1... ..« »« 2355 Oor
@ 60 france
States..
.. .... 116
Egypt .. oa« ne «- ew 1160
| United
West Coast
of Africa
116 Oorl0dols
0
Germany..
2 & Oorl5thalers| ' WestIndies .. .. .. 116 0
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THE SWINGER AND THE GOSHAWK.
Tuat we have persistently written against the compound
engine is a fact very well known to allour readers. We
have opposed the system because it was extensively tried
years ago and failed to give any results commensurate with
the trouble and expense which it entailed. We have
always urged that in theory, steam can be used to more
advan
if expanded in a single cylinder than if expanded in two or more cylinders, because, in the first place,
the loss of pressure between the two cylinders—shown by
the fact that the diagrams of compound engines never
“meet”—is avoided ;and, because, in the second place, a
far larger weight of metal must be passed over by the
steam in a compound than in a non-compound engine.
We have, besides, in the compound engine, one cylinder
which, when much power is required, must
of unwieldy dimensions ; and, finally, we have in practice the
fact that not
asingle argument can be adduced to prove that
compound engines, with all their extra weight, complexity,
great first cost, and special liability to get out of repair,
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are a whit more economical in fuel than properly con- ever about the compound system, which is not equally
structed simple engines. Of course any one can point to possessed by its ri
The result of the experiment is
the fact that compound engines are now working much ust what we anticipated, and further experiments with
more economically than the non-compound engines built at engines will make the facts clearer and better known
some years since. There is no room to doubt, for a
to the public.
that the engines of the Adriatic, which has just made her
INDIAN NARROW GAUGE RAILWAYS.
first voyage to America, are more economical than those
Tue results of the labours of the commissioners apof the Persia or the Scotia ever were in their best days;
by Government to inquire into the working capabut this proves nothing in favour of the compound engine, a
gauge, and its applicability to the
although it proves a great deal in favour of high pressure ilities of the narrow
and large measures of expansion. We have frequently requirements of our Indian empire, are now apparent. A
carefully pointed out that if the same pressures and contract has been entered into for the construction of a
measures of expansion were used in two equally well made line with a gauge of three feet three and-a-half inches,
engines, the one simple, the other compound, no differ- which will ultimately constitute a portion of the through
ence would be discerned in the consumption of fuel. communication from Bombay to the North-Western ProThe curious fact is that although engineers and steam- vinces. The yee line connects Kundwah, a station on
ship proprietors are now in favour of nothing but the the Great India Peninsula Railway, with Indoor, a city
compound system, neither engineers nor steamship lying on the northern side of the river Nerbudda, about
proprietors have taken the trouble to ascertain by direct seventy miles distant. This, however, will be but the first
experiment whether our arguments are or are not sound. link in the chain uniting Kundwah with Agra, a principal
It would ap
as though nothing were easier than to station on the East Indian line, connecting Calcutta with
test a good simple against a good compound engine under Delhi. At present there is a junction at Jubbulpoor of
like conditions of pressure and cut off; but, easy as it is, the Great Indian Peninsula and East Indian Railways, sothat
the work has not been done, and until last Saturday it was the route from Bombay is unbroken to both Calcutta and
impossible to find particulars of a single experiment insti- Delhi. The new line will not affect the through traffic
tuted and carried out to settle this most important question. from Bombay and all places south-west of Kundwah to
It is known that the Committee on Designs for Ships of Calcutta, but it will very seriously affect the traffic from the
War recommended the general adoption of compound same places passing to Agra and Delhi and all the towns
engines in our navy. Much praise is due to the Govern- on the East Indian Railway north of the junction. The
by the existing route is
ment and their advisers for undertaking an experiment distance from Kundwah to Agra
the more direct one is estawhich the commercial public would not, to decide the rela- nearly 800 miles, but when
blished
it
will
be
about
430
miles,
thus
being reduced nearly
tive merits of compound and non-compound engines as regards economy of fuel, before they carried into effect the one-half. It is an openfquestion whether the main routefrom
recommendation of the Committee on Designs. To make Bombay to Calcutta should not have been laid out more to
this experiment two gunboats were selected, the Swinger ‘the south and more direct than it has been ; but many
ible to decide
and the Goshawk, both precisely alike as regards the hull, years must elapse before it will be
the sole ditference lying in the propelling machinery. On whether the principal railways in India have been laid out
Saturday, the 25th, these boats were tested for speed and on a better plan than that which has characterised those at
economy of fuel, and we shall now proceed to place the home. It must in fairness be kept in view that there are
results before our readers. We may add that the informa- certain conditions attending the former which do not obtain
tion elicited by the experiment confirms to the fullest pos- in the latter. In a dependency, the allegiance of which to ,
sible extent the accuracy of the opinions whiclt we have the ruling country must be maintained by the sword,
expressed concerning compound and non-compound engines. reasons of a purely military character must have conThe Swinger and the Goshawk are sister composite gun- siderable influence upon the selection and determination of
boats, each of 408 tons and 60 nominal horse power, the all main routes of intercommunication, whether they take
engines being intended to work up to 360 indicated horse- the form of navigable canals, railways, or ordinary roads,
of arresting sedition and rebellion is
power. The Swinger has simple engines by Messrs. Hum- The simplest mo
: the power of rapidly concentrating a large
phrys, Tennant, and Co.; two cylinders, 34in. .diameter to
icular locality.
and 22in, stroke, actuating a single Hirsch screw, 9ft. dia- military force upon an
Many met. beinclined to think that the Indian
meter and 10ft. 21in. pitch. The draught of water at the
time of trial was 6ft. 7in. forward and 10ft. aft. The coal authorities, having in one sense committed themselves to a
used was Nixon’s navigation. The sea was quite smooth; gauge of certain dimensions, ought not to change it. It is
the barometer stood at 30°3in. The six hours’ trial con- not of any practical use now to consider whether that
sisted of a run of three hours from Plymouth and one of gauge should ever have been adopted ; but even supposing
three hours back. On the outward run the revolutions that its capabilities are not far in excess of any duty that can
per minute were 115°39; ave
cylinder pressure, possibly be demanded of them, there is not the slightest
15°58 lb.; vacuum, 26°lin.; indicated
horse-power, 362°73. reason that all future lines, feeders, or others, should be
On the homeward run the boiler pressure was 60 Ib.; revo- constructed onasimilar scale. Though itistruethat the main
lutions, 115°97; cylinder pressure, 15°61; vacuum in for- lines are of too broad a gauge, they form, comparatively
t must
ward condenser, 26‘lin.; after condenser, 25°8in.; indi- speaking, but a mere tittle of the railways
cover the map of India, so that the authocated power, 365. The total quantity of coal burned paarem
rtially committed to any parduring the trial was carefully taken. It amounted to rities are as yet but ve
ile it can hardly be asserted
5700 lb., or 950 lb. per hour, which, divided by the ave- ticular width of track.
rage power — 363°86 — gives 2°61 lb. per indicated horse- that railways of a gauge of five feet six inches are absolutely
power as the consumption of coal. So much for the simple necessary to meet the exigencies of Indian traffic, or the
engines. Now let us see what was accomplished by the contingencies of military operations, yet bearing in mind
what great interests might be at stake when rapid and
compound system.
required, the error, so
The Goshawk is, as we have stated, a sister boat to the abundant means of transport might be
Swinger, and her draught of water at the trial—which far as it has gone, has been on the right side. That the cities
Bombay, Madras, Delhi, and other important
took place at the same time as that of the Swinger—was of Calcutta,
also 6ft. 7in. forward and 10ft. aft, care being taken to commercial and strategical foci, should be connected by a
trim both vessels precisely alike. The Goshawk is pro- system of communication affording large facilities for the
in willbe
universally —
pelled by compound engines by Messrs. Maudslay, Sons, transport ogbe a
uately accompli
upon
a gauge
of three
and Field, 60-horse power nominal. The small cylinder is Can thi
28in. and the large cylinder 48in. in diameter, the stroke and-a-half feet1 By judicious and skilfal management, and
being 18in. They drive a Hirsch screw 9ft. in diameter in the hands of an able and experienced traffic-manager, a
and 9ft. 2tin. pitch, the smaller pitch being used to accom- great amount of work could be got out of a line on the small
uge mentioned ; but still there are limits to its resources.
modate the shorter stroke of the engines. During the
outward three hours’ run the boiler pressure was 60 Ib.; Our views are that a few, a very few comparatively, main
t care aonediscrimination,
the revolutions, 126°36; average pressure in small cylinder, routes should be laid out with
31:08 lb.;in low-pressure cylinder, 7°5 Ib.; vacuum, 25-4in.; so as to embrace the suinsielll alten of a country such as
India,
and
no
others.
These
may
be of a larger gauge than
indicated power in high-pressure cylinder, 219°8; in lowpressure cylinder, 155°4; total, 375-2. On the return trip, the secondary or subsidiary routes, which would act in the
the boiler pressure was 60 lb.; revolutions, 125°8 per min.; double capacity of forming links of intercommunication
pressure in small cylinder, 30°31b.; in large cylinder, between towns of inferior importance, and at the same
7'8lb. ; vacuum, 25°5in.; indicated power in small cylinder, time become valuable feeders to the main arteries, If all
213°3; in large cylinder, 160°8; total, 374°1. Total con- the lines in a country are constructed upon the same gauge,
sumption of coal, 5852 Ib., or 975°3 lb. per hour; and this it is equivalent to making all the roads turnpike-roads.
divided by 374°7, gives a trifle over 2°6lb. per horse- There are generally three kinds of roads—the turnpike, the
wer. From this it will be seen that the consumption of public, and the occupation or farm road. No farmer
uel was practically identical in both engines. In one would think of constructing his occupation, or private
word, nothing whatever in the way of economy was gained road, of the same dimensionsas the highway, any more
by the adoption of the compound system. No more direct than he would use a four-wheeled wagon and a pair of
or conclusive testimony to the accuracy of the opinions we brewer's horses to haul a quarter of a load to the market.
If any proof is required of the financial mistake of conhave advocated could possibly be found.
in excess of the duty required of
After the six hours’ trial the speeds of the gunboats structing lines of gauges
were tested on the measured mile—two runs for each boat. them, it is to be found on our branch lines. On arriving
The Swinger—non-compound—made 10°14 knots average; at a junction of one of the latter with a main line, it is a
the Goshawk—compound—made 10°419. The boiler pres- common circumstance to witness an engine of the same size
and power as the one which has —_ an express st
sure of the former, however, ew only 60 Ib., and —
to two carriages and a
tions 114
per minute, corresponding to a piston speed o: sixteen or seventeen carriages cou
422ft. oy eaeaine while the boiler pressure in the Gos- guard’s van. The haulage actor nas a constant whether
hawk was 62]b., and the revolutions 127°5 per minute, the load is a maximum or a minimum. It is no wonder
corresponding to 382°5ft. per hour. We have not been that branch lines live on the parent one ; if they did not
able to obtain particulars of the power developed during they would speedily collapse, as they do not, one out
this speed trial, but it is evident that, taking the boiler of twenty, possess independent means of existence and
pressure as a measure of the power, the advantage pos- support.
e objection which is now raised
inst
the consessed by the Goshawk can be fully explained without any
reference to the construction of
engines. It probably struction of the small gauge lines in India is the same
which
has
always
been
put
forward
under
similar
circumlies in the fact that the pitch of the screw in the Swinger
stances. It is theb
of gauge. This
has always been
is rather too coarse, and so locks the engines up.
gauge
It will be seen that this experiment has not = carried the bugbear attending the introduction of a |
out on a small scale. Engines working up to 375-horse when a larger one is seidy in existence, and its effect has
ist in an
oe are quite large enough to prove the truth or false- been to cause companies and shareholders to
ood of any opinion formed about the nature of steam. error, instead of acknowledging it and setting to work to
ify it. That a breakof gauge is not a circumstanceto
The results are definite, and prove as plainly as anything
can be proved that there is no economical advantage what- be desired, any more than a change of carriage, although
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the latter may involve no greater hardship than stepping
out of one carriage, walking a few yards, and getting into
another, every one will admit. But on this account alone
to adhere to a system which past experience has proved
beyond the possibility of doubt to be false in both theory
and. practice is the extreme of folly. If the question of a
break of gauge be inquired into, it will be found to be little
more than an inconvenience at the most. So far as passengers are concerned it resolves itself simply into a change
of carriage, and this happens on railways of a uniform
gauge, as a rule, at every junction, station to the traveller
quitting the main line for the branch line or vive versd.
With goods traftic the case need not present any much
gveater difticulty. It is needless to remark that the old
idea, which is still entertained by some, that the contents
of the one whole goods train, truck by truck, would have to
be transferred in detail into those of the other, has long ago
exploded. The only trucks that would ever be filled, or
packed with goods, would be those belonging to the
smaller gauge. On arriving at a junction these would be
lifted by cranes bodily oti their frames into the larger
trucks—or the equivalent of such trucks, probably onlyframes,
wheels, andaxles—without the contents of the former being
in any manner disturbed, The reverse of the operation would
attend the return journey. The larger trucks and wagons
would, in fact, except where their contents were consigned
to stations on their own gauge, act merely as carriers of
their smaller brethren. There would, of course, be no
difficulty in arranging the relative dimensions of the different sized trucks, so that two or more of the smaller
might tit into one of the larger without the loss of any
appreciable carrying space. We will not now dispute
whether the construction of the existing railways in India
on the five feet six inches gauge was an error or not. We are
inclined to think not ; but of one thing we are quite certain
—it is that the construction of future lines on a gauge of
that magnitude would be a very serious blunder, and one
that might eventually paralyse the further prosecution of
railways in a country in which they are so greatly needed.
No doubt when once a certain plan has been laid down,
and a certain system proposed to be adhered to, it requires
some determination and sound judgment on the part of
those who are responsible for the course hitherto adopted,
to admit that a continuance of it would be prejudicial to
the interests of the country. The more credit is therefore due to them for the acknowledgment, and their
endeavour to rectify whatever mistake may have been committed. The introduction of the small gauge lines in India
will develope the resources of that vast empire to a degree
to which all previous attempts will bear no comparison.
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ECONOMICAL MARINE ENGINES.
We have considered Mr. Wright’s evidence at some
length in our last impression, but we have by no means
exhausted it. The questions put by the Committee were
for the most part pertinent and well conceived ; and Mr.
Wright’s answering, although, as we have stated, marked
by extreme caution, was none the less straightforward.
‘Taking up the subject of compound engines for the navy at
the point where we left it last week, we shall proceed as
before, to give such questions and answers as appear to be
especially instructive or interesting, and to make such comments on them as they in our opinion warrant.
One of the first questions deserving of notice was put by
Professor Rankine. It referred in the following terms to
the value of a jacket on the intermediate receiver of compound engines of the now well-known Cowper type :—
“ Have you found,” asked Professor Rankine, “ the jacket
to be of little use?” “Yes,” replied Mr. Wright, “of
little use in the Briton. There was one trial made with
steam in the jacket of the receiver and another trial
without it. There was no appreciable difference in the
amount of coal consumed, nor indicated horse-power on
those trials, and there was onlya difference of 2 deg. in the
temperature of the steam between the two cases so far as
we could make out; that is, of the steam going into the
receiver and coming out of it. With steam in the jacket
of the receiver, the steam came out apparently at 1 deg.
higher temperature than it went in ; without steam in the
jacket it came out apparently at 1 deg. less temperature
than it went in.” This is pretty much what might be expected, because the steam in the receiver does comparatively
little work. The work is, so to speak, transmitted through
it, and it therefore remains so far dry that it is unable to
take up much heat from the jacket round it. Asked as to
the nature of the extreme wear and tear in the engines of
the Crocodile and Serapis, Mr. Wright explained in what
it consisted, referring it principally to the small piston and
cylinder. Professor Rankine then asked Mr. Wright,
“You did not, I suppose, meet with any such wear and
tear as that with the engines of the type employed in the
Briton.” To which Mr. Wright frankly replied that as
the engines of the Briton had done no real work he was
unable to give information on the point raised ; but when
asked if he thought there was reason to apprehend such wear
in the case of the Briton,he stated very definitely, “ I think
it is likely that the valve and the face of the high-pressure
cylinder will wear at a rapid rate, and also probably the
piston and cylinder itself.” This expression of opinion is
worth something, coming as it does from a gentleman who
would like to see compound engines generally, if not universally, adopted in the navy.
After some comparatively unimportant questions concerning the use of oil and tallow, and the weight of compound and non-compound engines, had been put and
answered, Mr. Lloyd put the following question :—“ You
say that the boilers attached to the double-cylinder
engines are being made heavier; do you consider them
heavier in proportion to the amount of power which is
given out by the engines?” Mr. Wright replied in the
affirmative, and went on to make the following important
admission :—“ So far as our experience goes, we find that it
is necessary. to have nearly as much heating surface in the
boilers for compound engines as in those for ordinary engines
for the same indicated horse-power.” Nowit has been argued
all along in favour of the compound engine that smaller,
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and consequently lighter, boilers mightbe used with it than
were admissible with non-compound engines. It was
argued that the compound engine requiring a smaller
weight of steam to develope a horse-power than its rival, a
proportionate reduction might be made in the heatingsurface of the boiler ;and as the amount of heating-surface
is one of the most important factors in determining the
dimensions of a boiler, then the space occupied, and to
some extent the weight, might be reduced in proportion.
Mr. Wright rudely blows this theory to the winds by
stating that no such reduction of heating surface is practicable ;and this assertion is borne out by the fact that
compound engines seldom if ever work up to more than
five times their nominal power, while ordinary engines
work up to more than seven times. This point, of course,
does not directly affect the question of economy of fuel,
but it does affect the question of relative weight and space
occupied. Thus it is very easy to say that a compound
engine will weigh only 5 per cent. more than a non-compound engine, and the assertion may be correct, provided
we are content to use the word “ power” in the nominal
sense. If, however, we find that in practice the compound
engine will work up to just five times its nominal power,
while the non-compound works up to six times its nominal
power, then the compound engine is really 25 per cent.,
and not 5 per cent., heavier than its rival. To prove that
this isthe view of the matter taken by influential engineers,
we may refer to a note by Messrs. Laird, of Birkenhead,
published at page 227 of the “ Minutes of Evidence,” in
which they say, “ The weight in proportion to the indicated power will, perhaps, vary according to the arrangement of the engines, but the vertical overhead engines,
to exert five times the nominal power, weigh about the
same as the ordinary engines we have made for the
Admiralty, to exert six or seven times ;” and this statement is made, be it remembered, by a firm who have
completed eleven pairs of compound engines, while they
had, at the time of writing the note we have quoted from,
twelve pairs of great power in progress. In dealing with
this matter it may be well to point out that in the navy a
far higher maximum power must be developed by the engines
than is ever expected in our commercial marine, whether
the engines are compound or not. In a mail steamer
for instance, the proprietors are usually well pleased if the
engines work up to four or five times the nominal power ;
and arguing on this fact as a basis, it is quite fair to say
that the compound engine will not weigh more than 5 per
cent. or 10 per cent. in excess of its rival ; but will the statement hold good if we want say5000-horse power indicated?
We know that non-compound engines of a given weight and
of 700-horse power nominal will develope 5000-horse
power indicated, but we do not know that compound engines of 700-horse power and 5 per cent. heavier, will work
up to more than 3500 indicated horse power. On this
point, the “Minutes of Evidence ” supply no information
whatever except that contained in Messrs. Laird’s note
which we have just quoted. The importance of the point
cannot be overrated, as it is essential to the safety and
success of our great ironclads that they should be fitted
with engines capable of developing enormous powers on
occasion.
We may now return to Mr.Wright’s evidence, and proceed to consider why it is that the heating surface of
boilers fitted to compound engines cannot be reduced. His
explanation of the fact is given in the following words :—
“The boilers are not so good for producing steam. The
furnaces and combustion chambers are small; and I do
not think that coal is burned so economically as in the
large rectangular boilers.” This matter does not affect
compound engines alone; it affects all engines using high
steam pressure at sea ; but it goes to show that there is
still room for no small improvement in marine boilers.
The high-pressure marine boiler of the future has yet to
be got. It would be impossible to deal here with so large
a subject, especially as we are writing now principally
with questions connected, not with the generation of
steam, but with its use. We shall return to this part of
the subject at another time.
There are only two points more in Mr, Wright’s evidence which require much consideration as supplying information not generally available to engineers or the
public. The first is that it is practically impossible to
adopt compound engines of the largest class in our navy,
because they cannot be made. The second point refers to
the way in which estimates are made in the navy of the
quantity of coal used per horse power in experiments. As
regards the first point, the facts came out when Mr. Wright
was examined about the ironclad Fury, and the Blonde,
an unarmoured ship of considerable size, and intended to
steam at an extremely high speed.
The Fury is to
have twin screws, each propelled by a double-cylinder
compound engine of 500 nominal horse power. The
small cylinder is to be 7Uin. in diameter, and the
large cylinders 120in., and, said Mr. Wright, “These
diameters were as small as we _ thought right
according to our present experience to get the amount of
power—7000 horses—required.” Two cylinders on each
shaft 86in. diameter would have developed the same power
in non-compound engines with 30 lb. steam, and bearing
in mind the mishaps which have recently befallen large
cylinders in our navy, it would have been better to remain
content with the simple engine. We now come to the
Devastation, a mastless ironclad, and it will be seen from
the following extract from the “ Minutes of Evidence,” that,
from motives of prudence, compound engines were deliberately rejected in her case, We give Mr. Denny’s first
question, because no one has taken the trouble to inform
the British public that a very important change in the
machinery of this vessel has been made :—
Mr. Denny : She—the Fury—is to have four pairs of engines to
make the 7000 horses, I believe—two pairs on each shaft?—No,
she would only have four cylinders altogether, one pair of engines
on each shaft.
I thought she was intended to have two pairs of engines on each
shaft?—The Devastation has only got one pair of engines on each
shaft.
Mr. Bidder : Simple engines ?—Yes.
Mr; Froude :Two cylinders to "each shaft in the Fury ?—Yes,
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it was intended that the Fury should have two cylinders to cach
shaft,
’
Mr. Bidder: One high and one low pressure ?— Yes.
Mr. Denny : I think it was stated in a report which came to
the Committee from the constructors, that one element of sa
in the Devastatioa class was, that they were to have two pui:
engines on each shaft ?—Two pairs of engines in each ship sho
have been the statement in the report. 1 know it was on
considerations borne in mind when the plan of the engi:
decided on, that the two pairs of engines would add somew
)
the safety of the ship, as she would be entirely dependen
!
steam. I may, perhaps, be allowed to mention at this tim
the efficiency and durability of the engines of the Dev:
1
were considered to be matters of primary importance, :
’
was to be entirely dependent upon steam—of more im)
than even great economy in the use of fuel, From our own
rience, and from the reports which we had received of th
pound engines throughout the country, we found that the,
not at that time shown sufficient durability ; there were a
many mishaps with them, and their want of durability w:
strong reason for determining on the present description of «
for the Devastation and Thunderer.
Mr. Bidder ;What period are you speaking of ?—The a:
of 1269.
Rear-Admiral Stewart: The subject of compound engin
the Devastation was at that time considered ?—For the D
tion, and for ships generally.
Mr. Rendel : You said, [ think, that the engines, as desig
had a large cylinder of 120in. in diameter ?—Yes, for the Fur
That being the largest size that it was considered couid
applied ?—-Approximating the largest size that could saf
made for engines of that description.
From this it will be seen that the Government absolu
dare rot venture to construct compound engines inten
to work up to 7000 horse power with but two cylind
The thing is only considered practicable when four cylinders are used. We now come to the Blonde. The cr
tions and answers run thus :—
The Chairman : I gather from your evidence that your opinicn
with regard to compound engines is favourable ?— Yes.
3ut we understand that a contract has been entered into ivr
furnishing the Blonde with engines which are not compound :
Yes, that is the case.
Are there any special circumstances which have tended to
conclusion ?—-There were these circumstances for consideration.
The Blonde’s engines are to give out a very large amount of pov
7500 horses, and she has a single screw, so that they would requi
to be complicated compound engines with four or six cylinders, «
else be very much larger indeed than anything which has ever ;
been attempted in compound engines with two cylinders cv!
With twin screws, as in the Devastation or Fury, the engi:
would be made comparatively much smaller. ‘The Blonde is : 1
unarmoured ship, and her cylinders if excessively large would |
near the water line. The boilers also would not be more th
about 2ft. Gin. under the waterline. With such a great range of
high-pressure boilers, I must confess that I am rather timid a
going into the question of compound engines in the case of
Blonde.
We are not surprised that Mr. Wright hesitated al)
adopting compound engines in the case of the Blonde, ‘
we find on examination that his calculations proved
compound engines intended to work up to but 600-h
power in a pair of cylinders, must have the larger of th
142in. in diameter, and the smaller 94in., with 60 Ib. stea:
The Blonde would require a low pressure cylinder al
13ft. in diameter. These facts fully substantiate our st:
ment that it is simply impossible to make a compo
engine of great power with only two cylinders on wh.’
any reliance can be placed. The largest compound eng:
which had come under Mr. Wright's notice, to work w:
60 Ib. steam, up to May 1871, was of 600-horse p vv,
working up to 3180 indicated, and had two cylinders (=
and 112in. diameter respectively.
Lest we should weary our readers we must briny «i
consideration of Mr. Wright’s valuable evidence to « c]
and we cannot do this better than by giving the follow:
quotation from his evidence as to the way in which in.portant experiments on the relative economy of ivi
are conducted in the navy. He was questioned 1)
Bidder as to the Sultan’s consumption of coal on her
hours’ trial trip, Mr. Bidder asserted that the consuin)tion of coal per horse power decreased as the speed of
ship fell off towards the end of the trial. We shall).
the five replies of Mr. Wright to this and other «i
tions into one consecutive narrative.
**You must not take the quantities given in detail as the «
rates of consumption. The trial coal is sent down in bags, !
is not sent down exactly uniformly. Although they tak:
of what quantity is sent down every half-hour, it does no
that that quantity of coal is consumed within the hal
because there are many tons of coal lying along the floo
all through the trial. The coal that is put down is the «
is sent into the stokehole, and we cannot tell whether ¢!
has been burnt during » particular half-hour or not. Ti
considerable quantity of coal in the stokehole at the cor
ment of the trial, and perhaps about as much at the termi:
of the trial, but the quantity may vary during the trial. 1
whole quantity of coal consumed during the six hours’ tria!
always taken, but I doubt myself if a six hours’ trial is to
enough to get an accurate result, because it is almost im:
for anyone to tell whether the fires are exactly in the same «
dition at the commencement as at the termination of the trial.
takes several tons of coal to charge the forty-eight furn
the Sultan, After all, it is only an approximate result. '
are engineers stationed by the coal-shoot on the dee, and
take a careful account of the quantity of coal as it go
giving a total for every half-hour. The returns given are 1
from the notes made by the engineers who check the coxl :
sent down to the stokehole. There is an engineer in cl
the stokehole and a leading man to look after the stokers.
feeding of the fires is well looked to, but the exact rate at
the coal is burned during the trial is not ascertained until t!
of the six hours, While on this subject, will you allow me iv
that, although the consumption of coal is taken on these six !: :
trials, they are not supposed to be trials showing the econci
;
the engines in the consumption of fuel. They are really tiial
test the efficiency and durability of the engines when workc! *
their very utmost. For instance, in the case of the Sultan i!
was 13 per cent. of the whole of the coal thrown overboard in i
shape of clinkers and ashes, On the trials of the Tenedes an
others, which showed high rates of economy, the greatest part,
not the whole of the ashes, &c., were burnt over again.
And here we take leave of the “ Minutes of Evidence” :
far as they convey information on marine engines for tli
navy. We believe that on the whole the evidence substantiates the opinions we have alwaysexpressed concerning conpound engines ; it certainly contains nothing which shou!
induce the Government to adopt the system without much
further experiment.. Even though the compound system
were thoroughly reliable for merchant steamers, the con
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ditions under which the engines in our navy are called
upon to operate are so totally different that arguments
based on the success of the compound system in ordinary
Q
practice would not apply to our fleets,
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| powerful fertiliser, Towards the close of this excellent
| little réswmé of the sewage problem, there isa list appended
| of the towns in England in which sewage operations either
| are at present or have been conducted. There is also a
brief notice of Mr. Bazalgette’s plan for the drainage of
|the Thames valley; and our author, with due regard to
| the dignity of his profession, concludes with an appendix
LITERATURE.
——
| “On the Law Connected with the Utilisation of Sewage.”
Dictionnaire de Poche Technoloyique pour U Industrie et le Com- This small and compendious treatise is at once a credit to
merce, Francais, Allemand, Anglais, extrait du grand Dic- the author and the publisher.
tionnaire Technologique en trois langues, de MM. Rumpf,
Mothes, et Unverzayt, et contenant un grand nombre de Termes
appartenant «& ia Matiére Commerciale, ainsi que les Denomi- THE CONVERSAZIONE OF THE INSTITUTION
nations des divers articles portés aux Tarifs des Douanes,
OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Paris: 1872. London: Triibner and Co., 8 and 60, PaterFor years past the annual conrersazione of the president of
noster-row. 1872.
the
Institution
of Civil Engineers has been growing in popuA rocker dictionary of technical terms used in arts and
manufactures, English, German, French. Abridged from larity, and this popularity had at last reached such a point that
the Technological Dictionary of Rumpf, Mothes, and the rooms of the Institution in Great George-street refused to
accommodate the numbers who, by right or favour, obtained
Unverzagt, with the addition of commercial terms.
tickets of invitation. To grapple with the growing difficulty
to be almost impossible, so long as the meeting was held
Technisches Taschen-Woerterbuch fur Industrie und Handel, seemed
Great George-street. This year, therefore, Mr. Hawksley, the
in Deutscher, Franzisischer uv. Englischer Sprache. Bearbeitet in
president
the Institution, elected to hold his conrersazione in
nach dem von Rumpf, Mothes und Unverzayt, herausyegebenen the west ofgalleries
the Exhibition, at South Kensington.
Technologischen Wirterbuche, vermehrt durch Kaufiuiinnische Something was gainedof and
lost by this arrangement.
ausdriicke und dic Waarenbennungen der Zolltarije. © Dritter On the one hand none of thesomething
mechanical novelties, or at least
Theil. Wiesbaden : C. W. Kreidel’s Verlag.
nearly none, which distinguished the Great George-street meetTne original dictionary, of which the one before us is an ings, were to be found, The attractions presented by the
abridgment in smaller print, having received the ém- picture galleries and the machinery courts were deemed sutftiprimatur of Dr, C, Karmarsch, the well-known German cient. The advantage lay in the fact that there was ample space
technologist, raised great expectations on its publication in which to walk and talk, while the presence of ladies lent a
about three years ago. We regret to say that these expec- new charm to meetings always enjoyable. Mr. Hawksley’s hostations were scarcely fulfilled, as any competent French or pitality was displayed on the most liberal scale, and although,
German scholar can prove for himself. $Thevery unidiomatic as we have said, no mechanical novelties, were to be seen—if we
a Gatling gun, and Napier’s electro-magnetic coin weigher
English title proves the self-sufficient incompetence that except
—we cannot call to mind any meeting of the kind so thohas presided over its revision, Ten minutes spent in roughly
in every sense of the word. The entesting this dictionary for « few terms will reveal numerous trance andsuccessful
saloons were charmingly decorated, and all the
shortcomings.
machinery was kept in motion till midnight.
We thus find “ Rabbler” given for a puddlev’s rabble;
As there were no mechanical novelties shown, except such as
and the equivalent German of Rithrkriicke wrongly trans- will receive notice as part of the Exhibition, we have nothing
lated by “paddle.” The true French translation of the this year to describe, and it will suffice to give an idea of the
english word “ shift,” for a day’s work of a miner or iron- important character of the meeting when we state that the conworker, is éowrnée, or also “eguippe,” Doth equivalent to versazione was attended by between 1600 and 1700 visitors,
the German term schicht. A not uncommon English term among whom we noticed Professor Abel, F.R.S., Mr. Bridges
is “bed” for that of a puddling furnace, but it is not Adams, Mr. Ansdell, R.A., Professor Ansted, Sir Richard
noticed in this dictionary. “ Force-pump” and “forcer” are Baggallay, M.P., Mr. Edgar Bowring, C.B., M.P., Mr. Baron
Mr. H. A. Brassey, M.P., Mr. Charles Brooke, F.R.S.,
not noticed either. No translation is given of the English Bramwell,Burstal,
R.N., Mr. Busk, President of the College of
word “ slide-link.” We find on examination that exactly Captain
Surgeons,
the
and Countess of Caithness, Lieut. Clayton,
the same mistakes of omission and commission appear in R.E., Mr. Cole, Earl
C.B.,
Cole, R.E., Admiral Collinson, Mr.
the larger and older edition of this newer and smaller work. George Cruikshank, Lieut.
Mr. Edward Dicey, Mr. Hepworth Dixon,
The fact is that there is no good technological dictionary Mr. A. Dobie, Mr. Dobson, R.A., Sir John Duckworth, Bart.,
yet in existence; and that the one before us, which attempt Professor Duncan, Dr. Duncan, F.R.S., Mr. Durham, A.R.A., Mr.
to embrace too much, has grasped very little. The techno- Elmore, R.A., Mr. Fergusson, F.R.S., Mr. J. A. Froude, Colonel
logical dictionary—or rather, in truth, dictionaries—should Gallwey, R.E., Sir Daniel Gooch, Bart., M.P., Admiral Halsted,
be strictly confined to separate specialities, and with many of Professor Hamilton (President of the College of Surgeons of
these specialities, at least, woodcuts should accompany most Ireland), Captain W. C. Harris, Mr. Caesar Hawkins, F.R.S., the
of the articles, The true myriaglot language of technology Right Hon. T. E. Headlam, M.P., Mr. James Heywood, F.R.S.,
is delineation.
’ Mr. A. Stavely Hill, M.P., the Rev. Henry Howarth, B.D., Sir
John Karslake, Q.C., Captain Labalmondiere, Mr. John Laird,
M.P., Mr. John Lancaster, M.P., Mr. T. Landseer, A.R.A., Sir
A Handbook of Sewage Utilisation. By Utick Ratr Burke, Trevor Lawrence, Bart. Dr. Letheby, Dr. Little, Mr. Horace
Esq., Barrister-at-Law. London: E. and F, N. Spon, 48, Lloyd, Q.C., Mr. Marks, A.R.A., Baron and Baroness de Mana,
Charing Cross. New York: 446, Broome-street. 1872.
Mr. Merrifield, F.R.S., Colonel Milward, C.B., R A., Captain Mon{y this handy little volume there is an accurate recapitu- crieff, Professor John Morris, Dr. Noad, F.R.S., Dr. Odling, F.R.8.,
lation of the several processes and operations—chemical, Mr. O'Malley, Q.C., Sir Harry and Lady Parkes, Dr. Percy, F.RS.,
mechanical, and irrigating—which have been experimented Mr. T. W. Shipson, Q.C., Dr. Lyon Playfair, M.P., F.R.S., Mr.
upon and adopted ever since the sewage question first Charles Pollock, Q.C., Professor Macquorn Rankine, F.R.S., Mr.
attracted public attention and called for legislative inter- FE. K. Richards, Q.C., Mr. Hunter Rodwell, Q.C., Major-General
Scott, C.B., R.E., Major Scratchley, R.E., Mr. Scudamore, C.E.,
ference. After a careful perusal of the contents, which are Captain
Eyre Shaw, Mr. J. C. Stevenson, M.P., Viscount and
compiled in a fair, impartial spirit, and with no tendency Viscountess
Professor Sylvester, F.R.S., Mr. C. A. M.
on the part of the author to favour any particular project Talbot, M.P., Sydney,
the Hon. G. C. Talbot, Dr. Tripe, Mr. Venables,
or scheme, we find that they fully corroborate the views Q.C., Dr. Voelcker,
Mr. T. Webster, Q.C.. Mr. Weeks, R.A.,
we have always expressed on this important subject. In Captain Wilson, R.E., Mr. B. Woodcroft, F.R.S., &c.
his opinion of the limit of usefulness of the earth-closet
The president was assisted in receiving his guests by Mr.
system, which, so far as it goes, is a most valuable and Bidder, Mr. Hawkshaw, F.R.S., Mr. Fowler, Mr. Gregory, and
feasible method of treating solid excreta, Mr. Burke has Mr. Vignoles, F.R.S., past presidents ; by Mr. Harrison and Mr.
drawn the line with perfect correctness, whatever Dr. Hemans, vice-presidents ; Mr. Abernethy, Mr. Bazalgette, C.B.,
Buchanan may assert to the contrary. The latter gentle- : Mr. Bramwell, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Brunlees, Dr. Siemens, F.R.S.,
man asserts that “in existing towns, favourably arranged and Mr. Woods, members of council ; Mr. Lowthian Bell, Mr.
for access to the closets, the system might at once be Bessemer, and Mr. Cawkwell, associates of council ; and Mr.
Manby, F.R.S., honorary secretary, and Mr. James Forrest, secapplied to populations of 10,000 persons.” This assertion retary.
the author refutes by observing “ that 10,000 is too large a
the more prominent members of the Institution prelimit, for in order to insure the proper and advantageous sentAmong
on this occasion were :—Sir John Alleyne, Bart., Mr. W.
working of the system, it appears to be necessary that all Baker, Mr. Berkley, Mr. Boyle, C.S.I., Mr. Brereton, Mr. Cawley,
the closets should be under the supervision of one autho- M.P., Mr. Conybeare, Sir John Coode, Mr. Crampton, Mr. Bailey
rity, which would be difficult to bring about in a town of Denton, Mr. Froude, F.R.S., Mr. John Grant, Mr. Hensman,
10,000 inhabitants.” The principal objection to the earth- Mr. Hick, M.P., Mr. Imray, Mr. Miller. M.P., Mr. Joseph Mitcloset system is that it only half does what is required. It chell, Mr. John Murray, Mr. W. M. Neilson, Dr. Pole, F.R.S.,
leaves altogether untouched the liquid sewage, the surface Mr. Ramsbottom, Mr. Ravenhill, Mr. Samuda, M.P., Mr. Samuel,
drainage, and other refuse water, which contain the greater Mr. B. Samuelson, M.P., Mr. Sopwith, F.R.S., Mr. John Taylor,
proportion of valuable manurial ingredients, and would be Mr. Turnbull, Mr. Price Williams, Mr. Edward Wilson, and Mr.
utterly unfit to be discharged into rivers and streams. J. T. Woodhouse. Among the associates we observed Mr.
Mr. Ashbury, Major Bateman-Champain, R.E., Admiral
Apart from the numerous practical difficulties which forbid Allport,
Sir Edward Belcher, K C.B., Major Bolton, Captain Calver, R.N.,
its adoption in towns of any magnitude, it is not sufti- Sir
William
Cooke, Mr. A. Cursetjee, F.R.S., Captain
ciently comprehensive in its operation to be applied on a Doveton, R Fothergill
E., Mr. David Forbes, F.RUS., Mr. J. 8. Forbes. Mr.
large scale.
Grierson, Mr. Grissell, Lieut. Grover, R.E., Mr. Hunt, C.B.,
Precipitation would, no doubt, assume a more impor- Col. T. M. Innes, Col. Jervois; C.B., R.E., Mr. J. P. Knight,
tant phase with regard to the utilisation of sewage were it Mr. J. H. Lloyd, Colonel Medley, R.E., Mr. W. Newmarch,
demonstrated that the ammonia in raw sewage could be F.R.S ,Major Palliser, C.L., Captain Parker, Captain Phillpotts,
fixed by that method, and also that the process could be R.E., Mr. J. Prestwich, F.R.S., Colonel Sale, R.E., Alderman
carried out in a remunerative manner.
Hitherto all Sir David Salomons, Bart, M.P., Sir F. P. Smith, General Treattempts to accomplish the indispensable double object of menheere, Captain Webber, R.E., and Mr. Wyatt.
purifying the effluent water and manufacturing a marketable manure have failed. It appears that the phosphate
PRIVATE BILLS IN COMMITTEE.
plan holds out some promise of better success than its preDvurtnc the week before the recess there was great activity in the
decessors, but nothing definite has yet resulted from it.
Committee
rooms, of the Commons in particular. For several days
[t is quite possible that, in some instances, a good system |
as nine and ten Committees were sitting, exclusive of
of precipitation, combined with irrigation, might be asthemany
joiat Committees of Lords and Commons on the railway
adopted, wherever the latter principle, for valid reasons, | amalgamation bills and on the metropolitan tramway bills. <A
might not be applicable in its entirety. There is no large number of bills, opposed and unopposed, were passed
question but that one of the chief difticulties connected through the Committee stage—some of them what may be called
light dishes, accompanied by a somewhat unusual proportion of
with the utilisation of sewage by irrigation is, that the| pieces
Of the latter class was the Mid-London Railway
disposal of it must be continuous. The supply is forth- | bill, inderésistance.
Mr. Hardcastle’s Committee on Group 1, which dragged
coming night and day, and its discharge must be conducted its slowlength along from the 17th ult. The Committee finished
on the same principles. Unfortunately, grass is the only their labours on the Mid-London bills by rejecting the principal
description of plant that will bear continual dressing with bill of the two and granting the subordinate portion, i.c., the
section. The Committee decapitated the scheme, presewage. All other crops can only be irrigated at certain western
the head to the promoters, but buried the trunk and limbs,
aap of their growth, and would, in fact, be destroyed | sented
the trunk being represented by the main line, and the limbs by
xy an immoderate and inopportune application of the the connections that the Mid-London would have made with other
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| railway systems. It should be hoped that the promoters may tak>
the bill for the western section, and be able to raise money to
| make
it. Powers to execute the whole project cannot be much
longer withheld. A tramway in Oxford-street is out of the ques| tion, and the constantly increasing traffic of that thoroughfare can
only be relieved by new streets, or by a railway under or above
ground level.
Another project that led to an unusually protracted inquiry was the Birmingham Sewerage Bill, in Group D, Mr. Walters
chairman, in connection with which a large number of experts in
irrigation, hydraulic and civil engineers, surveyors, landowners,
occupiers, and others, were examined. Much valuable but
conflicting evidence was given in connection with the general
questions of sewage irrigation and sewage utilisation, but a large
proportion of the evidence was of course of a special
and local character, affecting the rights, real or assumed, of
local parties. The inquiry commenced on the 19th of April,
and, after a hearing that lasted more than a fortnight, was disposed
of by the Committee passing the bill, but with very important
modifications.
The Great Northern Bill (No 1), although an important bill,
involving various new works and powers, did not meet with very
stubborn resistance, and passed the Committee; but the bill of the
same company (No 2), to make above forty miles of new lines,
with a new capital of £1,433,000, such new lines to run into the
mineral territory of the Midland in Derbyshire, has received, as
might have been expected, very different treatment, and has been
stoutly opposed by the Midland and other companies and interests
menaced ; the inquiry commenced on the 2nd May, and was still
occupying the attention of the Committee when Parliament rose
for the holidays, The hearing was resumed on Tuesday last.
Another bill that has excited much interest has been the
Metropolitan Improvements Bill, Group L, which obtained a dispensation from standing orders. The bill embraces a number of
street and other improvements in various parts of London, and a
great number of interests are involved. On some evenings the
Committee was “left sitting” at the unusually late hour of six
o'clock, Mr. Cawley C.E., one of the members for Salford, was
chairman of the Committee, a very capable man, and more loqua
cious than most chairmen on Private Bill Committees. The
bill was passed with modifications, but the powers granted include
the important new thoroughfare in St, Luke’s, to the north of the
new street that was proposed in connection with the Mid-London
Railway.
Mr. Fowler’s scheme for an eagoeves system of international
communication, by means of vessels of size and power enough to
take the railway trains across the Channel from Dover has been
passed in Group 2 and the clauses gone through. In connection
with this project it may be mentioned that the promoters of the
rival Channel tunnel scheme continue active and persevering. A
company has been formed to raise £30,000, to be applied in making
a drift-way under the sea, with the view of testing the practica
bility of making a tunnel between Dover and Calais. Mr. Hawk
shaw reports, as a result of his experimental borings, that the
tunnel would be all the way through homogeneous chalk that
underlies the Straits of Dover. Eminent geologists of both
England and France concur with this opinion. The subscription
list is very strong, and about half the capital has been raised.
Among other bills that have been passed in the Commons’
Committees are those of the Brighton and London Sea Water
Supply, the East Norfolk, the Poole and Bournemouth, the
Canterbury and Herne Bay, the South-Eastern, the Daventry and
Weedon, the Wigtonshire, the Glasgow and South-Western and
Greenock and Ayrshire, the Glasgow and Kilmarnock joint line
and Caledonian, the Glasgow and Bothwell, the Glasgow (city)
Union, and the Kilrush and Kilkee railway bills ; also the Temple
Subway Bill. The Sevenoaks, Maidstone, and Tunbridge and
South-Eastern Railways Junction Bill has been rejected on pre
amble, also the Birmingham and District Tramways bill, and the
Great Western (Compensation) bill.
On the last day that Parliament sat before the Whitsuntide
holidays, four Committees were engaged on groups, and resume:
their sittings on Tuesday; three of them on part-heard cases, viz.,
the Great Northern (No. 2) Bill, in Group 6, Mr. O’Reilly chairman; the Carlisle Citadel Station Bill, Group 13, Mr. Dudley
Fortescue chairman; and Group 15, which embraces as many as
five Glasgow tramway bills. The Committees on Groups 11 and
12, the one embracing Scotch and the other Irish railway bills,
also resumed their sittings on Tuesday,
Up to the recess there had been 236 private bills dealt with in
the House of Commons, in being read a first time; of these 1{7
had been read a second time; 131 had been reported by Com
mittees; sixty-seven had been read a third time, and twenty-five
had received the royal assent, The House of Lords commence:l
proceedings with seventy-seven bills, of which forty-eight are
included in the first readings in the House of Commons, referre:|
to above. Several bills have been rejected by the Lords’ Committees, and others, of what are called “Lords’ Bills,” have been
withdrawn or abandoned. The Commons’ Committees have
thrown out thirteen bills on preamble; twenty bills have been
withdrawn, or left to perish by their promoters’ and ‘‘the House”
has rejected two bills, viz., the Manchester Tramways Bill, and
the Glasgow and South-Western Railway Bill, to define and regulate the capital of the company.
On the whole, it may be said that very fair progress has been
made up to this time with the private bill business of the session ;
and the early date upon which Whitsuntide has fallen this year
gives a longer period than usual for the third division of the
session, and ample time to have the private bill business com
fortably and completely disposed of before Parliament rises, The
most important contests of the session are probably already over.
It is understood that the London and North-Western and Lan
cashire and Yorkshire Railway Companies Amalgamation Bill is
not to be prosecuted in this session, and the other two amalgama
tion bills will probably be similarly dealt with, which will greatly
diminish the amount of business that would otherwise have had
to be gone through.
3ARROW-IN-FURNESS, —On the 21st instant this important anil
rising town was the scene of an interesting ceremony—that of
unveiling the statue of Mr. James Ramsden, the first mayor, an:|
it may be said, the first in promoting the irterests of the town
The ceremony was performed by his Grace the Duke of Devon
shire, supported by a distinguished circle of visitors, including the
Lord Bishop of Carlisle, Lord F. Cavendish, the Honourable Mr.
Childers, Mr. Powell, M.P., &c. &c. After the inauguration of
the statue, addresses were presented by the clergy and other
bodies, and Mr. Ramsden then handed over for the use of the
town a munificent gift, in the form of public baths, The out
door ceremony was followed by a sumptuous banquet in the town
hall, to which about 400 guests sat down, and at the conclusion of
the banquet speeches of unusual interest were delivered by his
Grace the Duke of Devonshire, the Bishop of Carlisle, Mr. Kamden, Mr. Childers, and others, illustrating, for the most part, ihe
remarkable rapidity with which the town of Barrow has grown to
its present important position as a commercial centre, In 1532
Barrow was represented by a mere hamlet: containing a couple o:
hundred people, whilst the present population numbers not less
than 22,000 souls. The present docks, with those under construction, will be amongst the largest in Europe, whilst the hematite
steel works are hardly equalled by any in the world for extent
and rate of production. There are now in course of erection shipbuilding works that rival in extent the steel works; and, in short,
the industries of the town are growing with such rapidity, that 1.
is found almost impossible to provide hands to meet the demand.
This amazing and almost unprecedented success is mainly due ‘o
the exertions and personal influence of Mr. James Ramsden, a
member of the engineering profession, whose deserts, we are hay y
to hear, are about to receive a measure of recognition by ik.
honour of knighthood,
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by swamps. Grain
is hot, butit is healthy; there is a difficul
is always suspended, and he supposed very much the same thi
RAILWAY COMMUNICATION WITH INDIA.
in getting fresh water there, and it would have to be obtain
woul bothe ane ote ievale . The lower part of the ed
Our reports have shown that we bring the available information pouatt , by distillation from the sea water. Grain is outside the Sea is very hot, especially in April and May, but the heat of the
t pate dan By the Tigris route he proposed to cross the Persian Gulf is as intolerable as that of the Red Sea; recently in
on the subject down to the most recent date, with the following
uphrates at one particular point, and a good point, and then to the Persian Gulf the men in H.M.S. Magpie could not work
summary of the general tendency of the evidence given before leave
it as soon as
ible. He did not think that either the because of the heat, and several of them were struck down with
the Committee of the House of Commons on the Euphrates Valley Tigris or the Euphrates line would rrr as well as any of the apoplexy. The proj
railway would give certain advantages in
Railway route, is to the effect that the proposed line would not great Indian lines of railway. There
been a steady increase
troops quickly to the line of Indus vid Kurrachee in a case
pay, so that if constructed, it would be of political more than of in the valueof the Persian silk crop upto about
two years ago, of sudden emergency, but no trop ship could get into Kurrachee
commercial use. The evidence given at the final meeting of when it had risen to the amount of
ut £2,000,000 a year; then harbour, and the Indus Railway is not yet made, with the excepthe Committee by Sir Henry Rawlinson, K.C.B., president of the there was a failure of the crop, and he thought it now amounted tion of a very little bit ;all the rest of it was in nubibus, and
Royal “a
Society. Questioned the relative merits of the to a quarter of its former value. He thought that a through line robably would not be made for ten years. The Alexandretta
route by the Euphrates and the route by the Tigris for a railway from Constantinople to India would be of very i political im- ine would give an alternative route to India, but if the Suez
from the Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf. He said that he
rtance, and better
any other ; he looked upon the Tigri Canal were to be politically neutralised, as was proposed, an altershould prefer to start from Scanderoon and then proceed by ine simplyas a _ of it, for he believed that the latter line native route would not be wanted. Even if the strongest Power
— to the Tigris, crossing the Euphrates at Beer. After would have very little influence in improving the communication held the canal that Power would be England so long as England
reaching the Tigris at Mosul he would carry the line down the between England and India; still there were certain advantages had the command of the sea. It was true ships might be sunk at
right side of the river to Bagdad; by taking of the _ bank to England and India in the opening of such a line as one of those the entrance of the canal, At present there are five ships on the
necessity of bridging the rivers which enter the left side of the contemplated. First, there would be the advantage of an alter- troop service of 4100 tons each. At present these ships go the
Tigris would be avoided. From Bagdad the line would probably native line to Egypt, and this would be very useful if there should whole way from Portsmouth to Bombay vid the Suez Canal, and
go to Hillah on the Euphrates, then follow the left b
of the be local troubles in
t. He thought, also, that the line would in consequence of the saving caused by the opening of the canal,
Euphrates, which it would cross about ninety miles above strengthen English prestige in India, as it would be known there perhaps one of the troop ships will have to be abolished. If the
Kurnah. It would then strike into the desert on an embankment that we had the choice of two routes. The Government of India proposed railway were ate thought it very doubtful whether
in order to avoid the inundations common in that part of the admitted that the railway would be of considerable political value, the Government would ever use it for the conveyance of troops ;
country, and he would go round the outside of the marshes direct but considered that it was not of paramount importance ; indeed, it would, he thought, be cheaper, but disadvantageous in point of
to Grain. He would not go either to Kurnah or Bussorah. Grain not of sufficient importance to authorise them to go to any great health and discipline.
he believed to be the only harbour which could be used asa sacrifice about its construction ; still, they were in favour of it.
Sir Arnold Kendall deposed that he was well
uainted with
terminus on the Persian Gulf, and even there there was little He thought that the line would accelerate the mails, but some of the country in the neighbourhood of Samson, Diarbekir, and down
water, and it was in the middle of a desert country. It was the estimates which had been put in as to the amount of accelera- to Bagdad. He had heard the evidence just given by Sir Henry
very unhealthy about Bussorah, and the few European inhabitants tion he thought vitiated the whole inquiry. For instance, all Rawlinson, and entirely agreed with it; he thought that it exhad left the town. His reasons for preferring this route to the the calculations about the saving of time assumed that Kurrachee hausted the subject. He was not aware of any survey of the Tigris
Euphrates line were:—(1) There was no place of any consequence would be the port of debarkation in India. He thought that having been made fora railway; Mr. Latham, who was said to
between Aleppo and Ragdad, so there would be little traftic; he Kurrachee could never supersede Bombay as a port for India, and have made one, came to Bagdad some years ago, merely as a
believed that the railway must mostly depend upon the local at the present time there are difficulties in keeping it open asa traveller, and he never heard that Mr. Latham had made any
traffic, (2) There was a great want of wood on the Euphrates port at all; the harbour can never be made really open ; under survey. He thought Grain to be the only place for the railway
line. (3) There was no fixed population on the Euphrates line— the best circumstances it will only be a narrow harbour. Bombay to go to on the Persian Gulf, unless the line were intended to
only nomads, (4) The Euphrates line would be exposed through- must be considered as the point of debarkation for India. The go to India eventually, and then it would be best to keep on the
out to the attacks of dhe Hodesin from the interior of Arabia. witnesses had calculated the maximum rate of speed for the new eft bank of the Tigris. Bussorah was very unhealthy, being
(5) The country from its physical configuration never could be line and the minimum for the old line. The comparison between within the influence of the miasma of the marshes, There would
rendered populous. The country through which the river ran the two lines really lies in a nutshell. The route from England is be more difficulty in getting labour on the Euphrates line than on
could not for the most part be irrigated by it, therefore there the same by both lines to Brindisi. Then it is nearly the same the Tigris, and there would be less local traffic; the Tigris line,
never had been a city of any importance between Hyderapolis and distance from Brindisi to Suez that it is from Brindisi to Alexan- moreover, would be more secure from depredations. Portions of
Babylon, The same configuration applies to all the
t rivers dretta. There had been an extraordinary discrepancy in the the Tigris line would be exposed to depredations, but not such as
of Asia, so that only at the foot of the great mountains in Asia evidence of the witnesses as to the distance from Brindisi the Turkish Government could not easily stop. The Turkish
was there any means of irrigation, for the rivers very soon reach to Alexandretta, the differences amounting to one-fourth. Government would prefer the Tigris to the Euphrates route. A
the low countries, and then the water cannot be utilised in that He believed that the real distance was about 1000 or 1100 better plan would be to begin the railway at Constantinople,
way. The banks of the rivers, therefore, remain scantily popu- miles ;he had not measured it. So far then the time aa by from which city there were two routes, the first by Angora, Sivas,
lated till they reach the deserts, where there are inun/ations that either route would be the same as at present. Then the distance and Mosul to Bagdad, and the other to the south, by Konia. The
permit of produce being raised for a fixed population. The chief from Aden to Bombay is as nearly as possible the same as from route by Mosul, which went nearest Persia, was the best in his
a lvantage of the Tigris route is that it follows the foot of ranges of Grain to Bombay. During the south-west monsoon there would opinion, and it would follow the present post road. He had
mountains, and consequently passes through Ty
country be a saving in time from Grain, but during that monsoon the traffic travelled the postal route, and thought it perfectly practicable
all the way from the Upper Euphrates to Bag . From Bagdad is suspended for troops, and passengers have to —<— of the way. for a railway, but there would be difficulties where the 4 would
downwards, after the Tigris has entered the plains, it has the
land never has wanted to send troops to India at that time. have to cross the Taurus range of formidable mountains. He
same character as other Asiatic rivers, and is not populated till it Therefore these three sections of the two routes are the same in thought that by the other route, the Silesian gates, the difficulties
enters the delta. The great advantage of a —— countryis both as regards time and rates of speed. It was therefore only would be quite as great. He did not think the danger of attacks
that it possesses a fixed peasantry of sedenta:
bs, as they are left to compare the remaining section of each route, namely, from of Bedouins on the Euphrates Valley line was sufficiently great
called ; the population really consists of Yesedis, Chaldeans, Suez to Aden, and from Alexandretta to Grain. It is 710 miles to induce anybody to abandon the line on that account, if the
Koords, Nestor.ans, and others, from which elements an almost from Suez to Aden, and 1000 miles from Alexandretta to Grain. route were otherwise desirable. He thought that when travellers
unlimited supply of labour may be obtained, which is entirely At the present time the Peninsular and Oriental steamers are six had any option between the proposed new route to Bombay and
w.nting along the Euphrates, for the nomadic population will not days in going from Suez to Aden; if the railway were made he did the old one they would probably go as at _— by Suez, and
work in the fields,
ere was a succession of considerable towns not think the distance from Alexandretta to Grain would be done would only go by the other when it was of importance to them
along the route which he had proposed. It would go to Mosul, and in less than three days, allowing for debarkation and embarkation. to save three days in time ; in the latter case they might take the
pass near Diabekir. If a line were to be made down the Euphrates Therefore the only acceleration between England and India which railway, but goods would —— go vid Suez. He thought that
-he should recommend that it left that river before it reached the the railway would make would be three days, and that was the travellers in general would not encounter the difficulties of the
place of the great inundations, If the line took the left bank conclusion which the Indian Government
come to after con- railway journey.
of the Euphrates it would have to cross the river twice, sidering the whole matter. This saving would be a matter of some
and he thought the crossing of the Euphrates would importance, but as there is now telegraphic communication with
present the chief engineering difficulties of the route. He did not India the importance is not now so great as it once was ; besides,
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
r commend going to Kurnali, which was a mere Arab village with some of the money proposed to be expended on the railway might
400 or 500 inhabitants, Another important matter was that wood be spent in accelerating the speed by the present route. The
Ar the meeting on Thursday, May 16th, Mr. Vander Mans
could be obtained to almost any extent from the mountains along Government had made a contract for ten yearswith the Peninsular brugghe
in the chair, the first paper read was one by Dr. Dupré
the Tigris route, and perhaps there might be coal there ; wood was and Oriental Company, which contract will not expire till 1880,
the specific heat and other physical characters of mixtures of
entirely wanted along the Euphrates route. Again, the line from and it binds the nation to accept the rate of speed of fourteen days on
methylic
alcohol and water, and on certain relations existing beMosul to Bagdad would be continuous to the Persian frontier; from Suez to Bombay, which is nine and a-half miles an hour. This
the pee heat of a mixture or solution, and the heat
thus everything would be ready for an extension of the line to the arrangement was made before the invention of compound engines, tween
evolved
or
absorbed in their formation. The specific heat in these
East, when the world was prepared for a direct railway to India; which consume only two-thirds the former amount of fuel, and it
was estimated by heating a known weight of the
from its position alsoit would draw the commerce of Western and is possible now to run twelve miles an hour at the expense at experiments
liquid
enclosed
in a suitable vessel to a certain temperature, and
Southern Persia to the line ; he did not think it would affect the which steamers formerly ran nine and a-half. For carrying the plunging it, vessel
and all, into the water of a calorimeter ; the
commerce of northern Persia at all. It would probably affect the mails from Suez to Bombay in fourteen days under this contract
in temperature produced, with certain necessary corrections,
commerce of Ispahan, but not, he thought, of Teheran, which the Peninsular and Oriental Company is paid £75,000 a-year ; part rise
furnished
the
data
required
for the calculation of the specific heat
would probably still go to the north by the old route. In speak- of this is paid by the Crown and part by the Government of India. sought. The mixtures of alcohol
and water were boiled in a flask
ing of the relative advantages of the two routes, it should be Twenty thousand pounds is recovered by the postage, so that the , connected with a condenser, by which
the vapours were condensed
remembered that they had the experience of all history toPOyw total loss to the nation is £55,000 a-year. If —
—_ j and made to run back into the flask, thus
keeping the composition
them, and that experience was in favour of the Tigris.
the from the obligation to pay the £75,000, part might be given to the of
the
mixture
as
uniform
as
possible.
author points out that
great movements of armies and ao ge have been by the Tigris; roposed railway. There was also the amount paid to the Steam an intimate relation exists between the The
heat evolved during the
in only two instances have there
been
~ movements down the Gacteation Company for carriage of mails from Bussorah to formation of a mixture and its
ific
heat,
Euphrates; the “ten thousand” took that route, so also did Bombay and Kurrachee, amounting to £28,
—. and £4800
The od pers by Mr. Charles Tomlinson and the chairman
Julian ; even these armies suffered so much that they took care to a-year for the mails from Bussorah to Bagdad ;
this could be
entitled
*‘On Supersaturated Saline Solutions.” Part III.
return by the Tigris. The postal route is by the Tigris.
‘ar as saved if there were a railway to the Persian Gulf. If they could was
In this part of the authors’ investigations on the relation existing
«distance is concerned the Euphrates route has the best of it ; the escape from the Peninsular and Oriental contract some of that between
the surface-tension of liquids and the supersaturation
line by the Tigris would probably be 150 miles longer ; he had not money would be availabl
At
t we send 20,000 troops of saline solutions,
the per
ey were kept in view during
measured it. One of the difficulties of building bridges over the backwards and forwards between ‘England and India every year, the experimental inquiry
:—(1)
t a supersaturated saline soluEuphrates was that if they crossed it at Kurnah there was no such and the expense of
ing them from Suez to Bombay he could tion, contained in a catharised
flask,
will remain liquid so long as
thing as a stone within 700 miles of the spot ; it was all alluvial not ascertain, but it cost £1 10s. per man for passage through the its free surface, or the surface in contact
the sides of the
soil. His line would cross the Me Euphrates at Beer, where it Suez Canal, or £30,000 — for troopsthrough Egypt. The rail- flask, does not undergo in one or many points with
a notable diminution
was all rock. Mosul had perha;
,000 inhabitants, Diabekir about way proposes to charge £2 per head, and the ——— from Suez to
surface-tension. (2) That if we deposit on the surface of a
35,000, and B:
from 80,000 to 100,000 ; there were five or six Bombay must cost more than from Grain to Bombay. Still there of
saline solution a drop of liquid of feeble tension,
other towns along the Tigris route having from 20,000 to 30,000 are counter considerations, The nation has laid’ out about supersaturated
spreads, and crystallisation takes place immediately, or after a
inhabitants perhaps, as nearly as he could guess. He thought that £1,000,000 on the plant for this troop service, so that on abandon- it
short
time.
(3)
That while a liquid of feeble tension produces
the advantage of having labour at hand along the Tigris would far ing a part of it there would be a sacrifice at first, but afterwards crystallisation after
time more or less short, a liquid of considermore than compensate for the extra length of line ; moreover the transport ought to be cheaper. One troop ship in three able contractile forcea (such
as pure water), not acting chemically
got rid of. At present the troops and on the solution, may
there would be so little bridging. He believed that the true Arabs would have to
into contact with it, without
never had become a fixed population, or taken to husbandry or accoutrements are put on board at Portsmouth all right, producing change of state. brought
as a liquid of feeble tension
labour. There was a mix a
in the towns, and all the and they are landed just the same at Bombay. If they produces crystallisation, so a(4)solidThat
covered
more or less with a film
labour would be obtained from the hill districts and the hill went by the proposed new route they would have to be taken
such liquid produces a change of state, either at once, or after
colonies ; on the Tigris labour of the best kind can always be out of the ships at Alexandretta, then packed in a train like of
a
short
time,
:
obtained by drawing down the hill men. He could not estimate herrings in a tub, and afterwards ship
again at Grain, so
When a drop of a liquid is deposited on the surface of a superthe probable value of the local traffic along the route he had that the present route is infinitely preferable so far as regards the saturated
saline solution, it will do one of three things. It will
mentioned, but the country was not sufficiently populated, he comfort and discipline of the men, but not as regards expense. either
with the solution without any unclear action, or
thought, to support a railway. Along the Euphrates route there Stores sent b;
t cost £3 or £4 per ton ; it is proposed to carry spread mingle
out
into a film with powerful unclear action, or assume the
was no produce, so he did not see how there could be much traffic; them from Alexandretta to Grain by rail for £12 10s. per ton. By
of a lens without any separation of salt. "When the flask is
it was true that there was grass along the Euphrates, so that sea the rates have always been higher from the Persian Gulf to form
the oil lens breaks up into a multitude of minute globules.
sometimes the country had a most beautiful appearance, but this Bombay than from Suez to Bombay, probably in consequence of shaken
the solution regains much of its transparency, without
was all produced by the showers of heaven; corn could not be the ab
of
petiti
Stores cost £16 a ton from London On repose
separation of salt; but if, while the flask is being turned, a
grown in the country, and it was nearly deserted in the hot season, to Bombay by the present route, and would cost £44 per ton by any
sudden
jerk
be givento it, so as to flatten some of the globules
It never had been cultivated. He did not think that labour to an the proposed new one ; so that would not answer. Probably comthe side, the solution instantly becomes solid. The authors
great extent could be obtained along the Euphrates, though petition would reduce rates in the Persian Gulf. He thought it against
came
to
the
conclusion
that force, properly handled, would suffice
+ risk on the part of the Government to pledge
General Chesney had sometimes from 100 to 150 men to help him would be a
account for most, if not all, the varied emunean of supersatuwith the steamers ; on the Tigris first-class labour and 100,000 or itself beforehand to send troops by the ag line if it were to to
ration,
seeing
that
the
powerful action of films in putting an end
150,000 men could be obtained without difficulty. He saw very be made. He would much prefer a subvention to the line to a to the state of supersaturation
had been previously established.
little to choose in the comparative
political value of the two
arantee. Mr. Andrews calculated that the line would take The experiments described tended
to test and corroborate this
routes, The line he had si
was known as Colonel 0,000 passengers a year; the Peninsular and Oriental steamers view.
take 6943 first and second-class passengers from Egypt ina
Herbert’s route, with the one slight alteration that he (the now
A
third
paper
contained
“Remarks
on the Sense of Light in
year,
and
even
if
the
railway
were
opened
t
would
take
a
deponent) thought it best not to go to Diarbekir, but to
reach it by a branch. Between the Mediterranean and moiety of these through passengers, Besides, Mr. Andrews Birds,” by Mr. R. J. Lee.
both ways, making 20,000 in all, and
Aleppo there was always a considerable trade. This Tigri reckons 10,000 —
line had been recently surveyed by Mr. Latham, and there the present ships both ways have only 7D remy ers. The
were no a
difficulties along it except at the Bailan through
r. Andrews calculated at 15,000 tons, but he (Sir
A TREE’D SurvEyor.—Captain Sherwell, in a lecture on
Pass, near the Mediterranean. There was not much to choose H. Rawlinson) doubted whether 1500 tons would pass. The pro- surveying given in Calcutta, tells the following story of Sir Henry
between the two lines so far as engineering difficulties were con- posed line might develope local traffic to a very considerable Lawrence. He was then Lieutenant Lawrence, employed on the
cerned. Mr. Latham was, he believed, in Calcutta; he had never extent, how much he did not know, but not enough to pay a divi- survey. ‘“‘A native surveyor who refused to go back some ten
seen his survey. If there was to be a continuation of the line to dend; if the Government guaranteed a dividend the Government miles to revise a serious error that had been discovered in his
India, which he thought was certain to be the case sooner or would have to pay the difference, and it would probably be a most work, was laid upon a native bed by order of Henry Lawrence,
later, he thought that that line must run through Persia, and not onerous roy aver A subvention from the Post-office would not and carried by bearers to the spot, where he was turned out to
along the desert sea coast of the Persian Gulf, where there was be open to that objection. Mr. Andrews’ other figures should be rectify his error. The man was obstinate, refuséd to reobserve
scarcely an inhabitant. Bussorah was so unhealthy that it would sent to the Transport Service Office for verification. So far as his angles, and returned to camp. Henry Lawrence ordered him
bomadnene tohove e termnians there ; it was a few miles from the climate was concerned there was little to choose between the Suez into a mango-tree, where he kept the recusant, guarded by two
river, and connected with wa theslittle narrow, dirty creek. and the railway route. The weather is so hot and bad in the Red Burkundazes with drawn swords, until hunger changed the mind
Sea and Persian Gulf during the months of April, May, June, and temper of the surveyor.” The man ultimately proved an
Mchammara is about
iles lower down the river than,
Bussorah, and if they went down there they would be surrounded July, and August, that during these months the transport service excellent worker,
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PLAN FOR REGISTERING REPORTS OF SUR- composed rey |the alcoholic fermentation, and that this result is ,multiple proportions and the theory of the existence of atoms
e diminution of the pressure.
e presence of |founded on it. Dr. Divers said there was one point he would like
VEYS OF IRON AND STEEL STEAM AND facilitated b
oxide in the evolved gases was found to be due to the reduc- to refer to, and that was whether in sodium chloride, for instance,
SAILING VESSELS AND OTHER FLOATING nitric
the sodium and the chlorine existed as such. On bringing
er
tion
of
nitrate
originally
present
in
the
solutions.
BODIES ;ALSO FOR THE SHELLS OF MARINE
Dr. Debus said he had listened with great interest
to the author’s chlorine and sodium, the two united with production of intense
AND LAND BOILERS, RESERVOIRS, TANKS, excellent paper on fermentation; it was a subject which had heat, and formed a compound as different from either sodium or
chlorine as these were from one another. True, we could obtain
attracted the attention of chemists from a very early period.
MASTS, &c.*
Dr. Williamson expressed the cordial pleasure he had experienced these elements from the compound, but we could not say they
By Mr. Witt1aM Taytor.
know nothing of the structure of
in hearing Mr. Brown’s account of the excellent and accurate exist in it as such, We
THE object of this plan is to lay open to view the whole of the experiments he had made. From the exceedingly novel and coupled substances except that by certain reactions they yield
sible, therefore, that alinterior and exterior surfaces of the hulls of iron and steel steam remarkable results, obtained under diminished pressure, he was certain products, It is quite
and sailing vessels, and other floating bodies, shells of marine and sure that those who like himself took an interest in the subject of though we get out the same elements from two isomeric
land boilers, reservoirs, tanks, masts, &c., and at the same time fermentation, should look forward with pleasure to a further bodies, these may differ in the amount of force they contain.
Dr. Williamson said that although it was a question of very
register all defects, and the
ual or rapid deterioration of all extension of these experiments,
Mr. Vernon Harcourt said there was one
point particularly great difficulty to decide upon facts so remote from our senses as
and every single plate thereof, from the date each hull of vessel,
shell of boiler, reservoir, tank, mast, &c., was new, until the worthy of notice in these observations, namely, the alteration these minute particles of which matter was built up, yet it was
same shall be entirely worn out. This plan will then show which y= by the change in pressure, Operating as we ordinaril no more unreasonable to do so than with the enormous masses in
of the plates have deteriorated gradually and which have dete- lo at the atmospheric pressure, which varies comparatively little, the remote regions of our planetary system. He must say that
riorated rapidly. It will also show which of the plates may have we do not take sufficient account of the altered circumstances those who consider it simply the part of science to record the
deteriorated first slowly, and afterwards rapidly ; or first rapidly, produced by change of pressure. An instance of this had come results of observations, — not to endeavour to connect them
and afterwards slowly. In fact, it will show every change and under his notice in endeavouring to prepare pure ammonium with one another, know not what science is. A theory different
degree of deterioration from first to last, and may lead to dis- nitrite; at the ordinary pressure its aqueous solution is quite from the atomic theory would be very valuable by reason of its
covering the cause why one plate deteriorates more quickly than stable, but on attempting to evaporate it in vacuo over sulphuric iving us another point of view from which we might behold the
another when both are apparently exposed to the same dete- acid he found the diminished pressure produced an effervescence, acts with which we are acquainted. He would hail such a theory
with delight.
riorating influences. (1) This plan of registering consists in ex- decomposition ensued, and nit: m was evolved.
Mr. Atkinson said it would be unnecessary for him to reply, as
Mr. Brown then read a preliminary notice ‘‘ On the Electrolyses
anding the whole of the sheathing plates of the hull of vessel,
kc., giving their length, breadth, and thickness when new, and of Sugar Solutions.” A solution of glucose when subjected to the — of the points raised had been refuted by subsequent
with a peep see pS number marked on every plate, so that if action of the electric current gives off, besides hydrogen and speakers.
The Chairman was inclined to think that the representation of
an accident should occur abroad, and the vessel requires repairs oxygen, a considerable quantity of carbonic acid and some carin the hull, the exact plate or plates and their position in the bonic oxide ; the solution was then found to contain aldehyde, facts by symbols,"without connection with some theory, was very
vessel could be easily recognised, and the extent of damage made much acetic acid, and a little formic acid. Although not yet ex- like a Solr elites’ a soul; the human mind could never rest
known at home by telegram, and reference to the plan. (2) The ae aa ay proved, the author believed that alcohol was formed satisfied simply with the outside representation of things, but
would look for the causes which connect them. From about 1808
keel, stem, and stern-post, also the position and distinguishing uring the electrolyses,
Dr. Debus, in thanking the author in the name of the society, to 1820, in Germany, the dynamical theory advanced by Karl was
number of every frame and bulkhead in the vessel are shown.
generally employed, and it is remarkable that no great discoveries
(3) Also the gradual or rapid deterioration of every plate, both on remarked that it would be very interesting if it should one day
the inside and outside surfaces, from one survey to another, as found that alcohol could be produced from sugar without fermen- were made there, and that no eminent chemist existed during
that period ;whilst in England and in France, where the atomic
long as the vessel, &c., may last; and also whether the deteriora- tation.
A paper “‘ On the Determination of the Solubility and Specific theory was adopted, science advanced rapidly ;when, however,
tion has been gradual or rapid, or whether the deterioration has
been alternately gradual and rapid; in fact, every stage and Gravity of certain Salts, of Sodium, and Potassium,” by Dr. Germany adopted the atomic theory, chemistry at once began to
Page,
M.B., and A. D. Keightley, was then read for the authors improve. These things spoke for themselves,
degree of deterioration, and both the years in which it has gone
Mr. C. O’Sullivan then read a paper “On the Transformation
on slowly, and those in which it has gone on rapidly. (4) Also by Mr. Hartley. The authors have, carefully determined the soluthe repairs and renewal of plates. (5) All holes with their exact bulity and density of a saturated solution of sodium and potassium, Products of Starch,” in which the author refers to the experiposition in the several plates. that may be drilled for the purpose nitrates and chlorides, at a temperature of 15 i> 6 Cc. ments of Musculus, Payen, and Schwarzer, which he repeated, but
of ascertaining the thickness of such plates, such thickness being The specific gravity of each of these salts at the same temperature only obtained results partly agreeing with theirs. This induced
registered onthe plan. (6) The light and the load water-lines, also was also accurately ascertained ; and, lastly, the specific gravity him to undertake a series of experiments to ascertain what were
the line of cementing with its extentand thickness, A form or table and degree of solubility of these salts in presence of each other really the products of the transformation of starch under the
influence of malt extract and of acids. The paper contains a
is ruled in which all the thinnest and worst plates are set down, was determined.
Mr. Atkinson then read “‘An Examination of a recent Attack detailed account of the numerous and carefully conducted experialso the condition of the cementing, &c.
ments made with this object. The most important point being
upon
the
Atomic
Theory,”
having
reference
to
a
paper
by
Dr.
This plan of reporting surveys would be exceedingly useful to
the principal officers in her Majesty’s dockyards, to the Admiralty, Wright ‘‘On the Relations between the Atomic Hypothesis and the that he obtained, as the end product of the action of malt extract
on starch, a sugar maltose isomeric with lactose, which only
Condensed
Symbolic
Expressions
of
Chemical
Facts
and
Changes
and the Board of Trade, and to the Lords of the Admiralty, &c.,
who would then have the true state of all the iron and steel known as Dissected (structural) Formula,” recently read before reduces two-thirds ofthe cupric oxide which dextrose does, By
vessels, boilers, &c., in the service before them, and would thus the Society, and published in the April number of the ‘‘Philo- the continued action of acids it is converted into dextrose. Dr.
e8
er said that Dr. Wright, notwith- Debus, after thanking the author, announced that the Faraday
be able to give instructions to the officers at the several dockyards sophical Magazine.”
that the atomic theory is unnecessary, lecture would be given by Professor Cannizzarg, of Palermo,
as to which part of the hull of the vessel, &c., required particular standing his having asse’
ignement Théorique de
attention when a vessel was docked for survey and repairs, This invariably uses it, arguing that we must either accept the atomic **Sur les Limites, et surla Forme de |’
Royal Institution, on
plan of keeping reports of surveys would be found of very great theory, in order to revise the approximate results obtained in any |la C imie dans les Universités,” at the
Thursday,
the
30th
May,
at
8
o’clock.
assistance to Lloyd’s Committee of Registry of British and Foreign given analysis, or adopt the actual number obtained, instancing
Shipping, when about to class or reclass any vessel, and to their Roscoe’s analysis and determination of the vapour density a
Tue RoyaL AGRICULTURAL Socrety.—Earl Cathcart has been
surveyors, as they could take a copy of previous surveys wit! h| tungsten oxychloride and other tungsten compounds.
them, which would show all the worst parts of the vessel they Wright refers to the law of multiple proportions as one of the elected president of the Royal Agricultural Society for the enwere about to examine. It would also be of great service to facts of chemistry, but experiment does not lead to numbers which suing year. At the half-yearly meeting, which was held on Thurspublic companies, owners, and captains of vessels, and others, are multiples of his combining numbers, that is, the law of mul- day, the report stated that the total number of members in the
when about to make purchases. This plan of keeping reports of tiple proportions is not an experimental fact; thus, the vapour society was now 5766, This year’s annual meeting will be held
surveys would be of incalculable service to underwriters and mer- density of ferric chloride would lead to the atomic weight 112 for at Cardiff, while the 1873 gathering is to take place at Hull.
% LauncH.— On the afternoon of Thursday, the 23rd inst., Messrs.
chants, as they would see plainly before them the exact condition iron, and that of aluminium chloride to 55 for aluminium.
.
of the ship they were about to insure, and merchants would see Wright’s analysis of hydrobromate of bromocodide would lead him John Elder and Company launched from their =e
the state of the vessel by which they were about to send their to the formula C,,4#, H,.3, Br, }4, No. 2; instead of C,, H,, Br, at Fairfield, Govan, an iron screw steamship, of 3540 tons and 550
of
goods from the form or table previously referred to, which could No.j, the one he had adopted; instead, however, of accepting the horse-power nominal for the Pacific Steam Navigation Company
be hung up in their offices. In cementing vessels it would be |numbers obtained by analysis, he rejects them, and takes the Liverpool. The vessel has been designed and constructed for that
company’s fortnightly service, between Liverpool and Valparaiso,
well to fillin solid between the frames, and flush with the lining nearest numbers which yield a formula containing only inte;
or ceiling about the bottoms of coal bunkers, leaving a course for multiples of atomic weights. He also said that Dr. Wright had vid Straits of Magellan, and is of the following dimensions :—
ye 363ft. ; breadth moulded, 41ft. ;
water in the centre of each bay by inserting a piece of iron piping: not attempted to explain the cause of isomerism, which can be Length part ag) yg
the bottom parts of the vessel, forward and aft, should be filled readily done by the notion of the existence of atoms associated in depth of hold, 33ft. 2in. In the a ment of the ship the latest
improvements have been introduced, her internal arrangements,
in to nearly the top of the floor plates, and such other parts as it different relative positions,
Dr. Wright said it was somewhat difficult to
reply to a large state rooms, saloon, &c., being fitted up and furnished in the highest
is difficult to gain access to. One drawing only is required during
for the first style of elegance and comfort, having accommodation for 124 first,
the whole period the vessel may last. Owners should arrange number of objections which he had only just h
with the builders for one when contracting to build. By adopting time. He was afraid Mr. Atkinson had failed to understand the 50 second, and 500 third-class passengers. The engines, which
this system the date of each survey is nearly all the writing re- object of his paper, which was to distinguish between the employ- are being supplied by the same firm, are upon their compound
ment of certain symbols to express certain facts, and the adoption principle, with all recent improvements. As she left the wa:
quived. Other advantages could be stated.
of the atomic hypothesis to explain these facts. One of the she was in the usual time-honoured manner gracefully named the
ch
was that of denying the atomic theory, and yet of em- Tacora by Miss Young, of London.
ploying that theory; the instance adduced being that, the approxi- WorkING MEN AND THE Patent Laws.—At a meeting of the
CHEMICAL
SOCIETY.
, Mr.
en
mate results obtained by his analysis of hydrobromate of bromoco- Labour Representation League, held on
Thursday, 16th May, 1872.
dide would lead to the formula C,,}, H,,}, Br,}$, No... He Latham, the president, in the chair, the report just issued by
need only say, that taking into account the errors of experiment, the Select Padiam entary Committee on the Patent Laws was disDr. Desvs, F.R.S., Vice-president, in the Chair.
the presence of water, &c., the nearest whole numbers cussed, Much dissatisfaction was expressed with the report, and
Arter the minutes of the previous meeting had been read, such asrepresent
his results lead to the formula C,, Hz, Brg Nog; at the fact that members of the working classes had not been
Messrs. J. Robins and A. J. Dickinson were formally admitted which
and
that
this as the formula, he did so quite indepen- called per evidence before the committee, the constitution of
members of the society. The donations to the society having been dently of intheassigning
body was objected to on the ground that its composition
atomic
theory. With regard to his observations that which
announced the following names were read for the first time: the determination of the
vapour density of fevric chloride and alumi- consisted two-thirds of manufacturers and parties representing inMessrs. John Emilius Shadwell, M.A., Walter Weldon, Walter nium chloride would lead
terests
antagonistic
to those of inventors. It was also urged that
to
the
numbers
Fe=
112and
Al=55hesecms
Stewart, jun., John Ferguson, M.A., Charles Armbruster, George to have forgotten that the speaker had
stated that com- a fair and complete inquiry into so important a subject as the
J. Snelus, and R. Wormell, M.A., B.Sc.
For the third time: pounds that dissociate, or are believed to do so,ial y must
patent
laws
could
es
|be satisfactorily effected bya royal combe
excluded
in
Messrs. C. H. W. Biggs, John Grove Johnson, Joseph Arderne
determination of the combining
ber of the el
t. It is mission representing all the interests in the community, and steps
Omered, B.A., and Ernest Henry Jacob, B.A., who were then the
were
ordered
to
be
taken
with a viewof ensuring an
ustive inquite
possible
to
express
symbolically
the
difference
between
balotted for, and duly elected.
compounds without reference to any theory whatever : quiry into the whole subject by that means. It was also agreed
Mr. H. T. Brown then read a paper “‘ On the Influence of Pres- isomeric
that
a
deputation
should
wait
upon
the
cil
of
the
Inventors’
the
two
isomeric
propylic
alcohols,
for
instance,
when
treated
with
sure upon Termination, Part I.” In this investigation the author
give rise to different products, and these facts can be re- Institute in order to obtain their aid and
in the
found, that during the alcoholic fermentation of grape juice or a,
ed by the employment of symbols a:
from all theotrical matter ;and the following resolution p:
Mr. Thomas
malt wort, besides carbonic anhydride, that nitrogen, hydrogen, a considerations,
Mottershead
(silk
weaver),
and
seconded
by
Mr.
uel
Brighty
e
8
er
could
scarcely
see
what
great
advanhydrocarbon of the paraffin group, and sometimes nitric oxide are tage was gained by the discussion of such a purely theoretical (wood turner), was carried unanimously :—‘‘That the recomevolved, moreover the proportion of the gases unabsorbed by potas- question as the constitution of matter, the important point being mendations of the Select Committee of the House of Commons on
sium hydrate is largely increased when the operation is carried on
express symbolically the facts with which we are acquainted. the Patent Laws are by no means likely to benefit the most
under diminished pressure. At the ordinary pressure, by far the to
if carried
At present sufficient distinction was not made between Dalton’s pro- numerous class of inventors, namely, the artisans;
larger proportion of these gases is nitrogen 70-90 per cent., but posal
the results of hisquantitative analyses by symbols, into effect would render the obtaining of a patent more difficult,
wale diminished pressure, 400 mm. to 450 mm., the hydrogen and thetorepresent
cumbersome,
and
expensive
than
at
present.
Moreover,
the comtheory
founded
on
these
results,
namely
that
matter
is
built
preponderates 60-90 per cent.; nitrogen, however, does not occur up of small particles or atoms, and these again are united to form mittee’s recommendations do not provide what the generality
of inwhen the solutions contain no albumenoids, even if ammonium molecules.
ventors
stand
mainly
in
need
of,
ee
te
ion
as
far as
e
latter
was
a
subject
which
admitted
of
much
dissalts are present in considerable —. _ The increase of the cussion. The use of symbols to represent facts quite apart from ) gape) yt
Es
oe
OL
1-3
4
roportion of hydrogen, resulting from diminution of the pressure,
and especially increased
or
obtaining
theory gave us a power similar to that which the symbols in
is accompanied by formation of a comparatively large amount of any
—-Tb
:
in
their
own
inventions
at
a
reasonable
—
gives
to
the
mathematician.
:
acetic acid and aldehyde, so that it would seem that water is deisnew abrentegeeusty Gene a DAS, France, and
J. Newlands remarked, that it was very important to distinguish between the two proposals of Dalton, namely, the law of po ts patent laws are inadvanceof thoseof thiscountry.”
* Read before the Institution of Naval Architects.
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1454. Tuomas SHEEHAN, Dunkirk, Chautaugua, New York, U.S8., ‘An
Notices of Intention to Proceed Mer Patents.
improved process for steelifying iron.
Box, Gasworks,
Crayford,
“ ag
1455. Davip a. Wrexham, Denbighshire,
‘‘ An improved process 1309.2 Witt1aM WILLIAMs
A
“DP
,
3.”
and
hi , drying,‘ decolourising, aul ddolectding 8 ee ane: LBERT GatTy, * Printing and dgeing cotton fabric
whant ‘and other grain or seed.”—13th May, 1872.
1321.
Witttast
ALEXANDER
LyTTLE,
The
Grove,
Hammersmith,
‘
Ships’
Morris, Kent Waterworks, De tford, Kent, “An imboats.
Grants and Dates
of Provisional Protection
for Six Months, 1457. WiLtIaM
ed mode or method of and means for estab
a communication | 1392, ALEXANDER CL ARK, Rathbone-place, London, “ Corrugated metal
with water or gas mains.”
112. Ricuarp Jomn Freperick Epcecumse, Stone Hall, Plymouth,
revolving shutters.”
Devonshire, and the Hon. James TERENCE FrrzMavrice, Porthpean,
WALTER“ Imp:
GEORGE FEARNLEY,
-crescent, West Brompton, | }397, Tuomas Comer, |
jun., Fenchurch-street, London, ‘ Treating the
London,
ts in
St. Austell, Cornwall, “Cartridges for smoking in tobacco pipes.” — 1461.
or making illuminating gas, a
of gasworks,&c.ok communication from Alexander Bobrow13th January, 1872.
heating apartments or chambers, and other purposes.
nickii—2ad
JAMES1872.DENNE and Avcust HeENtTsc HEL, Phenix Works
156. LemMsTER Stokes and WILLIAM Sroxkes, Derby, ‘“‘ Improvements in 1463. Immanvet Liesicn, Church-street, Camberwell-green, Surrey, “An | 34g Tuomas May,
apparatus adapted to,pianofortes for the purpose of varying the toncs
Cambridge-road, Mile-end, London, ‘‘ Finishing and currying leather.”
weaving loom shuttles and an improved method in fixing and driving
produced in p!
the same.”—18th January, 1872.
—ird May, 1872.
651. Louis BaRNett, Hackney, London, “Improvements in reversible 1465. Bensamin Tromas NewnuaM, Bath, “Improvements in carriages 1369.
ay
Ex.is, South Lambeth, Surrey, “ Cutting wood.”
and seamless coats,”—l1st March, 1872.
and parts connected therewith.”
Wiit1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “Knitted
764. Witttam Ropert Lake, South
Dbuildi
London, “An im- 1466. Epwarp Grirrita Brewer, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improve- 1861,
fabrics.”—A
communication
from William Harrison Ramsdell and Johua
»xroved machine for working hides or eet "—A communication from
ments in the manufacture of ‘steel, steely iron, and homogeneous
Emerson Crane.
jiward Fitzhenry, Somerville, Massachusetts, U.8S.—13th March, 1872.
metal, and in apparatus therefor. ”—A communication from Fernand 1362.
Rosperr Fisu, Gasworks, Hornsey, “ Purifying gas. ”
1149. James Lee Norton, Belle Sauvage- yard, Ludgate-hill, London, Guy Bazault and Isidore Jules Roche, Paris.
WitL1aAmM MitcHELL, Albert Carpet Works, Waterford, near Man“Improvements in the construction of walls, ceilings, and floors of 1467. ALBERT Jaynor, Clapham-road, Surrey, and MAxIMILiAn Low, Lee, 1363.
chester, ‘‘ Felt carpets.”—4th May, 1872.
buildings and other structures.”—17th April, 1872.
Kent, “Improvements in steam boiler and furnaces for consuming 1394.
FrepERIcCK LupewiG Haun DancHewt, Horwich, “ Filters."—-7//
1166. Puitipre Roster, Boulevart Sebastopol, ’Paris, apn geo in smoke and gases.
May,
1872.
—
for emptying or exhausting the conduit or suppl y pipes of 1468. James Spratt, Camberwell, Surrey, “A new or improved food for 1403. Hugh
Heyry MAWHINNEY, Massachusetts, U.s., “‘ Eyeleting masterns and similar structures as a protection from frost or other
cats,”
chines.”—A
communication from John E. Wiggin.
damage.”—19th April, 1872.
GEorce Brpsox, Manchester, ‘Improvements in puddling | 1493, Wittiam Rosert LAKE, Southampton- -buildings, London, ‘*Pro1183, CHaRLEs Henry Aston, Summerfield Villas, Icknield-street West, 1469.
furnaces.”
ducing
compression
upon metallic articles.”—A communication from
Birmingham, “ Improvements in connection with spiral spring mat- 1302. Joun Henry Joxunsoy, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ ImproveJonathan
Burns
West.—8th May, 1872.
tresses and frames, and spiral springs used in connection swith frames,
ments in the manufacture of shoes, and in machinery and apparatus 1418. WiLt1aM Ropert
Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Mules
bedsteads, couches, and for other upholstery purposes.”—20th April,
connected therewith.”—A communication from William Joseph Bernard
for spinning.”—A communication from James Sutherland.—vth Sly,
1872.
Mills, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S., and De Witt Clinton Taylor,
1872.
1256. CHARLES Powrs, Gracechurch-street, London, “ Improvements in Elizabeth, Union County, New Jersey, U.S.—14th May, 1872.
1422.
GeorGE
TOMLINSON
BousFie_p, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey,
umbreila and parasol slides or runners. ”_ 26th April, 1872.
1471. WiLt1aAM ALEXANDER Husparp, High-street, Ramsgate, ‘Kent, “An
**Puddling and melting iron.”—-A communication from Henry .\. \.
1347. THomas James Denne and AvuGust HENTSCHEL, Phenix Works,
improved level.”
Post.—10th
May,
1872.
Cambridge-road, Mile-end, London, “‘ Improvements in materials for 14722. CHARLES GEORGE WILSON, Royal Exchange-buildings, London, 1459. WiLt1AM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Pianodyeing raw, felted, and woven fabrics, and printing fabrics,”—3rd May,
“An improved ordure road cleaner.”
fortes.” — A communication from Christian Frederick |Theodor
1872.
1473. CaRL Heryricn Siemens, Great George-street, Westminster, “ ImSteinway.
1359. Georce Hayes Carter, Mottingham Lodge, near Eltham, Kent,
provements in the supports, fastenings, and joints of overground 1460.
Epwarp Henry Crapock Monckton, Fineshade, Wansford,
“Improvements in the construction of gas stoves, applicable for heattelegraph wires.”
May, 1872.
ing public and private buildings, pineries, hot-houses, graperies, and 1474. Perer JENSEN, Chancery- lane, London, “Improvements in the 108.** Furnaces.”—14th
IsHam Baces, High Holborn, London, “‘Cutting and marking
such like buildings and purposes.” —4¢ Muy, 1872.
construction of bridge piers, wharves, docks, and other hydraulic
&c.”—13th January, 1872.
1372. WittiaM DrepGe PLAYER, Birmingham, “Improvements in mastructures, and in apparatus therefor.”—A communication from Detleff 122.surfaces,
HENRY Saaw, WILLIAM Dircurte. p, and Joun KNow es, Blackburn,
chinery for the manufacture of buttons,”
Carl Eduard Steinbrenner, Aarhus, Denmark.
looms for weaving, &c.”—15th Januar, VY, 1872
1373. Tuomas James Denne and Avcust Hentscuet, Phoenix Works, 1475. Ropert ALLAN, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in 122.“ Power
Cooke, Sheffield, ‘* Finished iron.
Cambrid'ze, “‘ Improvements in preserving meat.”
reflectors for gas and other lights.”—A communication from James 133. Henry
WiLtiaAM Ropert LAk®, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Horse
1374. Wintt1am Lioyp Wise, Chandos-chambers, Adelphi, London, ‘‘ ImRiddell, Melbourne, Victoria.
collars.”—A
communication from Zenas Coleman Robbins.
provements in musical instruments.”—A communication from Heinrich 1476. Ropert CHARLES Menzies, Valleyfield, Midlothian, N.B., and 135. GeorGe Gorpon
Pace, Gray’s-inn, London, “Piers and breakHuebscher, Klingenthal, Saxony, Germany.
ArtTHUR ELLson Davies, Worcester, “Improvements in the manufacwaters.”--16th January, 1872.
1376. DesmonpD GeRAL» I'1tzGEeRaALpD, Loughborough-road, North Brixton,
ture of pulp for paper-making.”
140.
Ne
Morrit, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Refining fat
Surrey, and Bernarp CHARLES Moc.oy, Elm-court, Temple, London, 1477. ALFRED Fry ER, Manchester, “Improvements in the treatment of oils, &
“Improvements in treating compound ‘substances by the agency of cane sugar, andin
i machinery or apparatus to be employed in connec- 141. Joun WILLS Weeks, Havering-street, eae road, London,
electricity, and thereby decomposing them or resolving them into their
tion therewith.”
for coating heated surfaces,
ts, and in app
employed therein.”
1482. CHARLES MANSFIELD LLoyp, South Lambeth, Surrey, “A new or 146.“Composition
SAMUEL Simson, Tottenham-court-road, london, ** Water-closcts
1333. Joun HENRY Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘ Improvecombined machine for sawing, moulding, planing, tenoning, and 147. Cuartes
Henry
Mack, Portland, }Multonomah County, Oregon, U.8.,
ments in the treatmentof coal and in the preparation of artificial fuel.”
cutting out various forms of w
teeth.”—17th Januar Ys 1872.
—A communication from Charles Gaspard Antoine Peillon, Paris.—6th 1483. CHRISTOPHER ANDERSON, Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improved appa- 153.« Artificial
Prerer, Dresden, ‘‘Towing and hauling vessels.
May, 1872.
ratus for indicating the time or period at which passenger tramway 156. Cart
LemsTer
SToKEs
and WILLIAM Stokes, Derby, ‘* Weaving loom
1336. 1’Homss Morris, Carlton-chambers, Regent-street, St. James’,
cars or busses are due at various stages on the route from starting
London, ‘‘ Improved apparatus and appliances for the water service of point to terminus, and vice versd, and for indicating the clearing of 163.shuttles.”
Witu1AM
Rospert
Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Relief
buildings and structures.”—7th May, 1872.
pillar letter-boxes.”
communication from Albert Francis Allen.
1401. WittiaM Ley and Josern Pinker, Liverpool, “An improved pack- 1484. JosEPH WADDINGTON and WALKER GarsipE, Halifax, Yorkshire, 165.valves.”—A
Joun Cock1.t, Robert Town, and THomas SHaw, Jonny Keir, and
ing for steam and other motive power engines,
** An improved grate-bar.”—15th May, 1872.
Joun Craven, Brighouse, “‘Scouring and setting hides, &c.”—1s¢/
1405. James Howarp and Epwarp Tenney Bovsrievp, Bedford, “ lm- 1486. WILLIAM Asuicrort, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire, «‘ ImproveJanuary, 1872.
provements in the construction of ploughs and other tilling implements in presses and in bale ties relating thereto.”
ADRIEN BonNEVILLE, Piccadilly, London, “ Securing corks in
ments.”
1488. CHARLES RicHAaRDsoN, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘‘ Improve- 174.the Henri
mouths of bottles, &c.”—A communication from Jean Adrien de
1407. Grorce Newsome, Rochdale, Lancashire, “ Improvements in emery
ments in looms for weaving.
Mestre.
rollers for grinding cards.”
1492, THomAs Curisty, jun., and ALEXANDER BosrowNick!, Fenchurch- 175. Jonn JENKINSON and ALFRED Dicksoy, Leicester, ‘* Compressed
1411. Freperick Trotman, Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
street, London, « Improvements in the treatment of ammoniacal
leather.”
“‘ Improvements in reflectors or reflecting apparatus or fittings for use
liquors of gasworks, in order to obtain valuable products therefrom.”
Epwarp Tuomas Huaues, ‘‘ Mechanical clutches for converting
in lighting up theatres and other buildings. "8th May, 1872.
1494. RoBerr PorTER, Grove Park, Chiswick, Middlesex, and FREDERICK 179.rotary
to reciprocating motion for friction brakes, &c.”—A communiae rt EL Swatn, Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘‘Improvements in gas
PORTER, Mincing-lane, London, ve Improvements in distilling, and in
cation
from Francis Gordon Bates, Rufus Baker, and Peter Fergusun
ittings.”
apparatus therefor.”
Epwarp THomas HuGuHes, Chancery- lane, London, “* Locks for fire1415. Briva! et FrRencn, Rochester, New York, U.S., “Improvements in 1495. Witttam Henry Wi tkinsoy, Hampton-strect, Birmingham, ‘‘ Im- 180.arms.”—A
communication from Wilbur Fisk Parker.—19th January,
lubricating ¢ ompounds.”
proved adjustments for securing ‘greater accuracy in timekeepers.”—A
1417. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘“ Improvecommunication from’ Henry Boehm James, Trenton, Mercer, New 191.1872.Epwarp Tuomas HuGues, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Preparing
ments in traction engines or road steamers and other vehicles.”—A
Jersey,
wool, &c.”—A communication from Emile De Labarre.—20th January,
—_— ation from George W. Fitts, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1498. ZEPHANIAH Deacon Berry, Pimlico, London, “ Improvements in
1872.
the construction of stove grates for domestic purposes. os
Vincenzo Count pi TerGourna, Bernard-street, Russell-square,
1419. Joun Coutts Browne, The Cedars, Hampton Wick, Middlesex, 1502. JAMES CoTTRILL, Studley, W arwickshire, ‘ ‘ mprovements in the 208.London,
‘‘ Bits for horses, &c.”
“Improvements in the construction and in the form of vessels and
manufacture
of
punches
for
piercing
the
eyes
of
needles.”—16th
May,
211.
ALEXANDER Woop, Edinburgh, N.B., ‘‘ Cleaning tramways, &c.”
boats.” —9th May, 1872.
FREDERICK WILLIAM SALMON, Bishopton, Stratford-on-Avon, ** Incu1420. KennetH Henry Cornisn, Market-street, Mayfair, London, ‘ Im- 1504.1872.Henry TownLEy SuGpeEN, Buckingham- -strect, Adelphi, London, 214.bators
provements in apparatus used for the mz unufacture of gas, applicable
“ Improvements in folding chairs or seats.”
215. Jou W HITTINGHAM, ‘he Cross, Willaston, Nantwich, ‘‘ Road-rolling
yon hahthat employed for the distillation of paraffin and other volatile ee Joun Jeyes, Ivy House, Plaistow, Essex, ‘‘ An improved fuel.”
fluids
5U8. JOHN Imray, Southampton- buildings, Chancery-lane, London, 221.engines.”
ViraL DE Tivo.i, Brixton, Surrey, ‘‘ Brushes, &e. "—A communica1423. Perer Jexsen, Chancery-lane, London, “Improvements in the "ee Improvements in apparatus for working brakes in railway trains.”
from Luigi Giacomini, jun.—23rd Janvary, 18
construction of coke ovens, in the utilisation of the waste heat thereA communication from Jacob Heberlein, Munich, Bavaria.—17th May, 228.tionHector
AuGusTE DUFRENE, Rue de la Fidelite, Paris, ‘‘ Refrigefrom, and in apparatus connected therewith.”—A communication from
1872.
rating.”
—A communication from M. Charles Tellier.
Julius Erichsen and Jérgen Georg Maardt, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Harry Jones, Nottingham, ‘‘ Moustache protector and trainer."
14244. Witttam FREDERICK Henson, Cavendish-street, London, and Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of 232. JOHN
MouLapy,
Denton, near Manchester, “‘ Felt hats
Henry Poo.e, Princes-street, Cav endish--square,|London, “ Animproved
Complete Specifications.
ARNOLD BUDE NBERG, Manchester, “Sugar refining. "A communimanufacture of certain te xtile fabrics.
re
from
Hermann
Priew.
1478.
Henrt
AprieN
Bonnevite,
Piccadilly,
London,
“
Improvements
1425. Wituiam Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ An
Henrt ADRIEN BonneviLir, Piccadilly, London, “ Bellows for
the production of motive power, and in the apparatus connected 273.forges.”
improved clamp for joining and securing ropes and for other like intherewith.”
— A communication from Charles Alexander Furon.—2ith
— A communication from Marcelin Francois Dorothée
purposes.”-—-A communication from Thomson Hankey Alexander,
January, 1872.
Cavalerie, Bordeaux, France —15th May, 1872.
Washington, Columbia, U.S.
Henri ApRIEN Bonnevitte, Piccadilly, London, “ Improvements 248. Hector AyYLessury, Gloucester, “Stoppers for bottles.”—25//
1426. WILLIAM GLOVER, "St. James’ -road, Old Kent- road, Surrey, and 1479.
the construction of two-wheeled vehicles for the conveyance of January, 1872.
Henry Sykes, Bankside, Southws ark, Surrey, “ Improvements in inpassengers
258.
Joun Law Tomkys, Haslingden, **Lamps for burning hydrocarbon
or goods on common roads.”—A communication from Silvain
governors for motive power engines.’
spirit or oils.” —26th Jonuar. wy, 1872.
Foubert, St. Omer, France.—15th May, 1872.
1428. Henry Hicuron, Putney, Surrey, “ Improvements in electric 1481.
Aucuste VoLEY pDE Micnot and Jacques GanTer, Bordeaux, 265. Jonn MIDDLETON, Hartlepool, “ Adjusting s or correcting ships’ comtelegraphs,”
passe
27th January, 1872
France, ‘An improved generator of expanded gases, intended to
1429. JosepH Girton Bricos, Gracechurch-street, London, ‘‘ Improvereplace steam generators, and applicable to all kinds of engines.”--15/k 308. ALFRED VINCENT Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Furnaces.”
ments in the manufacture of stereotypes, and’ in apparatus for use
A communication from Samuel Washington Harris,
May, 1872.
therein.”
Wittiam Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ An 211. ArtHuR McDovuGa.i, Manchester, **Common salt.”—dlst Junvury,
1430. Epwin Grimerp, jun., Bernard - street, Russell-square, London, 1499.
1872.
improved combined seat and desk, chietly designed for use in schools.”
‘‘Improvements in port t
—10th May, 1872.
—A communication from Henry Wheeler Curtis, New York, U.S.— 344. AUFRED VINCENT Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “Cut pile
1431. ADoLtpHE DeREGNAUCOURT, Albion Works, Lansdowne-road,
carpets, &c.”—A communication from William Webster and Cornelius
16th May, 1872.
Hackney, London, ‘‘ An compeens method of manufacturing cutters 1500.
Meserole.—2rd February, 1872.
WILuiaM Rospert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Im- 349.Morgan
for cutting out leather, cardboard, paper, textile fabrics, metal, and
JAMES LANGTON CLARKE, The Common, Ealing, ‘‘ Preventing candles
in apparatus for preventing the escape of foul air and gas
other materials, Fs-songanadhyalso to the manufacture of spades, shovels, provements
from guttering.” —3rd February, 1872.
from drain pipes.”— A communication from Joseph Daniels, Washingpicks, hoes, pitchforks, and similar articles, and also to the manufac364.
ALLEN
OLpRroyp, Leyton, “ Tobacco pouches and purses.”- 5th
ton, Columbia, U.8.—16th May, 1872.
ture of handles for such tools.”
February, 1872.
Ernest Sotvay, Brussels, Belgium, ‘‘ Improvements in the manu1432, JaMEs SUTHERLAND, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N -B., “ Improvements 1525.
309.
ALEXANDER
MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘Sewing
facture
or
production
of
carbonates
and
bircarbonate
of
soda
and
in furnaces for puddling and reheating iron.”
leather, &c.”-—-A communication from George Valentine Sheffield and
accessory products thereof, and also in apparatus used in such manu1433. Joun GrirrrruHs Hucues, Cousin- street, Sunderland, Durham,
Godfrey Kaye Mellor.—7th February, 1872.
ture.”—18th May, 1872.
Gi Improvements in propelling ’ steamships.”
Epwarp AvcGustinE CALAnHAM, Southampton-buildings, London, 436. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “ Prepelling
1436.°THomas Maynarp, Dawley, Middlesex, = Improvements in the 1537.
vessels.” -A communicationjfrom Alexandre Hediard.—l0th -February,
“Improvements in electric telegraph, signal, or alarm apparatus.”—
manufacture of bricks, and in the kilns employ: ed therefor.
20th May, 1872.
1437. JEAN VINCENT PROSPER LAGRANGE, Boulevart de “Strasbourg, 1539.
517. THomas Scruton, Birmingham, “ Coffins.”—17th Febrvary, 1872.
WALTER WELDON, The Cedars, Putney, Surrey, ‘“ Improvements in 556.
a “Improvements in the treatment of saccharine juices and
Witt1am Dinctey, Blake Heath, Rowley, “Iron and steel.”—2l1st
the manufacture of soda, potash, hydrochloric acid, and chlorine.”—
February, 1872.
21st May, 1872.
uss.
ee Puitie Preston, Joun THeoporE PrestiGE, Epwin
WirtL1aAM Henry Dupre, Jersey, {Improvements in the construc- 677. SamuEL Henry StepHens, Breage, near Helston, “ Reducing tin
JAMES Preston, and WILLIAM ALFRED PreEstiGE, High-street, Deptford, 1541.
stuff
and other partially pulverised ores to extract the metal theretion of wind guards and ventilators.” —21st May, 1872.
Kent, “ Improvements in apparatus for regulating the supply of water
from, &c.”—5th March, 1872.
to water-closets and other places.”
757.
ALEXANDER
MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lune, London, ‘Shuttles
1430. Sir Francis BLackwoop, Marlborough Club, Pall Mall, London,
looms.”—A communication from Paul Heilmann.—1l2th March, 1872.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £60 has been Paid. 782.in Sir
“Improvements in signal lanterns.”
JosepH WHitwortH, Manchester, ‘* Wheels.”—14th Murch, 1872.
1411, ANDREW Stewart, James Stewart, and JoHN WorHERsSPooN, 1573. ARCHIBALD Munro, Arbroath, Forfarshire, N.B., and WiL.iaAM 880.
HERMANN HOLLEFRE UND, Havelberg, Prussia, ‘‘ Obtaining saccharine
Coatbridge, Lanarkshire, ) a
Improvements in steam boilers.”
Bennet ApAmMson, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Metallic articles, &c.”
matter from potatoes, &c.”-- 22nd March, 1872.
1412. Wittiam Gossace, Widnes, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in the
—2lst May, 1869.
912. WiLt1AM TRIMMER, Hornsey Rise, “ Casks.”—26th March, 1872.
manufacture
of
certain
alkaline
‘carbonates
for
the
purpose
of
obtaining
|
1577,
Witt1am
Ropert
Lak,
Houthamptonbuildings,
London,
“
Shearing
996.
Joun
Henry JoHNsoN, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘Boots and
carbonic acid gas therefrom.”
and punching metal, &. "2 ost May, 1869.
shoes.”—A communication from Charles Goodyear, jun.—4th April,
1413. GEORGE Davey age Cavendish-street, Portland-place, London, 1585.
Epwarp THomas Hucues, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Horseshoe
1872.
‘Imp
in’ th
of artificial or imitation ivory,
nails,”—22nd May, 1869.
Wituiam Wricut, Sheffield, “Flushing water-closets, &c.”—5th
bone,
malachite,
and tortoiseshell,
applicable
to the |1647. Wiit1am Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Bolts and 1005.
April, 1872.
— horn, ofcoral,
a variety
of substitutes
for ornamental
and also
decorative
nuts.” —28th May, 1869.
1037. FREDERICK Epenezer Saxsy and Joseru Winninotoy, Lornobjec
CHaRLes Francis, Austin Friars, London, ‘ Railway goods
street, Chester-road, Hulme, ‘‘ Regulating the supply of cotton, &c.”—
1444. Jonn OtpRoyp, MARK OprRoyp, jun., and Epwin Jounsox, Dews- 1708.
wagons.” —2nd June, 1869.
8th April, 1872.
bury, Yorkshire,
“‘ A new
or improved textile fabric, and the means or |1593, Wittiam MitcHELL, Manchester, “Guating metallic articles.”— 1149.
James Lee Norton, Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludgate-hill, London,
method
of roducing
the same.
24th May, 1869.
“ Walls, ceilings, &c.”- 17th April, 1872.
1465. te ers.”
ALL,—llth
Chancery-lane,
EpwarD Fmomes Hvucues, Chancery-lane, “London, “ Brushes,”— 1153.
CHartes Jackson, Vauxhall-grove, Vauxhall, near Birmingham,
May, 1872. London, “iapeeremsente in window- | 1597,
24th May, 1
“Sewing
apparatus.”—18th April, 1872.
1466.
James Cross,
Cross, verments
Kent, andinALEXANDER
1642. JuLius — and Hermann Gutzkow, Frankfort-on-the-Maine, 1183. CHARLES
Henry AsTON, Summerfield Villas, Icknield-street West,
vray,Gronce
Camberwell,
—_ New“Im
means and prensa
in
ja,
‘Obtaining
anthracen
out
of
asphaltos,
&c.”—28th
May,
1869.
Birmingham, “Spiral spring mattresses and frames, &c.”—20th April,
ratus or appli
cit og
ou ond the 1618. JoHN Droximeon Brunton, Leighton-crescent, Kentish Town,
1872.
groves therein.”
London, ‘‘ Tunnelling, &e.”—26th May, 1869.
HERMANN Hirscu, Craven-street, Strand, London, “Ships.”
1417.
Desoorre,
B h posts
Vaugtrard,
“ Improve-in |1687. Aurrep RusawontH, Finkill-street, Nottingham, “Circular knitting 1305.
1319. Ropert Coppincton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Printing presses.
inortheAvousTE
construction
of te! Boulevart
-mentsJULES
ee
legraph
and d in
in Paris,
the apparatus
es.” —1st June, 1869.
—A
communication from Merritt Gally.—lst May, 1872.
Wnssan PALLISER, Pall Mall, London, ‘‘ Vents and screw nuts or 1337. Jabez
JAMES, Princes-street, Stamford-street, Lambeth, Surrey,
1418. Ezra Leptin 4. A new or improved apparatus or arrange- 1613.
collars for ordnance.” —26th May, 1869.
“ Cartridge cases.” —2nd May, 1872.
1619.
CHAL.LES
FREDERICK
CHEW,
George-street,
Chalk
Farm-road,
1347.Tuomas
James Denne and Avovust HENTSCHEL, Phenix Works,
1419. Georce BonHamM we and WILLIAM MoNDER Warp, East Boston,
‘ortes.”—26th
May,
1369.
Cambridge-road, Mile-end, London, “Dyeing.
Massachusetts, U.S.,** P
in
'yfor the
1644. Joun IncuamM and ILLINGworTH BUTTERFIELD, — Dye Works, 1354.
Chancery-lane, London,
JouHn
Imray,
8
of fishing and "other nete. ,
Bradford, Yorkshire, “‘
warps.” —28th May, 186!
“ Railway points and signals.”—8rd May, 1872.
1450. Joun Jost Kern, Oxford-street, London, ‘An improved combined
1373. Temas James DENNE and AucusT HENTsc HEL, Phoenix Works,
cot and carriage or perambulator. sy
Cambridge-road, Mile-end, London, “‘ Preserving meat. "—6th May, 1872.
1451. aS CaUTE Ets, Piccadilly, London, “‘A convertible day and Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid. 1391.
Francis GEORGE FLEURY, Merrick-square, Southwark, Surrey, and
ALFRED TYLor, Newgate-street, London, ‘‘ Measuring and recording
1432" WreLtasy,RosBert “Lake, South
Dbuildi
“Im- 1423. My Asucrort, King William-street, London, ‘‘ Presses.” —24th
the
flow of li ids.”
———
¢ signal
atlographapparatus,
ap
his dosined Ma
y |M62,Guantas Frazer,
P
City Saw Mills, Norwich, ‘Sawing machines.”— 1399, Epwanp Bacox, eltham Mills, near Huddersfield, ‘‘ Applying
labels to bobbins, &e.Sat May, 1872.
‘a:
Myers, NewY:= U.
JAMES Howarp and Epwarp Tenney Boverietp, Bedford,
on Tuomas ALva Epson, Newark, New Jersey, U.S., “ rameter 1445. Wuteax Cark, Chancery-lane, London “ Knitting machines.”— 1405.
“ Ploughs,”—Sth May, 1872.
26ih May, 1865.”
bial
‘
inprinting telegraphs.” ”
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents,

May

31, 1872.

1117. Joun Henry Jonyson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘“Traction
engines, &c.”—A communication from George W. Fitts.—0th May,
1872.
1424. WituraM Frepertck Henson, Cavendish-street, London, and
Henry Poors, Princes-street, Cavendish-square, London, “‘ Textile
fabrics.”—l0th May, 1872.
. Avotpne Derecnacourt, Albion Works, Landsdowne-road,
Hackney, London, ‘‘ Cutting leather, &c.”—11th March, 1872.
1453. Tuomas Atva Episoy, Newark, New Jersey, U.S., ‘‘ Printing telegraphs,
1455, y)avip Jounson, Wrexham, “Washing, drying, decolorising, and
deodorising grain.”—13th May, 1872.
1499. Witu1am Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘Comined seat and desk.”"—-A communication from Henry Wheeler
Cr <
1500. Witt1aM Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Preventing the escape of foul air and gas from drain pipes.” —A communication
ror »seph Daniels.—l6th May, 1872.
152
sest Sotvay, Brussels, Belgium, ‘ Bi-carbonate of soda, &c.”—
18th J ty, 1872.
WeELpon, The Cedars, Putney, “Soda, potash, hydro1539. Wa
chlorin acid, and chlorine.”—2lst May, 1872.

THE

ENGINEER.

and that of the next lower cylinder when there ——— = two. = }
correcting valv2 is acted upon by a spring, or weight, or by a disc, >
phragm, or piston pam wy
to the tmosphere externally, and suitably
proportioned relatively to the valve, according to the
ment of the
sng and on the back pressure, increasing above its proj r limit, it
opens the valve and allows the surplus
ure to pass. By a second
modification excessive back pressure is neutralised by placing common
check valves in passages between the cylinder ends and the exhaust
passage and opening towards the cylinder. When the engines are fitted
with surface condensers the difficulty of starting arising from pressure in
the condenser is by this invention overcome or reduced by the temporary
use of a three-way eductor. This eductor is a conical
connected
to the condenser steam pace by a pipe, and having within it two concentrie conical nozzles, to the central one of which a jet of steam is led
direct from the boiler, whilst the intermediate nozzle communicates by a
pipe with the outlet of the circulating water from the condenser. Where
this eductor cannot be conveniently applied, a similar result may be
obtained by connecting pipes from the steam and water spaces of the condenser to an auxiliary engine or donkey pump, the conjoint pumping of
the water with the air greatly facilitating the extraction of the latter.
3007. J. Hixcuciirre, Oldham, and T. Mines, Manchester, ‘* Construction
of furnaces.”-—Dated 16th November, 1871.
This invention is designed to effect the combustion of smoke in furnaces, and at the same time to dispense with the use of the bridge wall
or midfeather in the flue, and consists principally of a cast iron plate,
level with the fire bars, or nearly so, and provided with two or more
oval shaped domes or raised chambers of other suitable form, slotted or
perforated with a suitable number of holes or slots. These domes or
vhambers are open beneath, and are placed over openi
in the plates,
so that the air from the ashpit enters freely, and
ng through the
holes or perforations in the domes or chambers in a finely divided current, prevents the great heat of the flames at this part from destroying
the metal of the domes or chambers.
3101. W. H. Ditnutr, London, and J. KNowepen, London, “ Steam boiler
and otherfurnaces.” —Dated 16th November, 1871.
Air is admitted to the furnace through air channels in which the fire
bars are set, and by the contact of the coolair the bars are preserved from
the destructive effect of the fire.

All persons having an interest in opposing any one of such applications
should leave particulars in writing of their objections to such applications
at the oflice of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its
date.
List of Specifications published during the week ending
25th May, 1872.
1544*, 4d.; 2471", 6d.; 2590", 4d.; 2489, 4d.; 2539, 4d.; 2549,
4 1 1051,
. 252581,4d.;1s. 4d.;
2634, Ys. Sd.; 2688,
2621, 4d.; 2643, 1s, 8d.; 3, Is.
‘
702, 10d.; 2703, 10d.; 2705, 1s. 41.;
3, 10d.; 2714, 1s, 10d.; 2720,
6, 10d.; 2728, 10d.; 2731, 6d.; 2734, 1s. zd.; 2736, 10d.; 2737,
738, 4d.; 2739, 4d.; 2742, G6d.; 2744, Gd.; 2746, Sd,; 2748, 18.;
bd.; 2754,
755, bd.; 2758, 4d.; 2759, 64.5
764, 4d.; 2765, 8d.; 2766, 4d.;
3 2771, 4d.; 2773, 6d.; 2774, 4d.;
77, 4d.;
d.; 2780, 4d.; 2782, 10d.; 2783, 4d.;
2.-TRANSPORT.
; 2786, 1s.; 2787, 4d.; 2788, 6d.; 2789, 4d.; 2790, 4d.; 2791, 4d; Including Railways Class
and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma2796, 4d.; 2798, 4d.; 2799, Gd.; 2801, 4d.; 2802, 4d.;
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
3, Sd.; 2804, 4d.; 2807, Is. 6d.; 2808, 4d.; 2811, 4d.; 2814, 4d.; 2816, 4d.;
2817, 4d.; 2821, Is. 10d.; 2822, 4d.; 2868, 4d.; 2871, 4d; 2888, 4d.; 3008,
Harness, &c.
10d.; 447, 10d.; 473, 1s. 6d.; 533, Sd.
3046. T. Ancner, jun., and C. EF. Hawi, Gateshead-on-Tyne, Durham,
“* Traction engines or road locomotives.” —Dated 11th November, 1871.
object of the invention is to apply springs to traction engines.
*,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on TheTheboiler
the locomotive type) is hinged to a rigid framing beneath
receipt of the amount of price and postage. Sums exceeding 5s. must be the boiler (of
close behind the fire-box and justin front of the cylinders.
remitted by Post-oftice Order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, High The smoke-box
end of the boiler rests upon suitable springs connected
Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty's Patent-office, South- with the above named
rigid framing, and the fore-carriage also rests on
ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London.
springs, and supports the main framing. The water tank is mounted
over the barrel of the boiler in the form of a saddle tank. The wheels are
elastic, having india-rubber tires protected by outer flexible metallic
bands, to which are secured the cross strips or shoes to lay hold upor
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
ground.
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by the
3064. A. C. Kirk, Glasgow, “Steering engines.”—Dated 14th November,
the authority of the Conmissioners of Patents,
1871.
The
engines comprise two cylinders, and the valves are worked by
Class 1.—PRIME MOVEKS.
single
situated between the two cranks, each eccentric being
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and arrangedeccentrics
to oscillate on a pin in the crank cheek or in an enlargement or
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c.
boss on the shaft. The body of each eccentric is slotted or cut out to
embrace
a
smaller
eccentric, which by turning on the shaft moves the
$056. E. Grisenpercer and G. Cuerpit, Brussels, “ Apparatusfor obtain* larger eccentric across
as required. The two smaller eccentrics are fast
ng motive power from carbonic acid.” —Dated 13th November, 1871.
a toothed wheel put on the shaft in two halves, and the toothed wheel
‘his invention relates to apparatus for obtaining motive power from togears
an idle wheel, and this with a third toothed wheel on what
nic acid or any other fluid or body having similar properties, being may bewithtermed
the
handing
pinion shaft, which will thus turn in the
> of evaporating or liquifying or changing state under the infiudirection as the wheel on the crank shaft. The crank shaft has
ce of a comparative vacuum or chunge of temperature or both. The same
fast on it a pinion which gears with a spur wheel on the shaft of the
bonic acid or other fluid or body is placed in a receiver or tubular chain
or equivalent part of the steering gear. The handing pinion
im called ‘*the generator,” closed by a suitable stopper; a second shaft barrel
it a pinion gearing with a spur wheel on what may be
ver or tubular worm called “the heater” communicates with the termedhasthe onengine
sbaft, which when convenient passes through
itor and leads to the engine to be driven, which may be con- the main barrel shafthanding
tubular for the purpose, and has a hand-wheel
icted like any ordinary steam engine. In a third receiver or tubular fixed on its front end. made
are applied between the engine hand-wheel
wort is placed a body or tluid capable of changing its state under the or shaft, and the barrel Stops
shaft
or a steering wheel on it to limit the extent
vence of a comparative vacuum ora change of temperature, or both,
the former can be turned by hand in either direction in advance
ud by preference changing its state under a smaller change of tempera- ofto which
the latter, and whenever the engine hand-wheel is turned it acts
ture or pressure than the body or fluid in the generator ;such properties through
the gearing hereinbefore described so as to move the eccentrics
3 xd by sulphurous acid, which is liquid under a pressure of into the positions
for admitting steam to work the engines in the
1 halt atmosphere:
a temperature of about 59 deg. required direction.proper
engines will continue to work as long as the
4
w, heater, and third receiver are by preference enclosed in a hand-wheel is moved The
round, but on the hand-wheel being held stationary
‘ or vessel containing water or any fluid or body capable of having the action of the engines
be to stop themselves by bringing the
temperature of the circumambient «air, the generator
being placed eccentrics into their middle will
inactive positions.
» the heater, and the third receiver within the generator, and exJ. Greaves, Shejlield, “ Horseshoes.”—Dated 14th November, 1871.
gy to the bottom of the said vessel. A second closed tank called 3065.
Movable steel sharpeners are fitted into grooves formed in the heel and
the eondenser communicates with the exhaust of the engine, and conubular worm communicating with the third receiver containing toe of the horseshoes when roughing is required for slippery weather, and
urous acid or other body, and with an air pump or similar when not so required plain heel and toe pieces are substituted for the
pparat
The condenser communicates at bottom with a force.pump sharpeners, and so rendering the shoe fit for ordinary wear.
hich forees the condensed matter from the condenser back into the 3072. J. Heaxp, jun., Chorley, Lancashire, “‘ Self-acting door fasteners.” —
nerators. The air pump may be made to act indirectly upon the fluid
Dated 14th Novender, 1871.
u the tubular worm in the condenser by being made to pump water or
The ordinary fasteners for doors are very insecure, especially for railnother liquid into and out of a double chambered reservoir communi- Way wagons and carriages: in railway wagons the fastenings frequently
iting by pipes with the tubular coil in the condenser and with the third are neglected and only one made secure(and possibly that not sufficiently
receiver. When the liquid is drawn out of the said chambers a vacuum so); such wagons are loaded with coals, cokes, or other loose matter before
is created therein, drawing the fluid frum the third receiver and coil in such is discovered, when it is then impossible to remedy the evil, and
condenser, and when the liquid is forced back into the said cham- such wagons become strained and often broken, ‘‘and in carriages”
it forces the said fluid back into the third receiver by a pipe con- there is a risk of life. The novelty of this invention is that by the act of
lucting thereto. The stepper of the generator having been opened the closing the door it secures itself firmly.
whonic acid evaporates and escapes therefrom into the heater and 3088. W. Naytor, Mildjway Park, Middleser, “‘ Retarding and stopping
isses into the engine, absorbing in its passage heat from the surroundrailway trains.”—Dated 15th November, 1871.
ing fluid or body. From the exhaust of the engine the carbonic acid
This invention relates, First, to a liar arrangement of crab or
passes into the condenser when it is condensed,
and is then pumped back windlass,
and parts connected therewith, tobeworked by hand for lifting
intu the generator. The condensation is affected by the air pump draw- off continuous
brakes, and holding them off; Secondly, to an
ing the sulphurous acid from the third receiver into the tubular coil in arrangement forrailway
driving or actuating the said crab or windlass by an
the condenser, where it becomes rarefied and absorbs the heat from the endless driving chain
driven by friction from one of the axles of the
mic acid in the condenser, causing the said carbonic acid to return train, a peculiar slip clutch-box
being employed to prevent over winding ;
ts former state. The sulphurous acid is then forced back into the Thirdly, an arrangement of self-acting
indicator for showing whether the
d by being compressed it resumes its former state.
brakes are on or off; Fourthly, an arrangement for actuating self-contained
brakes
for
separate
carriages
or wagons; Fifthly, the arranging
uuu7. G. Witson, London, “A new method and apparatusfor producing and
causing Jorce to act ona body ov bodies for the purpose of performing the springs which put on the brakes so that whilst receiving their force
by compression they give out their force by tension on the rods in conhanical work.” -Dated 14th November, 1871.
object of this invention is to obtain an unbalanced atmospheric nection therewith ; Sixthly, increasing the adhesion between the brake
pressure by causing a liquid to flow over cavities in the bottom of a blocks and the wheels and between the wheels and the rails by washing
uunnel. ‘the velocityof the current is such that the cavities become the tires or rails, or both, by means of jets of water directed thereon by
wcuous or partially vacuous. ‘The unbalanced pressureof the air beneath pipes in connection with a reservoir in the guard’s van.
Lie channel gives an upward tendency to the channel, of which tendency 3094. G. Spencer, London, *‘ Asphalte paving.”—Dated 16th November,
lvantage ay be taken in a variety of ways.
1871aa.
The use of emery mixed with asphalte to prevent the slipperiness of
TL. J. Mirenecn aad J. H. Mrrcneuy., Thurstonland, Yorkshire, ** Utilivg Ue waste heat Srom steam boilers, &c.”—Dated 14th November, 1871. such pavements.
The invention consists of an arrangement of straight pipes fitted 3098. J. Reep and J. L. Bare, Newton Heath, Lancashire, ‘ Axles.”—
ether in a cylinurical form, connected at each end by means of two
Dated 16th November, 1871.
»\st iron dise bearers with suitable thoroughfares, forming a communicaThis invention relates to the construction of axles (to be used upon
m from one pipe to another,
railways, tramways, or common roads) for locomotive engines, carriages,
traction engines, and such other vehicles as are usually made
1. ‘ J. CLARKSON,
L 1871. Glasgow, “‘ Sleam pumps and engines.” — Dated 1bth wagons,
with the wheels keyed fast upon the axle ; and consists in constructing
ember,
in one modification the cylinder is made with the usual passages ; but the axle in two parts, one capable of turning in or upon the other, so as
ce valve chamber is, by preference, cylindrical, and the valve fitted to to allow the wheels to have the power of separate and independent
rk steam-tight therein, or as nearly so as convenient. The movement motion, to facilitate their passing over or around curves and obviate the
the valve puts the cylinder passages, the steam inlet or inlets, and the grinding and straining hitherto caused by the wheels being both keyed
lust port or ports in communication as usual, it being preferred to upon an axle forged in one solid piece.
uploy a single inlet in the middle, with two exhaust ports towards 3099. J. I. Sanps, Okehampton, Devon, “ Locomotive apparatus.”— Dated
ier end of the valve chamber. Two additional passages, but of small
16th November, 1871.
», are made between the cylinder and valve chamber, and their ports
One characteristic feature of the invention is, that the travelling wheels
the chamber communicate at certain periods with passages in the side of the carriage, engine, or roller have neither spokes nor axles, but reo he valve, and leading to the opposite ends of the valve. Just as the volve round small friction wheels or pulleys placed at suitable intervals
m approaches each end of its stroke, it uncovers to the steam behind round a fixed frame forming part of the carriage, oon or roller. Each
ne of the additional passages, and the steam thereby finds its way travelling wheel consists of an outer tire secured
three inner rings
rough the valve to that end of the chamber nearest which the valve held together, the centre one of which is cogged internally and receives
nis, and, acting on the valve as on a piston, moves it towards the motion direct from externally toothed wheels in communication with an
er end, which will then be open to the exhaust. In another modifi- engine and boiler placed within the frame.
ion the valve is arranged to work across one end of the cylinder, or $105. C. BuRRELL, and G. J. Fowett, Thetford, Norfolk, “ Elastic wheel
re may be two valves, one at each end of the cylinder. A straight
tires.” —Dated 16th November, 1871.
is held in an inclined hole in the i. and has a transverse moveThis provisional specification describes improvements in the metal
nt imparted to it in consequence of its inclination by the longitudinal
employed to protect the clastic tires of wheels which have such
»vemment of the piston, and, as each end of the stroke is reached, the plates
applied to them.
tor ends of the bar act on the valve or valves, and move it, or them, tires
R. Bracken, Luddenham, Yorkshire, “ Tramway.”— Dated 10th
iably for admitting steam for the next stroke. The invention further $107.November,
1871.
\sists in applying a throttle valve when in connection with a governor
Cross or longitudinal sleepers may be employed, on and to which are
» the exhaust passage of a steam engine, instead of or in addition to the secured
by pins, rails; one end of each rail is convex, the other concave
ual throttle valve in the steam inlet passage.
to allow of the convex end of one rail fitting into the concave end of
S4. R. Garrett, H. N. Garrett, and F. Garnett, “ Portable steam another.
engines.” —A communication.—Dated 15th November, 1871.
J. Evans, London, “‘ Supporting beds, couches, and chairs in steam‘he object of this invention is to construct portable steam engines that $112. ships
and other vessels.” —Dated 17ih November, 1871.
the water in the boiler of such engines may not only be hea‘ by coal
This
invention relates to simple, cheap, and compact apparatus for
or wood, as usual, but by less sclid materials, such as straw and other suspending
or supporting beds, couches, and chairs in steamships and
light combustible matters, which in some places will be the only fuel other vessels,.in
such a manner that the same will be kept in a horiavailable for the purpose.
zontal position or nearly so, and the persons bergen eer will not feel
3006. J. Werr, Glasgow, ‘* Steam engines.” —Dated 16th November, 1871.
the usual disagreeable effects of the ro! and
of the vesselin
A valved communication is introduced between the valve —a
weather, This invention consists in so constru
the condenser, or between the valve casing of one low-pressure cy.
ballasting, or counterbalancing theapparatus, thatwhile thesoos

391
pant of the bed, couch, or chair occupiesa tion level or nearly so
with the points of suspension, the centre of gravity of the ——— is
= far enough below the said points to keep it alwaysin a horizontal
3117. G. Downtna, London, “ Screw or screw propeller
for ships.”—A communication.—Dated 17th November, 1871.
This invention consists chiefly in the sup
of the trailing sphere
as used in some propellers, and of the boss towhich the blades are usually
affixed, and which is effected by means of a circular ring one-third the
be
ter of the propeller fixed to the shaft through its greatest
ameter.
)
Class 3.-FABRICS,
Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
Preparing, Manufacturing Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing
Fabrics, &c.
3048. J. Mackew, Leicester, Leicestershire, ‘‘ Looped fabrics.”—Dated 11th
November, 1871.
The object of this invention is to enable the well-known Townsend
needles, when — to a warp machine, to produce work similar to
that which the ordinary bearded needle produces. The loop is prevented
by the rising of the ‘‘ knocking off” plate with the needles at given
intervals from sliding down over the cover of the needles and getting tu
the back thereof. The descent of the needle will then not allow of the
discharge of the loop as in the ordinary course of working, and the consequence will be a “ knock off” or missing of a stitch.
3051. R. Woisrennoitme, H. Buck ey, and R. W. Buckiey, Oldham,
Lancashire, ‘‘ Manufacturing velvets and velveteens.”—Dated 11k
November, 1871.
According to this invention velvets and velveteens are woven with
plain backsor with twill backs with eight shafts and twenty picks to
the round, with eight shafts and twelve picks to the round, and with six
shafts and twelve picks to the round.
3054. R. B. Cootey, Nottingham, ‘Manufacture of stockings, belts, &c.”—
Dated 11th November, 1871.
The First part of these improvements relates to the manufacture of
elastic stockings, leggings, knee caps, belts, or other irregular shaped
tubular elastic articles or bandages, such as are usually employed for
surgical purposes, whereby the cost of manufacturing such articles is
greatly reduced. For this purpose elastic knitted or looped fabrics made
upon circular and other frames or machines are preferred, made as
described in the specification of a patent dated 9th day of May, 1865,
No, 1275, india-rubber threads being introduced into such fabrics for
giving elasticity thereto. In cutting out such articles the broad part or
end of one is arranged opposite to the narrow part or end of the other,
so as to cause as little waste of materials as possible in cuttings. In like
manner elastic stockings or other irregular shaped tubular articles for
surgical purposes may be cut according to these improvements from
woven fabrics or from looped fabrics made upon ordinary knitting or
upon warp frames, the elasticity being given to such fabrics by the introduction of india-rubber threads in their manufacture. The Second part
of the invention relates to the manufacture of stockings, gloves, or other
irregular shaped articles of a like description hy cutting them in the
manner previously described, so as to avoid waste, from tubular fabrics
made upon knittingor other machines. Irregular shaped tubular articles
may also be cut according to these improvements from woven tubular
fabrics in the manner previously described.
3003. H. Latour, Paris, ‘‘ Machinefor picking, carding, and spinning both
old and new cordage.”—Dated 14th November, 1871
This invention relates, First, to the
bination and arr
tofa
revolving drum, with teeth set on its periphery for the purpose of
picking to pieces and carding old or new rope or other material suitable
for caulking, as well as for combing flax and hemp, and for picking or
tearing rags for paper making. Secondly, to the combination with this
drum of a machine for spinning the carded material into strands, so as to
combine in one machine the processes of picking, carding, and spinning.
3068. J. W. Lamp and 8, Lowe, Nottingham, “Looped fubrics.”—Dated
14th November, 1871.
The objects of the present invention are to knit hose and other articles
in lines or bands of alternate colours, and also to knit the upper part of
the foot of the hose while the heel is being formed, instead of resorting to
another machine for effecting that object after the heel has been formed.
It is also proposed to improve the operation of splicing the fabric at the
parts requiring an extra thickness, as, for example, the seat of pauts and
in the hose before coming to the heel. These objects are attained by the
use of an additional guide bar and thread carrier or carriers.
3076. W. E. Kocns, Manchester, “ Combing cottonor other fibrous materials.”
—Dated 15th November,
°
This invention consists, First, in making the combing cylinder sufficiently large to contain several sets of combs ; Secondly, in employing
weights to depress the clip plate, the said clip plate being raised by cams
on the main shaft ; Thirdly, in similarly employing weights and cams to
depress and to raise the piecing roller and upper comb, and in employing
a swivelling guide plate to guide the cotton beneath the piecing roller
and to hold the end of the sliver ; and, Fourthly, in giving motion to the
feeding rollers and the drawing-off or calendar rollers by means of stud
and notch or lock wheels, which give an intermittent revolving motion
to spur wheels which drive the said rollers. In the case of the drawingoff rollers two sets of intermittent gearing are employed, one set to impart
the motion for drawing forward the sliver, and the other set to impart the
reverse or backing off motion for piecing.
3089. J. Lams, Kidderminster, ‘Creel frames and bobbins.”—Dated Lith
November, 1871.
This invention has for its object the insuring of greater uniformity in
the tension of the yarn as it is drawn off the bobbins in the creel during
the process of weaving. For this purpose inclined slots are combined in
the longitudinal bars of the frame or creel, with inclined bearing bars
below for the bobbins to rest upon the two inclines, forming together an
acute angle with its — downwards, and in the opposite direction to that
in which the yarn is drawn off, so that the bobbin shall have a tendency
to wedge itself between the inclines when a downward pull is put upon
the yarn.
3103. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Shuttles."—A communication.—Dated 16th
November, 1871.
The object of the present invention in the weaving of cloth is to prevent the formation of the “‘ floats” frequently produced by an imperfect
warp shed, the presence of extraneous matter or other obstructing cause.
The said invention consists in causing an automatic stoppage of the
loom by the action of an imperfect warp shed, a presence of extraneous
matter or other obstructing cause in the w: thread upon a trigger
located on the shuttle, which causes a pin to project from one side of the
shuttle, and so actuates mechanism arranged upon the shuttle race (more
articularly the shuttle box thereof), as in the throwof the batten or
lathe frame to properly move the shipper to stop the loom.
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
Mills, &e.
3082. P. Jensen, London, “ Agricultural implementsfor ploughing, dc.”
—Dated 15th November, 1871.
The framing of the implement carries a lever on each side, having its
fulcrum about in the middle. To the fore ee of the said lever a drum
with cutting knives, which cut up the soil in bands, is connected. Tu
the hind part of the said lever a drum with flat knives is connected,
and turning in a direction contrary to the first named. This last drum
turns over, lifts and thereby breaks up the soil, which has been cut into
bands by the first-named drum.
Class 5.—BUILDING.
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, dc.
3049. J. Hart, London, “ Window sash fasteners.”—Dated llth November,
1871.
The mode of construction is as follows :—One end of an ordinary lever
oe” fixed in the usual way to the underside of the lower sash plate,
e other end of said spring bearing againstand
actuated by the
bottom
of the catch, which latter
is, on the u
of
side of the plate,
pulled back by hand when it is desiredto open the window ; when the
window is closed the bolt, in coming into contact with the
on the
upper sash, shoots into the latter and closea the ae, © = cannot
then be opened without the catch on the inside and the tin connection with it being pulled back.
3090. S. Smrrn, Aston, Warwickshire, “ Sliding gas lamps.”—Dated 15th
invention
con
nh sul rting an and adj jus
——e and
M.is., ~..
“ae
other
gas lamps by the fallow
yr}
supply pipe or tube from the ceiling
at its bottom a acsowben. in
which a quick-threaded screw works. This screw is hollow or tubular,
and conveys gas to the body
of the chandelier,
the lower
of the
screw
in the body and supporting
it bya collar. A tube from the
Sety aiies, Sat & See SS upon the fixed su tube or
pipe. At the bottom of the hollow screw is a worm wheel,
which a
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3113. W. Howrrr, Ilford, Essex, ‘‘ Roofs ofhorticultural and other buildings
and structures.” —Dated 17th November, 1871.
.
The features of novelty of this invention consist in making the principals of roofs by a combination of tubes and rockets with tension tie
, and further
the said tubes and sockets in two or more
segments of circles united together at the top or crown of the roof, for
the purpose of giving strength to principals formed of tubes and sockets.

Class 6,—FIRE-ARMS,
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, Instruments of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, cc.
3058. G. Penton, London, “ Fire-arms.”—Dated 13th November, 1871.
This invention consists in constructing the ‘‘ lock ” of a gun and parts
connected therewith, so that such gun is fired by removing pressure
from the trigger instead of applying it thereto as heretofore.
3091. J. Tuomas, Birmingham, ‘‘ Breech-loading small arms.”—Dated 15th
1871.
SESThisNovember,
invention consists in fastening down and releasing the barrels of
drop-down guns by means of a spring sliding bolt in the break off worked
by a lever on the
of the gun. This lever may be lifted vertically or
be turned aside to release the barrels. On shutting down the barrels the
sliding bolt is pressed back by the curved face of the eg Lye ys
from the breech ends of the barrels acting upon the end of the bolt, the
Nm
eS
said bolt on the complete shutting down of the barrels being shot forward
and made to snap upon the lump described, and thus fasten down the
barrels. By lifting the lever on the
or turning it aside the bolt is
withdrawn from the barrels, and its end removed from the lump on the
barrels and the barrels released from charging.
Class 7.-_FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, On
ts, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, dc.
8059. B. J. B. Mitis, London, “ Folding-chaivs, &c.”—A communication.—
Dated 13th November, 1871.
The invention consists in a peculiar cut which is used for the wood
forming a chair or a table, which cut allows them to be reduced or folded
in order that they may occupy the smallest space which it is possible to
attain, and makes such articles especially suited for exportation and
for use in travelling.
$062. A. MacMituan, London, “‘ Buttons.”—Dated 13th November, 1871.
This provisional specification describes forming buttons with necks,
also fixing such and other buttons to fabrics, &e., with metal fasteners,
and also tools for applying the same.
3092. W. G. Connotp, Ipswich, ‘* Coal hods and vases.”—Dated 16th November, 1871.
This invention consists in lining the coal hod, vase, or other article for
containing the coal, and also the scoop or shovel used therewith, with
kamptulicon, felt, cork, india-rubber, leather, paper, cloth, gutta-percha,
or other like material.
3102. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Underlinings for carpets.”—A communication.
—Dated 16th November, 1871.
The present invention relates to underlinings for carpets made of a
layer of louse fibrous material such as cotton and a layer or layers of paper
or other close sheet material applied to either one or both sides of the said
layer of loose fibrous material. ‘lhe inventor deposits the loose fibrous material upon one of the paper sheets when in a condition of partially moist
and hardened pulp, and then dry the paper sheet. He produces a selvage by causing a union of the paper pulp sheets. He uses two sets of
mechanism such as is employed in the manufacture of paper for the pulp
sheet. He constructs the presser rolls, either one or both, with bands or
rings, preferably of india-rubber, to produce an additional pressure at
the edges of the pulp sheets. He employs a system of drying drums to
ecure the contact of the pulp sheets without the use of presser rolls.
31ll. L. M. Jacos, Birmingham, ‘‘ Pendants, lockets, studs, brooches, dc.”—
Dated 17th November, 1871.
This invention consists in manufacturing the said articles by taking
two discs or shells ornamented in any desired, manner and connecting
them together edge to edge without solder by means of a series of ears
or projecting pieces on the edge of one of the discs or shells being turned
upon the outer side cf the other disc or shell. In this way the two discs
or shells are securely connected together, and a pendant or other article
or body of the article produced.
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Class 8,-CHEMICAL,
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, &c.
3055. P. M. Crane and G. Morr, “ Lubrication.”—Dated 13th November,
1871.
This invention consists in the preparation and application of lubricating materials from hydrocarbon oils or substances producing these
oils. The oil is distilled by a slow or cool distillation, and it is the
—— oo ~— = _—
thus ae serve > used =
es)
vantage for lubricating purposes, particularly in compoun
sini engines fitted with surface condensers, and where it is desired
to prevent priming in the boilers.
3060. W. H. Huanan, Salford, Lancashire, “ Utilisation of night soil, ashes,
&c.”—Dated 13th November, 1871.
This invention is for further developments of inventions previously
patented by the same inventor, and relates to the utilisation of night
soil and ashes, which he treats with Roman cement or Portland cements
or limy matter, generally making the ashes into a powder, and therewith treating the night soil so as to obtain a valuable manure, which he
proposes to call ‘‘Huano.” He also by means of his process obtains
acids, phosphates, nitrates, fuel, and other products.
3073. F. A. Sawyer, Massachusetts, U.S., “ Restoring spent indigo,”—
Dated 15th Novenber. 1871.
This provisional specification describesadding water to the waste indigo
iquor from print works, and then heating it; an oxidisable material is
hen added. The solution is stirred, and then allowed to stand until the
ndigo setles to the bottom. The liquid is then drawn off from the indigo,
and alkali added to the indigo to neutralise the acid remaining in it.
3080. W. Henperson, Glasgow, “ Apparatus for obtaining chlorine and
manufacturing bleaching powder.”—Dated 15th November, 1871.
In carrying out the invention, hydrochloric acid mixed with air is
passed over bricks, balls, pipes, or blocks of any suitable shape, formed
of a mixture of peroxide of iron, or other suitable oxide, and as much
clay or other suitable plastic material as will impart the requisite cohesion; and the gases and materials are maintained at a temperature over
400 deg. Fahrenheit.
ding to a preferable modification, the
process is separated into two stages, in the first of which unmixed
yaseous hydrochloric acid is passed over the iron or other oxide until this
is well charged with chlorine, and the acid gas is then turned into
another chamber, or set of c' bers, con
heated oxide, whilst
previously dried and heated air is admitted to the charged materials,
causing the re-oxidation of the iron and the liberation of chlorine. The
chlorine is made to pass up tubes or cylinders, down through which the
powdered lime is made to pass in regular streams. The lime is made to
travel down along the tubes or cylinders by imparting a suitable rotation
to the tubes or to screws inside them.
3085. R. A. Titpen, New Lebanon, New York, U.S , “‘Compownd for disinSetting and deodorising.”—Dated 15th November, 1871.
- om compound is — — age
—_— -. aluminium.
romine
powerful antiseptic,
rative, an
orising proR combining bromide of aluminium with chloride of aluminium, which possesses deodorising and disinfecting qualities, the above
properties are largely i
d
e
d may be in aliquid form
or in the form of a salt. Iodine may be added to the compound.
3095. A. P. Price, London, “ Materials for paving.”
—A communication.—
Dated 16th November, 1871.
This invention relates to improvements in the preparation of materials
to be employed for paving or for other similar purposes, and sists in
the employment, in junction with asphalte, bit
, pitch, tar, or
mixtures of the same or of other similar subst:
or
pounds, or
mixtures thereof which are now employed, or are capable of being employed for such Le! soreof what is known as iron residues, which are
uy ction of aniline from nitro-benzole by the employobtained in the
ment either of wrought or of cast iron in a fine state of division, such
residues consisting essentially of artificial oxide of iron. In carrying out
this invention the materials employed in junction with the iron
residues may be mixed or arge ape therewith, either in a fluid or ina
finely divided condition, and when so incorporated may su ently be
heated, as is well understood. The a
in which these iron
residues may be ores will vary with the material or materials which
are used, but with the ordinary materials or mixtures now employed for
the purpose of so called asphalte paving, about from 20 to 40 per cent. by
weight of the iron residues will give good results.
3104. J. Birt, jun., and A. W. Birt, London, ‘ Mattressesfor saving life at
sea.” —Dated 16th November, 1871.
This provisional specification describes
a mattress stuffed with granulated cork. The mattress
has a joint down the centre lengthwise, and
itas a life preserver places it around him underneath
the person
his arms, which he passes through
3106. J. Haw,
“ Buckles.” — —Dated 16th November, 1871.
On a plate
of metal is formed two ends or sides at right angles to said
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plate, the top end of one containing a spring catch, the other
on to a lid or c which shuts down and fastens into the catch.
idway between
the two ends is a steel or other metal pin turning freely in
the bottom plate. On a level with the two ends of the fastener this pin
is swivel-jointed to a taper pin of steel or other metal, which when bent
down takes into a notch underneath the hinge. The lid or clasp is then
closed, and the strap or other article is securely fastened.
Class 9.—ELECTRICITY.
Class 10,-_MISCELLANEOUS.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads,
3023. P. Gent, New Brighton, Cheshire, “‘ Gas oven.”—Dated 9th November,
1871
An oven constructed according to this invention consists of a self-contained portable oven for culinary purposes, constructed of fire-brick tiles,
terra-cotta, porcelain, or earthenware of any description. The bottom
and top are composed of two slabs of earthenware having a small raised
ledge all round. The sides and back end are composed of smaller slabs
of earthenware made so az to tongue, groove, or rabbet together, and fit
between the top and bottom slabs, thus forming the sides. The ledge in
the bottom slab is higher on the front side, and is fitted with apertures,
through which pass ot gg The top of the oven is fitted with a flue
to
away waste heat. The oven is fitted with shelves, the sides of
which have apertures to distribute the heat. The shelves are of earthenware, and held in ition by grooves or lugs in the side of the oven.
The oven is fitted with a door of earthenware or iron, inside of which is
a second door opening in two parts top and bottom. The whole oven is
mounted on castors or wheels, or it is fitted on a carriage, the gas being
supplied by a flexible tube.
3029. T. Norman, Runcorn, Cheshire, “ Marbles.”—Dated 9th November,
1871.
‘
The object is to produce these from plastic clay in large quantity at a
cheap rate for use for playing or for chemical process, A pair of rolls with
hemispherical moulds are used. As these rotate the hemispherical
moulds on opposite rolls meet and form a spherical article from plastic
clay fed to them. The spheres drop, or are rel
y a brush, and are
made to drop on to a heated jigger, vibrating plate, or screw. Thence
they are passed into and burnt in a revolving cylinder.
3038. J. D. Dunnam, Middlesex, ‘‘ Cooking apparatus.”—Dated 10th November, 1871.
This a paratus is made with a lower and upper part, the former being
divided into two or more compartments ; the upper part, which is also
divided into two or more parts, fits on the lower, and when the latter is
not required it may be replaced by a lid.
3039, W. H. Tuompson, London, ‘ Obtaining and applying motive power.”
— Dated 10th November, 1871.
This invention has for its object the utilisation of the downward pressure or gravitating power of a weight or load for propelling carriages or
other wheeled vehicles or othe: heavy
ies upon common roads, railways, tramways, suspended roads, or other ways. The improvements are
also —
for propelling or aiding in the propulsion of vessels or
other floating bodies, and for actuating machinery, and for applying
power to assist in loading or unloading vehicles.
3041. P. R. F. D’'Humy, London, “ Cleansing docks, de., from sand, &c.”—
Dated 10th November, 1871.
According to this invention a system of pipes is employed for causing
water to rise up through or be projected against any deposit of sand, mud,
or other matter that may have accumulated at the bottom of a dock,
basin, harbour, canal, river, or such like.
3044. R. Dovetasand L. Grant, Fife, N.B., “ Utilising husks of grain as
Suel.”—Dated 10th November, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the special
arrangement of fire-grate, which is fed by a screw travelling band or
hopper delivering the husks to be burned as fuel.
3045. B. Hunt, London, “ Water meters.”—A communication —Dated 10th
November, 1871.
This invention relates to that class of meters known as reeiprocating
water meters, and it consists mainly of an air-tight floating piston working in a cylinder, and a peculiar arrangement of ports and valves, whereby
a perfect reciprocal motion is obtained, which is suitably imparted to
registering devices.
3047. G. Duncan and W. A. Witson, Liverpool, Lancashire, “ Rotary web
printing machines.” —Dated 11th November, 1871.
The object, to make a
of imy ions on a web of paper from
movable type affixed toa revolving cylinder. The type is fixed on the
periphery of the cylinder and never covers more than one-third of the
circumference. When the type covers one-fourth, four impression
cylinders are used. At a distance from the type cylinder are ylaced
adjustable registering rollers, these carry the paper and return it at the
proper time to the impression cylinders, so that when the web is finally
delivered it is evenly covered with impressions. A web can be printed
on both sides at one operation, one side being printed from ‘‘ stereos”
and the other from movable type; or the web can be passed twice
through, both sides being printed from type or one from “ stereo” and
the other from type ; or both sides can be printed at one passing from
type affixed on separate cylinder.
3050. J. Haxy, London, “‘ Self-registering and indicating apparatus.”—
Dated 11th November, 1871.
In place of the round iron ball usually fixed over the hook on the crane
chain the inventor places a square, round, or other shaped box or case
made of iron or other suitable metal or substance. Inside this box or
case is a smaller case containing a series of three or more ratchet wheels,
on each wheel ten ratchets numbered consecutively, and one projectin
tooth to each wheel; an upright rod passing through the box an
connected to a powerful spring contained in the latter is attached at the
top end to the crane chain, at the bottom to the chain hook. When the
goods are attached to this hook one tooth or ratchet uf the right hand or
unit wheel is moved, and on the revolution of the wheel being completed
the projecting tooth comes in contact with and moves the second wheel,
which revolves in like manner and serves to denote the tens. This
second wheel after its revolution actuates the third wheel (denoting the
hundreds) in like manner, and so on. By means of apertures in the
inner case or a glass front in the outer one, the revolving and indicating
numbers are seen from the front, and thus the quantity of goods
warehoused or discharged is ascertained.
3052. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Apparatus to be placed on a smith’s forge to
ensure the more effectual heating bars or rods, &c.”—A communication.—
Dated 11th November, 1871.
The said invention relates to a simple and convenient apparatus which
may be adapted to any smith’s forge or hearth, either fixed or portable,
but which is chiefly designed to be used on smail forges for making bolts,
rivets, and other short articles or pieces. The body of the said apparatus
is an oblong hollow frame. The front side of this frame has holes,
through which the ends of the bars or rods to be heated are thrust into
the fire. The inventor provides for the maintenance of a continuous flow
of cold water through the apparatus by a proper arrangement of pipes in
connection with a pump or other means for supplying water.
3053. R. WaLKineTon, Leeds, Yorkshire, “ Ruling apparatus.”—Dated 11th
November, 1871.
This invention consists of the following:—To an ordinary ruling
machine the inventor gears a pinion into the wheel of the band roller
which gives the pinion motion, this pinion having a boss which has upon
it a wheel with a waved surface on the edges, this gives a vibrating
motion to a lever which causes a pen (or pens) to vibrate. The paper
ing under the pen or pens being caused to vibrate an irregular waved
nes or lines is produced on the paper.
3057. -g- emeamed London, “‘ Miners’ safety lamp.”—Dated 13th Novem871.
The improvements are applicable to the safety lamp provisionally protected on 3lst May, 1871, No. 1448, and consist, First, in using in
combination with the air chamber therein referred to, a slow threaded
screw for connecting the oil box with the casing, whereby the lightis
tinguished before it can be withdrawn through want of air. Another
improvement in this lamp consists in the use of two chimneys having an
air a between them communicating with the air chamber above
mentioned. The outer chimney serves to protect the inner one from
sudden changes of temperature, and the light is not obstructed as when
a gauze cover is used as in ordinary. The chimneys are protected by
metal ribs and wire netting on the exterior.
3061. T. BurRRELL, Stockton-on-Tees, *‘ Washing machine.”—Dated 13th
November, 1871.
This machine consists of a case and a disc or movable piece having on
the one face which is in work to be o)
ite to the bottom of case ribs or
a nega similar to ribs or Ss on said bottom. Such disc
ving an orifice in the middle
ugh which an upright
dle or stalk
passes, the lower end whereof is socketed in the middle of the bottom of
the case or vessel. This cross handle is likewise provided with two
=" which are firmly secured to it and also to the disc or movable
ece,
3066. T. J. Perry, Highfields, near Bilston, Staffordshire, “ Machinery for
rolling iron and steel.”—Dated 14th November, 1871
® This invention refers to that
of machinery used for rolling iron and
steel, which has for its object the reversal of the motion of the rolls; and
the said invention consists in com!
a fly-wheel
with the
revi
gearing th
such manneras
topreventthosuddenshocks
the
w
the ordinary reversing mechanism as generally used
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occasions. According to this invention the ordinary reversing gearing is
driven from a shaft actuated by a pair of
os; om this shaft & a
clutch and fly-wheel, the said fiy-wheel rotating freely on the shaft. In
this ae . - : epee fepertaePare ti pnt seg
engaged wi!
e fly-whee e
ly-wheel consequently partaking of
the motion of the machinery. To reverse the rolls the fly-wheel clutch is
thrown out of gear with the fly-wheel and the engines stopped. The machinery comes quickly to rest, the fly-wheel continuing its rotation. The
rolls being reversed by the clutch of the ordinary reversing gearing, the
engines are
started, and the rotating fly-wheel re-geared to its shaft
by the fly-wheel clutch. By this arrangement the full power of the
engines, together with the momentum of the fiy-wheel, is available
without any shock being given to the machinery by the reversal of its
motion,
3069, W. J. Srizuman, London, “Cameras for taking photographic pictures.”
—Dated 14th November, 1871.
The features of novelty which constitute the invention are as follows :—
First, a combination of a
rd which shall be jointed and hinged so
as to shut up and enclose the camera on three sides, and which shall be
rendered rigid by the motion in it of a sliding board carrying or moving
the lens, with an unmovable central partition, to which are attached two
gussets enabling the camera to be prolonged in either direction, or both.
And, Secondly, a construction of the swing back in two portions, of which
the upper, which holds the sensitive plate, is cylindrical in form on its
lower surface, and is fit toa ——
curvature in the upper
surface of the inferior portion or shoe (or cradle), so that the two may
move fully
ther, or the upper on the lower, or be fixed at will in any
position relatively the one to the other, or on the base board, by the action
of a screw, clamp, wedge, or lever, acting on the base board and camera
back, or on the two map ney of the camera back alone, and having their
conjoint motion on the base board.
— P M. Gorpon, Liverpool, “Soft metal pipes.” —Dated 14th November
i.
First part consists of various modes of casting compound ingots to be
used in the production of bined pipes by being subjected to hydraulic
pressure while over a core through a die. The main object is to leave the
tin or composition metal lining or coating pure. Second part consists in
fitting the swinging container patented by N. 8. Walker, in the year 1870,
No. 2919, by fitting the said container on a swivel so that it can be
inverted. Third part consists in using a loose die with a concave upper
surface; the said die moves downwards in the container when pipes are
being made, and maintains its paralleli to the container and mandril.
74. C. M. Lioyp, London, ‘‘ Tenoning machines for cutting wood.”—
Dated 15th November, 1871.
This improvement consists in the use of saws for cutting tenons for
joiners’ work and similar purposes, and the manner of arranging or
securing them on the shaft, and also the structure and arrangement of
the machinery for working the saws.
3075. R. W. Kemp, Accrington, Lancashire, “‘ Lamps.”—A communication.—
Dated 15th November, 1871.
This invention consists in connecting to the pipe or pipes from the
fountain or vessel containing the oil or fluid a tube having at the top a
circular chamber with perforations in its periphery or casing, and below
the chamber the exterior of the tube has a screw thread encircled by a
nut which is used to regulate or cut off the supply of air by covering
more or less the perforations in this part of the tobe. The bottom of the
tube is screwed into an elbow pipe communicating with the fountain,
and in the interior of the tube } a is a rod formed at the top as an
external cone corresponding with an internal cone at the bottom of the
chamber, the bottom of the rod being fixed to the elbow pipe ad omy
through a gland and capable of being moved by a screw and milled head,
so that by screwing the tube more or less in the elbow pipe or turning
the milled head the external cone can be entered more or less into the
internal one. On the topof the rod just below the cone is placed a cotton
wick or other absorbent, and outside the tube there is a small cup for the
liection of droppings of oil, and also a gallery when required for a glass
globe or shade. The oil from the fountain passes into a tube, where it is
absorbed by the wick or absorbent, and if for a few seconds the tube is
slightly heated gas will be evolved from the oil and
between the
cones into the chamber and through the perforations around it, and when
the gas is ignited there will be a frilliant light without smell, smoke, or
the requirement of a chimney, the ~~ of air being regulated by
turning the nut on the tube and the supply of
maintained as long as
the tube surrounding the absorbed oil is heated by the light. The wick
or absorbent is not consumed, but simply absorbs oil to give off gas, and
therefore the wick has only to be renewed when, after a long interval, it
has become more or less cl: d. This invention is applied to chandeliers,
side lights, street lights, and stand lights ; and for halls, churches, and
other places or dwellings where gas cannot be obtained, it suppliesa
desideratum which has long been required.
3077. C. W. Stemens, London, “ Iron ores and pig metals.”—Dated 15th
November, 1871.
According to one modification of this invention iron ore is first melted
down ina melting furnace, after which powdered coke or anthracite is
introduced through an opening in the roof of the furnace and is stirred
into the melted ore. When this has by thismeans become converted into
a pasty mass of partly reduced or metallic iron it is discharged through a
pr? oor in the bed of ‘the furnace into the moulds below, where it
solidifies into lumps or pigs, which are charged while still red hot into
the bath of an open hearth steel melting furnace. According to a Second
modification of the invention the melted ore is introduced into a revolving
chamber of spherical or other form having two large opposite openings
in its horizontal axis of rotation. Through the one opening a nozzle is
introduced which is divided by a partition into two orifices, each of
which communicates with a separate pair of regenerators for heated gas
and air, so that the rotating chamber constitutes the combustion chamer
of a regenerative gas furnace. The other opening in the chamber serves
for charging in the ore to be converted, and is closed by means of a door.
The melted ore having been introduced after the chamber has been
heated to a high degree a certain proportion of carbon is added, and the
door having been closed the chamber is made to rotate slowly, whereu
ebullition sets in, and the masses become partly or wholly redu
to
metallic iron. This is then either discharged through a trap door into
moulds to be used as before described, or if the process is carried on till
the ore is entirely reduced and the metallic iron has separated from the
liquid cinder and agglomerated into a ball ; this is removed through the
charging opening, and the cinder is discharged through the trap door.
The rotating chamber is provided with a lining formed by melting down
titanic iron ore, chromate of iron, or other refractory iron ore, and running the same into moulds so as to form blocks of convenient shape for
lining the chamber, which blocks may be rendered still more refractory
calcining them. The last described apparatus is also used for puddling cast iron, for which purpose a charge of liquid cast iron is first
introduced, and then a certain proportion of melted ore, after which the
chamber is caused to rotate until the puddled balls are formed.
3078. J. L. Freup and F. M. Corron, London, ‘‘ Candlesticks.”—Dated 15th
November, 1871.
According to this invention the candle is secured and held in the candlestick by means of a nozzle made of a tapering form internally, or with
the whole or portions of its interior surface of smuller diameter at its
upper end than at its base, and the lower part of the candle is formed
with a tapering portion or enlargement of larger diameter at its base than
at the = part or portion where it joins the shaft or body of the
candle.
candle is passed through or placed within the inner part of
ae so that its lower end or enlargement is firmly held by the
nozzle.
3079. J. Ryper, Bolton, Lancashire, “ Turning apparatus.”—Dated 15th
November, 1871.
The invention consists chiefly of a stop motion to be applied to the
slide rest of the lathe in order to arrest the tool carrier at any particular
—, so as to prevent the tool from ge wy | any nearer to the centre
han will give the diameter required. The stop motion consists of a
bracket, bolted or screwed to the slide rest, in such a position that an
adjusting screw, which is to be tapped through the bracket, shall come
opposite to the tool carrier, and act as an abutment or stop.
— © A. BELL, Stratford, Essex, ‘‘ Match boxes.”—Dated 15th November,
‘
A recess is formed in, say, the back of the box, sufficiently deep to
receive a strip of glass paper, which is slidden endwise into place before
the sides and ends of the box are bent into position.
3086. A. H. Braxpon, Paris, “‘ Arrangement of organ pipes, dc.” —A communication.—Dated 15th November, 1871.
This invention relates to an improved construction and arrangement of
organ pipes, and the valves and air
s thereof for parlour, reed,
and key-board musical instr
t t ie i r
it having particular
reference to the construction and arrangement of a series of pipes.
3087. D. J. Wore, Liverpool, ‘‘ Governor.” —Dated 15th November, 1871.
A governor constructed according to this invention consists of a disc
mounted on a vertical shaft and having formed thereon guides, in which
slide the segments of an expanding wheel, the wheel being kept in position by springs acting bet
e seg ts and the before-mentioned
disc. The segments of the wheel are carried on a segmental boss, which
expands in the same ratio as the wheel. Around this boss is an expanding strap, which strap is
ted to the throttle valve of the engines.
This governor is worked by ay direct from the engines, its action
being, as the speed of the engines increase, so increases the momentum
pA agp AF greraes, and as the ———- of we wheel
so
expanding or cen!
force of the segments of the wheel, and as the
ents fly out they
act upon the expanding strap geared to the
le valve and shut off the steam, being
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a
brought into position again, when the speed decreases, by means of the
omy, & Wv.am, Baling, Middlesex, “* Muking dough.” —Dated 16th Novem, 1871.
The chief features of novelty which constitute this invention are as
follows :—Within or upon one frame the materials are mixed, rolled,
pressed, shaped, and ultimately delivered ready for the oven. The maehinery consists mainly of a cylinder with internal shaft, such shaft
having, as hus also the cylinder, blades or mixers, and having also a
feeding hopper and a peculiar delivery nozzle to insure a free and perfect
delivery to the pressing rollers. These rollers, of which there are two,
three, or more pairs, are capable of adjustmént as to speed as to their
relative distances from each other. The pairs of rollers are connected
with each other by endless webbing, by means of which, or by travelling
beds, the material is travelled until it reaches the cutting or shaping arr
t, which arrang
t is also within or 7 the frame. A
centrifugal blowing fan is employed for the purpose of drying the surface
of the material, and thereby preventing adhesion to the rollers.
3100. J. B. CoLnot, Rouen, France, “Bands and straps for machinery.”—
Dated 16th November, 1871.
The object of the invention is to prevent the elongation of bands and
straps due to the stretching of the leather by combining with the leather
felted or unfelted tabric. The band or strap is composed of fillets of
leatber and fabric fastened together by glue or othe:wise, the whole
thickness of the band or strap being made up of ulternate fillets of
leather and fabric united so as to effect their required cohesion.
3108. G. Hasetrine, Lond, “ Electro-magnetic apparatus for protecting
sufes."—A communication. —Dated 16th Novewber, 1871.
The said invention consists, First, in an outer safe so connected with
an electric circuit and an alarm apparatus, that the opening of the door
or the perforating of the outer plates will operate the alarm apparatus.
Secondly, in combining with the safe an electric circuit and alarm apparatus, a cable, or compound circuit wire, and a series of magnetic
coils and armatures so arranged that the breaking of the circuit of any
one of the coils will set the alarm in operation. Thirdly, in a novel construction and arrangement ofthe circuit closing and breaking mechanism.
Fourthly, in the combination with a safe and electric circuit and alarm
apparatusof inclosing walls or plates with air spaces between them,
from which the air is exhausted, so that if a break or perforation is made
through the walls or plates, the in-rash of air will sound the alarm.
Fifthly, in constructing the enclosing plates or walls in sections and connections by tubes or air channels. Sixthly, in the combination with an
electric circuit and clockwork, operated by the same, of double gongs,
for sounding a continuous alarm. Seventhly, in the combination with
an electric circuit and clockwork, and the double alarm gong, of a second
tlarm gong which operates intermittently. Eighthly, in providing the
clockwork with two or more driving springs. Ninthly, in constructing
the door or other part of the alarm box of a series of perforated plates,
the perforations of which are arranged to prevent ingress to the clockwork. Tenthly, in constructing the door of the alarm-box with a moveable perforated plate, and a stud so arranged that if the said platebe
moved inwards the alarm will be rung. Eleventhly, in the combination
with an electric circuit and alarm «pparatus of a lock, arranged to lock
the alarm-box, and control the clockwork. Twelthly, in an alarm-box
used in connection with an insulated safe and electric circuit.
3109. A. M. Crarx, London, “ Wire gauze.”-- A commenication.—Dated
16th November, 1871.
.
An impermeable transparent material is obtained by coating wire gauze
with varnish or lacquer so as to fill up the interstices. The material may
be coloured or white, and used as a substitute for ground glass in windows and lamps, and for making blinds, marquees, and shades. Whena
transparent material is not required an opaque varnish is used, and
vessels for holding liquids made of the impervious material, also seats
for garden chairs, bags, trunks, and travelling equipments generally.
310. T. J. Fexsewn, Deptford, “ Domestic fire-escape.”— Dated 17th Novenber, 1871.
This invention consists in a novel combination of parts in which a
receptacle is arranged to travel upon or along suitable cords or ropes,
each secured at one of its ends near tothe window from which the descent
is to be made. These cords or ropes when not in use may be kept coiled
up against the wall and within the room, but when the escape is in
operation they pass through suitable eyes, guides, thimbles. or rings
attached to the receptable, which is caused to ascend and descend by
increasing and decreasing the distance apart from each other of the free
ends of the cords or ropes.
3114. W. Conisser, London, “‘ Typographic printing machines.” — Dated
17th November, i871.
This invention consists, First, in actuating and locking up the platten
as required through the medium of two cams fixed on the main shaft
which passes through the platten stock. Secondly, in giving to the distributing roller for distiibuting the ink « lateral as well as a rotati
motion by means of a pinion working in gear with a diagonal or incline
rack, shrouds or guides being provided for keeping the same in gear.
Thirdly, in giving motion to the arms which carry the vibrating roller
and inking rollers by means of segment wheels gearing into fixed,
curved, or radial racks. Fourthly, in actuating or working the ‘‘ doctor”
roller through the medium of a ratchet and pawl in conjunction with a
tail piece working in contact with a fixed incline or curved surface
attached to one of the fixed radial racks of the machine.
3115. A. V. Newton, London, “ Manure.”—A communication.—Dated ith
November, 1871.
,
In order to avoid the waste of a portion of the sulphuric acid ordinarily
employed in the manufacture of manure having a base of phosphoric acid
and ammonia, it is proposed to mix directly with superphosphate of lime
prepared in the ordinary manner «ammoniacal water obtained from gasworks, coke furnaces, distillation of urine, of bones, or other animal
matters.
3116. T. Terrent, W. B. G. Hocu, and J. Tuomiinson, Carlisle, “ Sulphurie acid.” —Dated 17th Novenwber, 1871.
This provisional specification describes the use of pure oxygen in the
manufacture of sulphuric acid instead of atmospheric air, as at present
in use.
THE TRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent. )
On ‘CHANGE IN WOLVERHAMPTON AND BIRMINGHAM—THE STATE
OF THE FINISHED IKON TRADE: Quotations of sheets and plates
advanced ; Other goods up—CONTINUED SCARCE SUPPL,» OF ALL
KINDS OF GOODS—-THE PRICES NOW AND TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS
AGO-—THE PROSPECTS OF THE FUTURE AS TO PRIC
THE PROBABLE ADVANCE IN WAGES —PIG IRON AND THE SALES—-GREAT
PRICES OF COKE—HOW WORKMEN ARE AFFECTING THE MARKET :
Remarkable case of unreasonablencss —-HIGHER PRICES FOR
TUBES : Other yoods quoted up— MERCHANTS UNABLE TO QUOTE—
ORDERS TO BE SUBJECT TO PRICES PREVAILING UP TO QUARTERDAY—CIVIL ENGINEERING MATTERS IN AND ABOUT BIRMINGHAM— HARDWARE GOODS AND THE DEMAND FOR THEM.
Ir was made known on ’Change in Wolverhampton, on Wednesday, that circulars issued that day by Messrs. Barrows and Hall
advanced sheets and p'ates £1, making singles and plates each 417.
Neither sheets nor plates were put up by this firm, when a short
time ago Messrs, Barrows and Hall sent ont circulars advancing
other descriptions, Other firms were asking £17 for singles today, and they would not take less. At the same time there were
no actual transactions repor el a‘ that figure ; and there were instances in which 30s, under Messrs. Barrows’ quotation could not
be realised.
Whilst some makers deny that £15 is being obtained in other
than exceptional instances for burs, others attirm that the makers
of iron with a high-class brand experience no difficulty in getting
that sum for their product.
This (Thursday) afternoon, in Birmingham, the firm tone of the
Wolverhampton inarket was fully upheld. The Bloomfield Works
(Messrs. Barrows and Halli) quotations is now regulating the
transactions of all lending mill and forge firms.
,
Fencing wire that was offered at quarter-day at £15 was not to
be had this afternoon at less thin £15. Buyers offered slightly
under makers’ prices, but their offers were rejected ; nothing below
the full advance would be accepted.
At the beginning of the week the cut-nail makers sent out
circulars notifying a rise of £1 a ton on cut-nails, making present
prices £18, which is nearly twice the price at which the same class
of goods could have been bought at the beginning of August.
When that circular was issued nail sheets were quoted at £14 10s.
This afternoon a further 10s. is asked for the sheets, which are
now firm at £15,
Nor are the dearer prices confined to finished iron. The founders
are equally moving. Than a week ago foundry pigs were at today’s market d:arer by from 2s, 6d, to 5s, aton. To protect them-
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selves the foundries have had
again to send out circulars. The to such an extent that they really appear careless about booki
circular of Messrs. Claridge and North, of the extensive Phenix fresh contracts. The currentqu ions are 948. 10d. to95s. 64
Foundry and Engineering Works, near Wolverhampton, and cash,
and 95s. 6d. to 96s, 3d. one month ; buyers, 95s, 6d. prompt,
Bilston, to hand yesterday, states that in consequence of the con - and sellers, 3d. perton more. Makers’ brands remain withoutan
tinued, sudden, and unexpected advances in
, iron, and cokes, oafebut in the New York market some lots are quoted as high
all their former quotations are withdrawn, and that all orders must as
ols,
be subject to special arrangements till quarter-day, The founders
The shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports have shown a determs are :—Cash on 10th of month following delivery, less 24 per crease this week, for the first time since the commencement of the
cent. discount, or approved bill.
year. The exact figures are 13,576 tons foreign, and 5232 tons
Even at the prices already attained it is unlikely that we shall coastwise, being a total of 18,808 tons for the week, as compared
be standing long. So much under the consumption is the pro- with 20,200 tons for corres nding week of last year.
duction that before the conciliation board of masters and men
In regard te the malleable iron trade, there are some complaints
have settled the wages to be paid in the ensuing six months there among
cturers o
hant bars that trade is slackening,
is every probability of yet higher prices being demanded. What but on the whole the mills and f
continue to be well emincrease the men will get is by no means certain ; but itis not at ployed, The most fatal agitations that ever and anon crop up to
all unlikely that the advance will be quite 15 per cent. This would unsettle and upset the calculations of masters are still a source
make the wages of the puddler 12s. 6d. per ton, and those of the of complaint. It would seem as if workmen will not understand
other workmen in the same proportion, It will be futile to aoe that there is a time for all things—even for claiming an advance
much work done whilst the men’s remuneration is at so high a of wages.
‘
figure. Thus, unless the demand subsides greatly the production
Messrs, J. and J. Clark, the eminent Paisley thread manufacwill then be much more in excess of the supply on it is now. Of turers, are now constructing an addition to their mills, which will
itself this would stiffen prices ; but it must be borne in mind that enable them to add at least a third to their present production.
a rise of 15 per cent. in wages has hitherto meant arise of £1 10s. The new factory will measure 256ft. in length by 80ft. in breadth,
in the quotations of finished iron. What are the prospects of while the — to the top of the walls will be fully 60ft. The
prices in the ensuing few months may, therefore, be inferred with new mill wil contain 60,000 spindles in addition to the usual
tolerable certainty.
ee machinery. A pair of beam engines of 1200 indicated
The prices which prevailed twenty-seven years ago, when the orse-power will drive the machinery. The engines will be built
quotations were nearer those that prevail than are upon record as on the condensing principle and the diameter of the cylinder will
to any other period, are now being quoted in comparison with the be 52in., the len
of stroke being 7ft. The fly-wheel, which
rates of to-day. It is shown that in the spring of 1845 bars went will perform twenty-eight revolutions per minute, will
no
up to £12, and mine pigs to £6 and £6 10s., but this was followed 2
oe, Ra ae ga the new ang J leather |
by a reaction in about two months, and bars went down to £8,
substitu
‘or toot aring, and the appliances will al
and pigs to £310s. Again in December, 1852, bars advanced to be of the most modern kind. =
7”
£11, and pigs to £5 10s.; this was almost immediately followed by
The Martin furnace door is coming into favour in Scotland, as a
a reduction to £9 for bars, and pigs to £3 15s. In 1854 prices means for the prevention of smoke. It has lately been introduced
went up again to £10 for bars, nt in 1855 to £11, and pig iron by Mr. Wilson, of the Lilybank Boiler Works, G
w, at the
rose in proportion; in 1856 they fell to £9. This was the year weaving factory of Messrs. Holms Brothers, at theStrathclyde cotton
after the close of the Russian war, and they have gradually printing works,
ock, and at the Blochairn Ironworks.
receded, with some slight fluctuations, ever since, till the years At the latter works it has been tested in various ways, and found,
1871 and 1872; and now marked bars are selling at £3 10s., and in after repeated experiments, to be completely successful—so much
some instances at £3 12s, 6d. per ton, and it is a question if they so, that the a
have given instructions for its application
have even now reached their highest point.
to all their boilers. Messrs. Hanny have often been summoned
The pig makers seemed to-day quite unable to quote with any- before the Glasgow magistrates for causing a smoke nuisance at
thing like comfort. The ap
nt necessity for granting to the the Blochairn works; and now that they have hit upon a cure,
stone getters in Cleveland An the rise in their wages which they they will probably be able to avoid this disagreeable consequence
demand, together with the continued advances in the quotations of conyung oo their large works in the time to come. There is yet
of finished iron makers in this district, induce a very unsettled much to
done in Glasgow before the smoke nuisance is
feeling as to the height to which it may be prudent or otherwise thoroughly abated.
to put up their products. Hence only few sales were effected toThe fact that the Atlas Steel Works, situated in East Miltonday. Producers seemed to think it the wisest course to content street, Glasgow, are about to be converted into a new undertaking
themselves to deliver the orders they have now in hand. They under the management of a limited liability company, will procan do this, however, at a rate by no means satisfactory to their bably lead to an extension of the manufacture of steel on Bessecustomers, who nearly all complain that it is impossible for them mer’s patent in Glasgow. In spite of the large quantity of steel
to get supplies even when they have modern as well as old orders used in the various engineering and other works in the West of
running.
Scotland, it isa curious fact that the Atlas Works are the only
The prevailing dearth of goods was shown this afternoon in establishment at which its manufacture on the Bessemer principle
nothing so much as in respect of coke. Ordinary furnace quali- is carried on. The Atlas Works were originally built in 1837 as
ties produced in South Wales, which at the last sales realised 20s. a oeree al establishment, and subsequently they were almost
facture of |
tive tires.
a ton, 1000 tons in a line, and at the previous sales 16s, 6d. a ton, exclusively given over to the
are now quoted at 34s. to 35s., but withou- makers being able to In this trade, however, they found themselves unable to
compete
with
English
firms,
who
could
more
obfurnish a supply. Foundry coke and the (:lamorgan samples that
six months ago sold at 21s. is now quot.d at 42s,, and enough tain a supply of Bowlihg and Lowmoor iron, which is
specially
adapted
for
this
particular
class
of
work.
They
therefore
cannot be obtained even at that figure.
the opportunity presented by the bringing out of Mr.
Of the encroachments that the operatives are new ie to hailed
Henry Bessemer’s patent to go into the manufacture of steel, and
effect, a striking example is furnished in what is now hap- they
second firm in Great Britain to take out a licence
ning at the Griffin
Edge-tool Works of Mr. Edwards, of for thewereuse the
the new patent, the first being, we believe, Sir John
Wolverhampton. There it had been customary to leave the Bell and Co.,of of
Sheffield. The works contain three
threegates open in the morning till 6.15, though the time for ton
converters, in addition to a number of furnaces. It is intended
beginning work was six. The men petitioned to have an to extend
their size, and introduce several improvements under
extra five minutes’ grace, and it was
Since work has the new régime,
which is to take the name of the “‘G
w
been so good the final closing hour has been made 6.30, Presuming Bessemer Steel Company,
The capital is fixed at
upon the briskness of trade, the time hands have recently got into £75,000, in 7500 shares of £10Limited.”
each, and, as the list of directors
the habit of loitering about till that hour. On Tuesday they ran contains the names of several well-known
industrial
too near the wind, and half-past six had struck before they could world, it is probable that the new companymenwillin bethesuccessfully
get inside the gate. Thereby they were shut out till 8 o'clock, launched in a few weeks,
and consequently lost the intervening time. Against this day and
Co-operation is evidently making headway in Scotland. Only
piece hands have alike rebelled, and 100 men are now out, and
week I had occasion to notice the projection of a company of
decline to return until their employer will consent to leave open last
men of a scheme for the erection of engineering works,
the doors of the factory during allhours of the day. Perhaps working
with
a capital of £50,000, and at the same time I noticed the exafter a few of the men have been before the local magistrates periment
in industrial partnerships which is being attempted at
they will think again of their resolve.
Greenhead factory. I have now to draw attention to another
Gas tubing is higher to the extent of the reduction of 5 per the
co-operative
scheme which is being carried out in connection with
cent. in the discounts previously allowed to buyers by the makers. the shipbuilding
trade at Dumbarton, and in which the working
This is the result of the advancing prices of strips and sheets.
men
of
all
trades
appear to take a lively interest. A meeting was
The heavy ironfounders are fairly occupied upon pipe work and
at Greenock this week, at which the history and principles
machine castings, the engineers and millwrights have no cause for held
of
the
Dumbarton
were fully explained, and I believe
complaint, tin and enamelled hollow-ware is in little better de- an attempt is aboutexperiment
made to extend the system to one or
mand at the high rates, and smoothing irons are in more than more of the shipbuildingto beyards
Greenock. Workmen are now
average sale; edge tools are not ‘much needed by two or three being treated with a deferencein and
to which the:
firms, but bedsteads, as well of brass as of iron, are going away have hitherto been total strangers. Itconsideration
remains to be seen how it
from the works in great numbers, and to nearly every market.
for their own and the general good.
An unusually heavy business has been done all the month in willA operate
little cloud, from which the harbour trustees of Greenock
anvils and in chains (heavy and light), whilst fireirons, and apprehended
consequences, has happily
away, withfenders, and stoves have been made in quantities considerably out injuring serious
anybody.
Some months ago Messrs. Gillespie,
above the average at this time of the year, mainly for export.
Cathcart,
and
Frazer,
sugar
importers,
purchased
the
ship!
i
A crowded meeting of the Gun Trade Protection Association
of Messrs. Robertson and Co. for £15,000, and later still they
was held on Monday evening at the public office, Moor-street, Mr. yard
acquired
the
entensive
premises
adjacent,
at
a
price
of
£30,000.
D. Kirkwood presiding, when a report of the present position of
purchases were viewed with a good deal of ‘anxi
by the
the association, together with the financial statement, was made ' These
harbour trustees, especially as it was stated that they
been
by the secretary.
carried
out
with
the
ultimate
intention
of
establishing
a
large
The Corporation of Birmingham have been recently making an harbour as a rival vw that over which the trustees exercise
effort to buy the property of the Water Works Company of that superintendence, and that an effort would be made to ship and ‘
borough. After much preliminary negotiation, an interview land goods at the new harbour free of port dues. Fearing that their
between the public works committee and the directors was interests would be jeopardised, and their occupation gone, the latter
obtained a few days ago; and inasmuch as the company are maintained that they had the right to levy dues on all shipments
perfectly satisfied with the present position and the future pros- made in any part of Cartsdyke Bay. After a prolonged litigation
pects of their concern, and are not, therefore, desirous of disposing had been threatened, the Trust came to an arrangement to pay
of their estate, the supply of water to Birmingham will remain in Messrs, Gillespie, Cathcart, and Fraser, the price they had originally
their hands. As, however, is usual in such matters, negotiations paid for the property in dispute, and hence the contemplated
once begun, although they may for the time be abandoned, are undertaking has been abandoned. The matter, which has thus
certain to come up again. In the House of Commons on Tuesday been emieatly settled, provoked a deal of excitement in the West
night the report of the select committee on the Birmingham of Scotland.
Sewerage Bill was brought up and agreed to, and the bill was
The launches for the past week have been almost nil, so far as
ordered to be read a third time. On the same evening the the Clyde is concerned ; the two or three that did take place were
Warwick Local Board Water Works Bill was read a third time of comparatively smull vessels. One, however, was a steamer of
and passed. Likewise on Tuesday the Alcester Railway Bill was 1500 tons, built by Messrs. W. Simons and Co, for the British
passed by the Ways and Means Committee as an unopposed bill, India Steam Navigation Company, being the ninth steamer built
and it will therefore be reported to the House.
for the India trade by the same firm, Several new contracts have
been placed with Clyde builders during the past fortnight, and,
all things considered, the prospects of the trade appear to be
unimpaired,
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
Prices continue very high, and as firm as ever in the coal trade.
The shipments for the past week have reached the large aggregate
(From our own Correspondent.)
of 33,979 tons, being 17,446 tons foreign, and 16,533 tons coastTne GLASGOW PIG IRON MARKET: Shipments—THE MALLEABLE wise, as compared with a total of 28,165 tons for the corresponding
IRON TRADE—EXTENSION OF THE MESSRS, CLARK’S THREAD week of last year. The Duke of Sutherland has determined to reFACTORY—THE MARTIN FURNACE DOOR—THE ATLAS STEEL open the Brora workings, which were carried on about seventy
Works, GLASGOW—CO-OPERATION IN THE SHIPBUILDING TRADE years ago, with the view of determining the extent of the
~-THE GREENOCK HARBOUR TRUSTEES AND THE THREATENED deposit. It is said that on the Duke's estates in the far
NEW HARBOUR—THE SHIPBUILDING TRADE—THE COAL TRADE, north there is a large area of good coal, and if so. its
Dvrinc the past week the iron trade has entered upon no new working will infuse quite a new spirit into that remote and inhospitmen,
phase, and there is really little to add to the remarks we have able region, a region.from which it will be remem
made about its prospects, week after week, for the past three women, and children were evicted by hundreds a number of years
months. Its main characteristic is that of pty Be
; ago in order that their little holdings might be converted into
turn out to beworth
anyits normal condition has hitherto been that ot almost d ap mel large sheep farms. If his coal workings
and fluctuation, but it now appears to have entered upon an thing the Duke may find that it would have served his in
but industrious and steady
entirely new epoch of existence, and when any alteration of better to have retained his
d
dents, instead of compelling them
to seek an involuntary
prices does occur it is certain to be in an upward
i
market has been firm since last week, and sellers are sold forward exile on the other side of the Atlantic.
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tive to those ironmasters who are engaged in the make of stee! other specialities which are being turned out are Messrs. Gillot
THE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
rails, but the price renders its use insignificant compared with | and Copley’s coal-cutting machines,
were tested a short
(From our own Correspondent.)
northern or Welsh ore. The comparison of price and yield, too, time since at the Wharncliffe Silkstonewhich
Colliery.
THe CLEVELAND TRON TRADE: Great demand for iron: Scarcity is remarkable. Northern ore, for instance, at 12s., yields 40 per
The Sheepbridge Iron and Coal Company bas been raising of
of ironstone: Contemp'ated blowing-out of furnaces : The cent.; Spanish, at 27s., 45 per cent.
late nearly 10,000 tons per week of coal and a fair tonnage of ironminers: Mr. Isaac Lowthian Bell on the Cleveland Iron Trade, Local enterprise is not confined to the making of rails and bars stone. To keep the furnaces of the company going, however, con—THE REMOVAL OF SLAG—THE LEAD MINERS —ENGINEERING of late. Iron shipbuilding has occupied attention, and some five Site quantities of ironstone have ad to be imported from
vessels have been turned out of hand. Last week a steamer was
AND SHIPBUFLDING—THE COAL AND COKE TRADE—PRICES.
01
»
Ar the Middlesbrough iron market on Tuesday there was a fair launched at Newport, Mon., the first I believe at this port. It
A strike at the Nettleworth Colliery has terminated in the men
attendance. There was a great demand for iron, but very little was built by the Uskside Company for Lewis and Company, of returning to their work unconditionally.
could be obtained. Prices were firmer, and in some instances the ardiff. Its dimensions were 130ft. by 20ft. beam ; 14ft. depth of
It is understood that the directors of the London and Northhold, It was supplied with surface condensing engines 18in. Western
quotations were as high as 102s. 6d. per ton for No. 3. _
and the Lancashire and Yorkshire railways have no
The question of the miners restricting the supply of ironstone cylinder, and 18in. stroke, with cylinder multitubular boilers. The longer any expectation of their Amalgamation Bill becoming law
Monmouthshire
firms,
Ebbw
Vale,
Blaenavon,
Rhymney,
Tredegar,
in
the
present
session.
has
now
become
very
serious.
It
is
their
intention
to
continue
preemie
Ap
See
this policy until they get the advance of 2d. per ton. On Satur- &c., are doing a good paying trade. Their make is not so exFrom the success which has attended the working of the coal
day a few hundreds of the miners met at Marske, and were ad- clusively confined to American rails, as those in Glamorganshire, machines already brought out, including those of Messrs. Firth, of
‘ dressed by their leaders. They declared that they would not and several are turning out a cold blast rail of superior character. West Ardsley, it is evident that the time is approaching when
Plymouth, once almost specially cold blast. is now as nearly hot they will come into pretty general use. The demand for house
accept less than their original demand.
:
coal is more than otha good for the
On Tuesday a meeting of ironmasters and mine owners was held blast, and, the make has been increased exceedingly.
~~
in South YorkThe Llanelly Anthracite Coal Company has been floated, and in shire, su that winter prices still rule. Theseason
at the Royal Exchange, Middlesbrough, to consider what steps
demand for London
could be taken with regard to the action of the miners. It was the great railway and harbour improvements projected in that has been very good for all qualities of coal. Engine fuel has been
neighbourhood
will
find
speedy
favour.
In
Loughor
there
is
an
in
brisk request for Labesshire. Shipments for Hull and Grimsby
stated that if the policy of restriction were continued — miners
it would be necessary to blow out the blast furnaces.
To keep the intention to start a union amongst the colliers apart from the have been large for the season, while from the last named port
ter A
iation of Miners. At Mountain Ash a large there is every probability of there being a large increase in the exfurnaces going «t only slack blast was ruinous. If the miners got Ma
the advance of 2d. per ton it was contended that they would work meeting was held by the colliers on Monday, for the purpose of portation of coal to different parts of Europe before long. Several
less. One gentleman said that he could produce statistics which discussing the amendments introduced by the select committee of of the leading colliery proprietors have determined to obtain the
would show that each advance the ironstone miners had obtained the House of Commons into the Masters’ and Servants’ Wages timber required by them di
without the intervention of agents
resulted in their working less. After a good deal of conversation Bill. The feeling of the meeting was strongly opposed to the or third parties, and for that purpose a gentleman, himself a large
the meeting left the matterin the hands of Mr. J. W. Pease, M.P., ‘mutilated bill,”as being likely to legalise truck. A resolution coalowner, has just returned from Norway, where he has visited
the-representative of the largest mine owners in Cleveland, in the to the effect is to be forwarded.
the forests near some of the principal ports.
The Gnoll Colliery, of Neath, is making good headway. The
The iron trade displays considerable activity, in Derbyshire.
ho; that he would be able to settle the question with his men.
Whatever the Messrs. Pease do in the matter will probably be new engine-house andjventilating furnace shaftarealmostjcompleted. There are large orders on hand for gas and water pipes, as well as
followed by the other owners of mines.
Mates
; The winding shaft is a good piece of sunk work. It has now general castings.
On Saturday Messrs. Short Brothers launched from their ironT hear that although men are joining the Miners’ Union there is passed through the upper vein, but the intention is to continue
not
that unanimity of action amongst them that their paid leaders it in order to bear upon the lower strata, where a very superior shipbuilding yard at Pallion, ascrew steamer for a Hamburgh firm,
desir
At some of the mines the men are wor!
fairly, and coal exists. When the various arrangements are completed the under the name of the German Emperor. Her dimensions are :—
Length, 210ft.; breadth, 294ft.; depth,
the restriction is comparatively small. It cannot be denied, how- output will be looked forward to with interest.
580 tons register,
A capital wagon for the convenience of colliers going to and 1200 tons dead weight. She is fitted with17ft.;
ever, that at other mines the production is seriously reduc
100-horse power com.
ile alluding to the question of mines I may mention that from their work has been turned out by the Metropolitan Com- pound surface-condensing engines by Messrs. Pearse rothers, of
last week the delegates of the Yorkshire Union of Mechanics’ pany at Birmingham. I saw several samples of these at Plymouth Dundee. She is the fourth screw built by Messrs. Short for the
Institutes, on the occasion of their visit to Messrs, Pease’s exten- Works last week, and could but admit their strength and efti- Hamburgh trade.
sive mines at Upleatham, heard a very able 7 on the Cleyeland ciency.
On Saturday Messrs. Withy, Alexander, and Co., Hartlepoul,
IT referred last week to a fine specimen of hydraulic bending launched from their yard an iron screw steamer of the following
ironstone and its influence on the trade of the district read by
Mr, Isaac Lowthian Bell, of Newcastle. That gentleman, machines, erected at her Majesty’s aot. Pembroke, lately, by dimensions:—Length, 240ft.; breadth, 32ft.; depth of hold,
who is a great authority on all matters relating to iron Westwood, Baillie, and Co. The particulars are as follows :—The 17ft. 9in.; gross register tonnage about 1250 tons, and carrying
making, stated that the total make of pig iron in Great machine consists of a massive cast iron block, top and bottom, capacity about 1800 tons. The engines will be of 130-horse power
Britain may roughly be taken at 6,000,000 tons, of which each weighing upwards of 24 tons. These blocks are con- nominal, by Messrs. Blair and Co., of Stockton. The vessel is
nected by four large columns forged from the best scrap iron. built to the order of Mr. E. T. Jobson and Co., Hartlepool, and
the Cleveland district furnished close upon ace,
The large ram is 40fin. in diameter, and is worked by a set was christened the Alethea by Mrs. Jobson,
: produce that third the neighbouring hills which th saw
supply nearly 5,000,000 tons of ironstone, while the
ham col- of four —— contained in one cistern, two being of large and two
On Saturday afternoon deo Messrs. Denton, Grey, and Co.,
lierlee
had tecontribute about an equal weight (5,000,000 tons) of of small diameter. All four work in concert to lift the ram up to launched from their ved at West Hartlepool a new screw steamer
fuel, and the hills in * west of ~ same yo Bn nr nn the plate to be bent, and when about 600 tons pressure has been called the Gladys,
er dimensions are as follows: —Length,
about 1,500,000 tons of limest
lu
of a
ain quan- attained the large pumps, by their own self-action, throw out of 217ft. over all; extreme breadth, 30ft.; depth of hold, 24ft.; gross
ay abahatlve ape, someting, Were, ‘haan 12,000,000 tons of gear, and the small pumps continue to work and produce the register, 1498 tons. She ‘is intended for the Cape of Good Hope
raw materials were required yearly for the production of the power necessary for bending the armour-plate. The whole weight trade, is built to the order of Messrs. Marwood and Sons, of
Cleveland pigiron. To this must be added a substance not usually of the machine is close upon 83 tons, and it has been well tested Whitby, and will trade out of Liverpool. Her engines, which are
ded under the designation of raw materials, but in reality to the enormous pressure of 4000 tons. The large cylinder and to be supplied by the North-Eastern Engineering Company at
fully entitled to be so classed as fuel. This was atmospheric ram are capable of being moved on the bed, so as to apply the Sunderland, will be 140-horse power compound (nominal).
ae, of which something like 7,000,000 tons were yearly
driven pressure at any part between the columns, to suit the difference in
Some dissatisfaction is reported to have arisen amongst the
into
blast furnace by the constant exercise of a power equal shape of the plates required to bebent. This movement is effected boiler makers at the Ouseburn Co-operative Engine Works, owing
probably to 12,000 horses. The number of men engaged in the pig by means of a small hydraulic cylinder fixed on one end of the to the engagement of a foreman who, during the memorable strike,
jron works alone might be taken at about 6000. In the mining main bed casting. By a very happy arrangement of screw valves did not go in with the movement, and who was consequently conapplied at either end of the small hydraulic sidered to be a ‘‘blackleg.” The boiler makers, on hearing of the
of. the ftdnahone about ten thousand workpedple found em- the water can
ployment. The coal consumed at the blast
aces would cylinder, or it can be connected with the large cylinder, and the engagement, protested against it, and ‘knocked off work, but the
equire for its extraction and coking about 20,000, and the ram made to lift instantaneously. I am informed that forty matter was settled, it seems, on the understanding that the man
hines, but of
smal er size, have been turned out by the makers should not commence work at the place.
fittestaie used as a flux absorbed the labour of 2000 men. The
some very
quantity of iron
d in the pr
tion of cast iron goods in for our own and other Governments. Last wi
About a fortnight since the engine-men and fire men employed
the North of England, that was to say between the Tyne and the massive iron curved armour-plates were received at Pembroke at Ryhope Colliery sent in to their employers a request that their
Tees, he aetimmabel at 250,000 tons peranntim, in which case 7500 tons Dock, vid the Tenby Railway, from Sheffield. These are to be “*shifts” should be shortened to eight hours.
The owners deof fuel and the labour of something like 5000j workmen were issued for the turrets of the Thunderer.
murred to this on the ground that it would interfere with the
, coke, and patent fuel are in great
request. The collieries working arrangements of the colliéry, and probably necessitate
fen
Eo
equired by the ironfounders of the district. At present there were
t steam coal, and the discontinuance of the third or night shift of hewers which is
close on 2000 puddling furnacesin the North of rp enn py repre- continue to turn out large quantities of the
The dissatisfaction felt worked there; at the same time, they undertook to lay the matter
sented a power when in full work of turning out about 1,000,000 tons the tendency of prices is clearly upw:
of malleable iron per annum. This required the attendance of by home consumers is so marked that I exvect the grievance is the before the next meeting of the Coalowners’ Association. .This
20,000 workmen, and at least about 2,000,000 tons of coal. The cause of still greater complainings in other parts of the country. meeting was held at Newcastle, and delegates were in attendance
demand for machinery for all this was very great, but could Here, at the pit, where coal was not long ago bought for 10s., the from Kyhope ‘Colliery to represent the case of the men. This
price is now Tr. 6d. This is at Mountain Ash, one of the largest having been duly stated and discussed, the members of ‘the assoscarcely be estimated.
;
A meeting of the ironmasters was held at the Royal Exchange, coal districts in South Wales. From this place and the Merthyr ciation present decided that the eight hours should be conceded
Ocaha
ote
a
Middlesbrough, on Tuesday, to consider the best means of dis- and Rhondda valleys the exports weekly per Taff Vale are some- to the engine-men or brakesmen, but not to the firemen.
The increase of traffic upon the North-Eastern Railway continues
ing of the slag discharged by the blast furnaces on Teesside.: thing extraordinary. France especiallyis a good customer, but
Mr. David Joy, whose patent for the removal of slag I have on Africa, Russia, Japan, West and East Indies, with the coaling very large. In the week ending May 26th it was something over
eVious occasions alluded to, was requested to furnish the in- stations, figure incessantly on the shipping list. The Taff Vale
‘ormation requisite for the preparation of a prospectus for a receipts for the week ended May 18th showed an increase of £659
Trade at Sheffield remains extremely active. The rolling mills
limit-d company, to be composed of +!» various firms interested in over the corresponding week in 1871, the Rhymney an increase have had a very busy season, and there are still extensive orders
of £803, and the Llanelly £237.
eeee
the question, and others.
on hand for heavy plates for shields and ships, as well as plates for
There is still much ferment amongst the miners and colliers in boilers and similar p
In Teesdale the London Land Compai:y’s miners are locked out
es. The rail mills continue busy, and
the Forest of Dean. Meetings have been held in many places, there is a brisk business doing in points, switches, and other railin consequence of the washers’ strike for an advance of wages.
ere is nothing calling for special attention in the engineering and Mr, Halliday has figured conspicuously. The chief complaint way matéricl,
trade of the north just now. All the engineering establishments is that at several of the pits only an advance of 5 per cent. has
been made. I have heard of one case where 12} per cent. has
exceedingly busy.
f
“On the Tyne, Wear, Tees, and Humber oe gs
are working been given, and the miners are pledging themselves to united
PRICES CURRENT OF METALS AND ge
igwese
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as hard as possible. During the past week there have been a action in the matter. No further intelligence has reached me from
2
|
1872,
the railway employés, but a strike is in contemplation amongst Copper — British — cake \2ad 2 8 4,|||| Steel, Swedish faggot .. |148.4684,
great number of launches of vessels of different sizes.
Ys
and coke trade continues in the same condition which the Great Western and Taff Vale men.
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(From our own Correspondent.)
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erry Ironworks have been employed of lateon large rail orders for of which the
recommend the payment of a dividend of
the first railway in Prince Edward’s Island. Two cargoes, one of £10 per share, free ofincome tax.”
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570 tons and another of 270 tons, have been alventy Cepstched. At Sheffield and district the makers of Bessemer steel find it Deals, per Bt
C.,Peter'sby Set,
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American orders continue to occupy the works at
Dowlais, Cy- difficult to keep
with the demand, although production is Quebec, wht,
039
0 Baltic, puncheon..
crown .. 95 000
0 s10
farthfa, Aberdare, and Plymouth. Dowlais exported upwards of somewhere about 2000tons per week.
St,John,wht.spruce13 034 6112191410
Pipe own a, $200 3100165 175 0
1000 tons to New York early this week. Large shipments of ore
Tron shipbuilding is not so busy on the northern rivers as it was
from Bilbao, Duddon, and the North and West of England con- two months since. With the present high prices of iron and
tinue to arrive. Dowlais, I have understood, now receives per labour, there is no inducement to any one to speculate in this class
Aw Italian savant, M. Luigi Vallerio, of the Academy of
rail all thatone of the northern mines can turn out—something of property.
Florence, it is said, has just discovered a new art, that might
like a thousand tons per week,
The iron trade in South Yorkshire has experienced no material °iled: photo-painting, for not only are drawings reproduce
The extreme purity of Spanish ore makes it exceedingly attrac- change. The foundries are doing an active business, and among ’ the colitis deo with remarkable distinctness,
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ON THE USE OF REFINED PIG METAL IN
PUDDLING.
THE use or non-use of the process of refining iron is
likely to be much debated in the presence of the new
plans of revolving puddling that are deservedly attracting
so much attention from the ironmasters of Britain. “ Refined iron,” or “refined metal,” or “fine metal,” or “ finer’s
metal,” or “ plate metal,” as it is severally termed, is produced by a process which may be roughly described as
directing blasts of air from tuyeres upon a bath of molten
pig, often run in direct from the blast furnace. By this
means the greater portion of its silicon, much of its carbon,
and perhaps a little of its sulphur, are burnt out. The
iesulting cast iron is white and bright on fracture, with
an almost silvery lustre, and is generally more or less
honeycombed.
Various proportions of pig metal thus
treated—sometimes one-quarter, or one-third, or even onehalf—of the whole heat are mixed with other grey pig
forming the charge of the puddling furnace. The main
reason for this is to diminish the labour and time of puddling. The greyer the other portions of the charge, the
larger the proportion of refined metal. There is also another, but very subsidiary, reason for this. The fettling,
or lining of the bed of the furnace, is less “scoured,” or
attacked, by fined metal than by grey pig. This fact was
recalled to notice last week by a correspondent, who seems
to base hopes for the success of a patent puddling furnace
upon its saving of fettling.
Dr. Perey has long ago remarked that “in puddling
refined metal in the same furnace during an entire week
consecutively, the layer of cinder has sometimes become so
thick that, after the furnace has cooled down, it has been
necessary to cut it out, and form a fresh bottom in the
usual way.” “ With grey iron, on the contrary, the opposite
condition is apt to occur, and there is difficulty in keeping
the bottom covered with a layer of cinder sufficiently thick.”
It is the silicon which is mainly got rid of in the process
of refining, and it is its absence which renders the cinder
less fusible, and liable to attack or “scour” the sides and
bottom of the furnace. It must not be supposed that this
silicon is difficult to get rid of. In both the puddling and
the Bessemer processes the silicium is burnt out before the
carbon, and is removed with the utmost ease. There is no
doubt that the direct use of grey pig in the puddling
furnace very greatly increases the labour of hand puddling,
but with a power-propelled rabble or furnace, the graphite
is rather an advantage than otherwise. It is much easier
to obtain a high temperature in the furnace with grey pig,
from its graphite, or uncombined carbon. The great advantage of grey pig is, or ought to be, that the combustion of
its graphite yields a much higher temperature than when
white pig iron is being worked. This temperature is of
the highest importance in obtaining a homogeneous product
and pure puddled bar by the combination of the silicon,
phosphorus, and sulphur with the fettling. The Bessemer
process—depending for its temperature solely upon the
graphite or uncombined carbon in the pig—is a daily proof
that grey pig contains a fuel which, by proper treatment,
can be utilised.
As regards the fettling question, it is absolutely necessary that the fettling be melted, or taken up, or attacked
or scoured by the pig metal, if it be wished that it should
exercise its purifying action—or, still more, if, with
thorough puddling—possibly with machinery—the oxide
of iron in that fettling is to be reduced. “Corpora non
agunt nisi fluida” is an old, universally-recognised chemical saw. No doubt, with pure hematite pig—such as
is obtainable, say, at Workington—the purifying action
of the fettling is not required to carry away sulphur and
phosphorus. The non-use of fettling with such metal as
that of the Cleveland district would simply result either
in the production of cold, short iron, or in an increased
“loss” by actually making a fettling by oxidising the surface of the iron.
The renewal of the few pounds of fettling per heat does
not take up much time, and involves very little expense.
For good work, the quantity of fettling must bear a due
ome geen to the quantity and quality of the metal, being
in the direct ratio as to quantity and to impure quality.
There is another point as regards puddling white metal
that may be noticed. It is very difficult to melt it down
completely; and in consequence its purification, resulting
from a combination with the fettling, is all the more difticult, and there is not that homogeneity in the charge
that can only be produced by the intermingling resulting
from complete fusion. As it is, ceteris partbus, the puddled
bar from grey pig is always of a better quality than that from
white metal of the same alloy. Then, too, in fining down
the danger is also evidently present of pushing it too far
and oxidising a portion of the metal it is wished to “refine.”
AUSTRIAN EXPERIMENTS WITH DYNAMITE,
A SMALL work, just published at Vienna,* gives a very interesting résumé of the experiments with dynamite made by a
committee of Austrian engineer officers in 1869, and of the
subsequent experiments in continuation of the above conducted
by the “‘k.k. Technischen und Administrativen Militar-Comité.”
in 1870-71. These experiments comprised the application of
dynamite to the destruction of timber, of stone and brickwork,
and of ironwork. We give a short summary of their scope and of
the results obtained.
The annexed details are given, as in the original, in Vienna
weights and measures. The proportions of the poral to English
weights and measures are as follows :—lin. English equals 0°964
Wiener in. ; 1ft. English equals 0°964 Wiener ft. ; 1 1b. avoirdupois
— 0°8096 Weiner Ib. ; 1 oz. avoirdupois equals 1625 Weiner.
oths.
_ Timber.—The experiments with timber embraced, firstly, destruction of palisades; secondly, ditto stockade work; thirdly,
ditto single piles; fourthly, ditto, pile staging ; fifthly, ditto
timber-framing (for bridges) ; sixthly, ditto standing timber. The
dynamite employed contained from 72 per cent. to 75 per cent. of
troglycerine ;it was used in a semi-fluid state (ungefrorenis), and
the charges were exploded by means of electricity, or by a Nobel’s
detonating capsule. The conclusions arrived at were as follows:
(a) A row of strong palisades formed of round timbers 14in. in
#4 reng UL.Zundversuche mit Dynamit.” Von I. Lauer; Hauptmann
im Genle-Stabe. Vienna, 1872.
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diameter, 8ft. long, and 2ft. Gin. in the ground, can be broken off
level with the ground by placing a charge of dynamite, in the prortion of 1°5 lb. to the running foot, in cylindrical cartridge cases
2in. in diameter, along the ground at the foot of and touching the
alisades. (b) With a stockade formed of 14in. baulks backed
8in. by Sin. palisading the same effect can be produced by a
charge of 3°4 Ib. of dynamite to the running foot. Where there is
an interior banquette the cartridge cases must be laid above the
level of the tread. In the above experiments large fragments of
timber were projected to distances of twenty to fifty paces and
splinters to a distance of 120 to 150 paces. [The English yard is
1‘2 Austrian paces.] (c) Single piles 14in. square can be destroyed
by a charge of 12 loths of dynamite inserted in a 14in. auger hole
10in. in depth, also by a charge of 24 lb. in a light case susnnded against each - 4 Groups of piles can be
ily destroyed
C exploding charges of dynamite of 8 Ib. to 101b. and upwards in
their midst. (d) Planking affixed to strong uprights, so as to give
a total thickness of 10in. to 12in., can be broken down along any
required breadth by charges of 2°8 1b. to 3°4 lb. of dynamite to the
running foot, in cylindrical cases 3in. in diameter laid —; it.
(e) Trees of 9in. to 20in. diameter can be felled by drilling 1}in
auger holes to a depth of two-thirds of the tree’s diameter and
filling the said holes with dynamite to one-third of their depth,
one hole for each tree. With trees of 20in. to 24in. diameter
the auger holes should be filled up to half their depth.
Trees of24in. to 30in. diameter required two such holes each.
The experiments made with poplar, elm, and other trees of various
diameters showed that the trees thus treated were, in most cases,
snapped off at the level of the bore hole, and that the position assumed by the trunk in falling was generally determined by the
direction of the wind. In some instances the trees remained
standing. In all the timber was much shattered. It was also
proved that trees of 18in. diameter could be felled with the crosscut saw, and those of 14in. with the hand-saw, rather more expeditiously than by blasting with dynamite.
Masonry and Brickwork.—In these experiments both hard and
soft dynamite containing 73 per cent. of nitro-glycerine was
employed for the following purposes.—(1) To determine the
relative values of cubical and cylindrical cases for charges of dynamite
I
inst detached walls of good solid masonry (weight per
cubic foot not stated). (2) To determine the minimum charge of
dynamite requisite to produce a given effect in the demolition of
s
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scarp and retaining walls, by blast-holes, by mili
mines, and
charges applied to the face of the wall. ‘Alsotnshedeotetathon ct
arches. (3) To determine relative
powers of dynamite and
ordinary blasting-powder under} the foregoing conditions. The
effects of dynamite upon detached walls of good, solid
masonry of the greatest thickness likely to be encountered in
military operations in the field, are shown in the annexed table.
The remaining experiments are stated to have been insufficient
to determine the minimum charges of dynamite requisite to
~~ a given effect under given conditions. They showed,
owever, that the formule of Lebrun and Wermann require considerable modification before they can be applied todynamitecharges.
Also, that further experiments are necessary to determine the
effects of given weights
in the destruction of arches, bridge-piers, and
other like masses. Lastly, that in charges laid against thefoot of
detached walls the powers of dynamite are fourteen or fifteen
times as great as those of ordinary 40deg. blasting-powder, and
that in mines the effects may be taken roundly as thirteen times
as great.
Ironwork, -These experiments were made with soft dynamite
containing 69°91 per cent. of nitro-glycerine, and also with solid
dynamite containing 73 per cent. to 75 per cent. They included
the breaching of wrought iron plates, of armour plates, of wrought
iron girders, destruction of sections of permanent way, and of
various cast iron objects. The results were, upon the whole,
satisfactory, and in accordance with the expectations raised b
the previous experiments upon other materials, Those wi
armour and wrought iron a showed that 1 lb. of dynamite
was sufficient to breach a plate of best wrought iron 6in. broad
and lin, thick. Assuming the effects to vary directly with the
charge, the writer of the work before us proposes the followi
rules for determining the charge of dynamite requisite to — 4
1ft. broad wrought iron plates, viz., the square of thickness of
plate in inches will be equal to the charge in pounds. The diameter of cartridge case to be 1°5 times the thickness of the plate
against which it is laid. (Vienna weights and measures.) The
work contains some details of experiments with various forms of
detonators for dynamite charges; also of the comparative value of
English compeenet gun-cotton. The latter showed itself slightly
inferior in breaching power to dynamite, but the experiments
were avowedly on too limited a scale to permit of a fair comparison of the capabilities of the two explosives.
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THE HORSE-POWER OF STEAM ENGINES.
Tue following correspondence has taken place between the Board of Trade and the Institution of Naval
Architects :—
Board of Trade, Whitehall Gardens, 22nd March, 1872,
Sir,—I am directed by the Board of Trade to enclose some
copies of a memorandum on ‘ Horse-power” ef Steam Engines.
Representations have been made to the Board that the term
‘‘Nominal Horse-power” conveys no definite meaning. This
term occurs in section 5 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1862, of
which a copy is enclosed. The Board of Trade will be glad to receive any observations on the subject with which the council of
the Naval Architects may be able to favour them. If some understanding can be come to on the point, a definition of the term
might be agreed to which will be accepted not only by the manufacturers and users of engines, but by the Legislature in the event
of the term ‘‘ Nominal Horse-power” being retained when the
statute is revised.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
(Signed) THomas Gray,
The Secretary, Naval Architects, Adelphi.
Institution of Naval Architects, 9, Adelphi-terrace,
London, W.C.,
4th June, 1872.
Sir,—In reply to your letter (M) of the 22nd March, in which
you ask for certain advice with respect to the term nominal horse
power, I am directed to inform you that the subject has been
carefully considered by a committee of the council of this institution, with the following results :—The committee were unanimously of opinion that the term nominal horse-power, as at present ordinarily used for commercial purposes, conveys no definite
meaning. They were also unanimous in considering that the procontained in Mr. MacFarlane Gray’s pamphlet could not
recommended for adoption. The majority of the committee
were of opinion that no formule depending upon the dimensions
of any parts of the engines, boilers, or furnaces could be relied
upon as giving a satisfactory measure of the power of an engine,
and that even if the varieties of engines and boilers now in use
could be comprised under one general expression for the power, the
fe oe of invention would soon vitiate any such expression or
ormula. The entire abandonment of an old comme’
standard,
such as nominal horse power, however inaccurate, must be a
matter of considerable inconvenience, and accordingly great
attention was given by the committee to the question whether

re | ote)
—
8s)

—
—

that standard could not be
ded and retained. Among
the many plans considered, not one received unanimous
or even general approval. That which met with least
objection was that the indicated horse power, as ascertained on a trial trip, should be taken either as the nominal
horse power or as a basis for it; being divided by a suitable divisor. The committee were of opinion that for the omy
of the Act, if any standard at all of horse-power is to
used
with reference to the engineers, it would be better to name 400
indicated horse-power, in place of 100 nominal horse-power.
The committee were also of opinion thal e// engineers of coasting
and sea-going ships should be required to pass some examination,
and the council think it desirable that this opinion should be communicated to the Board of Trade.—I have the honour to be, Sir,
your obedient servant,
(Signed) C. W. MERRIFIELD, Hon. Sec.
The Secretary, the Board of Trade, Whitehall Gardens, 8.W.
THe Henry BLAGROVE TESTIMONIAL.—We are pleased to be
able to inform our readers that the Henry Blagrove Testimonial
Fund has now reached nearly £1500. As it is possible there are
friends of Mr. Blagrove who have not yet added their names to
the list of subscribers, and who would regret missing the opportunity of so doing, we just mention that subscriptions are still
received by the hon. treasurer, Mr.
Thurnam, Norfolk
Villa, Reigate.
GoLD IN OLD Crowns AND HaLF-crowns.—The a
of the Mint, in his report for the
1871, supplies thepanmoe |
curious information:—As is well known, silver, when
from its ores, usually contains a small quantity of gold, and the
process of refining, as practised when the coins in question were
struck, was too expensive to admit of the extraction at a profit of
the small quantity contained in them. At the present day, however, improvements in refining render it possible to extract with
profit any quantity of gold exceeding two — in the pound
troy of silver. Samples examined in the Mint prove that the
half-crowns ye43 process 7 mn
fromoy: contain
an av
rs)
grains in the poun
wi
therefore, any
considerable quantity of these coins has accumulated in the Mint
it willprobably be visable
to recommend that the gold should
be extracted from them before they are re-coined,
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je if we choose a sound basis,
themselves, This is quite
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Were it not that I should trespass too far, I could offer many
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
further reasons to induce others to join in my own matured concorrespondents.)
viction that the proper basis ef a patent-right should be a solemn
declaration by the applicant :- First, that he believed the invenTHE PATENT QUESTION,
tion not to
already in use in this country, or patented by
Stn,-—-Since forwarding my last letter the report of the Patent another person within a given time, or used for the production of
Committee has appeared. I would therefore beg permission to any imported articles ; and, secondly, that he is prepared to put it
make a few remarks upon its more notable proposals, in contrast into practical operation in this country within a given time. He
with those which I have myself urged. I regret that so much should, therefore, file a
pl
I
tion of the invention in
collective wisdom, operating upon so much collected evidence, has a form to be provided by the Patent-office, The value of such a
not produced a more promising result. But some mountains only form as an index to what he ought to state as essential features,
breed mice. Thus the total of the whole is, that the balance of and as a record of what he claims—affirmative as well as negative
advantage is in favour of patents, and that the old system ought -would be great, and its construction easy. It would, in fact, be
to be continued with some trifling changes as to form, I can dis- to substitute a sort of mechanism for what is now so imperfectly
cover none as to substance. The basis proposed for a patent is, as done by manual, or rather mental ski
heretofore, that the thing shall subserve manufactures, and be new.
This done, it should—without more bowing and age Fe
The first condition seems quite superfluous, as no one wouldanil | the inventor
for the exclusive manufacture o the thing
- fied, as protection
—
wish to exceed the limits of manufacture, i
against all competitors for a given time, or until some
e would in that case exceed the limits of remuneration. Thus | one else should take the trouble to show that he had been beforethe other condition of novelty becomes the sole practical test. hand in the same matter in a practical way. It is those who
Utility is apparently ignored, unless it should happen to grow out might deem themselves injured by exclusion from competition
of novelty. We are, Eoueren; left quite in the dark as to how who would become the effective agents to test the justice of the
much of a thing may be new and how much old; or whether what
ant.
:
is old for one purpose may not be new for another; or whether “i no one feel alarm at the idea of patents being granted as a
what is old in idea may not be new in application—with many matter of course—upon the responsibility and at the risk of the
like questions both of kind and degree. In the face of all this I applicant—for that is notoriously the present practice, and withrepeat again that the proper objects of patent protection are all out any palpable injury to the public.
contrivances not already in practical use. We must put aside
Nothing can exceed the civility of the Patent-office officials, It
novelty, and with it mere ingenuity, so as to deal only with the is a pleasure to do business with them. There is no obstruction,
practical interests of society in an available form. But whether and only a little too much circumlocution. There is no doubt
novelty or utility, or a compound of both, be taken as the basis, I some trouble to novices in filling very vague forms. But somehow
can see no prospect of any real improvement in the properest mode the patents always come out at last, if the fees have gone in at
of procedure. In the first place, it is proposed to constitute an first. No questions are asked, unless perhaps about the weather
efficient staft of examiners, who shall decide whether a patent is down in the country. Dont let us part with all this pleasant
to be granted or not—that is, ‘whether the above two conditions facility, but let the Patent-office assume a more active character
have been fulfilled or not, This seems to be rather a move in the for help—let it become a great school of instruction for those
direction of the American system—the vices of which were so who wish to go to school. Let it give our inventors—the pioneers
painfully explained in,the extract from a New York paper which of our manufacturing army—the fullest information as to what is
you gave last week. To delegate a discretion to single examiners already known to be in practical use, or which might perhaps be
would be as dangerous, in point of efficiency, here as there—though converted to practical use if better known. Let it thus protect
no one would, in this country, think of imputing even the suspicion the ignorant from the risk of loss, and help the intelligent to the
of corruption to our officials. But there would always remain the chance of gain. Above all, let there be a new tribunal established
I
of i
pet
The inventor alone knows how to competent to deal with patent cases, so as to enable the interested
appreciate the peculiar feature of his own invention. His views parties to settle conflicting rights in the least a
and most
are all ape pants and he would distrust the judgment of those expeditious way that we can desire. This would be the necessary
who only had experience of the past as their guide.
complement to the self-acting principle I propose.
But the fact is, no examiners could be physically competent to
I know no branch of our jurisprudence where a sound legal
fulfil the duty expected of them. Taking the weekly average reform, in which I have had some successful experience in times
number of patent applications at over a hundred, what number of past, could be more easily and more thoroughly effected than
examiners could form a correct judgment as to the conditions re- here, But the true way to set about this is not merely to
quired in each case? Each would involve not only the question simplify forms, but to render their subject matter more simple.
whether it was new—in spite of Solomon—but whether it was We can do this at once by substituting priority of practice for
subservient to any manufacture, and whether patented in any priority of proposal. We come amongst plain matters of fact,
other country or not, with others growing out of the case ; and in easily understood, and easily proved. As in the analogous race
cases of final specifications there would be the further question for rewards and distinction, it is not a question of dams or sires,
whether the latter was covered by the provisional one or not. The or who bred the horse, but who took him over the fence first.
labour would be enormous, Every case would require the most
Ham Villa, Rathmines,
Ws. TicHe Hamitton,
refined consideration, and their number would not fall much short
May 27th, 1872.
of all the cases of property decided by all the courts in England in
the same time,
Sir,—Though a mere personal matter, I hope you will allow me
But after all, suppose,the examiners equal to the work, what
good would result? Their decision could establish no final right. to contradict Mr. Lyttle’s assertion that I had appropriated his
It might give a colour of such, But this would be deceptive. The proposals without acknowledgment ; on the contrary, I have disfirst competitor who had got the same idea before, and had it in cussed them throughout as his, dissenting, however, from them all
record in some shape without their knowledge, would upset their except that as to the matter of novelty. I object to making
cial user the basis of patent right, as he proposed, and I
decision, with all its consequences, just like a row of
i
Their decision could do no more than admit a man to a certain object to his modes of carrying this out. Should you deem my
pe and then leave him there to fight for himself against all third letter, sent on the 27th, as worth insertion, it will show how
totally we differ. I disclaim even the happy thought that the
rivals,
_ Again, the questionof novelty involves that of identity—different life of a patent should depend upon its ability to make £100 a year.
in all matters, but especially so in the matter of mere verbal If the exclusion of novelty from the basis of patents be a novel
definition, which would be the then state of the proposal. The idea, by all means let him have the credit of its proposal for as
Americans mitigate this difficulty by their required model. But long as novelty may have value. But is it not rather fast to
without this corporeal check the slightest shades of distinctive claim this fora thing which the best opinions may by and by
description might lead astray. In the reality, the mere reversal of pronounce worthless, though he and I may think otherwise?
a small part, the mere introduction of a au screw or other small My proposals are not new; they have long been current in
element, often constitutes all the difference between avaluable and society. I have therefore better reasons for the faith that is in
me than any persuasion of ——— my sole aim is to demonuseless contrivance,
_ A very bad result too would be the temptation thus offered to strate to your readers their applicability, in a sense, as different
inventors to try to give non-essentials the semblance of essentials, from that expressed by Mr. Lyttle as any two things relating to
so as to cause an appearance of novelty, rather than of real utility the same subject matter can possibly be.
June 3rd, 1872.
W. Tice Hamitton,
in its simplest form. It is true that the proposed agency of the
examiners might tend to reduce litigation by warning incautious
inventors that others had got before them. But would this be
PROVINCIAL ENGINEERS’ SOCIETIES,
worth all the trouble? If men like to speculate it is no business
Srr,—In reading your article on provincial engineering societies
of ours. Let them alone, they know better what they are at than I was much impressed with the practical manner in which it was
wecan, The true corrective lies in the counter interest of com- written, condensing as it does into a small compass an exposition
petitors, No other agency could be effective or just, and, if we of the wants of young societies; and having published such an
include novelty as a condition, the corrective becomes practical. article in your paper, I concluded you would feel interested in
We get amongst interests actually alive and in operation, both hearing of the formation of any provincial society. At Messrs.
palpable and tangible.
Ransomes, Sims, and Head’s the foremen of the various departments
But suppose that even the system of examination were esta- have established a society called the ‘‘ Orwell Works Engineering
blished, are we to have no improvements in the forms of proce- Society,” and I need hardly say that as soon as this was’ brought
dure to establish the grant of protection? No. The old hum- before the notice of the firm they, with their usual appreciation of
drum formalities of provisional specifications, and warrants, and any endeavours to increase the knowledge of their employés, took
final specifications, and applications for the seal—folios of sheep- an active part in it at once. We have at present monthly
skin, and boxes containing as much beeswax as would fill a hive meetings, and have had papers read on “* Ironworks for the Manuwithout the honey-—are all to survive. But what on earth is the facture of Iron,” and on “‘ Malleable Cast Iron,” These subjects
use of this antiquated system? Why not send all such useless being descriptions of actual work, and illustrated by drawings,
stuff down the stream, as we sent John Doe and Richard Roe a elicited very interesting discussions. The drawings made and
few years ago, when we were in a mood to exchange useless submitted by the authors of the papers formed, in my opinion, one
fictions for useful realities ? Why should the State do more than of the leading features for explaining the subjects. One of our
at once certify the right to be conceded, in the shortest possible rules provides for a general discussion every third meeting night,
form? It wouldbe very short. The proposal to allow a pro- when questions previously deposited in a box are promiscuously
visional specification to lie open for inspection before accepting drawn from it by the chairman, and proposed by him to the
the final one might seem to promise some aid to the examiners
ting for di
i
These questions being without signatures
in detecting non-originality. But those interested would never be the authors are unknown. We purchase the following weekly
at the trouble to inspect. They would wait for a more perfected papers :—THE ENGINEER, the Mechanics’ Magazine, the Builder,
stage or a more convenient season. We must follow nature always Engineering, and the Scientific American, and circulate
in the way nature is most likely to go.
them amongst the members. We hope to continue our society,
This matter of two generations of specifications seems peculiarly being fully impressed with its usefulness in developing
useless, The object of six months’ secrecy is, no doubt, intelligible. individual thought and action, I may say we make it peremptory
It secures the date of a claim before it is ripe; but it does no on the part of the members to decide before the dem of the
more. The first specification must cover the second. Therefore, meeting the next subject for discussion. The members are
though a man may improve his invention, he may not improve his a
ed in the minute book alphabetically, and in this order
specification ; he must begin over again. This was, no doubt, a are called upon to introducea subject for di
i
device of some Attorney-General who wished not to be done out
10,
Christchurch-street,
Ipswich. ¥. W, GARRARD, Hon, Sec,
of his fees. But waiving that consideration, all that is really
ey <a isa single specification, with power to add and alter, as
in France and Belgium.
‘
BREAKWATERS.
With respect to the question of licences, I will only say that any
Sir.—Apropos of your correspondent Mr. Alexander Doull’s
interference seems both unwise and unjust. The proposal of the communication in your impression of the 24th inst., on the subject
committee would be an infringement of the right of property which of breakwaters, we have now before us a brief account of the:
is recognised by the patent. We recognise the thing as private maritime disasters at Madras in the late gale which visited that
property, for a limited time, as the best mode of rewarding the port, sufficiently violent to strand nine ships out of thirteen, and
inventor. On what principle can we make him share his reward rendering an expensive pier entirely useless and irrepairable.
with another? The good of the orga would be indirect, and far “‘The enormous sum of money lost by this great calamity, to say
too remote, to be reached in that way, We might, of course, nothing of the loss of human life, cannot fail to impress upon
curtail the amount of the reward for the sake ofthe public, but évery one the necessity which exists for securing, by some means
not of other traders. We might thus
proportion the duration of or another, the safety of vessels in the Madras
s.” Your
the protection to any degree of reasonable conception in the matter correspondent directs attention especially to solid fixed walls of a
of licences, as was, I think, suggested by one wi
; but, d
d particular type, and advocates a sloping surface rather than an
upon it, all such interference is misplaced. I could not, perhaps, abrupt one, and if he could show how the wave could pass over to
ve a better example than this of what I regard as the pervading the other side into still water his theory would be correct; but,
‘aults of the report—too much meddling—too much interf
as every 5)
ing sea must return
whence it came, the
with our liberties—too little reliance upon the agency ‘which |very angleof incline which he advocates must tend to augment
nature has given us as our
it prime-movers—self-interest
{ the magnitude of the next wave.
self-action. No system will averwork well unless it be so pm f If by any means we can arrest the wave before it reaches shallow
structed that the parties interested will be constrained to work it water, by stopping its progress landward in detail, it would become
4
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| in évery respect harmless. I believe, therefore, that the merit of
any structure for this object, whether of a floating or solid
character, must be based upon this principle. I would ask your
correspondents whose attention is directed particularly to the
| harbour works of Wick, whether there is not a silting of the
| anchorage already perceptible’ assed experience is conclusive
| on this head, that wherever the natural flow and ebb of the water
is impeded by a solid body, any matter held in suspension, uninfluenced by the current, must of necessity accumulate, and the
' extent of such a process of deterioration will depend upon the
nature and condition of the locality. At this time a proposition is
before the Colonial Government a the construction of a solid
breakwater at Columbo, in Ceylon, the outlay for which must
result in heavy dues upon shipping and merchandise, and the
period for its construction may
estimated at from twelve to
fifteen years by any unbiassed and competent person who is familiar
with the obstacles attending such an undertaking so largely dependent 7 native labour. And here again must arise the
question of silting. In conclusion, I would repeat your correspondent’s advice :—‘‘ Change your tactics, and go in for victory ;”
abandon crude ideas, and grapple this important subject on intelligent principles compatible with the progress of the age.
NEPTUNE’S Coast COMMISSIONER,
London, 28th May, 1872.
COMPOUND ENGINES.
S1r,—In considering the relative merits of compound and singlecylinder engines, I think there is a point worth taking into account
which I have not yet seen alluded to, viz. :—If it be desired to use
a great initial pressure in a single-cylinder double-acting engine,
the piston must be made sufficiently steam-tight for that pressure
throughout its whole stroke, and the friction entailed will be considerable ; hence, it will be useless to expand the steam to an
extremely low pressure ; because, when a point is reached at
which the pressure of steam will just overcome the friction of the
piston, this is the limit to which the expansion may be carried
without positive waste. Ina anposcins engine this defect can
be in a great measure obviated by a slight enlargement of that
end of the cylinder at which the piston finishes its stroke. In the
case of a compound double-acting engine the high-pressure piston
alone must be tight enough for the maximum pressure of steam,
while the larger cylinder need not have its piston or piston-red so
tightly packed, and thus it will allow of a smaller final pressure,
or, in other words, a greater degree of expansion than a doubleacting single-cylinder engine working with the same initial pressure
will,
G. R.
Edinburgh, 2nd June, 1872.
[We do not see much force in our correspondent’s argument.
Even if it were true, which it is not, that much tighter packing
was required for high than for low pressure pistons, it is still
evident that the aggregate friction of the two pistons in a compound engine must be geater than that of the one piston of a
simple engine of the same power.—Eb. E.]
Srr,—In reference to the subject of compound versus simple
engines, an insertion of the following in your next would oblige :
A compound engine of stroug proportions was made to exhaust
direct from both cylinders, the existing air-pump and condenser
being of sufficient capacity to admit of the alteration. The two unjacketed cylinders were never disturbed, being secured to the same
bed plate, and transmitting power through a single connecting
rod. In consequence of this change, the only increase of friction
would be the additional labour put upon the air-pump in draining
from both cylinders, also the loss of utilising a low terminal pressure from the smallest cylinder. As a set off against this we
obtained an extra vacuum, a riddance of back pressure, and a
higher grade of expansion in the larger cylinder, with the same
identical terminal pressure as before. The frigorific action of the
condenser upon the large cylinder remained practically the same,
and with the smaller one an increased size of eduction pipe to act
as receiver would have delivered us from phantom cooling had we
thought the scheme desirable. In conclusion, the practical result
obtained turned out as might be expected—viz., increase of power,
with a considerable reduction of fuel in proportion,
Ww. W.
Newton Moor, June 3rd, 1872.
THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
Sir,—Allow me to inform you that since the publication of my
last letter in your columns I have received a very polite letter
from Lieutenant Grover, apologising for not replying to my letter
sooner, and informing me that instructions have been given to the
police to allow holders of press-tickets to examine the exhibits in
any manner they think proper,
Cc, E.
mdon, June 4th, 1872.
THE FAIRBAIRN BOILER.
Simr,—On my return home on Saturday last I was lookin,
through a batch of recent numbers of THE ENGINEER, and foun
in the issue of April 19th a description and engraving of the Fairbairn boiler, which certainly does not do much credit to the
designer, and I was much surprised to find so many mistakes—I
willnot say in principle, but ratherindetail—receiving the sanction
of the pioneer of boiler engineering and president of the Manchester Steam Users’ Association. I should like to know if the
Bowling hoops round the tubes are considered sufficiently elastic,
and able to stand for any length of time the buckling action they
are evidently introduced to
late, as well as for
strengthening the tubes. Without some similar contrivance there
is every reason to believe the great expansion of the flue tubes
ed with the shells containing them, would result some day
in a dangerous transverse steam rip in the outer shell, or a pushing
out of the end, as the annular space in the end plate is too small
to admit of so stout a plate springing much. What a boiler to
clean internally and examine! Of what use will the small wheels
be for rolling the flue tube out after six months’ work with ordinary hard water? Supposing the boiler should require cleaning
every three months, what an amount of labour will be required
to remove the tube! How the rollers, or whatever is used for
aiding its removal, will
“thump,” ‘‘thump,” over the lap
joints, starting them, and breaking off the rivet heads! What a
large clear space in front of the boiler will be required for removing the tube, and how the end joints will be damaged in attempting
to break them and force out the tube ; and how impossible it will
be to keep them tight after having been broken a few times! Then
why so much brickwork in contact with the boiler plates to harbour moisture and conceal corrosion? How can anyone expect a
true indication of pressure or water level, with the steam blowing
off strongly at the safety valve, from such an ingeniously mischievous-looking multiple arrangement of gauges and safety valveas
is shown in the engraving? he Ahas the feed
-pressure
valve been
ed so that the slightest accident in its working,
or leakage past the valve over night, might drain the boiler dry?
and, moreover, the thick brick wall over the bottom cylinders
looks as if it had been maliciously placed there to make the water
gauge tube as long as possible to hasten its ga up with ordinary feed-water, and render the gauge useless, Then what a barbarously large dome hole, and why a dome at all? Surely if
anyone knows the inutility of domes and —— of large dome
pe he the president of the Manchester Steam Users’ Association
should.
at a likely-looking arrangement for b
the edge
of the plate and
le iron the back end joint of the tube makes,
with a short boiler,
fire-grate, and strong draught! As for the
large amount of heating
beyond the internal flues, it is all
“4 der ghg bea
of oa see Bee See ee Sore
about it;
t
il certainly
prove a more
effective steam generator than a well-designed Lancashire boiler,
——— it will
ly give an immense deal moretrouble. The
boiler looks as if it woud require an anti-priming pipe. Speaking
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of priming, it has often occurred to me that engines working at action on the screw-shaft engines, which gave the vessel a «peel
more than 150 Ib, pressure could not do so if the steam were dry of eight miles per hour. The mizen-mast being the funnel, she
without causing great trouble by heating and sei
in the| had no appearance of a steamer, and was exhibited by Mr. Wims
gate and valve faces, and the circumstance will \" y | burst at his own cost,for two years, and was afterwards chartered for
a voyage and back to and from Constantinople with fruit. Although
© greatest barrier
to the
ral adoption urged by
‘s-court, E.C., for five
witat are at present consid
very high pressures. I
ve, | he kept models, &c., at his office, 2, Co
tubulous, and other boilers at present used for high pressures are | y:ears to exhibit, he also left models of his vessel at the Admiralty,
notorious primers, and without the water they discharge into the and applied to be allowed either to build or alter some of their
cylinders the engines would not work se satisfactorily as at) men ; but from them I believe he received no compensation for
present, What a happy design the ordinary slide valve is for | the use of his inventions, and ultimately he became pecuniarily
saving the cylinder covers when the boiler primes heavily! and involved, and lost all he then
without it the locomotive would not have arrived at its present | I conceive that Mr. Wimshurst has a large claim on the public,
stage without encountering more disasters than have a
to its and that the Government ought to allow an inquiry, and let him
receive such reward as the inquiry shall prove him to be entitled
lot.
to on account of the ae aa improvement made through
Sunderland, June 4th, 1872.
his instrumentality.
illions of money per annum are saved in
building
vessels and in consumption of fuel, and, I may also
WHO MADE THE SCREW PROPELLER A sUCCESS !
further add to this, the command of the ocean.
S1r,—To whom are the public indebted for the introduction of
WILLIAM Lave.
the screw prepeller into our mercantile and naval services? As
2, Cowper’s-court, Cornhill, E.C., 30th May, 1872.
this questlon has become one involving a claim for national
reward, allow me to state a few facts which have come to my
IRRIGATION CANAL OF THE RHONE.
knowledge. Previous to 1838 screw propelling only ended in exTHE proper irrigation of the four departments of France, the
perimental failures, caused not only through bad propellers and
their arrangements, but also by the want of a properly formed vessel Dréme, Garde, Herault, and Vaucluse, has been for many years
adapted to the use of the screw propeller. In the year 1837 my under consideration, and at last the Minister of Public Works has
attention was called to a boat in the city canal about 30ft. long granted a credit of small amount for the necessary preliminary
with her engines, &c. She was fitted with a screw of one whole
turn, which was placed in a kind of well made in the vessel about steps to be taken to carry out the plans of M, Aristide Dumont,
one third of her length from the stern, and the result was its con- Engineer-in-Chief of Ponts et Chaussées.
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demnation by a committee of four practical gentlemen, and the
capital intended for a larger vessel was thus diverted and invested
in a paddle-wheel vessel. Captain Rutherford, Captain Courtnay,
Mr. G. Bayley, and Mr. Wimshurst being present, the latter proposed to go with Mr. Smith to Mr. Wright, the banker, with the
view to raise further capital, also to take shares and form a
company. The plans for a new vessel were similar to Fig. 1 ; they
were furnished by the company’s surveyors, but I was frequently
at the yard while she was building and fitting out.
In the above plans will be seen a large sectional bulkhead
marked A! before the screw, and a smaller one abaft the screw,
also marked A}, In building the vessel, when Mr. Wimshurst came
to the objectionable part he stopped the building, and the directors
gave Mr. W. authority to build the vessel upon his improved plans,
i.¢., doing away with the bulkheads to lengthen the vessel in the
after body, rom|to introduce a body post for the propeller shaft to
run through ; this gave long cleanlines to the run of the vessel,
and also to allow the water to run to and from the propeller. The
Archimedes was built
upon these improved plans, and launched in
October, 1838, fitted with Mr. Smith’s one whole turn or convolution of a screw, see B, Fi
After along delay with the machinery
Mr. Wimshurst went to sea with his men, forges, &c,, to make
her first experimental trials, through which he discovered that the
screw required to be altered to avoid the great shaking of the
stern, caused by the screw being so long and passing too close to
the stern posts. In co’
uence of an accident to the boiler the
vessel was put into dry dock. One day Mr. Wimshurst suggested to
take away the shaking of the stern. He proposed to shorten the
propeller by making a two-bladed propeller, see letter B, Fig. 2,
this on trial gave two miles per hour
ter speed, with two
revolutions less per minute with the engine, and removed nearly
all the shaking of the stern.
I think no one would wish to detract from the merits of Mr.
Smith, now Sir F. P. Smith, or to prevent his receiving any pecuniary reward that may be due to him for his share in exhibiting
the Archimedes round the United ry es with Mr. Wimshurst’s
improvements, which are admitted to be his by all those gentlemen
who were led to believe that the Archimedes was entirely of Mr.
Smith’s invention, and ay
ed a memorial to the Government on Sir F. P, Smith
f, whereas they are Mr. Wimshurst’s inventions that have led to the great success, and which
are now generally adopted.
In September, 1839, Mr. Wimshurst commenced the second
screw steamer, the Novelty, and I was requested to inspect her in
myae —_—_ = es several further improvements
in
vessel,
as lengthening the run, making a new propeller
of two blades of a quarter of a turn each, with a less
ing for
the
, and adapting it to be unshipped
while afloat in less
than half an hour,
e engines were a pair of inverted direct-

M. Dumont proposesto take thirty-three cubic metres, or tons, of
water per second from the Rhone, at Condrieu, and to cut a canal
for the irrigation of the two banks from Tain to Mornas, on the
left, and from Mornas to Montpellier on the right. Taking
advantage of the narrowing of the valley of the Rhone at Mornas,
M. Dumont proposes to carry the canal over it by means of a
syphon, which will consist of cast iron tubes on a fixed bridge.
This arrangement presents the advantage of irrigation for both
sides, While on the right bank above Mornas there are only
mountains, on the left extend magnificent plains, fitter for irrigation, with an area of fifteen thousand acres. On the right bank
the zone to be irrigated is not very important till below Mornas,
but to Montpellier to the sea the proportions become very extensive. The canal will be useful for irrigation at Saint Vallier, only
at a small distance from its source. The point of junction with
the Khone is 139 metres above the}level of the ocean; after
traversing the plains of Peage and Sablons, the canal will run
parallel with the railway to Saint Vallier, and thence, still parallel
with the railway, to Crozes. From the last-named place to Tain
it will be tunnelled ; issuing from the tunnel it will cross the main
road from Tain to Romans, pass over the Bére ahove Beaumont
Monteaux, run behind’ Valence, follow the slopes of the hill to la
Vache, cross the Drome above Sivron, the Tessoun below Mirmande, and the Rubron, near St. Marcel. After the last crossing
the canal runs along the hill side to the Trappist Monastery, passes
underground behind Douzére, crosses the Berre, then between
Clausaye, Saint-Paul-trois-Chiteaux and Saint-Restitut, behind
Seize en Rosse and Rochegude, where it will traverse the Ley,
reach the hill side above Mornas, and pour its waters into a large
reservoir established on the plateau.
The length of the canal from its source to Mornas will be about
one hundred and twelve miles ; all the towns by which it passes can
be supplied with water, and it is anticipated that many new factories
will spring up in consequence. From the reservoir at Mornas the
canal recommences, passing to the right bank of the Rhone by
means of the syphon-aqueduct, and then the waters are to be
raised in another reservoir on the plateau of Vénégeau at the
height of 95 metres above the sea ; from this reservoir commences
the canal of the right bank of the Rhone, which will pass behind
Vénégeau towards Saint Nazaire, and follow the flank of the hill
behind Saint Gervaise, crossing the Coze, near Saint Michel-

on*
od. 4
d'Euzel; thence it reaches Montpelli
fter passing U yes, through
a tunnel more than three miles long, near Pougnadoresse, behind
Saint Chaptes, crossing the Gardon near Ners, irrigating the two
slopes of that valley, entering the valley of the Vidourie, curving
round towards Sommiecres, reaching Montpellier at the height of
sixty metres above the level of the sea, and irrigating the whole
of the environs of this town by means of numerous channels which
will distribute the water over the vast plains, which suffer terribly
and frequently from drought, that lie between Montpellier and the
sea,
As already stated, the amount of water taken from the Rhone
at its lowest level is set down at 33 tons per second, but during
about half the year the volume will be increased to 40 or 45 tons.
The distribution is calculated in the following proportions : 20
tons for agricultural irrigation, 10 for irrigation in the vicinity of
towns, and 3 tons for evaporation and loss,
The great importance of this canal consists in the fact that
while in the summer all the other rivers in the south of France
are nearly dry, the Rhone, being fed by the snow and glaciers of
the Alps, pours a grand stream into the sea, which would make
the fortune of agriculture. At extreme low water this noble
river passes Lyons at the rate of 235 tons per second, at Tournon
at the rate of 310 tons, at Valence at 410, at Avignon at 450, and
at Beaucuire at the rate of 530 tons per second. At average states
of the river the flow at the spot where the canal is to commence
is equal to more than 600 tons per second ; there is little fear then
of exhausting such a supply as this, and it is asserted that the
abstraction of the volume of water above named will have no effect
even upon the shallowest parts.
The total quantity of water available for field irrigation, namely
12,000 tons, as a minimum during six or seven months,
will give at
the lowest computation two-thirds of a litre per second per hectare,
but probably about one litre per second per hectare (1j pint to 24
acres), and this is considered more than sufficient. The price to be
paid is set down in the plan at 50f. per hectare (16s. per acre) in
the country, and at 10f. per year for one ton of water per day in the
neighbourhood of the towns, —
The estimated cost of this important work is equal to two millions sterling for the formation of the canal and its distributing
conduits, and the time required for its execution three years.
The great height of the source of this proposed canal will allow
the irrigation to be carried
dry lands on the slopes of the
hills, and thus greatly increase their value, and the author of the
plan sets down the increased value of such lands at about twelve
millions sterling.
Grand as this scheme is, there is nothing extraordinary, or even
novel in it ; the canal of the Muzza takes 77 tons of water per
second from the Adda, and the grand canal of the Techino 48 tons
per second from that river.
The great quantity ofwater pro;
1 to be taken from the Rhone
will require the canal to be very little larger than an ordinary one
for navigation.
The effect on the vineyards and fields of the South of France,
which often suffer so terribly from want of rain, must be enormous,
THE financial statement of the Illinois Central Company
for the
month of April shows that 3650 acres of land had ed sold in
the land department during the month for 34,673 dols., and that
64,981 dols. had been collected in that department. The estimated
earnings in the traffic department amounted for the month of
April, on 1109 miles of railway, to 547,988 dols., and the actual
earnings for the month of April, 1871, to 620,228 dols., showing a
decrease of 72,240 dols.
Great EasTERN RaILway New Lines.—The first section of the
metropolitan extensions of the Great Eastern was opened on
Monday last, The ultimate terminus of the system will be at the
new station in Liverpool-street, adjoining the joint Broad-street
station of the London and North-Western and North London
companies, The extension line will start from the new station on
a low level, and will pass under the Shoreditch highway, under
Commercial-street, and under the existing line, at a short distance
eastwards from the present terminus. From the point at which
the new line crosses under the old one, the new line, running
alongside of the other, will rise by an easy gradient to Bethnalgreen junction, where they are both upon the same level. The
extension opened on Monday turns northward at Bethnal-green
junction, where it leaves the old line. Ample station accommodation for the New Metropolitan Extension traffic has been provided at Bishopsgate station, and until the works are completed
the traffic will be worked from that station, and the trains will
be run over the old line as far as Bethnal-green junction. The
works from Liverpool-street to the crossing under the present line
are, as may be sup
, of a very heavy character.
e extension was very carefully inspected last week by Captain Tyler, R.E.,
of the Board of Trade, the inspection of the three and a-quarter
miles of line to Stoke Newington occupying two days. The time
-—— will not be wondered at if it be taken into account that
there are seven stations, with signalling apparatus and other
adjuncts, thirty wrought
iron girder bridges, carrying the line over
the ground level, and four bridges anda station—Stoke Newington
—built across over the line; if it be also taken into account that
defective design or execution have no chance of escaping Captain
Tyler’s detection, The whole of the works are well fitted to
bear the keenest scrutiny, the girder bri
being a special
feature. They are all constructed’ water-tight, are of great
strength, and leds the peculiarity of being covered with nearly a
foot of ballast, which almost
pletely deadens the roar usually
heard under such bridges, and by those as well who are passing
over them in the trains, The stations are very substantial plain
buildings, almost the only ornamentation about them being in the
roofs of the platforms, that are in series of cross bays supported
upon neat iron columns and cross bearers, with open floriated
spandrils; they are covered with
zinc. The new
stations are at seri igoe Bethnal-green junction, Cambridge
Heath, London Fields, Hackney Downs Junction, Rectory-road,
and Stoke Newington. A much longer portion of the new line in
the direction of Tottenham, Edmonton, and Enfield, will be
opened, it is expected, in less than a month. New rolling stock
has been provided for the Metropélitan Extension traffic; and it is
not too much to say that there is tiot a station in London that
sends out a more compact train, or more handsome and comfortable carriages, than those that have been
provided by the Great
Eastern Company for their new tines.
second and third
class carriages are finished without and within with teak,
varnished, without any painted work or other covering than the
varnish or the upholstery. The first-class carriages are seated
- four = a side, and the A
two classes for five;
the first-c’
carriages accommodating thirty-two passengers,
and the second and third-class carriages fifty passengers each.
The engines, by Dubs and Co., of Glasgow, seem too powerful for
what is required from them in hauling a train of eight passenger
carriages. They seem equal to a train of 500 tons at least. They
are on six wheels of oan more than 5ft. diameter, and have
three wheels connected. They are —- destined for fast
traffic, and to be superseded on the extension lines by handy
tank engines, better adapted to short passenger traffic. The
traffic was commenced by a quarter hour service, the first trains
leaving Bishopsgate at 7 a.m., and Stoke Newington at 6°50 a.m.,
with workman’s trains in addition at 5.20 a.m. and 6,20 a.m.
from Stoke Newington, calling at all the intermediate stations.
The trains were run for practice for two or three hours on Friday
and Saturday of last week. The new lines open up pleasant residential districts, in which they will doubtless give an impetus to
building enterprise, and create a large and profitable traflig,
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In the accompanying engraving we illustrate a boiler wnicn we | boilers of the ordinary type, and therefore few seams and rivets | seams, and generally tying the boiler together. Both upper and
lower boilers have manholes, which, with the main flues, admit
commend to the notice of our readers as embodying many very are required,
,
The feed-water is introduced through the small valves and pipe of easy access for cleaning and for repairs.
excellent features, and manufactured by Mr. J. S. Crosland,
All the boilers upon this plan that have hitherto been made
Lowe-street, Cheetham, Manchester. There will be little difficulty | marked a into the lower boiler, which is full of water. The
in mastering the peculiarities of the boiler. A, A, are the furnace | upper boiler is kept a little over half full, with the upper half for |have been worked occasionally at 200 lb. on the square inch, but
and grate bars ; B, B, the upper main flue ; C the town-take flue; steam space. A 3in, wrought iron stay sustains the two ends of | usuallyat 150lb, They are tested to 2501b, to 5001b., and are
D, D, the middle flue; E the second down-take flue; F, F, the the upper boiler, imparting strength to each of the transverse | readily insured at ordinary rates.
lower main flue, leading to the chimney stack ; G, G, isafire-brick
arch separating and forming the upper and middle main flues ;
H, H, are the abutments or side projections joining the middle an
lower main flues. Commencing at the furnace A, A, the direction
MOULDING CUTTER HEADS.
and course of the flame and heated gases is indicated by the arrows,
passing first along the upper flue B, B, above the fire-brick arch G,
Our engraving, extracted from
they descend the down-take flue C, pass along under the arch G,
descending again at E, and from thence through the flue F to the the Scientific American, illustrates
an improvement patented by the
chimney.
| Hope Machine Company,
West
Second-street, Cincinnati, U.5.,
| in the construction of that class
|of ‘“‘freizing bits,” or rotary
| cutters for wood-working ma| chines, which are adapted to
| reverse, so as to present a cutting
| edge in either direction.
@¥ig. lisa ——
view of
the improved cutter ready for
work, Fig. 2 is a perspective
view of the same, showing the
collars ready to receive the bits.
Figs. 3 and 4 represent bits
removed from the collars. Fig.
5 isa cross section through the
bits and spindle, the dotted lines
showing the clearance. Fig. 6
shows the face of a collar, with
the pins on which the bits are
pivoted. Without further explanation it will be seen how, by
the peculiar shape of the bits and
their connection with the collars,
they are made to turn on the
pivots, according to the direction
of rotation, and stop in either
SS
direction when they present a
a clear cutting edge in front and
YSS
clearance in the rear. When
desired to reverse the action the
nut seen in the figures is slightly
loosened, the bits are placed in
proper position, and the nut
agin tightened.
K N\
For manufacturers of mouldin , furniture and picture frames, employed at first in drilling the heading. It has been ascertained
this invention seems well adapted, and the inventor claims it to that the machine advances at about five times the speed that could
be attained by as many men as could find room to work. The
be equally important to all kinds of wood working.
drill holes are in perpendicular rows, and the first blast is a wedgeshaped piece taken out of the middle of the section. Dynamite is
There are from fifteen to twenty conical water tubes of 12in.
employed for blasting, and is found to answer the purpose admirTUNNELLING BY DraMonp Borinc Macutine.—The diamond ably. The machine is so constructed that the drills command
diameter at their upper ends and 8in. at their lower ends, connecting the two main upper and lower boilers. These conical boring machine of the company of which Captain Beaumont, R.E., every part of the face of the heading, and the holes can be bored
tubes are very effective generators of steam when a good fire is M.P., is chairman, has been achieving great triumphs in the at = angle. Jets of water, under about 30 lb, pressure, are
kept up upor the grates ; and for moreeffectually securing this object Cleveland district, in Lancashire, Cumberland, and other northern forced into each boring, and wash out the débris. The feed
the bed of fire is made what might be considered unusually large, counties, where it has been employed in “ prospecting” for coal motion, which may be made absolute, is regulated by sensitive
but a large grate is rendered admissible by reason of the large and ironstone. At Stanghow, in Cleveland, the borer recently friction gear that indicates extra resistance. Compressed air is
amount of heating surface presented by the conical tubes and the reached a depth of 689ft. in two months; that could not have employed as a motor, but not, of course, for percussive action, as
been got at in less than two years by hand labour. The borer is in the Mont Cenis Tunnel. The air engine has a 24in. steam and
upper and lower boilers,
:
The upper boiler is made almost without exception of 4ft, now employed at the Clifton tunnel on the Bristol Port and 18in, air —
and a 4ft. stroke. The engine in the tunnel,
diameter, the lower one of 3ft. diameter ; the tubes 12in. diameter Channel Dock Railway. The tunnel, which is under Durham upon which the air acts, and that, in its turn, gives motion to the
at their upper ends, and 8in. at the lower ends, although the Downs, is more than a mile long, and through hard mountain drills, has a 13in. cylinder and 12in. stroke. This engine is worked
lengths of the boiler may May from 18ft. to 30ft. The conical limestone. The heading is 10ft. by 8ft., into which the machine by the compressed air, and is similar in construction and action to
tubes are about 4ft. to 5ft. in length, and are welded tubes from drills six holesofabout 4ft. deep at a time. A core of about an an ordinary steam engine. We believe that the diamond drill
inch diameter is brought out of each boring, showing exactly the machine is to be employed experimentally upon the St. Gothard
end to end, and are usually made of din. Lowmoor iron,
The upper and lower boilers are invariably under jin. in material gone through. The drills make from 180 to 200 revolu- Alpine tunnel, and will be entrusted with the entire work should
thickness, and double-riveted in their longitudinal seams, with tions per minute, and advance about 2in. in that time. The out- the experiment prove satisfactory, which there is little or no
the plates of unusually large dimensions as compared with steam ide iameter of the boring is about 2in, Hand labour was reason to doubt it will be,
an: 3
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THE number of lithographic printing machines;in the Exhibition
is a curious comment on the opinion which prevailed, and that
not very many years ago, that lithographic printing could never be
performed in any other way than theold scraping method ; fora good
oy |years the lithographic stone has been compelled to submit
to the same or to very similar treatment as type, stereo, and
block ; oe ordinary work is produced in large quantities by
means of power presses with cylinder pressure, and amongst the
lithographic machines now on show at South Kensington will be
found some which produce artistic work of a high character ; and
lastly, there is one machine which prints from curved stones made
to suit the circumference of a cylinder.
The machine exhibited by Messrs. Dearden and Newsum, of
Leeds, is known as the ‘‘ Leeds Machine,” and is made of all sizes,
from that of the small jobbing machine, which may be worked by
hand or by power, to the quadruple demy machine which takes a
stone 59in. by 39in. These machines do not differ much from
others of their class as regards the general plan ; the stone and the
inking table are mounted on a carriage with six wheels running
upon rails attached to the main frame, and the reciprocating
motion is very easy and steady ; the advantages of the machine
seem to be in the mannerin which the cylinder is commanded
when double inking is necessary and in the good arrangement of
the feed and gripper, so essential in registering.
At starting, the stone is placed in its proper position relatively
to the cylinder, and this is said to be done with little trouble;
the machine then becomes self-registering without the aid of
points or any other contrivances of the kind. When one impres<=

sion has been completed the cylinder is stopped and held in,position by means of a lever, which dreps a stop into a corresponding
notch on one side of the cylinder. The fresh sheet of paperis
then laid on the feed table, and as the machine advances the stop
is lifted out of its notch, and the brass nippers, er “‘ grippers,”
as they are called, take securely hold of the lower edge of the
paper, which is prevented frem passing in too far by means of a
number of tenons or bosses which form part of the gripper and
enter into corresponding holes in the bed beneath. One of the
faults of the common metal gripper is that it will sometimes cut
the margin of the paper, and cause the latter to take a fold or
advance irregularly. To remedy this, the bed beneath the
gripper in the Leeds machine is covered with leather, which prevents this accident occurring. By these means the true registering
of the work seems to be secured. The importance of true registering isevident from the fact that anything printed out of the
centre or askew must be regarded as spoilt work. But this is not
all; there is another and a very much greater importance attaching to this operation, which those not accustomed to printing
machinery would not see at the first glance. This arises in the
case of printing in several colours—polychromatic printing ; here
almost everything depends on register. Many coloured prints
which sell fora few pence have from half a dozen to a dozen tints
in their production, and for these as many stones are employed,
one for each colour or shade of colour, and every departure from
register spoils a print, perhaps at the last stage. In the case of
a goed self-registering machine all that is required is to start each
fresh stone fair; the machine achieves
the rest, and the
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various tints fall each into its exact place with almost absolute
accuracy,
There is another peculiarity aboutflithographic printing, namely,
that it is often necessary to double ink the stone; the means by
which this is achieved in the machine in question will be understood by the engraving of the levers and their attachments in the
accompanying illustrations,
Fig. 1 represents the brake wheel, which is placed in front of the
cylinder, with the two levers and their attachments. Fig. 2, the
linder with the brake wheel removed. Fig. 3, the same end of
thecylinder with the toothed wheel removed. Fig. 4, the gear at
the back of the brake wheel. When single inking is sufficient
only the lower or brake lever is used, and its duty, as already
stated, is to catch and hold steadily in position the cylinder for a
very short period, for the difference, in fact, between the time
occupied by a revolution of the cylinder, or of the working portions
of it, and the necessary movement of the stone and ink table
frame. When double inking is required the second lever is
brought into action, and this causes the cylinder to be held stationary while the stone passes twice under the inking rollers.
In this and other lithographic printing machines the sponging
of the stone seems to have been reduced almost to nothing, in some
of them the water rollers are formed on wire frames, within which
there is a supplyof water in a sponge or otherwise,\but the general
practice seems to be only to damp the porous cover of the roller,
and to moisten the edge of the stone from time to time by hand.
The Leeds presses are well planned and carefully finished, and
seem to wore with much ease and regularity.
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and the variousjlaws and practical questions which are involved,
was read by Allan D. Stewart, C.E., are decidedly the most interesting, and perhaps the most = tant matters that occur in the practice of the engineer.
e
and Leith
eers’ Society:—
arise in
built structures
in iron, calculations are all based on certain assumptions, and the

care is requisite in
i them correctly in everycase. To those
there is rarely
who are accustomed to solve
hani
bl
much difficulty in the mathematical part, but knowledge
a
of the
correct assumptions to be made requires both anjextensive know-
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they are usually placed 5ft. or 6ft.
ledge of the material, and care and skill in applying that knowledge. |
In thattlat case,
however, 4heavier longitudinal
; timber iis
f
Errors are apt to arise from not knowing accurately what assump- apart.
ane betitone
mart ae
tions have been made, and not making allowance in the design for requisite, both increasing the height of the road, and making the
them. These general observations will, I hope, be more clearly structure more dependent on a perishable material, so that this
understood as the the paper advances, and I shall only at present |plan is not usually adopted in sm: spans. The designing of the
take for illustration a single remark on calculating the stresses on cross girders involves no practical difficulty, and I need not go into
will weigh 35 cwt. each, and their total weight
a lattice girder. It is impossible to arrive at an accurate and details, They
complete mathematical solution of the whole stress in such a | will be 21 tons, The timber, rails, &c., will weigh about 11 tons,
structure, and in order to prepare it for the application of mathe- and there only remains the weight of the girders themselves. For
matics, it is necessary to assume that a great beam built up a span such as this, where the weight of a pair of girders is almost
of many pieces is a mathematical line without length, breadth, or inappreciable in comparison with the other loads, the roughest
weight, and in some cases of a series of lines perfectly free to approximation is sufficiently near. For larger spans there is no
culation a sufficiently close approximove as if jointed with frictionless pins. It is also assumed that difficulty in obtaining b:
the junctions of the diagonals to the members are joints of the mation, In this case let us assume the weight of the pair of
irders to be 8 tons, and we have total live load 108 tons; total
same description, although they are firmly secured byrivets. When
the calculations on these assumptions are completed, it is quite ead load 40 tons; making a gross total of 148 tons; and each
clear how essential it isin proceeding to the design that you should girder has to carry one-half of this, or 74 tons. We have now all
know what assumptions have been made, and how far it should the data necessary to commence the design. If the girder has a
be modified by the actual facts. The result of this is that although clear span of 36ft. it should be made 40ft. in length, to allow 2ft.
it is impossible to ascertain with mathematical accuracy how many of wall hold, and the length from centre tocentre of support being
pounds placed in a certain way will cause an iron structure to 38ft., is the span to be assumed for calculation. The height of the
break it is possible to arrive at a very close approximation. In girder is dependent on practical considerations. Theory or calcupermanent structures it is of course necessary to allow a large lation tells us that the — the girder is made up to limits
margin of strength, due to the want of uniformity in the material, which no practical man will adopt, the lighter it will be ; it is
decay from exposure, and many other causes. The working load however, evident that as the height of the girder is increased, and
usually varies from one-third to one-sixth of the breaking load, in consequence the amount of metal in the members diminished,
according to circumstances. The great object then in calculation the possibility of the structure yiclding through the buckling of
is to proportion the parts ofa structure so that the strength of cach the portions under a compressive stress is increased, and more
part shall be as nearly as possible uniform. Suppose in a certain especially the difticulty of resisting a twisting action, which shows
case the working load should be one-fourth of the calculated itself in a lateral vibration of the top member, is also increased,
breaking load, how often we see some portions constructed so The usual height adopted varies from 75 to ?s of the span for
strong that they will bear twenty times the actual load, whereas plate girders. My opinion is that a height of from 4 to (5 of the
other portions will perhaps only support three times the working span can in all cases be safely adopted. I propose in this case
load, These errors arise chietly from two causes; ignorance of to adopt a height of 4ft., or a ratio of height to span of
calculation and a want of practical knowledge of the best form of four to thirty-eight, or one to nine and a-half. I have in this ratio
taken the full height of the girder into account, and not the disdesign.
I do not propose in the following remarks to enter fully into the tance between the centres of gravity of the top and bottom
mathematical part of my subject, nor to consider systematically member ;my reason is that in a plate girder a considerable amount
the various assumptions necessary in arriving at correct results as to of strength is derived from the web which is not otherwise taken
the stresses, but chiefly to state my views as to the best practical into account. The central strain on top and bottom is found
form, and the most economical arrangement of material to adopt from a simple rule, easily proved, as follows :—Divide the ratio of
in designing girders in various cases. I do not profess to claim span to height by eight, and multiply by the distributed load. In
any novelty for any of the designs or arguments I may lay before this case e xL= W “ x 74 = 88 tons. I don’t know whether
you, but having had a large experience in designing girders of all
spans, and as there are many conflicting ideas and varying I need here caution practical men against the use of formule
practices in their construction, I propose to state my own views on without being fully satisfied, not only of their correctness, but of
the subject, and to show you shortly my reasons for holding them. the correctness of each step by which they are proved, It is
A girder may be defined as a structure of iron resting vertically generally much easier to work out the proof of such a formula
on two or more piers, and consisting of a top and bottom member | than to state it with such accuracy that all exceptions to the rule are
connected together by a web or bracing. The title of the paper excluded, and even if this is
fully
plished there is
necessarily confines the following remarks to built girders of again the risk of being misunderstood ; for here, though I find I
wrought iron, leaving out of account cast iron beams and all the have not expressly stated it, the rule I have given is only true for
less common structures built up of cast iron, and combinations of a uniformly distributed load ; but if the designer is able to caleucast and wrought iron, I shall also omit all description of the late the stresses on the members of a plate girder under any dismany allied structures, such as the braced arch and chain, the tribution of load he is not likely to be misled by such a formula,
combinations of chain and girder, and of the cantilever and girder; and at the same time his work will be greatly simplified. To
each of which would form the subject of interesting papers. I ascertain the number of inches in the section of the top and bottom
also propose to limit myself to railway girders, leaving out those members at the centre of the girder I divide the stress by four,
for carrying roads over openings or for supporting roofs, which giving 22in. When the members are riveted a deduction has to
require somewhat different treatment, and my subject naturally be made from the gross section in calculating the stresses on those
divides itself into the consideration of two classes of girders, those parts of the structure under tensile stress. This amounts to
that have solid or plate webs, and those which have open bracing. about 10 per cent., and thus the maximum stress in compression
The first of these includes the tubular bridge and the common that can come upon the centre of the girder is four tons, and in
plate girder. The tubular bridge is « thing of the past, and 1 tension four el a-half tons per square inch, Our next considethink I may confidently assert that it will never again be built. ration is whether there is any change in the stress in other portions
As the train has to pass through the tube it must be at least 18ft. of the top and bottom members, and if so, whether, in designing
or 20ft. in height. It is therefore only applicable to spans of 200ft. the girder, we can make the section proportional to this altered
or upwards, and the waste of material in the sides, and conse- stress, The answer to this depends on the form of the top member
quently the unnecessary load, and increased strains caused in elevation, If it is parabolic, the bottom member, of course,
thereby, is very great. Besides, it presents so large a sur- being a straight line, the stress is uniform throughout the length
face to the wind that additional stress, and consequentl
of the girder. If if has parallel members the stress gradually
additional weight to resist it, is required, so that pene 4 diminishes from the centre to the ends, and the stress at any point
the highest credit is due to the inventors of the girders of the is proportional to the product of the parts into which the girder
Menai Bridge for their skill and talent in the then state of know- is divided at that point. In small girders, such as the one under
ledge, anyone now proposing such a structure would be guilty of consideration, consisting of few pieces, it is not easy, nor is it
a very great engineering blunder. The common plate girder, on usual, to make any change in the section; and as there is a conthe other hand, is the best form of girder for small spans varying siderable saving in the amount of material in the web by adopting
from 20ft. to 40ft,, and as these are the spans most frequently a curved top member, this is usually done. The true parabola is
required in practice, a careful consideration of the best form of usually discarded in favour of a curve more of an elliptic form, for
design merits our attention. There is no doubt a greater waste of convenience of construction, as shown on the drawing. With
material in plate girders than in some other forms, but where the respect to the web of a plate girder, there are two principal
span is under 40ft. this becomes so small in amount that the points requiring attention. The first is that it shall be sufficiently
advantages in lateral stiffness and in ease and economy of con- strong to do its work—and this is usually defined to be to resist
struction more than counterbalance it. In considering the the shearing stress at each point of the girder; and the second is
various points of importance that arise in designing a plate that it shall have sufficient lateral stiffness to prevent any twisting
girder, instead of making general remarks applicable to action to take place in the girder. With respect to the first of
all cases, I propose to take a special case, in the hope these, it is true that where the top and bottom members are
that I shall in this way as concisely as possibly overtake all parallel the web requires to be of sufficient strength to resist the
the various points that most usually occur in practice. Suppose shearing force, but in a girder of the form shown on the drawing
we have to design plate girders 36ft. clear span for a double line this is very far from being the case. Anyone accustomed to
of railway. ‘The first question that arises is, can the girders be calculate the stresses of the bracing of openwork girders is aware
put under the roadway? If so there will be a very considerable how small they are when the top member is curved, as in the case
saving in cost, and it should by all meansbe done. With the span of a bowstring girder, and will, therefore, be satisfied that this
of 36ft. this can, however, rarely be done, for when there is shearing stress is almost entirely borne by the top and bottom
sufficient headway to do so, as in crossing a valley or a road at a members. ‘The usual practice here is to make the web a a
high level, it is better to adopt stone or brick arching. We will quarter of an inch in thickness, English engineers usually make
therefore assume that the headway is limited, and that the them considerably thicker, their argument being that large surfaces
cross girders rest on the lower flange of the girder. The next of thin metal are liable to rapiddecay. I consider that a thickness
point is whether there should be three girders, one between the of a quarter of aninch is sufficient in all circumstances, and I
rails, or only two, outside both lines of rails; and this raises should not consider the strength of the girder affected although,
various matters for consideration, In the former case the head- through decay, the average thickness did not: exceed ,},in.,
way is materially diminished, probably to the extent of lin. in assuming of course that the vertical junction plates and tee irons
reduced depth of cross girder, and this may be of considerable continued sound and strong. The second question of lateral
importance in crossing over a public road. Again, there is a con- stiffness will be considered further on; and I shall now proceed
siderable saving in weight, and therefore in the cost of the cross very shortly to make a few remarks on the detailed design.
girders, amounting in this case to eight tons of wrought iron, and Returning, then, to the top and bottom-members, which have an
although this saving in cost is somewhat reduced by the necessity uniform section of 22in., I would provide for that section by a
of wider masonry, still the whole cost of the structure is decreased. plate (as shown) 20in. by in., and two angle irons 4in, by 4in. by
On the other hand, the centre girder will stand 2ft. above the gin. The section of the plate is 12}in., and this might be obtained
level of the rails, and it will therefore be necessary to widen the by adopting any of the following: 25in. by }in., 20in. by 3in.,
six-foot way to 10ft. or 12ft. This has a most objectionable 12hin. by lin., &c. The points to be considered are that the
appearance, and no engineer will therefore adopt this method plate should be of such a width as to have a sufficient bearing on
a
compelled by circumstances, Suppose, then, we have the masonry of the bridge, and more especially that it shall have
decided to adopt two main girders, with cross girders resting on the greatest strength to resist the compression force on the top
and riveted to the lower flanges of the girders long enough to member. If the plate is made very wide and thin it becomes
carry the double line of railway, our next consideration before weaker to resist buckling, and if narrow and thick it is weaker to
wroceeding to design the girder is to ascertain what load resist yielding by side bending. The best form of plate can only
it has to carry, that is, the dead weight of the structure, be settled by experiment, and I am not aware of this ever having
and the greatest train load, generally called the live load, been thoroughly done. The section of plate I propose is, I think,
With regard to the latter, it was considered, a few years ago, in accordance with the usual practice, and probably very near the
sufficient to allow a ton per foot run for each line of rails, strongest and most rigid form. The length of the girder should,
Latterly, however, goods engines have been built for some lines in this case, be divided into three plates, and in every case a
somewhat exceeding this weight, and to allow for a still further joint in the centre of the girder should be avoided, as this
increase, and. for the irregularity of pressure due to engines is somewhat the weakest part, and the best constructed joints are
passing at high speed, the allowance now adopted for ordinary always somewhat weaker than other portions of the member.
spans is a ton and a-half per foot run, This would give for our The length to which plates can be conveniently rolled depends
case three times thirty-six or 108 tons. With respect to the chiefly on the section, and the rule, I believe, is that if each plate
«lead load it is necessary to design our cross girders, planking, and weighs more than 6 cwt. an extra charge is made. In this case
roadway, and to ascertain their total weight. The cross girders they will weigh about 5 cwt. each. The angle irons may be rolled
are usually 24ft, in length and from 2ft. to 2ft. 6in. deep. ‘They to a length of24ft. without extra charge, and there may be two
are generally placed 3ft. apart, and they must be sufficiently in the length of the girder of unequal length, so as to avoid
strong to carry on each of the four rails which rest on placing the joint in the centre. The best form of cover plates
them the heaviest load on the driving wheel of an engine. and riveting for the plates and angle irons, and the size and
Taking that at eight tons, they must be strong enough to carry number of rivets, aresubjects of great interest, and in which many
32 tons in addition to their own weight, and that of the important practical points might be discuss
It would take up
timber, rails, &c., that rest on them. Without any increase of too much time to enter into this subject, and I shall only say that
—- they might be placed 6ft. apart; in fact, ej may be I think plates should always have butt joints with double covers,
p
as far apart as the wheels of two or three coupled engines, and that the size of covers and number of rivets should be as
and in large spans, where the weight of the structure is of import- |great when the part is under compressive stress as when under
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stress. The web consists of 7jin. plates placed vertically,
; tensile
cting these together with double cover plates
| and ‘. 4, a of
in the usual way, they are always connected by a double T-iron
of a curved shape, as shown on the cross section, or by a T-iron
of this form on one side and a plate on the other, the object of
this being to prevent that twisting action to which I formerly
alluded. This is a matter which has to be carefully provided for
in designing all girders, and in this case the ag usually adopted
is thoroughly efficient, as is apparent from the drawing, and very
economical. In openwork girders of considerable span, and yet
not sufficiently high to allow of bracing the top members together,
this often involves considerable difficulty, Having considered the
various points that occur to me in designin <— late girder, I
shall conclude this part by giving the detailed calculations of the
weight of the girder as follows :—
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I have only to 1emark, on calculating the weight of wrought iron
girders, that very great simplicity is obtained from the following
rule :— That wrought iron one foot long, and one inch in section,
weighs 03 of acwt. The rule almost universally adopted is that
a yard in length and an inch in section weighs 10 lb. The former
method gives a very little greater weight than the latter, but it
very materially reduces the time required in making the calculations; and another saving is effected by allowing 5 per cent. on
the weight of the whole structure for rivets, a rule largely adopted
by English engineers, and one that gives a very close approximation
to the truth in ordinary structures. I think I have now considered in detail most of the principal matters that arise in the construction of an ordinary plate girder of small span. There are
doubtless other matters that arise in special circumstances, and
other forms of plate girders, and modifications of this form, well
worthy of examination, but in attempting to write a paper
embracing so wide a field as this I must leave this subject, and
proceed to the consideration of the second head, namely, openwork girders. Of these there are a great variety of forms, and it
is almost impossible to collect and classify them all, The principal varieties are the triangular girder, so much used in the
Indian railways, the lattice, the trellice, the bowstring, and
various forms which have never received a generic name, such as
the Great Saltash Bridge. There are some where the bracing is
all inclined, forming a series of crosses, others where a vertical
strut occurs at regular intervals with inclined struts or ties,
either intersecting them or forming crosses between them, All
these have formed the subject of endless discussions, and every
engineer who has turned his attention to the subject has his own
views as to which form is the most suitable under given circumstances, It fortunately, however, happens for my purpose that
notwithstanding the great variety of forms, and many especial
points that may arise in the different spans that occurs, the same
essential principles regulate the constructions of nearly all of
them. For example, the top and bottom members are almost invariably trough-shaped. In a very few cases the T-shaped is
adopted, but this is only justifiable where the girders are very
small, as in lattice cross girders, Again, the bracing consists, in all
cases where subjected only to tensile stresses, of a couple of plates,
riveted one to each side of the trough, and when liable to a compressive stress of a built structure usually like a plate girder
titting into and riveted to the trough. Under these circumstances
I shall, as before, take a special case, and one of considerably
greater difficulty than the last, that arose in my own experience,
namely, one of the larger spans of the Tay Bridge, now in course
of construction. Before, however, proceeding to the details of this span, it would probably be interesting by way
of introduction to give a short description of this bridge, in some
respects one of the greatest engineering works of the day. The
bridge will commence about a quarter of a mile above the town of
Newport, will extend for 3760 yards, or fully two miles one
furlong across the Frith of Tay, and will join the north shore a
short distance above the town of Dundee. It will be, so far as I
know, the longest bridge in the world. There will be 114 spans
bridged over by wrought iron girders, varying from 30ft. to 200ft.
clear span in the following order :—three spans of 60ft., two of
80ft., twenty-two of 120ft., fourteen of 200ft, for a clear way for
shipping ; sixteen of 120ft., twenty-five of 66ft., one of 160ft.,
nine of 30ft., one of 120ft., and twenty-one of 30ft. Of these 114
spans, the first 57 will extend ina straight line foradistance of fully
amileanda-half. Commencing at the south shore, where the ground
rises abruptly for a height of 50ft., there is a substantial stone
abutment built upon the top of the cliff. The first pier is also
upon dry land, and the next two between high and low water;
all the rest of the piers will be founded below low-water
level, some of them to a depth of 30ft. With the exception of the
first five openings, which are 60ft. and S80ft. span, all the openings
in this portion are large, thirty-eight of them being 120ft. and 14ft.
by 200ft. The piers are founded by sinking twin cylinders of from
8ft. to 14ft. in diameter, and after excavating by means of an air
bell, and sinking the cylinders to the required depth ; the piers are
to be built of brickwork, set in cement to the requisite height.
The northern portion of the bridge, consisting also of fifty-seven
openings, will nearly all be on a curve of two furlongs radius, and
sweeps out an areaof upwards of 90 deg. The piers are to be
nearly all cast iron pipes or cylinders of 2ft. and 2ft. 6in. diameter,
and will all be founded below low-water level. The fifty-seven
openings will consist of twenty-five of 66ft., and the remainder
» With the exceptions of two large spans of 120ft. and 160ft.
oat It is proposed to embank the ground at thesite of these
30ft. spans
to form an esplanade for the town ofDundee, and the
large spans here referred
to are uired under
i
ents;
The spans adopted are the
ets contd cond eration of
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economy. I need scarcely explain to this society that if you havea centre. Ina girder such as the one designed, where there are ing table supplies all the necessary data connected with this
certain definite extent tocross, the smaller the spans you adopt the few parts, and the stresses on each part are considerable, it is clear system :
more saving'in the superstructure ; but as you require more piers, that is possible to get a much nearer approach to a section, proSystem No. 1.—Weights per Mile without Rails.
there is, of course, additional cost in them, and it-beeomes an portional to the stress, than in the case where there are many
i J
interesting problem to ascertain what span or — under the cir- parts, and the stress on each very small. So much is this the case
cumstances here given are most economical.
course the data that I believe it is not uncommon to put as much metal in the
|
Eos
| &3
=5
| - gel | gs
3
here were not constant ; but the result arrived at was that for the multiple braced girder at its centre as it is necessary to put at the
centre of the bridge a span of 120ft. was the most economical, ends, Again, this very fact of the excessive quantity of metal in Gauge.
ae
Chairs.
g 3 | 2s
E é | = $3
Ee 3
—— | #8
xe | #25
and as the shores were
roached a smaller span was cheaper. the diagonals and want of lateral rigidity makes it necessary to
| $s
£
3
|a | $8
A good practical rule, nearly true, is as follows :—Ascertain the adopt a girder of less height, and therefore having heavier members.
cost of a pier, which is not much affected by the extent of the I have enlarged considerably on this subject, as I think it one of
a
|e
|2
|i
ja
very
great
importance,
applicable
to
spans
of
all
extents
in
which
spans, and adopt a span which-will make the superstructure the
ft. in. Tons. ewt.|Tons, ewt.|Tons. ewt. Tons. ewt.| Tons,
aq. ft
openwork is used; and I will only add that in assisting Mr.
same cost.
5 6
70 5
4 3
5 6
89 14 } 6
26
After ascertaining the most economical spans, it became neces- Bouch in designing the great girder for the Forth Bridge of 300ft.
4 8}
53 7
2s.
£4.44.
Wo
h
24
saryto make the following alterations :—The two openings of span, we sduetel the, same principle of using single crosses
. there is
120ft. and 160ft. at the Dundee esplanade, and fourteen openings in the girders. For very large spans above
3 G6
417
81s
3 0
4615
4
18
in the centre of the Frith of 200ft., to which I shall again refer. another important element to be considered. The side pressure
33 » 36]
818
oj; ae |
17
The works are designed for a single line of railway. At the south due to wind becomes an element in calculating the stresses, and as
$3
417
|
710/]
3
0
%
7
14
end the rails are 80ft. above high water. There is then a rise of this force varies as the cube of the span ; as that span increases it of
2 0
3116
8 18 |3 0
43.14
4
1%
1 in 350 tothe clear waterway, where the rails are 92ft, above course becomes a very rapidly increasing quantity. It is therehigh water. After continuing level over the greater portion of fore the more essential as the span increases that the girder
3 0
2310 | 710
3:0 |% oe | 3
1
the large spans, there is a rapid descent of 1 in 734 to the north should be as open as practicable.
end of the bridge, where the rails are 14ft. above high water.
(To be continued.)
There are seven sleepers to the 21ft. rail for 5ft. Gin. and 4ft. S!in.
The superstructure consists of wrought iron girders. The 30ft.
gauge, and six sleepers to the 21ft. rail for 3ft. 6in. to 3ft. gauge.
ag are tobe plate girders, the remainder are all openwork.
The lighter 3ft. 3in. and 3ft. ways have been a’
for the Indian
State railways of metre gauge and others of light rolling loads.
he single openings of 120ft. and 160ft. are bowstring girders, the
BUCKLED PLATE PERMANENT WAY.
Number of Parts per Mile.—5ft. Gin. and 4ft. Shin. gauge: 1760 sleepers,
cross girders resting on the lower flange. The remainder, with
chairs, 3520 clip plates, 3520 pins; total, 12,320 parts per mile
the exception of the 200ft.
spans, are continuous girders of four
AsovuTt two years ago we illustrated and described a novel 3520
3ft. Gin. to Sft. gauge: 1509 sleepers, 3018 chairs, 3018 clip plates,
spans of the ordinary lattice forms, the timber cross beams
3018 screw pins ; total, 10,563 parts per mile.
supporting the rails resting on the upper flange of the girders.
System No. 2 combines the cross and longitudinal sleepers,
The foregoing short description will give a general idea of the It is well known that Mr. Mallet is the inventor of the wrought
nature of thisgreat work. The merit of proposing and carrying iron “ buckled” plate, which has played so important a part in and is specially intended for lines of wide gauge, for which
out the design rests with Mr. Bouch, the engineer. The works
the cross-sleeper system is not so well adapted. Two or more
were commenced some time ago, and from the appearance of that many civil engineering operations. The applications of the longitudinal sleepers may be put in for each cross sleeper. The
portion already executed I have no doubt it
be successfully buckled plate are very numerous, and Mr. Mallet has not been following table gives the particulars :—
completed at a very moderate cost. The price under the contract, slow to utilise them. Among other purposes, it became apparent
System No. 2.— Weights per Mile without Rails.
which includes the whole bridge, with the exception of the small to him that they would enable him to construct a first-class elasspans at the north end, is only £217,000, a sum which will com2
= a | $= :
pare favourably with ‘any similar large work. I assisted Mr. tic wrought iron way, and in this expectation he has in our
|} #2m
=.
Bouch at his request with the calculations and detailed designs of opinion not been disappointed. The first secheme—that already
| 3.
5s | Se | Sy | ptt
=
Chairs.
rs
BE
F; | 2s
the girders, and I propose to limit my remarks to a consideration described in our pages—proved to give rather too heavy a road Gauge
of the principles involved in designing the larger spans, as these
=
E
22
3: | 85%
remarks will not only cover the chief points lelesion the other in practice, owing to certain defects and peculiarities, not in the
}
} ae
a
= = | —_
spans, but also generally all other openwork girders. The larger principle, but in the details. This Mr. Mallet has, however,
ft.in. Tons. ewt. Tons. ewt.'Tons. ewt. Tons. cwt. Tons
sq. ft
spans consist of fourteen
tive
i ng of 200ft. at the level quite obviated in a totally new system of permanent way, which
5b
6
4413
1
3
|
a5
59
14
6
20
of high water. As the piers are 14ft. in diameter at that level,
4 8}
39 9
1 3 | 418
54 10
5
18
and 9ft. at the top, the clear span of each of the girders is 205ft., we illustrate at page 402. Before going further, it may be well
and the span to the centre of the piers is 214ft.
For a single span here to explain the principles on which the buckled plate road
$6;
%&@ 9
910
418
4817
4 } 47
of this extent the best form to adopt is the bowstring girder, operates as an elastic track. This done, we shall proceed to con3 3
3 2
90} 410
46 12
4 | 16
as the stresses on the members are nearly uniform, and therefore, as
3 0
81 16
90}
410
45 6
4 | 16
will hereafter appear, there is less of that waste of material which al- sider the points of difference between Mr. Mallet’s old and new
ways necessarily arises in designing girders, and thelength of bracing system of construction.
There are for all gauges three cross and six longitudinal buckled
is less, and therefore lighter than in any other design. Where,
sleepers to the 28ft. rail.
Any system of iron sleepers, to be perfect, must do all that plate
however, you havea series of equal spans, still greater economy
Number of Parts per Mile, for any Gauge.—1710 sleepers, 3420 chairs,
is obtained by making the top and bottom members parallel, and the timber sleeper is capable of, and it must have superadded 3420 clip plates, 3420 screw pins ; total, 11,970 parts per mile.
the girder continuous over a series of spans. The question of real permanence and durability. It should be as cheap in the
As regards system No. 3 we have here the original separate
continuous girders is one to which scientific engineers have long long run, all circumstances taken into account ; for this it must
sleeper in a different form, and it is claimed that this arrangedirected their attention, and on the advantages of which man
be
equally
light,
and
really
and
permanently
elastic
;
easily
and
ment favourably compares, both structurally and financially,
conflicting opinions are entertained. Having frequently designec
them for spans varying upwards to 500ft., I am decidedly of cheaply transportable by sea or land ; easily laid, inspected, and with every other yet produced, whether of wrought or of cast
opinion that there is a very considerable saving of material in repaired ; adaptable to any climate, soil, rock, or other surface, iron. Structurally, because this system carefully distinguishes
adopting them under circumstances like this. It is, however,
between mere flexibility and elasticity. Flexibility means really
essential that the foundations of your piers are good, as any sub- or to any form or weight of rail, or to any gauge or description of distortion and ultimate loss of form, and failure as to permasidence in the piers materially affects the stresses, The result of traffic. Its parts must be as few and their forms as simple as pos- nence ; and this is inevitable with any thin sleeper of plate iron
calculation shows that the stresses on the diagonals are very sible, and in its manufacture these must throughout be capable of merely bent in one direction, the further distortion of which,
slightly increased, but those on the members are materially machine production. It is claimed for the buckle plate way— and its increase with wear, no practically attainable fitting of
reduced, especially towards the centre of the span, and any saving and we think justly—that it complies with all these conditions
of weight at this portion of a span materially ~
the whole as fullyasneed be. The system may be said to rest on two the cross ties can prevent. But elasticity is here secured withgirder by reducing the dead load to be supported. The fourteen principles :—First, the cutting off, by a really and permanently out the possibility of distortion, and independently of the constraint of the cross ties, by means of the peculiar resisting proopenings were therefore redivided into three sets of girders con- elastic
plate, upon which the rail directly is seated, the perties
tinuous over four spans, and one set continuous over two, It
of the hollow buckled plates, which are curved surfaces
was not considered advisable to make a girder continuous for whole inertia of all below—not only of the ground, but of of the second order, i.e., curved in both directions. The follow more than 800ft., as the expansion and contraction due to changes the whole of the remaining portion of the substructure, ing table supplies the particulars of this road :-—
of temperature would then t
troubl
to deal with. the proper function of which is to be rigid, so as to
Each of these sets is securely fixed to the centre pier, and rest on afford unyielding support, and to resist effectually all lateral
System No. 3.—Weights per Mile without Rails.
the other piers on rollers. It may be well to state here that there | or other derangements as to direction, gauge, or cant. The
=
2
~
t
are two ways of building continuous girders. The first and most |total inertia—exclusive of the ground—of any system of perZz.
Se | 84 wee
natural is by erecting scaffolding, and building the complete set at |manent way—is that of the entire weight per yard forward of
|
Sas
ta
=o
2c
the same time in its site on a level flooring, but thisisimprac- the whole system below the top table of the rails ; but the effi| Tie bars. Keys.
po
BR | we ES
2s
= } 2=
Ste =
ticable here on account of the great height of the piers and the cient inertia is that portion of the entire weight which acts as the
||
Fi=t
~ 2, i}
depth of the water. The other plan is tobuild each of the spans inert anvil on which the rail and the wheels are mutually hamo”
a=
&e
complete, and raise it by proper machineryto its place. It is then mered and destroyed, and depends upon the level below the top
ft. in. ‘Tons. ewt. Tons. ewt. Ton. ewt. |Tons. cwt./Tons, ewt. Tons. sq. ft
necessary before riveting any two of the four girders together to
8 5
10 | 3810
561
6/15
raise the further end of one of them a certain calculated height of the rail at which, by the interposition of some sufficiently 5 6| 43 6
above its final position, and after riveting to lower it to its place. | elastic material, the inertia of all the rest of the subway below 4 8} 38 0 | 720
10 | $10
50,
5 15
In designing one of these girders great care and attention was that is effectually cut off. Thus, in timber cross-sleeper way 36}
3016 | 410
ou | 35
39 «6
4/15
necessary to avoid any waste of material, for any superfluous laid on chairs—though the total weight or inertia of the whole $3]
S016 | 4 5
015 | 35
39 1
4/15
metal not only added to the dead load, and therefore required system is as great as in some sorts of iron way—the efficient
3
0
2913
|
40
015
3
5
33
13
4
15
greater strength and amount of iron to support it, but in a series inertia is that of the rail and chair only ; for the inertia of all
of fourteen openings this additional metal was multiplied fourteen below that is cut off at the level of the elastic top face of the
times, and therefore added materially to the weight and cost of | timber sleeper.
The buckled plate sleepers for all gau; are here taken 18in. by 24in.
There are seven pairs of sleepers toa
. rail for 5ft. Gin. and 4ft. Sjin.
the bridge. Two questions required then the most careful conNow, in the buckled plate road—whatever may be the total gauge,
and five pairs of sleepers to a 21ft. rail for 3ft. 6in. to 3ft. gauge.
sideration—namely, the height of the girder, and the general form
Number of Parts per Mile.— 5ft. 6in. and ft. 8}in. gauge : 2660 sleepers,
weight
or
inertia
of
the
entire
substructure—the
efficient
inertia
of the bracing. The conclusion Mr. Bouch and I arrived at was,
tie bars, 3040 keys, 2660 bolts, nuts, and washers, 2660 loose clips ;
that the height of the girder should be one-eighth of the span, | is merely that of the weight of the yard forward of rail, together 760
total, 11,780 parts per mile. 3ft. 6in. to 3ft. gauge : 2515 sleepers, 750 tie
and that the bracing should form a series of single crosses at right with half that of the elastic top or diaphragm plate of the hollow bars, 3000 keys, 2515 bolts, nuts, and washers, 2515 loose clips; total,
angles to each ether, and in considering the reasons for coming to sleeper and the attachments of both. To further illustrate this 11,295 parts per mile.
these conclusions I hope to bring out various matters of impor- statement, we may give a numerical comparison of the efficient
need only add that we do not stand alone in pronouncing
tance in designing lattice girders. By making the diagonals cross inertia weights of an ordinary cross-sleeper and a buckled plate Mr.WeMallet’s
permanent a ey oe J systems Nos, 1 and 2—
at right angles, or inclined at an angle of 45 deg. to the members, way of the old type. With the timber road we have, with a
the girder being in length eight times its height, is divided 75 lb, rail, 118 tons of rails and 40 tons of chairs, fish-plates, &c., as being thoroughly mechanical in conception, and perfectly
into eight parts or bays, as they are usually called, and per mile, representing a total efficient inertia of 158 tons, to practical as regards facility of execution. The road appears to be
specially well adapted for Indian railways, and will, we hope,
all I need say on this is that it has been proved in an
able paperby Mr. Bow in the ‘‘ Engineers’ and Architects’ Journal,” which must be added that of the sleepers—110 tons—making a receive the fair trial it deserves.
1862, that thisis the most economical anglethat can beadopted, The total of 268 tons. The total efficient inertia of the buckled
next question is a difficult one, namely, whether the bracing should plate-road, however, is that due to the weight of the rails, chairs,
consist of simple crosses, or of multiple bracing, and I am inclined and half the elastic plates carrying the chairs, and amounts to
to think that in England mostof ie bene aan that have lately 250 tons only. The whole thing will become clear at once when
Krupp’s STEEL Works at Essen.—The famous steel works of
been constructed have been erroneously executed on the principle it is borne in mind that the rail and chair are virtually supported Krupp at Essen produced, in 1871, 65,000 tons of steel, employing
of multiple] bracing, for example, in the case of the Blackfriars as though on a drum head, the chair being fixed in the centre of 7100 persons, steam-power of 5377 horses, furnished by 256 steam
bridge, and I think also the Runcorn. I may also remind you of
of iron secured on the concave side of a buckled engines and 150 boilers. The most powerful steam engine used
the large girders over the Tay on the Ptacaamre pene of the a flat ;plate
and so great is the elastic resistance thus obtained that it at these works is upwards of 1000-horse power, and thirteen are
Highland Railway, Atfirstsight it wouldappearthat great rigidity plate
has
been
proved
that an iron plate of 0°25in. more than 100-horse power each.
is produced by this means, but I do not consider this to be the thickness—of 26in.experimentally
PROPOSED GOVERNMENT BOILER EXPERIMENTS. —Judge Bradley,
by 18in. extreme—is not depressed more
case. Although there is no doubt that in elevation the girder is
States Supreme Court, has made a valuable sugges
more thoroughly braced, and the length of the unbraced struts is than 0°02in. by a load at the centre equal to the usual insistence of thein Uuited
his late letter to the Secretary of the Treasury on the
only one-half or one-fourth of what they are with simple crosses, upon a locomotive driving wheel, and suffers by continuance or tion
subject
of
steam
explosions. He points out the absolute
on the other hand there is no gain whatever in the stiffness of the repetition of the load no observable permanent depression ; @ necessity of makingboiler
trial of steam boilers, of the size and kind
structure in a plane at right angles to the elevation, and not only fortiori, therefore, a plate of tough or low steel of the same generally used, to afind
the laws governing explosions and the
is there no gain in stiffness, but there is an absolute and con- dimensions will be sufficient to sustain the heaviest locomotive means of preventing them,
and cites the few experiments made
siderable loss of stiffness, for it is clear that unless the weight of traffic, giving a range of elastic yield under the tread of the at
Sandy
Hook
as
showing
is much to be learned by this
the structure be increased, and that considerably, there is only one wheel of 0°02in., which is probably about that of fresh fir method of investigation. Hethere
recommends Congress to appropriate
half or one fourth of the amount of metal in each of the struts sleepers.
100,000 dols. for the purpose, and to authorise the Government to
with multiple bracing. In fact, with single crosses each strut may
now come to the consideration of the buckled plate way have a system of experiments made under charge of a board of
be a strong column capable itself of resisting the stresses that act in We
its improved form. As first made the sleepers were nearly skilful engineers,
upon it, Uonceive this column to be flattened out like a sheet of
square
rectangles, and the rails were fixed in cast iron
paper, and an idea is thus obtained of the effect of using multiple
LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS,—At the last
racing. I think you will be convinced of this if you examine any chairs for the most part, or occasionally in a species of wrought monthly meeting on Saturday, June Ist, Mr. J. Irvine, vice-presiexisting girder with multiple bracing. In some cases it is abso- iron chair rather heavy and expensive. The system of -cross- dent, in the chair, a paper ‘‘On Cast Iron” was read by Mr.
lutely like a sheet of paper full of holes ; consisting of simple tying was not all that could be wished. To understand how
ird. The main points touched upon and considered were the
plates jin. or jin,, and in this case it is necessary to put a series of great are the improvements which Mr. Mallet has effected, it effects of contraction from cold and expansion from heat, the laws
extra vertical struts to give stiffness to the structure. This plan would be as well for the reader to refer to our description of which
late the action and reaction of cast iron under the conpossesses nearly all the extravagance ef an ordinary plate girder
ditions of motion and rest, the bearing of chemical equivalents on
road published in 1870.
applied toalarge span. There is another very serious objection theThe
mixtures
of
metals, and the improvements to be effected in the
new system may be divided into three sub-systems, which cooling of molten
to the use of multiple bracing. It is well known to those accus- we illustrate.
as well as the ameliorations of form
No. 1 distinct cross-ties are entirely dispensed desirable in castings,metal
tomed to calculate the stresses on girders that in a parallel plate with ; the rail isIn laid
paper was discussed by several memon iron sleepers made of buckled plates, bers, and the discussionThe
girder the stresses on the bracing near the ends are the greatest,
ultimately
allowed to stand over until the
and those near the centre are least, and are very small indeed. and these sleepers of course maintain the gauge without further next spain om Saturday, July the 6th. The new candida tes,
Now, it is impossible in any form of girder to avoid putting a aid. There are no cast iron chairs, an extremely ingenious and effi- Mr. W.
mey and Mr, W. Ladley, were elected members of
clip chair of wrought iron being used instead, The follow- the Association,” Mr, A,Leager was patinte neanlaation,
greater amount of material than necessary in the bracing near the cient
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with a view to analysing the {grounds which have led sea- employed is an outrage on all mechanical principles. That
t to every
men to regard their weapons with suspicion. During the it should fail to spin long projectiles is
last three years about eighten
mishaps are known to have mechanician, and that it does fail is equally evident to
er. That there is something
occurred
to naval guns, but somuch
has been pre- every unbiassed seaman
served
as to the reports of the inspectors ofordnance that to hide as to its results is suspected from the fact that the
it is very probable many more
have been equally reports of the inspectors of ordnance are withheld from
“
‘or our present inquiries, however, these eigh- naval men, and that a naval application to see the official
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
of the guns in the cemeteryat the Royal Arsenal,
teen injured guns will suffice. It is remarkable that not records
one
of
these
guns shows marks of having suffered from and of those Tightly injured on shipboard, has been reWith this
ion we publish as a Supplement our “‘ Portfolio of
the offer was
to submit the exeg The sufferings written in fused, even
Working
vi No. LVI.,” representing a Goods
ine, excessive powder
Midland Railway. Each copy, as issued
our office,
will their interior steel tubes proceed in every case from tracts made to the approval of the Director-General of
contain this
and subscribers
are requested to notify the action of their projectiles. Referring solely to Artillery. If the alarm is to be stayed, let this informathe fact to ust
do not receiveit.
those of which we have exact official data, we find the tion be published.
Monarch’s four 25-ton
having been examined after
STABILITY OF GIRDERS.
TO OCOORRESPONDENTS.
firing an average of only thirty-five charges each, were
reported, April, 1870, to have “a very slight burring up of
Tue rigidity of a girder, or the resistance it opposes to
of We
not undertake to return drawing:
;
must there
tse
ary en gas = the driving sides of the grooves for a short distance from any change of farm or motion among its several parts, will
their origin.” This, however slight, damage after thirty-five depend principally upon the due fulfilment of a very few
;
Seceatamaveliel
terieGatae and cdiven af discharges spread over three years, leads naval artillerists conditions.
of the span to the depth, the
ae
ket cael for publication, but as a proof
of | to doubt the effect of even the same number of rounds in ratio of the formerproportion
dimension to the width of the booms,
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
continuous firing. The circumstance that the authorities and the character
of the load the girder has to bear, are
communications.
have recently declined to subject a gun of this calibre to the chief points to be attended to. It is su
in this
»* In order to avoid trouble and con; ion, we
the test of 100 rounds in the same day’s firing has tended instance that the girder acts independently, and that its
to confirm suspicions. Of an 18-ton gun, it was recorded, own stability is not derived in
from any system of
1868, that “No. 1 groove up is slightly burred on driving bracing or trussing which unites it to one or more fellow
edge from muzzle to 54in., and slightly scored to girders. If cross bracing is used, then the question is
783in., also deeply cut into from 32hin. to 4lin.” not of the ory. of re—
irder, but of the whole comthese instructions.
pains
Four other grooves were “slightly burred and scored,” and
ite structureof whic
girder is a separate
part.
Private ENGINEER.—So far as we are aware the arrengement is quite “the bore and grooves slightly grazed all round....... 9 rule, the separate girders designed for bridge and
novel.
are interbraced and tied together in a more
A. J. (Maybole).—The patentee is an American. We have forwarded your The grooves Nos, 5 and 6 are slightly dented by studs of roof |p
letter to the States.
at 116in.” After 400 rounds the further punish- or less effective manner, so that the individual stability of
C. G. (Turbines).—Messrs. Eastons and Anderson, the Grove, Southwark ; shot
ment inflicted upon the lands and
ves was recorded, each is, in a great measure, lost ; but it must nevertheless
Messrs. Williamson Brothers, Kendal.
<
:
W. S. Icety.— Your suggestion is very good. The scheme isfull of promise, 9th April, 1869, which included also “the scoring of the be borne in mind that the more defective a girder may be
and deserves to be made known when you have protected your interest.
bore
caused
by
the
escape
of
gas,”
and
“it now requires in stability,
se, the greater amount of trussing and
. C. (S8tourbridge-street.)— Your suggestion is a very good one, and we are
require when several of the same type are
much obliged to you for it. We shall take steps to supply the want re-venting, and he thinks it should be turned over and bracing it
immediately.
i
re-vented on present under side.” This being done, the joined together in one structure. As all the material conCovERING TELEGRAPH WIRES.—We are requested to inform “‘ J. A. and Co.,” gun
an adventitious stability to girders is
became unserviceable at the 534th round, “through sumed in im
Manchester, that J. Parker and Co., of 1, New York-street, Bethnal-greenroad, are manufacturers of machines for covering telegraph wire.
7
the tube being split in the powder chamber, evidently so much dead weight, and does not count in the actually
Erratum.—In the account of the meeting of the Civil and Mechanical caused by the erosion of the bore, consequent upon the calculated resistance to strains, it is evident the less that is
Engineers’ Society, published in our impression for May 24th, page 364,
column 2, the name “‘ George W. Mill” should have been “‘ George W. rush of gas over the projectile.” The history of this gun necessary the more economical will be the result. We
Usill.”
is that of all, and shows that erosion of the bore above the have seen some girders so badly proportioned and designed
Oxe INTERESTED 1n Looms.— When you have seen the loom at work and con- shot,
and consequent hammering down upon the seat, that a large quantity of bracing was required to force them
versed with the exhibitors we shall be happy to publish anything you have to
say. We cannot waste our space in obtaining information for you which naturally tends either to spike the gun on its own stud, or so into shape, and subsequently additional trussing was
you can get for yourself with the smallest possible trouble.
to flatten the stud on which the shell is balanced as to admit needed to maintain that shape unaltered. A certain amount
of the body of the shell touching the bore, in Which case of stiffness is indispensable to a girder, although that
SUBSCRIPTIONS:
the body has to be
across the lands rough with feature is not by amy means a sure indication of
Tue Encinger can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country fouling matter by the
overworked stud. That either its strength or security. It is quite possible
at the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct this “wobbling” in the bore lytakes
place in other calibres to construct a wrought iron girder, and stiffen it by
the office on thefollowing terms (paid in advance) :—
Half-yearly (including double number) .. «. «2 £0 14s. 6d.
also appears from ten recovered 12-inch shells 6f the the lavish employment of extra material in such a
Yearly (including two double numbers)... .£1 9a. Od. : pattern which has been reduced to five-sixths of the original manner that it would hardly afford theslightest premonitory
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will
weight, so as to diminish the “wobbling.” “In several sign of yielding, even when it was on the very point of
be made. Tur ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad.
FOREIGN nag tee yey
abit
me the rear studs have been slightly moved forward by the rupture. While, therefore, stiffened almost to brittleness,
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reduction in their ratio of width to the span. In the
Newark Dyke bridge the proportion is as one to 160, and
in the Crumlin Viaduct only as one to 200. The flanges
of the girders of this latter structure are only 9in. in
width. It is not to be wondered at that both of these
structures evinced a great want of lateral stability, and required tobe ney interbraced and tied together throughout the whole of their longitudinal and transverse sections, in order that they may undergo with safety the
heavy rolling load to which they are subjected. So long
as the load is of a stationary description, and situa’
either at the centre or uniformly distributed over
the whole length of the girder, there is nothing to affect
its lateral stability, and the flanges mightbe reduced in
width to almost any dimension, provided the extremities
over the bearings were kept in place. But the advent of
a rolling load alters the conditions very materially, and
calls for an amount of rigidity and stability which few girders possess by virtue of their independent construction.
Cast iron girders are exceedingly well circumstanced in this
respect. The great disproportion which exists between the
compressive and tensile strength of this material induces a
similar discrepancy in the 1
tive sectional areas of the
upper and lower flanges. The latter, in consequence of
containing from five to six times as much metal as the
former, is generally very broad in comparison, and thus
can be firmly secured to the abutments. The lateral
stability of this description of bridge is further aided by
the small depth given to the girders, and the introduction
of a few tie rods passing through their respective webs.
Small as the width of the flange of the Crumlin girders may
seem in relation to the span, that of some of the bowstring
and curved trussed girders adopted for station roofs is less.
The roof of the New-street station, Birmingham, has
double-headed tee-shaped rafters for the principals, whose
breadth is about the 212th part of the
Obviously no
rafters of these proportions could possibly remain upright
without the assistance of bracing, which is furnished by the
nature of the structure. The roof itself constitutes a continuous bracing between each pair of rafters, so that it is not
a question, as has been before remarked, of the stability of
any single girder, but of the whole roof together. Besides,
being subjected to no rolling load, a roof can be more
thoroughly braced together than a railway bridge, and
with far more economy. In the latter case, therefore, the
proportion of the width of the flanges of the girders to
their span is not of so much importance.
|
|
PRACTICAL PAPERS ON TELEGRAPHY.
|
No, VIII.
THe point reached at the conclusion of our last number brings
us naturally to the consideration of the right and left deflection
of the needle in the single needle instrument, as a preface to which
we have to show how the needle is affected in a circuit formed
without employing earth plates, when so placed as to avoid the
neutralising effect of the current on its “return path,” which,
we see, would, in a particular position of the magnet, prevent
any deflection at all. If the circuit were constructed entirely of
wire it must be so arranged th:t the current passing in one
direction over the needle shall return in the opposite direction
under it, and vice versd. If a current passing northward over
the needle deflects it to the west, its return under it towards the
south will cause a second or increased deflection to the west, and
the effect is doubled, as will be easily seen on reflection, and by
comparing the case to that at the close of the last paper, where
the current passed and repassed over the needle, thus preventing
any deflection, because, in that case, the first influence was
towards the west, and the second, or return, being still over, was
towards the east.
If such be the result, then, with one pair of influences (wires
through which a current passes), one over, the other under, we
should have twice as much effect with two pairs, and so on. So
that, by continually passing fold over fold of wire, we add to the
power of the current over the needle, and thus forming a coil,
obtain a powerful means of controlling it. We shall first give in
general terms the conditions governing the direction of the
current as influencing the needle, and then shall remark on the
directive action of the earth as the foundation of the phenomena
presented to us in this portion of our general subject.
A current passing from south to north over the needle causes
its north pole to turn towards the west: therefore a current
from north to south over the needle deflects its north pole to the
east, Just the reverse of these are the effects of a current passing under. By writing the rules underneath each other as
follows, we shall see the results as regards a practical effect :—
Current from 8 to N over deflects
—P HD,
—— =
s
to'W .. es ie “ee “08
Current from N to S wader deflects
OW oe ce ees ve pe 00 b04' ee
Current from N to 8 over deflects
MED 60” es
P
;
\
from S to N wnder deflects
Current
wae es es es Use Se be toe Oe
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en
[We are at present supposing our needle to be pivoted as in
an ordinary compass, placed flat ; or it might be suspended, but
at all events it lies horizontal.]}
In all the books on electricity and electro-telegraphy the rule
called “Ampére’s rule” is given, which supposes the figure of a man
man forming part of the circuit and looking down on the needle,
in one case, and up to it in the other, as the current passes over or
under. The student is to conceive of a wire circuit over and
under the needle, and this figure as supplying the place of a
piece of the wire cut out, thus filling up the gap. The rule
states that “If a current comes in by his feet and passes out by
his head the north pole of the needle will always turn towards
his /eft hand, provided he be facing the needle.” This will be
found true both directly and indirectly—meaning that if the
direction of the current through the figure, or the position of
his face with regard to the needle be severally reversed, the
effect is reversed—or we might have said merely “ et vice versd.”
Suppose the figure with his head pointed northward, and looking
down on the needle: a current from the south goes through his
feet and out at his head, and, according to the rule, the north
pole of the magnet turns to the west—the side of the figure’s
left hand. Suppose, now, the figure on his back—his head still
to the north, but looking up to the needle—a current coming in
by his feet from south to north deflects the north pole of the
needle to the east—but this is on the figure’s left hand, for he
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has turned completely over, and his left hand—which before
was on the west—is now on the east.
We beg the student to
this rule with all variations of
position and direction, and, when a little familiar with it, he will
be able to say in an instant which way a needle must turn under
iven conditions. We also refer hiin to “Culley’s Handbook of
elegraphy,” p. 56, containing some drawings of the different
positions of the magnetic needle under north and south electric
currents ; but whereas he will there find the letters = and ¢
placed at the top and bottom of the wire carrying the current,
let the student replace them by N and S (for north and south),
or he may mistake the meaning of the diagrams.
We further suggest the drawing and cutting out of the following on cardboard :—

The arrows show the direction of the current. First, northwards over, deflecting the needle to the west (left hand) ; second,
northwards under, deflecting the needle to the east (right hand).
Fig. 2 is merely the reverse side of Fig.1. Draw first Fig. 1,
copying exactly on cardboard, and then, turning the piece over,
draw the letters and complete the unmarked portion of the
needle—in short, copy Fig. 2 from our diagram. The figures
will explain themselves as
the direction of the needle
when the current is from south to north, and for a current from
north to south all we need say is summed up in “vice versd.”
Somebody has given the following comprehensive rule on the
subject, namely, “The north pole is always on the left hand
of the current.” This is Ampére’s rule in other words, and for
it to be useful the observer must personify the current, and
imagine it to be a human figure with the head always towards
the north.
From what has been said the reader will see that we can so
far control the current, or rather so modify its power over the
needle, as to produce a greater or less effect according to the
number of turns over and under, The wires must of course be
insulated, so as to prevent the current from passing from wire
to wire, or anywhere but right through the whole length. A
coil of several turns of insulated wire surrounding a magnetic
needle constitutes a galvanometer, or, more strictly, a galvanoscope, or means of noting or observing currents. A galvanometer properly means a “‘ measurer of currents ;” and since other
conditions than such as we have yet enumerated enter into its
construction, we shall, for the present, call our instrument a
galvanoscope simply. Some writers use the term “ rheoscope,”
a word implying in its use the same thing, but derived from a
Greek word signifying “to flow,” and suggestive of a current.
The first word means “ to observe galvanic (effects) ;’ the second,
“to observe current or flowing (phenomena).” Before proceeding further with the application of the principle under discussion, we shall, as promised above, examine the influences at work
in relation to magnetic phenomena, namely, the directive action
of the earth as underlying the whole subject.
We find that the natural magnetism of the earth compels a
magnetised needle to take up a certain fixed position ; in general
terms, north and south. Whether the earth itself be a huge
magnet, or whether there be, as some suppose, a kind of natural
magnet extending from pole to pole within the bosom of the
terrestrial globe, is just now aside of the point—or, at least, the
effects on the magnetic needle are, as far as we can determine
the same for all practical purposes. If the former hypothesis be
adopted, the earth’s daily motion round its imaginary axis, and
its motion in common with other planets round the sun, would
appear to be primarily concerned in the production of the
feature ; and if the other supposition be preferred, then it is probable that the “internal natural magnet” is the consequence of
some peculiar arrangement of the elements, whatever their nature
may be, which are imagined to combine to produce the results
evident to our senses. If the student will study “ Ferguson's
Electricity,” he will find in the chapters on magnetism all that
is known in our day on the subject of terrestrial magnetic conditions explained and illustrated. For ourselves, without attempting to pronounce either way, which would be folly, as we
think, at present, we should rather incline to the first hypothesis
if asked to choose between the two ; and we remark, in passing,
that magnetic and electrical phenomena, and our knowledge of
the laws and conditions which attend them goas far as any other
arguments—und there are abundance of them—to disprove the
absurd theory lately revived among us (witness such daring
“ prophets” and “ reformers” as Zadkiel) that the earth is at rest
in the centre of a system encircled by the sun, and is not a
sphere, but a flat plane !
When the student shall have made some progress in electrical
science he will be able to understand the reasons for the opinion
we have hinted at-as our own view. We cannot pursue the subject here, but desire to urge the learner to increased efforts in
the path of study by hinting at the ever-increasing interest to
be afforded by the unfolding of questions which lead the mind
further and further in admiring search into the wonders of
creative wisdom.
The magnetic power of the earth, then, is constant in its
infl
on the
magnetised needle, which it is perpetually impelling to a certain ger Now this influence is termed the
directive action of the earth’s magnetism, which term implies
something differing from simple attraction or compelling power.
It occurs to us here to remind the student that the invariable
rule by which the north pole of one magnet attracts the south
pole of another is apparently contradicted by our saying that the
north pole of a magnet points to the north pole of the earth.
It would probably confuse his ideas if we were to reverse the
usual.way of naming the earth’s poles, so that he must bear the
truth of the fact in his mind, and, except when reading a French
work on magnetism, accept the north pole of the magnetic needle
as coinciding with the north pole of the earth. He will remember
we gave the reason for this distinction in No. 4.
We derive our knowledge of the magnetic influence of the
earth from its observed effects on a magnetised bar or needle,
but we cannot see the entire effect at any one or single observation. The power of gravity prevents this, for we must have
something to support a needle by. If we could place a needle so
that it were free to move in any and every direction, we should
fully see the directive action of the earth, which, however, as the
fact really is, must be determined by two separate observations.
We are apt to suppose that this influence merely tends to keep a
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magnetic needle horizontal, and pointing north and south, but
this is not so, for a needle free to turn every way would be found
to dip slopingly towards the ground whilst it pointed northward.
The word “direction,” as employed above, signifies that the
earth’s magnetism, by its attraction on the magnetic needle,
regulates the direction to be taken by its ends or poles ; it does
not cause it to move “ bodily towards the north.” The usual
way of showing this is to balance a magnetic needle on a piece
of cork in a basin of still water. The magnet places itself north
and south, but the cork remains on the exact spot where it was
placed, provided, of course, that the water be perfectly unruttied.
The student will remember the toy swans which he used in his
earlier days to play with, making them follow the movements
of a magnet held in the hand. The toy had inside either a little
bar of iron, in which case it would be attracted by either end of
the magnet indifferently, or it contained a bar magnet, in which
event it followed the ordinary rule governing the action oi
magnets on magnets, and could be attracted or repelled according
to the nature of the poles presented to either end. From this
the student may be inclined to think we have been uttering a
fallacy, for he could either attract or repel his swan, and make it
move “bodily” either way. But if this swan were submitted to
the earth’s magnetic influence alone he would find this influence
simply directive. Let us suppose such a figure to contain within
its
y a bar magnet, and imagine a canal of water leading
straight to the north pole of the earth itself, if it were possible—
the swan, though attracted by this great natural magnet, would
not swim up the canal to the pole, it would merely turn north
and south, and rest where it was placed. The reason is as
follows.
In the case of the magnet held in the hand, with (say) its
north pole directed to the south pole of the other magnet in the
swan, this north pole is near
to the south pole of the
figure to attract it fairly, but is comparatively too far from
the north pole of that figure to exert an equivalent repelling
influence upon it. The figure of the swan is thus exposed
practically to attraction alone, and will follow the movements of
the magnet “bodily ;’ but in regarding the influence of the
earth’s magnetism on a similar object containing a magnet, we
see that this little bar magnet is infinitely small when compare:
to the distance between either of its poles and the north pole of
the earth. In effect, the north and south poles of the magnet
are comparatively each at an equal distance from the terrestrial
north pole, and when this pole attracts the north pole of the
figure it equally repels the south pole, since the distance of both
being practically the same, one end is repelled as much as the
other is attracted. The result is simply directive, and the magnetised object is directed northwards and southwards, taking up
its position in the “ magnetic meridian.”
In order to understand thoroughly the relation between the
earth’s influence on the magnetic needle and the needle itself, we
must consider how the latter can be placed in position so as to
be made subject to the former. We have the choice of supporting or pivoting, or else suspending such a magnet. There are
two positions in which a needle can be pivoted, though but one
law practically governs the results as to direction east or west
when influenced by an electric current. <A pivot may be vertical
or perpendicular, in which case the needle is horizontal in its
position if poised on it, or the pivot may be horizontal, as, for
example, if stuck at right angles in a wall, when the needle will
be vertical in position, A needle pivoted vertically, or on a
vertical pivot, as in a flat compass, would be a horizontal!y
pivoted needle if the compass were made to stand on edge
upright. The terms vertical and horizontal, we need hardly say
have their signification by reference to the horizon, the apparent
boundary line of our limit of vision, which within its entire
circle comprises the horizontal plane of the earth's surface. The
pivot is in one case vertical, that is to say, perpendicular to the
horizontal plane, and in the other is horizontal, that is parallel
to the same plane.
But we must not forget the difference which attends a change
in the mode of pivoting a magnetic needle. When it is balanced
on a vertical pivot it is affected by the directive power of the
earth’s magnetism, which compels it to point in one particular
position ; but, owing to the way in which it is pivoted, this
directive influence cannot be exerted in its entire fulness, nor
make it point out of its plane in which it rests, namely, the horizontal plane of the earth’s surface. In simple language, the
needle is free to move from side to side, not upanddown. But,
as previously stated, if a magnetic needle be poised on a horizontal pivot, it will not “lie straight,” but will point slopingly
towards the ground—the fact being that the earth’s directive
power of magnetism tends not only to force a magnetised needle
to point towards the north, but makes it dip—more or less, according to its position—on the earth’s surface. Therefore, a
needle magnet, horizontally pivoted, must be made heavier at
the other end, to counterbalance the dipping propensity, if required to stand upright.
We find some difficulty in exactly explaining to the learner
that a current of electricity affects a magnetic needle not only
when passing over and under, but when passing in front and behind it. Indeed, as he finds in the needle instrument, the
needle is upright, is pivoted horizontally, and though that
which appears on the dial before him is not the magnetic needle,
but merely a pointer, the true magnet is in a similar position in
the body of the instrument. The current in this case runs perpendicularly up and down, but the magnet is weighted sufficiently to keep it upright ; and we will here remind the reader
to substitute the words “in front of ” and “ behind ” for “over”
and “ under” when referring to the little table above given for
the direction of the needle in a case of horizontal in place of rertical pivoting. For a current which passes over a needle pivoted
vertically corresponds to a current passing in front of one pivoted
horizontally—the effect is the same in either case as to the direction which it compels. The current runs parallel to the needle
in its original position, whether over the one or in front of the
other.
We should observe further that the infinence of the current is
at its maximum in passing over or under a magnetic needle
when its direction is parallel to the magnetic meridian, and becomes less and less as its direction corresponds less and less with
it. When it is at right angles to the plane of the magnetic
meridian it exerts no influence on the needle.
The student should impress carefully on his memory the
above n. He will see that the position of the needle as to the
terms “fhorizontal” and “ vertical” is determined by the way in
which the pirot is fixed ; and, of course, this support makes a
right angle with the needle in either case.
We have used the expression “plane of the magnetic meridian” one or twice, but we have only adverted to this “ meridian” in very general terms, pointing out briefly what it means,
namely, “the imaginary line joining two fixed points on the
horizon, in which line the
etic needle finds its position of
rest.” This is a part of our subject which requires some further
consideration, as the principles at work are fundamental, and the
time will by and by prove not to have been wasted, though we
delay a lit le longer from the main channel of our course,
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE North-Eastern Railway Company have inaugurated the
system of issuing third-class season tickets.
A Bit has been passed in the Canadian Parliament authorising
the construction of the Canadian and Pacific Railway.
THE works on the Taff
(Dowlais) lines, to be made
jointly by the Great Western Railway Company and the Rhymney
Company, are in course of construction.
THE number of
conveyed over the Metropolitan
Company’s line, the St. 5
ee ine, and the Hammersmith
and City line, during Whitsun week was 1,091,832.
Mr. ARCHIBALD Scort, general manager of the London and
South-Western line, was examined before the Joint Parliamentary
Committee on Railway Amalgamation on Monday. Mr. Scott
expressed himself in favour of amalgamation to a limited
extent.
ACCORDING to a recent report of the New York and New Haven
Railroad Company, not a single loss of life or limb to any
passenger, on any train on that road, has occurred during the past
sixteen years, ‘'wo and a-half millions of passengers are annually
carried. Length of road, seventy-six miles.
Apvices from Rome state that the concession for the direct
railway from Rome to Naples has been granted to the FrancoItalian Bank, the State giving a subvention of £320,000. When
this line shall have been constructed the journey between Rome
and Naples will be reduced to about four hours.
THE short line to the North of the Rhymney Iron Company's
Works, which is the joint property of the London and NorthWestern and the Rhymney Railway companies, was opened for
traffic on 2nd October, 1871, and now forms an innportant line of
communication to a great part of England and to Scotland.
THE Street Railway Company at Vienna have 340 cars, of which
80 to 150 are in daily use. In 1870 the greatest number of
persons carried in one day (24th May) was 138,978, the number of
cars running on that day being 206, and horses 937. The number
of persons carried during the year is estimated at fifteen
millions.
Ir is reported that two attempts were made last week to throw
trains off the rails of the North-Eastern Railway. In one case the
driver of an engine noticed a large block of stone lying across one
rail, but the train passed the place without accident. The stone
on being picked up was found to have been split into halves by
the iron guard in front of the engine, its total measurement being
over 2ft, long and nearly as thick.
THE North British Railway Company began on the Ist inst.
for the first time to run trains between Edinburgh, Greenock, and
Ayr, vid Bathgate, Coatbridge, and the City Union, Glasgow and
South-Western, and Greenock and Ayrshire railways. At present
the company purpose to run by this abridged route five trains
each way daily, and through carriages are to be attached to all the
trains,
THREE indictments for nuisance were on Monday presented by
the vestry of Lambeth to the Surrey special sessions against the
London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company, the company
being charged in them with permitting rain water to percolate
through its numerous bridges crossing public roads in Lambeth,
and also with having neglected to take the necessary means to
deaden the noise caused by trains passing over such bridges. In
each case a true bill was found by the grand jury. The indictments, which are of great length, will now be removed for trial
into the Court of Queen’s Bench.
4
Signor DANISE, the eminent engineer whose project for the
completion of a railway between Naples and Rome over the Pontine Marshes we mention elsewhere as likely to be carried into
effect, has just brought before the publicanother equally practicable
and scarcely less advantageous scheme, He proposes to construct
a line between Naples and Pozzuoli by way of Afragola, Caivano,
and Giugliano, It is a great desideratum in a commercial point of
view, for the produce of the districts which will thus be connected
with the southern capital is most abundant, and the Chamber of
Commerce, fully alive to its great utility, is highly favourable to
it. At present the only popular mode of cemmunication between
Naples and Pozzuoli is by those corricoli which are one of the
characteristic features of the neighbourhood, carrying sometimes
sixteen passengers, ten above and as many as six in a net underneath, or in any part to which they can cling.
THE East Coast companies, in order to meet the exigencies of
the traffic between England and Scotland, and to promote the convenience of passengers, are accelerating their through trains, and
otherwise improving their service during the summer months. By
the agency of an additional special express train, which came into
operation on Ist June, and which is timed to leave London at
10 a.m., passengers arrive in Ediaburgh in nine and a-half hours,
and in Glasgow in eleven hours, after departure from the metropohs. The East Coast companies have_also arranged to run,
from the Ist of the month, an express to the South, which (in
connection with the fast trains from Perth, Callander, Glasgow,
&c.) will leave Edinburgh at 10.25 a.m., arriving at London (King’s
Cross) at 8.25 p.m. The facilities thus afforded for rapid travelling,
together with the extension of third-class bookings to all* trains,
and other advantages, will no doubt develope the passenger traftic
to the South.
THE annual general meeting of the Buenos Ayres Great
Southern (Limited) Company was held on Friday at the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon-street, Mr. D. Robertson, M.P., in the
chair, who, in moving the adoption of the report, said that their
general manager, Mr. Banfield, and his statf had exerted themselves successfully in carrying out the works on the Salado extension at a moderate cost to the company, and without the intervention of a contractor. It was, therefore, proposed to divide
£2000 among them for that extra service, of which Mr. Banfield
was to receive £1000, and the rest would be divided among those
who assisted him. Buenos Ayres was going ahead as a city and a
province of the Argentine Republic, and he believed it would continue to be the seat of government, The success of the company
depended on the prosperity of the province. The directors held
a large stake in the railway; one gentleman held £100,000; he
held £30,000, and other directors helu large amounts, so that they
might rely on the interests of the shareholders being well attended
to, He congratulated the shareholders on having a dividend at
the rate of 9 per cent. per annum for the past half-year, and he
had no doubt that it would be increased at least to 10 per cent.
THE Scotsman says that as some curiosity has been shown as to
whether the East Coast railway companies would succeed in
running their trains between London and Scotland in the reduced
time announced in the arrangements to take effect from the 1st of
June, it may be worth stating that on Saturday, the first uay of
the improved service, the express by the East Coast route left the
King’s Cross station of the Great Northern Company
at 10 a.m.,
and reached the Edinburgh station of the North British Company
at 7°28 p.m., the time occupied being nine hours and twenty-eight
minutes. ‘The train reached York a few minutes before the advertised time, and the usual allowance of twenty-five minutes for
dinner was therefore slightly extended. At Berwick the train
was several minutes late, but the time lost was regained over the
North British line, as the train was landed at their Waverley
station at 7°28 p.m., or two minutes before the advertised time.
Several of the passengers who travelled by the train expressed
themselves highly pleased with the general comfort of the service,
which is, we understand, the fastest train service in the world.
The Glasgow section of the train was forwarded without waiting
the usual interval of half
an hour, and
for that city
were landed at the Queen-street station within the adv ertised
time,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
Tue Albert Gold Medal of the Society of Arts has this year
been awarded by the Council to Mr. Henry Bessemer, “for the
eminent services rendered by him to arts, manufactures, and
commerce in developing the manufacture of steel.
A BEAUTIFUL and easily produced exhibition of crystal formation may be seen under the microscope as fo
: Upon a slip of
glass place a drop of liquid chloride of gold or nitrate of silver.
with a particle of zinc in the gold and copper in the silver. A
growth of exquisite gold or silver ferns wil vegetate under the
observer’s delighted eye.
Ir is said that small pieces of non-resinous wood can be perfectly
seasoned by boiling them four or five hours, the wood
shri
one-tenth in the operation. Trees felled in full leaf, in June or
July, and allowed to lie till their leaves are all fallen, will be
almost dry, the leaves not dropping off till they have exhausted
the sap of the tree. The time required is a month or six weeks,
according to the weather.
Mr. G. A. Drumwonp and Dr. T. Sterry Hunt have received a
patent for removing iron or other metallic impurities from sugar
a
Iphide of an alkaline earth. Milk of lime is added to
the syrup, to alkaline reaction, and the sulphide, dissolved in
water, is added, a temperature of 100 deg. to 150 deg. F. being
maintained. Enough sulphide should be added to react upon
acetate of lead test-paper. Sulphate of magnesia is now added to
remove the excess of the reagent.
THE Courrier de France states that some results relating to
Paris from the recent census have become known, The di:minution of the resident population of the capital within the last six
years is estimated at 400,000. The number of vacant apartments
exceeds 40,000.
Rents have fallen in a proportion which ranges
from one-eighth to one-fourth, and for the superior apartments of
4000f, and upwards the decline is equal to one-third. The depreciation in the value of land and house property is estimated at 20
per cent.
THE manufacture of paper car wheels is just now exciting
much interest. The paper is cut into discs the diameter of the
wheel, and subjected to A tay en of a ton and a-half to the
square inch, anc then secured by iron flanges, held by bolts passing
through them and the paper ; an iron flanged or steel tire is put
on. It is claimed that those wheels are noiseless, do not shrink
with the weather, afford a stay to the tire and a lateral support
in turning curves, and are stronger than’any other material of the
same weight.
THE velocity of electric waves through the Atlantic cables has
been ascertained by Professor Gould to be from 7000 to 8000 miles
per second, Telegraph wires upon poles in the air eonduct the
electric waves with a velocity more than double this. It is a
curious fact that the rapidity of the transmission increases with
the distance between the wire and the earth, or with the height of
the support. The “Journal des Telegraphes” says that wires
placed on poles slightly elevated transmit signals with a velocity
of 12,000 miles a second ;and those at a considerable height give a
velocity of 16,000 or 20,000 miles,
THE Chinese year is lunar. There are twelve months, alternately of twenty-nine and thirty days. Every third year a
thirteenth month is added to make up for the difference between
the solar and lunar year. In every cycle of sixty years twenty-two
intercalary months occur. The Chinese almanack is a matter of
very great importance, ‘“‘ lucky and unlucky days ” being carefully
stated in it, and no true Chinese venturing to undertake a piece
of work on an “unlucky” day. The year is divided into twentyone periods, according to the sun’s position in the heavens, at its
entrance into each sign of the zodiac, and its reaching the middle
of each sign.
THE formation of nitrate of ammonia in respiration may be
shown by the following experiment :- On breathing for a few
moments from the chest into a large glass, the sides of which are
moistened, and after rinsing out the glass into a test tube, the
presence of free nitric acid is shown by the ordinary reagents
iodide of potassium and dilute sulphuric acid. The presence of
ammonia is shown by the usual reagents. M. Struve has remarked
that the formation of nitrate of ammonia, in the act of respiration,
is more feeble-in the morning before dinner than in the afternoon.
He concludes from this that the nitrogen in the atmospheric
air does not play an entirely passive role in respiration, which is
evidently contrary to the experience of MM. Kégnault and Reiset.
It is natural to suppose that nitrate of ammonia present in saliva
plays an important part in digestion.
Ar a recent séancefof the Sociéte @ Encouragement, M. Alvergnat,
maker of physical instruments exhibited several apparatus of his
invention worthy of notice. They consistof rarefied tubes which
can easily be rendered luminous by electricity. The tension of the
vapour in the tubes is measured by a height of mercury varying
from ‘196 to ‘314 of an inch. The vapour is the chloride or
bromide of silicium, and by rubbing the outside of the tubes with
| *Y,
developing
bright light
is produced
withinsubstance
the tubes,
formed electricity
of differenta coloured
filaments—rose
coloured for the chloride and yellowish green for the bromide.
The tension of the vapour necessary to produce this phenomenon is
greater than that for the Gessler tubes, and the electricity which
illuminates these latter tubes does not pass through the new
apparatus of M. Alvergnat. The ingenious arrangement which
permits of the easy production of these phenomena is capable of
application in the arts and sciences, and the Comité des Arts
Economiques consider it well worthy of attention.
THE quantity of coal raised in Nova Scotia during 1870 was
625,769 against 678,062 tons in the preceding year, and 462,188
tons in 1868, The distribution of the coal sold in 1870 was as
follows :
°
vad
a
|
1870.
|
1869,
| Tons.
Tons | Tons Tons
|round. slack | round | slack
a
ir Gn. ae “al
+ «+ |$89,598 ("98,170 |500,449}] 77,441}
Sold for home consumption .. ..| 119,404 20,774 | 98,727 17,209
Exportedtu neighbouring colonies .. |156,013 16,962 | 114,168 | 14,929
Exported to other countries... .. .. !239,336 | 25,811 | 257,729 9031
Total..
514,753) 63,547 |470,624 | 41,169
The average number of persons employed in 1870 was 2600,
2568 in 1869, The total steam power 3005 horse, against
2357.
NITRITE of amyl, now used in medicine, especially in cases of
angina pectoris and as an antidote for chloral, is prepared for
medicinal use from commercial fusel oil as follows :—Agitate the
fusel oil with a strong solution of chloride of sodium, which
reduces its bulk 16 or 20 per cent., and wash well with water.
Distil the washed product in a retort furnished with a thermometer, reject the portion passing over below 125 deg. C., which
consists of the lower alcohols, collect the distillate between
125 deg. ©. and 140 deg. C. and redistil to a boiling heat of 132 deg.
The amyl alcohol, thus obtained, is introduced into a glass retort.
with a safety tube, some copper wire and one-tenth volume of oi
of vitriol added.
e same volume of nitric acid, diluted with an
equal volume of water, is added, and the temperature gently
raised to 65 deg. C. When the reaction commences and proceeds
quietly untila product about equal to double the bulk of the
nitric acid is obtained in the receiver when the reaction ceases.
Another volume of nitric acid is then added to the retort, and the
reaction continued until red fumes appear. Wash the product
with hydrate of soda, and redistil over fused carbonate of potassa,
the portion passing over between 95 deg. and 100 deg. is sufficiently
pure nitrate of amyl,
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MISCELLANEA.
LEICESTER-SQUARE is at last closed, but how it is to be disposed
of still remains an open question.
A NEW graving dock, capable of holding the largest vessels, was
opened on Monday at Newport, Monmouthshire.
THE opening of the Lyons Exhibition, which was to have taken
place on Monday, has been pa until the 16th instant,
owing to the backward state of the preparations.
THE Czar will soon have his complete wire to North India. No
wood being at hand in the Kirghiz steppes, the Turkestan line of
wires from Tashkend to Fort Merke will be mounted on brick
A CONFERENCE is announced to be held at Willis’s Rooms today to discuss the desirability of the Government acquiring the
— ef the railways, and instituting a system of uniform fares
or
+},
a running
On Monday “ co-operative ”
from and to the Surrey side of Westminster Bridge to Charing
Cross and Oxford-circus, in connection with tramway cars from
Clapham, Brixton, and
THE freemasons of Gloucestershire have undertaken at their own
sole charge the restoration of the beautiful reredos in Gloucester
Cathedral, the cost of which is estimated at over £1000. Of this
amount the greater portion has been already subscribed.
TILES made of cement are coming into general use for roofing
purposes in Prussia, They are made in steel moulds ; their thickness is only three millimetres, and for this reason are extremely
light, a square metre weighing only 37°50 kils., and costing
11°50 francs,
THE first coal ever mined in the United States was dug near
Richmond, Va. Bituminous coal was mined there as early as
1700, and in 1775 was extensively used in the vicinity. During
the revolution a Richmond foundry employed this coal in making
shot and shell for the continental forces,
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales has communicated to
the Lord President and the Vice-President of the Committee of
Council on Education his intention of opening the Bethnal Green
Branch Museum, on Monday, 24th June. The Prince will be
accompanied hy her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales,
THE famous steel works of Krupp at Essen produced, in 1871,
65,000 tons of steel, employing Moo persons, steam power of
5377 horses, furnished by 256 steam engines and 150 boilers. The
most powerful steam engine used at these works is upwards of
—— power, and thirteen are more than 100-horse power
each.
Srvce the siege of Paris horses have increased 35 per cent. in
price, and this has tended to induce economy in their food. The
Campagnie Générale des Asphaltes de France, with this purpose in
view, have just fixed up one of the well-known corn crushers made
by Messrs, E. R. and F, Turner, which, it is said, saves 25 per
cent. in the cost of food,
THE demand for iron and steel continues unabated in Germany
and Belgium, and prices rule extremely high. Bessemer steel
rails have brought as much as £12 12s. per ton, and iron rails have
realised £8 14s, Gd. to £13 16s, per ton. The Belgian iron trade
presents little change, but rather less activity appears to prevail
than at the commencement of May.
THE directors of the Native Guano Company (Limited) have
issued a circular announcinga dividend of £1 per share, payable
on the 20th of June. The circular also states that they have sold
the right of working the company’s patents in Russia and Italy on
very advantageous terms. The Board of Works repudiate all
ae with the company, and any intention of taking their
works,
In Japan the year is divided into twelve months, corresponding
to the signs of the zodiac. These months, however, are of
different lengths : the necessary intercalary days that have to be
added, and the months needed to accommodate the difference
between solar and lunar years, are assigned by the Mikado. A
peculiar sacredness is attached by the Japanese to the number
| nine.
In the Court of Common Pleas an action has been brought by
Wm. Armstrong against the agents of the French Government
|Sir
to recover the price of six batteries of guns ordered for the siege of
Paris. The question was raised whether certain letters by the
plaintiff's firm absolved him from stipulations as to delivery at
stated times. The court held that they did, and that Sir William
was at liberty to bring his action.
THE experiment of displaying a light on the clock tower of the
New Palace at Westminster was tried for the first time on
Monday night. It was purely experimental, but (the Morainy
Post says), so far as can at present be judged, was successful,
From the Atheneum Club it appeared like a hybrid between a
comet and a moon, the general public were unable to make it out,
but it will soon become a familiar object in the metropolis.
Messrs. Bric@s fired another of their large blasts at their Salt
Hill Limeworks, Clitheroe, on Saturday. The rock operated upon
was at the east end of theq
A tunnel had been made about
eighteen yards from the face, when it took an oblique direction
for about six yards, where a chamber was made in which was
deposited nearly three tons of blasting powder. A fuze was laid,
and the passage made up with stones, &c. The whole mass of
rock was seen to rise from its bed and topple over into the quarry
beneath. It is computed that not less than 100,000 tons of rock
had been displaced.
Ir is stated that oxygen gas is shortly to be supplied
to the
public for illuminating and metallurgical
purposes in the same
way as coal gas now is. The oxygen is to be produced cheaply by
M. Tessiedu Motay’s process, which consists of charging retorts
with a mixture of manganate of soda and oxide of copper, from
which large quantities of gas are evolved at very small cost, and
it is offered to the public at one franc the cubic metre. Applications are made by the company to the Municipal Council to lay
down mains, and to make the necessary arrangements for supplying the public with this gas.
THe Central Swedish Iron and Steel Company’s report of an unexpected discovery of lower seams of coal of great thickness
in the lands immediately adjoining the 500 acres of coal field
now appertaining to the company, lead them to believe that their
property is much more valuable than was originally anticipated ;
and the result of these discoveries has been that considerable
tracts in the neighbourhood have lately been sold at more
than four times the price per acre paid by the company. The
new blast furnaces and
semer Works at Bjérneborg are
being pushed on with all possible speed, and, before many months
are over, it is hoped, they will be complete and in profitable
operation, The company have determined to erect the prepose:|
plate and tire rolling mill at Frituna, instead of at Bjirneborg, and
thereby do away with the necessity of any steam-power at all.
Tue Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company seems likely to
have its away across the continent made smooth by the joint
efforts of the cities of St. Louis and San
isco, Officers of
the company and leading citizens of St. Louis have recently
visited San Francisco and sought to arrange terms of co-operation
by which the two cities might join with the company in supplying
the money for construction and in pamogns the property. It has
been mutually agreed that the capitalists of each of the two cities
subscribe 10,000,000 dols. to the stock, that the road shall have
its terminal stations in the cityof San Francisco,
and that each
ae ee Re oe See
ae
San
"
which now epends
ly upon the
Pacific Company for
all its railroad
ections, 1s
excedi y anxious togetancther
railroad, and its capitalists
will probably be ready to make lar.e
subscriptions to anything which promises fairly,
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STONE-BREAKER.

CONSTRUCTED BY MR. H. R, MARSDEN, ENGINEER, SOHO FOUNDRY, MEADOW-LANE, LEEDS.
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WE illustrate in the accompanying wees an improved
arrangement of the now universally-known Blake's stone and ore
breaker, which is so clearly shown in the drawings as hardly to
require a word of description.
t will be seen that a rocking or vibrating upright lever is
combined with two toggles and a movable and fixed jaw, the
rocking lever being supported on a cross-pin extending between
the two side standards, and passing through a horizontal slot in
the boss of the lever. On the opposite sides of this vibrating
boss there are formed two curved notches, corresponding notches
being formed in the back of the movable jaw, and in the toggle
block, in which notches are fitted the correspondingly rounded
ends of the two toggle levers. The toggles are so placed that on
rocking or vibrating the actuating lever they
alternately
assume a straight line and an angled
position on opposite sides of
a right line drawn between the no’
on the movable jaw and
the notch in the toggle block. For example, when the lever is
vertical the two toggles will be straight, and co
uently the
greatest force will be exerted just at the termination of each forward stroke of the movable jaw by reason of the toggles anc age
over or across their points of greatest resistance. Instead o'
driving by a belt, an engine is combined direct with the machine,
to one end of which is bolted a vertical bed-plate containing the
slide block guides of the engines, the vertical cylinder of which

is bolted to the face of the plate. The side standards of the
machine are prolonged sufficiently to form brackets for carrying
the bearings of a crank shaft,
upon which is mounted one or a pair
of fly-wheels. The piston-rod is coupled to the crank by a connecting rod, and the crank is further coupled by another cornecting rod to the upper or free end of the actuating rocking
lever. The entire arrangement is very neat and compact.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
THE trials of portable engines and thrashing machines will commence at Cardiff on Monday, the 8th of July, at noon, and all
exhibits must be in the show-yard before the evening of Saturday, the 5th of July. The show will open to the general public
on Monday, the 15th July.

THE LATE Mr. JOHN WHITMORE.—We regret to announce the
death of Mr. John Whitmore, agricultural engineer, of Wickham
Market, on Friday, the 24th inst. The deceased gentleman
was born at Wickham Market in 1801. He lost his father
when he was but eleven years old, and was thus thrown very early
on his own resources. At fourteen he was apprenti
to a
neighbouring mechanic ; at the expiration of his apprenticeship he
commenced business on his own acceunt in his native
parish ; and
by his indomitable perseverance and skill soon acquired a high
reputation for the production of mill machinery of first-class
character, the result being that in a few years his business, commencing with only a few hands, reached a stage which enabled
him to find employment for over 100 men. The works have for
some time been conducted by the late Mr. Whitmore’s son, and
his partner, Mr, Binyon.

Raltway IN Ecypt.—The staff of surveyors and assistants,
nearly thirty in number, taken out by Mr. John Fowler, C.E.,
to make a survey for a railway in the Valley of the Nile, have
returned, after having su
'y completed their work. The
line surveyed is about 600 miles in length, and commences at
Wady Kalfah, near the second cataract, and terminates at
Khartum, where the Blue and the White Nile unite their
waters, above the sixth cataract. For nearly three-fourths of its
length the line will be on the edge of the Valley of the Nile,
about three-fourths of a mile from the river, and constructed
above the level of the periodical inundations, At the commencement of the great bend, between 18 deg. and 16 deg. north latitude, the railway will leave the valley, and pi
by a direct
line across the desert of Bayuda to a point near the sixth cataract,
whence it will follow the valley southwards to Khartum, the
intended terminus for a time,
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HOLE FOR TUBE
It is recommended that where earthquakes are frequent the
DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS
USED FOR the horizontal motions :—On the stand to the right of the clock
A are set four bent glass tubes open at their ends, One of each observatory should be founded on solid masonry, bedded in the
OBSERVING
THE EARTHQUAKE
SHOCKS | pair
earth,
and should consist of a wooden house not liable to be overbranches must have a diameter at least double that
WHICH PRECEDE AND -ACCOMPANY THE | of theof vertical
other. These pairs, with their supporting columns, are thrown.
ERUPTIONS OF VESUVIUS.
The following signs of an approaching eruption are considered
shown in plan, where one plan lies N. and 8., another E. and W.,
reliable :—First, when the crater fills up and the vapour from it
OwIne to the great importance of being able to foresee the a third N.E. and 8.W., and the other N.W. and 8.E. It will be diminishes
in quantity. Secondly, when the ware from the
that metallic bars pass from the pillar P over the ends
eruptions of Vesuvius, the late Government of Naples was led to observed
of all the long branches, and similar bars pass from R over the crater gives much deposit of iron or sodium. Thirdly, when the
put up an observatory to watch its signs. The house, built in 1844, ends of the short branches ; the pillars themselves, as in the case water sinks in some of the springs of the neighbourhood.
stands near the Hermitage, 2080ft. above the'sea, being placed on of the other instrument, are each connected with one pole of a
The phenomena more nearly preceding an eruption are the
a ridge of the mountain which has turned aside many lava currents, Daniell’s battery, the connections including the electro-magnets C occurrence of earthquakes, increasing in intensity and “yo |
without being itself subm
It is founded on vaulted arches, and D. The description of the tube » will apply to all the others ; for some days beforehand, also the irregularity of the diw
above which is a large hall for specimens of lava and volcanic n is partly filled with mercury, and an iron or platinum wire 0, variations of the magnetic needle. One of the remarkable attenminerals, 8S
lead up from this hallto the observatory proper. suspended from the bar above the short branch, dips into dants of an eruption (which may be observed to a lesser degree
The whole is in the charge of Professor Palmieri, of the Royal the mercury therein, while another platinum wire, hung from whenever the mountain is steaming much) is the frequency of lightUniversity of Naples, who, by his ingenuity and zeal, has brought the bar over the mouth of the longer branch, has its end very ning flashes, attending on the condensation of the vapour of water
the instruments to a state of great perfection.*
close to the surface of the mercury in that branch. Any from the crater ;just as in an ordinary thunderstorm lightning
The most important sections of the apparatus are the seismo- shock which is not perpendicular in direction to the plane occurs at the time the vapour is condensing, as is proved by the
graphic, or shock-recording instruments, which are in a separate | of the pair of branches will cause the mercury to oscillate| rain that follows.
room, and are worked by electricity. There are also instruments for in the tubes and more sensibly in that with the smaller diameter ; In addition to these phenomena of Vesuvius, the volcanic
observing the electricity of the air, and the pressure of the when it rises up in the latter, so as to touch the platinum activity of the district is com by a gradual rising of part of the
wind and amount of rainfall, as well as the diurnal varia- point, the connection between P and R is made and the circuit | coast of the bay near Torre dell’ Annunziata, where there is already
tions of the magnetic needle.
completed, starting the action of the electro-magnets C and D, an alteration of several feet; while on the other side of Naples, at
All former attempts at measuring and recording earthquakes which record the shock as already described. By having the tubes Pozzuoli, the pavement at the edge of the harbour is sinking below
depended directly on the shocks
ing their own marks ; slight set in the different directions already mentioned one or more the level of the water, and the pavement of the temple of Jupiter
ones thus escaped notice, but by the use of electricity the certainty of the pairs is sure to be acted upon, and by observing in which the Serapis had in the spring of 1869 sunk about 16in. lower than in
of record is invariable. The instruments are made to record the oscillation takes place the direction of the shock can be ascer- 1858.
horizontal and vertical oscillations, the time of their occurrence, tained. Besides this, each long branch has a small ivory pulley q
and their duration and direction, in the following manner :—
fixed above it, over which passes a single fibre of silk, with an iron
In Fig. 1, E is a helix of brass wire, (gauge about 1 millimetre) ; float at one end, resting on the surface of the mercury; at the
Tue Society oF ENGINEERS.— Mr. G. W. Harris has resigned the
the helix consists of fourteen or fifteen turns, and has a diameter of other end of the fibre hangs a counterpoise; fixed to the pulley secretaryship of the Society of Engineers, and the Council have
from 20 to 25 millimetres ; it hangs from a fine metal spring, and can is a fine index hand capable of moving along a graduated arc. appointed Mr. Perry F. Nursey to the vacant post. All letters
be raised or lowered by a thumb screw. From the lower end of When the shock takes place the mercury, rising in the long branch, should be addressed to the Society's offices, 6, Westminsterthe helix hangs a copper cone with a platinum point ; the latter is raises the float on its surface, the silk fibre at the same time makes chambers, Victoria-street.
kept close to the surface of me
in the iron basin f, which the pulley revolve with its index hand, which afterwards remains
Tue Str. GorHarp Raitway.—It is reported in engineering
rests on an insulating column of cn |or marble G. The distance stationary, as the ——_
prevents the float from sinking circles
in Milan that a contract has just been signed between
of the point from the surface of the mercury remains constant, as — with the mercury.
e reading on the graduated arc is Signor
Grattoni and the St. Gothard Railway Company for the
us a measure of the magnitude of the shock. It will be seen construction
the metal pillar T is of such a le
that its expansion or conof the tunnel, the particulars of which were published
traction compensates that of the helix ; the latter isin connection that in all these instruments shocks, however small, can be re- in the “‘ Journal
of Society of Arts” 17th May. It is said that
(byT) with one pole of a Daniell’s battery of two cells, and the corded with certainty by adjusting the distance between the the prices and conditions
of the contract are extremely favourable
basin f is connected with the other pole. Any vertical movement, platinum points and the mercury.
the company, and this seems probable, as Signor Grattoni,
however slight, makes the platinum point dip into the mercury,
The arrangement of Daniell’s battery used for the seismograph for
having
carried
out
the
Mont
Tunnel, and having all the
and thus completes the circuit. In this circuit are included two is shown in Fiz. 4, where, for convenience of cleaning, the copper »lant and boring machinery thatCenis
was used there, would naturally
electro-magnets, C and D; these, during the circulation of a element is made of wire (about 8 B.W.G.) coiled flat without
in
a
better
position
than
any
other
contractor to undertake the
current, attract their armatures, which are connected with levers. touching. Crystals of sulphate of copper are placed at the bottom work at a low price, and to insure its success,
The action of C’s lever is to stop the clock A, which thus records, of the outer cell, into which water is poured; and the inner cell,
THE Prospective Suppty or Pic Iron.—While there is,
to a half-second, the time of the occurrence of the shock, at the into which the zinc plate goes, is filled with silicious sand.
In addition to the above some instruments of a rougher descrip- naturally, some diversity of opinion with regard to the probable
same instant that the clock strikes an alarm bell, which attracts
the attention of anobserver. The lever, attached to the armature tion are used ; for instance, at the foot of the pillar G there is a | course ofthe iron market within the next twelve months, we think
with eight holes (two of them shown in section) it safe to conclude, from all indications, that both production and
of D, at the first instant of the current frees the pendulum of the wooden trough
elock B, which was before kept from swinging, in a position out round its inner circumference ;mercury is poured into the basin consumption will show a marked increase before the end of another
et, and
of the vertical ; the clock then acts as a time-piece, and its motion till its level is nearly up to the lips of the holes. The effect of year. Owing to the present scarcity of iron in the
led and obtained by the furnaces, there is,
unrolls a band of paper, k, hk, k, at a rate of three metres an a shock is to throw some of the mercury into one or more of these the high price d
hour, At the same time the armature of D, while attracted, holes, and the greater the oscillation the more merc
is thrown just now, a temporary falling off in the consumptive demand.
presses a pencil point against the band of — which passes over in. The screws shown outside are for drawing off the mercury This is particularly noticeable in the case of rails, the high price of
be og m, a
4 it, while _ — quake lasts, a series from the holes, when its quantity can bemeasured. The direction iron having forced many of the rail mills to suspend operations,
of points or strokes which occupy a length o
r corresponding of the shock is shown by seeing which holes are filled with becanse rails cannot now be marketed at remunerative prices,
to its duration, and which record the work of Geaea. After it mercury. The following is another method. From the arm of the since, as compared with pisiron, they are relatively cheap. There
is over the paper continues to unroll from the drum i and passing pillar
G a fine metal wire hangs, with a metal ball at its end, has also been a noticeable curtailment of consumption in other
round the clock, rolls on to the drum/. If a fresh shock occur which, by its oscillation, thrusts out one or more light glass tubes, ways, but this cannot be other than temporary. Iron is an article
in a stand as shown in Fig. 3.
e two rings in which there can be no economy of consumption. Just so much
the pencil indicates it, as before, on the paper, and the length of set horizontally
blankpaper between the two sets of marks is a measure of the are of wood, and the glass coe through holes in them of the is needed, and if it is not supplied this year, it must be next year.
interval of time between the shocks, By way of additional check, shape shown in the sketch ; s
leather washers are placed out- If we build a less mileage of railroad this year, because rails are
several helices, h, h, h, are hung from a stand, with small per- side the outer rings: the displacement of a tube measures the high, we shall make the more rapid progress when rails become
then, that by means of this a)
tus cheaper. Thus, while the consumption may fluctuate from year
manent magnets
nded from their ends; below and close to shock. It has been sho
as the to year, the percentage of increase must be and will be maintained.
these latter are small basins, holding iron filings; into these the the astronomical time of the first shock is recorded, as
points of the magnets dip, when their helices oscillate vertically, interval between the shocks, and the duration of each; their It need not be inferred, therefore, that because there. is just now
and some filings remain sticking to the magnets as a record of the nature, whether vertical or horizontal, is given, as also the maximum a curtailment of consumption, there is less encouragement to inae
oe ag a a sh ~ onit which moves an of intensity, and, in the case of horizontal shocks, their direction crease the supply than when the inquiry was more: active, the
ter, and the supply more abundant. On the
in
ong
a graduated arc, as shownin Fig. 2, thus again is indicated. Professor Palmieri has the instruments examined consumption
three timesa day, and an assistant observer is always at hand to contrary, the fact that consumers are now compelled to limit their
—< the amount of the vertical wotl
:
e following arrangements are more specially for registering hear the bell, and put back the apparatus to its normal position purchases to the supplying of their immediate and imperative
and more pressing defresh observations. It appears that it records all the violent requirements gives assurance of a greater
*The late eruption, which
has been so extensive
and so fatal, was fore- for
ity was
shocks that occur in theMediterranean basin ; thus on the occasion mand in the immediate future ; and no better
told by him,as about
to take place, and with admirable courage he of
ever
offered
for
i
n
g
new
,
wherever
and iron can
the
late
eruption
in
the
Greek
Archipelago,
Professor
Palmieri
in the observatory at the most dangerous period, when the was able to announce to the Neapolitans that a great disturbance |be
than that which now presents itself. Great
as it was last
ran great risk of
order
, the consumption of iron in the United States is capable of
before the news reached Italy. The shocks
observe the records of his instruments : a cervie torwhieh i tounder. had taken place
stood, he isto be madea senatorof the kingdom of Italy.
| indefinite expansion,—Jron Age, U.S.
in connection with Mount Etna are readily
le.
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WORKS AND PROJECTS.
No, VII.
THE NORTH-EASTERN.
THE surprising development of the traffic on the system of the
North-Eastern Company for some time
» consequent on the
exceedingly pros
state of the
rict they serve, has
naturally created
a demand for in
accommodation and
means of transit ;and we, therefore, expect to find that heavy
charges are being made against capital to provide them. To bring
certain districts into communication with the company’s systema
large number of branch lines and extensions are
ing constructed. In the half-year ended December, 1871, the NorthEastern Company acquired the undertaking of the Hull and Selby
Railway, for the lease of which they were authorised to create
£1,880,422 of preference stock, bearing a dividend at the rate of 44
per cent. per annum until September, 1881, and thereafter at 4 per
cent. per annum in perpetuity.
account of the purchase
£938,419 had been paid up to the close of the accounts. In the
course of the half-year the company laid out £279,761 on the lines
and works then open for traffic, in improvements and extensions
thereon. The expenditure comprises for land and property
acquired, including heaping gd and other charges, £58,117. For
new sidings at various parts of the system, £24,562, and the extension of stations and sundry works connected therewith £28,728 ;
the extension of engine stables at West Hartlepool], Gateshead,
&e., £4172; new cottages for the company’s employés were
erected at a cost of £3207 ; and the new goods warehouses to be
providedatNewcastle, Middlesbrough, and Marsh-lane, Leeds, took
£21,429, and £80,405 will be required to complete them. The new
station at Durham took £7700. In doubling a portion of the
North Yorkshire and Cleveland Railway £19,322 was laid out;
and for the same ae £11,032 was laid out on other parts of
the system which had previously only had single lines.
The additions to the rolling stock have been rather extensive,
and comprise nineteen engines, thirty-one passenger carriages,
forty-one passengers’ luggage and goods brakes vans, and 1828
wagons. The chaldron coal wagons, of which the company still
have 26,614, are being gradually broken up and replaced by stock
of a superior description. The number broken up last half-year
was 1346, and, as their equivalent, 400 large mineral wagons were
built and added to stock. The engines added during the halfyear averaged £2350 each, the passenger carriages £232 each, the
vans £122 each, and the wagons £85; the total cost of the
additions being £211,458. This is a small amount, however, when
compared with the item appearing in the account of ‘* estimated
further expenditure” for more rolling stock yet to be provided to
meet the increasing traffic. The company had, at the close of the
year, additional rolling stock orderesd, but not delivered, for payment of which £496,797 is required in the current half-year, and
£115,575 subsequently, making together £612,372. This last
amount in itself would serve to equip a second-rate line with a
moderate supply of rolling stock ; and, indeed, when added to the
expenditure which teok place in 1871, amounts to as much as the
whole charge to capital of the working stock of the Brighton Company. When these payments have been made the cost, as charged
to capital, of the rolling stock of the North-Eastern will be
£6,178,939, which is unusually heavy when compared with other
lines, either on the basis of cost = mile worked, or when taken
in relation to the company’s total capital.
The estimated further expenditure comprises a total of £465,532
to be laid out on lines and works already open. The principal
items are, the new goods warehouses at Newcastle and Leeds,
taking £74,005, doubling a further portion of the Cleveland line,
£18,490, as also the lines between Barnard Castle and Bowes,
£10,157; while additional sidings, cottages, station accommodation, turntables, cranes, and other works now required, will take
£148,644. The company have also some important works not yet
commenced or in abeyance. The proposed new lines and station,
with hotel and other accessories at York, are estimated to take
£196,635; and the directors have also recommended the shareholders to undertake the construction of a short line of railway to
the east side of that city, with the object of facilitating the transit
of cattle to and from the market, aud of accommodating the
inhabitants of that part of the city as regards the supply of coal
and other onehenien. The Leyburn and Hawes branch to be
constructed by the company is estimated to take £175,000; the
Byker Walker and Percy Main Railway, £241,000; the Monwearmouth and Sunderland junction line, £250,000. Application has
also been made to Parliament for authority to construct a railway
that will form a direct route between Middlesbrough and Stockton
on the one hand, and Sunderland and the collieries in the Hartlepool district on the other; and by the same means increased
facilities for the working of mineral traffic from other localities
will also be obtained. The line, including branches, will be 154
miles in length, and is estimated to cost £300,000. As soon as
certain plans are matured the shareholders will also be asked to
authorise the construction of a connecting channel through the
Slake, by means of which they will be enabled to give to all the
West Hartlepool docks the advantage of a deep-water entrance.
Amongst the principal lines and works which were under construction at the close of the year were—the Ferryhill extension
and branches, estimated to cost £186,509, of which £159,232 had
then been expended; the Pelaw and Saltburn branches, of which
the total cost was expected to be £119,811 and £90,426 respectively, and then nearly completed. On the extension of Middlesbrough dock £63,259 had
n laid out, and to complete the
extensions it is estimated that £57,591 would be required, makin
the total cost £120,850. The contracts for the Leeds an
Wetherby and Helmsley and Pickering lines have been satisfactorily let, and the works are being pushed forward rapidly. The
estimated cost of the former is £213,603, and of the latter
£126,036,
Some idea of the magnitude of the whole of the works now in
hand, and exclusive of those still requiring the sanction of Parliament, and of the wees may be formed when it is stated
that the estimated further expenditure of capital amounts in the
aggregate to nearly three millions, and nearly one million of the
total amount will be laid out in the current half-year. Some of
those lines which we have stated as being ‘‘in abeyance ” are only
waiting the letting of the works, and some progress has already
been made in staking out and preparing plans, so that they may be
put in hand with as little delay as possible.
PREPARATIONS are being commenced for the approaching meeting of the Science Congress at Plymouth, and a satisfactory sessions
is anticipated.
PHOSPHATE MILLS.—We learn that Messrs. Turner, i,
&c., of St. Peter's Ironworks, of Ipswich, have during the past
week freighted a vessel for Dunkerque, with machinery, consisting
of the gearing, &c., for eight — of stones for grinding coprolites or other phosphates supplied to the order of the Bellegarde
Phosphate Company, whose works are situated near Ain, in France,
and contiguous with the river Rhone, The mill in which it will
be fixed is built on a plateau several hundred feet above the level
of the river, the water of which gives motion to a turbine water
wheel, from which power is taken to the main shaft of the mill b
means of a wire rope about three-fourths of a mile in length
running at high speed. The
crosses the river twice in its
length. A
ved pulleyof a
17ft. diameter is attached to
the end of the main shaft of the mill to receive the rope. On the
main shaft inside the mill is placed a Napier’s friction clutch for
starting the lay shaft of the millstones, which are placed in line
on one side of the = The a is ete to the —
by elevators, after
ing through a
ing rolls to
ooiuse it to suitable size.
Turner Seve estatiobed a
reputation for the manufacture of artificial manure machinery,
which the mill under notice will well maintain,
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communication from Lewis Budd Bruen, New York, U.S.—23rd May,
1872.im
1586. Witt1amM Roxpert Lake, Southamp + hnildad ig8, London, “Improved p
and apparatus for the extraction of oil and the production of flour from maize.”—A communication from Honoré Charles
Cavayé, Paris.
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months. 1588.
Crisrororo
Muratort,
Bessboroughens, Pimlico, London,
374. Joun Epwarps, Cassland-crescent, South Hackney, London, ‘“ Im‘An
improved
substitute
for
iron
and
steel, chiefly designed to be used
provements in locks.”—5th February, 1872.
in
the
construction
of
defensive
armour
for
soldiers,
and in the build490. RatpH Granam and Maurice Date Woop, Stockton-on-Tees,
ing, lining, and covering of ships.”—24th May, 1872.
Durham, ‘Improvements in apparatus used in the production of
artificial teeth, ee as dental articulators.”—l6th February, 1872.
808. CurHpert FurtonG, Lower Mount Pleasant-avenue, Ranelagh, Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of
Complete Specifications.
Dublin, Ireland, ‘‘An improvement in files for holding papers.”—18th
March, 1872.
THomas Buriock De Forest, Southampton-buildings, London,
1086. Witt1am Henry Maw, Bedford-street, Strand, London, ‘‘ The con- 1564.
“An
improved
machine
pins.”—22nd May, 1872.
— of floating stations or docks for floating fire engines.”—12th 1565. Tuomas Burtock Defor making
Forest, Southampton-buildings, London,
pril, 1872.
“« An improved machine for sticking pins in paper.”—22ad May, 1572.
1204. Friepricn Henrich ALEXANDER Heyer, Leather-lane, Holborn, 1590.
Joun Lee Boone ard Rupoten HERMAN, San Francisco, California,
and “ An improved press for printing and copying.”—22ad April,
U.S., “Improvements in the construction of the permanent beds of
872.
i
which improvements also embrace an artificial railroad tie or
1341. ANson Parsons StepnHens, Brooklyn, New York, U.S., “ Improvesleeper
of a semi
ic or woody nature, and which block can be
ments in vices for machinists and others.”—3rd May, 1872.
adapted to various similar uses.”—24th May, 1872.
1410. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Improve- 1598.
Epwarp Tuomas Huaues, Chancery-lanc, London, “ Improvements
ments in the manufacture of artificial manure.”—A communication
in furnaces for pu
% ting, reheating,
ting, and for
from Jean Marie Joseph Charles du Lin and Achille Francois Guilleheating boilers.” — A communication from Lambert Bichcroux,
mare, Paris.—8th May, 1872.
Duisberg, Prussia.—-25th May, 1872.
1487. Jacop GoopreLLow, Blackburn, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in
metallic pistons.”
1489, Jonn Imray, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London, Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid.
‘‘Improvements in means of transit across rivers, estuaries, and other
Brownryo, Salmon-lane, Limehouse, London, ‘‘ Varnish or
waters, and apparatus therefor.”—-A communication from Leopoldo 1691. Henry
."—lst June, 1869.
si
Brockmann and Daniel O’Ryan, Madrid.
THoMAS BRADFORD, Fleet-street, London, “ Drying closets, é&c.”-—1491. Witttam LaipLaw and Tuomas FAIRGRIEVE, gees Mills, Gala- 1636.
28th May, 1869.
shiels, Selkirk, N.B., ‘‘Improvements in carding and carding ma- 1670.
Jonny Hauwortu and Hexry Horsraci, Todmorden, Lancashire,
chinery.”
‘* Furnaces.”—31st May, 1869.
1493. GeorceE Bowpen, Oxford-street, London, ‘A new or improved 1686.
Tuomas Ropert CLARKE, WILLIAM Bywater, THOMAS LAWSON, and
writing and drawing slate.”
CuarLes Limpert Lister, Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Felted fabrics.”—1«t
1495. Tous Henry Jonnsoy, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ ImproveJune, 1869.
ments in cocks or valves for the discharge of aérated liquids.”—A 1920.
ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “ Electric
communication from Jean Marie Durafort, Paris.
telegraphs.”- 23rd June, 1869.
1497. ZEPHANIAH Deacon Berry, Pimlico, London, ‘‘ Improvements in 1694.
JoHN ALLEN BinpLey, Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire, ‘‘ Attemthe construction of stoves for heating buildings and other purposes.”
perators for union and tunning casks used in brewing.”—let June,
1501. ALLEN Ransome, King’s-road, Chelsea, London, ‘‘ Improvements
1869.
applicable to wood-cutting machinery for the purpose of removing 1674.
Cuinton EpccumBe Brooman, Fleet-street, London, “ Boilers and
therefrom dust, chips, and shavings produced by the operation of the
furnaces for generating steam and economising fuel.”—31st Ma y, 1869.
cutting tools.”—A communication from John Richards, Philadelphia, 1698.
Josep Urpatn, Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, ‘‘ Candles.”—2nd June,
Pennsylyania, U.8S.—16th May, 1872.
1503. SamueL WiLt1amM Worssam, Oakley Works, King’s-road, Chelsea, 1700. Georce Vain TURNBULL, CHRISTIAN SALVESEN, and RoserT Irvine,
aa, “Improvements in machinery or apparatus for cutting
Leith, Midlothian, N.B., ‘Preparing lubricants or softeners.”—2ud
mitres.”
June, 1869.
1507. James Epwarp Ransome, Ipswich, Suffolk, ‘‘ Improvements in 1716.
Jonn Stewart, Poplar, London, and THoMas CHARLTON, Ashford,
ploughs.”
Kent, ‘‘ Steam boilers, &c.”—3rd June, 1869.
1509. Jonn ADAM FrRoitTzHE1M, Cologne, Prussia, “ Improved manufacture 1733.
RopertT BaGsHAW Pium and Rosert Georce, Worcester, ‘* Convertof explosive compounds.”
ing rotary motion into reciprocating motion.”—4th June, 1869.
;
1511. Isaac Brown, Elm Croft Grange, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., 1744.
Freperick Hate Howes, Mortlake, Surrey, “ Electro-magnetic
“Improvements in watering streets and roads, and in the apparatus or
machines,” —5th June, 1869.
means for effecting the same.”—17th May, 1872.
1512. JAMES ALFRED TuRNER, Manchester, and GrorGe Davies, Chorley,
Cheshire, ‘Improvements in the manufacture of waterproof packing Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been Paid.
material.”
1513. Joshua Rooke, London-street, London, “ Improvements in slide 1503. WiLL1AM James Burcess, Brentwood, Essex, “‘ Reaping and mowing
machines.”—Ilst June, 1865.
RS
valves and arrangements for working the same.”
1517. Freperick Le-Breton Bepwe.t, Croydon, Surrey, ‘‘ Improved 1494. Hypottre Monier, Boulevart St. Martin, Paris, ‘‘Gas burners.”—
3lst May, 1866.
boats’ fittings applicable to the saving of life.”
1518. WiLt1AM CREAM ANDERSCN, Marsh House, Walthamstow, Essex,
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
‘* An improved method of securing sheets or panes of glass in horticultural and other structures.”
187. Samvet Ricnarp Smytu, Ethelburga House, Bishopsgate-strect,
1519. JoHaAN ANDERSON LinBLAD, Sheffield, ‘‘ Improvements in the conLondon, ‘‘Sewing machines.” —20th January, 1872. <
struction of buffers for railway and other similar uses.”
217. ARNOLD Tuomas, Cinderford, “ Drying apparatus.”—23rd January,
1520. DaviD ALEXANDER Carr and Crawrorp Peter Bartow, Old
Palace-yard, Westminster, “‘ Improvements in electric distant signal 224.1872.inNatHaniet Luoyp, Manchester, “ Fixing colouring matters on preapparatus for railways to signal to and from a train as it approaches a
pared fabrics or yarns.”
s
Fe
signal station.”
240. Witi1aM Tayor, Woolwich, “ Indexing or registering the condition
1523. Jutes LEANDRE Picnery, Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris, “An
of
ships,
&c.”—24th
January,
1872.
axes
improved safety lock.”
245. HeNkI ADRIEN BONNEVILLE, Piccadilly, London, “ Gas for lighting
1524. JosepH Riespatr, Montpelier House, Tufnell Park West, London,
and heating.”--A communication from Charles Auguste Gapiand.
“Improvements in the construction of frames suitable for ships’ side, 253. Davip Avuouste Burr, Washington, Columbia, U.S., “Diaphragm
deck, and other lights, portholes, and scuttles, and the method of
motors, &c.”--A communication from William Edgar Prall.—25th
fixing and operating the same.”
1872.
1526. Grorce Dixon, Bow*lane, London, and Tuomas Hucues and Joun 268.January,
Davip OLIVER MACOMBER, Arundel-street, Strand, London,
Mappox, Bethnal-green, London, ‘Improved cutting arrangements,
* Ordnance.”—27th January, 1872.
,
applicable to looms for the production of ruches and other fabrics.”
274. Wi.t1am Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Motive
1527, Ricuarp Dixon, Newton Heath, near Manchester, ‘‘ Improvements
power.”—A communication from Jean Baptiste Marie Prosper Closson.
in pickers used in looms for weaving.”
January, 1872.
“
1528. RicHaARD SHAw, Higher Walton, near Preston, Lancashire, “ Im- 285.—29th
SamueL Last, Grafton-strect, Mile-end, London, ‘Cutting and
provements in drawing frames used in the preparation of cotton and
planing wood, &c.”
i
eb
other fibrous materials.”
286. Grorcr West Royston Picort, Notting-hill, London, “Covered
1529, JAMES ARMYTAGE, Preston, Lancashire, ‘Improved apparatus for wire.” —30th January, 1872.
es
;
ventilating sewers and drains.”
289. Jonn Warp, Goodge-street, Tottenham-court-road, London, “Securing
1530. SamurL Cook, Bury, Lancashire, ‘Improvements in weft forks
earrings to the ears.”
used in looms for weaving.”
290. WiLLIAM Forp SmiTH and ArTuurR Coventry, Gresley Ironworks,
1531. SterHEN Hotman, Laurence Pountney-lane, London, ‘ Improve“‘ Planing machines.”
.
— in apparatus for raising and lowering heavy bodies.”—18th May, 293,Salford,
RosertJounson, Bradford, ‘‘ Apparatus for drying and superheating
872.
steam.”
1532. WILLIAM Foutis, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., “An improved ex- 295. Gustave Preppavur, Seymour-chambers, Adelphi, London, “‘ Steam
hauster and blower for gas and othor aeriform bodies,”
4
1535. Joun Incuam, Blackburn, Lancashire, and Wituiam Suaw, 296.boilers.”
Joun Cooper, Birmingham, “Moulding boxes used in making
Accrington, I
hire, “ Impro
ts in looms for plain weaving.”
moulds
for
casting
metals.”
.
=
‘ or
—20th May, 1872.
310. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Fluting
1540. Henry Kenyon, Hantitey Kenyon, and Israe. SwINDELLs,
crimping machines.”—A communication from Theodore M. Tucker. _
Warrington, Lancashire, “(Improvements in the manufacture of 312. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Correcting
chlorine and sulphuric acid.”
or compensating for the deviations of the mariner’s compass. — A
1542. GEORGE Reston Woop, Wishaw Ironworks, Wishaw, Lanarkshire,
communication from Louis Francois Alexandre Arson.—ilst Janwary,
N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in steam boilers and furnaces.”
1545. THomas Goope Messencer, Loughborough, Leicestershire, ‘ Im- 320.1872.Wituiam Davis, Gainford, ‘‘Taking votes at parliamentary and
provementsin the coupling of pipes and in the fittings thereof, and
elections.”— 1st February, 1872.
in valves to use in connection therewith and for other similar 334.municipal
WILLIAM SAMUEL Harrison, Gloucester-road, Peckham, Surrey, and
purposes.
Cuartes Gorrires Rorrer, Choumert-road, Rye-lanc, Peckham,
1546, Epwarp Grirrira Brewer, Chancery-lane, London, “ A new or
Surrey, ‘‘ Registering votes.”—2nd February, 1872.
ae
:
improved stocking or hose.”—A communication from Charles James 348, SAMUEL CUTLER, Tend ctevst, Ryde, Isle of Wight, “ Fastening and
Appleton, Hamilton, Canada.
securing window sashes.”—3rd February, 1872.
,
:
1547. CuarLes Avoust Constantin EckHoLp, Green-strect, Charing 378. Henry Houtanp, Birmingham, “ Clippers for clipping or shearing
Cross, London, “ Improved means of and apparatus for producing and
animals.”—5th February, 1872.
+
applying motive power.”
382. RicHARD BrrpsatL, Northampton, “Ornamenting book covers.”—
1548. EpenezerR Povutsox, Martin-street, Bermondsey, Kent, “ Im6th February, 1872.
.
—
in apparatus for securing the safety of sailing and other 405. Witttam Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘ Combining earthyor mineral substances with vegetable substances.”—A
1550. James WorkaLL, Manchester, ‘An improved mode of and appacommunication from Alonzo Hitchcock.—7th February, 1872.
Y
ratus for dyeing cloth.”
437. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Propelling
1551. Joan Lake Baker and Toomas Newton Cox, Hargrave, Northampls."—A communication from William Condell.—l0th February,
tonshire, ‘‘ An improvement in ploughs.” —2lst May, 1872.
1872.
1553. Witt1aM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘Im- 799. Martin Benson, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Washing,
provements in ro!
bearings for plummer-blocks, axle-boxes, and
cleansing, and purifying oil.”—A communication from Henry Francis
— journal supports.”—A communication from Maurice Rueff,
Honell.—16th March, 1872.
i
5
s.
835. NaTaLE Prapa, New Bridge-street, London, “ Preserving animal
1554. Geornce Haycrart, Faversham, Kent, ‘‘Improvements in the
substances.”—Partly a communication from Pietro Toninetti.—19th
manufacture of pebble gunpowder, and in machinery for the same.”
March, 1872.
1555. Witt1am Lockwoop, Sheffield, ‘‘ Improvements in safety valves for 870. ARCHIBALD CoNnNAL STEVENSON, Glasgow, N.B., “ Reverbcratory
steam boilers.”
furnaces.”
1567. Samuet Cates and Wittiam SwinDienuRst, Bedminster, near 875. ALFRED Vincent Newrtox, Chancery-lanc, London, ‘Converting
Bristol, Somersetshire, ‘‘Improven.ents in printing upon metallic or
a
reciprocating into a rotary motion.”—A communication from Robert
other surfaces by transfer.”
McCollom Fryer.—22nd March, 1872.
1558. Mattaew Avucustus Sout, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, 975. Francisco PRUDENCIO and JosePH FRANCIS CoTTERELL, Bath, “‘ StopLondon, ‘‘ A new or improved system of pumping apparatus for combottles.” —3rd April, 1872.
en
atmospheric air or other gases.”—A communication from 995.pering
WiLtram Epwarp Newrox, Chancery-lane, London, “‘ Packings for
Neuerburg, Kalk, near ag redGermany.
the working parts of steam engines, &c.”—A communication from
1559, THomas Cocks. Monks Hall, Gosberton, near Spalding, Lincoln= Gwynn, George Gilbert, and Chauncey Barnes.—4th April,
shire, ‘‘ Improved
hinery or ap tus for
and gatherin;
8
collecting potatoes, ee and other agricul
roots.” ”
™
Stpney Sorsy, The Priory, Denham, near Uxbridge, and James
1560. THomas Cocks, Mon! Hall, Gosberton, near Spalding, Lincoln- 1150.
CotquHoun RicHaRpson, Ray Park, Maidenhead, ‘‘ Multiple furrow
shire, ‘‘ Improved machinery or a;
tus for lating perio
ploughs.” —17th April, 1872.
1562. James Frecpinc,
Elm Park, Liverpool,and WILLIAM Duckworta, 1164. oo4 GrirritHs, Rhual Issa, Mold, ‘‘Steamships, &c.”—19th
Manchester, ‘‘ Imp:
ts applicable to brakes for railway trains.”
April, 1872.
ms —— MicHaeE.is, Great singeeee
ot aay London, 1229.
CHarLes Georce KLEpERG, Martin’s-lane, Cannon-street, London,
“ Improved means or apparatus for sto;
bottles.”—A communiafSugar.”--A communication from Nicolas Tsherikovsky.—24th Apri/,
cation from Jules Becker, Paris.
—
1568. MARSHALL Mason Harris, Cockspur-strect, Westminster, “ Im- 1249,872,Epmunp Garpyer, West Strand, Charing Cross, London, “ Lamps.”
provements in hubs or naves for wheels of vehicles.”—A communi—26th April, 1872.
cation from William Lyman, East Hampton, Massachusetts, U.S.
1264. Wittiam ALexanprR Lyttir, The Grove, Hammersmith, “‘ Bitu1570. Rosrert THomas, Shepherd’s Bush, Middlesex, “ An improvement
minous asphalt.”—27th April, 1872.
in tinting or colouring spectacle and other lenses,” —22nd, May, 1872.
1341. Anson Parsons StePHENS, Brooklyn, New York, U.S., “‘ Vices.”—
572. Georce WestincHouse, jun., Southam
, Chancery3rd May, 1872.
e,2 ” don, “‘ Improvements in slide valves for steam and other 1379.
Ricuarp Jonny Epwarps, Shoreditch, London, ‘‘ Sand paper, &c,”—
©
6th May, 1872.
1574. Writram Rosert Lake, South
ti
.
KENNETH Henry Conrnisn, “ Market-street, Mayfair, London,
14
process of manuf; facturingsheet
eet iiron.”
— com!munication
: =
a
fromfrom
“ Gas.”—-10th May, 1872.
illiam Rogers, Apollo, Pennsylvania, U.S., and Thomas Jefferson 1435. JAMES SHEFFIELD, Glasgow, N.B., “‘ Furnaces.”
Burchfield, Allegheny, Lake,
Pennsylvania,
U.S.
Georce Davey, New Cavendish-street, Portland-place, Londun,
1576. Woes Saws Kk) South
a
may rs buildings, London, “Im- 1443.
** Artificial ivory, &c.”—1lth May, 1872.
vernen'
cou!
for Iw:
”—A communication 1477.
ALFRED FRYER, Manchester, “ Treating cane sugar.”—16th May,
rom Carl Ludwig Horack, Winona, Minneoote U8
1
1584, Witt1AM Rosert Lake, South
ton-buildi
London, “ImTHomas Curisty, jun., and ALexanper Borrownrcxi, Fenchurchprovements in apparatus fer propelling ships and other vessels,”—A 1492.
street, ‘Treating of armmoniacal Hquors of gasworks,”
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ENGINEER.”

are made adjustableon the face of
1494. Ropert Porter, Grove Park, Chiswick, and Freperick Porter, are thereby strengthened. 4 And they
the | by having slots in them, and by meansof set screws passing
-lane,
Ca Plone
podem. the rim of the wheel.
1507. James Epwarp Ransome, Ips
.
is
1511. Isaac Brown, Elm Croft G
, Edinburgh, N.B., ‘‘ Watering 3121. T. B. Kay, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire, “ Preparing cotton and other
=streets.”—17th May, 1872.
1512, James ALFRED TURNER, Manchester, and Grorce Davtes, Chorley,
sf
n Gabe
machinery te
for os
com! ae Sales ta
as at cet eit Oo e wets jous
“Wa
f
."—18th May, 1872.
are intermittent, i.¢, a
of the machine is necessary
1553. Witt1am Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Rolling at each operation, to enable
ends of the “beard” to
bearings for plummer-blocks, &c.”—A communication from Maurice combed. In this invention the motion for panting © “ beard” se
Rueff.
the action of the comb is continuous, thus diminishing wear and tear,
1555. Witt1am Lockwoop, Sheffield, “Safety valves.”
and also by substituting
roller nippers for the rollers
at present used for
1564. THomas Burtock De Forest, Sout
pton-buildings, London, holding the “‘ beard” di
the operation of com . The inventoris
enabled
to a much stronger ni
a
18 wil t i
sing the
tton-buildings,
London,
1565. THomas Buriock De Forest, South
diameter
the ro
surface, an
the
“ Stic
pins in paper.”—-22nd May, 1872.
further from the comb, and heis also enabled to use a lapof greater
width. In the Second
of this invention the improvements enable
the inventor to diminish the period of each flat’s
ce from the bend
All i ha’ an interest in
any one of such applications during
of stripping, thus lessening the accumulation of
should leave monroe bengin writing of their objections to such aj
tions = thetheoperation
space left vacant, and increasing the carding surface of the
at the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its machine.
3142. J. Hitt, Manchester, “ Self-acting temples for looms.”—Dated 21st
November, 1871.
List of Specifications published during the week ending
=> invention consists enthe use 5 afm = of ye
~
lst June, 1872.
teeth passing over
e
leys
or
equivalents for same,
acting
2508, Is. 10d.; 2749, 10d.; 2756, ls. 4d.; 2772, 4d.; 2797, 8d.; 2809, on the selvages of fabric in the loom.
1s. 2d.; 2813, Is. 4d.; 2819, 28.; 2820, 4d.; 2823, 4d.; 2824, 4d.; 2825, 4d.; 3159. J. Tespurtt, Leicester, “‘ Terry fabrics.” —Dated 22nd November, 1871.
2826, 4d.; 2828, 1s; 2831, 4d.; 2832, 4d.; 2834, 4d.; 2836, 8d.; 2837, 10d.;
ucing imitation woven
ies in cotton,
2838, 4d.; 2839, Is. 4d.; 2841, 4d.; 2842, 10d.;
Sd.; 2849, 8d.; 2850, 4d.; 2854, 4d.; 2855, 4d.; 2856, 4d.
6d.; 2860, Sd.; 2862, 4d.; 2863, 10d.; 286%, 4d.; 2865, 4d ; 2866, 6d.; 2867,
4d., 2875, 4d.: 2876, 6d.; 2878, 6d.; 2880, Sd.; 2881, 4d.; 2882, 4 .; 2883,
rubber,
4d.; 9885, 4d.; 2886, 4d.; 2889, 4d.; 2897, 4d.; 2900, 4d.; 2001, 4d.; 2902,
10d.; 2921, Sd.; 2922, 1s. 6d.; 2927, 4d.; 3085, 4d.; 3112, 6d.
3173. W. E. Gzpor, London, “ Manufacture of elastic velvet.” —A communication.—Dated 23rd November, 1871.
invention consists, First, in the manufacture of an elastic velvet,
*,* Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-office on allThis
velvets being hitherto non-elastic ;
dly, in imp
its in
receipt of the amount of price mye
Sums exceeding 5s. must be
them for the manufacture of single or double elastic velvets.
remitted by Post-office Order,
e payable at the Post-office, 5, — These improvements
relate to the arrangement of the beams of the
Holborn, to Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, her Majesty’s Patent-office, South- cutters, and of the winding
up.
‘y-lane, London.
¥pton-building

, to a novel mode of making
ks, such as black, red, or blue, the object being to produce a
Cit ge ee od agen y colour in an inexpensive manner. The
vention also relates to a novel arrang
tof apparatus for
Iding
and pressing bricks, tiles, &c.
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS.— None.
Class 7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Cooking Utensils, U;
, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, dc.
3152. A. M. Crark, London, “ Wrapper garment."—A communication —
Dated 21st November, 1871.
The invention
in rendering railway or travelling rugs or mili—_
capable vs ——a — cloak, with aed by a
cy
ment
Ss, ttons, and loops, attached without
ouing and without altering the form of the rug or blanket.
3161. W. E. Carrinoton, Stockport, Cheshire, “Felt hats."—A communication.
— Dated 23nd November, 1871.
In making felt hats the fur and fibres are collected on a revolving
rforated cone ; now this invention consists in consolidating or felting
the fur and fibres on the cone by jets of water, or water mixed with
sulphuric
with
process
ofacid,
dipping thereby heredispensing
tof:
¥. the wrapping flannel and the
3182. J. Jonnsonx, Add’estone, Surrey, “Construction of bedsteads sor
invalids.” —Dated 24th November, 1871.
The features of novelty in this invention consist in so constructing bedsteads as that the sackingor framework that carries the bedding can be
folded or turned up at the sides if required, and be moved sideways in a
sloping direction, so as to turn a person over in bed without having to
lift him or touch his body for that purpose.

Class 4.—-AGRICULTURE.
Including Agricultural Engines, Windlasses, Implements, Flour
Mills, dc,
3126. J. Castie and C, Turton, Atterclige, Sheffield, ** Sickles.”—Dated 18th
Class 8.—_CHEMICAL,.
November, 1871.
The invention consists of two steel rollers and a mould for the sickle. Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fucl
The rollers are fixed
in an iron frame let into an iron plate, which is
and
Laghting
Materials,
Preparation and Preservation of Food,
fixed on a stone bed. The lower roller is grooved or “ gaited,.” the
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
“ gaits” varying in breadth and dip to suit the work. The top roller is
Glass,
Pottery,
Cement,
Paint,
Manures, dc.
either plain, or, if required for steel and iron sickles, has one or more
gaits cutin. The gaits are parallel and eccentric. When the pieces of a
Tuomas, Glasgow, N.B., ‘Smelting iren.”—Dated 18th November,
a.
metal have been heated they are passed through a parallel gait ayd repassed through an eccentric gait. Parallel gaits are equal in breadth and
This invention consists in the smelting and — the iron contained
dip all round, and give the sickle athin edge. Eccentric gaits increase in in the slags and scoria from puddling and other furnaces used in the
breadth and dip and bring the sickle to a
t. Whilst at the same heat, treatment of iron and iron ores, and which is frequently lost and thrown
the sickle is placed with the thick end in the bender mould, which away therewith in the form of silicate and oxide or salts of iron or iron
consists of two pieces of iron made in the form of the sickle required. A oxides and salts of
ese, and the main feature or novelty consists
lever is attached to the mould, in which is fixed a movable roller, which in doing so by first
smelting the said scoria in a quantity or bath within
or
presses on and forces the sickle into the mould. The bending jmay be a heating hollow hearth, furnace, or vessel, such as a
done by steam power. This invention saves a great amount of labour furnace, or a converting vessel, such as used for
ing refined iron or
viously done by hand, whilst the work is in every way superior to the steel, having ducts or tuyeres for forcing in gaseous liquid or po
Pest
made. The particular beauty of this machine is its adaptability carbon matters up
the said molten iron slag ; the carbon free
to all kinds of sickle.
the oxides and carbonising the iron to some extent, which is precipita’
to the bottom of the vessel, assisted by the addition of a little lime to
3132. J. Wittovensy, Plymouth, and 8. Wittovcusy, Stonehouse, “ Con- absorb
silica freed from the iron, which after the silicate of lime is
struction of corn and seed drills and manure distributors.”—Dated run off, the
the top is left in a malleable state ready for being puddled and
20th Novembér, 1871.
“balled ” for forging or rolling into rough scrap
or blocks for subseThis invention
sists in the arrang
t of tubes and Archimedean quent
treatment
into wrought bars and plates or for mixing
screws rotating therein, actuated by one or more of the travell:
wheels with other irons. or welding
The carbon gases may be blown up through the
of the implement, whereby the corn, seed, or manure may be delivered molten
iron slags by immersing lumps of wood or onl, or by first
or distributed at any desired speed.
eee or distilling and coll
gases from these or from shales or
3145. J. M. Witpers, Crorton-Kerrial, Leicestershire, “ Feeding steam aydrocarbon
oils, and then blowing the said gas through tuyeres in the
thrashing machines.” —Dated 21st November, 1871.
or vessel, either themselves or with ground wood or powdered
The feeding is effected by boards carrying spikes, and arranged to work furnaces
or the said oils may be injected in like manner to free the oxygen
with a crank, shaft, or spindle, which will spread the corn into the drum coal,
and recarbonise the iron set free from the slag and silicates. The scoria,
evenly, and with greater regularity than heretofore.
oxide and salts of iron, whether containing oxide or salts of manganese
3175. F. Woopsripce, London, “‘ Dressing and cleaning rice, dc.”—Dated oror not,
may also be fused over a bath of molten cast iron in the furnace
23rd November, 1871.
or treating vessel, and have the carbon gas blown through it, so as to
This invention relates to grain cleaning machines, consisting of a reduce and precipitate the iron therefrom in a mineral state into the
rapidly
revolving
stone,
mounted
concentrically
within
a
cylinder
having
bath
of
cast iron below. In selecting the slags for fusing they can be
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
wire gauze at its circumference. The cylinder is so mounted that part taken and
by experience, having sufficient silicates to melt them
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma- of ita ci
fi
can be brought nearer to the stone as the stone wears into slag; mixed
but when the oxides predominate silicates cam be added to
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts, away.
assist the fusion, and when oxides or salts of
ig
are tained in
the
scoria,
or
are
added
in excess, they act instead of the carbon in iron
Harness, &c.
by the injection of the carbon gases, so as to fuse it in the form of cast
3181. J. J. Ney, London, “ Machine for scattering sand."—Dated 20th
Class 5.—BUILDING.
iron ce; manganese with little carbon, which is suitable for mixing
November, 1871.
and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes with *‘speigel” in the making of steel or with grey pig iron for the
The machine is not complicated and gooey easily out of repair. IncludingandBrick
making of refined pig iron.
House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, &c.
It can be worked by boys, and the material
is cheap and plentiful.
The working of it on roads and footpaths will facilitate traffic, and ag
Hyatt, London, “‘ Fireproof buildings.”"—Dated 18th November, 3130. 8. H. Emmens, London, “‘ Purifying distillates.”—Dated 18th November, 1871.
insure, in a great measure, safety
inst accidents. It will effectually
This consists in purifying the distillates of carbonaceous or bituminous
put a stop to the custom of sliding in the streets, to the common danger
This invention relates to certain improvements in the construction of
of all passengers.
buildings with a view to rendering the same fireproof, and consists in the substances by the production of « spray of the distillate in an atmo3139. J Berrecey and G. W. Bremner, Liverpool, |‘Steering ships.”— use of hermetically sealed vessels or other steam generating contrivances sphere, and by a current of oxygen or oxygen mixture or compo
which are to be filled with water solidified with mixing therewith plaster 3143. J. Hatt, Newcastle-on-Tync, T. Gis, and C. Getstuarr, Jarrow-onDated 20th November, 1871.
Tyne, “‘ Soda and potash.”—Dated 21st November, 1871.
This relates to fixing a trunk or box in some
of a vessel’s stern, in of Paris or its equivalents, or filled with alum, soda, glauber saits, or
like dry solid substances capable of giving out steam when
= a o- or — ore lenath —
to eee screw < at other
This invention cons
in a series of processes for the treatment of
ge toan clevated tem
ture. These air-tight vessels are to be chloride
t angles to the vessel's
‘or
of steering her. built
of sodium wed gmap = by meansof sulphuric acid, reducing the
into
or
overlay
the
w:
tion,
floors,
ceilings,
and
roofs,
or
Vestous modificati and arrang'
t aso subeaed to.
sulphate
thus
formed
to
sulphid
d
posi
latter
so as to
portions of them, so that they s! be acted hry by flame in case of fire,
ydrogen, which latter is employed
3155. J. 8S. Beeson, London, “ Horseshoes.”—Dated 22nd November, 1871.
when so acted upon allow the steam w!
is generated therein to to decompose sul
of ro apethereby fo
sul
of
d
The shoe being made of similar outline to the ordinary shoe in general and
escape
and
thereby
extinguish
the
fire.
The
vessels
may
be
in
the
form
sulphuric
acid.
sulph’
acid
thus
obt:
is
spares
to
use, he purposes making hollows or cavities therein at the bottom, to more of hollow earthenware or metal tiles for roofs and floors when used to pose chloride of sodium or potassium, thereby forming sulphate decom
of
soda
readily grip the road and prevent the horse slipping; it would be very overlay
the same, in conjunction or not with supporting gra‘
and in or
to
be
reduced
to
sulphide,
from
which
soda
or
potash
and
suluseful on theasphalted smooth roads of London.
the form of hollow blocks or bricks when built in, or when dry steam phi
hydrogen are again produced.
3164. T. J. Smrrn, London, “‘ Railway rolling stock.”—A communication.— generating
material is employed contain:
water of
ion that
J. Buick, London, “‘Apparatus for impregnating atmospheric air.”—
Dated 22nd November, 1871.
will not be,lost by exposure to the air, such as alum or its equivalents ; 3156. Dated
22nd
November, 1871.
This consists of various improvements in rolling stock and the perma- these
materials may be mixed with other substances and pressed into La
in constructing a portable apparatus for imnent way of railways, such as vehicles, axles, wheels and rails, which,
applied as mortar pregnating a consists
hydrocarbon vapour, consisting of a closed shallow
when complete, constitute a new system. The objects to be attained or cement. The metal flooring and roofing of the improved
fire
chamber ha
a zigzag or spiral passage formed in it filled with horseare, First, te work lines at less cost ;Secondly, to enable carriages to be buildings are intended to be constructed in the nature of an “all
hair, or other
t material saturated with hydrocarben liquid On
made very long and to use fewer wheels than is usual; Thirdly,
and roofs without interbeams, spaces, and consequently without the
top or at the side of this chamber
is fixed a fan or blower actuated by
teem to turn freely over curves of short radius with safety, by fitting floor”
**dead weight.” These roofs and floors may be made of tu!
beams clockwork
mechanism, which forces air in at one end of the zigzag or
lateral sliding frames under their centres, the ends carrying swivel or laid
in
cenjunction
or
side
by
side
over
the
whole
so
as
practically
spiral passage, which air is thus made a along the entire length of
vogie frames.
to make every square ineh of the area beam ma‘
In somecasesthe such
passage, so as tobecome impregnated with hydrocarbon vapour, and
3169. J. McCoot, Plumstead, Kent, “ Stopping holes in ships.”—Dated 23rd inventor proposes to surround the tubes which form the floor and roof to issue
an escape aperture at the other
end of the passage into a
November, 1871.
with alum or other like dry steam generating material, or with water pipe for through
conducting it to wherever required. A cock is previded for
A long narrow weight attached to a cord is dropped through the hole, solidified by plaster of Paris, the
ed water
around the tubes ch
between the chamber and the fan when the
the opposite end of the cord being secured within the vessel. The being boxed in and hermeticaliy closed ; or instead oa oe laid apparatusthe iscommunication
not at work.
weight and cord are then hauled on deck by means of a grapp!
line; side by side he proposes
to use tubular corrugated metal
(thatis
J. V. P. Lacrance, Paris, “Purifying and clarifying saccharine
the weight is removed and replaced by a bolt, which has a metal plate to say, co
ted sheets of any metal), the corrugations of which sheets 3180.juices
and syrups.”—Dated 23rd November, 1871.
«nd a rubber washer secured to its outer end. The cord with the bolt is constitute split tubes of any section, and the tubes being in either single
consists in purifying and clarifying saccharine juices and syrups
then dro;
overboard and drawn up to the hole, the bolt passes or double layers. He also
to make buildings additionally -_ byThis
ae p~ of Sotien tband
jiacal py ym possess the
through the hole, the plate and washer remaining outside. Another proofby cu
off communication between the
by closing the
ies of preci
e
matters
the indecom
ble
plate and washer are then placed en the bolt inside the vessel, and well holes under the roof skylight at night with horizontal fi
in the as syrups.
-—
screwed up tight, when the hole will be stopped by the
plates and shutters that become a portion of the floor above or of the
below faite oflime jaw
washers outside and inside. The plates are dished and fi
the well hole, and also by cons
with roof fire; f 3183. A. ANNANDALE, Dunbar, N.B., “ Treating waste acids and alkalies
obtained in the manufacture of paper or paper pulp.”—Dated 2ith
3171. J. Kuno, Bredon’s Norton, Worcestershire, ‘‘ Signalling apparatus.”—
November, 1871.
Dated 23rd November, 1871.
heavy bodies.
This consistsin, First, neutralising the acids and alkalies by mixing
A tube runs along the side of each carriage, the lengths of tubing being adapted for being walked upon and for su:
the Guna the them and then by boiling down the nitrate of soda, after first having
being connected by self-acting means. One tube is for communication These shutters may be placed either inside or ou
to turn in a manner
Venetian bli
separated ready further utilisation the resinous matters contained in
‘otween passengers and
, the other for guard and driver. A blast shutters
the liquid. Secondly, neutralising the acids and alkalies by mixing them,
vr current passing th: h the tubing blows a whistle at end of same,
and then by separating the nitrate of soda-salt by the well known salting
«ud a stop valve accessible to the passengers admits the current when
being continued inte the pockette orm ‘
down
lea
the resinous matters in solutivn to be further
desired. The guard then communicates with the driver through the gutters or slides
shutter
to
slide
in,
this
arrangement
being
particularly
applicable
in
cases
recovery.
, recovering
the soda direct from the waste
uther tube.
where =
obtaining space for shutter
boxes of the alkalltyesbythewellknownmetho! ofincineration inordertodestro:
5179. R. Surcuirre, Idle, Yorkshire, “ Utilising the waste heat from steam ordinary
com)
by heat, and then
ae
ee 2rd ppp —_
t pi
» white te
in
the
waste
ni
acid,
then
getting
a
solution
of nitrate
of soda comwe, a Ronerts, Bromley, Kent, “‘ Closed stoves.”"—Dated 21st November,
e apparatus consists of a series of straigh'
through w
pay Se Se Sate aes, ee ene See he eee
oh
water for feeding the boileris caused to flow. They are arranged one
nitrate
tin any well-known manner, Fourthly,
above another in the boiler flue, and the ends are connected by curved or The features of novelty of this invention consist, First, in
nitrate of soda-salt obtained by any of the aforesaid methods with the
other shaped pipes. The
t pipes cross each other about midway of
view of obtaining therefrom
nitric acid.
wo
t
one
or
their le:
and the ends are so connected as to effect complete circulathe other forated or with large
;
.
tion of the water.
stove with solid terra3185, F. M. Sims, Lee Park, Kent, “‘ Shoes or treading appliances.”—Dated in lining loose lid or perforated cover of
Class 9.—ELECTRICITY. - None.
24th November, 1871.
Shoe or tenting: eoutinate with rubber or anti-slipping material
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
u
in strips let into grooves standing
1d of shoe. Also with the
steal aeeleh 48 oom
Sen cuiien between shoe and
all patents not found under the preceding heads,
3162. P. Gent, New Brighton, Cheshire, “ Boilerfor supplying hot water for 3118. Including
hoof, and partly projecting
A. Bertin, Paris, ‘ Metallic chests for containing flagons, gloves, dc ."
domestic
culinary
i
purposes.” — Dated 22nd ovenber,» 1 1871
— Dated 17th November, 1871.
according
invention
a
or
cnet
So enceein t endyete e ty bead
metal tube,
takes into and is mounted between two caseSinwithenti
projections
slits,
evens on one
ito
pans; the
Including
ing Machinery Se Mehanieet mo ions connected with
pA fot ne Sy
By
means all parts or sides of the
ing,
Manufacturing ec Seiten ‘ced Denes
case are
without the useof rivets, screws, or other indeée.
3119. I. Mansuaut, Shefield, “ Extracting oil from seeds and forming ci!
3120, E, Dew
J. Ettwoop, Leicester, “' Scutching wheels.” —Dated 18th
4 ?F H 3
cakes,” —Dated 18th November, 1871.
November, 1871.
f
The moulds in which the seed hags are enclosed for pressing are
The knives on the rim of the wheel are fixed to the face of lugs or
composed of ox born, in transverse strips fastened together by
backings,
cast on or fixed to the onter edge of the rim of the wheel,
and
_ ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS,
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents,
Class 1—PRIME MOVERS.
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and
Water Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, dc.
3147. J. Done, Eccles, Lancashire, “ Steam generotors and engines.”—
Dated 21st November, 1871.
This invention consists, First, in the employment of a generator of
iderable vertical di
ions, with the fire-box at the ae part
thereof, the products of combustion being employed to superheat the
steam, and subsequently to pass downward through the water either
before or after they have been used for motive power ;Secondly, in an
arrangement of engine in which the valves and cylinders work in contact
with water on one Side thereof.
3168. E. Watreev, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, *‘ Stufing-boxes."—A communication.—Dated 23rd November, 1871.
.
These improvements have reference to the improved stuffing-box with
metallic packing, for which letters patent were granted to Victor Duterne
on the 7th June, 1865, No. 1555. One improvement consists in formi
the glands at each end of the packing so as to overlap each other, an
thus entirely enclose the packing. Another improvement consists in
imparting to the metallic packing variously m
ed forms, such as
forming the same of several bi-conical lengths instead of only one length;
also building the same up of several separate split
; also making the
packing of a spherical form instead of conical; also adapting the same to
the stufting-boxes for the shafts of screw propellers.
3187. W. E. Newtox, London, *‘ Steam generators.”—A communication.—
Dated 24th November, 1871.
The steam generators are constructed of a number of small vertical
boilers steed ahie by side above the fireplace, so that the flame and
heated gases arising therefrom may ascend and circulate between and
around the small boilers (in the spaces which separate them), and pass
from thence to a common chimney or flue.
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longitudinal ironrodswithscrewedends,a stripofcalicoor otherfabri 3141. H. Simon, Manchester, “‘ Metallic springs.”—A communication.—
Dated 21st November, 1871.
or felt being inserted between each strip of horn. The united
of
This invention consists
in constru
springs of discs of steel
by a leather
horn form two slabs which are connected
ed or concave form, with circular conThe slabs
are grooved
as usual, and have twisted horsehair or other suitable metal of a
centric corrugations formed thereon, which discs are cupleyed either
fastened at their outer edges for the expressed
oil to pass through.
or fitted together in couples with the outer circumferences of
3122. W. E. Gepas, London, “Cutting tools, dc.”—Dated 18th November, separately,
their concave sides in contact with each other, each disc consisting either
1871.
a single thickness of metal or of two or more thicknesses fitted
This invention consists in the use of cast steel for forms or moulds for of
The discs may either be of uniform thickness
fhout or
cutting leather, paper,
cardboard, and
log materials, and in the together.
may be of decreasing thickness from the circumference towards the
pene Beco of wrought iron implements by means of moulds, matrices, they
centre. Such springs are either simply placed together, so as to act by
and mandrils made of the same material.
the
elasticity
of
the
metal
alone,
or
they
are
secured
ther
in
air3123. P. Morris and 8. M. Davis, “ Raising, lowering, and holding tight manner at their circumferences, and the hollow space betweenanthem
*German tinder’ in cigarette, match, or other like cases.”—Dated 18th is filled with compressed air. For this latter purpose a tube communiNovember, 1871.
with an air ee is screwed temporarily on to a eens none
A sliding piece is employed, which is free to be moved up and down in cating
the centre of the spring, and a key passing through the tube is made
a slot in the tube in which the tinder is placed. To this sliding piece is in
to
unscrew
a plug cl
the nozzle, so as to let the
air enter
ivoted or hinged a bar which isprovided with a pin ; this pin, when the after which the nozzle is closed by the —
again and
nar is lowered so as to lie upon the eliding piece, passes through
tube isfremoved. Various arrangements are described for adapting the
the slot and enters the tinder. Therefore when the sliding piece is the
springs to different purposes, such as for bearing springs, drawbar
moved up or down the om causes the tinder to move simultaneously; springs, suspended springs, &c.
the pin
securely holds the tinder so that it cannot be pulled out of 3144. J. J. Perry, London, *‘ Metallic boxes for holding pens.”—Dated 21st
the tube.
November, 1871.
3127. J. G. Tonaus, London, ‘ Fabrics."—A communication.—Dated 18th This
invention relates to hoxes made of sheet metal, and having the
November, 1871.
ay figure of a half cylinder, and provided with a curved sliding lid.
"
H
fore in the
of fabrics from mixed coloured threads y this i
tion the
facture of the said boxes is simplified and
or parti-coloured threads, either a hard and
or a dull monotonous facilitated. The
bottom and the two semicircular ends of the box are
effect has been produced when woven or worked up into fabrics, such made from one blank,
the semi-cylindrical body from another blank, and
threads being incapable of ry
the fabrics made therewith the
sliding lid from a third blank. The semicircular ends of the first
appearance or softness required. Now the object of these improvements the
turned up at right angles to the middle part, and the
is to produce variegated threads of such a c
ter as to obviate these nam of thek are
second named blank is cut away to form the — to the
‘lefects by
bining parti-col
d filamants or threads with plain or middle
box.
The
semi-cylindrical
of the box is secured to the bottom by
coloured threads before they are milled or twisted, so as toobtain various the edges of the said bottom body
being turned over and —
upon the
effects as may be desired. For this purpose filaments of raw silk, or the flat lower edges of the body, and the semicircular ends of the box are
fibres of wool, cotton, or other fibrous materials are printed or dyed of secured to the curved ends of the body by means of ears, on the latter
any colour in different places before they are milled or twisted, and then being passed through holes in the former and clinched, or the edges of
by milling and twisting them with col d or
loured threads,
ends of the box may be turned over and compressed upon the
variegated threads of a novel character are produced which may be the curved
of the body. Projecting pieces on the blank from which
woven or worked up into fabrics so as to produce novel and improved ends
is made are turned under the curved
e of the body and constitute
effects. These mixed threads may be made with several th
of wool, —
or ledges, in which the curved lid of the box is supported and
or with several threads of wool, silk, and cotton, or with several threads
ies.
of wool and silk or several t
, all silk or all wool, or other fibres.
T. Hucues, London, ‘‘ Printing on enamelled or vitreous surfaces.”
For the twisted threads, coloured or dyed differently or not, one colour 3146. — E.A communication.
— Dated 21st November, 1871.
or several colours may be employed in order to vary the effects.
This
invention
to an improvement in ornamenting, lettering, or
3128. W. Corutss, Providence, Rhode Island, U.8., ‘* Burglar-proof safes.”— figuring enamelledrelates
or vitreous surfaces, such as china, porcelain, or glass.
Dated 18th November, 1871.
‘
has heretofore been done on enamelled articles previousto enamelling,
This complete specification describesa spheroidal safe, with the body in the isenamel
covering the figures made upon the unglazed surface. The
one piece and a door inside which is pressed outward and confined by
of this invention is to improve the process by producing the restrong mechanism in the back operated by a shaft extending through the object
figures or ornamentation in a simpler and more perfect manner,
door and guarded by the lock or locks. The intent is to fortify very quired
consists in printing directly upon an enamelled or vitreous surface
strongly
inst violence. The door opens by being first moved inward and itelastic
or flexible type, employing as a
iting material an enamel,
a littleLad then moved to one side. Shelves, strong boxes, or the like with
after so printing to fuse the enamel of the printed figures by means
are
ited
tion and turn with the door on a vertical axis ; and
of
heat
an oven or otherwise.
the latter is made in sections to facilitate introduction and
1
e $149. J. inWipcery,
Plumstead, Kent, *‘ Metal cans.”—Dated 21st November,
door, though somewhat dishing, is more nearly plane than the general
1871
surface of the safe, and thus allows room on its face for a slight projection
The object of the said invention is the production of a metal can, case,
of the end of the operating shaft, as
for
and
app!
or
box,
which,
when
hermetically sealed orclosed, may be opened without
for operating. There may be ‘any number or kinds of locks.
turning
use of a knife or other instrument. This object is accomplished in
this shaft when unlocked by the proper key, or by rightly setting the the
the
following
manner
:—The case, can, or box, is made of tin or other
register lock, or by both means, the door and the entire revolving
metal, and with the usual
for the reception of the subare set at liberty. In closing the safe the door is turned into position, suitable
stances to be preserved or packed
When the can or case
and by turning the operating shaft a strong oroad shoe is moved forward been
this cover is placed over the said ————, and is made peragainst a cross bail on the back of the door and its attachments. The fectly filled
tight by soldering it all round or on all sides of the cover and aperrevolving part need not occupy the whole interior, there may be a
ture,
but
upon
one
side
the
cover
is
formed
with
a projection or lap outbehind with a strong backed piece and with pigeon-holes, boxes, and the side of the soldered joint, a
left unsoldered.
like, which being more difficult of access are used only for property This unsoldered portion is _ ed with a or lapor being
loop, whereby it can
rarely required te be disturbed. The lock bolts engage with notches in be pulled open, and when the edge or side of
cover
has
been opened
a broad collar on the operating shaft ~~ through corresponding the
i
of the soldered portions separate with very little force
apertures in a collar adjacent. One modification makes the safe of
to the ring, and the cover may be thereby completely removed
burglar-proof wrought material, as a mixture of wrought iron and steel applied
or box.
welded and hardened
; and elaborate means are set forth for forging the from the caseBass,
London, ‘‘ Vessels for making coffee.” —Dated 21st Novemmain body and enclosing the previously formed door. Another makes 3150. ber,J. H.
1871.
the whole of cast metal of the most impenetrable materials, introducing
This provisi
Pp Aicati describes improvements on the invention
the door after the main body is finished and cold, and holding it with a described
in the specification of a patent, No. 3003. 1870. E the imstout ring, secured by a ring key let half way into the interior of the proved arrangement
the proportion of water
downward through
body.
the coffee in the up stroke of the piston is incres , and the proportion
3129. H. Hucues, London, |‘ Rotating apparatus.”—Dated 18th November, passing
upwards
ugh
the
coffee
in
the
down
stroke
diminished.
1871
J. J. Mittarp, London, “ Bottling liquids.”—Dated 21st November,
This relates to the employment of a divided worm or ring-gearing, in $151.1871.
combination with cams fitted in a suitable frame for communicating
The invention consists in constructing a | for bottling liquids,
motion to shafts and rods, on or to which pinions are arrang:
all waste is prevented by means of a self-acting valve to cut off
3133. F. R. Baker, Leamington, Warwickshire, ‘ Pens.” —Dated 20th Novem- whereby
the flow of the liquid at a given height.
ber, 1871.
J. H. Jounson, London, ‘‘ Combined apparatus for the filtration and
This invention consists in manufacturing pens of ebonite by the fol- 3153.distribution
of water.”—A communication. —Dated 21st November, 1871.
lowing process or combination of processes:— Rolled thin sheet ebonite of
This invention consists in fitting charcoal boxes and filtering apparatus
the required gauge is polished on one side, and left rough on the other side. inside
water posts, so as to age A and filter the water as it is drawn off.
The skeet ebonite is then softened by heat, and blanks cut from it. The water
which remains
the filter when the supply is shut off is
The blanks are then pierced and slit, and a series of them being bound
to flow to waste, traversing the filtering medion in the reverse
together side by side their edges are polished and finished. The blanks allowed
direction, and thereby cleansing the same each time it is used. A pecuare next warmed ona heated plate, so as to make them flexible, and liar
cock is fitted toa separate pipe for the supply of unfiltered
while so heated are raised or shaped into pens by press tools. The
water when required, and provision is made for thoroughly flushing or
pens thus made are bright and smooth externally and rough internally, cleaning
the filters periodically as required, by forcing water through the
the rough inner surface eager |the pen to take up ink readily and
deliver to the nibs in writing.
e pens may also be made by shaping entire apparatus in a reverse direction by means of a hand pump, fitted
to the delivery spout or nozzle, a special.outlet valve being previously
or moulding ebonite while in a soft state, and afterwards hardening the opened
for the escape of the foul water.
pens in the way in which ebonite is usually hardened. Pens made of
evunite are anti-corrosive and wear much longer than ordinary metallic 3154. A. H. WituiaMs, London, “ Portmanteaus.”—Dated 21st November,
pens.
1871.
doors, or covers closing over the halves or receptacle portions of
sls4. G. and E. G. Jones, Dudley, Worcestershire, ‘‘ Hot-blast stoves.”— theFlaps,
portmanteau or other similar article can be opened and so connected
Dated 20th November, 1871.
According to this invention the vertical pipes, through which the blast as to stand upright or at an angle, and form a ‘‘standard” for the receppasses and by which it is heated, are arranged around one or more tion of fittings. A spring bolt connects the flaps or standard with the
but is removable, so that the flaps or standard may be
vertica) hollow columns or flues, the said blast = being situated in a portmanteau,
vertical or tubular chamber formed by the said hollow column or columns separable.
and the outer brick of the stove. The waste heat from the blast furnace 3157. A. B. Houcutoy, Birmingham, “Sad and box irons, with a handle
or flame from independent fires enters near the bottom of the chamber
and shield.” —Dated 22nd November, 1871.
aud ascends therein and passes around and about the blast pipes, a The use of the shield is of course to protect the hand of the person
portion of the flame striking obliquely against the pipes and eving a
the iron, and this invention consists substantially in so making the
rotary or circulating motion to the flame around the pipes.
e flame handle and shield of sad (or solid) and box (or hollow) irons that these
and heated air pass out at the top of the chamber and are conducted b: parts (which are attached together and form one composite part) may be
tines inte the central hollow column or flue, down which they descend. affixed to or removed from the standards or uprights which are usually
The said column or flue is thereby intensely heated, and its heat radiates attached to the body of the iron at pleasure.
on to the blast pipes, and contributes largely to the heating of the blast.
B. Hunt, London, “‘ Automatic apparatus for playing upon pianos,
Tue descending current of flame and heatedair is finally conducted by a 3158.dc.”
—A communication.—Dated 22nd November, 1871.
lwrizontal flue to the chimney stack.
This invention consists in applying to organs, harmoniums, pianos, and
4135. A. V. Newton, London, “‘ Hoisting apparatus.”—A communication.— other instruments provided with key boards, a mechanical apparatus by
means of which any kind of music can
executed upon such instruDated 2th November, 1871.
The improvement consists in the connection of the hoisting ropes with ments by the aid of continuous bands of perforated paper.
the stop pawls by means of a swinging yoke, which, in case of either 3160. R. Marsn, Aston, Warwickshire, “ Apparatus for cleaning or skinning
rope or sets of ropes breaking or becoming slack, will be operated in a
potatoes.” —Dated 22nd November, 1871.
positive manner, in addition to the action ot the ordinary spring, by the
According to this invention, two circular brushes, facing one another
tension of the other rope or sets of ropes to throw the said pawls into and made to rotate in opposite directions in a tub or vessel partly filled
and hold them in action.
with water, are employed to clean the potat
The pot.
are enclosed between the acting faces of the upper and lower brushes, a single
3136. T. P. Bromace, London, *‘ Flutes.” —Dated 20th November, 1871.
Ing introduced
at atime. By the rotationin
Constructing flutes with two cylindrical tubes, with a movable layer only of potat
ite directions of the brushes the potatoes are acted upon by both
embouchure, and raising and corrugating the lip plate.
every part of each potato coming in turn under their operation.
3137.8. Wi-kerson, jun., Basingbourne, Cambridgeshire, “Raising, shooting, brushes,
In a short time the skin or outer coating of the potatoes is
§
and emptying and filling sucks or sinflar receptacle-.”—Dated 20th The
motion
of the brushes is effected by adouble shaft and bevel gearing
November, 1871.
f
worked
by
a winch or handle. The upper brush is capable of a rising
This invention relates to improved gpparatus or means for raising, and fi
motion on its shaft. By lifting the upper brush from the
shooting, or emptying and filling sackg or similar receptacles, the action lower b
the potatoes may be placed in or removed from the
e,
of which is as follows :—The sack to Ve raised and emptied is first placed and
by depressing the upper brush upon the lower brush the potatoes
upon an elevator board, which by means of a winch and chains connected are enclosed
between the two brushes.
”
thereto is drawn to the top of a frame, where, by a
device, it is
tilted on to a swing frame. The motion of the winch
g then reversed, 3163. J. Ricketts, Liverpool, ‘‘Inkstands, pen-trays, dc.”—Dated 22nd
November, 1871.
the swing frame and sack are caused to descend, and in doing so the
Consists in connecting the lids or covers together by the hinge spindles,
contents of the sack are emptied therefrom into an empty sack hung
cranks, and rods or pulleys, and endless bands, so that upon operating
upon the swity frame.
of the lids or covers the whole or any of the other series of covers are
315s. W. H. CHASE, London, “ Treating paper, &c.”—Dated 20th November, one
caused to act automatically. And an arrangement for locking the whole
S71aa.
The invention relates to the saturation and coating of paper, cloth, and of the covers at one operation.
other like materials, with a composition of glycerine
and alkali. The inven- 3165. E. Jones, Bridport, “ Fishing and other nets.” —Dated 22nd November,
1871.
tor takes puritied glycerine mixed with waterand adds tothe sameasolution
This consists of curved semicircular or circular end pieces on the
of pearl-ash or saleratus. These substances must be mixed well together
and appliedto the materials or articles to be saturated or coated by frames of fishing net making machines, round which the shuttles will
travel or pass to and fro at each set of meshes.
means of « brush or by immersion in a bath.
2140. J. Macintosn and W. Roccert, London, “ Female attvre.”—Dated 3166. D. M. Suyru, Orange, New Jersey, U.S., “ Sewing machines.”—Dated
22nd November, 1871.
2i«t November, 1871.
ice to be added to and used in connection
In the specification of a patent granted to John Macintosh, dated This invention is an a;
devices for sewing machines, whereby
30th January 1871, No. 242, certain methods are described of forming with any of the ordinary
to
in
collars for the preservation of life from drowning, com;
of very thin the same are
india-rubber tubes inflated with air. Now this inven
consists in the
“ete of like or other wat
materials to the following purposes:
mov
is
—First, by inflating thin rubber into suitabie
for
ing th to the same a la’ movement, and
the
1
ce,
a pattern
cam that is
hinder portion of females’ dresses, ou
as a substitute for the
a ratchet or step-by-step movement, and the
articles commonly used for that
\
les or dress improvers, revolved
feed and material
een one stitch
and the
pelea my —
Mt nee fe
or female attire. cam
Secondly, in fabrica
chignons
especially next to perform sewing of the aforesaid
¥
setae tinoftottciad tieh sehen, Cae ae
arranged =, 3 A. Descorre, Paris, “‘ Telegraphic posts.”—Dated 23rd November,
into suitable
forms by plaiting ened enna te onan
with human
hair or imitations thereof, attached to the rubber by gum or This invention consists inthecpnstruction ef telegraphic and signal
otherwise.
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ee
ae
in sheet iron. The iron
apf cut in suitable
is afterwards bent by means of
an apparatus of semiform within the supports
of the frame,
forming which are two
iron pieces of uniform pm according to
the model adopted. At the upper end of the frame are locking scre
whose
is ex
on a mandril, the
or convex form
which is reproduced in a hollow or concave manner on the sheet iron
the edges of which are then beaten down by a mallet, and the several
pieces are then united by rivets or bolts.
3172. A. Nussey, A. Pitiine, and C. H. Haut, Leeds, “‘ Sewing machines.”
—Dated 23rd November, 1871.
These improvements refer to machines known as the Wheeler and
The needle hole in the cloth plate is a curved slot, or
taper, instead of being made straight. The “ relief” portion of the slide
ring is cut away considerably more at the top than at the
m, to
allow the loop to pass from the loop check without friction.
3174. F. F. Jones, Middlesbrough, ‘‘ Smelting or reducing oxides of iron.’—
Dated 23rd November, 1871.
The inventor melts the oxides of iron (which may consist of iron ores or
any kind, or slags or cinders produced from the making of malleable or
wrought or the mel
of cast iron) in a cupola or other suitable furnace,
and if he designsto reduce the oxides into!metal
in the m
furnace,
he then faces by pressure (produced by retort, gas-producer, or blast)
carbonated gases
the melted oxides until the metal is obtained,
but if he choosesto deo: dise the melted oxide in aseparate vessel, such as
or similar to the known Bessemer converter, he then taps or runs out the
molten oxide intosuch converter, and forces the carbonated gases
h
the molten oxides as before stated. If the oxides of iron he uses, or
iron when melted contains impurities, such as sulphur, phosphorus, or
other, deleterious
ents, he then uses with the carbonated gases,
either chlorine, flu e, oxides, or salts, either separately or
bined,
according to the nature of the deleterious matters, for the purpose of
driving them off, and obtaining pig iron of good quality.
3176. G. Hasettine, London, “‘ Shears or scissors.”
—A communication.—
Duted 23rd November, 1871.
This invention relates to manufacturing wrought metal shears by first
forginga blank of suitable shape by means ofdrawing dies and then
exposing the blank thus produced to the action of drop dies in such a
manner that an article of superior quality can be produced at a price
much below the present market value of similar articles.
3177. A. V. Newton, London, “ Printing.”—A communication.”—Dated
23rd November, 1871.
This invention relatesto a novel arrangement of apparatus whereby,
through the action of a finger key or finger keys, types may be caused
to imprint their characters in parallel lines upon paper supplied to the
apparatus.
3178. J. H. Jounson, London, “‘ Artijicial dentures.”—A communication.—
Dated 23rd November, 1871.
The essential features of this invention are :—First, a peculiar
artificial denture having a base wholly or
ly of composition, and a
mode of imitating the natural gum formed of and composing a part of
the said
position. §
dly, an artificial denture in which plain
le teeth
are imbedded
in a posit on
base, of which a portion is
made in imitation of the exposed por ion of the natural
s. Thirdly,
an artificial denture, the base of which is composed wholly or in part of
oxychloride, with or without other ingredients. Fourthly, the said
oxychloride base tinted to re
mt the natural colour of the gums.
, the coating of composition bases or parts of the same with an
enamel consisting of
-cotton and other or equivalent solvent, which
will act as a partial solvent of the base to which it is applied. Sixthly,
the employment of the said enamel tinted to imitate the natural colour of
the gums. Seventhly, the Sat of gum sandarac or its equivalent
to oxychloride bases, prior to the application of the said varnish or enamel
to the same.
3181. A. ELey, Burton-on-Trent, Derbyshire, “* Miners’ lamps.”—Dated 24th
November, 1871.
There is a double oil vessel, so that part of the supply shall be inside
the lam ag og!and part outside, and connected so thatthe supply shall
be equal to the demand as long as the outer fountain contains any. The
outer part is preferably semi-annular. Also a damper protects the wire
gauze of safety lamps by suspending or supporting it near to the top; it
may consist of a piece of metal round, domed, or otherwise, and loosely
fitting or filling up about three-fourths of the opening.
3184. A. Graincer, London, “‘ Organs.”—Dated 24th November, 1871.
The inventor constructs the ‘‘ flue” and other pipes of sheet iron bent
in the form of a tube, with the edges united by brazing or otherwise. He
also provides the reeds of organs with reed pipes of sheet iron. By the
use of sheet iron pipes the tone is greatly improved, and those pipes
which are visible may be
led to or
it the same.
3186. H. Jones, Comcarn, Monmouthshire, *‘ Cans for measuring liquids.”
Dated 24th November, 1871.
The said invention relates toa m:
vessel which has combined
with it a funnel or pipe with a valve or stopper in such a manner that the
said vessel serves both asa measure and funnel or tundish. The inventor
can, therefore, furnish to shopkeepers and others a vessel which will
enable them to dispense with the ordinary separate funnels required for
pouring liquid and semi-liquid substances, and thereby greatly facilitate
e measuring and retailing of the same.
3188. T. F. Hentey, London, “‘ Treatment of liquid organic substances.”—
Dated 24th November, 1871.
The juices extracted from meat by pressure and also other nutritious
orgauic fluids are preserved from decay by means of the antiseptic
properties of meat extract, concentrated beef tea, or meat essences, and
dry gelatine.
3189. C. D. Apex, London, ‘‘ Rotary
or centri
l pumps.”—A communicaPee 2 acm agenr 4a vi rr
me
ese improvements Co.
.
, in construc’
ro or centrifugal
pumps with a piston wheel revolving in a —aS tinder or casing of
ordinary construction, such eg wheel having hollow curved arms extending from a central chamber (into which the water or other fluid to
be raised enters) to a circular rim forming the periphery of the piston
wheel ; Secondly, in combining with such centrifugal pumps an auxiliary
force or suction pump for priming or filling the pump when this is
req!
for use as a suction pump.
111. J. Suttivan, Thornton, Canada, “‘ Administering pills.”—Dated 13th
Janvary, 1872.
This invention relates to an improvement in devices for administering
pills, and consists essentially of a vessel capable of con’
liquid, the
said vessel being provided with a spout peculiarly formed as described in
the
cification with what is termed a pill chute placed between the
mouth of the spout and the vessel containing the liquid.
659. J. Suttivan, Thornton, Canada, ‘Chamber vessels..—Dated 2nd
March, 1872.
An inverted cover, the top forming the bottom of the attachment of
which is slanting towards an opening or spout, fully described in the
specification.
1377. J. D. Cur, Gilroy, California, U.S., “‘ Drying and curing leaf
tobacco.” —Dated 6th May, 1872.
The object of this invention is to prevent the tobacco from dry
before it has reached the desired colour, and also to prevent an rhe |
the aroma from the leaf while it is a
the process of drying.
When the tobacco has been cut it is packed in piles, and remains thus
piled until it heats to about 100 deg. Fah.; it is then hung up in such a
manner that the stalk is suspended in a horizontal position, the leaves
hanging vertically and separated, thus all the surface moisture is allowed
te. To secure to the tobacco a rich brown colour when cured,
to
the piling and heating may have to be repeated three or four times.
1379. R. J. Epwarps, London, *‘ Manufacture of sand paper, &c.”—-Dated
6th May, 1872.
This invention consists, First, of an arrangement of an endless band
~—— round rollers and under a flat heated surface. Sheets of paper
or clo’ coated with glue and abrasive powder are placed upon the en “aed
band and caused to
under the heated surface, thus partially remelting the glue an Tm the powder. Sometimes the sheets are
placed upon a frame and
ed under the heated surface. Secondly, of
mal
emery or glass cloth or paper in long lengths L 4
it over
an en
band driven
rollers by passing it over rollers wi
tan
a glueing ay
tus, as described, nearer one
escribed for scattering the abra-

|te by
ng
or squeegees, as descri
sup of melted glue by means of a float,
a ‘thesupply
Seventhly, ofrequisting
yevers, and valves, as described
1403, HH.
WHINNEY, Massachusetts, U.8., “ Byeletting machines.”—A
; Dade Sthtay,82
,
plete specification
‘a machine which punches the
the material
to be e
one £T
Setomeenes
punched the anvil and Raenait dined
anvil is
directl
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THE

im probable of two or three months ago has now become the
al ther likely. Again, that no other movements against the
pure’
will occur before June closes ought not to be gre
Already this year bars have risen from £10, with which 1871
cl
to £13 los, the present circular quotations ; and there are
more difficulties besetting manufacturers at this hour, as well in
respect
of labour as of materials, than there have been at any other
period since this year
; nor will they other than increase as
the year advances, and the pressure by exporters for deliveries
becomes more intense.
’
;
:
Notwithstanding the unexampled rapidity with which prices
have gone up in the past few months, still more rapid advances
must ensue. It is inevitable that before the “fall” shipments
have been made, the anxiety on the one hand to get finished iron,
and on the other to get the means of carrying on the blast
furnaces, will be
he shi
ts are already overdue
to an extent not before known.
We know one firm who ought to have shipped 1000 tons of
finished iron in the spring to our market, but have not even up to
this afternoon been able to send away more than 300 tons, notwithstanding that the makers of the iron are in average work.
This difficulty will go on accumulating with the advance of prices;
so, too, will the consumption on home account; and the operatives at the mines and about the forges will work much less time.
Hence quotations must touch a point which, for height, has never
before been reached, and there will be a scarcity increasing up to
a certain point with every advance.
.
Firms were to-day (Thursday) declining to book any more singles
even at £17, the price to which they were put up last week by
Messrs. Barrows and Hall, and that immediately became the
uotations of firms who had not before quoted at that figure.
here are circulars sent from the iron merchants advancing the
prices of sheets all round £1 per ton. The current quotations are
as here :—Bars are firm at the Round Oak Works of the Earl of
Dudley at £13s.10s. forcrown, and £14 forbest. Singlesrolled by firms
of notecannotbegotat £17. Nailsheetsarestrongat£14 10s. to £15;
hoops at £13 10s. to £14 10s. ; rods are very scarce at £12 10s. to
£13; and gas steam strip reaches as high as £18, andcan rarely be
got of any quality at much under £15. At none of these
prices is much iron to be had. No one will book largely at other
than prices at the time of delivery.
:
Pigs are nominally quoted at £7 10s. to £8 for hematites,
Staffordshire allmine £6 10s. to £7, and second quality £5 15s. to
£6, olites “5 10s. to £5 15s., and cinder pigs £5 5s. to £5 12s. 6d.
The holders of iron are very firm, and are shy of taking orders.
Hematites can be sold readily at 30s. 6d. to 38s., Welsh balls at
24s., natives at 22s. to 24s. 6d., hydrates 25s. to 28s., and olites
7s. 3d. to 9s. 6d., all per ton.
:
As to the demand sti!l experienced on export account, the information to-day was that the United States and Canada do not
slacken in their demand. That Russia is seeking rails with more
_— than for many months past ; whilst it is impossible to satisfy
them with the quantity of sheets that they would be only too glad
to take if we could roll them in time.
Consumers of iron assert that ironmasters must now be making
great profits upon the latest quotations, seeing that the wages they
are paying their men are so much lower than the proportion based
upon the circular price of bars. The makers, however, reply to
this, that they have still to deliver iron at the old rates; and a
case has ’come under our own observation in which a maker of
bars of considerable repute, whose brand commands the circular
prices, is now delivering into Birmingham merchant bars at
£8 10s. and £9, about £5 under the prices he is now asking.
Further, materials for which it is unusual to contract long beforehand have all risen since the orders were accepted, whilst the
indisposition of nearly all the grades of workpeople to do full
work lays additional working costs upon them.
Under these
circumstances they do not delves with more rapidity than can
avoided the orders still incompleted that they accepted when
prices were much under those that now prevail.
The different works in and about Birmingham from which the
varied —— of the railway companies are obtained are all very
busy. The remark applies to permanent way materials, to rolling
stock, to tubes, and to every kind of fitting and engineering work
produced here. At all the three great railway carriage buildin
establishments the men are all demanding concessions, —
threaten to strike if they are not made.
The general engineers, and the ironfounders, and the first-class
boiler makers are all full of work, and the orders for best goods
are
much checked by the prevailing high quotations—so great
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES are not
the necessities of the consumers,
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
There is scarcely a branch of trade in Birmingham where great
OTHER DISTRICTS.
activity is not the rule, notwithstanding that any inability to
execute orders with promptitud
ting material and labour—
(From our own Correspondent. )
many orders to be placed on the Continent.
>
THE DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED ON ‘CHANGE IN BIRMINGHAM ON causes
The
advance
of
copper
is
occasioning
tubes and brass fittings,
Tuurspay: Plenty of buyers, but no products — MAKERS for both of which the demand is very great,
to be declared up
ARRANGING To REDUCE THEIR OUTPUT: Effects of this upon the rapidly. Notwithstanding an official declaration
last week of a
market—RELUCTANCE OF IRONMASTERS TO SELL: Why—THE rise in = that had, however, been forecast in actual
CONCILIATION BOARD OF MASTERS AND MEN: The probable result our English smelters on Tuesday declared a further rise ofbusiness,
per
of the forthcoming sitting — AS TO PRICES IN THE FUTURE: ton in coppey making the present prices, as quoted by£5local
Indications — VERY HIGH PRICES INEVITABLE— EXPORTERS brokers, as under :—Messrs. Crawley, Parsons, and Co., tough ingot,
COMPLAINING OF TARDY DELIVERIES— IRON MERCHANTS DECLARING £116 per ton ; best selected, £118; and sheets £121. Mr. Josiah
AN ADVANCE OF £1—CURRENT QUOTATIONS AS TO FINISHED Kempson, tough copper, £116 per ton; selected ditto, £118;
TRON, PIGS, AND IRON ORE--THE NEW FOREIGN TRADE—
ditto, £121.
r. C, A. Scott, tough cake and ingot, £116
CONSUMERS COMPLAINING—THE RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING sheets
; best selected, £118.
WORKS—THE GENERAL MANUFACTURING TRADES—A FURTHER perInton
consequence
of
the
Messrs. Thomas Bolton and Son
ADVANCE IN COPPER—WORKMEN’S MOVEMENT—DISCUSSION UPON notify that their prices ofadvance,
metals, wire, tubing, &c., are advanced ;
COAL GETTING MACHINERY.
brass 3d. per lb. ; copper 4d. ditto.
THE difficulty to-day (Thursday) in Birmingham was not a want
The various delegates from the nail-making districts have held
of customers, but the emptiness of the market. There was a meeting at Old Hill, and resolved that an advance of 10 per cent.
literally nothing to be had ; and the eagerness to get specifications shall be asked for by the men from the masters, This, in other
booked was increased by the intimation that a Teading pig iron words, is 15 per cent. on the list of 1869. The men required the
making firm had intimated to their customers that in the ensuing advance from June 29th, and say that unless the price is given by
quarter they should reduce their make some 20 per cent. So them they will strike for 15 per cent. advance, instead of 10 per
many and so great are the difficulties which are now experienced cent.
in the getting of coke and stone and a constant supply of labour,
The miners of North Staffordshire have agreed to appeal to their
that this firm have come to the conclusion that it will answer masters toestablisha permanent Boardof Arbitration, accompanied
their purpose to make their arrangements for a smaller output to with a Court of Conciliation. By the latter it is suggested that
the extent indicated, rather than continue to make the quantity minor cases of dispute may be settled without bringing into
now being turned out.
operation the machinery of the larger court. The workmen urge
The producers of both pig and finished iron have not yet com- that the principle of arbitration was recognised by the masters at
pleted the delivery of orders regulated by the low rates of nine = conference held at Stoke in January, relative to the working
months ago, and inasmuch as they can continue to make up with ours.
new engagements the deficiencies in their order books occasioned
The question of coal cutting by machinery was brought before
by the working out of the old contracts, they are indis
to do the Dudley Mining Institute on Monday, in a paper read by Mr.
more than ‘wait a bit” before they enter into further engage- Parton, F.G.S., upon Messrs. Winstanley and Barker’s machine.
ments with customers. This waiting-a-bit implies the conviction It is worked by compressed air, and has a framework from 5ft. to
of makers that prices both of materials and of the goods produced 6ft. in length, supported on flanged wheels, which run on the
from them, whether it be but the make of the blast furnace or of ordinary tramwayof the mine. There are two oscillating cylinders
the mill and forge, will all be worth much more than now after on the front half of the framework; and the com | air which
the ensuing adjustment of the wages scale between the finished works the pistons is brought in iron pipes to the mouth of the
iron makers of this district and their operatives.
drawing road from a horizontal engine at the surface, and then
The sitting of the Conciliation Board of masters and men in conveyed to the machine by means of india-rubber tubing. These
about a week hence will show what is the average of prices that cylinders are provided with ordinary slide valves, and the pistonmasters have been working at in the past six months; but we rods are connected with an upright crank shaft, which revolves in
should be surprised if it exceeds £11 5s. or £11 10s. If it should bearings in the framework. At the bottom end of the crank shaft
reach the higher figure--which we do not expect—then puddlers’ is a toothed pinion wheel, which is shrouded at the top. The
wages would advance 2s.,
them 12s.6d. a ton ; batthey teeth of this pinion gear fit into the teeth of a spur wheel, which
are poaeeare be 12s, or an advance of 15 per cent. on the present is also the cutting wheel, and is 3ft. 6in. indiameter. The knives,
scale,
tever the rise may be, all classes of
tives
in the or cutters, are fixed on the periphery of the wheel, one in front of
iron trade will be affectedby it ; and that will
e the expenses every tooth, the cutters projecting beyond the teeth from half an
of masters proportionately
heavier. A rise of 15 per cent. in the inch
to an inch. The machine has been at work some fourteen
wages of the finished iron operatives has hitherto meant a rise of months cutting. It is claimed for the machine that page
30s. per ton in the product of the mills,
less slack, requires fewer men, and
the liability to
Such a rise is by no means improbable ‘after the
of accident. The saving over manual labour
under favourable
= If there should be no advance in the meantime
would circumstances, be from 25 per cent. to 30 per cent. It transpi
e bars £15 a ton—a figure quoted at the last conferenceof | that the
is being introduced into the Canuock Chase
ironmasters and ironworkers as altogether unlikely to prevail. raped where also more modern apparatus is likewise being put
But so rapidly has consumption outstripped production, that the to wor!

over
the hole, after which the anvil is depressed into
the hole, and next
is moved forward laterallyso as to move forward the material
the distance
that may be reqifired for such hole to receivean eyelet, which is
next inserted-in the hole and upset by the up
consists in the punch, its bed, bd the upsgtting anvil, ~~ inee
manner and pr
ly as descri
the complete specification for operating them, as explained. Also the
cociatoalien of@ presser and its operative mechanism with such devices
and a work supporting platform.
4 ene.
1408. W. R. Lake, London, “ Producing compression upon metallic articles.
—A communication.—Dated 8th May, 1872.
ese impr
‘ts relate to diff
t forms of apparatus for applying
force to compress or ‘‘ upset” metallic articles and some other substances
in the form of bands, rings, hollow cylinders, and other shapes.
1418. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Mules for spianing.”—A communication.—
Dated 9th May, 1872.
The said invention relates to the fall-off mechanism; to the combination of quadrant screw with the winding-on drum and with the falling off
mechanism for the p
of producing a regularly decreasing series of
diminutionsin the sneol ofthe pindles ; to the combination of
which automatically turns the quadrant screw with a regulating —
ratus that during those inward runs of the carriage in which the spindles
revolve too fast is automatically operated to diminish the speed of the
spindles during the next inward run after such diminution more than it
would otherwise have been diminished, and enough to prevent the
spindles from winding the ends too tightly upon the double conical
bases of the cops until such time as they again revolve too fast; to the
combination of a vertical regulator rod withajointed head, weighted rod,
and horizontal arm, for the —— of preventing the depression of the
regulator rod out of season ; to the arrangement of the said horizontal arm
jointed head a spring and rod projecting from a shoe for the purpose of
automatically rendering the regulator apparatus inoperative after the
double conical bases of the cops have been built. To the extension rail,
combined with the copping rail and cop builder, by which the intermittent motion of the latter, imparted to the extension rail, may cause
the same to practically lengthen the copping rail at every inward run, in
order to prolong the first rise of the upper follower, until all of each end
has been wound upon its cop, except just enough to make the spiral
coil upon the naked part of the spindle without allowing the formation
of kinks in the thread. Toa knock off, separated from the copping rail
and operated by mechanism which causes it to advance at every stretch
a less distance than the extension rail, but as far as may be necessary to
prolong the second rise of the upper follower at each inward run, until
the spiral coils have been wound upon the naked purts of the spindles
tightly enough to prevent the formation of kinks in the ends. To the
combination with the quadrant and quadrant chain with the inclined
travelling shoe and other parts. To the combination of the co builder,
extension rail, knock off, and shoe, for the purpose of causing them all to
move in unison. To the combination of the scroll drum with a rocking
bar, elbow lever, connecting rod, vertical lever, and carriage arm, for the
purpose of throwing the scroll drum out of gear at the completion of the
second stretch. To the combination with the mule carriage of a latch
mechanism, consisting essentially of a block lug, latch bar, latch, and
springs. To the combination of a weight with the rail when the same is
provided with an inclination at its inner end, for the pu’
of keeping
the pressure of the weight from the upper follower until the latter has
been thrown out of lock. To the combination of the weight with
hanism that aut tically serves to increase the pressure of the said
weight upon the "os follower as the lengths of the second rises of the
follower decrease, for the purpose of causing the times of the said second
rises to remain uniform.
1422. G. T. BousFie.p, Brixton, Surrey, “‘ Puddling and melting iron.”—A
communication.—
Dated 10th May, 1872.
¥
The claim to this complete specification is for a puddling, melting, or
decarbonising machine, in which the puddling, melting, or decarbonising
is done in an open basin revolving in a plane to the horizon, substantially
in the manner and for the purposes described.
40. T. Hyatt, London, “ Revolving shutters.” — Dated 5th January, 1872.
This invention consists in making wooden revolving shutters fire-proof
by impregnating the laths with alum, silicate, or other chemical capable
a resisting fire. In connecting the bars or laths with gg | indiarubber cushions, in order that they may coil
thly. In protecting
wooden revolving shutters against burglars by wires, or chains, or strong
strips of steel passed into the interior. Also in making a sheet revolving
shutter like a plain metal curtain, and securing it by pins at its edges
when down. In embossing in relief the fans-of these curtain shutters,
and “ chilling ” the raised parts so as to resist attacks of burglars’ tools.
In making sheet revolving shutters of any size by weaving them of bands
or ribbons of metal. In making corrugated metal shutters with various
peculiar forms of corrugati
with a view to increase their flexibility
and stiffness. In making revolving metal Jath shutters with hollow latbs,
and filling the laths with fire resisting materials. In curving transversely these hollow laths or the usual solid ones to conform ——the arc of that particular part of the coil in which they may be when
wound up, in order that the shutter may lie closer and more compact.
In the use of pressure or nipping rollers for raising a shutter and p'
g
it intoa “pocket” made to receive it in the wall, or for pushing the
shutter on to the coiling drum or barrel.
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CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: The returns: The market: The
finished iron trade—MRk. DANKS AND HIS PUDDLING FURNACE—
THE CLEVELAND IRONSTONE MINERS—THE COAL TRADE—THE
LEAD MINERS —ENGINEERING AND SHIPBUILDING—PRICES.
Last year at this time out of a totalof 125 blast furnacesin the
Cleveland district there were 118 in full
ration. At present
there are 140, out of which 131 are in blast.
ere are thirteen new
furnaces in course of construction. The returns of the Cleveland
Ir
ters’ Association showing the make of pig iron during the
past month, and the position of the trade at present, will be read
with interest. They are as follows :—
Tons.
Month ending May 31st, 1872 .
168,795
Month ending May 31st, 1871 ..
164,082
Month ending April 3uth, 1872
163,408
Increase upon May, 1871 .. .. .. .. 4,713
Increase upon April, 1872 ..
5,387
Shipments of Pig Iron Foreign from Port of Middlesbrough.
Month ending May 3ist, 1872... .. .. .. .. .. «. 3 563
Corresponding month last year
34,736
Decrease
oe eel a, eb ie eh
os73
Shipments Coastwise of Pig Iron from Port of Middlesbrough.
Month ending May 31st, 1872... c+ we) 00 oe op: Oe
Corresponding month last year
22/168
Decrease ..
oo
4,042
Makers’ Stocks.
April 30th, 1872 ..
os oF s0° e
38,526
May 3lst, 1872
37,603
Decrease upon April, 1872..
933
Middlesbrough Warrant Stores.
ITN
aes sn is ou ds ae
1,391
May 28th, 1872
1,131
Decrease ..
260
Although the total make is so large, it would have been a great
deal larger had it not been for the scarcity of materials.
On Tuesday there was a capital attendance on ‘Change at
Middlesbroug’
There was not much business done, and the
quotations remained unchanged, No. 3 standing at 102s. 6d. per
ton. Many of the frequenters of the Middlesbrough market are
now of opinion that the iron trade will continue in a prosperous
state over next year. They justify this conclusion by the fact
that several extensive makers are very heavily sold for delivery
next year at remunerative prices. It is to be hoped that this
opinion may prove correct.
In the finished iron trade there is very little new. All the mills
are working well. There is a large number of contracts on hand,
and the deliveries are going on regularly. Prices remain firm.
I am glad to know that Mr. Danks is making headway with his
clever puddling furnace. Not only are the ironmasters of Cleveland availing themselves of his patent, but he is receiving applications from Staffordshire and Scotland for permission to erect his
furnaces,
The company formed recently at Middlesbrough for the erection
of a number of Danks furnaces have nearly completed their prea
arrangements. They intend to turn out about 500 tons
a wee
Last week Mr. Joseph Whitwell Pease, M.P., one of the partners in the extensive Upleatham mines, gave the ironstone miners
the full advance of 2d. per ton. His example was followed by
Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co., Bell Brothers, Morrison and Co.,
and others, but there are some of the smaller ironstone mine
owners who have not decided to give their men the advance.
After the question has been settled by those large producers the
apo |may fairly be said to be settled. As T sid last week,
the smaller owners will have no alternative but to adopt the same
course as the great firms which have given the advance.
The coalowners have made another advance in the price of coals.
South Yorkshire coals are being more extensively introduced to
the ironmakers on Teesside.
In Teesdale the London Lead Company’s miners are still locked
out in consequence of the strike amongst the washers. Meetings
have been held, but the company have explained that they cannot
accede to the requests of the men.
Engineers throughout the North of England are very busy.
There is a great deal of work on hand, and new orders are coming
in satisfactorily.
Shipbuilding is likely to be for some time in the same prosperous
condition which has characterised it for so long on the northern
river.
The prospectus of a new iron ore company is now in circulation
in Cleveland. The company is called the St. Austell Hematite
Iron Ore Company (Limited). The capital is £60,000 in 6000
shares of £10 each. The company is formed for the purpose of
taking over as a going concern the well-known hematite iron ore
mines of Kernick and
ennick, in Cornwall. Mr. Joseph Dodds,
M.P., Stockton, who is largely interested in the Cleveland iron
trade, is the chairmain of the company, and Mr. W. R. I. Hopkins, of the firm of Hopkins, Gilkes, and Co., ironmakers, Middlesbrough, is vice-chairman.
The prices of iron are as follows :—No. 1, £5 5s.; No. 2, £52s. 6d.;
No. 3, £5; No. 4, £4 19s,; M., £4 18s. 6d.; W., £4 18s.; refined
metal, £5 10s. Manufactured iron—Common bars, £10; best
ditto, £10 10s.; cable iron, £10 10s.; le iron, £10 10s.; sheets,
£12 15s.; ship-plates, £12 5s.; boiler plates, £13; rails, £10;
puddled bars, £7 7s. 6d.; wrought iron girders, £18.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE GLASGOW PIG IRON TRADE: Shipments and imports—TuE
MALLEABLE IRON TRADE— NEW WATER SUPPLY SCHEMES—
MINERS’ MOVEMENTS : Demonstration at Stirling—ENGINEERS
AND BOILER MAKERS : Refusals to contract.
Sunce the date of my last report the oa ig iron market has
continued equable and steady, although there
been less business doing. Indeed, Tuesday’s market was almost idle, and
Monday’s was much less animated than usual. Still there is no
appearance of a suspension of the general prosperity of the trade.
The Alabama difficulty undoubtedly causes a misgiving, now and
again, in the minds of consumers and brokers; and there may thus
happen a stiffness and disinclination to do business for the time
being, but the requirements, both at home and abroad, continue
unabated, and in spite of the many rival schemes that are now
being pr
ited to
pete with
fo tormmastees, Go Soper
are likely to be able to continue to hold their own.
—s
this much, I am also inclined to think that prices have attau
almost, if not quite, their maximum limit.
¢ present quotations
are unnatural——as unnatural, a competent authority has said,
the human pulse at 120 deg. Therefore, although they have been
forced to their present exceptional value by a genuine and bona
Jide demand, that is no reason why they should continue so high
when the demand is every
y |bene more
adequately supplied. One of the most in
and profitable
on account
features of the trade is the continued d
America, so that it would be most calamitous to the interests
trade if the Alabama difficulty assumed such a shape as
even temporarily paralyse our commercial relations withpics
coun’
The shipments of pigiron from Scotch
: ports for the week i
June 1st amount to 22,110 tons, being an increase of 6007
as compared with the corresponding period of last year. a]
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total increase on the shipments of pig iron since the commencement of the year now amount to 88,718 tons, including both
foreign and coastwise. The imports of Middlesbrough pig iron
into Grangemouth for the same period show a decrease of 913
tons, the exact figures being 29,524 tons for 1872, and 30,437 tons
for 1872.
Referring to the malleable iron trade we find very few matters
indeed to call for attention. No further progress has been made
with the projected scheme for the purpose of introducing Danks’
puddling furnaces into Scotland, so that all that can be said on
that score is of a negative character. As for the new works near
Wishaw, they are being pushed forward, and will —— be
ready for use in the course of three months. With scarcely a
single exception all the mills and forges are fully occupied, and
there is no dread of a proximate lull in the prevailing activity.
Conversely, however, the requirements of iron shipbuilders are
now better supplied from the English market, all things considered, than they have ever been before, and this fact leads the
Clyde shipbuilders to exhibit less reluctance in giving their orders
to North of England or Staffordshire firms, instead of retaining
them at home. Plates and angle iron remain in very urgent
request, the actual consumption in the shipbuilding yard remaining
as great as ever. Bar iron, which is not quite so much sought
after, is still quoted at £11 10s. to £12 per ton; angle iron is at
£12 to £12 10s.; plates, £13 to £13 10s.; and nail rods £12, less
5 per cent. discount.
In several of the more rural districts of Scotland steps are being
taken to obtain a better and more adequate water supply. The
example of Glasgow, in bringing in an unrivalled supply from Loch
Katrine, appears to have been infectious ;and although the promoters of the St. Mary’s Loch water scheme in Edinburgh did not
succeed in carrying out their ideas, some of the smaller municipalities are likely to be more successful. A most excellent water
supply has just been introduced to Crieff, where there is one of
the finest hydropathic establishments in Scotland ; and the good
people of the * fair city” of Perth are taking steps in the same
direction. Then Kirkintolloch and Lenzie Junction, two important and growing suburbs of Glasgow, have made arrangements
for obtaining a splendid supply of gravitation water from the
Campsie hills, above Autermony. The report in reference to this
scheme, as prepared by Messrs Storrie and Smith, of Glasgow,
makes provision for a ninety days’ supply at the rate of 25 gals.
per day to each individual, at the cost of £10,000. Although not
yet finally settled, it is expected that this scheme will be eventually adopted.
A miners’ demonstration, attended by somewhere about 10,000
workmen, took place at Stirling on Monday last, under the presidency of Mr, R. Penman, of the Fife Association. As indicating
not only the temper of this particular
ting, but the tendencic
of the mining population of Scotland generally, we may quote in
their entirety the resolutions proposed and carried by acclamation.
They were as follows :—(1) ‘‘This meeting expresses a hope that
Government will immediately press the Mines Bill through Parliament, and will preserve all the distinctive features of the
measure, so that the safety of the miners may be promoted,
health maintained, education, and
equity in their contracts
secured, by weighing all the minerals gathered by them.”
(2) ‘That this meeting begs to utter its indignant protest against
the alterations made by the Select Committee in the Payment of
Wages (Master and Servants) Bill, and begs to assure the Government and the country that no measure can be devised that will
effectually destroy truck which does not contain the clear and
distinct provisions that all working men shall be paid their wages
weekly, and that without any deduction from their wages.”
(3) ‘That this meeting begs to utter its solemn protest against
the Act of 1871, known as the Criminal Law Amendment Act, as
being an Act which has been proved to be, from its working,
oppressive and unjust to a large portion of the people of this
country, and pledges itself touse every effort to have the obnoxious
law repealed or modified, so that all the members of the community shall be put on an equal footing.”
Engineers and boiler makers, whose operations are to a large
extent regulated by the extent, tone, and requirements of the
shipbuilding trade, continue to have full employment ; and at
one or two of the principal works, within the last few weeks, a
request to send in contracts for work about to be given out has
been met with a refusal,
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to aid the shipwrights greatly. The ceremony of opening was a
striking one, and a fine ship, the Duke of Newcastle, was selected
as the pioneer of, it is to be hoped, many a vessel in the future.
A novel shipment sailed from Cardiff last week in the form of
43 tons of iron sugar pans for Trinidad. This port is now excessively busy, quantities of castings for Holland, railway plant to
Jersey, rails Yor America, and miscellaneous iron, with incessant
crowds of laden colliers going coastwise, or coal-laden ships goi
foreign, kept the place in a ferment throughout the week. The coa
trade is in such a healthy state that I am not surprised good coal
properties are finding their way into the market, inaddition to new
ventures being made in hitherto untried quarters. Some of these
will come under public notice shortly. From Longhor large quantities of coal were sent last week to the Cornish mines. From
Cardiff the coal shipped foreign during the week was the largest
ever known. One day it amounted to 15,000 tons. On Monday the number of vessels was seventeen, and on Tuesday
twenty-two. The high pressure applied has hitherto happily
been unattended by any accident of great importance. In
one of the Glamorganshire pits three men were injured
and one killed by the breaking of a rope on the incline.
At Selways pit a man had his leg broken by a fall. The same
casualty attended one of the colliers of Plymouth, and at No. 22
coal pit, Ebbw Vale, three men were badly burnt by an explosion.
It appears that a fall had taken place, and these men went with
mots i lights to the top to look for mine, and the gas
instantly ignited. I was on the point of omitting to chronicle
the blowing in of a fine large new blastfurnace at Ebbw Vale.
It was started successfully in the presence of the directors,
and as the company have a large share of one of the banks
there will be no delay in turning this important
to
account, All the Monmouthshire works are doing good business.
At Blaenavon the eight furnaces are in full blast. Good paying
trade is stimulative to other things. In social movements ironworkers are active. At Blaenavon, meat stores, after the cooperative principle, are in formation, and the example on a
large scale will very likely be imitated in other places. My
news from the Forest of Dean is ominous: notices, some
for 10 per cent., others for still more per cent., are being
served at the principal mines by the miners, and a thoroughly
resolute spirit is being displayed by the men in the effort to obtain
what they consider is honestly their due. The importation of iron
ore from Spain continues in greater quantity than was expected.
The Aberdare Iron Company in particular have received several
cargoes. I believe Mr. Fothergill, who has had an agent in Spain,
has entered into a large contract for successive supplies.
I must not omit to report the trial trip of the John Boyle, the
largest iron steamer ever built in Cardiff. This vessel, which was
built for the American trade, is one of the first of a fleet, and the
trial trip was looked forward to with considerable interest. I am
happy in stating that, excepting a few trifling mishaps, the trip
was of the most successful character, and answered every expectation.
NOTES FROM

THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
ScARBOROUGH AND WHITBY RaIlLway —JARROW RatLway StaTION—THE BIRKENHEAD FERRIES—STEAMSHIP DISCIPLINE—
COLLIERY MATTERS IN SoUTH YORKSHIRE—ISLE oF Man
TELEGRAPH COMPANY — OUSEBURN CO-OPERATIVE ENGINE
Works Company—CaRLISLE CITADEL Raluway SraTion—
STATE OF TRADE AT SHEFFIELD—RIVER WEAR CoMMISSION—
THE LANCASHIRE COAL TRADE—COLLIERY FIREMEN AND THEIR
EMPLOYERS—THE NATIONAL STEAMSHIP COMPANY—RAIL SHIPMENTS FOR MONTREAL—STEAMERS ON HAND AT LOW WALKER
—NoORWICH SEWERAGE WORKS—MORE BLAST FURNACES IN
CLEVELAND—WHITEHAVEN WET DOCK—LENGTHENING FRENCH
OCEAN STEAMERS—THE IRON TRADE IN YORKSHIRE.
OPERATIONS have been
din
ction with the formation of the contemplated line between Scarborough and Whitby.
The line has been staked out for the greater
of the distance,
and on Tuesday a party of excavators, under Messrs. Kirk and
Parry, the contractors, commenced work. The directors propose
carrying the line through, thus completing a line of coast railway
from the Humber to the south of the Tyne.
The Jarrow local board, backed by the tradespeople and the
general public of the town, are making vigorous endeavours to
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
induce the North-Eastern Railway directors to build a new rail(From our own Correspondent.)
way station a little more to the east.
he receipts of the Birkenhead ferries last year amounted to
THE ADVANCE OF WAGES THROUGHOUT SouTH WALES: Private
opinion of an ironworks manager: Migrations of workmen to £36,490, after payment of all working expenses, £5777 for interest
the North: Character of work at the chief ironworks—Pont- on bonds, and £1406 to the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board for
NEWYNYDD WORKS—OPENING OF THE NEW DRY DOCK AT NEW- interest on the cost of a sea wall. The Birkenhead Commissioners
PORT—IRON SUGAR PANS FOR TRINIDAD—SPECULATION IN THE have been enabled to transfer £3000 to the township funds, £2080
COAL TRADE: The largest quantity of coal yet sent from Cardiff : to the new boats’ fund, £1040 to the contingent fund, and £356
Accidents in pits—BLOWING IN OF A NEW FURNACE AT EBBW to the landing stage repair fund, a balance ef £2193 still remainVALE— BLAENAVON WoORKS— FOREST OF DEAN MINERS— ing in hand April 24th. The receipts of the ferries in Whitsun
SPANISH IRON ORE—SUCCESSFUL TRIAL TRIP OF THE JOHN BOYLE week were no less than £1882.
The Liverpool Local Marine Board has been occupied with a
STEAMER AT CARDIFF.
On Monday the men in all the ironworks in South Wales began charge of insubordination, brought by the captain of the Risca
to work on an advanced rate of ten per cent. ‘“‘This, I fear,” against his chief engineer, during a voyage from Liverpool, and
l. Having
states the manager of one of the largest firms in the district, Cardiff to Gibraltar, and Huelva and back to Live
** means less work and more Pgs a If past and a long expe- heard the case, the board reprimanded the chief engineer, but
rience is reliable, this is certainly to be apprehended. But, lately returned his certificate to him.
We understand that the Staveley Coal and Iron Compan,
I must give the puddlers and millmen generally the credit for
having worked with more regularity, many intending, no doubt (Limited) and the Sheepbridge Coal and Iron Compan (Limited)
to shift for more tempting positions in the North of Englan have leased from Col. Webb the ‘‘top hard” or Barnsley seam of
when they have saved enough money to do so. I hear that a coal under the Newstead Abbey estate, near Mansfield, comprising
number of the best hands are on “‘ notice ” in several of the leadin, an area of nearly 500 acres. The seam is about 5ft. thick, and the
works. Signs are visible enough that the competition for skilled lease is to be for a term of eighty years. A few years ago Mr.
labour will be great this season between the Welsh and North of Weswick established a colliery on the Annesley estate adjoining
England districts, and latterly the ‘* game” has been on one side that of Newstead, and the coal has proved equal in quality to the
only. Welshmen are continually going hence to the North, but best hard coal in the midland counties. We are informed that
one hears of no counterbalancing stream of migration.
the depth of the seam from the surface is fully 400 yards. The
In all quarters orders flow in well, and everything and every- colliery will be worked for the joint and qual interest of the two
body are at “‘ high-pressure.” At Dowlais the leading feature is companies, and the capital is estimated at £120,000.
American rail.
About three years since, in order that telegraphic communicaRhymney has also exported largely to the States, the chief item tion with the Isle of Man ss be entirely lost, the Legislato the Isle of Man eae
being 500 tons of rails to Charleston, 402toWashington, and 260 to ture advanced the sum of £
Riga. Plymouth and Cyfarthfa are still occupied with American Company to put their lines into working order, and some eighteen
rails, Booker with sheet iron for Holland, Tredegar with Russian months afterwards the Isle of Man Company was absorbed in the
and American trade, and Gadlys, Abernaut, Treforest, and general acquisition of telegraph lines by the Government.
Briton Ferry display the same large output of rails and bar which Great difficulty was experienced in estimating the value of the
has characterised them of late. It is now a remarkable event to line and plant, but, thanks to the exertions of Mr. G. W. Dumbell,
come across any iron, tin-plate, or tin works in a disused condi- the managing director and chairman, a satisfactory statement has
tion. A notable change can be seen in many
of the district, at length been made out. At a special meeting of the shareI must note one in proof—the Pontnewynydd Works at Ponty- holders at Douglas it was announced that each shareholder would
pool. A few years ago this was little better than aruin. Now, receive £40 for his original £20 share, after payment of all liabili, and the
under the management of Mr. Riley, a marked change has taken ties. The original capital of the company was
place. The extensions already carried out orin progress are great, amount divisible was a little short of =
. It was unanimously
to Mr. Dumbell for his
the wire department is conducted with vigour, and the making of resolved that £600 should be presented
bars and plates has been introduced with success, The quality of services, and £100 each to the other three directors, Messrs.
these I am assured is good, as would be evidenced by the important Moore, Cleator, and Whiteside,
orders flowing in. The shearing apparatus used with the plates is The Ouseburn Co-operative Engine Works —— is endeaa successful invention of Mr. Riley’s.
vouring to issue debenture bonds to the extent of £25,000, at 5 per
One of the leadi
eventsof the week has
cent. per annum.
opening of the
ock at Ne
. Monmouthshire. The
The Carlisle Citadel Railway Station Bill has been rejected.
engineer was Mr. Schenck, C.E., and Mr. Firbank the contractor,
The Sheffield armour-plate mills are still busy with orders from
The length of the dock is 300ft. ; width at entrance, 46ft. 3in. ; the
ish and foreign Governments for plates, shields for
og 27ft. 9in. The average —_ of water at neap tides is fortifications, turrets, &c. The demand for all descriptions of
10ft. Yin., and at ordinary spring tides 20ft. 9in. The stone used
hant iron
remai
bated, and prices are as firm as ever.
was the best Aberbeeg.
e gates,
e on the premises of the In the railway branches great activity prevails. As the railway
best pitch pine, are 28ft. 7in. high aud 54ft. wide, and work upon system is extending in almost all parts of the world, the present
a segment plate. The sluices are opened by means of a patent excellent demand is —— to continue for some time. For
screw. Blocks on a new plan designed by Mr. Bebell, and made ship, boiler, and other plates there is an active inquiry, and the
of cast iron, will be used on the bottom of the dock, on which to | boiler shops are in full work.
place vessels ;and the convex surface of the bottom is expected ' At the last meeting of the River Wear Commissioners the
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monthly trade return presented showed that during the
month 745 vessels of an aggregate tonnage of 181,811 tons
cleared from the port. The total receipts were
a 5
increase of £390 over the corresponding month of 1871.
en
ae!report > works committee ay moved a
amet
said it was only n
to carrythe groyne
out a little
er,
at an expense of about £300, to prevent the drift working towards
the south. In moving the adoption of the traffic committee’s
report Mr. R. M. Hudson said the only thing calling for comment
was that while there was an actual decrease in the shipment of
coal there was an increase in the revenue of almost £400. This
was of course attributable to the increase of business in other
departments of the docks.
The coal proprietors of the Wigan and West Lancashire district
have decided upon giving an advance of 10 per cent. in colliers’
wages, and making a corresponding advance in the price of coals
to consumers,
The firemen employed at Ryhope Colliery, near Sunderland,
have struck work, in consequence of the owners having refused to
concede the nine hours principle. On Tuesday Mr. Crawford, the
secretary of the Miners’ Association, had an interview with the
owners, and obtained their consent to the matter being referred to
arbitration, on condition that the men resumed work in the
meantime.
A meeting of ths delegates of the Durham County Colliery enginemen was held on Saturday at Durham. The president of the
association occupied the chair, and opened the proceedings by
stating the result of a conference held with the coalowners at Newcastle, the result of which was the drawing up of a list of terms of
ement, which Mr. Hugh Taylor, who was chairman of the
ting, had signed on the part of the masters, and the secretary
of the association on the part of the men. It only remained for
the delegates to endorse the proceedings for the conditions arrived
at to come into force at once. The conditions were :—-‘‘ That the
wages of enginemen at pumping engines, wagon-way engines, and
winding, or other engines of the agricultural type, shall not exceed 4s.
for twelve hours, That those enginemen who desire to work eight
hours at 4s. may do so, and be paid for any hours worked between
eight and twelve at the rate of 4d. per hour, and for every hour
after twelve hours at the rate of 6d.per hour. It is distinctly
understood that the union will not interfere with those who are
willing to take 5s. 4d. for twelve hours; such men, working twelve
hours, to be paid at the rate of 6d. per hour for overtime. The
men undertake to supply any deficiency of labour by following in.
The wages of enginemen underground shall not exceed 5s. for
twelve hours. Sinking enginemen to be treated similarly to
winding enginemen.”
A dispute between Messrs. Jack, Rolls, and Company, engineers, and the National Steamship Company, with reference to
machinery constructed by the former for the steamer Egypt, has
been settled by arbitration. Messrs. Jack and Co, are awarded
£9360, which is nearly the full amount originally claimed; and
the National Company is directed to pay all the costs, both of the
action and of the reference.
The screw steamer Brugalese, 2000 tons, is about to take a
considerable cargo of steel rails for Montreal, and will leave
Barrow early this month. This is the second steamer of a new
line of pioneer vessels from Barrow to Montreal, and she is as
large, if not much larger, than any vessel which has been docked
at
Ww.
Messrs. C. Mitchell and Co. have thirteen iron ships on hand
in their yard at Low Walker. With the exception of two or three
steamers for river navigation at Russia, they are vessels exceeding
— tons each, and most ot them are intended for the East Indian
e.
Messrs. Hawksley have been consulted with reference to the extensive sewerage works recently carried out at Norwich, and they
have presented a report, which is, on the whole, of a reassuring
character.
A company, including, amongst other gentlemen, some Middlesbrough metal brokers, have decided to build blast furnaces near
Skinningrove.
Operations have been commenced in connection with the new
wet dock at Whitehaven. Thus we may note the removal of some
of the stones of the parapet at the commencement of the north
wall, and excavations in that portion which extends into the
southern corner of the shipbuilding yard. Travelling steam
cranes and piling machines have appeared, and blocks of red sandstone from the quarries near St. Bees Head are being brought
down in large numbers. It is fully expected that in a few weeks
the whole of the plant will be bee
At Hebburn Messrs, Leslie are lengthening two ocean steamers
belonging to the French Transatlantic Steam Navigation Company.
Business continues active at the Leeds mills, forges, foundries,
and engine works. In the Chesterfield district the demand for
fron continues unabated.
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Sour Kensineton Museum.—Visitors d
the week ending
June Ist, 1872:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 10,679; Naval and
other collections, 1339. On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admission
6d., from 10 a.m., to tg Museum, 2947; Naval and other
collections, 41; total, 15,006. Ave:
of corresponding week in
|yoooe 14,360. Total from the opening of the Museum,
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records of experimental inquiries are, like money, of no instead of adopting forms and proportions more suitable to
STEAM CHART OF H.M.S. MINOTAUR.
ABOVE we give a steam chart which will, we think, be real use whatever to the owner until they are put in circu- the conditions under which high-pressure steam has to be
appreciated as it deserves by the greater number of our lation; and we beg our readers to lay this fact to heart, made. No engineer in his senses would think of carrying 651b. in a boiler 14ft. in diameter on land. Why
readers, showing as it does how far theory and practice and to act upon it.
should it be done at sea? That there are reasons alleged
coincide as regards the consumption of fuel — to —
for
the practice is certain; let us see what they are and
one of the largest pairs of marine engines ever
e. Very
HIGH PRESSURE MARINE BOILERS.
how much force they possess.
few
jiculars will berequired to make the chart intelNo. L
ligible to those who have given attention to the performProor is scarcely wanted to convince the observant
ance of marine engines.
engineer that the introduction of high-pressure steam
The Minotaur is 400ft. long and 59ft. 44in. beam ; her into the navy and mercantile marine of Great Britain has
gross weight when at sea is taken as 10,000 tons. The completely revolutionised the construction of the marine
engines are of Penn’s ordinary trunk type, without jackets boiler.
e well-known type of flat-sided or rectangular
or superheaters, and with common condensers. The boilers steam generator was, when first introduced, never expected
of the ordinary “ box” type will burn as much as 30 Ib. of to carry more than 5 Ib. pressure. As time went on, and
coal per square foot of grate per hour at full power. On better materials and ed etme could be secured, the |
the measured mile the engines indicated 6702-horse power, pressure was gradually augmen
till it reached as much as |
and the ship attained a speed of 14°4 knots.
30 Ib. on the square inch. This may be taken as the limit |
The first line in the d
shows the consumption of of pressure, beyond which it is impossible to retain the |
coal in tons per hour. Next we have the line of indicated rectangular or box boiler. In a few exceptional cases |
horsc-powers, and, lastly, that of mean powers. Down higher pressures have been carried in box boilers, but|
It is argued, then, in the first place, that these boilers,
the side we find a scale of revolutions of engines and speed these cases are so few that it is unnecessary to do more
| being put in fore and aft, fit the hull better than other
in knots per hour.
than refer to them. That it is possible to make steam boilers. This we dispute. If only one boiler is used, it
The curve marked “ Practical coal curve” is the mean boilers adapted for marine p
, Which will carry much
of a large number of results obtained at sea under varyin heavier pressures with safety is proved by everyday expe- | will certainly be put into a boat more than 14ft. beam,
conditions, while the “Theoretical coal curve” has been cal rience; but it is quite certain that very little is known as | and consequently the curve of the ribs will not come near
culated upon the usual cube-of-the-speed ratio from full- to the merits of these boilers as steam generators, either the boiler. If two are used side by side we have a total
power consumption on the measured mile. Both the generally as compared with Cornish, locomotive, or egg- breadth of 28ft., even if the boilers touch each other; and
curves start from the same zero at the bottom of the ended boilers, or relatively as compared with the rectan- it may happen then that the curve of the boilers roughly
ioe, the zero being full power, but this last is taken gular boiler which the new type supplants. Up to the | approximates to that of the ship’s ribs outside, but inside
boilers at top and bottom
as the ordinary full power of the ship, 4800, and not that present moment hardly an attempt has been made to | we have a space between the
developed or said ty wi been developed on the measured design high-pressure marine boilers on scientific principles. | which is simply wasted. To make our meaning clear, we
mile trial, and quoted above from the official reports. The The most popular type of high-pressure marine boiler now append two small diagrams showing one boiler and two
ton scale at the top refers
ially to these curves, which in use consists of a circular shell about 14ft. in diameter boilers in the hull of a ship. In Fig. 1 we have one boiler;
can readily be compared with each other, and the results of and 10ft. or 12ft. long. Three cylindrical flues, 3ft. to in Fig. 2 we have two wll In each case it will be seen
the comparison are very instructive. Thus we find that at 3ft. 2in. in diameter, and 7ft. to 9ft. long, are fixed in the
Fic.2
ten knots the theoretical consumption of coal should be 4°5 lower portion of the shell. These open into a combustion |
tons per hour, while in practice it is but 4 tons. When we chamber—usually common to them all—at the back, which |
t down to a
five knots, however, we find that communicates with the front of the boiler and the uptake |
the theoretical consumption being 0°5 tons per hour, the by a number of flue tubes 3in. or 4in. in diameter, the
practical consumption is nearly three times as much. It same length as the furnace tubes. The usual safety valve |
is, indeed, only at a speed a little over eight knots that the load is 65 Ib. on the square inch, and the usual hydraulic
two curves coincide.
test is double the eel or 130]b. on the square inch. It |
The curves marked “ Indicated horse-power” and is necessary to see one of these boilers in order to form a |
“ Pounds of coal
knot” refer to the scale of indicated conception of the astoni ing dimensions of the various|
power and that of revolutions,
parts. The plates of the shell are of a minimum thickness |
The remaining curve is to the scale marked “Mean of 2in., and in many cases they are lin. thick. The fur- |
pounds.” The curve has been calculated from nace plates are also very heavy, and the double riveted
the mean of a fan number of indicator cards, taken seams with lin. rivets remind one much more of the very
at each
and number of revolutions.
heaviest class of girder work than of the wor
ip
It wil be seen that the most economical rate of steam- usually found in connection with steam boilers. The | that the spaces marked AA, BB, are wasted with the
is that obtained when the engines work to their nomi- workmanship is for the most part very
; in some cylindrical shell; with the old rectangular boiler they
power and upwards, so far as the engines are con- cases—as, for example, in boilers which we
have recently would be utilised, either by getting in more furnaces or
cerned, but as regards the cost of transportation of 10,000 examined made by Mr. Fraser, of Bow—it is simply per- |for bunkers. Of course, if the boilers are placed athwart
tons per mile, the same is not the case.
fection; but to secure this perfection the finest and most | the ship the waste is still greater.
We have to express our thanks to a gentleman,whose name powerful plant is required, and the boilers are necessarily | It is urged, in the second place, that it is impossible to
we do not feel ourselves at liberty to publish, for the chart very expensive. In this type of boiler it is evident that | stay flat-sided or box boilers to stand 65 Ib. pressure withwhich we give above. If other engineers, both in the wenaee neither more nor less than the old rectangular | out incurring an enormous augmentation in the And
navy and merchant service, would adopt a similar system marine boiler in a new form, very much heavier and more | the boiler, and that, therefore, it is impossible to do
of peally recording the performance of their engines costly for a given power, and less efficient for a given | than adopt the cylindrical shell. This we
t; but it by
and would then enable us to give them publicity, a great space occupied in the ship, because there is less space for /no means follows that we must use a single cylinder only
deal of most valuable information would be elicited. It grate or heating surface in the boiler. The want of a really | in which to stow all the furnaces we can cramin. Let us
however, too much the practice with marine engineers good marine boiler for high-pressure steam is generally | see in what a better
ent would consist.
when they have acquired any facts concerning
the per- acknowledged by marine engineers, and we submit that this | A boiler shell 7ft. in diameter
and in. thick is much
formance of the engines of which they have
to want will never be satisfied while designers content themthan a shell 14ft. in diameter
and fin. thick, in
that information carefully to themselves as th
it selves with modificationsof the low-pressure boiler of the that it is possible to make a much better andstronger j
were some treasure, forgetting the while that it
past, fighting on the brute force system the increased strains of the riveted seams. Now,
two 7ft. shells would occupy
little or no value except asa means of comparison. The with which they have to deal, by using thicker plates, | no more space,if lying side by side in a ship’s keel, than
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one 14ft. shell, as in the di
ig. 3). The weight of
the two 7ft. shells awe 5gga half that of the one
14ft. shell, other things being equal; but other things
would not be equal, because the ends of the 7ft. shells would
only contain each one-fourth of the area of the ends of the
14ft. shell, and would, therefore, be very much lighter in
the matter of staying. Into a 14ft. shell we can get, with
squeezing, three furnace tubes 32in. in diameter. The furnaces must be kept low in the shell, or no room will be
left for the tubes; but into two 7ft. shells we can get four
3ft. furnace tubes, provided we put them in high up—that
is to say, across the diameter, or nearly se. If, now, we
allow these four furnaces to deliver into a back up-take
communicating direct with two 7ft. shells standing over
the first two shells, we can return the products of combustion through the flues in the upper shells, the whole
arrangement being as shown in Fig. 4. On the whole, we
FIC3
|
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get more heating surface in this arrangement, more grate
surface, and a form more nearly approximating to that of
the old rectangular type, and one, in any case, very suitable for use on board ship. The amount of surface to be
stayed in the back up-take will not be as great as that required with the 14ft. shell; and as the plates are so much
lighter, and the boiler so much subdivided, it will be much
cheaper on the whole than its rival. Of course it may be
urged that such a boiler cannot be properly cleaned. To
this we demur altogether. No tubular boiler can be
properly cleaned without taking out the tubes, but the
crowns of the furnaces can be as well cleaned in the quadruple barrel boiler as in the single shell boiler; and in any
case the argument possesses no weight, because water obtained from the surface condenser is always used with highpressure steam at sea—a condition which infinitely simplities the labours of those who hope to design high-pressure boilers for naval purposes.
It will be well to explain here that we by no means put
forward the quadruple shell boiler, shown in Fig. 4, as the
best or most suitable boiler for use at sea. On the contrary, we believe that much better systems of construction
are available; but we do believe it to be at least better
than the single shell type. If in nothing else, it is a much
safer boiler. Engineers generally do not much relish carrying 65 1b. steam in boilers 7ft. diameter, of in. plates;
and yet it is certain that boilers of 4in. plate, made as well
as it is possible to make them, are not—if 14ft. diameter—
quite as strong as boilers 7ft. diameter, equally well made,
of jin, plates. The weak points are the riveted joints.
Some little time since Mr. Kirkaldy tested a bit of boiler
seam double-riveted, of 3in. plates. The work was very
well done indeed, yet the strength of the joint was but
33 per cent. of that of the plates. Indeed, a seam of tin.
plates actually took rather more strain—absolutely, not
comparatively —to pull it asunder. We have heard of
numerous instances in which these large diameter boilers
have failed in the sense that an enormous outlay has been
incurred in repairs and renewals after they had been a
very few months indeed at work. The staying of the huge
cylindrical head offers immense difficulties; and it is fearful
to contemplate what the result of the explosion of such a
boiler would be. A really good marine boiler must be one
in which either the shells are so small that plates of moderate thickness can be used, or else recourse must be had
to the tubulous system, or to a combination of both. Ina
second article we propose to resume the consideration of
this important subject.
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thereby give them a dead weight of about 82 tons each, and by
placingthe pontoons close to the joints in the roadway, so that a
wave must be about
from crest to hollow to disturb the level of
the road, and then it could be done only bcm the centre of
gravity of eachspan. Theadvantageof this will be better understood
by examining thediagrams, p. 416, No. lis an outline of Messrs. Robinson and Ianson’s plan. No. 2 the same in rough water. No. 3isa
sketch of the plan commonly adopted, and No. 4 the same in
rough water.
There is another point of importance. When the
tide is rising or falling under any nest of pont
in floating
— of this kind it is apt to beat in or at ~~ rate destroy very
quickly the bottom of the yp
by lifting them up and dashing them down again at each advance and retreat of the waves.
This danger is entirely obviated by placing round the platform on
which the pontoons rest a palisadingto break the waves and make
the rise and fall of the water inside steady and deliberate until
the pontouns are quite free of the platform. This rise and fall of
the water can be modified to any extent by making the ae goon
c'ose or open, as the case may require. ‘This is the most nove
feature in the design, and one to which Messrs. Robinson and
ianson attach considerable importance in securing floating bodies
—particlarly pontoons—from uneasy agitation in the sea or in
rivers. The idea may be carried out either as shown in their
plans or by building perforated towers of bricks or stone to contain
the pontoons or floating bridges. The total cost of the stage,
approach, and offices, are estimated at £33,750.
The design to which the specification has reference is for a
floating landing stage on the river Mersey at Seacombe. It is
proposed to make it 300ft. long and 50ft. broad, and to moor it in
the usual manner—one half of the stage to be devoted to 7
g
traffic and the other to merchandise. The connection with the
shore is by means of a floating bridge 420ft. long and 33ft. broad,
divided in two by a handrail down the middle, so that passengers
are kept to one side of it and goods to the other, as shown in
plan, page 5. The bridge rises and falls with the tide, and consists of six 70ft. lengths, joined together by universal joints, as
shown in detail drawings, pages 416 and 417. Each length of 70ft. is
carried on three wrought iron plate girders (centre one, box),
which are borne by two wrought iron pontoons at each end of the
span—moored in the same manner as the stage. At low water
~ ned pontoons settle down on gridirons, constructed of timber and
screw-piles, and at a gradient of 1 in 15; so that at the extreme
low water the whole length of the roadway of the bridge will be at
an inclination of 1 in 15; as the tide rises part of it will be at
this angle and part level, as shown on elevation, page 5. When the
water rises to its extreme height of 32ft. the first span from the
shore will be in the position shown here :—
See
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machines.
All materials whatsoever used in the work to
which this contract applies are to be thoroughly good, and
the most suitable of their respective kinds, and in all cases are
to be —— by the engineer, in writing, before being used.
They
also have to bear the before mentioned or any other
test to which the engineer may think fit to subject them ; and the
contractors are to provide any machinery that may be required to
make such tests at their own expense, as well as all labour and
other charges incident thereon, All excess of iron in any case
over and above the sizes figured in the drawings will not be paid
for unless specially ordered by the engineer. The whole of the
iron work, both cast and wrought, to be dipped in hot linseed oil,
and to receive one coat of paint before erection. All bright parts,
such as planed or turned work, to receive, after being dipped in
oil, two coats of white paint and one of white lead and tallow
mixed. On the completion of the work in the contractors’ yard
the whole or any part of it shall be taken, at the engineer's discretion, by such means and in such manner as he may think best,
and at the expense of the contractors, to the place where it is to
be erected and floated, and then constructed under his suprintendence and to his entire satisfaction.
The contract to which this specification refers is intended to
include the entire completion of the bridge, stage, and offices, with
the land attachments and sea wall, moorings, and every requisite
for the satisfactory completion of the work. It is, therefore,
expressly to be understood that all bolts, nuts, rivets, washers,
pins, and other minor ee together with all timbers, chains,
&c., which may not
shown in the drawings, or mentioned in the specification, but which may reasonably be
idered as being requisite for the proper completion of
the work, are to be provided by the contractor, and included
in the contracted sum, according to the true intent and meaning
of this specification. The written dimensions upon the several
plans, sections, and detailed drawings are to be taken in preference
to the scaled dimensiors, and both are to be read with reference
to those parts of the specification applicable respectively thereto ;
and where any discrepancy may occur between the scaled sizes
and the written dimensions, or between these last and the specification, or either or any of them, the engineer or his duly appointed
assistants or inspectors shall be referred to, and the engineer's
decision shall be final and binding. In case any slight deviations
from the drawing or specification shall be considered advisable, the
engineer shall have power to order them to be done, and no extra
charge shall be made for the same when the alteration does not
involve an increase in the quantity of material, The contractor is
to include in his tender all painting, packing, packing cases,
together with all drawings or templates which may be required by
the engineer or his inspector. The contractor must not sublet
without the written consent of the engineer. Payments to be
made only on the engineer’s certificate. No payment will be considered legally becoming due to the contractor until the comple|tion of the contract, but advances of money on account will be
| made to him at such times and to such amount as the engineer
| shall recommend, but in no case more than 85 per cent. of the
| value of the work then executed. At the completion of the
| contract the whole shall be paid on the certificate of the engineer.
| It is, however, to be expressly understood that such advances are
| in ne case to be considered as evidence of any particular quantity
| of work having been executed, or of the manner of its execution
being satisfactory, or in any other way to relieve the contractors
from the liabilities he may sustain under the terms of the contract.
All disputes whatever to be referred to the engineer as arbitrator,
and his decision shall be final and binding,
—

All the gridirons are surrounded by paling supported by the
outside piles, which are carried 5ft. 3in. above the level of the floor
of the gridirons, as shown in cross section, page 416. This paling is
for the purpose of acting as a breakwater, so that the pontoons
may settle on their beds in calm water and without any concussion. On page 417 is an elevation of the bridge and end view
of the stage, showing how the bridge is constructed and carried
by the pontoons; also a plan of the bridge and stage, showing the
division of the bridge for passengers and merchandise, and the
plans of the offices on stage and shore. On page 416 we give
a plan of the gridirons and a front elevation of the stage,
iol a cross section of the same, and also a cross section
through the bridge, and one of the pontoons resting on its
gridiron, a longitudinal view of the girders of the bridge with their
THE DEEPEST WELL IN THE WoRLD.—At about twenty miles
connections, and details of the attachment to the shore. On
page 420 is a plan of the offices, Xc., on shore, with a front from Berlin is situated the village of Sperenberg, noted for the
deepest
well that has ever been sunk. Owing to the presence of
elevation of the offices and sections of the same.
‘
The whole of the wrought iron used for the work to which this gypsum in the locality, which is at a moderate distance from the
capital,
it occurred to the Government authorities in charge of
specification refers is to be free from scales, blisters, laminations,
and all other defects, and is to be of a quality to be specially the mines to attempt to obtain a supply of rock salt. With this
end
in
view
the sinking of a shaft, or well 16ft., in diameter was
approved by the engineers, and to be accurately of the sections and
weights shown on the drawings. The angle irons and bars in commenced some five years ago, and at a depth of 280ft. the salt
particular are to be sound and regular on the edges, and any that was reached. The boring was continued # a further depth of
are not so will be rejected.
the wrought iron must be capable 960ft., the diameter of this bore being sgfuced to about 13in.
of bearing a tensile strain of at least 22 tons per square The operations were subsequently proseewtell by the aid of steam
inch of section without breaking, or of 16 tons per square until a depth of 4194ft. was attained. At this point the boring
or bit being still inthe salt deposit, which
inch with a permanent extension in length of not more than one was discontinued, theborer
sixty-fourth of an inch per foot. The rivets are all to be of the thus exhibits the enormous thickness of 3907ft. The boring would
have been continued in order to discover what description of debest quality of Staffordshire rivet iron, they are to be cup-headed posit
lay under the salt but for the mechanical difficulties conat each end (except where shown or required to be countersunk),
and are to have well shaped heads, containing not less than would nected with the further prosecution of the operations. During
the
progress
of this interesting work repeated and careful observaform a a of 1,4; times the diameter of the rivet, The engineer tions were made
of the temperature at various depths. The
will be at liberty to have rivets oe from the work inhis presence results
confirm
very closely those which have been already arrived
from timetotime, or totakeany othermeans he may think fit to judge
of the toughness and quality of the iron used. All bolts and nuts at under similar circumstances,
TRIAL TRIP OF THE ScREW STEAMER JOSE Bako.—This beautiare to be of the best quality of iron and manufacture, and such as
ly Jelled st
, the fastest yet
shall be specially approved by the engineer. All the rivet holes fully-proportioned hand
in the top and bottom flanges of the main girders of the bridge produced on the river Wear, has been built and engined by Messrs.
passenger and ntl curtis, under
and kelsons to be drilled, and the ends and sides of the plates Oswald and Co., for the Havana
representative
planed before commencing to drill or punch, or otherwise to the immediate superintendence of Captain J. Mars,
prepare for construction of any of the ironwork. The con- of the owners in England. The general particulars of the vessel
LANDING STAGE AT SEACOMBE.
tractors are to make, at their own expense, a complete are as follows :—Length between perpendiculars, 230ft.; breadth,
WE publish this week a set of competitive plans submitted in set of gauges, and of any special tools necessary for securing 32ft. ; depth in hold, 22ft.; register tonnage, 1250; classitication,
the hen 1867 by Messrs. Robinson and Ianson, civil engineers, the accuracy of the fitting of the various portions of the eighteen years Red Liverpool registry. She is fitted out in a most
Dar! ington, to the Wallasey Local Board, at their offices,| girders. Every possible care is to be taken to make these gauges complete and handsome manner for the accommodation of about
Egremont, near Birkenhead, for a new ferry at Seacombe. These | true; and they must bear every test of accuracy to which the ninety first-class and thirty second-class passengers—the first-class
ylans were not adopted by the board, nor, so far as we are aware, H —- may think it necessary to subject them. The engineer state rooms being fitted in between deck aft with passages between
any plan been adopted; but we publish them because they
also be empowered to order any special tools to be made at each and all round ship’s side, so as to secure the great amount
in the climate she is destined for. The
possess a great deal of merit, and can hardly fail to prove instruc- the contractor’s expense which they may consider necessary to of ventilation n
tive and interesting to very many of our readers. The designs insure the due performance of their contract. All holes that are dining and ladies’ ptbot are in a capacious deck-house aft,
have been very carefully thought out, andare in every way worthy | drilled, and those that are punched, are to be done truly parallel beautifully fitted internally with all the latest improvements for
of notice.
| and at right angles to the plane of the plates. The rivets are in the comfort of the passengers, the side of the house being handThe general plan upon which the design is based is that now not all cases to completely fill the holes ;and the engineer, or his somely panelled and fitted with stained glass windows and covered
making
a commodious and comfortable
uncommon of a floating stage and approach, arranged to suit the | inspector, will be at liberty to cause any rivets to be cut out and by a ve
rise and fall of the tide, so as to allow at all times the easy and ' rep
which may rattle when struck by a hammer, or otherwise promenade in all weathers. The whole of the fittings of this
uninterrupted flow of traffic. The stage itself has no unusual | show themselves to be loose. The whole of the cast iron
r must be superbly-finished steamer are of the best and most modern conto helmsman and enginefeature about it. It consists of a floor or platform resting on ' of the best grey metal. The castings must be all straight, sound, struction, including Gisborne’s a
longitudinal wrought iron girders supported by wrought iron| and free from flaws and defects, and exact to shape and dimen- room, and other improved appliances for the efficient working of
pontoons, any one of which can be removed and repaired or re- | sions. The mixture of the metal will be left a to the contractor's the vessel. During the trial luncheon was served in the dining
placed by another without in any way interfering with the traffic ' own judgment, but it must be of such quality as the engineer saloon. After which the health of the owners of the Jose Baro
or the safety of the stage, and retained in
ition by mooring shall approve ; and in respect of strength must stand the following and success to the vessel was proposed by Mr. W. R. Oswald, who
chains in the ordinary way. The longitudinal
girders are of such test : ‘hwobars are to be cast each day that any of the castinys are presided, and responded to by Captain Mars, who expressed his
a section and strength as to secure a mean of the rise and fall of being run, 3ft. Gin. long, lin. broad, and 2in. deep. The person satisfaction at the excellent result of the day’s trial, and trusted
the innumerable small waves which attack the pontoons, and at appointed to inspect the work will then test one of these bars by the success of the Jose Baro might be the means of Messrs. Oswald
the same time to leave to the stage such a degree of pliancy that eas it edgewise on bearings 3ft. apart, and loading the middle and Co. being intrusted with the building of more vessels of her
in rough weather would allow it to partake of the wave motion of of the bar, and should it break with heeJweight less than class. The engines of the Jose Baro, which were also constructed
the water to relatively a small degree, and thus avoid unnecessary 27 cwt. all work cast with that m
will be rejected. by Messrs, Oswald and Co., are of the inverted cylinder compound
expense in the stiffness of the girders, or the danger that would The other bar is to be marked with the date of the cast, and put surface condensing type, and are fitted with all modern appliances
follow from the stage being sometimes supported on the away for the subsequent
inspection of the engineer. The gridirons calculated to increase their efficiency, and thus economise fuel, the
ivelyin diameter, each having a
crests of a few waves at great distances apart. By a careful are to be constructed of 12in, by 12in, timbers resting on cast iron cylinders, 35in. and 66in. res
satisfaction,
consideration of this matter in connection with local condi- girder work, supported by piles of the description known as stroke of 3ft. On trial the engines gave ev
tions the greatest economy of material is secured.
Mitchell’s patent screw piles, these piles to be sunk to such a running at the high speed of seventy-eight revolutions, corresponding
to
a
Be
of
468ft.
per
minute,
with
ect
The approach contains the chief features of this design, and in depth as the engineer _ think necessary to secure a
+h
“ an sel it any signs of hot bearings. The boilers,
the poe, mecendh of it it was at once apparent that to obtain a free foundation. The heads of the piles to be turned perfectly
th
for the size of engine, and during
and constant road on to the stage for wheeled traffic (which was to receive the cast iron girders, which are planed where they rest two in number, are very
the trial made abundanceof steam under easy firing, They are
one of the requirements) it was necessary to design such an on the piles.
,
approach as would give one end at a fixed level on the shore and
The ends of the girders where they abut against each other, or fitted with an arrangement recently adopted by Messrs, Oswald
enting the water, in the event of the boilers priming, from
the other attached to the stage, and rising and falling with it, surround the outer piles, are to be turned and planed to make the for
and of such a length as would secure at the lowest tide a reason- best class of workmanship, and meet the approval of the enginecr. rad vi the cylinders, thus preventing the accidents from this
ably good gradient. To obtain such a gradient the approach could All holesin the piles for bolts are to be bored, and all bolts turned source. The machinery, as a whole, has been built from Messrs.
and
is got up with more than usual care
not be less than 420ft. long. After due consideration it was to fitthem. All timber is to be of the first quality, Balticor Oswald’s latest desi
sum
of the trial
decided to divide this a of roadway into 70ft. spans as Quebec yellow pine, and is to be sound and straight,
and free from and finish. It will be seen by the following
is the fastest boat yet turned out ofSunderland
involving less material than larger spans would do, and as having sap,
, loose or dead knots, and from defectsof every kind, that the Jose Baro
other advantages over them. The chief difficulty
met with in andtobeperfectly seasoned andtotheentire satisfaction of tne and that her speed coefficients are unusually high :—Immersed
. The
on shore to be according to dra’
and of eset eaten —— 739;3 displacemen: t coefficient, 264°4;
log, 13°25 knots; average steam, 60 lb, ; average
yp Ye
reg The mooring
for speed
3 average revolutions, 78; temperatureof feed water
both the stage an oe ify Tog tm
g al gehen 9, | vacuum,
iron, and to be tested by the Government cable testing ' 160 deg.
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MISCELLANEA.
NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
|
Evrore is supposed to contain 300,000,000 people. One | Ir is said that Professor Airy, the Astronomer Royal, is to be
THE Board of Trade have authorised the abandonment of the
, made a Knight Commander of the Bath.
hundred years ago the estimate was but 60,000,000.
Weald of Kent Railway.
A NEW
ving dock, capable of holding the largest vessels,
THE amount
of gold produced in the Pacific States and terriEXPERIMENTS
are about to be triedin London, says the West
London Advertiser, to test the applicability to street tramway tories in 1869 and 1870 was between £14,000,000 and £15,000,000 was equi enMonday at Newport, Monmouthshire.
each year. It is estimated that the amount produced in 1871
THE east wing of King Charles’s quarter in Greenwich Hospital
lines of steam
ion.
is being dismantled,
will be converted into a Royal college for
THE report of the directors of the Great Indian Peninsula reached £16,000,000.
THE readers of Nature, says Mr. Culley, have probably observed naval cadets,
Company states that the total numberof miles open for traffic
during the half-year
was on the company’s gay Bae Peak
-~and letely — et of the ivyoo
ight; viewed
A BILL bearing the namesof Mr. Cawley, Mr. Hick, and Mr.
e nicol prism
a pink selenite the
t
State railways worked by the company 134—total
miles, t
Pender proposes toconsolidate and amend the laws relating tothe
The Governmentof India intended to construct without delay a covered with blossom.
.
—
use of locomotives on turnpike and other roads.
branch 43 miles in length to connect the company’s railway with
CaREFUL chemical analyses show that cocoa and chocolate
Five thousand working men on strikein favour of the eight
the coal-fields of Chandah, it the valley of the river Wurdah, always contain a small percentage of copper. The husks of the hours
movement walked in procession on Monday through the
south of the Nagpoor line.
cocoa have been found to contain as high as 0°025 per cent. of streets of New York. No disturbances occurred.
Tue Cincinnati Railway Ironworks, where nine of the Danks’ copper, while the kernel of the bean only contained 0004.
THE Princess of Wales has
l her intention
to attend
puddlers are in use, have abandoned the melting of pig metal in Samples of chocolate contained 0°0125 of copper.
the dinner of the Norfolk Agricultural Society next week at Lynn.
the furnace itself, and now melt in a blast
, from whence
AT a recent meeting of the New York Lyceum of Natural
the metal is conveyed to the puddling machines. By this History Professor Henry Wurtz exhibited some beautifully The Prince of Wales will preside on the occasion.
THE quantity of coal broughtto London
in May by the different
means it is claimed that a saving of 50
cent.
can be made cry! ised specimens of heavy tin stone or cassiterite, discovered
207 tons, of which the Midland carried 125,726
in time, enabling them to dispose of two heats per hour in each a few months since on the most northerly shore of Lake Superior, railways was
tons,
Great
Northern
80,149,
North
Western
£1,400, Great Eastern
fufnace, running 500 Ib. blooms. By thorough acquaintance with near Neepigon Bay. The deposits are said to be extensive and
78,690, Great Western 54,223, other companies 1577 tons.
the furnace it is found that light iron can
made almost as valuable.
THe mechanics of New York,
ed in the building trade,
readily as rails,
Some changes in the mode of gas purification at Beckton have
At a crowded meeting of London and North-Western Railway reduced the amount of sulphur in the gas made at that station to recently struck for the adoption of thesight hour system, and
building trades are
and sometimes, indeed, to less have been in a large measure successful.
servants, held at Milton
Camden-Town, on Monday afternoon, less than twenty grains per 100ft.
it was announced that the directors had, in reply to the memorial than half this quantity. This result, if it does not entail extra- now in the height of their activity, and the masters were comof the men, acceded to about one-half of the amount of their vagant expense, and can be maintained, will be viewed with great pelled to yield.
A NEw telegraph line was opened on Friday between Berlin and
demands, viz., about 1s.6d. to 2s. a week, insteadof 2s. 6d. a week, satisfaction.
Emperor William
MASSACHUSETTS has just passed a law by which conductors and London. The anemessage sent was from
tSaoouapae’
out the
thojpioresiiage
ings ttiave'oen
was not
ust ao weed
word ocd
sai aySee men
somm station agents of railways may be invested with the authority of to Queen Victoria, at Balmoral, expressing the hope that the new
against the p17 remap. Hog but on the contrary the utmost the State as special constables, with full power to make arrests, means of communication would more closely unite Germany and
satisfaction was exy
d at the speedy and happy termination of without a warrant, of all disorderly persons on the trains or at the Great Britain.
the dispute,
AN announcement is male to the effect that a schemeof amalga
stations. All who have suffered annoyance in railway travel from
THE South Wales Evening Telegram states that important nego- the brutal conduct of vulgar and possibly half drunken passengers mation between the Chartered and the Western Gas Companies
has been definitively concluded, and has been, or will soon be, subtiations are now in progress, with the view of bringing the Aber- will at once see the excellence of this plan.
dare and Merthyr coal traffic to Newport over the Sirhowy and
Boston, U.S., is likely to be the first city in the East to invest mitted to the Board of Trade, whose approval is alone needed to
Monmouthshire railways, The gradients of the Pontypool-road in a narrow gauge railway. It proposes a line to run from the give legal effect to the arrangement.
route are unfavourable for heavy traffic, while from Tredegar city to Revere and Lynn beaches.
There could be no more sensible
It is intended that four evenimg promenasdes shall take place in
Junction to Newport over the Sirhowy and Monmouthshire rail- plan for local travel than that of light and quick trains on a June and July in the Exhibitiog Galleries, which will be lighted
ways the gradients for the entire distance are in favour of the narrow gauge track, and Boston, with its delightful suburbs and up. Only season ticket holders and their friends will be admitted.
load.
great saving in distance,
time, and the wear and tear of long stretches of neighbouring beach, is finely situated for the The Horticultural Gardens will be illuminated and the Royal
rolling-stock will be effected if. the Great Western directors are experiment,
Albert Hall opened for military music.
able to come to terms with the other companies interested.
Mr. McNDELLA suggests that in case the present proposal for
Tue Deputy-Master of the Mint, in his report, informs us that
At a meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works on Friday, there is an average of four grains in the pound troy of gold in our arbitration between the master builders and the workmen shoul!
the parliamentary committee reported that they had received from half-crowns and crowns. Silver ore contains small quantities of fail, a court should be constituted, consisting of equal wumbers of
the Mid-London Railway an amended proposal that the Board gold, and when the above-mentioned coins were struck the process employers and workmen, with an umpire to preside over their
shall contribute towards the cost of the formation of the street of
ing was not sufficiently delicate and too expensive to admit deliberations. He trusts that employers would make no difficulty
from Giltspur-street to Moorgate-street. the sum of £277,200 of extracting the gold with any profit. Now, however, it pays to about sitting at the same board with their workmen.
instead of £500,000, as originally asked. The committee had extract gold from any quantity of silver containing two grains to
Tue batch of cartridge girls formerly in the Royal Arsenal, who
considered this new suggestion, but it appeared to them that the the pound, The half-crowns that are withdrawn will, when they were
a short time since sent to work in the silk mills at Leek, in
grounds on which the board opposed the bill before the com- accumulate in sufficient quantity in the Mint, be made to yield up Staffordshire,
have succeeded so well, that the Woolwich Charity
mittee of the House of Commons still remain, and they were | the royal metal.
Organisation
Society have received applications for fifty more of
unable to recommend the board to accede to it. This recommenSTatTistics of the cotton manufacture of Bavaria for the last the same class, who will be collected and forwarded as soun as
dation was adopted by a majority of 25 to 16.
thirty years reveal facts of considerable interest, indicating the possible.
ADVERTING to the announcement of the Great Northern great progress made therein. Thus we find that the quantity of
Os the recommendation of the Works and General Purposes
Company, ‘“‘from London to Edinbu
in nine and a-half raw cotton imported into the country for home consumption has Committee,
resolved by the Board of Works on Friday, that
hours,” Herapath says the acceleration of speed is notable. The increased in the period mentioned from 396,000 cwt. to 1,309,000 with a view ittowasrelieve
the Fleet Sewer of the excess of storm
recent boon to the public that has been conferred by railway cwt., or at the rate of 330 per cent. The export of raw cotton waters, a new line of sewer
be constructed from the present dutlet
companies in sending third-class carriages by every train has had | increased at the great rate of 913 per cent.; and, what is still of the Fleet Sewer at Blackfriars
to King’s Cross, along
«
a great deal to do with this move on the part of the Great | more remarkable, the exportation of unbleached one or two-thread route somewhat parallel to the old Bridge
and that on the compleNorthern. The new privilege has led to the crowding of the yarn has augmented during the thirty years to which we refer about tion of the necessary drawings and sewer,
specification public tenders be
trains at wayside stations, and much dead weight has to be carried twenty-eight fold, or at the rate of 2909 per cent.
invited for the works.
between certain points over long distances. Many travellers can
InpiuM, says Dr, Odling, was first recognised in 1563 by Drs.
From a statement which has been supplied of the extent of
afford to pay for dispensing with over full carriages, and for Reich
and
Richter
in
the
zinc
blend
of
Freiberg
in
Saxony,
and
by
railway
mileage already opened in Peru, it appears that about
quick conveyance, and Mr. Oakley provides them with what they reason of the very characteristic spectrum afforded consisting of two 425 miles
are finished and being worked, that about
require in his Ist and 2nd class select fast trains. There is a bright blue or indigo bands, the brightest of them somewhat more
533
miles
are in course of active construction, and that all are
corresponding Spite oi these crack trains up and down, that refrangible than the blue line of strontium, and the other of them
expected
to be completed
by the end of 1873. The limes hitherto
is from Edinburgh as well as London.
somewhat less refrangible than the indigo line of potassium. Since opened for traffic are state! to have proved very remunerative,
Amonc the mechanical novelties, to be seen in operation at the its first discovery indium has been
i
in one or two some of them yielding returns of from 10 to 12 per cent. om the
Grand Central Depét in New York, is a steam railway car 7O0ft. varieties of wolfram, as a not unfrequent constituent of zinc ores, cost
of construction.
wide, which travels on a track of corresponding width. This great and of the metal obtained therefrom, but always in a very minute
Some further experiments were male with the new Osh torpede
vehicle is made in the form of a low platform car, and the track proportion. Indeed, indium would appear to be an exceedingly manufactured
at the
Department, HKoyal
on which it runs is provided with four rails, extending
from rare element, far more rare than its immediate predecessors in
Woolwich, on Saturday afternoon last, im the canal at
Fourth Avenue to Madison Avenue. The car is aan te the period of discovery. Its chief sourceis metallic zinc—that of Arsenal,
the
Royal
Arsenal,
Woolwich,
under
the
direction
of Col Milward.
lateral transfer of passenger cars from the main tracks of the Freiberg, smelted from the ore in which indium was first discovered C.B., R.A., the superintendent of the Royal Laboratories.
The
Hudson River, Harlem, and New Haven Railways to the various containing very nearly half a pint of indium per 1000 parts zinc.
trial
with
this
novel
construction
was
considered
so
far satisfactory
side tracks, thus avoiding the use of turntables. The car is Mr. Watson SMITH gives the result of his experience in the
that, we understand, it is intended to further test its capabilities in
propelled by steam, the engine and boiler being contained within | distillation
of wood, principally oak, on the large scale, as follows : deep water at Sheerness, the water in the canal at the Royal
a sheet-iron house carried on one side of the machine. The cars | —Using retorts
from 6ft. to 7ft. long and from 3ft. to Sift. in Arsenal not beingof sufficient depth te afford proofs of the alvanto be transferred
are run upon the great car ; steam
is then turned |
which were charged every morning, the distilling opera- tages over other torpedoes which this one ts saad to possess.
on and the huge machine trots off with its burden with as much | diameter,
tion
lasted
eleven
; using old oak timber, cut in pieces 2ft. ig THE two new graving docks abutting on the repairing basin at
ease as a horse draws a buggy. The machineis supported on eight |2}ft. long by 3in. hours
or 4in. square, the yield was, of charcoal 327 Chatham
Extension Works are now rapédly advanced
wheels, arran,
on independent axles. There are in addition parts, of wood-acid
509
parts,
and of tar 55 parts from a thousand Workmen Dockyard
are also engage! in
ing substantial roadways alonsfour driving wheels arranged upon one axle.
of wood. To carbonise a ton of wood required
10} cwt.
of coal. side
the
docks.
A
very
large wellis being sunk om the works te
Lievt.-CoLoNet RicH reports to the Board of Trade on the The wood-acid has a specific gravity of from 1025 to 1027, and
of the water from the co Sue which well &
collision that occurred on the 14th ult. at Chatburn station, on contained acetic acid in the proportionof 20 parts for each 1000 drain the whole
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, that the accident was the parts of wood distilled. Of wood-spirit, 1000 parts of wood
result of a very dangerous mode of working, and the want of yielded
from 564 to85 parts. This, after two rectifications
from
Pr
judgment of the guard of the passenger train in not applying his | lime, constitutes the wood-naphthaof comm
ith a specific high, and comstructed
with variously
rakes in sufficient time. This man probably forgot that his train | gravity of 0-880.
~~
entered.
tance
it
looks
more
like a tall monument
than « chimecy.
was longer than usual, and he no doubt intended to apply his
THE annual report of the Deputy Master of the Mint contains
A cipeviar has been issued from the War-cdice, statmmg thet
brake and stop his van at the usual place. He recommends that | some interesting partic’
It seems that last year the Mint
no
officer
or
other
person
while
employed
im
the manufmctarm: of
the engine should always run up to the platform in front of the coined twenty-two diff
inations
of ceins which were of
train, and that Chatburn station should be provided with station four metals, viz., gold, silver, bronze, and nickel, the latter being experimental departments of the War Departzeent. wil bx
permittel
to
obtaim
or
sell.
or
to
be
directly
o¢ imiirectiy
and siding signals, which should be locked with the points and used for the pence and halfpence of Jamaica. Besides
our own
in, any letters patent for articles needed for the une of
worked from a cabin at the south end of the yard. The sidings currency, we coin in silver for Canada and the Straits Settle- interested
should
be controlled by catch points or blind sidings, and the ments, and in bronze for Jersey. The total number of pieces the Government, nor to accept or derive any bemedt whatever
company’s yard should be fenced off from the private lime works struck during the past year was 30,022,404, and their value, from any person interested as a patentee or otherwiee im such
; and no claim om behalf of any perwe so emupbered will
and lime sidings, at the south-west side of the railway. He real or nominal, was £10,580,061 lls. id The imperial invention
thinks that if the rails of all dead-ends on railways were covered coinage, which was very nearly the whole of the work, be admitted for compemsstionm for amy boss be may allege that be
to a depth of six or eight inches with clean gravel or shingle, for was as follows : — Sovereigns, 38,767,250: half sovereigns, has sustained by beimg prodabeted frum takimg eat betters patent
a distance of about six to ten yards from the buffers, it would 2,062,970 ; florins, 3,425,605; shillings, 4,910,010; sixpences, for them.
prevent the hard bumps that passenger trains occasionally meet 3,662,684 ; fourpences (Maundy money only) 4627 ; threepe:
THEfortheoming
annual meeting of te |b
with when allowed to run too fast ; and the same plan, if adopted 1,004,121 ;twopences, (Maundy money only) 4733 ; pence (Maundy
.
is te be held im Liverpeed om the Sith July te the Sni
on the dead-ends of the goods sidings, would prevent a great | money only) 926 ;pence, 1,200,315 ;halfpence,
August, and is Likely te be of
eraser
his cme
destruction
of rolling stock and goods. Therailsfor the last ten from its magnitude, the gold coi
stood that the programme will be pressy aoe os Selbews - In tie
yards of the dead-ends should rise about a foot.
by any special feature. During
autumn the extraoniinary fore part of each day cunmmanocatpans wil] be given Eper Tarnens #u>jects of emgimeeriag. 2s the ecumumny of fuel m eeu-ceeng stemmmers.
of trade
render d it
J that the Mi
A SPECIAL general meeting of the Metropolitan District development
the improved metheds of prepuring Sear, of whack examepdes m tio:
Company was held on Friday at the Westminster Palace Hotel to also maintain a large supply of silver and bronze coi
country are te be found m Li
far
consider a bill in compliance with the standing orders of Parlia- | steps were therefore taken to
coinage of all three metals. =
ment ; the Earl of Devon in the chair. The chairman explained a simultaneous
was to consider a bill for making a | immediate want of gold
that the object of the meeting
i
railway from the district
line at South Kensington, passing silver coin were
gk
&,»
thro Se
aang Gn Tinas ty 0 tell, cad Contenting | sum of £195,624 in sil ver
was
near the Barnes station by a junction with the London and South | during the months ofNovember and December,
during the
Western Railway. They Letteved that it was an important matter The total amount of
for the company
to increase the area ef their traffic
; that it was a £692,355, or more than
4
i ait
desirable
for that
and the
E 5
traffic onar ee line, A mmpare}
I
ittHesrie
i

eH

:

and removing some of
pasnt.
water was beran so
age as June, 1547 ; the expemditare
be:
reached £1,274, 174, the
£560 of i bem
m thx
first half of the year IST1-72 The breakwaterat
x
=

£1
pital, A formal resolution approving

the fort bad
expen.
i
to that time hed beem SRG LAS for the poer amd tbe p
jamaica, by which the wall, amd £7388 under the fort contract. The works at
> oommenced im ec sows after ISM,; and the
expemiitior
iy has been increased to
The member of weeds* thet songha
£3000; and a second bronze coinage of the nominal value of £1000)
im pence and halfpence for the Government of Jersey.
the shelterof the sew harbor im the
wegr IST1-72 was Sesh
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WALKER’S
PATENT
In this gun, patented by Mr.
H. Walker, Stamford
- road,
Wandsworth, an ingenious arrangement for fastening down
the barrels of Lefachaux sporting
guns during firing, and releasing
them for loading, is substituted
for the ordinary grip or boltingdown arrangement. In Mr.
Walker’s system of securing the
barrels an oscillating bolt is used
situated in a vertical opening in
LL
the break-off or false breech of
SSS
the gun. This bolt turns on an
ingeniously-constructed joint or
centre at the top of the breakoff. This joint or centre resembles in its action the ordinary
ball and socket joint, and is so
constructed that the top of the
break-off forms a nearly hemispherical bearing seat or support
for the concave top of the Solt
stem, The connection of the
stem with the break-off is made
by means of a screw pin with a
hemispherical head. The oscillating bolt is worked from the
tang of the gun by a lever
handle, the vertical axis of
which passes through the tang,
and has at its bottom a disc, to
S\VVsw
LD
ie i
N
which dise a horizontal arm on
the oscillating bolt is connected
(=
LR PKR
eccentrically. A spring bearing
on the disc tends to move the
bolt to its fastening
position. On
shutting down the barrels after
loading the gun the lump pushes’ '
back the oscillating bolt, anit
turns in a vertical plane on its
joint or centre at the top of the
break-off, and permits the nose of the lump to pass into the body in its fastening position, give great solidity and stability to the
beyond the face of the break-off. On the pied wenshutting down gun, and the body is not weakened. Byan examination of the enof the barrels the oscillating bolt is made to snap into the nose of gravings, which show sections of the gun, open for loading and
the lump, projecting into the body, and thereby to securely fasten closed for firing, the action of this invention, and the details of
down the barrels of the gun ready for firing.
en it is wished construction, will be readily understood,
to release the barrels for recharging the gun the lever at the
top on the tang is turned aside; the acting end of
SouTH KENSINGTON MusEuM.— Visitors during the week ending
the oscillating bolt is thereby withdrawn from the June 8th, 1872:—On Monday, ee and Saturday, free,
nose of the lump, the belt oscillating upon its seat, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 12,244; Naval and other coland the barrels are released, and at the top breech ends may lections, 1218, On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admission
be raised for charging. The parts of the bolting down mechanism 6d., from 10 a.m., to 6 p.m.: Museum, 4452; Naval and other
are very simple, and their action is so smooth that the resistance collections, 48 ;total, 17,962. Average of corresponding week in
and jerking which commonly exists in ordinary snap guns are ob- itor ears, 11,398,, Total from the opening of the Museum,
viated. ‘The vertical top and bottom abutments of the bolt, when
78,

THE Royal Geographical Society are taking steps to press upon
the Government the importance of an expedition to the North
Pole by way of Smith’s Sound.
LauncH.—On Thursday afternoon Messrs, John Elder and Co.
launched from their shipbuilding yard at Fairfield, Govan, an
iron screw steamer of 4070 tons and 600-horse power nominal,
for the Pacific Steam Navigation Company, of Liverpool. This
vessel is one of the largest ever built on the ~~: and has been
designed and constructed for the Company’s fortnightly service
between Liverpool and Valparaiso, vid Straits of 2
and is
of the following dimensions: Length over all, 241ft. ; breadth,
41ft.; depth, moulded, 36ft. 9in. In the equipment of the ship
the latest improvements have been introduced, and nothing appears
to be overlooked which will tend to the success of the vessel, and
the passenger accommodation and fittings are of a high class of
workmanship and finish, Accommodation has been provided for
one Sonia and fifty first class, fifty second class, and five
hundred third class passengers. The engines, which are being
supplied by the same firm, are upon their compound principle,
with all recent improvements. The ceremony of naming her the
‘* Aconcagua” was gracefully performed by Mrs. Sanderson, of
Liverpool.
ay
Srreer WaTERING.—On Monday last at noon, an exhibit that
would have been much more interesting under more favourable
conditions as regards the weather (the rain fell in torrents), came
off at Hyde Park Corner, Knightsbridge. It was of the system
for watering streets, public parks, and market gardens, that has
been patented by Messrs. Isaac Brown and Co., of India-buildings,
Edinburgh. The patented apparatus was shown upon the drive
at the east end of Rotten Row, Hyde Park, and upon one of the
large enclosed flower plots, which has been fitted with it, by order
of Mr, Ayrton, her Majesty’s First Commissioner of Works. The
experiments consisted of three distinct parts, two of which consisted of watering the carriage road by two methods, and the other
by watering the large
lot, shrubbery, and flower beds just
referred to. In one of the illustrations of the new mode of
watering, 1}in. lead pipes are laid along close to each kerb-stone ;
these subordinate pipes being supplied from the mains. At
intervals of about 2ft. apart the pipes are drilled with small holes
of from asixteenth to a thirty-second of an inch, in groups of three,
each of which-is pierced at a different angle.
ese apertures
from the pipes command the complete road, which at
the place where they are exhibited is about nineteen yards wide.
The water is, of course, supplied under pressure, with a head of
about 100ft., and a shower of a quarter of a mile in length can be
commanded with al}in. pipe. The other experiment for road
watering was by a central pipe in the middle of the road, which
throws its jets towards the kerb stones. The pipes are protected
by shields, and pegs is made for the surface water being sent
past the sides of the re to the bottom, where it finds a passage.
The central pipe is of course upon the crown of the road, and is
protected by an asphalte covering. An apparent objection maybe
that the small apertures may get choked up by the debris of the
roads. In practice, however, this is found not to be the case, as
the pressure of the water, when it is put on, keeps the drilled
holes open. In winter, when there is the danger of freezing, the
watering pipes are kept empty, which is not found to be a matter
of much practical difficulty,
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THE
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible ‘i the opinions of our
correspondents,
COMPOUND AND SINGLE CYLINDER STEAM ENGINES,
Str,—Long continued absence from home has prevented my
sooner taking notice of a statement in a leading article of THE
ENGINEER of the 17th May, 1872, page 349, column 3rd, to the
effect that I advocate the compound system.
Ido not ‘‘ advocate,” in the sense of unconditionally recommending, under all circumstances, either the compound engine or
the single-cylinder engine. My object in what I have written on
the subject has been to facilitate the application to practice of a
et which I have already stated in a communication to THE
INGINEER of October 27th, 1871, page 283, column Ist, in the
following words :—‘‘ It is obvious that no rule of universal application can be laid down as to whether the preference is to be given
to fewer cylinders and greater journal friction or to more cylinders
and less journal friction; but that each case must be decided
according to its own special circumstances to the best of the
judgment of the engineer.
As for what you call the “heat-trap action,” it undoubtedly
takes place with an economical effect where neither jacketing nor
superheating is used; but the use either of the jacket or of suflicient superheating causes that action to disappear or to become
uite unimportant,
Glasgow, 10th June, 1872,
W. J. Macqvorn RANKINE.
THE VALUE OF PATENTS,
S1r,--I am sorry I cannot discover where I so far misunderstand
Mr. Lyttle’s scheme. After much consideration of my own proposals in all their bearing, I should thank the person who can
raise a logical argument against them. I wrote briefly to excite
thought and escape your waste paper basket, having no desire to
occupy your columns or tire your readers with a complete ** Act.”
T have replied to arguments, but Mr, Lyttle evades them, and Mr.
Hamilton protests without saying why or giving a remedy, and for
his information T would say that my suggestions would juake all
persons (interested) examiners, practically. The fact of each
invention being published in the ** Patent Journal” and a model
deposited would enableall infringements and quarrels to be settled
by parties concerned, There would still be the law for those who
liked to use it, so that the work of the Board of Examiners would
not be physically impossible—they would only have to decide
whether each applicant should, upon his own showing, be allowed
protection, oan subsequently grant a final patent should the
success of the invention during protection entitle inventor to it.
Let us cease this letter writing now and go for the practical, by
having wholesome and collective opinion and action at once, as I
have suggested.
PHILOMATH,
London, 11th June, 1872.
THE FRICTION OF STEAM ENGINES,
Srr,—Could you kindly oblige me by pointing out a treatise or
paper giving some data on the friction of engines? I have seen
the formule given by Professor Rankine, ‘‘The Steam Engine,”
Art, 292, pages 423-4, but I consider them most unsatisfactory.
Almost the same is given in ‘‘ Hann on the Steam Engine,” both
authors taking their data from Pambour. McNaught says that
tLe friction of the engine unloaded consumes about 2 1b. pressure
of steam on the average, and that 5 per cent. are to be deducted from
the remaining pressure as friction of the load. ‘‘ Molesworth’s
Pocketbook ” contains a formula P = 18 where P = pressure nep
cessary to overcome the friction of the engine, and this appears to
me certainly more rational than those quoted previously; but it
does not mention the friction of the load, and the formula seems
to give a result in my opinion far above the actual pressure required in well made engines. If you or any of your readers can
supply me with some reliable data, or even point out where it is
to be obtained, if it exists at all, I shall feel greatly indebted.
A, HILDEBRANDT.
PS.—Ourengineering dictionaries, for example, ‘‘Spon’s,”do not
even touch upon this most important question, at which I am certainly not surprised, yet greatly disgusted.
[There is no good treatise or paper on the subject in existence,
—Ep. E.
THE SNIDER RIFLE.
Srr,—There seems to me to be one great drawback in connection
with this rifle ; let anyone endeavour to load it at an angle say of
about 65 deg., and he will find that the cartridge slips down and
he cannot close the breach, and it will take some time if he keeps
the rifle in the same position before he can manage to load it. I
think this is rather a serious matter, considering that all the
troops are armed with this weapon. Take the case uf two soldiers
in actual warfare, one foot soldier and one
oon, and supposing
the dragoon was bearing down on the foot soldier rather quickly,
the latter would feel rather annoyed if he had got his rifle elevated
and found a difficulty in me it,‘and even still more annoyed if,
as the Irishman said, he found his head cut off,
A. Harris,
Manchester, June 6th, 1872.
BATTERY RESISTANCE,
Sir, -I send the following method of finding the internal resistance of a battery which may possibly recommend itself to some
of your readers from its simplicity and accuracy.
If a battery be connected up in circuit with a galvanometer to
any resistance R and the deflection observed, then if R be reduced
to r, and at the same time a shunt « be adjusted between the poles
of the battery 4 until the deflection is the same as before, we have
the simple relation between the resistances, which may be readily
proved:
6:%:: R-r: 7. Hence, bya device we may make
R-r = rin which case b = s, The following simple rule therefore presents itself by which the resistance of a battery may be
found by inspection. Connect the battery up to any convenient
resistance with any galvanometer in circuit, noting the deflection;
then reduce the resistance (including that of galvanometer*) to
one-half, and adjust a shunt between the poles of the battery until
the same deflection is given, then the resistance of the shunt
equals that of the battery. One advantage of this plan is that
being a null method (it being merely a question of equal deflections), any galvanometer, even one without a graduated scale,
suffices, also no calculation is required. I have also practically
roved the accuracy of the method by means of a Thomson’s rehecting galvanometer and accurately adjusted resistances,
East India-road, Limehouse,
S. T %
June 10th, 1872.
THE USE OF REFINED IRON IN PUDDLING,
Sitr,—In THE ENGINEER of last week there is an article on
the ‘Use of Refined Pig Metal in Puddling,” in which you
say, “I seem to base my hope for the success of a patent
puddling furnace upon its saving of fettling. er gy Sioayour
idea of fettling, fining pig, and working fine metal, I have ve
little chance of success indeed. You intimate that fettling is
indispensable in puddling, except in certain cases. You say, ‘‘The
renewal of the few pounds of fettling per heat does not take up
much time, and involves very little expense,” I shall pass by
this, because it is so
ent that it needs no remark; but I
fail toby ’
e
should throw his fettling rougd the
sides ef his furnace, and be at the trouble to «Knock it up
*Tf tho yoaistanoe of the galvanometer be comparatively small it tany he
noglected practically,
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solid,” if ‘it be absolutely necessary to melt” it down to boil
lis iron
i in.
Daily experience teaches that slag and scale are thrown in for
this purpose, so as to leave the fettling intact as much as possible.
The ex tional case is, ‘‘ no doubt, with pure hematite pig, such
as is obtainable, say, at Workington. The purifying action of the
fettling is not required to carry away sulphur and phosphorus.”
If you were to work a heat of pure hematite pig, without
fettling and slag, you would only get the whole out of it when
three-fourths had gone up the stack as ‘‘ brown smoke,” and the
other fourth through the bottom. The fining of pig, and the
puddling of fine metal, is so beset with difficulties, that it appears
to be impracticable if we are to receive what you a“ it, I
— with you that fining by air alone will not eliminate the
whole of the sulphur, &c., but I wish you to understand that my
method of fining is an improvement on the old way, because, instead of directing blasts of air on the surface of the bath, I force
them in near the bottom, and this gives me the advantage of
forcing in substances which will combine with the impurities the
air will not work out. You tell us that according to Dr. Percy,
in working “refined metal,” that the bottom will rise, and want
cutting out, but in working grey pig the opposite condition occurs,
If the first should occur, I have made provision for it in the
movement of the tools; and, if this should fail, how easy to run
a charge or two in without fining and scour it down!
You also say that the non use of fettling in working Cleveland
iron would result in a cold-short iron, or an increased loss, I beg
to inform you that there is an intermediate process in which fine
metal only is used, and that my system is especially adapted to this
process, by which 1 have obtained such excellent resuts from
Cleveland iron,
“There is another point,” you say, in working white metal,
viz., the difficulty of obtaining ‘‘ complete fusion.” Why you fail
to see that in my furnace such a thing cannot take place I cannot
tell, The charge must be completely fused before it will run from
one chamber to the other.
The result of incomplete fusion, you say, is that the purification
of the charge is imperfect, by reason of its combination with the
fettling. So it appears that some kinds of iron cannot be puddled
without and others cannot be puddled with fettling. You in
sinuate that fine metal, made from a certain pig, will not yield as
good a quality, after it is puddled, as the same pig puddled in the
crude state, These are your words:—‘‘The puddled bar from
grey pig is always of a better quality than that from white metal
of the same alloy.” I have demonstrated the fact that this is an
error. There are ironworks where nothing but fine metal has
been used for many years, and their quality has always ranked Al,
The last thing you refer to as an-impediment is the difficulty in
conducting the fining operation, There is the ‘‘ danger of oxidising a portion of the metal it is wished to refine.”
I grant that it is possible for even a skilled finer to waste and
mar the quality of his iron by accidentally burning it, but there
are intelligent, observant men, who, guided by the phenomena
the process presents, will tell, with very great precision, when the
operation has reached the limits required in iron used for different purposes,
My method of fining is as much under control as the old way.
Workington, June, 1872.
B. Bay iiss,
NOMINAL HORSE-POWER.
Sir,—Before James Watt introduced his improvements to the
world, the standard of power was that required for grinding a
bushel of wheat, and the power of a waterfall or windmill was
stated in terms of bushels of wheat ground per hour. It remained
at the discretion of the engineer whether to adopt the overshot,
undershot, or breast wheel, or an impact or reactionary turbine.
This standard of power was inapplicable to the new form of engine
which Watt rendered available for all classes of manufacturing
a: he therefore had to adopt a new measure of the power
e offered for sale. Selecting the power of the horse as his guide,
he decided to call that power equivalent to raising 33,000 Ib.
weight one foot high. But the users of steam power understood
this rule as little as that making the power of their engine equal
to grinding so many bushels of wheat per hour. They wanted
something they could measure with the foot-rule. Watt proceeded to satisfy them. Taking 7 lb. pressure on the piston as the
most expedient under all the then circumstances, and satisfying
himself that 220ft. per minute was also the most expedient
velocity for the piston to travel at, he fixed upon this pressure
and speed as his standard, from which the deduction was easy that
every 22 square inches of area of the piston of any engine was
capable of exerting a nominal horse-power of 33,000 foot-pounds; and
this is the measure and meaning or definition of nominal horsepower. Are the terms of this rule no longer applicable? All
right. Instead of 7 lb. say 701b. per square inch, and instead of
220 say 480ft. per minute for piston pressure and speed, then in
every engine ordered to be made and calculated to work at this
pressure and speed, every square inch of piston area would equal
one nominal horse-power. Can anything be more clearly defi
than a nominal horse-power is by the above rule? Is anyone
inclined to substitute indicated horse-power for it? There is no
instrument used for scientific investigation or commercial transactions more treacherous or deceptive than the indicator as a
means for measuring steam power. The diameter and nature of
the steel in the wire of the spring, the temperature of that spring
varying with every degree of change in the heat to which it is
subjected, the grading of the scale, the “fit” of the piston, the
friction of the working parts, the age of the instrument, the skill
of the operator, the Giffard-injector-like action of the first impact
of steam on the piston, plotting the diagram, and measuring off
divisions and counting revolutions of engine to a fraction, and
finally, calculating the area of engine piston,—the only and sole
operation needed by Watt's rule. I think the Board of Trade and
Institute of Naval Architects had better reconsider the matter
before they substitute indicated for nominal as a standard horsepower for steam engines,
J. W.
June 12th, 1872,
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| these cells the impressions are conveyed by the fibres to the brain
|itself. The soun we hear are vibrations caught and collected by
| the auricle, transmitted to the drum, and thence to the internal
| ear. _ Here
Her 1the sound is appreciated — as a sound; the
|direction is discovered by the canals, but to istinguish the note
| of the sound it must pass on to the cochlea, in which there is
doubtless a rod, not for each tone or semitone only, but for much
more minute subdivisions of the same.
The last paper read was one by Dr. J. W. Mallet, of Virginia
University. It was entitled, ‘‘ Examination of the Gases occluded
in Meteoric Iron from Augusta Co., Virginia.” The author appears
to have followed up the investigations made by Graham on meteoric
iron from Lenarto, in Hungary. The Virginia specimen, however,
differs considerably in the amount of hydrogen extracted. Some
of the o
tions of Secchi and Huggins seem to render it
probable that carbon may play an important part in some regions
of the universe, th
_the results on this head are not as full or
satisfactory as those inreference to hydrogen. Dr. Mallet experimentedon piecesof the iron found about three years ago in
Augusta County’ He made two preliminary experiments; the
first with some shavings from the cutting of the iron upon a
planing machine, the second with a solid piece of the metal
planed to smooth, clean surfaces, and quite free from any crust
or scale, The shavings were subjected to the purification practised
by Graham, viz., washing with a hot-solution of potassic hydrate,
followed by washing with distilled water and thorough drying.
The solid strip of iron was not so treated, care having been taken
to use no oil upon the tool employed in cutting it. Both specimens
gave off gas readily when heated in the Sprengel vacuum, the
amount in euch case being larger in proportion to the bulk of the
iron than in Graham’s experiment ; and analysis showed that the
same gases Were present us those found by him, with the addition
of carbonic anhydride in not inconsiderable amount. The final
experiment was made as follows, with great care, and with all
precautions which could be thought of to avoid error.
A mene 1% aeof iron was cut upon a planing machine from
the largest of the masses found, the work being done with especial
care to avoid the least trace of grease being derived from the
machine, Not only was the cutting-tool itself made red-hot in
a blacksmith’s fire, hardened in clean water, and tempered and
ground without contact with anything greasy, but every part of
the machine—bed, set screws, and frame, from which any risk
was to be feared, was carefully cleansed, and paper used to cover
the whole of the iron, except where actually borne upon by the
tool. The piece of iron, weighing about 125 grammes, was cut
from as solid a portion of the mass as could be found, and was
quite bright upon the surface and free from crust, though traces of
a very minute crack or fissure were just perceptible at one end, A
new and perfectly clean porcelain tube, with round glaze, was
used, heated by a pra upright fire-clay furnace with good
draught, through holes in the opposite sides of which the tube was
passed. The fuel was charcoal, in pieces a little larger than a
walnut, The Sprengel’s pump had a fall tube of about 1°34 metre
long; its connections were made with great care, and were proby outer casings of india-rubber tube, with the annular
space between the tubes filled with glycerine. A plate of glass
floating on the mercury in the funnel at top served to prevent the
risk of air being carried down, as the metal was gently poured on
through another and smaller funnel with narrow aperture.
good vacuum having been obtained in the cold, Fighted charcoal
was placed in the furnace, and gas very soon began to come off,
the greater part within the first two hours and a-half. The process lasted fourteen hours and a-half (Graham’s being continued
for two hours and thirty-five minutes only), and was not entirel
over at that time. The heat had been gradually raised from dull
ess to something nearly approaching whiteness at the end of
the time ; and when the experiment was stopped very small but
still perceptible traces of gas were still coming off, though their
appearance was immediately arrested whenever the temperature
was allowed to fall but a little below the high point which had
been reached. The piece of iron taken out from the tube when it
had become quite pl was found glazed by a thin film of fused
rer of iron and nickel (Schreibersite), thickest on the edge
which had been lowest, this phosphide having oozed out from the
mass at the very high temperature used. The tubes used to collect
the gas during the first portion of the time occupied in the experiment were found slightly moistened on the inside, and the
moisture, which had a distinctly acid reaction, was proved to
contain hydrochloric acid, this having no doubt been derived from
the chlorine existing in the iron in combination with that metal
and with nickel. On analysis hydrogen, carbonic oxide, carbonic
anhydride, and yiney mewere found ; but no free oxygen, no compound of carbon and hydrogen, and no other gases.
Comparing the nature and relative amounts of the constituent
gases, there are different results in the various researches ;we will
put three of them here side by side :—
Augusta Co.,
Graham
Lenarto iron. Virginia iron. wrought iron.
Hydrogen .. “% ..
85°68
35°83
35°0
Carbonic oxide. ..,
4°46
38°33
50°3
Carbonic anhydride ..|
a
9°75
77
Nitrogen .. + | «|
9°86
16°09
7°0
} 100°00
100°00
100°0
This last specimen is given by Graham as clean horseshoe nails.
He arrived at the conclusion that the predominance of carbonic
oxide in its occluded gases appeared to attest the telluric origin of
iron, According to this, the Virginia specimen here mentioned,
which in its contents of carbonic oxide and anhydride so closely
resembles Graham’s sample of telluric wrought iron, would be
denied its meteoric character, which, however, in all other respects,
physical and chemical, it clearly exhibits. The author, moreover,
is quite satisfied, from the condition of the masses of iron as they
caine into his hands, and especially from the character of the
crust, that the metal has not been subjected to any heating in a
blacksmith’s fire, or otherwise by human hands since it was found,
as has sometimes happened to similar specimens in the endeavour
to discover their nature or to make use of them. Whether or not
this
sis be considered as furnishing presumptive evidence of
the Virginia iron having came to our earth from a different
atmosphere to that of w
the Lenarto meteorite brought us a
sample, the result differs so far from that of our sole previously
recorded determination of the kind as tomake ita matter of much
interest that a larger
ber of meteoric irons from various
localities should be subj
to careful examination in the same
direction,
At the previous meeting when M. Vander Mansbrugghe’s
r
was reat ir Francj tiskon, vice-president, occupied the i.
and not the author of the paper, as stated by mistake in our last
report.
On Thursday, June the 6th, a private meeting of the Society
was held at 4 p.m,

THE ROYAL SOCIETY,
Thursday, May 30th, 1872.
Mr. Atry, C.B., President, in the Chair.
At this meeting the Bakerian lecture was delivered by
Mr, W. Kitchen Parker, F.S.A. ‘I'lie subject embraced embryological researches on the structure and development of the skull in
the salmon. The author remarked that his researches in these,
the highest types of animals, seemed to be in perfect accordance
with theresults obtained by long study of the very lowest—the
rhizopods—namely, that they both yield increasing evidence in
favour of the doctrine of evolution. Researches of this kind show
what the life-processes can accomplish in the history of one
individual animal, and also that the morphological steps and stages
are not arbitrary, but take place in a manner in accordance with
all that has of late been revealed to us of the graduation of types
CIVIL, AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS’ Socrety.—The annual
in the ages that are past.
Dr. Urban Pritchard next presented a paper ‘‘ On the Structure | meeting of members of this Society was held on i, the 7th
7, Westminster-chambers.
he session
and Function of the Rods of the Cochlea in Man and other inst., atthe Board-room,
by the council to have been one of
Mammals,” A number of diagrams and apparatus were exhibited thus concluded was
ie had known, there having been an
showing the several parts of the ear, the external, middle, and | the most proapersnat Society
internal
sections, and in the latter, especially the cochlea, a spiral | increase of more than 25 per cent. inin th the
ber of
b
‘
canal not unlike a snail shell in appearance. In this cochlea are | Cordial votes
of _ thanks. w ere passed to the resident, Mr.
Cc
nim, Assoc, Inst, C.E., = the othe siesta; and
found some eight thousand minute rods, varying in length from
were elected office bearers for the
shoth to yhoth of an inch. The author’s merit consists in demon- | the fo
Cc, W. Whitaker; vice-presidents,
strating the graduation of these rods, thus e mabling us to, year 1
W, Willcocks ; members of council,
ane thousands of variations of tone. The cochlea represents , Charles
Messrs,
F. E. Cooper, Charles H. Driver,
am oal instrument, similar in nature to a harp or musical bo
Cc. iingaied, WiliamsSoak 0. J. Samuda, A.T. Walmisley;
the atrings of the one and the teoth of the other being represen
The spiral bony lamina is simply a sounding
by the =
eer board; | hon, treasarer, W. F. Butler ; hon. cometary, Owen Ordish ;hon,
the rods ave surrounded by nerve cells and nerve fibres, and from accountant, J. agstaf® Blundell,
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exists in country air in its normal state, reaching, at its maximum, would take about 64 days in its fall, and would reach the sun with
SCIENCE IN FRANCE.
the proportion Txeho8 From day to day the eaty varies in a velocity of 600,000 metres in the last second.
The calculations of the time of fall of a planetary body to the
Ar a re-union of delegates of learned societies recently held at one locality, and its quantity is different in different localities.
or of a satellite to a planet, or of a body from a great height
the Sorbonne, under the presidence of M. Jules Simon, the secre- Ozone may be found frequently in small towns, but it is almost sun,
to
the earth, is not a case for a simple ——
of the laws of
entirely absent from great centres of population. In spring it
tary, M. Blanchard, spoke as follows in his report :—
appears very abundant ; in winter it shows very little action. falling bodies at the surface of the earth, but there must be taken
vity,
Notwithstanding the absence of our friends of the sections of Soon violent motion of the atmosphere in storms, ozone accumu- into account the progressive diminution of the force of
inversely as the square of the distance. Thus it cannot
perhistory and archwxology, the Committee of Sciences have desired lates to a prodigious extent. One must exercise reserve in dra
formed
without
laborious
formulx,
the
simplest
of
which
is
comle that ozone is the cause o’
to call you together this year. On all hands reigns a sentiment conclusions ; but it seems very
plicated
enough,
as
the
following
indicates
:
the
salubrity
of
country
air.
recent
experiment
comes
in
to
which it is pleasing to see. Far from being discouraged by the
new light on its
By a simple apparatus, the
20r
—
h—r
recent disasters of our country, the men of study seem to have ' throw
t of 297
r +h) arc cos. Ei :
325,= Vrh +hr+h)
Rouen chemist has obtained in a litre of common oxygen from 60
decitled unanimously that more than ever they had a duty to the | to 120 milligrammes of odorous ox
In such proportion ozone Treatises on theoretical mechanics have not pointed out any simple
has no longer those beneficial effects which are seen in nature to relation between this problem and that of the motion of celestial
nation to fulfil; to instruct, and to work ardently for the ad
ment of science. From the day when a measure of tranquillity result from its minute distribution ; when concentrated it is dan- bodies ; and the results arrived at seem to be discrepant in many
vermitted thought, works that were for a time laid aside have gerous for respiration, burns the organic tissues, blackens and cases,
en r
l, new q
ions have been agitated, and new hopes corrodes silver, and has even greater discolorating power than
The following are the figures obtained from a calculation of the
given for the future. Among the works accomplished in the last chlorine. On contact with it, a mixture of equal parts of phos- time the planets would take to fall to the centre of the sun, suptwo years we have to note many remarkable and worthy results. phuretted hydrogen and oxygen poe with violence. It is posing their motion to be arrested. (The calculations are base |
late the geometricians, mechanicians, and physicists, a eet that ozone will yet become of important use in industrial on the mean distance of each planet from the sun.)
| pursuits,
a lively interest in the numerous and very varied
urs 0}
15°55 days
ee
ee ae en eS ee
Venus ..
Boussinesq, of Gap, a young author distinguished for ingenuity, | A member of the sister society of Doubs, M. Reboul, has taken
He is at present
RE
ETE,
oc. os ks. ww on, op | gg
acuteness, and skill in calculation. In the opinion of those com- his place among distinguished chemists.
toa. oe ae «6s <e se oe of «8 69
121-44
petent to judge, a simple and rational explanation of the more engaged with the action of hydrochloric and hydrobromic acids on
a
CC
a Cn
ee
76537 .,
delicate phenomena in optics given by M. Boussinesq has seemed various carburets of hydrogen. He has also successfully investiEss co es 60 @e 6s ws se «eo of of «Se oo
at once sufficient, and free of the difficulties and contradictions in gated the subject of isomerism.
Uranus
on
ce
00
90
00
cn
6o
06
of
co
EEE
os
We have often had occasion to speak of the work of M. Cailletet
previous theories ; his researches into the flexion and deformation
Neptune .. ..
1062873
of metallic rods and plates have shown that the formule in use relative to the cementation of iron and the separation of gas in
Numbers
almost
identical
with
these’
have
been
given
by
Arago
are not exact for particular cases ;and his calculations bearing on metallurgical processes. Lately this chemist has studied the in his ‘“‘ Popular Astronomy,” the only exception being that of
periodic waves, and on the swell and chopping motion in water of law of compressibility of gases under very much higher pressures Neptune.
a finite depth, have added precision in investigations that were than any before employed. M. Cailletet has further studied the
On inspection cf this series, the first thing that strikes one is
influence of coloured rays in decomposition of carbonic acid by this:
previously based on the ideal case of water of infinite depth.
The numbers are to each other as the square roots of the
M. Boussinerg has treated of waves propagated in pipes, and his vegetables, and has shown that an atmosphere absolutely free of cubes of the distances. Thus, ¢.y., take Saturn. Its distance
carbonic
acid
causes
the
death
of
plants.
success has enabled him to realise the aim of Clapeyron, who exfrom
the
sun is 9°53885; the cube of this is 867°031, the square
Geological research steadily p
I have for the present
pressed regret that the powers of analysis seemed unable to
have then the proportion
grapple with the theoretical difficulties of this question. In his to announce to you the publication of a map of the “ene of root_of which is 29°46. We
6157 _
1
This author
researches on the influence of friction on fluids moving regularly, Ariege, by an eminent mining engineer, M. Mussy.
x
29°46"
has
applied
himself
to
the
discovery
of
mineral
deposits
that
may
or in vortices, the professor of Gap has been able to show the
whence « = 64°57 X 20°46 = 1902,
be turned to practical use. The arrondissement of Saint Girons
accordance of theory with fact.
Generally, when aman produces work of high value, one may has long been an object of exploitation, and thecanton of Viedessos and so for each planet.which recalls to us the third law of Kepler,
trace the influence exercised by a master, or by near examples. is reputed for the quality and abundance of its iron ores. A some- | willThisleadfirstus feature,
to a further understanding of the series. Here is «
Lofty thoughts and sustained labour are rarely met with in a state what rare species of greenish porphyry, has largely engaged | singular property
that appears on attentive consideration. On
of continued isolation ;and one is the more impressed with finding M. Mussy’s attention.
I would further notice the works on geology and paleontology | multiplying all the numbers by the same coefficient, 565685,
these where the opportunity of frequent communication of ideas
|
(apparently
arbitrary),
we obtain the year of each planet.
by
MM.
Magnan,
Bleicher,
Pomel,
and
Nicaise
;
on
prehistoric
is absent.
Mercury
15°55 x 5°656856 = 87-9692
I am led to this remark by the case of M. Boussinesq. Not man, by MM. Trutat and Cartailhac ;and on lake dwellings, by
WOES
<s
se
cc
o0
¢2 os
S073 x 5656855 = = 22 07
M.
Garrigon.
having belonged to any of the great schools, he studied mathe_
eee
ee eee
4°57 x 5
=
4
matics mg alone, receiving a few lessons from a savant in The desolate region of the Sologne has recently attracted much |
ee
ee e e
ee
12144 = 5" an
Montpellier. At the age of twenty professor in the College at attention. Its sandy or argillaceous soil is formed of the débris
Samtter
«0
ce
ce
ce
ce
ce
76537
x
5656856
=
4332"
Agde, and a little later in that of Vigan, he has been since 1865 of granite found in the central parts of France. Quartz, felspar, |} Saturn .. 2. 2. 2. oe oe ©1013 x 5656856 = 10759-2198
Uranus ..
oe
5424°57 x 5°656856 = 30686°8208
professor in Gap. The opportunities for conference on the great aa 9mica abound in it, while calcareous matters necessary to |
Neptune “ae
1062873 x 5°656856 = 60126 7200
problems of mechanics and physics must be somewhat rare in the vegetation are entirely absent. Many efforts have been made to
improve
it,
but
with
small
success.
M.
Masure
is
at
present
deWhat relation can there be between the year of a planet and the
chief town of the department des Hautes-Alpes ; nevertheless,
even there, M. Boussinesq has entered the foremost rank of our voting himself to this subject in its physical and chemical aspects. | time it would take to fall to the sun’ Of what nature is it?
scientific men. The eulogies expressed by the committee, and by From careful comparison of the elements found in the vegetation What is this remarkable coefficient 5°656856 ?
Compare for a moment the fall of the earth to the sun to one
the Academy of Sciences, are proof of it. Such an example ought of Sologne with that of other regions, he shows that the former,
though equally rich in nitrogen and potash, has much less phos- half of a very much flattened ellipse, the perihelion of which is
to prove encouraging.
At present, meteorology is chiefly in favour. Men that are phoric acid than the others, an important fact for agriculturists, almost tangent to the sun. This ellipse would have for its greater
axis the actual distance of the earth from the sun, i.¢., the half
eminent in the science, wishing to multiply observations, to obtain pointing to the introduction of lime and natural phosphates.
Every botanist is familiar with the name of M. Grenier. In a of the diameter of the earth’s actual orbit. The squares of the
facts rigorously exact, and to be furnished with means of inrecent excellent work M. Grenier has described to us the entire times being to each otheras the cubes of the distances, the revolustructive comparison, have made an extended appeal.
At an infinity of different points, persons placed in various cir- vegetation of the Jura, so well known for its richness and variety. tion of the earth along this new ellipse would be given by the
We are not slow to recognise the value of scientific research in square root of the cube of 4 or of 4, and thus woul be
cumstances have contracted a taste for observation, and, happy to
aid the vast design, they note all atmospherical
uliarities distant countries, and inthis connection may refer to M, Mourier’s 305256 = 128 days. The half of this revolution, or which comes
daily, and with scrupulous care, There is thus in development valuable meteorological notes from Japan, and the explorations
2°88
a complete knowledge of the meteorology of France, which ma of the Abbé Armand David in China, , olia, and Thibet, which to the same thing in the present case, the time of fall to the sun,
~~)
lead to the discovery of great general laws. Our agriculture wi have added so much to our knowledge of physical geography.
will
be given by half the square root of }, or 3% re - But half
The
great
island
of
Madagascar
has
been
visited
by
Alfred
doubtless reap benefits from this scientific inquiry.
v'bo4
It would be impossible here to mention the names of all who Grandidier, and has formed the subjectof a series of most striking the square root of § is the square root of y';, Thus
its simplest
have wrought with distinction in this field; but the com- researches, He first went to the island in 1865, and met with in- | expression, the time of fallreferred to is nothing inelse
than the
mittee desire to express their esteem for those whose long series vincible obstacles to his penetrating into those parts that had never annual revolution multiplied by the square root of
been
visited
by
Europeans.
He
spent
some
time
on
the
coast,
of observation have enabled them to construct a map of isothermal
Now
the
square
root
of
»
y
is
our
coefficient
5756856,
lines, and all the other curves representing different meteoro- acquainting himself with the language and customs of the in- our problem resolves itself into the following simple law : Thus
logical elements. They are M. Chautard, of the Academy of habitants, and in 1866 made a successful tour in the south and
The time of fall of any planet to the sun, or of a satellite to a
Stanislas, in Nancy ;M. Tassin, of the Horticultural Society of west of the island. His notes, however, happened to be destroyed planet,
time of revolution divided by the square root of
by fire. Nothing daunted, he returned to France, procured suitable ao ¢ is a 3ae
Soissons ; and M, Coquelin, of Beauficel, near Sonideval.
Two physicists, ont professors in our faculties, M. Corva, of instruments, acquainted himself with all the subjects calling for | 32, i.e, 5 U56856
Montpellier, and M. Raoult, of Grenoble, have, during twenty special attention, and went back in the early part of 1868. During || Applied to the moon, this formula gives for the time of its fall to
years, made many delicate experiments on various subjects, and two years and a-half he made various explorations, traversing the
earth, 4 days 19 hours 55 minutes, This method might
especially electricity, Among the recent works of M. Raoult we entire island three times. Spite of difficulties from distrust of the |' the
for calculating the fall of « bolide, the height of which is
must signalise one remarkable fact. By an experiment similar to natives, and thedanger of bring torn in pieces as a sorcerer, he noted | serve
or the height of body from the time of its fall, with
that made by Graham, the English
physicist, on a property of the geographical features, measured the height of mountains, ex- known,
various
other useful applications,
;
plored
the
sources
of
rivers,
and
made
observations
of
the
atmopalladium, the professor at Grenoble
proved that nickel em3. M.
ployed during twelve hours as a negative electrode in a volta- sphere, and of the plants and animals of the country.
One
has
often
read
of
the
luxuriance
of
vegetation
in
Madagnuscar.
|
meter of water condenses at least 150 times its volume of hydrogen, and liberates all of the absorbed gas when removed from the Such descriptions, however, can only apply to a part of the island, | New Dry Docks, Dunper.—The orders for the entire pumping
| machinery for these new docks have been placed by the comcircuit and plunged into water. M. Raoult
experimented the eastern part.
M. Grandidier tells us of a large plateau of desolate aspect in | missioners in the hands of Messrs. G
e and Co., engineers,
pee |on the production of heat, and has at le
demonstrated
that the intensity of heat liberated by an electric current is inde- the south, bearing with difficulty a few stunted shrubs ; and of a eran Works, Strand, London,
is is 7 thirtieth dock
pendent of the nature of the pile from which the current flows. bare sandy plain in the west. In the north part, near the capital this firm have su
i
fing engines,
essrs, Gwynne
Along with a series of researches on the general law of polarisa- Tananarivo,is a country almost desert--arid plains with a few are, we understand, cxeenslvany busy just now.
tion, according to the intensity of the current traversing a volta- palms, and small trees. Then he tells us of the grand chain of
Tue
Bompay,
Baropa,
AND
CENTRAL
INDIAN
RarILway
Cowmeter, and some studies in acoustics, M. Corva gives us an im- granitic mountains, where alone, on the flanks of deep ravines, a PANY.—The directors’ report of this company states that the
portant
ir on ph
of interference produced b: pms rare and rich vegetation is met with. The large river on the Wudsan Extension was opened a further distanceof 40 miles on the
gratings. Having caused light from a narrow slit to i, on & eastern coast, the Monguiron, the lake Alostri, and all the other 25th of May last to Wudwan five days after the time specified in
system of two gratings with equidistant lines, he obtained diffrac- striking features of the island, are fully described.
the contract. The Petree Salt branch was expected to be ready
The fauna of Madagascar are nearly all of a peculiar type ; and for
tion spectra, furrowed by dark bands produced by interference.
the laying of the rails by the end of June. The opening of
These bands are parallel to the lines of the spectra if the our voyager instructs us in their relation to those of the African this branch was looked forward to as likely to supply a large and
rallelism is complete between the common direction of the lines continent. It is not more than two or three centuries ago that important traffic over the main line, as well as over the extension.
certain
animals
lived
in
Madagascar
which
have
now
disappeared.
of the two gratings and that ‘of the slit. M. Corva explains the
Three engines specially adapted for its working were being conphenomenon by the interference of rays transmitted normally M. Grandidier found in the west remains of a small species of structed in the company's shops at Parell, It was hoped that the
across the first grating and diffracted by the second with those hippopotamus, a gigantic tortoise, and a famous bird called the Guicowar’s tramway between Meagaum and Dhubhoe, and the
which have first undergone diffraction and then transmission. epyornis. We remember the enormous eggs brought to France roads and feeders between Sion and Oolpar, and between Annund
+ meee on a screen he has made visible to his auditories one fifteen years ago. M. Grandidier gives us no hope of seeing the and Dakore, as proposed, would assist in the development of the
animal alive, but he hopes to be able to reconstruct it from the traffic in those districts.
of the most beautiful yaw in physics,
Everybody hasheard of ozone, a subject of research by the ablest remains. He further adds to our knowledge of the lemur, some
normee = CoaL —. el any Sep
our Correchemists and physicists. Ozone, it is known, is oxygen which new species of which are met with in the small woods on the west spondent.)—Attention is being given to the —
for coal upon
has its properties exalted; it emits a sensible odour, oxidises coast—one of these having a body entirely white, with the top of the borders of the present known coal-fields of this district, aie
the
head
black,
silver, and d
r
almost instant
ly iodide of potassium,
the development of new districts
a few miles removed from the
on which common oxygen has not any action. About 1785 a
M. Grandidier’s account of the inhabitants will be read with Staffordshire furnaces. The investigations hitherto in our own
physicist in Holland, Van Marum, produced ozone by electrisa- lively interest. The different tribes he carefully studied, using all neighbourhood are encouraging as to Pottive evidences, and they
tion, Van Marum was forgotten, with his experiments ; but in available means for investigating their origin ; the descendants of are further so in respect of the belief entertained by men whose
1840 a celebrated professor in Basle, M. Schoenbein, renewed the the Arabs, who, in ancient times, invaded this land, forming a testimony must be received with the utmost respect. Professor
discovery, and immediately gave it great importance by demon- specially interesting object of research, M. Grandidier’s photo- Ramsay was in this district on Tuesday, and in his place as retiring
strating the presence of ozone in atmospheric air.
graphs and descriptions giveus a vivid idea of the island, and president of the Dudley Geological
Society discou
encouragingly
One
y understands the immense interest that attached to testify to the great zeal of his labours,
u
the prospects of finding a great store of fuel beneath the
this fact. The question arose: What was the action of ozone on
New Red and Permian strata. The Coal Commission reporte:
organised beings, and what effect had it on the salubrity of the air
that we have 3341 square miles of coal measures under the
we breathe? Many difficulties connect themselves with this
Permian and the New Red and the Triassic rocks; in other
research, Ozone cannot be obtained in a pure state ; it isin some THE TIME PLANETS WOULD TAKE TO FALL
words, 301 square miles more of coal measures underneath
sort del
by ordinary oxygen; and such, nevertheless, is the
these rocks than we have of coal measures belonging to the oll
INTO THE SUN.
energy of this odorous oxygen, that even in infinitely small proand
exposed. field. The
past generation of Staffordshire ironportions it produces v
distinct effects of oxidation. For | M. FLamMarion makes the following remarks on this subject in masters were deterred Pae sinking beneath these strata in
Les Mondes :—
ae the presence homer and its variations,
M. Sch
their own
ities, believing there was no fuel under them.
It
is
known
that
the
force
retaining
the
planets
in
their
orbits
is
Day)
employ
a vi
ve
im
ated with the resultant of solar attraction on the one hand, and of the centia
to be sufficiently remove:
starch and iodide of potas
—
of the productive coals to come in,
force due to translation on the other ; and the equilibrium is from the Silurian bank toofallow
It was found, however, that the test was affected by other sub- ‘ fugal
splendid
coal
will have been tapped.
due to the fact of these two being always equal.
at the
are being made in South Staffordshire
earth’s distance from the sun, its gravitation tewards the san,
An
+ memberof
proper and while on the westof the Cannock Chase districts more
isbeing found, at the same time the very many acres of the
9 =" = ne = 0°0058S2 metres,
eras
eens. Penn
old field
are being
of the water which now overlies ani
ry
process, the pn of
acid on and the centrifugal force from its motion
renders them
there are preliminary
ments in
Mexiae of
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split, thus rendering the gun unfit for further use till spiral that might be found necessary. We need hard!
eB
As the eight 18-ton guns em
in the |sayy that ho Tans of spiral necessary is—the fhead
Hercules are the only guns of that calibre which have un- being the same—dependent upon the length of the projecdergone a three-years’ commission at sea, and been con- tile; and that if a given projectile is not sufficiently well
sequently subjected to thirty-two discharges annually spun, the natural inference is, not that 128 Ib. should be
whilst exercising their crews, it is remarkable that three taken off its length, but that the amount of twist should
out of the eight have broken down under the ordeal. be increased.
is obvious course cannot be adopted with
e have repeatedlyexpatiated on the undoubted engineer- a short stud bearing without multiplying the grooves very
TO OORRESPONDENTS,
ing talent developed in the royal gun factories, and on the much, and co
uently increasing the number of stud
debt science owes to the present superintendentof that perforations in the circle of holes which breakup the
establishment and to his subordinates, for the thorough shell already. Instead of weakening the walls of the
manner in which they have applied the resources of their shell by two rings of stud-holes, the iron bearing cening
the writer,
y for
vast experience in the production of what have been truly tering ribs would act as buttresses, strengthening the
good faith, No notice whatever
called “ the most
ificent
in the world.”” How, projectile, and ey en4 those premature break ups
communications.
* In order
to avoid trouble and confusion,
we find it necessary to then, it may be fairly asked, is it that “the most mag- which have disabled three 18-ton guns out of the only
nificent
guns
in
the
world”
fail
so
egregiously
when they eight which have been carried to sea in time of profound
inform
that letters of in
addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this co
, must
in all come to be fired? What doesa rr gun exist for but en for three years, If the same amount of skill and
oe
nape fPeep
dng» heyy A Fo that it may some >
required for rapid and conbour which the able officials of the Royal Laboratory
writerto hi
A
bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order
tinuous di
?
ere is also in the
Royal Arsenal Department have devoted during seven years to the vain
answers received by it may be forwarded to their destination. No a laboratory department whose officers might almost attempt
to stay the destructive energies of an unmechaninotice will be taken of
icatons
which do not comply with
be said to be charged with the duty of destroying cal system of rifling had been expended upon a correctly
these .7instructions. iin itanaeaiain
ante
ie
Letters
are lying in our
ishing department for the undermentioned
corre- guns. The officials referred to are no less able, no less conceived plan, such as we have referred to, a vast and
8
ao A. BH J.,
B. C., B. H. L.,O. K.,E. E. M.
of their useless expenditure of public money might have been preOne INTERESTED 7.re yee
@ copy of your first letter, which has been zealous, no less faithful in the discharge
onerous task. In the production of the projectiles with vented, and we should not now have to report that another
destroyed, if you think proper.
é
‘
J. B. Re Phare is no such work in existence, but you will find much infor- which the the heavy guns are so frequently disabled, they 18-ton gun had been disabled in the fleet.
mation on the subject in our twenty-first volume.
’
;
J. B.— Probably the report of the Coal Commission will suit your purpose have exhausted ingenuity during seven years of conTHE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
best. You can get the blue book from Hansard, Great Queen-street.
tinuous alterations and devices, making large demands on
J. G.—We see nothing novel or valuable about the invention. The success of engineering skill and on the public treasury. Still the evil
Iv little more than three weeks the most important busischemes depends solely
on the way in which the details
are worked out.
e projectiles constantly break up in the bores, ness of the Royal Agricultural Society’s Show will begin.
B. A. R.—There is now no journal published in England specially devoted to remains,
telegraphic matters. At one time two such papers existed—the Electrician, and occasionally in doing so injure or disable their guns. On Monday, the 8th of July, a trial of portable engines
and the Electric Telegraph and Railway Review.
:
A. J. 8.—Begin with Ball's “‘ Lectures on Mechanics,” Bourne's ‘‘ Catechism Naturally this tendency is more frequently observed in will be commenced, if all goes well, which in many respects
more interest for engineers than any
of the Steam Engine,” Tyndal “‘On Heat as a Mode of Motion.” You can the larger projectiles where the work of rotation is promises to
procure all these
Srom Messrs. Spon, Charing Cross. When you get on
other trial of a kindred nature ever conducted in this or
a little, read Brown and Main on the steam engine, it is a naval engi- heaviest. It was at one time maintained that this ten- any
other country. The labours of the Royal Agricultural
neer’s text-book, It will be awaste of time to attempt to arn pure mathe- dency was confined to the Palliser chilled projectiles, but
nuatics without some aid from an instructor.
E
it is now well known that all studded shell are liable to Society have not been fruitless; on the contrary, it is
F. W. C.—Other things being equal, the cart with the largest wheel will be break
certain
that the competitions conducted from time to time
up
in
the
effort
to
escape
from
their
guns.
So
long
moved with the smaller expenditure of work, whether on a hill or a level
road. In the first place
the axle frictionis reduced, and in the second a agoas 1867 we protested, commenting on theperformance under the auspices of the society have done more than is
large wheel gets over obstacies in the road,
such as loose stone, with more of a disabled 7in, ge in our impression for the 11th of generally realised to improve the construction of portable
ease than a small wheel, for reasons which we could not easily make intelliJanuary, against the mechanical cruelty involved in the engines, and to encourage the adoption by their makers of
gible without a diagram.
é
:
G. F. H. (Hokitika).—The idea is not novel, and, as you will find out if you French system of studded rifling, adopted
in 1865, And in expedients calculated to insure economy of fuel, such as
make experiments
on a sufficient scale,
is open to
insuperabl practical our impression for June 10, 1870, we stated
that as the expansion, jacketing, and improved boilers, The competidbjecti
A theoretical objection of the last importance
is that, as in
Ruthven’s hydraulic propeller,all the water taken into the chambers or studd J png op is “hardened at its point by a chill, and tion at Oxford, in 1870, was limited to fixed engines ; and
rams,or whatever you please to call them, must havea velocity equal to weakened
in its sides by huge stud holes, it seems to five years have elapsed since the last portable engine com_ that of the ship impartedto it, aad a great waste
of power is incurred in be always in
antagonism to the objects of its own exist- petition, which took place at Bury St. Edmunds. Since
overcoming its inertia.
AL. (Charies-street) You have quite mistaken the purport of Mr. Lane’s ence.
en we buy a sheet of
stamps we tho- that date many improvements have been effected in the
. letter. We have no intention of opening up the ve. question
ef who roughly understand the perforations to be made in order construction of portable engines; and the Cardiff meeting
invented the screw
. Mr. Lane referred simply, as we understand
that each stamp may be easily detached from its neigh- will prove how a these improvements are real and subhim, to what may be termed
a commercial fact in the history
of screw
pulsion, which possessed
some general interest, but we cannot find that
bour; and all analogy would lead us to infer that, when we stantial, or false and delusive.
is any definite statement whatever in your letter ; on the contrary, it con- find
a similar
ement elsewhere, it is made for a
At Bury
St. Edmunds the judges confined their attentains nething but a vague statement of Captain Beadon’s claims to notice
as one who did much to introduce the screw propeller into the navy. The similar p
» A
ce at the projectile—bored for the
to deciding how many revolutions could be got out
history of Captain Beadon’s labours have, we believe, often been written, insertion of the studs, or after the studs have been dis- tion
of an engine running against a given load at a given
and your letter certainly does not contain anything concerning that gentleplaced by firing—at once suggests the idea of the perfo- speed, or—which comes to the same thing—how long
man to entitle it to a place in our columns.
rated sheet of stamps. The fragments into which the an engine could be made to work up to a given power
STONE-DRESSING MACHINES.
shells are broken carry out the simile only too well.” The with a given allowance of coal. No attempt was made,
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
task before the Royal Laboratory Department may be de- however, to indicate the engines or to settle the relative
Sir,—Will any correspondent kindly say where I can
information scribed as that of devising a perforated
— stamp merits of the boilers assteam producers, while the comabout machines for dressing stones in the quarry for street paving? B.
which will not tear through the holes, They on ickened peting exhibitors were tied down very closely in the
a Brussels, June 5th, 1872.
the paper, and thus reduced the
powder capacity; whilst matter of pressure. In the Cardiff competition all this will
they have, on the other hand,
ened the metal studs by be altered. Instead of 50 Ib. being the maximum boiler presNON-CONDUCTING CEILINGS.
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
which it istorn. They have multiplied the ‘holes in pro- sure, for single-cylinder engines 801b. willbeallowed. There
” Srr,—I am going
to heat
of a room in a mill up to 90 deg. Fah. or portion to the twist given to the rifling; and by the use of is little or nothingto be gained by expanding 50 Ib. in a non100 deg. Fah. with steam pipes, for a certain purpose, and if any of my an increasing spiral in the gun, concentrated the tearing condensing engine more than twice; but with 80 Ib. steam
brother readers could inform me the best
to underdraw
the top of
room to vent it from going into dry rot I should feel much o!
point as early
power on one ring of perforations, Given such an un- in well-jacketed cylinders a cut-off at a
I should
something to look rather neater than hair felt. Isthere mechanical problem to solve, engineering talent could not as one-eighth of the stroke becomes practicable, and we
hi
a
non-conductor of heat—that can be put on in the
not
thing—a
x — for its solution than has been done by the ae shall probably find that the engineers competing at Cardiff
form of plaster?
A SuBscRIBER.
ratory Department during seven years, backed by will adopt measures of expansion varying between one-half
the unlimited pecuniary resources of the nation, Yet and one-eighth, the best point probably lying somewhere
SUBSCRIPTIONS:
— our most splendid iron- between
the two, but only to be decided in the case of
Tue Enaiveer
can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country here is the natural result
at the various railway stations; or itcan, if preferred, besupplied direct clad, the ee “4 = tons, manned by 630 men each particular engine by much careful experiment conSrom the on the following
terms (paid in advance) :—
—cannot
get
throu
e
ordinary
quarterly
trainin
cerning
its
peculiarities
and idiosyncracies. We may have
Half-yearly (including double nu:
os ce eo £0 lds. 6d.
Yearly (including two double numbers) .. .. ++ £1 9s. 0d. ; practice at targets without disabling Ps out of ei ht two engines apparently precisely alike, and yet from some
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will 18-ton
in less than three years, The navy asks, unexplained cause it will be found that the most econobe made, TH ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad,
what would happen to the Hercules in battle? Would mical conditions of work in one will not be the best for the
this
fine
ironc
be disarmed altogether in the first other. Portable engines of the most economical and rePost-o, M Oe
Orders payable in rene, Talay
being now lina
i
in
resemble racers in much more than the name ;
vollewing countries, THE ENGINEER will be Seg tydispatched post-free hour of continuous firing? But it will occur to some to fined t
the
office,
163,
Strand,
to
subscribers
remitting
by
money
order,
accerdask why is it that 18-ton, 25-ton, and 35-ton
are 80 and their humours, and tastes, and tempers must be
rom
»
ing to the following
scale :—
easily
destroyed
by
their
own
projectiles,
whilst
those
of
carefully
studied,
if the best of which they are capable is
Per year,
less weight withstand their di
es less imperfectly. A to be got out of them.
ee
£3
— © ee08 « 2e ies
t 8 ow
|
little consideration will show that the effort of rotating a
The laxity of the rules laid down this year has enabled
238 Sere pane nome
Natal
° 23
400 Ib., 600 Ib., or 700 Ib. shell is much more than that re- engineers to do almost anything that seemed good in their
ach Guiana
Ciiwnite". “138 or 10dot, ||Now
Brunewick st- efte 138 0oror10da quired for a 250 Ib., 180 Ib., or 115 1b. shell; but the total eyes in designing their engines, and it is therefore pretty
British
Newfoundland
eae
eS Seraeame |NeveSouthWales. - 1380
ing surface which has to sustain that effort is only 5°4in. certain that no such competition of true “racers,” to use a
- 160
New
oo 00 ¢
_. .. ~5s6 or30vign| auiieriands << 5.
88 SorG0
france for the 700 Ib. shell, whilstit is 3°6in. for the 250 Ib. and well-known term,
ever took place before. We have very
that a few of the competing engines will
Denmark
UnitedCoast
State.
<. 3... 116
lOdole 2'4in, for the 1801b. shell. In the attempt to make the little doubt but
SE 56-20 60 wo- 35 of dalers, |West
of Africa
116 0Oor
small
i
n
g
surface
withstand,
in
the
heavier
and
longer
be
quite
unsuitable
for ordinary agricultural p
; but
Germany...
2 8 Oorl5thalers| WestIndies .. .. .. 116 0
Girater ««.. «5«» ««+» 116
ee ggg. e sudden shock
from their larger charges, we see no reason to complain because such will be the
Tue EnGtneer is sent weekly post-free direct from the office, 163, Strand, to and to perform the extra work of rotation, the studs fact. Anything that tends to improve the steam engine
subscribers in the following countries on receipt of subscription dy dill’ on are so hardened that instead of being squeezed
must ultimately be of service, the influence of the imLondon or otherwise, according to the following scale : —
nn 18 specie out of shape and usefulness they resist compression, rovement, |however refined, being felt all the way down
ustria ..
2PP5 0 cam
or9 forins| Norway
and consequently break their shell more
“Tae
heen the thorough-bred racer to almost the humblest type of
the case of the 400]b. shell for the 18-ton gun,
rtable engine built. Take, for example, the system of
one al
350"
oon.
a
France ..
116 or
30france| Rusia .
314 0or
$lroubles the proportion of length to diameter is much greater eating the feed-water. Wefindin the best class of portables
India
Ha )
a
s
or 24rile, than in the case of any of the heavier calibres. True, the that
the most elaborate and dainty devices are used to
Ttaly..
9 5 Oor
60france| 0m a5 of in
shell for the 1lin. 25-ton gun, as originally constructed of raise the temperature of the feed to the last possible
ADVERTISEMENTS.
°,* The
fe Abeerstamnents offour Vinesand ender 0 Ges Bltings 3 530 Ib. weight, was very similar; but as the 5:4in. bearing degree. As soon, however, as it was proved that a good
each line
niinepence.
liine averages eight
i words ; blocks are rapes |failed to rotate it, this shell had 128 Ib. taken off deal was to be gained by heating the feed, less ambitious
charged the same rate for the space they fill. All single advertisements
from it, and was consequently reduceda whole calibre in length. schemes were adopted for cheap engines, and a system of
Ge cuntry aunt becorompanied tyshames inpayment.
ADVERTISEMENTS
Cannot BE INSERTED UNLESS DeLIVERED BEFORE SIX O'CLOCKOx Now, it is the es up of these 400 Ib. shells in the blowing a portion of the waste steam into the bucket from
Tuvurspay
Evexine 1 race Ween.
bore which has disabled the 18-ton gun in the Hercules, which theFeed- p draws is now very generally adopted,
*,* Letters relating to advertisements
and the
paper are to beaddressedto the Publisher,
Mr. George
Riche;all It may, then, be interesting to compare the distribution of not only with thedirect result of economising fuel, but of
other letters to be addressed to the Bditor of Tux ENGinger, 163, Strand.
Again, the
work in roe that shell as_now attempted with that promoting the durability of the boiler as well.
work as it would be distributed on the centering ribbed separate expansion slide is now fitted to all portable engines
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
by some firms, with [considerable advantage ;and so we
system of rifling recommended by us in 1867, on the ex
Cc'HEMICAL Socrery.—Th
» asow0 aoe atSpm. :“ On Deacon's» rience gained in the heavy
ETY
reenay LE
competitionof 1863-5. It find many of the more refined mechanical expedienis
O
Method ofty
Been
ples ofChemical is now attempted
to rotate the 400 Ib. shellon a total rifle toned down and modified to suit the difference in the conbearing of 4:2in. divided into seven parts, in as many ditions under which the racer and the ordinary portable
grooves, each 1‘bin. wide and ‘2in. deep, which take engine works. We confess ourselves that we have no
61°35 Ib. weight of metal out of the gun; whereas on the sympathy with those who denounce the building of racing
THE
ENGINEER.
centering rib system the rotation would be effected by a portables. Such engines can teach intelligent engineers a
total rifle bearingof 115in. divided into five parts, in as great deal if they can do nothing else ;and when, as is
many grooves, each ‘8in. wide and *125in. deep, which take usually the case, they are properly built, they are as
FRIDAY, JUNE 14, 1872,
only 14°43 1b. of metal out of the
oreover, the capable of doing good service in proper hands as the best
FLIMSY SHELL,
short stud bearing limits the amount of rotation to one
inary portable, and with far greater economy of fuel.
turn in forty calibres, the perforations in the walls and the
The most economical double-cylinder engine tried at
Tur arrival of the Hercules, ironclad,at Queensto
hardened studs being incapable of withstanding asharper Bury St. Edmunds ran 4 hours 42} minutes; the
brings ee
on the 39th ultimo,
pone
It reing the usual
quarterly training practice, another of her twist; but the long iron bearing centering ribs might im- best single-cylinder 4 hours 29 minutes.
or any sharper mains to be seen whether this remarkable result
18-ton guns had its inner steel tube and its chase coil part rotation with one turn in thirty calibres,
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—Madame
Borvzav, Rue dela
BERLIN.—Messrs.
A. ASHER and Co., 11,
den Linden.
VIENN. A.
Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSI
NSE
NEW YORK.—WIitiLMeER
Rooers, 47. Nassau-street.
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can or cannot be beaten. We have little doubt, however, but that the experience of the last three years,
aided by the greater liberty allowed in the matter
of pressures to engineers, will enable them to obtain
far higher results as regards economy of fuel than
have ever been obtained at any previous trial. It is
none the less a fact, however, that it will be by no
means an easy task to attain this end. Easy or not, however,
we expect to find one or more of the competing engines
making a run of 4 hours 45 min. mechanical time, possibly
afew minutes more. This will be a wonderful performance,
corresponding as it does with a consumption of but a minute
fraction over 2°9 Ib. of coal per horse-power
per hour. And
it must by no means be forgotten that this is measured
not by the indicated but by the effective horse-power. If
we assume the nominal 8-horse power engines to work’ to
10-horse power effective, it will not be safe to reckon the
indicated power as being less than 11-horse power. Under
this condition the consumption will be something like
2'61b. per indicated horse-power per hour only; and
bearing in mind the small size of the engines and boilers,
and the fact that the Welsh coal used, although very good,
is not the best, we are quite justified in looking at the
result as eminently satisfactory, and reflecting much credit
on the community of agricultural engineers.
We have given in another page a ground plan of the trialyard at Cardiff, for which we are indebted to the courtesy of
Messrs. Eastons and Anderson, consulting engineers to the
Royal Agricultural Society. Under the auspices of these
gentlemen we need hardly say that the arrangements for
testing the engines and thrashing machines will be carried
out in a perfectly satisfactory manner, if only the exhibitors will comply with the very simple and straightforward instructions which have been prepared for their
guidance. It is, above all, indispensable that the fittings
for the indicators should be carefully and substantially
made. The abortions brought to Wolverhampton last
year were simply a disgrace to the majority of the exhibitors.
ae

THE

ENGINEER.

tain railways, which have been respectively brought for
ward by Wetli,, by Riggenbach, and by our countryman,
Fell.
The Wetli system consists in laying down between the
rails, at regular pitched intervals, short pieces of rail, of
inverted T form, placed between the rails diagonally, and
pointing towards each other, which engage with a corresponding set of diagonal spirals bent round the gardenroller-like driving wheel of the locomotive, the length of
which is equal to the gauge of the line, which thus climbs
the steep by the aid of this spiral geared rack and pinion,
which the railway and the driving-wheel respectively
form.
The Riggenbach system consists, in fact, of
nothing more than a coarse-toothed rack laid in the
middle and parallel to the rails, into which a spur-wheel
on the locomotive driving-shaft engages when required.
And the Fell system we need not here describe, as well
known to our readers.
Upon a small scale, both the systems have been experimentally tried—that of Riggenbach on the Righi Railway,
actually at work. The author’s object is to point out that
it is of high importance to Switzerland to find out the
real merits of any plan for mounting mountain inclines,
which might render the tremendous tunnels projected
through the Alps unnecessary, for a time, if not always.

JUNE

14, 1872.

besides, are treated of, and with a certain philosophy and
order in the whole. The work, in its conception, is thoroughly German ; it perhaps carries generalisation somewhat too far, yet is worthy the perusal of the student,
whether of metallurgy or of any branch of technology
within its pretty wide scope.
Ergiinzengsband zum Leitfaden den Berybaukunst von LotucerSerlo. 1 vol. 8vo. Numerous woodcuts and plates. Berlin.
1872.
Tus work, “a supplemental guide to the miner’s art,”
consists of a very well put together digest and description
of all that is recent, improved, and good—or that may be
supposed such—in the apparatus, tools, machines, methods
and modes of working the minerals useful to man, up to
the epoch of their extraction, or, as a Cornish man would
say, to their coming to grass. Rock-boring, and its late
developments of apparatus, the new blasting powders,
shaft and adit sinking and driving, borings, pumping,
ventilation, underground transport, hoisting and lowering
gear for men and material, and so forth, constitute its
matter, so that this volume may, in fact, be viewed as one
to which the precedingly noticed one of Kerl might he
considered as a supplement. With its 113 figures or plates
it is wonderfully cheap—ss. in England.

Artillerie Lehre: Theorie und Praxis der Geschoss wad der Studien iiber die Warmeverhaltnisse des Kisenhofenprocesses, &c.
&e, Von R, A. Kerman. Leipzig. 1872.
Ziinder Construction. Von Anprias Rutzxy. Syvo. Plates.
Lehmann u. Wentzel, Vienna.
Tus pamphlet is a translation from the Swedish (from
THE author is a captain of artillery in the Austrian the Aontoreh Annalen) of a special study of the more
service, and Professor of the higher course of Artille
recent improvements in the various methods of heating
Service in the Artillery School administered by the Mili- the blast for iron-smelting by the high furnace, with «
tary Committee of the Emperor.
preface contributed by Professor Tunner himself, the
lt is not a work of original research, but a copious and author of the original,
orderly compilation, in which, after all yet known (or with
few exceptions) as to the theory of the movements, in traON DESIGNING WROUGHT IRON GIRDERS.
jectory, of round and elongated projectiles, has been given
(Concluded from page 401.)
and well illustrated, a vast mass of information follows as
With respect to the proportion of the height of the girder to
to the various modifications tried or more or less emthe
yen,
I
propose
to
explain the reasons why we adopted oneployed of elongated shot and shell. The latter comprise
in preference to any other height. I before stated that the
their very various methods of ignition, and either scatter eighth
LITERATURE.
higher
the
girder
was
made
greater theoretical economy is protheir own fragments alone, or missiles carried by the duced. I don’t think that athegreater
height than one-eighth of the
Der Practische Riibenzuckerfabrikant und Rafinadeur, &e. ke. shell, or in shrapnels.
— has ever been suggested for a girder in such circumstances as
Von Lovis Watkorr. 8vo. Weiweg u. Sohn, Brannschweig.
The work is too completely one for the professional this ;on the other hand, it is very usual to adopt a height con1872,
artillerist, and too much made up of details, to render siderably less than this, Suppose it had been decided to adopt a
height of one-tenth of the span instead of one-eighth, and to use
Tue first volume of the fourth edition of this admirable extracts or any general deductions useful—if possible.
the same single cross at right angles for the bracing, there
book on “The Beetroot Sugar Industry,” by Herr
would have been ten bays instead of eight. The total weight of
Walkoff, who is a practical beetroot sugar manufacturer
the bracing is not materially altered, as each of the diagonals
near Magdeburg, has just appeared. It would be difficult Der Hochbau des Eisenbahnen, &e. Von WiiHeLM FLatticu, have to bear nearly the same stress; and although there are more
Architect, &c. Folio Atlas. Ist part. Vienna. 1871.
diagonals in the one case than in the other, they are shorter, and
to speak in too high terms of the value of this work. It comTuis is intended to be a work illustrative of the higher their total length is precisely the same. The weight, however, of
mences with the sugar-beet plant itself; describesits varieties,
members is considerably increased, in nearly the proportion of
and choice of the most productive ;goes on to its proper labours of the architect in the construction of the station the
to eight, andI have calculated that the girders, instead of each
culture as practised on the Continent ; and then, aided by and other buildings, &c., appertaining to the railway sys- ten
weighing 45 tons, would weigh 50 tons, and as there are twentyvery many clear and detailed woodcuts, describes the suc- tem; and this first part consists of a fine set of plates of eight of them, there would be an additional quantity of metal of
cessive processes and the newest and best machines by the general arrangement aud structural details of the great 140 tons, costing about £3500, not taking into account the extra
which, after rasping, pressing, boiling, concentrating, &c., station at Innspruck, on the Innspruck and Botzen Rail- difficulty of raising them into their places. The question, then,
important : Is there any sufficient reason for adopting a lower
and finally discoloring and crystallising, the sugar is way. In this class of buildings, both as regards practical isheight
of the span instead of an eighth ? Let us
extracted, and the refuse made otherwise industrially use and ornament, our British railway architects have compareof,thesay,two,a-tenth
If the span is 214ft., and the height one-tenth
much to learn from those of Germany, and, perhaps, we of the span, the unbraced
available.
length of the top and bottom is 20ft.,
The entire circle of operations is, of course, not com- may add, of France, and even Switzerland. Better archi- and of —
28ft. If the height is one-eighth of the span the
prised in this first volume, the latter part of which com- tectural taste we may expect to find, for «esthetics in unbraced length of the top and bottom is 25ft., and of the
wises the description of the delicate and beautiful methods England are yet at a low ebb in architecture ; but why diagonals 34ft., or 6ft. more than in the former case; and as they
are in some instances under compressive stress, the question
into which the use of polarised light is called for deter- should we, who brag of our practical tendencies, be so arises,
Can they be designed of sufficient strength and rigidity of
mining the degree of richness in sugar of the vegetable much beaten in the provision oborder and comfort in the this length without undue use of material? There is a welljuices. The multitudinous chemical researches as to the most of the foreign railway station buildings as compared known rule that in all structures of wrought iron for railway purposes the maximum tensile and compressive stress on any portion
organic and inorganic constituents of the refuse matter with our own.
There is scarcely a railway station house of any class in the shall not exceed five tons per inch ; but I need not point out that
pressed from the juice are condensedly given ; and the
must be some other rule for long struts. A rod of iron of
uses of the material, once deemed worthless, are described. United Kingdom in which the cutting draughts of winter there
lin. in section, and, say, 34ft. in length, will bear a tensile stress
It does not seem to us very probable that the beet sugar wind are not, at times, unendurable, even in our mild of five tons with safety ;but if unbraced it will double up with
industry will ever take any very prominent place in the climate,ascompared with that of Germany; and how much one-tenth of that as a compressive stress, The rule, then, in this
agriculture and manufactures of our British islands, what- of stupidity might be pointed to, in the want of foresight case—and it is one which I have long adopted in all openwork
ever indications may have been afforded that in competent in the relative location of the many subdivisions of our girders—is to avoid what are called ‘‘ long columns” in all parts of
when the compressive force is considerable. The
hands it is not impossible. In Ireland it was a total large stations?) Our minor and roadside stations are the structure
‘‘long column ” is applied to any
whose diameter is
failure through mismanagement and the social conditions usually execrable hovels, with thorough draughts right term
less than one-thirtieth of its length when the ends are flat. Ina
of that country mainly ; but there, as here, the question through them, and in which the passengers are obliged girder the ends are not only flat, but secured by rivets; but I
resolves itself into whether it be more profitable to turn a to wait for their tickets, &c. Itis quite true that Germans think the effective width should not be less than one-thirtieth of
ton of beetroot (or its analogues in mangold, &c.) into fat themselves, of competent skill and knowledge, complain of its length. In order to ascertain whether this principle can be
to a girder whose height is so great as it is here, it was
and lean in the laboratory of the stall-fed ox, or into sugar the arrangement of German stations, but the objections applied
at this stage to make the necessary detailed calculain that directed by human intellect and tended by human have reference to the results brought about by the un- necessary
tions, and to design the various parts, !n shortly considering the
labour. There are several conditions existing in Germany wise determination of the earlier railway engineers of details I shall show that I have carefully complied with this rule,
and France, besides those of climate, which make the Germany to get rid of turntables, and work their stations and therefore we were correct in adopting this height.
Commencing, then, with the diagonals, sixteen in number, six of
latter process preferable and profitable there to an extent without any, or with the fewest possible, by which station
—_ and time are greatly wasted ; and in this respect these are always under a tensile stress, the remainder either always
at least not capable of being reached in our islands.
under
a compressive stress, or sometimes under compression and
When this able work of Herr Walkoff shall have they have begun to learn from us—but as respects sttialedt, sometimes
tensile stress. With respect to the six ties,
and beauty, we have yet much to learn from there is no under
reached its conclusion of this edition, it might nevertheless a
difficulty in designing them. They muy with safety
be quite worthy of an English translation ; for there are them.
bear a stress of five tons to the square inch after deducting rivet
holes, They are built in pairs, riveted to the inside of the vertical
rich and broad lands beyond the seas in several of our
of the top and cotton members, and in the centre of their
British colonies where the beetroot sugar industry might Studii Geologici, sulle Alpi occidentali. Di B. Gastaup1, con Ap- fome
ength pass outside and are riveted to the struts. The broader
be introduced with a high probability of success.
pendice Mineralogica, diG. Strruver. Large 4to. Maps and they
are made there is the less loss of strength due to rivet holes
Sections. Florence. 1871.
when properly riveted, and the better hold to the top and bottom
Geschichte des Deutschen Eisenbahnwesens, Von Cari Scumerp- Tus work, characteristic of the new intellectual life of members. At the same time they should not be made too thin.
In this case they are all }in. in thickness. The struts require
LER. 8vo. Leipzig. 1872. Ist and 2nd parts.
modern Italy, and of the ability that belongs to so many care
construetion. They are firmly braced in the plane of
t part, of pure physi- the ain their
Tuis is a sketch (but a pretty full and elaborate one) of of her scientific sons, is one, in
ed at their centre, but are free to bend throughout their
the rise, progress, and present state of the German eal geology, and so searcely within our proper scope. ‘The whole length in a plane perpendicular to this. They are, therefore,
railway system or systems—for there are State railways Mineralogical Appendix of Signor Striiver, which gives a unbraced for a length ofHitt. in one direction, and for 17ft. in the
great deal of Gieeeatien as to the lithology of the rocks other. According to the above rule, then, they should be as rigi«
and State-assisted railways. The author, who is evident!
column 13in, wide in one direction and 64in. the other. I
intimate with his subject, is secretary of the Royal Rail- of the Western Alps, is of practical value, however, to the asa
the form shown on the drawing in each case, namely,
way at Breslau. He divides the history of the develop- architect or engineer who may be engaged with works in ahavebuiltadopted
structure like a plate girder, l5in. in depth, and I
ment of the German lines into three epochs, viz.—prior that part of Europe.
have varied the width of the end plates and the size of the angle
irons in accordance with the stresses. The ends of these struts fit
to 1840, from 1840 to 1848, and from 1848 to 1860; and
probably in the second part, which is yet to appear, we Grundriss der Allgemeinen Hiittenkunde. Von Bruno Ker, into the trough of the top and bottom members, and are riveted
to the side plates. With respect to the amount of material in the
shall find developed the effects of the almost incessant war1 vol. 8vo. Woodcuts. Leipzig. 1872.
section of one of these strifts, I think it an excellent rule, and one
fare that Prussia has directed against her neighbours since
Proressor Keru’s Metallurgy is well known in England, —
to all girders, that the crushing force should not exceed
1864, both in advancing and retarding progress, and in His press volume aims at the greatest generalisation three tons per square inch. My reason for making an exception with
regard
to
these
is, that if they are made of considerable strength
rendering the rail an implement of soldiercraft.
that
yet been attempted in treating of the manufac- they add very much
to the lateral stiffness of the whole structure.
To the English yeader—unless, perhaps,
to the higher turing processes by which the minerals
valuable to may In this case the extreme
heigt of the girder is 27ft., and although,
student of engineering polity, as should be eve
are to be male available, fram the state in which they are as I
afterwards ae . ba sor,snd bottem =
are
fessor jn & callieof
engineering, at least—this vat is found. The work—as
y braced across the girder, Fam of opini
ting
its title declares it—is intended to
nat strength in the struts, any Seationey ofthet to vil te
not of the same
or
importayce, that it
be to describe, in a systematical form, the fundamental methods
The top and bottom members are
those directly intere poeSeah city wee of Wewhieh universally, manufacturing
nt
The breadth of the trough must be 15in. ta
the Germans themselves, in their own system.
timately
chemical transformation,
are to be con,
ducted, Jt thua passea in review and desoribes all that
Wetli’s Fiecepaacuden
fiat absoluter
und deletes erth, which,
'
y
form or another, constitutes
the apparatus
RLA
i h. of the in one
Sai , ore
ee x ee v ,
GELNEROy dusk
manufacturer, whether he be ironmaster, or en,
im the metallurgy of any other pany Wie |
wi isocomapaastive Wwofthe merits and demeriteof
and all sorts of accessories of these, and much
ane systema fox oe very steep, Macltaes on mouwn-
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the actual saving to about 10 tons, or fully 20 per cent. on the increased amount of material. But I doubt the truth of the
whole weight of the girder. The stresses on the second span of proposition as a general statement, and will give you an illustraa light weight, in which I
four are somewhat different from the first, as there is here a tion wkere a long strut has to
couple acting at each end of the girder, which is always different think you will agree with me that the hollow circular form is not
in amount ; but it would be tedious to go into the same detail in the best. Suppose you were asked to design the strongest
regard to it, and I shall simply say that the actual saving is even possible strut 120ft. long, and that only 18in. of metal
somewhat greater in the second span than in the first. The actual were to be used in the section. Try first a hollow tube, and
weight of the completed girders is for the first span 45 tons according to rule make the diameter one-thirtieth of the length, or
17 ewt., and for the second 44 tons 6 cwt. The objection is 4ft., your tube would then be only one-eighth of an inch thick,
sometimes taken to continuous girders that various parts of the and would under a moderate load crush by buckling. The metal
girder are sometimes under tensile and sometimes under com- is evidently far too thin, and if a tube must be adopted, a diameter
pressive force, and there is a vague idea that it is injurious to of 12in. and a thickness of half an inch vould robably be
the texture of the iron. If there is any truth in this, it can only about the strongest form; but here the diameter of the tube is
hold when the stresses are considerable in amount, and it happens only a hundred and twentieth of its length, and tke pillar under
that where a portion of the girder is subjected to alternate tensile pressure would —ield by bending. Now supy
instead
and compressive stress these forces are so small in amount com- of a tube you adopt a AF mpreden Aonelike the wrought iron railway
eer with the necessary section that no bad effect can arise; signal posts, consisting in section of four angle irons forming the
sides, it is not the case that this is true only of continuous four corners of a square, and firmly braced
ther, making
girders, for the central diagonals of discontinuous girders up altogether the 18in. of section. The angle irons can be of
are also subjected to alternate tensile and compressive forces. considerable section, and braced every three or four feet in both
Having now considered the main features in the principal directions, and sufficiently far apart to prevent the column
spans of the Tay bridge, I shall close this subject without 2ntering from yielding by bending ; and I think all will admit that this
fully into more minute but very important matters, as they have pillar would be a much stronger one than the hollow tube. What
been fully examined by various authors, and are tolerably well portion of the metal should be placed in the corner angle irons,
known to practical men. I refer to such matters as the proper and what in the bracing, and how far apart these corner angle
lengths of plate and angle irons, the proper size and number of irons should be, so that the strongest column be obtained, I canrivets to be adopted in forming junctions, and the correct dimen- not tell. The question is a practical one, and I am not aware of
sions of cover plates. The utmost care and consideration is any series of experiments to selve it. I have long considered this
required in designing these, both for economy and stability. It is the most important unsolved question in connection with works
scarcely necessary to state that any error in these details might in wrought iron, us upon it depends the other important question
cause a weakness in a particular part of a structure which might of the proper amount of material necessary to brace two portions
vitiate all the other calculations ; but, on the other hand, the of a structure under various circumstances, In like manner I am
rules that regulate these points are clear and simple, and an inclined to think that the trough shape with strong corners is as
error of this kind is of rare occurrence. A summary of these rules strong for a long strut asthe circular, Before leaving the subject
may be given as follows :—The plates, if of an ordinary section. of the top members of bowstring girder I should like to allude
should not exceed 6 cwt. in weight. The angle, T, and channei again to the Saltash Bridge. Here the top member consists of a
irons should not be more than Sin. in length of section, nor exceed great tube of the bow shape in elevation. In cross section it is a
36ft. in length. The cover plates should in all cases be double, hollow ellipse 16ft. 9in. wide and 12ft. 3in. high. This immense
and rather more than half the thickness of the plate they cover. tube is composed of ordinary 4in. plates and jin. plates, making
It is usual when the — or angle irons are in compression to the thickness of the metal about ;3;th part of the diameter of the
adopt shorter cover plates, with fewer rivets, as the plates are sup- tube. This appears to me to be a very bad arrangement. There
posed to butt against each other, and, in some cases, the angle must surely
a tendency to buckling in a tube so large and
irons are not covered at all. This I think objectionable, as it is slight as this, No doubt frequent diaphragms have been inserted
difficult to execute » good and close butt joint, and I prefer in all to prevent such a result; but this adds very materially to the
cases to put as substantial a joint as if the whole strength de- ineffective weight of the structure, and it appears to me that
pended on the covers and rivets, as this adds very little to the other forms might have been adopted to avoid this extravagance.
weight of the structure. The rivets for ordinary plates should be The bottom member of a bowstring girder is also made troughof a diameter a quarter of an inch greater than the thickness of shaped ; for although it is always under tensile stress, it is also
the plate they cover, and the total shearing section of the rivets subject to transverse stress between the diagonals in supporting
should be not less than, and as nearly as possible equal to, the the roadway and train. The bracing should be of any light form
section of the plate. With double covers each rivet has a double capable of resisting compressive force ; for moderate spans it is
shear, so that only half the number of vivets are required. The generally a channel iron, or a structure built up of a plate and
best form of cover, and the best arrangement of the rivets under a two angle irons in the form of a channel iron. The height of the
tensile stress, is a matter of interesting study, and would occupy girder should be one-eighth of the span, and the span divided into
too much time to consider in the present paper. In connecting eight bays, the bracing being formed of eight crosses, with a
two portions of a structure such as the diagonal bracing to the top tie-bar from the point of crossing to the bottom member, similar
and bottom members, there must always be such a number of to the parallel plate girder. The central stress on top and bottom
rivets that the shearing stress on them shall not exceed five tons is equal to the total load, and it is sufficiently near to assume that
per inch of section, and the riveting arranged so as to weaken the the stress is uniform over the whole topand bottom. The greatest
portions to the least possible extent. This can generally be done stresses on the diagonals generally amounts to about one-eighth of
in such a way that the breadth of the plate is only reduced to the those on the members, and as it is impracticable to avoid putting
extent of one rivet hole. Where two portions cross each more metal than necessary in these parts, it is not essential that
other it is desirable so to construct them that they can pass each the calculations of the stresses be made very minutely. It is also
other without either being cut. This, however, is very often im- for this reason right that the bracing should be of the simplest
practicable—for example, at the intersection of two diagonal struts. description ; multiple bracing is very objectionable here, and it is
In this case it is necessary to cover the portion severed in as sub- a great waste of material to put eight vertical struts between the
stantial a
as
ible, and so that the strength of the top and bottom members, as is frequently done. Although I have
portion cut is restored by the cover. It is also very desirable to stated that it is not essential to calculate the actual stresses under
avoid the use of forgings, which engineers are much tempted to every variety of load, it is certainly a very great satisfaction
adopt, as they are troublesome to execute, and add considerably to to one’s mind to do so, and it is a simple and interesting
problem to work out. The quickest and neatest way is by
the time and cost in building the girder.
In concluding the subject of parallel plate openwork girders, I means of the diagram of stresses, the most accurate is probably
think it is essential to draw your attention to what is called the by the method of sections, The only other point of importance in
Warren girder, so much used on the Indian railways for spans of the bowstring girder in which it differs from other girders is the
60ft. or 70ft. This is a simple triangular girder, the diagonals not difficulty of placing horizontal bracing connecting the top members
being crossed. The top member is of the ordinary trough shape, across the roadway, as this bracing would interfere with the
and the bottom member consists of wrought iron bars connected passage of trains. Where the span is large, say over 120ft., and
by pins. This girderis very simple, and is perhaps the lightest the height over 15ft., place two or three light cross girders at the
ting the top
s, and if necessary
at can be constructed for such spans. There is no difficulty in centre of the span
making the bars which form the bottom member of the correct raising them up so as to allow sufficient headway below them.
calculated section, avoiding the waste that exists in all other When the = is less, and the headwayin consequence insuffisimilar girders in that member. The diagonals also may be very cient, extend two or three of the cross girders a few feet on each
light, both on account of its general simplicity of form, and because side beyond the bottom member, and carry up from their extremity
those portions in tension are bars which may be made lighter than raking struts to the top member. I know of no better plans than
plates to do the work, It has already been stated that in all these, and they are found to be sufficientin practice; I, however,
riveted joints there is a loss of strength amounting in the best think that they are inferior in efficiency to the continuous cross
joints to 8 or 10 per cent. of the whole, and therefore it is necessary —— of the parallel plate girder.
In closing this paper I have only further to remark that in
to add that amount of metal throughout the whole length of the
plate in order to bring it up to the requisite strength; whereas in designing girders of all forms and spans the details should be of
a bar there is no difficulty in making the head of such a form such a nature that their construction is not only practicable, but
that its strength is us great as any other portion. There are, also of the form most easily carried out. I have already stated
however, objections to this form of girder so great as to prevent throughout the paper most of the points that occur to me in refetheir use in this country. These are that their cost is greater rence to this, such as the limiting length, breadth, and thickness
than ordinary lattice girders ; for although their total weight may of plates and angle irons that can conveniently be rolled; and I
be somewhat less, there is so much forged work in the bars and think on examining these drawings you will see that the building
pins that it more than counterbalances the saving in material. up and rivetingof the various parts can be easily and rapidly
Again, in all cases where pins are used instead of rivets there is accomplished. There may be other points under this head which
a certain want of rigidity in the structure. To overcome this are well worthy of consideration, and valuable hints might be
additional vertical struts are required in the Warren girder every obtained from those who have practically carried out the building
3ft. or 4ft., which add considerably to the weight. And, lastly, up of structures in wrought iron. I recommend it to the conwhen a limited headway requires the roadway to be as low as sideration of any such members of this society as the subject of a
possible there is nothing to support the cross girders, and they paper which would be most useful and interesting.
require to be suspended from thetop member ; as of course a bar
will not support a transverse stress, This difficulty alone makes
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this form of girder inapplicable except to small spans under 80ft.
The only case that occurs to me in this country where bars are In his inaugural address at the commencement of the session, Mr.
used for the lower or tensile member of a girder is that of the Hawksley, the president, made some very practical and useful
main spans of Brunel’s great bridge across the Tamar at Saltash. remarks on professional education. These were more particularly
These spans are 445ft. clear each, being about the same as the addressed to the students of the Institution then present, upon
main span of the tubular bridge over the Menai Straits, and cer- whom he urged the importance of becoming sumenail acquainted
tainly a great improvement in design. The bottom member with the details of works in course of construction when they had
and not to be satisfied with theoretical knowconsists of a series of bars forming in elevation an inverted bow ; the a
To give them an occasion for carrying out this
and as these bars are incapable of carrying the roadway, it became ledge alone.
y to suspend from this member a girder of considerable advice, he then expressed his intention of inviting them to visit
weight and strength, to which the cross girders were attached. the Leicester Waterworks, one of the most recent constructions of
The combined weight of the lower member and the roadway the kind, pone almost the “ one which —— yew the
gravitation,an e pumping systems.
e expedigirder must be far in excess of that of the lower member of an storing, the
ordinary bowstring girder, and I can see nothing in this or in the tien i been fixed for Saturday, the bond inst., and Mr. Hawks.
ments for conveyi the
other parts of the structure to justify the use of bars in this case, ley, it is understood, has made
The last form of girder I propose to consider is the bowstring; party to the Bradgate Reservoir and -_9 and for entertaining
and as many of the remarks I have-already made apply to this them in the park where the works are situated. In the past sesi
ing the numberof students on the register
case, I shall not take up much time in stating the points that i
occur tome in designing it, For a single span of from 60ft. to
80ft. upwards to
to 500%t., where the
rests on the
, there is no form of girder
le in point of
The top member should im elevation be a
this
is
as easily exeowted as any other.
however, as
of a circle
the
I
ee are %, section of yptop member } almost invariably
make
e trough shape,
similar
described. In this case, as will hereafte:

ider the amount
so immaterial that it is of
couple is 7 duced, I
greater importance to consider facility of construction. I therefore
simply design them to come in contact at the bottom of the trough.
The cross girders rest on and are riveted to the lower flange of the
girtler. In some rare cases it is necessary to oy the cross
girders below the lower member, and I consider this quite
practicable and safe, but I always place it above the lower member
when it can be done. In order to reduce the headway as much as
ible, they are only 9in. deep at the ends, and 18in. atthe centre.
They are placed at 5ft. to centres, are calculated to carry eight
tons on each rail, in addition tothe dead load, and weigh 94cwt. each.
From this it appears that the bottom member has work to do in
addition to supporting the calculated tensile or compressive strain,
namely, to carry the cross girders and train load; and unless some
other provision were made there would be an unsupported length
of Dt. of this member only 12in. deep subjected to a heavy
transverse stress. If the bracing were multiple crosses this would
not arise, and I think this is the only point in which the multiple
bracing is better than the single cross bracing ; but this is easily
provided for by carrying down a couple of light ties, as shown,
rom the crossing of the »Senna Ts to the lower member, a means
as effectual for the purpose as any other, and far less costly and
weighty than the multiple bracing. The only other portion of
the structure to describe is the horizontal bracing between the
girders. I have connected both the top members and the bottom
members by diagonal bracings. I believe it is not usual to adopt
diagonal bracings between the bottom members, as they are already
connected by the cross girders. This I hold to be insufficient, for
when a train is passing rapidly over such a structure there is a
tendency to side oscillation, and to resist this if you have no
diagonal bracing you have, as it were, a horizontal girder having
two members, and bracing perpendicular to them at intervals of
5ft.; in fact, an incomplete girder quite incapable of preventing
side oscillation. The same blunder is frequently made with the
top member by putting at polls Toots intervals a_ series
of light cross beams or girders without diagonals. In addition to
this side oscillation there is also the effect of the wind pressure in
a storm ; and although for a span of 200ft. or less it does not produce any oy stress on the structure, it is nevertheless something, and it is quite unresisted without diagonals. I do not
think that heavy bracing is required, ordinary angle irons crossing
each other as shown is sufficient. I may here call your attention
to rather a neat way of avoiding an awkward junction of the
bracing of the lower members with the cross girders ; in this case
it is by cutting an elliptical hele through the web of every second
cross-girder, and passing the angle irons through this hole. This
plan does not affect the strength of the cross girders, as the load
upon them is always central, and therefore there is no stress
weaneney on the web at the centre.
The thickness of the plates and angle irons in the various parts
above described are determined by the calculated number of
inches required in their cross section. In important parts of
structures I so arrange the form of the cross section that the
thickness of the metal shall not be less than jin., but ip struts of
the form of plate girders I usually make the web jin. in thickness, and in other unimportant parts, such as short angle irons
for bracing, I sometimes adopt that thickness, I never adopt a
greater thickness than lin. The most usual is }in. to Zin.
I do not propose to consider in detail the method of calculating
the stresses on openwork girders. It is a subject of very great
interest, and on which many books have been written. Ishall
limit myself to a few general remarks applicable to this case as a
continuous girder. Consider first the stresses on this girder,
suppose it to stand alone. The dead load on the span is 168 tons,
and the live load, taken at 1} tons per foot run,is264 tons—total,
432, or 216 tons on each girder, Where the height of the girder
is one-eighth of the span the central stress is 216 tons, which
requires a section of metal of 54in. It is unnecessary for ~ Apurpose to carry the stresses on the members further, as, although
they are much less towards the ends of the girder, it is impracticable to design the section with less than two-thirds of this
amount of metal. Suppose, then, one-half ef the members to
have 54in. of section, and one-half 36in., the average section will
be 45in., of course exclusive of cover plates and rivets. Suppose
now the girder to be the first of a series of four continuous girders.
In order to ascertain the effect of continuity, a clear idea must be
had of what it is. This is best explained as follows :Suppose
after the five piers are erected scaffolding be laid, and the four
girders built in their place in line, and that then they are firmly
riveted together. On removing the scaffolding it is clear that a
eouple is produced over each of the three central piers, and that
the first girder to which our attention is particularly called is in
quite a different state as regards stresses to what it was before.
Considering the top member alone, a tensile stress is produced
over the pier which did not before exist, and in consequence the
compresssive stress at the centre of the girder is, to a certain
extent, relieved. Moreover, if a train passes over these girders
these forces are evidently altered, and vary according to
the position and length of the train. The amount of these
stresses over the piers can be ascertained with sufficient
practical accuracy. The calculations are somewhat tedious,
and involve an_ elementary knowledge of the differential
and integral calculus, and it is necessary that all the steps of the
process be thoroughly understood, as various assumptions require
to be made which may, or may not, be applicable to the case.
The method consists generally in ascertaining the couple that acts
over each of the three central piers under every variety of load,
and then there is no difficulty in calculating the stresses on each
part of the girders. I will indicate shortly the result as it affects
the top member of the first span. When the train load extends
over the first two spans the couple over the first pier attains its
maximum amount, and the tensile stress on the top
ber is
197 tons. The maximum stress towards the centre of the girder
is then reduced from 216 to 128 tons. When the first span only is
covered by the train load this tensile force on the top member
over the pier is 144 tons, and the central strain becomes 153 tons.
This latter amount is now the greatest stress on the members to
be provided for, as the 197 tons I before referred to only exists
between the girders. It therefore ap
that the strength, and
therefore the weight, of the top member by means of continuity is
reduced in the proportion of 216 to 153, or 30 per cent, A similar
effect takes place on the bottom member, and they — a
total saving of 11 tons in the weight of the girder.
ferring
now to the diagonals, and again consider the girder as discontinuous, The load of 216 tons is supported equally by the two
piers on which it rests, or 108 tons presses on each pier.
his load is transferred through the girder by means
of the bracing, and half of this, or 58 tons, is the vertical component of the stress on the end diagonal. The actual stress is
58./z or 82 tons. Consider now the effect of continuity with the
train resting on the first two spans. The tensile stress on the top
member is 197 tons, which produces a lifting force on the girder
where it rests on the first pairof one-eighth of this, or 24 tons,
omitting fractions, That is, the
ures on the piers are no
longer equal; on the first pier
it is108 — 24 = 84 tons, and
en the
second 108 +
or 132 tons, and the vertical
of the
om the
ond, loghCingpan) natead of
5A tons axe
42 and 66
Were
there would be no change
in the tetal weight of the diagonals, but only a redistribution of
the material to meet this altered stress. It must, however, be
remembered that the stress over the second pieris variable.
en
the first spam only is loaded the stress over
pier is
tons,
the li
at the fixst pier 13 tons, leaving a pressure of
108— 13, or 90tons, and cansing the vertical
AXE
mene Se oe Seve wet a
of 42.
thus
appears that the ettectof continuityom
of the firsts
be ATI
Te
FN hy
Ob,
—
te cause o redistribution
ef the
patna
strength near the euch and diminishing the strength near
poy RL
an
hy
mn Ot
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great, that it is better to adopt the trough form, though
an
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Mr. JaBEz CuuRCH, President, in the Chair.
Tue following paper on “ Electric Telegraph Instruments” was
reul by Mr. E. G, Bartholomew, C.E. :—
Two years ago a paper was read by the author before the
society upon ‘‘ Electric Telegraphy, irrespective of Telegraph Instruments.” Upon the present
ion it is intended to resume
the subject where it then terminated. The object in dividing the
subject has been twofold—it is, in the first place, too comprehensive to receive proper attention in the scope of a single paper,
and in the second place, the two papers form the natural divisions
of that great and interesting subject the electric telegraph. Although the two divisions are essentially distinct, yet in a certain
sense there is an inseparable affinity between them, inasmuch as
a line of telegraph is utterly useless, however well constructed,
without instruments, and telegraph instruments dwindle into mere
philosophical toys without the conductor to connect them, In introducing
the subject of telegraph instruments, it becomes necessary
to make a few observations of a somewhat elementary character,
because, except to those whose profession or pleasure throws them
into immediate contact with the subject, the very first principles
upon which a telegraph instrument is constructed will be new.
A question of a very elementary, but at the same time of a
neculiarly pertinent character, was once put to the author. How
is an electric current which is traversing a conductor made to produce a similar signal at any point in that conductor? The correct
answer of this question appears likely to solve much of the
mystery which even in this advanced age seems to enshroud the
subject of electric telegraphy. Irrespective, therefore, of any
particular kind of instrument it may be as well in a few words as
possible to explain this point. Amongst the fundamental laws by
which the electric force is governed is that which regulates the
movements of a freely suspended magnetised needle when brought
within the influence of a conductor conveying electricity. The
suspicion that some connection existed between electricity and
magnetism may be said to have arisen from the observed fact
that a flash of lightning’ possessed the power of deranging the
magnetism and movements of the compass needle ; and in 1820the
Danish Professor Oersted set this point at rest by establishing the
fact that a magnetised needle suspended in the neighbourhood of
a wire conveying electricity deflected it from its normal position.
Ampére followed up the subject, and discovered the law
which governs the deflection. To use his own method of
expressing this law he says :—Imagine a human figure in
the direction of a conductor through which a positive current
is flowing upwards; the figure will have the north pole of
the needle on the left hand, if its face is turned towards it.”
In order, therefore, to reply to the question just now raised
Ampére’s simile may be extended thus :—Imagine several human
figures—call them acrobats if you please—standing upright one
upon the other, then if each fi
face a different needle each
will find, under a similar electrical state, a north pole on his left
hand, Convert the human chain into a metallic rod, then any
number of magnetised needles suspended on the same side of the
rod will be deflected in the same direction when a current of
electricity traverses it. But the law of electro-magnetic deflection
embraces the further facts, first, if the direction of the current be
reversed the direction of deflection will be reversed also, other
things remaining the same. Secondly, if the position of the needle
be changed from the front to the back of the conductor the
deflection will be reversed, other things remaining the same (see
Fig. 1.) The action of a single conductor upon a suspended needle
is feeble, but the law just stated enables us to increase the effect
by coiling a wire several times round the needle longitudinally,
forming thus an electro-magnetic multiplier. We have now
therefore, simply to imagine any number of such multipliers with
their enclosed needles forming at different points of the conductor
a part of it, and connected in the same order of direction, and we
have a true electric telegraph and obtain an answer to the question,
** How is an electric current which is traversing a conductor made
to produce a similar signal at any point in that conductor?” As
this explanation holds good in principle for every form of telegraph
instrument it will not be again alluded to. In order to aaa
fusion in their description it is the intention of the author to
separate telegraph instruments into two classes, non-recording
and recording instruments.
Non-recording instruments :—There can be very little deubt but
that the first form of telegraph which came into practical use was
the needle telegraph, consisting then as now of the electro-magnetic
multiplier and enclosed needle, having a second needle to serve as
a pointer fixed upon the same axis with the magnet and brought
outside the coil, with the further addition of some mechanical
arrangement for easily and quickly rev:
the direction of the
electric current or shutting it altogether out of the circuit of the
conductor. The needle telegraph, simple as it now appears
to be, cannot claim exemption from the history of nearly all
mechanical contrivances—development and improvement, It

aa rill
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was at first supposed necessary that for every different letter
required to be sent, a separate conductor, with its own multiplier
and needle, and transmitting key should be provided. The
expense of providing such asystem was, however, such that it placed
a barrier in the way of electric telegraphy, until Cooke and Wheatstone produced an instrument consisting of five distinct needles,
conductors, and reversing keys, y the
bined mov
ts of
any two of which, as will be seen from the diagram, twenty points
of visual intersection are obtained, representing as many letters,
whilst upon the margin of the dial the nume
are indicated by
the visual prolongation of any one of the needles, either to the
right or left hand. The practicability of telegraphing by electric
THE
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Fig. 2isshown the double needle code in use at the present day. The
greater simplicity of the double needle code, the work being divided
between two pointers, and the greater ease with which proficiency
in its acquirement could be attained, caused the double needle
telegraph, although requiring two conductors or line wires, to be
much more generally employed than the single needle, which
requires only one conductor ; but the march of improvement has
changed this feeling, and, by rapid and certain steps, the double
needle instruments throughout the country are becoming converted
into single needles, and the two-wire circuits into two single-wire
circuits, experience having shown that, with equally skilled
operators, one-fifth more work can be accomplished upon two
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agen may be said to have been established by this instrument;
but
cost,
even in its improved state, prevented its general
adi
It was reserved for the double, and subsequently the
single, needle instrument
to raise the development of electric
ee my to that wonderful height it has now attained. Both
of these Llseamenta, however, are similar in principle to that
already alluded to, and differ only in the mode in which the alphabetical code is constructed, its basis consisting of two elementary
signals, the deflections of a vertical pointer to the right or left. Tn
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single needle circuits
than upon one double needle circuit, at an
extra cost only of the additional
rs. But not only in the
number of needles and conductors
the needle instrument
been
the subject
of improvement. The great object
in all
is
too
GSsaghdlenddedlipat samen of tag throughout the
entire length of the conductor, at a minimum cost
battery
ss and in this direction great improvements have been introluced. In the shape and size of the needle, in the character of the
wire and inenlatine wrenner which formes
rv
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and in the construction of the commutator, or reversing
improvements have been effected, all of which =
aveteniad
to increase the ra ity,and precision of the
mitted. The
noua aeaie wen patient’ ent
narrow, and its oscillations sli
3 the present form is
oe at ere broad,
its oscillations rapid; the
composing the helix or multiplier was formerly cottonpn
the thickness of the insulator necessitating large coils and
widely- spread helices, The coils now in use are much smaller, and
the helices lie ap eer the wire being covered with ‘silk,
and the action upon the needle thus correspondingly increased.
In the matter of the commutator or reversing key it is
doibtful if any very material improvement has taken place, but
this may arise from the fact that the earlier markers of
telegraph instruments were better mechanicians than electricians, and the existence of instruments which were constructed twenty-five years since, and are now in working order,
is a sufficient proof of the goodness of the work. There are,
however, various modifications of the commutator in existence,
and the models upon the table will better explain their construction than any attempt at a written description. The
author introduced a commutator a few years since in which an
effort has been made to combine great strength with simplicive|
of parts, and it is now very largely employed as a bl
instrument throughout the kingdom. In it the stretchers or
pillars passing from the front to the back of the case serve the
threefo d function of stretcher, to obviate the effects of warping
in the case of support to the line springs, and of cundustens $e
to the
electric current ;whilst the line springs themselves serve the twofold purpose of line spring and tweezer spring, the latter insuring
the return of the handle to the vertical position when not in use,
The double current key is a form of commutator introduced many
years since by Edward
ton, which ranks high as a rapidly
acting reversing key. In the handle commutator the movement
to right or left of the same handle produces the reverse direction
of current, a in the Highton key a separate spring has to be
depressed to _ uce the reversion. It is said to “¢more rapid in
action, and this probably arises from the fact that in the handle
commutator the handle has to
from nearly extreme rightto
nearly extreme left, or vice vered, througha
of about 2in., in
order to produce a reversion ;whilst insae double key the depres.
sion of either key through a space of barely jin. produces the
effect.
(To be continued.)
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273. Micnaet Myers, Liverpool, ‘Caps, &c.”
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281. CHARLES QUICK,
le
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dic.
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”"— 30th January, 1872.
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itwa:
1
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304.“TelLeon Raut andting
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D. Parsert, Saundersfoot, Pembrokeshire, ‘‘ Steam engines and
os.Joun Prnie, jun., Rochdale, “Washing or scouring and drying 207.boilers.”
—Dated 27th November, 1871.
, &e.
Air is used for condensing the steam currents, or blasts of air are intro
313."joan Henry Jonnsox, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘Separating duced
boiler furnace to promote comoustion. The fuel before
gold and silver from lead.”—A communication from Clement Rosway chargingintois the
heated and annealed. The heat passes up and down one or
and Alfred Nicolle Pauville.—3lst January, 1872.
more
boilers,
and
a heater, where it heats the air from the con823. WILLIAM WAPLINGTON and Georce E..ictt Barker, Sheffield, denser, so that it enters
may be introduced into the fire, into a closed hearth,
“9
or through hollow bars, or elsewhere. Hollow fire-bars for the
a? ILLIAM ae Curtis, Rane eon London, “ Obtaining extracts ash-pit,
m veg
other substances, and filtering or clari- passage of air or water may be used.
3209. S. TroTMaNn, Stowmarket, ‘‘ Regulating the motionof steam engines,
fying liquids.”
ae.” —Dated 28th November, 1871
$28. Georce Hayes Carter, Mottingham Lodge, near Eltham, ‘‘ConThis invention consists of a pump or pumps forcing water or other
motion.” —lst February, 1872.
suitable liquid or fluid into or out of a vessel or chamber furnished with
— for locks.”
«
ram
working through a packing box. The said vessel or chamber is
Hard-topped and soft-laid twine,
also furnished with an aperture variable in area, used to control the
337.—
a wag 8New Cross, “Iron for tramway wheels or amount of liquid or fluid admitted to or taken from the said vessel in
a given time. A pressure or a partial vacuum,as the case may be, is
tires.” —2nd February, 1872.
350. JoHN CAPARN CALVERT and Joy Tayior, Huddersfield, ‘‘ Heating maintained in the vessel or chamber by the pump or pumps, and | the
ram is connected with a spring, a weight, or other
uids.”
t the said —
or the
vacuum, The 5pump or
356. Aaron Lurkin DENNISON, Handsworth, “Watches and pocket to
pumps are actuated by the engine or machine to be governed. Any
chronometers.”
variation
in the speed of the engi e or machineto be governed causes a
357. James Lee Norton, Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludgate-hill, London, like
variation in the speed of the pump or pumps, and in the
or
“ Stables.”—3rd February, 1872.
partial vacuum in the vessel or chamber. The motion of the ram
374. Joun Epwarps, Cassland-crescent, South Hackney, London,“Locks.” obtained
by the variations in the pressure or in the partial vacuum jis
—ith February, 1872.
used
to
govern
the
steam
engine
or
other
machine
in
the
way
required.
385. WILLIAM Seppon SUTHERLAND, Warrington, ‘‘ Welding or uniting
la’
Moors, Liverpool, ** Tubulous steam boilers.”—Dated 28th NovemBirmingham, ‘Louvres and louvre blinds, &c.”— $215.ber,H. 1871.
6th Februa: , 1872.
This
consists,
asmeans for allowing expansion and
traction, pre397. JosEPH
1s and Danie. Normincton, Birmingham, ‘Joints of venting |
at the joints, ~“ admitting of exposure of the joints to
metallic bedsteads, &c.”
flamesand heating gases,in forming the metal of the tubes them402. JAMES Murpocu manag 8a road, Lambeth, Surrey, “‘ Weighing the
selves each with two—two are preferred—rings or corrugations. Any
"—7th February,1
“4 expansion
or contraction is absorbed by these rings or currugations, and
416. ALFRED CRESSWELL,
ham, “Straining or filtering liquids.”— the
joints can therefore be made in any rigid manner.
9th February, 1872.
433. Witt1aM Epwarp Gepce, Welinston soos, Strand,
&
London, “ Hori- 3295, E. Kortiso, Hanover, Germany, “Steam engines.”—Dated 20th
zontal tubular
”—A comm’
from Emile Welter.
November 1871.
This invention essentially consists in a new method of gaining back
434. BENJAMIN Dosson, Tomas Henry Ruston, and W1Li1amM Dosson,
again under pressure part of the exhaust steam of steam —_ without
ton, “‘ Ginning cotton.”—10th February, 1872.
engine, by
eg A, BaRRACLOUGH, ig tars
Mills, Halifax, and Tuomas CRITCHLEY increasing thereby the back pressure on the piston of
febeton
“Damping, stiffening, oiling, and colouring dividing the exhaust steam at the moment ngits leaving the exhaust est
* —”
of the cylinder in two parts, one with hig’
and one with low
442. Tomas JAMES SmiTH, Fleet-street, London, “ Dividing the fleece pressure, This object isobtained by cpplying « special apparatus, which
in carding engines.”—A communication from the Company or Society the inventor calls a ** pressure restorer,” to the exhaust pipe of the cylinder as near to the exhaust port as possible.
Jean Baptiste Marée and Varlet.—12th February, 1872.
:
467. Jonn CoLBo;
Grafton Club, Grafton-street, London, ‘ Facilitating $229, J. D. Gauipie, Glasgow, “ Regulating the speed of steam engines.”—
the teaching of
drill.”
Dated29th November, _
471. Orrmar Watcs, Rue du Faubourg St. Martin, Paris, “‘ Matches.”—
This inven
in connecting a shifting cut-off eccentric with
14th February, 1872.
a weight placed at a distance from the revolving shaft in a radial direction,
same
as or
that in which the eccentric shifts.
is
po
eles
Tr
ied
to
to
move
the weight
the shaft, but w
the
491. Henny Ganpwen, Easex-road,
y+
«Treating
certain fibres for
revolves the aot
forcepst the
a
menor Sem
the weight
505. WILLIAM mae, Sptenneed, Gah ae
Raters ©overcomes
Same and
= Tos
ath
se
Sach Bebronry, 1873.
Looping or be
cut off earlierin
yeodeding eyus-on wire?
1603. Epwarp Martner, Fountain
Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B.,
“‘Tmprovements in split
separa
, and
fibrous
more opniday rhea
a or China grass, and in
for
these
1604. Rosert Invove, Baltic-street, Leith, N.B., and James MackrxTosu,
Buenos
tine
Republic, “ Impr
ts in the manufacture of paper stock.”
“a
1605. CHARLEs Enwix Wats, Albert-street, Peckham, Surrey, “Improvements in repeating or revolving fire-arms.”
1606. WALTER EasTerBrook, Finsbury-place South, London, ‘ Improvements
A
contrivances and apparatus employed for
locking an
ly for actuating
or setting in
motion the
locking | = “teased
oer for governing railway points and
1607. FREDERICK , WALTON and JouN Jones, Staines, Middlesex, An
for
cturing nuts for screw bolts.”
1608. * JASPER
ae ey Gloucester-crescent, Hyde Park, London,
** A new method of treating
ores of silver.”
1609. Isaac Buu Harris, Castle Mills, Fountainbridge, Edinburgh,N
“* Improvements in and connected with moulds for the production a
india-rubber valves and such like articles.”
1610, WitttaM Hoox Davey, Islington, London, ‘‘ An improved machine
for — calendering, or smoothing linen ‘and other fabrics.” —27th
May, 1872.
1611. Atrrep CHarLes Hopss,
een’s Hotel, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, and Jonn Matraias Hart, Cheapside, London, “ Improvements in safes and other d
tories for property and other articles of
value, and in doors for such and other places, ay in locks or fastenings
for the same, part of which imp
ble to other
structures.”
1613. Henry BERNOULLI poem M Seat «yy
ts in machinery or
dyeing, and ‘otherwise treating
fibrous substances and ae a
"—A communication from Pierre
Victor Renard, Paris.
~~ ALEXANDER “—— CLARK, Chancery- cm London, “ An \improved
carving
tion from
Thomas
erase William later, New York, U.S.
1615. Sipencuam Duer, Harew
, London, “‘ An improved mode
of and apparatus for lifting ships oat of
ofthe water.”
1616. James Hawke Dennis, Live
“Improvements in the treatment of copper precipitate, and htthe utilisation of impurities contained therein.”
1617. James Picxur, Tong, near Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improvements in
grate bars,”—28th May, 1872.
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5240. W. 8. Smern, Isle of Wight, “ Steam engines.”—Dated 30th November,
1871.
871
This provisional specification describes improvements in portable and
other engines where the boiler is horizontal, and where the steam engine
is mounted horizontally above the boiler. The cylinders and crank s
bearings are carried by a frame composed
ly of two side plates,
bolted or riveted at one end to brackets fixed te the shell of the boiler
and at the opposite end
cted to other brackets in such a manner as
to allow of contraction or expansion of the boiler.

i
a¢‘

Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Machinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
Harness, &c,
3194. J. W. Harpino, Leeds, “ Registering the number of passengers and
distance traveled by them in vehicles.”—Dated 25th November, 1871.
The flooring and seats are independent of the outer framework and
carried on levers, to which —< are attached for supporting the seats,
flooring, and passengers. For this purpose the inventor employs an
apparatus called a *‘ bal
,” like
ded spring weighing machine ;
this he attaches to the outer fi
k and
ts it with the levers so
as to support the flooring, seats, and prec me rot which rest on the
opposite end thereof. Any number of balancers may be used. He
uvides a registering apparatus which consists of a slide bar moving
acl-wards and forwards, and a marker with a continuous sheet of paper
in front of it; a traversing movement may be given by clockwork. The
numbers of }
gers are denoted by lines in the form of steps marked
on the sheet, or cylinders may be used or made to revolve by clockwork.
The interior and exterior seats and flooring of vehicles are connected by
pillars or rods, so that any movement of the outer seats and flooring is
conveyed through the inner seats and flooring to the marker.
3201. R. B. Starr, London, “ Omnibuses.”—Dated 27th Noveimber, 1871.
This invention relates to a combination of arrangements by which all
omnibus passengers, whether for the interior or fur the roof, are automatically checked. All access to the roof front at the fore part of the
omnibus is cut off, no seat being reserved in front excepting for the
driver; the roof and floor are extended rearwards, so as to provide a
covered platform outside the usual doorway, and upon this platform are
placed turnstiles, one for ingress the other for egress, and all access to
the platform otherwise than through the entering turnstile is effectually
barred. The fans of the turnstiles are hinged, wy ey only to receive
impulsion from the passing passenger ; nearly half the space required
or ordinary turnstiles being thus economised. This improvement is
claimed for turnstiles wherever they may be placed.
3216. L. M. A. LepaGe, London, *‘ Propelling carriages and boats.”—Dated
28th November, 1871.
This invention relates to the propulsion of railway and other carriages
by the weight of the 1
gers, merchandise, or other load carried by
the same; and the said invention is designed to furnish a simple and
inexpensive motive furce which shall to a great extent supersede the use
of steain or horses for that a
To effect the object of this invention
he employs mechanism, which, in the arrangement and operation of its
parts, resembles clockwork, and wherein the weight acts on a chain
coiled on a barrel, which through intermediate gearing operates the
bearing wheels of the carriage.
3219. W. Austis aad H. D. Exxis, London, “ Blocks for paving.”—Dated
20th November, 13871.
Blocksof wood are fitted into asphalte bodies, the surfaces of both
being used for the traffic to passover. The asphalte may have calcareous
matters mixed with it.
3236. S. Rowers, Leadon, “ Sely-acting couplings.”—Dated 30th November,
71
S71.
In the centre of one end of the carriage or vehicle are bolted projecting
coupling links or eyes for the reception of two hooks at the centre of the
adjoining carriage or vehicle. These hooks are fixed on projecting
bearings containing pivots working in connection with two helical or
other springs. A bolt works backwards and forwards in the bearings by
means of a lever or levers, so as to leave the hooks free to be turned by
their springs or uncoupled, as required.
3238. T. Moy and R. E, Suiiy, London, “ Aévial navigation.”—Dated 30th
November, 1871.
The apparatus is lifted and propelled through the air by means of aéroplanes or extended surfaces mounted and driven in such a manner as to
cause such successive inclinations of their respective surfaces to the line
of onward motion that in their downward course they will be caused to
act upon the air so as both to raise and propel, while in their upward
course their under surfaces will be impinged upon by the air with only
a lifting tendency. The said inclination of the aéroplanes is controlled
and regulated by a fixed eccentric with an eccentric strap revolving
thereon and communicating with each aéroplane respectively.

THE ENGINEER.
3224. T. J. Satrru, London, “ Rifling the barrels of firearms, &c.”—A communication, —Dated 20th Nocember, 1s71.
This consists in forming the grooves of a barrel by the aid of a moulding
mandril introduced by force into the barrel, whfle the latter is softened
by heat, to which a rotating forward motion is imparted, so that the
™
bres are Pp d or repelled so as to form the grooves without
being cut or broken, as at present.
Class 7.—_FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Instruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, dc.
3210. M. A. Wier, London, * Means for sicing buttons, studs, dc.”—Dated
28th November, 1871.
This inventiun consists in forming buttons, studs, hooks and eyes, or
other fastenings, with a shank projecting from the back thereot, to be
passed through the fabric. On the end of the said shank is formed a
head called the shank-head, and between the fabric and the shank-head
is placed a retaining plate, which, while kept against the shauk-head by
the elasticity of the tabric or a spring, cannot be detached by
accident,
although it may readily be removed vy design, the shank, ceanbeed
and retaining plate being so constructed in relation to each other as to
secure this effect.
3214. E. 'T. HuGues, London, ‘ Pegged boots and shoes,”~-A communication,
—Dared 23th Novewber, 1871.
The whole apparatus is titted upon an iron table in an upright frame
containing the vearings of the working mechanism. ‘The shve vr boot is
fastened on a slide which can be moved horizontally to and fro; it is
then brought under the point of an awl, which after making a hole in the
sole is immediately raised up. A pey is then led over the hole so made,
and a hammer drives it in. The hammer is again raised, and the whole
operations are repeated, ‘The wood for making the pegs is in strips of
the iequired size, placed ina box on the machine, and each strip drawn
by revolving wheels on to a cutter which cuts off the pegs.
3220. J. V. D. Reep, London, ** Circular looms for weaving hats, &e.”—
Dated 28th Novewmber, 1871.
This invention relates to a patent granted to Alexander Melville Clark,
dated September 2nd, 1870, No. 2402, and is designed to enable the
loom therein deseri
tu manufacture «a number of articles consecutively, instead of requiring a fresh set of warp strands to be introduced each time an articie is made. For this purpose each warp carrier
has combined with it a yarn carrying spool, the “let out” mechanism
and spring to which the warp strands are attached described in the said
former patent being replaced by other mechanism having the same
object. Means are also provided tur removing the carriers trum the loom
when necessary.
7. 7. Tuomas, London, ‘ Stays and bodices.”—Dated 29th November,
STL.
This invention consists, First, in providing stays or bodices with an
ordinary stay busk in front, and with an opening close at the side of the
busk, the fastenings for closing the stay being fixed either on the side of
the busk itself or on a separate thin steel at the side of the busk, a simular
steel with fastenings being provided at the other side of the opening.
Secondly, this invention consists in strengthening busks for stays by
fixing tu the lower end thereof one or more pieces or plates of steel extending to any required distance up the busk, so as to render the busk
of gradually increasing elasticity from the lower end towards the upper
end. ‘Iwo such busks of a small width provided with fastenings are also
used in place of the ordinary steels with fastenings in bodices.

Class 8.-CHEMICAL.
Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
and Lighting Materials, Preparation and Preservation of Food,
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyewny, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
Glass, Pottery, Cement, Paint, Manures, de.
$192. J. HARGREAVES, Widnes, Lancashire, ** Treating dilute chlorine to
separate impurities therefrom.” —Dated 25th November, 1871.
This invention consists, First, the free hydrochloric or sulphuric acid
present is removed by lime and magnesia, and the chlorme freed from
acids allowed to pass forward, Secondly, an impure bleaching powder is
formed and afterwards decomposed by hydrochloric acid to liberate the
chlorine. Thirdly, the dilute chlorine is passed through a layer or
layers of binoxide of manganese to convert hydrochloric acid present
into chlorine.
no = R. Favieres, Paris, ‘‘ Preparing colours.”--Dated 29th Novemvy 871.
The invention consists in the employment of glycerine in lieu of oil,
honey, and other like substances now employed for preparing colours.
ee = Hopces, London, “ Purifying parayin.”—Duated 30th November,
Sil.
According to this invention crude paraftin is cast into cakes and
Class 3.—FABRICS.
allowed
cool slowly, to form into well-developed crystals. The cakes
Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with are then toplaced
on a bed of absorbent or porous material, and exposed to
Preparing, Manufacturing Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing a warm temperature.
The fluid and more easily melted portions then
Fabrics, &c.
flow out trom between the crystals of parattin and into and through the
$227. C. Gattanp, London, “ Leather cloth.”—A communication.—Dated absorbent or porous material, leaving the crystals of paratiin in a comparatively pure state.
20th November, 1871.
According to this invention leather cloth is manufactured applicable
for boots and shoes, harness, straps, or travelling bands, tarpaulin, and
other purposes to which leather is applicable. It is prepared by
Class 9.—ELECTRICITY. - None,
immersing cotton, linen, or woollen cloth in a hot solution of glue and
alum till it is thoroughly souked or saturated, after which it is dried in
warm air; but before it is quite dry it is brushed over with fine talc
Class 10,-MISCELLANEOUS.
powder te close up the minute pores and give a shine to the surface. To
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
render the material more pliable or supple for harness, driving reins, or
other uses, potato flour or other farinaceous substance may be added to 3191. W. TayLor, Ashton, Warwickshire, “‘Machinery for the manusacture
of cut nails and tacks.” —Dated 25th November, 1871.
the gine and alum.
This invention refers to the feeding of the nail plate or strip to the
3230. G. H. Nussey and W. B. Leacumay, Leeds, “‘ Pressing
felted fabrics.” cutters
of the nail or tack machine. Instead of turning over the nail
—Dated 29th November, 1871.
plate
it a backward and forward semi-rotation, or a semiThese are imyrovements on an invention patented Ist September, 1869, rotationby ingiving
opposite directions, as usual, this invention consists in turning
No, 2585. The rollers are of different sizes, the bottom rollers some- over
nail plate by giving it an intermittent rotary motion in the
times being covered with elastic substance. There is a carded instead of same thedirection.
1s effected by placmg on the nose end of the
a plain roller in front with a brake operated by springs or weights. feeding tube, downThis
which the nail plate is fed to the cutters, a ratchet
When necessary there is an additional small roller between each pair to
and providing the holder of the movable cutting tool with a pair
prevent the cloth from doubling. To raise the bottom rollers, the ofwheel,
arins engaging with the ratchet wheel, and being so situated
inventors employ levers actuated by screws; a stop motion prevents the thatspring
or are respectively on each side the said ratchet
rollers being brought too close together, or being separated tov far; a wheel.theyAs embrace
movable cutting tool rises one of the said spring arms
cuttling or rolling apparatus is used if required, for the cuttling there are gives to the the
wheel and feeding tube a quarter rotation, and as the
two arms. For rolling there is a cylinder with another roller underneath said cutting ratchet
tool descends the other spring arm gives to the ratchet
whereby it revolves; the material having been passed between the hot wheel and feeding
tube another quarter rotation, and thus turns over
and cold rollers is conducted on to the drum. In front of the carded the
plate. As the cutting tool
pletes its d
ding motion and
roller there are brushes for laying the nap uniformly and in one direction cuts nail
off a nail or tack blank from the end of the nail plate, the ratchet
previous to passing between the pressing rollers.
wheel
is
not
acted
upon
by
the
spring
arms,
and
the
feeding
and
3234. J. Woop, Manchester, ‘‘ Polishing yarn, &e.”—Dated 3)th November, nail plate are cunsequently at rest. By means of a guide plate tube
provided
1871.
with a spring fixed on the stationary cutter, that end of the nail plate
According to this invention the hank rollers are fitted to revolve on from
which
the
head
of
the
nail
or
tack
is
to
be
made
is
accurately
arms projecting from two swivelling pillars, the upper arm being held by adjusted on the stationary cutter and heads of very uniform size
two pairs of set screws,
1¢ lower arm slides up and down in aslot,
and is suspended by two links from two crank arms on a shaft. The obtained.
J. McCoot, Plumstead, Kent, “ Stopping holes in ships.”—-Dated 25th
shaft being rotated the lower roller is raised for filling and unfilling with 3193. November,
1871.
hanks. A notch wheel with a reversible pawl is used in lieu of a
has a threaded bolt jointed to its centre in such manner that it
ratchet wheel in the motion for tightening the hank, so that when canA bebarmade
to lie upon the bar or in a slot therein. The bar and bolt
the ratchet is revorsed the hanks are slackened by the same motion. are in this position
through the hole to be
The pedestals carrying the polishing wheel are fitted to slide in the stopped ; the bolt is then liftedfromby athewireinside
and drawn back through the
framing.
hole, the bar remaining outside. India-rubber and metal washers ure
then placed on the bolt within the vessel and screwed up tight by a nut.
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.— None.
The hole is thus stopped.
3195. T. ATKINSON, Lower Turnings, Strafun, Kildare, “ Treatment of
cattle.” —Dated 25th November, 1871.
Class 5.—BUILDING.
This invention cunsists of a liniment composed of three parts of
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes tincture
of iodine and two parts of spirit of
ia. This lini
t, if
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, dc.
applied externally to the throat and trachea or wind pipe, and also on the
8lys. J. L. Norton, London, ‘* Paving cattle sheds, dc.” —Dated 25th Novem- sides of the animal over the seat of the lungs, stops the progress of the
ber, 1871.
disease and effects a speedy cure.
This provisional specification describes forming inclines below the stalls
J. H. Jounson, London, ‘ Manufacture of iron and steel.”—A comof stables and such like to conduct the urine into pits, into which the 3196. munication.—Dated
25th November, 1871.
dung is alsotobe thrown; openwork pavements for covering over the
The
essential features of this invention are, First, a novel method of
inclines and pit and other surfaces are also described.
jee |iron and steel by melting it without the use of a bath.
3242. W. G. LankesterR, Southampton, ‘‘ Heating and ventilating houses, Secondly, a novel method of purif
iron by first puddling and then
dc.” —Dated 30th November, 1871.
melting it. ‘Thirdly, a novel method of treating a charge consisting only
Rectangular metallic water-tight pipes or chambers are employed of puddle ball or of wrought or steel scrap or of any or either of these
instead of the ordinary skirting of rooms or apartments, into which three without the use of a bath, and adding spiegel, manganese, or other
pipes or chambers, hot water, or steam, or hot air is admitted. Between equivalents
for the purpose of bringing the metal from a ‘‘ mushy ” state
the pipes or chambers and the external walls a space is left or formed to a fluid state.
which constitutes an air chamber, into which air is admitted from the 3197. J. Duncan and R. A. Ropertson, Victoria Docks, London,
outer at phere by any suitable means.
ae for reburning animal charcoal.”—Dated 25th November,
1871.
This invention consists in placing chambers or boxes over the mouths
Class 6.—FIRE-ARMS,
or retorts for the purpose of collecting the vapours evolved
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, In- offromthethepipes
charcoal during the processof reburning. Also in making the
struments of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
upper ends of the vertical retorts or pipes rectangular so as to fill the
3218. T. J. Surrn, London, “ Revolvers.”"—A comiuunication.—Dated 28th entire area of the box or chamber, and obviate the necessity for using
steadying and covering plates. Also in placing a rod or stirrer over or in
is cons’ ounsiste,rst, First, 1in a new manner of
Tits
of o openingng and elclosingth¢ loading the mouth of each retort
or pipe to assist
the escape of the vapour. Also
, or rising
hamber ; 8
dl , inan i Pp d actionof the hammer; and Thirdly, in the use of oscillating or
in improved mechanism for connecting the nut of the principal hammer discharge mouth of each retort or pipe for facilita’
to the revolver,
either at long or short intervals, thus dispensing with the usual slides.

ween a

JunE 14, 1872.
3199. C. TovaiLioyn, Paris, “ Ivon or cast iron bars."—A comiunication.—
ed 25th November, 1871.
This invention relates to improvements in iron or cast iron bars, and
consists of the casting of the said bars into the shapeof an arc of a circle,
their central part being solid with projecting flyers.
3200. E. Grecory, Limehouse, ‘‘ Apparatus for improving the condition of
ales.” —Dated 27th November, 1371.
The chief features of novelty which constitute this invention are that
a chamber, somewhat of a funnel shape by preference,
across it at
its upper parts arms forming bearings for a vertically sliding plunger
» cal
a plunger which will close or open the lower end of funnelshaped c! ber. The rod when pushed down may be returned by the
action of a coiled spring when it is desired to close the chamber. The
chamber thus constructed has at its narrowed or reduced end packing
rings, so as to fit tightly in the bung-hole of cask. Ale is placed in the
chamber, and the matter rising from fermentation in the cask will
r se into the chamber and displace the ale, which, as it is displaced, will
enter the cask.
, ,
3202. J. M. ALLAN, London, “‘ Coating or enamelling surfaces with vitreous
substances, dc. "—Dated 27th November, 1871.
This
y in coating surfaces with vitreous,
resinous, and other substances by causing such substances, when in the
form of powder, to be propelled by currents produced by a series of bluw
pipe jets on to the surface to be coated, while at the same time the heat
of such blow pipe jets effects the melting of the vitreous or other substance, and the heating of the surface to be covered, so as to produce a
uniform and adhering enamel or coating of the melted substance on such
surface. For this pu
an ap tus is employed consisting of two
chambers or tubes tixed together, into one of which air under pressure is
forced, while
bustible gas is introduced
into the other ;both tubes ur
chambers are provided with one or more rows of nozzles for the issue uf
theairand gas, thenozzleof the air tube being made to pass through those
of the gas tube. Above the blow pipe jets is fixed a box containing the
powdered substance for forming the coating or enamel, and the powder,
peing made to descend from such box in a regulated stream, is caught
up by the blow pipe jets, and propelled thereby against the surface tu be
coated. The blow pipe apparatus is also employed for fusing a coating
previously applied to the surface in the form of a fluid or paste. For
coating the interior of pipes according to this method, the apparatus 1s
constructed with the air tube inside the gas tube, rows of blow pipe
nozzles being made to project in radial directions all round the twu
tubes.
3203. H. Geerinc and 8, Tipmarsn, Birmingham, ‘ Joints of metallic bedsteads.”’— Dated 27th November, 1371.
The novelty of this invention relates to the joints of metallic bedsteads
and other like articles, and consists in dividing the ends of the sides of
the angle rails, and bending the said freed parts into a curve or circle,
which curved or circular part of the rail fits into a corresponding shaped
part cast or formed in the joint of the post or leg, by which means the
necessity of two castings is avoided and cost greatly economised.
3205. M. Witson, London, ‘* Furnaces* for melting irvon.”—Dated 27th
November, 1871.
This invention relates to a furnace, so constructed that large and heavy
masses of iron may be placed in it and reduced for recasting. The tup of
the furnace is provided with a hued, which, when the furnace is tu be
charged, is removed therefrom by a crane. Upon the bottom of the furnace are p)
two rests or bearing pieces. The weight of the iron is
supported by the said rests, so that the coal will not be displaced. ‘he
bottom of the furnace consists of hinged plates which may be opened for
obtaining access to the bottom of the furnace.
3026. W. O. Watprook, London, * Printers’ yuoins.”—Dated 27th November, 1871.
This relates to the construction and employment of screw or eccentrically worked quoins for locking up type in chases or frames,
3208. W. AnveRson, Bramley, Surrey, “ Needles to be used in sewing
machines.” —Dated 28th November, 1371.
A slit is formed in the needle, either above or below, or on a level with
the eye, and on the side of the needle opposite to the advancing work, in
order to facilitate the threading while the needle is in the machine, and
to obviate the ordinary tendency of the thread to pass out of the needle
when the tension on it is lessened.
3211. T. ENaxisn, Dulwich, “ Screw bolts and nuts.”—Dated 28th Norember
1871.
This invention has for its object to reduce the liability of screw bolts
with cylindrical shanks and sunk or ‘‘minus” threads to break in the
screw thread when subjected to a longitudinal tensile stress, and consists
in forming bolts with the depth of the screw thread gradually diminished
or with the diameter of the bolt at the bottom of the screw thread
gradually increased towards the direction from which the tensile stress 1s
applied to the part in question of the bolt, until the diameter of the bolt
at the bottom of the th
is the same as in the shank, the diameter of
the bolt over the top of the thread, however, remaining the same throughout in either case. If the depth of the thread in the bolt is diminixhed,
the interior diameter of the nut over the top of the thread is gradually
increased, so as to fit the thread of the bolt, and if the diameter of the
bolt at the bottom of the thread is increased the top of the thread iu the
nut is cut away, so as in this case also to fit the bolt.
3213. J. Paterson, Edinburgh, “ Capsuling bottles aad other vessels.” —-Duted
28th November, 1871.
This mechanism consists of an elastic chamber of sufficient capacity ut
the interior to receive the neck or stoppered portion of a bottle or other
vessel upon which a a is to be fixed. This chamber is acted upon,
on the outside, by fluid or mechanical pressure.
3217. W. R. Lake, London, “ Lamps.”"—A communication.—Dated 28th
November, 1871.
The inventor makes the glass which surrounds and protects the light
or flame in one single piece. The said glass is pear-shaped or oval, and
is open at the top and bottom, the top being provided with a suitable
chimney. The lower part of the glass encircles the burner, and the upper
part forms a dome above the same. At the part where the dome merges
into the lower part, the glass has a flange or rim by which it is suspended. He peeves his improved lamps with reflectors, either cuncave
or convex. The surface of these retlectors is formed by enamelling them.
3221. J. R. Martin, Deptford, “Cutting wood and reducing the same to
polp.”—Dated 29th November 1871.
For cutting up aud separating the fibres of the wood, cutters are set
horizontally in a disc, which rutates on a vertical axis. The cutters
gradually increase in thickness from the cutting edge, and are twisted at
their end, so that as the timber travels past and under them they cut off
shavings, which by coming against the elevated portion of the cutters
have their fibres separated. It is preferred to arrange two or more cutter
heads one behind anuther To reduce the separated fibres to pulp they
are received in a long cradle or perforated frame of semi-cylindricat furm,
which, when filled, is placed in a horizontal cylindrical boiler, onc end of
which is removable, as usual. After the fibres have been in the boiler
the requisite time, together with water and the necessary chemicals, the
mass is agitated. The agitator, is so arranged and fitted that it can be
lifted clear of the cradle when the latter has to be introduced or withdrawn, and the agitator aris are for the same purpose jointed, so as to
roll up out of the way when the rotation of the agitator shaft is reversed.
$226. J. CrossLey, St. Helens, Lancashire, “ Kilns for annealing plate yluss.”’
Dated 29th November, 1871.
According to this provisional specification the kilus are heated by
means of at a distance. The gas is admitted into the
chamber or y of the kiln, and is there burned.
3228. W. E. Newton, London, *‘ Generating heat."—A communication.—
Dated 29th November, 1871.
The fuel to be consumed is reduced to a finely divided state, and is
placed in a hopper, from which it is discharged in a constant and uniform
manner by means of an archimedian screw or other feeding device into a
vertical chamber containing hot air, whereby the solid fuel is converted
into combustible gases.
3231. J. DUNBAR,|Glasgow, N.B., ‘‘ Screwed bushes for the bungholes of casks.”
—Dated 29th Nocember, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the forming
of the screw threads of the
flat or nearly so i
of curved as
hitherto, Also the s:
form of instrument for tixing and withdrawing
the bushes, which instrument consists of two eccentric discs, one movable
and the other fixed upon a shaft, and the loose one being operated by a
lever so as to seize the bush firmly at any desired position.
3232. R. A. Rosertson, London, “ Bvaporating liquids.”—Dated 2th
November, 1871.
ay invention sagen in combining an igoye or steam jet|
exhauster
an evapora’
vessel or sugar pan for exhausting
same in
substitution for the air pumps hitherto employed. Also in utilising
the heat of the combined stream or steam, air, and vapour, after leaving
the exhauster
by causing it to pass through
a coil of tubes in the same
eva
or into one or more of a series of pans. Also
in combining a condenser with the evaporating vessel and steam jet exhauster,
so that the steam or vapourof evaporation may be whollyor partially
di
‘ore hing the exhauster, whilst the heat of the acting
jet is utilised for the purposes of heating or evaporation.
ey 6 oar Stockholm, “ Disinfecting, d:c.”—Dated 29th Novem
v; eke
;
The apparatus for disinf
and collecting foecal matters,
or refuse, maybe of aay coca size or formation. The reservoir for
the
matters contains a movable
or strainer, on which said matters are
The ma
fected are received in a basin or other shaped funnel, and geek
is
means underneath the tray or strainer. From the bottom ¢ frision oft
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reservoir they then rise, by reason of the flow pressure, through the
strainer, and are passed away in a disinfected state by a shoct or sprout
near the top of the reservoir.
3237. W. Bonp and J, Foster, Preston, ‘‘ Printing machines.”—Dated 30th
November, 1871.
This invention is an improvement of a patent taken out by the same
parties, as set forth, the novelty of which is that it provides for printing
sheets of any size with equal facility to the before mentioned patent by
means of a series of endless tapes carried round the various cylinders by
which such sheets are carried forward.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE PIG IRON TRADE : Shipments—THE MALLEABLE IRON TRADE—
OPENING UP OF NEW MINERAL FIELDS— MEssks. DENNY’s NEW
ENGINEERING WORKS AND CONTRACTS—-THE PROPOSED SUBWAY
UNDER THE CLYDE—THE Hyve Park Locomotive Works—THE
NEW DANKS COMPANY,
THE tendency of the Glasgow pig iron market is still upwards, a
substantial, and it is ex
permanent advance having taken
place since the date of our last report. At this day’s (Wednesday)
market a good business was done at {7s. 3d. to 97s. 6d. cash in a
few days ; sellers, 97s. 6d.; buyers, 97s. 5d. Makers are careless
about sales in the meanwhile, eir
hands being alreadyso full, and
holders are likewise indisposed to sell except at an advance on
present rates, The general belief is that another week will see
warrants up at 100s., a point they have not touched for a period
of fully forty years. Thedemand on foreign account is as strong
as ever. Home consumers are likewise in the market, and complain that their requirements can hardly be met.
The shipments for the past week are represented by 12,757 tons
foreign and 6376 tons coastwise, being a total of 20,133 tons, as
compared with 16,115 tons for the corresponding period of last
year. In the imports of Middlesbrough pig iron into Grangemouth there is a decrease on the week of 120 tons, as compared
with the same period of last year.
Malleable iron has not assumed any new phase since the
date of our report last week. Manufacturers appear to be a good
deal concerned about the company that has just been started to work
the Danks’ ae furnace, and it is expected that most of the
principal works wil ultimately go in for the rotary puddling furnace,
Mr. rps of the Clyde Ironworks, is opening up several new
mineral fields. One of these is situated at Robroyston, on the
line of the Caledonian Railway, where he has sunk two pits to the
depth of 120 fathoms, and is now engaged in sinking a third. At
Cardonald, on the Glasgow and Paisley joint line, where he has a
lease of 400 to 500 acres, the same oui is also developing a
rich supply of minerals, one pit having been already sunk to the
depth of 45 fathoms ; and at High Blantyre, near Hamilton, he is
working other two pits that have recently beensunk. At Hallside,
on the Duke of Hamilton’s estate, nearly opposite the Clyde Ironworks, Mr, Dunlop has sunk another pit, so that he is likely to
have an ample supply of minerals for many years tocome. The
Calder and Govan Ironworks, and the Shott’s Ironworks, have also
had their supplies of minerals supplemented recently by the
opening up of new fiel:
Messrs. W. Denny and Brothers, of Dumbarton, have recently
had to extend their works so as to afford greater scope for their
augmented business. Their yard at the confluence of the Severn
with the Clyde is one of the largest and most handsome in regard
to its appointments to be found in the west of Scotland ; and the
new engine works, about a mile from the shipyard, have a fittingshop that may be called a model of its kind. The total length of
the latter building is 280ft., its breadth being upwards of 100ft.
The roof is divided into two spans, underneath one of which the
building is open from end to end, while the other covers several
small fitting and turning shops. The most notable feature of
the building is the immense flood of light admitted from the roof,
in which there are no less than eighteen tons of glass, The firm
have now on hand a larger tonnage than they ever had before,
some of their vessels being about 4000 tons. The four vessels they
have on hand for the Peninsular and Oriental Company will cost
fully half a million of money.
There is no prospect as yet of the proposed subway under the
Clyde opposite to Broomielaw being carried out by the Clyde
trustees ; and if it is to be undertaken at all it will probably be
due to private enterprise. Mr. James Deas, the engineer to the
trust has already prepared suitable plans and laid them before
the trustees, but the latter have quite enough work on their
hands in the meantime—work invol
an outlay of upwards of a
million sterling, and which will probably take ten or twelve years
to complete, Some time ago Messrs. Starry and Smith, civil
engineers, Glasgow, prepared a plan, which
feasible and
comparatively inexpensive, for the tunnelling the river, and it
only remains for some energetic parties, with the consent of the
trustees, to take up and carry it out. Their plans provide for the
dation of both
ger and carriage traffic, and railway
traffic besides, if the latter should be deemed desirable. Two iron
tubes are proposed to be laid at a proper distance from each other
under the bed of the river, the one being for the north and the
other for the south traffic. Each tube would be provided with a
footway for passengers, in addition to a roadway for carriage traffic
and a footpath for the men in charge of the latter on the opposite
side from the poner footway. They propose that the
approaches should be brickwork and masonry partly in tunnel and
partly in open way, and aad gr provide for the tunnel opening
upon the ordinary street level, a little way up Finnieston-street
on the north and opposite Rutland-crescent on the south side. At
present the only means of communication between the two sides of
the river below Jamaica Bridge is that of ferry boats, and the
latter yield such a large revenue that the proposed tunnel would
inevitably turn out a good speculation.
At the Hyde Park Locomotive Works, Glasgow, there is at
present an abnormal activity consequent upon the numerous and
heavy orders that have recently come to hand. Messrs. Neilson
wnt Goahgtin have locomotives on hand for both home and foreign
railways.
eir average production for the last few years has
been equal to 100 locomotives per annum, and among the engines
now on hand there are some for the Italian Government, and for
the Indian railways. For the Midland, and London and NorthWestern companies this firm also do a large amount of work.
Besides 9ft. passen;
engines they have recently turned out
skating engines for the Baltic trade, eight-wheeled tank engines,
and large wheeled engi
for express purposes. For the Metropolitan Underground Railway they have ye oo engines with
radial axle-box wheels, the introduction of which has so greatly
facilitated the easy rounding of the sharpest curves. It may be
added that this firm have built upwards of 1700 locomotives of all
kinds since they commenced operations.
One of the most promising undertakings that was ever projected in Scotland has been launched successfully since the date of
my last re}
It is the Omoa and Cleland Iron and Coal Company (Limited), with a capital of £200,000, promoted for the purposes of a
‘the properties of Messrs, John Ferguson and
yen ray collieries of which yield even at present a profit of
46000 to £7000 per annum, and erecting malleable ironworks on
Danks’ system of puddling, with “ey? mills capable of producing
400 tons of finished iron per week.
is is the first attempt to
introduce the Danks patent to Scotland, and on that account the
company have been enabled to make advantageous terms with the
patentee. Pons ih entpenty gocpend to be acquired the compan peed ay gre ly of
uate to all the req
of the
for
tend from the projected works will be not less than 20
cent.
The
forstockforthis venture hassofarexceeded expec.
tations that the list will be closed earlier than was origi
con-
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enough materials. This difficulty is now so great that
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES | getting
turnaces that would, under ordinary ci
have by this
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND time been at work again after the preparations that were made
ey een to this end, are still kept inoperative. We have 166
OTHER DISTRICTS.
a —S—s South StaffordshireLy of these 104 only are in
(From our own Correspondent. )
t. In thi
we occupy abouta proportionate
ition
DEARNESS OF ALL QUALITIES OF IRON: Quotations of finished to that now
by South Wales, aun out of 188 fepenes
and pig—MINERALS—THE IRONMASTERS AND THEIR MEN—THE built 120 are in blast. The other old blast furnace district shows
ConcILIaATION Boarp: Important meeting yesterday, what uas up slightly better. We speak of Scotland. There out of 154 furdone—WHAT WAS SAID ON BIRMINGHAM "CHANGE ABOUT THE naces built 130 are in blast. However much effort may be made
CONCILIATION ARRANGEMENT—
THE DEFICIENT SUPPLY OF PIG to increase the output in all these districts severally, it is indisIRON : As to the future--THE OUTPUT OF THE BLAST FURNACES putable that a considerable percentage of the furnaces now silent
HERE --BLAST FURNACE ARRANGEMENTS — PROFESSOR RAMSAY will ever remain so.
jis comes
t by reason not only of the
AND THE COAL UNDER THE New RED AND THE PeeMeaw: His decreasing supply of the mineral requirements, but also because of
addiess at Dudley—CoNTINUED LARGE EXPORTS OF IRON AND }the greater -knowledge that now generally prevails as to the
STEEL: The Government returns —OUR TRADE IN MACHINERY requisites to a
ful y
tion of the business of iron
AND MILLWORK—HOoW THE GENERAL TRADES ARE AFFECTED BY smelting.
ADVANCING PRICES: Foreign and home advices — WORKMEN'S
The
mineralogical
chemist
has
been
at work in recent years, and
Movements : Higher wages to the railway rolling-stoch operatives. he has been efficiently aided by the machinist
and the engineer.
Hence
the
pr
of
facture
which
were reguNEARLY all qualities of iron are dearer this week than last. The lated pretty much by the rule of thumb, haveheretofore
got into disuetude.
demand for
is not so large as could be wished, nor are mer- Whilst, therefore, a few furnaces here of the old
style
being
chant bars, other than those possessing two or three special adapted to modern uses, by being increased in height, inare having
brands, in great request. In truth, there would be no difficulty new linings put in, and by the adaptation to them of one or other
in getting second qualities at £1 under the highest quotations, of the systems in vogue for utilising the gases in the heating of the
and buyers of considerable quantities are still securing deliveries blast, still it would be more profitable in the majority of instanees
at quite 30s, under. Rods are in active demand as well for wire in which furnaces have been a long time out to build altogether
purposes, and the best Shropshire qualities of the latter are un- afresh, rather than to re-adapt. Here and there this building
flinching at the very high quotations recently given. There the anew has taken place in the past year or two, but the instances
plates, however, and the sheets of nearly all the gauges, and the
exception to the rule.
angle bars, and all other descriptions of iron used in riveting, or areThethe project
as to the Huntington estate should receive much
in stamping, moulding, and galvanising
are in most press- impetus from the
positive opinion expressed on Tuesday by Proing demand. Very heavy prices would
given by manufac- fessor Ramsay, who
enunciated his decided conviction that
turers of goods of this class if they could get prompt deliveries. valuable
coal
exists
beneath the whole of the tract, and his views
Generally quotations relate only to iron of a reliable quality. in respect of the north-west
of Cannock Chase are confirmed by
Such iron may be obtained :—Rods, £12 10s. to £13; merchant the evid
that
y the new explorations that are now
bars, £13 to £14; hoops, £13 5s, to £14 10s.; strips for gas and in progress there.
The
owners
the country between the old
locomotive purposes, £15 to £19; nail sheets, £15 6s,; Russian South Staffordshire field and the ofShropshire
field may well attach
roofing sheets, £17 to £20; best charcoal singles, £24 to £26; additional
value
to
their
property
after
what the professor has
plates, £16 to £17 ; small rounds and squares, from £17 to £18, said. For some time past certain of the landed
about
Both small rounds and squares are all in better proportional de- Uttoxeter also have believed that coal lay beneathproprietors
the surface of
mand than bars, though they usually run together.
estates. They may now take it as certain that tris is so.
Pigs are still much sought after, when they can be obtained at their
localities about Birmingham, known, for instance,
all, in favour of the
aser. Cinder qualities are still quoted Ketter still, theCastle
Bromwich, Water Orton, and the whole of
at the high figure of five guineas, from which price they range asthatCloeshill,
neighbourhood,
may now be safely mined for coal, which is
down to a little under £1 less, standing at say £4 12s. 6d. Oolites
are £5 dearer than the best cinders, and are not to be had of any tolerably certain to be found there at a remarkable depth.
All
these
considerations
contribute to induce a tone of much
reliable quality at under five guineas, The produce of the furnace
in the northern principality are from £6 to £6 10s. The best hot cheerful confidence in respect of the future of this district, whose
mineral
resources
are
still
undoubtedly
vast, and whose manufacblast of our own neighbourh
are firm at £7; but second
qualities may be had from 12s. 6d. to 16s. under that turing appliances are rapidly extending.
Our iron and steel exports again show a large increase for the
price; whilst cold blast are strong at £7 lis. to £8 All
these quotations must be regarded more as approximate than real, a month, and the five months, not only in value, which might
expected from the enormous rise in the value of iron, but also
inasmuch as producers have little or no iron to sell. Certain of
them say so when they are asked, and only give a quotation as in quantity. The totals of value are for the month £3,460,493,
that which they should sell at if they had the article to exchange as against £2 782,973, being an increase of £677,520, or more than
20 per cent. over May, 1871, and for the five months £12,841,459,
for the money.
as against £9,209,245, being an increase of £3,612,214, or nearly 40
The market is rising so rapidly that everyone who is getti
anything to dispose of holds back as long as possible, to avai per cent. over the corresponding period of last year. In quantities
the totals are for the month of May 357,482 tons, as against
himself of the highest quotations.
Nor is any different course being pursued in respect of minerals 350,786 last year, and 1,355,549 tons for the five months, as comand fuel. The future prices of these will be so much affected by pared with 1,126,323 tons last year. The increase this month is
the wages which will have to be given to the miners a few weeks specially noticeable in pig iron, which, as will be seen below,
hence, that no mine proprietor can quote with certainty as to the more than doubles the value of the corresponding month last year,
future. The market is manifestly preparing itself for a range of owing chiefly to greatly increased consignments to Germany,
prices, after July has opened, that we far in excess of any- Holland, France, and the United States. In railroad iron there 1s
thing that has hitherto distinguished the British iron trade. a falling off for the month of £60,151, or more than 6 per cent., due
Again negotiations are being conducted between masters and men chiefly to a temporary falling off in the shipments to Russia and
of the most delicate kind, and which require a large amount of the United States, but Brazil, Peru, and British North America
prudence and wisdom and mutual confidence to bring about a figure in the account for an increase. For five months the comsolution that shall cement the very gratifying tone of the relation- parison in railroad iron is very favourable, £3,544, 487, as compared
ship that has existed now for several months past between the with £2,910,175 last year. It will be remembered that the chief
ironmasters and their operatives. The men who are
jes to item of increase under this head last month was the United
the Conciliation Board arrangements deserve great credit for the States, which will help to explain the decline in the same item
way in which they have comported themselves, and it is in every this month. In bar, angle, bolt, and rod iron the increase for the
way te be desired that the future may be as gratifying as the month is £15,472, and for the five months £340,772, due chiefly to
the United States, Australia, and British North America. In
recent past,
Yesterday (Wednesday) at the fourth sitting of the Conciliation iron and steel ware the income is £24,401 for the month, and
Board in Wolverhampton the business was so conducted as to give £87,389 for the five months. In hoops, sheets, &c., there is an
promise that the future may not be less satisfactory than the increase of £42,346 for the month, and £334,717 for the five
past during the existence of the board. Mr. Barker, the chairman months.
In machinery and mill work there is a marked advance, due
of the Ir
ters’ A
iation, again presided with excellent
tact. Departing from the precedent that had hitherto made chiefly to France, Holland, Belgium, and Germany. The totals
marked merchant bars the standard of prices, the men required are in steam engines, £217,112, as against £194,808 for the month,
that the basis should be bars of all qualities and all sizes. _ This and £976,651, compared with £722,974 for the five months, In
was asking the masters for too much. Acting, however, upon the other descriptions the totals are £525,599, as compared with
suggestion of the chairman, who urged that both sides should be £387,604 for the month, and £1,871,893, against £1,092,101 for the
prepared to concede points for the mutual
, the arrangement five months.
The merchants in Birmingham and the surrounding townshi
come to was that all bars but charcoal from 4in. to 4in. rounds and
squares, and lin. to 6in. flats, should be standard. A sworn who do business on foreign account continue to receive valuable
advices
from nearly all the markets, as well in Southern as in
accountant (Mr. B. Smith, of Wolverhampton) will ascertain what
lonies, and from
has been the average net price per ton obtained by twelve firms Northern Europe, from our own Antipod
British
Canada
and the United States, The reduced tariff which
for these bars during April, May, and June, and according as the
average is pounds per ton, so the wages of the puddler will be will come into a gaa in America on the lst August, by which
shillings and one shilling more. The wages of the millmen and all metals and their manufactures, except iron wire, watches, and
jewellery, are to be admitted at a reduction of 10 per cent., and
the blast furnace men will rise in the same proportion.
The result of the Conciliation Conference yesterday in Wolver- tin-plates at a reduction of 15 per cent., is stimulating not only
hampton was much discussed this afternoon, The view mostly the demand for iron by American customers, but is also leading to
ct of nearly all the goods contementertained was that the masters did wisely in meeting the men an enlarged business in
to the extent of allowing the basis of wages to be regulated by all plated in the reduction. Valuable orders have already been sent
qualities of bars within the prescribed limits, although in doing so across; and enterprising manufacturers and merchants are stimuthey established a new ese my So many orders have during the lated to greater energy with a view to the extending of their conuarter been under execution at old prices under old contracts, nection with the different United States markets,
The home trade is much more affected than the foreign by the
that it is doubtful if the great body of the men would have been
satisfied with the wages to which, if merchant bars only had ruled the prevailing high quotations, Travellers find great difkeul’y in
compact, they would have became entitled. For a disagreement inducing shopkeepers to believe that it will be to their advantage
to have arisen would not only have jeopardised the conciliation to purchase even at the present high range. Ironmongers and
ibility of the continumovement altogether, it would have thrown the whole trade into others do not generally believe in the
disorder at a juncture when it would be most important that ance even of present quotations, toee:Fyoo in a further advance.
everything should goon smoothly. The best results are therefore Their customers will not purchase to meet beyond the barest posanticipated from the conference, which had been looked forward sible necessities, and the ee of the building trades are by
no means encouraging.
ence they will order scarcely anything
to with great interest.
Consumers of pig iron in this district were to-day complaining from a traveller, pom aM themselves to buying by correspondence
ver.much of the insufficient quantity alone to be obtained, not- in small quantities. Almost every week, however, puts them in
withstanding that their fuel and labour difficulties prevent them a worse position than they were before. Nearly all the sheet iron
from producing more than an ave
quantity of finished iron. goods in the past few days, owing to the continued upward moveHow far this will be remedied by and by remains to be seen. The ment in the ironmasters’ quotations for sheets, have been
iy pg ieag ae in — ay een will have to
mills and forges
here are largely indebted at p
t, as,indeed gp
supplied at very
res. To-day
ursday) japanned
are also many of the foundry pits, for supplies, to the iron smelted
five per cent.
i in recent
in the great furnaces,
in what, forsta ical purposes, istermed goods wane further advanced
the Cleveland district.’ Consumers out of the North have been advances up to an aggregate rise of twenty per cent.
less favourably circumstanced in respect of the supply from that
Whilst manufacturers of hardware goods are not backward to
source with the increasing output. It is therefore to be inferred advance their quetations as the result of the higher value of the
that matters will not improve when the production of pig iron in metals used in their
uction, the
en on their
are
e North is larger than even now. That it will go on
i
alive to the claims
have for a participationin the great im
people associated with the indusis certain. pew Rave Se thirteen pare Sananeg aeSnse < provement in trade.
are so
assuming
these ma;
a
vemon
tries of the hardware class proper are not they alone who compel
hence, the same progressive output as is con ue will continue attention jto their claims. The Oldbury, the Metropolitan, and
up to that time.
the Britannia ‘Railway Carriage and Rolling Stock companies
Whatever may be the effect. of the validity or otherwise of had to give their men the 10 per cent. advance for which they
Mr. Danks’ patent, his machinery will be brought into use in this gave notice. The higher scale will come into operation on the
tives
country first and most extensively in the North. This will lead to lst of August, which is one month later than the o
the consumption on a more rapid scale than heretofore of the desired. “The masters tried to make it two months, but ultiduce of the
Clev land furnaces. These considerations
all point mately
met the men half way, and
tives
have received
to the maintenance of hi
ices in this district so long as the the concession with a public vote of
to
i
altogether
dead e ang
he
n at a
on
since
the demand for
product so
received ;but the amongst the Birmingham riveters, and the colliery engineincrease has not been commensurate
with the requirements of| minders and the miners in South Staffordshire are again
consumers. This has arisen out of the diffieulty experienced in evidencing unrest,
THE
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AND THE ADJOINING. COUNTIES.
THE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
(From our own Correspondent.)
EQUALISATION OF COLLIERS’ WAGES AT PLYMOUTH, CYFARTHFA, THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: The market: The labour question
AND DowLAIs WoRKS—BOILER EXPLOSION AT
ARRAN :
—THE CLEVELAND IRONSTONE MINERS—THE DEATH OF MR.
Fortunate escape of the clerks—TRADE AT THE LEADING IRONGurney PgeasE—THE Scorswoop, NEWBURN, AND WYLAM
works: Iron advanced one hundred per cent.: An ironmaster’s
COAL AND COKE TRADES—PRICES,
opinion of the nine hours system—FoRGE OPENED AT LLWYDARTH THERaILWAY—THE
iron trade continues in a satisf
ition.
Tin WorRKS—GOOD EXAMPLE SHOWN AT OAKWOOD COLLIERY— Many Cleveland
of
the
pig
iron
makers have their order books
‘or 1873,
PROSPERITY IN THE SOUTH WALES COAL-FIELD: Improved con- and there are numerous
inquiries
for
delivery
even
after
that
nection between the Aberdare and Merthyr collieries and Newport date. Indeed, considering the demand there is for iron, it is diffiMon.—THE MONMOUTHSHIRE RAILWAYS: Agitation for another cult to form an idea when the pig makers will be in advance of
advance of wages—GENERAL UNION AMONGST COLLIERS—EXPLO- their orders,
SION IN THE ForREST OF DEAN—ACCIDENT AT NEWPORT—IRON
There was a fair attendance on ’Change at Middlesbrough on
ORE IMPORTS— MONTHLY SUMMARY OF EXPORTS.
Tuesday. Iron of all kinds was in request. No, 3 was again
THE equalisation of colliers’ wages in the district, and the bringing quoted 102s, 6d. per ton, and the other qualities at proportionate
of the rates paid for coal work in connection with the ironworks rates. Finished iron was sold at remunerative prices. There is
to correspond with those paid to the sea-coal men, is a subject a large number of rail orders in hand, and the prospects are ennow under consideration at the leading ironworks. At Dowlais, ee
The bar trade is good, and there is still an excellent
I hear, the men of the Vochriw pits are under notice, and it is demand for plates and angle iron.
understood this is a preliminary. With Plymouth Works the
The blast furnacemen on Teesside are very unsettled. They
assimilation of wages
on the 3rd, and at Cyfarthfa it is want an advance in their wages, and it is believed they are organisunderstood the same course is ae pone, The tendency of ing with a view to taking united action in the matter’ Some of the
this cannot but be productive of g:
It will end the constant masters who have had a
+ deal of trouble in obtaining matecomplainings one hears with the ironwork colliers, and secure rials, and who have previously oy
inconvenience by the
ironmasters a fuller supply of labour. Plymouth Works, after irregularities of their workmen, declare that with the contracts
the recent mishap in the mills, are going on vigorously, chiefly they have on hand they cannot pay more wages, and that if any
employed on American rails. At Penydarran the energetic pro- united action of the men is taken they will endeavour to get the
gress so visible of late came to a sudden halt by the disastrous whole of the ironmasters to agree to a general lock out. They
explosion of one of the boilers. The boiler in question was the contend that this step should be taken,
use not only are the
outward one in a range of three, and had been in its position for men unreasonable in their demands and their behaviour, but the
upwards of twenty years. From the time when Mr. Forman coalowners have put the coal and coke trades into such an artidiscontinued the works, until they were taken by Mr. ficial state, that nothing but a sudden stoppage of the ironworks
Fothergill, the boilers were disused, but on the reopening of the would change it into a fair business condition.
works every care was taken in testing them, but Ido not know
On Monday the Cleveland ironstone miners are to have a great
whether the hydraulic test was egutiel. On Friday the engineer mass meeting, but as the advance of 2d. per ton was granted to
heard a peculiar noise, and at once went to the taps, and, having them they cannot have any fault to find with their employers.
seen that all was right, left the spot. He had scarcely, however, Probably the meeting will, now that the men have obtained all
reached a few henteed ards distance when the boiler exploded. they asked of the masters, resolve itself into one for the furtherThe huge cylinder was lifted completely out of its bed, broken ance of trades unionism.
short along the line of rivets about two yards from the front end,
A mass meeting of coal miners is to be held at Durham, and it
and deposited upon a heap of débris caused by its own upheaval. is apprehended they intend asking for more wages.
Both ends were blown to fragments, and carried far away. The
I notice that Mr. Gurney Pease, the fourth surviving son of the
inner tube—about 3ft. in diameter—was broken up, with the ex- late Mr. — Pease, who died a few months ago, is dead. The
ception of about 16ft. of one end, and that was hurled fully 100ft. deceased gentleman was brother to the member for South Durham,
in the air. On its descent it smashed through the roof of the and was a partner in the collieries, iron mines, and other great
office, and had not the clerks hurriedly made their escape a industrial concerns in which the Messrs. Pease are interested in
lamentable loss of life must have happened. Seven or pe ne - the North of England. Mr. Pease ,had been ailing for some time.
sons were injured by the explosion, but no death is recorded. He died at Malvern on Monday.
The boilers were worked generally at a pressure of 501b. Dowlais
Last week the first general
ting of the Scot:
d, Newburn,
Works still continues a large make of American rails, Cyfarthfa and Wylam Railway and Dock Company was held at Newcastle.
has been occupied with rails for New York and bars for Mr. C, U. Laws read the report, which stated that the formation
Naples. Rhymney exported this week a large cargo of rails to of the docks at Scotswood should be postponed until the deepening
New Orleans, and one of the chief consignments of rails from the of the river above
e Bridge is further advanced, the transAberdare Company was 800 rails to the Southern States.
mission of the min
and goods from Scotswood to a place of
I have also to report Ebbw Vale, Nantyglo, and Tredegar Works shipment being obtained in the meantime by means of the
in full blast, and favourable reports reach us from Llandaff, North Eastern Railway. The di
rs have endeavoured to
Morriston, and Briton Ferry. The Hirwain Works are progressing negotiate with the various owners, lessees, and occupiers of land
favourably. All the ironmasters agree in their satisfaction for the acquisition of the portions required for the construction
with the existing condition of trade. One also largely engaged of the line, and they have succeeded in making
ements on
in tinned bars stated this week that iron had advanced Fall favourable terms for a considerable portion of the first section to
one hundred per cent. He was one of the first I have met wit
Newburn, and —
being able shortly to obtain the remainwho thought favourably of the nine hours movement, ‘“‘If the der. The engineers have planned and staked out the first section
men are satisfied to work nine hours,” he added, ‘‘ so am I; it will of the line to Newburn, including a double line of railway, and
secure our present trade for two years, whereas if all possible haste also including the formation of a tunnel at Scotswood instead of
were made to complete contracts high rates ought soon to come to an an open cutting, and several sidings and depdts to accommodate
end. This week a — 180ft. by 143ft. was formally opened in the expected traffic. The construction of these works has been
connection with the Llwydarth Tin-plate Works, Maesteg. This let to an experienced contractor at £26,542, and he has comwill employ seventy additional hands, The tin works there now menced operations, The report was adopted.
consist of two mills, and a third will shortly be in operation, after
In the coal and coke trades there is nothing new to ye
which the company will turn out from 1200 to 1500 boxes of tin There is a be heavy demand, and prices are of course fully
per week, The new forge consists of six puddling and two balling maintained.
Shipments are not so brisk owing to the home
and reheating furnaces, The waste heat of the furnaces is con- demand, The Yorkshire colliery owners are continuing to push a
ducted under four large boilers to generate steam for driving the trade with the great consumers on Teesside,
machinery of the mills and forge. By this plan, now I believe
The prices of iron are as follows :—No. 1, £5 5s.; No. 2, £5 2s. 6d.;
coming into general adoption, a great saving of coal is effected. No. 3, £5; No. 4, £4 19s.; M., £4188. 6d.; W., £4 18s.; refined
The machinery in the forge comprises one {large double-action m
£5 10s. Manufactured iron—Common bars, £10; best
steam hammer, one 26in. horizontal condensing engine for driving ditto, £10 10s; cable iron, £10 10s.;
angle iron, £10 10s.; sheets,
the bar rolls, together with a blowing apparatus for the manufac- £12 15s.; shipplates, £12 5s.; boiler plates, £13; rails, £10;
ture of charcoal bars, and other requisite machinery, all of modern puddled bars, £7 7s. 6d.; wrought iron girders, £18,
construction. The company will now be able to manufacture
their own iron bar henceforth. I must add that it is to the able
manager, Mr, Grey, that these various additions and improve- NOTES FROM THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN
ments are due.
COUNTIES.
A good example has been set at Oakwood Colliery, the scene of
(From our own Correspondent.)
one of the great explosions of the past. Two practical colliers NorTH-EASTERN RAILWAY:
Great progress of the trafic—StatE OF
periodically examine the colliery, and their report is posted up
TRADE IN SOUTH YORKSHIRE—THE RYHOPE COLLIERY FIREMEN
conspicuously after every visit. The coal-field of South Wales
—NORTHUMBERLAND
MINERS—THE
SOUTH YORKSHIRE MINERS
continues to be the theatre of the most striking energy and most
AND THEIR WAGES—THE ENGINEERING TRADES OF SHEFFIELD
extraordinary
prosperity. New movements are visible everyAND
THE
LABOUR
QUESTION—THE
IRON
TRADE IN WEST CUMBERwhere. Dowlais is adding to its already extensive coal-fields. Mr.
LAND—-PiIG IN CLEVELAND—TRADE AT SHEFFIELD—THE IRON
Fothergill has taken a tract of about fifteen acres in the Cynon
TRADE
OF
WEST
YORKSHIRE—THE
COAL
TRADE AT WAKEFIELD
Valley, in order to get the upper, or bituminous coals ; and at one
—TuHE BOLTON COLLIERS —THE EIGHT HOURS MOVEMENT:
of his collieries at Plymouth has just sunk to the nine feet.
Meeting
at
Bolton
on
Tuesday.
Members of the Treforest Tin-plate Works have also two new colliery speculations in hand.
hile the increase of the output is THs week’s traffic return from the North-Eastern Railway Comthus engaging the attention of coalowners, it is but natural pany shows the large increase of £11,671. The amount acquired
that tpatelonl facilities for Lary pen coals should be sought.
e seven days ending June 8 was no less than £100,314.
The change of gauge will affect this considerably; but during the
B jusiness continues very active in South Yorkshire. Nearly all
last week an effort has been made in another
ion to im- the foundries
are extremely well off for orders, and some of them
prove the connection between the Aberdare Valleys and Newport. SSS
The coal trade is brisk. The Sottth
Important negotiations are in
, I learn, to bring the Yorkshire
jowners’
ber Company has commenced operaAberdare and Merthyr coal traffic over the Sirhowy and
Monmouthshire railways.
The gradients will serve well,
A full meeting of the Northern coal trade, at which a deputaI believe, and it is anticipated that a great saving of dis- tion from the Durham County Miners’ Association attended, was
tance, time, and the wear and tear of rolling stock will held on Friday mo
, to take into consideration the case of the
be effected if the Great Western directory can come to firemen at Ryhope Colliery, who have been agitating for a reducterms with other companies interested in the matter. The ! tion in the hours of labour. The meeting passed the follo
Monmouthshire Railway appear unfortunate in the matter of resolution : ‘Seeing that the firemen have not had the shorten
runaway trains and other accidents. I commend to their atten- hours already given to other
id labourers conceded to
tion the annals of the Taff Vale Railway. On Friday a train ran them, it was decided that their hours be 104, with no reduction in
away near Tredegar Junction. The train was composed of ten wages, all overtime to be paid for in the same proportional rate,
Great Western Railway vans laden with tin-plates. Fortunately the men agreeing to work 12 at the single shift pits, to commence
no passenger train was on the road, and as its course was stopped from next pay.” The deputation at first replied that. they could
by a coal train the damage was confined to running stock, coal, and not accept the terms in the resolution as a settlement of the
tin-plates. There are widespread rumours of
her agitation question. They retired, however, for a short time to deliberate,
amongst the colliers, and next week a meeting is expected to take and on their return stated that they had decided to regard the
place, when not only will the Mines Regulation and Masters and offer of the owners as a fair basis of settlement.
Servants Wages Bills be general; yee ie another advance
The annual gath
of the Northumberland miners in connecof wages and “eight hours per day” will
mooted as subjects tion with their Mu’
Benefit Association was held on Monday at
=. agitation at various mass meetings in certain districts in Blyth. Lord Elcho had promised to attend, but wrote
that public
es,
and private matters prevented his attendance. In a letter he
At Maesteg a movement for promoting a general union of colliers stated that he had every reason to believe that the Miners Regulaand miners throughout the kingdom was begun on Monday. tion Bill wouldbe committed next week, and as an agreement
had
Mr. Henry Thomas, miner’s agent, attended and addressed the been come to by all parties on the matters in dispute the passage
meeting at length. In the course of the discussion that followed of the bill was assured. apes
that a
t
&
it transpired that 32,000 men in South Wales alone pay sixpence
per month towards the union.
An —n occurred on Monday at the Park End Tin Works,
Forest of Dean. One of the labourers stumbled with the “‘ cinder
tub,” and, upsetting the liquid dross in water, an explosion
followed. One person was fatally injured, and several received
severe wounds. Trade in the Forest is brisk, but the men are not
contented yet with the rate of wages. A man was fatally injured
at the Alexandra Docks, Newport, Monmouth, on Friday. At
Newport, Cardiff, and Swansea a
quantity of ore has been
received of late from
Mar!
P
and Duneddin.
Thelist
of e
of coal, 18, tons of iron, and 850 tons of coke were
To Malta above 19,268 tons of coal were sent,

June

14, 1872.

| given notice of the required advance, whiche
on Saturday
| next. The movement
has been commenced
sanctionof
| the union, whose future action will be guided by the result arrived
det eaten on nn ee een Se
in all
e other shops in the town simultaneously, or
shops
will be taken seriatim, has not been decided upon.
The iron trade in the western division of Cumberland continues
active, The West Cumberland Hematite Com
at Workington, have at present four furnaces in blast, and a Ath, which has
been undergoing =n, will be ready for lighting oa. _The
Workington Hematite Company have plenty of orders for iron,
and they have four furnaces in blast. The Maryport Hematite
Company have four furnaces in blast and two building, and the
Solway Hematite Company have two in blast and two building.
Itis expected that the new furnaces of both companies will
me for lighting soon, The ves of the mapa |Hematite
mm,
at
, near Whi
ven, are now
operation,
sod fsLeancchack Wiis trotaanr en turned
out is stated to be of
excellent quality. The foundation of a second furnace is being
laid. New works at Mossbay are nearly completed. At
ton and Oleater Moor the iron trade isas brisk as canbe di
Fagtag ore proprietors are thriving amazingly, and the coal trade
The production of pig in Cleveland in May was 168,795 tons, as
compared with 164,082 tons in May, 1871.
Trade at Sheffield continues very brisk. The armour-plate mills
are in full operation, and there is an abundance of orders on hand
for almost every description of castings. The demand for rails
and general railway matériel continues very active.
The demand for iron of every description is as strong as ever in
West Yorkshire. For boiler-plates of all sorts and sizes the inquiry is on the increase. Considerable quantities of railway iron
work are being despatched to Russia, several firms have orders for
a and sheets in excess of anything which they can produce
‘or some time to come. Shafts and conn
rods both of iron
and steel are much wanted, asis material in connection with
signals, turntables, bridges, &c. Engine fuel is very dear, and
there is quite a scarcity of coke.
On Friday afternoon a large meeting of coalowners was held at
the Bull Hotel, Wakefield. A resolution was come to
the decision of a meetingof owners held at Leeds, viz., to
their men an advance, varying
ing to circumstances, but in
no case exceeding
15 per cent. Most
of the colliery owners
aga that their men had continued working at the advances
e.
The Bolton colliers have obtained an advance of 10 per cent,
—— a cent, in two years.
On
y a meeting of delegates from the various collieries
of Lancashire was held at Bolton to consider the question of the
eight hours movement. Mr. Thomas Halliday, president of the
Amalgamated Association, occupied the chair, and said that at a
conference of the Amalgamated Association a resolution had been
passed that not only Lancashire but the country in general should
make a grand effort to bring the eight hours system into 0;
tion not later than the first Monday in July next. Behind
chester between 2000 and 3000 men were already working eight
hours. In the district of Oldham, mage many of the colliers
were unconnected with the Asseciation, they were carrying out
the system. In North Staffordshire, until the commencement of
the year, the men were working 55, 57, and 58 hours per week.
They determined early in the year to have a reduction of labour,
the masters assisted them, and an agreement was come to by
which about 12,000 workmen got their hours reduced to fifty per
week, or two hours over the eight per day. That agreement
would terminate on the 30th of this month; but it was expected
that the men would be able to make an arrangement and commence
the eight hours system at the same time as Lancashire. In South
Staffordsbire the men (about 30,000) used to make sixty-six hours
a week, but they
agitating for and succeeded in getting a
reduction, first to
-eight, and afterwards to
-four hours
per week, At Cannock Chase about 4000 men
obtained a
reduction ef their working hours to fifty-one per week. The men
in the Forest of Dean (of whom between 3000 and 4000 belonged to
the Association) were in favour of the eight hours system, and
would adopt it on the first Monday in July. At Bristol 1400
colliers were wor
in eight-hour shifts.
onmouthshire had
decided to carry out the eight hours system, and the men there were
being joined by ange ye in which county there were some
8000 men belonging to the Association. Shropshire was beginning
to talk of the movement, but the men there had very little strength
yet,whileinNorthWales the union
was begi ningtobeknown.
‘byshire was dormant ;but in Yorkshire they
been working
on the short-time system for many years. In reference to Lanca
shire, he had been told that the masters, as a body, did not intend
to offer any resistance to the short-time movement. The
of the delegates having been received, it was resolved :—‘“‘
t
this meeting considers such reports favourable to the adoption of
the eight hours system, and hereby determines to put it into
operation on the first Monday in July next.”
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serve to protect the tubes and surfaces from becoming
won: hed and this circulation can be secured evenin
horizontal tubes of considerable length as compared with
their diameter, by extremely simple expedients. In the
boiler of which we have given a diagram the circulation is simply perfect, the two side plates F, F, acting as distribute the currents ascending through the
spaces G, G, and
tubes, and descending through the
spaces
H, H. This question of circulation in water-tube
boilers leads us directly to another type of high-pressure
boiler suitable for use at sea, the consideration of which
we must reserve for another article.

intendedto adapt it tomoderately
high pena
HIGH PRESSURE MARINE BOILERS.
60 Ib. to 701b. e the square inch.
e accompanying
No. IL
i
will
make
the
arrangement
perfectly clear. _
Nor the least objection to the great, cylindrical, hi
be seen from the cross section, Fig. 5, the boiler
pressure boilers we criticised in our last impression tise consistswill
A, made up of two semicircles and two
their excessive weight. We have before us drawings of a flat sides,of atheshell
semicircular —
having a radius of
boiler of this
with a 13ft. 6in. shell, which weighs as 3ft. Gin. It is obvious
that these require no staying. The
nearly as possible 26 tons empty, although it has
in all shell is traversed from
to end by two furnace
but about 1600 square feet of
ing surface—in other tubes, B B, 3ft. in diameter, end
cylindrical, about 10ft. long,
words, only 62 square feet to the ton.
is is the largest
_-—
proportion of weight
to
heating surface
we have ever met
with in any marine boiler, and is due mainly to the exBic 6
cessively heavy staying required to secure the ends and the
A
flat
in the uptake, and to the weight of the ends
PRACTICAL PAPERS ON TELEGRAPHY.
themselves, The cubical
occupied by the boiler in
the ship—which must be taken as represented by a circumNo, IX.
scribing Paper iaeey and not as the cubic content of
WE were about at the close our last paper to say a few words
an |
a flat-ended cylinder of the same dimensions as the boiler,
in attempted explanationof the “plane of the magnetic meriPa
for reasons explained in our last article—is 2200 cubicfeet;
dian ;”’ and we now proceed to show what it is, how it varies—
5
so that we have + jabout 14 square feet of heating surin one sense infinitely varies—and the relation existing between
face to each foot of cubic space occupied. This also is a
it and the magnetic needle, particularly as regards the methods
vagse Lave.
—--of pivoting the latter.
very small proportion as compared with the low pressure
e first idea that forces itself on the mind when bending our
type
of marine boilers. Another point worth notice is
thoughts on the consideration of the greater, or shall we say the
the great size of the flue tubes. These are usually made in
fundamental
terrestrial phenomena, is this—how limited is our
if.
such boilers as we are dealing with as much as 4in. diameans of observation from any one spot of the earth’s surface ;
meter outside, and about 7ft. long. This great diameter is
how
confined
is our range of view compared with the immense
adopted in order that sweeping may not be required to
expanse of that globe of whose extent we can only command at
maintain the draught for comparatively long periods of
one standpoint an area in comparison immeasurably small.
time, the objection to frequent sweeping lying in the
Hence it is, and owing further to the form of our planet, that
fact that as there is but one uptake to all three furnaces,
we appear at all level places on its surface to be dwelling on a
the flues of one furnace cannot be swept without destroywide plain, more or less uneven, but affording us in its general
ing the draught for all the other furnaces for the time
appearance no proof of our true condition, which is analogous to
being, and so, as there is often only one, seldom more than
it of mites crawling over a gigantic orange.
The student knows that the appearance presented to the eye
two high-pressure boilers in a ship, reducing the producwhen we stand in an open space and can see around us in every
tion of steam to an intolerable extent. It is simply imdirection without obstructions such as hills or houses, &c., is
possible for these boilers to be economical steam generators
thatof around flat surface circled in bya hollow semicircular
in the ~— sense of the word; and although no experi.
vault ; and that this appearance is due to the fact that owing
ments have ever been carried out, so far as we are aware,
to the causes just mentioned the heavens from the level of the
to ascertain how many pounds of water a pound of good
horizon upwards and around all appear at the same distance
coal burned in the furnace of such a boiler will evaporate,
from us, and we are in the position of the centre of a plane or
we are none the less certain that from the nature of
flat
circle in which the circumference is everywhere equidistant
things their evaporative economical efficiency must be low. and strengthened byangle iron rings. The back ends of these from that centre. Our limit of vision causes the blue spherical
They are
ly heavy
primers in a seaway, and to are flat, and are stayed to the flat back of the boiler, as inthe covering to appear at every point equally distant, and a line
prevent this must be fitted with separate steam chests sketch, or they may run through and be made up with fire- drawn from our standing-place either to the horizon or to any
will simplify
the boiler and reduce its weight and point in the apparent vaulted covering would be the radius
4ft. or 5ft. in diameter and 6ft. or 7ft. high. The brick,which
vour- (semi-diameter) of a circle, or, rather, of an infinitude of equal
+ point in favour of this type of boiler is that the cost, at the loss of about 12 square feet of very
uptake and large tubes give a fair chance of com- ably disposed heating surface. The use of a fire-brick end circles whose diameters would be lines drawn from side to side
of the horizon across the plane of the earth’s surface in the
man
§
properly
constructed,
will,
on
the
other
hand,
matebustion to the escaping gases, and these boilers from
this reason, and also a A their surfaces will not become rially apoon the proper combustion of the furnace gases centre of which we stand.
Now what is the
etic meridian, and how are we to conially if a moderate
coated with deposit—thanks to the use of surface con- and the prevention of smoke,
of it? Let us
take a familiar illustration. Suppose a flat
densers—hold their own as steam generators with most of uantity of air is admitted through suitable apertures in ceive
stand—as for a figure or group of artificial flowers—to
the old-fashioned return flue or box-boilers fed with sea the fire-brick wall. Above the furnace tubes the boiler is round
represent the horizontal plane of the earth’s surface as it
water, after these last have been a few months in use. traversed by a rectangular flue, the flat back end of which =
to our senses, and the semicircular glass globe or
to the flat end of the boiler by jin. stays spaced
The fact remains, nevertheless, that they are about the maybe stayed
e to represent the hemisphere of the heavens above
most expensive, heavy, unecononical, and inefficient boilers about 7in. apart, unless it is preferred to make it also pass and around us; a line across the centre of the stand
through the end of the boiler and to close it with a suitable will serve for the supposed line joining the north and
that have ever been used extensively at sea.
door lined with firebrick, and readily
ipped and un- south magnetic poles, and this, with the corresponding line
Now it is quite obvious that the flat-sided
small and
ing from the one pole up and over the centre of the glass
boiler cannot be used in its present form for high pres- shipped. The heating surface lost will
—, et its externai characteristics are just those most bad. while the door will afford remarkable facilities for globe and down to the other pole, thus dividing it, forms an
imaginary
magnetic plane of the shape of half a round flat plate
cleaning
and
repai
The
front
end
of
B
comes
through
suitable for marine purposes. We have next to consider
placed upright on the
straight edge. The outlines would form
precisely why the rectangular form is unsuitable for high the front plate of the boiler, with which it is made up by one
of
these
semicircles which we have just suggested in the
pressures. A moment’s examination will show that it is an angle iron ring, and opens into the uptake to the chim- imaginary half-globe
over
Let the observer place
only the shell that is weak. The flue tubes, representing ney. Each of the furnace tubes is united at the back end himself looking due north ;ourthenleads.
a line drawn from the north
by far the largest proportion of the heating surface, are to D by a conical uptake flue C, oval in section, but so point
through
h
i
s
feet
and
across
to
the
south point forms the
strong enough. The furnaces can be made as strong as we short that the flanges make it strong enough to resist astronomical meridian for that particular spot where he stands ;
like without interfering with the size of the grates by using compression. The products of combustion rise through and the semicircle through the sky across from north to south
cylindrical fireplaces, as in the Cornish boiler. Neither is these into D, and so return to the front of the boiler. will, with the line, form the plane of that meridian. Thus it is
it impracticable to make the top and bottom of the boiler The flue D is traversed by a great number of vertical seen that every spot in a direction from east to west has really
etic meridian. This must
of such a shape that without staying they will carry 60 Ib. tubes about 2}in. in diameter and 2ft. Gin. long, through its own meridian. So with the
which the water rises violently. These tubes stay D in be strictly different for different
though every meridian
The ends of the boiler and the uptake, which are lar;
is
actually
directed
towards
the
same
north and south ng
one
direction.
The
fiat
sides
of
D
and
of
the
boiler
are
flat surfaces, offer the
t difficulty. They can be hem
ical or the magnetic meridians,
strong enough by staying, but the staying is just what we stayed with fin. stays about 7in. apart, as shown at E E. whetherwe take the ast
in a former
paper when
want to get rid of as far as possible. Nothing, however, No plate heavier than half an inch thick will be needed in each kind to its own poles. We noticed
magnetic differs from the astronomical meridian.
e magis better understood than the fact that stays only become the boiler. The furnace tubes—if properly strengthened the
netic north pole is very seldom truly north ; it varies sometimes
a couple of rolled
g rings, and madeof Bow- for
a
| when the surfaces under pressure are flat. If with
years,
shifting
one
way,
and
sometimes
the
other.
Its
meriwe could get rid of the flat surfaces we might approxi- ling or Yorkshire iron — will be strong enough if full dian therefore generally makes an angle with the astronomical
mately retain the external rectangular form without diffi- in. thick. As the furnace tubes are about 10ft. meridian (it does so at the present day), which is called the angle
grates are but 7ft., a
combustion of declination.
culty. We have already shown that an approximation to ong, while the
ber will be found in each flue at the back end. The
the rectangular shape can be had by the use of four cylinThere is a point worth marking here, which we might have
vertical tubes, if properly fitted at first, will never give passed over had it not been presented to our notice in actual extrouble, and are always accessible for cleaning, removal, perience as one involving a difficulty and a seeming contradicorrepair. The lower portions of the ends of the boiler are tion. And we assure our readers that we only term such points
ly and truly found
made secure by the furnace tubes, which act as stays, “ difficulties” as we have known were
besides reducing the area exposed to the pressure of the to be difficulties by persons commencing this study. We
venture
this
remark
in
order
to
satisfy
any
who may feel insteam; while the top portion of the ends is sustained by
-pooh the idea of such “trifies” being called diffigusset stays, such as are found in every Cornish boiler pro- clined to
culties.
point
in
question
is
this
:—The
magnetic
meridian
perly ae. Two such boilers standing
side by side with
any and every place is, as we said, in a line directly truly
their four furnaces will supply much
more grate and at
WATER LEVEL
the magnetic north to the magnetic south pole, so that all
heating surface than one cylindrical boiler of 14ft. dia- from
the meridians converge toward the same point, and the lines
meter. They will weigh much less, and cost much cannot possibly be parallel. Consequently, any two magnetic
less, because all the work required is of the ordinary needles on vertical pivots at different places on the surface of the
description, and the plates are of the usual thickness earth (unless they are in the same line of the meridian) occupy
met (with in boiler “at instead of being abnor- relatively converging lines, and are not parallel to each other.
mally heavy. As regards
the economic efficiency of But if we
d or pivot two magnetic needles (say) in the
such a boiler, it will, perhaps, be enough to state that same room, al widely apart—one at the extreme east and the
other
the
west
end
of the room—they will, as faras our senses
careful experiments carried out in the United States
have proved that the vertical water-tube boiler is more can determine, lie parallel to each other. For if we carry a line
from the north pole of one needle and
in the lineof its
economical than the horizontal fire-tube boiler. A most straight
to the wal ean,marking the spot, do the same thing
-oened ny ee ‘on anout by the United States direction
with
the
other
needle,
the
two
spots
on
the
wall
will
be as far
vernment show
er things being equal, the apart as the needles from which they started—whereas
the lines
ordinary fire-flue boiler evaporated 8°87 Ib. of wae per ought,
according to expectation,to meet in, or nearly
in, one
pound of coal, while the vertical water-tube boiler evapo- spot. We dcubt
not that some persons
will say itisridiculousto
rated 9°54 lb. We may, therefore, rest content that the a gp bang paea a te clearto any reflecting mind ;
vertical water-tube boiler will do at least as well as the
t we assure such persons that they are hastyin pronouncing.
best existing
of
fire tube marine boiler.
in question—even if it
At all events, we are sure that the
80 [be so in \ysimple—is well calculated to illustrate the truths
It is
+ remarkable that marine
persistently cling to the fire-flue type of
boiler, The and the principles which we are seeking to explain as clearly as
sible. Besides which, this is a good way of teaching a
only argument we have ever heard
against
the ver. Thus
the necessity for reflectingon the actual facta
drical shells instead of one; by increasing the number to tical pes pane
that the tubes become choked up.
underlying
the phenomena
ted to his conception
is shown
six or eight we might attain the desired end still more per- The upward
of steam and water is, however, so
in
the
reason
which
has to be given for the apparent parallelism
fectly, but at the cost of some complexity and inaccessi- violent that we are at a loss to
imagine how such aresult of the lines of direction
two needles. Of course this is
— of parts which it is hardly:worth while to incur. could ary Cage no matter =r ‘oul the water. The that the point on the wallofisthe
not the
ic pole,
but is thouWith a moderate use of stays, however, it is quite possible argument
owever, no weight at all, because distilled sands of miles short of it, and the
two
are so close together,
to produce a boiler which
we think, be found superior withhigh pthe surface a
= always ae sea in comparison with the immense distance of the pole from both,
to any other
of high-pressure marine boiler i
with
high pressures,only so mu
water being intro© Somers conting of
use, although Pernt nuntionclputtingit ferwantanthe cane
*» best that can be made. It issimplya modification ofMartin’s deposit. All that is
lywanted in anyboiler
water-tube boiler, extensively employed in the United States, with distilled water is just so much circulationas wi
i
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Although such are the facts regarding what is called the magnetic meridian, it does not prevent the arrangement itself being
common to every observer within ordinary limits of position—
that is to say, there is no correction required on account of a
difference of meridian for moderate distances. One person in
one part of London has his magnetic needle in the meridian, and
another in another part—east or west—has his also: for all requirements it might be the same.
We will now return for a moment to the pivoting of the needle,
but first suggest the following as an aid to memory. It can be
yee -” cardboard, and the pieces cut out and placed as
rected :—
Fic. 6.

:
f

all
ei
/ aT PLANE OF THE
MACNETIC MERIDIAN

mm,
7

The circle in the diagram represents roughly the plane of the
earth’s surface. The line joining N and 8 may stand for the
astronomical meridian, and the relative position of the magnetic
meridian is shown. P, P' represent the north and south magnetic poles. The half-circle, placed on edge along the line of
the magnetic meridian, will then be the plane of that meridian.
From the above it is seen that when a magnetic needle is vertically pivoted its movement is in a plane which is at right angles
to the plane of the magnetic meridian, and the deflections are
necessarily east or west of it. When, however, the needle is
horizontally pivoted, it moves in a plane at right angles to that
ot the earth’s surface, and its deflections must be towards north
and south, if in the plane of the magnetic meridian. If, according to our promise, to be exceedingly simple in explaining, we
should be asked what “moving in a plane” actually means, we
would tell the inquirer to pivot a card index-needle on the centre
of the circle above drawn by running a pin through both. When
this needle turns it turns only in one plane, namely, the plane
of the paper circle, or, as it represents, the plane of the earth’s
surface—this is a horizontal plane. If he pivot his needle on
the half-circle, and then place it as above directed, he has a
needle moving in a vertical plane. Remembering what we have
said about the dip of the magnetic needle, he will understand
that if he were to pivot one vertically, as in an ordinary compass, and then stand it up en edge, the needle would not stand
up. Therefore, as regards the needle of the signalling instrument, it. is weighted sufficiently to overcome the effects of the
dip, which would otherwise prevent its being used in any or every
position. The subject of terrestrial magnetism is explained in
“ Ferguson's Electricity,’ to which the student is referred for
fuller information.
The illustration of the earth’s directive
action on the magnetic needle involves some little knowledge of
mathematics and elementary physics, and will be most conveniently considered when we have entered on the explanation of
the use of the galvanometer. In the mean time, a little study of
the composition and resolution of forces in ‘‘ Ganot’s Physics,”
Book I., or some elementary work on that subject, will prepare
the way for easy comprehension of the instrument and its uses,
» branch of our study which is all important for accurately
mastering the philosophy of testing for faults.
We have supposed the student to be an operator on the single
needle instrument, or to be in such a position, and now that he
has acquired information on the principle on which its control
really depends, we must say a few words in relation to its being
put in action. What actually takes place as he is sending a
message! How does he actually, though, as it were, involuntarily, utilise the power at his disposal, and the means derived
from a knowledge of the laws which, in their complete fulfilment,
produce the desired effects? We conclude his instrument is
worked by the “tappers” or “ hand-pedals,” and not by the
obsolete handle, though the principle is the same, while the construction differs. We have not yet said anything about the
battery, except mentioning it as our source of power. Its explanation may be conveniently postponed a while longer, but we
must here notice a feature which belongs to its action, for otherwise we could not answer the question just raised, We stated in
our third paper that whenever electricity is generated it must
be as positive and negative (see axiomatic rule I.), equal quantities of each on either side of the source. A battery, then, generates positive electricity and negative electricity (in conventional
language), and is said to have two poles, a positive pole, at which
appears, or is found, or whence passes positive electricity, and a
negative pole, at which is produced, or which may for the purpose be called, the seat of negative electricity. The first thing
we desire to impress on the student’s mind is that in regarding
the effect to be produced as the result of a current of electricity,
he must take it that the current invariably leaves the source by
the positive pole. He will do well to appreciate the fact that
there is but one current, and that is a positive current. Let this
be remembered when he meets with the
ion “a negative
current” in “ Ferguson’s Electricity” or “ Culley’s Telegraphy.”
They are not strictly erroneous, but as he must have a clear and
definite conception of the manner in which the phenomena
exhibited in the movements of the needle are brought about,
the explanation which presents the facts in that view which
appeals most forcibly to a common-sense theory, and avoids confusing methods of accounting for them, is to our mind the
safest. In his acceptation of the state of things in the electrical
circuit, the student will therefore remember that the current
starts from the positive pole of the source, and is completed at
the negative pole. Whilst acknowledging this fact, the student
must not forget our remarks in a former number about
the completeness of the circuit—its entire oneness as regards the
action which takes place init this must never be forgotten,it
isa fundamental principle. We are referring,in our observa.
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tions preceding this caution, entirely to the action which gues
on outside the source itself ; we need not trouble ourselves with
the operations inside it until we discuss the
in detail.
As, then, there is but one current, and on its direction depends
the particular deflection of the needle, either left or right, there
is nothing mysterious in the
ge that takes place when we
wish to alter this direction. But if it were otherwise there
would be an unexplained mystery ; and although in the books
just quoted the authors have only used the expression “ negative
current” in a conventional sense, which really means something
different, and have not intended, as far as we know, to convey
the idea that a negative current, as from A to B, influences the
needle differently from a positive current passing in exactly the
same direction, the student would certainly imagine such was
the intention. He would think it was meant that one current
pulled the needle, and the other pushed it, to use the most
familiar expressions we can choose to set forth the idea., He
will agree with this opinion of ours on examining the following
diagram :—
Fic. 7.
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teries are made to do their duty just when they are wanted, and
are kept in reserve, as it were, when there is no demand for
their employment.
This is a representation of the principle on which the circuit
is constructed, omitting the batteries, of which there is one at
each station, the connections for each of which are prepared, as
we may say, to act at a moment's notice. The arrangements, as
shown in the diagram, are, as we have said, permanent—we
mean that, in the case of a circuit as described from A to B, the
sketch shows at each station the condition of matters which the
introduction of the battery, and the bringing its poles into play
according to
requirement, changes and modifies. We shall next
explain how this is effected.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
Thursday, 6th June, 1872.
Dr. GILBERT, F.R.S., Vice-president, in the chair.
THE minutes of the previous meeting having been read and
confirmed, Messrs. J. Vincent Taylor and W. J. Wilson were
formally admitted Fellows of the Society. The name of Mr. A.
Saveniins was then read for the first time; for the third time
Messrs. George Elliott Barker, H. A. Smith, Richard Hayton
Davies, Francis ey de Rheims, jun., and Richard Weaver,
who were then balo’
for, and duly elected.
A paper was then read by the secretary “‘ On a Remarkable Salt
Y
deposited from the Mother Liquors obtained in the Manufacture
fleantn PLATE
EARTH PLATE
of Soda,” by T. E. Thorpe.
is salt, which occurs in the highly
concentrated mother liquors obtained in the manufacture of soda
Here the current is shown starting from the positive pole, and by Leblanc’s process, has been shown by Rammelsberg to contain
following the direction of the arrows to B, deflects the needle sodium acy age and by Baumgarten to contain fluorine, so
there, let us say to the right—by the earth-plate at B still fol- that it must be regarded as a double salt analogous to fluorapatite.
lowing the arrows on the “return path,” and by the earth-plate Te crystals, which are distinctly octahedral, have a ruby red
at A to the negative pole, completing the circuit. The technical colour caused by some substance irregularly distributed thro
term for this arrangement as fixed at A is “ positive pole to line, them ; this the author believed to be phosphate of iron.
in water and recrystallisation they were obtained colournegative pole to earth ;” and the current sent to line is termed solution
less, a small quantity of sulphide and phosphate of iron being
positive current. Now let us look at the reverse of this :—
separated. An analysis showed that they have the composition
2 Na; PO, + Na F +19 H: O, and that they contain traces of
Fic. 8.
acid.
LINE WIRE
B vanadic
“On the Composition of Ceylon Jargons,” by M. H, Cochran.
The author has analysed seven specimens of jargon and zircon
from different localities, adopting for this p
e the process
employed by Forbes, but in no instance did he obtain indications
of the presence of jargonia.
** On a Double Sulphide of Gold and Silver,” by M. M. Pattison
Muir. This compound was obtained during some experiments
made in NewZ
d by Messrs. J. M. Muir and W. Carrick,
[esata PLATE
EARTH PLATE
with the object of separating the silver from the native alloy of
gold
and
silver.
i
was passed through the molten alloy
The operator at A wishing to deflect the needle at Bin the covered with a film of borax,
and was by this means
opposite direction, namely, to the deft, will put the positive pole 654
to
812.
The
comparatively
fusible sulphide, which has much
to the earth, and the negative pole to line, as shown in the dia- the appearance of native sulphide
of antimony, is extremely
gram; and the current starts from the positive pole, and by the brittle, and has a specific gravity of 8°159. By heating in acurrent
earth-plate at A, following the arrows, though the needle instru- of air it remains undecomposed. Hot, strong sulphuric acid, howment at B, deflecting to the /eft, passes on the “return path” ever, removes all the silver, leaving metallic gold in a finelyby the line to the negative pole at A,completing the circuit. divided state. The results of the analysis correspond to the
This arrangement is termed “ negative pole to line, positive pole formula 2 (Auz S,) 5 (Ags 8).
“On the Solvent Action of Various Saline Solutions on Lead,”
to earth,” and the current is said to be a negative current.
We might here remark that the ordinary way of arranging > |the same author. From the well-known fact that the presence
of
salts in water greatly diminish this action on lead, and
these connections, “to earth” and “ to line,” is after this fashion. as certain
lead is largely used for cisterns and water pipes, the author
The line wire comes into the operating room, and terminates determined
to accurately investigate the effect of various saline
there in a stud or binding screw fixed in a convenient place, solutions upon
lead. Pieces of bright lead, having a known area,
so that any wire can be fastened to it at will. A wire were therefore suspended in these solutions fer various periods of
can be connected direct from the battery pole, or from the time, and the amount of lead dissolved estimated by Wankyl and
instrument, which latter, in that wv | has another wire Chapman’s colour test. The results are given in a tabular form,
leading to the battery. The student
easily see how such from which it would appear that solutions containing nitrates, and
ammonium nitrate, exert the greatest solvent power,
arrangements can be varied, always remembering that, for —
the passage of a current through any of the wires, line or other- whilst the carbonates have the greatest protecting power, and
to them the sulphates ; so that a water containing the latter,
wise, they must be a portion of a complete circuit, which can next
even if a considerable amount of nitrates be present, has not a very
only be effected if the connections have the quality of electrical marked
solvent action on lead.
conductivity. The earth-plates also have wires soldered to
in reply to a question from the chairman, said
them, and coming up into the room, where they terminate in a he Mr.hadW.notThorpe,
examined the action of the Loch Katrine water on
similar binding screw. Putting “to line” or “ to earth” means, lead ; but as the action of waters on tarnished lead was known to
therefore, joining a wire from the battery or the instrument to be but small compared with what they had on bright lead, the
the corresponding binding screw of either line wire or earth- paper just read was merely of theoretical interest, for, practically,
potable water only came in contact with tarnished lead.
late.
“On the Magnetic Sand of Mount Etna,” by J. B. Hannay.
F In the diagram Fig. 8 above it is seen that the altered effect is
This
which exists in immense quantities on all sides of
produced by merely changing the direction of THE current. Mountsand,
has a specific gravity of 2°813, and is scarcely
Although in a sense there is a negative current in action, yet it on by Etna,
acids.
results of its analysis gave silica 52°71;
is not one of two currents, each of which when put to line has magnetic oxide The
of iron, 19°44 ; alumina, 19°09 ; lime, 6°61; and
a different kind of influence on the needle ; there is only one magnesia,
a
current—whose influence is the same in effect when traversing
** New Tests for some Organic Fluids,” by J. A. Wanklyn. The
the circuit in opposite directions—the direction of the course author has found that the differential action of potassic hydrate
alone determining the kind of deflection. In saying this we and potassium mori we =“ serve as a method to distinguish
fluids. When these are evaporated down
are aware that some persons think otherwise, and can support between various ani
their opinions by really forcible arguments; but as long as we with excess of potassa solution, and then maintained for some time
regard the production of the signals as the result of a current at 150 deg., a certain fixed proportion of ammonia is evolved, and
if the residue be now boiled with an alkaline solution of potassium
of electricity, setting aside any theory which would explain the permanganate,
a further definite quantity of ammoniais given off ;
phenomena as proceeding from a different kind of action, the the relative amount
of ammonia evolved by these two actions
view just set forth is certainly the best and safest, if we may being constant for the
same animal fluid. The author has
say so. We are not about to attempt any proof of this teaching examined by this method wine, milk, blood, white of egg, and gelaat the present stage; but our remarks on the nature of elec- tine, the latter of which gives but a mere trace of ammonia by
tricity in our third paper will show what kind of argument we treatment with caustic potash, the quantitative results being
should bring forward, and the student can interest himself in given ina table. It would be possible by this process to distinish between a spot of milk and one of white of egg on a cambric
endeavouring to support or refute the view we recommend,
The object has been to explain the groundwork of the opera- andkerchief,
**Dendritic Spots on Paper,” by A. Liversidge. Minute dention as simply as possible ; we have, therefore, avoided anything
like complication, and have taken no account of the fact that dritic marks are frequently noticed on paper, to which various
the receiver of the message at B has a battery also which he observers have assigned a vegetable origin ; the author, however,
distinctly proved them to be inorganic. As it was not
ible
must employ when in turn he telegraphs to A. The instrument has
obtain a sufficient quantity for complete chemical
ysis, a
at Bis shown as put directly to earth without referezce to a to
owes
ee
was
made,
supplemented
by
certain
i
battery ; and the student will now be inquiring how, without tests.
e results showed that the markings consist essentially
losing time in altering the arrangements, the sowrce at B is to of sulphide of copper. These dendritic spots have usually a
be brought into the circuit.
nucleus which, on examination, will be found to consist of a
There are some portions of the circuit that are, in one sense, minute particle of copper or brass, probably derived from some
constant—they are, as a rule, always “in circuit.” For in- ee of themachinery used in the manufacture of ae Other
2 Se ae occasionally found on
stance, the line wire, the instruments at A and B, and the earth- enditri ee
plates at each station. There is a complete circuit, though in its paper, t they eannot well be mistaken for those described.
. Miiller said he had long ago observed these dendritic marks,
condition of rest or inaction (when no message is being sent or and knew
them to be caused by portions of bronze detached from
received) it is not properly an electrical circuit, yet it is capable the paper-making
A
Mr.
Priswell
and Mr. Spiller said they had both noticed similar
Fic. 9.
dendritic
markings
on
prepared
albumenised paper caused by the
LINE WIE
RB
reduction of silver by metallic particles in the
r,
”
liaaiat
cei
i
** On Chinoline and Leucoline,” by C. GrevilleWiiliams, F.R.S,
KEG _-figip' Pos
stated ina paper “‘On LeucolineOiland the Pure
pave/s felPOLE
INS TRUMEST M.Ballohasrecently
Naphthalene of Commerce ” that he obtained a copious precipitate by treating sulphate of leucoline with potassium chromate,
and that by the
ion of amyl iodide he obtained a violet colouring
matter apparently identical with chinoline blue, but the author
<< -—
<+——
<<
had
always
found
that.
although chinoline forms a
e
EARTH PLATE
salt of
t+ beauty with chromic
acid, pure leucoline gives
of instant adaptation, because it is conductive. We will take it only a yellowoily precipitate, and moreover by the action of amyl
iodide leucoline
only a faint di
purplish coloration
as commencing from the earth-plate at A, thence
to the instru- having
no
to chinoline blue,
e diversity of these
ment, round the coil to the other side of the instrument, thence results,
and
also
those
of
Hofmann,
would
be
explained
if coal
to line wire, through the other instrument at B to earth at that tar sometimes contained chinoline as well as leucoline,
In order
place, and back to earth-plate
at A. The following diagram may to settle this
t+the author
to mak
ti
serve to show this
t, which we rather urge on the experiments withleucolinesbiainelfomvariousaurea ii
sentra Bane, Hesleepan Hie © Oe state De Sanaa:
letter was then read
berPry ag”Bag Pa ge
Edinburgh, inwhich he
thatbytheoxidation
ofchino.
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In recalling the promise which M. Dumas had made to the doubtless, it embraces a large number of facts, as yet it does not
line he had obtained two new crystalline acids, one of which is
of Sci
of Paris, in 1847, to examine the form which embrace them all. It is only a
ial
tation of the
mon:
inolic acid, Cy
Hs N,Co.H. Its potassium
salt when Acad
t reality, and that from a restri
point of view, showing but
treated with lime oye ge along with the lower bases, which theoretical instruction in chemistry should take in the
— 7 writer to
believe that chinoline is related to pyrrol state of the science, thelecturer proposed to consider inhis
aqeuattetnasct
the limits within which the exposition of general theories should Spovnstbal
e
of avesmakegs
comparison d Meomtede
verse
means 0
an
o
ing chemistry, and the form that it was de- the atomic and molecular theory. It is convenient, therefore,
Dr. C. R. A. Wright next read a paper “On the Actionof be included in
assume, Whilst giv a broad sketchof to consider each point of this doctrine exclusively in relation to
riage ge Acid on Morphine.” This action is somewhat similar sirable that it
that the atomic the group of facts which has suggested it.
of modern chemistry, he
to
t on codeine, the polymerides being, however, at the the
same time converted into “apo” derivatives by the removal of theory hadbecome more and more intimately interlaced with the _ It isunadvisableto define the valencyof atoms as a property
water. The mixed apo bases are immediately precipitated by fabric of chemistry, so that it is no longer possible to separate inherent in them, and then to deduce as a corollary their different
sodium carbonate from the acid solution, and can in this
way them without rending the tissue, as it were, of the science, and modes of union; on the con’
, it is
erable
to regard each
be separated from the unaltered
hine. This Or
con- that up to the present time we have been unable to enunciate even portionof this doctrine asa deduction from the observation and
tains a small quantity of a base soluble in ether, whic appearsto the empirical laws of chemical proportion independently of that comparison of a determinate group of facts, until an
ity
be apomorphine, whose formula, according to the author’s theory ; for those who employ the term “‘ equivalent ” in the sense offers to unite these fragments into one whole, not forgetting,
es, should be Ces Hes Ns Os. The portion of the precipi- that Wollaston did, commit an anachronism. Consequently, in however, to notice the gaps which exist; never going beyond ‘what
———- in stated, iclde—
die in te sage . — the exposition of the value and use of symbols, formule, and the facts themselves suggest, and never applying to all bodies
i
ly precipi
yie
iapotetramorphine, Cizs His Ns chemical equations, not only are we unable to do without the indiscriminately the laws which suit only a single group. For
Ove, which oxidises with great nian. On dissolving this in atomic and molecular theory, but it is inconvenient to follow the instance, we must not pass over in silence the fact that whilst
strong hydrochloric acid, and te ene a
residue is long and fatiguing thof induction which leads up to it. B certain elements are bi-tetra or even hexa-valent, others are tri
obtained soluble in water.
ydrochloric acid precipitates one of those bold flights of the human mind we can at once reac and penta-valent; but the pupil should be prevented from acquirfrom this solution the hydrochloride of a new base, Cis, Higs Cle the height whence we discern at a glance the relations between ing mechanical and
etrical ideas from the cause and effect of
Ns Og . 8 H Cl, which differs
from chlorotetram
ine by ‘acts.
the valency of atoms by frequently reminding
him that chemical facts
He then went on to show that the solid basis, the corner-stone show nothing about the size, form, continuity, or relative disposi— H, © Diapotetramorphine, when treated with hydriodic
acid and phosphorus,
the corresponding iodine compound of the modern molecular and atomic theory—the crown of the tion of atoms. If we are sometimes obliged to employ the expression
Cisse Hig 12 Ns Ox. 8 HI. From these results it would appear edifice of which Dalton laid the foundations—is the theory of “relative position of atoms in the molecules,” | even to reprethat the action of phosphoric acid on morphine is analogous to Avogadro and Ampére, Keenig and Clausius, on the constitution sent them graphically, we must warn the student that these are
that on codeine, with the difference that the elements of water of perfect gases, to which chemists, unknown to themselves, have a |artifices to express certain transformations, and that we are
are abstracted
the products in the first case, but not in the been led in the progress of their science. He thought the time
y ignorant of the relative position of the atoms either in
latter, With respect to the physiological action of diapotetramor- had arrived for reversing the order which had hitherto been _— or in the mutual action of different portions of matter.
followed in teaching chemistry, that instead of setting out from
phine, it is quite as energetic an emetic as apomorphine.
ith these reservations, it is possible in
ing to derive consi““A Note on a Secon
Colouring Matter produced in the the criteria for determining the weight of the molecules, and then derable advantage from the theory of atomicity, and at the same
Preparation of Alizarine from Anthracene” was then read by the to show their ratio to the vapour densities, they ought, on the time avoid its inconveniences.
en Mr. W. H. Perkin, F.R.S., in which he mentioned that he contrary, to commence with the latter, with the theory of
the study of the transformations which matter undergoes
had carefully examined the secondary colouring matter mentioned Avogadro and Clausius, demonstrating it from physical considera- we Inshould
direct the pupil’s attention, not only to the ponderable
in his paper on artificial alizarine formerly communicated to the tions; to found upon that the proof of the divisibility of changes
in the composition of molecules, but
to the electrical
simple bodies—that is to say, the existence of atoms; and calorific
Society. It is difficultly soluble in most liquids, ogy
phenomena which accompany these transformations.
and
to
show,
as
occasion
presented
itself,
that
the
weight
from glacial acetic acid in minute masses of a yellow colour. Its
Even
from
Lavoisier’s
time
it
has
been
recognised
that we cannot
form’ Cy, Hg Os, is the same as that assigned to purpurine, but of the molecules and the numbers of the atoms de- separate the study of matter from thermic considerations,
and
it differs from the latter in its reactions ; its ethereal solution does duced by the application of this theory are in accordance with every
day
the
connection
which
exists
between
chemical and
not give the characteristic bands of purpurine, and it dissolves in those which are deduced from chemical criteria. By this means thermic phenomena becomes more apparent.
of confidence to be p!
in the latter
alkalies with a violet colour and not a red, It also differs from we can measure the d
study of ponderable changes we were guided by the
alizarine in its reactions, so that it must be considered as quite criteria, since so-called compound equivalents do not suffice to lawAsof inthethecnmoudion
of weight, so in the commen between
determine the weight of molecules, or even to prove their existence,
distinct both from alizarine and purp' urine.
chemical
and
phenomena we are guided by the law of
‘* On the Effects of ——
'; on the Absorption of Gases by although they may be deduced from a single principle—the theory the conservationdynamical
of force, the two studies mutually supplementi
titution of gases: this is the natural transition from
” by J. Hunter, M.A. This paper contains an
t of the
and
illustrating
one
another;
and not only will the atomic an
of the effects of variation of temperature on the amount of physics to chemistry.
The professor then stated how he appliedin detail the principles molecular theory and that of atomicity help us to compare dynaammonia and cyanogen absorbed by cocoa-nut charcoal. In the
mical
phenomena,
but
the
study
of dynamical phenomena will
laid before them. He introduced his pupils to the study
case of ammonia it would seem that the amount of the gas he
us
gi
diff
bet
chemical actions which
absorbed by the charcoal continuously decreases as the temperature of chemistry, in endeavouring to place them on the same level as show
would
not
be
observed
in
the
ponderable
equations. We should,
the
contemporaries
of
Lavoisier,
and
to
teach
them
to
appreciate
rises from 0 deg. to 55 deg., but at that point a sudden aoe
instruct the student in the little definite knowledge
occurs, and the amount of gas given off becomes considerably the importance of the principle of the conservation of the weight therefore,
which we at present
concerning thermic and electric
diminished, In the case of cyanogen the absorption takes place of matter, showing them that this is quite independent of any idea phenomena,
and especially fix in his mind the fundamental notion
very rapidly, being confined almost entirelyto the first ten minutes, of its nature or constitution; they are thus led to examine the
am
ical equivalent, and the manner of comparing it with
and the curve representing the absorption between 0 deg. and 80 ponderable composition of substances, so that the student —— of
chemical
action,
by the atomic theory. In this we
deg.is anon 3 ——_ obtained = Fe in _ and rapidly from the epoch of Lavoisier to that of Proust, and then to should be aided byas theexpressed
or simultaneous instruction of the
represen
y al
tion curves.
Hy
mn and
nitrogen that of Berzelius, at the time when he commenced his researches student in physics, underprevious
the
form
and language of the thermoon proportions. At this s
the same impulse is given to the
are very slightly rey athe charcoal.
%
trong then read a series of communications from the pupil as Berzelius received on becoming acquainted with the dynamic theory.
The
lecturer
concluded
by
observing,
that in the choice of
ypothesis of Dalton. The latter is laid before him witheut any
Laboratory of the London Institution. “V. On the Nitration
thods and of matter for a course of chemistry, it should always
Products of the Dib
ph
cids.” ‘‘ VI. On Bro- accessory, the use of symbols and formule bein; Se Been
be
borne
in
mind
that
it
was
eminently
a
progressive
science, and
dogmatically.
There
now
arise
in
his
mind
the
same
doubts
mophenolsulphonic Acids.” *‘ VIL. The Formation of substituted
Nitrophenolsulphonic Acids.” The experiments described in the aud difficulties that assailed Berthollet, Sir Humphrey Davy, and that, even at the time of its most rapid development. The student
Wollaston in the
lication of Dalton’s theory, and at the same should start not only with a knowledge of certain definite and
first of these papers, which have been carried out in conj oti
with Mr. F, Bro
are a repetition in the bromo series of those time a desire for an explanation of the simple relation which exists fixed principles, but with an aptitude and sufficient preparation to
in its u
ing transformation
already made by him in the chloro series, and show that the pro- between the vapour volumes of bodies which react on one another, enable him to follow the
ducts obtained are in every respect analogous tothem. Thus, b and of the products whichare obtained. Now isthe moment to state and progress, whether he intends to expressly cultivate chemistry,
or recall to mind the physical theory of the constitution of the per- or has only learnt the elements of the science as an auxiliary to
the action of nitric acid in the cold dibromophenol sulphonic aci
fect gases, commencing witha rapid glance at their general and special other studies or professions ;moreover, the end of chemical inC, He Bre OH (SO; H), is converted into a dibromonit
Ce He Bre NO2 OH, melting at 132 deg., but undergoing decom- characters. He insisted that in this part of the instruction the mind struction for both these classes of students is not only to fix in
position at the same time; a small ony of a nit
e- of the student should not be diverted from the numbers expressing their memory a certain amount of knowledge, but to assist in
For this, chemistry of all scienees is
their relations, by consideration of the variations caused by their intellectual educati
nolsulphonic acid, Ce He Br NOs OH (SO, H), is simultaneousl;
formed. If the heat evolved during the reaction be allowed to changes of temperature and pressure. In applying the theory one of the best, offering, both in verbal and practical instruction,
accumulate, however, the product consists mainly of dinitrobro- of the constitution of gases, it will be ocsesivell Gas themolecules excellent occasions for the exercise and harmonious development
mophenol, Cg He (NOs)2 Br OH. The latter body is identical with of simple bodies are not always the atoms of Dalton, and a of all the faculties of the human mind.
certain confusion will thus be produced in the mind ef the
the product of the action of bromine on away |dinitrophenol.
He had desired to call attention to what he considered to be
of the ideas of atoms and molecules. the most efficient means of imparting a knowledge of chemistry,
In the second communication Dr. ——,. escribes the pre- beginner in the a
ton can now be laid aside, substituting, as so that it might serve as an instrument of intellectual education,
paration of bromophenoldisulphonic acid, C; He Br OH (SOs H)s, The hypothesis of
and its conversion by nitric acid into a br
itrophenolsulphonic a starting point, the agg 4of the relation of molecular weights and that the student, by following it ir its ulterior developments,
table must be prepared of the vapour might judiciously apply it to the study of the other branches of
acid, Ce He Br NOz OH (SO; H), me te|the further action of the to the vapour densities.
with that of hydrogen as 2—that is to say, the natural science. If the attention of the eminent chemists and
acid into dinitrobromophenol identical with that obtained from density com:
weights of their molecules compared with the weight of the semi- mer there present were once attracted to this subject, he
dinitrophenol.
In their third paper, Dr. Armstrong and Mr. F. Brown describe molecule of hydrogen taken as unity. We must then compare elt certain that a bright light would be thrown on it, and that
the action of iodine, bromine, and chlorine, on an alcoholic solution the composition of the molecules centaining the same element— our young professors would find numerous suggestions to direct
of nitro-phenol sulphonic acid, Cs H; NOz2 OH (SO; H). By the including, or not, the molecule of the element itself— and thence them in
ing chemistry, and that at the very moment when
action ofthese elements on an aqueous solution of the acid, a deduce the law of the existence of atoms, that is to say, the instruction in our science had become so difficult on account of the
diiodo dibromo, or dichloronitrophenol is invariably produced, and amount of each element which always enters bywhole multiples rapid transformation which it was undergoing.
e here have the {
it does not appear to be possible to isolate any intermediate pro- into the molecules which contains them.
. Williamson said that those who were present ought not to
duct ; whereas, when an alchoholic solution is employed, the' atoms of Dalton, which in the present state of the science, express
te without some expression of the pleasure that they had
but also the composition of felt in listening
reaction is found to consist in the replacement of the sulpho-acid not only all that Dalton discove:
to so learned, vast,
eloquent
a discourse,
in the choice of which those treating as it did of a most difficult and im:
of one of _ ~ by an —
of iodine, bromine, &c., giving : equal volumes of their vapours,
t
There
vy and Wollaston. was scarcely anything of
rise to the formation of iodonitrophenolsulphonic acid, X&c., doubts can no longer arise which em
ter moment in the scientific educaC, Hz I NOz OH (SO; H), &c.
' The ideas of molecules and atoms suggested to the student by this tion of youth than the rightly setting before them those wonderful
The secretary read a letter from M. E. Maumené, of Paris, law are devoid of all considerations of form, size, continuity, or transformations of matter which it is the
ef chemistry
thanking the Society for the interest it had testified in his theory discontinuity; the only property indissolubly connected with them to explain. These great and
ing truths—for, as the lecturer
at a previous meeting, and to Dr. E. Divers for the illustrations he is that of ponderability, the very definition of matter.
had said, they were growing truths—should be set before youth in
had given of it. The writer then criticises the h
hesis of sub- + Recollecting that no physical theory of the constitution of such a manner as to form a coherent whole. He hoped to study
stitution and —- i —— Se |chem: s —- 80 matter had yet been advanced which thoroughly conformed to this masterly discourse with profit and delight, and would now
strangea predilection; strange,in
; for scarcelya passes’ chemical ideas, he insisted upon the advisability in teaching the propose a vote of thanks to his illustrious colleague for the honour
without on of them announcing that he has looked ase par-' molecular and atomic theory to keep it free from all that is not which he had done them in delivering to
the Faraday
ticular result indicated - rsegy hypotheses, and found another,” absolutely essential, so that it may preserve sufficient plasticity
and at the same time
claims for his theory that it ‘‘ gives the to adapt itself to the progress of our physical and mathematical
Professor Tyndal said he had heard the discourse with deep
means of calculating true chemical nel agg
knowledge. For this purpose he thought it useful to allow the interest, for it showed that the lecturer knew the importance of
The meeting then adjourned until Thursday, 20th June, when student, in the first place, to glance at the changes in the hypo- a teacher's vocation, and that his province was not merelyto
i
to give a lecture on ‘‘Deacon’s thesis of the constitution of matter, and then to cause him to communicate knowledge, but to do it in such a manneras to
ine, as illustrating some principles of estimate the di
of confidence they merit in the actual state arouse an interest in, and love of the subject in the pupil, by
of our knowl
Having thus placed upon a solid basis the presenting it in its proper relations. He would have welcomed
fundamental notions of atoms and molecules by the comparison of the lecturer to that institution even had he come to tear in
the
composition
of
equal
volumes of the
ies in the gaseous pieces the notions which he cherished regarding atoms and
Faraday Lecture—Friday, 30th May, 1872.
state, it
es Di
to consider the difficulties which arise molecules. How pleasant it was then to find such a broad agree
Dr. FRANKLAND, F.R.S., President, in the chair.
in the application of these notions when the va;
densities are ment between their views. The chemist cannot halt at equivalent
Tue meeting was held in the Lecture Theatre of the Royal wanting. He explained and justified the use of various auxiliary proportions, he must ask himself whence they arise, and
Institution, kindly lent for that p
criteria to which we have recourse in these cases, proving them, the inevitable answeris some form of the atomic theory. This
Dr. Frankland, in introducing Professor Cannizzaro, explained in the first instance, by the touchstone of the theory of Avogadis theory, however, cannot be
fined to chemical ph
that the lect;
ip had been founded by the Chemical Society in and Clausius by showing that they gave results in accordance with The motions of thoseatoms and molecules underlie all our explanahonour of the illustrious Faraday, to
held by some eminent that theory whenever the two methods can be employed simul- nations of the as cause of light and heat, and it is
y
foreign savant, who during the term of his tenure was to deliver taneously.
taking up the field of magnetism and electricity. Consider, for
a discouse before the Society. In 1869 M. Dumas had honoured
He believed that we should never lose sight of the starting- example, the heat of gases, both as regards the motion of translathem with his presence there, and on that night they were to
int, nor give the formule of all compounds as of equal proba- tion of the molecules which produce temperature, and the motions
listen to Professor Cannizzaro, of Palermo, who
undertaken to bility : “*It is not by concealing the obscurity of these
sti
of
and vibration of their constituent atems, which,
deliver the Faraday lecture. After alluding to the numerous that we shall enlighten the student ; on the contrary, we should though ap epae argues themselves
as temperature, constitute
investigations which the professor had made in o!
i
i
estimate each fact at its true value by showing him that our ‘—_—P the heat,
and amongst others the discovery of benzylic
science does not merit an equal degree of confidence on all points,”
cesnnek anette eee teen aee bee
FF, = This forms the introduction, the
tion for the study of the bing topete,
being
» 80 tatt free°. oxygen andfrehydrogen.
i
portant theoretical views wi
e
origina’
e a
as com|
of
ies, each containing
a pair
which matter
—the real object and aim
ident,
in the name of the Society, presented to him the Faraday of our
atoms, has
inly simplified
the results, But it must not be
The comparison of the atomic composition of molecules has led forgotten that this combination of like atoms is generally different
Professor Cannizzaro said that when he received the flattering chemists to the law of substitution, to the pry
of Dumas, from that of unlike atoms. The en of Cone SD aap
invitation to deliver the Faraday lecture he was placed in very then to that ofWilliamson and Gerhardt,
and,
ly, to the theory nitrogen with nitrogren produces no such effects upon the lumias the unionof oxygen with nitrogen. With the
: vourable circumstances to respond to it, as he hadno definite of the different mobility of atoms and their modes of union, or the niferous ether
results from recent researches to lay before the Society, and was so-called theory of atomicity, which includes the former. Al- same quantityof matter the amountof ris viva sent forth as
and abandoning
his though at p
t it is impossible in teaching chemistry
entirely to radiant heat may be augmented a ee
eae a
, ding his lab
remove
to Rome and establish a new eliminate this latter pomee owhich gives a summary of several millionfold
— by the act of diverse combination.
act
laws, and guides us ordi ly in the
inati oan omen aoe seems to carry with it a condensation
of the ether to a dense
atmosphere around the atoms. In the same
the diverse
Saino
ust
80 as=to avo a
oein’
~ ee wand
i ofthe
e —beginner atoms vibrating in the denser atmosphere formed
m,
phn QM pan Dy gy gh —qo
ae oawhich are
ys intelligent education. In mg
of ex
order to avoid this, it is advisable to bear in mind the
in 5
special cases as ozone,
» are incompetent to
of development
it has
‘| this doctrine,
and the actual
uce similar condensation, The
then asked them
‘| at present reached. It is still far from being
a complete and well to echo the resolution so well put to the meeting by Professor
established theory, but is in a state of transition, for although, Williamson,
4 E eoa < é Z 2 3 =
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which brings back the sections on the retreat of the cone (Fig. 4).
Thechange
of rate is made with great ease, and the whole arrangement seems to answer its purpose admirably.
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NATIVE INDIAN COTTON GINS AT THE
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
THOSE who are at all acquainted with the European machines
used for cleaning cotton, a
example of which machinery, as
exhibited by Messrs, Platt Brothers and Co., is to be seen in the
International Exhibition, cannot fail to take an interest in the
simple apparatus used by the natives of India for the same
:
Fic.Ic. 1 1,
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i
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THIS is a powerful paper cutting machine, and has been
tested in public, and well reported on. We have but one
objection to make concerning it, namely, that a very inappropriate
word is introduced by its inventor with the title of the machine,
namely, the word “ guillotine,” which we have taken the liberty
to omit. The knife is not of the form of that of the guillotine, and
its action is totally different,* why therefore stamp the machine
with such a sanguinary epithet ?
The two characteristic features of the machine—and very
important they are—are the getting rid of the dead point, and the
fact of the oblique direction of the knife and that of the power
acting upon it being the same.
__The construction of the machine will be easily understood by
* The guillotine has a knife with an oblique edge, and a vertical fall,
—— the knife of this machine has a horizontal edge and an oblique
action,
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On the table at the northern end of the cotton machinery
ear will be found eight exhibits (case Nos. 5631-38) contributed
y the Secretary of State for India, showing the rude means by
which the poor Indians produce the yarn which forms, amongst
other tissues, the yet unrivalled Dacca muslin. In the first place
we have the iron foot cleaning roller, a roughly rounded piece of
iron about a foot long and half an inch.in diameter in the centre,
and tape ing off towards each end ; a small model shows a native
at wor! with one foot on each end of the roller. In addition to
the above there are six native cotton cleaning churkas, from
Guzerat, Ulwar, and Arracan. The mechanical features of these
fi
j2EcE7
churkas, some of which were doubtless invented before a bale of
cotton had reached Liverpool, perhaps before any European knew
what cotton was, are curiously novel, and we have selected three
of
most remarkable for illustration. Fig. 1 represents the
the accompanying illustrations, Fig, 1. being a front view, and mostthe simple
and smallest of these churkas; without the winch
Fig. 2. a side elevation. In place of the crank, the oval and
it would stand in a space about 10in. square; it is from
eccentric wheel are adopted, the connecting rod being carried handle
Arracan,
and,
be seen by the engraving, consists
direct from the oval wheel to the frame of the cutter. This con- of a pair of as lelwillwooden
rollers, the characteristic feature
necting rod is furnished with an adjusting screw, which regulates consisting in the manner in which
the rollers are geared with each
the
edge of the knife to the wood on which it cuts. The dotted other. The ends, being left somewhat
larger than the rollers, are
lines show the guides which give the knife carrier its steady oblique shaped,
evidently
by
hand,
with
short
triple screws, or what may
motion. By this arrangement the power of the knife is equal
escribed
as
a
pair
of
pinions
having
t
raking teeth each,
throughout the entire stroke, a great desideratum.
work with each other with great smoothness, We
We cannot of our own experience speak with certainty of the which
no
idea
this
mode
of
gearing
was
so
ancient,
speed at which the machine may be driven; it certainly is great,
and the inventors declare that it is capable of making from sevenFie. 2
teen to twenty cuts a minute, which is certainly rapid work for
such a cutter. It will be seen by the accompanying scale that the
knife is nearly 3ft. long, and we may add that the extreme depth
of cut is more than 5in., perhaps nearer 6in.
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Fig. 2 represents a churka from Ulwar. Here we have a thin
iron roller mounted above a larger wooden one tapering towards
one end; these two rollers are
together on the same principle as in the preceding churka, a short taper iron spiral worki
= spiral grooves cut most rudely in the thick end of the wooden
roller.
Fig, 3,
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EXHIBITED as a part of the series of machines and apparatus
employed by Messrs. J. Dickenson and Co, in the manufacture of
envelopes, this paper-cutting machine is a striking illustration of
the application of powerful machinery to a very simple p
;
the quantity of work which it is capable of performing and the
regularity and rapidity of its action are its full justification. The
machine at the Exhibition is capable of cutting six
ti
webs of paper at a time ; these are mounted on revolving axes in
the rear of the machine. The ends of the paper being collected
together are passed under a pressing roller which maintains the
required amount of tension. The rolls of paper are made for
convenience not to exceed 4 cwt., and the web of paper on each is
about three-quarters of a mile in oa
The paper is slit into strips by ordinary disc cutters mounted
on a transverse axis, as used in paper-making machinery, and
these slips are cut transversely into sheets
means of the
revolving cutter shown in Fig. 3 in our engraving. This knife
carriage is about 2ft. in diameter ; when large sheets are required
only one knife is used, in other cases two. The edges of these
knives, which are about 4ft. long, have
to be perfectly true—in
fact, they are bevelled straight edges. The paper, after beingsplit
into two or more strips, asabove described, by the circular cutters,
arrives at a fixed straight
which corresponds with the central
line of the axis of the revolving knife carrier. In order to separate the gee the revolving knives have te be set with great precision with relation to the fixed straight edge, This is effected

SEGTION
oF
EXPANDING |
PULLEY

by mounting the entire cutter frame on a parallel sliding frame,
e whole being moved forwards or backwards by means of fine
set screws turned by hand. When thus set the sheets of paper
seem to fall off as if by magic on the approach of the knives.
The novel portion of the machine, and that which has most
general interest, is the driving apparatus, by which the lengths
of the sheets of paper are regulated. By simply ye
hand
wheel one of the driving pulleysis expanded and the other contracted at the same time, thus giving twice the range of speeds to
the paper possible if the diameter of only one pulley were altered.
These alterations are effected by the united movement of a righthand thread on the shaft of one pulley and a left on the other, in
connection with cones that move into and expand the segments of
one pulley, and retire from and _contract those of the other. A
spring to each segment and the driving belt itself always keep the
segments even, and a }in. scale on one pulley and a pointer on its
cone form a measurer of the sheets of paper. By altering the
diameter of both the pulleys simultaneously a saving of time and
paper is effected, and there is no necessity for the ordinary number
of change wheels to regulate the lengths of paper to be cut. The
pulleys are driven by a flat belt which works evenly, and is not
stretched on one edge as with cone
F
;
The arrangement of this driving apperatus is clearly shown in
our drawings. Fig. 1 shows the two pulleys complete
with their
connections, as above
i
2 shows the interior of one
of the expanding pulleys, with the circular india-rubber
band

Fic. 4.

Fig. 3 represents another churka also from Ulwar.
Here we have an approach to the form of European
machines; the churka is set in motion by a strap
passing over a pulley, but in what way is not shown ;
the bearing plates and set screws shown in Fig, 4,
which is an end view of the churka, and the very
rude pair of iron pinions which connect the rollers,
one of iron and the other of wood, as in the preceding case, present nothing remarkable; the
liarity here is in the screwed form of the rollers,
the wooden one tapering as before, and the two
gearing with each other at one end only.
It would be er interesting to know the date
of introduction of these and other machines, but
there are no — records to refer to, and our
Indian archeologists are not likely to concern themselves about cotton cleaning churkas, however interesting their history may be to others,

THe Danks’ FURNACE IN THE UNITED States.—The Cincinnati Railway Ironworks, where nine of the Danks’ puddlers are in
use, have abandoned the melting of pig metal in the furnace
itself, and now melt in a blast furnace, from whence the metal is
conveyed to the puddling machines. By this means it is claimed
thata savingof &0percont,canbemadein
time,
ing them
b.
=
eats per hour
hour in
to naga
di
two heats
in each furnace,
rough acquaintance with the furnace it is found
that light iron can be made almost asreadily asrails,
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THERE is no doubt that a good water meter is at the present
time in great demand, and the meter we illustrate above appears
to possess sufficient merit to deserve a place in our pages. One
jal advantage claimed for it over single cylinder meters is that
e valve of each cylinder is worked direct by the piston-rod of
the other cylinder, thus preventing any tendency to remain stationary at any part of the piston’s stroke. It is, we are informed,
quite certain
in its action, starting at any time by sim ly turning
on the inlet water. The working parts are not complex, and are
reduced to the utmost to avoid friction. The meter itself occupies
a small space, and is capable of measuring water under either high
or low pressure.
,
The meter, as will be seen odour engraving, consists of two
cylinders and pistons, end to end on the same axis, the cylinders
being separated by a narrow space, in which the levers for working
the slide valves are placed.
e whole of the meter, excepting
the two cylinder covers and the valve jacket, is in one
ing.
The water is admitted to and expelled from both sides of
piston alternately, and each piston works, by means of levers, the
slide valve of its opposite cylinder. Each piston must travel to
the end of its stroke, and empty the total capacity of its cylinder
before the other cylinder can receive its complement of water.
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r cent., which is as near an approach to accuracy as could be
i
in a water meter. They are manufactured by Messrs.
Smith, Pender, and Co., engineers, Millwall.
DETECTING ELECTRICALLY DEFECTIVE INSULATORS.
THE following simple and practical method of detecting electrically defective insulators in telegraph lines has been devised by
Mr. Schwendler. The principle of the method is to send a magneto-electric current through the resistance of the insulator, and
to measure the strength of the current by its effect on the tester’s
“es ing ortaste. isles tie
m the accompanying di
the connections of the appawien dilbeemilee entedeeh. I isa magneto-el aint ic machi .
the terminals of which, A and B, are carefully insulated with
ebonite from each other and from the ground.
Terminal B is in
permanent contact with the insulator receiver r. This receiver r
consists of four steel springs in metallic contact with a brass plate
insulated on ebonite. Each of the springsis tipped with platinum
on its inner face, to insure good contact with the iron hood of the
insulator under test.* Terminal A is in permanent contact with
the fixed knob n forming
of key K. This knob nis immovable, and is tipped with platinum on the top. In metallic contact
with the body of the key K is a brass rod hingedin three places,
so as to be movable in any direction. The uppermost piece of the
rod is insulated by an ebonite tube p, and terminates in a double
spring of steel z, faced with om to make a good contact with
the stalk of the insulator.
e rod p weshall designate
the insulator pencil. A strong steel spring is attached to the body of the
key K, bent upwards and terminating in a brass knob m, tipped
with platinum. This spring in its normal position, i.e., when not
pressed down, completes the circuit by making metallic contact
at f. C is a clamp interposed between A and B, which when
plugged up connects the terminalA permanently with B, and is
only
when testing joints.
e whole instrument is constructed lightly, but at the same time strongly, and can easily be
carried by one cooly along the line. The various portions of
me —_— which require to be insulated are mounted on
eboni

receiver r, and connect the insulator pencil p with thestalk. Then
turn with the right hand the handle of the machine, having two
fingers of the left on the knobs m and n, as before descri
but
without pressing down the knob m, i.e., without opening contact
at f.
us, however bad the insulator under test may be, and
however quick the tester may turn the handle, he will feel nothing
whatever ; but as soon as he presses down the knob m the metallic
circuit at f is opened, and the alternating positive and negative
eto-electric currents have to pass from one finger to the other,
and consequently if strong enough will give the tester sensible
shocks, by which he is at once informed that the insulator under
test is defective, and much under the fixed standard of insulation.
If, however, the tester should not feel any current through his
fingers (a comparatively rough galvanoscope), he has only to repeat
the experiment by placing his tongue on the knob n while the one
finger of the left hand still presses down the knob m. If even
now no current is felt by the tester through this most delicate
galvanoscope, the tonguc, he can rest assured that the insulator is
perfect for all practical purposes. By opening and closing the contact at f alternately the tester has it in his power to allow
currents to pass through the tongue for short intervals, and consequently will be able to detect the feeblest induction currents by
virtue of his consequent changes of sensation.
Detecting Bad Joints.—From the foregoing it will readily be
understood that the instrument may also with advantage be used
for detecting bad joints in a telegraph line. It is then only
necessary to connect the two ends ofthe joint by well insulated
wires to the two terminals A and B, by means of the binding
screws 8 8; and to plug up hole C and have the insulator pencil p
pointing into the air, ie., perfectly insulated. In‘this way the
fingers of the tester, on the ~~ m and n, and the joint to be
tested act as shunts to the induction coil of the magneto-electric
machine, (See dotted line in diagram.)
Limits of Measurement.—Any insulator offering a resistance of
not more than one megohm can be detected by the fingers. Any
insulator which has a resistance under eight megohms can always
be detected by the tongue. Any joint which offers a resistance
higher than two hundred ohms can be detected by the fingers;
and from five ohms upwards by the tongue.
Rate of Testing and the Economy Effected by the use of the Instrument,—A properly organized testing party consisting of ten coolies,
two line men, and one tester, should always be able to test at least
three miles of single line per day of nine working hours, The
applicatien of the instrument wil be most valuable in all cases,
as the lines generally contain only a small percentage of defective
insulators, and thus the expense of transport of material to completely reinsulate the lines, which especially in the case of lines
not near a railway would be very great, is saved.
Practical Remarks.—(1) The best way in practice is to change
the insulators for about onemile, to soak them in water before
cleaning, and then test, the tester taking up his position about the
middle of the section. (2) For safety sake the porcelain of each
rejected insulator is to be broken. (3) Any insulator having a
crack in the porcelain is to be replaced by a perfect one, notwithstanding that it may test perfectly. Insulators with cracked
porcelains may leak during the we’: season, although apparently
perfect in dry weather.*
PEART’S PATENT PIT CAR WHEEL.
ANNEXED we give a representation of this wheel, with the boss
in section so as to show its interior arrangement. The object of
the invention is to perfect the lubrication of the working parts.
C is the oil reservoir, and D the oil placed in it. A is the hole to
convey the oil to the shaft. B is a spurt hole from one side of the
reservoir to the other. On starting the revolution the oil reaches
the journal in sufficient quantity for lubrication, and the supply
is stopped by the centrifugal force developed by the wheel when

o es ~~
Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section, with one piston and rod in
elevation and the other in part section. Fig. 2 is a cross-section
through the lever chamber. pn heis a plan of the valve faces,
&e.
B, are the two cylinders bushed with gun-metal,
and bored out truly with each other by the same boring
bar. OC, D, are the pistons of cast iron with metallic
2 ing rings, hey —— — trials wih Inte. vulcanite,
and other packing, have been found to surpass
‘or being watertight with a minimum of friction. The piston-rods E and F are of
gun-metal, and are independent of each other, but the end of F is
increased in diameter and bored out to receive the end of E, which
works freely in it. The pistons have a long boss, in which the
piston-rods work freely, and, as the end of the boss is solid, no
water angus from one side of the piston to the other. The rods
fully under;way. The spurt hole B relieves the surplus oil on
are slo
out as shown in section, and theFags have a steel
either side by allowing;it to ~ through. The wheel can also'be
pin G secured through their boss, which (after the piston has
used
as a loose pulley, in which case the direction is as shown by
To Test the Efficiency of the Instruments.—Before the tester protravelled for a portion of its stroke), strikes the end of the slot, and
arrow, and the spurt hole Bis closed. The advantages claimed
actuates the valve motion. Gun-metal bushes H, H, are screwed ceeds with testing he must satisfy himself that his instrument is the
are
that
oil can be used and no more of it consumed than
into the inner ends of the cylinders A, B, and hat leathers I are in perfect order. This is to be done as follows :—Put in the plugs absolutelythinneeded
that it requires attention but once a month,
inserted,
h which the pistonwork, The leathers are A and B, but leave out the plug C. Let the insulator pencil p and costs no more ;than
wheels. According to the Scientific
em
ic contact with the receiver r, put one finger of the American, this wheel is other
kept in position by the screwed nuts J. In the chamber K two
in use in more than forty coal mines in
gun-metal levers L and M are fixed to oscillate on their respective left hand on knob n, a finger of the same hand on knob m, the
States.
It
is
made
at
the
Atlas Works, Pittsburgh, U.S.
ie., without
studs N and O. The piston-rod E has a slot near its end to receive but without pressing the latter knob do
dle of the
the extremity of the lever L, and the rod F has its two sides opening the contact at f, and give the
machine
a
sharp
turn
with
the
right
hand.
Then
a
|
should
flattened to form shoulders for the double or forked leverM. The
Concrete DwELLiInes.—Some time ago, in pursuance of the
lever L is connected by the link P to the slide valve Q, and the be felt by the finger, because the current produced, however instructions
left by the late Mr. Peabody, the trustees determined
lever M by the link R to the valve 8S. The valves are of the ordi- strong, is short circuited at f. As soon, however, as the tester to erect a number
of separate blocks of houses for the poorer
nary D shape, and, as well as their faces, are = ena. The presses down the knob m, i.¢., opens the contactf, all the current classes of the metropolis
in the neighbourhood of Bermondsey.
produced
passes
from
one
knob
to
the
other,
giving
the
tester
levers are proportioned so as to give to the valves their proper
is a district which is in urgent need of improvements of this
amount of travel. On the topof one of the links a projecting strong shocks, because there is no external resistancein the circuit This
description. After some deliberation it was resolved to build six
stud or pin T is formed, giving motion to a lever U stimel on to —— the tester’s body. If the instrument is in perfect order it blocks
a site obtained in East-lane in the above mentioned
the end of a spindle V, which passes through the stuffing-box W should give in this way very strong shocks, even when turning localityupon
owing to the superior cheapness with which concrete
into the bottom of the box X. On the other end of this spindle very slowly. By this it is proved that the instrument generates a could be;and
used
with the ordinary bricks and mortar,
a ratchet with spring is fixed and works into the ratchet wheel Y, current sufficiently strong to detect any insulators really defective, Mr. Tall, whose compared
name is well known in connection with concrete
-—* eae Arepeat the same
secured on the main _—_ of a counter-gear, consisting of the i.e, Seeiste aaa ———
construction,
was
authorised
to prepare the plans and drawings
imen’
putting
the
insulator
il
p
in
the
air,
i.e,
making
usual combination of toothed wh
hands and
for
for the purpose. They were econ’ by the committee,
ternal resistance infinite ;then no shocks should be felt by n
indicating and registering the quantity of water
through
and
the
building
commenced.
e principle of accommodation is
the
fingers,
even
when
turning
most
rapidly;
also,
not
the
the meter. This gear is enclosed in a water-tight
box
that known as “ flats,” of which there are three stories, each
into a recess
cast on the topof the valve
casing, and has a pro- slightest sour taste should be detected if the tongue of the tester capable
of containimg two, three, or four families. When the
tecting glass face to keep out dust, &c. The commas qos toaelior is substituted for the finger at knob n and if turning rapidly for a block
was pretty well above ground the Metropolitan Board
in all sizes of the meters, with the exception of the ratchet
wheel moment. By this test it is proved that no leakage exists between interfered
and contended that the system of building adopted by
and r, and that, therefore, no perfect insulators which have an
Y, which is varied as to its amount o: apie oydeed gon
Mr.
Tall
could not be permitted, as it was an infringment of their
tion over a certain determined
limit can be rejected by the
of the various sized meters. All the working
parts being of gunActs. To this Mr. Tall, naturally enough, demurred, and
metal, there is no liabilityof their becoming fast from disuse or tester. Further, with each instrument are issued a number of Building
which has been twice heard in the
defective insulators, and one perfect one, each having its resistance the result was a summons,
other causes. Ne
S Building
lice courts, and stands adjourned for another h:
_ , to gai
delivery ey comrering 0tee about 15in. long and 14in. deep pe Se ne re ae ee
in
concrete
has
made
considerable
progress during the last few
“the
|
fm
e
ni
e
ence,
and
they
should
en
on
over the index-box.
i poe Se eet Se diameter,
ane and there are
structures in existence which
with a 2in. stroke, and delivers from
to 2700 gallons per line {asstandards} to test the deteetor when required.
Testing Insulators.—The tester will
as follows :—Wash emonstrate that it can be applied successfully to such examples.
hour. They can be worked under any pressure, and have been
questio vorata
the Board of Works and
, put it inverted
in the The sooner
pn th iy mg Ne
correct under 50 Ib,
square inch the insulator to be tested
ead of water. One of
and under a few in
meters has * Should the insulator have no iron hood, as in the case of the Prussian Mr. Tall is settled the better forall parties.
been at work some time in Woolwich
then it must be placed inverted in a small metal vessel contain
* We are indebted for the
article to a circular issuedby
water supplied toa group of boilers, ‘and
andregis
within If mercury
or water.
Lieut.-Col. R. Murray, Offg. . General Telegraphs in India.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
correspondents,
THE SWINGER AND THE GOSHAWK.
Sir, —I regret to say that I am one of those who cannot look
upon the report of the trials of the Goshawk and Swinger as
either satisfactory or conclusive.
In the first place, we are not told whether the boilers of each
vessel are similar in size and construction, nor have we any information as to the terminal pressures; and even if we were assured
as to the similarity of the boilers and equality of the terminal
pressures, I should regard the question of superiority of the one
engine over the other as far off a settlement as ever, so long as the
— were merely tested by the indicator instead of the friction
rake and balance,
Such a trial really Ly to me to reflect but little credit upon
any one connected with it, and to make confusion worse confounded.
Surely there is, or ought to be, intellect enough in our navy to
grasp a question of this kind, and surely there is money enough
at command to justify an outlay of a little in so important a service. The Cornish engine was brought to its present state of
rfection simply by ascertaining its duty, and why cannot the
t form of marine engine be selected by the same means ?
BLACKWALL,
TESTING ENGINES,
Sir,—Being interested in a former discussion in your pages on
the liquefaction of steam on account of work done, I was surpris'
to read in a leader of your contemporary of June 7th, 1872, that
he advocates a system of testing ‘‘according to which the quantity
of heat actually used by the engine is measured by noting the
quantity and temperature of the condensing water.” If the theory
you have continually advanced be true, would not the heat which
reappears in the condenser be less than that taken up in the
boiler by the equivalent of the work done; this I think you have
positively stated. Who is right?
C. R. PARKES,
Nethertield, Weybridge.
(The heat which reappears in the condenser is less than that
imparted to the water in the boiler in proportion to the amount
of work done, unless the engine is jacketed, when all the work may
be done in the jacket. In this lies the essence of the test referred
to, the condensing water not being as hot as it ought to be if the
steam passed into the condenser without doing werk.—Ep., E.]
TRIAL OF STEAM BOILERS.
Srr,—In a recent issue, referring to ‘‘ Sectional Boilers,” you
allude, in a manner that is very gratifying to the committee who
had the honour of conducting the tests, to the ‘‘ Report to the
American Institute upon the rial of Steam Boilers at the Annual
Exhibitien of 1871.” You, however, consider the results obtained
to be unsatisfactory, as exhibiting a low “ steaming capacity.”
In justice to the competitors it should be stated that this is
largely due to the fact that the chimney was very low, being
barely high enough to bring its top well above the low shed under
which the boilers were placed, and no means were adopted to
increase, artificially, the rapidity of combustion. In comparisons
of economy of fuel, also, I would suggest that, as it is exceedingly
difficult to determine the ameunt of water carried over with the
steam, except by the method adopted at these, trials, judg
t
ean hardly . rendered with confidence unless the boilers compared have all been similarly tested.
Manufacturers and capitalists have, more than once, Lrought me
certificates from experienced and generally reliable engineers, of
the evaporation by boilers of usual forms, of most improbable,
and even sometimes impossible, results, the error having arisen
from the difficulty of detecting moisture in the steam.
Stevens Institute of Technology,
R. H. THurston.
Department of Engineering,
Hoboken, New Jersey, U.S., June 4, 1872.
THE SEACOMBE LANDING STAGE,
S1r,—In your last week’s number you give engravings of a set
of plans which were submitted for a competition, opened by the
Wallasey Local Board, Cheshire, in 1867, the object of which was
to procure designs for a new es stage with approach —
at Seacombe Ferry station, on the river Mersey, and nearly
opposite to the Liverpool landing stages. These plans were
unsuccessful in the competition—the first prize was awarded to
the plans produced conjointly by Mr. Haughton, of Victoria-street,
Westminster, and Mr. G, J. Crosbie Dawson, of the engineering
staff of the London and North-Western Railway.
There are several objections that may be made to the plans
illustrated, the chief of which is the absence of rigidity in the
—
bridge. When its six spans of 70ft. each are afloat on
their several pontoons, say at high water, this bridge, or flexible
causeway as it may be called more correctly, will accommodate
itself to the surface of the water, smooth or rough, or much agitated, as the case may be; it being free to move on its seven pairs
of hinges in a vertical direction, as well as partially so in a lateral
one throughout its whole length, and at such a time it will thus
be subjected to a continued series of irregular and oscillatory
movements—anything but favourable to the proper conduct of a
horse, carriage, and wagon traffic to and from the ferry boats—and
which it was required under the terms of the competition
should be provided for in all weathers and at all times of tide.
Such an approach partakes largely of the character of a bridge of
boats, which, however admissible for the purpose of crossing a
river inland, would be most objectionable in such a water-way as
that of the estuary of the Mersey, where it would be continually
exposed to high winds and rapidly moving tides, the latter often
running at seven knots the hour.
One of the first conditions in connection with a bridge of this
class is that it shall be placed in a sheltered situation; this, however, cannot be had at Seacombe.
e estimate is scarcely
deserving of notice, it having been prepared five years ago.
June 17th, 1872.
ARCHIMEDES.
NOVEL SYSTEM OF SCREW PROPULSION,
Sir,—In reply to an article on a novel system of screw proulsion in THE ENGINEER of the 10th of May, I beg to inform
r. Laird that the method described by him, viz., to produce a
rotary motion without the use of the crank, is now upwards of
eighteen years old. About eighteen years ago, while living in
Deptford, I made a small engine with one cylinder, and shortly
afterwards, in Glasgow, another with two a. which lay
for a short time at Lancefield Engine Works
(Mr. James Napier was
manager at the time). The only difference between the engine
described
by Mr. Laird and mine is that the cam, or barrel shaft,
of my engine make one turn for two strokes of the piston, whereas
the engine of Messrs. Westwood, Baillie, and Co. makes one turn
for one stroke of the piston. The only advantage (if any) to be
gained is a longer cylinder.
Ws.
z
189, High-street, Dumbarton.
PNEUMATIC LOOMS,
Srr,—Greatly interested on all matters affecting the weavi
interest, I was attracted when at the Exhibition to the pacumatie
loom mentioned in your publication of the 24th of May last.
Having seen other looms working on the principle of compressed
air in such a manner as to elicit commendations
manufac-

Fotie loom Wemsevous times did 1 vieds this mest “ beantifal
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weaving machine that has ever been seen jn action,” but unfortunately never succeed in seeing it at work “‘ weaving.” And as
there was no attendant to ~ any explanation, we availed ourselves of the opportunity (others having met at the loom, who, as
myself,
ed
Lacetieas of carefully examining the
machinery thereof.
None of us present can gainsay “but what
the air loom as now modified forms one of the most striking and
valuable inventions of the day,” that being a matter of opinion;
but as regards its being ‘‘ an attractive novelty in the machine (in
motion) oe
we quite concur, as it was not then at work, the
treadle string
having been cut, and when last visited the warp was
removed. If the novelty consists in its “inertia,” it is without
doubt the most wonderful thing exhibited.
But there are mechanical facts which require explanation. It is
stated there are no separate pumps or accumulators ; this is a
misrepresentation, as there are two air pumps fixed at the back of
each
beam, the pistons of which work backwards and forward in
the cylinder actuated by a cam motion (to use the words of the
report), so that at each time the sley is forced back the air is
violently compressed in the cylinder. Therefore there are two
compressors or two air pumps. What is the numerical value
of “violently compressed ?” From our Lancashire experience it
takes a blow of 15 lb. to drive the shuttle across the race;
admitting the air to be violently compressed to 151b. on the
square inch, the cylinder 6in. diameter, the “ power compressed ”
is equal to 28°27 x 15 = 42405 1b. for each pick. A 141°35is the
volume of air compressed to produce the power required. It is
presumed the little tap at the top of the cylinder has an object,
though it cannot be readily conceived. It may be, though hardly
possible, to allow the surplus air compressed and not required to
spend itself, instead of escaping through the box and blowing the
weft through the shed. Is s0 much power necessary, and need
there be so much wasted? With these facts before them,
how can anyone conceive that this loom requires one-third less
power to drive than the ordinary picker stick loom /
The next question is about ‘ valves.” It states there are none
required, nor anything serving the purpose of avalve. All that
can be said in reply to such a statement is that at the rear of the
shuttle is the air, the shuttle being held in a close-fitting box by
a pawl, consequently acts as a valve (and a very bad one too),
which flies across the race so soon as the pawl is raised, propelled
by the violently compressed air accumulated at its rear, consequent
on the action of the piston in the air cylinder, and that the release
is attended with a very perceptible, not to say violent jerk, consequent on the sley beam being freed from offering any further
resistance to the compressing power.
The speed of the ‘‘naked loom” (as before observed, the warp
was removed) did not exceed 100 picks per minute, which is rather
short of the statement that it may be driven 250 picks per minute.
There being no guides to the piston, there must be considerable
friction, which will require great lubrication. There does not
appear to be any provision to prevent the grease being blown
through the air pipe on to the work, The appearance of the work
hardly warrants such a statement of there being no grease or oil,
Having examined the loom with your paper in hand, we unanimously arrived at once to the conclusion that so far as the loom
working with less than ordinary noise is quite right, from the
simple fact that it does not appear to us to have ever werked at
with such power as admits of no dodging.
In the Manchester Examiner and Times of June 5th, on this
loom, you will find the following report, nearly five weeks afi
the opening of the Exhibition :—‘* It was not my fortune to see this
loom at work. The idea embodied in the invention seems to be
good, but whether the inventor will be able to find a packing for
the pistons which will stand the enormous quantity of strokes
that each piston must make in the course of a day’s work remains
to be seen.”
After ‘‘ seven weeks ” exhibition before the public had the loom
been at work, I should, doubtless, with the assist:
of qualified
attendants, not have troubled you to seek information which I
could have obtained myself, but left to find out where the advantages enumerated are to be found. My only alternative failing
to find it where it should have been, leads me to apply to you,
and I trust for so doing you will excuse one
INTERESTED IN Looms,
[We have been fortunate enough to see the loom at work, and
we confess that we failed to detect the existence of the serious
defects which our correspondent appears to have discovered,
Bey” our pages are open for Mr. Richardson’s explanations,—
Ep, E.
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
Thursday, June 13th.
Sir Jonn Luspock, M.P., in the chair.
At this meeting a paper on “Further Experiments on the Effect
of Alcohol and Exercise on the Elimination of Nitrogen, and on
Pulse and Temperature of the Body ” was presented by Dr. E. A.
Parkes. It contained a detailed description of experiments made
on a soldier, a Scotchman, who had been may
up on oatmeal
and milk, and who at one time had been in the habit of taking
more than a fair amount of whiskey. As a soldier, however, he
bears the character of a steady man in the enjoyment of perfect
health. His experience as to the effect of alcohol is noteworthy.
He commenced the exercise and brandy period of the experiment
with a belief that the brandy vould enable him to perform the
work more easily, but ended with the opposite conviction. The
brandy was taken in 4-o0z. doses at 10 a.m., 2 p.m., and 6 p.m., in
an equal quantity of water, and the work was chiefly done in the
two hours itnmediately succeeding each dose, and from 6 to 8 a.m.
The two hours’ work from 10 a.m. to 12 noon, immediately after
the first four fluid ounces of brandy, was, he thought, done
equally well with and without the brandy. The man affirmed
that he could tell no difference except that, to use his own words,
“‘The brandy seemed to give him a kind of spirit which made
him think he could do a great deal of work ; but when he came
to do it he found he was less capable than he thought.” After
the second four ounces of brandy he felt hot and thirsty ;but on
the first two days he thought he workedas well as on the ‘“‘water”
days ; on the third day, however, he had palpitation of the heart,
and was surprised to find he was obliged to stop from time to time,
because, to use his own words, ‘‘of his breathing not being so g “s
The third four fluid ounces of brandy at 6 p.m. produced on all
three days very marked narcotic effects; immediately after taki
it he became heavy, felt the greatest indisposition to exert himself,
and could hardly refrain from throwing down his spade and giving
up work. He worked with no vigour, and on the second eveni
ought his muscular power decidedly lessened. On the thi
evening, as it was raining, he could not dig, but took walking and
running exercise under cover. On attempting to run he found, to
his great surprise, as he is a particularly fast and
runner,
that he could not do so 3 on attempting to run he had palpitation
and got out of breath, and was ~ to stop, so that, he stated,
on the next day, ‘‘that if he had his accoutrements on and been
ordered to ‘double’ he could not have obeyed the order.” After
coming in from work on each evening he fell into a heavy sleep,
from which he was roused w@h difficulty.
i
for three
or four hours, after which he was restless and sleepless,
The man’s own judgment was, at the end of e trial, that he
weuld prefer to work without the brandy; and when asked for
his reasons, he mentioned, “‘the in
thirst, the heaviness in
the evening, and the fluttering at the heart.”
Mr, Huggins, F.R.S., next presented an elaborate paper of an
Mr, Francis
Galton briefly explained
his paper ‘On Blood
ip.” The author Ghstapla todebais Sis eamee
from acknowledged facts a more definiite sities tin now ead
of the meaning of the word “kinship,” He analyses
and describes
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the
plicated
tion that binds an individual, hereditarily,
to his parents and to his brothers and sisters, and therefore, by an
extension of similar links, to his more distant kinsfolk. An mdividual may transmit to his descendants ancestral qualities which
he does not himself possess; they must hence have existed in him
without ever having been brought out; they were in a latent not'a
patent form.
The results tending to prove that intellectual and moral gifts
are strictly transmitted
inheritance, whether the author intended it or not, strike a sharp blow at the ancient and mischievous doctrine of metempsychosis.
The last subject considered was a further communication by
Dr. W. B. Carpenter, on his researches in the Mediterranean
during the last autumn.
VISIT OF THE STUDENTS OF THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS TO THE LEICESTER WATER WORKS.
WE have been favoured by the Secretary of the Institution of
Civil Engineers with the following programme of the arrangements for the excursion to Leicester, of which we spoke in our
last impression :—
1, The students and visitors who desire]to avail themselves of
the opportunity of being conveyed from London to Leicester by
the special carriaggs provided by the president will be so good as
to assemble at the St. Pancras station of the Midland Railway
Company not later than 9°45 on the morning of Saturday, June
22ud. On presenting their cards of invitation to the secretary of
the institution they will receive first-class (double journey)
tickets, and will be shown to their respective carriages,
2. The train will leave St. Pancras at 10 a.m. precisely, and
will arrive at Leicester at about 12.17 p.m.
3. Conveyances from the Leicester station to the Waterworks
(distant about seven miles) will be provided by the president, and
will be in waiting in the station-yard. It is requested that the
students and visitors will take their seats not later than
12.30 p.m.
4. The party will arrive ‘at the Waterworks about 1.30 p.m.,
when the students are requested to separate themselves from the
rest of the company, and place themselves under the guidance of
the secretary, by whom they will be conducted to the south end
of the embankment.
5. At this point the president will
his explanations
in the order in which the several portions of the works will be
visited. The explanations will include :—(a) The objects of the
undertaking ; (b) the extent and character of the watershed ; (c)
the capacity of the storage reservoir and the constructive particulars of the embankment ; (d) the weir and byewash ; (ce) the outlet tunnel and valves ; (f) the filter-beds and system of filtration ;
(g) the engines, boilers, and pumps; (/) the system of main
pipes ; (k) the service reservoir; (/) the system of distribution;
(m) the general capabilities of the undertaking.
6, At 2.30 the students will be at libertyto distribute themselves at pleasure over the works, and to ascend the tower for
the purpose of obtaining a comprehensive view of the engineering
arrangements, and of the physical features of the watershed.
7. At 3 precisely the company (about 170 in number) will assemble in the marquee to partake of a cold collation.
8. At 5.30 the students and visitors, or so many of them as are
so disposed, are invitedto visit the ancient park of Bradgate, the
property of the Earl of Stamford and Warrington, who has
obligingly granted permission for that purpose. The objects of
interest are :—(a)
The geological features peculiar to Charnwood
Forest; (b) the magnitude and antiquity of the timber; (c) the
ruins of the residence of Lady Jane Grey.
9. At 6,30 the carriages will arrive at the ruins, and will take
up that portion of the party which had started from London in
the morning, which they wil reconvey to the Leicester station.
10, At 7.30 the students and visitors who intendto return to
town must assemble on the up platform, and enter the special
carriages which the president will provide, to reconvey them to
the St. Pancras station, where they will arrive at about 10 p.m,
Mr. ANDREW FLEMING, traffic a
pg of the Glasgow
and South-Western Railway, was killed on Monday evening at
Dunfries, by falling between the wheels of a coal wagon.
WILL IT Work ?—A circular has been issued from the Waroffice, stating that no officer or other person while employed in
the manufacturing or experimental departments of the War
Department will be permitted to obtain or sell, or be directly or
indirectly interested in, any letters patent for articles needed for
the use of the Government, nor to accept or derive any benefit
whatever from any person interested as a patentee or otherwise in
such invention ; and no claim on behalf of any person so employed
will be admitted for compensation for any loss he may allege that
he has sustained by being prohibited from taken out letters
patent for them. In other words, this is a plain statement that
the Government do not require any further improvements in
hinery or pr
employed in the production of munitions
of war.
A Patent Borrtinc aNnD Syrup Macuine.—There is at
present in full operation at the works of Messrs, Corry and Co.,
Belfast, aérated water manufacturers, one of Barrett’s patent
bottling and syrup machines. It is an ingenious invention. The
bottle has in the interior a stopper of lignum vite, surrounded at
the lower end by an india-rubber band. The bottle is put into
the machine neck downwards, and then the necessary quantity of
the syrup having been forced into it,
ther pipe supplies the
water and gas, and then the stopper drops down into its place, and
the bottle comes out corked.
e operation is performed with
great rapidity. The advantages by this invention are said to be very
great, inasmuch as the unpleasant explosion so often experienced in
us bottles of aéra‘
water is avoided. By pressing down
the stopper into the bottle the fluid flows forth, and should the
person opening it not desire to empty the bottle completely, the
mere turning of it upside down =
the stopper back into its
place and re-corks it,
THE British ASSOCIATION OF GAS MAaNnacers.—The ninth
annual conference of the British Association of Gas Managers has
just terminated, having taken place in the rooms of the Society of
Arts, Adelphi. The ee
commenced on Tuesday last,
with an adi
from the president, Mr. Jabez Church, M. Inst,
C.E., F.G.8., in which was much ©engrad * ame ae
to engineers and managers.
is was followed by the
i
of y series of papers on various subjects connected with the
mechanics and chemistry of gas manufacture. A considerable
amountof useful information was gleaned therefrom, and was also
elicited in the discussions which followed them. In the evening
Dr. Odling delivered a very interesting lecture to the members
upon a subject which is reese Rone serious attention of fs
engineers at the present time :—‘‘ The best means of getting rid of
bisulphide of salen.” On Wednesday the reading and discussion
of papers was continued during the day, and at the close of the
meeting the officers for the ensuing year were elected. The choice
of president
fell upon Mr. Angus
Croll, Mr. W. H. Bennett being
ected honorary secretary. The members dined together at
the Cannon-street Hotel in the evening, and on Thursday th
to Bromley
to inspect the new works of the Im
Company in course of erection. They subsequently visited
the works of the Chartered Gas Company at Beckton, which are
now in
operation. At the commencement of the conference
the number of members
was 360, and during the sitting seventy
more were added, bringing the effective stre of the Association
to 430 members. The conference
drew 1
er members
from all
me of the three kingdoms, and proved in every respect successful
emonstrating the practical value of the Association.
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MISCELLANEA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
‘NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
Rev. W. Rogers proposes, as Columbia Market has failed
THE Board of the Great Luxembourg Railway Company have
THE oldest artesian well in Europe is at Lillers, in the Pas de as THE
a metropolitan fish pa ceryy oh it should be turned into a
declined the proposals
of the Belgian Government
for the purchase Calais, and from its mouth water has flowed uninterruptedly for
middle-class girl’s school, for which, he says, it is admirably
< their property, the terms offered being altogether below its real seven hundred and forty-six years.
adapted.
ue,
TANNATE of soda is now used to a considerable extent in the
THE carmen of the metropolis have initiated a movement for an
THE Bedford and Northampton section of the Midland Railway United States for preventing scale in boilers. About two pounds
resolved
Company’s line has just been opened for
r traffic, First, per week are first used in an ordinary portable tubular boiler, increase of wages, and at a meeting held on Sunday,
second, and third class passengers are conveyed by all trains direct and more in proportion to size, until the scale is broken down, to form a “General Carmen’s Amalgamated Society,” for the
from London to Northampton, five.times per day each way.
when the quantity is reduced. Parties who have used it for some better attainment of this object.
Mr. Batpwix Latuam, C.E., of Westminster Chambers, has
THE splendid train, consistingof eight saloon carriages, builta time _— that it will keep boilers free from all deposit of scale
resigned the office of Consulting Engineer to the Croydon Local
Phanack. ago by the East of Shane Welbog for the use of the or mu
Emperor Napoleon and his family, has been purchased by the
In the year 1870 there were
registered in the seventeen principal Board of Health—such resignation to take effect upon the comRoumelian Railway Company for the Sultan, and was landed a cities and towns of England 1259 deaths from small-pox ; in the pletion of the works at present in progress.
few days ago at Stamboul.
BETWEEN sixty and seventy thousand men belonging to the
year just closed there have fallen victims to that disease in the
A PROJECT is under consideration in South Australia to construct same towns no less than 13,174 persons. The details for the National Miners’ Association and the Amalgamated Association,
a railway frsm Port Augusta to Port Darwin, with branches, if several towns have been derived from a collation of the weekly met at Durham on Saturday, their object being to support the
considered desirable, towards Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane. returns for 1871, and are as follows:—London, 7876 fatal cases ; Mines Regulation Bill, now before Parliame:it.
It is anticipated that the first cost will not be less than £10,000,000, Portsmouth, 39; Norwich, 245; Bristol, 45; Wolverhampton, 284 ; A PATAL railway accident occurred on Wednesday morning at
and to induce English capitalists to engage in it a concession of Birmingham,
61; Leicester, 11 ; Nottingham, 144; Liverpool, 1919; Juisvy, onthe Orleans line. From twenty to thirty persons wer
200,000,000 acres of land, laid out in thirty-five alternate blocks Manchester, 267; Salford, 227;
Bradford, 5;
eds, 43 ; hurt and some were killed, but the number is not stated, The
along the proposed route, will be asked for.
Sheffield, 406; Hull, 57; Sunderland, 850; Newcastle-on-Tyne, train came into collision with a goods train.
A MAIDSTONE paper says there is now a fair pros
that the 695,
SIXTEEN leading firms in the shoe trade have decided on a
P. P. DEHERAIN advances a somewhat novel theory of the lock-out, the men employed in four branches refusing to take
construction of a line from Maidstone to London, vid Sevenoaks,
will be speedily resumed, an arrangement having been made by reduction of atmospheric nitrogen to an available form for the work except at an advance of 15 per cent. Some 1600 men are
which the London, Chatham, and Dover Company will guarantee support of plant life. He endeavours to prove that the free thrown out of work, although the trade is full of orders.
to the Sevenoaks aw £9000 per year, and work the line in nitrogen of the atmosphere is brought into combination during
THE last advices from Peru furnish some particulars of the
tuity. The total amount required to complete the line to the oxidation of organic matter in the soil. To demonstrate this, recent
explorations of the new guano fields, which have lately
Haldstons is £200,000, At present the South-Eastern Railway he dissolves glucose in a dilute solution of ammonia in water, been
alluded to in some of the agricultural journals. They are
placed
in
a
e
flask
filled
with
a
mixture
of
equal
parts
of
Company have a monopoly of the traffic to Maidstone from the
situated
about 100 miles north of Callao, and extend from the
metropolis, but now the inhabitants may look forward to a nitrogen and oxygen. Having closed the flask, he heats the
town of Casma inland. The Peruvian journals state the
* quicker and cheaper route. The proposed extension to Tonbridge mixture gently for one hundred hours, at the end of which time seaport
field
to
be
easy of access for vessels, and the yield to be calculated
9been allowed to drop through for the present, but it will, no the whole of the oxygen has disappeared, and 5°9 per cent. of at about 1,000,000
tons. The surveying commission was sent by
nitrogen has been taken up. The same process with humic acid Mr. Henry Meggs, the
doubt, be taken up at some future day.
potash shows a loss of 7‘2 of nitrogen. If these results are the Peruvian railways. principal contractor for the construction of
THB era of grand railway constructions in Norway has, says a and
confirmed
by
subsequent
experiments
they
will
throw
light
on
letter from
istiania, been opened by a resolution of the
On Tuesday evening a well-attended public meeting of working
Storthing, deciding the establishment of a line to connect the the hitherto obscure subject of the production of nitric acid.
men and others was held at the working men’s Club, Greek-street,
Dr. H. J. von ANKUM inserted a paper in Morandschrift voor Soho Mr. Hodson Pratt in the chair, for the p
capital with Trondhjem, by mee |over the Scandinavian Alps.
of estaThe new road, starting from Aam t, at the east of Lake Mjcesen Natuurwetenschappen stating the following facts :—Atmospheric blishing a working-men’s co-operative society.
he chairman
(where the Hamar line communicating with Eidsvold by steamers air, to which are added the vapours emanating from carbolic acid, said the meeting
had been convened by the representatives of
has its terminus), will follow the valley of Glommen in passing b: is unable to hinder the development of lower organisms in water about forty working-men’s clubs, with the view of organising a
Reeros (where there are some important copper mines), and will with hay, in milk, and in urine. He put those substances under society to supply working men with groceries, coal, and other
rejoin by the valley of La Gula the section from Trondhjem to a glass bell, with an opening at the upper side, and surrounded by articles on the co-operative principle. It was proposed to raise a
Steren. The distance from Aamodt to this last place is 312 kilo- little —- tilled with carbolic acid. All was placed in a venti- few hundred pounds in £1 shares, to be paid gradually by the
metres, the length of the lines already existing is 188, and only lating closet, and the arrangement was such that the air that members in a instalments of not less than 3d. per week.
thirty-four more will be required between Eidsvold and Hamar to passed the above named substances was mixed, if not saturated, It was thought if the members of the clubs combined co-operation
plete the communication without interruption.
with the vapours of carbolic acid. After the lapse of a little time, was just as likely to succeed in London as in Lancashire.
development of lower organisms took place just as if the fluids Qt is stated that of the more than twenty offers for the construcTHE progress of the Great Baltimore Tunnel was somewhat the
had been exposed to the free air. Von Ankum made use of pure tion
delayed during the winter, the weather being extraordinarily and
of the Gothard Tunnel, only five were suitable. Of these five,
impure carbolic acid, and only once he saw, in using the two are
severe and preventing work, it being for the most part not under impure
somewhat dubious ; the remaining three emanate from an
strong smelling carbolic acid, the formation of those Italian (formed
ground, the excavation being made from the surface and filled in organisms
by the engineer of Moat Cenis, Grattoni), a French
retarded, and not take place in so many forms. He and an English company.
after the masonry is completed. Now a large force is engaged at concludes, from
will bore three metres a day
that no disinfecting action can (that is, about six kilometresThea latter
almost every point on the line where the work is not completed. be expected fromhistheexperiments,
reckoning north and south
of carbolic acid when they are mixed together), and will undertake theyear,
Of the
t. of the tunnel, five different sections, measuring in with the atmospheric vapours
works
at six,millions under the
air in such quantity that the respirations previous estimation. While these proposals
the aggregate 1800ft., have been completed, and the work pro- can take place in it without
are being investigated
damage.
at the rate of about 100ft. per week, and work is to be
the great cutting at Goschenen, and the portion of railway in
directly at several new points. About three-fourths of the
THE Providence Journal describes the following interesting Tessin, southward from Biasca, will be begun. The receipts of the
excavation is completed, and it is believed the whole will be ready experiments made in that city with an excellent glass mounted Rigi Railway, in spite of the exceedingly unfavourable weather,
for trains early in 1873. Considerable damage has been done to thermometer. In the house with open windows it stood at 902 amount for last month to about 19,000f., against 8500f. in May,
buildings undermined, most of which have been purchased by the deg. Out of doors in the shade, at 95 deg.;freely suspended in the 1871, although it was not opened for traffic so early.
company. Springs encountered at numerous points have made sun, 6ft. above the greensward, 99°5 deg. In the same position,
AMERICAN papers predict that Lake Erie will in time dry up and
necessary considerable effort and expense to remove the water, with wet bulb, 79°9 deg; with bulb covered with black silk, 10906 become
the home of a teeming population. Careful surveys have
three engines being employed for this purpose. This tunnel will deg. When laid upon the grass in the sun it rose to 104 deg. shown that
Lake Michigan has an average depth of 1800ft.; Lake
connect the Northern Central with the timore and Potomac Laid upon white cloth, placed upon the grass, 105°0 deg., and Superior
900ft.; Lake Ontario of 500ft.; and Lake Erie
i
, and enable trains between the North and the South to when similarly placed upon black silk it indicated 113deg. The only 120ft.,of which
said to be constantly decreasing. The bottom
run through the city at good speed. It will have a double track. experiments with different coloured coverings show very conclu- of the lake is quite islevel,
and composed of soft clay. This clay is
A SERIOUS accident occurred on the Midland Railway to the sively the utility of light coloured clothing for those who are constantly accumulating, from sediment carried down by tributary
train which left St. Pancras station for the North at five o’clock obliged to be exposed to the direct range of the sun at high streams. The aah tee is composed of easily disintegrating
on Tuesday afternoon. The heavy rain which accompanied the temperatures ;and the experiment with the wet bulb shows as blue, gray, and olive shoals, and gray sandstone.
The western
thunderstorm on Tuesday had caused a landslip at the Chapel-en- clearly the value of free perspiration in keeping down the tempe- and northern coasts are made up of limestone of the Helderbeg
le-Frith end of the Peak Forest tunnel, and the line was buried to rature of the body, which, however, the observer finds in his own group, which quickly yields to the action of the waves. Consea depth of several yards for a length of nearly a furlong, com- person, notwithstanding the perspiration while making these ont both shores constantly are contributing to fill up the bed
pletely blocking up the entrance to the tunnel. Soon » oe the experiments to have risen to 100°5 deg., whichis about two . the lake. The work is not rapid, but it is said to be as sure as
slip occurred (about 1 a.m.) the
train, which had been detained degrees above the usual standard for cooler days. The average ate.
about two hours, owing to another
dslip near Market Har- temperature of the healthy human body throughout the year, in
says that this week an interesting experiment
borough, came up, and, as no one was aware of what had happened, temperate climates, is 98°4 deg. ; while in tropical regions it is hasTHEbeenMetropolitan
tried in connection with the lines of tramway running
it was allowed to enter the short tunnel which is separated from about one degree higher.
from
various
parts
of South London to Westminster Bridge.
the main tunnel by the cutting in which the slip took place. On
THE following is an analysis of the incrusted surface of a block These enterprises, which
have perhaps failed to receive the full
leaving this, it ran into the great pile of débris, and its further of ‘Jews’ tin:”—-This block was partially covered with a hard measure
they would have obtained if they had not been
progress was violently checked. Fortunately, the speed had been and brittle brown coating, in some places as much as }in. thick. compelledof tosupport
come to a pause on the southern bank of the
reduced to about six miles per hour ; but still a severe shock was The brown colour was not evenly Jistributed, some parts bein, Thames, have now
been
cted, b
ib
running in direct
experienced. The hindmost carriages were piled upon those in darker than others; and under the microscope several minut
with the tram cars, with the West-end and
front and smashed. Five na were injured, three of them shining particles were visible—probably particles of metallic*tin. Oxford-Street. Through
tickets
are
issued
for
the
seriously. Mr. B iggs, silk mer
t, London, sustained severe The specific gravity of the substance was 5°64. After a few pre- route, and, as omnibuses will always be in waitingall topartsmeetof the
concussions; Mr. Abraham Lord, Manchester, had his arm broken; liminary
trials
1
there
were
left
just
48
grains
for
treatment,
which
tram
cars,
hardly
any
delay
or
inconvenience
will
arise
from
the
Mr. Walter Goosell, of Manchester, had his leg fractured. The
been previously reduced to fine powder. On drying this change, Until it be decided whether tramways are to be extended
engine-driver and stoker were also hurt. A strong force of men had
of 120 deg. Cent., it was reduced to to the more crowded streets of the metropolis, the present is
were at once set to clear the line, but the work will occupy powderins,at aThetemperature
powder was boiled with distilled water for a time probably the best arrangement which could be made for the
several days,
and yielded a solution from which were obtained 5 grains of tin convenience of the public, The
people of Brixton and Clapham
A company, entitled the North-Western Railway of Montevideo and 3 grains of chlorine = ‘8 grains of Sn Cle, The powder was
now have direct and ony access by the tramway and
Company, Limited, has been formed for the construction and then Egested with aqua regia, when the solution so obtained can
omnibus
combined
to
Regent-street
and Oxford-street, as they
working of aline of railway from the | and port of Salto
ielded ‘5 grains of peroxide of iron, ‘21 of tin, and ‘2 of silica. already have by railway, not to speak of the ordinary omnibuses
to the port of Santa Rosa, on the frontier of Brazil, 110 miles in What remained after this treatment was dark brown, very heavy, to
Victoria,
Ludgate-hill,
and
London
Bridge.
length. A concession in ——— from the Government of and much like ordinary “black tin” of good qualityinappearance;
Messrs. FARWELL are erecting, says the Chicago Tribune, on
oegeee bes been granted under authority of the law
by when dried it weighed 43°2 grai
This was reduced inacrucible
East
Van
Buren-street,
a
large
stable,
by 100ft., three stories
the
ber of Representatives and the Senate, in October, 1868, by cyanide of potassium, and yielded 34°12 grains of metallic tin
and in pursuance of the decree of the Government, dated 12th = to 43°5 grains of Sn. Oz.
e quantities thus obtained were and basement, the walls of which, 2ft. thick from bottom to top,
are composed of concrete, the elements of which are one pari
December, 1870. By this concession the Government guarantees calculated to percentages with the following result :—
Louisville cement, and three parts sand, ashes, and the finer
to the company, for forty years from the date of opening of each
Moisture evolved at 120 deg. Cent. .. .. .. .. 695
particles of burnt district débris. The stuff is mixed somewhat
section of the line, a net revenue of 7 per cent. per annum in
TIED
UE co ce sé ne 6c ce te ce oe ce
thinner than mortar, and ispoured into the pine board moulds which:
sterling on a sum of £10,000 per mile, which, on the 110 miles of
CRUSE GTO ‘co ge 0s 0c cs te ce ce oo
shape the walls, and at the same time broken brick and stone from
Peroxide of tin .. .. «+ «+ «8 ef co eo ce 90°62
railway, amounts to ge Aag annum, = —~ and all its
PUSHES
GE TUUR.. cc «+ cc 06 60 ce co oo 108
the ruins are im’
as thick as may be in the concrete, which
appurtenances remaining the property of the company in
i
ee ere
ae
ee eee,
sets firmly in re, hours, and in a few days hardens to th:
e uity. The railway is to be free from all imposts cad bee
firmness
of
granite.
It
is then to be coated over with Portland
‘or the term of forty years. The company has the power of
100°41
cement, of which, also, the trimmings are composed, the surface
fixing the traffic rates, but when the
way shall have earned
profits amounting to 16 per cent. per annum on the whole capital The crust, therefore, appears to be composed chiefly of peroxide of being so cut and pointed as to be almost indistinguishable from a
ed handsome dark grey sandstone of elegant finish. The cost of such
of £1,100,000 the tariff may be revised by the Government, in tin, somewhat prcere 2 that native variety of pote Aaw
accord with the company.
A contract has been made with ‘*wood-tin,” but neither so hard nor so heavy. It has, no doubt, a wall, while being far preferable to brick or stone for its fire-proof
Messrs. Clark, Punchard, and Curry, who have undertaken to been formed by the slow oxidation of the outer surface of the qualities, is not more than one-half of those materials, inasmuc!)
complete the entire railway, with stations, rolling stock, telegraph, block of metallic tin. The slowness of the change is, perhaps, as the débris costs nothing but the handling and sorting, while no
skilled labour is required in the construction. Common labourers
&c., in accordance with the terms of the concession, on oe talons indicated by the dense condition of the incrustation.
the 3lst of December, 1874.
THE following ‘‘ Hint to Finishers ” appeared in the Industrial are perfectly competent to do the work under proper supervision.
At the half-yearly meeting of the Bombay, Baroda, and Central Record of New York :--‘‘ The ordinary solvents of shellac, such
Durtine the last few years experiments have from time to tinie
India wey, JCompany, held on on Friday at the London Tavern. as alcohol and certain acids and alkalies, are well known : but an been made with the view to utilise in some way the mounds of
Lieutenant-Colonel P, T. French, the chairman, said he hoped alcoholic solution would be too expensive to allow of its application shale—the refuse of the coal mines—which cover an area of several
that there would be no further impediments to the compan
in the textile arts, while an acid or alkaline solution is totally thousands of acres in South Staffordshire, by converting them intu
etting to the harbour side terminus. Anyone acquainted with inadmissible, because it would attack and destroy the fibre. It bricks. Several enterprising firms have already embarked in this
Bombay could readily see the advan’
of shipping the goods seems to us, however, that a neutral aqueous solution of shellac novel but profitable business. When properly pulverised thc
traffic —— of the pier or quay.
ey ho;
that the new mightbe used to advantage in certain cases, in preparing finishes shale is found to be an excellent material for the purpose, thc
Governor of Bombay would finally and satisfactorily dispose of the for goods, and that it might, perhaps, find other useful applica- bricks produced being hard and durable, resembling in colour the
—
ing the company’s terminus in Bombay and also of tions. Having never seen it stated that it is possible to prepare fire-clay bricks of the Stourbridge district, although for furnac:
t
h toit. The increase of tonnage came chiefly from the such a-solution, and having found a simple way of making it, we and such like purposes they are not so valuable, For ordinary
cotton districts near the Veerumgaum extension, of which onl: will proceed to describe it. The shellac is broker up, covered building, however, they are found to be of equal practical value to
fifteen miles were then opened. The Wudwan extension h
with a concentrated solution of carbonate of ammonia, and boiled, the ordinary red bricks, the only possible objection to the former
been opened a further distance of forty miles on the 25th of last preferably on a water bath, till the ammoniacal smell has dis being their colour, which is somewhat too light for a smoky dis
month, nearly within the contract time. The extension line had sppesved. Fresh solution is added, and the boiling continued till trict like South Staffordshire. This objection, however, coul|
been constructed for £6000 per mile, and was one of the cheapest
e shellac forms a coherent, somewhat sponge-like mass. After only applyto their use for buildings of architectural pretensions,
lines
in India ; it would become a first-rate feeder to their main all the carbonate of ammonia is expelled by boiling this mass is poe|such buildings in the black country do not predominate.
line at Ahmedabad, The salt field extendedto Gutch, and they readily dissolved by mee |hot water over it. A kind of wax or There is every reason to believe that this method of utilising the
were mans the Patree Salt branch for the Government, they soap will goy be found floating on the surface after cooling, innumerable dusky hillocks which disfigure the South Statfordwould work it for the Government
at cost price of salt per annum from which the solution may be separated by a.
shire landscape wil gradually develope into an industry of some
when the line was completed. There would be 80,
solution, brought on paper, cloth, &c., dries rapidly, and leaves a importance. The material is to be
in any quantity for a mere
convey
from that line, which would come on their line at thin,
erent, lustrous, and firmly
i
of shellac, nominal sum, and its exhaustion in those parts of the district
poor where there —
- stores, and also at Sucha solution,of course, cannot harm the fibre; but as it is where the collieries are worked out would be doubtless followed
Broach
other
on their line.
Guicowar’s tramwa: generally coloured, even when bleached shellac is used, it will
a restoration of the landscape to a much nearer resemblance
SOUdl dian bo & tetlie
toGale salons,
’ ' probably not be applicable to light colours,
it now bears to ite former beauty,
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Tuts little craft, of which we give an illustration above, is specially ;3ft. 6in. The general arrangement will be clearly seen by the | as a protection to the shipping in the harbour from fire. A small
designed for general service in the harbour of Port Royal, Jamaica. | illustration.
e main propelling engines have cylinders 7}in. steam winch is placed forward for hoisting, and a pulley revolving
ing ro’
It was desired that she should be of such a size as to admit of |diameter, and aft of the crank shaft is a coupling so
as | in the solid forging of the stem admits of a chain oa
for
a few
being shipped entire on a vessel’s deck ; for this reason the extreme | to disconnect
the
ler shaft at pleasure, the engines thendrivea |that purpose The trial trip of this little vessel too: took p
fire pump. This |weeks4 since on the Thames, and in every respect she answered
dimensions were limited to a length of 40ft., beam 10ft., which | large eccentric mv ¥works a brass: double-acting
:
were those adopted. The draught of water also was not to exceed | firepump delivers from the air vessel shown on deck, and is to serve |admirably all the conditions required of her,
=—
FURNIVAL’S

“EXPRESS”

PLATTEN] PRINTING

INTERNATIONAL§EXHIBITION.

MACHINE

placed upon the washer, in which position the end of the rivet
enters the cylindrical hole. A blow upon the upper side of the
tool head drives the washer down snugly upon the leather and

The same arrangement of an
eccentric and an oval wheel,
which we describe in the case of
Messrs. Furnival’s paper-cutting
machine, in another page, have
been adapted to,the platten printing machine exhibited by this
firm, in order to allow more
time for laying on and to obtain
increased power at the moment
draws the rivet head flat, The punch or plunger is then inserted
the impression is taken. The
in the hole, and a blow upon the upper pad heads down the rivet
accompanying illustration shows
evenly and smoothly.
very clearly the application of
the power. With respect to the
_ PROGRESS OF THE LINCOLNSHIRE IRONSTONE DisTRiIcT.—There
details of the machine, the inki
is a good deal of activity just now apparent in the North Lincolntable is placed at the extreme en
shire ironstone district, which may now be justly designated one
of the machine, os downof the largest feeders from which the Yorkshire, Derbyshire, and
wards; it is round, and is furother iron os districts draw their supplies of iron ore. Only
nished below with ratchet teeth,
a comparatively few years has elapsed since the stone was diswhich are acted upon by a click,
covered and the first furnace was built. Now there are no fewer
and thus change the position of
than thirteen furnaces, either built or in the course of
the inking table between each imseven of which are in blast. The produce in 1870 had in
pression, and aid the distribution
from 31,690 tons, as cmmgennt with 13,765 in the year 1866. The
of theink; the rollers aremounted
so shows a considerable increase, being
on the swinging frame on the
top of the machine, and have a
curious and extensive range of
movement, When the impression
is being taken the roller frame
falls back, and the rollers come in
contact with the face of the
inking table and the ink-feed ;
C. Wi but a bill
the Manchester,Sheffield, and
when the platenand the forme are
Lincolns
Railway Company has in —
thrown wide apart from each
committee of the House of
which
for its object the
other, as in our illustration, the
out of the ironstone on the estates of Lord
rollers are thrown forwards, and
ink the face of the type;
at the same moment the
printed sheet of paper is
ith th
of
taken off with one seit atin a clean sheet is laid
other, register being maintained by means of am, we =
ALLISON’S BELT RIVETER.
Parliament, and unjust to give the company compulsory power to
and the forme | THE annexed engraving represents a new tool forf:
take
his land. The chairman, however, at the close of the second
set to catch the edge of the paper; when the platen
are just about to begin the course which : them
f
er in |copper rivets in leather, the4 invention of Mr. T. Allison,
day’s a announced that the committee
had decided to pass
the |Turnersberg,
North Carolina, which appears to
some merit. bead pa the
of the billto which Mr. Winn’s oppoIn addition
d is
i
somewhat resembling o hasaies, snd¢ nee oe eOw Saties the estate ofLord Ys
the treadle.
ten
do admirable work and a great to it, for security’s sake, by a stra;
head
changes
a new
class
of the printing machinery | hole through it, the margin of
at the lower side, is made | with a capitalof
the Exhibi
a dozen
of platen | slightly concave. The punch or plunger fits the hole in the head
machines to be seen at work there daily, and they all deserve
4 wm ge ewDaely ed nea t
washer placed upon it ; thehead of the rivet is then laid
3
above,
upon some hard substance, and the lower side of the tool head proposed
to he built,
3
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by
a
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rate,
while
in
the
latter
they
are
supplied
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER,
pees mye e promoters of railwa bills voluntarily
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run the chance of their being rej
; but this chance
ought not to exist in the case of bills for the promotion of
public sani
measures. It should be understood that
FRIDAY, JUNE 21, 1872,
ay toa ee
4
NEW YORK.—Wu.mer
Roorrs, 47, Nassau-street.
theB pom. of an Act for measures of this description
THE SEWERAGE OF BIRMINGHAM.
should consist simply in giving legislative authority to that
Tue rejection of the Birmingham Sewage Bill by the which has already been acknowledged to be for the public
TO OORRESPONDENTS.
i
isa direct
inducement to all corporate autho- good. A competent authority should be appointed to
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ;
rities and local boards to adopt at once the do nothing examine schemes of this nature before they have reached
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
= system. It is true that this method of
, and the providing for the the stage which entails a heavy ex
been fraught with curing of the necessary powers from Parliament should be
"%ugceadienmmatecmaaies totero
cies 7)f sanitary welfare of the community has
name
any but advantageous results, but it is perfectly clear, with a mere matterof routine, and the House of Commons should
the evidence before us, that there is no other course not be made the battle-field of landed proprietors and
good faith. yn wy Ft ye gl Ep
open in future to the responsible parties concerned in the interested parties.
anit eet
fusion, we find it necessaryto matter. What is the lesson that the ratepayers of a a
e* fiIn a
THE MANUFACTURE AND SUPPLY OF GAS.
inform correspondents that
3 of inqui
to the town learn from the issue of the Birmi
Se
Bill?
A RECENT motion in the House of Lords for a return of
t
They learn that under a legislative injunction they may be the report of the gas referees on the sulphur purification
compelled to pay a heavy rate to furnish funds for the at the Beckton Gas Works is one token among others of
promotion of a scheme which the
islature both the interest which the gas question excites at the present
ignores
and rejects with the greatest
ible unconcern. time in the public mind. Both in London and in the prothese i
hey learn that the process of self-stultification is not con- vinces the gas supply is in a peculiarly unsettled state just
P. (Eagle I
ks).—A letter addressed to Mr. Griffiths, Mold, Flintshire,
will reach him.
fined to individ
What, then, is evidently the now. Iron, coais, and labour are alike getting dearer, and
A. V. (Ayr).—
You can get the “‘ Minutesof Evidence”
from Hansard, Great course for the authorities of a large town to pursue when yet the public seem to expect that gas shall be continually
, London. The price is about 16s.
F. K.
Wieden).— We are unable to supply you with any further they are threatened with a positive injunction, and a pro- getting cheaper, brighter, and purer. In London great
information,
that the inventor is Mr. Laughland, of New
»
of their local funds in order that concessions to the popular demand have been made by the
United States. letter addressed to the editor of the Scientific Ameriean, bablei sequestration
and sewage works may be carried out? Their Chartered Company, who consented, in 1868, to the onerous
New York, would probably
reach him.
J.
. (Manchester).—We fail to catch the point of your letter. Bvery course of action is perfectly p an it is simply to do terms imposed by Mr. Cardwell’s select committee, and
knows that a cubic foot of steam of 1001b. pressure represents more nothing. In the interests of the ratepayers they are undertook to supply their customers with 16-candle gas at
water than a cubic foot of steam at 301b. pressure,
but it does not follow
As it is, many of that respect- 3s. 9d. sa 1000ft., subject to a system of inspection and
the hi
steam
is “wet.” The term is applicable
only to bound to do ——
ich holds in suspension water which has not been converted into
class complain bitterly of being obliged to pay for control far more stringent than anything previously atsteam at all, or which has been condensed in the main body of the steam, as able
—
and
works
which
do actually promote the public tempted. Combined with the Chatent in their acceptis done in an unjacketed cylinder.
without the context is very indefinite. As we understand
nefit; but what will they do when they are mulcted of ance of these terms were the two other City gas companies.
it, it means that water at 135 lb. on the square inch acts on a ram of a given thousands and tens of
thousands for schemes which Hence the Chartered, the City of London, and the Great
diameter.
Let us call thie x. This ram raises a weight in the accumulator,
which weight, in descending, actuates a second ram, whose diameter we shall eventuate in complete abortions? If the authorities of Central Companies became
ted,
ing the title
cally. Then the two rams must have diameters
ing to each other
the a town are See on with an nine ] of the Chartered Company. Last session the Equitable Comproportion
x2 135 = y2500. The accumulator
must coursebe
always
at work, and the whole water of
transmis i
il pass through it, not disposing properly of their sewage, let them do pany joined the amalgamation, and at the present moment a
but a smaller quantity in the ratio of the areas of the two rams will pass nothing. Let judgment go by default. Throw the onus scheme is before the Board of Trade for including the
through the ine,
designing and construction of the necessary works Western Company.
The Victoria Docks Gas Company
Erratum.—ZJn our a
of Mr. Walker's gun, in our last impression, of the
Government, and let the local funds be seques- was absorbed some time ago by purchase. Thus the
“* Handsworth,”not “ Wandsworth,”
should have been given as the address upon the
of the inventor.
tered for the purpose of payment. In any case—whether benefits of cheap and good gas are being rapidly extended
the Government 7 = work or the authorities—the rate- in the metropolis.
PARNELEE’S BELTING.
payers must supp’
money ; but it is one thing to pay
The organisation of the supply furnished by the com(To the Bditorof The Engineer.)
only for the pm 0 fworks, yen! another to expend a large bined works was explained in our columnsin February
8rr,—Will an:
it give me the address
of the makersof sum in the promotion of a scheme which is ultimately dis- last up to that date. As the case now stands, all the
pm here
ws
allowed.
June 19th, 1872.
common gas supplied by the Chartered Company
is made
Bow, the latter works being those formerly
The serious question which puts itself prominently for- at Beckton and
ALUMINIUM.
by
the
Great
Central
Company.
The
manufacward
in
connection
with
our
subject
is,
what
is
the
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
next step to be taken by the people of Birmingham? ture of gas at Blackfriars is suspended for the summer
S1r,—Could any correspondent inform
us where we we,
. AND
Without entering
into
the details of the parliamrent- months, and ultimately will cease altogether. The gasJune 19th, 1872.
ary debate, it is sufficient to state that the whole works in the Horseferry-road and at Pimlico, the latter
FLEXIBLE VARNISH.
of it turned upon the point of the acquisition of being until lately occupied by the Equitable, now manufac(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
the n
land. The majority of the arguments ture none but cannel gas. The Western Company, just
Srr,—Can
any of your readers inform me how or where I may obtain a
ted with the Chartered, supply
the bill were interested, frivolous, and sensational, about to be
slightly flexible varnish or neqen for metals which shall endure a against
e great increase in the lighting power
and it is impossible to avoid noticing that the truth of the old cannel gas only.
temperature of about 500 deg.
?
3
R.
, “ possession is nine points oflaw,” was very strongly of ordinary gas evidently prepares the way for the abolidemonstrated. There was no objection to the
scheme as a tion of cannel gas, and the substitution of one general
SUBMARINE LIGHTS.
scheme for relieving the inhabitants of Birmingham from supply, consisting of gas made according to the 16-candle
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
having a lighting
e neces- standard. To make such gas as this,
Pane mere pee nes ey Sones Ofer the dilemma in which they have been placed.
plan for burninga light under water which may be kept there
for six or sity of some plan of action was too apparent to be conwer at the works of nearly eighteen candles, requires a
eight hours ; if so you kindly explain it, or say w
ako ©am troverted.
bo
admixture
of
cannel
coal,
so
that
it
approaches in
e
gist
of
the
opposition
lay
in
the
obbe obtained?
jection to the site selected for the utilisation of the character to an actual cannel supply. Uniformity in the
Mipelfast, June 19th, 1872.
[There is such a lamp, of French invention, but we are unable to say where —
It will probably be admitted that the sew- gas supply of Londonis much to be desired, and so long as
one can be purchased. Write to Mr. Apps, Strand.—Ep. E.]
the distinction between cannel and common gas is mainage farm must be established somewhere.
Sup
the Birmingham people amend their scheme, as their tained this uniformity is effectually prevented.
MALLEABLE CASTINGS.
The rise in the cost of coal and iron, and the augmented
opponents would term it, and select another site
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
the utilisation of their sewage; who will gua- rates of the labour market, introduce a disturbing element
Sin,—Will any reader kin inform me under what conditions and for
of
great force into the gas question. Parliament, which
rantee
that
this
may
not
also
be
objected
to,
and
that
proportions wrought and cast
may be melted together to render the
mixture partially malleable?
J. H.
after the expenditure of another ten thousand pounds demanded 16-candle gas of the Chartered Company in
or more a result may not ensue similar to that already ex- 1868, allowed the —— to supply 14-candle gas in 1869,
9d. A short time back the Imperial
SCHLESINGER’S PARCHMENT CABINET GLASS PAPER.
perienced? It is absurd to imagine that the sewage of a each charging 3s.
(To the Bditor of The Bngineer.)
town containing close upon half a million inhabitants éan lowered their rate to 3s. 8d.; but they have now given
Srr,—Will
you kindly
ask any of your readers to inform me where I be utilised profitably, or even innocuously, without touch- notice of reverting to 3s. 9d. If we look at the provinces
can procure
“s parchment cabinet glass paper?
F. K.
ing upon
the interests and vested rights of somebody or we find the Hastings Gas Company—a large and wellHeybridge, June 18th, 1872.
affair—sending out an announcement that the
other. Unless private interests are compelled to yield to
rise in the price of coal, iron, and every other
public necessities no great projects involving the welfare extraordi
SUBSCRIPTIONS :
or convenience of the community can be possibly carried material used in gas-making places the directors under the
out. Railways could not have
been constru
without necessity of raising the price of gas to 5s. per 1000 cubic
this proviso. There is a
t difference between the feet on and after July Ist. This is an increase of 6d.
ca
re
a
manner in which the land for our principal
railways was per 1000ft. on 14-candle gas. The corporationsof Manchester
raleiecatatit angementes
acquired, and that in which it ispro
to be obtained and Liverpool are both anxious to raise the price of the
credit
ie ee
SS
a
gas which they supply, but are waiting
party for
s be
at the present time for sewage farms. In the — da
made, Tux Encingenis
of railroads, opposition was
t off ; now it is ought the other, neither side being altogether willing to “ bell the
out. It may be a question whether in some instances the cat.” London must feel the pressure no less than the proicularly where a growing district is continually
latter system is not quite as expensive as the former, and vinces,
fresh works, As we pointed out some months
ontaially not gg ee pleasant
to all parties, But that demanding
does not signify.
e principle is the main thing, and in ago, the vast resources of Beckton, where ten million cubic
Per year,
Per year,
the long run will bear fruit. During the railway mania feet of gas can be made in a day, are so far beneath the
that a great enlargeno sum was considered too exurbitant to be paid to a noble growing 7 aa of the —
iwi
tat.
lg
£37
Qcarata ens 1M e |
aoe SS
tae
e gradual cessation of gaslanded proprietor to secure his assent to a line running ment is forthwith necessary.
a.
2.
Neheriands >. 3. 3) 3 8 Qor7 forine through his
i
n
g
in
London,
and
the
increased
demand generally,
rty.
Matters
are
now
somewhat
British Columbia .. . 116 Qorl0dols | New Brunswick ..
116 0 or10dole, alte
The public can afford to pay, and pay well for renders it necessary that the producing
power of Beckton
British
116 Oor
CanadaGuiana
.. .. ..-- ..-- 116
116 OorlOdole.
Qorl0dole, ||Newfoundland
New South Wale....
116
0 13dows. whatever accommodation they require, but they cannot shall be doubled. This brings into play at once the augCape
116 0
New Zealand..... .... «.. 21165 0Gor G0france
China ofGood
ws oeHope ..aaive
Switsrriand
afford to purchase land at an unreasonable or extravagant mented price of iron and other materials yon ey the
come
~~ 88 A
ae i te tas 8or10dot, rate.
plant.
e = of iron has more than doubled since
and the laying of a second
4ft. main from Becktonto
Having lost their bill, the Birmingham authorities 1869,
|le
= 3% 86 serlbGetec| Wtiedin’
1m @
Gtrattar
o w 13 i
have ae three courses open to them. They may try to London will show an increased cost of many thousands of
Tue Enanveer issent weekly post-free direct from the office, 163, Strand, t° carry the bill at a future occasion
; they may
modify it pounds. The cost of coals is likewise growing at an
subscribers in the
countries
on receipt of subscription by billon very considerably ; or they may adopt another scheme of a
ing rate, and although coke may be raised in price toa
London or
according
to the following scale :—
different character. In
meantime, until some definite proportionate extent, the balance is not restored. In all
Per year.
of action is determined on, the evil which caused the cases the downward rate of gas must be checked, and in
Austria
3% or stsorins Norway .
play
> PSS
818 10for 18 specie plan
injunction is unabated and as active as ever, and likely to many instances there must be either an improved mode of
Chiti
280 or 50france| Panama
Franceand «.Perw«116
Russia ..
21416 Oor@l roubles be very active if the weather maintains its present character manufacture or a higher charge to the consumer.
Greece «ss
Ty Pee
Spain ..
eh
eS throughout
There could be scarcely a more suitable time than the
the summer and autumn.
Twenty million
Kaly.. :
9 5 Cor 6 france| i +
96 of" ene nya
pon adand better or
are daily discharged into the
and present for ~
of making
plans for
purpose
are prominently
condition
river must be in can be well
imagi
ADVERTISEMENTS.
by all those conversant with the “
of the River before = tat have been already referred to in these
for the
ing out of
Pollution Commissioners,” in whicha description is given columns. The Eveleigh
of the Irwell and other similar streams polluted with town which Ge Fapene Shs Soares beebet Sm , is still
on its trial, although considerable
has been made
sewage and manufacturing
refuse. Mattersat Birmi
certain
points. By this proevidently
cannot be allowed
to remain as they
it
. are, and neyet towards dem:
cess 20al is distilled at a low temperature (no new thing in
itselt), and, in addition to the gas obtained directly from
the coal, a further quantity isobtained bythe distillation
of the oil which the coal
uces, The
from both
sources
are combined, and the resultis said to show itself
in a remarkable
economy of the material. The system
has
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been at work for some time past at East Barnet, the entire
supply of the district being furnished from this source.
There has been no breakdown.
The pipes have not
been choked, and the gas has shown no tendency to
re-condense into oil, The quantity of gas is large, and the
illuminating power ishigh. Mr. Randolph Mellor, the company’s engineer, claims that by this process a ton of Norfolk
Silkstone can be made to produce from 10,000 to 11,000
cubic feet of gas, having a lighting power slightly exceeding twenty candles. In itselfthis is a marvellous result.
It is certain that East Barnet is now lit with 20-candle
gas obtained from ordinary coal without any admixture of
cannel. The continuous success of the experiment is rather
a sage. to some who have persistently denied the possivility of such a thing; and so far a good deal of credit is
due to Dr. Eveleigh and Mr. Mellor. The company have
also had the wisdom to place their process under the
inspection of Dr. Odling and Mr. Keates, whose report is
awaited with much interest. Unfortunately, there has
been considerable delay in the a
owing to the
unpreparedness of the works at Peckham, where certain
minute experiments are to be carried out, so as to clear up
particular points which could not be so satisfactorily dealt
with at the larger works at Peckham. The delay encourages a good deal of scepticism, and even when the scientific investigators present their report it is to be feared that
the commercial aspect of the undertaking will remain an
open question,
This is the principal doubt that vow
remains to be removed. In most respects the plan seems
excellent. It has triumphed over a great many apprehended difficulties; but after all we have to learn whether
it will “pay.” No cleverness will atone for the absence of
a dividend. We hope that all will come right; but for
the present we must hold our judgment in suspense. The
South Metropolitan Gas Company are about to give the
process a trial at their works, The Chartered Company
contemplated doing the same at Silvertown, but probably
this idea will be abandoned if the South Metropolitan
carry out their experiment, as it would be somewhat superfluous for the two companies to try the same process.
While leaving the South Metropolitan Company to take
charge of the Eveleigh process, the Chartered Company
are fitting up the necessary apparatus at the Horseferryroad works for the purpose of testing the method invented
and patented by Messrs. Porter and Lane. This plan is
being brought forward by the new Gas Generator Company, and Tays claim to a great economy of labour. It
offers two special advantages, namely, the continuous passage of the coal through the retort, and the working of
this process by steam power. The retort is vertical, and
has within it a screw of peculiar form attached to a central
—
the revolutions of the spindle and screw having
the effect of regulating the descent of the coal in its passage through the retort. A thin layer of coal is thus
brought into contact with the entire surface of the retort,
while fresh coal comes in at the top, and the exhausted coke
is discharged into a receptacle below. Such an arrangement appears to offer the most perfect substitution of
machinery for hand labour. The commercial aspect is,
perhaps, more hopeful than that of the Eveleigh process.
Messrs. Porter and Lane estimate that they get 2000ft. of
gas from a ton of coal in excess of the quantity obtained
by the usual mode, and that the total saving exceeds five
shillings per ton of coal carbonised. As compared with
the ordinary process, not only is much less labour required,
but less fuel is used. It isalso expected there will be great
economy in space and plant, it being reckoned that one
bench of retorts will take the place of five. There is,
however, one drawback to be feared, though it may be
conquered, and that is the inferior character of the coke.
The London gas companies in carbonising a ton of coal are
reckoned to produce coke to the value of 4s. 4d. The Patent
Gas Company reckon on producing a larger quantity of
coke and of a better quality, so as to realise 6s. In the
matter of coke, therefore, the Eveleigh patent would seem
to have the advantage over the aa method, as well
as over the Porter and Lane patent. On the other hand,
the latter method offers great economy in space and plant,
and in that respect has the advantage over the plan of Dr.
Eveleigh. But both plans require to be more fully tried,
and this is particularly the case with regard to the patent
of the Generator Company. Both plans may prove a practical failure. One may fail and the other succeed, or a
combination of the two may be found better than the
best by itself. The Eveleigh plan is cumbrous, and the
Porter and Lane method is compact. It is to be hoped
that between the two some good will come to gas making.
Whichever of the foregoing plans we look at, it is observable that each
the merit of producin;
with little sulphur. This is very evident in the Eveleigh
process, and is the result of the reduced temperature in
the retort. The gas so obtained is no less pure in other
respects. This point is the more interesting owing to the
difficulty experienced some little time ago at Beckton in
keeping down the quantity of sulphur. It was expected
that the Beckton works would produce gas of exceptional
urity, and great pains were taken to secure this result.
ut the effect was just the contrary, and the corporation
of the City enjoyed a splendid opportunity for grumbling
at the gas, and making a fuss about the referees. It was
altogether a most perverse result, as much so as if goblin
Puck had veritably found his way into the purifiers.
There is this vexatious entanglement in human affairs
occasionally. So it is that granite columns crack under a
City viaduct, or a colossal gasholder tumbles into ruins, or
the inner tube of a 35-ton
gun takes to incipient splitting,
or the biggest ship in existence sticks on her launching
ways, just when all the world is looking on to see how the
thing behaves. The affair of the Beckton sulphur seemed
at the time to upset all that had been said about the
advantag esin the way of purifying which would accrue by
going to a place which had no “neighbourhood,” and
where any amount of stench might be created without
fear of indictment or injunction. Never in recent times
been so foully leden with “sulphur compounds
other than sulphuretted hydrogen.” The referees have had
to make a long report about the affair, and, in order to
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escape the trouble of using the awkward phraseology
just
—_— they have told their readers that when they see
“sulphur” placed between inverted commas,
they are to understand that the long phrase is intended.
The reasons why the Beckton gas was so rich in “sulphur”
are elaborately discussed, and the cause seems to have
been pretty well made out. The suggestions of the gas
referees, and the able efforts of the company’s officers,
have caused a very marked reduction in the quantity of
“ sulphur” since thedate of the referees’ report. Instead
of “sulphur” being present to the extent of more than
40
ins per 100ft., it has lately been brought down as
low as 11 grains. After holding
office for three years,
the referees have at
ixed
the maximum quantity
of “sulphur” to be
wed in gas supplied under
their jurisdiction.
They have drawn
the line at
30 grams per 100ft. At first sight this seems rather
retrogressive, the ggg ag Gas Act of 1860 having
gees sg 20 grains.
On this point two facts have to
taken into account : — First, the old law was discovered to be too severe, it being next to impossible, with
the methods then known, to keep the “sulphur” down to
20 grains with any degree of certainty; secondly, the
apparatus now employed for the detection of “sulphur” is
more effective than that which was formerly in use, so that
30 grains of “sulphur” by the new test represent about 25 by
the did. It is, however, quite possible that the researches
of the referees will lead to such improvements in the elimination of “sulphur” as to reduce the quantity below this
allowance, so as to admit of a more rigorous standard.
The great reduction in the Beckton “sulphur” during the
last few weeks seems to encourage this expectation.
The gas referees—three gentlemen whose united salaries
are about £2000 a year—are now in danger of extinction,
the Board of Trade having intimated that they have no
intention of renewing the appointments after the close of
the —
official year in September next. Why these
gentlemen should be so unceremoniously wiped out does
not appear. Perhaps fresh appointments will be made
by and by at reduced salaries. But in the meantime we
cannot but apprehend there is risk of some default in the
carrying out of the law. The certifying of fresh stations
and apparatus will be
required, and for this purpose the
gas referees will be wautel. If the appointments of the
existing referees are allowed to lapse, in all probability the
revival of the office will soon be imperatively necessary.
With the prospect of numerous changes ang improvements
in the supply of gas, it seems rather inopportune to
deprive London of the scientific services rendered by the gas
referees, even should it be possible to dispense with their
authority for legal purposes.
TRAIN SIGNALS.
Tue Board of Trade have condemned the signal cord
system of intercommunication in trains as being unreliable,
and inadequate for its purpose. We gave some time since
detailed
particulars of the tests to which Captain Tyler
submitted
the system, and of the results which he obtained.
Once in the possession of his report, it was impossible for
the Board of Trade to do anything but condemn the
system. The cord signal no longer complies with the
emands of the Legislature; and the Board of Trade inspectors can no more pass a train supplied with the cord
and running twenty miles without a stop, as being fitted
up with due provision for the safety of the
ngers, than they can pass a railway bridge the iron in
which is ex
to a strain
ter than five tons on the
square inch. Should an accident occur in future from the
failure of the cord system, it will fare badly with the railway company on whose line or to whose vehicles the accident happens.
With the Board of Trade annouycement before us, what
is to be done! some system of intercommunication or train
signalling must be adopted, or companies will run the risk
of being fined day after day. If a litigious or avaricious
passenger thought proper to sue any of our
t companies to-morrow for a breach of the law in that they did
not provide efficient means of communication between
a 8, passengers, and engine drivers, it is not improble that the prosecutor would win his case. It would be
no defence that a means of communication had been provided, when that means had been condemned by the Board
of Trade. The cord was only adopted, and every railway
man knows it was only adopted, to elude the law, we
shall not say evade it. But the cord has failed to meet
the very moderate demands made upon it, and has, as we
always maintained it would, turned out to be practically
worthless, Something must be done by the railway companies; what is that something to be? Hitherto the locomotive superintendents, who really know more about the
matter than anybody else, have maintained a masterly
inaction. We
have not the slightest doubt, however,
that if one or two of these gentlemen, such for example as Mr. Webb, of the London and North-Western,
Mr. Kirtley, of the Midland, Mr. Sterling, of the
Great Northern, and many others whose names will
suggest themselves to our readers, would take this matter
in
d, and carry out a very few experiments, this question would be definitely and satisfactorily settled in a very
short time. There are plenty of plans floating about, so to
speak, which a practical railway engineer would soon
“lick into shape.” We shall not here express any opinion
as towhose system is the best or most full of promise.
Our purpose is served if we have reminded railway
men pretty forcibly that they must do something
to amend the system of train si
ing in use, Eve
day they postpone doing this something they incur a ris
more serious than is as clearly understood as it ought to be.
Messrs. JOHN BROWN AND Co, have just declared a dividend
of 15 per cent. for the past year.
SovuTH KENSINGTON MusEUM.— Visitors di
the week ending
June 15th, 1872:—On Monday, Tuesday,
Saturday, free,
from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 12,166; Naval and other collections, 1189. On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admission
6d., from 10 a.m., to nf Museum, 3439; Naval and other
collections, 47; total,16,1. Average of
week in
11606,
13,472, Total from
opening of the Museum,

June

21, 1872,

PRIVATE BILLS IN PARLIAMENT.
Art the beginningof this week the Commons’ Committees had
reached the end of the first great division of their b
inasof by the Commons—that
is, of the bills with whi
Commons
were to commence
i
could be entertained by the House of Lords, if
esdale’s resolution was to be rigidly adhered to, as to
the date for second reading of bills in the Lords that had come
from the Commons. Tuesday, 18th, found the Commons with
still a few bills remaining on their hands. In Mr. O'Reilly's
Committee, Group 6, the last great contest was in connection with
the Midland Bill (Notti
m and Rushton) and the Newark,
Melton Mowbray, and Leicester (No. 2) Bill. The preamble of
both these bills was proved, with the exception of so much of the
Newark and Leicester Bill as com
with the Nottingham and
Rushton Bill of the Midland.
This closed the business of the
group, which has had a long series of sittings.
The G!
w and Bothwell Bill, in Sir F. Goldsmid’s Com— = ll, oo
aa
a contest of ——
ordinary
obstinacy.
e bil is promo’
y anew company with
a share and loan capital of £22000, to make eleven miles of new
lines in connection with the Caledonian chiefly, and to open up
new collieries between Glasgow and Bothwell. A number of local
as well as company contentions were raised in connection with
the application, a strong point being made of the accommodation
that would.be givenfto the inhabitants of Bells Hill. The bill was
arene by the North British Company, the Glasgow and SouthWestern, and various local petitioners. The preamble of the
bill was at last proved and the clauses gone through.
On Tuesday the only group left in the Commons was No, 12,
Lord Galway chairman, who had a group of five Irish bills left
to dispose of. For one of these, the Southern Railway Bill, the
order has been discharged, and the bill has consequently been
dropped. The parties to another, the Great Southern and
Western (Tipperary Extension), are naturally impatient at the
consideration of their case being so long deferred, and a new Committee is to be appointed for the special purpose of considering
this case. The other three bills continued their contest after
the date which would bring them within Lord Redesdale’s resolution ; from the operation of which, it may be supposed, they will
obtain a dispensation, These three bills, that have caused such a
ae contest, are the Great Southern and Western (North
Wall Extension), promoted by a new company, capital £250,000,
tomake about four miles of connecting railway at the North Wall,
Dublin. The other two companies in the contest are the Dublin
Port and City Railway Company, and the Dublin Central Station
—a hew company—that proposes to raise a capital of £720,000,
and to execute a number of important works, including a central
station over the bed of the River Liffey.
The Committees of the Lords are now actively at work, and have
made considerable progress during the week. A number of bills
that were prarecrt | in the Commons have oremmy ~sng un=
in the Lords, including the South-Eastern
Railway Bill,
clauses of which have been arranged between the South-Eastern
and the Chatham companies.
The Wigtonshire Railway, the
Temple Subway, the Leeds Tramways, and other bills, have also
the Committee stage in the Lords. The Severn Tunnel
ilway has also passed the Lords, after opposition, and has been
specially reported ; the tunnel is fora double line, estimate £750,000,
Wednesday, after a three days’ contest, Earl Cadogan’s
Committee declared the preamble proved of the Severn Bridge
Railway Bill, and went through the clauses. This was formerly
No, 2 bill, andis for a single line. Earl Somer’s Committee
has proceeded with the South Devon and Devon and Cornwall
Railway Bills, and others. The Rochdale Borough Improvement
Bill has been thrown out in another group ; and the London and
North-Western and Great Northern Wo. 1) Bill have been
reported with special amendments. The Wolverhampton, Walsall,
and Midland Junction Railway Bill case has been opened, and, as
in the Commons, has excited a keen contest.
The most interesting event of the week has been the rejection
in the House of Commons of the Birmingham Sewage Bill on the
ing, after a contest that lasted in Commotion for the third
mittee for fifteen days.
e opinion is strongly entertained in
many quarters that both the promoters and the opponents of this
important bill should have
been saved the great trouble and
anxiety, and heavy costs to which they have been put by the
rejection of the bill at an earlier stage.
THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY’S SHOW
AT CARDIFF.
THE following contains the most generally interesting features
of the programme just issued by the Royal Agricultural
Society :-—
Non-transferable tickets,
price half-a-guinea, admitting the
holder to the show-yard
trial-yard, and available for readmission on every day of the show and trials of implements,
may be obtained of the secretary, at 12, Hanover-square, W., not
later than Saturday, the 6th of July, and afterwards at the
secretary’s office, near the entrance to the show-yard, or of the
secretaries to the local committee at Cardiff. _
‘
:
From Monday, July 8, till Saturday, 13, inclusive, trial of
portable steam engines, thrashing machines, straw and hay
elevators, corn dressing machines, corn screens, kc. The Implement and trialwill be open from 9 a.m, till 6 p.m.
Admission to the public, 2s, 6d. each person on each day. —
Monday, 15, the entire show-yard will be open from 8 in the
morning, at which bour the judges will
com
¢
pecting the
live stock,.and making their awards, until 7 in the evening.
Admission, 5s, each person.
.
Tuesday, 16, admission, 2s, 6d. each person. General meeting
of the members in the show-yard at half-past 3 o’clock.
Wednesday, 17, admission, 2s, 6d. each person,
Thursday, 18, admission, 1s, each person, Visit to the
Merthyr-Tydfil Sewage Farm in the morning. Return tickets
should be taken for
yrhiew station, available by the special
train, which will leave Cardiff at 10 am., and return from
Troedyrhiew at 1.30 p.m.
Friday, 19, admission, 1s. each person.
;
Admission to the entire show-yard can be obtained on each of
the days from Monday, 15th, to Friday, 19th, inclusive, from 8
in the morning till 7 in the evening.
President : Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P. Stewards of
departments: Live stock—Mr. Jacob Wilson (acting for Sir Watkin
W. Wynn, Bart., M.P., president), Mr. Milward Mr. Leeds.
Implements—Mr, Wren
Hoskyns, M.P., Mr. Edmonds, Mr.
Booth, Mr. Whitehead (ste
elect). Finance and show-yard
receipts—-Major-General Viscount Bridport, Colonel Kin
y
M.P., Mr. Davies, Mr. Randall, Mr. Torr. Forage~-Mr. Corbett.
General arrangement of show—Mr, Brandreth Gibbs,
THE “ CanaDa” TuG-DREDGER,—We are happy to state that
advices have been received that the new patent combined screw
dredge hopper Canada (recently illustrated in our pages) has
arrived at Halifax, after a voyage across the Atlantic of eighteen
days under steam. She averaged 135 miles per day, and is the
first vessel of the di
which has ever steamed over the
Atlantic from Clyde to North
and the vo
e Canada
the expectation formed of her sea-going capabilities.
is the
i —- Canadian penn amy and —
or a
a steam
-barge, ani a
seit ee Cracaccmer. Tt wilberemmembered tersthesomal was
, built, and engined by W. Simons and Co., London
Works, Renfrew.
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and by the influence of a permanent
et or other means pointer to zero after each letter transmitted, aad thus prevent the
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induce suddenly a magnetic condition in the bar (see Fig. 5), propagation of an error arising from a want of coincidence between
Monday, June 23rd, 1872.
undoubted merits
we shall find a marked development of electricity 4 the helix; the sending and receiving stations. It
Mr, Jabez CHURCH, President, in the Chair.
in
ption ; but from the amount of clock-work required to
and if we possess the means of
y re
e mag
s
(Concluded from page 424.)
polarity of the bar, we shall find a reversal ofthedirection of the produce the various movements, and the great power necessary to
We will now pass on to that very ingenious form of non-re- electric current in the helix. To accomplish, then, this change communicate rapid action to the type-wheel in its frequent return
cording instrument, Bright’s bell telegraph.
In the needle tele- of magnetic polarity rapidly has been the aim of those who have to zero, it can scarcely be pronounced perfect at present. As,
for telegraphic op aoe:and however, it contains elements of value, it may be hoped that the
the eye having to follow the movements of the needle, it is sought to utilise mee ae hen
at the same moment to write down the signals which are various have been the arrangements adopted. One of the earliest
ph was that introduced by Henley. The fantis Gaus
itegrap h, bel ongs strictl
instrument,oe being= a ~ i
strictly
being received, and hence a second clerk is needed to write the forms of magnetic te’
of a powerful compound magnet, in front to the second class it is intended to paw om but as a more
dispatch which the receiving clerk reads off, unless a pause ensues arrangements consis
betwéen
word, whilst the same operator writes down the of whose poles a horseshoe of soft iron, having helices of insulated minute description of it is not intended to be given now, its introsignals, In the bell instrument, the necessity for a second clerk wire on its arms, could be made to rotate through a limited arc luction at this point will not lead to confusion,
We must now, however, pass on to a description of recording
is dispensed with, because the si
being audible, the operator’s of a circle, the arc being sufficient to reverse the relative position
sight is at liberty
for directing his hand in writing. The basis of of the poles of the magnet and of the soft iron. The rapid move- telegraphs, These may be subdivided into two classes, those
ment
of
the
ho:
oe
from
one
position
of
rest
to
the
other
was
which
print by conventional symbols, and those which print in
the code i
the alphabet is represented is the same in the
bell as in
needle instrument, two elementary si
produced sufficient to induce in the helices a working current of magneto- type.
electricity,
each
alternate
movement
backwards
and
forwards
"Whe
Morse
printer stands at the head of the former class for its
the beat of a hammer upon either the right or left-hand bell.
distance apart of the bells is sufficient to prevent any uncer- inducing a distinct and reversed current at the moment of change simplicity, and is probably, the most generally employed telegraph
as to which bell was struck, and this uncertainty is further of polarity. The currents so generated were received upon an instrument in the world, not, perhaps in actual numbers, but in
ded
tised the extentof territory over which it is in use. Its elementary
a vey both by a difference in the tone and by the manner in electro-magnet, between whose poles a
w
bell is struck, the one bell being struck with a rebound needle was free to move, and each reversal of current imparted a principle is -— understood from the diagram. An armature
of the hammer and the other with a dead beat. The commutator movement to the needle either to the right or left. Another fixed horizontally to a pivoted lever, another part of
thod
btaining rapid change of polarity in the iron was in- which carries an adjustable point, is placed over the poles
be jth engBa,a "s key, and
made as a se te
, and was employed in connection with of an electro magnet. (See Fig. 6.) An adjustable spiral
piece of apparatus, the bell portion may be
upon a shelf at troduced by Whiteh
some distance from the operator, if requisite, for the convenience the first Atlantic cable. We have stated the fact that a bar of spring tends to draw away the armature from the magnet.
of space. As greater force is required to strike a blow upon the soft iron becomes magnetic under the influence of an electric When, however, a current traverses the coils of the magnet the
bell than to move the needle, a relay is introduced. This useful current traversing an encompassing helix, a discovery made in power of attraction overcomes the spring and draws down the
piece of mechanism, as well as the way in which the hammer is 1825 by Sturgeon. This has proved of immense value in tele- armature and moves the point. Immediately above or below the
phic instruments, and will be again referred to; but the fact latter is a broad wheel having a V groove cut in it, into which the
caused to strike thebell, will, however, form subjects for considerais now introduced in connection with the development of magneto- point enters when pushed forward. By a system of clockwork a
tion hereafter.
We pass on now to another type of telegraph instruments, the electro currents. Mr. Whitehouse conceived the idea that the strip of paper is drawn at a slow and uniform speed between the
under the influence just wheel and the point, passing through unmarked while the point is
** alphabetical.” This exists in two forms, the non-recording and magnetism of an iron bar, te
the recording. All alphabetical instruments are based upon the stated, being very rapidly assumed by the iron whilst the current withdrawn from the groove, and becoming indented by its entrance
ing, and lost when it ceases, and being, moreover, very into it. The latter action is, however, simultaneous with the
principle of successive electrical impulses, whether following one is
another in the same or in reversed order, producing a step-by-step rapidly reversed by a reversal of the current, might be made equally magnetism imparted to the cores of the electro-magnet, and the
movement in a toothed wheel, each step, or each alternate step, available, if not more so, with the magetism induced in a bar of iron length and periods of the marks on the papercorrespond, therefore,
a per
t magnet. It is no new discovery with the lengths and periods of electric impulses sent into the
corresponding to a letter. It is easy to perceive that a pointer by juxta-position with
may
be caused to revolve, similarly to the hand of a clock, by that by arranging a second coil over that which produces the coils, these being regulated by the depression of a key at the
gnetism, and keeping it carefully distinct, upon each change of sending station, The ‘‘ Morse” alphabet, as the arrangement of
successive steps, and to point at each step to a letter upon a circular dial, and that this hand or pointer Shall be upon the same magnetic state in the enclosed bar a current of magneto-electricity signals is termed by which the several letters are represented in
axis with a toothed wheel into which an escapement gears; and, is developed in the second coil; this fact was ascertained by this form of recording telegraph, consists of two elementary
further, that the movement of the escapement shall be governed Faraday. The current so produced is called the secondary, or signals-—a dot, corresponding to the depression of the sending key
by the force of electroetism. In such an arrangement we induced current, and differs from that in the original or primary for a period equivalent to one unit of time, and a dash, correhave all the characteristics of the indicating portion of a non- coil in the increased intensity it possesses—that is, its power of es to the depression of the key for three units of time.
he spaces between the marks are of course produced by the
recording alphabetieal instrument; and if to this be added a overcoming resistance. This is a necessary characteristic of elecmechanical contrivance for rapidly transmitting successive elec- tricity suitable for telegraphic purposes, Such a current is called raising of the key, and should be, between the component parts
trical impulses or rapidly reversed currents we have an alphabetical the “‘ electro-magneto-electric” current, to distinguish its source— of a letter, equal to one unit of time, and between letters equal
electro-magnetism. <A simple r.versing key in connection with to three units, the space between word and word slightly
telegraph complete.
We will now briefly consider some of the leading details of this the primary coil and battery is all that is needed to produce the exceeding this. A great part of the art of Morse printing depends
e induction coils employed in upon the correct timing of the signals, and is quite as important
form of instrument. An idea of an alphabetical indicator may currents in the secondary wire.
be gathered from Fig. 3, which represents one of the earliest forms connection with the early Atlantic cable were of immense size, a feature as a correct sending of the letters.
The chemical properties of the electric current have not been
of step-by-step telegraph. In this instance movement of the and, under the influence of an enormous battery, were capable of
wheel and pointer is obtained by the attractive action of an wroducing induced currents far exceeding any hitherto attempted. overlooked in their application to telegraphy. Many of these
electro-magnet u
an armature, one end of which carries at n addition to their vast intensity they possessed a surprising properties are well known, and amongst them that of the decommovable catch, which advances the toothed wheel one tooth a amount of quantity, an element of great importance in a cable so position effected by iron when conveying a current in connection
each step, carrying with it the pointer. A more certain form of faulty as the first Atlantic cable proved to be. The value of with a solution of prussiate of potash. If a sheet of paper be
mes more marked in connection saturated with a solution of prussiate of potash, with the addition
escapement is that in which each movement of the armature back- magneto-electric currents
wards and forwards exerts an action upon the toothed wheel with alphabetical telegraphs. Henley and Whitehouse’s arrange- of a very small proportion of nitric acid and ammonia, and be
t of speed of reversal, laid whilst damp upon a plate of metal connected with one pole of
similarly to the escapement of a clock, but with this difference, ments were evidently deficient in the el
in all step-by-step tele- a galvanic battery, and if the other pole of the battery be tipped
that whereas in the clock the toothed wheel drives the pallets, which it has been shown is so n
, instead of the oscillating with a point of iron or steel and drawn over the damp paper,
in the alphabetical indicator the pallets drive the poll The graphs. To obtain an increase of s
movement of the coils in Henley’s arrangement, or of the reversing prussiate of iron is formed in the track of the point, and leaves its
arrangement is too fainiliar to necessitate e:
ing upon.
Another and very beautiful form of escapement deserves key in Whitehouse’s, the coils are made to rotate in front of the dark mark on the paper; but directly the circuit of the electric
notice ;it is that employed by Wheatstone. In this case the »oles of the permanent magnet, and thus, as is evident, a large current is broken the decomposition ceases, and the point, although
pallets remain stationary, and the axis of the toothed wheel increase of speed is obtained, two currents, each of an opposite still passing over the paper, will leave behind it no trace.
The construction of a Bain telesraph, called so after the
moves, being carried upon the end of the arm, as shown at Fig. 4. character, being produced at every revolution, But whilst there
there is a disadvantage with patentee, differs from that of a Morse, only in the method of proThe marvellous rapidity and almost unerring
precision with which is an advantage with respect to s
each successive electrical impulse is record i y this arrangement respect to stopping suddenly. Siemens has somewhat reduced this ducing the marks. The clockwork arrangement is the same, and
ifficulty by the arrangement and formation of the revolving coil. the strip of paper, prepared as described, is drawn over a roller
has never been exceeded.
The commutator, by which the electrical impulses are rapidly Instead of a horseshoe having a helix upon each arm, a single having a smooth surface, upon which rests a piece of fine steel
reversed, or else caused to succeed each other in the same direc- elongated coil is employed, enclosed lengthwise in a cylinder of spring. The roller is insulated from the arm which carries the
tion, is an im
t adjunct to the alphabetical telegraph. In soft iron cut in half throughout its whole length, and magnetically point, and the battery circuit is completed between these by the
the case of
needle this extreme rapidity is not desirable, insulated. The cylinder rotates between the poles of a series of intervention of a key similar to that employed in the Morse
neither would regular reversals be of use, because the repetition bar magnets cut out to receive it, and at each rotation developes instrument. So long as the key is depressed, so long will prusof a current of the same kind is as frequently required as a two distinct and opposite kinds of magneto-electricity in the siate of iron be formed upon the paper strip, leaving a trail of
reversed current. In all step-by-step telegraphs, however, the helix. The handle which produces rotation is fixed to a large Prussian blue upon its surface in its movement under the point,
case is different, because, as they never have a retrograde motion, toothed wheel, which gears into a — fixed to the armature, and in this manner dots and dashes similar in meaning to the
each letter transmitted necessarily follows the last in alphabetical and at each revolution produces thirteen positive and thirteen Morse alphabet are produced. Its disadvantage over the Morse
order, Suppose, for example, it is desired to send B after A, as negative electric currents. ‘The tendency to overstep the desired lies in the necessity for preparing the paper, which must possess
in the word about, the process is simple and short, because the letter, owing to the momentum of the coil, is reduced by the a certain amount of dampness to ensure the passage of the current
next impulse produces it; but if it be desired to send A after smaller circle enclosing the helix, and prevented by a series of through it. Its advantage lies in the evenness of pressure of the
B, as in the word barrier, the entire alphabet must be deeply cut teeth or notches in the circle around which the handle printing point, which, being always pressing upon the paper,
traversed ; hence the necessity for rapid action in order pra the handle being hinged and dropped at the right moment induces regularity of speed, which the alternate pressure and
to gain time. The simplest form of alphabetical com- inte the notch which corresponds with the required letter; the release of the marker in the Morse has a tendency to prevent.
Its employment is, from whatever cause, far more restricted than
mutator, when the electric current employed is voltaic, is action of the instrument is not, however, pleasant.
Wheatstone has far outstripped all “ry in his exqui- the Morse,
Bréquet’s. This consists of two broad wheels or drums, from one
e also employs magAnother and peculiar feature in connection with the chemical
edgeof whose pranein are cut deep notches, corresy
g in sitely arranged alphabetical instrument.
number to half the number of letters or signals it is intended neto-electric currents. The communicator consists of a box, upon telegraph is the perforated slip for obtaining increased speed in
shall be transmitted in one revolution of the wheel from zero to the top of which is a dial plate surrounded by thirty keys or levers the transmission of signals, Dry yo will not conduct elec
zero. The notches are rather broader than the portions left pro- »ivoted upon and radiating from a common centre, and within the tricity. Supposing, then, when the key is depressed a piece of
between the contacts, it is evident no circuit
jecting, and in both wheels these notches are cut exactly to the coe is a circle engraved with the twenty-six letters of the —- inse
il be completed, but if the paper has a hole cut in it, and the
same gauge. The teeth are then fitted into each other and both alphabet, and other signals. A hand or pointer turning on an
ressure
of
the
key
permitting it, the paper be drawn along
axis
in
the
centre
of
the
dial
rotates
in
connection
with
a
handle
wheels fixed upon the same axis, one wheel being insulated from
tween the contacts until the hole comes between them, evithe other, both as regards the axis and the teeth. Two brass in the front of the box, and may be stopped at any letter instanbe ny springs are brought to bear against opposite edges of the taneously whilst the handle is being turned, as it moves only by dently at that moment metallic contact will result, and the
wheel, and so arranged that when one presses against a tooth of friction, like the hands of a clock, by depressing one of the keys. circuit will be completed, and if the paper be still moved onwards
one wheel the other is in contact with a tooth of the other. If The revolution of the handle produces the currents, as will be ex- directly the hole has passed beyond the contacts the intervention
now one of the half wheels be connected with one pole of a battery plained, and the great beauty of the arrangement is that the of the paper will again break the circuit. Upon this principle,
and the other half with the other pole, and a galvanometer— i.c., currents are continuously being generated so long as the handle then, the perforated slip has been adopted. The paper strip
an electro-magnetic multiplier—be placed in circuit with the two revolves, although their flow into the indicator and line wire can passes between guides over a perforated table, the perforations
ing of two sizes corresponding in length to a dot and a dash.
springs, it is obvious that each time a tooth
place with be immediately checked by the simple depression of a key, and by
respect to the fixed springs, a reversal of the current must take the arrangement of the wheels just so many currents are generated Over these are set two punches kept clear of the paper by springs,
place and be indicated by the galvanometer ;and during each com- as the number of letters which the pointer travels over. The but made to descend into the perforations when depressed, A
plete revolution of the wheel as many reve’
, representing as magnetic currents are produced as follows :—Inside the box isa step-by-step movement arranges for the motion forwards of the
t
it 1 horseshoe magnet, placed horizon- strip after each descent of a punch by the action of keys, and in
many letters, will have occurred in the circuit embraced by the fixed per
, each rod en- this manner dots and dashes are cut out of the strip at the will of
3 as twice the number of teeth in each wheel. Outside the tally, eae a its poles four short soft iron
e is so perforated it is transferred
wheel is a circle engraved with the letters of the alphabet, and a circled by a helix, and arranged at equal distances from each the operator. When the m
handle fixed to the wheel serves the double purpose of rotating it other in the angles of a square. On an axis ee Yee the to the sending apparatus, and rapidly drawn through, when
centre of the circumscribed circle, and connected with the handle, marks identical with the perforations will appear on the receiving
and of pointing to the particular letter required. In operati
is a soft iron armature fixed just in front of the bars whose strip as shown by the diagram, The gain in time lies in the fact
with this transmitter it is only requisite that coincidence shoul
exist between the position of the handle and the needle of the breadth is rather greater than the distance between any two of that whilst messages are being received at, say station A, another
indicator, and so long as this coincidence remains it becomes the the adjacent bars or cores ; when, therefore, the armature revolves, clerk is busy preparing messages there for transmission to B; and,
simplest operation possible to transmit a m
by it. There it approaches one core, which, in reality represents a magnetic moreover, when a long despatch—for the press, for instance— has
exists, however, in this instrument a very
t liability to a loss pole, as has been shown by experiment, at the same time that it to be transmitted, several perforating clerks can be busy upon it
of coincidence from the occasional failure of a current, or from the is receding from the pole diagonally opposite, and in this manner at the same time, just like compositors in a printing establishi‘‘ tripping ” of the escapement of the indicator, and this liabilit induces simultaneously in the two coils which encircle them ment. Wheatstone has made use of the perforating system in
currents in the same direction. A very elegant
ment is connection with that marvel of telegraphic workmanship ani
to error is common to every form of alphabetical telegraph in whic
voltaic currents are employed. A more certain form of non-re- that of an endless chain passing horizontally beneath the levers, =a, the “‘ automatic ” telegraph.
e automatic telegraph consists of three parts—the perforator,
cording alphabetical instrument is that in which magneto-electric and which by the depression of any one of them bulges it out to
currents are employed. These currents are derived from magnets, the exact extent of its slack. As soon, however, as any other key the receiver, and the transmitter. It is not intended to attempt
as their name indicates, and —— it scarcely comes within the is depressed it removes the slack from the previously depressed a description of it in detail. The strip to be perforated passes
province of this paper to describe the sources of electricity, it is key to itself, and in tightening it at that point raises the key pre- between two sheets of metal in which are three small circular
holes placed in a line at right angles to the direction of the strip
yet impossible to convey a correct idea of magneto-electric teledepression
off aa keykey arrests th e progressoff the
th pointerinter at and having three circular steel punches, any one of which can be
graphs without explaining how the electric currents by which they vitee donreacion
pushed through the corresponding hole by the action of an
are actuated are derived, for the act of production is mechanical the letter opposite to it, and short ciroulta all following a
‘wo
tric, The centre punch is raised between every movemen:
and the modus operandi is associated with their very construction. The “‘indicator” possesses exclusive points of excell
As briefly as possible, then, it may be stated that whilst a con- magnetised steel wires fixed opposite each other upon either side of either of the other two, and serves by a peculiar movement to
ductor Which is conveying electricity generates magnetism in a of an axis lie parallel between two small bar electro-magnets, the push forward the paper one step ata time. The dots and dashes
bar of soft iron placed near it, at ar angles to it—a fact which poles being so placed as that when currents of electricity pass of the Morse are represented by the action or either the right or
the cores, the latter either repel or left-hand punch, the holes being all uniform in size. The punchb£ be reverted to
immediately —a magnet possesses, under through the coils and magnetise
is effected by pneumatic keys, The perforated
certain conditions, the
ducing electricity in a con- ttract the magnetised needles, impartinga backward and forward ing of the
ductor
at right anglesto itself. The condition necessary motion to their axis. The arrangement of the escapement has strip is to the transmitting instrument, in which are arranged
three rods and three holes precisely similar to those already
to this
ent is that a change of magnetic state shall occur been described (see Fig. 4).
The oe
of the currents generated by Wheatstone’s described. The rods have a constant tendency to rise through the
in the magnet or the
etised iron, for it is only during this
arrangement
to prevent the tripping of the escapement, and holes, but can only do so when a perforation
comes o ite them,
e more rapid
ensures & ey and rapidity of action unattainable by any the act of rising forming an electric contact by cain ounene
it as yet devised.
positive
or negative, accordinglyas the perforationis to the right
duced. page we ene wh ryfnt
iron witha
of other alphabetical
is that invented by or left of the central row, is sent into the line. The fenpuiees wwe
insulated
, & process equivalent to placinga ter lengthof Another form of al
i
by the receiving apparatus and produce dots, some
couductor st’or approximating to Tight angles’ 48tiie bar, Thompson, in which an attempt has been made to return the
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above and some below the central line of receiving stri
most ingenious, Inside a small hollow coil is
a silk
ponding of course with those in the transmitting strip.
e
fibre, a circular concave reflector, at the back of which
ed at
attained by this instrument far exceeds that of any other form of Se ae
Gonos
short piece of magnetised
telegraph, and has served the valuable purpose, in the hands of steel. By means of an adjusting magnet placed above the coil
the Post-office, of limiting the number of wires required for con- the mirror is brought into such a position as that the concave
veying the telegraphic business between busy stations. Over 100 surface is directed towards the open end of the coil and there
words per minute are readily transmitted by this instrument,
receives a beam of light from some artificial source properly ‘gee
irr
nagbey phs are all more or less constructed upon The effect of a current of electricity traversing the coil is to
one principle, that of a type wheel made to rotate so many points defiect the needle and carry with it the mirror. The beam of
or letters, and then caused to press against the paper strip. light falling upon the mirror is thus moved horizontally either to
However interesting type-printing telegraphs are in themselves, the right or left, according to the direction of the current received
their construction involves much complexity, and it is by nomeans by the coils, and the reg |spot of light is received upon a
easy to convey a right appreciation of all their points of detail in horizontal scale. The effect of this arrangement is to increase vi
the compass of a
r.
greatly the visible effect of the deflected needle, sothatanexceedOne or two distinctive features are, however, worth noticing. ingly minute current is caused to
uce a very sensible movement
The two instruments of this
which are in largest employ at of
ray. The “reflector,” when emp!
as a galvanometer
ity, has proved
the present time are House’s and Hughe’s, In House’s tele ph for the measurement of minute curren‘
hic a)
tus, its sensibility
the transmitter consists of a contact wheel, which in revolving a most valuable additionto
the m'
consends a series of battery currents into the line
Each make being such that the electricity produ
traction of the hand is sufficient to produce a very considerable
and break of the — —
a a ’ the receiving a
To effect
a certain and rapid sto)
of the transmitting whee movement of the spot. Considerable interest attaches to this kind
at the right letter a hay boned pm alto that of a piano is em- of instrument from the fact that without its aid no intelligible
the first Atlantic cable,
ployed, each key . ee
a letter or other si
The signals would ever have been sent thro’
method of applying the act of depression of any one key to the and had such not been done, and the feasibility of telegraphing
arresting of the contact wheel at the right moment to corre- across the Atlantic been thus proved, the probability is that no
spond with the letter or the keyis as follows :—Upon the periphery subsequent cable would ever have been attempted. The signals
of the wheel, which is of brass and of considerable breadth, are were read off in a darkened chamber, an ordinary Morse key being
arranged pegs sagoon in the form of a spiral around the fixed by the side of the receiving clerk, who followed the motions
circumference, the number of peas correspondi with the number | of the spot in the depression of the key, and thus conveyed the
of keys, the extremities of which, when raised by the depression | signals received to a Morse instrument in an adjoining room. Owing
required to work this form of instruof the finger portions, catch the peg lying in the same place with to the very weak currents
it, and arrest its progress. Hence each key arrests the a om ment, itisnow exclusively employedin connection with the Atlantic
of the contact wheel in a different position, and as the completed cable. But we must pass on to another class of telegraph instrurevolution of the wheel produces as many makes and breaks of ment, not “. so numerous, but in certain
itions equally
t is necessary in employing a
for the
sake of
current as there are keys, it is easy to perceive that a distinctive | useful—be!
struck with considerable
number of such makes and breaks as correspond to the amount of | the sound produced, that it should
revolution of the wheel will be produced by the depression of any orce. The idea of employing the power capable of being deveone key. The electric currents so transmitted
are received upon loped by electricity, after travelling along an extended conductor,
an electro-magnet ;the power of this magnet is, however, not directly in its action on the bell, appears to have been thought
brought to bear directly upon the printing mechanism, but is impracticable in the early days of telegraphy; and it was not

made to act upon a hollow cylindrical slide valve in connection
with a chamber of compressed air. The piston moved by the
compressed air is in connection with the lever of an escapement
which influences the scape wheel of the printing machine. B
this means considerable power is gained. Upon the same shaft
with the scape wheel is the type wheel, and at its extreme edge
are as many teeth as letters, against which presses a steel arm
carrying the printing hammer. Whilst the wheel is revolving
this arm has not time to fall in between the teeth, but directly
it stops it does so, and by this act prints the letter required.
Hughes’ type printer is constructed upon a totally different
principle. At all the stations upon the line are corresponding
type wheels, which are eaused to rotate —- synchronously
by the aid of a vibrating spring and anchor escapement, the rotating power being obtained from clockwork. The rotation of this
wheel is transmitted to a vertical shaft, furnished at its lower
extremity with a horizontal arm travelling over a circular disc, on
which are arranged contact pins corresponding in number to the
types. The pins merely pass though holes arran
around the
disc, and are rai
by the inner extremities of the keys, which,
like House’s, resemble those of the piano, Thus for every key
depressed a separate pin is raised, and when raised it impedes
the progress of the arm just referred to, but does not stop it, as it
is jointed. It causes it, however, to mount over it, and in doing
this breaks a contact which previously was established, and makes
one with the pin. In connection with the arm is a curved-shape
spring which follows immediately behind it, and whose function is
to press the raised pin on one side, so that if the same key continue
to 5 depressed the arm will not upon a second revolution make
contact with it. The type wheel is in connection with the vertical
shaft, and the contact being established between the arm and the
raised pin, the current then liberated is received upon an electromagnet, and through the intervention of other mechanism is
caused to print the letter. The electro-magnetic arrangement is
not the least ingenious part of the arrangement. The ordinary
action of an electro-magnet is that of attracting an armature
placed in front of its poles when a current of electricity flows
through its helices. In Hughes’ system the action is reversed.
Upon the poles of a permanent magnet are fixed soft iron rods
surrounded with helices, These rods become magnetised by
induction, and attract an armature fixed to the end of a lever,
and having a spring always wre |to push it away from
the ,poles. This spring is adjustable, and can be brought
to bear with sufficient force as altogether to push it away.
It is not, however, suffered to do this entirely, but almost,
Suppose now a current of electricity be made to circulate
through the helices, of such a character as to reverse the polarity
already existing in the bars; it is evident that the weakening of
the existing polarity will give the spring the preponderance of
power over the attractive force of the magnet, and will release the
armature, This is caught by a screw passing through a fixed arm,
so that it is never removed to any great distance from the poles,
and the action of a lever or eccentric in connection with the train
pushes back the armature upon the poles of the magnet after each
successive current has released it.
The effect of this electro-magnetic arrangement is to bring the
motion of the armature under the influence of an ex
ly
minute current. or what is of more consequence in the attainment
of speed, under the influence of the low
that is the first and
last portion of the electrric wave, since all electric currents partake
of the character of waves, commencing from a feeble state and
another renee yo
from ae
the
recording telegraph
runs no
i it a place apart from alithe others ;
risk of confusion by
the instrument alluded to is Thomson’s reflector.
The
principles of its construction are very simple, its
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Varley’s relay consists of a long hollow
coil made in +
lengths, between
the junction of which
is apivoted
bar carrying
a long soft iron rod, which lies in the length of the hollow
of the
coil and projects beyond sufficiently far to be available for making
we : ingcontact — the
battery, and working between
e poles of a permanent magne
In Whitehouse’s relay a small horseshoe permanen it
is
pivoted upon an axis passing through the curve and
el with
its arms, ‘The magnet is placed between the poles of the electromagnet, and is adjus
to its normal position by a second
= year magnet moved by a tangent screw or other means,
he adjustment is thus very delicate, and the action of the
electroet upon the horseshoe considerable, since both poles
of the one influence both poles of the other.
Hughes’ relay, which has already been explained, has
ed to
be the most sensitive of any form hitherto tried.
turning
to the subject of bells, it occurred to the author that the
ringing
in a direct-action
bell might be made use of as
a relay magnet also, thus avoiding the expense and complici
separate electro-magnet, and securing other advantages which will
be pointed out. The result of experiment has been to produce a
direct action bell which gives a far more powerful and rapid blow
than that obtainable as yet by any other method with the same
amount of battery power. The method will be best understood
by reference to Fig. 7. The object has been to utilise the line or
sending current, making both it and the local current act upon
the same magnet, whereby the magnetism developed is increased.
It was at first found that when the sending key was very rapidly
raised, after having been depressed, the closing of the line current
before the magnetism has entirely left the cores of the electro~y oe had a tendency—if the relay were very finely adjusted—
Ww back the relay pee
us produce a second contact.
Tracing the causesto the resid
magnetism
of the cores, a
magnetism which disappears after the lapse of the fraction of a
second, the author has
a simple locking arrangement
which is put into action by the armature at the moment of striking
the blow, and whick retains the relay immovably in a position
in which it cannot make a second contact until the hammer has
fallen back to its position of rest, and this period is found to be
amply sufficient for the complete demagnetisation of the cores,

Another form of electrical bell is that in which a rapid succesuntil Walker showed the practicability of it, and employed direct
action bells on the South-Eastern Railway, that clockwork ceased sion of blows is struck upon the bell, the reciprocating action of
to be the invariable accompaniment of telegraph bells. The pre- the armature being automatic, and continuing either so long as
by the attendant. The
vious idea was to employ the power of electro-magnetism for the the key is depressed or until sto;
liberation of a train of clockwork, the increased power of which simplest formis the ordinary trembling bell, the connections of
becomes available for producing a louder blow upon the bell than which are shown in Fig. 10. The principle of its action is that of
could be produced upon the electro-magnet itself. Experience has self-make and break. The circuit is completed oe the armashown that clockwork bells, which require winding up at stated ture itself whilst resting against a spring which follows up the
intervals, are liable to fail in consequence of the neglect of not wind- armature for a short distance on its passage to the magnet. As
ing up; and this es is of — nae when the sound = : soon, however, as the armature is drawn beyond the point of
contact with the spring the circuit is broken, and the magnet
bell is depended upon
fora sign
alker’s arrangement, whic’
ing to attract, the armature falls back upon the sprin
so far as the me Neayis aware, was the first of its kind, and the then
principle of which, notwithstanding all the modifications and im- and re-establishes the connection, and thus an exceedingly rapi
rovements since introduced, lies at the root of all direct-action trembling motion is communicated to the armature and hammer
lls, is briefly this:—The armature of an electro magnet is attached
A trembling bell, known as the “
m,” was introduced from
pivoted near the extremities of one of its longitudinal edges, and
attached to the opposite edge is the hammer-stalk, terminated by France some years since, and seemed likely to prove a good bell
the hammer, (See Fig. 7.) The bell is adjusted at such a dis- for railway purposes; but, in common with other forms of
tance from the hammer-head as that when the blow is struck it ‘* tremblers,” it has falien somewhat into disuse, the single-stroke
The Ragon is shown in Fig. 11. Two bar
rebounds by the spring of the stalk, so that the vibration of the bell being pref
magnets are connected at opposite extremities by an interbell is not Aer a
e action of the magnet is to draw rapidly e
towards itself the pivoted armature, whose motion both ways is mediate bar of soft iron, forming thus a letter S. One of the bar
ets is wound with fine wire and receives the line current,
limited by adjusting screws, and as action takes place very near
the fulcrum, increased speed and a longer — is developed at and the armature then attracted liberates a lever which, in falling,
the —— of Lect pment, and hed as blow is struck, makes a contact which completes the circuit with the local batte
TOvi
e coilsand magnet
are large and the
ry power good. and the other bar electro-magnet, the latter being wound wit'
n Bright’s bell telegrapn this method of striking the bell is larger wire. Thisis the ringing magnet, and acts upon a trememployed. ne
these precautions, however, it has bling armature, which continues to vibrate and strike the bell
never
found —
ie to obtain a powerful blow through until the lever is raised to its position on the armature of the line
any
amount of resistance, and hence those useful appliances— magnet. Upon the same axis with the lever is a metal plate, or
‘* relays ”—have been had recourseto. The object of a relayis to disc, labelled ‘‘CaLLED,” and is seen, when the lever falls,
receive and be influenced by a feeble current, and the only work it through an opening cut in the case. An objectionable feature in
has to
orm is to complete the circuit between the working the Ragon is the employment of bar —— to produce the movemagnet or coil and a ““Toeal” battery, as it is termed—that is, an ments, because the attractive force ey exert is considerably
independent battery placed at the receiving station. It is obvious below that of the two-pole or horseshoe magnet.
The boy —_ be
itted = sdescribe a trembling bell he
that the employment of a relay has one disadvantage, namely,
uce the same results as the Rago: m, and to avoid
that of introducing an element of failure by the second contact design
the
aeeitinn.
In
this
bell,
called the ‘‘double-action” bell, two
employed. Still, by careful attention to these contacts—removing mp
prey and so ae
act with ree Fs bar electro-magnets are placed sideby side as in the horseshoe,
cision,
are largely emp!
many telegraphic operations. and at either end is an armature, one fixed toa pivot, the other
of these is pressing against
As the subject of relays ney wl perme Aes introduced at this to a spring(see Fig. 12). When either
point, it may not be out gm to follow it up, and to describe its opposite poles it connects these poles and converts the system
one or two of those forms of relay which have found favour with into a horseshoe whose poles are towards the other armature.
Thus by
ing al
ly one armature and the other against
ite poles a horseshoe is formed in opposite directions,
e essential characteristics of a relay are that it shall be its
yoo
influenced by a very feeble wave of electricity, that it shall be The normal position of the bell is when the trembling armature—
thatis, the armature attachedto the spring—is pressed against
rapid
in action, and that it shall be certain in making
the poles. In this state the pivoted armatureis preparedto
receive the effect of the line current, which, when it enters the
poPL may Co!
of a simple pieceae
to make po he when drawn towards the poles of an electro- magnet, attracts that armature and releases a lever, which, in the
passing through both armamagnet, as shown in Fig. 8. Ina polarised relay the armature act of falling, pushes forward a
stud presses the line armaA is either of steel and magnetised, or is in itself an electro- tures, and by means of an adjustable
the poles and releases the
ing armature, making,
magnet. In the case of non-polarised relays a pi
current of ture against
of the
either kind will alike influence the armature; but
in that of a in its release, contact with the battery spring. Theraising
the rod, a second stud upon which forces the
polarised
relay only a currentof one kind will cause it tomake lever draws
armature
ag i eee
ee see Se
the required contact, because the reverse current instead of
pois conn
e position
to receive
the next line
attracting
it, see Fig.9. This is in obedience,of
course, to the
-known law that in
and electricity
like kinds
each other,
and unlike
attract
;that isto
say, the
of one magnet will repel
north
of
another
magnet, whilst it will attract the south
In
case
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wards against the barrel, and insures sufficient friction to drive
the train, except when the spring is fully wound up ; it then sli
until by consequent expansion
friction sp) spring regains its hold
upon
the side of the barrel. The objections
that have existed to
this form of bell have
been greatly reducedin a recent arrangement. The limits
of this
will only permit of a brief
reference to telegraph “ switehes.” These useful instruments
are employed for diverting the course of a current, for putting
a divided circuit “
” or for dividing
a through circuit.
A telegraph circuit is “‘divided”
the conductor with
the earth at the required point of division.
e general character
of a switch is that of a spring, or a lever influenced by a spring,
which may be pressed
down by a cam fixed upon abarrel standi
above it, and which, when released
by the removal of the cam, wi
rise against an insulated
stud. In “seine ee ar if the conductor find its continuity through
the spring and the stud, andif the
barrel and cam be connected with earth, when the cam is upon
the spring it will place the spring in contact with earth, and all
currents arriving at the spring wil pass to earth § The wire connected with the stud, being released from the spring, will,
however, cease to convey any currents. The course adopted is
therefore to place two springs side by side as shown in the
cath apeing puuising normally againstopposite studs. The ferred
possesses a cam long eno’ to press down both springs
at the
same time, and being composed of metal, will connect the two
springs together when down. In this arrangement, suppose each
spring to go to line through an instrument, and the studs to
earth, when the cam is off the spring, the circuit is divided, but
when it isupon them it has removed them from the earth studs, and
cted them together through
the cam. If, on the contrary, the
studs are connected together through an instrument, and the cam
goes to earth when the springs are up the circuit is through, and
when down it isdivided. Switches are
e much more complex
than the kind just descri
but the principles of their construction are similarto that alluded to.
There are other matters of interest in connection with telegraph
instruments, but it is — ee in the limits of a paper to enter
into oo. Ri. 4are rather — of Sith as for een
precautions adopted against the effectof lightning
upon the coi
the various forms of needle coils themselves, the » ese ado;
for employing soft iron needles with magnetism induced in them
i juxtaposition with permanent
ets, and the various forms
of apparatus for testing for faults on lines, Seating Co uality of
the wire, the resistance of the coils, and so forth ; but the aim of
the author has been ratherto describe the general principles upon
which telegraph instraments are constructed.
The author has also avoided all reference to batteries. They
form a subject of themselves, and although of essential importance
in connection with telegraphs, it would have been foreign to the
title of the paper to have introduced them in connection with it.
CONVERSAZIONE OF THE SOCIETY OF
TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS.
On Thursday, June 6th, the Society of Te!
h Engineers
held a conversazione at Lord Lindsay’s laboratory, Geeciedieest,
Soho. The president of the Society (Mr. C. W. Siemens, F.R.S.)
received the guests, among whom were a large number of leading
men of science, including Sir William Thomson, F.R.S., Dr.
William Huggins, F.R.S., Lord Lindsay, Mr. Galton, F.R.S.,
Professor Tyndall, Mr. C. F. Varley, F.R.S., Mr. Busk (president of the Royal my
of Surgeons), Professor Stokes, F.R.S.,
Mr. Warren De La Rue, F.R.S., Mr. F. I. Scudamore, and man:
others, It was probably one of the finest scientific sotrées whi:
has been held in London this season. The
ents, which
were excellent, were carried out under the superintendence of
Major F. Bolton (hon. sec.) and Mr. H. Schiitz Wilson (the
secretary to the Society).
The Post-office authorities and the leading manufacturers of
pets
and philosophical instruments exhibited a great many
ines and various kinds of philosophical apparatus, the rooms
eee ef specimens as tomakeit a somewhat difficult task
to select those most deserving of special notice,
First and foremost among the objects of interest was Lord
Lindsay’s giant Cre
by far the largest in the world.
It stood in one corner of the largest room, and consists of several
straight massive horizontal bars of soft iron, running upon wheels,
and so arranged as to form a rectangle; the opening between
the poles jis narrow, only a few inches. Lord Staley had to jum:
over the bars to get into the open square space in the centre, |
observers stood outside aden his experiments. The magnet
consists of more than 20ft. of iron, each bar having asectional
area of about 36in.; we were told that it weighs about
six tons, and has fourteen g
phical miles of conducting
wire wound around it, the coils being then protected by
outer casings
of wood. It was chargedby means
of a
powerful battery, but as the Grove’s battery used for the purpose
is not yet completed, only one-fifth the power of the magnet was,
acco!
to Mr. Varley’s estimate, developed at the soirée.
Under these conditions a plate of copper fell between the poles, at
the rate, as nearly as we could judge, of jin. per second, thisslow
fall through the air being due to the mysterious action of the
magnetic rays upon the electrical currents which those ra:
induced in the copper plate. One experiment which particularly
attracted the attention of the observers was that of inserting a
lighted taper between its poles, where it burnt freely so long as
+ magnet wasa, ©_ = y the current pane and
e magnetism
ppe
e taper was extinguish
The induced current produced in the wire by the cessation of
the magnetism when the battery current is removed is so powerful
that the shock would probably be fatal to any person who by an
unfortunate accident happened to
plete the circuit at the time.
To guard against this a very elaborate current reverser has been
comenties b a > and F, H. Varley, which breaks the
circui
ually by introducing resistances varying from —up to Cantey The magnet itself was designed by Mr. C. F.
va 6 The conducting wire weighs about
Ib. to the
hical mile, and is nearly jin. in thickness. We are told that the
ttery ultimately to be used with this magnet will consist of 150
of Grove’s nitric acid cells, each platinum plate of which will
ee a square yard of surface,
sides of the plate included.
A battery of this colossal size has never before been constructed,
nor indeed at all a
in dimensions.
All the parts of the magnet, as already stated, run upon wheels,
and the front bars are governed by a screw motion, so as to accurately adjust the distance between the poles.
In the course of the evening Mr. Ladd froze some mercury, and
the solidified metal was allowed to fall between the poles to see
what diamagnetic effects would result, There were none at all so
far as we could see, Most of the observers had taken the precaution of giving their watches into the
e of attendants, lest
their time-keeping good qualities should be destroyed by the action
of the magnet upon the steel springs.
Another chief object of interest was Sir William Thomson’s
syphon galvanometer. We explained the principle of this instruSen
eS ee but as the apparatus is now in
seeeteehcse Se the Seren momngm Casas de Indien
a
ae os
ee
ent for registering indications
juced 4 —e mone currents, we now giveaX—_—
Sentetion
e apparatus,
with
ings.
e di
producing such Ty 2 ag this ns
hate
nadue to» Ge difficulty
7 of
obtaining marks from a very
rapid motion
without impeding that motion.
To” effect this Sir
William Thomson connects (
by direct attachment
or by a stretched thread or fibre) to the body moved by the recurrent a
marking needle or tube, from the end of
which ink or other
is spirted upon
. He employs
for
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reservoir of ink, and he
wn from the opposite
end
means of an electric
force. The
is drawn over a metal
electrified positivel
tube is
ified
difference of potential is maintained
between the tube and the metal plate such as would tend to cause
a succession of sparks to pass
een them, and which under
the circumstances produce a fine stream of ink or a successionof
fine dots spirted from the tube on to the paper, leaving
a record
of the position of the tube at each instant, and drawing
a sensibly continous line on the paper without impeding by
friction the motion of the tube as directed by the receiving instrument.
The receiving instrument consists of a
uliar arrangement in
which the received current passes thro
a very light coil ofa
small number of turns of fine wire. Part of this coil
is placed in
a very powerful magnetic field produced by magnets which act
with great force on the coil when the current passes through it.
The coil is kept stiff without any complete framework or bobbin
by the use of stiff pieces (like booms in the rigging of a ship),
drawn asunder by threads or strong fibres stretched to fixed points,
and serving to support the coil while giving it the requisite
freedom to move and the requisite stability.
Fig. 1 is an elevation and Fig. 2 a plan showing the principal
parts of the recording instrument. A permanent compound steel
N, 8, made for convenience sake of a large number of
straight steel bars with a soft iron junction piece and soft iron
poles, is used to produce a very intense magnetic field in the dee;
narrow space separating the poles shown in plan at m, Fig.
Fig. 3 shows an elevation of a very light coil or skein of fine silk-
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rapidly varying currents, so that at each moment its position will
correspond to the strength of the current at that instant. To do
this the directing force of the bifilar suspension and weight should
be adjusted so that the free oscillationsof the coil when no current
is passing are more rapid than the oscillations intended to be
recorded as si,
The adjustment of the natural oscillations
to the rate of signalling is facilitated
the use of a damper
which will allow the ado = of a sm: addirecting power, jom
consequent greater
e of deflection in the marking point. Any
of the usual forms by
might be used founded on the fric
tion of solids or fluids—-thus a vane ee = water may be
employed ; but good results have been
ined by allowing a
small spring to press on the fibre r, m, to damp the vibrations.
The receiving colt follows the received current as readily as the
little mirror and magnet in the reflecting galv
ter, but the
same current in the new instrument produces a much greater
available force to move the parts, and this increase of
force may be used to allow a recording apparatus to be combined with the receiving coil in the following manner :—A single
silk fibre m, r, is attached at one end to the coil at the top of the
side m, n, and at the other fend to what is called the pies
of the recording instrument shown in detail and of full size
in Fig. 4, and lettered ¢, r, s. The
hon is suspended with
double threads t, u, x, v, at one side and a single thread r, w, at
the other side, so as to be capable of oscillating round a horizontal
axis. The directing force of the double threads is adjusted so
that the syphon can follow the movements of the side m, n, to
which itis attached, keeping the single fibre r, m, always taut. The
distance of the point of attachment r from the axis t, w, may be
about 7; the length of the long leg of the syphon, so that any
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covered copper wire stretched on a couple of light struts or booms | motion of the side m, n, of the receiving coil may be represented
; as
between /,m, and 0, n. The side m, n, composed solely of the |by a tenfold greater motion at the end of the syphon. F © uses
fine wire, is formed into a thin flat cake by being cemented with |a syphon, a fine glass tube bent into the Pao in Fig. 4,
which
also
shows
the
paper
on
which
the
signals
are
to
be
reparaffin. The side /, 0, is strengthened by a strong thread to
relieve the copper wire from strain, and the axis of suspension is corded ; this paper moves past the end in a direction perpen— nearer the strengthened side, as shown in the drawing. dicular to that in which the end moves to indicate the signals ;
the short leg of the syphon dips into a dish of ink. A brass plate
e coil is suspended by two fine silk fibres /, p, and m, q, in su
a position that the side m, n, hangs in the intense
etic field z, y, across which the paperis drawn in front of the end of the
between the poles of the
permanent magnet, and is free to syphon is connected with an electrical machine by which it is
with electricity, whereas the syphon is in
oscillate in a direction
el to the straight bars omy! the kept highly ch
magnets. The weight w —_ from the bottom of the coil keeps connection with the earth, and a series of small and rapid discharges
hon and the plate which
it in shape and adds ——s
ing force to the coil, since ———— tion of electricity take place between the
on the bifilar s
nsion wil slightly lift this weight.
The peculiar cause the ink to be spirted from the syphon on to the —. The
construction of the coil reduces the momentum of the movirg Tt instrument should be so adjusted that the syphon will oscillate
to a minimum, the form
of the sidem, n, as a thin flat strip, allows freely in a direction parallel to the plane of the paper from twice to
in the time
pied in the production of every wave or
the poles of the permanent
et to om very closelyto ten times
form a very intense magnetic field, and the
depth of the side m, n, signal orseparate part ofthe letter. The ordinary electrical machine
exposes a considerable length of the wire in the coil to the action or Ruhmkorff’s coils might be used, but Sir William prefers to use
of the magnetism of the permanent magnets. Sir William has his new induction apparatus, which can be conveniently driven by the
obtained good results with Bh pel wire weighing a-quarter of clockwork used to supply the recording paper, which may be of
a grain per foot, and with
containing twenty turns. The ordinary construction. It is clearly shown at C in Figs. 1 and 2.
The following is a description of the induction apparatus :—A
two ends of the wire forming
the coil are twisted round
the suspending fibres, one round each, as shown in Fig.3, and attached wheel of vulcanite A, A, Fig. 5, with a number of pieces of metal
to terminals B, B, Fig. 2, and the received current conveying the a, a}, a*, &c. (called carriers for brevity), attached to its rim is
kept rotating rapidly round a fixed axis, The carriers are very
to be recorded is passed through the s'
i
these terminals. So long as no current circulates through the coil ightly touched at opposite ends of a diameter by two fixed
spri
One of these springs B is connected with the
i
i
ion, and unaffected tangent
earth, at the other C with an insulated piece of metal D called
the receiver, which is analogous to the “prime conductor” of
i . lectric machine. The point of contact
b of the
with the carriers is exposed to the influence
of an
electrified body E called the inductor. Soe Ceevaseiandy
electrified each carrier ee eg
es with the
ing carries away negative electricity, which itgives up through
the suechver
: to the receiver. The receiver = —
are each
so as to surround as nearly as may
point
of the
5 the receiver

——:

“tis
and inductor are cut through at ¢ and d- to show the carriers
and contacts. From this description it will be seen that the
inductor induces a negative charge on all the carriers inside it, and
each carrier in succession gives up this negative charge to the
receiver which is
with the brass oy 2, y, Fig. 4,
from which it passes to the syphon as descri
The inductor
E, Fig. 5, for the good working of the machine should be kept
electrified to a bigh and constant potential. This is effected by
an adjunct called the replenisher. The replenisher is similar in
shape and general arrangement to the inductor, but two contact
springs are added, as shown in Fig. 6, and the connections are
differently arranged. Two of the springs C, Ci, called receiving
springs, are connected to inductors Ei and D, ; and two springs,
ls, Bi, called connecting springs, are joined together by a wire.
The carrier touches the receiver spring My = wholly covered by
the corresponding
inductor;
it t
s the
ting sp
shortly after breaking contact with the receiver spring, and while
still in great part covered by the inductor.
The action of the arrangement may be described as follows :—
Let one inducter E; be in connection with the earth, let the connecting springs with the wire joining them be insulated, and the
otherinductor D, electrified positively and connected with the other
inductor E of the induction machine Fig. 5; let the axis and
carriers be turned rapidly in the direction shown by the arrows,
each carrier after passing the contact C,, and while in contact
with }, will receive a negative charge by induction, while
contact
spring 6, and the carrier with which it is in contact will at the
same moment receive a positive charge, these effects being produced by the redistribution of the electricity in the insulated
system composed of two carriers, the connecting springs, and wires
under the influence of induction. Immediately afterwards contact is broken at b and &), so that the two carriers retain their
itive and negative charges until connected with the inductors
y the springs ¢ and ¢, ; then the negative charge will go to earth
through Ei, and the positive charge will leave the carrier inside
Dy; to distribute itself on the outer surface of Di in accordance
with the well-known laws of induction ; the repetition of this
action leads to an indefinite accumulation of positive electricity on
Th, limited only by the perfection of its insulation preventing
the dispersion of the charge by conduction or by sparks. The
charges of positive and negative electricity are indicated by the
signs + and — on the carriers. When discharged or nearly discharged an 0 is written on the carriers,
In the end view, Fig. 6, the inductor Et is removed to show the
wheel and carriers. When the recording instrument is at work
the brass plate and paper crossing it, being highly charged with
statical electricity, attract the end of the syphon, and under the
influence of this attraction and of a rapid vibration produced in
the end of the syphon, and which is due to continual small electrical discharges, the ink flies in a succession of fine drops from
the syphon to the paper. These drops blend into a continuous
line on the paper as it is drawn regularly forward. This line
records the position of the end of the syphon at each moment as
it is moved backwards and forwards across the paper by the silk
tibre 7, m, attached to the side m, n, of the receiving coil, The
line drawn on the paper is therefore a continuous curve corresponding to the motions of the side m, n, of the receiving coil, and
havin to the varying currents producing the motions, and to
the signals which those currents indicate. When no current is
received a simple straight line will be drawn along the paper;
short positive and negative signals will draw small ripples on
either side of the zero line,
Fig. 7 shows the letters a, b, ¢, as drawn by the instrument
according to the Steinheil code. Earth currents will cause the
syphon to make long sweeps from side to side on the paper,
causing curves of small curvature, on which are super i I 1 the
comparatively short curves of the signals,
In fine, the instrument is adapted to record all signals which
can be read on the reflecting galvanometer. A spring or other
adjustment may be used to bring the paper and the syphon into
such a relative position that the marks may be near the centre of
the paper, and the sensibility of the new recorder is such that the
current from a single Daniell’s cell passing through a resistance of
8000 ohms (equal to the resistance of the whole Atlantic cable)
will produce a perfectly distinct signal, while the resistance of the
coil in the instrument itself need not exceed 20 ohms. To
multiply the power when required Sir William uses two light
movable coils, each attached to the marking needle bya connecting
fibre or fibres, which may be attached to the marking needle near
its axis, so as to magnify the motion of the marking end as compared with that of the receiving coils, The magnification may be
pushed farther if desired by using a multiplying train of two or
more needles. Mechanical vibrations may be maintained in the
long leg of the syphon by sound instead of by electrical discharges;
thus the syphon may be attached by a single fibre to the end of a
tuning fork in vibration; the fibre being in a direction perpendicular to that in which the motions corresponding to the signals
‘take place does not injuriously impede those motions, but, on the
contrary, may be used to give or adjust the directing force.
Instead of a tuning fork a spring set in vibration by an indented
wheel, or a plate set vibrating by the air in a pipe, sounding a
note as in an organ pipe, might be used to give the small vibrations which jerk the ink from the end of the syphon to the paper.
The ink drop at the end of the syphon may touch the paper at the
end of each vibration. The necessary vibrations might also be
given from the paper itself; but the inventor has obtained the
best results by distributing the ink by means of a continuous
electrical discharge.
Mr. C. F. hayes | exhibited a battery very useful for testing
purposes where high potential combined with extreme uniformity
from day to day is of vital importance, He exhibited 1000 of
these calle, as well as a number of condensers invented by him to
enable long submarine cables to be worked rapidly and continuously. The sheets of tinfoil in these condensers are so completely
insulated that once when they were charged with 1000 cells and
left for three months, at the end of that time enough of the charge
remained to give a brilliant spark. At the soirée he discharged
the condensers through a sewing needle; the steel was blown
into vapour and molten globules, with a loud report and a bright
flash of light ;some of the globules were blown to the further
end of the room. Fine platinum wire was in like manner blown
into vapour, but not into globules,
Mr. Apps, the optician, exhibited a very beautiful Gassiott cascade madeby him for Lord Lindsay; theelectrical stream passed over
the edges of a vase made of uranium glass placed under the
receiver of an air-pump. He also exhibited a vacuum tube
twisted into very large letters constructed of uranium glass, and
exhausted toa ighdegree, so that only jin. spark was required
to illuminate it ; this was proved by allowing the spark to pass in
air between the terminals of the coil, Mr. Apps also had on view
several of his patent induction coils; one of them gave a spark
Gin, in length, though of the size am, he states, of an ordinary
coil giving a spark of 1jin. Another object he
on view was a
little electro-magnetic engine arranged for working a sewing
machine; it required no intermediate cranks or wheels. Of
course this would be expensive to use, and in working a sewing
machine uniform power and velocity is not good, since there are
seams to be crossed and extra thicknesses of material at places,
Besides, how many ladies are able to keep a battery in order, or
Jerstand the adjustment of an electro-magnetic engine and
its commutator ?
Mr. Apps also exhibited some vacuum tube rotators, and one
of them was designed to go both ways ; with these he produced
some very pretty optical effects. One of the most useful instruments he had on view was De Wilde’s electrical probe and forceps
as used in H.M’s. military hospitals, and by the Prussians during
the late war. The principle of the probe is that it carries withi
it two wires connected with the opposite poles of a weak battery;
a current cannot pass till the ends of the wires at the extremity cf
the probe touch the bullet;the circuit is then completed, and
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by an electro-magnetic effect the existence and position of thé
bullet are made known tothe operator. The apparatus is inten:
to make bullet extraction as easy an operation as possible,
attended by the minimum of pain to the sufferer. Among the
other things which Mr. Apps exhibited were an improved ship’s
telegraph, Gordon’s patent anemotieter (already described in these
), many ornamental vacuum tubes, also tubes containing
sulphate of strontium and sulphate of barium, which r
phosphorescent many minutes after the cessation of the spark;
and an improved Wheatstone’s bridge arrangement, giving a scale
of differences from 1000 to 1; there was also included a small
ivory disc arrangement for reading off approximately very small
resistances, to one-millionth of an ohm.
Lord Lindsay exhibited among other things a large induction
coil, which gave sparks 20in. long in air ; this coil was made for
him by Messrs, O. and F, H. Varley. The last mentioned manufacturers exhibited a vacuum tube 9ft. long, which was
brilliantly illuminated. They also had on view a double-current
telegraph ‘‘ key ” for sending messages, by means of which, with a
fewer number of parts than usual, the requisite combination of contacts was made ; the
position of the
contact blocks was somewhat
novel, securing a good “knock ” contact, followed by a sliding or
rubbing action, to keep the surfaces of the metal clean, They also
showed Mr. Theophilus Varley’s regulator for controlling the
amount of current passing through relays and direct working
instruments. The object of this invention is to secure one constant of magnetic force in polarised relays and electromagnets, and it does this in a simple manner. When the magnetic
force reaches its regulated maximum the current flowing through
the coils is then shunted off. A lever, actuated by the magnets,
is adjusted to move at a given force ; when this is reached by an
equivalent force of magnetic attraction the armature moves over
and completes a short circuit, which shunts off the whole of the
current in excess of that required for moving the more delicately
set relay armature. The
lating lever falls back immediately
the magnetism decreases, ‘ates the full force then to flow
a the coils, The action may be compared to that of the
throttle valve of a steam engine, which, when going too fast, closes
by means of a governor, and cuts off steam. They also exhibited
a pencil writing Morse instrument, for which they claimed more
cleanliness and a higher rate of speed than with an ink writer,
and among their instruments was one of the vacuum lightning
protectors for submarine cables, used to prevent lightning which
may strike the land wire getting into any cable connected therewith,
Lord Lindsay exhibited a valuable collection of spectroscopes
and microscopes, and the photographs taken by himself of the last
total eclipse of the sun. Mr. R. 8. Culley, C.E., of the Post-oftice
Telegraphs, exhibited a historical series of instruments, beginning
with the old five-wire instrument, down to the modern ones,
through the earliest double-needle, Bain, Morse, Wheatstone, and
Hughes telegraphs. Messrs, Siemens Brothers exhibited their
new electrical pyrometers and thermometers, also a variety of
telegraphic instruments, Captain Columb, R.N., sent some of his
signalling arrangements with ordinary aud flashing lamps. Among
the other objects of interest were Capt. Malcolm’s field service
telegraph instruments, electrical apparatus invented by Sir Chas,
Wheatstone, Mr. Henley’s double-marking printer, and Mr,
Phillips’ ship and shore arrangement for testing during the paying out of submarine cables. Mr. G. E. Preece contributed some
engi hr of a travelling van and apparatus designed by him
or use in testing underground wires; he also sent sp
of
various cables. Mr, Latimer Clark lent an instrument for the
determination of electrical currents in absolute measure, and
Messrs. Waterlow and Sons exhibited an electro-chemical type:
printing machine. Mr. De Colmar exhibited a calculating
, very useful in telegraphic work; it is just beginning to
be used for calculating weights of cables, amount of conductivity,
and other of the more abstruse problems relating to cables. Mr,
John Browning, F.R.A.S., had several sp
of spectr
r
“ee on view.
together, as already stated, it was one of the best scientific
conversazione which have been held in London this season. The
Society of Telegraph Engineers is only one year old, it holds its
tings at the Institution of Civil Engineers, and has offices at
185, Regent-street. The first number of a quarterly journal
henceforth to be published by the Society will be out in a few days;
it is edi
by Major Frank Bolton and Mr. H. Schiitz
Wilson. At the present time the Society has upwards of three
hundred members, including nearly all the most eminent telegraph
engineers and electricians of the day ; Mr. C. W. Siemens, C.E.,
F.R.S., is the president, and Lord Lindsay and Mr. F. J. Scudamore the vice presidents,
At the request of the commissioners of the International Exhibition, the Society of Telegraph Engineers contemplate givin
a lecture in the Albert Hall of Arts and Sciences, on Friday, 28t
June. Mr. W. H. Preece has been nominated by the Society to
deliver the lecture, which will be illustrated, by permission of Mr,
Scudamore, with specimens of the various eo
ee instruments
in use at the three epochs of the International Exhibitions of 1851,
1862, and 1870, showing the p
ss made between those dates,
and the increased commercial coalsocial value of amon aed at the
close of each ten years. The lecture will be delivered in a popular
style, and thus will form a precedent for other societies to give
occasional lectures respecting the specialities for the study of
which they were incorporated. Several thousands of listeners are
expected to be present. Instruments will be shown at work
aeons the telegraphic system of the = day, and the
subject of telegraphic communication will
still further explained by the aid of large diagrams,
CHANGEABLE HEADLIGHT.— The Erie and the Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western roads are using on some of their engines a
headlight so arranged that by simply pulling a rod in his cab the
engineer can change the light from white to red.
THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. — The forthcoming annual meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
is to
held in Liverpool on the 30th July to the 2nd August,
and is likely to be of considerable interest. It is understood that
the programme will be pretty much as follows: In the fore
of each day communications will be oan upon various subjects
of engineering, as the economy of fuel in sea-going steamers, the
improved methods of —
flour, of which examples in this
country are to be found in Liverpool only, with the machinery for
cutting coal and also salt. In the afterpart of the day there will
be excursions to Birkenhead, St. Helens, Wigan, Widnes, Runcorn Bridge, and Crewe. It is expected that special attention
will be attracted to the admirable machineryin the corn and other
warehouses, and to that for working the magnificent dock gates.
THE Royat ScHooL or NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND MARINE
ENGINEERING.—We understand that there is some probability of
Mr. Merrifield resigning the office of principal of the Ro
ool
of Naval Architecture and Marine
ineering. Mr. Merrifield is
well known in connection with the sciences that bear upon these
professions; and since the foundation of the school he has spared
no pains to renderit worthyof the name it bears. Many of the
students trained under him now occupy very responsible positions
both in the Government service and the private trade; an
although the school may not quite have achieved the success that
was anticipated for it among arte me ty, ho is scarcely
the fault of Mr. Merrifield.
the Government, however, wish to
make it more generally useful than it now is, not only to their
own servants, but to that great ay on naval architects and engia very good
rtunity
f doi profenonel man
- whowou “atevecipalship
cated
come highly edu,f
uirements
0
pbuilders and engineers, and
be able to
their confidence. Such a man should not difficult to find ys
great mechanical country like ours,
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THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed
from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months.
1618. Witt1am Ropert Lake,
t! pton-buildings, London, ‘‘Improve
ts in the
facture of railway rails, and in apparatus
akg d therefor."—A communication from James A. Woodbury,
Massachusetts, U.S.
;
1619. Witursam Ropert Lake, South
ti toiled ags, London, ‘‘Improvements in the manufacture of railway carriage and locomotive
wheels, and in apparatus employed therefor.”—A communication from
James A. Woodbury, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.
—_ a come Montpelier — 4 Park West, ee,
‘Improved means of concentra‘
ight for signalling purposes, an
in oy connected therewith.”
1621, Pierre ApotrHe Ducros, Bordeaux, France, ‘‘ Improvements in
tricycles and like carriages.”—A communication from Jean Robert,
leaux, France.
“= Witu1aM Hrsett, Balsall Heath, Worcestershire, ‘‘ Improvements
ann
ts. id
-. HENRY ‘ony Donia, Liverpool, “‘ Improvements in miners’ safety
1626. ALFRED Dawson and Henry THomas Dawson, The Cedars, Chiswick, Middlesex, “Improvements in typographic etching and engraving, and in apparatus employed therein.”
1627. James a
Loughborough-road, North Brixton, Surrey,
‘* Improved machinery for onking bricks, tiles, and articles of various
sizes and shapes of plastic, cohesive, and other materials, and for
measures of capacity of various sizes and shapes.”
1628. Tuomas SLATER, Euston-road, London, “ Improvements in apparatus for obtaining electric light, and in magneto-electric machines
to be used therewith, which machines are applicable for vther
purposes.
1629. Henry Leernorr MuLterR, Birmingham, “ Improvements in instruments for extracting or withdrawing nails, spikes, and bolts, and
for other like uses.”—A communication from fe Noot, Vienna,
ustria.
1630. THomas Consett, Shrewsbury, Salop, ‘‘ Improvements in winnowing
and grain-dressing machines.” —29th May, 1872.
1632. CLaupE Martin and Hyppouitre Martin, Great Winchester-strect,
London, “‘ Improvements in anchors.”
1636. Epwarp Kerrsy, Vine Works, Rochdale, Lancashire, “ Improve— in machinery or apparatus for recording low water in steam
ers.”
1638. HENRY HicutTon, Putney, Surrey, ‘‘Improvements in galvanic
batteries.
164@. Francis Hersert WennaM, Padnal Hall, Chadwell, Essex, “ ImPp
ts in ach
tic object glasses for microscopes.”
1642. Rosert Fautkner, Kensington-garden-square, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the preparation of photographs and other prints for
colow 3
1644. RicHarp Hanson, Halifax, Yorkshire, ‘‘ Improvements in steam
ers.”
1646. Witt1am Rospert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Improvements in railway fea bowor cross-ties.”—A communication from
Archibald B. Tripler, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.—30th Muy, 1572.
1115. Ropert Stone, Liverpoo! “‘An improved system of casting or
moulding, applicable to ceilin; internal and external walls, roads,
navigable vessels, and other rge surface structures.”—15th April,
1872.
1208. Lucren THEOPHILE GrovssiN, Paris, ‘“‘Improvements in infants’
cradles or cribs.” —23rd April, 1872.
1456, Wittiam CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “ An improved method of
extracting anthracene contained in coal tar, and the pitch accruing
therefrom, without either carbonising or decomposing the pitch.”—A
communication from Paul Audouin, Paris.—13th May, 1872.
1458. Witt1aM Rosert Lake, Southampton-buildings,
mdon, ‘ An
improved vehicle for -_— A communication from Emmett
D
New York, U.S.
1462. Jutes Henri Weiser, Geneva, Switzerland, ‘‘ Improvements in
apparatus for warming railway carriages.”—l4th May, 1872. .
1536. WitttaM CLark, Chancery-lane, London, “ An improved luncheon
or refreshment case.”—A communication from Ignace Leon OdrovonyeWysocki, Paris. —20th May, 1872.
1559. Jonn Ricketts, Liverpool, “Improvements in stationery and
other cases constructed with two or more lids or covers.”—22ad Muy,
1872.
1580. Witt1am Beco, Marsh-lane Foundry, Preston, Lancashire, “ An
imy
d feed-water heater for steam boilers.”—23rd May, 1872.
1612. CHARLES AUGUSTE CONSTANTIN ECKHOLD, Green-street, Leicestcrsquare, London, “ An improved apparatus for supplying ink on a pen
fixed in a holder.” —28th May, 1872.
1622. Epowarp Burstow, Horsham, Sussex, ‘‘ A new or improved window
sash stop or fastener.” —20/ May, 1872.
1631. Louis Aveuste Guay, Boulevart Sebastopol, Paris, ‘‘ Improvements
in buttons for cuffs, shirts, other similar purposes.”
1633. THomas Beer Hawkes and Cuaries Josepu Freeman, Weymouth,
Dorsetshire, ‘“‘ Improvements in the construction of tables to be used
for billiards, dining, and other purposes.”
1639. CHARLES WuiTInG, Lewisham, Kent, “ Improvements in portable
elongating, dining, and other tables.”
1641, ConsTaNTIN BoULLIER, Boulevart Sébastopol, Paris, ‘‘ Improvements
in labels for stuffs and other similar a
1643. James Hitt Dickson, Harefield, Middlesex, ‘‘ An improved process
of and
hinery for treating fibre-yielding plants for the purpose of
obtaining useful fibres therefrom.”
1645. ANDREW Nico. Porteous and Georce Cape. Bruce, Edinburgh,
Midlothian, N.B., “ Improvements in and applicable to lamps.”—30th
May, 1872.
1648. THomas James SmitH, Fleet-street, London, ‘‘ Improved means of
producing and maintaining musical tones, and in ——- for the
purpose.”—A coramunication from Georges Frederic Eugene Kastner
and Albert Lavignac, Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris.
1649. Micnet Dovusett, Berners-street, Oxford-street, London,“ Improvements in the preparation of iron for purposes where great tensile
stren;
s necessary.”—A communication from Michel Pawlowitch
Lwoff, St. Petersburg.
1650. THomas Everitt, North Creake, Norfolk, “Improvements in feeding troughs or bins for sheep and other animals.”
1651. James Bort, Halifax, Yorkshire, ‘‘An improved stopper for
ttles.”
1652. Epwarp Tuomas Hvuaues, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements
in safety valves for steam boilers.”—A communication from Charles
Augustus Trowbridge, New York, U.S.
1653. NorMAN STEWART WALKER, Liverpool, “‘ An improved metallic bale
tie or buckle.”
1654. CHARLES TURNER, Lenton, Nottinghamshire, “Improvements in
hi y for dding or ry skins or hides.”
K.
1655. Wituiam RoBert
Pp
ngs, Lon don, ‘‘Imbricks.” —A communication from Silas
vements in kilns for b
adison Hamilton, Baltimore, U.S.
1657. DonaLp Nicott, St. Ltaalnene por ety London, ‘Improved preparations applicable to woven and other fabrics for the purpose of
rendering the same uninflammable.”
1658. ALFRED Vincent NewrTon, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements
in the manufacture of sugar, and in apparatus to be used therefor.”—
A communication from San
, Havana, Cu
1659. James Core, New North-street, Finsbury, London, and Epmunp
CHARLES Barrett, Montague-road, London, “ Impr
ts applicabl
to printing machinery.”—31lst May, 1872.
3
1660, CHARLES Raymonp, Ontario, Cariada, ‘‘Improvements in sewing
08
1661. Marraew Mrirriecp and Joun Scort, Montserrat Mills, Holme-lane,
near Bradford, Yorkshire, ‘ Impro
its in + hinery or apparatus
for preparing wool or other fibrous
b
for
ing or
spinning.”
1662. James Lee Norton, Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludgate-hill, London,
“Improvements in the manufacture of brushes, brooms, mats, and
other pile fabrics.”
3
1663. Epwarp RicHarp HoLiLAnpbs, aon. London, Wittiam
Maker, Milton-road, South Hornsey, Middlesex, and Cuartes Henry
JEFFERIES, Milton-road,
Hornsey, Middlesex, “‘ Improvements in
meters for measuring water and other fluids.”
1664. Henry CLayton and Henry Crayton, jun., Atlas Works, Harrow, London, “ Imp
its in
hi
for cutting up clay and
¢ materials into
the form of bricks, tiles, orblocks."
8
Dartow,
North
Woolwich-road,
Canning Town, Essex,
1665.
WILLIAM
“Ty.
its in the
truction of portable magnetsfor curative
andother purposes.
tila
1666. WILLIAM
BERT Lake, Southampt
igs, London, “Im
proved
for preventing the escape of sparks, cinders, or other
solid
< neys or ano: Facer from
William Brindle, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.
1667. Witu1aM Ropert Lake, Sou!
Se. London,
e, Rawmh ,
ctor
Poopold (heeding
Zarzecki, >» on and Victo
Charles Jules Dursel, Paris,—Ist ~<a
1668. Wititam Bewick
Wigston Magna, Leicestershire, ‘“ Ima
oF aummintng Sere Se
’
several parts of railway
1671. Josern Brown, Burnley, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in the cow
struction of gas meters.’
;
3
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395. G
Suirn, Strand, London, “Clipping hair or wool from
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
horses, &c.
400.
0.EowAnb Jones,St. Luke’s-road, Birmingham, “ Military spades or Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma—
=
Fittings,
Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts,
401. Norris Fanner Srockweti, Regent-street, London, “
Harness, &c.
machines.” — ‘Acommmuntention from
tom the Howe Machine Compan
3053.
C.
Buckianp,
Swansea,
“ Head rest for raslway passengers.” —Dated
403. WILLIAM WILLovousy, Joszrn WILLovensy, and oe Wilst December, 1871
aR ai.
Hacuary? 18
“ Steam-stamping machines for ores, &c.”—7th
i
ti
of a piece of
ded
other suitable ae bey to give Prmdustehibonmedt tethe
407. _ wh +
Jarrow-on-Tyne, “ Furnaces.” cloth —_
and
of
an
elastic
suspender
at
each end of this pad for
—8th February, 1872.
it in a railway carriage to the hat rail or other convenient
om.pe Hopeson, Merlin Lodge, Fulham, London, ‘‘ Wire tram- suspending
itabove
the head of the passenger. The object of the invention
is to
eep the head of the passenger
from cuntact with the
ALLEYNE pareK, Viewville
Vie
le H House, Edin
‘.B., an d the
2.. MUND
*
Rusa
N.B.
be sitting or recumbent, and thus
te the
a pe eae Henperson, Mid Calder, EB Resting hydro- inconveniences arising
from the me as and the lateral shocks to which
carbon
425. we a Fraser Smitn, Glasgow, N.B., “Obtaining yellow and red railway carriages are subjected when in motion.
3268. G. Reap, Deal, Kent, andJ.J. NiCKOLL, Gravesend, “* Signalling.”
prussia’
Dated 4th ‘December, 1871.
428. Henry Bortomtey, Low Moor, near Bradford, ‘‘ Doubling worsted
Proctor and John
kee
ten
8.
The improvement consists of apparatus whereby the position of the
and other yarns.”
1678. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLaRk, Chancery.
London, ‘ Improvements in eyelets for boots, stays, and aa articles, together with a 431. Jonn — Greenock, N.B., ‘‘Ship steering apparatus.”—10th signallin,ing ship and the direction in which she may be steering are
indicat
2d at a distance by means of a lamp, capable of being moved inside
February, 1872.
tool for fixing the same.”—A communication from Jules Barnabé Huet,
446. THomas McMickina Witson, oe Hotel, Arundel-street, West- a cylinder and brought opposite to perforations therein, filled with
colourei glasses, the lamp and cylinder beinng Ph
ee in a conspicuots
1679. CHaRLes WeiGHTMaN Harrison and ALrrep Horatio Harrison,
minster, *
or
"12th February, 1872.
machinery in conHolborn, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the manufacture of gas for 487. oe Norra and THomas= hae Walmersley, near Bury, partof tue ship, and the lamp operated automa
nection with the steering wheel, tiller, orrudderofa ip. This apparatus
“Looms for weaving.”—l5th February, 1872.
are —_
purposes, and in the apparatus employed therein.”
496.ioe Hopson Bay.ey, Newington-causeway, Southwark, Surrey, is used at night ;during the day a semaphore or other indicating medium
une, 1872.
ited upon by the same machinery as moves the lamp, This mode
1681. ARcHIBALD McKenzie, Renfrew, N.B., “‘ Improvements in restoring
497. Grorce Wittiamson, Hunslet, near Leeds, and WiLiiam lame ad of signalling may berly. my. to the purpose of transmitting messages
heat to steam boileror
furnaces.”
from ship to shi;
rom one place to another on land by means of
ee, Hunslet, near Bradford, “Travelling wheels of t
1682. AnToInE DuapaLe, Rue de Courcelles, Ternes, Paris, JuLes MIna system of notationsand a corresponding code or vocabulary.
=<. Rue rae
ium, andante te VANSTEENKISTE, a. - es, &c.”—l6th February, 1872.
ABRA HAM WILLIAMS, Queen’ s-road, Bayswater, London, 3281. W. E. Newton, London, “ Bicycles or velocipedes."—A comimunicaoy
—
the
oe gum blinds.”—17th February, 1872.
of steam coywater
oe cocks, and
tion.— Dated 5th December, 1871.
<_-By aoa. West nibs Waterworks, Hammersmith, 555. Witttam Henry Cory and EDWARD Cory, .- -crescent, NottingThe First improvement has for its object to prevent the shaking motion
hill, London, “ Artificial fuel.”—21st Fe
or trepidation to which the body and hands of the rider are usually subpi
1084‘Sean
Grn TuowasStoney Stenthord,
Bucks, “‘ Improvements in port- 609. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-la Dantes “ Finishing jected. The Second improvement consists in giving the impulsion or
horseshoe nails.”—A communication from julia"ann Wills and Lucy forward motion to the bicycle by means of four cranks, two of which are
1685, Gnunae Bata and Tuomas Suaw, Dukinfield, Cheshire, “ ImproveSegar Ki:
d.- 26th February, 1872.
fixed to the axle of the hind wheel.
635. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLark, Chancery-lane, London, “Saws.”—A 3282. J. Gowans, Edinburgh, “ Tramways.”—Dated 6th December, 1871.
ments applicableto
brushes and burnishers.
communication from Eben Moody Boynton. —20th February, 1872.
road, Brixton, Surrey,
1687. Ropert Carey, Rad e Villas, Shakes
feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is :—The formon we ers Saunpers, Taunton, “ Signalling on railways.”—lst ingTheuf the
y applicable aloas fluid~ meters.”
bed.- vernents in rotary
rails with either side or mid-feathers which extend down over
‘are 872.
1690. LLIAM RIDDELL,
ty Crosby pe
Bis 0} te-street,
longitudinal sleepers, in order that they may be reversed or inverted
per pelpfromvege- 720. FREDERICK Trotman, Zoological Gardens, pont Park, London, the
when
worn
out on one side,
WILLIAM +g Au sta-street, Regent's Park, London, and WILLIAM 3312. T. SincLeToN,
table a. and in a
ae designed
4, t which a;
Over Darwen, Lancashire, “ Signallingon vailirays.”—
to be employed in
chloride of limefor bleaching
pulp and in Henry Ryves, Maitland Park-road, London, * Closing and opening
Dated
Tth
December, 1871.
other similar
les, &c. = 5March, rn
invention has for its object, First, the signalling between station
1691, GeorGe WesTINcHovsE, jun., 8
ton-buildings, Chancery- 1002. Wreuiaa Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Utilising andThisstation
or from an intermediate distance to a station, and this the
> butts and other parts of railway rails.”—A communication from inventor accomplishes
lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in at for w
brakes and
by having a line of gas pipes extending to the
comm
inet Sn seeeee Sates Seywatt efairparts
Chisholm.—5th April, 1872.
ateach end of the line, with branches therefrom at suitable inwhich rg
are applicable generally for
loco- 104s ILLIAM Rospert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London,“ Ditching stations
termedi
t
and b itable cocks or taps; signals may be formachines.”—A communication from Henry Carter.—9th wurded from any
motives.”—4th June,1
part of the line to the teed ~ or any part “thereof
a+M.Giunent SraxTox Fieminc,
Fi
Oxford-street, London, “ Improvements
“April, 1872.
the inventor mses
lamps placed at the sides F the carriages
1155. Ernst Freprik Goransson, Gefle, near Sandviken, Sweden, Secondly,
in stoppers for
les.”
so arranged that when a cord or chain in the interior of any compartment
1696. JAMES STEVENSON, THOMAS CARLILE, and JoHN STEVENSON, Glasgow,
sadMotive power.”—18th April, 1872.
is
pulled
down
it
shall
a signal or alarum to be given to the guard
rkshire, N.B., “ Improvements in the manufacture
of bichromates 1429. Joseru Girton Brioas, Gracechurch-street, London, “‘ Stereotypes.” and engine driver, and cause
at the same time exhibit a danger signal at the
—10th May, 1872.
of soda and’ potas
tash.”
carriage where the cord was pulled. Thirdly, the inventor attaches a
1696. Inurus Avcustus Timmis, Manchester, “ Impro
its in the 1570. Rosaat Tuomas, Shepherd's Bush, “ Tinting or colouring lenses.” cord
from the front to the back of the train, connected in such a manner
manufacture of tarpaulin.”
—22nd May, 1872.
by
levers
and
cranks
that
if the train should part from any circumstance
1698. Joun Harttey and Zaccnevs Suave, Halifax, Yorkshire, “Im- 1617. JaMEs Picxvr, Tong, near Bradford, ‘“‘ Grate bars.”—28th May, on the breaking of the cord
a signal would be given to the guard or
provements in boilers for heating or w:
buil
1872.
driver, or both, as potting and it is evident that these several
1699. JOSEPH ee Dany, ee
North
ixton, Surrey, 4 Frances 1
byape edWennam, Padnal Hall, Chadw ell, ‘‘Achromatic engine
modes of signalling can be applied to other purposes.
the
ture of pla
”—A communicafor microscopes. "30th May, 1872.
1655. Witt1aM Rospert Lake, Southampton- buildings, London, “ Kilns
tion from GustevetFerdinand Féron, Rouen,
1700. Ropert a
ens-square, London, “ Imfor burning bricks.”—A communication from Silas Madison Hamilton.
Class 3,—FABRICS.
in
ction of
phic pictures from negatives,
—3lst May, 1872.
1672. THoMas Pratt Ho tick, Limehouse, London, ‘‘ Marine engines and Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
and in the means ofmeeme
lor.”
1701. Ropert Hatt and James Hopson, Bury, Lancashire, “Certain
ers.”
Preparing,
Manufacturing
Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing
1673, SterpseN THomas WentwortH, Queen-street, Cheapside, London,
improvements in looms for weaving.”
Fabrice, &e.
1703. ALPHONSE ALExis Bots, Boulevart de Strasb
, Paris, ‘‘ Improve“Gas burners.”—3rd June, 1872.
rs bila:
ments in the construction of ships or vessels, and in the means or 1691. Grornce Westixcnovuse, jun., South
Chancery- 3264. W. R. Lake, Lordon, “ Tie or fastening for securing bales of cotton,
é&e."”—A communication.—Dated lad December, 1871
lane, London, “‘ Working brakes and communicating signals on railway
apparatus for lading and
their
This invention relates to a simple and economical bale tie provided
1705. James Hincucuirr, Bromley, Middlesex, “‘Improvements applitrains by compressed air, &c.”—4th June, 1872.
1694. GiLBerT Stanton FLEMING, Oxford-street, London, ‘‘ Stoppers for with an opening of sufficient capacity to admit the ends of a band, and
cableto printing
mac!
allow
them to be bent therein intoa hook form. A narrow diagonal
1706. ALFRED VINCENT Newrow, Chancery- Jane, London, “‘ An improved
bottles.” —5th June, 1872.
a
of bale tie or coupling.”—A communication from Eleazar 1754. Josern Du COMET, Rue des Petits Hotels, Paris, ‘‘ Steam gauges.”— cleft communicates with the aforesaid interior opening, the same being
of sufficient width only te admit the band —By this means the
Judson Beard, St. Louis,
8.
11th June, 1872
inventor secures the taking up of all the slack of each of the bands on a
1707. Dantev VINCENT, Erith, Kent, “ Im vements in apparatus for
ing any one of such applications bale of cotton, while the same may be subjected to pressure, and secures
\——¥— liquid, particularly applica’ je to gas scrubbers. ”— Sth a rsons having an interest in
uniformity of length in all of the bands.
us 87.
leave particulars in writing of their objections to such ~
of!
1709,"Leamsso Scaua, Clerkenwell-green, London, “Improvements in athe
. office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen
3272. E. Tweepare, Rochdale, Lancashire, “ Slubbing, intermediate, and
dyeing whenindigo
is employ:
roving frames.” —Dated 5th December, 1871.
1710. Wittiam Morcan Browy,8 +h, r Mili
London, “ ImThe features of novelty in this invention consist in a new method of
provements in dyeing animal or vegetable textile fabrics or yarns List of Specticntions ublished Goring the week ending fastening the long or short collars to the bushes of roving, intermediate.
aniline black, or other fast colours derived from coal tar.”—-A ‘comand slubbing frames, and also in the class of throstles known as “Gore's”
16th June, 1872.
munication from Léon Jarosson, Lille, France, and Jean Jacques
throstles, and consists in substituting eye-bolts of a peculiar construction
2617, 4d.; 2848, 1s.4d.; 2860, 8d.; 2877, 6d.; 2891, 6d.; 2892, 1s. 2d.; 2893, for
Miiller Pack, Basle, Switzerland.
the well-known nuts and rings cast upon the collars and faced to the
8d.;
2895,
8d.;
2904,
1s.
4d.;
2030,
28.
6d.;
2032,
Is.
Sd.;
2041,
8d.;
2942,
1711. Bristow Hvnt, Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London, ‘‘ An improved
bushes,
which has the effect of keeping the collars perfectly upright.
2043, 6d.; 2946, 10d.; 2059, 10d; 2961, 8d.; 2065, 8d.;
— — machine or apparatus.”—A communication from Claude 8d.;; os
eye-bolts perform the above-mentioned function in a simpler and
daage! 2976, 6d.: 2077, 4d.; 2078, 8d.; 2979, 10d.; 2980, 10d.; 2981, These
léon Rebour, Paris.
much
more efficient manner.
mt cam ge Blue Pitts, near fags pe “Improvements in 8d.;298 8. 44.5 2083, 4d;2034, 8a;2085, 10d; 2086,44.52087,Ads2988 3204. J. O_proyp and M. O_vroyp, Dewsbury, Yorkshire, “* Carpet.’
apparatus for
ling or
and
g railway ta. 3001, le; 3003,Is.ey
Dated 6th December, 1871.
wagons.”
The inventors employ cotton yarn for the terry or face warp, not
3015, 4d.; 3017,
bons,
1713. CHARLES gy
CLarRK oy GEORGEaye, Wolverhamp- 4d.;
printed, as heretofore, in the yarn, and they print the woven fabric by
Is. 4d.; 3688,40,8084, 4dy 3036, 4d.;* 3037,8d; 3 , 8d.; 3
coffee
ordinary block or other means of surface printing.
4d.; 3043, 4d.; 3047, 4d.; 3049, 4d.; 3050, 4d.;
:
ay ARTHUR GREENWOOD, ‘Leeds, Yorkshire, ‘‘ An improvement in the 3042,
3078, 10d; 8109, 4d.; 315, 6d.; "392, 3s.4d.; 534, 1s. joa: 379, &d.; 659, 8d.; 3306. D. A. W. Scnuunman, Laekean, near Brussels, “ Ornamenting fabrics.’
truction of screw
—Dated 7th December, 1871.
8d.
1716. !
ARTHUR GREENWOOD, Leeds, Yor! ‘Acshire, “An iagpereneents in the 683, 10d.; "710, 1s. 2d; 782, 10d.; 733, 10d.;3 760, 1s. 6d.; 770, Sd.;
The object of this invertion is to produce on fabrics or other surfaces
construction of screw gill ‘machinery. ” A communication from Auguste
imitations of lace, tulle, guipure, lace paper, perforated patterns, emVeillon, Basle, Switzerland.—6th June, 1872.
broidery,
or other ornaments, for the purpose of ornamenting or
*,*Specifications will be forwarded by post from the Patent-officaon decorating fringes,
such surfaces,
receipt of the amount of price ——
Sums exceeding 5s. must be
remi
by
Post-office
Order,
payable
at
the
Post-office,
5,
H
“
Invention Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of Holborn, to Mr. Beunet Woodcroft, her Majesty's Patent-oflice, Sou
= Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
‘
Complete Specification
jpton-buildings,
y-lane, London.
Including Agricultural a. Coen, Implements, Flour
1754. Joseru Ducomer, Rue des Petits Hotels, Paris, “Improvements in
,
ec.
steam gauges.”—12th June, 1872.
$255. B. Pernowns, Great Snoring, Norfolk, “ Machinery for cutting
a
dc.” —Dated lat December, 1871.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid.
visional specification describes (
to prevent the last
are classified and arranged from those published by slices
nee roots passing through without being cut.
1810. Josspn Hapiey Rippett, Cheapside, London, “ Securing together The following Abstracts
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents,
the ends of ees
or tubes.”12th am1869. m1
po
278. J. REEVES, Westtenry, Wiltshire, “ Ploughing awl sowing seed.”—
1814. WILLIAM
buildings, London, ‘Sewing
bs December, 1871
"14th _— toe
Class 1—PRIME MOVERS.
describes a seed sower combined with
1823. WiLt1aM Rozert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, “Sewing Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and a pF so that the wheel ‘of the seed sower runs on the sole of the
boots and shoes.” —14th i June, 1869.
furrow,
where
also
the
seed
is
dropped,
or the wheel may run cn the unWater
Mills,
Gearing,
Boilers,
Fittings,
&c.
1856. AuGusTE Destovy,8
buildings, London, ‘‘Sewing boots
ploughed land.
and shoes.”—16th June, 1869,
M. Cuark, London, “‘ Steam engines."—A communication.—Dated
1867. CHARLES BricutTMan and Epwarp BricuTMay, Bristol, ‘“ Shoes and 3277.5thA. December,
1871.
its.” —17th June, 1869.
Class 5.—BUILDING,
This invention relates to a new yesceer of steam distribution in which
1851. RicHarp Hornspy and James Epwin Puiwirs, Spittlegate iron gridiron
slide valves are wre S ted directly by the steam instead Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes
works, Grantham, Lincolnshire, *“‘ ping and mowing machines.
of
from
the
driving
shaft.
ct
slide
valves
are
used
(two
for
the
and
House
Fittings,
Warming, Ventilating, cc.
16th June, 1869.
live steam and toe for the ogy |provided with pistons, theede of 3248. J. Gunn, Bdinburgh, Midtothian,
N.B., ** Water-close!s and sinks.”—
1852. ——— Ba mg odae ange re anyone pe ittlegate Iron- steam
to
which,
for
eS
—
side
valves,
is
regula’
Dated
1st
December,
1871.
, Gran
» Linco!
aymakingan
machines.” * distributor” valve
d by
ted on the governor spindle,
ls or water
tacles applied to watcr-closet trunks
—l6th June, 1869.
there
being
three
dist:
tributors
1
Ay
al,
two
for
the
inlet
and
one
for
the
1887. wpe EpocumBe Brooman, Fleet-street, London, “ Ascertaining eductions, The “cut off” is also regulated by the governor by means of andrebies to prevent escape of effluvium.
3260. J, Taytor, Clapham-road, Surrey, “‘ Stoves or fireplaces.” —Dated 2nd
the cams above referred to.
reset Mameen
TIS Oconee,
OLSSON, Scentsand Mesndinaiy, Lend on, “ Preserving 3292.
December, 1871.
W.Eom
“ Rotary steam —— communication.—
ble substances. ”—3st June, 1869.
This invention relates to stoves or fireplaces in which, as is deseribed
Dated
°
1841. THomas
OWLES, Manchester, “Doubling frames.”—15th June,
the specification of a former patent granted tothe inventor, iand dated
This invention aim:
d
‘ical and effective rotar (in
1869.
the
13th
day of July, 1859, No. 1662), the y
tion, after
which shall 4 itswork -- 4 waste of _o and which
=. Grorce WAKEFIELD Fox, Manchester, “ Castor oil, &c.”—16th June, engine,
from the fire, are ed down beneath the fire-bars to consume the
be simple in construction and operation. The working parts of the aaa, rising
smoke, and then —_ yomet ——- to the chimney, and in which
such
as
the
head
and
the
cams
operating
the
abutments
and
1857. Witttam ~Epwarp Newton, Chancery:
*Ch
as they thus circulate heat passages or
lating the admission of the steam, are all placed u
and move th also the pyauveying air into the conta
rags for the manufacture
bmn ‘peta teak Fane, 1869.
or chamber to ventilate it.
shaft; this arrangement insures regularity and certainty channels
1865. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Axes, adzes, ofone central
S. J. Payne, Cardiff, “‘ Manufacture of fire-bricks.”"—-Dated Sth
operation. The piston head is so attached to a collar
that it and the 3273.Dece
&c."—17th June, 1869.
71.
ponerse
with
one
as
the
piston
moves
round.
fe
ny
Lae
1864,1
mets Cas
Carvon, Rue St. Appoline, Paris, ‘Constructing ships.”— opera’
A mixture of siliceous sand, and what is commonly called London
cams upon
‘une,1
loam, with
ic clay, pipe clay, or potters’ clay, flint, or flint gravel,
1855. oom Rovr.eper,
ie
Ford Works, near Sunderland, ‘‘ Paper.” —16th
with an addition either in the mixture of the materials or by rubbing
ab
Fe asi aX, relievesthe engineof th ie com: pressed or
di
the
bemade goods in any on of their manufacture with a
i Torendertheen e re
wages S Sena re
iy Se Caro, Mannheim, Grand een of Baden, and CHARLES ai
wader,
or
into
a
and cement. The
nae— same,
steam may be admitted tothe nventor does not intend to confine itmectt to‘ine anylimealoo
GRAEBE ,and Cuaries LizperMaNn, Berlin, “Preparing colou
otindee through either of
'—25th June, 1869.
but desires to use them in such manner and way as he
3304. W. Simpsom and A. “Ganon Jiford, Essex, ‘‘ Engines worked by shall find it suitable
to make any articles required either burnt or unsteam, dc." —Dated 7th December,1
burnt, wet or dry.
Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
e features of novelty of this eaten consistin an improved $285.
A. Jervis, Edinburgh, “Water supply.”—Dated 6th December, 1871.
constructing
working
the valves of
847, Rossert PunsHon, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, ‘‘ Measuring and registering
Water frem a cisternor servicepipe has access to the interior of the
h a simple inlet valve opening into a
ookWat * eemane, Mark-lane, London, “‘Compound cape.”—3rd
to a closed cham and to a valve seat or aperture,
ag!
which last,; when open, the water finds its way zs mg to the closet
362, ALBERT ar BE.t, Packs Oxford-ase ey
basin. The closed chamber has fixed in its top a diaphragm of a flexible
material, such as rubber, and to the upper outer side of this there is fixed
a valve ae te oe closing the valve aperture leading to the basin.
When
closet handle is raised a lever in connection with it opens the
waiteandADRIEN Oe
A
ryan
inlet wipe, and the water at once passes through the other valve, which
, A communication
Edouard
-Olofsson,
is then open to the basin. At the same time the water also enters the
a
Lams, Borough-road,
Surrey, ‘‘Boots
and shoes.” —
closed chamber, and on filling, it causes its
out and
close the valve jeading to the basin, so that the water
irectly to
asl,
Mo Witeos Hutse and Bensamin Tuomas McKay, Manchester,
he basin does so only during the time taken to fillthe chamber, The
closed chamber has a valved outlet also leading to the basin, and when
eva.JonFuiirs,Glangow,N.B.,“‘ Ships’ signal lamps,”—6th February,
lowered this outlet valve is opened and the inlet
dH
1672. Tuomas Pratt Hottick, Limehouse, London,
P
in
the arrangement
and construction of marine engines and boilers for
twin-screws of boats, yachts, and other vessels.”
ght
Sas
eeee ee
or
Manch
oo
ts in looms for
Lanarkshire, N.B., “ Improvements
an
=
intransmitting motion therefrom, and
1676. WitiiaM a, Lake, South
buildi
aye “Imgheutlevandente, and in the method
ly.
Pagliuaetod! paper machines,
ion ont
"— eommuntcation from Nathaniel ChaseLocke and
usetts, U.

een

end
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juantities of desired
t into the
the molten metal
vebve dieml, the witty Shih ‘gasig fam the chamber
to the basin
tos ponte Fna Rage aoand protactal fromthe
forming the hydraulic seal.
whilst it is also kept in a molten
wail suntate Grandes
$289. J. H. Jonnson, London, “Kilns or ovens for burning bricks.”—A
communication.—Dated 6th December, 1871.
4
4 port, Clermont Ferrand, Fra: “ Cigarette former.”—
This invention relates to a peculiar construction bend
ent of
Dated 1st December, 1871.
‘and
kiln or oven for burningor baking various substances, and
essenlormer consists of a thin strip or veneer of wood or other
tially in the construction of a number of firing or baking em
sepana uation of Ghutacr games bay hg ging
how from each other by
‘orated sides and bottoms, and
a number of narrow
to which
the backing Thitacdinefor
either horizontally, vertically, or obliquely across the— of the
Sap whale take salad 'G
Sone
Through these chambers the articles or substancesto beburned or we ead
mainly Pe
whether exposed or enclosed in muffles or cases, are caused to
perae
in a continuous manner by pushers or pistons workedabylovers $249. i FortooL, Paris, “ Treating fatty bodies.”—Dated lst December,
hydraulic cylinders, or other mechanical means, so as to be
1871.
brought towards and into the hottest part of the chambers, and then by This
invention
consists
in
a
process
of
applying
an
electric
current
in
passing onwards to be as
ually conducted to the cooler end of the the treatment of fatty matters, the vats or vessels containing them being
said chambers, a small surface only of the bulk of the articles or sub- previously
isolated.
stances so traversed through the chambers being exposed to the action of $261. J. J. Kyou,
Penketh, L
hi oy, 4)Sfaet. of caustic soda and
the flame, the process being thus pi
ive and continuous. The said
chambers
are heated by gas genera’ ina
furnace, the
on sontoad cipall; ir use, forfor such
suchman manufactu res,
flames of which play freely
chambers,
the
rted into
and after passing transversel,
uric acid; an
a heat regenerator of any w — re —_ serves to heat
monophos-the air for supporting the com
ion oO ie gases,
e length
e
chambers and the 8
at which the articles or substances are caused to
traverse through them will depend, of course, on the nature of the
substances under treatment.
3291. R. Srantey and J. Stantey, Nuneaton, Warwickshire, “ Tiles and
quarries.” —Dated 6th December, 1871.
fromwhich the soda or Dcosy |
This invention relates to that class of tile or quarry which is ‘orated potash,
~ a os it with a solu
of themonoph:
with small holes for the purpose of allowing a either heated or other- Phate
named. If caustic or carbonated
ies are
wise, to pass through, and consists in wat: = oe the whole of these holes boiled
caustic lime, leaving the alkali in solu!
at one operation by means of a number of cylindrical plugs, the ends of evay with
ted
to
form
solid
caustic,
or
with car!
which are provided with small
or points corresponding exactly with
te. The resulting tri
te oflime is converted
the Hollows and perforations which it is desired to make in the tile.
with sulphuric acid into the solub a
and
3297. T. C. Espy, Durham, “ Stoves.”—Dated 7th December, 1871.
as before. Secondly, instead of drying
of the mono)
Constructing gas stoves with cr tubes or chimneys “enclosed within Bed ot600Seg,vormmee
a =
350 d
other tubes, with an inverted
cylinder and air-tight cover, fitted also
a’
Cin
or
|pe py a
with radiating heaters or zigzag
gills. Coke, mineraloils, andother be mixed with muria’ co ati
fuels may be used, and the stove may be used for disinfecting, warming, ety pt ny td ry*
cated
and ventilating buildings.
admit ited, endldidesine onetaovebve itherowkdiue te doubletit
on a
aid intetaehakent over again as manner
of lime and soda or
for heating
pre
»
Class 6,—FIRE-ARMS.
FS
ee
ae ‘or sawing stone.” —.A communica3263.
W.
Mann,
London,
gas.”
—Dated
2nd
December,
1871.
Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, In'—Dated lst December,1
a
ied
struments of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
o! lim: e,wantil
Un the me is
hydrate of
is con
274. T. J. Smrrn, London, “ Apparatus for containing cartridges, &c.”— throug!oeher con’
intoou ide or
donof
eka
is
ej from that
A communiention. Deed 6th—
op
tus
Fromthen
and
——
oe
The cases are 8
old cartridges a& superposed
tee ‘the
Te. oxide of
between partitions ; the bottom of the case is free to slide to permit of rom thence oe tp nebesed ough
wwb ad of cal mmin the
2
the cartridges passing out and into an = in a table on the gun. iron, after whichit isconveyed
passed through another
The case itself also slides upon the table to bring each compartment over vessel first mentioned. The gas is
purifier containing oxide
of iron, theeffect of e whole pe ee to
the aperture.
ite di
ds are kept away from the
render the gas
free from sulphur in an form.
"be order So
the stone to be cut, either by the blade or blades
them
insure thi
amount of success that can ai rh nti eb Feving
boon tht away from the stone, or the stone itself haviny been
Class 7.—FURNITURE AND CLOTHING.
foregoing method, the inventor
has devised and used in conjunctionwi ae. dn
blade
or
blades.
a
improved
construction
of
purifier,
to
which
the
inlets
and
poo}
Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical Inso arranged
Sogn, 5
all the weCc., ae, London, S MouthpieceF oll ogg the wearer
Fytruments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, &c.
iagens of the purifying agen:
_ m4 Grove,Birmingh
“* Metallic bedsteads.”—Dated 1st December, layers
The said mou pieceisdesigned tors)bviate the’nDnowslty ofthe
(or =. pana Fland th
respiratorsnow ordinarily worn, as when
Thisis accomplished
oat:
+
+h, the side and end angle downwards.
This
used it is com:
:
by the lips | <=: =. “The inventor
ee ae Gat Geace lower half, or should the num
bars of metallic furniture to the corner feces of the same by ag of
calls it an or teieatte mouth
The said mouth protector
in each half, 7
the following construction. In the corner block and also in the block lighter than those on poy
shaped to fit convenieniiy and
consists - of a
thin
the
on the end of the angle bar hollow or she dovetails are made, that in the
comfortably between the
a i
teeth,
and he forms,
in the plate,
its course thro’
wer ca
corner block having its widest end uppermost, and that in the
‘le bar thates direction
until he material com:
* “the lower half is imeem | valves which permit exhalation, but not inhalation.
block having its narrowest end iypan
The corner block and saturated, where
the
gas
will
commence
flowing
downwards
3258.
3
B.
Tarior,
London,
‘‘
Grappling
apparatus.”—Dated
1st December,
angle bar are
by
piece having the figure of the upper half of yers until
a balance of resistance is inducedby
two he dovetails joined together vide by side, the narrow end of one —— of the upper layers. Immediately on this taking we th This invention relates to a novelhe
aj parm in which flexibility and
being op;
to the wide end of the other. In using the separate
or = divideint twocurrents,onegoingupwards anddheother
double dovetail, one-half of it is drop
into the she dove' ms= jownwards,
the pressure low
produ:
@ more
corner block, and the she dovetail of e angle bar then engagedwi perfect
purification than by vessels now in use.
the other half of the double dovetail. The parts are thus pbb
body and
same to the surface. The said
W. RIDDELL, Ege “ Manufacture of paper pulp from vegetable said ship or other
securely together. If the separate piece or double dovetail be broken it 3303.fibres.”
ios with regard tv its action and its combin
and flexi—Dated 7th December, 1871.
put
can readily be replaced by another.
ity, resembles to some extent the
hand.
e portionsw
The inventor od wood or other vegetable fibrous substances
3265. B. J. B. Mriis, London, “ Fastenings.”—A communication.—Dated soaks the same in cream Pa lime. The fibres are then bleached. meither ty
the ships open and close with an :
similar to that of the
b
2nd December, 1871.
power
d for
ese moti
the ordinary process,
or byfirst
reguano
them i and Sonetnnee.
The device consists of a turn butten formed with folding leaves and with a solution of chloride of 1;
is
iol Gale tonal abel cs aa tus
to these
attached to a screw, so that after passing through a slot in the stair rod lished b; m:
vied gassing a)
jr condui
et ctor folding parts through the medium of chains or other suitable connections,
the head can be turned to secure it, and the leaves being turned down ee
eee —
tus as to impart
.Bo hag 9 aeny en
gus teHauid tooieitted intethe a
will mask the slot.
to
the
same
uired flexibili
alityduring
conductor through an aperture at its centre, and the fibres to be treated
justment, but this
~
as soon as the apparatus
are admitted through a hopper at the
By the revolutions of the flexibilitya mane
3267. A. Freystapt, Berlin, ‘‘ Manufacture of hats, caps, &c.”—Dated 4th ————
roy hogy
conductor the
noPramsavecomsindveep Sg ng nnnthe Selght ofthe bjectoebode tatberalacd.
December, 1871.
e hop
e delivery a
thoroughly exposed
e 3259. J. H. Jounsoy, — “‘ Bxtinguishi
This invention consists essentially in the use of metal wire gauze, and
res.” -—A communication.—
preferably of steel gauze, it being very elastic, as a foundation for hats, action Ofthe chlorine gas or liquid.
Dated stDecember, 1871
miaineed
caps, bonnets, or other head
a
claimed for this 3311. H. Larkin, Theydon Gernon, Basex, and W. Wurre, Hampstead,
material are, that it
bi stre’
ticity with, if
agg “ Reduction of certain metallic chlorides.” —Dated 7th Decemdesired, a complete ventilation through nearly uy part of the hat or
other head gear.
This’ai
@a
describea reducing certain Pang oe
of manganese, Ba my zinc, copper, tin, lead,
3276. E. a and J. G. Hupson, Leeds, ‘‘ Hats.”"—Dated 5th December, chlorides, as the chlo:
and silver, by the same or similar processto that described in 1518, in the
1871
This invention consists, First,in the use of a revolving hat block year 1871.
whereon the side crown of the hat body is buil ney Secondly, in the
maans or method of heating the stiffened mate
for the purpose of
Class 9.-ELECTRICITY.
The object of the alum (or other substance having
softening the same ; and Thirdly, in the manufacture of the material out
to cause a vitrification of the salts in the jet on any surface over whi
ey |Electric, Magnetic, Flectro-Magnetic Apparatus,
of which the padand brim of the bat body are made by the aid of pressure
es
by protecting
the surface from the direct action at
between a pair of heated rollers. The hat blockis mounted on a spindle
ectrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries.
e
driven by hand or power, and is provided with a clip to hold the end of 3309. 8. E,poten London, “ Counting, signalling, and indicating appa3262.. Brooks, London, “ Infants’ feeding bottles.” —Dated 2nd December
the material, which is wound thereon by the rotation of the block. The
ratus.”—.
,
1871.
Dated
7th
Aieiat
fabric having been previously stiffened is conducted against the surface
ep
detrei This inven
A cylind
or withScot
a
eae
Sea a
Oe in one piece
with
of a heated metal casing or cylinder (or it may be wound on the latter’
and then wound on the block. The material from which the top an and to move longitudinally by clockwork. A fixed
the partsof the
or connecting
connect the artificial
brim are made consist of several thicknesses of this stiffened fabric, con- tt
ae ee ee ee
pene
Ooo eNeae
wn
Cc
mered
wd
ti
on
~
me
to
th
Pree
«
.
eeper
upon
by
e!
~~~
=
ic
power
co)
e
ery,
solidated by pressure between heated rollers.
the strokes of whieh axetobeim + sothattheelectrical contact is or other matter from the bottleto
3283. J. T. Coxina, Penzance, “‘ Corsets, stays, , ."—Dated 6th December, made and broken at each he a The mechanism may be connectedto me conde, 87k. pte gepe “Linked chains."—Dated 2nd
1871.
a revolving speed indicator.
This provisional specification describes mal
corsets, &c., of felt or
the metal is flattened
felted woven fabric. Ways of making and shaping such garments are
then
t under a three-fold
ch,hichpunchesout
ext
wd
theeliow
Class 10.-MISCELLANEOUS.
described.
of a straight link, rounds -yy-F 7
Eeaty teen theAattennd
These links are
a wire
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads.
>
G. .onan, London, “‘ Attaching watch chains.”—Dated 7th
and are worked into a chainin
ol
:—The
link
cember, 1
$235. C. B. Garrett, Hastings, ‘‘ Application of oxygen.” — Dated 30th of
the is threaded in the wu t extremities
of the two last links
The object ofthisinvention is to make a pérfectly secure attachment
Papen natane a
worked
in,
its
extremities
are
bent
u
is;
the
sur
link
for albert and victoria chains, and at the same time give great
for
© generation
lectricised ox;
gas or ozone in a proper vessel. fed forward then enters said extremitiesto be operated
upon in the same
ornament or for varying the des
The invention paar Bm n the Restos for the same; means for reading the gas into closed baths.
manner.
employment of a plate, key, shield, or ornament of any kind not Conduit pipes for removing the used gas.
intended to pass through a button-hole, but is provided at the back with 3239. W. Spence, London, “ Turning tools.”—-A eommunication.—Dated
30th 7 > Stewart, Glasgow, “* Sugar cane mills."—Dated 4th December,
a shank or equivalent to pass through a button-hole, or through an eyelet
November, 1871.
hole made for the purpose. The shank is then secu a the waistIn
out the invention hydraulic rams are arrangedto
A
cutter
or
die
to
be
used
for
turning
shafting
and
similar
arti
coat or dress by a bolt or other device. The chain itself is attachedto
of
leversontheUasseof
theroll
like a chaser or screw cutter, ey thea tes Soumnaie, and cua = vesintervention
the plate, key, shield, or other or
and
tirely ake
loaded to correspon
@ pressures
the waistcoat or dress, together with the oie plate or other ornament.
not
to be e:
are fitted
in connection with such rams, so that on a
in excess
of such
from over feeding
or other
strain
8305. A. Batu, Spalding, Lincoln, “Invalid beds, &c.”— Dated 7th Decem- greiuallycut veel, and
©
removed by the back cu’
cause the escape valves will
water to escapefromtheram,
ber,
lathe-bed is bee h-shaped and without the ordina
so permit the rolls to move further apart. B
the
This invention consists of an invalid bed or couch made to turn either — inoy eyrough'the ends of the lathe bed, so that the centres or and
escape valves the effective pressures with w! chthe rollsacteanbe
on a longitudinal or transverse axis as required, and provided with holding
immersed in water, thereby keeping the iron well lubri- the
altered and the most suitable and efficient p
pted in d
upper and under mattresses so as to enable a patient to be turned on the cnted and cool while under operation.
face, side, or back without|
an bodily exertion. The bed can be set and $243. D. epg oe Glasgow, ** Destroying insects."—A communication, cases.
fixed at any desired angle, and can be rocked by the patient himself if
3270. pm
Haswett
ag * Bxcavati ing rocks, ec.” '—A communication.
as
LETINE,
0th
November,
1871.
desired. Provision oumade for lowering the feet and legs through the The juan of novelty which constitutes this invention »the arrangebed, and for supporting them in an elevated
ition;
for su;
ing ment nya ho —in which the
Gin chtess offeaetantedtan to todict Go amend dabmeusiene
the back in a sitting posture by having portions of the mattress
or ha
toraccomplishes thisjectbyrtboringallthe
and
tator, which shakes the substance into a tube having a the i
support hinged and capable of adjustment to any desired angle.
holes,
seaer inside for the purpose of ejectingth
thensr them
suitable
then grad
3308. T. W. Mawson, Leeds, “ sag gaddining or other tables into billiard in the desired direction.
’
the rock = a
lifts by repeated explosions until it istorn away
tables.::—Dated 7th December, 1871
The whole of the top of the table’ -— be taken off when required, _, aaa London, * Detergent compound.”—Dated 30th November, to the bottom of the drill holes.
leaving only the framework and legs.
te slabs are then placed on the This said invention relates to a detergent compound to be used asa $271. J. H. Sams, Aberdeen, N.B., *‘ Spanner or nut
"—Dated 5th
framework, and are drawn close pasiher by a screw. Cushions, cloth, substitute for ordinary soap or with the same.
December, 1871.
F
f
said og conand pockets are then fixed on.
The spindle orhandle of the invention isscrewed so that the lower
sists of soluble glass,sugar, and chalk. For toilet purposes
inventor
” ‘These
are thoroughly mixed and
3313. E. T. Hucnes, London, ‘* Wire work for chair seats.”—A communica- adds alittle French
tion.—Dated 7th December, 1871
refined in suitable vessels,
This invention relates to improvements in the construction of bed $245. R. B. Everep, London, “ Taps or valves.”—Dated 30th November,
spanner is screwed
bottoms, chair seats, and other work usually anna ®by the interlacing
1871 tel
et
of strands, and the First part
of the i
in the
1 specification describes apparatus for drawing off water
p
te te, Gd el tee
is fixed
of strands of metal of the peculiar form hereinafter described, interlaced inThis
tities toprevent
waste, together
with a stop cock, with tardle,he:Dienst
hacer
aah
arte
and
passes
through
a hole in the back of
bed, chair, or other article in which the measured
stops
at
the
lo
lower
end
of
the
plug.
:
other
jaw.
° openwork fi
esirable, and where no great amount of elasticity 3246. W. R. Lake, London, “ C
sion
into
steel
of
wrought
3275. B, L. Brown, Wednesbury
ire, “ Machine ompst
required. The
a part of the invention consists in the interlacing
and finishing tubes and at December,
act
atlongitudinal and transverse spiral
chiefly used psoeremere 4
This
>
the em’
bed bottoms or upholstering purposes where
ity is desirable.
3314. z. Hau, London, “ Fastener for gloves, dc.”—Dated 7th December,
1871.
or conical. Two
the
and
The inventor takes a piece of sheet metal or other material, and bends capacity.
mounted in adj
slide
the other roller ismountedin
oo commen Sone ae e two sides co!
He then runs aratchet
a movable bearing above the angle
them.
pin co
any suitable number of
between
these two parts, so
ae: -$Hart, London, “ Travelling bags, &c."—Dated Sth December,
ons tho ae eas olee of the pin shall rest upon the enclosed
made byGo beating sens Ee oes The right hand end of
A sot satin, or
Bsoest elastic or resilient
ratchet
upon it a button or
, which serves to fasten the glove or
other article ; the other end has a
upon it which prevents, when the
porto dango
irarch
ota
eta
fastener is com
the withdrawalof the pin. A small
between
tacle, #0that euchbag oraaa
“
an impediment
the two sides
to a “ click
” the lower
end of which latter
shall be an auxiliary
into the notches
in the
; the upper end has a knobbed
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standing that the eighth advance was
published in a circular of a |
essrs. Stewart accompany ©
THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES date no more remote than June 6th.
|
their
revised
list
with
some
sensible
and
polite
remarks that may |
OF BIRMIN GHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND | be taken as at once an explanation and an apology.
They say:
OTHER DISTRICTS.
‘We
are
extremely
sorry
that
we
have
to
advise
you so often of
.
(From our own Correspondent. )
advances. We are aware that these repeated advances and alterEXTRAORDINARY PRICES: Bars, £14 12s. 6d.—CIRCULARS FROM ing of prices and discounts must cause you very much annoyance
IRONMASTERS AND IRON MERCHANTS—EaRL DUDLEY’S QUOTA- but we think we need not offer any explanation. We presume
TIONS—MeEssrs. BARROWS’ PRICES—THE DIFFICULTY OF KNOw- |that you are as well acquaintedasourselves with the extraordinary
ING WHAT NOT TO DO: How shown on Birmingham ’Change
rapid advances in the prices of materials. We have received
AS TO THE FUTURE—THE MEN, THE WEATHER, AND THEIR HIGH |communication from the makers to the effect that they have
WAGES—DISSIPATION AMONGST THE MEN—GOOD ORDERS IN | ceased issuing circulars in consequence of the present critical state
THE MARKET : Jnstances—ENGINEERS BUSY—RAILWAY ROLLING of the market. They will not even accept - orders at the
STOCK AND OTHER INDUSTRIES—THE ADVANCES IN HARDWARES : present prices, as they anticipate a still greater advance. During
Instances: Ui
rates—THE NoRTH STAFFORDSHIRE the whole of our business experience, lasting upwards of fortyIRON TRADE: Proposed Conciliation Board—WoORKMEN IN five years, we have never known such a state of things; and to
DEMAND—POWER OF COMBINATION AMONGST THE COLLIERS describe the inconvenience, loss, and anxiety thereby occasioned
AND OTHERS.
would be impossible.”
While some firms issue circulars frequently there are others,
WE are again in the midst of great uncertainty as to prices in
res'
of all the commodities used either in the making of pig or whose products do not take so wide a range, who allow longer
finished iron. The
ual fluctuations are the theme through- intervals to elapse, but their advances when they do take place
are proportionately higher. Thus the currycomb makers, whose
out all business circles here.
:
So rapid, however, are the upward movements that a list of last circular was under date April 18th, now notify a rise upon
prices has scarcely appeared before it is out of date, and is mis- that date of 15 per cent., “making,” the circular now in hand
guiding by the issue of another from the same house, or it may sets forth, ‘a total in all advances on original list of 40 per cent.”
be of some other firm, which invariably influences the rest. In that The unanimity with which manufacturers are acting is shown in
condition the market is now found. Whilst the complete listof the fact that this circular is signed by half a dozen different firms.
raw materials and products was being apes by the local public, Ships’ ironwork is declared up another 3s. per cwt., making 30s,
manufacturers were sending through the post intimations of con- instead of 22s., at which it stood in September, and sad-irons and
tinued additions to net prices, or reductions of discounts. A similar castings are to-day announced as having been advanced by
leading firm of iron merchants in Wolverhampton (Messrs. G. and one firm another £1. Twenty per cent., it is at the same
W. Underhill) post a circular, in which they say :—“‘ We beg to time made known, has been put upon padlocks by a leadadvise you that our prices of all kinds of iron are this day ad- ing firm. Another considerable rise in nails is foreshadowed
vanced 20s. per ton; and, furthermore, that in consequence of in the agreement come to on Tuesday night by the nailthe very unsettled state of the iron trade we cannot bind ourselves masters at a meeting at Dudley, when, after discussing the men’s
to these prices for any length of time.” The iron merchants usually application for a rise of ten per cent., it was decided to
follow the ironmasters in declaring advances, and their quotations advance the wages on the 1869 list as follows :—Spike nails,
in respect of the bulk of their retail business are 20s. a ton higher up to 4}in., 3d. per bundle ; above 4}in., 14d. per bundle. Comthan those of the ironmasters. This announcement of Messrs. mon rose, § Ib. and above, 10 per cent. ; other nails, 15 per cent. ;
Underhill, however, like a previous circular from the same house, and rail nails, 14d. per bundle. These advanced prices will come
was made before the most recent change in the quotations of the into operation on the second Saturday in July. Coopers’ nails
remain unaltered ; but the other materials used by the coopers
ironmaking firms.
It had been in the possession of their customers only two busi- and packing-case makers of this district have so risen that those
ness days before the Earl of Dudley and Messrs. Barrows and tradesmen have just reduced their discounts 10 per cent.
There is every prospect of a board of conciliation, similar
to that
Hall, the first of the Round Oak and the other of the Bloomfield
Ironworks, each served consumers with a notice advancing £1 in South Staffordshire, being formed in North Staffordshire for
a ton on their previous quotations. For the earl Mr. E. the regulation of the iron trade there. The masters are underFisher Smith says :—“‘I
to inform you that from and after stood to be in favour of it, and the men are believed to have
this date (June 18) the Earl of Dudley’s prices for finished iron of sought their consent to such a tribunal.
There have been war times when gun makers in Birmingham
the ordinary sizes will be as under, subject to alteration without
notice, viz. :—L.W.R.O. quality bars, £14 12s. 6d. per ton; ditto, and gunlock filers in the hamlets as that great borough
angles, £15 2s. 6d.; ditto T’s., £15 12s. 6d.; hoops and strips, have earned very high wages; but taking the industries of this
£15 12s, 6d., with the usual allowance to merchants.” Messrs. part of the kingdom together, there was perhaps never a period in
Barrows and Sons supply a list of their prices for the well-known which workmen generally were receiving more for their labour.
Crown B.B.H. brands of finished iron, ‘Tt advances bars to £14, There has certainly been no corresponding state of things during
hoops and best angles to £16 each, strips to £17, plates to £18 10s., the last quarter of,a century, throughout which our knowledge
best ditto to £19 10s., and best best to £20 10s., whilst sheets are of the district extends. If we take the miners as the pioneers of
industry we shall find that they have not only arrived at an
put up to £18 10s., common best £20, and best best £21.
Bars therefore that were £8 10s. in September are now £14 and unprecedented condition of prosperity in respect of the rate of
£14 12s. 6d., and the rise on sheets and plates isgreater even than wages paid, but that they never before worked so few hours even
that. According to Messrs. Underhill’s scale, sheets (singles) sold upon the lowest scale by which they have been remunerated, and
by them were £19, and lattens £22, before the last advance by the if their condition is excellent now, it will quickly be very much
Earl of Dudley and Messrs. Barrows, whose prices ruled the more so. At one time they used to make 66 hours a week. In
transactions, such as they were, in Birmingham to-day; when the past few months they have succeeded in getting that number
a
” with business seemed to be the object of sellers of all reduced, first, to 58, and afterwards to 54. They have just now
c ses.
.
recommenced an agitation with a view simultaneously to obtain
No one knows what would be safe terms at which to part with a rise of 10 per cent. in the money paid to them, and a reduction
any commodity. The advances by which bars were yesterday put in the working time by one hour per day.
The power that the operatives possess by reason of the
up to £14 and £14 12s. 6d. are regarded as surely foreshadowing
a further rise promptly of another 20s. We shall then have excellent demand for their labour during a time of shortened
arrived at the stage at which Staffordshire marked bars will be hours and large inquiry for their product is increased by the
quoted at £15—such a figure to be followed in all probability by strengthening of their combinations. Unionism has never been
others—till we have about doubled the point from which we very successful among the colliers of South Staffordshire, but it is
now assuming large —
and much compactness. The men
started in the upward direction with anything like spirit.
How long the market will bear such quotations remains to be are combining rapidly. They attach themselves in little branches
seen. In other words, the pressing necessities only of consumers to the great Amalgamated Association of Miners, whose headwill limit the period. That these will for some time to come quarters are South Yorkshire. In the old district of South
remain equal to the extent of production is clear from the fact Staffordshire there are perhaps 30,000 miners. To these have to
that the men are doing very little work either at the mills and be added some 4000 upon Cannock Chase. It is now being boasted
forges or the pits. At the ‘tomer they did not in this district that since the end of September last as many as about 7000
begin to work as a rule until yesterday. Most of them went and miners out of this 34,000 have become subscribing unionists. In
looked at it on Tuesday, but that was all. They declared that the North of Staffordshire there are some 12,000 colliers. These,
the weather was ‘‘too hot.” And they manage
their affairs so during the current year, have succeeded in getting their hours
cleverly that, if the night-turn men happen royodthey who are in reduced to fifty per week. But they are not content with
the presence of the managers at the critical time, and are “‘ for these terms. They are now demanding that the -eight
their part” ready to begin, then they are the day-turn men who hours per day pure and simple shall be conceded them,
won’t work! The truth is that 10s, 6d. a ton are wages so good and that their wages too shall be put up a farther 10 per
that at that rate the puddler can earn as much money as he needs cent. Perhaps when the eight hours system has come into
in only half a week ; and he will not put himself to much incon- operation in North Staffordshire the miners there may be content
venience to earn more if he can find anything likea reasonable with their hours, but that should not be calculated upon with
excuse for his course. What course he will take when his wages certainty. Anyhow, the South Staffordshire iron and coalare increased, as they doubtless will be before another fortnight masters will not, we fear, be able to calculate upon much repose
till the eight hours system has been adopted at the mines in their
has passed, is by no means certain.
At present it is exciting some apprehension, for at no former district. If they could only be certain that the hours would be
period was there so much dissipation amongst his order as there worked with regularity during the six working days, they would
is now. The chairman of the Ironmasters’ Association, himself not be long before they adopted the system. As it is, the men
being the judge, and the operative members of the Conciliation work many fewer than forty-eight hours a week, as a rule, and
Board the witnesses, Mr. Barker, when he closed the last sittin; upon the present scale of payment they can get so comparatively
largean amount of money in so short a time that they will do
of the conference, was compelled to allude to the unpreceden
drinking of the men, and he asked the co-operation of the work- nothing more than is sufficient to procure them wages to meet the
men’s committee in the denunciation and suppression of the prac- bare requirements of their familics.
tice. The men confessed that there was too much truth in what
the chairman had said, and regretted that it should be so. Considerations as to the future, in which the labour difficulties took a
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
prominent part, much influenced the action of all parties on
*Change here this afternoon.
(From our own Correspondent.)
It was urged that there was no reason why a good trade might THE GLASGOW PIG IRON MARKET : High quotations and large projits
not be anticipated with all confidence for some months to come,
—SHIPMENTS—THE
MALLEABLE IRON TRADE—A NEW DOCK FOR
judging from the inquiries that are still in the market. It was
TWEEDMOUTH — NEW SYSTEM OF MAKING GAS—THE COTTON
in out that the Commission for the Regulation of the
TRADE
IN
GLascow:
Industrial partnerships —NEW COTTON
| ws at Vienna are seeking for some 3300 tons of rolled and
FACTORY—NEW WATER SUPPLY FOR CRIEFF — NEW LIMITED
wrought iron, in addition to
tons of castings
uired in the
LIABILITY COMPANY—THE MONKLAND IRON AND STEEL WoRKS
erection of a road bridge, to be built at the expense of the Danube
—Youne’s PaRarrin O1L Company: Dividend and production
Regulation Fund over the new bed of the river near Vienna. A
—MINERS’ AGITATION : Hiyh wages and advancing prices of coal.
fair share of the work, if not the whole job, is thought to be likely
to be placed in this district.
‘* ADVANCE” appears to be the motto of the Glasgow pig iron
Our engineers keep well employed on all such work, notwith- market, as well as of that wonderful new town that rejoices in the
standing the very high price of iron. Very few rails are now fact of being the capital of Cleveland. For six months past the
made here, but we nevertheless welcome such orders as those of market has advanced step by step. It is not more than twelve
the South-Eastern Company, who are seeking 4000 tons of iron months since the quotations for warrants were as high as 52s. ;
rails and 500 tons of steel rails. Still, tires and axles keep in now they are up at 99s, 6d. cash, or within a sixpence of 100s.
great request here, and so, too, the permanent way fastenings and per ton. This is all but doubling their value within a year, and
all rolling stock work. Indeed, ens is no branch of indust
on an aggregate production of nearly a million and ahalf tons
here in respect of which there is not abundant activity for
r annum—it is expected that the production for the year will be
hands, nor any in which more men might not be employed if they ully that amount—the extra profits will be seen to be enormous.
were only forthcoming.
Never, indeed, since the pig iron trade was in its infancy has such
Acircular from the Wilden Company, however, who are noted an advance taken place in so short a time ; never have the profits
makers of thin sheets, intimates that they can supply no quota- of manufacturers been so great ; never have the wages of workmen
tions, and must require prices to be subject to the rates at the been so good. A few days more will probably see the Glasgow
time of delivery.
;
ig iron market quoted at 100s. cash, This is the El Dorado
The effect of the most recent advances of fuel and iron upon the Kee which speculators and manufacturers have been
goods produced by their aid hereabouts will be to considerably longing. If the market stops at 100s. they will be
Increase the average advance of 50 per cent. rise all round, at |content. They will not seek to advance it any further.
which quotations for ,hardwares stood at the
inning of this | At this figure makers, with the improved and more econo| mical modcs of manufacture that they can now command,
week, as compared with what they were in September.
“A ninth” advance since that date is now declared in iron- can fairly calculate upon netting as clear profit at least a fourth,
plate and galvanised goods. The circular of Messrs. John Stewart and in many cases nearly one-half, the value of their production,
.and Son, in which that fact ismade
known, is now before
me; it or, in default of this, the wages of puddlers and millmen wil rise
is dated June 15th, and it notifies vohuend denounts to the extent to a level with the income of many a respectable member of
of 24 per cent. on some, and 5 per cent. on other goods, notwith- Parliament a century ago. Meantime the demand is as pressing
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as ever, and business, so far as makers are concerned, is only too
easy to negotiate.
he shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports for the week ending
June 18th amount to 21,530 tons, as compared with 15,829 tons
for the corresponding week of last year, leaving an increase of
5701 tons in favourof 1871. The total shipments for the peri
since 24th D.
ber last
t to 454,482 tons, as com
with
356,045 tons for the same period in 1871.
There is no new feature in the malleable iron trade, which
remains fully active, prices being well maintained.
The Berwick Harbour Commissioners are about to proceed to
the construction of a wet dock at Tweedmouth, for which they
have this session obtained parliamentary powers. A suitable site
has been obtained for the new dock, which will measure four acres,
and admit vessels at ordinary spring tides drawing 19ft. of water.
The North-Eastern Railway Company have agreed to connect
their main line with the new dock, and to erect coal staithes at
several of the berths. It is estimated that the new works will be
completed at a cost of £50,000, and as the harbour commissioners
are now quite free of debt, this amount of liability will be cleared
off without entailing any great inconvenience.
e engineer for
the new works are the Messrs. Stevenson, of Edinburgh.
Mr. J. F. Allan, of Glasgow, has recently patented a rather
novel system of gas making, which is being applied to several
works in the West of Scotland, and appears destined to come
into use. For his new system Mr. Allan claims several
prominent advantages, including simplicity of construction and
easy management; perfect safety in the manufacture, provided
ordinary care be taken; greater purity and higher illuminating
paw ; and an economy in coal, The apparatus he uses takes up
ess room than the ordinary appliances, and its first cost is considerably less. The chief feature of Mr. Allan’s invention is that
the gas is made to pass over, and not through the water, in the
process of manufacture, thus dispensing with the hydraulic main,
and substituting a simple valve for each retort.
The cotton trade appears to be looking up in Glasgow. The
time was when it took precedence of iron and ruled as king ; but
the immense strides made by the latter industry through and
since Neilson’s invention and the hot blast and Mushet’s discovery .
of the blackband ironstone, have given to the cotton trade a place
of subordinate importance. Still it is among things not generally
known that Glasgow contains the largest cotton factory in the
world—that of the Messrs. Robertson, of Bridgeton—which contains upwards of 160,000 spindles, To this enormous establishment a large addition is now in course of being made. Some time
ago the Messrs. Robertson resolved to give a fair trial to the
principle of industrial partnerships which has been introduced
with gratifying results by Messrs. Briggs, of Normanton, and
Messrs, Fox, Head, and Co., of the Newport Ironworks, in
Cleveland. The idea was new to Glasgow, and as it
only took the form of an experiment Messrs.
n
did not apply it to the whole of their works, only to
one of the largest weavi
sheds containing some §&
looms. For some time they had great difficulty in obtaining
a full complement of hands, but this was at last secured,
and the system has now been in operation for about six months,
with an amount of success that at least proves its practicability.
The Messrs. Robertson have, therefore, determined to extend the
operation of the principle to another department for which they
are about to provide new accommodation. It is almost necessary
to say that not a few employers have looked upon Messrs.
Robertson’s temerity with doubt and fear, and the novelty of the
system has prevented its extension or popularity up to the present
time; but, however crude and imperfect it may yet be, the
system undoubtedly contains the germs of a great principle,
which, if rightly applied, will solve, partially or entirely, the
problem about which masters and workmen have hitherto so much
concerned themselves, and which the one has attempted to work
out by strikes and the other by lock-outs.
This leads me to remark that a new factory is just on the eve of
being completed for the Clyde —
Company on the banks of
that river, and immediately below what are known as the lands
of Belvidere. The site covers four acres of
nd, and the
dimensions of the main building, which is to
four stories in
height, and built of brick, are as follow : -Length, 190ft. ; width,
150ft. ; height to the top of walls, 72ft. The machinery is to be
supplied by a Manchester firm, and the architects are to be
Messrs, Clark and Bell, of Glasgow. When in operation the new
factory will give employment to nearly a thousand hands.
The new water supply for Crieff, which was opened recently by
Lady Keith Murray, owes its development to Mr. Buchanan, C.E.,
of Edinburgh. On examining Loch Turret, a large natural reservoir, situated at the head of Glen Turret, which is 1138ft. above
sea level, and distant about six miles from Crieff, he found that it
afforded the best and cheapest supply to be obtained in the district. A service reservoir
therefore been placed on the Knock
of Crieff, at a height of 550ft. above the level of the sea, the distance
from the loch to this point by the pipe track being a little over
five miles. The town has been supplied by pipes ranging in
diameter from six to two inches, and forming altogether a
length of considerably over five miles. There is a service
of fire plugs in connection with the mains, and the pressure is so
strong that there will be no
ity for
engi
to raise the
water. The supply allowed by the provisional order is 86,000
cubic feet per day, which is equal to 45 gallons a head per day
to a population of 5000, The introduction of this water supply,
and the additional travelling facilities to the district which the
Caledoni
y have recently opened up, will undoubtedly
have the effect of making Crieff more prosperous and popular
as a summer resort than it has ever been in the past.
Since the date of my last report another new limited liability
company has been floated, which promisesto be very successful. It
is proposed to transfer the Monkland Iron and Steel Works, which
are situated in the very centre of the famous Airdrie blackband
district, to a limited company, with a capital of £400,000. The
Monkland, or Caldersbank Works, as they are otherwise termed,
have passed through many vicissitudes, and for some years
past,
owing to the suspension of former proprietors, they have
n
carried on under trustees. They comprise both blast furnaces and
malleable ironworks. It was at these works that Mr.
Ferrie’s new patent blast furnace was first erected about
eighteen months ago, and it is only a month since a
second furnace on the same principle was put in blast,
so that the works now comprise nine blast furnaces, with an output of 75,000 to 80,000 tons per annum, and fifty-seven puddling
and seventeen heating furnaces. Besides these there are
e and
valuable mineral leases in connection with the works, and when I
add that the estimated profits for the present year are upwards of
£100,000, it is little wonder that the proposed new company is
meeting with encouragement.
At the annual general meeting of the shareholders in Young's
Paraffin Light and Mineral Oil Company, held on Tuesday last, a
dividend at the rate of ten per cent. was declared. The balance
carried fo
to the current year is £3767 12s. 6d. The total
make of burning oil at Young's works for the last year was
3,209,908 gallons, which, at 17°135d. per gallon, gives a total
revenue of £399,205. The total make at the same works for the
year 1866 was only 1,253,6(1 gallons, which, at 23°21d. per gallon,
yielded a net revenue of £205,841. It will thus be seen that
within the last six years the productive power of this gigantic
concern has been very much increased.
In the Ayrshire and Fifcshire districts the miners still continue
to agitate with a view of having their wages raised and their
hours shortened. The ultimatum of these troublesome “sons of
toil” is avowedly “‘ eight hours work and eight hours play, eight
hours sleep and eight shillings a day ;” and in sev
instances
these desiderata have actually been obtained. Coalmasters are su
pressed for orders that they are almost completely at the mercy
of their workmen, and as a consequence of the very exorbitant
demands made by the latter, the priceof coal continues to advance
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CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: The market: Scarcity of ironstone
THE IRONSTONE MiNERS—MASS MEETING OF PITMEN— THE
TEESDALE LEAD MiNERS—THE DOCK AT CoBLE DENE—THE
SKERNE IRONWORKS —PRICES.
Ir is matter for great regret that at present, when everybody
engaged in the iron trade is as busy as possible, the workmen
in some of the branches of that industry act asa brake to prosperity through their irregularities.
At the weekly iron market at Middlesbrough on Tuesday there
was
a capital attendance. Most of the time, however, of those
resent was occupied in makers and brokers excusing themselves
or their inability to execute contracts in hand, The owners of
ironstone mines were roundly abused for not delivering more stone
at various works. In answer to the outcry for raw materials the
mine owners deliberately stated that since they had given the men
the advance of 2d. per ton the production of stone was less t
it -was previously to the agitation for more wages. This is not at
all creditable to the men. Having obtained all they asked of
their employers, I think the least they could do is to attend to
their work fairly. Several of the mine owners are considerably in
arrears with their contracts. This is really a very serious
matter. Lately many of the blast furnaces in the Middlesbrough
district have been barely kept going on ‘‘ slack blast,” and this too
on contracts which were entered into when iron was 50s. per ton,
If the miners do not attend to their work in a proper manner, and
ye stone in suflicient quantities to keep the blast furnaces in
ull operation, they may rest assured that the pig iron makers wil!
be compelled to take some united action which will result in the
whole trade being brought to a dead lock for a few weeks. The
rice of pig iron is ruled by 105s. per ton being quoted for No. 3
Tor immediate delivery. As nobody has any iron for immediate
delivery the quotation is merely nominal. The same quality,
however, is being sold for delivery next year at 85s. and 90s,
per ton.
In the manufactured iron trade there is still great activity. In
this branch too the employers complain that the men do not work
as regularly as they might do. There is plenty of work in the
district, The inquiries for rails are numerous and promising.
Shipbuilding iron is in good request, and merchant iron finds a
ready market.
The intended mass meeting of the Cleveland ironstone miners,
which was to have been held this week, is postponed until July.
The object of the meeting is to have a sort of gala day, and to
discuss the Mines Regulation Bill now before Parliament. I hope
that some of the leaders of the men will avail themselves of the
opportunity of telling them to attend to their work fairly and
remove all grounds for charging them with purposely restricting
the production.
On Saturday last one of the largest and most important
atherings of pitmen which has been held for many years was
eld in the city of Durham. From all parts of the counties of
Durham and Northumberland pitmen came, until nearly every
colliery in those great coal producing places was represented. The
meeting was held on the racecourse, there being present upwards
of 50,000 persons. Mr. McDonald and other advocates of the men
delivered speeches ;and resolutions in favour of the Government
Mines Regulation Bill now before Parliament, and against the
truck system, were unanimously passed,
I regret to hear that the miners under the London Local Mining
Company in Teesdale are still unemployed. There seems to be no
immediate prospect of a settlement of the matters in dispute.
Commercial people will be glad to learn that there is a prospect
of all opposition to the Tyne Commissioners Bill for making a
dock at Coble Dene being withdrawn.
A prospectus of a new company has been issued this week. The
company is that of the Skerne Ironworks, Limited, with a capital
of £200,000, to be raised in 10,000 shares of £20 each. The object
of the company is to purchase the property in its entirety of
Pease, Hutchison, and Company, Darlington.
Mr. Walter
Pease, one of the acting partners, has lately died, and a change in
the management of the business being thus rendered inevitable, it
has been resolved to sell everything as it stands to a joint stock
company. ‘The price to be paid, £200,000, enables the company
to step into the position of the old proprietors at once, taking over
a working ay of £37,000, and carrying on the execution of
important orders which will give full occupation for nine months
tocome. The profits are calculated at £30,000, The make of
plates at present is 450 tons per week, and of bridge and girder
work 1666 tons per annum.
The prices of iron are as follows :—No. 1, £5 5s.; No. 2, £5 2s. 6d.;
No. 3, £5; No. 4, £4 19s.; M., £4 18s. 6d.; W., £4 18s.; refined
metal, £5 10s. Manufactured iron—Common bars, £10; best
ditto, £10 10s.; cable iron, £10 10s.; angle iron, £10 10s.; sheets,
£12 15s.; ship-plates, £12 5s.; boiler plates, £13; rails, £10;
puddled bars, £7 7s. 6d.; wrought iron girders, £18.
oo
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
AGITATION AMONGST THE COLLIERS: A demand now made for
an advance of 20 per cent.—AN INCREASE OF WAGES OFFERED
AT SOME OF THE IRONWORKS IF THE MEN WOULD WORK FULL
TIME SATURDAYS—MIGRATION AND EMIGRATION—HIGH RATE
OF LABOURERS’ WAGES — COMPARATIVE RATE OF FIREMEN’S
WAGES—-GENERAL APPROVAL OF THE AMENDED MINES REGuLATION BILL—BUSINESS AT THE TRONWORKS—A GREAT COAL
TRADE DONE—CLUBS AND STRIKES AMONGST THE COLLIERS—
OVERWINDING ACCIDENT AGAIN—MORRISTON SPELTER WORKS
~NEW TIN WORKS AT MARSHFIELD AND GOWER-ROAD—
Srerry’s New STEEL WorKS—GREAT CALAMITY AT MITCHEL
DEAN—CARDIFF AND THE FORTHCOMING Royal AGRICULTURAL SHOW,
THE agitation for an advance of wages is steadily gaining ground,
but it is tolerably certain that the ironmakers are content to let
the colliers take the initiative this time, as on previous occasions.
The agitators—I might justly add the discontented—class are the
sea coal collicrs, men at present getting very good wages, but they
see that the demand for coal is excessive, and as they hear that
the coalowners can get almost their own price, the conclusion
arrived at is that they should share progressively with the progressive advance. Their demand now is 20 per cent. IT have not
yet heard, and so caunot give authoritatively the coalowners’
opinion, but I have a strong impression that an advance will not
be given readily. In the ironworks an advance to my certain
knowledge in one of the principal works would be granted at once
if the men consented to work full hours on Saturdays, One of
the managers has offered to make the 10 per cent. 15 per cent.
if the men would do so, but no understanding has been arrived
at.
Agents from the North of England are busily engaged picking up
competent hands. Good firemen are in great request. Herea
fireman now gets upon an average 5s. to 6s, per turn; the
northern agents offer 8s. to %s., but there are drawbacks, and an
important one is house rent, which at present is much higher in
the North of England than at South Wales. Still men are constantly going away from this district; and I find even amongst
the ordinary labourers that plans are projected for an extensive
emigration hence to America. Labourers formerly were paid at
the ironworks from 9s. to 12s, 6d. Last week, at Dowlais, many
received 15s, 6d., which, with 6d. kept back, accordingto custom,
makes a considerable wage to them of 15s. per week. An Irishman will make a tolerable living on 1s. per.day; paying his rent
and some little extras leaves him at Jeast 5s. in his pocket, and
this many are now putting by until they can get enough to pay
the passage-money to the States, Patrick, as arule, rarely trusts
his money out of his own custody ; and it often happens that the
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temptations to indulge prove irresistible, and the p
money
finds its way to the public-house. I know a man who
saved
up three several times, and the prospect of seeing America is as
distaut as ever.
I am glad to hear that the amendments of the Mines Regulation
Bill are finding great favour amongst the most discerning of the
colliers. They speak highly of the amended clause by which children from ten to twelve can, by direction of the Secretary of
State, work in safe places such as thin seams. They also approve
of the greater protection to the collier afforded by daily inspection
of ventilation when double shifts are employed, and the regular
examination of shafts. In the bill, as a whole, they see, for the
first time, the exhibition of wise measures on the part of Government for their social, moral, and physical benefit.
The iron works continue in full activity. This week Dowlais
has exported largely, both to Odessa and to New York, and early
this week 499 tons of rails were sent from these works to Malta,
From Cyfarthfa several large cargoes of rails have been sent to
New York, and bar and bundle iron to Naples. Hoop and sheet
inon have been sent this week in large quantities to Marsala and
Holland from Cardiff. Amongst the leading works in Monmouthshire the Blaenavon Iron Company maintain a good
= by its large consignments to New Orleans; 1001 tons
eft on Monday. The Blaina and Nantyglo Company are
occupied with nails for Riga, and on Monda: sent 850 tons
there. In the Aberdare Valley the works are wellemployed, and
the same may be said of Plymouth, of the prosperous little establishment at Llandaff, and the various tin-plate works throughou
the district. Imports of ore from Carthagena and Bilbao continue to arrive in large quantities. Irish ore, too, is in request,
and an important cargo came to Briton Ferry last week for sale.
The coal trade remains active, and a great trade continues to be
done, but agitating movements are abroad. At Glyn-neath clubs
are forming. At Maesmarchog pit the colliers threaten a strike
unless the advance be given as at other pits. Numerous accidents
have occurred of late at various collieries, and one, I am sorry to
hear, of a class that I had thought had been made impossible. A
poor fellow at Cwmpark was being raised up the shaft, and the
man in charge let the cage fly up to the top, and instant death
was the result. A very simple expedient, in use at very many
ga and well known to practical men, would have prevented
this.
The dispute amongst the men engaged at the Morriston Spelter
Works has been decided in Chancery. The men, twelve in
number, have been directed to return to the employment of
Messrs. Vivian and Co., and work out their agreements. The
decision has not been received favourably by the men. A strike
of many of the men at the lead and silver works at Penclawdd
has taken Faye 3; but at Stricks’ colliery an unsolicited
advance of 10 per cent. has been given. New tinworks are
projected at Marshfield to be statted by a limited liability
Ce. The new tinworks at Gower-road are in progress, and
Sterrys’ new steel works in the same neighbourhood are making
vigorous way. A sad fatality has just occurred in the district of
Mitchel Dean. In the quarrying of Plump Hill a charge of one
ton of powder was resolved upon, the rock being, in local opinion,
difficult to be worked in the ordinary way, and by small and
successive blasts. On Monday night the ry was applied in the
atopor of a great crowd of spectators, and the moment the rock
ad fallen a rush was made by several boys to see the result.
Unfortunately the sulphuric gas which had been generated by the
explosion was in such denses quantities that the boys were overwered by it, and four men who endeavoured to rescue them also
ell victims. The greatest sensation has been excited by the
calamity. Cardiff is already astir with preparations for the Royal
gg
meeting. House rents are®gone up, and lodgings can
only be taken for the show week at fabulous pasty One instance
can be given of a moderately sized house which has been let for £70.
NOTES FROM

THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN
COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
STATE OF TRADE AT SHEFFIELD—BaRROW IRON SdIPBUILDING
Company—THE ARTEMIS (S.8.)—LABOUR AT SHEFFIELD—THE
SMOKE QUESTION AT KEIGHLEY—IRONSTONE TRAFFIC ON THE
NortH-EasTERN RAILWAY—STATE OF TRADE IN SouTH YorRKSHIRE—LEEDS MECHANICAL WORKS—RAILWAY IRON SHIPMENTS
FROM THE HARTLEPOOLS —THE MERSEY TUNNEL — CHARLES
CAMMELL AND Co, (LimiTED)—COoAL IN WEST YORKSHIRE—
PIG
AT BARROW-IN-FURNESS—LEEDS IRONMASTERS—DANKS’ PUDDLING FURNACES.
AT Sheffield some anticipations are beginning to be entertained
that diminished activity will soon be noticed in the local trades.
Many contracts entered into when materials were cheaper and
wages lower will soon run out, and they are not expected to be
renewed at the advanced prices asked. In almost all departments
there is an abundance of orders, but great difficulty is experienced
at most of the works in obtaining an adequate supply of iron and
fuel. The plate mills are exceedingly busy, good orders being on
hand for armour, ship, and boiler plates. Of railway materié/ the
weekly output is also sre ee.
“Since the works of the Barrow Iron Shipbuilding Company were
putin ~ omg a large increase in the population of the town has
taken
place. There are now not fewer than 1000 men employed
in shipbuilding and in other trades incidental to the construction
of vessels, b
a
ber of
, &c., who are still at work
in the erection of the buildings. A first vessel for the Eastern
Steamship Company is now completely in frame. She will be
1000 tons burthen, 385ft. long, 35ft. beam, and 28ft. depth of hold.
The keel for a second vessel is laid, and peepee are being
made to commence its construction. The wood foundation for two
other vessels is alsolaid. A steam yacht of about 300 tons is
about to be built for Mr. James Ramsden, the keel for which is
partially laid. Almost the whole of that part of the works where
the iron is prepared tor the vessels is in operation. The saw mill
and joiners’ shop, a spacious room, is being fitted up with the
necessary machinery, and already a number of men are at work.
The masonry work of the turning and fitting shop is nearly
completed, and the roofing is in a forward state.
The foundry
and boiler shed, containing four large cupolas, has been finished
some time.
On Saturday the Artemis, screw steamer, the property of
Messrs. Good, Flodman, and Co., made a successful trial trip
down the Humber. The engines of the Artemis have been compounded by Messrs. Gilbert and Cooper, and the vessel fitted with
new boilers, water ballast tanks, and steam winches. The new
steamer Royal Minstrel left by the same tide for Sunderland,
after having been fitted with engines and boilers by the same
firm.
The under hammermen employed at the Atlas Works, Sheftield,
have turned out on strike. They have been in receipt of 8s. per
day, and they complain that their labour has been increased. by
having to produce more ingots to the ton than formerly. The
hammermen have offered to Pay them tonnage, but they insist on
detail wages, and for 11 tons 10 cwt. to constitute a day’s work.
At the Keighley
sessions on Friday Mr. George Barr, one
of the clerks to the cighley —_ board, appeared in support of
informations
inst Messrs, Bland, machine makers ; Geteo.
Gledhill and Dixon, engineers; and Messrs. J. and J. Craven,
inanufacturers, for creating nuisances by allowing dense black
smoke to issue from the chimneys of their respective works. The
offence was proved in each case, but it was stated in defence that
there was at the different works mentioned a smoke-burning
sgpwates, which would be effectual if the furnaces were properly
at ended
to by the stokers. In all cases it was said that some of
the stokers were absent at the time of the offences specified. An
order was made that the nuisances should be abated within a
month, and the costs paid.
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In consequence of labour difficulties now prevailing it is stated
= the ironstone traffic on the North-Eastern Railway is
ec!
2
The iron trade continues active in South Yorkshire, the mills
being fully worked as well as the forges. The foundries are still
very busy, and there are orders on hand for several coal-cutting
machines, the demand for which is likely to increase from the
action taken by the colliers in several district, The present
activity at the iron and other works insures a brisk sale for engine
coal, especially in Lancashire.
Messrs. Whitham, of the Perseverance Works, Leeds, are putting down an additional steam hammer. Messrs. Tyers, Middleton, and Co., of the Hunslet Ironworks, have taken fresh orders
for bars and plates to be shipped as soon as practicable. ‘I'h:
additions they have recently made to their plant in the shape of
plate mills, rolls, straightening beds, railway communication, &c.,
enable them to turn out work very much more extensively thai
benJcould do a few months since. The Bowling Iron Company,
besides being almost overwhelmed in every department of the
iron trade, are fuller of orders than usual in the crucible stec!
department. A circuitous railway within the works is rapidly
approaching completion. A local colliers’ dispute about wages has
so far not produced much inconvenience at these works.
A great deal of railway iron is being shipped from the Hartlepools for Canadian ports,
It has already been stated that an agitation had been commenced
in the engineering trades at Sheffield for an advance of wages by
the turners employed at the Atlas Works demanding 2s. per week
extra. Their notices expired on Saturday. To several of the men
the advance was conceded, to others it was refused, and they will
seek work elsewhere. The fitters employed at the same works
intend to take similar action, and in the course of a few days they
will give notice for an advance. Both the fitters and turners
employed at Messrs. Walker, Eaton, and Co’s., made a request last
week foran advance. To some of the men the firm conceded 31s.,
to others 32s., and to the men who had been in the receipt of 32s.
they gave an advance unsolicited. The 3ls. men consider the
advance insufficient, and they will leave. During the week the
turners and fitters employed at Messrs. Cammell’s, Me-srs. Davys
Brothers’, and Messrs, Thompson’s will give notice for the advance.
At the works of the Yorkshire Engine Company the men intend
soliciting a reduction in the number of boys as compared with the
number of men employed, and also to insist upon the details of the
Nine Hours’ League being carried outin theirentirety. Asthe men
at these worksare employedin sets, the headof each set is instructed
to receive higher wages than the ordinary journeymen; and the
minimum wage is to
32s. per week. No other shops will be
interfered with at present.
Mr. Dickson, the contractor for the tunnel under the Mersey, as
also for the whole of the Mersey railways authorised under the
Acts of 1866 and 1871, ope to be successfully progressing with
the works. ‘A large shaft on the Birkenhead side Sit. long is
sunk to a depth of between 40ft. and 50ft., and rock of excellent
quality is being brought to the surface. It is expected that «
sufficient depth in the shaft will be attained to admit of the com
mencement of the tunnel towards the end of the present month.
The report of the directors of Charles Cammel and Co.,
(Limited), to be submitted to the approaching meeting of the
company on the 26th inst., shows that there was carried ove:
from the profits for the year ending 6th April, 1871, a sum of
£21,146, and that the profits for the year ended the 50th March,
1872, were £126,717, the two sums making together £147,863. Aw
interim dividend of £4 per share was declared in December last,
amounting to £40,000, leaving £107,863 to be disposed of. Th:
directors have, under the power given them by the articles of
association, set aside from the above amount, as a reserve fund,
the sum of £20,000, which reduces the balance to £87,863. The
directors recommend that out of this balance a further dividend
of £6 per share, amounting to £60,000 shall be paid, and that the
surplus of £27,863 shall be carried over to the credit of the year
now current. If this recommendation be acted upon the dividend
for the past year will be £10 per share.
It is notified that there will be a further advance of Is. per ten
‘ in the price of engine coal in West Yorkshire, but the mmc fis
in getting such coal at all. The price of gas is to be advance at
Leeds in consequence of the dearness of coal.
In anticipation of still higher rates for pig, it is stated that one
of the Barrow-in-Furness companies has purchased from one of
its neighbours some 40,000 tons of pig iron for its steel works,
although the company itself has eleven blast furnaces producing
nearly 7000 tons weekly. Iren has been largely bought in some
| cases for next year at the present high rates.
An important arrangement has been made by three of the Leeds
| firms of ironmasters, who work the best Yorkshire iron either
| exclusively or very fey ae which may have a future effect upon
—
They hitherto have had no biast furnaces of their own,
ut they have just purchased the two furnaces in York-road
belonging to the late Messrs, Garside’s trustees, and they take
nage on the 1st of July. The firms alluded to are Messrs.
itson, of Monk Bridge ; Messrs. i a of the Clarence Works;
and Messrs. Cooper, of Pottery Field.
In addition to a new iron company at Middlesbrough, which
has arranged to work Mr. Danks’ patent system of mechanical
puddling, a large Scotch house has made a similar arrangement
without any demur about patent rights.
PRICES CURRENT OF METALS AND OILS.
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end open for the discharged steam and water, there will be elevation, and Fig. 2 an end elevation as placed on board
HIGH PRESSURE MARINE BOILERS. ~
front plate of one boiler removed to
efficient circulation. Now we all know that this is right ship, with the
No. IIL
enough to a certain point, but no one has ever settled what show the arrangement. of the tubes. Fig. 3 is an enlarged
lr may seem, at first sight, somewhat remarkable that, is the best rake to give a tube of a given length
and dia- section through one of the tubes and stay-bolts showing
of all the prio
or Merges
— now before the meter ; this point, however, we may waive for the present. the method of fixing the same in the tube-plates.
,
ublic, not one
yet
lo
or marine purposes. There are two ways of supplying water to the tube, in
“ The four boilers are placed two on each side of the line
The only water-tube boiler, indeed, that has, to our know- one, both ends of the tube
0
the water
runs in of the keel, with two stokeholes, one forward and one aft.
ledge, been recently used at sea with any success is one at the lower end and runs out at
u
end; in the The boilers are arranged back to back, with sufficient
fitted
by Mr. Perkins
in the steam tug Filga. This vessel other, there is an internal circulating pipe through which space between them, and a
between the coal
made a six hours’ trip a few weeks since,
ing a pres- the water descends,
—— boilers is left = round, to provide free
rising through
the annular space be- —
sure throughout the entire run of from 250 1b. to 260 Ib. tween the inner and the outer tubes. The first plan is access fora thorough inspection,
cleaning,
or repairs.
on the square inch. The Perkins boiler is, however, very much the best as a means of securing{circulation; the
“The heating omens cme of a Stes of inclined
peculiar in construction, although extremely simple; but second only works well under certain conditions, In the water-tubes 6in. in diameter, iin. thick, and 7ft. long,
we have reason to think that it would not shone if used first place the external tube should be vertical, as in the placed over the furnace, and connected at their ends to two
with comparatively low pressures—such as 65 Ib. or 70 Ib. Field boiler ; in the second, the water tube should not be too chambers. These chambers are rectangular in form, the
on the square inch. The tubes of which it is composed long, a length in inéhes of five times the cross sectional sides being held together | stays.
To to the tops of
are long and small,
and it appears to us to be essentialto area of the tube in circular inches appears to give about these chambers are attached
two steam-chests or superthe success of this boiler
that the steam should be of so the best result. When the tube is set on an incline the heaters, and above these, again, a third by suitable conhigh a pressure that the escaping bubbles of steam rising internal pipe does not act specially well. The water in nections. The safety and stop valves are attached to the
through the tubes may be kept very moderate in volume, the pod a space is, for the moment, the hottest in the upper steam-drum.
so as to displace as little water as possible. It is worth boiler, and being the lightest tends to rise; but it very
“The back ends of the boilers are meres by a boxcalling attention here to the fact that many steam gene- easily makes the water descending through a thin circu- keelson. The inclined sides form the backs of the furrators succeed very well with high pressures which cannot lating pipe nearly as hot as itself, and the consequence is, naces, protected from the first by fire-brick, and with
be worked at all with low pressures. Some water-tube that the difference in density between the two waters is sufficient space between them to admit of inspection and
boilers, while fired easily, do very well, but when hard so small that the circulation becomes languid. Now if, repairing. The front ends of the boilers are supported by
pressed blow all the water out of their tubes. This result under these circumstances, free vent is not afforded the plates forming the furnace doorways and ashpits. The
takes place because the steam cannot when the boiler is for the escape of the steam generated in the annular whole is supporte: by the fore and aft keelsons.
pushed get away fast enough without expelling the water. space, the tube will be at any moment liable to a slight
“ Ample space is allowed in the furnaces for the thorough
If the—
were doubled the steam would only occupy
of pressure within it, which will effectually mixing of combustible gases with the atmospheric air
one-half the space, and enough room would be left for the accumulation
which
enters in small jets all round the furnace, thus
blow all the water out both of the circulating and the
water. It may be taken as generally true of water-tube main tube. <A repetition of this operation causes priming, insuring combustion before the gases pass among the tubes.
boilers that reducing the pressure has the same effect on and is followed by leakage, and ay by the more or Owing to the arrangement of tubes, the products of comthem as may Soy fires; and purchasers of boilers should less speedy destruction of the boiler; and it is very likely bustion take a zigzag course on their way to the chimney,
never forget
that, for this reason, a boiler to which no ob- to occur, because the circulating tube takes up much of the the tubes thus presenting a very efficient surface for the
jection can be made when worked with high pressures area
at the mouth of the tube, which, as a whole, is all too extraction of the heat. The superheaters are enclosed in
may not be found satisfactory with steam of much less little for the escape of the steam generated in a long tube the uptakes, where all the smoke meets at the base of the
tension. No doubt this circumstance has done something exposed to the full action of a fierce fire. The best system pti.
’
to retard the adoption of tubulous boilers at sea.
“The blow-off cocks are attached to the mud depositor
is that in which both ends of the tube, being open, the
The great objection to all water-tube boilers for marine water enters at one while the steam escapes at the other. underneath the boilers, and connected. to them by suitable
purposes, however, must be sought in something else. We But even in this case, unless the tubes are made pipes and stop valves.
may put the Perkins boiler on one side as being only suit- large in proportion to their length at the upper end,
“The manner in which the tubes are fixed in the tubeable for pressures such as we are not now dealing with. and perfect freedom of escape is provided for the lates is clearly shown in the enlarged section, Fig. 3.
Nearly all the remaining tubulous boilers are defective for steam, all the water may be expelled when the
e tubes are entered through the door in the front
marine purposes, because they do not provide a furnace boiler is hard pressed. On the other hand, however, it is chamber, and are secured to the back chamber by a brass
completely surrounded with water. It is true that some quite
ible to secure perfect circulation in horizontal ring with a flange, which is entered through its correspondarrangement of tubes is generally made to take the place tubes “ special arrangements.
ing door, and screwed into the end of the tube; a recess
of the water legs of common boilers, but it is impossible to
With proper care, an engineer possessing a
general in the tube plate enables the tube to be securely fixed
ut the tubes quite close, and fire-brick walls and furnace knowledge of his subject can no doubt produce a when hard screwed up. The front end of the tube is
inings are almost invariably required to prevent the tubulous boiler which will be suitable—at least as far made conical, a brass ring is screwed into the tube-plate
entrance of cold air, and to keep in the heat and secure as circulation is concerned—for use at sea. For our- against the conical end. ‘The stay-bolts are left sufficiently
the safety of the ship from fire. Now, nothing is more selves, we confess that with certain limitations and long to secure the tube doors, as shown in the section.
disliked by sea-going engineers than fire-brick work, be- restrictions we look upon the tubulous boiler as the
“The door-plates are lin. thick, the tube-plates 1}in.
cause it is always liable to fall to pieces and give no end marine boiler of the future. That it is
to make thick, and the stays lin. diameter, supporting a surface
of trouble, especially in a gale when a ship rolls much. mistakes in adapting the water-tube systemto the required equal to 17 square inches, and from the thickness of the
We have suggested in our last article the use of fire-brick end is certain enough; but on the other hand, it must be plates there is no disposition to buckle when under presfor a special purpose, and we may therefore be accused of borne in mind that scarcely any attempt has yet been sure, and allow the staytobe drawn through like the ordiinconsistency; but we have only advocated the use of brick made to produce a good marine water-tube boiler.
stayed surfaces,
in a place where it can be wedged in and made perfectly
“The tubes at the ends are all turned up to gauge, and
These papers—of which this is the last—have been
secure, which it would be difficult to do if the brick were written with the purpose of calling the attention of engi- fitted metal to metal; they remain quite tight with steam
=e to line up a furnace. In some forms of tubulous neers to the defects of the system of constructing boilers at 300 Ib. per square inch, even after having been made
boiler, however, brick is dispensed with, and flat water for high-pressure marine ~
at present meeting
with red hot and cooled down.”
spaces are used instead. But these
must be stayed, favour; they are not, and were not intended to be, in
Our readers will, of course form their own estimate of
andio skill is required so to design and proportion a any sense of the word exhaustive. We know that man
the merits of Mr. Watt’s design ; they know the nature of
tubulous, water-space, boiler that the staying may be re- engineers admit the defects of the large-shelled boiler wi
ours.
duced to a minimum as yoy with the extent of return fire tubes, but they also urge that it is impossible
heating surface available in the tubes. Although when to produce any other form of boiler which shall be better.
using distilled water it is by no means necessary that We have endeavoured to show, however, that there are RECENT EXPERIMENTS AT SHOEBURYNESS.
ready means of access to every tube should be provided three distinct types of boiler which may be adapted to
Svc a programme of experiments as that carried out at
in order that deposit may be removed and the tubes marine —
with advantage. These are—first, the Shoeburyness on Thursday, June 20th, deserves special notice,
cleaned, it is essential that some ready way of getting at multi-shell boiler, in which several shells of moderate dia- as fixing what may be called landmarks of progress in the varieach end of each tube should be included in the design; meters instead of one shell of immoderate diameter are ous branches of artillery. As we shall see hereafter, many parts
because a tube may begin to leak at any time, either i. used; secondly, the modified Martin boiler, in which
the programme were interesting only in this way, coming
cause it has split, or because of the well-known effects of water-tubes instead of fire-tubes are used; and, lastly, the of
repeated expansion and contraction. Taking a very com- true tubulous boiler, in which all the water and steam are more properly under the head of exercise than of experiment.
mon form of boiler, in which two or three hundred water contained in shells so small as to be properly called tubes. In short, to one or two experiments proper, was supplemented a
tubes open at each end into a flat water space—or “heart,” Of the first _ types alboiler ba have not thought it sort of school of gunnery review. The experiment of the day
was the first trial of the 35-ton gun—the “Woolwich infant”
as Dr. Alban has christened it—nothing could be more | y ecessary to do more t
give illustrative diagrams, the —against armour, a matter of such importance that it deserves
vexatious than to be compelled to remove one of the multi-shell boiler, in many varieties, baving been fre- to
be dealt with alone, consequently our readers will find that
side plates of such a heart to get at the end of a quently illustrated in our
es. The boilers made by we have devoted a separate article to it exclusively, in preference
leaky tube. The best plan is to fit a plug in Messrs. Horton and Son, of London, afford one ex- to allowing it to rank in the array of heterogeneous trials which
the plates opposite each end of each tube. By un- ample of this type of generator, while the fire-tube Fair- made up the happy family-like programme of the day. We
screwing this plug access
can be had at once
to the bairn boiler and the Crosland boiler supply two other must not, however, imply
that the other trials which were made
tube orifice, the plug hole being large
enough to permit examples, requiring only modification to na them more did not deal with matters of importance, but rather that each
the introduction of a new tube or thewithdrawal of an or less successfully to marine purposes. Our
particular
test
was
not
of
any
importance, because it was only
pages, howold one. But the careful designer of such boilers does not ever, contain hitherto no illustrations of marine boilers of the repetition of some well-established result, and, therefore,
stop here; he makes these plugs act as stays, or at least the third type. Indeed, very few designs for generators could not be spoken of in itself as an actual experiment.
The first trial consisted in the firing of the 9-inch Woolwich
act in conjunction with them, and some very ingenious of the kind have been pre
, which deserve much
devices to this end have come under our own observation. notice. We have the more pleasure, therefore, in placing gun on the Moncrieff carriage. This was only the repetition of
a
previous
There was, however, a new feature in
When every portion of a high-pressure marine boiler is before our readers, at page 454, engravings of a water- the details experiment.
of the system of laying the gun, namely the marking,
readily accessible for repairs a most important advantage tube boiler, designed with
t care and attention on a disc, low down on the carriage, of the elevation given to the
is|aeons and money spent in attaining so desirable an to details by a practical engineer—Mr. Watt, of Bir- piece with reference to the horizontal plane, by the use of which
end is money which will repay itself tenfold. Next to kenhead.
e wish it to be distinctly understood the laying of the gun by a man under cover at the bottom of the
having a boiler which will never want repairs at all, is that as we have no data in our possession of the results pit is facilitated. The carriage in all its parts acted well,
the pleasure of having a boiler into which one can put a obtained with this boiler in practical use, we can only although by no means better than on previous occasions.
new tube in a couple of hours, or if there is not time for express an opinion, which must be taken for just what
The second performance of the day, namely, the trial of Mr.
this, which will permit us to drive a couple of hard wood our readers think it is worth, concerning its merits. In Quick’s torpedo, was certainly in every sense an experiment.
ea >a
.
plugs the moment steam has been blown off ; such boilers our eyes the design has a great deal to recommend it. We We have heard it said that a New York a
simply
can be had, but the public do not credit the fact just yet. believe, however, that it will be better on the whole to who suddenly presents 2 loaded pistol at hi
standing
in
=
apparently
passive
attitude,
with
his
hand
in
his
The
t problem, the pons asinorwm of all inventors allow Mr. Watt to describe it in his own words, and with coat pocket, while in that hand he quietly points a small pistol
of tubulous boilers, lies in securing the circulation of water his own comments, than to write the description ourselves. towards
his adversary, and at length shoots him unawares from
through the tubes. It is somewhat remarkable that on Mr. Watt begins by defining the conditions required in inside
his own
ket, the ball passing through both of their
this subject very crude notions exist. Indeed, there are marine boilers, which are, we think, beyond dispute, and clothes. Mr. Quick appears to contemplate a somewhat similar
certain obscure phenomena connected with the circulation then goes on to explain how his design complies with these “artful dodge.” He proposes to furnish a man-of-war with atube '
of water-tube boilers about which nothing whatever is conditions.
closed by valves fixed in the vessel's side, about 8ft. below the
known—we presume, because no one has thought it worth | “ The essential conditions,” writes Mr. Watt, “required by water line, from which a locomotive or rocket torpedo, sudwhile to investigate the facts by practical experiment. We a marine boilerare—(1) Safety athigh pressures; (2) economy denly emerges, passing under water into the unarmoured “vitals”
do not think that we could ae this
ial subject of in fuel, repairs, &c.; (3) the thickness of the plates or tubes of an adversary. Thursday was the first occasion on which his
gun was laid on
circulation here with advantage, inasmuch as we are deal- exposed to the direct action of the heat to be the thinnest design was tried on a large scale. A 10-inch
ing more with old facts than with experiments and their possible; (4) easily repairable and accessible in every the beach at about 5 deg. elevation, at a spot which would be
covered
by
about
4ft.
depth
of
water
at
high
tide. The bore
results, but we may call attention to one or two points con- part; (5) facility for cleaning in every er (6) sufficient was closed at the muzzle by a disc of glass fixed
a wood
nected with circulation a knowledge of which may prove ae in furnace to effect thorough combustion of the fuel. washer tightly sealed round the edge, while an electricin wire
led
t these conditions are fulfilled maybe seen by an through the vent of the gun toa small igniting charge in the
The most usual method of obtaining circulation in a inspection of the accompanying drawings, which represent centre of the base of the torpedo. The torpedo itself was a
long tube is to make one end higher than the other. It is a set of four marine boilers of 240 nominal horse-power, cylinder something over 5ft.long, with a sharp pointed head,
taken for granted. that the steam and water will rise con- ene
square feet of fire-grate and 4048 square and immediately behind it a hollow space intended to be filled
tinually in such a tube. If, then, means be taken to eet of tube surface, and are capable of being worked at a with gun-cotton. The after part of the body contained four
supply the lower end with water, and to leave the upper pressure of 200 lb, per squareinch, Fig. 1 isa longitudinal rockets, which were in communication
with the igniting charge,
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and whose gas escaped on ignition through spiral vents designed inefficiency of common shell, as compared with shrapnel or seg- present used was essentially clumsy and unscientific; the hydro.
to give rotation to the torpedo and keep its axis steady while ment, was, it is true, known to our efficers before the German chloric acid given off from the salt cake was first dissolved in water,
and then treated with manganic peroxide in order to liberate the
as projecting it through the water. On this occasion the gun- war—having, in fact, been very strikingly demonstrated at the chlorine,
rise at the same time to a latge amount of waste
cotton-bursting charge was dispensed with, the object being to Dartmoor experiments in the previous year, but it is now products giving
which were thrown into our streams and polluted them.
ascertain what range and direction might be obtained.
also well known to the Germans and other Powers whose artil- As especially
interested
in our rivers, he sincerely hoped the process
On firing, the torpedo burst open close to the muzzle of the lery in future wars would hardly fire common shell at troops. would prove a commercial
success,
gun, two rockets rising into the air, one of which descended On the whole, the programme may be said to have been remarkDr. Williamson said he would like to ask a question or two for
again almost immediately, while the other flew high over the ably well carried out. Very few failures occurred, and those in his own information. He understood that the mixture of air and
heads of the spectators. The conditions governing a rocket’s instances where they were of no importance. It is only to be hydrochloric acid was heated before being passed into the demotion under water are even more complicated than in air; the regretted that, where so many subjects were taken up, it is diffi- composing chamber ; was it cooled again before it went into the
pressure of the gas in every case, of course, increases with the cult to do more in a report than touch on each one. The sum- chamber containing lime for the preparation of chloride of lime,
depth of water above the rocket. In fact, to obtain the full ming up of them, however, can hardly fail to be thought satis- and was the undecomposed ibpdesetindio acid previously removed
?
development of force without risk of bursting the case, a certain factory. Putting the wonderful armour experiment out of the by washing
Debus would like to know whether the sulphate of copper
given depth is required. Success could hardly be expected to question, perhaps the most remarkable feature exhibited is the wasDr.found
to
unaltered after having been exposed to the action
follow a preliminary trial on a large scale. Even supposing such high state of perfection to which the handling of our heavy guns of the mixed begases
for a considerable time, and also whether,
an engine to be desirable, Mr. Quick’s torpedo has hardly has been brought. The Moncrieff system has been applied with when he used straight tubes with the mixed gases passing —
reached the stage of development desirable for a public trial; full success to the 9in., and is being improved continually. We at different velocities, the gas in both instances had attained the
the same forces which cause the ricochet of a shot in water, or, may add — although they unfortunately fell out of the pro- same temperature when it came in contact with the sulphate of
in fact, the bounds of a stone thrown by hand to skim in gramme—that the 10in. and other heavy guns are now worked copper?
Mr. Stevenson remarked that he had no practical acquaintance
“ducks and drakes,” would always give a submarine rocket, if with Captain Scott’s carriages and gear with wonderful ease and
with Mr. Deacon’s process, but he thought that if the old process
it moved with a high velocity, a tendency to rise like a Venus rapidity.
to be used we possessed a great advantage in Mr.
out of the sea.
It is not our province to deal with the results of the day from continued
method for revivifying the manganese, so that in this
At about a quarter to twelve o'clock the 10in. Woolwich gun any but an engineering point of view, but we cannot refrain Weldon’s
revolutionary
fired common shell. This practice would have been more inte- from remarking on the peculiar character of the assembly now both processes, period of the manufacture we had the benefit of
resting had the piece been mounted on Capt. Scott’s carriage; found on the occasion of any great experiment. Whereas, in
Dr. Voelcker said the lecturer had made an allusion to the
and this would probably have been the case but for a compara- former days, a great proportion of the spectators were civilians, action of chronium on the mixed gases in the early part of his
tively trifling accident which had occurred to prevent it. Very on Thurday last there was hardly one to be seen. The assem- lecture ; would he, perhaps, kindly explain what was its especial
good shell practice was next made from four 64-pounder Palliser blage consisted almost entirely of officers, and these not only peculiarity?
Dr. Gladstone observed that many interesting points started up
guns, being 8in. converted smooth bores.
from the artillery, engineers, or navy, but also from other
The morning’s programme was concluded by the firing of branches of the army. It speaks well for our army when in one’s mind in connection with this subject, and he should like
Hale’s war rockets and Boxer’s life-saving rockets with lines. cavalry officers from various regiments are found ready to travel to know more fully why the lecturer believed the sphere of action
include molecules not in contact, and that the decomposition
With regard to the former there is nothing much to say. We long distances at their own expense to witness scientific experi- to
was not due to direct chemical action. It appeared to him that it
believe the intention has long existed of making trials with a ments.
was unnecessary to suppose the cause to be the mechanical striking
view to the reintroduction of carcass rockets, but up to the preof the molecules of the gas against the sulphate of copper surface
sent time nothing appears to have been actually carried out. Sir
in their passage through the apparatus, and therefore depending
CHEMICAL SOCIETY.
W. Congreve first advocated the use of rockets as incendiary
on the flow, for it must be remembered that when a gas, was
projectiles, and in this capacity—as we pointed out in our article
mechanically in a state of rest the molecules composing the =
Thursday, 20th June, 1872.
on “ British Ammunition” of May 19th, 1871—they won their
are in a state of motion, and that when we heat that gas this
Dr. FraNKLAND, F.R.S., President, in the chair.
rate of motion of the molcules amongst themselves varies, although
early reputation both against shipping and buildings. The
course of war rockets, however, bas been, in spite of Mr. Hale’s
THE minutes of the previous meeting having been read, the gas is still mechanically at rest.
Mr. Deacon replied that it was one thing to express clearly what
linprovements, a downward rather than an upward one. Sir W. Messrs. Patchett and G. B. Longstaff were formally admitted
one had carefully thought over and another to answer, off-hand,
Congreve considered the application of rockets to all the various Fellows of the Society. The donations were then announced, and questions
that embraced a wide field of inquiry ; moreover, he
the
names
of
Messrs.
Arthur
Willis
and
Robert
Lymington
Grieve
destructive objects of war only a work of time. Now little
read for the first time; for the third time, Messrs. John had come there to speak simply on the scientific aspect of his submove seems to be expected from them than moral effect, appli- Paton
ject, and he thought it would save the.time of the Fellows present,
Emilius
L.
Shadwell,
M.A.,
Walter
Weldon,
Walter
Stewart,
jun.,
cable to savages and cavalry horses. It is difficult to say what John Ferguson, M.A., Charles Armbruster, George J. Snelus, and and avoid going over old ground, if they would permit him to put
rockets can set fire to while in flight, and at long range before R. Wormell, M.A., B.Sc., who were then ballotted for and duly aside all technical questions, and reply only to those which had a
their flight has come to an end any incendiary power has pro- elected,
scientific interest. In the first place there is a definite range of
hably ceased. Latterly, indeed, a rocket has almost been treated
The president said the Fellows might perhaps recollect that temperature where chlorine is freely formed but no chloride of
copper,
although at a higher temperature the sulphate of copper
like a sort of “ unwholesome store—a kind of laboratory cucum- about two years ago the Society had agreed to make grants not
ber,” for, if not exactly “carefully dressed and then thrown away,” exceeding fifty pounds for the promotion of original research, and is partly converted into chloride. This only applies to pure
sulphate
of copper, which, even after the action had been conit is corrugated, hydraulic pressed, constructed to rotate, he now had to announce that Mr, Hyde Hills had given the sum of
tinued for six months, contained but mere traces of chlorine. In
painted red, carefully inspected, and then discharged n a very ten guineas for the same object, and generously offered to give the
presence
of clay, however, the sulphate of copper is decomother
ten
guineas
for
each
ninety
guineas
subscribed
up
to
five
unsatisfactory way. Such, however, as the method
at pre- hundred pounds. He need scarcely ask the Fellows to thank posed, and chloride
formed, probably owing to its containing some
sent, it was successfully carried out on this day.
base which combines with the sulphuric acid. In the case where
Mr.
Hills
for
his
liberality
in
thus
endeavouring
to
encourage
Life-saving, or line rockets, were next fired. One of the Boxer original research. He would now ask Mr. Deacon to deliver his the exterior glass tube contained two clay tubes of different diapattern, used by the Board of Trade, was discharged, and flew lecture on his process for the preparation of chlorine.
meter, the gas coming in contact with the copper salt, certainly
apparently well. A method of application of these rockets
The lecturer said that about two years ago, at Liverpool, he had had the same temperature, although moving with different
which has recently been experimented upon was next exhibited.
iven an account of his process for the preparation of chlorine velocities,
With regard to his allusion to chromium he had expected from
Our readers probably are aware that the use of a life-saving rom a heated current of hydrochloric acid mixed with air, which
rocket is to carry a light line over a stranded wreck, by which a since then had been the subject of a great amount of research, with the well-known oxidising power of chromic acid that it wouldhave
double rope and whip may be passed to the crew, and eventually the object of ascertaining how this could be effected continuously, been very active, but, on the contrary, he had found that it was
reduced to oxide of chromium, which is one of the most inactive
a hawser to be made fast tothe mast, on which runs a sling or — and at the smallest cost. This problem may be resolved substances,
following :—
“breeches buoy,” affording men the means of passing safe to shore, into1. the
With respect to the theory he had laid before them, without
As
to
the
most
suitable
active
or
cagllytic
substances,
in cases where a lifeboat could not save them. The attempt has
2. Whether the mass or the surface of the substance was the vouching for its correctness, he could say that it was the only way
been made lately at Shoeburyness to get rid of one of these suc- active
he knew of accounting for the results he had obtained.
agent.
cessive operations by firing two rockets together, and making
After a vote of thanks to the lecturer the meeting adjourned
3. As to the effect of temperature.
them carry the whip and double line at once, instead of
over the recess.
4, As to the best arrangement of the substance,
the preliminary light line. The two rockets thus fastened
5. As to the effects produced by variation in the velocity of the
together are, in fact, a copy of Dennet’s twin rockets, on current of gas,
.
of iron ore, with a slight admixture of manganese, is
& more powerful scale, and are, unfortunately, subject to ‘on As to the effect of various proportions of air or oxygen and saidA DEPosIT
to have been discovered in the Hazareebaugh district of
the same liabilities. Should the two rockets ignite and
India. It is reported to give 70 per cent. of metallic iron, and to
He had observed that the heated mixture of hydrochloric acid extend
start together, they may act well, but should one either light
over 500 square miles, As this is close to the Damooda
oxygen or air does not yield chlorine unless it is in the presence
decidedly before the other, or from any cause commence to act and
of some substance capable of being attacked by the hydrochloric coal-field, the discovery is of great importance,
much more strongly, the whole is deflected by the action of a acid,
THE
BerMuDA
FioatinG Dock.—The following article appeared
amongst which the copper compounds were eminently
sort of couple, and may fly indefinitely wide of the proper
Sulphate of copper was fixed upon for economic reasons, in the Bermuda Royal Gazette of the 20th ult.:—*‘A brief descripdirection. This danger arises only at the moment of ignition, active.
and almost all the experiments mentioned in his lecture had been tion of the operation of placing in the floating dock the large iron
for it the rockets get away for any considerable number of yards, made either with the pure sulphate or with pumice stone, or plate man-of-war Royal Alfred, bearing the flag of Admiral
the pull of the heavy line behind them is a great safeguard fragments of clay saturated with it. In experimenting, two clay Fanshawe, may interest some of our readers, Other large ships
against deflection. On this occasion, however, probably the tubes were generally employed of different bores, glazed externally, of war have been safely and successfully received into the same
ignition—which was effected by raw quick match strands—was and eoated internally with sulphate of copper, placed side by ride, capacious bosom, but none nearly so large as the Royal Alfred,
which weighs about 6000 tons; and the docking of a first-class
not simultaneous, as the rockets darted into the sea at about and passing through the cork of a glass tube sealed at the other man-of-war
of this kind has been looked forward to as the crucial
thirty yards from the firing point. We say “probably,” because end, The mixed gases, on entering first traversed the glass tube, test. The floating
dock has stood this test well, verifying in every
and then passed out by the clay tubes. In the more recent expethe heavy line which was coiled to the front, but rather to one riments
particular
the
scientific calculations of its projectors, Casual
this
apparatus
was
placed
in
a
thick,
massive
iron
tube,
side, nay have in some way assisted to produce the result, for, heated externally by a furnace, so as to maintain a uniform tem- visitors to the dockyard
during the past year may have observed
as a matter of fact, the direction of almost all line rockets perature. This was measured by the change in electrical resistance large iron bridges growing plate by plate until like ships 120ft.
is influenced by the position of the coil of the line ; the rocket of a fine platinum wire, and also by a mechanical pyrometer. , long. They weighed about 50 tons each, and were run out on
taking the direction it would follow if its stick were pulled to- The mixed gases were contained in gasholders worked with rollers with ease. One end was attached to a strong weighted
wards the coil of rope—that is, if the coil is on the left, it ilies strong sulphuric acid, both the amount of hydrochloric acid passed ata on shore, the other end supported on lighters ready to be
rather towards the right, and vice versé. On this occasion the and the amount of chlorine produced being ascertained by passing ooked on the dock so as to rise and fall with it. Two of these
coil was to the left, and it happened to go abruptly to the right. the gases into a solution of caustic soda. The lecturer then bridges are hooked on to the side and one to the end of the dock,
it steady in its place; and from these gangways or bridges
In a shipwreck time is a great object, but time is generally best explained the numerous diagrams and tabulated results of experi- keeping
strong commodious ladders, by which workmen can speedily
secured by making the first communication to the vessel as easy ments with which his discourse was illustrated, from which it would arise
that there is a certain comparatively small range of tem- and safely reach all parts of the great structure. On Saturday,
as possible ; in fact, the saving of the crew is generally rapidly appear
between the critical limits of which the percentage of the 11th of May, the ship was moved across the Camber, and on
effected after any kind of line once falls clear over the ship. nerature
acid decomposed varies greatly, and that this is not Tuesday, the 14th, when everything was ready, the ship was
Hence it seems doubtful if this method of using the rockets is theydrochloric
same for the chloride as for the sulphate of copper, being placed in the rear of the dock, pointing fairly towards its central
likely to be so successful as the use of the lighter line.
higher for the latter, although it is the same whether solid sul- line. Steam capstans in the dock assisted the ship’s capstans.
' After luncheon some firing at ships’ sidestook place. Two targets phate of copper be used, or merely pieces of brick saturated with There were two earch over her bows, one over each quarter, one
had been constructed—one representing an ordinary iron, and it. This shows that the action is essentially a surface action. It right ahead, and a checking hawser right astern. Each of these
another an ordinary wood ship's side—both without plating of is, however, remarkable that in experiments on a large scale this was diligently and skilfully attended by competent officers, and,
guided, she moved in majestically, her keel being
any kind. This trial was in continuation of similar practice temperature is invariably lower than in the laboratory expe- thus tenderly
over the central line of blocks ranged along the bottom of
commenced on the previous day, the result having been that riments—usually 100 deg. or 150 deg. : also, that when the mixed exactly
the
dock,
on
which
her huge bottom was present y.to rest. The
gases
are
passed
through
a
series
of
parallel
tubes
an
increased
common shells broke up in passing through the Sin. of iron plate, velocity in the flow of the gas yields only about one-third the dock was then allowed
to rise enough to touch gently first one end
thus bursting in a manner without any fuze. Such a result, increase of the amount of chlorine produced, that an irregular and then the other of the
ship’s keel, with just sufficient pressure
however, would have to be repeated and confirmed before it surface does under like circumstances,
to prevent the least lateral motion. The ship at this moment was
could be accepted generally. On this occasion Pettman general
From the results of all the experiments contained in the tables drawing 25ft. Strong timber shores were fixed all round the top
service fuzes were used, and a good spread of splinters was obtained the speaker inferred: (1) That with the same mixture of gases at sides. The dock was then allowed to rise gradually about 10ft.
The
were placed in position, the ship — 15ft. water.
on rows of 9ft. wood targets, fixed eight yards in rear of the the same temperature, the amount of hydrochloric acid d
p
ship’s side. The 35-ton gun, firing at No. 33 strengthened by the aid of a molecule of the copper salt ina given time depends The work of shoring up followed the subsiding of the water, which
allowed to run into the bottom of the dock, so as to carefully
target—which we notice elsewhere—then took place, and was upon the number of times the molecules of the mixed gases are was
counterpoise the whole load, keeping exactly level. A close
followed by mere firing of the character of practice. First, a passed through the sphere of action of the copper salt. (2) That examination
of the ship showed that the whole of the false keel
long tubes of the same diameter the number of opportunities of
capital running target—drawn by horses at the end of a sufti- in
was
gone, bolts and all cut clean away. It had served the purpose
action
in
the
sametime
arenearly
thesameatall
velocities.
(3)
That
ciently long rope to insure their safety—was moved rapidly in long tubes of different diameters the number is the same when for which
it was put on by protecting the ship’s keel from abrasion,
backwards and forwards across the range, and was fired at by the velocities of the currents of gas are in inverse proportion to The lower part of the bilge pieces were much rubbed, small
ldin, and 9in. muzzle-loading guns, and also a 40-pounder the square of the diameters. (4) That in porous masses the oppor- patches of copper broken awayin parts, and some galvanic destrucbreech-loading Armstrong. The target appeared to escape in- tunities of action increase with increased velocities in nearly direct tion of the Muntz’s metal was apparent where the rust of the iron
jury altogether ; but the result was not to be wondered at, for proportion, (5) That other conditions remaining the same, the plating drained through the sheathing of wood; the copper was
it was small, and moving at a smart trot, while only blind pro- percentage of hydrochloric acid decomposed varies with the square remarkably clean, and the planking perfectly sound and good.
jectiles could be fired consistently with the safety of the horses. root of the proportionate volume of oxygen to hydrochloric acid. The quiet manner in which this important operation was perwithout the slightest accident, confusion, er interruption,
Some blind shelis went very close to the target, which, had they (6) That the Cu Cl, formed bears no definite proportion to the formed,
the highest credit on all concerned in it, particularly Mr.
been able to act as shrapnel, might have produced great effect. amount of chlorine produced. (7) That as the sphere of action reflects
molecules not in contact with the copper salt, therefore Barnaby, who came out in the dock nearly three years ago, and
The closing experiment was some competitive firing between the includes
acid must be decomposed under circumstances where has directed all works which have led to this —— of mind over
following guns :—The service 16-pounder and 9-pounder guns, hydrochloricof either
matter, giving complete effect to the wonderful design in which
element with the copper salt is impossible.
firing shrapnel shell and time fuzes, and the Prussian breech- theTheunion
President
he need scarcel
them further to record the necessary forces are borrowed from nature, on the true hydroloading field gun, firing common shell and percussion fuzes. their thanks to said
static
principle of making the water to work for instead of against.
the lecturer, for the clear and comprehensive
This trial was not a very important one. It exhibited the com- account he had given them of his numerous and interesting experi- There was no pumping; the fluid was simply sent where its
parative effects of the Prussian field piece, as used during the ments on the mutual action of hydrochloric acid and oxygen in the weight was wanted, and removed from places where it was
last war, against our field guns now existing in the service. The presence of salts of copper. The process for preparing chlorine at superfluous,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE average cost ot constructing a mile of railroad in the United
ACCORDING to the Atheneum, saffranine is the name of another
THE interior of the Hoosac Tunnel has lately been photographed
States
is
44,225
dols,
new
colour
obtained
from
aniline.
It
is
the
d
i
po
of
M.
C.
by the aid of magnesium lights, while the drilling machines were
Méne, and is used for dying wool or silk instead of
ower,
at work,
THE International Bridge (over the Niagara) will, it is expected,
By covering the bed of a stream with gravel, scouring
can be pre- be finished by September next.
Tue Hackney Board of Works have resolved to memorialise the
Corporation of London to extend the lines of the Great Eastern vented. Gravel of which the pebbles: average half an few!4in
THE Central Pacific Railroad Company now receive and discharge
diameter will resist a current that moves sixty feet per second.
Railway into Columbia Market by tramway.
freight at their new depdét at San Francisco.
Ir is stated at Geneva that the “‘ Suisse Occidentale ” Railway The more rapid the stream the heavier must be the pebbles.
Messrs, BELL AND DALDY are about to issue a book on work and
et Industrielle,
Company are in treaty with the Paris and.Lyons line with the . In the Revue Hebdomadaire de Chimie Scienti
object of establishing
an accelerated service between London, Drs, Eulenberg and Wohl strongly recommend thé use of animal wages with practical illustrations by Mr. Brassey, M.P.
e proposition to put on a sup’ yi | charcoal made into pills with gum tragacanth as an efficient
Paris, and Geneva.
THE American Railway Master Mechanics’ Association have
remedy against the sad effects of phosphorus in the lucifer-match selected Baltimore for the place of next annual meeting.
e 7.
express to leave Paris at 9 p.m., corresponding wit
manufacture,
morning train from London.
A PAINTED window is to be placed in Westminster Abbey to the
THE total production of coal in Germany in 1870 was 63,000,000 memory of the officers and men who went down in the Captain.
BeroreE the select committee, of which Mr. Chichester Fortescue
is president, Captain Tyler, Government Inspector of Railways, tons, and 107,682 workmen were ewployed in getting it out. Of
In
Russia no fuel but coal is permitted to be burned on the
on Monday — evidence which went to show that the determina- iron ore and iron stone Germany produced 2,660,000 tons ; zinc
tion of such large companies as the London and North-Western ore, 363,000 tons ; lead ore, 98,850 tons; manganese ore, 11,200, railways. The object is to save the forests from complete destruction.
and the Lancashire and Yorkshire to combine would in result be tons ; iron pyrites, 73,000 tons, phosphorite, 25,000 tons ; rock
Tue Glatton turret ship has proceeded to Portland, for the
found to act prejudiciallyto public interests, and he conceived salt, 2,000,000 tons, The production was raised at 2432 works by
purpose of being subjected to an attack of the Hotspur upon her
that the only remedy was for the Government to purchase all 181,770 workmen.
the railway lines of the United Kingdom, gradually, if necessary.
AccorDING to the most carefully prepared statistics the total turrets,
States and Europe, for
LaRGE beds of coal have been discovered on the estate of Queen
Tue directors of the Anglo-Maltese Hydraulic Dock Company value of the trade between the Uni
(Limited) report that the large pontoon was
fully launched 1871, was £81,110,924, or over 100,000,000 dols., exclusively of Charlton, lying between Bath and Bristol, belonging to Mrs,
on the 9th ofApril last, and after some unavoidable delay there bullion or species the imports of which into England exceeded Elliot, wife of the Dean of Bristol.
is every reason to believe that the company’s dock will be ready 50,000,000 dols, more. During this year we took products valued
A MEMORIAL of the late Sir Thomas Brassey, the well-known
in manufacto open in the month of September next. The delay has taken at £49,804,835, or nearly 250,000,000 Aols.,andex
and engineer, is in preparation by Mr. Arthur Helps,
place almost entirely in the dredging operations, and has been tures to the United States to the value of £31,206,070, or over contractor
and
the work will be dedicated to her Majesty,
occasioned partly by the Admiralty yy |unable to lend their 156,000,000 dols.
THE Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company are building a new
dredging plant to the company so soon as had been expected, and
Pror. ALEXANDER HERSCHEL, at the last meeting of the Photopartly by the continuance of the heavy weather, which rendered graphic Society, drew attention to the production by his father, round house at Newark, O., which is to contain forty stalls, also
it frequently impossible tor many consecutive days to send the Sir John Herschel, of some shsnamalie pictures on glass in one of the largest car shops in the West at the same place.
mud barges out to sea.
THE improvement committee of the Commissioners of Sewers
1839. This is of considerable interest in the history of actinothe improvement of Southwark Bridge by
ting the London, Chatham, and chemistry. These photographs were views of the old 40ft. have under consideration
THE new j i line,
Dover Company’s Ludgate-hill station with the Crystal Palace in reflector at Slough. The record of these interesting photographs lowering its crown and raising the approach by Thames-street.
a direct line of railway in place of the indirect line, which runs thus: ‘‘ Very precious ; the last remaining record of an old
In
pursuance
of
the
policy
adopted by the House of Commons
involved a change of carriages at Brixton, has just been completed, fact photagegtiaey registered in the earliest infancy of the for the encouragement of commercial]
harbours, the first instalment
and will be opened in the course of a few days for traffic. Experi- photographic art.”
of
a
loan
of
£20,000
to
the
trustees
of Arbroath Harbour has been
mental trains have been run over the line, and it has been inTHERE are ina — piano-forte of seven and a-half octaves, when paid.
spected by Colonel Yolland for the Board of Trade. The new line completed, two hundred and fourteen strings, making a total
Tue Texas Pacific Railway is to be 1515 miles in length. For
is about twenty-two and a-half chains in length, rather more than length of 787ft. of steel wire, and 500ft. of white (covered) wire.
a quarter of a mile, connecting the Loughborough-road station The total number of strings, when properly stretched to produce two hundred and fifty miles the road will be an air-line, and in «
with the high level line, and with the Brighton line a short dis- the right tone, exert a pull of over ten tons; this represents the stretch of eight hundred and fifteen miles there will be but six
tance from the Denmark-hill station. The Loughborough-road force with which one end of the piano is drawn towards the other bridges.
station is to be greatly extended.
end, and it explains the reason why good pianos are built so
TWENTY-FIVE hundred Indians are reported on the war-path
In compliance with a numerously and _ influentially-signed strongly and so heavily. Such a piano will weigh from nine along the line of the Northern Pacific Railway. They say the
requisition, a public meeting is about to be called by the Mayor of hundred to one thousand pounds, and will last, with constant use, road shall not be continued through their country, and are ready
Halifax, to consider the present defective railway accommodation not abuse, twenty to twenty-five years.
to contest, step by step, its progress.
of the town, and the desirability of seeking an extension of railSixty yearsago, M. Lewis Herbert, of Chelsea, used plumbago
Iv is proposed to vote this year the requisite funds for the
way facilities and communications, A scheme has for some time in a very refined state as a substitute for oil, in diminishing the construction
of fourteen new French ships of war. Of these
been on foot to promote a new line from the Midland and Great friction of the rubbing parts of the clock. He applied it to a vessels two will
armour-plated vessels of the first rank, and
Northern railways in South Yorkshire, through Huddersfield and siderial time-piece, in January, 1816, between which period and two others will be be
armour-plated monitors.
Halifax, and forward to a connection with the Midland line at or 1827 the time-piece was cleaned three times without rénovating
THE model of a new Channel steamer of very novel construcnear Keighley, which would have the effect of shortening the route the plumbago, the friction places being only wiped with a
between Londonand the North, and would place Halifax in indepen- fine muslin rag. In a communication to the Society of Arts, in tion is on view at the Council Chamber of the Chambre de
dent communication with the great railway systems North and South, 1827, eleven years after the plumbago had been applied only once, Commerce at Boulogne, its arrangement being especially adapted
It would also give to Halifax station accommodation in the upper he states that the time-piece was going as well as ever. He found to meet the difficulties and inconveniences of the Channel passage.
part of the town, where it is most urgently needed.
great difficulty in applying it to the jewelled pallets of the escapeARRANGEMENTS are being made under the auspices of M. L’Abbé
but got over this by applying it to the friction plane of the Moigno for a visit of French scientific men to the meetings of the
Tue directors of the Isle of Man Railway ery |reported at ment,
teeth of the swing wheel ; and he adds, “so, ever since the clock British Association at Brighton. The railway and town authoa recent meeting of the company that an Act of Tynwald had has
gone without oil.”
rities are both making special arrangements for their distinguished
been obtained conferring the necessary powers to enable them to
carry out the undertaking. They had entered into arrangements
M. Lovet has brought before the French Academy a plan of visitors,
By a cable telegram we hear of a dreadful accident which has
with experienced contractors for the construction of the lines to storing wheat in portable sheet iron granaries, in which a vacuum
Peel and to Castletown and Port Erin, the former to be ready for is maintained equal to at least from three to four inches of occurred near Belleville, on the north side of Lake Ontario. The
traffic by the 1st of June, 1873, and the latter by the 1st of June, mercury, this being found sufficient to destroy all insect life express train ran off the line, the engine was overturned, and the
1874; this contract to include the erection of the railway stations (although a more perfect vacuum is preferred) and to insure the steam entering the passenger car, dreadfully scalded the passengers,
and the supply of rolling stock, the whole payment for which evaporation of any moisture in the grain. The apparatus is of of whom twenty are already deg
to be taken out in shares and debentures. The arrangements for cylindrical form, placed vertically, and with convex top and
to the Philadelphia Gazette, the Pennsylvania Centhe purchase of the land through which it was intended the lines bottom. The top is provided with an opening through which the tralACCORDING
Railroad will own three Pacific railroads, found newcommercis!
should pass were in a forward state, and would be within the inlet of the grain is led, with a valved pipe through which the air cities
at
San
Diego
Puget Sound, create a new commerce on
estimated cost. All the capital of the company had been placed is exhausted, and with a gauge by which the degree of exhaustion Lake Superior, and and
be in full command of an extensive fleet of
is indicated, The grain is removed through an opening in the ocean steamers, all within
out,
less than ten years,
Tue Liverpool Central Railway station, now in progress at bottom, In one experiment, where living insects were introduced
a late meeting of the Polytechnic Association of the AmeriLiverpool, is owned conjointly by the Great Northern, Midland, in large quantities with the grain, it was found that they were canArTInstitute,
Professor Vander Weyde exhibited artificial musk,
and Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway companies. all killed before doing mischief, and at the end of six months the made by treating
blood in a peculiar manner. By adding little
These three great companies, for the purpose of extending their wheat was found to be in as fine condition as at the outset.
hairs, such as are found in genuine musk, the deception is so comsystem west of Manchester, have for some considerable time
A coating of nickel adds so much to the beauty and dura- plete
that
it
cannot
be detected even by a microscope.
formed an amalgamated committee, known as the Cheshire Lines bility of most objects made of cast iron, wrought iron, and other
A PROSPECTUS has been issued of the Gas, Water, and Sanitary
Committee. A new and direct line between Live
l and Man- common metals, that the following process, published by Stolba,
chester is being constructed under the direction of this committee. must prove very valuable if the deposit is at all equal to that Works Construction Company (Limited), with a capital of
The central station is situated in Ranelagh-street, and the front produced by ordinary plating. A quantity of concentrated £400,000, in shares of £10, of which £200,000 is to be first sub
buildings are intended to occupy the whole side of the street chloride of zinc solution is placed in a clean metallic vessel, and scribed, to purchase for £70,000 in cash and shares the business of
between the Lyceum and the Adelphi Hotel. The platforms and to this is added an equal volume of water. This is heated to Messrs. William Blews and Sons, of Birmingham and West
other conveniences extend backward from Ranelagh-street for the boiling, and hydrochloric acid is added drop by drop untiJ the Bromwich.
whole length of Bold-street, being parallel to that fashionable precipitate which has formed on adding water has disappeared.
highest span bridge in the United States is said to be one
lounge. Some idea of the extent of the works maybe conceived A small aye |of zinc powder is now added, which produces a on THE
the Walkill Valley Railroad, New York, over the Rondout
from the fact that over six acres ofporate have been purchased zine coating on the metal, as far as the liquid extends. Enough Creek,
at Roundale. The height is 150ft. There are three iron
for the purposes of this terminal station. The booking-office of the nickel salt (chloride or sulphate) is then added to colour spans and
wooden ones ; the entire length of the bridge being
and other buildings facing Ranelagh-street are now nearly the liquid distinctly green ; the objects to be plated are placed in 988ft. 1000twotons
completed. The Italian style has been adopted in the it, together with some zinc clippings, and the liquid is brought to 400,000ft. of timber.of iron were used in the construction, and over
architecture. The main building consists of three storeys, boiling. The nickel is precipitated in the course of fifteen
MESSRS. MERRYWEATHER AND SONS have just completed four
and is 142ft. in length, 70ft. in width, and 60ft. in height.
e minutes, and the objects will be found to be completely coated.
roof over the platforms, 700ft. in length, consists of one main span The coating varies in lustre with the character of the metallic steam fire engines for the Eastern Railway of France. Each
of 160ft. clear between on and a side span of varying surface ; where this is piel, the plating is likewise lustrous, engine is — of discharging 200 gallons ag minute to a height
The weight of each engine is only 20 cwt., and each is
width. In the construction of this roof, for the purposes of com- and vice versd. Salt of cobalt affords a cobalt plating, which is of 150ft.
bining strength with lightness, steel has been largely used. In steel <> beecolour, not so lustrous as the nickel, and more liable capable of raising steam to working pressure in seven minutes.
St. Chapelle was saved by an engine of this class, supplied to the
order to connect this station with the Brunswick station at the to tarnis
south end of the town, and owned by the same committee, a line
Manufacturer we gather the following par- same company during the late war.
of a mile and a-half is in course of construction. The line is From ofthetheAmerican
AN official notice has been issued that the opening of the
experiments made by Dr. Benrath, director of the
chiefly in tunnel, with numerous openings for insuring good venti- ticulars
glassworks
at
Dorpat,
Russia, to preduce a glass which has the Universal Exhibition at Lyons is now fixed for the 30th inst., and
lation. The tunnel is of sufficient width for three lines of rails, good qualities of flint glass
that,
as it is absolutely necessary to require the immediate
without
its
defects
:—The
good
qualiand is already completed for the greater part of the distance. The ties of ordinary flint glass are : that it is as clear as crystal ; that completion
all arrangements connected with articles to be
line, it is expected, will be opened in the early part of the it has a my specific gravity ; a low fusing Igan so that it melts exhibited, noofcards
of admission for workmen will be issued after
ensuing year.
easily ; and strong power of refraction and dispersing light. It the 26th inst., and exhibitors who shall then have failed to
Art the annual general meeting of the Madras Company, held is, therefore, invaluable for chemical and optical purposes. Its complete their preparations will be held to have forfeited their
on Friday, at the London Tavern Colonel J. T. Smith (the defects, however, are that it is easily acted on by chemical and rights,
chairman) said that considerable progress had been made in com- mechanical influences—that means its surface cannot stand rain
A LETTER from Essen, in Rhenish Prussia, says the miners of
pleting the works. He was glad to say that their line had suffered and sunshine, much less acids or beiling water, and it is so soft Essen and the neighbourhood met last week in the Gartensaal,
no injury from the bursting of tanks. They had erected pro- that it is most easily scratched. The chemical difference between and determined to suspend work in all the mines of the district.
i
and flint glass is that the former consists of silex, lime, The same resolution has been taken by the miners of Oberhausen
tective works to prevent damage to their bridges and waterways
or potash, while oxide of lead is added to make flint and Ueberruhe. Some of the workmen, however, having obtained
from floods and the bursting of tanks in the neighbourhood of their and
speaking, common glass is a sili- an advance of wages, have declined to join in the strike. The
railway. Their escape from damage mag he recent cyclone was glass out of it. Chemically
a proof of the skill and care exercised by their Indian staff in con- cate of lime and potash, while flint glass contains also silicate Dusseldorf Gazette announces the departure of the Regiment of
structing the roofs of the stations and other buildings. There of lead. Doebereiner was the first who, in 1829, substituted Fusiliers No, 39 from that place for the seat of the strike,
were various projects for new lines spoken of at their last meeting, baryta for lime, making a glass which, in chemical terms, Order, it is expected, will be preserved,
but it seemed nothing had yet been done with them. The ex- was a silicateof baryta, SO
8 eee but his glass
was
is understood that the Submarine Telegraph Company have
tension of the Great Southern of India Railway to Tuticorin had too soft, as it contained too much of the latter two ingredients— forIrsome
time past contemplated making a large reduction in their
sy been sanctioned on the narrow gauge. Some difference 55 per cent. of silica, 21 of pe ag and 22 of the alkalies. During tariff to the
Continent, and that with this object negotiations are
of opinion had arisen in respect of the proposed amalgamation of the last few years Benrath took the matter up, and attempted to in progress with
the French Government (subject to the approval
two other railway companies with their company. The new roduce a glass with less alkaline matter and more silica and of
her
Majesty’s
Postmaster-General) for a mutual reduction of
schemes were to be constructed on the metre gauge. He greatly
He made one of sand 1000 parts, heavy spar (sulphate of
which, if carried into effect, will establish a uniform charge
regretted that decision, because he felt convinced
that it would baryta) 785 parts, Glauber salts (sulphate of soda) ng? ie 3 the rates,
between
all
telegraph
in France and in Great Britain;
not work satisfactorily with lines on the 5}ft. gauge, and would glass obtained was found by
is to contain
per cent. besides which, they hopestations
to effect a considerable reduction in the
had through rates to Italy, Spain,
sooner or later have to be altered. The Government authorities —— 30 per cent. baryta, and 12 soda, But the glass
and
the South of Europe.
seemed to think that the metre gauge of 3ft. Sin. was the right | a slight blueish or brownish shade, probably from the sulphur
one for extension lines in India. In part of the correspondence reduced from the sulphates, and, like ordinary glass, had usually a
Mr. A. PEEL stated in the House of Commons on Monday that
between the company and the Government it was stated that if greenish tint from the iron contained in the sand or other in- he would propose further to suspend the
for tramways in
the narrow gauge were adopted on both the other lines and their gredients, Splitgerber proved, in 1855, that three-tenths of 1 the metropolis which had been suspended, and that that further
possible developments, the Madras Presidency might have 477 per cent. sulphur is enough to give to glass a very intense yellow- suspension should embrace the new orders and new bills of this
ed in overcoming this diffi- session and the bills and orders of last session, and that they
miles of
cted railway instead
of 260 miles, or in other words, ish brown colour, but Benrath su
90 per cent. additional lengthof railway, with only 15 per cent. culty by using different forms of baryta, as the carbonate, and should be reintroduced next session, when he hoped they would
now declares ~~ by ee
age of the hea bog cheap receive an early consideration, to which he thought they wero
more capital outlay, while, with net receipts, equal to the av:
of those on the Great Southern of
ia d
the t
of the more expensive
, & very entitled. There was one exception which he had already statedt baryta compounds, in
years, the guaranteed interest would be almost
ph mat ag clear, hard, heavy, ond dete dune seauie, which
in many namely, the case of the Streatham and Croydon Tramway, whic!)
was intendedto prove that they might have two miles of narrow instances may supersede the more expensive flint or so-called was rather a suburban thana metropoliti
h
n attempt
ge line for one mile of line on the Indian gauge. He considered orystal-g)
and will be preferred for some purposes, 9s it is —_— be made this session to carry the bill relating to that
t estimate entirely too favourable,
uninflu
by the weather, as is the case with the softer flint,
eme,
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WE give above illustrations which have been taken from photo- | all kinds, and amateurs—a rfect multum in parvo, which stands
graphs and drawings furnished us by Messrs. J. and J. Kershaw, | in curious contrast with the great machines of the first named
of Manchester, of an improved screwing machine, b which bolts | class,
This combination press is very ingeniously constructed, of great
can be screwed to accurate size by being once passed
through the
dies, and for tapping nuts, and of which a number have now been | power, and easily worked, the bent lever which acts upon an
made by them. The general arrangement of this machine will be
readily understood on reference to the front view. The bed and
headstock carrying driving spindle, which is hollow, being cast in
one piece, the spindle is driven by gearing, and holds the bolts to |
be screwed, whilst the dies are stationary. The driving spindle
being hollow bolts of any length can be passed through. The
arrangement of the cutting dies will at once be seen from
Figs. 1, 2, and 3; Fig. 1 being a front view of the die-box, showing
position of the lever when the dies are brought to bear upon
the bolt to be screwed; Fig. 2 is a side view showing
die-box and the casting in which it radiates, and which is
indexed and sonthen with a stop, so that when the
dies are once brought into proper position forthe size required to be
screwed, the nut shown aia tightened, and the dies at once
brought afterwards so as to screw the bolts with once passing
through them ; Fig. 3 is a view of die box with plate A shown in
Fig. 1, removed, showing arrangement of,dies, threein number, which
are worked up and down slides, A, A, A, simultaneously bya wheel
and three pinions, each axis of which works an eccentric block;
the plate A (Fig. 1) is taken off when the dies require to be
changed. When the machine is required for tapping nuts the
die-box is removed, and a bracket substituted, which'is adapted for
receiving the various sizes of nutholders, the tap being carried by
the spindle. The bed of machine is dished out so as to receive the
oil and cuttings, and the oil is removed by turning a tube at end
of bed, downwards, The carriage is worked along the bed by hand,
by rack and pinion, The die-box can also be adapted to fix on the
carriage of an ordinary screw-cutting lathe, for screwing turned
—_ or studs and V thread screws by once passing through the
es,
In the machine under notice the dies are exceedingly simple,
and not liable to get soon out of order. They are made in sizes to
screw, from jin, and as large as 3in.
}
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between the uprights, and counterpoised by the two weighted
levers; when either of these counterpoises is pressed upon the
platten
is thrown up forwards, and forms a feed table for the
sheet of paper to be printed, and at the same time the ink distributors and gs yoy’ take up a supply of ink from the table
at the back and ink the forme both in coming forward and in
returning to their a.
The
r being in its place and the
forme inked, the platten is oma
eas distance above, and
parallel with the face of the type, and the impression is taken by
pressure on the bent lever.
e
hment on the face of the
tympan is ingeniously arranged with bands and tightening screws
in the manner of a kettle drum, so that it can
tightened or
loosened by turning a thumb screw, and the paper is held by
frisket arms, which may be converted into a complete frisket if
required. The operator stands in front of the press, working it
with either hand, and has at once under his eye, not only the
face of the platten and the surface of the type, but also the ink
table, distributors, and rollers, so that sho
anything go wrong
it can immediately be de’
The arrangement of the ink rollers is
mious. When the
press is at rest they are necessarily suspended, and cannot by an
act of carelessness be left in contact with the inking table, or wi
any other part of the machine, and thus are completely out of
danger from contact. There are other points in the construction
of the machine which show careful adaptation. Thus, the power
obtained by the bent lever and eccentric cam is very great, sufficient to cut through a sheet of lead about an inch thick; and as
this might endanger the bearings or framing, the former are fitted
with slabs of rubber beneath the binding plates.
When the press is tobeused for embossing or Paine, or for
cutting and eyeletting, the swinging portion of the press is rendered immovable by means of two hand screws in the
ing,
the platten is removed, and is replaced bya die or a perforator. It
becomes a copying or other press by merely turning the two screws
just mentioned, without removing the platten, or taking away the
chase in which the forme is lock
The press prints a sheet of paper 15in. by 9in., and will perforate a line of holes 15in. in length, and, although self-inking,
ef occupies a space 28in. by 15in., weighs about 2} cwt., and
will stand on any counter. For embossing purposes it is capable
of working a die 3in. in diameter.
_Another important point to be mentioned is that this ‘‘ combination press” costs less than any ordinary self-inking ening
press. This remark applies only to the simple business form o'
the machine. As shown at the Exhibition, it is mounted on an
elegant cabinet, arranged for the use of an amateur or scientific
man, with eee fittings to render composition, cleaning the
forme, and other operations, as simple and expeditious as possible.
A press mounted in this manner would certainly be a great desideratum in a museum or any similar establishment.
With the press which we have attempted to describe and illustrate is exhibited a smaller and modified form of the invention,
which will have interest for a larger number of persons than the
larger and more complete machine.
This is a small press, on the same principle, but not self-inking,
with a platten 9in. by 54in., but which is so arranged that it wi
rint in the middle of a sheet of paper 16in. wide, and of 4
ength. This is intended for printing hand-bills, circulars, billheads, cards, bills of fare, grocers’ and other tradesmen’s wrapping
paper and bags. It is accompanied by a small and convenient
inking table and roller. Like the preceding, this press can be
instantly converted into a copying or standing press, or the platten
may be replaced by an
ing die, cutters, piercers, or perforators, We do not remember to have seen any press combining
so many capabilities in so small a space and at such a moderate
price, and we see nothing in its construction to militate against its
general adoption and durability. One fact may be mentioned,
that in neither of these presses are there any metal springs, only
rubber bands,
GERMAN ARTILLERY.
Tus Germans are evidently not inclined to rest on their laurels,
but are busy improving every branch of their army, making experiments and trials constantly with new small arms, new guns, and
new powders.
It is, of course, very difficult to ascertain what is going on in
the midst of secret military commissions, but some few facts are
known, and many more assertions are afloat, Thus, it ap
certain that a complete separation of the siege artillery and the
field artillery wil be carried out at once, and this while the
mounted artillery, which was found only useful when attached to
divisions of pon dy will be reduced, and the foot artillery largely
increased and formed into
regiments; these points seem to be
absolutely determined on. With respect to guns, nothing seems
to be known yet, but it is believed that the pro
ed introduction of bronze guns will be rejectedin
avour of Krupp’s new cast-steel fours and sixes.
The Sngeel chal may be said not only to have been
adopted, but to have thoroughly established itself during
the late war, when it was but
ially used by the
field artillery. Its effects were found, however, to be
so decided at the siege of Strasbourg, and in Jan
at the siege of Paris, that the whole of the field as w
as the siege artillery is to be supplied with them, probably to the exclusion of canister or any other kind of
to small arms, hilewhile ththe army is being
bei
= ith“yrespect
supplied as rapidly as possible with rifles converted on
the Beck principle, experiments are constantly bei
made with new weapons, amongst which a modification
of the Manser rifle seems to be the favourite.
It is said, with what amount of truth does not
appear, that the bayonet will be laid aside, but it
would be rather hazardous to accept this assertion as
a eee pe
_
whole systemof the compositionof thecava
is being overhauled, and important changes are ‘allel
of, such as the forming of the great majority of the
cavalry in divisions, and placing them under the immediate orders of the commander-in-chief.
It is evident that the German Government is not
—
to let past experience pass without fructification,

Tue Northern Pacific railroad is now finished to Fargo,
225 miles west from Duluth. The track is contracted
to be finished early in the fall to the Missouri river,
where the road wil be connected with lines of steamers
BAYLEY’S “ COMBINATION” PRINTING, EM- |
running 700 miles further west to Fort Benton.
BOSSING, COPYING, &c., PRESS AT THE INTER- |
Tue [AGassiz EXPEDITION at the latest accounts
NATIONAL EXHIBITION.
was off Sandy Point, Patagonia. Among the scientific
curiosities noted by some members of the
were
THE fine collection of typographical machinery now to be seen |
immense quantities of kelp, the Macrocystis pyrifera.
at the Exhibition exhibits several remarkable features. In the |
This
is
the
largest
known
alga
or
seaweed,
and
grows
on
first place we have the latest improvementsin huge newspaper |
these coasts in from six to twenty fathoms of water, in
printing machines capable of throwing off with ease their ten, |
vast
beds,
warning
the
mariner
to
beware
a
near
apfifteen, or more thousands of huge sheets printed on both sides of
proach, unless he wishes to be entangled in an inextrithe paper per hour, such as the Zimes’ machine (which we have
cable net work. It throws up from the oceanic depths
fully described in our columns), the Marinoni, the Wharfdale, and
stems of immense length, some of them from 700ft.
other machines ; secondly, we have the application of power for
to 1000ft., the greatest development reached by any
the production of general work admirably ——
in half a
member of the vegetable race now in existence.
dozen platten machines, capable of being worked
by the foot,
Patches of this seaweed were passed in open sea,
and throwing off a very
iderable
ber of copies beautifully |
printed ; thirdly, we have in Mr. Bayley’s machine a clever modi- | eccentric being brought down, so that the operator can throw with large sea lions lying on its surface, who were apparently
fication of the old hand press, adapted to all kinds of work, not only the whole weight of his body w m it, instead of depending only navigating in this novel manner with much satisfaction to
can work it without difficulty. themselves, and who afforded much amusement to their scientific
printing, but embossing, stamping, perforating, and copying for | on the strength of his arms; a
the use of the shopkeeper, the merchant, large establishments of |The whole of the working portion of the press is suspended observers,—Scientific American.
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| state of slop and damp. This was particularly the case when the
|bridge overhead was near a terminus, and consequently engines
were in the habit of standing upon it and filling their boilers.
After enduring this infliction for a while the local authorities, who
have the charge of the maintenance of the thoroughfares, thought
it time, in the interests of the public, to call the attention of the
railway companies to the circumstances, and request them to
| remedy the evil. In many instances this has been only partially
effected, inasmuch as the zinc covering which has been put up
extends only over the footpaths, leaving the roadway as unprotected as before.

| i a
i

wh

In our impression for January 27th, 1871, we described at
some length, and fully illustrated, a large direct-acting steam
pump, erected at the Broad Oak Colliery, Llanelly, by Messrs.
Hayward Tyler, and Co., engineers, Whitecross-street. Last
week we had the pleasure of seeing a more powerful pump of
the same kind tested for the first time at Messrs. Hayward
Tyler, and Co.’s works. This pump we illustrate in the accompanying engraving, but we have not thought it necessaryto reproduce any description of the valve gear, for which we must
refer our readers to THE ENGINEER for January 27th, 1871.
The cylinder is 40in. in diameter and 4ft. stroke, the pistonrod, 8in. in diameter, passing through both ends of the cylinder,
and acting the part of a double ram, working in two pumps fixed
at opposite ends of the bed-plate. Although the general

dimensions of this pump are only the same as those of the
Lianelly pump already referred to, the machine is much
more strongly constructed, especially as
the bedplate. One most important feature is that every portion of the machine can be got at for repairs or adjustment
almost without removing any other portion. We saw the engine
tested under a water pressure of 300 Ib. on the square inch, obtained
os the water delivery pipe, with a steam pressure of about
Ib. on the square inch.
e engine worked as low as six single
and as high as nineteen double strokes per minute with the most
perfect steadiness and ease ; indeed, the pump admits of being
worked, if necessary, at nearly double this s
It is intended to
drain a mine in South America, and will have to work against a
head of 500ft. of water. The workmanship of the entire machine
is of the highest class, and reflects much credit on the makers.

WATER-TIGHT SOFFITS OF BRIDGES.
EvERY engineer is well aware that a good deal of care is required
to make the soffit of a bridge perfectly water-tight. It would
appear at first sight that there would not be much difiiculty in effecting this object when the bridge was constructed on the principle

|or made of bad material, sometimes have to be Mey. snland
the whole of the material over the arch removed and the arch repuddled. No sooner were railway bri
erected over the streets
of the metropolis than the difficulty of making the soffits watertight became very apparent. It was speedily manifest that what-

Fic. 1.

The most extensive piece of work of this nature is pate to
be seen on the Thames Embankment underneath the Charing
Cross railway bridge. Previously to the execution of it the
leakage of the two land spans on the Middlesex shore was excessive, especially of the fan-shaped one, in fact, it was impossible
to pass under it without using an umbrella unless one was
pared to be very unpleasantly wetted. The mode adopted to
obviate all further leakage is represented in the accompanying
ketches, and
ists in virtually adding a soffit of zinc to the
bridge. The mannerin which this is accompKshed is shown so
clearly in the cut that it scarcely needs any description. Small
blocks, increasing in thickness from the centre to the ends of
the span, are bolted to the under flanges of the main girders. To
these battens are fastened, to which are attached successive trough
shaped lengths of zinc. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2, the former being an elevation drawn to a distorted scale,
and the latter a cross section to a natural scale. The actual
amount of superficial covering can be readily estimated. To begin
with the third opening, extending over the main road of the embankment. The span is 100ft., the breadth of soffit covered
47ft., giving an area of 4700ft. From this must be deducted
1200 super. feet, which represents the part of the under flanges of
the aalaee which are not covered by the zinc, leaving a balance of
3500 superficial feet. The second opening of the Charing Cross
railway bridge extends over that miserable dwarf of a building
called the Metropolitan District Station, which is not protected in
the same manner as the thoroughfares in front or rear of it,. The
first opening has an areaof soffit equal to 11,900 square feet, which,
after making a similar deduction as in the other case, will leave a
net area of
su
cial feet. Adding the two items together
the total area of soffit covered in amounts to 12,100 square feet.
The arrangement ~~
in this instance is preferable to that
used in many others, in which the covering is attached so loosely
that the
of the train overhead gives rise to a great deal of
jarring vibration, which adds very seriously to the chance of
ightening ani
, and even human beings, especially when it
occurs very suddenly.
—

Tue Socrery or EnNGINEERS.—By permission of Colonel
ae R.A., the Superintendent of the Royal Gun Factories,
of the arch,or that a good layer of puddle or a coat of asphalte ever ballast or boxing might be laid on the platform it was practi- Woolwich, the Members and Associates of the SocietyofEngineers
of no use. The |
e which took place kept the roadways brsw that interesting establishment next Tuesday at two
would prevent
all |
Thisis not always the case, at least not cally
at first, Bridges inwhich thepuddle has been
laid on, and footpaths in wet weather, and sometimes in dry, in a continual ro)
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CLEVELAND INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS.
Art the sixth and last mecting this session of this excellent Institution, the following paper, “On Steam in the
Navy,” was read by Mr. R. C. Oldknow, R.N., one of the
engineers of her Majesty’s yacht Osborne:—
It is not my intention to trouble you in this paper with any
minute scientiticmvestigations, for the very sufficient reason that
I have never yet found myself competent to make any. My
object is rather in a desultory sort of way to bring together a few
facts, more or less important, bearing on the present state of the
engine-room in her Majesty’s ships. I do this with the purpose of
showing at what stage of efficiency steam has arrived in the royal
navy, of offering a few suggestions that you may criticise and
improve on, and of pointing out to you what is, I think, but little
understood—the exceeding difference of the conditions that exist
in the royal and mercantile marines. If I am able to tell any one
member of this admirable Institution something he did not know
before, I shall hold myself excellently well rewarded.
,
I am not going to intlict upon you even the briefest historical
summary of the rise and progress of steam in the navy, although
it is a page in the book of engineering that still remains to be
written. I will only mention that the first steam man-of-war was
the Comet, built in 1821, which I myself within the last few years
have seen bustling about Portsmouth Harbour, employed in the
useful though humble capacity of a tug. Alas! we do not build
ships to last as long as that now-a-days. She is now no more, but
she was the venerable mother of a large and versatile family.
I need hardly tell you that, as a means of propulsion for fighting
ships, paddles have for obvious reasons been wholly superseded by
the screw. Paddle engines are still built for her Majesty's navy,
but their use is contined to yachts, dispatch vessels, and tugs,
where increased comfort or efliciency is supposed to more than
make up for the extra expenditure of fuel. The oscillating
cylinder is almost exclusively used in modern paddle-boats. The
latest examples are fitted with link motion for reversing, but they
have common condensers, and differ but little from those made
twenty years ago. |
y now with a clear conscience dismiss
the subject of paddle engines.
The screw cngines ef the royal navy may with propriety be
divided into three classes: (1) simple engines of the old-fashioned
type, with neither superheaters nor surface condensers ; (2) simple
engines somewhat more modern, with one or both of these
additions ; and (3) compound engines with all the latest inventions
and anticipated improvements. Mind, I am careful to guard
myself by sa} BS3 ** anticipated.”
I think I may venture to lay it down as certain that no more
engines of the tirst of these classes will be built for her Majesty’s
ships. The best examples of them that are still alive are such as
the Galatea by Messrs. Penn, trunk engines, and the Immortalité
by Messrs. Maudslay, return conneciing rods, These engines used
to work remarkably well, particularly when they were not required
to work at more than three-quarters speed. I must confess that
I look back with a sort of lingering regret for the dear old
unscientific things. They never got their slide-faces cut or their
packing burnt to 2 cinder because the steam was so dry. Their
condensers never wanted forty miles of tubing taking out,
cleaning, and putting back again. Their boilers never wore in
abnormal holes through “‘ galvanic action.” You set them going
as you would a clock—and they went. But the price of their
going was enormous, their appetite for coal voracious, so they have
had their day and are gone.
With regard to the second class of engines, it isdoubtful whether
many years must not elapse before they are completely superseded.
The Admiralty have very lately ordered simple engines of 7500horse power for the new swift frigate Blonde, and here permit me
to interrupt myself a moment while I say a few words on this
subject of horse-power. Does it not seem monstrous that we should
still continue to describe the power of engines by a term which
conveys no sort of meaning? You look in the official navy list for
the horse-power of her Majesty’s ship Victoria, and you find 1000 ;
you look for her Majesty’s ship Inconstant, and you find 1000;
yet one ship is really about 4000, the other over 7000-horse power*.
Quite recently the Committee on Designs for Ships of War have felt
it their duty to recommend to the Admiralty that the obnoxious
term ‘‘ nominal” be disused. Surely it is time that the makers
also set their faces against it. But to proceed. Simple engines
of very great power have I think been brought to a very high
degree of excellence
in the royal navy, when fitted with surface
conden:
nud “- superheaters, Neither are they at all extravagant
in coal,
h inferior in this respeet to the best compound
engines,
y, particularly the larger ones, will work ata very fair
rate of s l
bout 2} lb. per indicated horse-power per hour.
I look uy
heated steam as something that requires to be
administered with extreme care and judgment. It isa stimulant,
and like other stimulants—whiskey for example—should be used
in moderation. Like whiskey it should not be given to subjects
that are hot enough without it ; by which I mean that I do not
thi
r adv
zi s gained by superheating steam of more than
ess you have a separate little superheater for
Like whiskey, too, it is best when judiciously
That is to say, we find in practice the
ed by feeding the cylinder with a combias and steam that has not passed through
the sup
r. My own opinion is that the temperature of the
ni
should not exceed 24 deg., and that the safety of the
va
s is endangered above that; but many engineers of the royal
nha y; who ought to know better than I do, consider 310 deg. a
pertectly safe limit. The Admiralty instructions say 300deg. All
{ know is that Tuck’s patent packing of prepared canvas with an
india-rubber core will not stand it for long, but perhaps the new
French chalk packing, of which I have heard some very favourable
accounts, may be more durable.
With regard to surface-condensers, they ought not in themselves
to give any trouble at all. The great thing is to avoid the use of
tallow in the cylinders as much as possible, and occasionally to
wash the tube surface exposed to the steam with a boiling solution
of soda.
superior vacuum produced by surface-condensers
and the consequent economy are very remarkable. I have myself
seen the Bourdon gauges of both engines standing steadily at
twenty-nine for more than twohours. The accuracy of the gauges
was suspected, but on examination at a dockyard they were pronounced perfectly correct. But now comes the charge against
surface-condensers, and a very heavy one it is, I am afraid there
is no doubt that the life of a boiler in the royal navy has been
shortened from an average period of nine years to five years only
where surface-condensers are fitted. The cause of this unfortunate
state of affairs is to a certainextentasmuch unknown
asany effectual
remedy for it. Galvanic action is a vaguely convenient term that carries but little real meaning with it. Perhaps the fact that the same
water is distilled and re-distilled over and over again under peculiar
conditions o~ bring about some chemical change in the order of
things of which we are at present ignorant. Anyhow, boilers wear
out very fast, and no cure has yet been come at. Zinc plates have
been suspended in the boilers, but without doing much good,
though it is believed that their action, as far as it goes, is beneficial, Gwynne’s centrifugal pumps are admirable for circulating
the cold water through or around the tubes, as the case may be,
‘they are driven by a separate engine, and are almost noisel
It is something in case of a sudden necessity for stopping to have
no injection handles to attend to. It is much to be wished that
we had a trustworthy formula for calculating the amount of water
these pumps are capable of throwing. Messrs. Gwynne have not
one, or at least had none a short time back,
We now come to the consideration of compound engines, and
this is the part of my subject I approach with most diffidence, as
I have never yet been actual shipmate with any. I can, however,
* Since this paper was written this has been rectified, and the LILP. is
now given in the Navy “ List.”
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tell you what other people, who know, have told me, which is the ; pressure ones seems to promise the best chance of success ; but I
next best thing to evidence at first-hand. Much of what I am am not without hopes that some day increased skill in forging will
going to say may be found in a valuable article by Mr. Pratten, in give us cylinders of wrought iron, or else that some suitable form
the ‘‘ Annual of the Royal School of Architecture and Marine of bronze or gun-metal alloy will be discovered which may enable
Engineering,” at South Kensington. There are as yet but few us to combine the advantages of a perfect casting of the largest
compound engines in the royal navy ; we were late in adopting size with durability and smoothness of working. Of course, the
them, and are by no means satisfied yet.that we have obtained the consideration of prime cost would not be allowed for one moment
most perfectly efficient type. The earliest ships thus fitted were to interfere with the production of a perfect cylinder of enormous
the Constance, 500-horse power, 3213 tons, Randolph and Elder; diameter. Wrought iron and steel in combination with cast iron
Crocodile, 700-horse power, 4173 tons, Humphrys and Tennant ; have been tried, but the inequality of expansion appears to me an
Serapis, 700-horse power, 4173 tons, Humphrys and Tennant; almost insuperable objection to this plan. With very large horiPallas, 600-horse power, 2372 tons, Humphrys and Tennant. Of zontal cylinders extreme care and watchfulness are necessary, or
these the Constance is a wooden frigate, the Crocodile and Serapis they will get scored and cut like a piece of corduroy. This used
are two of her Majesty’s Indian troop-ships, and the Pallas is an to be especially the case when the piston had nothing but the front
armour-plated corvette. The engines of the Constance may be rods to bear its weight. Whatever the design of the engines may
dismissed in a very few words, as, like the ship that holds them, be, a back trunk for support is now considered a necessity for
they may be
idered obsolet
There were six inclined large pistons. Iam inclined to think there is a tendency with
cylinders, two high-pressure and four low-pressure ones. The some makers to reduce the depth of their pistons almost below
crank-shaft had three cranks, the two end cranks being in the fair limits, and that this has had something to do with the scoring
same direction and 180 deg. from, or opposite to, the middle of cylinders,
It has been held for many years almost a sine gud non that the
one, The corresponding piston rods worked at right angles on
linders of a screw ship-of-war should be horizontal ; but, lately,
each crank. The object of this arrangement was to equalise the
pressure and to minimise the friction of the shaft. But it didn’t the protection afforded by belts of armour has induced the
—owing to the work done by each cylinder not being lg gr Admiralty to approve of some vertical inverted-cylinder engines,
apportioned. The engines were cumbrous and costly, and, 1 may which are now in course of construction. This is a matter for
ely aver, will never turn round any more. The engines of the congratulation, as there can be no doubt that the perpendicular
remaining three resembled one another. They were horizontal is the natural, normal, and most proper position for a piston and
compound on Woolf’s principle, the high-pressure cylinders being cylinder where there is no potent objection to its adoption.
fastened behind the low-pressure ones, each set of pistons carried Attention to detail is being more and more studied by engine
on the same rod, their weight being supported by a trunk in mid- builders—and so it ought to be. If I had my way, I would never
ships, and the piston rod prolonged at the back. The pressure of allow 2 man who had not been to sea to have any hand in designsteam was 301b., which is so low as of itself to preclude the possi- ing the smallest, and seemingly most unimportant, bit of a marine
bility of any brilliant results, These engines used about 31b. per engine. No single bolt, or nut, or split pin is unimportant. I
indicated horse-power per hour, and a very few months’ work can remember some years ago, when her Majesty’s ship Pelican
sufficed to find out the weak points in their construction. The broke down in a gale of wind, on the north coast of Africa, An
upward pressure of the connecting rod on the large piston threw iron bound shore was under her lee, the sails were useless, there
all the weight on the small one and its back piston-rod. In eight was no haven or refuge for 500 miles, and the engineers simply
months, in which time one troop-ship had steamed 31,000 miles, had to run a race with death—which I am happy to say they sucit was found necessary to replace the back piston-rods by small | ceeded in winning by about twenty minutes, But in this case,
trunks, and to bore out the small cylinders jin. larger, they what a very small hindrance, the breaking of a stud, the jamming
having worn down nearly fin. Eventually all these engimes were of a pin, might have cost the lives of 170 men. A very little while
condemned, removed, and their place supplied by simple direct back some makers always put on their smaller covers and bonnets
acting ones. At an average speed of ten knots the compound with screws instead of studs and nuts. Nay, I am credibly inengines burned 2}1lb., and the simple engines 34 1b. per indicated formed that such misguided or malignant manufacturers may still
be found in barbarous parts of these dominions. If they were to
horse-power per hour.
We now come to the most modern engines possessed by the be shipmates for three years with such doors or bonnets they
royal navy. These belong to the Sirius, 350-horse power, 1268 would never fasten them with screws any more !
tons, Maudslay ; Spartan, 350-horse power, 1269 tons, Rennie ; Trunk piston-rod and trunnion glands should always be fitted
Briton, 350-horse power, 1331 tons, Rennie ; Tenedos, 350-horse with the worm wheel and toothed nut arrangement, by which
power, 1275 tons, Randolph and Elder; Thetis, 350-horsepower, 1322 screwing up one nut tightens all the rest equally at the same
tons, Rennie. These are all unarmoured six-gun wooden time. Independently of the greater precision thus arrived at, all
corvettes of about the same tonnage. The Sirius has two high- the danger incurred when the ship is rolling is obviated, as what
pressure cylinders of 34in. and two low-pressure ones of 75in., used to be the most inaccessible nuts are now adjusted easily
the latter jacketed with superheated steam. They worked satis- enough from the platform.
Naval engineers have been much exercised in their minds
factorily, developing six and a-half times the nominal horse-power.
The boilers worked at 54 lb., but the consumption of fuel, though during the last twenty years by the problem of how to lift the
is has been solved for them in
lower than in the troop-ships, was higher than in some cases we screw with moderate facility.
shall presently come to. The engines of the Spartan are also the modern ironclads by the simple method of not lifting it at
horizontal, and of the return connecting rod class, but on Allen’s | all; and, as the floating forts of the future are not to have any
compound principle ;and a lovely principle it is—anything but | masts, this will answer very well in their case. But in our swift
Spartan in its simplicity. With an arrangement of cylinders —_ | unarmoured frigates of the Inconstant type, with their important
to grave objection from its opposition to first principles, toget er | sail power, it is absolutely necessary to it the propeller in some
with difficulty of access to the working parts, is combined an way or other: a good way has not yet been found. We are still
expenditure of fuel at full speed which is not exceeded by many obliged to be content with heavy shear legs, cumbrous hempen
engines of the simple type using steam of only 20 Ib. pressure! I tackle falls, and the old movable banjo frame. It is not the
do not think it would answer any useful purpose were I to try speed of a ship under sail that is so much affected by the screw
your patience by describing the construction of these engines, being left down as her steering. It will be understood that when
unless it be that they are a splendid instance of what engines it is not thought necessary to lift the screw under sail, care is
should not be, Unfortunately, however, ‘‘ Si exempla queris , always taken that it is placed up and down. Of course, for a
that it should have but two
circumspice” is, I take it, as true of the mercantile marine as of screw to be lifted it is nece
the royal navy, of the Tyne and Tees as of her Majesty’s dock- blades ; four is the usual number im ironclads.
Another desideratum which would be a very great comfort on
yards ; soI will, with your permission, dismiss the Spartan.
Hitherto I have only been able to say, like Beau Brummel’s board men-of-war is a simple method of constantly indicating the
valet with his arms full of crumpled cravats, these are our speed of the engines without the trouble of counting. ‘lhe most
failures. I hope that you will agree with me that the Briton and promising scheme for this purpose that I know of consists of a
Tenedos are really successes. Al the previous compound engines little centrifugal pump, driven by a piece of catgut from the main
I have spoken of had four cylinders or more. These are of the shaft, which supports a column of oil in a tall glass tube with
simpler form of two cylinders only, ranged side by side. Although a scale by its side. This is good enough at first, but is cumbrous
by makers geographically so wide apart, they resemble each other and unwieldy, the glass is liable to be broken, and in a little
very closely, ‘The Briton has cylinders 57in., and 100in. in dia- while the catgut line stretches and slips. The great variations ‘in
meter with double piston-rods and return connecting rods, the speed at which the engines of the royal navy are worked, as comlarge piston having a back trunk for support, the volumes of the pared with those of the commercial marine, are most trying to
cylinders being as 1:3, The Tenedos has cylinders of 57in. and the machinery, and, I may add, to the engineers, When exer90in. with double piston-rods, returning connecting rods, and back cising at steam tactics with the Channel Squadron, I have known
supporting rods to both pistons ; the volumes of her cylinders are the speed of engines of 7000-horse power be altered eighty times
as2:5. So far they are much alike, but they have very different in two hours, between the limits of fifty and eleven revolutions,
methods of reheating the steam. In the Briton the steam, on its Many a ship-of-war gets through her commission without steaming
exit from the small cylinder, passes through Cowper’s reheating at full speed more than two or three times. It is obvious that
apparatus before entering the large cylinder. This apparatus, these conditions are-very different from those where a ship has
most of you are probably aware, consists of three tubes, one inside but to do her run of, say, 2000 miles, as swiftly and economically
another, the inside and outside spaces being filled with super- | as she can, Men-of-war, too, from the length of time they remain
heated steam, while the cool steam passes through the inter- away from home, sometimes far from any dockyard, when they
mediate space, and is warmed by contact with the heated metal | have to age entirely on their own resources, require a larger
of the apparatus. In the Tenedos the steam on its passage be- supply both of tools and skilled folk to use them than merchant
tween the cylinders enters a large receiver which is placed around | ships. A new class of men has lately been introduced into the
the small cylinder, making it of the same size asthe other. The | engine rooms of her Majesty's navy. They are called engine room
steam takes its heat from the convex surface of the cylinder steam artificers, get 5s. 9d. a day, and a pension of something like £50 a
jacket. A large capacity for this reservoir is most useful. It | year after twenty-one years’ service. They must be good fitters,
diminishes the back pressure in one cylinder and accumulates a | boilersmiths, smiths, or coppersmiths, and have a fair general
head of steam for the other. In both ships both the cylinders |,education, They can never, however, rise to the rank of engineer
are jacketed with superheated steam, as are also the pistons. We officers, Their introduction into the navy has been a great
have not yet reached the refinement of a hollow piston-rod with | success, and has in a great measure relieved the junior engineers
red-hot steam inside it. The pressure in both cases is 60 Ib. | from the most unpleasant part of their duties, At present, as for
| years past, all the royal naval engineers are educated in the dockThe following are the results of experimental trials :—
| yards as students, and none others are admitted. It is open to
Speed.
Briton, Tenedos,
question, however, whether a wholesome emulation would not be
8 knots
16
1°55
10 knots
1°55
1°35
>lbs. per ILH.P. per hour.
excited by throwing open a certain number of these appointments
annually to public competition, An engineer candidate for the
Full (13} knots) 1°98
2°3
The Thetis has not yet been tried. This, you will admit, is fairly | royal navy has to give proof, not only of his professional, but also
satisfactory. At ten knots about half the extreme indicated horse- | of his general knowledge, and this is the more necessary as his
wer was evolved, and we may take it as an axiom that the | duties are by no means confined to the engine-room. He attends
ighest attainable economy is always realised under those con- | at quarters and divisions, is possibly in charge of the fire brigade,
ditions, supposing the carefulness in firing and other conditions to | instructs the midshipmen in the rudiments of steam, and performs
be equal. There remain to be mentioned a number of new gun- | numberless little routine duties quite unconnected with the
boats, of 300 tons and 60-horse power nominal. Their engines | engine-room. The chief engineer is responsible not only for all
are very much like those of the Tenedos. Only one has been tried, | the steam machinery that, besides pro; hing the ship, makes the
the Coquette. Her engines worked up to more than seven times | turrets revolve, lifts the guns on to their fighting m 1Aform, gets
the nominal horse-power, but I am not acquainted with any other | ie anchor, steers, puts out fire or ap out the bilge, but
also for the hand pumps throughout the ship, the water-tight
particulars.
Although the Committee on Naval Design that I before alluded doors, the gun
es, nay, even the very hull and armour
to has recommended that none but compound engines be in future lates. Such are the multifarious duties of a naval engineer.
oreover, the stokers are now practically under the charge of the
built for her Majesty’s ships, I am myself in ro? doubt whether
this will be found practicable in the case of the largest engines senior assistant engineer, who is responsible, not only for the conwith only one screw. Consider for a moment what an enormous tents of their kits, but, literally, for the cleanliness of their faces
low-pressure cylinder would have been required in the Blonde, and bodies, and the length of their hair.
1 have only one or two more things to mention. Twin screws
guaranteed to work up to 7500 horses, had she been supplied with
the two-cylinder variety of compound engines, which are the only have been largely adopted in the navy. Their strong point is conones hitherto successful in the royal navy. Getting a perfect| sidered to lie in the fact that if one engine is disabled the other
cast
cylinder of the necessary size could not have been| still keeps the ship moderately effective. The facilities for
1 pendediron on,
and even if the casting were all right, the odds are | handling an ironclad afforded by twin screws are not nearly so
ten to one that one or more serious cracks would make their | important as were once anticipated. A heavy ship turns quicker
appearance very shortly after it was set to work, as has been the | with both screws going ahead, and the helm hard oyer, than she
case in so many of our largest cylinders already. If, then, it is | does with one screw going ahead and the other astern. The
determined that, cost what it may, compound engines are abso- | diameter of the circle is, however, larger in the former case,
lutely necessary to the complete efficiency of ships of war, it seems | There is one hydraulic vessel on Ruthven’s principle in the
to me that we are landed on the horns of a dilemma—either the | royal navy. She is about a knot an hour inferior to her sister
plan of increasing the number of cylinders must, with all its dis- ships driven by an ordinary propeller, and the weight of her
advantages, be adopted, or the material of which the cylinders machineryis about one-third more, It is, neverthe ess, worth
are made must be changed. If the former course is decided on, considering whether this method of prop si may not become
the French system of one high-pressure cylinder between two low- valuable for vessels designed to act in very shallow waters, I had
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intended to say a few words on smoke, and the relative merits of
Welsh and Newcastle coals, but I fear my views on that subject
would hardly be palatable to a north country audience, besides
which I fear I have
y detained you too long, and conclude
with expressing my regret that I cannot read this
r personally,
or take part in any discussion which may arise.
Is be happy,
however, thro
my old friend your worthy president, to
answer any questions so far as I can do so consistently with the
duty I owe to the service to which I have the honour of belonging.
TRIAL OF A FELL CENTRAL RAIL LOCOMOTIVE.
On Friday and Saturday last, at the invitation of Messrs,
Manning, Wardle, and Co., of theJBoyne Engine Works, Leeds, a
large number of gentlemen connected with engineering establishments in different parts of the country met at Goathland, in
Yorkshire, to witness the trial of a Fell central rail locomotive.
Messrs. Manning, Wardle, and Co. are engaged in constructing a
number of tank engines upon the “ Fell Central Rail” system as
adopted upon the Mont Cenis Railway over the Alps, which are intended to work an extension of the Cantagallo Railway in the
province of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where in a distance of 7} miles
they will have to climb a mountain range 3600ft. high over
gradients varying from 1 in 20to 1 in 12, and round curves chiefly
of 130ft. radius. In order to thoroughly test their capabilities
before leaving England a central rail line similar to that over
Mont Cenis, 3ft. 74;in. gauge, and about half a mile long, with a
maximum gradient of 1 in 11, had been specially laid down upon
the abandoned wire rope incline on the Pickering and Whitby
branch of the North-Eastern Railway.
Although it has been claimed for the engines tested on Friday
that they are much superior in design to the Mont Cenis engines,
we confess that we are unable to discover much difference. Mr,
Fell has reverted to the four cylinder arrangement, and this is no
doubt judicious; but the four cylinder system was tested on
the Mont Cenis line and abandoned in favour of the two
cylinder arrangement. The engine tested has two vertical
cylinders 13in, diameter, and 14in. stroke, with outside valves
driven from overhung eccentrics; these cylinders actuate
four carrying wheels 28in. diameter, the wheel base being
7ft.; the two mid-rail cylinders are l4in. diameter, 12in.
stroke, placed vertically one above the other between the side
frames. These, with their steam chests, are cast all in one piece ;
they extend beneath the smoke-box, and form a very strong croasstay from frame toframe. By a motion which must be seen to
be understood the power of the inside cylinders is conveyed to
two pairs of double crank axles, placed in a vertical position, and
supported by cast steel cradles below the barrel of the boiler.
These axles are coupled, and work simultaneously. On the upper
ends are tixed the valve eccentrics, and their lower ends carry the
four friction wheels of 22in. diameter, which revolve against the
centre rail, and thus secure great additional adhesion. The distance between the peripheries of these wheels is adjustable, they
can be opened out clear of the centre rail, or the driver can put on
any pressure up to 40 tons at pleasure. When approaching the
foot of a steep incline the second “regulator” is opened, the
inside engines are started, the friction wheels roll smoothly on to
the tapered centre rail, and the driver adjusts their pressure to
suit the load and gradient. As soon as the summit is reached the
inside engines are stopped, and the locomotive goes on its way
without the centre rail. In order to avoid confusion with the regulators and all the other driver’s handles for the outside engines are
emp e on the right hand, and those for the inside engines on the
eft hand side of the foot-plate. An overhead canopy is also
provided to protect the driver in a hot climate. The two side
tanks hold 520 gallons of water, the boiler contains 772 square
feet of heating surface, and is supplied by two Giffard’s injectors,
In order to combine lightness with stréngth, the side frames, connecting and coupling rods, crank pins, and other working parts,
are made of steel; the whole of the wheels and tires are also of
crucible cast steel. The weight of the engine is about 25 tons.
The engine ascended the incline of 1 in 14 in three and threequarter minutes (750 yards), taking a load equal to 44 tons,
being four tons more than the stipulated weight. The usual
weight assigned to a Mont Cenis train was 30 tons. The working
of the engine showed that it was completely under control. On
both days the weather was fine, and amongst those who showed
their interest in the experiments by being present were :—Mr.
John Manning and Mr. Charles W. Wardle representing the
builders of the engine, Mr. J. B, Fell, the patentee of the
mountain railway system ;Mr. James Brunlees, consulting engineer of the St. Paulo Railway and other railways in Brazil; Mr.
Rowland Cox, of London, agent of Dr. Pinto,
who has undertaken
an extension of the Cantagallo Railway ;Mr. Wm. Dredge, of
London, consulting engineer to Mr. Cox ; Mr, Geo. Taylor, of the
firm of Taylor Brothers ;and Mr. Tom Taylor, of the Clarence
Ironworks, Leeds; Mr, Close, of the Phoenix Ironworks, and
Mr. Alfred Walker, of the Railway Plant Company,
York; Mr. Fred. Barker, of the firm of Messrs, 8S, T.
Cooper and Co., Leeds Ironworks; Mr. Edward Fletcher, of
Gateshead, locomotive superintendent of the North-Eastern Company ; Mr. W. H. Stephenson, of the North-Eastern Company ;
Mr. Thos. Morton, late of the Mont Cenis Railway, who is going
out to Brazil to take charge of the locomotive department of Cantagollo Railway ;Mr, Hemans, Mr. Robt. Fairlie, Mr, Goldwire,
Mr. Craven, Mr. Barnes, of the Central Rail Company, Mr. Jos.
Jopling, director of the Central Railway Company ; Mr. Thomas
Morris, director of the Central Railway Company; Mr. Henry
Mason, formerly of the Mont Cenis Railway, who is going to be
leading driver of the Cantagallo Railway. There were also several
local engineers present, including Mr, Gauntlett, of the Glaisdale
Ironworks, and others,
THE
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SOCIETY.
Thursday, June 20th, 1872.
Sir James Pacer in the chair,
Tue first subject yey = before this meeting was on “‘ Volcanic
Energy; an a
evelope its true Origin and Cosmical Relations,” by Mr. Robert Mallet, F.R.S. He discovers the true
cause of volcanic heat to be derived from a crumbling process
going on in the interior of the earth. It is necessary to presume
a hotter nucleus than crust, so that the rate of contraction is
greater for the former than the latter. Thus, if there was no
crushing and dislocation going on, a cavity would be formed between the nucleus and the crust, The author, however, i ines
that the solid crust sinks together after the
inki aan aor
and the work thus expended is transformed into heat, by which
at places where the crushing takes place sufficiently, the material
of the rock so crushed and of that adjacent to it are heated, even
to fusion. A volcano is formed by the access of water to such
places, for without water no volcano. It would thus ap
that
the volcano is our safety-valve. We get steam up inside by the
crushing of our crust and the influxofwater, and have bursting
orevented by the outlets-and channels in.communication with the
interior, Applying the theorem of
ge
rer(h +H)
the author shows that the earth’s solid crust, however great its
thickness, and even if of materials far more cohesive and rigid
than those of which we must suppose it to consist, must,
if even to a very small extent left unsupported by the
shrinking away of the nucleus, crush up in places by its
own
gravity and by the attraction of the nucleus. In order to
test the validity of this view by comparison with known facts, the
author gives in detail two series of experiments completed by him
the one on the actual amount of heat capable of being develo
by the crushing of sixteen different species of rocks, chosen so as
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to be representative of the whole series of known rock formations
from oolites down to porphyry 5 the other, on the coefficients
of total contraction between fusion and solidification at existing
medn temperature of the atmosphere of basic and acid slags,
analogous to melted rocks, The views are further tested by the
data of total annual vulcanity of all sorts of our globe, by known
facts of vulcanology and seismology, and by reference to other
planets and our own satellite. The author submits that if his
view will account for all the known facts, leaving none inexplicable,
and presenting no irreconcileable conditions on necessary deductions, it should be accepted as a true picture of nature,
Another paper on “Some Properties of Anhydrous Liquefied
Ammonia,” by Mr. G. Gare, F.R.S., was read in extract. This
investigation was made for the purpose of ascertaining the general
ywn De rties of the liquid, and to detect | manifest
chemi atarteenbetween it and various substances, of which 250
were examined. The alkaline metals, iodine (bromine %), sulphur,
and phosphorus, were found to be soluble, ino
ic salts, also
more or = some saline substances swelled without dissolving.
The chlorides of mercury behaved peculiarly, The compoun
of carbon with potassium liberated no elementary carbon.
Mr. Latimer Clark presented a paper ‘‘On a Voltaic Standard
of Electro-motive Force.” The author relates that in the year 1861
a committee was appointed by the British Association for the
Advancement of Science to report on standards of electrical resistance, and subsequently on other standards of electrical measurements. The reports handed in recommended the adoption of a
system of electro-magnetic units based on the metre and the
gramme, the relations of the units being such that the unit of
electro-motive force acting through the unit resistance should give
the unit current, and that the unit current flowing for the unit
time should give the unit quantity. They issued standards of
resistance and standards of electro-static capacity, but no material
standard of electro-motive force had hitherto been issued. This
want the author snpplies in the discovery of a battery of pure
mercury and pure zinc separated by a paste made by boiling
mercury sulphate in a thoroughly saturated solution of zinc
sulphate. This battery is sensibly constant and uniform in its
electro-motive force, and the measurements are readily made by
the potentiameter. The author says that the standard of electric
potential is second only in importance to that of the standard of
electric resistance, and the use of such a standard combined with
an auxiliary battery in the manner above described admits of a
variety of applications, which it is believed will be found of great
value in electrical research.
It being the last meeting of the session, about twenty more
papers were presented.
The announcement by Professor Stokes
of his recent discoveries concerning the laws of refraction was
received with much interest. The particulars, however, will
probably not be made known until next session.
RAILWAY WORKS AND PROJECTS.
No. VIII.
THE SOUTH WESTERN AND BRISTOL AND EXETER
COMPANIES.
FurTHER than the distribution of the total amount laid out
between the heads of land, construction, and law, &c., charges,
the accounts of the London and South-Western Company for the
last half-year give no details of the works carried out during that
period. On lines already opened for traffic there was laid out
£21,682, and the sale of surplus land realised £6681, making the
net outlay £15,001. On the lines in course of construction, of
which no details are given, the total expenditure was £21,009,
made up of land, £33; construction of way and stations, £16,904;
engineering, surveying, and law charges, £1974; and interest,
£2097. An addition to the working stock, involving an outlay of
£39,313, took place, The return of the company's working stock
shows that the additions consisted of eight tank engines, 12
guards’ vans for passenger trains, 180 goods and cattle waggons,
and 20 guards’ vans for goods trains.
The whole of these, except
the last mentioned, were purchased from contractors. With the
exception of £2061 in special items, the remainder of the capital
expenditure for the half-year consisted of exchanges and transfers of stock, not involving any fresh obligations of the comany.
* The estimate of further expenditure, and proposed new works,
is likewise incomplete, it being stated that “ it is impossible to
say what the exigencies of the traffic on the lines now opened may
be over a period of years, therefore no approximate estimate can
be made,” These remarks apply to the estimate for subsequent
half-years. For the current half-year it is estimated that £108,950
will be required, including £17,700 on lines open for traffic,
£1250 for the Aldershot branch recently opened, £60,000 on lines
under construction—the Torrington and Poole extensions, and
joint lines— and £30,000 for additional working stock. The éotal
length of all the lines under construction was, at the close of the
accounts, 8 miles 12 chains. Reference is made in the report to a
short line between Bideford station and Appledore and Westward
Ho! with a dock at Appledore, which is proposed to be constructed by an independent company.
Unlike those of the South-Western, the accounts of the Bristol
and Exeter Company’s capital expenditure for the last half-year,
and of the estimated future expenditure, are most complete in
detail. It appears the total outlay for the half-year amounted to
£27,192, almost the whole of which was upon lines that had
already been opened. There was laid out in connection with the
new goods’-yard at Bristol £4938, and in the additions to the
locomotive workshops,
£4229, A small station was erected at
Uphill, which, with block-house and signals, took £661. The
locking-signal apparatus at Cowley junction,
requisite signals, was erected at a cost of £307.
e expenses of
the company’s Act of 1871 amounted to £1426. On the various
branches owned by the company, the expenditure was £6693,
consisting of £421 for land y ase and compensation, £5502
for construction of way and stations, £436 for engineering and
surveying, and £334 for law charges and
parliamentary expenses.
The expenditure on the working stock and plant of the company
was £4557, and consisted mainly of the cost of the alterations of
narrow gauge engines to broad gauge.
The estimate of further expenditure on capital account presents
a total of £253,830, “ which embraces the known heads of expenditure at present in view; but,” the di
rs state, “it is
impossible to make a precise estimate for all future requirements
for which capital expenditure may be necessary.” Of that portion
of the contemplated expenditure which will be incurred in connection with lines already open for traffic, it apy
the additions to
the locomotive workshops at Bristol will take a further £5000,
and the new goods choles and other buildings there £2000. A
bridge over the railway at Bridgwater will take for land and works
£3000, while cottages for the
lation of the
pany’s
—
at Bourton - Uphill will — 2600. In addition »
e amount already paid, it appears this company’s proportion o
the new joint station at Bristol will be £19,000. g very important addition is to be made to the company’s working stock to
eo for the working of the Devon and Somerset line. The
tal required for the purpose is not less than £138,730.
Ir has been decided to lay down in King William-street, Gracechurch-street, Ludgate-hill, and that portion of the Strand skirting
St. Mary-le-Strand, the same kind of pavement which has already
been laid in St. Bartholomew-lane.
The municipal authorities of
Paris are paving their streets with the same material, and have
ust finished the Boulevard St. Michel, and it is stated in the
ussian papers that the Emperor was so pleased with it that he
has given instructions to the Minister of the Interior to have the
the whole Newsky, which is three miles long, graded with the
improved wood pavement,
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PRIVATE BILLS IN PARLIAMENT.
In the Lords’ Committee a good deal of business has been got
through since our last. The Seothampten-ctoest Tramways bill
and the South and East Coast Railway Bill were passed through
the Committee stage by Lord Red
ie on Tuesday, as unopposed.
In Earl Amherst’s Committee the keenly contested case of the
Wolverhampton, Walsall, and Midland Junction Railway Bill
came to a close on Wednesday, when the bill was passed with
amendments, and is to be specially reported. This bill is promoted
by an independent company, and is for a railway from the authorised line of the Wolverhampton and Walsall Railway at Walsall,
by Sutton Coldfield to the no Valley branch, in the hamlet of
Castle Bromwich, with branches to the South Staffordshire Railway
at Walsall ;and to authorise the company to enter into workin
and traftic arrangements with the Mi
d Railway Company, anc
to run over and use portions of the South Staffordshire and Midland Railways. The length of new lines proposed is thirteen and
a-half miles. Their capital proposed to be raised is £250,000 by
shares, and £83,300 by loans. This scheme has provoked very
keen popular opposition in both Commons (that took the bill first)
and Lords, from the circumstance that it is proposed by the bill
to cut up to a certain extent the Birmingham people's park at
Sutton Coldfield. A petition against the bill was presented in
the House of Commons that was above 160 yards long, and contained 22,818 signatures.
The group of improvement bills with which the then Duke of
Bedford, née Mr. Hastings Russell, commenced proceedings as
chairman, has got through its business, throwing out the Rochdale
Improvement Bill, and passing the others, with amendments in
the cases of the Bury Improvement and Water, the Leeds Improvement, and the Metropolitan Improvement Bills. A curious
episode came out of the proceedings of the Committee in connection with the Metropolitan Improvement Bill. His Grace the
ne oe Duke of Bedford made a reputation for himself as a good
usiness member of the House of Commons, as Mr. Hastings
Russell; and it was a natural thing that Lord Redesdale, the
keen-sighted chairman of the Lords’ Committees, should secure
the services of such a competent man as chairman of a Lords’
group; he was accordingly appointed to preside over the Committee before whom the bills referred to were brought. Some of
the astute parliamentary agents discovered that the Duke of
Bedford was scheduled in a number of instances for property in
London to be affected by the Metropolitan Improvement Bill;
members of Committee are properly ineligible to sit if they have
an interest in the case they are appointed to try, and his Grace
accordingly gracefully retired. It was the late duke that reigned
when the schedules were made up, and the present duke probably
knew little or nothing of the details of the London property to
which he had fallen heir.
Last week we referred to what must prove the cause céldhre of
the session, in so far as the durationof the contest is concerned,
the triangular duel, as it has been called, of the three Dublin
companies over the project for a new central station over the river
Liffey. It seems almost a scandal that a case should occupy the
attention of a committee for such an unconscionable length of
time, and that such enormous costs should have been incurred in a
cause, the facts affecting which, and the respective merits of the
rojects, should have been elucidated and exhausted in so much
ess time. The contention appears to be a game of *‘ beggar my
neighbour,” and a trial of which can hold out Jongest. All sorts
of parties, that on the face of the matter may be considered outsiders, are dragged into the cause, including Scotch and English
railway companies. On Wednesday, when we looked into the
room No. 11, in which Lord Galway and his colleagues are chained
to the oar, we found one of the honourable members taking his
‘* forty winks,” and the others manifestly thoroughly weary of the
tedious proceedings. It may be hard to be believed, but it is
nevertheless true, that this extraordinary case has occupied the
attention of Lord Galway’s Committee since the 30th ultimo!
On Wednesday the chairman asked querelously whether the
parties thought they would be able to finish “‘this session.” It is
now very unlikely that the case can be taken in the Lords this
session, and the tails only of these three Kilkenny cats will be left
at the end of the contest. If the case should in any form reach
their Lordships, it is very certain they will not spend a month
over it—they manage things better in the Upper than the Lower
House in dealing with private bills,
THe Erte RatLway Company.—The directors of this comany are issuing £6,000,000 seven per cent. consolidated mortgage
nds, The issue price is 92 per cent., through the house of
Messrs. Bischoffsheim and Goldschmidt.
REPUBLIC OF PaRaGuay.—The Government of Paraguay give
notice that they are —— to assist emigration to the Republic
of Paraguay, and applications from intending emigrants may now
be made. Paraguay is within little more than thirty to thirtyfive days’ sail, by steamer, from London, Liverpool, Hamburgh,
Antwerp, Rotterdam, &c., and is well known for the extreme
fertility of its soil and healthiness of its climate. The matter
is well worth the attention of English working men.
Somerset AND Dorset Rartway.—The directors of this company are issuing 9000 £20 shares, the proceeds to be used in the
construction of an extension line ninety-two miles long. The
object of the extension is to connect by an unbroken narrow
gauge the two great systems of the Midland Railway and London and
South-Western Railway, which will be effected by the extension to
Bath of the present line of the Somerset and Dorset Railway,
thus permitting of through traffic, without change of carriage,
between the North and the South and West of England, rid the
Midland Railway.
Tue CANADIAN Patent Laws.—The following is an extract
from a letter dated the 13th day of June, and received by Messrs.
Haseltine, Lake, and Co., London,
patent solicitors, from T. ©.
Coursolles, Esq., of the House of
ons, Ottawa
:—‘* With
+ to our new patent law, it passed the Senate yesterday
with my amendments, and will be sanctioned by the GovernorGeneral to-morrow. The bill asamended has not yet been printed,
and I cannot send it by this mail, but will, if possible, send you
advance copies next week. You will see by the votes of the
House that certain amendments were negatived which were afterwards reinserted in the bill by the Senate, so that the Commissioner of Patents is now empowered to grant further delay than
two years for working the patented invention in Canada, and also
to lew inventions patented within the last three years in foreign
countries, to be patented here subject to the vested rights of Canadian manufacturers. The bill will come into force on the Ist of
n xt September.”
ARBITRATION BETWEEN MASTERS AND WoORKMEN.—A bill has
been prepared and brought into the House of Commons to facilitate
arbitration between employers and employed by Messrs. A. J.
Mundella, 8. Morley, W. i. Smith, Thomas Brassey, and Thomas
Hughes. The bill has been before the House for about three
months, and part of the time that has been spent upon the discussion of the Ballot Bill might with great propriety have been
devoted to the furtherance of this perhaps equally important and
practical measure. It proposes to amend the 13th sect. of the
Bth of Geo. IV. cap. 96, “ An Act to consolidate and amend the
laws relative to the arbitration of disputes between masters and
workmen.” The two parties, it is proposed by the bill, may agree
to the time, manner, and appointment of a board. council, person,
or persons, to act as arbitrators in matters of dispute between
them ; to the appointment of an umpire to bind themselves by
agreements, which shall remain in force subject to certain notices,
to give mutually exclusive jurisdiction to the arbitrators or umpire,
and to accept their decision as final and binding, provided the
matter in dispute shall be heard and determined within seven days
of the time at which it may arise. Power is also given to the
arbitrators to call for witnesses, books, documents, and accounts,
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on May 17th last. In fact, the recent experiment at
Shoeburyness is a test of its value, inasmuch as the
top line of figures (viz., those for the 35-ton gun, which
are the result of calculation) are for the first time verified in
any way. The 35-ton gun, in fact, was fired under the conditions laid down on that di
in all
the weight
of projectile, firing —— and probably the initial velocity,
being
exactly
7001b.,
110
lb.,
and
1300ft.
per second
TO OORRESPONDENTS.
respectively, as there given.
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawingsor manuscripts ;we
The gun was mounted at seventy yards only from the
must therefore request our correspondents to keep copies.
P
known as No. 33, being placed so as to fire direct
*,* Allletters intended for insertion in THE ENG:
or contain- target
on the uninjured portion of it. This structure does not
exactly resemble the side of any vessel in the service. We
have already estimated its resistance as about
equivalent
communications.
:
‘
to 140 tons per inch circumference, judging fromthe effects
*,* In order
to avoid trouble and confusion,
we find it necessary to produced on it by the projectiles of the 10in. gun when
inform
ts that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must in all fired with powers of 152°7 and 103°9 foot tons per inch circases be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the cumference. It was clearly‘uselessto fire the 35-ton gun,with
writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that a power per inch of 219 or 220 foot-tons at the muzzle, at
answers received by itmay be forwarded to their destination. No a structure of this kind at so short a range as seventy
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with yards. Hence the target was strengthened so as to
these instructions.
make it about a match for the gun, by the addition of
T. M.—We will publish the sketch whenever you are ready.
J. E. R.—We are unable to identify the packing. It is very like Tuck's, but a 4in. plate fixed in front of it, which was supported
not the same.
round its edge by the insertion of a frame of 6in. battens of
8. A.—Your scheme is at least half a century old ; you will find it noticed in oak, leaving everywhere except just round the edge an air
most treatises on the steam engine.
C. E. W.—We shall shortly publish a paper on the subject, in compliance space of 6in. between the strengthening plate and the face
with the request of many of our
3.
of No. 33 target proper. The rough calculations we made
Crostanp’s Boiters.—We are requested to state that Mr. Crosland’s address as
to the value of increased thickness of iron to a target of
is Lord-street, Cheetham, Manchester.
J. H. ®t. James’-place).—The fly-wheel will require no power whatever to about these dimensions have rather led to the estimate of
keep it in motion either at thirty revolutions or any other speed, except that about 20 being the equivalent for each additional inch of
needed to overcome the resistance of the air and the friction of the bearings
plate. This would bring the figure of 140 up to 220, or as
of the shaft in their brasses.
8. R. (Chester-le-Street).—A separate eccentric on the back of the main slide nearly as possible the power of the shot at the muzzle of
is the simplest cut-off you can use. You will find a paper onc
8
without air pumps in Tue ENGINEER for October 2nd, 1868, It is per- the gun. One fact, however, must not be overlooked.
Sectly practicable to fit a L
as you propose, but we cannot say more There was as an air space of Gin. Great objections were
than this without further information.
J. L. H.—We have not the slightest doubt that a gun constructed as you expressed by high naval authorities to the introduction of
propose would go to pieces at the first round. We have, also, not the such an element of uncertainty, and not without reason,
slightest doubt that it would be impossible to persuade you that we are for it was urged that if a projectile met with sufficient
right and you are wrong. You have carried a principle, good in itself, a resistance to disintegrate *t in any way in its passage
great deal too far, a very common mistake with inventors.
Erratum.—ZIn our last impression there was an error in the arrangement of through the first plate, the air space would be quite suftithe diagrams belonging to our ‘‘ Papers on Telegraphy,” which we hasten to cient to prevent the effect on the target proper being that
repair.
page 430, second column, there are three diagrams. That
marked Fig. 9 ought to have been marked Fig. 7, and placed where Fig. 7 of a concrete mass. In fact, in certain cases an air space
was ; that marked Fig. 7 should have been marked Fig. 8, and placed where has been found to produce the total dispersion of the fragFig. 8 was ;that marked Fig. 8 should have been marked Pig. 9, and placed ments of a fractured shot, which, although perhaps split,
where Fig. 9 was.
might probably have passed through the same space of
solid wood in some measure as a single body. Major PalMACHINERY FOR MAKING AND GRINDING SCYTHES, &c.
liser did not appear to object at all so decidedly, probably
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Srr,—Can any of your readers inform me whether machinery for considering that the 4in. were not sufficient to fracture the
forging and grinding scythes and reaping hooks has ever been made, and 700 1b. projectile to any appreciable extent. We have
if particulars of the same could be got, or the machinery purchased
quoted these opinions expressly because the result of each
complete ?
G. M.
round may be found extremely instructive with reference
—— : —_
to the question thus rai
SUBSCRIPTIONS:
After firing two “scaling charges” the practice comTue Encineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country menced,
The first round consisted of the Palliser projecat the various railway stations ; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
Srom the office on thefollowing terms (paid in advance) :—
tile now employed either as shot or shell, filled with a
Half-yearly (including double number) «2 +2 «2 £0 14s, 6d.
bursting
charge
of 9lb. of powder. The result was that
Yearly (including two double numbers)... «. + £1 98. Od.
shell buried itself in the w ¢ to a depth which could
If eredit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will the
only be guessed, but which in all probability extended to
be made, THE ENGINEER is registered for. transmission abroad,
within an inch or two of the inside skin. At the back of the
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS.
target
a few nuts were started, and the skin slightly
Post-office Money Orders payable in Bngland, being now obtainable in the bulged only
and opened, but the entire framework and strucfollowing countries, THF ENGINEER will be weekly dispatched post-free
Srom the office, 163, Strand, to subscribers remitting by money order, accord- ture on which the target is fixed had at the moment of
ing to the following scale :—
impact been forced back, for a crack in the earth was, as
Per year.
Per year,
it were, sprung along the hinder face of each beam, in
ls
Aaaiiiibnsem ar~ C28%
GPOm 4s oe oe oe £34 0
some cases as wide as two inches. The strengthening plate
Australia .. .. + 116 0
Malta .. ws os oe 116 0
Belgium
0 87 florine in front had lost its frame, and was leaning
against the iron
SPEER ..
sc ts.. tt«» we «+ 116
BD Oor 00 france) | Natal
we
+s «+ «++ 231165 Oor
British Columbia .. . 116 Oorl0dols, New Brunawick .. .. 116 0 or 10 dois, face of the target proper. The second round was fired
British
Guiana
..
..
116
or
10
dols.
Newfoundland
..
..
116
Oor
12
dole.
at
a
different
part
of
the
target
in
this
condition
—
Canada.. .. «+ +» 116 Oorl0 dole New South Wales... .. 116 0
Cape
of Good
Hopeoe ..oe BETO
116 0
| Switeeriand
New Zealand..... .... .... 21165 Oor60
0
that is, at No. 33 target, strengthened by a 4in. plate
Chine
«
c
s
oe
|
france
Danes
250 ordalers
M vrige| Turkey
.. a..2 «es «ee. = 2950certo,
lying loose against its face, instead of being fixed with
WestCoast
Onnco
Boyett
1c ce«. oe«» oe«»- 138
of..Africa
.... 116 0
battens and 6in. air space.
The projectile was in this
Germany...
2
8
OorlSthalers'
WestIndies
..
case
fired as a shot, it having been thought that the
Gibraltar
- 1
i
burst
had.
injured
the
effect
of
the last round.
The
Tue ENGINEER is sent weekly post-free direct from the office, 163, Strand, to
The projectile gat its
subscribers in the following countries on receipt of subscription by bill on result was most remarkable.
London or otherwise, according to the following scale : —
head and shoulders, if we may so express it, completely
Per year.
.
through the skin on the inside of the entire target, the
Austria
£5 S ora7porns Norway
hee10{ or1818specie head shivering forward and leaving the walls of the body
‘ ‘diane
~ S50
++ 8.19
Chili
360 Oor
-+ 214
114 Oor2l
0 roubles held in the backing and back plates of the target with a
France:and ..Peru
+» »~ 116
50 francs| Panama
Russia
complete hole in the centre through which daylight was
fasta
OF satel
oe
-'
24 rika,
Italy...
"! @ 5 Oor
60france |Steden
- 86 of” ere visible, the shell walls standing in the target something
like the brass of the eyelet-hole in the leather of a boot.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
Thus 183in. of iron and 12in. of teak had been completely
%,* The charge for Advertisements offourlines and under
is three shillings ; perforated,
the head and fragments having
on as
each line
rds, ninepence.
line averages eight
é
are
charged the same rate for the space they fill. All si advertisements
from “ langridge,” leaving a most undeniable leak in the ship’s
the country must be accompanied by stamps in payment.
side. Probably this feat i
yet quite without parallel;
ADVERTISEMENTS CaNNoT BE INSERTED UNLESS DELIVERED BEFORE SIX 0’CLOCK oN but this is not the only thing to notice. It would have
Tuvaspay Evenine m nach Weex.
*,* Letters relating to advertisements and the publishing department of the been difficult to have fired two rounds from which much
paper are to be addressedto the Publisher, Mr. George
ld Riche;all more was to be learned. Under the circumstances the
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tax Encineer, 168, Strand.
existence of air
was certainly not to be regretted.
Let
us see what happened. The
t was,
as far as
could be esiculated, an exact match for the gun at the
muzzle, supposing the projectile to be flying without
‘THE
ENGINEER.
“wobbling,” which, considering its quick twist, is more
likely to be the case than with that of the lighter 12in.
FRIDAY, JUNE 2, 1872.
gun. In one instance the projectile failed to penetrate; in
the other it penetrated most effectually.
ny was this ?
THE THIRTY-FIVE TON GUN AT SHOEBURYNESS.
Without wishing to ignore the possibility of some acciTue trial of the powers of the 35-ton gun against plates dental variation in effect—for example, the second shot
at Shoeburyness on the 20th inst., isa most important event made a hole which just impinged on thejunction of two of
in the history of the science of armour-punching. To give the 8in. plates,so that this shot may have met with rather less
it due weight we must bear in mind the enormous difference resistance than the first, there are causes quite sufficient to
in power between this gun and those of 25 tons weight. For account for the difference. In the first case the shell had a
example, a vessel is in construction for Russia—the Her- bursting charge, which doubtless acted as it penetrated
cules—which is to
armour on, at all events, portions through the 4in. front plate. One proof of this is the
of the — _— professes to aden"aes
our Some blowing away of the Gin. battens enclosing the air =
between the target proper and the 4in. front plate.
e
12in. gunso!
nsat any,range exceeding about 1600
This armour it is calculated our 35-ton _— should pierce shell then having | ll disintegrated, and, moreover,
at at least 3000 yards range. Again, the heaviest armour having wasted some of its explosive force in the air space,
pro
for any of our own ships of war is that for portions fell with greatly diminished power on the target proper.
etrate was a natural consequence,
of the Thunderer and Devastation, which consists of 15}in. That it failed to
iron and 15in. of teak backing. This ought to keep out though, of course, the burst taking place as soon as it did
from doing justice even
the two 25-ton
projectiles at a little over 200 yards might have also prevented the shell
On the occasion of the
range; nay, we
believe our naval authorities consider that to a target without any air
such armour is proof up to the muzzles of these
yet second round there was no bursting charge, and, indeed,
the 35-ton gun was ex
to pierce it at about 1000, if but little air space, hence the projectile entered with its
not at 1200 yards,
or a
view of the aspect full force into the target and 4in. plates almost as one
is a matter reflectof the entire question we can
y do better than refer structure. That it penetrated so
to our large mm published as a special supplement ing great credit on the Royal Laboratory, for the metal
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—Madame Borvzav, Rue de la
BERLIN.—Messrs. A. ASHER and Co., 11,
den Linden.
IENNA.—Messrs. Gzrowp and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—A.LPHONsE
b
NEW YORK.—Wi.itMerR
Rocers, 47, Nassau-street.
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must have been most excellent; and we may mention by
the way that the front portion projecting through the skin
was quite cool to the touch—probably hardly above 90 deg.
. temperature—a few seconds after the delivery of the
ow.
It is due to Captain Hood and Major Palliser to note
how far the opinions of both were justified by the results of
the trial, especially as each of these opinions was rather
contrary to what professional interests or prejudice would
have prompted.
It would have been more natural to find
Major Palliser objecting that the air space did not give his
projectiles fair chance of penetration, and Captain Hood
thinking that they ought not to make difficulties about an
air space behind only 4in. of iron. Both opinions, as we have
said, were borne out, for when the shell was disintegrated on
impact by its bursting charge the air space appears to
have contributed to spoil its effect, as anticipated by Capt.
Hood ; while slthuadh it cannot be said to have had much
air space in the second round, yet contact can hardly have
existed at the base of the target when the front plate fell
back against it; in fact, complete contact could only have
been at the top edge, yet the shell certainly had work
enough in it, and might probably have proved effective,
whether the air space existed or not, when not disin
tegrated by a bursting charge before it got well into the
target. To learn the real effect of an air space, the shot
and shell would also have to be fired conversely. It appears, however, as if such a space ought not to be despised
where shells are employed. Our professional readers may
remember that this question has come up in the trials at
Shoeburyness before now, though with thinner plates,
where the effect would be less noticeable perhaps. We
confess that we find in the results of this last experiment
much that confirms the accuracy of the views we have frequently expressed concerning the value of air spaces in
keeping out shot and shell.
To sum up the lessons to be learned from these two
rounds: (1) It appears that the power of penetration
of the 35-ton gun is fully up to what could have been expected. In fact, while we may congratulate ourselves on
the result being so close to what would be supposed from
our diagram of May 17th (taking the estimate we gave,
for this very target in the article accompanying the same,
and making the rough addition of 20 per inch of iron
which we have used on previous occasions), it is clear that
the power of the gun is by no means over estimated on
that table, although this objection has been urged by high
authorities. (2) It appears as if the power of shot, as
compared with shell was, under some circumstances,
ter than has generally been thought. Lastly, it would
seem desirable to make a further trial of the effect of air
spaces on shell and shot.
All things considered, there is, perhaps, as much reason
to congratulate ourselves on the power of our 35-ton gun
and its projectiles as on anything that has been tried for
a long time, although we do not doubt that this very gun
woul be capable of producing still greater results had it
been a little longer and so able to burn a larger charge of
powder. We believe that an improvement in this respect
will form the chief characteristic of the proposed heavy
gun for land service.
THE POLLUTION OF RIVERS.
WHATEVER may be the law of the question, there can be
no doubt that in equity there is no such thing as “a prescribed right to commit a nuisance.” Yet this plea is one
which is frequently advanced by those who have great
interests at stake, and requires serious consideration at the
hands of those who are entrusted with the administration
of our sanitary laws and regulations.
The
principal
sources of river pollution are town sewage and the refuse
of manufacturing and industrial establishments. It would
be difficult to decide which of these two sources in a town
similar to Birmingham or Sheffield, is the more active in
effecting a joint result which isacknowledged to be a serious
evil. Sofar as thesewage portion of the nuisanceis concerned,
the matter has been taken in hand by the Government,
and some progress has been made towards enforcing the
fulfilment of conditions which will very much reduce, and
perhaps in time altogether remove, the evil. At present
it is the manufacturing difficulty with which we have to
do, and but little thought is required to make evident
the fact that the obstacles lying in the way when we
attempt to dispose satisfactorily of manufacturing refuse,
are far more serious than even those encountered in dealing
with town sewage. With this difficulty the Legislature
must deal very cautiously. While on the one hand it
must not be shirked by those who should take active measures concerning it, on the other it cannot be summarily
treated without doing manifest injustice towards those
whose interests are thereby involved.
The recommendation of the Rivers Pollution Commissioners has
already begun
to be felt, and it is intended that manufacturers, and proprietors of works in which chemical or
other processes are carried on, are to be made amenable to
the same regulations which are now made compulsory upon
local boards and sewer authorities. So soon as Mr. Stansfeld’s bill has become law, it will be illegal to discharge
any foul matter, refuse, or effluent fluid into a stream
which shall lower its purity below a certain fixed standard
prescribed
by the Rivers Pollution Commissioners. There
are some points in connection with the application of the
sewage laws, so to term them, to manufacturers, that are
deserving of attention. In the first place is the standard
too high, and does the Act partake of that arbitrary character
which very frequently characterises legislative enactments ?
The manufacturers very naturally assert that the standard is
too high, and go so faras to state that it will be impossible
for
them to comply with the provisions of such a
law without virtually closing their premises. In other
words, according to their own statement, they cannot
utilise their liquid refuse instead of 7
it into the
nearest stream, nor can they purify it to the degree which
would render it legally right for them to di
of it in
the usual manner.
these pleas are raised, to some
extent, w
good grounds. That just at the present moment yn
at. are|jtaken somewhat aback by the
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stringent nature of the resolution, and are unwilling to
try ityape ere which would entail considerable expense,
must
admitted. But at the same time.they in their
turn must have some regard for those living in the vicinity
of the rivers that are certainly polluted by their works,
and for the property of the riparian proprietors and tenants,
who have long’ been exposed to an evil which ought to be
at least mitigated if it cannot be remedied.
There was a time when the refuse of gasworks was
esteemed of no account—in fact, of less than no account—
for anyone might take as much as he pleased, provided he
only removed it from the premises, This same refuse can
now be utilised in a profitable manner; and it has now to
be seen whether the same course cannot be followed with
similar advantage with every kind of waste and bye product resulting from manufacturing operations. But the
trial must be made or the question will never be solved.
It remains to be proved whether manufacturers, with a
fair regard to their own interests can abstain from the
practice they have hitherto adopted in getting rid of the
refuse of their establishments, and employ another
method more conducive to the interests of the community
and the comfort and welfare of their immediate neighbours. It is our opinion that, if proper time be allowed
them, they will not only be able to do what is required of
them, but will ultimately find it to their advantage to do
so. The utilisation of sewage would never have advanced
even to the limited extent it has if it had been a matter of
option. It is quite possible that some coercion may be
necessary.
It was not until injunctions were granted
against offending parties —and, in a few instances, an
actual sequestration of the local funds ordered by the local
government authorities — that the responsible bodies
became convinced that the question admitted of solution.
The long immunity they had enjoyed begat the inevitable
contempt which naturally follows, and they put their faith
in the usual procrastination and indecision which invariably precedes the enforcement of all sanitary enactments and regulations. It is to be hoped that such will
not be the case with the pollution of rivers by manufacturing refuse. The proprietors will have the good sense
to perceive that they must make an effort to comply with
the law, and at any rate endeavour to adopt a better
system of dealing with their refuse and superfluous material, whether liquid or solid. It will universally be admitted that the subject is of sufficient national importance
to justify experiments, even at some cost to those concerned; and it must be borne in mind that the man who
tries and fails, is in a much better position than the man
who never tries at all. The standard of purity laid down
by the Commissioners is to the effect that “ Any liquid
containing in suspension more than one part by weight
of dry organic matter in 100,000 parts by weight
of the liquid, is inadmissible into any stream or
natural watercourse.”
It must be admitted that generally this is rather a stringent provision; but when it
is considered that not only do cattle but human
creatures drink from the streams whigh are so seriously
polluted by offending parties, it is difficult to assert that
it is more prohibitive than it ought to be. Besides, the
real gist of the prohibition is to restore, if possible, our
rivers and streams to their normal condition of purity.
In spite of what the interested parties may assert to the
contrary, we are convinced that they have little to do
but to exercise their own ingenuity, and put their shoulders
to the wheel, and they will very soon discover a mode of
complying with the law which will not only relieve their
neighbours from the evil under which they have so long
suffered, but which may recoup themselves for any outlay
they may have to incur, As the matter stands, socially
speaking it cannot be denied that the proprietors of manufacturing and industrial establishments make large fortunes
out of certain materials, and those which are of no further
use to them they send adrift, by no means to the benefit
of the rest of the community.
The administration of a law is a very simple matter, and
as a rule, is carried out in its full intent and spirit. But
the execution of the law is a very different affair, and it
depends altogether upon the manner in which it is put in
force, whether it be really efficient or becomes merely a
dead letter. A considerable number of our laws are, as a
fact, rendered completely null and void by the inefficient
and evasive manner in which they are executed. It is of
little use to lay down the law, if prompt action be not
taken to enforce compliance with it. Probably no legal
enactments are treated with so much general contempt as
those pertaining to sanitary measures, The reason is to be
found in the circumstance that the execution of the laws
relating thereto, is vested in the power of those who very
frequently have the strongest possible personal interest in
not carrying them out. A flagrant instance of this kind
was given in a leading article of ours a week or two ago.
Whatever may be the conditions proposed in Mr. Stanfeld’s bill, or however stringently de may be enunciated,
they will practically be inoperative if the executive power
is to be vested in the persons whom that gentleman considers the best suited for the purpose.
Mr, Stansfeld
proposes to confide to the justices the duty of detecting
the pollution of our streams, and of imposing the penalties
sanctioned by his Act ; but this is probably equivalent to
making the proprietor of a factory his own inspector. Supposing for a moment that the authorities mentioned were
disinterested parties in the question, they are, nevertheless,
utterly incompetent to the task, which is a very difficult one
to perform justly. Asa rule, they are men of very moderate
scientific attainments, and totally unfit to be entrusted
with the serious responsibility of deciding whether “the
best practicable means of prevention or purification have
been used.” This very question is still undecided, and has
for a long time engaged the attention of some of our most
eminent chemists and engineers, and yet it is now to be
summarily settled by men who have possibly never given a
thought to it. When “the best practicable means” have
been determined, it will be quite time enough to call upon
incompetent judges to enforce their adoption. The strongest
objection to the appointment of justices, as the arbitrators
in the case of river pollution lies in the fact that in the
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manufacturing districts the majority of them must bedirectly
or indirectly interested in the very causes upon which they
are appointed to ———
Imagine a whole board
of
justices trying such cases and giving their decision
with similar actions pending against themselves. The relaisation of the idea, whichisa very probable contingency, would
be simply a malversation of justice. Moreover, the elasticity
of the clause relating to the discretionary power vested in
the justices is very remarkable. ‘They can dismiss any
case provided they are satisfied that “the best means” have
been used, or that the nuisancé complained of is “trivial,”
or “inappreciable,” or “unavoidable.” We imagine that
they would generally be a very well satisfied bench,
and contented to let matters take their course. It is
needless to point out that to frame laws which are in themselves caleulated really to benefit the public, and to entrust
the execution of them to interested parties, is a mistake,
and only tends to render inefficient that which should
excite feelings of responsibility and respect.
The
proper official to supervise the execution of the law
relating to the pollution of rivers and streams should be
an independent person paid by the Government, and
amenable to the same authority only for his actions. His
salary should be sufficient to enable him to maintain the
position of a gentleman, and his character should be such
as to place him beyond the suspicion of being actuated by
any motives in the discharge of his duty save those of
integrity and impartiality. In the event of a complaint
being lodged against a party, the official in question would
investigate the matter, and if he found that the law was
violated, he would act in the capacity of a public prosecutor, and the plaintiff would thus bea mere witness. In the
event of either party being dissatisfied with the decision,
an appeal should be allowed to another jurisdiction. But
it is very unlikely that matters would ever reach this
point. The cases of river pollution which have hitherto
presented themselves have not reached so great a pitch of
refinement. They have been so flagrant and so palpable
that the senses were quite sufficient to detect them without
calling in the aid of the savant and the chemist. When
the colour of that which was once a clear current of water
becomes as black as ink, and when the stream can be
smelt long before it is visible, it seems a farce to analyse
its contents in order to demonstrate their foul and contaminated condition. In order to maintain our rivers and
streams in a pure, wholesome state, the refuse of manufactories must be treated in a manner which has not
hitherto been adopted. The law does not concern itself
about the means; it looks only to the end. The sooner
manufacturers in their own interests concern themselves
about both, the better for themselves and the community
in general,
THE DELHI IRON PILLAR.
A Lone description of the wonderful iron pillar at Delh
appeared in our impression for December 17, 1871. The last number of the series of professional papers on “ Indian Engineering,”
published at Roorkee College, contains an article on the subject
embodying all the information that has been obtained from time
to time about it. The most interesting statement is that made
by Colonel Cunningham in a note to the editor of the Roorkee
volume, written in March last, and runs thus :—“ When I wrote
a preceding account in 1863, I described the iron pillar as
formed of ‘mixed metal.’ This I did on the authority of the
late Mr. Frederick Cooper, Deputy Commissioner of Delhi. He
was then preparing a hand-book for Delhi, in which I find the
pillar is thus described :—‘ The celebrated Loha-ka-ldt, or iron
pillar, which is, however, a misnomer, for it is a compound metal
resembling bronze.’ On thinking over this question some months
afterwards, it struck me that a bronze pillar would never have
escaped the rapacity of the Mahommedan conquerors. I therefore obtained a small bit from the rough lower part of the pillar,
which I submitted to Dr. Murray Thomson,* who kindly furnished me with the result of his analysis, that it was ‘pure
malleable iron of 7°66 specific gravity.’ I have since referred to
various books to see what account was given of the pillar by
different tourists; and I find that the opinion that the pillar
was made of mixed metal or bronze has certainly prevailed since
the beginning of the century. But it is certainly of much older
date, asthe notorious Tom Coryat, more than two hundred years
ago, speaks of the brazen pillar which he had seen at ‘ Delee.’ An
equally important error has prevailed regarding the depth of the
portion of the pillar under ground, which was generally believed
to be at least equal to its height above ground ; but an excavation made by my assistant, Mr. J. D. Beglar, in 1871, showed that
the iron pillar terminated about three feet below the present
ground level, in a knob like a flat turnip. To this knob were
| fixed eight short thick bars of iron, on which it rested, and these
| were secured to stone blocks by lead, My assistant passed a
bamboo right underneath the pillar, I may add that the letters
of the principal inscription of Raja Dhava were originally filled
with silver, small bits of which metal may still be seen clinging
to the angles of the letters,”
GerMAN Patent Law.—We extract the following from the
Bayerisches Industrie-und-Gewerbeblatt, May 1872 :-—It is well
known that frequent petitions for the adoption of a common
patent law, and the establishment of a common patent office for
the German Empire, have been addressed both to the former
North German and the present German Diet. It may therefore
be presumed that the German Diet will sooner or later consider
this important question of jurisprudence. The committee of the
|Polytechnic Society at Munich, whose chief aim is to promote
| industry and trade in Bavaria, and who are usually consulted by
| the Government on questions relating to grants of patents, have,
on the motion of their secretary, M. Landgraf, deemed it convenient to advise thereon, and have adopted the following
resolutions :—(1) The beneficial furtherance of German industry
and commerce requires the adoption of a
atent law, and
the establishment of a common
patent office. (2) An efficient
| patent law must be based on the following principles, viz.:
re) Publicity, (b) legal protection of inventors, (c) preliminary
examination as to novelty, (d) payment for grants, (e) limitation
of term to ten years at most, The object of this movement might
be promoted by the participation of other societies of industry
endlpolitical economy in consulting thereon, and adopting resolu| tions. This might perhaps be the best and shortest way of making
the representatives at the German Diet acquainted with the views
of the German public. It would likewise be desirable that such
resolutions should be communicated to us for publication,
* Professor of Experimental Science ‘at the ‘Thomason C. E, College,
Roorkee, and Chemical Analyst to the Government of the N. W. Provinces,
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A Treatise on Mathematics as applied to the Constructive Arts.
In two parts. Illustrating the various processes of Mathematical Investigation by means of Arithmetical and Simple
Algebraical Equations and Practical Examples. Also, the
Methods of Analysing Principles and deducing Rules and
Formule, applicable to the requirements of practice. Arranged specially for the use of practical men and students,
By Francis Campty, Civil Engineer. Entered at Stationers’hall. London: R, A. Sprigg, 106, Great Russell-street, Bedford-square, 1872.
,
Tuts book affords an excellent warning to all those authors
who endeavour to condense into one treatise a series of
subjects which should, properly speaking, be treated of
in at least half a dozen separate volumes.
There is a vast quantity of information thrown promiscuously together without any attempt at method or system,
so that the whole is a confused jumble of letters and
figures. In the preface the author states that we have unhesitatingly thrown aside any attempt at elegant writing.
This is altogether a superfluous remark, as any one who
reads the book will speedily discover. In the preface itself
the impersonal, the first person plural ,and the first person
singular are all mixed up together. Although there is no
necessity fora book intended for the purposes of instruction
being elegantly written, whatever that term may be supposed to mean, there is a very great necessity that it be
written in accurate and grammatical language. “ Mathematics is hard.” “Six times 4 is 24, four times 6 is 24,”
can hardly be called grammatical writing, nor can the following :—“ In selecting examples for the illustration of the
various processes, every effort will be made to select such as
may be interesting in themselves, but not only that, as we
shall endeavour so to arrange them that they may have a
direct bearing upon some kind of work which actually
occurs in practice,” &e. One more example of the author's
peculiar style, and we shall proceed to our task :—“The
vineula, or, as it is written short, the ‘ vincla’ serves the
same purpose as the brackets. The dine of division ina
fraction serves as vincla to both numerator and denominator.” We have heard of the “ vinculum,” and its syncopated form “vinclum,” but we never met with a “vincla” before. Possibly Mr. Campin has altered the declension of the
word, or thinks that as he is employing a Latin term, he
may take a classic privilege and couple a Latin noun in the
neuter plural with a singular verb in English,
In the chapter on “Theory of Numbers” the attempt
to explain division is anything but clear. Six dots are represented in two rows of three, with a line drawn between
each two rows, and we are told that “ this process is division,
and shows that by dividing 6 by 2 the result is three.”
The truth is, that the dots are divided by one line, and not
by the figure 2, and there is not the slightest connection
between the line and the figure. As a proof of the system
of instruction pursued in this volume, it may be remarked
that the author, in treating of what he terms “ mathematical figures,” but which is generally known as arithmetic,
commences with fractions, and afterwards proceeds to
notation and the simple rules. It is doubtful what the
author means by “algebraical figures,” and the definition
that “an equation is a statement of two sides” is vague
and obscure in the extreme.
An equation is properly defined by stating that “ it is
the statement of the equality of two different algebraical
quantities in which the equality does not exist for any,
but only for some particular value of one or more of the
letters contained in it.” In other. words, the equation can
only be satisfied by certain values being given to certain
letters. At page 40 we come to one of those problems
which are thrown in promiscuously here and there, and
have not the slightest interest for any one who reads the
book for the purpose of learning mathematics. It relates
to a calculation for the strength of a girder, and belongs
properly to a treatise on that subject. It isa bad example
to select, and, moreover, forms one of the numerous
blunders in the volume, in which incongruous and totally
irrelevant examples are chosen and elaborately worked out
before the rules for working them out are enunciated. The
rules for transposing an equation are not given until
several pages beyond the solution of the one relating to
the girder. In multiplying (@ +) x (y—2) the term bz
is written zd. At first glance this does not appear of
much importance, as the product of any two quantities is
the same in whatever order they may be taken, and z b =
bz. But to the student—independently of the ordinary
rule that exists on the point—the accurate arrangement or
order of the letters of compound quantities is of vital conuence. Unless the same order of letters be strictly
adhered to, it will be eggs to work out correctly
long division sums in algebra. Whatever order of letters
is observed at the commencement—whether it relate to
letters, or letters and their indices—must be rigidly retained throughout the whole operation. The rule for performing subtraction, as given at page 49, is radically
faulty, and likely to lead to serious errors. The signs of
the subtratrend should be reversed, ix the mind, during the
process of subtraction, but it should never be written
down with all the original signs actually changed, as recommended by Mr. Campin.
In case of any error, it
might become impossible to tell what the original signs
sony were. After advancing thus far, and solving an
equation relating to a girder, we are introduced to the
meaning of the four simple rules, and the definition of all
the signs previously used. The persistent manner in
which the cart is put before the horse throughout the
whole of the volume is glaringly conspicuous, Let us take
one out of numerous instances. At page 41 occurs the
tre
wu
caw
which is worked out, and
rb. d
at page 51 occurs the following “example :”—
185 quantities to be ded;
1356
_286 or addenda;
1827 sum of addenda.
Several typographical errors make their appearance
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next. At page 53 there is “3” for “3%,” and “x” for
“z?;” at page 55“—81” for “4+81;” and at page 57
Vi6 for /64, In concluding this chapter our author
is unfortunate in his remarks.
He observes that “the
idea that raising numbers to different powers is any
way different from multiplication in the ordinary way
must not be taken up.” We should like to know how
“multiplication in the ordinary way” would raise a
number to a power similar to x**.
Passing over another instance where an equation belonging to a continuous girder is introduced exceedingly mal
a propos, the equation ax v +b x v = a* — b* is presented
for solution, which we should perform as follows : az v +
bav=a? —b? = (a + b) @— dD, orev (a+) =(+4+ dD)
(a — b) and x = “ —
Nothing will satisfy the author
but a process which is both tedious and unnecessary, and
in which there is the quantity “— + ab.” The chapter on
“ TInvolution and Evolution” calls for no particular notice,
except that we trust those who read the volume will
understand the “ general rule for extracting roots in algebra,” for it passes our comprehension. In treating on
logarithms the author follows the same plan. He commences with the solution of a long fraction, and subsequently explains
the working of logarithms. The following
rule is not very grammatically or very accurately stated :—
“To find the characteristic of a logarithm, subtract one
from the quantity of whole figures in the number.” It
may be mentioned here that as the volume under notice is
intended for “practical mechanics,” all they require to
know is how to use a table of logarithms, not how to construct one, and therefore a considerable portion of this
chapter might have been omitted. It is to be observed here
that D** and L'” are termed “ powers of mixed numbers.”
Hitherto a “mixed number” has had a very different
appearance. In his concluding remarks in the chapter
relating to trigonometry, the author states that trigonometrical language is often used when there is not any necessity for it, and observes, “for instance, in calculating the
strain of a lattice-bar of a Warren girder.” This is another
instance of Mr, Campin’s inaccurate phraseology. There
is no such thing as the dattice-bar of a Warren girder, insomuch as that description of girder has only one series or
system of triangulations in the web. There are no crossings or lattices in the bars of the web, The proper term
to use is the “diagonal bar,” or “ bar of the web.” We do
not by any means concur in the views laid down with
Ww
regard to the two formule, and should prefer- L
sine @
= - because the strain is a matter of simple calculation,
If the latter be employed, the value of 7 and d must be
obtained by scaling the drawing, which is not so accurate
a method as using the sine of an angle which is fixed
designedly. The depth or d the author makes equal to
“depth of girder between pins.” This is incorrect. The
proper value for d is the depth between the centre of
gravity of the top and bottom flanges. In the chapter on
“ Mathematical Analysis” the author goes far beyond the
purpose of the volume as stated in the preface. The class
of readers for whom the treatise is said to be intended
neither desire nor require the calculus as a means of calculation, and a number of the questions proposed in this portion of the work are utterly unsuited to “ youthful
students and practical mechanics.”
The contents of
page 159 will serve as a warning of the danger of using
numbers with twenty ciphers annexed to them, as we have
a logarithm with a characteristic of 16 corresponding to a
number with two integral figures, One more example of
the error incurred by multiplying figures to an extent that
no schoolboy would need, and our task is over. At page
178 it is required to determine the proper sectional area
for the chain of a suspension bridge. The data are, span
= 200ft; total load, 300 tons; versine, 20ft.; and safe resistance of material, 5 tons per square. By the formula,
putting S for the required number of square inches,
:
wWwxth = 200 x= 300 = pats
i
we have S=
75 sq. inches,
8x Dx ¢
20x 5x 8
or 37°5 square inches for each chain. Mr. Campin makes the
area 300 square inches for each chain; and, what is worse,
carries the error right through another page, and reproduces it in the calculation for the area of the chains at the
piers. On previous occasions we have pointed out the
exceedingly careless manner in which the books of this
author are edited and revised, and regret that the present
issue should so strongly confirm the truth of our former
strictures, and also prove how little they have been
attended to.
Solid Geometry and Conic Sections, With Appendices on Transversals and Harmonic Division. For the use of Schools. By
J. M. Witson, M.A., late Fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge, and Mathematical Master of Rugby School. London:
Macmillan and Co. 1872.
Tne study of solid geometry comprises one of those
branches of knowledge with which even those who have
received a liberal education are but very indifferently
acquainted. It is exactly one of those subjects which are
never thoroughly acquired except by those who have a decided taste for mathematical analysis and investigation. It
is true that boys at school learn by rote some twenty propositions of the eleventh book of Euclid, and are in consequence supposed to know something about solid
metry.
The truth is, that they really learn nothing, and, were it
possible, understand less, We have often expressed our
opinion respecting the unsuitability of Euclid’s treatise on
geometry asa text book for ordinary students in the present
age, and shall not, therefore, dwell on the subject. There
is not the least doubt that the use of so obsolete a mode of
instruction has gone far to prevent the dissemination of a
knowledge in which, as is well known, our continental
neighbours are greatly our superiors. This superiority
abroad is, in all probability, partly owing to the adoption of
amore modern, more attractive,and more practical method of
instruction
At present the path of knowledge has been
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rendered very much smoother, and more accessible than
formerly, and one can scarcely expect a person to select an
unpleasant road when an agreeable one leading to the same
goal is equally at his service.
Our author commences with a chapter on “ Planes,” and
gives clear enunciations and solutions of the various
problems connected therewith, and then proceeds to the
different figures which are formed by their combination.
A chapter on “Conic Sections” brings his useful little
treatise to a close. A very valuable feature in the work is
the addition of a series of questions in the shape of
“ Exercises ” to each separate chapter. The student, after
mastering any given rule or proposition, is naturally
anxious to test his ability to apply what he has learned to
an example. If none are afforded by the text-book he
must search for them elsewhere, and the result generally is
that he finds none, and remains content with a mere theoretical acquaintance with the subject—an acquaintance
which is often of a very transitory description. The contents of this little work are printed on toned paper, and
altogether it forms a handy compendium of the subject.
Das Roheisen in bezug auf sein Worwendung zur Eisengiesserei, &e.
Von A. Lepesur. Leipzig. 1872.
Tuts dear pamphlet at 4s. is a general treatise on the
properties of the various sorts of pig iron as employed in
the iron foundry. The author is a factory enginecr
(hutteningenieur) in the ironworks of Groeditz, in Saxony.
We cannot say that it adds much, if anything, to our
previous knowledge, and we find a good deal taken from
others without acknowledgment.

THE LEICESTER WATERWORKS.
In our columns of last week we published the programme of
the intended visit of the students of the Institution of Civil
Engineers to Leicester, and it is now our duty to present our
readers with a brief account of the proceedings on Saturday last
in connection therewith. The party, including several ladies,
occupied a number of saloon carriages attached to the Manchester express, which left the Midland Railway station at
10 a.m., precisely. On arriving at Leicester, the station-yard
was found to be nearly full of wagonettes and other open conveyances, liberally provided by the president of the institution,
to convey his visitors and guests to the site of the waterworks,
which are situated at Bradgate Park, about seven miles from
the town of Leicester. A pleasant drive of an hour sufficed to
bring the party on the ground, when their numbers were
reinforced by a strong addition, principally of ladies, of the
residents in and about the neighbourhood. A large marquee,
besides some smaller tents, had been erected, all decked out
with flags and banners. An excellent band was in attendance,
and the whole scene was exceedingly gay and animated. As the
time was limited, business was the order of the day, and after
taking a brief survey of the ornamental portion of the prospect,
the greater part of the company, headed by the president, commenced a tour of the works. These supply the town of Leicester,
containing an industrial population of 100,000 persons,
The waterworks have been constructed on the constant service system, to meet the requirements of at least 160,000 people
in years of extreme droughts. They are made in two sections
the older one at Thornton, about nine miles west of the town,
and the newer one at Bradgate Park, about seven miles north of
the town. They both depend upon rainfall gathered into large
impounding reservoirs: the former operating by gravitation,
whilst the latter requires the aid of pumping machinery. It
was to the latter and larger work that the visit was made. In
the case of both works the water is filtered by the most improved method before it enters the main iron conduits by which it
is conveyed to its destination. The whole of the works were
designed by and executed under the direction of Mr. Hawksley,
the present president of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
The water surface of the impounding reservoirs covers 200 acres,
and the contents of these reservoirs exceed 800,000,000 gallons.
The Bradgate reservoir is about one mile in length, and is at its
broadest part nearly half a mile in width. With the exception
of the part required to be stopped by the embankment, it is
naturally formed by the hollow in which it lies, and no excavation was required to give it extra depth. Its maximum depth
is nearly 38ft.
The embankment is between 40ft. and 50ft. high, and is about
760 yards long. It crosses a beautiful valley at the foot of
Bradgate Park, the former residence of the unfortunate Lady
Jane Grey, and now the property of the Earl of Stamford and
Warrington. This embankment carries on its summit the public
road leading from Leicester to the romantic district of Charnwood Forest. It is formed of the alluvial earth of the valley,
and is secured by a water-tight puddle wall, which penetrates to
a depth of about 40ft. beneath the surface of the ground. A
good deal of difficulty was experienced in getting in the foundations of the dam, as beds of sand with small streams of water
in them were met with.
The water is commanded by a system of valves, shafts, and
tunnels of great magnitude, and the safety of the reservoir is
secured by an imposing weir and byewash, over the latter of
which is constructed a Gothic bridge, executed in the green
granite peculiar to the neighbourhood. The weir is pointed in
| shape, and has a perimeter of 156ft. and three steps in it. It is
| thus seen that the fall of the water is gentle, and yet a great
quantity can be conveyed away in time of heavy rains and floods.
In very heavy floods Mr. Hawksley mentioned that there was
occasionally a derth of two feet over the crest of the weir. An
important feature in the works is the byewash. The soil underneath it is of alluvial character, and in order to prevent it being
washed away by the action of the running water the channel
bed of the wash required to be carefully protected. This was
accomplished by laying a thick course of hydraulic concrete over
the whole bed, and then superimposing another course of large,
heavy, rough-shaped stones. These latter were about 1 Sin. thick,
and the interstices were filled in with small stones and gravel.
The bridge which carries the public road over the wash consists
of three arches, and is built of the stone already mentioned.
The work is uncoursed rubble, very neatly jointed ; the stringcourse and coping are of dressed stone of an ornamental character. To keep the water in the reservoir under due control a
system of valves is provided. These are placed in a vertical
shaft and secured in solid masonry. Connected closely with
them is the tunnel, which served to convey away all the flood
water while the reservoir and its appurtenances were in course
of construction. The quantity of water which this tunnel is
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able to discharge is exactly equal to that which can be carried
by the weir in a given time. A great deal of careful puddling
was required in making the junction between the tunnel and
the puddling wall of the embankment.
From the reservoir the water is conducted by large iron pipes
to four large filter-beds of an ornamental character, whence,
after undergoing a perfect clarification, it passes to a central
pure-water tank, of hexagonal figure, and thence to two doublecylinder expansive steam engines, each of 80-horse power, built
and erected by Messrs. Neilson Brothers, of Glasgow. These
engines, which have cylinders 27in. in diameter, and a stroke of
7ft., with their four boilers, are placed in a very handsome structure, designed in the medisval style, and provided with a tall
tower, by means of which the three successive floors of the
engines are reached. The tower & carried up to a height sufficient to conceal within it the boiler chimney, and gives access
to a gallery from which a fine view is obtained of the surrounding country, and of all the works. Particular care has been
take to provide sand of the best quality for the filter-bed, that is,
of a purely siliceous character, and not containing any soluble
or earthy matter whatever. It is obtained frem the river Trent,
and its quality may be guessed from its price, which, including
acreening and washing, reaches 13s, 6d. per cube yard. A peculiarity in these filter beds of Mr. Hawksley is the manner in
which they are cleansed, and the admirable arrangement adopted
for that necessary purpose. Usually the whole of the sand,
when foul, has to be removed from the filter bed, deposited in
some convenient locality, washed, and brought back again. Mr.
Hawksley cleanses his sand in situ—that is, without removing it
from the bed. In order to effect this he has constructed in the
centre of each bed a sand-well, which is a rectangular iron
trough. The sand to be cleansed is shovelled into the trough,
into which water under pressure is continually flowing. By a
little manipulation in turning and re-turning the sand, it is soon
thoroughly cleansed and fit for being relaid in the filter bed,
This cleansing process was being carried on in one of the filterbeds at the time of the visit. It has been ascertained that the
rate of filtration is 6in. per hour. There is an arrangement in
the pure water-tank which regulates the admission of the water
from the filter-beds. This consists in the peculiar form and
dimensions given to the orifice of the inlet pipe in the watertank. A large pond also exists on the works which holds the
water condensed from the engines, which is thus used again and
again. There is very little loss by evaporation—much less than
what would be supposed—and the quantity thus lust is supplied to the pond through a pipe connected with the reservoir,
which keeps the pond at a constant level.
The engines—the pumps of which have a stroke of 3ft. Gin.
are each adapted to raise 1200 gallons per minute, either into the
service reservoir situated at New Parks, or more directly into
the town, as the conditions of distribution may require. The
reservoir is vaulted over, and contains 2,000,000 gallons of water.
It is intended to be supplemented by a second service reservoir,
to be situated on the Bradgate Main at a place called Gilroes.
The conduit mains are about sixteen miles in length, and vary
in diameter from 18in. to 24in., but the whole system of distribution is much greater, and extends to a distance of sixty or
seveuty miles.
The capabilities of all waterworks are to be measured by the
rainfall of the district and the area of the watersheds. The average rainfall in the present case is about 29in., but this is reduced
by re-evaporation to a net quantity of about l4in., and on the
mean of three consecutive dry years of exceptional character
the available quantity is found to be further reduced to about
Yin. As, however, the watersheds comprise eleven or twelve
square miles, this smaller amount of rainfall produces a daily
quantity of 4,000,000 gallons, being a quantity adequate to the
supply of 200,000 people, at the economica] rate of twenty
gallons each, or of 160,000 people at the more extravagant rate
of twenty-five gallons each, The undertaking has been devised
and carried out by the directors of the company in the most
liberal spirit, and with the utmost regard to its efficiency for th:
purposes for which it was intended. Mr. Ellis, the chairman of
the company, has shown the most untiring energy and perseverance in conducting the affairs of the company. He also at
the request of his brother directors undertook the duty of
locally controlling the practical operations which had devolved
on the company by the withdrawal of the original contractors,
While the works were therefore begun by an independent contractor, they were completed by the company itself, always an
unpleasant proceeding. The total cost of the undertaking ha
been estimated at £125,000, which, although a large sum is not
too dear u price at which to purchase a constant and adequate
supply of pure water for a town of the size and increasing importance as Leicester. It should be mentioned that great taste
has been displayed in the laying out of the ground and general
features of the site, the beauty of which is no doubt enhanced
by the adjacent scenery.
The inspection of the works occupied so much time that, unfortunately, there was absolutely none available for examining the
numerous and carefully-executed working drawings. When we say
none, we are, perhaps, not quite correct, for any one could have
found time by turning a deaf ear to the general call to the
marquee. But those who breakfasted at 8 a.m. were ready for
something to eat at 4 p.m., and it is no wonder, therefore, that the
sight of the handsome cold collation and the long-necked bottles
was too much for the most enthusiastic student. A mixed party
of ladies and gentlemen—numbering rather more than a coupe
of hundred — sat down together to do justice to the excellent fare which the president of the institution had
thoughtfully and liberally provided for them. Among the
party were Mr. Hawksley, the president of the institution,
and Mrs. Hawksley, several of the vice-presidents, members of council, and ordinary members of all classes. The students of the institution, for whose especial benefit the excursion
was arranged, mustered in considerable force. Mr. Hawksley’s
invitation was accepted by a number of ladies and gentlemen
residing either in or near Leicester, including Mr. Ellis, the
chairman of the Waterworks Company, and several gentlemen
of great local influence and position. Several toasts, some original, and others appropriate to the occasion, were given and
heartily responded to, and after a cheer for the secretary to
the institution, Mr. Forrest, the company prepared to return tu
their carriages. An up-express conveyed those of the party who
were London bound to St. Pancras, where they arrived at a few
minutes after 10 p.m. It is sufficient to observe that the whole
trip wa3 in every sense a complete success,
SouTH KEnstncron Musrvm.— Visitors during the week ending
June 22nd, 1872:—On Monday, Tuesday, and moe free,
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 10,962; Naval and other collections, 1043, On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admission
6d., from 10 a.m., to 6 p.m.: Museum, 6642; Naval and other
collections, 41; total, 18,688, “——_ of corresponding week in
former years, 12,584. ‘otal from the opening of the Museum,
11,714,182,
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In the accompanying engraving we illustrate an ingenious form
of governor, the invention of Mr. Richard Long, of Hope-place,
Liverpool. It will be seen that the mode of action is very simple.
Two heavy wedges act the part of the balls of an ordinary governor,
sliding further from the centre as the speed increases. The
wedges are controlled by springs, and raise a top rod, which
actuates the throttle valve as shown in Figs. 1to7. Until the
required number of revolutions are obtained the wedges
remain at rest near to the boss B. The planes A, A, are
made of two horizontal bars of iron; and are bolted to
each side of the boss B, leaving a space between the two
bars. In this space are the spiral springs D, D. One end of
each spring is attached to the boss B, and the other end to
the wedges. The wedges run on four antifriction rollers, and
lave two rollers under each of the bars A, A. The levers E, E, E,
connect and balance the two wedges. The vertical shaft H
passes through the boss B, to which it is securely fixed, and revolves with it. The bracket J, J, allows the vertical shaft H to
pass through, and is bolted to each end of the double horizontal
bars A, A. The arms K, K, are fixed to the brass sheave L, sliding
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
correspondents.)
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up and down the vertical shaft H, and carrying with it the rod
which regulates the throttle-valve. The forks M M are connected
with the arms K, K, and slide freely through the bracket J J, and
are kept in position by the side brass guides N, N, through
which they work. Between the forks M, M, are the two brass
rollers P, P; revolving on the axles between the forks. The brass
rollers rest on the thin end of the wedges when the governor is at
its normal speed. 8S, 8, are two spiral springs, through which pass
the two vertical connecting rods T, T. Fig. 6 and 7 show the
wedges, with the side friction rollers T, T. Fig. 8 shows
screw arrangements for regulating the strength of spring.
Fig. 9 shows an arrangement for using a compressing spring
instead of an extending spring. When the governor revolves above its normal speed, the wedges begin to leave
the centre, and passing between the forks M, M, press against the
rollers P, P, which rise and give motion to the brass sleeve L.
On the least diminution of the speed the spiral springs D, D,
draw the wedges towards the centre and the springs S, 8, force
down the sleeve L and open the throttle valve. Its normal
speed, or the speed required to be attained and kept up, can be
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reduced by regulating the springs, as low as fifty revolutions per
minute, and it will begin to shut off steam when the number of
| revolutions is increased. It thus dispenses with multiplying gear,
| and when used on screw steamers can be driven direct from the
shaft. This fact makes it much more convenient than other
governors, and it is found to operate particularly well in
opening the throttle valve. This is an important point, as
there are many governors that will quickly shut off the
steam, but when the steam is again required are slow in opening
the throttle valve. If a portion of the oad be suddenly removed
the speed will be instantly controlled. If the load be slowly thrown
off or on it will gradually rise and fall as the steam is raised
or lowered by the throttle valve. If all the load be
instantly thrown off or on, as in racing, it will suddenly close
or open the throttle valve. The engraving shows a governor
suitable for 400-horse power and upwards and arranged on a
vertical shaft; but is is also made to work on a horizontal shaft
as may be found most convenient for fixing. The cost of the
governor is, we understand, very moderate, while it is strong and
unlikely to get out of order.

| When their outlets were shut little power drove them, and the driven by separate engines. Some years ago I invented a steam
more open were the outlets the more power was required 3 and it pump to be worked by the exhaust, its own exhaust to go into a
seemed that, with a valve on the outlet to regulate the delivery of jet condenser, from which all the water would be pumped into

ROAD STEAMERS,
SCALE OF FEET
¥ Srr,—I should like to comment on the design of a steam
Pe jf
omnibus, by Mr. Todd, in THE ENGINEER of March 29th. It has
connections nearly like those patented by me in the United States
in 1861, which have been built on six engines. Four of them
were self-propelling fire-engines, built at the Novelty Ironworks
SIDE ELEVATION
in 1857 and 1858, and patented in England in 1858, No. 2803, by
J. G. E. Larned, who designed the boilers and hydraulic appaa
I send tracings of a road locomotive,inwhich you wil see
them,
As you observe, parallel rods were used in this way on scme
locomotives by Stephenson, but the radius rods were not used
with them. The invention, so far as I am concerned, consists in
the combination of radius and parallel rods, which, for rough and
dusty roads, I deem better than the arrangement on those Iccomotives, because the slidings of the axle-boxes —_ down, six
inches each way, would hinder the action of the springs, end
cause excessive wear. These connections worked so well on the
fire-engines that the Novelty Ironworks authorised me to take
orders for passenger carriages, to be built by them, and
guaranteed to run at twelve miles per hour with economy, as
compared with horses; but our people are like yours on this
subject.
waOne difference between my design and Mr. Todd’s is that I
make the radius and parallel rods of equallength, and put them
close together outside the wheels, whereas he puts the radius rods
inside the wheels and the parallels outside, 23in. from them,
making the transverse stress on the axle five times greater than
in mine. Besides, should his axle break the load would fall, but
my engine journals may break without throwing down the load ;
and the distance from the centre of his countershaft journal to
the centre of the parallel rod gives a leverage of 10in., tending to
bend the shaft; in mine this leverage is 44in.
LONGITUDINAL SECTION
Another difference is, he uses gearing, which I deem inexpedient for passenger carriages. From all accounts, 1 judge that the
old locomotists, who did not gear, did better than those of our
time have done.
Mr. Todd shows a fan driven by the exhaust. This has been
used from 1835 until within a few years on the Baltimore and
Ohio Railway, on several locomotives with vertical boilers,
and has worked well, but is deemed less efficient than the puffing
blast.
I am surprised at what he says of the steady blast from a
blowing-box in the ‘‘ Pioneer” omnibus, that it frequently caused
30 1b. back pressure, and did not prevent noise. Mr. A. F. Smith,
who designed the dummies used to draw the trains of the
Hudson River Railway in the streets of New York many years
ago, tried the blowing-box, and thought it worked as well as the
puffing blast ; and Mr. Marks, of one of the Canadian railways,
also tried it, and thought well of it; and I tried it on a carriage
that was burnt before I had sufficiently tested it, and found it
prevented noise except on steep hills. Gordon, in his treatise on
Locomotion, says that Gurney exhausted into a cylinder 7in.
diameter and 30in. long, and that the back pressure was 31b., and
the draught good ; but Gurney’s grate was excessively large. 2
The proportions and arrangement of blast-pipe and chimney
make so much difference that failures in this matter should not
discourage further trials. Mr. Siemens, in THE ENGINEER of
August 25th, 1871, says that Professor Zeuner, with a common
jet, moved but 37 volumes of air with 100 volumes of steam;
ut Mr. Siemens himself, with an annular jet, moved 137 volumes
of air with 100 volumes of steam at the same pressure, and at
low pressures 14 volumes of air were moved by 1 volume of steam.
If Mr. Siemens would report the effect of his blower with such
pressures as occur in locomotives—under 10in. of mercury for the
steam, and 10in. of water for the air—he would confer a favour
on road locomotists. A friend of mine who builds road steamers
under Thomson’s patent has tried the annular jet, and failed
to make steam as well as with the puffing blast; but, from
drawings shown me, I suspect that there must have been errors in
the proportions of his nozzle and chimney.
Mr. Todd’s objections to the fan, driven by the main engines,
d>not accord with experiments made at the Novelty Ironworks air, the fan may
be run at high speed with less loss than has been the boiler. ot that ae of by
for the United States Government to test the advan
of work- su
but has not been tried. If made large,
—-.
ing steam expansively, Fans were used to measure the power,
. Smith’s_ dummies, which condense their steam, have,ans water were pumped to waste, I believe it would drive the
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pump of a road steamer. Mr. Todd says that a noiseless
blast is a
necessityin streets. I donot fully admit this, Some noise is de— — bells 7 used on the New York vy me oenens bu a
puffing
it would be more appropriate,and less offensive
e
people. Besides, it is tiene bocladesthas bevessare not entitled toa
monopoly of roads, and that steamers should be allowed to use a
puffing blast, if it be really nesemneny to their economy. My view
is, that steam power is so far developed
that horses ought to be
deemed
an evil, to be got rid of as soon as practicable. More
le are kiled
by them in Londonthan by steamin all England,
and they directly and indirectly
cause all the dirt in streets; and
the clogging of sewers is due to detritus that would not get into
them if the motive power were borne on wheels; and it is estimated by some oe that the malaria from sewers, caused by
clogging, causes the death of more than 5000 people yearlyin
New York. And these evils are not —
by cheapness ; on
the contrary, from what you have published, and the reports of
parliamentary committees, and from experience of my own, I am
convinced that even the smallest vehicles can be worked by steam
cheaper than by horses,
The “‘ direct jet steam fans made by the North Moor Foundry
Company, driven by turbine wheels,” which Mr. Todd refers to,
are not known here. A report on their efficiency and economy
would interest your American readers.
Exhaust fans, working in the smoke, have been used. They
present outward |
e of gas and other “‘ disagreeables.” Could
any of your ye
ents report how they work ?
n conclusion, allow me, as a believer in road steamers for the
near future, to
you for the reports you published last year,
and for your articles on construction, and your advocacy of the
system. Our journals limit themselves to brief reports, as items
of news, of such road steamers as are started here, or are much
noti
by your journals ; and they avoid giving names or commendations, that indicate a belief that themachines are more than
mere curiosities, I showed a report in your journal of a trial of
the “Pioneer” omnibus to the editor of a leading newspaper,
greenly supposing that he would be glad to publish it, Heshowed
me that he had published a paragraph about the same invention.
It was from a Montreal paper, proposing to import a steam
omnibus for that city; but he hadleft out the name because he
would not advertise the invention gratis ; and this mere mention
of a project was his reason for not troubling his readers with the
report of a trial that seemed to have been highly encouraging.
The effect of this policy is to nullify the influence of newspapers
in matters in which anybody can be supposed to have pecuniary
interest. What they say in favour of them is supposed to have
been paid for, and not examined by the journalist. And not onl
do they nullify their own influence, but they excite distrust of ail
peer ae commendations, The most sincere and liberal jo
could hardly fix the attention of its readers on any invention or
project it should advocate, because they would presume that its
vi
was mere printing, paid for by visionary schemers.
Under these circumstances it is difficult to convince even a few
efficient persons that they may, without undue risk, invest enough
road steamers. It is, therefore, the more creditable to
THE ENGINEER that it has advocated them, and devoted a liberal
portion of its columns to ag ng |their development,
30, Broadway, New York, June, 1872.
J. K. FIsHer.

ENGINEER

In the first place, he leads one to suppose that it is impossible
to arrive at his result by the ordinary method, ,whereas the
problem can be solved by the usual general formula.
.
To find the time of revolation of « planet round the sun. Since
the centrif
force equals the central force (taking the orbits as
circular) we have
vs_1
and 2R=vt..t=2eR!
RR?’
where K is the distance of the lanet from the sun.
line to the sun, we
To arrive at the time of f ing in a direct
have
dz
(35 w= -2 are
dt
where C is to be determined by considering that v= 0 when x= R.
gives
i?
gh
e
=-(S)S. ea =e(2)
Now 2 R?:

(; \'-32%, which agrees with the result found

geometrically.
In the second place, M. Flammarion would lead us to believe
that he first calculated the relative numbers representing the time
the planets would take to fall into the sun, and that his discovery
was the result of an inspection of those numbers. He says :—
“The first thing that strikes one is, that the numbers are to each
other as the square roots of the cubes of the distances.” Would
it be sceptical to fancy that this relation might not be the first
thing that would strike one on looking at a series of numbers
having an average of five digits each? One would be tempte:l to
imagine that Mr. Flammarion found the law he has discovered (if
it is his discovery) by the ordinary formula, and then put the cart
before the horse, with a Frenchman’s eye for effect.
Be this as it may, M. Flammarion, no matter how he first
obtained his result, has shown it by an exceedingly pretty
geometrical method,
G, O, HaNLon.
Sandymount, Dublin, June 22nd.
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one to the back of the projectile pacing % to start forward, the
other to the end of the liner, which tends to make it jump back.
Now if the coils over the liner had not been shrunk on firmly, the
liner actually would, as it were, slip through them, owing to their
inertia, and the gun would present the same appearance at the
muzzle as if the muzzle coil outside the liner had jumped forward.
om to the cascable at the back, one of the wrought iron coils
wi be pulled back as well ; but this has nothing to do with my
argument. But in practice, instead of this being the case, we find
it is the very reverse, for the liner projects in front of the coil;
and the only possible explanation is that the projectile pulled the
liner out with it by means of its studs, and in doing this work the
projectile lost partof its velocity.
It is, I believe, a fact that three out of eight guns on Lancaster's
> ge with increasing twist rifling blew their own muzzles off in
the Crimea, as the grooves of a
with I T are continually
altering their shape and inclination from breech to muzzle, soa stud
which beds fairly against the driving side of the groove at any one
point cannot do so at any other. The consequence of this continually varying curvature is that a rib cannot be used on the projectile to impart rotation, but a stud has to be employed. And we
have as a first result a rubbing surface in the I T gun probably not a
hundredth of that in the U T gun, and a section of metal to
transmit the pressure causing rotation not one-tenth of that which
we should have had if the rib had been used.
A second result is that in all our collection of ‘“‘ magnifi
cent guns” there is not a single heavy one that the authorities
dare to fire a hundred rounds out of in one day.
At present, with the powder which we now use; which is not
yay |slow burning, and still more so with the powder we
were in the habit of using up to a recent date, the studs and the
gun form two antagonistical interests which have to be consulted
—that is to say, if an increasing twist is given to the gun the
gas pressure is diminished, which is a slight advantage for the
gun, but the stud strength is very much diminished also, which is
a great disadvantage ; but if an uniform twist had been adopted the
pressure on the gun would have been increased, but the strength
of the studs, which might become a rib, would have been very
much increased also; and as experience has shown that the guns
are strong enough—for they hardly ever, if indeed ever, burst
from excess of powder pressure—while experience has also shown
that a single row of studs is not strong enough, it seems curious
that we should persist in using a system which strengthens the
part which is the strongest already.
If a slow burning powder po 1]be got—and it is from this
direction that some of the greatest reforms in artillery will come—
we might get far higher initial velocities with much less powder
pressure than we are now accustomed to. The absurdity of using
these quick (so-called slow) burning powders becomes apparent
when the simple calculation is gone through to find what uniform
pressure is actually necessary to give the velocities we get now.
Suppose, for instance, a 9in. gun is taken, throwing a 250 lb.
projectile with an initial velocity of 1300ft. a second ; and suppose the shot to be acted on by the powder pressure through ‘ft.
while passing up the barrel. Now when a uniform force acts upon
a body we know the connection between the velocity (V), the
accelerating force (f), and the space (S) passed over to be V? =
2fs ..f= pba substitute for V? (1300) and for S (9), and we
have the accelerating force
93,890ft. per second. We know
also that> when pressure communicates motion to a mass that
=g9 e eo 2 i ; here substitute for f, 93,890, for M put
250 Ib., and for g 32°2ft., and we get the pressure = 327°5 tons,
about. Now the back of a shot in a 9in. gun presents an area of
63°6 square inches, and dividing 327°5 by 63°6 we tind the pressure
to be about 5148 tons per square inch. Twenty tons is, | believe,
not an uncommon pressure in the above gun with our present
powder. That a uniform pressure could ever be got by a homo
geneous powder, burning as itfnow does, is, I think, doubtful ; all
that the above results show is that our endeavours should be to
improve the powder.
If we had such a powder, then theoretically the grooves must be
straight lines if we wish to keep the pressure on the studs uniform,
for the pressure on them being always the same, the amount
which they would move round, i.¢., the amount‘of rotation, would
follow the law S' = 4 p &, where p represents the pressure on the
studs, which acts as a uniformly accelerating force. And the
shot travels up the barrel of the gun according to the law
S=4/; and since }, f, p, and ¢ are all constants, .*, 31=
constant .*. A S! is a straight line,
:
”"A Sv
J

CONDENSATION IN STEAM CYLINDERS.
Sir,—I am much obliged for the explanation you were so kind
as to give me as to the test of work done by engines by calculating
the difference of the heat which might be expected to reappear in
the condenser and of that which actually does reappear. The
difference, you say, represents the steam liquefied by the work
done. Now, referring to a letter in your pages by Mr. Thurston,
on the trial of steam boilers by the American Institute at the
annual Exhibition of 1871, it is worthy of notice that he lays the
chief blame of what you consider the low ‘“‘ steaming capacity ”
upon the newly appreciated fact that “‘it is exceedingly difficult
to determine the amount of water carried over with the steam,”
except by his method, and that the errors which have arisen from
the disicul: of detecting moisture in steam have caused serious
incompatibility of result in the tests of various boilers, the water
cndial aterbeing greatly in excess of what is now generally considered to be the case. Is it not, then, possible that the loss of
THE TAY BRIDGE.
heat which you consider to be caused by the liquefaction of the
Srr,—Nos. 858 anc 859 of THe ENGINEER contain a ve
steam by the work done might be owing to the water of so called
interesting article on hm gon Wrought Iron Girders,” whic
liquefaction never having been steam at all, but may it not have
will give a deal of practical and most useful information to come over as hot water along with the steam? This point is, I
every one interested in this subject, and certainly Mr. Allen D. think, worthy of consideration.
C. REGINALD PARKES,
Stewart deserves for it the thanks of all young engineers, No
[Our correspondent may rest assured that steam is liquefied in
doubt the d
of girders for bridge and other work is a very doing work unless it is = with a special increment of heat
important task for every engineer, and, as mentioned, every as, say, from a jacket. This liquefaction is never confounded by
engineer calculates their stengths, sections, &c., according to his careful experimentalists with priming or wet steam.—Ep. E.]
own rules and ar
Mr. Stewart’s ideas seem to me very
good ones, as I had an opportunity of checking them eighteen
RIFLED GUNS.
months ago, when engaged in the firm who ought to have carried
out the Tay Brid e, and when I had to work out the plans for the
Str,—The great distrust with which very many competent
sinking of pr ders, the building up of the piers, the lifting authorities look upon our present heavy guns, and the growing
of the 215ft.
ers, &c. Asa matter of satisfaction to myself, I want of confidence in them shown by many officers and seamen of
calculated the strains on top and bottom flanges, on struts, &c., of the navy, make it a matter of necessity that something should be
the different girders, and im treating the Sint, girders as con- done quickly to decide whether these doubts are well founded or
tinuous
ers I arrived at the same result as Mr. Stewart, not, Within the last few weeks we have seen in the daily papers
namely, that the central strain for compression becomes 150 tons. how the guns of some of the finest ironclads in our navy—a navy
The section of the top flange is trough-shaped, as shown in the on which we expend ten millions annually—are unable to fire
engravings on page 399, and the full section, without any allowance more than a few rounds without becoming disabled, and these few
for rivets, was then (eighteen months ago) 28°5 square inch = toa at considerable intervals of time; and yet the British public looks
compression of 5°26 tons per square inch, which might be con- on with the most extraordinary
ess, believing the efficiency
sidered ee for a common plate girder. As Mr. Stewart of the navy to be great in proportion to its cost. But if the
mentions, the free length of yoy between the struts is 25ft., ublic would. only remember that the power of our ironclads to
and he lays great stress upon the fact that for any parts in com- ~— off hostile fleets is simply proportional to the efficiency of
ression the proportion of width to length ought to a about 1 : 30. their guns, and that our ships are now armed with guns which are
This is the case with this top flange, asitis 12in. deep. However, every day breaking down with work not in the least compafable
I cannot do better in concluding than quote from an article
the question arose to me, and to one of my friends, whether to the work they would have to perform in an engagement, and which appeared in your paper a few weeks ago, saying of the inthat we are bui ion more enormously costly ironclads and ——y | creasing twist :—‘‘This system of rifling is an outrage on all
Fic. 3.
Fie. L
them with guns of the same faulty description, only larger,
mechanical principles.” That it should fail to spin long prothink that this most remarkable apathy would very quickly jectiles is patent to every mechanician, and that it does fail is
vanish. The Hercules carries, I believe, six 10in. 18-ton guns, equally evident to every unbiassed seaman gunner.
G.
and while merely training the crew has, during the last three
8'x3x32
years, disabled three of them. The Bellerophon is another of our
HIGH-PRESSURE
MARINE
BOILERS,
most costly ironclads which carries guns which have disabled
Sirn,—On reading your article on ‘‘ High-Pressure Marine
themselves while merely going through a little quiet firing at
targets; and there are many more instances which I shall not Boilers ” in this week’s ENGINEER, I was greatly surprised to find
--8.x¢
bring forward at present, all showing that the guns on which we so many erroneous deductions. You believe the quadruple
are nearly all blindly relying for protection from invasion are little shell boiler to be better than the single shell boiler, and your
a
a&
reasons are as follows :—A greater amount of heating and grate
better than so many delusions.
Fic. 2,
Not long ago a few remarks appeared in a daily paper, and were surface, a form of boiler more suitable for use in ships, a safer,
copied into the Times, to the effect that many people had attri- cheaper, and lighter boiler. If it fulfilled these conditions it would
buted the last accident in the Hercules gun to wrong causes, and indeed be a valuable boiler ; but with the exception that there is
that the real cause was a failure in the fuze mechanism. Iwill a larger grate surface, it is inferior in other respects. You are in
first ask the writer in what way does he think that the blame error as to the size of furnaces that a lift. single shell boiler will
take, and also in the thickness of the shell plate. Three 3éin.
due to the officials of the Government is diminished pane
the cause of the failure from the rifling to the fuze?
e public furnaces can be got in “ without squeezing,” instead of 32in., as
is taken in by paying
a very good price for a very
bad articleto stated by you ; and the shell plating must be lin. instead of jin.
people who should by this time know how to make a good one. thick to carry 65 1b. pressure, or otherwise no Board of Trade
would give a certificate. Now as to comparative weights
this trough-sha;
girder, exposed
to a
compression equal to And, secondly, I believe that the real cause of the accident was surveyor
the
rifling, and not the fuze; and in this letter I hope to show of the two types, the cylindrical shells must weigh the same if of
150 tons, would not double up, as the two as ie irons
strength.
The weight of the ends in both cases depends
a, a, are without any bracing
een them, and therefore that the increasing twist is a radically wrong arrangement. equal
upon the pitch of the stays, and it is of no consequence what is
the whole flange might widen out so. Take for instance, The great advantage claimed for the increasing twist is, that as the
size
of
the
flat
cylindrical head—if the pitch is the same the
the part C d, Fig. 1, 8in, broad from the outer angle iron, no rotation is imparted to the —— when it first begins to plates must be of equal
So far the weights are the
and the strain for compression on this part will be equal to about move, it will move away from the breech of the gun with a lower same. But you have notthickness,
considered that the combustion chamber
82 tons. The three-eighth web plate will hardly prevent the angle pressure than if an uniform twist had been used, and rotation requires a water space, therefore
must
be double plated, and that
at
once,
in
which
latter
case
both
the
inertia
of
the
proiron A from bending out, as in ig. Ay
at age if you had
there must be several connection tubes over the tops of the
a column 25ft. long of the section,
3, witha load of 32 tons on it, jectile, opposing the rotation and the friction of the studs, would furnaces
to allow the steam generated to pass readily to the upper
ve held the projectile back. This is, no doubt, anadvantage
and I believe there would be every chance of its doubling up. Woul
Take into account this extra plating, and at a low estimate
it not be Se rine omaieen trough of the same section as the of the increasing twist, but it is one whose relative importance shells.
quadruple shell boiler will weigh7 percent. heavier. Now contop flange, 25ft. long, and test the same for compression with the to the disadvantages entailed by the use of it is very easily mis- the
sider
thecostof
workmanship. There would bea saving
load asmentioned, and the two angle irons A not being connected ? calculated. Lieutenant-Colonel Owen, in his book on ** Modern of about £2 per materialand
ton in the shell plates of the quadruple type on
Artillery,” quotes a case of two Sin. guns, fired with the same
This might prevent also serious accidents. It may
account
of
their
weight,
but
the 7 per cent. of extra plating would
—
and
projectiles,
one
rifled
on
the
I
T
principle,
the
other
opinion
is based upon an error, or that there ha‘ already
than cover this saving ; and it must not be forgotten that there
made little altera’
during thelast eighteen seni: Sines on ° UT in which the U T gun gave an average initial ismore
less
riveting
to
be
done
in
the
single shell type than in the other,
velocity
of
1338ft.,
and
the
I
T
a
velocity
of
1303ft.
per
sec.
I should feel
obliged to receive some information about this
Now, it +a da —_ pr
_ to go on in- as the convex surface — former * halffin of the on Se
im
t.
: —_ t
wa
H. Nasuo1z.
pr
creasing the
in the
gun un
ve the same average lin. rivet requiring no longer time than jin. rivet to
initial velocity toitsshot that theuniform twistgun did, and then to home in a steam or hydraulic riveter. In addition, there is the
11, Bloom-street, Manchester, June 22nd, 1872.
compare the pressuresof the gases in the two guns at the breech. expensive workmanship in the combustion chamber and the conal
The writer just quoted says the cause of this difference of initial necting pipes over and above what there is in the single shell type.
THE TIME WHICH PLANETS WOULD TAKE TO FALL INTO velocity
is that the projectile in the I T gun moved away from As to the heating surface in the tubes the loss in the type you adTHE 8UN.
to obtain
the breech with a lower pressure behind it than the other
had, vocate is over 30 per cent. In a 14ft. boiler you are able
deep, in the quadS1r,—While
th ie geometrical method, Faa and so a lower pressure was exerted througha greater distance an area of tube plate equal to 14ft. long by
lished in THE Trennees ctthe14th inst., by which M.
than inthe Et
This may have had a little to do with the | ruple type you have an area equal to that of a 7ft. cirele, and then
marion arrives at the result that there is a constant ratio between result, but I believe only a very little; and I think I can show the boiler is crippled for steam space, for it would not be one-half
the annual
period of a planet and the time it would occupy in clearly that the real reason is that the projectile is held back by of what is obtainable in the single shell. This last statement
falling to
sun, I. cannot help, in
interests of science, its own studs as it neared the muzzle, When the powderin a gun | brings me to consider the general efficiency of the boiler. There
making some remarks on the position he has assumed,
is first fired, two impulses
or blows are suddenly imparted, | is a deficiency of tubes, consequently of heating surface ; a loss of
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steam room, and yet the boiler has a larger internal capacity than
the single shell one. Yes, itis choked with water, the water s
being to the steam space, with 6in. of water over the tubes, about
seven to two; every probability of a priming boiler and 2ft. of
dead water under the furnaces, It is a matter of easy calculation
to find that such a boiler when ready for lighting fires would
weigh tons more than a single shell boiler. Lastly, is it better
adapted for ships than a single shell? It must occupy more room
in height, and there is an equal amount of space lost, only it is
divided differently. I have not touched on the strength of riveted
plates, because, if the plates are simply lapped over each other, a
lin. plate double riveted will not stand quite double the strain
that a jin. plate similarly dealt with will stand. But the reason
is apparent, the distance between the centre lines of the plates is
double in one case what it is in the other. In thick boiler shells,
inside and outside, butt straps ought to
employed. In conclusion, what constitutes a good marine boiler cannot be summed
up in the few lines you have devoted to the question, W. J. P.
[Our correspondent would have done well, we think, to have
reserved his criticisims until we had completed the series of
articles, the first of which orvneet in this impression, We
shall not comment further on the letter than to make two statements: the last 1s that the figures 32in. are simply and very
obviously a misprint for 3ft. 2in., and the second is that our
statements concerning thickness of plates, &c., are based not on
theory, but on the actual practice of some of the most important
firms in the North of England,—Ed. E.]
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of Patents.
Grants and Dates of Provisional Protection for Six Months:
653. Epwarp Powers, Coventry, Warwickshire, ‘Improvements in the
manufacture of iron, steel, copper, and other metals.”—2nd March,
1872.
1163. Hecror Avouste Durrene, South-street, Finsbury, London, ‘‘ An
improved process for the preservation of textile fabrics from the
destructive effects of wet or moisture.”—A communication from M.
Auguste Mouzin, Tergnier, France.—19th April, 1872.
1221. Witt1am Brovonton, Grand Stand, Derbyshire, ‘‘ Improved apparatus for communicating between railway passengers and the guard
and driver of railway trains.”—24th April, 1872.
1385. Orro Scuutze, Finsbury-circus, London, “Improvements in the
manufacture of penholders and cigarette holders, and in apparatus
therefor.” — A communication from Otto Streubel, Oranienberger
Strasse, Berlin.—7th May, 1872.
1427. Howarp Bussy Fox, Oxton, Cheshire, ‘‘ Improvements in jugs for
filfering and cooling liquids.”—10th May, 1872.
1439. Antoine Ray, Castle School, Guildford, Surrey, “Improved mode
and means of transmitting telegraphic signals by the employment of
two currents.”—A communication from Julien Jules Duchamp, 8t.
Etienne, Loire, France.—11th May, 1872.
1485. Samurt Russevt, Arundel-gardens, Bayswater, London, ‘ Improvements in means and apparatus for stoppering bottles containing
a’rated and other liquids.”—16th May, 1872.
1515. Wittiam Henry Kine, Westbury, Wilts, ‘Improvements in bill
cases, letter cases, pocket-books, and other like articles.”
1516. James Barrp, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in
treating oils for lubricating and other purposes.”—18th May, 1872.
533, JoserH Ropyey Croskey, Portsdown-road, Maida-hill, London,
An improved method or process of treating asphalt or bitumen
whilst being laid down for pavements and previously thereto, and of
constructing pavements having an asphaltic or bituminous surface.”—
20th May, 1872.
1595. Luiz Avausto DA Costa, King-street, Cheapside, London, and
Tuomas Lawrie, jun., Woodstock-road, Shepherd’s Bush, Middlesex,
“Improvements in the construction of traps, waste-plugs, or gullies
for baths, sinks, drains, and other conduits of wateror other fluids.”—
2hth May, 1872.
1670. Tuomas INwoop, Alma Works, St. Albans, Hertfordshire, ‘‘A new
and improved apparatus for balancing dog carts and other two-wheel
vehicles,”—3rd June, 1872.
1608, Janes Arkiys, Birmingham, “ Improvements in metallic bedsteads
and cots.”
1688. Joun Hayman, Poole, “ Improvements in brushes and in apparatus
connected therewith.”
1692, ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Improvements in ladies’ bustles or tournures.”—A communication from Amos
ae
Thomas, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.—4th June,
1693. Joun Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Improvements in apparatus for applying colouring or mucilaginous solutions.”
—A communication from Douglas Bly, Rochester, U.S.
1704. Joun Harcourt Brown, Exeter Hall Hotel, Strand, London, ‘An
improved method of securing corks and stoppers in bottles, jars, and
other receptacles for wine, spirits, beer, ale, aérated comapeuel, corrosive acids, and other liquids.”
1708. Cuartes WeicgHTMaN Harrison and ALrrep Horatio Harrison,
High Holborn, London, ‘Improvements in the manufacture of gas for
lighting and heating purposes, and in the apparatus employed therein.”
—5th June, 1872.
1714. Witniam Ropert Davis, Store-street, London, ‘Improvements in
graining wood and other surfaces.” —6th June, 1872.
1717. James Contona, Blackburn, Lancashire, and James Surru, Claytonle-Moors, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in counting apparatus suitable
for hank-winding machines and for other purposes.”
1718, Thomas TeLrorp, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, ‘“ Improvements in the
manufacture of bass and other brooms.”
1719. WILLIAM ScHorreLp Honason, Wortley, Leeds, “Improvements in
machinery or apparatus for dressing and finishing leather by the processes known as levanting, memelling, glassing, skiveing, and
whitening.”
1721, Wittiam Carpwett McBnipr, Belfast, Antrim, Ireland, ‘* Improvements in machinery for scutching flax and other fibrous vegetable
substances.”
i
1722. Tuomas Gray, Usk-road, New Wandsworth, Surrey, ‘ Improvements in the means of treating vegetable fibres for the manufacture of
vaper.”
173. James Jon Harror, Manchester, and WiLttam Cornett, Bradford,
Lancashire, ‘‘Improvements in puddling iron and in puddling
furnaces.”
1724. Joun Corr, Great Portland-street, London, “Improvements in
breech-loading fire-arms.”
1725. Henry Percy Hout, Royal Insurance-buildings, Leeds, Yorkshire,
‘Improvements in machinery and locomotive engines for driving tram
cars and other road vehicles, parts of which improvements are applicable to other steam engines.”
1726. Joun Dorrevt, Westbourne Park, London, ‘‘ An improved apparatus for containing coal, corn, or other commodities.”
1727. Joun Newron Corsy, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B, ‘ Improvements in the glands of stuffing-boxes for piston and other rods,”
1728. James Morris, Liverpool, “ Improvements in and connected with
machines for finishing printed shects of paper.”
1729. Winuiam Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Improvements in nocturnal telegraphic apparatus.”—A communication from
Constant Marie Jeseph Douillard, Paris.
1730. ALYRED Mosety, Newcastle-on-Tyne, ‘‘Improvements in the construction of a
1731, Cuaries Henry Russect, Regent-street, London, and Jutius Sax,
Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, London, ‘‘ Improvements in apparatus for marking or scoring at billiards, and for indicating the number
of games played, and for other similar purposes.”
1732. ALFRED Georoe Speicut, Spencer-street, Goswell-road, London,
“ Impr
ts in the
facture of collars, cuffs, shirt fronts, and
like articles for personal wear.”—7th June, 1872.
1733, CuarLes JULES Mercier, Boulevart Sébastopol, Paris, ‘ Improvements in the manufacture of india-rubber tissues for clothes and
similar articles of a waterproof nature.”
1734. Witt1am =Ropert Lake, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘Im.
provements in stair-rods and their fastenings.”—A communication
|mona Eldridge J. Smith, Washington, Columbia, U.S.
1735. Joun McFariane Gray, Pripces-street, Edinburgh, N.B., “ Ima
in mechanism, apparatus, and arrangements for voting by
sallot.”
1736. Henry Epwarp Lesrer, jun., Victoria Docks, Essex, ‘Improve
ments in vessels’ steering apparatus.”
1737. Witt1aM Epwarp Gepce, Wellington-street, Strand, London, “ Improvements in looms for weaving.”—A communication from Emile
Olivier Petit-Toulouse, Homblitres, Aisne, France.
1739. FrepericK Georce Morton, Lynton-street, Bermondsey, Surrey,
“ An improvement in utilising tin-plate scraps or clippings, and in
separating the tin and iron con’
therein.”—S8th June, 1872.
1740, CamiLLs ALPHONSE Faure, Brook-street, Lambeth, Surrey, “Imrovements in the mam
ure of thermo-piles or thermo-electric
tteries or apparatus for producing or exciting electric currents,”
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1742. CAMILLE ALPHONSE Faure, Brook-street, Lambeth, Surrey “Im
provements in the process or processes of applying electric currents
factureto
h i ld
ip tions and
bi tions, 1 i re the
of alkalis.”
1743- Ocrave Doyen, Rheims, France, ‘An improved preparation and
utilisation of coffee in the form of tablets for food.”
1744, Joseru Lopce, Whitecroft Works, Lydney, Gloucestershire, ‘‘Improvements in machinery or apparatus for compressing fuel, clay, and
other like substances.”
1745. Martin Rae, Uphall, Linlithgow, N.B., “Improvements in the
manufacture or preparation of fuel.”
1747. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, “An improved fastening for the lids or covers of gas retorts.”—A communication from George Stancliff and James Robert Floyd, New York, U.S.
1748. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ lmprovements in pistons for steam and other engines and pumps.”—A communication from Frédéric Jean Falcimagne, Paris.
1749. ALEXANDER MELVILLE CLARK, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Improvements in lubricators for carriage axles and other purpouses.”- A
——
from Jesse Scott Eggleston, Auburn, Cayuga, New
York, U.S.
1750. CuarLes Joun Sairu, Northampton, ‘An improved coupling for
hose and other pipes.”
1751. Henry Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, ‘ Improvements
in mechanism for perforating paper for transmitting telegraphic
"—A
ication from George Harrington, New York, U.S.
—10th June, 1872.
1752. CuarLes FrepertcK Henost, Fulham, London, and Jonn BELL
Muscuamp, Kensington, London, “‘ Improvements in the manufacture
of gas, and in the apparatus employed therein.”
1753. Epwarp GiLsert, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., “ Improvements
in signalling on railway trains, and in the mechanism and appliances
therefor.”
1756. Witt1am Correr, Gloucester-street, Bloomsbury, London, ‘ Improvements in bow saws.”
1757. Samuet Crorrer, Cheapside, London, “Improvements in ink
fountains for printing presses.”
— A coramunication from Messrs.
Hopson and Allen, New York, U.S.
1758. Jonny Henry Jonnson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, ‘‘ Improvements in locomotive engines and carriages.”—A communication from
Joseph Harrison, jun., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.
1760. Watter Otive PaLmMer, Clapham-road, Surrey, “‘A new or improved signal lamp.”
1761. James Farmer, Salford, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improvements in machinery
for stretching, drying and ageing woven fabrics.”
1762. Josern BLoMFIELD, Colchester, Essex, ‘‘ lmprovements in sewing
machines,”
1763, Stoppart Peive, Carlisle, Cumberland, “ An improved mowing and
reaping machine.”
1764, Perer Kina, Liverpool, “Improvements in ships and appliances
for raising sunken vessels.”
1765. Tuomas Wuirs, Birmingham, ‘‘ Improvements in nutcrackers and
lobster crackers.”
1766, WitL1aAM Firtu, Bradford, Yorkshire, and Prince Smrrn, Keighley,
Yorkshire, “‘ Improvements in machinery for spinning and doubling
worsted, silk, cotton, and other fibre.”—1l1lth June, 1872.
1767. Ricuarp WALTER Kenyon, Accrington, Lancashire, ‘‘ Improved
machinery to be employed in the manufacture of healds for luoms for
weaving.”
1768. Georce ANDERSON and JAMes Bucwanan, Dalmeny Oil Works,
Linlithgow, N.B., ‘‘ Improvements in apparatus for drawing the charge
from retorts employed in making gas or oil.”
1769. Jovangm Duront, Liverpool, “The application and treatment of
a plants not hitherto used for the production of filaments and
fibres.”
1770. Joun Bircn, Newton Heath, Lancashire, ‘Improvements in the
manufacture of iron and steel, and in apparatus to be used in such
manufacture.”
1771. Huan SHanks, South Queensferry, Linlithgow, N.B., ‘ Improvements in drawing retorts, and in the means employed therefor.”
1772. Joun Picken, Stewarton, Ayrshire, N.B., *‘ Improvements in the
manufacture of Scotch bonnets or caps.”
1773. Georoze Weir, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., and James Weir,
—— “Improvements in safety and other outlet valves for steam
yollers,
1774. DovGaLtp Batarpiz, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, N.B., ‘‘ An improved
appliance for holding railway carriage and other window-sashes.”
1775. Laurent Crevissier and LeoroLy Lecamr, Rheims, France, ‘ An
a
apparatus for cambering leather, leather cloth, and other
abrics,
1776. THomas ALDRIDGE Weston, Ridgewood, Bergen, New Jersey, U.S.,
“Improvements in differential pulleys, portions of which are applicable to other chain wheels.”
1777. Wittiam Stuart, New Hampton-road, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire, ‘‘ Improvements in window-sash fasteners.”
1778. RicHARD Searte, Manor Gardens, Hackney, London, ‘‘ Improveiments in the use and application of fluids for obtaining motive power,
and in apparatus for the same.”
1779. Rowert McFartane, Loudwater Mills, Rickmansworth, Herts,
“Improvements in treating wood for the production of paper pulp and
in the apparatus employed therefor, parts of which improvements are
applicable to the making of steam-tight joints for various purposes.”
1780. WiLL1aM Epwarp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Improvements
in self-cancelling stamps, labels, and other analogous articles.”—A
communication from Charles Garrett Johnsen, New Orleans, U.S.
1781. ALEXANDER MCNEILE, John-street, Pentonville-road, London,
“Improved machinery for cutting or shaping wood.”—12th June, 1872.
1786. Jesse GouLpsmiTH Rots, Clapton-place, Clapton, ‘‘ A new material
fadapted for use as an electric insulator for telegraphic and other
purposes, and also in a hardened state adapted for use as a
vulcanite.”
1788. Joun Mitroy, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., ‘“ Improvements in
constructing foundations, piers, quays, and similar structures.”
1790. Josern Srusps, Manchester, ‘Improvements in machines commonly called reels for winding yarns or threads into hanks,”—13th
June, 1872.
1792. Joun WHiTHAM BretTHeERICK, Over Darwen, Lancashire, “ Improvete in machinery or apparatus for sizing and varnishing healds for
weaving.”
1796. Ernst Kortina, Hanover, Germany, ‘Improvements in condensers.”—14th June, 1872.

June 28, 1872.
1707, Witt1am Epw arp Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “ Hats and other
felted goods and fabrics.”—26th June, 1865.

Notices of Intention to Proceed with Patents.
429. Witt1AM IRELAND, Macclesfield, and JonaTHAN IRELAND, jun.
Manchester, ‘‘ Cast or Bessemer steel ingots.”—A communication from
Richard Pink.—10th February, 1872.
440. Ropert Bury, jun., Epsom, “Signalling on railways.” — 12th
February, 1872.
451. aay Witmer Pocock, Pimlico, London, “ Fasteners for. window
sashes,
454. Ferpinanp Henry War.icn, Hebron-terrace, Grove-lane, Camberwell, Surrey, “ Artificial fuel.”
455. Jonn Davipson Nicno. and James Eckersiey, Edinburgh, N.B.,
“ Drying, &c., paper.”-—13th February, 1872.
462. CHARLES WILLIAM EarLe Marsha, Lawrence Pountney-lane, London,
‘“* Meters.”
464. Henry Bernoutii Bartow, Manchester, ‘‘ Preserving animal and
vegetable substances.”—A communication from Charles Emile Rousseau,
jun., and Ferdinand Cochard.
472. Tuomas Jounson, Plumstead, Kent, “ Valves for sewers or drains.”
—lith February, 1872.
475. Ropert Epwarps and THomas Rosinsoy, Sheffield, “ Furnaces for
melting iron, &c.”
476. THomas Rowan, G
w, N.B., ‘Preparing carbonates or oxides of
lead and zinc as —
» &o.”
488. Jean Jacques Puitipre Victor Toucue, Abbey-road, St. Jolin'swood, London, “‘ Preparing roadways.”
489. ALFRED Vincent Newton, Chancery-lane, London, “Sewing machines.”—A communication from the Singer Sewing Machine Company.
—lith February, 1872.
490. Ratpn Grawam and Maurice Date Woop, Stockton-on-Tees,
= Artificial teeth.”,
493. Epwarp Tomss, Brixton, Surrey, “ Neckties, &c.”—16th February,
1872.
508. James HARGREAVES and Taomas Ropinson, Widnes, “Chlorine and
hydrochloric acid.”
509. James HARGREAVES and Tuomas Ropinson, Widnes, “* Alkalies.”
513. James ANDERSON, New-buildings, Londonderry, Ireland, “ Reducing
oxides, &c.”
514. Tuomas Henperson, Glasgow, N.B., “ Screw steamers.”
516. Henry Derries, Houndsditch, London, ‘ Lamps.”—17th Fibruary,
‘
531. SAMUEL NurTa.L, Shuttleworth, near Bury, “Shuttles for looms.”—
A communication from Thomas Isherwood.
535. 72.Warson GiLkerson, Diss, “‘ Measuring liquids.”—19th February,
541. Exocn Bassetr Keevino, Verulam-buildings, Gray’s-inn, Londo.
“Preserving food.”—20th February, 1872.
568. FREDERICK WILLIAM Lawson and Epwarp GerrarpD Firron, * Preventing accidents with
hi %
569. WiLL1aM Epocumbe Renpie, Westminster-chambers, Victoria-strect,
Westminster, ‘“‘ Greenhouses, &c.”
572. Brisrow Hunt, Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London, “ Leather.”—
A communication from John Charles White.
573. Ronert Etspon, Brockham, “ Converting cast iron into steel, &c.”
—22nd February, 1872. ;
604. ALEXANDER McCaLLum Hacoart, Lochaline, N.B., “ Envelopes.”—
26th February, 1872.
625. FrepDERICK WILLIAM Lawson, Leeds, “‘ Batching jute.”—A communication from Antone Girardoni.— 28th February, 1872.
631. Caartes Henry Emanvet Branpaver, Birmingham, “ Metallic
pens.”—29th February, 1872.
645. W1LL1AM BLACKBURN, Manchester, ‘‘ Standards or supports for seats,
&e.”—1st March, 1872.
654. Wituiam Leckie GRAHAM Wricut, WILLIAM Broom, and Grorce
CapeLt Bruce, Glasgow, N.B., “ Motive power engines.”—2nd March,
1872.
676. WILLIAM Epwarb Newroy, Chancery-lane, London, ‘‘ Hoisting apparatus.”—A communication from William Draper Andrews.—5th March,
1872.
746. WittiaAm Joseru Curtis, Holloway, London, ‘‘ Permanent way of
railways.”—11th March, 1872.
'
752. EmiLe Watreev, Royal Exchange, Middlesbro’-on-Tees, ‘* Explo
compounds,”—A communication from Arran de Terré and E. de Mercader.—12th March, 1872.
802. Martin Benson, Southampton-buildings, London, “ Brine heaters,
&c.”—-A communication from Martin Peter Hayes. —16th March, 1872.
950. Witttam Moroan Brown, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane,
London, ‘‘ Horseshoe nails.”—A communication from Thomas House
Fuller.—30th March, 1872.
d
1115. Ropert Srone, Liverpool, ‘‘ Casting or moulding applicable to
ceilings.”
g
a
1117. GeorceE Stavers, Morpeth, “ Steering and manwuvring vessels."—
15th April, 1872.
e
1207. Georoe Lirrte, Rutherford Park, ‘New Jersey, U.8., ‘ Telegraphic
apparatus.”—22nd April, 1872.
4
1270. Witt1aM Morcan Brown, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane
London, ‘‘ Steam generators.”—A communication from John Goulding.
1275. Jonn Garrett Tonove, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘Tapestry
carpets, &c.”—A communication from George Crompton.—27th April
1872.
1350. Witt1aM Morcay Browy, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane,
London, “Centrifugal machines.”—A communication from Jonathan
Cottle.—3rd May, 1872.
1508. Jonn Imray, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, London,
“Working brakes in railway trains.”—A communication from Jacob
Heberlein.
1509. Jonn Apa FrorrzHeim, Cologne, Prussia, ‘‘ Explosive compounds.”
—l7th May, 1872.
1515. WiLtiaM Henry Kino, Westbury, “ Bill cases, letter cases, pockctbooks, and other like articles.”—18th May, 1872.
1537. Epwarp AvuGusTINE CALAHAN, Southampton-buildings, London,
“ Telegraph signals, &c.”—20th Mey, 1872.
1580. Wi_t1am Beco, Marsh-lane Foundry, Preston,‘‘Feed-water heaters.”
—23rd May, 1872.
1611. ALFRED CHARLES Hosns, Queen's Hotel, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, and Joun Matruias Hart, Cheapside, London, “‘ Safes.”—28th
May, 1872.
1632. CLaupe Martis and Hyproure Martin, Great Winchester-street,
London, ‘“‘ Anchors,”
.
Epwarp Ketrsy, Vine Works, Rochdale, ‘‘ Recording low water in
Inventions Protected for Six Months on the Deposit of 1636.
steam boilers.”
Complete Specifications.
1645.
ANDREW
Nico
Porteous
and
Greorce
Capet
Bruce,
Edinburgh,
“
ips. °
1801. Georce Hasettine, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Improvements in the manufacture of iron and steel, and in apparatus employed 1646. Witiiam Ropert LakE, Southampton-buildings, London, “‘ Railway
therefor.” —A communication from John Ware Middleton, Philadelphia,
sleepers
or
cross
ties,”—A communication from Archibald B, Tripler.—
Pennsylvania, U.8.—14th June, 1872.
30th May, 1872.
¢
ee
1802. CurisrorHer Wess Smitn, Highfield, near Stroud, Gloucestershire, 1660. CHARLES Raymonp, Guelph, Ontario, Canada, ‘‘ Sewing machines.”
‘‘Improvements in the extraction of indigo and other similar sub—lst
June,
1872.
stances from plants containing such substances.”—15th June, 1872.
1679. CHARLES WEIGHTMAN Harrison and AL¥Yrep Horatio Harrison,
1820. Joun THomas Brown Porter, Lincoln, “An improved rotary
High Holborn, London, ‘‘Gas.”—3rd June, 1872.
spader or digging machine.”—17th June, 1872.
JaMes STEVENSON, THOMAS CARLILE, and Joun STEVENSON, Glasgow,
1830. Ropert Boyp, Strand, Westminster, ‘‘ Improvements in projectiles 1695.
N.B., ‘‘ Bichromate of
and potash.”
and in the manufacture thereof.” — A communication from David 1696.
ILL1vus Aveustus Tims, Manchester, ‘‘ Tarpaulin.”
Wallace, Kamthi, Central Provinces, India.—18th June, 1872.
1708. CHARLES WEIGHTMAN Harrison and ALrrep Horatio Harrison,
1837. Tuomas Hampton, Ickles, near Rotherham, Yorkshire, ‘‘ ImproveHigh
Holborn,
London,
‘‘Gas.”—5th
1872.
ments in the
facture of I
steel ingots.”—18th June, 1872. 1709. Lorenzo Scaa, Clerkenwell-green,June,London,
‘‘ Dyeing when indigo
is employed.”
Witt1AM Morcan Brown, Southampton-buildings, London, ‘‘ DyePatents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has been Paid. 1710.
ing animal or —_ textile fabrics, &c.”—A communication from
1881. Tuomas Sitver, South
ton-buildings, London, ‘‘ Holding letters,
Léon Jarosson and Miiller Pack.—6th June, 1872.
&c.”—10th June, 1869.
1725. Henry Percy Hort, Royal Insurance-buildings, Leeds, “ Loco2158, Epwin Francis Jones, Middlesbrough-on-Tees, Yorkshire, “‘ Nails,
motive engines.”
&e.” —17th July, 1869.
1916. Joun Henry Jounson, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, “ Injectors,”—
All persons ha
an interest in o
g any one of such applications
23rd June, 1869.
should leave particulars in writing of their objections to such applications
2237. WILLIAM Morris, The Avenue, Blackheath, Kent, “ Points and at
the office of the Commissioners of Patents, within fourteen days of its
switches for tramways.”—23rd July, 1869.
1897, ALEXANDRE MAnsRE, Baker-street, Portman-square, London, ‘ Ex- date.
ae
tracting starch from vegetable substances, &c.”—2lst June, 1869.
1905, Wittt1aM CLarkeE, Gateshead-on-Tyne, Durham, and Epmunp List of Specifications published during the week ending
WaALker, London-street, London, ‘‘ Windlasses.”—22nd June, 1869.
22nd June, 1872,
1918. ANTOINE JULIEN DeBLon, Fives-les-Lille, Le Nord, France, ‘ Cal:
lendering stuffs.”— 23rd June, 1869.
2707, 4d.; 2747, 4d.; 2757, 4d.; 2846, 4d.; 2887, 4d.; 2808, 8d.; 2910, In,’
1929. Joun TayLor, Richard IncHam, JaMes INGHAM, and James 2911, 8d.; 2948, 3s. 4d.; 2975, 10d.; 2989, 10d.; 2091, 8d.; 2993, 10d.; 3000’
SHaRpPces, C
L
hire, “‘Carding engines,”~— 24th 8d.; 8002, 1s.; 3004, Sd.; 8006, 4d.; 3011, 1s. 6d.; 8014, 8d.; 3016, 10d.’
June, 1869.
3019, 8d.; 3021, 8d.; 3028, 8d.; 3027, 8d.; 3029, 10d.; 3030, 1s. 4d.; $031:
1958. George CRANSTON HaswELL, Edinburgh, Midlothian, N.B., ‘‘ Water 1s. 8d.; 3040, 8d.; 3044, 10d.; 3046, 10d.; 3051, 1s.; 8052, Sd.; 3053, 81.
directors for fire engines, &c,”—29th June, 1869,
3056, 18.; 3057, 4d.; 3058, 8d.; 8059, 8d.; 3062, 6d.; 3063, 10d.; 8065, 10:1.’
1922. Henry ALEXANDER FREDERICK Duckuam, Camden Town, London, 8066, 4d.; 8067, 6d.; 3069, 4d.; 3072, 4d.; 3073, 4d.; 3079, 4d.; 5080, 4d.’
“ Gas regulators.” —23rd June, 1869.
8081, 10d.; 2086, 8d.; 8090, 4d.; 3092, 4d.; 3094, 4d.; 3096, 4d.; S098, 8d,’
1930. RicHArp OLpHERTs, Ardee House, Ardee, Louth, Ireland, “ Knives 8100, 4d.; 9101, 4d.; 3102, 4d.; 8103, 4d.; 3106, 4d.; 3107, 4d.; 3115, 401.
for reaping and pruning.” —24th June, 1869.
3118, 4d.} 3120, 8d.; 8122, 4d.; 3128, 4d.; 3126, 4d.; 3127, 4d.; 3130, 4d,’
2606. Louis Dominique Girarp, Faubourg Poissonniere, Paris, ‘‘ Railway 2186, 8d.; 8176, 8d.; 241, 8d.; 620, 8d.; 762, 8d.; 783, 8d.; 894, Sd.; 805, Ud
rolling stock,” —23rd August, 1869,
= — Henry Stitt and Denyy Lays, Cork, “ Gas.”~—-24th June,
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and dressing rooms, lavatories, and water-closets, as well as for sleeping whether single or double-barrelled, and consist in forming two detents,
or a detent for each barrel for securing them, the detents beihg simulrooms, according to the purpose for which the carriage is made.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
actuated by the trigger guard; and the bolt for striking the
The following Abstracts are classified and arranged from those published by => Prince, Birmingham, “‘ Perambulators.”—Dated 14th December, taneously
cap is connected to the tumbler, so that by pulling the trigger the whole
the authority of the Commissioners of Patents,
force of the main spring is exerted in explosion; and to indicate when
This invention refers to an yy
and construction of the parts the
is loaded small projections are formed at the back of the break
of perambulators in such manner thatthey may be readily folded up into off, gun
which are forced back by contact with the ends of the cartridges,
Class 1—PRIME MOVERS.
a compact form when required for packing, transport, or otherwise. The thereby
eXposing
bright marks or their equivalents externally. And the
body
and
foot-board
or
toe
are
hinged
together,
a
removable
seat
is
used,
Including Fixed Steam and other Engines, Horse, Wind, and the body is unconnected with the hinder wheels or their springs, and in novelty in cartridges
for such guns consists in forming a strap in connecWater Mills, Gearing, Boilers, Fittings, &c.
with them, which strap indicates that the gun is loaded, and the
use the body is attached to a hinged handle part ; to the forward ends of tion
hammer
is
so
arranged
descent it cuts off or removes
3828. C. TovaiLton, Paris, ‘‘ Preventing incrustation in steam boilers,”— the back springs are hinged side crank rods and also a transverse bearer the strap, showing that thethatgun in is itsdischarged,
improvements in
rod to carry the foot-board or toe; the parts are thus capable of being cartridges by modification of the cock may be which
Acommunication.—Dated 9th December, 1871.
adapted for} guns now
This invention relates to a new and improved process for preventing folded over, upon, or witha each other.
in use.
incrustation in steam boilers, and consists in employing pulverised and
sifted talc or steatite for that purpose.
Class 3.—FABRICS,
3336. E. Beret, France, “‘Imparting motion to revolving shafts.” —Dated Including Machinery and Mechanical Operations connected with
Class 7.-FURNITURE AND CLOTHING,
1871 .
91th
Preparing,
Manufacturing
Dyeing, Printing, and Dressing Including Cooking Utensils, Upholstery, Ornaments, Musical InThis consists in a motive power machine characterised :—First, by the
Fabrics, &c.
struments, Lamps, Manufacture of Dress, dc,
combination of two active forces from weights constantly in equilibrium.
Secondly, by the use of motion wheels, the arms of which are formed of 3316. T. Unswortu, Manchester, “‘ Drawing rollers, dc.”— Dated 8th Decem- 3332. C. ARMSTRONG, Godmanchester, Huntingdon, “ Hats.”"—Dated 9th
ber, 1871.
—
rods sliding from the centre and rising in consequence of
December,
1871
[As the proceedings connected with this application for letters patent
coming in contact with a platform. Thirdly, by a compensating
The invention consists in providing a skull piece fixed inside the brim
oe fitted with sliding tubes charged with a heavy liquid, which are not yet completed, the abridgment cannot at present be printed.)
at
back
of
the
hat and curved to conform to the back part of the head.
alternately fills and empties reservoirs.
3321. A. V. Newton, London, “ Spinning flax, d&c."—A communication.— The oo
ee is designed chiefly for ladies’ and gentlemen's riding
Dated 8th December, 1871.
hats, although applicable to other hats having hard brims, with the
337. J. MARSHALL and W. B. Harpina, Gainsborough, “ Steam engines.”
The object of this invention is so to prepare flax, hemp, and other objectof preventing the hat falling off, or being easily blown off the
—Dated 9th December, 1871.
like
vegetable
fibres,
that
they
may
be
rendered
capable
of
being
worked
head. For ladies’ hats the skull piece would be made with long teeth
According to these improvements the governor and reversing gear
brackets are attached to what is termeda bridge plate, which is so by the machinery in ordinary use for preparing aud spinning wool and on its lower edge, through which the hair is passed to form the chignon,
arranged as to be entirely independent of the boiler, and is not affected cotton.
3351. J. W. Lane, Bristol, “‘ Stays or coracts.”—Duted 11th Dece wher, 1871.
by its expansion and contraction. The brackets which it is customary 3373. J. Jones, Stockport, “* Felting machinery.”—Dated 13th December,
Instead of sewing in the “ steels” the inventor hems or binds the edges
to use for supporting the ends of the slide bars are dispensed with
1871.
tof
the corset, and forms pockets to receive each end of the steel. The
entirely, the ends of thebars being attached tothe bridge plate. Another
These improvements relate to that class of felting cr fulling machines edge of the corset is then doubled over the so inserted steel, end the
part of these improvements consists in the method of mounting the used for felting or fulling hat bodies and other similar felted fabrics, hooks vr eyes, as the case may be, made to protrude through the usual
supports for the crank axle upon wrought iron plates, which are riveted called ** bumpers,” and consist of certain improved arrangements of the slits or openings in the fabric. He then forms eyelet holes in the two
to the boiler. To these plates are attached guides to receive the carriages driving parts of such machines, whereby the machines are driven with a thicknessesof the corset when the edge is so doubled over, and runs
(into which are fitted the journals of the crank axle), so arranged that the smaller expenditure of power than usual. The invention consists princi- through them an ordinary tagyed lace, which secures the steels as tightly
boiler is free to expand and contract without affecting the position of the mally in forming the wheel, which carries the lifters for raising the within the corset as if they were sewn in. It is only necessary to undu
journals in relation to the other partsof the engine. In order to combine an Me or bumpers, with a rim of spur teeth or cogs, and in driving the lace and take out the steels when the corset has to be cleansed or
strength with lightness the connection is made between the cylinder at the said wheels by means of a pinion, receiving its motion either directly washed, and thus the trouble of unpicking and resewing is dune away
one end, and the carriages of the crank shaft journals at the other, by or by means of one or more toothed pinions from the main driving shaft, with,
means of tubular stays. These stays, according to these improvements, in contradistinction to the method heretofore practised of fixing the
A. Davis, “ Liverpool, “ Theatrical and fancy costumes.” "-Dated 11th
are made to serve as the support for the bridge plate, and the boiler is lifting wheel on its shaft or axle, and applying the driving power to such 3352. December,
1871.
freed from all strain caused by the working of the engine.
shaft or axle,
The invention consists in the employment of coloured, silvered, or
$372. F. Hocarna and J. Pinker, Liverpool, “Slide valve.”—Dated 13th
gilded
beads,
by
preference tube beads, which, when strung on twine or
December,
5
wire, are meshed or linked together so as to resemble chain armour, Or
Class 4.-AGRICULTURE.
'
The chief feature of novelty in this invention consists in a simple and
Windlasses, Implements, Flour the beads so strung may be made up into any desired pattern and
improved means of as the steam or other elastic fluid direct into Including Agricultural Engines,
applied
to
other
descriptions of theatrical and fancy costumes besides
ills, dc.
the inner part of valve by means of a pipe or pipes, the said pipe or
armour,
pipes to be connected with the valve and to work in stuffing boxes in 3317. J. Mackenzie, Cork, “‘ Double-fSurrow plough.”—Dated Sth December, 3356. D. Vericcnio, London, “‘ Metallic skeleton spring palliaases, dc."”—
1871.
direct commurication with the main steam pipe or pipes connecting the
Dated 12th December, 1871.
This invention consists in arrangements applicable to double-furrow
engine or engines with the boiler or boilers.
This invention has reference to arrangements in which carriage springs
ploughs, whereby the distance between the ploughs can be varied and
sofa springs (as they are termed) ate used in combination for supregulated. This is effected by means of transverse screws capable of and
the upper surface of a spring mattress or palliasse. Also an
being actuated by wheels and pinions or other analogous appliances porting
Class 2.-TRANSPORT.
of gauze chainwork is adopted instead of bands in order to
which are under the control of the attendant, the travelling or steering arrangement
form the upper surface.
Including Railways and Plant, Road-making, Steam Vessels, Ma- wheel being at the same time proportionately acted upon.
chinery and Fittings, Sailing Vessels, Boats, Carriages, Carts, 3346. L. 8. Cuicnester and C, F. Cuicnester, Brooklyn, New York, 3370. G. Wass, Birmingham, *‘ Boots and shoce."—Dated 13th Dece ber,
1871.
Harness, &c.
** Preparation of grain, dc.” —Dated 11th December, 1871.
This invention consists in preventing or diminishing the unequal
Cooling, deodorising, and purifying grain for scouring off soft portions
819. C. Greps, London, “ Distributing sand, &c.”—Dated 8th December,
wearing
of the heels and soles of boots and shoes by inserting in the heel
of
the
hull,
and
removing
dirt
or
mildew,
then
drying
and
then
grinding
1871.
generally near the outer edge, cylindrical pieces or studs of
The machine consists of a receptacle for the matters, having a hopper- while hot or warm. The cooler and deodoriser consists of vertical and sole,
or other hard metal or alloy, the said studs being provided with
shaped bottom, with a central opening closed by —_ of crushing rollers, perforated bins, through which the air isdrawn. The delivery is auto- steel
stems or points for securing them in the boot or shoe. The said
through which the matters are ——- The said rollers are rotated by matic. Self closing air valves direct the air through the grain. The screw
lie flush with the surface of the heel or sole, and by their power of
one wheel of the vehicle, while the other wheel drives a horizontal disc scourer is a revolving wheel with emery surface and coves to catch and studs
resisting wear protect that part of the heel or sole in which they are
beneath, on which the matters fall and are spread as required. Guards scour the grain. A case is used over this wheel, and a fan draws air and inserted.
are provided to prevent the dispersion of the matters on the footway and dust from the centre of the scourer. The dryer is a vertical bin with
half tubes through it, and heated air passes through these, the connec- 3385. W. B. Farweit, New York, U.S, * Watch protector "—Dated 14th
against the horse’s legs.
December, 1871.
tions being alternate to escape flues. The grain passes into the grinding
3326. J. R. Wicnam, Monkstown, Dublin, “‘ Signals.”—Dated 9th December, mill
in a warm condition.
This invention relates to an apparatus to be fastened in the pocket for
1871.
holding
a watch in such a manner that the same cannot possibly be
Staffordshire,
“Iron
fencing.”—Dated
lith
3390.
J.
Simpson,
Walsall,
This invention consists in making fog or other signals by the explosion
taken therefrom without the knowledge of the wearer The said proDecember, ~
of combustible gases instead of by explosions of cameaien gun-cotton,
is an elastic metal clip formed to fit compactly upon the watch and
This invention relates to fencing formed of horizontal bars or rods of intector
or other explosive material heretofore used. This object is effected by
the pocket, in which it is secured by buttons or other convenient
exploding the gases in guns or exploding tubes or chambers specially iron secured to vertical standards, and consists in forming projections on fastenings,
is made to open and close, so that the watch may be
or indentations in the horizontal bars or rods at fixed distances apart, so taken out ofandthe itpocket
prepared for the purpose.
and replaced as usual.
when the standards are placed between such projections or indenta3334. L. Vosacek, Hammersmith, “‘ Apparatus for measuring, indicating, that
tions, and wedges applied, the rails will be effectually keyed to the 3380. F. Sevr, Worcester, ** Sayety fastenings.’ —Dated 14th December,
and registering the speed of locomotives and carriages on railways, &c.”— standards,
1871.
and
as
a
consequence
all
lateral
action
prevented.
Dated 9th December, 1871.
The pin instead of being hinged is a fixture. A loop or guard is made
The novelty consists in actuating indicators by means of weights susto rise or fall over the point of the pin by making the hinge of the guard
Class 5.—BUILDING.
pended from a vertical spindle and rotating eccentrically to it, the
an incline to work or ride on a corresponding incline made in the
Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain Pipes with
rotation being produced by the inertia of the said weights.
knuckle or joint fixed to the article to be secured.
and House Fittings, Warming, Ventilating, dc.
8338. H. J. Jupp, London, “* Compositionfor making or covering roads and
3325. W. Roperts, London, “‘ Valves
for supplying wuter to cisterns,”—Dated
Soot-ways, dc.” —Dated 11th December, 1871.
Class 8.—-CHEMICAL,.
9th December, 1871.
The novelty in this case consists in making a hard and durable composition for roads, &c., by means of a mixture of dried clay and coal-tar,
This provisional specification describes a valve by which the quantity Including Special Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuel
and the carbonising and deodorising of the volatile oils of the latter by delivered may be regulated from a few drops per hour to the largest
and
Lighting
Materials,
Preparation and Preservation of Food,
the addition of a
or nitric acid (with or without the oxide of quantity that can pass through the full bore of the inlet. No washer
Brewing, Tanning, Bleaching, Dyeing, Calico-Printing, Smelting,
or stuffing-box is required with this valve.
manganese) aided by heat.
Glass,
Pottcry,
Cement,
Paint,
Manures, &c.
3347. 1. B. Coox, Newcastle-on-Tyne, ‘‘ Boats.""—Dated 11th December, 1871. 3331. W. Arkixson, Northampton, ‘‘ Open stoves.”"—Dated 9th December, $340. W. A. Date, Hull, “‘ Manufactureof
varnishes.” —Dated 11th December,
1871.
The boat is constructed with sliding seats. An upper piece or seat may
71.
1871
This
invention
relates
to
improvements
in
open
stoves,
whereby
not
slide on or in guides on a lower piece or shelf.
to this invention superheated steam or hot air is used to
only will their beauty of apy
be enl
i, but facilities will be meltAccording
8354. C. Brown, Lyme Regis, Dorsetshire, ‘‘ Removing dust from carriages.” afforded
the gums and to heat the oils employed in the manufacture of
for adapting them to different sizes of openings, and of closing varnishes.
—Dated 12th December, 1871.
When steam is used, it is admitted to a jacket at the bottom
The novelty of this invention consists of a self-acting box or frame, the fireplace opening when the stove is not required to be used.
in which the gum is melted, and from there passes to a coil of
conveniently fixed flush with the floors of travelling carriages, whereby, 3341. W. Verity and B. Verity, London, *‘ Circulating tubular boiler for ofpipetheinpan
the vessel containing the oil. Air pumps are used for pumping
heating baths, dc.”— Dated 11th December, 1871.
through a perforated plate attached thereto, dust, saliva, or other matter
to give the varnish a body. When heated air is used it is
The inventors claim for the arrangement and shape of the tubes, as air into thefirstoil inte
or substance, are removed from the carriage. This box or frame is so
the jacket and then into the cecil of pipe, which is
arranged that it is kept clean by the action of air, and can be so placed shown on plans; also the principle of circulation. The boilers are for admitted
to allow the air to escape through the oil.
—
that it admits no draught of air into the carriage to which it is the purpose of heating baths, hot water pipes, and hot water coils, &c. perforated
G. EveLeron, London, *‘ Purifying gas from ammonia.”—Dated 11th
The boiler to be heated by gas, oils, or spirits. They do not claim for the 3348. December,
applied.
1871.
ney hs" EntwistLe, Blackburn, “ Railway signals.”—Dated 12th Decem- lower cylinder marked ‘*I” on plan.
invention consists in passing the gas, after it has passed through
3342. W. Verity and B. Verity, London, * Perforated fire-clay gas burner.” theThisordinary
7”, 1871.
oxide of iron or lime purifiers, through another purifier
Dated 11th December, 1871.
This invention is made to simplify an invention before patented by the
of iron, copper, zinc, or other suitable metallic salt
ey ¢
for the burners being made in fire-clay or any similar containing sulphate
applicant and another, and designed to save life and property by clewhereby the last particles of ammonia are chemically removed
vating signals or otherwise, and preventing one train from running into material; and in shape, the aforesaid burners to be either square, infromcrystals,
the gas before it finally passes on to the holder. Sulphate of
another without being previously warned that another train was circular, or oval, adapted to stoves, grates, or fireplaces, for any heat- ammonia
is
formed
in the said last purifier, and an ammoniuretted
ing or cooking purpose whatsoever, to burn plain gas or air and gas metallic oxide also remains,
dangerously near ahead.
which may be used as a pigment.
3357. G. Evans, Norwich, ‘‘ Asphalle or composition for paving.”—Dated combined.
3377.
P.
Scnurzznpencern
and F. De Latanpe, Paris, “ Printing and
12th December, 1871.
3362. J. Warrenean, Darwen, Lancashire, ‘‘ Moulding apparatus.”—Dated
dyeing.” —Dated 13th December, 1871.
12th December, 1871.
The composition is made from the following ingredients in the followin
This invention consists, First, in the production of a fast blue shade on
The inventor constructs the clay cylinder with its lower end shaped tissues
proportions by bulk, that is to say, eight parts of clinker, three parts an
printing with a thickened paste consisting of white indigo or
At each side of the said metallic byindigotate,
a-half of sand, two parts of lime, two parts of shingle, and three parts of according to the form of socket requi
with a salt, in the base of which white indigo is
tar. Breeze is sometimes used in the proportions of one part and a-half, cylinder is a guide red. Extending from rod to rod, and immediately soluble,
such as salts of alkalies or alkaline earths, especially those having
in order to produce, by its heat in burning, the requisite heat for carrying under the clay cylinder, is a table or bed rail on which the socket block an alkaline
or feebly acid reaction, and after printing by evaporating and
on the process of manufacture.
rests ; the table or bed rail ascends the guide rods by means of chains or oxidation, with
or without preliminary souring. Secondly, in the proand counterbalance weights passed over pulleys; the socket block duction of a peculiar
3359. H. Pinkus, London, “‘ Constructing and using tramways.”—Dated 12th iscords
dye with a blue ground and coppery glance, by
thus brougkt into proper position within the socketed end of the clay os
December, 1871.
a thickened paste containing white indigo or metallic
and there held by catches until the piston descends partially, ndigotate with
For the manufacture of materials to be used in the construction of rail- cylinder,
with ingredients usually employed for fixing, with or without
forcing
the
clay
into
the
socket
dies.
The
catches
are
now
released,
and
ways, tramways, and other formations. In e construction of the pistoy resumes its downward stroke, completing the formation of the the salts above named. Thirdly, in the preparation of an indigo vat dismachinery for ee the crude materials for combination. For the
as hydrosulphite.
construction of certain apparatus and machinery to be used with pro- cylindrical part of the tube or pipe. The die of the socket is perforated, tinguished
3386. A. Warner, Lee, Kent, “ Iron and steel.”—Dated 14th December, 1871.
cesses for the above objects. In the construction of works for combining and its interior lined with cloth to prevent formation of vacuum,
This
invention
has for its object the refining of cast iron, and the conmaterials to be used in the manufacture and formation of said rail or 3368. J. B. Wartno, London, ‘‘ Closet pan.”—Dated 13th December, 1871.
into steelorwrought iron. In carrying out these
The novelty consists in forming a funnel-shaped compartment at the version of iron sothe refined
tramways. In the construction of engines for applying impelling power
First process is based upon and is used in connection
in effecting transit on such rail or tramways when formed. And in the front top part of the pan, from which a pipe conducts the urine away by improvements
with a process described in the specification of a patent granted to the
arrangement of apparatus attached to rail or tramway cars in connection itself. The revolving bottom serves to cast down the solid excreta by said
Arthur Warner, dated 29th September, 1860, No, 2363, in which is
with such impelling engines for effecting transits on such rail or tram- itself or enveloped with other matter through a shaft into a soil bin claimed
the keeping of chemicals of any sort at the bottom of a receiver
ways.
beneath.
is charged with molten metal, the heat of which will cause gases
i381, W. H. Oates and R. Jones, Manchester, “Carding engines.”—Dated 3380. J. Cunninaton, London, ‘‘ Discharge of sewage matters from dwelling tountilbe itevolved
from beneath and pass up through the metal, which will be
houses, &c.”—Dated 13th December, 1871.
14th December, 1871.
purified. In order to remove the silicon, sulphur, and phosThe inventor places, in connection with the main drain or sewer, a thereby according
According to the First part of this invention an additional card roller
to these improvements, a mixture of chalk, limestone,
mounted below the — rollers works on to both the main cylinder pipe with a single or double syphon in such a position as to intercept and phorus
or any other carbonate of lime is used, either alone or in connection with
and the doffing roller, and strips off the fibres left on the cylinder by the cut off from the house or other building any gases emanating from the aluminous
clay,
alumina,
of manganese, or oxide of iron, or
Coffing roller, and transfers them to the said roller. In the Second place sewers or drains. On the top of one of the bends of the syphon and other oxidising agent. The peroxide
carbonate of lime may be sometimes replaced
« second additional roller works on to the said doffing roller, and acts to opening into the same he places an outlet or escape pipe. In connection wholly
or in part by carbonate of manganese or carbonate of iron (spathose
lny the fibres straight thereon.
with the aforesaid syphon ao, he arranges at or near the highest point ore). The
carbonate
of
lime
or
other
carbonate is decomposed by the
3382. J. Marrnew, Aberdeen, N.B. “Couplings for railway carriages.”— of the water supply or flushing cistern or vessel.
heat of the molten iron above it, and carbonic acid is evolved, which
Dated 14th December, 1871.”
3388, W. H. Tay.er, Anerley, Surrey, ‘Construction of drains, &c.”—Dated oxidises the carbon and silicon. When the iron is greatly charged with
A latch on one carriaye falls or is pushed into a slot or bridle on the
14th December, 1871.
sulphur and phosphorus, according to this part of this invention, hydroadjoining carriage. The bridle, when the latch is moved out o fconnecThe inventor proposes constructing drains in such a manner that the chloric acid, chloride of sodium, or a hypochlorite, such § s bleaching
tion with it, can be moved to one side, The
pling and
pling return or escape of any gas or gases is entirely prevented, and for this powder, is employed in addition, which will evolve chlor.".c under the
purpose, in addition to providing suitable ventilating shafts containing action of heat better than the before mentioned substances, If the two
may be done either in the carriage or from the side of same.
he also arranged so that all waste waters ae ore
from the disink latter are used they may be conveniently applied in the same vessel as
8383. G. H. Eviis, London, “* Asphalte roads.”—Dated 14th December, 1871. charcoal,
pass out througha syphon into a box or mae
ig the tar or deoxidising agent, as they will not affect each other. The
These improvements consist, First, in laying down two layers of toshall
in which is a floutor valve so adjusted as to rise and fall by its alloys of potassium and sodium are found to change materially the
bitumi
or asphalt
Pp
, the lower layer
of an inferior owndrain,
He also constructs the pan for closet with an inner character of the iron, and are most beneficially used after the removal of
and softer quality to and about twice the thickness of the upper layer. flange buoyancy.
or Yip, beneath which is a pipe in connection with the external the silicon. Salts of ammonia also ~
and toughen the iron. All
secondly, in a new combination of bitumen with glue or other analogous atmosphere,
and provides a sliding cover for the same so that any salts of the alkalis are beneficial, but those preferred to be used are the
substance, a quantity of suitable grit being afterwards added.
h may arise from the pan or its contents are at once led carbonates, sulphates, and chlorides of potash, soda, or ammonia. Small
5334. J. Dence, London, “‘ Railway carriages.”-——A communication.—Dated of Inhiaddition
he also provides two or more chambers of a
quantities of prussiate of potash are also used, either alone or in connec14th December, 1871.
with the above mentioned salts, for the purpose of giving the iron a
The improvements consist in lowering the floor of the carriage to form, which chambers he fil s with charcoal and places beneath the seat tion
steely character. These materials are to be applied in the manner
nearly the level of the axles of the wheels, or lower if required, and in of the closet.
described in the
cation of a previous patent before referred to, or
con
the
in two floors
in compartments, so that
in any other way by which the same result is arrived at, viz., that they
the roof of
standing room of the lower floor forms the seats of the
Class 6,—FIRH-ARMS,
kept down at the bottom of a deep receiver until is
wil
upper floor, and the roof over
the seats of the lower floor being made of Including Guns, Swords, Cannon, Shots, Shells, Gunpowder, In- are
molten
metal.
But
as
it has been found by experience that there is a
less height, forms the floor of the side corridors or passages
for walking
struments of War for Coast Defence, Gun Carriages, dc.
difficulty in keeping the metal hot a sufficient length of time for it to be
upon foSes
floor. When the
= Spe ae2 Hale a lower
upon by the necessary quantity of chemicals, according to this part
co
8318, 8. J. Wawis, §; ing, Lincolnshire, “‘ Central-fire snap orLefaucheux acted
of this invention one or more receivers are
, at the bottom of eA 5of
*u
guns.” —Dated 8th December, 1871.
a kitchenor
These improvements relate to the drop-down or Lefaucheux gun, which the chemicals are placed, and above these receivers a cupolaor
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other furnace is erected at such a height that the metal can run from it
into each receiver by means of a tro’
lined with loam, sand, or other
materials. The cupola
is so constructed
that there is a depth
of red hot
coke, by preference of not less than six or seven feet, and as much more
as can be conveniently obtained. Besides using the cupola for the
pu
before mentioned, according to this part of this invention it is
used for containing, as well as coke or charcoal, any chemicals or ingredient which may be applied in different ways. The Second part of this
invention has for its object the conversion of iron refined as hereinbefore
described into steel or wrought iron. In order to carry out this part of
this invention, the iron which has been purified is first
ulated or
reduced to powder, and in that state is either oxidised at the surface b;
preference by watering it with a solution of chloride of lime, which
at the same further tend to remove any sulphur or ——
ora
certain proportion of powdered hematite or other oxide is mixed with
the iron. However, the first plan is preferred. In this state it is
either thrown into a reverberatory furnace similar to a puddling furnace,
where owing to its finely divided state it very quickly comes to a
welding heat, when it is so well acted upon by the intimately mixed
oxide that it does not require to melt, but may be balled up, squeezed,
and rolled, as after the old mode of puddling, saving much labour, time,
and fuel. Or the mixture of granulated or powdered iron and oxide can
be melted together either in crucibles to
e steel or in a furnace where
a great heat can be obtained, such as a Siemens regenerating gas furnace
or Bessemer’s furnace for hea’
under pressure, and then run out into
ingot moulds ready for reheating and rolling into rails, or for other
purposes. Or, secondly, the refined pigs are melted in a suitable furnace,
such as Siemen’s, Bessemer’s, or other furnace, and add either —
scrap, puddled, bur, or the mixture of powdered oxidised iron before
referred to, but which has been previously brought to a bright red heat
in another furnace, where it has been formed into a spongy wrought
iron.
,
Class 9.—ELECTRICITY.
Including Electric, Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic Apparatus,
Electrical Apparatus, and Galvanic Batteries,
3324. J. Petersen, Frederiksberg, Copenhagen, “‘ Protecting submarine telegraph cables, &e.”—Dated 8th December, 1871.
The inventor protects the shore ends or other parts of telegraph
cables, pipes, or hose, when laid under water on uneven or a od
ground, by enclosing the same in an elastic covering of spiral wires
twisted together. Loose spiral wires are attached to this covering, which
when embedded in the
und serve as roots for holding the cable.
The cable or pipe may be further secured in position by moulding blocks
of stones or other cheap and heavy substances in cement and attaching
them thereto. The blocks are provided with hooks and spiral wires to
assist in mooring the cable. e also forms a sleeve or covering for the
cable by passing ropes through the spirals of the wire covering, and
coating the whole with bitumen. The cable can be readily drawn
through this tube when to be raised for repairs He also forms artificial
bushes of coiled or twisted metal wires, whose ends are embedded in
blocks composed as above and also rooted to the ground in a similar
manner, for intercepting sand, sea weed, and other matters. These
bushes serve not only to protect sea walls, shores, and river banks, but
for reclaiming the foreshore by the consolidation of the matters
accumulated thereby.
3366. W. R. Lake, London, “ Galvanic batteries.".—A comimunication.—
Dated 12th December, 1871.
The said invention consists in placing within the porous cup containing
the platinum element sulphate of mercury, alone or mixed with black
oxide of manganese, and in surrounding the said cup with water which
is in contact with the zinc. This combination produces reliable action
and is very economical, as the spent sulphate of mercury falls to the
bottom of the cup in shape to be readily reconverted.
3304. D, Kitpatrick, avd R. H. Cooke, London, “ Galvanism.”— Dated
14th December, 1871.
This invention consists in applying galvanism to the human frame
by means of galvanic wires or bands of metals introduced into the
cork or other soles worn in or on boots or shoes or into other parts of
boots and shoes or other coverings for the feet, and likewise into gloves,
cuffs, or other appliances worn on the hands, arms, or other parts of
a pave the metal or wire being stitched, interwoven, or interlaced into
@ fabric.
Bi Class 10.—MISCELLANEOUS.
Including all patents not found under the preceding heads,
3280. H. E. Newros, London, “Gas lamps, d&c.”—A communication. —
Dated 5th December, 1871.
The present invention consists in the employment as an isolating body
of an envelope or tube of tarred deal or other wood to enclose the
gas pipe.
3234. M. Tivpesiey, “ Willenhall, Staffordshire, ‘‘ Materials to be used in
the annealing of cast iron.”—Dated 6th December, 1871.
The inventor uses the following materials, either singly or combined,
namely, a material popularly known as “ purple ore,” being the residue
from cupreous sulphur ore or pyrites etter tanning from the sulphur, and
treatment for extracting copper, and also he uses burnt iron pyrites,
either in the usual state when admissible, or, when necessary, after
further extraction of sulphur, for the purpose of annealing cast iron
to produce malleable iron, and employs the said materials in a similar
manner to, but instead of the hematite iron ore which is now used for
the same purpose.
ome, J. J. Spear, London, “ Stopper for bottles."—Dated 6th December,
871.
This invention relates to stoppers of the kind described in the specification of letters patent
ted to John Adams and Henry Barrett, and
bearing the date 2nd September, 1868, No. 2708. According to the
present invention an air passage is made in the plug of the stopper to
allow of the escape of the gases from the bottle. When the stopper is
pressed by the said gases against the neck of the bottle the lower end of
the air passage is closed by the india-rubber washer on the plug, a slight
downward pressure on the said plug being sufficient to depress it to the
extent necessary to uncover the end of the said air passage and thereby
allow of the escape of the gases.
3287. A. GILBERTSON, Swansea, “‘ Tin and terne plates, dc.”—Dated 6th
December, 1871.
This invention consists in making the rollers which are used for removing the surplus metal hollow, instead of solid as heretofore.
3288. J. W. W. Saw, Rochdale, Lancashire, “‘ Preparing hides and skins.”
—A communication.—Dated 6th November, 1871.
This machine is used, First, for burring the wool on sheep skins, and
is provided for this purpose with a cylinder having helical comb teeth
sometimes in combination with a cylinder having india-rubber blades;
Secondly, for stripping wool or hair from skins by substituting for the
above comb cylinder a cylinder having helical wood blades, above which
is another cylinder having india-rubber blades for ing on the skins
after the blades of the main cylinder, or the former may be used alone ;
Thirdly, for fleshing or shaving hides and skins, and dressing the same
on the flesh side by the use of a cylinder having helical metal blades;
Fourthly, for softening hides and skins and a. the same on the
grain side, a cylinder having either helical wooden blades, or india-rubber
blades, or blades of rounded zinc may be used; Fifthly, for stretching
hides and skins. The drum on which they are placed is covered with
sheet metal, and a cylinder with helical metal blades is used. Puwer
may be applied direct to the main cylinder, the other cylinders or rollers
being driven therefrom by suitable gearing.
3200. D. Greta and J. Greic, Edinburgh, ‘‘ Rotary lithographic and type
printing machine.” —Dated 6th December, 1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the arrangement and mode of actuating the printing cylinder, which in this machine
carries a lithographic stone or a type chase, and
constitutes the inking
table. The printing roller is caused to move and press the sheet of paper
against the cylinder carrying the stone, and the combined motion of the
cylinder and roller carries forward the sheets and delivers them intoa
receiving box placed between the standards.
$293. J. M. A. Srron, London, “ Musical instruments.”
—Dated 6th December, 1871.
The invention consists in producing, y means of a single “ reed,” the
notes of one, two, or more octaves, and of producing a “‘glide” frora one
note to another, of a similar character to that which may be produced on
a violin or other similar stringed instrument.
3205. A. M. CLrarn, London, ‘‘ Domestic fire-escape.”—A communication.—
Dated 6th December, 1871.
The escape consists of a car or chair, the sides of which are enclosed,
and have recessed
to enable itto pass over the cornicesof
The car is provided with wheels
at its lower end, and above these are intermediate wheels of smaller diameter mounted on flexible
i
which serve to gradually pass the chair over
Above these are
wheels of the same diameter as those on the car to keep it vertical when
descending a wall. A lowering rope is attached to the u
wheels and
peBa bails or chains, so connected that the u
intermediate
w
will fall to the ground when the car is lowered,
and allow the
occupants
to pass out. The car is contained in a box when not in use
y*eferably mounted on castors and ballasted, while the lid has rollers
stediee, over which the lowering rope passes coiled on a roller in said
wm.
2206. J. Priesruan and T. Pairmstman, “ Preparing hides and skins.”—
Dated 7th December, 1371.
Straps armed with knife blades move round pulleys and in contrary
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directions, and the blades press upon and scrape the hide spread upon a
rotating cylinder to unhair or seud it.
$298. R. Boorn, Manchester, “
Manufacture of gums.”—Dated 7th Decem, 1871.
This inventien relates to apparatus
employed in the
facture of
artificial gums, and the object, inthe First place, is to feed the revolving
cylinders by self-acting means. The feed openings are made conical or
trumpet-shaped, the larger diameter béing i
ds, and the farina is
conveyed from hoppers by means of worms and delivered into shoots,
through which it falls into the feed —_— In the Second place a
steam jet is employed to withdraw air from within the stove when it is
overheated.
$300. W. E. Witey, Birmingham, “ Pencil-cases and penholders.”—Dated
7th December, 1871.
The Invention consists, First, in fixing the stud toa spring connected
to the motion, and formed on the outer end of said spring is a catch
which
into a hole in the case to hold the motion in position.
Secondly, in forming the point of the pencil-case with a tube fitting
within an outer tube having a split therein. In the rear end of the
point tube is formed a female screw, into which the propeller wire takes,
such wire being screwed, and being eo with a tongue to
into
the split or openingin the outer tube. Thirdly, in forming the coiled
tube embeddinga thin tube in soft metal, the said tube being then
ta , after which the soft metal is melted away from the screwed
tube.
$301. R. J. Streets, Hull, “ Manufacture of varnishes.”—Dated 7th December, 1871.
This provisional specification describes the employment of superheated
steam or air for heating and melting the gums, oils, &c., for the varnish,
and apparatus for this purpose.
3302. B. Merz, New York, “‘ Waterproof cloth.”—Dated 7th December,
1871.
This invention relates to the combination of a border or borders either
in strips or of any desired design or figure, with repellent or waterproof
goods to
uce, when the goods are cut up, an ornament at or near the
bottom of the garment when finished, or at any other place thereon.
3307. E. H. Bentaru, Keybridge, Essex, ‘‘ Manufacturing serew bolts cr
nuts.”"—Dated 7th December, 1871.
This invention relates to certain novel arrang
ts of
hinery
applicable to the manufacture of screw bolts and nuts, and consists of
improvementsin machinery for which the present applicant obtained
letters patent bearing date Nov. 28th, 1867 (No. 3381), in which a series of
mechanical processes for forming screw bolts and nuts are described, the
object of the — invention being to simplify and render more effective certain of the machines used in this manufacture.
3310. J. Turney, Trent Bridge Works, Nottinghamshire, ‘‘ Treating split
andunsplit skins for leather.”—Dated 7th December, 1871.
The operations referred to are scudding, fleshing, unhairing, scouring,
and striking out. Revolving knives (one half the number revolving one
way and the other half the other way) are used, and act on skin or hide
te on a revolving roller capable of vertical adjustment. The revolving
nives have also a to-and-fro travel, or traversing, or longitudinal motion.
The knives may be removed and brushes sometimes used. A stiff or
strong brush, part bristle and as wire, is used for unhairing. A
cylinder is described consisting of spring steel strips with elastic discs or
washers. A roller adjustable by wouke and lever may be used.
291. E. Barruetmes, Berlin, ‘* Shuttle sewing machines.”—Dated 31st
January, 1872.
:
This invention relates, First, to a mode of Sang Oe cloth by square
motion, whereby a more regular stitch is formed than by the ordinary
methods of moving the cloth. Secondly, to a peculiar construction of
shuttle which will allow of any desired tension being givento the thread,
and the tension to be continued up to the last end of thethread. Thirdly,
to a mechanism called “‘ vibrator” for lifting the cloth-presser temporarily,
so that when executing ornamental work the necessary short movements
may be made without damaging the cloth. Lastly, to a needle holder
for fastening shankless needles, which are very cheap in comparison with
those having shank.
1598. E. T. Hucnes, London, “ Furnacesfor puddling, &c.”—A communication.—Dated 25th May, 1871.
The object of this invention is to obtain in simple and economical construction of furnaces high degrees of temperature, by the direct combustion of gas mixed with coal or hot air, the gas being produced in any
suitable generator by the slow combustion of fuel, and the air being
drawn or forced in by drawing or biowing machines.
3315. T. A. WarRinatos, London, “ Obtaining lights."—A communication.
Dated Sth December, 1871.
These improvements are based upon a new application of the chemical
ompound liquids having the property of apoe Sag meee by their
ontact with atmospheric air. In carrying out this invention the inventor (by preference) uses a combination of phosphorus, carbon, and
sulphur, or sclution of phosphorus in sulphur of carbon. Although he
prefers the use of the above mentioned solution to any other, he does not
confine himself thereto, as other a maybe used for the same purpose
without in any way effecting t invention. One of the principal
features being the finding a sufficiently hermetically shutting aperture to
the “‘light box,” and at the same time to be easy and precisely worked,
so as to allow the aforesaid box to be placed without any danger in ordinary clothes pocket, and also that the smoker may in using it allow but
a very small quantity of the before mentioned liquid to come in contact
with the air, just sufficient to ignite the tinder or other ignitable substance
which is placed near the orifice of the box.
3320. A. Pritcnarp, Netley, Hants, ‘‘Corks for bottles, d&c.”—Dated 8th
mber, 1871.
The First part of the invention consists in making corks polygonal in
shape, by preference square, in:
of round, as heretofore. The Second
part consists in making the socket in the bottling socket of a shape at
top to correspond with the shape of the cork, and gradually merging into
a cylindrical form, so that as the cork is forced through the socket it
adapts itself to the shape thereof, and finally enters the neck of the
bottle or other receptacle below.
3322. H. W. and R. Larrerty, Gloucester, U.S., “‘ Draining machines.”—
Dated 8th December, 1871.
The invention relates to the placing of a vertical spindle, carrying the
drum or basket of a centrif
muchine, upon a lever or other movable
support, for the = of obtaining a movement of the spindle in the
line of its axis, and in the combination with said spindle, first, of a
suitable friction surface to bear against a counterpart fixed surface in the
casing of the machine, to serve as a brake, and second, of a friction cone
to engage a friction pulley connected with the motive power of the
machine, said brakes and pulleys being so arranged as that by a vertical
movement of the
dle the brakes may be removed or applied, and
the friction pulley driving the spindle be simultaneously connected or
disconnected. The object obtained by these improvements is the production of a com:
complete centrifugal draining machine, so constructed as that when finished ready for a
it is in condition
for immediate use upon being secured in position, without requiring any
fitting up other than the mere connection of a driving belt to the pulley,
and which shall also be free from jar or vibration, quick in its action, and
under ready control.
3323. W. R. Lake, London, “ Sewing machines.”—A communication.—Dated
8th December, 1871.
These improvements relate to sewing machines that have, in connection with the stitch forming mechanism and work su a pate, the
following instrumentalities, viz., a foot that occupies the
el and
holds the needle-entering
of the sole in position for the passage of
the needle point, a hook gauge into which the edge of the sole is bent to
insure the exit of the needle os at the proper place, and a bender
that presses the edge into the hollow and over the point of the hook.
He constructs the
hine with a reciprocating bender and griper having
a forward motion governed partially by a
g in combination with an
unyielding hook
The bender and
Kk gauge move in the arc
of a circle in the Lsarat lane of the needle and seam or line of feed.
The frame rocks on a
or pivotal axis, right angular to the vertical
plane of the feed. In combination with the hook gauge and bender
there is a channel foot made adjustable as to its extent of positive
movement relatively to the hook gauge
k, between which and the
said foot the work is held for the passage of the needle. The channel
foot and hook gauge move together vertically.
3327. H. G. Boston, York, “Igniting cigors, dc.” —Dated 9th December,
1871.
This invention consists in applying to that end of the cigar, cigarette,
or
r similar a articlew! it is intended to ignite, a compusition
which will only ite u} a chemically prepared surface. He
pene tigers Hm cigars, cigarettes, or pt
Rpm ey
with a portion of the chemically
surface ay
thereto,
or the
ti cakes taeda
3329. T. G. Wess, Manchester, “‘Manufacture of glasses
for signal lamps.”
Dated 9th December, 1871.
This invention
relates to the production
of signal glasses
by the use of
3330. - Occions, London, “ Ships’ signal lamps.”—Dated 9th December,
1
Thisinvention relates toa novel means of lighting ships’signallamps
without the necessity of going aloft for that purpose, and to end
prs th Pw oe Poe ace cng lee go apes mle ade
may
from w by means of a cord, chain, or wire extending
from the lamp down to the deck.
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$333. H. Howse and C. A, Dai, London, “ Apparatus for stwing.”—
Dated 9thDecember, 1871.
Bl
ne rt
principle, pond apm ot Bm in the
tion and
to and
use in such machinery or apparatus, whether worked by
treadle,
steam, or other motive power, of two or more adjustable needles.
Se
machines, by which term they include all kinds or d
of
ery or apparatus for sewing, as hitherto constructed, have
been capable of working with one needle, or when constructed to
~—
and. consequently
dann
Kan
spateo! ofoapineah 80a0
single needlene dle machines, es, and
not capable
as to regulate their relative distances from each other, in order to make
the successive rows of stitches on any fabric at such distances apart as
may be required according
to the nature of the work ; so that
in n
every case with the latter, and in all cases with the single needle
es, the wack Ens So be geste, Sasa se eee mn.
by the machine as many times as the num
of rows of sti
required. In sewing machines constructed according to or adapted
with the ‘‘Walby”
this necessity will be entirely dis
pensed with, the object its ~ er in whatever way being to
allowof as many rows and seats of rows of stitches, each separate
row of
ee oar be made any required distance from its fellow, as di
.
being
¢ at one operation upon any fabric, so that there will not be
the of oe gh 7 — ~ : pre
-~—_of —— =
quire:
n, © wor!
ugh, and opera‘
ereupon by the
machines, as thers has been hitherto.
3335. J. SomERVILLE and J. Roptnson, Dublin, “ Apparatus for charging,
as and scurfing retorts and furnaces.”—Dated 9th December,
ik
This invention consists in forming within the retort house a tramway,
whereon rolls a platform having an e e and boiler on one side, and a
strong quadrilateral frame on the other, which supports a secon
platform or cradle. The cradle carries a scoop or scoops for
.
and arake for discharging or drawing. The scoops are filled from a
sliding shoot supplied with coal by an archimedean screw in a a
aboye, into which coal is lifted by an elevator. While the scoop is
driven into the retort it is at the same time being fi
arriving at the extremity of the retort the scoop is turned over by the
action of a volute spring upon an upright shaft opera
on two bevel
wheels ;the motion is then rev:
and the scoop withdrawn,
+4
the retortin its transit. The hoe or rake bar is made U shaped, with a
sliding bar in the hollow to raise or depress the blade; it is also provided
with a spring to give it rae and prevent injury to the retort. For
scurfing the apparatus is fi
ed with a hollow bar terminating in a
pro Fg head as a yoy
3 x ye . we eey
rapidly against the retort, the carbon
ereby
y de
me parts of the apparatus which are exposed to great heat are made
hollow to admit of water or steam being supplied thereto to keep them
comparatively cool. The whole of the foregoing may be combined in one
apparatus, but it is preferred to have two separate machines, one for
charging and the other for drawing. Any suitable motive power may be
used as a substitute for steam.
3339. A. TyLor, London, *‘ Regulating the working and ventilating of mines,
&c.”— Dated 11th December, 1871.
The objects of this invention are as follows:—Measuring and recording
the amount of air introduced or withdrawn from mines, sewers,
buildings, and underg
d workings by means of air meters constructed
for the purpose. Using special borings or shafts for the
of the
air, and a steam jet or jets for forcing in or withdra
e same.
Proportioning the
es for the air, soas to reduce friction and obtain
the entrance or exit of the proper amount, and also to ascertain more
readily the quantity required or the proportions to be adopted to secure
- ee ——_ of z ie“— In
. the — and es
of underground operations by usingwater or
spray or vaj
o
water for cooling and purifying the air, and screening the
fon
particles
hanically
ded therein. Using cowls to guide the air
at entrance or exit of the shafts or borings. Proportioning water
channels, so as to regulate the quantity and velocity of the water or
liquid or currents for irrigating and other purposes, and to obtain the
required distribution of the same; and also by means of these proportions or by a water meter to readily ascertain the quantity, or'the quantity
being known, to obtain the see mehpe of setting out and proportioning
the channels to obtain the req
results.
3343. W. R. Lake, London, “ Sewing machines.”
—A communication.—Dated
11th December, 1871.
The main object of this invention is to produce a sewing machine table,
provided with a revolving plate, to the upper side of which the se
machine may be attached, while to the under sides are connected the
devices giving motion to the machine, such devices being so united with
the plate as to turn with it without interfering with their operation.
This object is accomplished by a ball and socket connection of the pitman
with the treadle and crank shaft. Another point attained by this invention is a continuous rotary motion of the dri
wheel, even though the
crank shaft may have an alternate motion.
is is accomplished by
having a double crank shaft and suitable
. The other feature of
the invention is a hemispherical cover attached to the oy | late in
such a manner that —— permanently secured to the plate i made
to adjust beneath the table when the machine is to be used, thus leaving
the whole surface of the table clear. This is accomplished by making
= cover in two parts with interfolding leaves, the whole being hung on
pivots.
3344. J. Morrat, Glasgow, ‘Illuminating gas.”—Dated 11th December
1871.
In
out the present invention the retort is made of a cylindrical
form, and is placed centrally in a vertical cylindrical furnace, which last
isan iron shell having wi
it a fire-brick fire-box, with a
for
the es upwards of the flames from a grate at the lower part between
the fire-brick and the retort. The retort is formed with an outlet branch
= for the gas at the side close to the top, and the retort cover is
tted to the top, the cover and retort mouth being both engine-turned
to make a close joint without luting. The smoke and gases from the
furnace pass up a vertical funnel
rd the top of the retort,
and a hood
to slide telescopically in the upper fixed part of the
funnel is suspended by chains passing over pulleys to counterweights.
3345. W. Writer, Leeds, “ Sewing machines.”—Dated 11th December, 1871.
First, the needle or throat plate is adjustable by screw and spring.
Secondi , an adjustable needle grooved of two loose side plates wi
sp
Thirdly, braiding underneath the work simultaneously with
on the top, the braid being guided through a hole underneath
the work. F
, embroidering on the surface by communicating
motion to a lever driven from a cam, b:
from the driving shaft.
Fifthly, friction plates give motion where motive power is employed;
both plates are on the driving shaft, one fast the other loose; the
fast has cloth, wood, or other frictional substance on its face, the
loose _ being brought up to the face of the fixed plate by treadle or
hand lever.
3349. W. R. Lake, London, “‘ Pulverising machinery.”—A communication.—
Dated 11th December, 1871.
POa an or 4 reduiines wwder
pa
= as —
lous su’ 4 ces, such
stones, pone A and other natural products and manufactured articles
requiring tobe levigated for market, such asli
, colours, and other
hemi
, and reducing
to flour
any of the various grains f=}
the purpose of producing @ simpler and cheaper machine than those at
present —— and at the same time one capable of doing the work
equally well or in a superior manner. The material
to be treated is
introduced by a blast air caused by a fan into the machine, where
it meets with hammers, and is reduced to powder, in which form the
strong current of air used to introduce the material carries with it the
finely reduced particles into any suitable chamber where they are allowed
to subside. Corrugations and projections may be added or not to assist
the action.
3350. G. IRELAND, Handsworth, Staffordshire, “‘ Knives and forks.” —Dated
11th December, 1871.
One
of this invention has for its object to facilitate the manufacture o' ves and forks, and to prevent the handles becoming detached
from the blades or
and the said invention consistsin
knife or fork oftwo pieces of metal, one half of the handle and the blade
or fork part being made from one piece of metal, and the other half of
the handle cy bap from another piece of metal. Each handle part
is so shaped
ies or by rolls as to form a
longitudinal
half handle, and
the edgesof the half handles being placed face to face are joined together
brazing
or soldering. A knife
or fork is thus made, the handle being
hollow and — =< bolster, and resembling an ordinary metallic
feor fo.
ae part ofthisinvention consists tagtstag
a
or steel points to the blades or prongs
of knives
forks
madeof silver, German silver, brass, or other com ponte Bacege +>|
or alloy, by
in edge of the blank or in
from which
the blade or fork part
a strip or stripes of steel, the said steel
pe Daas
secured to the blank or metal by brazing or
soldering.
3353. F.L. Hawcock
and C. L. Hancock, Dudley, ‘‘ Reducing bread to
crumbs,” —Dated 12th December, 1871.
iprocating rasping plate is employed
to form bread
3358. R. H. Tweppett,, Sunderla
“ Riveting or punching metal,”—
Dated 12th December.”’
Bid
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the said stirrup, the discs thus rendered loose may romises a more lengthened duration than was at one time thought
dies contrary, by
ry
eups or
with necessa
said double arms or heads furnished
be
turned
so
as
to
alter
the
nnmbers
or
dates
as
required.
The
inking
to
connected
horn
or
arm
double
Outer
dies.
ely. This has come about by reason of encouraging fuel traces,
adaece
of this stamp is the well known spring-and-rack
one.
work on disposition
or tie rods to receive strain. Arms or athorns
linder
with the confident views upon the extent of ungotten
end of 3395. H. Huones, London, “‘ Manufacture of chenille, &c.”—Dated 14th together
ram and crosshead outer
withion
placeof connect
pivotatthe
coal hereabouts entertained by Professor Ramsay.
December, 1871.
rod; double arms or horns may be applied to existing machines,
‘The leader in THe EnGINgER last week accurately describes
—
is formed with bulbs or projections at intervals by cutters or
in whatever way worked.
j
s
's “situation ”i
pectof sewerage.
e are not,
ves,
3360. B. Huwr, London, “Incubator or apparatus for hatching eggs.”—
however, content to sit down quietly in our
t condition,
Dated 12th December, 1871.
' hotness
however typical it may be, The question wil be raised at anThis invention relates to an improved incubatoror
THE
IRON,
COAL,
AND
GENERAL
TRADES
and ae construction for hatching eggs, and two orboxes
early council meeting as to howfar a decision, secured by the
of
posed
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND — aid of an interested minority, should be held as legally
when hatched. The incubator is
young
at every part between them
one within another, aclear space a withlefta non-conductor
inding,
OTHER
DISTRICTS.
The
heat.
of
(say of about lin.), which is filled which is filled with heated liquid (say)
(From our own Correspondent. )
inner box contains a metal v
is placed a tray to contain the
every twelve hours, and above
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
PRICES YESTERDAY IN BIRMINGHAM—THE ORDERS ARRIVING FOR
air isadmitted by a perfora'
for incubation. The heat is graduated and
FINISHED IRON :Misapprehension by Continental Customers—
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TIN PLATES, AND COPPER SPELTER AND LEAD IN THE MONTH
wn from the apparatus by pipes and cocks suitably arranged for such
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ene
AND THE SEWERAGE BILL: A point to be Acatn Ihave to report a considerable advance in prices, which
$361. H. Prippen, Bradford, ‘‘ Mangling apparatus.”—Dated 12th Decem
raved,
ber, 1871.
to show a steadily upward tendency, despite many foreThe inventor employs a pair of squeezing rollers supported by and To-pay (Thursday) in] Birmingham the market was very firm at continue
bodings and predictions that the maximum figure had been reached.
working within suitable end frames; an arm at the back and front of the
advanced rates. Hardly anything could be got in the open The unvarying progress of the trade is something quite exceptional
each frame serves to support two small rollers wh py hereinafter
referred to. Between the squeezing rollers he in uces a board of hard market even in small quantities, and when that was possible, for and utterly at variance with the common everyday experience of
wood, on which the clothes or fabrics to be mangled are laid. On motion immediate delivery, at under £13 10s. to £14 for rods, £14 for ironmasters. It is, as everybody knows, the ordinary rule for the
being given to the squeezing rollers by ordinary gearing and hand wheel bars, £15 for angles, £16 to £20 for strips, £18 to £18 10s. for Glasgow pig iron market to be alternately buoyant and depressed
the board is propelled or caused to traverse between the said rollers. The plates, and £18 10s. for singles. Alike at the works and also at —to rise one day and fall the next. But for months past the ironsmall rollers serve as supports to the mangling board.
warehouses orders are coming in freely from Canada, masters have been strangers to a fall in prices, and depression has
3363. J. H. Harrison, Chester, “ Hydraulic apparatus.”—Dated 7th merchants’
Russia, Denmark, and from France and Germany. The specifica- been almost unknown, although of course there have been times
December, 1871.
This provisional specification describes improvements on the apparatus tions relate to nearly all the kinds of iron produced hereabouts ; and seasons of activity and firmness more marked than usual. The
described in the specification No. 614, 1870. The axis of the drum is but sheets still bearthe palm. It is not, however, a little difficult demand, on the whole, is as brisk and urgent as ever, despite the
mounted upon a fixed axle, on which a screw thread is cut corresponding to make some of our continental friends comprehend our prices enormous figure to which iron has attained.
There is no abatement
to the helix or spiral of the ropes or chains on the drum.
e motion of just now. They cannot understand the rapidity with which of inquiries from abroad, and in viewof the probable requirements of
the drum along its axis compensates for the winding and unwinding of
have recently gone up. We have one case now before America and the Continent, to say nothing of home consumers,
the helix or spiral, and keeps the chains as they pass to and off the drum quotations
us in which a customer having sent for quotations at the period holders are confident as to the future, and display little of their
at right angles to its axis.
bars had gone up £1 only, but did not follow up the inquiry characteristic caution. On Monday the pig iron market was very
3364. W. Russert and J. Russet, Low Walker, Northumberland, “ Cal- when
with the specification, now writes to order at the figure then strong, and quotations advanced to 101s. OL to 102s. 9d. cash, and
cining furnaces.” —Dated 12th December, 1871.
—
Of course his order could not be accepted. Iron has in 102s, to 103s. fourteen days, On Tuesday there was still another
The furnace is constructed with, by preference, three horizontal beds
of a circular form placed one above the other. These beds are provided the meantime gone up between £4 and £6 per ton according to advance to 103s, 6d. cash, and Wednesday’s market was firm at
with traps or slides for the purpose of allowing the substances under the descriptions. The iron he requires has gone up £4 a ton, and the same quotations. Makers brands’ have taken another spurt,
treatment to pass from the upper to the lower beds. The stirring of the he was so advised. Two letters have, however, been insufficient Gartsherrie being now quoted at 125s. for No. 1, and 105s, for
materials is accomplished by means of scrapers, which are attached to a to make him understand the situation. He writes that he does No. 3; Coltness, 125s. No. 1, and 104s. No. 3; Summerlee,
shaft passing through the centre of the furnace. A rotary motion is not want iron of a quality so good as that to which he assumes the 120s. No. 1, and 104s. No. 3; Langloan, 120s, No. 1, and 104s,
imparted to the shaft by means of any suitable motive power.
quotation refers, It was impossible to convince him that iron of No. 3; Govan, 105, No. 1, and 104s, Ko. 3; Calder, 120s. No. 1,
$365. T. L. McCreapy, New York, “‘ Blending differently coloured printing no quality could be got for the price at which first class might and 104s, No. 3; Carnbrae, 115s. No. 1, and 102s. No. 3; Shotts,
inks, &c.”—-Dated 12th December, 1871.
have
been secured at the date of his firstinquiry. The Americans, 120s. No. 1, and 104s. No. 3. West and east coast brands have
The said invention relates to ae to be employed in the preparation of compound sheets or blocks of divers coloused printing inks for however, the Canadians, and the buyers in Australia and New advanced in the same proportion.
The shipments of pig iron from Scotch ports for the past week
forming blocks, whereby a many-coloured impression may be produced Zealand, are not under any such impresion, and so bare are they
by one operation of the press. For blending the different coloured inks of stocks that both personally and by letter they are ordering amounted to 15,625 tons foreign, and 4279 coastwise, being a total
and fo:
sheets thereof the inventor uses a box or tray provided at freely at the prevailing high rates.
of 19,904 tons, as compared with 19,876 tons for the correspondthe bottom with a sieve and a number of movable partitions. The
local engineering and other constructive branches as well ing period last year.
f this quantity 5719 tons were sent from
different coloured inks used to form the sheet or cake are reduced to fine as The
the hardware manufaturers are all actively employed, and Glasgow, 2981 from Ardrossan on the west coast, and 5311 from
wder, and each colour is placed in a se te compartment of the box. continue
to make demands that would afford more than an average Leith on the east. The largest cargoes dispatched during the
hen the sieve-box has been properly filled with the various coloured amount
of employment, if their necessities could be only complied week were chartered for America.
powdered inks it is gently agitated to cause the powdered ink to fall
through the sieve into a receptacle below. When the proper quantity of with. At present, however, this is altogether impossible. ConThe quantity of machinery, from the largest size of land and
powdered ink has been received in the said receptacle it is heated and sumers are all bare of stocks, and they have quite stripped the marine engines down to nails and rivets, now being made in
then cooled into a solid cake. The inventor places the cake or sheet upon makers’ stores. Ali are now working from hand to mouth. The Glasgow would startle even manufacturers and ironfounders
a table, and cuts it with an endless wire which has a continuous rapid difference
between the present state of things and that which themselves if it could be accurately ascertained. Locomotive
motion around pulleys.
existed a few months ago is seen in the fact of which we have engineers are full of work, and when we state that upwards of
3367. J. Bray, Ashton-under-Lyne, “‘ Apparatus for measuring water.”— ourselves knowledge, that whereas a galvanising firm here at the 5000
men are employed in this department alone, it will afford
Dated 13th December, 1871.
This invention relates principally to water meters. The piston is of a earlier date possessed some 200 or 300 tons of sheets in stock, they some faint idea as to the quantity of work turned out. As for
cylindrical form, and each end thereof is connected with the corre- are now dependent upon the qualities that are brought in from ironfounders, it is a notable fact, which many people in Glasgow
sponding end of the meter cylinder by means of a flexible tube, which day to day in the ironmakers’ wagons. Such consumers could know to their cost, that such is the pressure brought to bear on
folds within itself as the piston moves. A conical valve is employed, the take and use up twice the quantity that they are now able to get. them, that they are careless about undertaking fresh orders, and
said valve having a cavity in the side, which places the inlet port in com- So long as the ironmakers experience the difficulty that now have in the great oa
cases sufficient contracts on hand to
munication with the cylinder ports. An opposite cavity balances the
them in getting their men to work more than a few turns keep them busy for months, Tube makers, bolt, nut, and rivet
pressure on the valve. The exhaust flows through ports into the interior besets
a
week,
this
disproportion
between
supply
and
demand
must
makers,
galvanised
iron
manufacturers,
and wrought iron workers
of the valve, and
out through the ends thereof. A flexible tube
oy, —_ byl me story to tell. Thus the shipments of
attached to the valve spindle and to the bush in which it works makes a continue.
Pig iron was in only small supply to day, whether we speak of machinery from the Clyde are more extensive at the
i
fluid-tight joint for the said spindle.
ai
3369. a Tuomson, Glasgow, “‘ Boring machinery.”—Dated 2nd December, that produced in Cleveland, or the West Coast, or the West of than they have ever in before.
England. Good hot blast iron was quoted with much confidence
The manufacture of sewing machines is an industry that has
1871.
The feature of novelty which constitutes this invention is the arrange- at £7 10s. per ton, and they were privileged customers who were lately risen to gigantic proportions in Glasgow. Already there
ment of apparatus for opening or cl
a nut, through which a screw
to get their orders booked at £7 or even £7 5s. Second are two of the largest factories in Europe in operation—the one
passes for yy the feed of the drill or boring bit, also the arrange- able
qualities were hardly less strong at £6 5s., and cold blast pigs belonging to the Singer, and the other to the Howe Com
ment of the
———- on a universal or hinged joint, so as to could
be procured in only small quantities at £8 10s. and £8 15s. To both of these establishments additions calculated to double
enable it to be operated in a horizontal or inclined position.
There was a statement current that one of the leading producers of their power of production have recently been made, and the
3371. E. C. aa, London, “ Preparation of cotton pulp.”—Dated 13th iron
of this last mentioned class was deliberating whether their export of se
hines
has b
one of the largest items in
» 1801.
The pulp is pre
from cotton fibre in the ordinary manner, and quotations at quarter-day should not be put up to a sum consider- the shipments from the Clyde, the principal makers preferring to
afterwards tanned in the same manner as leather. It is then coated with ably in advance of the higher
figure.
supply not only Great Britain but the rest of Europe from their
a composition of linseed oil, gum
banum, white baryta, eee
supply of fuel is quite wi
the requirements of consumers, Glasgow factories instead of their head factories in America,
asphalte, beeswax, sugar of lead, and oxide of iron, and dried, when it andThe
colliery proprietors will only book orders enough to keep their Already there are close on 2000 hands employed in G
w in this
resembles dull soft leather. When it is desired to imitate patent or customers
from
b
e
i
n
g
altogether
destitute
supplies. There is branch of manufacture, and the number is likely to
greatl
glazed leather the following
ents are added to the foregoing com- no doubt whatever that the price will be ofmuch
higher in a few — rare when the extensions now in progress have been carri
om, namely, gum copal,
blue, white copperas, and nitric
weeks. Coke is as scarce as ever. No money will secure all that out.
As for the malleable iron trade I can only say, “Story, God
3374. R. Barrett and 8. Wricut, London, “ Hand-stamping
hines.”— is wanted. The coke makers were never so harrassed, nor were the
ted 13th Deceraber, 1871.
*
of coke ever so disadvantaged through needing the ape you, a none to “ =e It holds on the even tenor of
These im
ts have ref
to providing hand-stamp
its way, and keeps pace with the progress of other departments
article.
hines with ar ang
ts for single or + ay numbering, an
ion to indi m
an immense production of steel by all processes, our staple industry. As I have diresd had
for securing the machine In position when it is desired to keep the same stillNotwithstanding
the supplyis much within the demand, whether it be on there are changes now in progress which will shortly increase very
steady in position.
considerably
the
make
of
finished
iron
in
Scotland.
Perhaps the
home
or
export
unt,
©
quently
prices
are
remarkably
3375. 8. 8S. Hzpwortn, Yonkers, U.S., “ Centri
l machines.”—Dat
strong, and it may be assumed that they will continue so. The largest item will be contributed by the Omoa and Cleland
Mk invention
np co:hanes AE
we and s uspen aathe. Americans are still excellent customers for steel in all its different Company, recently floated, for which the works are about to be
a method of attaching
commenced. Common bars are now selling at £12 15s. to £13;
of manipulation.
basket and curb of a centrifugal machine to the frame or support, and <
in is cheaper than it was at the beginning of the month, inas- angle iron at £12; ship plates, £13 to £13 10s.; boiler plates, £12
in the details of construction. The object of this invention feto avoid
the = and vibration which is communicated to the frame and walls of much as whilst English blocks at the earlier date were quoted at to £14; rails, £11 10s, to £12; and pipes, £7 10s. to £8 10s.
the building in which it is placed by the revolving basket of an ordinary £158, they are now £154. Refined was then £159, but it is now
An attempt is being made to
out an amalgamation of the
et Nee ey
7 —_ Bh aymeen 24
<4 to a centrif
ine in
is still as it was at the beginning of the Scottish Co-operative Ironworks (Limited) and the proposed Dumwi
e
et an
shaft turn
xed a forming
of the £156. Straits, however, lish
and Banca, but it is under these in a barton Shipbuilding Company. A meeting of the directors of both
curb or its frame, so as to be always concentric with it, and fenton the month, much under
basket and curb so
ted is suspended by a ball and socket, or other smaller proportionate degree than it was when the month had of these concerns was held in Dumbarton on Saturday last, to
flexible joint at the end of the shaft most distant from the curb, and at waned its first week. On the 6th June, when English blocks were consider the basis of a union. After a good deal of discussion the
the curb is held laterally by elastic connections.
£158, straits stood at £150, and now whilst English blocks are following resolution was passed :—‘‘That the committee of the
3376. W. J. Gate and W. W. Boypen, Bristol, “ Utilising waste pieces of £154, straits are £149. When this account was being written Scottish Co-operative Ironworks (Limited) agree to pay the
leather.” —Dated 13th December, 1871
there were marks of improvement in the tin trade that possessed expenses entire incurred by the proposed shipbuilding company in
Leather cuttings and scraps are torn into shreds, or ground into dust, every evidence of soon becoming more decided. The appearances Dumbarton, in the event of a complete transfer of its members,
then subjected to a solution of nitric, sulphuric, or other acid, and
nerally are in favour of stronger prices. Different from oem, whose names are enrolled at this date (22nd June, 1872) ; but that
heated.to make the mass glutinous, then washed in alkaline water and English
tin has advanced upon the position it occupied a twelve- in the event of any person withdrawing altogether or in part the
pure water, when it is again subjected to heat, adding glue or size pre- month ago,
to the extent for English and Banca, only £12, and shares they possess, the committee shall divide equally, and shall
in acids or coal tar; thus heated the material is rolled or pressed
into sheets, or the shreds or dust are mixed with water and glue prepared straits £18. Still it will not be forgotten that tin in June last hold itself only accountable for that proportion of expenses due to
with acid or coal tar. Before being dried it may be used with paper had attained a height which did not seem to have been justified shares actually transferred.”
pulp, also in making india-rubber, gutta-percha, and parksine, but it is by the position which the metal had previously for some time
A case of some interest to iron brokers and engineers has come
cularly ——. for the soles mp oy and shoes and floor cloths. peonaA i
before the court of session. The London and Glasgow Engineering
en vulcanisedi applicableto the purposes
to which vulcanised
Tin-plates are very strong, and the demand keeping up at the and Iron Shipbuilding Company (Limited) have raised am action
india-rubber is applied.
.
wala
same time that iron is conspicuously advancing, and very difficult against Hamilton and Company, merchants and paper makers, at
— . - Barrett, Reading, “‘ Croquet stands.”—Dated 13th December, to
Ballyclare, Ireland. The defender, William Hamilton, was a
obtain, the prospects of — prices are very remote.
As to copper in the past month, that metal has won for itself director of the pursuers’ company, from its commencement in 1864
This invention consistsin constructing croquet stands of a framin
having, First, a box for containing the hoops ;Secondly, at a hi ~ the position which any one possessing any knowledge of its sale till May, 1871, and was chairman of local board at Glasgow,
level a box for containing the balls; and, Thirdly, at the top of the must have anticipated when a twelvemonth ago best selected, for from 1866 till September, 1869, and chairman of the company
framing a box for containing the heads of the mallets, the shafts of which
was quoted at the very low figure of £76. Such people from the time till May, 1871. The pursuers, it appears, made
pass down through holes in the bottom of the box. All three boxes are instance,
provided with folding lids, all connected together by side rods, so that now neither feel nor express surprise that the quotations should a boiler for the defenders’ firm at very great inconvenience,
they are all opened and closed together, and are all.kept closed by the be from £118 to £119; whilst Burra-Burra, that stood at the same for which and the extra work they ask £355 3s. Id. They
application of a lock to one of the boxes. A similar arrangement of price as best selected last June (£76), is now £110. The metal is also delivered to the defenders two pairs of compound engines
stand is also app
to impl
ts used for other games.
patent), for which they charge
now fetching no more than it ought to fetch, but it is perhaps a and two boilers (Galloway's
3387. A. Vazquez and J. K Rosensurc, London, “ Preservi
shade cheaper than it was at the opening of the month. There £3933 4s. 5d., which, with £198 16s. 7d. for extra work, makes a
miei,
Dated
1th
December,
18
Pa
teppei may be some slight variations in store for it, but there ought to sum of £4123 1s., towards which the defenders have paid £2000,
e 0)
reserve the meat, &c., in the fresh or uncooked state. be
and that no
none of very considerable extent whilst trade remains so The defence is that both accounts are ove
For this ee the meat is placed in casks containing a solution of excellent
ines and
and the demand so ee from all the leading markets, extra cost ought to have been incurred, while the
acetate of lime of 6 deg., made slightly acid by acetic acid.
boilers
supplied
are
defective
in
design
and
workmanship.
The
and
on
account
of
every
one
of
the
industries
in
which
this
metal
m5. ee, wae ee ate — Dates 14th December, 1871.
defenders
have,
therefore,
raised
a
counter
action,
in
which
they
plays
so
important
a
provisional s
cation
methods of
ing disinfec:
in respect of the loss sustained by them
business is being done in spelter, both for shipment and claim £7500 as
tants to water-closets.
of supplying
se A
from the faulty d
and construction of machinery
ied by
3892. H. W. Hammonp, London “‘ Movable stamp.”—A communication.— for home use.
a
There is not much doing in lead, and prices remain tolerably the pursuers in the rst action. The case will come on
me 14th pote, 1871.
a
jury at once, and it is expected that a good deal of skilled evidence
movable {stamp a certain number of discs externally toothed stationary.
and of the same diameter are freely set upon a common axis, which axis
Throughout Shropshire the leading companies—the Lilleshall ‘will becalled.
is provided with a fixed hollow seal, the-eccentricity of which is equal and the omg
A work of some interest to
ume ne pehousl, Cee
ei a Bas, Boge
in all their departto the radius
of the discs ;on the outside faces of the teeth are engraved
%
i
, iro
i or i
i
The
w- (Wednesday) at the new Yorkhi Wharf, Glasgow, by
namesof months, &c., and the assemblage of a series of teeth fills ing demand for the
cold-blast oon ofthat part oftthe Kennedy, e contractor. The operation of driving the last bays
the h pa FO
the circumferenceof which are kingdom has led to thenoted
of
the
wharf
was
the
occasion
.
and
of
the
sheet
pili
blowing-in
of
a
new
cold-blast
furnace
by
q'
names,
tr
bakeanitoneu all oc
tat a&e.
to South Staffordshire, it was witnessed by many gentlemen interested ini
the the Old Park Company. As with
discs,
so as to keep the said discs steadily in their position. On the eoalsoinyelation vyBhropehize, thebusiness lifeofthe district branch of engineering
science, The main piles, from
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centré measuring 6ft., give 5ft. of a breadth of bay, and have been asked and had at Cardiff, and the present price of coke cars
and other public vehicles. It is now in course ofconstruction,
the simultaneous dri a of the sheet piles which f° there is now 30s. per ton, Very large and important shipments and is about ——
upon.
to fill
the ipece bétwelll web Guited ot © the have been made during the past week. France continues
Meésrs. Laird
have completed a steam
it of the
have been exported following dimensions :—
novel method known as ‘‘bay-driving.” The
tion is thus a good customer, and large
between perpen
, 106ft. ;
carried out :—Three rows of main piles are first driven the whole to the East Indies, and Bilbao, Hamp h, and Port Said. The width, 18ft. ;tonnage, 164. Sheisfittedwithapairofcompound
of the proposed work, These piles are 12in. square, and house coal trade is also
t the high price
is the cause of inverted cylinder surface gunieoeing, engines
40-horse px
are driven into the bed of cne river at a distance of 5ft. from each much discontent. I have heard that Welsh and other coals are nominal, and has
ity for about 24 tons
of coal in hierbulla,
other. The spaces between are filled up with sheet piles, which now sold at Exeter for 30s. The strain throughout South Wales Deane of water 7ft,
6ft. forward. She is rigged asa fore
= a compact finish to the work.
Formerly it was usual to to meet the demand for coal is very marked, and the improved and - —
with a good. ”
accommoda~ive each of these sheet-piles separately, but this caused a dis- condition of the collier is as perceptible. I entered acollier’s tion for t oe
oe
low main deck forward, and there
placement of the beds on all sides of the pile, besides being a house a few days ago—an ordinary house, where not long since are also additional cabins aft, aswellasstate rooms for theofficers,
tedious process ;and in 1866 the principle of the simultaneous op owl and poverty could be seen at a
cc. Now a large piece anda good forecastle for the crew. The
obtained as the
driving of all the sheet-piles in one bay was introduced, This of bacon was suspended from the ceiling, one of the boys was mean of runs at the measured mile
was nearly ten knots, with an
method was first attempted in 1866 by Mr. Manwell at the con- trying on a new waistcoat with evident satisfaction, and in the indicated power of 200-horse power, the number of revolutions
struction of the Kingston dock on the Clyde. In the construction oven, pleasantly sputtering, was a leg of mutton. Unfortunately,. being 132 per minute. In order to insure handiness and speed
of Yorkhill Wharf, which is 1212ft. in length, there are 608 main the increase of wages is, as a general rule, spent in other directions, under sail the screw is made with feathering blades on the
t
iles, giving 203 in the first, 203 in the second, and 202 in the and coal as well as iron districts are characterised by much dissi- of Mr. R. Bevis. The
for the feathering blades is worked in
third of the land row. ‘The platform will be 25ft. broad. ‘The ca In the iron district the make of rails continues great; the screw shaft tunnel by a rod passing through the centre of the
two bays at the extreme east end were chosen for the operation
not quite up to the late average ; but there is a fair inquiry shaft, and the levers which move the Blades are enclosed within
for all kinds of merchant iron. Asa rule, new orders are taken the boss of the screw
of this morning, which was carried out very successfully.
:
er.
The coal
e remains so far in statu quo, that although prices with caution, and there is a strongly founded rumour abroad that
The manufacture o! aowig 4iron
goes on briskly at the Hartleare firmly maintained and thc demand unabated, there is nothing prices will go up even higher than at present. In rails, one er and there are quite the usual
number of screw steamers
authority is sanguine enough to state that an advance in price uilding, although future prospects in that trade are scarcely so
new to report.
of 20s, per ton may soon be expected. At Ebbw Vale trade is good, favourable as at this time
year.
and almost the only want is that of more skilled workmen. At
We understand that a new puddling machine, from which great
THE CLEVELAND DISTRICT.
the last meeting 20s. per share was declared, ile cent. results are —
will shortly be brought into the market by a
This, taken in conjunction with the fact that £83,076 have been large firm of ironmasters in the immediate neighbourhood of
(From our own Correspondent.)
ors for additional works, shows a most satisfactory condition.
eeds,
THE CLEVELAND IRON TRADE: Zhe market at Middlesbrough: ap
I hear too that the company have secured a lease of hematite
The Town Hall Committee of the Bolton Corporation have
Scarcity of materials: Jrvegularities of workmen—PROPOSED mines
in Spain. Blaenavon, Nantyglo, Blaina, Rhymney, and accepted the tender of Mr. Simpson, of London, amounting to
TRAMWAY FOR MIDDLESBROUGH—THE CLEVELAND MINERS— Tredegar,
are
in
full
work.
At
Dowlais
two
new
blast
furnaces
£5300,
for the decoration of the great hall, council chamber,
ENGINEERING AND SHIPBUILDING—THE COAL TRADE—PRICES,
are being built with all the latest improvements. A sad accident mayor's omy ty and din g rooms, and entrance hall and corridor
Tue Cleveland iron trade continues in a most prosperous state. occurred at Dowlais on Sunday, six men were employed in clear- in the town hall at present being erected in Bolton.
There was a fair attendance on Change at Middlesbrough on Tues- ing out the boilers and were overpowered by the carbonic gas; Upwards of 300 lead miners have left Middleton-in-Teesdale for
day, and business was good. Every pig-maker is as_ busy as one man was taken out dead, but the others are in a fair way of other fields of labour.
possible. On ’Change there is still the usual boast that No. 3 is recovery. On Monday the Dowlais Company ——
900
Referring to the coal supply question, the directors of John
quoted at 105s. per ton for immediate delivery. It isadmitted tons of rails to Rio de Janeiro. At Cyfarthya and Plymouth Brown and Co. (Limited) state
t they see no other way of
on all sides that nobody can accept an order for immediate de- a steady make of rails is being carried on. American satisfactorily providing forit than by becoming directly interested
livery, and I am therefore bound to state that such a quotation is orders for large quantities are held, and a full trade for in acoal-field of theirown. A large interest in a coal-field which it
simply a farce. The inquiries for next year are very numerous, the summer is secured.
Penydarran continues quietly is expected will in the course of twelve months supply the comanda large number of contracts are being made, For No. 3 for de- progressing, and: there is no question but that one or pany
with the
ter part of the coal required has
been secured
livery next year the quotation is about 90s. to 95s. per ton, In the or more of the blast furnaces will be started when coal and rail- y some
of the directors. This interest
they are prepared
to hand
ed iron trade there is little alteration. Prices are the same way arrangements are completed. Mr. Hosgood continues a most over to the
company
upon
the
terms
and
conditions
upon
which
as in our appended list. In all branches chere is great activity, indefatigable management of this place, and of Plymouth, they have obtained it.
which results in an enormous quantity of work being turned out Abernaut, and Treforest. A sad calamity, which has befallen a
A strike of colliers in the Leeds district has terminated, the
of the North of England.
‘
member of his family, has evoked very general sympathy. In men having accepted the terms offered by the masters.
Some of the ironmasters still complain of the scarcity of mate- the Aberdare Valley, which I visited last week, the signs of a
The firemen at New Seaham Colliery have had the Ryhope
rials. Asa rule, the whole district is much better attended to in busy and prosperous coal and iron trade were very conspicuous. terms
to them. Mr. Rellett, the miners’ delegate at
its requirements of coal and coke than it was a month ago, but But to the casual looker-on everything seemed sacrificed at the Seaton conceded
Colliery, accompanied by several of his fellow workmen,
pa, aa are still inconvenienced by the inadequate supply of various iron works to the demand for rails ; promptitude was the waited
on
Mr.
Robinson,
the colliery engineer, to ascertain if
ironstone. The ironmasters appeal to the mine owners to send order of the day.
their request to work on the same terms as the firemen of Ryh
them more stone, and the mine owners repeat that the miners do
The Cardiff coal-screeners took a decided step this week. They Colliery had been acceded to. Mr. Robinson’s reply was to the
not work so regularly as they did previous to getting their wages demanded an increase above the halfpenny a ton allowed, and as effect that the terms were conceded, and that he would assist the
advanced 2d. per ton. I allude to this matter again because this in some cases was not allowed for, the demand amounted to men in righting any small local difficulty which might at any time
within the past few days I have been informed by the men that it 50, and in some cases to 100 per cent. (double screening) ; many occur ; but if they wanted an advance of wages they must ask for
is not true that they refuse to work cas & They declare that struck, and the loading of several vessels was stopped. I join in it in proper form. The terms, it may be remembered, were 104
since their wages were advanced they have not had the opportunity of the hope that a
edy compromise will be arranged. The strike hours, with no reduction, and 4d. an hour for overtime,
making as much money as they did previously. This, they say, is amongst the Park-end miners in the Forest of Dean has been
On Saturday morning H.M.S.S. Minotaur, Northumberland,
oceasioned by bad management, their version of which is that settled by a compromise of 5 per cent. The explosion at Park-end Hercules, and Lively (small paddle ram), arrived in the Mersey
they go to the mines, and after working for hours are prevented tin works has resulted in the death of one of the men.
from Holyhead.
continuing on account of a short supply of “‘tubs,” Having
A fatal railway accident occurred in the Forest on Saturday,
Trade continues brisk at Ulverston. Mining and ind ustrial
blasted a quantity of stone, and broken it up, they are unable to by which the driver of a coal train was killed. His engine ran off operations are prosecuted with activity, and orders in most
get it sent away, and are obliged to leave the mine until tubs are the line at a double curve, and though he jumped off the moment departments of trade are plentiful. Prices and wages tend
procured to take out the stone. I don’t know how far this state- it left the rails, he did not escape the engine, which fell upon him upward.
ment is correct, but I give it in fairness to the men. Whoever is and crushed him.
Mr. Harrison, of the Maryport and Carlisle Railway, has been
to blame, it is a fact that the total supply of stone is far beneath
The tin works are everywhere in full employment, and the diffi- appointed traffic manager of the Whitehaven, Cleator, and Egrewhat it ought to be to keep the iron trade of the North of England culty is not in securing but in executing orders. In this great mont Railway, in the place of Mr. Russell, resigned.
in full employment.
rush of work—-for I can describe it in no other way—a marked
Application having been made to the Government by the ChesLately it has been found necessary to bring a number of men increase in the
ber of
idents is to be seen, but in most ter Town Council for powers to borrow the sum of £22,000 for the
engaged in the Middlesbrough iron works before the magistrates cases they are due to culpable negligence. There is one incident, construction of a series of intercepting sewers, an i —
for neglecting their work. It is really very vexatious of men to however, which I cannot omit, and which I chronicle with reluctheld at the Town Hall, by Mr. J. T. Harrison, one of
instay away from work, for not only do they lose money themselves, ance. A dastardly attempt to cause an explosion on a large scale been
spectors of the Local Government Board, for the purpose of hearing
but they cause serious loss to their employers, and prevent other in a coal pit was detected last week. In one of the collieries of evidence thereon. There was substantially no
ition, as the
workmen from making as much money as they might if all hands that spirited company trading under the name of the Ocean Steam points which had been previously raised in committee and in the
stuck to their places,
‘
Coal Cathgang fire was applied to large piles of wood, placed in council were noticed by the inspector. The first was that the fall
This week the Newcastle races have interfered with work, large such a position that had it not been observed in the of 1 in 1760 of the sewer from Boughton Fords to Dee-lane Bar
numbers of workmen in all parts of the North of ry ey going off very nick of time, an explosion must have followed. was not sufficient, and this Mr. G. A. Bell, the engineer of the
according to custom, in order that they might meet their friends on There was a large number of men in the pit at the council, proposed to remedy by the construction of a reservoir, in
Neweastle Town Moor.
:
f
time, and thus the atrocity of the act is heightened, for which the water from the
would be collected for the purposeof
The Middlesbrough Corporation have now under consideration it is evident that the culprit had the sacrifice of life in view as flushing the sewer. The inspector
su;
that, if posaibte, pump
an application for permission to lay down a tramway in that well as the destruction of property. I see that a reward of £20 ing at the chief outfall should be avoided, and that the tanks for
rapidly growing town. I hope the Corporation will not act like has been offered, but this is not enough; a larger sum, with receiving the sewage should be excavated, so that the effluent
their neighbours and refuse the application. A tramway in — to all but the actual perpetrator, should be tendered. water would escape, leaving only the solid matter to be dealt
Middlesbrough would be a great convenience to the public.
here has been more attention paid of late to the output of native with ; but Mr. Roberts, engineer, said that one obstacle to that
Next Wednesday the Cleveland ironstone miners are to hold ore. A few years ago a leading ironmaster said: ‘I don’t care would be the nature of the ground, which below the surface was
their mass meeting at Skelton, the chief object of which is to about it; would not object if I did not raise a ton.” The same quicksand. After the inquiry the inspector saw the line the
discuss the Mines Regulation Bill. There will be an opportunity
entleman is now energetically engaged in putting on all possible sewer could take, and said, on viewing the land where the outfall
of clearing up the statements about the men purposely restricting Ca
tothe work of mine raising.
would be, that there was nothingin what the council proposed
the supply of ironstone.
etaaes. ue
mad
to do there to prevent his giving his approval of the plans.
Engineering in all its branches is still in a flourishing state,
The iron trade is maintained with much firmness in West YorkThere are a large number of locomotives in hand in Newcastle and NOTES FROM THE NORTHERN AND EASTERN shire, A firm in Leeds has received an order for 1000 tons of ordiother northern towns. Messrs. Manning, Wardle, and Co., of
COUNTIES.
oagy menahent bars, at £13 per ton,
Leeds, have successfully tested one of their mountain engines,
(From our own Correspondent.)
. William Stobart and partners have purchased land in the
which they have built for Brazil to work on the Fell central rail LAUNCH OF A HAMBURGH STEAMER—SUNDERLAND AND SOUTH neighbourhood of the Blue House and Sunderland Gasworks,
system. A detailed report of the Triage geterypsps made
SHIELDS WaTeR CoMPANY—MeERSEY Docks AND HARBOUR Hendon, where they intend to sink a coal pit.
by this firm at Goathland, near Whitby, will be found in another
BoarD—RoLuLinc Stock aT BARROW—A NEW REGISTERING
column of THE ENGINEER. Marine engine builders continue
APPARATUS—LAUNCH OF A SCREW YACHT—TRADE AT THE
exceedingly busy,
‘
.
PRICES CURREES OF METALS AND OILS.
HARTLEPOOLS—-NEW PUDDLING MACHINE—BOLTON NEW TOWN
Iron shipbuilders on the Tyne, Wear and Tees, are doing their
Hatt—NOoORTHERN LEAD MINERS—ISLE OF Man RaliLway—
S
1
ead end
j\4u.
248d
utmost to get through their orders. which are very heavy. There
JoHN Brown anp Co. (LimireD)—CoLILaERS IN THE LEEDS
is every prospect of a long term of prosperityin this great and
DISTRICT—FIREMEN AT NeW SEAHAM COLLIERY—SHIPS OF
1100 0.1160 0|| Keg ane-tee-... |17100.. 180 @
1130
0.
180
0
156
09..157
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growing industry.
WAR IN THE Mersey—TRADE AT ULVERSTON—MARYPORT AND
1150 0..12380
0..1910 0}0
150
The coal and coke trades remain in a high-pressure condition.
CARLISLE RAILWAY—SEWAGE WORKS AT CARLISLE—THE IRON
+|1179
146 000.1526
0..1490 00
Prices are high, and there is often a difficulty in getting a sufficient
1080
0..1140
0|
6
00..
—
TRADE IN WEST YORKSHIRE—LIVERPOOL CENTRAL RAILWAY
1000
157 00..
supply in Cleveland, where the consumption is so > ot§
STATION, &0.
1040 9.0..1050— 0 |
18
00. ——
e prices of iron are as follows :—No. 1, £5 5s.; No, 2, £5 2s. 6d.; On Thursday afternoon Messrs. sepa, and Pearson launched
0..1160
0}
--| 1060
9 9 9}..
00 105
200.238
No. 3, £5; No. 4, £4 19s.; M., £4 18s. 6d.; W., £4 18s; refined a screw steamer for Messrs, Perlbach and Co., of Hamburgh, of the
metal, £5 10s. Manufactured iron—Common bars, £10; best following dimensions :—Length, 210ft. ; breadth, 28ft.; depth,
1015 on
*|}35 0.260
be 6 0!
-. <=
ditto, £10 10s.; cable iron, £10 10s.; angle iron, £10 10s.; sheets, 15ft. She has a long poop and full top-gallant forecastle, and
5/1819 0.1310
0|
[‘}1 40.1650
£12 15s.; ship-plates, £12 5s.; boiler plates, £13; rails, £10; accommodation aft for a few first-class passengers, She has two
101) 0... —
[}asa.140
W
0
0..1810
0
4
0 0..43
00
puddled bars, £7 7s. 6d.; wrought iron girders, £18.
steam cranes and two steam winches. Before the engine and
|14
ate
boiler room a water ballast hold is arranged, capable of holding
12150 0..146
0.131515 0||
[\9)
©©0..93 e n0s 0
-|1610 6..
8415 9 0)
0 0.00
about 250 tons of water, for the supplying and emptying of which
ok 0 0
a special steam pump is provided, so that the steamer can take in
nad0 om
1B
O|
:|32 0 0..33 —0
WALES AND THE ADJOINING COUNTIES.
>
|290
0..20
5
0}
[|2150..
or
throw
out
her
ballast
whilst
coming
up
the
river.
This
(From our own Correspondent.)
m00.
-|\7100..0. =
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hold, when empty, is adapted for
ing cargo, so that no space
a96,. —— |4
[|e
Tue COLLIERS’ DEMAND FOR INCREASED WAGES AND SHORTER is
S58.
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a)13415 Po
lost, as is the case with the double bottoms.
7100.
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0..35
TIME: What coalowners think of it—PRESENT PRICES OF COAL
The Sunderland and South Shields Water Company has decided,
-_- = =
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0 08
AND COKE—IMPROVED CONDITION OF THE COLLIERY TRADE AND after
—. = |
. |87 10 0..88 0
consulting and obtaining the approval of Mr. Hgwksley, to
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OF THE COLLIER—THE IRON TRADE: Probable advance in price: construct
its new reservoir at Soakdon in accordance with Brannon’s
2 0 0.28 5 0/|
0A eee
Ebbw Vale Iron Company—F.LOURISHING STATE OF TRADE—
+ | 0 0.24 0 0 |
| 44 0 0.470
monolithic system.
Dow ais Iron Company: Increase of furnaces: Sad accident patent
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The
report
of
a
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committee
upon
dock
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at Dowlais—CONDITION OF THE IRON TRADE AT THE LEADING appointed in December last was discussed at the Mersey Dock
worKs—THE CARDIFF COAL SCREENERS—-PARK-END EXPLOSION Board on Thursday. The report concludes with the following
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